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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 1 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 2 

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN 
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN 
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN 
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN 
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, 
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG 
MCCARTHY, CELINE 
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT, 
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL, 
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN 
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER 
and TIM PFEIFFER, 
 
  Petitioners, 
 v. 
 
YAMHILL COUNTY, 
 
  Respondents. 
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LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033 
 
EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 
REQUESTED 

MOTION FOR STAY 3 

 Pursuant to OAR 661-010-0068 and ORS 197.845(1), Petitioners request 4 

that LUBA issue an immediate order staying the challenged land use decision and 5 

expediting the review schedule for a permanent stay pending a final decision in this 6 

appeal, as well as expedited briefing. 7 

Petitioners request LUBA issue an order to stay the challenged decision 8 

which approves “an agreement between Yamhill County and Farline Bridge, Inc. 9 
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for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project in the amount of $564,812 with 1 

a completion date of May 1, 2020.”1    2 

BACKGROUND 3 

The County Board of Commissioners (“Board”) in a 2-1 vote, approved the 4 

challenged decision on January 16, 2020.  Rec-7.  The challenged decision 5 

approves construction of portions of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (“Trail”), to 6 

include “constructing a prestressed voided slab bridge” (Stag Hollow Creek Bridge 7 

No. YWT-1 or “Bridge”), “trail approaches, and other items detailed in the plans 8 

and specifications”, to be completed “no later than May 1, 2020”.2  Whether this 9 

means the Trail will be opened to the public thereafter, is anyone’s guess.  It is 10 

certain that if the bridge is completed, the public will have access to the old, 11 

                                           
1 Board Order 20-25.  Rec-1-7; Exhibit 1. 
2 On March 5 and 6, 2020, Petitioners requested public records, and thereafter 
received after business hours on April 5, 2020, some of the requested public 
records, a copy of the challenged decision, including some (but not all) of the 
portions incorporated by reference.  See Exhibit 2.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, the 
Record does not include any of these – it does not include the documents 
incorporated into the challenged decision by reference.  Petitioners file a Record 
Objection contemporaneously with this Motion in order to compel the County to 
include the entire challenged decision in the record.  Exhibit 2, p 2 and 20, 
establish that the scope of construction work authorized in the challenged decision 
will include the construction of a temporary access road from and to a specific 
point on Highway 240, temporary work bridge, earthwork, “construct Stag Hollow 
Creek Bridge No. YWT-1”; and construct aggregate base, among other things.  
Exhibit 2, p 20.  
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abandoned right-of-way that it does not now have.  As is evident from the record 1 

filed by the County, the County has done nothing to suggest it will prevent public 2 

use of the Trail when the construction is complete.   3 

Petitioners did not learn of the challenged decision until March 2, 2020 and 4 

that was because Trail construction started.   5 

The County provided no formal, courtesy or other notice to Petitioners of the 6 

challenged decision, or indeed to anyone.  This is the case notwithstanding that the 7 

construction of this exact Bridge and exact Trail was the subject of three previous 8 

LUBA appeals by Petitioners here.  This includes an appeal by some of these same 9 

Petitioners challenging the County Commissioners’ approval of a contract to 10 

design this very Bridge that included a construction timeline, in which LUBA 11 

dismissed Petitioners’ appeal on the County’s strident arguments that it approved 12 

no construction.  Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, __ Or LUBA __ (LUBA Nos. 2019-13 

038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (“Van Dyke III”).  The County’s pleadings seeking 14 

dismissal of Van Dyke III, established that the County entirely understood that 15 

approval of construction of the bridge and other Trail elements, required land use 16 

approval, asserting: “* * * the construction of the bridges in this case is ‘contingent 17 

on subsequent land use approvals’ * * *”.  Exhibit 3, County Motion to Dismiss, 18 

p 4 & 5.   19 
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LUBA took the County at its word, deciding that any construction of the 1 

Trail bridges constitutes “development actions that must be * * * authorized by 2 

other land use decisions.”  Van Dyke III, slip op at *15.   3 

The County duped LUBA. 4 

In seeking dismissal of Van Dyke III, the County claimed that a decision to 5 

design the bridges had no significant impacts on land use.  The County implicitly 6 

acknowledged that a decision to construct the bridges, would have a significant 7 

impact on land use in wriggling itself out of review of the decision challenged in 8 

Van Dyke III: “Because it is only a contract for services, not a construction 9 

contract, it will have no impact whatsoever on present or future land uses”.  10 

Exhibit 3, County Motion to Dismiss, p 4. 11 

In fact, the Bridge and Trail components the challenged decision approves, 12 

are the subject of two LUBA merits opinions remanding County approval of the 13 

Trail, the most recent of which remand decision was issued by LUBA six months 14 

ago.   15 

The County ignored LUBA’s latest remand decision, and instead simply 16 

started building the Trail; taking no action to respond to LUBA’s October 11, 2019 17 

pervasive remand Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA No. 18 

2019-047, October 11, 2019) (“Van Dyke II”).  As LUBA knows, in Van Dyke II, 19 

it decided that the Trail, including its bridges, did not comply with the farm impact 20 
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standards of ORS 215.296 or various requirements in the County code.3  Instead of 1 

compliance, the County forged ahead with Trail construction.   2 

County Commissioner Olson (one of the two approving commissioners) at 3 

the January 16, 2020 Bridge construction approval meeting, explained that the 4 

challenged decision is as brazen as it appears, stating that the challenged decision 5 

“continues on a road, a long, tedious road of getting the trail in and getting the trail 6 

finished.”  (Emphasis supplied.).  January 16, 2020, Board of Commissioners 7 

Formal Session Audio at 2:20, partial transcript for which is Exhibit 5.  There can 8 

be no reasonable dispute that the County has now decided to build the Trail; and, if 9 

forced to apply farm impact standards, the land use rules that require their 10 

application, or any other rules or LUBA’s opinions, such will be in hindsight and 11 

nothing more than a pro-forma exercise.   12 

The fix is in.    13 

I. LUBA’s Jurisdiction 14 

The County is in no position to argue that LUBA lacks jurisdiction.  As both 15 

LUBA and the County acknowledged in Van Dyke III, the challenged decision 16 

                                           
3 Capitalizing on the global pandemic, the County Planning Director emailed 
Petitioner Schrepel the afternoon of April 6, 2020, stating the County intended to 
make a remand decision on April 30, 2020, without conducting a hearing.  Exhibit 
4.  To date, the County has not provided the undersigned or any other Petitioner in 
that LUBA case with any notice of such remand deliberations or indeed the process 
the County will employ to respond to LUBA’s remand.    
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authorizing Trail construction is a land use, limited land use or significant impacts 1 

land use decision4 over which LUBA has exclusive jurisdiction.  ORS 2 

197.015(10); ORS 197.825. 3 

II. Petitioners’ Standing 4 

All Petitioners are adversely affected or aggrieved by the challenged 5 

decision as is abundantly clear by Van Dyke I and II, of which they were all 6 

parties.  Van Dyke II, slip op at *4 (“Petitioners, who own farms along and within 7 

the vicinity of the Trail * * *.”); see also Declaration of Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit 6.    8 

III. Standards for Granting a Motion to Stay 9 

LUBA is authorized to stay a land use decision pending the Board’s review 10 

if a petitioner demonstrates (1) a colorable claim of error in the appealed decision, 11 

                                           
4 The challenged decision has an actual qualitatively or quantitatively significant 
impact on present or future land uses. Carlson v. City of Dunes City, 28 Or LUBA 
411, 414 (1994); Billington v. Polk County, 299 Or 471, 703 P2d 232 (1985); and 
City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982) (Even if a local 
government decision does not satisfy the statutory definition of “land use 
decision,” it may nevertheless be a land use decision subject to LUBA review if it 
will have a “significant impact on present or future land uses in the area.”).  That 
the challenged decision would have this effect was recognized in the County 
pleadings seeking dismissal of LUBA 2019-038/040 (“Van Dyke III”) and 
LUBA’s order dismissing that appeal, as explained above.  There can be no doubt 
that building a bridge and other Trail elements is significant, commits the land to 
the Trail and has a significant effect on land use. 
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and (2) irreparable injury if the stay is not granted.  ORS 197.845(1); OAR 661-1 

010-0068(1)(c).5 2 

a. Colorable Claim of Error 3 

To demonstrate a colorable claim of error, petitioners need not establish that 4 

they will prevail on the merits.  Thurston Hills Neigh. Assoc. v. City of Springfield, 5 

19 Or LUBA 591, 592 (1990).  The required showing is not a high bar: “Provided 6 

petitioners’ arguments are not devoid of legal merit, it is sufficient that the errors 7 

alleged, if sustained, would result in reversal or remand of the challenged 8 

decision.”  Barr v. City of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 511, 511 (1990).   9 

The challenged decision to approve construction of the Bridge and related 10 

Trail elements violates LUBA’s remand in Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ____ Or 11 

LUBA ___ (Oct 11, 2020, LUBA No. 2019-047) (“Van Dyke II”); it also violates 12 

ORS 215.283(3); YCZO 402.02/04 and 1202; and YCZO 702.05 and 703.05.6  The 13 

                                           
5 ORS 197.845(1) provides: 

“Upon application of the petitioner, the board may grant a stay of a land 
use decision or limited land use decision under review if the petitioner 
demonstrates: 

“(a)   A colorable claim of error in the land use decision or limited land 
use decision under review; and 

“(b)  That the petitioner will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not 
granted.” 

6 The relevant County Code provisions are appended to this Motion as Exhibit 7. 
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Bridge at issue in this appeal is located along the 2.82-mile trail segment at issue in 1 

Van Dyke II, the approval of which LUBA remanded to the County as erroneous.  2 

This is clear from Van Dyke II; Van Dyke III. 3 

As the record makes abundantly clear, the challenged decision followed no 4 

required processes and made no effort to comply with any state or local land use 5 

standards.  It is supported by zero evidence.  The challenged decision ignores 6 

LUBA’s remand in Van Dyke II and dares LUBA to enforce its determination in 7 

Van Dyke III that this Bridge and related construction would not occur until after 8 

they were approved in the land use process. 9 

The substantive and procedural errors in the challenged decision soar well-10 

past a colorable claim of error and into clear and brazen error territory.   11 

The land upon which the Bridge and other elements of the Trail are being 12 

constructed is zoned EFU, with portions zoned HI and/or LI.  Exhibit 8 (Vicinity 13 

Map).  Recreational trails, to include trail bridges, are prohibited in the LI and HI 14 

zones.  YCZO 702.05 and 703.05.  This means the challenged decision must be 15 

reversed, not remanded because there is no scenario under which it can be 16 

approved on those lands.   17 

Moreover, the development approved in the challenged decision on EFU 18 

zoned land, is only conditionally permitted, as LUBA held in Van Dyke II.  YCZO 19 

402.04(N).  In the EFU zone, the Trail can only be approved if it complies with the 20 
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applicable state and County land use standards, as LUBA explained in Van Dyke 1 

II.   2 

The current legal status of the Trail is that per LUBA’s order in Van Dyke II, 3 

the challenged decision is unlawful because LUBA has unequivocally decided that 4 

the Trail cannot be lawfully established unless applicable standards are met and 5 

there is no evidence that the Country has done so, or can do so for that matter.  6 

Moreover, it is well settled that the County’s ordinance that LUBA remanded has 7 

been invalidated, and so has no effect.  Turner v. Jackson County, 62 Or LUBA 8 

199, 210 (2010); NWA v. City of Portland, 58 Or LUBA 533, 541-42; Western 9 

States v. Multnomah County, 37 Or LUBA 835, 842-43 (2000).  There is no 10 

possible scenario in which the challenged decision is lawful.     11 

Moreover, in the EFU zone, conditionally permitted uses can only be 12 

approved if they are processed under quasi-judicial procedures (YCZO 402.04; 13 

1301; 1400), which includes notice to persons owning land within 750-feet of the 14 

parcel upon which the development is proposed.7  So far as petitioners can tell, the 15 

                                           
7A Conditional Use Permit is subject to “Type B” procedures.  YCZO 1202.02.  
YCZO 1301.01(B) specifies that a Type B procedure requires notice of the 
application be provided to property owners whose land adjoins “the subject 
property” and certain others.  Such persons have the right to request a hearing on 
the application.  Id.  If a hearing is requested, then the “Type C” hearing 
procedures apply.  YCZO 1301.01(B)(5).  Regarding hearing procedures, YCZO 
1402.01 provides, in relevant part: 
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Bridge, Bridge accesses and other elements are being developed on a single parcel 1 

of land that is a linear strip of old railroad right-of-way that extends 12 or more 2 

miles and is also on the “Bus Barn” property that is the Trail’s access terminus and 3 

parking.  The “Bus Barn” property is across from Fruithill, Inc. owned by 4 

Petitioner Schrepel.  Exhibit A to Declaration of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 6). 5 

The image below includes a yellow circle that is approximately the area 750’ 6 

from where the Bridge construction over the stream (Stag Hollow Creek) is taking 7 

place; and a red circle that is approximately 750’ from the “Bus Barn” property 8 

boundaries upon which other Trail construction is taking place: 9 

 10 

                                           
“Notice of any quasi-judicial public hearing * * * shall be sent to 
affected property owners within the following distance of the 
boundaries of the parcel which is the subject of the application * * *: 
“1.  Within 750 feet when the subject parcel is within a farm or forest 

district[.]”  (Emphasis supplied.) 
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Of course, under the plain terms of the County code, the required notice area 1 

is much larger and runs not from development areas, but from the parcel upon 2 

which development occurs, which as noted above runs for 12+ miles in a linear old 3 

rail right-of-way strip.  YCZO 1402.01. 4 

Petitioners are within any conceivable notice area.  But as the record makes 5 

clear, the County provided no notice whatsoever.   6 

It is also well-established, that when acting on a LUBA remand, the County 7 

must provide notice to the LUBA parties.  DLCD v. Crook County, 37 Or LUBA 8 

39, 42 (1999).  This of course did not happen either, as the record plainly 9 

demonstrates.  The County merely started building the Trail.   10 

The failure of the County to follow applicable procedures when it approved 11 

the challenged decision prejudiced Petitioners’ substantial rights by denying them 12 

the opportunity to prepare and submit any case and for a full and fair hearing of 13 

any kind on the Van Dyke II remanded topics.  Johnson v. Jackson County, 59 Or 14 

LUBA 94, 99-100 (2009); Muller v. Polk County, 16 Or LUBA 771, 775 (1988).  15 

Petitioners were unable to present the County with information regarding farm and 16 

other impacts from the construction of the Trail.  Petitioners have not been favored 17 

with any application or related materials regarding the construction the challenged 18 

decision approves and were given no chance to ascertain whether any required 19 

federal, state or local natural resources permits were obtained.   20 
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LUBA will remand a land use decision when the decision is flawed by 1 

procedural errors that prejudice a petitioner’s substantial rights, as here.  OAR 661-2 

010-0071(2)(c).  There are undisputable substantive and procedural errors here.   3 

b. Irreparable Injury 4 

To grant a request for a stay, LUBA must find that allowing the approved 5 

development to proceed, causes irreparable injury.  In deciding the irreparable 6 

injury question, LUBA evaluates five questions: 7 

“1.  Has the petitioner adequately specified the injury he or she will 8 
suffer? 9 

“2.  Is the identified injury one that cannot be compensated adequately 10 
in money damages? 11 

“3.  Is the injury substantial and unreasonable? 12 

“4.  Is the conduct the petitioner seeks to bar through the stay probable 13 
rather than merely threatened or feared? 14 

“5.  If the conduct is probable, is the resulting injury probable rather 15 
than merely threatened or feared?” 16 

Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 47 Or LUBA 604, 609 (2004) (citing City 17 

of Oregon City v. Clackamas County, 17 Or LUBA 1032, 1042-43 (1988)).  The 18 

most difficult hurdle to obtaining a stay is often the irreparable injury prong, 19 

because LUBA has decided in many cases that the offending construction can 20 

simply be torn out if deemed to be unlawful.  See, e.g., Von Lubken v. Hood River 21 
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County, 17 Or LUBA 1150, 1153 (1989)8 (no irreparable injury where property 1 

being developed as a golf course could be returned to farm use if petitioner 2 

prevails).  However, those decisions are in the context of private investment losses 3 

that LUBA has said can be torn out.  LUBA has never held, and indeed to 4 

Petitioners’ knowledge, no court has ever ordered, a public agency to tear out 5 

publicly funded improvements, illegally installed – which will be the case here if 6 

the County is allowed to proceed.  Thus, a stay in this case should not be denied 7 

because the Bridge can be later torn out, because the “tear out” remedy is not one 8 

that can be relied upon as available.  Relatedly, tearing out a bridge that has been 9 

illegally constructed in a waterway, is as big an environmental blasphemy as 10 

installing it in the first place.  This is another hurdle to the “tear out” remedy.   11 

 The injury of allowing the County to complete the construction of the 12 

bridge, accesses to it and other construction, is irreparable.  The challenged 13 

decision approved construction of a very large bridge spanning over a stream and 14 

wetlands, which is designed to support an intensive public recreational trail system.  15 

                                           
8 Von Lubken v. Hood River County, 18 Or LUBA 18 (1989) (Von Lubken I) 
(remanding).  On February 5, 1990, the county again granted conditional use 
approval.  LUBA affirmed the county’s February 5, 1990 decision, but was 
reversed by the Court of Appeals. Von Lubken v. Hood River County, 19 Or LUBA 
404, rev’d 104 Or App 683, modified 106 Or App 226, rev den 311 Or 349 (Von 
Lubken II). 
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Once the bridge is in, they (public users) will come and the incredible harms to 1 

farming that LUBA understood and described in Van Dyke II will come to pass.  2 

Public access is the County’s intention after all.   3 

Generally, a movant will meet requirements for a stay where the 4 

development will “destroy or injure unique historic or natural resources, or other 5 

interests that cannot be practicably restored or adequately compensated for once 6 

destroyed.”  Roberts v. Clatsop County, 43 Or LUBA 577, 583 (2002); see also 7 

ONRC v. Seaside, 27 Or LUBA 679, 682-83 (1994).  The Bridge here by its nature 8 

destroys or injures natural resources because it is construction work that occurs in a 9 

stream, wetland, and/or a riparian area.  See Declaration of Ben Van Dyke.  10 

Moreover, this problem is exacerbated, since the applicant followed no required 11 

processes to adopt the challenged decision, making it impossible to ascertain 12 

compliance with any applicable legal requirements designed to protect natural 13 

resources.   14 

Damage to public natural resources values is a harm within LUBA’s 15 

authority to address with a stay where “the public convenience will suffer damage” 16 

as a result of the development continuing.  Dames v. City of Medford, 9 Or LUBA 17 

433, 440-41 (1983), aff’d, 69 Or App 675, 687 P2d 1111 (1984) (citing Bennett v. 18 

City of Salem, 192 Or 531, 235 P2d 772 (1951); Fraser v. City of Portland, 81 Or 19 

92, 158 P 514 (1916); Von Weidlein Int’l., Inc. v. Young, 16 Or App 81, 514 P2d 20 
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560 (1973)).  While irreparable injury must be shown by clear and convincing 1 

proof, Dames at 440, LUBA should find that the irreparable injury standard is met 2 

here. 3 

1. Petitioners adequately specified the injury they will suffer 4 

The specified injury is that the County has approved and is developing a 5 

public trail to include a Bridge (1) in a stream and/or riparian and wetland area, 6 

adhering to no required standards, (2) in a floodplain, (3) on land zoned HI and LI 7 

where it is unequivocally prohibited, (4) on land zoned EFU where the 8 

development under construction is only conditionally permitted, but upon which 9 

LUBA has twice decided that applicable EFU standards and other standards are not 10 

met, (5) with harms to farm uses including contaminating field crops for this year’s 11 

harvest and beyond, impairing or foreclosing necessary spraying, creating traffic 12 

conflicts with farm machinery, and constructing a Bridge that is not adequate to 13 

support fire and other emergency services providers, meaning that such services 14 

will only be able to reach emergencies by driving through farm fields, among 15 

others.  16 

In ONRC v. Seaside, supra, 27 Or LUBA at 682-83, LUBA concluded that 17 

the petitioner had adequately specified injury from the construction of a proposed 18 

bridge across a salt marsh as harm to significant wildlife habitat and riparian 19 
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vegetation.  Here, the County is also constructing the bridge in a wetland and 1 

riparian stream area9: 2 

 3 

The construction area is also a regulatory floodplain: 4 

 5 
                                           
9 The green areas are wetlands on the National Wetlands Inventory. 

Approximate location of 
Stag Hollow Creek Bridge 
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There is no evidence that the County has obtained any required FEMA-1 

required floodway or floodplain permit to prevent flood harms to Petitioners’ 2 

fields, or any DSL or Corps permit to avoid public harm to public wetlands.  While 3 

Stag Hollow Creek over which the Bridge is being constructed, is a salmonid 4 

stream with important salmon habitat, there is no evidence that the County has 5 

taken any steps to protect those critically important resources.  See Declaration of 6 

Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit 6.  Moreover, there is no evidence that if any flood, 7 

wetland or salmon “take” permits have been obtained by the County in whole or 8 

part, that the County is making any effort to comply with such requirements.  9 

There is evidence that the construction area may include archeological resources 10 

and migratory bird resources10.  Exhibit 9.11  The Oregon Department of Fish and 11 

Wildlife’s Oregon Conservation Strategy identifies the area in which construction 12 

is taking place as Flowing Water and Riparian (blue) and Wetlands (purple) 13 

Strategy Habitats: 14 

                                           
10 If migratory bird nests were not discovered in 2019, that would obviously not 
establish that they were not present in a wholly different year – in 2020.   
11 The redactions on this exhibit are ODOT’s and reflect how this document came 
to the undersigned in response to Petitioners’ public records request.   
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 1 

And identifies the area as Northern Spotted Owl Modeled Year-Round 2 

Habitat (purple): 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 
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And identifies Stag Hollow Creek as Winter Steelhead Rearing (green): 1 

 2 

The record discloses nothing to suggest the extent to which these resources 3 

are present and whether any required permitting requirements have been satisfied.   4 

The public harm from the County’s development of land where it is 5 

prohibited (in the HI and LI zoned areas), is self-announcing.  As explained above, 6 

the development of a recreational trail is prohibited in the HI and LI zones.  YCZO 7 

702.05 and 703.05.  In Van Dyke II, the County admitted that zoning ordinance 8 

text amendments will be necessary prior to use of the Bus Barn property for the 9 

Trail, because at present, Trail uses are prohibited in the HI and LI zones.  Slip op 10 

at *53 n 20, *70 n 31.  There is no evidence that any such amendments to County 11 

ordinances allowing the Trail use to occur in the HI and LI zones have been 12 

adopted by the County. 13 
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The harm to individual petitioners is also self-announcing with reference to 1 

LUBA’s October 11, 2019 remand of Van Dyke II.  LUBA held in Van Dyke II that 2 

the County had not met the farm impacts test at ORS 215.296 for elements of the 3 

trail located on land zoned EFU.  Slip op at *87.  Specifically, LUBA held that 4 

Petitioners here (Van Dyke) spray their farms with various pesticides and the 5 

County failed to demonstrate that changes to farming practices necessitated by the 6 

imposition of a public trail will not force a significant change in that accepted 7 

farming practices and will not significantly increase the costs of those practices: 8 

“We agree with petitioners that the county’s findings regarding setbacks required 9 

by pesticide and herbicide labels are inadequate and fail to demonstrate compliance 10 

with the farm impacts test.”  Van Dyke II, slip op at *31.  See Declaration of Ben 11 

Van Dyke, Exhibit 6.  Specifically, LUBA acknowledged that if the Trail is 12 

constructed, the pesticides that Petitioner Ben Van Dyke sprays on his farm (which 13 

directly adjoins the construction areas), have label restrictions prohibiting spraying 14 

in the vicinity of the Trail and so the Trail will prevent Van Dyke from spraying as 15 

he must and that forces a significant change in accepted farming practices by either 16 

significantly changing or preventing necessary spray operations.  Van Dyke II, slip 17 

op at *31-33; Declaration, Id.  As a matter of state law, these are significant 18 

adverse impacts to Petitioners and are not reparable.   19 
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Petitioner Ben Van Dyke also expressed serious problems with food safety, 1 

specifically, contamination of his hazelnut crop by litter and fecal material due to 2 

Trail users and their animals and LUBA concluded that remand was necessary for 3 

the County to address impacts to food safety that would be caused by the presence 4 

of the Trail: “Because the county punted to the master planning stage almost all 5 

determinations regarding fence design and materials, as well as any vegetation to 6 

be planted within the right-of-way, the county is in no position to adopt adequate 7 

findings, supported by substantial evidence, addressing the issues raised regarding 8 

potential impacts to food safety raised below.”  Van Dyke II, slip op at *51.  This 9 

harm is already occurring with the illegal construction.  See Declaration of Ben 10 

Van Dyke, Exhibit 6:11 

   12 

Further, in Van Dyke II, LUBA held that the County’s findings regarding 13 

fire and emergency access to the Trail were inadequate and necessitated remand as 14 

a matter of public safety: “Remand is necessary for the county to address the 15 

expert testimony regarding what Trail and bridge design elements are necessary to 16 

achieve compliance with YCZO 1202.02(E), and adopt conditions sufficient to 17 
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ensure that those design elements are implemented in any subsequent 1 

administrative process.”  Slip op at *80.  There is no evidence that the County 2 

complied with this aspect of LUBA’s remand either.  So far as anyone knows, the 3 

Bridge for which construction is underway, is inadequately sized for fire service 4 

and is a public menace.  That harm is irreparable because the bridge will be 5 

constructed in such a wholly inadequate manner.   6 

LUBA also held that the County’s findings regarding parking and traffic 7 

impacts (at the Bus Barn property) were inadequate because the evidence 8 

suggested that “Trail-related vehicle or trailer parking that occurs on county roads 9 

or private driveways near county access points could restrict passage of large farm 10 

vehicles.”  Van Dyke II, slip op at *59.  There is no evidence that the County has 11 

demonstrated compliance with this aspect of LUBA’s remand regarding parking 12 

and traffic interference with the movement of large farm vehicles, which is a 13 

significant problem for farmers who need to get to their crops for maintenance 14 

work, get crops to market and to harvest their crops.  That farmers are impaired in 15 

their ability to get to their fields, to tend to their fields and to get crops to market 16 

because of the challenged decision, is irreparable.  The County has made no effort 17 

to address this harm or to limit it.  When the Bridge is completed, the public will 18 

have unrestrained access to the Trail (with their horses and dogs) and there is 19 

nothing in the record to establish otherwise.   20 
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2. Is the identified injury one that cannot be compensated adequately 1 
in money damages? 2 

As explained above, the challenged decision authorizes Trail construction in 3 

a wetland, riparian stream area, and apparently in an area with archeologic 4 

resources and potential migratory bird and salmonid habitat.  LUBA has held that 5 

injury to these types of unique natural resources, once destroyed, cannot be 6 

adequately compensated for in money damages.  ONRC v. Seaside, 27 Or LUBA 7 

679, 682-83.  This justifies the requested stay.   8 

Further, if Petitioner Van Dyke cannot spray certain pesticides within the 9 

vicinity of the trail because pesticide labels prohibit or restrict it, he will effectively 10 

lose his ability to manage his hazelnut crop.  There is no pecuniary standard by 11 

which to measure that loss.  McGreer v. City of Rajneeshpurham, 9 Or LUBA 406, 12 

410 (1983).  Also, if Van Dyke is unable to prevent people, animals and 13 

contaminants from entering his fields, his food safety certifications will be 14 

threatened, as explained in LUBA’s decision in Van Dyke II.  Slip op at *50-51.  15 

Not only will Van Dyke suffer financial losses from the inability to effectively 16 

manage his crop, he will also potentially lose his food safety certifications and, as a 17 

result, not to mention lose business reputation and goodwill.  Declaration of Ben 18 

Van Dyke, Exhibit 6.  LUBA has held that such losses cannot be adequately 19 

compensated for with money damages.  Barr, supra, at 515. 20 
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The injury to the public by the County’s failure to comply with the aspect of 1 

LUBA’s remand regarding compliance with YCZO 1202.02(E) and fire and 2 

emergency access issues is also not adequately compensated for with money 3 

damages, because there is no pecuniary standard by which to measure that injury 4 

either.  Once the bridge is constructed, “the fix is in” and there will be no plausible 5 

way for firefighters or police to reach fire and other emergencies, other than by 6 

going through Petitioners’ commercial farms.   7 

Further, the issues regarding inadequate parking and traffic interference with 8 

the movement of large farm vehicles have not been addressed at all and those 9 

conflicts become permanent when the County completes the bridge and makes the 10 

Trail that was formerly inaccessible, accessible to the public with all of the 11 

problems that attends that are explained in Van Dyke II.   12 

As explained briefly in the beginning of this motion, while LUBA has held 13 

that illegal structures may be removed12, that principle has never been tested with 14 

regard to tearing out publicly funded public improvements.  Here, the Bridge is 15 

being financed at least in part by Oregon Department of Transportation grants, and 16 

other public money.  Van Dyke II, slip op at *15 n 6.  It is not at all clear that if the 17 

                                           
12 See, e.g., Greenlees v. Yamhill County, 22 Or LUBA 815 (1991) (holding that if 
petitioners prevailed on the merits of the appeal, the illegal cell tower could be 
removed). 
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construction is allowed to proceed, that a circuit judge would issue an injunction 1 

requiring the County to tear out the illegal Bridge and related illegal public 2 

improvements.   3 

If LUBA denies the stay, then the Bridge and related construction will be 4 

finished before LUBA issues its final opinion and order.  This is plain from the 5 

challenged decision which requires completion by May 1, 2020.  Exhibit 1, p 2.  If 6 

Petitioners must wait until LUBA’s final decision declaring the construction 7 

illegal, the Bridge and other Trail construction will be finished.  It will then be 8 

incumbent on Petitioners to ask the Yamhill County circuit court to grant 9 

enforcement of LUBA’s order through a mandatory injunction.  ORS 10 

197.825(3)(a) and (b).  Injunctions are equitable remedies issued in the sound 11 

discretion of a trial court.  Hickman v. Six Dimension Custom Homes, Inc., 273 Or 12 

894, 898 (1975).  The court will apply a “balance of hardships” to decide whether 13 

to issue a requested injunction.  Swaggerty v. Petersen, 280 Or 739, 747, 572 P2d 14 

1309 (1977); Tauscher v. Andruss, 240 Or 304, 308-9, 401 P2d 40 (1965).  15 

Generally, courts refuse to issue an injunction where the hardship to the non-16 

moving party caused by the injunction greatly outweighs the benefits to the 17 

moving party.  See Id.  When the interest at issue is private investment, a 18 

mandatory injunction is more likely to be issued if the bad actor is reasonably 19 

aware that his conduct could result in an order requiring him to tear out 20 
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construction.  Id.  Thus, in Swaggerty, plaintiffs argued that two houses built by 1 

defendant violated applicable building density restrictions.  280 Or at 741.  The 2 

trial court agreed and ordered the houses removed.  Id.  The Supreme Court 3 

affirmed, holding that the balance of hardship doctrine did not preclude issuance of 4 

the injunction, where the defendant is clearly informed of the nature of the 5 

plaintiff’s claim and his intention to insist upon it, and yet continues to build, 6 

thereby increasing both his investment and potential hardship, before the court 7 

makes its decision.  Id. at 748-49.  The Supreme Court explained: 8 

“The defendant who pending the suit changes the existing condition, 9 
as by the erection of a building, does so at his own risk that the right 10 
may ultimately prove to be in the plaintiff.  He cannot in such cases 11 
claim the advantage that the balance of injury might otherwise allow 12 
him, because he has acted with full notice of the other party’s claim.” 13 
Id. (citing 5 Pomeroy’s Equity Jurisprudence 4477 (2d ed 1919)) 14 
(Internal quotations omitted.). 15 

The problem here is that the investment and construction is wholly public 16 

being pursued by governmental actors who apparently care little for the law.  We 17 

are unable to locate a similar decision where the bad actor is a public one and the 18 

financial losses are public moneys.  Certainly, here, the County has acted with “full 19 

notice” of the rules that apply and has brazenly flouted them.  However, it is 20 

impossible to know whether a circuit judge would enforce a LUBA order that the 21 

County tear out the Bridge and other illegal construction.  The County should be 22 
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stopped from further construction now because it is not at all evident that the 1 

construction once finished can be ordered to be torn out.     2 

3. The injury is substantial and unreasonable 3 

The injury is unreasonable because notwithstanding a specific LUBA 4 

decision (Van Dyke II), and the County’s representations in Van Dyke III, which 5 

LUBA relied upon to reach its decision, the County has thumbed its bureaucratic 6 

nose at LUBA, land use laws and affected farmers to include Petitioners, to build 7 

the Trail exactly as it wants.  That is the soul of unreasonableness.   8 

The harm is also substantial.  As explained above, the construction of the 9 

Bridge causes substantial harms to public natural resources and private farmland 10 

and commercial farming enterprises thereon.  The construction threatens serious 11 

harm to wetlands, riparian stream areas, migratory bird habitat, threatened fish 12 

species, archeological resources, as well as a FEMA floodplain, that all may be 13 

destroyed or damaged and cannot be restored.  LUBA has held that the destruction 14 

of unique natural resources amounts to irreparable injury, and, so, such destruction 15 

is also substantial and unreasonable.  See ONRC, supra. 16 

As explained above, the harm to Petitioners is substantial.  If the Trail is 17 

built, (in whole or in part), Petitioners who spray pesticides cannot effectively 18 

manage their crops because of pesticide labeling restrictions prohibiting spraying 19 

in the vicinity of the trail.  Van Dyke II, slip op at *31-33.  Food safety 20 
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certifications are threatened and more as explained here.  Such harms are 1 

substantial and unreasonable. 2 

LUBA also held that the County’s findings regarding fire and emergency 3 

access were inadequate and thus did not comply with YCZO 1202.02(E), because 4 

the findings did not address “focused expert testimony that fire and emergency 5 

access is inadequate unless the Trail and its bridges are built to certain standards.”  6 

Van Dyke II, slip op at *79.  There is no evidence that the County has solved this 7 

problem to comply with YCZO 1202.02(E) regarding fire and emergency access to 8 

the Trail. The public harm from the County’s development of the Bridge and other 9 

elements of the Trail without demonstrating that such Bridge and other Trail 10 

elements meet fire and emergency access requirements is substantial and 11 

unreasonable. 12 

Further, as noted, LUBA’s ruling regarding parking and traffic impacts 13 

related to real and substantial harms to the significant commercial farming in the 14 

area because “Trail-related vehicle or trailer parking that occurs on county roads or 15 

private driveways near county access points could restrict passage of large farm 16 

vehicles.”  Van Dyke II, slip op at *59.  There is no evidence the County has 17 

demonstrated compliance with this aspect of the remand regarding parking and 18 

traffic interference with the movement of large farm vehicles.  The public harm 19 

from the County’s development of the Bridge and other elements of the Trail 20 
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without demonstrating that such Bridge and other Trail elements will not cause 1 

parking and traffic congestion impeding the movement of large farm vehicles, is 2 

substantial and unreasonable. 3 

Finally, the County is aware that it is constructing elements of the Trail in 4 

violation of LUBA’s remand in Van Dyke II, ORS 215.283(3), and in violation of 5 

its own code – YCZO 402.02/04 and 1202; and YCZO 702.05 and 703.05.  The 6 

public harm from the County’s development of land where it is prohibited is, on its 7 

face, substantial and unreasonable. 8 

4. The conduct petitioner seeks to bar through the stay probable 9 
rather than merely threatened or feared 10 

The construction of the Bridge and other elements of the Trail which 11 

Petitioners seek to bar through the stay has commenced and is ongoing and is not 12 

merely threatened or feared.  See Declaration of Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit 6.  13 

5. If the conduct is probable, is the resulting injury probable rather 14 
than merely threatened or feared? 15 

Because the construction of the Bridge and other Trail elements is underway 16 

and is ongoing, the resulting injury is occurring and is not merely threatened or 17 

feared. 18 

Accordingly, Petitioners have demonstrated they and the public will suffer 19 

irreparable injury in the absence of a stay. 20 

  21 
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IV. EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION 1 

As noted, the challenged decision requires the Bridge construction to be 2 

completed no later than May 1, 2020.  Exhibit 1, p 2.  LUBA should expedite its 3 

consideration of this Motion to stop remaining construction.  Petitioners request 4 

that LUBA require the County to file its response to this Motion for Stay within 7 5 

days of the date of the filing of this Motion.  Please note that Petitioners provided 6 

the County lawyers with a copy of this Motion via email on the date it was filed.  7 

There is precedent for LUBA immediately ordering the challenged decision 8 

be stayed.  In Meyer v. Jackson County, 72 Or LUBA 462 (2015), petitioners 9 

sought a stay of a hearings officer’s decision that denied an application seeking 10 

county approval for the alteration of a nonconforming concrete batch 11 

plant.  Petitioners requested that LUBA “immediately issue an interim order 12 

granting a stay of the Decision in advance of receiving responses and resolving this 13 

motion on the merits,” and filed the motion on October 13, 2015.  Motion for Stay 14 

at 18, Meyer, supra.  LUBA granted the stay one week later on October 20, 2015 15 

“effective immediately”, finding that petitioners had established a colorable claim 16 

of error and that they would suffer irreparable injury if the stay was not granted.  17 

Meyer at 471.  LUBA should similarly here issue an interim order, requiring the 18 

challenged decision be stayed immediately, and set an expedited schedule for 19 

deciding whether the Order shall become permanent during the pendency of this 20 
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appeal.  Specifically, Petitioners request LUBA order the County respond to this 1 

Motion within 7 days of its filing.  To facilitate this, Petitioners emailed a copy of 2 

this Motion (and record objection) to the County’s lawyers.  See Certificate of 3 

Service.   4 

Petitioners suggest an expedited briefing schedule in the event the stay is 5 

granted.  OAR 661-010-0068(1)(d).  Petitioners file a precautionary record 6 

objection contemporaneously with this Motion, because a number of documents 7 

incorporated into the Agreement by reference are missing from the record.  8 

Petitioners expect the County to provide the missing documents in a record 9 

supplement.  Petitioners suggest that LUBA settle the record as expeditiously as 10 

possible and order that the petition for review be due 14 days from the date LUBA 11 

receives the supplemental record, that it be provided to Petitioners via email, and 12 

that the response briefs be due 28 days after the date the supplemental record is 13 

received by LUBA. 14 

It is respectfully submitted that there is no reasonable basis to conclude that 15 

LUBA will not reverse or remand the challenged decision.  The County’s error is 16 

unmistakable.  It is apparent that the County is playing a game of “chicken,” 17 

hoping upon if caught to be granted forgiveness.  They have earned no sympathy 18 

from LUBA.   19 

 20 



Conclusion

Based on the foregoing, Petitioners have demonstrated a colorable claim of

effor and that they will suffer irreparable injury in the absence of a stay. Given

that construction of the Bridge and other elements of the Trail as specified in the

Agreement is to be completed no later than May 1,2020, Petitioners request that:

(1) LUBA immediately issue an interim order granting a stay of the decision
in advance of receiving the County's response to this Motion.

(2) Order the County's response to this Motion within 7 days of its filing;

(3) Order the County's response to the Record objection within 7 days of
the date of this Motion and provide the requested documents to
Petitioners via email;

(4) Order the Petition for Review to be filed within 14 days after the date
that the supplemental record is received by LUBA;

(5) Order the Response Brief to be filed 28 days after the supplemental
record is received by LUBA.

16 Respectfully submitted this 9th day of April, 2020.
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AGREEMENT FOR YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2} PROJECT
Yamhlll County and Farllne Brldge, lnc.

THIS AGREEMENT ls made effective the last date set forth adjacent to the signatures of
the parties below between YamhlllCounty, a politicalsubdivisi6n of the State6f Oregon
(refened to as Owner ln this Agreement) and 

.Farline 
Bridge, lnc., an Oregon corporition,

located a|1445 Miller Drive, Stayton, OR 97383, Federaltax ldintificatio.-n Number 4b-
2753401, referred to as contraclor rn this Agreement) for the proJeot known as
YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT tor wnnh blds were opened
December 11 ,2A19 (referred to in this Agreement as the,,project,).

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

A. Owner has budgeted funds to perform the Project. Owner conducted a competitive
bidding process to select the lowest responsible bidd6r to comptete the project. Contractor
wa9 th.e l.oy"t! responslve and responslble bldder. This Agreeinent is mad6 to specify the
mutual obligations of owner and contractor for completion of the proJect.

B. This Agreement lncludes by reference the following Contract Documents thatare
part of the ProJect

Specifications and Call for Blds, November 201 9
speclal Provisions and supplemental standard specifications for county
Road construction, including standard and supplemental General
conditions in form of oregon standard specfficitions for oonstruction 201g
publiehed by ODOT
Bid Schedules and Signature page
Flrst-tier subcontraotor dlsclosuie form
Bid Bond
Prevailing Wage Rates effective at the time of Bid
Addenda (if any)
Performance and Payment Bond
Notice of lntent to Award
This Agreement
Agreement Arnendments (if any)
I nsurance Certificates
Notlce to Proceed
Change Orders (if any)
Notice of Substantial Completion or prpJecl Acceptance
Warranty Period
Required contract Provisions for Federal-Aid contracts (FHWA- 12Tg)

AGREEMENT: ln consideratlon of the mutual covenants contained below, Owner and
Contractor hereby agree as foilows:

\. scopg of work and cervlcec; flllng of payment and performanco bond. The
Contractor will commence and complete the constiuction of thi ProJect ln strict accordance
wlth the Contract Documents identified above. The Contractor acknbwledges receipt of all
Contract Documents in existence at the date lt executed thls Agreement. bontractor

(A)
(B)

(cJ
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(t)
(J)
(R
(L)
(M)
(N)
(o)
(P)
(o)
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represents to Owner that Contractor has made a reasonable inspection of the ProJect
site(s) and is reasonably familiar wlth the Project site(s) conditions that mlght affect
Contractois performance if the Project pursuant to thls Agreement. Services provided by
Contractor under this Agreement will be performed in a manner consistent with that
degree oJ care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the same professlon currently
practicing under similar conditions. The Contractor will file a suitable payment and
performance bond before it commences Project work and services.

2. Agreement performed at Gontractor's expense ae lndependent Contractor.
The Contractor wlll furnish all of the materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, andother
services necessary for the construction and completion of the Project as descrlbed in the
Contract Documents. The Contractor ls an independent contractor under thlsAgreement.

3, Gommencement and completlon date. The Contractor wlll commence the work
and servlces required by the Contract Documents upon Owne/s issuance of a Notice to
Proceed and will complete the same by no later than May 1,202A unless the Contract
Perlod ls extended or otherwlse rnodified by written notlce ur exequted ChangeOrder.

4. Termlnatlon. Owner may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply
with a material term of thls Agreement or for any other reason considered to be in thepublic
interest. lf this Agreement is terminated, the Ownerwlll pay for allwork and servlces
accepted by the Supervisor, as defined in Section 16, prior to terminatlon.

5. Penalty for fallure to meet deadllne. The parties agree that Owner has a
substantial interest ln the timely completion of the ProJect and all work and services to be
performed under thls Agreement in aocordance with the agreed upon schedule. However,
the partles agree that the damages to be anticipated from the failure of Contractor to
complete thls Agreement ln the specified time are uncertain and difficult to establish. The
partles therefore desire to liquidate Owner's damages for Contraotor's fallure to complete
the PloJect and allwork and services on time. The parties therefore agree that the
Contractor ls liable for and shall pay as liquidated damages to Owner the eum of
$2,824.06 (equalto Contract Price times .005) per day for each calendar day to
commence on the first calendar day after the requlred completion date under this
Agreement and to continue after each and every calendar day untllallwork is satlsfactorily
completed as specified In the Contract Documents.

6. Gompensatlon. The Contractor agrees to perform all of the work and services
described in the Contract Documents and comply with the terms therein at the rates set
forth in Contractorls responsive bid schedule for the fixed sum of $564,812.00 unless the
Contract Price ls modified by executed Change Order. Payment shall be made by Owner
cither in a single payment following final approvel of the project by Yamhlll County, or as
otherwise provided ln the GeneralConditions, subject to a 5% retalnage. Upon satlsfactory
completion of Project tasks the Contractor shall notifr7 the Supervisor ln writing that
Contractor has completed performance under this Agreement and shall request payment of
applicable retained amounts. Upon receipt of written notice, Supervisor wlll revlew the
Project work and services completed to date and lf acceptable, Supervlsor ehall authorize
payment of appllcable retained amounts,

7. Prevalllng wages; certlfled statement. The Contractor hereby certi!91 and it
shall be a condition of the Payment and Performance Bond, as provided by ORS 279C.800
through 279C.l7},that ln performing this Agreement the Contractor will pay and causeto
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be pald and allsubcontractors willpay and cause to be paid not less than the prevailing
rate of wages as of the date of the Call for Bids, per hour, per day, and per week for anl to
each and every worker who may be employed in and about the performance of this
A$reement. ln the event the Contractor ls obligated to abide by frevailing wage
lgCqipments imposed by federal law, the Contractor shall comply with the Divis-Bacon Act
(40 U.S.C. 3141 el seq), The Gontractor shallfile with the Owneicertified statements as
rygqired under ORS279C.845 with regard to payment of prevailing wages. puisuanilo -

ORS 2790'e45m untilOwner recelves the certified statements, Ownei shall retain 25% ot
any amount earned by the Contractor as required by law. Owner shatl pay Contractor any
retalned amounts under this Section within 14 days of receipt of certified itatements.

8. lncorporatlon of statutory provlslons required for publlc contracts. The
Contractor certifies it shall comply with all applicable Public Gonhact Laws to include ORS
?19q,?q0 thrgugh 2798.240 and oRS 27sC,500 through 279c.645 and 279C.580 (3) and
(4). ORS 2798.200 through 2798.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.545 and ORS
279c.580(3) and (4) are lncorporated into thls Agreement by reference.

9. Workerg' compensatlon. The Contractor, lts subcontraotors, lf any, and all
employers working under thls Agreement are subJect employers undertheOregon Workers'
Compensation Law and shall comply with ORS 656.017,:which requires them t6 provide
workers' compensatlon coverage for all their subject workers.

10. BOLI fee. ln accordance wlth ORS 279C.825, as amended ln 2009, the Owner
q!ql! PaY a fee to the Bureau of Labor and lndustries (BOLI), Wage and Hour Divlslon, Rom
1160, Prevalling Wage Unit, 800 NE Oregon Street, #32, Portland, Oregon gl\gL.The fee
is an amount equalto one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the Gontract Price, with a
minlmum fee of 9250.00 and a maxlmum fee of $2,b00.00. The fee shall be paid at the
time Owner enters lnto thls Agreement. The fee shall be paid ln accordancs i,,ltn tne
adminlstratlve rules of BOLI.

11. Gertiflcatlon of compllance wlth laws. The Contractor certifles, under penalty of
perJury, that Contractor ls not ln violation of any federal, state or local tax laws, rules or
legulations oj any federal, state or local laws, rules, codes or regulations applicable to the
ProJect and that Contractor shall remain ln compliance with all such laws, codes, rules and
regulatlons during the entire term of this Agreement. ln addition, Contractor agrees that lt
has_ complied with the tax laws of the State of Oregon or a political subdivislon of the State
of oregon, lncluding oRs 3105.620 and oRS chapters 816, 317 and 31g.

12. Gertlficatlon of readlng and underutanding of documentg. The Contractor
certifies it has read and fully understands all Contract Documents lncluding Solicltation
Documents and terfis and conditions. The Contractor understands and aJknowledges that
ln slgning this Agreement the Contractor waives all rights to plead any misunderstandlngs
regarding the same.

13. Payment The Owner agrees to pay the Contractor in the manner and at such
times as set forth ln the General Conditions such amounts as requlred by theAgreement,
unless otherwise modlfied by written notice or executed change brder.

14. Wcrranty Period, \tVhere the warranty period ls not otherwlse stated ln the General
Conditlons, the warranty period is 365 days commencing upon the date Project Acceptance
ls lssued by Owner.
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15. Public Works Bond. Before commencing work, the Gontractor shall have a public
works bond as described in ORS 279C.836 filed with the Construction Contractors Board.
Contractor shall include a provislon in any subcontract for the Project that thesubcontractor
shall have a public works bond filed with the Conshuction Contractors Board before
commencing work.

16. Status of the ProJect Supervisor. Carrie Martin, Grants and Special ProJects

Manager, is the Project Supervisor (the'lsupervisor'). The Supervisor or her deslgnee
shall perform technical Inspectlons of work and services and shall have authorlty to stop the
work or services whenever such stoppage shall be necessary to insure proper execution of
the Agreement. The Supervisor or her designee may reject allwork and materials that do
not conform to the Agreement and shalldecide questions that arise in the execution of the
Project work or seruices, The Supervisor has authorlty to reject or accept the Projectwork
or services.

17. Prohlbltlon of Dlscrlmlnatlon. ln hiring employees for performance of work under
thls Agreement nelther Contractor, any subcontractor or any other person actlng on their
behalf shall by reason of race, religlon, age, color, creed, physioal handicap or sex
discriminate agalnst a person who ls qualified and avallable to perform work or services to
which employment relates.

18. Rlsk of Loss. The risk of loss or damage to the subject matter of thls Agreement
arising from any cause whatsoever, lncludlng acts of God, shall be upon the Contractor until
such time as the Owner has accepted the work and services as provided ln thlsAgreement.

{9. lndemnlflcation. Contractor ehall lndemnlfy, defend and save harmless
Owner from and agalnst any eults, actlons, legal or admlnlEtrative proceedlngs,
demands, clalms, llabllltles, flnes, penaltleo, lossos, lnfurles, damages, expenses or
costs, lncludlng lnterest and attorney fees, ln any way connected wlth any lnjury to
any person or damage to any property occasloned ln any way by Contractor's or
Gontractor's eubcontractorg' prosecutlon of work or servlces under thlsAgreement.

20 lnsurance. Contractor, at lts expense, shallobtain the following insurance
coverage and keep them ln efrect during the entire term of thisAgreement:

1 Workers Compensation lnsurance ln compliance with statutory
requirements;

Comprehenslve General Liability Insurance (including contraotual liability
and completed operations coverage) on an occurrence basls, with notless
than $3,000,000 per occurrence for bodily lnJury and property damago
liability, with an annual aggregate limit of $5,000,000;

Professional Liabillty Insurance, including Errors and Omissions coverage,
wlth a per occurence and aggregate limit of not less than $1,000,000, to
protect against all loss suffered by Owner or third parties, includlng financial
and consequential loss, caused by error, omisgion, or negligent acts related
to the ProJect work or services provided under the Agreement.

CommercialAutomobile Liability lnsurance, wlth a combined single limit, or
the equivalent of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence, for bodily injury
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and propeny damage with respect to Contractor's vehicles, whether owned,
hired, or non-owned, assigned to, or used by Contractor in connection with
the services provided under the Agreement;

The required insurance coverages shall be (i) with Insurance companies admlfted to do
business in the state of Oregon and rated A'or better by Best's lniurance Rating, and (ii)
acceptable to Owner. Evidence of such lnsurance will be furnished to Owner belore
commencing Project work or seruices. The certificates of insurance shatl lndicate (a) the
types of insurance coverage, (b) the identity of all persons or entities covered, (c) the
amounts of insurance coverage, and (d) the period of lnsurance coverage. Any'roquired
insurance goverage shall provide that it may not be canceled except afi6r at teast 3O Oays
wriften notice to Owner.

The Commercial General Llability and CommercialAutomoblle Llability shall (i) name
Owner, lts directors, officers, and employees, as additional lnsureds, 1ii1 provicie that it is
primary insurance wlth respect to the interests of Owner and that any insurance maintalned
by Owner ls exoess and not contrlbutory, and (iii) include a cross-llability and severability oi
lnterest clause and a waiver of subrogation clause.

21- Nonwalver. No walver of any breach of thls Agreement shall be held to be a
walver of any other or subsequent breach. All remedles afforded ln thls Agreement shall be
taken and construod as cumulative, that is, ln addition to every other rem6dy provided
thereln or by law. The fallure of Owner to enforce at any time iny of the termd of this
Agreement, or to exerclse any option which is provlded, or to requlre at any time
performance by Contractor of any of the provisions, shall in no way be conitrued to be a
waiver 9f.|uqh_nrovisions, nor ln any way to affect the validity of any part of this Agreement,
or the right of owner to thereafter enforce each and every provisiori.

22. Contractor's Representatlon. Contractor, by enterlng lnto thls Agreement,
represents that its bld for this Project ls made without connection wlth any person, firm or
corporation Tlklng or refrainlng from maklng a bid for the same or slmilai ]lroject'and was
in all respects fair and wlthout collusion or fraud.

?3t Severabllity. Should any clause or section of thls Agreement be declared by court
to be void or voldable, the remainder of thls Agreement shal remaln in full force andeffect.

24. . Dlspute resolutlon through medlatlon and arbltratlon. Any dispute between the
parties to thls Agreement shall be resolved according to the followind process:

(a) 
. The parties first shallsubmlt to mediation of the dlspute to be conducted by a

mutually acceptable mediator. lf the parties cannot agree on a mediatol., they shall request
a mediatol to be appointed by the U.S. Mediatlon and Arbltration servioe in Porfland, 

'

Oregon. The mediato/s charges and expenses shall be borne equally by the parties. All
other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exilusivety'by the party
requiring the service or for which payment ls to be made.

(bl .,lf the dispute is not resolved ln mediation, the parties shallthen submlt the dispute
to binding arbltration. Arbitration shall be conducted ln accordance with the rules set fbrth
! tlgOregon lnternational CommerclalArbitration and Conciliation Act, ORS 86.450 to
36.558,.2007 replacement part. The decision of the arbitrator shall be linal and binding on
the parties, The party that does not prevall, as determined by the arbitrator, shall payiire
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arbitrator's fees and expenses in arbitration. All other expenses, including attorney fees
and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the pafi requlring the service or for whichpayment
ls to be made.

26. Attorney fees and costs. Except as provided in Section 24(b), in the event that
either party to this Agreement shalltake any action, Judicial or otherwlse, to enforce or
lnterpret any of the terms of this Agreement, each party shall be wholly responsible forits
own expenses which lt may incur in taking such action, lncluding costs and attorneyfees,
whether incuned in a suit or action or appeal from a Judgment or decree therein or in
connection with any nonJudicial action.

V6. Applicable taws. This Agreement ls executed in the State of Oregon and is subject
to Oregon law and jurisdiction in Yamhill County.

27. Subcontractors bound. Contractor covenants and agrees to bind any and all
Subcontractor($ for performance of work under thls Agreement, Any reference to
Contractor shall lnclude any and all Subcontracto(s) ad lnfinltum.

28. Wrlttsn changes requlred. The rights and duties under thls Agreement shall not
be modified, delegated, transferred, or asslgned, except upon wrltten signed consent of
both parties.

29. Succosgorc bound. This Agreement shall be binding upon all parties hereto and
thelr respective helrs, executors, admlnistrators, successors, and assigns.

THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTE THE ENTIRE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES. NO WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR
CHANGE IN TERMS OF TH]S AGREEMENT SHALL BIND EITHER PARTY UNLESS IN
WRITING AND SIGNED BY BOTH PARTIES. SUCH WAIVER, CONSENT,
MODIFICATION QR CHANGE, IF MADE, SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ONLY FOR THE
SPECIFIC INSTANCE AND FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE GIVEN. THERE ARE NO
UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS OR REPRESENTATIONS, ORAL OR WRITTEN
NOTICE SPECIFIED HEREIN REGARDING THIS AGREEMENT. THE CONTMCTOR,
BY SIGMTURE OF ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, HEREBYACKNO]ryLEDGES
THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO
BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
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lN WTNESS wHEREol tlrg parties hereto have executed, orcaused to be oreouted on
.H*1"-[91.t1"I_bvthehduly'authorized omclals, ttris-Agidemennn dupticato, i..rr orl,r,tltcfi shalt bc deemed an orlginal on the date executcd by all parfles.

FARLINE BRIDGE INC. YAMHILL COUNTY, ORECON

A-fu
Casey Kulla,

-L070

Tltlc:

Fed. Tax l,D. No: 4g-Z7i3!l01

Contractor
Reglsfratlon No:l94ZOZ

APPROVED AS TO

County Counsel

/ u'

Yamhlll

Date: I

Aee epted by Yamhill CcuntY

tloard ol 0omrnissioners on

tlt ?n by Board 01der

Psso I 16

# LO -LS
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BID BOOKLET 

FOR HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

 

 

YAMHILL COUNTY 

YAMHILL, OREGON 

 

 

GRADING & STRUCTURES 

YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT 

YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 

YAMHILL COUNTY 

DECEMBER 11, 2019 

 

 

 

 

CLASS OF PROJECT  C071(025)  

CLASS OF WORK  BRIDGES AND STRUCTURES  

BID OF    
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CALL FOR BIDS 
 

November 20, 2019 
 

The Yamhill County Administrator will receive sealed bids until December 11, 2019, at 
2:00 p.m. for the "YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT ".  The work will 
consist of constructing a prestressed voided slab bridge, trail approaches, and other items 
detailed in the plans and specifications, located in Yamhill County, Oregon.   
 

Plans and Specifications may be obtained from: 
 
Yamhill County 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
Telephone (503) 434-7501 

 
Bids shall be mailed or delivered in-person to Carrie Martin, Grants and Special 

Projects Manager, at the addresses below no later than December 11, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. 
at which time they will be publicly opened and read at the same location.  Bids may not be 
submitted by facsimile or electronic means.   

 
Submit Proposals to: 
 
By Mail: 
 
ATTN: Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR  97128 
 
In-Person: 
 
ATTN: Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR  97128 
 
Each Bidder shall submit the subcontractors disclosure form required by OAR 137-

049-0360 within two (2) working hours after the bid closing (prior to 4:00 p.m.) in a separate 
envelope marked "YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT  
Subcontractors Disclosure Form”.  

 
 Bids shall be submitted in a sealed envelope plainly marked "YAMHELAS 

WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT" and shall show the name and address of the 
bidder on the outside.  No bid will be received or considered by Yamhill County unless the 
bid contains a statement by the bidder that the provisions of ORS 279C.530 shall be 
complied with. Each bidder must identify whether the bidder is a resident bidder, as defined 
in ORS 279A.120. If a bid is received from a non-resident bidder, the provisions outlined in 
ORS 279A.120 will apply to said bid after the bid is opened and before the contract is 
awarded.  No bid shall be received or considered unless the bidder is registered with the 
Construction Contractors Board, or is licensed by the State Landscape Contractors Board, 
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as specified in OAR 137-049-0230, or licensed (as required) under ORS 468A.720 
regarding asbestos abatement projects. 

 
The Board of Commissioners, Yamhill County, reserves the right to waive minor 

informalities and to reject any or all bids that do not comply with prescribed public 
contracting procedures and requirements, including the requirement to demonstrate the 
bidders’ responsibility under ORS279C.375(3)(b), or if Yamhill County finds that it is in the 
public interest to do so. 

 
BY ORDER OF YAMHILL COUNTY 

Board of Commissioners 
 

 
Kenneth Huffer 
Yamhill County Administrator 
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SCHEDULE 
 

 
CALL FOR BIDS ADVERTISED    November 20, 2019 
 
QUESTIONS DUE      November 29, 2019 
 
CLARIFICATIONS/ADDENDA    December 4, 2019 
 
BID SUBMITTAL DUE     December 11, 2019 
 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO AWARD    December 18, 2019 
 
DEADLINE TO SUBMIT WRITTEN PROTEST  December 31, 2019 
 
CONTRACT AWARD (TENTATIVE)    January 3, 2020 
 
CONTRACT SIGNED (TENTATIVE)    January 3, 2020 
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November 20, 2019 
 
 

PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS: 
 
Enclosed, please find a "CALL FOR BIDS" form for the "YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 
(PHASE 2) PROJECT" located in the Yamhill County.  This "CALL FOR BIDS" has been 
published in the Newberg Graphic, McMinnville News-Register, and the Daily Journal of 
Commerce. 
 
If you are interested in bidding on this project, please submit a written bid on the enclosed 
"BID PROPOSAL" form in accordance with the instructions given in the "CALL FOR BIDS" 
form. 
 
Sealed bids will be received until 2:00 p.m. on December 11, 2019, for the above project, 
at which time they will be publicly opened and read.   
 
Each Bidder shall submit the subcontractors disclosure form required by OAR 137-040-
0017 within two (2) working hours after the bid closing (prior to 4:00 p.m. ) in a separate 
envelope marked "YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT Subcontractors 
Disclosure Form”. 
 
If you have any questions or require further clarification of this matter, please contact this 
office. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Kenneth Huffer 
Yamhill County Administrator 
 
Enc: 
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INSTRUCTION TO BIDDERS 
 
1. It shall be the duty of the bidder to submit a bid on or before the hour and date 

specified.  Yamhill County (“County”) shall assume no responsibility for delay in U.S. 
Mail Service that results in late arrival of bid 

 
2. To receive consideration, bids received shall comply with all requirements of the Call 

for Bids, Instruction to Bidders, Specification and Bid Proposal forms. YAMHILL 
COUNTY SHALL AWARD THIS BID TO THE LOWEST RESPONSIVE AND 
RESPONSIBLE BIDDER.  

 
3. Should discrepancies or omissions occur in either the plans or the specifications, or 

the bidder be in doubt as to their meaning, notify the "engineer" as defined in the 
Special Provisions.  A written correction or addenda will then be sent to all bidders.  
The County will not be responsible for oral interpretations. 

 
4. This project is subject to the current Prevailing Wage Rates for Public Works 

Contracts in Oregon, including Federal prevailing wage rates.  The subject wage rates 
are referenced below and elsewhere in the specifications. Yamhill County shall 
receive a certified copy of the Contractor's payroll within 15 days from the date first 
work begins on this project; at 90 day intervals thereafter when applicable; and before 
the agency makes its final inspection of the project  By submitting a bid in response to 
the invitation to bid the bidder is stating that the bidder will comply with prevailing 
wage rate requirements including ORS 279C.838 or 279C.840.  No bid shall be 
received or considered by Yamhill County unless the Bidder is registered with the 
Construction Contractors Board for construction projects 

 
5. Bids  shall be on the forms provided herein.  The completed forms shall be in ink or 

typewritten without erasure or alteration.   
 
6. Each bid must be signed by the bidder with his or her usual signature in longhand with 

the name of the firm and title of signor printed or typed. 
 
7. Each bid must include the name of the contractor's Workers Comp. Insurance 

Company and the Policy/Binder Number. 
  
8. Each bid must be submitted on the forms provided.  If space is required for alternates 

or explanation, use enclosed continuation sheets.  All bids shall be submitted on the 
prescribed form and in said manner as indicated in the bid documents. Use of 
recycled material is encouraged and the County reserves the right to use recycled 
material provided the provisions of ORS 279.A.125 are met. 

 
9. Bids shall be in a sealed envelope, properly addressed with the name of the bidder, 

title of bidder, and the date and hour of submission marked in the lower left-hand 
corner of the envelope. 

 
10. Facsimile, telephone  or other electronically submitted bids will not be considered. 
 
11. No bid may be withdrawn after the hour set for opening nor before award of bid unless 

said award is delayed beyond thirty (30) days. 
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12. All bids shall be accompanied by a Bid Bond as described below, and the successful 
bidder will be required to provide a Performance and Payment Bond as described 
below. 

 
Bid Bond -- 10 percent of the base bid to be submitted with bid.  The bid bond shall be 
forfeited if the bidder fails to execute the contract properly if awarded.  

 
Performance and Payment Bond -- 100 percent of the bid amount:  A surety bond 
furnished by a Surety Company authorized to do business in the state of Oregon is 
the only acceptable form of Performance Security.  The successful bidder must 
furnish the required Performance and Payment Bond within ten (10) calendar days 
after the "Notice of Intent to Award" notice is sent from Yamhill County to the said 
bidder.  Failure to furnish the Performance and Payment bond prior to the deadline 
may result in rejection of the bid and forfeiture of Bid Bond and award to the next 
lowest, responsible bidder. 

  
13. The successful bidder shall enter into an agreement with Yamhill County prepared by 

Yamhill County within ten (10) calendar days after the "Notice of Intent to Award” is 
sent from Yamhill County to the said bidder.  In the event the bidder fails or refuses to 
enter into said agreement, Yamhill County shall be entitled to pursue all appropriate 
remedies.  The agreement shall be substantially in the form of the “SAMPLE 
AGREEMENT” below. 

 
14. Yamhill County reserves the right to reject all bids and waive minor informalities with 

respect hereto and award in the best interest of Yamhill County. 
 

15. The successful bidder agrees and, with the signed return of these bid documents, 
certifies, as part of their bid, that they have not discriminated and will not discriminate 
against any disadvantaged business enterprise, minority owned business, women-
owned business, emerging small business, or business that a service-disabled 
veteran owns, in obtaining any required subcontracts.  Additionally, that in performing 
the work called for by this invitation to bid and in securing and supplying materials, the 
successful bidder will not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, 
religion, creed, political ideas, sex, age, marital status, physical or mental handicap, 
national origin or ancestry. 

 
16. The Notice of Intent to Award by Yamhill County shall constitute a final decision of the 

County to award the contract if no written protest of the award is filed with the County 
within seven (7) calendar days from the notice of intent to award. If a protest is timely 
filed, the award is a final decision of the County only upon issuance of a written 
decision denying the protest and affirming the award.   

 
Right to Protest. Any bidder who is adversely affected or aggrieved by the County’s 
award of the contract to another bidder on the same solicitation shall have seven (7) 
calendar days from the notice of intent to award to submit to the County a written 
protest of the award. The written protest shall specify the grounds upon which the 
protest is based. In order to be an adversely affected or aggrieved bidder with a right 
to submit a written protest, a bidder must be next in line for award, i.e. the bidder must 
claim that all higher rated bidders are ineligible for award because they are non-
responsive or non-responsible.  
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17. The successful bidder will receive a Notice to Proceed after final approval and 
execution of all contract documents.  Coordination with the County will be required 
prior to starting any work on any phase of this project. 
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{SAMPLE AGREEMENT} 
 
 

AGREEMENT FOR YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT  
(Yamhill County and ______________________________) 

 
THIS AGREEMENT is made effective the last date set forth adjacent to the signatures of 
the parties below between Yamhill County, a political subdivision of the State of Oregon 
(referred to as Owner in this Agreement) and ________________________________, 
Federal Tax Identification Number __-_______ referred to as Contractor in this Agreement) 
for the project known as YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT for which 
bids were opened December 11, 2019 (referred to in this Agreement as the “Project”). 
 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 
A. Owner has budgeted funds to perform the Project.  Owner conducted a competitive 
bidding process to select the lowest responsible bidder to complete the Project.  Contractor 
was the lowest responsible bidder. This Agreement is made to specify the mutual 
obligations of Owner and Contractor for completion of the Project. 
 
B. This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract Documents that are 
part of the Project: 
 

(A) Specifications and Call for Bids, November 2019 
(B) Special Provisions and Supplemental Standard Specifications for County 

Road Construction, including Standard and Supplemental General 
Conditions in form of Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction 2018 
published by ODOT 

(C) Bid Schedules and Signature Page 
(D) First-tier subcontractor disclosure form 
(E) Bid Bond 
(F) Prevailing Wage Rates effective at the time of Bid 
(G) Addenda (if any)  
(H) Performance and Payment Bond 
(I) Notice of Intent to Award 
(J) This Agreement 
(K) Agreement Amendments (if any) 
(L) Insurance Certificates 
(M) Notice to Proceed 
(N) Change Orders (if any) 
(O) Notice of Substantial Completion or Project Acceptance 
(P) Warranty Period 
(Q) Required Contract Provisions for Federal-Aid Contracts (FHWA-1273) 

 
AGREEMENT:   In consideration of the mutual covenants contained below, Owner and 

Contractor hereby agree as follows: 
 
1. Scope of work and services; filing of payment and performance bond.   The 
Contractor will commence and complete the construction of the Project in strict accordance 
with the Contract Documents identified above.  The Contractor acknowledges receipt of all 
Contract Documents in existence at the date it executed this Agreement.  Contractor 
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represents to Owner that Contractor has made a reasonable inspection of the Project 
site(s) and is reasonably familiar with the Project site(s) conditions that might affect 
Contractor’s performance if the Project pursuant to this Agreement.  Services provided by 
Contractor under this Agreement will be performed in a manner consistent with that degree 
of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the same profession currently 
practicing under similar conditions. The Contractor will file a suitable payment and 
performance bond before it commences Project work and services.   
 
2. Agreement performed at Contractor’s expense as Independent Contractor.  
The Contractor will furnish all of the materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, and other 
services necessary for the construction and completion of the Project as described in the 
Contract Documents.  The Contractor is an independent contractor under this Agreement. 
 
3. Commencement and completion date.  The Contractor will commence the work 
and services required by the Contract Documents upon Owner’s issuance of a Notice to 
Proceed and will complete the same by no later than May 1, 2020 unless the Contract 
Period is extended or otherwise modified by written notice or executed Change Order.  
 
4. Termination.  Owner may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply 
with a material term of this Agreement or for any other reason considered to be in the public 
interest.  If this Agreement is terminated, the Owner will pay for all work and services 
accepted by the Supervisor, as defined in Section 16, prior to termination. 
 
5. Penalty for failure to meet deadline.  The parties agree that Owner has a 
substantial interest in the timely completion of the Project and all work and services to be 
performed under this Agreement in accordance with the agreed upon schedule.  However, 
the parties agree that the damages to be anticipated from the failure of Contractor to 
complete this Agreement in the specified time are uncertain and difficult to establish.  The 
parties therefore desire to liquidate Owner’s damages for Contractor’s failure to complete 
the Project and all work and services on time.  The parties therefore agree that the 
Contractor is liable for and shall pay as liquidated damages to Owner the sum of 
$____________(equal to Contract Price times .005) per day for each calendar day to 
commence on the first calendar day after the required completion date under this 
Agreement and to continue after each and every calendar day until all work is satisfactorily 
completed as specified in the Contract Documents. 
 
6. Compensation.  The Contractor agrees to perform all of the work and services 
described in the Contract Documents and comply with the terms therein at the rates set 
forth in Contractor’s responsive bid schedule for the fixed sum of $__________ unless the 
Contract Price is modified by executed Change Order.  Payment shall be made by Owner 
either in a single payment following final approval of the project by Yamhill County, or as 
otherwise provided in the General Conditions, subject to a 5% retainage.  Upon satisfactory 
completion of Project tasks the Contractor shall notify the Supervisor in writing that 
Contractor has completed performance under this Agreement and shall request payment of 
applicable retained amounts.  Upon receipt of written notice, Supervisor will review the 
Project work and services completed to date and if acceptable, Supervisor shall authorize 
payment of applicable retained amounts.  
 
7. Prevailing wages; certified statement.  The Contractor hereby certifies, and it 
shall be a condition of the Payment and Performance Bond, as provided by ORS 279C.800 
through 279C.870, that in performing this Agreement the Contractor will pay and cause to 
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be paid and all subcontractors will pay and cause to be paid not less than the prevailing 
rate of wages as of the date of the Call for Bids, per hour, per day, and per week for and to 
each and every worker who may be employed in and about the performance of this 
Agreement.  In the event the Contractor is obligated to abide by prevailing wage 
requirements imposed by federal law, the Contractor shall comply with the Davis-Bacon Act 
(40 U.S.C. 3141 et seq).  The Contractor shall file with the Owner certified statements as 
required under ORS279C.845 with regard to payment of prevailing wages.  Pursuant to 
ORS 279C.845(7) until Owner receives the certified statements, Owner shall retain 25% of 
any amount earned by the Contractor as required by law.  Owner shall pay Contractor any 
retained amounts under this Section within 14 days of receipt of certified statements.  
 
8. Incorporation of statutory provisions required for public contracts.  The 
Contractor certifies it shall comply with all applicable Public Contract Laws to include ORS 
279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.545 and 279C.580 (3) and 
(4).  ORS 279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.545 and ORS 
279C.580(3) and (4) are incorporated into this Agreement by reference. 
 
9. Workers’ compensation.  The Contractor, its subcontractors, if any, and all 
employers working under this Agreement are subject employers under the Oregon Workers' 
Compensation Law and shall comply with ORS 656.017, which requires them to provide 
workers' compensation coverage for all their subject workers. 
 
10. BOLI fee.  In accordance with ORS 279C.825, as amended in 2009, the Owner 
shall pay a fee to the Bureau of Labor and Industries (BOLI), Wage and Hour Division, Rom 
1160, Prevailing Wage Unit, 800 NE Oregon Street, #32, Portland, Oregon 97232.  The fee 
is an amount equal to one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the Contract Price, with a 
minimum fee of $250.00 and a maximum fee of $7,500.00.  The fee shall be paid at the 
time Owner enters into this Agreement.  The fee shall be paid in accordance with the 
administrative rules of BOLI. 
 
11. Certification of compliance with laws.  The Contractor certifies, under penalty of 
perjury, that Contractor is not in violation of any federal, state or local tax laws, rules or 
regulations or any federal, state or local laws, rules, codes or regulations applicable to the 
Project and that Contractor shall remain in compliance with all such laws, codes, rules and 
regulations during the entire term of this Agreement.  
 
12. Certification of reading and understanding of documents.  The Contractor 
certifies it has read and fully understands all Contract Documents including Solicitation 
Documents and terms and conditions. The Contractor understands and acknowledges that 
in signing this Agreement the Contractor waives all rights to plead any misunderstandings 
regarding the same. 
 
13. Payment.  The Owner agrees to pay the Contractor in the manner and at such 
times as set forth in the General Conditions such amounts as required by the Agreement, 
unless otherwise modified by written notice or executed Change Order. 
 
14. Warranty Period.  Where the warranty period is not otherwise stated in the General 
Conditions, the warranty period is 365 days commencing upon the date Project Acceptance 
is issued by Owner. 
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15. Public Works Bond.  Before commencing work, the Contractor shall have a public 
works bond as described in ORS 279C.836 filed with the Construction Contractors Board.  
Contractor shall include a provision in any subcontract for the Project that the subcontractor 
shall have a public works bond filed with the Construction Contractors Board before 
commencing work. 
 
16.    Status of the Project Supervisor.   Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects 
Manager, is the Project Supervisor (the "Supervisor").  The Supervisor or her designee 
shall perform technical inspections of work and services and shall have authority to stop the 
work or services whenever such stoppage shall be necessary to insure proper execution of 
the Agreement.  The Supervisor or her designee may reject all work and materials that do 
not conform to the Agreement and shall decide questions that arise in the execution of the 
Project work or services.  The Supervisor has authority to reject or accept the Project work 
or services.  
 
17. Prohibition of Discrimination.  In hiring employees for performance of work under 
this Agreement neither Contractor, any subcontractor or any other person acting on their 
behalf shall by reason of race, religion, age, color, creed, physical handicap or sex 
discriminate against a person who is qualified and available to perform work or services to 
which employment relates.  
 
18. Risk of Loss.   The risk of loss or damage to the subject matter of this Agreement 
arising from any cause whatsoever, including acts of God, shall be upon the Contractor until 
such time as the Owner has accepted the work and services as provided in this Agreement.  
 
19. Indemnification.    Contractor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless 
Owner from and against any suits, actions, legal or administrative proceedings, 
demands, claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, losses, injuries, damages, expenses or 
costs, including interest and attorney fees, in any way connected with any injury to 
any person or damage to any property occasioned in any way by Contractor’s or 
Contractor’s subcontractors’ prosecution of work or services under this Agreement.  
 
20. Insurance.  Contractor, at its expense, shall obtain the following insurance 

coverage and keep them in effect during the entire term of this Agreement:  
 

1. Workers Compensation Insurance in compliance with statutory 
requirements;  

 
2. Comprehensive General Liability Insurance (including contractual liability 

and completed operations coverage) on an occurrence basis, with not less 
than $2,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage 
liability, with an annual aggregate limit of $3,000,000; 

 
3 Professional Liability Insurance, including Errors and Omissions coverage, 

with a per occurrence and aggregate limit of not less than $1,000,000, to 
protect against all loss suffered by Owner or third parties, including financial 
and consequential loss, caused by error, omission, or negligent acts related 
to the Project work or services provided under the Agreement.  

  
4. Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance, with a combined single limit, or 

the equivalent of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence, for bodily injury 
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and property damage with respect to Contractor’s vehicles, whether owned, 
hired, or non-owned, assigned to, or used by Contractor in connection with 
the services provided under the Agreement; 

 
The required insurance coverages shall be (i) with insurance companies admitted to do 
business in the state of Oregon and rated A or better by Best's Insurance Rating, and (ii) 
acceptable to Owner. Evidence of such insurance will be furnished to Owner before 
commencing Project work or services. The certificates of insurance shall indicate (a) the 
types of insurance coverage, (b) the identity of all persons or entities covered, (c) the 
amounts of insurance coverage, and (d) the period of insurance coverage. Any required 
insurance coverage shall provide that it may not be canceled except after at least 30 days 
written notice to Owner. 
 
The Commercial General Liability and Commercial Automobile Liability shall (i) name 
Owner, its directors, officers, and employees, as additional insureds, (ii) provide that it is 
primary insurance with respect to the interests of Owner and that any insurance maintained 
by Owner is excess and not contributory, and (iii) include a cross-liability and severability of 
interest clause and a waiver of subrogation clause. 
 
21.    Nonwaiver.   No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be held to be a 
waiver of any other or subsequent breach.  All remedies afforded in this Agreement shall be 
taken and construed as cumulative, that is, in addition to every other remedy provided 
therein or by law.  The failure of Owner to enforce at any time any of the terms of this 
Agreement, or to exercise any option which is provided, or to require at any time 
performance by Contractor of any of the provisions, shall in no way be construed to be a 
waiver of such provisions, nor in any way to affect the validity of any part of this Agreement, 
or the right of Owner to thereafter enforce each and every provision. 
 
22. Contractor's Representation.   Contractor, by entering into this Agreement, 
represents that its bid for this Project is made without connection with any person, firm or 
corporation making or refraining from making a bid for the same or similar project and was 
in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud.  
 
23. Severability.  Should any clause or section of this Agreement be declared by court 
to be void or voidable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.  
 
24. Dispute resolution through mediation and arbitration.   Any dispute between the 
parties to this Agreement shall be resolved according to the following process:  
 
(a) The parties first shall submit to mediation of the dispute to be conducted by a 
mutually acceptable mediator.  If the parties cannot agree on a mediator, they shall request 
a mediator to be appointed by the U.S. Mediation and Arbitration service in Portland, 
Oregon.  The mediator’s charges and expenses shall be borne equally by the parties.  All 
other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party 
requiring the service or for which payment is to be made.    
 
(b) If the dispute is not resolved in mediation, the parties shall then submit the dispute 
to binding arbitration.  Arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the rules set forth 
in the Oregon International Commercial Arbitration and Conciliation Act, ORS 36.450 to 
36.558, 2007 replacement part.  The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on 
the parties.  The party that does not prevail, as determined by the arbitrator, shall pay the 
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arbitrator’s fees and expenses in arbitration.  All other expenses, including attorney fees 
and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment 
is to be made.  
 
25. Attorney fees and costs.   Except as provided in Section 24(b), in the event that 
either party to this Agreement shall take any action, judicial or otherwise, to enforce or 
interpret any of the terms of this Agreement, each party shall be wholly responsible for its 
own expenses which it may incur in taking such action, including costs and attorney fees, 
whether incurred in a suit or action or appeal from a judgment or decree therein or in 
connection with any nonjudicial action. 
 
26. Applicable laws.  This Agreement is executed in the State of Oregon and is subject 
to Oregon law and jurisdiction in Yamhill County. 
 
27. Subcontractors bound.  Contractor covenants and agrees to bind any and all 
Subcontractor(s) for performance of work under this Agreement.  Any reference to 
Contractor shall include any and all Subcontractor(s) ad infinitum. 
 
28. Written changes required.  The rights and duties under this Agreement shall not 
be modified, delegated, transferred, or assigned, except upon written signed consent of 
both parties. 
 
29. Successors bound.  This Agreement shall be binding upon all parties hereto and 
their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns. 
 
THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTE THE ENTIRE 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.  NO WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR 
CHANGE IN TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BIND EITHER PARTY UNLESS IN 
WRITING AND SIGNED BY BOTH PARTIES.  SUCH WAIVER, CONSENT, 
MODIFICATION OR CHANGE, IF MADE, SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ONLY FOR THE 
SPECIFIC INSTANCE AND FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE GIVEN.  THERE ARE NO 
UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS OR REPRESENTATIONS, ORAL OR WRITTEN 
NOTICE SPECIFIED HEREIN REGARDING THIS AGREEMENT.  THE CONTRACTOR, 
BY SIGNATURE OF ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES 
THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO 
BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed, or caused to be executed on 
the date indicated by their duly authorized officials, this Agreement in duplicate, each of 
which shall be deemed an original on the date executed by all parties. 
 
[name of contractor]    YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON 
 
 
By:_____________________________ ________________________________ 
(signature)     Stan Primozich, Chair 
 
Date:______________   Date:_______________ 
 
 
________________________________ 
(printed name)     ________________________________ 

Kenneth Huffer 
Yamhill County Administrator 

 
Title:___________________________ Date:_______________ 
 
Fed. Tax I.D. No:_________________ 
 

APPROVED AS TO FORM 
 
Contractor  
Registration No:__________________  By:____________________________ 

CHRISTIAN BOENISCH 
 
 
County Counsel 

 
{END OF SAMPLE CONTRACT} 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
 

Grading & Structures 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
Yamhill County 

 
TIME AND PLACES OF RECEIVING BIDS (BID CLOSING) 

 
Bid Closing for the work described above will be at 2:00:00 p.m. on the 11th day of 
December, 2019.  Bids will be received by Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects 
Manager. 
 
Before 2:00:00 p.m. on the day of Bid Closing. 
 
For Bids submitted by mail or parcel delivery service, send to: 
 

ATTN: Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR  97128 
 

For Bids submitted in-person, deliver to: 
 
ATTN: Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR  97128 

 
Bids, Bid modifications, and Bid withdrawals will not be accepted at or after 2:00:00 p.m. on 
the day of Bid Closing. 
 
Subcontractor Disclosure Form. Each Bidder shall submit the subcontractors disclosure 
form as described by ORS 279C.370(2) and required by OAR 137-049-0360 within two (2) 
working hours after the bid closing (prior to 4:00 p.m.) in a separate envelope marked 
“YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT Subcontractors Disclosure Form”.  
 
Copies of the subcontractor disclosure form are available from Yamhill County.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRST-TIER SUBCONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE 
 
Bidders are required to disclose information about certain first-tier subcontractors (see ORS 
279C.370). Specifically, when the contract amount of a first-tier subcontractor furnishing 
labor or labor and materials would be greater than or equal to: (i) 5% of the project Bid, but 
at least $15,000; or (ii) $350,000 regardless of the percentage, the Bidder must disclose the 
following information about that subcontract either in its Bid submission, or within two hours 
after Bid Closing: 
 

(A) The subcontractor's name; 
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(B) The category of Work that the subcontractor would be performing, and 

 
(C) The dollar value of the subcontract. If the Bidder will not be using any 
subcontractors that are subject to the above disclosure requirements, the Bidder is 
required to indicate "NONE" on the accompanying form. 

 
The Contracting Agency must reject a Bid if the Bidder fails to submit the disclosure 
form with this information by the stated deadline (see OAR 137-049-0360). 
 
 

PLACE, TIME, AND DATE OF READING BIDS (BID OPENING) 
 
Bid Opening for the work described above will be in the conference room of the Board of 
Commissioners Office at 434 NE Evans Street, McMinnville, Oregon, beginning at 
2:00:00 p.m. on the day of Bid Closing. 
 
 

COMPLETION TIME LIMIT 
 
See Special Provisions Subsection 00180.50(h). 
 
 

CLASS OF PROJECT 
 
 
This is a Federal-Aid Project. 
 
 

CLASS OF WORK 
 
 
The Class of Work for this Project is: Bridges and Structures. 
 
 

APPLICABLE SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
 
The Special Provisions booklet applicable to the above-described work, for which Bids will 
be opened at the place, time, and date stated above, is that which contains the exact 
information as shown above on this page. 
 
Bidders are cautioned against basing their Bids on a booklet bearing any different 
description, date(s), Class of Project, or Class of Work. 
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PROJECT INFORMATION 
 
 
Information pertaining to this Project may be obtained from the following: 
 
Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager, 535 NE 5th Street, McMinnville, 
Oregon 97128; Email martinc@co.yamhill.or.us, or Fax (503) 434-7553.  All requests for 
information must be in writing with reference to the Project name. 
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

 
WORK TO BE DONE 

 
The work to be done under this contract consists of the following work:  
 

1) Install and remove temporary access road, temporary work bridge, and erosion 
control measures. 

2) Perform earthwork. 
3) Construct Stag Hollow Creek Bridge No. YWT-1. 
4) Construct aggregate base. 
5) Perform seeding and planting. 
6) Perform additional and incidental work as called for by the specifications and plans. 

 
 
 

APPLICABLE STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The Standard Specifications which are applicable to the work on this project is the 2018 edition 
of the "Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction."  These specifications are 
incorporated into these bid materials by this reference. 
 
All numbers referenced in these special provisions shall be understood to refer to the Sections 
or Subsections of the Standard Specifications bearing like numbers and any applicable 
modification herein. 
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BID PROPOSAL 
 

YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT 
 

The undersigned having examined the Specifications and Contractual requirements and being 
satisfied as to all conditions to be encountered, hereby proposes to furnish all materials, labor, 
tools, equipment and services to perform all work necessary to complete this project in 
accordance with the bid schedule or schedules, and all other Contractual Documents. It is 
acknowledged that the documents enclosed are hereby incorporated by reference and upon 
award shall become part of the contract between the undersigned and Yamhill County. The 
undersigned bidder hereby represents as follows:  That this bid is made without connection with 
any person, firm or corporation making a bid for the same material and is in all respects fair and 
without collusion or fraud. 
 

SCHEDULE OF CONTRACT PRICES 
 

Payment for work done under this contract will be made at the Total price listed below. 
 

SPEC 
NO. 

ITEM 
NO. 

ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 

UNITS QUANTITY UNIT 
PRICE 
(IN 
FIGURES) 

TOTAL 
(IN FIGURES) 

TEMPORARY FEATURES AND APPURTENANCES 

00210 10 Mobilization Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00225 20 Temporary Work Zone 
Traffic Control, Complete 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00231 30 Construct and Remove 
Temporary Access Road 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00253 40 Temporary Work Access 
and Containment 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00280 50 Erosion Control Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00280 60 Plastic Sheeting Sq Yd 800 
  

 

00280 70 Matting, Type C Sq Yd 800 
  

 

00280 80 Sediment Fence Foot 750 
  

 

00290 90 Pollution Control Plan Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00290 100 Work Containment Plan Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00294 110 Health and Safety Plan Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

ROADWORK 

00305 120 Construction Survey Work Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00310 130 Removal of Structures and 
Obstructions 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00320 140 Clearing and Grubbing Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
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SPEC 
NO. 

ITEM 
NO. 

ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 

UNITS QUANTITY UNIT 
PRICE 
(IN 
FIGURES) 

TOTAL 
(IN FIGURES) 

00330 150 Embankment In Place Cu Yd 301 
  

 

00350 160 Riprap Geotextile, Type 1 Sq Yd 3 
  

00390 170 Loose Riprap, Class 50 Cu Yd 1 
  

BRIDGE NO. YWT-1 

00510 180 Structure Excavation Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00510 190 Granular Structure Backfill Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00520 200 Furnish Pile Driving 
Equipment 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00520 210 Furnish PP 16 x 0.5 Steel 
Piles 

Foot 343 
  

00520 220 Drive PP 16 x 0.5 Steel 
Piles 

Each 8 
  

00520 230 PP 16 x 0.5 Steel Pile 
Splices 

Each 2 
  

00520 240 Furnish Steel Sheet Piling Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00520 250 Drive Steel Sheet Piling Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00530 260 Reinforcement, Grade 60 Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

00540 270 Foundation Concrete, 
Class 4000 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00540 280 General Structural 
Concrete, Class 4000 

Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

00550 290 30 Inch Precast 
Prestressed Slabs 

Foot 307.3 
  

00587 300 Pedestrian Rail, Modified Lump 
Sum 

ALL 
  

 

BASES 

00640 310 Aggregate Base  Ton 270 
  

 

RIGHT OF WAY DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL 

01030 320 Permanent Seeding Acre 0.17 
  

 

01040 330 Plant Cuttings, Less Than 
1 Inch 

Each 50 
  

 
 
 

    TOTAL BID      __________ 
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FIRST-TIER SUBCONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE FORM 
 
PROJECT NAME:  YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT 
  
BID CLOSING:  DATE: December 11, 2019  TIME: 2:00 p.m. 
 
This form must be submitted at the location specified in the Call for Bids on the advertised bid 
closing date and within two working hours after the advertised bid closing time. 
 
List below the name of each subcontractor that will be furnishing labor or materials and that is 
required to be disclosed, the category of work that the subcontractor will be performing and the 
dollar value of the subcontract. Enter 'NONE' if there are no subcontractors that need to be 
disclosed. (ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NEEDED.) 
 

NAME DOLLAR 
VALUE 

CATEGORY 
OF WORK 

 
1)    

 
$   

 
   

 
2)    

 
$   

 
   

 
3)    

 
$   

 
   

 
4)    

 
$   

 
   

 
5)    

 
$   

 
   

 
6)    

 
$   

 
   

 
7)    

 
$   

 
   

 
8)    

 
$   

 
   

 

Failure to submit this form by the disclosure deadline will result in a nonresponsive bid. A 
nonresponsive bid will not be considered for award 

 
 

Form submitted by (Bidder Name):    
 

Contact Name:  Phone no.:    
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SIGNATURE SHEET 
 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project 
 

The undersigned bidder hereby represents as follows: That this bid is made without 
connection with any person, firm or corporation making a bid for the same material and 
is in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud.  And that the bidder has complied 
with the tax laws of the State of Oregon or a political subdivision of the State or Oregon, 
including ORS 305.620 and ORS Chapters 316, 317 and 318. 
 

BID SUBMITTED BY: 
 

Name of Bidder: _______________________________________________________ 

Contractor’s Registration Number and Expiration Date: _________________________ 

Worker’s Comp. Insurance Company: _______________________________________ 

Worker’s Comp. Policy Binder Number:______________________________________ 

Federal Tax Identification Number:_________________________________________ 

Name of Authorized Agent (Please print or type):_______________________________ 

Signature of Authorized Agent:_____________________________________________ 

Title:__________________________________________________________________ 

Business Address of Bidder:_______________________________________________ 

Phone Number: _________________________________  Date:__________________ 

 
 ( )    Bidder is a resident bidder* as defined under ORS 279A.120 
 
 ( )    Bidder is not a resident bidder 
 
 
Bids shall be submitted in a sealed envelope plainly marked “YAMHELAS WESTSIDER 
TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT” with the name and address of the bidder. 
 
I also hereby certify that as a part of my bid the applicable provisions of ORS 279A, 
279B and 279C shall be complied with. 
 
Signed:______________________________   Title:____________________________ 

 

 

* “Resident bidder” means a bidder that has paid unemployment taxes or income taxes in this state during the 12 

calendar months immediately preceding submission of the bid, has a business address in this state and has stated in 

the bid whether the bidder is a “resident bidder”. 
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
AND SUPPLEMENTAL 

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR COUNTY BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 

 
 
 YAMHILL COUNTY 
 MCMINNVILLE, OREGON 
 
 

YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2) PROJECT 

 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
 
 
 
 

KIND OF WORK:  CONSTRUCT NEW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 
                                    
 
 
 
 
COUNTY:   YAMHILL         
 
BIDS TO BE RECEIVED:   December 11, 2019 at 2:00 P.M. 
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PREFACE 
 
 

APPLICABLE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 
 

The Specifications that are applicable to the Work on this Project is the 2018 edition of the 
"Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction", as modified by these Special Provisions. All 
Sections in Part 00100 apply, whether or not modified or referenced in the Special Provisions. 
 
All number references in these Special Provisions shall be understood to refer to the Sections 
and subsections of the Standard Specifications bearing like numbers and to Sections and 
subsections contained in these Special Provisions in their entirety.  
                      
                                  
GENERAL 
 

These Supplemental Standard Specifications, Addenda, Supplements, and Special 
Provisions are issued for the information of bidders submitting proposals for the project or work 
described herein at the time and place specifically indicated herein.  They are the Supplemental 
Standard Specifications, Addenda, Supplements, and Special Provisions that, subject to such 
revision as may be made according to provisions stated by law, will be incorporated in and 
made a part of any contract for said project or work that may be awarded based on a proposal 
received at said specifically indicated time and place. 
 

Should the project or work described be re-advertised for proposals to be received at a 
time later than that indicated herein, these specifications and provisions will cease to be 
applicable and new ones will be issued.  Bidders submitting proposals later should obtain the 
new specifications and provisions and base their proposals, as they will be bound by them in the 
event they are awarded the contract. 
 
REVISIONS PRIOR TO TIME OF OPENING OF BIDS: 
 

All data herein is subject to revisions by the Engineer any time prior to the time specified 
herein for the receiving of proposals.  Prospective bidders for the work will be notified of any 
such revisions by letter or email sent to the bidders at the addresses available to Yamhill County 
at the time. 
 
REVISIONS PRIOR TO EXECUTION OF CONTRACT: 
 

Between the time proposals are received and the time the contract is executed, revision 
of the data herein may be made only by mutual agreement between the successful bidder and 
the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners. 
 
PAMPHLET MAY BE RETAINED BY BIDDER: 
 

This pamphlet need not be returned to Yamhill County, either with proposal or otherwise.  
The accompanying Bid Schedule and any continuation sheets shall be submitted prior to the 
date of the bid opening shown in the ‘Call for Bids’. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

 
 

1) Install and remove temporary access road, temporary work bridge, and erosion 
control measures. 

2) Perform earthwork. 
3) Construct Stag Hollow Creek Bridge No. YWT-1. 
4) Construct aggregate base. 
5) Perform seeding and planting. 
6) Perform additional and incidental work as called for by the specifications and plans. 

 
 

 
TIME AND PLACE OF RECEIVING PROPOSALS 

 
 
Bid Opening for the work described above will be in the conference room of the Board of 
Commissioners Office at 434 NE Evans Street, McMinnville, Oregon, beginning at 2:00:00 p.m. 
on the day of Bid Closing. 
 
 

COMPLETION TIME LIMIT 
 
See Special Provisions Subsection 00180.50(h). 
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CLASS OF PROJECT 
 

This is a Federal-Aid Project. 
 
 
 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
 

Information pertaining to this Project may be obtained from the following: 
 

Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR  97128 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 
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FHWA-1273 --  Revised May 1, 2012 

REQUIRED CONTRACT PROVISIONS  
FEDERAL-AID CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 

I. General
II. Nondiscrimination
III. Nonsegregated Facilities
IV. Davis-Bacon and Related Act Provisions
V. Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act

Provisions
VI. Subletting or Assigning the Contract
VII. Safety: Accident Prevention
VIII. False Statements Concerning Highway Projects
IX. Implementation of Clean Air Act and Federal Water

Pollution Control Act
X. Compliance with Governmentwide Suspension and

Debarment Requirements
XI. Certification Regarding Use of Contract Funds for

Lobbying

ATTACHMENTS 

A. Employment and Materials Preference for Appalachian
Development Highway System or Appalachian Local Access
Road Contracts (included in Appalachian contracts only)

I. GENERAL

1. Form FHWA-1273 must be physically incorporated in each
construction contract funded under Title 23 (excluding
emergency contracts solely intended for debris removal).  The
contractor (or subcontractor) must insert this form in each
subcontract and further require its inclusion in all lower tier
subcontracts (excluding purchase orders, rental agreements
and other agreements for supplies or services).

The applicable requirements of Form FHWA-1273 are 
incorporated by reference for work done under any purchase 
order, rental agreement or agreement for other services.  The 
prime contractor shall be responsible for compliance by any 
subcontractor, lower-tier subcontractor or service provider.   

Form FHWA-1273 must be included in all Federal-aid design-
build contracts, in all subcontracts and in lower tier 
subcontracts (excluding subcontracts for design services, 
purchase orders, rental agreements and other agreements for 
supplies or services).  The design-builder shall be responsible 
for compliance by any subcontractor, lower-tier subcontractor 
or service provider. 

Contracting agencies may reference Form FHWA-1273 in bid 
proposal or request for proposal documents, however, the 
Form FHWA-1273 must be physically incorporated (not 
referenced) in all contracts, subcontracts and lower-tier 
subcontracts (excluding purchase orders, rental agreements 
and other agreements for supplies or services related to a 
construction contract). 

2. Subject to the applicability criteria noted in the following
sections, these contract provisions shall apply to all work
performed on the contract by the contractor's own organization
and with the assistance of workers under the contractor's
immediate superintendence and to all work performed on the
contract by piecework, station work, or by subcontract.

3. A breach of any of the stipulations contained in these
Required Contract Provisions may be sufficient grounds for
withholding of progress payments, withholding of final
payment, termination of the contract, suspension / debarment
or any other action determined to be appropriate by the
contracting agency and FHWA.

4. Selection of Labor: During the performance of this contract,
the contractor shall not use convict labor for any purpose
within the limits of a construction project on a Federal-aid
highway unless it is labor performed by convicts who are on
parole, supervised release, or probation.  The term Federal-aid
highway does not include roadways functionally classified as
local roads or rural minor collectors.

II. NONDISCRIMINATION

The provisions of this section related to 23 CFR Part 230 are 
applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts and to all 
related construction subcontracts of $10,000 or more.  The 
provisions of 23 CFR Part 230 are not applicable to material 
supply, engineering, or architectural service contracts.   

In addition, the contractor and all subcontractors must comply 
with the following policies: Executive Order 11246, 41 CFR 60, 
29 CFR 1625-1627, Title 23 USC Section 140, the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (29 USC 794), Title VI 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, and related 
regulations including 49 CFR Parts 21, 26 and 27; and 23 CFR 
Parts 200, 230, and 633. 

The contractor and all subcontractors must comply with:  the 
requirements of the Equal Opportunity Clause in 41 CFR 60-
1.4(b) and, for all construction contracts exceeding $10,000, 
the Standard Federal Equal Employment Opportunity 
Construction Contract Specifications in 41 CFR 60-4.3. 

Note: The U.S. Department of Labor has exclusive authority to 
determine compliance with Executive Order 11246 and the 
policies of the Secretary of Labor including 41 CFR 60, and 29 
CFR 1625-1627.  The contracting agency and the FHWA have 
the authority and the responsibility to ensure compliance with 
Title 23 USC Section 140, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as 
amended (29 USC 794), and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, as amended, and related regulations including 49 CFR 
Parts 21, 26 and 27; and 23 CFR Parts 200, 230, and 633. 

The following provision is adopted from 23 CFR 230, Appendix 
A, with appropriate revisions to conform to the U.S. 
Department of Labor (US DOL) and FHWA requirements.   

1. Equal Employment Opportunity: Equal employment
opportunity (EEO) requirements not to discriminate and to take
affirmative action to assure equal opportunity as set forth
under laws, executive orders, rules, regulations (28 CFR 35,
29 CFR 1630, 29 CFR 1625-1627, 41 CFR 60 and 49 CFR 27)
and orders of the Secretary of Labor as modified by the
provisions prescribed herein, and imposed pursuant to 23
U.S.C. 140 shall constitute the EEO and specific affirmative
action standards for the contractor's project activities under
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this contract. The provisions of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.) set forth under 28 CFR 
35 and 29 CFR 1630 are incorporated by reference in this 
contract. In the execution of this contract, the contractor 
agrees to comply with the following minimum specific 
requirement activities of EEO: 
 

a. The contractor will work with the contracting agency and 
the Federal Government to ensure that it has made every 
good faith effort to provide equal opportunity with respect to all 
of its terms and conditions of employment and in their review 
of activities under the contract. 
 
    b. The contractor will accept as its operating policy the 
following statement: 
 

"It is the policy of this Company to assure that applicants 
are employed, and that employees are treated during 
employment, without regard to their race, religion, sex, color, 
national origin, age or disability.  Such action shall include: 
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or 
recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or 
other forms of compensation; and selection for training, 
including apprenticeship, pre-apprenticeship, and/or on-the-
job training." 

 
2.  EEO Officer: The contractor will designate and make 
known to the contracting officers an EEO Officer who will have 
the responsibility for and must be capable of effectively 
administering and promoting an active EEO program and who 
must be assigned adequate authority and responsibility to do 
so. 
 
3.  Dissemination of Policy: All members of the contractor's 
staff who are authorized to hire, supervise, promote, and 
discharge employees, or who recommend such action, or who 
are substantially involved in such action, will be made fully 
cognizant of, and will implement, the contractor's EEO policy 
and contractual responsibilities to provide EEO in each grade 
and classification of employment.  To ensure that the above 
agreement will be met, the following actions will be taken as a 
minimum: 
 

a.  Periodic meetings of supervisory and personnel office 
employees will be conducted before the start of work and then 
not less often than once every six months, at which time the 
contractor's EEO policy and its implementation will be 
reviewed and explained.  The meetings will be conducted by 
the EEO Officer. 
  

b.  All new supervisory or personnel office employees will be 
given a thorough indoctrination by the EEO Officer, covering 
all major aspects of the contractor's EEO obligations within 
thirty days following their reporting for duty with the contractor. 
 

c.  All personnel who are engaged in direct recruitment for 
the project will be instructed by the EEO Officer in the 
contractor's procedures for locating and hiring minorities and 
women. 
  

d.  Notices and posters setting forth the contractor's EEO 
policy will be placed in areas readily accessible to employees, 
applicants for employment and potential employees. 
 

e.  The contractor's EEO policy and the procedures to 
implement such policy will be brought to the attention of 
employees by means of meetings, employee handbooks, or 
other appropriate means. 
 

4. Recruitment: When advertising for employees, the 
contractor will include in all advertisements for employees the 
notation: "An Equal Opportunity Employer."  All such 
advertisements will be placed in publications having a large 
circulation among minorities and women in the area from 
which the project work force would normally be derived. 
 

a.  The contractor will, unless precluded by a valid 
bargaining agreement, conduct systematic and direct 
recruitment through public and private employee referral 
sources likely to yield qualified minorities and women.  To 
meet this requirement, the contractor will identify sources of 
potential minority group employees, and establish with such 
identified sources procedures whereby minority and women 
applicants may be referred to the contractor for employment 
consideration. 
 

b.  In the event the contractor has a valid bargaining 
agreement providing for exclusive hiring hall referrals, the 
contractor is expected to observe the provisions of that 
agreement to the extent that the system meets the contractor's 
compliance with EEO contract provisions.  Where 
implementation of such an agreement has the effect of 
discriminating against minorities or women, or obligates the 
contractor to do the same, such implementation violates 
Federal nondiscrimination provisions. 
 

c.  The contractor will encourage its present employees to 
refer minorities and women as applicants for employment.  
Information and procedures with regard to referring such 
applicants will be discussed with employees. 
 
5. Personnel Actions: Wages, working conditions, and 
employee benefits shall be established and administered, and 
personnel actions of every type, including hiring, upgrading, 
promotion, transfer, demotion, layoff, and termination, shall be 
taken without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, age or disability.  The following procedures shall be 
followed: 
 

a.  The contractor will conduct periodic inspections of project 
sites to insure that working conditions and employee facilities 
do not indicate discriminatory treatment of project site 
personnel. 
 

b.  The contractor will periodically evaluate the spread of 
wages paid within each classification to determine any 
evidence of discriminatory wage practices. 
 

c.  The contractor will periodically review selected personnel 
actions in depth to determine whether there is evidence of 
discrimination.  Where evidence is found, the contractor will 
promptly take corrective action.  If the review indicates that the 
discrimination may extend beyond the actions reviewed, such 
corrective action shall include all affected persons. 
 

d.  The contractor will promptly investigate all complaints of 
alleged discrimination made to the contractor in connection 
with its obligations under this contract, will attempt to resolve 
such complaints, and will take appropriate corrective action 
within a reasonable time.  If the investigation indicates that the 
discrimination may affect persons other than the complainant, 
such corrective action shall include such other persons.  Upon 
completion of each investigation, the contractor will inform 
every complainant of all of their avenues of appeal. 
 
6. Training and Promotion: 
 

a.  The contractor will assist in locating, qualifying, and 
increasing the skills of minorities and women who are 
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applicants for employment or current employees.  Such efforts 
should be aimed at developing full journey level status 
employees in the type of trade or job classification involved.  
 

b.  Consistent with the contractor's work force requirements 
and as permissible under Federal and State regulations, the 
contractor shall make full use of training programs, i.e., 
apprenticeship, and on-the-job training programs for the 
geographical area of contract performance.  In the event a 
special provision for training is provided under this contract, 
this subparagraph will be superseded as indicated in the 
special provision.  The contracting agency may reserve 
training positions for persons who receive welfare assistance 
in accordance with 23 U.S.C. 140(a). 
 

c.  The contractor will advise employees and applicants for 
employment of available training programs and entrance 
requirements for each. 
 

d.  The contractor will periodically review the training and 
promotion potential of employees who are minorities and 
women and will encourage eligible employees to apply for 
such training and promotion. 
 
7. Unions: If the contractor relies in whole or in part upon 
unions as a source of employees, the contractor will use good 
faith efforts to obtain the cooperation of such unions to 
increase opportunities for minorities and women.  Actions by 
the contractor, either directly or through a contractor's 
association acting as agent, will include the procedures set 
forth below: 
 

a.  The contractor will use good faith efforts to develop, in 
cooperation with the unions, joint training programs aimed 
toward qualifying more minorities and women for membership 
in the unions and increasing the skills of minorities and women 
so that they may qualify for higher paying employment. 
 

b.  The contractor will use good faith efforts to incorporate an 
EEO clause into each union agreement to the end that such 
union will be contractually bound to refer applicants without 
regard to their race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or 
disability. 
 

c.  The contractor is to obtain information as to the referral 
practices and policies of the labor union except that to the 
extent such information is within the exclusive possession of 
the labor union and such labor union refuses to furnish such 
information to the contractor, the contractor shall so certify to 
the contracting agency and shall set forth what efforts have 
been made to obtain such information. 
 

d.  In the event the union is unable to provide the contractor 
with a reasonable flow of referrals within the time limit set forth 
in the collective bargaining agreement, the contractor will, 
through independent recruitment efforts, fill the employment 
vacancies without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, age or disability; making full efforts to obtain qualified 
and/or qualifiable minorities and women.  The failure of a union 
to provide sufficient referrals (even though it is obligated to 
provide exclusive referrals under the terms of a collective 
bargaining agreement) does not relieve the contractor from the 
requirements of this paragraph.   In the event the union referral 
practice prevents the contractor from meeting the obligations 
pursuant to Executive Order 11246, as amended, and these 
special provisions, such contractor shall immediately notify the 
contracting agency. 
 
8.  Reasonable Accommodation for Applicants / 
Employees with Disabilities:  The contractor must be familiar 

with the requirements for and comply with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act and all rules and regulations established there 
under.  Employers must provide reasonable accommodation in 
all employment activities unless to do so would cause an 
undue hardship. 
 
9. Selection of Subcontractors, Procurement of Materials 
and Leasing of Equipment: The contractor shall not 
discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age or disability in the selection and retention 
of subcontractors, including procurement of materials and 
leases of equipment.  The contractor shall take all necessary 
and reasonable steps to ensure nondiscrimination in the 
administration of this contract. 
 

a.  The contractor shall notify all potential subcontractors and 
suppliers and lessors of their EEO obligations under this 
contract. 
 

b.  The contractor will use good faith efforts to ensure 
subcontractor compliance with their EEO obligations. 
 
 
10. Assurance Required by 49 CFR 26.13(b): 
 

a.  The requirements of 49 CFR Part 26 and the State 
DOT’s U.S. DOT-approved DBE program are incorporated by 
reference. 
 

b.  The contractor or subcontractor shall not discriminate on 
the basis of race, color, national origin, or sex in the 
performance of this contract.  The contractor shall carry out 
applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 26 in the award and 
administration of DOT-assisted contracts.  Failure by the 
contractor to carry out these requirements is a material breach 
of this contract, which may result in the termination of this 
contract or such other remedy as the contracting agency 
deems appropriate. 
 
11. Records and Reports: The contractor shall keep such 
records as necessary to document compliance with the EEO 
requirements.  Such records shall be retained for a period of 
three years following the date of the final payment to the 
contractor for all contract work and shall be available at 
reasonable times and places for inspection by authorized 
representatives of the contracting agency and the FHWA. 
 

a.  The records kept by the contractor shall document the 
following: 
 
    (1) The number and work hours of minority and non-
minority group members and women employed in each work 
classification on the project; 
 

(2) The progress and efforts being made in cooperation 
with unions, when applicable, to increase employment 
opportunities for minorities and women; and 

 
(3) The progress and efforts being made in locating, hiring, 

training, qualifying, and upgrading minorities and women;  
 

b.  The contractors and subcontractors will submit an annual 
report to the contracting agency each July for the duration of 
the project, indicating the number of minority, women, and 
non-minority group employees currently engaged in each work 
classification required by the contract work.  This information is 
to be reported on Form FHWA-1391.  The staffing data should 
represent the project work force on board in all or any part of 
the last payroll period preceding the end of July.  If on-the-job 
training is being required by special provision, the contractor 
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will be required to collect and report training data.  The 
employment data should reflect the work force on board during 
all or any part of the last payroll period preceding the end of 
July. 
 
 
III. NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES 
 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
contracts and to all related construction subcontracts of 
$10,000 or more. 
 
The contractor must ensure that facilities provided for 
employees are provided in such a manner that segregation on 
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin cannot 
result.  The contractor may neither require such segregated 
use by written or oral policies nor tolerate such use by 
employee custom.  The contractor's obligation extends further 
to ensure that its employees are not assigned to perform their 
services at any location, under the contractor's control, where 
the facilities are segregated.  The term "facilities" includes 
waiting rooms, work areas, restaurants and other eating areas, 
time clocks, restrooms, washrooms, locker rooms, and other 
storage or dressing areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, 
recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and housing 
provided for employees.  The contractor shall provide separate 
or single-user restrooms and necessary dressing or sleeping 
areas to assure privacy between sexes. 
 
 
IV.  DAVIS-BACON AND RELATED ACT PROVISIONS 

This section is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
projects exceeding $2,000 and to all related subcontracts and 
lower-tier subcontracts (regardless of subcontract size).  The 
requirements apply to all projects located within the right-of-
way of a roadway that is functionally classified as Federal-aid 
highway.  This excludes roadways functionally classified as 
local roads or rural minor collectors, which are exempt.  
Contracting agencies may elect to apply these requirements to 
other projects. 

The following provisions are from the U.S. Department of 
Labor regulations in 29 CFR 5.5 “Contract provisions and 
related matters” with minor revisions to conform to the FHWA-
1273 format and FHWA program requirements. 

1.  Minimum wages 

a.  All laborers and mechanics employed or working upon 
the site of the work, will be paid unconditionally and not less 
often than once a week, and without subsequent deduction or 
rebate on any account (except such payroll deductions as are 
permitted by regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor 
under the Copeland Act (29 CFR part 3)), the full amount of 
wages and bona fide fringe benefits (or cash equivalents 
thereof) due at time of payment computed at rates not less 
than those contained in the wage determination of the 
Secretary of Labor which is attached hereto and made a part 
hereof, regardless of any contractual relationship which may 
be alleged to exist between the contractor and such laborers 
and mechanics. 

Contributions made or costs reasonably anticipated for bona 
fide fringe benefits under section 1(b)(2) of the Davis-Bacon 
Act on behalf of laborers or mechanics are considered wages 
paid to such laborers or mechanics, subject to the provisions 

of paragraph 1.d. of this section; also, regular contributions 
made or costs incurred for more than a weekly period (but not 
less often than quarterly) under plans, funds, or programs 
which cover the particular weekly period, are deemed to be 
constructively made or incurred during such weekly period. 
Such laborers and mechanics shall be paid the appropriate 
wage rate and fringe benefits on the wage determination for 
the classification of work actually performed, without regard to 
skill, except as provided in 29 CFR 5.5(a)(4). Laborers or 
mechanics performing work in more than one classification 
may be compensated at the rate specified for each 
classification for the time actually worked therein: Provided, 
That the employer's payroll records accurately set forth the 
time spent in each classification in which work is performed. 
The wage determination (including any additional classification 
and wage rates conformed under paragraph 1.b. of this 
section) and the Davis-Bacon poster (WH–1321) shall be 
posted at all times by the contractor and its subcontractors at 
the site of the work in a prominent and accessible place where 
it can be easily seen by the workers. 

b. (1) The contracting officer shall require that any class of 
laborers or mechanics, including helpers, which is not listed in 
the wage determination and which is to be employed under the 
contract shall be classified in conformance with the wage 
determination. The contracting officer shall approve an 
additional classification and wage rate and fringe benefits 
therefore only when the following criteria have been met: 

(i) The work to be performed by the classification 
requested is not performed by a classification in the wage 
determination; and 

(ii) The classification is utilized in the area by the 
construction industry; and 

(iii) The proposed wage rate, including any bona fide 
fringe benefits, bears a reasonable relationship to the 
wage rates contained in the wage determination. 

(2) If the contractor and the laborers and mechanics to be 
employed in the classification (if known), or their 
representatives, and the contracting officer agree on the 
classification and wage rate (including the amount 
designated for fringe benefits where appropriate), a report of 
the action taken shall be sent by the contracting officer to the 
Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division, Employment 
Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 
Washington, DC 20210. The Administrator, or an authorized 
representative, will approve, modify, or disapprove every 
additional classification action within 30 days of receipt and 
so advise the contracting officer or will notify the contracting 
officer within the 30-day period that additional time is 
necessary. 

(3) In the event the contractor, the laborers or mechanics 
to be employed in the classification or their representatives, 
and the contracting officer do not agree on the proposed 
classification and wage rate (including the amount 
designated for fringe benefits, where appropriate), the 
contracting officer shall refer the questions, including the 
views of all interested parties and the recommendation of the 
contracting officer, to the Wage and Hour Administrator for 
determination. The Wage and Hour Administrator, or an 
authorized representative, will issue a determination within 
30 days of receipt and so advise the contracting officer or 
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will notify the contracting officer within the 30-day period that 
additional time is necessary. 

(4) The wage rate (including fringe benefits where 
appropriate) determined pursuant to paragraphs 1.b.(2) or 
1.b.(3) of this section, shall be paid to all workers performing 
work in the classification under this contract from the first 
day on which work is performed in the classification. 

c. Whenever the minimum wage rate prescribed in the 
contract for a class of laborers or mechanics includes a fringe 
benefit which is not expressed as an hourly rate, the contractor 
shall either pay the benefit as stated in the wage determination 
or shall pay another bona fide fringe benefit or an hourly cash 
equivalent thereof. 

d. If the contractor does not make payments to a trustee or 
other third person, the contractor may consider as part of the 
wages of any laborer or mechanic the amount of any costs 
reasonably anticipated in providing bona fide fringe benefits 
under a plan or program, Provided, That the Secretary of 
Labor has found, upon the written request of the contractor, 
that the applicable standards of the Davis-Bacon Act have 
been met. The Secretary of Labor may require the contractor 
to set aside in a separate account assets for the meeting of 
obligations under the plan or program. 

2.  Withholding  

The contracting agency shall upon its own action or upon 
written request of an authorized representative of the 
Department of Labor, withhold or cause to be withheld from 
the contractor under this contract, or any other Federal 
contract with the same prime contractor, or any other federally-
assisted contract subject to Davis-Bacon prevailing wage 
requirements, which is held by the same prime contractor, so 
much of the accrued payments or advances as may be 
considered necessary to pay laborers and mechanics, 
including apprentices, trainees, and helpers, employed by the 
contractor or any subcontractor the full amount of wages 
required by the contract.  In the event of failure to pay any 
laborer or mechanic, including any apprentice, trainee, or 
helper, employed or working on the site of the work, all or part 
of the wages required by the contract, the contracting agency 
may, after written notice to the contractor, take such action as 
may be necessary to cause the suspension of any further 
payment, advance, or guarantee of funds until such violations 
have ceased. 

3.  Payrolls and basic records  

a.  Payrolls and basic records relating thereto shall be 
maintained by the contractor during the course of the work and 
preserved for a period of three years thereafter for all laborers 
and mechanics working at the site of the work. Such records 
shall contain the name, address, and social security number of 
each such worker, his or her correct classification, hourly rates 
of wages paid (including rates of contributions or costs 
anticipated for bona fide fringe benefits or cash equivalents 
thereof of the types described in section 1(b)(2)(B) of the 
Davis-Bacon Act), daily and weekly number of hours worked, 
deductions made and actual wages paid. Whenever the 
Secretary of Labor has found under 29 CFR 5.5(a)(1)(iv) that 
the wages of any laborer or mechanic include the amount of 
any costs reasonably anticipated in providing benefits under a 
plan or program described in section 1(b)(2)(B) of the Davis-

Bacon Act, the contractor shall maintain records which show 
that the commitment to provide such benefits is enforceable, 
that the plan or program is financially responsible, and that the 
plan or program has been communicated in writing to the 
laborers or mechanics affected, and records which show the 
costs anticipated or the actual cost incurred in providing such 
benefits. Contractors employing apprentices or trainees under 
approved programs shall maintain written evidence of the 
registration of apprenticeship programs and certification of 
trainee programs, the registration of the apprentices and 
trainees, and the ratios and wage rates prescribed in the 
applicable programs. 

b. (1) The contractor shall submit weekly for each week in 
which any contract work is performed a copy of all payrolls to 
the contracting agency.   The payrolls submitted shall set out 
accurately and completely all of the information required to be 
maintained under 29 CFR 5.5(a)(3)(i), except that full social 
security numbers and home addresses shall not be included 
on weekly transmittals. Instead the payrolls shall only need to 
include an individually identifying number for each employee ( 
e.g. , the last four digits of the employee's social security 
number). The required weekly payroll information may be 
submitted in any form desired. Optional Form WH–347 is 
available for this purpose from the Wage and Hour Division 
Web site at http://www.dol.gov/esa/whd/forms/wh347instr.htm 
or its successor site. The prime contractor is responsible for 
the submission of copies of payrolls by all subcontractors. 
Contractors and subcontractors shall maintain the full social 
security number and current address of each covered worker, 
and shall provide them upon request to the contracting agency 
for transmission to the State DOT, the FHWA or the Wage and 
Hour Division of the Department of Labor for purposes of an 
investigation or audit of compliance with prevailing wage 
requirements. It is not a violation of this section for a prime 
contractor to require a subcontractor to provide addresses and 
social security numbers to the prime contractor for its own 
records, without weekly submission to the contracting agency.. 

(2) Each payroll submitted shall be accompanied by a 
“Statement of Compliance,” signed by the contractor or 
subcontractor or his or her agent who pays or supervises the 
payment of the persons employed under the contract and shall 
certify the following: 

(i) That the payroll for the payroll period contains the 
information required to be provided under §5.5 (a)(3)(ii) of 
Regulations, 29 CFR part 5, the appropriate information is 
being maintained under §5.5 (a)(3)(i) of Regulations, 29 
CFR part 5, and that such information is correct and 
complete; 

(ii) That each laborer or mechanic (including each 
helper, apprentice, and trainee) employed on the contract 
during the payroll period has been paid the full weekly 
wages earned, without rebate, either directly or indirectly, 
and that no deductions have been made either directly or 
indirectly from the full wages earned, other than 
permissible deductions as set forth in Regulations, 29 CFR 
part 3; 

(iii) That each laborer or mechanic has been paid not 
less than the applicable wage rates and fringe benefits or 
cash equivalents for the classification of work performed, 
as specified in the applicable wage determination 
incorporated into the contract. 
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(3) The weekly submission of a properly executed 
certification set forth on the reverse side of Optional Form 
WH–347 shall satisfy the requirement for submission of the 
“Statement of Compliance” required by paragraph 3.b.(2) of 
this section. 

(4) The falsification of any of the above certifications may 
subject the contractor or subcontractor to civil or criminal 
prosecution under section 1001 of title 18 and section 231 of 
title 31 of the United States Code. 

c. The contractor or subcontractor shall make the records 
required under paragraph 3.a. of this section available for 
inspection, copying, or transcription by authorized 
representatives of the contracting agency, the State DOT, the 
FHWA,  or the Department of Labor, and shall permit such 
representatives to interview employees during working hours 
on the job. If the contractor or subcontractor fails to submit the 
required records or to make them available, the FHWA may, 
after written notice to the contractor, the contracting agency or 
the State DOT, take such action as may be necessary to 
cause the suspension of any further payment, advance, or 
guarantee of funds. Furthermore, failure to submit the required 
records upon request or to make such records available may 
be grounds for debarment action pursuant to 29 CFR 5.12. 

4.  Apprentices and trainees  

a. Apprentices (programs of the USDOL).  

Apprentices will be permitted to work at less than the 
predetermined rate for the work they performed when they are 
employed pursuant to and individually registered in a bona fide 
apprenticeship program registered with the U.S. Department of 
Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of 
Apprenticeship Training, Employer and Labor Services, or with 
a State Apprenticeship Agency recognized by the Office, or if a 
person is employed in his or her first 90 days of probationary 
employment as an apprentice in such an apprenticeship 
program, who is not individually registered in the program, but 
who has been certified by the Office of Apprenticeship 
Training, Employer and Labor Services or a State 
Apprenticeship Agency (where appropriate) to be eligible for 
probationary employment as an apprentice.  

 The allowable ratio of apprentices to journeymen on the job 
site in any craft classification shall not be greater than the ratio 
permitted to the contractor as to the entire work force under 
the registered program. Any worker listed on a payroll at an 
apprentice wage rate, who is not registered or otherwise 
employed as stated above, shall be paid not less than the 
applicable wage rate on the wage determination for the 
classification of work actually performed. In addition, any 
apprentice performing work on the job site in excess of the 
ratio permitted under the registered program shall be paid not 
less than the applicable wage rate on the wage determination 
for the work actually performed. Where a contractor is 
performing construction on a project in a locality other than 
that in which its program is registered, the ratios and wage 
rates (expressed in percentages of the journeyman's hourly 
rate) specified in the contractor's or subcontractor's registered 
program shall be observed.  

 Every apprentice must be paid at not less than the rate 
specified in the registered program for the apprentice's level of 
progress, expressed as a percentage of the journeymen hourly 

rate specified in the applicable wage determination. 
Apprentices shall be paid fringe benefits in accordance with 
the provisions of the apprenticeship program. If the 
apprenticeship program does not specify fringe benefits, 
apprentices must be paid the full amount of fringe benefits 
listed on the wage determination for the applicable 
classification. If the Administrator determines that a different 
practice prevails for the applicable apprentice classification, 
fringes shall be paid in accordance with that determination.  

In the event the Office of Apprenticeship Training, Employer 
and Labor Services, or a State Apprenticeship Agency 
recognized by the Office, withdraws approval of an 
apprenticeship program, the contractor will no longer be 
permitted to utilize apprentices at less than the applicable 
predetermined rate for the work performed until an acceptable 
program is approved. 

b. Trainees (programs of the USDOL).  

Except as provided in 29 CFR 5.16, trainees will not be 
permitted to work at less than the predetermined rate for the 
work performed unless they are employed pursuant to and 
individually registered in a program which has received prior 
approval, evidenced by formal certification by the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Employment and Training 
Administration.  

The ratio of trainees to journeymen on the job site shall not be 
greater than permitted under the plan approved by the 
Employment and Training Administration.  

Every trainee must be paid at not less than the rate specified 
in the approved program for the trainee's level of progress, 
expressed as a percentage of the journeyman hourly rate 
specified in the applicable wage determination. Trainees shall 
be paid fringe benefits in accordance with the provisions of the 
trainee program. If the trainee program does not mention 
fringe benefits, trainees shall be paid the full amount of fringe 
benefits listed on the wage determination unless the 
Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division determines that 
there is an apprenticeship program associated with the 
corresponding journeyman wage rate on the wage 
determination which provides for less than full fringe benefits 
for apprentices. Any employee listed on the payroll at a trainee 
rate who is not registered and participating in a training plan 
approved by the Employment and Training Administration shall 
be paid not less than the applicable wage rate on the wage 
determination for the classification of work actually performed. 
In addition, any trainee performing work on the job site in 
excess of the ratio permitted under the registered program 
shall be paid not less than the applicable wage rate on the 
wage determination for the work actually performed.  

In the event the Employment and Training Administration 
withdraws approval of a training program, the contractor will no 
longer be permitted to utilize trainees at less than the 
applicable predetermined rate for the work performed until an 
acceptable program is approved. 

c. Equal employment opportunity. The utilization of 
apprentices, trainees and journeymen under this part shall be 
in conformity with the equal employment opportunity 
requirements of Executive Order 11246, as amended, and 29 
CFR part 30. 
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d.  Apprentices and Trainees (programs of the U.S. DOT). 

Apprentices and trainees working under apprenticeship and 
skill training programs which have been certified by the 
Secretary of Transportation as promoting EEO in connection 
with Federal-aid highway construction programs are not 
subject to the requirements of paragraph 4 of this Section IV. 
The straight time hourly wage rates for apprentices and 
trainees under such programs will be established by the 
particular programs. The ratio of apprentices and trainees to 
journeymen shall not be greater than permitted by the terms of 
the particular program. 

5. Compliance with Copeland Act requirements.   The 
contractor shall comply with the requirements of 29 CFR part 
3, which are incorporated by reference in this contract. 

6. Subcontracts.   The contractor or subcontractor shall insert 
Form FHWA-1273 in any subcontracts and also require the 
subcontractors to include Form FHWA-1273 in any lower tier 
subcontracts. The prime contractor shall be responsible for the 
compliance by any subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor 
with all the contract clauses in 29 CFR 5.5. 

7. Contract termination: debarment.   A breach of the 
contract clauses in 29 CFR 5.5 may be grounds for termination 
of the contract, and for debarment as a contractor and a 
subcontractor as provided in 29 CFR 5.12. 

8. Compliance with Davis-Bacon and Related Act 
requirements.  All rulings and interpretations of the Davis-
Bacon and Related Acts contained in 29 CFR parts 1, 3, and 5 
are herein incorporated by reference in this contract. 

9. Disputes concerning labor standards. Disputes arising 
out of the labor standards provisions of this contract shall not 
be subject to the general disputes clause of this contract. Such 
disputes shall be resolved in accordance with the procedures 
of the Department of Labor set forth in 29 CFR parts 5, 6, and 
7. Disputes within the meaning of this clause include disputes 
between the contractor (or any of its subcontractors) and the 
contracting agency, the U.S. Department of Labor, or the 
employees or their representatives. 

10. Certification of eligibility. 

a. By entering into this contract, the contractor certifies that 
neither it (nor he or she) nor any person or firm who has an 
interest in the contractor's firm is a person or firm ineligible to 
be awarded Government contracts by virtue of section 3(a) of 
the Davis-Bacon Act or 29 CFR 5.12(a)(1). 

b. No part of this contract shall be subcontracted to any person 
or firm ineligible for award of a Government contract by virtue 
of section 3(a) of the Davis-Bacon Act or 29 CFR 5.12(a)(1). 

c. The penalty for making false statements is prescribed in the 
U.S. Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
 
V.   CONTRACT WORK HOURS AND SAFETY 
STANDARDS ACT  

The following clauses apply to any Federal-aid construction 
contract in an amount in excess of $100,000 and subject to the 
overtime provisions of the Contract Work Hours and Safety 
Standards Act. These clauses shall be inserted in addition to 
the clauses required by 29 CFR 5.5(a) or 29 CFR 4.6.  As 
used in this paragraph, the terms laborers and mechanics 
include watchmen and guards. 

1. Overtime requirements.   No contractor or subcontractor 
contracting for any part of the contract work which may require 
or involve the employment of laborers or mechanics shall 
require or permit any such laborer or mechanic in any 
workweek in which he or she is employed on such work to 
work in excess of forty hours in such workweek unless such 
laborer or mechanic receives compensation at a rate not less 
than one and one-half times the basic rate of pay for all hours 
worked in excess of forty hours in such workweek. 

2. Violation; liability for unpaid wages; liquidated 
damages.  In the event of any violation of the clause set forth 
in paragraph (1.) of this section, the contractor and any 
subcontractor responsible therefor shall be liable for the 
unpaid wages. In addition, such contractor and subcontractor 
shall be liable to the United States (in the case of work done 
under contract for the District of Columbia or a territory, to such 
District or to such territory), for liquidated damages. Such 
liquidated damages shall be computed with respect to each 
individual laborer or mechanic, including watchmen and 
guards, employed in violation of the clause set forth in 
paragraph (1.) of this section, in the sum of $10 for each 
calendar day on which such individual was required or 
permitted to work in excess of the standard workweek of forty 
hours without payment of the overtime wages required by the 
clause set forth in paragraph (1.) of this section. 

3. Withholding for unpaid wages and liquidated damages. 
The FHWA or the contacting agency shall upon its own action 
or upon written request of an authorized representative of the 
Department of Labor withhold or cause to be withheld, from 
any moneys payable on account of work performed by the 
contractor or subcontractor under any such contract or any 
other Federal contract with the same prime contractor, or any 
other federally-assisted contract subject to the Contract Work 
Hours and Safety Standards Act, which is held by the same 
prime contractor, such sums as may be determined to be 
necessary to satisfy any liabilities of such contractor or 
subcontractor for unpaid wages and liquidated damages as 
provided in the clause set forth in paragraph (2.) of this 
section. 

4. Subcontracts.  The contractor or subcontractor shall insert 
in any subcontracts the clauses set forth in paragraph (1.) 
through (4.) of this section and also a clause requiring the 
subcontractors to include these clauses in any lower tier 
subcontracts. The prime contractor shall be responsible for 
compliance by any subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor 
with the clauses set forth in paragraphs (1.) through (4.) of this 
section. 
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VI. SUBLETTING OR ASSIGNING THE CONTRACT 
 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
contracts on the National Highway System. 
 
1. The contractor shall perform with its own organization 
contract work amounting to not less than 30 percent (or a 
greater percentage if specified elsewhere in the contract) of 
the total original contract price, excluding any specialty items 
designated by the contracting agency.  Specialty items may be 
performed by subcontract and the amount of any such 
specialty items performed may be deducted from the total 
original contract price before computing the amount of work 
required to be performed by the contractor's own organization 
(23 CFR 635.116). 
 

a.  The term “perform work with its own organization” refers 
to workers employed or leased by the prime contractor, and 
equipment owned or rented by the prime contractor, with or 
without operators.  Such term does not include employees or 
equipment of a subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor, 
agents of the prime contractor, or any other assignees.  The 
term may include payments for the costs of hiring leased 
employees from an employee leasing firm meeting all relevant 
Federal and State regulatory requirements.  Leased 
employees may only be included in this term if the prime 
contractor meets all of the following conditions: 
 
  (1) the prime contractor maintains control over the 
supervision of the day-to-day activities of the leased 
employees; 

(2) the prime contractor remains responsible for the quality 
of the work of the leased employees; 

   (3) the prime contractor retains all power to accept or 
exclude individual employees from work on the project; and 

(4) the prime contractor remains ultimately responsible for 
the payment of predetermined minimum wages, the 
submission of payrolls, statements of compliance and all 
other Federal regulatory requirements. 

 
b. "Specialty Items" shall be construed to be limited to work 

that requires highly specialized knowledge, abilities, or 
equipment not ordinarily available in the type of contracting 
organizations qualified and expected to bid or propose on the 
contract as a whole and in general are to be limited to minor 
components of the overall contract. 
 
  2. The contract amount upon which the requirements set forth 
in paragraph (1) of Section VI is computed includes the cost of 
material and manufactured products which are to be 
purchased or produced by the contractor under the contract 
provisions. 
 
3. The contractor shall furnish (a) a competent superintendent 
or supervisor who is employed by the firm, has full authority to 
direct performance of the work in accordance with the contract 
requirements, and is in charge of all construction operations 
(regardless of who performs the work) and (b) such other of its 
own organizational resources (supervision, management, and 
engineering services) as the contracting officer determines is 
necessary to assure the performance of the contract. 
 
4. No portion of the contract shall be sublet, assigned or 
otherwise disposed of except with the written consent of the 
contracting officer, or authorized representative, and such 
consent when given shall not be construed to relieve the 
contractor of any responsibility for the fulfillment of the 
contract.  Written consent will be given only after the 
contracting agency has assured that each subcontract is 

evidenced in writing and that it contains all pertinent provisions 
and requirements of the prime contract. 
 
5. The 30% self-performance requirement of paragraph (1) is 
not applicable to design-build contracts; however, contracting 
agencies may establish their own self-performance 
requirements. 
 
 
VII. SAFETY: ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
 
T h i s  p r o v i s i o n  i s  applicable to all Federal-aid 
construction contracts and to all related subcontracts. 
 
1.  In the performance of this contract the contractor shall 
comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws 
governing safety, health, and sanitation (23 CFR 635). The 
contractor shall provide all safeguards, safety devices and 
protective equipment and take any other needed actions as it 
determines, or as the contracting officer may determine, to be 
reasonably necessary to protect the life and health of 
employees on the job and the safety of the public and to 
protect property in connection with the performance of the 
work covered by the contract. 
 
2.  It is a condition of this contract, and shall be made a 
condition of each subcontract, which the contractor enters into 
pursuant to this contract, that the contractor and any 
subcontractor shall not permit any employee, in performance 
of the contract, to work in surroundings or under conditions 
which are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous to his/her 
health or safety, as determined under construction safety and 
health standards (29 CFR 1926) promulgated by the Secretary 
of Labor, in accordance with Section 107 of the Contract Work 
Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3704). 
 
3. Pursuant to 29 CFR 1926.3, it is a condition of this contract 
that the Secretary of Labor or authorized representative 
thereof, shall have right of entry to any site of contract 
performance to inspect or investigate the matter of compliance 
with the construction safety and health standards and to carry 
out the duties of the Secretary under Section 107 of the 
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 
U.S.C.3704). 
 
 
VIII. FALSE STATEMENTS CONCERNING HIGHWAY 
PROJECTS 
 
T h i s  p r o v i s i o n  i s  applicable to all Federal-aid 
construction contracts and to all related subcontracts. 
 
  In order to assure high quality and durable construction in 
conformity with approved plans and specifications and a high 
degree of reliability on statements and representations made 
by engineers, contractors, suppliers, and workers on Federal-
aid highway projects, it is essential that all persons concerned 
with the project perform their functions as carefully, thoroughly, 
and honestly as possible.  Willful falsification, distortion, or 
misrepresentation with respect to any facts related to the 
project is a violation of Federal law.  To prevent any 
misunderstanding regarding the seriousness of these and 
similar acts, Form FHWA-1022 shall be posted on each 
Federal-aid highway project (23 CFR 635) in one or more 
places where it is readily available to all persons concerned 
with the project: 
 
 
18 U.S.C. 1020 reads as follows: 
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  "Whoever, being an officer, agent, or employee of the United 
States, or of any State or Territory, or whoever, whether a 
person, association, firm, or corporation, knowingly makes any 
false statement, false representation, or false report as to the 
character, quality, quantity, or cost of the material used or to 
be used, or the quantity or quality of the work performed or to 
be performed, or the cost thereof in connection with the 
submission of plans, maps, specifications, contracts, or costs 
of construction on any highway or related project submitted for 
approval to the Secretary of Transportation; or 
 
  Whoever knowingly makes any false statement, false 
representation, false report or false claim with respect to the 
character, quality, quantity, or cost of any work performed or to 
be performed, or materials furnished or to be furnished, in 
connection with the construction of any highway or related 
project approved by the Secretary of Transportation; or 
 
  Whoever knowingly makes any false statement or false 
representation as to material fact in any statement, certificate, 
or report submitted pursuant to provisions of the Federal-aid 
Roads Act approved July 1, 1916, (39 Stat. 355), as amended 
and supplemented; 
 
  Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 5 
years or both." 
 
 
IX. IMPLEMENTATION OF CLEAN AIR ACT AND FEDERAL 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT 
 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
contracts and to all related subcontracts. 
 
By submission of this bid/proposal or the execution of this 
contract, or subcontract, as appropriate, the bidder, proposer, 
Federal-aid construction contractor, or subcontractor, as 
appropriate, will be deemed to have stipulated as follows: 
 
  1. That any person who is or will be utilized in the 
performance of this contract is not prohibited from receiving an 
award due to a violation of Section 508 of the Clean Water Act 
or Section 306 of the Clean Air Act.   
  2. That the contractor agrees to include or cause to be 
included the requirements of paragraph (1) of this Section X in 
every subcontract, and further agrees to take such action as 
the contracting agency may direct as a means of enforcing 
such requirements. 
 
 
X. CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, 
SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND VOLUNTARY 
EXCLUSION 
 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
contracts, design-build contracts, subcontracts, lower-tier 
subcontracts, purchase orders, lease agreements, consultant 
contracts or any other covered transaction requiring FHWA 
approval or that is estimated to cost $25,000 or more –  as 
defined in 2 CFR Parts 180 and 1200. 
 
 
 
  1. Instructions for Certification – First Tier Participants:  
  
    a. By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective 
first tier participant is providing the certification set out below. 
 
    b. The inability of a person to provide the certification set out 
below will not necessarily result in denial of participation in this 

covered transaction. The prospective first tier participant shall 
submit an explanation of why it cannot provide the certification 
set out below. The certification or explanation will be 
considered in connection with the department or agency's 
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, 
failure of the prospective first tier participant to furnish a 
certification or an explanation shall disqualify such a person 
from participation in this transaction. 
 
    c. The certification in this clause is a material representation 
of fact upon which reliance was placed when the contracting 
agency determined to enter into this transaction. If it is later 
determined that the prospective participant knowingly rendered 
an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies 
available to the Federal Government, the contracting agency 
may terminate this transaction for cause of default. 
 
    d. The prospective first tier participant shall provide 
immediate written notice to the contracting agency to whom 
this proposal is submitted if any time the prospective first tier 
participant learns that its certification was erroneous when 
submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed 
circumstances. 
 
    e. The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," 
"suspended," "ineligible," "participant," "person,"  "principal," 
and "voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, are defined 
in 2 CFR Parts 180 and 1200.  “First Tier Covered 
Transactions” refers to any covered transaction between a 
grantee or subgrantee of Federal funds and a participant (such 
as the prime or general contract).  “Lower Tier Covered 
Transactions” refers to any covered transaction under a First 
Tier Covered Transaction (such as subcontracts).  “First Tier 
Participant” refers to the participant who has entered into a 
covered transaction with a grantee or subgrantee of Federal 
funds (such as the prime or general contractor).  “Lower Tier 
Participant” refers any participant who has entered into a 
covered transaction with a First Tier Participant or other Lower 
Tier Participants (such as subcontractors and suppliers).  
 
    f. The prospective first tier participant agrees by submitting 
this proposal that, should the proposed covered transaction be 
entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier 
covered transaction with a person who is debarred, 
suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from 
participation in this covered transaction, unless authorized by 
the department or agency entering into this transaction. 
 
    g. The prospective first tier participant further agrees by 
submitting this proposal that it will include the clause titled 
"Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility 
and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transactions," 
provided by the department or contracting agency, entering 
into this covered transaction, without modification, in all lower 
tier covered transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier 
covered transactions exceeding the $25,000 threshold. 
 
    h. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a 
certification of a prospective participant in a lower tier covered 
transaction that is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or 
voluntarily excluded from the covered transaction, unless it 
knows that the certification is erroneous.  A participant is 
responsible for ensuring that its principals are not suspended, 
debarred, or otherwise ineligible to participate in covered 
transactions.  To verify the eligibility of its principals, as well as 
the eligibility of any lower tier prospective participants, each 
participant may, but is not required to, check the Excluded 
Parties List System website (https://www.epls.gov/), which is 
compiled by the General Services Administration. 
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    i.  Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to 
require the establishment of a system of records in order to 
render in good faith the certification required by this clause. 
The knowledge and information of the prospective participant 
is not required to exceed that which is normally possessed by 
a prudent person in the ordinary course of business dealings. 
 
    j. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph (f) of 
these instructions, if a participant in a covered transaction 
knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a 
person who is suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily 
excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to 
other remedies available to the Federal Government, the 
department or agency may terminate this transaction for cause 
or default. 
 
* * * * * 
 
2.  Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, 
Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion – First Tier 
Participants: 
 
a.  The prospective first tier participant certifies to the best of 
its knowledge and belief, that it and its principals: 
 
    (1)   Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from 
participating in covered transactions by any Federal 
department or agency; 
 
    (2)   Have not within a three-year period preceding this 
proposal been convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered 
against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in 
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing 
a public (Federal, State or local) transaction or contract under 
a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust 
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, 
bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making false 
statements, or receiving stolen property; 
 
    (3)   Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or 
civilly charged by a governmental entity (Federal, State or 
local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in 
paragraph (a)(2) of this certification; and 
 
    (4)   Have not within a three-year period preceding this 
application/proposal had one or more public transactions 
(Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default. 
 
  b.   Where the prospective participant is unable to certify to 
any of the statements in this certification, such prospective 
participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal. 
 
  2. Instructions for Certification - Lower Tier Participants: 
 
(Applicable to all subcontracts, purchase orders and other 
lower tier transactions requiring prior FHWA approval or 
estimated to cost $25,000 or more - 2 CFR Parts 180 and 
1200) 
 
    a. By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective 
lower tier is providing the certification set out below. 
 
    b. The certification in this clause is a material representation 
of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction 
was entered into. If it is later determined that the prospective 
lower tier participant knowingly rendered an erroneous 
certification, in addition to other remedies available to the 
Federal Government, the department, or agency with which 

this transaction originated may pursue available remedies, 
including suspension and/or debarment. 
 
    c. The prospective lower tier participant shall provide 
immediate written notice to the person to which this proposal is 
submitted if at any time the prospective lower tier participant 
learns that its certification was erroneous by reason of 
changed circumstances. 
 
    d. The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," 
"suspended," "ineligible," "participant," "person," "principal," 
and "voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, are defined 
in 2 CFR Parts 180 and 1200.  You may contact the person to 
which this proposal is submitted for assistance in obtaining a 
copy of those regulations.  “First Tier Covered Transactions” 
refers to any covered transaction between a grantee or 
subgrantee of Federal funds and a participant (such as the 
prime or general contract).  “Lower Tier Covered Transactions” 
refers to any covered transaction under a First Tier Covered 
Transaction (such as subcontracts).  “First Tier Participant” 
refers to the participant who has entered into a covered 
transaction with a grantee or subgrantee of Federal funds 
(such as the prime or general contractor).  “Lower Tier 
Participant” refers any participant who has entered into a 
covered transaction with a First Tier Participant or other Lower 
Tier Participants (such as subcontractors and suppliers). 
 
    e. The prospective lower tier participant agrees by 
submitting this proposal that, should the proposed covered 
transaction be entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into 
any lower tier covered transaction with a person who is 
debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily 
excluded from participation in this covered transaction, unless 
authorized by the department or agency with which this 
transaction originated. 
 
    f. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by 
submitting this proposal that it will include this clause titled 
"Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility 
and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transaction," 
without modification, in all lower tier covered transactions and 
in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions exceeding 
the $25,000 threshold. 
 
    g. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a 
certification of a prospective participant in a lower tier covered 
transaction that is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or 
voluntarily excluded from the covered transaction, unless it 
knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant is 
responsible for ensuring that its principals are not suspended, 
debarred, or otherwise ineligible to participate in covered 
transactions.  To verify the eligibility of its principals, as well as 
the eligibility of any lower tier prospective participants, each 
participant may, but is not required to, check the Excluded 
Parties List System website (https://www.epls.gov/), which is 
compiled by the General Services Administration.   
 
    h. Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to 
require establishment of a system of records in order to render 
in good faith the certification required by this clause. The 
knowledge and information of participant is not required to 
exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person 
in the ordinary course of business dealings. 
 
    i. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph e of 
these instructions, if a participant in a covered transaction 
knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a 
person who is suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily 
excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to 
other remedies available to the Federal Government, the 
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department or agency with which this transaction originated 
may pursue available remedies, including suspension and/or 
debarment. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, 
Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion--Lower Tier 
Participants: 
 
  1. The prospective lower tier participant certifies, by 
submission of this proposal, that neither it nor its principals is 
presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, 
declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participating in 
covered transactions by any Federal department or agency. 
 
  2. Where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to 
certify to any of the statements in this certification, such 
prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this 
proposal. 
 
* * * * * 
 
XI. CERTIFICATION REGARDING USE OF CONTRACT 
FUNDS FOR LOBBYING 
 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid construction 
contracts and to all related subcontracts which exceed 
$100,000 (49 CFR 20). 
 
  1. The prospective participant certifies, by signing and 
submitting this bid or proposal, to the best of his or her 
knowledge and belief, that: 
 
    a. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be 
paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for 
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of 
any Federal agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or 
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of 
Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal 
contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any 
Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, 
and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or 
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or 
cooperative agreement. 
 
    b. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have 
been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or 
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any Federal 
agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of 
Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in 
connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or 
cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and 
submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report 
Lobbying," in accordance with its instructions. 
 
  2. This certification is a material representation of fact upon 
which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or 
entered into.  Submission of this certification is a prerequisite 
for making or entering into this transaction imposed by 31 
U.S.C. 1352.  Any person who fails to file the required 
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than 
$10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure. 
 
  3. The prospective participant also agrees by submitting its 
bid or proposal that the participant shall require that the 
language of this certification be included in all lower tier 
subcontracts, which exceed $100,000 and that all such 
recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly. 
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ATTACHMENT A - EMPLOYMENT AND MATERIALS 
PREFERENCE FOR APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM OR APPALACHIAN LOCAL ACCESS 
ROAD CONTRACTS 
This provision is applicable to all Federal-aid projects funded 
under the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965. 
 
  1. During the performance of this contract, the contractor 
undertaking to do work which is, or reasonably may be, done 
as on-site work, shall give preference to qualified persons who 
regularly reside in the labor area as designated by the DOL 
wherein the contract work is situated, or the subregion, or the 
Appalachian counties of the State wherein the contract work is 
situated, except: 
 
    a. To the extent that qualified persons regularly residing in 
the area are not available. 
 
    b. For the reasonable needs of the contractor to employ 
supervisory or specially experienced personnel necessary to 
assure an efficient execution of the contract work. 
 
    c. For the obligation of the contractor to offer employment to 
present or former employees as the result of a lawful collective 
bargaining contract, provided that the number of nonresident 
persons employed under this subparagraph (1c) shall not 
exceed 20 percent of the total number of employees employed 
by the contractor on the contract work, except as provided in 
subparagraph (4) below. 
 
  2. The contractor shall place a job order with the State 
Employment Service indicating (a) the classifications of the 
laborers, mechanics and other employees required to perform 
the contract work, (b) the number of employees required in 
each classification, (c) the date on which the participant 
estimates such employees will be required, and (d) any other 
pertinent information required by the State Employment 
Service to complete the job order form.  The job order may be 
placed with the State Employment Service in writing or by 
telephone.  If during the course of the contract work, the 
information submitted by the contractor in the original job order 
is substantially modified, the participant shall promptly notify 
the State Employment Service. 
 
  3. The contractor shall give full consideration to all qualified 
job applicants referred to him by the State Employment 
Service.  The contractor is not required to grant employment to 
any job applicants who, in his opinion, are not qualified to 
perform the classification of work required. 
 
  4. If, within one week following the placing of a job order by 
the contractor with the State Employment Service, the State 
Employment Service is unable to refer any qualified job 
applicants to the contractor, or less than the number 
requested, the State Employment Service will forward a 
certificate to the contractor indicating the unavailability of 
applicants.  Such certificate shall be made a part of the 
contractor's permanent project records.  Upon receipt of this 
certificate, the contractor may employ persons who do not 
normally reside in the labor area to fill positions covered by the 
certificate, notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (1c) 
above. 
 
    5. The provisions of 23 CFR 633.207(e) allow the 
contracting agency to provide a contractual preference for the 
use of mineral resource materials native to the Appalachian 
region.   
 

  6. The contractor shall include the provisions of Sections 1 
through 4 of this Attachment A in every subcontract for work 
which is, or reasonably may be, done as on-site work. 
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APPLICABLE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The Standard Specifications which are applicable to the work on this project is the 2018 edition 
of the "Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction." 
 
All numbers referenced in these special provisions shall be understood to refer to the Sections 
or Subsections of the Standard Specifications bearing like numbers and any applicable 
modification herein.                                                         

 
The Sections from following Parts of the Standard Specifications are to be used for the Work to 
be performed under this Contract: 
 
 
PART DESCRIPTION  YES   NO 
 
00100 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS   X 
00200 TEMPORARY FEATURES AND APPURTENANCES  X 
00300  ROAD WORK   X 
00400 DRAINAGE AND SEWERS                  X 
00500 BRIDGES                 X 
00600 BASES   X  
00700 WEARING SURFACES    X   
00800 PERMANENT TRAFFIC SAFETY   

  AND GUIDANCE DEVICES                   X 
00900 PERMANENT TRAFFIC CONTROL 

  AND ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS                   X 
01000 RIGHT OF WAY DEVELOPMENT  AND CONTROL                 X   
01100  WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS                  X 
02000 MATERIALS   X   
03000 MATERIALS   X    
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PROJECT WAGE RATES 

 
Minimum Wage Requirements - This Project is subject to State prevailing wage rate 
requirements. Not less than the State prevailing wage rates shall be paid to workers according 
to 00170.65(b). 
 
Applicable Wages - Prevailing wage rates published in the wage determinations and any 
applicable modifications or amendments apply to this Project and are incorporated by 
reference: 
 
Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industries (BOLI), "Prevailing Wage Rates For Public 
Works Contracts in Oregon". 
 
The applicable existing State prevailing wage rates last published prior to the time of Bid 
Opening, which is stated on the Call for Bids, apply to this Project. 
 
Wage Rates are Internet-Accessible - ODOT provides the applicable BOLI wage rates, 
referenced by Bid Opening date, on the Project Wages web page at: 
 

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/Pages/Project-Wages.aspx 
 
Wage Rates are Subject to Change - Modifications or amendments to the wage rates 
applicable to this Project may occur at any time before Bid Opening.  Bidders are responsible to 
monitor the respective web page(s) for modifications and amendments up until Bid Opening. 
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SECTION 00110 – ORGANIZATION, CONVENTIONS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND DEFINITIONS 

 

Comply with Section 00110 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 
00110.20  Definitions - Delete the entire definition listed after the word "Engineer" and 
substitute with the following definition:  
 
"The Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager acting directly or through authorized 
representatives." 
 
00110.20  Definitions - Delete the entire definition listed after the word "State" and substitute 
with the following definition:   
 
"The County of Yamhill" 
 
 

SECTION 00120 - BIDDING REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

 
Comply with Section 00120 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 
00120.05  Requests for Plans, Special Provisions, and Bid Booklets - Delete this 
subsection and substitute with the following:  

 
Bidding Documents are available from Yamhill County, 535 NE 5th Street, McMinnville, OR  
97128.  Copies of the "Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction - Oregon Department of 
Transportation - 2018 Oregon" may be purchased at the Oregon Department of Transportation 
 
00120.20  Interpretation of Quantities in Bid Schedule -  Add the following to the end of the 
first sentence of this subsection:  
 
except for Lump Sum bid items listed in the Bid Schedule.  When Lump Sum items are listed as 
the method of payment, the Contractor is responsible for estimating quantities, labor costs, and 
appropriate profit percentages. 
 
00120.40(a-1) Paper Bids – Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and 
title, with the following:  
 
For Bids submitted by paper, the Bidders shall not alter, in any manner, the paper documents 
bound within the Bid Section. Bid Sections available electronically shall not be 
substituted for paper Bid Sections. Bidders shall complete the certifications and statements 
included in the Bid Section of the Bid Booklet according to the instructions. Signature of the 
Bidder’s authorized representative thereon constitutes the Bidder’s confirmation of and 
agreement to all certifications and statements contained in the paper Bid Booklet. Entries on the 
paper documents in the Bid Section shall be in ink or typed. Signatures and initials shall be in 
ink. 
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00120.40(a-2) Electronic Bids - Delete this subsection. 
 
00120.40(e-1) Bid Guaranty with Paper Bids - Delete the last two words of the first paragraph 
of this subsection and substitute with the following: 

 
"Yamhill County." 
 
00120.60  Revision or Withdrawal of Bids - Add the following as the last sentence of the first 
paragraph of this subsection.  

 
"These changes must be received and confirmed by the County or designated Project Manager 
prior to the time set for opening proposals." 
 
Add the following to the end of the second paragraph of this subsection: 

 
"A bidder may withdraw a proposal after it has been delivered to Yamhill County if the 
withdrawal request is received in writing by the said County office prior to the time set for 
opening proposals." 
 
 

SECTION 00130 - AWARD AND EXECUTION OF CONTRACT 

 
Comply with Section 00130 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 

 
00130.40(a)  Performance and Payment Bonds - Delete this subsection and substitute with 
the following:   

 
(a) Performance and Payment Bonds - Within 10 calendar days after sending the contractor 
the "Notice of Award," the contractor must furnish a performance bond and a payment bond of a 
surety company authorized to do business in the State of Oregon and listed in Circular 570 of 
the U.S. Department of the Treasury.  This circular is published annually as of July 1, and 
interim changes are published in the Federal Register as they occur.  The amount of each bond 
shall be the same dollar amount specified in the contract.  The surety company's authorized 
Attorney in fact shall sign the performance bond and the payment bond.  The surety company's 
seal shall be affixed to each bond.  A Power of Attorney for the Attorney in Fact shall be 
attached to the bond. 
 
00130.50(a)  By the Bidder - Delete the first nine (9) words of the first sentence of this 
subsection and substitute with the following:  

 
The successful bidder shall deliver three (Contract booklets) 
 
00130.50(b) By the Agency – Delete the words of this subsection and substitute with the 
following:  

 
Within 7 calendar days after Yamhill County has received and has verified the properly executed 
contract documents, the Engineer will notify the successful bidder with written confirmation that 
he or she has satisfied all the necessary contract provisions and requirements outlined in 
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Section 00130 and is officially declared the General Contractor.  This notice will also serve as a 
"Notice to Proceed" as outlined in Subsection 00130.90.  If the Engineer discovers that the 
Successful Bidder has not met all the said necessary contract provisions and requirements 
outlined in Section 00130, he may elect to follow the options outline in Subsection 00130.60. 
 
00130.90  Notice to Proceed – Delete the words of this subsection and substitute with the 
following:  

 
Notice to Proceed will be issued within 7 calendar days after Yamhill County has received and 
has verified the properly executed contract documents as required and explained in Subsection 
00130.50(b) of these special provisions.  Should Yamhill County fail to issue the Notice to 
Proceed within 7 calendar days, the contractor may apply for an adjustment of contract time 
according to Subsection 00180.80.  The successful bidder will be required to coordinate start 
work days and projects with the County. 
 
 

SECTION 00150 - CONTROL OF WORK 

 
Comply with Section 00150 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 
00150.15(b)  Agency Responsibilities - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection 
number and title, with the following: 
 
The Engineer will perform the Agency responsibilities described in the Construction Surveying 
Manual for Contractors, Chapter 1.5 (see Section 00305). 
 
00150.15(c)  Contractor’s Responsibilities - Replace this subsection, except for the 
subsection number and title, with the following: 
 
The Contractor shall perform the Contractor responsibilities described in the Construction 
Surveying Manual for Contractors, Chapter 1.6 (see Section 00305). 
 
00150.60(a) Load and Speed Restrictions for Construction Vehicles and Equipment -  
Add the following sentences to the end of the first paragraph of this subsection:   

   
The contractor shall submit to the Project Manager a list of all possible project vehicles.  The list 
shall include the tare weight of each vehicle and the legal weight limit as established by the 
P.U.C.  This list shall be submitted no later than five (5) work days prior to the start of on - site 
work.  The contractor is responsible to ensure that no vehicle exceeds its legal weight limit.  Any 
vehicle that exceeds its legal weight limit will not be paid for the excess weight carried by the 
vehicle.  The Project Manager will issue a copy to the contractor of all vehicles exceeding their 
weight limit and the total tonnage in excess.  If the contractor does not agree with the 
information submitted by the Project Manager, he must submit his reasons in writing to the 
Engineer.  The Engineer will review the data and issue his finding within five (5) work days after 
receiving the "Request for Review" by the contractor.  The engineer's findings will be held as the 
final decision (refer to Section 00150.00). Random testing for "Over Weight Vehicles" may be 
conducted by the County Weighmaster at non designated times and at non-designated 
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locations outside the limits of the project.  All overweight vehicles will be subject to all prudent 
fines, fees and penalties. 
 
00150.60(c)  Responsibility for Damages - Add the following to the end of this subsection:   

 
The following procedure and information will be used as the source of reference if the measure 
of damage is necessary as outlined in this subsection.  The following procedure will be a 
requirement of this contract: 
 
The contractor shall submit to the Project Manager, a list showing all haul or transport roads that 
will be used during the "Contract Time" of the project.  This list shall be submitted no later than 
five (5) work days prior to the start of any on-site work within the project limits.  
 
During the "Final Inspection" process as outline in Subsection 00150.90, the Project Manager 
shall list the location and description of all damage caused by the actions of the contractor and 
the contractor shall make all necessary repairs prior to Yamhill County releasing them from their 
responsibilities as outlined in this subsection. 
 
 

SECTION 00160 – SOURCE OF MATERIALS 

 

Comply with Section 00160 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 

00160.20(a)  Buy America - Because federal highway funds have been involved on the Project, 
the Contractor shall limit the quantity of foreign Materials incorporated into the Work as follows.  
Section 635.410 of Title 23, Code of Federal Regulations, and the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act require that all iron or steel manufacturing processes, including 
without limitation the casting of ingots, for iron or steel Materials permanently incorporated into 
the Project shall occur in the United States, unless the cost of foreign-origin iron or steel 
Materials does not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the Contract Amount or $2,500, 
whichever is greater. The Contractor shall not incorporate foreign-origin iron or steel Materials in 
excess of this amount into the Project.  All foreign-origin iron or steel Materials incorporated in 
the Project in excess of the amount indicated above shall be removed and replaced with 
domestic iron or steel Materials at the Contractor's expense. For purposes of this Specification, 
the cost of foreign-origin iron or steel Materials shall be the value of the iron or steel products as 
of the date they are delivered to the Project Site. 
 
Manufacturing processes include without limitation the application of coatings to finished iron or 
steel products or components. Coatings include epoxy coating, galvanizing, painting, and any 
other coating that protects or enhances the value of the steel or iron product or component. 
 
The Contractor shall provide the Engineer with a Certificate of Materials Origin before 
incorporating any iron or steel products into the Project. Unless a Certificate of Materials Origin 
has been provided to the Engineer, the Materials shall be considered of foreign origin. 
 
The Contractor shall retain manufacturers' certificates verifying the origin of all domestic iron or 
steel Materials for 3 years after the date of final payment for the Project, and shall furnish copies 
to the Engineer upon request. 
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SECTION 00170 - LEGAL RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
Comply with Section 00170 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00170.04  Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks - Replace the paragraph that begins " Prior 
to use of designs, devices, materials, or processes…" with the following paragraph: 
 
Prior to use of designs, devices, materials, or processes protected by patent, copyright, or 
trademark, the Contractor shall obtain from the Entity entitled to enforce the patent, copyright, or 
trademark all necessary evidence of Contractor's legal right to use such design, device, 
material, or process. 
 
00170.05  Assignment of Antitrust Rights - Replace the bullet that reads "ORS 646.725; and" 
with the following bullet: 
 

• ORS 646.725; or 
 
Add the following subsection: 
 
00170.06  Federal-Aid Participation - This Project is to be conducted according to the 
regulations applying to Federal-Aid Highway Projects. 
 
00170.07  Record Requirements - In the paragraph that begins "For purposes of this 
Subsection, the term…", replace the words "OAR 731-005-0780" with the words "OAR 734-010-
0400". 
 
00170.07(a)  Records Required - In the paragraph that begins "These records shall include…", 
replace the bullet that begins "Contracts or documents of other…", with the following bullet: 
 

• Contracts or documents of other arrangements with any Related Entity as defined in 
OAR 734-010-0400. 

 
In the paragraph that begins "The Contractor shall include…", replace the words "OAR 731-005-
0780" with the words "OAR 734-010-0400". 
 
00170.07(b)  Access to Records - In the paragraph that begins "The Contractor shall 
provide…", replace the words "OAR 731-005-0780(9)" with the words "OAR 734-010-0400(9)". 
 
00170.62  Labor Nondiscrimination - Add the following sentence to the end of this subsection: 
 
It is a material term of this Contract that the Contractor certifies by entering into this Contract 
that the Contractor has a written policy and practice that meets the requirements described in 
ORS 279A.112 (House Bill 3060, 2017) for preventing sexual harassment, sexual assault and 
discrimination against employees who are members of a protected class and that the Contractor 
shall maintain the policy and practice in force during the entire term of this Contract. 
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00170.65(a) General: Replace the paragraph that begins " As required by ORS 279C.520, 
compliance by the …" with the following paragraphs: 
 
As required by ORS 279C.520, the Contractor shall comply with ORS 652.220 and shall not 
unlawfully discriminate against any of Contractor’s employees in the payment of wages or other 
compensation for work of comparable character on the basis of an employee’s membership in a 
protected class. “Protected class” means a group of persons distinguished by race, color, 
religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, marital status, veteran status, disability, or age. 
Contractor’s compliance with this provision constitutes a material element of the Contract and 
failure to comply constitutes a material breach that entitles the Agency to exercise any remedies 
available under the Contract, including, but not limited to, termination for default. 
 
As required by ORS 279C.520, the Contractor shall not prohibit any of the Contractor's 
employees from discussing the employee's rate of wage, salary, benefits or other compensation 
with another employee or another person .and shall not retaliate against an employee who 
discusses the employee’s rate of wage, salary, benefits or other compensation with another 
employee or another person. 
 
00170.65(e)  Additional Requirements When Federal Funds are Involved - Replace this 
subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with the following: 
 
For this Federal-Aid Project, the Contractor shall comply with 00170.65(a) through 00170.65(d) 
and the provisions of FHWA Form 1273, "Required Contract Provisions Federal-Aid 
Construction Contracts", except Section IV of FHWA Form 1273 does not apply. 
 
00170.70(a)  Insurance Coverages - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The following insurance coverages and dollar amounts are required pursuant to this subsection: 
 
 Insurance Combined Single Limit Annual Aggregate 
 Coverages per Occurrence Limit 
 
Commercial General Liability $2,000,000 $3,000,000 
 
Commercial Automobile Liability $1,000,000 (aggregate limit not required) 
 
00170.70(c)  Additional Insured - Add the following paragraph and bullets to the end of this 
subsection: 
 
Add the following as Additional Insureds under the Contract: 
 

• Oregon Department of Transportation 

• OBEC Consulting Engineers, a DOWL LLC Company 
 
00170.72  Indemnity/Hold Harmless - Add the following paragraph and bullets to the end of 
this subsection: 
 
Extend indemnity, defense and hold harmless to the Agency and the following: 
 

• Oregon Department of Transportation 
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• OBEC Consulting Engineers, a DOWL LLC Company 
  
 

SECTION 00180 - PROSECUTION AND PROGRESS 

 
Comply with Section 00180 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 
00180.41  Project Work Schedules - After the paragraph that begins "One of the following 
Type…" add the following paragraph: 
 
In addition to the "look ahead" Project Work schedule, a Type B schedule as detailed in the 
Standard Specifications is required on this Contract. 
 
00180.50(c)  Beginning of Contract Time - Delete the words within this subsection and 
substitute with the following: 

 
When the Contract Time is stated in Calendar Days, counting of Contract Calendar Days will 
begin on the day Yamhill County issues an official “Notice to Proceed" as outlined in Subsection 
00130.90 of these Special Provisions. 
 
Add the following subsection: 
 
00180.50(h)  Contract Time - There is one Contract Time on this Project as follows: 
 

The Contractor shall complete all Work to be done under the Contract, except for seeding 
establishment and plant establishment, not later than May 1, 2020. 

 
00180.85(b)  Liquidated Damages -  Add  the following: 

 
In this project, the contractor agrees to pay to Yamhill County, not as a penalty but as Liquidated 
Damages, the amount of one half of one percent of the total "Bid Proposal" price for each 
calendar day used in excess of the "Contract Time" or "Adjusted Contract Time. 
 

 

SECTION 00195 - PAYMENT 

 
Comply with Section 00195 of the Standard Specifications supplemented and/or modified as 
follows: 
 
00195.10 Payment For Changes in Materials Costs - Delete this subsection.  De-Escalation 
and Escalation clauses on materials used do not apply to this contract.  
 
00195.12(d)  Steel Materials Pay Item Selection - Add the following paragraph to the end of 
this subsection: 
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No Pay Items under this Contract qualify for the steel escalation/de-escalation program for this 
Project. 
 
00195.50(c-2)  Cash, Alternate B (Retainage Surety Bond) - Delete this subsection. 
 
00195.50(c-3)  Bonds, Securities, and Other Instruments - Delete this subsection. 
 
00195.50(d)  Release of Retainage - Delete this subsection. 
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SECTION 00210 - MOBILIZATION 

 
Comply with Section 00210 of the Standard Specifications. 
 
 

SECTION 00220 - ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PUBLIC TRAFFIC 

 
Comply with Section 00220 of the Standard Specifications. 
 
  

SECTION 00225 - WORK ZONE TRAFFIC CONTROL 

 
Comply with Section 00225 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00225.01(b)  Definitions – Add the following to the end of the subsection: 
 
Temporary Walk – Temporary Surfacing for a sidewalk or Multi-Use Path designated to be 
used by pedestrians, bicyclists, or other non-motorized users. 
 
00225.02(a)  Temporary Signs - Add the following to the end of the bullet list: 
 

• Install a 54-inch "TRUCKS LEAVING HIGHWAY XXXX FT" sign in advance of each 
entrance point to the Work Area at sign spacing “A” from the “TCD Spacing Table” shown 
on the Standard Drawings. Install a 54-inch "TRUCKS ENTERING HIGHWAY XXXX FT" 
sign in advance of each exit point from the Work Area at sign spacing “A” from the “TCD 
Spacing Table” shown on the Standard Drawings. 

 
 

SECTION 00231 - TEMPORARY ACCESS ROAD 

 
Section 00231, which is not a Standard Specification, is included in this Project by Special 
Provision. 
 

Description 
 
00231.00  Scope - This Work consists of constructing, maintaining, and removing temporary, 
unpaved access roads for the use of Contractor and Agency equipment and personnel as 
needed, shown, or directed. 
 

Materials 
 
00231.11  Geotextile - Furnish subgrade geotextile, embankment geotextile, or riprap 
geotextile, at the Contractor’s option. Geotextile shall meet the requirements of Section 02320, 
with documentation according to 02320.10(c). 
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00231.12  Geogrid - Subgrade reinforcement geogrid, if used, shall meet the requirements of 
Section 02320. 
 
00231.13  Road Material - Furnish crushed aggregate base, stone embankment, or other 
suitable granular material capable of supporting the weight of equipment intended to use the 
temporary access road. 
 

Construction 
 
00231.41  Clearing - Clearing brush and vegetation for temporary access roads is allowed in 
the areas shown or where directed. Preserve and protect trees as shown or directed. 
 
00231.42  Temporary Access Road - Construct temporary access roads to the width, grade, 
profile, and depth of base sufficient to support the weight of equipment using the road. Install 
geotextile or geogrid prior to placement of road material. 
 
00231.43  Not for Public Traffic - Do not direct or allow public traffic to use temporary access 
roads constructed according to this Section. 
 
 
00231.44  Verification of Subgrade - In areas where permanent earthwork construction is 
required on ground that has been occupied by a temporary access road, rework or replace 
unstable materials to avoid and correct, according to 00330.40(c), excessive stress or strain that 
could be detrimental to the subgrade. 
 
00231.45  Verification of Original Ground - Test the density of the original ground according 
to TM 158, in the presence of the Engineer, before beginning construction of the temporary 
access road and after removing it. If post-removal density testing indicates that the original 
ground has been weakened by construction activities, or the presence or use of the temporary 
access road, correct the deficient condition in an approved manner and at no additional 
expense to the Agency. 
 

Maintenance 
 
00231.60  Surface Maintenance - Maintain temporary access roads so that the road surfaces 
remain firm, smooth, free of ruts or standing water, and are graded to prevent concentrations of 
runoff water. Promptly remove accumulations of mud or debris. 
 
 

Finishing and Cleaning Up 
 
00231.70  General - When a temporary access road is no longer needed, do the following: 
 

Remove all materials. 

Restore areas occupied by the temporary access road to the original ground contours or as 
directed. 

Apply permanent seeding to the area occupied by the temporary access road according to 
Section 01030. 

Dispose of excess materials according to 00330.41(a)(5). 
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Measurement 

 
00231.80  Measurement - Except for permanent seeding, no measurement of quantities will be 
made for work performed under this Section. 
 
Permanent seeding will be measured according to 01030.80. 
 

Payment 
 
00231.90  Payment - The accepted quantities of work performed under this Section, except for 
permanent seeding work, will be paid for at the Contract Lump Sum amount for the item 
"Construct and Remove Temporary Access Road". 
 
Payment will be payment in full for furnishing and placing all materials, and for furnishing all 
equipment, labor, and incidentals necessary to complete the work as specified. 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for removing and disposing of temporary 
access road materials or for restoring the areas to original ground contours. 
 
Permanent seeding work will be paid for according to 01030.90. 
 

 

SECTION 00253 - TEMPORARY WORK ACCESS AND CONTAINMENT 

 
Comply with Section 00253 of the Standard Specifications. 
 
 

SECTION 00280 - EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 

 
Comply with Section 00280 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00280.48  Emergency Materials - Add the following paragraphs after the paragraph that begins 
"Provide, stockpile, and protect...": 
 
Provide and stockpile the following emergency materials on the Project site: 
 
 Item Quantity 
 
  Plastic Sheeting ....................................................... 730 SQYD 
   
 

SECTION 00290 - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

 
Comply with Section 00290 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
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00290.20(c)(1)  General - Replace the paragraph that begins “Segregate all demolition debris 
according to…” with the following paragraph: 
 
Segregate all demolition and construction debris according to its intended end use (reuse, 
recycle, or dispose). If required, store in designated areas in a manner that prevents 
contamination to Soil and water and prevents fugitive dust emissions. Remove all waste 
materials recovered from the site unless otherwise approved, in writing. Retain disposal and 
recycling facility receipts for wastes generated on site for at least 1 year after completion of the 
Project. Provide copies of the receipts to the Engineer within 7 Calendar Days of the disposal or 
recycling. 
 
00290.20(c)(2)  Clean Fill - Add the following paragraph to the end of this subsection: 
 
Manage all excavated soil that does not meet the definition of clean fill according to 
Section 00294. 
 
00290.20(c)(3)  Reuse, Recycle and Dispose of Materials - Replace the title of this 
subsection with “Reuse, Recycle, Compost and Dispose of Materials”.  
 
(3)  Reuse, Recycle, Compost and Dispose of Materials – Replace the three bullets with the 
following bullets: 
 

• Reuse demolition and construction debris. 

• Recycle demolition and construction debris. 

• Compost or mulch yard waste material from lawn and landscape maintenance. 

• If it is not feasible to reuse, recycle, or compost, ("feasible" is defined as a facility that is 
capable of handling the material, will take the material and the cost of transportation plus 
the cost to reuse or recycle the material is equal to or less than the costs of disposal) 
dispose of waste material according to the following: 

 
00290.30(a)  Pollution Control Measures - Add the following subsections and bullets: 
 

(6)  Other Spill Prevention and response Measures:  Add the following bullets: 
 

• Maintain oil absorbent booms on-site to facilitate cleanup of spills into or adjacent to 
Stag Hollow Creek.  Use weather resistant, hydrophobic, and absorbent filled booms.  
The following booms are acceptable for use: 

• PIG – Oil-Only Absorbent Boom Model # BOM403, 5” X 20’ 

• AbsorbentsOnline.com – Oil Absorbent booms, Model # A520S, 5” X 20’ 

• Grainger – Oil-Dri Absorbent Boom – Model # L90857, 5” X 20’ 

• In the event of an accidental discharge into or adjacent to Stag Hollow Creek, 
immediately deploy oil absorbent booms across Stag Hollow Creek. Booms shall be 
placed as far downstream as practical while remaining completely within the project 
area right-of-way. 
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(7)  Water Quality: 
 

• Do not discharge contaminated or sediment-laden water, including drilling fluids and 
waste, or water contained within a work area isolation, directly into any waters of the 
State or U.S. until it has been satisfactorily treated (using a best management practice 
such as a filter, settlement pond, bio-bag, dirt-bag, or pumping to a vegetated upland 
location). 

• Do not use permanent stormwater quality treatment facilities to treat construction runoff 
unless prescribed by an ESCP approved under Section 00280 

• If construction discharge water is released using an outfall or diffuser port, do not 
exceed velocities more than 4 feet per second, and do not exceed an aperture size of 
1 inch. 

• Implement containment measures adequate to prevent pollutants or construction and 
demolition materials, such as waste spoils, fuel or petroleum products, concrete cure 
water, silt, welding slag and grindings, concrete saw cutting by-products and 
sandblasting abrasives, from entering waters of the State or U.S. 

• Implement containment measures adequate to prevent flowing stream water from 
coming into contact with concrete or grout within the first 24 hours after placement. 

• Cease project operations under high flow conditions that may result in inundation of the 
project area, except for efforts to avoid or minimize resource damage. 

• The Engineer retains the authority to temporarily halt or modify the Work in case of 
excessive turbidity or damage to natural resources. 

• If Work activities violate permit conditions or any requirement of this subsection, stop 
all in-water work activities and notify the Engineer. 

  
00290.34  Protection of Fish and Fish Habitat - Add the following paragraph: 
 
Meet with the Agency Biologist, Resource Representative, Project Manager, and inspector on 
site, before moving equipment on-site or beginning any work, to ensure that all parties 
understand the locations of sensitive biological sites and the measures that are required to be 
taken to protect them. 
 
00290.34(a)  Regulated Work Areas - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
Except for planting Work, do not enter or allow Equipment or Materials to enter the No Work 
Areas shown in the Plans at any time.  Do not enter the No Work Areas to perform planting 
Work without written permission from the Engineer. 
 
The ordinary high water (OHW) elevation for Stag Hollow Creek within the Project area is shown 
on the Plans and identified as “OHW” or “Regulated Work Area”. No access, Equipment, 
Materials, or Work is allowed below the OHW regulated work area of Stag Hollow Creek. 
 
Add the following subsection: 
 
00290.34(c)  Aquatic Species Protection Measures Required by Environmental Permits: 
 

(1)  General Requirements: 

• Do not apply surface fertilizer within 50 feet of any stream channel. 
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Use heavy equipment as follows: 
 

• Choice of equipment must have the least adverse effects on the environment (for 
example: minimally sized, low ground pressure). 

• Secure absorbent material around all stationary power equipment ( for example: 
generators, cranes, drilling equipment) operated within 150 feet of wetlands, waters of 
the State, waters of the U. S., drainage ditches, or water quality facilities to prevent 
leaks, unless suitable containment is provided to prevent spills from entering waters of 
the state or waters of the U.S. 

• Store fuel and maintain all equipment in staging areas that are at least 150 feet away 
from any waters of the State, waters of the U.S., or storm inlet or on an impervious 
surface that is isolated from any waters of the State, waters of the U.S., or storm inlet. 

• Before beginning work on temporary access routes that are not shown, submit a 
proposal to the Engineer for approval. 

 
(2)  Special Aquatic Habitats - The following exploration or construction activities are not 
allowed in special aquatic habitats: 
 

• Use of pesticides and herbicides, unless allowed according to Section 01030. 
 
(3)  Site Restoration - Restore damaged streambanks to a natural slope, pattern, and profile 
suitable for establishment of permanent woody vegetation unless precluded by pre-project 
conditions (for example: natural rock substrate): 
 

• Replant all damaged streambanks before the first April 15 following construction. 

• Stabilize all disturbed soils, including obliteration of temporary access roads, following 
any break in work unless construction will resume in 4 Calendar Days. 

 
00290.41  Protection of Wetlands – Replace the title of this subsection with “Protection of 
Waters of the U.S. or State” 
 
Delete the paragraph that begins with “For the purposes of this Section…”. 
 
00290.41(a)  Identifying Wetlands – Replace the title of this subsection with “Identifying 
Waters of the U.S. or State, Including Wetlands” 
Add the following subsection: 
 
00290.42  Work Containment Plan - A Work Containment Plan (WCP) is required on this 
Project for temporary work bridge and YWT-1 bridge construction activities. 
 
Develop and submit a WCP for approval at least 14 Calendar Days prior to mobilization for 
temporary work bridge and YWT-1 bridge construction activities. Maintain a copy of the WCP on 
the Project Site at all times during construction, readily available to employees and inspectors. 
Ensure that all employees comply with the provisions of the WCP. Design the WCP to avoid or 
minimize disturbance to protected features (sensitive cultural or natural resources, Regulated 
Work Areas, aquatic life or habitat in Regulated Work Areas) related to Contractor operations. 
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Before developing the WCP, meet with Agency to review the Contractor’s activities that require 
the WCP to ensure that all parties understand the locations of protected features to be avoided 
and the measures needed to avoid and protect them. 
 
Notify the Project Manager at least 10 Calendar Days before beginning work access or 
containment construction activities. 
 
The Agency reserves the right to stop work and require the Contractor to change the WCP 
methods and equipment before any additional Contract work, at no additional cost to the 
Agency, if and when, in the opinion of the Agency, such methods jeopardize sensitive cultural or 
natural resources, Regulated Work Areas, or aquatic life or habitat in Regulated Work Areas. 
 
The WCP shall identify how the Contractor's construction operations will protect regulated 
features during mobilization, construction, maintenance, and demolition. Include a narrative 
describing compliance with Section 00290 as related to construction, operation, and demolition 
activities specified in Section 00253.  
 
Design, construct, maintain, and remove temporary work access and containment systems 
according to Section 00253. 
 
00290.90  Payment - Add the following paragraph(s) to the end of this subsection: 
 
The Work Containment Plan will be paid for at the Contract lump sum amount for the item "Work 
Containment Plan". 
 
Payment will be payment in full for furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, and incidentals 
necessary to complete the work as specified. Payment includes providing and updating the 
Work Containment Plan. 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for orange plastic mesh fencing.  No separate 
or additional payment will be made for furnishing or placing absorbent booms across Stag 
Hollow Creek. 
 
 

SECTION 00294 - CONTAMINATED MEDIA 

 
Section 00294, which is not a Standard Specification, is included in this Project by Special 
Provision. 
 

Description 
 
00294.00  Scope - In addition to the requirements of Section 00290 and these specifications, 
this work consists of the following: 
 

Excavate and reuse the contaminated soils on-site from the following locations: 
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Location/Station 
Depth 

below grade 
(feet) 

Approximate 
Quantity 

(tons) 
Assumed Contaminants 

Entire Project Limits 
Full Depth of 
Excavation 

41 
Low levels of the following: 
Hydrocarbons, Herbicides, and 
Naturally Occurring Heavy Metals 

 

Prepare a Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for work within the contaminated areas of the 
Project. 

 
00294.03  Submittals - Submit the following documents: 
 

• A site specific HASP at least 10 Calendar Days before the pre-construction conference. 

• Modifications to the HASP that are requested by the Engineer within seven Calendar 
Days of the request. 

 
 Labor 

 
00294.30  Personnel Qualifications - Provide employees meeting the following requirements: 
 

• A contractor with at least 2 years experience cleaning up and managing petroleum 
contaminated soil or groundwater in Oregon under DEQ rules. 

 
Construction 

 
00294.40  Contaminated Soil Excavation - Excavate and handle contaminated soil according 
to the following: 
 

• Notify the Engineer 3 Calendar Days before beginning excavation activities within 
contaminated areas. 

• Allow the Agency to collect soil and groundwater samples during excavation activities. 

• Remove contaminated media from the exterior of all vehicles before they leave the Project 
Site 

• Where over excavation is required, backfill the excavation according to 00330.42. 
 
00294.41  Contaminated Soil Management - Reuse contaminated soil according to the 
following: 
 

• Reuse On-Site: 
 

• Reuse the contaminated soil  on the project between Station “Y” 2079+72.82  and 
Station “Y” 2080+48.90 and between Station “Y” 2081+25.73 and Station “Y” 
2082+01.82 as shown. 

 
Measurement 

 
00294.80  Measurement - No measurement of quantities will be made for health and safety 
plan. 
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Payment 

 
00294.90  Payment - The accepted quantities of work performed under this Section will be paid 
for at the Contract unit price, per unit of measurement, for the following item: 
 
 Pay Item Unit of Measurement 
 
 (a) Health and Safety Plan ............................................. Lump Sum 
  
Payment for excavation, and placement of contaminated soil will be included in payment made 
for the appropriate items under which excavation of the contaminated material is required. 
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SECTION 00305 - CONSTRUCTION SURVEY WORK 

 
Section 00305, which is not a Standard Specification, is included for this Project by Special 
Provision. 
 

Description 
 
00305.00  Scope - Provide construction survey work according to the current edition on the 
date of Advertisement, of the ODOT "Construction Surveying Manual for Contractors". This 
manual is available on the web at: 
 

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/ETA/Documents_Geometronics/Construction-Survey-Manual-
Contractors.pdf 

 
 

Measurement 
 
00305.80  Measurement - No measurement of quantities will be made for construction survey 
work. 
 

Payment 
 
00305.90  Payment - The accepted quantities of construction survey work will be paid for at the 
Contract lump sum amount for the item "Construction Survey Work". 
 
Payment will be payment in full for furnishing all material, equipment, labor, and incidentals 
necessary to complete the work as specified. 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for any temporary protection and direction of 
traffic measures including flaggers and signing necessary for the performance of the 
construction survey work. 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for preparing surveying documents including 
but not limited to office time, preparing and checking survey notes, and all other related 
preparation work. 
 
Costs incurred caused by survey errors will be at no additional cost to the Agency. Repair any 
damage to the Work caused by Contractor's survey errors at no additional cost to the Agency. 
The Engineer may make an equitable adjustment, which may decrease the Contract Amount, if 
the required survey work is not performed. 
 
 

SECTION 00310 - REMOVAL OF STRUCTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 

 
Comply with Section 00310 of the Standard Specifications. 
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SECTION 00320 - CLEARING AND GRUBBING 

 
Comply with Section 00320 of the Standard Specifications. 
 
 

SECTION 00330 - EARTHWORK 

 
Comply with Section 00330 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00330.03  Basis of Performance - Add the following paragraph to the end of this subsection: 
 
Perform all earthwork under this Section on the embankment basis. 
  
00330.42(c)(3)  Embankment Slope Protection - Add the following paragraph: 
 
Construct the outer 12 inches of embankments with suitable materials to establish slope 
stabilization through permanent seeding.  If suitable material is not available, provide suitable 
materials from a Contractor-provided source which conforms to the requirements of 00330.11 
or 00330.13 and provides favorable conditions for germination of seed and growth of grass. 
 
 

SECTION 00350 - GEOSYNTHETIC INSTALLATION 

  
Comply with Section 00350 of the Standard Specifications. 
 
 

SECTION 00390 - RIPRAP PROTECTION 

 
Comply with Section 00390 of the Standard Specifications. 
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SECTION 00510 - STRUCTURE EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL 

 
Comply with Section 00510 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00510.80(b)(1)  Lump Sum - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The estimated quantity of structure excavation is: 
 
 Location Structure Excavation 
 (Cubic Yard) 
 

Bridge No. YWT-1 16   
 
00510.80(d)  Granular Wall/Structure Backfill - Replace this subsection, except for the 
subsection number and title, with the following: 
 
Granular wall backfill and granular structure backfill will each be measured by one of the 
following methods: 

 
(1)  Lump Sum - Under this method, no measurement of quantities will be made. The 
estimated quantity of granular structure backfill is: 

 
 
   Granular 
   Structure Backfill 
 Location  (Cubic Yard) 
 

Bridge No. YWT-1   24 

SECTION 00520 - DRIVEN PILES 

 
Comply with Section 00520 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00520.11  Engineer's Estimated Length List - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The Engineer's estimated lengths of steel piling are: 
 

Location Number 
Length 
(feet) 

Type and 
Size 

YWT-1 Bent 1 4 42.58 PP 16x0.5 
YWT-1 Bent 2 4 43.08 PP 16x0.5 

  
  
00520.15  Sheet Piling – Furnish sheet piling fabricated from ASTM A572 Grade 50 steel, with 
tip reinforcement, and meeting the properties requirements shown on the Plans. 
 
Submit the following unstamped information for approval according to 00150.35: 
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• Manufacturer's name 
• Section modulus 
• Section depth 
• Wall thickness 
• Grade of steel 
• Details and dimensions of sheets 
• Details and dimensions of corner sheets 
• Detail layout of sheet piles to fit pile cap and wingwall geometry as shown 
• Detail of sheet pile tip reinforcement, required. 

 
00520.20(d)(3)  Wave Equation Method - Add the following paragraph and table to the end of 
this subsection: 
 
The input values for the wave equation analyses are: 
 

Bent Pile Type 
Pile Length * 

(Feet) 

Quake (Inches) Damping (sec./ft.) % skin 
(ITYS) 

Rn 
(kips) 

Skin Toe Skin Toe 

1 PP 16 x 0.500 42.58 0.10 0.26 0.2 0.15 67 400 

2 PP 16 x 0.500 43.08 0.10 0.26 0.2 0.15 67 400 

         

 
* These pile lengths are based on the top of the pile being at the finished cutoff 

elevation. All additional pile length above the cutoff elevation, that may be required to 
accommodate the Contractors pile installation method or site conditions, shall be 
added to the lengths listed above and appropriate changes made to the skin friction 
distribution input listed below. 

 
00520.43(c)  End Treatment - Add the following sentence to the end of this subsection: 
 
Drive sheet piles with universal drive point protective tips. 
 
00520.80(g)  Sheet Piling – No measurement of quantities will be made for furnishing sheet 
piling.  The estimated quantity of steel sheet piling required is 3670 square feet, not including 
overlaps. 
  
00520.90  Payment - Add the following pay items and paragraphs: 
 
 Pay Item Unit of Measurement 
 
 (l) Furnish Steel Sheet Piling  ...........................................................  Lump Sum 
 (m) Drive Steel Sheet Piling ...............................................................  Lump Sum 
 
Payment for item (l) will be payment for furnishing sheet piling and protective tips. 
 
Payment for item (m) will be payment for driving sheet piling, including all Equipment, labor and 
Incidentals required to perform the Work as shown. 
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SECTION 00530 - STEEL REINFORCEMENT FOR CONCRETE 

 
Comply with Section 00530 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00530.42(c)(1)  General – Replace the paragraph that begins “When approved, dowels may be 
replaced…” with the following paragraph: 
 
For staged construction, dowels may be replaced by reinforcing bars with threaded sleeve 
mechanical splice couplers embedded in the portion of concrete placed first and threaded 
reinforcing bars inserted in the couplers after forms are removed. Approval by the Engineer is 
required for the substitution. Construct assemblies that develop 125 percent of the specified 
minimum yield strength of the dowels shown or specified. Construct reinforcing bars that have 
effective splice or development lengths equal to the replaced dowels. 
 
00530.42(c)(3)  Installation – Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and 
title, with the following: 
 
Install splices in the presence of the Engineer. Splices made without the Engineer present will 
be rejected. 
 
Do not place stirrups and other reinforcing bars between a mechanical splice sleeve and the 
surface of the concrete where it would impair the specified clearance. Instead, place additional 
reinforcement as necessary at no additional cost to the Agency. 
 
When using epoxy coated reinforcing bars, coat mechanical splices prior to installation 
according to ASTM A775. After the splices are attached to the rebar, coat exposed areas of 
bare steel and seal the rebar to splice interface with a manufacturer recommended patching 
material according to ASTM A775. 
 
00530.45  Inspection and Repair of Epoxy Coated Rebar – Replace the sentence that 
begins” Before installation, patch all visual defects…” with the following sentence: 
 
Before installation, patch all visual defects in the coating with a manufacturer recommended 
patching material according to ASTM A775. 
 
00530.47(c)  Installation – Replace the paragraph that begins “When using epoxy coated 
reinforcing bars…” with the following paragraph: 
 
When using epoxy coated reinforcing bars, coat heads prior to installation according to 
ASTM A775. After the heads are attached to the rebar, coat exposed areas of bare steel and 
seal the rebar to head interface with a manufacturer recommended patching material according 
to ASTM A775. 
 
00530.80(a)  Lump Sum - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The estimated quantity of reinforcement is: 
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Structure 
Number 

Uncoated Reinforcement Quantity (Pound) 

Grade 60 Grade 80 Grade 100 Stainless 
Steel 

Grade ____ 
YWT-1 10,000    

 
The weight of miscellaneous metal, including Nelson Studs and bridge rail cast-in-place anchor 
bolt assemblies, based on weights listed in 00530.80(b) and Project quantities, is included in the 
estimated quantity of uncoated reinforcement. 
 
00530.90  Payment - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
The accepted quantities of reinforcement will be paid for at the Contract unit price, per unit of 
measurement, for the following items: 
 
(a) Reinforcement, Grade __ .............................................................. Lump Sum 
 
The grade of reinforcement will be inserted in the blank. 
 
Item (a) includes fabricating and placing uncoated reinforcement as specified. 
 
Payment for reinforcement will be made when the reinforcement is incorporated into the 
concrete. 
 
Payment will be payment in full for furnishing and placing all Materials, and for furnishing all 
Equipment, labor, and Incidentals necessary to complete the Work as specified, 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for clips, wire, separators, wire chairs, and 
other Material used in fastening the reinforcement in place. 
 
 

SECTION 00540 - STRUCTURAL CONCRETE 

 
Comply with Section 00540 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00540.17(a)  Aggregate - Replace this entire subsection, including 00540.17(a)(1) 
and 00540.17(a)(2), with the following subsection: 
 
00540.17(a)  Aggregate - Acceptance of aggregate will be according to 02690.12. 
 
00540.17(c)(2)  Actual Strength Test Value - Replace this subsection, except for the 
subsection number and title, with the following: 
 
The ASTV at 28 Days is the average compressive strength of the three cylinders tested. Discard 
all specimens that show definite evidence, other than low strength, of improper sampling, 
molding, handling, curing, or testing. The average strength of the remaining cylinders shall then 
be considered the test result. 
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00540.49(a)(1)  Hot Weather - Replace the paragraph that begins "Maintain the concrete 
temperature…" with the following paragraph: 
 
Maintain the concrete temperature during hot weather as specified. When concrete 
temperatures approach the maximum allowable temperature according to 02001.20(d), take 
appropriate action to lower the concrete temperature. 
 
00540.51(a)  General Requirements - Replace the paragraph that begins "Cure cast-in-place 
concrete…" with the following paragraph: 
 
Cure cast-in-place concrete surfaces with water, wet burlap, and a layer of 4 mil polyethylene 
film, except polypropylene fabric may be used in place of wet burlap on horizontal surfaces. 
Begin curing as soon after placement as possible without damaging the freshly placed concrete. 
Continue curing for 7 Calendar Days (14 Calendar Days for bridge decks) after placement. 
 
Add the following paragraph to the end of this subsection: 
 
If the ambient temperature falls below 50 °F, or is forecasted to be below 50 °F, provide a 24-
hour continuous recording thermometer and place it directly on the surface of the concrete. 
Once placed, the thermometer shall remain in place for the duration of the cure period. Use 
methods approved by the Engineer to maintain a concrete temperature of at least 50 °F during 
the cure period. 
 
00540.80(a)(1)  Lump Sum - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The estimated quantity of concrete is: 
 

Bridge No. YWT-1 
 
 Type and Class Quantity (Cu. Yd.) 
 

Foundation Concrete, Class 4000 26 
General Structural Concrete, Class 4000 23 
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SECTION 00550 - PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE MEMBERS 

 
Comply with Section 00550 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00550.12(c)(3)  Acceptance - Replace this subsection with the following two subsections: 
 

(3)  Actual Strength Test Value - The ASTV at 28 days is the average compressive 
strength of the three cylinders tested. 
 
Discard all specimens that show definite evidence, other than low strength, of improper 
sampling, molding, handling, curing, or testing. The average strength of the remaining 
cylinders shall then be considered the test result. 
 
(4)  Acceptance - Hardened concrete members with an ASTV meeting or exceeding the 
specified design strength, ƒ'c, will be acceptable for strength. 
 
If the ASTV is less than ƒ'c but at least 85 percent of ƒ'c, the Engineer may review the results 
to determine if the member is suitable for the intended purpose. If suitable, the concrete 
represented by an ASTV less than ƒ'c may be accepted subject to a price adjustment 
according to 00150.25. 
 
Concrete that has an ASTV less than 85 percent of ƒ'c will not be accepted. All costs of 
removal, replacement, and all related work are the Contractor's responsibility. 

 
00550.90  Payment - In the paragraph that begins "No separate or additional payment will 
be…", add the following bullet to the bullet list: 
 

• surface finish on members 
 
 

SECTION 00587 - BRIDGE RAILS 

 
Comply with Section 00587 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00587.10  Materials - Add the following to the end of the list: 
 
 Coating Materials for Concrete .............................. 02210.30 
 
00587.42(e)  Latex Paint Cure for PCC - Replace this subsection with the following subsection: 
 
00587.42(e)  Latex Emulsion Paint Cure for PCC - As an option to curing cast-in-place or 
slipformed bridge rails, the following procedure may be used: 
 

• Allow free moisture to flash off, but only until the concrete surface does not glisten, and 
never for more than 1 hour. 

• Apply latex emulsion paint from the QPL as follows: 

• Apply the first coat at an application rate of 150 square feet per gallon. 
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• Allow the first coat to air-dry for 1 hour. 

• Apply the second coat at an application rate of 150 square feet per gallon, with the 
application direction transverse to the direction of the first coat. 

 
00587.80  Measurement - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
The estimated quantity of bridge rail is: 
 Quantity 
 Structure Rail Type (Foot) 
 

Bridge No. YWT-1             Pedestrian Rail, Modified 212  
  
 
 
00587.90  Payment - Add the following paragraph after the paragraph that begins “No 
separate or additional…”: 
 
No separate or additional payment will be made for paving dams as shown. 
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SECTION 00640 - AGGREGATE BASE AND SHOULDERS 

 
Comply with Section 00640 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
00640.10 Materials – Replace the sentence that begins “Furnish Aggregates of either…” with 
the following sentence: 
 
Furnish 3/4" – 0 base aggregate. 
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SECTION 01030 - SEEDING 

 
Comply with Section 01030 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
01030.13(f)  Types of Seed Mixes - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
Provide the following seed mix formulas: 
 

• Permanent Seeding: 
 

Botanical Name PLS ÷ (% Purity x % Germination) = Amount 
(Common Name) (lb/acre) (minimum) (minimum) (lb/acre) 
Fesuca rubra, “Claudia” 
(Claudia Creeping  
Red Fescue) 79.1 ____ ____ ____ 
Lolium perenne,  
“Delaware dwarf” 
(Delaware Dwarf  
Perennial Ryegrass) 68.1 ____ ____ ____ 
Lolium perenne,  
“Barclay” 
(Barclay Perennial  
Ryegrass) 168.8 ____ ____ ____ 
Lupinus polyphyllus 
(Large Leaf Lupine) 34.0 ____ ____ ____ 
 

  

SECTION 01040 - PLANTING 

 
Comply with Section 01040 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
01040.90(d)  Plant Materials - Replace the paragraph that begins “Partial payments for plant 
Materials will…” and the partial payment table with the following paragraph and table: 
 
Partial payments for plant Materials will be made as follows: 
 
• At the time of the original planting .......................................... 60% 
• After the first plant establishment inspection .......................... 10% 
• After the second plant establishment inspection .................... 10% 
• After the third plant establishment inspection ......................... 10% 
• At completion of the establishment period ............................. 10% 
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SECTION 02001 - CONCRETE 

 
Comply with Section 02001 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02001.02  Abbreviations and Definitions - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection 
number and title, with the following: 
 
ASTV - Actual Strength Test Value - average of test cylinder compressive strengths 

ƒ'c - Minimum Specified Compressive Strength at 28 days  

ƒ'cr - Average Compressive Strength Over-design. The average strength required to 
assure that, with normal variations, the concrete will meet ¦'c 

GGBFS - Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 

HPC - High Performance Concrete 

HRWRA - High-Range Water-Reducing Admixture (super-plasticizer) 

PPCM - Precast prestressed concrete member 

SCM - Supplementary Cementitious Materials  

SSD - Saturated Surface-Dry 

w/cm Ratio - Water-Cementitious Material Ratio 

WRA - Water Reducing Admixture 
 
Cementitious Materials - Portland cement and supplementary cementitious materials. 
 
High Performance Concrete - Concrete designed for enhanced durability and performance 
characteristics. High performance concrete is identified on the Plans by the letters "HPC" in 
front of the concrete class designation (for example, HPC4500 - 1 1/2). 
 
Moderate Exposure - Elevations below 1,000 feet. 
 
Pozzolans - Fly ash, silica fume, and metakaolin. 
 
Severe Exposure - Elevations 1,000 feet and above. 
 
Supplementary Cementitious Materials - Fly ash, silica fume, metakaolin, and ground 
granulated blast furnace slag. 
 
02001.10  Materials - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
Furnish Materials meeting the requirements of the following: 
 
 Aggregates ................................................................. 02690 
 Cement ....................................................................... 02010 
 Chemical Admixtures ................................................. 02040 
 Concrete Modifiers ..................................................... 02035 
 Supplementary Cementitious Materials ...................... 02030 
 Synthetic Fiber Reinforcing ........................................ 02045 
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 Water .......................................................................... 02020 
 
02001.20(a)  Strength - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, 
with the following: 
 
Provide concrete meeting the required Classes shown in the Contract Documents. The class of 
concrete designates the minimum required compressive strength, ƒ'c at 28 days. 
 

Table 02001-1 

Concrete Strength and Water/Cementitious 
Material (w/cm) Ratio 

Type of 
Concrete 

Strength 
(PSI) 

Maximum 
w/cm Ratio 

Structural 

3300 0.50 

3300 
(Seal) 

0.45 

4000 0.48 

HPC4500 0.40 

5000 and 
Above 

0.401 

HPC5000 
and above 

0.40 

Drilled Shaft 4000 0.48 

Paving 4000 0.44 

1 PPCM's with cast-in-place decks and no 
entrained air may have w/cm as follows: 

5000 psi - 0.48; 5500 psi - 0.44; 6000 psi and up - 0.42 

 
(1)  Required Over Design Strength (ƒ'cr) - Using the ASTV from either field results or trial 
batch cylinder’s, provide calculations demonstrating compliance with one of the following: 

 

• ƒ'cr  = ƒ'c x 1.20 for up to but not including Class 6000; ƒ'cr  = ƒ'c x 1.15 for Class 6000 
and higher 

• ƒ'cr  = ƒ'c + 1.34 x S1 for up to but not including Class 6000; ƒ'cr  = ƒ'c + 1.28 x S1 for 
Class 6000 and higher 

 
1 For current designs, S is the standard deviation of 28-Day cylinder strengths from the 
available data set. For new mix designs, the second option above may be used if there 
are at least 15 sets of 28-Day cylinders from a similar class (± 1,000 psi) mix design 
produced at the same plant. 

 
(2)  Flexural Beams - Flexural beams for paving concrete mix designs shall achieve 600 psi 
at 28 Days. 
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02001.20(c)  Slump - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
Provide concrete at the appropriate slump shown in Table 02001-3. Take corrective action to 
maintain a consistent slump at the point of discharge from the delivery vehicle. 
 

Table 02001-3 

Concrete Slump 

Condition Slump 

Concrete without WRA 4" max. 

Concrete with WRA 5" max. 

Concrete with HRWRA 5 1/2" ± 2 1/2" 

Precast Prestressed 
Concrete with HRWRA 

10" max. 

Seal Concrete 8" ± 2" 

Drilled Shaft Concrete 8 1/2" ± 1 1/2" 1 

1 Maintain a minimum slump of 4 inches throughout 
drilled shaft placement, including temporary casing 

extraction. 

 
Add the following subsection: 
 
02001.20(e)  Durability - For HPC and SFC designs, except designs for precast bridge rail 
elements, the following additional requirements apply: 
 

 Test Test Method Acceptance Value 
 
 Length Change ASTM C157 -0.045% 
 Permeability AASHTO T 277 1,000 Coulombs (max.) at 90 days 1 

 
1 Only required for alternate HPC designs.  See 02001.30(b)(2). 

 
02001.30  Concrete Mix Design - Replace this subsection with the following subsection: 

 
02001.30  Concrete Constituents: 
 

(a)  Portland Cement - Use AASHTO M 85 or ASTM C150, Type I or II cement for structural 
or paving concrete. Use AASHTO M 85 or ASTM C150, Type III cement for precast 
prestressed concrete. Provide all cement from the QPL. 
 
(b)  Supplementary Cementitious Materials - SCM may be used separately or in 
combinations up to the specified maximum percentage by mass according to the following: 
 

(1)  General Limits - SCM may be used separately or in combination as shown: 
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 Separate SCM Maximum 

 Fly Ash + Other Pozzolans 25% 
 GGBFS 50% 
 Silica Fume 5% 
 
 Combined SCM Maximum 

 Fly Ash + Other Pozzolans + GGBFS + Silica Fume 50%* 
 Fly Ash + Other Pozzolans + Silica Fume 30%* 
 
 * Fly ash + other pozzolans shall constitute no more than 25% and silica fume 

shall constitute no more than 5% of the total weight of cementitious materials. 
 

When silica fume is added to truck mixed concrete, mix the batch a minimum of 
100 revolutions at the mixing speed specified by the manufacturer before leaving the 
batch plant. 

 
(2)  HPC Cementitious Composition - Provide HPC with one of the following: 

 

• Cementitious material with 66 percent portland cement, 30 percent fly ash, 
and 4 percent silica fume. 

• Cement with SCM proportioned according to 02001.30(b)(1) and with trial batches 
performed to demonstrate that the proposed alternate mix design provides a 
maximum of 1,000 coulombs at 90 days when tested according to AASTHO T 277.  

• Cementitious material with modifiers and with trial batches performed to 
demonstrate that the proposed alternate mix design provides a maximum 
of 1,000 coulombs at 90 days when tested according to AASTHO T 277. 

 
(c)  Blended Hydraulic Cement - Blended hydraulic cement may be used subject to the 
limits of 02001.31(b)(1) and 02010.20. 
 
(d)  Chemical Admixtures - Use chemical admixtures according to the manufacturer's 
recommendations. Use WRA in all seal concrete and in Class 5000 concrete or greater. Use 
HRWRA in all HPC. 
 
Use a superset extender from the QPL in all concrete for bridge decks. Use an appropriate 
amount to extend the initial set time of the concrete by 90 minutes. 
 
(e)  Aggregate - If the nominal maximum size of the coarse Aggregate is not included as a 
part of the class of concrete, or shown on the Plans, any size from 1 1/2-inch to 3/8-inch 
nominal maximum size Aggregate may be used according to ACI guidelines except: 

 

• Use 1 1/2 inch nominal maximum size Aggregates in bridge deck concrete. 

• Use 1 1/2 inch nominal maximum size Aggregates in paving concrete unless 
otherwise indicated. 

• Use 3/8 inch nominal maximum size Aggregates in drilled shafts unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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(f)  Synthetic Fiber Reinforcing for Concrete - Use synthetic fiber reinforcing from the QPL 
and according to Section 02045 in all bridge deck and silica fume overlay concrete. Use 
synthetic fiber reinforcing according to the manufacturer’s recommendations at the rate 
designated on the QPL. Fiber packaging is not allowed in the mixed concrete. 

 
Proportion all HPC for a minimum coarse Aggregate absolute solid volume according to 
Table 02001-4: 
 

Table 02001-4 

Absolute Solid Volume 

Maximum Nominal 
Aggregate Size 

Cu. Yd. (Aggregate) / 
Cu. Yd. (Concrete) 

3/8" 0.36 

1/2" 0.38 

3/4" 0.40 

1" 0.42 

1 1/2" 0.44 

 
Two or more Aggregate products or sources meeting Specifications may be blended to improve 
concrete properties. Blending non-specification Aggregate Materials, except for gradation, with 
specification Materials is not allowed. 
 
02001.31  Concrete Constituents - Replace this subsection with the following subsection: 
 
02001.31  Concrete Mix Design - Submit new or current mix designs, prepared by a CCT, for 
each required class of structural or paving concrete to the Engineer for review. Allow 21 
Calendar Days for the review. Design mixes by the volumetric method in ACI 211.1 to achieve 
the properties of 02001.20. Do not proceed with concrete placement until the Engineer has 
determined that the mix design complies with the Specifications. Review of concrete mix 
designs does not relieve the Contractor of the responsibility to provide concrete meeting the 
Specification requirements. 
 
02001.32(a)  Trial Batch - Add the following to the end of this subsection: 
 
Furnish all materials, Equipment and Work required for designing the mixes, testing Materials, 
and making trial batches to verify the final design for final use at no additional cost to the 
Agency. 
 
02001.32(c)  Strength Tests - Replace this subsection with the following subsection: 
 
02001.32(c)  Hardened Concrete - When applicable, test properties according to the following 
test methods: 
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 Test Test Method 
 
 Compressive Strength AASHTO T 22 
 Flexural Strength AASHTO T 97 
 Length Change ASTM C157 
 Permeability AASHTO T 277 
 

(1)  Compressive Strength Tests - For each trial batch, cast and cure at least three test 
cylinders according to AASHTO T 23 or AASHTO R 39, in 6 inch by 12 inch or 4 inch 
by 8 inch single use plastic molds. Test at 28 days according to AASHTO T 22. 
 
(2)  Flexural Strength Tests - For each paving concrete trial batch, cast and cure at least 
three flexural beams according to AASHTO T 23 or AASHTO R 39. Test flexural beams 
at 28 days according to AASHTO T 97. 
 
(3)  Length Change Tests - For all HPC and SFC mix designs, except for precast bridge rail 
elements, make at least three specimens from the trial batch for length change testing. 
Sample prisms shall have a square, 4 inch by 4 inch cross section. Wet cure the samples 
until they have reached an age of 28 days, including the period in the molds. Store and 
measure samples according to ASTM C157, Section 11.1.2. Report length change results 
at 28 days. 
 
(4)  Permeability Tests - For alternate HPC mix designs, make at least three specimens 
from the trial batch for permeability testing. Prepare, cure, dry and test according to 
AASHTO T 277. Report permeability in coulombs at 90 days. 

 
02001.32(d)  Length Change Tests - Delete this subsection. 
 
02001.32(e)  Permeability Tests - Delete this subsection. 
 
02001.33  Required Over Design Strength (ƒ'cr) for New Mix Designs - Delete this 
subsection. 
 
02001.34(a)  Length Change Tests - Delete this subsection. 
 
02001.34(b)  Permeability Tests – Delete this subsection. 
 
02001.35  Required Submittals for Mix Designs - Replace this entire subsection with the 
following subsection: 
 
02001.35  Required Submittals for Mix Designs - Submit the following information for each 
concrete mix design: 
 

(a)  Supplier's Information - Provide the supplier's unique mix design identification number 
and batch plant location. 
 
(b)  Mix Design Constituent Proportions: 
 

• Weight per cubic yard (pounds per cubic yard) of cement, SCM, fine Aggregates and 
coarse Aggregates (SSD), mix water, concrete modifiers, and chemical admixtures 
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• Absolute volumes of cement, SCM, fine Aggregates and coarse Aggregates (SSD), 
mix water, air content, concrete modifiers, and chemical admixtures 

• Dosage rates for chemical admixtures (ounces per cubic yard) 

• w/cm ratio including all chemical admixtures 
 
(c)  Aggregates - Identify the Aggregate source by the ODOT source number. Report 
current values of the following: 
 

• Bulk specific gravities (SSD) 

• Fine Aggregate absorptions 

• Coarse Aggregate absorptions 

• Dry-rodded density of coarse Aggregates 

• Average stockpile gradations 

• Fineness modulus of sand used in the mix design calculations 
 
(d)  Cement - For each cement used, provide the following: 
 

• Manufacturer 

• Brand name 

• Type 

• Source or location plant 

• QPL product number 
 
(e)  SCM - For each SCM used, provide the following: 
 

• Manufacturer 

• Brand name 

• Source 

• Class 

• QPL product number 
 
(f)  Concrete Modifiers - For each concrete modifier used, provide the following: 
 

• Manufacturer 

• Brand name 

• QPL product number 
 
(g)  Admixtures - For each admixture used, identify the following: 
 

• Manufacturer 

• Brand name 

• Design dosage rate 

• QPL product number 
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(h)  Synthetic Fiber Reinforcing - For each synthetic fiber reinforcing used, provide: 
 

• Manufacturer 

• Brand name 

• Design dosage rate 

• QPL product number 
 
(i)  Water - Identify the source of water to be used and provide a certificate of compliance 
certifying that the water meets the requirements of 02020.10. 
 
(j)  Plastic Concrete Tests - Report the temperature, slump, density, air content, yield, and 
w/cm ratio of the trial batch or the average of these values for the cylinder sets presented for 
evaluation of a current mix design. 
 
For drilled shaft concrete, report the following additional information: 
 

• The total time estimate from initial batching through drilled shaft placement, including 
haul time, placing concrete, and temporary casing extraction. 

• Initial slump test results and subsequent results at 15-minute intervals, verifying a 
minimum slump of 4 inches is maintained for the total time estimated for drilled shaft 
placement, including temporary casing extraction. Report data in a table or graph 
format. 

 
(k)  Compressive Strength Test Results - Report the individual test results and the ASTV 
of cylinders from the trial batch for new mix designs. For current designs, provide the 
individual tests and the average of the cylinder sets presented for evaluation. 
 
(l)  Strength Analysis - Provide an analysis, showing all calculations, demonstrating that the 
mix design meets the requirements of 02001.20(a). 
 
(m)  Quality Control Personnel - Provide the name and certification number of the CCT 
who prepared the mix design, the QCT who performed the plastic concrete tests and cast the 
test cylinders, the CSTT who tested the cylinders, and the ODOT certification number of the 
laboratory where the cylinders were tested. 

 
02001.37  Trial Batch Costs – Delete this subsection. 
 
 

SECTION 02040 – CHEMICAL ADMIXTURES 

 
Comply with Section 02040 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02040.10  Materials - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
Furnish admixtures from the QPL. 
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SECTION 02050 – CURING MATERIALS 

 
Comply with Section 02050 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02050.10  Liquid Compounds - Delete the paragraph that begins “Furnish liquid membrane-
forming curing…“ with the following paragraph:  
 
Furnish liquid membrane-forming curing compounds from the QPL and meeting the 
requirements of ASTM C309. 
 
Delete the paragraph that begins “Before using liquid compounds, submit…”.  
 
02050.20  Polyethylene Films - Delete the paragraph that begins “Furnish clear or white…“ 
with the following paragraph:  
 
Furnish clear or white polyethylene films for curing concrete meeting the requirements of 
ASTM C171. 
 
 

SECTION 02080 – GROUT 

 
Comply with Section 02080 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
002080.00  Scope - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
This Section includes the requirements for grout. 
 
02080.30  Keyway Grout – Replace the sentence that begins “Furnish keyway grout from the 
QPL…” with the following sentence: 
 
Furnish keyway grout from the QPL. 
 
02080.60  Structural Grout - Replace the sentence that begins “Furnish structural grout from 
the QPL…” with the following sentence: 
 
Furnish structural grout from the QPL. 
 
Add the following subsection: 
 
02080.70  UHPC Grout - Furnish Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) grout used in the 
keyways of precast prestressed concrete members or other applications when shown. Furnish 
UHPC grout from the QPL. 
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SECTION 02440 - JOINT MATERIALS 

 
Comply with Section 02440 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02440.19  Steel Bridging Plate - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number 
and title, with the following: 
 
Furnish ASTM A36 steel bridging plate with a minimum thickness of 1/4 inch and a width of 8 
inches, cut in lengths of 4 to 8 feet. Drill spike holes at 12 inch centers along the centerline of 
the plate. 
 
02440.20  Preformed Joint Seal - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number, 
with the following: 
 
02440.20  Strip Seal - Furnish strip seals from the QPL and conforming to ASTM D5973.  
 
Add the following subsection: 
 
02440.22  Preformed Compression Joint Seal - Furnish preformed compression joint seals 
from the QPL and conforming to the requirements of AASHTO M 297. 
 
02440.30  Hot Poured Joint Filler - Replace the title of this subsection with  “Hot Applied 
Joint Sealant”: 
 
Replace this subsection with the following subsection: 
 
Furnish hot applied joint sealant from the QPL and conforming to the requirements of 
ASTM D6690, Type II. 
 
02440.40  Gaskets for Concrete Pipe and Precast Manhole Section Joints - Replace this 
subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with the following: 

(a)  Preformed Flexible Joint Sealant - Furnish Materials for tongue and groove or key lock 
manhole joints conforming to the requirements of ASTM C990. 
 
(b)  Rubber Gaskets - Furnish Materials for O-ring manhole and concrete pipe joints 
conforming to ASTM C443. 

 
02440.70(b)  Rubber - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and title, with 
the following: 
 
Provide rubber water stops to the dimension shown and conforming to the requirements of 
ASTM C923, ASTM C1478, or ASTM F2510 as appropriate for the specific structure and pipe 
types. 
 
 

SECTION 02510 - REINFORCEMENT 

 
Comply with Section 02510 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
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02510.10  Deformed Bar Reinforcement - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection 
number and title, with the following: 
 
Furnish deformed bar reinforcement from the QPL and conforming to the requirements of 
ASTM A 706, AASHTO M31 (ASTM A615), or AASHTO M334 (ASTM A1035 CS). Unless 
otherwise specified or shown, all reinforcing bars shall be Grade 60. 
 
02510.20  Mechanical Splices - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number 
and title, with the following: 
 
Furnish mechanical splices from the QPL. Where bars of different sizes or strengths are 
connected, the governing strength shall be the strength of the smaller or weaker bar. 
 

• Type 1 Mechanical Splices - Furnish Type 1 Mechanical Splices that develop at least 
125 percent of the specified minimum yield strength of the reinforcing bars. Type 1 
Mechanical Splices are not allowed for column bars. 

• Type 2 Mechanical Splices - Furnish Type 2 Mechanical Splices that develop at least 
125 percent of the specified minimum yield strength of the reinforcing bars and 
100 percent of the specified tensile strength of the reinforcing bars. 

• Total slip displacement - Measure displacement after loading in tension to 30.0 ksi and 
relaxing to 3.0 ksi. The displacement for bars up to No. 14 shall not exceed 0.01 inches. 
The displacement for No. 18 bar shall not exceed 0.03 inches. 

 
 
02510.25  Headed Bar Reinforcement - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection 
number and title, with the following: 
 
Furnish Class HA headed steel bar from the QPL for concrete reinforcement. The headed steel 
bar shall develop the specified minimum tensile strength of the reinforcing bars, according to 
ASTM A970. Ferrous-filler coupling sleeves and welded headed steel bars are not allowed for 
concrete reinforcement. 
 

SECTION 02520 - STEEL AND CONCRETE PILES 

 
Comply with Section 02520 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02520.10(b)  Steel Pipe Piles - Replace this subsection, except for the subsection number and 
title, with the following: 
 
Steel pipe piles shall be either spirally welded or longitudinally welded, and shall be constant in 
section. Steel piles shall conform to ASTM A252 or API 5L and the grade shown. 
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SECTION 02530 - STRUCTURAL STEEL 

 
Comply with Section 02530 of the Standard Specifications modified as follows: 
 
02530.70  Galvanizing - Replace the paragraph that begins "Steel that will be finished by 
hot-dip galvanizing…" with the following paragraph: 
 
Steel that will be finished by hot-dip galvanizing for use as sign bridges, illumination poles, traffic 
signal poles, sign supports, bridge rail and items designated on the Plans as "Galvanize - 
Control Silicon" shall have controlled silicon content. The silicon content shall be in either of the 
ranges 0 - 0.06 percent or 0.13 - 0.25 percent. Before galvanizing, submit mill test certificates 
verifying silicon content to the Engineer and the galvanizer. 
 
 

SECTION 02690 - PCC AGGREGATES 

 
Replace Section 02690 of the Standard Specifications with the following Section 02690: 
 

 
SECTION 02690 - PCC AGGREGATES 

 
Description 

 
02690.00  Scope - This Section includes the requirements for coarse and fine aggregates for 
portland cement concrete. 
 
02690.01  Definitions: 
 
Coating - Foreign or deleterious substances found adhering to the aggregate particles. 
 
Detrimental Materials - Materials that adversely affect concrete, including but not limited to 
clay, shale, mica, silt, bark, alkali, sticks, organic matter, soft and flaky particles. 
 
Nominal Maximum Size Of Aggregate - One sieve larger than the first sieve that retains more 
than 10 percent of the material using an agency specified set of sieves based on cumulative 
percent retained. Where large gaps in specification sieves exist, intermediate sieves may be 
inserted to determine nominal maximum size. 
 

Materials 
 
02690.10  Materials - PCC Aggregates shall consist of natural or crushed rock that is hard, 
strong, durable and free from adherent coatings or other detrimental materials. 
 
Produce, handle and store the aggregates in a way that will maintain passing material 
properties and avoid introducing deleterious materials or segregation prior to its use in portland 
cement concrete. 
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02690.11  Alternate Grading - The Contractor may request approval to produce coarse and 
fine aggregates in sizes other than those stated in 02690.20 and 02690.30. The request shall be 
in writing, and shall state the proposed target value and specified tolerances for each of the 
individual sieve sizes of the materials the Contractor proposes to produce. 
 
02690.12  Acceptance of Aggregate - Acceptance of aggregate will be according to 
Section 00165 and based on the Contractor's quality control testing, if verified, according to 
Section 00165. 

 
(a)  Aggregate Gradation - A stockpile contains specification aggregate gradation when the 
quality level for each sieve size calculated according to 00165.40 is equal to or greater than 
the quality level indicated in Table 00165-2 for a PF of 1.00. Each required sample 
represents a sublot. When the quality level indicated in Table 00165-2 yields a PF of less 
than 1.00 for any constituent, the material is non-specification. 
 
(b)  Non-specification Aggregate Gradation - Stockpiled aggregates that contain non-
specification aggregate gradation will be rejected by the Engineer unless non specification 
material is removed from the stockpile. Do not add additional material to the stockpile until 
enough non-specification material is removed so that the quality level for each constituent is 
equal to or greater than the quality level in Table 00165-2 for a 1.00 PF. 

 
Reprocessing of non-conforming material and the testing required for acceptance will be at no 
additional cost to the Agency. Acceptance of reprocessed material will be based on passing test 
results or accepted visually by the Engineer. 
 
02690.20  Coarse Aggregate: 
 

(a)  Harmful Substances - Harmful substances shall not exceed the following limits: 
 
  Test Method Percent 
 Test ODOT AASHTO (by Weight) 

 Lightweight Pieces − T 113 1.0 
 Material passing No. 200 sieve − T 11 1.0 
 Wood Particles TM 225 − 0.05 
 
(b)  Soundness - Coarse aggregates for concrete shall be tested for soundness using 
sodium sulfate salt, according to AASHTO T 104. The weighted percentage loss shall not 
exceed 12 percent by weight. 
 
(c)  Durability - Coarse aggregates shall meet the following durability requirements: 
 
  Test Method 
 Test ODOT AASHTO Requirements 

 Abrasion − T 96 30.0% Max. 
 Oregon Air Aggregate Degradation: 
 Passing No. 20 sieve TM 208 − 30.0% Max. 
 Sediment Height TM 208 − 3.0" Max. 
 
(d)  PCC Paving Aggregate - In addition to requirements above, comply with the following: 
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(1)  Fracture - Provide aggregate with at least two fractured faces on at least 50 percent 
of the particles retained on the 3/8 inch, 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch, 1 inch, and 1 1/2 inch sieves, 
as determined by AASHTO T 335. 
 
(2)  Elongated Pieces - Provide aggregate with elongated pieces not exceeding 
10 percent by weight of the material retained on the No. 4 sieve when tested according to 
ODOT TM 229 with the proportional caliper device set at a ratio of 5:1. 

 
(e)  Grading and Separation by Sizes for Prestressed Concrete - Sampling shall be 
according to AASHTO T 2 and sieve analysis shall be determined according to 
AASHTO T 27 and AASHTO T 11. PCC coarse aggregate shall conform to grading and 
separated sizes as follows: 
 

(1)  Where indicated in Table 02690-1, the coarse aggregate shall be separated into two 
sizes and each separated size shall be measured into the batch in the quantity 
determined by the mix design. 
 
For each of the indicated maximum sizes of coarse aggregates, the separated sizes shall 
be as indicated in Table 02690-2: 
 
  Table 02690-1 

 Maximum Nominal 
 Size of Aggregates Separated Sizes 
 
 1" 1" - No. 4 
 3/4" 3/4" - No. 4 
 3/4" 3/4" - 1/2" and 1/2" - No. 4 
 3/4" 3/4" - 3/8" and 3/8" - No. 4 
 
(2)  The grading of each of the specified separated sizes of coarse aggregate shall 
conform to the following: 
 
 Table 02690-2 

 Separated Sizes 

Sieve Size 1" - No. 4 3/4"- No. 4 3/4"- 1/2" 3/4"- 3/8" 1/2"- No. 4 3/8"- No. 4 

 Percent Passing (by Weight) 

 1 1/2" 100 − − − − − 

 1" 90 - 100 100 100 100 − − 
 3/4" 50 - 80 90 - 100 85 - 100 85 - 100 100 100 

 1/2" − − 0 - 15 − 85 - 100 − 

 3/8" 15 - 40 20 - 50 − 0 - 15 35 - 65 85 - 100 

 No. 4 0 - 10 0 - 10 − − 0 - 15 0 - 15 
 No. 200 * * * * * * 
 
 * See 02690.20(a). Do not evaluate material passing the No. 200 sieve according to 

00165.40. 
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(f)  Grading and Separation by Sizes for Other Concrete - Sampling shall be according to 
AASHTO T 2. Sieve analysis shall be according to AASHTO T 27 and AASHTO T 11. 
Provide aggregates meeting the gradation requirements of Tables 02690-3 and 02690-4 for 
structural concrete. Provide a CAgT to perform sampling and testing when required. 
 
 
 Table 02690-3 

 Gradation of Coarse Aggregates 

 Combined* Separated Separated Separated 
 Sizes Sizes Sizes Sizes 
 Sieve Size 1 1/2" - No. 4 1 1/2" - 3/4" 1" - No. 4 3/4" - 1/2" 

  Percent Passing (by Weight) 

 2" 100 100 − − 
 1 1/2" 90 - 100 90 - 100 100 − 
 1" 70 - 89 20 - 55 90 - 100 100 
 3/4" 35 - 70 0 - 15 – 85 - 100 
 1/2" – – 25 - 60 0 - 15 
 3/8" 10 - 30 0 - 5 – – 
 No. 4 0 - 5 – 0 - 10 – 
 No. 8 – – 0 - 5 – 
 No. 200 ** ** ** ** 
 
 * For 1 1/2 inch coarse aggregate use two or more separated sizes which when 

combined shall meet the gradation limits for 1 1/2" - No. 4 

 ** See 02690.20(a). Do not evaluate material passing the No. 200 sieve according 
to 00165.40. 

 
 Table 02690-4 

 Gradation of Coarse Aggregates 

 Separated or 
  Separated Combined Separated Separated 
  Sizes Sizes Sizes Sizes 
 Sieve Size 3/4" - 3/8" 3/4" - No. 4 1/2" - No. 4 3/8" - No. 8 

 Percent Passing (by Weight) 

 1" 100 100 – – 
 3/4" 90 - 100 90 - 100 100 – 
 1/2" 20 - 55 – 90 - 100 100 
 3/8" 0 - 15 20 - 55 40 - 70 85 - 100 
 No. 4 0 - 5 0 - 10 0 - 15 10 - 30 
 No. 8 – 0 - 5 0 - 5 0 - 10 
 No. 16 – – – 0 - 5 
 No. 200 * * * * 
 
 * See 02690.20(a). Do not evaluate material passing the No. 200 sieve according 

to 00165.40. 
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Special Provisions: Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project Page 77   
 

 
02690.30  Fine Aggregates: 

 
(a)  Different Sources - Do not mix fine aggregates from different sources of supply, or store 
in the same pile. Do not use alternately in the same class of mix, without prior approval. 
 
(b)  Harmful Substances - The amount of harmful substances shall not exceed the following 
limits: 
 
  Test Method Percent 
 Test (AASHTO) (by Weight) 

 Lightweight Pieces T 113 2.0% 
 Material passing No. 200 sieve T 11 3.0% 
 
(c)  Soundness - Fine aggregate shall be tested for soundness using sodium sulfate salt, 
according to AASHTO T 104. The weighted percentage loss shall not exceed 10 percent by 
weight. 
 
(d)  Organic Impurities - All fine aggregate shall meet the requirements of AASHTO M 6 for 
organic impurities. 
 
(e)  Sand Equivalent - Fine aggregate shall be tested according to AASHTO T 176 and shall 
have a sand equivalent of not less than 75. 
 
(f)  Sand for Mortar - Sand for mortar shall conform to the requirements of this Section. 
 
(g)  Grading - Sampling shall be according to AASHTO T 2. Sieve analysis shall be 
determined according to AASHTO T 27 and AASHTO T 11. Provide aggregates meeting the 
gradation requirements of Table 02690-5 for structural concrete. Provide a CAgT to perform 
sampling and testing when required. 
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Special Provisions: Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project Page 78   
 

 
 Table 02690-5 

 Gradation of Fine Aggregate* 

 Sieve Size Percent Passing 
  (by Weight) 

 3/8" 100 
 No. 4 90 - 100 
 No. 8 70 - 100 
 No. 16 50 - 85 
 No. 30 25 - 60 
 No. 50 5 - 30 
 No. 100 0 - 10 
 No. 200 ** 
 
 * Determine the fineness modulus according to AASHTO T 27 and AASHTO T 11. 

Maintain the fine aggregate fineness modulus within plus or minus 0.20 from the 
fineness modulus used in the Contractor's mix design.  Fine aggregates in which 
the fineness modulus varies by more than 0.20 from the mix design target shall not 
be incorporated until an assessment is done to determine whether an adjustment 
in the aggregate proportions is necessary.  Proportion changes must be performed 
by a CCT according to the provisions of ACI 211. Submit analysis of FM and mix 
design adjustments to the Engineer for approval. 

 ** See 02690.30(b). Do not evaluate material passing No. 200 sieve according 
to 0165.40. 
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1 

2 

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

3 

4 JOHN VAN DYKE and 
5 BRYAN SCHMIDT, 
6 

7 Petitioners, 
8 

9 v. 
10 

11 

12 YAMHILL COUNTY, 
13 

14 Respondent, 
15 

16 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

LUBA # 2019-038 and -040 

MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME/TO STAY 
PROCEEDINGS 

MOTION TO DISMISS 
(Lack of Jurisdiction) 

17 The contract for consulting services being appealed in these cases was 

18 approved on March 14, 2019, and signed on March 18, 2019. The first Notice of 

19 Intent to Appeal was filed on March 15, 2019, before the contract was signed. The 

20 "Second Amended Notice of Intent to Appeal" was filed and served on March 21, 

21 2019. A third "Precautionaiy Notice of Intent to Appeal and Motion to Consolidated 

22 with LUBA No. 2019-083 was filed on March 22, 2019. 

23 Respondent Yamhill County moves as follows: 

24 (1) That the Board extend/stay the deadline for submitting the record in this case, 

25 pending its resolution of the Motion to Dismiss (Lack of Jurisdiction). The attorney 

26 for petitioners was contacted prior to this filing but had not agreed to this extension 

27 of time/stay of the record transmittal date at the time of the filing of this motion. 
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The contract for consulting services that is the subject of both appeals was 

2 entered into by the county following administrative review, not through a quasi-

3 judicial or legislative land use proceeding. Because both appeals are likely to be 

4 dismissed based on the text of the contract (attached to both sets of Notices) no 

5 purpose is served by requiring that the county produce and argue with petitioners 

6 over the contents of the record. 

7 (2) That the Board dismiss both appeals for lack of jurisdiction. 

8 The agreement between the county and its consulting engineers is for the 

9 design of three bridges. "Task 7 - CONSTRUCTION BIDDING" (page 19 of the 

10 agreement) makes clear that the consultant was not hired by the county to build 

11 anything, and also states: "The County will receive and open the bids and award the 

12 contract." If, once the bridges are designed, the county accepts a bid for construction 

13 and hires a construction contractor, the contract on appeal allows the same 

14 engineering firm that designed the bridges to oversee their construction (a common, . 

15 efficient arrangement). 

16 The attorneys for the petitioners have deliberately mischaracterized the 

17 contract that they have appealed. They claim that the contract "commits the county 

18 to design three Yamhelas Trail pedestrian bridges and for the contractee to 'let' the 

19 'Stag Hollow Const1uction Bid,"' (emphasis added) knowing that claim to be false 

20 and legally impossible. Presumably, petitioners mean for the word "let" in their 
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1 notices to mean 'enter into a contract with a bidder.' Yet, no const1uction funds are 

2 included in the contract meaning that, if petitioners are con-ect, the contract allows 

3 or instructs the consulting engineers to build a bridge for the county with their own 

4 funds and with no further decision by the county. No reasonable lawyer would make 

5 the claim that the attorneys for the petitioners have made in this case regarding the 

6 "contract for services" approved by the county and attached to petitioners' many 

7 notices of intent to appeal filed in this case. 

8 The contract for services is not a "land use decision" or "limited land use 

9 decision" as defined in ORS 197.015(10) and (12). The award of the services 

10 contract is an administrative decision by the Board of County Commissioners, and 

11 is not reviewable by LUBA or under a Writ of Review in Circuit Cami. 

12 The consulting services contract on appeal is also not a "land use decision" 

13 under the "significant impacts test," because it does not change "the 'land use status 

14 quo of the area' or create[] an actual, ~qualitatively or quantitatively significant 

15 impact on present or future land uses." Jewett v. City of Bend, 48 Or LUBA 631, 

16 632 (2004) (order on attorney fees) citing Jewett v. City of Bend, 48 Or LUBA 16 

17 (2004). Under the contract, the county has agreed to pay a consultant for design 

18 services. The consultant is not authorized to const1uct anything, and is provided no 

19 funding to construct anything, anywhere. 
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In Carlson v. City ofDunes City, 28 Or LUBA411, 1994 WL 1726753 (1994) 

2 (partially quoted in Jewett, above) the act of paving an unimproved right-of-way was 

3 held to satisfy the significant impact test. There, LUBA stated: 

4 "The Oregon Supreme Court's decisions in City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 
5 supra, and Billington v. Polk County, supra, make clear that to qualify 
6 as a significant impact test land use decision, and for LUBA to have 
7 review jurisdiction, the decision must create an actual, qualitatively or 
8 quantitatively significant impact on present or future land uses. 
9 Fmther, the expected impacts must be likely to occur as a result of the 

10 decision, and not simply speculative." at 414, citations omitted. 

11 The service contract in question will produce plans for three bridges-that outcome 

12 is not speculative, but it also does not make the contract a "land use decision." 

13 Because it is only a contract for services, not a construction contract, it will have no 

14 impact whatsoever on present or future land uses, as is clear from the text and context 

15 of the contract itself. 

16 In McKenzie River Guides Association v. Lane County, 19 Or LUBA 207, 

17 1990 WL 1087524 (19~0), Ll!13_A considered a claim that an order of the L_a_n_e ___ _ 

18 County Board of Commissioners selecting a prefened site for a new bridge and 

19 directing county staff to prepare all necessaty planning applications was a land use 

20 decision. (at 207-208) LUBA held that the order, which did not authorize 

21 consttuction of a bridge, only has "potential impacts on land use" and therefore 

22 "does not satisfy the significant impact test." ( citing Billington v. Polk County, 299 

23 Or 471, 479; 703 P2d 232 (1985)) LUBA cited McKenzie River Guides Assoc. in 
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1 its decision in ZRZ Realty v. City of Pmiland, 49 Or LUBA 309,322 (2005). In that 

2 case LUBA dete1mined that: "The development agreement [was] merely a contract 

3 among public and private parties memorializing aspirations about their intended use 

4 of an area of the city." Id. As in this case, neither the resolution in McKenzie River 

5 Guides Assoc. nor the contract in ZRZ Realty authorized anyone to construct 

6 anything. As in both of those cases, the construction of the bridges in this case is 

7 "contingent on subsequent land use approvals and would have, at most, a potential 

8 effect on future land uses." Id. at 322, quoting McKenzie River Guides Assoc. at 

9 213. (see section 3.4 of the appealed contract, entitled: "Local Land Use Permits)." 

IO A "potential effect" is not enough to satisfy the significant impacts test for LUBA 

11 jurisdiction. 

12 The county has authority, without land use approval, to enter its own land and 

13 to conduct any surveys or studies it wants to conduct on that land. If, for whatever 

14 reason, it ~decides not to proceed with its efforts toobtain land use a1m'-'-ro,,._v_,_,a"'l~£"°0'-'-r ___ _ 

15 development of a trail that could utilize the three bridges, the designs will be placed 

16 in a file and possibly used in the future, if the trail proposal is pursued again. The 

17 decision to approve the contract does not commit the county to construct or improve 

18 anything, and has no land use impacts whatsoever. The contract is clear on its face 

19 that it does not authorize construction of anything or include funds to build anything. 
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The notices, amended notices, and precautionary notices filed in these two cases are 

all wholly without merit and should be dismissed. 

Submitted this 3rd day of April, 2019. 

Timot y S. Sadlo OSB# 810988 
Office of Yamhill County Counsel 
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1

-------- Forwarded Message --------  
Subject: RE: remand from LUBA? 

Date: Mon, 6 Apr 2020 20:34:24 +0000 
From: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>

To: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 

I know you were asking about this topic so I wanted to let you know that I have scheduled the 
remand of Board Order 19‐94, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for April 30, 2020 to be 
written testimony and evidence only.  You will receive a formal notice related to this in the 
next few days. This action is being taken in order to comply with social distancing 
requirements.   

I hope this helps. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2019 11:54 AM 
To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: remand from LUBA? 
Importance: High 

[This email originated outside of Yamhill County] 

Ken 

Does the County plan to act relative to the somewhat recent remand from LUBA regarding the Yamhelas Trail 
decision of a few months ago? 

If so, please, what?  And when? 

With the remand in place, I'm surprised the County is continuing with bridge construction plans. 

Lee 

Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC. 
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507 
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926 
Mobile  503-939-1562 
Fax  503-662-4270 
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com 
www.FruithillInc.com 
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com 
www.CantataChoir.org 
"Quality Fruit For Generations!" 
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Partial Transcript Yamhill County Board of Commissioners January 16, 2020 Formal Session 

[0:01:52] Kulla: [Introduces agenda item F.1. – Consideration of approval of an agreement between 
Yamhill County and Farline Bridge, Inc. for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project in the amount 
of $564,812 with a completion date of May 1, 2020. Opens item to comments/discussion.] 

[0:02:20] Olson: Mr. Chair, I think this continues on a road, a long, tedious road of getting the trail in and 
getting the trail finished and in order to meet our requirements and our deadlines I would, uh, I believe 
that we should approve. 

[0:02:38] Kulla: Commissioner Starrett, do you have any comments? 

[0:02:40] Starrett: After a motion I’ll have comments. 

[0:02:43] Kulla: Ok, that sounds good. I would entertain a motion to approve… 

[0:02:45] Olson: I… I’ll, uh, make a motion to approve. 

[0:02:48] Kulla: Ok, um, any discussion? 

[0:02:50] Starrett: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. Yes, I continue to have opposition to any more 
expenditures on this because I believe that the trail is ill-advised in terms of the securing the rights and, 
uh, property rights of our farmers, so I would not be in favor of any more expenditures on the trail. 

[0:03:08] Kulla: Ok, thank you. And you entertained the motion? Is there any other discussion? 

[0:03:12] Olson: No. 

[0:03:13] Kulla: Ok, I appreciate your comments and I appreciate your comments. Thank you very much. 
[Calls for vote.] All in favor, signify by saying “aye”. 

[0:03:17] [Olson and Kulla vote “aye”.] 

[0:03:18] Kulla: Any opposed? Same sign. 

[0:03:19] Starrett: Aye. 

[0:03:20] Kulla: Let the record show that Commissioners * * * Kulla and Olson voted in the affirmative 
and Commissioner Starrett voted in opposition. 

***Motion passes 2-1. Olson and Kulla voting “yes” and Starrett voting “no”.*** 
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2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF TFIE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BENVAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOMHAMME&
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTTry, BRYAN SCHMDT,
RUDIS LAC,LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

Petitioners,

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Page 1 - DECLARATION OF BEN VAN DYKE
IN STIPPORT OF MOTION FOR STAY

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
BEN VAN DYKE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR STAY

1.

2.

4.

J

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

1l

Respondents.

I, Ben Van Dyke, am over the age of l8 and am competent to testiff and

make this declaration from my own personal knowledge, I hereby state as follows:

I am a petitioner in the above-referenced LUBA appeal.

My family and I operate a share crop and tenant farming enterprise, Ben
VanDyke Farms, Inc. ("VanDyke Farms"), that leases and share crop leases

land from many landowners in the Yamhill-Carlton area.

From where I farm, I can and do observe the construction activities
associated with the Stag Hollow Bridge.

VanDyke Farms employs 5 full-time team members, 4 seasonal retirees,

dozens of contracted employees hired for specific tasks, and many part-time
teenagers and young adults.

t2
13

KE]-LINGTON ]IW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

r-AKE OSWECO, OR 97034
TEL: (503) 63G0069
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t2
13

t4
l5
t6
r7
18

19

20
2t
22

23

24

25
26
27

28

29
30
31

32
33

5. VanDyke Farms farms approximately 75 acres of land owned by the Van
Dyke family that is immediately adjacent to and east and south of the
property which is the subject of this appeal, located in Yamhill County,
Oregon.

6. VanDyke Farms also farms approximately 70 acres of land owned by
Westview Riverview LLC that is northwest of the subject property and
within 750 feet of the "Bus Bam" property boundaries.

7. The crops we grow on these farms vary from season to season and as the
markets shift and we make decisions based on what will bring the maximum
return to our operation and our share crop paftners.

8. Currently, we grow hazelnuts on both of these farms. We need to spray our
hazelnuts during April and May with fungicides. We also must spray our
Hazelnut trees for suckers with Gramoxone in April through August. We
cannot spray either as we need with construction workers present. Last
week, I was forced to spray at night because ofthe presence of construction
workers, during the da1.time. I do not typically spray at night and neither do
other farms whom I know. Nighttime spray applications are unusual, much
more expensive and require specialized equipment and manpower. They
also carry more risk because the applicator is cannot see around him to see if
there is a trespasser. Accordingly, a spotter is required to be hired to watch
for trespassing individuals when nighttime applications are conducted. If I
am unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying due to Eastem Filbert
Blight that would result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75

plus years.

9. I cannot spray at all using aerial spray techniques with the bridge
construction underway because those operations cannot lawfully occur at
nighl

l0.Construction workers have already littered the area with lunch bags and

other detritus that have found its way to our farm that we have had to clean
up. This causes food safety issues. In that regard, we are strictly regulated
by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing food safety
certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well as

to maintain our certifications.

Page2- DECLARATIONOFBEN VANDYKE
IN SLIPPORT OF MOTION FOR STAY

IC.LI,ING'I'ON LAW (;ROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034
'lEL: (503) 63G1r069
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2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

l0
1l
12

13

t4
15

11.We can ascertain no effort being made by the Stag Hollow Bridge
construction workers to avoid spreading noxious weeds onto our farming
operations. The construction activity in and around Stag Hollow Creek
involves large equipment and vehicles and I have observed no apparent
effort to wash such before entering the construction areas.

12.I am aware that Stag Hollow Creek where the construction is underway is a
salmon bearing stream with specialized regulatory requirements that apply to
protect native salmon and its habitat. Regulators have advised me that I may
not conduct farming activities close to Stag Hollow Creek to protect the
Salmon and Salmon habitat there (I must leave ample vegetation to shade

and cool the water, and filter any water running off fields. Oregon
Department of Agriculture and Department of State Lands ask that I keep
vegetation for at least 10' beyond the high water mark). It appears that the
bridge construction work is underway in within those areas that are protected
for salmon and salmon habitat.

I 3.I am aware that the Stag Hollow bridge construction is proceeding in the
Stag Hollow Creek riparian area. I am aware that there are wetlands in the
Stag Hollow Creek riparian area in the area of the bridge construction. It
appears that some of the work now underway to construct the bridge is
occurring in wetland areas and/or within protected wetland setback areas.

l4.The map attached as Exhibit A to this declaration identifies the property that
I farm and the owners of the land that I farm.

15.I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

t6
17

18

19

20

2t
22

23

24

25

26
27
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KELLIN(;TON I,AW (;ROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

LAKU OSW'EGO, OR 97034
'lEL: (s03) 636-0069

this 8 day of April, 2020.
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Vicinity Map of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project – Property Owners 

Property Lines 
Proposed Trail 

Exhibit A to Declaration of Ben Van Dyke
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Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance   Page 402-1 

 
This section and related information is available at www.co.yamhill.or.us/plan/planning/ordinance/zoning_toc.asp 

 
SECTION 400 B NATURAL RESOURCE DISTRICT 

 
402. EXCLUSIVE FARM USE DISTRICT (EF-80, EF-40, and EF-20) 
 [Last amended 9/22/11, Ord 867; 5/24/2012 Ord 872; 08/01/18; Ord. 903] 
402.01 Purpose. 
 

The purpose of the Exclusive Farm Use District is to identify and protect land designated as Exclusive 
Farm Use on the Comprehensive Plan that is suitable and desirable for commercial agricultural opera-
tions and other uses which are compatible with such operations. Properties in the Exclusive Farm District 
are primarily large, contiguous relatively flat terrace, valley-floor or low foothill holdings. In Exclusive 
Farm Use Districts, nonfarm residential and other development which might likely be affected by normal 
farm management practices, will be limited or prohibited so as to maximize the productivity potential 
of vicinity farmlands. 

 
402.02 Permitted Uses. 
 

In the Exclusive Farm Use District, the following uses shall be permitted subject to the standards and 
limitations set forth in subsection 402.09 and any other applicable provisions of this ordinance: 

 
A. Farm uses as defined in Subsection 402.10.  

 
B. Farm stands subject to a Type A miscellaneous land use application to evaluate health and safety 

requirements such as access, parking and sewage disposal, and to determine if: 
 

1. The structures are designed and used for the sale of farm crops or livestock grown on 
the farm operation, or grown on the farm operation and other farm operations in the 
local agricultural area, including the sale of retail incidental items and fee-based activity 
to promote the sale of farm crops or livestock sold at the farm stand if the annual sale 
of incidental items and fees from promotional activity do not make up more than 25 
percent of the total annual sales of the farm stand; and 

 
2. The farm stand does not include structures designed for occupancy as a residence or for 

activity other than the sale of farm crops or livestock and does not include structures for 
banquets, public gatherings or public entertainment.  

[Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720; 5/24/2012; Ord 872] 
  

C. Propagation and harvesting of a forest product. 
 

D. Creation of, restoration of, or enhancement of wetlands. 
 

E. A facility for the processing of farm crops located on a farm operation and provides at least one-
quarter of the farm crops processed at the facility. The building established for the processing 
facility shall not exceed 10,000 square feet of floor area exclusive of the floor area designated 
for preparation, storage or other farm use or devote more than 10,000 square feet to the 
processing activities within another building supporting farm uses. The application will also be 
subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review. [Added 3/19/98, Ord. 643; amd Ord 872] 
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 Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance, Page 402-2 

F. Utility facilities necessary for public service, including wetland waste treatment systems but not 
including commercial facilities for the purpose of generating electrical power for public use by 
sale, or transmission towers over 200 feet in height. The applicant will also be subject to Section 
1101, Site Design Review. A facility is "necessary" if it satisfies the requirements of ORS 
215.275.                                                                      [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720]  

G. Accessory uses, including buildings other than dwellings customarily provided in conjunction 
with farm use. 

 
H. Winery, as defined in subsection 402.10, subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review. 

 [Amended 11/30/94, Ord. 582] 
 

I. Operations for the exploration of minerals as defined by ORS 517.750. 
 

J. Operations for the exploration for and the production of geothermal resources as defined by 
ORS 522.005, and oil and gas as defined by ORS 520.005, including the placement and 
operation of compressors, separators, and other customary production equipment for an 
individual well adjacent to a wellhead, subject to the requirements of Section 404.10. 

 
K. Signs, pursuant to the sign provisions set forth in Section 1006. 

 
L. The following transportation facilities: 

 
1. Climbing and passing lanes within the right of way existing as of July 1, 1987. 

 
2. Reconstruction or modification of public roads and highways, including the placement 

of utility facilities overhead and in the subsurface of public roads and highways along 
the public right of way, but not including the addition of travel lanes, where no removal 
or displacement of buildings would occur, or no new land parcels result. 

 
3. Temporary public road and highway detours that will be abandoned and restored to 

original condition or use at such time as no longer needed. 
 

4. Minor betterment of existing public roads and highway-related facilities such as 
maintenance yards, weigh stations, and rest areas, within right of way existing as of July 
1, 1987, and contiguous publicly owned property utilized to support the operation and 
maintenance of public roads and highways. 

 
M. Alteration, restoration or replacement of a lawfully established dwelling that: 

 
1. Has intact exterior walls and roof structure; 

 
2. Has indoor plumbing consisting of a kitchen sink, toilet and bathing facilities connected 

to a sanitary waste disposal system; 
 

3. Has interior wiring for interior lights; 
 

4. Has a heating system; and 
 

5. In the case of replacement, is removed, demolished or converted to an allowable 
nonresidential use within three months of the completion of the replacement dwelling.  
A replacement dwelling may be sited on any part of the same lot or parcel.  A dwelling 
replaced under this section shall comply with all applicable siting standards.  However, 
the standards shall not be applied in a manner that prohibits the siting of the dwelling.  
If the dwelling to be replaced is located on a portion of the lot or parcel not zoned for 
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exclusive farm use, the applicant, as a condition of approval, shall execute and record 
in the deed records for the county where the property is located a deed restriction 
prohibiting the siting of a dwelling on that portion of the lot or parcel. The restriction 
imposed shall be irrevocable unless a statement of release is placed in the deed records 
for the county. The release shall be signed by the county or its designee and state that 
the provisions of this paragraph regarding replacement dwellings have changed to allow 
the siting of another dwelling. The county planning director or the director=s designee 
shall maintain a record of the lots and parcels that do not qualify for the siting of a new 
dwelling under the provisions of this paragraph, including a copy of the deed restrictions 
and release statements filed under this paragraph. 

 
6. A secondary farm dwelling authorized pursuant to Section 402.03(F)(4)(c) may only be 

replaced by a manufactured dwelling. [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 
 

N. Public or private school, including all buildings essential to the operation of a school, subject to 
the Type B application procedures and Section 1101, Site Design Review. The school must be 
at least three miles from an urban growth boundary, and is not permitted on a tract identified as 
high-value farmland. Existing facilities on high-value farmland that are wholly within a farm 
use zone may be maintained, enhanced, or expanded. 

 [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643; 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
O. Churches and cemeteries in conjunction with churches, subject to the Type B application 

procedures and Section 1101, Site Design Review. The uses must be at least three miles from 
an urban growth boundary, and are not permitted on a tract identified as high-value farmland.  
Existing facilities on high-value farmland that are wholly within a farm use zone may be 
maintained, enhanced, or expanded. [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643; 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
P. A site for the takeoff and landing of model aircraft, including such buildings or facilities as may 

reasonably be necessary. Buildings or facilities shall not be more than 500 square feet in floor 
area or placed on a permanent foundation unless the building or facility preexisted the use 
approved under this paragraph. The site shall not include an aggregate surface or hard surface 
area unless the surface preexisted the use approved under this paragraph. As used in this 
paragraph, Amodel aircraft@ means a small-scale version of an airplane, glider, helicopter, 
dirigible or balloon that is used or intended to be used for flight and is controlled by radio, lines 
or design by a person on the ground. [Added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
Q. On-site filming and activities accessory to on-site filming, as defined in ORS 215.306(4), may 

be conducted subject to ORS 30.930 to 30.947, when it involves no more than 45 days on any 
site within any one-year period and does not involve erection of sets that would remain in place 
for longer than any 45-day period. [Added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
R. Fire service facilities providing rural fire protection services. [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
S. Irrigation canals, delivery lines and those structures and accessory operational facilities 

associated with a district as defined in ORS 540.505. [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 

        T. Utility facility service lines. Utility facility service lines are utility lines and accessory facilities 
or structures that end at the point where the utility service is received by the customer and that 
are located on one or more of the following: 

  
1. A public right of way; 
2. Land immediately adjacent to a public right of way, provided the written consent of 

all adjacent property owners has been obtained; or
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3. The property to be served by the utility. [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 
 

U. Subject to the issuance of a license, permit or other approval by the Department of 
Environmental Quality and with the requirements of ORS 215,246, 215.247, 215.249 and 
215.251, the land application of reclaimed water, agricultural, or industrial process water or 
biosolids for agricultural, horticultural or silvicultural production, or for irrigation in connection 
with a use allowed in the exclusive farm use zone. [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
V. The maintenance, expansion or enhancement of an existing site on the same tract for the disposal 

of solid waste for which a permit has been granted under ORS 459.245 by the Department of 
Environmental Quality, together with equipment, facilities or buildings necessary for its 
operation. The use must satisfy the standards set forth in ORS 215.296(1)(a) and (b) and the 
standards set forth in Section 1101, Site Design Review. The maintenance, expansion or 
enhancement of an existing use on the same tract on high-value farmland is permissible only if 
the existing use is wholly within a farm use zone.  No other Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance 
criteria or Comprehensive Plan goal or policy shall apply as an approval standard for this use.   

  [Added 9/22/11; Ord 867] 

  
W. A Aresidential home@ as defined in ORS 197.660 may be established in an existing dwelling. 

 [Added 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 

 
X. Agri-tourism and other commercial events or activities that are related to and supportive of 

agriculture subject to Section 1013, Agri-Tourism Use Permits. [Added 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 
 

402.03 Permitted Dwellings 
 

The following residential uses shall be permitted in the Exclusive Farm Use District subject to the 
standards and limitations set forth in Section 402.09 and satisfaction of the criteria specified for each 
use.  Furthermore, the decision-making body may attach reasonable conditions to approvals in order to 
insure compliance with relevant criteria.  The following uses are subject to the type of notice 
requirements of Section 1301 indicated. 

 
A. Principal dwelling customarily provided in conjunction with farm use on high-value farmland, 

subject to the following (Type A notice): 
 

1. The subject tract is currently employed for farm use, and produced at least $80,000 in 
gross annual income from the sale of farm products in each of the last two years, or 
three of the last five years.  In determining the gross income, the cost of purchased 
livestock shall be deducted from the gross income attributed to the tract. 

 
2. The dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who produced the commodities 

which grossed the income in subsection (1) of this Section. 
 

3. Except for permitted seasonal farm worker housing, there is no other dwelling on the 
subject tract. [Subsection A added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
B. Principal dwelling customarily provided in conjunction with farm use on a tract that is not high-

value farmland, subject to the following (Type A notice): 
 

1. The subject tract is currently employed for farm use, and produced at least $40,000 in 
gross annual income from the sale of farm products in each of the last two years, or 
three of the last five years.  In determining the gross income, the cost of purchased 
livestock shall be deducted from the gross income attributed to the tract. 

 [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 
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2. The dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who produced the commodities 

which grossed the income in subsection (1) of this Section. 
 

3. Except for permitted seasonal farm worker housing, there is no other dwelling on the 
subject tract. [Subsection B added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
C. Principal dwelling customarily provided in conjunction with farm use on a parcel at least 160 

acres in size that is not high-value farmland, under the following circumstances (Type A notice): 
 

1. The subject tract is currently employed for farm use, as defined in Subsection 
402.10(C). 

 
2. The dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who will be principally engaged 

in the farm use of the land, such as planting, harvesting, marketing or caring for 
livestock, at a commercial scale as defined in subsection 4 of this section. 

 
3. Except for permitted seasonal farm worker housing, there is no other dwelling on the 

subject tract. 
 

4. The determination of whether the farm is "commercial" will be based upon whether the 
farm: 

 
(a) Contributes in a substantial way to the area's existing agricultural economy; and 

 
(b) Helps maintain agricultural processors and established farm markets; 

 
(c) When determining whether a farm is part of the commercial agricultural 

enterprise, not only what is produced, but how much and how it is marketed 
shall be considered. [Subsection C amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
D. Principal dwelling customarily provided in conjunction with farm use on a tract that is not high-

value farmland, under the following circumstances (Type A notice): 
 

1. The subject tract is at least as large as the median size of those commercial farm tracts 
capable of generating at least $10,000 in annual gross sales that are located within the 
study area defined in subsection (6) of this Section. 

 
2. The subject tract is capable of producing annual gross sales of county indicator crops, 

as determined by OAR 660-33-135(4), at a level equal to or greater than the median of 
those farms within the study area defined in subsection (6) of this Section. 

 
3. The subject tract is currently employed for a farm use at a level capable of producing 

the annual gross sales required in subsection (2) of this Section.  If no farm use has 
been established at the time of application, land-use approval shall be subject to a 
condition that no building permit for a residence may be issued prior to the 
establishment of the farm use required in this subsection. 

 
4. The subject lot or parcel on which the dwelling is proposed is at least 10 acres in size. 

 
5. Except for permitted seasonal farm worker housing, there is no other dwelling on the 

subject tract. 
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6. In order to identify the commercial farm tracts to be used in subsections (1) and (2) of 
this Section, the gross sales capability of each tract in the study area, including the 
subject tract, must be determined, using the gross sales figures provided by the Land 
Conservation and Development Commission pursuant to OAR 660-33-135(4) as 
follows: 

 
(a) Identify the study area.  This includes all the land in the tracts wholly or 

partially within one mile of the perimeter of the subject tract; 
 

(b) Determine for each tract in the study area the number of acres in every land 
classification from the county assessor's data; 

 
(c) Determine the potential earning capability for each tract by multiplying the 

number of acres in each land class by the gross sales per acre for each land class 
provided by the Land Conservation and Development Commission pursuant to 
OAR 660-33-135(4).  Add these to obtain a potential earning capability for 
each tract; 

 
(d) Identify those tracts capable of grossing at least $10,000 based on the data 

generated in subsection (6)(c) of this Section; 
 

(e) Determine the median size and gross sales capability for those tracts capable of 
generating at least $10,000 in annual gross sales to use in subsections (1) and 
(2) of this Section. [Subsection D added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
E. A secondary dwelling for a relative of the farm operator under the following circumstances 

(Type A notice): 
 

1. The tract is currently employed for farm use, as defined in Subsection 402.10(C), at a 
commercial scale. 

 
2. The dwelling shall be located on the same lot or parcel as the dwelling of the farm 

operator. 
 

3. The dwelling shall be occupied by a relative of the farm operator or farm operator=s 
spouse, which means grandparent, step-grandparent, grandchild, parent, step-parent, 
child, brother, sister, sibling, step-sibling- niece, nephew, or first cousin of either if the 
farm operator does, or will require the assistance of the relative in the management and 
farm use of the existing commercial farm use.                     [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
4. The farm operator shall continue to play the predominant role in the management of the 

farm. A farm operator is a person who operates a farm, doing the work and making day-
to-day decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, feeding, and marketing. 

 [Subsection E amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
F. A secondary dwelling customarily provided in conjunction with farm use for farm help, under 

the following circumstances (Type A notice): 
 

1. The secondary dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who will be principally 
engaged in the farm use of the land and whose seasonal or year round assistance in the 
management of the farm use, such as planting, harvesting, marketing or caring for 
livestock, is or will be required by the farm operator.         [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 
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2. There is no other dwelling on lands designated for exclusive farm use owned by the 
farm operator that is vacant or currently occupied by persons not working on the subject 
farm and that could reasonably be used as a secondary farm dwelling. 

 
3. The primary farm dwelling to which the proposed dwelling would be accessory satisfies 

one of the following: 
 

(a) On land identified as high-value farmland, the primary farm dwelling is located 
on a farm operation that is currently employed for farm use, and produced at 
least $80,000 in gross annual income from the sale of farm products in each of 
the last two years, or three of the last five years.  In determining the gross 
income, the cost of purchased livestock shall be deducted from the gross 
income attributed to the tract; or 

 
(b) On land not identified as high-value farmland, the primary farm dwelling is 

located on a farm operation that is currently employed for farm use, and 
produced at least $40,000 in gross annual income from the sale of farm products 
in each of the last two years, or three of the last five years. In determining the 
gross income, the cost of purchased livestock shall be deducted from the gross 
income attributed to the tract. 

 
4. The secondary dwelling will be located: 

 
(a) On the same lot or parcel as the primary farm dwelling; or 

 
(b) On the same tract as the primary farm dwelling when the lot or parcel on which 

the accessory farm dwelling will be sited is consolidated into a single parcel 
with all other contiguous lots and parcels in the tract; or 

 
(c) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when the 

accessory farm dwelling is limited to only a manufactured dwelling with a deed 
restriction. The deed restriction shall be filed with the county clerk and require 
the manufactured dwelling to be removed when the lot or parcel is conveyed to 
another party.  The secondary dwelling may remain if it is re-approved as a 
principal dwelling under this ordinance; or 

 [Subsection F added 3/19/98, Ord. 643, Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
(d) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when the 

accessory farm dwelling is limited to only attached multi- unit residential 
structures allowed by the applicable state building code or similar types of farm 
labor housing as existing farm labor housing on the farm or ranch operation 
registered with the Department of Consumer and Business Services, Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health Division under ORS 658.750. A county shall 
require all accessory farm dwellings approved under this subparagraph to be 
removed, demolished or converted to a nonresidential use when farm worker 
housing is no longer required; or 
 

(e) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when the 
accessory farm dwelling is located on a lot or parcel at least the size of the 
applicable minimum lot size and the lot or parcel complies with the gross farm 
income requirements in OAR 660-033-0135(5) or (7), whichever is applicable; 

 [Subsection d and e added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
G. A dwelling may be considered customarily provided in conjunction with a commercial dairy if: 
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1. The subject tract will be employed as a commercial dairy as defined in this ordinance; 

and  
 

2. The dwelling is sited on the same lot or parcel as the buildings required by the 
commercial dairy; and 

 
3. Except for seasonal farm worker housing, there is no other dwelling on the subject tract; 

and 
 

4. The dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who will be principally engaged 
in the operation of the commercial dairy farm, such as the feeding, milking or pasturing 
of the dairy animals or other farm use activities necessary to the operation of the 
commercial dairy farm; and 

 
5. The building permits, if required, have been issued for and construction has begun for 

the buildings and animal waste facilities required for a commercial dairy farm; and   
 

6. The Oregon Department of Agriculture has approved the following: 
 

(a) A permit for a Aconfined animal feeding operation@ under ORS 468B.050 and 
ORS 468B.200 to 468B.230; and 

 
(b) A Producer License for the sale of dairy products under ORS 621.072. 

 [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
H. Replacement dwelling to be used in conjunction with farm use if the existing dwelling has been 

listed in the county inventory as historic property and on the National Register of Historic Places 
(Type A notice). 

 
I. Principal dwelling not provided in conjunction with farm use on a lot or parcel created before 

January 1, 1993, subject to the following standards and criteria (Type B notice): 
 

1. The dwelling or activities associated with the dwelling will not force a significant 
change in or significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest practices on 
nearby lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

 
2. The dwelling will be sited on a lot or parcel that is predominantly composed of Class 

IV through VIII soils that would not, when irrigated, be classified as prime, unique, 
Class I or II soils.  Soil assessments may be submitted from a professional soil 
classifier pursuant to OAR 660-033-0030. [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 

 
3. The dwelling will be sited on a lot or parcel created before January 1, 1993. 

 
4. The dwelling will not materially alter the stability of the overall land use pattern of the 

area. In determining whether a proposed nonfarm dwelling will alter the stability of the 
land use pattern of the area, the cumulative impact of possible new nonfarm dwellings 
on other lots or parcels in the area similarly situated shall be considered. To address this 
standard, the county shall: 

 
(a) Identify a study area for the cumulative impacts analysis. The study area shall 

include at least 2000 acres or a smaller area not less than 1000 acres, if the 
smaller area is a distinct agricultural area based on topography, soil types, land 
use pattern, or the type of farm or ranch operations or practices that distinguish 
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it from other, adjacent agricultural areas. Findings shall describe the study area, 
its boundaries, the location of the subject parcel within this area, why the 
selected area is representative of the land use pattern surrounding the subject 
parcel and is adequate to conduct the analysis required by this standard. Lands 
zoned for rural residential or other urban or nonresource uses shall not be 
included in the study area; 

 
(b) Identify within the study area the broad types of farm uses (irrigated or 

nonirrigated crops, pasture or grazing lands), the number, location and type of 
existing dwellings (farm, nonfarm, hardship, etc.) And the dwelling 
development trends since 1993. Determine the potential number of nonfarm/lot 
of record dwellings that could be approved, including identification of 
predominant soil classifications, the parcels created prior to January 1, 1993 
and the parcels larger than the minimum lot size that may be divided to create 
new parcels for nonfarm dwellings under ORS 215.263(4). The findings shall 
describe the existing land use pattern of the study area including the distribution 
and arrangement of existing uses and the land use pattern that could result from 
approval of the possible nonfarm dwellings under this subparagraph; 

 
(c) Determine whether approval of the proposed nonfarm/lot-of-record dwellings 

together with existing nonfarm dwellings will materially alter the stability of 
the land use pattern in the area. The stability of the land use pattern will be 
materially altered if the cumulative effect of the existing and potential nonfarm 
dwellings will make it more difficult for the existing types of farms in the area 
to continue operation due to diminished opportunities to expand, purchase or 
lease farmland, acquire water rights or diminish the number of tracts or acreage 
in farm use in a manner that will destabilize the overall character of the study 
area.  

 
5. The dwelling complies with other conditions the county considers necessary, including 

but not limited to provision for sewage disposal, emergency vehicle access, and public 
road approach. 

 
6. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited does not include a dwelling. 

 
7. Prior to issuance of a residential building permit, the applicant shall provide evidence 

that the county assessor has disqualified the lot or parcel for valuation at true cash value 
for farm or forest use; and that additional tax or penalty has been imposed, if any is 
applicable, as provided by ORS 308A.050 to 308A.128 or other special assessment 
under ORS 308A.315, 321.257 to 321.390, 321.700 to 321.754 or 321.805 to 321.855 
and any additional tax imposed as the result of disqualification has been paid. A parcel 
that has been disqualified under this subsection shall not re-qualify for special 
assessment unless, when combined with another contiguous parcel, it constitutes a 
qualifying parcel. 

 [Subsection I amended 8/13/98, Ord. 657; Amd 5/24/12 Ord 872] 

 
 
 
 

J. Principal lot of record dwelling not on high-value farmland subject to the following standards 
and criteria Type A notice): 

 
1. The lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was lawfully created and was 

acquired by the present owner: 
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(a) and has been owned continuously by such owner since prior to January 1, 1985; 

or 
 

(b) by devise or intestate succession from a person who acquired the lot or parcel 
and had owned it continuously since prior to January 1, 1985. 

  
2. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited does not include a dwelling. 

 
3. If the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was part of a tract on November 

4, 1993, no dwelling exists on another lot or parcel that was part of that tract. 
 

4. The lot or parcel is not high-value farmland as defined in Subsection 402.10(E).   
 

5. When the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited is part of a tract, the remaining 
portions of the tract shall be consolidated into a single lot or parcel when the dwelling 
is allowed. 

 
6. The dwelling is not prohibited by, and complies with the Comprehensive Plan and other 

provisions of this ordinance and other provisions of law, including but not limited to 
floodplain, greenway, and airport overlay restrictions. 

 
7. The County Assessor shall be notified that the county intends to allow the dwelling. 

 
8. For purposes of this section 402.03(J), "owner" includes the wife, husband, son, 

daughter, mother, father, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, stepparent, 
stepchild, grandparent, or grandchild of the owner or business entity owned by any one 
or combination of these family members. 

 [Subsection J amended 5/10/95, Ord. 591; 10/2/96, Ord. 615;  8/13/98, Ord. 657] 
 

K. Principal lot of record dwelling not in conjunction with farm use on Class III and IV high-value 
farmland, subject to the following standards and criteria (Type A notice): 

 
1. The lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was lawfully created and was 

acquired by the present owner: 
 

(a) and has been owned continuously by such owner since prior to January 1, 1985; 
or 

 
(b) by devise or intestate succession from a person who acquired the lot or parcel 

and had owned it continuously since prior to January 1, 1985.   
  

2. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited does not include a dwelling. 
 
3. If the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was part of a tract on November 

4, 1993, no dwelling exists on another lot or parcel that was part of that tract. 
 

4. When the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited is part of a tract, the remaining 
portions of the tract shall be consolidated into a single lot or parcel when the dwelling 
is allowed. 
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5. The dwelling is not prohibited by, and complies with the Comprehensive Plan and other 
provisions of this ordinance and other provisions of law, including but not limited to 
floodplain, greenway, and airport overlay restrictions. 

  
6. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited is: 

 
(a) Composed predominantly of high-value farmland as defined in subsection 

402.10(E)(2) or (3); and 
 

(b) Twenty-one acres or less in size. 
 

7. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited is: 
 

(a) Bordered on at least 67 percent of its perimeter by tracts that are smaller than 
21 acres, and at least two such tracts had dwellings on them on January 1, 1993; 
or 

 
(b) Not a flaglot and is bordered on at least 25 percent of its perimeter by tracts that 

are smaller than 21 acres, and at least four dwellings existed on January 1, 1993, 
within one-quarter mile of the center of the subject tract. No more than two of 
the four dwellings may be within an Urban Growth Boundary, but only if the 
subject tract abuts an urban growth boundary; or 

 
(c) A flaglot and is bordered on at least 25 percent of its perimeter by tracts that 

are smaller than 21 acres, and at least four dwellings existed on January 1, 1993, 
within 1/4 mile of the center of the subject tract and on the same side of the 
public road that provides access to the subject tract.  The governing body of a 
county must interpret the center of the subject tract as the geographic center of 
the flaglot if the applicant makes a written request for that interpretation and 
that interpretation does not cause the center to be located outside the flaglot. Up 
to two of the four dwellings may lie within an urban growth boundary, but only 
if the subject tract abuts an urban growth boundary; 

 
i. AFlaglot@ means a tract containing a narrow strip or panhandle of land 

providing access from the public road to the rest of the tract. 
 

ii. AGeographic center of the flaglot@ means the point of intersection of 
two perpendicular lines of which the first line crosses the midpoint of 
the longest side of a flaglot, at a 90-degree angle to the side, and the 
second line crosses the midpoint of the longest adjacent side of the 
flaglot.                                             [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

  

8. The County Assessor shall be notified that the county intends to allow the dwelling. 
 

9. For purposes of this section 402.03(K), "owner" includes the wife, husband, son, 
daughter, mother, father, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, stepparent, 
stepchild, grandparent, or grandchild of the owner or business entity owned by any one 
or combination of these family members.         [Subsection K amended 5/10/95, Ord. 591; 10/2/96, 
Ord. 615; 8/13/98, Ord. 657]  

 
L. Principal lot of record dwelling not in conjunction with farm use on Class I and II high-value 

farmland, subject to the following standards and criteria (Type C notice): 
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1. The lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was lawfully created and was 
acquired by the present owner: 

 
(a) and has been owned continuously by such owner since prior to January 1, 1985; 

or 
 

(b) by devise or intestate succession from a person who acquired the lot or parcel 
and had owned it continuously since prior to January 1, 1985.  

 
2. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited does not include a dwelling. 

 
3. If the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was part of a tract on November 

4, 1993, no dwelling exists on another lot or parcel that was part of that tract. 
 

4. When the lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited is part of a tract, the remaining 
portions of the tract shall be consolidated into a single lot or parcel when the dwelling 
is allowed. 

 
5. The dwelling is not prohibited by, and complies with the Comprehensive Plan and other 

provisions of this ordinance and other provisions of law, including but not limited to 
floodplain, greenway, and airport overlay restrictions. 

  
6. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited is on high-value farmland as defined in 

subsection 402.10(E)(1). 
 

7. The Planning Commission determines that: 
 

(a) The lot or parcel cannot practicably be managed for farm use, by itself or in 
conjunction with other land, due to extraordinary circumstances inherent in the 
land or its physical setting that do not apply generally to other land in the 
vicinity. For the purposes of this section, this criterion asks whether the subject 
lot or parcel can be physically put to farm use without undue hardship or 
difficulty because of extraordinary circumstances inherent in the land or its 
physical setting. Neither size alone nor a parcel=s limited economic potential 
demonstrate that a lot or parcel cannot be practicably managed for farm use.  
Examples of A extraordinary circumstances inherent in the land or its physical 
setting@ include very steep slopes, deep ravines, rivers, streams, roads, railroad 
or utility lines or other similar natural or physical barriers that by themselves or 
in combination separate the subject lot or parcel from adjacent agricultural land 
and prevent it from being practicably managed for farm use by itself or together 
with adjacent or nearby farms. A lot or parcel that has been put to farm use 
despite the proximity of a natural barrier or since the placement of a physical 
barrier shall be presumed manageable for farm use; 

 
(b) The dwelling will comply with the provisions of Section 402.07(A); and 

 
(c) The dwelling will not materially alter the overall land use pattern of the area.  

 
8. The County Assessor shall be notified that the county intends to allow the dwelling. 

 
9. For purposes of this section 402.03(L), "owner" includes the wife, husband, son, 

daughter, mother, father, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, stepparent, 
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stepchild, grandparent, or grandchild of the owner or business entity owned by any one 
or combination of these family members.  

 
10. The State Department of Agriculture shall be provided notice of the application at least 

twenty (20) days prior to the public hearing before the Planning Commission. 
 [Subsection L amended 5/10/95, Ord. 591; 10/2/96, Ord. 615;  8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
402.04 Conditional Uses. 
 

The following uses are allowed in the Exclusive Farm Use District upon conditional use approval.  
Approval of these uses is subject to the Conditional Use criteria and requirements of Section 1202, and 
subsection 402.07(A) of this ordinance and any other provision set forth below. Applications shall be 
reviewed under the Type B procedure of Section 1301: 

 
A. One manufactured dwelling or recreational vehicle, or the temporary use of an existing building, 

in conjunction with as existing dwelling as a temporary use for the term of a hardship suffered 
by the existing resident or relative, as defined in ORS 215, of the resident, subject to the 
following:                                                                    [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

  

1. The resident or relative of the resident is aged, infirm, or for health-related reasons, is 
incapable of maintaining a complete separate residence. 

 
2. The permit for the manufactured dwelling for the term of hardship shall be valid for a 

period of two years or a shorter period as determined appropriate by the Director or 
hearings body. A permit may be revoked by the Director at any time, if any of the 
reasons for which the permit was granted are no longer applicable, or if any imposed 
condition is violated. 

 
3. The permit for the temporary dwelling for the term of hardship shall be granted to the 

applicant only and shall not be deemed to run with the land. 
 

4. The temporary dwelling shall use the same subsurface sewage disposal system as the 
existing dwelling, if that disposal system is adequate to accommodate the additional 
dwelling. 

 
5. When a recreational vehicle is allowed to be used as a temporary structure the 

recreational vehicle site shall have services, inspected and approved by the building 
department which includes electricity, plumbing and connection to an approved septic 
system.                                             [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720]

 
6. Within three months of the end of the hardship, the manufactured dwelling shall be 

removed or demolished or, in the case of an existing building, the building shall be 
removed, demolished or returned to an allowed nonresidential use. In the case of a 
recreational vehicle, within three months of the end of the hardship, it shall be removed, 
demolished or may remain on the property and used in accordance with Section 
402.09(H). A temporary residence approved under this paragraph is not eligible for 
replacement.                                 [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643/Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

             
B. A facility for the primary processing of forest products, subject to Subsection 402.07(B). 

 
C. Residential facility, as defined in ORS 197.660, in an existing dwelling. [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 

 
D. Community centers, parks, or playgrounds owned by a governmental agency or a nonprofit 

community organization, and operated primarily by and for residents of the local rural 
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community, subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review. A public park may also be established 
consistent with the provisions of ORS 195.120. [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
E. Dog kennel, except dog kennels are not allowed on a tract identified as high-value farmland.  

Existing dog kennels on high-value farmland that are wholly within a farm use zone may be 
expanded subject to conditional use approval. [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
F. The propagation, cultivation, maintenance, and harvesting of aquatic or insect species. The 

insect species must comply with ORS 215.283(2)(p). Notice shall be mailed to the State 
Department of Agriculture at least 20 days prior to any administrative decision or initial public 
hearing on the application.  [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643; 5/24/12, Ord 872] 

 
G. Commercial activities that are in conjunction with farm use as defined in Section 402.10(B), but 

not including the processing of farm crops which are a permitted use as described in subsection 
402.02(E), subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review.              [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

  

H. The following mineral, aggregate, oil, and gas uses, subject to the standards of Section 404: 
 

1. Operations conducted for mining and processing of geothermal resources as defined by 
ORS 522.005 and oil and gas as defined by ORS 520.005 not otherwise permitted in 
this Section. 

 
2. Operations conducted for mining, crushing or stockpiling of aggregate and other 

mineral, and other subsurface resources subject to ORS 215.298. 
 

3. Processing as defined by ORS 517.750 of aggregate into asphalt or portland cement 
more than two miles from one or more vineyards, totaling 40 acres or more, planted as 
of the date of application for processing. 

 
4. Processing of other mineral resources and other subsurface resources. 

 
I. Home occupation, subject to the standards and limitations set forth in Section 1004 

 
J. The following transportation facilities: 

 
1. Construction of additional passing and travel lanes requiring the acquisition of right of 

way but not resulting in the creation of new land parcels. 
 

2. Reconstruction or modification of public roads and highways involving the removal or 
displacement of buildings not resulting in the creation of new land parcels. 

 
3. Improvement of public road and highway related facilities, such as maintenance yards, 

weigh stations, and rest areas, where additional property or right of way is required but 
not resulting in the creation of new land parcels. 

 
K. Personal use airports subject to subsection 402.07(C). 

 
L. Golf course, as defined in subsection 402.10(D), except new golf courses are not allowed on a 

tract identified as high-value farmland. Existing golf courses on high-value farmland that are 
wholly within a farm use zone may be expanded to a total of no more than 36 holes, subject to 
conditional use approval and provided the expansion is consistent with the definition in Section 
402.10(D).                                                                    [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 
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M. Commercial utility facilities for the purpose of generating power for public use by sale, and 
transmission towers over 200 feet in height, subject to Subsection 402.07(D) and Section 1101, 
Site Design Review. Photovoltaic solar power generation facilities are not allowed on a tract 
that contains predominantly Class I through IV soils.                [Amended 08/01/18, Ord. 903] 

 
N. Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not allowed under 

Subsections 402.02(K) or 402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12. 
 [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
O. Private parks, playgrounds, hunting and fishing preserves and campgrounds as defined in 

subsection 402.10(A), subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review, except such uses are not 
allowed on a tract identified as high-value farmland. Existing facilities on high-value farmland 
that are wholly within a farm use zone may be expanded subject to conditional use approval. 

 [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
P. On-site filming and activities accessory to on-site filming, as defined in ORS 215.306(4), that 

exceed 45 days on any site within a one-year period or involve erection of sets that would remain 
in place for longer than 45 days subject to ORS 30.930 to 30.947.  [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
Q. Operations for the extraction and bottling of water. [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
R. Room and board arrangements for a maximum of five unrelated persons in an existing dwelling. 

 [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
S. ALiving History Museum@ as defined in Oregon Administrative Rules 660-033-130(21). 

 [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 
 

402.05 Prohibited Uses. 
 

Subdivisions and planned unit developments shall be prohibited. 
 
402.06 Nonconforming Uses. 
 

Nonconforming uses found in the Exclusive Farm Use District are subject to the nonconforming use 
provisions of Section 1205 as well as to any other applicable provisions of this ordinance. 
 

402.07 Additional Standards for Approval of Conditional Uses 
 

A. In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional use, the applicant 
shall demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in addition to other requirements of 
this ordinance: 

 
1. The use will not force significant change in accepted farming or forest practices on 

surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 
 

2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest practices 
on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

 
B. A facility for primary processing of forest products shall not seriously interfere with accepted 

farming practices and shall be compatible with farm uses described in Section 402.10(C).  Such 
facility may be approved for a one-year period which is renewable and is intended to be only 
portable or temporary in nature. The primary processing of a forest product, as used in this 
section, means the use of a portable chipper or stud mill or other similar methods of initial 
treatment of a forest product in order to enable its shipment to market. Forest products as used 
in this section means timber grown upon a tract where the primary processing facility is located. 
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C. A personal-use airport as used in this section means an airstrip restricted, except for aircraft 

emergencies, to use by the owner, and on an infrequent and occasional basis, by invited guests, 
and by commercial aviation activities in connection with agricultural operations. No aircraft 
may be based on a personal-use airport other than those owned or controlled by the owner of 
the airstrip. Exceptions to the activities permitted under this definition may be granted through 
a waiver action by the Oregon Aeronautics Division in specific instances. A personal-use airport 
lawfully existing as of September 13, 1975, shall continue to be permitted subject to applicable 
rules of the Oregon Aeronautics Division. 

 
D. A power generation facility shall not preclude more than 20 acres from use as a commercial 

agricultural enterprise on a tract not identified as high-value farmland. Photovoltaic solar power 
generation facilities are not allowed on a tract that contains predominantly Class I through IV 
soils, unless an exception is taken pursuant to OAR 660, Division.     [Amended 08/01/18; Ord. 903] 

 
402.08 Permit Expiration Dates and Declaratory Statements for Dwelling Approvals 
 

A.     Notwithstanding other provisions of this Ordinance and except as provided for in subsection  
       402.08 (D), a discretionary decision, except for a land division, approving a proposed  
       development in the Exclusive Farm Use district is void two years from the date of the final  
       decision if the development action is not initiated in that period. An extension period of up to12  
       months may be granted if:                                     [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
1. An applicant makes a written request for an extension prior to expiration of the 

development approval period, stating the reasons that prevented the applicant from 
beginning or continuing development within the approval period; and 

 
2. The Planning Director determines that the applicant was unable to begin or continue 

development during the approval period for reasons for which the applicant was not 
responsible. 

 
B. Approval or denial of an extension granted under this rule is an administrative decision, is not 

a land-use decision described in ORS 197.015, and is not subject to appeal as a land-use 
decision.  However, the Board, on its own motion, may order review of the decision of the 
Director within 15 days of the decision. 

 
C. Additional one-year extensions may be authorized by the Planning Director where applicable 

criteria for the decision have not changed.  
 

D. If a permit is approved for a proposed residential development on agricultural land outside of 
an urban growth boundary, the permit shall be valid for four years.  Any extension of a permit 
for residential development shall be valid for two years. For the purpose of this subsection, 
Aresidential development@ only includes the dwellings provided for under ORS 215.283(1)(s), 
215.284, and 215.705(1) to (3). Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
E.     Prior to issuance of any residential building permit for an approved dwelling located within 1  
       mile of an area which has been designated in the plan or zone or otherwise approved by Yamhill  
       County for mineral resource uses, the landowner shall be required to sign an affidavit  
       acknowledging the following declaratory statement and record it in the deed and mortgage  
       records of Yamhill County;  

AThe subject property is located in an area designated for mineral resource uses.  It is the 
County policy to protect mineral resource operations from conflicting land uses in such 
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designated areas. Accepted mineral resource and quarry practices in this area may create 
inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property. However, Yamhill County 
does not consider it the responsibility of the operator of a mineral resource operation to 
modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants of this property, with 
the exception of such operator=s violation of State law.@             [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

  
 

F.    Prior to issuance of a residential building permit, the landowner shall sign an affidavit    
          acknowledging the following declaratory statement and record it in the deed and mortgage records  
          for Yamhill County: 

 
AThe subject property is located in an area designated by Yamhill County for agricultural 
uses.  It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from conflicting land uses in 
such designated areas.  Accepted agricultural practices in this area may create 
inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property.  However, Yamhill County 
does not consider it the agricultural operator's responsibility to modify accepted practices 
to accommodate the owner or occupants of this property, with the exception of such 
operator's violation of state law.@                               [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

  

402.09. Standards and Limitations. 
 

In the Exclusive Farm Use District, the following standards and limitations shall apply: 
 

A. Dwelling Density. 
 

1. Not more than one principal dwelling shall be allowed on any parcel. 
 

2. Permitted Secondary Uses. Not more than one permitted secondary dwelling, as 
described in Subsection 402.03 A or B, shall be allowed per 40 acres. 

 
3. Not more than one dwelling not in conjunction with farm use shall be allowed on any 

parcel. 
 

B. Parcel Size and Dimension. 
 

1. Newly-Created Parcels. 
 

(a) Any new farm parcel proposed to be created shall be a minimum of 80 acres in 
the EF-80 district, 40 acres in the EF-40 district, and 20 acres in EF-20 district. 

 
(b) Any new nonfarm parcel proposed to be created for nonfarm uses other than 

dwellings shall be no larger than the minimum size necessary for its use. 
 

2. Lot-line adjustments. Any parcels subject to an alteration in size through a lot-line 
adjustment shall be shown to be of a size at least as appropriate to maintain the existing 
commercial agricultural enterprise in the area as were the parcels prior to adjustment.  
When one or more parcels subject to a proposed adjustment are larger than the minimum 
lot size in the zone, the same number of parcels shall be as large or larger than the 
minimum lot size after the adjustment.  When all parcels subject to the proposed 
adjustment are as large or larger than the minimum lot size in the zone, no parcel shall 
be reduced below the applicable minimum lot size.  The lot line adjustment shall not 
result in an increase in the potential number of dwellings on the parcels.  When an area 
that contains an existing dwelling will be conveyed from one parcel (Parcel A) to the 
adjacent parcel (Parcel B), Parcel B must either receive land use approval for the 
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dwelling under the terms of this ordinance, or, in the alternative, a deed affidavit shall 
be recorded by the owner of Parcel A prohibiting the establishment of any new principal 
dwellings on the adjusted parcel or parcels.         [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643; 1/14/99, Ord. 668] 

  

3. Existing Lots. Any permitted or conditional use provided for in this District may be 
established on an existing lot subject to satisfaction of the applicable requirements of 
the Exclusive Farm Use District. 

 
4. A division of land smaller than the minimum parcel size noted under 402.09 (A) may 

be approved for the purpose of establishing a church, including cemeteries in 
conjunction with the church provided it satisfies the following: 

 
(a) The church has been approved under subsection 402.02(O); 

 
(b) The newly created lot or parcel is not larger than five acres; and 

 
(c) The remaining lot or parcel, not including the church, meets the minimum 

parcel size described in 402.09(A) by itself or after consolidation with another 
lot or parcel. [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
5. A division of land smaller than the minimum parcel size noted under 402.09 (A) may 

be approved for the purpose of creating a parcel for a park provided it satisfies the 
following: 

                        (a) The land division is for the purpose of allowing a provider of public   
  parks or open space, or a not-for-profit land conservation organization,  
  to purchase at least one of the resulting parcels; and 

                        (b) A parcel created by the land division that contains a dwelling is large  
  enough to support continued residential use of the parcel. 

                        (c) A parcel created pursuant to this subsection that does not contain a  
  dwelling: 

i. Is not eligible for siting a dwelling, except as may be  
       authorized under ORS 195.120; 

                                         ii. May not be considered in approving or denying an  
  application for siting any other dwelling; 

                                         iii. May not be considered in approving a redesignation or  
  rezoning of forestlands except for a redesignation or  
  rezoning to allow a public park, open space or other  
  natural resource use; and 

                                         iv. May not be smaller than 25 acres unless the purpose  
  of the land division is: 

                                              1. To facilitate the creation of a wildlife or pedestrian 
corridor or the implementation of a wildlife habitat 
protection plan; or 

 2. To allow a transaction in which at least one 
party is a public park or open space provider, or a not-
for-profit land conservation organization, that has 
cumulative ownership of at least 2,000 acres of open 
space or park property. [Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
C. Setbacks. 
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The minimum setback for all yards shall be 30 feet for all uses, except as follows: 
 

1. The minimum setback for all yards for a livestock feeding or sales yard shall be 200 
feet from the centerline of any watercourse used for domestic water supply, 500 feet 
from any residential zoning district or urban growth boundary unless the applicant has 
received a conditional use permit pursuant to Section 1202, and 50 feet from property 
lines in all other circumstances.  [Amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
2. The minimum setback for signs shall be five feet. 

 
3. An accessory structure not more than 15 feet in height, and at least 60 feet from a road, 

or off-site dwelling, may be located a minimum distance of three feet from the property 
line in a side yard or rear yard. 

 
4. A swimming pool may be located in a required rear yard, provided it lies a minimum 

of five feet from the rear property line. 
 

5. The minimum setback for a kennel shall be 50 feet from any property line and 500 feet 
from any off-site dwelling. 

 
6. Fences, Walls, and Hedges.  Fences, walls and hedges may be permitted in any 

required yard or along the edge of any yard, subject to the clear-vision area requirements 
of subsection (F). [Subsection C amended 7/9/98, Ord. 648] 

 
D. Parcel Coverage.   

 
Not applicable, except that for any parcel of less than one acre, maximum parcel coverage shall 
be 15 percent. 

 
E. Access.   

 
Before a dwelling may be established on any parcel as provided in this Section, the parcel shall 
have a legal, safe, and passable means of access by abutting at least 20 feet either directly upon 
a public road, or by a private easement which is at least 30 feet in width for its entire length and 
which also abuts upon a public road for at least 30 feet. Nothing in this Section shall be construed 
to vary or waive the requirements for creation of new access contained in any Land Division 
Ordinance legally adopted by Yamhill County. 

 
F. Clear-Vision Areas.   

 
A clear-vision area shall be maintained on the corner of any parcel at the intersection of any two 
of the following: county roads, public roads, private roads serving four or more parcels, and 
railroads. A clear-vision area shall contain no sight-obscuring structures or plantings exceeding 
30 inches in height within a triangle formed by the lot corner nearest the intersection, and the 
two points 20 feet from this corner as measured along the parcel lines adjacent to the intersecting 
rights-of-way. Trees exceeding this height may be located such that their branches extend into 
this triangle, provided they are maintained to allow at least 12 feet of visual clearance within 
the triangle below the lowest hanging branches. 

 
 

G. Height. 
 

1. The maximum building height for any dwelling shall be 35 feet. 
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2. The maximum building height for all other structures shall be 45 feet. 

 
3. Structures used for the storage of farm products, and appurtenances usually required to 

be placed above the roof level and not intended for human occupancy such as spires, 
belfries, cupolas, antennas, water tanks, ventilators, chimneys and wind generators are 
not subject to the height limitations of this ordinance. 

 
H. Occupancy of Recreational Vehicles.   

 
1. One recreational vehicle shall be permitted to be parked on any parcel in conjunction 

with a principal dwelling, and may be used for the temporary accommodation of guests 
for a period of up to 30 days total in any year. In no case shall any recreational vehicle 
be used as a principal dwelling or rented unless the necessary permits have been 
obtained.                                             [Amended 7/9/98, Ord. 648] 

  

2. Temporary structures as may be required during construction of any authorized 
permanent structure may be placed. Such temporary structure shall be removed within 
30 days of occupancy of the permanent structure. 

 
3. One manufactured dwelling may be stored on a lot or parcel for a period not to exceed 

nine months upon approval of the Director, with one extension of up to nine months if 
unusual circumstances are shown to exist. In no case shall a stored manufactured 
dwelling be connected to water or sewage disposal facilities.  

 
I. Off-Street Parking. 

 
1. In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of any dwelling, sufficient 

area must be provided to allow for at least one emergency vehicle turnaround. 
 

2. Parking requirements for those uses which may generate traffic beyond what is 
normally expected in the Exclusive Farm Use District shall be determined by the 
Director, subject to the provisions of Section 1007. 

 
402.10 Definition of Terms Used in this Section 
 

The following terms apply only to Section 402, and have no relevance to the same term used in other 
sections of this ordinance unless specifically stated. 

 
A. Campground - Except on a lot or parcel contiguous to a lake or reservoir, private campgrounds 

shall not be allowed within three miles of an urban growth boundary unless an exception is 
approved pursuant to ORS 197.732 and OAR Chapter 660, Division 4. A campground is an area 
devoted to overnight temporary use for vacation, recreational or emergency purposes, but not 
for residential purposes and is established on a site or is contiguous to lands with a park or other 
outdoor natural amenity that is accessible for recreational use by the occupants of the 
campground. A campground shall be designated and integrated into the rural agricultural and 
forest environment in a manner that protects the natural amenities of the site and provides 
buffers to existing native trees and vegetation or other natural features between campsites.  
Campsites may be occupied by a tent, travel trailer or recreational vehicle. The campground 
may also provide yurts for overnight camping.  No more than one-third or a maximum of 10 
campsites, whichever is smaller, may include a yurt. Separate sewer, water or electric service 
hook-ups shall not be provided to individual camp sites. Campgrounds shall not include inten-
sively developed recreational uses such as swimming pools, tennis courts, retail stores or gas 
stations. Overnight temporary use in the same campground by a camper or camper=s vehicle 
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shall not exceed a total of 30 days during any consecutive 6 month period. The park or 
campground may be public or private. 

 [Amended 8/13/98, Ord. 657/Amended 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
B. Commercial Activities in Conjunction with Farm Use - As authorized under subsection 

402.04(G), a commercial activity in conjunction with farm use is: 
 

1. The processing, packaging, and wholesale distribution and storage of a product not 
derived primarily from farm activities on the premises; 

 
2. Retail sales and promotion of agricultural products, supplies and services directly 

related to the production, harvesting, and processing of agricultural products. Such uses 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 
@ Storage, distribution and sale of feed, fertilizer, seed, chemicals, and other 

products used for commercial agriculture 
 

@ Livestock auction or sales yards 
 

@  Farm equipment storage and repair facilities 
 

@ Storage, repair, or sale of fencing, irrigation pipe and pumps, and other 
commercial farm-related equipment and implements 

 
@ Veterinarian clinics 

 
@ Slaughtering of animals, including attendant retail and wholesale sales 

 
@ Wineries not listed as a permitted use 

 
@ Rental or lease of facilities, with or without a fee, in conjunction with an 

agricultural use for events such as parties, receptions, and banquets with the 
primary intent of indirect promotion of the product harvested or processed on 
the site. 

 
@ Four or more promotional events in a calendar year that are directly related to 

the marketing of products harvested or processed on the site that are reasonably 
expected to attract more than 750 visitors daily. An "event" shall not exceed 
three consecutive days. [Subsection B amended 11/30/94, Ord. 582] 

 
C. Farm Use - The current employment of land for the primary purpose of obtaining a profit in 

money by raising, harvesting and selling crops or the feeding, breeding, management and sale 
of, or the produce of, livestock, poultry, fur-bearing animals or honeybees or for dairying and 
the sale of dairy products or any other agricultural or horticultural use or animal husbandry or 
any combination thereof. "Farm use" also includes the current employment of land for the 
primary purpose of obtaining profit in money by stabling or training equines including but not 
limited to providing riding lessons, training clinics and schooling shows. "Farm use" includes 
the preparation, storage and disposal by marketing or otherwise of the products or by-products 
raised on such land for human or animal use. "Farm use" also includes the propagation, 
cultivation, maintenance and harvesting of aquatic species and bird and animal species to the 
extent allowed by the rules adopted by the State Fish and Wildlife Commission. AFarm use@ 
includes the on-site construction and maintenance of equipment and facilities used for the 
activities described in the subsection. AFarm use@ does not include the use of land subject to the 
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provisions of ORS chapter 321, except land used exclusively for growing cultured Christmas 
trees as defined in ORS 215.203(3), or land described in ORS 321.267(1) (3) or 321.824(3). 

  [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 

 
APreparation@ of products or by-products includes but is not limited to the cleaning, treatment, 
sorting, composting or packaging of the products or by-products. 

 
AProducts or by-products raised on such land@ means the those products or by-products are raised 
on the farm operation where the preparation occurs or on other farm land provided the 
preparation is occurring on land being used for the primary purposes of obtaining a profit in 
money from the farm use of the land.    [Subsection C amended 3/19/98, Ord. 643; Added to 09/02/04, Ord 746] 

  
"Current employment" of land for farm use includes: 

 
@ Farmland, the operation or use of which is subject to any farm-related government 

program; 
 

@ Land lying fallow for one year as a normal and regular requirement of good agricultural 
husbandry; 

 
@ Land planted in orchards or other perennials prior to maturity; 

 
@ Wasteland, dry or covered with water, neither economically tillable nor grazeable, lying 

in adjacent to and in common ownership with a farm use land and which is not currently 
being used for any economic farm use; 

 
@ Except for land under a single family dwelling, land under buildings supporting 

accepted farming practices, including the processing facilities allowed by ORS 
215.283(1)(r) and the processing of farm crops into biofuel as commercial activities in 
conjunction with farm use under ORS 215.283(2)(a); 
 

@ Water impoundments lying in or adjacent to and in common ownership with farm use 
land; 

 
@ Any land constituting a woodlot, not to exceed 20 acres, contiguous to and owned by 

the owner of land specially valued for farm use even if the land constituting the woodlot 
in not utilized in conjunction with farm use; 

 
@ Land lying fallow for no more than one year where the absence of farming activity is 

due to the illness of the farmer or member of the farmer's immediate family; 
 

@ Any land described under ORS 321.267 (1)(e) or 321.415 (5); 
 

@ Any land in an exclusive farm use zone used for the storage of agricultural products that 
would otherwise be disposed of through open field burning or propane flaming; 

 
@ Land used for the primary purpose of obtaining a profit in money by breeding, raising, 

kenneling or training of greyhounds for racing; and 
 

@ Land used for the processing of farm crops into biofuel, as defined in ORS 315.141, if: 
 

(i) Only the crops of the landowner are being processed; 
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(ii) The biofuel from all of the crops purchased for processing into biofuel is used on 
the farm of the landowner; or 

 
(iii) The landowner is custom processing crops into biofuel from other landowners in 
the area for their sale or use. 

 
As used in this subsection, Aaccepted farming practice@ means a mode of operation that is 
common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such farms to obtain a profit 
in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm use. 

 ACultured Christmas trees@ means trees: 

 (a) Grown on lands used exclusively for that purpose, capable of preparation by 
intensive cultivation methods such as plowing or turning over the soil; 

 (b) Of a marketable species; 

 (c) Managed to produce trees meeting U.S. No. 2 or better standards for Christmas trees 
as specified by the Agriculture Marketing Services of the United States Department of 
Agriculture; and 

 (d) Evidencing periodic maintenance practices of shearing for Douglas fir and pine 
species, weed and brush control and one or more of the following practices: Basal 
pruning, fertilizing, insect and disease control, stump culture, soil cultivation, irrigation.  

 [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 
 

D. Golf course - An area of land with highly maintained natural turf laid out for the game of golf 
with a series of nine or more holes, each including a tee, a fairway, a putting green, and often 
one or more natural or artificial hazards. A "golf course" means a nine or 18 hole regulation golf 
course or a combination nine and 18 hole regulation golf course consistent with the following: 

 
1. A regulation 18 hole golf course is generally characterized by a site of about 120 to 150 

acres of land, has a playable distance of 5,000 to 7,200 yards, and a par of 64 to 73 
strokes. 

 
2. A regulation nine hole golf course is generally characterized by a site of about 65 to 90 

acres of land, has a playable distance of 2,500 to 3,600 yards, and a par of 32 to 36 
strokes. 

 
3. A "non-regulation golf course" means a golf course or golf course-like development 

that does not meet this definition of golf course, including but not limited to executive 
golf courses, par three golf courses, pitch and putt courses, miniature golf courses, and 
driving ranges.  Non-regulation golf courses are not permitted by this section. 

 
4. An accessory use to a golf course is a facility or improvement that is incidental to the 

operation of the golf course and is either necessary for the operation and maintenance 
of the golf course or that provides goods or services customarily provided to golfers at 
a golf course and conforms to the following: 

 
a. An accessory use or activity does not serve the needs of the non-golfing public.  

Accessory uses to a golf course include parking, maintenance buildings, cart 
storage and repair, practice range or driving range, clubhouse, restrooms, 
lockers and showers, food and beverage service, pro shop, and a practice or 
beginners course as part of an 18 hole or larger golf course or golf tournament. 
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b. Accessory uses to a golf course do not include sporting facilities unrelated to 
golf such as tennis courts, swimming pools, or weight rooms; wholesale or 
retail operations oriented to the non-golfing public; or housing. 

 
c. A use is accessory to a golf course only when limited in size and orientation to 

serve the needs of persons and their guests who patronize the golf course to 
golf. 

 
d. Commercial activities such as a pro shop are accessory to a golf course only 

when located in the clubhouse. 
 

e. Accessory uses may include one or more food and beverage service facilities 
in addition to food and beverage service facilities located in a clubhouse.  Food 
and beverage service facilities must be part of and incidental to the operation 
of the golf course and must be limited in size and orientation on the site to serve 
only the needs of persons who patronize the golf course and their guests.  
Accessory food and beverage service facilities shall not be designed for or 
include structures for banquets, public gatherings or public entertainment.                     
[Amended 09/02/04, Ord. 746] 

  
E. High-value farmland - A tract composed predominantly of: 

 
1. Soils rated Class I, II, prime, or unique, either irrigated or not irrigated. 

 
2. The following Class III soils:  Carlton, Chehalem, Dayton, Jory, Laurelwood, Nekia, 

Willakenzie, Woodburn, and Yamhill. 
 

3. The following Class IV soils:  Carlton, Dayton, Jory, Laurelwood, Willakenzie, and 
Yamhill. 

 
Soil classes, soil ratings or other soil designations used in or made pursuant to the lot of record 
dwelling are those of the Natural Resource Conservation Service Internet soil survey for that 
class, rating or designation before November 4, 1993.  For purposes of approving a lot of record 
dwelling, the soil class, soil rating or other soil designation of the parcel may be changed if the 
property owner submits a statement of agreement from the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service that the class, rating or designation should be adjusted based on new information; or if 
the property owner submits a report from a soils scientist whose credentials are acceptable to 
the State Department of Agriculture that the class, rating or designation should be changed, 
along with a statement from the State Department of Agriculture that the Director of Agriculture 
or the director's designee has reviewed the report and finds the analysis to be soundly and 
scientifically based. [Amended 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
F. Public parks - includes only the uses specified under OAR 660-034-0035. 

 [Added 8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

 
G. Seasonal Farm Worker - Any person who, for an agreed remuneration or rate of pay, performs 

temporary labor for another to work in production of farm products or planting, cultivating or 
harvesting of seasonal agricultural crops or in forestation or reforestation of lands, including but 
not limited to the planting, transplanting, tubing, precommercial thinning and thinning of trees 
and seedlings, the clearing, piling, and disposal of brush and slash and other related activities. 

 
H. Tract - One or more contiguous lots or parcels under the same ownership. 
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I. Winery - As authorized under subsection 402.02(H), a winery is a facility that produces and 
sells wine and conforms to the following attributes: [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 

 
1.   A winery herein defined has a maximum annual production of: 

 
(a) Less than 50,000 gallons and: 

 
i. Owns an on-site vineyard of at least 15 acres; 

 
ii. Owns a contiguous vineyard of at least 15 acres; 

 
iii. Has a long-term contract for the purchase of all of the grapes from at 

least 15 acres of vineyard contiguous to the winery; or 
 

iv. Obtains grapes from any combination of (i), (ii), or (iii) above; or 
 

(b) At least 50,000 gallons and no more than 100,000 gallons and: 
 

i. Owns an on-site vineyard of at least 40 acres; 
 

ii. Owns a contiguous vineyard of at least 40 acres; 
 

iii. Has a long-term contract for the purchase of all of the grapes from at 
least 40 acres of vineyard contiguous to the winery; or 

 
iv. Obtains grapes from any combination of (i), (ii), or (iii) above. 

 
(c) Prior to the issuance of building permits, the applicant shall provide evidence 

that the vineyards described in subsections (a) and (b) have been planted, or the 
contract has been executed, as applicable. [Added 3/19/98, Ord. 643] 

 
2. The winery shall allow only the sale of: 

 
(a) Wines produced in conjunction with the winery; and 

 
(b) Items directly related to wine, the sales of which are incidental to the retail sale 

of wine on-site and do not exceed 25 percent of the total gross receipts of the 
retail facility. Such items include those served by a limited service restaurant, 
as defined in ORS 624.010. 

 
3. Permitted on-site marketing of wine includes up to three events of one to three days in 

duration during a calendar year intended to draw customers to the site for the tasting 
and purchase of wine, with an anticipated maximum of 750 daily visitors. The 
frequency and duration of these events may be limited through site design review 
approval based on the adequacy of public facilities.  Rent or lease of space within or 
adjacent to the winery facility for events such as parties, receptions, and banquets that 
are not directly related to promotion of the wine is not included in this definition of a 
winery. 

 
4. A facility for production and sale of wine that does not conform to the attributes 

described in subsections 402.10(I)(1) through (3) above may be deemed a commercial 
activity in conjunction with farm use pursuant to subsection 402.04(G). 

 [Amended 5/24/12; Ord. 872] 
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This section and related information is available at www.co.yamhill.or.us/plan/planning/planning.asp 

 
SECTION 700 B INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 

 
702. LIGHT/GENERAL INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT (LI) [Last Amended 06/28/18; Ord. 906] 
 
702.01 Purpose. 
 

The purpose of the LI District is to provide for light and general industrial uses with similar service 
needs within urban growth boundaries and in other locations which are or will be compatible with 
adjacent urban development.  Such areas shall maintain high performance standards for light and 
general industrial uses and shall coordinate site and building design through application of the site 
design review process. 

 
702.02 Permitted Uses.   
 

In the LI District, the following uses shall be permitted subject to the standards and limitations set 
forth in subsection 702.07 and pursuant to Section 1101 for site design review: 

 
A. Manufacture of machine tools, medical and dental equipment, electronic instruments, mobile 

homes, and food products not generating noxious odors; 
 

B. Farm, industrial or contractor’s equipment or materials manufacture, storage, sales, repair or 
service, including automobile repair garage; 

 
C. Warehousing, wholesale storage and distribution, and motor freight terminals contained only 

within a building;  
 

D. Fruit, nut or vegetable packing, processing warehousing or cold storage operations; 
 

E. Winery; 
 

F. Veterinary hospital; 
 

G. Accessory uses; 
 

H. Temporary structures as may be required during construction of an authorized permanent 
structure.  Such temporary structure shall be removed upon final inspection of the permanent 
structure by the Building Inspector; 

 
I. Community or municipal water supply system; 

 
J. Community or municipal sewer system; and  

 
K. Signs, pursuant to the sign provisions set forth in section 1006; 

 
L. Dwelling for a caretaker or watchman in conjunction with permitted use.  Site design review is 

not required for the dwelling. [Amended 7/9/98, Ord 648] 
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M. Accessory dwelling unit within an urban growth boundary, subject to the standards in Section 
1014. Site design review is not required for the accessory dwelling unit.     [Added 06/28/18; Ord. 
906] 

 
The following uses have been approved as a similar use in the LI district:  

$ RV storage (Docket SU-01-91 in TL File 5405-1001) 
$ Mini-storage 
 

702.03 Conditional Uses.   
 

In the LI District pursuant to the Type B application procedure set forth in Section 1301, and subject 
to the conditional use review criteria listed in Section 1202, and subject to Section 1101 for site design 
review and any other applicable criteria established by this ordinance, the following uses may be 
allowed conditionally: 

 
A. Operations conducted for the exploration of oil, natural gas or geothermal resources, subject to 

the requirements in subsection 404.10. 
 

B. Utility facility, subject to Section 1101 for site design review. [Added 5/15/85; Ord. 408] 
 
702.04 Similar Uses.   
 

Any use not specifically listed as a permitted or conditional use in this district, that is similar in 
character, scale and performance to the permitted uses specified in subsection 702.02 may be allowed 
as a similar use subject to the provisions of Section 1206, and pursuant to the Type A application 
procedure set forth in Section 1301. 

 
702.05 Prohibited Uses.   
 

Uses of land and water not specifically mentioned in this section, and not allowed as a similar use, are 
prohibited in the LI District. 

 
702.06 Nonconforming Uses.   
 

Nonconforming uses found in the LI District are subject to the nonconforming use provisions of 
Section 1205 as well as to any other applicable provisions of this ordinance. 

 
702.07 Standards and Limitations.   
 

In the LI District, the following standards and limitations shall apply: 
 

A. Parcel Size and Dimension.   
 

1. Minimum Parcel Size.  The minimum parcel size for any use shall be 20,000 square 
feet. 

 
2. Depth-to-width Ratio.  The maximum depth-to-width ratio for any newly-created 

parcel shall be 3:1. 
 

B. Setbacks.   
 

The minimum setback for all yards shall be thirty (30) feet for all uses, except as follows:  as 
follows:  
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1. The minimum setback shall be five (5) feet for all yards for signs. 

 
2. An accessory structure not more than fifteen (15) feet in height, at least sixty (60) feet 

from a road, and at lease ten (10) feet from any dwelling may be located a minimum 
distance of three (3) feet from the property line in a side yard or rear yard. 

 
3. Fences, walls and hedges may be permitted in any required yard or along the edge of 

any yard, subject to the clear-vision area requirements of subsection 702.07 (D). 
 [Amended 7/9/98, Ord 648] 
 

C. Parcel Coverage.   
 

The maximum parcel coverage shall be thirty (30) percent for any use. 
 

D. Access.   
 

Before a dwelling may be established on any lot or parcel as provided in this section, the 
parcel shall have a legal, safe and passable means of access by butting at least twenty (20) feet 
either directly upon a public road, or by a private easement which is at least thirty (30) feet in 
width for its entire length and which also abuts upon a public road for at least thirty (30) feet.  
Nothing in this section shall be construed to vary or waive the requirements for creation of 
new access contained in any Land Division Ordinance legally adopted by Yamhill County. 

 
E. Clear-Vision Areas. 

 
A clear-vision area shall be maintained on the corner of any parcel at the intersection of any 
two of the following: County roads; public roads, private roads serving four or more parcels; 
and railroads.  A clear-vision area shall contain no sight-obscuring structures or planting 
exceeding thirty (30) inches in height within a triangle formed by the lot corner nearest the 
intersection, and the two points twenty (20) feet from this corner as measured along the parcel 
lines adjacent to the intersecting rights-of-way.  Trees exceeding this height may be located 
such that their branches extend into this triangle, provided they are maintained to allow at least 
twelve (12) feet of visual clearance within the triangle below the lowest hanging branches. 

 
F. Height. 

 
1. The maximum building height for any dwelling shall be forty-five (45) feet; and 

 
2. Appurtenances usually required to be placed above the roof level and not intended for 

human occupancy such as spires, belfries, cupolas, antennas, water tanks, ventilators, 
chimneys and wind generators are not subject to the height limitations of this 
ordinance. 

 
H. Off-street Parking.   

 
Off-street parking and loading requirements for any use in the LI District shall be as provided 
in Section 1007. 
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This section and related information is available at www.co.yamhill.or.us/plan/planning/planning.asp 

 
SECTION 700 B INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 

 
703. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT (HI) [Last Amended 06/28/18; Ord. 906] 
 
703.01 Purpose.   
 

The purpose of the HI District is to provide for industrial uses with high-nuisance characteristics that 
are incompatible with adjacent urban residential uses or for industrial uses where space or performance 
characteristics demand a specialized locale.  All required services shall be available to the site, 
including necessary major utility lines and sewer and water facilities.  Whenever appropriate, heavy 
industrial uses shall be located within urban growth boundaries so that necessary urban-level services 
can be provided in an efficient and economic manner. 

 
703.02 Permitted Uses.   
 

In the HI District, the following uses shall be permitted subject to the standards and limitations set 
forth in subsection 703.07, and pursuant to Section 1101 for site design review: 

 
A. Grain elevators, feed mills and seed cleaning plants; 

 
B. Manufacture of forest products, including sawmills, planing mills, plywood and particle board 

plants and pulp and paper mills; 
 

C. Auto wrecking yards; 
 

D. Animal slaughtering, meat-packing and rendering plants; 
 

E. Facilities for the processing or production of oil, natural gas, geothermal resources or other 
hydrocarbons; 

 
F. Manufacture of clay products, brick, tile and cement and including mining of materials used in 

production; 
 

G. Outdoor storage of raw materials or finished products associated with any permitted use; 
 

H. Temporary structures as may be required during construction of an authorized permanent 
structure.  Such temporary structure shall be removed upon final inspection of the permanent 
structure by the Building Inspector; 

 
I. Community or municipal water supply system; 

 
J. Community or municipal sewer system; and 

 
K. Signs, pursuant to the sign provisions set forth in Section 1006. 

 
L. Dwelling for caretaker or watchman in conjunction with permitted use.  Site design review is 

not required for the dwelling. [Added 6/5/85, Ord. 409; Amended 7/9/98, Ord. 648] 
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M. Utility facility. [Added 12/05/02; Ord. 720] 

 
N. Accessory dwelling unit within an urban growth boundary, subject to the standards in Section 

1014. Site design review is not required for the accessory dwelling unit.     [Added 06/28/18; Ord. 
906] 

 
The following uses have been approved as a Similar Use in the HI district: 

 
$ Asphalt batch plant (SU-01-98), 
$ Cell Tower (SU-01-99) 

 
703.03 Conditional Uses.    
 

In the HI District, no use may be allowed as a conditional use. 
 
703.04 Similar Uses.   
 

Any use not specifically listed as a permitted use in this district that is similar in character, scale and 
performance to the permitted uses specified in subsection 703.02, may be allowed as a similar use 
subject to the provisions of Section 1206, and pursuant to the Type A application procedure set forth 
in Section 1301. 

 
703.05 Prohibited Uses.   
 

Uses of land and water not specifically mentioned in this section, and not allowed as a similar use, are 
prohibited in the HI District. 

 
703.06 Nonconforming Uses.   
 

Nonconforming uses found in the HI District are subject to the nonconforming use provisions of 
Section 1205 as well as to any other applicable provisions of this ordinance. 

 
703.07 Standards and Limitations.   
 

In the HI District, the following standards and limitations shall apply: 
 

A. Parcel Size and Dimensions. 
 

1. Minimum Parcel Size.  The minimum parcel size for any use shall be two (2) acres. 
 

2. Depth-to-Width Ratio.  The maximum depth-to-width ratio for any newly-created 
parcel shall be 3:1. 

 
B. Setbacks.   

 
The minimum setback for all yards shall be thirty (30) feet for all uses, except as follows:  

 
1. The minimum setback shall be five (5) feet for all yards for signs. 
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2. An accessory structure not more than fifteen (15) feet in height, at least sixty (60) feet 
from a road, and at lease ten (10) feet from any dwelling may be located a minimum 
distance of three (3) feet from the property line in a side yard or rear yard. 

 
3. Fences, walls and hedges may be permitted in any required yard or along the edge of 

any yard, subject to the clear-vision area requirements of subsection 703.07 (E). 
 [Amended 7/9/98, Ord. 648] 

 
C. Parcel Coverage.   

 
The maximum parcel coverage shall be appropriate to the use, subject to Section 1101 for site 
design review. 

 
D. Access.   

 
Before a principal use may be established on any parcel as provided in this section, the parcel 
shall have a legal, safe and passable means of access by abutting at least twenty (20) feet 
either directly upon a public road, or by a private easement which is at least thirty (30) feet in 
width for its entire length and which also abuts upon a public road for at least thirty (30) feet.  
Nothing in this section shall be construed to vary or waive the requirements for creation of 
new access contained in any Land Division Ordinance legally adopted by Yamhill County. 

 
E. Clear-Vision Areas. 

 
A clear-vision area shall be maintained on the corner of any parcel at the intersection of any 
two of the following: county roads; public roads; private roads serving four or more parcels; 
and railroads.  A clear-vision area shall contain no sight-obscuring structures or plantings 
exceeding thirty (30) inches in height within a triangle formed by the lot corner nearest the 
intersection, and the two points twenty (20) feet from this corner as measured along the parcel 
lines adjacent to the intersecting rights-of-way.  Trees exceeding this height may be located 
such that their branches extend into this triangle, provided they are maintained to allow at least 
twelve (12) feet of visual clearance within the triangle below the lowest hanging branches. 

 
F. Height.  

 
1. The maximum building height for all structures shall be sixty (60) feet; and 

 
2. Appurtenances usually required to be placed above the roof level and not intended for 

human occupancy such as spires, belfries, cupolas, antennas, water tanks, ventilators, 
chimneys and wind generators are not subject to the height limitations of this 
ordinance. 

 
G. Off-street Parking.   

 
Off-street parking and loading requirements for any use in the HI District shall be as provided 
in Section 1007. 
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Section 1202.00 - Condintional Use Criteria and Requirements 

[Last amended 8/13/98, Ordinance 657] 

 
1202.01  Purpose  

The purpose of a conditional use is to provide for those uses which possess unique and 

special characteristics making impractical their inclusion as outright permitted uses in the 

underlying zoning district. Such uses shall not be incompatible with the type of uses 

permitted in surrounding areas. Location and operation of designated conditional uses 

shall be subject to review and authorized only by issuance of a conditional use permit. 

1202.02  Review Criteria  

A conditional use may be authorized, subject to the Type B application procedure set 

forth in Section 1301, upon adequate demonstration by the applicant that the proposed 

use will be compatible with vicinity uses, and satisfies all relevant requirements of this 

ordinance and the following general criteria; 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 

B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan 

which apply to the proposed use; 

C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, 

topography, existence of improvements and natural features; 

D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 

which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties 

for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district;  

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public facilities and 

services existing or planned for the area affected by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses 

in the area. 

1202.03  Conditions of Approval  

In approving an application for a conditional use, the decision-making body may impose 

conditions to protect the area surrounding the proposed use and to preserve the basic 

purpose and intent of the underlying zoning district. These conditions may include, but 

are not limited to, the following: 

A. Increasing the required parcel area or yard dimensions; 

B. Limiting the height, size, or location of buildings and structures; 

C. Controlling the location and number of vehicle access points; 
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D. Increasing the road width; 

E. Increasing the number of required off-street parking or loading spaces; 

F. Limiting the number, size, location or lighting of signs; 

G. Requiring fencing, screening, or landscaping to protect adjacent or nearby 

property; 

H. Prescribing exterior finish for buildings or additions thereto; 

I. Designating areas and prescribing improvements for open space; and 

J. Prescribing a time limit within which to fulfill any established conditions. 

Such conditions may be set forth in a formal affidavit executed by the applicant and 

Yamhill County. Said affidavit shall be recorded in the deed and mortgage records of 

Yamhill County. 

1202.04  Performance Bond  

The Commission may require an applicant, upon approval of a conditional use permit, to 

enter into a performance agreement with the County and to furnish the County with an 

appropriate financial guarantee to ensure that the required improvements are completed 

according to the plans approved by the Commission, and that standards established in 

granting the conditional use permit are observed. This guarantee, which the applicant 

shall file with the agreement, shall be in the following form: 

 

A. A surety bond executed by a surety company authorized to transact business in 

the State of Oregon and on a form and with covenants and stipulations approved 

by the Commission; or 

B. Cash or certified check; or 

C. An escrow agreement between the applicant and a bank or trust company 

authorized to transact business in the State of Oregon, and on a form and with 

covenants and stipulations approved by the Board. 

1202.05  General Requirements  

Any conditional use authorized pursuant to this ordinance shall be subject to the 

following additional requirements: 

A. A conditional use shall be subject to the standards of the zoning district in which 

it is located except as these standards have been modified in authorizing the 

conditional use. No modification of a zoning district standard shall have the effect 

of rezoning the property. 

B. A conditional use may be enlarged or altered pursuant to the following: 
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1. Major alterations of a conditional use including changes, alterations or 

deletion of any conditions imposed shall be processed as a new 

conditional use permit application, in accordance with the Type B 

application procedure set forth in Section 1301; and 

2. Minor alterations of a conditional use may be approved by the Director if 

requested prior to issuance of building permits for the conditional use. 

Minor alterations are those changes which may affect the siting and 

dimensions of structural and other improvements relating to the 

conditional use, and may include small changes in the use itself. Any 

change which would affect the basic type, character, arrangement or intent 

of the conditional use originally approved shall be considered a major 

alteration. 

C. Where the granting of a conditional use permit is contingent upon an amendment 

to this ordinance and an application for such amendment has been recommended 

for approval by the Commission, the Commission may authorize the granting of a 

conditional use permit contingent upon the necessary final action of the Board in 

respect to the required ordinance amendment and further action by the 

Commission shall not be necessary. 

D. A conditional use approval involving construction shall be null and void two (2) 

years from the date of final approval unless completion or substantial construction 

has taken place. In any case where a conditional use approval does not involve 

construction, the approval shall be null and void one (1) year from the date of 

final approval unless the approval has been implemented. The Director may 

extend the conditional use permit for an additional period not to exceed one (1) 

year upon receipt of a written request from the applicant demonstrating good 

cause for the delay and provided that the request to extend the permit is received 

by the Director prior to expiration of the original conditional use approval. [Amended 

8/13/98, Ord. 657] 

1202.06  Compliance with Conditions  

Compliance with conditions imposed in granting a conditional use permit and adherence 

to the approved plot plan shall be required. Any departure from these conditions of 

approval and approved plans constitutes a violation of this ordinance. The Director may 

revoke any conditional use permit for failure to comply with any prescribed condition of 

the conditional use permit approval or for any other violation of this ordinance. 

1202.07  Revocation of a Conditional Use Permit  

The procedure for the revocation of a conditional use permit shall be as follows: 

 

A. If, upon review by the Director, a failure to comply with any condition imposed in 

granting a conditional use permit or other violations of this ordinance is found, the 

Director shall inform the applicant by registered letter and first class mail of the 

violation and shall require compliance within sixty (60) days, or the Director will 

take action under subsection (B) of this section to revoke approval of the 
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conditional use. The Director's letter, constituting Notice of Intent to Revoke, may 

be appealed to the Board within thirty (30) days of its mailing. The Board shall 

consider the appeal in accordance with Section 1403 and may affirm, reverse, or 

modify the Director's Notice of Intent to Revoke. The applicant must comply with 

the Board's Order on Appeal of Notice of Intent to Revoke within thirty (30) days 

of the issuance of the Board's decision. If the applicant does not comply with the 

Boards Order within thirty (30) days, the Director shall take action under 

subsection (B) of this section to revoke approval of the conditional use. The 

Director may extend the time for compliance if the applicant provides financial or 

other assurances suitable to the Director that the conditions of approval will be 

satisfied and maintained. 

B. If the violation is not corrected within the time required by subsection A, the 

Director shall notify the applicant by registered and first class mail that the 

conditional use permit has been revoked, and that any subsequent action on the 

application will require a new application for conditional use approval. 

 
Return to the top of the document  

Zoning Table of Contents  
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Vicinity Map of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project – Zoning 
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From: HINZE Donna L
To: Austin Bloom; BLAIR Andrew
Subject: RE: NOT TO BE FORWARDED: Mowing width communication documentation
Date: Friday, May 10, 2019 10:19:37 AM

Noted and it is private, and I appreciate this coordination.  ODOT will make the call as it is our permit.  Im sure you informed County
what your needs were.  In my view this is a federal project and we will meet federal obligations regardless.
 

From: Austin Bloom [mailto:ABloom@obec.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2019 10:09 AM
To: HINZE Donna L; BLAIR Andrew
Subject: NOT TO BE FORWARDED: Mowing width communication documentation

I’m hesitant sending this, but, ultimately my reputation is what is most important to me.

Wanted to send this info on a different thread just to make sure this response didn’t get accidentally mixed in with other emails.  I am in a
very precarious situation as the consultant here, so I’m putting my trust in you two to keep some emails/communications private.  For both
my reputation and because ODOT and OBEC work together basically constantly, it is important to me that you two know that I feel I have
done all I can to inform my client about this need and the process to carry it out.  It is important to me that ODOT knows they can trust
me/OBEC. Please exercise extreme caution in using this information in a way that could end up impacting my client relationship with the
County. I request that you don’t forward or share this

I just want to be very clear that I communicated to the County via numerous mediums (email, visual aids, meetings, phone calls) what the
vegetation clearing requirements were. I don’t want the finger to be pointed at me because of this vegetation clearing issue.  In addition to
phone calls, see attached email (and embedded figure) and below snippets showing a small example of my communication to the county
about this issue:

Snippet from our scope (which is part of our contract document) from the “responsibilities section”.  Contract executed 3/18.19:

Snippets from Survey and Geotech scope language:

Snippets from kickoff meeting notes (the maintenance person was at the meeting so heard this discussion about width of mowing):

Donna/AJ, I fully understand that ODOT is in a bad situation here as well with the MBTA, etc.  Although I hope we find a way to get the
drilling done (and I’ll do everything I can to help), there will in no way be any hard feelings whatsoever if the answer to additional mowing is
“no”.  I get it and fully understand.
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Thanks,

Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental

OBEC Consulting Engineers
a DOWL LLC Company
-

541.762.2093 | direct
541.206.2976 | cell

From: HINZE Donna L [mailto:Donna.L.HINZE@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2019 9:04 AM
To: Austin Bloom
Cc: MAGUIRE Christine C *Chris; BLAIR Andrew; THIEL Katie
Subject: RE: Extension for Yamhill County ROW Mowing

Yes I aware this is the south we are talking about, but we probably have nesting now... it is May..and since due diligence failed
somehow in getting the appropriate work performed, we would likely now have take and we may not do that.  Hence I have tied in
Chris.   It should have been made clear to the Yamhill maintenance forces what the swath should be.  And, Carrie should not be
calling APHIS directly, as this communication is through ODOT on our permit.  Her request should go to AJ with a cc to me and Katie.
 
Donna
 

From: Austin Bloom [mailto:ABloom@obec.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2019 8:54 AM
To: HINZE Donna L; BLAIR Andrew; THIEL Katie; MAGUIRE Christine C *Chris
Cc: matthew.j.alex@usda.gov
Subject: RE: Extension for Yamhill County ROW Mowing

The drilling has been completed for Stag Hollow, so we are good to go at that project location and have everything we need geotech and
access wise for the stag hollow design to begin.  This request is for the south bridge.

Just wanted to clarify

Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental

OBEC Consulting Engineers
a DOWL LLC Company
-

541.762.2093 | direct
541.206.2976 | cell

From: HINZE Donna L [mailto:Donna.L.HINZE@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2019 8:34 AM
To: BLAIR Andrew; THIEL Katie; MAGUIRE Christine C *Chris
Cc: Austin Bloom; matthew.j.alex@usda.gov
Subject: FW: Extension for Yamhill County ROW Mowing
Importance: High

Communication again.  The area should have been cleared to accommodate the needs of OBEC’s drilling operation.  We need some
better communication and clear expectations.  This puts APHIS in a bind, and apparently the County did not put in the appropriate
level of effort.  Thoughts, Chris?  Obviously there is a need to get the drill data at Stag Hollow.  There is mobilization cost for a
second drill effort if this is delayed till September.  Thoughts, Chris? 
 
Donna
 

From: Alex, Matthew J - APHIS [mailto:matthew.j.alex@usda.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2019 3:18 PM
To: HINZE Donna L
Subject: FW: Extension for Yamhill County ROW Mowing
Importance: High

Hi Donna,
I received the below request from Yamhill County and wanted to keep you in the loop.
 
I will fit in another inspection tomorrow if I really have to but I’m not thrilled about the late notice plus I thought the 12’ swath was
done back in April after I gave them the initial clearance.  Why was only 5’ done if they knew they eventually would need 12’?
 

Matt Alex

 but we probably have nesting now... it is May..and since due diligence failed
somehow in getting the appropriate work performed, we would likely now have take and we may not do that.
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Wildlife Biologist
USDA/APHIS/Wildlife Services
Beaverton, OR
503-530-6445
 
 
 
 

From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2019 2:08 PM
To: Alex, Matthew J - APHIS <matthew.j.alex@usda.gov>
Cc: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Austin Bloom <abloom@obec.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Extension for Yamhill County ROW Mowing
Importance: High

Hi Matt,
 
Yamhill County has received a request to widen the swath of cleared ground to accommodate geotechnical drilling off near
the Fryer Road entrance to the ROW. There is a current cleared path that is approximately 5 ft wide in the center of the
corridor (matching the path you made with your machete a couple weeks ago), but the drilling rig requires a 12 ft clearance.
 
The last bit of geotech drilling is scheduled for Thursday, May 16th, and our Parks crew is able to do the clearing on
Saturday, May 11th. Would it be possible for Yamhill County to get an additional work week window?
 
Thank you for your help!
 
Carrie Martin

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized
interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the
violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and
delete the email immediately.
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From: HINZE Donna L
To: Carrie Martin; BLAIR Andrew
Cc: THIEL Katie; LGS-ConnectOregon; Ken Huffer; Austin Bloom; Jarod Logsdon; Todd Sadlo; MAGUIRE Christine C

*Chris; matthew.j.alex@usda.gov
Subject: RE: Request for Yamhill County to Contact APHIS
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2019 8:10:15 AM

Carrie,
 
Your contact with APHIS for purposes of establishing you own agreement with them has nothing to
do with us and our permit.  Be advised however, that the corridor is still covered by federal
requirements, regardless of funding source.  We cannot violate the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and
due diligence is required to prevent takes. 
 
If you negotiate your own contract, it will be the responsibility of APHIS and the County to assure
compliance with any permit requirements, and if APHIS indicates too high a risk for their permit that
is where the issue will need to stand.  The ODOT permit is not available at this time.
 
Donna
 

From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2019 2:58 PM
To: HINZE Donna L; BLAIR Andrew
Cc: THIEL Katie; LGS-ConnectOregon; Ken Huffer; Austin Bloom; Jarod Logsdon; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Request for Yamhill County to Contact APHIS
Importance: High
 
Good afternoon, Donna,
 
I would like to request permission for Yamhill County to contact APHIS directly, through
wildlife biologist Matt Alex, for the purpose of establishing an independent agreement
between Yamhill County and APHIS.
 
The County has several pressing trail-related issues in segments of the corridor that are not
currently under the ConnectOregon VI project scope. Most notably, is the concern the City of
Carlton has with the segment of the ROW that passes through the downtown area, and which
they feel poses a fire hazard. 
 
It is my understanding that the establishment of an agreement between the County and APHIS
may take 2-3 months to execute, and we would like to get started as soon as possible.
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 
KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC 

P.O. BOX 159 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

TEL: (503) 636-0069 

 

CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 1 

I hereby certify that on April 9, 2020, I served a true and correct copy of this 2 

MOTION FOR STAY, by First Class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, and provided a 3 

courtesy copy via email, on the following persons: 4 

Christian Boenisch, County Counsel 
Todd Sadlo, Asst. County Counsel 
Yamhill County Counsel’s Office 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503) 434-7502 
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us  
sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us  
 

Casey Kulla, Chair 
Yamhill County Board of 
Commissioners 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503) 434-7502 
kullac@co.yamhill.or.us  
 

I further certify that on April 9, 2020, I filed the original plus 1 copy of said 5 

document, by hand delivery, with the Land Use Board of Appeals, 775 Summer 6 

Street NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283. 7 

Dated this 9th day of April, 2020. 8 

       KELLINGTON LAW GROUP PC 9 

       By:  10 
       Wendie L. Kellington, OSB #832589 11 
       wk@klgpc.com  12 

Attorney for Petitioners 13 
 14 

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF TFIE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTFry, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-0321033

EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION
REQUESTED

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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4
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9

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COLNTY,

Respondents

PETITIONERS' REPLY TO RBSPONDENT'S RESPONSE TO MOTION
FOR A STAY; REPLY TO RESPONSE TO RECORD OBJECTION AND

PRELIMINARY RESPONSE TO COUNTY MOTION TO DISMISS

I. Summary

The County is unlawfully building the Yamhelas Trail Bridge to include

public access between that trail bridge and what has been described by the county

in previous decisions remanded by LUBAI, as a trailhead at the so-called "Bus

I Board Order 19-94, p 9, remanded by LttBA in Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, _
Or LUBA _ (LUBA No 20 1 9-047 , Oct 1 1 , 2019) (" Van Dyke II ").

KI'I,],ING'I'ON ],AW GROUP, PC
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1 Barn" pursuant to the challenged decision. The challenged decision and the

construction that it authorizes, abuses the public, this Board and the

"administrative process," by employing bait and switch tactics and a disregard for

the law. The county response to the Motion for Stay ranges from untruth, to

misrepresentation to meritless speculation and, in the end, demonstrates exactly

why LUBA should order the interim stay to become permanent.

When Petitioners challenged the eountv eontraet to design and oversee this

exact same trail bridge's construction, the county sought to escape review, as it

attempts to accomplish here. In so doing, the county convinced LUBA that it

committed to construct nothing and represented that if it ever did build this exact

same trail bridge, that it would first have land use permission. Now, when

Petitioners challenge the county decision to construct the exact same trail bridge

without the promised land use approval,the county claims variously that

Petitioners did not catch them soon enough and, on second thought, the trail

bridge is really a $1mm maintenance bridge, not for public access.

The latest county position in the Response is a sham. It is law of the case

that the trail bridge is a trail bridge and requires a conditional use permit.

Moreover, the county's representations that the trail bridge is a trail bridge and

that" atrail bridge requires land use permission to construct, are 'Judicial

admissions" which bind it. In order to obtain, and as a result the county did

KEI-I,ING'I'ON J-AW (J1{OUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

r.nKlt oswrico, oR 97034
11d.: (503) 636-006e
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I obtain, dismissal of Petitioners' appeal concerning design and construction

oversight of the exact trail bridge at issue here, the county asserted that under

LUBA's decision in Dorall v. Coos County,53 or LUBA 32 (2006), that the

county can only construct the bridge after land use approval is obtained. County

Reply to Response to Respondent's Motion to Dismiss at 6, Van Dyke v. Yamhill

County, _ Or LUBA _ (LUBA No 2019-038140, Oct 1 1,2019) ("Van Dyk"

III") (Exhibit 1, p 6):

kind. piaintiffs also cited Dorall, where petitioners appealetl a ,.concession

agrcem*nt" entered into by Coos County. tt"IBA eited Z_RZ-Re_e!ry eqlapa[y_ll

Citv of Fortland, 49 or LLIBA 309,32a-zl {2005) (also cited by the counry in its

Mstian to l)ismiss in this case) in conclucling that an agreement that "anticipatelsl

that futur{ land use approvals wei'e neeeled" befbre construction can take place is not

a "land use deeision.' qat 35) Derall supports the county's position in this case,

considering that the "Project Description, Background, and Understanding" clause

in the OBEC contract requires that the consultant: "2) Secure all enviroruncntal

elearances and pennits nceded to construct the lfuee bridges," (Exhibit I to

Respondents specifically asserted in Van Dk" III that "construction of the bridges

10 in this case is contingent on subsequent land use approvals. ***" Motion for Stay,

1 1 Exhibit 3, p 4-5. And LUBA dismissed Petitioners' appeal on this very basis.

12 Van Dyke III at*15.
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Those are judicial admissions that removed the issue of whether this exact

bridge, the design and the construction for which is now being supervised under

the same contract at issue inVan Dyke III,is a trail bridge requiring land use

approval, from consideration now. Cox v. C & H Reforesters, lnc.,239 Or App

I0l, 146 (2010) (Defendant's position in pleadings over a three-year period that a

promissory note had a particular interest rate, was a judicial admission that

removed the interest rate from consideration at trial, and the defendant could not

later claim the interest rate was too high.).

Regardless, there is no evidence to support the Response's statements that

the trail bridge, bought and paid for with public money for a trail bridge, applied

for as a trail bridge, touted as a trail bridge, and reviewed by LLJBA three times as

atrailbridge, is not a trail bridge. The challenged decision itself characterizes the

subject construction as construction for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and a

member of the goveming body in adopting the challenged decision crowed the

challenged decision "continues on a road, a long, tedious road of getting the trail

in and getting the trail "finished." Motion for Stay, p 5. LUBA should not be

fooled by the Response.

While Petitioners will provide in an additional supplemental response to the

county's disingenuous jurisdictional claim; the following summary, detail

explanations below, and attached evidence, provides ample justification for

KL,I-I,ING'I'ON T,AW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX i59
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I LUBA to order that its interim stay become perrnanent and that it has jurisdiction.

2 Petitioners respectfully request that LUBA do so.
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1. The pesticide Gramoxone Ben Van Dyke sprays, prevents spraying
"around" the trail including the bridge and its associated areas. It does
not have the label that the county touts. Moreover, there is no
discernable difference between the label that the county touts, that
prohibits spraying "in public recreational settings" and the label that
informs Mr. Van Dyke's operations, which prohibits spraying "around"
recreational areas. The county offers no plausible explanation or
evidence to the contrary.

2. Ben Van Dyke plans to market hazelnuts from his orchard this year.
Food safety laws and related certifications are jeopardized by the
county's illegal construction activities and should be stopped to prevent
the irreparable harm of the Van Dyke hazelnuts being unmerchantable
this year, as well as the reputational damage that will affect
merchantability in subsequent years.

3. Ben Van Dyke's orchard is about 50' from the construction areaand
construction workers mill around the site, coming closer to the Van Dyke
orchard than that. Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). As a result
of the county's illegal construction, Mr. Van Dyke has been prevented
from applying three different pesticides that he needs to spray in order to
keep his orchard healthy and merchantable. Id.For those pesticides the
labels for which do not prevent spraying around recreational areas, those
he must spray at night, so as to avoid construction workers. Decl of Ben
Van Dyke (Motion for Stay, Exhibit 6). Night operations are more costly.
rd.

4. Mr. Van Dyke also has a seed farm further south of the bridge aboutYz
mile, within the trail "corridor" that will become accessible to dogs, and
people and horses when the trail bridge is completed. Supp Decl of Ben
Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). As Oregon State University explained, Mr. Van
Dyke must apply slug bait to deal with the slug scourge in this area or he
will lose his crop. Exhibit 2; Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 1a).
However, label restrictions on that slug bait, prohibit its use if the slug
bait application area cannot be secured against dogs which are attracted
to it. Exhibit2. If the challenged decision is not stayed (and ultimately
reversed or remanded), he will have to fence his seed crop or place an
employee on site to monitor trespass until the slug bait is dissolved by

KrjiJ.iN(;]'oN LAW GlroUP, P(l
P.O. BOX i59
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moisture, which can take several days. Fencing carries its own very
serious problems to include making it impossible or nearly so to get his
farm equipment back and forth across his commercial seed crop fields to
tend to and ultimately to harvest them. On the other hand, being forced
to hire an employee to be on site over several days to monitor against

trespass is a significant expense to Mr. Van Dyke that cannot be

recovered. Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 1a).

5. There is no dispute that the trail bridge is being constructed in a riparian
area. There is no dispute it is being constructed in an area the Oregon
Dcpartment of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) designates as spotled owl
habitat or that Stag Hollow Creek is a salmon bearing stream. The

county merely claims in its Response, that it provides an Exhibit 6 which
it says shows all "environrnental clearances" have been obtained.

Response at 5. Exhibit 6 shows no such thing. If the county means

Exhibit 7,that exhibit does not demonstrate that there is no colorable
claim of irreparable harm to environmental resources and does not
include ODFW "elearances" or any mention of spotted owl at all.

il. Colorable Claim of Error - The Countv is llleeallv Buildins the Trail

20 The challenged decision is the Board of Commissioners' Order dated

2I January 16, 2l2},entitled

22
ZJ

AGREEMENT FOR YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL (PHASE 2)
PROJECT

Yamhill County and Farline Bridge, Inc.

The Board of Commissioners at their January 16,2020 meeting considered

24

25

26 an order for approval of "an agreement between Yamhill County and Farline

27 Bridge, Inc. for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project in the amount of

28 $564,812 with a completion date of May 1,2020." Rec-9

29 Commissioner Olson (a member of the 3-person governing body) stated, at

30 that meeting, that the challenged decision "continues on a road, a long, tedious
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I road of getting the trail in and getting the trail finished." (Emphasis supplied.)

2 January 16,2020, Board of Commissioners Formal Session Audio at 2:20. No

person disagreed with that statement. No person disabused him of that statement.

As a matter of fact, immediately after he made that statement, the governing body

voted 2-l,lo approve the challenged decision (Motion for Stay, Exhibit 5):

[0:01:52] Kuila: [lntroduces agenda item F.1. - Consideration of approval of an agreernent between
Yamhill County and Farfine Eridge, lnc. for the Yamhelas Westsider Traif {Phase 2} Project in the amount
af 5564,517 with a completion date of May t,ZA2A. Opens item to conrments/discussion.]

[$:02:20] Ofson: Mr. Chair, ]think this continues on a road, a long, tedious road of getting the trail in and
getting the trail finished and in order to rneet our requirements and our deadlines I would, uh, I believe
that we shoufd approve"

[0:02:38] Kuila: Cornrnissianer Starrett, do you have any comments?

[0:02:aS] Starrett: After a motion l'll have comments.

[0:02:43J Kulla: Ok, that sounds good. lwould entertain a motion to approve...

[0:SZ:45] Ofson: 1... t'l[, uh, rnake a motisn to approve.

[O:02:48] Kuffa: Ok, u!n, any discussion?

[0:OZ:50J Starrett: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. Yes, I continue to have opposition to any more
expenditures on this because I believe that the tra!l is ill-advised in terms of the securing the rights and,
uh, property rights of our farmers, so I would not be in favor of any more expenditures on the trail.

[0:03:08] Kuf la: Ok, thank you. And you entertained the motion? ls there any other discussion?

[0:03:12] Olson: No.

[0:03:13] Kulla; Ok, I appreciate your comments and I appreciate your comments. Thank you very much

lCalls for vote.] All in favor, signify by saying "aye".

[0:03:17J [Olson and Kulla vote "aye".]

The county lawyer's statement in the Response does not trump the

governing body's statement of the intended effect of the challenged decision
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I Although this is enough to demonstrate the challenged decision approves

2 Yamhelas Westsider Trail construction, the county's November 20,2019 Call for
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Bids specified the work to be done as consisting of "constructing a prestressed

voided slab bridge, trail approaches, and other items detailed in the plans and

specifications". Motion for Stay, Exhibit 2,p 2 (Emphasis supplied.).

The construction is being funded with federal and state money for the

"Yamhelas $/estsider 'l'rail (Phase 2)". County Exhibi+" 7 , p l.

County Exhibit 7 , p I explains: "Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) is the

second of a number of phases needed to construct a multi-use trail ***." County

Exhibit 7,p I refers to the bridge as "the trail bridge". It (remarkably) cites as the

requisite land use authority for the "conditional use of a proposed trail," LUBA's

2018 remand and the county's March 28,2019 decision on remand (which LUBA

pervasively remanded later on). County Exhibit 7 , p 1 . It also (inaccurately)

boasts: "There will be no displacement or disproportionate impacts to any interest

group as a result of this bridge construction project, a phase of an approximately

nine-mile rail-to-trail project." County Exhibit 7 , p I

The challenged Yamhelas Westsider Trail construction includes the most

expensive trail bridge, and the access connecting the bridge to a parking lot

trailhead at the "Bus Barn" property, as the county explained it in the local
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1 decision (ordinance) that was challengedin Van Dyk" v. Yamhill County, _ Or

2 LttBA _ (LUBA No 2019-047 , Oct 1 I, 2019) ("Van Dyke II "):

transportatlon facility. 'lhe county also olns the 'Ilus .tsarn' property, rvhieh is the no$hern
tet'lnittrts of the Ya.mhill to Car'lton segrnent. Master Planning is underway, Although a ma*ter
plan has not yet been cornpleted, tho Brus Bam prnperty is large enongh, has water, subsurface
$ewage disposal and eleot!'icity, and it is feasible that the Bus tsarn propert! oan acconrmodate its
cuffent use and also selve a$ a trailheacl with res{r,oom faoilities and other amenlties for hell users.
The site cutrently has electrical service, The corridor has eristing roads and aceess to serve the
proposed use. For all of thsse reason$, the proposecl use is appropriate, consider.ing the adequacy

" 
uf public facilities and services cxisting or planned for: the area affeoted by the use,

-t

The county's decision challenged in Van Dyk" II made clear the trail bridge

was an integral part of the trail:

C. The county has reseived ndditional grarit furrding to begin planniug and
construction of onc trail bridge, and to develop plans for ttrya additionai hail water crossings within
a segmeffi of the plannsd hail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, to the city limits
of the City of Carlton;

4"3 The topography of the parcel is relativcly flat, with a grade that was appropriate for
reil nses and is likewise approprinte for tme by walkers, runnersr bicyclists and eque$trians. Tbers
are drainageways that ctoss the eon'idor, including Stag Hcllow Creek antl tlvo unnamed
clrainages. Railroad lacilities crsssed those drainages wifhout diffi.culty, and ii is tbasible for the
ttail to ctoss the sante drainages. The county has obtained a gtant tc plan for and design tlxee
bridges, and to build a bridgo anoss Stag Ilollow Creck.

The county received funding for the trail bridge under the oregon

Department of Transportation's (ODOT) ConnectOregon Fund Program expressly

10 for a trail bridge. Exhibit 3, p 13
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1

2

h'ojtct Nrme: Yaruhelas Wettsider Tr-ail: Bridge L-oustrrrction

A. PROJECT DESCRTPTION

The Project includes plzuurirag ant{ desigr of tluee pedestri*n bridgss a$d constnrcts are cf the bridg*.
The Project cou:ists *f deuign of pedesn'rau briclger along the Yanihelar tr\"'estsidcr Trail includias a) srrl

apgroxirnatell. lfl]-fost riggle spaft qtflrcfure ideotilied as llrurarlted Creek No" I Bridge (South of Stae

Fi*[t*.*. Creeki; and b] an approximatety 8]-tbot singie rpirn sfucture identified as Llnlnned Creelc No'

I tsridge inorth of Fq'er Road'!. A third bridge" approrirnntely lll feet is [ength- single sp;ur pedesU-ian

bndge. rdentifid ur St*g Holloc. Creek bridge. *iill he desigrred a:rd comstructc& The bridge *'ill be

oFel to the public and is expected to pm.ide a eafer csute to tehcol: in tfue ca,ni,nruniry=. The Stag ]Iollorv
Cr*ek hndgs n"iltr ieclude tire *$-irich pr€ca5t. p,rerffiessed box 

-sirderl 
supptxted on reinfsreed concrete

pile cap: and drir-e piler,

This is unsurprising because to get that ODOT money, the county applied

3 fo, o trail bridge for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Exhibit a). Highlights of the

4 county application for the bridge funding includes county promises to ODOT that

5 if ODOT funded it, the "corridor", to include the trail bridges, would be only for

6 bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian use and that there would be no other "interim"

7 use." Exhibit 4, p 7 . This of course is contrary to the county's claim in its

8 Response, that the trail bridge is not available for public use and will be used by

g the county for maintenance. The below excerpts from the county's application for

10 the ODOT money that the county has long admitted funded and funds the bridge

11 construction, is conclusive as to what that money is building:

Brief summary of project {max 400 characters)

The project will encompass the planning, design and engineering of three new pedestrian bridges and the construction

of a bricige over the Stag Hollow Creek. All proposed bridges will be located along the future Yamhelas Westsider Trail

near yarnhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 ancl this is the first phase of development creating Yamhill

County's first rnulti-modal regional trail.
t2
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1

This project will comptete the planning, design and engineering of bicycle and pedestrian bridges between the cities of
Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) and construct the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. This
is the first phase of development of the YWT, a l7 mile multi modal transportation corridor. The Stag Hollow Creek
pedestrian bridge is a 1 1 1-foot single span bridge consisting of five 48-inch precast prestressed box griders supported on
reinforced concrete pile caps and driven piles. The shared-use path, and out-to-out dimension of the superstructure, is
20ft wide. Two other bridges require engineering and design work. Unnamed Creek No. I (South of Staq Hollow Creek) is

The prolect will result in the first key €onnection between rural cities, providing the first off-highway bicycfe, pedestrian
and equestrian path in the Northern Yanrhilt Vatley. This is the first phase of developrnent for the project. ln October 2016
the county will own approximately tr ?.48 miles of the corridor (currently owned by Union Pacific), land acquired through
the STiP TE grant program {9mi} and the OPRD LGGP (3.48mi).
The public benefits from this proiect are ample and revolve around transportation safety, non-highway regional
connection, reductisn of the number of bicycte and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county roads, creates a

safe route to focal schoofs, supports pubiic health and recreation, allows freight and rnotorist to travel without sharing
narrow roadways with bi€ycfes and pedestrians and willbe a strong economic development driver in Yamhlll County.
More specifically, out of state visitors who participated in bicycle-related activitiee spent 5174.6 mitlion on
accommodation and food servfces, 553.5 rniltion on groceries, 571.5 miltiorr on motor fuet, $31.9 million on bicycle/
cycling event fees. and 527.9 o* bicycfe repairs, clothing, and gear. ln addition. this kricycfe-related travel spending
directly supparted about 4,600 jobs with earnings of approximately $ 1$2 million. The bicycle-related travel spending also
generated locaf and state tax receipts (todging taxes, motor fuel, and travel-genenated state income tax) of nearly 518

2 miftion in2A12 (Runyan.20I2).

8. Project mode

f- Aviaticn fr BicyclelPedestrian f- Marine f Rail f- Transit
aJ

12. After project completfion unho will assume responsihillty for the continued wraintenance and operation of the
project?

Yarnhill County and The Friends of the Yarnhefas Westsider Trail. 5S1 {c}(3} non-profit
4

5

14. What is the status of funds for maintenance and operations?

C Secured - available now € Budgeted - committed for future C Unknown or unconfirmed

Describe how and when these steps will occur. lf unknown or unconfirmed, explain or describe necessary steps for funding
assurance (max 400 characters):

The project will be maintained by the county and the FYWT 501(cX3) non-profit. The county will assist the group in
maintaining the corridor primarily through the inmate labor work crew program. The FYWT are committed to long-term
maintenance of the path and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going
improvements to the path. See attached letter.
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1

21. lf the proje€t is part of a larger project, describe the scope of the entire project. lnclude the total amounts of
public and private investment in the proposed project" Please note rivhich pcrtions of the proiect are already
completed or already funded and which remaining portions are ConnectOregon Vl eligible. tmax 1200 characters)

The YWT Pedestrian Bridge Construction is the first phase of consttuction for the project. The greater project is a 1 7 mile

multi modal transportaticn path connecting McMinnville to Forest Grove. This key piece of infrastructure will allow safe

access to the trait ar:d facilitate the connection between Yamhilt and Carlton. The project will be developed over time,

however, the county and its partners have identified the construction of bicycle and pedestrian bridges as an essential

step towards keeping users safe along the trail. The corridor will have no interirn use; it witl only be used for bicycle,

pedestrian and equestrian transportation. The YWT is deeply rooted in the community and once public ownership is

complete, residents and visitors will request access to the trail, no mafter the condition. trhe bridges wilt provide safe and

continuous access a[ong the path, creating a key alternative transportation route for students cor*rnuting to middle and

high school from Carlton to Yamhitl

26. Describe how the proposed project is consistent with or identified in a public or corporate ptrenning document.
Provide the portion ofthe do€urnent that applies. (nrax 400 characters)

The YWT is inclucled in the cotrnty TSP and was adopted through ORD 880 as stated: "to Accomodate the Yamhelas'Rails

to Trails' Project," This amendment to the TSP was developed Lry }RH Transporation Engineering, the authors of the i 996

TsF, p9.14.

2g. Describe any unique construction-readiness, project implementation issues or possible delays not identified
above: (max 1 600 characters)

F,rll clacion enr{ normirtinn far the rnnstrlctron ohase l.lill need to occur before the nroiect is construction readr/. Ther srr vsJrv' 
'

current request incfudes these steps in the cost of the project. The project is supported by the county ancl the proiect

partner, the Friends of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail, and county staff are dedicated to the project's devetopment. The

project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhilt and Gaston. This first phase of development will propel the
project's future developrnent.

(max 4U0 cnaractersl

The construction of the Stag Hollow Creek Bridge creates a key piece of infrastructure for the YWT and wilf connect the cities of Yamhill

Carlton. This nel,v transportation link will create the first regional bicycle and pedestrian trail in Yamhill County. This allows non-

users safe passage on the otf-highuray muiti modal corricior, reciucing risk fr:r aii highways users

Additionally, the county took its Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge funding

quest to the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department's (OPRD) Recreational

Trails Program and applied and received funding from that program as well

Exhibit 5, p 11:

What qre ysu proposing io da?

Tlre Fropsssd Yrnrhelae Wec*sirlx Tnil Sridge Constru*lion prolect will provide gap fundlrq for the conetructlon of a bfeyc'l#pedeekian brldge

over Slag l{ollow Cro6l€ tn Varflhlll CiHjnry, Ths br}dg€ uill bd loe*ted sloilg ths f{trir€ Yefth€lf,s W*tl$idtrTrail fle*r'thd Cily of Yacnhill, orsgsn.

The prsisct srea i* parallel ts SR 47 and is &e firnt pfrase of develegn€nt €reatin{ Vernhill Gcwttt't ftrat nwltl-rn+dal rqlonai tmil.
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1 OPRD's Recreational Trails Program is not known to fund million-dollar

2 county maintenance bridges with no public access.

As explained above in the "Summary", it is law of the case that the trail

bridge is a trail bridge and requires land use approval. Mill Creek Glen Protection

Assn v. Umatilla County,88 Or App 522,526-27 746P2d728 (1987); see also

Weeks v. City of Tillamook,Il3 Or App 285, 832P2d 1246 (1992) (the fact that

procedural irregularities existed in local government's decision did not prevent it

from being a land use decision subject to review by LUBA). Ar is also explained

above, the county is bound by its judicial admission that the trail bridge is a trail

bridge and requires land use approval. Cox v. C & H Reforesters, lnc.,239 Or App

l0l, 146 (2010) (Defendant's position in pleadings over a three-year period that a

promissory note had a particular interest rate, was a judicial admission that

removed the interest rate from consideration at trial, and the defendant could not

later claim the interest rate was too high.).

The county's Response which attempts to reinvent the trail bridge as

something other than what it has always been, as something contrary to what the

county has represented it to be and as contrary to what the goveming body

expressly stated in adopting the challenged decision was intended, lacks the benefit

of honesty and, even less, of evidentiary support
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m. Colorable Claim of Error - The Trail Requires IIse Aooroval

As explained above and in Petitioners' Motion for Stay, the county

represented to LUB AinVan Dyke lll,that "construction of the bridges in this case

is contingent on subsequent land use approvals. {<t*" Motion for Stay, Exhibit 3, p

4-5. As we also note, LUBA took the county at its word and held that construction

of the trail bridges are "development actions that must be authorized* *x bY other

land use decisions." Van Dyke III at * 15. Nevertheless, andbrazenly, the county

admits in its Response that it "is well aware that it does not currently have land use

authority to use the bridge in question for a public trail". Now, the county claims,

that simply does not matter. Response at 10.

The county repeatedly characterizedthe bridge as a part of the Yamhelas

Westsider Trail project in its pleadings to dismiss Van Dk" 111, including those

already submitted to the Board and see County Reply to Response to Respondent's

Motion to Dismiss at 9, Van Dyke /11(Exhikrit t, p 9)

and to conduct any surveys or studies it wants to conduct on that land. Tlte county

has also adopted Board Order 19-94 approvi*g a trail that includes the bridges being

designed by the ccunty, which petitioners snd others have appsaled {LLIBA No. 19-

047). Petitioners have not applied tbr a stay of that decision under ORS 197.845,

In pursuing dismissal of Van Dyke III, after filing its motion to dismiss that

case and promising land use approval before trail bridge construction could begin,
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I the county filed another pleading in which the county relied upon cases saying a

2 decision is not a land use decisionwhere future land use s were needed.

County Reply to Response to Respondent's Motion to Dismiss at 6, Van Dyke III

(Exhibit l, p 6)

kind. Plaintiffs also cited Dorcll, where petitioners appealed a "conc€ssion

agreement" entered into by coos county. LUBA cited ZRZ Rea!ry e_ompanv_tl

Citv of Portland,49 or LUBA 309,320-21 {2005) (also cited by rhe county in irs

Motion to Dismiss in &is case) in conciuding that an agreement that "anticipaie[sJ

that fi.rfur{ land use approvals were needed" before constructisn can uke place is not

a "land use decision." (at 35) Dorall *upports the county's position in this case,

eonsidering that the "Project Description, Background, and Understanding" clause

in the OBEC contract requires that the consultant: '-2) Seeure all environmental

clearances and permits needed to csnstruct the tluee bridges." {Exhibit I to

LLJBA dismissed on this basis. Van Dyke III at*75.

The county's bullying behavior in these appeals is also telling. The county

bullied Petitioners in its effort to dismiss Van Dyk" III by repeatedly threatening to

seek attorney fees against Petitioners for having the audacity to seek review of a

10 decision that did not approve construction. See County Reply to Response to

1 1 Respondent's Motion to Dismiss at 2 (Exhibit l,p 2); Reply to Supplemental

12 Response to Motion to Dismiss at 1 (Exhibit 6, p 1). Ironically, the county now

13 bullies Petitioners for challenging the very construction decision the county
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1 previously admitted would require land use approval (but does not have it),

attacking Petitioners because they did not challenge preliminary matters. The

county pleadings are insincere, remarkably bold efforts to get away with land

development that it knows violates Oregon's and its own strict land use laws, as

well as its own judicial admissions and promises.

IV Irreoarable Harm - The countv v claims that acceoted farmins

2
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ces of esticides are not
l^" ^^*-+*'^fl^- ^L' V lvWrrJlr LlrvLrvll \-' 4. +1.^ +-^il l^*i.l-oI Lt lL Ll At r lJr luYU

For starters, the county proves nothing useful by citing the new Gramoxone

label that says instead of prohibiting spraying "around" recreational areas, that it

now precludes spraying "in public recreational settings". This is a distinction

without a difference. The Response cites no legislative history, no expert opinion,

in fact nothing whatsoever that could relieve a reasonably prudent farmer using

this product of the obligation to not spray in a "public recreational setting," to

include an area around a public recreational trail. The Oregon Department of

Agriculture (ODA) has explained that the Farmers musJ follow the labels on the

pesticides that they spray. Exhibit 7.

Second, the label for the Gramoxone product that Mr, Van Qvke uses to

spray his hazelnuts prohibits spraying his adjacent hazelnut orchard because of the

presence of the trail bridge. This is because the label affixed to Mn Van Dyke's

Gramoxone does not have the new label that the county provides in its response,
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1 assuming the new label would make any difference (it doesn't appear to). Supp

Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14), Exhibit A.

Mr. Van Dyke's stockpiled Gramoxone expressly precludes spraying

"around recreational areas ". S.rpp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit l4). The county

does not dispute that this is a broad spray prohibition that irreparably harms Mr.

Van Dyke. Rather, the county shoots al atargelof its own making that simply

does not apply here

Pesticides must be applied in accordance with the label that is on the

product. Supp Decl of Ben van Dyke (Exhibit 14); Exhibit 7. Mr. van Dyke's

Gramoxone label indisputably prohibits spraying o'around" recreational facilities

and LUBA in Van Dk" II held this prohibition applies to the trail, including to this

exact trail bridge. Van Dyke II at *31-33; Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit

14), Exhibit A, p 5 and I 1. The label that is on Mr. Van Dyke's Gramoxone is

neither "expired" nor "withdrawn" and he must and will continue to use the

product, as the label directs, until his supply runs out. S,rpp Decl of Ben Van Dyke

(Exhibit 14). His current stockpile would be used likely through the end of this

year - long after this LUBA appeal is concluded, if the Stay remains in place. Id.If

the Stay is dissolved, he cannot use it even though it is important to the health of

his orchard to use it.1d.
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1 Further, the presence of the trail bridge precludes Mr. Van Dyke from

2 spraying Parazone, another chemical whose label contains the exact same

prohibition on spraying "around" recreational facilities. Supp Decl of Ben Van

Dyke (Exhibit 14), Exhibit B, p 3 and 5. The county does not claim otherwise

Moreover, Mr. Van Dyke is precluded from spraying by airblast and ground

application Lorsban and Yuma 4E, whose labels require up to a 50-foot buffer

between sensitive sites like the trail and the targeted application site. Supp Decl of

Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14), Exhibit C, p 3 and Exhibit D,p7. LUBA correctly

held that these labels require setbacks from the entire "area" of a sensitive site and

not simply setbacks from the bridge itself or from people who are present in that

area. Van Dyke II at *31. The trail bridge construction, including construction

workers milling around, is within the prohibited area.

Accordingly, Mr. Van Dyke has not been able to spray Lorsban and Yuma

4E because of the trail bridge. Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). Mr. Van

Dyke's inability to properly manage his hazelnut crop with needed chemical sprays

is irreparable harm.

Further, as noted in Petitioners' Motion for Stay, for those pesticides that

Petitioner can spray near the trail, they cannot be sprayed near unprotected

construction workers. Accordingly, because there have been daily construction

workers working on the approved construction, Mr. Van Dyke has been forced to
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I spray at night to avoid those construction workers. Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Motion

for Stay, Exhibit 6). Night spraying operations are more expensive and difficult

than traditional day operations. 1d.

These are irreparable harms because they threaten this year's crop and also

adds, and will continue to add, significant costs to Van Dyke's hazelnut farming

operation, which are costs that cannot be recovered.

Moreover, not far away, and on the trail "corridor" at issue in LUBA's

remand, Mr. Van Dyke also farms commercial seed crops. S.rpp Decl of Ben Van

Dyke (Exhibit 14). When the bridge is completed, the public and their dogs will

have access to his commercial seed crop farms, where he deploys a slug bait that

dogs find attractive and that kills them if they ingest it. See Exhibit 2; Supp Decl

of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit l4). Nothing in the challenged decision puts such

access off limits. Accordingly, if the construction is allowed to be completed, he

will have to fence his commercial seed crop farm or place an employee on-site to

monitor for trespass until the slug bait is dissolved by moisture, which can take

several days. Id.However, the problem with fencing is that he will then no longer

have access to both sides of his commercial seed crop fields and will find it

difficult or impossible to manage them as farm units for harvest and maintenance

farming. Id. The problem with a full-time trespass monitor over several days until
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1 slug bait is dissolved by moisture, is that this is extremely expensive. Id. Mr. Van

2 Dyke cannot recover those costs. Id.This harm is irreparable.

The harms to farming from the challenged decision are irreparable and are

patently unreasonable because the construction Mr. Van Dyke is having to work

around, is wholly unlawful and the county knows it.

V Irreoarable Harm - Food safetv laws aoolv durin a cron ,S srowth

ohase. as well as its harvest ohase

Ben Van Dyke's hazelnuts were planted in20l8 and are now second-year

trees capable of producing, and expected to produce, Hazelnuts. Supp Decl of Ben

Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). Mr. Van Dyke intends to market those Hazelnuts to local

packing houses this year, and in doing so must certi$r that the nuts comply with

food safety standards. Id.; Decl of Cody Staebler (Exhibit 1 1). Food safety

standards and certifications apply not only to the harvest phase, but also the growth

phase of a crop. 1d. Those food safety standards and certifications do not allow

litter and gar'oage to enter growing crop fields. 1d. The litter and other garbage

from construction workers on Mr. Van Dyke's farm irreparably jeopardizes his

ability to meet food safety standards and as a result harms his ability to marketing

his Hazelnuts this year. Supp Decl of Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). Given the

failed county promises that clog this record and the past three LUBA records, and

the strident, rude, anti-farmer positions the county now takes and has taken all
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I along, there is no objectively reasonable basis to conclude that the county will

2 prevent such food safety problems from reoccurring. The evidence is that when

the harm occurs (and it has), it is irreparable.

Further, the bridge provides access to commercial farming areas that were

formerly inaccessible. Supp Decl Ben Van Dyke (Exhibit 14). The bridge access

under construction will cause people and animals to access the unfenced corridor

and trespass onto Mr. Van Dyke's fields, causing serious food safety among other

serious issues. Id. The county's response does not claim otherwise.

The county's claim that other orchards are proximate to roads does not save

them. The challenged decision and the public recreational trail it facilitates, pose

special and distinct harms to farming. The trail, to include its access from the bus

bam trailhead, as well as the trail bridge, is designed to attract and facilitate

horseback riders and people walking their dogs, among others, but with no concern

for, or protections to, farming. There can be no serious dispute that food safety

issues caused by the trail bridge construction approved in the challenged decision

is an irreparable harm that the challenged decision does nothing to mitigate or

avoid; rather the county merely denies it has to do anything.
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VI Irreoarable Harm - The countv has not oroduced evidence that the

challensed construction complies with all state and federal

environmental laws.

The county claims its Exhibit 6 shows that it has obtained all environmental

clearances. Exhibit 6, however, shows nothing of the sort. If the county means to

cite Exhibit 7 to show it has obtained such clearances, what exactly that exhibit

imports on the topic, is unclear at best (the challenged decision after all approved

the county to proceed with Phase 2, which Exhibit 7 says requires more review):

An FSA Deterrnirtatlon of No fffect for t.ISFWS {except Streaked l-lorned Lark

eovereel by sepamte USFWS BlologicalOpinian) anel NMFS species was prepared

ilr 1015 uncler Phase I " No changes to the ctocurnent are anticipatecf urile:s there

is a change in species status or additiorral issues arlse. lrlo Lark habitat is present

in this APl.

tjSA I T&E Species
FAHF clocumentation was prepared for the pruject curriclor, includieg the cttrrent

bridge project, uncIer Phaso 1. Reviled doctlmentation il nr:t needed at this time.

Hcwever, the FAHP Completion Report for Phase 2 will need ts address whether a

temporary work brielge with footings ahove the regulated area was reeluired. Per

OEOT NMFS Liaison'fonr Loynes, a FAFIP Change For*r is currently not needed.

10 It has been 5 (five) years since anyone apparently evaluated species issues

11 and there is no reason to conclude that there has not been a "change in species

12 status or additional issues", since no one has apparently looked. Moreover, county

13 Exhibit 7 is not evidence that the county is complying with all state and

14 environmental laws. Rather, it is evidence that tfthe county complies with all state

15 and federal environmental laws, "neither an environmental assessment nor an

16 environmental impact statement" under NEPA is required. 40 CFR $ 1508.4
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1 The bar for a colorable claim of error to obtain a stay, is low and is

2 respectfully met here where the county adhered to no public process and relies only

aJ
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on 5-year old environmental information to attempt to show putting a bridge in a

riparian area, and salmonid stream, in spotted owl nesting areas and where there is

"Streaked Horned Lark" will not cause irreparable injury to those resources - when

it does not even address all of them. In this regard, county Exhibit 7 does not

establish compliance with spotted owl nesting concerns or salmonid requirements

identified on ODFW's mapping.

Further, it is undisputed that the construction is occurring in an area where

the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) map provided by Petitioners on page 16 of

their Motion for Stay, clearly shows a wetland at the location of the bridge. No

one has seen the wetland analysis to which the county points, what it means and

how that juxtaposes with the construction approved by the challenged decision.

There is nothing provided in the record to date that establishes the construction is

where Exhibit 7 seems to assume it will be. Exhibit 7 indicates that no

Department of State Lands (DSL) or U.S. Atmy Corps of Engineers (Corps)

permits were obtained for the project on the county's apparent promise that its

work approved in the challenged decision will stay outside of the wetlands. Given

the lack of candor reflectdd in the county's papers presented in this and Van Dyke

III,the county has little credibility.
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1 The bridge the county is illegally constructing will cause irreparable harm to

2 environmental values. How serious those are no one knows because of the

3 unlawful manner in which the county has proceeded. But one thing is sure. Once

this bridge is built, there is no going back to restore lost environmental resource

values.

VII. Balance of the Harms Tios to the Farmers not to e Corrntv

The county claims in its Response (p 8):

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11

T2

13

r4
15

16

2t

22 8, p 1):

"If the bridge is not completed, the county will need to discuss with ODOT
how to proceed, but someone will have paid nearly $1,000,000 for an

incomplete bridge. The costs to demobilize, protect the site during a stay

and remobilize to complete the bridge are unknown at this time. Those

costs are potentially substantial and unfair to impose on the county, which

can now cross the bridge, but cannot use it for fire maintenance and

control in its current condition (see Exhibit 10). The competing equities

in this matter are that the county faces substantial potential damages 'k**"

Like the rest of the county's Response, this rings hollow. Both Petitioners

17 as well as the dissenting county commissioner (Commissioner Starrett) have

18 warned the county for some time that the trail bridge is likely illegal and, that if the

19 county proceeds it may well have to be torn out and significant public money

20 repaid to ODOT and the federal government.

Petitioners' attorney's January 17,2019letter to the county lawyer (Exhibit
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Our fum rqpresenft the many. tllarly far:uers ll.hr are seriously aclverseXs iupnctecl by the
proposed Yirnhelar Trail aud wha :uccessftilly ovErt*'ned its appra-..alil D*cember. Thir l*tter
is rvrilten tr-r ask the Brrard of Couunirsiouers to pleare direct staffto inr:nediately hslt spencling
putrlic fllolley ol the Yanrhelas Trxil. and to aot amtircrize e\:eu rJtort elipe$gift**s snd- fuirtead.
tc foctti on lrhether the trai:l can be appror,ed in the lint place- atler conductfurg a ftill aud tair.
hearing appll.ing cu,rrert leeal staud.rrds. ar LUBA required.

That same letter warned the county that it was taking a significant risk in

moving forward with the trail by spending public monies on construction of the

bridge before the trail was legally established (Exhibit 8, p 2)

ThuE" the agplicant f*r the trail is in uo better po:i.ti*u th*u nr$,'dereJoper" w.ho elecrs to
tske a rery b'ig ri;k aud tc more tbrrard. kuo'*-ing full 

',1-ell 
that tXle praject naay be appealed and

the appr*la[ may toe lost" r's'nrere it i: app*ial*d and it is tro*t.lr"hich is rrhat b*ppened h.ere, Ehe
ody ditfer.ence is there" the risk-tskiue rtevelcper is pr*bably spendurg a &cru&'i gtrirrte rnxoney
and hese. ttrre C*unf3" st*ff applieant ir slxnding_frc{eruf. sfafe srrd JocaJpu&fic !:r$rsy"
"{cc*rdinsly: olrr cligsrts are disapptoiuted that the Cornry' ;tat} seeki the soneruing b+S.'s
approlal t* spend riguificanr aorotra.ts of pt&&c rlsasy cn eneiueering and eons&'usri*u of
bridges that ser,'e ns purp@t€ other than the now itrle-sal \-aurhelar Traii, S{oieur.l'er" theli are
sruprised and disnppcuinted t$ find surreo,.srs. heing paid by the Cci:n$.. p*king aceund their'
tirnus claiming rhar tlrey *re *rn-e3.ing ifl the idlegai rrail. n ajn ss exg:ert in p&[ie ethicr la*r cr
the trsrt's r*ear"ding penalties for the espenditme of publie m{f,rey on prcject* knor'"le to be
unla*-frri" btd i{ reems elenr that it ir the Cowrt_l'tsc,ard od Conrnrissionei-s '*r,}r* are the onel cln
the h*ok frrr r;ihirtes-er liabilities :here a!'e and tbe3. ar"e entitled ter he ath.i:ed cf their perii" The
proposans to let el-tu &xsre csftracts to spend nlsney tc eagine*r or csr;frutet Xrruts cf the trsil i:
vely nuch insep,.ara!:1y fuaternr ineel il'ith the TLTBA rernaud, \t.'ith all due lerXrect- clairns t* the
ccntrary ale ruliuppoe"tabtre.

And it explained that entering into subsequent contracts, as here for the

construction of the trail bridge, would expose the county to potentially serious

consequences (Exhibit 8, p 3-4)

Ftuther. r're underctand that Coturfl stalf is a:ki:rg the Boarcl of Couunissioue* to
fluthorize lettins ev€xl more contrf,ct! to obliee the County to spend the ^:10i6 Corurect0tegon \rI
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Er"aflt rtr Yafl*ill C*unt1' lbr the trail lbr a r,'r,hopping $l milliou plus. even though the Caurrry*

ruust ktr*rv th.rt at thil poilt thcrc i* uo lesnl bnsir i'al ittclr erpenditules:
i tt,ll2,l*e.?i"Thepn;eet*itl enCcmFa*u.episrlrne.deiig*eld,ngite€d'rgf:hc€lxwpedesltiar i
i bdQEE snd *e sonntructian cf a bridgJo*, ih" Stug :l-ollo* Criek. Ali prcptsed ondges i

i , will ba loeded dfi$ $e tubsc Ysfll!.asc l!\ls6lEiCs. Traii near yamhill. Orsgon. Th6_proFci i

i are*$p*ralierls0R,lTandthiF,sthqFrslphscecfds€loprfler{*issiingYsfl'*[g*]nlyt i
i , Frsi multi-msdai f*flq{ltl |tail. i

YantirllC<un{y

Ilt the B*ard of Comrnisri*urers did so- thirt rrould seerrr t* e,ltplrie tbern tc the

cciliequenfler of speu,ding pr.rblic ilirr]$ey c-'lil ft projett hn*rr'n tor bt ualan*.rl - r',:hatn*r tXl*t*
coa5f;d}uesces arc - bnt ;eeru,ingl3. t* irrelucle havine to rrpaSr the m*ney" pay &tl:* inclermitlcati*n
or detenre *i a srart*r- beulg liable t* pay the c*ntract*rs Fe{ tireir agreeluents lr-itir lire Coun}'.
agd *'lrater-er ofhes liabilitier tlaere are-

Petitioners' attorney's February 7 ,2019 letter to the county Board of

Commissioners further explained (Exhibit 9, p 1)

trt is a c$fiect a:surupti** tlaat if the r$lnxt5 gcl'errri*g tody autharizel opendiug ticleral.

rtate and c4rrifiq'pubtic $x&rriy to +1esig:r ara,C buil*i trail bridees no','t'- ft{ ff tinlt t*-ben tXre Bcard ir
'.;r ell aruars rlrat it i, at l.eart *qrwli3' Xr*ssitrtre {*rd i thjnli rnore pctiiirlei that tXr,e triril an'd its

tuidges ca{ulnt be lav;tull3 e:tab*lirXred al-rd m*ittnfuied- th.En i{ r'.',:uld :rpl}ee! that the c$unti'- i!.

eufegaitins the poi;ihiliq'cf [ur+o,riugly tusipexrdilg prrblic d*ll*r";. I dsn't b*liert *hrre cnu

he a rEaronahle #irpute thnt tlie fixant rxr']nE is fsr trail hridee: t$ 5tip{xrrt the wail irs i.t rvas

repreleated in tbe apptricatiqln tstrt, flr* f,irct is. the fitant applieation r.l itt {$eflxi{ttlre . Our elients

pc,inted th.is out latt ;,-rar whelr the last srarr{ r.r as up lbr appual-al ard in yeari pr{or an'J tlrey
n ere igrr*re el. Gil en the Lega.l Srorture *f tire tr ail uon " ftic'ul er-er" they rSrould not be i*s&ortoJ'

In Petitioners' pleadings in Van Dyke III, Petitioners explained ODOT had

threatened to require the county to repay the ODOT grant if the trail bridge was

not completed (Petitioners' Supplemental Response to Motion to Dismiss, p 3):

"On February 28,2019, Ms. Theil specifically warned the county

governing body after it had postponed its February 28,20t9 decision to

authorize the OBEC contract to March 14,2019, that the county was at

risk of having to "pay back grant funds if the project [i.e. bridge

construction] is not completed * * *." Exhibit 1, p 12. Thus, having

authorized the execution of the OBE,C agreell1ent, the county is

committed to either build the Stag Hollow Bridge or repay ODOT its
money."

Yamhelss *'e*sder
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Commissioner Starrett raised the alarm in numerous proceedings including

those below. Partial Transcript of County Board of Commissioners lanuary I7,

2019 Formal Session (Exhibit 10, p 7)

Coruurissioner Starreft: lh-. Chair. I've l,rng had c,rncerns abotrt the liability that the c']rurq"
wotrld def,uritely incur sh.ould there be stallfug ot- rhis projecr ,ur complete cancellation of ir. ThE
other thing n have coilc.ffr about ir if 3'cu rva$i ttris Cornnest Ore_gr:u grant is specifreally f,or

these tl'pes of pr*iects, tr thfuk unlesl or turtil 11'e n:ean oussenres off thii filoney frrrn thr ltate.
lve're 

-g,lixlg 
to eontinue to see thirys proiects liike ctu crur l-eidcle bridges that are iur luc]r

di:;repair. btrt rve drm't allocate uroney fro:u the state and ll e dan"t pusfr" theiu to allocate &r*ney
ta rcpair theie bridges that are critical aot only fur our f,anners" hut tcr owr citizens, and t-or

plblic r'airery' r ehi:cles" ].et n-e will see the sfilte eonti,ntrally desi-pilute rroney t-or projects like this
nhich are not cr"itical-these are the likes and not the needr" So the trvo coueerns X hale is
ll-hether or aot w-€'re ping to incu more liafuifriry.'-,rlrrm .ive dou't kner',n' n haf "s goieg to happen
w.ith rhir trail. It's incurring sosre challenges. An$'r"-e slsc need tur make have a ser1 of a polica.
lltrer-e rye 5&r- ir: this cor:n{r the thingl that are a p,rioriq'- need to be firnded alrd encsrrsge the
ttare t$ do thst. Taking this kixld of eroney for tirese particular $)roJectr does nrrt encougage the
stare t$ fiil$- frrurd pr*jects trike critisal needls- like am hridges.

Partial Transcript of County Board of Commissioners February 5,2019 Informal

Session (Exhibit 10, p 11)
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1

{'rrr:$dssiouer' Starrett: No, 1.ol kncrv. I tbir* silce the ver1. ince'ptiein of the w''hole ldea of the

trnil, I're ahr.ny' had thar question that I brouglrt up atrotrt *.hat hapFenr. x.hat's aw liability.
n{rerE ch r'o'e go if thcsr palticul*r flilestoues arr*n't trret? .+,nd for rue. l'1:E nlp,"s1'5 questitr'n€d

our liabiliq. aud -"r.hat t]rirt rrauld entail. I think it's sigr:ificart, n tirink ttrrat '.r'e can rvisir all rve

*.ant that theie ir no liatriliry but erpeciallJr ffi\r with a praiect that's in iitieatiou" a prr:ject that.

ycu kuo,,.r. I've a[rrn1.l said rre don't irar=. a5 ].flr,r-\e hrotrgrnu rip. Conuuissiouei' [t]lrrrn]. a

rltfl;ter plan. n-e dcn't have a cc,;t projecti,:n *r tc u,hat thi: pr*ject rvould cost. There *re jutt erf,

ruany truf,-morni eud ro' r:ran3* c**:iideratious. th.at f,:r m; t* c*ntitue tc put *ruselveI iu jeeprtdy

i:r tfl'm* of there padietitrar- these p*rticular grautr. I tldxrk lve. \r e. n thiil& all politics originates

fcosr e::rotiou" ilrere-s a lqlt *f e$rltios hese. Everlt*d-r,'. -l'*u knrrv. peogle !E] 1-,* rvant this- r','e

n ant this trail. but I ttdrdc it"r inrgroxtffrt for trs to rtrt nf, be adtrlt: ar.d pnut aside eruction alrd tnke

a ia*k t: the hard facts that irre asroeiated rs itL takfurg cn a iiability that *-e rei'tLtl'" at this

particulirr poi,nt. '.r 
*u[d be" n t-eel" irrerp*:'ar:.ible to take on irnd i:nctrr a risk, Thege's n* quet{icn

xb*:ut the facr th"lt lytr're gettur.gl su* ef the bum's mesfu ou thir. I grlt ao enrail fEcm *oruebcdS''

n ho sa3'r" "It'r 3"*ur- je.*b, to get ruaoer,.. =l + {" If there i:. m*nep'" your jerir i+ to get it. " ffk. snd I
1fuink that particular rueir{*lity iE rl hat'i e$4 6f i1-1ffi "ve gt:t ru{r'rxeT tln th,e tahLe . n'e'l e got ta
get it at all co:t" er-en if thEre 's liabiliry.- f* the eorrntv. A:ed I think rrE need to: just re*lly put the

br:akes sn until r,r e knco.n, w" hEse \re 're soixlu H'ith thir" ,rhT

Staff responded to those concerns by asserting there was really no problem.

For example, see Partial Transcript of County Board of Commissioners January

17,2019Informal Session (Exhibit 10, p 6)

{'arrie i\4artin: And *'hile there is ahvavs the possibility- like Ken mentio*e{t. lre ha'n'e a very

specitic staternent of rvork that is tied to milestones. As rve coinplete each olthose pieces of
reall.v the trroader agreement and then rve receive those reicrbursements. \\'e are not deiaulting on

an,v of those actir.ities ta that point. So if there is a poirrt at wlrich we cannot go flrrther, that

doesn't necessarily mean that we have in some rvay defaulted on the previous work. So that is,

it's more of a step by step process. So it r,vould be my opinion that it would be unlikely that there

r,vould be a rcquest from ODOT to leimburse [hose funcls, because those activities hacl occurred
just as agreed.

The county cannot in truth claim it is unfairly surprised by the request for

the stay or its issuance. The county has been literally bulldozing ahead with Trail

construction knowing full-well the consequences and simply hoping no one would

order them to stop or tear out its illegal development. It has made a choice and
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I now it is merely experiencing the consequences of that choice. The county is not

above the law and, if any private developer behaved as the county has and does,

the stay would become permanent in quick order. The stay here should be made

perrnanent for this county developer just the same. Accordingly, it is respectfully

requested that LUBA order the stay to become permanent, pending the outcome of

this appeal.

REPLY TO NSE TO RECORD OBJECTION

The challenged decisions are the approval and execution of an "Agreement

for Yamhelas Westsider trail (Phase 2) Project", between Yamhill County and

Farline Bridge, Inc. By its terms, the challenged decisions include a number of

documents, some of which have been made available to Petitioners through a

public records request. The challenged decisions expressbt state that they are

comprised of other documents:

"This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract
Documents that arc part of the Project:

"(A) Specifications and Call for Bids, November 2019

"(B) Special Provisions and Supplemental Standard Specifications for
County Road Construction, including Standard and Supplemental
General Conditions in form of oregon Standard Specifications for
Construction 2018 published by ODOT

"(C) Bid Schedules and Signature Page

"(D) First-tier subcontractor disclosure form

"(E) Bid Bond
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"(F) Prevailing Wage Rates effective at the time of Bid

"(G) Addenda (if any)

"(H) Perforrnance and Payment Bond

"(I) Notice of Intent to Award

"(J) This Agreement

"(K) Agreement Amendments (if any)

"(T,) Insurance Cettifi cates

"(M) Notice to Proceed

"(N) Change Orders (if any)

"(O) Notice of Substantial Completion of Project Acceptance

"(P) Warranty Period

"(Q) Required Contract Provisions for Federal-Aid Contracts
(FHWA- 1273);' Rec- 1.

LUBA's rules are clear that the record must include the final decision. OAR

661-010-0025(1)(a). The final decision includes the above documents, by its

express terms. The County must provide them for the record. Pure and simpie

Jurisdiction

Petitioners will provide a further response to the county's Preliminary

Motion to Dismiss early next week. However, there is no doubt that the

challenged decision is either a statutory or significant impacts land use decision

that was made without a hearing and that all Petitioners' have standing to bring this

appeal.
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I ORS 197.830(3) applies governing the timing of LUBA appeals of such

2 decisions. Specifically, the "actual notice" standard of ORS 197.830(3)(a) applies

to persons who are entitled to notice of the challenged decision. Yamhill County

Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 1402.01 requires notice to "affected property owners"

within 750 feet of the boundaries of the parcel, which is the subject of the

application, when proposed development is in a "farm or forest district" as is the

case here. Here, the subject parcel is an approximately I2.48-mile linear strip of

abandoned railroad right-of-way. See Exhibit 5, p 8. The bridge construction and

its access to the "Bus Barn" trailhead are all zoned EFU. Petitioners own or farm

property within 750 feet of the subject parcel.2 Petitioners were therefore entitled

to actual notice. "Actual notice" of the decision for purposes of

ORS 197.830(3)(a) refers to either "(1) the legally required written notice of the

decision, or (2) a copy of the decision itself[.]" Frymark v. Tillamook County,45

Or LUBA 685 (2003). The actual notice standard "is not satisfied by a petitioner's

receipt of information from other sources, such as casual conversations with a

2 Petitioner Tom Hammer, a local farmer, does not farm or own property within
750' of the abandoned right of way parcel upon which the trail construction is
taking place. He is adversely affected by the challenged decision because he has
been a Petitioner in all of the LUBA appeals to date and the county cut off his
participation by making the challenged decision without conducting a hearing or
following any of the required processes. He had no reason to know of the
challenged decision until his fellow farmers told him about it sometime after
March 2,2020. He has standing under ORS 197.830(3Xb).
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1 neighbor." Id.The county admits it never provided any actual notice of the

decision, not the legally required written notice nor a copy of the decision itself,

The appeal is also timely regardless of the "knew or should have known" standard

of ORS 1e7.830(3Xb)

Moreover even if the'knew or should have known' standard of ORS

197.830(3)(b) applies, then it runs from date of the challenged decision, not from

some date before {ne chaiiengerJ decision w-as made (as ihe county argues), when

the county was still engaged in whatever preliminary machinations the county has

stridently claimed are not reviewable on pain of seeking attorney fees against

anyone who tries

No petitioner had any reason to know that the January 16,2020 decision had

been made to proceed with construction until much later, to include John Van

Dyke and Lee Schrepel, when they saw construction start on March 2,2020. In his

deelaration, John Van Dyke states that he did not know that the county had decided

to start Qonstruction or that it could start construction until after the LUBA remand

proceedings had been conducted and then only if the county approved the trail

Exhibit 12.He also explains that he did notrealize the county was actually starting

to build the trail bridge until he saw it start to happen. 1d. Similarly, in his

declaration Lee Schrepel states that while he was aware the county had been

planning for the trail bridge because of his knowledge of the proceedings in Van
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I Dyke III,Mr. Schrepel assumed, based on information from his attorney, that no

2 construction could be approved until the county obtained the required land use

approvals. Exhibit 13. Given the county's undeniable promise that no construction

could start until the land use decision approving the same had been made, this is

reasonable. Moreover, given that the county had persuaded LUBA that it could

conduct any preliminary tests on the property that it wanted to conduct without

land use approval, the fact that people were on the property doing what the county

said it would do and that LUBA said it could do without land use permission, did

not put anyone on inquiry notice that construction was starting. County Motion to

Dismiss at 5, Van 4k" III ("The county has authority, without land use approval,

to enter its own land and to conduct any surveys or studies it wants to conduct on

that land.").

Further, the challenged decision is either a statutory or significant impacts

land use decision over which LUBA has jurisdiction.

Statutorv Land [Jse Decisi on

The challenged decision is a statutory land use decision as defined in ORS

197.015(10). It is the governing body's final decision to construct the access to the

trail bridge from the bus barn trailhead and the main trail bridge itself. It concerns

the application of state land use standards including the farm impact standards of

ORS 215.296 and standards in the local land use regulations and comprehensive

KI.]]I-ING'I'ON I,AW GROUP, PC
1r.o. tsox 159

I,AKI.], OSWIIGO, OR 97034
1'r,]'L: (503) 636-0069
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1 plan. ORS I97.015(10Xa). A final decision that is required to apply land use

2 standards but fails to do so, "concerns" land use standards and within LUBA's

jurisdiction to review. Jaqua v. City of Springfield,Or LUBA 566,574 (2004),

remanded on other grounds 193 Or App 573,91 P3d 817 (2004); Bradbury v. City

of Independence,lS Or LUBA 552,559 (1989); Dorall v. Coos County,53 Or

LUBA 32,34 (2006). In other words, the fact that a county errs in adopting a

statuiory land use decision does not make it unreviewable. Id

Here, in order to develop any part of the 2.8-mile segment of the Trail, to

include the bridge as authorizedby the challenged decision, the county must first

find that the development complies with ORS 2I5.296,YCZO 402.04 (Conditional

Uses in EFU zone);YCZO 1202 (Conditional Uses Generally);YCZO 1202.02(B)

(County Comprehensive Plan); YCZO 703 (HI zone peffnitted and prohibited uses

for the Bus Bam property). The challenged decision fails apply any of these

applicable land use standards, as required. Moreover, ORS 197.763 and parallel

provisions in the county's code (YCZO 1402) require the county to consider an

applieation for the development approved by the challenged decisions in a quasi-

judicial land use process free from ex parte contacts. That certainly did not occur

The Board should find that the challenged decision is a statutory land use decision

and that it has jurisdiction

Ki]I,I,ING]'ON I,AW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

I.AKD OSWT,;,(;O, Ot{ 97034
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Decisions ause Construction of a Bridee Chanees the Land Use Status Ouo

A significant impacts test land use decision occurs when a decision is made

that changes the land use status quo. The county has recognized in its previous

pleadings in Van 4k" III (as explained above), that authorizingthe construction of

a bridge without any land use approval, is a significant impacts land use decision.

The oregon Supreme Court told us this in City of Pendleton v. Kerns,294

Or 126 (1982), which involved a city decision authorizing improvement of a public

road and a means to finance it. In Kerns, the Oregon Supreme Court gave specific

examples of street improvements that would have a "significant" effect on land

use, and the authorizationto construct a bridge was an example of a significant

effect: "major arterialrcad or a bridge have a substantial impact t< * *." 1d.,294

Or at 133. (Emphasis supplied.)

In Kerns, the Oregon Supreme Court decided that the challenged decision

there was reviewable precisely for the same reason that the challenged decision

here is reviewable: "The evident purpose of the ordinance is to transform [the land]

into a major access route **{'<. The effect fof the decision] will therefore be to turn

a neighborhood park in a quiet *** area on the outskirts of town into a major

thoroughfare. The ordinance, in other words, effects a significant change in the

land use status quo of the area* * {<". 1d.,294 Or 135

KI'LI,iNG'I'ON I,AW (;ROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

I,AKF], OSWI.],GO, OR 97034
'l'l,lL: (503) 636-0069
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1 Similarly, here, it cannot be reasonably disputed that the "evident purpose"

2 of the challenged decision is to change the land use status quo from an undisturbed

farm area, where there is no bridge and no bridge access, and no practical means of

public access to active farm areas, to the precise opposite - a place of easy public

access to commercial farms that adjoin the Stag Hollow Bridge, tied to the place

the county has designated as a "trailhead" (the Bus Barn). This is a very big

change to the land use status quo.

The challenged decision allows significant impacts to occur to the affected

farms that would not otherwise occur - including the harms explained above as

well as the introduction of weeds, foreign seed and other contaminants from

vehicle tires, and shoes, and the introduction of workers and others that trigger

pesticide spray restrictions that never applied before the bridge construction

activities authorized by the challenged decision were authorized.

There is another critically important reason that the challenged decision has

a significant effect on land use. Recall that it has been six months since LUBA

remanded Van Dyke II. Inthat time, instead of responding to the remand and

taking seriously the applicable land use rules to include farm impacts rules as

articulated by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yqmhill

County,364 Or 432, 435 P3d 698 (2019), the applicant and a majority of the

governing body worked together in concert to start constructing the Yamhelas
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I Westsider Trail. Commissioner Olson flatly admitted this in approving the

challenged decision. See January 16,2020, Board of Commissioners Formal

Session Audio at2:20

That demonstrates that the challenged decisions fixes the outcome in the Van

Dyke II,LIJBA remand process. The challenged decisions are the governing

body's final decisions to commit the old abandoned rail right-of-way in the 2.8-

mile segment to the Trail by investing in the Trail's most expensive infrastructure.

There is no reasonable doubt that L{,IBA has jurisdiction.

Request for Email Transmittals of Pleadinss from Parties in this Expedited
Proceeding

In its order, LUBA required the following:

In addition, (l) the county shall transmit courfesy copies of its responses by email

to LuBASupport@dsl.state.or-us, and to petitioners' attomey's email address

provided in the Motion for Stay, and {2) all pleadings regarding the Motion tbr

Stay and objections to the record filed by any party from this point tbrward shall

be transmitted by courtesy copy to LUBA and the other parly in the sarne manner.

I2

13

t4 The county did not comply. Instead of compliance, the county emailed a

15 copy of its Response only to Petitioners' associate attorney, Sarah Mitchell, who

16 does not appear on any of the Stay pleadings and for all the county knows, is

17 sheltering in place and not coming to work. Petitioners would appreciate it if

KI'I,],ING-I'ON I,AW (}ROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

r.AKIi OSWT,rcO, OR 97034
'l'IiL: (503) 636-0069
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1 LI-IBA would againinstruct the county to copy the undersigned via email with the

2 pleadings in this matter.

3 Respectfully submitted this ITth day of April, 2020

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP PC

B
Wendie L. Kellington, 2589
wk@kl .com
Attorney fbr Petitioners
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE

I hereby certifr that on April 17 ,2020,I served a true and correct copy of

PETITIONERS' REPLY, by First Class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, and provided

a courtesy copy via email, on the following persons:

Christian Boenisch, County Counsel
Todd Sadlo, Asst. County Counsel
Yamhill County Counsel's Office
535 NE 5th Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
(503) 434-7s02
boenischc(d.co yamhill.or.us

amhill.or.us

I further certiff that on April 17 ,2020,I transmitted a courtesy copy of

PETITIONERS' REPLY via email to the Land Use Board of Appeals at

LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us, and I filed the original plus I copy of said

document, by hand delivery to LTIBA at775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330, Salem,

Oregon 97301-1283.

Dated this 17th day of April, 2020.

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP PC

By
Wendie L. Kellington, O
wk@klgpc.com
Attorney for Petitioners
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BEFORE TFM LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

Petitioners,
V

LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033
YAMHILL COLNTY,

Respondents.
EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION
REQUESTED

COMBINED PETITIONERS' RESPONSE TO PRELIMII\ARY MOTION
TO DISMISS/COUNTY APRIL 20,2020 PLEADING

1. The County failed to provide required notice of the challenged decision per

YCZO 1402.01to property owners within 750' of the abandoned rail right of

way. Petitioners in the notice area had no obligation to appeal the challenged

decision to LUBA until they received "actual notice" from the county. Per the

attached declarations and those filed previously, all Petitioners have standing

to appeal to LUBA under oRS 197.830(3)(a) or (b). see Exhibits 3-16.

The County has not seriously claimed otherwise

2. LUBA's scope of review is limited to review of the challenged decision. I

Conser and Sons, LLC v. City of Millersburg, 73 or LUBA 57 , 62 (2016). The

challenged decision unequivocally and expressly authorizes Yamhelas Trail

construction. The governing body stated that was its intended purpose. The

JIM VAN DYKE et al, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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1 challenged decision imposes no conditions. It is not plausible, and there is no

evidence to support, that the challenged decision authorizes something else.

The county is well-aware that the construction of the trail and trail bridge are

incredibly important land use decisions to a large segment of its citizen

population. If the challenged decision were not intended to be taken atface

value by Petitioners and this Board, then it was incumbent upon the county to

explain that in the challenged decision. Respondents' progressively far-fetched

responses to Petitioners' request for a stay are wholly unsupported by anything

3. The conditions in the decision challengedin Van Ak" II that LUBA remanded

are, as a matter of law, repealed and without legal effect. The challenged

decision does not adopt them. They are irrelevant to the challenged decision

4. It is not plausible, and no evidence supports, that the approved construction is

simply for the "county to access its own property," with no public trail use

possible or contemplated. County Response p 10. There is no dispute that the

county's "own property" subject to the approved construction is land it acquired

for a public trail and that land and its constructed elements are paid for by the

public for public recreational trail purposes. The sign at the site of the

authorized construction confirms this fact:
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5. It is not plausible, and no evidence supports that the approved construction is

only "for fire control access by the county and other agencies." Neither ORS

215.283(I)(s) nor YCZO 402.02(R) applies.r

6. Ben Van Dyke's Supplemental Declaration states that due to the construction

authorized by the challenged decision, he cannot spray Gramoxone at all and

that he has been forced to observe a new 50' setback to spray Lorsban and

Yuma 4E that did not apply before construction started, which in turn results in

him only being able to spray those chemicals at night. Ben Van Dyke

Supplemental Declaration, p 4. The county incorrectly dismisses Ben Van

1 ORS 215.283(l)(s) and YCZO 402.02(R): "Fire service facilities providing rural
fire protection services."

Page 3 - PETITIONERS' RESPONSE TO PRELIMINARY
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1 Dyke's Supplemental Declaration as "vague". Both the Lorsban label and

Yuma 4E label appended to his Supplemental Declaration state that when Mr.

Van Dyke applies via "airblast" with a particular application rate andnozzle

droplet type, a 50' buffer setback from "Sensitive Sites" is imposed. Ben Van

Dyke Supplemental Declaration Exhibit C, p 3; Exhibit D, p 7 . Ben VanDyke

uses the larger droplet size, which is evident because he states he must observe

the 50' setback. Supplemental Declaration Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit D, p 8.

Regardless, he has prepared a Second Supplemental Declaration so that the

county has greater clarity. Second Supplemental Declaration Ben Van Dyke,

10 Exhibit 2. Larger nozzle sizes are used to reduce the potential for drift. Id.

11 7. Both the Lorsban label and the Yuma 4E label define "sensitive sites" to which

12 the 50' setback imposed by the challenged decision's approved construction

13 broadly to include "areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially

14 children)". Supplemental Declaration of Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit C, p 3; Exhibit

15 D, p 7 . The construction workers are non-occupational bystanders and, so long

16 as they persist in pursuit of the (illegal) construction if the challenged decision

l7 is not stayed, Mr. Van Dyke is foreclosed from spraying Lorsban and Yuma 4E

18 within 50' of the trail which means he can only spray those chemicals at night.

19 Supplemental Declaration Ben Van Dyke, p 4.
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1 8. As can be seen from the images in Ben Van Dyke's initial Declaration, the

work zone for the construction approved by the challenged decision and the

workers who are performing the approved construction extend beyond the

riparian area setback that the county cites, toward Mr. Van Dyke's orchard.

Note that the county cites a label for the Gramoxone product that Van Dyke

does not use. Regardless, the work zone and workers approved by the

challenged decision are within 50' of Mr. Van Dyke's spray operations, and the

riparian area is not. Second Supplemental Declaration Ben Van Dyke.

9. The fact that the trail construction approved by the challenged decision put Ben

Van Dyke's adjacent fields off-limits to Gramoxone, is evident from not only

his declarations, but also expert advice on that topic from the Oregon

Department of Agriculture (Petitioners' Reply to County Response to Stay,

Exhibit 7).

l0.While LUBA decided in Van Dyk" II thatthe Oregon Application Exclusion

Zone ("AEZ") rules at OAR 437-004-6405 did not apply, it did not address the

federal AEZ rules which do apply, which is a point that is not seriously

Page 5 - PETITIONERS' RESPONSE TO PRELIMINARY
MOTION TO DISMISS
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1 disputed.2 Even the county's evidence (an email citing the Oregon OSHA

director) on the AEZ issue explained, "The underlying EPA rule itself would

apply to operations outside the farm and would indeed mean that the applicator

would need to suspend the application when people are on the trail." Exhibit 1

and see Van Dyke I,Rec 332.

The federal rule (40 CFR $ 170.505(b)) states:

"suspending applications. After January 1,2078, the handler
performing the application must immediately suspend a pesticide

application if any worker or other person, other than an appropriately
trained and equipped handler involved in the application, is in the
application exclusion zone described in $170.405(a)(1)3 or the area

2 While Oregon OSHA has declined to adopt the less restrictive federal 100' AEZ
radius at40 CFR $ 170.405(a) in favor of a more restrictive 150' AEZ radius at
OAR 437-004-6405, the rest of the federal rules concerning pesticide applications
and the AEZ apply, as the county's evidence in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II,
acknowledged.

3 40 CFR $ 170.405(a)(1) provides: "(a) Outdoor production pesticide
applicatiorzs. (1) The application exclusion zone is defined as follows:

(i) The application exclusion zone is the area that extends 100 feet horizontally
from the application equipment in all directions during application when the
pesticide is applied by any of the following methods:

(A) Aerially

(B) Air blast application.

(C) As a spray using a spray quality (droplet spectrum) of smaller than
medium (volume median diameter of less than294 microns).

(D) As a fumigant, smoke, mist, or fog."
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specified in column B of the Table in 9170.405(b)(4)"4(emphasis
supplied)

The federal rule at 40 CFR $ 170.501(3)(xi), also states

"Handlers must suspend a pesticide application if workers or other persons
are in the application exclusion zone.") (Emphasis supplied).

Accordingly, when there are unprotected workers pursuing the construction

authorized in the challenged decision next to Mr. Van Dyke's farm, he must stop

his spray operations when those workers come within 100' of the spray operation.

Second Supplemental Declaration Ben Van Dyke. He is in no position to ignore

that federal 100' "Application Exclusion Zone"

Ben Van Dyke's declarations amply demonstrate serious an irreparable harm

from the county's unlawful and unreasonable decision to begin trail construction

without required land use approval. LUBA should make the stay permanent

pending its final decision in this matter. Respectfully submitted this 21st day of

April, 2020.

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP PC

By:
w L. Ke OSB 9
wk@klgpc.com
Attorney for Petitioners

a The Table at 40 CFR $ 170.405 does not apply as it relates to o'enclosed space"
pesticide applications (i.e. in a greenhouse).

I9
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2l
22
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Exhibit 1

Page 1 of 1

Todd Sadlo

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Ken Friday
Wednesday, May 9, 2018 3:45 PM
Stephanie Curran

Stephanie Armstrong; Todd Sadlo
FW: ReferralG-01-18

Please place this in the record.

From: John Morgan [malltoiiohn@morgancBs,pm]
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2018 5:06 PM
To: Stephanle Armstrong; Ken Friday
Ccl John Morgan
Subject: Fwd: Referral G-01-18

Stephanie arrd Ken -

Oregon OSHA has recerttly been a client. I fhcilitated and mediated parts of the plocess creatirrg the
adnrirristrative urle referenced in your report on Page 13, Section 2.7.3 and then again on Page 39 and Exhibit
5.

I am intimately l'anriliar r,vith the Rule. I was flabbelgasted to see it refetenced in your repofi as it is really not at
all relevant to the issue. The testimony fiom the farurers raising the Rule as a basis of concern is way off the
rnark. The Rule does not apply except in the context of OSHA's rnission, which is wolkplace safety. The
tefet'ence to an "exclrtsion zone" only applies to workers and residents of farmworkel housing. Wren splaying
occurs within 250 feet of workers ot the housing, people nrust leave the area for' 15 minutes. The lefter you
received says this standald rvill apply to anyone using the proposed path.

Not tnre!!

If you read the text of the Rule careftrlly, which is found in your Exlilbit 5, you rvill see it does not apply at all
to the proposed trail.

I rarr this all by Michael Woods, the Administrator of Olegon OSHA. Here is what he said to me:

The underlying EPA rule itself would apply to operalions outside the farm and would indeed mean that the
applicator would need to suspend the application when people were on the trail. As a result of that, some
growers have mistakenly believed (and commented based on that belief) thal the 1S-minute period in the
proposed OSHA rule would require them to close roadways, etc. But our rule would apply only to workers (and
occupanls of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in re workers at an adjacent
farm).

i just want to make you awale of this as I hope you will push back on any person submitting testimony based on
this rule and tttake sure lhey, and the Commissioners, know their asser-tions al'e not fachrally based.

Thanks!

I

John

Page 332
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JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
DECLARATION OF
BEN VAN DYKE

Exhibit 2
Page 1 of3

KIi,I-]-INGTON I.A\Y GROUP, P(]
P.O. BOX 159

L,\KIl, OSWI:IGO, OR 97034
'l'lrl-: (5U3) 636-0069

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

Petitioners,
v

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Ben Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiSr and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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Page I - SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
BEN VAN DYKE

1. I spray my fields that adjoin the disputed construction area with Lorsban and
Yuma 4E via an airblast application at a greater than 4lb ailA application
rate with a medium/coarse nozzle droplet type. I spray in this way with the
larger nozzle droplet type, because it reduces the potential for drift. Because
I use this spray method and rate of application, the label restrictions on those
chemicals require a minimum 50' buffer from where I spray (which is to the
edge of my farm) to areas "frequented by non-occupational bystanders."
Trail bridge construction workers are "non-occupational bystanders." This
buffer exists regardless of whether unprotected people are present and
applies so long as the site is allowed to be an active construction site.
Accordingly, so long as the trail construction is allowed to continue, the
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Exhibit 2
Page 2 of 3

construction area will be one "frequented by non-occupational bystanders"

and I will have to maintain the 50' buffer.

2. The riparian area of Stag Hollow Creek is more than 50' from my spray

operations. The construction zone "frequented by non-occupational

bystanders" is within 50' from my spray operations.

3. I must observe federal "Agricultural ExclusionZone" or AEZ requirements

by suspending all spray applications when any person comes within 100' of
the spray operation using Lorsban, Yuma 4F,, Gramoxone, Parazone and

similarly restrictive chemicals. This means that the movements of the trail

bridge construction workers dictate whether I can spray at all within that

afea.

4. Accordingly, unless trail bridge construction is stayed, in order to spray my

orchard, I will either have to spray piecemeal during the day or at night.

Piecemeal is dangerous for the health of my orchard and I cannot apply that
^-^-^^^L ^-l ^-^^^+ +^ 1,^^^ ,-r' ^rnh Lool+L.r Tf ic imnnrf qnt thqf fhp enfire4PPI\rcr9tr cl'rrLr L/I\,P\,L/L LU \VVP rrrJ vrvy rrvsrlrrJ . rr rr rrrrlJvr r4rrD urre!

orchard is sprayed at about the same time and remains on the same spray

schedule. A spray separation of more than24 hours risks missing important

lifecycle milestones for the insects we spray to eliminate. Insects develop

and grow at a rapid rate, making delays in spray operations of more than a

day, ineffective for the operation's pulpose.

5. This means that if the trail bridge construction is not stayed I can only spray

at night. Night operations require specialized training and since they occur

at off hours, are simply more expensive, reflective of the off-hour's nature of
the operation and the specialized training required of the applicator.

Piecemeal operations are inefficient and expensive because I have to ensure

an operator goes out to spray twice for the same operation, which requires

not only paying the operator twice including one operation at a nighttime

rate, but requires readying equipment twice, cleaning equipment twice,

mixing chemicals twice and securing equipment twice when each operation

has concluded. Moreover, there is no guarantee that weather conditions that

were suitable for a partial operation that occurs during the day, will still be

suitable for the evening application.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.
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DATED this 21st day of April,2020

A Vt,--
Ben VanDyke (Apr 21, 2020)

Ben Van Dyke
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JIM VAN DYKE, ruLIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS,INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
JIM VAN DYKE
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KIiI-iJN(;TON I-,\W GROUP, PC
P.(). BOX 159

r-AKri oswlrco, olr 97034
'l'1.1,1-: (5u3) 636- 0069

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Jim Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

1. I, along with my wife Julie Van Dyke, own approximately 74 acres of land
of land zoned EFU abutting the site where the County is building atrail
bridge. I am also a co-owner of Westview Riverview LLC, which owns
approximately l8 acres of land zoned EFU/I{I that is northwest of the
subject property and within 750 feet of the "Bus Bam" property boundaries.
Accordingly, my land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject of
this appeal.

2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

5
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dismissed on October LL,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction

could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I did not observe any construction happening on the site because I was

traveling out of state from January 2l ,2020 to March 21,2020 and so I had

no reason to know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers

told me about it sometime after March 2,2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II and the County cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required

processes and without complying with any farm impact standards

whatsoever.

/ r -,-- -l- - ^ t---,--^1- - ^ff^^e^l L ' +L^ ^ll ^L^-l^-^l -i^L+ ^fo. i ain aiso aciverseiy aiiecteo Decause opening up lne ois aDanooneo ngm-oi-
way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to the

ability of employees to farm my properly, to include it will result in our not

being able to spray some of the pesticides that we need to spray at all,
because of the presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a
public recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on our ability to spray pesticides that we

must spray, and will also impair our ability to maintain food safety

certifications, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming our farms.

7. Moreover, the trail will make it impossible for us to cross between both

sides of our farms to be able to tend, maintain and harvest crops on either

side of the old abandoned right-of-way.

8. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.
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I DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

,'' l/anfu/
Jim VanDyke (Apr 2tX.020]|

Jim Van Dyke
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1

2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
JULIE VAN DYKE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
v

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Julie Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testi$r and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows

5 1. I, along with my husband Jim Van Dyke, own land of land zoned EFU
6 abuffing the site where the County is building atrail bridge. Accordingly,
7 our land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject of this appeal.

8 2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

9

10

11

l2
l3
t4
15

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the

trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the

contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

dismissed on October 17,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and
LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges
did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

KI.)-LIN(;TON LAW (}ROUP, P(,
I'.(). B()X 159

L,\Kri oSWE(]O, OR 97034
'l'lit-: (503) (r36-0069
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4. I did not observe any construction happening on the site because I was

traveling out of state from January 21,2020 to March 27,2020 and so I had

no reason to know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers

told me abont it sometime after March 2,202A.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II and the County cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required

processes.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-
way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to the

ability of employees to farm my property, to include it will result in our not
being able to spray some of the pesticides that we need to spray at all,
because of the presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a
public recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on our ability to spray pesticides that we
must spray, and will also impair our ability to maintain food safety

certifications, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming our farms.

7. Moreover, the trail will make it impossible for us to cross between both
sides of our farms to be able to tend, maintain and harvest crops on either
side of the old abandoned right-of-way.

8. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

,.- ' /an,W
Jutie VanDyke {Apr 21, >120)

Julie Van Dyke

KIiI-LIN(;TON I-r\W (IR()UP, P(l
P.O. BOX 159

LAKl.l (lSWIrl(iO, OR 97034
'l'I11-: (503) 636-0069
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2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, [NC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTIry, CELINE
MCCARTTry, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RI-IDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATT}IEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

Petitioners

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
CASEY VAN DYKE

,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

V

YAMHILL COLTNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Casey Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiff and

4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows

5 1. I work on several farming operations that are located along the 12.48-mile
6 railroad right-of way that is being planned for development as a trail.

7

8

9
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l2
13

t4
15

2. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the

trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

dismissed on October ll,20l9 (Van Dyke11l). However, the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

3. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I participated in
the remand proceedings of Van Dyke I that led to the decision challenged in

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

rtKE oswEco, oR 9703+
TEL: (s03) 636-0069
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Van D)tke II, and the County cut off my participation in subsequent

approvals of the trail by making the challenged decision without conducting

a hearing or following any of the required processes and without complying

with any farm impact standards whatsoever.

4. I amalso adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-

way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my

ability to farm, to include it will result in my not being able to spray some of

the pesticides that I need to spray at all, because of the presence of
unprotected people as well as by the status of a public recreational trail itself

triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and setbacks, and by imposing

restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I must spray.

5. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st ofApril,2020.

Casey Van

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, I'C
P.O. BOX 159

r-AtaE oswEco, oR97034
TEL: (s03) 636-0069
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1

2

BEFORE TFIE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF TI{E STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC,LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
CORY VAN DYKE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Cory Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiff and

4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5 1. I am a manager of Carlton Seed LLC, an entity that processes and

6 wholesales local grass seed and clover seed from farms, many of which are

7 located along the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way thatis being planned for

8 development as atrail.

2. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the

trail including bridges because I was aware of the LIIBA appeal of the

contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

dismissed on October ll,20t9 (Van Dyk" Ill).However' the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction

could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 15S

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034
TEL: (503) 636-0069
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1 3. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I participated in

z the remand pioceedingr or Van Dyke I thatled to the decision challenged in

3 Van Dyke Ii, andthe County cut off my participation in subsequent

4 approvals of the trail by making the challenged decision without conducting

5 a hearing or following any of the required processes and without complying

6 with any farm impact standards whatsoever'

7 4. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

g I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

g administrative or judiciat proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

10 DATED this 21st daY of APil,2020'

11 V
t2 Cory Van Dyke

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC

P.O. BOX 159

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034

TEL: (s03) 636-0069
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1

2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS,INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
TOM HAMMER

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Tom Hammer, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiff and

4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows

5 I . I own and farm approximately 100 acres of land of land zoned EFU located
6 in Yamhill County.

7

8

9

10

1l
l2
13

2. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was
dismissed on October ll,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges
did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

KI:]'I-IIN(]TON I-AW (lR()UP, PC
P.(). BOX 159

LAKIi OSWE(;O, OR 97034
1'Iit-: (503) 636-0069
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3. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to
know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2, 2020.

4. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II and the County cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required
processes and without complying with any farm impact standards

whatsoever.

5. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

Thowar,f Hawwar
Thomas S Hammer (Apr 21,2020)

Tom Hammer

KE]-LIN(;TON I-AW GROUP, PC

P.O. BOX 159
L,\KIl, OSWIiGO, OR 97034

1'IllI-: (503) 636-00(19
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1

2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, fNC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT
RUDIS LAC, LLC,LEE SCHNEPBT,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
CHRIS MATTSON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Chris Mattson, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5 1. I own and farm approximately 24 acres of land zoned EFU along the 12.48-
6 mile railroad right-of way that is being planned for development as a trail.
7 The right-of-way runs through my farm for approximately 675 feet.
8 Accordingly, my land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject of
9 this appeal.

10 2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

tl
I2
l3
t4
15

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was
dismissed on October 17,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and
LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

KI']J,ING]'ON I,AW GIIOUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

r,AKri oswrico, 01{ 97034
l'I,l,l,: (503) 636-0069

Page 1 - DECLARATION OF CHRIS MATTSON
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did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction

could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained'

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to

know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it

sometime after March2,202A. '

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner inVan Ukeland Van Dyke II andthe County cut off rny

participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required

processes and without complying with any farm impact standards

whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned righfof-

way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my

ability to farm my property to include will result in my not being able to

^T+hn ^ocrinirlpc that T need fn qnrn.-' ef ell hecattse of thesPt4y Sulllc \Jl LrrL P9JLILrLrwD Llr(lL r rrvvs Lv eyLsJ BL srrt

presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public

recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I

must spray, and will also impair my ability to maintain food safety

certifications, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally

consuming my farm.

7. Moreover, the trail will make it impossible for me to cross between both

sides of rny farm to be able to tend, maintain and harvest crops on either side

of the old abandoned right-of-way.

8. These are serious adverse effects on my liveiihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

D April, 2020.2l
\

29

30 s Mattson

KIiI,LINC;'ION LAW GIIOUP, I'(-
P.(). BoX 159
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1

2

BEFORE TIIE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIMVANDYKE, JULIE VA}I
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, N.TC., CASEY VAN
DY]<E, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VANDYKE, TOMHAMME&
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RI-JDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRI.IITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTT{EWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBANos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
GREG MCCARTHY

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
v

YAMHILL COIINTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Greg McCarthy, zun over the age of 18 and am competent to testi$ and
4 make this declaration from my owrr personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

T2

73
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15

1. I, along with my wife Celine McCarthy, own and farm approximately 50
acres of land zoned EFU along the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way that is
being planned for development as a trail and within the2.82-mile segment
between Yamhill and Carlton that is being planned for immediate
development. Approximately 1,366 feet of our land borders the right-of-
way, Accordingly, our land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject
of this appeal.

2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LIIBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

KELLINGTON LAW CROUP, PC
P.O.BOX159

LAKE OSt\,ltGO, OR 97034
TEL: (503) 63G0069
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dismissed on october rl,z0l9 (van Dyke11l). However, the county and
LLIBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges
did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to
know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2,2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the chalienged decision because I have been a
petitioner in van Dyke I and van Dyke II andthe county cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged
decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required
processes and without complying with any farm impact standards
whatsoever-

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-
way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my
ability to farm my property to include will result in my not being able to
spray some of the pesticides that I need to spray at all,because of the
presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public
recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and
setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I
must spray, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming my farm.

7. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an
administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED 21st day of April, 2A20.

K[iI,I-IN(}TON LAW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

I-;\K[ ()SWliGO, OR 97034
'IEI-: (503) 636,0069
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I

2

BEFORE TFIE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF TFTE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM FIAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTI{Y, CELINE
MCCARTFTY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRI.IITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTFIEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTOh{, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
CELINE MCCARTHY

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
v

YAMHILL COLTNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Celine McCarthy, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiSr and

4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

t2

13

14

15

1. I, along with my husband Greg McCarthy, own and farm approximately 50

acres of land zoned EFU along the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way that is
being planned for development as a trail and within the 2.82-mi1e segment

between Yamhill and Carlton that is being planned for immediate
development. Approximately I,366 feet of our land borders the right-of-
way. Accordingly, our land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject

of this appeal.

2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the

trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

KELLIN(;'ION LA.W GROUP, l'C
P.O. ROX 159

LAKn OSWEGO, OR 97034
'l'F:,L: (503) (r3(r-00(r9
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dismissed on october 1,r,2019 (van Dyke /11). However, the County and
LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges
did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to
know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2, 2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I was a petitioner
in Van Dyke II and the County cut off my participation in subsequent
approvals of the trail by making the challenged decision without conducting
a hearing or following any of the required processes and without complying
with any farm impact standards whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-
way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my
ability to farm my property to include will result in my not being able to
spray some of the pesticides that I need to spray at all, because of the
presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public
recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and
setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I
must spray, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming my farm.

7. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an
administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of A 1,202a.

Celine McCarthy

K-L)J,INGTON Lr\lv tlROUP, P(l
p.o" Box 159

LAKE OSWEGO, O1197034
1'til: (503) 636-0069
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I

2

BI]FORIJ TIITJ I.AND IJSE IIOARD OI.'APPEAI-S
OF 1'llE S'IAl]r ()F ORIiGON

JIM VAN DYKb:. JUI.It.:VAN DYKE. BNN
VAN DYK[. BEN VAN DYKI] }'ARMS.
INC.. CASEY VAN DYKIJ. CORY VAN
DYKE. JOHN VAN DYKE. TOM
1IAMMIlR. CIIRIS MATTSON. GREG
MCCARI'I-IY. CELINT MCCARTHY.
BRYAN SCHMIDI". RUDIS t.AC.l.LC.
I-.EE SCHREPEL. FRUITHILt,, INC.. I}.J.
MATTHEWS, CORDON DROMGOOLE.
AI.LEN SITTON. MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER.

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATTON OF
BRYAN SCHMIDT

)

)
)

)

)

)

)
)

)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)
)

Petitioners.

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

I, Bryan Schmidt, atn over the age of l8 and am competent to tcstify and nrake this
declaration from my own personal knowledge . I hereby slate as follows:

I . I farm approximately 4.5 acres of land zoncd in hazelnuts along the 12.48-mile railroad
right-of way thal is being planned for development as a trail. Approximately 380 feet of
that land borders the right-oGway. I, through my company Rudis Lac LLC. also raise
dairy cows on approximately l2 acres of land zoned EFIJ and AF-10 along the 2.82-mile
segment of the right-of'-way between Yamhill and Carlton that is being planned for
immediate development as a trail. The right-of-way runs through that l'arm for
approximately 925 feet. Accordingly, my land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the
subject ofthis appeal.

2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.
3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the trail

including bridges because I was a petitioner in the LUBA appeal of the contract for
design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was dismissed on October I l.
2019 (Van Dyke III). However, the County and LUBA said in that case that planning ro
construct the trail including bridges did not commit the County to anything. so I did not
think that construction could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to know about the
challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it sometime after March 2.
2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I havc been a petitioner in
l/an Dyke /, Van Dyke II and Vun Dyke III and the County cut offmy participation in
subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged decision without conducting a
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hearing or following any of the required processes and without complying with any farm
impact standards whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely afTected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-way to
public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my ability to farm my
property to include will result in my not being able to spray some of the pesticides that I
need to spray et all, because ofthe presence ofunprotected people as well as by the status
of a public recreational trail itsclf triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and
setbacks; and by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I must spray.

7. Moreover, the trail will make it impossible for me and my livestock to cross between
both sides of my farm to be able to access pasture on either side of the old abandoned
right-of-way.

8. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.
I understarrd that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an administrative

or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.
DATED this 2lst day of April,2020.

8,.-4.* JJM 4-zl-zozot6
t7 Bryan {chmidt
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JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
B.J. MATTHEWS

Exhibit 12
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KF)-IJNC]TON I-,\W (;ROUP, P(]
P.O. BOX 159

I-,\KE OSWIT(;O, OR 97034
'l'11,1-: (503) 636-0069

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, B.J. Matthews, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiff and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

1. I farm approximately 80 acres of land owned by Gordon Dromgoole and
zoned EFU and AF-10 along the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way that is
being planned for development as a trail and within the 2.82-mile segment
between Yamhill and Carlton that is being planned for immediate
development. The right-of-way runs through the farm for approximately
1,985 feet. Accordingly, my land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the
subject of this appeal.

2. Iwas never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was
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dismissed on October ll,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction
could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to

know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2, 2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II and the County cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required

processes and without complying with any farm impact standards

whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-
I ll ,-- -,---rl-,--l t,^^ll ^- -t-,-:,C,^^,-t ^)--^,-^^ :.--.-^^+^ t^ ^--way t() puollu reureauullar uall usg uilustrs srBtrrlru4rrr.luvtrlsn llulrilurs LU llly

ability to farm my property to include will result in my not being able to

spray some of the pesticides that I need to spray at all, because of the

presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public

recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I
must spray, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming my farm.

7. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

K,- "
B. J. Matthews (Ap( 2t,2020)

B.J. Matthews

KLiI-I-IN(iT()N T-r\W GROUP, P(l
P.O. BOX 159

L,\KIi OSWTIGO, OR 97034

1'l,l,L: (503) 636-0069
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JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
ANd TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
GORDON DROMGOOLE

Exhibit 13
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KTiI-I.INGTON I-,\W (}ROUP, P(]
P.O. BOX 159

Lr\KIl OSWti(l(), OR 97034
'i'IiL; (5u3) 636-0069

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Gordon Dromgoole, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testift
4 and make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as

5 follows:

1. I own and farm approximately 80 acres of land zoned EFU and AF-10 along
the |2.48-mile railroad right-of way that is being planned for development
as a trail and within the 2.82-mile segment between Yamhill and Carlton that
is being planned for immediate development. The right-of-way runs through
my farm for approximately 1,985 feet. Accordingly, my land is within 750
feet of the parcel that is the subject of this appeal.

2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was
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dismissed on October ll,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and

LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction

could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to
know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2, 2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I was a petitioner
in Van Dyke II and the County cut off my participation in subsequent

approvals of the trail by making the challenged decision without conducting

a hearing or following any of the required processes and without complying
with any farm impact standards whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right-of-
way to public recreationaltrail use causes significant adverse impacts to my
-t-lllr - r- -C-,-,-- *- +^ l-^^l--l^ --,:lI -^^--lr:- 

--, -^+ L^.i..^ ^Ll^ +^aulllty LU til"rlil Iily IJluIJtrtry LU illuruutr wrll lirburr ilr lily rrur uErrrB 4urE Lrr

spray some of the pesticides that I need to spray at all, because of the

presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public
recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I
must spray, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming my farm.

7. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

1orlon Arowaoo/a
Gordon DromgooL e (Av 2t1o2o\

Gordon Dromgoole
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I
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
ALLEN SITTON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents.

3 I, Allen Sitton, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testiSi and make
4 this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5 1. I own and farm approximately 1 14 acres of land zoned EFU along the 12.48-
6 mile railroad right-of way that is being planned for development as a trail.
7 The right-of-way runs through my farm for approximately 1,390 feet.

8 Accordingly, -y land is within 750 feet of the parcel that is the subject of
9 this appeal.

10 2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

11 3. I was aware that the county wanted to eventually start constructing the trail
12 including trail bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
13 contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

14 dismissed on October ll,2019 (Van Dyke 111). However, the County and

KI.)-LIN(]TON L,\W C;ROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

L,\KI,], OSWII(;O, ()R 97034
1'lr.l-: (503) 636-0069
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LUBA said in that case that construction would not occur until required land

use approvals were obtained. No trail land use approval has been given.

4. I never observed any construction of the trail bridge and so I had no reason

to know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about

it sometime after March 2,2020.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dyke I and Van Dyke II and the County cut off my
participation in in the required processes for review of whether the proposed

trail and trail bridges can be approved at all as LUBA has decided is

required, by making the challenged decision without conducting a hearing or
following any of the required processes and without complying with any

farm impact standards whatsoever.

6. I am also adversely affected because opening up the old abandoned right of
way to public recreational trail use causes significant adverse impacts to my

ability to farm my property-- to include will result in my not being able to
spray some of the pesticides that I need to spray at all, because of the

presence of unprotected people as well as by the status of a public
recreational trail itself triggering strict pesticide label restrictions and

setbacks; by imposing restrictions on my ability to spray pesticides that I
must spray, and will also impair my ability to maintain food safety

certifications, as well as to use slug bait to avoid invasive slugs literally
consuming my farm.

7. These are serious adverse effects on my livelihood and ability to farm.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April,2020.

nu Efr-
Allen Sitton (Apr 21,2020)

Allen Sitton

KF,LI-IN(]TON I,AW GROUP, P(]
P.O. BOX 159

r,,\Kri oswu(;o, oR 97034
'l'liI-: (503) 636'0069
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1

2

BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYK3, BEN VAN
I-)YKF, FARMS INC CASF.Y VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHzuS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RITDTS I A(- I I (- T F'F' SCI-{RtrPtrILv u' Le, puv) e' urul uy)

FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
MARYALICE PFEIFFBR

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

)

)
\)
)
)
)

)
)

Daf if t'nn a*cr vLlltvlawr J,

YAMHILL COUNTY,

Respondents

3 I, Maryalice Pfeiffer, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testifii and
4 make this declaration from my own personal knowledge. I hereby state as follows:

5 1. I, along with my husband Tirn Pfeiffer, own and farrn approximately 1,500
6 acres of land and fartn an additional -200 acres of land zoned all EFU in
7 Yarnhill County within t/q mlle of the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way that is
8 being planned for development as atrail.

9 2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

10

11

1')IL

13

14

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the
trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal of the
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that.;ras
dismissed on october 11, 2019 (van Dyke 1fl. However, the County and
LUBA said in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges

I<ELLING'I'ON LAW GROUP, PC
Dn nnv r<o

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034
T'EL: (503) 636-0069
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did not commit the County to anything, so I did not think that construction

could or would occur until other land use approvals were obtained.

4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to

know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it
sometime after March 2 

" 
2420.

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a
petitioner in Van Dyke / and Van Dyke // and the County cut off my
participation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required
processes and without complying with any farm impact standards
---L^r^^^- -^-wllAt buttvtil .

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

adrninistrative or judicial proceeding and are sudect to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of April, 2020.

/;laurl,,, Oi^-,tL, r

tvturvutJ.
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KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 1s9

LAKE OSWBGO, OIt 97034
'lEL: (503) 636-0069
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1

2

BEFORE TTIE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF TI{E STATE OF OREGON

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER,
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG
MCCARTHY, CELINE
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT,
RUDIS LAC, LLC,LEE SCHREPEL,
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS,
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER
and TIM PFEIFFER,

LUBA Nos. 2020 -032 and -033

DECLARATION OF
TIM PFEIFFER

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioners,
V

YAMHILL CQLINTY,

Respondents

3 I, Tim Pfeiffer, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testift and make

4 this declaration from my own personal knowledge, I hereby state as follows:

5 1. I, along with my wife Maryalice Pfeiffer, own and farm approximately 1,500

6 acres of land and farm an additional -200 acres of land zoned all EFU in
7 Yamhill County within V+mile of the 12.48-mile railroad right-of way that is
8 being planned for development as a trail.

9 2. I was never provided with any written notice of the County's decision.

10

11

1,2

t3
I4
15

3. I was aware that the county was planning to eventually start constructing the

trail including bridges because I was aware of the LUBA appeal ofthe
contract for design and engineering work of the three trail bridges that was

dismissed on October ll,20t9 (Van Wk III).The County and LUBA said

in that case that planning to construct the trail including bridges did not

commit the County to anything.

KELLINGTON LA\? GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

I-AKE OSWEGO, OR 97034
TEL: (503) 636-0069
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4. I never observed any construction of the bridge and so I had no reason to

know about the challenged decision until my fellow farmers told me about it

sometime after Mar ch 2, 2020 -

5. I am adversely affected by the challenged decision because I have been a

petitioner in Van Dylrc I and Van Dyke II andthe County cut off my

panicipation in subsequent approvals of the trail by making the challenged

decision without conducting a hearing or following any of the required

processes and without complying with any farm impact standards

whatsoever.

I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

DATED this 21st day of APril,2020.

Tim Pfeiffer

KELLINGTON LAW GROUP, PC
P.O. BOX 159

I-AKE OSTTEGO, OR 97034

TEL: (s03) 636-0069
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I CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE

I hereby certiff that on April 2l , 2020,I served a true and correct copy of

PETITIONERS' RESPONSE TO PRELIMINARY MOTION TO DISMISS, bY

First Class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, and provided a courtesy copy via email, on

the following persons:

Christian Boenisch, County Counsel
Todd Sadlo, Asst. County Counsel
Yamhill County Counsel's Office
535 NE 5th Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
(s03) 434-7s02
boeni schc@co.yamhill. or. us

sadlot@co.yamhill. or.us

I further certifu that on April 2I,2020,I transmitted a courtesy copy of said

document via email to the Land Use Board of Appeals at

LlIBASupport@dsl,state.or.us, and I filed the original plus 1 copy of said

document, by First Class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, to LUBA at775 Summer

10 Street NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon9730I-1283.

11 Dated this 21st day of April, 2020.

t2 KELLINGTON LAW GROUP PC

13

I4
15

T6
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B
w e L. Kell OS #832s89
wk@klgpc.com
Attorney for Petitioners
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 1 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 2 

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN 
DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, BEN VAN 
DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN 
DYKE, CORY VAN DYKE, JOHN 
VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, 
CHRIS MATTSON, GREG 
MCCARTHY, CELINE 
MCCARTHY, BRYAN SCHMIDT, 
RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL, 
FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 
GORDON DROMGOOLE, ALLEN 
SITTON, MARYALICE PFEIFFER 
and TIM PFEIFFER, 
 
  Petitioners, 
 v. 
 
YAMHILL COUNTY, 
 
  Respondents. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

 
 
 
 
LUBA Nos. 2020-032 and -033 
 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL 
DECLARATION OF 
BEN VAN DYKE 

I, Ben Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify and 3 
make this declaration from my own personal knowledge.  I hereby state as follows: 4 

1. I farm the area abutting and immediately adjacent to the Trail including Trail 5 
bridge and its access, that the County is currently constructing.   6 

2. I hold a Private Pesticide Applicator License issued by the ODA, which 7 
requires a certification course followed by a knowledge test to obtain, and 8 
continuing education hours to maintain.  I have held this license for over 15 9 
years.   10 

3. The point of spraying some of the herbicide chemicals that we need to spray 11 
up to ten (10) times per season, is to clear the orchard floor of unwanted 12 
vegetation and to remove weeds up to our property border in order to keep 13 
weeds under control, so they do not contaminate our crops.   14 
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4. This means that I spray to our property border, not just to a particular 1 
Hazelnut tree.  The county’s latest declaration from Jarod Logsdon by its 2 
terms, incorrectly measured to a “nearest tree.”  The proper measurement of 3 
where we spray is to the outer limits of our property.  That is how we control 4 
invasive weeds and unwanted growth on the orchard floor. 5 

5. I do not spray exactly to a tree and no further.  I spray from the edge of my 6 
property but I also must observe the setbacks for my pesticide applications 7 
that run from where I spray to where non-protected people either are in fact 8 
or where they “frequent.”    9 

6. The Application Exclusion Zone or “AEZ” is similarly not measured from 10 
the target (the tree).  It is measured from our application equipment, which is 11 
a much greater distance than the tree target.  The below shows our boom 12 
sprayer equipment to illustrate this point: 13 

 14 
The below shows our air sprayer, to illustrate this point: 15 
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 1 
7. I do not know, and it is not disclosed, the place where the county’s parks 2 

employee, Jarod Logsdon, measured up to on the county worksite, to come 3 
up with his measurements in his declaration.  I do know that if he thought he 4 
was measuring to where I need to spray and do spray, that his measurements 5 
are dead wrong. 6 

8. Below is an image with Google Earth measurements of where I must spray 7 
measured to the area where construction workers have been working, which 8 
is what I have to avoid under the requirements of the pesticide labels for the 9 
chemicals that I use: 10 

 11 
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 1 
9. To help you understand the level of unlawful trail construction that is going 2 

on next to my farm, below is a Google Earth image of the construction area 3 
before the county started developing the trail, with a slight transparency of 4 
the above image overlain:  5 
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 1 
10. The fact that there are some trees that separate some of the work area from 2 

my farm does not matter to, or change, the setbacks that by law I must 3 
observe.  The setbacks that I must observe due to pesticide label restrictions 4 
are triggered by any one of (1) status as a recreational trail, or (2) areas 5 
“frequented by non-occupational bystanders.”  For the federal AEZ, the 6 
spray restrictions that say I must suspend all spray operations, run to where 7 
any person happens to stand and for so long as they stand in the prohibited 8 
area.   9 

11. When I measure where I can spray and where I can’t, I must measure from 10 
the edge of my farm where I must spray to areas frequented by non-11 
occupational bystanders (construction workers).  If I am measuring from the 12 
Trail itself, the measurements are much closer to my farm because the Trail 13 
goes right up to my farm.  However it is measured, the county’s illegal 14 
construction has triggered chemical spray related setback restrictions on my 15 
ability to spray my farm as I must do, that did not previously exist.   16 



I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l2.l arn not in the business of testing the limits of pesticide labels to see how

much I can get away with nor do I count on not getting caught behaving

illegally. Contrary to the most recent declaration from Mr. Logsdon, I
understand pesticide label reskictions, I take them seriously, and when there
are disclarities, I must and do err on the side of caution. If I do not I open

myself up for lawsuits and potential loss of my pesticide applicator license.

13,I understand that the above statements are made for use as evidence in an

administrative or judicial proceeding and are subject to penalty for perjury.

10

11
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KF]],1-]NG]'ON I,AW (;ROUP. PC
P.O- ROX 159

LAI<E OSWEGO, OR 97034
TEL: (s03) 636 006e

,this 23rd day of April,, 2020.

Ben Van Dyke
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 1 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 2 

 3 

JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE,  4 

BEN VAN DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN DYKE, CORY  5 

VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, CHRIS 6 

MATSON, GREG MCCARTHY, CELINE MCCARTHY, 7 

BRYAN SCHMIDT, RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE 8 

SCHREPEL, FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 9 

GORDON DROMGOOGLE, ALLEN SITTON, 10 

MARYALICE PFEIFFER, and TIM PFEIFFER, 11 

Petitioners, 12 

 13 

vs. 14 

 15 

YAMHILL COUNTY, 16 

Respondent. 17 

 18 

LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033 19 

 20 

ORDER 21 

NATURE OF THE DECISIONS  22 

 In LUBA No. 2020-032, petitioners appeal a January 16, 2020 board of 23 

county commissioners’ order (Order). In LUBA No. 2020-033, petitioners appeal 24 

an agreement (Construction Agreement) between the county and a construction 25 

contractor for construction of a bridge over Stag Hollow Creek and related trail 26 

approaches, in connection with a county proposal to develop a 2.82-mile segment 27 

of a recreation trail (Yamhelas Westsider Trail or YWT) on county-owned 28 

property. The Construction Agreement requires the contractor to construct “a 29 

prestressed voided slab bridge” as well as “trail approaches, and other items 30 
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detailed in the plans and specifications” to be completed “no later than May 1, 1 

2020.” Notice of Intent to Appeal, LUBA No. 2020-032, Exhibit 1 page 2, 8.  2 

 On April 9, 2020, petitioners filed a Motion for Stay of the challenged 3 

decisions pursuant to ORS 197.845(1) and OAR 661-010-0068.1 For the reasons 4 

explained below, we grant an interim stay of the decisions. 5 

 

1 OAR 661-010-0068 provides, in relevant part: 

“(1) A motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 

decision shall include: 

“* * * * * 

“(c) A statement of facts and reasons for issuing a stay, 

demonstrating a colorable claim of error in the decision 

and specifying how the movant will suffer irreparable 

injury if a stay is not granted; 

“* * * * * 

“(3) Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, a response to a 

motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 

decision shall be filed within 14 days after the date of service 

of the motion and shall set forth all matters in opposition to 

the motion and any facts showing any adverse effect, 

including an estimate of any monetary damages that will 

accrue if a stay is granted. 

“(4) An order granting a stay of a quasi-judicial land use decision 

or limited land use decision involving a specific development 

of land shall be conditional upon filing an undertaking or a 

cashier’s check or bank-certified check in the principal 

amount of $5,000. * * * Any objections to the form of 

undertaking or the surety shall be filed within 14 days after 
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BACKGROUND 1 

 The county’s proposal to develop the YWT has been the subject of three 2 

prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County, 78 Or LUBA 530 3 

(2018) (Van Dyke I); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA 4 

No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke II); and Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ 5 

Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke III).  6 

 In Van Dyke II, we remanded the county’s decision to approve a 7 

conditional use permit for the trail for further proceedings. According to 8 

petitioners, no further proceedings on the county’s conditional use permit 9 

application have been conducted or formally scheduled. Motion for Stay 5.  10 

 In Van Dyke III, we dismissed the appeals of a board of county 11 

commissioners order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for the 12 

design of three bridges along the trail, including the bridge over Stag Hollow 13 

Creek that is the subject of the Construction Agreement, because we agreed with 14 

the county that the agreement for design and consulting services was not a land 15 

use decision because it did not authorize “the use or development of land.” Van 16 

 

the date of service of a copy of the undertaking on the 

objecting party. 

“(5) The Board shall base its decision on the stay, including the 

right to a stay, amount of undertaking, or conditions of any 

stay order, upon evidence presented. Evidence may be 

attached to the motion in the form of affidavits, documents or 

other materials, or presented by means of a motion to take 

evidence outside the record. See OAR 661-010-0045.” 
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Dyke III, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op 1 

at 15). For that reason, we also concluded that the agreement did not have any 2 

significant impacts on land use and therefore did not qualify as a significant 3 

impacts land use decision under City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 4 

992 (1982). Van Dyke III, slip op at 17-19. 5 

MOTION FOR STAY 6 

 In relevant part, ORS 197.845(1)(b) and OAR 661-010-0068(1)(c) require 7 

the movant to demonstrate that the decision, if not stayed, will cause the movant 8 

“irreparable injury.” See n 1. The Motion for Stay alleges that if the stay is not 9 

granted, irreparable injury from construction authorized by the county in the 10 

Order and Construction Agreement will occur to wetlands and/or a riparian area, 11 

and a salmonid bearing stream. The Motion for Stay also alleges irreparable 12 

injury to petitioner Ben Van Dyke (Van Dyke) due to the presence of construction 13 

workers adjacent to the Van Dyke farm and the consequent prohibition on Van 14 

Dyke spraying pesticides on certain areas of his farm due to pesticide labeling 15 

requirements. Motion for Stay 20. Petitioners also allege that Van Dyke will be 16 

harmed by litter and trash from construction activities adjacent to his farm 17 

entering his farm, contaminating his hazelnut crop, and jeopardizing USDA food 18 

safety certifications. Motion for Stay 21. 19 

 Based on petitioners’ motion for stay, the Board grants an interim stay of 20 

the challenged decision. See Niederer v. City of Albany, ___ Or LUBA ___ 21 

(Order, LUBA No 2018-133, Order, Jan 7, 2019) (slip op at 2) (granting an 22 
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interim stay of a city decision approving demolition of three historic contributing 1 

structures); Save Amazon Coalition v. City of Eugene, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA 2 

No 1995-042, Mar 27, 1995) (granting an interim stay of a decision to approve a 3 

demolition permit for historic buildings).  4 

 The interim stay shall take effect immediately upon issuance of this Order, 5 

conditioned on the Board’s receipt no later than 4:00 p.m. on Monday, April 13, 6 

2020 of a cashier’s check or bank-certified check in the principal amount of 7 

$5,000, as specified in OAR 661-010-0068(4). If such undertaking is not received 8 

within the time set forth in this order, the interim stay shall automatically expire. 9 

 The county’s response to the Motion for Stay shall be filed no later than 10 

4:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 16, 2020. The county shall also file its response to 11 

petitioners’ objections to the record not later than 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 12 

16, 2020.2 The county shall file and serve its response to the Motion for Stay and 13 

response to the record objections pursuant to OAR 661-010-0075(2)(a) and (b). 14 

In addition, (1) the county shall transmit courtesy copies of its responses by email 15 

to LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us, and to petitioners’ attorney’s email address 16 

provided in the Motion for Stay, and (2) all pleadings regarding the Motion for 17 

 

2 LUBA received the record in these appeals on April 2, 2020. The Motion for 

Stay states that petitioners filed objections to the record transmitted by the county 

“contemporaneously with” the filing of the Motion for Stay. Motion for Stay 2 n 

2. However, as of the date of this Order, LUBA has not received an objection to 

the record from petitioners.  
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Stay and objections to the record filed by any party from this point forward shall 1 

be transmitted by courtesy copy to LUBA and the other party in the same manner.  2 

 The Board shall endeavor to issue an order not later than 4:00 p.m. on 3 

Thursday, April 23, 2020, either granting the Motion for Stay, or denying the 4 

motion and vacating this interim stay. If the Board grants the Motion for Stay, 5 

the Board’s order shall set out an expedited schedule for briefing, oral argument, 6 

and a decision. OAR 661-010-0068(1)(d). If the Board denies the Motion for 7 

Stay, the Board will return the undertaking, cashier’s check, or bank-certified 8 

check to petitioners. 9 

 Dated this 10th day of April, 2020. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

______________________________ 14 

Melissa M. Ryan 15 

 Board Member 16 



1 BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 
2 OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
3 
4 JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, 
5 BEN VAN DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN DYKE, CORY 
6 VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, CHRIS 
7 MATSON, GREG MCCARTHY, CELINE MCCARTHY, 
8 BRYAN SCHMIDT, RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE 
9 SCHREPEL, FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 

10 GORDON DROMGOOGLE, ALLEN SITTON, 
11 MARY ALICE PFEIFFER, and TIM PFEIFFER, 
12 Petitioners, 
13 
14 vs. 
15 
16 YAMHILL COUNTY, 
17 Respondent. 
18 
19 LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033 
20 
21 ORDER 

22 NATURE OF THE DECISIONS 

23 In LUBA No. 2020-033, petitioners appeal an agreement entitled 

24 "Agreement for Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project" (Construction 

25 Agreement) between the county and a construction contractor. The Construction 

26 Agreement requires the contractor to construct a bridge and related trail 

27 approaches on county-owned property zoned exclusive farm use (EFU), in 

28 connection with a county proposal to develop a 2.82-mile segment of a recreation 

29 trail (Y amhelas Westsider Trail or Trail) between the cities of Yamhill and 
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1 Carlton, within a former railroad right of way.1 Notice of Intent to Appeal 

2 (NITA), LUBA No. 2020-033, page 1. The 2.82-mile segment of the proposed 

3 Trail crosses three drainages that will require construction of three bridges or 

4 culverts. 

5 In LUBA No. 2020-032, petitioners appeal a January 16, 2020 board of 

6 county commissioners' order (Order 20-25) authorizing the county to enter into 

7 the Construction Agreement. 

8 BACKGROUND 

9 The county's proposal to develop the Trail has been the subject of three 

10 prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 78 Or LUBA 530 (2018) 

11 (Van Dyke I); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA No 2019-

12 047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke II); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA 

13 _ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke Ill). 

14 In Van Dyke I, we remanded a 2018 board of county commissioners' 

15 decision to adopt Ordinance 904, which amended the county's comprehensive 

16 plan to acknowledge county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former 

17 railroad right-of-way, and to authorize construction of a 2.82-mile segment of 

18 that right-of-way into the Trail. We concluded that constructing the Trail required 

1 The Construction Agreement requires the contractor, for $564,812, to 
construct "a prestressed voided slab bridge" as well as "trail approaches, and 
other items detailed in the plans and specifications," to be completed "no later 
than May 1, 2020." NITA, LUBA No. 2020-033, Exhibit 1, pages 2, 8. 
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1 conditional use permit approval, including application of land use approval 

2 standards implementing ORS 215 .296 for sections of the Trail within lands zoned 

3 EFU.2 The county instituted remand proceedings, and in March, 2019 the board 

4 of county commissioners approved a conditional use permit for the Trail. 

5 Petitioners appealed that decision to LUBA and that decision was the subject of 

6 Van Dyke II. 

7 In Van Dyke II, we remanded the county's decision to approve a 

8 conditional use permit for the trail for further proceedings. In a related set of 

9 appeals resolved in Van Dyke III, we disn;iissed two appeals of a board of county 

10 commissioners order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for the 

11 design and consulting services, and the agreement itself, related to the three 

12 proposed bridges along the Trail, including the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek 

13 that is the subject of the Construction Agreement. That agreement covered what 

14 is generally referred to as "Phase 1" of the trail project. Response to Motion for 

15 Stay, Exhibit 5, and Exhibit 7. We agreed with the county that the agreement for 

16 design and consulting services was not a land use decision because it did not 

17 authorize "the use or development of land." Van Dyke III,_ Or LUBA_ 

18 (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 15). For that reason, we also 

2 ORS 215 .296 generally requires that the applicant for certain non-farm uses 
in EFU zones demonstrate that the proposed use will not force a significant 
change in accepted farm practices on surrounding farm lands or significantly 
increase the cost of such practices. 
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1 concluded that the agreement did not have any significant impacts on land use 

2 and therefore did not qualify as a significant impacts land use decision under City 

3 of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982). Id., _Or LUBA_ 

4 (slip op at 17-19). The services at issue in the design contract that was appealed 

5 in Van Dyke Ill, as well as the construction of the bridge and Trail improvements, 

6 are funded at least in part through a grant from the Oregon Department of 

7 Transportation (ODOT)'s Connect Oregon grant program and using federal 

8 highway funds, and through funds provided by the Oregon Parks and Recreation 

9 Department (OPRD). 

10 According to petitioners, the county has not taken any action on remand of 

11 our decision in Van Dyke II to address the remanded issues or approve a 

12 conditional use permit for the Trail. Motion for Stay 5. However, in January 

13 2020, the board of county commissioners adopted Order 20-25 authorizing the 

14 county to enter into the Construction Agreement, and the commission chair and 

15 county administrator subsequently signed the Construction Agreement on behalf 

16 of the county. Preparations for construction of the bridge commenced in February 

17 2020 and construction commenced in March 2020. 

18 On April 9, 2020, petitioners filed a Motion for Stay of the challenged 

19 decisions pursuant to ORS 197.845(1) and OAR 661-010-0068.3 In an order 

3 OAR 661-010-0068 provides, in relevant part: 
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1 dated April 10, 2020, we granted an interim stay pending the county's response 

2 to the motion. The county filed a response to the motion for stay, petitioners filed 

3 a reply to the response, the county filed a sur-reply to petitioners' reply, and the 

4 parties continued filing responsive and additional pleadings. For the reasons 

5 explained below, we now grant a stay of the decisions pending our resolution of 

6 the appeals. 

7 MOTIONFORSTAY 

8 LUBA is authorized to stay a land use decision pending LUBA's review if 

9 a petitioner demonstrates (1) a colorable claim of error in the appealed decision, 

10 and (2) that petitioner will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted. 

"(1) A motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 
decision shall include: 

"* * * * * 
"( c) A statement of facts and reasons for issuing a stay, 

demonstrating a colorable claim of error in the decision 
and specifying how the movant will suffer irreparable 
injury if a stay is not granted; [ and] 

"( d) A suggested expedited briefing schedule;" 

" * * * * * 
"(5) The Board shall base its decision on the stay, including the 

right to a stay, amount of undertaking, or conditions of any 
stay order, upon evidence presented. Evidence may be 
attached to the motion in the form of affidavits, documents or 
other materials, or presented by means of a motion to take 
evidence outside the record. See OAR 661-010-0045." 
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1 A. Colorable Claim of Error 

2 The requirement to demonstrate a colorable claim of error is not 

3 particularly demanding. Rhodewalt v. Linn County, 16 Or LUBA 1001, 1004 

4 (1987). A petitioner need not establish that it will prevail on the merits. Thurston 

5 Hills Neigh. Assoc. v. City of Springfield, 19 Or LUBA 591, 592 (1990). Provided 

6 a petitioner's arguments are not devoid of legal merit, it is sufficient that the 

7 errors alleged, if sustained, would result in reversal or remand of the challenged 

8 decision. Barr v. City of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 511 (1990). "In order to establish 

9 evidence of a colorable claim of error, it is not necessary to show that the 

10 petitioner will prevail on the merits. It is necessary to show the errors alleged are 

11 sufficient to result in reversal or remand of the decision if found to be correct." 

12 Dames v. City of Medford, 9 Or LUBA 433, 438 (1983), aff'd, 69 Or App 675, 

13 687 P2d 1111 (1984). 

14 In the present appeals, petitioners intend to argue that in making the 

15 challenged decisions, the county failed to follow procedures applicable to land 

16 use decisions and that the decisions fail to comply with applicable provisions of 

17 Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 402.04(N), YCZO 702.05 and 

18 YCZO 703.05. The county does not really dispute that the colorable claim of 

19 error prong is met. The county does, however, argue that the challenged decisions 

20 are not "land use decisions" within the meaning of ORS 197.015(10)(a), and filed 

21 a preliminary motion to dismiss the appeals along with its response to the motion 

22 for stay. 
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1 We conclude that petitioners have therefore satisfied the colorable claim 

2 of error prong of ORS 197.845(1)(a). 

3 B. Irreparable Injury 

4 In order to satisfy the irreparable injury prong of ORS 197 .845(1 )(b ), the 

5 following five requirements must be met: 

6 (1) the movant must adequately specify the injury that he or she 
7 will suffer; 

8 (2) the injury must be one that cannot be compensated adequately 
9 in money damages; 

10 (3) the injury must be substantial and unreasonable; 

11 ( 4) the conduct the movant seeks to bar must be probable rather 
12 than merely threatened or fe~ed; and 

13 (5) if the conduct is probable, the resulting mJury must be 
14 probable rather than merely threatened or feared. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 47 Or LUBA 604, 609 (2004); City of 

Oregon City v. Clackamas County, 17 J)r LUSA 10_3,2, 1042-43 (1988). , 
• ' ' J ••• :.\ ':·' • • 

Generally, a movant may meet these requirements only by demonstrating that the 

development will "destroy or injure unique historic or natural resources, or other 

interests that cannot be practicably restored or adequately compensated for once 

destroyed." Roberts v. Clatsop County, 43 Or LUBA 577, 583 (2002). 

1. Injury to Protected Resources 

22 The Motion for Stay alleges that if the stay is not granted, irreparable injury 

23 from construction a1,1thorized by the county in the Order and Construction 

24 Agreement will occur to (1) wetlands; (2) spotted owl habitat protected under the 
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1 Endangered Species Act (BSA); and (3) a salmonid bearing stream, Stag Hollow 

2 Creek. The county responds that wetlands are not present in the area of 

3 construction, and maintains that the bridge is being constructed with oversight by 

4 ODOT and consulting engineers hired by the county and that construction is 

5 occurring "in compliance with all state and federal environmental laws." 

6 Response to Motion for Stay 5-6. 

7 In support of its response, the county cites Exhibit 7 to the response. 

8 Exhibit 7 to the response is a November 2019 Document entitled "[Federal 
-

9 Highway Administration] FHW A and Oregon ODQT [Programmatic Categorical 

10 Exclusion] PCB Approval Document" for Phase 2 of the Trail (the Approval). 

11 The Approval states that no wetlands were found in the project area, although 

12 regulated wetlands are located in the vicinity of the project area. Response to 

13 Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. However, in the section of the Approval 

14 addressing the BSA, the Approval states "the F AHP [Federal Aid Highway 

15 Program] Completion Report for Phase 2 will need to address whether a 

16 temporary work bridge with footings above the regulated area was required." Id. 

17 at 2 ( emphases added). The county provides no assistance on this point and no 

18 detailed explanation of Exhibit 7, and we cannot tell whether the BSA section of 

19 the Approval refers to the jurisdictional wetlands in the vicinity of the bridge 

20 construction, or whether it refers to regulated areas that provide habitat for 

21 protected species, or both. Accordingly, we cannot agree with the county that no 

22 construction is occurring in regulated wetlands and that no wetlands will be 
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1 harmed by the construction of the bridge and associated trail improvements, 

2 particularly given the requirement for Phase 2, bridge construction, to address 

3 construction near the regulated wetlands or an area containing protected species 

4 habitat. 4 The Approval recognizes that wetlands are present in the vicinity of the 

5 project area but no detail or exact location is provided. Accordingly, petitioners 

6 have established that irreparable injury may occur to regulated wetlands and/or 

7 regulated habitat if a stay is not granted. 

8 With regard to protected species, the Approval also states that an ESA 

9 determination of no effect for protected species, "except Streaked Homed Lark _ 

10 covered by a separate USFWS Biological Opinion," was prepared in 2015 for 

11 Phase I, and that no changes to the determination "are anticipated unless there is 

12 a change in species status or additional issues arise." Id. Petitioners maintain that 

13 Exhibit 7 only provides evidence that approximately five years ago, no 

14 environmental assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act was 

4 We also note that in the Approval's "Land Use" section, the Approval states 
that the board of county commissioners approved a conditional use permit for the 
trail in March, 2019. Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. In the 
"Public Outreach" section, the Approval states: "Yamhill County LUBA oral 
arguments (2019-047) - 8/20/2019." Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, 
page 3. However, the Approval does not reference LUBA's subsequent remand 
of that March 2019 decision on October 11, 2019 in Van Dyke II. 

After a land use decision is remanded, it is no longer effective. NWDA v. City 
of Portland, 58 Or LUBA 533, 541-42, aff'd, 229 Or App 504, 213 P3d 590 
(2009); Western States v. Multnomah County, 37 Or LUBA 835, 842-43 (2000). 
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1 required because no protected species would be affected, but that Exhibit 7 does 

2 not provide evidence that there has not been a change in species status or that no 

3 "additional issues" have arisen. While we tend to agree with petitioners that the 

4 age of the ESA determination has some effect on its evidentiary value, petitioners 

5 do not point to any change in species status or additional issues that call into 

6 question the findings in the 2015 ESA determination. Petitioners have not 

7 established that irreparable injury to any protected species will occur if a stay is 

8 not granted. 

9 2. Injury to Petitioner Ben Van Dyke's Interests 

10 The Motion for Stay also alleges irreparable injury to petitioner Ben Van 

11 Dyke (Van Dyke) due to the presence of construction workers adjacent to the 

12 Van Dyke farm and other areas that Van Dyke farms. 

13 a. Prevention of Spraying 

14 The motion alleges irreparable injury from the presence of construction 

15 workers and the consequent prohibition on Van Dyke spraying pesticides on 

16 certain areas of his farm due to pesticide labeling requirements. Motion for Stay 

17 20. Petitioners also allege that Van Dyke has already been and will be further 

18 harmed by litter and trash from construction activities adjacent to his farmed 

19 areas entering those areas, contaminating his hazelnut crop, and jeopardizing 

20 USDA food safety certifications. Motion for Stay 21. Petitioners' assertions are 

21 supported by a Declaration, a Supplemental Declaration, a Second Supplemental 
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1 Declaration, and a Third Supplemental Declaration (together, the Declarations) 

2 ofVanDyke. 

3 In the Declarations, Van Dyke asserts under penalty of perjury that he 

4 farms the property adjacent to the construction site, that due to construction 

5 activities and the presence of construction workers, his farm employees are 

6 prevented from spraying fungicides and pesticides with construction workers 

7 present, and that during the week of April 1, 2020 he was forced to spray at night 

8 and hire a spotter to watch for trespassers. Van Dyke asserts that if he is unable 

9 to spray, his hazelnut trees may die due to Eastern Filbert blight, or that at a 

10 minimum lack of ability to spray will result in reduced yields. 

11 In its response, the county disputes that Van Dyke farms close enough to 

12 the construction site to be prohibited by fungicide and pesticide labeling laws 

13 from applying those products to his hazelnut trees. The county maintains that the 

14 location of the bridge is at the mid-point of the county's right of way, which we 

15 understand the county to maintain is 80 feet wide at that location, and, relying on 

16 aerial photos, alleges that Van Dyke's hazelnut trees are at least 150 feet from 

1 7 the construction site. 5 Response to Motion for Stay 2, Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3. 

18 The county also disputes that the labels prevent him from applying the products 

19 even assuming that construction is occurring within 100 feet of the trees. The 

5 The county-owned property is generally 60 feet wide. Van Dyke II, slip op 
4. 
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1 county then submitted a declaration from a county parks employee that, as we 

2 understand it, declares that he measured the distance from what he determined to 

3 be the southern end of the construction site to the nearest hazelnut trees to the 

4 southeast and the southwest and the distance does not exceed 63 feet. Petitioners 

5 then submitted a Third Supplemental Declaration from Van Dyke that takes the 

6 position that Van Dyke does not spray only the trees but sprays to his property 

7 boundary, which is closer to the construction site where workers are present than 

8 the closest trees that were measured. 

9 Although it is a reasonably close question, we conclude_ that petitioners 

10 have established for purposes of the motion for stay only, through the 

11 Declarations, that Van Dyke's farm is close enough to the construction site that 

12 the presence of construction workers prevents him from applying certain 

13 pesticides and fungicides to his trees when construction workers are engaging in 

14 construction of the bridge. The county's response concedes that the bridge is 

15 located at the mid-point of the county's 80-foot wide right-of-way, or 

16 approximately 40 feet from the property line of the county's right-of-way, and 

17 the aerial photographs do not conclusively establish that Van Dyke's trees or 

18 farmed areas are located at a distance that is far enough from construction 
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1 activities that are obvious from photographs submitted by petitioners that label 

2 requirements or the federal application exclusion zone are not triggered. 6 

6 We note here that in Van Dyke II, we sustained petitioners' subassignments 
of error that argued that county's findings regarding setbacks required by 
pesticide and herbicide labels were inadequate, and failed to demonstrate 
compliance with the farm impacts test: 

"We conclude that remand is necessary for the county to adopt more 
adequate findings regarding any setback or buffer required by 
pesticide or herbicide labeling. In doing so, the county will likely 
have to make specific factual findings about specific setbacks 
required by particular chemicals on particular farming operations on 
surrounding farmlands, and whether operation of each setback 
would force a significant change in farm practices. Specifically, the 
county must adopt findings addressing application of Gramoxone, 
Lorsban, Yuma 4E and any other pesticide, herbicide, etc., identified 
in the record that may require a setback of some kind from the Trail. 
The setback for Gramoxone appears to be most problematic, as it 
does not provide a numeric setback, but instead prohibits application 
'around' recreational areas, which the county understood to mean in 
'close proximity to.' The county will likely need to conduct further 
fact-finding to determine what is an appropriate setback for those 
farms using Gramoxone. 

"Based on the labels cited in the record, the appropriate width of 
setbacks for those pesticides and herbicides with numeric setbacks 
depends on several variables, including application rates and 
method of delivery. Some of the farms adjoining the Trail 
apparently use aerial application, which generally requires a larger 
setback, while others use ground sprays from booms, or other 
methods, which require smaller setbacks. As we acknowledged 
above, applying pesticides in a manner that causes overspray or drift 
onto adjoining properties is not an accepted farming practice for 
purposes of ORS 215.296(1). The setback from sensitive uses that 
is required on individual farms, based on pesticide label restrictions, 
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1 Regarding the first three factors in City of Oregon City, we conclude 

2 petitioner Van Dyke has adequately specified the injury he might suffer -- the 

3 loss of a valuable crop -- ifhe is forced to stop spraying his crop located adjacent 

4 to the construction area due to the presence of construction workers. We also 

5 conclude it is not an injury that could be compensated adequately in money 

6 damages. See Cossins v. Josephine County, 77 Or LUBA 564 (2018) (petitioners 

7 adequately specify injury that cannot be compensated in money damages if they 

8 are forced to cease farming marijuana and lose their Oregon Liquor Control 

9 Commission, licenses to farm when a county ordinance prohibiting marijuana 

10 farming in the rural residential zone takes effect); Meyer v. Jackson County, 72 

11 Or LUBA 462 (2015) (petitioners adequately specify injury that cannot be 

12 compensated in money damages if they are forced to relocate or close asphalt 

13 batch plant operation, or pay fines for remaining open, due to loss of revenue and 

;)i.(_} · !1\i,' _ 

therefore must be determined based upon application methods 
which avoid overspray and drift. The county will likely need to 
conduct further fact-finding on these points to determine the 
appropriate setbacks for different farm operations, and to gather the 
information needed to determine whether the appropriate setback 
forces a significant change in farm operations." Van Dyke II, Id. at 
slip op 31-32. 

As noted, the county has not taken action on remand. However, we note here 
that the construction site is significantly wider than the 12 foot wide trail that the 
county proposes for the 60 ( or 80) foot right of way, and our conclusion that 
petitioners have established that the presence of construction workers prevents 
Van Dyke from spraying his trees and property is dependent on the significantly 
wider construction area than the proposed 12-foot wide trail. 
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1 loss of customer base); Barr, 20 Or LUBA at 511 (harm to business reputation 

2 and loss of business goodwill not losses which can be adequately compensated 

3 by money damages). 

4 In addition, we understand the county to respond that it intends to proceed 

5 with construction if LUBA does not grant a permanent stay because the county 

6 believes that construction of the bridge in the EFU zone does not require any land 

7 use approval. Given that response, we agree with petitioners that the conduct is 

8 probable, and the resulting injury is also probable. 

9 b. Food Safety Certifications 

10 -,_ Van Dyke also asserts that irreparable injury to his food safety 

11 certifications will occur due to the presence of litter from the construction site 

12 that has entered his farm.7 The county disputes Van Dyke's assertion that litter 

13 from the construction site that blows onto his farm fields will jeopardize the 

14 farm's food safety certifications, and additionally faults Van Dyke for not 

15 addressing the litter problem directly with the contractor or construction workers, 

16 or with the county. Response to Motion for Stay 4-5. We agree with petitioners 

1 7 that the evidence provided by petitioners supports a conclusion that Van Dyke 

18 will suffer injury if litter is allowed to enter his farm fields. That evidence 

7 Our decision in Van Dyke II also sustained petitioners' assignments of error 
that argued that the county had failed to adequately consider the impacts from 
litter and debris entering adjacent farms and jeopardizing food safety 
certifications. Van Dyke II, slip op 50-51. 
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1 includes the Declarations, and a letter from a local hazelnut packer that states that 

2 under its quality control system standards, the product must be 

3 "free from foreign material. Trash in field and/or in delivered 
4 product poses a food safety liability issue. Trash can carry vectors 
5 that can cause food borne pathogens." Petitioners' Reply to 
6 Response to Motion For Stay, Exhibit 14, Supplemental Declaration 
7 of Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit F, page 2. 

8 Based on that evidence, we conclude that petitioners have established that the 

9 first three City of Oregon City factors are met. In addition, in its response the 

10 county offers that the solution to unmonitored litter is "simple - the county 

11 instructs the contractor to be more careful disposing of lunch bags and 

12 construction 'detritus." Response at 5. However, we do not understand that 

13 response to be an offer by the county to assume responsibility for ensuring that 

14 litter will not travel onto Van Dyke's farm (as would be the case if fencing or 

15 some other barrier was already installed, for example). Absent any promise or 

16 offer by the county to address litter, we conclude that the conduct is probable, and ,,, , 

17 the resulting injury is also probable. 

18 3. Future Removal of Improvements 

19 Finally, petitioners address LUBA's case law generally holding that an 

20 injury is not "irreparable" if the offending construction could be removed and the 

21 property being developed returned to its former state if LUBA concludes that 

22 development was not properly authorized. See Von Lubken v. Hood River County, 

23 17 Or LUBA 1150, 1153 (1989) (no irreparable injury to the petitioner when the 
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1 property being developed as a golf course could be returned to farm use if the 

2 petitioner prevails); Roberts, 43 Or LUBA at 583. However, petitioners argue 

3 that the circumstances surrounding the board of commissioners' order 

4 authorizing the county to enter into a contract to begin construction of the bridge 

5 on county-owned property require a different analysis than if the developer was 

6 a private individual or corporation. At the heart of those circumstances is the 

7 undisputed fact that funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Creek bridge, 

8 the costliest of the three bridges included as part of the Trail, has been provided 

9 almost entirely by other public money from ODOT, OPRD, and federal highway 

10 funds. In that circumstance, petitioners argue, an assumption that the 

11 improvements can be removed if LUBA concludes that the construction was not 

12 properly authorized is not warranted, because the county will be required to repay 

13 the public funds, and because other public entities that funded the project may 

14 object to its removal. 

15 We agree with petitioners. Indeed, the county's response appears to 

16 validate petitioners' concern that once the bridge is constructed, it will not be 

1 7 easily removed and the property returned to its former state. In its response, the 

18 county argues: 

19 "The county is the only party to this proceeding harmed by the stay. 
20 Half of the bridge construction funds have been spent ($283,678.60 
21 as of March 31, 2020). If the bridge is not completed the county will 
22 need to discuss with ODOT how to proceed, but someone will have 
23 paid nearly $1,000,000 for an incomplete bridge. The costs to 
24 demobilize, protect the site during a stay and remobilize to complete 
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1 the bridge are unknown at this time. Those costs are potentially 
2 substantial and unfair to impose on the county, which can now cross 
3 the bridge, but cannot use it for fire maintenance and control in its 
4 current condition. The competing equities in this matter are that the 
5 county faces substantial potential damages and costs, while the 
6 petitioners have made no reasonable claim of any sort of injury from 
7 allowing the bridge to be completed and used by the county solely 
8 for access from one part of its property to another part of its 
9 property." Response to Motion for Stay at 8-9. 

10 At a minimum, the county's position demonstrates that improvements already 

11 constructed will not easily be removed without protest from the county. 

12 In sum, petitioners have established a colorable claim of error and that at 

13 least one petitioner will suffer irreparable, injury if a stay is not granted. 

14 Petitioners' motion for stay is granted. 8 

15 RECORD OBJECTION 

16 The record transmitted by the county includes the Construction 

17 Agreement. Record 1-7. Petitioners object that the record fails to include 

18 materials that are incorporated by reference into the Construction Agreement. 

19 Record 1. The county responds that none of the items identified by petitioners are 

20 "relevant" and none of the materials were "placed before" the decision maker. 

21 OAR 661-010-0025(1)(b) provides that the record shall include: 

22 "All written testimony and all exhibits, maps, documents or other 
23 materials specifically incorporated into the record or placed before, 
24 and not rejected by, the final decision maker, during the course of 

8 Petitioners have previously filed an undertaking, in the amount of$5,000, as 
required by ORS 197.845(2) and OAR 661-010-0068(4). 
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1 the proceedings before the final decision maker." 

2 The Construction Agreement provides: 

3 "This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract 
4 Documents that are part of the Project: [list of documents omitted]." 
5 Record 1. 

6 It is clear that the Construction Agreement "specifically incorporated" the 

7 Contract Documents. Therefore, the county's response that the Contract 

8 Documents were not "placed before" the decision maker does not answer the 

9 question. Petitioners' objection is sustained. 

10 Not later than Wednesday, April 29, 2020, the county shall transmit to the 
l 

11 Board and petitioners a paginated supplemental record that includes documents 

12 (A) through (Q) described on page 1 of the Construction Agreement. 

13 EXPEDITED BRIEFING 

14 Petitioners' motion for stay proposed an expedited briefing schedule, in 

15 accordance with OAR 661-010-0068(1)(d). Seen 3. In its response to petitioners' 

16 motion for stay, the county filed a preliminary motion to dismiss the appeals on 

17 the basis that the challenged decisions are not "land use decisions" within the 

18 meaning of ORS 197.015(10)(a). The county requests "additional briefing, on a 

19 normal schedule," regarding the jurisdictional question. Response to Motion for 

20 Stay at 19. 

21 Petitioners have filed a preliminary response to the county's preliminary 

22 motion to dismiss and a combined response to the county's preliminary motion 

23 to dismiss. However, the parties' pleadings up to this point in these appeals 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

address the motion for stay, jurisdictional issues and, to some extent, the merits 

of the appeal, and are presented in an unfocused manner. We conclude that 

focused briefing that addresses both the jurisdictional issues and the merits of the 

appeals, which are intertwined in this case, will assist the Board in resolving the 

jurisdictional question and, if we conclude we have jurisdiction, the merits of the 

appeal in an expedited manner consistent with our issuance of the stay. 

Accordingly, the petition for review shall be due 14 days from the date of 

this order, and the response brief due 28 days from the date of this order. Any 

reply brief filed by petitioners shall be due not later than May, 26, 2020. In 

addition, on the date of filing both parties shall also transmit a courtesy copy of 

their briefs by email to LUBA at LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us, and to the other 

parties' email address. 

Oral argument in these appeals is hereby scheduled for May 27, 2020 at 

11 :00 a.m. by telephonic conference. The Board shall issue its final opinion and 

order as soon as possible thereafter. 

Dated this 24th day of April, 2020. 

Melissa M. Ryan 
Board Member 
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To:    Members of the Yamhill Planning Commission 
From:   B. J. Matthews 
Date:  19 May 2020 
 
Subject:  G-01-20 
 
You will soon be considering the county's request for ammendments to the 
YCZO.  The BOC ignored your earlier recommendation to not allow the 
Yamhelas Trail.  Now after 3 LUBA remands and a stay on an expensive bridge 
construction, they believe they can manipulate the system to get their way on 
this expensive ill planned trail.   
 
They have, from the start, failed to consider zoning along the entire RR ROW  
starting with the 2.8 mile section between Yamhill and Carlton.  When 
confronted on farm impact and zoning issues their response has been to say it 
will be delt with in the “master plan”.  Apparently their “master plan” is to build it 
by ignoring county and state law trusting that if they spend the tax payers money 
no one will stop them or hold them accountable.   
 
Now we come to this, G-01-20.  This request is for Amendments to the text of 
the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) to comply with requirements of 
Oregon Revised Statutes and Administrative Rules and general housekeeping 
updates. (emphasis added).   “general housekeeping” hides a dire subterfuge.  
Apparently much of the “general housekeeping” consists of the addition of the 
phrase “Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and 
improvements” to the list of permitted uses in multiple sections of the YCZO. 
 
 “Other transportation facilities and improvements” is a euphemism for 
trails.  In other words, trails would be outright permitted, no notice or hearing 
required, in virtually all zones. The county who is also the trail applicant wants 
to make trails permitted uses in particular in EFU and industrial zones (where 
they want to put trail heads) as well as rural residential zones like those in Cove 
Orchard (VLDR-2.5 and  AF-10) through which the ROW runs.  To camouflage 
this subterfuge they have added this phrase to permitted uses in virtually all 
zones.   
 
The applicant which is the county has ignored zoning laws far to long now they 
seek to corrupt them.  Please don't fall for it!  Please uphold the integrity of the 
YCZO.   
 
B. J. Matthews 
 









 
 
Wendie L. Kellington Phone (503) 636-0069 
P.O. Box 159 Mobile (503) 804-0535 
Lake Oswego Or Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
97034 Email: wk@klgpc.com  
 

May 20, 2020 
 
Via Electronic Mail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97218 
 

RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 Local Planning Docket No. G-01-18 

 
Dear Members of the Board: 
 
 Please include this letter and its attachments in the record of the above referenced matter.  
We represent clients strongly opposed to the so-called “Yamhelas Westsider Trail” (YWT) 
proposal pending before you.  Please include this letter and its attachments in the record of the 
above matter.   
 
 This firm represents Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van Dyke, Mark and Velma Van 
Dyke, John and Lynne Wiser, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Christy Cloepfil, 
Tom Hammer, Chris Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric Kuehne, Harold and Jolene 
Kuehne, B.J. Matthews, Gordon Dromgoole, Greg and Celine McCarthy, Maryalice and Tim 
Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, Rudis Lac, LLC, Lee Schrepel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester 
Sitton, Darren Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, Lynne Wiser, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, Casey 
Van Dyke, Cory Van Dyke, Fruithill, Inc., and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc.  In this letter, we refer 
to these Yamhill County citizens as the “Farmers” for convenience.  The Farmers have been 
petitioners in four Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) cases concerning the county’s effort to 
convert 12.48 miles of an old abandoned rail right-of-way to a public recreational trail.   
 

1. Objection to Process to Date Including May 21, 2020 “Hearing” 
 

We reiterate here by this reference our previous objections to this process.  Similarly, the 
proceeding to take place on May 21, 2020 is not a “hearing.”  You have prohibited the key 
people against whom the applicant (you) plans to make adverse credibility determinations from 
speaking.  The rules for this “hearing”, allow only one person to speak for scores of people and 
organizations opposed to the trail whom no one person can represent.  The Farmers wish to give 
their testimony to explain the significant adverse impacts the proposal forces on their accepted 
farming practices and their costs.   

mailto:wk@klgpc.com
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This process where no oral testimony is allowed from the very persons against whole the 
applicant demands credibility findings, is contrary to the United States Constitution “due 
process” clause of the 14th amendment; YCZO and state law requirements for a “hearing,” and 
unfair.  As the Oregon Supreme Court has explained in Koskela v. Willamette Indus., Inc., 331 
Or. 362, 378, 15 P.3d 548, 558 (2000): 

 
“As a matter of procedural due process, it is well established that the state may 
not deprive a person of life, liberty, or property without ‘notice and opportunity 
for hearing appropriate to the nature of the case.’ Mullane v. Central Hanover 
Bank & Tr. Co., 339 U.S. 306, 313, 70 S.Ct. 652, 94 L.Ed. 865 (1950). An 
appropriate hearing is one that is provided ‘at a meaningful time and in a 
meaningful manner.’ Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552, 85 S.Ct. 1187, 14 
L.Ed.2d 62 (1965); see State ex rel Juv. Dept. v. Geist, 310 Or. 176, 189-90, 796 
P.2d 1193 (1990) (so stating). The opportunity to be heard must be tailored to the 
capacities and circumstances of those who are to be heard. Goldberg, 397 U.S. at 
269, 90 S.Ct. 1011. When important decisions turn on assessments of credibility 
and veracity, written submissions are ‘wholly unsatisfactory.’ Id. The purpose of 
due process requirements is to provide a ‘safeguard against 
mistake.’ Mathews, 424 U.S. at 345, 96 S.Ct. 893.”  (Emphasis supplied.)   
 
The Farmers have a property interest in their properties that abut and are nearby the 

proposed trail and trailhead sites that is adversely affected by the county approving a 
devastatingly impactful land use that abuts them.  They have a property interest in the county 
properly applying state and local standards before harming the Farmers’ interests.  They have a 
property interest in the state and local procedures that are required to be employed which include 
a “hearing.”  Corey v. DLCD, 210 Or App 542 (2007), rev dism on mootness grounds, 344 Or 
457 (2008), after remand, 221 Or App 505 (2008) (claimant had property interest to Measure 37 
waivers entitling them to a hearing before they were deprived of those waivers). 

 
The Oregon Supreme Court in Koskela further held these important interests entitle the 

Farmers to an in-person hearing in the circumstances here: 
 

“In situations requiring the decision-maker to apply a broad standard that includes 
subjective assessments of, among other things, a person’s credibility and veracity, 
due process requires “personal contact between the recipient and the person who 
decides his case.” Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 U.S. 682, 697, 99 S.Ct. 2545, 61 
L.Ed.2d 176 (1979). What is more, when, as here, the decision-maker must 
resolve factual disputes involving credibility and veracity, due process requires an 
opportunity for at least some kind of an oral evidentiary hearing. Goldberg, 397 
U.S. at 268, 90 S.Ct. 1011.” 

 
Even if there were some county interest advanced in the so-called “hearing” process that 

the county has selected, it does not pass muster.  The Oregon Supreme court has decided: 
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“There is no doubt that restricting the record at hearing to the record that was 
developed at reconsideration makes the process more efficient. However, 
efficiency is not an end in itself. The Supreme Court has explained that 
 

“’the Constitution recognizes higher values than speed and 
efficiency. Indeed, one might fairly say of the * * * Due Process 
Clause in particular, that [it was] designed to protect the fragile 
values of a vulnerable citizenry from the overbearing concern for 
efficiency and efficacy that may characterize praiseworthy 
government officials no less, and perhaps more, than mediocre 
ones.’  Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 656, 92 S.Ct. 1208, 31 
L.Ed.2d 551 (1972) (footnote omitted). 
 

“***** 
 
“Efficiency does not trump the basic constitutional right to a minimally adequate 
hearing.” 

 
Koskela v. Willamette Indus., Inc., 331 Or. 362, 381-82, 15 P.3d 548, 559–61 (2000). 

 
This “hearing” is not “minimally adequate” and the applicant makes his own assessments 

of the Farmers’ “credibility” a centerpiece of his case against the Farmers.  As a matter of 
constitutional law, you cannot simply adopt the applicant’s ad hominem attacks and credibility 
assessments against the Farmers’ without hearing from them in person on the topics that only 
they are in a position to explain.   

 
There is no reason why the county must have this proceeding on May 21, 2020 and there 

is no reason a hearing cannot wait until a time when all persons who wish may participate or 
when the county allows them to participate via telephone or computer like using “Zoom.”  The 
undersigned cannot speak for everyone who opposes the trail and has no right to speak for the 
Oregon Farm Bureau, the Yamhill County Farm Bureau, Oregonians for Food and Shelter and 
the persons opposed whom I do not represent.   

 
Moreover, the farmers are the experts on the significant adverse impacts of the proposal, 

and they must be allowed to respond to the applicant’s assertions, answer your questions and 
persuade you of the terrible impacts that the proposal will cause them.  Failing to allow the 
participation of everyone with a property or liberty interest in this matter (which certainly 
includes the Farmers), when it is technologically possible now and where it is also easily 
possible to punt the “hearing” to a time when you are willing to allow everyone to participate 
with no harm to the county whatsoever, deprives all participants of the substantial right to 
present their case.   
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This is especially troubling where the applicant repeatedly attacks the credibility of every 
farmer whom I represent for not knowing what they are talking about or for “throwing spaghetti” 
or any manner of other name calling assessments.  The assessment of credibility happens in 
person.  Failing to allow the farmers, whose credibility the applicant viscously attacks in findings 
you are asked to adopt, to testify and explain their concerns, means you cannot make legitimate 
“credibility” assessments concerning the farmers’ evidence that is consistent with the Farmers’ 
rights to due process.  Importantly, you cannot “get this right” in the proceeding the county has 
conducted to date. 

 
Finally, the proposal violates Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which applies if the proposal 

is a plan amendment as it appears the applicant at least is hoping to be the case.  In this regard, 
the applicant asks you to “affirm” language that has never become a part of the county TSP or 
any other plan, as if that language existed in such plan or plans.  The only way for you to do that 
is to amend the TSP or whatever other plan such language will be “affirmed” into.   

 
Goal 1 requires that the county adhere to its acknowledged citizen involvement program.  

As explained previously, the county fails to do so.  The county’s failure in this regard is 
spectacular – conducting a remand “hearing” without allowing oral testimony; purporting to 
evaluate the credibility of witnesses you refuse to allow to appear; demanding this process occur 
during a global pandemic even though as of today county offices are actually open per “Phase 1” 
reopening.  Nothing establishes that the county cannot maintain social distancing.  The county 
simply wishes to make it as hard as possible for the county’s citizens to participate in this matter.  
The county has refused to set this matter at a reasonable time to enable public participation as its 
code requires – even though there is nothing that stops it from doing so.   

 
The county’s breakneck pace is not designed for citizen participation, to comply with the 

county’s acknowledged citizen acknowledged program at all or to properly respond to LUBA’s 
remand.  Rather it is a thinly veiled attempt to affect the outcome in the pending LUBA case 
challenging the county’s illegal construction of a trail bridge.  On this, the applicant pushes the 
county hard to adopt findings that the trail bridge the county has approved to begin to unlawfully 
construct be termed something else in this decision, hoping that will get the county out of hot 
water with LUBA.  The applicant wants you to reinvent your previous decision here, before 
LUBA issues its final decision reversing the decision to start trail bridge construction without 
land use approval.  

 
The applicant evidently thinks LUBA is stupid.  The plan to essentially work a fraud on 

LUBA and the public is unlikely to work.  No matter what the applicant’s findings assert, the 
Stag Hollow Bridge is a trail bridge; that is law of the case and the county cannot invoke magic 
words to change that now.  The county should stop its breakneck pace and instead adhere to its 
acknowledged citizen involvement program, invite citizens to participate and actually listen to 
what those constituents have to say.   
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2. Unmitigated and Unmitigable Significant impacts to Accepted Farming Practices 

 
The applicant fails to demonstrate that the proposed trail and trailheads will not force a 

significant change to accepted farming practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm use.  The 
applicant also does not demonstrate that the approval of the proposed trail and trailheads does 
not force significant costs on the Farmers’ accepted farming practices.   

 
The pesticide Gramoxone is used by the farmers who farm hazelnuts and for seedbed 

preparation along the 2.82-mile trail segment.  There is no evidence in the record to support the 
applicant’s assertion that that Gramoxone is “soon to be banned.”  The only evidence in the 
record is that Gramoxone is a highly effective, important and often used pesticide along the 
disputed 2.82-mile segment of abandoned old rail right of way.  It is a critical part of a pesticide 
rotation program of which there are few options.   

 
That product’s label, is for a product that is very much still in use, has not been 

withdrawn.  The label on the product that is still in use by farmers along the 2.82-mile segment 
states: 

 

 
 

LUBA stated the effect of this prohibition and explained that the record includes: 
 
“a letter from a staff person at the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) to 
the effect that, based on dictionary  definitions, ‘around’ means ‘[i]n the vicinity 
of; near or close-by,’ and that the label restriction could ‘preclude applications in 
fields adjacent to the trail or sensitive sites identified in product labeling.’"   
 
There is no dispute that the ODA is the agency charged with enforcing pesticide laws in 

Oregon.  The author of that letter to which LUBA refers, Mike Odenthal, is the “Lead Pesticide 
Investigator” for the State of Oregon.  While the applicant claims superior knowledge and 
credibility to that of the Farmers and Mr. Odenthal, he has zero expertise in the matter and 
cannot purport to be an authority on pesticide label interpretation.  Moreover, the Farmers 
legitimately understand that they must adhere to Mr. Odenthal’s interpretation, and will do so.  
This is not some “fearmongering” or “speculation”; rather it is a reflection that Mr. Odenthal’s 
opinion carries the weight of authority and any farmer who takes Mr. Sadlo’s view over Mr. 
Odenthal’s, will find himself on the business end of a very expensive and penalty laden 
enforcement proceeding, which carries not only civil or criminal penalties.  It is not an accepted 
farming practice to defer to an ill-informed county employee, over the opinion of the state’s chief 
pesticide enforcer.  The Farmers’ “perception” that they must comply with Mr. Odenthal’s 
interpretation that both the newer and older Gramoxone labels mean the same thing, 
demonstrates that the proposed trail will force a significant change in the Farmers’ accepted 
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farming practices because they will no longer be able to use this chemical.  Further, not being 
able to use this chemical, forces significant costs on the Farmers who must resort to hiring labor 
for hand weeding.   

 
LUBA went on to reject the applicant’s view that is advanced repeatedly on remand 

throughout the applicant’s proposed findings, that the pesticide label restrictions are mere drift 
issues.  The applicant is wrong, and LUBA specifically decided: 

 
“it could certainly be the case that a farm operator would be required to provide a 
setback on their land due to a proposed sensitive use (recreation) on adjoining 
land, even if there is zero potential for drift or overspray.”   
 
LUBA also explained that the spray prohibition for this chemical applies to the “area” 

and rejected the county’s idea advanced again in the remand proposal, that “a de facto external 
buffer, perhaps as much as 24-feet in width, between adjacent farm land and people or animals 
using the Trail” solved the farm impacts problems.   

 
LUBA held: 
 
 “the labels cited to us appear to require setbacks from sensitive ‘areas,’ which in 
the case of a recreational facility such as the Trail may include adjacent 
undeveloped areas within the right-of-way if dogs or children might wander off 
the paved trail.  The sensitive area is not necessarily limited to the paved portion 
of the Trail.” 
 
LUBA made clear that the county has a very difficult burden on remand:  
 
“The setback for Gramoxone appears to be most problematic, as it does not provide 
a numeric setback, but instead prohibits application ‘around’ recreational areas, 
which the county understood to mean in ‘close proximity to.’"   
 
The applicant has come no where close to carrying the burden that LUBA decided 

belonged to the county.  The applicant has not made a serious effort to do so.  Rather, the 
applicant variously argues with LUBA’s decision and repeats findings that LUBA rejected.  
Neither are availing.   

 
Specifically, the applicant repeats the mantra that LUBA rejected that the issue is a drift 

issue.  The applicant also asserts that LUBA was wrong to hold that the county’s proposed 
nonfarm trail use would have to be denied if it resulted in pesticide setbacks on abutting farms.  
The applicant claims to possess unregulatable property rights to do whatever it pleases on “every 
inch” of the abandoned right of way and that it is immunized from denial of its requested 
nonfarm uses, regardless of the impacts they visit on farm uses.   

 
The applicant’s view lacks any support in state law, in the county’s code or any case and 

especially cannot be squared with the Oregon Supreme Court’s view of the farm impact standard 
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expressed in Stop the Dump.  The fact is, the county proposes a nonfarm use that must be denied 
where, as here, it results in pesticide spray setbacks on neighboring farms and the inability of 
farmers to spray whole classes of pesticides.  This is because those impacts are significant 
changes to accepted farming practices (to spray the pesticides they must and to do so to the 
property line) and impose significant costs on those practices, as the record unequivocally 
demonstrates (use hand weeding options which are significantly more expensive and lose whole 
crops to pest infestations).   

 
We also note the applicant is wrong to claim that the only farm impact mitigation that the 

Oregon Supreme Court rejected was the requirement to pay money to the farmer.  The Oregon 
Supreme court made clear that no mitigation was adequate to meet the farm impacts test if the 
applicant did not prove that the mitigation makes farm impacts - both individually and 
cumulatively - insignificant and also proves that the nonfarm proposal will not increase the costs 
of farming significantly.  The applicant comes nowhere close on either.    
 
 The applicant cites a newer Gramoxone label that is worded similarly to the other label 
on this product quoted above: 
 

 
 
There is no difference between the prohibition of spraying “in regulatory settings” and 

“around recreational areas”.  The applicant’s attempt to create a difference rings hollow.  The 
Oregon Department of Agriculture interprets these labels to mean the same thing: 
 

“ODA interprets the new Gramoxone label statement "Never use this 
product in residential or public recreational settings" and the old label 
statement "DO NOT use around homes gardens, schools, recreational 
parks, or playgrounds" as the same.  There is no specific delineation of how 
far "settings" or "around" is.  These statements are protective in nature to 
prevent the exposure of the users of those sites.” 

 
 EPA does as well as is clear from the agency’s October 2019 guidance and other 
evidence in the record that reinforces no spraying is allowed “around” recreational parks and 
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playgrounds, notwithstanding this label.  There can be no credible dispute that either label 
requires a farmer to stop spraying Gramoxone entirely on fields that adjoin the proposed trail, 
simply by the fiat of the status change of the old abandoned rail right of way being converted to a 
recreational trail.   
 

ODA says this label puts whole fields off limits to this important pesticide spray.   
 
The applicant’s “Gramoxone pamphlet” findings are also unhelpful. In them, the county 

applicant points to “buffer zone” limits and asserts with no support that this eviscerates the label 
which prohibits spraying around recreational areas.  If the applicant would merely read the 
pamphlet, he would understand that the “buffer zone” and its limited applicability, applies only 
to “sensitive terrestrial habitats (such as grasslands, forested areas, shelter belts, woodlots, 
hedgerows, rangelands, riparian areas and shrublands), sensitive freshwater habitats (such as 
lakes, rivers sloughs, ponds ***).”  This is because (as the pamphlet explains) the manner of 
application in these terrestrial habitats requires a particular kind of equipment “specifically 
designed to prevent herbicide contact with sensitive vegetation.”  This has nothing to do with the 
general prohibition on spraying “around” the proposed recreational trail.  Which is not a 
“sensitive terrestrial habitat” but rather is a sensitive human habitat with the far more stringent 
requirements that make the trail here wholly unapprovable (i.e., those that ODA – the regulatory 
enforcer for pesticides – says puts whole adjacent fields off limits to sprays because of the trail. 

 
The record is undisputed that this pesticide is a fundamentally and vitally important for 

hazelnut growers and seed growers all along the trail.  Being foreclosed from using it results in a 
significant change to the accepted farming practice of spraying this pesticide in the hazelnut 
orchards and seed operations along the proposed trail.   
 
 Similarly, Parazone is used by hazelnut farmers and in seedbed preparation throughout 
the trail segment.  Its label states: 
 

“DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATJONAL PARKS, GOLF 
COURSES, OR PLAYGROUNDS.” 
 
“DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated areas until sprays have dried.” 
 
“Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be danger of drift.  
 
“Use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds is PROHIBITED. 

 
The applicant ignores the significant change to accepted farming practices that occurs if 

the proposal is approved and the farmers are unable to use this necessary pesticide.   
 
As Ben Van Dyke has explained, there are no ready alternatives to Gramoxone and 

Parazone for hazelnut orchards.  Losing these valuable pesticides as a tool would be devastating 
to the farmers along the proposed segment.  The alternative of hand weeding is significantly 
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more expensive as Ben Van Dyke has explained.  The applicant does nothing to mitigate these 
devastating impacts and indeed cannot do so.   

 
Similarly, other pesticides are sprayed throughout the trail segment.  This is outlined in 

the pesticide chart that is in the record.  Pesticides are sprayed aerially especially in the spring 
when fields are too wet to move equipment in and out and these aerial spray programs are 
especially important for mature hazelnut trees.  The record also makes clear that no aerial sprayer 
will spray any field abutting the proposed trail segment if the trail is approved.   

 
Some pesticides have setbacks of various sizes that are triggered by a sensitive site being 

newly approved, like the proposed trail.  The applicant claims that Lorsban and Yuma 4E require 
a 10-ft setback from the trail and that is “reasonable” and “insignificant.”  However, the evidence 
in the record from the farmers who actually use these chemicals in the old rail right of way 
segment at issue, is uniform.  This “10 ft.” of lost farm ground caused solely if the old rail right 
of way is converted to a trail, is a significant change in these farmers’ accepted farming practices 
of spraying these chemicals to the property line and adds a significant cost reflected by the loss 
of farm ground that otherwise would return significant revenue from those lost 10 ft.  Loss of 
farm ground is considered a per se “significant” adverse impact on accepted farming practices, 
per the Supreme Court’s decision in Stop the Dump.  The farm impact test to be sure includes 
much more, but even the county urged the court to decide that a certain adverse impact that 
would not pass the test was the loss of productive farmland, as is the case here.   

 
Finally, the applicant is wrong that LUBA decided the federal Application Exclusion 

Zone did not apply outside of the farm.  LUBA’s October 11, 2020 discussed only the Oregon 
OSHA AEZ, not the federal one.  There are two implementations of the AEZ – one at the federal 
level as a provision of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) 
administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the other at the state 
level as regulations promulgated by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Authority 
(Oregon OSHA). 

 
At the federal level and for Oregon, the AEZ is an area that extends horizontally from the 

application equipment in all directions when a pesticide is being applied, in which no persons 
other than trained and protected pesticide handlers can be.  The AEZ is not a license to overspray 
or drift, rather its purpose is to protect from potential exposure.  In other words, the AEZ is like a 
social distancing requirement from pesticide application equipment for unprotected people.  If 
the farmer continues to spray when unprotected people are within the AEZ, the farmer is in 
violation of the law even if he or she did not overspray or drift. 

 
EPA has set the federal AEZ at 100’. 40 CFR 170.405(a)(1)(i). Oregon OSHA has 

decided to adopt an enlarged AEZ of 150’ that exceeds the EPA minimum of 100’. OAR 437-
004-6405(3).  LUBA determined that Oregon OSHA’s rule, did not require farmers to take 
action with regard to people off-site like those who would be using the trail.  Notwithstanding 
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that the Oregon Department of Agriculture published guidance to the contrary, this makes sense 
because Oregon OSHA has the authority to regulate only workplace safety and health.  However, 
the EPA, has broad regulatory authority and responsibility to regulate the protection of human 
health and the environment, and adopted its AEZ is part of FIFRA, which regulates pesticide use 
generally and by its terms is not limited to workers. 

 
One of FIFRA’s provisions provides that “the handler performing the application must 

immediately suspend a pesticide application if any worker or other person, other than an 
appropriately trained and equipped handler involved in the application, is in the application 
exclusion zone[.]” 40 CFR 170.505(b) (emphasis added). This means that if any person on or 
off-site, which includes people on the trail, besides trained and protected handlers, enters the 
federal 100’ AEZ, the handler must “immediately suspend” the pesticide application and wait for 
the person to leave.  Of course, farmers have no control over people on the trail and people may 
linger in the AEZ, forcing the farmer to stop spraying altogether.  As the record makes clear, 
hiring a certified sprayer costs about $450 per hour.  When he or she must sit and wait until a 
trail goer leaves that adds up to a significant expense.  There are also visibility issues along the 
right-of-way as explained to you in letters from farmers in the record, which will require farmers 
to hire spotters at an additional cost to look out for people on the trail and alert the farmer when 
to suspend applications.  

 
The federal AEZ is not triggered to any appreciable degree with the abandoned rail right 

of way in its current state.  It is triggered in significant ways with the trail being converted to a 
recreational trail with people encouraged to be on it every day, at all times of the day; to include 
children training for athletic contests, equestrians, and the like.  On this, the applicant envisions 
school aged kids training for athletics on it, as well as visitors from all over enjoying it, 
equestrian riders riding it and so forth.  Spotters are unnecessary to be hired for spray operations 
under the current status quo.  Spotters only become necessary if the old rail right of way is 
converted to a trail.  Having to use spotters, is a significant change to accepted farming practices.  
The cost of those spotters is a significant added cost from the applicant’s desired nonfarm trail 
use.   

 
The AEZ issue is not resolved by any of the county’s proposed conditions.  Signage 

warning trail users that agricultural uses are taking place in the area and to expect pesticide 
smells, among others, does nothing prevent people from entering the AEZ during applications. 
The county promising to “negotiate in good faith any agreement” with farmers to temporarily 
close portions of the trail for spraying is not clear and objective.  How and when will these 
negotiations take place?  Even if agreements could be reached, how will the farmers or the 
county close the trail?  There is evidence in the record that even if trails are closed, people will 
still use them and defy closure orders.  The evidence is clear that spraying often must happen as 
soon as the farmer discovers an issue or when weather conditions and a host of other variables 
are just right for spraying. Even if there was such an agreement in place, the time it would take to 
shut down the trail could foreclose the opportunity to spray because a weather window closed. 
The county cannot condition around the AEZ and therefore the trail must be denied. 
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Applicant’s Ineffective / Illusory Mitigation 

 
 The applicant claims compliance with the farm impact standards by saying that it will 
fence the entire 2.82-mile segment, but the height, materials, design, opacity and strength is to be 
determined in some later process, with a limited purpose of (1) being capable of keeping dogs 
and people out of adjacent properties and (2) to minimize wind-blown litter.  The applicant also 
suggests the following offensive and ineffectual condition: 
 

“8. The county shall notify each property owner adjacent to the trail corridor of 
the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of 
herbicides, pesticides, fungicides or other dangerous chemicals. Upon receiving 
72-hour advance notice of such spraying, trail managers shall post ‘Danger-
Pesticide Spraying in Progress—Trail Closed” signs in appropriate locations to 
prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until 
notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. The county will 
negotiate in good faith any agreement with a farm operator to temporarily close 
portions of the trail for boom, blast, or other spraying conducted on neighboring 
properties.” 

 
Neither proposed condition meets the ORS 215.296 or YCZO 402.07 farm impacts test and 
neither come close to addressing all of the serious adverse farm impacts and added costs forced 
upon farming by the proposed trail.  Further, the proposed condition does not meet the limited 
standards which can allow deferral (conditioning approval to a subsequent administrative process 
“is permissible if the local government first determines that the applicable approval criterion is 
met, based on substantial evidence that solutions to certain geotechnical problems posed by the 
project are ‘feasible,’ i.e. possible, likely and reasonably certain to succeed”).  Van Dyke v. 
Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA No. 2019-047 *29 (2019)).  The county has not 
demonstrated, as is its burden, that a fence of any type or its “72-hour notice” condition will 
reduce the impacts on and costs of accepted farming practices to a level that is less than 
significant.   
 
 For starters, YCZO 402.07 does not authorize conditions of approval to be imposed if a 
proposed nonfarm use forces a significant change in accepted farming practices on surrounding 
lands devoted to farm or forest use or significantly increases the cost of accepted farming 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm use.  While ORS 215.296 contemplates the 
possibility of such conditions, YCZO 402.07 does not.  Because the applicant fails to 
demonstrate compliance with YCZO 402.07, the application must be denied.   
 
 Second, the proposed conditions are not clear and objective, as required by ORS 
215.296(3) with regard to satisfying the farm impacts test.  Whether a fence is “capable of” 
doing anything and whether it will “minimize” blown litter, are subjective and discretionary, not 
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clear and objective.  Moreover, that “The county will negotiate in good faith any agreement with 
a farm operator to temporarily close portions of the trail for boom, blast, or other spraying 
conducted on neighboring properties” is highly subjective and not clear and objective.  
Moreover, by its nature in fact, the farm impacts test cannot be punted to a later process because 
the only conditions that can be imposed are ones that are clear and objective.  That mens that the 
county must find compliance with only conditions that are clear and objective.  That is not the 
case with other standards which have been deferred under the Meyer v. City of Portland, 
principle.   
 

Third, the proposed conditions does not address many of the significant farm impact 
problems identified in the record.  They will still be significant, and the proposed condition does 
not pretend otherwise.  Therefore, the proposed condition fails to demonstrate compliance with 
ORS 215.296 or its county analogue.  That the county will close the trail for 72-hours for aerial 
spraying does nothing for the other trail-forced significant changes and increased costs due to the 
requirements of pesticide labels sprayed other than aerially.  In fact, there is no dispute in the 
record that if the trail is approved there is no aerial sprayed who will spray any of the farms 
along the trail.  Further, the evidence in the record is overwhelming that people do not observe 
trail closure signs.  A sign for people not to enter, does nothing to mitigate the significant impact 
of the proposed trail.  The evidence is that even on the Banks-Venonia Trail, grandparents, small 
children and various cyclists and others ignored OPRD signs of trail closure and they went so far 
as to brag about it – posting their exploits and trespass as if it were their right if not obligation as 
dedicated trail enthusiasts to do so.  This is in the record.  Finally, 72 hours is too long to wait to 
spray.  The need to spray is dependent upon variability and requires the Farmer to be able to be 
nimble and swift in his spray operations. Waiting 72-hours takes that away from him.   

 
Additionally, the proposal to “The county will negotiate in good faith any agreement with 

a farm operator to temporarily close portions of the trail for boom, blast, or other spraying 
conducted on neighboring properties” says nothing and does nothing.  First, the county obliges 
itself to nothing.  Second, the record is clear that immediacy and weather variability makes 
advance notice before spraying a significant burden and change to accepted farming practices.  
Often, the spray window is small and narrow.  Waiting 72-hours or whatever the county would 
require will risk the loss of the opportunity to spray when it is needed.   

 
Regarding the proposed condition to develop a fence for the trail, it states: 

 
“Fencing, as recommended by the draft Master Plan and approved by the Board 
following quasi-judicial land use proceedings, capable of preventing dogs and 
people from entering adjacent farm fields and minimizing the impacts of wind-
blown litter on adjacent properties, shall be installed by the county along the 
entire trail segment.” 
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This says nothing about preventing spooked/bolting horses from getting into farm fields 
or animal enclosures; it says nothing about keeping agitated bulls, bison or rams from breaking 
through the trail fence or injuring themselves trying, it says nothing about protecting farm 
animals on the other side of the trail from becoming frightened due to a barking dog or horse.  
Note dogs can and do bark, and they run aggressively, along fences and chase an animal on the 
other side (whether they can see it or not) and frighten it, regardless of the farm animal on the 
other side’s ability to escape according to human reason.  This causes significant costs to the 
accepted farming practice of raising animals because it interferes with the animal’s ability to 
reproduce, the quality of their milk and in some cases can cause death of or serious injury too, 
the animal.  The trail, fenced or not, forces significant changes to accepted farming practices of 
raising livestock, alpacas, chickens and other animals along the abandoned right of way because 
the farmer will have to figure out some alternative to keep his animals safe and productive or 
give up farming with animals all together.   

 
Fourth, the proposed fence condition does not require significant litter will not reach farm 

fields or animal containment areas.  It requires only that wind-blown litter be “minimized”.  
However, a finding by the county that litter is “minimized,” is not the same as the findings 
required under ORS 215.296.  No doubt the county will find short, slatted fences adequate to 
“minimize” litter blowing onto farms and animal enclosures.  But such “minimization” does not 
avoid the significant forced changes and significant added costs the proposal would impose on 
farmers along the old abandoned rail right of way if it is converted to a pubic recreational trail, 
caused by litter blowing into food crop areas (including human food seed crops like radishes 
farmed along the 2.82-mile segment), or animal enclosures.   

 
Fifth, the proposed fence condition does not require that the fence actually be designed to 

keep domestic animals (dogs, horses) and people out of farm fields and farm animal areas.  Just 
that in the judgment of the county, the fence is “capable” of keeping out dogs and people.  That 
is a long way from demonstrating compliance with the farm impact test of ORS 215.296 and its 
county surrogate.  

 
Sixth, while the county may fence the property it claims as its own – the old abandoned 

rail right of way, if does not own the areas perpendicular to the proposed trail which will have 
wide-open gaps for trespassers, dogs, horse, litter, and so forth to reach farms.  The county has 
no answer for this.  The proposed trail cannot be fenced off at 5 distinct areas shown below: 
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The proposed trail will cross Fryer Rd and there are farms on all sides of Fryer Rd. that 

the county does not own and has no right to fence.  Because those roads represent areas exactly 
where the proposed trail if approved will have invited all manner of people and animals to 
recreate upon, with these large gaps that the county does not control, the county has no way to 
keep all of its invitees out of working farms.  A fence along the trail does nothing to prevent 
trespassers, dogs, horses, litter and so forth to those farms: 
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The proposed trail will cross “Merchant Rd.” and similarly it is not evident how the 

applicant can prevent trail users and their dogs, bodies and garbage from trespassing onto 
neighboring farms: 
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Similarly, the applicant does not require that either trailhead be fenced and so those too 

provide ready access to damage neighboring farms (bus barn “trailhead”): 
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Below is an image of the McCarthy Farm vis-à-vis the proposed trail: 
 

 
 

Seventh, the proposed condition provides no hint of the participatory process that would 
be used for the quasi-judicial decisionmaker to approve such a fence.  If that process is anything 
like the instant one, it is wholly inadequate.   

 
Eighth, fencing is a condition to “formal opening” of the trail.  However, the county 

admits that it is not preventing “informal” trail use now, implicitly admits it plans to continue to 
do so, has made that “informal use” much easier with the construction of the main trail bridge 
over Stag Hollow Creek, and in fact announces that “informal use” is happening apparently with 
the county’s blessing.  The county is aware but choses to ignore that either formal or informal 
trail use is an unlawful nonfarm use, unless and until the nonfarm trail proposal meets all 
applicable standards to include the farm impacts test.  Regardless, it is only the “formal” opening 
of the proposed trail that is proposed to be conditioned upon some kind of fencing.  “Informal” 
opening of the proposed trail causes the same adverse impacts to farming, it is only a matter of 
degree.  The county has made no effort to carry any burden of proof that its “informal” trail use 
complies with any standards, and it does not.   

 
Finally, the county relies upon a “vegetated corridor and the claim it is “feasible to 

maintain a vegetative corridor” separating the proposed trail from farm operations.  This is 
unsupported by the record in which it is clear that for fire safety, the Carlton Fire Chief needs the 
trail vegetation to be removed.  In turn, the county relies upon the Carlton Fire Chief and 
department to claim fire safety standards are met.  The county cannot have it both ways; there 
cannot be at once a vegetated corridor and no vegetation.  In fact, there is no condition that 
requires that a vegetative corridor be maintained.  The county claims about a “vegetated 
corridor” are not supported by the evidence in the record.     
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The farm impacts test requires the applicant to prove that the nonfarm proposal does not 

force a significant change to accepted farming practices and does not significantly increase their 
costs.  LUBA was openly skeptical that deferring fence design to a later process could comply 
with the farm impacts test.  Significant impacts identified from the proposal includes the 
pesticide spray issues discussed above; dogs trespassing to consume slug bait which is poisonous 
to them causing their demise and liability to the farmer (the farmer’s liability is strict, contrary to 
the applicant’s assertions), blowing litter, trespass by people, dogs and horses and the manure, 
urine, garbage, theft and vandalism that goes with it, crop contamination by unwanted weeds, 
harm to farm animals from being teased or frightened by loud noises, barking dogs, and horses 
on the trail.  A trail fence that could potentially solve for the problem of keeping dogs, bolting 
horses and people out, as well as agitated livestock including bison, rams and bulls/dairy cows 
in, likely makes it impossible to see people who are on the other side and forces the farmer to 
hire spotters to enable him to see if people are on the trail in order to conduct spray operations so 
he can comply with the federal AEZ rules or pesticide labels that foreclose spraying within 
certain distances of people.  And such a fence does nothing to solve the serious pesticide spray 
limitations that the proposed nonfarm use visits on farming.   

 
And such a fence does not solve the problem of gates (assuming the county does not cut 

off all access to farms and properties) to driveways being left open and trespassing humans, 
dogs, horses, litter etc., gaining access to adjoining farms during periods when gates are left open 
for accesses or when they are left open by the owners who merely do not wish to get out of their 
vehicle in the cold, and rain and shut them.  As the applicant notes, there are people who own 
property along the disputed segment who are not Farmers and who may or may not care about 
being careful with gates.  Nothing requires that any gates installed at the proposed trail be kept 
closed at all times other than for immediate access needs and immediately closed again.  Further, 
nothing requires or establishes that any such gates will be adequate in size, height, design and 
strength to keep spooked horses, dogs, people and blowing litter, out of farms.   

 
The county proposes a trailhead at the bus barn which the applicant envisions to be 

accessed by pedestrian, horses and bikes along Highway 240, which has no shoulders, no 
striping, and no room for such facilities.  The applicant asserts that it “appears” there is adequate 
right of way and presumes that it will be able to persuade ODOT to allow the county to install 
such features.  However, no evidence supports either assertion.   

 
In fact, the evidence in the record is that even if the county imposed upon itself the 

requirement to improve OR 47 and OR 240 to safely accommodate the proposed trail and 
trailheads, there is no evidence that it is feasible for the county to do so.  Even assuming that 
there is the required right of way width to create a bike path and sidewalks (and there is no basis 
for that assertion), images depict that there are electrical poles in the way of such road 
improvements (looking east from Yamhill toward bus barn): 
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The next image shows OR 240 looking west toward the City of Yamhill: 
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The next images looks toward the City of Yamhill on OR 240 demonstrating that 

drainage ditches and a bridge foreclose any of the improvements the county talks about without a 
major OR 240 road project which the count neither proposes nor has attempted to demonstrate is 
feasible.   
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As closer image of OR 240 at the above referenced bridge is below: 
 

 
 
Clearly, there is wholly inadequate space on the bridge and its approaches for pedestrians, 

cyclists, equestrians, and especially schoolchildren to traverse, with the posted speed of 40 mph.  
There is no room for said pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians, and schoolchildren and large slow-
moving farm equipment that is difficult to maneuver in the best of worlds.   

 
As traffic engineer Chris Clemow explained: 
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Nothing in the applicant’s proposal requires the county to install the significant required 

infrastructure to support the trail and in particular the Yamhill trailhead at the bus barn.  Rather, 
the applicant simply proposes to construct the bus barn trailhead upon rezoning that parcel to 
make the desired trailhead a permitted outright use of that property1, but imposes no obligation 
on the county to make the path for the users the county presumes will come from Yamhill, to get 
there in any manner that is safe for them and that does not conflict with slow moving farm 
equipment that frequents Hwy 240: 

 

 
The proposal fails to adequately respond to LUBA’s admonition that: 
 
“We agree with petitioners that the county’s findings on parking and potential 
interference with large farm vehicle movement are conclusory and not supported 
by substantial evidence.” 
 
As outlined by the Farmers’ traffic analysis, which conclusions are incorporated herein, 

the county’s “traffic and parking demand study” is wholly erroneous, relies upon faulty 

 
1 In itself a heavy lift that the applicant erroneously assumes will invoke no standards and be a walk in the park.  
This invokes the directly applicable statewide planning goals as well as secondary effects on others, as well as 
county plan policies that protect farming and agricultural uses as a high priority of the county and that counsel 
against incompatible land uses in industrial areas. 
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assumptions and is not a reasonable basis to conclude that parking at the bus barn is anywhere 
near adequate.  Furthermore, the applicant’s traffic and parking demand study fails to consider 
the significant parking and traffic demand required by the bus barns which will apparently also 
stay open even when there is a trailhead.  There is inadequate room at the bus barn property for 
the bus barn, the employees who come to pick up a bus and drive it to local schools to park; for 
an outhouse and for parking for the proposed trailhead.  The applicant’s traffic and parking study 
does not serious demonstrate otherwise.   

 
Moreover, the applicant’s study incorrectly predicts trail traffic based upon a usership 

profile that lacks the support of the evidence in the record.  The record is replete with statements 
from county and other representatives that the trail will be an economic development asset used 
by visitors who wish to come to the “wine country.”  They will participate in “wine rides” and 
athletic events; on leisurely walks and strolls while visiting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  
Those people that the record is clear will use and are hoped to use the trail, including and 
especially the 2.82-mile segment, are completely ignored by the county’s study.   

 
Additionally, throughout the findings are references to “culverts” that the applicant 

apparently hopes will be approved over two different “unnamed water courses.”  One such 
“culvert” would apparently be constructed at the site of the proposed trail at the McCarthy Farm: 

 

2 

 
2The national wetland inventory describes this wetland as follows: 

“Classification code: PFOC 

System Palustrine (P) : The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent 
emergents, emergent mosses or lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas where Sali AND 
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This is a proposal to alter the natural drainage, add 12’ or more of impervious pavement 
to create the trail, put water in a giant culvert adequate to support “a 60,000 pound vehicle” and 
dump the thus culverted water on the only place to do it - a significant but unknown amount of 
the McCarthy farm.  There is no plan or proposal to create a drainage swale, capture the storm 
water or the drainage the county will interfere with, rather the idea is merely to force the water 
illegally onto the McCarthy farm.  They in turn will lose farmable ground due to the county 
creating a bog and so they will be unable to farm their crops in the areas that they do.  This 
forces a significant change to the McCarthy’s accepted farming practices and will add significant 
costs to their accepted farming practices because they will somehow have to deal with the 
county’s unmanaged drainage.  This is another farm impact that the applicant assumes he can 
force onto the Farmers – here the McCarthy’s without any obligation to manage the stormwater.  
He is wrong.  The farm impacts test prevents such abuses.   

 
Similarly, the applicant plans to do the same thing and gain approval in this decision to 

dump trail water onto the Dromgoole farm and also the Schmidt livestock operation: 
 

 
“Classification code: PSSCh 

System Palustrine (P) : The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent 
emergents, emergent mosses or lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas where salinity due to ocean-
derived salts is below 0.5 ppt. It also includes wetlands lacking such vegetation, but with all of the following four 
characteristics: (1) area less than 8 ha (20 acres); (2) active wave-formed or bedrock shoreline features lacking; (3) 
water depth in the deepest part of basin less than 2.5 m (8.2 ft) at low water; and (4) salinity due to ocean-derived 
salts less than 0.5 ppt. 
Class Scrub-Shrub (SS) : Includes areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 m (20 feet) tall. The species 
include true shrubs, young trees (saplings), and trees or shrubs that are small or stunted because of environmental 
conditions. 
Water Regime Seasonally Flooded (C) : Surface water is present for extended periods especially early in the 
growing season, but is absent by the end of the growing season in most years. The water table after flooding ceases 
is variable, extending from saturated to the surface to a water table well below the ground surface. 
Special Modifier Diked/Impounded (h) : These wetlands have been created or modified by a man-made barrier or 
dam that obstructs the inflow or outflow of water.nity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 ppt. It also includes 
wetlands lacking such vegetation, but with all of the following four characteristics: (1) area less than 8 ha (20 acres); 
(2) active wave-formed or bedrock shoreline features lacking; (3) water depth in the deepest part of basin less than 
2.5 m (8.2 ft) at low water; and (4) salinity due to ocean-derived salts less than 0.5 ppt. 
Class Forested (FO) : Characterized by woody vegetation that is 6 m tall or taller. 
Water Regime Seasonally Flooded (C) : Surface water is present for extended periods especially early in the 
growing season, but is absent by the end of the growing season in most years. The water table after flooding ceases 
is variable, extending from saturated to the surface to a water table well below the ground surface.” 
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3 
As with the plan to drown parts of the McCarthy farm, the applicant’s plan to drown the 

Dromgoole and Schmidt farm operations fails the ORS 215.296 and YCZO 402.07 farm impacts 
test.  Sending uncontrolled stormwater laced with horse and dog dung, rail chemicals like 
creosote and garbage (regardless of fences) is a significant impact to farming because it forces 
the farmer to change how s/he farms – s/he can no longer farm such areas (which is also a 
significant cost added to farming) and to ameliorate this problem would require the farmer to 
install expensive drain tiles.   

 
There is a related problem.  An impermeable paved trail surface (12-foot trail), will cause 

rainwater to runoff and down the sides of the railroad grade, flooding adjacent fields for a length 
of almost 3-miles.  Because there will be no vegetation, it will have nothing to slow it down and 
that will cause erosion.  That erosion will go onto neighboring farms.  All of this – liquids with 
all the pathogen contributions from the proposed trail, chemicals from former rail activities to 

 
3 The national wetland inventory describes this wetland as: 

Classification code: R4SBC 

System Riverine (R) : The Riverine System includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a 
channel, with two exceptions: (1) wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses, or 
lichens, and (2) habitats with water containing ocean-derived salts of 0.5 ppt or greater. A channel is an open 
conduit either naturally or artificially created which periodically or continuously contains moving water, or which 
forms a connecting link between two bodies of standing water. 
Subsystem Intermitten (4) : This Subsystem includes channels that contain flowing water only part of the year. 
When the water is not flowing, it may remain in isolated pools or surface water may be absent. 
Class Streambed (SB) : Includes all wetlands contained within the Intermittent Subsystem of the Riverine System 
and all channels of the Estuarine System or of the Tidal Subsystem of the Riverine System that are completely 
dewatered at low tide. 
Water Regime Seasonally Flooded (C) : Surface water is present for extended periods especially early in the 
growing season, but is absent by the end of the growing season in most years. The water table after flooding ceases 
is variable, extending from saturated to the surface to a water table well below the ground surface. 
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include creosote and other chemicals, will slough off into neighboring farm fields and create 
unacceptably soggy, not to mention pathenogenic, dangerous conditions, on the neighboring 
farms.  Depending on how far the contamination runs will dictate the extent of the damage to the 
farm.  That is the soul of a proposal that substantially impairs the farmers’ ability to farm those 
areas(permitted uses) that the county’s nonfarm proposal impacts.   

Moreover, because areas will be soaked with uncontrolled county trail drainage, erosion 
and chemicals and bacteria from the horses that poop and urinate, the dogs that poop and urinate, 
and people, all of that will run off into farmer fields including some of those fields that are being 
raised as food crops (hazelnuts, radish seed, Mr. Weinbender’s 4-acres of food crops) and cause 
food safety problems for the farmer.   Regardless of whether there is a fence, such liquids will 
escape through to the farms causing food safety, crop contamination, and other problems, which 
also will substantially impair the farmers ability to continue to farm.  In order for these fields to 
field to drain properly and to maintain their current productivity, Mr. Dromgoole, probably Mr. 
Weinbender, the McCarthy’s and Mr. Van Dyke and perhaps others, will have to install 
expensive tile drains to accommodate the extra runoff that will be caused by the trail. This is a 
significant impact that will significantly increase the cost of those farming practices. 

Finally, trail advocates have put evidence in the record that they claim shows that other 
trails coexist with farming.  None of their evidence says that and none is from an actual farmer 
with the exception of Mr. Wicks who claims to farm near Gaston, and who is not along the 
disputed segment.  That is hardly overwhelming evidence.  The overwhelming weight of the 
evidence is that the proposed trail in the proposed trail segment is devastating to farming there.   

 
In any case, the trail advocates’ evidence does not demonstrate that there are no serious 

adverse impacts to farming along trails generally and regardless, the Oregon farm impacts test is 
a stringent one, designed to prioritize farming over all other uses.  The applicant’s anecdotal 
claims that trails and farms coexist with no impacts to farming throughout the United States 
lacks any evidentiary support and is wrong.  In fact, the trail advocate’s own evidence betrays 
this claim and includes excerpts from the “Santa Paula Branch Trail” which makes clear that 
farmers took the back seat to the priority of a recreational trail including not being able to spray 
their fields and orchards on weekends.  Even so, there the government was required to indemnify 
the farmers against harms by the trail.  There was obviously a problem and a conflict with the 
trail and framing that had to be answered by the government assuming all of the risk.  However, 
in Oregon paying off farmers in that way, is not the goal; Oregon’s goal is to preserve and 
protect farmland and apply the stringent farm impacts test.  The approach of paying off farmers 
for liabilities and problems as done in other trails throughout the country is an approach 
expressly rejected by Stop the Dump.  The fact is the county carries a heavy burden and has not 
successfully done so here.   
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3. Cumulative Impacts 
 
LUBA held in Van Dyke II that the county “must also consider aggregate or cumulative impacts 

across all farm practices across all farm practices on a single farm unit.” Van Dyke II at 23. This 
requires the county to “consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed non-farm use across all 
farm practices on a farm unit, that is, whether insignificant impacts to individual farm practices 
might, in the aggregate, significantly impact the farm unit.” Van Dyke II at 60 (citing Stop the 
Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 432, 435 P3d 698 (2019) (SDC-IV) and Von Lubken 
v. Hood River County, 118 Or App 246, 846 P2d 1178, rev den, 316 Or 529 (1993)) (Emphasis 
in original). All farmers along the proposed 2.82-mile segment will experience impacts to their 
individual farm practices as a result of the proposed trail. Many of these impacts on their own are 
significant, but they will also, in the aggregate, significantly impact each individual farm. 
 

The applicant repeatedly asserts that all of these harms to farming are “insignificant.”  
The Farmers strongly believe that the evidence is decidedly otherwise, when the proper farm 
impact standard articulated in Stop the Dump, is applied.   

 
Regardless, it is certain that the cumulative impacts to Ben Van Dyke farms is 

significant: 

1. No longer being able to aerially spray hazelnuts at all; 
2. No longer being able to use Gramoxone and Parazone; 
3. Having to establish 10’ setbacks on his farm from which he cannot spray; 
4. Having to negotiate with the county each time he wants to spray to plead for a trail 

closure order and even then to hire spotters to be sure there are no trespassers in the 
spray area who disregard trail closure notices; 

5. Having to daily observe 100’ AEZ from where any people are present, for so long as 
they are present, on the trail; 

6. Having to hire farm help to hand weed; 
7. Having to hire spotters for spray operations 
8. Having to clean up trail generated blowing trash; 
9. Being obstructed from moving large farm equipment on OR 240 by bike, pedestrians, 

equestrians and schoolchildren who are in travel lanes because there is no where else 
for them to go 

10. Impairments from uncontrolled county trail drainage with pathogen loads, chemicals 
from former rail activities like creosote and who knows what else; erosive soil, and 
liquids all running off into his farm and orchards with uncontrolled velocities.  
Likelihood of having to install expensive drain tile. 

11. Gates to properties along the trail being left open or not being of proper height, 
strength, design and so provide easy access to his farm for human trespass, 
trespassing dogs, spooked horses, little, and contaminating weed seed. 
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12. Unfenced areas at highways and roads provide easy access to his farm for human 
trespass, trespassing dogs, spooked horses, little, and contaminating weed seed. 

Each of these either alone or cumulatively force a significant change to his accepted 
farming practices and impose significant costs on his accepted farming practices.  None of that 
has been mitigated by the proposal at all.   

 
Similarly the individual and cumulative impacts to the Coussens farm operation are 

significant.  The individual and cumulative impacts to the Coussens farm are significantly 
misrepresented and improperly dismissed by the applicant.  The farm has more than 10,000 
hazelnut trees and is most definitely is not separated from the trail by a road and hazelnuts are 
grown right up to his property line, as is plain to see in the image below and in his testimony: 

 
 
The small head land he does use clearly does not follow the entire length of the trail 

along his property line. 
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Moreover, the Coussens most definitely have an easement to cross the old abandoned right of 
way to get to their farm.  The applicant has never disputed this simple fact.  It is a part of their 
accepted farm practice to access their farm and the applicant cannot dispute this.  The proposed 
trail seriously interferes with that access.  Even the dismissive applicant statements must concede 
that the Coussens access to his farm is a part of his accepted farming practices.  We incorporate 
here our previous evidence and argument explaining the problems with the proposed trail for Mr. 
Coussens’ farm to include they, their workers and farm equipment and employees merely getting 
to and from work at the orchard, harvest vehicles) having to sit and wait on the state highway to 
get into their farm, waiting for trailgoers to pass; having no right or ability to control the rapidity 
of them doing so.  Since there is no shoulder there and no other pocket or protected lane to avoid 
being hit by cars on the state highway, they will be in harms way – sitting ducks – waiting for 
trailgoers to get around to passing.  They can forget getting to their farm if there is an organized 
event on the trail.  They will indeed have to hire flaggers just to get into their own farm since the 
county plans to “fence the entire corridor” there will have to be a gate at their driveway.  Mr 
Coussens sprays the same chemicals that Mr. Van Dyke does and so the devastaing and 
significant adverse consequence to his farm are the same for Mr. Coussens and Van Dyke, only 
with the added significant adverse impact of totally cutting off all access to his farm: 

 

1. No longer being able to aerially spray hazelnuts at all; 
2. No longer being able to use Gramoxone and Parazone; 
3. Having to establish 10’ setbacks on his farm from which he cannot spray (which 

includes areas now planted with valuable hazelnut trees); 
4. Having to negotiate with the county each time he wants to spray to plead for a trail 

closure order and even then to hire spotters to be sure there are no trespassers in the 
spray area who disregard trail closure notices; 

5. Having to daily observe 100’ AEZ from where any people are present, for so long as 
they are present, on the trail; 

6. Having to hire farm help to hand weed; 
7. Having to hire spotters for spray operations 
8. Having to clean up trail generated blowing trash; 
9. Being obstructed from moving large farm equipment on the state highway 47 (which 

the applicant concedes is already an extremely dangerous highway at this and all 
relevant locations along the 2.28-mile segment) which serves as his only access by 
bike, pedestrians, equestrians and schoolchildren who are in travel lanes because 
there is nowhere else for the Coussens and their employees and inspectors, to go 

10. Impairments from uncontrolled county trail drainage with pathogen loads, chemicals 
from former rail activities like creosote and who knows what else; erosive soil, and 
liquids all running off into his farm and orchards with uncontrolled velocities.  
Likelihood of having to install expensive drain tile. 
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11. Inability to get in and out of his farm, his employees and inspectors in ability to get in 
and out of his farm, harvest vehicles and farm equipment in and out of his farm, 
through its only access due to trailgoers on the trail. 

12. Trespass from trailgoers and their pets and horses through access gates to the farm 
either because the county’s (aspirational, not mandatory) obligation it claims to be 
willing to observe gates are inadequate to prevent littler, trespassers, dogs, horses to 
gain entry to his property or they enter during the period when gates must be left open 
for farm access. 

13. Gates to properties along the trail being left open or not being of proper height, 
strength, design and so provide easy access to his farm for human trespass, 
trespassing dogs, spooked horses, little, and contaminating weed seed. 

14. Unfenced areas at highways and roads provide easy access to his farm for human 
trespass, trespassing dogs, spooked horses, little, and contaminating weed seed. 

Each of these either alone or cumulatively force a significant change to his accepted 
farming practices and impose significant costs on his accepted farming practices.  None of that 
has been mitigated by the proposal at all and indeed cannot be.   

 
There are significant adverse farm impacts both individually and cumulatively to Kris 

Weinbender and Melissa Braukman’s farm who own 4 acres adjacent to the right-of-way on 
which they raise alpacas, turkeys, chickens and geese and maintain pasture.  

 
The adverse farm impacts forced upon their farm include: 
 

1.  Horses and dogs will frighten their livestock and can cause their livestock to charge.  
This is not stopped by a fence.  Dogs run along fences and bark at animals on the 
other side.  If the charging animal is stopped by a strong enough fence, the animal 
will be injured.  

2. People are known to tease livestock and alpacas can react aggressively, spitting at or 
biting people, dogs or horses, causing liability and again charging concerns.  

3. The county does not propose a specific fence design that is “capable” of keeping 
horses out or indeed will actually keep out people, dogs and horses and strong enough 
to keep their animals in when they charge due to being teased or frightened.  

4. A fence does nothing to stop uncontrolled stormwater runoff and the problems 
discussed elsewhere in this letter and the record.  Water runoff from the right-of-way 
would flood their pasture making it unusable and causing damage to their fencing. 

5. They would have to install their own fencing to ensure their farm is protected and 
then will lose farm ground to this fencing that will have to be set back from the 
fencing the county proposes to install along the right-of-way to ensure that people, 
dogs and horses will not be able to touch their animals and vice versa.  
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6. They would need to keep livestock out of view from the public using the trail and 
would have to install security devices such as razor wire, cameras and motion 
detectors, to ensure that trespassers are not harassing or stealing their animals.  

7. They would have to conduct increased litter patrols as ingesting foreign objects 
discarded by trail goers can seriously injure their animals.  Note the county only plans 
to approve at some later point a fence that “mitigates” blown litter.  That is not 
enough to protect these farm animals.  Unmitigated wind blown or trail goer tossed 
litter is enough to seriously injure or kill one or more of their farm animals. 

These are significant changes and costs forced upon these family farmers by the proposed 
trail.   
 

There are significant individual and cumulative adverse effects forced by the trail upon 
family farmers Gordon Dromgoole and BJ Matthews, who farm approximately 14 acres 
adjacent to the right-of-way in alfalfa.  

1. They would lose their ability to spray pesticides that they must spray.  
2. Pesticide applications must be suspended when people come within 100’ of their spray 

equipment. This adds an additional cost of paying the spray applicator as he or she sits 
idle and waits for people to leave the AEZ in order for him or her to continue spraying. 
This could also entirely disrupt spray operations if during that waiting period, conditions 
changed making them unfavorable to spraying.  

3. Label restrictions on certain pesticides prohibit Dromgoole and Matthews from using 
them around recreational areas like the trail. The inability to use these pesticides would 
force the them to hire labor to manually weed their alfalfa crop.  

4. They will lose their ability to use slug bait, fumitoxin and gopher traps because of the 
reasonable concern about trespassing dogs that cannot be fenced out because the county 
does not own their property along Fryer Rd where there will be a large trail gap.   

5. The 12’ of impervious paved surface, plus denuded rail right of way of its vegetation for 
fire safety, plus the 6’ height of the old right of way as it abuts their property ensures that 
the existing drainage problems from the right of way are significantly worsened and send 
cascading erosive soils, fluids laced with horse and dog dung, garbage and rail chemicals 
like creosote right into their farm (and under any fence).   

6. They will lose their ability to aerially spray their property in the wet months as they must.   
 

These are significant changes and costs forced upon these family farmers by the proposed trail. 

Bryan Schmidt and his company Rudis Lac LLC lease 11 acres bisected by the right-of-
way on which they raise cattle, grass-fed lamb and the ewes and rams necessary to produce the 
same and produce fresh milk.  
 

1. Horses and dogs will frighten their livestock and can cause their livestock to charge.  
This is not stopped by a fence.  Dogs run along fences and bark at animals on the 
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other side.  If the charging animal is stopped by a strong enough fence, the animal 
will be injured.  

2. People are known to tease livestock and alpacas can react aggressively, spitting at or 
biting people, dogs or horses, causing liability and again charging concerns.  

3. The county does not propose a specific fence design that is “capable” of keeping 
horses out or indeed will actually keep out people, dogs and horses and strong enough 
to keep their animals in when they charge due to being teased or frightened.  

4. A fence does nothing to stop uncontrolled stormwater runoff and the problems 
discussed elsewhere in this letter and the record.  Water runoff from the right-of-way 
would flood their pasture making it unusable and causing damage to their fencing. 

5. They would have to install their own fencing to ensure their farm is protected and 
then will lose farm ground to this fencing that will have to be set back from the 
fencing the county proposes to install along the right-of-way to ensure that people, 
dogs and horses will not be able to touch their animals and vice versa.  

6. They would need to keep livestock out of view from the public using the trail and 
would have to install security devices such as razor wire, cameras and motion 
detectors, to ensure that trespassers are not harassing or stealing their animals.  

7. They would have to conduct increased litter patrols as ingesting foreign objects 
discarded by trail goers can seriously injure their animals.  Note the county only plans 
to approve at some later point a fence that “mitigates” blown litter.  That is not 
enough to protect these farm animals.  Unmitigated wind-blown or trail goer tossed 
litter is enough to seriously injure or kill one or more of their farm animals. 
 

These are significant changes and costs forced upon Mr. Schmidt and his company by the 
proposed trail. 

 
Lee and Kathryn Schrepel farm approximately 19 acres of hazelnuts and co-own and operate 

a fruit processing plant, Fruithill, Inc., located directly across Highway 240 from the proposed 
Bus Barn trailhead.  Their hazelnut orchard is approximately 450’ from the proposed trail and is 
directly across from the proposed trailhead. For the purposes of the farm impacts test, there can 
be no reasonable dispute that the Schrepel property is considered surrounding land devoted to 
farm use.  Their orchards are zoned EFU.  And, although the property on which Fruithill is 
located is zoned resource industrial, that zoning classification allows fruit processing operations 
(YCZO 701.02(A)), which are considered “buildings supporting accepted farm practices”, the 
land under which constitutes the “current employment” of land for farm use. ORS 
215.203(2)(b)(F).  Therefore, the proposal’s individual and cumulative impacts to Fruithill and 
the Schrepel’s hazelnut orchard must be considered.  Significant impacts to Fruithill include: 

 
1. Serious food safety problems that will necessitate installation of security cameras, 

expensive fencing (no fencing is proposed by the applicant on the Fruithill or Schrepel property 
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to protect either from trespass or litter or any of the other problems associated with the trail and 
trailhead).   

2. Theft of expensive equipment. 
3. Personal safety issues for Fruithill employees and for the Schrepel family and their 

employees tending their orchard.  On this, the applicant dismisses as “fearmongering” the 
hundreds of news articles in the record that public trails because of their remote locations invite 
all manner of serious crime ranging from theft to murder and rape.  He improperly, rudely and 
dismissively asserts: 

 

 
 
These are real issues and the county is not free to simply presume them away.  The proposal 

makes no effort to protect Fruithill or the Schrepels.  Rather the applicant asserts with no support 
that there is nothing to worry about. 

 
4. The trail ahd OR 240 trailhead will significantly affect the accepted farm practice of 

getting employees, equipment, and other farm vehicles in and out of Fruithill’s parking lot and 
driveway because of unmanaged traffic conflicts at the trailhead, including that if the proposal is 
approved that Fruithill, its customers, contractors, employees and the Schrepels and their 
employees will be forced to compete with the legions of pedestrians, horses and cyclists whom 
the applicant envisions walking on OR 240, since there are no shoulders.  Fruithill, its customers, 
contractors, employees and the Schrepels and their employees will be forced to compete with the 
horse trailers and personal vehicle traffic coming in and out of the OR 240 trailhead, together 
with the existing heavy bus barn traffic.  This is significant.  Moreover, if distributors and 
suppliers cannot get in and out of Fruithill, its business is at risk.   

 
These are just a few of the serious farm impacts that are in the record.  Significant unresolved 

changes to accepted farming practices and the costs thereof are throughout the record to include 
those forced upon Mark Gaibler (who will completely lose his ability to aerially spray as he must 
and now does), and Greg and Celine McCarthy who will lose large segments of their property 
due to pesticide spray restrictions forced only by the status change of the old right of way to a 
trail.  The McCarthy’s will also suffer the added insult of uncontrolled drainage coming out of 
the massive culvert capable of holding up a 60,000 lb. vehicle that will dump water onto their 
farm.  The applicant has no drainage plan for that, no erosion control plan for storm runoff from 
its 3-miles of 12’ wide paved trail surface and so all of that with its heavy pathogen and 
dangerous chemical loads, will slough off onto the McCarthy’s farm.   
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These impacts are serious individually as well as cumulatively to each of the farms on and 
affected by the proposed trail and trailhead at OR 240.  

 
The county fails to demonstrate compliance with the farm impacts test, and the proposal 

should be denied.   

4. CUP Public Facilities Standards – YCZO 1202.02(E) 
 

The county claims that the trail meets YCZO 1202.02(E) which requires that “The 
proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public facilities and services existing or 
planned for the area affected by the use.”  LUBA remanded on the basis of transportation 
inadequacy and fire and emergency services inadequacy.  These problems continue to plague the 
proposed Trail and the county has not demonstrated compliance.   

 
For all the reasons explained by traffic engineer, Chris Clemow, the proposed trail and 

trailheads do not meet relevant standards, the county’s parking and traffic study are based upon 
erroneous assumptions and vastly under estimate trail and trailhead demand in a way that cannot 
be reconciled with the record. Mr. Clemow’s report is incorporated herein by this reference.   

 
Similarly, the county’s findings about fire safety are betrayed by the Yamhill Fire Chief 

letter in the record and by the Carlton Fire Chief letter in the record.  The Carlton Fire Chief 
expressed concern about the unacceptable amount of vegetation on the trail contributing to 
unacceptable fire danger.  This is a problem for the applicant because he relies upon that very 
vegetation as a “vegetative buffer” to demonstrate compliance with other conditional use permit 
standards.   

 
Moreover, the Carlton fire chief explains that although the main station “has great access 

to the right of way, it can’t be used at this tome to go North due to thick and overgrown brush.”  
He went on to explain access is challenging because “you would have to be careful. [The old 
right of way] is not very wide and there is still lots of overhanging brush.” 

 
He went on to explain that the county has inadequate funding to maintain the property as 

a trail observing “all they seem to have for recourses are county inmate crews and volunteers.  
They need to develop a comprehensive plan to implement this complex undertaking.  I would 
think that we would have two choices; clear all the brush to provide safe passage to reduce the 
fire danger, or close it all off and deny access and hope nothing happens ***.” 

 
The Carlton Fire Chief closed with a dire warning: 
 
“It would be nice to hear a plan for maintenance in the short and long term, 
including how this is going to be funded.  We are looking at another hot dry 
summer.  We had more wildfires this year than last year at this time and without a 
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plan in place, I fear we could have a real problem not only for the neighboring 
land owners but the surrounding homes, businesses and community as a whole.”  
Clearly, there are inadequate public facilities in place to serve the trail.”     

 
 The county has not demonstrated that its nonfarm trail proposal complies with YCZO 
1202.02(E).   
 
5. Comprehensive Plan Issues and Compliance with YCZO 1202.02(B) 
 

Ord 904 (Repealed and never acknowledged) 
 

While the applicant correctly acknowledges that Ord 904 has been invalidated and 
“repealed and replaced by Board Order 19-94” (which Order LUBA also pervasively remanded), 
he incorrectly claims that policies the county attempted to put into the TSP in Ordinance 904, 
can somehow be used to prioritize the construction of the Yamhelas Trail over every other plan 
or TSP policy.  This is wrong.  The underlined policies from Ord 904 have no relevance to this 
proceeding and cannot be used to justify anything.  The applicant also claims that the county 
should “reaffirm” the referenced “aspirations” of Ord 904 to include new policies in the county 
TSP, reproduced in the proposed findings at pages 4-5.  If the county choses to do so, then this 
process is a plan amendment and not a conditional use permit remand proceeding.  The county 
has never provided any notice that it was proposing a plan amendment.  Other “findings” also 
suggest this is a plan amendment proceeding.  But yet still others claim that the issues are limited 
to the issues LUBA remanded concerning the farm impacts test and whether the proposed trail 
could meet county conditional use permit standards.   

 
If the proposal involves a TSP or other type of plan amendment, then the Farmers have 

never had an adequate opportunity to understand the standards or criteria that the county thought 
were relevant and to respond.  That is a procedural error that significantly prejudices the Farmers 
substantial rights.  It is basic that parties must be given notice of what the county thinks are the 
applicable standards as a fundamental predicate for parties to meaningfully participate in land 
use matters.  In fact, that is required by ORS 197.763 which the YCZO makes mandatory here as 
explained in previous submittal and again incorporated here.  That failure to provide any notice 
that a plan amendment is proposed beyond the LUBA remand, means the county ought to 
postpone the matter to figure out the scope of this remand proceeding and advise the parties of 
the same.   
 
6. YCZO 1202.02(B) Compliance with the County Comprehensive Plan 

YCZO 1202.02(B) requires the applicant demonstrate that the trail proposal meets the 
following standard:  

 
“The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan which 
apply to the proposed use.” 
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 That standard requires plan consistency and doe snort authorize the applicant to demand 
that the county ignore inconvenient plan policies with which the proposal is not consistent.  In 
fact, no plan policy including nothing in the county’s Transportation System Plan “establishes 
the priority of the corridor for transportation uses over competing Comprehensive Plan goals and 
policies” as the applicant claims.  The county plan is written otherwise.  It contemplates that if 
there are conflicting policies in the plan, that the plan will be amended, not ignored.  Plan 
VII(B). 
 
 Further, the plan explains it is not designed to accommodate one pet project or one group 
of citizens as a “priority” over all others: 
 

 
 
 The plan does not say transportation facilities including trails prevail over any other 
planning objective.  The acknowledged plan is to the contrary contemplating the unremarkable 
truism that transportation projects will only be approved if they comply with plan policies.  
There is a good reason for this.  Farmland is tied to its place on the land.  Roads and trails can be 
anywhere.  The idea is that the county is tasked to protect farmland and if it can also situate trails 
and comply with plan polices then they can be approved.  But nothing supports the position that 
the applicant takes that all other plan policies must be ignored.  County transportation policies 
state: 
 

 

 
 The county has plan policies that it sets out as vitally important to preserving and 
protecting agricultural land.  Those include plan policies regarding agriculture specify: 
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These agricultural policies implement Statewide Planning Goal 3 and OAR 660-033 

regarding agricultural land.  The county must interpret these policies in a manner that is 
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consistent with Goal 3 and OAR 660-033.  It is not free to ignore them.  The applicant’s claim 
that the abandoned rail right of way is not agricultural land is wrong.  The county’s own plan 
quoted above says that can be no basis for approving the trail.  Moreover, OAR 660-033-020(1) 
defines agricultural land as: 

“(1)(a) "Agricultural Land" as defined in Goal 3 includes: 

(A) Lands classified by the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) as predominantly Class 
I-IV soils in Western Oregon and I-VI soils in Eastern Oregon; 

(B) Land in other soil classes that is suitable for farm use as defined in ORS 215.203(2)(a), taking into 
consideration soil fertility; suitability for grazing; climatic conditions; existing and future availability of water 
for farm irrigation purposes; existing land use patterns; technological and energy inputs required; and 
accepted farming practices; and 

(C) Land that is necessary to permit farm practices to be undertaken on adjacent or nearby agricultural 
lands. 

(b) Land in capability classes other than I-IV/I-VI that is adjacent to or intermingled with lands in capability 
classes I-IV/I-VI within a farm unit, shall be inventoried as agricultural lands even though this land may 
not be cropped or grazed; 

The old rail right of way is agricultural land.  It is suitable for use on adjoining farms as 
the record clearly shows, regardless of whether there is “ballast” or rock.  It also meets the 
NRCS soils test for agricultural lands. 

 
The applicant does not identify what the “competing plan policies” are that he claims are 

so inferior and unimportant that they pale and must be ignored when measured against the 
proposed trail.  But read carefully, there are no conflicts between plan policies in fact and the 
applicant’s claim to the contrary is a false premise.   

 
Nothing says that the Yamhelas Trail in the old abandoned rail right of way must be 

approved even if it causes great harm to agriculture.  Read together, as is the proper method of 
interpreting legislative enactments, the Yamhelas Trail in the old abandoned rail right of way can 
only be approved if it meets plan and code standards.  This is not a novel idea.  It does not mean 
you need to amend your plan and code so the trail can be approved if it cannot meet all 
standards.  Rather, if the proposed trail does not satisfy all applicable approval standards then as 
in all other cases, the county board should simply find a route that does comply and benefits all 
of its citizens.   

 
It is highly objectionable that the applicant fails to disclose the plan policies he feels to be 

unimportant and plans only to identity the losing plan policies after the record is closed and there 
is no meaningful opportunity to respond.  We want you to be clear that we strongly object to that 
plan because the Farmers very much wish to see those policies and explain to you why the 
applicant is wrong and give you a chance to consider that reality and decide against the applicant 
on the important comprehensive plan approval standards.  The Farmers are at a tremendous 
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disadvantage when your lawyer is the applicant and he is advising you to take these extreme 
measures.  That process the applicant insists upon is error as we have previously explained.   
 

Regardless, it is impossible for the county Board to decide that there are no other more 
important policies in all of the county’s planning documents than those favoring the trail, when 
the applicant and planning staff have not even identified what those “competing” plan policies 
are.  
 
 Proposal is contrary to environmental policies in the plan 
 
 The county plan states: 
 

“Policy B: “All proposed rural area developments shall be based on a reasonable 
expectation of the demand for the use of such land or facilities within a reasonable 
period of time and no large-scale development shall be approved without: 

“1. The submission and approval of a layout and design concept, with 
provision for the staging and servicing of all phases of the development; 
“2. The approval of all federal and state agencies relative in any 
applicable health, safety and environmental controls;”  (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

And  
Policy C: “All proposed rural area development and facilities: 

“***** 
“2. Shall not be located in any natural hazard area, such as a floodplain or 

area of geologic hazard, steep slope, severe drainage problems or soil 
limitations for building or sub-surface sewage disposal, if relevant.”  
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
The proposal will cross two drainages that have severe enough drainage problems that the 

findings say a bridge is needed and then a condition of approval requires only a culvert.  The 
culvert proposals are prohibited by the county plan.   

 
The proposal also contemplates no state or federal approvals will be needed in order to 

establish the proposed trail.  This is wrong as explained below and consequently the county plan 
requires federal and state agency permits be obtained for environmental controls to include 
wetlands permitting and storm drainage requirements.     
 
 The applicant claims that “all environmental clearances, state and federal, have been 
obtained” to work in Stag Hollow Creek and that “this fact demonstrates the unlikelihood *** of 
the trail implicating other Comprehensive Plan policies.”  There is no support for this statement.  
We have previously explained the fallacy of thinking any “environmental clearance” for Stag 
Hollow has any effect anywhere including for the Stag Hollow Bridge construction.  We need 
not repeat them here, they are in the record and we rely upon them.  Suffice to say that those 
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“clearances” for the Stag Hollow Bridge were exemptions from state and federal permitting 
requirements and were based upon wholly false pretenses.  One of which was an exemption for 
storm water control that was limited only to the “certification” that the Stag Hollow Bridge 
would not be traffic bearing.  That was a clearly false certification to the federal government.   
 
 The applicant claims: 
 

“Construction of the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at 
least three bridges across minor watercourses and a floodplain. The county 
regulates development in floodways and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary 
approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 7.”   

 
 The applicant claims:  
 

 
 
The applicant claims: 

 
 
The applicant asserts: 

 
 
The applicant asserts: 
 

 
 

And then the applicant further inconsistently claims that there is only “one” waterway.  
Which is it – 3 water courses or 1 (Hint – there are three water courses over which the proposed 
trail would traverse if approved):  
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 The applicant claims in several places that the county will be installing “culverts” in these 
two unnamed waterways.  The county even includes a condition of approval to do so.  Yet, the 
county is well ahead of itself.  The county has performed no wetland delineation, no downstream 
storm impacts study, nothing and in fact it has no idea if such culverts can lawfully be installed 
at all consistent with state, federal and county permitting standards and, importantly, in a way 
that does not damage neighboring farm property.  If such culverts are installed as the applicant 
assumes will occur(and actually includes a condition to ensure it does), the applicant is seeking a 
pass from any responsibility to analyze how that alternation of the natural drainage will 
adversely affect the farms on either side and to capture the county’s own storm water and the 
drainage as altered.  That is yet again another significant farm impact that the applicant ignores 
but also a plan policy violation and code violation.   
 

The county regulates development in floodplains and floodways through YCZO Section 
901 which establishes a Floodplain Overlay District (FP). The provisions of that section apply to 
all areas of special flood hazards in the county as identified by the Federal Insurance 
Administration in a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). YCZO 901.02(A). Any development in 
these areas identified as special flood hazards must first satisfy development permit criteria in 
YCZO 901.06. The applicant expressly recognizes that the proposed trail would cross three 
watercourses, including Stag Hollow Creek, the site where the county began construction of the 
Stag Hollow Bridge, but makes no attempt to address the Floodplain Overlay standards.  The 
FIRM map identifies the Stag Hollow Creek area, including portions of the Bus Barn property 
where the county proposes a trailhead, as special flood hazard areas for which provisions of the 
county’s Floodplain Overlay District would apply. 
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The county claims its “Letter of Map Revision” from FEMA establishes that none of the county 
property at site of the Stag Hollow Bridge is within a floodplain or floodway. For one, the 
Letter of Map Revision is not in the record. Two, that letter (attached as Exhibit 8 to County’s 
Response to Motion for Stay in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033) establishes that only a portion of 
the property was removed from the special flood hazard area, but that portions of the property 
still remain in the special flood hazard area: 

 
It is impossible to tell what portions of the property remain in the special flood hazard area and 
impossible to tell whether any part of the trail or trailhead is proposed to be constructed in that 
area.  But one thing is certain, the Stag Hollow Bridge is not completely outside of a regulatory 
floodplain and perhaps not a floodway either.   
 

There is no evidentiary support for the county claim of compliance with these standards 
or county plan standards.   
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Applicable plan policies are listed below and are a non-exclusive list and there are 
undoubtedly others.   

 
LUBA told the county it was supposed to identify the applicable plan policies.  It fails to 

do so.  We have previously listed the applicable plan policies that the applicant improperly 
ignores.  We highlight a few her again but in no way do the Farmers abandon their other 
positions that a broad array of plan policies apply.   

 
Plan Section I. Urban Growth and Economic Development 

B. Rural Area Development 
“***** 
“Recognizing the potential problems and conflicts arising from development in the rural 
area, major concerns connected with any rural area development proposal are its location, 
nature and scale. 
“Encroachment of urban development into rural areas threatens to remove valuable farm 
lands from needed agricultural uses.” 
“***** 

Policy B: “All proposed rural area developments shall be based on a reasonable 
expectation of the demand for the use of such land or facilities within a reasonable 
period of time and no large-scale development shall be approved without: 

“1. The submission and approval of a layout and design concept, with 
provision for the staging and servicing of all phases of the development;” 

The applicant has failed to provide any plan, layout or design concept as required.   
“***** 
“3. An adequate demonstration of the financial capacity and responsibility 
of the proponents to complete the development and provide for operation 
and maintenance services.” 

The applicant has failed to demonstrate in any way that it complies with this policy.  As the 
Carlton Fire chief made clear, the county has no money, no plan and no way anyone knows 
about to complete the proposed trail and trailheads, culverts, clear vegetation and maintain it as 
cleared, build and maintain fences or do in fact anything it claims it will and that it must do.   

“***** 
“3. Shall be furnished with adequate access and an adequate individual or 
community water supply, if required; and shall not be justified solely or 
even primarily on the argument that the land is less costly than alternative 
better sites or that federal or state aid is available in the form of subsidized 
water supply or sewerage extensions from nearby urban centers.”  
(Emphasis supplied.) 
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 The applicant has failed to demonstrate that there is any possibility of adequate access for 
pedestrians, bikes and equestrians along OR 240 from the city of Yamhill to the bus bar 
proposed “Trailhead.”  This is a serious problem demonstrating the proposal fails to comply with 
this plan standard especially when considered in light of the Clemow Traffic and Parking 
analysis.   

Policy D: “No proposed rural area development shall require or substantially 
influence the extension of costly services and facilities normally associated with 
urban centers, such as municipal water supply and sanitary sewerage or power, 
gas and telephone services, nor shall it impose inordinate additional net costs on 
mobile, centralized public services, such as police and fire protection, school 
busing or refuse collection.” 

The applicant fails to demonstrate compliance with this plan standard because both the Yamhill 
and Carlton Fire chiefs have expressed serious concerns about fire protection costs and needed 
maintenance.  The applicant has wholly failed to respond.   

“F. Economic Development 
Summary: “The economy of Yamhill County is largely based upon agricultural and 
forestry related industries.” 

“***** 
Policy B: “Yamhill County will encourage economic development projects which 
do not conflict with the predominant timber and agricultural character of the 
county.”  (Emphasis supplied.) 

 The proposal fails to demonstrate that it does not conflict with the predominate 
agricultural character of the county.  The evidence is overwhelming that there are serious 
conflicts between the proposed trail, its trailheads and agricultural character of the county, in 
particular this area of the county.   
“Plan Section II. The Land and Water 

A. “Agricultural Lands 

“Goal Statement 1: “To conserve Yamhill County's farm lands for the production of 
crops and livestock ***.” 

“***** 
Policy D: “Yamhill County will provide for the conservation of farm lands 
through various plan implementation measures and the review of any public or 
private land use determinations subject to county jurisdiction, including urban 
development activity and the location and construction of highways and utility 
transmission lines which disturb the soil cover and natural drainage pattern, and 
increase storm runoff, erosion and sedimentation.” 

 The applicant proposes two culverts over two watercourses with no plan for the drainage 
outfall from those culverts, no plan for wetland permits, no plan to manage its storm water from 
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12’ of impervious surface that it will add to the drainage to simply run off uncontrolled into 
neighboring properties.  The applicant fails to demonstrate compliance with this plan policy.   

Policy H: “No proposed rural area development shall substantially impair or 
conflict with the use of farm *** land, or be justified solely or even primarily on 
the argument that the land is unsuitable for farming or forestry or, due to 
ownership, is not currently part of an economic farming or forestry enterprise.” 

Despite this prohibition, this is exactly the argument that the applicant makes in his findings 
supporting his development proposal.  The proposal fails to meet this plan standard because as 
explained elsewhere, the old abandoned rail right of way is “agricultural land” pure and simple.   

Goal Statement 2: “To conserve Yamhill County's soil resources in a manner reflecting 
their suitability for *** agriculture *** and their sustained use for the purposes 
designated on the county plan map.” 

Policy A: “Yamhill County will continue to preserve those areas for farm use 
which exhibit Class I through IV soils as identified in the Capability 
Classification System of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service.” 
Policy B: “Yamhill County will continue to support ASCS soil conservation 
measures and SWCD best management practices designed to protect and improve 
forest and agricultural land productivity and to prevent unnecessary losses 
through excavation, stripping, erosion and sedimentation.” 

 The proposal is contrary to these plan policies and the applicant does not claim otherwise; 
he does not even pay attention to this policy.  The proposal certainly does not preserve the right 
of way for farm use for which it is suited, does nothing to improve its productivity and instead 
ruins it and the adjoining farms.   

C. Water Resources 
Goal Statement 1: “To conserve and to manage efficiently our water resources in order to 
sustain and enhance the quantity and quality of flows for all consumptive and non-
consumptive uses and to abate flood, erosion and sedimentation problems.” 

“***** 
Policy J: “It is the policy of Yamhill County to protect riparian vegetation from 
damage that may result from land use applications for development that is 
otherwise permitted outright or conditionally under county zoning regulations. To 
achieve this goal, Yamhill County will review land use applications for 
development in riparian areas in an effort to mitigate or prevent damage to 
riparian vegetation that might result from the development.  For purposes of this 
policy, "riparian areas" refers to areas within 100 feet measured horizontally from 
the ordinary high water line of streams identified as "Fish Habitat" in the 
comprehensive plan inventory (Natural Resource Conservation Plan, Yamhill 
County, Oregon, May 1979 -U.S.D.A. - Soil Conservation Services), that are not 
regulated under the Forest Practices Act. (Ord 471)” 
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The proposal does not comply with this policy.  In particular the Stag Hollow Bridge 
does not comply with this policy – this is the bridge that the county claims to have “discovered” 
required no permits.  As previous submittals make clear, the county is wrong.  Moreover, the 
county certainly seems to be attempting to develop the Stag Hollow Bridge within 100’ 
measured from the high water line of Stag Hollow Creek.  The applicant fails to explain how the 
trail Stag Hollow bridge complies with this policy or the culverts comply with this policy.  This 
is especially vexatious given for fire safety if the old abandoned right of way is to be used as a 
public recreational trail, it must be entirely cleared of vegetation.   

D. Fish and Wildlife  

Goal Statement 1: “To conserve the fish and wildlife habitat of Yamhill County with a 
view to maintaining an optimum ecological balance, ***, and protecting endangered 
species.” 

Policy B: “Yamhill County will recognize the need to conserve and protect fish 
and wildlife habitat in its plan implementation measures; and the following will 
be considered in any public or private land use determination subject to county 
review; the impact of harvesting forested areas where there is no forest 
management plan for regeneration of the forest lands; the filling or drainage of 
swamps or marshes; the damming of rivers and streams; the location and 
construction of highways and utility transmission lines; and any other land 
development activities which significantly interfere with the vegetation or soil 
cover or drainage patterns in critical habitat areas.” 
Policy C: “All identified sensitive wildlife areas will be classified as exclusive 
agriculture***. No major land use change, including but not limited to road 
construction and recreational developments will be permitted without approval of 
measures to limit undesirable impacts on sensitive wildlife areas.” 
Policy D: “Habitat of all species indicated as endangered, threatened, or 
vulnerable will be preserved. Nesting sites of endangered bird species will be 
protected and buffered from conflicting uses.”  (Emphases supplied.) 

The proposed trail and trailheads are a major land use change.  And road and recreational 
development must be analyzed in good faith for their habitat values.  As explained elsewhere 
Stag Hollow Cr is identified as spotted owl habitat.  Further, the Carlton Fire Chief in his April 
29, 2020 correspondence in the record explains that the rail right of way is covered by the 
“Migratory Bird Treaty Act” which “does not allow any kind of work on the right of way from 
March 1st to September 1st.”  There are obviously protected wildlife in the corridor, but the 
applicant does not bother to identify or discuss the protected wildlife and birds and any 
environmental/wildlife limitations on the proposed trail.  It is obvious if no work can occur from 
March to September on the right of way under the MBTA, then it seems likely that no busy trail 
with horses, dogs, and bikes whizzing by is allowed either.  If there are tradeoffs to be 
considered, the applicant is obliged to disclose them now.  At a minimum, the county must 
identify the protected habitats and explain how the proposal is consistent with those plan 
policies.   
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The proposal fails to demonstrate compliance with these requirements and in particular 
the water, wetland and other environmental requirements.  The proposal includes three 
pedestrian bridges (or perhaps one bridge and two major culverts – the applicant claims both), 
including the Stag Hollow Bridge, that cross over streams, yet the county makes no effort to 
evaluate, identify or address any of the plan goals or policies related to water resources, fish and 
wildlife and open space and the conflicts that the trail creates with the values expressed in those 
goals and policies.  The county claims with no evidentiary support that there are no water 
courses other than the stream over which the Stag Hallow Bridge crosses, but this is not 
supported by any evidence and is contrary to evidence in the record that these bridges are 
necessary to cross water bodies.   

 
Regardless, whether and the extent to which there are conflicts with environmental 

resources are unknown because the county has not done the work the county plan requires.  The 
county relies only upon the unsupported assertion that “all environmental clearances, state, and 
federal, have been obtained to do work in the only known location of a waterway – Stag Hollow 
Creek.  That fact demonstrates the unlikelihood of completion and operation of the trail 
implicating other Comprehensive Plan policies.”  It does no such thing.   

 
For starters, the county has not obtained “environmental clearances” for the entire trail. 

And it has not obtained all “environmental clearances” for even the Stag Hollow Bridge.  The 
only thing that the county has obtained is a “Programmatic Categorical Exclusion” (PCE) from 
otherwise required NEPA, Clean Water Act and other reviews, through ODOT and the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA).  Importantly, part of the PCE is based upon the solemn 
representation that the Stag Hollow Bridge is pedestrian only and not a traffic bearing facility as 
the applicant’s findings try to pitch it: 

 
 
What this demonstrates is that the county improperly obtained an exemption from the 

requirement of preparing an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement 
under NEPA for work to be done on the Stag Hollow Bridge. An exemption (and especially an 
improper one) is not evidence that the county is complying with all state and federal 
environmental laws.  And it is certainly not evidence of compliance with county plan standards.   

 
Making matters worse, the Stag Hollow Bridge PCE was obtained under false pretenses.  

The express terms of federal law, and ODOT’s “Agreement” with the FHWA, are clear that 
PCEs are unlawful for controversial projects like the trail. 23 CFR 771.117(b). Controversy over 
environmental (of which land use impacts are included) are among the significant environmental 
impacts for which PCEs are improper. 23 CFR 771.117(a). Further, where a project is 
inconsistent with state and local land use law (as LUBA has now twice ruled is the case for the 
trail), no exemption may be granted. 23 CFR 771(b)(4). Even where a proposal is merely 
“anticipated” to be controversial, ODOT’s agreement with FHWA requires it to at least confer 
before just granting the PCE: 
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At the time ODOT certified the trail for FHWA funding on November 4, 2019, LUBA 

had, less than one month before on October 11, 2019, pervasively remanded the trail, yet it 
“certified” the PCE anyway.  The Farmers have asked authorities to look into this.  See Attached 
Audit Request as Exhibit 8.  Clearly, the trail Stag Hollow Bridge does not qualify for the PCE.  
Regardless, an exemption from law is not a demonstration of compliance with it.  And is not a 
demonstration of compliance with county plan standards. 

 
“Plan Section III. Transportation, Communications and Public Utilities 

Summary: “Due primarily to the increasing traffic load and traffic hazards on all county 
roads, there is a need to control access points for future development.” 
Goal Statement 1: “To provide and encourage an efficient, safe, convenient and economic 
transportation and communication system, including road, rail, waterways, public transit 
and air, to serve the needs of existing and projected urban and rural development within 
the county, as well as to accommodate the regional movement of people and goods and 
the transfer of energy, recognizing the economic, social and energy impacts of the 
various modes of transportation.” 

Policy B: “All transportation-related decisions will be made in consideration of 
land use impacts including but not limited to adjacent land use patterns, both 
existing and planned, and their designated uses and densities.” 
Policy J(1): “Limit access points on highways designated as arterials when 
alternative access points are feasible.” 
Policy O: “All transportation-related decisions will be made in support of the 
efficient and economic movement of people, goods, and services throughout the 
region, and will be based on the location and adequacy of facilities for such goods 
and services.” 

The proposal fails to demonstrate compliance with this standard.  In particular it is 
noteworthy that there is no dispute that the transportation facilities (a safe shoulder) that the 
applicant admits are necessary to convey school children, pedestrians, bikes and equestrians from 
the City of Yamhill to the bus barn trail head do not exist, are not required to exist under the 
proposal, and in fact cannot exist because there is no feasible way for that to happen.     

 
Finally, the claim in the findings at 3.3, p 6 lacks the benefit of any evidentiary support.  

The county’s TSP that is available to the public and online dates 2015 and it does not reference a 
1996 TSP.  There is no 1996 TSP.  State law requires the county to maintain for public access all 
applicable county plans and zoning ordinances.  ORS 215.050.  The only TSP available to the 
public is the one adopted in 2015 and it includes none of the policies the county relies upon from 
2015 or Ordinance 880 for that matter.  If there are other plans out there, it is not a part of the 
record, the Farmers have not seen it and if the county wants to rely upon it, then the county will 
have to grant the Farmers and public an opportunity to review it.  But it is certainly not the case, 
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that for the first time in two years of litigation that the county applicant can claim that some 
obscure ostensibly repealed plan policy trumps every other plan policy in the county.   
 
7. YCZO 1202.02(A) the Proposed Use is a Listed Conditional Use in the Zone - Proposal 

Improperly Relies Upon Changing all of the County’s Industrial Zones to Allow Trails; 
No Evidence Such is Feasible and in any case Proposed Amendments do not Authorize 
a Trailhead 

 
The county code requires as a mandatory approval standard, that the proposed use be 

listed as an allowed conditional use in the applicable zone.  The proposed trailhead is not listed 
as an allowed conditional use in the county’s industrial zone.  Under the express terms of the 
county code, that means it is a prohibited use.  The county fails to demonstrate compliance with 
this standard by asserting it can easily change the code.  Any land speculator can make such an 
assertion when it feels it has the decision maker in its pocket.  But that speculation is an 
inadequate basis to demonstrate compliance with a mandatory approval standard.  Moreover, this 
is a quasi-judicial matter, and the “no change in the goalposts rule” of ORS 215.427(3) prohibits 
the county from relying upon land use standards that were not in effect at the time the application 
was submitted.  At the time that the application was submitted, a trailhead was a prohibited use 
in the HI zone. It is well-established that the applicant cannot rely upon a subsequent zone 
change to escape this mandatory approval standard.  This is plain from the legal principle in 
Weeks v. City of Tillamook and Davenport v. City of Tigard, 121 Or App 135, 141 (1993).  In 
Davenport, the court of appeals explained that the role of the “no change in the goalposts” rule is 
“to assure both proponents and opponents of an application that the substantive factors that are 
actually applied and that will have a meaningful impact on the decision permitting or denying the 
application will remain constant throughout the proceedings.”  There, the court determined that 
an amended but unacknowledged TSP provision could not be applied to approve development 
that was otherwise required to be denied.  The situation is no different here.  The proposal must 
be denied under YCZO 1202.02(A).   

 
Without waiving that truism, the applicant’s premises are wrong and unsupported.  The 

applicant asserts with no support, that it will be a simple matter to change all the county’s 
industrial zones and indeed all zones in the county to allow trails and trail heads, which are 
currently prohibited in those zones.  Accordingly, the findings presume that there will be no 
problem amending the county industrial and other zones.  However, there is no evidence that it is 
feasible for such a change to occur and with all due respect, it is not feasible.   

 
To make trails and trailheads outright permitted uses on all county industrial land 

requires compliance with OAR 660-012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule); Goal 12; Goal 
9 and the Goal 9 rule as well as county plan policies that prohibit the county from introducing 
incompatible uses to industrial areas.  The undisputed evidence is that the trail and trailhead are 
vastly incompatible with the two industrial areas drastically affected that the Farmers know 
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about.  The applicant makes no serious issue to demonstrate compliance with the TPR either.  To 
change the zones and allow trails and trail heads is an amendment to an acknowledged land use 
regulation.  So, it triggers the “significant affect” requirements in OAR 660-012-0060.  The 
proposal degrades the performance of OR 240 which it abuts because it plans for modes of 
travels for which it is not currently programmed – a pedestrian, bike, horse pathway between the 
City of Yamhill and the proposed bus bar trailhead.  There is no evidence in the record that the 
applicant has complied with OAR 660-012-0060(3)(d): 

 
“(d) For affected state highways, ODOT provides a written statement that the proposed 
funding and timing for the identified mitigation improvements or measures are, at a 
minimum, sufficient to avoid further degradation to the performance of the affected state 
highway. However, if a local government provides the appropriate ODOT regional office 
with written notice of a proposed amendment in a manner that provides ODOT 
reasonable opportunity to submit a written statement into the record of the local 
government proceeding, and ODOT does not provide a written statement, then the local 
government may proceed with applying subsections (a) through (c) of this section. 
 
And, even if there were some improvements suggested in a planning document 

(the applicant cites none and it is the applicant’s burden to do so), the applicant fails to 
comply with the below requirement in OAR 660-012-060(4)(b)(D): 

 
(D) Improvements to state highways that are included as planned improvements in a 

regional or local transportation system plan or comprehensive plan when ODOT provides a 
written statement that the improvements are reasonably likely to be provided by the end of the 
planning period 

 
In fact, there is no evidence that ODOT has accepted, let alone seen, the “traffic 

and parking demand study” that the applicant relies upon.  That “study” does not meet 
ODOT’s minimum requirements for Transportation Impact analyses and does not pretend 
to even try to do so.  It is unlikely ODOT would accept it.   

 
Further, under ODOT’s rules, a change of use access permit is necessary for the 

county to obtain from ODOT to convert the bus barn to a bus barn and trailhead that 
accesses OR 240.  There is no evidence that it is feasible for the county to obtain such a 
permit from ODOT.   

 
There is no evidence that the improvements necessary for the proposed trail and trailhead 

will be installed and the applicant suggests it has no obligation in this regard.   
 

There is no evidence that the proposal complies with OAR 660-0060-012(3)(b): 
 
b) Development resulting from the amendment will, at a minimum, mitigate the impacts of the amendment 
in a manner that avoids further degradation to the performance of the facility by the time of the 
development through one or a combination of transportation improvements or measures; 
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 Further, it is not clear that the proposed “trailhead” is even being proposed to be allowed 
in the proposed code amendments that the applicant claims will be easy to achieve.  The 
proposed amendments propose to allow as permitted uses in the county industrial zones:  
 

“Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements.” 
 
That does not obviously describe a trailhead.  Moreover, to situate a recreational trailhead on 
land zoned for industrial use, likely requires a statewide planning goal exception to Goal 9 
(economy of the state), as well as Goal 14 (urbanization) to be authorized.  No goal exception is 
proposed.  The applicant repeats throughout the proposed “findings” that the trail is designed to 
promote tourism and “transportation” between two cities.  That means it is an urban use outside 
of any urban growth boundary, of rural land – which is prohibited by Goal 14.  That means a 
Goal 14 exception is required.  The TRP provides: 
 
“5) The presence of a transportation facility or improvement shall not be a basis for an exception to allow 
residential, commercial, institutional or industrial development on rural lands under this division or OAR 
660-004-0022 and 660-004-0028. 
 

Accordingly, by the express terms of the TPR, the applicant cannot rely upon the existing 
access for the bus barn to OR 240 or the existing right of way to support a request for an 
exception, that appears is required for the proposed “trailhead” at the bus barn.  In any event, the 
applicant does not propose an exception and one appears to be required before the proposed 
“trailhead” could ever be established.   
 
8. Drainage - Lack of Compliance with YCZO 1202.02(D) and (E) 

YCZO 1202.02(D) requires the county to prove: 

“The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which 
substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the 
permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district;” 

The Weinbender family has explained that the old right of way already creates drainage 
problems on his farm.  At least one farmer, Gordon Dromgoole, has explained that the railroad 
grade as it runs through his property is as high as 6’ above his fields.  The county plans to 
construct a 12’ asphalt paved surface for almost 3-miles in the segment but plans no stormwater 
drainage mitigation.  It just plans to send its uncontrolled stormwater into neighboring farms.  
That will make the existing drainage problems from the old right of way, worse.  Moreover, 
because this is a former rail facility, that runoff will almost certainly have dangerous chemicals 
like creosote imbued in it.  The county also plans to ostensibly remove all vegetation for fire 
safety, which will create erosive velocities that the county similarly does not plan to control.   
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And then the county plans to finish the trail bridge it illegally started constructing without 
land use approval, plus two culverts – with no stormwater or drainage control plan whatsoever.  
This is contrary to county plan policies listed above and also YCZO 1202.02(D).   

An impermeable paved trail surface (12-foot trail), will cause rainwater to runoff and 
down the sides of the railroad grade, flooding adjacent fields with pathogens, liquids and 
chemicals.  Because there will be no vegetation, it will have nothing to slow it down and that will 
cause erosion.  That erosion will go onto neighboring farms.  All of this – liquids with all the 
pathogen contributions from the proposed trail, soil, garbage, whatever, will slough off into 
neighboring farm fields and create unacceptably soggy pathenogenic conditions on the 
neighboring farms.  That is a proposal that substantially impairs the farmers’ ability to farm those 
areas that the county’s nonfarm proposal impacts.   

Moreover, because areas will be soaked with uncontrolled county trail drainage, erosion 
and chemicals and bacteria from the horses that poop and urinate, the dogs that poop and urinate, 
and people, all of that will run off into farmer fields including some of those fields that are being 
raised as food crops (hazelnuts, radish seed, Mr. Weinbender’s 4-acres of food crops) and cause 
food safety problems for the farmer.  Regardless of whether there is a fence, such liquids will 
escape through to the farms causing food safety, crop contamination, and other problems, which 
also will substantially impair the farmers ability to continue to farm.   

This uncontrolled drainage issue problem also presents a violation of YCZO 1202.02(E) 
which requires the applicant to demonstrate “The proposed use is appropriate, considering the 
adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use.”  
There are no planned public facilities to deal with trail drainage issues.    

It also violates YCZO 1202.02(C) and (D): “C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed 
use considering its size, shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural 
features; D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 
which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted 
uses listed in the underlying zoning district.” 

9. Suitability of the Parcel for the Trail Considering its Location (YCZO 1202.02(C)) 
YCZO 1202.02(C)requires the applicant to prove that “The parcel is suitable for the 

proposed use considering its size, shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and 
natural features”.  The applicant fails to do so.  The location of the proposal in the middle of or 
adjoining commercial farms is untenable as described elsewhere and is incorporated herein.  The 
old right of way has no improvements but is situated in such a way that it already causes 
drainage problems for adjoining landowners.  The proposal will make that worse as is described 
elsewhere and incorporated herein.  The applicant does not claim otherwise or address this issue.  
Rather it improperly asserts the right to finish the trail bridge on the wholly disingenuous ruse it 
is not a trail bridge and install two culverts (those too will probably be falsely characterized as 
not really “trail culverts”), and a 12’ paved surface, without regarding the existing locational, 
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topographical and natural drainage issues that plague the old right of way.  The applicant fails to 
demonstrate compliance with this standard.    
10. Character of the Surrounding Area (YCZO 1202.02(D)) 

This standard requires the applicant to demonstrate: 
“The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 
which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties 
for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.” 
The applicant improperly conflates all of these separate requirements into one that the 

proposal does not “alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way.”  That is not 
what the standard says.  The applicant ignores the three different alterations which are 
prohibited.   

This standard requires the county to find that the proposed nonfarm use does not 
substantially limit or substantially impair or preclude permitted uses in the EFU as well as the HI 
zone (Fruithill) and the RI/HI zone (bus barn) and the AF-10 zone.  It fails to do so.  The 
applicant ignores the undisputed evidence in the record of substantial impairment to Fruithill and 
the bus barn business that operates where the trailhead is proposed and merely presumes that the 
combination of bus barn traffic and proposed trail traffic with its legions of pedestrians, horses 
and bike riders travelling from the City of Yamhill to the OR 240 trailhead at the bus barn with 
no shoulders, competing with large farm equipment, does not substantially limit, or substantially 
impar or preclude Fruithill and the Schrepel’s permitted uses of their property directly which is 
directly across from the OR 240 busbarn “trailhead” and has its only access directly across from 
that bus barn and proposed trailhead.  The evidence in the record is that the proposed trailhead 
will cause significant traffic (when combined with bus barn traffic especially) that will 
substantially limit or will substantially impair Fruithill’s access and the Schrepel’s access to their 
adjacent orchards.  The county improperly dismisses these concerns. 

In fact, the applicant also ignores or dismisses significant preclusion, limits and 
impairments to farming that occurs if the proposed nonfarm trail and trailhead is approved.   

The county ignores compliance with this standard on the wrong claim that it is satisfied 
by compliance with the farm impacts test.  This is contrary to the express words of the standard.  
The farm impacts test and the requirement not to alter the character of the surrounding area 
standard expressed above are not the same.  The fact is that the character of this area is a rural 
farming community and the undisputed evidence is that the proposal has devastating 
consequences to it.  Moreover, the proposal does not comply with the farm impacts test as is 
explained throughout the record and in this letter.   

The applicant also claims compliance with this standard by asserting that there is no 
difference between a state highway or road and a recreational trial.  From that incorrect premise 
he asserts that since farms and existing road rights of way co-exist, then that is evidence that the 
proposed trail will co-exist with farm uses and all of the farmers’ evidence of serious 
impairments, limits and in fact preclusion of farm uses forced by the proposed trail are 
“spaghetti” against a wall; or lack credibility because the applicant (who has zero expertise in 
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farming) disagrees or any number of the colorful names the applicant delights in calling the 
Farmers.  This is the applicant’s downfall – he takes none of the Farmers concerns seriously.   

Because other public rights-of-way like county roads and highways are not considered 
sensitive sites, they do not trigger the preclusions that apply to spraying “around” or in 
recreational areas.  Roads do not trigger pesticide setbacks from sensitive sites either.   No one 
travelling on Or 240 or OR 47 or Fryer Rd are leisurely strolling, stopping, sitting, riding a horse, 
and no car stops for however long they please to enjoy the scenery.  The proposed trail however, 
imposes no limits upon and indeed encourages sitting, standing, walking, riding horses, strolling, 
lingering – in fact it is for recreation.  There is no parity between farming near a road and trying 
to farm near a recreational trail.   

The county has not demonstrated compliance with this criterion. 
11. Compatibility with Existing Uses (YCZO 1202.02(F)) 

As is demonstrated throughout this record and in this letter, the county has failed to 
achieve compatibility with its proposed conditions.   

If the proposal is approved the uncontroverted evidence is that whole fields cannot be 
sprayed with necessary pesticides that are critical for (especially) the significant hazelnut 
orchards that abut the old abandoned right of way; for the sprays that can still be sprayed, 
Farmers will lose 10’ of farmable ground due to pesticide setbacks on the farm that are triggered 
only if the proposed trail is approved; culverts and a bridge will be installed with no plan or 
program for their drainage impacts to adjoining farms and in wet areas shown on county plans 
with no plan for a wetland delineation or permitting; Farmer Coussen with undisputed rights of 
access to his farm across the old abandoned right of way will be stuck on dangerous Hwy 47 
waiting to get to gates at the proposed trail to access their property waiting for trail-goers to 
mosey by; a 3 mile long, 12’ wide asphalt path will be constructed with no plan for storm 
drainage other than the drain to adjoining farms; because for fire safety all vegetation must be 
removed, there will be no natural and no other form of erosion control, and the proposal will lead 
to significant erosion on the old right of way that will slough storm water and other fluids 
imbued with horse dung, dog dung, rail chemicals like creosote onto adjoining farms – right 
under any fence that the county proposed to build; fences will be wholly inadequate to keep 
anyone or anything out because the county does not own all land along the old right of way that 
adjoins roads and there will be large openings through which anything can pass; the proposed 
fence such as it is will not even be designed to keep horses out of fields or strong enough to keep 
agitated livestock, to include bison, bulls, dairy cows, and rams from getting out and regardless 
there is no plan and in fact it is impossible to design them in a way that prevents these animals 
from seriously harming themselves running into it when they are harassed by dogs running along 
the trail fence and barking at the adjoining livestock, chickens and other farm animals; and the 
list goes on.   

The proposed conditions do not ensure compatibility between the trail and adjoining land 
uses and, in many cases, will make problems worse.  the opposite and make the incompatibilities 
worse.   

The applicant has not demonstrated compliance with this criterion. 
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Conclusion 

It is respectfully submitted that the county must deny the proposed trail. 

 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
Wendie L. Kellington 

       
 
WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 
 
Exhibits: 
1. Ben Van Dyke Response to County’s May 14, 2020 Hearing Evidence 
2. Brian Coussens letter 
3. Chris Mattson email and exhibits 
4. Kris Weinbender letter 
5. Larry Bell letter 
6. Lee Schrepel letter 
7. Mark Van Dyke letter (Riverview Farms) 
8. Vial Fotheringham letter re Meadow Ridge Farms (Gaibler) 
9. Kellington Federal Hazelnut Rules letter 
10. OSU Pest Management Guide for Hazelnuts 
11. Updated Pesticides Chart 
12. Paraquat rule change 
13. Bravo label 
14. Ziram Label 
15. BJ Matthews letter 
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Response to County’s May 14, 2020 Hearing Evidence 

Response to County’s Exhibit 1: 

The county continues to mislead by confusing the setbacks required by pesticide labels 
with the AEZ requirements. The label-required setback of Lorsban and Yuma 4E for the method 
and application rate I spray is at least 10’ as explained in my Fourth Supplemental Declaration. 
The 150’ to which the county refers is Oregon OSHA’s Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) 
which is not related to the 10’ setback from the trail required by Lorsban and Yuma 4E labels in 
which I cannot spray at all.  Oregon OSHA’s AEZ is also different from the federal EPA’s 100’ 
AEZ, which I must still observe regardless of whether Oregon OSHA’s AEZ applies. I will 
explain the difference between the setbacks required by labels and the AEZs: 

First, the AEZ is an area that surrounds and moves with the application equipment in 
which no person other than trained and protected pesticide handlers may be present during 
applications. Oregon OSHA’s AEZ is 150’. The federal EPA AEZ is 100’. LUBA held that 
Oregon OHSA’s AEZ did not apply off-farm and so did not require farmers to take action with 
respect to people using the trail.  However, I still observe Oregon OSHA’s AEZ of an abundance 
of caution because the rules are new and I, like many farmers, are unclear about their application. 
And the Oregon Department of Agriculture has published guidance that takes the position that 
the Or OSHA AEZ applies off the farm.   

Regardless, LUBA said nothing about the federal EPA AEZ.  The federal AEZ is 100’ 
and does apply off-farm by its express terms and I must observe that at the absolute minimum.  
Oregon OHSA only has authority to regulate for safety of workers, so it ostensibly cannot write 
rules that require farmers to take action with regard to people off-site.   

However, EPA can and did write rules that apply off the farm site with 40 CFR 
170.505(b) which states, “the handler performing the application must immediately suspend a 
pesticide application if any worker or other person, other than an appropriately trained and 
equipped handler involved in the application, is in the application exclusion zone[.]” (Emphasis 
added).  The application exclusion zone is defined by 40 CFR 170.405(a)(1)(i) to mean: 

“[T]he area that extends 100 feet horizontally from the application 
equipment in all directions during application when the pesticide is 
applied by any of the following methods: 

“(A) Aerially. 

“(B) Air blast application. 

“(C) As a spray using a spray quality (droplet spectrum) of smaller 
than medium (volume median diameter of less than 294 microns). 

“(D) As a fumigant, smoke, mist, or fog.” 

This means when I am spraying any pesticide via aerial, air blast or boom sprayer with a 
spray quality of smaller than medium application, all of which I do, I must suspend the 
application when any person comes within 100’ of my spray equipment.  As has been explained 

Exhibit 1 
Page 1 of 5
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to you in several letters in the record, visibility of the trail from my fields is poor and will be 
even more limited once my trees reach full maturity.  Fences will further limit a pesticide 
applicator’s view of the trail.  As a result, I will be forced to hire spotters to watch for people on 
the trail and to alert me of when I must suspend the application.  Because I can’t control how 
many people will be on the trail or how long they will linger in the AEZ, I may lose my spray 
window and will have to stop spraying entirely.  This is a significant change to my accepted 
farming practices of spraying during the needed windows that the county has not and cannot 
mitigate.  If I cannot spray, then I have to hire workers to weed by hand.  That is a significant 
extra cost to my farm operations that would easily range in the $1,200 to $6,000 per acre every 
year for each of my farm operations. 

Second, the labels of Lorsban and Yuma 4E require setbacks of certain distances from 
“sensitive sites” depending upon the method and rate of application.  LUBA has concluded and 
the county has conceded that the trail will be a “sensitive site”, aka one that is frequented by non-
occupational bystanders, especially children.  Accordingly, those labels prohibit me from 
spraying Lorsban and Yuma 4E using my method of application and application rate, within at 
least 10’ of the right-of-way as stated in my declaration.  These are setbacks that I must impose 
on my own property, not the county’s, and it is imposed on me only because the right-of-way’s 
conversion to a non-farm “sensitive site.” Because the right-of-way is now simply an old 
abandoned railroad corridor, it is not considered a sensitive site and so no setback is currently 
required. Accordingly, I can and must spray Lorsban and Yuma 4E right up to my property line. 
If I am forced to observe at least a 10’ setback in which I cannot spray those chemicals at all 
because the right-of-way is converted to a public recreational trail, I will be faced with 3 
untenable options: 

1. I would not spray Lorsban or Yuma within the 10’ setback and forgo alternative pest 
control management. This would cause insect damage and decreased yields of my 
hazelnuts because I wouldn’t be able to control a pest infestation within the setback 
area. A pest infestation would result in the loss of my entire hazelnut crop within the 
setback area. This would affect approximately ½ acre or 80 trees which translates into 
about $3,000 in lost value per year just from the hazelnut orchard that abuts the 
proposed trail. Such a pest infestation would likely spread to other parts of my 
orchard too, resulting in a need for increased spraying in the area that I can spray. 
 
The 10’ setback would also cause insect damage and decreased yields of my ryegrass 
seed, radish seed and red clover seed crops because I wouldn’t be able to control a 
pest infestation within the setback area. A pest infestation would result in the loss of 
my entire crop within the setback area. This would affect approximately 5,300’ of 
those crops that border the right-of-way. My seed crop fields are typically bordered 
with a 2’ containment strip, so a 10’ setback from the trail on those fields would 
affect 8’ of my crop.  An 8’ setback for 5,300’ would result in a loss of approximately 
1 acre at a value of up to $1,200 per year. A pest infestation in one area of my crop 
would also likely spread to other areas, resulting in an increased need for spraying in 
the area that I can spray. 
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2. I would be forced to use alternative pesticides that don’t have the same setback 
requirements as Lorsban and Yuma and therefore would lose my ability to rotate the 
alternative pesticides with Lorsban and Yuma to avoid insect resistance. A chemical 
rotation that includes Lorsban and Yuma is absolutely necessary to prevent the build 
up of insect chemical resistance. If insects build up resistance to the alternative 
pesticides because they cannot be rotated with Lorsban and Yuma, I run the risk of 
losing everything to voracious insects that can and do ruin whole fields of crops and 
orchard trees and tree fruits like Hazelnuts. 

3. I would be forced to remove portions of my crop within the 10’ portion of my 
hazelnut crop within the 10’ setback area on approximately 1,900’ of my orchard that 
borders each side of the right-of-way. This would result in a loss of approximately ½  
acre or 80 trees which translates into about $3,000 in lost value per year just from the 
hazelnut orchard that abuts the proposed trail. It would also result in a loss of 
approximately 1 acre of my ryegrass seed, radish seed and clover seed crops at a 
value of up to $1,200 per year. 

Each of those options results in devastating consequences and represents unacceptable 
significant impacts that would force a change in my accepted farming practices and significantly 
increase their costs. 

Response to County’s Exhibit 2: 

Food safety – I am aware that hazelnuts are exempt from the Food Safety Modernization 
Act, but that does not mean that federal food safety rules do not still apply to hazelnuts or that 
food safety is not a concern.  In fact, food safety is of paramount importance to hazelnut growers 
and processors.  

The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 (AMAA), managed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Service, 
also regulates food safety.  Hazelnuts are not exempted from this program.  A specific rule 
promulgated under the AMAA is called “Hazelnuts Grown in Oregon and Washington”.  7 CFR 
982.  This rule delegates authority to the Hazelnut Marketing Board, which among other things 
has authority to adopt standards to reduce pathogens.  The Board has promulgated the Hazelnut 
Industry Food Safety Program, contained in the “Hazelnut Industry Good Agricultural Practices 
Manual”.  The manual is designed “to provide guidance to hazelnut growers to ensure the 
hazelnuts delivered to the washer/dryer operator or the processor, have as low a risk of microbial 
or physical contamination as is practicable.”  These standards include maintaining a“GF-1 A 
documented farm food safety program that incorporates G[ood] A[gricultural] P[ractice]s has 
been implemented. GF-2 The operation has designated someone to implement and oversee the 
established food safety program”.  “GAP” standards that I am obligated to observe include 
“Farm Review” which include preventing soil contamination where hazelnuts will drop for 
harvest (“When previous land use history indicates a possibility of contamination, preventive 
measures have been taken to mitigate the known risks and soils have been tested for 
contaminants and the land use is commensurate with test results”) as well as “Measures are taken 
to reduce the opportunity for wild and/or domestic animals from entering crop production areas.” 
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Moreover, Van Dyke Farms in 2020 will sell merchantable hazelnuts for human 
consumption to Oregon food handlers.  These “handlers” are strictly regulated under federal food 
safety laws and require Van Dyke Farms to certify that its growing and harvesting practices 
complied with the “Hazelnut Industry Good Agricultural Practices Manual”.  This is because 
under federal law provides that no handler shall handle hazelnuts unless they meet required 
minimum standards.  Handlers ensure compliance with this federal law in part by ensuing their 
growers like me comply with the Hazelnut Industry Food Safety Program.  Accordingly, 
hazelnut growers like me are required to certify to handlers that their growing and harvesting 
practices complied the Hazelnut Marketing Board’s Food Safety Program”, contained in the 
“Hazelnut Industry Good Agricultural Practices Manual”.  Because hazelnuts are harvested 
mechanically, it is not always going to be possible for a grower to detect foreign material like a 
plastic bag with a half-eaten sandwich, McDonalds wrapper with melted cheese or partially 
consumed soda or energy bar.  Accordingly, it is vitally important that growers take precautions 
so that their orchard floor is not contaminated.   

Hazelnuts have been implicated in Salmonella and E-coli outbreaks.  Accordingly, all 
handlers require their growers including Van Dyke Farms, to certify that they have taken proper 
measures to ensure that tree nuts were grown, packed, handled and stored as safely as possible to 
minimize the risks of microbial food safety hazards. All downstream buyers require such 
certifications and so nuts that do not meet these standards are not merchantable.  GAP and GHP 
audits, performed under the USDA Federal-State Audit Program, verify adherence to standards 
in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Guide to Minimize Microbial Food Safety Hazards 
for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.  If there is a foodborne illness outbreak, it is traceable to its 
source through the handler to grower certification process.  Federal authorities have enforcement 
authority over growers, including Hazelnut growers, if they are the source of an outbreak.  
Accordingly, USDA maintains strict regulatory control over hazelnut growers through the rules 
of the Board and USDA’s ultimate enforcement authority in the event of foodborne illness.  
Finally, because of this strict regulatory program, if Van Dyke Farms cannot make the required 
certifications to handlers, then its brand is not marketable as GAP certified product which means 
it cannot be sold for human consumption.   

Response to County’s Exhibit 3: 

The fact that I farm a field adjacent to a city park has no bearing on whether the proposed 
trail will force significant changes in my accepted farming practices or significantly increase 
their costs on my fields adjacent to the trail.  

To explain, the county’s photo in its Exhibit 3 is of a grass seed field that I farm partially 
within the city limits of Yamhill and adjacent to Belulah Park.  The unplanted strip between the 
field and the park is a containment strip (a weed-free zone) on our property that we maintain for 
our seed certifications.  We treat the containment strip chemically with glyphosate, which has no 
restrictions with regard to applications around or near recreational areas or sensitive sites – it 
does not require a setback from sensitive sites, nor is its use around recreational areas prohibited.  
In that operation, we do not use any other pesticides that require a setback from sensitive sites, or 
that prohibit use around recreational areas.  Because of the location of this field abutting the 
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park, we are forced to use pesticide options that are not as effective as those we employ on our 
farm operations that are along the proposed trail.   

This makes farming the Belulah Park particular field more challenging and more 
expensive to farm than our conventionally farmed fields like those along the right-of-way. 
Because of the setting of this field and the limitations on certain farm practices, we are limited in 
what we can grow on that field.  For example, we would be unable to grow hazelnuts on this 
field because we are prohibited from spraying Gramoxone and Parazone around recreational 
parks and playgrounds.  There are no alternatives to Gramoxone and Parazone that are as 
effective are for controlling unwanted vegetation in Hazelnut orchards.  I would never plant a 
hazelnut orchard in a setting with a city park because its management would be next to 
impossible to achieve in any economical way.   

We would have to observe setbacks from the Belulah Park and residential areas when 
spraying Lorsban and Yuma 4E.  We would never be able to aerial spray. We would have to 
fence the entire orchard because of its proximity to the park and residential areas which increase 
the potential for trespass.  All of these considerations make growing hazelnuts on this field 
practicably and economically prohibitive. All of these concessions make this particular field 
adjacent to Belulah Park less valuable, and is why I pay to lease it for significantly less, than the 
value of the land that I lease abutting and near the proposed trail. 

I employ particular accepted farming practices on the land I farm that abuts the proposed 
trail and the land that is near to it across from Fruithill.  Those accepted farming practices 
including growing hazelnuts and employing the two best orchard floor pesticides – Gramoxone 
and Parazone.  The trail requires the significant change to my accepted farming practices of 
giving those pesticides up.  Those accepted farming practices that take place adjacent and near to 
the old abandoned rail right of way include the use of Lorsban and Yuma 4E which I use as a 
part of my accepted farming practices without having to give up 10’ of valuable orchard to a 
pesticide setback made necessary only by the status change of the old abandoned right of way to 
a trail.  Moreover, a 10-foot setback could certainly impact my orchard by more than 10’ because 
you can’t move the trees back 10’.  I will likely lose an entire row of orchard trees if a 10’ 
setback were suddenly required by the status change of the old right of way to a trail.   

In sum, the fact that I successfully farm a grass seed crop next to Belulah Park is not 
evidence that the proposed trail will not force a significant impact to my farming practices or 
significantly increase their costs on my hazelnut farms that are adjacent to the proposed trail. For 
all of the reasons explained above, I am very limited in what I can farm and how I farm on the 
field next to Belulah Park.  On my farms adjacent to the right-of-way, I am not similarly limited 
and I am entitled to that status quo. The trail must be denied because it simply cannot meet the 
farm impact test. 

Sincerely, 

Ben VanDyke 
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May 21, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
Dear Board of Commissioners, 
 
I farm approximately 75 acres of hazelnuts directly adjacent to the 2.82-mile segment of the proposed 
trail. Approximately 2,000 feet of my orchard is bordered by the right-of-way. One of the pesticides I 
must use in my orchard for the control of suckers and weeds is Gramoxone, which prohibits me from 
spraying around recreational areas. I also spray Parazone which has the same label restriction. ODA has 
told you in a letter in the record that this label restriction means I will be unable to spray my entire field 
with these chemicals. This means I will have to either forgo managing the orchard with these effective 
chemicals and switch to a less effective chemical that will result in decreased yields, or pay an enormous 
cost for manual labor to take out the weeds and suckers. If I am forced to hire manual labor for weeding 
and sucker removal, I would have to hire a team of laborers at $18/hour per person for anywhere from a 
couple of days to a few weeks depending on how big the job is. And that is even if I can find enough 
hired help, because it is scarce nowadays. Both of these options represent a significant change in my 
accepted farming practices and an increase in their costs. 
 
Two other pesticides I absolutely must use in my orchard for the control of insect pests are Lorsban and 
Yuma 4E. Both of these pesticides require a minimum 10’ setback from sensitive sites like the trail. This 
is a setback that must be imposed on my own property and would not be required if not for the status 
change of the right-of-way to a sensitive site. A 10’ buffer along my 2,000’ of right-of-way frontage 
would cause me to not be able to spray Lorsban and Yuma on approximately 1 acre or 150 trees. This 
means I would lose the ability to properly manage an insect outbreak on that acre or 150 trees. If I can’t 
manage an outbreak on those trees, the outbreak will spread throughout the rest of my orchard and I 
will be forced to spray more and more often. That is a significant impact. If I switched to a different 
chemical that doesn’t have the same buffer requirements, it is likely that that chemical is less effective 
at controlling insect pests. Switching chemicals is also a significant change in my farming practices and 
an increase in costs because if the chemical is less effective, I would have to employ different and more 
expensive methods of controlling pests to make up for the reduction in effectiveness of the chemical. As 
a last resort, I would have to remove that acre or 150 trees within the 10’ buffer from the trail. A recent 
appraisal valued my land at $10,000/acre with the hazelnuts adding an additional value of $6,000/acre 
for a total value of $16,000/acre. That means that if I had to remove my trees within the 10’ buffer from 
the trail required by Lorsban and Yuma labels, I would lose at least $6,000 in the value of the hazelnut 
trees, and will likely suffer an additional loss to my property value because I will be unable to grow 
anything else on that 10’ buffer, and that is the very definition of a significant impact. 
 
The county claims that there is a dirt road on my property that runs parallel to the right-of-way that 
gives additional distance between the right-of-way and my orchard. This is false. There is a head land on 
my orchard adjacent to the right-of-way that gives me room to maneuver my farm equipment around 
each row of trees. When I conduct spraying, the spray rig uses that head land to make a u-turn. This 
means that I am also spraying the head land and the buffer must be 10’ between where I’m spraying 
and the right-of-way. Because the head land is right up against the right-of-way, I will have to 
accommodate a head land that is 10’ further away and that requires eliminating a row of trees. As 
explained above, that is a significant impact on my farming. On the next page is a photo of property 
showing the head land: 
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I urge you to consider these very real and significant impacts to farming and vote no on the trail.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Brian Coussens 
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From: C M <ryegrass.cm@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 3:44 PM
To: Wendie Kellington; Sarah Mitchell
Subject: Trail Issues

I want to share a few stories that will contradict what the applicant, Yamhill County, says about trail 
usage and what happens on neighboring properties.  This link, https://mailtribune.com/news/state-
news/bike-race-done-after-riders-trash-route and this one, 
https://www.bendbulletin.com/localstate/trash-ruins-oregon-outback-event/article_14968174-ebf0-
5df4-985e-97f77bb4db79.html.  Here is a link to the blog by the organizer of the ride, 
http://www.oregonbikepacking.com/the-death-of-the-oregon-outback/ and this guy is a die hard bike 
rider and he couldn't believe how bad an organized event can turn.  There are thousands of stories if 
a person does a quick internet search on bike trail problems, but yet the Yamhill County has made no 
provisions to protect the neighboring landowners that are trying to raise a safe food product for the 
general public while at the same time trying to make a living and take care of their land.  Looking 
even more locally, the Hood to Coast race was rerouted from the Springwater trail in Portland for the 
safety of the runners, https://www.koin.com/news/hood-to-coast-to-avoid-springwater-corridor/.  The 
applicant likes to compare the Yamhelas trail to the Banks-Vernonia trail and not to the Springwater 
trail which is wrong for the following reasons.  The BV trail starts and ends in a very rural and mostly 
forested with very little agriculture unlike the Yamhelas trail with lots of agriculture and a lot less 
rural.  At one time the Springwater trail was also in a rural area but as the urban sprawl expanded the 
trail problems increased.  The urban sprawl in Yamhill county is happening very rapidly and the 
Yamhelas trail will indeed see the same problems the Springwater trail did.  Connecting the city of 
Mcminnville to the city of Hillsboro, both of which have a large homeless population will draw the 
homeless to find places to camp and cause problems for the local population.  Everybody wants a 
safe place to recreate with friends and family but putting a trail in the middle of some of Oregon's 
prime farmland does not make sense. 

Thank you 
Chris Mattson 
Yamhill Oregon 
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KRIS WEINBENDER 

12000 HWY 47 

CARLTON, OR. 97111 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am Kris Weinbender, a small farmer, residing at 12000 HWY 47 which abuts the row 
for the proposed trail. I am writing this letter in opposition to the legal shenanigans being 
attempted by the Yamhill County BOC and the proposed trail in general.  

Regarding the ROW currently owned by the Yamhill County I have three current 
concerns that have yet to be addressed.  

1. EVER INCREASING FOOT TRAFFIC:  Since I have lived at my current address
(May 2015) we have seen ever increasing foot traffic. This traffic consists of town folks
who think the trail is approved and is a proper walking path and homeless than believe it
is a place to camp. In my 5 years of living at this address, not once have I seen the
county maintain the ROW, scare off the homeless, clean the garbage or post signs
advising that it is private property and not a hiking trail.

2. WATER RUN OFF DAMAGING MY PASTURE: The water runoff from HWY 47 and
the ROW form a seasonal creek that is marked on my property map. That creek is
supposed to continue thru the ROW and allow the water to exit my property. In the 5
years I have lived at my residence, not once has the county inspected or maintained
their portion of this creek that runs thru the ROW. There is a blockage on the county
ROW that is causing water to flood my pasture as much as 1 foot deep every year for 3
months. It causes another 2 months that my pasture is to wet to be usable and overall
inability for me to grave my animals. The lack of maintaining the creek thru the ROW
has caused damage to my fence every years that I have had to repair with my own
money.

3. OVERGROWN VEGATATION – FIRE HAZARD: In the five years I have lived at my
residence not once have I seen the county maintain the ROW. The vegetation has
grown to such an extent that I am forced to maintain it myself or I will lose my fence to it.
As it currently sits, I have 200 feet of fencing that is lost in 15 ft high, 20 ft thick
blackberries. I maintain my side of the fence, but the county does not maintain theirs.
This is a potential fire hazard that the county has never address or inspected to my
knowledge.

I only bring up my current issues as an example of future issues. In the 5 years I have 
lived at my house, I have never been visited by any county official regarding the ROW 
or the proposed trail. No one at the county has ever contacted me about the existing 
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issues or the proposed fix to those issues with regards to the proposed trail. I believe 
the trail will only exacerbate the issues I currently have. If the county is not maintaining 
the land currently, who is to say they will have the desire or budge to maintain it in the 
future. If they are not concerned about my issues now, who is to say they will be in the 
future. 

I was informed a land use study was done on my property during the proposals for the 
trail. This land use study of my property indicated I had no animals and was not farming 
my property. In reality, I am raising a herd of alpaca for fiber production as well as 
geese, chickens and turkeys. Alpacas are very skittish animals that do not do well will 
strangers or quick moving objects around them. I was told by the County Counsel that 
fencing would be provided if the trail is approved and built. Not once have I been 
contacted about what type of fencing would be provided or that I would even be 
consulted on if the fencing would be proper for my needs. In fact, the final planning has 
not even been approved for the trail and at this time, fencing is TBD as far as I am 
aware. That is not a declaration by the County that fencing will even be provide or 
adequate.  

A large number of fierce and determined local farmers, that will be severely impacted 
even more than myself, and with much greater knowledge on how this trail will damage 
the agricultural community of Yamhill County, have stood up in opposition to the trail. 
Their opposition has won multiple hearings with LUBA and even a stay on the bridge 
currently under construction under false pretenses. 

Now the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners wants to change the rules in their 
favor. Not only is this a bad look for our county but could potentially set precedents that 
could be used to damage other small farming communities.  

I ask that you take my considerations, as well as the considerations of the many others 
in opposition of this trail in mind when making your choices and votes.  

Sincerely, 

Kris Weinbender 
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6501 NE Highway 240, Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
503-662-3926 Fax 503-662-4270 www.Fruithilllnc.com 

Lee@Fruithilllnc.com 

May 19, 20~0 

Yamhill County Planning Commission 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

RE: Docket G-01-20 Zoning Ordinance Amendments 

Dear Members of the Yamhill County Planning Commission and Director Friday: 

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and please include this communication in the 

official record relative to Docket G-01-20 Zoning Ordinance Amendments. 

It has come to our attention that Yamhill County is proposing to change the text of 

several zoning codes, particularly as they relate to transportation; specifically to make 

pedestrian trails and trailheads permitted uses in all zones in the county. Moreover, the 

proposed amendments convert a trail from being a conditional use in the EFU zone 

(which it is now), to being permitted subject only to one state standard, ORS 

215.283(3), which is not even the ORS 215.296 farm impacts test. The county's lawyer 

has argued that ORS 215.283(3) does not require the county to apply the farm impacts 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 

Docket G-01-20 Zoning Ordnance Amencinents Page 1 
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test at all. We wish to register our strong objections to these changes for a number of 

reasons. 

As to our standing and interest in the matter, we have various properties in the rural 

areas of Yamhill and Gaston. In particular, on the east edge of Yamhill, we have 

properties zoned for exclusive farm, resource industrial and heavy industrial uses, 

directly across from the proposed "Trailhead" of the '(amhelas Trail at the bus barn 

property. Under the proposed amendments, the ''Trailhead" will need no conditional use 

permit, will need to meet no county standards, but can just be approved as a use 

permitted outright without ensuring transportation safety or adequacy. This is bad 

public policy and you should reject this proposal. 

1. We object to the lack of any notice afforded to Yamhill County property owners. We 

only learned about it because our lawyer helping us with the trail debacle subscribes 

to DLCD notices and received notice via email from a DLCD list serve and let us 

know. That is no way to notify county citizens of such sweeping changes. We 

would hope that you would insist upon a better, fairer process. 

a. The way we read the proposed changes, hundreds of property owners 

in the county will be impacted: 

i. not just those near existing roads; 

ii. not just those where roads and other forms of transportation are 

being contemplated; 

iii. not just those who farm, operate resource-based industries or 

industrial facilities; 

iv. and not just those with properties near where the harmful impacts 

of a certain high-profile and divisive trail and trailheads through 

agricultural lands, industrial properties and other county zones is 

being debated. 

b. This is a big deal and should necessitate physical contact with a notice 

by mail for all those impacted. 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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c. You should want this process to be inclusive and transparent so that it 

will have the support of an informed public or be rejected by an 

informed public. 

d. At the very least, you should want to hear from a wide cross-section of 

Yamhill County landowners about how the proposed changes will 

impact them and their properties. It is impossible for the Planning 

Commission to know the devastating impacts of the proposal, which 

has gotten so little attention and is worded obscurely, if no one is given 

any ability to know about it. 

2. We object to the type of hearing being conducted on these matters. 

a. To conduct a closed-door hearing with no opportunity for any property 

owner to be physically present and heard is unreasonable and 

unethical. There is no reason why this matter must be considered now, 

when no members of the public can meaningfully participate. There is 

no reason that this proposal cannot wait for a month or two until a time 

when meaningful citizen participation is possible. 

b. Allowing only the submission of written evidence limits participation to 

those who are most comfortable and trained in presentation of the 

written word, leaving out those who speak more easily and confidently 

than they write. 

c. It also prevents members of the public from responding to your 

questions and other evidence presented, in real time, and instead limits 

your advice to those county staffers allowed to attend who are the very 

people who seek these amendments. It's a very lop-sided, one-sided 

set-up favoring the ApplicanUCounty. 

d. The Covid-19 pandemic may limit how the Commission chooses to 

meet, but the gradual relaxation of social distancing limitations will allow 

great freedom to the Commission in the very near future as to when it 

can hear verbally from those who wish to be heard and express 

themselves in that context. In fact, the county has been conducting 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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telephonic testimony from those it invites to be heard. It is capable of 

doing so. It should invite all members of the public to testify on this 

vitally important matter at least via telephone, or better yet, you should 

instruct the County to wait until a time when the County will allow all 

citizens, not just a select few proponents, to participate. 

e. At the least, you should want to remove all barriers to public 

participation in your deliberations so you have the best and most 

thorough possible information to you for consideration. 

3. We object to the thinly-veiled and very maliciously intentional strategy of Yamhill 

County, the Applicant in matters relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 

the Applicant/County's "findings" supporting its latest LUBA remand, the Applicant, 

County Counsel Todd Sadlo, speaks openly and brazenly that these amendments 

will easily be approved. He speaks as if the only opinion that matters on the topic of 

these amendments, are the Applicant's. 

a. This land use change, from an abandoned (about 30 years ago) railroad 

right of way (ROW) through Yamhill County farmland, industrial and 

other properties has been disputed and debated from day-one, years 

ago. 

b. When it passed before your bodyearlier, you heard from many and 

chose not to move it with your support to the Board of Commissioners 

(BOC). You did not recommend that the trail be approved and there 

was a significant sense that the county was racing ahead to the 

detriment of all. You were right. 

c. Nothing has changed in the Applicant/County's plan since that time, but 

the plan itself has been repeatedly remanded from the Oregon Land 

Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) for failing to properly apply the farm 

impacts test, and comply with other applicable standards - including 

county conditional use permit standards. Now, the Applicant just wants 

to remove all those pesky (read "restrictive" and "protective") standards. 

Please understand, we do not think the Applicant/County can waive a 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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magic wand and escape compliance with the farm impacts test, but why 

let him try and continue this litigation which has plagued this trail for 

years? 

d. The County even raced ahead to start construction of a trail bridge 

before any land use approval had been given, after promising LUBA 

and the LUBA parties specifically that no trail bridge construction would 

happen without land use approval happening first. All of that was 

ignored and so now that illegal construction of the trail bridge has been 

"Stayed" by LUBA because the BOC chose to construct elements of the 

YWT without the necessary land use considerations. The 

Applicant/County's defense? The trail bridge is suddenly called a fire 

road. We will see if LUBA buys the deception. This should illustrate the 

lengths to which the Applicant/County is willing to go to get the trail 

approved, outside of lawful processes, outside of legal standards and in 

this proposal pending before you, the applicant attempts to make you a 

party to the unsavory scheme. 

e. This effort to change zone code language does not even camouflage 

the County's basic intent and is not even designed to: it is clear that the 

County wishes to circumvent current zoning restrictions to permit uses, 

such as the YWT, outright in all the zones through which it passes, be 

they agricultural, industrial or whatever else. 

i. Then, what of the many and tremendous impacts upon existing and 

future authorized uses of those properties? There will no longer be 

the protections that are now in place to protect land users from 

additional costs and restrictions upon how they use their properties. 

ii. Evidence in the public record of this matter is voluminous, probably 

into the thousands of pages, as to the expensive, intrusive, 

restrictive and otherwise negative impacts the YWT will place upon 

neighboring and nearby farming and industrial operators. I formally 

and respectfully request here that the Planning Director place the 

entire record of all the YWr LUBA appeals and the record of the 

Fruithill Testimony & E-.;dence 
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current Yamhelas Trail remand proceedings into the record of this 

matter. 

iii. It is clear that the County is unwilling and unable to eliminate those 

impacts, so it has turned to a method available only to them: 

eliminate the obstacles by changing the zoning code. This is 

insider manipulation and you should want no part of it. 

4. We object because of the potential enormity of the taking of value from property 

owners by the impact of the proposed changes. 

a. Oregon's very highly restrictive, protective and effective land use laws 

were established to make provisions for uses outside zoning after they 

were reviewed and found not to have a significant impact upon 

neighboring properties. 

b. The proposed changes sidestep these protections for the benefit of the 

YWT. 

c. The proposed changes will allow the situation of facilities in manners 

and locations that are incompatible, conflicting and harmful to those 

neighboring and nearby, for the single expedient of a pet project for a 

select, powerful few to the detriment of the many farmers and regular 

people in our county. 

d. The proposed changes, in diluting current land use laws, will allow 

irreversible harmful and permanent impacts and effects upon current 

and future owners and neighbors of the involved properties. 

i. Farmers will be limited in how they use their farms. They will 

essentially lose the use of acreage that adjoins, in a specific 

example, the YWT. 

ii. Industrial owners, such as Fruithill, Inc., will be impacted by traffic 

and pedestrians, uses and distractions that are incompatible with 

industrial settings. 

iii. In our particular case, where (as a food processor regulated under 

the jurisdiction of the United States Department of Agriculture 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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(USDA), the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 

Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA), and inspected by several 

third-party food safety auditors) physical security and food safety 

are of extreme and unforgiving importance. The BOC will leave us 

no way to push back on the abuses of our site in protection of our 

investment, our employees, our livelihood and the food we process. 

1. We cannot have unauthorized vehicular traffic in and out of 

our site looking for parking, or parking without permission. 

2. We cannot have unauthorized pedestrians wandering in and 

out of our site looking for trail facilities. 

3. We cannot have garbage, human and pet waste either 

accidentally or maliciously stray onto our grounds. 

4. We cannot have plant and animal pests, weeds and rodents, 

attracted to trail facilities threatening our property. 

iv. Every landowner of properties zoned in categories listed in the 

proposed ordinance amendments will lose protections, and those 

protections are valuable. 

v. In the taking of value, in the form of land use protections, the BOC 

is not offering any type of compensation to landowners. This is 

clearly and simply a "taking" of utility and value from every 

impacted landowner. 

5. We object to you, as a Commission, becoming involved in the midst of a long

running and terribly adversarial and divisive land use power-grab to permit the YWT 

advocates to bypass a hurdle they must rightfully cross according to Oregon law. 

a. As it is, the BOC is divided on the subject of placing the trail (YWT) in 

the ROW and trailheads at the bus barn. 

b. As it is, LUBA has repeatedly remanded YWT decisions made 

incorrectly and illegally by the BOC. 

We urge you, as a Commission, to do the right thing once again. 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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• Please DO NOT RECOMMEND APPROVAL of subject zone ordinance 

changes. 

• Please REJECT the proposed zone code changes, represented as Docket G-01-

20. 

Your thoughtful and timely consideration is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 
FRUITHILL, INC. 

Co-Ow 

[ c:usersllee/dropboxlwinword/20.zone changes] 

Fruithill Testimony & Evidence 
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Vial Fotheringham LLP, 17355 SW Boones Ferry Rd., Suite A, Lake Oswego, OR  97035    
503.684.4111 www.vf-law.com 

 

 

T. BEAU ELLIS 
503.684.4111 X336 

DIRECT 503.594.8116 

FAX 503.598.7758 
Beau.Ellis@vf-law.com 

Admitted to practice in: 
Oregon 

May 20, 2020 

 

Via electronic mail P15783-003 

 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

c/o Ken Friday, Planning Director 

Yamhill County Planning and Development 

525 NE Fourth Street 

McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

 

E:  planning@co.yamhill.or.us 

 

RE: In the matter of Planning Docket G-01-18 Second Remand (Yamhelas Trail) 

 

Dear Chair Kulla and Commissioners of Yamhill County, 

 

I represent Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc.  This letter is intended to respond to certain arguments and 

analysis made by the applicant in its draft findings on remand dated April 29, 2020 in this matter. 

 

As identified by Meadow Ridge Farm in its prior communication to this Commission, the applicant 

cannot satisfy the significant impacts standard found within ORS 215.296(1), as recently 

interpreted by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 

432 (2019). For that reason alone, this Board must deny the application.   

 

ORS 215.296(1), often referred to as the “farm impacts test”, is intended to “provide[ ] substantive 

protection for agricultural uses of land—not immediate impacts on the supply of land” Stop the 

Dump Coalition, 364 Or at 457. The farm impacts test, rather than addressing the amount of available 

land for agriculture, addresses the concern that agricultural uses not be displaced by or subjected to 

interference from non-farm uses.  Id.  Within the context of ORS 215.296(1), the legislature intended 

the “significant change” in a farm practice or “significantly increased cost” of a farm practice 

standard to apply practice by practice and farm by farm, as the text and context of the farm impacts 

test suggest.  Id. at 458.   

 

When the parties dispute whether a nonfarm use will force a significant change to a 

particular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 

the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove that the 

proposed nonfarm use (1) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 

practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice. A “significant” 

change or increase in cost is one that will have an important influence or effect on 

the farm. 
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Stop the Dump Coalition, 364 Or at 458. 

 

Within Meadow Ridge Farms’ April 27, 2020 letter on this subject, Meadow Ridge Farms 

identified its farm ground presently under lease from Gordon Dromgoole at the northeast corner of 

the Highway 47 and Fryer Road intersection. I refer you to that letter for an aerial photograph of 

the property at issue.  Meadow Ridge Farms intends (and has planned for some time) to plant that 

property with hazelnuts this upcoming winter (2020-21). Hazelnut production is a significant 

aspect of Meadow Ridge Farms’ operations, with approximately 1,000 acres already in hazelnut 

production.  However, the significance of this 1,000-acre hazelnut operation is dwarfed, by the 

scale of Meadow Ridge Farms’ grass seed (approximately 5,000 acres) and grass straw-baling 

(approximately 12,000 acres) operations. When seed harvest and straw-baling is underway, there is 

practically no in-house availability for the team to address other issues or needs. One common 

distraction from our seed harvest and straw-baling is the need to spray our hazelnut orchards for 

worms that generally appear at the same time.  Due to our in-house labor shortage at this critical 

harvest time, we generally turn to independent contractors like Western Helicopter to address the 

problem with an aerial pesticide application.   

 

Meadow Ridge Farms has previously identified the use of aerial pesticide application as a 

necessary part of its farm practices. Much has been said in this remand record regarding the use of 

pesticides, the necessary setbacks from property lines, re-entry time, and need to avoid chemical 

drift. Bear in mind that all of those comments have one common thread – they all relate to human 

safety – a real and significant concern these growers, including Meadow Ridge Farms, have.  

However, perhaps the most significant impact Meadow Ridge Farms now faces is the loss of aerial 

application as a farm practice altogether. Clearly, the Yamhelas Trail issue has cast a bright light 

on the interface between potential pedestrian activity within this farm land zoned for exclusive 

farm use.  Meadow Ridge Farms has been advised by our aerial pesticide contractors that an aerial 

service will not be provided near the proposed trail regardless of conditions.  This “no-fly” 

decision apparently has been made regardless of drift conditions, setbacks and proposed “trail 

closures” (which we all know the public will treat as guidelines, not rules to be followed) – 

meaning the conditions proposed to pacify the impacts recognized by the applicant cannot actually 

be cured with the existence of the trail. The inability to utilize third-party aerial applicators is 

driven solely by the existence of this proposed trail.  The trail will have a detrimental and 

significant impact on Meadow Ridge Farms operations and farm practices when the availability of 

aerial application is denied due to the proximity of a recreational trail. 

 

Meadow Ridge Farms, in earlier correspondence to this Commission, has pointed to other 

situations that aerial application is frequently utilized. The impact losing aerial application would 

have upon an operation as large as Meadow Ridge Farms cannot be overstated. These are real and 

significant impacts that force a change in current, accepted farm practice. 

 

Rebuttal comment is also directed at the incorrect statement the Dromgoole property is now a solar 

array.  This is not correct.  While there is an area of the Dromgoole property intended for solar 

power production, the majority remains part of the Meadow Ridge Farm operation and will remain 

so after being planted with hazelnuts.  Notwithstanding this small solar array, the proposed trail 
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nonetheless will deprive Meadow Ridge Farms of the ability to utilize aerial application, a 

significant impact to its operations.  

 

In conclusion, Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. urges the Commission to deny the application. Thank 

you for your professional courtesies and consideration in reviewing these comments. 

 

       Best wishes, 

 

       VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP 

 

       /s/ T. Beau Ellis 

 

T. Beau Ellis 

Attorney at Law 

 

TBE:tbe 
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Wendie L. Kellington Phone (503) 636-0069 
P.O. Box 159 Mobile (503) 804-0535 
Lake Oswego Or Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
97034 Email: wk@klgpc.com  

 
May 20, 2020 

Via Electronic Mail 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, Or 97128 
 

RE: Federal Hazelnut Rules Response to Sadlo G-01-18 
 

Dear Commissioners: 
 

 Please include this letter in the record of the above matter.  This letter is to explain the 
federal rules that apply to the production of hazelnuts. Larry George of George Packing 
Company, Oregon’s largest hazelnut processor, has reviewed this letter and agrees that it is an 
accurate explanation of the federal rules that apply to hazelnuts.  His letter so stating is in the 
record. 
 

There are many federal regulations that apply to the production of food.  The Federal 
Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) is one set of regulations managed by the Food and Drug 
administration.  Hazelnuts are exempted from the scope of those rules.  That does not mean that 
a hazelnut grower is exempt from federal food safety requirements.  The law is to the contrary.   

 

The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 (AMAA), managed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Service, 
also regulates food safety. Hazelnuts are not exempted from this program.  A specific rule 
promulgated under the AMAA is called “Hazelnuts Grown in Oregon and Washington”. 7 CFR 
982. This rule delegates authority to the Hazelnut Marketing Board, which among other things 
has authority to adopt standards to reduce pathogens. 7 CFR 982.45. The Board has promulgated 
the Hazelnut Industry Food Safety Program, contained in the “Hazelnut Industry Good 
Agricultural Practices Manual”.  The manual is designed “to provide guidance to hazelnut 
growers to ensure the hazelnuts delivered to the washer/dryer operator or the processor, have as 
low a risk of microbial or physical contamination as is practicable.”  These standards include 
maintaining a “GF-1 A documented farm food safety program that incorporates G[ood] 
A[gricultural] P[ractice]s has been implemented. GF-2 The operation has designated someone to 
implement and oversee the established food safety program”.  “GAP” standards that Mr. Van 
Dyke is thus obligated to observe as a matter of federal law includes “Farm Review” which 
include preventing soil contamination where hazelnuts will drop for harvest (“When previous 
land use history indicates a possibility of contamination, preventive measures have been taken to 
mitigate the known risks and soils have been tested for contaminants and the land use is 
commensurate with test results”) as well as and taking measures “to reduce the opportunity for 
wild and/or domestic animals from entering crop production areas.” 

 

Moreover, Van Dyke Farms in 2020 will sell merchantable hazelnuts for human 
consumption to Oregon food handlers.  These “handlers” are strictly regulated under federal food 
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safety laws and require Van Dyke Farms to certify that its growing and harvesting practices 
complied with the “Hazelnut Industry Good Agricultural Practices Manual”.  Federal law 
provides that no handler shall handle hazelnuts unless they meet required minimum standards. 7 
CFR § 982.45(a).  Handlers ensure compliance with this federal law in part by ensuing their 
growers comply with the Hazelnut Industry Food Safety Program.  Accordingly, hazelnut 
growers are required to certify to handlers that their growing and harvesting practices complied 
the Hazelnut Marketing Board’s Food Safety Program”, contained in the “Hazelnut Industry 
Good Agricultural Practices Manual”.  This is consistent with federal minimum standards 
requiring that hazelnuts shall be “practically free of foreign material”.  7 CFR § 51.1995; OAR 
603-051-0268.  To ensure this standard is met, Federal-State Inspection Service representatives 
inspect each lot of nuts. 7 CFR § 982.46(a).  Hazelnuts will not be certified if the lot has garbage 
in it.  7 CFR § 982.53.  Because hazelnuts are harvested mechanically, it is not reliably the case 
that the grower will detect foreign material like a plastic bag with a half-eaten sandwich, 
McDonalds wrapper with melted cheese or partially consumed soda or energy bar.  Accordingly, 
it is vitally important that growers take precautions so that their orchard floor is not 
contaminated.  

 
Hazelnuts have been implicated in Salmonella and E-coli outbreaks.  Accordingly, all 

handlers require their growers, including Van Dyke Farms, to certify that they have taken proper 
measures to ensure that tree nuts were grown, packed, handled and stored as safely as possible to 
minimize the risks of microbial food safety hazards. 21 CFR 117.130(a-c).  All downstream 
buyers require such certifications and so nuts that do not meet these standards are not 
merchantable.  21 CFR 117.420 (a-b).  GAP and GHP audits, performed under the USDA 
Federal-State Audit Program, verify adherence to standards in the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration’s Guide to Minimize Microbial Food Safety Hazards for Fresh Fruits and 
Vegetables.  (USDA GAP webpage: https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/auditing/gap-ghp).  If 
there is a foodborne illness outbreak, it is traceable to its source through the handler to grower 
certification process.  (21 CFR 117.139 (a)) – under recall regulations we are required to be able 
to trace our raw materials back to the source, (117.405 (a-c).  Federal authorities have 
enforcement authority over growers, including Hazelnut growers, if they are the source of an 
outbreak. (Hazelnuts are exempt from 21 CFR 112, however if it is found that a grower is the 
source of an outbreak, it could change the exemption of hazelnuts). Accordingly, USDA 
maintains strict regulatory control over hazelnut growers through the rules of the Board and 
USDA’s ultimate enforcement authority in the event of foodborne illness.  Finally, because of 
this strict regulatory program, if Van Dyke Farms cannot make the required certifications to 
handlers, then its brand is not marketable as GAP certified product which means it cannot be 
sold for human consumption. 

   
Very truly yours, 
 
 

 
Wendie L. Kellington 

       
WLK:wlk 
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CC: Ben Van Dyke 
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N.G. Wiman, J.W. Pscheidt and M. Moretti 

This guide lists recommendations for insect, mite and 
disease control in hazelnut orchards. The chemicals, 

formulations and application rates listed here are based 
on label directions, research and orchard experience.

Pest management depends on producers and their 
knowledge of the orchard and its characteristics. 
Producers must weigh several factors: cultivar, tree size, 
tree density, canopy characteristics, pest complex and 
pest history. Consider all these factors when choosing 
which chemicals to apply and at what rates. Other 
variables include the amount of water used per acre, 
and the method of application.

Trade name products are mentioned as examples 
only. Occasionally, manufacturers register different 
formulations of a product that contain a different 
concentration of active ingredient. This does not mean 
that OSU Extension either endorses these products or 
intends to discriminate against products not mentioned. 
Consult product labels to determine whether their 
use confers advantages over the products listed in this 
guide.

Always refer to the pesticide label for use 
instructions. It is the legal document. 

Producers ask two common questions about the 
chemical control of insects and diseases: 
• “How much chemical do I use per acre?” 
• “What is the least amount of water I need per acre to 

apply in my concentrate sprayer?” 
The schedule below suggests an amount of 

formulated product to use per acre, and not the amount 
of active ingredient. This amount is based on a “typical” 
orchard of middle age and average tree density, with 
moderate pest pressure. Less product may be needed 
in 1- to 4-year-old orchards. Conversely, more chemical 
(within label limits) may be required for large, mature 
trees experiencing heavy pressure from multiple pests.

It takes less spray to get good coverage on an 

EM 8328
Revised May 2020

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SERVICE

PEST MANAGEMENT GUIDE
FOR HAZELNUTS

2020 |  WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Nik Wiman, Extension specialist for orchard crops and assistant 
professor; Jay W. Pscheidt, Extension plant pathology specialist 
and professor; Marcelo Moretti, assistant professor; all of 
Oregon State University.

orchard with immature trees with limited canopy, but 
this does not affect the rate of application by volume. 
For most ground-applied applications, apply products 
in a minimum of 100 gallons of water per acre. For 
larger canopies, 150 to 200 GPA of water can improve 
coverage and efficacy. Always calibrate sprayers to tree 
size to improve coverage, reduce waste, and avoid drift. 

Please be aware of recent regulations governing the 
application of pesticides outlined in the EPA Worker 
Protection Standard, particularly the Application 
Exclusion Zone, which is enforced by Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health. All new pesticide 
labels provide orchard re-entry intervals and personal 
protection equipment information. See Oregon 
standards at osha.oregon.gov/Pages/topics/worker-
protection-standard.aspx.

Apply pesticides judiciously and promote good 
relationships with neighbors.

Photo: Betsy Hartley, © Oregon State University

Young hazelnut trees at a farm.
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Stages

DORMANT SEASON
STAGE 1A: Flowering. 
Female stigmas outside buds. 
From red dot to spider stage.
STAGE 1B: Flowering. 
Male catkins just before 
elongation and pollen shed.

STAGE 2: Dormant buds STAGE 3: Bud swelling
STAGE 4: Budbreak  
Green leaf tips showing.

STAGE 5: Advanced 
budbreak  
Highly susceptible to 
Eastern filbert blight

STAGE 6: Early shoot 
elongation  
First leaves fully open.

EARLY SPRING LATE SPRING EARLY SUMMER MID- TO LATE SUMMER LATE SUMMER AND FALL

The information in this pest management guide is valid for 2020. Trade-name products and services are mentioned as illustrations 
only. This does not mean that the Oregon State University Extension Service either endorses these products and services or intends 
to discriminate against products and services not mentioned. Due to constantly changing laws and regulations, the Oregon State 
University Extension Service can assume no liability for the suggested use of chemicals contained in this guide. Pesticides should be 
applied according to the label directions on the pesticide container.

This publication will be made available in an accessible format upon request. Contact puborders@oregonstate.edu or 800-561-6719. 

© 2020 Oregon State University. Extension work is a cooperative program of Oregon State University, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, and Oregon counties. Oregon State University Extension Service offers educational programs, activities, and materials 
without discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual 
orientation, disability, age, marital status, familial/parental status, income derived from a public assistance program, political beliefs, 
genetic information, veteran’s status, reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) 
Oregon State University Extension Service is an AA/EOE/Veterans/Disabled.

Published May 2020

CHECK THE LABEL BEFORE SPRAYING! 
Also:
•  Make sure any tank-mixes of pesticides are compatible. 

When in doubt, make a sample mixture in a jar to 
evaluate compatibility. In some cases, the mixture may 
not react visibly, but efficacy may be compromised. 

•  Most pesticides perform best when water is slightly 
acidic (a pH of 5–6), and a pH above 7.0 can cause 
rapid loss of efficacy. Consider testing pH and 
adjusting water pH prior to mixing, or avoid certain 

tank mixes. For example, elevated pH of boron spray 
solution can weaken insecticides when mixed.

• Use adjuvants and spreader stickers with caution. 
• See Table 3, Effectiveness of fungicide for eastern 

filbert blight management, page 16.
• Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not 

become reliant on a single group for control.
• Premix products may have reduced rates of active 

ingredients, and may contribute to development of 
resistance.

Spraying precautions

Photos: Nathanial Edmonds, © Oregon State University
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Hazelnut pest control recommendations
Use only one material except where a combination is indicated. Follow label precautions when tank-mixing oils, fungicides, and insecticides. Materials are 
not listed in order of preference.

STAGES 1–2: Dormant season

Eastern filbert blight
Note: Scout orchards and remove and destroy all cankered wood prior to budbreak. Burning or chipping of pruned, infected branches is an acceptable 
practice. Fungicides should not be applied prior to budbreak.

STAGES 3–5: Mid-March, budbreak  See footnote 5, page 13

Eastern filbert blight (see footnotes 6 , 7, and 8, page 13, and Table 3, page 16)

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/reentry interval

Abound azoxystrobin 12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. Use on a 10-day schedule. Do not use with sili-
cone-based surfactants. 4-hour reentry. 45-day PHI.

Aframe Plus azoxystrobin + propi-
conazole

14–21 fl oz Group 3+11 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. Do not use more than 2 
consecutive applications. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Aproach picoxystrobin 6-12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. Do not use more than 3 applications or on trees less 
than 2 years old. 12-hr reentry. 7-day PHI

Bravo Weather Stik chlorothalonil 4 pt Group M5 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 120-day PHI.

Bumper 41.8EC propiconazole 5–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry.

Cabrio EG pyraclostrobin 9.5 oz Group 11 fungicide. Use with a spreader sticker. Do not use more than 2 
consecutive applications. 12-hour reentry.

Copper-Count-N copper ammonium carbonate 8–12 qt Group M1 fungicide. 48-hour reentry.

Echo 90DF chlorothalonil 3.25 lb Group M5 fungicide. Can be mixed with other fungicides. 12-hour reentry. 
120-day PHI.

Flint Extra trifloxystrobin 1.9–3.8 oz Group 11 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Inspire Super difenoconazole + cyprodinil 16–20 fl oz Group 3 + 9 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Kocide 3000-O copper hydroxide 7–10.5 lb Group M1 fungicide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal of water. 48-hour reentry.

Merivon fluxapyroxad + pyraclos-
trobin

5–6.5 fl oz Group 7 + 11 fungicide. Do not use with EC or oil-based products. 12-hour 
reentry. 14-day PHI.

NuCop 50DF copper hydroxide 8–12 lb Group M1 fungicide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal of water. 48-hour reentry.

Procure 480SC triflumizole 4–6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 18-day PHI. 

Propi-Max EC propiconazole 4–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry.

Quadris Top azoxystrobin + difeno-
conazole

12–14 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not use within 45 days of harvest. 12-hour 
reentry.

Quash metconazole 3.5 oz Group 3 fungicide. Use with a surfactant. 12-hour reentry. 25-day PHI.

Quilt Xcel azoxystrobin + propiconazole 14–21 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Stratego propiconazole + triflox-
ystrobin

12–15.4 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not confuse this with a similar product called 
Stratego YLD, which may be phytotoxic to hazelnuts. 12-hour reentry.  
60-day PHI.

Tilt propiconazole 5–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry.

TopGuard flutriafol 14 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. Use of an adjuvant may result in Plant Growth Regulation 
(PGR) effects. Lower rates were not as effective. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Topguard EQ flutriafol + azoxystrobin 5–8 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not use with silicone surfactants. 45-day PHI. 
12-hr reentry.

Trionic 4 SC triflumizole 4–6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 18-day PHI. 

Unicorn DF tebuconazole + sulfur 3–5 lb Group 3 + M2 fungicide. 24-hour reentry. 35-day PHI.

Willowood Azoxy 2SC azoxystrobin 6–12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. Use on a 10-day schedule. Do not use with silicone 
surfactants. 4-hour reentry. 45-day PHI.

Ziram 76 DF ziram 4–8 lb Group M3 fungicide. 48-hour reentry. Do not use after May. See 
supplemental label. Aerial application prohibited.
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MARCH–APRIL

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/reentry interval

Bud mites (see footnote 3, page 13)

Agri-Mek SC abamectin 2.25–4.25 oz Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Translaminar activity. Do not apply more 
than twice per season. See also generics. Potentially more effective on spider 
mites. Do not make aerial applications. 12-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Bexar tolfenpyrad 27 oz Group 21A insecticide. No more than 1 application per season. Do not make 
aerial applications. Maintain a 25 ft buffer strip. See 2(ee) label for hazelnut. 
12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Envidor 2 SC spirodiclofen 16–34 fl oz Group 23 miticide. No more than 1 application per season. Do not make 
aerial applications. Minimum of 100 GPA. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Fujimite XLO fenpyroximate 2–4 pt Group 21A insecticide. No more than 2 applications per season. Do not 
make aerial applications. Minimum of 100 GPA. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Kanemite 15 SC acquinocyl 21 oz Group 20B miticide. Do not make aerial applications. No more than 2 appli-
cations per year. Use 150 GPA or higher. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Lime sulfur (BSP) calcium polysulfide 12 gal Do not apply when temperatures exceeed 85°F. Do not use in combination 
with or within 3–4 weeks of an oil spray application. Minimum 100 GPA. 
48-hour reentry.

Sulfur (DF) sulfur 10–20 lbs Group M2 fungicide. Includes Kumulus, Microthiol Disperss, Sulfur W.G. 24 
(c) labels for control of budmite. Do not apply when air temperatures may 
exceed 90°F for three days after application. Reapplications recommended 
every 7–10 days. 24-hour reentry.

Nexter pyridaben 10.62 oz Group 21 miticide. Do not make aerial applications. Do not apply more than 
twice per season, with a minimum of 30 days between applications.12-hour 
reentry. 7-day PHI.

Sulforix (BSP) calcium polysulfide 3 gal Minimum of 100 GPA. 48-hour reentry.

Winter moth, omnivorous leaftier
Note: Larvae can damage young trees by feeding on developing buds, leaving a distinct skeletonization pattern on leaves. Sprays are triggered only 
when >20% of terminals are infested. Because of the early timing for this spray, application of these chemicals now may not adequately control filbert 
and obliquebanded leafrollers, which become active slightly later. 

Bacillus thuringiensis 
kurstaki (Btk)

bacterium See label 
rates.

Multiple formulations available. OMRI approved for organic use. Spray when 
larvae first detected. Apply with a sticker. 0-day PHI.

Delegate WG spinetoram 3-7 oz Group 5 insecticide. Rates are approximate. Time application for first appear-
ance of larvae. 4-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Dimilin 2L diflubenzuron 8–16 oz Group 15 insecticide. Use a minimum of 50 gal water/A. Restricted use. Can 
use up to 4 applications per season (64 fl oz maximum per season). 12-hour 
reentry. 28-day PHI.

Intrepid 2F methoxyfenozide 8–16 oz Group 18 insecticide (IGR). 4-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Proclaim emamectin benzoate 3.2–4.8 oz Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Targets small larvae. 12-hour reentry. 
14-day PHI.
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STAGE 6: Early shoot elongation

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Eastern filbert blight (see footnotes 6, 7, and 8, page 13, and Table 3, page 16)

Abound azoxystrobin 12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. See footnote 9, page 13. Use on a 10-day schedule. Do 
not use with silicone-based surfactants. 4-hour reentry. 45-day PHI.

Aframe Plus azoxystrobin + 
propiconazole

14–21 oz Group 3+11 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. Do not use more than 2 
consecutive applications. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Aproach picoxystrobin 6-12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. Do not use more than 3 applications or on trees less 
than 2 years old. 12-hr reentry. 7-day PHI

Bravo Weather Stik chlorothalonil 4 pt Group M5 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 120-day PHI.

Bumper 41.8EC propiconazole 5–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry.

Cabrio EG pyraclostrobin 9.5 oz Group 11 fungicide. Do not use more than 2 consecutive applications. 12-
hour reentry.

Copper-Count-N copper ammonium 
carbonate

8–12 qt Group M1 fungicide. 48-hour reentry.

Echo 90 DF chlorothalonil 3.25 lb Group M5 fungicide. Can be mixed with other fungicides. 12-hour reentry. 
120-day PHI.

Flint Extra trifloxystrobin 1.9–3.8 oz Group 11 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI. 

Inspire Super difenoconazole + cyprodinil 16–20 fl oz Group 3 + 9 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Kocide 3000-O copper hydroxide 7–10.5 lb Group M1 fungicide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry.

Merivon fluxapyroxad + 
pyraclostrobin

5–6.5 fl oz Group 7 + 11 fungicide. Do not use with EC or oil-based products. 12-hour 
reentry. 14-day PHI.

NuCop 50DF copper hydroxide 8–12 lb Group M1 fungicide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry.

Procure 480SC triflumizole 4–6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 18-day PHI. 

Propi-Max EC propiconazole 4–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry. 

Quadris Top azoxystrobin + 
difenoconazole

12–14 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not use within 45 days of harvest. 12-hour 
reentry.

Quash metconazole 3.5 oz Group 3 fungicide. Use with a surfactant. 12-hour reentry. 25-day PHI.

Quilt Xcel azoxystrobin + 
propiconazole

14–21 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Stratego propiconazole + 
trifloxystrobin

12–15.4 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not confuse this with a similar product called 
Stratego YLD, which may be phytotoxic to hazelnuts. 12-hour reentry. 60-
day PHI.

Tilt propiconazole 5–8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 13. 12-hour reentry. 

TopGuard flutriafol 14 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. Use of an adjuvant may result in Plant Growth Regulation 
(PGR) effects. Lower rates were not as effective. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI. 

Topguard EQ flutriafol + azoxystrobin 5–8 fl oz Group 3 + 11 fungicide. Do not use with silicone surfactants. 12-hr reentry. 
45-day PHI. 

Trionic 4 SC triflumizole 4–6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. 18-day PHI. 

Unicorn DF tebuconazole + sulfur 3–5 lb Group 3 + M2 fungicide. 24-hour reentry. 35-day PHI.

Willowood Azoxy 2SC azoxystrobin 6–12 fl oz Group 11 fungicide. Do not use with silicone surfactants. See footnote 9, 
page 13. Use on a 10-day schedule. 4-hour reentry. 45-day PHI.

Ziram 76 DF ziram 4–8 lb Group M3 fungicide. 48-hour reentry. Do not use after May. See 
supplemental label. Aerial application prohibited.
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APRIL—MAY

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Filbert leafroller
Note: Filbert leafroller eggs hatch in late March and early April during warm weather. No treatments are necessary below 20% to 25% infestation rate 
on terminal leaf clusters. Natural enemies typically provide good control of leafrollers.

Altacor chlorantraniliprole 3–4.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. No more than 4 applications per season. 4-hour reen-
try. 10-day PHI.

Ambush 25W permethrin 12.8–25.6 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated orchards. Ex-

Asana XL esfenvalerate 9.6–19.2 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not apply a second spray within 
3 weeks of the first. Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai/A per season. Do not 
graze livestock in treated orchards. 24-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Aza-Direct azadirachtin 16–32 oz Botanical extract of the neem tree. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour 
reentry. 0-day PHI.

Bacillus thuringiensis 
kurstaki (Btk)

bacterium See label 
rates.

Multiple formulations available. OMRI approved for organic use. Spray when 
larvae first detected. Apply with a sticker. 0-day PHI.

Brigade WSB bifenthrin 0.05–0.2 lb 
ai/A
(8–32 fl oz)

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Cobalt chlorpyrifos + lambda 
cyhalothrin

22–57 oz Group 1B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both 
AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Delegate WG spinetoram 4.5–7 oz Group 5 insecticide. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Diazinon AG 500 diazinon 1 pt Group 1B insecticide. Restricted use. Apply in dilute spray (250–400 gal/A). 
No more than 1 application per season. 18-day reentry. 45-day PHI.

Dimilin 2L diflubenzuron 8–16 oz Group 15 insecticide. Restricted use. Use a minimum of 50 gal water/A. Can 
use up to 4 applications per season (64 fl oz maximum per season). 12-hour 
reentry. 28-day PHI.

Entrust spinosad 1.25–3 oz Group 5 insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. No more than 9 oz per 
season. 24-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Exirel cyantraniliprole 10–20.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. No more than 0.4 lb AI per season. 12-hour reentry. 
5-day PHI.

Grandevo chromobacterium 1-3 lbs Group UN insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour REI. 0-day PHI

Intrepid 2F methoxyfenozide 8–16 oz Group 18 insecticide (IGR). Apply at or just prior to egg hatch. 4-hour reen-
try. 14-day PHI.

Intrepid Edge methoxyfenozide + spin-
etoram

6–12 oz Group 5 + 18 insecticide. Apply at the beginning of egg hatch when larvae 
begin feeding. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Pounce 25 WP permethrin 12.8–16 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated orchards. Do not 
apply more than 1.6 lb ai/A per season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Proclaim emamectin benzoate 3.2–4.8 oz Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Targets small larvae. 12-hour reentry. 
14-day PHI.

Sevin XLR Plus carbaryl 2–5 qt Group 1A insecticide. Make first application during egg hatch. Sevin may 
cause rapid increase of aphid populations 3-4 weeks after application. 4F 
and 80S formulations also available. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Success Naturalyte 
Insect Control

spinosad 4–10 oz Group 5 insecticide. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Warrior II lambda-cyhalothrin 1.28–2.56 
fl oz

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Apply no more than 7.68 oz after 
bloom. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Filbert aphid, hazelnut aphid
Note: Some products are very toxic to pollinators. Avoid applying when bees are actively foraging on honeydew or weeds on orchard floors. Minimize 
drift to adjacent beehives or flowering crops. When possible, rely on biological control from the aphid parasitoid Trioxys pallidus.

Admire Pro imidacloprid 1.2–2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. Can 
be applied as soil application through chemigation system, rates and restric-
tions differ for this application, see label. Generic labels available. 12-hour 
reentry. 7-day PHI.  
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APRIL—MAY

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Assail 70WP acetamiprid 1.1–4.1 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. The 
higher rate may be needed for control in mature orchards with full canopies. 
No more than 4 applications per season. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Belay clothianadin 3–6 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. Low 
rate for low infestation and/or smaller trees. No more than 0.2 lb AI per year. 
12-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Transform WG sulfoxaflor 0.75-1.5 oz Group 4C insecticide. Do not allow drift to flowering weeds or cover crops. 
No more than 4 applications or 8.5 oz per season. 12-hour reentry. 7-day 
PHI.

Cobalt chlorpyrifos + lambda 
cyhalothrin

22–57 oz Group 1B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both 
AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Leverage 2.7 beta-cyfluthrin + imida-
cloprid

3.8–5.1 oz Group 3 + 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. 
Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/
season. Leverage 360 is also available. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Movento spirotetramat 6–9 oz Group 23 insecticide. Toxic to aquatic organisms. Minimum interval between 
treatments is 14 days. Limited to 21.5 oz per year. 24-hour reentry. 7-day 
PHI. 

Sivanto 200 SL flupyradifurone 7–10.5 oz Group 4D insecticide. Minimum interval between treatments is 14 days. 
Limited to 28 oz per year. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI. 

Surround WP kaolin clay 50–75 lb Suppression only. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour reentry. 0-day PHI.

Omnivorous leaftier, winter moth (if present)
Note: Primarily pests during orchard establishment, see note for March–April.

Intrepid Edge methoxyfenozide + spin-
etoram 

6–12 oz Group 5 + group 18 insecticide. Apply when larve first begin to feed. 4-hour 
reentry. 7-day PHI.

Continued from page 6
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MAY–JUNE

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

To increase nut set
Note: These are rates for foliar-applied sprays. Consult labels for soil-applied rates. For maximum effect, apply boron from mid- to late May. Do not 
tank-mix with insecticides.

Nutritional — not pest 
management

Boron Varies See label; many formulations and brands exist.

Filbertworm
Note: See footnote 4, page 13, on use of pheromone traps.

Isomate FBW ring E,E-8,10-dodecadienyl 
acetate

0.01–5 g/
day/ha

Pheromone dispensers for filbertworm mating disruption. Apply before first 
flight of moths at a minimum of 20 dispensers per acre in the upper ⅓ of 
canopy. Monitor trap captures carefully to determine if additional manage-
ment is needed.

Pacific flatheaded borer
A serious pest that mostly affects young hazelnut trees in their first and second leaf. Adults lay eggs on trunks, and larvae feed on the cambium layer 
and may girdle the tree, killing or severely weakening it. Adults generally emerge and begin egg laying in late May/early June. The flight period of adult 
borers lasts through August. Prevent sunburn by painting trunks with white latex paint, manage weeds and prevent water stress. Growing vigorous 
trees is the key to preventing borer attack. Practice sanitation by removing infested stems and burning or shredding them.
This is an emerging issue, and no registered products for hazelnut list Pacific flatheaded borer on the label (but see 2(ee) label for Belay). Research sug-
gests that registered Group 4 systemic insecticides used against aphids and scale insects (imidacloprid, clothianadin) can also prevent attack by Pacific 
flatheaded borer if applied in a manner to ensure plant uptake or residue presence by the time of flight of adult borers. 

Admire Pro imidacloprid 1.2–2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. Can 
be applied as soil drench or through chemigation for aphids. Rates and 
restrictions differ by application method; see label. If applied as drench allow 
adequate time for uptake prior to borer emergence. Generic labels available. 
12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.  

Belay clothianidin 3–6 oz Group 4A insecticide. See FIFRA Section 3(ee) label for control of Pacific flat-
headed borer in hazelnuts. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. 
No more than 0.2 lb AI per season. 

Obliquebanded and filbert leafroller
Note: Larvae primarily feed on leaves but also can cause damage by feeding between husk and nut. Severe infestations on young trees may affect 
growth. Inspect under husks for larvae between mid-June and late July. Use pheromone traps and degree-day (DD) models to time applications. No 
treatments are necessary below 20 to 25 percent infestation rate on terminal leaf clusters. Trap captures of >40 moths/week and larvae detected on 
nuts indicate damaging levels. Natural enemies typically provide good control of mature leafroller larvae, avoid treatment when larvae are mature. 

Altacor chlorantraniliprole 3–4.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. No more than 4 applications per season, 4-hour reen-
try. 10-day PHI.

Baythroid XL beta-cyfluthrin 2.4–2.8 oz Group 3 insecticide. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Bacillus thuringiensis 
kurstaki (Btk)

bacterium See label 
rates.

Multiple formulations available. Spray when larvae first detected. OMRI 
approved for organic use. Apply with a sticker. Highly effective against LR. 
0-day PHI.

Cobalt chlorpyrifos + lambda 
cyhalothrin

22–57 oz Group 1B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both 
AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Delegate WG spinetoram 4.5–7 oz Group 5 insecticide. Do not apply more than 3 consecutive treatments of 
group 5 materials. Target larvae. 4-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Dimilin 2L diflubenzuron 8–16 oz Group 15 insecticide. Use a minimum of 50 gal water/A. Restricted use. Can 
use up to 4 applications per season (64 fl oz maximum per season). 12-hour 
reentry. 28-day PHI.

Entrust spinosad 1.25–3 oz Group 5 insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. No more than 9 oz per 
season. 24-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Exirel cyantraniliprole 10–20.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. No more than 0.4 lb AI per season. 12-hour reentry. 
5-day PHI.

Grandevo chromobacterium 1-3 lbs Group UN insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour REI. 0-day PHI

Intrepid 2F methoxyfenozide 8–16 oz Group 18 insecticide. Apply prior to first egg hatch to take advantage of 
ovicidal properties (200–400 DD). Reapply 10–18 days later (500–700 DD). 
Generics available. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Intrepid Edge methoxyfenozide + spin-
etoram

6–12 oz Group 5 + 18 insecticide. Apply at the beginning of egg hatch when larvae 
begin feeding. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.
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MAY–JUNE

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Success Naturalyte 
Insect Control

spinosad 4–10 oz Group 5 insecticide. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Spider mites, rust mites
Note: Look for webbing and brown discoloration (“bronzing”) on the underside of leaves during the summer. Spider and rust mite problems may be a 
symptom of overreliance on broad-spectrum chemistries, including pyrethroids and organophosphates. Mite outbreaks are also associated with water 
stressed trees and dusty conditions. Rotate action groups and do not apply below the minimum rate to avoid development of resistance. 

Agri-Mek SC abamectin 2.25–4.25 oz Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Translaminar activity. Do not apply more 
than twice per season. See also generics. Do not make aerial applications. 
12-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Acramite 50WS bifenazate 0.75–1.5 lb Group un (unclassified) miticide. Use only once per season. 12-hour reentry. 
14-day PHI. 

Envidor 2 SC spirodiclofen 16–34 fl oz Group 23 miticide. No more than 1 application per season. Do not make 
aerial applications. Minimum of 100 GPA. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Fujimite XLO fenpyroximate 2–4 pt Group 21A insecticide. No more than 2 applications per season. Do not 
make aerial applications. Minimum of 100 GPA. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Kanemite 15 SC acquinocyl 21 oz Group 20B miticide. Do not make aerial applications. No more than 2 appli-
cations per year. Use 150 GPA or higher. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Nealta cyflumetofen 13.7 oz Group 25 miticide. Do not reapply at less than 14-day interval. Minimum of 
100 GPA. No more than 27.4 oz/season. 12-hour-reentry. 7-day PHI.

Nexter pyridaben 10.62 oz Group 21 miticide. Do not make aerial applications. No more than 2 applica-
tions per season, with a minimum of 30 days between applications.12-hour 
reentry. 7-day PHI.

Savey 50DF hexythiazox 3–6 oz Group 10A miticide. No more than 1 application per season. Apply before 
population build-up, does not control adult mites. 12-hour reentry. 28-day 
PHI.

Zeal etoxazole 2–3 oz Group 10B miticide. Apply while spider mite populations are low. No more 
than 1 application per season. 12-hour reentry. 28-day PHI.

Follow the ‘RULES’ for fungicide stewardship

• Rotate or mix fungicides of different chemical groups.

• Use labeled rates.

• Limit total number of applications.

• Educate yourself about fungicide activity, mode of action, and class—as well as resistance management practices.

• Start a fungicide program with multisite mode of action materials. 

Continued from page 8
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JULY–AUGUST

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Scale
Note: Several scale species can infest hazelnut orchards, but lecanium scale is most common. Severe infestations can produce abundant honeydew that 
is colonized by sooty mold, inhibiting photosythesis and causing leaf drop. Time sprays for the emergence of crawlers, or the active immatures that 
emerge from the larger bodied females in early summer (late June–July). Avoid applications when bees are actively foraging on honeydew.

Admire Pro imidacloprid 1.2–2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Can be applied as soil application by 
drench or chemigation system, rates and restrictions differ for this applica-
tion, see label. Generic labels available. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.  

Aza-Direct azadirachtin 16–32 oz Botanical extract of the neem tree. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour 
reentry. 0-day PHI.

Belay clothianadin 6 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. No 
more than 0.2 lb AI per year. 12-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Brigade WSB bifenthrin 8–32 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze livestock on treated cover 
crops. Highly toxic to bees and toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. 12-
hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Centaur WDG buprofezin 1.5–2.0 lb Group 16 insecticide. No more than one application per season. 12-hour 
reentry. 60-day PHI.

Transform WG sulfoxaflor 2.75 oz Group 4C insecticide. Do not apply more than 8.5 oz per growing season. 
12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Esteem 35 WP pyriproxyfen 4–5 oz Group 7C insecticide. Note: This treatment should be timed to precede scale 
egg laying as this insect growth regulator suppresses egg development, see 
label. No more than 2 applications per season. Generics available. 12-hour 
reentry. 21-day PHI.  

Movento spirotetramat 6–9 oz Group 23 insecticide. Toxic to aquatic organisms. Minimum interval between 
treatments is 14 days. Limited to 21.5 oz per year. 24-hour reentry. 7-day PHI. 

Brown marmorated stink bug
BMSB is an increasing problem on hazelnuts in the Willamette Valley. BMSB may pose a risk to nut quality, causing corking or decay if feeding occurs on 
developed kernels. Monitor for BMSB using pheromone traps, timed visual counts or beating trays. Populations tend to build up as harvest approaches, 
but BMSB also feed on vegetative growth early in the season and may build up in the orchard. Eggs and nymphs are found from May to September. 
Note that border sprays and Alternate Row Middle treatments can provide BMSB control while reducing impacts on natural enemies and potentially 
preventing flaring of secondary pests (mites, aphids, scale). 
See: Brown Marmorated Stink Bug, EM 9054, Monitoring for Brown Marmorated Stink Bug, EM 9138, the PNW Insect Management Handbook, and How to 
Recognize Brown Marmorated Stink Bug Damage in Commercial Hazelnuts, EM 9102, available at catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu.

Admire Pro imidacloprid 1.2–2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. Gener-
ic labels available. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI. 

Ambush 25W permethrin 12.8–25.6 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated orchards. Extreme-
ly toxic to fish and aquatic habitat. Do not apply more than 1.6 lb ai/A per 
season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Baythroid XL beta-cyfluthrin 2–2.4 oz Group 3 insecticide. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Belay clothianidin 6 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. No 
more than 0.2lb AI per year. 12-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Brigade WSB bifenthrin 8–32 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze livestock on treated cover 
crops. Highly toxic to bees and toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. 12-
hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Cobalt chlorpyrifos + lambda 
cyhalothrin

22–57 oz Group 1B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both 
AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Danitol fenpropathrin 10.6–21.3 oz Group 3 insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 2 applications recommend-
ed, no more than 0.8 lb AI allowed per season. 24-hour reentry. 3-day PHI.

Declare gamma-cyhalothrin 1.02–2.05 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 0.08 lb AI per year. 24-
hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

DoubleTake diflubenzuron + lambda-
cyhalothrin

4–5 oz Group 15 + group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not exceed 4 applications 
per growing season. Premix product, see label as no more than 0.12 lb lambda-cy-
halothrin is allowed per season. Use the higher rate for longer residual control, 
high pest population, low crop load, larger trees, or heavy/dense foliage. Reapply 
at 21-day intervals under sustained pest pressure. 24-hour reentry. 28-day PHI.
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JULY–AUGUST

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Endigo ZC lambda-cyhalothrin + thia-
methoxam

5–6 oz Group 3A + group 4A insecticide. Restricted use. Systemic activity. Avoid drift 
to flowering crops. Premix product, see label as both AIs have cumulative 
limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Mustang Maxx zeta-cypermethrin 3.2–4 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Applications must be 7 days apart. No 
more than 0.125 lb AI per season. 12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Proaxis gamma-cyhalothrin 2.56–5.12 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 0.08 lb AI per year. 24-
hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Surround WP Kaolin clay 50–75 lb Suppression only. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour reentry. 0-day PHI.

Tombstone cyfluthrin 2–2.4 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Maximum of 2.8 oz per season. 12-hour 
reentry. 14-day PHI.

Warrior II lambda-cyhalothrin 1.28–2.56 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Generics available. Do not apply more 
than 0.12 lb (7.68 fl oz or 0.48 pt of product)/acre post bloom. 24-hour 
reentry. 12-day PHI. 

Filbertworm
Note: See footnote 4, page 13, on use of pheromone traps and degree day model.

Altacor chlorantraniliprole 3–4.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. Apply at or just prior to egg hatch to target emergent 
larvae (955 DD). Do not make more than 4 applications per season. 4-hour 
reentry. 10-day PHI.

Ambush 25W permethrin 12.8–25.6 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated orchards. Extreme-
ly toxic to fish and aquatic habitat. Do not apply more than 1.6 lb ai/A per 
season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Asana XL esfenvalerate 9.6–19.2 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not apply a second spray within 
3 weeks of the first. Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai/A per season. Do not 
graze livestock in treated orchards. 24-hour reentry. 21-day PHI.

Assail 70WP acetamiprid 1.1–4.1 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. The 
higher rate may be needed for control in mature orchards with full canopies. 
Some ovicidal activity. No more than 4 applications per season. 12-hour 
reentry. 14-day PHI.

Baythroid XL beta-cyfluthrin 2–2.4 oz Group 3 insecticide. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Brigade WSB bifenthrin 8–32 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze livestock on treated cover 
crops. Highly toxic to bees and toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. 12-
hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Cobalt chlorpyrifos + lambda 
cyhalothrin

22–57 oz Group 1B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix product, see label as both 
AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Delegate WG spinetoram 4.5–7 oz Group 5 insecticide. Apply at or just prior to egg hatch to target emergent 
larvae (955 DD). Do not apply more than 3 consecutive treatments of group 
5 materials. 4-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Declare gamma-cyhalothrin 1.02–2.05 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 0.08 lb AI per year. 24-
hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Dimilin 2L diflubenzuron 12–16 oz Group 15 insecticide. Restricted use. Can be applied over the egg laying peri-
od up to egg hatch (815-955 DD). 12-hour reentry. 28-day PHI.

Entrust spinosad 1.25–3 oz Group 5 insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. Apply at or just prior to 
egg hatch to target emergent larvae (955 DD).No more than 9 oz per season. 
24-hour reentry. 1-day PHI.

Exirel cyantraniliprole 10–20.5 oz Group 28 insecticide. Rates are approximate. No more than 0.4 lb AI per 
season. Labeled for leafrollers. 12-hour reentry. 5-day PHI.

Fastac CS alpha-cypermethrin 3.2–3.8 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not exceed 11.4 fl oz/A per season. 
12-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Grandevo chromobacterium 1-3 lbs Group UN insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. Apply at or just prior 
to egg hatch to target emergent larvae (955 DD). 4-hour REI. 0-day PHI

Intrepid 2F methoxyfenozide 8–16 oz Group 18 insecticide. See also generics. Can be applied over the egg laying 
period up to egg hatch (815-955 DD). 4-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.
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JULY–AUGUST

Pest or disease/ 
material Active ingredient 

Application 
rate/acre Comments/re-entry interval/preharvest interval (PHI)

Intrepid Edge methoxyfenozide + spin-
etoram 

6–12 oz Group 18 + group 5 insecticide. Can be applied over the egg laying period 
up to egg hatch (815-955 DD).  Reapply after 14 days if pressure continues. 
4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Leverage 360 beta-cyfluthrin + imida-
cloprid

2.8 oz Group 3A + 4A insecticide. Restricted use. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to 
flowering crops. Premix product, see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/
season. 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Pounce 25 WP permethrin 12.8–16 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated orchards. Do not 
apply more than 1.6 lb ai/A per season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Proaxis gamma-cyhalothrin 2.56–5.12 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use.No more than 0.08 lb AI per year. 24-
hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Proclaim emamectin benzoate 3.2–4.8 oz Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Apply at or just prior to egg hatch (955 
DD). 12-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Success Naturalyte 
Insect Control 

spinosad 4–8 oz Group 5 insecticide. Apply at or just prior to egg hatch to target emergent 
larvae (955 DD). Do not apply more than 3 consecutive treatments of group 5 
materials. Entrust is the OMRI-approved formulation for organic use. 24-hour 
reentry. 14-day PHI. 

Surround WP Kaolin clay 50–75 lb Strong suppression effect. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour reentry. 
Apply prior to egg laying (815 DD), maintain coverage throughout flight 
period. Good agitation in spray tank is essential.  0-day PHI.

Warrior II lambda-cyhalothrin 1.28–2.56 
fl oz

Group 3A insecticide. Generics available. Do not apply more than 0.12 lb 
(7.68 fl oz or 0.48 pt of product)/A post bloom. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Eastern filbert blight

none — — New cankers develop in late summer and can be removed any time prior to 
bud break the next growing season.

LATE AUGUST–SEPTEMBER

Pest or disease/ 
Material Active ingredient (AI)

Application 
rate/acre Comments/Reentry interval/Preharvest interval (PHI)

Kernel molds

none — Harvesting before fall rains and keeping full totes dry or shielded from rain 
have been associated with reduced mold counts.

Bacterial blight
Note: An important spray for young filberts (less than 10 years old). Apply coppers after harvest and before fall rains. If heavy rains occur, repeat 
application when three-fourths of the leaves have dropped.

Badge X2 copper hydroxide + copper 
oxychloride

7-20 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. 48-hour reentry.

Bordeaux 6-3-100 copper sulfate + hydrated 
lime

— M01 fungicide/bactericide. 24-hour reentry. See footnote 2, page 13.

ChampION++ copper hydroxide 7-10.5 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. 48-hour reentry.

C-O-C-S WDG copper oxychloride + cop-
per sulfate 

11.6 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry.

Copper-Count-N copper ammonium complex 8–12 qt M01 fungicide/bactericide. 48-hour reentry.

Cuprofix Ultra 40 
Disperss

copper sulfate 10–15 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. 48-hour reentry.

Kocide 3000-O copper hydroxide 7–10.5 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry.

Nordox 75WG cuprous oxide 8–13 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide.

NuCop 50DF copper hydroxide 8–12 lb M01 fungicide/bactericide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry.

12
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FOOTNOTES
1. More than one type of formulation is available for some insecticides. 

2. Thoroughly spray the trunks and lower scaffolds as well as upper branches. Bordeaux 6-6-100 means 6 pounds of 
copper sulfate plus 6 pounds of hydrated lime in 100 gallons of water. In any bordeaux formula, the ingredients 
always are listed in the same order — copper sulfate, hydrated lime, then gallons of water.

3. The time to apply insecticide for big bud mite depends on the timing of the mite migration, which depends on 
factors such as orchard location, variety and weather. Use a 20x hand lens or microscope to determine whether 
mites are migrating from blasted buds to new buds. Research has shown that the most effective treatment 
timing is when 50%–60% of mites have migrated out of blasted buds. Movement occurs with daily max temps 
above 59°F or average temps of 48°F, particularly during long-term warming trends. Tanglefoot, Stickem Special, 
petroleum jelly, duct tape or double-sided Scotch tape applied in bands above and below buds infested with big 
bud mite will trap and hold migrating mites. Beginning in March, inspect weekly for migrating mites. Complete 
spray coverage is necessary. Use no less than 100 gallons of water per acre. Do not graze livestock in treated 
orchards or make aerial applications of any of the products registered for bud mite in Oregon. Excessive use of 
pyrethroids or other broad-spectrum materials for other pests may lead to bud mite problems (in susceptible 
varieties) because of loss of biological control. 

4. Pheromone traps are available to detect and monitor flight activity of filbertworm moths. They have been 
successfully used to time cover sprays and work best when used with the filbertworm degree-day (DD) model 
(available from uspest.org/cgi-bin/ddmodel.us?spp=fbw&uco=1 and https://cropconnect.com/custom/OSU/). 
Place pheromone traps in the upper third of the tree canopy in late May or early June prior to first moth emergence, 
typically in mid-June. Apply insecticides eight to 12 days after filbertworm moths emerge in your area to target 
larvae emerging from eggs prior to nut penetration (first egg hatch occurs when 955 degree-days have accumulated 
after April 1). A second application usually is necessary in two to three weeks. A repeat spray may be necessary if 
heavy rainfall occurs a day or two after application and the label allows it. Second and third sprays may be necessary 
and should be made if pheromone traps continue to catch moths two to three weeks after a spray. Spray when two or 
three moths are collected per trap or if any one trap has caught five moths. Degree-day timings can greatly enhance 
timing and efficacy. Timings vary depending on insecticide mode of action. Pyrethroids (Group 3) can kill adult moths 
so can be applied after adults emerge (610 DD). Certain growth regulators (Group 18) kill eggs that are laid on top 
of residues or when residues cover eggs and can be applied over the egg laying period to egg hatch (815-955 DD). 
Other materials have larvicidal activity (for example Group 5 and Group 28), so these are best applied just prior 
to egg hatch (955 DD). Note the model does not help predict lifestages for the second flight of filbertworm so it is 
important to watch traps after the first generation.  See also Table 2, page 15.

5. All fungicides should be applied beginning or just before budbreak. Continue applications at two-week intervals to 
cover an eight-week susceptibility period (four applications total).

6. Products that contain propiconazole, such as Bumper, Propi-Max, Quilt Xcel, Stratego, or Tilt, may result in smaller, 
thicker, greener leaves and shortened internodes, but trees will grow out of this condition within two weeks of the 
last application. These products have eradicant activity if applied at higher rates within 72 hours of infection.

7. Several materials are registered for Eastern filbert blight management but are not recommended. These include 
Cueva, Luna Experience, Luna Sensation, OxiDate, Pristine, Previsto and Regalia.

8. Luna Experience is legal to use but not recommended since only the group 3 chemistry in this prepackaged mix 
is effective. The other chemical, Luna Privilege, was ineffective in field tests. The effective group 3 chemistry is 
available alone as Tebucon, which is recommended. Luna Sensation is legal to use but not recommended since 
only the group 11 chemistry in this prepackaged mix is effective. The effective group 11 chemistry is available 
alone as Flint Extra, which is recommended.

9. Pristine is not recommended since only the group 11 chemistry in this prepackaged mix is effective. The other chemical 
was ineffective in field tests. The effective group 11 chemistry is available alone as Cabrio EG, which is recommended.

10. Regalia and Cueva are registered but were not effective in tests in western Oregon.

11. Although OxiDate is registered, it will not control this disease due to its short residual activity. 

12. Cultivars with the single dominant gene for resistance to EFB (Gasaway), such as Jefferson or McDonald, need 
protection the first spring after planting when located near heavily infected orchards.

13. Sprayers used for Abound, Aframe Plus, Quadris Top, Topguard EQ or Willowood Azoxy should not be used on apples 
such as Gala, Cox’s Orange Pippin and McIntosh. Even a small amount of drift or residue can severely impact these trees.
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Table 1. Quick reference guide to herbicides labeled for use in hazelnuts

Active ingredient [WSSA number1]
(trade name)

Rate
pounds ai/a
(product)

Max seasonal per acre 
per year
(product)

Reapply
(month)

Minimal age 
(month)

Replant 
(month)

PHI
(day)

Soil-active herbicides (pre-emergence)

diuron [7] (Direx 4L) 1.6–2.4 lb ai (1.6–2.4 
qt)

3.2 lb ai (3.2 qt) 
5 12 24

indaziflam [29] (Alion) 0.04–0.06 lb ai (3.5–5 
fl oz)

0.09–0.13 lb ai  
(7.0–10.3 fl oz)

3 12 12 14

isoxaben [21] (Trellis SC) 0.5–1 lb ai (16–31 
fl oz) 

1.0 lb ai (31 fl oz)
0 0 60

napropamide [15] (Devrinol 50DF) 4 lb ai (8 lb) 4 lb ai (8 lb) 12 0 12 N/A

norflurazon [12] (Solican DF)  1.95–3.93 lb ai (2.5–5 
lb)

3.93 lb ai (5 lb)
0 0/6 12 60

oryzalin [3] (Surflan) 2–6 lb ai (2–6 qt) 12 lb ai (12 qt) 2.5 0 0 N/A

pendimethalin [3] (Prowl H2O) 1.9–6 lb ai (2-6.3 qt) 6 lb ai (6.3 qt) 1 0 12 60

simazine [5] (Princep 4L) 2–4 lb ai (2–4 qt) 4 lb ai (4 qt) 3 0 12 21

sulfentrazone [14] (Sulfentrazone 4SC) 0.25–0.375 lb ai (8 -12 
fl oz)

0.375 lb ai (12 fl oz)
2 36 1 3

trifluralin [3] (Treflan 4L) 0.5–1 lb ai (1–2 pt) 1 lb ai (2 pt) N/A 0 0 60

trifluralin + isoxaben [3+21] (Snapshot 
2.5 TG)

2.5–5 lb ai (100–200 
lb)

15 lb ai (600 lb)
2 0 0 365

Pre- and postemergence herbicides

flazasulfuron [2] (Mission) 0.03–0.04 lb ai 
(2.14–2.85 oz)

0.09 lb ai (5.7 oz)
3 36 12 130

flumioxazin [14] (Chateau SW) 0.18–0.38 lb ai (6–12 
oz)

0.76 lb ai (24 oz)
1 12 18 60

halosulfuron [2] (Sandea) 0.03–0.06 lb ai 
(0.6–1.3 oz)

0.13 lb ai (2.6 oz)
1.5 12 9 1

oxyfluorfen [14] (Goal 2XL) 1.25–2 lb ai (1–4 pt) 2 lb ai (4 pt) 0 30 60

oxyfluorfen + penoxsulam [14 + 2] 
(Pindar GT)

1.47+0.03 lb ai (1.5–3 
pt)

2.2 + 0.04 lb ai  (4.5 pt)
48 30 60

rimsulfuron [2] (Matrix) 0.03–0.06 lb ai (2–4 
oz)

0.06 lb ai (4 oz)
1 12 12 21

mesotrione [27] (Broadworks) 0.09–0.18 lb ai (3–6 
floz)

0.36 lb ai (12 fl oz)
5 12 18 30

Postemergence herbicides2

2,4-D [4] (Saber) 0.95–1.4 lb ai (2–3 pt) 1.9 lb ai (4 pt) 2.5 12 1 60

carfentrazone [14] (Aim EC) 0.01–0.03 lb ai (1–2 
fl oz)

0.079 lb ai (7.9 fl oz)
0.5 0 0 3

clethodim [1] (Select max) 0.07–0.12 lb ai (9–16 
fl oz)

0.64 lb ai (64 fl oz)
0.5 0 0 14

diquat [22] (Reglone) 0.37-0.56 lb ai (1.5–2 
pt)

0.56 lb ai (2 pt)
0.5 12 0 365

fluazifop [1] (Fusilade DX) 0.25–0.375 lb ai 
(16–24 fl oz)

1.125 (72 fl oz)
0.5 0 0 365

glufosinate [10] (Rely 280) 0.88–1.5 lb ai (48–82 
fl oz)

4.5 lb ai (246 fl oz)
0.5 0 6 14

glyphosate [9] (Roundup Powermax) 0.38–3.69 lb ae 
(11–105 fl oz)

7.87 lb ae (224 fl oz)
0.5 0 0 3

paraquat [22] (Gramoxone SL) 0.625–1 lb ai (2.5–5 
pt)

4 lb ai (20 pt)
0.5 0 0 1

1. WSSA number — Weed Science Society of America herbicide site of action group number. Trade names listed are not a recommendation but are 
listed to facilitate interpretation of the table. Always consult and follow the label recommendations.  

2. The use of trunk guards is recommended until the bark is well developed (two to three years). 
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Active ingredient [WSSA number1]
(trade name)

Rate
pounds ai/a
(product)

Max seasonal per acre 
per year
(product)

Reapply
(month)

Minimal age 
(month)

Replant 
(month)

PHI
(day)

pelargonic acid (Scythe) 3–10 % v/v N/A NA NA NA 1

pyraflufen [14] (Venue) 0.002–0.005 lb ai (2–4 
fl oz)

0.0085 lb ai (6.8 fl oz)
1 12 0 0

Saflufenacil [14] (Treevix)  0.04 lb ai (1 oz) 0.13 lb ai (3 oz) 0.7 1 1 7

sethoxydim [1] (Poast) 0.19–0.47 lb ai 
(1.5–2.5 pt)

1.88 lb ai (10 pt)
0.5 0 0 30

Green sucker control

2,4-D [4] (Saber) 0.71–0.95 lb ai (1.5–2 
pt)

1.9 lb ai (4 pt)
1 12 1 45

carfentrazone [14] (Aim EC) 0.03 lb ai (2 fl oz) 0.079 lb ai (7.9 fl oz) 0.5 0 0 3

glufosinate [10] (Rely 280) 1.0 lb ai (56 fl oz) 4.5 lb ai (246 fl oz) 0.5 0 6 14

paraquat [22] (Gramoxone SL) 0.625–1 lb ai (2.5–5 
pt)

4 lb ai (20 pt)
0.5 0 0 1

pelargonic acid  (Scythe) 5–7 % v/v N/A NA NA NA 1

pyraflufen [14] (Venue) 0.002–0.005 lb ai (2–4 
fl oz)

0.0085 lb ai (6.8 fl oz)
1 12 0 0

1. WSSA number — Weed Science Society of America herbicide site of action group number. Trade names listed are not a recommendation but are 
listed to facilitate interpretation of the table. Always consult and follow the label recommendations.  

2. The use of trunk guards is recommended until the bark is well developed (two to three years). 

Table 2. Hazelnut IPM sampling methods and action thresholds

Insect Sampling period Sampling method Action threshold

European winter moth Larvae: March 15–May 31
3 terminals/tree and 3 leaf clusters/
terminal. Each terminal is a 
sampling unit.

20% infestation

Big bud mite April

In late March, place Tanglefoot 
or double-sided tape on twigs 
proximal to blasted buds. Check 
for extremely small, white, cigar-
shaped mites with a 20x hand lens.

When consistent mite movement is 
observed, which usually occurs with 
budbreak; optimal timing is peak 
migration

Omnivorous leaftier April 15–June 3 bud clusters/tree. 5% infestation

Filbert aphid April 1–Sept. 30

3 terminals/tree — newest fully 
expanded leaf on each terminal. 
Check for mummies caused by 
the wasp Trioxys pallidus. If there 
is wasp activity, sprays may not be 
necessary.

April: 20/leaf 
May: 30/leaf 
June: 40/leaf 
July: 40/leaf with an increasing 
population

Obliquebanded leafroller (OBLR) 
and filbert leafroller

Larvae: April–August 
Adult: Mid-May–September

Larvae: 3 terminals/tree and 3 leaf 
clusters/terminal. Each terminal is 
a sampling unit. If larvae are large, 
avoid treatment 
Adult: Pheromone trap for each 5 
acres; 6-ft height.

Larvae: 20%–25% infestation 
Adult: 40 moths/week and find 
second-generation OBLR larvae 
feeding on nuts

Filbertworm June–September

Adult: Pheromone traps: 4 for first 
10 acres and 1 for each additional 4 
acres. Place traps in the upper third 
of the canopy by mid-June.

2–3 moths per trap or 5 moths in 
any one trap

Continued from page 14
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Table 3. Effectiveness of fungicides for eastern filbert blight management
These ratings are relative rankings based on full application rates, good spray coverage, and proper spray timing. Actual levels of disease control will be 
influenced by these factors in addition to cultivar susceptibility, disease pressure and weather conditions. Possible ratings for disease control include 
none, slight, fair, good or excellent.

Fungicide trade name Common name Fungicide group # EFB control Use with surfactant

Abound azoxystrobin 11 Fair–good Yes, but avoid silicone-based products

Aframe Plus
azoxystrobin + 
propiconazole

3 + 11 Fair–good Yes, but avoid silicone-based products

Aproach picoxystrobin 11 Excellent Yes

Bravo chlorothalonil M5 Excellent No

Bumper propiconazole 3 Good–excellent Yes

Cabrio pyraclostrobin 11 Excellent Yes

Copper-Count-N
copper ammonium 
carbonate

M1 Good ?

Echo chlorothalonil M5 Excellent No

Gem trifloxystrobin 11 Good–excellent Yes

Inspire Super difenoconazole + cyprodinil 3 + 9 Fair–good OK

Kocide copper hydroxide M1 Good Yes

Merivon
fluxapyroxad + 
pyraclostrobin

7 + 11 Good OK

Nu-Cop copper hydroxide M1 Good Yes

Ph-D polyoxin D 19 Fair Yes

Procure triflumizole 3 Fair–good Yes

Propi-Max propiconazole 3 Good–excellent Yes

Quadris Top
azoxystrobin + 
difenoconazole

3 + 11 Good–excellent Yes, but consult label

Quash metconazole 3 Good Yes

Quilt Xcel
azoxystrobin + 
propiconazole

3 + 11 Excellent Yes

Stratego
propiconazole + 
trifloxystrobin

3 + 11 Excellent Yes

Tilt propiconazole 3 Good–excellent Yes

TopGuard flutriafol 3 Good No

TopGuard EQ flutriafol + azoxystrobin 3 + 11 Good Yes, but avoid silicone-based products

Trionic triflumizole 3 Fair–good Yes

Unicorn tebuconazole + sulfur 3 + M2 Good Yes

Willowood Azoxy 2SC azoxystrobin 11 Fair–good Yes, but avoid silicone-based products

ZiramTab ziram M3 Excellent Yes
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Strategies for using fungicides for managing eastern filbert blight 
Fungicides have been useful to suppress or delay 

development of eastern filbert blight in an orchard 
of susceptible cultivars such as Ennis or Barcelona. 
Cultivars such as Jefferson or McDonald, with the single 
dominant gene for resistance only, need protection the 
first spring after planting, when located near heavily 
infected orchards. Fungicides will not remove or 
eliminate cankers from the tree.

Fungicides are best used to protect susceptible 
tissue in the spring at budbreak and for the next eight 
weeks. Most fungicides will last two weeks before 
another application is needed. This means a total of 
four applications, starting with the first at budbreak. 
Although hazelnuts are still susceptible after this 
period, additional applications have not resulted in 
consistent, significant disease control.

Because of fungicide resistance issues and resulting 
label requirements, you may not be able to use the 
same fungicide for all four applications. Since the EFB 
fungus has a long (two-year) life cycle, the resistance 
risk is already low relative to other diseases, such as 
powdery mildew. Strategies to further minimize this 
risk include alternating or tank-mixing fungicides with 
different modes of action. The Fungicide Resistance 
Action Committee has categorized, grouped and 
assigned numbers to the modes of action (see Table 3, 
page 16).

Alternating fungicides with different modes of action 
has been effective to manage EFB. Research has not 
identified any one alternating strategy as better than 
any other strategy. We have several fungicide groups 
to choose from, including FRAC groups 3, 11, M5, M3 
and M1. It is suggested that the first application be 
chlorothalonil or ziram (group M5 or M3) followed by 
your choice of a Group 3 or Group 11 fungicide. Each 
of the next two applications would be different from 
the previous one. An example of this program might be 
to start with Bravo (or any of its generics, Group M5) 
at bud break, followed by Flint Extra (Group 11) two 
weeks later, then Tilt (Group 3) two weeks after that, 
and ending with Cabrio (Group 11). Use of multisite 
products such as chlorothalonil (Group M5), ziram 
(Group M3) or copper-based products (Group M1) for 
all four applications would also be acceptable.

Do not just alternate fungicides with different 
trade names, as they might have the same mode of 

action. Some fungicide premixes already combine two 
fungicides with different modes of action, generally 
a Group 3 and Group 11 fungicide. These products 
cannot be used for every application because they do 
not allow more than two sequential applications before 
switching to a different product with a different mode of 
action. If you use these premixes, you must use an M5, 
M3 or M1 fungicide in the rotation. An example of this 
program might be to start with Bravo (M5) at bud break, 
followed by Stratego (3 + 11) or QuiltXcel (3 + 11) two 
weeks later, then the same product two weeks after 
that, but ending with Bravo.

 You can make your own tank-mixes. Since tank-
mixing can be expensive, growers have asked about 
reducing the rate of each product in the tank. Research 
to date has shown that a half rate of Echo 90 DF 
(Group M5) tank-mixed with either Tilt (Group 3) 
or Cabrio (Group 11) is effective to manage EFB. 
Combining fungicide resistance theory and research 
on EFB in Oregon suggests we should use a half rate 
of chlorothalonil tank-mixed with a full rate of a Group 
3 fungicide or a half rate of a Group 11 fungicide. An 
example of this program might be:

• First application: A full rate of Bravo (M5) at bud-
break

• Second application, two weeks later: A mix of Cab-
rio (11) plus Echo 90DF (M5), each at half rate.

• Third application, two weeks later: A mix of Tilt (3) 
at full rate plus Echo 90DF (M5) at half rate.

• Fourth application, two weeks later: A mix of Cab-
rio (11) plus Echo 90DF (M5), each at half rate.
Research has indicated that addition of a surfactant 

provides better disease control than a fungicide alone. 
Numerous products can break the surface tension of 
water to get better coverage of plant tissue. They also 
can help keep the fungicide solution in contact with 
the plant, reducing wash-off during rain events. Unless 
otherwise stated on the label, add a surfactant with a 
fungicide. Copper-based products have traditionally 
been applied with a horticultural mineral oil. Newer 
fungicides may be mixed with silicone-based or nonionic 
surfactants. Be careful, as several fungicides may already 
come formulated with a surfactant and/or specifically say 
NOT to add these products. For example, do not add a 
surfactant to Bravo or Quadris Top.
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Table 4. Toxicology information for insecticides used in hazelnuts

Insecticides/miticides Mammals Beneficials Bees1 Aquatics

Abamectin (Agri-mek) High Low to high Very high High

Acetamiprid (Assail) Very low Moderate to high Moderate Low

Azadirachtin (Aza-Direct) Very low Low to moderate Moratete Moderate

Bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis kurstaki 
(Btk) 

Very low Low Low Low

Bifenthrin (Brigade) Moderate High Very high High

Chlorantraniliprole (Altacor) Very low Moderate Low Low

Chlorpyrifos (Lorsban) High Very high Very high Very high

Clothianiden (Belay) Moderate - Very high Very low

Cyfluthrin (Tombstone) Low High Very high High

Diflubenzuron  (Dimilin) Low Moderate Low Very high

Emamectin benzoate (Proclaim) High - Moderate Low

Esfenvalerate (Asana) Moderate High Very high High

Fenpropathrin (Danitol) Moderate High Very high Very high

Fenpyroximate (Fujimite) Low Moderate Low Very high

Hexythiazox (Savey) Low Low Low Low

Imidacloprid (Admire Pro, generics) Moderate Moderate to high Very high Low

Lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior II, generics) Moderate High Very high High

Methoxyfenozide (Intrepid) Very low Low Low Moderate

Permethrin (Ambush, Pounce) Moderate Low to high Very high High

Pyridaben (Nexter) Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

Pyriproxyfen (Esteem) Very low Moderate Low Moderate

Spinetoram (Delegate) Very low High Moderate Low

Spinosad (Entrust, Success) Very low Low to moderate Moderate Low

Spirodiclofen (Envidor) Very low Low Very high High

Data sources: UCANR pesticide active ingredients database, National Pesticide Information Center, Orchard Pesticide Effects on Natural Enemies Database. 

1. Hazelnuts are wind-pollinated and do not depend on pollinator insects. However, pollinator pesticide hazards still exist when pollinators are 
foraging on pollen, honeydew or blooming groundcover in and around hazelnut orchards.
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OSU resources for plant protection
Information on plant protection is available from several 
sources at Oregon State University:
• OSU Integrated Plant Protection Center. Online 

weather data and degree day information for insect 
pests and diseases uspest.org/wea/

• Pacific Northwest Plant Disease Management Hand-
book, pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease

• Pacific Northwest Insect Management Handbook, 
pnwhandbooks.org/insect

• Pacific Northwest Weed Management Handbook, 
pnwhandbooks.org/weed

Using pesticides safely
Always read the label

The single most important approach to pesticide 
safety is to read the pesticide label before each use and 
then follow the directions. If still in doubt after reading 
the label, contact a person qualified to help evaluate 
the hazard of the chemical and its use. Qualified 
people include Extension specialists, county educators, 
pesticide product representatives and retailers.

Pesticides are toxic and should be handled 
with care — but they can be used safely if you 
follow recommended precautions. Follow all 
label requirements, and strongly consider any 
recommendations for additional personal protective 
clothing and equipment. In addition to reading and 
following the label, other major factors in the safe 
and effective use of pesticides are the pesticide 
applicator’s qualifications, common sense and positive 
attitude. Always take all safety precautions when using 
pesticides.

In case of accidents involving pesticides, see 
your doctor at once. It will help your doctor to know 
exactly which pesticide is involved. The label on the 
container gives this information. Take to the physician 
the pesticide label or information from the label, 
such as the product name, registration number of 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, common 
name and percentage of active ingredient and first aid 
instructions. If the label cannot be removed, take along 
the pesticide container (if not contaminated), but do 
not take it into the hospital or doctor’s office.

Pesticide safety checklist
• Use pesticides only when necessary and as part of an 

Integrated Pest Management program.
• Always read the label and follow the instructions.
• Do not allow children to play around sprayers or 

mixing, storage, and disposal areas.
• Wear appropriate protective clothing and equipment.
• Never eat, drink, or smoke while handling pesticides.

• Avoid drift into non-target areas and pesticide runoff 
into streams, rivers, lakes, irrigation ponds and canals.

• Avoid spilling materials on skin or clothing.
• Have access to clean water, soap, and first aid supplies.
• Keep pesticides in a dry and locked storage area away 

from food and feed.
• Triple rinse or pressure rinse empty containers and 

dispose or recycle in accordance with state and local 
regulations.

• Stay out of recently sprayed areas until the spray has 
dried, and observe the restricted entry intervals  
specified on the pesticide label.

• Follow the pre-harvest interval on the pesticide label 
before harvesting crops or gardens and before allow-
ing livestock to graze fields.

Emergency response for exposure and spills 
• For any pesticide exposure emergency, dial 911.
• First aid for exposure is indicated on the pesticide label.
• For information on poison emergency treatment call 

the National Poison Center at 1-800-222-1222.
• For emergency information related to pesticide spills 

contact the Oregon Emergency Response System at 
1-800-452-0311.

Non-emergency information
• General pesticide information — The National 

Pesticide Information Center provides objective, sci-
ence-based information about pesticides and pesti-
cide-related topics.Visit npic.orst.edu/index.html or call 
1-800-858-7378.

• Pesticide licensing and regulation —  The Oregon 
Department of Agriculture regulates most aspects of pes-
ticide use in the State of Oregon. Visit www.oregon.gov/
ODA/programs/Pesticides/Pages/AboutPesticides.aspx 
or call 503-986-4635.

• Worker protection — The federal Worker Protection 
Standard for Agricultural Pesticides protects agricultural 
workers from pesticide exposure at work. The Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration is the 
state agency responsible for administering the WPS in 
Oregon. For information on WPS requirements for em-
ployers, visit osha.oregon.gov/Pages/topics/worker-pro-
tection-standard.aspx or call 1-800-922-2689.

• Pesticide waste —  The Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality regulates the disposal of 
pesticide waste in the State of Oregon. Visit www.
oregon.gov/deq/Hazards-and-Cleanup/hw/Pages/
Miscellaneous-Industries.aspx or call 503-229-5263.
The Tricounty Hazardous Waste and Recycling Program 
conducts periodic collection events for unused pesticides 
in Hood River, Sherman, and Wasco counties. Visit 
www.tricountyrecycle.com/managing-my-materials/
hazardous-waste or call 541-506-2632. Most chemical 
distributors offer plastic pesticide container recycling. 
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1 Application restrictions relevant to the presence of a nearby public recreational trail. 
2 Aerial applicators have testified they will not spray fields adjacent to trail if trail is built. 
3 ODA has explained in an email in the record that is prohibition is interpreted to mean the same as the Gramoxone SL 2.0 prohibition: “DO NOT USE AROUND HOME 
GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATOINAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYROUNDS”. 

Non-exclusive List of Pesticides Used by Farmers Along the Proposed Trail – Updated March 21, 2020 

Name Type Application Restrictions1 Farmers Who Use the Pesticide 
and Methods of Application 

Asana XL Insecticide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 
Gaibler – airblast, aerial2 
Coussens – boom sprayer 
Ben Van Dyke – airblast 

Bravo ZN Fungicide 

• Apply only when the potential for drift to non-target areas of human habitation 
and areas of human activity such as houses, cottages, schools and recreational 
areas is minimal. Take into consideration wind speed, wind directions, 
temperature inversions, application equipment, and sprayer settings. 

Gaibler – airblast, aerial2 
Coussens – airblast 
Ben Van Dyke – airblast, boom 
sprayer, could use aerial2 

Deadline M-Ps Slug pellets 

• IMPORTANT: This product can be harmful to children and fatal to domestic 
animals when ingested. Children and dogs may be attracted to the product. 
Application of this product is prohibited unless children and dogs can be excluded 
from the treated area from the start of the application until applied material is no 
longer visible. 

McCarthy – broadcast  
Dromgoole / Matthews – broadcast  
Ben Van Dyke – broadcast 
Coussens – broadcast 
Gaibler – broadcast  

Gramoxone 
SL 2.0 Herbicide 

• DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried. 
• KEEP all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may 

be danger of drift. 
• This pesticide must only be applied when the potential for drift to adjacent 

sensitive areas (e.g. residential areas, bodies of water, known habitat for 
threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is minimal (i.e., when wind is 
blowing away from the sensitive areas.) 

Ben Van Dyke – boom sprayer 
Gaibler – boom sprayer 
Dromgoole / Matthews – boom sprayer 
Coussens – boom sprayer 
Schrepel – boom sprayer 

Gramoxone 
SL 3.0 Herbicide 

• NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC 
RECREATONAL SETTINGS, E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS, 
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR 
PLAYGROUNDS3 

Gaibler – boom sprayer 
Coussens – boom sprayer 
Dromgoole / Matthews – boom sprayer 
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1 Application restrictions relevant to the presence of a nearby public recreational trail. 
2 Aerial applicators have testified they will not spray fields adjacent to trail if trail is built. 
3 ODA has explained in an email in the record that is prohibition is interpreted to mean the same as the Gramoxone SL 2.0 prohibition: “DO NOT USE AROUND HOME 
GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATOINAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYROUNDS”. 

Name Type Application Restrictions1 Farmers Who Use the Pesticide 
and Methods of Application 

Lorsban 
Advanced Insecticide 

• Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures 
people occupy at any time and the associated property, parks and recreation areas, 
non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or 
animals. 

• Requires a buffer zone (10-100 ft. depending on method of application) to 
separate “sensitive sites” from the targeted application site.  Sensitive sites are 
areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children).  These 
include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as 
school grounds, athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 

• Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during application of this 
product.  Do not apply this product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or 
applicator, is in the setback area.  Exception: Vehicles and persons riding bicycles 
that are passing through the setback area on public or private roadways are 
permitted. 

Ben Van Dyke – airblast, boom sprayer 
Coussens – boom sprayer 
Gaibler – airblast, boom sprayer 
Dromgoole / Matthews – boom sprayer 
McCarthy – boom sprayer 

Parazone Herbicide 

• DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, OR PLAYGROUNDS. 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated areas until sprays have dried. 
• Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be 

danger of drift. 
• Use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds is 

PROHIBITED. 

Ben Van Dyke – boom sprayer 
Gaibler – boom sprayer 
Coussens – boom sprayer 

Prozap Rodenticide 

• Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, 
either directly or through drift. 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 
• Keep all other persons out of the treated area during this application. 
• Do not apply on roads, near residential areas, or over water. 

Ben Van Dyke – in-burrow, broadcast 
McCarthy – broadcast 
Coussens – broadcast 
Gaibler – broadcast  

Yuma 4E Insecticide 

• Requires a buffer zone (10-100 ft. depending on method of application) to 
separate “sensitive sites” from the targeted application site.  Sensitive sites are 
areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children).  These 
include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as 
school grounds, athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 

• Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during application of this 
product. Do not apply this product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or 
applicator, is in the setback area. Exception: Vehicles and persons riding bicycles 

Ben Van Dyke – airblast, boom sprayer 
Coussens – boom sprayer 
Gaibler – airblast, boom sprayer 
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1 Application restrictions relevant to the presence of a nearby public recreational trail. 
2 Aerial applicators have testified they will not spray fields adjacent to trail if trail is built. 
3 ODA has explained in an email in the record that is prohibition is interpreted to mean the same as the Gramoxone SL 2.0 prohibition: “DO NOT USE AROUND HOME 
GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATOINAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYROUNDS”. 

Name Type Application Restrictions1 Farmers Who Use the Pesticide 
and Methods of Application 

that are passing through the setback area on public or private roadways are 
permitted. 

Ziram 76DF Fungicide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

Gaibler – airblast, aerial2 
Coussens – airblast 
Ben Van Dyke – airblast, could use 
aerial2 
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An official website of the United States government.

We've made some changes to EPA.gov. If the information you are
looking for is not here, you may be able to find it on the EPA Web
Archive or the January 19, 2017 Web Snapshot.

Close

Paraquat Dichloride

Esta página web está disponible en español
 

In October 2019, EPA took an important step in its regulatory review of paraquat
—an herbicide used in agricultural and commercial settings only. The Agency is
seeking public input on draft human health and ecological risk assessments. The
draft risk assessments are the product of an extensive evaluation of available data
on the health and environmental impacts associated with the pesticide. These draft
risk assessments are the next step in the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) registration review process and are not a denial or an
approval of the herbicide.

Read the draft risk assessments in docket # EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0855.
Upon publication of the Federal Register notice, public comments will be
accepted in the docket until December 16, 2019.

After public comments on the human health and ecological risk assessments are
reviewed, EPA will determine whether updates or revisions to the assessments are
necessary. EPA will propose additional risk mitigation measures, if necessary, in
2020 via its Registration Review Proposed Interim Decision.

On this page:

Basic information on uses
Using paraquat dichloride products safely
Human health
Ecological health
EPA actions
Additional information

Basic Information on Uses

Paraquat dichloride, commonly referred to as “paraquat,” is one of the most
widely used herbicides in the United States. Paraquat is also often referred to as
Gramoxone (a popular end-use product). It is an important tool for the control of
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weeds in many agricultural and non-agricultural settings. It is also used as a
defoliant on crops, like cotton, prior to harvest.

There are no homeowner uses and no products registered for application in
residential areas.

All paraquat products registered for use in the United States are Restricted Use
Pesticides (RUPs), which can only be  used by trained certified applicators. 

Internationally, in 2013, the Parties to The Rotterdam Convention EXIT
considered a proposal to list liquid formulations containing concentrations of
paraquat dichloride at or above 276 g/L as a severely hazardous pesticide
formulation under Annexx III of the Convention. The Parties have been unable to
reach consensus on the proposed paraquat listing and will consider it again in
2021. The Roterdam Convention is an international treaty designed to facilitate
informed decision-making by its Parties regarding an agreed list of hazardous
chemicals through the exchange of import consent notifications. The United
States is not a party to the Convention.

Using Paraquat Dichloride Products Safely

If you, your child or anyone else comes in contact with paraquat, seek medical
assistance immediately. Ingestion of paraquat can be fatal, and dermal or eye
contact can have serious lasting effects.

To prevent severe injury and/or death from paraquat ingestion, all paraquat
product must:

Be used only by a certified applicator.

Never be transferred to a food, drink or any other container. New packaging
requirements will prevent this from occurring.

Always be kept secured to prevent access by children and/or other
unauthorized persons.

Never be stored in or around residential dwellings.

Never be used around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf
courses or playgrounds.

To prevent severe injury and/or death from skin or eye exposure to paraquat:

Follow label instructions.
Use personal protective equipment.

Human Health

Paraquat is highly toxic to people. One small sip can be fatal and there is no
antidote.

Illegally transferring paraquat to beverage containers and later mistaking it for a
drink has resulted in the accidental ingestion of the pesticide and caused several
deaths since 2000. New packaging requirements and other risk mitigation
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measures required by EPA in 2016 are expected to prevent the illegal transfer of
paraquat to beverage containers. Incidents also suggest that paraquat is corrosive
to the skin and eyes.

In the 2019 draft human health risk assessment, EPA found no dietary risks of
concern associated with paraquat when it is used according to the label
instructions. The draft risk assessment identifies potential risks to workers who
apply paraquat or enter treated fields after application. There are also potential
risks from spray drift to bystanders at the edge of the field. 

EPA reviewed a robust set of literature on paraquat exposure which included over
70 articles that investigated a range of health outcomes, including Parkinson’s
disease, lung function and respiratory effects, and cancer. Based on this review,
EPA concluded that registered paraquat products do not cause Parkinson’s
Disease when used according to the label. 

Top of Page

Ecological Health

The 2019 draft ecological risk assessment identifies risk to mammals, birds,
terrestrial invertebrates, terrestrial plants, and algae.

After EPA receives feedback on these assessments during our public comment
period, the Agency will work with the pesticide manufacturer to mitigate the risks
of concern if necessary.

EPA Actions

Actions to Prevent Accidental Ingestion and Reduce Exposure to
Workers

In 2016, to better prevent accidental paraquat ingestions and to reduce exposure to
workers who mix, load and apply paraquat, EPA is requiring:

Changes to the pesticide label and distribution of supplemental warning
materials to highlight the toxicity and risks associated with paraquat
products.
Restricting the use of paraquat to certified pesticide applicators only.
Individuals working under the supervision of a certified applicator are
prohibited from using paraquat.

Specialized training for certified applicators EXIT who use paraquat
to emphasize that the chemical should not be transferred to or stored in
improper containers.
New closed-system packaging designed to prevent transfer or removal of
the pesticide except directly into proper application equipment. This will
prevent spills, mixing or pouring the pesticide into other containers or other
actions that could lead to paraquat exposure.

These mitigation measures are described in detail, along with implementation
information in the Registration Review Docket. View the mitigation measures.
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EPA distributed a safety message that highlights the toxicity of paraquat and
illustrates the negative repercussions of misusing paraquat to pesticide application
educators for use in training sessions. View EPA’s paraquat safety message. 

Registration Review

Paraquat is currently undergoing registration review, a program that re-evaluates
all pesticides on a 15-year cycle. In October 2019, EPA released the draft human
health and ecological risk assessments for public comment. 

After public comments on the human health and ecological risk assessments are
reviewed, EPA will determine whether updates or revisions to the assessments are
necessary. EPA will propose additional risk mitigation measures, if necessary, in
2020 via its Registration Review Proposed Interim Decision.

Paraquat Dichloride Information Resources

Syngenta’s Paraquat Information Center EXIT
Docket for paraquat: EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0855 at www.regulations.gov

News

Take the Paraquat Certified Applicator Training or view Paraquat
training FAQs
EPA Adopts Measures to Prevent Poisoning and Protect Workers
from Paraquat
Read the EPA's Human Health Mitigation Decision for Paraquat 

LAST UPDATED ON OCTOBER 15, 2019
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Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) standard for registration:  
 

1. Label changes emphasizing paraquat toxicity and supplemental warning materials;  
2. Targeted training materials for paraquat users; 
3. Closed-system packaging for all non-bulk (less than 120 gallon) end use product 

containers of paraquat; and  
4. Restricting the use of all paraquat products to certified applicators only (i.e., prohibiting 

use by uncertified persons working under the supervision of a certified applicator).  
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1.  BACKGROUND 

This document is the EPA’s Human Health Mitigation Decision for the pesticide active 
ingredient, paraquat. A combination of public concern and EPA’s evaluation of incident data 
prompted an in-depth statistical analysis of paraquat incidents. The results of this analysis 
compelled the Agency to pursue risk mitigation measures to address human health incidents 
involving paraquat ahead of the typical mitigation phase of Registration Review.  
 
EPA expects that the implementation of the mitigation measures described in this risk mitigation 
document will allow paraquat products to remain available to users while reducing the number 
and severity of human health incidents.  
 
Notwithstanding this action, paraquat is still undergoing EPA’s re-evaluation process, 
Registration Review. The Registration Review Draft Risk Assessment is scheduled to publish in 
late 2017 and a final Registration Review decision, which may require additional mitigation 
beyond the measures described herein, is anticipated in 2018.  

2. SUMMARY OF HUMAN HEALTH RISK 

Paraquat is an herbicide and desiccant classified as a restricted use pesticide (RUP) and is 
acutely toxic through all routes of exposure. Numerous human incidents involving the ingestion 
of paraquat, both accidental and intentional, have been reported to EPA through local poison 
control centers, mandatory Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) Section 
6(a)(2) reports from registrants, other federal and state health and environmental agencies, and 
individual consumers. Toxicity information indicates that one sip can be lethal and there is no 
known antidote. Paraquat is a known suicide agent; moreover, there is a disproportionately high 
number of deaths resulting from the accidental ingestion of paraquat compared to similar 
pesticides. The accidental ingestion incidents often result from paraquat being stored in beverage 
containers, contrary to clear label language prohibiting transfer into other containers. Paraquat is 
also corrosive to skin and is associated with a number of severe worker incidents involving 
leakage or accidental spray in occupational settings. 
 
For further details on paraquat toxicity and human health incidents, refer to the March 2, 2016 
Paraquat Dichloride: Proposed Interim Mitigation Decision located in the paraquat Registration 
Review docket (EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0855). 

3. SUMMARY OF BENEFITS OF PARAQUAT 

In the United States, paraquat dichloride was first registered in 1964 and it was one of the most 
widely used herbicides until it was overtaken by glyphosate (Pesticide News, 1996). Paraquat is 
a rapidly acting, broad-spectrum, contact herbicide used for weed control and as a desiccant. It is 
applied to the foliage of weeds as a burn-down treatment before planting, to control weeds in 
non-agricultural lands, or to desiccate crops prior to harvest. Paraquat is a non-selective 
herbicide (Group 22, Photosystem I electron diverters) which kills the green plant tissues on 
contact (WSSA, 2014). Unlike many other herbicides, paraquat is effective under low 
temperatures and when weeds are not actively growing (e.g., early season seedbed preparation). 
Rainfall soon after application has little or no effect on its performance, unlike most other 
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herbicides. The paraquat that contacts the soil is deactivated by tight adsorption to clay particles. 
This property allows it to be applied immediately before planting crops or seedling 
emergence. Paraquat is an important pre-harvest desiccation treatment used on cotton and 
potatoes.   

4. PROPOSED DECISION 

On March 3, 2016, the Agency published the Paraquat Dichloride: Proposed Interim Mitigation 
Decision, which includes background information on paraquat use and usage, toxicity and 
incidents, a summary of the human health risks associated with paraquat use, and proposed 
mitigation. The Agency solicited public comment on this document for 60 days, from March 3, 
2016 – May 9, 2016.  
 
EPA proposed the following mitigation measures to minimize human health incidents associated 
with paraquat in the March 2016 Proposed Interim Mitigation Decision:  
 

a) Label changes emphasizing paraquat toxicity and supplemental warning materials; 
b) Targeted stewardship/training materials for paraquat users;  
c) Prohibition of application from hand-held and backpack equipment;  
d) A closed-system requirement for transferring paraquat out of all containers; and  
e) Restricting use to certified applicators only (i.e., prohibiting application by individuals 

working under the supervision of a certified applicator).  
 
For a detailed discussion of each mitigation measure and information on potential impacts, refer 
to the March 2, 2016 Paraquat Dichloride: Proposed Interim Mitigation Decision located in the 
paraquat Registration Review docket (EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0855). 

5. COMMENTS RECEIVED 

The Agency received 76 comments on the Proposed Interim Mitigation Decision from a number 
of individuals and organizations including the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
the Weed Science Society of America (WSSA), the Pesticide Action Network (PAN), several 
commodity group associations, farm bureaus, agribusiness associations, academia/extension 
organizations, growers, applicators, registrants, non-governmental organizations, and anonymous 
individuals.  
 
Almost all commenters remarked on the importance of paraquat as an effective, cost-efficient 
herbicide and desiccant as well as its role as a component in herbicide-resistance management 
and conservation tillage practices. Many commenters were supportive of label changes, 
supplemental warning materials, and specialized training materials. Some, albeit fewer, 
commenters were also in favor of the other mitigation measures including the prohibition of 
handheld and backpack application, restricting use to certified applicators only, and closed 
system packaging. Additionally, many commenters asserted that backpack and handheld 
equipment are necessary for research and for certain crops. Lastly, EPA received many 
comments highlighting the importance of tank mixing for effective weed management. 
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APPENDIX A. PARAQUAT DICHLORIDE HUMAN HEALTH MITIGATION LABEL TABLE 

Summary of Labeling Changes for Paraquat Dichloride 

Description Labeling Language for Paraquat Dichloride Products Placement on Label 

Highlighting Paraquat Ingestion 
Risk and Toxicity 

• DANGER/PELIGRO 
• POISON/VENENO 
• CORROSIVE TO SKIN AND EYES/ CORROSIVO A LA PIEL Y A LOS 

OJOS 
• NEVER TRANSFER THIS PRODUCT INTO FOOD OR BEVERAGE 

CONTAINERS OR CONTAINERS NOT EXPLICITLY INTENDED FOR 
PESTICIDES/NUNCA TRANSFEIERA ESTE PRODUCTO EN ALIMENTOS 
O BEBIDAS EN RECIPIENTES O ENVASES NO EXPRESAMENT 
PREVISTO PARA PESTICIDES 

• KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN/MANTENER FUERA DEL 
ALCANCE DE LOS NIÑOS 

• READ ENTIRE LABEL PRIOR TO USING THIS PRODUCT/ LEA TODA 
LA ETIQUETA ANTES DE UTILIZAR ESTE PRODUCTO 

• IN THE CASE OF AN ACCIDENT, SEEK IMMEDIATE MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED, PAINFUL, AND CAN BE 
FATAL/EN CASO DE ACCIDENTE, BUSQUE ATENCIÓN MÉDICA 
INMEDIATAMENTE. 

• Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted 
en detalle”. (If you do not understand the label, find someone to explain it to 
you in detail). 

Front Panel 

• Danger – Fatal If Swallowed or Inhaled/LETAL SI SE INGIERE O INHALA 
• Causes Severe Eye Injury/ CAUSA DAÑO SEVERO EN LOS OJOS 
• Corrosive to Skin/CORROSIVO A LA PIEL 
• NEVER TRANSFER THIS PRODUCT INTO FOOD OR BEVERAGE 

CONTAINERS OR CONTAINERS NOT EXPLICITLY INTENDED FOR 
PESTICIDES/NUNCA TRANSFEIERA ESTE PRODUCTO EN ALIMENTOS 
O BEBIDAS EN RECIPIENTES O ENVASES NO EXPRESAMENT 
PREVISTO PARA PESTICIDES 

• Store Tightly Closed in Original Container, And in A Locked Place Away from 
Children and Animals/ALMACENE EN CONTENDOR ORIGINAL 
COMPLETAMENTE CERRADO EN UN LUGAR CON LLAVE LEJOS DE 
NIÑOS Y/Ó ANIMALES 

 
In Warning Box (or Area)  
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Summary of Labeling Changes for Paraquat Dichloride 

Description Labeling Language for Paraquat Dichloride Products Placement on Label 

• Never Use this product in Residential or Public Recreational Settings (e.g. 
Homes, Home Gardens, Schools, Recreational Parks, Golf Courses, and/or 
Playgrounds)/NUNCA UTILICE ESTE PRODUCTO EN ÁREAS 
RESIDENCIALES Y/Ó LUGARES RECREACIONALES ABIERTOS AL 
PÚBLICO (e.g. Casas/Hogares, Jardines, Escuelas, Parques Recreacionales y/ó 
Infantiles y Campos de Golf) 

• This product is toxic! An alerting agent (odor) has been added to help prevent 
accidental ingestion/Este producto es TÓXICO! Un agente de alerta (olor) se ha 
añadido para ayudar a evitar la ingestión accidental 

• See Back of Product Container for Important Safety Information/Ver Detrás del 
Contendor del Producto para Información de Seguridad Importante 

Certified Applicators Only 
Restriction 

• To be used by certified applicators only – not to be used by uncertified persons 
working under the supervision of a certified applicator. 

Restricted Use Pesticide Box at the top 
of Front Panel  

Training Materials 
• Applicators must complete an EPA approved paraquat training listed on the 

following website [placeholder for training website]. The training must be 
completed a minimum of every three years. 

Certified Applicator Training Section 
(a new section to be included on all 

paraquat labels before Directions for Use 
Section) 
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GROUP M5 FUNGICIDE 
 
 

 

 

 

BRAVO® ZN 
Agricultural Fungicide 

 
AGRICULTURAL 
 
SUSPENSION 
 
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:  
Chlorothalonil .......................................... 500 grams per litre 
 
Contains 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one at 0.01% as a preservative. 
 

 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

READ THE LABEL AND ATTACHED BOOKLET BEFORE USING 
 

CAUTION 

 

POISON 

WARNING: EYE IRRITANT 
POTENTIAL SKIN SENSITIZER 

 
ALL MIXING AND LOADING MUST BE DONE WITH CLOSED TRANSFER SYSTEMS  

 
 

REGISTRATION NO. 28900 
PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS ACT 
 
NET CONTENTS: 25 L to BULK 
 
 
Syngenta Canada Inc. 
140 Research Lane, Research Park 
Guelph, Ontario N1G 4Z3 
Telephone: 1-877-964-3682 
 
Label 
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1.0 NOTICE TO USER 
 
This pest control product is to be used only in accordance with the directions on the label. It is an 
offence under the Pest Control Products Act to use this product in a way that is inconsistent with the 
directions on the label. The user assumes the risk to persons or property that arises from any such 
use of this product. 
 
 
2.0 FIRST AID 
 
IF POISONING IS SUSPECTED, IMMEDIATELY contact a physician or a poison control centre. Take 
container, label or product name and Pest Control Product Registration Number with you when 
seeking medical attention.  
 
If swallowed, call a poison control centre or doctor IMMEDIATELY for treatment advice. Have 
person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a 
poison control centre or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 
 
If in eyes, hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15–20 minutes. Remove contact 
lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control centre or 
doctor for treatment advice. 
 
If on skin or clothing, take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin IMMEDIATELY with plenty of 
water for 15–20 minutes. Call a poison control centre or doctor for treatment advice. 
 
If inhaled, move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give 
artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control centre or doctor 
for further treatment advice. 
 
 
3.0 TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
 
Treat symptomatically. 
 
Note to Physician: Persons having an allergic reaction respond to treatment with antihistamines or 
steroid creams and/or systemic steroids. 
 
 
4.0 PRECAUTIONS 
 
WARNING - Causes eye irritation. Harmful if inhaled. Potential skin sensitizer. 
 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
 
DO NOT get in eyes.  
 
Restricted Entry Interval: DO NOT re-enter treated areas within 12 hours except for following 
activities for crops listed:  
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Crop Activity Restricted Entry 

Interval (REI) (days) 
Carrot Hand harvesting 22 

Scouting 7 
Parsnip Hand harvesting 21 

Scouting 5 
Potato Handset irrigation 23 

Roguing (seed) 19 
Scouting 3 

Onions (dry bulb and green bunching) Hand weeding 6 
Scouting 1 

Cole crops (broccoli, Brussels sprouts, 
cauliflower) 

Topping (Brussels sprouts) 5 
Scouting 5 

Cabbage Scouting, thinning 2 
Hand weeding 1 

Chickpeas Scouting 2 
Peas (dry) Scouting 1 
Lentils Scouting 3 
Tomatoes, processing Scouting  7 
Asparagus Scouting 4 
Highbush blueberries Handset irrigation 3 
Cherry (sweet and sour) Thinning 8 
Corn, sweet Hand harvesting 18 

Mechanical harvesting 14 
Scouting 1 

Peach and nectarine Thinning 11 
Cranberry Scouting 5 
Filberts (hazelnuts) Scouting 18 

Transplanting 10 
Orchard maintenance 2 

 
Do not hand harvest processing tomatoes. 
 
AVOID contact with skin or clothing. Wash exposed areas of skin with soap and warm water after 
handling or using. DO NOT take internally. AVOID breathing spray mist. This product may produce 
temporary allergic side effects, characterized by redness of the eyes, mild bronchial irritation and 
redness or rash on exposed skin areas. DO NOT store near feed or foodstuffs. Store in a cool 
place. Protect from excessive heat. Apply only to areas specified on label.  
 
Apply only when the potential for drift to non-target areas of human habitation and areas of human 
activity such as houses, cottages, schools and recreational areas is minimal. Take into 
consideration wind speed, wind directions, temperature inversions, application equipment, and 
sprayer settings. 
 
If this pest control product is to be used on a commodity that may be exported to other countries in 
the world and you require information on acceptable residue levels in these countries, please 
contact Syngenta Canada Inc. at 1-87-SYNGENTA / 1-877-964-3682.  
 
 
5.0 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
 
ALL MIXING AND LOADING MUST BE DONE WITH CLOSED TRANSFER SYSTEMS. 
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For more information and recommendation on the closed system set-up, contact Syngenta Canada 
Inc. at 1-877-964-3682. 
 
Wear coveralls over long pants, and a long-sleeved shirt, chemical resistant gloves and socks and 
shoes during mixing, loading, clean-up and repair activities. Wear pants, a long-sleeved shirt, 
chemical resistant gloves, and socks and shoes during application. Gloves are not required during 
application within a closed cab. 
 
Mixers/loaders/applicators in greenhouses and mushroom houses must wear a respirator with a 
NIOSH-approved organic vapour-removing cartridge with a prefilter approved for pesticides OR a 
NIOSH-approved canister approved for pesticides. 
 
Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean 
clothing. Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves with 
soap and water before removing.  
 
Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for 
washables exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 
 
Wear freshly laundered clothes daily.  
 
Do not wear contaminated shoes.  
 
All users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the 
toilet. 
 
 
6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS 
 
TOXIC to aquatic organisms. Observe buffer zone specified under DIRECTIONS FOR USE. To 
reduce runoff from treated areas into aquatic habitats avoid application to areas with a moderate to 
sleep slope, compacted soil or clay.  
 
Avoid application when heavy rain is forecast. 
 
Contamination of aquatic areas as a result of run-off may be reduced by including a vegetative strip 
between the treated are and the edge of the water body.  
 
 
7.0 STORAGE 
 
Keep in original container, tightly closed, during storage. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area 
away from feed and foodstuffs, and out of the reach of children and animals. If frozen, allow to thaw 
and agitate thoroughly prior to use. 
 
 
8.0 DISPOSAL 
 
For information on disposal of unused, unwanted product, contact the manufacturer or the provincial 
regulatory agency. Contact the manufacturer and the provincial regulatory agency in case of a spill, 
and for clean-up of spills. 
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For Refillable Containers 
For disposal, this container may be returned to the point of purchase (distributor/dealer). It must be 
refilled by the distributor/dealer with the same product. Do not use this container for any other 
purpose. 

 
 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY INVOLVING A MAJOR SPILL, FIRE OR POISONING, 

CALL 1-800-327-8633 (FASTMED) 
 
 
BRAVO® and Weather Stik® are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. 
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GROUP M5 FUNGICIDE 

 
 
 
 
 

BRAVO® ZN 
Agricultural Fungicide 

 
AGRICULTURAL 
 
SUSPENSION 
 
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:  
Chlorothalonil .......................................... 500 grams per litre 
 
Contains 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one at 0.01% as a preservative. 
 
 

 
 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
READ THE LABEL AND ATTACHED BOOKLET BEFORE USING 

CAUTION 

 

POISON 

WARNING: EYE IRRITANT 
POTENTIAL SKIN SENSITIZER 

 
 

ALL MIXING AND LOADING MUST BE DONE WITH CLOSED TRANSFER SYSTEMS  
 
 
 

REGISTRATION NO. 28900 
PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS ACT 

 
 
 
Syngenta Canada Inc. 
140 Research Lane, Research Park 
Guelph, Ontario N1G 4Z3 
Telephone: 1-877-964-3682 
 
Pamphlet 
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1.0 NOTICE TO USER 
 
This pest control product is to be used only in accordance with the directions on the label. It is an 
offence under the Pest Control Products Act to use this product in a way that is inconsistent with the 
directions on the label. The user assumes the risk to persons or property that arises from any such 
use of this product. 
 
 
2.0 FIRST AID 
 
IF POISONING IS SUSPECTED, IMMEDIATELY contact a physician or a poison control centre. Take 
container, label or product name and Pest Control Product Registration Number with you when 
seeking medical attention.  
 
If swallowed, call a poison control centre or doctor IMMEDIATELY for treatment advice. Have 
person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a 
poison control centre or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 
 
If in eyes, hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15–20 minutes. Remove contact 
lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control centre or 
doctor for treatment advice. 
 
If on skin or clothing, take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin IMMEDIATELY with plenty of 
water for 15–20 minutes. Call a poison control centre or doctor for treatment advice. 
 
If inhaled, move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give 
artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control centre or doctor 
for further treatment advice. 
 
 
3.0 TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
 
Treat symptomatically. 
 
Note to Physician: Persons having an allergic reaction respond to treatment with antihistamines or 
steroid creams and/or systemic steroids. 
 
 
4.0 PRECAUTIONS 
 
WARNING - Causes eye irritation. Harmful if inhaled. Potential skin sensitizer. 
 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
 
DO NOT get in eyes.  
 
Restricted Entry Interval: DO NOT re-enter treated areas within 12 hours except for following 
activities for crops listed:  
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Crop Activity Restricted Entry 

Interval (REI) (days) 
Carrot Hand harvesting 22 

Scouting 7 
Parsnip Hand harvesting 21 

Scouting 5 
Potato Handset irrigation 23 

Roguing (seed) 19 
Scouting 3 

Onions (dry bulb and green bunching) Hand weeding 6 
Scouting 1 

Cole crops (broccoli, Brussels sprouts, 
cauliflower) 

Topping (Brussels sprouts) 5 
Scouting 5 

Cabbage Scouting, thinning 2 
Hand weeding 1 

Chickpeas Scouting 2 
Peas (dry) Scouting 1 
Lentils Scouting 3 
Tomatoes, processing Scouting  7 
Asparagus Scouting 4 
Highbush blueberries Handset irrigation 3 
Cherry (sweet and sour) Thinning 8 
Corn, sweet Hand harvesting 18 

Mechanical harvesting 14 
Scouting 1 

Peach and nectarine Thinning 11 
Cranberry Scouting 5 
Filberts (hazelnuts) Scouting 18 

Transplanting 10 
Orchard maintenance 2 

 
Do not hand harvest processing tomatoes. 
 
AVOID contact with skin or clothing. Wash exposed areas of skin with soap and warm water after 
handling or using. DO NOT take internally. AVOID breathing spray mist. This product may produce 
temporary allergic side effects, characterized by redness of the eyes, mild bronchial irritation and 
redness or rash on exposed skin areas. DO NOT store near feed or foodstuffs. Store in a cool 
place. Protect from excessive heat. Apply only to areas specified on label.  
 
Apply only when the potential for drift to non-target areas of human habitation and areas of human 
activity such as houses, cottages, schools and recreational areas is minimal. Take into 
consideration wind speed, wind directions, temperature inversions, application equipment, and 
sprayer settings. 
 
If this pest control product is to be used on a commodity that may be exported to other countries in 
the world and you require information on acceptable residue levels in these countries, please 
contact Syngenta Canada Inc. at 1-87-SYNGENTA / 1-877-964-3682.  
 
 
5.0 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
 
ALL MIXING AND LOADING MUST BE DONE WITH CLOSED TRANSFER SYSTEMS.  
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For more information and recommendation on the closed system set-up, contact Syngenta 
Canada Inc. at 1-877-964-3682. 
 
Wear coveralls over long pants, and a long-sleeved shirt, chemical resistant gloves and socks and 
shoes during mixing, loading, clean-up and repair activities. Wear pants, a long-sleeved shirt, 
chemical resistant gloves, and socks and shoes during application. Gloves are not required during 
application within a closed cab. 
 
Mixers/loaders/applicators in greenhouses and mushroom houses must wear a respirator with a 
NIOSH-approved organic vapour-removing cartridge with a prefilter approved for pesticides OR a 
NIOSH-approved canister approved for pesticides. 
 
Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean 
clothing. Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves with 
soap and water before removing.  
 
Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for 
washables exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 
 
Wear freshly laundered clothes daily.  
 
Do not wear contaminated shoes.  
 
All users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the 
toilet. 
 
 
6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS 
 
TOXIC to aquatic organisms. Observe buffer zone specified under DIRECTIONS FOR USE. To 
reduce runoff from treated areas into aquatic habitats avoid application to areas with a moderate to 
sleep slope, compacted soil or clay.  
 
Avoid application when heavy rain is forecast. 
 
Contamination of aquatic areas as a result of run-off may be reduced by including a vegetative strip 
between the treated are and the edge of the water body.  
 
 
7.0 STORAGE 
 
Keep in original container, tightly closed, during storage. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area 
away from feed and foodstuffs, and out of the reach of children and animals. If frozen, allow to thaw 
and agitate thoroughly prior to use. 
 
 
8.0 DISPOSAL 
 
For information on disposal of unused, unwanted product, contact the manufacturer or the provincial 
regulatory agency. Contact the manufacturer and the provincial regulatory agency in case of a spill, 
and for clean-up of spills. 
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For Refillable Containers 
For disposal, this container may be returned to the point of purchase (distributor/dealer). It must be 
refilled by the distributor/dealer with the same product. Do not use this container for any other 
purpose. 

 
 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY INVOLVING A MAJOR SPILL, FIRE OR POISONING, 

CALL 1-800-327-8633 (FASTMED) 
 

 
9.0 PRODUCT INFORMATION 
 
BRAVO® ZN Agricultural Fungicide is an excellent fungicide when used according to label directions 
for control of a broad spectrum of plant diseases. BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide can be used 
effectively in dilute or concentrate sprays. Thorough uniform coverage is essential for disease 
control. 
 
DO NOT combine BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in the spray tank with pesticides, surfactants or 
fertilizers, unless your prior use has shown the combination physically compatible and non-injurious 
under your conditions of use. Note: Slowly invert container several times to assure uniform mixture. 
 
The required amount of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide should be added slowly into the spray 
tank during filling. With concentrate sprays, premix the required amount of BRAVO ZN Agricultural 
Fungicide in a clean container and add to the spray tank as it is being filled. Keep agitator running 
when filling spray tank and during spray operations. 
 
 
10.0 DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
 

10.1 General Information 
 
As this product is not registered for the control of pests in aquatic systems, DO NOT use to control 
aquatic pests.  
 
DO NOT contaminate irrigation or drinking water supplies or aquatic habitats by cleaning of 
equipment or disposal of wastes.  
 
DO NOT use on greenhouse-grown agricultural crops, with the exception of celery seedbeds.  
 
DO NOT allow effluent or runoff from greenhouses and mushroom houses containing this product to 
enter lakes, streams, ponds or other bodies of water. 
 
Dosage rates on this label indicate litres of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide per hectare, unless 
otherwise stated. Applications should be made in sufficient water to obtain adequate coverage of 
foliage. Volume of water to be used will vary with crop and amount of plant growth. Spray volume 
usually will range from 225-1,600 litres per hectare for dilute sprays and 50-100 litres per hectare for 
concentrate ground sprays and aircraft applications. Both ground and aircraft methods of application 
are recommended unless specific directions are given for a crop. 
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10.2 Ground Application 
 

10.2.1 General Precautions 
 
Mixers and loaders must use a closed system. 
 
Wear coveralls over a long-sleeved shirt and long pants, chemical-resistant gloves, socks and 
shoes during mixing, loading, application, clean-up and repair. 
 
Applicators treating potato fields must use groundboom equipment with an enclosed cab. Gloves 
are not required for an application in an enclosed cab. Wear chemical-resistant gloves when leaving 
the cab for clean-up and repair. 
 
Field sprayer application: DO NOT apply during periods of dead calm. Avoid application of this 
product when winds are gusty. DO NOT apply with spray droplets smaller than the American Society 
of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) medium classification. Boom height must be 60 
cm or less above the crop or ground.  
 

10.2.2 Mixing Instructions 
 
1. Ensure that the sprayer interior is clean, then fill the spray tank with ½ the required 

amount of water and engage gentle agitation. Good agitation is indicated by a rippling or 
rolling action on the surface of the water. 

2. Add any WG or DF formulation mix partners and agitate to ensure complete mixing. 
3. Add BRAVO ZN (SC) and agitate to ensure complete mixing. 
4. Add any additional SC formulation mix partners and agitate to ensure complete mixing. 
5. Add any EC formulation mix partners and agitate to ensure complete mixing. 
6. Fill the tank to ¾ the required amount of water. 
7. Add any solution (SN) formulation mix partners and agitate to ensure complete mixing. 
8. Finish filling the sprayer with water, maintaining good agitation. 
9. After any break in spraying operations, agitate thoroughly before spraying again. 
10. Spray the pesticide suspension the same day as mixing. 
11. Do not mix, load or clean spray equipment where there is a potential to contaminate wells or 

aquatic systems.  
 
NOTE: WG and DF formulations are preferentially batch mixed. 
 
NOTE: SC, SN, and SL formulations may be inducted or batch mixed. 
 
NOTE: EC formulations are preferentially batch mixed. 
 
It is NOT recommended to combine solid (WG or DF) formulations with liquid tank mix partners 
within a single batch. Batch mix WG or DF formulations first, pump into the hopper, and then add 
liquid tank mix partners by induction or as an additional batch mix. When tank mixing multiple 
products, follow the mixing order outlined below: 
 

10.2.3 Spraying Instructions 
 
1. Water Volume: Specific to crop and disease. Consult the tabulated instructions for use which 

follow.  
2. Spray Nozzles: 80° or 110° pre-orifice flat fan or air induction nozzles are recommended. 
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Use 50 mesh nozzle screens. Do not use flood type nozzles, controlled droplet application 
equipment, spray foils or hollow cone nozzles.  

3. Pressure: As recommended by the nozzle manufacturer. 
4. Apply at uniform speed and avoid overlapping. Shut off spray boom while starting, turning, 

slowing or stopping to avoid potential crop injury from over application. 
 

10.2.4 Equipment Clean-Up  
 
Clean Up Before Spraying:  
 Prior to using BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide, ensure that the spray tank, lines and filter are 

thoroughly clean.  
 
Clean Up After Spraying:  
 Thoroughly clean application equipment immediately after spraying. Do not allow any residue to 

dry within the spray tank. 
 When using tank mixes, consult the tank-mix partner label for additional cleanup instructions.  
 The following recommendations are provided:  

1. Drain and flush tank walls, boom and all hoses for ten minutes with a clean water/detergent 
mixture. Rinse with clean water. Do not clean the sprayer near desirable vegetation, wells or 
other water sources. 

2. Remove all nozzles and screens and wash separately.  
3. Dispose of all rinsate in accordance with provincial regulations. 

 
10.3 Airblast Application 

 
Wear coveralls over a long-sleeved shirt and long pants, chemical resistant gloves, socks and 
shoes during mixing, loading, clean-up, and repair activities. Wear a long sleeved-shirt, long pants, 
chemical resistant gloves, socks and shoes during application. Gloves are not required during 
application within a closed cab. Wear chemical-resistant gloves when leaving the cab for clean-up 
and repair. 
 
In addition, wear chemical-resistant headgear during open cab airblast application. Chemical-
resistant headgear includes Sou’Wester hat, chemical-resistant rain hat or large brimmed 
waterproof hat and hood with sufficient neck protection. 
 
If handling more than 122 kg a.i./day (244 L), an applicator must wear a respirator with a NIOSH-
approved organic vapour-removing cartridge with a prefilter approved for pesticides OR a NIOSH-
approved canister approved for pesticides or use airblast equipment with an enclosed cab. 
 
Airblast application: DO NOT apply during periods of dead calm. Avoid application of this product 
when winds are gusty. DO NOT direct spray above plants to be treated. Turn off outward pointing 
nozzles at row ends and outer rows. DO NOT apply when wind speed is greater than 16 km/h at the 
application site as measured outside of the treatment area on the upwind side.  
 

10.4 Aerial Application 
 

10.4.1 General Information 
 

Mixers and loaders must use a closed system. 
 
The field crew and the mixer/loaders: Wear coveralls over a long-sleeved shirt and long pants, 
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chemical-resistant gloves, socks and shoes during mixing, loading, clean-up, and repair. 
 
Aerial applicators: Wear a long-sleeved shirt, long pants, socks and shoes during application. 
Gloves are not required during application within a closed cockpit. 
 
Aerial application: DO NOT apply during periods of dead calm. Avoid application of this product 
when winds are gusty. DO NOT apply when wind speed is greater than 16 km/h at flying height at 
the site of application. DO NOT apply with spray droplets smaller than the American Society of 
Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) medium classification. To reduce drift caused by 
turbulent wingtip vortices, the nozzle distribution along the spray boom length MUST NOT exceed 
65% of the wing- or rotorspan. 
 
Apply only by fixed-wing or rotary aircraft equipment which has been functionally and operationally 
calibrated for the atmospheric conditions of the area and the application rates and conditions of this 
label. 
 
Label rates, conditions and precautions are product specific. Read and understand the entire label 
before opening this product. Apply only at the rate recommended for aerial application on this label. 
When no rate for aerial application appears for the specific use, this product cannot be applied by 
any type of aerial equipment. 
 
Ensure uniform application. To avoid streaked, uneven or overlapped application, use appropriate 
marking devices. 
 

10.4.2 Use Precautions 
 
Apply only when meteorological conditions at the treatment site allow for complete and even crop 
coverage. Apply only under conditions of good practice specific to aerial application as outlined in 
the National Aerial Pesticide Application Manual, developed by the Federal/Provincial/Territorial 
Committee on Pest Management and Pesticides. 
 
Do not apply to any body of water. Avoid drifting of spray onto any body of water or other non-target 
areas. Specified buffer zones should be observed. 
 
Coarse sprays are less likely to drift, therefore, avoid combinations of pressure and nozzle type that 
will result in fine particles (mist). Do not apply during periods of dead calm or when wind velocity and 
direction pose a risk of spray drift. Do not spray when the wind is blowing towards a nearby sensitive 
crop, garden, terrestrial habitat (such as shelter-belt) or aquatic habitat. 
 

10.4.3 Operator Precautions 
 
Do not allow the pilot to mix chemicals to be loaded onto the aircraft. Loading of premixed chemicals 
with a closed system is permitted. 
 
It is desirable that the pilot have communication capabilities at each treatment site at the time of 
application. 
 
The field crew and the mixer/loaders must wear chemical resistant gloves, coveralls and goggles or 
face shield during mixing/loading, cleanup and repair. Follow the more stringent label precautions in 
cases where the operator precautions exceed the generic label recommendations on the existing 
ground boom label. 
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All personnel on the job site must wash hands and face thoroughly before eating and drinking. 
Protective clothing, aircraft cockpit and vehicle cabs must be decontaminated regularly. 
 

10.4.4 Pilot Precautions 
 
Read and understand the entire label before using this product. Apply only when meteorological 
conditions at the treatment site allow for complete and even crop coverage. Apply only under 
conditions of good practice specific to aerial application as outlined in the National Aerial Pesticide 
Application Manual, developed by the Federal/Provincial/Territorial Committee on Pest Management 
and Pesticides. Suggested conditions for good aerial application are moderate temperatures (less 
than 25°C) and moderate relative humidity (greater than 40%). Light winds at altitude of 3-16 km/h 
are preferred, with 3-9 km/h considered optimal. Ensure uniform application and a uniform spray 
with minimum potential for drift. To avoid streaked, uneven or overlapped application, use 
appropriate marking technology. GPS based marking is preferred. 
 
DO NOT apply to any body of water. Avoid drifting of spray onto any body of water or other non-
target areas. Specified buffer zones should be observed. 
 
DO NOT apply during atmospheric conditions of thermal inversion which are characterized by dead 
calm. Avoid application of this product when winds are gusty. DO NOT apply when wind speed is 
greater than 16 km/h at flying height at the site of application. DO NOT apply spray droplets which 
are smaller than the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers medium classification 
(ASABE Standard S-572.1). The nozzle distribution along the spray boom length MUST NOT 
exceed 65% of the wing or rotor span in order to reduce drift caused by turbulent wingtip vortices. 
 

10.4.5 Product Specific Precautions 
 
Read and understand the entire label before opening this product. If you have questions, call the 
manufacturer at 1-87-SYNGENTA (1-877-964-3682) or obtain technical advice from the distributor 
or your provincial agricultural representative. Application of this specific product must meet and/or 
conform to the following: 
 
Volume: Apply the recommended rate in a minimum spray volume of 50 litres per hectare. 
 
Refer to ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS for additional details. 
 
Avoid spraying when the wind is blowing towards a nearby sensitive crop, garden, terrestrial habitat 
(such as shelter-belt) or aquatic habitat. 
 
DO NOT overspray non-target terrestrial or aquatic habitats. DO NOT apply this product directly to 
freshwater habitats (such as lakes, rivers, sloughs, ponds, prairie potholes, creeks, marshes, 
streams, reservoirs, ditches, and wetlands), estuaries or marine habitats. DO NOT contaminate 
irrigation or drinking water supplies or aquatic habitats by cleaning of equipment or disposal of 
wastes. 
 

10.4.6 Mixing Instructions 
 
It is important to check the physical compatibility of tank mixed pesticide products in a small volume 
prior to filling the sprayer. Check the compatibility of tank mixes containing BRAVO ZN using a jar 
test with proportionate amounts of mix partners, and water, before mixing in the spray tank. 
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Mixing this product directly in the aircraft hopper IS NOT recommended. The use of chemical 
handling or managing equipment to load the hopper IS recommended. This product MAY BE 
inducted into a hopper which is prefilled with water or when the product and water are mixed prior to 
entering the hopper. This product MAY BE batch mixed and pumped into the hopper. In all cases 
the chemical handling equipment and hopper interior must be clean prior to use. 
 
NOTE: WG and DF formulations are preferentially batch mixed. 
 
NOTE: SC, SN, and SL formulations may be inducted or batch mixed. 
 
NOTE: EC formulations are preferentially batch mixed. 
 
It is NOT recommended to combine solid (WG or DF) formulations with liquid tank mix partners 
within a single batch. Batch mix WG or DF formulations first, pump into the hopper, and then add 
liquid tank mix partners by induction or as an additional batch mix. When tank mixing multiple 
products, follow the mixing order outlined below: 
 

1.  Pump water into the hopper to at least ¼ to ½ of the desired spray volume. Engage 
hopper circulation, if possible. 

2. Thoroughly batch mix any WG or DF formulation mix partners and agitate to ensure 
complete mixing. Pump into the hopper. 

3. Induct or thoroughly batch mix BRAVO ZN and any additional SE or SC formulations. 
4. Thoroughly batch mix any EC formulation mix partners. EC formulations may be added to 

the batch from Step 3, if desired. 
5. Induct or thoroughly batch mix any solution (SN or SL) formulation mix partners. SN/SL 

formulations may be added to the batch from Step 3, if desired. 
6. Pump batch mixed SC, EC, and/or SN/SL products into the hopper. 
7. Finish filling the hopper with water. 
8. If it was not possible to engage hopper agitation in Step 1, do so as soon as possible 

once airborne. 
9. Spray the pesticide suspension the same day as mixing. 
10. Do not mix, load or clean equipment where there is a potential to contaminate wells or 

aquatic systems. 
 

10.4.7 Spraying Instructions 
 

1. Water Volume: Apply in a minimum spray volume of 45 L/ha OR the volume given in the 
crop and pest specific instructions tabulated below, whichever is LARGER. 

2. Spray Nozzles: Use only ASABE medium or coarse nozzles rated as delivering droplets of 
volume median diameter of 300 microns or greater. 

3. Pressure: As recommended by the nozzle manufacturer to achieve ASABE medium or 
coarse sized droplets. 

4. Ensure hopper agitation is engaged whenever possible during flight. 
 
Coarse sprays are less likely to drift, therefore, avoid combinations of pressure and nozzle type that 
will result in overly fine particles (mist). DO NOT apply during periods of dead calm or when wind 
velocity and direction pose a risk of spray drift. DO NOT spray when the wind is blowing towards a 
nearby sensitive crop, garden, terrestrial habitat (such as shelter-belt) or aquatic habitat. 
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10.4.8 Equipment Clean-Up  
 
Before Spraying:  
Prior to using BRAVO ZN, ensure that the hopper, chemical handling equipment, lines and filter are 
thoroughly cleaned.  
 
After Spraying:  
Thoroughly clean application equipment immediately after spraying. DO NOT allow BRAVO ZN 
residue to dry within application equipment. 
 
When using tank mixes, consult the tank-mix partner label for additional clean-up instructions. The 
following recommendations are provided:  
 

1. Drain and flush tank walls, boom and all hoses for ten minutes with a clean water/detergent 
mixture. Rinse with clean water. DO NOT clean application equipment near desirable 
vegetation, wells or other water sources. 

2. Remove all nozzles and screens and wash separately.  
3. Dispose of all rinsate in accordance with provincial regulations. 

 
10.5 Vegetative Filter Strips 

 
A Vegetative Filter Strip (VFS) of at least 10 metres wide must be constructed and maintained. The 
VFS is required between the field edge and adjacent, downhill aquatic habitats to reduce risk to 
aquatic organisms from run-off. Aquatic habitats include, but are not limited to, lakes, reservoirs, 
rivers, permanent streams, marshes or natural ponds, and estuaries. 
 
The VFS is to be composed of grasses and may also include shrubs, trees, or other vegetation. 
Additional guidance can be found on the PMRA Environmental Risk Mitigation webpages. 
 
Both VFS and spray drift buffer zones must be observed. 
 

10.6 Spray Drift Buffer Zones 
 
Spray drift buffer zones are to protect terrestrial and aquatic habitats from spray drift. Spray drift 
buffer zones are a separate requirement from VFS which are required to mitigate risks from run-off. 
 
Spot treatments using hand-held equipment DO NOT require a buffer zone. 
 
The spray drift buffer zones specified in the table below are required between the point of direct 
application and the closest downwind edge of sensitive freshwater habitats (such as lakes, rivers, 
sloughs, ponds, prairie potholes, creeks, marshes, streams, reservoirs and wetlands) and 
estuarine/marine habitats. 
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Method of 
application Crop 

Buffer zones (metres) Required for the 
Protection of: 
Freshwater Habit of 
Depths: 

Estuarine/Marine 
Habitats of Depths: 

Less 
than 1 
m 

Greater 
than 1m 

Less than 
1 m 

Greater 
than 1m 

Field 
sprayer* 

Wheat, evening primrose, potato 2 1 2 1 
Asparagus, carrots, sweet corn, parsnip, 
dry pea 

3 1 3 1 

Celery, chickpeas, lentils, strawberry 3 1 3 2 
Cole crops, cucurbit vegetables, onions, 
tomatoes, ginseng, cabbage 

4 1 4 2 

Blueberries (lowbush, highbush) 5 1 5 3 
Cranberries  10 1 10 4 

Airblast Filberts (hazelnuts), 
blueberries (lowbush, 
highbush) 

Early growth 
stage 

40 15 40 30 

Late growth 
stage 

30 5 30 20 

Stonefruit (cherries, 
peaches, nectarines) 

Early growth 
stage 

40 15 40 30 

Late growth 
stage 

30 10 30 20 
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Method of 
application Crop 

Buffer zones (metres) Required for the 
Protection of: 
Freshwater Habit of 
Depths: 

Estuarine/Marine 
Habitats of Depths: 

Less 
than 1 
m 

Greater 
than 1m 

Less than 
1 m 

Greater 
than 1m 

Aerial Potato, evening primrose Fixed wing 65 4 65 20 

Rotary wing 50 1 50 15 

Wheat Fixed wing 75 5 75 20 

Rotary wing 55 2 55 15 

Dry peas Fixed wing 95 5 95 25 

Rotary wing 70 4 70 20 

Carrots,  Fixed wing 100 5 100 30 

Rotary wing 75 5 75 20 

Parsnips Fixed wing 90 5 90 20 

Rotary wing 60 3 60 20 

Celery, lentils,  Fixed wing 175 10 175 40 

Rotary wing 100 5 100 30 

Cole crops, cucurbit 
vegetables, onion, 
tomato 

Fixed wing 200 10 200 55 

Rotary wing 125 10 125 40 

 
*For field sprayer application, buffer zones can be reduced with the use of drift reducing spray 
shields. When using a spray boom fitted with a full shield (shroud, curtain) that extends to the crop 
canopy, the labelled buffer zone can be reduced by 70%. When using a spray boom where 
individual nozzles are fitted with cone-shaped shields that are no more than 30 cm above the crop 
canopy, the labelled buffer zone can be reduced by 30%. 
 
For tank mixes, consult the labels of the tank-mix partners and observe the largest (most restrictive) 
buffer zone of the products involved in the tank mixture and apply using the coarsest spray (ASABE) 
category indicated on the labels for those tank mix partners. 
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The spray-drift buffer zones for this product can be modified based on weather conditions and spray 
equipment configuration by accessing the Buffer Zone Calculator on the Pest Management 
Regulatory Agency web site. This tool cannot be used to reduce the vegetative filter strips. 
 
 
11.0 CROP USE DIRECTIONS 

 

Application of any product containing chlorothalonil cannot be made more frequently than 
the Retreatment Intervals stated below. 
 

11.1 Carrot 
Crops Carrot 
Target Disease Cercospora leaf blight (Cercospora carotae) 

Alternaria leaf blight (Alternaria dauci) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.4-3.2 
Application Interval (days) 7-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

7 

Remarks Start applications when disease threatens and repeat at 7-10 day intervals. 
Use sufficient water to obtain adequate coverage.  
 
DO NOT apply within 2 days of harvest. 

 

11.2 Parsnip 
Crop Parsnip 
Target Disease Root canker (Phoma complanata) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.8 
Application Interval (days) 7-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

7 

Remarks Start applications in mid-August and repeat at 7-10 day intervals.  
 
DO NOT apply within 7 days of harvest. 
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11.3 Potato 
Crop Potatoes 
Target Disease Late blight (Phytophthora infestans) 
Use Rate L/ha 1.2-2.4 
Target Disease Early blight (Alternaria solani), Botrytis vine rot (Botrytis cinerea) 
Use Rate L/ha 1.6-2.4 
Application Interval (days) 7-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 

Remarks Use sufficient water to obtain adequate spray coverage.  
 
Begin applications when plants are 15-20 cm high, or when disease 
threatens.  
 
Under severe disease conditions, use the higher rates at 7 day intervals.  
 
DO NOT apply within 2 days of harvest. 

Tank Mixed with QUADRIS® Flowable Fungicide for Control of Early Blight on Potatoes 
Diseases Controlled Early Blight (Alternaria solani) 
Product Rate/Ha 
BRAVO ZN Agricultural 
Fungicide 

2 L/ha 

Product Rate/Ha 
TANK MIX PARTNER 

500 mL/ha QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide 

Application Timing Apply on a 7 to 14 day interval, starting prior to disease development. 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 

Notes Apply as a broadcast foliar spray in sufficient water for thorough coverage.  
 
Use the short application interval under high disease pressures. 

Restrictions: Do not exceed more than 3 applications per hectare per season. Do not apply sequential 
treatments of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide tank mixed with QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide. DO NOT 
apply to potato plants later than 2 days before harvest. 
 
A plant back interval of 30 days for potatoes (root crops) is required. 
 
Follow all precautions, restrictions and directions on the labels of fungicide products used in an 
alternation program. 
 
Follow recommendations provided by local disease monitoring services or provincial spray calendars 
regarding the appropriate application timing for protectant fungicides in your area. Cultural practices such as 
canopy management and removal of overwintered plant debris should be integrated with the use of 
fungicides to reduce disease incidence. Use the higher rate, and the shorter application interval under 
conditions of heavy infection pressure, on highly susceptible varieties, or when environmental conditions are 
favourable for disease development. 
 
CAUTION: QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide has been shown to be extremely phytotoxic to certain apple and 
crabapple varieties. BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide tank mixed with QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide should 
not be applied where there is the possibility of spray drift reaching apple and crabapple trees. DO NOT use 
sprayers used to apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide tank mixed with QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide to 
spray apples or crabapples. 
 
Field Application 
 
Do not apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide tank mixed with QUADRIS Flowable Fungicide through 
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irrigation equipment. 
 
Do not apply during periods of dead calm or when winds are gusty. Do not overspray non-target terrestrial or 
aquatic habitats. Do not contaminate aquatic habitats when cleaning and rinsing spray equipment or 
containers. Do not apply with spray droplets smaller than the ASABE medium classification. Apply using 
nozzle tips and in sufficient water volume for thorough coverage (i.e. at least 100 litres per hectare).  
 
A buffer zone of 3 metres is required between the downwind point of direct application and the closest 
edge of sensitive aquatic habitats (such as lakes, rivers, sloughs, ponds, coulees, prairie potholes, 
creeks, marshes, streams, reservoirs, and wetlands) and estuarine/marine habitats. 
Tank Mix with either RIDOMIL GOLD® 480EC or RIDOMIL GOLD 480SL Fungicide for Control and 
Suppression of diseases on Potatoes 
Crop Potato 
Target Disease Control of foliar Late blight, Early blight, Botrytis vine rot, and 

Suppression of Storage rots namely Pythium Leak (Pythium spp.) 
and Pink Rot (Phytophthora erythroseptica) 

Use Rate of BRAVO ZN 
Agricultural Fungicide (L/ha) 

2.0  

Use Rate of RIDOMIL GOLD 
480EC or RIDOMIL GOLD 480SL 
(L/ha) 

0.208 

Application Interval (days) Apply a second and third application of this tank mix at 14-day 
intervals. Apply a registered contact fungicide at 7-day intervals after 
application of this tank mixture. 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 

Notes Use a minimum of 50 L of water to obtain adequate spray coverage.  
 
Begin applications when plants are 15-20 cm high but no later than 
when plant foliage meets within the row uniformly across the field, or 
when disease threatens. 

Restrictions: DO NOT apply more than three (3) applications per season regardless of disease being 
treated. DO NOT apply to potato plants later than 14 day before harvest. 
 

11.4 Onions (dry bulb and green bunching) 
Crop Onions (dry bulb and green bunching)  
Target Disease Botrytis leaf blight (Botrytis squamosa) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.4-4.8 
Application Interval (days) 7-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Start applications when disease threatens. Use sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
DO NOT apply within 7 days of harvest to dry bulb onions. 
 
DO NOT apply within 14 days of harvest to green bunching onions. 
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11.5 Celery 
Crop Celery 
Target Disease Early blight (Cercospora apii) 
Use Rate L/ha 1.6-2.4 
Application Interval (days) 3-5 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Start applications when transplants are set in the field. Apply BRAVO ZN 
Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain adequate coverage. DO 
NOT apply within 7 days of harvest.  
 
Start applications shortly after crop emergence. Use the higher rate under 
severe disease conditions. 

Target Disease Late blight (Septoria apicola) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.4-4.0 
Application Interval (days) 3-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Start applications when transplants are set in the field. Apply BRAVO ZN 
Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain adequate coverage. DO 
NOT apply within 7 days of harvest.  
 
Start applications shortly after crop emergence. Use the higher rate under 
severe disease conditions. 

Crop Celery Seedbeds 
Target Disease Early blight (Cercospora apii) and Late blight (Septoria apicola) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.0-2.4 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 

Remarks For control of early blight and late blight in celery seedbeds, use 2.0-2.4 
litres BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide per 1000 litres of water per 
hectare.  
 
Apply shortly after crop emergence. Use the higher rate under severe 
disease conditions. 
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11.6 Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflower 
Crop Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflower 
Target Disease Alternaria leaf spot (Alternaria brassicae), Downy mildew (Peronospora 

parasitica) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.5-4.8 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 

Remarks Begin BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide application after transplants are 
set in the field (or shortly after emergence of field seeded crop) or when 
conditions favour disease development. Use sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
DO NOT apply within 7 days of harvest. 

 
11.7 Cabbage 

Crop Cabbage 
Target Disease Alternaria leaf spot (Alternaria brassicae), Downy mildew (Peronospora 

parasitica) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.5-4.8 
Application Interval (days) 7-10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Begin BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide application after transplants are 
set in the field (or shortly after emergence of field seeded crop) or when 
conditions favour disease development. Use sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
DO NOT apply within 7 days of harvest. 

 
11.8 Chickpea 

Crop Chickpea 
Target Disease Ascochyta blight (Ascochyta rabiei) 
Use Rate L/ha 3.0-4.0 (first application) 

2.0-3.0 (second application) 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Use 3.0-4.0 litres per hectare in first application and 2.0-3.0 litres per 
hectare in the second application. The first application must be applied 
before disease is established and no later than the onset of flowering and 
remaining application 10 days later.  
 
DO NOT apply within 14 days of harvest. 
 
Application of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in combination with 
Herbicides could result in phytotoxicity or yellowing of the crop. 
 
Apply only with ground application equipment in 220 litres of water per 
hectare. 
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. 
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11.9 Dry Peas 
Crop Dry Peas 
Target Disease Ascochyta blight (Mycosphaerella pinodes) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.0 - 3.0 
Application Interval 
(days) 

10 - 14 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks The first application must be applied before disease is established and no 
later than the onset of flowering. Make a second application at early pod 
set, around 10 days after the first. Always apply the higher rate when 
conditions are favourable for disease. 
 
Application of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in combination with 
Herbicides could result in phytotoxicity or yellowing of the crop. DO NOT 
apply within 32 days of harvest.  
 
DO NOT feed the hay from treated crop to livestock. DO NOT allow 
grazing of treated crop. 

 

11.10 Lentils 
Crop Lentils 
Target Disease Ascochyta blight (Ascochyta lentis) 

Anthracnose (Colletotrichum truncatum) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.0 - 4.0 
Application Interval 
(days) 

10 -14 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide beginning at preflowering prior to 
row closure, make a second application 10 to 14 days after the first 
application (during bloom period).  
 
DO NOT apply within 48 days of harvest.  
 
Application of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in combination with 
Herbicides could result in phytotoxicity or yellowing of the crop.  
 
DO NOT feed the straw from treated crop to livestock.DO NOT allow 
grazing of treated crop. 
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11.11 Tomato (including processing tomatoes) 
Crop Tomato (including processing tomatoes) 
Target Disease Early blight(Alternaria solani), Late blight (Phytophthora infestans), 

Septoria leaf spot (Septoria lycopersici), Anthracnose (Colletotrichum 
coccodes) 

Use Rate L/ha 2.4 or 4.0 
Application Interval (days) 8-10 days at the lower rate or 14 days at the higher rate 
Target Disease Botrytis gray mold (Botrytis cinerea) 
Use Rate L/ha 4.8 
Application Interval (days) 14 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

Tomatoes for processing: 2 at higher rate, 7 at lower rate 
All other tomatoes: 2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage. Begin applications when disease threatens and 
spray as per listed interval. 
 
DO NOT apply within two (2) days of harvest. 

Processing tomatoes: BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide can be tank mixed with Lexone Herbicide. 
Follow the above directions for use for disease control and use Lexone at 150 grams active ingredient 
per hectare for weed control. Refer to the Lexone label for proper rates and use. When using this tank 
mix combination, DO NOT apply within 30 days of harvest. 
 

11.12 Cucurbit Vegetables (Cucumber, Cantaloupe, Muskmelon, Honeydew) 
Crop Cucumber, Cantaloupe, Muskmelon, Honeydew 
Target Disease Anthracnose (Colletotrichum orbiculare), Powdery mildew 

(Sphaerotheca fuliginea), Scab (Cladosporium cucumerinum) 
Use Rate L/ha 4.8 
Application Interval (days) 7 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
Begin applications when plants are in the first true leaf stage or when 
conditions are favourable for disease development.  
 
Repeat applications at 7 day intervals.  
 
DO NOT apply within two (2) days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT apply via sprinkler irrigation system. 
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11.13 Watermelon, Squash, Pumpkin 
Crop Watermelon, Squash, Pumpkin 
Target Disease  Anthracnose (Colletotrichum orbiculare) 
Use Rate L/ha 3.2 
Application Interval (days) 7 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
Begin applications when plants are in the first true leaf stage or when 
conditions are favourable for disease development.  
 
Repeat application 7 days later.  
 
DO NOT apply within 2 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT apply via sprinkler irrigation system. 

Crop Watermelon, Squash, Pumpkin 
Target Disease  Scab (Cladosporium cucumerinum) 
Use Rate L/ha 4.8 
Application Interval (days) 7 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage.  
 
Begin applications when plants are in the first true leaf stage or when 
conditions are favourable for disease development.  
 
Repeat application 7 days later.  
 
DO NOT apply within 2 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT apply via sprinkler irrigation system. 
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11.14 Cherry  
Crop Cherry (Sweet and Sour) 
Target Disease Blossom blight/Brown rot (Pre-harvest) (Monilinia fructicola) 
Use Rate L/ha 5.0-9.0 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply 1-2 applications from pink through shuck split at 10 days apart.  
 
DO NOT apply after shuck split to avoid fruit injury. 
 
DO NOT make more than 2 pre-harvest applications per season. 
 
DO NOT apply within 40 days of harvest.  
 
Use higher rate per hectare for trees greater than 6 metres in height, 
or if weather is warm (above 16ºC.) and wet during bloom.  
 
Apply in 500-1000 litres of water per hectare. 

Crop Cherry (Sour) 
Target Disease Cherry leaf spot (Pre-harvest) (Blumeriella jaapii) 
Use Rate L/ha 5.0-9.0 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply 1-2 applications from pink through shuck split at 10 days apart.  
 
DO NOT apply after shuck split to avoid fruit injury. 
 
DO NOT make more than 2 pre-harvest applications per season. 
 
DO NOT apply within 40 days of harvest.  

Crop Cherry (Sour) 
Target Disease Cherry leaf spot (Post-harvest) (Blumeriella jaapii) 
Use Rate L/ha 5.0-7.2 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 

Remarks Apply once to foliage 1-7 days after fruit is removed.  
 
Apply in 500-1000 litres water per hectare. 
 
DO NOT make more than 1 post-harvest application per season. 
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Crop Cherry (Sour) 
Target Disease Black knot (Pre-harvest) (Apiosporina morbosa) 
Use Rate L/ha 6.0-9.0 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply 1-2 applications from pink through shuck split at 10 days apart.  
 
DO NOT apply after shuck split to avoid fruit injury. 
 
For orchards with a history of black knot disease, prune out, remove 
and burn all black knots from commercial orchard during the dormant 
period, before bud break. Remove any infected wild cherry or plum 
trees surrounding commercial orchard. Follow BRAVO ZN Agricultural 
Fungicide spray schedule for blossom blight, including one application 
at shuck split.  
 
DO NOT make more than 2 pre-harvest applications per season. 
 
DO NOT apply within 40 days of harvest. 

Crop Cherry (Sour) 
Target Disease Black knot (Post-harvest)(Apiosporina morbosa) 
Use Rate L/ha 6.0-7.2 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 

Remarks Apply once to foliage 1-7 days after fruit is removed.  
 
For orchards with a history of black knot disease, prune out, remove 
and burn all black knots from commercial orchard during the dormant 
period, before bud break. Remove any infected wild cherry or plum 
trees surrounding commercial orchard.  
 
DO NOT make more than 1 post-harvest application per season. 
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11.15 Peach and Nectarine 
Crop Peach and Nectarine 
Target Disease Blossom blight/Brown rot (Monilinia fructicola) 
Use Rate L/ha 5.0-9.0 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 
2 (spring) + 1 (dormant) 

Remarks DO NOT APPLY BRAVO ZN AGRICULTURAL FUNGICIDE WITHIN 
10 DAYS OF AN OIL APPLICATION AS IT MAY CAUSE BURNING 
TO FLOWERS AND LEAF TISSUE.  
 
Apply 1-2 applications from pink through shuck period.  
 
Use higher rate per hectare for trees greater than 6 metres in height, 
or if weather is warm (above 16ºC) and wet during bloom. Apply in 
500-1000 litres of water per hectare.  
 
DO NOT apply after shuck split to avoid fruit injury.  
 
DO NOT apply within 60 days of harvest.  
 
Apply one application per year either as a fall dormant spray at 75-
100% leaf drop. Apply in at least 1000 litres of water per hectare.  
 
DO NOT make more than 3 applications per year including a dormant 
spray. 

Crop Peach and Nectarine 
Target Disease Peach leaf curl (Taphrina deformans) 
Use Rate L/ha 5.0-7.0 
Application Interval (days) 10 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 
2 (spring) + 1 (dormant) 

Remarks DO NOT APPLY BRAVO ZN Agricultural FUNGICIDE WITHIN 10 
DAYS OF AN OIL APPLICATION AS IT MAY CAUSE BURNING TO 
FLOWERS AND LEAF TISSUE.  
 
Apply 1-2 applications from pink through shuck period.  
 
Use higher rate per hectare for trees greater than 6 metres in height, 
or if weather is warm (above 16ºC) and wet during bloom.  
 
Apply in 500-1000 litres of water per hectare.  
 
DO NOT apply after shuck split to avoid fruit injury.  
 
DO NOT apply within 60 days of harvest.  
 
Apply one application per year either as a fall dormant spray at 75-
100% leaf drop. Apply in at least 1000 litres of water per hectare.  
 
DO NOT make more than 3 applications per year including a dormant 
spray. 
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11.16 Highbush Blueberry 
Crop Highbush Blueberry  
Target Disease Anthracnose Fruit Rot (Colletotrichum acutatum), Alternaria Fruit Rot 

(Alternaria tenuissima), Phomopsis Canker (Phomopsis vaccinii) 
Use Rate L/ha 7.2 
Application Interval (days) 7 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply two applications between green tip and petal fall.  
 
After petal fall, a protective schedule using a different registered 
product may be necessary to ensure continued control of fruit rot.  
 
DO NOT apply within 54 days of harvest. 

 

11.17 Strawberry 
Crop Strawberry  
Target Disease Botrytis Fruit Rot (Botrytis cinerea) 
Use Rate L/ha 3.5 
Application Interval (days) 10-12 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 
2 (spring) + 1 (post-harvest) 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
coverage.  
 
Apply once in the fall.  
 
Apply two pre-bloom sprays the following spring, one when new growth 
appears and again 10-12 days later. Use ground application equipment 
only. 
 
DO NOT make more than 3 applications per year. 
 
DO NOT apply within 30 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. DO 
NOT apply via sprinkler irrigation system. 
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11.18 Cranberry 
Crop Cranberry 
Target Disease Fruit rots (Gloeosporium minus, Penicillium spp. and Pestalotia vaccinii) 

Twigleaf blight (Lophodermium hypophyllum) and upright dieback 
(Phomopsis vaccinii) 

Use Rate L/ha 6.8-11.6 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 

Remarks Apply once per year as needed. 
 
DO NOT make more than one application per year. 
 
DO NOT apply within 50 days of harvest.  
 
DO NOT apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide to fields when flooded 
or allow release of irrigation water from bogs for at least 3 days following 
application.  
 
BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide may be applied through sprinkler 
irrigation equipment.  
 
Use 3000 litres of water per hectare through solid set systems only. See 
application and calibration techniques for sprinkler irrigation under 
Directions for Use.  
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION. 

APPLICATION AND CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES FOR SPRINKLER IRRIGATION 
SOLID SET IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
Adjust sprinkler nozzles to prevent direct spray or drift into non-target areas. Determine acreage covered 
by sprinkler. Fill tank of injection equipment with water and adjust flow to use contents within desired time 
periods. Mix desired amount of BRAVO ZN for acreage to be covered into quantity of water used during 
calibration. Operate entire system at normal pressures recommended by the manufacturer of injection 
equipment for amount of time established during calibration.  
 
BRAVO ZN can be injected at the beginning or end of the irrigation cycle or as a separate application. 
Stop injection equipment after treatment is completed (e.g. as indicated by dye) and continue to operate 
irrigation system until BRAVO ZN has been cleared from the last sprinkler head. DO NOT operate 
irrigation system without safety valves or other devices to prevent back-siphoning of BRAVO ZN into 
water source. Tank containing BRAVO ZN should be connected to the discharge side of irrigation pump 
or other pressurized equipment attached to irrigation line. Never inject pesticides into the intake line or 
the suction side of pump. Irrigation water treated with BRAVO ZN Fungicide should be maintained on the 
treated area until the water is absorbed by the soil. 
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11.19 Wheat 
Crop Wheat 
Target Disease Septoria leafspot (Septoria tritici), stagonospora glume blotch 

(Stagonospora nodorum) and tan spot (Pyrenophora tritici-repentis) 
Use Rate L/ha 1.5 - 2.5 
Application Interval (days) 10-14 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide at Zadok’s growth stage 37 (flag 
leaf emergence). A second application up to growth stage 69 (ear fully 
emerged) may be necessary if conditions favour disease spread.  

Target Disease Fusarium head blight (scab) (Fusarium graminearum) suppression 
Use Rate L/ha 2.0 - 2.5 
Application Interval (days) 10-14 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide at growth stage 61-65 (early 
flowering) to suppress Fusarium head blight. For best results, this 
application must be made prior to conditions favouring infection, i.e. 
before flowering has started in the majority of tillers and wet weather is 
due.  
 
DO NOT apply within 30 days of harvest.  
 
DO NOT feed the straw from treated crop to livestock.  
 
DO NOT allow grazing of treated crop. 

 
11.20 Sweet Corn 

Crop Sweet corn 
Target Disease Common rust (Puccinia sorghi) 
Use Rate L/ha 3.2 
Application Interval (days) 10-14 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply when symptoms are first noticed and repeat again 10-14 days 
later.  
 
DO NOT apply within 14 days of harvest. 
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11.21 Mushroom 
Crop Mushroom 
Target Disease Dry bubble (Verticillium fungicola) 
Use Rate L/ha 254 mL/100 m2 

128 mL/100 m2 
Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

1 (per crop production cycle) 

Remarks Apply 254 millilitres per 100 square metres immediately after casing or in 
the casing mix and 128 millilitres at pinning in 100 to 130 litres of water.  
 
Individuals applying BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in mushroom 
facilities should wear a full face respirator during all activities. In addition, 
if re-entry into mushroom facilities within 48 hours of treatment is 
required wear a full face respirator.  
 
DO NOT apply within 7 days of harvest. 

 
 
12.0 MINOR USES 
 
NOTE TO USER: READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT FOR THE INDICATED 
SPECIAL USE APPLICATIONS: 
 
The DIRECTIONS FOR USE for this product for the use(s) described below were developed by persons 
other than Syngenta Canada Inc. and accepted for registration by Health Canada under the User 
Requested Minor Use Label Expansion program. Syngenta Canada Inc. itself makes no representation or 
warranty with respect to performance (efficacy) and/or crop tolerance (phytotoxicity) claims for this 
product when used on the crops listed below. 
 
Accordingly, the Buyer and User assume all risks related to performance and crop tolerance arising, and 
agree to hold Syngenta Canada Inc. harmless from any claims based on efficacy and/or phytotoxicity in 
connection with the use(s) described below. 
 

12.1 Ginseng 
Crop Ginseng 
Target Disease Alternaria leaf blight (Alternaria panax)  

Grey mold (Botrytis cinerea) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.4-4.8 
Application Interval 
(days) 

10 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 
2 + 1 (fall) 

Remarks Start applications when disease threatens and make second application 10 
days later. A third application may be made in the fall.  
 
DO NOT make more than three applications per year. 
 
DO NOT apply within 14 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT feed treated ginseng (roots or foliage) to livestock. 
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12.2 Cucurbit Vegetables 
Crop Cucurbit Vegetables  
Target Disease Downy mildew (Pseudoperonospora cubensis), Powdery mildew 

(Sphaerotheca fuliginea) 

Use Rate L/ha 4.8 
Application Interval 
(days) 

Begin applications at the first true leaf stage or when conditions are 
favourable for disease development. Repeat application at 7 day interval.  

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in sufficient water to obtain 
adequate coverage. 
 
DO NOT apply within two (2) days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. DO NOT 
apply via sprinkler irrigation system. 

Complete list of crops (CG9): Chayote; Chinese waxgourd; Citron melon; Cucumber (field); Gerkin; 
Gourd, edible; Momordica spp.; Muskmelons (includes cantaloupe); Pumpkin; Squash, summer 
(includes zucchini); Squash, winter; Watermelon. Including cultivars and/or hybrids of these. 

 

12.3 Lowbush (Wild) Blueberry (Sprout Year) 
Crop Lowbush (Wild) Blueberry (Sprout Year) 
Target Disease Phomopsis canker (Phomopsis vaccinii) 

Leaf spot diseases (suppression only) including Septoria leaf spot 
(Septoria sp.), rust (Naohidemyces vaccinii) and Valdensinia leaf spot 
(Valdensinia heterodoxa) 

Use Rate L/ha 7.2 
Application Interval 
(days) 

42 
 
Make the first application in early to mid-June of the sprout year. Follow 
with a second application in early August. Application should be based on 
the level of disease pressure in the previous year. 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in 200 - 950 L/ha of water. 
 
DO NOT apply within 54 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. 

 

12.4 Evening Primrose 
Crop Evening Primrose 
Target Disease Blight and dieback (Septoria oenotherae) 
Use Rate L/ha 2.3 
Application Interval 
(days) 

14-28 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

2 

Remarks Fall applications only. Apply to direct seeded fields after emergence when 
disease symptoms appear. Reapply at the shorter interval if conditions 
favour disease.  
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12.5 Asparagus 
Crop Asparagus 
Target Disease Purple Spot (Stemphylium vesicarium), Rust (Puccinia asparagi) 
Use Rate L/ha 3.4 
Application Interval 
(days) 

14 

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 

Remarks Begin applications following final harvest of spears. 
 
Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in 100 - 200 L/ha of water.  
 
DO NOT apply within 190 days of harvest. 
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. 

 
12.6 Filberts (Hazelnuts) 

Crop Filberts (Hazelnuts) 
Target Disease Eastern filbert blight (Anisogramma anomala) 
Use Rate L/ha 6.72 
Application Interval 
(days) 

20  

Maximum Number of 
Applications per Year 

3 

Remarks Apply preventatively during bud-break to shoot elongation (in spring and 
early summer). Do not apply within 120 days of harvest. 
 
Apply BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide in 500 – 3000 L/ha of water. 
 
Do not enter or allow worker re-entry into treated areas during the 
restricted entry interval of 18 days for scouting, 10 days for transplanting 
and 2 days for orchard maintenance activities. 
 
DO NOT apply with oils, other pesticides, surfactants or fertilizers. 
 
DO NOT apply within one week of an oil-based pesticide application. 
 
Apply ground foliar application only. DO NOT apply by chemigation.  
 
DO NOT APPLY USING AERIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT. 

 
 
13.0 RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
For resistance management, BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide contains a Group M5 fungicide. Any 
fungal population may contain individuals naturally resistant to BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide 
and other Group M5 fungicides. A gradual or total loss of pest control may occur over time if these 
fungicides are used repeatedly in the same fields. Other resistance mechanisms that are not linked 
to site of action but specific for individual chemicals, such as enhanced metabolism, may also exist. 
Appropriate resistance management strategies should be followed. 
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To delay fungicide resistance: 
 
Where possible, rotate the use of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide or other Group M5 fungicides 
with different groups that control the same pathogens. Avoid application of more than the maximum 
number listed in the label and consecutive sprays of BRAVO ZN Agricultural Fungicide or other 
fungicides in the same group in a season. 
 
Use tank mixtures with fungicides from a different group that is effective on the target pathogen 
when such use is permitted. 
 
Fungicide use should be based on an integrated disease management program that includes 
scouting, historical information related to pesticide use and crop rotation and considers host plant 
resistance, impact of environmental conditions on disease development, disease thresholds, as well 
as cultural, biological and other chemical control practices. 
 
Where possible, make use of predictive disease models to effectively time fungicide applications. 
 
Monitor treated fungal populations for sign of resistance development. Notify Syngenta Canada Inc. 
if reduced sensitivity of pathogen to BRAVO ZN is suspected. 
 
If disease continues to progress after treatment with this product, DO NOT increase the use rate. 
Discontinue use of this product, and switch to another fungicide with a different target site of action, 
if available. 
 
Contact your local extension specialist or certified crop advisors for any additional pesticide 
resistance-management and/or IPM recommendations for specific crops and disease problems in 
your area. 
 
For further information or to report suspected resistance, contact company representatives at  
1-87-SYNGENTA (1-877-964-3682) or at www.syngenta.ca. 
 
BRAVO®, QUADRIS®, RIDOMIL GOLD® and Weather Stik® are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. 
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Topsin is a registered trademark of Nippon Soda Company, Ltd. 

approval date
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EPA Approval Date

12/08/2017

70506-173
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May 20, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional input about the detrimental effects of the 
proposed trail between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  This letter addresses the effect the 
proposed trail as it crosses Fryer Rd. will have on our property. 
 
Our 80-acre property (tax lot R3409-400) is bordered by Fryer Rd. to the south. The RR ROW 
crosses Fryer Rd. and cuts in an approximate north-south direction through our property. 
 

 
 
The county proposes to fence the entire ROW and continue that fencing west along our west 
field’s southern boundary to its western boundary (Hwy 47). For one, no one at the county or 
any trail planners or proponents have ever consulted with us about a fence on our property 
and whether that would work for us. Second, the proposed fencing would block access to our 
western field from Fryer Rd. and we use Fryer Rd. to access that field because it is a safer 
access than from Hwy 47. Third, the county does not propose to fence the southern boundary 
of our east field. This leaves open and easy access for trail goers from the proposed trail’s 
access points on Fryer Rd. to trespass onto our unfenced east field which is planted in alfalfa. 
 

Dromgoole/Matthews 
Property 

RR ROW 

West field East field 

County-proposed 
Fencing 
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In addition, as evidenced by other letters in the record, trail goers often park at informal trail 
access points even when signs telling them not to are present. Fryer Rd. is a narrow county 
road with very narrow or nonexistent shoulders. As a result, any off-road parking at that trail 
access point would be trespassing onto private property. Parking on the north side of Fryer 
Rd. would be parking in our fields which is trespassing and is totally unacceptable. If trail 
goers parked entirely on the road, that too would be unacceptable because it would cause 
hazards. If the RR ROW is entirely fenced as it bisects our property, our sole access to our 
east field will be via Fryer Rd. If trail goers are illegally parked there, they will completely block 
our only access to that field. 
 
The picture is a screen shot from Google Maps (approximately 4 years ago when the alfalfa 
field was planted.  The other 3 pictures were taken this year.). 
 

 
Moreover, the Fryer Rd. crossing presents a dangerous situation for trail goers and vehicles 
traveling on Fryer Rd. We use Fryer Rd. to move our farm equipment from field to field and a 
trail crossing would require us to look out and stop for trail goers, cyclists and horses crossing 
the road. There is no plan for what this crossing will look like either. Will it require stop signs 
on Fryer Rd. at the trail access? Will the trail have stop signs to telling trail goers to stop and 
watch for vehicles and farm equipment? What about cycling events where large numbers of 
cyclists on the trail will be crossing Fryer Rd? Will our access to our east field be completely 
shut down during those events?  
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These are completely unacceptable impacts to our farming and show the inadequacies of 
Fryer Rd. to accommodate the proposed trail. 
 
 
 
Gordon Dromgoole and BJ Matthews. 
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• KELLINGTON
I 

LAW GROUP, PC

Wendie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Via Electronic Mail 

Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

April 30, 2020 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: wk@klgpc.com 

RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail1

Dear Members of the Board: 

Please include this letter and its attachments in the record of the above referenced matter. 

Whom we Represent 

This firm represents Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van Dyke, Mark and Velma Van 
Dyke, John and Lynne Wiser, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Christy Cloepfil, 
Tom Hammer, Chris Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric Kuehne, Harold and Jolene 
Kuehne, B.J. Matthews, Gordon Dromgoole, Greg and Celine McCarthy, Maryalice and Tim 
Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, Rudis Lac, LLC, Lee Schrepel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester 
Sitton, Darren Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, Lynne Wiser, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, 
Fruithill, Inc., and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc. In this letter, we refer to these Yamhill County 
citizens as the "Farmers" for convenience. The Farmers have been petitioners in four Land Use 
Board of Appeals (LUBA) appeals concerning the county's conversion of 12.48 miles of an old 
abandoned rail right-of-way to a public recreational trail - the so-called "Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail" (YWT). 

Farm Interests Significantly Adversely Affected 

Many of the Farmers own and/or operate farms adjacent to the 2.82-mile trail segment 
you are being asked to approve. They include Greg and Celine McCarthy (Ground Zero Farms), 
Mark Gaible, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, B.J. Matthews, Gordon Dromgoole, Scott Bernards, 
Bryan Schmidt and Rudis Lac LLC, Mark and Velma Van Dyke, Jim and Julie Van Dyke, and 
John Van Dyke; Ben Van Dyke and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc. 

1 As a matter of law, the record here includes the record of the previous two remands. Moreover, we have included 
in the record here key pleadings from the recent LUBA case involving the trail bridge construction. We incorporate 
herein by this reference our arguments and evidence from that trail bridge construction case that we have put into the 
record here. While that evidence has not been put on the county's website; however, we assure you that we have 
placed it into the record and have electronic delivery receipts to prove that. That evidence, argument and the LUBA 
decisions, also demonstrate the folly of the proposed trail being situated in the location in which it is proposed - in 
the heart of the best Oregon farmland imaginable. 



These properties are dedicated to farm uses - specifically, intensive commercial farm 
uses - and are zoned EFU. Each has written their significant objections to the YWT in previous 
proceedings, which objections are incorporated herein by this reference. Each has also written to 
you again and their letters are attached to this one or otherwise separately in the record. 

The property of Farmers Lee Schrepel and Fruithill, Inc. is zoned HI and RI, and is 
located directly across Highway 240 from the "Bus Barn" property, which is located on the 
n01thern end of the 2.82-mile segment. They too have properties dedicated to farm uses because 
their business is processing farm products for market. They too have written their significant 
objections to the YWT in previous proceedings, which objections are incorporated herein by this 
reference. They have also written to you again for this proceeding and their letters are attached 
to this one. 

The other Farmers either farm along other parts of the old abandoned right of way and 
recognize that if you approve the 2.8-mile stretch, that their farms will be the next to fall or they 
farm elsewhere but understand the precedent you are being asked to set is so ruinous to Yamhill 
County farming, that it cannot be allowed to stand. Their previous correspondence is also 
incorporated here by this reference and they also provide additional written objections to you 
which are appended to this letter or otherwise in this record. 

Farmers Oppose the YWT Project/It Must be Rerouted 

The Farmers remain strongly opposed to the conversion of the old abandoned rail right

of-way to a public recreational trail. As the Farmers have demonstrated through testimony and 
other evidence submitted in this proceeding and in previous proceedings, the proposed trail will 
cause serious and significant individual and cumulative adverse impacts to their accepted 
farming practices and their costs of farming, in violation of the farm impacts test. Moreover, the 
county has made no effort to address those or address any of the myriad of other serious 
transportation/traffic conflicts and other problems LUBA identified. Because of this reality and 
because the county has made no attempt to address the requirements of LUBA's remand, the 
proposal must be denied. 

The Farmers remain dedicated to working constructively with you to reroute the trail, so 
it is good for all county citizens and not disastrous to many. 

Land Use Odyssey 

All of the Farmers were petitioners in Van Dyke l2 
Van Dyke I appealed the county's 

May 31, 2018 adoption of Ordinance 904, which approved the YWT. The county's May 31, 
2018 rush to approve the YWT, caused it to ignore serious concerns about the ability of the 
YWT to ever be capable of passing applicable legal tests. 

The county ignored the serious red flag that its own planning commission had serious 
concerns was unable to recommend the YWT' s approval. 

The county ignored the significant evidence that the trail would have significant adverse 
consequences to agriculture. 

2 Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA No. 2018-061, Dec 20, 2018) ("Van Dyke/"). 
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The county's break-neck rush to approve the YWT in just one month in 2018, left a 
distinct sense of unfairness and impropriety. One example is that it is apparently impossible to 
make a denial vote of the governing body stick (viz.) Commissioner Olsen voted to deny the 
YWT in the public process following the public hearing. However, just two weeks later after 
intense, behind the scenes ex parte private lobbying by the applicant and county administrator, 
sought a revote and changed his vote to approve the YWT. The Farmers cannot complete with 
that kind of behind the scenes work and power. 

As the Farmers warned, the ill-conceived county rush to "yes", caused the resulting 
decision to be legally inadequate - it failed to meet the farm impact test and also failed to 
recognize that the YWT required a conditional use permit under the county's own code. LUBA 
decisively and pervasively remanded the county's YWT approval Ordinance 904, in Van Dyke I. 

Unfortunately, the county did not pay much attention to LUBA or the Farmers and 
continued to dismiss the Farmers' concerns. Accordingly, the county responded to LUBA's 
remand in Van Dyke I, again ignoring the Farmers' concerns, adopting Board Order 19-94. 
Board Order 19-94 purported to be the county's final land use step to convert the 12.48 miles to 
the YWT and approved immediate construction of the 2.82-mile segment with a focus on the 
immediate construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge. 

Predictably, this approval too failed to meet basic standards and, it too was appealed to 
LUBA and it too was pervasively remanded by LUBA on October 11, 2019 in Van Dyke J/3. 

Responding to LUBA's Second Remand 

The county ignored LUBA's October 11, 2019 Van Dyke //remand for 6 months. It 
probably would have ignored it for longer except that the Farmers caught the county illegally 
constructing the Yamhelas Trail on March 2, 2020 and filed another LUBA appeal of that illegal 
YWT construction, on March 16, 2020. 

Having been caught, the applicant "initiated" this remand on March 27, 2020. 

LUBA put a stop to that illegal construction temporarily on April 10, 20204 and 
permanently through that LUBA appeal on April 24, 2020. 

Deceit and Broken Promises - Van Dyke IV 

Recall some Farmers also challenged the 2-1 commissioners' decision to approve the 
precursor to Van Dyke IV contract for design and engineering services for YWT bridges and to 
oversee construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge. Van Dyke III 5 Had the county listened 
then, it would not be in the hot water it now finds itself in. But instead, the county worked very 
hard to get that appeal dismissed and treated it as meaningless. In doing so, the county made a 
fatal promise to LUBA and the Farmers, that it now attempts to walk away from: 

3 Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA No. 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) ("Van Dyke II"). 
4 Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (Order, LUBA No. 2020-032/033, April 10, 2020) (granting an 
interim stay of county Board Order 20-25 and an agreement between county and Farline Bridge, Inc. for 
construction of trail bridge and related trail elements in connection with county proposal to develop 2.82-mile 
segment ofYamhelas Westsider Trail). 
5 Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA No. 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) ("Van Dyke III"). 
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"* * * the construction of the bridges in this case is 'contingent on subsequent land 
use approvals' * * * ".

LUBA accepted the county's promise and dismissed Van Dyke III, concluding that any 
construction of the trail would require land use approval and in that way the farmers' interests 
were protected. 

Apparently, never intending to keep that promise, the county adopted the bait and switch 
decision approving the construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge, without the promised 
prerequisite land use approval, that is challenged in Van Dyke IV. 

Accordingly, Van Dyke IV challenges the commissioners' 2-1 decision that, without any 
land use approval and more than two months before getting around to respond to LUBA's latest 
remand, simply authorizes the construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge and its approaches. 
In that approval, Commissioner Olsen admitted this was part of the "long, tedious road of getting 
the trail in and getting the trail finished * * *."

That decision was so brazen, so illegal, so over the top, and so damaging to the farmers 
and probably other environmental values, that LUBA issued a permanent stay6 of that 
construction, and that stay will last for the pendency of the Van Dyke IV LUBA appeal. 

County's Rush to Spend Federal and State Taxpayer Money 

Everyone knows that the county's rush to construct the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge and its 
accesses (and probably its trailhead at the bus barn), at issue Van Dyke I, IL Ill and IV, has been 
fueled by the county inexplicably securing state and federal money for the YWT. Commissioner 
Olsen eluded to this in the YWT construction approval challenged in Van Dyke IV, explaining 
"*** this continues on a road, *** of getting the trail in and getting the trail finished and in order 
to meet our requirements and our deadlines * * * I believe that we should approve." It is almost 
certain that the "requirements and deadlines" to which he refers are federal and state funding 
deadlines. 

Yet, it appears that federal and state money for the YWT was secured on false pretenses 
and as such is likely to be required to be repaid. The desire to spend state and federal taxpayer 
dollars should no longer fuel this process. 

While we are privy to few papers, we have seen some and, what we have seen is 
damning. As it turns out, representations in the papers to obtain YWT Stag Hollow Bridge 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) money, were misleading or outright false. As LUBA 
pointed out in granting the stay in Van Dyke IV, the YWT funding papers (signed November 4, 
2019), failed to disclose the fact ofLUBA's October 11, 2019 decision holding that the YWT did 
not comply with state and local law. LUBA itself pointed out that the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge 
funding papers fail to "reference LUBA's subsequent remand of [the county's] March 2019 
decision on October 11, 2019 in Van Dyke II." 

6 Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (Order, LUBA No. 2020-032/033, April 24, 2020) (granting 
permanent stay). 
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A second FHW A certification on the same funding paper, untruthfully suggests the 
county's March 2019 decision on remand, was the end of the land use matters. It also omits the 
important fact that the county lost under LUBA's "12/20/18" decision, claiming instead that 
LUBA' s decision "confirm[ ed] Yamhill County's conditional use of a proposed trail in the 
county's EFU district": 

Land Use 
A LUBA Final Opinion was Issued on 12/20/2018 confirming Yamhill County's 
conditional use of a proposed trail in the county's EFU district. This was followed 
by Yamhill County Board of Commissioners remand hearing granting the 
conditional use 3/28/2019. 

Other apparently false "certifications" include that the YWT project is not 
"controversial" and that the YWT complies with state and local law. 

All of these appear as a coordinated program to secure FHW A money that the certifiers 

knew that the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge was ineligible to receive. In doing so, the certifiers 
improperly ensured that the YWT avoided public NEPA and other review that the YWT would 
not likely survive. 

If the YWT project cannot pass federal, state and local legal tests, the answer is not to 
stretch or violate the law. Rather, a project that can only be built by misrepresentations and 
deceit, is a project that should be denied. You can and should deny it now. 

A County Fire Road 

In trying to escape a stay in Van Dyke IV, the county filed papers that seriously claimed 
that the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge is not for the YWT at all, but rather is a fire road for the 
county's personal maintenance purposes. LUBA did not seem persuaded: given the 
construction contract the commissioners approved was for the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge; the 
express commissioner statements approving the construction contract touted the construction as 
a key step to construct the YWT, and the federal and state funding that are all dependent upon 
the YWT bridges being YWT bridges. 

If the YWT can only be built by misrepresentation and deceit, it is a project that should 
be denied. You should deny it now. 

Local Budget Law Consequences 

Either as a personal county maintenance facility and fire road, or as the YWT Bridge, the 
county's construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge and its accesses, seem at a minimum to 
violate local budget law. The construction of the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge was well- known to 
be unlawful at the time the expenditures for its illegal construction were authorized. LUBA 
made that abundantly clear. LUBA pointed out in its order approving the stay in Van Dyke IV, 

LUBA's October 11, 2019 decision invalidated any county approval for YWT Stag Hollow 
construction. It is not plausible that the approving commissioners were unaware that the YWT 
Stag Hollow Bridge construction they approved was wholly illegal as a matter of state and local 
law. 

This creates personal liability for those commissioners who gave that authorization to 
spend public money unlawfully. ORS 294.100(2). 
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Moreover, if on the other hand, the county now truly intends to do something completely 
different with the YWT Bridge than authorized in the federal and state grants that paid for the 
YWT Stag Hollow Bridge and accesses, then that too is an unlawful expenditure triggering not 
only local budget law penalties, but also likely state and federal penalties. 

It is worth the commissioners thinking twice before proceeding with this program. 

To all appearances, the scaffolding for the YWT project is deceit and misrepresentation. 
And again, if that is the only way it can move forward, then it lacks legitimate merit under the 
applicable legal standards and should be denied. 

Trail Ought to be Denied 

As noted, the YWT project has progressed as far as it has, not on its legal merits, but with 
the help of a series of dirty tricks. The YWT should now be reviewed fairly, dispassionately and 
according to law. 

The county should (1) postpone proceeding on April 30, 2020 the "applicant's" remand 
request [ the "applicant" is the county, so the county is free to postpone for so long as it wishes], 
(2) postpone to a time and date when a public hearing is possible and participants are not under a
"shelter in place" order; (3) the county should order that no remand hearing shall be set until
after the "applicant" has provided information to include evidence and argument (if it can) about
whether it is possible for the county to respond to LUBA's remand with approval at all and, if
the applicant thinks it can be approved, then there shall be no remand proceedings until after the
applicant provides the proposed roadmap to do so; and (4) after participants have had a
reasonable opportunity to review and respond to such information the applicant may provide.

If the county demands to move forward with the April 30, 2020 proceeding, then the trail 
ought to be denied. There is no evidence upon which the county can make an approval decision 
that responds to the many legal problems articulated in LUBA's decision. 

If the applicant's plan is an end run to pack the record at the very last so that the Farmers 
have no reasonable chance to respond, that is no process at all but another dirty trick, that almost 
certainly will result in a swift LUBA remand in a Van Dyke V. Your planning director will likely 
tell you this. 

This project is too important and dramatically affects the lives of too many people, for the 
county to proceed in the unfair manner it has proceeded with to date. The YWT project should 
be denied and discussions started about rerouting it elsewhere to the benefit of all. 

If County Proceeds with April 30, 2020 Proceeding, then Farmers Request that the Record 

Remain open for a period of at least 20 days 

The applicant apparently will provide information responding to the LUBA remand for 
the first time on April 20, 2020. If the applicant does not do so, then the application must be 
denied because the applicant thus fails to carry his burden of proof on remand. 

Moreover, the county posted today for the first time some 30-pages of proponent 
evidence that Farmers have had inadequate time to review. 
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Further, ex parte contacts have not yet been disclosed and so there has been no chance to 
rebut them the way the county has set up this proceeding. 

Accordingly, the Farmers request that if this process is not wholly postponed or the 
application simply denied, that the record be left open for a reasonable period for the Farmers to 
review and respond to (1) proponents' evidence; (2) new county evidence including from the 
applicant, and others, and (3) ex parte communications. While ORS 197.763(6) contemplates 
that the record in such circumstances be left open for a period of at least 7 days, due to the 
expected volume of material to review, the difficulty of obtaining documents given the 
pandemic, including from public agencies, an open record period of at least 20 days is requested 
as the minimum amount necessary. 

Ex Parte Contacts 

Until ex parte contacts are disclosed, the Farmers cannot comment on or rebut them. No 
member of the commissioners have disclosed ex parte contacts. They will ostensibly do so on 
April 30, 2020. The Farmers reserve the right to object and inquire after required disclosures are 
made. 

Bias 

Having committed the county to spend more than $1 mm of state and federal grant money 
for the YWT, committed some unknown large number of county taxpayer dollars, and actually 
authorized the construction of the trail knowing after LUBA twice advised that it weas unlawful 
to do so, it seems plain that a majority of the commissioners are incapable of considering 
evidence and argument presented and denying the YWT. 

The fact that the county started YWT construction first, after it promised that it would 
only begin construction if and after land use approval had been given; then did the exact opposite 
and, that, when caught tried to call YWT construction something else in order to try to save the 
YWT, demonstrates bias. 

Commissioner Olsen's view that approving illegal YWT construction in January 2020, as 
being necessary to meet county "requirements and our deadlines," also demonstrates bias to 
approve the trail to meet those "requirements and deadlines". 

Initiating the LUBA remand only after getting caught illegally constructing the YWT 
Stag Hollow Bridge, demonstrates bias. 

The county's legal papers filed in Van Dyke IV are so rude, over the top and accuse the 
farmers of lying about the serious adverse farm impacts of the proposed trail, ( only to be proven 
wrong of course), that county has demonstrated that it is incapable of taking the farmers concerns 
seriously. Rather, the county pleadings demonstrate the county is at a most basic level, biased 
against any farmer suggestion the trail does not meet farm impact standards. It is impossible to 
believe that the same county that filed those rude, disparaging legal papers against farmers to try 
to get away with illegal trail construction, is capable of fully and fairly consider the Farmers' 
evidence and argument against the trail. 

It is respectfully submitted that the majority of the governing body is biased in favor of 
approval of the trail and cannot decide the remand matter before it. 
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If the county wishes to proceed with considering approval of the YWT, it must appoint a 
neutral hearings officer to do so. Its code contemplates that a hearings officer will be appointed 
if the county deems it appropriate to do so. It is appropriate here. 

Without waiving that position and reserving the Farmers' rights, we respond to the 
remand as required by the county notice for this proceeding. 

LUBA's Remand Requires Denial 

As noted above, on October 11, 2019, LUBA for the second time pervasively remanded 
the county's attempt to approve the YWT. LUBA's decision in Van Dyke II, determines the 
YWT does not comply with a myriad of standards, to include the "farm impacts test" of ORS 
215.296 and various provisions of the county code including county conditional use permit 
standards. The proposal must be denied because it still fails to comply with those standards that 
LUBA decided were not met as nothing has changed or in fact can change to enable approval. 

1. Compliance with Farm Impact Standards (YCZO 402.07(A) and ORS 215.296)

LUBA decided that the county approval of the YWT fails to comply with ORS 215.296, 
and the county code's equivalent of those standards at YCZO 402.07(A). LUBA's remand 
explained that the issues associated with setbacks, buffers or bans on pesticide applications 
required by pesticide labels were real issues that, if they could not be solved, required denial of 
the YWT. These issues cannot be solved. 

LUBA decided that food safety issues would lead to denial of the YWT if not solved. 
Food safety issues are not and cannot be solved. 

LUBA decided that fencing would not solve any farm impacts in the absence of clear and 
objective conditions ensuring adequate fencing and a solid supported explanation of how a fence 
solves problems. Nothing of the sort has or can be achieved. 

LUBA decided that the YWT must be denied in the absence of compelling proof that it 
had identified and solved traffic conflicts and parking impacts. This is impossible since the 
county has performed no traffic study and there can be no reasonable dispute that the affected 
county roads cannot safely or adequately handle YWT traffic and there is literally nowhere for 
YWT patrons to park their cars, trucks and horse trailers. 

LUBA decided that the county had to reevaluate its farm-focused cumulative impacts 
analysis based on its findings and evidence in the record and on remand. No such thing can or 
has occurred. 

As explained below, the county has not demonstrated compliance with any of these 
requirements and denial is the only option. 

a. Pesticide Setbacks

LUBA's remand explained that the serious farm impacts associated with any setback, 
buffer or ban on pesticide applications required by pesticide labels, if not solved, required denial 
of the YWT. LUBA found especially "problematic" the setback that would be required for the 
application of Gramoxone, a common herbicide used to control weeds used by most of the 
farmers along the 2.82-mile segment. As you can see from the attachments and other 
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information the Farmers have placed into the record of this proceeding from the Van Dyke IV 
appeal, the Farmers need to aerial spray and still use Gramoxone with the preclusive label. 
LUBA acknowledged the need of the Farmers to use aerial spraying as an option on their farms 
and the need to use Gramoxone. The county has not demonstrated compliance with this 
requirement of LUBA's remand and in fact cannot do so. Denial is required. 

b. Federal AEZ

As LUBA reinforced in its order approving the stay, the county must prove that the 
proposed trail does not trigger federal Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requirements. As 
explained in the pleadings and Declarations of Ben Van Dyke in Van Dyke IVand Mr. Van 
Dyke's letter appended to this letter, and those of others, the federal AEZ is triggered by 
unprotected people walking within a certain number of feet of an operation, regardless of 
whether they are on or off the farm property. The trail triggers AEZ requirements and a 
trespassing or allowed trail user can linger and completely shut down a required spray 
operations. The proposed trail must be denied due to this issue. It is not solvable by some 
condition. 

c. Pest Infestations

As is plain for the existing record and items provided for this proceeding, if the Farmers 
cannot spray all parts of their fields as they need to, when they need to, and with the chemicals 
that they need to use, pest infestations will take hold and eventually cause the demise of the 
farm. 

d. Pesticide Applications

As the record makes clear, if this trail is approved, there is no aerial pesticide spray 
operator who will be willing to spray any farm along the trail. Since the Farmers need to use 
aerial spray methods, this is an enormous unsolvable problem caused by the proposed trail. 

e. YWT Proponent Ideas About Limits On Pesticide Spray Operations so

they can have their Recreational Trail

In skimming Trail proponents' submittals, they say it is no big deal (to them) that farmers 
be limited in their spray operations and that somehow that will demonstrate compliance with 
farm impact standards. They are wrong. Their ideas are that a farmer can "request" trail 
closures for spraying "within reason" and preferably not on weekends; farmers having to put 
signs on their property when they're going to spray; their spraying being limited to early 
mornings; and no aerial spraying allowed, are patently violative of the farm impacts test. These 
all impose significant changes to accepted farming practices, they all add significant costs and 
they all themselves add even more burdens on farmers. And they do nothing to address the 
whole field prohibitions or setback limits that apply to spraying needed chemicals that is on 
labels that are triggered by the simple status of the trail, as a trail. This is explained in the 
material already in the record and in the material appended to this letter and submitted in Van 
Dyke IV now in the record here. The proposal must be denied. There is no way to "condition" 
around that fact. 
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f. Food Safety Issues

In its stay order, LUBA explained: "Our decision in Van Dyke II also sustained 
petitioners' assignments of error that argued that the county had failed to adequately consider the 
impacts from litter and debris entering adjacent farms and jeopardizing food safety certifications. 
Van Dyke II, slip op 50-51." The county has not demonstrated compliance with this requirement 
of LUBA's remand. Indeed, the county cannot comply with this requirement. The proposal 
must be denied. 

g. Fencing

LUBA held that if it wants to try to rely upon fencing, that the county must adopt clear 
and objective conditions regarding how fencing will ensure compliance with the farm impact 
standards. LUBA held that the county must propose a particular type or design of fence with 
sufficient detail regarding fence materials and construction that will allow the decisionmaker and 
Farmers an opportunity to evaluate the fence's effectiveness to address the myriad farm impacts 
it is intended to address. LUBA was insistent that the county could not rely on a future master 
planning process to determine fencing details. In addition, the county must demonstrate how a 
proposed condition of allowing landowners to opt out of fencing along their property lines 
manages to enable the YWT to comply with the farm impact standards. This is impossible, 
because the evidence is clear that fencing may solve some significant farm impact problems but 
creates others as serious or more so. Regardless, the applicant has failed to provide anything in 
response to this issue, cannot do so and has failed to meet this requirement and the proposal must 
be denied as a result. 

h. Traffic and Parking Issues

LUBA held that the county was required to demonstrate that the affected transportation 
systems can safely and accommodate the cars and horse trailers etc., of the people who wish to 
use the proposed YWT with adequate the capacity and not impose significant adverse impacts on 
farming. Specifically, the county would have to determine the proposed trail' s traffic and 
parking demand in order to adequately address the farm impacts that will result from the 
proposed trail. The county has not demonstrated compliance with this requirement whatsoever. 
The applicant has submitted no traffic/parking study. In truth there is no place for anyone to 
park except on already too narrow and dangerous roads. The only evidence in the record is that 
the affected roads have no capacity to handle the vehicle and pedestrian traffic that need to 
somehow get to the YWT. The proposal must be denied on this basis. 

i. Cumulative Impacts

LUBA held that the county must reevaluate its cumulative impacts analysis in light of the 
findings and evidence on remand. This is a big task. The county has made no effort to 
demonstrate compliance with this requirement and the proposal must be denied. 

2. Compliance with the County's Conditional Use Criteria (YCZO 1202.02)

LUBA determined that the proposal failed to comply with the county's own conditional 
use criteria in YCZO 1202.02. Recall, the county's trail approval decision relied upon the 
county's failed compliance with the farm impact standards to demonstrate compliance with 
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several of the county's conditional use criteria. LUBA held they farm impacts test and county 
conditional use permit standards are not the same and impose different requirements. LUBA 
held that the county failed demonstrate that the proposal complied with all conditional use permit 
requirements. The county has not solved these significant problems and must be denied. 

a. Consistency of the Trail with the County's Comprehensive Plan (YCZO
1202.02(8))

This criterion requires that the proposed trail be consistent with applicable county 
comprehensive plan goals and policies. The county not only failed to properly apply its 
agricultural plan standards, but LUBA explained that the county also failed to apply water 
resources, fish and wildlife and open spaces standards, not to mention the county's transportation 
system plan (TSP). 

The county's remanded findings rely upon Ordinance 904 for plan compliance. Which is 
odd because Ordinance 904 was specifically repealed by the county in its adoption of Board 
Order 19-94. The county cannot rely on a repealed Ordinance. 

b. Suitability of the Parcel for the Trail Considering its Location (YCZO
1202.02(C))

LUBA held that the YWT failed to demonstrate compliance with this standard requiring 
the location for the use be suitable because of the fact that the proposed trail location runs 
through the heart of high-value farmland zoned EFU. The county has made no effort to 
demonstrate compliance with this criterion and as a matter of law cannot do so. 

c. Character of the Surrounding Area (YCZO 1202.02(D))

Because the county relied upon its failed compliance with the farm impact standards to 
support its conclusion that the trail would not alter the character of the surrounding area that is 
characterized by intensive, commercial farming practices, LUBA held that the YWT failed to 
demonstrate compliance with YCZO 1202.02(D). The county has not demonstrated compliance 
with this requirement. 

d. Adequacy of Public Facilities (YCZO 1202.02(E))

LUBA held that expert testimony from the Fire Chief of the Yamhill Fire Protection 
District that adequate fire services require that fire and emergency access for the trail, including 
its bridges, be built to certain standards, and that water must be available at sufficient pressures 
along the length of the trail meant that the county failed to demonstrate compliance with this 
standard. While the YWT Stag Hollow Bridge may be designed to hold a fire truck, that does 
not demonstrate compliance with this standard. As LUBA explained, the county must 
demonstrate that there is evidence of available adequate water pressure to fight fires and the 
county cannot make such a finding. The trail must be denied. The county has made no effort to 
demonstrate compliance with this standard and the proposal must be denied. 

LUBA also held that the YWT did not meet this requirement because the county failed to 
demonstrate adequate transportation facilities to include adequate parking areas. The county still 
has not demonstrated compliance with this requirement. Accordingly, the county has not 
demonstrated compliance with YCZO 1202.2(E) and the proposal must be denied. 
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e. Compatibility with Existing Uses (YCZO 1202.02(F))

Here again, LUBA found the YWT failed to meet this approval standard because the 
county relied upon its failed farm impact standards to demonstrate compliance with YCZO 
1202.02(F) - requiring the county to demonstrate that the proposed trail is or can be made 
compatible with existing and other allowable uses in the area. There is no way that the county 
can demonstrate compliance with this criterion. The overwhelming weight of the evidence from 
the affected farmers in the "area" demonstrates that the YWT is not and cannot be made 
compatible with this farm area. The county makes no effort to address this criterion and 
therefore has not demonstrated compliance with this standard. 

It is respectfully submitted that the county must deny the YWT. 

Very truly yours, 

�Hin 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 
Attachments 

1. Letter ( and attachments) from Ben Van Dyke

2. Letter from Cory VanDyke (Carlton Seed)

3. Letter from Cascade Foods (hazelnut processor)

4. Letter from Firestone Farms/ Firestone Hazelnut Packing

5. Letter from Oregon State University

6. Letter from Valley Agronomics

7. Letter from Don Welliver (pesticide consultant)

8. Letter from Mark Gaibler

9. Letter from Lee Schrepel

10. Letter from Jim and Julie VanDyke

11. Letter from Bryan Schmidt

12. Letter from Dina Lindholm

13. Letter from Michael Vandehey (Oregon Clover Commission)

14. Letter from Tom Hammer

15. Declaration of John Van Dyke

16. Letter from Greg McCarthy
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17. Letter from Larry Duyck

18. Letter from Chris Mattson

19. Letter from BJ Matthews re Fencing

20. Letter from BJ Matthews re Hwy 240

21. Letter from Gordon Dromgoole

22. Letter from Lynne Wiser

23. Michigan Farm Bureau article re trespass from trails
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April 26, 2020 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department,   

I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on Board Order 19-
94 and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts it has to 
us as farmers, business owners and employers living and working in the vicinity of the trail. With 
the current depressed economic outlook, the agricultural community is already facing 
challenging times, this project furthers those hardships.  I urge you to deny the proposed trail and 
to work constructively with the community, including the farmers who are the most affected, to 
relocate it. 

1. Our team at Ben VanDyke Farms (aka VanDyke Farms) is a diversified farming
operation that has been in operation under my leadership since I was a sophomore in 
High School in 1995.  I am a third-generation farmer and our family has been farming 
around Yamhill and Carlton since the 1950’s.  We are currently farming Turf Type Tall 
Fescue for seed, Annual Ryegrass for seed, Red Clover for seed, Crimson Clover for 
Seed, Radish for seed, Hazelnuts, and Blueberries (Conventional and Organic) in Yamhill 
County.  These are just the crops we currently farm.  In the past we have grown Wheat, 
Oats, Alfalfa for hay, Alfalfa for seed, Ornamental Flowers for Seed, Vetch for seed, 
Orchard Grass for seed, Teff for Forage, Corn for Forage, and Grass Hay.  We have 
assisted other farmers in planting, growing and harvesting Christmas Trees, Nursery 
Stock, Cherries, Plums, Strawberries, Wine Grapes, Hemp, Seed Garlic, Cider Apples, 
Mushrooms and Sweet Corn. By my count in the 25 years I have been doing this we have 
been involved in at least 25 different crops.  By the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) calculation there are 170 different crops that are grown in the Willamette Valley 
and could be grown along this ROW.

Currently we farm as share crop farmers 315 acres from three different owners that 
border or are bisected by the former Railroad ROW.  Of that 3,600’ or .68 miles is 
bisected by the ROW and 3,600’ Borders the ROW on only one side.  This gives us an 
impacted border to the property I farm of a little over 2 miles or 10,800’.  Of this Phase 
one segment the section we farm along the 2.8 miles of old, abandoned rail right of way, 
is bisected by that old rail right of way, in which we have 7,200’ of affected frontage by 
just this phase alone.

Along that 7,200’, we currently have Hazelnuts, Annual Ryegrass for Seed, Radish for 
seed and Red Clover for seed planted.  Our business plan and farm investments project 
that we will maintain these crops/orchards for some time.  However, these crops and the
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kind of farming we may do on any particular field including in this area may change.  
These changes are dictated by market conditions and economics as we consider the 170 
crops farmed in the Willamette Valley we may want to plant.  If we wanted to switch to 
Livestock of any kind, dairy, or any other Agricultural use allowed in Exclusive Farm 
Use zoned land we could do that at our own discretion.  That is how Oregon has set up 
their land use laws so in Oregon, if it is an agricultural process, it can be done in an EFU 
zone and have the protection of Oregon’s right to farm laws.  But these farm use laws and 
the right to farm laws are predicated upon conflicting nonfarm uses not being allowed on 
EFU zoned land, like the land we farm along the old, abandoned rail right of way.  It is 
well known that right to farm laws are of little use in urban areas.  That conflicting 
nonfarm uses cannot be located in farm country, is the failsafe of the ORS 215.296 “farm 
impact” standard that this trail and other nonfarm uses must pass.  This trail cannot and 
does not pass that test.  LUBA has told the county this twice now, and it seems like 
perhaps we are heading for a third time to LUBA for them to tell the county again its trail 
proposal is illegal.   
 
The introduction of intense nonfarm uses like the proposed trail, in the middle of this 
farm country as proposed, will destroy farming here.  The significant costs and 
significant impacts to farming caused by the proposed trail are undeniably devastating.  If 
you would seriously consider the significant costs the trail will impose on farming and 
the significant adverse impacts on farming it causes, you will deny it now before LUBA 
tells you that you have to deny it again.  
 
Everyone knows that the county is only pushing the trail because it acquired the old 
abandoned right of way and got other taxpayer money from ODOT to fund the most 
expensive parts, before it had any right to build any part of the trail.  The county also 
illegally bulldozed ahead literally and started constructing the trail in such a wanton and 
unlawful manner before it had any of the required approvals, that LUBA intervened and 
stopped it. 
 
The county made a very big mistake in committing - $2 mm +/- -- of the public’s money 
on the nonfarm trail -- long before it had any idea whether the trail could lawfully be 
approved, but the county did that well after it knew that the farmers most impacted, as 
well as the Oregon Farm Bureau and Yamhill County Farm Bureau, strongly opposed it.  
The most impacted members of your community – the farmers, like myself-- have too 
long been ignored.   
 
The time has come to recognize the trail cannot be lawfully established in the old 
abandoned rail right of way and you should not compound the errors of the past, further.  
The old abandoned right of way can and should be sold to the farmers, and you should 
take that money and figure out a trail route that is good for all of your community, not 
just a select few and ruinous to the rest.   
 
To follow in this letter are just a few of the devastating adverse impacts to farming and 
added significant costs to farming that the trail will cause if you approve it. 
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On our farm we carry several food safety certifications for Hazelnut and Blueberry, as 
well as Organic certifications for those crops grown in that system, and purity 
certifications for seed crops.  Many of these required certifications require onsite 
inspection by a third-party, certifying agent.  They require compliance with stringent 
guidelines and policies that, if not followed and maintained, will cause our products to 
lose certification.  Without that certification, we will lose our ability to market that 
product into standard market channels.  Most of the time without that third-party 
certification, the product becomes Unmarketable and we will lose our investment into 
producing the crop and be forced to dispose of it at discount price into a secondary 
channel or dispose of it in a land fill.  This is because food sellers tout food purity and 
safety certifications to consumers as evidence of healthy food and for consumer safety.  
Consumers only buy food that has the right certifications and assurance of food purity.  
Similarly, our seed crops are only valuable and merchantable to the entities that buy them 
if they are certified as pure seed that can be expected to grow healthy crops for the end 
user.  Our farm which includes the land that we farm along this 2.8 mile stretch of land 
proposed for the trail, carries certifications for Organic through Oregon Tilth, Seed purity 
through Oregon State Seed Certification, Global GAP through World Quality Service, 
and Hazelnut GAP through the hazelnut processors we use.  The proposal seriously 
jeopardizes all of these.  Complying with food safety laws and maintaining required food 
safety certifications is an accepted farming practice.  Because the trail introduces 
garbage, horse manure, dog feces and waste and human wastes, into our crop areas, it is 
hard to see how we will be able to keep those certifications if the trail is approved unless 
we institute extremely expensive changes to how we farm to include hiring spotters to 
watch for dogs, horses and people depositing waste and somehow stop it from happening 
and somehow keep blowing waste from trail users off of our crops.   
 

 
2. Pesticide use is a common and accepted practice in our farming operation like most 

commercial farms in the surrounding area and most of Agriculture as a whole.  We use 
them in both the conventional and in our certified organic production.  They are a vital 
part of keeping our crops healthy and free of disease, and fungus.  They help us combat 
the predatory nature of insects, rodents, mollusk’s (Slug), worms, and mites.  We also 
utilize them to keep weeds out of our crops and fields.  A weed is any plant considered 
undesirable in a particular situation.  Many times, even the crop we grew in the field the 
year before becomes a weed for the specific crop we are growing that season.   The list of 
pests and the products we have pesticides that are properly labeled to use, are specific to 
each crop.  With the 170 different crops we could grow on this land in the 2.8-mile 
stretch, the list of chemicals we can use to protect those crops is daunting.  Our farm 
utilizes an Oregon Certified Pesticide Consultant to help us decide what pesticides are 
best to use - most effective, safe and economical to achieve the desired outcome.  In turn, 
that Oregon Certified Pesticide Consultant will advise us as farmers, who carry Oregon 
Certified Private Pesticide applicators licenses, on what products to use and when, in 
order to combat the issues, we find in our fields.  On our farm myself as well as Casey 
VanDyke are Oregon Certified Pesticide applicators. 
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We also utilize Oregon State University Pest Management guides as well as OSU 
Extension agents for help and experience in making these decisions.  I am including as 
Exhibits A, B and C to this letter, just three of the many Pest Management Guides that 
OSU puts out to the Ag industry that highlight the chemical options we have to combat 
the pests we may face in the production of these crops.  I will talk more about these 
Guides in the next section.  We take great care when applying these products because we 
know how important they are to our operation and how limited we are for getting new 
products on the market.  Since our 170 valley crops are almost all listed as “minor” crops 
in the Agriculture world, there is not much market share to be gained for a chemical 
company to spend the money to bring a new product to the market just for our crops. This 
means that while the totality of pesticide options is daunting, the options we have for our 
crops are limited and is not growing.  The list of available pesticides is almost fixed.  We 
utilize and protect against weed and animal/insect resistance to the chemicals that we use, 
by chemical rotation and using chemicals with differing modes of action to meet the 
needs for our crops. This is imperative to fend off resistance and is a well know 
resistance management tool.  
 
Chemical rotation means that we must use the small suite of effective pesticides denoted 
by their mode of action group, on a rotating basis, so that the weed, rodent, slug or insect, 
does not develop a resistance, making the chemical completely useless for its purpose.  
For example, in our Hazelnut orchard we must control unwanted Bud Mites, Winter 
Moth, Filbert Leaf roller, Filbert Aphid, Brown Marmorated Stink bugs, Filbert Worms 
and Scale.  The most effective pesticides for doing that are Chlorpyrifos (group 1B), 
Asana (Group 3A), and Dimilin (Group 15).  These Pesticides are applied via airblast or 
aerial applications and some require a 100’ setback or are prohibited from “around 
recreational areas”, which the Oregon Department of Agriculture opines means the whole 
adjoining field.  It does not matter if there are people present, the status of the trail causes 
this setback.  This means if the trail is approved, I will not be able to use these chemicals 
with general trail / recreational park / sensitive sites specific limits at all.  Thus, my only 
option is to leave my crop unprotected or forgo proper resistance practices and apply the 
less restrictive products more often.  By doing this, I will be unable to rotate these 
chemical groups and/or could run into an issue of hitting my limit for maximum usage of 
a product for a season as denoted on the label.  Left with only the option of a single 
chemical group, it will not be long before these insects develop a chemical resistance to 
that group of chemicals and I am unable to use that group any longer for control of that 
insect in hazelnuts or any other crop that harbors, and is impacted by, that insect.  
Without effective control and very few new chemical groups coming to market we will 
likely lose our entire investment in our Hazelnut orchard and have to plant something 
else.  It will also allow the resistant insect to move on to other orchards in that area, 
where they will no longer be able to use that group of pesticides either because it will 
have become  ineffective, because we were prevented from spray rotation for the 
chemicals we need to use, due to the trail.  I have currently have over $3,000 per acre 
invested in my Hazelnut orchard adjacent to the ROW which I will lose in this situation. 
That investment only grows as the trees become more mature and we have put more man 
hours raising and caring for them.   
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Resistance is not just an issue for insects, all plants, fungi, rodents, mites, and mollusks 
can and will develop a resistance over time to any single chemical group.  If our 
chemicals cannot be rotated, then eventually, they become useless to us and we will be 
unable to use them at all. Without the use of and effective pesticide, we will be unable to 
meet the health needs of our plants resulting in low to no yield.  We would be unable to 
meet the free of weed requirements of our certifications and thus making our products 
unsellable.  We would have no ability to prevent insects, slugs, worms, and rodents from 
devouring our plants and crops thus not giving us a product to even sell.  And when our 
fields develop this resistance, it will spread to other farms, that will have the same 
problem.  In essence, your trail approval will have started the demise of important 
Yamhill County agriculture.   
 
Moreover, it is not just the loss of our ability to rotate our pesticides.  The serious 
problem of pesticide ineffectiveness also happens with any encumbrance to the use and 
will have a huge impact on that field.  If we are unable to use our needed pesticides 
within 50’ or 100’ or 150’ of our farm property that borders the old abandoned right of 
way, then that will seriously and adversely affect the entire farm.  The problem goes 
beyond the buffer and AEZ zones and strips that border the ROW; being unable to spray 
those areas mean that they become an incubator, unprotected host, and refuge in which 
disease, weed and parasites thrive then spread with increased populations to the 
remaining crop.  This will cause us to have to spend more money to use more chemicals 
to fight against them outside of the setbacks and or a loss of crop in the remaining portion 
of the field because of them.   
 
So, our options are this if a recreational trail get put into EFU land as proposed; 
  1. In our Hazelnuts we will be unable to use Gramoxone or other similar products 
for the control of Suckers and weeds.  ODA says the entire field is off limits to the 
product because it says not to use around sensitive areas like parks and schools.  This 
means we will have to either forgo managing the orchard chemically or pay an exorbitant 
amount of money for hand labor to take out the weeds and suckers  That is a very 
significant change and a very significant cost directly imposed due to the proposed trail.   
2. Plant the entire field clear up to the ROW (without being able to use Gramoxone 
or Lorsban) like we always have and then not be able to protect against invasive weeds 
and pests.  Then, being unable to protect the crop closest to the ROW because of AEZ, 
Setbacks and Buffers, we take the yield loss on that strip due to being unprotected and 
hope that is does not cause a yield loss to the rest of the crop from spread out of that 
Strip, which is highly likely. 
 3. No longer plant and produce a crop in the AEZ, Setback, Buffer Zone.  This would 
limit our expense of growing a nonproductive crop but would take many acres of 
valuable farmland out of production. 100’ setback along 7,200’ of frontage of trail phase 
1 is equal to 16.5 acres eliminated from production. 
 
None of these options allows us to continue our accepted farming practices and none of 
these avoid significant costs to our accepted farming practices or in fact farm at all with 
accepted farming practices like we would if there was not a public recreational trail in 
that ROW.  Right to farm laws are no good to use in these situations.  The only thing we 
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have to rely upon is that you do not approve the trail at all because this non-farm trail use 
simply does not and cannot meet the farm impacts test.  Any unbiased look at the fact 
will tell you this.  The proposed trail significantly, and adversely, changes everything.  In 
the current state, the ROW is no different than farming next to a neighboring farmers’ 
field or pasture.  But as soon as you add a trail in that ROW, we now have to view that 
area as a recreational area where unprotected people frequent with their domestic 
animals.  This changes everything about how we farm next to it.  There is no doubt that 
the trail imposes significant adverse changes to our accepted farming practices and 
imposes significant costs on our accepted farming practices.   
 

3. Trying to figure out a cost to this is highly difficult.  It is very dependent of crop planted 
and loss from the disease or pest.  Like I said in my Supplemental Declaration of Ben 
VanDyke for the Bridge stay item 9.    “If we are unable to spray Gramoxone, Parazone, 
Lorsban and Yuma 4E as we have before the construction of the trail started, then we will 
not be able to chemically control suckers that grow around the trees.  We will then be 
forced to hire labor to come in and remove by hand pruner the suckers that will greatly 
increase cost.  We will also not be able to control filbert worm, Brown Marmaladed Stink 
bug and flat head bore.  At a minimum we would have loss of yield due to damaged and 
aborted nuts at the tree will die due to in infestation for the flat head bore.”  In this 
scenario the cost is at a minimum of labor to remove suckers on 120 acres of orchards to 
the devastating maximum of losing the orchard all together from an infestation of Pacific 
Flat Head bore.  So how I put a specific number on that, I am not sure.   
 
Manual Sucker removal from lack of Gramoxone will cost a minimum of an additional 
$8,400 per year (and then adjust upward for inflation and wage increases) on 120 acres of 
orchards for the life of the Orchards.  And this is even if you can hire the hand labor.  
Hand labor is extremely difficult to find and is becoming more and more expensive.  And 
even then, success is not nearly as certain as using the chemicals that work.   
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Images of the pests we are talking about are below (Flat Head Bore) 
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Filbert Worm 
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Brown Marmaladed Stink bug
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Eastern Filbert Blighted Hazelnut tree due to fungal infection: 

 

If we lose an orchard due to any of these pests or due to lack of spray, then that cost 
would be $2,000-$10,000 per acre depending on the year in the life cycle that the tree 
dies.  On 120 acres of orchards like the ones we currently have in next to ROW that 
would cost us $240,000 to $1.2M in lost investment in those orchards.  All because we 
could not spray for pests and care for our crops like we can and must in the current 
situation.  This is only highlighting one of the 170 crops that we could be growing along 
the ROW.  The economics change by the value and life expectancy of each crop, but they 
all will have loss and cost, some will be a greater dollar amount than others, but they will 
all significantly suffer because we will not be able to manage them like we can (and 
must) currently.  This is exactly what the wording in the farm impacts test was designed 
to protect against.   The damages to farming is on a much larger scale than just my farm 
along the 2.8-mile stretch in Phase 1, because of the number of the effected farms along 
this long strip of old abandoned rail ROW.  They will all have experiences similar to this 
and will experience other significant adverse farm impacts, when you add the cumulative 
impacts together it will be devastating for Ag in our community. 

 
4. I am including Exhibit A, B, and C which are Pest Management Guides put out by 

Oregon State University Extension service. These guides show the problems of dealing 
with crop growing on the land adjacent to the ROW at this time. OSU Extension is world 
renowned for their research in many areas of agriculture that we deal with in the 
Willamette Valley.  They have researchers recruited from all over the world for their 
exceptional abilities and skills.  Their research is discussed and presented to the producer 
community in winter crop specific meetings.  By attending winter crop meeting presented 
by OSU Staff, private pesticide applicators can qualify for many of the continuing 
education hours our licenses require.  OSU Extension has been putting these guides out 
for the Ag industry for as long as I can remember; they are a wealth of knowledge and 
something we use to scout for problems and make decisions on how to address each 
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situation we encounter in our fields.  These OSU guides also compile the best 
comprehensive sources of pesticide (herbicide, fungicide, insecticide, miticide, 
rodenticide, and other chemicals used to control specific pests) labeled for each crop.  To 
use a pesticide in a crop, both the crop and use must be on the label as an authorized 
application.  If the label does not identify the crop and use, then that pesticide cannot be 
used on that crop.  The specific pest or problem does not need to be identified on the 
label, rather only the crop and use. Each time a chemical company wants to put a new 
crop on their label, they have to invest countless resources into research to make sure 
there are no adverse effects of that pesticide to  the crop, the environment, or carry over 
in the foliage, fruit or seed that is to be produced and consumed.  It is a long expensive 
process with regulation by the EPA and then oversite and final label approval in each 
state.   In the guides you will see many pesticides that are labeled for many different 
crops and they have been researched to be useful and not carry harmful impacts to the 
crop and beyond.  You will also see a guideline for rate of use, REI (Re-entry interval or 
Restricted Entry Interval – the time before an unprotected person can enter the treatment 
area after the chemical is applied), PHI (Pre-Harvest interval – the time before crop or 
product can be harvested after the chemical is applied), and other pollinizer, chemigation, 
buffer, setback restrictions, crop stage, application date range, application water carrier 
rates and many other notes of importance.  All of this info is just a guideline and the 
applicators are required to use the pesticide according to the label on the container of the 
product they are using.  If label differs from this guide, then the Label is the Law and 
that is what we follow.  I show you these three exhibits (56 pages) because they cover 11 
of the 170 crops we currently grow, have grown, or could grow on those fields next to the 
proposed trail.  I did not count the number of pesticides listed as that task is daunting, but 
it is nothing compared to what that number of labeled products for use on all 170 crops 
would be. These pages just show labeled products and how best to utilize that product.  It 
does little to dive into the efficacy of each product compared to another.  It barely 
touches on ease of use of product, odor, chemical rotation to limit resistance, plant back 
restriction strategy, application weather conditions, and other chemical specific research.  
These guides do nothing to look at cost of product in the production system.  Us as 
farmers and applicators have to compile all this information together with help from 
consultants, researchers and research papers, field trials, chemical suppliers, and other 
farms, and our own experiences to make the best decision that will:  

1. Resolve our issue and protect crop.  
2. Be safest to use as compared to products with the same efficacy.  
3. Ease of use in time, style and manor of application. 
4. Maintain profitability in cropping system.  
5. Residence Management strategy   
 

By the time we work this out, the chemicals that we can use are very limited.  Please 
understand that every time we encounter an issue in the field, we have to make all of 
these calculations using all of these resources.  Adding a recreational area next to a 
production field adds a whole large additional layer of complexity in these decisions as 
part of field cannot be sprayed as a result of the introduction of the proposed trail and we 
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cannot use of some of these chemicals that we have deduced to be the Best option after 
weighing all the factors listed above.  This will force us to use sub ideal products and 
change the way we farm to meet the needs of the Non EFU trail next door.  Thus, causing 
us loss of revenue and increased cost, equaling a loss of profitability on that land at the 
very least, and loss of ability to farm that land as the ultimate foreseeable consequence of 
a decision to convert the abandoned right of way to a recreational trail. Either of which is 
more than meets a “significant” change to, or cost increase in, an accepted farm practice. 

5. I cited the three exhibits A, B, and C above to illustrate the total number of products we
could use in our farming practice.  I pulled a list from one of our suppliers just on
products we used last season and the list includes more than 80 different products.
(Exhibit D, E) I am not going to list all of them and the label restrictions for them all.
Many of them have different restrictions for each crop we use them on and the manner by
which we apply them, but here a few of the majors.

Name of 
Pesticide 

Manner of 
Application 

Frequency of 
Application 

Label Restrictions 

Paraquat 
Gramoxone 
Parazone 
Quik-Quat 

Boom sprayer Up to 10 times per 
season 

EPA AEZ 25’ 

Oregon AEZ 80’ from boom tip 

Do not use “around” 
recreational areas like the trail 

Chlopyifos 

Yuma 4E 

Lorsban 

Whirlwind 

Airblast sprayer 

Boom Sprayer 

Aerial 
Application 

Twice a month EPA AEZ 25’ Boom Spray 
100’ Airlbast 
100’   Aerial 

Oregon AEZ 80’ Boom spray 
150’ Airblast 
150’ Aerial 

Aim EC 
Boom Sprayer Up to 8 applications per 

season at 1oz/acre. 
EPA AEZ 25’ 

Oregon AEZ 80’ from boom tip 

Do not spray near residential 
areas. 

Deadline MP Broadcast 4 applications per 
season 

Harmful to Children and fatal to 
domestic animals.  Application 
prohibited unless children and 
animals can be excluded from 
treated area from application 
until material is no longer 
visible. 
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a. All applications have three distinct areas we have to cover in regard to Safety and 

Setback: 
 
AEZ (Application Exclusion Zone).  I know LUBA is not allowing the Oregon 
AEZ in this remand proceeding.  Whether they allow it or not it still applies to all 
applications of pesticides in the state of Oregon and anyone within the Bubble of 
various radius extending beyond our spray equipment.  It does not matter if the 
person is on or off our property: if they are in this bubble, then we must not spray, 
regardless of drift potential.  Since we cannot talk about Oregon AEZ then we fall 
on to the less restrictive, in regard to distance away from spray equipment, in the 
EPA AEZ.  This acts in the same way in which there is a bubble around the 
sprayer (not the target crop) that moves with the machine, as soon as there is a 
person in that bubble (where on or off the farm), the operator must stop his 
application.   The operator cannot resume until the individual is outside of that 
bubble.  It varies in size depending on droplet size and application type but can be 
anywhere from Zero to 100 feet.  Many of the products we use and the style they 
are applied require the 100’ federal AEZ.  See Third supplemental declaration of 
Ben VanDyke in LUBA Bridge Stay for the best explanation of the AEZ. 

b. WPS (Worker Protection Standard).  This is the portion of the chemical label 
that is listed under Agricultural Use Requirements.  This section lists the PPE 
(personal protective equipment) necessary to handle and apply the product as well 
as enter the area during the REI.  The REI (reentry interval) is the duration of the 
period between the time of treatment and when an unprotected person can enter 
the treatment zone.  This only applies to the treatment site, or the field that the 
farmer is working.  It does not move outside those boundaries.  But many of the 
chemical labels like Whirlwind state (Exhibit F page 2) “Do not enter or allow 
entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI).”  This states that 
someone trespassing in the REI is subject to these same requirements for PPE.  
Thus, trespassers off the trail would become a large liability to the farmer and 
would cause the farmer to violate the pesticide labeling law.  Please understand 
that adhering to worker protection standard requirements is a strict liability 
program and farmers must figure out a way to comply including that they have to 
figure out how to keep trespassers away from the treated area.  There is no way 
for the farmer to win here because if we fence against trespassers then we can’t 
get to both sides of our farm, which is otherwise landlocked.  So, our choice 
becomes lose crops in our fields or risk exposure to great liability and potential 
for a pesticide label violation (and eventual cancellation of our insurance), 
because we cannot keep out trespassers.     

c. Specific setback and label language. Applicators must also follow the entirety of 
the label on the chemical they are applying.  In whirlwind (Exhibit F page 3, 4)  

ProZap In burrow 
Broadcast 

2 application a season Dog and Cats may be poisoned 
if they feed upon animals that 
have eaten this bait. 
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i.  “The buffer distances specified in the below table are the distances in feet 
that must exist to separate sensitive sites from the targeted application 
site.” 

ii. “Buffers are measured from the edge of the sensitive site to the edge of the 
application site. Sensitive sites are areas frequented by non-occupational 
bystanders (especially children). These include residential lawns, 
pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as school grounds, 
athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings occupied 
by humans for residential or commercial purposes. Sensitive sites include 
homes, farmworker housing, or other residential buildings, schools, 
daycare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals. Non-residential 
agricultural buildings, including barns, livestock facilities, sheds, and 
outhouses are not included in this prohibition.” 

iii. The setback chart follows and many of our applications would fall with 
100’ Aerial applications setback, 50’ airblast setback, and 10’ ground 
setback.  The operator and farmer do not get to choose which area (AEZ, 
WPS, or setback on the label) they wish to follow; rather they must follow 
the Most Restrictive of all the requirements. 

iv. Please note: regarding aerial applications that we have utilized and plan to 
utilize them in the future, a 40-year certified crop advisor and pesticide 
consultant for Yamhill County farmers has told you that no aerial spray 
applicator will aerially spray a field like mine that abuts the trail, because 
such an application would carry too much risk of complaints and potential 
litigation. Thus, if the trail is constructed, I will be foreclosed from 
aerially spraying my crops entirely.  This is a huge significant impact on 
my ability to farm and a major change to how mature hazelnuts and other 
crops are managed.  Aerial spraying is how a farmer gets to the top of 
mature hazelnut trees.  Not being able to utilize that method is a large 
change and adds significant cost.  Alternatives to aerial spraying to reach 
mature hazelnut trees are very expensive, slow to use and are often less 
effective. 

 
6. I also want to bring up one more section of Exhibit F while we are looking at it.  The 

argument keeps coming up (even though it does not matter for a conditional use permit) 
by proponents that the trail is the same as a roadway.  First off this has no bearing on a 
conditional use permit for a trail in and EFU Zone.  A roadway goes through different 
processes then a trail.  However, look at Exhibit F page 4.  This paragraph demonstrated 
how a trail and road are viewed different on labels.  It states “Only pesticide handlers are 
permitted in the setback area during application of this product. Do not apply this 
product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or applicator, is in the setback area. 
Exception: Vehicles and persons riding bicycles that are passing through the setback 
area on public or private roadways are permitted.” 
This is saying that a roadway where vehicles and persons on bicycles can pass through 
the setback area, we are not off label.  As soon as there is a person walking on a trail (or 
riding a horse), then this exemption gets thrown out and we are in violation of the label. 
And once again, The label is the Law and must be followed to the letter. The EPA, when 
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developing and approving this label, noted the difference between a sensitive area and a 
roadway.  That is why roadways do not cause many problems for applicators and trails 
and parks cause significant non-compliance issues with pesticide label law and create 
setback that we have to follow.  Thus, those changes and setbacks cause a “significant” 
change to, or cost increase in, our accepted farm practices. 

 
7. Food safety - This is brought up and cited in detail in the “Bridge Construction Stay.”  I 

will cite items from that stay, and I want to make sure the entire stay record is entered 
into this remand hearing.  First off, Food Safety is a “Huge Deal” it has more weight to 
the consequences then having a lot of seed thrown out for contamination of a weed.  If we 
get food safety wrong, we not only get a rejection letter from the purchaser of our crops 
but more importantly will lose an expensive lot of farm product.  If that pathogen gets 
into the food chain, we cause at a minimum sickness to a person or persons down the 
food chain.  Also, that very same lot of product with that very same pathogen that caused 
sickness to some could cause death to others.  So, to say Food Safety is a Grave issue is 
not an over exaggeration.  You see in some of the letters submitted for this remand 
hearing and ones that have been submitted in the past, that hazelnut processors like 
Cascade Foods and Firestone don’t take the possible vectors, harbors and sources of food 
borne illness, that will be brough into the middle of our farms by this trail, lightly.  They 
have issued letters with strong warnings that if contaminated product is brought into their 
facility by our adjacent fields then we will lose the ability to sell product to them in the 
future.  This not only jeopardizes these adjacent fields, but also the rest of the orchards 
we farm.  Like we have stated in the past those trail vectors are from trash, domestic 
animals, trespassers, horses and other sources along the trail.  If there is a trail, we will 
have to hire extra personal to maintain cleanliness of our fields and make sure these 
vectors are removed to the best of our ability from our farms.  They will also have to 
monitor for trespassers and evidence of trespass. When trespassers are discovered, we can 
tell them to leave, but if they refuse or take their time being belligerent or whatever, we 
will have to wait for a sheriff to come, if they come at all, to eject the trespasser.  As 
should be obvious, spotters are not likely to be effective to save our ability to farm if the 
trail is approved and our effort to try will be cost prohibitive.   
 
All of the hardships that the trail visits on farming is not a standard farm practice and 
would be a Significant change to the standard farming practices along the 2.8 mile 
stretch.  Just like in the Stop the Dump case, merely paying for additional trash patrol is 
not a way to mitigate the issue.  This field cleanliness issue is such a big deal that LUBA 
in the Stay against the bridge construction correctly found it to be a substantial enough 
adverse impact on farming that on the illegal trail bridge construction site, with only a 
couple hundred feet of exposure to our orchard and utilized by 6-10 construction 
employees at the edge of one of our fields, to stop that construction project because of the 
exposure it caused our fields to food borne pathogens.  Given that it matters on a small-
scale construction site, perhaps you can understand how much more it matters at a much 
larger scale once there are hundreds of people walking 2.8-miles of trail with their 
animals which bisect almost ¾ of a mile of our orchards and fields.   The only way to 
ensure that we don’t have these contaminates is to not allow this nonfarm conditional use 
permit in the first place and to deny it.    
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8. Fencing – One argument that has been made to support the trail is for fencing.  LUBA in 

their remand wanted to know more about this fencing option.  I agree with LUBA that I 
would like to know more about this fencing option also.  I thought we would see more 
details come out before this remand hearing about this issue but again the applicant is 
silent and just said it will be addressed later in “Good Faith” in some later, nonpublic  
master planning process, that the applicant on his own controls.  We know how much this 
applicant cares about farming (not at all).  This is the same language that they used in the 
last remand hearing and nothing has changed.  LUBA required the county to address in 
the Scope of the Remand that item “B. Fencing to address potential impacts from trail 
users on adjoining farm operations.” With no new information from the applicant we can 
only address fencing from a 10,000’ view and guess what the applicant has planned – if 
he even has a plan.  This is the same place we found ourselves in with the last remand 
hearing.  I can only assume that if this conditional use permit is approved that LUBA will 
send it back to you all again to address this area for a third time. 
 
There are some areas that fencing may help, if the fencing was the correct type and height 
it may be useful to keep people out of our fields, but that fence would look like a prison 
yard to ensure that no person or animal can trespass through the fence. To keep trash out 
there would need to be an almost impermeable wall that does not allow wrappers and 
wind-blown litter to pass though.  The crossing areas would need to have gates that are 
built to the same high tolerances and standards as the main fence as to not allow humans, 
animals, or litter through.  Those crossings however would need not be an encumbrance 
to farming and crossing.  Often times during harvest we must cross the old abandoned rail 
right of way every few minutes to move product from one place to another.  If the gate 
takes any amount of time to open and close, then it will become a significant farm impact 
by impeding the necessary crossing between the bisected portions of the farms we 
currently have and have had for decades.  Crossing on an easement is a standard practice 
by a farmer who has an easement for access across someone’s land.  By the very nature 
of the word easement is supposed to be an “easy” unencumbered access, cumbersome 
gates and fencing systems do not allow for that easy access.  The farmers along the rail 
right of way have express or implied easements to cross the old abandoned rail right of 
way.  No one can seriously claim otherwise.  All of us including me and my predecessors 
have been crossing the old abandoned right of way to get to our farms on either side for 
decades ever since the ROW was put in place and the only impediments to continuing to 
do so, would be the approval of the trail.  Cutting off our access to both sides of our 
farms is a very big deal, a very big change and a very costly change to our accepted 
farming practices.  I do not have other access except for crossing the ROW.  
 
Fencing also does nothing to mitigate the impacts of AEZ’s, Setbacks, and Buffers made 
necessary by our pesticide labels and federal (and state) law if the trail is approved.  
Nowhere in any of the languages of these no spray zones does it talk about a fence, 
hedgerow, or any other barrier releasing the pesticide applicator of the burden to follow 
these rules.  Most of the time these fences limit the ability of the operator to have a clear 
and unencumbered view of the AEZ.  This means that if the trail is approved, with fences 
adequate to keep trespassers and pathogens out, that the farm must now hire, train and 
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outfit a person with PPE to be a spotter to notify the applicator if there is anyone in or 
entering into the AEZ.   Schools and parks often have a fence surrounding them, but they 
are still listed and need setbacks, so we know a fence does nothing to help with pesticide 
law compliance.  As you can see Fencing is not cure.  It may help a few areas but will 
cause significant cost and be a significant impact to others.  On the one hand, not fencing 
will allow for trespass and food safety issues.  On the other, fencing requires we hire 
spotters to see where the people are and to stop our operations when they are noted.  It 
also prevents us from accessing both sides of our farms as we must.  There is no answer 
fence or no fence, that does not cause a significant impact to farms and thus a fence does 
not mitigate for the significant farm impacts from the trail that we have identified and so 
the trail must be denied. 
 

9. Closing the trail- I have heard the county float the “option” of closing the trail to allow 
for pesticide application.  There are many reasons this won’t be a reasonable or effective 
mitigation to the significant adverse farm impacts caused by the proposed trail.  Because 
the county has given us nothing to go on, we must speculate about what we think the 
applicant means by “closing the trail” , without any detail we are forced to paint our own 
picture. 

a. What does closing the trail mean?  Is it a Facebook post, a sign, gates, patrol by 
the sheriff’s office?  No one knows what closing the trail looks like and even in 
the most extreme measures there is no way that has ever been floated that we 
know of to ensure that there is no one on the trail during a closure.  Even if the 
trail is “closed” that still does not relieve us from our setback and buffer 
requirements.  Nowhere in any pesticide language does it mention the difference 
in a setback/ buffer requirement if the school or park is open or closed.  So as 
soon as there is a recreation area like a trail, pesticide applicators have to assume 
the setbacks that apply, at all times. 

b. What kind of notice do we have to give and who do we have to give notice to?  
Many times, scouting for pest and spray application happen in an hour or two of 
each other.  If the pest reveals its presence, thresholds are met and application 
weather is right, we must then and there move to stop the pest before more 
damage is done.  This does not allow time to give notification to shut the trail 
down and get all the people off of it. Thus, we would be forced to wait for a 
shutdown notice or move ahead and spray the portion of the field we can (if we 
can by label rules) then come back and spray the area in the AEZ if we are 
allowed to by Buffer and Setbacks.  Again, all this is a significantly different 
practice than our normal farming practice and would cost significant time, money 
and crop. And will likely result in serious crop damage because we have to move 
quickly to spray when a problem is identified.  We do not have the luxury of days 
or even hours sometimes.  The longer the wait, the worse the infestation will be.  
Understand that weather can change quickly as well.  A day that is foreseen to 
have appropriate wind speeds can turn into a day that is completely inappropriate 
for spraying a few hours later.   

c. How long will the trail be shut down?  Because of REI we have to ensure that no 
one enters that treatment zone even by trespass until the REI is up.  That can be 
hours up to weeks in the case of Slug bait.  Deadline pellets require (Exhibit G) 
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“Application of this product is prohibited unless children and domestic animals 
can be excluded from the treated area from the start of the application until 
applied material is no longer visible.”  Depending on weather conditions this 
could be up to weeks after the application.  Do we have to call back in and let 
them know the time we finish spraying and when the REI will be up, so they 
know when to open the trail? Will there be a daily call to report on the status of 
the slug bait?  Is it our job to report?  We would have to hire people just to 
manage reporting to the county.  That is a significant change and a significant 
added cost.  The incursions of people and domestic animals that we would have to 
protect against would only have the ability to trespass on our property from that 
old abandoned rail ROW because a conditional use permit was granted for a non-
farm trail use in an EFU Zone.  The Law does not require reporting for almost 
everything we apply and having to go through the new step of reporting is a 
“significant” change in farming practices and adds significant costs. 

d. What if the weather changes mid application and we have to stop to ensure we do 
not get drift off site of our property?  Do we have to call in again to come back 
and finish and start the process all over again?  Recall that delays can be ruinous 
to the farmer.   
 

The bigger picture is this, a notification and trail closure system are nowhere near an 
accepted farming practice in Oregon and in fact causes a significant change and imposes 
significant costs to our accepted farming practices.  Oregon’s EFU lands are zoned this 
way to allow them to be used for farming purposes. Which includes spraying our entire 
farm with pesticides, with what, in the manner, and when we need to do so.  Imposing a 
system of notification would significantly restrict and impair our ability to put our EFU 
zoned land to its ultimate best use as described by its zoning.   Any program to use 
notification as a mitigation practice is most definitely a “significant” change to, or 
“significant” cost increase in, an accepted farm practice.  Ultimately, “notification” is 
wholly ineffective to mitigate the problems that the trail visits on farming in the 2.8-mile 
area that we have described.   

 
10. Traffic Impacts and Safety – This remand is supposed to address Traffic impacts and 

safety.  There have been no traffic studies done to our knowledge as to what the traffic at 
the trail ends and Fryer road at the midway point will be.  I have no idea how to address 
this or how the applicant is going to address this.  I will just make my points again about 
the lack of infrastructure at intersection points and trail heads. 

a.  HWY 240 at the North end of phase one turns into East Main in the City of 
Yamhill.  That is supposed to be the route from the trail to the City of Yamhill.  
Since there is not a trail head due to the fact that the Bus Barn property is zoned 
industrial and trails are prohibited outright in industrial zoned land, all users will 
have to navigate this narrow road with zero shoulders and a bridge with no 
protected pedestrian path to get to town.  Here is what that area looks like to show 
you that there is no way it is feasible to have shoulders or a bike path in that area: 
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If the trail user does not live in town and commutes to the trail to use it there is 
absolutely zero parking for them when they start from the City of Yamhill except 
for city streets in the City of Yamhill.  The closest parking spot is 1/3 of a mile 
from the end of the trial and in an older city residential area already full of cars 
and limited parking.  There are no sidewalks so all pedestrians, horse trailers, 
horses, etc., will be in the roadway.  There is no safe place to park and it will just 
cause congestion in an already full part of town.  
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b. There is a place in the middle of phase 1 that the ROW crosses the county’s Fryer 
Rd. in the 2.8-mile stretch. This again is a narrow roadway with little to no 
shoulder.   

 
 
 

It has been said that the county will be putting up no parking signs at this midway 
point because they don’t want it used as a trailhead.  We have not seen any plans 
and certainly no master plan in evidence, so we are going off what we have been 
told.  But if I was driving to use the trail, this would be a much better option to 
park here then parking in the City of Yamhill, and a sign does little to stop people.  
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Any such parking of vehicles and horse trailers would most defiantly spill into 
travel lanes and cause a dangerous situation and foreseeably make it so farm 
equipment cannot even get around such parked cars and trucks and horse trailers; 
not to mention block driveway accesses to people’s homes.   

 
c. The Third parking area for phase 1 is supposed to be the City of Carlton.  The 

county said they have the blessing of the city to use it for this purpose, but of 
course as with all of this, I have not seen it since there is again no master plan or 
other plan or program that the applicant has bothered to provide to review.  I 
know there is no trail head with facilities discussed for the South end of the 
proposed trail at Carlton, so I have to assume that there is no plan for a trailhead 
or safe parking area.  Now with the proposal of the rerouting of OR HWY 47 
whereas the City of Carlton has asked ODOT to move the highway one block to 
the north of where it now goes down Main Street in ODOT’s ”Carlton highway 
repair project.”  This new route will be eliminating the parking along N. Pine, and 
W. Monroe that that I assume would have been ideal for trail users as they were 
before the project, mere feet away from the ROW.  With that parking gone does 
the City of Carlton still have to ability to facilitate parking for a trail and still have 
room for patrons of the local businesses?  The City of Carlton certainly lacks 
roadway width and parking areas now.  There is no way that any trail head or trail 
parking is currently feasible or available in the City of Carlton.   

 
Our first and main need from the roadway system in the ag community and on our 

farm is to be able to move equipment from field to field.  We move between fields by 
going over the old rail right of way.  We move among our fields by taking our farm 
equipment, which moves slowly and is often very wide, over county roads.  Often time 
these large slow-moving vehicles that require the entire roadway and shoulder on our 
smaller county roads to be able to move around especially if we meet traffic or need to 
pull to the side to let traffic pass us.  Our farm attempts to utilize the county roadways 
instead of the higher used roads like HWY 47.  However, with cars parking along the 
edge of the smaller narrow county roads and congestion at undeveloped trailheads, we 
will not be able to utilize them and thus cause longer delays for all roadway users.  Those 
delays will be from tractors holding up traffic on busy HWY 47 or the delays caused 
while waiting on county roads for enough width to pass.  There needs to be a design and 
plan that can be processed and developed before you simply give the trail your approval 
and bypass the whole checks and balances system that ensures we have a safe and 
adequate transportation system.  The county has completely failed to provide and must 
prepare a comprehensive traffic study to determine (1) the trip generation associated with 
the trail, (2) affected streets and intersections, (3) necessary traffic infrastructure 
improvements to accommodate the trail, (4) a funding source for those improvements, (5) 
whether there is capacity on affected roads for the trail traffic at all, (6) where parking 
will be established for the trail and a demonstration that parking is adequate, at a 
minimum to determine if the trail can even be  allowed due to the increased traffic and its 
flow patterns.  This comprehensive traffic study is clearly required before you allow a 
new non EFU project to cram into an already over capacity county road system. 
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11. In the “Stay” proceeding we found out that the bridge was supposed to be built to 
accommodate fire apparatus.  If this is true, then this may help with the fire suppression 
question.  However, there was never any dialog with the fire service at Yamhill Fire 
district whose Chief Brian Jensen wrote a letter for the last remand hearing asking to 
accommodate his equipment.  On all Driveways and private roadways in Yamhill Fire 
District the road, driveway and the bridge have to be signed off by the Chief.  Again, 
there has been no community or impacted parties’ involvement in the process, so I can 
only assume that there has still been no effort to coordinate with (and certainly no master 
planning for) fire and EMS as is required.  There have been no meetings, no public input 
solicited, and no information provided to parties in the remand hearing process about this 
change to the design of the Stag Hollow (and other?) bridges and trail.  Also, note in the 
stay, LUBA noted that the width of the trail at the stag hollow bridge was much wider 
than had been claimed in the previous remand hearings.  What is going on?  What is 
proposed?  It seems that no one knows – not even you.  Again, with no master planning or 
other public process to vet what the trail would be like and how it would or could function 
prior to approval, there is no checks and balance system to the planning process after it is 
approved.  Only the Applicants promise of “Good Faith” processing in the future.  If what 
we have seen through all of this process is their transparency and Good Faith, I don’t hold 
out much hope that they will become any more transparent and open once the checks and 
balance system of LUBA is out of the picture.

12. I was surprised to see the applicant make an inference in the “Response to Motion for a 
Stay; Response to Record objections; Preliminary motion to dismiss for lack of 
jurisdiction”, at Page 4, line14.  “The Seedlings were apparently planted in 2019 after 
petitioners gained traction before LUBA on their claim that, even though hazelnuts are 
grown adjacent to county and public roads at numerous locations without conflicts, they 
potentially cannot co-exist with a trail.”  The inference is that we only planted hazelnuts 
to gain an amplified seat for food safety.  This is ridiculous and shows that the applicant 
has no clue or concern about farming.  We planted Hazelnuts to make a profit in money to 
farm this ground.  Before Hazelnuts, it was in other crops.  The discouraging part of this 
statement is that we could have planted almost any one of the 170 crops that are grown in 
this valley on that land or we could have switch to raising livestock all of which is 
allowed outright (and encouraged as the primary use) on EFU zoned land.  Because of the 
quality of that soil and the climate that we live in, all of these options would have 
prospered. Our choice to plant hazelnuts is to attempt to be more profitable than what the 
land was achieving before that.  For what it matters, our choice to plant hazelnuts was 
made in 2017 when we ordered the trees from the nursery and we were placed on the wait 
list to update the drainage tile system in that field from clay to plastic. We actually 
planted in the winter of 2018, and we also told the county that is what the planned to do 
with that land.  In fact, we brought up before the last remand hearing that the field was 
planted to hazelnuts, but we were ignored like we have been through most of this process. 
No matter what Agricultural product we decide to grow or raise on this land we are doing 
what this land was zoned for and if a conditional use is attempting to come into that 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone it has to co-exist without causing a “significant” change to, or 
cost increase in, an accepted farm practice.  This is the farm impacts test and this a
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standard that this applicant caDnot measure up to. LUBA has all the argument narrowed
down for you now and the writing is on the wall. It is time to eat the county's ill-
conceived sunk cost, swallow your pride and look at this with a fresh set ofeyes, that is
what we expect from the leaders of our county. There is a reason every other rural
county, that is not aligned with Metro, have stopped moving forward with Trail projects
in EFU Zones. They can't pass the test, and those counties have seen that there is a wiser
way to spend the county's tax dollars then fighting for a project that was doomed to fail
from the day the Legislature passed EFU Zoning in the I 970's. This is exactly the reason
and scenario lawmakers envisioned when the gavel hit the podium all those years ago.
Protect the resource that feeds, cloths, and provides for the people of this county, state
and world. Once the land it is gone there is no way to get it back, Vote no on this
conditional use permit.

Sincerely,

Ben VanDyke
15221 NW Westside Rd.
Yamhill, OR 97148

Enclosures

Page 23 of 23
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2O19 Pest Management Guide for the Willamette Valley

The chemicals, formulations, and rates listed

for insect, mite, and disease control are among the

best recommendations based on label directions,

research, and orchard usc experience. Only a

thorough knowledge ofthe orchard, cultivar,

tree size and densiry canopy characteristics, Pest
complex, and past pest problems will enable you to
correctly select chemicals, rates, water volume, and

method ofapplication tbr optimum Pest control.

Occasionally, different formulations ofa product or
like formulations containing a different amount of
active ingredient also are registered and efective for
use on the pests listed. These products also may be

used; we do not intend to discriminate against them.

You may wish to consult their labels and determine

rvhether their use confers advantages over the products

listed in this gurde.

Always refer to the pesticide label as the legal

document guiding product use. T\4'o questions

frequently asked about chemical control of insects

and diseases are: "How much chemical do I use per

acre?" and "What is the least amount of water I need

to apply per acre?" The tables below suggests an

amount of formulated product (not active ingredient

[AI]) to use per acre. This amount is based on a

"t)?ical" middle-aged and density orchard with
moderate pest pressure. It takes less spray to get

good coverage on an orchard with immature trees

with limited canopy, but this does not affect the rate

of application by volume. For most ground-applied
applications, apply producls in a minimum of
100 gal.lons of water per acre (GPA). For larger

Nlk G.Wiman, JayW. Ps(heldt, and Mar(elo Moretti

canopies, 150 to 200 GPA ofwater can improve
coverage and efrcacy. Always calibrate sPrayers to

tree size to improve covereage, reduce waste, and

avoid drift. Please be aware of recent regulations

governing the applicatior of pesticides outlined
in the EPA Worker Protection Standard (WPS),

particularly the Application Exclusion Zone IAEZ),
which is enforced by Oregon OSHA. Apply pesticides

judiciously and promote good relationshiPs with
neighbors.

CHECK LABEL BETORE SPRAYING!
Also;

1. Make sure any tank-mixes ofpesticides are

compatible. When in doubt make a sample

mixture in a jar to evaluate compatibility. ln
some cases the mixture may not react visibly,

but eflicacy may be compromised.
2. Most pesticides perform best when water is

slightly acidic (5-6), and a pH above 7.0 can

cause rapid loss ofefficacy. Consider testing

pH and adjusting water pH prior to mixing,
or avoid certain tank mixes. For example,

elevated pH ofboron spray solution can

weaken insecticides when mixed.
3. Use adiuvants and spreader stickers with

caution.
4. See table on fur.rgicide efectiveness for.Eastern

filbert blight, page 19.

5. Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);

do not become reliant on a single group fbr
control.

6. Pre-mix products may have reduced rates

of active ingredients, and may contribute to
development of resistance.

Malerials are not listed in ordet of preferencc.

Oregon State University Extension . 2019 Hazelnut Pest Management Guide for the Willamette Valley ' EM a32a ' Page I
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El,l 8328 . Revised May 2019
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Stages
Dormant Season (Stages l-2)

Stage la-llowering. Female stigmas outside buds. From red dot to spider stage.
Stage 1b-FIowering. Male catkins just before elongation and pollen ihed.
Stage 2-Dormant buds.

Mid-March (budbreak) (Stages 3-5)
Stage 3-Bud sweiling.
Stage 4-Budbreak. Green leaftips showing.
Stage 5-Advanced budbreak. Highly susceptible to Eastern filbert blight.

March-April
Stage 6*Early shoot elongation. First leaves fully open.

Not shown

April-May; May-June; ]uly-August; late August-September
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Hazelnut Pest Control Recommendations
Use only one material except where a combination is indicated. Follow label precautions $.hen tank mixing oils, fungicides, and

insecticides. Materials are not Iisted in order ofpret'erence-

Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Actiye ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interyavPreharvest ioterval (PHI)

Eastern filbert blight
Note; Scout orchards and remove and destroy all cankered wood prior to budbreak. Burning or chipping ofp.uned, infected
branches is an accetable practice. Fungicides should not be applied prior to budbreak.

P€st or disease/
Nlaterial

Application
(AI) rate/acre

Abound

Aframe Plus

Bravo Weather Stik

Burtper 41.8EC

azo).l).st robin

azoxystrobin f
propiconazole

chlorothalonil

propiconazole

iaterval/Preharvest interval (PHl)

12 floz Group l1 fungicide. Use on a l0 day schedule. Do not use
with silicone-based surfactants. 4-hour reentry 45-day
PHI.

74-21 tl oz Group 3+ 1l fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16. Do not use
more than 2 consecutive applications. l2-hour reentry.

4 }rt

6o-day PHI.

Group M5 fungicide. 12 hour reentry. 120-day PHl.

5-8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16.

l2-houI reentry.

Eastern filtlert blight (see footnotes 6, 7, and 8, page 16, and Table 3, page 20)

Mid- March (budbreak)(Stage j-5) continues ofl next page

Use oflbt oke mate/ial except tuhere a combinatio is itldicqted. l'oLlow label precautiofis i)hen tank-rnixing oils, fungrcirles, and insecticides.
Materials are not listed in ordet of preference.

Oregon State University Extension . 2019 Harelnut Peet Management Guide for the Willamette Valley . EM 832a. page 2
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Pest or disease/
Ilaterial

Application
Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry intervavPreharvest interval (PHI)

Eastern filbert blight (see footnotes 6 , 7, and 8, page 15, and Table 3, page 20) (continued)

Cabrio EG

Copper-Count-N

Echo 90DF

Gem 500SC

Inspire Super

Kocide 3000

Merivon

Nucop 50DF

Procure 480SC

Propi-Max F,C

Quadris Top

Quash

Quilt Xcel

Stratego

Tilt

Topguard

Topguard EQ

Trionic 4 SC

Unicorn DF

Willowood Azoxy 2SC

Zitum 76 DF

pyraclostrobin

coPPer ammonium
carbonate

chlorothalonil

triJloxystrobin

difenoconazole +
qprodinil

copper hydroxide

fluxapyroxad +

Pyraclostrobir

copper hydroxide

triflumizole

propiconazole

azoxystrobin +
difenoconazole

metconazole

azoxystrobi[ +
propiconazole

propiconazole +
tliflor7strobin

propiconazole

flutriafol

flutriafol + 5-8flo2
azoxystrobin

triflumizole 4-6 fl. oz

tebuconazole t sulfur 3-5lb
azoxyshobin 6-12l oz

ziram 4-8lb

Group 1l fungicide. Use with a spreader sticker. Do not
use more than 2 conseculive applications.
12-hour reentry

Group 3 t 1l fungicide. Do not use witi silicoDe
surfactants. 45-day PHI. 12-hr reentry.

Group 3 fungicide. l2 hour reentry l8-day pHI.

Group 3 + M2 fungicide- 24-hour reentry. 35-day PHI-

Group I I fungicide. Use on a 10-day schedule. Do not use
with silicone surfactants. 4 hour reentry. 45-day PHI.

Group M3 furtgicide. 48-hour reentr),. Do not use

after May. See supplemental label. Aerial application
prohibited.

9.5 uz

8-12 qt Group Ml fungicide. 48-hour reentry.

3.25 Lb Group M5 fungicide. Can be mixed with other tungicides.
l2 hour reentry 120-day PHI.

1.9-3.8o2 Group 1l ftmgicide. 12 hour reentry.60-day PHL

16-20 fl oz Group 3 + 9 fungicide. 12-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

7-10.5 Ib Group Ml fungicide. Add I pt HMO per 100 gal of water.
48-hour reeutry.

5-6.5 fl oz Group 7 + 11 fungicide- Do not use with EC or oil-based
products. l2-hour reentry lA-day PHI.

8-12 lb Group Ml fungicide. Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal ofwater.
48-hour reentr,.

4-6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. l2-hour reertry. l8-day PHI.

4-8 ll o?. Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16,
l2-hour reentqa

\2-14 fl oz Group 3 + 1l fungicide. Do not use within 45 days of
harvest. 12-hour reentry.

3.5 oz Group 3 fungicide. Use with a surfactant. 12 hour re€ntry.
25-day PHI.

14-21tloz Group 3 f 1l tungicide. l2-hour reentry 60-d.y PHI.

12-15.4 fl Group 3 + l1 fungicide. Do not confuse this with a similar
oz product called Stratego YLD, which may be phltotoric

to hazelnuts. l2-hour rcentry 60-day PHI.

5-8 fl oz Group 3 fungicid€. See footnote 6, page 16.

l2-hour reentry

14 floz Group 3 fungicide. Use ofan adiuvant may result in Plant
GroMh Regulation (PGR) efecls. 12 hour reenrry.
r+day PHL

Usc only one fiaterial except wlrerc a combifialion is ifidicated. Follow labcl precautiofis wlten tank mixing oils, fungicitla, afid insecticitles.
Materials are not listed fu order oJprefercxce-

Oregon State Unive.sity Extension .2019 Hazelnut Pest Management Guide for the Willamette Valley . EM 8328. page 3
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Pest or disease/
Material Active ingredient (AI)

Applic.tion
rate/acre Comment$/Reentryinterval/Preharvestinterval(PHI)

Bud mites (see footnote 3, page l6)

Agri Mek SC abamectin

Bcxar

2.25-4.25
oz

27 oz

16-34 fl oz

2-4 pt

2l oz

12 gal

I0-20lbs

Envidor 2 SC

Fuiimite XIO

Kanemite l5 SC

Lime sulfur (BSP)

Sultur (DF)

Nerler

toltenpyrad

spirodiclofen

fenp)'roximate

acquinocyl

calcium polysulfrde

micronated sulfur

pyridaben

Group 5 insecticide. Restricted use. Translaminar activiry
Do not apply more thar twice per season. See also
generics. Potentially more effective on spider mites. f)o
not make aerial applications. l2-hour recntry.
2l-day PHI.

Group 21A insecticide, No more than I application per
season. Do not make aerial applications. Maintain a

25 ft bufer strip. See 2(ee) label for hazelnut. 12 hour
reentry. I4-day PHI.

Croup 23 miticide. No more than 1 appiication per
season, Do rlot make aerial applications. Minimum of
100 GPA. l2-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Group 2lA insecticide. No more thar 2 applications per
season. Do not make aerial applications. Minimum of
100 GPA. l2-hour reeDtry. l4-day PHL

Group 20B miticide. Do not make aerial applications.
No more than 2 applicatioos per year. Use 150 CPA or
higher l2-hour reentry. 7-day PHt.

Do not apply when temperatures exceeed 85"F. Do not use
in combinatio[ with or within 3-4 weeks ofan oil spray
application. Minimum 100 GPA. 48-hour reeDtry

Group M2 fungicide. tncludes Kumulus, Microthiol
Disperss, Sulfur WG, 24 (c) labels for control of
budmite. Do not apply when air temperatures
may exceed 90'F for three days after application.
Reappiications recommended every 7-10 days.
z4-hour reentry

Group 2l miticide. Do not mate aedal applications. Do
not apply more than twice per season, with a minimum
of 30 days betrveen applicatioDs.l2-houj reentry.
7-day PHI.

Mininlum of 100 GPA. 48-hour reentry

10.62 oz

Sulforix (BSP) calcium polysulfide 3 gal

WiDter moth, omnivorous [eaftier
Nore; Larvae cao damage young trees by feeding on developiog buds, leaving a distinct skeletonization pattern on leaves.
Sprays ate triggercd only rvhen >20o./o of terminals are infested. Because ofthe early timing for this spray, application ofthese
chemicals now may not adequately control filbert and obli<;uebandecl leafrollers, which become active slightly later

Bacillus thningiensis
&r/sraki (Btk)

Delegate WG

bacterium

spinetoram

See label Multiple formulations ar,ai)able, OMRI approved for
rates. organic use. Spray when larvae 6rst detected. Apply

with a sticker. o-day PHl,

3-7 oz Croup 5 insecticide. Rates are approximate. Time
application for lirst appearance oflarvae. 4-hour
reentry. 1-day PHI.

Mar.h April contifiues oh fiext page

Meterials are fiot listed in order of pteference.

Oregon State University Extension . 20 l9 Hazelnut Pest Management Guide for the Willamette Valley. EM a32a . page 4
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Pelt or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interal/Preharvest interval (PHI)

Winter moth, omnivorous leaftier (continued)

Dimilin 2L diflubenzuron Group l5 insecticide. Use a minimum of50 gai water/A.
Restricted use. Can use up to 4 appucations per season
(64 fl oz maximum per season). l2 hoirr reentry
28-day PHI.

Group 18 insecticide (lGR). Apply at or just prior to egg

hatch. 4-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Group 5 + group l8 insecticide, Appl)'when larve first
begin to feed. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Group lB insecticide. No more than 3 applications per
season. Do not graze Iivestock in treated orchards.
Extremely toxic to 6sh. Toxic to birds and wildlife.
24 hour reentry. 14-day PHL

Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Targets small larvae.
12-hour reentry. I+day PHI.

lntrepid 2F

Intrepid Edge

Lorsban 75WG/4E

Prociaim

methox).fenozide

methox/enozide +
spinetoram

chlorpl'rifos

ernamectin benzoate

8-16 oz

8-16 oz

6-12 oz

2-2.67
lb/3-4 pt

3.2-4.8 oz

Pest or disease/
Matelial

Application
Active inglefient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry intervavPreharvest interval (PHI)

Easrern filbert blight (see footnotes 6, 7, and 8, page 16, and Table 3, page 20)

Abound

Aframe Plus

Bravo weather Stik

Bumper 4l.8EC

Cabrio EG

Copper Court-N

Echo 90 DF

Gem 500SC

Inspire Super

Kocide 3000

Me von

NuCop 50DF

azoxystrobiD

azorystrobin +
propiconazole

chlorothalonil

propiconazole

pyraclostrobin

copper ammonium
carbonate

chlorothalonil

trifloxystrobin

difenoconazole +
clprodiail

copper hydroxide

fluxapyroxad +
pyraclostrobin

copper hydroxide

9.5 oz

12floz Group I I fungicide. See footnote 9, page 16. Use ofl
a l0-day schedule. Do flot [se with silicone-based
surfactants. 4-hour reentry- 45-day PHI.

14-21oz Group 3+ll fungicide. See footnote 6, pagc 16- Do not use

rnore than 2 consecutive applications, 12-hour reentr),.
60-day PHI.

4 pt Group M5 fungicide. l2-hour reentry 120-day PHI.

5-8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16.

l2-hour reentry.

Group I I fungicide. Do [ot use nrore than 2 .olsecutive
applications. 12-hour reentry

8-12 qt Group Ml fungicide. 48-hour reentry.

3.25lb Group M5 fungicide. Can be mixed u,ith othe, fungicides.
l2 hour reentry. rz0-day PHI.

1.9-3.8 oz Group I I fungicide. l2-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

16-20lloz Group 3 + 9 fungicide. I2-hour reentry. f4-day PHI.

7-10.5 lb Group Ml fungicide. Add I pt HMO per 100 gal water.
48 hour rcentr)a

5-6.5 fl oz Group 7 r I I fungicide. Do not use with EC or oil-based
products. l2 hour reentry. 14-dayPHI.

8-12 lb Group N{l fungicide. Add I pt HMO per 100 gai water
48-hour reentry

Stage 6 (earll shoot elongatiorl) co tihues on flext pdge

Use ofily one t ateridl except where a combination is indicoted. Follow label precautions qhert taflk-fiiting oils, .fungicides, and insecticides.

Matetiols are not listed in order of preference.
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
(AI) rate/acre

Eastern filbert blight (see footnotes 6, 7, and 8, page 16, and Table 3' page 20) (continued)

Procure 480SC

Propi-Max EC

Quadris Top

Quash

Quilt Xcel

Stratego

TiIt

Topguard

Topguard EQ

Tiionic 4 SC

Unicorn DF

Willowood Azoxy 2SC

triflumizole

propiconazole

azoxystrobin +
difenoconazole

metcolrazole

azoxystrobin +
propiconazole

propiconazole +
trifloxystrobin

propiconazole

flutriafol +
azoxystrobin

triflumizole

tebuconazole + sulfur

azoxystrobin

flutriafol l4ll oz

intervauPreharvest interval (PHI)

4-6 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. t2-hour reentry 18-day PIII.

4-8 fl oz Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16.

12-hour rcentry.

Group 3 + 1l furlgicide. f)o not use within 45 days of
haNest. 12-hour reentry.

Group 3 fungicide. Use with a surfactant. l2-hour reentry
25-day PHI.

Group 3 + ll fungicide- 12 hour reentry 60-dayPHI.

Group 3 t l1 fungicide. Do not confuse this with a similar
product called Stratego YLD, which may be ph)4otoxic
to hazelnuts. 12-hour reentry. 60-day PHI.

Group 3 fungicide. See footnote 6, page 16.

12-hour reentry.

Group 3 fungicide. Use ofan adjuvant may result in Plant

Gromh Regulation (PGR) elfects, l2-hour reeltry.
l4-day PHI.

Group 3 + 11 firngicide. Do oot use with silicone
surfactants. 12-hr reentry 45-day PHI.

Group 3 fungicide. 12 hour reeniry. l8-day PHI.

Group 3 + M2 fungicide. 24-hour reentry 35-day PHI.

Group I I fungicide. Do not use with silicone srtfactants.
See footnote 9, page 16. Use on a 10-day schedule.

4-hour reentry 45-day PHI.

Group M3 fungicide. 48-hour reentry. Do Dot use

after May. See supplemental label. Aerial application

lZ-14 fl oz

3,5 oz

14-21 tl oz

t2-15.4 fL

oz

5-8 fl oz

5-8 tl oz

4-6 fl oz

3-s lb

6-12ll oz

4-8 lbZiranT6l)F ziran

Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingre&ent (AI) rate/acre Commetrts/Reentry interYal/Preharvest interval (PHI)

Filbert leafroller
Notej Filbert leafroller eggs hatch in late March and eady April during warm weather. No treatments are necessary below 20

to 25 percent inf€station rate on termiral leafclusters. Natural enemies t)?ically provide good control ofleafrollers.

3-4.5 oz Group 28 irsecticide. No more than 4 applications perAltacor

Aorbush 25W

chlorantrarriliprole

permethrin

esfenvalcrate

t2.8-25.6
oz

9.6-19.2 ozAsana XL

season- ,1-hour reentry. lO-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated

orchards. E)r.tremeh tor.ic to 6sh and aquatic habitat.

Do not apply more than 1"6 lb ailA per season. 24-hour
reentD,. l4-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not apPly a

second spray within 3 weeks ofthe 6rst. Do not apply
more than 0.2 Ib ailA per season. Do not graze liYestock

in treated orchards. 24-hour . 21-day PHL

Ux onlfine mierial except where a combinatiotl is indicated. Follow label precautions wheh tdfik-mixing oils, fungicides, afld ifisecticid.s.

Materials are not listcd in order oJ preJerence.

Oregon State Unlversity Extension .2019 Hazelnut Pest Management Guide for theWillamette Valley. EM E328 ' Page 6
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Pest or diseasc/ Application
Material Active ingediert (Al) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interval/Preharvest krterval (PHI)

Filbert leafroller (continued)

Aza-DLect

B ac illu s thul in g i e fl si s

kurstaki (Btk\

Brigade WSB

Cobalt

Delegate WG

Diazinon AG 500

Dimilin 2L

Entrust

Exirel

lntrepid 2F

Intrepid Edge

Lorsbai 75WG/4E

a'zadirachtin

bacterium

bifenthrin 0.05-0.21b
ai/A

(8-32 tl oz)

chlorpyrifos + lambda 22-57 oz

cyhalothrin

Botanical q.:tract ofthe neem tree. OMRI approved for
organic use. 4 hour reentry. o-day PHI.

Multiple tbrmulations available. OMRI approved for
organic use. Spray when larvae i.st detected. APply
with a sticker. 0-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. l2-hour reentry.
7-day PHI.

Group 1B + 3,4 insecticide. Restricted use. Premix
product, see label as both Als have cumulative limits/
season.24 hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. 4 hour reentry. 7 day PHI.

Group 1B insecticide. Restricted use. Apply in dilute
spray (250-400 gal/A). No more than I application per
season. l8-day reentry 45-day PHI.

Group 15 insecticide. Restricted use. Use a minimum of50 gal

water/A. Can use up to 4 applications per season (64 fl oz
maximum per season). l2-hour reentry. 2&day PHI.

Group 5 iosecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. No
rnore than 9 oz per season. 24-houi reentry l-dayPHI.

Grcup 28 insecticide. No more than 0.4 Ib AI per season.

l2-hour recntry. 5-day PHI.

Group 18 insecticide (lGR). Apply at or just prior to egg

hatch. 4-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

croup 5 + l8 insecticide. Apply at the begi ing ofegg hatch
when lanae begin feeding. 4-hour reentry 7-day PHI.

Group 18 insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 3

applications per season. Do not graze livestockirl
treated or€hards. Extremely toxic to 6sh. Toxic to birds
and wildlife. 24-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated
orchalds. Do not apply more than 1.6 lb ailA per
season. 24-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group 6 insecticide. Restdcted use. Targets small larvae,
12-hour reentry. l,l-day PHI.

Group t A insecticide. Make first application during
egg hatch. Sevin may cause rapid increase of aphid
populations 3 4 week after application. 4F and 80S

formulations also available. l2-hour reentry l4-day PHL

Group 5 insecti€ide. 24-hour reentry. f4-day PHI.

Group 3A trsecticide. Restricted use. Apply no more than
7-68 oz afte, bloom. 24 hour reentry l4-day PHI.

16-32 oz

See Iabel
rates.

spi11etoram

diazlnon

ditlubenzuron

cyanrraniliprole

methoxl.ibnozide

lO-2O.5 oz

8-16 oz

4.5-7 oz

lpt

8-16 oz

spinosad \.25-3 oz

Pounc€ 25 WP

Proclaim

Sevin XLR Plus

Success Natuml)te Insect
Control

Warrior II

methox,-fenozide + 6-12 oz
spinetoram

chlorplrifos 2-2.67
lb/3-4 Pt

pernlcthrin 12.8-16 oz

emamecLn benzoate 3.2-4.8 oz

carbaryl 2-5 ql

spinosad 4-10 oz

lambtia-cyhalothrin I,28-2.56
fl oz

Aptil May cofltiiues on next page

Use only one material except where a combination is indicated. Follow label precautions )heh tank-fiixing oils, Jungicides, and insecticides.

Materials are not listed in ordq of preJerence.
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Pest or di$ease/
Nlaterial

Application
Active itgredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reedtry inteil'avPreharvest hterval (PHD

Fllbert aphid, hazelnut aphid
Nofe: Some products are very toxic to pollinators, avoid applications when bees are activelf foraging on honeydew or weeds

on orchard floors, minimize drift to adjacent beehives or flowering crops. When possible rely on biological control from the

aphid parasitoid ?rioxys pallldas,

Admire Pro imidacloprid Group 44 insecticide. Systemic activiry Avoid drift to
flowering crops. Can be applied as soil application
through chemigation system, rates and rcstrictions
di$er for this application, see label. Generic labels

available. l2-hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Group 4A insecticide, Systemic activity. Avoid drift to
flowering crops. Ille higher rate may be needed for
control in mature orchards with full canopies. No more
thao 4 applications per season. 12 hour reentry.
14-day PHI.

Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to
Ilowering crops. Low rate forlow infestation and/or
smaller trees. No more than 0.2 lb AI per year. 12 hour
rcentry. 21-day PHL

Group 4C insecticide. Do not apply more than 17 oz pet
growing season. l2-hour reentry. 7-day PHl.

Group lB + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix
ploduct, see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/
season. 24-hour reentry. t+day PHI.

Group 3 + 4.A insecticide. Systemic activity- Avoid drift
to flowering crops. Restricted use. Premix product,
see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/season.
Leverage 360 is also available. l2-hour reentry.
r4day PHI.

Group lB insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 3
applications per season. Do not graze livestock in
treated orchards. Ertremelytoxic to 6sh. Toxic to birds
and wildlife. 24 hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Croup 23 insecticide. loxlc to aquatic organisms.

Minimum interval between treatments is 14 days.

Limited to 21.5 07- per year.24-hour reenftI, 7-day PHI.

Croup 4D in$ecticide. Minimum interval between
treatments is 14 days. Limited to 28 oz per year.

4-hour reentry 7-day PHI.

Suppression only. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour

Assail 70WP

Belay

Closer SC

Cobalt

Le,rerzge 2.7

dcetamiprid

clothianadin

sulfoxaflor

beta- cltluthrin +

imidacloprid

flupl,radifurone

kaolin clay

1.2-2.4 oz

l.l 4.1 oz

3-6 oz

1.5-2.75 oz

3.8-5.t oz

7 -10.5 oz

s0-75Ib

ctrlorpl.rifos + Iambda 22-57 oz
cyhalothrin

Lorsban 75\4rG/4E ctrlorpyrifos 2-2.67
lbi 3-4 pt

Movento

Sivanto 200 SL

Surround WP

spirotetramat 6-9 oz

reentrr.- 0-dav PHL

Apil-May continues on fieJ.t Page

ise oily one matcri,tl except wherc a combi dtiotl is inLlicdterl. Follow label precautions wllen tunk-mixing oik, fungicides, and insecticides.

Mal:eridls ctre fiot listed in order oJ preJerence-
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
(AI) rate/acre Comments/ReeDttyinterval/Preharvestinterval(PHI)

Omnivorous leaftier, wirter oth (if Present)
Nofsi Primarily pests durhg orchrrd establishment, see note for March-April.

Intrepid Edge

Lorsban 75WG/48

methoxyfenozide +
spinetoram

chlorpyrifos

6-12 oz Group 5 + grouP 18 insecticide. Apply when larve first
begin to feed. 4-hour reentry. 7-day PHt.

2-2.67 Group lB insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 3

lb/3-4 pt applicalions per season. Do not graze livestock in
treated orchards. Extremely toxic to 6sh. Toxic to birds
and wildlife. 24-hour . l4-day PHI.

Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry hterval/Preharvest inrerval (PHI)

To indease nut set
Nofer These are rates for foliar-applied sprays. Consult labels for soil-applied rates. For maximum effect, apply boron fiom
mid- to late May. Do not tank-mix with insecticides-

Nutritional - not pest Borcn
management

Varies See label; many forrnulations andbrands exist.

Filbertwofm

Nots See footnote 4, page 16, orl use ofpheromone traps.

Isomate FBW ring

Pacific flatheaded borer

Norei A serious pest that mosdy affects hazelnut trees in their first leaf. Adults lay eggs on trunls, and larvae feed on the
cambium layer and may girdle the bee. Adults generally emerge and begrn egg laying in eady June but may be out slighdy
earlier in late Mny. The flight period of adult borers lasts through AugusL Prevent suDburn by painting trunk with white
latex paint, manage weeds, and prelrnt w?ter stress. Grorsing vigorous trees is the key to preventing borer attack. Practice
sanitation by removing hfested stems and burning or shredding them.

This is an emerging issue, and no registered products for hazelnut list Pacific flatheaded borer on the label. Work in progress
will ideally result in labeling ofproducts for Pacific flatheaded borer. In the meantime, research suggests that registered
Group 4 systemic i[secticides used against aphids and scale insects (imidacloprid, acetamiprid, clothianadin) can also
prevent attack by Pacffic flatheaded borer ifapplied in a manaer to ensure plant uptake or residue presence by the time of
llight of adult borers. Management of other insects io the orchard may also allow use ofcover sprays, including Croup 3

or 1 materials that can help prevent borer attack with residue deposition on trunks. Civen the long flight period ofPacific
flatieaded borer, reapplication ofcover sprays will likely be necessary.

Admire Pro irnidaclopricl |.2-2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift
to flowering crops. Can be applied as soil drench or
through chemigatioD. Rates and restrictions differ by
application method; see label. Ifapplied as drench allow
adequate time for uptake prior to borer emergence.

Generic labels available. 12-hour reentry 7-day PHI.

Group 4A. insecticide. Systemic activiry Ayoid drili to
flowering crops. No more than 0.2 lb AI per season.
l2-hour 2l-dav PHI.

Use onl/ one material except where a cornbifiatiorl is
Moterials are not listed in order of prcference .

precautiotls tark-rrlixirlg

E,E 8,10-dodecadienyl 0.01-5 g/
acetate day/ha

Pheromone dispensers for filbertwotm mating dismption.
Apply before first flight ofmoths at a minimum of20
dispensers per acre in the upper 7: of canopy. Monitor
trap captures care6ily to determine ifadditional
management is needed.

Belay clothianidin 3-6 oz

ofid insecticides.

Oregon State University Ext€nrion . 2019 Hazelnut Pert Management Guide for the Willam€tte Valley. EM 8328. page 9
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Pest or disease/
Material

APPtication
Active in$edient (AI) late/acre interyal/Preharvest inten'al (PHI)

Group 28 insecticidc. No morc than 4 applications per

season, 4-hour reentry. lo-day PHI.

Group 3 insecticide. 12 hour reentry. 14-day PHL

Multiple formulations available. Spray rvhen larvae lirst
detected. OMzu approved for organic use. Apply with a

sticker o-day PHI.

Group I B + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix
product, see iabel as both AIs have curnulative limits/
season. z4-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. Do not apply more than 3
colsecutive treatments ofgroup 5 materials. Target
larvae. 4-hour reentry. l-day PHI.

Group I 5 insecticide. Use a mirilnum of 50 gal water/A.

Restricted use. Can use up to 4 applications per season (64

fl oz maximum per season). 12 hour reeDtqa 28{ay PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. No
more than 9 oz pe! season. 24-hour iee[try. l-day PHI.

Group 28 insecticide. No more than 0.4 lb AI per season.

12-hour reentry s-day PHI.

croup I 8 insecticide. Appty during peak egg laying or early
egg hatch (200-400 DD). Reapply 10-18 days lat€r (500-
700 DD). Generics available.4 hour reentry. 7-d^y PI{l.

Group 5 + 18 insecticide. Apply at the beginning ofegg hatch

when lawae begin feeding. 4-hour reenftT. 7-day PHI.

Group lB insecticide. Restricted use. No more than 3
applications per season. Do not graze livestock in
treated orchards. Extremely toxlc to fish. Tordc to birds
and wildlife. 24-hour reentry l4-d.y PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. 24-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Obliquebanded and filbert leafroller
Nore: LaNae pdmarily feed on leaves but also can cause damage by feeding between husk and nut. Severe infestations

on young trees may affect growth. lnspect under husks for larvae between mid-June and late ]ul)a Use pheromone traps

and degree-day (DD) models to time applications. No treatments are necessary below 20 to 25 percent infestation rate

on terminal leafclusters. Trap caphrres of >40 moths/week and larvae detected on nuts i[dicate damaging levels. Natural
enemies t,?ically provide good control ofmature leafroller lan'oe, avoid treatment when larvae are mature.

Altacor

Baythroid xl
Bacillus thurhgieflsis

/<lrstati (Btk)

Cobalt

Delegate WG

Dimilin 21.

Entrust

Exirel

Iotrepid 2F

Intrepid Edge

Lorsban 75WG/48

chlorantraniliprole 3-4.5o2

chlorpyrifos + lambda 22-57 oz

cyhalotirin

beta-c)fluthrin

bacterium

2.4-2.8 oz

See label
rates.

4.5-7 oz

8-16 oz

10-20.5 oz

8-16 oz

spinetoram

diflubenzuon

cyantraniliprole

methoxyfenozide

spinosad 1.25-3 o?,

methoxrfenozide + 6-12 oz

spinetoram

chloryl.rifos
lbl3-4pr

4-lO ozSuccessNaturab'telflsect spinosad
Control

Spider mites, rust mites
Nore; Look for wetrbing and brown discoloration ('bronzing") on the underside ofleaves during the summer. Spider
and rust miLe problems may be a s,r,tnptom of overreliance on broad spectrum chemistries, including p)a'ethroids arrd

organophosphates. Mite outbreaks are also associated with warer stressed trees and dusty conditions. Rotate aation groups

and do not apply below the minimum raie to avoid development ofresistance.

Agri-Mek SC

Acramite 50WS

abamectin

bifenazate

2.25-4.25 Group 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Translaminar activity. Do
oz not apply more than twice per season. See also generics. Do

not make aerial appJications, I2-hour reertry.2l-.lay PIII-

0.75-1.5 lb Group un (unclassi6ed) miticide. Use only onc€ per
seasoD. l2-hour reeitry. 1 PH].

cofltitues on next

Use ofily one materidl excEt where o combinatiofl is

Mdteriak are not listed in order of prefetence.
Follott label precautions when tank-mix.ing oils, fuagicides, and insecticides.
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interval/Preharvest interval (PHI)

Spider mites, rust mites (continucd)

Envidor 2 SC

Fu.iimite XIO

Kanemite 15 SC

Nealta

Nexter

Savey 50DF

Zeal

spi ro diclofen

fen pyroximate

acquinocyl

cyflumetofen

prridaben

hexythiazox

etoxazole

13.7 oz

16-34 fl oz Group 23 miticide- No more than I application per
season. Do not make derial applications. Minimum of
100 GPA. l2 hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

2-4 pt Group 2lA insecticide. No more than 2 applications per
season. Do not make aerial applications. Minimum of
100 GPA. l2-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

2l oz Group 20B miticide. Do not make aerial applications.
No more than 2 applicatio.rs per year. Use 150 CPA or
higher 12-hour reentry. 7-d.y PHI.

Group 25 miticide. Do not leapply at less than l4-day
interYal. Minimum of 100 GPA. No more than
27.4 ozlse^son. l2-hour reentrY. 7-day PHI.

10.62 oz Group 2l miticide. Do not make aerial applications. No
more tha$ 2 applicatiolls per season, with a minirnum
of 30 days between applications.l2-hour reenhy.
7 -day P}Il.

3-6 oz Group I0A miticide. No more than I application per
season. Apply before popr:lation build up, does not
control adult mites. l2-hour reentry. 28-day PHL

Group 108 miticide. Appiy while spider mite populations
are low- No more than I application per season. l2-hour
reentry. 28-day PHI.

2-3 oz

Pest or disease/
Material Active ingredient (AI)

Application
mte/acre Comments/Reentryinterval/Preharvestinterval(PHI)

Scale

Norei Several scale species can infest hazelnut orchards, but lecanium scale is most common, Severe infestations can ploduce
abundaot honeydew that is colonized by sooty mold, inhibiting photoqthesis and causing leafdrop- Time sprays fo, the
emergence ofcrawlers, or the active immatures that emerge Iiom the larger bodied females in early summer (iate )une-]uly).
Avoid applications rvhen bees are actively foraging on honeydew

Admire Pro imidacloprid Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity, Can be appLied as
soil application by drench or chemigation system, rates
and restrictions differ for this application, see label.
Generic labels available. l2-hour reentr,v. 7-day PHI.

Botanical extract ofthe neem tree. OMRI approved for
orgalic use. 4-hou]. reentry. 0-day PHI.

Gioup 4A. insecticide. S)stemic activit,v Avoid drift to
flowering crops. No more than 0.2 lb AI per year 12-
hour reentry 2l-day PHI.

Group 3,{ insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze
livestock on treated cover crops. Highly toxic to bees
and toric to iish and aquatic invertebrates. l2,hour
reentry. 7-day PHI.

1.2-2.4 oz

Aza-Direct

Belay

Brigade WSB

azadirachtin

clothianadin

bifenthrin

16-32 oz

6oz

8-32 oz

July-August cofitiiues on next page

Use ofill ofie tfiateri+l except where a combination is indicated. Follow label precautions when ttlnk-mixing oik,fungicides, and insecticides.
Materials are not listcd in order ofpteference.
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interyal/Preharyest interval (PHI)

Scale (cortinued)

Centaur WDG

Closer SC

Esteem 35 WP

buprofezin

sulfoxaflor

pyriproxyfen

r.5-2.0 l[.)

5.75 oz

4-5 oz

Croup 16 insecticide. No more than one application per
seaso . l2-hour reentry.6o{ay PEI.

Group 4C insccticide. Do lrot apply mole thafl ]7 oz per
growirtg season. l2-hour reentry. 7-dayPHI.

Group 7C insecticide. Note: This treatment should be
timed to precede scale egg laying as this insect growth
regulator suppresses egg development, see label. No
more than 2 applications per season. Generics available.
12-hour reertry 2l-day PHI.

Group 23 insecticrde. Toxic to dquatic organisms.
Minimum interval between treatments is l4 days.

Limited to 21.5 oz per year 24-hou. reentry. 7-day PHI.

Movento spirotetramat

Brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB)
Nolc BMSB is an increasing problenr on hazelnuts in the \{illamette Valley. BMSB may pose a risk to nut qualiry crusing
corking/decay iffeeding occurs on developed kernels. Monitor for BMSB using pheromone traps, timed visual counts, or
beating trays. Populations tend to build up as harvest approaches, but BI{SB also feed on vegetative groMh early in the
seuson and may build up in the orchard. Eggs and nymphs are found from May to September Note that border sprays
and Alternate Rorv Middle (ARIvl) treatments can provide BMSB control while reducing impacts on natural enemies and
potentially preventing flaring ofsecondary pests (nites, apllids, scale).

See Brown Marmorated Stiflk Bug (EM 9054), Moflitoring Iot Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (EM 9138), " EM ERGING PES'I:

Bro r Marmolated Stink Bug-A Pending Threat to Pacific Nortlwest Ag culture" in PNW Insect Managerkent Handbook,
arld How to Recoghize Brown Marmorctted Stink Bug Damage in Commercial Hazelnurs (Elvl 9102), available through the
OSU Extension Publications Catalog (https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/).

6-9 oz

Admire Pro

Ambush 25W

imidacloprid

Permethrin

beta-cffluthrin

clothianidin

bifenthrin

chlorpyrifos + lambda 22-57 oz
cyhalothrin

\.2-2.4 oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activiry Avoid drift to
flowering crops. Ceneric labels available. l2 hour
reentry. 7-day PHL

12.8-25.6 Group 34 insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated
oz orchards. Extremely toxic to 6sh and aquatic habitat.

Do not apply more than l.6lb ailA per season. 24 hour
reentry. l4-day PHI.

2-2.4 oz Grcup 3 insecti€ide. 12-hour reentry'. 14-day PHI.

6oz Group 4A insecticide. Systemic activity. Avoid drift to
flowering crops- No more thaa 0.21b AI per year.
12-hour reeotry. 2l-day PHL

Bayth-roid XL

Belay

Brigade WSB 8-32 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do Dot graze

livestock or1 treated cover crops. Highly toxic to bees

and toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. l2-hour
reentry. 7-day PHI.

Cobalt Group l B + JA insecticide. Rest cted use. Premir
product, see label as both AIs have .umulative limits/
season. 24-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Danitol fenpropath ri n 10.6-21.3 Group 3 irsecticide. Restricted use. No more than 2
oz applications recommended, no more than 0.8lb Al

allowed per season. 24-hour reentry 3-day PHI.

luly August co tinues ofi next ?age

Materiols are not lista) in ordet ofprefercnce.
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Pest or disease/ Application
Material Active ingredient (AI) rate/acre Comments/Reentry interval/Prehar-yest interval (PHI)

Brown marmorated stinl bug (BMSB) (cortirued)

Declare

Double'lake

gammacFhalothrin 1.02-2.0s
oz

diflubenzuron + 4-5 oz
lambda-cyhalothrin

lambda cyhalothrin + 5-6 oz
thiamethoxam

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted usc. No moie than 0.08

lb AI peryear. 24-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group l5 + group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do
not exceed 4 applications pel groiving season. Plemix
product, see label as no more thao 0.12 lb lambda,
cyhalothrin is allowed per season. Use the higher rate
for longer residual control, high pest population,low
crop load, Iarger trees, or heavy/dense foliage. Reapply
at 2l-dal, intervals under sustained pest pressure. 24-
hour reentry 28-day PHI.

Group 3A + group 4A iosecticide. Restricted use. Systemic
activity. Avoid drift to flowering crops. Premix product,
see Iabel as both AIs have cumulative limits/season. 24-
hour reentry l+day PHI.

Group 3A + 44 insecticide. Restricted use. Systemic
activiry Avoid drift to flowering crops. Premix product,
see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/season. l2
hour reentry l4-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Applicatjons must
be 7 days apart. No more than 0.I25 lb AI per season.
12 hour reentry. 7-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. No more tian
0.08Ib AI per year. 24-hour reentry. 14day PHI.

Suppression only. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour
reentry. o-day PHl.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use- Maximum of2.8 oz
per season. 12-hour: reentry. l4-day PHL

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Generics available.
Do not apply more than 0.12 lb (7.68 fl oz or 0.48 pt of
product)/acre post bloom. 24 hour reentry.
l2-day PHI.

Endigo ZC

Leverage 360

Mustang Maxx

Proaxis

Surround WP

Tombstone

Warrior II

beta-cl.fluthrin +
imidacloprid

2.8 oz

zeta c1?ermethrin 3.2-4 oz

gamma-cyhalothrin 2.56-5.12
oz

Kaolin clay

cy4luthrin

lambda-cyhalothrin 1.28-2,56
oz

s0-75Ib

2-2.4 oz

Filh€rtworm
Nor4 See footnote 4, page 15, on use ofpheromone traps-

Altacor

Arnbush 25W

chlorantraniliprole 3-4.5o2

Pcrmethrin

Group 28 insecticide. Do irot make more than 4
applications per season- 4-hour reentry. 10-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use- Do not graz€ treated
orchards. Extremely toxic to fish and aquatic habitat.
Do not apply more tharl 1.6 lb ailA per season. 24-hour

t2.8-25_6
oz

July-August cotltihues on next page

Materials arc not listed in onler of preference.
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) ratelacre Comments/Reenlry interval/Preharvest interval (PHI)

Filbertworm (continued)

Asana XL esfenvalerate

Assail T0\t/P

9.6-19.2 oz

acetamiprid l.l-4.101.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not apply a

second spray within 3 weeks ofthe 6rst. Do not apply
more than 0.2 [b ailA per season. Do Dot graze livestock
in treated orchards. 24-hour reentry. 2l-day PHI.

Group 4A insecticide. Systemic acti!"iry Avoid drift to
flowering crops. The higher rate may be needed for
contuol in mature orchards with full canopies. No rlole
than 4 applicafions per season. 12 hour reentry.
l4-day PHI.

Group 3 insecticide. l2-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze
livestock on treated cover crops. Highly toxic to bees
and toxic to iish and aquatic iovertebrates. I2-hour
reentry- 7-day PHI.

Group lB + 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Premix
product, see label as both Als have cumulative limits/
season. 24-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. Apply at or.iust prior to egg hatch to
target emergent larvae (955 DD). Do not apply more
than 3 consecutive treatments oFgroup 5 materials.
4-hour leentry. l-day PHI-

Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. No more than
0.08 lb AI per year. 24-hour reentry llday PHl.

Group l5 insecticide. Restricted use. Apply at orjust prior
to egg hatch (955 DD). l2-hou reentry 28-day PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. OMRI approved for organic use. No
more than 9 oz per seasolr. 24 hour reentr} l-day PEI.

Group 28 insecticide. Rates are approximate. No more
than 0.4 lb AI per season. 12-hour reentry 5-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Rest cted use. Do not exceed 11.4
fl ozlA per season. 12-hour reettry 7-day PHI.

Gloup l8 inseclicide. See a.lso Troubadour 2F. Apply at or
.iust prior to egg hatch (955 DD), 4-hour reentry. l4-day
PHI.

Group 5 + group l8 iEsecticide. Apply at initial egg hatch,
reapply after 14 days ifpressure continues. 4-hour
reefltry. 7-day PHI.

Group 3A + 4A insecticide. Restricted use. Systernic
activity- Avoid drill to flowering crops. Premix product,
see label as both AIs have cumulative limits/season.
12-hour reentry. l4-day PHI.

Baythroid XL

Brigade WSB

Cobalt

Delegate WG

Declare

Dimilin 2L

Entrust

Exirel

Fastac CS

lntrryid 2F

Intrepid Edge

Leverage 360

Pou ce 25 \VP

beta-cyfluthrin

bifenthrin

beta-cyfluthrin r
inridacloprid

Permethrin

2-2.4 oz

8-32 oz

4-5-7 oz

chioryyrifos + lambda 22-57 oz

ryhalothrin

spinetoram

12-16 oz

spinosad 1.25-3 oz

alpha-cypermethrin 3.2-3.8o2

cyantraniliprole 10-20.5 oz

gamma-c,vhalothrin 1.02-2.1\5

oz

diflubenzuron

methoxv[enozide 8- 16 oz

methoxyfenozide + 6-12 oz
spinetoram

2.8 oz

12.8-16 oz Group 3A insecticide. Restricted use. Do not graze treated
orchards. Do not apply more than 1.6lb ailA per
season. 24 hour reentry lil.day PHI.

luly-August contifiues on next pdge

Materials are not listed h order of preference.
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Pest or disease/
Material

Application
(Al) rate/acre

Filbertworm (continued)

Proaxis

Proclaim

Success Naturalyte Insect
Cofltrol

gamma-c)'halothrin

emamectin benzoate

spinosad

Surround WP

Warrior II

Kaolin clay

lambda-cyhalothrin

2.56-5.12
oz

3.2-4.8 oz

4-B oz

s0-7s lb

1.28-2.56
floz

interval/Prehan'est interval (PHI)

Group 3A iasecticide. Restricted use.No more than 0.08 lb
Al per year. 24-hour reentry. l,l-day PHI.

(;roup 6 insecticide. Restricted use. Apply at oriust prior
to egg hatch (955 DD). l2-hour reentry. 14-day PHI.

Group 5 insecticide. Apply at or just prior to egg hatch to
target emergent larEe (955 DD). Do not apply more
than 3 consecutive treatmelts ofgroup 5 materials.
Entrust is the OMRI-approved formulation for organic
use- 24 hour reentry. l+day PHI.

Suppression only. OMRI approved for organic use. 4-hour
reentry. 0-day PHI.

Group 3A insecticide. Gererics available. Do not apply

more tharl 0.12 lb (7.68 fl oz or 0.48 pt ofproduct)/A
post bloom.24-hour reetrtry. 14-day PHl,

Eastem filbert blight

none Nerl'cankers develop in latc sumrner and can be removed
an)1inle priur to bud break the nexl grorving season.

Pest or disease/
Material

Application
Active ingredient (AI) ratelacre Comments/Reentry interval/Preharvest iDte al (PHI)

Kernel molds

none Harvesting before fall rains and keeping fi:ll totes dry or
shielded from rain have been associated with reduced
mold counts.

Bacte.ial blight

Note: An important spray for young flberts (less than l0 years old). Apply coppers after harvest and before fall rains. Ifheary
rains occur, repeat application when three-fourths ofthe leaves have dropped

Bordeaux 6 3-100

Champ Dry Prill

C-O.C-S WDG

Copper Count-N

Cupro6x Ultra 40
Disperss

Kocide 3000

Nordox 75WG

NuCop 50DF

copper sulfate +
hydrated Iime

copper hydroxide

copper oxychloride +
copper sulfate

coPPer ammonium
complex

copper sulfate

copper hydroxide

cuprous oxide

copper hydroxide

I l-16lb

I r.6 lb

8-12 qt

r0-15Ib

7-10.s lb

8-13 lb

8-12Ib

24-hour reentry. See footnote 2, page 16.

Add I pt horticultural mineral oil (HMO) per 100 gal
t ater. 48-hour reentry.

Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48 hour reentfy.

48-hour reet1try

48-hour reentry

Add 1 pt HMO per 100 gal water. 48-hour reentry,

12-hour reentry

Add I pt HMO per 100 gal wat€r. 48-hour reentry.

tlse only one materirl except where a conbinotiofi is indicated. FolLow label precattions whek t.Mk-mixing oils, Jungicicles, and insecticidcs-

Matertuls are not listecl in <trder ofpreference-
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lJse only ofie fiateriol except where a combinotion is indicated. Follow label precautions ihet tank.nixing oils,I ngicides,lnd insecticidcs.

Mateials ate fiot listecl ix order of preferencc.

Oregon State University Extension . 2019 Hazelnut Pest Management 6uide for the Willamette Vall€y . EM a328 . page 16

Footnotes
1. More than one type offormulatioo is available lbr most

insecticides- For instance, Lorsban is marketed as a 50

percent wettable powder (Lorsban 50WP) as well as an

emr siflable concentrate (Lorsban 4E). Lower rules can

be used on smaller trees.

2. Thoroughly spray the trunks and lower sca$olds as well
as upper branches. Bordeaux 6 6-100 means 6 pounds
ofcopper sulfate plus 6 pounds ofhydrated lime in
100 gallons ofwater 1n any bordeaux f<.:rmula, the
ingredients always are listed in the sane order-copPer
sulfate, hydrated lime, then gallons ofwater.

3. 'lhe time to apply insecticide for big bud mite depends
on the timing ofthe mite migration lvhich depends on
factors such as orchard location, variety, and weather
Use a 20x hand lens or microscope to determioe
whether mites are migrating from blasted buds to
new buds. Research has shown that the most etllctive
t.eatment timing is when 50-60 Percent of mites
have migrated out ofblasted buds. Movement occlits
with daily max temps above 59'F or average temps of
48"F, particularly during long-term warming trends.
Tanglefoot, Stickem Special, petroleum ,elly, duct tape,
or double-sided scotch tape applied in bands above
and beiow buds infested with big bud mite will trap
and hold migrating mites. Beginning in March, inspect

rveekly for migrating mites. Complete spray coverage

is rtecessary. Use no less than 100 gallons ofwater Per
acre. Do not graze livestock in treated orchards or make
aerial applications ofany ofthe products registered for
bud mite in Oregon. Excessive use ofp)'lethroids or
other broad-spectrum materials for other pests may
lead to bud mite problems (in susceptible varieties)
because of loss ofbiological control.

4. Pheromone tmps are availabie lo detect and monitor
flight activit), of filbertworm moths. They have
been successfully used to time cover sprays. Place

pheromone traps in the upper thild ofthe tree canopy
in late May or eatly fune prior to fust moth emergence,
typically in mid-Jurre. Apply insecticides 8-12 days

aller filbertworm moths emerge in )'our area to target
larvae emerging from eggs prior to nut penetration
(first egg hatch occurs when 955 degree days have

accumulated aller April l). A second application
usually is necessary in 2-3 weeks. A repeat spray may
be necessary ifheary rainfall occurs a dayor two
after application and the label allows it. Second and
third sprays may be necessary and should be made if
pheromone tuaps continue to catch moths 2-3 weeks

after a spray. Spray when two or three moths are

collected per trap or if any one trap has caught five
moths. See also Table 2, page 19.

All fungicides should be applied beginning orjust
before budbreak. Continue applications at 2-week

intervals to cover an 8- eek susceptibility period
(four applications total).
Products that contain propiconazole, such as Bumper,
Propi-Max, Quilt Xcel, Stratego, or'1ilt, may result
in smaller, thicker, greener leaves afid shortened
internodes, but trees will grow out of t}lis condition
within 2 weeks ofthe last application. These products
have eradicant activir,y ifapplied at higher rates

within 72 hours ofinfection.
Severai mate.ials a.e registered for Eastern filberl
blight management bul are not recommended. These

include Cueva, Luna Experience, l-una Sensation,
Oxif)ate, Pristine, Previsto and Regalia-
. Luna Experience is legal to use but not

recommended since only the group 3 chemistry
in this prepackaged mix is elfective. The other
chemica.l, Luna Priviiege, was inefective in 6eld
tests. The effective group 3 chemistry is available
alone as Tebucon, which is recommended. Luna
Sensation is le8al to use but not recommended
since only the group I I chemistry ir this
prepackaged mix is eflective.'Ihe other chemical,
Luna Privilege, was ineffective in field tests. The

effective gioup I I chemistry is available alone as

Gem, rvhich is recommended.
. Pristine is not recommended since only the group

I t chemistry in this prrpackaged mlx is elfective.
The other chemical was ineffective in 6eld tests.
'lte ellective group 1l chemistry is avaiiable alone
as Cabrio EG, which is recommended,

. Iiegalia and Cueva are registered Llut were not
efective in tests in westem Oregon.

. Although OxiDate is registered, it will not coffrol
this disease due to its short residual activiry

Cultivars with tie single dominate gene for rcsistance
to EFB (Gasaway), such as |efferson or McDonald,
need protection the first spring after planting urhen
located near heavily infected orchards.
Sprayers used for Abound, A6ame Plus, Quadris Top,
Topguard EQ, or Willowood Azoxy should not be
used on apples such as Gala, Cox's Orange Pippin,
and Mclntosh. Even a small amount ofdtift or
residue can severely impact these apple trees.
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Minimal
Ag"
(Month)

PHI
(day)

Soil-active herbicides (pre-emergence)

diuron [71
(Direx 4L)

t.6-2.4Ib ai
(1.6-2.4 q0

3.2 lb ai
(3.2 qt)

1? 21

indaziflam [29]
(A1ion)

0.04-0.06 lb ai
(3.5-5 tl oz\

0.09-0.13Ib ai
(7.0-10.3 tl oz\

l 12 t2 t4

isoxaben [21]
(Trellis SC)

0.5-l lb ai
(16-31 fl oz)

L0 lb ai
(31 fl oz)

0 0 60

napropamide [15]
(Devrinol 50DF)

4lb ai
(8 lb)

4lbai
(8 rb)

12 0 12 N/A

norflurazon [12]
(Solican DF)

r.95-3.93 lb
(2.s-s lb)

at 3.93 ib ai
(s lb)

i) 016 12 60

or),zalin [3]
(Surflan)

2-6 lb ai
(2-6 qt)

12 ltr ai
( l2 qt)

2.5 0 0 N/A

pendimethaln [3]
(Prowl H2O)

i.9-6lb ai

(2 6.3 qt)
6lbai
(6.3 qt)

1 0 t2 m

simazire [5]
(Princep 4L)

2-4lb ai

Q-a st)

4lbai
(4 qt)

3 0 \2 2I

sulJentrazone [14]
(Sulfentrazone 4SC)

0.25-0.375 lb ai
(8 -l2ll oz)

0.375 Ib ai
(12 fl oz)

2 36 I l

triflualin {31
(Treflan 4L)

0.5-1 lb ai
(l-2 p0

I lb ai
(2 pt)

N/A 0 0 60

trifluralin + isoxaben [3+21]
(Snapshot 2.5 TG)

2.5-5lb ai
(100-200 Ib)

15lb ai
(5oo lb)

2 0 0 365

Ilazasulfuron [ 2]
(Mission)

0.03-0.041b ai
(2.1+-2.85 oz\

0.09Ib ai
(5.7 oz.)

3 36 12 130

flumioxazin [14]
(Chateau SW)

0.18-0.38Ib ai
(6-t2 oz)

u/6lbar
(24 oz)

l l2 l8 60

halosulfuron [2]
(Sandea)

0.03-0.06Ib ai
(0.6-1.3 oz)

0.13 Ib ai
(2.6 oz)

1.5 )2 9 I

oxyfluorfen I I 4]
(Goal 2XL)

1.25-2lb ai
(1-4 p0

2lb ai
(4 pt)

0 30 60

ory.lluorfen + penoxsulam [14 +
2j (Pindar GT)

1.47+0.03Ib ai
(1.5-3 pt)

2.2 + 0.04lb ai
(4.s p0 48 30 60

rimsu.lfi.uon [2]
(Matrix)

0-03-0.06 lb ai
(2-4 oz.)

0.06Ib ai
(4 oz)

1 l2 12 2t

mesotrione [27]
( Broadworks)

0.09-0.18Ib ai
(3-6 floz)

0.36 lb ai
(r2 fl oz)

r l2 I8 30

Table 1. Quick Reference Guide to
Herbicides Labeled for Use in Hazelnuts

Table 1 continues on fiext page

Use ofill ofle fi.aterit1l ercept where a comborction is indicated. Follow label precautions whefi tdnk-tkixifig oils, Jungicicles, and insecticides.

Materials d\" flot listecl in order of preJerence-

Or€gon State University Exten5ion.20l9 Hazelnut Pest M.nagement Guide forthe Willamette Valley. EM 8328. page 17

Active ingredient IWSSA
number']
(trade name)

Rate
pounds aila
(product)

Max seasonal per
acre per year
(nroduct)

Reapply
(Month)

Replant
(Month)

Pre- and post-emergence herbicides
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Herbicides Labeled for Use in Hazelnuts (cont'd

por.rnds aila
(produ.t)

Reappll
(Month)

PHI
(day)

Post-emergence herbicides'

2,4-D 141
(Saber)

0.95-1.4lb ai
(2-3 pt)

1.9 Ib ai
(4 p0

2.5 t2 I 60

carfentrazone [14]
(Aim EC)

0.01-0.03 lb ai
(l-2 fl oz)

0.0791b ai
(7 .9 ll oz)

0.5 0 0 -l

clethodim Il]
(Select max)

0.07-0.l2lb ai
(9-16 fl oz)

0.64 lb ai
(64 fl oz)

0.5 () 0 1^l

diquat [22]
(Reglone)

0.37 0.56lb ai
(1.5 2 pt)

0.56Ib ai
(2 pt)

0.5 l2 (l 365

lluazilbp I I ]
(Fusilade DX)

0 25-0.375 lb ai

(16-2411oz)
1.125
(72 fl oz)

0.5 0 0 365

glufosinate [10]
(Rely 280)

0.88-l.5lb ai
(48-82 fl oz\

4.5Ib ai
(246 fl oz)

0.-t 0 6 14

g\phosate [9]
(Roundup Powermax)

0.38-3.59Ib ae

(11-105 fl oz)
7.87[b ae

(224 fl oz)
0.5 0 0 3

paraquat [22]
(Gramoxone SL)

0.625-llb ai
(2.s-s pt)

4lbai
(20 pt)

0.5 0 0 I

pelargonic acid
(Scythe)

3-10 VoylY N/A
NA NA NA i

pyraflufen [14]
(Venue)

0.002-0.005 lb ai
(2-4Il oz)

0.0085Ib ai
(6.8 fl oz)

I t2 0 0

Saflufenacil I14l
(Treevir)

0.04lb ai
(l oz)

0.13 lb ai
(3 oz)

0.7 1 I 7

sethorydim Il]
(Poast)

0.19-0.47lb ai
(1.5-2.s pt)

l.88lb ai
(lop0 0.5 0 {) 30

Green sucker control

2,4-D [4)
(Saber)

0.71-0.9s lb
(l.s-2 p0

ai l.9 lb ai
(4 pt)

t l2 I 45

carGntrazone [14]
(Aim EC)

0.03lb ai
(2 f.l oz)

0.079 lb ai
(7 .9 fl oz\

0.5 0 0 3

glufosinate Il0l
(Rely 280)

1.0 lb ai
(50 tl oz)

4.5 lb ai
(246 fl oz\

0.5 0 6 t-1

paraquat [22]
(Gramoxone SL)

0.625-t Ib ai
(2.s-s p0

4lbai
(20 pt)

0.5 0 0 I

pelargonic acid
(Sctthe)

5-7 okvlv N/A
NA NA NA I

pyraflufen [14]
(Venue)

0.002-0.0o5 lb ai
(2-4 fl oz)

0.0085 ib ai
(6.8 tl oz)

I l2 0 0

Table 1. Quick Reference Guide to

' WSSA number Wecd Science Socieqi of America herbicide site of action group number. Tmde names listed are rot a

recommendation but are listcd to facilitate interpretation ofthe iable. Always consult and follow the label recomrnendations-
2 lhe use of Trunk guards is recommended until the bark is well developed ( 2 to 3 years).

[Jse ohly one nqterial ercept where a combination is indicated.. Follow lobel precautions whefl tank-nixing oik, Jungiciles, and insecticides.

Materials are not listed in order of preJerence-

Oregon State University Extension .20t9 Hazelnut Pest Management Gulde tor theWillamette Valley. EM a328 . page 18
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Table 2. Hazelnut !PM Sampling Methods and Action Thresholds

Sampting period Samplilg method Action threshold

European winter motl Larvae: 3 terminals/tree and 3 leaf clusters/termin al. 20yo iflfestation
lvlarch ls-May 3t Each terminal is a sampling unit.

Big bud mite April In late Marclr, place Tanglelbot or double- Wh.n 
"or,rirt"nt -f-sided tape on twigs proxiaal to blasted movement is observed,

buds. Check for extremely smali, white, which usually occurs with
cigar-shaped mites rvith a 20x hand lens, budbreak; optimal timing

is peak rnigratioD

570 infestationOnnivorous leaftier April 15-fune 3 bud clusters/tree.

Filbert aphid April l-Sept.30 3 terminals/tree-newest 6:lly expanded leaf April-20/leaf
on each termrnal. Check for mummies Mav_../leaf
caused by the wasp Triox/s pallidus.lf '
there is wasp activiry sprays may not be lune-4o/leal
necessary. July-40/leaf with an

iocreirsing population

Obliquebaaded Larvae: Larvae: 3 terminals/tree and 3 leafclusters/ Larvae: 20yo-25% infestation
leafroller (OBLR) April-August terminal. Each terminal is a sampling Adult: 40 morhs/week and
and fllbert leafroller unit. Iflarvae are large, avoid treatment 6nd second_generation

Adult: OBLR larvae feeding
Mid-N1ay-Sept. Adult: Pheromone trap for each 5 acres; on nuts

5-ft height.

Filbertworm June-Sept. Adult: Pheromone traps-4 for fust l0 acres 2-3 moths per trap or 5
and I for each additional4 acres. Place moths in any one trap
traps in the upper third of the canopy by
mid-Juoe.

Table 3. Effectiveness of Fungicides
for Eastern Filbert Blight Management*

Fungicide Use with
Fungicide tradc name Common name group # EFB control surfactant

Abound azor7strobin 1l Fair-Good Yes, but ayoid
silicone-based

products

Aframe Plus azoxystrcbin + propiconazole 3 + I I Fair-Good Yes, but avoid
silicone-
based
products

Bravo chlorothalonil M5 Excellent No

Bumper propiconazole 3 Good-Excellent Yes

Cabrio pyraclostrobin 11 Excellent Yes

Copper-Count-N copper ammonium carbonate Ml Good ?

Use only one material except where a combination is indicated. Follow label precartions whefi takk-fircing oik, .fungicides, and insecticides.

Moterials are rtot listecl in order oJprefcrence-

Oregon State University Extension ' ZOl9 Hazelnut Pest Management Gulde for the Willamette Valley . EM a32a . page l9
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Table 3. Effectiveness of Fungicides
for Eastern Filbert Blight Management* (cont'd)

Strategies for Using Fungicides for Management of
Eastern Filbert Blight

Fungicides have been useful to suppress or
delay development ofeastern filbert blight (EFB)

in an orchard of susceptible cultivars like Ennis or
Barcelona. Cultivars, such as lefferson or McDonald,
with the single dominate gene for resistance onlv
need protection the first spring after planting, when

Iocated near heavily infected orchards. Fungicides
will not remove or elininate cankers from the tree.

Fungicides are best used to protect susceptible
tissue in the spring at budbreak and for the next
8 weeks. Most fungicides will last 2 weeks before
another application is needed. This means a total olr

No

Yes

OK

Yes

OK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but
consult label

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, but avoid
silicone-
based
products

Yes

Yes

Yes, but aYoid

silicone-
based

products

Yes

Echo

Gem

Inspire Super

Kocide

Merivon

Nu-Cop

Ph-D

Procure

Propi-Max

Quadris Top

Quash

Quilt Xcel

Stratego

Tilt

TopGuard

TopGuard EQ

Trionic

Unicorn

Willowood Azory 2SC

chlorothalonil

trifloxystrobin

difenoconazole + clprodinil

copper hydroride

fl uxapl,roxad + pp'aclostrobin

copper hydroxide

polyoxin D

triflumizole

propiconazole

azoxystrobin + difenoconazole

metcorazole

azoxystrobin + propiconazole

propicon^zole + trifl orystrobin

propiconazole

flutriafol

flutriafol + azrxystrobin

triflumizole

tebuconazole + sulfur

azoxysttobin

Excellent

Good-Excellent

Fair-Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair-Good

Good-Excellent

Good-Excellent

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Good-Excellent

Good

Good

M5

1l

3+9
MI

7+rl
M1

19

3

3

3 + 1l

3

3 + 1l

3+ll
3

3

3+ll

3

3+M2

ll

Fair-Good

Good

Fair-Good

Excellent
+These ratiBgs are relarive ranlings based on full application rates, good spray coverage, and proper spray timing. Actual
leveis ofdisease control will be influenced by these factors in addition to cultivar susceptibility, disease pressure, ard
weather conditions. Possible ratings for disease control include none, slight, fair, good, or excellent.

Use only one fiateriol except wlere a combinotion is ifidicated. Follow label precautio s ithef tafk-fking oils, fungici.lcs, and insecticides.
Motefials ate not listed in order oJ prefcrence.
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four applications starting with the 6rst at budbreak.
Although hazelnuts are still susceptible after this
period, additional applications have not resulted in
consistent, significant disease control.

Because of fungicide resistance issues and resulting
label requirements, you may not be able to use the
same fungicide for all four applications- Since the EFB

fungus has a long (2-year) life cycle, the resistance

risk is already low lelative to other diseases (such as

powdery mildew). Strategies to further minimize this
risk include alternating and/or tank-mixing fungicides
with different modes ofaction. The modes ofaction
for fungicides have been categorized, grouped, and

assigned numbers by the Fungicide Resistance Action
Committee (FRAC) such as 'group M5" (see Table 3,

page 20).

Alternating fungicides with different modes of
action has been effective to manage EFB. Research has

not identified any one alternating strategy as better
than any other strategy. We have several fungicide
groups to choose from including FRAC groups 3,

11, M5, M3, and M1. It is suggested that the first
application be chorothalonil or ziram (group M5 or
M3) followed by your choice ofa group 3 or group l1
fungicide. Each ofthe next two applications would be

different from the previous one. An example ofthis
program might be to start with Bravo (or any ofits
generics, group M5) at bud break, followed by Gem
(group i 1) 2 weeks later, then Tilt (group 3) 2 weeks

after that, and ending \ rith Cabrio (group 1 1). Use

of multisite products such as chlorothalonil (group

M5), ziram (group M3) or copper based (group

Ml) products for all four applications would also be

acceptable.

Do not iust alternate fungicides with diferent
trade names as they might have the same mode
ofaction. Some fungicide premixes already are a

conbination oftwo fungicides with diferent modes

ofaction, generally a group 3 and group 1i fungicide.
These products cannot be used for every application
because they do not allow more than two sequential
applications before switching to a different product
with a different mode ofaction. Ifyou use these
premixes, you must use an M5, M3, or M1 fungicide

in the rotation. An €xample of this progranl might
be to start with Bravo (M5) at bud break, followed by

Stratego (3 + 11) or QuiltXcel (3 + l1) 2 weeks later,

then the same product 2 weeks after that, but ending
with Bravo.

You can make your own tank-mixes. Since

tank-mixing can be expensive, grol'ers have asked

about reducing the rate ofeach product in the tank.
Research to date has shown that a half rate ofEcho
90 DF (group M5) tank-mixed with either Tilt
(group 3) or Cabrio (group I l) is effectiye to manage

EFB. Combining fungicide resistance theory and

research on EFB in Oregon suggests we should use

a half rate of chlorothalonii tank-mixed with a hrll
rate ofa group 3 fungicide or a halfrate ofa group 1l
fungicide. An example of this program might be:

. lst application: A full rate of Bravo (M5) at
budbreak

. 2nd application, 2 weeks later: A mix ofCabrio
(11) plus Echo 90DF (M5), each at halfrate

. 3rd application,2 week later: A ml,r of Tilr (3)

at full rate plus Echo 90DF (M5) at half rate
. 4th application, 2 weeks later: A mix ofCabrio

( I 1) plus Echo 90DF (M5), each at half rate

Research has indicated that addition ofa
surfactant provides better disease control than using
a fungicide alone. Numerous products can break
the surface tension of water to get better coverage of
plant tissue. They also can help keep the fungicide
solution in contact with the plant, reducing wash-

off during rain events. Unless otherwise stated on the
label, it is recommended to add a surfactant with a

fungicide. Copper-based products have traditionally
been applied with a horticultural mineral oil. Newer
fungicides may be mixed with silicone-based or
nonionic surfactants. Be careful, as several fungicides
may already come formulated with a surfactant and/
or specifically say NOT to add these products. For
example, do not add a surfactant to Bravo or Quadris
Top.

LIse ofily one fl.tterial cxcept where a cotrbihdtion is hdicated. Follow label precautions whek tink-mb:ifig oiLs, Jungicides, attd insecticides.

Materials ate not listecl in order of preference.
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Table 4. Toxicology information
for insecticides used in hazelnutsl

Hazelnut insecticides/miticides:

Abamectin (Agri-mek)

Acetamiprid (Assail)

Azadirachtin (Aza-Direc0

Bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis
kurstaki (Bd<)

Bifenthrio (Brigade)

Chlorantraniliprole (Altacor)

Ctrlorp1rilbs (Lorsban)

Clothianiden (Belay)

C)duthdn (Tombstone)

Difl ubenzuron (Dimilin)

Emamectin benzoate (Proclaim)

Esfenvalerate (Asana)

Fenpropathrin (Danitol)

Fenpyroximate (Fuiimite)

Herlthiazox (Savey)

Imidacloprid (Admire Pro, generics)

Lambda- cyhalotlrrin (Wardor II,
generics)

Methoxyfenozide (lntrepid)

Permetfu in (Ambush, Pounce)

Pyridaben (Nexter)

Pyriprory.fen (Esteem)

Spinetoram (Delegate)

Spinosad (Entrust, Success)

Spirodiclofen (Envidor)

VH

L

VH

VH

VH

L

M

VH

VH

t-

L

VH

VH

H

L

VH

VI,

H

VH

L

H

VH

VH

L

L

H

L

VH

M

L

M

M

H

M

M

L

ML
VHH

Mammalian

}I
VL

VL

VL

M

VL

H

M

L

L

H

M

M

L

L

M

M

VL

M

M

VL

VI-

VL

VL

Beneficials

LH

MH

lM
L

Bees' Aquatics

VHH
ML
MM
LL

H

M

VH

H

M

H

H

M

I,

MH

H

L

LH

M

M

H

LM

L
I Data sources: UCANR pesticide active ingredients database, Nalional Pesticide Information
Center (NPIC), Orchard Pesticide Effects on Natural Enemies Database (oPF,NED). Ratings

are VH=very high, H=high, M=moderate, L=low, VL=very low.

2 Hazelnuts are wind pollinated and do not depend on pollinator insects. Howevel pollinator
pesticide hazards still exist whefl pollinators are foraging on pollen, honeydew, or blooming
groundcover ir and arorlnd hazelnut orchards.

Mdterialt dre not listed in order ofpreJerence-
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OSU lnternet Resources
for Plant Protection for Hazelnuts
Information regardinS plant protectiol is available ftom
seveml sources at OSU. The following listings are excellent

examples:
. OSU Integrated Plant Protection Center- Online

weather data and degree aay information for insect
pests arrd diseases including the filbertworm pheoology
fi o del (htt p : / / u sp es t. o r g/ ie e a f)

. Eastern filbert bl.ight help page-all the inlbrmation
you need for this disease
(htt p : / / o rcgo nst ate. e du / d e p t / b o ta ny / epp / E F B D

. Pacific Northwest Plant Disease Management
Handbook (httpsI / pnt handbook.org/ plantdisease)

. Pacific Northwest Insect Management Harldbook
(http s : / / pnwhandb o oks. o rg/ ins ect)

. Pacfic Northwest Weed lt'tanagement Handbook
(htt p s I / p nfl ho n db o o ks. o t g/ w e e d)

Using Pesticides Safely

Always Read the Label
The single most important approach to pesticide safery is to
read the pesticide label before cach use and then follow the
directions. lf still in doubt after reading the label, contact a

person qualified to help ewaluate the hazard ofthe chernical
and its use- Qualified people include Exlension specialists,

county educators, pesticide product representatives, and
retailers.

Pesticides are toric and should be handled with care-but
can be used safely ifyou follow recommended precautions.

Foliow all label requirements, and stro[gly consider arry

recommendations for additional personal protective clothing
and equipment. ID addition to reading and following the
label, other major factors in the safe and efective use of
pesticides are the pesticide applicatort qualifications,
common sense, and positive attitude. Always take all safety
precautions v/hen using pesticides.

ln case ofaccidents involving pesticides, see your doctor at

once. It will help your doctor to knou'exactly which Pesticide
is involved. The label on the contaiuer gives this information.
Take to the physician the pesticide label or information from
the label, such as the product name, registration number of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), common
name and percentage of active ingledient, and flrst aid
instructions. Ifthe label cannot be removed, take along the
pesticide container (ifnot contaminated), but do not take it
into the hospital or doctor's olfice.

Pesticide Safety Checklist
. Use pesticides only when necessary and as part ofan

lntegrated Pest Management (IP!l) program.
. Aluays read tie label and follow the instructions.
. Do not allow children to pl;ry around sprayers or

mixing, storage, and disposal areas.

Wear: appropriate protective clothing and equipment.
Never eat, driak, or smoke while handling pesticides,

Avoid drift into non-target areas and pesticide runoff
into sh'eams, rivers,lakes, irrigation ponds and calals,
Avoid spilling materials on skin or clothing.
Have access to clean water, soap, and 6rst aid supplies.
Keep pesticides in a dry and locked storage area away
from food nnd feed.

Triple rinse or pressure rinse empqi containeas and
dispose or recycle in accordance with state and local
regulations.
Sta,v out ofrecently sprayed areas until t}le spmy has

dried, and observe the restdcted cntry intcrvals (REI)

specified on the pesticide label.
Follow the pre-harvest interval (PHI) on the pesticide

label before harvesting crops or gardens and before
allowing livestock to graze lields.

Oregon Poison Center
The Oregon Health & Science University

3181 S.W Sam Jacl<son Park Road
Portland, OR 97239

Phorc l-8O0-222- 1222
If a person has col-lapsed or is not bre.thing, dial 9r r .

P.epared by b,y Nik G. Wiman, lirtensioD or.h&d specialisl atrd dssistant professo( Depariment of Hortr€ultu€, North Willamette Research and Extenslor
C€nrer: Iay \,{ Pscheidt Extension plant pathology specialisl and professoa Dcpartment of Botany and Plnnt Palhology; and Marcelo Morelli, NistaDt profes-

sor of rtled science, DQartmenr of Horticultur€; ajl of Or€gon StaG University. Th€ inlormation in lhjs pest management guide is valid for 2019. Trade-name
product! and serices arc mentioned as illustmtioDs onlli Thisdoes not lnear that the Oregon State University f,xteffiofl Service eitherendorses these prod
ucts and serviccs or intends b dts€ minatc against products dd scrvices nol mcntioned- Due to .onstantly changing laws and r€gulatrons, thc Orcgon Slate

University Exlension Servtce can 6sume no liabiliq for the suggesled use ofchemicais conlaincd ii lhis guide. Pesticides should be applied accolding to the
ldhel direLtions oD the pesln rde (oniain.r

o 20 19 Oregon State UDiversity Extensio. Sewice ofcrs educationai programs, acrivities, anil materials withoul discrimination based on age, color, disabilily,

orientatioD, veteran's status, or becaus€ all or a part olrn indiidual's income is deriv€d from any public assistance pro$am. Oregon State University E{ension
Serviceis & AA/EoE/Ycterans/Disabled.
Revised May ?019.

Use only one material exccpt wl'terc a cofibi otion is indicdted. Follow label precautions whe taflk-mixing oik, fungicides, Lt d insecticides.

Matetials drc not listed in orcler oJ prejirence.
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Ert",b,,
Legume, Grass, and
Field Seed Crops

Pests of Alfalfa Grown for Seed
Doug Wblsh

Latesl rc! ision-March 2020

ln all cases, follow the instflrctions on the pesticide label. The P,v}/
lksect Managene t Hardraot ha.s tro legal stahrs, whereas the
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the producl label before
making any pesticide applications.

f3

Importrat notice Several pesticides rcgistercd for use on alfalfa
seed lack legal tolerances established for residues that may be

on the s.ed, soeenings, or hay. Therefore, certain alfalfa seed
growers associations in washington, oregon. Idaho, Wyoming
and Nevada have declared, ihrough their respective state

departments ofagricullure, thal alfalfa produced for seed in thosc

states is a nonfood crop. This declaration mcaos that nore ofthe
seed- screenings. or hay will be available for human or ani$al
coDsumpdoo when special nonfood pesticides have been applied.

EPA aod Washi[gton D?artment ofAgficulture have c]assified mos1,

but not all, small-seeded vegetablc seed crops grown in Washingron
as nonfood/nonfced crops for peslicide registration puposes.

Alfalfa seed producers should verify the lcgality ofusillg the
producrs in this section wiih both a current lab€l indicrting that
a product is registered for use on alfalfa gtown for seed, and the
anpropriare state depanmenl of agnculturc.

Protect pollitr.tors: See How to Reduce Bee Poisoning from
Pcsticides.

Note: Products are Iistcd in alphabeijcal order and ,oI in order ol
preference or superiority ofpcst control.

A,lfalfa seecl*Alfalfa weevil

Pcst description and crop damage Larvac are about 0-375 ilrch
long, yellow to gree!, with a white stripe dowD the back. They loed
in aDd on the buds ofalfalfa.

Sampling rnd tbresholds Treat \yhen 20 lo 30o; ofplant terminals
shox' feeding darnagc - or - when larval populations reach 20 or
more per half-circle ( 180" sweep). These thresholds are simply
guidelines to help growers determine s'hell to treat. Weathe( plant
vigor, irrigatiotr schedules, history ofweevils in lhe area, and a

complex offacton nray determinc whether treatment isjustified.
ln speaific geographic areas we have been observirg resistarce 10

plrethroid insecticides, specifically lambda-cyhalothrin. We have
also observed increas€ tolerance to chlopyrifos in spceific alfalfa
weevil populations, but we have no populations that can s|]rvive
exposure to labeled rates ofchlorpFifos. Resistance management

strategies detailed in insecticide labels should be followed to help
rcduce rhc risk of further insecticide resistance developmeBt.

PNW lnsect Management Handbook

\knxgemenl-chemicsl control
I bifenthrin (tsngade 2ECor Discipline 2EC) at 0.06 lo 0.I lb ala.

REI 12 hr Do not apply more than three times per scason or at

interyals less than 2l days. May not be used for hay. foragc. or
human consumption. Do not apply at gound level within 25 ft of
aquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapptied by air. 24c SLN ID-070009 and

04000q OR-070011 and 040039; WA-070015 and 040027.

dim€rhoare 4EC al 0.25 to 0.5 lb aila. PHI l0 days. RFil 48 hr
For suppression oily. Do not apply ifcrop or weeds rre in bloom.
Effcctive only on cutting to which chemical is applied. Do not
feed or graz e livestock.
gamma-cyhalothrin (Proaxis, Declare) at 0.01 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI
I day for lbrage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed 0.06 Ib
a,/a per season or 0.015 lb aila por cuttirg. Do not apply on ground

within 25 fl of aquatic habitat, I50 ft ifapplied by air, or 450 ft if
applied from ULV
indoxacarb (Steward EC) at 0.065 to 0.11 lb ai/a. PHI 7 days.
RllI l2 hr. Make rio more than one application per sqson- Do not
appty when bees are i! the area. Chemigation aF,plications d[ough
center pivol is pemritted.

a lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb aila PHI I day for
forage. 7 days for hay. REI24 hr Do oot excccd 0-03 lb ai/a per
cutting or 0. I 2 lb aia per season. Do not apply on ground within
25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapptied by air, or450 ft ifapplied
liom ULV Do not apply while bccs arc active. Advisable to ovc
bce shekers lbr 2 ro J day. aner apphcation.

r permethrin at 0.1 to 0.2 lb aila. PI{l 0 days at mtes equal to or less

than 0.1 lbai/a, 14 days for lates greater than 0.1 ,b ala or more.

REI 12 hr. Do not excced 0.2 lb aila per cutting. It used dudng
blooq remove be€s liorn field for 3 days.

t zcta{}permethrin (Mustang Max) at 0.014 to 0.025 lb aila. PHI 3

days for cutting or graziDg, 7 days fo. harvcst. REI l2 hr Allow al
lcast 7 days bet$-een applicatioDs. Do trot exceed 0.05 ib ai,/a per
cutting or 0.15 lb ai./a per season. Do not apply on ground withio
25 Ii of aquaric habitat. 150 ft ifapplied by air, or 450 ft if applied
liom ULV

Alfalfa seecF-Alfalfa seed chalcid
Bruchophagus todtli

Pcst descriptiou and crop damege The adull is a small, shiny black
wasp. l-arvae feed within a single seed aDd eventually destroy it.

To help reduce chalcids afGr fall harvest, cultivate at least I inch
de€p with a springiooth hanow. to bury ioiested sced. Follow wiot
irigation. "Setting back" the hay by cutting or clipping the stand
in May reduces popuiations- I)estroy orbum any chaffstacks and
screedngs by Apdl L Remove volunteer ard wasle-ar'ea allaifa
plants.

Management-chemical control

lnsecticides do r,)r providc effeclivc control for this pest-

Alfalfa seed-Aphid
Illcludes
Allalfa aphrd (Macros iphun creeli i.)
tslue alfalfa aphid fl.l,,'rro:iphon bndoi)
Pea aphid (A.!\'lhosiphon pisun| )
Spotted alfalla aplrid l/?,frcrioaphis ua lata)

Pest descriptioo aDd crop damage Pea and alfalfa aphids are the
common light-green aphids formd on stems in the upper canopy.
Aphids feed on plaDt sap. Large numbers can stress and yello*'
alfalfa. Blue alfalla aphid causes less damage than pea aphid.
Spott€d alfalta aphid is small and yellow ro browtr with red bumps
o)r its back- It secreies much honeyderv and injects toxins that injure

D1
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some varielies. It is a hot weather aphid poputatioB tbat t),tlicslly
inc.eases as otlrer aphids decline and is very difncult to conaoi.
Spray at ground with at least 25 gaya waier Darnage is most severe
on seedlinE stands.

Samplirg and throsholds Control the pea aphid in alfalfa ero. n
for seed ifpopulations approach 100 per sweep, the plants arc
less thar I foot ligl, the Iield is under waier stress, aad aphid
populations show no sign ofleveling ofl Ifblrc alfalfa aphid has
been conllnned in the area and fields have been damaged, lreat
when numbers reach 30 per sweep. Begin scouting for spotted
alfalfa aphid in lare June or early JBly- In estabUshed stands, reat
when spofied irphids average 20 to 30 per stem, or 50 per srveep,

and the population is increasing.

Ma[agcment-chemical cotrtrol
I bifenthrir (Brigade 2EC or Discipline zEC) at 0.06 ro 0.1 Ib aila.

REI 12 hc Do oot apply more than tkee times per season or at
intewals less ihan 21 days. May trot be used for hay, fomge, or
human conslrmption- Do not apply at ground level within 25 fl of
aquatic habitat, 150 {t ifappJied by air 24c SLN ID-070009 and
040009; OR-07001 1 and 040039; WA-07001 5 ado40021.

a dimethoate 4EC at 0.25 to 0.5 lb aila PHI 10 days. REI 4E h.. For
suppression ofalfalfa weevil ol]ly. Do Dot apply if crop or weeds
are iB bloom. Do oot feed or g?ze livestock.

a flonicarnid (Belea, at 0.089 lb aila. REI 0 hr Do not apply more
thatr twice a seasorl. Apply in a ftin;m,m of 3 gpa by air oi l0
gpa by ground. This is the prefered insecticide during the bloom
period due io safety for pollidators.

a gamma-cybalothrio (?roa,\is, Declare) at 0.01 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI
I day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr Do nol exceed 0.06 lb
aila per season or 0.015 lb aila per cutthg. Do not apply on ground
wi6io 25 ft of aquatic habitat, 150 ii ifapplied by ail, or 450 fl if
applied ftom ULV

t lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb ala. PHI I d.y for
forage. 7 days for hay- REI 24 hr. Do not apply on grcund wiihio
25 ft ofaquadc habital, 150 ft ifapplied by air, or 450 ft ifapplied
fiom IILV Do not apply wbiie bees are active. Adyisable to move
bee shellers for 2 ru J dals affer rpplication.

a malathion 8EC at 0.75 to I lb aila. PHI0 days. REI 12 hr. Not
effective below 65'F.

t pemelhrin at 0.05 to 0.2 lb aila. PIII 0 days ai rates equai to or less
than 0-l lb aila, 14 days at rates greater than 0.1 lb aila. REI 12 br.
Do oot reapply at less thtur Tiay intervals or exceed 0-2 1b aila per
cuttiig. Ifused during blooln, remove be€s from fleld for 3 days.

) p),metrozine (Fum[) at 0.086 lb aila when aphids fust appear.
PHI 1 4 days. Do not exceed 0.086 lb aila per cuttirg or 0. 1 7 Ib
ai,/a per seasoo. Can be toxic io biies. SLN 1D000010; WA000016;
oR040005.

t sulfoxaflor (T.ansform WG) at 0.023 to 0-03I lb aila. PHI 7 days
for harvest. Do not make applications less thafl 7 days apa(.
Do not make more Lhan 2 applications per seasoL Follow all
pollinator safety guideiines for applications made during bloom.

t zeta-cypermerhrin (Mnsta.g) at 0.014 to 0.25 lb a;Ja. Ptn 3

days for cutting or grazing, 7 days for harvest. REI 12 hr. Do
trot reapply at less than 7-day int€ffals or exceed 0.05 ib a;/a per
cutting or 0. 1 5 lb aila por season. Do not appiy on ground within
25 ft of aquatic habitat, 150 ft if applied by air, or 450 li if applied
ftom ULV

Alfulfu seed-A.myworm
Ircludes
Bertha armi,.rorm lMames ttu conigurata)
Westem yellowstriped armywofin (Spodoptera praefca)

Pest description and crop damage Cate4rillars are 1.5 to 2 inches
1o[g when mature- Color varies within a species and within lanae
h a field. They may be velvety black-with two promilrel1t aIrd
several fine, brightyellow stripes on dle sides-to piain green. Both
species may be found on fbliage during the day as well as night-

Management---{henrical cootrol
) Baci us thatingiensb kurstaki (Deli\et) aL 0.25 to 1.51b

produc/a. PHI0 days. REI4 fu. Mosl efective or small
caterpiilars; use highest rccommended rat€ for lirlly devcloped
ones- A spreader-siicker rnay improve perfoflnance.

a chlorantraniliprole (Coragen) at 0-045 to 0.065 lb ailacle. PHI
0 days. REI4 hr Make no morc than 4 appli.alions per acie
per clop. Do rot make rnore tha, one application per cutti{g-
Do not apply more fhar1 15-4 ff oz Coragen or 0.2 Ib ai of
chlorantmniiiprole per acre per crop-

a chlorantranjliprole/lambda-cyhalothrin (Voliam Xpress) at 5 to
8 fl o/a. PHI I day for forage and 7 days for hay. REI 24 fu.
Miaimum of5 dals betu,eeo applications. Do not exceed a total of
3 I .0 fl oz of Voliam Xpress or 0. 12 lb ai of larnbda-cyhalothrin or
0.2 lb ai oIchlorantranrliprole per acre per grou'ing reaso:r.

a garnma-cyhalothrin (Proaxis, Declare) at0.01 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI
I day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 br. Do not exceed 0.06
lb aila per cutting or 0.0 I 5 lb aila pfl .utting. Do not apply on
grourd within 25 ft ofaquatic habita! I50 ft ifapplied by air, or
450 ft ifapptied liom ULV

I lambda-cyhaloilriE (Warior) at 0.02 to 0.03 1b ai/a. PHI I day for
tbrage, 7 days for hay. RET 24 hr, Do not exceed 0.03 lb aila per

cutting or 0.l2 lb aila per seasor. Do not spply on ground within
25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by an, o.450 ft if applied
Irom llLV- Do not apply while bees are active. Advisable to move
bee.hehfis lor 2 to I day. afler applicatiotl.

0 maiathioo SEC at 1.0 to 1.25 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI 12 br. Nol
effective below 65'F- Not recommended for fields pollinated wiah
leafcltting bees.

I permetirin at 0.05 to 0.2 lb aila. PHI 0 days at €tes equal to or less

than 0.1 lb ail4 14 days at 1ates greaier lhan 0.I lb aila REI 12 hr.
Do noi reapply ai less tian 7-day intervals or exceed 0-2 lb ai,'a per
cutting. Ilused during bloom, rcmove bees from fieid for 3 days.

a zeta.c)lennetlrin (Mustary) at 0.035 to 0.05 lb aila. PHI 3 days for
cuttiog or gazing 7 days for haflest. REI 12 hr. Do noi reapply at

less than 7-day intervals or exceed 0-05 lb aila pei cutting or 0. I 5

lb aila per season. Do nox apply ol] ground within 25 ft ofaquatic
habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by air. or 450 lt ifapplied liom ULV

Alfalfa seed--C lover root curculio

Pest descripfion and crop damage Adults are small grayish weevils
0.16 inch 1ong. Inrr'ae feed on fibrous rooG and chew cavities in
main roots but usually do not cause ecoflomic damage to aifalfa.

Managemetrt-chemical control
t gamma-cyhaiothrin (Proaxis. Declare) at 0.01 to 0.015 ib aila. PHt

1 day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. For adult coraol only.
Do not exceed 0.06lb aila per cufting or 0.015 lb a a per cutting.
Do not apply on ground within 25 ft of aquatic habilat, 150 ft if
applied by a4 or 450 tt if appiied iom ULV

a lambda-cyhalothrin (Warior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb ala. PHI I day for
fomge, 7 days for hay. For adult control only. Do noi exceed 0. i2
lb aila per season. Do not apply on ground within 25 ft of aquatic
habitat, 1 50 fi if apptied by at, o. 450 ft if applied liom ULV
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Alfalfa seed--4utworm
Most common sp€cies:
Army cutwonn (Euo4 dttxi lidries)
Clover cutworm f,Scolo granma trifolii)
Redbacked cBrworm fa-tu oa ochrogaster)
Vdriegated (lrt N onr. (Peridlofia s auci d)

Pest description and crop damage Cutworm larvae color ranges

from dull gray, btack, or brown to grcen; tiey may be saiped or
spotted. They olien clrll up whon disturbed. Ctfv/orms usnally feed

at nighl. They cul offyoung planls or feed on the foliage of older
plants. lfallalfa fields do not "grcen up" in the spit1g, they may
have cutryorms (particularly redbacked or army cutwonns). By day,

lawae are in the soil usually at ihe moishre line or under surlace
litter. Some growers say that irrigatiog fields before treating gives

Management--chemical control
I Bacillus tlturitgiewr|! ,hr"rtul:7 (Deliver) at 0.25 to I .5 lb

productTa. PHI 0 days. REl4 hr. Most ellective oo sma11

caterpillars; use highest necommended late for fully developed

ones. A spreader-sticker may inprove performance.

a chlolantraniiipi-ole (Coragen) at 0.045 1o 0.065 lb ailac.e. REI 4 hr.

PHI 0 days. Make no more than 4 applicatiols per acre per fiop-
Do not rrake morc than one application per cutting. Do not apply
more than 15.4 fl oz Coragetr or 0.2 lb ai of chlomnlradliprole per
acre Pea crop.

I chlorantraniiiprole/lambda-cyhalothrin (Voliam Xpress) at 5 to
I fl ozfa. PHI 1 day for forage and 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr-

Minimum of5 days between apptcalions. Do not exceed a total of
3 L0 fl oz ofvoliam Xpress or 0. I 2 lb ai of lambda-cyhalothria or
0.2 lb ai otchlordn["niliprole per acre pfl Brolr ing scason.

a gamma-cyhalothrin (Proaxis, Declare) at0.0075 to 0.0125 lb aila.

PHI 1 day lor forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed

0.06 lb ai/a per season oI 0.0 I 5 Ib aila per cufting. Do not apply on
gound ,rithin 25 ft ofaquatic habital 150 ft if applied by ai1 or
450 ft if applied from ULV

t lambda-cyiElotkin (Warrior) at 0.015 io 0.025 lb aila. PHI I day
for fomge, 7 days fol hay. REI 24 h. Do not exceed 0.01 1b aila
per cutting or 0. i2 lb aila per season. Do not apply on gound
wiihin 25 ft of aqriatic habitat, 150 ft if applied by air, or 450 ft if
applied ftom ULV Do not apply wlile bees dre active- Advisable
to move bee shelt€rs for 2 to 3 days after applicatioD.

i pernelhrin at 0.05 to 0.2 lb aila- PHI 0 days at rates equal to or less

thatr 0. 1 lb aila, 14 days at iates greatet thar 0. 1 Ib aila. REI 12 hI
Do not reapply at less fian 7-day intewais or exceed 0.2 lb aila per

cut6ng. Ifused during bloom, rcmove bees fom field fo. f days.

i zeta-cypemethrin (Mustang) ax 0.028 to 0.05 lb aila. PHI 3 days

for cutting or grazing, 7 days for harvesl. REI 12 hr. Al1ow at leasi
7 days between Ireaimel}ts. Do not exceed 0.05 lb aila per cutling
or 0. 1 5 lb ai/a per season. Do not apply on ground within 25 ft of
aquatic habitat, 150 ft if applied by air. oI 450 ft ifapplied from
ULV

Alfalfa seed-Grasshopper
Includes several species, espicially MelanophLt spp.

Pesf description and crop damage Both n),mphs and adult
grasshoppe$ can cause plant dadage. ln additioD to foliage ioj!ry,
feeding on blossorns prevenrs seed [ormalion.

Management {heEicaleontrol
r diflubenzuron (Dimilin 2L) at 0.03 1 lb ni/a. PHI 0 days. REI 1 2 hr

For nynph control only. Do not feed. graze, or cut hay for fo]?ge.

Not for lumafl consuaption. Do rot apply at grormd level within
25 ft of aquaiic habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by air SLN ID-000013;
OR-0800032: WA-000024.
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dimerhoare 4EC at 0.25 to 0.5 lb ajla. PHI l0 days. REI 48 hr.

Do not feed any crop portion within i 0 days of teataert. Do not
apply duringbloom.
gamma-cyhaloth n (Proaxis, Declare) at 0.01 to 0.015 Ib aila. PHI
1 day for forage, 7 days for Lay. REl24 tu Do not exceed 0.06 1b

aila per season o. 0.0 I 5 lb ai/a per cutting. Do not appiy on g.ound

wi&in 25 tl ol aquatic habitat. I 50 ft if applied by air, or 450 ft if
applied ftom ULV
lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0.021o 0-03 lb 6i,/a, PHI I day for
forage, 7 days for hay- REI 24 h. Do rol exce€d 0.03 lb aila per

cutting o.0.12 lb ai/a per season. Do not apply on ground within
25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by ait or 450 ft if applied

liom IILV Do rot appty whiie bees are active. Advisable to move
bee sheltan for 2 to 3 days al1er applicatior

malathion sEC at 0.75 to I.25 lb aila. PIII 0 days. REI 12 hi. Not
€ffective below 65'F, Not recommended for fields pollinated with
leafcutlers-

Nosema locustae (llolo BaitFPHI 0 days. Use as direcred.

zeta-clpennethrin (Mustang) at 0.035 to 0.05 lb ai/a- PHI 3 days

for cuttiry or graziDg. 7 days lor haNest. REI i2 hr. Allow at least

7 days beh"e€n treatments. Do not exceed 0.05 Ib aila per cutting
or 0.15 ib aira per ssson. Do not apply on ground withia 25 fi of
aquatic habitat, 1 50 ft it' applied by alr, or 450 ft if applied Aom
ULV

Alfalfa seed-Looper
lncludes
Alfalfa loopet (A u tograp ha cal ifo rnica)
Cabbage loopet (Trichoplusia ni)

Pest descnption and crop damage Moths ofbolh species are

g.ayish to light browrl liont wiEgs have a single white "teardrop"
markiflg. Mature larvae are about 1 inch long, light geen to olive-
green, with a paie head. Three pair of abdominal prolegs distinguish
loopeB trom other pest "wom$." They move in a looping fashion.
Field populationi oI larvae i[ eastem Oregon a.e usual]y controlled
biologically by native parasitoids or naturally occurring disease.

Mansgeme[t-rhemical control
Baeilllls thlri giercis katsrdfu (Deliver) at 0.25 to 1.5 ib
producva. PHI 0 days- REI 4 h. Most effeclive on small
caterpillars; use highes recommended rate for fldly developed
olles. A spreader-sticke. may improve performance.

chlore.rtraDilip.ole (Colagen) at 0-045 ro 0-065 tb ai,/acre. Pm
0 days. REI 4 hr Make no more than 4 applications per acre
per crop- Do not make more lhan one appiicatioD per cntling.
Do Irot apply more than 15.4 fl oz Coragen or 0.2 lb ai of
chlomntraniliprole per acle per crop.

chlorantraniliprclenarBbda-cyhalothrin (voliam xFoss) at 5 ro
8 fl ozla. PHI I day for forage and 7 days for hay- R€I 24 hr
Miflimun of 5 days between applications. Do not exceed a total of
31.0 fl oz ofvolialn Xpress or 0.12 Ib ai oflambda-ryhalothrin or
0.2 lh ai ofchlorantraniliprole per a.'rc per gro\ling season.

gamrnaryhalothnn (Proaxis, Declare) at 0.0075 to 0-0125 1b aila-
PHI I day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed
0.06 lb aila per season or 0.015 lb aila per cutting- Do not apply
on gromd within 25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft if applied by air or
450 ft ifapplied ftom LILV
lambda-cyhalothrin l-Warrior) at 0.015 to 0-025 lb aila. PHI t day
for forzge, 7 days for hay. RE1 24 hr- Do not exceed 0.03 lb aila
pEr cutting or 0.12 lb aila per seasod. Do noi apply on grould
within 25 ft of aquatic habitat, I 50 ft if applied by air, or 450 ft if
applied {iom L]l-V Do not apply while bees are aciive- Advisable
to move bee sheltels for 2 to 3 days aller application.

pennethrin at 0.05 to 0.2 lb ai,/a. PHl0 days at mtes equal to or
less than 0.1 lb aila, 14 days at ratcs greater than 0.1 lba7a. REI
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12 br. Do not reappty at less than 7-day inlervals or exceed 0.2 lb
ai,/a per cufting. lfused durbg bloom, remove bees 6om freld for
3 days.

a zeta-clpermethin (Mxstang) al 0.028 to 0.05 lb aila. PHI 3 days

for cufting or gaz ing, 7 days lor hawest. REI 12 br. Allow at least

7 days between treatrnents- Do not exceed 0.05 lb ala per cutting
or 0.15 lb ai/a per season. Do not apply on ground withi! 25 ft of
a+Btic habitat, 150 ft if applied by aiI or 450 ft jfapplied iom
ULV

Altulfa seed-Lygus bug
lncludes ,.tg s spp.

Pest description and crop drmage Adults are 0.18 inch lotrg ard
have a lighi yellow V on the back. Lygls bugs pierce buds and
suck sap, irjxring both vegeiative and reproductive buds. Damage
includes biasted buds, blossom drop, aod shriveled seed.

Managemef, t--che&ical cotrtrol

First applictltion Appiy insecticides on walm days in lafe May as
populations approach tbr:ee per sweep ard appear to be increasing.
Use ar leasr l0 galla 

'pray 
in aerial applicationo.

Seco d applicatioft }4ay need to reapply during bloom if lygus
bugs (adulls plus nymphs) rcach three to four per 1 80' sweep of
a 15 inch l1et bld bef:ore most o]lthe nymph field population rcach
fourth instar. Use bifenfirin (Captue 2EC). Naled (Dibrom) is oot
recommended during early season ifleafcutting or alkalai bees a1e

activo. Capture 2EC (bifenthrin) at the lower iabel rate tends to be
least destructive io befleficials.

i bilerthrh (Brigade 2ECor Disciptine 2EC) al 0.06 to 0.1 lb aila.
RFT l2 lxl Do not Jppl) n,ore rhan Ilrree rimes per se3son or ir
intervals l€ss than 21 days. May not be med for hay. fomge, or
human corsumption- Do not apply at ground level within 25 ft ol
aquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by air. 24c SLN ID-070009 and
040009; OR-070011 and 040039; WA-070015 and 040027.

a dimethoate 4EC at 0.25 fo 0.5 lb aila- PHI 10 days. REI48 hr. Do
not apply if crop or weeds are irl bloom. Effective o.ly oD cuttitlg
to which chemicai is applied. Do not f€ed or graz€ livestoct.

t flonicamid (Betea0 at 0.0875 lb aila. PHI not given on label- REI
1 2 hr. This product will also supFess aphids. Do not apply more
tlaD 2 appiications at this rate closer than 7 da]s apa$ per crop
year. 30 day plant back resficlion. SLN OR-070023; ID 070014;
wA-070013b; Nry-070007; UT-07-0007; WY-080009.

a formeianate hydrochloride (Carzol SP) at 0.46 to 0.92lb 
^iJa-PHI2l days. REI4 days. Do not apply dudng bloom afld do rot

exceed 0.92 1b alla per season- Do not LLse any crop part as feed.
Treated fields must be cleared after harvest by buming or disking.

I gaErma-cyhalothrh (?roaxis, Declare) at 0-01 to 0.015 ib ai/a. PHI
1 day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed 0.06 lb
aila per season or 0.0 1 5 lb aila pcr cutling. Do ,ot apply on ground
widrin 25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft ifapplied by air or 450 ft if
applied liom L]LY

r lambda-cyhalothrin (Warior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb anh. PHI I day for
forage, 7 days foi hay. REI 24 hr Do not exceed 0.03 lb aila per
cutti[g or 0.12 Ib aila per season. Do not apply on groud within
25 ft ofaquatic habitat, 150 ft ifappiied by air or 450 ft ifapplied
iom ULV Do noa apply while bees are active. Advisable to rnove
bee sbellers for I to J days afier appLcalior.

t malathion 8EC at 0.75 to 1.25lbai/a. PHI0 days. REI 12 hr. Not
eiTective below 65"F.

I oaled (Dibrom 8E) I .0 to 1-5 lb aila. PHI not giveL REI 48 hr
for 1 lb aila or less, 72 hr for lates greater than I lb a a. Allow at
least 7 days between applieations. Do not apply during bloom nor
exceed three applicatiofls per season. No Fart of treated Iield may
be used as feed. SLN lD-010017; OR-990032; WA-990028.

D4

. permdhrin al 0.1 to 0.2 ]b ai./a. PHI 0 days ar .ates equal to or less

thaD 0.I lb aila, 14 days ai mtos greater than 0.1 ib a7a. REI 12 hr
Do nol reapply at less tlao 7-day iffervals or exceed 0.2 lb ai/a per

cuhiag. If used during bloom, rcmove bees *om field for 3 days-

a sulfoxaflor (IjalNibm WC) at 0.047 to 0.086 lb aila. PHI 7 days

for harvest. Do not make applications Iess thaB 7 days apa11.

Do rrct mai(e morc ihan 2 applications per season. Follow all
pollinator safery guidelines for applications made during bloom.

+ zetar,?ermetkin (Mustang) at 0.035 to 0.05 lb aiia. PHt 3 days

for cutling or graziog, 7 days for harvest- REI 12 hr. Aliow at leasi
7 days between treatments. Do not exceed 0.05 lb aila per cutting
or 0.15 lb ai/a per season. Do mt apply on gound withi! 25 {t of
aquatic habitat, 150 ft if applied by air or 450 ft ifapplied from
ULV

Resistance manrgemetrt Caowers are advised strongly to rotate
insecticide lamilies (i.e.. organophosphates, carbamates, and
synthetic plaeduoids) ia dreir lygus cotrtol progrs$s to help
prevent developing insecticide resistance.

Alfalfa seed-Pea leaf weevil

Pest description aud crop damage Adults are gEyish brown,
sleDder weevils about 0.2 inch long, rvith a short snout and three
parallel lines on the tlorax. Adults notch leafmargins. They
occasioDally defoliste trew seedlitrgs, causing serious sta[d loss.

Managem€nt---cheEical control

No products are registered specifically to control this pest.

However, most producls applied to cotrtrol alfalfa weevil,
cutworms, and aamlnvorms also control this pesl

Alfalfa see6-Spider mite
Includes
Panific spider mite (Iurr4nychus pacificus)
Strawberry spider mite A turkesani)
Twospotted spider mie fZ ,rrcoel
Pest description atrd crop dam{ge Not insecls, mites arc eight-
legged aoimals less than 0-03 inch long. Mites pierce the epidermis
ofthe leafs nndel.Side and suckjuices, causing yeilowillg,
bronzing. and even leafdeath. Canopics olsilk covering planis
acmmpany large populatio.ls oftwospotted mite, and serio.rs plant
injury and yield loss result. (Chemical controls rhould be applied
much earlier to prevent this damage.)

Sampli[g aad thresholds Late-season infestatiors fivry not affect
seed production seriously (after seed has been set and haivest is
less than 2 weeks away) Treatmenl may bejustified when 25% of
leaves show darnage ir early summer, 50% in mrdsummer- Treatment
actually may not be justified wifi 75 to 100% leaf darnage aller
August 1 5, as seed usMlly has been se! altd Aelds are drying before
haruest.

Management--{hemical control
+ abamecti (Agd-Melq ABBA 0.1JEC ) at 0.01 io0.02lbara

via ground application; 0.014 to 0.02 lb aila via air applicatjon.
PHI 12 hours. Do 4ot refreat within 21 days. Do not exceed two
applicatiolls or 0.04 ]b aila per season. No part ofcrcp may be
used ai feed. Do not apply at ground level withia 25 ft of aquatic
hatitat, 150 lt ifapplied by air. SLN ID-98007; OR-040013; WA-
980019.

i bifenazate (Acramite 4 SC) at 0.5 !o 0.75 Ib aila. PHI 14 days. REI
12 hr Make only one applicadon per year. SLNOR-080031;WA
070008; ID-070006; NV-0?0003; UT-070003; WY-0?0004.
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etoxazole (Zeal) at 0.035 to0.525 Ib ailacre. Do not apply more
than 3 oz Zeal per acre per season or make more than one
application per sea.son. Apply by gound in aminimun ol20 gal
per acre or by air at l0 gal per acre. Coverage is essential for good
conlrol. Use ofhigher water volume will assure better covemge.
Best results dre achieved when mite populatioDs are low. Zeal is
predominately a! ovicidenafficide arld sbou]d be used early in the
life cycle ofmites.
hex).thiazox (Ooager) at 0.09 to 0.13 lb aila. PHI ?8 days. REI l2
hr. One application per season. Do not graze or cul crop for hay or
fol"ge. Effective on immature motile Elite stages.

propargite (Comite) at 1-23 to 2.05 lb ai.4t. REI 7 days. Do trot
feed. Do not exceed 1-6 lb ara in grourd application. Ground
applioatioo wirl 25 ro 40 gaya water givcs best results. Use at
le3st l0 gat/a ri,,ater ifapplying by air Do not apply h mixnles
with insecticides; this ircieascs hazard () pollinating bees. After
ihe 6rst 48 hours of the REI. workers may eDter the feated area to
perform hand labor ifthey wcar the early-enhy pe$ooal protcctive
equipment. SLN ID-96001 6; OR-030020; WA-040019,

Sultur DF at 2.4 to 4 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI 2,1 hr Repeal every
l4 days as rccessrlry-

ai,'a per cultitrg. lf used during blooor. remove bees Aom {ield for
3 days.

zeta-c)?emethrin (Mustaog) at 0.028 to 0.05 lb aila. PHI3 days
for cutting or grazing.T days for harvest. REI 12hrAllowatleasl
7 days bet\reen treatments. Do not exceed 0.05 lb aila per cutting
or 0. I 5 lb ava per season. Do not apply on gound wilhin 25 fl of
aquatic habitat, 150 ft if applicd by air o{ 450 ft if applied froln
III -V

Alfalfa seed-Thrips
Frunklink!lla spp.

Pest description &Dd cmp d{mage Small, slende( quick-moving
insects about 0.1 inch tong. The insect's economic impact in alfalfa
sccd production is unknown.

M{nagement--{hemical co[trol

Mosf prcgrams usilg inse4ticides to control other injurious insects
wjll reduce thrips populations. Chemical control gencrally is
not recommend€d solety for thrips because populations rebound
dramatically to preEeatmmt levels.

Alfalfa soed-Webworm
Includes beet webworm (Inxostege stict icalis)

Pest description rld crop damrge Caterpillars vary from light to
dark witb tlree whitc longitudinal stripes aod many black and white
tubercles.

Mrnagemetrt----rhemicsl control
a chlorantmniprole (Coragen) at 0.045 to 0.065 lb ai/acre. PHI

0 days. Rll 4 hr. Mak€ no more than 4 applications per acre
per qop. Do Dot rnake more thatr one application per cuttiog-
Do not apply more than 15.4 fl oz Coragei or 0.2 Ib ai of
chlo8ntraniliprole per acre per crop.

a gamma-cyhalorhir (Pmaxis, Declare) ar 0.00?5 to 0.0125 lb aira.
PHI I day for forage, 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed
0.06 Ib aila per season or 0.015 lb aila per cuting. Do no1 apply
otr ground witiin 25 fl of aquatic habitar, 150 ft ifapplied by air or
450 ft if applied liom ULV

a indoxacarb (Sreward EC) at 0.065 to 0.I t Ib aila REt 12 hi. pHI
7 days. Make no more thar one applicatiofl pff season- Do not
apply whcn bees are irl the arca. Chemigation applications tkough
center pivot is petmitted.

I larnbda-cyhalothdn (Wanior) at 0.015 to 0.025 Ib aila. PHI 1 day
for fomge. 7 days for hay. REI 24 hr- Do not exceed 0.03 lb aila
p€r cutting or 0.12 lb aila per scason. Do not apply oD ground
wlthin 25 ft ofaquatic habita! 150 ft ifapptied by air or 450 ft if
applied from L,LV Do trot apply while bees are aorive. Advisable
to move bee shelters for 2 to 3 days after application-

a p€rmethdn at 0.05 to 0,2 lb ai/a. PHI 0 days at mtes equal to or
less than 0. I lb aila. I 4 days at rates greater than 0. I lb aila. REI
12 hr. Do not reapply aJ less thao 7-day intervals or cxceed 0.2 lb
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Canola Pests
f)alc Whalcy

t- cst rc\ision- March 2010

In all oasos, Iollow the instructiors on the pesiicide labcl. The PNrr
I Ject Md uge ent Handbook has no legal status, whereas lhc
pesticide label is a legal d{xumert. Rcad the product label before
making any pesticide application-s-

Protect pollinators: See How to Reduce Bee Poisoning from
Pesticides

Note: Products arc listed in alphabetical order and rol in order of
preferenco or superiority ofpest conhol.

Canola-Aphid
Cabbage aphid lBrcuicoryne b,nssicae )

Pest descriptioD atrd crop damagc Cabbage aphids are green
glay wiih awhite, waxy coating. They commonly occur in dense
colonics, olien covered with waxy droplets. They have piercing-
sucking mouthparts and prefer to feed on the newest plant growth.
Large colonies can stunt or kill small plants. The cabbage aphid
appears much earlier than the tumip aphid.

Matragement-chemicsl control
. Madicachtin (Ecozin Plus) at 0.10lb ailgal. Spray l5 to 30 oz

when pests fust appear. Spray irimediately after the first vingcd
alatcs or clones arc observed on planfs. Repeat application every 7
to I 0 days. Use itr oonrbrnation with 0.25 !o 1 .0% non-ph)'toloxic
crop oil in sufficient water to cover undersides ofleaves. This
product can be used at halfrate. but rlot less thao 4 oz per acre per

application if mired with other insecticides. Do nol exceed 56.4 oz
per acre per application- Some fbrmulatiohs are OMRI-li$ed for
olganic use.

a Beau:Eria bassiano GHA (Mycolrol O) at 0.25 10 I quart/100 gal
whcn pests first appear. REI 4 hr. Mycokol O is most effective
whor used early, beforc high insect populatiotrs develop. Reapply
a.s necessary under a pest management program that includes close
scouting. Apply in sufficient waier to thoroughiy cover foliage
infested with insecls, typically 5 to 100 gal ofwater per acre. REI
4 hr Mycotrol ESo contains live s?ores ofthe nafiIally occuring
fuugts, Beduverid bassidrrd Strain GllA. Spores are alive alrd tltay
be harmed by sto.aac at high tcmpcrdllres or lontact with lvatcr
lor morc tian 24 hours. OMRI-Lsled for orgaric use.

I bfenthrin (Bifen 2 AG Gol4 others) ar 0.033 to 0.04 lb aila or 2.1

to 2.6 fl oZa. Do not exceed0.08 Ib aila or 5.12 fl oz p€r acle per
season. Do noiapply less than 14 days apan.

I chloradraniliprole (Besiege, others) at 10.0 fl o/a. Do not exceed
a iotal of 28.0 fl oz of Besiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda-cyhalothrin-
containing products or 0.2 lb ai ofchlorantraniliprole-containing
products per acrc per year. PHI 2l days. Minimum interval
between applications is 5 days. lfadjuvants are used. use ordy a

non-ionic surfactant (NlS).

t chlorpyrifos (Whi wind, others) at 1!o2pts/a.PHI21 days. Do
not make more than three appiications ofany product coniailing
chloryfifos per crop. Do not make a second application of
Whirlwind or olher products containing chlorpyrifos witbin l0
days of the first applicalion.

D6

cyhalothrin-gamma (Declare) at 0.015 lb ara. PHI 7 days- Do not
apply more than 0.045 lb ai per acre per season.

flonicamid (Beleaf 50 SG) at 0.089 lb ai/a. Do not apply more than

2.8 oz per acre perapplication or 8-4 o/a per acrc per ycar: Do nol
apply moie thall 3 applications per year Allow a minimum of7
days between applications.

lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior II with Zeon TechnoloE5/) at 0.03 lb
aila. Do not apply morc than 0.09 lb aila per season. Do not apply
viftin 7 days ofhanest.

sulfoxaflor (Transform WG) at 0-016 to 0.023 ib ai/a. Do not make
applications less than 14 days apan. Do not exceed more than two
applications per seaso11. Do not apfly this product until after petal

fall.
t zeta-clpermetkin (MustanS! Maxx ) at 4.0 fl ozla (0.025 lb aila).

PHI 7 days. Do not apply more than 24 fl oz ofproduct (0.15 Ib
ai) per acre pcr s@son. Do not matrie applications less than 7 days
aparr.

Ilansgement-{hemical control (Se€d Treatment)
r imidacloprid (Gaucho 600) at 10.24 to 25.6 fl oz per

hundredweigh! ofseed. L arcas where tbliar insects are in high
lumbers, the higher application rate is recormended. Do not
graze for feed.

t thiamethoxam. difenoconazole, defenoxam, ff udioxonil and

sedaxane (Hclix VibraDce).-Apply at 23.0 il oz pcr 100 lb ofseed.

Canola-Cabbage and striped flea beetle
Phyllotreta u ciferue a!\d P striolota

Pest dcscription and crop damage Adults are blue-black jumping
beetles. They attack s€edliogs. damaging apical meriste[r, reducing
stand. and defoming planLs. Larvae feed on roots. Adult beetles arc
thc damaging slage. They also can attack developing pods. resulting
in shatter loss ofseed. lnsecticidal seed trcatmenls are neccssary
at plantillg time to control llea beetles because ofthe dimculty in
predicting their populations. A loliar application ofinsecticide may
still be required should adult activity continue and reach threshold
after the seed heotmenls arc no longer eflective.

Maltag€meDt---<hemicsl control (Toliar Treatment)
t azadirachtin (Ecozin Plus) at 0.10lb ailgal- Splay l5 to 30 oz

wh(rE pesls first appear. Spray immediateiy aier the first wi[ged
alatcs orclones arc observed on plants. Repeat application evcry 7
lo l0 days. Usc in combination with 0.25 to 1.0'% nor-phylotoxic
caop oil in sufiicient waler to cover utde{sides ofleaves. This
product can be used at halfrate, but not less ihan 4 oz per acre per

applicatiofl if mixed wiih other inseclicides. Do nol exceed 56.4 oz
per acrc per application, Some formuiatioDs all OMRI-Iisted tbr
organic use.

. Beaweria bassiana GHA (Mycotol O) at 0.25 to 2 quafl/a.
Apply in sumcient waler ro thoroughly cover foliagc inlestcd
$.ith irsects, typicalty 5 to 100 gal ofwater p€r acre. REI 4 hr.
Mycotol ESO contains live spores olthe naturally occuning
frrj,gs, Bcouvena bassr',"rra Strain CHA. Spores are alive and may
be hermed by storage at high Emperaturcs or contact with \vater
for more than 24 houni. OMRI Iisred for ortsrnic us€.

. biGntlrin (Bifcn 2 AC Gold, o$ers) ai 0.033 to 0.04 lb aila or 2. I

to 2.6 fl ora, Do nol exceed 0.08Ib aiTh or 5.12 fl ozper acre per
season. Do not appiy less than 14 days apart-

t chlorantraniliprol€ (Besiege, others) at 5.0 10 i 0.0 fl o/a. Do nol
exceed a toLal of21i-0 fl oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai of larnbda-
cyhaloihrin-conlajning produds or 0.2 lb ai ofchloranuadliprol€-
containing producls per acre pcr year. PIII2I days. Minimum
intenal between applications is 5 days- Ifadjuvants are used, use

oi y a nor-ionic surfactant (NIS).

a cyhalothrin-gamma (Declare) at 0.0075 to 0.015 lb ai,'a. Ptll 7
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days. Do not apply more than 0.045 lb ai per acrc per season.

t deltal11ethrir] (Delta Gold) at 0.009 lb ai,/a. Do not apply more thaE

L5 ff oz olDclta Cold per,cre on canola rn one erowing season.

Do not apply within 7 days ofhawest.
a lambda-cyhalothrin (Lamda-CyAG) at 0.015 to0.03 ltrai,a. PHI

7 days. Do not apply more than 0.09 lb ai (0.72 pt or 11.52 ff oz of
product) per acre pcr year. Do not apply within 7 days ofharvest.

t zrra-clpelmethfin (Mustang Maxx) at 4.0 fl ozla (0.025 lb ai,/a).

PHI 7 days. Do not apply more than 24 fl oz ofproduct (0- l5 lb
ai) per acre per scason. Do not make applications less than 7 days

apar.

Management--{hemicsI coDtrol (secd Trcatmert]
. chlothianidiD (Nipslt lrside) seed treatmeDt at i 0,23 fl oz per 100

lb seed depetrding on flea beetle pressure, Do trot apply more than

0.2 Ib aila per ycar
, imidacloprid (Caucho 600) at 10.24 to 25.6 fl oz per

hundredweight ofseed. In areas where foliar insects are in high
numbers, the higher application rate is rccootnended- Do not
gr"ze for feed.

a thiamethoxam, difenoconazole, meferoxarn, fludioxonil r.rd
scdataft (Helix VibranceFApply at 23.0 fl oz per 100 lb of seed.

Canola-Cabbage seedpod weevil
Cc orlry clus asimilis

Pest description rnd crop damage l_he adult aabbage seedpod
wecvil (CSw) is ash-grey to black and approximately 4 rDm (l/6
in) in length. Like all weevils, it has a snout that rcsembles an
elephant's trunk- Larvae are whjte, C-shaped and legiess and can be
found only within the pod. C)ver-wintering adults enter canola near
flowering and may flcd on th€ ffower buds. rcsulting in blastirrg.
Summer-emerging adults can also cause injury by feeding directly
on the gieen pods of later-planted flelds. Pod-feeding by the larvae
can cause up to 3570 yield loss. They also yector altemaria leaf
spol on the pods. which is common in Canada and moving jnlo the
Palouse region ofthe PNW. Control measurcs need to be taken if20
or nrore adults are collcctcd in ten ,80-degree (side-to-side) $rceps.

Management----{hemicrl control (Foliar Treatment)
r bifenthrin (Bifen 2 AG Gold, otheE) al0.0ll to 0.04|b aila or 2.1

to 2-6 fl oza. Do not cxce€d 0.08 lb aila or 5.12 fl oz per acre pcr
season. Do oot apply less lllan 14 days apart.

I chlorantraniliprole (Bcsicgc, others) at 5.0 to 10.0 fl ozla. Do not
cxceed a total of28.0 fl oz ofBesiege or 0-09 lb ai oflambda-
cyhalothrin-containing products or 0.2 lb ai of chlorantraniliprole-
containing prcducls per acre per year. PIJI 2l days- Miflimum
interval betw.fn applications is 5 days. lfadjuvants are used. use

orLly a non-ionic surfactant (MS).
t cyhalotlrin-garnma (Declare) at 0.0075 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI 7

days. Do not apply rnore than 0-045 Ib ai pcr acre per season.

a dcltamethin (Delta Cold) at 0.009 lb aila. Do not apply more than
Ls fl o,/ ol Deha Cold per acre on canoh in onc growiog season.

Do not apply within 7 days ofharvest.

t lambda-cyhalothrin (Lamda-CyAG) at 0.015 to 0.0i Ib aila. PHI
7 days. Do not apply more than 0.09 lb ai (0.72 pt or I1.52 fi oz of
product) per acle per year- Do flot apply within 7 days ofharvesl.

a zeta-cypen ethrin (Mustang Mr{x) at ,{.0 fl oLa (0.025 lb alla).
PHI 7 days. Do not apply more than 24 fl oz of product (0.15 lb
ai) per affe per season. Do noa make applicalions less than 7 days
apalt.

Maragement--{hemic.l control (Seed Tre.tmert)
a imidacloprid (Gaucho 600) at 15.36 to 25.6 fl oz per l00lb of

seed. Lawae suppression only- Do nol gaze lor feed.

PNW Insect Management Handbook

Canola-Grasshopper
Anphitomus, Melunopus, and Xu thippus spp-

Pest d€scription and crop dam.ge Nymph and adult
gmsshoppers can be a problem at seedling emergence. Duaiog years

ofhigh populations, grasshoppcrs migmte into emerging stands
aDd de|our the coryledons. Damage is usually limilcd lo the 6eld
margirs, but total stand loss tlerc can occur. An econo,nic llrreshold
oFT to l2 grasshoppers per square moLer is recommended.

Management-Chemical control (Foliar Treatment)
t azadirachtin (Azacuard) Spray I 0 to I 6 oz when pesls lirst

appear. Rcpeat application every 7 to l0 days. Use in combination
$.ith 0.25 to 1.0% non-ph)'totoxic crop oil in sufficicnl water to
cover undersides ofleaves. Softc formulations are OMRI-listed
for orgaoic usc.

I Beauveria hdssiana GIIA (Mycotrol O) at 0.25 to 2 quarls/4.
Apply in sulicient lvater to thoroltghly cover foliage infested
with insecls, lpically 5 to 100 gal olwater per acre. REI 4 hr
Mycotrol ESO contairs live spores ofthe naturally occurring
fongts. Beuweria bassiaaa Strail GHA. Spores are alive and may
be harmed by stoEge at high tcmperatures or contact with wafer
for more drrn 24 horrs. OMRI-Iisted for or€anic usc.

r bifenthiD (Bif'en 2 AG Go1d, others) at 0.033 to 0.04Ib aila or 2.1

io 2-6 ll o/a. Do not exceed 0.08 lb aila or 5.12 fl oz per acre per

seasol Rcpcat applications ifneeded to maiotam conuol, but do

not apply less than I 4 days apart.

t chlorantraniliprole (Besjege, orhcrs) at 5.0 to 10.0 ff o/a. Do not
exceed a lotal oI28.0 fl oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda-
cyhalothrin-containing products or 0.2 lb ai of chlorantmniliprole-
conuining Foducts per acrc per ycar: PHI21 days. Minimur!
interval bctwecn applications is 5 days. Ifadjuvants are uscd, use

oDly a non-ionic surfactant (NIS).

. cybalothrin-gamma (Declare) at 0.0075 ro 0.015 lb aila- PFII T

days. Do n(,t apply morc than 0.045 lb ar per acre per season.

t deltamelhrin (Delta Cold) at 0-009 lb aila. Do not apply more than
1.5 B o? olDeha Cold per acre on canola in one gro!* ing season.

Do not apply witttin 7 days of haflcst-

a lambda-cyhalothrin (Larnda-Cy AG) at 0.015 to 0.03 lb aila. PHI
7 days. Do not apply more than 0.09Ib ai (0.72 pt or 11.52 fl oz of
product) per ircre per year. Do Dot apply within ? days of haft'est.

a z€ta-cypermeltrrin Gvlustang Maxx) at 4.0 fl o/a (0.025 lb aila).
PHI 7 days. Do not apply more than 24 fl oz ofproduct (0.15 Ib
ai) per acrc per season. Do not make applications less than 7 days
apart.

lvlanagement-chemical cotrtrol (Secd TreatneDt)
r intidacloprid (Caucho 600) at 10.24 ro 25.6 fl oz per

hundredweight ofseed- In areas whcrc foliar insects are in high
numb€ni. thc higher a{,plica.ion mle is recoorrltended. IJo not
graze for fted.

canola-Tarnished Plant Bug

Pest description and crop denlrgc Tamished plant bug (TPB)
adults are approximately 5 mm (1,/5 inches) in length. mottled,
yellowish-to-reddish-bro*'n in color and have a small triangle
shape oIl their back. Feeding otr flowcrs can cause llower 4bo[ion-
Feeding d rillg pod stages results in scarring, maltbftution and
dimpling or pitting ofthe pods- Sap may ooze from thc fecding sites
on the pods, which increases the risk ofpod disease dcvclopment.
TPB can also drill directly into thc seed, causing pick, reducing
seed qualily. Yield losses ofup to 20o% have beeD observed.

D7
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Marageltreflt---{hemicil cotrtml (Folirr TreatmcDt)
I Beaweria ha\siana QtlA (Mycohol O) at 0.25 to 2 quarts/'a.

Apply in suflicient water to thorougl y cover foliage infested

with insects, typically 5 to 100 gal ofwater pe. acre- REI 4 hr
Mycotrol ESO contains live spores of the naturally occuring
fungns, Beauveriu bossiond Srain GHA. Spores are alive ard may

be harmed by s{orugc at high temperatures or coniact with water
for more than 24 hours. OMRI-listed for organic u.e.

a biientkin (Bifbn 2 AC Cold, others) at 0.033 to 0.04 lb ai,/a or 2.I
ro 2.6 fl ozla. PHI 15 days. Do not exceed 0-08 lb aila or 5.12 fl
oz per acre per season. Rcpeat applications ifaeeded to maintain
contml, but do not nidke applications less than 14 days apart.

a chlomntraniliprole (Bcsiege, oth6rs) at 5.0 to 10.0 fl oza. Do not
exceed a total of28.0 fl oz of Besiege or 0-09 lb ai of lamMa-
cyhalotbrin-cootaidng products or 0.2 lb ai of chlomntmniliprole-
containing products pcr acre per year. PHI 2l days. Minimunr
interval between applications is 5 days.lladjuvants are used, use

only a roD-iooic surthctant (NlS).

r cyhalothin-gaema (Declarc) at 0.0075 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI 7

days. Do not apply morc than 0.045 lb aiperacre per season.

I deltamethrin (Delta Cold) at 0.009 lb ai/a. Do not apply more than
1.5 fl oz of Delta Cold pur acre on canola in one g'owing scason.

Allow 7 days between applications and do not apply within 7 days
ofharvest,

r flonicamid (Belcal50 SC) at 0.0E9 lb aila. Do rot apply more than
2.8 oz per acle pcr applicatioo ot L.4 ozla per afie per year Do not
apply more than 3 applications per year. Allow a mihimum of7
days between applicaiions.

I lambda-cyhalothrin (Lan a-CyAG)at0.015 to0.03Ib aila. PHI 7

days. Do not apply more ftan 0.09 lb ai (0.72 pt o. 11.52 fl oz. of
product) per acre per ycar. Do not apply within 7 da.vs of harvest.

a potassium salts of fatty acid (M-Pede) at 4 pts per acre as a stand-
alone prcducl. Use 0.75 to 4 pts per acre ifused in combination
with other insecticidcs.

t zeta-cyperm€rhrin (Musiang M&xx) at 4.0 fl ozl1, (0.025 lb 
^i1^).PHI 7 days. Do not apply morc than 24 fl oz ofproduct (0.15 lb

ai) per acrc pcr scason. Do not make applications less than 7 days
apart.

MaDagement-{hemical control (Se€d Treatment)
t imidacloprid (Caucho 600) at 15.36 to 25.6 fl oz per

hundredweight ofseed. for supprrssion in their second generaljon.

Do not gfize for feed.

Pests of Clover Grown for Seed

Nicolc P Anderson

Latcst rovision--March 2020

In all cases, follow the instructions on the pesticide label. The P,\7
l'6ect Manage E\tt HandDook has no legal status, whcrcas the
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the product Iahel before
making any pesticide applications.

Important notice Several pesticides with 24r Special Local Need
(SLN) registralions for use on seed crops lack legal tolcrances
established for pesticide residues that nray be on fte seed,

scrcenings, or hay at harvest. Thercforc. cenain sccd growen
associations in Washinglon. Orego., and ldaho have declarcd,
through their respective stale departments ofagriculture, that
the crop produced for seed in those states is a ro4lood crop. This
declaratioD means that none ofthe seed, screcnings, hay, or sprouts
produced liom ha*ested seed will be available tbr human or
auimal coDsumption when these pesticides have been applied. The
grower must notify the seed processing plant in writing ofaxl,
secd trcated with thcse pesticides. Processed seed ftust be labeied:
"This seed was produced using one or more products for whjch the
United States Etrvironmedal Protection Agency has not established
pesticide residue tolerances- This seed, in whole, as sproltts, or in
any form. may violate requirements oflhe fedeml Food aod Drug
AdministratioD, rhe Oregoo Departnent ofAgriculturc and other
rcgulatory agencies."

ProtGCt pollinators: See How to Reduce Bee I'oisoning from
Pesticides.

Note: Products are listed in alphabetical order and not in order of
prefcrence or superiority ofpest co[trol.

Clover seect-Aphid
lncludes
Clor/er aphtd (Nedrctaphi s bakeri)
Pca aphid Qlct nhosiphon pisum)

Pe6t dcscriptiotr atrd crop damage Small aphids, Iight green

or pinkish green, which secrete a sticky honcydew thar cakes the
sced head. They attack red clover, alsike clovet ald whitc clover.
Thc clover aphid- .|r'. dJier, sigtrifica ly rcducas red clover se€d
yields in westem Oregon ifnot controlled early in the season. A
hay or silage crop is usually taken in mid-May to carly June; begin
inspecling the rego*,th about 2 to 3 weeks later. Look between the
leafstipules and lhe stem, s'hich is where this aphid initially begins
!o accumulate. W}en at least halfthe stems show signs ofaphids
this is usually well before bloom apply iirsecticide. Bloom and
postbloom treatmcnts do little to prevent honeydew problems or
increase seed yield-

Managemerlt-chemicrI control
a acetamiprid (Assail 70WP) at 0.047 to 0.075 lb aila. l'Hl 56 days.

This product is toxic to bees- Do not apply while bees are actively
visiting the treated area. Do not apply more than one tine per crop
cycle. B€gin applications u.hen thresholds havc been reached.
Thorough coverage is important to obrai! optinrum control . Labei
is for OR and ID only. Assail 30SC in OR only.

i bifenthrin (Brigade 2EC, Discipiine 2EC) al 0.06 to 0.1 lb aila.
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REI 12 br. Do not apply to blooming crop or ailow io drili
while bees are actively visiting bloom. Do not make more than

3 applications per crop year- Allow at least 21 days between

taeatmenB- Do not gmze clover after applying. Do not cul trcated
clover for hay or fomge. Do not use haryested seed for sprouting.

No part of the treated field, hcluding seed, seed screenings.
hay. forage, or stubble, may be uscd for hurnan or admal feed.
Prccessed seed must be labeled.24c SLN: Brigade 2EC, OR-
070013 (expires l2l31/2023), lD-070009 {expites 12131 124\:

Disciplioe 2EC, OR-040039 (expires 12,i3 l,/2020), ID040009
(173 !,/24). Orcgon and Idaho only.

t chlorpyrifos (Lo6ban Advanced) at 0.5 to 1.0 lb aira. REI 24 hr
This product is highly toxic to bees. Do not apply when :my clover
bloom is prcsert. Do not make more than one application per crop
yea.r, Do not graze clover after application. Do not cut treated clover
for hzy or fomge. Do Iroi use harvested seed for sprDuting. No paxt
of the aeaEd fiel4 including seed seed screeniags, hay, forage,
or siubble, may be used fo. human or animal fd. Process€d seed

musl be labeled. 24c SLN: OR-090010 (expncs I23112023).
Oregon only.

t flupyradiflron (Sivanto Prime) at 0.09 to 0.14 ib ai/a. PHI l4 days.
Apply itr Iate allemoon, evening. night, or outside ofdaily peak
foraging periods to mioiurize exposur€ to polliDators. Do not apply
more than 0.365 lb aya per year. Retreatrnent intel1/al l0 days.
2,lc SLN: OR- 160008 (expires 12l31/2023), ID-l50002 (expires

12131/2020). Orcgon and Idaho only.

a malathion ar I to I .25 lb aya. REI 12 hI. Apply to clovcr in bloom
only in evening or early moming, whcn bees are not working in
the 6eld or hargilg on the outside of the hives- Apply when aphid
populalion is low. Check field for aphids before heads form by
lookhg under basal leafsheaths, and tr€at before aphiG migrate
Aom the sheaths to the seed heads-

Clover seed-Glover leaf ureevil

Pest descriptiotr rnd crop damage This is the largest weevil
found in legume fields. The firll-grown larva is about 0.5 inch long
and has a brown head. The body ofthe Iarva is geen or yellowish-
greeo shading to pink at th€ tip ofthe abdomen, with a white or
pinldsh line dovri the center ofthe back. Larvae feed on leaves.

Managenrent---{hemical control
a bifentkin (Brigade 2EC, Disciplirc 2EC) ar 0.06 io 0.1 lb a7a.

REI 12 hr. Do no1 apply to blooming crop or allow to drifl
wtile bees are actively visiting bloom- fro not make more lhan
3 applications per crop year Allow at Ieast 21 alays behreen
treahnents. Do not graze clover alier applying. Do Dot cut treated
clover for hay or fomge. Do not use harvested seed for sprouting.
No part ofthe treated field, including secd, seed screenings,
hay, forage, or stubble, may be used for human or animal fecd.
Processed seed must be lab€led. 24c SLN: Brigade 2EC, OR-
0'70013 (expires j2/31/2023), ID-070009 (expires 12/3U24\i
Discipline 2EC, OR-040039 (expircs l2l3l /2020), lD-040009
(12131/24). Oregon and Idaho odly.

r chlorpyrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at 1.0 lb aila. REI 24 hr. This
product is highly toxic to bees. Do not apply when alry clover
bloom is present. Do not make more than one appiication per crop
year. Do not gmze clover aiier applying. Do not cut teated clover
lor hay or forage. Do nol use harvested seed for sprouting. No part
ofthe treated fieid, including seed, seed screenings. hay, forage,
or stubble, may be used fot h[man or animal feed Processed seed
must be labeled. 24c SLN: OR-090010 (expires 12/3112023\.
Oregon only.

t rnalathion at I to l.?5 Ib ai/a. PHI0 days. REI 12 hr. Apply to
plants in bloom only in evening or early moming, when bees are
not working in Ihc 6elds or hanging on lhe outside of dle hiles.

PNW lnsect Management Handbook

Clover seed-Clover root borer
H!lastinus obscutus

Pest dqscriptiol rrd crop dam{ge Adult beetles are about 0.1

inch long and dark brown. Larvae arc creamy white and burrow
within the roots ofred clover Ttis insect is primarily a pest ofred
clover and is the major limiting lactcr in red clover production west
ofthe Cascades. Because ofrcduced crop vigor, usually no moie
than two seed crops are economically feasibie.

Management--{ultural control

Plowing oul and rotatiotr with a cereal crop destroys rool borers in
tle field. lloweveq reinvasion is mpid when red clover is replanted.

Manage ent---<hemicalcontrol

No labeled insecticides are effective.

Clover seeHlover root curculio

Pest descriptiou and crop damrg€ Adults arc small grayish
weevils aboul 0.17 inch long. Lanae feed on fibrous rools and chew
cavities in main roots.

Management----cultural control

Plowing out and rotation with a cereal crop helps control this pest.

Management----{hemical contml

No labeled insecticides are effective.

Clover aeed-Clover seed chalcid
B t-lc hop hag)s p I d typ te n)

Pest description ,rd crop drmagc The adult is small, shiny
black, and wasp-like. Larvae feed within the seed and destroy i1-

Matrag€ment---{ultural control

Remove chaffpiles and screenings and destroy or bury beforc
the first ofApril. Cutting and removing hay rhe 6rst week in June
greatly reduces seed chalcid populations. Remo\re volunteer and
waste-arca red clover plants, which aol as a reservoir for the pest.

Easl of the Cascades posFhan'est harrowing followed by irrigation
has been used to control infestcd sceds lefi in field at harvcsr. Fall
disking that buries seed at least I inch reduces adult emergence.
Rotation with a non-bost crop (atr),1hing that is not a legu,ne seed
crop) heips control this pest.

Management----chcmical control

No labeled insecticides are effective.

Clover seed-Clover seed midge
Dasine ra |egminicola

Pest description rrtd crop drmegs This is a smali, mosquitoJike
insect, Salmon-pink maggots prevent seed formation and male
blossoms look lopsided. This insect is primarily a pest of red clover
in westem Orcgon and \\'&shington. It is not a problem in ldaho.

Management--{ultuml control

Cut the hay crop the fust week in June to dcshoy maggols in
blossoms and prevent an infestation in the seed clop. It is important
to remove hay irom the field as soon as possible afiercutting.

Management-chemical contlol

No labeled insecticides are effective.
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Clover see4-Clover seed weevil
T)'chiut pi.itoshi!

Pest descriptiou and crop daurge A small g(ay wecvil about 0.1

ioch long. Larvae damage two to four seeds io each pod- Adults
feed during bloom, and larvae fecd wilhin and destroy seeds- This
pest can serior.Nly infest while clover altd needs routinc control in
western Oregon. They attack alsike, \ohite, arrowleaf, and Ladino
clovcr but nol red clover. Sccond-generation wcevils neither harm
seeds nor lay eggs. Although ihey will bc in lields near harvcs!, they
do require control before hawest. Apply insecticide after pollination
when first blooms tum brown. Ensure bees have moved from 6eld
or the beekceper has beeD otified. Usc a slvecp net to samplc the
weevil aduhs- Treat when an average oftwo or lIlore weevils are

found per straighFline sweep (90").

Matragement-- themicrl cotrtrol
a bifenthrin (Brigade 2EC. Discipiine 2llc) at 0.06 to 0.1 1b aila. REI

l2 hr. Do not apply to blooming crop or allow lo drifl while bees fic
actively visiting hloom. Do not make more fian 3 applicarions per
crop year. Allow at least 2 I days betwcen aeatmerts. Do not gmze
clover after applying. Do rct cut treated clovcr lbr hay or foragc.
Do not usc harvested seed for sprouhDg. No part ofthc treated
ficl4 including seed, seed s.-reenings. hay, forage- or stubble. may
be used fbr hu&an or animal fced Proccssed seed must be labeled.
24c SLN: Brigadc 2EC, OR-070013 (expires lZ31/2023),lD-
070009 (cxpires IZ3ll24); Discipline 2EC, OR-040019 (expires
I 2/3 l/2020). ID-040009 ( I 2ll3 I /24). Oregon and Idaho on Iy.

a chlorp)'rifos (Lorsban Adlanced) at 1.0 lb ai,'a. REI 24 hr. This
product is highly loxic to bees. Do not apply when any clovcr blooDl
is presenl. Do dot make more than onc application pc.r crop year. Do
not graze clover after application. Do Dot rut treated clover for hay
or forage. Do not use haF.ested seed lbr spouting. No part ofthe
treated 1ie14 including se€4 sccd screedlgs, hay, lbmge, or stubble.
may be uscd fo! huDran or aoirnal feed. Proccssed se€d must be
labeled- 24c SLN: OR-090010 (expircs l2l31/2023). OreSon only.

Clover seeHranefly
Includes
Commoll cranefly /Tipula oterucea)
European cranefly mpuh paludosa)

Pest descriptioD and crop damrge This has been a pest west of
the Cascades. They havc been problems in healT, wct scils of OR/
I'tA coastal pastures and in the Willa ette Valley. New seedings
md weak stands arc pafiicularly at rislc liom lar_ue infcstations of
larvae. Heavy lan'al f€eding has been associaled wilh stand loss and
poor c.op vigor.

Adults are large, grayish brown, and resemble large mosquitoes.
Adults do not feed other tban possibly water nnd nectar Eggs are
black, nanow, rigid, and aboul0.03 inch lorg and laid in dre spring
and fall whcre bolh Tipula pests occur The larvae, called leather-
jackcts. are large (1.5 inchcs at matudty) gray, cylindrical and
withoul legs or very well dcfined head. The larvae of these two pest
species feed on many plan! speci€s. includiig gmsses, clovers, mint
crops. ard root vegetablcs.

Biology and life history T paludosa ad.)lts cme4e id late August
and Septemb€r T- oleraceu nay have \wo generations per vear with
flight activity in rhe spdng and again in the fall, coincidert with I
paludosa. Lawae damage crops from October tbrough July.

Managemetrt-- {hemical control
a ca$aryl (Sevin 4F) at I to L5 lb aila. PHI 14 days. REI 12 hr

Up to two applications per year with at ieasl 14 days between
applications. Do not exceed 3 lb ala perseason.

Note: Chlorpyrifos (]-orsban Advaoced) at 0.5 lb ai,'a, applied to
control oihcr pests o! dre label, rcsults in cranefly control.

D10

Clover seed--Cutworm and atrnyworm
Se!eral species

Pest description and crop damage True (common) arm)'eor'li1
(M]'thimna unipuncta, form€rly Pseudoletia unipunca) and

variegated cutworm fP?ridtona saucia) are lhe most common
sp€1)ies ifl westem Oregon- They presena tiom early bloom through
seed set. Moths in the famiiy Noctuiidae have gray or brown
forcu.ings with slate or buff-color markings. HiDd wings are silvery'
gray or bcige. Average wingspan is 1.4 to 1.6 iDches. Mature larva€
are atlout I -5 to 2 inchcs long. tan ro brown, with a faint white or
red midline stripe o the top ofthe body- These are bordered below
by a white stripe on each sidc. A prominent black stripe is along
each side bordered below by an orange-brow,n stripe. Larvfle have
an invertcd white Y on tho ftott ofthe head. PDpae are brownish-
red atrd found in the lop soil layer, commonly flear the crowns of
host plants. Wintercutwoms (Noctua pronuba) have been recently
dctecl,ed in clover seed fields in weslem Orcgon bul significant
damage has not been rccorded.

Scorting and thresholds Look for amryworm and cutworm
lan,ae in and arcund cro\,\,as. wherc birds (swallows, crous) are

feeding. Dig around in crop rcsidue and at the base ofplahts-
Arm)rworms and cutwoms typically feed at night, Also look for
lirss (excremen0 that resembles tiny glass pellets. Treatment in
estabiished clover seed crcps is ruggested when 4 la.vae per sq lt
arc observed. The threshold in seedling stands is 2 larvae per sq ft.

Biology atrd lifc history Armnvonn and cutworm adul6 are
bclieved to nligrate jnto Oregon lrom Califbmia in summer Eggs
are laid in gEsses and other spaccs with sffong plant density.
Tley hatch irl a week, and lawae t'eed throu8h the l'all. Larvae
aggregate in s all arcas, whcrc defoliatioo nmy be conrplete. Most
ann),worrn damage is seen during late summer and fall in westem
Oregon. Outbreaks are inliequena and are associated with unusually
high spring rainfall io Califomia which favors survival ofthe 6rst
gcnemtion- Resultant molhs nrigrale nonh following green plant

Managcment- biological control

PopulatioDs of noctuid motls are generally kcpt under control
by a numb€r ofnatuml enemies that includc pa.asitic wasps
('Iriclrcgramma species ard braconid wasps). parasitic flies ir
the family Tachinidae, nematodcs and seveEl bacte al aod viral
pathogens. Natural predators will fecd ort cutworms readily, incl$ding
prcdaceous ground beetles, birds and rodenls. However, lhc impact of
these natuml predatols on cutworm populalions in Pacilic Northwest
production systerns is unclear.

Manegemetrt---{hemical control
t Bacilhls thui giens,r /rIFUse acco.diog to labcl directions. For

annywoflns. eflective only on first and seco[d instar larvae. Some
fomlulations are OMIlI-iistcd for organic use.

r chlorplrifos (Lorsban AdvMced) at I.0 lb aila. REI 24 hr. For
besl control. soil should bc moist and cxlwomrs activc on or near
the soil surface at treatment. This product is higlly toxic to bees.
Do not apply when any clover bloom is present- Do not make
more than one application per crop year, Do nol grMe clover afur
applicatjon. Do not cut trcated clover for hay or foragc. Do not usc
Llarvested seed for sprouting. No part olthe treatgd field, inciuding
seed, seed screenings- hay. forage. or stubble. may be used for
hunun or animal ttcd. Processed sced must be iabeled. 24c SLN:
OR-090010 (expires 12l31/2023 ). Oregon only.

t mala$ion at I to 1.25 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI 12 hr. Use higher
rale for anEyvorm control. Apply to plaDls in bloom only io
cvening or early moming whm bees are not wod(ing in the fields
orarc nol hrnginB on d)e outqidc of l.hc hi\ er.

Note: When bifenthrin is used to control other pcsts, arrn,,worns
and cutworms are eiloctively controlled as weli.
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Clover seed-Garden symphylan
Scutigerello muotlata

Pest descriptiotr and crop damage Small, white, centipede-like
animals in soil. They prune rooilets and reduce stands and plant vi8or.

M anagement-{hemical control
i chlorplrifos (Lorsban Advanccd) at 2.0 lb ai,/a. REI 24 hr.

Broadcast preplant and incorpomte the same day into fhe top 2 ro
4 inches ofsoil. On establishcd plantings, before spring growth
apply as a broadcast fbliar spray in at lesst 40 galra waier and

incorporale 2 to 4 inches deep. This product is higily loxic 10

bees. Do not apply when any clover bloom is presenl. I)o not
make more than one applicalion per year, Do not gmze clovcr after
applicatioo. Do not cut keated clover for hay or fomge. Do nol usc

han ested seed for sproutiog. No part of the t ealed ield, inoluding
sced, seed soeenings, hay, fomge, or stubble, oray be used for
human or animal feed. Prccessed seed must be labeled. 24c SLN:
OR-090010 (expires 12J31/2023). Oregon only.

Clover seeMrasshopper
locludes
,f/elazopll* spp. (dominanl)

Pest description aDd crop drmag€ Both young and adult
gmsshoppers do damage. In addition to foliage iojury, feeding on
blossoms prevents seed formation.

Mrnagenent-cbemical control
t rnalathion at I io 1.25 Ib ai/a. PHI 0 days. REI 12 hr. Appiy to

plaDa in bloom orly in evening or early momiDg when bees are not
working in the fields or arc not hangiDg on the outside ofthe hives.

Clover see4-Ladino clover seed midge
Dasineura gentnei

Pest description ,nd crop damagc SmalL, mosq ito-like inseots
that attack white and alsikc cloverc. Salmon-pink maggots dcvclop
in the seed pod and prevent formation ofalsike and Ladino seed.

Manag€ment- -{ultural control

Clipphg blossoms when the 6rst hrood ofmidges emergcs appcars
to help prevenl damage to laler blossoms.

Manegement-chemical control

No labeled insecticides are cffective.

Clover seeH-esser clover leaf weevil
I7yperu nigrimstris

Pest description and crop damage Green or brown weevils about
1 inch long. Larvae feed under basal Ieaf sheath, tunnel iII stem,
aod feed on floreh in developing frowcrs. Mainly a pest ol red and
alsikc clover.

MrnagerDent----+hemicrl conlrol
a bifenthrin (Brigade 2EC. Discipline 2EC) at 0.06 to 0.1 lb aila.

REI 12 hr Do not apply lo blooming crop or aiioe'ro drift
while bees are actively visiting bloom. Do not make more than
3 applications per crop year Allo\r'at least 2l days betwecn
treatmeots. Do not etraze clovcr aftcr applying. Do not cut treated
clover for hay or fomge. Do not use harvested se€d for sprouting.
No part ofihe asted fi€ld. including seed. seed screenings.
hay, forage, or stubble, may be nsed for hrrnatl or animal fcod.
l'rocessed seed must be labclcd. 24c SLN: Brigade 2EC, OR-
070011 (expires l2l31/2023), lD-070009 (expircs 12/31/24):
Discipline 2EC, OR-040039 (expires l2131/2020), ID-040009
(expires I 2,/3 I /24). Orogon and Idaho only.
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. ct orpyrifos (Lorsbar AdvancLrd) at L0 lb ai,/a. This prcducl is
highly toxic to bees. Do not appt when arry clover bioom is

present. Do noi make more than one application pea croP year.

REI 24 hr Do not glze clover after application. Do not cllt heated

clover for hay or fomge. Do not use haNested seed for sprouting.
No part ofthe treated 6cld, including seed, seed sclee4iEgs, hay,
forage, or stubble, may be used for huma]l or aarnal fe€d. Proccsscd
seed must be labeled. 24c SLN: OR{90010 (expires 12/3112023\.

Clregon only-

Clover seed-Looper
Includes alfalfa looper (Autographa califomica)

Pest description and crop dim.ge Adult moth is grayish to light
brown. Mature iaIvac ale about I inch lotrg, light green to olive-
green, with apale head. They move in a looping fashion.

Managemetrt--{heEical control
a Bacilhg thuringiehsrs fBIFUse as iabel directs. Somc

formulations are OMRIJisted for organic use.

Note: When bifenthrin is used to conhol other pests, armyworms
and cutworms ar€ effectively controlled as l*ell.

Clover seeH-ygus bug
Z.l,grrs spp.

Pest descriptiotr atrd crop damage Adults are 0.2 i-och long
with a light yellow V on the back. Lygls bugs pierce and damage
meristematic tissue causing blasted buds, blossom drop, alld
shriveled seed. Lygus bugs redtrce yields ofalsike ahd Ladino
clover seed but are not considgred a pest ofred clover. Clover secd
weevil treatmmts usually control lygus on white clover.

ManagemeDt--chemical control
I bifenthrin (Brigade 2EC. Discipline 2EC) at 0-0610 0.1 lb aila.

REI 12 hr- Do not apply to blooming crop or allow to drift
while bees are actively visiting bloom. Do not make morc than
3 applications per crop ycar. Allow at least 2l days between
treatments. Do not gmze clover afler applying. Do not cut treated
clover for hay or forage. Do not use harvested seed for sprouting.
No part of the treated lleld, includhg seed, seed soeenings,
hay, fomge, or stubblg. nuy be used foa human or animal fbed.
Processed seed must be labeled 24c SLN: Brigade 2EC. OR-
070013 (€xpires l2l31/2023), ID-070009 (expires l2l3l l24);
Disciplift 2EC, OR-040039 (cxpires lU31 /2020\, ID-0400O9
(expies I2l31/24). Oregon and ldaho only.

. chlorpyrifos (t-orsban Advanccd) at L0lb aiia REI24 hr This

Foduct is highly toxic to bees. Do not apply wheo any clover bloom
is presenl Do not rnake more than on€ application per ctop year. Do
not g.aze clover aftcr appli€ation. Do not cut treated clove, for hay
or fomge. Do not use haryested seed for sprolting. No part ofthe
treated fiel4 including !,eed, seed sc.eEnings, hay, fomgc, or stubble"
Ilay be used Jicr humatr or animal feeal Processed seed must be

lab€led 24c SLN: OR-940031. Oregon only.

a malalhion at I !o I .25 lb aila- Apply to plants in bloom only iD
evening or early moming, when bees are not working in the 6cld
qy harging oD the outsidc ofthc hives.

a oxydemetoD-methyl (MSR Spray Concentrate) ai 0.375 to 0.5 Ib
ai,'a. PHI21 days. REI 15 days. Chafftom seed crop may tle used
for feed or forage. but do not cut gxeen crop for these purposes. Do
not apply more thaE two ti$es per crop cycle. Wait a minimum
of 14 days between applications. Appiy by air, chcmitation or
groundboom.
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CloYer seeHreadow spittlebug
Philaetlur spumarius

Pest description and crop damage Nymphs stunt planl growth
and are recognized easily by spittle mass. An avemge ofone nynph
or more per stem may daftage alfalfa, clovcr. and many other crops.

Matragement-- +hemic{l control
r chlorpyril'os (Lontban Advanced) al 1.0 lb ai,'a This Producl is

highly toxic lI) bees. Do not apply when any clover bloom is

present. Do not make more than one apPlicdtion pc. crop ycar.

REI 24 hr. Do not graze clover after application. Do not cut treated

clover for hay or forage. Do not use harvested seed for sproutitrg.

No part ofthe aearcd 6eld, including seed seed screenings, hay,

fomge. or stubble, may bc used for human or animal fecd. t'rocessed

s€€d tuust be labeled. 24! SLN: OR-090010 (expircs 12/3112023).

Oregon only.

r malathion ar I lo 1.25 Ib aila. Apply to plants in bloom only in
evening or early moming. $'hen bees are not working in the fields
orhanging on the outside ofthe hivcs.

Clover seed-Nitidulid beetle
Meligethes nigrescens

Pest descrlption ard crop damage Shiny black beelles about 0.09
inch lone!. Adults seeking pollen damage flowers and prevent seed

set. Brcwned llowers are uoaltractive to pollinating insects. This
insect is primarily a pest ofred or white clovers btooming io Ju1y.

Beetles usually are active in clover fields mid-July through August.

l\lrnagement--{hemical coBtrol

Prebloorn chlorp)'rifos or bilenthrin spray for clover aphid also

helps supprcss tritidulids.

Clover seed-omnivorous leaft ier
Cnepl&sia hngortu

Pest description and crop damage Y€liowish brown larvae with
bro$,,n heads and light iongitudiaal stripes oo each side ofthe back.
They web tcrminal leaves and feed on new gro$'th. Damage is in
May and Junc. There is one generatioo per year. They seldom are a
problem except in the Willamette Valley ofOregon-

Management-chemical control
a Baci us hunngiensrr lBrFUse as label dbects. Some

formulations are OMRl-listed for oryanic produclio..

Clover seed-Pea leaf weevil

Pest descriprion and c.op damage Adults are small, gayish
brown, faintly slriped weevils about 0.17 inch long. They appear in
large nu$bcrs in spring and sometimcs lato summe.. Adult fecding
may kill sccdling plants and scriously delbliate older stands.

MaDa8ement--chemicrl control
o bifEflrhrin (Brigade 2EC, Discipline 2EC) at 0.06 to 0.1 lb aila.

REI I2 hr Do not apply lo blooming crop or allow to &ili
while bees are actively visiring bloom. Do nol make more than
3 applications per cmp year Allow at least 2l alays between
Eeatments. Do not graz-e clover after applying. Do nol cut treated

clover for hay or forage. Do ,ot use hArvested seed fot sptouting.
No part of the treat€d 6cld. including seed. seed screenings.
hay, forage, or stubble, may be used for human or animal feed.

Processed seed must be labeled.24c SLNj Brigade 2EC, OR-
070013 (expires l2l31/2023). ID-070009 (expires l2/31124):

Discipline 2EC, OR{40039 (expires l2l31/2020), ID-040009
(expires l213124). Oregon and Idaho only.
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a chlorylTifos (LoEbanAdvanced) at L0lb aila. Ihis goduct is
highly toxic to bees. Do not apply when any clover bloom is
prsenl. Do not male more than ooe application per crop vmr.

REI 24 hr. Do not grazE clover after application- Do not cut trcated

clover for hay or forage. Do not use harr'ested seed for splouting.
No pan of fie trealed field. including seed, seed screenings, ,uy,
forage, or stubble, rnay be used for hueim or aoiIlal feed. Processed

seed mtrst be labeled. 244 SLN: OR{90010 (cxpires 12131/2023)-

Oregon only.

Clover seed-Red clover casebearer moth
C olcophora de a uro t e I la

Pcst description atrd crop dllrrage Shiny mclallic adult moths
are about 9 mm long. The larvae overwinter inside a cigarlike case

within residue in a field and pupate inside ofthe case on the eround
surface- Adults emerge in early summer to male and while eggs are

laid otr the calyx offlorets. Hatchcd larvae enter florets to feed, then

move berween florets by chewing holes through corolla. cvcnnlally
causing feeding damage to pods and developing seeds- Moths
usually are acljve in clover fields June tl)l.ough mid-Augusl and caD

be found flying at dawn.

Nlatregem€nt---{ulturaI control

Cutting/removing red clover silage in late May/early July appe-ars

to disrupt lifecycle and helps prcvent damage to seeds during bloom
and seed ill period.

lvlonagement--..cheDrical contml

No labeled insecticidcs are known to be effective.

Clover seed-Slug
Various species

Pcst description and cmp drmrge Mollusks thai feed on various
plants, damaging roots, crowns, Ieaves, and 1iuit. Snails a[d slugs

arc noctumal and generaliy feed duling the night damagitg maoy
varieties ofplants and plant seedlings- They inhabit damp, moist
areas around deoaying refuse, orga[ic matter. and hide at the bose

ofgrowing planls. Their presence can be detected by the shiny trails
Ieft on the soil surface.

Management-chcmical control
r iron phosphate (Sluggo) granule bait at 1.0 to I .5 lb aila. No

PHI or REI. Control is usually optimDed when warm, overcast

conditioffi follow applicarion.

t rnetaldehyd.lyr lDeadline M-Ps, Metarex. Slugger 4.0, ShrSSer

UI[a4-0, Lock Out, Wilco BIue 4.0) granule bait at 0.4 to L2 Ib
aila. Conkol is usually optimizcd whm warm, overcast condidons
follolv application. 24. SLN: OR-1400044, OR-1400048, OR-
140004c. oR-10004D, oR- 140005, oR- 140008.

a sodiun ferric EDTA (lrcnis!. Ferrox) garulc bait al 0.25 to 1,0

lb ai/a. No Plll or REI. Co trol is usually optimized when wann,
overcast condilions follow application.

See:

Slug Control

Clover seed_.Spider mite
Includes
Strawberry spider mile ('fetonychus turkestani)
Twospotted spider mite fLrricde,
Pest dcscription and crop damage Pesls are not jnsecls bul
mther eight-legged arachnids less than 0.03 inoh long. west of
the Cascades, most mile problems in clover seed fields begin
duriig postblooll or early seed set, when only hcary iofeslaiions
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jlLslif] conirol. East ofthe Cascades, ovenrintering mites that are

colodzi[g a ne1v crcp somelimes are abundant. Ttese may lay
enough eggs to be a problem before bloom,

Mallagenrent---{hemical control
a bifenazate (Acramite- 4SC) at 0.5 lb aila. PHI T days. Only I

applioaiion is allowed per year. Rolate to a product wiih a di$ele4t
mode ofaction grouping if additional applications are needed. Do
Dot gmze cloyer afier appiication. Do no1 cut treated clover for
hay or fomge. Do not use harvested seed for sprouting. No pait of
the treated field. including seed, seed screenings. hay, forage, or
stubble, may be used for human or animal feed. Processed seed

must be labeled. 24€ SLN: OR-I900015 (expires 1213112024).

Oregon only.

r bifenduin (Brigade 2EC, D;scipline 2EC) at 0.06 1o 0.1 lb aila.
REI 12 hr- Do ftt apply to blooming crop or allow to &ifl
while bees are actively visiting bloom. Do not make morc than
3 applications per crop year- Allow at leasi 2l days between
treatmeffs. Do noI graze clover after applying. Do Eot cut tJeated

clover for hay or fomge. Do not u-se harvested seed for sprouting.
No pa.t of the heated feld, iacluding seed, seed screenings,
hay, forage, or stubble, may be used fo. hu]nall or animal tbed
Processed seed must be labeled. 24c SLN: Brigade 2EC, OR-
A700\3 (expies 12/3 1/2023), ID-070009 (expnes 12/3 1 /24);
Discipline 2EC, OR-040039 (explres 12131/2020), ID-040009
(expires 12131/24). Oregon and Idabo only.

t malathion at I to 1.25 lb aila. Apply to pla:rrs il1 bloom oaly in
evening or early moming, when bees arc not worki€ in the lields
or l$nging on the outside ofthe hives.

+ Fopargite (Colrite) at 1.61 io 2.46 lb ai/a. REI 2 to 7 days. Do not
g3aze clover after application. I)o not cui treated clover for hay
or fomge. Do not use haxvested seed for sproutirg. No part ofthe
trcated field, including seed, seed s$eenings, hay, forage, or sr:bble,
may be used for hunmi or animal feed. Prccessed seed must be
labeled.24c SLN: ID-190011 (expires t2l31/2024. ldaho only.

Clover seed--.Sweetclover weevil
Sitolkl +lin&icollis
P€st descriptiol and crop damage Adults are gmy or browoish
gray and about 0.25 inoh long. Weevils feed on and notch foliage.
Most severe damage is to seedlil1g p]ants. Sweet clover is the
pdmary host but weevils also attack alfaLfa aod have been found on
Ladino clover

Management rh€mical control
t bifenthrin (Brigade 2EC- Discipline 2EC) at 0.06 to 0. i lb aila.

REI 12 hr Do not apply to blooming crop or allow to drill
while bees are actively yisiting bloom. Do not make more ihan
3 applications per crop year. Allo*, al least 2l days between
treatments. Do ot graze clover a{ter applying. Do not cut treat€d
clover for hay or forage. Do I}ot use haflested seed lbr sprouting.
No part ofthe t eated field, including se€d, seed sc.eenings,
bay, aomge, or stubble, may be used for human or anjmal feed.
Processed seed must be labeled. 24c SLN: Bdgade 2EC, OR-
0700 1 3 (expires 1 2/3 1 /2023 ), ID-070009 (expire s 12/31124);
Discipiine 2EC, OR-040039 (expires I2l31/2020), ID-040009
(expies l2l31/24). Oregon and Idaho only.

I chlorpyrifos (LoNban Advanced) at L0 lb aila. This prcduct is
highly toxic to bees, Do not apply when any clover bloom is
presml. Do ool make morc than une appliccrion per crop I ear
REI 24 h. Do not gaze clover after application. Do not cut treated
clover for hay or forage. Do not use harvcsted seed for sprouting.
No pafi oI the treated 1ield, including seed, seed scrcenings, hay,
forage, or stubble, may be used for hunan o. animai feed. Processed
seed rirust be labeled. 24c SLN: OR-090010 (expires 12/31/2023).
Oregon only.

PNW lnsect l\,ranagement Handbook

Clover seed-Western spotted cucumber beetle
Diabraticu undecimp ctata

Pest description and crop damage Yellowish geen, black-spotied
beetle, common only in westem Oregon and Washinglon. Adults
feed on tender seedlings and retard or destoy the stand. This irNecl
also has been observed damaging rcd clover ard trelbil blooms-

Matragement <hemical control
r ca$aryl (Carbaryl, Sevin) at I lb aila. One applicaliorl plj. cutting.

PHI 7 days ofhawest. REI i 2 hr. This product is highly toxic to
bees exposed to direct kearnent or residues on blooming crops. Do
nol apply this product oI ailow il10 ddji to bloomiog clovel {ops.
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Dry Edible and Seed Pea

-lohn Rincholcl

Latcst revision Mrrch :020

spinosad (Success, EDtrust SC) a! 0.0625 to 0.094 lb aila. PHI 28
days. REI 4 hr Do not exc€ed 0.188 Ib aila perseason. Do not
l'eed forage or hay to meat ordairy animals. Linlit 6 reatmenls,
Entrust SC is OMRllisted for o!:anic production.

zeta-cypemetkin {Mustang) at 0.05 lb ara soil at-plant. Pm 2l
days. REI 4 hr. Do not exceed 0.3 lb ai/a per season.

Dry edible and seed pea-Pea aphid
ALyrthosiphott pisum

Pest desc.iption and crop damage The common light-green aphid
found on legume plarrts. They feed by sucking plaltjuices. They
can transmit virus diseases and can r-educe yields when abutda]1t.

Martagement-chemical control
a alpha-cype.methrin (Fastac EC) at 0.02 lo 0.025 lb aila. PI14 2l

days. REI 4 hr. Retreatment inteNal 5 days.

a azadirachtin (Neemix 4.5) ar 0.18 to 0.25 lb aila. PHl0 days. REI
4 hr OMRl-listcd lor o8anic use.

. Bca veria ba\siana (Mycotrol O) ar 0.25 to I q/a. PHI 0 days.
REI 4 hr. OMRllisted foI otgalic use.

I c)4]u$rin (Tombstorc) at 0-5 lb aila. PHI 7 days. REI 12 hr.

Retreatment interval 14 d-ays. Do llot excced 0.1 lb ala per year.

i dimethoate at 0.165 to 0.33 lb aila. PHI t 4 days for harvcst. Allow
7 days behveen applications. Do not exceed 0.5 lb aila per season-

Do not graze livestock. Do not apply to bloomirg Austrian winter
pcas. SLNS: WA-970029A, WA-970029B OR-050019,^. OR-
0500198. ID-980006. ID-970008 and lD-l10008.

r imidacloprid (Admire Pro) at 0.25 to 0.38Ib ala soil.0.,+3 lb aila
tbliat PHI2I &ys soil,7 days foliar. REI l2hr Do not exceed
0.38 lh aila per season.

r imidacloprid (Provado) at 0.044 lb aila foliar app)ied. PHI 7 days.
RLI 12 hr. Retreatulent iDterval 7 days. Do not exceed 0.13 lb ara
per season.

a malathion (Cowan Malathion 8) at I to 2.5 lb aila. PHI I days,
Do not graze or H fomge to livestock. REI 12 hr. Limir 2
reatmenls.

Dry edible and seed pea-Pea leaf weevil

Pcst description aDd crop damage Adults arc small, grayish brown,
f'aintly striped weevils aboua 0.17 inch loog. They appeal in large
numbers in spring and sometimes late summer Adult feeding on
young plarls in spring may coDsiderably lotch and rag leaves, but
this damage has not been found to reduce stand or yield appreciably

lt.nrgemerlt--rhemical control
. alpha-cwermeth.in (Fastac EC) at 0.02 to 0.025 Ibai/a.PHI2l

days. REI 4 hr. Retreatment interval 5 doys.

a carbaryl at 1.5 lb ai/a- PHI [4 days for grazinB or han.esl for
tbrage, 2l days lor harvest. Do not exceed 6 lb ai/a per season.
Retreatment interval 7 days- REI 12 hr

i cyffuthrin (To,nbstone) at 0.13 to 0.5 Ib aila. PHI 7 days. REI l2 hr
Retreatment interal 14 days- Do not exceed 0- I [b aila per year.

I malathion at I to 1.25 ib aila. PHI3 days. REI t2 hr Do not graze
or feed forage to livestock. Limit 2 treatments.

a phosmet (lmidan) at 0.7 to I lb aila. Plll 7 days. REI 5 days. Do
not excced 2-8 lb aila per season. Do not Iccd forage to Iivestock
within 7 days. Do Bot cut tseated fresh pea lbrage for hay within
l0 d8ys.

Pests

In all cases, follow the instructions on the pesticide label. The PNI,/
hse.t Managen.'nt llarlroot has no legal status, whereas lhe
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the product label before
making any pesticide applications.

Protect polliDators: Sec [:low to Reduce Bee Poisoning liom
Pesticides-

Note: Products are lisled in alphabelical order and not in order of
preference or superiority ofpest control.

Dry edible and seed peFcutworm, armlrworyn, and
looper
lncludes
Alfalfa looper (Autographa ca lifornica)
Cabbage looDet (nichoph^id ni)
Variegated curworm fP?riatmml saucia)
V/estem yellowstriped Atmryonlt (Spodopteru praefcd )

Pest descriptio[ rnd crop dahage Cutworms are usually dull
gmy. b.own, or black, and may be striped or spotted. They ofteD
curl up when disturbed. ]-hcy usually feed at nighl. cutting off
young plalts or feeding on foliage ofolder plants. They are B pesl
primarily ofalfalfa and cloveas but attack other legumes also.
Cutwoms don't often seriously danrage field peas-

Mar*gement---{hemical control
a alpha-c],permethrin (Fastac EC) at 0.008 to 0.025 tb ai./a- PHI 2l

dtys. REI4 hr. Retrcab-ncnt interval 5 days.

t beta-c,,fluthrin (Baythroid XL) at 0.007 to 0.025 lb arla. Pl 1
days. REI 12 ht: Retreatrnent intelval 14 days. Do not exceed 0-05
lb aila per season

a Bacillus thuingiensrr (Javelin) 0.12 to I .5 lb/a. Some
formulations are OMRI-Iisted for organic production.

I bifendriMmidacloprid (Brigadier) at 0.086 Ib aila, PHI 14 days-
REI 12 hr. Do nol exceed 0.13 lb aila imidacloprid- 0- 13 lb ajla
bifenthrin. Retreatrnent inlen al 7 days.

a carbaryl at I to 1.5 lb ava. Pltl 14 days for gazing or ha ,est tbr
forage, 21 days before harvest. REI 12 hr. Do not exceed 6lb ai,'a
pea season. Retreatmeni inleffal 7 days.

i cl orantraniliprole/lambda-cyhalothrin (BesieSe) at 0.049 to 0.098
lb ai,/a. PHI 21 days. REI 24 hr. Do not exc€€d 0.12 lb aila larnbda-
cyhaloihim or 0.2 lb aila ofclorantradliprolc per acre per year.

. cyfluthrin (Tombstone) at 0.13 to 0.5 lb aila. PHI T days- REI 12 k
RetreatmeDl ioierval I 4 days. Do not exceed 0. I lb aila per year

I gamma-cyhaiothrin (Declare) ar 0.0075 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI2l
days. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed 0.06 lb aila per seasor-

I methoxlfenozide (lnfepid 2F) at 0.06 to 0.12 [b aya early seasoL
0.12 to 0.25|b ala mid to late sea.son PHI 7 days. REI 4 hr.

Retreatrent hterr'al 7 days. Do not exceed I lb aila per season.

a spiEetoram (Radiant SC) at0.031 to 0.0,63lba7a, PHI28 days.
REI4 h. Retreatment intenal 4 days. Do not exceed 0.094 lb aila
per year Limit 6 treatments.
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Dry edible and seed pe*-Pea weevil

Pest description atrd crop damage A small, grayish-browl weevii
0.2 inch long. marked with dark and light spots. Larvae feed within
the seed and dcslroy its viability.

Sampling end thresholds Usually, one weevil per 25 sweeps ofan
insect Det will result in weevil i[fested peas at harvest.

Managemcnt-chemic.l control

Apply insecticid€s to kill adults before they lay eggs, Once cggs
arc on pods. it is too late to prevent infested sceds. Therefore, apply
insecticide when firstpods appear and before cggs are laid.

a alpha-cypermetkin (Fastao EC) at 0.02 to 0.025lb BiJa. PHl11
days. REI 4 hr. Reteatrnent interval 5 days.

I carbaryl at L5 lb aila. PHI 14 days for grazing or harvest for
forage, 2l da)s fo. harvest. Do not exceed 6 lb aila per scason.

Retreatmcnt iff€wal 7 days, REI 12 hr
a cyfluttuin (Tombstone) at 0.13 to 0.5 lb aila. PHI 7 days. REI 12 lu.

Reheatment inler.r'al 14 days. Do flot exceed 0.i lb ailaper year.

a malathion (Fyfanofl 8) ar I lb a7a- PHI 3 days. Do not graT-e or
feed forage to livestock. REI 12 hr Limit 2 treatments.

I phosmet (lmidan 70W) at 0.7 to I .0 lb ar,/a. PHI 7 !o 10 days- REI
5 days. Do not exceed 2.8 Ib aila per season. Do not feed forago to
liveslock within 7 days or cut pea foGge foi hay within 10 days.

Dry edible and seed pea-Wreworm and seedcorn
maggot
Seed com maggot (Delia plutw'a) and se\letul species of wircwofln

Management---{hemical cotrtrol
a 1J-dichlompropene (Ielone II, C- 17, or C-35)-Fulnigate pre

plant.

r bifendrin (Capture LFR) at 0.04 to 0.08 lb aila soil at-plart. REI 12

hr. Do not exceed 0. I lb a/a per season at-planL

i zeta-cypennetkin (Mustang) at 0.05lb ai./a soilat+lart PIII2l
days. REI 4 hr. Do not exceed 0.3 lb aila per seasoc

Grass Seed Pests
Steven B. Salisbury and Nicole P Anderson

Lalesr rcvision-March 2020

In all cases, follow the instructions on the pesticide iabel. The Pdlr
hlscct Managemenl Hardrootr has no Iegal slatus, wli€r€as the
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the product tabel bcfore
making ony pesticide applications.

Protcct pollitrators: Scc How to Reduce Bee Poisoning from
Pesticidcs.

Not€: Products are listed in alphabetical order and aol io order of
preference or superiority ofpest cotrtrol.

Noie: Chlorplrifos {Lorsban) is labeled ONLY for pcrmnial gmsses
grown for seed. lt is NOT labeled for annual grasses.

Grass seed-Aphid
Bird chcrry-oat aphid fnhopalosiphun pudi)
Com leafaphid fRrolra los{phwn , aidis)
Eflglish grain aphid f,Udctosiphum atEnoe)
Rosc grass aphid fMelop olophium dirhodum)

Pest descriplion and crop damage Aphids arc smaller thon 0.04
inch ( I mm). winged or wingless, and leed in colonies on leaves and
stems ofgmsses- They vary in color fiom yellow to dark green aDd

ha\e t\ro distinctive comicles. which look liko 'lailpipes" on the top'
side end of the abdomen.

Perennial ryegrass, flscue, orchardgBss and Ke1,Ituckf bluegrass
are su"sceptible to damage from large populations ofbird-cherry oat
aphid. Damage is most significant to scedling plaots, panicularly
in dired seed or no-till fields and when aphids on the previous cmp
may colonize cmerging seedlings as the old crop dies down. Aphids
remove plant sap, secrctc hooeydew, and mechadcally danmge leaf
tissue and developing seed heads. Light sccd and reduced yields can

occur. althougi Dot very often.

All aphid species coloDizing grass (excepi possibly root aphid species
not mcntioned in this section) can vector barley yellow dwarf virus
(BYDV) among susceptible gmss and ccrcal crops. Symptoms
ofBYDV have been pronounced in Willamette Valley grasses in
recent years. Refer to the PNW Planl Diseasc Control Handbook for
intormation on the virus

ScoutinS and thresholds Inspect s€edling grasses for aphid
colonjes. Winged forms cotonize fields in incgular paflerns, ofun
acoording lo prevailiig-wjnd direction and wind-blockirB f'eatures
along lield margins. Aphid flights liom regioll to rcgion alrd locally
fiom 6eld to Iield occur lare spring throlgh tall. Wlen bfd-cherry oat
aphids cxceed an averdge of l0 aphids per two- ro six-leaf scc<lling,
and the population appears !o be increasing in the absence of natuml
predators ot parasiles, crop may be injured cven in ttre abscncc of
virus.

w}len hcads begin to lbrm during boot stagc, aphid populations
averaging l0 to 20 per stem or head (and increasing) may cause
darnagc if not checked biologically or with insecticide. Drought-like
conditions, weak stands, and fields undel other stresses magnify
aphid tlanage.

PNw lnsect Managemenl Handbook D15
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MaDagemert-+iological and physical controls

Aphid populations are susceptiblc to rainy, windy weather and

suddeD cold. Unseasonably high lemperatures from April through
JuDe can reduce aphid populations quite eff€ctively.

Ladybird beelles, big-eyed bugs, damsel bugs, syrphid fly larvae,

and parasitic u,asps may regulate aphid populations below
damagirg levels in gasses. Consider these ben€ficial when
deciding whether or not to apply an insecticide. Individual aphids

that are parasitized appear blown to gold. Ifpredator insects and

paGsilized aphids increase from onc week to the next, and there

is a correspolding drop in aphids as the weather dries and wams.
sprays often arc unnecessary liom late April througtr June-

MalrageDetrt----rhemical control
a bifentbrio (Brigade,€ 2EC and WSB) at 0. I lb aila. Apply in

spring and fall when aphids are secn. Maximrim afiount allowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applicatiors made no less than 14 days
apart. PHl30 days prior to harvcst for forage. hay a.trd seed.

a chlorpldlbs (Lorsbar Advanced) at 0.47 to 0.94 lb aila. For use

on perennial grass seed crops only. PHI not given. REI 24 hr:. Do
oot gaze or feed hay, fomge, seed. or use screenings from treated

fieids. Seed conditioarers must be irformed ifseed is from a treated
treld. OR and ID SLN'S allows up to 3 applications per year at
tle max rate of0.94 lb aila per application. WA SLN allows 2
applications per year at the 0.94 lb aila mte. Washidgton and Idaho
labe1s al1ow applicatioos only during the year ofestablishnlenl.
24c SLN wA-090010, OR-090009, ID-090003.

a dimethoare at 0.25 to 0.33 lb aila. PHI 14 days. REI 48 br. Do not
graze or feed hay, forage, sc€4 or use screenings iiom Aeated fields.

Seed conditioners must be informed if seed is ftom a reated 6eld.
Conhol is besl whe[ grass is succulent and Dot drought stressed.

r lamMa-cyhalotlrin (Warrior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb aila. PHI 0 days for
grazing and cut for fo!'age. 7 days straw md seed crop. REI 24 hl

r lambda-cyhalothrir/cblora[Eanilipmle (Besiege) at 6.0 lo !0-0
fl o/acrc. PHI 0 days tor grazing and cul lor forage, 7 days for
straw and seed crop. REl24 hr. Do not exceed a total of27.0 fl
oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda-cyhalothin or 0.2 lb ai of
chiorantraniliprole per acre per year

a Ealathion at 0.9375 to 1.25 lb aila. PHI 0 days. RgI 12 hr.

Maximum single applicdtion tate is 1.25 lb aila. Maximum one
application of malathion allowed per year.

a zeta-c,?ermethrin (Mustang MAX) at 0.014 to 0.025 ib aila. PHI
0 days forage, hay: 7 days straw and seed screedngs. REI t?
hr. For forage and hay use no more than 0- I 0 lb aila per season;

male subsequenr applications no closer than 7 days. For stmw and
seed screedngs use no more than 0.125 lb aiia per se;son; make
subsequent applications no closer tba, l7 days.

Grass seed-Amlrworm
Aftny n)twofiit (Dtl.coa aLrilatis)
True (Common) Arm),wofin (Mythimna unipuncta.formerl!
Pse doletia unipuncta) )

Pest d€scriptioD and crop damage MotlN in the family
Nocflriidae have gray or brown forcwings with slate or buft'-color
markings- Hind wings are silvcry-8ray or beige. Average wingspao
is 1.4 to 1-6 inches.

Mature larvae are about 1.5 to 2 inches long, tan to brovd, *ith a

faint white or red midline stripe on the top ofthe body. These are
bordered below by a whitc stripe on each sidc. A promineni black
shiDe is along each side bordered below by ad omnge-brown strip€.
Larvae have an inverted whiie Y on the lront ofthe head-

Pupae are bro*nish-red and found in the top soil layer, coslolonly
near the crovns ofhost plants.

D16

ln eastem Oregon. army cutwom occasionally damages grasscs

grown for sced. postures and celeals; look for larvoe in fall or late
winter ifdamage is seen- ln westem Oregon, the true armyworm
infrequently infests elrasses in the fall, usually tall fescue and

orchardgmss. Late-surmer flights ofmoths lay eggs in eslablished
grass sced fields after hr*."est. Larv'a€ feed on fall rcgrowth.

Extensive but localized daoage may result if the Flopulation is not
treated. Large numbers oflarvae feed so voraciously that mass

migrations of larvae vr'ithin and away from fields occur as regro*1h
fails.

Scouting snd thrcsholds Look for armyworm lalvac in and nroutd
orowns. where birds (swallows, crows) aro fccding. Dig around
in the thatcb, gxass residue, and at the base ofplants. Armylvomls
typically feed at night. AIso look for frass (excremenl) that
resembles tiny $ass pellets, Treatment in established grass crops
is suggested when 4 larvae per sq ft are obscrved. The threshold ir1

seedliog stands is 2 Iarvae per sq ft.

Biology and life tistor-y Almyworm adults migrate into Oregon
from Califomia in summer. Eggs are laid in grasses. They hatch i$
a week, and larvae feed through the fall, Lan'de aggegate in small
areas, where defoliatio[ may be complete. Most armylvoam damage

is seen during late summer and fall in westem Crregon. Outbreaks
are infrequent and are associated with utrusually high spring rainfall
in Califomia which favors suwival ofthe lirst generation. Resultant
moths migftte north following green plaot material.

lVanagement-biological control

Tachinid flies heavily parasitize aflny-worm larvae afld often cause

armly/onn populations to collapse over large areas after a season

ll{aDNgement---{hemical coDtrol

lnsecticides are most effective whm lawae are young and small. It
is advised to apply insecticides at night when arm),.worms are above
ground and active.

r bifcnthrin (BrigadeA 2EC and WSB) at 0.I lb aila. Apply in
spring ad fall when aphids are seen. Maximum amount allowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applicaiions lnade no less than 14 days
aparl. PHI 30 days pior to harvest for l'oraBe, hay and seed-

a oarbaryl (eg. Sevin XLR Plus,4F) al 1.01() 1.5 Ib ailaprcduct.
PHI I ,1 days. REI 1 2 hr. Up to two applicatiom per year, but not
niorc than once every 14 days. Do not cxcocd J lb aila per season.

o chkrpyifos (Lorsban Adlanced) at 0.94 lb aila. For use on
perennial g.ass se€d crops only. PHI not givcn. REI 24 hr Do not
grazc or feed hay, forage, seed, or usc scrccnings from $eated
fields. Seed conditioners must be informed ifseed is from a treated
field. OR and ID SLNS al]ows up to 3 applications per year at
the max rat€ of0-94 lb ai,/a per application. WA SLN allows 2
applicalions per year at the 0.94Ib aila rate. Washington and Idaho
labels allow applications only during lhe year of establisbmeDt.
24c SLN WA-090010, OR-090009. ID-090003.

a cynuthrin (Ba),thmid XL) 0.013 to 0.0,5 Ib aila. recommcnded on
lst and 2nd instar larvae only. PHl0 days. REI 12 hr Ma\imun
a$ount allowedper 5 day inlerval is 0.022 lb ara. M&\irnum
amount allowed per crop season is 0.089 lb aila.

I lambda-cyhaloth.in (warrior) at 0.01J to 0,03 Ib ai/a. PHI0 days
for grazing aud cut for fomge. 7 days for slraw and seed crop. REI
24 bt.

a lambda-cyhalothriDlcl oranfaniliprole (Bcsiege) at 6.0 to i0.0
Il ozlacre. PHI 0 days for Brazing and cul for forage, 7 days for
stmw and seed cmp. REI 2r[ hr Do no( exceed a btal of27.0 fl
oz of Bcsiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda-cyha lothrin or 0.2 Ib ai of
chlomniarliliprole per acre per year
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a,nalalhion at 1.25 lb ara. PHI 0 days. REI 12 hr. Maximum singlc
application ratc is 1.25 lb ai/a. Maximum one application of
malathion allowed per year.

t spinosad (Blackhawk) at 0.025 to 0.050 lb aila per season. Ptll
0 days forage, 3 days hay or tbdder REl4 hr. Iol resistance
nanagement, do not apply Success more than three times in any
2l-day period. Do not exceed 0.186 lb aila per season. Do nol
nrake more than six applications per ssson.

o spinosad (Success) at 0.031 io 0.062 lb aila. Plll 0 days forage, 3

days hay or fodder REl 4 hr. For rcsistance managem€ , do nol
apply Success more than three times in any 2 l-day period. Do
not exceed 0. I 86 lb ai/a per scason. Do nol make more than six
applications per seasoD.

a zela-cypemrcthrin (Deadlock G) at l0 lb/a. Distribute gmnules
evenly in the ftfiow at plalting. Ooly orc application is allowed
per season. Maximum amount that cai be applicd is l0lb/a per
season. No rotation crops can be plaated within 30 days ofthc last

application. REI 12 hr.

a zeta-c)?ermetbdn (Mustaq MAX) at 0.0175 lo 0.025 lb aila.
PHI 0 days forage, hay; 7 days straw and seed scrcenings. REI 12

hr. F'or forage and hay use no mo.e than 0.10 lb ajla per sea-\on,

n1ake subsequent applications no cioser than 7 days. For straw and
s€ed screenings use no more than 0. i 25 Ib aila per season; make
subsequent applications no closer tian l7 days.

Grass seed--Billbug
East ofthe Cascades, in bluegrass:
Blucgass billbug (Sp, enophorus parwlus)
Dcnver billbug fs,/rre, op hotlts (icatristridtus)

Wert ofthe CascadBJ in orchordgrass:
Westem orchardgmss billbrtg (Sphenophorus vena tus conlluens )

Pest descdptioD rnd crop damag€ The following description is of
the westem orchardgmss billbug, a common billbug in gasses, for
which we have the most biological knowledge: Adults are beetles
about 0.5 inch long, black to dark brown, with mandibles extendcd
hto a fairly long "snoul." Elbowed antennae inscrt near the end of
the snout. The body is covered with small punclalions and irregular-
sizc pits, as ifpoked with needles. Adults feed on developing leaves
while the leaves are still folded longitudinaliy and ciose to the
crown. As the leaves grow and elongate in the spring (March and
April) and in the fcll (Oclober), distinctive. paired feeding holes
about 0.25 to 0.33 inoh i[ diameter become apparcfi. Larvae are
leglcss, very plump. dirty white with chestnut brown heads- and
mature usually i! August. The small, white, oval eggs are about
0.03 inch long and are inseted iDdividually iBto stem or crown
tissue in the sprirg. The pupae progress from white to tan to brown.
are shaped much like the adults, and are found jn fte soil with plant
cro$,ns in JuIy and August. Larvae s€verely darnage orchardgrass;
tunneling up stems aDd into crowns. Heavy infestations may desEoy
entire plants, or ficlds, in one season- Yields are affected alrasrically.
aod stands declioc and become unproductive ifbillbngs are l1ot
conlrolled.

Baology aDd life histor-v Eggs are deposited in crowo and stem
tissue fiom late April or early May through Jun.. They hatch in 2 to
3 wceks. Larvae feed in plant stems until they outgrow them: then
thcy leed afld develop in cro\.r,r aDd root tissue. Mature larvae ale
lbund in crowns and roots as well as in adjacent soil.

Westem orchadgmss billbug begins pupation io late July or early
August, About 90oZ of pupae traDstbrm to new adults by mid,
October. These adults leed for a week or two on fall regrowth at the
crown and arc tightly wedged among the shoots ofthe plant crown.
Adults may wander through thc licld lbr a week or two belbre
becoming irnctive and hibemating in crowns.
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There is one generation per year lllucgrass billbug also has one
genemtion per year, but the deveiopment stages are slightly faster
ihan those ofthe orchard$ass billbug.

Scouting and threshotds Orchadgrass billbug Walk
orchardgrass fields fiom late March through early April (spring
conhol ofadults) and again lrom mid-October through early
Novernber Carefully inspect at leas! 200 ratrdomly selccted crowns
as you walk. [fyou see any adult fccding holes on cven a single
leafofa crown, mark lhe crown "infcstcd." The treatment threshold
is adult f'ecding damage in 6 to 10olo ofcrowns. lnitial infestations
may begin at lield margins, but wilhirl a year may spread thrcughout
tbe field. Ifyou nolice a small amounl ofleeding damage on field
edges, spray the infestcd border areas.

M.tragement----cultural control

Orchardgrass bjllbug-Postharvesl open-field burns kill Iess
than 35% ofthe adulls present at the lime. Furthef thc buming
orchardgrass fields thai have been modcrately to severely injured
can result in stand loss. because the greatly weakened plants o{ien
di€ as a result oflhe fire-

Crop rotation-This billbug does not injure oiher grass species.
even though small numbers often are found in bentgrd-ss and
bluegt'ass fields. Adult billbugs will also feed on a wheat crop that
follows orchardgrass; however. injury is minimal and generally
insullicient to justify control.

Management--rhemical control
r bifenlhin (Brigade,4i 2EC and WSB) at 0.1 lb ai./a. Apply in early

Fall and/or spring when larvae are active. Besl results are achieved
with 25 to 40 gallons of spmy solution per acre followed by
ir.igation orrainfhll. Maximum amount allowed is 0.2 lb aila per
season but no morc than once every I 4 days. PHI 30 days prior to
harvcst fo. fomge, hay and seed.

t lambda-cyhalothrin (Wanior) at 0.02 to 0.0i lb ai,b. Suppression
only. PHI 0 days for graziDg and foragc, 7 days for straw ard seed
crop. REI 24 h.

i larnbda-cyhalothrir/chlo.antraniliprole (Besiege) at 6.0 to 10.0 fl
o/acre. PHI 0 days for gmzing and cut for fomge, 7 days for saarv
and sced crop. REI 2,+ hr. Suppressiou only. Do not cxceed a total
of27.0 fl oz of Bssicge or0.09 lb ai of lambda-cyhalothrin or 0.2
lb ai of chlorantraniliprole per acre per year

t chlorpyrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at 0.94 lb aiih. For rse on
perennial grass seed crops only. PH1 not given. REI 24 hr Do not
gaze or feed hay. forage, seed or usc screedngs fmm treated
6elds. Seed condirionem must be informed ifseed is liom a treated
field. OR and ID SLNS allows up to 3 applications per year at
the max rate of0.94 lb aila perapplication. WA SLN allows 2
applications per year at the 0.94 lb a a rate. Washitrgton and Idaho
labcls allow applications only during fte year ofesrablishmenr.
24c SLN wA{90010. OR-090009. ID-090003.

- Unirrigated crops-Apply in ezrly April during rain. Spring
rain is absolutely nelessary to move product to plant cro\ras
where adult billbugs me active. FaU appiicatjon-Apply
after Oct. l5 fid before Nov. 7. \ ,hen adults are active and
moving among plant crowns prior to hibemation. Treadng at
this time may pmvide bett€r conftol than applications made
in spring becausc re-growlh is slight and miD is not as c.itical
to move chlorplTil'os to the cro\\'ns ofplants.

- Drop or flood nozzles that direct streams of insecticide
lo crol\ru tend to provide bener conbol than nozzles that
broadcast spray. Charcoal otr the soil surface (from pr€uous
field burns) and./or a heaq/ posthawest straw load in the ficld
and on plant crowns will tie up chlorplrifos or any o&er
insecticide-resultiog itr vinuaily ,o pest control.
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Grass seed-Black cutworm
Agrotis iprilon

See also
6rass sccd-Winter cutworm

Pest description and crop damage Black cut*orm la&ae are 1.2

to 1.6 inchcs long when rnature. They can be gray, brown, or black
and havc lightcr brown stripes nrnning the length ofrhe body. The
head capsule is dark brown or black. By day, they hide in the soil
or under plant dcbris on the soil sur:face. The a(fults ofthis moth
ate brownish gray with a spot and a light silvery band on the front
wings. The wiEgspan is about 1.4 inches.

This cutworm. onc of tlre most cornmon species ilt westem Oregoo.
is a pest ofnew seedlings. Larval populations are ofteD itr soil when
grass is scedcd in summer or early fall and follows fallow ground
with weeds, lcgunEs, crucifers, sugar b€ets for se€d, pasture, or
other BTass sccd crops. Generally, one can expect black cutworm
larv.e in lields where no-hll and coDservation tillage follow these
oropping iegimes.

Larvae feed at nighl, hiding in soil or resring trnder clods or plant
residue by day. Even a few LEvae in al area can cause subsfanrial
clipping aud dcfoliation. Stand loss can occur ifseediings are
clipped otTrepeatcdly or ifthe growing points are destoyed.

Biology atrd llfe hlstory Apparently, either motl orpupa may
overwinter in thc Pacific Northwest or noth6 migrate into th€
region durirg late spring; females deposit eggs duriog this rjme.
Eggs hatch soon after dcposition.

Young lawae feed and survive on many grasses and broadleaf
plants. In lhe lirst week o! two, the srnall larvae te[d lo stay above
ground on a host plant. Later, they move 10 the soil and feed at night
above ground at Lhe soil surface. They also feed bv day on some
crops like table beel seedlings. Ihey clip roots undergioutrd and
pull fbliage into lhe soil.

Larvae feed for I to 3 months. depending orl soil and ambient
tempemttuc. When mature. rhey pupate in the soil. Adulis emerge 2
to 3 weeks later. Thcre appea$ to tte a second genemfioo ofiarvae
occurring in late summcr and fall tiat are present in soil and cau.se

stand reduction when fall gSasses are sown.

ScoutiDg end thresholds SeedliDg grasses emerye well but later
begin disappearing overnight. Suspect black culwonn when yo]]
notice that many ofthc injured grasses are clipped at ground level
(as a rodent might do). Olten, individual blades are left wilting
by the seed furrow. Occasionally, seedlings will be severed
underground.

Sift th.orgh soil in lhe seed furmw, dig and screen soil from cracks
in the soil near the secd line, and inspect rmder clods, organic
matter, and hollow stc,ns ol'the previous cropt residue to find black
cutworm la ae. Damage usually is in irregular palches of less than
an acre to many conliguous acres.

There arc no established thresholds. Treat when the potenlial for
stand reduction is great.

Management----cultural control

Plowing and disking prior to seeding may not always reduce larval
populatioas bclow damaging levels.

Management---+hemical control
r bjfenthrin ( Brigade,{ 2EC ard WSB) at 0. I lb aira Apply in

spriDg and lall when aphids are seen. Maximum amount allowed
is 0,2 Ib aila per scasofl. Applications made ro less thar 14 days
apart. PHl 30 days prior to harvest lor forage, hay and seed.

I carbaryl (eg. Scvin X:I-R Plus,4F) at L0 to 1.5 1b aila product.
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PHI 14 days. REI 12 br. Up to two applications per ycat but not
more than orlce every 14 dar5. Do not exceed 3 lb ai/a pcI season.

I chlorp},,rifos (Lorsban Advarced) at 0.94 Ib aila. For usc or
pcrcnnial grass seed crops only. PI{l not given. REI 24 hr Do not
glaze or feed hay, forage, seed, or use scrcenings lio treated
fields. Seed conditiorcrs must be infomed ifseed is liom a treated
field. OR and ID SLNS allows up 1o 3 applications per year at
the $ax $te of 0.941b a;Ja per application. WA SLN allows 2
applications per year at the 0.94 lb aVa rate. Wa-shingto and ldaho
labcls allow applications only during the year ofcstablishnlcnt.
24c SLN WA-090010, OR-090009, ID090003.

r cyfluthrin (Ba)throid XL) 0,013 to 0.015 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI
12 hr Maximum amount allowed per 5 day inteNal is 0.022 lb
aila. Maximum amotrnt allowed 1er rxop season is 0.089 lb ai/a.

a lambda-cyhaloibrir (Wador) at 0.015 to 0.03 lb aila. Plll 0 days
for glazing and cut for fomge- 7 days for stmw and seed crop. REI
24 ht.

o ldmbda-cyhaloti.inlchlorantrariliprole (B€siege) at 5.0 1() 8.0
1l o/acre. PHI 0 days aor grrzing and cut for forage, 7 days for
6traw aod seed crop. REI 24 hr I)o not exceed a total of27.0 fl
oz ol-Besiege or 0.09 Ib ai of lambda-cyhalothrin or 0.2 lb ai of
chlorantraniliprole per acre per year

t spinosad (Blackhawk) at 0.025 to 0-050 lb aila per sea-son. P[{I 0
days graze, 3 days hay. REI4 bI No more thtut 6 appljcations per
season or a lotal of 0. 1 86 lb aila.

a zeta-c)lermethrin (Deadlock G) l0 lb/a Distribute granulcs
evenly in the furrow at planting. Only one application is allowed
per season. Maximum amount thai can be appl,ed is I0 lb/a per
season. No rotalion crops catr be planted within J0 days of the last
application. REI 12 hr

a Trta-cypermethrin (Mustang MAX) at 0.014 to 0.025 lbai/a. PHI
0 days forage, hay; 7 days stra\, and seed screenings. REI 12

hr For forage and hay use oo more tban 0.10 lb aila pcr season;
make subsequeni applications no closer than 7 days. For slraw and
secd screenings use no more than 0.125 lb ai/a per season; make
subsequenl applications no closerthaa 17 days.

Grass se€d---Cereal leaf beetle
Oulenu tnclunopus

Pest dcscriptiotr aDd crop dsmrge Adults are slender, abolrt 0.33
inch long, and have nretallic, biuish-block elytra. They havc a black
head, orangc thorilx, and orange legs. They e krown to fall to the
ground when disturbed. Asingle, yeilow, cylindrical egg usually is
laid parallel to the mid-vein. Sometimes eggs may be in groups of
two or three. Eggs are aboui 0.04 inch long and darken belore they
are aboul lo hatch.

Larvae are small and rounded with a black head and yellow-orange
body. They resemble a small Colorado potato beetlc with a "slimy
backpack." They have tbree pairs olblack legs near thc hcad ol the
lan'ae-

Eloth larvae and adults feed on and damage tall f'esclc in Oregon.
Oo other gmsses. adult beetles enter lields in late summer and fall
aud fecd before going into hibemation. In cereal crops. both larvae
and adults prefer seedlings or new growth on old plaDts. Feeding
is between the leafveins, but adults l-at completely through the
Igal Larvae cat long strips ofsurface tissue, leavirg behiud the
lransluoent cuticle oflhe lower leaf-the characteristic 'window-
panc" look ofCLB damage. Tips ofdamaged leaves olten tum
whi1c, givin8 a hcavily infested lie1d a frosted look. This iras becu
primariiy a pest ofwheat, oats, and barley.

Biology snd life history Ir spring. adulrs emerge and n1atc. Eoch
fcnrale can lay several hundred eggs. Larvae feed for up to 3 wceks
and thcD pupate h soi1. New adulis emerge in June but do not mate;
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they feed as summer progresses. then serk out sheltered margins of
6elds in thc fall. ll is these adults that overwinf€r, allowing for ole
generation per year

Managemerlt- {hemical control
. bifenthrin (Brigade,€ 2EC and WSB) al0.l lb aila. Apply in

spring if one or more eggs or lalvae are detected or ilr late suruner
ifbeetles are defoliating seedling stands. Maximum amouBt
allowed is 0-2 lb ai,/a per seasoo but no more than once every I 4
days. PHI 30 days prior to harvest for forage, hay and seed.

r cyflutlrrin (Baltiuoid XI) at 0.013 to0.015lbava. PHI0 days.

REI 12 hr Maximum amounl allowed per 5 alay interval is 0.022

lb ai/a. Maximunr amouni allowed per crop season is 0.089 lb aila.

o lambda-cyhalothrin (Wanior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb aila. PHI 0 days lbr
grazing and forage, 7 dals for straw and seed crop. REI 24 lrr

a lambda-cyhalothrin/chloiantoniliprole (Besiege) ar 6.0 ro 10.0

fl oTlacrc. PHI 0 days for gmzing and cut for forage, 7 days for
straw and seed clop. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed a total of27.0 fl
oz ofBcsiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda<yhalo*rin or 0.2 lb aiof
chloruntraniliprole per acre per year.

a zera-c)?ermedrrin (Mustang MAX) al 0.0I 75 to 0.025 Ib aila.
PHI 0 days forage, hay; 7 days straw and seed scrccnings. REI 12

hr For forage and hay u.se no more thar, 0.I0 lb aila per season;
make subsequent applications no closer lhan 7 days. For stra\y and
seed screeniugs usc no morc thal1 0.125 lb aila per season; ma]G
subsequent applications no closer than 17 days.

Grass seed--Crane fly
European cmne fly 1,7pula paludosa)
Common or marsh crane fly ('lipula oleracea)

Pest description and crop damag€ Adults are large (wing span
of 1 to L5 inches), grayish brown, and resemble largc. longJcgged
mosquitoes- They do not bite! The wings ofthese pest species are
long, slightly milLy-bro\rr along the fo{e-edges, and folded in roof-
like when the adults l'tlc at res1.

Commonly refered to as "mosquito hawks." they do not eat
mosguitoes: in fact. they probably feed only on a little free moislure
during their short existerce (3 to 7 days).

Matu e larvae are I to 1-5 inches long, legless, and earthy gray.
Thc body is cylindrical. squishy. but very tough and rcsilient (the
la$ae are called "leatherjackets'). The body eatends and retracts
considerably, and the primitive hcad can rerract, giving the larva a

tightly packed and pudgy appcarance. Eggs are black. narrow. rigid.
and aboul 0.03 inch long.

The larvae ofthese two pest species feed on many planl species,
including grasses, clovers, mint crops. root vegetables, and
probably even decaying mattcr. As larvae mature, thcy come to the
soil surfacc at night and feed above ground on crowns ofgrasscs.
Tbey have bcen seen to clip stcms olpeppcrnint.

Most larval infestaiions in gmsses have been in irrigated turf-
golfcou6es, lawns. p&rkways. However, large numbers oflarvae
occasionally are in perennial ryegpass and other grass seed crops
u,hen there is healy rainfall and excessive soil moisture. ln grass

sced crops. larval heavy feeding has beeo associated with stand
loss. However, usually other stresses are presetrt as well. Full cffects
of larval feeding on gmss seed crops have yet lo be described.

Bc aware that adults ofmany crane fly species often are in grass
seed 6elds, panicularly in wintcr ard spring. Most ars not harmi\l
ald have emerged from larvae that lived in waterways in and

around the fields. with the exceptiofl ofthese two new pests,

Oregon crane flies arc aquatic or scmiaquatic, do not feed on living
plants, and are trot pcsls ofplants.
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Bioloe!. and life history The Europear crane fly, L plludosa.
deposis eggs randomly on moisa soil, ,Easscs, clovers, and cover
crops by dropping them in flight or when walking over these areas.

An adult female produces 300 to 400 eggs, which hatch in I I to
l5 days- Larvae enter lhe soil and fced on humus, legetable waste

th6t is decomposing. and crowrs or roots ofplarts through latc

April and early May. Young larvae tend to remain in the soil day
and nighi and are highly resistant to cold. In spring, the larger
lanae comc to the soil surface at nighi and t'ccd on aerial pans of
plaots- larvae pupate in the soil (iate June, July. early Augusr).
Adults eherge in late August and Septembcr. Tipula puludosahas
one generation per year, Tipula oleracea fiay have t$o geoeralions
per year with flight activily in the spring and again in thc f'all,
coinoident wio Z pdlrr,Iora.

Scouthg rnd thresholds The extenl to which these crane fly lar\ ae

damage grass seed clop$ has not bean researched adequately. ln turf
gmsses that are ofnonnal vigor. well tedlized and walered, and
without other sresses, more tha[ 20 craae fly laNae per sq ft have not
produced aesthetic daaage or stand loss. Howeler,larval populadons
approaching 5-10 per sq ft in some gmss seed crops are thought to
damage grasses that are weakencd or sub.ject to other stresses.

Crane fly larvae can at times be flushed from moist soils by pouring
a caustic soluliotr over the soil surlace and aliowing it to penetrate

to whcre larvae a.e. Soap solutions, chlorpy.ifos (Lorsban)
insecticide, aud weak concentmtions of pyrethroid insccticides
cause the larvae to wiggle to the surface soon alier applica(ion-

Soil co.es 3 inches deep are usually sumcient to dctect larvae in
rcot material. Pick apart roots and soil ovor a series ofscreeos and
observe larvae that collect otr the screens. Bcrlese futrnels also arc
used !o process soil corcs, but this can takc a substantial amount of
time (days) to process.

Managemeda*{hemical control
t azadirachlir,/pyrethrins (Azem) al I to 3.5 pintya. OMRI listed Ibr

organjc production.

. bifeDthrin (Brigade,€ 2EC and WSB) at 0.1 lb aila). Apply in carly
fall and/or sp ng when larvae arc active. Best results are achieved
wjth 25 to 40 gallons of spmy solution per acre followcd by
irrigation or rainfall. Maximum amount allowed is 0.2 lb aila per
season but no more than once every 14 days. PHI 30 days pior to
harvest for forage, hay and seed.

a ca.baryl (e.g., Sevin XLR Plus. 4F) at I .0 lo I .5 lb aila producl.
PHI 14 days. REI 12 hr. Up to two applications per year, but not
more than once every 14 days- Do not excccd 3 lb aila per season.

r chlorpyrifos (Lorsbat Advanced) at 0-5 lb ai/a, or cyfluthrin
(Bayt}rcid XL) at 0.022 lb ai,/a applied to co rol other pests on
their labels, have given good contlol ofcrane fly larvae infestirg
grasses grown for seed.

t chloryyrifos (Lorsban) labeled ONLY for peremial grasses

grom for sced. lt is NOT labelcd for annual grasses. Best fall
application timing is fiom late C)ctober through mid-November.
Best resu,ts have been when product is appiied in the rain and to
ficlds with mioimal straw load or charcoal rcsidue.

a lambda-cyhalodrh (Warrior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb a a PHI 0 days lbr
gazing dnd forage, 7 da)s for sflaw and seed crop. REI 24 hr.

t lambda-cyhalottuir/chlorannaniliprole (Besiege) at 6.0 to I0.0
n ozacre. PHI 0 days for grazing and cut lbr fomge. 7 days for
stiaw and seed crop. REI 24 lrt Do not exceed a total of27.0 fl
oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambdaryhalothrin or 0.2 lb ai of
chlorantrafliliprole per acre per year.

I zeta-c).p€rmethrin (Deadlo€k G) at I 0 lb/a. Distribute granules

evenly in thc firrow at planting. Only one application is allowed
per season. Maximul]l amount thal can be applied is l0lb/aper
season. No rctation crops can bc pia$led !l ithin l0 days of the lasl
application. REI 12 hr.
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Grass seed-Garden symphylan
Scut lgc E I I a innl ecu lu tu

Pest description snd crop damage Adult symphylans are about

0.12 to 0.13 inch lo$g, white, with prominent antennae and 6 to
l2 pairs ollegs. Their bodies are oreamy whitc. They resemblc
centipedes, but centipedes usually are larger. yellowish lo brown,
and when mature have more than l2 pair of legs.

Symphylans are gcncral feeders that eat the fine root hairs and
genniDating seeds of many tl4)es ofgrasses and crop pla s.

Mefl agemeot---{ultural control

Tillage rcdlces populations but usually not enough to achicve
control whcre they arc a problerr,

Management----chemlcal coDtrol

There are no chemical conuol options labeled tbr grasses grown fbr
seed lo coDtrol garden symphylan.

wlen rotating o ofgrass seed, usc an effective soil-incorporated
insecticide, such as Lorsban or Mocap, on the rotation crop for
which thc iosecticide is iabeled

See:

Bioiogy and Control ofihe Carden S),mphylao

Grass seed-Glassy cutworm
Ctynocles devastator ttnd an identical species east ofthe Cascades
Protagroti.e obscllr (no common name)

Pest descdptiotr and crop damagr The adults ofglassy cutworm
ar:e heairy grayish moths with a wiogspan ofabout 1.25 inches.

Lawae of both species look identical. have the same life histories,
aod cause similar damage.'fheir bodies are a rranslucent (glassy)
difly gray. fleads are red-brclv lhey car be 1 .5 inches long when
mahlre (late sp.ing). They aie true sublerranean cutworms, spcnding
nearly their entire lal.val iife in the crown or in and among the roots.

West of thc Cascades. glassy cutworm is one of the most common
species infesting glasscs. East ofthe Cascades. Protagrotis obscura
is the primary pest.

I-arvae bore into the crowtr and th&ugh roots. seldom feeding above
grormd or on leaves. Thcy are pests primarily of cstablished grasses,

reflecting the egglafng preferEnces ofthe motlls. Damage is from
fatl through spritrg. In westem Oregoo, larvae feed through the
wifltex In eastem Oregon, Washington, ard Idaho, lawae usually
diapaBe (an inactive state, like hibemation). Heary jnfestations

seriously weakm and even kill mature plants. Extremely cold winteE
worsen injury; in fact, larval populations usually are detected in
spring aftcr d-amage erroneousiy labeled '1^.intErki ll."

Biology ond life history Adults emerge in late June, July, and
Augxst. male, and lay cggs on the soil surface near the crowns of
grass host plaffs. Eggs hatch in about 10 days. Larvae begir: to bore
into and lbed in grass crowns. Spring-seeded tall f;scue in westom
Oregon should be scouted carefully. beginning in early October,
for Iarvae that will l'eed just below and withil ctowDs. Larvae feed
tkough thc witrter west of ihe Cascades and diapause Oibernate)
during tle coldest wirltcI months ea$t ofthe Cascades Larvae
pupate in soii duing spring.

Sao{ting and thresbolds Scout for larvae in Oclobe. Dig plant
crolrns and roots to at least 3 inches and carefully inspect them for
Iafiae.

No thrcsholds art establisbEd for this pesr.
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Note: Don't nistake sod webworm for glassy cutworm. Cutworlr
damage is ftom Septe ber throughApril. Sod webworm (cranberry

girdler) lawae (westem Oregon) complelc feeding and prepare

to ovenvinter by lale October, they do not resume feediag in the
spdng, but pupate atrd emerge as moths in June.

.See.'

Grass seed-Sod webworm (.ranberry girdler)

M.n.gement-chettrical cotrtrol

Chemical conuol ofthis pest is seldom successful because most
ofthe larvae occur too far below the soil surface to be reached bv
inseclicides, eveo when irrigated.

. bifenthrin (Brigade"4 2[C and WSB) at 0.1 lb aila. Apply in
spring aod fall when aphids are seen. Maximum amoutrt allowed
is 0.2 lb ala per season. Applications made no less than 14 days
apart. PHI 30 days prior to han'.st lor forage- hay and seed.

a chlorpyrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at 0.94 lb ara. For use on
perennial grass seed crops or y. In uoirrigated gasses, apply as

a foliar spray when it is raining. Ifirrigation is available apply
thmugh an appropriate sprinkler irrigation system. For satisfactory
rcsults, gmss and soil should b€ moist at time of trcatmeDt. Post-
harvest residues, and carbon residues from field buming catch
and lrcld this insectic;de, oftenresulting in control failules--€ven
when the product is applied in.ain ol with chemigation. Note:
Best chance for control is in Septembcr when larvae are sma,l.
Do not graze or feed hay. fomge, seed, or screening frorn heated
fields. Sced conditiotrers must be infonned ifseed is from a
treated lield. 24c SLN WA-090010. OR-090009. ID-090003. The
Washington and Idaho labels allo*'for applications only dunng
the year of cs(ablishmenl.

i clduthrin (Ba,,throidxL) 0.013 to 0.015 lb aila. PHl0 days. REI
l2 hr, Maximum amount allowed per 5 day interval is 0.022 lb
aila. Maximum amount allowed per crop season is 0.089 lb a:-/a.

. lambda-cyhaloduitr (Warrior) at 0.015 rc 0.02J tb aila. PHI 0 days
tbr grazirlg and cut for fomge, 7 days for straw and sccd crop. REI
24 h,.

a Ia.rrbda{yhalotbrir/chloranlEniliprole (Bcsiege) at 5.0 to 8.0 fl o/
acre. PHI0 days for graziEg and crrr for forage. 7 days for straw and
s..€d crop. REI24 hr Do not exc€ed a totll of27.0 fl oz ofBesiege
or 0.09lb ai of larnbda-cyhalothrin or 0.2 lb ai olchbrantririliprolc
per acle per year"

r zeta-c)?ermcGrir (Musrang MAX) at 0.0 I ,{ ro 0.025 lb ai,a. PHI
0 days foragc. hay; 7 days slraw and sccd screenings. REI 12

hr For foEge a d hayuse no more than 0.I0lb aila per seasont

make subsequent applications no closer than 7 days. For straw and
seed screenings use tro more than 0.125 lb aila pEr season; mate
subsequent applications no closer than l7 days.

Grass se€d-Grass gelechiid
Chionodes psih4ttera

Pest descriptioD and crcp da&age Adults are dark and shiny
with uphrmed labial palps charactedstic of the farnily Gelechiidae.
Adults range io size to about 0.5 inch long. Wher disturbcd,
they make short. darting flights and suddcnly hide al the base of
vegetation or undcr clumps ofsoil. The larvae are about 0.5 itrch
long and have rusty, red-brown. or slighdy pirkish body segments,
wilh a deep lan head capsule.

These insects fced otr gmss crowns. killing thc plant outright or
sevorcly stuntint growlh. Thcy fccd oD thc root systcm and often
burrow into the base ofthe stem. Damage first appears as individual
dead tillers, progrcssilg to destruction olthe plant du ngAugu.st to
November This pest is found in eastem Oregon, Washinglon, and
Idaho.
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Biology and life bistory Larvae feed in spring and pupaie on ihe
soil sufi'ace in late April or eariy May. Adults emerge 2 weeks latet
in mid-May through June arld sometiDes into July. Eggs are laid on
the host plant in clumps of5 to 25 in early Jutre thror.rgh July. Eggs
hatch in about 5 to 10 days. Larvae feed into the titll, diapouse until
lhe next spdng, and then rcsume feediog again for a moflth or so
until they man,Ie and pupate. There is one genemtiotr per year.

Manag€meut-- {hemical control

No products are ]abeied for this use.

Grass seed-Grass mealybug
PhelldcacLas graninun (westem OR) and other species east ofthe
Cascade Mountains

Pest d$cription ard drnage Mealybugs are about the size of
aphids, covered with waxy whitish, yeilowish secretions- They aeed

with piercing, sucking mouthparts. Heavy populations stu$ and
yellow grasses. ln th€ Palouse, nlmphs ofthe mealybug species
on Kentucky bluegrass hansmit Fusarium poae at the time of head
emergence. The adults feed at the node below the head. Flead loss
can rcach 657; n€ar Worley ID. Diunage in the 30 to 50?io range
is commotr in susceptible varieties. The heads become silver
beforc the field ripens. Planis may be stunted and leaf sheaths may
yellow or tum brown- In westem Oregon, Phenacoccus gramiaum
occasionally in{ests peremial ryegass. S},mploms afid overa]l
damage have not been defermi[ed lor this species on grass seed
crops at this time.

Biology ard life history Life hisrory ofrhese iwo species have
not been compietely studied on thet grass hosts. Adult females are
present iI) late May throxgh June on the Palouse-

Man agement---{h emical control
+ bifenthrin (Bdgade,€ 2EC and WSB) at 0.1 Ib ala. Apply in

spdng aod fall whell aphids arc seen- Maximum amormt allowed
is 0-2 lb aila per season. Applications $ade no less than 14 days
apan, PHI 30 days priu to haryest for forage, hay and seed.

t lambda-cyhalothrin (Wan'ior) at 0.02 to 0.03 Ib aila- PHI 0 days
for grazing and cuf for forage. 7 da]'s for stmw and seed crop. REI
24lv.

t lambda-cyhalotk;rrlchlorantraniliproie (Besiege) at 6-0 to 10.0
ff ozlacrc. PHI 0 days for gmzing and cut for forage, 7 days for
straw and se€d crop. REI24 hr: Do not exceed a totalof27.0fl
oz ofBesiege or 0.09 Ib ai oflambda-cyha]othrin or0.2 lb ai of
chlorantraniliprole pel acrc per year.

I zeta-cyperrnetkil (Mrstang MAX) at 0.0175 to 0.025 lb aila.
PHI 0 days fomge, hay; 7 days straw and seed screeoings. REI 24
hr For forage and hay use no rnore thafl 0. 1 0 lb aila per season;
make slbsequeni npplications rlo closer ihar 7 days. For s[a$, arld
seed scrcenings use no morc than 0.125 lb aila per season; makc
subsequent applications no closer than l7 days. In the Paiousq
time applications to head emergence and anthesis.

Grass seed-Grasshopper
Includes
Clear-winged grasshopper (Camnula pellucitla)
Migratory gra.sshopper (Melanoplus sanginipes)
Red-legged grasshopper (Melanoplus fenlutllthrun,
Pcst description atrd crop damage These species are known
io infest and cause ecooomic da&age to grass seed crops. These
species have ovedapping generaiions. Eggs are laid in fali,
ove.winler in protective tubular pods uoder the soil, and hatch i.
spritrg. These grasshoppers can fly, which allows them to quickly
disperse and find ew habitats. Both yollng (n).lrllphs) and adult
grasshoppers feed on leaves. stems. and sccd heads and destroy the
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developing seeds. Bentgiass is particularly susceptible to damage.
Crop damage looks like notching, sn'ippit1g, chewing holes on
any and all plants; damage similar to armywoms and cutwom
chewing.

Scouting When scouting, first chcck for nlmbers of grasshoppers
per square yard (7-12) aod the number ofyoung grasshoppers.
Scouf field borders and walk through a field to estimate the number
of grasshoppers per squfie yard as they jump in front ofyou. A yard
measu.irg slick can help visr.ralize a square yard,just above the
crop.

Management-cherEical conhol

Many iasecticides have activily on gasshoppers- However they
are rDost effective against young gpsshoppers. Nymphs are
wingl€ss and are found hopping oa the ground instead of flying.
Grasshoppers arc active during ttre day and rest on the tops or
wiihin grasses and weedy areas.

a biferthdn (Brigade,ts 2EC atrd WSB) at 0. 1 ib air'a. Apply in
spring and fall when aphids are seen, Maximum amount allowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applicatio.is made no less than i4 days
apart- PHI l0 days p.ior to harvest lor forage, hay and seed-

a clduthrh (Balalfoid )CL) at 0.02 to 0.022 lb aila. PrIl 0 days. REI
12 fu. Maximum amount allowed per 5 day htelval is 0-022 Ib
aila. Ma,\imum amount allowed per crcp season is 0.089 lb aila.

r lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0.02 ro 0.03 lb aila. PHt 0 days
for grazing and cut 1br foragc, 7 days for straw atrd seed clop- REI
24 hr.

r lambda-cyhalothrin/chloranaaniiiprole (Besiege) at 6.0 to 10.0
fl ozlacre. PHI 0 days for grazing and cut for forage, 7 days lor
straw and seed crop. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed a totaL of27.0 fl
oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai oflambda-cyhalotbrin or 0.2 lb ai of
c[lorantradliprole per acr€ per year.

t melathiotr at 0.9375 to 1.25 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI 12 hr
Maximum single applicstion mte is 1.25 lb aila. Maximum one
application of alatbion allowed p€r year.

i zeta-cype.metlrin (Mustang MAX) at 0.0175 Io 0-025 lb aila.
PFII0 days folage, bay; 7 days straw & seed screedrys. REI 12
hr lor forage & hay use no Inorc tllan 0. 1 0 lb ai,/a per season;
make subsequent alplications no closer than 7 days. For straw and
seed scleellings use no more than 0.125 lb aila per season: make
subsequeat applications no closer than 17 days.

Marsgemen t---{ul tural cortrol

Tillage in late t'all can deshoy grasshopper egg pods, b l is not a
means to control feeding grasshoppers. Strips of $een foliage (Trap
Strips) have been used to atkact gGsshoppers to a small area where
they can be more easily teated

Managemetrt - biological control

Birds will eat grasslroppem. Tlere are diseases (c.g., Nosema, fungi,
bacteria) tbat can keep populalions do*:n. Eggs ca]t die {iom milcs,
parasitic wasps and fli€s-

Grass seed-Leafhopper
Many species

Pest descriptioo aDd crop damage Small. pale, torpedo-shaped
iDsects, whose wings fold roof like when resting. Larg€ nu bers
cause slippliflg ofleafblades ard chiorosis. Yield loss has oot been
documerted.

Matragement-chemrcal control
I bifenthrin (BrigadeA 2EC and WSB) ai 0. I lb aila Apply in

sp.ing and fall when aphids are seen. Ma..rimum amount allowed
is 0.2 ]b aila per season- Applicatjons made no less than 14 days
apai. PHI 30 days prior lo harwest for forage, bay and seed
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a cldutbrin (Balthroid XL) at 0.013 ro 0.015lb aila PHl0 days.
REI 12 hr. Maximum arDount allowed per 5 day interval is 0.022
lb aila. Manimum amoLmt allowed per crcp season is 0.089 lb aila.

1 lambda-cyhalothrin (Warior) at 0.02 to 0.03 lb aila. PHI 0 days
for grazing and cut for forage, 7 days for saaw and seed crop. RII
24 hr.

r lambda-cyhalothrin/chloradxaniliprole (Be5iege) at 6-0 to 10.0
fl orac*. PHT 0 days for grazing a cut for forage, 7 days for
straw ard seed ffop. RII24 hr. Do not exceed a total oi27.0 fl
oz olBesiege or 0.09 lb ai of lambda-cyhaloahrkr or 0.2 lb ai of
chloranh'aniliprole per acrc per year.

I malathion at 0.9375 to 1.25 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI 12hI
Maximu,r single application rate is 1.25 lb a!-a. Maximurn ole
application of aladion allowed per year:

t zctaq?ermethrin (Musfang MAX) at 0-014 to 0-u25 lb aila.
PIII0 days foiage, hay; 7 days slmw and seed screeIrings. REI 12

hr. For forage and hay use ro more thafl 0. 1 0 lb aila per seasonl
make subsequent applications no closer than 7 days. For stuaw and
seed scr€enings use no more than 0.125 lb aila pe. season; n1ake
stbsequmt appljcations no closer than 17 days.

Grass seed-Leafminer
Phytam.tza niga
Pest descriptiol and crop damage This pest is most commolrly
in young stands. Very localized damage within a field may result in
so4e seedliflg die-out. Larvae (small. white maggot!) mine between
the epidemal la).ers of grass blades. Moisture sxess coupled with
the chlorotic symptoms produced by the miner can kill seedling
glasses.

Management-biological eontrol

Parasitic wasps often prey heavily on leafminer {arvae. As a
result, leafininer populations cmsh--a good biological control that
suppresses quite a few future geterations of the iy.

Management---<hemical control

Chemical control usually is not recofimended. Dimelhoate applied
to conlrol oiher pests on the grass seed label has been obsefied to
give good contuol.

Grass seed-March fly

Pest description and crop damage Adults are dark brown to black
flies arcud 0.45 irches with rcddish legs; s allish" diq,-looking,
Iight brou'n to g.ay larvae (0.5 inch long when matu.e in February
or March) are quite colnmon iD westem Orcgolt fields high ill
orgaric matler They feed prirnarily on decaying organic matte. and
only incidmtally on grass seedlilgs.

fieavy &11 and wirter lains tlBt cause water to puddle force tlrc larvae
to the soil surface. Large numbers ofthese wiggling, squinning larvae
roll info seed furows, "heaving" the seedling plants. lf a freeze
follows soon aflerwrr4 seedling mortality can be high.

Biology and life history Itr late March afld April of some years,
flies, bright blue with orange legs, inundate westem Orcgou.
Females scattel eggs randoniy over soil surfaces, crop and no1l,
crop alike. The eggs iic domant thiough suln]ner aI1d early fall,
hatching in unirrigated soils with the o.set of fall rains. Larvae
develop through Febnrary ard March of the next year and dlen
pupate. There is one geoeration per year

Management--{ultural rontrol

Tlre tbllowiog culturai practices aay help in reducitrg alamage.

I Prepare a fine seedbed and pack well.

D22

. Close seed ro\.v at plan1ing.

a Plant early. \\ieil established seedliogs tolelale morc injuy tha[
flnaller ones.

Management--chemical control

None are registered for ihis site and use.

Grass seed-Meadow plant bug
Leptoterna dalahrata

Pest description atrd crop damrge Meadow plant bug adults are
dirty yeilow and da* browr, narow, about 0.375 inch long, with
either short or lotrg wings. They have an unpleasant odor They
suck plant.juices aid reduce seed yields if ablndant. 'fltey produce
"silyer top" by feeding oa the stem just above ihe uppermost node.

Manag€m€nt --{ultural control

Open {ield burns coot ol this pest by killing any adults and nympbs
present during burn. Most imporlant, fire destroys the straw ia
which lhe eggs overwiuter.

Managemetrt--rhemical cotlfrol
a biftntlrin (Bdgade,4 2EC aod WSB) at 0.I lb ai,ia. Apply in

spdng and fall wheD aphids are sem. Maximum amoonl allowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applications made no less than I4 days
apart. PHI 30 da],s prior to harvest for forage, hay and seed.

t clduthrin (Balthroid XL) at 0.02 to 0.022 lb aila- PHI 0 days. REI
i2 h.- Maximum amount allowed per 5 day inierval is 0.022 lb
ara. Maljmlun amount allowed per ffop season is 0.089 lb aila

t dimethoate (Dimerhoate, Dirnate) at 0.25 to 0.33 lb aila. REI4E
1r. Apply dudng boot stage. Do not gmze or feed hay, fomgg
se€d, or use scrceni[gs lroin trealed lields. Seed conditioners llst
be inlorrned ifseed is fiom a toeated field.

t zeta-clpermethrin (Mustang N4-A.X) at 0.0175 to 0.025 lb aila.
PHI 0 days fomge, hay; 7 days straw & seed screenings. REi 12
hr For aomge & hay use 11o more than 0.10 ]b arla per season;
make subsequent applications l1o closer than 7 days. For straw and
seed scleenings use no more than 0.125 lb aila per seasoq make
subsequent applicalions no closer than I7 days-

Grass seed-Mite

Banls grass mit€ forgonvch s pratensis)
Brown wheat mite fPetobia lateens)
Winter grain mite fPerthale$ major)

Pest description aBd crop damage Tlese three mite! are pests
ofmany gra-sses and cereals east ofthe Cascades. Adnlts are
titry, bro\r,n to green, aDd have eight legs. Eggs are small, rormd
or oval, white, and laid on leaves. Mites feed by punctlring and
rcmoving contenls ofepidenrlal cells ofleaves. This .esults in a
gralsh cast to the field. Individual leav€s ar€ "stippled." Lalge
populations ofBanks grass mire br.rild through the summet having
four or five generations before harvest. Timothy and bluegass can
be injured- Seed yield losses up to 5070 have been rcported ruder
hea\ry inrestalions. Adult winter grair mites are dark blue to black
with orange-red legs. lnfested fields Iook grayish or silvery due
to the destruction of epide.mal cells and rcmoval oi plant sap ard
chlorophyll. Large populations of mites may begin to bu;id in late
September aod contlrue tkough the wint€r. Another generation
is in the spring and may injure grasses rhrough May before over-
summeri[g mile fomls are prcduc€d and the populotion crashes.
Seedling grasses can be stunted or die if large populatioN infesi
seedling stands in the fall and ifthe winter is exceptionally cold-
In westem Oregon, the incidence ofthis r te has iocreased greatly
in grasses grorm for seed, particular ly in direct seed and no-till
seEdling helds. In rhs fall- direct seedils olgtass ;nru I previous
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grass crop provides seedling Srasses for thu mites to cruwi on as the
prelious crop dies down. Seedling stands can be lost ifthe mites are
not controllcd at this slage.

Blology and life history Winter grain mite survives hot, dry
summeG rn rhe egg stage. ln early fall. rhe over.sumrnenng egSs

halch (late September ro early october). Miles mature in aboul 2
weeks. Iwo or tbrgc SeneralioDs occur in the fall ard eally wjoter
when tempcratues are abo\.e 40"F. In eastem Oregon. Washingto[
and Idaho, populations may conlinue to develop siowly thmugh the

winter, under insulating snow cover. DamaSing populations usually
peak in latc Novembsr. A secoDd ard third population peak can be

from late winter through early spring.

Scostilg artd thresholds lnspelt 6elds in October and Novembcr
lorpresencc of mites. On b.ight and/or windy days. mites usually are

not on gasscs: instead, they ale in or on thc soil in soil cmcks and
crevices and alotrg rools. From dusk until dawn ol1 still everings and
on cloudy, overcast days, they feed on the leaves' epidcrmal cells.

No thrcsholds are established in grasses Srown for sced. Ifthe field
generally looks off-color, grayish, or chlorotic, deiermine whether
miles are lhe cause and treat accotdingly.

Management--{hemicel control
a bifenthrin (Brigade,?g 2EC and wSB) at 0.1 lb aila. Apply when

mites appear, genorally late-winter and erarly spring, Maximurn
amount allowed is 0.2 lb aila per season but tro morc than once
every 14 days. PHI l0 days prior to hawest for foragc. hay and seed

a Lxnbda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0,02 to 0.03 Ib aila. PHI 0 days
for grazihg and cut for forage. 7 days lbr straw and seed cmp. REI
24 hr. Suppression only.

a ,ambda{yhalorhridchlorantmniliprole (Bcsiege) at 6.0 to 10.0 fl
ozlacre. PHI 0 days lbr gazing and cut lbr loragc, 7 days lbr stmw
and seed crop. REI 24 br. Suppression only. Do not exceed a total
of27-0 fl oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai oflambda-cyhalothrin or 0.2
lb ai ofchlorantraniliprole per acre per year.

a Note: dimethoate and chlory}{ifos (Lorsban Advanced), although
effective for control of winter grain mite, do not satisfactorily
control l.hese tq/o species-

Grass seed-Sawfly

PdLhynenatus setator

Pcst descriptior aDd cmp damaga Adulls are predomioantly
black with browDish legs atrd markhgs oo the body. They are not
"true" flies, but arc rclated to wasps- The female's abdomen is
distended greatly at emergence. and the intersegmenlal membrane is
ranslucent 8reenish blue. EgBs are small and grcen al first, but afier
about a wcek they tum yellow. and the plant tissue around thcm
lums dark reddish hrown.

Larvae look like "many-legged" armylvorms, except that &e
saudies have abdominal prolegs on almost cvery segment ofthc
abdo&en. Annywoms, cutworrns, and mosf caterpillars have
prolegs only on abdominal segmcnts 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Early instars are pale yello,xish green but tum gradually to a vivjd
green (around 0.75 inch long at final instar). The pupac are green,
gmdually darkening with age. They are found at the soil surface
arouDd the periphery of pla[t crowns.

The larval stage feeds on leavos and ohews through stems. resultir1g
in the loss ofthe entire seed headi or, if the stem is not entirely
severe4 haflested secds are usually slerile.

Eiologr a[d life blstory Adults cmerge in April. Mating is withio
1 or 2 days, and the females begin laying eggs on leaves. The eggs

hatch in 7 to l0 days, and the lar,.,ae feed for 3 to 4 wcck while
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going tfuougb several instars. The Iarvae drop to the ground and
spin cocoons on tie soil in the dutl'. They remain in and on th€ soil
until spring. There is one generalion per year

Management-chemlcol control
. lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) ot 0.02 to 0.03 ,b aii a. PHI 0 days

for gmziog and cut for forage. 7 days for straw and secd crop. REI
24 hr.

t lambda-cyhalothrin/chlorantraniliprolc (Besi€ge) at 6.0 to l0.O

ff o2?acrc. PHI 0 days for grazing and cut for fomge, 7 days for
straw and seed crop. REI 24 ht Do not excced a total of27.0 fl
oz ofBesiege or 0.09 lb ai oflambda-cyhalotkin or 0.2 lb ai of
chlo.antraniliprole per acre pcr year.

Field expcricnce has shown that carbaryl or any ofthe pyrethroids
as applied to control arm).wolm give good confrol.

Grass seeHilvertop
Pest descrlptiotr and crop damage "Silvertop" is a condition
in gmsses in which the seed hcad tums whiie and dries offbefore
some or all sceds devciop. Silve(op is most noticeable in fine-lcaf
grasses (bluegrasses, benls, and fitre fescues). It can bc the result of
weather, poor pollinatio!, insect damage, and/or disease.

ln westem Oregon, mcadow plant bug and thrips can produce
silvertop symptoms ii lineleafgrasses whe! feeding activity
injures plant tissue csscntial to normal seed developmenl and
maturity. Silveflop produced by mcadow plant bug can be
distitrguishcd by itrjury to the stem below thc seed head. The stem
kinks aDd withers whcre the insecl's mouth parts verc irlserted.

ln annual ryeglass, silvertop is caused by larva oflhe cereal
stcm moth, which bores into and damages the conductive tissucs
transporting nutnents 1o the seed hcad-

Managemeot-chemical control

See meadow plant bug, gass mealybug arid thrips for managing
thcse pests when they are the causal agents ofsilvertop iD Brass
seed fields-

Grass seed-Slug
Brown-banded Arion slug (Ation circunrct iptus)
Marsh sfug (Dct-ocerds lueve)
Crray garden slug /DeroLeras rcliculatum)

Pest description and crop darnage Land mollusks that feed on
various plants, damaging roots, crowns, ieaves, and fruit.

Maoagemert--{hemical control
a iror phosphate (Sluggoi granule bait at L0 to I -5 lb ara. No

PHI or REI. Control is usually optimized when warrnl overca-sl

conditions lbllow application.

a metaldehyde 37o, 3.5o/..4y., a^d 7.5y. g.a\nle bait. Application
ratcs vary by producl labels- Consuh the prcduct label for
appropr;ate application rate. Control is usually optimized when
warm. overccsr condrtions follow application.

. metaldehyde (Slu8-Fest) Apply 0.771 lb aila (41 fr ozla) in
sumcient water for thorough covsago or tcD gallons of water
per tearcd 1.000 sq fl. Apply a maximum of4 applications per
season with at least 2l days between applications. Withhold beavy
wa&riflg for at leasl 2 da)s aftcr treattr:Ienl.

. sodium fenic EDTA (IroDfst- IJerrox) granule bait at o.25 to l-o
lb ai,/a. No PI1I or RIl. Cootrol is usually optimized when wam,
overcast conditions follow application.

See
Slug Control
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Grass seeNod webworm (cranberry girdler)
C h rysolc'uc h tu I op iaria

Pest description alld crop damage Moths have Fotrudcd snouts
projecting liom lhe head. Moths are about 0.33 inch long with
colorlul iridescent scales on the wings and body. Eggs are scattered
on plml cro$rs and thc soilsurface-

Larvae arc creamy whjte or pinkish wilh a light broEn hcad. Small
hooks on thc abdominal prolegs are in circlcs or ovals, dislin8ruishing
thcm lrom armyworms or culworms who$s hooks are in a li1e.
Larvae feed on and in crowts and roots of most gEsses and can
seriously injurE eslablished stands lvherevcr grass is grown for seed-

Biology and life iistory Moths fly flom June through July. A
smaller flight is noted ifi the fall in some years. Larvae t'ced on
crowns from late June through late October to early November.
Most larvae ha\,e finished feeding atrd are in cocooN by late
Octobcr Pupae form the next spdng, and moths emerge shortly
thereafter This species has one generation a year Other species
ofsod webworm whose larvae feed il1 tbe fall and rnay continue
feeding in the spring prior to pupating nray also infest grasscs.

Sampling and thresholds Pheromole traps baited with cranberry
girdler pheromone can be used to monitor populations of moths.
Place rwo to four traps at canopy height in fields begiming in
mid-June. Lar',/al injury has beefl noted when captures exceed 50
to 75 moths per tlap in aDy 5-day period (usually June 20 to July
15 in rvcstcm Orcgon). Sample for larvac iD carly Scptcmbcr to
,letelmln( lbc necd for contfol. irom t\,i o to six per crown can
result in damage.

Managehent-Liological and cultural control
a Diseascs and bird pl odation sigtificantly reduce larval populations

from Octobcr through March. Unfo(unalely, these natuml conaols
usually occur after most damage has becn done.

t Endoph)de-containing turfvarieties ofgmsses may help reduce
populations.

Management----chemical coDtrol

Laryal conkol-Apply insecticides in September with irrigarion
(westem C)regon) s,hcn lanae are small and easier to control.
Applications in late October and later are no! effective. as most of
the populatio[ has ccascd fceding and begun domancy itr cocoons.
Dryland grass production: rainfail at application is absolutely
necessary for these prodlats to be elleclivc orr this pest. Olherwise
prodtrct does not reach lan ae to cotrtrol them-

. bif€nthri! (Brigade,,E 2EC and WSB) a10.1 lb aia. Apply in ear\
fall and/or spring when larvae are activc. Bcst rc$rlts are achieved
with 25 10 40 gallons of spray solution per acrl. followcd by
ifiigation or rainfall. Maximum amounl al]owed is 0.2 lb aila per
season but no more than once every 14 days. PHI f0 days prior ro
harvest for fomge. hay and se€d.

I chlorpyrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at 0.94 ib aila. For use on
perennial gmss seed crcps oniy. PHI not given. REI 24 hr Do not
graze or feed hay, fomge, seed, or use screenings lronr treat€d
fields. Sced conditioners must be informed ifseed is liom a treated
field. OR and ID SLNs allows up ro i applications per year at
th€ max mte of 0.94 lb ai/a per application. WA SLN albws 2
applicalions per year at the 0.94 lb aila Iate. Washtngton and Idaho
labels allow applications only during thc year ofestablishment.
24c SLN 1,1r'4-o90010. OR-090009. ID-090001.

r o)duthrin (Balthmid XL) at 0.0125 to 0.022 lb aila. PHI 0 days.
REI 12 hr. Maximun amount allowed per 5 day interval is 0.022
lb ajla. Maximum amount allowed p!'r cloF s€ason is 0.089 lb ai,/a.

a lambda-cyhalothrin (Wanior) at 0.02 ro 0.03 ib ar'la. Plll 0 days
lor gmzing and cut frrr fo.age. 7 alays lor straw and secd crop. REI
24 hr.

D24

a larnbda-cyhalothrir/chloratrtradiliprole (Besiege) at 6-0 to 10.0 fl
o/acre. PHI 0 days for grazing and cut for fomge, 7 days for straw
and se€d crop. REI24 hr. Do not cxceed a total of27-0 fl oz of
Besiege or 0.09 lb ai of larnbda-cyhalothrin-contairing p.oducts
or 0.2 tb ai of chloiantraniliplole-cortaining Foducts per acre per
year'

I zeta-c)?ermethrin (Deadlock G) al l0 lb/a Dislibute ganules
evenly in the filrrow at planting, Only ore application is allowed
per sEason- Maximum amount that can be applied is l0 lb/a per

season- No rotation ctops can be planted withio 30 days of the la.st

applicatiotr. REI 12 hr.

a zeta-cypermethrin (Mustang MAX) at 0.014 to 0-025 lb ai,ia. Plll
0 days forage, hay; 7 days str'aw and seed screenings. REI 12

hr. For forage and hay use no more than 0-10 lb aila per season;
make subsequcnt applications no closer than 7 days. For straw and
seed screenings use no more dran 0.125 lb aila per season; make
subsequent applicatio.s no closcr than l7 days-

Grass seed-Thrips
A aphothips obscurus znd. otbe$

Pest description and crop damrge Small. wingcd or sringless,
nafiow insects about 0-06 iDch loog. lfwinged. the insect has four
wings with a characteristic "hair' fiinge margin. Thrips feed by
rasping the surface ofthe leaves with their mouthparts and sucking
up the exuding pl.ntjuices- This whitens, yellows, or stipples
leaves. Eggs are irscrted into stems. Thrips cause "silvedop" in
certain fi.e-leafgmsses when large numbers lay eggs io stem tissue
ofseed heads during aDd shortly after boot stage.

Biology and life history Adults overwinter in and around grass
seed lield!. They become active in the spdng ard lay eggs in host
plant tissues. Ther€ are many generations per year.

ScoutiDg and ahresholds Inspecl stsceptible varieties as heads
approach bool stage. Large trumbeN of thrips (25 per head)
probably result in silvertop symptoms ja fine-leafg€sses-

Managemetrt--{hemical control
o bifenthrin (Brigade,€ 2EC and WSB) at 0.I lb aila. Apply in

spring and fall when aphids are seen. Maximunl amount allowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applications made !o less thaD 14 days
apart. PHI30 days prior to hawest for fomge, hay and seed.

. carbaryl (Carbaryl, Sevin) at I 1() 1.5lb aila. PHI 14 days. REI 12

h. Up to two applications per year but not less than 14 days apart.
Do not exceed 3 lb aira per season. Use high pressure to improve
spmy penet"ation into boot.

a c).flutlrin (Baldmid )C-) at 0.02 to 0.022 lb aila. PHI 0 days. REI
12 hr- Maximum amount allowed per 5 day inlerval is 0.022 lb
ai/a. Maximum amouDt allowod per crop season is 0.089 lb aila-

r dimerhoate at 0.25 to 0,33 Ibai./a. PHI 14days. Donorgr zcor
feed hay, forage, seed, or use screenings from Ireated fields. Seed
condifioners must be informed if seed is from a feated fi€ld.

t lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior) at 0.02 io 0.03 tb ail8. PHI 0 days
for gazing and cut for fomge, 7 days for straw and seed cl.op. REI
24 hr.

r lambda-cyhalothrin/chlomntraniliprole @esiege) at 6-0 to 10.0 fl orr'
acre. PHI 0 days for gzzing aod cut for fomge, 7 days for stra\r and
seed crop. REI 24 hr. Do not exceed a total of27.0 fl oz ofBesjegc
or 0.09 Ib ai of lambda-cyhalothrin-mntaining producrs or 0.2 Ib ai
of chlorEntraniliprole-containing products per acre per year.
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Grass see+-winter culwofin

Pest desc ptioo and crop damagc Adults, coflmonly called
large yeilow underi,ing nloths, arc large (2 ircil wingspan) aod

polymorpbic, though consistently dull gray to dark reddish-browr
with black ma*illgs orr the upper surface of the fores'ing. When at
rcst, the hindwing (or underiring) is most distinguishablc by its bdght
yellow 1r) omnge colol with a dark band along tle onter n-Iargin.

Eggs are ribbed and reticulate, and arc laid in flai clustels that may
be diffcult to find or weed or crop foliage. They are crcam iII co]or
initially, but darken to yellow as they develop. Eggs rcquire 2 10 4
weeks to hatcE depending o11 conditiors.

\\rinter cutwoflns arc 0.125 to 2 inches in lengtb depending
or deveiopmental stage. Coloration oflarvae progresses with
developmerf, changing ftom greedsh-gray to dark brown Ia ae. All
larvae are chamcterized by dark bro\re/b1ack hash marks along tLe
sides and back, becoming moie prominent low{rd the posterior end
of the abdomeo. White or ffeam laterai stdpes run the lelgth ofthe
body. The light browr head capsule has a black upside-down'Y"
rith two blach angled lines.

The pupae are reddish-brown, about an inch iol1g, and found hidden
in cavities under fie soil ard debris about 2-3 inches, They are

difficull to idedily because ofthe close sinilar:ities to othu Noctuid
species in this pupal stage, especially almylvolm and other cutwom
spijcjes.

Above-ground crop danDge occus lvl1en iar\,ae chednotch leaves,
or che$. tlrough stems completeiy at groud level (mowing). Root
feedilg has also been observed.

Biology atrd life history Winter cutwom was fust detected in
Oregon in 2001, and lvas recently reporred in high nrrnbe$ in 2015,
feeding on many crops inclLrding grass seed fields. eovercrops, grass

paslues, lawns, meadows, sod. golf course collars. dre approach to
putting $eens, foliage of vegetabies, and weeds. Periodic outbreaks
have occurred, though the environmental conditions leading up ro
outbreaks are not well understood

The adults a.e strong fliers, can migBte, and are able to dispelse
over long distarces. Females wili lay as many as 2,000 eggs over the
reproductive lifespan, on both plant and nor-plant surfaces, making
detection difncult.

Larvae have a $,ide plant host mnge and cause a considerable amoBnt
of feeding damag. to crops in a short amout of time. The caterpillars
are gregarious, similar to armyvonrrs, feeding and moving across the
landscape in lalge goups- Tlrcy are primarily niglt feeding, which
makes detection difficult duiing the day. Winter cntworm is tolemnt
to cold temperaturcs, actively feeding September through March
when temperatures are above fieezitrg- Mah$e larvae will pupatg in
the early spring, wliile less matue larvae will corfinue feeding inio
the spring beaore pupaiing,

Sampling and thresholds Field bordeG should be checked rcgularly
for the presence oflarvae - search vegetation for notching, crown
damage, or planls cut through dre stem at tI€ soil level. Within fields,
look for low-lying inegular patches of plant damage. If damage is
found, search the mil around the damaged plants to a depth ofabout
2-3 ilches for restitrg larvae. Cutwonns ar€ ofieD visible at the soii
surface wheD presena, bul may buffow under leaflitier or rmder soil
clods to rest during the day. Larvae will often curl into a ciramcie.istic
C-shape when disturbed.

There are.o estabLished ilTeshol& lbr winter cas-olm iD sass seed

cmps, but recommendations for alml-worm management suggest

thrcsholds of l-2 larvae per sq ft in ,e\tiy planted fields and 3-4
la ae per sq ft in maiure stands. Hay a.od grass pastures caD toleute
as many as +6larvae per sq ft-

Moths are active at nigit and can be monitored with basic light lraps.

Matragement - Cultural control
I Removing border vegetation and plant rcsidues can limit the

availabiliSr of egg depositiotr sites and altemate food souces for
larvae

r Tilling exposes and kiils overwintering and early spring pupae

before planting

Management - Eiological co[trol

Populations ofnoctuid moths are generally kept under control
by a number ofnatural enemies that include parasitic wasps
(Tichogunma specres and bracodd wasps), parasitic fli€s in
the family Tachinidae, nematodes and several bacterial and viral
pathogens. Natural predato$ will tbed on clt\ronns readily, including
predaceous grcund beetles, birds and rodents. However, the i)npact of
these natural predaiors orI cutworm populations in Pacific Northwest
productio, systems is unclear.

Management - Chemical conlrol

In general, ihe smallest, least matwe larval stages arc most
su-sceptiblc to control using aa insecticide. When applfng, rain rnay
help move insecticides into the soii wlere larvae may be lestitrg,
but too much min will move it too deep to taBet cutworms. When
possibie, apply pesticides late in the day to increase exposue to
night-feedhg larvae.

a bifenthrin (Brigade,4 2EC and WSB) at 0.1 lb a;/a. Apply in
spring and fbll when aphids are seen. Maximurn amount ailowed
is 0.2 lb aila per season. Applications made no less tharl 14 days
apafi. PHI 30 days pdor to haffest for fomge, hay and seed.

a cbloryrrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at 0.94 lb aya. For use on
percrmial gmss se€d crops ody. PHI not giveL REI 24 hr. Do not
graze or feed hay, folage. seed, or use screenirgs ftom treated
fieids. Seed conditioners must be informed if seed is from a treated
field- OR and ID SLNS aliows up to 3 applicatiorN per year at
the max ratie of0.94 lb aila per application. WA SLN allows 2
alplications per year at the 0.94 lb aila late. Washington ard Idaho
labels allow applications only during the yoar ofestablishment
24c SLN WA-0S0010, OR-090009, ID-090003.

. cyfluthrin (BaytlIoid XL) at 0.013 to 0.015 lb aila. Recommended
o11 1s1and 2nd irstar laNae oily- PHI0 days. REI 12 hr.
Maximum amount allowed per 5 day inlerval is 0.022lb ai/a.
Maximum arnount allowed per crop seasoB is 0.089 ib aila.

t lambda-cyhaiothrh (Warrior) at 0.015 to 0.025 Ib aila. PIII 0 days
for gmzing and cut for forage, 7 days for straw arld sced crop. REI
74 ht

t lambda-cyhalothridcblorantradliprole (Besiege) at 5.0 to 8.0 fl
o/acle. PHI 0 days for grazilg and cEt for forage, 7 days for straw
and seed crop. REI 24 hr Do not exceed a tolal of 2'7.0 fl oz ol
Besiege or 0.09 lb ai of lalrbda-ryhalothrin-containing F.oducts
or 0.2 1b ai of chlomltrdniiiprole-contaioing Eoducts per acre per
year.

i spinosad (Blackhalvk) at 0.025 to 0.050 Ib ai,/a per season. PHI 0
days $aze, 3 days hay. REI4 hr

I spinosad (Success or EDtust) ar 0-03 i to 0.062 lb aila. PH1 0 days
fomge, 3 days hay or fodder REI 4lu. For resistance management!
do not apply Success more ihan three times in any 21-day period.

Do not exceed 0. 1 86 lb aila pe. season. Do oot make tnore tha;r
six applicafions per season. Enhxst is the forrnulation that appears
o. the OMzu list for organic production. (Supplemental label).
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zeta-c)permetfuitr (Deadlock G) at I0 lb/a. Distribute gIar1uies

evenly i! the fuffow at planting. Only one application is allowed
per season. Maxifium amouat that can be applied is 1 0 lb/'a per
season. No rotatiofl crops can be planted within 30 days ofthe last
application. RnI 12 hr.

zeta-cypermeihrin (Mustang MAX) ai 0.014 ro 0.025 1b aila. PHI
0 days fomge, hay. 7 days saaw and seed screcnings. REI I2 hr
For forage and hay use l1o more t]]aa 0. t0 lb aila pel se.rsoq make
subsequent applications no closer dran ? days. For staw aid seed
screenings-

Meadowfoam Pests
Dale Wh.lc\

L.rttst re\ isln. \,1Irch 20i9 trcr icwed \{irch l(l2i)i

Grass seed-Wireworm (click beetle)
Dryland wirewonn fctu,'ticeru pr.uilina)
Pacific coast wirewom (Linohius canus)
Slgarbeel wireworm fZitnonius t:alifomicas)

Pest description and crop damage Adults are hard-shetled,
siender beetles calied click beetles. Tlrey range in color fiom tan
to very dark brown and are 0.3 to 0.5 inch lotrg. They appear in the
sprhg and suramer months. Laflae are the damaging stage. They
are yellow-brown and up to 0.5 inch long. Larvae have three pairs
of legs. The last scgmeut ofthe body is usually pronged or forked
at the end. Larvae fe€d on the roots and into the crowns ofplants,
killing them or severely stuoting growth-

Wirewom-damaged seedlitg stands often appear yellow, and
plants evenhrally brown and die. S),rnptoms arc apparent in the
f411. Occasionally, summer-seeded grass seed is damaged before
emergence, arld there will be long lines ofempty seed firrows.

Biology and life history Adult beetles appear in late spring
through era1mer. Pemales lay many hundreds of eggs in both fallow
and crop land. Eggs hatch in 3 to 4 weeks. Larvae usually itrfest
non-irrigated gass seed land and can live in soil up to 3 years.

Samplirg atrd thresholds Dig deepty to flnd wireworm larvae.
They migrate readily up and down the soil profile. AIter 2 or
3 inches ofrain have fallen in September and early October,
wircwoo laffae ofte! oal1 be folmd feeding withi, the root systerns
atd lower cro*ns of gmsses,

Mlrlagement-chemical control

Effective soil-applied insecticides are rloi labeled for use oa grasses
grown. Prcpiant soil furnigalion is used in high-value crops and
snitable soils.

I zeta-cJpermethrir (Deadlock C) at l0 lb/a. Distribute granules
evenly in the furro,,v at pianting- Only one application is allowed
per season. M&\imum amorEt that can be applied is 10 lb/a per
season. No rotation uops cal be planted within 30 days olthe last
application. REI 12 h!.

itr all cases, foilow the instructions on the pesricide tabel. Thc P/r'F/
Illtecl Manage ent Handbook has no legal strttus, whereas the
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the product label before
making ary pesticide apptications.

Protect pollinators: See How to Reduce Bee Poisoning fton1
Pesticides.

Not€: Producls are listed in alphabetical order and rol in order of
preference or superiority ofpesl contlol.

Meadowf oarY},-Meadowfoam fl y
Scaptomtza apicalis

Pest description and crop damage A small fly in the fixit
fly family, occun'ing throughout the Willamette Valley in rnost
commercial piartings. Larval infestaiions cause extcnsive damage
to plant crowns and flo\rer buds. Stand losses and reduced seed
yields have been obse.ved ih lleavily infesred fields. Adults are
about 3 mnl (1/8 inch) Iong. Body color.arges from drab brown
to gray. Iiyes arc red. Eggs are \.ery small, white, and somewhat
elliptical. When flower buds are preselt, flies inseft eggs almost
exclusively into these buds. Durjng the vegetative groi\.th stag€,
however, they )vill lay eggs id plant ieaves, stems, and crowrN.
Eggs hatch in 7 to I0 days. Laryae are light colored and abour 3
mm Iong at rnaturity.

Pest biotog)' A lew flies can be found in meado,*.ioam lields when
seedlings emerge in the fall. Beginning in latc January populations
increase rapidly. Three or four generatiors peak lrom late January
tlrough mid-Jufle. Water availabitity seems to govem adult MFF
activity and population size. Fe'w adults are seen from late June
though Augusi as fields mah.re and dry out. Eggs are laid sitrgly
an),time adults are active; rhe peak egg-Iaying period usually
occurs from mid-January throughApril. The first la ac lsually
are dctected in January in sma1l, yellowish, distorted plants. The
number of laffae increases sharply after mid-February and peaks il1
April. Few larvae are lound in plants after bloom.

Scouting and thresholds MFF adulls are monitored with utbailed
yellow sticklr cards. In mid-January, place tlaps within fields and
near fleld borders. Use approximately one trap for every 3 acres.
Inspect traps weekly from mid-Janua5/ to April. Meadowfoam
plaflts infested \ /ith MFF larvae are weak, stunted, a.nd yellowish. A
hand lens or microscope ofien is necessary to see the smaller larv:re.
Berlese funnels are used to quantify larval infestations. Appiy
insecticide \1,hen average daily fly colrnts on stjcklr traps increase
from less thao ofle per trap per day to four or more per tmp per day.
Cold, miDn and windy weather reduces trap catches even when
MFF is ablmdant: do not underestirnate fly cornts.
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Managemenl---{hemical control

Conhol oI larval infestations in individual ficlds and test plots does
not always increase seed yield, Replicated trials seem to indicate
betreft from a midwjnter (laie February) broadcast insecticide
appiication on fields at Iisk ofheara infestations. This application
reduces signiflcaat fly iDfestations aDd inoeases the potential lor a

boost in seed yic1d.

The following insecticide labels list meadowfoam aloDg with other
oilseed crops blll does not specifically list meadowfoam fly as a pes1.

t chloranfaniliprcle (Coragen) at 0.045 to 0.065 lb ai/a. Make m
more than 4 applicatiorls per acre per crop. Mirimum intervai
between treatments is 5 days. Do not apply more than 15.4 fl oz
Coragen or 0.2 lb ai of chlorantlaniliprole-codtaimng products per
acle per year If adjuvants aae used, use only a non-ionic surfactant

Q\IIS). PHI2I days. REI4 days.

t cyaotran;liprole (Exirel). Do not apply a total ofmore than 0.4 lb
aila of cyanfariliprole containing products per caiendar year. For
bcsl perfonnance, use an adjnvant. Retreatment intewal is 7 days.

i flonicam;d (Beleaf5o SG) at 0.089 lb ai,/a. Apply in suficient
water to e.su.e good covemge; use a minimum of l0 gal per acre
wher E)plied by ground; use a midmum of 3 gal per acre by air.
Do not apply more tha.n 8.4 ozla per season. Do not apply [lore
than I applications per season. Refeatment irteNal 7 days.

a solfoxaflor (Tltnslbnn WGFDo not apply within 14 days of
gmin, straw, for age, fodder, 01 hay harvesl Retreatment inten'al is
14 da)'s. Do nol make more than 2 applications per year nor appiy
!1ore thall 1.5 oz ofTrsnsfom WG (0.046 Ib ai of sulfoxaflor) per
acre pcr yeaa Do not apply tbis product afier rr€tal fal1.

t zeta-srpermethrin (Mustang Max) at 4.0 oz (0.025 lb/ai/^). Do
not appiy morc than 24 oz ofproduct or 0.15 lb aila pe. affe per
season. RelreatmeBt interval 7 days. P1fl 7 days.

Pests of Sugar Beet Grown for Seed
Erik J. Wenninger

Latest revision-March 2020

In all cases, follow the insturctiolls on the pesticide labe1. Ttre Pir'f
hlsect Mafiagehetlt Hardlrool. has lro legal status, whereas the
pesticide Iabel is a iegal documeni. Read the product label beforc
making a[y pcsticide applications.

Pesticides registered 1br pest conhol oD a given vegetable crop caI1

also be used for that vegetable's seed crop, unless prohibited. For
pesticide recommendations in addition to those listed below see the
appropdate vegetable seotion in this handbook.

Important trotice Several pesticides with 24c SLN (Special Local
Need) registrations for use on seed cmps lack legal tolemnces
established for pesticid€ residues that may be on $e see4 screcnings,
or hay at halvest. Thereforc, certain seed grower &ssociatrons
in Washiigton. Oregon, aud ldaho have declared through thei.
Iespective state deparhnents ofagriculture, that the crop produced
lor seed in fhose states is a otibod crcp.This deolamtion means that
none ofthe see4 screenings- hay, or sprouts produced Aom harvested
seed will be available for human or animal consumption whcn
these pesticides have been applied. The grower must nodry lhe seed

Focessi[g plnnt irl writing ofarl seed t eated with these pesticides,
Prccessed seed must be labeled: "This seed was produced using
one or more products for which the United Siates Envircnmental
Protection Agency has not €stablished pesticide residue roleralces.
This seed, iD whole, as sprouts, or in any form, may yiolate
recluiremerts of the Federal Food alld Drug Adminishation, the
Orcgotr Deparme ofAgricultu.e atd other regulatory agencies-"

Protect pollinators: See Ho& to Reduce Bee Poiso11iag fiom
Pesticides.

Note: Products arc listed in alphabetical order and rol in order of
preference or superiofity ofpest control-

Sugar beet seed-Aphid
Green peach aphid (M)z r pe,istcael

Pest descriptior and crop damage lhe green peach aphid is
yellowish green and teardrop-shaped. Most da:naging as a vector of
virts diseases ra*rer than by feeding injury through srcking sap.

Management--{hemicrl control
a planetozine (Fulfill) ar 0-09 1b ala for control ofgreen peach

aphid. Do not exceed 0. I 7 lb aila per gro\ring season. Allow at
least 7 days between applications. PHI 14 days. 24c SLN WA-
190003 (expires 17lll2024). Washington only.

a ftiamethoxam (Actara)

Oregon o!ly. Apply at 0 .0468'7 to 0.0625 lb aila (1-4 oz
p.oducva) for confl'ol of green peaclt aphid. Do not exceed
0.125 lb ala (8 oz Foduct/a) per gro$ing seasor. Use
sufiicient water volume to ensure thoaough cove$ge ol
foliage. Allow at least 7 days between applications- 24c SLN
OR-070020 (expircs l2l3 l/2020); applicarion rcstricrions
erist lor this p.oduct because of risk to bees and other
pollinators,
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- Washirgton ouly. Apply at0.M6a1 b 0.0625lb ai,/a(3-4
oz product/a) for cont ol ofgreen peach aphid. Do aot
exceed 0.125 lb aila (8 oz producl/a) per growing season.

Use sumcient wata volume to ensru-e thorough coverage of
foliage. Allow at least 7 days between applications. 24c SLN
WA- I 30009 (expires I 2/3 1/2022).

Sugar beet seed-Garden symphylan
Sc uti gere I la imm aculat.l

Pest description snd crop damage Active, while, fragile,
centipede-like soilbome relaiives ofins€cts,0.25 inch long, with l2
or more pails of legs. They damage sugar boet primarily early in the
season by feeding on geminating seed or on small roots ofseedling
planis. Symphylans are in unpredictably spotry iofeslalioDs &rd
generally are considered minor pests-

Matrigement - chemical control

No formal econonic thresholds exist for insecticide treatmenl
decisions. No efiective "rescue" teatments for s),mphylans czr be
applied postemergence ia sugar beet seed fields-

a chlorp)Tifos (Lorsban AdvancedHregon only. Restricted to ore
ofthe foliowing 1wo lypes ofuses: either one pre-piant brcadcast
applicaiion at 1.88 lb aila and incorporated irto th€ top 4 incbes of
soil or otre at-planting'transplanting application at 0.94 lb aila
as 5- io 7-inch band over mw and incorpomted into the top 2 fo 4
inches ofsoil. 24c SLN OR-090007 (expires lU3ll2023).

ethoprop (Mocap EC) at 2 to 3 lb aila pre-emergence tbr
conaol or post-eme.gc[ce for suppression. 24. SLN

- OR-120006 (expires 12131/2023). O*gon only.

Sugar beet seed-Slug
Various species

t iron phosphate (Leaf Life Sluggo Snail and Slsg Bail) at 0.20 to
0.44 lb ara (20 to 44 lb producYa).

a metaldehyde

Tmils End LG at up to 40 pounds pe. acre. Total pounds of
aormulalion applied must not exceed 1 29 poBnds (4.5 pounds
a.i.) p€I acre per growing seasoL

- Slugger 4.0 Slug & Snail Bait or Wilco Blue 4.0 Slug & Snail
Bait broadcast at 0.2 to 0.8 lb ai./a (5 to 20 lb prodBct/a); 24c
SLN OR-l40004 (expires 123112023). Oregon only.

- srllfirr (Bio-Sul Slug & Snail Bait) at 0.20 to o.tA lb aila (20
to 44 lb product/a).

Shg Control

Sugar beet seed-Twospotted spider mite
Tetrqrrych s urticae

Mfl nagerena--{hemical coEtrol
t p$pargilB (Comite) at I.64 to 2.46lb aila :]l:l25 to 40 eaya

(ground) or at least I0 galla (ae al). REI 9 days. Do not exceed
two sprays per year; l4-day mirimur spray interval. 24c SLN
OR-080014 (expires t2l31/2024). Oregon on1y.

Pests of Vetch Grown for Seed
Nicole P. Anderson

Latest revision-March 2020

In al1 cases, follow the instructions or the pesticide label. The PNII
I iect Managefient Harlbodlr has no legal status, .n,hereas the
pesticide label is a legal document. Read the product label before
making any pesticide applicalions.

Protecl pollinato.s: See How to Reduce Bee Poisoniag fiorn
Pesticides

Note: P.oducts are listed itr aiphabetical order aod n.rlin order of
preference or superiodly ofpest control.

Vetch seed--Aphid
In€ludes
Cowpez aphtd (Aphis cratcivora)
Peaaphid (Aclrthosiphon pis n)

Pest description and crop damage Pea aphid is the most common
aphid on vetch. It is large, light gr€en, and found on almost all
legumes. Cowpea aphid is smail a.d darlq almost black- Both pests
feed by suckirg plantjuice. They boild up quickly aud stxnt afld
yellow plants. Large populatioN of either aphid affect yield.

Manageme!rt---{hemical control
a malathioD at 1 ,o 1.25lb aila. PHI7 days. REI 12 hr. Avoid

applying spray on bloom. Malathion is toxic to all b€es. If
recessary to control pests when bloom is present, apply only i,
eveniDg or early trloming, rvhen bees are no! actively fomging in
vetch. Always contact beekeeper beforc applying.

t zeta-cypemeth.in (Mustaq MAX) at 0.014 to 0.025 lb atla.
PHI 3 days for cutting or grazirg. 7 days hay, seed. REI 12 h!-
ReteatDent interval 7 days. Do not exceed 0.025 1b aila per
cutting nor 0.75 lb aila per seaso1

Vetch see+-Armyworm and cutworm
Seveml spccies

Pest description and crop damage Tnre (comfion) armywon'n
(Mythimna unipuncta lonnerly Pse doletia unipuncia) aDd
variegated culworm fPeri.lrotnd saucia) *e tbe r\iost common
sp€cies in westem Oregon- They are present from early bloom
thrcugh seed set. MotLs in tLe family Noctui,dae have gmy or
brown forewings with slale or buff-color markings. Hind wings
are silvery-gray or beige. Average wingspan is 1.4 to 1-6 inches.
Mature lawae are about 1.5 to 2 inches long, tan to bror,rn, with a
faint white or red midline siripe on the top ofthe body. These are
boldered belov by a white stripe oD each side. A prominent black
stripe is along each side bordered below by an omnge-bro\rar shipe.
Larvae have aB inverted white Y on tle Aont of the head- Pnpae
are brownish-red and folmd in the top soil layer, commotly near
ttre crowns of host plants. Winter cutworms (Noctua pronuba) have
been recendy derect€d in vetch seed fl€lds in westem Oregon but
significaDt damage has not been recorded.

Sampling and thresholds Look for annyrvom and cutworm
Iarvae around the base ofvetch plants, where birds (swallows.
crows) are feeding- Dig around in crop residue and at the base of
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plants. Arm).worns and cutworms typically feed at night. Also
look lbr liass (excrement) that resembles tiny gmss pellets. Trcat
when larvae arc less thatr 0.5 inch long and there ale >l per sq ft on

seedliEg stands.

Mrnagement---{hemical control
t Rdcillw lhuingie sis (Br-Use according to Iabel directions. For

armyvorms! c{fective only on lirst ard second instar lar%e Some
formulations are OMRllisted for organic use.

a malathion at I to 1.25 lb ai,/a. PHI7 days. REI 12 hr Avoid
applying spIay on blooDr. Malathion is toxic to all bees, lf
ncccssary to control pests when bloofi is pesent, apply oniy hl
everling or early moming, when bees are not actively foraging in
vctch- Always contact b€ekeeper before applying. Arml.*,orms
only.

. zeta-clpennethrin (Mustang ItrAX) at 0.014 to 0.025 lb aila.
PIII 3 days lor cuttirg or grazing; 7 days hay. seed. REI 12 hr
Retreafnent intenal 7 days. Do not exceed 0.025 lb aila per
cutting aor0.75 lb aila per season.

a

Vetch seed-Omnivorous leaft iar
Chephasia lotga a

Pest description aod crop d{mige Yellowish brcw! laryae uith
a brown head and light stripcs on each side olthe back. They web
terminal leaves and feed on tcnninai growth.

Managemedt---{hemical cootrol
a Bucillus thuringiensis frr-PHl 0 days. REI 12 hr Use as label

directs. Some formulations are OMRI-Iisted lor organic use.

I malathion at I 1() 1.25 Ib aila. PHI T days. REI 12 hr. Avoid
applying spmy oo bloom. Malathio[ is toxic to all bees, 1f
neccssary to control psts when trloom is presenl apply only in
cvening or early moming, wheD bees are not actively foraging in
vetch- Always contact beekeeper before applyirg.

i zeta-cwermclhrio ( Muslang IVLAX) at 0.014 to 0.025 lb aila.
PHI 3 days for cutting or grazin& 7 days for hay and seed REI I 2
hr Retreatment interval 7 days. Do no! exceed 0.025 lb aila per

cutting l1or 0.75 lb ala per seasor-

Vetch seed-Pea leaf weevil

Pert description snd crop d.mage Adults are small, grayish
brown, faintly striped, aod about 0.17 inch long. They appear in
large numbers in spring, and sometimes again in latc summer. Il
adull l'eeding on seedling plants in spring causes considemble leaf
notching, chemical control may be necessary

Management---<hemical control

No products are labcled for this specific use. However, when
Mustang MAX is applied to cortrol other pest6, pea lcafweevil is
controlled ifpresent.

t zeta-qpermethrin (Mustang MAX)at0.014to 0.025 lbai/a. PIII
0 days forage and hay, 7 days straw and seed screenings. REI 12

hr. l or forage afld hay use no more than 0. I 0 lb ai/a per season

and make subscquent applications no closer than 7 days. For str:aw

and sced screenings use no more than 0.125 lb ai./a per season and
make subsequmt applications no closer thatr 7 days.

Vetch seed-Slug
Gray garden sfug (Dercceras rericuk um.) atJ,d others

Pest dcscription alrd crop dsmnge Land mollusks that leed on
various plants, damaging roots, crowns. leaves, and fntit. Snails and

slugs are noctumal and generally feed during the night damaging
many varieties oiplanis and plant seedlings. They inhabit damp,
moist areas around decaying refuse, organic matter, and hide at the

base ofgrowing plants. Their presence can be det ctcd by the shiny
trails loft on the soil surfaco.

lUanagement--{hemical control
r foo phosphate (Sluggo) gatrule bait al 1.0 to 1.5 lb aila. No

PllI or REl. Connol is usually optimized when wanD, overcast
conditions follow appiication.

a metaldehyde 4% (Deadline M-Ps, Metarex, Slugger 4.0, Slugger
Ultra 4.0, Lock Out, Wilco Blue 4.0) granule bail at 0.4 to 1.2 lb
ai,'a. Control is usually optimized when warm, overcast conditions
follow application. 24c S LN: O R- I 400O4A, OR- I 40OOIB, OR-
140004C, OR-140004D, OR-140004E (all five SNLS ex?ire
I2l31/2023). Oregon only.

i sodiurn fenic EDTA (lmnfist, Ferrox) gratule bail al 0-25 to 1.0

lb aira- No PHI or REI. Control is usually optimized when wimn,
overcrst conditions follow application.

Vetch seed-Vetch bruchid
Bntchus brachiolis

Pest descriptiol atrd crop damage A enall, dark weevi], 0.12
inch long, that rcsembles the pea weevil but is only halfas large.
Thcsc weevils are aimost always in western Oregon vcrch seed
crops and require control. Thcy move into hairy vetch varieties at
first bloom and lay eggs on new pods. Larvae hntch in 7 to 10 days,
burrow drough the seed pod. and destroy developing seeds. All
hairy vetcb varieties arc susceplible to damage. Note: This weevil
does not infest the seeds ofplain or smooth vetch varieties-

Managernetrt-xheDical control

Apply ioselricides sho(ly after the first pods apFear and when eggs
are seen on lhem in order to kill adults beforc they bcgil to lay eggs
in large numbeN. Once eggs are on pods, it is too lale to prevent
weevil infestation of seeds.

. malathion at I lo 1.25 lb ai/a. PHI0 days. REI 12 hr Malathion
docs not kill eggs aDd lacks sufficient residual activity to kill
larvae hatchinel fiom thcsc eggs ard entering pods. Avoid applying
spmy on bloom. MalathioD is toxic to all bees. lfnecessary to
conEol pests in blooming crop, apply or y ir evening or early
momiog, when bees are nol actively foragilg in the vetch. Always
contact beekeeperbetore applying.

. zek-cwennethrin (Musiang MA-1) at 0.014 to 0.025 lb aila.
PHI 3 days for cutting or grazing; 7 days ha),. secd. REI I 2 hr
Retreatsnent interval 7 days. Do not exceed 0.025 lb aila per

cutting ror 0.75 tb ai,a per scaron.
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Pcst description and crop damage Adult is a fly with a gray body Can ie H Wohleb
and black Icgs,lcss than 0.)5 rnch long. Lanae are legless. blunr.
white magSots tlut leed on seeds and reduce onion stands. Thc! Lalefl rcvision March 2019

sometimes damage bulbs ofmature plants.

Onion seed-Maggot
lncludes
Bcan seed maggot lDelidfrorilega)
Oniol], llr.aggoL (Deliu u tiquu)
Secdcom maggot fDela plrar.,

Monagement----chemical aontrol
t azadirachtin (Neemix 4.5)at I0 to 12 fl o/a (0.031 10 0.037 lb

ara). PIU 0 days. REI 4 hr lo most cases, apply at high rate-
Effectivc on laryal or immature stages only. This botanical
pesticide acls slowly. Spray early and check for efect. Repeat in
7 10 l0 days as oceded. Solle fonnulalio s sle OMRl-listed for
organic production.

Onion seed-Th.ips
lncludes
Onion l,hrips Ohrips tabdci)
Westem flower thrips fflankliniella occ identalis)

Pest description and crop damage Adults are small, slendcr,
fealher-wing insecls. They are yellow to light brown and about 0.06
inch long. The young are wingless. They tbed on tbliage, rcduce
planr vigor. and may kill tops.

Managemetrt-{hemicel control

Onion thrips are not damaging once seed heads have formed.
Westem fower thrips, which feed on pollen u,ithout damagjng seed,
often are rnost prevalent in the flower heads.lt rarely isjustified ro
treat for rhrips beyond the initial early application.

. azadimchlin (Neemix 4.5) ar I0 to 12 fl o/a (0.011 to 0.017 lb
aila). Plll 0 days. REI4 hr. In most cases, apply at high rate. This
botanical pesticide acts slolvly. Repeat in 7 to l0 days as needed.

SpIay early atrd check for efeots. Some fonEulations are OMRI-
listed for organic production.

t spirotelramat Moveoto) at 5 n ozla (0.08 lb ai/a). Apply no morc
than I0 fi o/a (0.16 lb ai/4 per crop season with a minimum
treatment interval of 7 days. For onioos, leeks, and chives gmwn
for seed production, do not apply 4 months prior to bloom. during
bloom or until a{ler petal fall.

a spirotekamal (Movento HL) at 2.5 fl ozh (0.08 lb aiia), Apply no
more &an 5 fl ozfa (0. I 6 lb aila) per crop senson with a miniftrntr
treatment interval of7 days- For onions.leeks, and chivcs grown
for seed pmduction, do not apply 4 nlorths prior to bloom, during
bloom oruntil after petal fall.

Pests of Radish Grown for Seed

In all cases, follow the instructions on thc pesticide label. The P,Vtr
hsect Mafiageme l l!ar./6oo& has no legal status, whereas the
pesricide labcl is a legal document- Rcad the pmduct label before
making any pesticide applications.

Pesticidcs registcred for pest conhol on a given vegetable c.op can
also be used for that vegctablc's seed crop. uolcss prohibiled. l"or
peslicide reco[xnendations in addilion to those listed below. see tbc
appropiate vegetable scction in this handbook.

Important Dotice Scveral pesticides wilh 24c SLN (Special Local
Need) rcgistrations for usc on seed crops lack lcgal toleranccs
established tbr pesticide residues thal rnay be on the secd. screeoings,
or hay at harvesl. Thcretbre, ceflain seed grover associations
in Washington, Oregon, and ldaho have declared, through their
respective state deparlnrents of agricultue. thal thc crop produced
for seed in those statcs is a noDfood crop- This declamtion means that
nonc of the seed, scrccnings, hay, or sprouts produced liom harvested
seed *'ill be available for humao oranimal con$Dption when
tbese pesticides havc been applied. The grower must trotiry the seed

processing plant in writing ofany seed heated ,nrith these pesticides.
Processed seed must be labeled: "This seed was produced using
one o norc produclt for which tire United States Environmenlal
Protection Agency has not established pesticide residue tolcmnces.
This seed, in whole, as sprouts, or in any foml may violate
requirements ofthe Federal Food and Drug A&ninistratioo, the
Oregon Department of^griculnrre and other regulatory agencies."

Note: Products are Iisted in alphabetical order ard zot in order of
preference or superiority ofp€st control,

Radish seed-Aphid
Includes:
Cabbage aphtd (Breicory e brassicae)
Creen peach aphid (Mltrus persitae)
T\lnip aphid ( I tdaphi r pseudohrassi cdc)

Pcst descriptioD and crop damag€ Cabbage and lumip aphids
species are g.ay and adults are covered wit} a bluish-white waxy
powder They lbrm colo es on foliage, on or iI1 buds. or in flo\.crs.
High populations reduce seed set, cause seed pods to abo,t, cause
prcmature planl dearh. aod interfcrL'\^ ilh harvelr operations.

Management-rhemical €ontrol
a acephate (Orthenc 97) at I lb/a (l lb aila). REI2,l hr.Allow a

minimum of 7 days between applications. Do not exceed 2 lb/a
(2 lb aila) per year. Do not apply through any type of irrigation
system. This product is highiy toxic to bees exposed to direct
acatment of residues on bloomhg oops or weeds. Do not apply
to blooming mdish seed during polliDation. Bee colonies used for
pollination should be .emoved from lhe 6eld bcitrg treated pnor
to the applicatio . Notiry beekeepers pollinathrg crops \Milhin .25

mile oi'the field to bc treated at least 48 hr prior to the application.
Do not use on daikon radish. No portion ofteated plants can bc
used for food or feed. 24c SLNS: Clrthenc 97 WA-050015 (expiles
12l31/i9). Washington only.
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a pymelrozine (Fulfill) at 2.75 ozJa \1.38 oz 
^i/a). 

Pru 14 days. REt
l2 hr. This insecticide vorks primarily by ingestion, bu also has

some co.lact activiqv. Aphids stop leeding shortly after exposure,

but Inay rcmaio on the plant foliage uotil they die, which is usually
within 2-7 days. This product has residual activity in the plant.
Do not exceed 5.5 o/a (2.75 oz aila) per season. The addition
ofa pcDetrating type sp@y adjuvant is rccomEccnded. Do l1ot
apply tkough ary t,"e of itrigation syst€m. Allow at least 7 days
bch{een applications. Fulfill is toxic to bees exposed to direct
application. Application lo bloomjng crops must be between
Iate evening and early moming to coincide with milimal bec
activity. No portion oftreated plants can be used for food or feed-

2,1c SLNs: OR- 1800 )3 (expires l2l31/23), WA-000017 (expires

l2 il 20). OreEron and wasbington only.

See al.to:
Radish-Aphid

Radish seeHabbage looper
n'ichopl sia ni

Pest description ard crop dameg€ Pale erem larvae with white
st ipes on back and sides. Ihey move ir1 a looping manner.

Managljmetrt----chemical control
a acephate (O(hene 97) at I lb/a (l lb aila). REI 24 hr Allow a

mioimum of 7 days between applications. Do not exceed 2 lb,/a

(2 lb aila) per year. Do not apply through any R?e of irrigation
system. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed 1,o dAec!
treatme ofresidues on bloomiog crops or w..eds. Do not apply
to blooming radish sced during pollination. Bec colonics used for
pollination shouldbe re$oved from the field being tEated pdor
to the appljcation. Notifo beekeepers pollinating crops within .25

mile ofthe field kr be treat€d at least 48 hr pior to the aF,plication.
Do not use on daikon radish- No portion oftreated planls can be
used for food or feed. 24c SLNS: Orthene 97 WA-0500 1 5 (expires

I2l3 l/19). Washinglon only.

See also:
Radish-Looper

Radish seed--4abbage maggot

Pest description and crop damxge White maggots ftat feed or
mots and undergrcund stems and weaken, Iodge, and kill plants.

Adult is a snull gray fly tbat lays white eggs at plaDl bases.

Management-rhemiaal control
I cyantraniliprole (Verimark) at 10.0 to 13.5 fl ozra,$ a soil at

planting applicalion (in-turrow spray, surface band, soil shank
injection, tiansplant tray drench) no earlier than 72 hours prior to
planting. REI 4 hr. The pH ofthe application solution should be

belwe€n 4 and 6. Do nol apply more than 0.4 lbs ajla. This prcduct
is toxic to aquatic invertebmtes and oysters. Do not apply directly
to waler, Drift and runoffmay be hazardous to aquatic orfunisms
in water adjacent to use sites. No porlion oftrcated plants can be
used for food or feed. 24c SLN: OR-I70004 (expires l2l31/22)-
Oregon only.

See also:
RadisHabbage maggot

Radish s€€d-Cabbage seedpod weevil
C euto r h),nc hus as s i n i I i s

Pest description rnd crop damage Small. dark gray snout beetles

that congegate on blooms. La&ae feed on seeds inside pods.

Matragemert---+h€mical control
t a dirachtin (Aza-Direct. Ncemix 4.5FSec label for mtcs. PHI

0 days. This is a botanical insecticide with ingestion and contact
aclion that kills larvae by interfering with molting; also rcduces
damage by rcpelling and delemng feeding. Repeat in 7- io I0- day
intervals beginning at tbe firsr sign of inlestation wheu pesls are

immanlle. Repeated applicatioDs breal the life cycle of the pest.

Sorne formulations are OMRI-listed for orgaric use.

r cyantraniiiplole (Exirel) ai 13.5 to 20.5 fl ozla. REI 12 hr. Make
a second application ifweevil adults contrnue to reach reatsnent
threshold 7 to l0 days a8er firsr application. Do not apply more
than 0.4 lbs ai./a. This product is toxic to aquatic invertebrates
and oyste$, Do not apply directly to wale. Drifl and runoffmay
be bazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to usc sites.

The product is highly toxic to bces cxposed to direct treatment on
blooming crops m weeds. Do not apply this product while becs

are foraging. The bcekeeper providing pollination services trrust
be notified at least 48 hr prior ro application so that the bees carl

be removed or covered pdor to spraying. No portion of trcated
plants cai be lsed lbr lbod or feed. 24c SLN: OR- 16001 I (expircs
12l31/18). Oregon ooly.

Radish see€utworm
Various species

Pest descriptiori and crop damaSe Dull gray, browrr. or black
caterpillars. l-hey are active at right aDd can be found in the soil by
day. They cut off young pla s at grcund Ievel, or f'eed on lbliage,
buds, afld bloom ofolder plants.

ManEgement----{hemical control
a chlorprrifos (Lorsban Advanced) at I quarta (0.94Ib aila). Pm 7

days. REI24 hr Do flot.nake more than one application per year
This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to dirccl heatment
or residues on blooming crcps or wced-c. Evming or night tinc
apptcations !'hen fomgers arc not present reducc exposure
hazards- Do not apply to radishes in bloom. Toxic to fish, aquatic
inve(cbrates. small malrrmals and birds. Do nol apply directly to
water or to areils where surlace waier is prcsenl. Follow rnandakd
buffer zone restdctions on the iabel. Do not apply through any
q?e of irigation systern. No portion oftreated planls car be
used for food or feeal 24c SLNS: OR-0900 1 2 ( expires 1 2/3 1/ 1 8).
Oregon only.

See also:
Radish-Armyworm aod cutworm
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Radish seed-Diamondback moth
Plutella rylostellu

Pest dcscription and crop damage l)iamondback lan ae are about
0.31 inch when tully grown. The larval body is wider in the middle
and tape$ atbo$ ends, with two legs (prolcgs) oD the la-d segment
forming a distjnctive V-shape al the rear end- They tbed mosdy on

outer or more mature leavcs ofolder plants. clrewl:ng out smallhoies,
or at growing points ofyoung plants. They also feed on florai stalks
aid flower buds. Adult moths are small, slendei and gayish bmwn.
Male oths display tkee diamond-shaped markinls on their 5ack.

M{nageDcnt---<hoeical control
. acephatc (ortbene 9?) at I lb/a (l lb ara). REI24 hr Allow a

minimum of7 days behvcen applications- Do nol exceei 2lwa
(2 lb ai/a) per year. Do aot apply through any t,?e of irrigation

rystem. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to djrect
featment ofresidues on blooming crcps orweeds. Do not appiy
to bloomi[g radish secd during pollination. Bee colonies used for
pollination should be removed fiom the field being treatcd prior
to the application. Notiry beekeepcrs pollinating crops within .25

mile ofthe fieid ro be $ealed at least 48 br prior to the application.
Do not use on daikon radish. No pofiion oftreated plarts carr be
used for food or feed- 24c SLNS: frhene 97 WA-050015 (expires
12l-l I / I 9). Washinglon only.

See also:
Radisb-Dialllondback moth

Radish seed-lmported cabbageworm

Pest description end crop damage Larvae are green and very
hairy, with an almost velvet-like appearahce. Older larvae may be
up to I inch long. fhey oflcn have one laint yellow-orange stripe
down their brcks atrd broke[ stripes along the sides.

Menagerneot---<hemical cotrtrol
I acephate (Ortlcn€ 97) al 1 Ib/a ( I lb ara). REI 24 hr. Allow a

minimum of7 da),s between applications. Do Dot exceed 2 lb/a
(2 lb aila) per ycar Do not apply througi any t)?e ofirigation
system. lbis product is highly toxic to bees exposed fo direot
heatrrent of residues on bloomilg orcps or wceds. Do not apply
to blooming radish seed during poilioation. Bee colonies used for
pollilation should bc rernovcd liom the field bcing treated prior
to lhe application. Notify beckeepers pollinating crops within .25
mile ofthe field to be treated at least 48 hr prior to the application.
Do not use olt daikon radish. Noportioo oftreated plants can be
used fi)r food or feed. 24c SLNS: Odhene 97 WA-050015 (cxpires
12131/19). Washitrgton only.

i azadimchtin (Aza-Direcq Neemix 4.5FSc6 Iabel for rares. PHI
0 days. This is a botanical insecticide \yith ingestion and contact
action that kills larvae by intcrlering with motting; also reduces
damage by repclling and deterritrg fecding. Repeat in 7- to l0- day
intervals beginning at the 6rst sign of infestation whm pesrs are
immatule. Repcated applications h.eak thc lile cycle otthe pest.

Somc lbrmularions are UMRI-bsted for organie usc.

I zcla-c,?ermethrin (Mustalg) at L9 to 4.3 fl o/a (0.016 to 0.05
ib aila). PHI 7 days. REI 12 hr. Do not excced 25.8 fl oTla (0,3

lb aila) per season. This pmduct is bighly ioxic to bees exposed
to direct treatment on blooming crcps or weeds. Toxic to lish
and aquatjc organisms, Do not apply by grouEd within 25 feet of
bodies ol waler Do not apply by ULV aerial application wirhin
450 feet or by non-LrLV aerial application withitl l50l'eet of
bodies ofwater Maintain a minimum 10-ft wide vegetative filler
strip bctween lic field and down gradient aquatic habitat.

118

Radish seed-Leafhopper
Beel leafhopper fcircrliJAr kne us)

Pesf description ,rld crop damage Beet lea$oppers tlansnlil
a phltoplasma, the beet lealhopper fl?nsmitted viresceDce agent
(BLTVA), to radish crops in the arid regions o1'rhe Pacilic
N'orthwest- tIllvA-infect€d radish seed plants tend to boit
prematurely, and the flower parts can be malfonned.

Managcltretrt---{hemical cotrtrol
I azadimchtin (Aza.Direct, Neemix 4.5FThis is a botanical

insecticide witi ingestion aDd contact action lhat kills irEBture
pests by interfering with molting; also reduces daErage by
repelliflg and deterring feeding. Repeat in 7- to 10- day iotv^-als
beginrring at the fitst sign of infcstation when pests are immanre-
Repeated applicatioas break the life cycle of the pest. Sorne
fonnu,ations tue OMRllisted fbr organic use.

I carbaryl (Sevin 4F) at 0.5 to I quaft/a (0.5 to I lb aila) as foliar
treatment. PHI 7 days. REI 12 hr. Repeat applications its necessary
up to a total of 6 times per year but not more oftcn than once
cvery 7 days. This product is higily toxic to bees exposed to direct
lreatment or residues on crops or we€ds in bloom. Do not apply
this product to target crops or weeds in bloom.

+ driamethoxam (Actara) at 1.5 to 3.0 o/a (0.023 to 0.047 lb ara)
foliar applicatiotr. PHI 7 days. RII 12 hr. Retreatment intewal 7
days. Do not exceed a total of4.0 ozla (0.063 lb ai/a) per season.
This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to dircct treatment on
bloomiag crops or weeds.

t lhiamethoxam (Platinum) at 5.0 to 6.5 fl o?-/a (0.078 10 0.I lb aiia)
soil applicatiorl REI 12 h.r. Apply at seeding or withir 24 hous
ofseeding. Do rot exce€d 6,5 fl o/a (0.1 lb ai,/a) per season of
Platinun or 0.063 lb ai./a per scason of thiamethoxam-containiog
products. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to dtec!
treatment on blooming crops or weeds,

a zeta-crlermetkin (Mustang) at 1.9 to 4.3 fl ora (0.016 to 0.05
Ib ai,/a). l'Hl 7 days. REI 12 hr. Do not excecd 25.8 fl o/a (0.3

lb aila) per season. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed
to direcl treatmedt on blooming crops or weeG. Toxic to fish
and aquatic organisms. Do nol apply by gromd within 25 feet of
bodies ofwater. Do not apply by ULV aerial application within
450 feet or by non-ULV aerial application within 150 feet of
bodies olwaler, Maiffain a mirimurn l0-ll wide ve8etalive filter
strip benveen the field ard down gradient aquatic babitat.
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Radish seed-Lygus bug
Zy8l/s spp.

Pest description aDd crop damag€ Adults are 0.1ti inch long and

have a light yellow V on the back. Lygus bugs pierce buds and

suck sap, injuring both vcgetative afld reproductive buds. I)amage
includes blasted buds. blossom drop, and shriveled seed-

Management--{hemicrl conlrol
a gamma-cyhalothrin (Declarc) at 0.01 to0.015lbai/a.RLI 24

htr Do not €xcecd 0.06 lb aila per seasorl This product is highly
toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues on blooming
qrops or weeds. The low rate may be applied from late evedng
1o midnight during bloom. Do not apply at the 0.0 I 5 mte to
bboming seed crops. Do nol apply to daikon radish. Toxic to
fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do no! apply withi[ 25 fl of aD

aquatic habitat. 150 ft ifapplied by air Apply wi$ ground or air
equipmcnt. Section l 8 label lo{,s application in Oregon only.

a lambda-cyhalothrin (Warrior Il) at 1.28 to L92 fl ozla (0.02 to
0.03 1b aila). REI 1 day. Do not apply more than 0.48 pints/a (0.12

lb aila) per s€ason. This product is highly bxic to bees exposed to
dir€ct teatment or residues on blooming crops or weeds. The low
rate may be applied ftom late eveoing to midnighl duing bloont.
Do not apply the 0.03 lb aila rate during bloom- Toxic to fish and
aquatic invertebmtes. Do not apply witllin 25 ft of an aquatic
habilat, 150 ft if applied by air 24c SLN: OR-090017 (expires

l2l31/19). Orcgon only.

Radish seed-Slug
Seveml species

Pest description and rrop damage Mo,lusks that fbed on foliage
aDd lcave slime trails.

ManageDrent---{hemical cootrol
i metaldehyde baits

See also:
SIug Control

Radish seed-Wireworm
Li onius spp. andCtehiceru spp.

Pesl description and crop damag€ Brc*{r, shiny. jointed larvae of
click beetles. Larvae are from 0.33 to 0.5 inch long. They inhabil soil
for 2 to 5 years dudog matumtior! feediig on plant roots atrd lowcr
stems.

Management-chemical cotrlrol

See also:
Radish-wireworm

Pests of Rutabaga and Turnip Grown
for Seed
Cafiie H. Wohleb

Latest rcvision March 2019

ln all cases, follow the instructions on the pesticide label. The PNItl
lnsect Mawge,nenl Hazd)ool has no legal status, whereas the
pesticidc label is a Iegal document. Read the producl label before
making any pesticidc applications.

Pesticides registered for pest co rol on a given vegetable crop can
also be used for tiat vegetable's seed crop, unless prohibited. For
pesticide recommendations iD addition to those listed below" see Lhe

appropriate vegetable sectiotr in this handbook-

Important notlce Several peslicides with 24c SLN (Special Local
Need) registrations lbr use on seed crops lack legal tolemtrces
establ ished for pesticide residues that may be on the seed, screerings.
or hay at harvcsr. Ihereforc. cerlain seed grower aasocrarions

in Washi[gton, Orcgon and ldaho have declared, tbrough lieir
respective state departaents ofag culture, that the crop produced
for s€ed in $ose slatcs is a doDfood ctop. Tl,rs declaEtion means that
none ofthe seed, screedngs, hay. or sprouts produced from harvesied
seed will be alailable for hurBaD or anir]lal consumption when
these pesticides have been applied. The grower must nodfy the seed

processing plant in writing ofany seed treated with these pesticides.

Processed seed must be labeled: "This seed was produced using
one or more pmducts fff which the United States En\.ironmeotal
Protectioo Agenry has not established pesticide residuc tolemnces.
Ttis seed, ih whole, as sprouts, or in any form, may violate
requircments ofthe Federal Food and Drug Administration, the
Oregon Department ofAgriculture and olher regulatory agencies."

Note: Products are listed in alphabetical order and rot in order of
preference or superiority ofpest control.

Rutabaga and tumip see+-Aphid
Cabbage aphid (arcvr'coryne brassicae)
Tumip aphjd (Hladdp, k psedohrassicoe)

Peit descriptio[ snd crop damoge Both species are gmy mealy
plaEt lice that form colonies otr foliage.

Mrlrrgement-chemicel control
. pymehozine (FulfiIl) at 2.?5 o/a (0.086 lb aila). PIII 14 days.

REI 12 hr This inse{ticide works primarily by ingestion. but
also has some contact activiry Aphids stop feeding shortly ailer
exposure. but may remaifl on the plaht foliage uniil they die,
which is usually withio 2-7 days. This product has residual activity
in the plaul. Do not exceed 5.5 ozla (0- 17 lb aila) per season. The
additioo ofa penet ating type spray adjuvant is rcconmended.
Do not apply through any type of irrigation system. Allow at leasl
7 days between applications. Fulfill is toxic to bees exposed to
direcl application- Application to blooming ffops must bc between
latc evening and eatrly momirg to coincide with minirnal bee
actiliry. No portion of treated plant! can be used tbr food or feed-

24c SLN: OR-180013 (expires lZ3ll23), WA-000017 (expires

l2l31/20). Oregon aod Washington only.

See also:
Turnip (roots and tops) and rulabaga-Aphid
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tr xh,'b,'r D
Western Ag lmprovements, lnc
Sales by Customer Detail
January 1, 2019lhrough April 26, 2020

Ir.te t{.me Oty

B.n Vandyke F.m.,lnc
03l/142019 23529e

03/152019 23533S

o3D9t201e 235852

01n9'2019 85452

o3129D019 2$452

03t29t2419 235A52

o3n9DO19 23*52

03t292019 235852

04/08/2019 236146

o4ro€12019 236r€6

0:rJo8/2019 23618
04,08/2019 236186

04/1M019 236682

04n8/2019 2366€2

4n22J2019 236860

0,4,242019 237U4

0/,1242019 217r4A

0/,2420t9 247544

04l21n019 2X7544

a426l201e 237237

oADeDUg 237312

o5l03?o19 2X7577

o5k3DO19 237577

o a3,o19 2x7577

o51o3t2019 237577

o51o3t2019 237577

orn3zo19 875n
05,06/2019 237733

05/06/20i9 23773

05tr6/2019 23n33

o5t8n019 23773d

o5lo7l2o19 247761

01162019 238205

05/'17,2019 238280

o5117t2019 23A2AO

o5t17DO19 2Xa2AO

05t1712419 238240

05t172019 230200

05D112019 234140

05t21n019 2*440
o512',1t2019 23{,4,0

o5t21Do19 2$4Au

05D1DO19 23a440

05/23/2019 23A514

o5n3ao19 2fi514
o529t2019 23€709

o5l29DO19 2*709
o5t29t2019 2*709
06072019 239206

06/102019 239313

06/10,2019 239313

06/10,2019 239313

ad1ol2019 239313

ae/1'12019 239&4

06/17,2019 23e610

06/172019 239610

06/172019 239610

06/172019 239610

06/172019 239610

02 Herbiid6s:Eprao (12G)lGa! (EPA R€g No 10161283: Compounds, iree or we€d ruling, NOl,. . 120.00 gal

03 - hsedicidesrYu@ (2x2.s)lcall (EP R€9. No 62719,22G1381iUN3017 ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PES 40.00 gal

02 - Helhici.res:Larioo (2 x2.5)tc5ll (EPA R€! No 5905,564: Cmpoundi tre orm6d kjllino, NO 80 00 gal

02 - lebicides:stiog€r (zd.5)tcal) (EPA R€g No 6271+73i Compounds, lee oreeed ki[ing, NO . 10.@ ga!

02 - Herbicides:Ele{ess Toialsol (12x15)tozl (EPA R6g. No. 3526s2i Compounds, ir€€ orw€6d kill. . 75.00 oz

10 Fertilrer Packagsd:AMs Liquid (2x2.5)lcall (AMS Liqu'd {2r.s)lcall Fenjliz6r compoun 40 00 qar

06 Surt danls:Halt (30's)[Ga1] {EPA R€!. No EXEMPT; Adherryes, adjuvants, spEad6E or stck . 30.00 gal

06 sufadanrs wAl 90/10 (2 ,.s)lGALl (EPA R.g. No. EXEMPT: Adhesives. adjuvEnis, sprEad€G o. . 5.00 gal

02 - Hgbiodas:DiuM aO OF (2slb)lLbsl (EPA Reg. No. 66222 51; Compomdi tr* d*e6d tilling. 500.00 lb

02 - Hqbkrbs:MsM (6x16lozl (EPA Reg. No. &4513i Cmpou.dqlre or re€d ki!i,E, Nol, oih€... 32O m d
It2 -tldti<t&r.Effi4yt 2 St (ZQ 5XG., (EPA Reg No. 41927-22: cqnpo{r*,s, Irse dvs€d tl 20.00 gEl

cD - He.bicjd6:Pohns (2r2 s)lcaB (EP R€g. No 22e$4, Cmcodrds lree qre6d ldlling, NOI 20oo gal

04 - Grd,h ReguratrParisado EC (U s)lca! (EPA Reg. flo. 1@949i Pant gft&th inhibior, m 30 0o qal

06 - slrfactaotsinvad€ (2 )e.s)[G€D (EPA Reg. No. ExEMF'T : AdrEiB, adiwanls, spEader6 or. 5 oo gal

02 Herticides:sdnger {2, s)lcaq {EPA R€g No 6271973: Compolnds, iree or \re€d r.lrling, No 2 tu gd

03, rns€dnid€s:Tundra EC (4xl)tca[ (EPA R69 No 1341-196 UN 2902, PESr]cloE LlOUlO,lox .. 9.00 g5i

02 - Hedhidesrclehodim 2 EC (2x2 5)[Gaf] {EPA Reg. No 8729G11i Compounds ree or wEd kil .. 12.50 qal

m - Sudaclanbinfix {2 X 2 s)lcrll (EPA R€9. No. EXEMPT; adhelrves, adjwants, sp6adeE or s.. 15.oo sal

02 - Herbicid$:clean sble (2x2 s)lcall (EPA R€9 No 223491: Compounds,lree or wed killihg.. 2.50 gal

10 - F6il rer - Pac(aged:Esrablish KELP (2x2.s)lcall (krablish KELP (2x2.5)[Gal] FEn lzer . 65.00 gar

06 , Surrac,ta.ts:Wipeout Tank Cl€an$ (12t1 )lO! (EPA Reg No. EXEMPTT Liquid, Cl@ning Compound . 12 00 qt

01 - Fungicides:Bump€r (2, 5)lcall (EPA R6g No 66222-42r rnsectcides or tunqicldas, agndii.. 100.00 gal

03 - lnsericides:Lambda4yharo$nn 1 Ec (4x1 ) ((4x1) (Gar) (EPA Reg No 226-703: UN33s2,PYRETHR . 44.00 gal

10 - Fen izer - Pad€g€d:Fll+orcr (24.5)lca0 (F!r-Po$€r {2xZ s)lcal Fenilzs coflpounds,. . 2.ao gar

12 Mis nec:llx)(:er (2r s)lcaq {EPA R6g. No EXEMPT; (f.6T mT REGULATED)) 2 fo gEt

(E $jtacb s:lrra@ (3OEd {EPA R€9 No EXEMPI: Ad€sic, aqwants, sprEadr6 or 5t t6.. 60.00 961

04 - Gr rh Reguhb.Kudos 27.5 woc (4x5)lLbsJ GPA R€9. No. 62097-41i2917i Planlg,orlh innrb.. 720 00 lb

02 , Hsbicn 6s:Lit6line (2 x 2 5)[Garl (EPA Reg No. 7050e310: Compou.ds, f* or yra€d krring 25 0o qar

02 Hert cides:Aim EC (6x1 )lQll (EPA Rsg. No. 27$3241 | Conpdndq lree or wed kllling. NOl, o.. 3 00 qt

'ro - Fsri,izer - Pa.taged:AMs tiquid (2r2.5)lcall6Ms Liquid (24.5)ica4 F€rdzercompoun 1750 gal

01 - Funqicld8rco€r xL (14.5){Gaq (EPA Reg. No 4275G289t lnecricides or tungode5 agd 230 0o gaJ

08 - BHN:Lucky 7 (BHNI(275)lGall (EPA Reg No. EXEMPTi Feriiriz€r ffipouods, (mnda.tursd 
'€n 

. 275 00 gal

02 - Heiliddes:Sabs (2x2.5)lcaq (EP R€9. No. 34704€03i Compoundq lree or s€ed killlng. NOl. 40 00 gal

01 - Fungiddes:Aary Ster (2x2 5)lcall (EFA R€9. No 42750-261; lns€cticides ortungcide6, agr... 22 50 gel

081 ' NuhAg:TtuPhos Manzn (2r.5)lGall (EPA R6g No EXEMPTi Fe.li,izer @Dpoundq (manufaclu. . ,15 00 sal

081 - NuriAg:BorcnMd (2r.5)lc.ll (EPA R6g No. EXEMPTT Fenitzorcompounds, (manufactrr.d fo . 17 50 qal

03 - rnse.rjcides:Tund6 Ec (4x1 )[G.r] (EPA R.9 No 13a1-'r 96i UN 2902, PESTTCTDE, LrQUrD, lOXr. 10 00 qar

06 Surlactants:An!-Foam 20 (2r2 5)tcall (EPA Rog No EXEMPI; Adhesives, adjuvdts, spr€8d€r3 5 O0 Oal

10 - Ferlilizer' Paci@sed:AMs uquid (2r s)icall (AMs Liquid (2x2.5)lcal1 Fertlizsrc.mpoun... 100.00 sal

02 Hedicides:Bae96. {2Q 5)[G€4 1EPA Reg. No 66330413; Compoun rs, rree tr reed tilling, 5000 gal

c12 - H€rbicides:vdturc (4x1) (EPA R€9. No 4275d305j Cmp@ids, tE qwed ldlilg, N(r, otr. . 15 m qd

06 - Surt ctanrslnto (2 x 2.5)[Gall (EPA R69 No EXEMPT: Adhesis, adiwants, spreade.s o. s .. 40.00 gal

@ - Hsbicids:clethodim 2 EC (2e 5)[G, (EPA Reg No a7290J l; cotrpo@ds, tr€6 or x€€d kl. 1o.oo gal

02 Hortirrdes:Baegran (2Q 5)[Ga0 (€PA Reg No 6633&13: Cmpdrds, rre or *ed killing, . 7 50 gd

02 - Herbirides:VuiuE 14Xl ) (EPA Reg. No 4275G3O5: Compounds, lre or $eed kling, NOl olh . 2 0O gal

02 Hedicjdes: Bustuo (2 x 2 5)lc6,l (EPA R€g No 26.' 1023i Cdtrpounds, lr6e or M.d klrhng. N. 2500g3r

02 - Hsnicides:crean srar6 (44.5)[G.[ (EPA Reg No 226-491 : cmpoundq tE or s€d killing. 12.50 gal

10, Ferri4- Packag€d:AM9 r-huid (zt.sxceB (aMs Lqud (2r.5)[Ga[ Feni[2er@6poun... 25.00 oal

06 Surra.la.b:hvado (30)oal(EPA Reg No. E-XEMPTi Adh6sives, adjuvails, slreadeBd snd6... 30.00 qat

01 - Fungicides:Bumper (2x2.5)[G6I (EPA R.g. No 66222-42; lnsec.iicjdes ortungiod.s, agaclit 5 00 gar

02- Herbicides:Huskie (2X2 s)lc3ll (EPA R€9. No. 264-1023r Compounds, lr€e orre6d killing, N. 1000 gal

02 - Herbicides:cl€an Srai,s (2x2.5)lca0 (EPA Reg. No. 228-491 i Compounds lrea or rced killlng... 5 00 gal

03 rns*tcide:Tundra EC {4x1)(Gatl(EPA R€9 No 1381-196: UN 2902, PESTIoIDE LlQUio, Toxl.. 400 gal

10 - Fertrizer- Packaqed:AMs Liquid (2r2.s)lcall {AMS Liquid (zaq{Gdl Fenliar @mpoun .. 20.00 gE,

06 SufacranEiNa.le (2 x2 5)tcall (EPA RBg. No EXEMPI: Adhestves. adjwanls, sp.eadars or .. 10.00 gal

03 - ln*clid.res:Yuma (2Q.s)lGaII (EPA R69 No. 62719-22G1341 i UN 3017, ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PES 125 m gal

03 rnsodi.ides:Lo6ban Advan@d(44.5)tc5l] (EPA Reg. No.627195g1iUN 3032. ENVIRONMENTALLY 200o gal

08r Nuhag:cardfia {2!2 5)Ga4 (calctMd (2)a s)[Gar] 12500 s.r
03 - lns&licids:Iufttra Ec (4r1)[G€q GPA Reg. No t3al 196: UN 2902, PESTICTDE, LlQUlO, TOXI. 25.00 qEl

0a1 NutriAg:a@nMd (a2 5)[Gal] (EPA R6g No E (EMPT: Feni[zer @npoun rs. (mandaclurcd ia. . 65 m oal
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06172019 239610

m/1920i9 239702

06/19/2019 239702

01t02t2019 244488

a7D2nA1,9 24AAAA

07102,2019 240088

0io2n019 24AAAA

08/0820] 9 241250

aat12t2a19 241297

aat12l2a19 241297

04t1212419 241297

oBt'1212419 241299

aat23Da19 24154r

0911212A19 242a57

a9]1212019 242451

49112t2019 242457

a9112n019 242457

a9t13no19 24211e

o9t13t2a19 242114

oal16D019 242147

a9t16D019 242151

0s/162019 242151

0g/161019 242151

49t1412019 242244

a9/14t2419 242244

a912512019 242391

a9t25DO19 242391

091252019 242391

1At14nA19 242A57

1A/1412419 242451

1AD1 DOig 242972

14122;2019 243401

1At2v2a19 243441

10122D019 243401

1A1221419 243441

14124t2019 2434e5

14124n019 243495

1D124t2A19 243495

1A124t2019 243D95

14124/2419 243ASs

1At24t2A19 243a95

14D512019 243134

1112512019 243599

11D5n419 243599

11D5t2419 243644

1112512419 243645

11r,!5D419 243645

1i125D019 243616

11/2612019 243616

1112612019 243616

11126t2419 243616

1210312a19 243643

12n6t2419 243712

or/082020 243913

alnano2a 243913

411]8D020 243915

a1113t2020 243957

a1t13t202a 243957

4111312020 243957

a2to4t202a 244ATT

t21A4t20?A 244AT7

06 surfacra.rs lnvade (2x2 s)[Ga] (EPA Reg No EX€MPT Adheeves adrLvants, spreaders or

or Fu.oodes:reblstar 3 6L 2x2 scalOebustar 3 6L(2, 5)(Gal)(EPArr42750 99) Fungicrdes Aqr.

06 Sudacrants:nvade (2 x2 5)lcall(EPA Req No EXEMPTT Adheeves adjuvanis spreaders or

1 0 Fcftl izer - Packaged AMS L qlid (2, 5)lcall {AMS Lrquid 12x? 5)Jcall Fenillzer compoun

!2 He6rc des Hlskre (2 x 2 s)[Gal](EpA Res No 264 1023, Compounds, tree orweed klrl.9. N

02 , Herbndes: Erp.ess lotarsor (12x15)JO2l(EPA Reg No 352632 Compounds 1reorw@dkrrl

02 - Heoiodes:Vsion (2f s)[Gal] (EPA Reg. No. 5905 576 Conpounds. ttee or reed krllin!, NOI

A2 H.rbt.tdes Pantt Qt2 5)ICaD (EPA Req No 264& 55"i67. Compounds, lree r. weed kJrli.A

02 - He.b cdes Unison (2x2 s)lcarl (EPA ReA No 5905 5!2 Compounds lre orweed kilLi.g NO

02 - Herb cides Sate ne Hydrooap (Bulk)Jcall(EPA Reg No 70s06 230iuN 3042, ENVIRoNMENTALLY

02 ' Heiorc d6s lioccasrn {2 x 2 5ga1) iEPA Reg. No 70506-323r Compounds, rree or weed k rl .9

05 - Sluqs/Rodents:Prozsp lB!r!()[Lbs] IEPA Reg No 6128219 Vem n ene.m nators Nol olherl

05 SlugsAodeots:Prozap IBULK)lLbslIEPA Reg No 61282 49:Vemin exiemnalors NOI olher I

02 - Berbrddes Moea9n {2 x 2 sqal) (EPA Reo No 70506 323i Co6pou.ds, iree or w@d krrl ng

02 ae.brddes satelire Hydrocap (Burk)icarl (EFA Req No 70506 230i u N 3032 ENVIRONMENTALLY

02 HerbiodesrMoc€sin (2 x 2 59al) (EPA Reg No. 70506-323: Compounds lre or weed kilmq

03 - l.ecicdesTundra EC (4x1)[Gal]1EPA Req. No 13€'1 196: UN2902 PESTTCIDE. LQUID TOxr

02 Heocides Glean i12ro)Jozi (EPA Reg No 352$53: Compounds tree or*ee! kLrrng. NO

02 Herbicrd€s:€flam 7E (2/r s)[Gar](EPA Reg No 10163-283 Compolnds re6 or weed kirling

a3 l.se.hcdes Bifeni!.e 2 0 EC (,lx1)[Ga]l(EPA ReS No 70506-57 UN3351 PYRETHROID PESTC

03 lnsedcLdes Yuma (2/O s){Call I E PA Reg No 62719-220-13a1 ilN:1017 ORGANOPHOSPHORLTS PES

02 - Herbicdes:sarerrre Hydrocap (Bulk)[Gar] (EPA Reg No 70506-230 UN 3082 ENV RONMEN IALLY

02 llerbicdes Mo.€sin (2 x 2 5@l) (EPA ReO. No 70506323i Compounds k€e or @ed killinq

02 Herlr6ides Llehbuz. (2l25lbl (EPA Reg No 34704-376r Compounds lreeorweedkll.s N

03 hsechcrdes:Yuma (2/€ s)lcarliEPA R€g No 62719 220-1331: UN 3017 ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PES

02 Herbicides Para le r2r2 5){Gall (EPA Reg N.66222-a7 C.mpounds ireeorweedklmg N

03 , r.secllc des Yuma (2x2 s){Garl {EPA Rea No 62719-220 1381 : U N 3017 oRGANOPHOS PHOF US PES

02 rie.bEides Slani 41 Plls (275's)[G6Ll {EPA Reg No 80957 1 93033 Compoonds rree orweed K

02 - Herbrcides:Paraqlal (Sorara){ZYc 5){EPA Req No a2542 3: UN 2922 COREOSIVE LIOUID TOXIC

02 - Heibcrdes w*da.64 (2x2 s)lcal (EPA Reg No 71363 1. Co.npounds, tree or weed krliing. N

02 Herbiodos:E1hotro. {2x2 s)lcall(EPA Reg No 70506-106 Compounds lree orweed kilrins,

02 He.biodes MesolioneJSC (4xl)lcarl (EPA Req No 8729061 Compounds, i€e or @ed k r]Ln

05 S lgs/Rodents:Melarex Balt (solb)llbslrEPA Reg No 7173 257:hsectEides orfungrides.

02 HerbrcrdesrMesolno.e 4sc {4rl)[Gar] (EPA Req No 4729061 Corirpou.ds. te6 or weed k lln

02 - Herbicrdes: Nofton SC (2x2 s)[Ga ] (ePA Reg No 264€ 1 3 compou.ds, tree ot v/eed k llng.

02 H€rbicides:Siinqer (2, s)[Gal] (EPA Req No 6271973 Compounds.lree orweed klling NO

02 Hertriddes:Hlskre (2 x 2.5)lcall (EPA Reg No 264-1023: Compound. tre orreed ki ing N

02 , He,biodes Fierce (4x6)[Lbsj (EPA Req No 5g63gj 93] compolrds, lree or w.ed kilii.q, NOI

02 Herbrcdes Trr@r75DF (8x5)[Lbs](EPA Req No 70506103 Compounds tree or weed kil ing

02 - Herbcides Goai 2xL (2x2 s)[Gar] (EPA Req No 62719-424iCompolnds,treeorweedkili.q.

02 l-ierbcices weedar64 (2r s)lcal(EPA Reg No 7] 363" I r Compounds lreeorweedkrlng N

06 Sudacrants:WA 90/10 (301@l(EPA Reg No EXEMPT AdhesNes adjuva.ts. spreadeForst

06 - Slr&clants Han (30 s)lcall{EPA Req No EXEMPT Adhesives, adllvants, spreadeB or sl ck

02 - Herorcides Alon (3r32oz )JOzl (EPA Reg No 2&1106 Bayer, Comoounds treeorweedkli

02 - Herbrodes saie liie Hydrocap i2x2 5)lc.1l (EPA Reg No 70506 230 ComPolnds. tree or wed

05 - Suos/Rodenrs rvlerarex Bail (solb)lLbsl(EPA Reg No 7173 257 nsecticides or tungodes

03 lnsectodesYuma (2x2 s){call(EPA Reg No 62719-220-1361i LrN 3017 oRGANOPhOSPHORUS PES

0? Herbrcides:Kerb sc (2x2 5ltcall(EPA Reg No 62719574 Compolnds kee or weed k rlr.g, N.

02 Herbrides:c elhodim 2 Ec (2i2 5)[G.l(EPA Req No 4729011 Cospou.ds Ir€e orweed k]

02 feirqdes rrcPARhomene (2x2 s)[Gar](EPA Reg No 224 143 71364 Cohpou.ds, ree or weed k

02 Herbicldes:Goal 2xL (2x2 5){G6rl (EPA Reg No. 62719.424: Compolnds. tre6 or weed ki linq

02 ' nerbcides:Kerb sc (2r.5)[Ga]l (EPA Res No 62719-574i Compolnds. tr* or w6d kirlrng, N

02 ' r-ie.bEides MCPA Anine i2x2 s)[Ga]l (EPA Reg No 224- 1 43. Compounds tree or wed krrling.

02 . Heloiodes Clerhodim 2 EC (2x2 s)iGall (EPA Re! No 87290 1 I Compounds ree or weed kil

02 ' Herb qdes Coal 2XL 12!2 5)lcall (EPA Req No 62719-424. Compounds lreeorweedkling

06 - Sudacrants WA 1o0 {BULK)IGa I (EPA Req No EXEI4PT Adhesives, ad]uva.ls spreaders o. sil

02 Herb cides Quik-Quai (2r sllcall(EPA Reg No 1s713617: UN2922 CORROSIVE L OU D TOx

06 sudactants:spray lndi€tor (4xl)[Gar] (EPA Reg No EXEMPI, Pigmenls panls 6lorsordy

02 - He.b cides c ethodim 2 EC (2x2 s)lcall (EPA Reg No 872s011 Compounds lreeorweedkil

02 - Berbrodes Goal 2xL (2x2.5){Garl {EPA Reg No 62719-424i Compounds t€€orr€edkiling

02 Herbrcides:z dla (4xs)[Lbsl ( EPA Feg No 7969 334 Cohpounds t.ee or weed kil]ng NOI o

02 - rlerb cides Kerb sc (2x2 s)[Gar] (Epa Reg No 627 r 3-576 Ccmpounds. tce or weed ki lrng. N

02 - Uerbicides MCPA Fhomene 12x2 s)[Gal] (EPA Reg No 228-1 43-71368 Compolnds. ree or ween k

02 - Hebicides ZdLa SC (2x2 s)lc. I (EPA Re! No 7969-3i4: Compounds lree orweed killing

02 ileibicides:C e',lrodm ? EC (2i2 s)lca l iEpA Reg No. a729o 1li Compounds treor*@dkl

25 00 gai

20 00 gal

65 00 qal

260 00 ga

a 000 00 lb

'i0 om 0o tb

55 00 qal

50 0c aal

4 00 Aal

72 5A gal

45 00 Oa

550 00 qal

30 00 ga

6 co gar

7 50 gal

7 50 gal

500 00 L!

30 00 qa

15.00 qa

17 50 Aal

32 50 96

12 50 9a

12 50 ge

500 9a

275 00 ga

360 0O qal

500 qa

5009a
500 s6

95 00 lb

1T aA ga

5 00 qaL

? 50 gal
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o2to4eo20 244077

a2N7AO20 244153

a2h0Do20 244'167

a2t102u0 244167

o2t'toDo2a 244167

o2t10Dg20 241167

o2110t2020 214167

a2110t2020 241167

a2t10D02o 244191

02D6r.\24 244632

02126t2020 24$32

02n$2020 21$3?

02n6D020 24$32

o2n6DO20 244632

a2J26DO20 24$32

o2nd2020 24632

o3tosBozo 2algog

03N5DO20 2449@

03/c92020 245045

03n9D020 245045

@t1aDt20 21511)5

oglan@o 21545
ollBntrlo 2+5429

a3t10ao20 245,!,29

03t1a2o20 245429

03t1aDa20 245429

0u1at2020 215129

0!1aDo20 215129

o3t1aDo20 245429

03t19DO20 24545i

a!1912020 245454

o3l19DO20 24U53

o3l19DO20 215153

o3l2MO20 245@2

43D1D020 2455A2

o3D1DO20 245542

o3l22DO20 245598

otz2no& 2455*
o3D2nUN 2455*
04N1PA20 24f663

04tu1DA24 245f63

04n1DO20 245@3

04to1Do20 24566i

04/otD0m 245663

ufr1Dc2n 215ff'3

otnlao2a 24563

unlPo2a 24ffi3

04/0112020 245663

uto1t2020 245742

ua1Do20 245?42

o4tu1D$20 245742

41/o1n020 245742

c/.101202D 245712

o4lo1Do20 215811

u101DO20 245ajj

uto1t2a20 215911

04D1t2024 245411

ultlDo2a 245€11

an12@o 245411

0,!,0s2o2o 24313

0al0,e12o20 2s31x

ut13DA2A 246423

041141202A 2{6494

04/154020 246540

02 - Hqbicjij6gEsdanade 200SC (4rl)lQtsj (EPA R€9. No 432n516; Cqnpounds, tr66 d lEed killi... 1 0O qt

02 H€rbicid€s:Ws€dar64 (2x2 s)lcrl)(EPA Req No 71364-1t Compounds lrea o. l,eed klling, N 8000 gal

06 ' Surractanislnvrde (2 x2.s)[Gal](EPA Res No. EXEMPT] Adhesives. adtuvants sp.eaders or 5.00 gsl

01 - FLrngicidas:Azoxy Slar (2r.s)lcall (EPA Reg. No 42750-m1, tns€c1icid6s or tungicides, agr . 12.50 $t
06 - s.dadanlslnfx (2 x 2 s)lcarl GPA Reg. No. EXEMPI, Adh€sives, rdjuvanb. €p.e3de6 or s 5 00 o€l

02 -Herticid€sicloihodim2 Ec (2e s)lcdl {EPA Reg No 8729G11: Compo]fds, rr€€ or Eed kil.. 7.5O gal

(rG - SurfetanE:Crcshai. (23 5)lca! (EPA Rog No ExEMPTrAdhsives, adjwanb spead* or . 2 50 gal

06 - suriacranBJN-PLACE (2 x2.s)lcal) (EPA R6q No. EXEMPTi Adh6iv6, adluvBnt! spreads o 2 50 g.l

01 ' Fungicid6s:azoxy Srar (2e qlcail (EPA Res. No 42750-261i lneclicidos or tunoicides, a9.... 7 50 gal

06 - Sldactanrs Nurra sor(l2r)[Lbs] (EPA Res. No. EXEMPT] Compounds. cl€aning NOS. (NO-r DOT . . 24 0o lb

02 - Habiddgsrcoal 2XL e)4.5)[G6ll (EPA Reg. No. 6271 9-42a] Cornpounds, ire€ o. ,s€d hlling, 5 00 qal

02 - Herbidd€3:Cl€t1odim Sersr (ae.s)tcarl (EPA R€9. No. 8s442-4i Cornpounds, tEe orweed ri.. 5.0! gal

10 ' FeniE - PackagednMs Liquid (2r.5)lcatl {AMS Liquld {2.e.O{Ga0 Fsnitz.r compoun. . 15.00 sal

02 ts6rbtcid6.:Ba369ran (2x2 5)[Gal](EPA Reg. No. 66330-413; Compounds, rr€s orw€ed klring,.. 750961

02 - Herbicid€8:vultuE (4x1) (EPA R€g No 42750-305i Compounds, tre orvl6€d ktling NOt, oth . 3.00 ga!

06 - Swfadaits:ldfx (2 X 2 s)[Garl (EPA Reg. No FxEMPlr Adhe$/es. adjwanG sp.sade6 o s . 7.50 gat

03 , lnsedicid6srYlm (2(2 s)lcaq (EPA R€ No 6271S22G13a1; UN 3017, ORGANOPHOSPflORUS PES ,15.00 qEt

02 - Hebicid6s:E am 7E (2(2 s)tcal (EPA Reg No 10161283, Compounds, lree or*eed kiuins . a5.0o O6t

02 Hertri.ides:Slam 4l Plus (275s)[G.]l (EPA Reg No 80967-1-93033: Compounds, T@ ors€€d K . 275.AA gat

06 - surfacianls:AnliFoam 20 (16x1)[Qll (EPA Reg. No. EXEMPTi Adhesives, 8d]uvanr!, sprcadeB o .. 16.00 qt

02 - H*bidd€E:W€€dar 64 (zA.qlcal] (EPA Reg. No 71364'1: Cdnpounds, trBe or we€d ldhtS. N. 30 00 grl

02 - Herbid&s:ot mba (22 s)lcal (€PA Reg No a275G40, C@pounds, 1166 orxi€€d kling, No.. lo.0o gal

02 - Hertkjd$.Wdda 64 (.2 s)lctgl(EPA Reg Ilo 7'!36&1i Co6Forxt6, ree o. Eed iikrg, N... 235.00 961

02 Herbrid6s:oicsmba (2p.5)[Gsl (EPA Req. No. 42750-40i Compolnds, 116 or *€€d kiring, No i.t.so gal

02 - Herblcid66 Sling€r (2r.5XGalJ (EPA Reg. No. 62719,73; Compoudq t€6 or weed killing, NO 30 00 gal

02 - Herbicidas Latgo (2 X2 5)lc8ll (EPA Reg. No 5905-5641 Compounds, lre€ orwE€d killing, NO. . 60.00 gal

02 Herbiode.:€rp€ss Tolalsot (12x15)lo2l (EPA Res No 352432i Compodds. ree or wea ul.. 45.00 oz

1O Fdli]izer - P€.tagedn s Lrquil (24 5)[Ga[ (AMS Lhuid (2' s)lcd] Forriliz€rdrpod 'r75o gal

06 - Su.fa.iarturo&r+rask {12!r)[Oq (EPA Reg. No EXEMPT| DedoE ! NotBN. (NoT ooT REGULATEO) 24 @ ql

02 - Herbicid63:L.rigo (2 x2 5)lcal) (EPA R6g. No 5SO+564t Compounds, te€ or rc€d kiliog, NO .. 45 00 gat

06 SurIacl,anG:Hait(3os)[Gau (EPA Reg. No. EXEMPTj Adh6siv6s, ad]uvants, spr€€d€rE or slick. . 30.00 gEi

02 - Helbicjdesrc@l 2x L (2ra 5)[Gal] (EPA Reg. No 62719424; Compounds, rr€€ or wed kirlino, 5 00 gal

02 - Hsbicjlres:Cl.,1odim Seler (2r.s)tcdl GPA R6g. No 89:142-4: Compounds, fe€ or \i€sd ki .. 5.00 gat

06 - SurlacranrsrH.n €o s)lca,l (EPA R€9. No. EXEMPT; Adhodves. adjuvants, sprcad€B or srict. i3o.o0 g6t

01 , Fungicidas Zir6n 76 OF i4OLb b3gs) (EPA Reg No 70506-173; UN 3077. Environm€nEtty Haad.. 1 ,200.00 tb

0l Fungicil$:Riaib 720 F (zd.s)lcaq (EPA Reg No. s1234111: hsedicid6s or tunsicjdes . . 30.00 9a

02 - Hedode6:Karmex oF I25Ll (EPA R69 No 6622251 i Compounds, tr* or ,€sd ld[ing, NOt, ot. 500.00 lb

02 - He.bijde.:MsM (ar16)[Cz] (EPA R€9 No 33{151'3: Compounds, lree 6 *a€d killnq. NOl, olrE 320 0O oz

02 - Hert d.,€! Pols.is sP (2r.5)[c.[ (EPA Reg No 224536: Cgrpodrds. r.. of r€d kili.gt ... 10.00 sal
04 G@,ih R6gul.rorPalisade EC {2r? s)[Gel (EPA R€g No. 10G949; Pta g@ih inhibnq, n.. 35 0o gal

m - surtacianls hwde(2)(2.s)lca[ (EPAReg. No- EXEMPT| AdhBsives, adjuvant!, sproadeFd... 55.00 g6t

03 - Ins6cli{rd$ Bngado 2Ec (4xl )lca I (EPA Reg. No 279-3313t UN 3351 , PYRETHRO1D PEST|CiDE 65 OO gat

02 - Helbicides:Cl.lhodim Setect (2r.5)lcal {EPA Reg. No 89442.4i Compqrnds, lree or r€ed k. 20 0o qEt

06 - Slrracla.islnfx (2 x 2 5)tca0 (EPA Req. No. ExEMPri AdhesiE. adiwdiq .pread€rs o. s 45.00 gd
10 - F6i 2er . Pactagpd:Es,t Drish (ELP (44.5)lca[ (Esrabtsh KELP (2, 5)[c€4 Ferdizer ._. 65 00 gat

03 - hsedlcjd€s:sep€nl (serpeni 1Ec E.P A. Re9d9123455 -R6srjcred-) 5o.0o gat

01 - Fungicid€s:Acadla (2y\2.5s) (Ac€dla (2/€.56) 3s.00 9.t
02 H€rbicld..:Bes6n (2x2.5)lc6rl (E PA R€s. No. 66330413, Compolnds, rG. or ws.d klltns, 35moat
s2 - Hebiodes:Husk s (2 X 2 s)[Garl (EPA Reg. No. 26,L1023i Compounds, Le€ or \r/€€d kiuing, N.. 30.00 Oal

04 - Grc*h RsguralocKudos 27.5 WOG (4xs)lLbsl (EPA Reg. No 62097-4132917: Praor gro&rh inhib 1,200.00 tb

10 - Fenitzsr, Pactas,edrAMs Lhuid (X2 s)tcaIl (arrs Uquid {24.5){Gatl FgnjlEercompom.. 7500 gar

02 - Herbicides:Stingff (2r.5)ica[ (EPA Reg. No. 6271+73i Compounds, rree or re€d kirting, NO .. 20.00 gai

02 , Hedlcid€siExpress Totalsor (12r15)lozl (EPA R6g. No 352632; Compoh& tre6 or *eed ki[... 135 0o oz

0€1 - Nut iAg:Boronuax (2, s)lca,l 1EPA Reg No EXEMPT Fsflizercompound6 (manuractuFlr6.. 30.00 gat

01 - Fungicir6s:Lousiar 3 6t a2.5c3l (T6b(6rd 3 6L(2p 5)(GaDGPAT!275&99) Fungii.tes: Aqr. . 1 10 0O g€l

081 - Nulriag:iruFtos Manzir (ae.5)[Ga, 1EPA Reg. No EXEMPT: Fenj[zer @mpolnds, (hanufactu. 70.00 gat

02 , Hebiddss:ocirio (2xl )lcall 1EPA R€g No 9123,448i Cmpoundi lre or r€ed kiling, Not. . 1 5.00 ost

03 - lnsecicidesrYuma (2/o s)lcar)(EPA R€9. No 62719-22G1381iUN3017, ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PES 7000 gat

o31 NutriAg:C€lciM.x (2]2.5)[6ali (cdciMd (2r.5)[GalD 70.00 s.t
oi - FMgxi.l€sAzorypEp i2l2 sXG€l) (Azoxygop {22.sxcrl) EPAA2647-1| ltuadrcides dn B 150.00 06l

02 - Helnirdos:Gly S[ar Pl's(265s)lca0 (EPA Reg No 4275061: Crmpdftrs, ir€€ or ws€d kiiting.. 265.00 gal

02 - Hedicides w6dar 64 {2x2 s)lcaB (EPA Reg. No 71368,1 ; Compounds, 186 or w@d kning, N.. 15 0o gar

08 - BHN:Llcry 7 (BHNX275)[Garl (EPA R6g No EXEMPT: F€rtilizer compounds (manura€n]red tert. . 550.00 gat

01 Fungicldss:Azoxwmp (2r.5)(Gal) (Azoxyp.op (2r.5)(Ga0 EPA*92647ri rns€cricidos ortung 120.00 gal

12 - Mi* iEm.:Soirs.mpre & R€pod (Soil Rgpoft) 700 6a
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o4DA12a2o 246725 01 , Fungiodes Azoxy 2SC 12, s)lcatl lEpA Reg No a729o,44irns€cticides orrunqodes, agric
a42ADA2A 246725 03 .sectrcides Bfenlure Ec (2r2 s)tcatllEpA Reg No 70506 57 ltN 3351 pyRETHRolo pEsTtctD

A4EU2A2A 246725 02 Herbicides Cteihodim Seteci (2r s)lcal (EpA Reg No e9-442 4i Compounds rree orwsdd ki
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E*1",b,'h
Western Ag lmprovements, lnc

Sales by ltem Detail
January through Oecember 2019

B€n VanDyke Farrns lnc.
D.t ttum M.mo Cy

Chlorothallnol 720 (2x2.5)[Gall (EPA Rag. No.5s05602; Ill5.cuctde! ortungicide...

Magna-Bon (2r.5xcall (EPA ReO. No.06675-3; lnseucides ortungicidc!, agncul...

Topsuard {2x2.5)lc3[l (EPA Reg- No.67760-75j ln*cricldes orturgicides, asricul...

zi6h 76 DE (&Lb b.gs) {EPA R.g. No. 7050G-173i UN 302, Environmentally H4ardo-..

$22nO19 2355A7

O.U03/2019 236015

04/032019 236015

04/16/2019 236580

04l24t2019 237031

o3D2nO19 2$87
0a/o3n019 236015

02t0412019 2vs50
o4/1 

'J2019 
2363y

05n2/2019 237441

0523/2019 238562

6126t2019 239925

07111t2019 240459

1U22n019 2430@

o2n4n019 2T9tu
03/18/2019 235395

02to1t2019 2349fi

ozo1n019 2u950
oztunole 231975

031U2019 235395

o2JUnO19 zUCil

03i8/2019 235395

10t22t2019 213o0o

ovr&20r9 235395

041112019 ?8334
06/262019 239925

o7111t2019 210459

o7n22019 2&A9
o7l11no19 24U59

0905/2019 241919

00/0s2019 241963

0411n019 236334

o5ng201s 2?4fi2
09/052019 24r919

09092019 241963

o2n4no19 234950

EPA Reg. N0.66675

EPA Reg. No. 67760

EPA Rcg. No. 67750

EPA Reo. No- 70506

EPA Reg. No. 70506

EPA Re!. No. 59051

EPA Ro!- No. 5S05r

37.50 gal

25.@ gd

10.00 gel

15.00 gal

10.00 lal

1,200.00 tb

360.00 tb

1-00 qt

2-00 qt

2m qt

2.00 qt

6.00 qr

2.00 Cl

6.00 Ct

640.00 oz

320.00 0z

2.50 gal

10.00 gal

10.00 oal

10.00 gBt

Aim EC (6rl)tQq (EPA Req. No.279a1241; Compounds, trae or woed kitrins, NOl, ot...

Alion (8r32o2.)pz] (EPA Reg. No. 26it-'1105r Bayer; Compoundr, rr€a or a€ed tillin...

Ctce[ih (2\25[G.4 (EPA Rog. No. 71366-112; Compoundr, ir!. or w€€d tillirE, NO...

Cl.lhodlm (Omnix2x2.5)lcall (EPA R.g. No. 38167-39'5905i Compourtd3. t oeorwa.d...

Dic.mb. (42.5)(G.t (EPA Rog. l{o. rl27!0.ao: Compoundi, t,l. or wscd ki[n]s, NOI-..

Oi.ox aL (a(zslfGall GPA Rog. Io. 6222!1; cofposld., trr. or lled ki[ing, llo...

Oluron aL (2x2.5)lc.ll (EPA Rog, No. 66222-54i Compoun&, tr.. or w€..1 killing, N...

Grappla (12rn@)tozl GPA Reg. No.7ls88r2li Compoun6, tlto or w6od tilling,ll...

Lifellno (2 r zrltcatl GPA R.g. l{o. 705otit0i Compound3, ttt. or woed killing,...

EPA Reg. No.27$3:

EPA Reg. No.27931

EPA Reg. No. 27+3.

EPA Reg. No.2793:

EPA Reg. No. 2793i

EPA Reg. No. 2793

EPA Rog. No.27+31

EPA Reg. N0.204-1

EPA Reg. No.7136e

EPA Reg. No.38167

EPA Reg. N0.38157

EPA Reg. N0.42750

EPA Reg. No_ 66222

EPA Rog. No. 66222

EPA Reg. No.71368

EPA Reg. No. 70506

EPA Reg. No. 70506

EPA Res. No.705OG

EPA R6g. No. 825{2

EPA Reg. No. 82542

EPA Reg. tlo. 82542

EPA Reg. No. 82542

EPA R€9. No.87290

EPA Reo. No.42750

EPA Reg- No- 42750

EPA R€9. No.42?50

EPA Reg. No. 3470,4

30 00 Oal

P.rrqu.t (sor.l!xz(2.5) (EPA Reg. No.825212"3; UN 2922, CORROSTVE LrOUrD, TOX|C,..-

Paraqoar 3SL (2r2.5,[GaU (EPA R.9. No.87290-35; UN 2922, CORROSTVE LlQUrO, rOXl.-.

auinst r 4L (2r.5[Ga{ (EPA Reg. No. 42750.169; CompouD.tr, tree or weed killing.,.

17.50 gal

24,.tn oz

25.00 gd

10.00 gal

25,00 ga'

15.00 gal

ro_00 qal

5.00 gsl

2-50 gal

22-fi @l

7.50 gal

2.50 gal

10.00 gal

7.50 gal

7.ao gal

Sabor {2 .5)tc.rl (EPA Reg. No. 3.4704{03; Compounds, tre6 or w@d killing, NOl,...
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S.t llit Nydr.crp (2r25[G.0IEPA R€9. No- 70!OG23o; comDoudr t Ee or *eod .-.

SIam 41 Plus (z75's)lcall (EPA Rog. No. 80967"1 -93033; compound., Trce orweed Kl. .

sfinger(2r2.5xGaq {EPA Reg. No.0?7',t9-73; ComPounds, tree or wocd killing, Nol...

treaty Ertr. (rtu20)loz1(EPA R6s. No.71368"76; Compounds, tEs orwmd killinq,-..

ru*.ny (4r.5)tLbl {EPA Rcg. No. 713,58-102; Compounds, trcs or w.od ldlling, NO...

Unison (2X2.5)(GaII (EPA Reg. No.59o5{:a2; Compolnds, t.ee or w.ed tilling, NOl,...

Wo.d.r 0a (2rz5ltc.rl (EPA R.9. No. 7136&l: Compord' I,lo or r.€d tilline, NO...

Asana XL(2r2.5)[Ga[ (EPARe!. No.59639-209; UN 2902, PESnCIDE, LIOUD, rOxC,...

lnidacloprld 4F (On ixarll{G.l (EPA Reg. No. t:ltl1-20i ils€cticld.. or t'rgaitia...

05n2tzo19 237417

05/032019 237591

05D312019 %Afi2

0€11712019 239611

06/262019 239925

o2Mno19 234950

04/162019 236580

o2to12019 234950

03/tE20l9 235395

03/18/2019 235395

o2to1l2\19 2319@

07131t2019 241002

09/052019 241919

09/092019 24r963

03/16/2019 235395

07na?o19 24aN7

o 11t2019 2@459

o2lut2019 t]/gfr
01v162019 236580

0424nO19 231031

@1 7/2019 2396r r

06r'17,'2019 239611

o2luqo19 234975

02^)6/2019 234941

02rc6/2019 234987

0781t2019 241@2

o2n4DO19 231950

04t1 12019 236334

0523t2019 23e562

06/1712019 239611

06t26ta,19 Z3aa25

07t11t2019 214459

06.l'17t2019 239611

10124DO19 243076

o9/05/20i9 241919

09/09,2019 241963

1021nO19 21fif6

04n6/201S 236540

uQ1no19 237031

10n42019 24475

EPA Reg No 34704

EPA Reg. No.34704

EPA Reg. No. 3:170{

EPA Reg. No 80967

EPA Reg. No.62719

EPA Reg- No 62719

EPA Reg. No. 71368

EPA Reg. No.71368

EPA Reg- No. 5905-'

EPA Reg- No. 590t,

EPA Req. No.71358

EPA Res. No. 59639

EPA Reg. No. 59639

EPA Reg. No.83851

EPA Req. No.83851

EPA Res. No.83851

EPA Reg. No- 8385,

EPA Reg. No 1341-

15.00 gal

30.00 g3l

7.50 gal

12.50 gsl

7.50 gal

15.00 gal

275 00 oal

12.50 gal

10.00 gel

60.00 oz

22.24 b

45.00 g.l

22.50 gal

17.50 g.l

n.5o oal

17.50 gsl

2.il gat

8.m gal

3.00 gal

3.00 g€l

r-0o 96l

2.00 gal

lund6 EC l4r1)tcall {EPA Reg. No. l3al-195; UN 29oa PESICIDE. LlaUID, TOxlC, ...

Prozap ZP Rodent Pellorr{50)[Lb (EPA Roq. No. 61282-1.!,; vemin.xt minato6. NOl...

Hllt (2r.5)[G!Il (EPA Rrg. No, EXEMPTi Adh..lv.., ,djwart6, 6pre.deB or stlcte...

ffir {2 X z.t)[G.q {EPA R.0. o. ExErrPT: Adn dv.n rdjwanb., 3prudo6 or sti.-.

lnFd. (2 x2-5)[Gat (EPA R.g. No. EXEMPT; Adi..ivca, adjuvanE, .preaders or st..

WAI MSO (2 l2.s)lc.Il (EPA R.!. No- ExEMI,r; AdtBiEs, adiuvlnB, Bprc.dGB or !...

Bl,L.!i. (2r25)[GaB{EpA R.o. No. A6!l+1: Fenilizsr @pound!. (minufactuBd-.

Borcntl.x (42.5)tGaq (EPA R€9. No- EXEMPT; Fe.tjlize. cohpound., {nanutactur€d 1..

EPA Reg. No.61282 2.0@.00 lb

EPA Reg. No. 61242 2.01D.00 lb

EPA Res. No.61282 1,450.00 lb

EPA R€. No. EXEIV 7 50 gal

EPA Reg. No. EXEl|o.oo g€l

EPAReg. No. EXEV 5-00 gsl

EPAReg. No. EXEV 7.50 qal

EPA Reo. No. EXEV 2.50 oal

EPA Res- No. EXEV 5.OO grr

EPA Reg. No. EXEV 5.oO gat

EPA Reg. No. EXEIJ 2.50 gal

EPA Reg. No. ExEl|s.fil gal

EPAReg. No. E GM0.00 gal

EPA Reg. No. EXEIV 7.5o gal

EPA Reg. ilo.88a19 s-s.m gEl

EPA Res. No. EXEIV 17.50 Oal

EPA R6s. N6. EXEM2.ao gal

EPA Reg. No. EXEIV 27.s0 gat
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Budl'lax (2x2.5)lc.[ (EPA Rog. No. EXEllilPT; Fenifizer compounds, (mrnufactured fer...

x.Mar Efir (&z5)tGALl (x.i.lar E{r. {2r2.5)tcAu)

P€ntaM.r {42.5'IGALI (PedaMd (a2.5)IGALI)

TruPhG M.ri-Slim {2r.s}[Gall (EPA Reg, Na, EXEMFT; Feftill2.r compounds, {mnur..,

T.uPhoE ilc (2rZ 5)[GALI {EPA Rog. No. EXEMPTi Fcriillzo, compoundq lmanufacturod...

Arrs Liquid (42.5)tcai (AMS Llquid (2r2.5,lc.ll Fertilizer compounds, (ma.urac...

04/162019 236580

ut24n019 237031

o7t@t2019 2&97

10t2112019 213076

04/16/2019 230580

04,n42019 237031

07l@12019 2q101

03t14t2019 235395

oq1112019 236334

o6t2612019 239925

o7n1t2019 24459
09,052019 241919

09/092019 241903

07/08/2019 240307

1U24t2019 243076

EPA R6g. No. EXEV 17.50 gal

EPA Reg.llo. EXEV 12.50 Oal

K,Mu Exr-. (2x2-5)[ 50.00 gEr

PenrrMax (2r.5)[G/ s,5.00 gar

EPA R6g. No. EXETV 37.50 gar

EPA Rog. No. EXEIV 22.50 gal

EPA Reg. No. E (Etv 65.00 gial

AMS Liquid (2r.5)l( 32.50 oal

AMS Liquid (2x2.5)[( 7.50 lEl
AMS Llquld (2r.5)[( 15.m 9.r
AMS Lhuid (2I2 .5)l( lo.m qal

AMS LhLid (2r-5)l( ,0-m g.l

AUS Liquid (2x2.5)( 7.50 lEl

Coron 2t!0 25% (2 140.00 gal

Co.on 25-0-025% (2 265.00 gar

CoDfl 25{{ 25%CRN (250E)lcal {Coron 25{.0 25% (275)gal)
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
For retail sale to and use only by Certified
for those uses covered by the Certilied Af

ors or persons under their direct supervision and only
s certification.

lnsecticide
For control of listed insects infesting
certain field, fruit, nut, and vegetable crops.
Active lngredient:

chlorpyrifos: O,O-diethyl-O-
(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyl)
phosphorothioate.......................,...........44.gyo

Other 1n9redients...........................................55.1 %
Total-.................. ...............100.0%

Contains 4 lb of chlorpyrifos per gallon.
Contains petroleum distillates.

Keep Out Of Reach Of Children
WARNING AVISO
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien
para que se la explique a usted en detalle. (lf you
do not understand the label, find someone to
explain it to you in detail.)

Agricultural Use Requirements
Use this product only in accordance with
its labeling and with the Worker Protection
Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. Refer to label
booklet under "Agricultural Use Requirements"
in the Directions for Use section for information
about this standard.

For additional Precautionary Statements,
First Aid, Storage and Disposal and other
use information see inside this label.

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according
to label directions. Before using this product,
read Warranty Disclaimer and Limitation of
Remedies at end of label booklet. l, terms are
unacceptable, return at once unopened.
ln case of emergency endangering health or the
environment involving this product, call
1-800-992-5994.

Agricultural Chemical: Do not ship or store with
food, feeds, drugs or clothing.
EPA Reg. No. 62719-220-5905

EPA Est. 464-Ml-1
900-02057'1 / 0031 501 8

@Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
("Dow") or an affiliated company of Dow

Distributed by
Helena Chemical Co
225 Schilling Boulevard, Suite 300
Collierville TN 38017

rtetconients 2.5 $?l
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Precautronary Statements............--..............
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals...
Personal Protective Equipmenr (PPE)......
Engineering Controis...........,.

May Be Falal tt Swallowed . Harnrlul ll Absorbed Through
Skin . Cau6es Moderate Eye lrdtation
Avoid conlacl wilh skin, eyes or clothirlg-

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Materials that are chemical resistant to thts product are barrier
laminate and viton >14 mils.

Mixera and loaders using a mechanical transfer loading system
and applicalors using aerial application equipment must wear:. Long-sleeved shirt and long pants
. Shoes and socks

ln addition to tho above, mixers and loaders using a mechanical
transfer loading system must wear:. Chemical-resistant gloves
. Chemical-resistant apron. A NIOsH-approved dust mist filtering respirator with

MSHA/NIOSH approval number pretu( TC-2'lC or a
NIOSH-app.oved respirator with any R, P, or HE filter

See Engineering Controls for additional requirements.

All other mixers, loade6, applicatoE and handlers must wear:. Coveralls over long-sleeved shirt and long pants
. Chemical-resistantglov6s. Chemical-resistant apron when mixing or loading or exposed

to the concentrate. Chemical-resistant lootlvear plus socks. Chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure. A NiosH-approved dust mist fillering respirator with
MSHA./NIOSH approval number prerix IC-21C or a
N|OsH-approved respirator with any R, B or HE filter.

Discard clothing and other absorbent mate als that have been
drenched or heavily contaminated with this product's concentrate.
Do not reuse them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for
cleaningy'maintaining PPE. lf no such instrlictions for washables
exist, use detergent and hot water KeeO and wash PPE
separately ,rom other laundry

Engineering Controls
Mixers and loaders supportinq aerial applications must use a
mechanical transfer system that meets the rcquirements listed in
the Worker Protection Standard WPS) for agriculturai pesticides
[40 CFR 170.240(dX4I for dermal protection, and must:
. Wear the personal protective equipment required above for

mixerYloaders
. Wear protective eyewear if the system operates under

pressule, and. Be provided and have immediately available for uEe in an
emergency, such as broken package, spill, or equipment
breakdown: coveralls, chemical resistant {ootwear and
chemical-resistant headgear if overhead exposure

Pilots must use an enclosed cockpit in a manner ihat meets the
requiremenls listed in the WPS for agricultural pesticides
140 cFR 170.240(dX6).

Use of human flaggers is prohibited. Mechanical flagging
equipment must be used.

When handlers use closed cab motorized ground applicataon
equipment in a manner that meets the requirements listed in
the WPS for agricultural pesticides I40 CFR 170.240(dX4-6)1,
the handler PPE requjrements may be reduced or modified as
speciried in the WPS.

Table of Contents Page

User Saf ety Recommendalions
First Aid.....................................
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Uses ................................ ................7
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Aspara9us..................
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Tree Nut Orchard Floors............... .................. ........-.........23
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User Safety Recommendations
Users shouldl
. Wash hanos before ealng, d.inkrng. chelung gum, using

tobacco. or using the toilet.
. Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gels inside.

Then wash thoroughly and put on cleah clothing.
. Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash

the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible,
wash thoroughly and change into clean

First Aid
Organophosphate
lI swallowed: lmmediately call a poison conlrcl center or
doctor Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison
control center or doctor Do not give any liquid to the person.
Do nol give anything by moulh to an unconscious person.
lf in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently wath
water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present,
after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a
poison cordrol center or doctor for treatment advice,
lf on skin or clothingi Take o{f contaminated clothing. Binse
skin immediately with plenty oI water for 15-20 minutes. Cal, a
poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
Note lo physician: Chlorpyrifos is a cholinestorase inhibitor
Treat symptomatically. lf exposed, plasma and red blood cell
cholinesterase tests may indicate significance of exposure
(baseline data are useJul). Atropine, only by injection, is the
preferable antidote. Oximes, such as 2-PAMlprotopam, may
be thorapeutic if used early; however, use only in conjunclion
with atropine. ln case of severe acute poisoning, use an'iidote
immedialely atter establishing an open aarway and respiration.
Note to physician: Contains petroleum distillate - vomiting
may cause aspiratron pnoumonia.

Have the product container or label with you when callang a
pojson control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You
may also contact 1-800-992-5994 for emergency medical
treaiment inf ormaiion.

Environmental Hazards
This pesticide is toxic to lish, aquatic invortebrates, small
mammals and birds. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas
where surface water is present. or to inlertidal areas below the
mean high water mark. Drift and runoff from treated areas may
be hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated
areas. Do not contaminale wate/ when disposing of equ;pmont
washwaters or rinsate. This product is highly toxic to bees
exposed lo direci treatment or residues on trlooming crops or
weeds. Do not apply this product or al,ow it to drift to bloorning
crops or weeds if bees are visiting the treatment area.

Physical or Chemical Hazards
Combustible. Do not use or store near heat or open flame-

Directions for Use
Restricted Use Pesticide
It is a violalion of Federal law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.
Read all Direclions for Use carefuliy before applying.

This product cannot be reformulated or repackaged into other
end-use products.

Do not apply this product in a way thai will contact wofters or
other persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected
handlers may be in the area during application. For any
Gquirements specific to your state or trlbe, consult the agency
responsible for pesticide regulation.

Agricultural Use Requirements
Use this product only in accodance wilh its labeling and
with the Worker Protection Standard. 40 CFR Part 170. This
Standard contains requirernents for ihe proiection of agricultural
workers on farms, forests, nursgries, and greonhouses, and
handlers of agricultural pesticides. lt contains requirements
lor training, decontamination, notification, and emergency
assistance. lt also contains specific instructions and exceptions
pe aining to the statements on this label about personal
protective equipment 1PPO and restricted-entry interval. The
requirements in this box oniy apply to uses ot this product that
are covered by the Worker Proiection Standard.

Do not enter or allow entry into treated areas during the
restricted entry interval (REl). The BEI for each crop is ljsted in
the directiohs for use associated with each crop..

Exception: If the product is soil-injected or soilincorporated,
the Worker Protection Slandard, under certain circumstances,
allows workers to enter the treated area if there will be no
contact with anything that has been trealed.

Certified crop advisors or persons entering under their direct
supervision under certain ciacumstances may be exempt from
the eariy reentry requirements pursuant to 40 CFB Part 170.

PPE required for early entry into treated areas that is permitted
under the Worker Protection Standard and involves contact
with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or
water. is:
. Coveralls over short-sleeved shirt and short pants
. Chemical-resistant gloves made out of any waterproof

material. Chemrcal-resistant footware plus socks
. ChemicaFresistanl headgear for overhead exposure

Notify workers of tlre application by warning them orally and by
posting warning signs at entrances to treated areas.

Storage and Disposal
Do not contaminate walet food, or feed by storage and
disposal.
Pesticide Storage: Store jn original container in secured
dry storage area. Prevent cross-contamination with other
pesticides and tertilizers. Do not store above 100"F for
extended periods of time. Storage below 20'F may result
in formation of crystals. lf product crysiallizes, store at
50" to 70"F and agitate to redissolve crystals. ll container is
damaged or spil, occurs, use product immediately or dispose
of product and damaged container as indicated below.
Pegticid€ Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this
product must be disposed of on site or at an approved waste
disposal

2
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Storage and Disposal (Gont.)
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or
refillthis containet
Triplo rinse or pressure rinse coniainer (or equivalent) promptly
after emptying. Triple rins€ as follows: Empty the remaining
contents into application equipment or a mix tank and drain
for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container
1/4 full with wat6r and recap. Shake for 10 seconds- Pour
rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store
rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds afterthe
flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times.
Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contEnts inlo
application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain
for 10 seconds after the flow begrns to drip. Hold container
upside down over application equipment or mix tank or collect
rinsate for later use or disposal. lnsert pressure rinsing nozzle
in ihe side of lhe container, and rinse at about 40 psi for at
least 30 s€conds. Drain Ior 10 seconds after the flow begins
to drip. Then otfer for recycling if available or punclure and
dispose of in a sanilary landfill, or by incineration, o. by other

allowed tly state and loca{ ar.rthorities.

Product lntormation
Whirlwindo insecticide is an emulsifiable concentrate for use in
listed crops. This product resists washoff once it is dry Target
pests and application rates are provided in the accompanying
tables.

Use Precautions and Restrictions
lnsect control may be reduced at low spray volumes under high
temperature and wind conditions.

Some reduction in insecl control may occur under unusually
cool conditlons.

Flood iEigaton: To avoid contamination of imgation tail waters,
do not flood irrigate within 24 hours following a soil surface or
foliar application of Whirlwind.

Do not aenally apply this producr rn Mrssrssipp,.

lnsecticido Resistance Management (lRM)
Whirlwind contains a Group 1B insecticide. lnsecvmito biotypes
with acqoired resistance to Group 1B may eventually dominate
the insecvmite population if Group 1B insecticides are used
repeatedly in the same field or in successive yeals as the pr:mary
method of control for targeted species. This may resuh in partial
or total loss of oontrol of those species by Whirlwind or other
Group 1B insecticides.

To delay development of insecticide resistance:
. Avoid conseculive use of ihsecticides with the same mode of

action (same insecticide group) on the same insect species.
. Use tank mixtures or premix products containang insecticides

with different modes of action (different insecticide groups)
provided the products are registered ,or the intended use.

. Base inseciicide use upon comprehensive lntegrated Pest
Management (lPM) programs.

. Nronitor treated insect populations in the field tor loss of
effectiveness.

. Contact your localextension specialist, certitied crop advisor.
and or manulacturer for insecticide resistance management
and/or IPM recommendations for the specific site and resistant
pest problems.

. For Jurther information orto report suspected reslstance, yoLl

may contact 800-258-3033.

Spray Drift Management
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact
people, structures people occupy at any time and the associated
property, parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic
and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals.

Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility
of the applicator The interaction o, many equipment and
weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift.
The applicator is responsible for considering ail oflhese factors
when making the decjsion to apply this product.

ObseNe the following precautions when spraying Whirlwind
adjacent to permanent bodies of water such as rivers, naturai
ponds, lakes, streams, reservoirs. marshes, estuaries, and
commercial fish ponds.

The Jollowing treatment setbacks or bufler zones must be utilized
for applications around the above-listed aquatic areas wrth the
follow;ng application equipment:

Making applications when wind is blowing away from sensitive
arcas is the most effective way to reduce the potential for
adverse effects.

The buffer distances specified in the below table are the
distances in feel that must exist to separate sensitive sitos from
the targeted application site. Buffers are measured from the edge
of the sonsitive site to the edge of the application sile.

Sensitive siles are areas frequented by non-occupational
bystanders (especially childreo). These include residential lawns,
pedestdan sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as school
grounds, aihletic llelds, parks and all property associated with
buildings occupied Lry humans {or residential or commercial
purposes. Sensitive sites include homes, farmworker housing,
or other residential buildings, schools, daycare centers, nursing
homes, and hospilals. Non-residential agricultural buildings,
including barns, livestock facilities, sheds, and outhouses are not
includ€d in this prohibition.

Application Method
Required Setback
(Butfer Zone) (fee9

ground boom 25

chemigation

orchard airblast 50

aerial (fixed wlng or helicopter) 150

3
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Application Bate (lb ailA) Nozzle Oroplet Type

Required Setback (Buffer Zones) fieetl

Aerial Airblast Ground

>0.5 - l coarse or very coarse 10 10 10

>0.5 - 1 rnedium 25 10 10

coarse or very coarse 50 10 10

>1-2 rnedium 80 10 10

>2-3 coarse or very coarse 801 10 10

>2-3 medium 1001 10 10

>3-4 medium or coarse NA, 25 10

medium or coarse NA 50 10

rAerial application of greaier than 2 lb, allA ls only perm tted for Asian Ciirus Psylla control, up to 2.3 lb ailA.

"NA is not allowed.

Only pesticide handiers are permitted n the setback area during
applcatlon of this product. Do not apply this prodLrci if anyone
other than a mixer, loader, or applicator. is in the seiback area.
Exception: Vehicles and persons rrding bicycles that are passing
throuoh the setback area on pubJlc or private roadways are
perrn tted.

Follow these spray drlfl best managemeht practices to avoid
off-target dnft movement frorn applicat ons.

Aerial Application. The boom width must not exceed 75% of the winqspan or
g0o/o of the rotor blade.

. Nozzles must always point backward, parallel with the
air stream, and never be pointed downward more than
45 deqrees-

. Nozzies must produce a medium or coarser droplel slze
(255 to 340 m crons volume med an diameter) per ASABE
Standard 572.1 under applicat on conditions. Airspeed,
pressure, and nozzle angle can al, effect droplet size. See
manufacturer's catalog or USDA/NAAA Applicator's Guide for
spraY srze quality rallngs.

. Do not make applications at a height greater than 10 teet
above the top of the target plants unless a greater height s
required for aircraft saiety. Making appllcations at the iowest
height that is safe reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation
and wind.. Use upwind swath dispiacernent and apply only when wind
speed rs 3 to 10 mph as measured by an anemometet Do not
apply product when wind speed exceeds 10 fiph-

. lf applicaiion includes a no spray zone, do not release spray at
a herght greater than 10 feet above the ground or crop canopy.

Where siates have more str ngent regulations, they must be
observed,

The applacator should be lam liar with and take inio account the
rnformation covered in ihe Aerial Drlft Reduction Advisory.

ln{ormation on Droplet Size: The mosl effective way to
reduce drift potential rs to apply large dropleis. The best drift
managemen'l strategy ls to apply the largest droplets that
provide sufJicient coverage and contro . Applying larger droplets

reduces drift potential, bui will not prevent adverse effects from
drft if applications are made improperly. or under unlavorable
environmental conditions {see Wind, Temperature and Humidity,
and Temperature lnversions).

Controlling Droplet Size:
. Volume - use high flow raie nozzles to apply the highest

practicarspray volume. Nozzles wiih higher rated flows
produce larger droplets.. Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufactureas specified
pressures- For many nozzle types, lower pressure produces
larger droplets. When higher flow rates are needed. use higher
llow rate nozzles insiead of increasing pressure.

. NLlmber of nozzles - Use the min rnum nurnber of nozzles that
provide uniform coverage.

. Nozzle orieniation - Orientrng nozzles so that the spray s
released parallel to the arrstream produces larger droplets
'ihan other onentations and is the besi practice. Slgnificant
defleciion from horizontal will reduce droplet size and lncrease
drift poteniiai.

. Nozzle type - Use a nozzle type thai s designed for the
intended application. With most nozzle types, lrarrower spray
angles produce larger droplets. Consider us ng low-di'ift
nozzles. Solid stream nozzles oriented straiqht back produce
the largest droplets and the lowest drift.

Boom Length: For some use patterns, reduc ng the effective
boorr length 1o 

'ess 
than 3/4 oi the wingspan or rotor length may

further reduce drlft wlthoui reducing swath width.

Application Height: Do not make applications at a height greaier
ihan 10 feet above the top ol the target plants unless a grealer
he qht is reqLrired for aircra{t safety- Mak:ng applicalions at
the lo\,vest herght that is safe reduces exposure ot droplets to
evaporation and lvind.

Swalh Adruslment Wh-.n applications are made with a
crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on

Wind: Drft poiential is lowest between w nd speeds of
2 to 10 mph. However, Tnany factors, including droplet size and
eqLripmeni type, determine drift polential at any given speed.

Aeriat orifr Reduction Advisory the up and downwind edges of the field. the appllcator shoulcj

rhis section is advisory in nat;re and does not supercede the i;Jy,il:it:Jtr::: fl:iJ::::il1f:3lJ$il::,t::EXti""l*
mandalory label requirements' ncreasiog d;ift potential (h gher wind, amaller clrops, etc.).
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DEADTINE'{i,- MPs
Mini-Pellets!

ONE LAST MEAL FOR SLUGS & SNAILS

ETFECTIVE
DEADLINE M-Ps excel at attracting and destroying slugs and snails.
LONG LASTING
Remains effective after min and watering. DEADLINE M-Ps are not easily
IMPROVED COVERAGE
Five tirnes the number ofbait paticles compared to regular size pellets.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Metaldehyde (2,4,6,8-T€tramethyl- 1.3,5,7-T

TOTAL:

KEEP OIJT OF REA

CAUTIO

a alguien se la expiique a usted en detailc.
explain it to you in detai[.)label, find

or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
sip a glass ofwater ifable to su,allow.

ing unlcss told to by a poison control center or doctor.

and rinse slowly and gently with water for l5-20 minutes.
lenses, ifpresent, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing

Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

skin immediately with plenty of water lor 15-20 rninutes.
control center or doclor for treatment advice.

. Move person to liesh air.

. Ifperson is not breathing, call 9l I or ambulance, then give artificial respiration,
preferable mouth-to-mouth, if possible.

. Call a rrcison control centcr or doctor fbr furthcr trcatmcnt advice.

I 1632-20150103c Deadline M-Ps Page I of8
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EMERGENCY INT'ORMATION
Scek medical care as soon as possible after exposure. For incidents involving animals, seck veterinary
care as soon as possible aftcr cxposure. Hav€ the product container or label with you when calling a

poison control center or doctor or vet€rinarian, or going for treatment.

FOR THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCIES, PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY:
For Mcdical Emergcncies phone:.......-................... .l-888-681-4261
For Transportarion Emergencics, including spill, lcak or fire, phone: CHEMTRECo......l -800-424-9300

For Product Use Inlormation phone: AMVAC8.. .. ....................-... . -.,I -888-462-6822

Metaldehyde is a systemic toxin. There is no antidote. The following instructions are not intended
for laypeople. Therc is no home treatment. Exposed individuals and animals should receivc
emergency care as quickly as possible.

NOTE TO VITERINARIAN: Animals typically arc exposed via ingeslion. Treatnrent is symptomalic
and supportive. lf significanr ingestion is suspected, and the animal is asyrptomatic, consider induction
of emesis or gastric lavage and administration of activatcd charcoal. cathartic and enema to limit
absorption. Monitor asynrplomatic and syDrplomatic aninrals closely. Treat seizures, electrolye
imbalances. acidosis. dehydration, and increased body tegtperature. Monitor liver iunction

sEE SIDETBACK PANEL FoR ADDrrroNlL nnncfuvfuffiNrs AND DIRECTToNS FoR usE.

EPA Reg. No. 5481-507
EPA Est. No. 5481-XX-X)C(

&

AMVAC Chemical Corporation
4695 MacArrhur Court. Suitc 1200
Newport Beach. CA 92660 U.S.A.

Nct Weight:
As Marked on Container

!TrrrraeRrcaH
V \.ANGUARD-/AMVAC"

UTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Hum.ens & Animals
IMPORTAI{T: This product can be hannful to children and fatal to domcstic animals when ingested.

Children and dogs may bo attractcd to the product. Application of this product is prohibited unless children
and domestic anirnals can be excluded from the trcated area frorr the start of thc application until applied
material is no longer visible.

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Harmt'ul ifabsorbed through skin. Hannf'ul if inhaled. Causes moderatc
cye irritation. Avoid contact with skin. eyes or clothing. Avoid breathing dust.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Mixers, loaders, applicators and other handlers must wear:

. Long-sleeved shirt and long pants

. Shoes plus socks

. Chemicat-resistant gloves (such as or made out of any waterproof material, selection category A)

I 1632-201 50:103c Deadlinc M-Ps Pagc 2 ol 8

NOTE TO PIIYSICIAN: Dust inlalation is usual route of accidental
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April 16, 2020 

Food safety requirements for Ben VanDyke Farms for delivered product to Cascade Foods 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Cascade Foods LLC is an Oregon based hazelnut processor with a lengthy history of compliance 
with all Federal and State food safety regulations.  Cascade Foods LLC operates under the 
Federal Drug Administration regulations and uses a HACCP based quality system that is audited 
by a third party following the Global Food Safety Initiative Standards.  Under these standards, 
Cascade Foods LLC maintains many pre-requisite food safety programs such as Good 
Manufacturing Practices, pest and chemical control, sanitation processes, employee training, 
product traceability and recall programs.  Cascade Foods LLC also uses quality control programs 
to ensure that all products are manufactured to meet established specifications. 

Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices manual set 
forth by the Hazelnut Industry office. The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in 
the manual: 

- Runoff from septic, lagoons, or municipal or commercial sewage treatment facilities are
kept out of orchards as prescribed by the Department of Environmental Quality. Crop
production areas are observed for the presence or signs of wild or domestic animals during
routine work in the orchards. If raw (domestic or wild) manure is applied, it is applied a
minimum of nine months prior to harvest. Use of municipal biosolids, whether Class A or
B, is applied as prescribed by the Department of Environmental Quality. Untreated sludge
is not approved by the DEQ.

- The number, condition and placement of field sanitation units comply with Division 4/J:
437-004 1110 Field Sanitation for Hand Labor Work and the requirements of the Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality. Toilet facilities must be available. Field sanitation
units are located in a location that minimizes the potential risk for product contamination
and are directly accessible for servicing.

- Grower must participate in a traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load
taken to a wash/dryer operator or a processor.  This ticket corresponds to a specific
orchard.  Should a foodborne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and
will be discarded.

- 
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- Product is free from foreign material.  Trash in field and/or in delivered product poses a
food safety liability.  Trash can carry vectors that can cause foodborne pathogens.

Food safety and quality is the number one priority for Cascade Foods LLC.  We must supply our 
customers with the best quality product, free from foodborne pathogens.  At Cascade Foods LLC, 
we believe this starts at the grower level and continues through the entire processing system.  

Sincerely, 

Greg Riches 

CEO 

Cascade Foods LLC 
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Agricultural	Sciences	&	Natural	Resources,	Family	and	Community	Health,	4-H	Youth,	Forestry	&	Natural	Resources,	Extension	Sea	Grant,	and	Open	
Campus	programs.	Oregon	State	University,	United	States	Department	of	Agriculture,	and	Oregon	counties	cooperating.	The	Extension	Service	offers	
its	programs	and	materials	equally	to	all	people.	

	  North	Willamette	Research	
and	Extension	Center	
Oregon	State	University	
15210	NE	Miley	Road	
Aurora,	Oregon,	97002-9543	
	
P	503-678-1264	
oregonstate.edu/dept/NWREC	

	
	

April 22, 2020 

Dear Yamhill Board of Commissioners, 

Recently, I was contacted by a group of stakeholders about their concern over the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail proposal. I can understand the apprehension of local growers and particularly 
orchardists at the prospect of a public trail routing through an intensive agricultural landscape in 
Yamhill County. The proposed trail would increase public presence in the vicinity of working farms, 
adding risk to farming operations already overburdened with risks inherent to farming. There is a 
strong argument to be made that the general public and commercial farming do not mix well. In part, 
this is due to today’s society being so far removed from its agrarian roots, leading to a pervasive 
ignorance about agriculture and food production systems that can lead to conflict. 

To me the biggest concern is spraying. In orchards, we rely on airblast and aerial 
applications of fungicides, insecticides and nutrients. Recently, airblast spraying has been under 
attack by activist groups in Oregon in seeking to ban the practice. Orchardists and other growers are 
justifiably nervous about this, because there simply is no other system that can deliver plant 
protectants to tree canopies. The contents of the spray tank are irrelevant. Many of the materials we 
use and promote for integrated pest management are reduced-risk products that that target specific 
life stages of pests with minimal risk to humans and the environment. Even organic pesticides and 
foliar nutrients are applied to orchards with airblast sprayers. Growers are trained to apply pesticides 
and fertilizers safely and pesticide use is highly regulated. Regardless, the practice of airblast 
spraying does not garner sympathy from the public. The public sees the spray and reacts negatively 
with fear because of lack of knowledge and understanding.  

There are real and immediate legal risks to growers from greater public exposure to these 
active farming operations. The EPA Worker Protection Standard (WPS) now requires a moving 100 
ft application exclusion zone (AEZ) from airblast spray applications. Clearly, applicators can know 
the location of on-farm employees to make sure they are out of the AEZ, but it is not possible for 
operators to account for people passing randomly through the AEZ on an adjacent public corridor. 
The potential for complaints from the public about pesticide/fertilizer odors, perceived drift, and 
possible exposure increases liability for growers and increased public scrutiny potentially makes 
growers a target. Beyond liability there is hassle and expense to accommodate public presence on 
farms. If the trail was approved, growers would potentially lose the right to farm large tracts of land 
to accommodate buffer zones. Or, perhaps they would be at the mercy of trail traffic to complete 
necessary farming operations.   

I would be happy to provide any more details about orcharding practices or other relevant 
information as needed. 

Sincerely, 

Nik Wiman, Assistant Professor  
& Extension Orchard Specialist 
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200 Industrial Way   
P.O. Box 258  Phone: (503) 845-6122 
Mt Angel, OR 97362  Fax: (503) 845-9310 

 

April 23, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
 
Commissioners, 
   
In reference to your pending consideration of the Westside Trail project I would like to 
offer some more information related to agricultural production in the area. 
 

1. Under the Right to Farm Act it would be hard to imagine that even the dust from 
working the soil to harvesting could Co-Exist with out constant issues. Feeding 
people should be our goal and there are many other areas people can be out 
enjoying the outdoors without causing undue friction. Your decision to grant this 
will not Prevent Conflict, please see a paragraph out of the right to farm act. 

  
Even though Right-to-Farm offers certain protections, it is in farmers’ and ranchers’ best interests to 
prevent and resolve conflicts where possible and maintain good relationships with neighbors. Below are 
some tips for conflict prevention and resolution, some of which are from an August 2004 Oregon 
Association of Nurseries Digger Magazine article titled “Good-neighbor Policy”. 

 
2. Without the use of crop protection products grass seed crops would have a difficult 

time attaining contract purity levels. Berry crops would have uncontrolled disease 
pressure. Hazelnut growers would not be able to control worm infestations of their 
nuts. 

3. The inability to use all the crop protection products available to the growers along 
the trail route could reduce their ability to produce crops in that zone and thus 
reduce the sales potential for Valley Agronomics and our growers. 

4. Oregon OSHA’s Application Exclusion Zone can require growers to stay up to 150 
feet away from any person.  A trail with unrestricted public access could eliminate 
the grower’s ability to use crop protection products in a 150 feet zone along the 
trail. 
 

We ask that you consider these points as you make your decision. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Dennis Roth 
Area Manager 
Valley Agronomics, LLC 
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April 23, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners,   
 

I would like to share some of my concerns regarding how the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail will detrimentally impact the farms it will pass through. I recently retired 
from a 40 year career as a Certified Crop Advisor, have been certified by the Northwest 
Regional Certified Crop Advisor Program and was most currently licensed by the State of 
Oregon as a Pesticide Consultant, working most recently at Nutrien Ag Solutions where I 
provided consulting services mainly to farmers in Yamhill and Polk Counties.  I am an 
agronomist with expertise in soil management and crop production.  I have expertise in 
the problems farmers face and in developing solutions so farming can continue.  I have 
significant expertise in the type, timing and use of pesticides.  I have expertise in the EPA 
requirements regarding pesticide applications necessary for farming.  In my career, I 
advised farmers concerning crop management to enable them to maximize their yield in a 
sustainable and economical manner.  I am familiar with the accepted farming practices 
associated with using pesticides and other beneficial chemicals in farming.  I currently 
live west of Carlton. 

 
Farming is a difficult business.  The farming that occurs in the 2.8-mile segment 

where you are proposing your trail is some of the best and most important farmland in 
Yamhill county.  I have either advised nearly all of the farmers on nearly all of the fields 
in this segment.  These farmers’ land produces significant amounts of grass seed, clover 
seed, grains, hazelnuts, and other crops important to Oregon’s economy overall and to its 
agricultural economy in particular.  Business success for these farms is variable from year 
to year and is dependent upon weather conditions, water availability and other 
uncontrollable factors.  However, one of the most devastating challenges to the continued 
viability of Oregon agriculture is urban encroachment on farming.  The proposed trail is 
exactly the kind of urban encroachment that carries a significant risk of devastating these 
farms and making continued farming in the 2.8-mile area much more difficult and less 
profitable.   

 
The introduction of urban land uses adjacent to commercial farming often 

eventually destroys the farms into which they venture.  This is well-documented.  Many 
urban land users have little tolerance for pesticide spraying and complain when they see 
or smell it, assuming they have been dangerously exposed.  When someone complains to 
a regulatory authority about a pesticide spray application that they saw or smelled, the 
regulator must investigate it.  It doesn’t matter that a complaint is unfounded or vague, 
the farmer must respond to the investigation.  Whatever questions a regulator asks to 
investigate these complaints, the farmer must respond in a timely and detailed way.  
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Multiplied over several dozen, such responses end up taking a lot of time and resources 
away from efficiently running the farm. 
 

One of the worst problems farmers face from urban encroachments like the 
proposed trail are those posed by the very serious restrictions from pesticide labels.  
Pesticide labels specify application restrictions on how the product can be legally and 
safely used.  Pesticide applications must be performed according to the requirements on 
the label of the particular chemical being applied.  There are significant consequences to 
an applicator who applies pesticides not strictly according to their label.  It is always 
appropriate for a pesticide applicator to err on the side of caution if there are questions 
about the circumstances under which any given pesticide is to be applied.  One of the 
roles I performed in my career was advising pesticide applicators about how they should 
spray or otherwise use a chemical when the label was unclear.   
 

The EPA solicits and reviews pesticide data and requires pesticide labels to be 
updated based upon its review of the data, to ensure that the chemicals are safely 
deployed.  Pesticide labels have become more restrictive over time.  Continued scrutiny 
is expected and as a result it is well-understood that pesticide labels will continue to 
become more restrictive.  Setbacks and application exclusion zones are expected to 
increase over time as a result. 

 
If the trail is approved, there is no aerial spray applicator that will aerially spray a 

field that abuts the trail.  Such an operation would simply carry too much risk of 
complaints and potential litigation.    

 
Many of the Insecticides, like Lorsban Advance, Leverage and Chlorpyrifos 

generics  that Yamhill County farmers use to control insects such as aphids, cereal leaf 
beetle, cutworms, sod web worms, filbert worm, Flat head borers and many other pests, 
require application set backs / buffers from sites like the proposed trail of up 50 feet 
depending on the crop, pest and application method.  Currently, applicators can spray 
right up to their property/field edge that abuts the old railroad grade, because an old rail 
right of way, is not a “sensitive site.”  “Sensitive sites” are those areas frequented by non-
occupational bystanders, such as trail goers.  It is my opinion that a walking, biking, and / 
or equestrian trail is a “sensitive site” to which the “sensitive site” setback/buffer would 
apply.  I would advise an applicator that sprays a field that abuts the site to strictly 
observe the “sensitive sites” setback/buffer.  If the trail is approved, farmers along the 
trail would have to leave their field edges that abut the trail unplanted or not spray within 
the setback/buffer requirement.  In both cases it would cause significant economic 
damage to the farm because a population of the pest left alive in the untreated area will 
move back into the sprayed area, requiring even more spraying and causing reduced crop 
yield and reduced crop quality.   Farmers would lose 1 acre for every 870 feet of Trail. 

 
Further, for all pesticides, applicators are required to observe the “application 

exclusion zone” (AEZ) which is an area that surrounds the application equipment at all 
times during spraying in which no person may enter.  In Oregon, that area is a radius of 
150 feet from application equipment.  In Oregon it is as yet unsettled whether the AEZ 
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applies to unprotected people off the farm.  However, there is no dispute and it is crystal 
clear that the federal AEZ must be observed by all Oregon farms and it applies on or off 
the farm for a distance of 100 feet.  Whichever AEZ applies, pesticide applicators must 
suspend the application if any unprotected person comes into the AEZ area during 
spraying.  The applicator may only resume the application when they can ensure that 
those unprotected people will not be contacted by the pesticide either directly or through 
drift.  Because there are so many variables that determine whether drift is likely, to 
include weather, variable wind conditions and temperature inversions an applicator 
cannot completely ensure with 100% certainty that those within the AEZ will not be 
contacted. Therefore, in this situation, I would advise an applicator to wait until those 
people fully moved out of the AEZ plus another 20 or so feet before resuming to spray. 
This would be problematic for farmers along the proposed trail because while spraying 
they do not always have a direct line of sight to the trail.  Specifically, much of the farm 
line of sight to the 2.8-mile trail area is obscured by grade or vegetation.  If the trail is 
approved, then all farmers will have to hire spotters to alert the applicator of when people 
on the trail come into the AEZ.  Spotters must be specially trained and wear special 
protective equipment and clothing.  This comes at a cost to the farmer.  Also note that no 
farmer will have the right to remove a person from the trail.  A spotter can only alert the 
farmer.  But neither the farmer nor the spotter have any right to do anything more.  The 
farmer will simply have to wait to spray until the person leaves or until a sheriff comes to 
eject them.  If they even could legally be told to leave, by the time either happens, the 
conditions for spraying may well have changed and the operation must be suspended 
entirely due to wind or fog or light conditions.  The trail effectively will have foreclosed 
the opportunity to spray as the farmer needs to spray his field.   
 

Moreover, all pesticide labels have a restricted reentry period when people are not 
allowed to enter the treated area.  Most reentry times are set at 12 hours but can be as 
high as 48 hours.  If will be difficult to enforce this along the trail, especially if there is 
no continuous fencing that can prevent people and animals from trespassing.  

 
Trail proponents’ idea of conditions on trail approval, for fencing and closing the 

trail after 72 hours’ advance notice of a spray operation similarly will not mitigate the 
significant adverse effects on farming caused by the trail.  Fencing only works if it does 
not cause other problems and is adequate.  Because you have bison, and cattle in the 2.8-
mile stretch, and because you are proposing a trail for horses too, the fence would have to 
be very strong.  Either from horses spooking and ramming the fence (or trying to jumping 
it) or cattle or bison charging it because they were teased or otherwise frightened by a 
group of cyclists or similar, a fence adequate to  safely contain  any of these would have 
to be enormously strong and well engineered.  Moreover, many of the farmers in the 2.8-
mile stretch do not have access to both sides of their fields except by crossing over the 
railroad grade.  If you fence it and build a trail they will lose their access.  They would 
then have to travel from the Hwy 47 side around onto Yamhill and Whitycombe roads 
and vice versa and find a new access point   Moreover, because farmers have no right to 
eject or stop people on the trail, they will as a practical matter be unable to cross between 
fields over the trail because randomly people can always show up.  Farm equipment is 
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big, heavy and it is difficult to see people below it.  There are significant blind spots.  
Combines and tractors are not made to coexist with cyclists, runners, and baby strollers. 

 
Advance notice periods for spraying and closure also are well-known not to work. 

This is because farmers must spray when they need to spray. In determining when and 
whether to spray, a farmer must take into account a host of variables, including current 
and forecasted weather, wind and temperature conditions. Most times, a farmer will make 
the decision, after considering these variables and others, that spraying needs to happen 
on the spot, or within a few hours. This is because spraying can only be done in certain 
windows where weather conditions are just right. In the Willamette Valley especially in 
the spring and fall weather conditions have a tendency to change very rapidly. In most 
instances, applicators cannot spray when it rains or when it is foggy. In other instances, 
spraying must be done a few hours before it rains so that the pesticide can be washed off 
and activated.   It all depends on the label. We advise applicators to stop spraying when 
wind is 7-8 mph or greater, because this increases the danger of drift. Because weather 
and wind is so variable and farmers must make the decision that spraying needs to 
happen on the spot or within a few hours, a 72-hour advanced notice period is simply 
unworkable. Even if farmers could give advanced notice that they were going to spray so 
the county could shut down the trail, there is no guarantee that people will abide by the 
trail closure. The trail is going to attract people and tourists from all around, as is 
anticipated by the county in its plans, and if someone has driven a long way to use the 
trail only to find out it’s temporarily closed, it is very likely that they will find a way to 
use the trail anyway. 

 
Finally, my biggest concern surrounding pesticide use along the trail is the 

inevitable false claims of people being sprayed and getting sick.  Pesticides have strong 
odors that most people find objectionable, even farmers.  I personally have assisted 
customers with such claims.  People have claimed getting sick themselves, or that their 
animals have died because of pesticide exposure.  One two occasion’s dogs died from 
eating bait.  One from vole (mouse) bait and one from slug bait.  Both were legal 
applications, but the dogs trespassed.    Another significant case was caused by a 
temperature inversion where chemical odor from Prowl herbicide persisted causing a 
grade school to be closed in Newberg.  The grower applied the product correctly and was 
not fined.   Some people have a real fear of pesticides, even though pesticides are a safe 
and accepted farming practice when used in a lawful manner.  If they are present when a 
field is sprayed and they smelled the pesticide, in their mind it was the chemical that was 
the cause.  The Oregon Department of Agriculture by law must investigate each of these 
claims.  For the vast majority, these complaints are determined to be unmeritorious.  
Introducing people into an area of intensive commercial agriculture where pesticides are 
being sprayed would almost certainly cause the number of those claims to increase, 
creating an unfair burden on farmers to respond to those increased false claims. 

 
As a long time resident of the area I do see how a trail linking the two towns 

might be useful, but that is the case only if it can be achieved without devastating the 
farmers who make their living in this area.  The trail must be rerouted so it does not go 
right through prime agricultural land with all the operations that take place there, from 
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pesticide application, dust from ground work and harvest and heavy machinery moving 
across the trail you will have lots of conflict between the farms and users.  These cannot 
be mitigated with conditions as I hope you can see from this letter.  Thank you for your 
consideration.   

 
Sincerely, 
Don Welliver 
14625 NW Old Moores Valley Road 
Yamhill, Or.  97148 
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April 23, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department, 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the 
remand on Board Order 19-94 and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts on our farm. With the current 
depressed economic outlook, the agricultural community is already facing 
challenging times, this project furthers those hardships. 
 
Our families have farmed in Yamhill for the last 70 years. We ourselves 
have farmed for 45 years. We farm a 73 acre parcel that is located along 
the 2.82 miles of the proposed trail between Yamhill and Carlton. We also 
farm 81 acres north of Hwy 240 that is on the old abandoned rail 
right-of-way proposed for the future development of the trail (2600 ft. of 
which borders the proposed trail.) We also farm an additional 337 acres 
around Yamhill County. 
 
Our 73 acre parcel on the 2.82 miles of proposed trail is completely 
bisected by the trail. That is 930 feet on the west side and 930 feet on the 
east side of the proposed trail. The eleven acres to the west of the 
abandoned right of way is only accessible by crossing the abandoned 
railroad. There are no roads that we can use to access those 11 acres. It 
will completely landlocked. Please see the photo showing this below: 
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We have always had rights to cross the right-of-way to reach our otherwise 
landlocked field. This is recognized in our deed which expressly provides 
that the railroad would place and maintain cattle guards on its tracks as 
they pass through the northern and southern ends of our property. See 
Exhibit 1 attached to this letter. Cattle guards act as a fence so that cattle 
cannot cross. While cattle could freely cross the tracks to access the 
otherwise landlocked western field for pasture, they could not use the 
right-of-way to escape our fields where the railroad passed though at the 
northern and southern ends. While we do not currently raise cattle on this 
land, the ability to change what crops we grow from season to season and 
as markets and the climate shift and deciding to raise livestock instead of 
or in addition to growing crops, in order to bring the maximum return to our 
farming operation, is an accepted farm practice. 
 
On this parcel we have grown cereal grains, grass seed and clover crops. 
We currently grow hazelnuts. We are familiar with food safety laws and 
certification requirements and pesticide spray and slug abatement pellet 
application requirements. Please understand that I must spray my farm with 
pesticides (which by definition includes herbicides) and use slug bait. 
These are accepted farming practices. 
 

Landlocked 11 acres 

One parcel under single 
ownership 
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We farm with our son Ben VanDyke. Ben handles the day to day 
operations which include any and all pesticide applications, both state and 
federally regulated. We summarize our spray operations and the significant 
adverse effects the trail will have on those spray operations in this letter, 
but please refer to Ben’s letter for detailed information about all pesticides 
used on our farms and the significant adverse effects and increased costs 
to our farming operations if this trail is approved. 
 
On March 12, 2020 Commissioner Casey Kulla submitted an article to the 
Yamhill Valley News-Register entitled “What to expect when you move on 
to EFU-zoned land” in which he endeavors to educate our fellow Yamhill 
County citizens on the purpose of EFU zones which is to protect farmland 
from nonfarm development. Citing County Code Section 402.01, 
Commissioner Kulla states unequivocally that “EFU is intended for 
commercial agricultural use and other uses should be minimized to reduce 
conflicts with farming.” He acknowledges that non-farm uses of land in the 
EFU zone must be “minimized to allow for maximum agricultural 
productivity” on farmland. And that non-farm uses must meet the “farm 
impacts test” of ORS 215.296 – that when the county has discretion on 
whether to allow a non-farm use in the EFU zone, as here, those “new uses 
cannot significantly impact existing farms.”  
 
Please understand that we, Yamhill County farmers who stand to be 
directly affected by a public recreational hiking, biking, equestrian trail that 
will run straight through the middle of our commercial farmland, are telling 
you that THE PROPOSED TRAIL WILL DO JUST THAT – IT WILL 
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT OUR FAMILY FARMS.  
 
The article goes on to encourage those who live in EFU zones to “take the 
time to talk with your neighbor-farmers, learn about the practices in your 
commercial agriculture neighborhood and remember that commercial 
agriculture is the primary activity in EFU zones.” Unfortunately, the county 
through the planning process of this trail has not taken this advice. The 
county has not attempted to learn about or understand our commercial 
agricultural practices and how those will be significantly impacted by a 
public trail. Even after LUBA pervasively remanded the approval of the trail 
last October, ruling that the county had to make specific findings about the 
pesticides that we use on specific farms and about specific food safety 
concerns and traffic and parking problems, the county has not attempted to 
involve us in getting this information. Instead, the county has called our 
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concerns “hyperbolic” and “overblown”. The deepest cut came when we 
discovered that the county had started to construct the trail bridge over 
Stag Hollow Creek, despite the fact that LUBA said it couldn’t. All we are 
trying to do is to inform the county about our farming practices and how 
those will be significantly adversely affected by the presence of a public 
recreational trail. Commissioner Kulla, your article urged those who moved 
into EFU zones to listen to and learn from their farmer-neighbors – we 
implore you to please practice what you preach. 
 
The significant changes the trail would force on us are best described in 
our son Ben VanDyke’s letter, but are summarized here as follows: 
We would not be able to use Gramoxone to the entire field - because the 
label restrictions prevent us from spraying around “recreational areas” or 
areas “frequented by non-occupational bystanders” like the trail. A letter to 
you from ODA explains that this is the case. 
 
Other pesticides that we use on our property, to include Lorsban and Yuma 
4E, require that we observe up to a 50-foot buffer from the trail if it is built. 
We do not have to observe this buffer now with the old railroad right-of-way 
because it not a “sensitive site”. Now, we are able to spray pesticides right 
up to the edge of the right-of-way. 
 
Moreover, when we spray all pesticides, we have to observe the state and 
federal AEZ, which requires us to stop spraying if people are within 150 
feet of our application equipment. This has recently become a problem for 
us because of the presence of construction workers at the Stag Hollow 
Creek bridge site. We cannot control the people on the trail or at the bridge 
construction site. If they decide to linger in the AEZ, it will and has 
prohibited our ability to spray, because we must stop spraying and wait for 
them to leave the AEZ. This significantly affects our farming because we 
have to spray when we have to spray. There are so many variables that 
have to be considered when deciding when to spray, including weather, 
wind and temperature conditions. When those conditions are just right, 
there is often a very narrow window in which we must get the spraying 
done. If we miss that window or if our spraying is halted because we have 
to stop for someone on the trail, it can have serious consequences for our 
crop. 
 
Even if the spray window is left open, the presence of people on the trail 
will force us to spend additional time spraying at an additional significant 
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cost. We will have to hire spotters to look out for people on the trail when 
we are spraying, which is something that we do not employ now and will be 
an additional significant cost. 
 
The proposed trail will also pose serious food safety problems to our 
hazelnut crop and, as a result, the economic viability of our farm. Our farm 
must abide by strict food safety requirements. For example, if any 
foodborne pathogen is found in our hazelnuts, the entire lot must be 
discarded. This is explained to you in a letter from one of our hazelnut 
packers. If trash is routinely found in our fields, we will develop a poor 
reputation and our hazelnuts will not be accepted by any packer. 
 
Moreover, the merchantability of our crop depends upon our compliance 
with several voluntary certification programs, that so long as we maintain 
them, make our crops more attractive to buyers. If we ever lose these food 
safety certifications, our crops will become unmerchantable. 
 
Please understand that the presence of people on a public recreational trail 
will force these significant changes to our farm practices and will 
significantly increase our costs, which would not happen if there was not a 
trail going through our field. 
 
The applicant for the trail proposes that the farmer just has to give 72 hours 
as to when they will be spraying and they will close the trail. (We don’t 
know who we will required to give notice to. Will they be available 24 hours 
day and on weekends?) Farming and spraying is dependent on “mother 
nature”. We have to make the decision, after considering several variables 
like weather, wind and temperature, that spraying needs to happen on the 
spot, or within a few hours. This is because spraying can only be done in 
certain windows where weather conditions are just right. We don’t know in 
72 hours if it will be foggy or windy or raining all which affects our ability to 
apply our pesticides. THIS PROPOSED SOLUTION JUST DOESN’T 
WORK. 
 
The applicant for the trail proposes signage for the public to teach them 
about farming so they will understand the dust, the smells etc. Signs would 
tell them the trail is closed because of spraying, as well as tell them to stay 
out of farmers’ fields, to pick up litter and to keep dogs on leash. There is 
signage everywhere in our lives and people do not always obey what the 
signage is telling them. Signs won’t keep people out of our crops any better 
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than signs work on the highways. People still speed, run stop signs, go 
wrong ways on roads marked one way only, they ignore enter or exit only 
signs. The trail is going to attract people and tourists from all around, as is 
anticipated by the county in its plans, and if someone has driven a long way 
to use the trail only to find out it’s temporarily closed, it is very likely that 
they will find a way to use the trail anyway. SIGNS DON’T WORK. 
 
EFU zones were put into place to protect valuable farmland.  We as 
farmers have to follow all the laws and restrictions of the EFU zone the 
county should too.  This property is zoned EFU not EFU and a few trails. 
 
We urge you to vote no on the proposed trail. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
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April 27, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
Re: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Dear Members of the Board, 
 
I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on Board Order 19-94 
and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts it has to 
farmers, business owners and employers living and working in the vicinity of the trail. With the 
current depressed economic outlook, the agricultural community is already facing challenging times, 
this project furthers those hardships. 
 
I grew up on a farm and still farm, now on my own, one property that is bisected by the right-of-way 
within the 2.82-miles proposed for immediate development as a trail. On this property I raise 18 head 
of cattle, grass-fed lamb, and produce fresh whole milk that I sell directly to the public and have done 
so for four years. The property is bisected by the right of way and my cattle must cross the right-of-
way to access their pasture on the other side. The property also has a barn that is very close to the 
edge of the right-of-way. An image of this property is below: 
 

 
 
I also have a 4-acre hazelnut orchard along the 12.8-mile stretch of the proposed Trail, and others 
around Yamhill County. I routinely drive the roads surrounding the abandoned rail right-of-way and its 
 
 

Schmidt 
property 

Landlocked 
parcel 

Barn 
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April 27, 2020

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

Re: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Dear Members of the Board, 
 
 I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on Board Order 
19-94 and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts it has to 
farmers, business owners and employers living and working along the proposed trail. 
 
I have been farming hazelnuts since 2005.  Pesticides and fertilizer are necessary for a profitable 
hazelnut operation.  That led me to become a certified pesticide applicator through Chemeketa 
Community College.  Pesticide application guidelines learned are primarily for the protection of myself 
and other workers.  They are also for the protection of crops on neighboring farms and for unprotected 
people who may happen to come within the vicinity of a spray operation.  I must document the 
execution of best practices for farm food safety.  All dangers to food safety must be mitigated.  If I fail to 
protect workers, I’m out of business.  If I fail to comply with food safety laws, I’m out of business.  If I fail 
to provide proof of compliance to the above, I can’t sell my hazelnuts to the processors.  
 
Every crop has an annual cycle.  The cycle varies each year within a few weeks with the crop being early 
or late based on factors.  Working the crop day to day is dependent on weather conditions.  Wind and 
rain must be dealt with on hourly notice therefore, in season, farmers don’t take weekends and holidays 
off.  Opportunities to spray must be seized when there is a need and the conditions are right.  There is 
not enough leeway in the schedule to allow for distractions.  Preparing for an application requires 
having pesticides, water, equipment and people ready to go when needed.  We invest in our land and 
the above annually knowing lost opportunities are an expense that can never be fully recovered. The 
proposed trail would certainly cause farmers along the trail to lose opportunities to spray their crops. 
 
One of the biggest factors stated to justify creating our land use system in 1972-4 was the protection 
and preservation of farmland.  Is having the EFU designation foolish?  It has certainly constrained 
farmers options as they have lived within the rules for the last 45 years.  While the wisdom of our land 
use system may be in question, until it is changed, like all of our laws, it must be respected.  Watching 
our county government shamefully violate land use laws which have been on the books for decades to 
satisfy the personal wishes of unelected bureaucrats is disenfranchising.  Obeying the recent stay is the 
same as county government outright acknowledging deliberate violations of law.  Watching elected 
officials repeatedly rubberstamp those illegal actions has continually disappointed many voters’ 
expectations of them.  The farmers have demonstrated, beyond a shadow of a doubt that the adverse 
impacts to agriculture a Westsider trail would cause are overwhelming.  When the county ignores 
remand instructions, it tacitly acknowledges it has acted in bad faith.  No one is fooled.  Please consider 
your oath of office, your reputation and your legacy.  It’s not too late to vote no on the trail. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Tom Hammer 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY 

 
Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating 
to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

 
 
 
DECLARATION OF 
JOHN VAN DYKE 
 
 

I, John Van Dyke, am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify and make this declaration 
from my own personal knowledge.  I hereby state as follows: 

1. I own about 22 acres of land zoned EFU that adjoins the old abandoned rail right of way 
upon which the county proposes to construct the Yamhelas Trail.  My property 
specifically adjoins the area where the county was constructing the Stag Hollow Bridge 
before LUBA stayed that construction.   

2. On my farm, there are cattle and other livestock; we plant and maintain livestock pasture 
and we grow and cut hay that is used for the on-premises livestock, and that is also sold 
to other farmers for their livestock.   

3. My property not only abuts the old abandoned right of way, but also abuts the real 
property known as “The Bus Barn” that is situated on Highway 240 that serves as the 
access and parking for the Stag Hollow Bridge and its construction area.   

4. Because of the significant adverse impacts to farming from the proposed Yamhelas Trail, 
I have been a Petitioner in all four of the LUBA appeals regarding its approval and 
construction. 

5. I have attended many county Board of Commissioners meetings and, when the county 
has allowed me to do so, I have offered testimony regarding the harm that the proposed 
trail would cause to farming in Yamhill County generally, and to farmers who farm along 
the proposed trail, specifically. 

6. I am recognized as associated with the group of farmers opposing the Yamhelas Trail. 
7. On April 25, 2019, I was outside on my own property and I observed that there was 

equipment staging occurring on the Bus Barn property that is adjacent to my property.  
8. I saw a person whom I recognized as a county employee and Yamhelas Trail project 

manager (or who carries a similar title), Carrie Martin.  I overheard Ms. Martin talking 
loudly, apparently frustrated that equipment could not access the old abandoned rail right 
of way due to two (2) vehicles blocking the access gate.  She had evidently not made 
previous arrangements to have the gate area cleared.  

9. When she observed me watching, became quite obviously enraged that I was there.  She 
flipped me off, got in her car and sped away.  What I mean when I say “flipped me off” is 
that she turned directly toward me, looked at me, raised her arm high in the air, held up 
her middle finger, depressed her other fingers, and shook her arm and raised hand at me 
for a period of approximately 5 seconds.   

10. I did not respond and merely went into my home.   
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April 23, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Departments 
525 NE Fourth Street McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Board of Commissioners and Planning Department, 
 
I would like to provide some of my thoughts and additional input as to why I am not in favor of the 
"Yamhelas Westside Trail (YWT) because it greatly impacts my farm operation as well as my 
neighbors farm operations. Please reconsider developing this trail. I would like this letter to be put 
into the record of this proceeding. Thank you. 
 
Allowing people to access a trail going through prime commercial farm ground is much like the 
"Corona Virus" we are experiencing now. It comes, spreads and potentially can infest my crops and 
forces me to change and adapt my farm operation which costs me time and money plus hassle and 
stress. I would have to take extra precautions not only to keep my crops "safe" plus protect myself 
from lawsuits and complaints, but will also be severely impacted by being forced to change my 
spraying applications and harvest procedures. All of which add significant expense. The only way to 
stop the spread of this "general public virus" is with "social distancing". This means the public needs 
to stay away from farming practices for their own safety and for our benefit to be able to get our 
work done hassle free. This is why the state of Oregon established zoning laws because they knew 
that certain practices don't mix. 
 
EFU is called Exclusive Farm Use only. But the supporters of this trail, again, are like a virus and 
keep mutating because they do not want to be "distanced". They want to be in the midst of our farm 
operations and share our domain. Why must we "mutate" to accommodate them? It will cost us 
significant loss of revenue and significantly change the way we farm. We have been farming here for 
decades and some growers for many generations, growing crops to sustain our livelihood and 
contributing to the livelihood of everyone in Yamhill County and beyond. We are part of a 
community that used to get along with each other the way things were. Zoning was established for a 
reason. To allow industries, schools, parks, resident living, agriculture etc. to "do their thing" in a 
zone designated to them. 
 
Why is it that so many experts in agricultural practices have submitted letters and testimonies on 
how farming operations work and how those farming operations will be significantly adversely 
impacted by the development of a public recreational trail going right through the middle of them, 
and yet it all falls on deaf ears and this trail project continues? 
 
There are already people walking on the right-of-way, and I can see little trails that have developed 
in the brush leading out to my field by people curious to get a peek of my crop. Soon the clover crop 
will be a beautiful brilliant crimson color and it will attract photographers galore which is fine as 
long as they don't stand in it, which unfortunately they often do without permission not knowing that 
it is a private crop and not a public park. Our field has the greatest trespassing disadvantage as it is at 
the southern terminus of the proposed 2.82-mile segment of trail – it is the first field adjacent to the 
ROW heading north out of Carlton. This southern terminus will ultimately have the highest number 
of trail users as it is close to town. It can be accessed from Roosevelt street which is not yet a 
through fare. Trail users will inevitably park in the vacant lot neat the trail and from there, will 
trespass onto our field which is unfenced. 
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It may be difficult to comprehend because many urban people are so far removed from agricultural 
practices today and don't really understand farming and what we do and how we do it. Oregon is an 
agriculture and timber state above all other industries providing jobs for multitudes of people. 
Oregon farmers raise over 220 different types crops and animals. Why would you want to hamper 
that? There are plenty of places to recreate. Oregon is a mecca of wonderful trails. I invite anyone to 
spend a few hours on a large working farm operation (not a hobby farm that simply grows a garden) 
and truly experience what we do because how can you understand what you have never seen? 
Farming is a complex multifaceted industry with lots of moving parts and variables. Farmers work 
extremely hard and often have very little profit margins. Why should a trail go through some of the 
best prime farm ground in the Willamette Valley and jeopardize family farms? I will make an 
attempt to explain this and why this proposed trail cannot work under any circumstances because it 
will significantly change my farming practices and significantly increase the cost of those practices. 
 
I own 50 acres of EFU zoned land just north of Carlton City limits and at the southern terminus of 
the 2.82-mile section of trail that is proposed to be developed first. My field is approximately 1,366 
feet alongside the ROW (proposed trail). Below is an image of my farm: 
 

 
 
I have been farming in the area for over 30 years and own other parcels of EFU zone ground 
throughout this county as well as in Washington and Marion counties. I primarily raise grass and 
clover seed but other crops as well.  Some of my fields are contracted out to other growers to raise 
com, beans, wheat, blueberries etc. I have a private spray applicators license and am familiar with the 
pesticide application laws, but often contract out those services to other operators who have superior 
knowledge with how and when to spray, fertilize etc. This is a most important and vital step when 
growing crops and a highly regarded base of expertise. It is completely dependent on the timing of 
the year and the weather. We cannot control the weather and it can change drastically from hour to 
hour. 

ROW 

McCarthy 
50 acres 

2.82-mile segment 
southern terminus at 

Roosevelt St. 
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I have owned this piece of property in Carlton for 2 years and it is now in a Crimson clover crop.  
Farming is a dynamic and constantly changing business. While I am currently building up the soil to 
get ready to grow another crop.  The practice of changing what crops you grow from season to 
season or every few years in order to break up the cycle of weeds, disease, and to rest and improve 
the soil is called “crop rotation” and this is an accepted farming practice. This is what all farmers do.  
We grow a multitude of different crops and raise livestock and this changes all the time.  Farmers 
also rely on market demand to determine what crops the will grow and/or livestock they will raise. 
Because markets change all the time, so do our crops in response. We live in a time of world markets 
and countries around the globe dictate what crops we will raise. If there is a boom in a certain crop, 
say hazelnuts like there is now, then I will change my crop to hazelnuts. The ability to change what 
crops you grow in response to market demand is an accepted farming practice.  
 
We are ready to change our crop for next year. We are scheduled to plant hazelnuts (filberts) like my 
neighboring farms but because of this proposed trail, I am reluctant to do so and may not even be 
able to do it. If the proposed trail is constructed, I will be unable to properly manage this type of 
crop. For one, I would have my hazelnuts sprayed aerially with pesticides.  Aerial spraying is the 
most efficient form of spraying large hazelnut orchards and is an accepted farming practice.  If the 
trail is constructed, I will be unable to aerially spray because of the presence of the trail. Aerial 
applicators will not touch my field because it is adjacent to a public recreational trail used by 
uncovered people, dogs and horses, and the risk of drift onto a sensitive site like that is simply too 
great. Some chemicals such a Gramoxone has a label restricting us from spraying around any 
recreational area such as this trail. If you cannot spray your crop, yields and quality are lowered and 
you get less money for your crop. Agricultural practices are already regulated by many rules and this 
is one more by having trail users around that we shouldn't have to endure. 
 
In addition, I will be unable to grow hazelnuts because of potential food safety risks due to 
contamination by trail users, their trash and their dogs and horses. Vectors of food borne 
contamination will be brought into our farm from trash, trespassing people and domestic animals and 
horses if the trail is constructed.  As is explained to you in two letters from hazelnut packers in the 
area, if any contamination is found in a crop, the entire lot must be discarded.  Therefore, growing 
hazelnuts beside a public recreational trail is a risk that I am not willing to take if food safety issues 
are not resolved by this proposal. Hazelnuts are a high cash crop valued at $3,000 - $4,000 per acre. 
The proposed trail is limiting my right to raise the crops I want to farm. I could be making $150,000 
to $250,0000 gross earning on this acreage, but am being forced to wait to see whether the trail will 
be approved or not so that I can decide what to do.  Hazelnuts are not an annual crop, but on average 
are productive for 40 years.  My inability to raise hazelnuts will affect my potential income for years 
to come. This alone is my biggest financial impact to my farm practice – the loss of potential 
earnings. 
 
Also my land value changes depending on what crops can be grown on it. So today farm ground in 
this area is valued roughly $10,000 per acre. My acreage could be worth triple with a hazelnut 
orchard on it. That's $30,000 per acre! I am an older farmer and I have to plan for the future which 
may mean my land might have to be sold. This proposed trail severely devalues my property because 
no farmer would want the headaches by having to change farm practices and risk profits by having 
the general public in close proximity especially when growing a food crop like hazelnuts. 
 
All crops are different and the practices different such as applying sprays & harvest techniques & 
even the equipment used is different. The applicant thinks they can find a solution to accommodate 
us with all the crop diversity? You cannot accommodate all our needs to have this trail because our 
needs change as our crops and or livestock operations change. How can we explain how we can be 
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accommodated when we don't know what our future crops will be? But the constant is, that we 
always have to comply with food safely rules, spaying rules and quality assurance and that is why 
people, their dogs and horses shouldn't be strolling in our midst. 
 
I also am a seed dealer and owner of Ground Zero Seed company which markets seed throughout the 
United states, Europe and Asia. I work with many growers throughout the state of Oregon and the 
Pacific northwest. I have been doing this for almost 45 years. I work in conjunction with the OSU 
(Oregon State University) seed certification, ODA (Oregon Dept of Agriculture), USDA (United 
States Dept of Ag.) to ensure all our seeds will comply with pytosanitary standards. Pytosanitary 
standards are required by all foreign countries before a shipment can be made. The pytosanitary 
standard includes testing for contaminants, weeds, soil quality, disease, pests, etc. This crop of 
crimson clover in our current Carlton field is under contract to be shipped to Japan. With people on 
the trail I may not be able to apply the sprays I need to ensure that this crop is a pure quality that will 
pass the pytosanitary test. 
 
For one, we must observe the application exclusion zone (AEZ) when we spray.  AEZ requirements 
say that you must suspend application if people are in the AEZ which is 100 feet from application 
equipment in all directions at the federal level and 150 feet in Oregon. On my other farms alongside 
a roadway, observing the AEZ isn’t too difficult to do because there is only an occasional cyclist, 
and only during the summer months, and virtually no walkers because the road shoulders are too 
narrow, so people are generally not around. With this proposed trail, the people would be using it 
year-round and in the summer months it could be an endless non-stop stream of people, cycling 
events etc. If the trail is constructed, I will have to abide by the AEZ where I did not have to before 
because people weren’t present before on the railroad right-of-way. To ensure that no one is in the AEZ 
while I spray, I will have to hire spotters to alert me when trail goers are present and when it is safe to 
resume spraying.  Hired help is $24/hour on call. Currently, I can't even see the trail due to the brush, 
so I would have to hire 2 spotters on each side of the my field. They would have to be trained (a 
cost) and wear protective clothing (a cost).  It is very difficult to calculate the extra hours it would 
take and costs I will incur, because there are so many variables to take into account, but the change 
in how I spray, and the extra time and costs will be significant. 
 
Another unacceptable option is to spray in a manner where the AEZ would not extend off of my 
property and onto the trail, thereby avoiding the possibility of trail goers coming into the AEZ at all.  
This option is unacceptable because I would be unable to manage my crops for weeds and pests right 
up to the edge of my field which abuts the ROW.  By not being able to spray my entire field I risk 
weed and pest contamination of the rest of my crop, because weeds will grow and accumulate along 
my field edges, producing contaminating seeds that will spread throughout my field. This would 
force me to spray more often and at greater quantities in the area I can spray, costing me more time 
and money to correct. 
 
The county’s proposed 72-hour advanced notice to shut down the trail for spraying is completely 
unworkable.  Farmers cannot predict with any degree of certainty 72 hours prior to spraying that 
conditions will be right to spray, because there are so many different variables that an applicator 
must take into consideration when deciding when and where to spray. Great experience is needed as 
to when to spray or not because this is taken very seriously.  Labels must be strictly followed so as to 
not cause violations and potential loss of licenses. Often, when weather conditions are ideal, the 
applicator must quickly rush to perform the task of spraying. You simply can't give advanced notice 
to shut a trail down. By the time you give notice, the weather can change and you will have lost your 
window. Or you start spraying and the weather changes so you can't finish and have to wait a few 
more hours or days until you can resume.  Sometimes spraying must occur at a moment’s notice 
when the farmer walks out into his crop to investigate how its growing. If the farmer sees a problem 
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there is a rush to correct it before it gets worse. We simply can't give 72 hour notice.  
 
I also must use slug and rodent bait in my fields. I am prohibited from using these baits unless I can 
guarantee that children and domestic animals will not get into the treated area. If the trail is 
constructed, it will introduce an opportunity for children and domestic animals to trespass into an 
area where they weren’t before and I must then be able to ensure that they can’t get into the treated 
area. 
 
A fence will also not stop the spread of weeds. Trail goers will bring in tiny weed seeds in their 
socks and shoes and clothing as well on their dogs and horses and on the wheels of bicycles and 
strollers, all of which seeds have a tendency to stick to. Those seeds will fall off and blow into my 
field, contaminating it with invasive weeds. My clover crop will then not meet the quality 
specifications of my contract with the Japanese and thus have to be sold as low quality seed at a 
significantly discounted price. That discounted price could be 30% lower and again this depends as 
the markets change and the values change. Failure to deliver a pytosanitary certificate would cause 
loss of contract and future contracts may not be renewed. I would lose the inability to even market 
my seed. This is a huge financial impact. 
 
I am also very concerned with potential lawsuits with people being openly exposed strolling through 
a farm operation. Even if there's absolutely no spray drift whatsoever, there is always the "danger" of 
drift. Even if our spray applications are done 100% legally, that doesn't mean that people won't 
complain. Or if any aliment is developed from using the trail it will be blamed on the farmer even if 
it has nothing to do with us or beyond our control i.e. pollen. The calls to the ODA will be enormous 
and ODA must investigate every claim. Responding to these claims, which we must even if they are 
complaints without merit, will cost us time and money. I am estimating that the extra costs will be 
thousands of dollars. Unknown dollars lost if lawsuits are filed and we are forced to defend them, 
even if they ultimately have no merit.  
 
In addition, I am concerned about the heavy dust that is blown up during the racking up of hazelnuts 
from the ground.  And horses and dogs getting spooked from the huge loud machines going by? Dust 
from the application of lime? Or the smell of sprays, slug bait far away? Or manure? What about 
when we work our ground disking the fields in the fall creating dust? Do we shut the trail down for 
that too? And then there's harvest time with an explosion of activity that lasts for weeks in the 
summer. Combines expelling dust and chaff. Trucks hauling seed making dust.  Bailers & rakers 
making dust. Failing the stubble making dust. The potential of drift is there and dust cannot be 
stopped by a fence. Heck, the entire Willamette valley gets "dusty" during harvest time. Most people 
are not openly exposed to it meaning standing there watching it from the trail in close proximity. 
This might be a fun experience to stand and watch harvest. Do we need to hire spotters again to stop 
the people going by to protect them? 
 
Finally, because our farm is located at the southern terminus of the 2.82-mile segment of trail 
planned for development first, we will bear the brunt of the farm impacts from the use of the ROW 
access on Roosevelt St. as a trailhead. The applicant has provided no plans that we are aware of for 
parking, bathroom facilities or fencing at this trailhead. We will surely experience the problems that 
come with that access being an informal trailhead, including that trail goers will inevitably end up 
parking on the vacant lot next to our field in order to access the trailhead, and that they will litter and 
relieve themselves and allow their animals to relieve themselves in my nearby field. These are all 
significant impacts for the reasons explained above. 
 
I am well established with Oregon agriculture practices. I have seen changes throughout the years 
but I have never experienced this type of situation before where the general public wants to "share" a 
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farmers domain. This is a burden. This rails to trails type projects are a newer development and a 
great idea in certain areas. Sure it would be nice if I had a "hobby farm" and could give out tractor 
rides and come pet the farm animals but these types of "farms" do not have to contend with strict 
regulations, certifications and food safety standards like we do. I am not against a trail. I can see how 
it can work in other types of zoning areas but NOT in exclusive farm use ground. Not on this ROW 
that goes between Yamhill and Carlton. The audacity that this was even considered is 
incomprehensible. It is a horrible violation to a farmers right to farm in the appropriate zoning of his 
own land. There have been a few attempts to develop these trails through farm ground in Union and 
Benton counties which have similarly failed because of significant farm practice impact and 
financial impact. We have already proved a significant farm impact and financial impact and the 
county has not shown that it is able to mitigate those impacts. They did not even bother to perform a 
farm impact study, nobody talked with us years ago or even now. 
 
And to the wine industry supporters of this proposed trail. I always thought we were on the same 
side with our agriculture neighbors, promoting and supporting Oregon agriculture and its products 
but apparently not. This proposed trail would have folks skipping to go and sip your wine while our 
livelihood is threatened by their presence. I would love to see a trail of pedestrians, bikes, dogs and 
horses be able to go through your vineyard operations. It's a better view up there anyway. You'd be 
having to write basically the same letter as I'm having to write now about how you disapprove a 
public trail going through your vineyard. Your growing operations would have the same problems as 
ours with the general public there. And your losses by not being able to spray or harvest when people 
are around would be the same.
Aren't these examples of a significant change in accepted farming practices and increases to the cost 
of accepted farming imposed by the trail users? Name me who else, what farmer would have to put 
up with this nonsense? The fact that you are proposing these silly solutions is admitting that the trail 
does indeed affect farming operations. 
 
Remember we make "dust, noise and stink" - as it says in your county website 
...."So...You Think You Want to Live in the Country?...Here are some things you should know 
before moving to rural Yamhill county." Some direct quotes are..."Farmers create dust and noise in 
the process of working fields and harvesting crops." "Fields are routinely sprayed with chemicals, 
sometimes by airplane, and it is difficult to control overspray in all situations." "These farming 
practices are protected in farm zones." "Farmers are not required to alter their methods, even if they 
disturb or irritate you." Please read your own pamphlet and reflect. 
 
I would love to have ANY farmer, all Oregon agricultural agencies, anybody that has any clue how 
farming practices work to read this letter and what the applicant, our county, the trail supporters etc. 
intend to propose to solve our farm impact problems by having this nice idea in the wrong place, 
"Yamhelas Westsider trail" open to the general public so they can stroll, cycle, ride whatever through 
our intensive farm operations in EFU zone. The farmers are being reasonable, they are not lying 
when trying to explain their operations and the troubles with having people around. Anyone in the 
agriculture industry would agree. Our added costs, hassles and restrictions of having multitudes of 
people and/or animals around are  devastating. 
 
I am really tired of having to explain to an audience that doesn't want to believe the facts. They 
want what they want what they want... but they didn't do their homework and study, they just did 
it. The well of deception runs deep. And now they have made a huge mess for themselves, for 
example, with the construction of the trail bridge over Stag Hollow Creek that has been stayed 
by LUBA, and have wasted taxpayer dollars. The applicant and supporters of this proposed trail 
knew very well the restricted uses in EFU zoning yet deceived the public into thinking it could 
even be a possibility when it could never be a possibility because it forces a significant change 
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April 28, 2019 

Yamhill County Commissioners, 
 
I was contacted by Jim VanDyke about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and about trail impacts on 
agriculture. I have experienced negative ag impacts along the Banks-Vernonia State Trail. I am a 3rd 
generation farmer in Washington County near the town of Banks. 
 
In the 2000s, I rented ground and planted sweet corn on the George Schmidlin property along the 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail. When raising sweet corn, you usually start watering towards the end of 
June. Once you start watering, you want to stay on a 10 day schedule. 
 
We had watered the field two times and were setting up to start over it for the third time when we had 
a problem. When hooking up the pipe, we got to the end and found that two 6” diameter by 40’ length 
of aluminum irrigation pipe were gone. 
 
On the ground were drag marks where someone had drug them to the Banks-Vernonia Trail. I called the 
Washington County Sheriff who came out and walked down the trail but found nothing. The pipe were 
never recovered. 
 
This caused a delay in our watering schedule and added time/expense until we could get more pipe to 
reach the end of the field. In addition, we would have occasional trash along the edge of the field to 
clean up on top of it all.  
 
When the corn was ripe, there would be cobs missing along the border from trespassers from the trail. 
Fortunately, we did not have any fuel or equipment vandalism but it was a constant concern. 
 
As a farmer impacted by a trail through farmland, I do not recommend the trail project as proposed in 
Yamhill County because of the impacts it causes to agriculture. 
 
Larry Duyck 
503.312.5395 
 
CC: Jim VanDyke 
CC: Jerry Mann 
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April 28, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department,   
 
I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on 
Board Order 19-94 and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and 
the detrimental impacts it has to farmers, business owners and employers living 
and working in the vicinity of the trail. With the current depressed economic 
outlook, the agricultural community is already facing challenging times, this 
project furthers those hardships. 
 
Fences are a tool which can be useful if effective but can also be ineffective and 
harmful if designed improperly or used in a manner that interrupts time sensitive 
farm work.  A trail alongside a farm has its problems.  But a trail through the 
middle of farms is a disaster!  It is a substantial barrier to farming and potentially 
exposes trail users to the uncomfortable realities of the dusty business of farming 
be it working ground for planting, spreading lime, fertilizer etc. or harvesting 
grass seed or hazelnuts.  It won't be a pleasant trip. 
 
The primary purpose of fences is protection of animals, people and property.  A 
fence designed to contain livestock or protect valuable assets is not a trail fence.  
It is the responsibility of the farmer to contain his stock.  It is the trail applicant’s 
responsibility to contain trail users to the trail.  So far, the applicant has not 
proposed a specific type or design of fence for the trail, and therefore we cannot 
evaluate the effectiveness of the fence. 
 
At the LUBA hearing on the trail which resulted in this remand hearing the 
attorney for the applicant improperly introduced new evidence with regard to the 
planned solar installation on tax lot R3409-400 at 15000 Hwy 47, Yamhill OR 
97148.  He blithely stated that since the solar installation would have a fence the 
applicant would not need to install one.  Wrong!  Apparently he is not aware of 
the plans for this installation because the applicant did not bother to ask.  If this 
project comes to fruition the plan is to off-set the fence from the property line so 
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that predator control measures can be installed to prevent coyotes or dogs from 
attacking the flock of sheep which will be used for vegetation control under the 
panels.  It is not a trail fence.  The trail will require its own fence so that trail users 
or their dogs do not encounter those predator control measures.    
   
Trail applicants, advocates and potential users have little if any knowledge about 
livestock issues.  There are many types of livestock along the proposed trail 
route: sheep, dairy cows, beef cattle, goats, alpaca and of course horses.  Most 
trail users will have little if any knowledge of the characteristics of each type of 
animal.  The fencing needed for one type of livestock will not do for another.  A 
four foot fence which can contain sheep will not work so well for horses or cows.  
Electrified fences to contain livestock and/or deter predators are another type of 
fencing often used on farms.  Such tools pose a hazard or at least unpleasant 
experience for trespassers not knowledgeable about such tools.  Equipped with 
an electric wire on the lower outside perimeter, a 4 or 5 ft fence can contain 
sheep and deter coyotes from digging under the fence to kill lambs.   
 
Dogs are not coyotes.  Some dogs are helpmates on a farm.  And even nonfarm 
dogs serve their purpose.  Not all dogs will attack sheep or other livestock but 
even the most well behaved dog can become a killer.  Even a small dog can kill 
by crowding sheep into an enclosed space causing them to suffocate.  A dog that  
attacks sheep doesn't just go after lambs and doesn't do clean kills. They maim 
and mutilate both lambs and ewes. To them it's a big game.  A large dog can 
clear a 4 ft fence. Some electric fence equipment might be somewhat effective at 
deterring large domestic dogs, but installing them would come at a significant 
cost (more than $1.50/ft + charger equipment costs). This is a costly 
improvement that we currently do not have to make because there are no 
domestic dogs that use the ROW.  Obviously such containment and protective 
fences would need to be offset from any “trail fence”.  All this adds significant 
cost to the farm operation.  We used to be able to rely on the sheriff's office to 
deal with dogs harassing livestock, but recently it has abandoned its animal 
control program and now we're left on our own. 
 
Do not assume trail users will keep their dogs on leash.  Some will, some will not.  
Any trail fence should be sufficiently tall and strong to prevent trail users or their 
dogs from leaving the trail whether it's for some photo op in a field of crimson 
clover or meadowfoam or to harass livestock.  The rule should be look but don't 
touch.  Keep your dog on a leash! 
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Of course the issues of trail fences across working fields has no solution that 
does not adversely affect farming in a devastating way. 
 
Don't put trails through farms! 
 
I hope it is clear to you that this trail will significantly impact our farming operation 
and those of several surrounding family farms.  It will directly affect the 
productivity of our crops and our ability to properly manage them and care for our 
livestock. 
 
The lack of acknowledgement and assessment of farm impacts is disheartening 
and potentially devastating to many family farms in Yamhill County including 
ours. 
 
I urge you to vote no on this trail. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
B. J. Matthews 
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April 28, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department,   
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional input about the detrimental effects of the 
proposed trail between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. This letter emphasizes the danger of 
trail goers using Hwy 240 to access the proposed 2.82-mile segment of the trail slated for 
immediate development that the applicant has not addressed. 
 
The applicant has said that this segment of the trail would only be used by people in the local 
communities of Yamhill and Carlton, and is especially needed by children who live in Carlton 
and need an alternative, walking route to get to school in Yamhill. To make the shoulder of 
Hwy 240 safer for trail users accessing the trail, the applicant proposed marking the shoulder: 
 

 
 
“Marking” the shoulder will do absolutely nothing to make Hwy 240 safer for trail users, 
especially schoolchildren, accessing the trail.  The distance from the bus barn, the northern 
terminus of the 2.82-mile trail segment, to the Yamhill-Carlton Intermediate School along Hwy 
240 is about 0.64 mile.  About 0.42 mile of that distance has a sidewalk. The remaining 
approximately 0.22 mile of it to does not – it only has very narrow or nonexistent, dangerous 
shoulders. 
 
The following photo shows Hwy 240 looking east from Yamhill toward the bus barn where the 
sidewalk ends and the narrow shoulder begins: 
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This photo shows Hwy 240 looking west toward the City of Yamhill, also with very narrow 
shoulders: 
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Hwy 240 at its intersection with NE Stillers Mill Rd. has a bridge. This photo is looking west on 
Hwy 240 toward that intersection/bridge: 

 
There is virtually no shoulder on the bridge, and the speed limit is 40 mph, making it 
extremely dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians, and especially schoolchildren to 
traverse: 
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I hope it is clear to you that simply marking the shoulders will do nothing to make Hwy 240 
safer for trail goers accessing the trail from Hwy 240, especially schoolchildren who the 
applicant says this trail will be used and is needed by. 
 
Would you use this route to walk to the trail?  Would you let your kids or grandkids?  And once 
you get to Yamhill, where will you park?  On the street blocking driveways? 
 
Seems to me this is more of the same: nonexistent foresight and consideration for the 
community.  The applicant has made to attempt to address the serious traffic/safety impacts 
that this trail will cause, only to propose “marking” the shoulder to somehow make it “safer” for 
trail users, including schoolchildren. No amount of marking the shoulder can make it safer. It 
is ludicrous that the applicant insists that children will be able to access and use the trail to 
get to and from school. 
 
Stop this nonsense.  Vote no on the trail.  Don't dig yourself in deeper. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
B. J. Matthews 
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April 27, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department,   
 
I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on Board Order 19-94 and 
urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts it has to farmers, 
business owners and employers living and working in the vicinity of the trail. With the current depressed 
economic outlook, the agricultural community is already facing challenging times, this project furthers 
those hardships. 
 
I have been farming in Yamhill County for over 50 years. I own or co-own 140 acres of prime farmland 
along the ROW that is proposed for development as a trail. I am the sole owner of the best 80-acres 
which is located in the 2.8 miles of the ROW slated for immediate development. This 80 acres is 
bisected by the ROW.  It has been in the family for over 150 years and predates the railroad.  Referring 
to this 80 acres, the EFU portion west of the ROW is leased and has had a variety of annual or perennial 
crops planted over the years.  Preparations and investments have been made for establishing a hazelnut 
orchard on between 48 and 60 acres. The approximately 14.4 acre portion of this tract east of the ROW 
is zoned AF10 and is currently in alfalfa. 
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Below is a photo of our 80-acre farm along the 2.82-mile segment of trail proposed for development: 
 

 
 
 
This is a photo of our 14.4 acre alfalfa field on the east side of the ROW: 
 

 

ROW 

80 acres 
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Plans are also in place to install a solar installation on 12 acres immediately adjacent to the ROW at 
Fryer Rd.. Should this project come to fruition plans are to graze sheep under the panels for vegetation 
maintenance, a practice common in other parts of the country and around the world. 
 
The elevation of the railroad grade above the eastern portion my 80-acre farm in particular, is of concern 
with regard to drainage.  In some places, the elevation above the east side of our field appears to be at 
least 6 ft.  While there was a single tile line across the ROW where the railroad had a culvert in the past, 
it has not been maintained and will not handle the runoff from a paved trail.  This runoff will result in a 
wet field with very poor productivity.  This is a significant impact because we will be forced to install 
tile drains in our field at an enormous cost in order to handle the runoff and allow our field to drain so 
that it can maintain its current productivity. 
 
In addition, line-of-sight along the ROW is not good enough to see when people are on it, so when we 
spray the pesticides we must spray, spotters would have to be hired and trained including pesticide 
training.  All of this costs significant time and money that we do not have to expend currently, and that is 
even if you can find someone to do it. Hired help is hard to find. 
 
Crop rotation is common in agriculture.  Some crops like Hazelnuts are long term (many decades).  
Other perennial crops (some grass seed and clover crops) are on a few years’ rotation while others 
(wheat, tillage radish, meadowfoam, oats and some clovers) are annuals.  Forage crops like various 
grasses and alfalfa with proper maintenance can be productive for 4 years (alfalfa) to decades (grass 
pasture).  All crops require proper maintenance and care to be productive. The particular herbicide, 
fungicide and pest control needed depend on the type of crop and weed and pest issues encountered.  So 
what is used in one situation may not be the best choice for another.   
 
I hold a private pesticide applicator license from ODA and am well aware of the constraints on applying 
these useful tools for maintaining productivity and doing so safely.  Regulations like state and federal 
AEZ's (application exclusion zones) and RET's (re-entry times) both constrain how these materials are 
applied.  What I use depends on the crop and the problem. Gramoxone and glyphosate are two chemicals 
that we must use on our farm that are applied with either a boom sprayer or spot sprayers.  Broadleaf 
weed killers of which there are several such as MCPA amine and SENCOR (Metribuzin) are also used.  
Select Max is specific for control of grasses and cereal grains in Meadowfoam in Oregon.  Which 
chemical is used depends on the type of crop and a host of conditions, including weather, wind, 
temperature, and whether people are in the vicinity.  Also, depending on the crop and conditions, I use 
Deadline mini-pellets slug bait.  Where gophers are a problem, I use Fumitoxin and gopher traps for 
gopher control and on occasion, squirrel traps for ground squirrel problems in or near Hazelnuts. These 
are accepted farming practices.  Both slug bait and traps can be a hazard for dogs.  Slug bait is both 
attractive to and toxic to dogs.  Fumitoxin may also be a hazard for dogs if they dig into a treated burrow 
before the phosphine gas has dissipated.  They can become poisoned by the gas and die.  How long it 
takes to dissipate in a gopher or squirrel burrow varies depending on the burrow structure.  A squirrel 
trap can also do a job on a nose or a paw.  When using these traps and fumigants, I must ensure that 
people and domestic animals cannot access the area being treated. With the trail, I will have to take extra 
security measures to ensure that people or their dogs can’t get to the area being treated.  Please 
understand that while these hazards may sound unusually dangerous (and they are when not done 
properly) they are all commonly accepted farming practices that are conducted on farms across the state 
of Oregon and across the county. 
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If the trail is approved, the costs of my tenant west of the ROW will increase and his ability to properly 
care for his crops including the planned hazelnut orchard will affect his profitability.  He will be using a 
program for weed and sucker control as well as a fungicide program essential to hazelnut orchard 
establishment and maintenance.  The trail means he will have to deal with AEZ regulations and 
associated costs such as those described by Ben VanDyke.  Consequently, neither he nor I will obtain the 
same income we are currently earning.  Also, since I will no longer be able to spray Gramoxone on my 
fields because of label restrictions preventing me from spraying around recreational areas, the 
productivity and quality of my entire Alfalfa field will suffer. 
 
In addition, the migration of weeds and weed seeds to my field from the trail and its users also impacts 
yield and quality when I grow seed crops on this ground because they will decrease yields and increase 
seed cleaning cost. 
 
In addition to field crops, along the ROW planned for eventual development of the trail north of 
Yamhill, we run about 40 head of sheep (currently 43 ewes) pastured part of the year in a field. bordered 
by the ROW.  Some of these sheep may be used to control the vegetation under solar panels.  We raise 
sheep for meat and wool.  The current lamb crop is up to 54 and we're not done with lambing yet.  The 
problems a trail introduces for livestock have been delineated in the record and in additional comments 
on fencing submitted for this hearing. 
 
I hope it is clear to you that this trail will significantly impact our farming operation and those of several 
surrounding family farms.  It will directly affect the productivity of our crops and our ability to properly 
manage them and care for our livestock. 
 
The lack of acknowledgement and assessment of farm impacts is disheartening and potentially 
devastating to many family farms in Yamhill County including ours. 
 
I urge you to vote no on this trail. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Gordon Dromgoole 
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April 29, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 

Re: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the YamhelasWestsider Trail 
 
Dear Members of the Board, 
 
 I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional input in light of the remand on Board Order 
19-94 and urge you to reconsider the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the detrimental impacts it has to 
farmers, business owners and employers living and working in the vicinity of the trail. With the current 
depressed economic outlook, the agricultural community is already facing challenging times, this project 
furthers those hardships. 
 
My name is Lynne Wiser. I have only lived ever lived in Yamhill County. Grew up in McMinnville but 
moved out here to Gun Club Road in May of 1989. We have two acres on the southern end of the rail 
road parcel that the county bought and they planned a parking lot on the rail bed at the west end of our 
property.  
 
We have horses, sheep, poultry, dogs and cats currently. We have also had rabbits, goats and calves at 
times. I have owned horses since I was 1974 when we lived in town and I boarded at the Yamhill County 
Fair Grounds. Had sheep here since 1992.  Both for wool and for meat. 
 
We maintain a pasture that borders the rail property so we do spray when needed. And the field that 
belongs to the late Gary Johnson who has the field behind us on the north sprays as he grows various 
crops such as alfalfa, wheat, clover and grass seed and it also has been has also been used for sheep as 
well and they spray. Tip Pekkola is leasing that property now. 
 
 Our concerns are the use of our pasture for our animals. Like I said above I boarded horses in a public 
facility and that means I have dealt with the public in regards to livestock for many years by doing so as 
well as we have participated in many public events such as petting zoos, county and state livestock and 
horse events where the public comes from all walks of life. People who may not see such livestock have 
the opportunity, under supervision mostly, to see these animals up close and learn about them from the 
livestock participants. We have seen how little many know about such animals and we understand they 
do not know and we try to inform them. We also have encountered those members of groups like PETA 
who do not seem to care for ownership of such animals and they have harassed the people, kids 
included for having them. They have also turned animals loose in the middle of the night with some 
becoming injured as well both at county and state fairs even with security there. I say this because this is 
in a controlled situation and there are still issues that can cause harm to not just livestock but to other 
property and even could injure humans who are not aware yet may be in the way of a frightened 
animal. We do not have the ability to monitor our animals to that extent out here. Nor should we need 
to. Biosecurity is extremely important for our livestock. It matters not if they are to be in the food chain 
or not. We raise some for food as do many out here. Biosecurity is to protect our livestock and us plus 
other’s livestock and other folks. As it is with just those going down the road we have items they have to 
throw up and over our 4’ field fence to get it in the pasture things that can injure or cripple our livestock 
and cause issues for us as we try to maintain the property .  a tin can may not seem dangerous but when 
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an animal gets it caught on their hoof it can end up with an injury serious enough it has to be put down… 
that happened to one of the neighbors. I walk the fence line at least once a week. It is no fun if your 
mower hits a glass bottle either. It is enough as it is we do not need any more. We already had to gate 
our barn driveway as people would stop and give them food and pet the horses. We still have people 
stop because they want to see the horses or the lambs. But with other animals along the trail if they 
throw food or they want to touch them it can cause harm or death. Biosecurity has become ever more 
important pretty much that is what we as people are attempting to do with this Covid 19 issue. It is a 
very important part of any farm operation. At events we can somewhat control the encounters between 
people and the livestock but we work hard to do so and it is time consuming and tiring, nice when fair is 
over and you get back to the farm…. Unless you end up with constantly being on display and within easy 
access of those who admire and those who look to do harm.  
dogs are a huge issue as we have dogs to help us with the livestock. A dog does not have to get into our 
filed to cause issues they can run the fence and cause sheep to pile in a corner and injure or kill 
themselves. We already have had issues with many dumped off dogs and cats out here. Some have 
ripped into sheep on our neighbors property and we have had enough of transient people out here as 
well. They say we will not get any but we have had enough.  
 
Our road, Gun Club Road is the alternative road use in case of accidents on HWY 99 and HWY 47 it is not 
made for such and it can get super backed up. But luckily it is not often. But we do get a lot of wrecks 
out here even on this road itself. We have tractors often with big farm implements which are wider that 
one lane of traffic and we really have no shoulders. A car often cannot get past until a driveway of sorts 
is encountered. We have lost fencing because of this when a car just keeps coming and the tractor has 
to move to the almost in the ditch. It is not safe for bikers who will come the short distance from 
Lafayette to access a trail at this point. It has been promoted as being put out here to keep bikers safe 
but it will in fact make more bicycle and vehicle/farm equipment accidents far more likely as this road is 
not safe for such. Bike event people in the past have come up into our yard and used our hoses and 
camped under a tree we had to eat their lunch. They have used our outhouse we had out here for 
construction as if it was theirs as well as harass our dogs. Not all of course but one is already too many.  

 

Farming is serious business. There are already enough variables to have to deal with and the regulations 
get stricter as time goes on. A trail for recreation is great but at the cost of our farmland and people’s 
livelihoods and often their homes… this is irreparable what is being done and what is proposed if you 
think the towns are running out of space where do you think the farms will go when intend to make it 
recreational at the expense of the farms. And on the same note from the get go it has been a nightmare 
dealing with the county and the trail people who have used some really disgusting tactics and outright 
lies to get this trail pushed through. There is zero trust and it is zero because of the way this has been 
handled by the county commissioners who have been for this and the trail people who are going to push 
this through at any cost. I cannot go into all the issues and how difficult it has been as there is not 
enough room.  And it has gone on for years…  
 
This remand process of using the pandemic is just more proof the county and trail will go to any lengths 
no matter how destructive, how disrespectful, it is to all of us out here that will be forever impacted 
daily if this goes in. From the start of this the county and the trail group appears willing to do anything to 
get this trail out here regardless of the cost and the complications to those of us tax payers who live and 
work out here. I do not trust the county or the trail for good reason as you all have lied or ignored us.   
There is a blatant disregard for those of us unlucky enough to own property near this rail.  
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Accordingly, I hope it is clear to you that the trail will significantly impact surrounding family farms.  It 
will directly affect the productivity their crops and their ability to properly manage them. It will directly 
and indirectly affect the viability and safety of food sources. 
 
The lack of acknowledgement and assessment of farm impacts is disheartening and potentially 
devastating to many family farms in Yamhill County. 
 
I urge you to vote no on the trail. 

 
                                       Sincerely, 

                             Lynne Wiser 
  7680 NE GUN CLUB RD, CARLTON, OR 97111 
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Andrew Vermeesch

CAGs respond to March discussion topic: recreational trespass

April 17, 2020

By Andrew Vermeesch

Unfortunately, farmers who own land adjacent to public trails are often on the receiving end of damages caused by people who
venture off those designated recreational areas. Those who enter onto your property without permission are violating the law,
and they can cause serious damage and are possibly putting themselves in harm’s way.

The Recreational Trespass Act (part of Michigan’s Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act) was designed to
address issues with trespass on private land. The law prohibits a person engaging in recreational activities on other people’s
property without permission and sets penalties trespassers.

Specifically, MCL 324.73102 states a person cannot enter the property of another without permission for the purpose of
engaging in any recreational activity if the property is fenced or conspicuously marked with no-trespassing signs. If the property
is used for agriculture, the statute applies regardless of whether the property is fenced or marked. 

Violation of this statute provides a property owner with a cause of action against the trespasser for $750 or actual property
damages, whichever is greater, in addition to actual and reasonable attorneys' fees. The trespasser is guilty of a misdemeanor
and subject to fines, imprisonment and/or restitution to the property owner.

MCL 324.81133 also prohibits ATV use on property without the property owner’s consent and holds the operator liable for
damage or injury caused by their unauthorized use. Similar penalties for unauthorized use of snowmobiles are imposed under MCL 324.82126.

While the legal structure is there to prohibit trespassing, the real challenge is enforcement. Farm Bureau has worked with numerous victims of trespassing,
but tracking down the violators can be extremely difficult. We’ve teamed up with various recreation groups to help inform people about the law — as well as
the impact trespassing can have on farmers in particular.

Other solutions can come from neighborhoods working together, looking out for one another’s property and reporting suspicious activities — even if it’s not
on their land.

Andrew Vermeesch is MFB’s lead legislative counsel on issues involving energy, transportation and natural resources.

Question #1: If crop damage from recreational trespassing is a problem in your area, describe what it looks like: what’s getting damaged and
how?
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We see more crop and soil damage from four-wheel drive vehicles than from RV's. We think the RV riders travel north to do their damage more than staying
local. Ruts and crop damage during the growing season seem to be our greatest concern. We are amazed that vehicle owners are willing to drive into and
through standing corn late in the season. What are they thinking? (Modern Producers CAG; Monroe County)

Our biggest problem is people joy riding through standing crops with 4x4 trucks. (Country Critters CAG; Washtenaw County)

Crop damage in wheat fields is the worst! Snowmobiles pack the snow which turns to ice and kills out the wheat in their tracks. (Golden Fawn CAG; Huron
County)

Question #2: What are your ideas for local-level action our farmer members could take to help resolve these kinds of problems?

We are at a loss. Law enforcement people are not often able to catch the culprits in action, and we as farmers do not have a way of monitoring fields 24
hours a day. Damage usually occurs very late at night. (Modern Producers CAG; Monroe County)

Police need to be notified when it's happening to catch them in the act — which is next to impossible. Documenting as much as possible with cameras.
(Country Critters CAG; Washtenaw County)

Farmers could report to the sheriff's department, though not much could be done with their already busy duties. (Golden Fawn CAG; Huron County)

Question #3: In your area, what priorities are preventing local law enforcement from enforcing trespassing and property damage statues?

Law enforcement can't catch them and we are unable to prove “who done it” with concrete proof, although we sometimes have good suspicion of the
vandals’ identity. We are concerned that confronting a suspected trespasser without proof may only compound our problem in the future. (Modern
Producers CAG; Monroe County)

Tow trucks are pulling out vehicles without notifying the land owners. (Country Critters CAG; Washtenaw County)

Priorities of local law enforcement are due mainly because of lack of manpower! By the time officers arrive, the snowmobilers are gone. (Golden Fawn
CAG; Huron County)

Question #4: What more would you suggest Michigan Farm Bureau do to address this problem at the state level?

We think Michigan should provide educational materials to purchasers of RV stickers, similar to the booklets given to purchasers of hunting licenses.
Include information on the current Michigan trespass laws and the potential consequences of breaking the law. Emphasize respect for other people's
property. (Modern Producers CAG; Monroe County)

Policy already exists to protect private property rights; it just needs to be enforced. (Country Critters CAG; Washtenaw County)

State and local Farm Bureau offices could sponsor occasional short clips online, on social media, radio, TV and in newspapers sharing the rules,
regulations and fines for riding on private properties, and stating the damages done. Perhaps having local marked trails for their use would be helpful.
(Golden Fawn CAG; Huron County)
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Preface 
 

This study, prepared by Dean Runyan Associates for Travel Oregon, documents the economic 

significance of bicycle-related travel throughout Oregon and each of the state’s travel regions in 

2012.  

 

Dean Runyan Associates has specialized in research and planning services for the travel, 

tourism, and recreation industry since 1984.  Dean Runyan Associates also has extensive 

experience in project feasibility analysis, market evaluation, survey research, and travel and 

recreation planning.   
 

In preparing this report, we have received essential guidance and assistance from numerous 

Travel Oregon staff, whom we thankfully acknowledge:  Scott West, Chief Strategy Officer, 

Michael Sturdevant, Senior Manager, Global Marketing Services, Kristin Dahl, Senior Manager, 

Destination Development, Harry Dalgaard, Destination Development Specialist, as well as many 

others who provided information and advice for this report. 

 

With gratitude, we want to express our thanks for the cooperation to the many organizations 

participating in the study, cycling tour operators, bicycle organizations, and bicycle shops 

throughout the state, including Cycle Oregon, Oregon Bicycle Racing Association, International 

Mountain Bicycling Association, Oregon Parks and Recreation Department, US Forest Service, 

Bureau of Land Management, regional destination marketing organizations throughout the state, 

and many community leaders.  Also, individually, as well, to the over 5,000 participants who 

voluntarily provided detailed information about their bicycle recreation and travel activity 

throughout Oregon. 

 

Finally, special thanks are due to Todd Davidson, Chief Executive Officer, of Travel Oregon.  

Without his guidance and support, this project would not have been possible. 

 

 

 Dean Runyan Associates 

 833 SW 11th Ave., Suite 920 

 Portland, OR 97205 

 

 503.226.2397 

 www.deanrunyan.com  
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I. Introduction 
 

Travel to and throughout Oregon represents is an important component of the state’s economy 

and participation in bicycling activities plays a significant role in terms of trip motivation, 

destination choice, and the associated travel expenditures.  This report describes the economic 

significance of bicycle-related travel throughout Oregon, documenting the magnitude and 

distribution of economic impacts to the state and its residents.   

 

Based on results reported from a detailed questionnaire, our findings show that in 2012 

travelers participated in a variety of bicycling activities while traveling throughout the state, 

including both overnight and day trips.  Travelers who participated in bicycle-related activities 

while traveling in Oregon spent nearly $400 million in 2012 – representing about 4.4 percent of 

the direct travel spending in the state (see Oregon Travel Impacts, 1991-2012p). 

 

Detailed statewide information on trip characteristics and demographics for each bicycle activity 

type is also included, providing details such as the purpose and length of the trips, distance 

traveled, travel party size, as well as other demographic and associated trip-related 

characteristics are shown in Appendices. 

 

Objectives 
 

This study represents a comprehensive effort by Travel Oregon to document the economic 

significance of bicycle-related travel in Oregon.  No other previous research provides economic 

impacts for bicycle-related travel in Oregon at the state or regional level.   

 

This study provides a detailed description of the magnitude of bicycling from a recreation travel 

perspective, documenting the various ways that bicycles and bicycling provide economic 

benefits to the state and its residents.  The findings describe the primary bicycle and cycling 

related economic aspects of travel for Oregon’s economy, including: 

 

 Travel and recreation, both by Oregon residents and out-of-state visitors, focusing on 

sales, employment, earnings, and tax receipts 

 

 Distribution of impacts throughout the state (by travel region) 
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Survey Method 

 

Two separate data sets were gathered in 2012 in order to accurately assess the incidence and 

economic significance of bicycle-related travel in Oregon.    

 

1) An on-line questionnaire was distributed through sources identified with contact lists of 

bicycle/cyclist participants including, though not limited to, the following: 

 

 Bicycle/cycling group rides and events around the state 

 Oregon State Park campgrounds (campers at hiker/biker sites) 

 Bicycling tour companies offering organized tours in Oregon 

 Bicycle organizations and cycling clubs 

 Bicycle shops in Oregon   

 Travel Oregon visitor inquiry list 

 

Due to the targeted outreach efforts and self-selecting nature of the on-line format, respondents 

were likely to be more orientated to organized group rides, sanctioned races, group tours, and 

independent bicycle touring; and thus would not fully represent all bicycle-related recreational 

activity while on trips in Oregon, although otherwise the data are very robust. 

 

2) Through a household panel of Oregon visitors (conducted by TNS Global), we returned, with 

a mailed questionnaire, to a sample of those travelers who participated in bicycle activities while 

on a trip in Oregon.  This national panel of randomly selected households is considered to be 

representative of all Oregon travelers, including Oregon residents who travel in-state.  While the 

bicycle-related travel activity overall is a modest portion of all travel, this sample was used to 

establish the proper weighting (by type of bicycle activity) for the much larger on-line sample of 

bicycle/cyclist participants, as described above.   

 

Overall, more than 5,000 bicycle activity participants provided information about their bicycle 

recreation and travel experience in Oregon. 

 

Types of Bicycle Activities Included 

 

Based on the self-identified selections made by the survey respondents, this study distinguishes 

among the following types of bicycling activities and events: 

 

 Organized non-competitive group ride 

 Sanctioned bicycle race 

 Organized group tour 

 Independent bicycle touring 

 Day road ride 

 Day mountain bike ride 

 As a recreational activity while on a trip 

 Other cycling event 
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Scope of Economic Impact Analysis 
 

The scope of the economic impact analysis includes all of the travel expenditures for trips made 

in Oregon where bicycling activity occurred on these trips as planned – either as the primary 

reason, or one-of-several reasons for the trip.  Expenditures include all lodging 

accommodations, campground fees, restaurant and bars, groceries, fuel and other 

transportation costs, bicycle repairs and related clothing and gear, event fees, recreation, other 

retail, and airfare (if applicable) for trips made in Oregon.  Travel made by Oregon residents and 

nonresidents for both overnight and day trips (50 or more miles, one way) is included.   

 

Travel expenditures, based on average expenditures per travel party per trip, are calculated for 

each of the bicycle activity types, as shown in Table I-1 below.   
 

Average Per Day Trip

Type of Bicycle Activity

Hotel

($/Trip)

Camp.

($/Trip)

Private

($/Trip)

All Types

($/Trip)

Length

(Nights)

Average Per Overnight Trip

$/Trip

Organized group tour $109 $900  4.5$1,151 $611 $574

As a recreational activity $131 $844  3.7$1,127 $583 $521

Sanctioned bicycle race $144 $794  2.6$962 $499 $467

Independent bicycle touring $144 $788  4.8$1,122 $530 $462

Day mountain bike ride $125 $732  3.4$1,073 $488 $409

Organized non-competitive group ride $168 $697  4.0$777 $756 $308

Day road ride $98 $606  2.8$818 $515 $306

Other cycling event $158 $552  2.7$574 $642 $305

Overall Bicycle Trip Average $116 $744  3.6$992 $556 $400

* All Oregon Travel expenditures based on Oregon Travel Impacts, 1998-2012p (statewide 

preliminary estimates). 

Notes: Hotel category includes all types of commercial lodging other than campgrounds (hotels, 

motels, cabins, vacational rentals). Campground category inlcudes public and private campgrounds 

and other types of accommodations (some event accommodations and casual camping). Private 

category includes own accomodations or staying with friends or family. Day trips include travel with 

bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Average expenditures are based on trips 

trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Expenditures information 

was collected for the most significant day or overnight trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.

All Oregon Travel* NA $883 NA $401 $620 3.3

Table I-1. Average Party Expenditures Per Trip for Travel with Bicycle Activity in Oregon, 2012
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Economic Impact Categories 

 

The specific categories of bicycle-related economic impacts included in this analysis are as 

follows: 

 

Economic Impacts Description 

Travel Expenditures All spending on goods & services by visitors at the destination. 

 

Total Earnings Earnings include wage and salary disbursements, other earned 
income or benefits, and proprietor income.  Only the earnings 
attributable to travel expenditures are included.  

Employment Industry employment (jobs) associated with travel-generated 
earnings.  Includes both full-time and part-time positions, and 
salaried or self-employed individuals.  Employment is reported as an 
average for the year.  

Local Tax Receipts Lodging, sales and auto rental taxes imposed by cities, counties and 
other regional tax jurisdictions in Oregon.  Property taxes are not 
included. 

State Tax Receipts Lodging, motor fuel, and business and personal income taxes 
imposed by the state of Oregon. 

 

 

Report Contents 
 

Following this introductory section, Section II provides a statewide summary of Oregon bicycle-

related travel impacts.  Section III provides detailed travel region impacts.  Appendix A shows 

detailed expenditure distributions by type of trip and business activity.  Appendices B and C 

show detailed trip characteristics by type, and demographics, including specific demographic 

breakouts for each bicycle activity type.  
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II.  Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel:

Statewide Summary

 

OREGON
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Bicycle-Related Travel and Party Trips in Oregon 

 

In 2012, travelers took nearly 1.2 million travel party trips in Oregon on which some type of 

bicycle recreation activity occurred as a planned activity – either as the primary reason, or one-

of-several reasons for the trip.  Bicycle-related travel parties include all visitors (adults and 

children traveling together, and the number of travel party trips include both overnight and day 

trips.  A travel party trip may include more than one day or night at a destination. The length of 

stay for the trip represents the number of nights (or days) at the destination (average for 

overnight party trips: 3.6 nights).   

 

Various types of bicycle-related travel party trips occurred throughout every region of the state, 

which highlights the range and diversity of bicycle recreation that is important to Oregon’s 

travelers.  Bicycle-related travel generates economic impacts -- spending, earnings, 

employment, and tax receipts – all of which supports local communities throughout the state.  

 

Table II-1 below shows the number of travel party trips by type of bicycle activity, and Table II-2 

shows the destination area, by travel region, where the diversity of bicycle activity occurs within 

the state.  

  

Direct Impacts of Bicycle-Related Travel in Oregon: A Summary 

 

 Oregon travelers who participated in a planned bicycle-related activity while on the trip 

made travel expenditures of approximately $400 million in the 2012 calendar year.  Total 

travel expenditures are equivalent to approximately $1.2 million per day in spending 

(total divided by number of calendar year days). 

 

 More specifically, travelers who participated in bicycle-related activities spent $174.6 

million on accommodation and food services, $53.5 million on groceries, $71.5 million on 

motor fuel, $31.9 million on bicycle/cycling event fees, and $27.9 bicycle repairs, 

clothing, and gear. 

 

 In addition, this bicycle-related travel spending directly supported about 4,600 jobs with 

earnings of approximately $102 million. 

 

 The bicycle-related travel spending also generated local and state tax receipts (lodging 

taxes, motor fuel, and travel-generated state income tax) of nearly $18 million in 2012. 

 

Detailed bicycle-related travel impacts for the state are provided in Table III-3 that concludes 

this section. 
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Table II-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel: Party-Trips by Type of Bicycle Activity, 2012

Trips by type of activity Total Overnight Day
Day road ride  422,000  77,000  346,000

As a recreational activity  351,000  148,000  202,000

Organized non-competitive group ride  106,000  36,000  70,000

Sanctioned bicycle race  91,000  39,000  52,000

Day mountain bike ride  80,000  29,000  51,000

Independent bicycle touring  51,000  43,000  7,000

Organized group tour  39,000  28,000  11,000

Other cycling event  10,000  2,000  8,000

Total  748,000 403,000 1,151,000

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Trips 

include only day and overnight trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for 

a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Figure II-1. Bicycle-Related Party-Trips by Activity Type, 2012
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Table II-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel: Party-Trips by Travel Region, 2012

Trips by region Total Overnight Day
Portland Metro  287,000  60,000  227,000

Willamette Valley  279,000  78,000  201,000

Gorge/Mt.Hood  187,000  41,000  146,000

Central  147,000  93,000  54,000

Coast  131,000  66,000  65,000

Southern  95,000  44,000  51,000

Eastern  25,000  20,000  5,000

Total  748,000 403,000 1,151,000

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Trips 

include only day and overnight trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for 

a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table II-3. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$309.7Overnight

$89.9Day

$399.6Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures  By Type of Activity $Million

$151.8As a recreational activity

$80.6Day road ride

$38.4Sanctioned bicycle race

$36.6Organized non-competitive group ride

$35.1Independent bicycle touring

$27.9Day mountain bike ride

$26.7Organized group tour

$2.5Other cycling event

$399.6Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$81.0Accommodations

$93.6Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$53.5Groceries/snacks

$71.5Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$27.9Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$31.9Bicycle Event Fees

$8.9Recreation and Entertainment

$18.3All other retail

$12.9Airfare (if applicable)

$399.6Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$71.5Accommodation & Food Services

$14.6Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$13.8Retail

$2.1Visitor Air Transportation

$102.0Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 3,150Accommodation & Food Services

 860Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 580Retail

 30Visitor Air Transportation

 4,630Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$5.7Local Tax Receipts

$12.2State Tax Receipts

$17.9Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Recreation and entertainment expenditures include bicycle rentals.

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Region 
 

Throughout Oregon’s travel regions, travelers made expenditures for both overnight and day 

trips.  Figure III-1 below shows the composition of overnight and day and expenditures within 

each travel region during 2012.  Overall, the Portland Metro, Willamette Valley, and Central 

regions had the highest amount of spending.  It is notable that travel spending for day trips 

made in the Portland Metro and the Willamette Valley regions expenditures is more significant 

as compared to the Central region, which was much more oriented to overnight trips.  For the 

Coast, Southern, and Eastern regions, travel spending was largely driven by overnight trips, 

while the Gorge/Mt. Hood is somewhat more oriented to day travel activity.   
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Figure III-1. Total Bicycle-Related Trip Expenditures by Region and Type of Trip, 2012

Figure III-2. Bicycle-Related Share of Total Travel Expenditures by Region In Oregon, 2012
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Table III-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts by Travel Region, 2012

State Total Impacts Southern

Expenditures ($Million) $400 Expenditures ($Million) $39

Earnings ($Million) $102.0 Earnings ($Million) $10.6

Employment (Jobs) 4,630 Employment (Jobs) 490

State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $17.9 State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $1.8

Share of Total Travel Expenditures 4.4% Share of Total Travel Expenditures 4.2%

Coast Central

Expenditures ($Million) $56 Expenditures ($Million) $76

Earnings ($Million) $15.2 Earnings ($Million) $20.2

Employment (Jobs) 670 Employment (Jobs) 920

State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $2.3 State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $3.4

Share of Total Travel Expenditures 3.6% Share of Total Travel Expenditures 11.6%

Willamette Valley Gorge/Mt.Hood

Expenditures ($Million) $78 Expenditures ($Million) $46

Earnings ($Million) $21.0 Earnings ($Million) $12.0

Employment (Jobs) 1,040 Employment (Jobs) 570

State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $3.7 State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $1.9

Share of Total Travel Expenditures 5.1% Share of Total Travel Expenditures 14.8%

Portland Metro Eastern

Expenditures ($Million) $89 Expenditures ($Million) $15

Earnings ($Million) $18.7 Earnings ($Million) $4.3

Employment (Jobs) 700 Employment (Jobs) 230

State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $4.1 State & Local Tax Receipts ($Million) $0.7

Share of Total Travel Expenditures 2.3% Share of Total Travel Expenditures 4.6%

Note: Travel Impacts based on trips where bicycle activity was the primary or one -of-several reasons for 

the trip. Share of Total Travel Expenditures based on the Oregon Travel Impacts, 1998-2012p (statewide 

preliminary estimates). 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-2. Coast Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$48.7Overnight

$7.6Day

$56.3Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$13.5Accommodations

$13.7Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$7.8Groceries/snacks

$9.5Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$4.1Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$3.4Bicycle Event Fees

$1.4Recreation and Entertainment

$2.9All other retail

$0.1Airfare (if applicable)

$56.3Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$11.3Accommodation & Food Services

$1.7Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$2.2Retail

$0.1Visitor Air Transportation

$15.2Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 470Accommodation & Food Services

 100Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 100Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 670Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$0.8Local Tax Receipts

$1.5State Tax Receipts

$2.3Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-3. Willamette Valley Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$56.7Overnight

$21.8Day

$78.5Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$15.2Accommodations

$19.7Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$10.1Groceries/snacks

$13.8Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$5.9Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$7.8Bicycle Event Fees

$1.7Recreation and Entertainment

$3.6All other retail

$0.7Airfare (if applicable)

$78.5Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$14.9Accommodation & Food Services

$3.5Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$2.6Retail

$0.0Visitor Air Transportation

$21.0Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 710Accommodation & Food Services

 220Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 120Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 1,040Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$1.0Local Tax Receipts

$2.7State Tax Receipts

$3.7Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-4. Portland Metro Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$56.4Overnight

$32.7Day

$89.1Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$12.3Accommodations

$18.3Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$12.5Groceries/snacks

$17.7Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$5.8Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$6.3Bicycle Event Fees

$1.7Recreation and Entertainment

$3.4All other retail

$11.1Airfare (if applicable)

$89.1Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$11.2Accommodation & Food Services

$2.8Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$2.7Retail

$2.0Visitor Air Transportation

$18.7Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 450Accommodation & Food Services

 120Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 100Retail

 30Visitor Air Transportation

 700Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$1.4Local Tax Receipts

$2.6State Tax Receipts

$4.1Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-5. Southern Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$32.9Overnight

$5.8Day

$38.7Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$8.6Accommodations

$8.9Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$5.1Groceries/snacks

$6.8Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$2.6Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$3.3Bicycle Event Fees

$0.9Recreation and Entertainment

$1.9All other retail

$0.6Airfare (if applicable)

$38.7Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$7.6Accommodation & Food Services

$1.5Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$1.3Retail

$0.0Visitor Air Transportation

$10.6Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 340Accommodation & Food Services

 90Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 60Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 490Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$0.6Local Tax Receipts

$1.3State Tax Receipts

$1.8Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-6. Central Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$69.8Overnight

$5.9Day

$75.7Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$19.1Accommodations

$17.4Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$10.1Groceries/snacks

$13.2Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$4.8Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$5.3Bicycle Event Fees

$1.8Recreation and Entertainment

$3.6All other retail

$0.4Airfare (if applicable)

$75.7Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$14.9Accommodation & Food Services

$2.6Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$2.7Retail

$0.0Visitor Air Transportation

$20.2Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 340Accommodation & Food Services

 90Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 60Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 920Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$1.1Local Tax Receipts

$2.2State Tax Receipts

$3.4Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-7. Gorge/Mt.Hood Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$30.3Overnight

$15.5Day

$45.8Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$8.2Accommodations

$12.1Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$5.8Groceries/snacks

$8.0Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$3.8Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$4.8Bicycle Event Fees

$1.0Recreation and Entertainment

$2.1All other retail

$0.0Airfare (if applicable)

$45.8Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$8.2Accommodation & Food Services

$2.1Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$1.7Retail

$0.0Visitor Air Transportation

$12.0Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 380Accommodation & Food Services

 120Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 70Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 570Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$0.6Local Tax Receipts

$1.3State Tax Receipts

$1.9Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table III-8. Eastern Travel Region Bicycle-Related Travel Impacts, 2012

Total Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$14.8Overnight

$0.5Day

$15.3Total

Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures By Commodity Purchased $Million

$4.1Accommodations

$3.5Restaurants/Bars/Lounges

$2.1Groceries/snacks

$2.5Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking

$1.0Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear

$1.0Bicycle Event Fees

$0.4Recreation and Entertainment

$0.8All other retail

$0.0Airfare (if applicable)

$15.3Total

Earnings Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$3.3Accommodation & Food Services

$0.4Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

$0.6Retail

$0.0Visitor Air Transportation

$4.3Total

Employment Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures Number of Jobs

 170Accommodation & Food Services

 40Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

 30Retail

 0Visitor Air Transportation

 230Total

Tax Receipts Generated by Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures $Million

$0.2Local Tax Receipts

$0.5State Tax Receipts

$0.7Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). Travel 

Impacts are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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APPENDIX A

Detailed Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures
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Table A-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Type, 2012                                                 

(in thousands of dollars)

Organized non-competitive group ride Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $5,481  -$5,481

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $4,318 $2,548$6,866

Groceries/snacks $2,414 $1,035$3,449

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $3,987 $2,561$6,548

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,322 $1,220$2,542

Bicycle Event Fees $5,563 $3,952$9,515

Recreation and Entertainment $379 $70$449

All other retail $1,061 $405$1,466

Airfare (if applicable) $265  -$265

$36,581 $11,790$24,790Total

Sanctioned bicycle race Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $8,957  -$8,957

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $6,425 $1,846$8,271

Groceries/snacks $3,616 $945$4,560

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $4,956 $2,206$7,161

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,411 $496$1,907

Bicycle Event Fees $3,886 $1,747$5,632

Recreation and Entertainment $493 $152$644

All other retail $997 $142$1,139

Airfare (if applicable) $153  -$153

$38,425 $7,532$30,893Total

Organized group tour Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $7,429  -$7,429

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $5,243 $340$5,583

Groceries/snacks $3,425 $106$3,530

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $2,949 $463$3,412

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,396 $68$1,464

Bicycle Event Fees $1,825 $168$1,993

Recreation and Entertainment $497 $25$522

All other retail $1,185 $21$1,206

Airfare (if applicable) $1,548  -$1,548

$26,687 $1,191$25,496Total

Independent bicycle touring Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $9,647  -$9,647

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $8,309 $361$8,670

Groceries/snacks $5,039 $136$5,175

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $4,701 $299$4,999

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $2,678 $117$2,794

Bicycle Event Fees $359 $36$395

Recreation and Entertainment $374 $4$378

All other retail $1,421 $95$1,516

Airfare (if applicable) $1,541  -$1,541

$35,115 $1,048$34,068Total
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Table A-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Type, 2012                                                 

(in thousands of dollars) (continued)

Day road ride Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $12,048  -$12,048

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $11,422 $11,198$22,620

Groceries/snacks $5,780 $5,058$10,838

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $7,584 $8,938$16,523

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $3,015 $3,386$6,401

Bicycle Event Fees $2,374 $3,970$6,344

Recreation and Entertainment $1,208 $339$1,547

All other retail $2,230 $1,137$3,366

Airfare (if applicable) $921  -$921

$80,608 $34,026$46,582Total

Day mountain bike ride Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $5,590  -$5,590

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $4,761 $2,235$6,996

Groceries/snacks $3,096 $793$3,889

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $3,986 $2,168$6,153

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,727 $440$2,167

Bicycle Event Fees $716 $552$1,268

Recreation and Entertainment $462 $48$510

All other retail $922 $152$1,074

Airfare (if applicable) $289  -$289

$27,937 $6,388$21,549Total

As a recreational activity Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $31,524  -$31,524

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $26,136 $7,875$34,011

Groceries/snacks $17,374 $4,377$21,751

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $21,180 $5,130$26,311

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $6,738 $3,596$10,333

Bicycle Event Fees $1,855 $4,574$6,428

Recreation and Entertainment $4,483 $326$4,809

All other retail $7,728 $692$8,421

Airfare (if applicable) $8,172  -$8,172

$151,760 $26,570$125,190Total

Other cycling event Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $338  -$338

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $220 $390$611

Groceries/snacks $70 $258$327

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $181 $235$416

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $31 $230$262

Bicycle Event Fees $207 $136$343

Recreation and Entertainment $- $40$40

All other retail $16 $54$69

Airfare (if applicable) $48  -$48

$2,453 $1,342$1,111Total
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Table A-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Type, 2012                                                 

(in thousands of dollars) (continued)

Total Overnight DayTotal

Accommodations $81,013  -$81,013

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $66,836 $26,792$93,628

Groceries/snacks $40,813 $12,707$53,520

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $49,523 $21,999$71,522

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $18,317 $9,553$27,870

Bicycle Event Fees $16,785 $15,134$31,918

Recreation and Entertainment $7,896 $1,003$8,899

All other retail $15,559 $2,698$18,257

Airfare (if applicable) $12,938  -$12,938

$399,566 $89,886$309,680Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). 

Expenditures are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a 

trip. Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table A-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Travel Region, 2012                                             

(in thousands of dollars)

Coast Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $13,454  - $13,454

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $11,280 $2,385 $13,665

Groceries/snacks $6,943 $897 $7,840

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $8,036 $1,426 $9,462

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $3,119 $969 $4,087

Bicycle Event Fees $1,839 $1,587 $3,426

Recreation and Entertainment $1,331 $90 $1,420

All other retail $2,663 $255 $2,918

Airfare (if applicable) $69  - $69

$56,342$7,608$48,734Total

Willamette Valley Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $15,197  - $15,197

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $12,624 $7,063 $19,686

Groceries/snacks $7,547 $2,544 $10,091

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $9,121 $4,716 $13,837

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $3,511 $2,396 $5,906

Bicycle Event Fees $3,729 $4,050 $7,779

Recreation and Entertainment $1,395 $256 $1,650

All other retail $2,861 $742 $3,603

Airfare (if applicable) $729  - $729

$78,480$21,766$56,713Total

Portland Metro Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $12,323  - $12,323

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $10,218 $8,101 $18,319

Groceries/snacks $6,425 $6,026 $12,451

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $7,762 $9,966 $17,728

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $2,734 $3,034 $5,767

Bicycle Event Fees $1,818 $4,450 $6,268

Recreation and Entertainment $1,400 $318 $1,719

All other retail $2,616 $802 $3,417

Airfare (if applicable) $11,129  - $11,129

$89,121$32,697$56,424Total

Southern Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $8,564  - $8,564

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $7,086 $1,773 $8,859

Groceries/snacks $4,324 $812 $5,136

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $5,425 $1,404 $6,829

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,967 $618 $2,586

Bicycle Event Fees $2,358 $972 $3,330

Recreation and Entertainment $864 $66 $930

All other retail $1,716 $175 $1,891

Airfare (if applicable) $619  - $619

$38,743$5,820$32,923Total
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Table A-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Travel Region, 2012                                         

(in thousands of dollars) (continued)

Central Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $19,118  - $19,118

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $15,447 $1,975 $17,422

Groceries/snacks $9,389 $737 $10,126

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $11,700 $1,451 $13,151

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $4,174 $597 $4,771

Bicycle Event Fees $4,407 $901 $5,308

Recreation and Entertainment $1,753 $77 $1,830

All other retail $3,399 $186 $3,586

Airfare (if applicable) $392  - $392

$75,705$5,925$69,780Total

Gorge/Mt.Hood Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $8,249  - $8,249

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $6,797 $5,333 $12,129

Groceries/snacks $4,158 $1,625 $5,784

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $5,105 $2,907 $8,012

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $1,889 $1,882 $3,771

Bicycle Event Fees $1,772 $3,063 $4,835

Recreation and Entertainment $795 $191 $986

All other retail $1,563 $520 $2,083

Airfare (if applicable) $0  - $0

$45,849$15,520$30,329Total

Eastern Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $4,108  - $4,108

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $3,384 $163 $3,547

Groceries/snacks $2,027 $66 $2,092

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $2,375 $128 $2,503

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $924 $57 $981

Bicycle Event Fees $860 $111 $972

Recreation and Entertainment $358 $5 $363

All other retail $741 $19 $760

Airfare (if applicable) $0  - $0

$15,327$550$14,777Total
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Table A-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Expenditures by Travel Region, 2012                                         

(in thousands of dollars) (continued)

Total Overnight Day Total

Accommodations $81,013  - $81,013

Restaurants/Bars/Lounges $66,836 $26,792 $93,628

Groceries/snacks $40,813 $12,707 $53,520

Fuel/Gas/Transportation/Parking $49,523 $21,999 $71,522

Bicycle related repairs/clothing/gear $18,317 $9,553 $27,870

Bicycle Event Fees $16,785 $15,134 $31,918

Recreation and Entertainment $7,896 $1,003 $8,899

All other retail $15,559 $2,698 $18,257

Airfare (if applicable) $12,938  - $12,938

$399,566$89,886$309,680Total

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way). 

Expenditures are based on trips where bicycling activity was primary or one of the reasons for a 

trip. Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Inc.
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Table B-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type of Trip, 2012                                 

All Reasons for a Trip (n=3,270)

Purpose of Trip Total Overnight Day

Primary reason for trip  45.8% 51.7% 72.9%

One of several reasons for this trip  29.6% 26.5% 15.3%

A casual activity while on this trip  24.6% 21.8% 11.8%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Type(s) of Accommodation Total Overnight Day

Commercial Lodging  70.6% 70.6% 0.0%

Campgrounds/RV Park  43.0% 43.0% 0.0%

Friends/Relatives  18.9% 18.9% 0.0%

Second Home  3.4% 3.4% 0.0%

Other (event accommodations, etc)  7.4% 7.4% 0.0%

Total*  143.2% 143.2% 0.0%

Number of Nights Total Overnight Day

1 Night  16.0% 16.0% NA

2 Nights  24.3% 24.3% NA

3-4 Nights  27.1% 27.1% NA

5-6 Nights  12.2% 12.2% NA

7+ Nights  20.4% 20.4% NA

Total  100.0% 100.0% NA

Prepaid Guided Tour Total Overnight Day

Yes  6.2% 6.2% 0.0%

No  93.8% 93.8% 0.0%

Average Miles Traveled Total Overnight Day

Under 100 miles  27.6% 40.1% 84.5%

100-199 miles  30.2% 26.6% 13.6%

200-299 miles  13.9% 11.0% 0.8%

300 miles or more  28.3% 22.3% 1.1%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Type of Bicycle(s) Total Overnight Day

Road bike  46.6% 50.3% 64.8%

Mountain bike, cross-country  34.7% 33.0% 26.1%

Hybrid/cross bike  21.8% 21.4% 19.9%

Touring bike  16.1% 15.5% 13.1%

City bike  13.2% 12.7% 10.8%

Cruiser bike  7.4% 6.9% 4.7%

Mountain bike, downhill  7.3% 6.6% 3.8%

Tandem  4.7% 4.3% 2.5%

Recumbent  3.9% 3.7% 3.2%

Track bike  0.9% 1.0% 1.3%

Other  6.3% 6.1% 5.1%

Total*  163.0% 161.5% 155.3%
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Table B-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type of Trip, 2012                                     

All Reasons for a Trip (n=3,270) (continued)

Average Party Size Total Overnight Day

Number of Adults  2.9 2.8 2.5

Number of Children  0.5 0.5 0.3

Travel Companions Total Overnight Day

Just Myself  11.7% 13.5% 20.1%

Significant Other  36.2% 33.9% 25.9%

Immediate Family Only  18.4% 16.8% 10.9%

Multiple Families  6.7% 5.6% 1.9%

Other Adult Friends  22.4% 25.4% 36.2%

Cycling support team/other  4.6% 4.7% 5.0%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

All Bicycling Activities In Oregon (2011-2012) Total Overnight Day

As a recreational activity  75.0% 73.3% 67.4%

Day road ride  64.7% 69.6% 87.2%

Organized non-competitive group ride  37.7% 41.2% 53.4%

Day mountain bike ride  34.9% 33.6% 29.0%

Independent bicycle touring  35.0% 33.0% 25.8%

Sanctioned bicycle race  31.7% 32.3% 34.4%

Organized group tour  22.6% 23.2% 25.1%

Other cycling event  16.4% 17.6% 21.8%

Total*  318.0% 323.8% 344.1%

Other Activities Besides Bicycling (during the year) Total Overnight Day

Hiking  82.7% 82.8% 82.9%

Exploring the town  75.3% 74.5% 71.8%

Dining Out  71.1% 71.1% 71.0%

Visiting a farmers market  60.8% 62.1% 66.8%

Visiting microbrewery  59.7% 58.2% 53.0%

Visiting wineries  48.0% 47.9% 47.6%

Sightseeing by car  47.7% 45.9% 39.8%

Backpacking  37.1% 37.9% 40.8%

Wildlife watching  37.7% 35.6% 28.4%

Cross-country skiing  31.6% 30.8% 28.4%

Snowboarding/downhill skiing  27.0% 27.3% 28.1%

Flatwater kayaking  25.4% 24.5% 21.2%

Fishing/Crabbing  24.0% 23.1% 19.8%

Visiting a family  20.8% 22.5% 28.7%

Trail running  18.2% 18.6% 20.0%

Backcountry skiing  13.5% 13.3% 12.6%

Golfing  12.3% 12.8% 14.6%

Whitewater kayaking  6.8% 7.0% 7.8%

Other  20.3% 20.4% 20.6%

Total*  720.1% 716.4% 703.9%
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Table B-1. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type of Trip, 2012                                     

All Reasons for a Trip (n=3,270) (continued)

How did you learn about bicycling? Total Overnight Day

Internet search  83.2% 83.5% 84.8%

From friend/relative who lives in Oregon  40.9% 40.9% 40.6%

Other Cycling website  32.6% 33.0% 34.5%

Cycling Magazine Article  24.2% 23.1% 18.4%

TravelOregon.com  21.8% 21.2% 18.7%

RideOregonRide.com  19.6% 19.2% 17.4%

Social Media website  17.7% 18.0% 19.0%

Other Magazine/Newspaper Article  10.9% 11.5% 13.9%

From friend/relative who visited Oregon  13.3% 11.3% 2.9%

Travel Brochures/Guides  11.8% 10.9% 6.8%

Advertisement/Commercial  2.0% 1.8% 1.0%

Banner advertising  1.5% 1.6% 1.9%

Television Program  1.4% 1.5% 1.9%

Travel Agent  0.5% 0.4% 0.0%

Other Sources  14.7% 14.5% 13.5%

Total*  296.1% 292.2% 275.5%

*Detail may total more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table B-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type and Purpose of Trip, 2012                    

Primary & One of Reasons (n=3,011); Casual Activity (n=259)

Purpose of Trip Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Primary reason for trip  60.7% 66.2% 82.7%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

One of several reasons for this trip  39.3% 33.8% 17.3%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

A casual activity while on this trip  0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Type(s) of Accommodation Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Commercial Lodging  71.9% 71.9% 0.0%  66.4%  66.4% 0.0%

Campgrounds/RV Park  46.7% 46.7% 0.0%  31.2%  31.2% 0.0%

Friends/Relatives  19.5% 19.5% 0.0%  16.5%  16.5% 0.0%

Second Home  3.0% 3.0% 0.0%  4.8%  4.8% 0.0%

Other (event accommodations, etc)  7.8% 7.8% 0.0%  6.3%  6.3% 0.0%

Total*  148.9% 148.9% 0.0%  125.3%  125.3% 0.0%

Number of Nights Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

1 Night  17.3% 17.3% NA  12.2%  12.2% NA

2 Nights  25.2% 25.2% NA  21.4%  21.4% NA

3-4 Nights  25.3% 25.3% NA  32.1%  32.1% NA

5-6 Nights  10.7% 10.7% NA  17.3%  17.3% NA

7+ Nights  21.5% 21.5% NA  17.0%  17.0% NA

Total  100.0% 100.0% NA  100.0%  100.0% NA

Prepaid Guided Tour Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Yes  8.2% 8.2% 0.0%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

No  91.8% 91.8% 0.0%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

Average Party Size Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Number of Adults  2.9 2.8 2.5  2.7  2.7 2.5

Number of Children  0.5 0.4 0.2  0.7  0.7 0.9

Travel Companions Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Just Myself  11.9% 14.0% 20.2%  11.8%  10.9% 19.1%

Significant Other  35.7% 33.1% 25.1%  37.0%  37.7% 32.1%

Immediate Family Only  14.5% 13.4% 10.3%  28.7%  30.4% 15.4%

Multiple Families  6.0% 4.8% 1.3%  8.5%  8.9% 5.9%

Other Adult Friends  26.1% 28.9% 37.5%  13.0%  11.1% 27.0%

Cycling support team/other  5.8% 5.7% 5.6%  1.0%  1.1% 0.6%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%
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Table B-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type and Purpose of Trip, 2012                    

Primary & One of Reasons (n=3,011); Casual Activity (n=259) (continued)

Average Miles Traveled Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Under 100 miles  23.9% 39.4% 85.9%  42.9%  38.6% 73.7%

100-199 miles  32.2% 27.2% 12.1%  23.8%  23.8% 24.8%

200-299 miles  14.3% 11.0% 0.9%  11.4%  12.9% 0.0%

300 miles or more  29.6% 22.5% 1.1%  21.9%  24.7% 1.6%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Type of Bicycle(s) Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Road bike  54.6% 56.8% 64.2%  31.5%  26.8% 75.0%

Mountain bike, cross-country  39.0% 36.1% 26.2%  24.9%  24.7% 26.9%

Hybrid/cross bike  18.2% 18.6% 20.1%  28.7%  29.9% 17.3%

Touring bike  19.4% 17.8% 12.5%  8.5%  7.1% 21.2%

City bike  11.0% 10.6% 9.3%  20.0%  19.9% 21.2%

Mountain bike, downhill  8.5% 7.5% 4.2%  4.0%  4.4% 0.0%

Tandem  6.0% 5.2% 2.7%  1.5%  1.5% 1.9%

Cruiser bike  4.7% 4.9% 5.4%  14.2%  15.7% 0.0%

Recumbent  4.2% 4.0% 3.2%  1.9%  2.1% 0.0%

Track bike  0.9% 1.1% 1.5%  0.4%  0.4% 0.0%

Other  6.1% 5.9% 5.1%  7.0%  7.1% 5.8%

Total*  172.6% 168.4% 154.4%  142.5%  139.5% 169.2%

Other Activities Besides Bicycling (during the year) Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Hiking  81.8% 82.2% 83.7%  84.5%  85.6% 76.8%

Exploring the town  72.9% 73.1% 73.9%  79.4%  82.7% 57.3%

Dining Out  71.1% 71.8% 73.7%  68.7%  71.1% 52.4%

Visiting a farmers market  60.0% 61.7% 66.8%  63.6%  63.1% 67.1%

Visiting microbrewery  62.1% 59.8% 53.1%  52.4%  52.4% 52.4%

Visiting wineries  46.2% 46.7% 48.1%  52.2%  53.5% 43.9%

Sightseeing by car  43.6% 42.3% 38.4%  58.5%  60.0% 48.8%

Backpacking  38.9% 39.4% 40.7%  32.9%  31.6% 41.5%

Cross-country skiing  34.8% 33.4% 29.3%  21.8%  21.6% 23.2%

Wildlife watching  34.7% 32.8% 27.0%  45.6%  46.9% 36.6%

Snowboarding/downhill skiing  28.3% 28.2% 27.9%  24.1%  23.3% 29.3%

Flatwater kayaking  25.7% 24.1% 19.5%  25.6%  24.5% 32.9%

Visiting a family  20.0% 22.0% 27.9%  24.4%  23.1% 32.9%

Fishing/Crabbing  21.3% 20.8% 19.4%  31.0%  32.2% 23.2%

Trail running  21.2% 20.6% 18.7%  11.6%  8.9% 29.3%

Backcountry skiing  15.8% 14.6% 11.0%  8.5%  6.5% 22.0%

Golfing  11.0% 11.9% 14.7%  16.1%  16.5% 13.4%

Whitewater kayaking  7.9% 7.9% 7.8%  4.0%  3.5% 7.3%

Other  20.1% 20.2% 20.6%  20.7%  20.5% 22.0%

Total*  717.4% 713.5% 702.1%  725.6%  727.6% 712.2%
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Table B-2. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics by Type and Purpose of Trip, 2012                    

Primary & One of Reasons (n=3,011); Casual Activity (n=259) (continued)

Bicycling Activities In Oregon (2011-2012) Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Day road ride  70.0% 74.7% 88.7%  51.7%  48.3% 76.8%

As a recreational activity  70.2% 69.1% 65.9%  89.2%  90.6% 79.3%

Organized non-competitive group ride  45.8% 48.9% 58.3%  15.0%  13.6% 25.6%

Sanctioned bicycle race  40.6% 39.7% 36.9%  5.5%  4.0% 17.1%

Day mountain bike ride  41.5% 38.6% 29.8%  16.9%  15.7% 25.6%

Independent bicycle touring  42.3% 38.2% 25.7%  15.3%  13.9% 25.6%

Organized group tour  28.2% 27.8% 26.5%  4.7%  3.5% 13.4%

Other cycling event  20.1% 21.0% 23.5%  5.1%  4.5% 9.8%

Total*  358.7% 357.8% 355.2%  203.3%  193.9% 273.2%

How did you learn about bicycling? Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Internet search  83.3% 84.2% 87.6%  79.5%  82.4% 62.2%

From friend/relative who lives in Oregon  41.9% 41.6% 40.5%  37.2%  36.2% 43.2%

Other Cycling website  36.2% 36.4% 37.2%  14.7%  14.9% 13.5%

Cycling Magazine Article  25.1% 24.1% 20.1%  17.4%  19.5% 5.4%

RideOregonRide.com  19.8% 19.1% 16.4%  20.2%  19.0% 27.0%

Social Media website  18.5% 18.7% 19.3%  14.3%  14.0% 16.2%

TravelOregon.com  17.8% 17.6% 17.2%  40.3%  42.1% 29.7%

Other Magazine/Newspaper Article  10.0% 11.2% 15.7%  13.2%  15.4% 0.0%

From friend/relative who visited Oregon  13.0% 11.0% 2.9%  12.8%  14.5% 2.7%

Travel Brochures/Guides  10.3% 9.7% 7.3%  17.1%  19.5% 2.7%

Banner advertising  1.7% 1.8% 2.2%  0.4%  0.5% 0.0%

Television Program  1.6% 1.7% 2.2%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

Advertisement/Commercial  1.9% 1.7% 0.7%  1.9%  2.3% 0.0%

Travel Agent  0.5% 0.4% 0.0%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

Other Sources  16.2% 15.5% 12.8%  9.3%  7.2% 21.6%

Total*  297.9% 294.8% 282.1%  278.3%  287.3% 224.3%

*Detail may total more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table B-3. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics for Prepaid Guided Tours, 2012                                   

(n=249)

Number of Tour Days All Weekend Weeklong

 0.0% 2.3%1  0.0%

 100.0% 31.1%2-3  0.0%

 0.0% 5.3%4-5  0.0%

 0.0% 50.0%6-7  100.0%

 0.0% 11.4%8+  0.0%

 100.0% 100.0%Total  100.0%

Purpose of Trip All Weekend Weeklong

 78.0% 88.8%Primary reason for trip  89.4%

 22.0% 11.2%One of several reasons for this trip  10.6%

 100.0% 100.0%Total  100.0%

Type of Bicycle Activity while on Prepaid Guided Tour All Weekend Weeklong

 17.1% 32.9%Organized group tour  24.2%

 14.6% 30.9%Organized non-competitive group ride  42.4%

 34.1% 15.8%As a recreational activity  15.2%

 19.5% 13.2%Day road ride  15.2%

 14.6% 7.2%All Other Types  3.0%

 100.0% 100.0%Total  100.0%

Type(s) of Accommodation All Weekend Weeklong

 41.5% 58.6%Commercial Lodging  56.1%

 48.8% 69.7%Campgrounds/RV Park  72.7%

 9.8% 11.2%Friends/Relatives  12.1%

 0.0% 1.3%Second Home  0.0%

 17.1% 25.0%Other (event accommodations, etc)  34.8%

 117.1% 165.8%Total*  175.8%

What did Prepaid Guided Tour include? All Weekend Weeklong

 24.4% 38.6%Lodging (of any type)  45.5%

 56.1% 53.8%Campground Fees  53.0%

 58.5% 64.4%Catered meals/indoor dining  72.7%

 61.0% 59.8%Tour guide/bike mechanic  62.1%

 26.8% 14.4%Bicycle transportation  6.1%

 4.9% 12.1%Other Expenses  18.2%

 231.7% 243.2%Total*  257.6%

Type of Bicycle(s) All Weekend Weeklong

 42.9% 72.1%Road bike  82.8%

 57.1% 32.0%Mountain Bike  27.6%

 14.3% 15.6%Touring Bike  12.1%

 33.3% 22.1%All Other Types  20.7%

 147.6% 141.8%Total*  143.1%
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Table B-3. Oregon Bicycle-Related Travel Characteristics for Prepaid Guided Tours, 2012                                   

(n=249) (continued)

All Bicycling Activities In Oregon (2011-2012) All Weekend Weeklong

 70.7% 72.4%Organized non-competitive group ride  81.8%

 46.3% 65.1%Organized group tour  66.7%

 73.2% 64.5%Day road ride  68.2%

 58.5% 47.4%As a recreational activity  45.5%

 31.7% 34.2%Independent bicycle touring  39.4%

 26.8% 27.0%Day mountain bike ride  27.3%

 39.0% 19.1%Other cycling event  13.6%

 26.8% 17.8%Sanctioned bicycle race  10.6%

 373.2% 347.4%Total*  353.0%

How did you learn about bicycling? All Weekend Weeklong

 81.3% 73.9%Internet search  67.4%

 46.9% 44.3%From friend/relative who lives in Oregon  44.2%

 46.9% 43.2%Other Cycling website  41.9%

 28.1% 40.9%Cycling Magazine Article  51.2%

 53.1% 35.2%RideOregonRide.com  27.9%

 31.3% 21.6%TravelOregon.com  16.3%

 15.6% 20.5%Other Magazine/Newspaper Article  25.6%

 15.6% 14.8%Travel Brochures/Guides  16.3%

 15.6% 12.5%Advertisement/Commercial  14.0%

 3.1% 11.4%Fron friend/relative who visited Oregon  14.0%

 3.1% 9.1%Social Media website  11.6%

 15.6% 8.0%Banner advertising  4.7%

 0.0% 1.1%Television Program  2.3%

 3.1% 1.1%Travel Agent  0.0%

 6.3% 10.2%Other Sources  11.6%

 365.6% 347.7%Total*  348.8%

*Detail may total more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Note: All respondents who traveled on an overnight trip as part of a guided tour which 

included prepaid travel expenses.

Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Inc.
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APPENDIX C

Demographics
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Table C-1. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers, 2012                              

All Reasons for a Trip (n=3,270)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  64.4% 64.8% 66.1%

Female  35.6% 35.2% 33.9%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

21 or younger  0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

21-24  1.5% 1.7% 2.4%

25-34  13.8% 14.0% 14.4%

35-44  19.7% 21.3% 26.8%

45-54  25.0% 24.8% 24.1%

55-64  27.3% 25.8% 20.5%

65-74  11.8% 11.4% 10.0%

75+  0.3% 0.5% 1.3%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  2.1% 2.1% 2.1%

Some college or two-year degree  21.3% 20.4% 17.0%

Bachelors degree  38.0% 39.7% 45.8%

Graduate degree  38.5% 37.8% 35.2%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  6.0% 6.8% 9.4%

$25,000 - $49,999  14.3% 14.5% 15.5%

$50,000 - $74,999  19.6% 20.5% 23.4%

$75,000 - $99,999  22.4% 21.7% 19.0%

$100,000 - $199,999  28.4% 28.0% 26.4%

$200,000 or more  9.3% 8.6% 6.3%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  66.9% 72.9% 93.1%

Washington  9.4% 8.4% 5.0%

California  8.0% 6.3% 0.5%

Idaho  1.4% 1.1% 0.2%

Other US States  14.2% 11.3% 1.3%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

*Detail may total more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Notes: Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 50 miles or more from home 

(one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Inc.
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Table C-2. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers by Trip Purpose, 2012                                                          

Primary & One of Reasons (n=3,011); Casual Activity (n=259)

Gender Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Male  69.5% 68.7% 66.4%  50.8%  48.9% 63.8%

Female  30.5% 31.3% 33.6%  49.2%  51.1% 36.3%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

21 or younger  0.7% 0.6% 0.5%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

21-24  1.5% 1.6% 2.0%  2.1%  1.7% 5.0%

25-34  13.6% 14.1% 15.7%  13.2%  14.2% 6.3%

35-44  21.6% 22.7% 26.2%  16.3%  14.0% 31.3%

45-54  22.8% 23.0% 23.5%  31.1%  31.6% 27.5%

55-64  27.4% 25.7% 20.6%  26.3%  27.3% 20.0%

65-74  12.0% 11.5% 10.0%  11.1%  11.2% 10.0%

75+  0.4% 0.7% 1.5%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Some high school or high school diploma  1.6% 1.7% 2.2%  3.5%  3.8% 1.3%

Some college or two-year degree  19.2% 18.8% 17.6%  25.8%  27.7% 12.5%

Bachelors degree  39.5% 40.7% 44.4%  36.1%  33.4% 55.0%

Graduate degree  39.7% 38.7% 35.8%  34.6%  35.0% 31.3%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Under $25,000  5.2% 5.9% 8.0%  9.7%  8.5% 18.1%

$25,000 - $49,999  13.9% 14.4% 16.2%  15.0%  15.4% 12.5%

$50,000 - $74,999  18.9% 19.9% 23.0%  22.2%  21.7% 26.4%

$75,000 - $99,999  22.9% 22.1% 19.8%  20.0%  20.9% 13.9%

$100,000 - $199,999  29.1% 28.4% 26.1%  26.4%  26.4% 26.4%

$200,000 or more  10.0% 9.3% 7.0%  6.7%  7.3% 2.8%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day Total Overnight Day

Casual ActivityPrimary & One of Reasons

Oregon  69.1% 75.2% 92.7%  64.6%  60.0% 97.3%

Washington  8.9% 8.1% 5.6%  9.6%  11.0% 0.0%

California  7.9% 5.9% 0.2%  7.4%  8.3% 1.4%

Idaho  1.5% 1.2% 0.2%  0.8%  1.0% 0.0%

Other US States  12.6% 9.6% 1.3%  17.5%  19.8% 1.4%

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 100.0%

*Detail may total more than 100% due to multiple responses.

 Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Inc.
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Table C-3. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                             

ORGANIZED NON-COMPETITIVE GROUP RIDES, 2012 (n=496)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  67.5%  68.8%  64.2%

Female  32.5%  31.3%  35.8%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%

21-24  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%

25-34  8.8%  7.7%  11.8%

35-44  15.5%  15.4%  15.7%

45-54  28.9%  28.0%  31.4%

55-64  33.0%  34.3%  29.4%

65-74  13.4%  14.0%  11.8%

75+  0.5%  0.7%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  1.0%  1.4%  0.0%

Some college or two-year degree  15.2%  17.2%  9.4%

Bachelors degree  43.4%  43.4%  43.4%

Graduate degree  40.4%  37.9%  47.2%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  2.8%  2.3%  4.2%

$25,000 - $49,999  8.9%  9.8%  6.3%

$50,000 - $74,999  17.2%  16.7%  18.8%

$75,000 - $99,999  20.0%  18.9%  22.9%

$100,000 - $199,999  37.2%  37.9%  35.4%

$200,000 or more  13.9%  14.4%  12.5%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  79.4%  73.7%  94.2%

Washington  9.5%  10.9%  5.8%

California  6.9%  9.5%  0.0%

Idaho  1.6%  2.2%  0.0%

Other US States  2.6%  3.6%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-4. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                               

SANCTIONED BICYCLE RACES, 2012 (n=449)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  79.6%  77.4%  89.2%

Female  20.4%  22.6%  10.8%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  1.5%  1.8%  2.6%

21-24  2.5%  2.4%  2.6%

25-34  23.2%  24.2%  18.4%

35-44  41.4%  42.4%  36.8%

45-54  21.2%  19.4%  28.9%

55-64  8.9%  8.5%  10.5%

65-74  1.0%  1.2%  0.0%

75+  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  3.9%  3.6%  5.3%

Some college or two-year degree  15.3%  14.5%  18.4%

Bachelors degree  47.8%  46.7%  52.6%

Graduate degree  33.0%  35.2%  23.7%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  4.6%  4.3%  5.7%

$25,000 - $49,999  10.7%  9.9%  14.3%

$50,000 - $74,999  19.4%  18.6%  22.9%

$75,000 - $99,999  21.9%  22.4%  20.0%

$100,000 - $199,999  35.2%  35.4%  34.3%

$200,000 or more  8.2%  9.3%  2.9%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  88.9%  87.7%  94.6%

Washington  6.5%  6.8%  5.4%

California  3.0%  3.7%  0.0%

Idaho  1.0%  1.2%  0.0%

Other US States  0.5%  0.6%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-5. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                               

ORGANIZED GROUP TOURS, 2012 (n=255)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  69.2%  70.0%  57.1%

Female  30.8%  30.0%  42.9%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.8%  0.9%  0.0%

21-24  1.7%  1.8%  0.0%

25-34  7.5%  7.1%  12.5%

35-44  20.0%  20.5%  12.5%

45-54  19.2%  19.6%  12.5%

55-64  34.2%  34.8%  25.0%

65-74  15.0%  14.3%  25.0%

75+  1.7%  0.9%  12.5%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  3.4%  3.7%  0.0%

Some college or two-year degree  14.5%  14.7%  12.5%

Bachelors degree  40.2%  41.3%  25.0%

Graduate degree  41.9%  40.4%  62.5%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  4.5%  4.8%  0.0%

$25,000 - $49,999  11.6%  10.6%  25.0%

$50,000 - $74,999  19.6%  19.2%  25.0%

$75,000 - $99,999  20.5%  21.2%  12.5%

$100,000 - $199,999  34.8%  35.6%  25.0%

$200,000 or more  8.9%  8.7%  12.5%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  58.0%  55.9%  87.5%

Washington  8.4%  8.1%  12.5%

California  14.3%  15.3%  0.0%

Idaho  1.7%  1.8%  0.0%

Other US States  17.6%  18.9%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-6. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                               

INDEPENDENT BICYCLE TOURING, 2012 (n=699)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  71.6%  71.7%  66.7%

Female  28.4%  28.3%  33.3%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.5%  0.5%  0.0%

21-24  2.1%  2.2%  0.0%

25-34  17.5%  17.9%  0.0%

35-44  20.6%  17.4%  20.0%

45-54  20.6%  20.7%  20.0%

55-64  30.2%  29.9%  40.0%

65-74  11.1%  10.9%  20.0%

75+  0.5%  0.5%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  1.6%  1.6%  0.0%

Some college or two-year degree  16.3%  16.3%  16.7%

Bachelors degree  43.7%  44.0%  33.3%

Graduate degree  38.4%  38.0%  50.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  9.1%  9.4%  0.0%

$25,000 - $49,999  16.0%  15.9%  20.0%

$50,000 - $74,999  21.7%  21.8%  20.0%

$75,000 - $99,999  20.6%  19.4%  60.0%

$100,000 - $199,999  26.3%  27.1%  0.0%

$200,000 or more  6.3%  6.5%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  53.5%  52.1%  100.0%

Washington  12.8%  13.2%  0.0%

California  12.2%  12.6%  0.0%

Idaho  2.3%  2.4%  0.0%

Other US States  19.2%  19.8%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-7. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                                   

DAY ROAD RIDES, 2012 (n=500)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  64.6%  64.5%  64.6%

Female  35.4%  35.5%  35.4%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.4%  0.3%  0.4%

21-24  1.8%  1.3%  2.3%

25-34  13.2%  12.3%  14.2%

35-44  18.4%  17.5%  19.5%

45-54  22.8%  23.0%  22.6%

55-64  29.3%  29.8%  28.7%

65-74  13.0%  14.6%  11.1%

75+  1.2%  1.3%  1.1%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  1.9%  1.0%  3.1%

Some college or two-year degree  17.4%  21.4%  12.6%

Bachelors degree  43.3%  40.1%  47.1%

Graduate degree  37.4%  37.5%  37.2%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  7.2%  6.4%  8.3%

$25,000 - $49,999  17.2%  15.2%  19.6%

$50,000 - $74,999  20.9%  21.6%  20.0%

$75,000 - $99,999  19.1%  19.9%  18.3%

$100,000 - $199,999  27.7%  27.3%  28.3%

$200,000 or more  7.8%  9.6%  5.7%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  85.5%  76.6%  95.8%

Washington  7.3%  10.9%  3.1%

California  2.5%  4.3%  0.4%

Idaho  0.4%  0.3%  0.4%

Other US States  4.4%  7.9%  0.4%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-8. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                                   

DAY MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDES, 2012 (n=389)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  77.6%  76.9%  80.0%

Female  22.4%  23.1%  20.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%

21-24  2.5%  0.8%  7.5%

25-34  18.0%  19.8%  12.5%

35-44  37.9%  37.2%  40.0%

45-54  30.4%  32.2%  25.0%

55-64  9.3%  8.3%  12.5%

65-74  1.9%  1.7%  2.5%

75+  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  3.7%  3.2%  5.0%

Some college or two-year degree  17.7%  16.9%  20.0%

Bachelors degree  45.1%  49.2%  32.5%

Graduate degree  33.5%  30.6%  42.5%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  6.4%  6.7%  5.4%

$25,000 - $49,999  14.1%  13.4%  16.2%

$50,000 - $74,999  16.0%  15.1%  18.9%

$75,000 - $99,999  18.6%  19.3%  16.2%

$100,000 - $199,999  35.3%  36.1%  32.4%

$200,000 or more  9.6%  9.2%  10.8%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  76.5%  70.2%  94.9%

Washington  8.5%  9.6%  5.1%

California  12.4%  16.7%  0.0%

Idaho  1.3%  1.8%  0.0%

Other US States  1.3%  1.8%  0.0%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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Table C-9. Demographic Characteristics of Oregon Bicycle-Related Travelers:                                   

AS A RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY, 2012 (n=178)

Gender Total Overnight Day

Male  66.2%  67.2%  61.9%

Female  33.8%  32.8%  38.1%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Age Total Overnight Day

20 or younger  0.7%  0.8%  0.0%

21-24  1.4%  1.7%  0.0%

25-34  13.1%  11.3%  20.7%

35-44  21.5%  17.7%  37.9%

45-54  21.5%  21.7%  20.7%

55-64  26.8%  31.5%  7.1%

65-74  14.3%  15.3%  10.0%

75+  0.7%  0.0%  3.6%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Education Total Overnight Day

Some high school or high school diploma  0.7%  0.8%  0.0%

Some college or two-year degree  23.2%  22.0%  28.6%

Bachelors degree  34.1%  32.2%  42.9%

Graduate degree  42.0%  44.9%  28.6%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Household Income Total Overnight Day

Under $25,000  5.0%  3.6%  10.9%

$25,000 - $49,999  15.3%  15.4%  14.7%

$50,000 - $74,999  20.5%  18.3%  29.5%

$75,000 - $99,999  27.1%  28.2%  22.5%

$100,000 - $199,999  21.9%  23.6%  14.7%

$200,000 or more  10.2%  10.9%  7.8%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Origin of Residence Total Overnight Day

Oregon  70.7%  66.8%  86.3%

Washington  7.5%  6.8%  10.1%

California  4.7%  5.9%  0.0%

Idaho  1.4%  1.8%  0.0%

Other US States  15.6%  18.6%  3.6%

Total  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%

Notes: Demographic characteristics are based on overnight and day trips where bicycling 

activity was primary or one of the reasons for a trip. Day trips include travel with bicycle activity 

50 miles or more from home (one way).

Source: Dean Runyan Associates.
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From: Wendie Kellington 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:04 PM 
To: Mike Odenthal <modenthal@oda.state.or.us> 
Subject: ODA Pesticide Question 

Dear Mike: 

Thanks for talking to me last Friday.  I very much appreciate your time.  I have a few follow up questions 
I am hoping you can answer.  As you know, we represent farmers concerned about a new recreational 
trail Yamhill County plans to construct which will cut through the middle of intensive commercial 
agricultural operations.  Moreover, the county has started constructing the trail in parts, but because we 
have pointed out that it does not have land use approval, it has told LUBA that the trail is not a trail but 
rather a facility to be used by county workers only to access the trail (which is not a trail) ‐ which makes 
no sense, but it is what they are now saying.   These raise two different types of questions, both time 
sensitive. 

We understand that pesticide label restrictions, like that found on Gramoxone prohibit spraying in the 
“vicinity” of unprotected people, regardless of whether they are county workers or trail goers (“KEEP all 
unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be a danger of drift.”)  Can you 
explain what this means to farmers who wish to spray Gramoxone if the trail area is made accessible by 
the county to unprotected people?  Moreover, other pesticides similarly have numeric setbacks 
between areas of spray operations and places where unprotected people may congregate.  How would 
this work with county workers randomly showing up in the middle of a farm field within the prohibited 
setback area? 

Labels	for	products	such	as	Gramoxone	have	
numerous	warnings	in	them	due	to	the	toxicity	to	
either	humans,	animals	or	the	environment	in	
general.		These	warnings	ensure	the	applicator	
understands	the	hazards	involved	with	the	
application	of	the	product.		Statements	like:	“KEEP	
all	unprotected	persons	out	of	operating	areas	or	
vicinity	where	there	may	be	a	danger	of	drift.”	
express	the	risk	of	exposure	to	humans.		Even	
though	drift	is	prohibited,	an	applicator	using	this	
product	must	protect	people	even	where	there	is	
only	a	danger	of	drift.	 

	Other	pesticide	products	may	or	may	not	have	set	
backs	or	warnings	like	the	Gramoxone	label,	
however	they	all	say	in	similar	words:	do	not	apply	
this	product	in	a	way	that	will	contact	workers,	
other	persons,	or	pets,	either	directly	or	through	
drift.		Keep	people	and	pets	out	of	the	area	during	
application.			 These	requirements	put	the	
responsibility	squarely	on	the	applicator's	
shoulders.		In	cases	where	someone	or	an	animal	
arrives	in	or	near	the	application	site	the	applicator	
would	have	to	suspend	operations	until	he	or	she	
could	ensure	that	person	will	not	be	exposed. 
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I am also interested in understanding what new pesticide application restrictions may result, including 
on the use of Gramoxone, when the county acknowledges that the trail is a public recreational trail. 

As you know, Gramoxone is a commonly used pesticide with a new restrictive label that states: 

“Never use this product in residential or public recreational settings (eg. Homes, home gardens, 
schools, recreational parks, golf courses, and/or playgrounds.” (emphasis added) 

The previous label (which is on the Gramoxone label that our client farmers still are using and have 
stockpiled) stated: “DO NOT use around homes gardens, schools, recreational parks, or 
playgrounds.” (emphasis added) 
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First, does ODA interpret the two label provisions as being the same or different? For instance, does 
“around” a recreational park or in a “public recreational setting” mean the same or different things?  If 
different, please explain. 

ODA interprets the new Gramoxone label statement "Never use this product in 
residential or public recreational settings" and the old label statement "DO NOT 
use around homes gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds" as the 
same.  There is no specific delineation of how far "settings" or "around" is.  These 
statements are protective in nature to prevent the exposure of the users of those 
sites.  

Second, even under Oregon’s strict no drift policy, would ODA advise landowners to apply pesticides 
(such as Gramoxone) differently if applied near (or around) a public recreational setting versus 
neighboring agricultural field or within a vicinity where there may be danger of drift (eg. as described on 
the Gramoxone label)?  Alternatively,  would ODA advise a landowner differently if the landowner was 
applying any pesticide (or certain pesticides) adjacent to a recreational trail versus another ag field.  Or 
put another way, would ODA advise a landowner to implement permanent or temporary setbacks (even 
if pesticide specific) from a recreational park/setting/trail or avoid aerial and wind‐spraying applications 
often used in orchards due to the change of use of the old RR right of way to a trail and and/or the 
change in EPA label requirements? 

The Oregon Department of Agriculture always advises applicators to apply all 
pesticide products with caution but we do emphasize caution when applying 
dangerous products especially near a sensitive site where by standers could be at 
risk. 

Third, is Oregon’s no drift policy more restrictive than neighboring states and EPA? 

I can’t answer this definitively.  I know of some states that do not issue citations if 
there is no damage on the drifted to site, however I don’t believe that Washington 
or Idaho are among those states.  My experience with them has been they have no 
drift policies as we do.  You would have to verify with those states.

Fourth, under Oregon’s pesticide preemption law (ORS 634.057), can the county adopt or enforce an 
ordinance requiring farmer notification to the county before applying a pesticide?  For example, could 
Yamhill County require farmers to provide the county 72‐hour notice in advance of spray 
operations?  Obviously, such a requirement would not be particularly helpful because weather 
variability does not permit exact predictions of suitable windows to spray ‐ and, as you know, suitable 
windows change quickly.  A spray operation that seems appropriate at one point, may be wholly 
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inappropriate 72‐hours later; weather not being perfectly predictable.  However, I am interested in 
whether the county has the authority to demand such advance notice in the first place. 

I am unable to provide a legal interpretation for you.

Thank you for your consideration.  Wendie Kellington 

[cid:image003.jpg@01D61E2D.CA9BAD50] 
Wendie L. Kellington|Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
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received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 





 
 

 
April 30, 2020 

 
Yamhill County Commission 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
 
VIA EMAIL: planning@co.yamhill.or.us 
 

RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
 

Dear Commissioners,  
 
The Oregon Farm Bureau is greatly disappointed by Yamhill County’s continued refusal to run a 
full and transparent public process for siting the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Although a complete 
staff report was supposed to be made available to the public seven days ago, the County, as the 
applicant, chose to release only a bare bones report and withhold key findings from the public until 
the morning of the hearing. OFB was not provided essential findings, including a traffic and 
parking demand study, pesticide and herbicide label findings, and commentary on a future trail 
design, until the morning of the YouTube hearing. As of 9:00am this morning, the County’s 
website did not have these findings available to the public. This decision by County staff to 
willfully suppress evidence has robbed the farming community of their opportunity to provide 
meaningful public comment on the proposal and highlights the lack of regard Yamhill County has 
for its farmers, ranchers, and citizens.  
  
As explained to Planning Director Ken Friday this morning on a call received by OFB counsel at 
7:30am questioning our previously submitted comments, OFB has engaged with this project since 
first learning of it in April 2016. Our engagement in this process has included meetings with 
County staff, multiple sets of testimony at every land use hearing, and an amicus brief at LUBA. 
Through all of our engagement, our position has remained the same – we are not opposed to 
recreational trails, but want the County to follow state law, perform a sincere farm impacts 
analysis, and actually listen to the concerns of its farming community. Our position has stayed the 
same because the applicant has continually failed to meet these requirements. 
  
With this core principle in mind, we again are frustrated with the County’s failure to conduct a 
legitimate and transparent public process. As stated in the testimony we submitted yesterday (when 
no new findings were available to the public or OFB) agricultural lands must be protected from 

mailto:planning@co.yamhill.or.us


noncompatible uses under Oregon law. Despite this legal requirement, the manner in which County 
staff has conducted this process indicates that Yamhill County has no interest in following the law 
or providing its residents with a fair hearing.  
 
Because all documents and evidence relied upon by the applicant have not been appropriately 
made available to the public, the Commission should deny the proposal today and delay any 
deliberations until at minimum June 1st. The citizens of Yamhill County deserve an opportunity 
to evaluate the findings provided by County staff, and a chance to provide the Commission with 
their assessment of whether the Trail as proposed truly passes the farm impacts test.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Samantha Bayer 
Associate Policy Counsel 
Oregon Farm Bureau Federation 
(541) 261-9961 
samantha@oregonfb.org 



Kathy George 
15195 NE Ribbon Ridge Road, Newberg, OR  97132 

 
 
 
May 20, 2020 
 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97218 
 
RE: Remand of Board Order 19-94 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
Local Planning Docket No. G-01-18 
 
Dear Members of the Board of Commissioners:   
  

Please put this letter in the record of the above matter.  It has come to my 
attention that assertions are being made about the unconditional support of 
previous commissioners for the Yamhelas Trail proposition.  As an elected 
Yamhill County Commissioner from 2003 to 2014.  I wish to set the record 
straight on my position during this time.     I would never have given my support 
to the conversion of the old abandoned rail right- of- way to the Yamhelas Trail, 
had I been truthfully advised of certain facts that have since been made 
available.   

 
During my time on the Board, community members began the 

organization of efforts for what has become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  At 
this time, I was not the Commissioner assigned as liaison to the project, however 
I did express my concerns regarding landowners and farming concerns.  To the 
best of my memory, I was never informed of any opposition to the trail from 
nearby farmers.  I was specifically assured that they had notified all property 
owners along the right -of- way, and that nearly all property owners were in full 
support of this proposal.  I was also assured by organizers that they were 
working closely with the very few property owners who had concerns.  This was 
the reason I had supported the continuation of the project development, and I 
would have opposed the project until all of those issues were addressed.   

 
At some point in or around 2011, a group of Yamhill/ Carlton community 

members brought the concept of creating a community Trail from an abandoned 
railroad Right of Way (ROW). This was brought to the Public Works liaison, 
Leslie Lewis, who was open to discussion and investigation of the feasibility of 
this idea.  My understanding is that she began to work with this community group 
whose members had become interested when the rail company began to divest 
itself of the property, removing rails and bridges.  

 



 Our Administrator kept me informed periodically of the progress of this 
investigation, which seemed to be primarily regarding grants to preserve and 
purchase the ROW.  My support for the ongoing investigation was for grants that 
would be to preserve the ROW—Rails and Trails type grants which would 
facilitate this.  Remember that in 2011, the funding and construction of the 
Bypass was still in the future and manufacturers in Yamhill County were 
concerned about their ability to economically transport their goods to market.   It 
seemed prudent to preserve a public ROW to protect future needs, if possible.  
However, I did strongly express my concerns regarding property rights; safety of 
the farmers’ crops; protection for right- to -farm practices such as necessary, 
legal pesticide and herbicide use; and protection from E.coli contamination in 
food production fields.  My support would be completely contingent on 
satisfactory mitigation of these issues.  My concerns were expressed a number 
of times when the trail was a topic of discussion with administration and in board 
meetings.  

 
During this time, the primary effort by the Yamhelas group was to receive 

grants to study the feasibility of the project.  Later, some Department of 
Transportation grants became available and the group was energized by the 
possibility of receiving a large grant to purchase some of the land.   At some 
point, Commissioner Lewis retired, and Commissioner Springer became the 
liaison to this group.    Members of the County Administrative staff did help with 
grants, but as far as I know, the effort was always primarily driven by local 
interest and effort.   

 
When the application for the ODOT grant (s) became available, the 

Yamhelas group approached the Board in a formal meeting to ask for our 
sponsorship of the grant.   I don’t remember this being a public hearing, but there 
were a number of community members who presented their request.  At that 
time, I expressed my concerns regarding landowners and farming concerns.  To 
the best of my memory, it was at this time that it was specifically stated that they 
had notified all property owners along the trail, that nearly all property owners 
were in full support of this proposal, and they were working closely with the very 
few property owners who had concerns.  In fact, at some point I brought up my 
concern about a cherry packing plant in Yamhill and was told that the company 
was supportive and that mitigation efforts against any adverse impacts were in 
discussion.   On that representation, and because this was a community driven 
effort, I voted to support the application for grants for the ROW.  

  
These assurances were repeated to me by advocates whenever approval 

or support language was needed in planning documents or in grant applications.  
Rails- to- trails projects in Oregon and other states were cited that showed that 
there were no problems with adjoining landowners, and safety concerns were 
unfounded.   I was not given any information to refute this assurance and I do not 
remember any landowners contacting me about this until after I left office.   I 
have since been told by several landowners that such representations were 
untrue and that many, perhaps most, of the property owners along the proposed 
trail strongly object to it for the same reasons I had expressed concerns.   



 
After Commissioner Stern resigned and Commissioner Starrett took her 

seat, Commissioner Starrett began to express her concerns that the legality of 
the land transfer could be in question.  She had learned of other such situations 
and wanted more information regarding the original language for the right- of -
way easements/ ownership.   Her concerns were given to the County Counsel.   I 
was told that they were baseless concerns, but I don’t remember at what point or 
who gave me this impression.  It would have come in the last couple of months of 
my final term and I didn’t pursue the issue.     

   
Again, during the Board discussions and meetings with advocates for the 

project, this was always presented as a local community effort, not a county 
effort—the County was only support for the local community.  My support for this 
was based upon a Rails and Trails ROW preservation effort, and my agreement 
on grant applications was based on the information that all adjacent landowners 
had been notified and were in support, and contingent on the assurance that 
mitigation would be in place to protect the right to farm.  

 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathy George 

 
 

 































regon Department of Lancl Conservation ancl Development
635 CapitolSheet, Suite 150

Saleni, OR 97301-2540
(503) 373-00s0

web Acrdress : hrtp /rvrvTl,fJji ;3HtJj

KateBroun, Goyemor

IVEMO

TO: Oregon Cotrnties and Trail providels

FROM: Katherine Daniels, Farm and For.est Lancls Specialist

SUBJECT: Revieiv Process for Trails as Tr.ansportation Facilities in EFU zones

DATE:May 19,2015

Counties and otlters ltave ntade inquities as to the required larrcl use revierv process for trails i1
Exclusive Fartn ttse (EFU).zones, The question is rvhgtl-ru traits aie ulroru.douirigrtt o.ri,rrir.t
to discretionary revielv. Wrethel proposed as part of a park ol' as a tlanspoftation 

"faciliry, 
traiis

in F'FU zones t'equire a revierv ogainit the corripatibility criteria oions zl5.296.rvrrir, truiis a,
Itl,]1P.oltqi9n facilities aren't specifically ideniifiecl as an allorved use in sraflrt", OnS
215.213(10) and 215.283(3) state that "otltet'tlansportation facilities" not allou,jd under
subsections (1) and (2)."mny be estublished, sultjict to tlte npprovol of tlte govertrittg borly or its
(r:ie.,.,:d'.yubje911o:lr!g g) the adoption of dn exceprion or:1uy *ois zti.zg6lot"ttiise us,3-
identilied by rule" ofLCDC.

TIre rvording. "ntay be estublished, subiect to the approval of rhe goverrying bqdy or its desigrtee-
iridicates a discretiortary revierv ancl is identical to ihe lead-i1 tur"rding forlttre firt, oii,*., i?,
oRS 215.213(2) and 215.2s3(2)- sometitues refeuecl to as the lists Jf conditional,or.. TI*
refererrce to "ORS 2lS.2g6.fu. tlnse trces identiJiecl b1t rule,' of LCDC specincally i,Ji..t* tfr.t
the uses listed in rule requirc revietv against OnS Zt j.Zge.

OAR 660-012-0065,"Trattsportation hnptovernents on Rural Lands," addresses h.anspofiatio'
ilnptovetnents and faoilities that are alloived in rural areas, inclucling not just EFU iories but also
forest, rural residential and othel rtual and noru.esour.. roirrr. secti"on (3i ;iflr; ;ffi;;rl;;;'""
tlrat a specific list of implovetnents ancl facilities, including use (h), ,,Biiewrrys, 

footpnths ntul
recrcfltiott lrsils not otherwise ollotved ss a nrcdiJicotio,ri, pnit'o1 un e^-is;itd ,oirl,,,ao
cottsistent with Goals 3 and !.), ,$egtion (5) states that in EFU and for.est zones,l.rrtuin oittrc
listed ttses, nof includirrg trails, ;'shau, ii iamio,t to rtentorisnritrrig corttplintt'r, iiiiii i,'"'
reqnitentents of ORS 215,296,." comply rvith additional criteria. Tliis staiement indicates that, in
lFU a1d forest zones, all listed. uses not subject to the additional uitetia, i;1.luJing ;,b-i-k;uyr,
footpaths and recreation trails," are subject tb the ordinaLy ORS 2l5.Z96criter.ia. There is no
specifio refereuce to ORS 215.296 in OaR 660-012-0065131 becuurc the list oi,ro*ppfi* to
all rrualzones, not just EFU.

The oRS 215.296 revierv process catr eccur as part of either a quasi.judicial or.a legislative
revierv. krcluding planned trail facirities in the county,s Transportatiorl system pffi;;lr;
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Oregon Counties & Trail Providers 
May 19, 2015 

Page 2 of2 

pr�fo1ted app1·oach because it facilitates broad community input and better coordinated planning 
of multiple prope11ies. We recommend that counties taking this approach ensure that individual 
landowners Blong a p1·oposed tl'ail i'oute be notified to ensure that any potential conflicts with 
agricultural practices can be identified and evaluated. 

Additional questions have arisen regarding rights-of-way and road modification and how they 
affect trail reviews. While established ROWs may miniiuize some aspects of review, they can 
still raise issues regarding potential farm conflicts. Trails that involve modification of public 
roads Md highways in ai1 existing ROW are an outright use in EFU zones, while trails that 
involve other existing ROWs, such as for railroads, involve ORS 215.296 review. Foli°'ving is 
the depa1tinent's interpretation of the conect local i·eview process: 

1. A 11ew trail or trail link in a new ROW: ORS 215.296 review
2. A new trail or h·ail link in an existing non-roadway ROW: ORS 215.296 review
3. A new trail qr trail link that is part ofa road modification .h1 a 1iew ROW: ORS 215.296

review
4. A new trail or trail link that is part ofa road modification in an existing roadway ROW;

ORS 215.213(l)(k) or 215.283(l)(i)
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May 19, 2015 
    
 

To the Senate Environment Committee: 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony on HB 3367. This bill would make trails 
that are transportation facilities an allowed use subject to review and approval by counties in 
Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) zones, where compatible with surrounding farm and forest uses 
under the criteria in ORS 215.296. However, such trails are already an allowed use subject to 
ORS 215.296 review under the existing provisions of ORS 215.213(10), 215.283(3), and 
LCDC’s transportation rule at OAR 660-012-0065. Therefore, the bill would create no change to 
the current land use review criteria or process required by law. Benton County recently reviewed 
two trail proposals consistent with this process. 

This bill does not affect trails established in parks. Trails may be reviewed as a park use in EFU 
zones, subject to the same ORS 215.296 review criteria.  

Trails that are transportation facilities may currently be reviewed by local governments either as 
a conditional use or as part of a county’s Transportation System Plan. Because such trails 
typically involve multiple properties, a Transportation System Plan is usually the recommended 
review path.  

We acknowledge that there has been some confusion about the required review process for trails 
as transportation facilities. DLCD has written a memo clarifying its interpretation of statute and 
rule in this regard that we are prepared to share with counties and others. If the committee 
believes that clarification in rule would be helpful, DLCD staff is prepared to make that technical 
fix. Our preference would be for a rule, rather than statutory, solution to the misunderstanding. 

If the committee wishes to proceed with the bill, we do not anticipate that the current bill 
wording would create any consistency problems with existing land use regulations. We do not 
believe that there is any need for amendments. 

Thank you, again, for this opportunity to provide you with information about HB 3367. If 
committee members have technical questions about this testimony, please contact Katherine 
Daniels at 503-934-0069 or katherine.daniels@state.or.us. Policy-related questions should be 
referred to Michael Morrissey at michael.morrissey@state.or.us. 

 

 

Oregon 
Kate Brown, Governor 

Department of Land Conservation and Development 
635 Capitol Street, Suite 150 

Salem, OR 97301-2540 
(503) 373-0050 

Fax (503) 378-5518 
Web Address: http://www.oregon.gov/LCD 
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GUIDE TO TRAILS IN EFU AND FOREST ZONES 
DLCD  December 10, 2015 

 
Counties and others have inquired about the appropriate land use review process for trails in 
EFU and forest zones. The question is whether trails are an allowed use or a use that is subject to 
discretionary review. We believe this depends on the circumstances: 

• When a trail is proposed to be included within a public park, it should be reviewed as a 
public park use subject to ORS 215.296 or OAR 660-006-0025(5). This could be a quasi-
judicial conditional use review or a legislative review as part of the adoption of a Park 
Master Plan. 

• When a trail is proposed to be linear and pass through multiple properties, it should be 
reviewed as a transportation facility subject to ORS 215.296 review. This could be a 
quasi-judicial conditional use review, or, more likely, a legislative review as part of the 
adoption of a Transportation System Plan. 

• When a trail is proposed to be included within a private park, it should be reviewed as a 
private park use subject to ORS 215.296 or OAR 660-006-0025(5) through a quasi-
judicial conditional use review process. 

• When a trail is proposed on a land trust or other private property to which public access is 
granted, an ORS 215.296 or OAR 660-006-0025(5) review may or may not be necessary. 
If the subject property is undeveloped and its purpose is primarily the conservation of 
natural or cultural resources, we think it is reasonable to view it as private property and 
not a park, so that review would not be necessary. However, if the subject property has 
special features that are likely to make it a desirable destination for a significant number 
of visitors, if there will be regular planned events, if there is a fee, or if there is more than 
nominal development of supporting facilities such as a small parking lot, porta potty and 
kiosks, then an ORS 215.296 or OAR 660-006-0025(5) review would be appropriate.  

• When a proposed public linear trail would include a land trust or other private 
conservation-oriented property, that property must be included as part of the local review. 
 

Trails as Park Uses 
Public parks are authorized at ORS 215.213(2)(e) and 215.283(2)(d) in EFU zones, where 
consistent with the provisions of ORS 195.120. ORS 195.120 calls for rules for “allowable uses 
in state and local parks that have adopted [park] master plans.” Those rules, adopted under 
division 34, list as an authorized use: “Recreational trails: walking, hiking, biking, horse, or 
motorized off-road vehicle trails; trail staging areas.” Public parks are authorized in forest 
zones at OAR 660-006-0025(4)(f), as provided in division 34. The ORS 215.296 or OAR 660-
006-0025(5) review process should occur as part of a legislative review through the adoption of 
or amendment to a park master plan, although specific trail link changes or refinements could go 
through a quasi-judicial conditional use review. 



 
Trails as Transportation Facilities 
While trails as transportation facilities aren’t specifically identified as an allowed use in EFU or 
forest zones in statute, ORS 215.213(10) and 215.283(3) state that “other transportation 
facilities” not allowed under subsections (1) and (2) “may be established, subject to the approval 
of the governing body or its designee” subject to either 1) the adoption of an exception or 2) 
“ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule” of LCDC. 

 
The wording “may be established, subject to the approval of the governing body or its designee” 
indicates a discretionary review and is identical to the lead-in wording for the lists of uses in 
subsection (2) of ORS 215.213 and 215.283 – sometimes referred to as the lists of conditional 
uses. The reference to “ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule” of LCDC specifically 
indicates that the uses listed in rule require review against ORS 215.296.  
 
OAR 660-012-0065 Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands addresses transportation 
improvements and facilities that are allowed in rural areas, including not just EFU zones, but 
also forest, rural residential and other rural and nonresource zones. Section (3) states that a 
specific list of improvements and facilities, including use (h) “Bikeways, footpaths and 
recreation trails not otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road” “are 
consistent with Goals 3 and 4. Section (5) states that in EFU and forest zones, certain of the 
listed uses, not including (h), “shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the 
requirements of ORS 215.296” comply with what we refer to as a “super” 215.296 process. This 
statement indicates that, in EFU and forest zones, all other listed uses not subject to the “super” 
215.296 process, including use (h), are subject to the ordinary 215.296 process. The only reason 
why there is no specific reference in section (3) to an ORS 215.296 review is because the list 
applies to uses in all resource, rural and nonresource zones, while only EFU and forest zones 
require review for compliance with this standard.  
 
The ORS 215.296 review process could occur as part of a quasi-judicial or a legislative review. 
A legislative review involving a Transportation System Plan would be a preferred approach, 
although individual landowners along a proposed route should in this case be notified, within the 
standard notification distance. Subsequent refinements to a proposed trail route could involve an 
amendment to a Transportation System Plan or a quasi-judicial conditional use review. 
 
Additional questions have arisen regarding rights-of-way and road modification and how they 
affect trail reviews. While established ROWs may minimize some aspects of review, they still 
raise issues regarding potential farm conflicts. This includes railroad ROWs. A new trail or trail 
link in a new or existing ROW requires an ORS 215.296 review. However, a new bike lane or 
pedestrian path that is part of a road modification in an existing ROW can be reviewed as an 
allowed use through ORS 215.213(1)(k), 215.283(1)(i) or OAR 660-006-0025(3)(h). 



















  

  
TESTIMONY    

Oregon  Farm  Bureau    
  

HB  3367  
  

House  Committee  on  Rural  Communities,  Land  Use,  and  Water  
  

April  7,  2015  
  
Chair  Clem  and  Members  of  the  Committee:  
  
Oregon  Farm  Bureau  urges  you  to  support  HB  3367.    HB  3367  would  require  recreational  trails  to  go  
through  the  conditional  land  use  permitting  process,  ensuring  that  local  farmers  have  a  forum  through  
which  to  address  any  impacts  the  proposed  recreational  trail  would  have  on  their  operations.      
  
By  way  of  background,  the  Oregon  Farm  Bureau  is  a  voluntary,  grassroots,  nonprofit  agricultural  
organization  representing  Oregon’s  farmers  and  ranchers  in  the  public  and  policymaking  arena.    As  
Oregon’s  largest  general  farm  organization,  its  primary  goal  is  to  promote  educational  improvement,  
economic  opportunity,  and  social  advancement  for  its  members  and  the  farming,  ranching,  and  natural  
resources  industry  as  a  whole.    Today,  Oregon  Farm  Bureau  represents  over  7,000  member  families  
professionally  engaged  in  the  industry  and  has  a  total  membership  of  over  60,000  families.  
  
HB  3367  closes  a  significant  loophole  in  existing  land  use  law.    Under  current  law,  it  is  not  clear  whether  
recreational  trails  are  permitted  outright  in  farm  use  zones,  or  whether  they  must  have  a  permit  from  
the  local  governing  body  before  they  are  constructed.    HB  3367  clarifies  that  recreational  trials  require  a  
land  use  permit.    The  permit  process  gives  neighboring  landowners  a  forum  to  provide  evidence  on  
impacts  to  their  farming  operations  from  the  project,  and  requires  the  local  governing  body  to  make  a  
finding  that  the  project  will  not  significantly  increase  the  cost  of  farming  practices  or  force  a  significant  
change  in  farming  practices  in  the  area  impacted  by  the  project.      
  
Under  ORS  215.283(1)(i),  reconstruction  or  modification  of  public  roads  or  highways  is  permitted  
outright  in  EFU  lands.    ORS  215.283(3)  applies  to  other  types  of  transportation  development,  and  
requires  local  land  use  approval.    Through  rule  making,  DLCD  has  authorized  “bikeways,  footpaths  and  
recreation  trials  not  otherwise  allowed  as  a  modification  or  part  of  an  existing  road”  to  proceed  without  
a  goal  exception.    See  OAR  660-‐012-‐0065(3)(h).    This  provision  has  created  confusion  as  to  whether  
construction  of  bikeways,  footpaths,  and  recreational  trials  requires  local  land  use  approval.    HB  3667  
clarifies  that  development  of  new  recreational  trails,  even  within  existing  roads  or  rights  of  way,  are  
required  to  go  through  the  conditional  use  process.      
  



Oregon  Farm  Bureau  believes  it  is  appropriate  to  require  recreational  trials  within  existing  roads  and  
rights  of  way  to  go  through  the  conditional  use  process.    In  the  last  several  years,  we  have  seen  a  
movement  toward  using  the  “rails  to  trails”  concept  to  transition  old  railroad  rights  of  way  to  
recreational  trails.    The  difference  between  railroad  use  through  farmland  and  recreational  trail  use  
through  farmland  is  significant.      
  
In  areas  devoted  to  agricultural  use,  farming  uses  include  irrigation,  tilling,  spraying,  and  harvesting  
crops.    Putting  a  recreation  trail  through  the  middle  of  these  operations  creates  a  host  of  concerns  and  
issues  that  are  not  present  with  railroad  or  motor  vehicle  use.      Recreation  areas  are  typically  viewed  by  
the  public  as  places  of  solitude,  set  apart  from  any  activities  that  require  intensive  land  
management.    People  travel  either  by  foot  or  bicycle  on  recreational  trails,  putting  them  in  much  closer  
contact  with  the  farming  operations  than  the  railroad  or  motor  vehicle  use,  and  creating  a  much  higher  
likelihood  of  conflict.    Recreational  trails  also  create  a  much  larger  risk  for  trespass  onto  private  
farmland.    This  bill  is  designed  to  ensure  that  all  new  recreational  trails  on  EFU  land,  regardless  of  the  
previous  use  of  the  land,  are  subject  to  the  conditional  use  process,  so  that  farmers  can  raise  any  
concerns  about  conflicts  and  compatibility  before  the  trail  is  constructed.  
  
Thank  you  for  the  opportunity  to  provide  testimony  on  this  important  issue.    Please  contact  Mary  Anne  
Nash  with  any  questions  about  this  testimony.      
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Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources 
State Capitol 
900 Court Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301 
 
May 20, 2015 
 
RE:  HB 3367 -1 Amendments 
 
Chair Edwards and members of the committee: 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony opposing the -1 amendments to HB 3367. 1000 
Friends of Oregon is a nonprofit, membership organization that works with Oregonians to support livable 
urban and rural communities; protect family farms, forests and natural areas; and provide transportation 
and housing choice. 
 
When HB 3367 was first offered it was unclear to many whether recreational trails were an outright 
permitted use or a conditional use on farmlands.  If they are a conditional use the local government will 
generally do an analysis to determine if the route chosen unnecessarily damages farm operations.  So why 
is this important? 
 
Agriculture is Oregon's second largest industry: 1 out of 8 jobs in this state is agriculture-related, and the 
industry is directly and indirectly linked to about $22 billion in sales of goods and services, accounting for 
15% of the statewide total of sales involving all industry sectors. Agriculture is traded-sector – 80% is sold 
out of state and 40% is exported out of the country, bringing new dollars into Oregon. And those figures 
have been increasing almost steadily for two decades.  No other Oregon industry can tell that story. 
 
1000 Friends of Oregon believes we should protect this key asset: agricultural land should stay in 
agricultural use to support Oregon second largest industry and the hundreds of thousands of Oregonians 
who depend on it.  As this bill has been discussed it has become clear that recreational trails are a 
conditional use under the current statutory scheme.  The base bill would merely clarify this in statute.  The 
-1 amendments upset this and would result in poorly sited trails that are built for the least cost rather than 
to protect farm operations and the users of the trails from conflicts.  This serves neither constituency. 
 
Agriculture is an economic engine in Oregon.  To protect the agricultural economy in Oregon 1000 
Friends of Oregon opposes the -1 amendments to HB 3367.  We urge you to either pass the base bill or 
simply table the bill. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Steven D. McCoy 
Farm and Forest Staff Attorney 



~ Voice of the Oregon Cattle Industry Since 1913 ~ 

 
May 20, 2015 
 
 
 
The Honorable Chris Edwards, Chair  Sent via E-Mail 
Senate Committee 
 Environment & Natural Resources 
Oregon State Capitol 
900 Court Street NE, S-411 
Salem, OR  97301 
 
The Honorable Alan Olsen, Vice-Chair 
Senate Committee 
 Environment & Natural Resources 
Oregon State Capitol 
900 Court Street NE, H-425 
Salem, OR  97301 
 
RE: Support for HB 3367 – Rails to Trails Legislation   
 
Dear Chair Edwards and Vice-Chair Olsen: 
 
Please be advised the Oregon Cattlemen’s Association (OCA) supports the original version of HB 3367, which requires 
bike paths in farm zones to be subject to the county land use permitting process, providing local farmers and ranchers the 
opportunity to raise concerns about the impacts of the bike paths to their farm operations.   
 
HB 3367 was introduced as a result of confusion regarding DLCD’s current rules and whether or not a county permit is 
required to construct bike paths in farm zones.  DLCD recently clarified the bill is codifying existing law and is consistent 
with their interpretation of the statute and their rules.  Metro does not wish for bike paths to go through the county land 
use process, and will likely seek an amendment to allow the siting of bike paths “outright” in farm zones, with the only 
exception being when the land for the path is being acquired by condemnation.  Obviously, that type of amendment would 
be contrary to existing law, and the intent of the bill.  Therefore, the OCA would not be in support.   
 
The initial conversations lacked input from the affected ranchers who believed their very livelihood to be in jeopardy if the 
public traveled through their active operations around livestock and heavy machinery.   
 
The OCA has just over 1700 members that are a part of the Oregon cattle industry, they need to be protected rather than 
exposed to trespass, trash and vandalism from uninvited persons who want to recreate near active ranching operations.   
 
The Oregon Cattlemen’s Association urges support of the original version of HB 3367 to ensure that ranchers have a voice 
in the process of bike path project sitings which may have very real unintentional safety hazards and economic 
consequences.   
 
Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or wish to discuss this matter further.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Jerome Rosa, Executive Director 
OREGON CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION 
 
Cc: The Honorable Michael Dembrow 
 The Honorable Floyd Prozanski 
 The Honorable Chuck Thomsen 

                                                                                  
                                                                                            1320 Capitol St. NE, Suite 150      

                                                                                              Salem, Oregon 97301 

                                                                                            Phone: (503) 361-8941    Fax: (503) 361-8947 

                                                                                                  www.orcattle.com 
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May  20, 2015 
 
 
 
The Honorable Chris Edwards, Chair  Sent via E-Mail 
Senate Committee 
 Environment & Natural Resources 
Oregon State Capitol 
900 Court Street NE, S-411  
Salem, OR  97 301 
 
The Honorable Alan Olsen, Vice-Chair 
Senate Committee 
 Environment & Natural Resources 
Oregon State Capitol 
900 Court Street NE, H-425 
Salem, OR  97 301 
 
RE: Support for HB 3367  – Rails to T rails Legislation   
 
Dear Chair Edwards and Vice-Chair Olsen: 
 
Please be advised the Oregon Dairy Farmers Association (ODFA) supports the original version of HB 3367, which 
requires bike paths in farm zones to be subject to the county land use permitting process, providing local farmers and 
ranchers the opportunity to raise concerns about the impacts of the bike paths to their farm operations.   
 
HB 3367 was introduced as a result of confusion regarding DLCD’s current rules and whether or not a county permit 
is required to construct bike paths in farm zones.  DLCD recently clarified the bill is codifying existing law and is 
consistent with their interpretation of the statute and their rules.  Metro does not wish for bike paths to go through the 
county land use process, and will likely seek an amendment to allow the siting of bike paths “outright” in farm zones, 
with the only  exception being when the land for the path is being acquired by condemnation.  Obviously, that type of 
amendment would be contrary to existing law, and the intent of the bill.  Therefore, the ODFA would not be in 
support.   
 
Tillamook is home to numerous dairy operations where a “Rails to Trails” project has generated a great deal of 
consternation.  While this project was well intended, the initial conversations lacked input from the affected dairy 
farmers who believed their very livelihood to be in jeopardy if the public traveled through their active operations 
around dairy animals and heavy machinery.   
 
With just 240 “Grade A” dairies in the State of Oregon contributing more than $650 million in farm gate value for 
their fluid milk, the industry  needs to be protected rather than exposed to trespass, trash and vandalism from 
uninvited persons who want to recreate near active farm operations.   
 
The Oregon Dairy  Farmers Association urges support of the original version of HB 3367 to ensure that Dairy Farmers 
have a voice in the process of bike path project sitings which may  have very real unintentional safety hazards and 
economic consequences.   
 
Please feel free to contact me if y ou have questions or wish to discuss this matter further.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Tami Kerr, Executive Director 
OREGON DAIRY  FARMERS ASSOCIATION 
 
Cc: The Honorable Michael Dembrow 
 The Honorable Floyd Prozanski 
 The Honorable Chuck Thomsen 
  
 

“Proudly  Serv ing Oregon’s Dairy  Farmers since 1 892” 

 

1320 Capitol Street NE 
Suite 160 

Salem, OR 97301 
(971) 599-5269 

oregondairyfarmers.org 
 

http://www.oregondairyfarmers.org/
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May 18, 2015 
 
Senator Chris Edwards, Chair 
Committee Members 
Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources 
Oregon State Capital 
900 Court Street, NE 
Salem, OR  97301 
 
RE:  House Bill 3367 
 
 
Stahlbush Island Farms, Inc. respectfully submits comments in support of Oregon House 
Bill 3367, which is currently under review for the 2015 Legislative Session.  We thank the 
Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources for the opportunity to provide 
testimony. 
 
Stahlbush Island Farms is a family-owned farm and food processing company based on 
Stahlbush Island in Corvallis, Oregon.  Our farms are third-party certified for meeting the 
highest standards of sustainability, organic farming and food safety.  Bill and Karla 
Chambers founded the company in 1985, with only 2 employees and 2 crops.  In less than 
30 years, they have grown the business to include nearly 5,000 acres of farmland and 
nearly 600 local jobs.  The growing business contributes greatly to the local economy.  Our 
business supports a vast network of local vendors, including thousands of acres 
contracted with local farmers.   
 
House Bill 3367 clarifies that a recreational trail on land zoned for exclusive farm use is not 
an outright permitted use, and would therefore require a Conditional Use Permit.  This 
important clarification closes a potential loophole in existing law, and ensures due process 
for the protection of valuable farmland.  The loophole exists because of the ambiguity 
between OAR 660-012-0065 and ORS 215.213, where the former indicates a recreational 
path could be approved without meeting any review requirements.  House Bill 3367 
addresses this ambiguity by clearly requiring any recreational trail on EFU lands to receive 
a Conditional Use Permit.   
 
Recently in Benton County, a recreational trail was proposed between Albany and 
Corvallis that would go right through high-value farmland, some of the most productive in 
the country.  Because of the ambiguity mentioned above, the County Planning Staff was 



Stahlbush Island Farms 

Comments to Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources—HB 3367 
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initially unsure as to whether the trail required a Conditional Use Permit.  However, Staff 
chose to be conservative and require the Conditional Use Permit and public process.   
 
This decision allowed complete public participation as the permit application was reviewed 
by the Benton County Planning Commission.  100% of the farmers impacted opposed this 
proposed trail, and went to great efforts to educate the Planning Commission regarding the 
impacts to farming and their businesses.  After much discussion and deliberation, the 
Commissioners voted unanimously that the proposed path did not meet any of the land 
use criteria for EFU lands, and therefore denied the application.  In this case, the 
requirement of a permit ensured that high-value farmlands were protected, as is the 
intention of Oregon State Law. 
 
If Benton County Planning Staff had not required the Conditional Use Permit, it is possible 
this recreational path could have been approved without appropriate due process.  The 
County intended to use eminent domain to gain access to the farmland, and showed a 
complete disregard for the potential impacts on farming and farmland.  Clearly, if the 
permit had not been required, a trail would have been pursued and built that was not in the 
best interest of the County.  This lack of regulatory clarity and control allows the potential 
for corruption.  It is not responsible for the State of Oregon to leave this potential loophole 
open. 
 
In the case of the Benton County bike path, public process stopped the implementation of 
a poor proposal before it was too late.  This same process improvement needs to be made 
at several levels in the State government.  At all levels, we need to ensure due process 
and ethics.  For example, $2 million of ConnectOregon funds were awarded to this bike 
path, in spite of serious flaws and inaccuracies in the application.  If a better review 
process been required and enforced, much time and money would have been saved, and 
those dollars could have been allocated directly to deserving projects.   
 
Stahlbush Island Farms does NOT oppose biking or multi-use paths.  We support 
improvements that strengthen the health and wellness of communities, including the 
protection of valuable and irreplaceable farmland.  We also support the continuing focus 
on ethics in government.  With the approval of House Bill 3367, proposals will be reviewed 
for the long-term protection and benefit of Oregon communities.  We strongly urge you to 
support the passing of this bill. 
 
 



Yamhill County Planning Commission: 
      
      My name is John R. Peterson, citizen of Yamhill County and retired Attorney 
having practiced in McMinnville since 1975 and watched the community grow 
from approx. 8,000 to its’ present size.  I was recently informed of the most 
outrageous attempt by the County and the Yamhill County Board of 
Commissioners at trampling on the interests of the citizens of Yamhill County by 
proposing that 402.11 Transportation Facilities Not Otherwise Allowed to be 
amended to read: 
     Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 
allowed under Subsection 402.02(L) or 402.04(J) may be established in EF Zones 
subject to ORS 215.283(3). 
    ORS 215.283(3) is NOT the farm impact test and thus is attempting to make a 
change to avoid having to comply with a farm impact test to help the Yamhelas 
Westside Trail which to date has not been able to comply with farm impact 
requirements under the State’s rules as required to protect farmers. This 
proposed change will allow the Trail to pass through farm land and other 
landowners without their ability to protect their rights to farm their property 
designated EF zoned use for generations.  I personally have worked with farm 
families whose land is being farmed by third and fourth generations and the 
Yamhelas Westside Trail proposal could affect the full potential use of their 
property if the farm impact tests are eliminated. 
    This proposal to change the requirements by eliminating the need for a farm 
impact test to protect agricultural land is being done to save face by the Yamhill 
County Board of Commissioners that has found itself in a dilemma by jumping the 
gun in pushing thru the Yamhelas Westside Trail plan before establishing its full 
feasibility and for no other practical reason and thus the change should be 
denied. 
     Looking back at its’ history let’s look at the facts and why the County is 
proposing this change to the Planning Commission to extricate the County 
Commissioners from the tangled web it got itself into to wit: 

 
1.  The County purchased the railroad right of way with County funds for 

$1,400,000.00 under the pretense it was buying it for the benefit of              
Yamhill County citizens for the purpose of building a “railroad” 
development because the easement purchased was limited to use for 
railroad purposes. 



2. It purchased the easement rights by Quit Claim Deed without the ability to 
secure clear title to the property. 

3. The original railroad holding the easement terminated the use of the 
easement for rail purposes in the 1950’s and literally removed the tracks.  
So why did the County say it was purchasing the right of way for “Future 
Rail” service?  Why would it build a railroad and when?  No, they 
immediately decided to build a “Trail” not a railroad. 

4. It then spent many thousands (actual amount unknown and not disclosed) 
of dollars trying to build a trail on the rail easement to be used by non‐
residence runners, bikers etc.  The money could have been better spent for 
the benefit of Yamhill County citizens as the trail has not and may not ever 
be completed without the back door proposed amendment to eliminate 
passing the farm impact test 

5. Now they are building a short portion of the trail which has been stopped 
because they failed to protect the agricultural property owners and citizens 
of Yamhill County. 
 
     Based on the above facts please do not pass this proposed change 
because it is poorly drafted, it is open ended and vague such that it could 
affect many other land owners because there is no definition of what are 
“transportation facilities and improvements”.  The intent is for the County 
to call the Yamhelas Trail a “transportation improvement” for Bikes and 
Strollers??  Please do not pass this change as it is not necessary and because 
it may impact other parcels of property that could be affected. It could 
leave property owners without the ability to protect their existing use.  This 
proposed change is not in the best interest of the citizens of Yamhill County. 

 
            Respectfully Submitted,  

John R. Peterson 
            1705 NW Michelbook Lane 
            McMinnville, OR  97128 
            503‐550‐9113 
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Board Order 19-94 
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To Interested Patiies: 

At the March 28, 2019 formal session of the Board of Commissioners, the Board adopted 
Ordinance 908 (Board Order 19-93) repealing Ordinance 904, and adopted Board Order 19-94. 
Ordinance 908 is entitled: "In tbe Matter of Repeal of Ordinance 904, Adopted by the Board on 
May 31, 2018, Plaiming Docket G-01-18, on Remand from the Land Use Board of Appeals. Board 
Order 19-94 is entitled: 

"In the Matter of Approval of Docket G-01-18 On Remand from the Land Use 
Board of Appeals; Granting Yamhill County Authority to Develop a Multi-modal 
Trail in an Approximately 2.82-mile Segment of the 12.48-mile County Owned 
Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Rail/Trail Conidor, as it Exists Behveen State 
Highway 240/Main Street, Yamhill, and the City Limits of the City of Carlton, Tax 
Lot 4403-01300" 

Findings in support of the Board's decision and conditions of approval are contained in 
Exhibit "A" of Board Order 19-94. The Ordinance, Board Order, findings and conditions are 
available by contacting the Board of Conunissioners office at (503) 434-7501. 

This action constitutes final action by Yamhill County on the application referenced above, 
but you should be aware that a final land use decision by a local government may be appealed to 
the Land Use Board of Appeals in most instances. An appeal must be filed within 21 days of the 
date the decision became final. 

If you have any questions regarding the county's action, please contact the Planning 
Depaiiment at (503) 434-7516. 

Mikalie Frei 
Office of County Counsel 

cc: Planning Depaiiment 
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JANZEN PHILLIP & SHERRI 62% 
11460 SE EOLA HILLS RD 

AMITY, OR 97101 
R3421AA00318 

STARR MICHAELE 
697 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00337 

POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES 
14215 HIGHWAY 47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R340900600 

WISHART LAURANCE G 
1904 LIBRA ST 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
R.341600300 

SCHREPEL KATHRYNE TRUSTEE 
SCHREPEL KATHRYNE TRUSTEE 

6501 NEHIGHWAY240 
YAMHILL, OR97148 

R.340303400 

G-01-18 
Yamhelas Trail 
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FRUGIA MARIE C & GUY M TRUSTEES 
310 W LINCOLN ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00321 

STASER ROBERT 25% ZIMMERMAN 
GINGERK50% 

POBOX371 
CARL TON, OR 9711 I 

R.342200600 

EWING WARREN 0 
12320HIGHWAY 47 
CARLTON, OR97lll 

R341601000 

DENMAN MARK A 
220 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00309 

SJSTO JAVIER G 
861 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00326 

WILLAMETTE VALLEY LAND LLC 
HAROLD & JOLENE KUEHNE 

13140 B NE KUEHNE RD 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R341001400 

ERJCKSON GRANT A & 
POBOX99I 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
R3421AA00368 

CHAMBERS DONALD J 
632 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00369 

COSGROVE JANET A 
14613 HIGHWAY 47 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R.340900900 

PRITCHETT RJCHARD M JR & 
662 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00362 

LEIST THOMAS L 
921 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 971 I 1 
R3421AA00328 

HUSERIK SCOTT P 
645 N FIRST ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R342IAA00367 

PETERSON SCOTT 
1380 SW CENTURY CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 
R3421AA00358 

BAILEY NURSERIES INC 
1325 BAJLEY RD 

ST PAUL, MN 55119 
R341600I00 

BISHOF THOMAS 
675 N FIRST STREET 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00360 

YAMHILL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
CORP 

PO BOX 1193 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

R3421AA00300 

WEIGANT CHARLES Ill 
POBOX972 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00340 

WILEY MAY 
331 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR971ll 
R3421AA00315 

VANDEHEY LOGAN 
650N ISTST 

CARLTON, OR9711l 
R3421AA00355 

ANDERSON ANDREW K WROS 
637 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00343 

VANDEWALLE DAVID J 
230 MCKINLEY ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00302 

AMMANN EMILEE AMMANN ZACKARY 
911 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R342IAA00327 

RUSSELL TROY D 
210 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 971 JI 
R3421AA003IO 

BROCKMAN STEVEN L 
642 N COOLJDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97ll l 

R342IAA00366 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD INC FKA 
1416 DODGE ST RM 738 

OMAHA, NE 68179 
R441106000 

PATRIDGE ALICE T 
POBOX6745 

ALOHA, OR 97007 
R342JAA00338 

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC 
121 SW SALMON ST 

PORTLAND, OR 97204 
R34IO0I900 

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD 
WESTSIDE BR 

1416 DODGE ST RM 738 
OMAHA, NE68179 

R34210019D 

ASADA NOBUHIRO 
211 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR971ll 
R3421AA003Ll 

HELMS ANDREW E 
670 N FIRST ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00357 
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TOLLE JERRY L 
PO BOX 991 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R3421AA00305 

LOPEZHUGOE 
22 l LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00312 

S\VANSICKLIVINGTRUST SWANSICK 
ERICK TRUSTEE 

13800 NE MERCHANT RD 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R341500500 

COUSSENS FAMILY JOINT TRUST 
COUSSENS BR1AN A TRUSTEE 

44559 NW HARTWICK RD 
BANKS, OR 97106 

R.341500601, R.341500700 

CANA'S FEAST WINERY PROPERTIES 
LLC 

4170 SUNNYBANK CT 
CHELAN, WA 98816 

R3421AB0OIOI 

fRUJTHILL INC 
650 l NE HIGHWAY 240 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R.340301200 

SMlTHANNEM 
241 SHOSHONE STN 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 

R.341600800 R.342100300 

SCHULTZ SAMUEL I 
220 MCKINLEY ST 

CARL TON, OR 971 l 1 
R3421AA00303 

BIRKLE FAMILY TRUST BIRKLE ZORINA 
K CO-TRUSTEE 

1055 E 1ST ST 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R3404AD09400 

BROWN BESSIE L 
677 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00339 

ZIMMERMAN GORDON N TRUSTEE 
223 NBALM ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R3404AD00907 

CROCKER RICHARD 
821 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00322 

HERRINGTON ROBERT (WR.OS) 
320 LINCOLN ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R342!AA00320 

GREENLEAF FAMILY TRUST GREENLEAF 
RAYMOND L CO-TRUSTEE 

I 1900HJGHWAY 47 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R.342100200 

STEPHEN WICK 
29250 NW OLSON RD 
GASTON, OR 97119 

BESSE KITTY L 
830 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00307 

POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES 
14215 HIGHWAY 47 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R.340900500 

HUAPEO-GARCIA JUAN 
727 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00334 

CLAWSON KERRY C NKA 
321 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00314 

BROUILLET BENJAMIN H & 
340 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA003l9 

HANSON TIM 
311 W LINCOLN ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00313 

PRATT LARISSA 
POBOX235 

MCMINNVlLLE, OR 97128 
R3421AA00359 

DEGRAUW DAVID R & DELORES J TRUST 
DEGRAUW DAVID R TRUSTEE 

647 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R342IAA00342 

WINCHESTER JAY 
PO BOX 840 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R3421AA00317 

LEWIS MILLER 
PO BOX 191 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 
14130 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3410016001t341001800ll341001500 

R34100l700 

WOODLAND WALTER 
15010 NE DOPP RD 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
R340301600 

VAN DYKE JOHN A 
1255 E MAIN ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R.340301700 

MCCARTHY CELINE M TRUSTEE 
MCCARTHY LIVING TRUST 

POBOX417 
GASTON, OR 97119 

R34l500800 

KAY ROBER.TC& 
749 S2ND ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00356 
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LUMPKINS EARL & MARGARET REVOC 
TRUST LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 

33410 NE OLD PARRETT MOUNT AlN RD 
NEWBERG, OR 97132 

R34I500602 

JONES MATTHEW L 
717 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97 l l l 

R3421AA00335 

PEREZ DAWN MARJE 
PO BOX 185 

CORNELIUS, OR 97113 
R3421AA00330 

LANDAUER TIMOTHY D 
223N BALM ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R3404AD00907 

KAHL ROBERTS 
15500 HIGHWAY 47 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R340900300 

BURNS FRANKL 
241 SHOSHONE STN 

TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
R34l600400 

WAECHTLER FRITZ A JR 
930 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA0030l 

MALAY JOSHUA A & 
PO BOX 913 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R342 IAA00325 

ERIC WITHERSPOON 
P.O. BOX 338 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

OREGON FARM BUREAU 
1320 CAPITOL ST NE STE 200 

SALEM, OR 97301 

CRAMER JEAN TRUSTEE 
13815 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R341500600 

LIND RYAN W 
221 MCKJNLEY ST 

CARLTON,OR97lll 
R3421AA00304 

BRAUKMAN MELISSA I & 
12000HWY 47 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R341601 IOO 

GUNN FAMILY TRUST GUNN MICHAEL G 
CO-TRUSTEE 
PO BOX 162 

DUNDEE, OR 97115 
R3421AA00361 

ERAMO SALVA TORE P & JO A TRUSTEES 
POBOX547 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R341003200 

LOCKHART ANDREW A 
840 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 9711 l 
R3421AA00306 

AMBURN DENISE 
PO BOX 711 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00332 

RODRIGUEZ JUAN M 
POBOX714 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R342 l AA0033 I 

STEVE HARLOFF 
16175 PUDDY GULCH 
YAMHILL OR 97116 

CONNOR AARON 
712 N FIRST ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00359 

GOMETZ RONALD CG 
707 N COOL1DGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 9711 l 

R3421AA00336 

SCOTT SHAWN SCOTT MICHAEL L 
931 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00329 

WV-RV DEVELOPMENTLLC 
15221 NW WESTSIDE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340301400 

FRIENDS OF THE Y AlvlHELAS WESTSIDER 
TRAIL 

P.O. BOX 861 
CARL TON OREGON 97111 

NEW CARLTON RURAL FIRE DISTRICT 
209 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 9711 l 
R342IAAOOIOO 

JOHNSON MARKT 
6875 NE HIGHWAY 240 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340301100 

MATHOT SABRA H 
POBOX99I 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00333 

ARMSTRONG RANDALL D 
1145 SW CYPRESS #24 

MCMINNVlLLE, OR 97128 
R.3421 AA00324 

C.K. TREUHELLA 
19691 NW MEADOW LAKE 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 
13747NE MERCHANT RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R341500602 
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AMY WILDER 
1040 S PARK ST 

CARLTON, OR 97ll I 

CARLA CHAMBERS 
23620 SE FRANQUErrE DR 

AJvlITY, OR 97101 

LYNETTE SHAW 
1040 SPARK ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

JACK SCHWAB 
323 SE COWLS 

MCMINNVILLE, OR97128 

VERONICA HINKES 
PODOX685 

16375 NW MEADOW LAKE RD 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

WAYNEWEBKE 
13775 MEADPWLAKERD 

CARL TON, OR 97 I I I 

RONALD OLISAR 
3300 NW HILL RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

NEYSSAHAYS 
106 S 6TH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

NICK MAR.RANT 
7535 SAWTELL ROAD 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 

RICHARD CLOEPFIL 
CHRISTY CLOEPFIL 

8733 NE GUN CLUB RD 
CARLTON, OR97111 

CITY OF CARLTON 
ATfN: CHAD OLSON 

191 EMAJN ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

ANN-MARIE ANDERSON 
PO BOX 57 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

JAMES MCMASTER 
18445 RAINBOW LN 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 

BEN VANDYKE 
15221 NW WESTSIDE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

KRIS WEINBENDER 
MELISSA BRAUKMAN 

12000HIGHWAY 47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

CHRIS MA HSON 
20751 NE COVE ORCHARD RD 

Y AMHlLL, OR 97148 

BRYAN SCHMIDT 
7580 NE HENDRICKS RD 

CARLTON, OR97I I 1 

JAMES CRAWFORD 
24955 NW OAK HILLS RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

SCOTT BERNARDS 
9275 NW LAKESIDE DRIVE 

CARLTON, OR97111 

ALLEN SITTON 
13425 NW WESTSIDE RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

DENNIS ROGERS 
24700 SW ROGERS RD 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 

GRANT & KAREN HOYT 
16301 NW RED SHOT LN 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

lllLLlE JEAN l\1ATTHEWS 
PO I3OX385 

19643 NW GOODRICH RD 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ED FREDENBURG 
9875 MEADOW LOOP 
NEVlBERG, OR 97132 

TOM HAMMER 
23701 WALLACE RD 

WHEATLAND, OR 97304 

CONNIE HUTCHISON 
POBOX489 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ERIC KUEHNE 
13140 A NE KUEHNE RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

DANA GRAY 
315 S. MAPLE STREET 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

LORI SCHANCHE 
1355 SW RUSS LANE 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

LAURA COCHRAN 
POBOX992 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
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KAREN BROCH 
6701 NW LILAC HILL ROAD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

JOHN R. PETERSON 
P. O.BOX408 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

JIM AFFOLTER 
519NURSERY STREET 

AMITY, OR 97101 

SUZANNE RIDLEY 
5l920NW SOUTH ROAD 

GASTON, OR 97119 

WENDIE KELLINGTON 
SARAH MITCHELL 

PO BOX 159 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

DAN ARMSTRONG 
7000 NE KRONO RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

NORVELLA KOELLING 
2310 I NW MT. RICHMOND RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

SONJA WEBSTER 
P.O.BOX 283 

CARL TON, OR 97 l l 1 

ALISON KAISER 
535 WILDWIND DR. S. 

SALEM, OR 97302 

MA TT LAZZERI 
14945 NW ORCHARD VIEW RD 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

DAVID BROCK 
6701 NW LILAC HILL ROAD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

PETER HIGBEE 
1110 W. 21''D STREET 

MCMINNVlLLE, OR 97128 

GARY SCHULT 
8470 SE YOUNGMAN 

MCMINNVJLLE, OR 97128 

JAMES HERZBERG 
51920 NW SOUTH ROAD 

GASTON, OR 97119 

GLENN AND PATRJCJAMANSON 
9980 NE HIGHWAY 240 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

PAUL SMOLAND 
585 N OLIVE ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

SARA PAOLO 
527 E. HARRISON ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

PATRICKJ. SWANICK 
P.O.BOX.566 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

MELISSA GOMEZ 
4868 CAROLINA AVE 

SALEM, OR 97305 

PETER & LINDA ENTlCKNAP 
2019NWDORAL ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

RON HUTCHISON 
POBOX489 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

JEFF KNAPP 
1036 NE COWLS STREET 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

JOELKIFF 
13546 WILLIS ROAD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

CELINE MCCARTHY 
915 N 4T1-1 ST. 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

CHERYL NANGERONI 
23 71 NW HORIZON DR 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

BONNIE LAUX 
1421 NE 5rn ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

DAVID JC HAYES, MD 
717NW YAMHILL ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

TANYA TOMPKINS 
925 SE DA VIS ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

SHAWNA SCHUH 
24241 HWY 47 

GASTON, OR 971 I 9 

LEONARD RYDELL 
60 I PINEHURST DR 

NEWBERG, OR 97132-1625 
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JULIE DAVIS 
THE HORSE RADISH 

2JJ WMAINST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

KAREN \VILLARD 
l900NWWALLACERD 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

ANDREW ELDIEN 
P.O. BOX 749 

CARL TON, OR 97 I I I 

MARCIA MIKESH 
524 SE HEM.BREE ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

GALEN MCBEE 
625NE urnsT 

MCMJNNVILLE, OR97J28 

DENISE STEPHENS 
10550 NW MEADOW LAKE RD 

CARL TON, OR 9711 l 

KIM MCCARREL 
64495 OLD BEND REDMOND HWY 

BEND, OR 97703 

IVORY MCLAUGHLIN 
17971 NW MEADOW LAKE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

STAG HOLLOW VINEYARD LLC 
7930 NE BLACKBURN RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

DONNA ANESSI 
14957 NE WlTHYCOMBE RD 

YAMHILL, OR97J48 

MARK C. PEDERSON 
632 NE ]lTII ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

KATHLEEN DENNIS 
1851 NW DORAL ST 

McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

MARILYN BIEN 
14665 NW OAKRIDGE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

LINDA CLINE 
432 N gm PLACE 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

PATRICK VALA 
8470 NW LAKESIDE DR 

CARLTON, OR97111 

ROB AND PAM VARUSKA 
POBOX262 

3l2EPOLK ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

CASEY VANDYKE 
11900 NEY AM.HILL RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

CELINE MCCARTHY 
24550 NW RUSSELL CREEK RD 

YAM.HILL, OR 97 J 48 

ROBIN SMITH 
126 N TOMAH A WK ISLAND DR 

PORTLAND, OR 97217 

KEN AND KATHY WATSON 
POBOX352 

YAMHILL, OR97148 

JESSICA KLUS 
2734 CRATER LN 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 

lvfARK. DA VlS 
652 SE WASHINGTON ST 
McMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

MARK & VELMA VANDY KE 
8456 NW MCSWEEN LN 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

MICHAEL LOSONSKY 
GREYHORSE VINEY ARD, LLC 

4451 NW HILL RD 
MCMINNVJLLE, OR 97 I 28 

DEBI AND GARTH GATES 
1628 NW SEQUOIA CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR97128 

KURT & NA TALIA KREITZER 
7430 NE KRONO RD 
YAMHlLL, OR 97148 

APRIL WOODRUFF 
830 EMAlN ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

GERDAECK 
12178 SE 37m AVE 

MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

RICK & MELINDA WEIDNER 
2075 SW SAlLING CT 

MCMJNNVILLE, OR 97128 

GAlLSTOLZ 
704 SE RUMMEL ST 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 
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GERRY HUNTER 
PO BOX 11 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

LAUREN BARNES 
438 W MAIN ST, #457 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

JONI ZIMMERMAN 
1101 W SHERIDAN ST 
NEWBERG, OR 97132 

STEVE LOWRY 
608 E KENNEDY CT 
CARLTON, OR97111 

KATE FULLER 
820 NW 19-rn ST 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

CATHY & JOHN DORNER 
I 1200 NE MODAFFARI RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

JAMES CULBERT 
572 NW WALLACE RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

PETER CROCKETT 
POBOX817 

CARLTON, OR97111 

CAROLINE O'BRIEN 
1591 SW \VRlGHT ST 

MCM!NNVJLLE, OR 97128 

SUSAN BRICKEY 
11407 NW KEARNEY ST 
PORTLAND, OR 97229 

TARA PATTERSON 
21900 NW TANAGER LN 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

SHANNON BUCKMASTER 
CHEHALEM VALLEY CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE 
2119 PORTLAND RD 
NEWBERG, OR 97132 

PAULIE & CAROLYN ANGERANO 
230 N 3RD ST 

CARLTON, OR 971 l l 

TERESA DA VIS 
3725 NE HAWN CREEK RD 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

CAROL BURCH 
20325 SW POWERHOUSE HILL RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

RON & NELDA SKIDMORE 
713 N 7TH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

DEBBIE ARGUEDAS 
14100NW BERRY CREEK RD 

MCMJNNVILLE, OR 97128 

NITA& WAYNE WIEBKE 
13775 NW MEADOW LAKE RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

BOB MARSHALL AND FAMILY 
15682 NE YAMHILL ROAD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

SABRA MATHOT 
888N grn ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

SUSAN WATKINS 
13440 SW MCCABE CHAPEL RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR97128 

ANNAKEESEY 
CHRIS GAISER 

4900 NE HAWN CREEK RD 
MCMINNVILLE, OR97l28 

PAIGE HAMACK 
223 N 6IHST 

CARLTON, OR97111 

ROGER BEYER 
494 STATE ST, STE 220 

SALEM, OR 97301 

GARY SCHULTZ 
8470 SE YOUNGMAN LN 

MCMINNVJLLE, OR 97128 

ROB & DIANE COLEMAN 
19037 NW MEADOWLAKE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

MARYL KUNKEL 
2505 REDWOOD CT 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 

CHARLES HILLESTAD 
1256 NW OAKMOUNT CIRCLE 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

ROCKYLOSLI 
PO BOX 344 

Y AMHlLL, OR 97148 

YAMHILL FIRE DISTRICT 
POBOX249 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
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OREGON CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
1320 CAPITOL STREET, STE 150 

SALEM, OR9730l 

JON ODENTl·JAL 
VALLEY AGRONOMICS, LLC 

200 INDUSTRIAL WAY 
POBOX258 

MT ANGEL, OR 97362 

TRASK WARD 
I l 069 NW OLD SOLDIERS ROAD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

JEFFREY ALLEN BERNARDS 
8645 NW DONNELLY LANE 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

MEGAN UJAKOVICH-GOMETZ 
707 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

COREY VANDYKE 
2312 NW WINTERGREEN CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

KELSEY TREESE 
17630 SE WEBFOOT RD 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

ROY BOWERMAN 
7465 NE GUN CLUB RD 

CARL TON, OR 97 Ill 

GARY MILLER 
1250 HILARY CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

CASEY ASCHIM 
7007 NE MINERAL SPRINGS RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

OREGONIANS FOR FOOD & SHELTER 
1320 CAPITOL STREET, STE B-50 

SALEM, OR 97301 

ALICE PATRIDGE 
687 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

NATHAN CRAIG 
1675 NW ORCHARD VIEW RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

T. BEAU ELLIS 
17355 SW BOONES FERRY RD, STEA 

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

NICOLE ANDERSON 
15210NE MILEY ROAD 

AURORA, OR 97002 

BRIAN & ROXANNE COUSSENS 
6325 NW GLENCOE RD 
HILLSBORO, OR 97124 

MATT CHESLEY 
18022 NW SKYLINE BLVD 

PORTLAND, OR 97231 

NATE CRAIG 
15221 NW WESTSIDE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

BRIAN CRUICKSHANK 
7725 SE BOOTH BEND RD 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

KEN WRIGHT 
PO BOX 190 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

DARIN MADDY & MJCHAEL ROGERS 
616 NE BAKER ST 

MCMINN VILLE, OR 97128 

ZACHARY SUMMERS 
11255 NW OLD SOLDIERS RD 

CARLTON,OR97lll 

JERRY STEELE 
25400 NE WAPATO SCHOOL RD 

GASTON, OR 971 I 9 

JOHN & LYNNE W1SER 
7680 NE GUN CLUB RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

DANIEL KEARNS 
621 SW MORRISON ST, STE 510 

PORTLAND, OR 97205 

PIEPER SWEENEY 
16135 PALMER CREEK RD SE 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

GREG & CELINE MCCARTHY 
POBOX417 

GASTON, OR 97119 

JIM HURL 
3858 NE GRAND HA VEN DR 
MCMJNNVILLE, OR 97128 

JEFF VANDYKE 
15234 NW \\'ESTSIDE RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

STAN PRIMOZJCH 
495 SW PEMBERL Y LOOP 
MCMlNNVILLE, OR 97128 
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STEVEN BATTAGLIA 
526 NW 13m ST 

MCMlNNVlLLE, OR 97128 

JEFF EDIGER 
20100 SE WALLACE RD 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

MARK SCHREPEL 
24750NE WAPATO SCHOOL RD 

GASTON, OR97119 

DEBBIE MCQUAKE 
237NW9rnST 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

BRIAN RAKE 
PO BOX 481 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

LAST UPDATED 
3/28/19 

LINDA WATKJNS 
POBOX834 

CARL TON, OR 97 II I 

ROSSDUMDI 
170 S REDWOOD ST 
YAMHILL, OR97148 

KENNETH JANSON 
1141 MONROE ST 

LAF A YE TIE, OR 97127 

GENEMENKE 
595 NW MT MAZAMA ST 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

GARRY BEVIER 
9160 NE HWY 240 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

DWIGHT EDIGER 
18930 SE WALLACE RD 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

STEVEDUMDI 
170 SPRUCE ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

BARRY LILLY 
629 NW JASON CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

PAUL DROMGOOLE 
435 WILLIAMS 

RENTON, WA 98057 

BRITTANY CAPELL 
25400NE WAPATO SCHOOL RD 

GASTON, OR 97119 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR TIIE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUISNESS 

In the Matter of Approval of Docket G-01·18 ) 
On Remand from the La:nd Use Board of Appeals; ) 
Granting Yamhill County Authority to Develop a ) 
Multi-modal Trail in an Approximately 2.82-mile ) 
Segment of the 12.48-mile County Owned Segment) 
of the Yamhelas Westsider Rail/Trail Corridor, as ) 
it Exists Between State Highway 240/Main Street, ') 
Yamhill, and the City Limits of the City of Carlton,) 
Tax Lot 4403-01300 ) 

Board Order 19-94 

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the Board) 
sat for the transaction of county business on March 28, 2019, Commissioners Richard L. "Rick'1 

Olson, Mary Starrett and Casey Kulla being present. 

IT APPEARING TO THE BOARD as follows: 

A. The county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Depaiiment of 
Transportation and the Oregon Department of Pal'ks and Recreation, obtained title to an 
approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60~foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 
Railroad in November, 2017, and has obtained from private donors additional connecting 
easements; 

B. In 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System Plan "to 
Accommodate the Yamhelas 'Rails to Trail' Project," and established cotmty supp01t for "the 
Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project)," indicating 
that the county "considers [the project] important to both the County's rail and trail/bikeway 
systems;" 

C. The county has received additional grant fonding to begin planning and 
constrnction. of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 
a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, to the city limits 
of the City of Carlton; 

D. The county has also received grant fonding to develop a Master Plan for the entire 
trail conidor; 

E. On May 31, 2018, the Board adopted Ordinance 904, amending the county's 
Transportation System Plan, part of the Transportation Element of the county's Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to recognize the county's pmchase; to adopt findings addressing farm impacts; and 
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to establish conditions for the develop a multi~modal trail in the segment of corridor from Highway 
240/Main Street, YamhiH, to the City Limits of the City of Carlton; 

F. By a Final Opinion and Order issued on December 20, 2018, the Land Use Board 
of Appea1s, a state agency, remanded Ordinance 904 to the county after concluding that the 
proposed trail is a conditional use in the county's EFU districts and must be considered by the 
county under quasi-judicial hearing rules; 

G. Following quasi-judicial procedures, the Board held a remand hearing on Docket 
G-01-18 on March 7, 2019. The record remained open for additional written comments until 
March 14, 2019; forrebuttal until March 21, 2019;·until noon on March 25, 2019forthe applicanfs 
'final word'; and to March 28, 2019 for deliberation by the Board; and 

H. Following deliberation on March 28, 2019, the Boat'd voted two to one 
(Conunissioner Starrett voting no) to approve this Board Order_, NOW, THEREFORE, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED BY THE BOARD AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Docket G-01-18, before the Board on remand from the Land Use Board of 
Appeals, is hereby approved on remand. 

Section 2. This decision is based on the original record and supplemental record before 
the Land Use Board of Apppeals in LUBA No. 2018-061, and on the testimony and evidence 
placed before the Board and rtot rejected during the remand proceedings. 

Section 3. The findings and conditions attached as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein 
by reference, are hereby adopted in support of, and as part of, this Order. 

Commissioner 

FORM APPROVED BY: 

c~~ 
Christian F. Boenisch 
County Counsel 

RICHARD L. HRJCK" OLSON 
Unavallable !or stgnature 

MARY STARRETT 
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Exhibit A 
Board Order 19-94 

Findings in Support of Approval of 
Docket No. G-01-18 on Remand, and Conditions of Approval 

FINDINGS OF FACT: 

A. Backgrolllld Facts 

1. Parcel/tract size: The entire tract is approximately 91.81 acres, existing as a corridor 
approximately 12.48-miles long, and genetally 60-feet wide. This application is for the 2.82-mile 
segment of the corridor extending from Yamhill (East Main Street, Highway 240) to the City 
Limits of Carlton. 

2, Access: There are multiple access points along the 12.48-mile conidor, where the conidor 
intersects with county roads (including East Main Street/Highway 240 and Fryer Road, with regard 
to the 2.82-mile segment). The first cross street in Carlton is Roosevelt, at the location of the New 
Carlton Fire District Main Station, 343 West Roosevelt Street, Carlton, Oregon, which abuts the 
trail conidor. 

3, On-site Land Use and Zoning: The corridor is zoned predominantly EF-80 Exclusive Farm 
use. At one point, the eastern part of the corridor is zoned AF-10, a rural residential zone. There 
are no plans, at this time, to develop trail uses in the portion of corridor within the AF-10 zone. 
Until and unless zoning ordinance amendments are made, trnil uses will be confined to the 3Qwfoot 
wide western one-half of the conidor adjacent to the AF-10 zone. The property was established 
as a rail corridor in 1872, and was used for over 100 year for the transport of passengers and freight. 
Track was removed in the early 1980s. Many parts of the corridor contain a footpath/trail, and 
much of it is vegetated/overgrown. 

4. Surrounding Uses: The neighboring properties are in farm use, with some dwellings. The 
predominant farin use adjacent to the 2.82Mmile segment of trail between Yamhill and Carlton 
appears to be the production of grass seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large (approaching 
10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor. At the 
location of the orchard, the co11·idor is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently 
being made of the corridor. The1'e is also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 
150 feet of the western edge of the orchard. The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway 
( dirt road) adjacent to the con-idor, further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut 
orchard, Testimony was also received that there is a farm where livestock are kept and a dairy is 
being operated, and there is a four-acre farm raising alpacas, turkeys, chickens, and miscellaneous food 
crops. 

5. Water: No on-site water is required for the proposed use. County propelty that is part of 
the trail property just south of and adjacent to Highway 240 has water service from a well ("Bus 
Barn Property"). 
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6, Sewage Disposal: No on-site sewage disposal is required for the proposed use, and/or if 
necessary, would be provMed as specified in a master plan under development. Sewage disposal 
fadlities (subsurface septic) are available at the Bus Barn Property. 

7. Fire Protection: Yamhill Fire Protection District, New Carlton Fire District. The New 
Carlton Fire District Main Station abuts the corridor on the northern edge of the City of Carlton. 

8. Soils: The segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton passes through soils of the 
following classifications: 

Soil Type Soil Class Soil Value 

We- WAPATO SILTY CLAY LOAM III NHVFL 
De- DAYTON SILT LOAM, THICK SURFACE III HVFL 
Am - AMITY SILT LOAM II PRIME 
WuB - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 0 TO 7 PERCENT SLOPES ll PRIME 
WuC - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 7 TO 12 PERCENT SLOPES II PRIME 

It should be noted that the listed soils, where they existed especially in the center of the corridor, 
were significantly disrupted and compacted beginning in 1872, with the addition oflarge quantities 
of ballast. It is lmown that soils and other materials were placed in various paiis of the corridor at 
different times, but it is not known precisely where those materials were placed, For these reasons, 
the above chaii may not accurately reflect the soils actually present in the Yamhill to Carlton 
segment of corridor, or the quality of those soils. 

9. Flood Hazard: The Stag Hollow area near the northern end of the Yamhill to 
Carlton conidor segment is FIRM panel 41071 C0183D. The Stag Hollow area is the only mapped 
floodplain along this segment of the co11'idor, It is split between an unnumbered "A zone" where 
the base flood elevations (BFEs) have not been determined and an area where the BFE has been 
deteimined "AE zone". The only other FIRM panel is 41071C0191D, which shows no floodplain 
within the area of the corridor under consideration, 

10. Previous Actions: The project is identified in the 2009 Carlton Transpo1tation System 
Plan (TSP) as a pedestrian and bicycle priority improvement project. Yamhill County adopted an 
amendment to add the facility to the Yamhill Coimty TSP in December 2012. The current TSP, 
originally adopted in 1996, includes a policy objective of pursuing the conversion of abandoned 
rail lines to irails that connect with the County's trail/bikeway system. Yamhill County's TSP 
update, adopted in 2015, includes the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Docket G-01-18 resulted in the 
adoption by the Board of Commissioners of Ordinance 904, on May 31, 2018. By Order dated 
December 20, 2018, the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) remanded Ordinance 904 to the 
county, with instructions. 

11. Narrative: The original request was to adopt amendments to the county's 
TranspOl'tation System Plan, a component of its Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to begin 
development of the segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, as a public hiking, bi.king 
and equestrian trail. As directed by the Department of Land Conservation and Development, the 
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county approved Ordinance 904 under legislative proceedings, to amend the Transportation 
System Plan, and to address ORS 215.296. Ordinance 904 stated, in relevant part: 

''Section 2. The Yamhill County Transpmtation System Plan, a part of 
the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is 
amended to add the following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by 
Ordinance 880 (new language is underlined): 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL 
PROJECT (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

«Jn 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of 
abandoned railway for $9 million. In 2012 the asking price was 
reduced to $2.4 million. The ab;mdoned railway runs from 
McMinnville to Hagg Lake. The corridor connects the cities of 
McMinnville, Carlton, Y amhlll and Gaston. The majority of the 
railway is in Yamhill County, wi1h 1.75 miles entering into 
Washington County. (See Figure 31.1) 

'The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi
faceted solution to multiple issues. It would allow alternative access 
to destinations, increase tourism, and assist with the movement of 
goods in the Willamette Valley, Hagg Lake provides various 
facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly utilize the 
roads smrounding the lake. From this destination and traveling 
south, the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway 
(Hwy 47). There is a lack of off-street recreational trails in this area. 

"The proposed trail would also enhance economic development. 
Presently tomism and the mobility of goods from Portland to 
Yamhill County happen via highway 4 7. The long tenn goal of thls 
project is to have a rail line along with the trail component. The Rail 
with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for business 
owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future. 
Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine 
industry. This project will also be a critical factor towards the long 
term viability for manufacturing and tourism in the valley." 

In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations 
approximately twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, 
using 1.4 million dollars in grnnt fonding obtained from the Oregon 
Depattment of Transportation and Oregon Department of Parks and 
Recreation. At the same time. owners of trail segments within the 
City of Carltmt donated easements to accommodate trail uses. The 
county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses. 
and intends to begin development of 1he proposed trail segment 
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between Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the 
City of Carlton." 

The county continues to support the original plans for use of the 
cotddor as outlined above. Development at this time of a tmil 
connecting the cities of Yaml1ill and Carlton promotes the county's 
transportation goals: will provide a safe alternative to Oregon 
Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation 
alternative for shtdents in the Yamhill-Carlton school disLTict: will 
accommodate equestrians: and will dcmonstrnte that trail uses can 
be made to be compatible wi1lifarm uses nnd farm practices, therebx 

romotin the loo ·~term oals of the Ian for develo ment of the 
entire envlsioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term goal 

. of development of a mil and trail project infue corridor. 

The above referenced aspirations of Ordinance 904 are affirmed by this Board Order, in support 
of this Board Order. LUBA has directed the county, on remand, to address the farm impact 
standard and the county's conditional use standards in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 

B. Ordinance provisions and analysis 

1. The conditional use criteria of YCZO Section 1202.02 are as follows: 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 

B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan which apply to the proposed use; 

C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, 
location, topograph)'i existence of improvements and natural features; 

D. The proposed use will not (Iller the character of the surrounding area in a 
manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding 
properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district; 

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public 
facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable 
uses in the area. 

2, The request is consistent with criterion 1202.02(A) above in that YCZO 402.04(N) lists: 
"Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not allowed under 
Subsection 402.02(K) or 402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12." The proposed trail 
is a transportation facility and improvement. The same category of uses is not listed as a use 
allowed outright or conditionally in the AF-10 zone or the HI zone. For that reason, unless and 
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until text amendments are made to the zoning ordinance, trail development will not take place 
within the HI zone, or the AF -10 zone, but will be confined to the 30~ foot wide westem side (zoned 
EFh80) of the corridor where it is adjacent to the AF-10 zone. OAR 660-012-0065 states that a 
recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 and 14, and does not contain additional 
requirements for the establishment of a recreational trail. 

3. Regarding criterion (B), the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards 
or criteria for review oftranspo1iation facilities. Findings of consistency with the comprehensive 
plan and statewide land use planning goals were made as part of Ordinance 904, and will be carried 
through and into any instrument adopted on remand to allow the proposal to proceed. 

3.1 The Transportation System Plan, a part of the Transportation Element of the 
county's Comprehensive. Plan, also specifically addressed the "Yatilhela.s Westsider Trail" that is 
the subject of this remand. On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending 
its comprehensive plan to specifically "acknowledge the potential future use of a 15 .25-mile 
section of Union Pacific Railroad right~of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and 
hiking trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or 
freight rail.,, Ordinance 904 acknowledged the ownership of the trail, addressed the farm impact 
standards, and established conditions of approval for development of the Yamhill to Carlton 
segment of trail. Ordinance 904 will be repealed at the time these findings and conditions are 
adopted by Board Order. 

3,2 Policy 5.5 of the cotmty's Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 
"Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan," was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence: 

"4. Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 
Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it impo11ant to both the 
County's rail and trail/bikeway systems.', 

3.3 Under the heading "A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 
Improvements" the county added: 

"HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 

Vicinity: 
Section: 

North Central Yamhill County 
Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to 
Hagg Lake 

Length: 15.25 miles in Yamhill County 
Alignment; Horizontal Predominantly flat 
Recommended Action: Constmct a multi-use path along the existing 

railroad right-of-way 
Estimated Cost: -TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)" 

A map shows the trail starting just no1th of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 
in Washington County, labeled "Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail." 
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3 .4 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled "H. Other Transportation 
Projects," as follows: 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 
(Y AMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned tailway for 
$9 million. In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million. The abandoned 
railway nms from McMimwille to Hagg Lake. The corridor connects the cities of 
McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. The Majority of the railway is in 
Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County. (See Figure 
31.1) 

The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 
to multiple issues. It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 
tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley. Hagg 
Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 
utilize the roads surrounding the lake. From this destination and traveling south, 
the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47). There is a lack 
of off-street recreational trails in this area, 

The proposed trail would also enhance economic development. Presently tourism 
and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 
47. The long term goal of this project is to have a mil line along with the trail 
component. The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
business owners and allow the connection to other mil lines in the future. Yamhill 
County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry. This ptoject 
will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 
tourism in the valley." 

3.5 These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of 
Commissioners following a duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission 
and the Board. The proposed use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan that apply to the proposed use. 

4. Regarding criterion (C), the parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, 
shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features. 

4.1 The county's ownership, Tax Lot 4403.,01300, extends almost to the City of Gaston 
at its nmthern te1minus to south of Gun Club Road as its south em tem1inus-more than 12 miles. 
The prope1ty is a pre-existing transportation corridor that is generaUy 60 feet wide, and wider in 
places. It includes property adjacent to Highway 240 that the county is currently leasing to Gene 
Belt, whose sub-tenant is Mid-Columbia Bus Company (the "Bus Barn" property). Even along 
the AF-10 segment of the conidor, the corridor in the EF-80 zone cunently available for trail uses 
is 30~feet wide. Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet of that width. For most of the 
corridor, that leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed trail. 
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Adjacent to the AF-10 segment, the buffer available between the proposed trail and uses in the EF-
80 zone is 18 feet, with a 30-foot buffer between trail uses and uses in the AF-10 zone. No state 
law _prohibits trails or transportation facilities in AF-10 or ID zones, and it is feasible for the county 
to amend those zones to allow such facilities. The size of the parcel is suitable for trail uses, 

4.2 The shape of the co1Tidor is largely straight, whlch was appropriate for rail uses and 
is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestrians. The shape of the 
pru:cel is unique, in that it was assembled by purchase from numerous individual propetty owners, 
mostly in the l 870's. Its unique shape is highly suited to construction of a road, re-establishment 
of rail uses, and for a multi-use trail. The trail is proposed to accommodate walkers, runners, 
bicyclists and equestrians, for recreation and for travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 
Tiie linear shape of the conidor is well suited for the proposed use. 

4.3 The topography of the parcel is relatively flat, with a grade that was appropriate for 
rail uses and is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestdans. There 
are drainageways that cross the co11'idor, including Stag Hollow Creek and two unnamed 
drainages. Railroad facilities crossed those drainages without difficulty, and it is feasible for the 
trail to cross the same drainages. The county has obtained a grant to plan for and design three 
bridges, and to build a bridge across Stag Hollow Creek. 

4.4 With regard to the "existence of improvements," much of the corridor, including 
parts of the corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, already contain well-drained ballast and an 
established foot path. The consolidation of the ownership into a single tax lot by prior owners is 
an improvement, making the subject linear property more suitable for trail/transportation usage 
than any other use. No other "improvementsn are necessary to accommodate construction of a 
paved path as envisioned. 

4.5 With regard to natural features, the conidor passes through a scenic pmt of Yamhill 
County, and already contains some vegetative features (trees) that may be available (following and 
as a part of master planning) as a paitial buffer between trail uses and neighboring uses at various 
locations. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use, and the proposal meets criterion (C). 

5. Regarding criterion (D), the prnposed use is a passive~use trail to connect the cities of 
Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District. The transportation 
a11d recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to vehicular transportation 
uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill County, in close proximity to 
residential, commercial and form i1ses. The "character of the sunounding area" is rural, and 
oriented towards farming. Significant testimony was received from the farming comnumity that a 
passive-use trail is not compatible with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place 
adjacent to the con-idor. That testimony descdbed the character of the area as a forbidding place 
where children and animals are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users 
will commit criminal ~cts against ea.ch other and render the area unsuitable fol' fanning. The Board 
rejects that view as overblown and hyperbolic. For the reasons stated here and in addressing the 
farm impact standards, the character of the proposed use is such that it will not substantially limit, 
impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the EF-80 zone. 
Under Oregon law, 27 separate categories of non-fa1m uses are allowed in farm zones as 
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conditional uses. Many of those uses am routinely approved by all Oregon counties, who impose 
appropriate conditions to reduce potential impacts, as is specifically allowed by Oregon law and 
the county's zoning ordinance. With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not 
alter the character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of sunounding 
properties for pennitted uses. 

6. Regarding criterion (E), the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of 
public facilities and services existing 01' planned for the area affected by the use. 

6.1 Police, fire protection and emergency medical services are available throughout 
Yamhill County, and including the conidor segment under consideration. 

6.1.1 Police services are provided by the County Sheriffs Office, police 
departments in both the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton, and by the State Police. The Sheriffs office 
has indicated tlmt it has adequate vehicles and staff to respond to incidents occurring on the entil'e 
trail corridor, including the Yamhill to Carlton segment. He has also testified that proposed access 
to the corridor is adequate, especially if removable bollards are installed at the fom• known trail 
access points: Highway 240, Fryer Road (for entry south and north) and at or near Roosevelt Street 
in the City of Carlton. 

6.1.2 The trail segment under review is located within two fire districts. The chief 
of the Yamhill Fire Protection District testified regarding his concerns about fire and fire access, 
but also indicated that a 12-foot wide paved sm-face, as proposed, would accommodate fire and 
emergency vehicles. He also asked questions regarding funding for fire and other emergency 
services that are all fair questions that should be answered by the people who live and Wot'k within 
the District, but are not necessary to resolve in this proceeding. The proposed trail may one day 
be patt of a regional trail, with trailheads and expectations for l'egional use. That is not what is 
proposed in Docket G-01-18. Paving a 12-foot by 2.82-mile foot and bicycle path connecting a 
city of just over 1,000 residents with a city of just over 2,000 residents is unlikely to "create a 
major hardship" for the Yamhill Fire Protection District, funding 01· otherwise. The southern 
segment of the proposed trail is served by the New Carlton Fire District, which has not commented. 
Its Main Station (built in 2009) abuts the trail at its so.uthern tenninus at Roosevelt Street in 
Carlton. It is feasible to provide direct access to the trail from the Districts Main Station for 
emergency vehicles. 

6.1.3 A Master Plan will address bridge constrnction, and whether bridges should 
be built to allow use by emergency vehicles. The Board finds that it is feasible to constmct the 
bridges to allow access, in an emergency, by emergency vehicles including police cars, police 
four-wheel off-road vehicles (currently available and maintained by the Sheriffs Office), most 
ambulances, and trucks commonly owned by fire districts to transport water and firefighting crews. 
Access to most of the trail conidor to all of these vehicles is feasible, withm.it bridges, from Fryer 
Road (a county road) and from Roosevelt Street through arrangement with the City of Carlton. 
Most, if not all, of the questions asked by the Yamhill Fire Protection District Director have been 
answered in these findings. The remainder should be raised through his participation in the master 
planning process. The Board finds that adequate police, fire protection and emergency services 
are currently available to serve users of the trail and su1Tounding property owners. It is feasible to 
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complete the design of the trail as envisioned, with ptoper grade, clearance, site vision, drainage, 
road base, bridges, horizontal clearance, and access to accommodate police, fire and ambulance 
services. 

6.1.4 Construction of the proposed trail will improve access by emergency 
vehicles to farms along the trail corridor from Highway 240, from Fryer Road and from Roosevelt 
Street, even if newly installed bridges will not accommodate such vehicles. Nothing about the 
trail renders inadequate existing services-it is proposed as a passive use recreation and 
transp01tation facility. The county also owns the 'Bus Barn, property, which is the nmthern 
terminus of the Yamhill to Carlton segment. Master Planning is unde1way. Although a master 
plan has not yet been completed, the Bus Barn pmperty is large enough, has water, subsurface 
sewage disposal and electricity, and it is feasible that the Bus Bam property can accommodate its 
cmrent use and aJso se1ve as a trailhead with restrnom facilities and other amenities for trail users. 
The site currently has electrical service. The corridor has existing roads and access to serve the 
proposed use. For all of these reasons, the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy 
of public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use. 

7. Regarding criterion (F), the use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other 
allowable uses in the area. The "existing uses" and "allowable uses" in the area are discussed 
throughout these findings. Findings establishing compliance with the farm impact standards 
(below) also establish compliance with this standard. For reasons stated elsewhere in these 
findings, the proposed use is or can be made compatible with residential uses and other uses 
allowed in the area. With conditions, the proposed trail wlll be compatible with existing uses and 
other allowable uses in the area. 

8. Conditional uses in the EF-80 dish'ict must also comply with the following criteria found 
in 402.07(A): 

1. The use will not force significant change in accepted farming or forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or fo1'est use. 

2. The use will not significantly incl'ease the cost of accepted farming orforesf 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

These criteria are the same as required by ORS 215.296. ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 

"Standards fol' approval of certain uses In exclusive farm use zones; violation of 
standard~: complaint; penalties: exceptions to standards. (1) A use allowed under 
ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the 
local governing body or its designee finds that the use will not: 

(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use,· or 

(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 
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(2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 
(2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in subsection 
(1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions. Any 
conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *" 

8.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 
subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 
forest practices occuning on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 
will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices. ORS 
215 .203 defines "farm use, io and contains the following definition of "accepted farming practice" 
that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance. ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 

''As used in this subsection, 'accepted farming practice' means a mode of operation 
that is common to farms of a similar nature, 11ec·essary for the operation of such 
farms to obtain a profit i11 money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with fatm 
use." 

8.2 For pmposes of this analysis, the "area" under consideration includes all farm 
operations wholly or paitially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 
corridor. The pmtion of the c01Tido1' under consideration rnns from State Highway 240 south to 
the northern city limits of the City of Carlton. " 

8.3 All property owners wholly or partially within the area extending 750 feet north of 
State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of Carlton were 
mailed notice of these proceedings. A hearing was held before the Planning Commission on May 
3, 2018. At the hearing, farm managers and operators within the notice area and from elsewhere 
in the county supplemented the record with additional, more specific evidence and testimony 
regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related fatm practices taking place in the area, 
along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm operations in the area if the corridor 
is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian trail. 

8.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic infonnation 
about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area. That 
infonnation has been supplemented by persons testifying at the hearing and by the hundreds of 
pages of written testimony submitted into the record on remand, 

8.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 
hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops. No specific livestock operations were 
identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 
in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on propeiiy adjacent to the 
corridor segment under review. Following the public hearings on this matter, a person testified to 
the Board that he has milking cows within 750 feet of the trail conidor. Other crops that might be 
present because they are common in Yamhill County include sweet com, raspberries, marion 
benies, beans, cherries, arborvitae and other nursery stock. Testimony was also received regarding 
cattle and sheep being raised or maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor. 
The area also includes riparian and forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place. 
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8.6 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides, pesticides, fimgicides and fertilizer, 
disking of orchards and machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area undel' the ORS 
215.203(2)(0) definition. There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices 
taking place, Farm labor is likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops 
noted. Farm machinery is routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases 
must routinely cross the corridor. Testimony was received tegarding the harvesting of grass seed, 
and the need to regularly cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year. (The county 
has indicated its intent to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm 
operations that would benefit from a legal anangement allowing them to cross the conidor for 
farming purposes.) Fields may be inigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water 
sources. One farmer shoots non~potable water onto his property with a watet cannon. No 
commercial forestry has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses 
accessory to agl'icultlll'al uses likely take place. 

8. 7 The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 
seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 
recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor. At the location of the orchard, the corridor 
is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor, The orchard 
is also in close proximity to a dwelling on a neighboring parcel and State Highway 4 7, both of 
which are located within 150 feet of the western edge of the orchard. The owner of the orchard 
also maintains an accessway (dht road) adjacent to the conidor, further buffering (by distance) the 
corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 

8. 8 In all three public hearings on this matter, one before the Planning Commission and 
two before the Board of Commissioners, testimony has been received outlining perceived and/or 
anticipated impacts from public use of the conidor as a public trail. It has been asserted that new 
rules first proposed by the U.S. Envirorunental Protection Agency, and now adopted by the Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, will prevent grass seed farmers and a farm 
operator raising filbert trees from spraying their grain/seed crnps and/or trees located within 150 
feet of the trail> and within 150 feet of Highway 4 7. The allegation includes an assertion that it is 
the presence of the trail and trail users that will cause the farm operator's costs to rise significantly, 
and to include the loss of profits from an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of 
the trail. Similar, unsupported allegations were made that other (unspecified) rnles or one or more 
certification progran1s will stop issuing crop certifications due to the presence of the trail. 

8.8.1 These claims are rejected by the Board as being unsuppo1ted or untrue. 
With regard to spraying, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of pesticides and/or 
herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, "pesticides") or other substances potentially harmful to 
human health on people or on propeliy other than property owned or otherwise under the control 
of the fa1m operator. Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be sprayed on 
workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause them to 
"drift'' off-site. (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)). Some ]abels state that they should not be used 
'~around" certain uses were the public is likely to be, with no specific definition of "around," and 
apparently leaving it to the best judgment ofthe applicator, Fmmers or spray operators who allow 
pesticides to drift can currently be held "strictly liable" because such activities can be considered 
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"abnormally dangerous." Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right
to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to fa1m operators for pesticide use that 
is "done in a reasonable and prudent manner." (see ORS 30.939) It is not the county or anyone 
else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 
boundaries of a fa1m, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 
federal or state government is not a cost that can logically.be attributed to users of the proposed 
trail. Overspray is not an accepted fatm practice. 

8.8.2 The argument from opponents 1.s that the existence of the trail will put 
additional persons in potential ha1m' s way from pesticide drift; and that farm/spray operators will 
incur additional, "significant" expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 
of the trail. "Reasonable and prudent" pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, "considered to 
be a farming practice" for purposes of state fanning protection laws. Allowing pesticides to drift 
onto neighboring properties, whether or not people 01· animals are present, is not "reasonable and 
prndent/' it is possibly negligence, and is clearly a nuisance and trespass. 

8.8.3 Testimony has been received from one fa1m operator who farms a hazelnut 
orchard adjacent to the segment of the corridor that is the subject of this application, and from 
several fann operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed and grains. 
The farms adjacent to the segment of corridor under consideration are addressed in more detail 
below. In earlier proceedings, a hazelnut fanner stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees 
between Highway 4 7 and the corridor. When discussing an EPA rule, that was being considered 
(in modified form) for adoption by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he 
stated that he would not be able to spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway, He stated 
that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the moming when tree sugar is at a certain level. He 
also discussed the need to manage filbertworm outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees 
three years after it first appeal's. He stated that there are newei', more resistant varieties, but those 

. trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years after it appears. Testimony received from a second 
farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, was to the effect that the county should indemnify 
frumers against potential claims by trail users that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 

8.8.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 
Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility. 
That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rnle is for the purpose of protecting 
"workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm." Under 
the proposed rule, the responsibility off arm operators to avoid spraying people and to prevent the 
drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged. 

8.8.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 
precautions can be taken, at little cost, to· minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 
spray operators and trail users. It may be possible to schedule spraying in the eady morning or at 
other times when trail use is light. One spray applicator indicated that, when possible, he sprays 
in the evening or at night, when wind conditions are more favorable, bees are not active and 
sunlight does not break down the chemical spray. Sign details will be established through the 
master planning process, which is scheduled to begin at the time of these findings. Posted signs 
will include clear notice that the trail is for day use only. Even during the night~ spray operators 
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are required to avoid spraying the prope11y of others, whether or not there are people or animals 
located there. Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail near locations where 
s1>rayi11g js scheduled to take place, Suc,h signs are currently available, and have been seen in use 
along the corridor near Gaston. Temporary barriern, with signage, might be employed to prevent 
trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift. These matters should be addressed in the 
master planning process, but it is feasible to post warning signs and to erect temporary barriers on 
the trail to accommodate spray applicators, and such measures should be allowed if doing so may 
reduce risks to fa1mers of possible complaints ot lawsuits. The added inconvenience to farm 
operators is not part of the farm impa_ct s~andard calculus, because overspray is not an accepted 
farm use under any circumstances. Such measures, taken whenever necessary (and as to be 
addressed in the master plan) along with fencing and signage, reduce the risk of increased 
insurance premiums and potential lawsuits arising from trail use to a level at which those dsks and 
expected costs cannot be considered significant. Such measures help to makes coping with trail 
use adjacent to farm uses no different in terms of risk management than farming adjacent to a State 
Highway, county road, or other public rnad. State law already requires that farmers and spray 
operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they follow the label 
instructions of the spray being applied. Off-site pesticide drift is never allowed. The county, or 
other trail manager, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring fam1 operations to ensure that 
reasonable and pmdent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of trail users. 

8.8.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of a pesticide 
might drift off of the propeity to which it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 
they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time-consuming inspections of fa1m 
operations by governmental agencies. However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 
perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 
for farmers, are speculative. This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 
complaints ·that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 
county, Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 
driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 
routinely produced by fa1m operators. 

8.8.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 
in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 
and/or smoke that visitors may experience while \!sing the trail. Signage can also be used to warn 
trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 
property; of trespassing on ·private property; of littering; of vandalism at1d/or camping in the 
corridor 01· 011 adjacent lands. Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 
the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and famtlng uses and 
practices. The segment of trail in question will be installed with access from Highway 240 (once 
the HI zone text is amended) and from the City of Carlton. There will be no parking or trailhead 
installed under this approval, and there will be 'no parking for trail users' or similar signs posted 
where the trail crosses Fryer Road. This segment of trafl is being constructed for local use by the 
residents of Yamhill and Carlton. Although it may one day be a link in a regional trail, its intended 
and expected use at present is by persons who live in the area or are visiting Yamhill or Carlton. 
Such residents and visitors, more likely than not► know the difference between smelling pesticides 
and being sprayed with them. 
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8.8.8. With regard to the indemnification of fa1m operators against possible 
lawsuits arising from spray drift-as noted, Oregon has right-to-fann laws that currently limit 
lawsuits against fanners following accepted farming practices. Cmmties do not cunently 
indemnify fanners against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 
drift. Testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, but in states 
with different state laws. No rational basis has been identified in this case for what would seem to 
be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 
practices that may or may not be "reasonable and prndent." As stated, fencing, signage and other 
practices outline in the master plan will reduce perceived liability risks to a level at which they do 
not significantly impact accepted farm practices or costs. 

8.8.9 As addressed throughout these findings, the existence of a paved trail 
through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a significant change in 
accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on surrounding lands, or to 
significantly increase the cost of spraying in the stm-ounding area. Clear and objective conditions 
establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; signage and the possible 
use of temporary barriers and signs during times of spray application will fiuiher minimize 
potential liability risks and other potential conflicts (addressing repoits to state agencies) between 
applicators of pesticides and use of the co11·idor by hikers, bikers, and equestrians. Additional 
testimony received during the proceedings on remand are addressed elsewhere in these findings. 

8.9 The county has also received testimony from numerous fa1mers, including some 
that are locat~d within the notice area for this proceeding, and six who fatm adjacent to the 
con'idor. Some of those farmers have indicated that trail users will trespass on their property, 
significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs. Examples given included: trail users 
defecating and minating in surrounding farm fields and orchards; littering and illegal dumping in 
sun·ounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing interaction between trail users and livestock; and 
crops trampled by trail users seeking photo opportunities. Some have likened the proposed use of 
the corridor as a hiking, biking and equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, 
and have indicated that they fear homeless people, clueless tourists and criminals will wander onto 
their land trampling crops, littering, doing drug~, interrupting spray operations, stealing, raping, 
killing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up makeshift camps. Several faimers and other 
opponents claimed that, either trail users will start fires, or they will be incinerated by fast moving 
fires started accidentally by faimers. The attorney for the organized opposition. promoted this type 
of testimony orally and in writing to the Board. The Board has weighed that evidence against the 
extensive testimony received regarding the Banks to Vernonia trail, which was almost exclusively 
praised by those providing oral and written testimony. The Banks to Vernonia Trail passes through 
forest land, but also through extensive farm areas, adjacent to and through established fields 
growing grass seed or used for grazing. Negative testimony about the Banks to Vernonia Trail 
was far outweighed by positive testimony, indicating close similarities between it and the 
Yamhelas Westsid.er Trail segment under consideration in these proceedings. That testimony 
supports a conclusion that the apocalyptic testimony of trail critics is not credible and that the 
balance of testimony and evidence supports a conclusion that the trail can function as an 
exceptional place for persons of all ages to exercise and as a safe transpottation for students and 
others traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. There is no reason to believe that trail 
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users present any greater risk of fire or crime than is posed by users of other public rights-of-way 
in the county. As indicated, all police and emergency services will be available along the trail, 
which will have good emergency access at several locations. Two :fire districts serve the trail 
segment in question, including one that has its main fire station abutting the trail at its southern 
terminus. A developed trail will provide greater access for fire response vehicles to areas adjacent 
to the trail than are available now. 

8.9.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 
incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 
is a telatively dense urban and suburban area. Problems reJated to homelessness in the Springwater 
Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy~ stopped enforcing laws 
along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping. This type of problem can be minimized 
regarding a trail in the Y amhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 
of rules governing use of the coll'idot· that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 
enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. Volunteers and 'Friends of 
the Trail' will likely report problems and help to educate persons on the trail who appear to not 
know or understand basic trail rules. Maintenance of the trail will also help to minimize all 
potential impacts 'to neighboring farms from trail users, promoting respect for the trail and its 
neighbors. The establishment of a Master Plan will be the first step in development and 
maintenance of a trail in the Yamhelas corridor that draws children, young people and families, 
none of whom are 'criminal elements,' and all of whom are wary of such elements and know how 
to react appropriately. The Banks to Vernonia Trail and the testimony received about it is 
substantial evidence that the Board accepts establishing that hiking, biking and riding horses are 
activities that attract law abiding citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be 
a natural detenent to crime along that trail and many other developed trails in Oregon and across 
the country. Conh'ary to the claims of some opponents, the close proximity of farms growing the 
same types of crops adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia trail is substantial evidence that farm 
practices of the type taking place along the Y amhelas trail corridor are not likely to be impacted 
in a significant way by the presence of the trail and trail users. 

8.9.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings-damage to 
crops, vandalism and other criminal activities--could significantly impact fmm practices and 
significantly increase the cost of farming. However; there are effective management and design 
mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 
and policing. Additiona11y, in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can be used 
to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of trespassers. 
Trail design will also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by law enforcement 
personnel traveling on Ol' in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols and rapid police 
response to reported criminal incidents. Conditions are proposed requiring the establishment and 
maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to minimize the potential 
for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond quickly. With such 
conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might othe1wise significantly impact accepted 
fann practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or significantly increase the cost of 
farming such lands, 
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8.10 It should also be noted, with xegard to potential impacts to frum uses generally: the 
conidor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide, Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 
of that width. That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 
trail. Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 
views of neighboring farms and fann operations, or to enhance the security of fencing. 

8.11 It should further be noted that fa11n uses have, for the most part, peacefully co
existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 
the state and nation for many years. Fanners and spray operators appear, for the most pait, to 
accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 
and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices. The same methods used 
to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 
significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walling, on bicycles or horses, 
than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county's many roads, with a smaller buffer 
area than is potentially available with 1he proposed use. The Board received extensive testimony 
supporting a conclusion that farmers do not incur significant costs or impacts from fatming 
adjacent to other public rights-of-way as evidence that they will not incur significant impact or 
costs from the presence of trail users. The Board finds that evidence to be credible and compelling, 
and to outweigh less credible and compelling testimony that trail impacts to forming will far exceed 
the usually insignificant impacts of farming adjacent to any other kind of public right-of-way. 

8.12 It is the countis intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 
potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail. lt appears feasible for the 
county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 

8.13 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 
Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses. The county intends to mitigate 
and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 
address those uses under ORS 215,296. 

8 .14 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have suppmted the development of a 
trail in the existing conidor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville. Benefits include 
increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 
alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 
Carlton School District. In the case of the conidor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 
two commwlities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 
route between schools and students living in both communities. This community connection also 
raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 
fiuihering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 
within the corridor. 

8.15 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 
constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 
operated for approximately l00 years. It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 
transportation opportunities. The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are in1pacts 
from farming on trail users-e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally l<lll 
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someone's trespassing pet. The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers. There are 
mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 
the impacts alleged. The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 
uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet. Fencing and signage alone will 
minimize potential trespass impacts to fa1m practices and costs to a level at which they can no 
longer be considered "significant." Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 
uses and practices, can be established and emp)oyed through a final design or master plan to further 
minimize potential trespass impacts. Trail users can be wained by way of appropriate signage 
regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers need or want to spray up to the 
corridor. The master plan should specify trail design adjacent to grass seed and grain fields to 
ensure that nuisance weeds are controlled or eliminated and do not contaminate neighboring crops. 
Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers who engage in accepted farming practices. Other 
existing Jaws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 
substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals. It 
therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be min1mized by 
appropriate fencing and signage. Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the form impact 
standards in ORS 215.296, can be prnvided throi1gh final design and/or a master plan established 
prior to the formal opening of the conidor for use by the general public. 

8.16 It should also be noted that, for conditional uses within the farm zone, the Planning 
Department has required property owners to sign and record an affidavit stating the following: 

"TI1e subject property is lo~ted in an area designated by Yamhill County 
for agricultural uses. It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 
conflicting land uses in such designated areas. Accepted agricultural practices in 
this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property. 
However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 
responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 
of this prope1ty, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law.» 

This affidavit alerts the prope1ty owner and potential users of the land that neighboring agricultural 
operations wilt not be required to modify their fanning practices on behalf of the neighboring use, 
With conditions and the above affidavit, it appears that the use will not cause significant conflicts 
with neighboring farming operations. 

8 .17 The following findings address the consistency of the proposal with the Statewide 
Land Use Planning Goals. These findings are mostly canied through from Ordinance 904 and are 
not necessary for conditional use approval but are included in these findings in an abundance of 
caution. 

8.17 .1 Goal 1-Citizen Involvement. Goal 1 directs local govenunents to adopt 
and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process. In 
this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 
Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 
opportunity for citizen involvement. Three full hearings were provided, two before the Board of 
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Commissioners. All of the hearings held regarding Docket G-01-18 as well as a 'trail dialogue' 
meeting to receive comments regarding th~ trail were well attended, 

8.17.2 Goal 2-Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base). Goal 2 
requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 
govemmental units. Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 
agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 
area affected. The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long
established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals, It is 
the county's standal'd practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 
proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 

Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factua] basis for its decisions. A factual basis 
(substantial evidence in the record as a whole) for this decision 11as been established through the 
course of the application and review process and was supplemented through the hearing process. 
The county's decision is supported by substantial evidence. 

8.17.3 Goal 3-Agricultural Lands, Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 
and maintain agricultural land. The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 
with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years. Much of the 
corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the coll'idor remains suitable as a 
transpo1iation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1872. The county has 
considered potential impacts to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 
weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 
other social benefits of use oftbe property for a trnil. In this casei conflicts between use of the site 
for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 
sunounding area have been considered and addressed. 

8.17.4 Goal 4-Forest Lands, Goal 4 directs local governments to "conserve forest 
lands." The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU. Paiis of the corridor are forested, but 
for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 
more suited for trail/recreational uses. 

8.17 .5 Goal 5-Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources. 
Goal 5 is ''To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources," The proposed trail 
will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercotuses. None of the identified 
watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources. AH necessary pennits will be obtained prior to 
constructing bridges across the identified watercourses. 

8.17.6 Goal 6-Ait-, Water and Land Resources Quality, Under Goal 6, local 
governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 
environmental standards. All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 
constmcting bridges across identified watercourses. Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail
biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generaUy non-polluting uses. 
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8.17.7 Goal 7-Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards. Goal 7 directs 
local govenunents to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards. Construction of 
the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across minor 
watercourses and a floodplain, The county regulates development in floodways and floodplains, 
and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 7. 

8.17.8 Goal 8-Recreational Needs. Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 
the recreational needs of its citizens. A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi
modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 
cities of Yamhill and Carlton. The proposal promotes Goal 8. 

8.17 .9 Goal 9-Economic Development. Goal 9 directs local government to 
provide adequate opp01iunities for continued economic growth in Oregon. The focus of Goal 9 is 
on commercial and industl'ial development, primarily in urban areas. However, extensive 
testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 
promoting agd-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 
county's extensive agricultural economy. The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 
especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 

8.17 .10 Goal 10- Housing. Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 
of the state. No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urba~ble land that 
could be used for housing from any inventory. Goa.110 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 

8.17.11 Goal 11-Public Facilities and Services. Goal I I is "To plan and develop 
a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 
for urban and rnral development." This plan amendment will not negatively impact-any identified 
public facilities or services, and all necessary public facilities and services are available to serve 
the proposed use, 

8.17.12 Goal 12-Transpoitation. Goal 12 directs local governments «to provide 
and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transpo1tation system." In this case, the county 
has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transpmt for 
approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 
to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses. The proposal to develop an alternative 
transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 
horse directly promotes Goal 12. The only other transp01tation facility available, Oregon Highway 
47, is not suitable for these uses. 

8.17.13 Goa] 13-Energy Conservation. Goal 13 declares that "land and uses 
developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 
forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles," By promoting a safe and appealing 
facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 
amendment promotes Goal 13. · 

8.17.14 Remaining Goals. None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 
Goals are relevant to this application. 
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8.17.15 With regard to the Statewide Planning Goals, it should also be noted that 
a section ofLCDC's Transp011ation Planning Rule, OAR 660-012-0065, entitled i'Transpo11l!tion 
Improvements on Rural Lands" subsection (3) states: 

"(3) The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 
and 14 subject to the requirements of this ntle: 

* * * 

(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 
modification or pm.1 of an existing road;" 

9. Findings addressing testimony and evidence submitted during the open record pel'iod 

9.1 Planning Docket G-01-18 is before the Board on remand from the Land Use Board 
of Appeals (LUBA). The original proceedings resulted in the adoption of Ordinance 904, on May 
31, 2018. The ordinance was appealed to LUBA and remanded to the county with instructions to 
hold a new "quasi-judicial" hearing, and to adopt findings to address the conditional use standards 
of the county's zoning ordinance. 

9 .2 The record of this proceeding on remand includes the record and supplemental 
record of the original proceedings, containing more than 613 pages of evidence and testimony 
regarding the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The original decision also contained farm 
impact findings, addressing specific alleged impacts to smrnunding farms from development and 
use of a pre-existing rail cotTidor as a hildng, biking and equestrian trail connecting the cities of 
Yamhill and Carlton. 

9.3 LUBA remanded Ordinance 904 to the cotmty for further proceedings, with 
instructions: hold a new hearing following "quasi-judicial'' rnles and address the conditional use 
standards of the county's zoning ordinance. The new hearing was held on March 7, 2019, and 
opponents of the trail testified regarding farm uses taking place adjacent to, or in some cases 
within, the Union Pacific transportation corridor that is now owned by Yamhill County. Some of 
the people who testified at the hearing own and/or farm land adjacent to the corridol'. Six separate 
farm operations have been identified as being adjacent to or transected by the existing 
transportation corridor and being operated by persons who have alleged potential significant 
impacts to their accepted fann practices. Those parties, their fatm practices and costs, are 
discussed below. 

9 .4 The issues that LUBA decided in favor of the county are no longer before the Board. 
That includes questions of ownership. In its Final Order, LUBA found that: "as deed owner of 
the rail corridor, [the county] has sufficient authority, without more, to file a land use application 
to develop the corridor," (page 26) 

9.4.1 The attorney for the organized opposition and others have argued, variously> 
that the corridor is a non-exclusive easement, a limited easement, or an abandoned easement. The 
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organized opposition has submitted at least three different letters or memos containing legal 
theories about the title that the county's legal representative presenting the application has 
indicated are not based on sound legal analysis. The Brickley letters are similar. The March 4, 
2019 letter devotes four sentences and one case citation to bis conclusion that the Oregon Central 
Railrnad only received an easement for the "strip ofland" it obtained for $350 in gold coin in 1873. 
The case he cites (Bouche v. Wag11er) concluded that the deed at issue conveyed fee title, not an 
easement. The analysis provided is inadequate to address a question that only the Circuit Court 
has jurisdiction to answer. The Board has weighed the evidence and legal opinions it has received 
regarding county ownership of the corridor during these proceedings, and rejects the legal analysis 
and conclusions submitted into the record by the organized opposition. 

9.4.2 The final packet submitted by the attorney for the organized opposition 
(Exhibit 4) contained what appeared to be a lay person's legal theory about one of the documents 
transferring ownership of propeity just south of the Bus Barn to the Oregon and California Railroad 
Company in 1906. The other documents.hows that the Oregon Central Railroad Company received 
a jury award for the original 60~foot conidor, where it runs through the Van Dyke property, in 
1872. That document describes the conveyance as "land" and "pieces of real property" that were 
"appropriatedL] set apa11, transfened and conveyed," "forever," and with no possibility ofreverter. 
It shows that the Oregon Central Railroad Company paid the Van Dykes' predecessor in interest 
"$350 U.S. Gold Coin" in exchange for "real property,'' which was not an amount considered 
"nominal" in 1872. Nowhere does the Court's judgment awal'ding the property to the Railroad 
state that the "$350 in U.S. Gold Coin" was for an easement, or describe any limitations on its use 
by the Railroad or a 'sharing' arrangement, as several property owners and the attorney for the 
organized opponents have claimed, The documents submitted clearly support a conclusion that 
the land it describes was fee tit]e, awarded to the Railroad for valuable consideration. 

9.4.3 The lay person's analysis in the opponents' Exhibit 4 is of the 1906 
document. It is a bargain and sale deed from tl1e Van.Dykes' predecessor in interest to the Oregon 
and CalifomiaRailrnad Company (successor in interest to the Oregon Central Railroad Company). 
It shows the conveyance of two additional IO-foot wide "strips of land" on either side of the 
original 60-foot wide corridor at the location of Stag Hollow Creek, where a railroad bridge had 
been built. Maps in the record now show that at that location, where the coITidor crosses the creek, 
tl1e county owns an 80-foot wide stretch of conidor that is 336 feet long, as described in the 
Bargain and Sale Deed. The writer's theory is that the reference to installation by the railroad of 
cattle guards "on its tracks" proves that the "original intent" of the Railroad was to give 
neighboring property owners the right to use and cross the additional 20~feet of width and the 
original 60-feet of corridor awarded to the Railroad 34 years earlier. More likely, the cattle guards 
were for the pmpose of keeping stray cattle off of the bridge, not a grant of a license to use 01· to 
cross the corridor. As another farm owner testified, his father-in-law had to pay the railroad a 
yearly fee for license to cross the conidor even after the rails were removed. Evidence in the 
record supports a conclusion that none of the county's predecessors in interest abandoned 
ownership of any part of the co11·ido1' conveyed to the county. None of the infoimation submitted 
by the opponents regarding the county's title diminishes the conclusion that the county owns the 
corridor in fee, not as a non-exclusive, limited, or abandoned easement. 
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9.4.4 These findings are offered only to clarify why the claims of the attorney for 
the organized opposition and others regarding ownership of the corridor are not credible. The 
Circuit Court .is responsible for resolving title claims, not the Board of Commissioners or the Land 
Use Board of Appeals. The county has a recorded deed to the property, and none of the critics of 
the title have any recorded title or deed to any part of the corridor. The deeds of neighboring 
propeliies 'except therefrom' the 60~foot wide Southern Pacific Railroad corridor. There are 
numerous other reasons why county legal staff has advised the Board of the value and durability 
of the tit]e. The county owns the con-idor. 

9.5 LUBA also accepted the county's findings establishing that the proposed trail 
complies with Statewide Land Use Planning Goal 3, the "Agriculture" goal. Those findings were 
supported by evidence in the record that the corridor has existed as a discrete parcel and ownership 
since its creation in 1872. The tax lots in question were most recently owned by Union Pacific, 
which conveyed them to Yamhill County in November, 2017. The conidor itself is not farmland, 
any more than roads passing through EFU zones are farmland. The corridor is zoned EFU solely 
because it passes through or borders EFU land. It is a (generally) 60-foot wide co1Tidor being 
"banked" by the county for use as a future rail and trail corridor, with interim use as a trail. This 
has been the county's established plan and policy since 2012. 

9,6 The Proposed Use Meets the Conditional Use Standards 

9.6.1 The above findings address most of the issues that were raised by the 
opponents at the March 7, 2019 and the open-record periods. There should be no question that the 
proposed use is consistent with the comprehensive plan-the Transportation System Plan, part of 
the Transportation Element of the county's Comprehensive Plan, identifies the corridor as a 
transportation priority. There can be no question that an existing rail corridor is_ suitable for use 
as a rail and trail coll'idor. To find otherwise, the county would need to deny the reality of hundreds 
of rail-to-trail corridors that cross through fannland in every part of the United States. The 
opponents have failed to establish that theirs is the only farmland in America that cannot operate 
adjacent to a public trail-they all live and farm on public rights-of-way) where people already 
have the right to stand, walk, bike and drive their cars, trucks and motorcycles. 

9.6.2 A great deal of evidence was received into the record regarding the 
character of the area as farmland. In places, livestock are present adjacent to the corridor; fields 
are producing grass and grass seed; and there are hazelnut orchards, among other farm uses 
outlined in the Ordinance 904 findings and in these findh1gs on remand. The findings adopted as 
pad of Ordinance 904 addressed the farm impact standard, and those fmdings, along with 
additional findings proposed in the staff repo1t, established that "the proposed use will not alter 
the character of the surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents 
the use of surrounding properties for the pennitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.'' 

9.6.3 The opponents have asserted that "public facilities and services" are not 
adequate to police the trail, and that fires caused by agricultural practices could trap and kill 
persons using the trail. The above findings address those concerns, and reach the opposite 
conclusion, based on existing facilities and levels of service, and the nature of the proposal. 
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9.6.4 The portion of conidor under consideration supported train traffic for 
approximately 100 yeats. Much of the original ballast is still in place, and the soils that were under 
the rail have not, since the l 980's been 'uncompacted.' Because the county also purchased the 
Bus Barn property, containing a source of water and a septic system, and the southern terminus of 
the trail is within a city, it is clearly feasible to provide adequate public facilities and services to 
trail users. 

9.6.5 An effort is underway to design three bridges that will be necessary to 
convey trail users across a creek and two unnamed drainages on the north end of the conidor 
segment under consideration. It is possible that some or all of the bridges can be constructed to 
accommodate some, or all, types of emergency vehicles that may seek access to a fire or other 
eme1·gency along the trail corridor. Even if those bridges are designed only for the weight and 
configuration of horses and people, p011ions of the constrncted trail that are accessible to 
emergency vehicles will neve1theless improve the conditions of access beyond current conditions, 
and improve fire and emergency access to the trail overall. As an example: even if large 
emergency vehicles cannot drive on the trail from Highway 240 to Fryer Road, they will be able 
to travel north from Fryer Road to the fast bridge, which includes a significant portion of the trail 
north of Fryer Road. Heading south from Fryer Road, there are no bridges necessary, to the city 
limits of the City of Carlton. There are also fire hydrants at either end of the trail, one at the 
Carlton Main Station, and the other at the Bus Barn. As indicated by the Sheriff, smaller vehicles 
used by the Sheriff's Office for access to off-road or forested crime or accident scenes are expected 
to be able to cross a 12-foot wide bridge designed only for pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian use. 

9.6.6 Like conditional use standard D, standard Fis met if the farm standard is 
met. That is, if the trail can be shown not to significantly impact accepted farm pnwtices or the 
costs of those practices, it is likely that it His or can be made compatible with existing uses and 
other allowable uses in the area," In this case, existing conditions of approval also ensure that the 
h'ail will be made compatible with existing and allowed uses. 

9,6,7 With regard to the submittals by the attomey for the organized opposition, 
generally: by infusing the arguments made with invective and identifying the county as "he," the 
value, credibility and weight of the arguments made is diminished. The application is the county's 
application. The county is a political subdivision of the State of Oregon, it is not a male. An 
attempt has been made to ignore the appeals to emotion, name calling, fearmongering and threats 
presented throughout this proceeding and in her March 21, 2019 letter. As the factfinder, it is the 
Board's responsibility to weight the evidence and testimony it receives and the statements of 
witnesses and to judge the credibility of those testifying. For reasons indicated here and throughout 
these findings, the Board finds that, while many credible statements have been made by property 
owners and farmers opposing the trail, that testimony has been obscured by unsupported, 
hyperbolic, not-credible> sometimes deliberately false claims made and promoted by the attorney 
for the organized opposition that have then been repeated by her clients. There are too many of 
such statements made in the March 21, 2019 letter submitted on rebuttal to address them all 
separately here. 

9. 7 The Proposed Use Meets the Farm Impact Standards as Interpreted in the 
Riverbend Landfill Case 
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9.7.1 The county and its staff have been involved to a significant degree in all 
aspects of the River bend Landfill case leading to the Supreme Court's recent decision interpreting, 
for the first time) the fatm impacts test. No court or state agency has reversed the county's decision 
regarding proposed expansion of the landfill. The case was first remanded to the county by LUBA 
and then by the Court of Appeals, for adoption of additional findings, The Supreme Comt 
reviewed the case over the course of 15 months before remanding the case to LUBA. LUBA was 
insttucted to reconsider whether the county was coll'ect in deeming certain fann impacts 
"significant," before remanding the case to the county for additional proceedings, The opponents 
in this case have argued that the Supreme Corut's decision makes it impossible for the county to 
meet the farm .impact standards in this remand proceeding. 

9.7.2 The opponents are incorrect. The Supreme Coutt affirmed the "farm 
focused" approach to farm impacts that Yamhill County and most practitioners have followed 
since the adoption of the standard in 1989. Even in the Riverbend case, the mformation provided 
by the applicant identified specific farms and specific potential impacts that might occur if the 
landfill footprint were to be extended as proposed. The coun,ty in this case has focused on 
individual farms in seeking to minimize potentially significant impacts to accepted farm practices 
or costs. 

9.7.3 Yamhill County and other counties routinely address both general and 
localized impacts from conditional uses in farm zones and seek to minimize all credible predictions 
of harm to a level at which a reasonable person would not consider them to be significant. Neither 
the Supreme Court nor any other Court or review board has held that the proposed use must have 
no impact whatsoever on accepted farm practices taking place in the surrounding area. The focus 
of the test-especially the second part of the test (ORS 215,296(2)-is on establishing conditions 
to minimize the potential for sigiiificant in1pacts to be realized, not to prohibit the use. 

9.7.4 ORS 215.296(2) specifically provides that an applicant "may demonstrate" 
that the farm impacts test "will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions." Yamhill County 
has always focused on establishing conditions of approval to minimize otherwise potentially 
significant impacts to farm uses by non-farm uses, and has never denied a proposed non-farm use 
in the farm zone based on failure to meet the farm impacts test. 

9.7.5 For purposes of Board review, the central holding of the Riverbend case is 
that the farm impact standards require looking at ind·ividual farms, and that the term "significant" 
has its ordinary meaning. The decision also in1poses one specific limit on the types of conditions 
that a governing body or other decisionmaker can impose. The decisionmaker cannot require a 
payment to a fanner to minimize a potential impact to an accepted farm practice if, following the 
payment, the farmer would continue to be unable to engage in the accepted farm practice, No such 
conditions were sought by the applicant in this case, and none of the conditions (see below) violate 
this rule, 

9.7.6 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Court used Webster's Third New 
International Dictionary for its definition of"significance": "3 a: having or likely to have influence 
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or effect: deserving to be considered ; IMPORT ANT, WEIGHTY, NOT ABLE[.]" ( and those three 
words !lre in upper caps). 

9.7.6 In this case, the county listed all 40 tax lots adjacent to the cotTidor, and the 
farm uses that the county believes are taking place on each one of them (R-4 72). These findings 
on remand incorporate earlier findings and include additional findings addressing the six fatm 
operations along the segment of corridor in question where operators have alleged significant form 
impacts. The county also submitted into the record literature published by OSU and the OSU 
extension center outlining accepted agricultural practices common to the fa11n uses identified (R-
490-532). The county has also reviewed lists of accepted fann practices takmg place on the forms 
in question and perceived impacts submitted by the parties and by the attorney for the organized 
opposition. Fjnally, the county has listened to what farm operators are saying, has sought to 
address their concerns, and will conthme to do everything it can to make this trail work for them, 
be acceptable to them, and not significantly impact their accepted farm practices or costs. 

9.8 Disputes Regarding Potential Farm Impacts 

9.8.1 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Couit stated: 

"when the parties dispute whether a nonfarm use will force a significant change to 
a particular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 
the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove that the 
proposed nonfann use (1) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 
practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice. A 
'significant' change or increase in cost is one that will have an imp01iant influence 
or effect on the farm. For eac~ relevant accepted farm practice, if the applicant 
cannot prove both of those elements without conditions of approval, the local 
government must consider whether, with conditions of approval, the applicant will 
meet the farm impacts test." (slip op 31) 

9.8.2 Of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county has 
identified eight parties, or sets of pa1ties, who have objected to the trail, and have disputed the 
county's proposed findings regarding potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices: 

1. Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman 

12000 Hwy 47, Carlton; EF80; 4 acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food 
crops 

2. Brian and Roxanne Coussens 

6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~75 acres total; Hazelnuts 

3. Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews 

19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; EF80/AF-10; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, 
livestock pasture, sheep (Mark Gaibler also has a :role in the management of this property) 
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4. Bryan Schmidt (leasing property of Salvatore and Jo Eramo) 

7580 Hendricks Rd, Cru:lton; EF-80/AF-10; ~11 acres; Dairy and beef cows, cow/calf operation, 
raw milk sales; animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be 
fertilized/pesticides sprayed, milks animals daily 

5. Lee & Kathryn Schrepel and Fruit hill Inc. 

6S01 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-80/HJ/RI; ~29 acres; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchards 

6. Mark Gaibler 

PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay 

7. Gregmy & Celine McCarthy 

PO Box 417; Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, clover, row crops (corn, onions, green beans) 

8. James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 

PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 E Main St, Yamhill (John), 8456 NW Mcsween Ln, 
Yamhill (Van Dyke Farms); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock 
pasture; property straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times 
while farming; 

These farm operations are discussed in more detail below. Only six of these farm operations are 
directly impacted by the trail. 

9.9 Spray and Overspray 

9 ,9 .1 The opponents have repeatedly stated that their farm practices and costs will 
be significantly impacted if a trail is allowed in the existing rail corridor, because pedestrians and 
bikes that were not previously within 150 feet of their operation may then be within 150 feet. This 
is because, according to the opponents, a rnle adopted by Oregon OSHA prohibits them from 
spraying within 150 feet of a trail or highway. 

9.9.2 In the original proceedings, the county rebutted the claim regarding the 
(then pending) OSHA rule with testimony from an OSHA contractor and administrator who were 
working on the rule. They both stated that the proposed rule does not apply to neighl;,oring 
properties. They stated, as the rule states, that: "This ntle applies in Oregon where workers or 
other people are adjacent to pesticides being applied in outdoor production areas that are within 
the boundaries of the establishment." OAR 437-004-6405, ("Note,, at the very beginning of the 
rule.) 

9.9.3 The maps submitted by the opponents purporting to show a 150-foot buffer 
for the trail (in yellow) are not accurate, because there is no 150-foot buffer for neighboring 
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properties occupied by people or homes or for public rights-of-way. Maps subinitted into the 
record by the applicant show the 150-foot buffer as to nearby public rights-of-way (not the trail), 
It is deal' from those maps that, if the arguments being made about the OSHA rule are true, large 
portions of numerous farms adjacent to the corridor are similarly not farmable, as a result of the 
mle. F01tW1ately for the farmers affected and for all of us, neither the OSHA rule nor any guidance 
issued by ODA imposes the 150-foot spray buffer claimed by opponents and identified in yellow 
on satellite maps submitted into the record by the opponents and by the county. 

9,9.4 In the original proceedings, (Record page 344) a contractor for OSHA 
working on the rnle and an OSHA administrator both stated that the claims of the opponents are 
not trne-the tule does not apply to neighboring propet1ies or people, The commentary to the rule 
(pages 25 at the bottom, and 26) states: ''The record includes recurring comments about the 
impracticality of closing trails, road and highways that might fall within the AEZ [Application 
Exclusion Zone). For Oregon OSHA pmposes, such activity simply faUs outside the scope of the 
rulemaking." 

9.9.5 The opponents then placed into the record additional guidance from the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA). In that guidance, ODA indicates that that "The 
Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requires that an applicator suspend the pesticide application if 
a person or individuals on an adjoining site may be within an established AEZ. Applicators 
utilizing ground spray equipment must suspend the application if persons or individuals on the 
adjoining site are within 25 feet of the pesticide application, 100 feet if utilizing a.i:rblast or aerial 
application. The applicator must evaluate the conditions and may resume application only if the 
application may be continued without resulting in contact with individuals off of the target site." 

9.9.6 ODA's advice is logical, but it is not found in any rule adopted by Oregon 
OSHA or ODA. The likely reason that ODA' s advice is not found in any adopted rule is because 
it is illegal for farm operators to spray property that does not belong to them, whether there are 
people or animals present, or not. The same letter of advice from ODA states: 

"Application of pesticides products in a manner that allows 'drift' onto another site, 
such as a Right-of-Way, would be considered use of a pesticide product inconsistent 
with product labeling [ORS 634.372(2)) or application of a pesticide product in a 
faulty, careless or negligent manner [ORS 634.372(4)]. Simply a violation of the 
label is a violation of the law." 

9.9.7 The argument being made repeatedly by opponents-that the presence of 
people on the frail affects their farm practices or costs-can only be correct is fann operators 
currently have the right to spray property that does not belong to them, as long as there are no 
people there. The county is only required to analyze potential impacts to "accepted farm practices" 
taking place on neighboring farms. It is not an accepted farm practice, cu1Tently, for a farm 
operator to spray or over spray the private property of others, 01· government owned property or 
rights-of-way. 

9.9,8 Overspray, especially overspray on neighboring propeliy, people or 
animals, is illegal. It is a form a trespass, and may also constitute a nuisance. A farm operator is 
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currently not allowed, without pennission, to spray the land of his or her neighbor, whether or not 
there are people there. Farm operators have, since the beginning of pesticide availability, been 
required to control where the spray ends up, and are not, under any circumstances, allowed to spray 
the property of others without their pemtission, whether or not there ate people or animals there. 

9.9.9 This was the gist of testimony received from Oregon OSHA, which stated 
that the new iule does not apply to neighboring properties, or to people and animals that may be 
located there. Those property owners, people and animals, are already protected by existing law, 
and OSHA has jurisdiction to protect workers, not to make rules for otherwise illegal oversptay 
onto neighboring properties. The OSHA mle seeks to protect farm workers and others within 150 
feet of a spray operation, who are working or otherwise piesent on the land of the fann operator. 

9.9.10 This matter was fully addressed in the original proceedings to consider 
Ordinance 904. A copy of the prnposed rule was included with the original application, and the 
record now contains a copy of the new rule and that went into effect in January, and 97 pages of 
commentary about 1he rule, including the comments quoted above (pages 25-26). Spraying 
pesticides on neighboring propetiy, whether or not people or animals are present, is not an accepted 
farming practice, and the county is under no obligation to try to 1i1inimize or prevent costs 
associated with overspray, as the opponents would have it, by not using or allowing the public to 
use, the county's own property. 

9.9.11 Like any other property owner, the county wants, and needs, to control what 
takes place on its own prope1ty, even when that property is public right-of-way. The county also 
needs to perform maintenance, and it has the right to allow persons to be within the corridor even 
if it is not formally opened as a public trail. Like all property owners, the county has a right to 
expect that property under its ownership and control will not be sprayed by its neighbor. In 
conclusion: Neighboring property owners have no cull'ent right to spray the cmtidor, and it is not 
an accepted fmm practice for farm operators to spray neighboring propeities, whether or not that 
property is a public trail, whether or not other persons or animals or present, and whether or not 
OSHA has adopted a rule stating that farm operators must remove all persons and animals within 
(up to) 150 feet, on property that they own or that is part of their farm operation. 

9.9.12 Even though the county is not required by the farm impact standards to 
address practices that are not "accepted farm practices," it adopted conditions as pa11 of Ordinance 
904 to minimize perceptions that trail users might have when they smell pesticides but may not be 
receiving a dangerous dose of it-signage. For the first segment of trail, many trail uset·s, who 
may live on neighboring prnperties or in Yamhill or Carlton, are already going to know the 
difference between a pesticide smell and being doused with it. It will be obvious to most users 
that they are passing through farmland, and therefore they may encounter pesticide smells, dust, 
and odors n01mally associated with farm operations. 

9.10 Opening and closing gates as ftll "accepted farming practice" 

9 .10.1 In the original proceeding, the county proposed fencing the entire r.onfrlor 
with fencing suitable to prevent people and animals from trespassing onto neighboring private 
property. The reason for that condition was to minimize, or prevent, trespass onto neighboring 
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fanns by trail users. The trespass issue encompasses litter on neighboring properties, camping on 
neighboring properties, vandalism on neighboring properties; theft on neighbol'ing prope1iies, and 
harassment of livestock on neighboring properties. If trail users cannot easily cross onto 
neighboring properties, none of the above impacts will occur on a "significant" level. The 60-foot 
width of the conidor also provides buffering for the proposed 12-foot wide trail surface. Those 
were the conclusions of the Board in the original proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904. 

9.10.2 Nothing about those conclusions has changed, but during the meeting at 
which the Board reconsidered a motion that had failed two weeks earlier (and not a scheduled 
public heaifag), Ben Van Dyke (record 45-46) testified to costs his operation would incur from 
having to open and close gates when harvesting grass or grass seed. The Van Dykes fmm grass 
seed on both sides of the corddor, and regularly cross the con-id or to reach the neighboring field. 

9.10.3 As railroad prope11y, adjacent property owners had no right to cross the 
conidor or to even enter it without the penuission of Union Pacific Railroad. It was private 
prope1iy. The Van Dykes have been regularly crossing the corridor as patt of their farming 
activities and, apparently, Union Pacific has not objected, and neither has the county. 

9.10.4 As with the issue of pesticide overspray, using the property of others 
without permission is rtot an "accepted farming practice." The county has been unable to locate 
any document purpmiing to grant to the Van Dykes permission to cross the corridor at will. 

9.10.5 The county wants to accommodate farmers and farm operators, including 
the Van Dykes, and to make it as easy as is pos,sible for them to farm their property, where it exists 
on both sides of the corridor. Gate locations, design and protocols will be addressed in the Master 
Plan, but that does not preclude the county from negotiating now with the Van Dykes, to make 
sure they have legal access to move farm equipment across the corridor, A new condition of 
approval requires that the cuunty provide an adequate crossing for the Van Dykes and their 
successors in interest to cross at the location indicated by the Van Dykes, with or without a gate, 
at their preference. At that location, site distance is clear for the Van Dykes and for persons who 
might be on the trail, The corridor is straight and nms through a relatively flat field. This action 
should be taken to accommodate the Van Dykes, but it is not required by the farm impact test 
because, as stated, the county is only required to address the impacts of the proposed trail on 
"accepted farm practices," and it is not an accepted farm practice to use public property without 
permission as part of farming activities, or to otherwise use and expect to use the land of others, 
without permission, for farming. The findings provide for a similar arrangement for the Eramo 
farm, which a dairy farmer is apparently leasing and, similarly, contains land located on both sides 
of the corridor with limited access to the eastern portion, and fot the Dromgoole and McCarthy 
prnperties, to the extent those prope1ties need access to fanning operations that cannot be reached 
efficiently by other means. 

9.10.6 The original Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept plan discussed and 
included drawings of gates that can be provided if necessary in a particular situation. Neighbors 
of the corridor knew, when UP owned the conidor, that they needed some kind of license or other 
permission to cross or to travel within the corridor. Once regulatory abandonment occurred, it is 
clear that UP became more flexible with regard to the co1Tidor. It did not prevent the fat.ming of 
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parts of it, fencing at various locations to keep livestock out or in, and other activities within the 
corridor. Much of the co1Tidor has an established path, and other parts would be easily accessible 
with the simple tdmming of blackberries, As ownei· of the co1Tido1·, the county has the current 
right to allow access to the corridor and to exclude the public and anyone else, including the Van 
Dykes, who have 1;10 current legal right to enter or cross the co-nidor. 

9.10.7 At the March 7, 2019 hearing, the attorney for the organized opposition 
gave her legal opinion that the Van Dykes and others have prescriptive tights to enter the corridor, 
through use over a statutory period of time. Testimony indicated that, viewing the conidor from 
the back of the "Bus Barn" property (and as seen on satellite images) it appears that the Van Dykes 
are encroaching on the conidor, possibly seeking to adversely possessing it against the county's 
purchased title. 

9.10.8 Oregon law (ORS 105.618) states: 

"A person may not acquire by adverse possession, as defined in ORS 105.620, 
prope11y owned by a railroad or used for a railroad operation." 

Likewise, ORS 275.027 states: 

"The rights of any county to public lands are not extinguished by adverse 
possession. No title or property rights to public lands shall be acquired against the 
county through operation of a statute oflimitations." 

ORS 105.620 applies to the acquisition of fee title, but similar legal rnles apply to prescriptive 
rights. In either case, no person has sought a judicial determination that they own any pai1 of the 
Yamhill to Carlton segment of the conidor, or that they have presc1'iptive rights to use any part of 
the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor for access, farming, or spraying. There is 
substantial evidence in the record as a·whole that the county owns the entire corridor as well as 
any current licenses or other pe1mission that was granted by its predecessors in interest to specific 
property owners along the trail. 

9.10.9 It is not "acceptedu for farm operators to build into their farming practices 
the use of someone else's pl'Operty, without permission. That is true even if a government owns 
the property and is in the process of developing it as a right-of-way for pedestrians, bicyclists and 
equestrians. It remains local government's right and responsibility to manage the corridor and to 
limit or allow use of the corridor for the benefit of the public. The cost of opening and closing 
gates is only an "accepted farming practice" if the person opening and closing the gates has a 
current right to cross the property of others as part of their accepted farm practices that would be 
restricted by the proposed use. In this case, neither the Van Dykes nor any other identified farmer 
along the segment of trail has a current right to cross the corddor as pa11 of their farm practices. 

9.11 Cumulative Impacts 

9.11.1 Under the Riverbend case, the farm impacts test applies: "to each particular 
change or cost increase in accepted frum practices and * i1< * to changes or cost increases considered 
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in the aggrega1e." (at 458) The question on appeal of the Riverbend case to the Supreme Court 
was "how the local government determines the significance of cumulative impacts caused by 
proposed nonfann uses that, viewed discretely, are not significant.'' 

9, 11.2 The Supreme Court noted that: "LUBA would limit its cumulative impacts 
analysis in [the landfill case] 'to the cumulative effect of different kinds of individual impacts on 
each separate farm, not the cumulative effect of the same kind of impacts on multiple farms 
considered together. 1

n (at 458-459) The Court of Appeals affirmed that approach, and that 
approf\ch was not ove1turned by the Supreme Court. The cumulative impacts test is, therefore, 
"fann focused;" and does not require consideration of "more than the aggregate of multiple less
than-significant impacts on each farm." (at 459-460) 

9.11.3 In making this decision, the Board has focused on applying the Supreme 
Courts/Webster's definition of "significance," as "IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE." To 
the extent there is more than one significant impact to "accepted farming practices" for a particular 
fa1m operation, the aggregate of those impacts, and whether they are significant in the aggregate, 
have been considered. The Board has also considered whether a number of othe1wise insignificant 
perceived impacts ultimately amount to a significant impact as to any one farm. The Board has 
only addressed individual and/or cumulative impacts that force "significant'' changes to "accepted 
fanning practices," or significantly increase costs of "accepted fruming practices." Impacts to 
practices that are not "accepted farming practices" have been dropped :from the equation. As the 
Board has concluded, no form of trespass, or use of public prope1ty without permission, is an 
"accepted fanni.ng practice," and spraying the prope1ty of others with 
pesticides/herbicides/fungicides or any other substance is not an "accepted fanning practice." The 
county bas not given any farm operator the right to spray the Yamhelas Westsider corridor. 

9.11.4 The conditions of approval are designed to prevent trespass, therefore 
preventing all of the significant impacts that might otherwise occur due to bad behavior on the part 
of trail users, including trespass, littering, vandalism, camping, damage to crops and harassment 
of livestock. The conditions already adopted are statutorily allowed as a way to minimize 
otherwise potentially significant impacts to a point at which they can no longer be considered 
significant (ORS 215.296(2)). Those conditions eliminate the potentially significant impacts 
stemming from trespass as to each farm operation identified along the segment of the con-idor 
under consideration. None of the adopted conditions are affected in any way by the Riverbend 
decision, because none of them seek to compensate individual farmers for the reduced profitability 
of their farm operations caused by the nonfarm use. 

9.12 Liability issues 

9 .12.1 A publication by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy s_ubmitted into the record 
discusses liability issues related to the operation of a public trail. The publication makes clear that 
most of the liability issues are faced by the trail owners and operators, and that liability risks to all 
pa1ties are identifiable and can usually be minimized through appropriate risk management. There 
may be circumstances under which a local government can indemnify and/or provide insurance to 
cover off-site liability risk. 
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9.12.2 In this case, the main risk management tool being relied on by the county to 
protect farmers is not indemnification and insurance coverage-it is fencing, a tool that farmers 
have used effectively for centuries to minimize potential impacts from trespassers, including 
domestic animals, vandals, illegal dumpers and campers/vagrants. It is true that not everyone 
obeys signs and respects fencing, but it has been demonstrated time and again, across the country, 
for hundreds of years, that fencing and signage are effective tools for reducing liability risks 
associated with trespass onto farmland. 

9.12.3 Testimony from many trail supporters and published literature support a 
ponclusion that, although public trails are located on or thrnugh farmland in every part of the 
country, there is no evidence to date that such trails have increased the number 01· consequences 
of lawsuits against farmers, or increased their risks of lawsuits or their cost of obtaining insurance 
coverage. T11at testimony and literature supp01t the opposite conclusion. In this case, the county 
will limit the risk of future increased premiums paid by farm owners along the trail through proper 
trail design and management, including fencing, signage and numerous other trail aspects as will 
be established in the Master P1an, As with most other trails, it is feasible to manage and reduce 
liability and l'isk in this case through the types of trail design and management l'equired by the 
conditions of approval and to be further outlined and addressed in the master plan process currently 
fonded by ODOT and soon to begin. 

9.13 Transportation Planning Rule Findings 

9.13.1 OAR 660-012-0060(1) states: 

"(1) If an amendment to a fimctional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive 
plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect 
an existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put 
in place measures as provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is 
allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule. A plan or land use regulation 
amendment significantly affects a transporlationfacility if it would: 

(a) Change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an adopted plan),· 

(b) Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or 

(c) Result in any of the effects listed in paragraphs (A) through (C) of this 
subsection based on pl'ojected conditions measured at the end of the planning 
period identified in the adopted TSP, As part of evaluating projected conditions, 
the amount of traffic projected to be generated within the area of the amendment 
may be reduced if the amendment includes an enforceable, ongoing requirement 
that would demonstrably limit traffic generation, including, but not limited to, 
transportation demand management. This reduction may diminish or completely 
eliminate the significant effect of the amendment. 
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(A) Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional 
classification of an existing or planned transportation facil(ty; 

(B) Degrade the pe1formance of an ex;sting or planned transportation facility such 
that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan; or 

(C) Degrade the pe,formance of an existing or planned transportation facility such 
that it would not meet the pe1formance standards identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. " 

9 .13 .2 In this case, as the Board has learned on remand, it was not necessary for 
the Board to amend its Transportation System Plan in order to approve trail uses in the existing 
corridor between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. Instead, LUBA required that the county 
establish compliance with the county's conditional use standards as the correct method for 
approving development of the trail segment under consideration. For that reason; the Board is 
taking two actions: adopting an ordinance to repeal Ordinance 904 and adopting a Board Order 
granting conditional use approval for Docket G-01-18. Under OAR 660-012-0060(1), the county 
is not required to address the Transportation Planning Rule unless it is adopting "an amendment 
to a :functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land use regulation." The 
following findings are therefore not required by law, but are adopted by the Board in an abundance 
of caution. 

9 .13 .3 The proposal is for development of a segment of the trail that is intended to 
connect the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, so that residents of those two oi.ties and others can travel 
between the two cities on foot, bicycle or horse. Due to heavy automobile and truck traffic and 
nrurow to non-existent shoulders on Highway 47 (the only other direct connection between the 
two cities) it is currently very dangerous for anyone to travel between the two cities on foot, bicycle 
or horse, The proposed h·ail will statt at State Highway 240, will cross Fryer Road, (a county road) 
and will enter the City of Carlton at the traiPs southern te1minus. 

9 .13 .4 The proposed trail segment is for use of the residents of, and visitors to, the cities 
of Yamhill and Carlton, The trail will start at Highway 240 and end at the city limits of Carlton, 
but no trailheads (commonly understood to have parking for trail users and possibly other 
amenities) are p(lrt of the proposal. Access from the City of Yamhill is anticipated by way of an 
existing sidewalk and the existing southern shoulder of Highway 240, to the Bus Barn property. 
The county owns the Bus Barn properly, which is large enough to accommodate a future trailhead 
for a longer regional trail and to continue to be used for the parking of school busses, Septic 
disposal and water are both available at the Bus Barn property. A zoning ordinance text 
atnendment will be necessary prior to use of the Bus Barn property for trail uses. If pursued by 
the county, the zoning text amendment is allowed under existing state law. The Bus Bam property 
is zoned "Heavy Industrialt which is not an EFU zone, and is not subject to EFU zone restrictions. 
The Mastet Plan will likely address possible improvements to the Highway 240 access to the City 
of Yamhill and Yamhill schools, and possible trailheads for the entire 12-mile county ownership. 
Highway 240 appears to have an adequate right-of-way for shoulder improvements and markings 
for a bike lane or other accommodation on or in association with the existing shoulder. Access 
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from Carlton is anticipated from city streets in Carlton that cross the corridot owned by the county, 
with Roosevelt Street being the northernmost cross-street (c1.mently barricaded at the trail 
intersection). 

9.13.5 In the future, the Yamhill to Carlton segment of trail may become part of a 
regional trail system. The segment itself is not regional in character, and there is no reasonable 
expectation that more than miniscule (unmeasurable) amounts of traffic will be 'generated' by the 
trail or occur due to public use of the Yamhill to Carlton segment. Local use is anticipated, mostly 
for people who already live in the area and cmTently travel on area roads, or who are visiting the 
cities of Yamhill or Carlton and have parked their motor vehicles within one of those cities to 
access the trail on bicycle, on foot, or on a horse. 

9.13.6 For all of the above reasons, even if the county were amending its 
functional plan (TSP), approval of the trail segment under consideration will not significantly 
affect an existing or planned transportation facility. Approval of the proposed trail segment will 
not change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility. State 
Highways 4 7 and 240 are classified under the TSP as "minor artetials" and Fryer Road is 
designated a local road. Comment was rnquested from ODOT prior to adoption of Ordinance 904 
and on this remand, and no negative comments were received. The plan horizon year for the TSP 
is 2035 and the adopted plan states that "all county roadway segments will operate well within the 
mobility standards for the 2035 horizon year." The only segments ofroad in the county that were 
not expected to meet TSP targets are State Highways 99W and 18. The entire Yamhelas corridor 
has been identified as a priority ti'ansportation facility since 2012, a decision that was not appealed. 
The provisions in question were readopted in 2015, and also not appealed. 

9.13.7 The Board Order now being adopted will not change any standards 
implementing a functional classification system. No changes to such standards are proposed. 

9.13.8 Operation of the proposed trail, which will give users a non-motorized 
alternative for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, will affect existing motor 
vehicle transportation facilities in a positive way, or not at all. Persons, including students, who 
may have required motorized transpoit between Yamhill and Carlton, will have a non-motorized 
option. The approval will not result in types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with 
the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility; will not degrade the 
performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it would not meet the 
pe1formance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan; and will not degrade the 
performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it would not meet the 
performance standru:ds identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan. 

9.14 Ex Parte Contacts and Other Procedural Matte1·s 

9.14.1 In this case, the county's Senior Assistant Counsel was assigned the 
responsibility to present an application for approval of a transportation facility that the county's 
comprehensive plan designates as a priority. The county's attorney presented and defended the 
application. The county's attorney is not the "applicant"-the applicant is "the county." 
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9.14.2 The county's attorney who was assigned to present the application avoided 
discussing the application with county Commissioners, and there is no evidence that he has made 
substantive remarks to decision makers regarding the application, other than in written and oral 
testimony to them at noticed hearings or in writing by delivering his comments to the Planning 
Department during designated open record periods. The record contains numerous e-mails 
establishing that the opponent's attorney repeatedly submitted substantive comments regarding the 
trail land use proceedings to the Board at hearings at which the public (and trail supp01ters) were 
not notified that testimony would be taken regarding the application, and supp01ting a conclusion 
that she has advised her clients to contact individual Commissioners to provide substantive 
comments outside of long-established and well-known county protocols for submitting evidence 
and testimony in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 

9.14.3 Contrary to the view of some opponents, development of tlw Yamhill to 
Carlton segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is not a conspiracy waged by ODOT and county 
staff against fa1mers who operate fatms that are located adjacent to the corridor. In this case, the 
comprehensive plan includes an Ordinance 880, adopted December 6, 2012, which was signed by 
a unanimous Board of Commissioners. That ordinance added a significant policy to the county's 
comprehensive plan-a policy establishing support for the "Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with 
trail project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project)" and establishing its importance to ''both the 
County's rail and trail/bikeway systems.11 The trail proposal was placed on a priority list in 2012, 
to be developed as "a multi-use path along the existing railroad right-of-way/' Acquisition was 
estimated at a cost of $2.4 million, and the county plll'chased over 12 miles of right-of-way in 2017 
for $1.4 million, with a partial donation by UP, using ODOT grant money. County staff is 
pursuing official county policy that was set in motio.n decades ago, and adopted as an official 
cotmty land use policy and priority six years ago. 

9.14.4 Usually, a local government confo1ms its zoning ordinance to correspond 
to its comprehensive plan-but that did not occur in this case. No state law requires that use of an 
existing transpo1iation corridor for a walking, biking and an equestrian trail is subject to 
conditional use standards in any zone, or prohibits such facilities in any zone. Even so, the county 
did not, in 2012 or since, follow up and amend its code to specifically allow (outright) the trail 
where the comprehensive plan says the county wants the trail to be. As LUBA has concluded, the 
county's zoning ordinance requires that the county establish compliance with the county's 
conditional use standards in order to approve the proposed trail, and does not list such a use as 
allowed at all in the AF-10 zone, which half of the tt'ail is in at one point along the Yamhill to 
Carlton segment. Unless and until the zoning ordinance is amended to confo1m to state law and 
to the county's comprehensive plan, an additional condition is adopted through this Board Order 
that prohibits development of the trail in any zone that does not allow development of the trail. 

10. Rebuttal Findings 

10.1 The attorney for the organized opposition represents trail opponents that include 
the owners or operators of six farm operations that are adjacent to the Yamhelas Westsider 
corridor. At least six of her individual clients are part of the Van Dyke family. One subset of 
clients (Lee and Kathryn Schrepel and Fruithill Inc.), own a fhtlt processing plant on property 
zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial (not farm designations) that is located within the 
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750~foot notice area, but is located across Highway 240 from the trail segment in question. 
Original finding 2.2 of Ordinance 904, cited by the organized opposition, was in error in stating 
that the segment of trail under consideration extends 750 feet 11011h of Highway 240-only the 
notice area extended north of Highway 240. The text of Ordinance 904 itself (which controls) 
repeatedly specified that the segment being developed under the terms of the ordinance is located 
Hbetween Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton," and "between 
State Highway 240 and the City of Car1ton." The error in the earlier finding was corrected in the 
staff repo1t on remand. In any case, when this Board Order is adopted, Ordinance 904 wlll be 
repealed. The Schrepels do not have a farm adjacent to the segment of corridor under 
consideration, and use of the segment under consideration is not predicted to have any impact on 
any "accepted farm practices" taking place on their properties located elsewhere. It should also be 
noted that Mark Gaibler faims land to the west of the trail corridor, on the other side of Highway 
47. No "accepted farm practices" on that prope11y are affected by the proposed trail. The farm 
practices taking place on the Dromgoole propet1y by Mr. Gaibler, are considered in the discussion 
of the Dromgoole property. 

10,2 On rebuttal, the organized opponents continue to claim that, under current law, they 
have the right to spray pesticides on prope1ty owned by others-their neighbors and public rights
of-way-as long as no people are present. That claim is not legally supportable, and is rejected 
by the Board. All peISons are responsible for the actions they take on their own prope1ty, and must 
take reasonable steps to control what they are doing so as not to harm others or to trespass on their 
neighbors' property. Allowing pesticides to drift onto neighboring properties, whether or not 
people or animals are present, is not an accepted farm practice, and the county has no obligation 
to accommodate overspray. As owner of the corridor, the county has the same rights as any owner 
of propeliy, as well as the responsibility to protect and manage the prope11y in the public interest. 
Filbert orchai·ds and grass seed faims are currently planted and maintained, in Yamhill County and 
elsewhere in the State of Oregon, up to the edge of county and state dghts-of-way and neighboring 
farms, Maps submitted by the county demonstrate that fanners in the area are successfully fatming 
within 150 feet of numerous public rights-of-way. The claim mad~ in this proceeding that no 
fanning can take place within 100, or 150 feet of the trail, is not credible and is rejected. Neither 
Oregon OSHA, the ODA nor any pesticide label, allows farm operators to spray neighboring land 
owned by a public entity or private party. 

10.3 The lawyer for the organized opposition states that "nearly all of the farmers in the 
2.82 mile segment have frum operations on either side of the old abandoned tight of way, with no 
other access to their entire farms other than over the old rail right of way." That statement is not 
con-ect. Running north to south: 

10.3.l The Van Dyke fields are transected by the rail corridor, but both halves 
appear to have access to public roads-Highway 4 7 (by way of what appears to be an easement at 
the southem end of the property), NE Yamhill Road (abuts it on the northwest corner) and NE 
Withycomb (by way of an undeveloped strip along the southern border of the property). Even if 
currently available and developed access is not available to public roads for all of the Van Dyke 
fields adjacent to the corridor, the county has also stated that it wants to provide legcil access acros8 
the corridor to accommodate the Van Dykes in continuing their fa1m operation ,vithout substantial 
change. 
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10.3.2 The Eramo property is transected by the conidor, leaving a small triangle 
of the prope1ty Gust over one acre of an approximately 12~acre prope1ty) separated from the rest 
of the property by the rail/trail corridor. The owners of the Eramo property have nevel' testified in 
opposition to use of the corridor for a trail, but their tenant has claimed that he and his dairy 
operation will be affected if he is not allowed to treat the corridor as if his landlord owns it. 

10.3.3 The Dromgoole/Matthews field is transected by the rail corridor, and the 
property on the east side, although being fam1ed, has an AF-10 designation, which is a rural 
residential zone. It appears from satellite images in the record that the owners have historically 
respected the rights of the owners of the corridor (it appears to have natural vegetation) but that it 
is being crossed regularly at a single location to reach a patt of the field located to the east of the 
right-of-way (the AF-10 zoned area): The faim operators have not claimed that they have an 
easement across the right-of-way but, again, the county has stated its willingness to accommodate 
the legitimate access needs of the traiPs neighbors, by granting a license to cross, installing gates, 
and through signage warning trail users of possible use disrnptions due to the crossing of farm 
equipment. Additionally, the southern boundai·y of the Dromgoole/Matthews property is NE Fryer 
Road, a county road that pro.vides direct access to both sides of the corridor for frum equipment 
needing to travel from field to field. 

10.3.4 The sole access to the Coussens' filbert orchard appears to be by crossing 
the trail cotridor. The Coussens' repo1t having a license and paying the railroad yearly for the 
privilege of crossing the corridor. The trail does not transect their propeity. 

10.3.5 The McCarthys have stated that their sole access to their property is across 
the county's property on the western boundary of their property, but satellite images appear to 
show fa1m buildings and an accessway on the southwest comer of the prope1ty. Their prope1ty is 
not trai1sected by the corridor. 

10.3.6 No other fa1m operation has been identified in these proceedings as being 
transected by the segment of trail con·idor under consideration. Owners of thirteen other farm 
operations that appear to be located adjacent to the conidor or within 750-feet of the corridor have 
not filed any objections to use of the corridor as a trail. Three fann operations is not "nearly all" 
of the fanners along the 2.82-mile segment. As indicated, two of the three have altemative ''legal" 
access to their fields. Only one of the transected prope11ies-the Eramo fat'm, has a small sliver 
of land on the east side of the track, separated from the remainder of the property without 
alternative legal access. It is not known at this time whether the Eramos have legal access across 
the corridor, but it is known that the Eramos do not own the corridor, and have never paid property 
tax or had such taxes deferred on the corridor, which is not part of their designated tax lot. 

10.3. 7 While it is an accepted farm practice to move frum machinery from field to 
field by way of county roads, other public roads, and private easements, it is not an accepted 
farming practice to use the property of others without petmission as part of an otherwise legal fann 
operation. The Y amhelas Trail corridor has not yet been opened for public use, except by express 
permission of the county. Farm operators wishing to use the corridor or to cross it, need to seek 
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permission and make appropriate arrangements. The county's offer to accommodate fanners does 
not make use of the corridor without permission an accepted farm practice, 

10.4 Food Safety, There are many accepted farm practices that are for the purpose of 
ensuring food safety. Regulations continue to evolve, and farmers must adjust to those regulations 
in their effo1ts to remain compliant. Ordinance 904 included a condition stating: 

"Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm 
fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an 
owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that 
owner's land from the trail conidor." 

As one fanner testified, "it is the responsibility of individual farm owners to take reasonable steps 
to protect their fann operation from trespassing dogs and people/' The same type of farm crops 
and practices that are present in this case are present adjacent to private easements and public 
rights-of-way, including State Highways and county roads, where dogs, people and bicycles are 
already allowed to be. Claims by opponents, that the trail corridor is somehow different from a 
host of rights-of-way currently existing and operating adjacent to and thtough farming operations 
throughout the county and state, are not credible. In all of those other circumstances, either fmmers 
or governmental entities install fences to prevent trespass from and to the public right-of-way. 
There is more than one type of fence that will effectively diminish the threat of trespass, and the 
county is not required, at this time, to identify the exact type of fence or gates that will be installed 
in this case, so long as the fencing and gates are "capable of preventing dogs and people from 
entering adjacent fa1m fields.,, Trespass is potentially a "significant,» "in1portant, weighty, 
notable" impact to farm practices and costs. Fencing is an accepted method for minimizing the 
threat of all of the potential impacts of trespass that have been identified by the opponents, and it 
has been for hundreds of years. 

10.5 Liability. The attorney for the opponents appears to reject indemnification by the 
county as one possible method for allaying the fear of her clients (that she has helped to foment). 
There is significant information in the record regarding the management of risk in the operation of 
public trails. Proper management of the trail, including proper vegetation and weed management 
to minimize the risk of cross-pollination or other contamination of seed and grain crops, is feasible, 
A condition of approval requires such management. Just as risk of overspray can be minimized 
through commonly accepted practices associated with the operation of spray equipment, risks to 
trail users and from trail users can be minimized through proper signage and appropriate fencing. 
Simply claiming that farm operators may pay more for insurance if a trail is opened is not evidence, 
and there is no credible evidence in the record that farm operators who are cunently adjacent to 
public rights-of-way pay more for insurance, or that fat1ll operators along the Yamhelas Westsider 
corridor will be required to pay more for insurance if the infonnal trail that now exists there is 
fmmally opened for public use, The letter from an insurance agency submitted into the record by 
the opponents appears not to consider that the trail will be fenced from adjacent farms, in 
concluding that an unfenced trail will lead to higher liability exposure. The liability risks of the 
trail are not significantly different from the liability risks of farming adjacent to any public right
of-way. 
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10.6 As stated repeatedly, Fruithill's processing operation is located on land zoned 
Heavy Industrial and Resout'ce Industrial that is located across a State Highway from the trail 
corridor in question. No trailheads are being established as part of this proceeding, and no statute 
or ordinance requires that the county establish a formal trailhead as part of the process of obtaining 
approval for trail uses through land zoned EFU. 

10.7 The claims of the organized opposition and Fruithill's owner, that persons riding 
bikes or horses, or walking to the trail will somehow affect their operation is not credible. As they 
have indicated, the Bus Barn property has significant bus traffic associated with its long-term use 
as a bus storage facility. The easement owned by the county across the western and 1101them 
boundaries of the Schrepels' Heavy Industrial zoned prope11y north of Highway 240 places 
possible future trail uses on the western edge of the ptope1iy. The obvious connection is to the 
western edge 9fthe county's Heavy Industrial property (the Bus Barn property)-west of the Bus 
Barn entrance and toward the City of Yamhill. Aerial and satellite images make clear that it is 
feasible for the county to locate the trail on the western edge of the Bus Barn prnpe1ty. Existing 
sidewalk and an existing marked shoulder area in the southem right-ot:.way of Highway 240 (Main 
Street) support a conclusion that it is feasible, even with limited expenditures, to cotmect the City 
of Yamhill to the trail corridor that is the subject of Docket G-01-18. 

10.8 The approval sought in this case ,vill allow the county to continue development of 
a trail, devoted exclusively for the use of walkers, bicyclists and equestrians, connecting the cities 
of Yamhill and Carlton. Without formal trailheads, there is no single destination for motor vehicle 
traffic, and there is therefore no traffic to measure, To the extent trail users do not live in close 
proximity to Yamhill or Carlton and need to drive to one of those towns to park in order to access 
the h'ail, they will likely be parking on city streets in either of the two cities) neither of which has 
indicated concerns in that regard, 

10.9 No trailhead is proposed for NE Fryer Road. A condition of approval requires that 
the intersection of the trail with NE Fryer Road be posted with 'No Trail Parking,' 'Caution, Trail 
Crossing,' and' Caution, Trail Crossing Road' or similar signs, of a type common to existing public 
trails. 

10.10 No trailhead is cunently proposed at the Bus Bain. A condition of approval 
requires that the entrance to the trail from Highway-240 and the Bus Barn property both be posted 
with "No Trail Parking" signs, and that the county seek from the City of Yamhill and ODOT 
permission to appropi'iately mark the shoulder of Highway 240 to make the shoulder safer for trail 
users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill. 

10.11 Once it is clear that the county has land use authority to develop the trail through 
the EFU district, the cities, which both support and are planning for development of the trail, are 
more likely to move forward with their own plans, which could include trailheads and/or trail 
parking within either or both cities. These matters will be addressed in the master planning process 
that is scheduled to begin soon. Until then, the kind of facility being proposed does not generate 
any direct traffic that will have any impact on Fruithill or on individual farmers located along the 
corridor. Traffic on Highway 240 will not be affected because persons approaching the trail will 
mostly be approaching it from the City of Yamhill by way of an existing sidewalk and highway 
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shoulder. If traffic on Highway 47 is impacted at all, it will be a positive impact because users of 
that road will have a non-motorized option for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 
No traffic study was requi..l'ed by law in this case, and none is necessary to address traffic anywhere 
within the EFU area under consideration, 

10.12 Contrary to the claim of the attorney for the organized opponents, there is no 
standard for approval that "asks whether the proposed trail will interfere with appropriate 
development of the large blocks of farmland that abut the old abandoned right of way." The Board 
rejects that "interpretation" as not based on the text or context of any applicable approval standard. 
The record does not support a conclusion that ownership of the conidor was ever abandoned by 
Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, or the County. If the railroads had abandoned the corridor, they 
would not have paid taxes on the property, and t11e county would have foreclosed and taken title 
to the property through foreclosure. That obviously did not occur, and the county, after years of 
negotiation, purchased the property for $1.4 million in 2017, and is currently maintaining it for 
future public use, The county's Tax Lot, 4403~013001 is a distinct ownership, and is not part of 
tax lots owned by any other person, as shown on numerous maps in the record. 

10.13 Neither the conidor nor any other public right-of-way in the area is interfering with 
Happropriate development'! of famtland. Viewed from the trail and pubJic roads, and on every 
aerial/satellite photograph in the record, farming is thriving in the area, adjacent to State Highways 
and numerous other co1.mty and public roads. The proposed conidor will help to keep pedestrians 
and bicyclists off of Highway 47 when traveling between Yamhill and Carlton, making Highway 
47 safer for the transport of farm equipment, The proposed use is compatible with the farming of 
large blocks of farmland in the area, and with other existing uses and allowable uses in the area, 
as documented throughout these and other findings proposed by the county. 

10.14 Rebuttal to "Attachment 3u of the March 14, 2019 submittal by the attorney for the 
organized opposition, Attachment 3 consists of 435 pages of articles printed from the internet, 
apparently using search te1ms like 'rape and trail.' The articles appear to span decades and to 
cover the entire counh'y of 327 million people. There is no explanation of how any of the 
information in Attachment 3 relates to the proposed trail segment. No effol1 was made by the 
person or persons dumping the articles into the record to separate urban from rnral trails, or to 
provide any context for any of the crimes reported, or for the odd circles around salacious details 
contained in some of the miicles. The purpose of Attachment 3 is not to establish that the proposed 
trail segment cannot be maintained as a safe trail, but to foster an irrational fear of all public trails 
and parks, wherever they exist in the United States, ·including the proposed segment of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The Boatd has weighed Attachment 3 and has assigned minimal value 
to it, It is fearmongering, with little to no relevance to the proposal before the Board, The county 
Sheriff and Board of Commissioners are responsible for operation and funding of the Sheriff's 
Office. That office is responsible for patrolling and maintaining the safety of the entire county. 
As indicated elsewhere in these proposed findings, the trail segment in question is easily accessible 
to police vehicles. As the opponents are aware, law enforcement agencies routinely coordinate 
their response with city law enforcement agencies, and with the Oregon State Police, which also 
has jurisdiction over law enforcement in Yamhill County. There is no basis for concluding that 
the Sheriff's Office and other available law enforcement agencies are inadequate to patrol or to 
respond to calls regarding the segment of trail in question. 
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10.15 The remaining attachments in the packet submitted by the attomey for the 
organized opposition have limited probative value. Attachment 4 appears to be justifications by 
the applicant's attorney for making ex parte contacts to the Board during the remand proceedings, 
and encouraging her clients to make such contacts, Attachment 5 includes a number of 
aerial/satellite images that mirror images already in the record, Many of the images concern 
p1'operties that are not along the stretch of corridor under consideration, even though the applicant's 
attorney is aware that those fa1ms are not the subject of the proposal onl'eview. Many of the maps 
continue the same argument already made that; under the recently adopted Oregon OSHA rnle, 
farmers who use pesticides, herbicides and fungicides must stop farming within 150-feet of all 
public roads and rights-of-way, including the segment of trail corridor under consideration. As 
explained repeatedly in these findings and in extensive testimony in the record, no rule prohibits 
spraying pesticides, herbicides and fungicides within 150 feet of the trail or any other right-of
way. Maps suggesting otherwise have limited value as testimony or evidence. Attachment 7 is 
the Specimen Label for a kind of herbicide that the label states is suitable to control weeds in public 
areas that are not cropland. It is not clear what the purpose is of including Attachment 7 in the 
record, Attachment 8 is from a person who states that he is "in favor of preserving the integrity of 
the right of way by any method we can.1

' The author describes how the railroad ceased operation 
of the 12-miles of corridor that the county purchased, and notes that "preserving the cOl'ridor for 
trail-use at this time is step one toward eventual return of rails through Yamhill County. 11 Contrary 
to the claims of opponents, the author indicates that, with the exception of a couple of small parcels 
(that the county is aware of and which are not between Yamhill and Carlton) the corridor "mostly 
belonged to UP when I did a property smvey 8 ~o 10 years ago." The letter in Attachment 8 
supports the county's decision to purchase the corridor from Union Pacific and its interim use as, 
a trail as the best way to preserve the corridor for future rail use. 

10.16 Attachment 9 to the opponents' March 14 submittal is an e-mail from the attomey 
for the organized opposition, falsely claiming that the county has proposed to sign a contract for 
pedestrian bridge construction within the conidor segment unde1· consideration in this proceeding, 
pciox to obtaining land use aulhority. It is clear that she did not read th.e contract (also included in 
Attachment 9), wbich is for design services, and construction oversight if and/or when the county 
has land use authority allowing it to constmct one of three bi-klges that we have asked the chosen 
contractor to design. There is no construction authorization or funding under the contract, and it 
is not a land use decision under state statutes or under the "significant impact'' test. Local 
governments and private parties routinely enter into contracts with vendors for design services. 
There is no law- land use law or otherwise-that prohibits a government or private party from 
entering into an agreement for design services and for possible future constmction oversight 
services, prior to obtaining such services. In this case, the county owns the corridor,. and has the 
right to allow its consultants to enter the co1Tidor to gather information for possible future bridge 
construction. The county has not proposed to build any bridges prior to obtaining the land use 
approval requested in this proceeding. 

10.17 Attachment 9 also includes a claim by the author that the recent Supreme Cami 
decision concerning Riverbend Landfill makes the trail 'unlawful,' a legal conclusion that is 
inconect. Even in the case of Riverbend, the Supreme Court did not conclude that landfill 
expansion was unlawful. It concluded that the matter should be remanded back to LUBA (which 
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had already remanded it to Yamhill County in the first instance) for proceedings consistent with 
the decision. The standard interpreted in the Riverbend case does not make any use in the fann 
zone 'illegal.' It requires findings and evidence of compliance, and allows counties to establish 
conditions of approval as necessary to ensure that "accepted fa1m practices" and the costs of those 
practices are not impacted in a significant way by proposed non-farm uses. The legal advice 
provided in Attachment 9 is based on an incorrect analysis of the consulting engineering services 
contract under consideration and of the Riverbend case. 

10.18 Exhibit 10 to the organized opponents' submittal is a 12 second video, possibly 
taken partially from a drone or crane, showing busses leaving the Bus Barn property to pick up 
children and deliver them home from school in the afternoon. The video supports the county's 
conclusion that placing the future trail entrance on the western edge of the county's Bus Barn 
property effectively prevents conflicts between continued use of the property for storage ofbusses, 
and use of the western bo1'der of the prope1iy for a trail corridor that is segregated from the 
remainder of the Bus Barn prope1iy by a suitable fence, The purpose of the trail is to provide a 
transpo1tation option for persons to travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, 
bicycle and horse. From the video, it appears that there is a more than adequate shuu1der on the 
Bus Bam property and as part of the State Highway, to suppmt a conclusion that it is feasible to 
provide a safe connection between the City of Yamhill and the proposed trail. 

11. Findings addressing farm operations adjacent to the segment of corrido1· under 
consideration. As noted, of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county 
has identified eight parties, or sets of pa1ties, who have objected to the trail, claim potential 
impacts to fam1 practices and/cir costs, and have disputed the county's proposed .findings regarding 
potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices. Of those, three own or farm property that 
is transected by the 60-foot wide trail corridor, and two are located partially within 750-feet of the 
trail, but are not located adjacent to the trail. The following findings address the six individual 
fann operations adjacent to the co1Tidor that are claiming potential farm impacts, and include 
cumulative impacts analysis for those farm operations. 

11.1 Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman, 12000 Hwy 47, Carlton; EF80; four 
acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food crops 

11.1, i Kris Wein bender and Melissa Braukinan, and the attorney for the organized 
opposition, submitted materials regarding potential haim to accepted faim practices on the 
Weinbender/Brnukman four-acre farm, located near the city limits of the City of Carlton. The 
property is located on heavily traveled Highway 47 (western boundary), and the existing trail 
corridor is located along the eastern boundary of their property. Maps in the record show that the 
existing trail, which extends south into Cai·lton and north beyond their property, is located in the 
middle of sixty feet of trees and brush. 

11.1.2 As currently envisioned, there is the possibility that the developed trail will 
be located approximately 23 feet from the Weinbender/Braukman property line. Vegetative 
screening already exists within the corridor adjuccnt to the Wcinbende,1fBraukman property, and 
it appears that additional vegetative screening within the corridor is feasible if it is called for in the 
Master Plan. Fencing specifications will be addressed in the Master Plan, but the 'floor' of the 
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fencing requirement is that it be "capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent 
fann fields/' That requirement alone reduces most of the hypothetical impacts to farm practices 
listed by the pa11ies to an insignificant level, or more Jikely to non-existent. If the alpaca have 
grown accustomed to the heavy car and truck traffic of Highway 47 (which they apparently have), 
it does not seem likely that they will suffer significant harm from pedestrians; bikes and horses on 
a trail that is separated from them by a fence and 23 feet of vegetative screening, It is feasible to 
construct the trail in the corridor adjacent to their prope1ty in a manner that prevents any significant 
harm to their crops or animals, or to their property from litter. Their prope1ty is zoned for farm 
use and has farm tax deferral, and the farm impact standards apply, but neither they nor the attorney 
for the organized opposition have demonstrated any "significant" potential harm to their alpacas, 
turkeys, chickens or geese, or to the ·use of1heir pasture. 

11.1.3 Contrary to repeated claims by trail opponents, fencing will prevent any 
potentially significant incidences of trespassing, litter and camping on property located on the 
other side of the fence. With J)roper design and maintenance, it is feasible to prevent any 
significant impacts to the Weinbender/Braulonan prope1ty from the proposed trail. Based on the 
testimony of the prope1ty owners, the Master Plan s11ould consider whether signage at the location 
of the Weinbender/Brnukman farm will help prevent any potential harm or inconvenience to their 
accepted farm practices. The Plan should also consider whether, and the extent to which, existing 
vegetation can be maintained and augmented in the section of corridor behind their prope1ty. 
Buffering of the current trail and additional buffering that is feasible at the location of their farm 
supports a conclusion that they are unlikely to experience any impacts to their fa1m or forest uses 
from improvement of the existing trail. 

11.1.4 Claims made by Mr. Weinbender and Ms. Braukman regarding water 
backing up from the county's property onto their property is not a farm impact, but it is a legitimate 
complaint that the county should investigate and attempt to remedy if investigation shows that 
a1tificial conditions on the county's property are contributing to or causing water to back up onto 
their prope1iy. That problem should be addressed as soon as possible and does not need to wait 
until completion of the Master Planning process that is scheduled to begin soon. 

11. 1.5 Cumulative Impacts. The c]aims made regarding this prope1ty, especially 
by the attorney for the organized opponents, are exaggerated and not credible. The frontage of the 
property is on a busy State Highway known to accominodate many large trncks of all varieties. 
The trail and its users will be a whisper compared to the highway, and the potential for litter 
generation by the trail is rniniscule compared to the generation potential of the highway. In this 
case all of the perceived potential impacts are remedied by proper fencing, vegetative screening, 
and signage. The fencing will prevent dogs and people froin approaching the farm's livestock, 
and the vegetative buffer will make it unlikely that trail users will routinely tl'y to approach the 
fence, Wind disperses litter, but vegetative buffering and fencing both tend to capture litter. None 
of the impacts alleged are "sigi1ificant" impacts to accepted farm pwctices, they are minor 
inconveniences and minor risks of harm that is unlikely to materialize. There are no separate 
significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this prope1ty that, cumulatively, 
constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the costs of those practices. 
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11.2 Brian and Roxanne Coussens, 6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~75 
acres total; Hazelnuts. 

11.2.1 The Coussens' filbert orchard was described in the findings adopted as part 
of Ordinance 904; as a newly planted filbert orchard ofapproximately 10,000 trees. Those findings 
were canied over into the staff repmi on remand, and are pa1t of these findings (finding 8.7). They 
note that at the location of the orchard, the c011·idor is heavily wooded, buffering the existing trail 
located in the corridor :from the practices taking place in the filbe1i orchard. The exiting vegetative 
buffer, between the existing trail and the Coussens' property, is almost 30 feet thick. That buffer 
would be somewhat reduced by construction of a 12-foot wide pedestrian and bike path, and the 
horse path that will likely be adjacent to the bike/pedestrian path. It is feasible to maintain most 
of the vegetated buffer between the improved trail and the Coussens' property, and to add 
additional vegetation if necessary to impmve the effectiveness of the buffer strip. The earlier 
findings (and these findings) also note that there is additional distance between the trees in the 
filbert orchard and the proposed trail location, in the form of a dirt road on the Coussens' property 
adjacent to the trail con-ldor. 

11.2,2 The main potential farm impact cited by Brian Coussens in his letter dated 
February 2, 2019, is the spray issue. Although these findings establish that there is no 100- or 150-
foot exclusion area that extends off of the Coussens' property, it would not be good practice for 
his operator to spray in a manner that may end up spraying people or animals on the trail, or drifting 
onto them, As pointed out elsewhere in these findings, neither the Coussens nor their spray 
operator ever bad the right to spray the Union Pacific property without permission, and neither of 
them have the right to spray the prope1ty now that it is owned by the county, It nevertheless 
appears that there is sufficient distance between the orchard and the co11'idor to allow spraying to 
continue in the manner it is already being conducted. It should be noted that the trail corridor is 
immediately adjacent to Highway 47 at this location, and there is a dwelling adjacent to the eastern 
boundary of the corridor. Even if there were a 150-foot off-site exclusion zone (which there is 
not) pru1s of the existing orchard would already be affected by the mere existence of the Highway, 
since there is no way for the spray operator to predict when people may be driving by, and the 
dwelling, where people are likely to be at any time of day or night. It is apparent from testimony 
in the record that "air-blast" spraying currently, and regularly, takes place in filbe1i orchards all 
over the county immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way. Claims that farm operators cannot 
responsibly spray the edges of their orchards and need room on the property of others or on public 
rights-of-way to use as a buffer are not credible. This perceived impact is not significant, but can 
be rendered practically non-existent by cooperation with trail managers and the posting of warning 
signs and/or portable barriers to stop traffic on the trail prior to spraying. Since frum operators 
have no right to spray off of their property, the insignificant expense of posting signs, placing 
temporaty barriers, or even of posting someone on the trail to check for oversptay and warn trail 
users, is not a cost associated with an accepted frum practice. 

11.2.3 Another issue raised in Brian Coussens' February 2, 2019 letter is access 
across the rail/trail corridor. According to the letter: "Our crossing has been in place as long as 
anyone can remember. My falhtlr in law back in the day, had to pay the railroad annually to cross 
even afte.i• the tracks had been removed." The attorney for the organized opposition now states: 
"County wants to install a gate on Coussens only farm access," and then proceeds through a chain 
of 'farm impact' consequences that would follow. 
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11.2.3 .1 In the first place, it is not the county that wants to install a 
gate. The county offered to build a fence and install a gate, to protect neighboring property owners 
from potential consequences of trespass by trail users. As Mr. Coussens points out, the railroad 
did not allow the conidor to be crossed for free "even after the tracks had been removed." That 
information corroborates what county staff has said from the beginning: UP stopped using the 
corridor for operation of a railroad, but it did not abandon its title to the property or any of its rights 
to occupy and manage access to and through the co1ridor. The county purchased from UP all of 
the dghts it had to the property, including all of its license and easement agreements, and may have 
a copy oftbe license mentioned by Mr. Coussens in his Febrnai'y 2, 2019 letter. 

11.2.3.2 Mr. Coussens' predecessor in interest was apparently aware 
that the corridor was not part of his 11oldings, and could not be considered a part of his "accepted 
farm practices" unless he paid the owner for the right to use it. Likewise, the county, as current 
owner of the conidor, has the right to control access to it even if there is no trail. Access across 
the conidor prope1ty without permission is not an accepted farm practice, and the county is under 
no obligation to treat access through the corridor as an accepted farming practice requiring analysis 
and possible mitigation. 

11.2.3.3 The county has repeatedly stated 1hat it has no intention of 
c1.1tting off access across the co11idor to fa11n operators who need access. The fa1m impact standard 
does not require that the county provide access to the Coussens' filbert orchard, but it is the 
county's intent to provide that access. The terms of that access-whether it is unrestricted, 
restricted, or through a gate, is a normal part of doing business, not the mitigation of an impact to 
an accepted farm practice. It appears that a fence and a gate will be useful in preventing trespass 
into the orchard and will benefit the operation of the orchard. If so, the specifications of the fence 
and gate should be patt of the Master Plan, and the Coussens should enter into a license agreement 
with the county under teuns satisfactory to both parties. Even without the proposed use, the 
county has the right to control access across the corridor, as it could if the corridor were used for 
street or rail uses. 

11. 2.3 .4 The concern about the driveway being blocked, backing up 
traffic 011 Highway 47, is a problem with logistics that exists because the Coussens do not own the 
corridor that they need to cross to access their filbett orchard. With cell phones, it is also feasible 
to coordinate gate access between farm employees to ensure that the gate is open and unblocked 
when large machinery needs access. These, again, are minimal costs of doing business, and not 
an expense attributable to the proposed use. The attorney for the organized opposition's claim that 
the logistical problems can only be solved through complex and expensive flagging operations do 
not seem to be hue, but they are, again, a cost of doing business when a frum operator seeks to use 
the prope1ty of another to conduct his or her farm operation. Crossing the property of another
even publicly owned property-without pe1mission is not an accepted farm practice that the county 
is required to address under the farm impact standard. 

11.2.4 Loss of ability to use slug bait. As stated, the county has offered to fence 
the entire corridor. There should therefore be no significant impact from trespassing dogs. Farm 
owners and operators do not have a heightened duty to protect trespassing dogs-dog owners have 
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a legal responsibility to prevent their dogs from trespassing. Farm operators are capable of baiting 
the edges of their prnperty without baiting neighboring land, and do not need to use neighboring 
public property or other property they do not own as a buffer. Signage will specify that dogs must 
be on a leash, and appropriate 'no trespassing-private property' signs will be posted along the 
entire corridor. Under the Master Plan, it may also be possible to establish additional signage in 
areas where slug bait is used, including 1he Coussens' orchard. Claims by the lawyer for the 
organized opposition regarding the inability to use slug bait are not credible. 

11.2.5 As noted elsewhere in these findings, there is no rati.onal basis for assuming 
that a trail that is fenced and located 40 or more feet from filbert trees will be contaminated or have 
an increased chance of being contaminated by trail users. Likewise, there is no·rational basis for 
concluding that insul'ance premiums will automatically rise due to the presence of the trail, and 
there is evidence that is not the case. 

11.2.6 Cumulative impacts. Most of the perceived impacts raised by the Coussens 
and by the att0111ey for the organized opposition either don't exist, are not impacts to accepted 
farm practices, or are effectively minimized to the point where they can no longer be considered 
significant by the conditions of approval. With regard to the Coussens' filbert orchard, there are 
no significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs, and none of the insignificant impacts 
identified add up to a significant impact. The Coussens' farm operator may increase litter patrols, 
but there is 110 reason to believe that significant additional litter will be found on the other side of 
a forested buffer strip and a fence, They will have no increased contamination from trail users 
who will being on the other side of the same buffer strip, and the same fence, They will still be 
able to use slug bait because there will be a fence capable of keeping dogs out of the orchard, and 
because they owe no special duty to a trespassing dog. They do not, under any regulation citied 
by the opponents, lose the ability to spray any of their property due to the presence of the trail. 
They do not have the right to cross the conidor without pennission, and negotiating and 
maintaining access to their orchard is pa1t of the cost of doing business, not an accepted famung 
practice that the county is required to protect. There are no separate significant or insignificant 
potential impacts with tegard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to 
farm practices or the costs of those practices, 

11.3 Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews. 19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; 
EF80/ AF-1 0; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, wheat, livestock pasture, sheep (Managed 
by Mark Gaibler) 

11.3.1 According to Billie Jean Matthews, the farmland owned by het and her 
husband adjacent to the conidor segment in question is currently in wheat and alfalfa. She states 
that they also rnise hay, alfalfa, grass seed, oats, meadowfoamand clover, and are planning to plant 
hazelnuts. It is not clear that they grow 01· intend to grow those crops adjacent to the corridor 
segment in question, 

11.3.2 Ms. Matthews states that there is an increased risk to structures adjacent to 
the trail, but does not specify what she me1ms by ";:11ij11r.ent," does not identify the location of any 
such shuctures on her property adjacent to the trail segment in question, none appear on aerial 
photographs, and none are believed to exist on the property transected by the rail/trail coi-ridor. 
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11.3.3 The record of this proceeding supports a conclusion that most field fires are 
inadve1tently started by fa1m operators. As noted elsewhere in these findings, the trail will provide 
improved access for firefighting equipment and personnel to the area immediately adjacent to the 
trail and to the trail conidor itself. Development of the trail Will not increase the risk of a 
catastrophic ( out of control) fire in the area in a manner that significantly impacts farm practices 
or significantly increases farm costs. 

11.3.4 Impact of sprny drift regulations. As with others, Ms. Matthews lists 
impacts related to overspray, which is not an accepted farm practice. Please see the discussion of 
this issue elsewhere, which also applies to the Dromgoole/Matthews property. An attorney for 
Mr. Gaibler has indicated that he fa1tns s the Dromgoole prope1ty, and sometimes sprays 
fungicides aerially in the spring when the soil is too wet to drive equipment on. A condition of 
approval provides that the county shall notify each farm operator adjacent to the trail conidor of 
the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, 
fungicides or other dangerous chemicals. Upon receiving 72-hom advance notice of such 
spi-aying, trail managers shall post 'Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed'' signs in 
appropriate locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed 
or until notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. This type of warning is feasible 
and inexpensive and promotes coordination and cooperation fann operators and the communities 
they live and work in. It is not an accepted farm practice expense, because overspray is not legal 
as to public lands, public rights-of-way or private prope1ty not under the control of the operator, 
even if it occurs through an aerial application. 

11.3 .5 Increased traffic on Highway 4 7 and Fryer Road. There is no basis, in the 
record or otherwise, for concluding that a local trail connecting two cities will increase traffic on 
the highway that cutl'ently connects the same cities. The crossing refetenced by Ms. Matthews is 
north of Yamhill. As stated, the trail segment in question is accurately characterized as a local 
facility serving, predominately, residents of and visitors to two towns. Once the trail is extended 
from Hagg Lake to McMinnville, it will be a regional facility and will predictably draw additional 
· traffic, requiring a traffic impact study and additional planning. The intent and expectation of this 
appmval is that it will allow development of a paved path, for recreational use, but also as a 
transpo1tation facility allowing people in Yamhill or Carlton, who wish to travel to the other city, 
to choose the non-motorized option over use of Highway 47, which is only suitable for cars and 
trucks, and is not safe for bicycles, pedestrians or horses. 

11.3 .6 Trespass impacts. A condition of approval requires that the trail co1Tidor be 
fenced. The county also plans to post "no trespassing" signs facing private lands along the trail, 
and "no parking" signs at Fryer Road. It may also be possible for the county to provide additional 
fencing along Fryer Road; a matter that should be raised in development of the master plan. There 
is a reasonable basis for the Board to conclude that the fencing and signage proposed in the existing 
condition will be adequate to prevent significant impacts to crops from 1respass as outlined in Ms. 
Matthews' letter dated March 4, 2019. Posted rules for the trail will notify users that dogs must 
be on leashes, and the co1.mty's dog control ordinance already includes significant penalties for 
dogs that chase or kill livestock. An additional condition addresses fencing along the EFU zoned 
frontage of the Dromgoole property on Fryer Road. Although the eastern frontage of the property 
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is not zoned for exclusive fa1m use and not subject to the fa1m impact standard, it is possible that 
arrangements could be made to fence the southeaster boundary if it improves relations between 
the owners, the county, and trail users. 

11.3. 7 Insurance costs. As stated by Ms. Matthews, her insurance agent has stated 
that their premiums will not increase due to the presence of the trail. . Potential increases to 
premiums due to claims that have not been filed are speculative at best. The discussion of 
insurance and risk management elsewhere in these findings apply to the discussion of this property. 

11.3.8 Lack of master plan coordination and consultation with neighbors. This is 
not a faim impact, but a complaint regarding the land use process. The county is seeking land use 
authority i.t1 order to move forward with master planning, which must be completed before the trail 
can be fonnally opened for public use. This process establishes whether it is feasible to meet all 
applicable land use standards, and the Master Planning process fills in the details and seeks to 
expand the 4iscussion of how to make the trail work well for the users, the neighbors, and the 
community at large. The county fully intends to comply with the statements made in Ordinance 
904 and with the requirement in the attached conditions that the county communicate with adjacent 
owners, operators and residences. They are not '~t1st so many words." Unlike a private 
corporation, the county is govemed by an elected Board of Commissioners and other elected 
officials and is politically accountable to county residents. The county is in a unique position to 
take continuous reasonable steps over a long period of time to protect trail neighbors from adverse 
impacts and to respond appropriately to neighbor complaints. Counties seldom declare 
bankruptcy, and the management of the county is determined, not by an unelected board or CEO, 
but by three commissioners serving four-year terms. That being said, cooperation is required in 
order for a planning process to be successful. If, during the master planning process, it appears 
that fencing the entire Dromgoole/Matthews frontage along Fryer Road wlll improve cooperation 
between the county and the fann operators with regard to trail operation, the county has jurisdiction 
over the Fryer Road right-of-way and can install a fence if it is recommended as part of the master 
plan. 

11.3.9 Trail does not "eliminate huge swaths of farm land." This statement, made 
by Ms. Matthews, is not correct. The county owns a 60-foot corridor of land as a single tax lot. 
The county is seeking to improve that property for what the county believes is the "highest and 
best use" of the corridor-a future rail with trail, with interim use as a trail. The trail does not 
'eliminate' any land, or prevent anyone who owns land along the corridor from farming their own 
land. The rest of Ms. Matthews complaints, in her letter dated March 4, 2019, are accepted as 
criticism of a land use process that is imposed on all ofus by state law. There is no requirement 
that parties respond emotionally to what is proposed and dig in their heels rather than face change 
proposed, not for them, but for the community at large. It just often works out that way. The 
county remains committed to a collaborative and coordinated master planning effort. once land 
use approval is obtained. Vague offers to put the trail elsewhere are no substitute foi· a 
trarisportati.on corridor established in 1872 and now owned by the county-a corridor that the 
county knows is suitable for trail use (pa1ts are used as a trail now) and suitable for future rail use 
(trains rari there for 100 years). 

11.3.10 Additional claims by the attorney for the organized opposition regarding 
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potential impacts to the Dromgoole/Matthews farm property. As explained elsewhere in these 
findings, none of the Dromgoole/Matthews fields are ''landlocked.>' Constmction impacts ate 
temporary, and the workers will not he in "fann fields,, unless they get permission-they will be 
within a 60-foot wide corridor owned by the county. Additional fencing has been ·discussed 
elsewhere and in the conditions. No other potential impacts have been raised that have not 
previously been addressed. 

11.3 .11 Cumulative impacts. Use of the corridor without permission and 
spraying the land of others without permission are not accepted farm practices and are not patt of 
the farm impact test equation. The cumulative impact question is whether all · of the pei'ceived 
impacts to fanning the Dromgoole/Matthews property, even those that the dounty deems to be 
insignificant, add up to a significant impact. Do the residual potential impacts related to minor 
trespass, the possibility that a trail user will stmi a fire, the risk that insurance premiums may rise 
if trespass leads to damage and claims-do these otherwise insignificant risks of impacts, when 
combined, rise to the level of being "Impo1iant, Weighty, [or] Notable"? The Board concludes 
that they do not. In weighing the evidence that it has received, even while taking a "farm focused 
view, the Board is entitled to, and does, rely on competent evidence that the fears and perceived 
risks in this case are similal' to those facing many public trails in fatm areas around the country 
where, as it turns out, trail and faim uses are capable of, and do, coexist without increased risk of 
actual harm to anyone. There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with 
regard to this prope1iy that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to fa1m practices or the 
costs of those practices. 

11.4 Bryan Schmidt (leasing property of Salvatme and Jo Eramo) 7580 Hendricks Rd, 
Carlton; EF-80/ AF-1 O; ~ 12 acres; Dairy and beefcows, cow/calf operation, raw milk sales; 
animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be fertilized/pesticides 
sprayed, milks animals daily. 

11.4.1 The first page of Mr. Schmidt's testimony submitted the morning of March 
7, 2019 for the remand hearing that day, concerns a filbert orchard that is not located a.long the 
segment of corridor under consideration in these proceedings. The document is a handwritten, 
recorded transcription of a predecessor-in-interest's sale of the rail c01Tidor to Oregon Central 
Railroad Company in 1873, for $150, "forever/' and without possibility of revel'ter. There is 
nothing about the document submitted that even remotely supports Mr. Schmidt's claim that the 
document gives him ownership rights, or the rightto spray the property (now owned by the county) 
without pe1mission, or to cross it or use it in any othel' way withotJt permission. 

11.4.2 The second page of Mr. Schmidt's letter indicates that Mr. Schmidt raises 
grass-fed beef and produces raw milk, which he sells from the property. An e-mail submitted into 
the record March 19, 2019, states that Mr, Schmidt raises ''beef cattle and grass~fed lamb/' There 
is a home on the property and farm buildings adjacent to the rail corridor, owned by Salvatore and 
Jo Eramo. The Eramo's have never submitted testimony opposed to the trail. Mr. Schmidt is a 
chief opponent of the trail and has testified against trail development numerous times, orally and 
in writing, over the co1.lfSe of years. The entire parcel is approximately 12 acres, with road access 
to the western po1iion of the property. Contrary to Mr. Schmidt's belief, the portion of the property 
that is located on the eastem side of the corridor is slightly more than one acre, not three acres. 
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Because access to the property is from the west, his claim that he will be cut off from "almost all 
of [his] pasture" if the trail is improved, appears to be incorrect. 

11.4.3 The key problem with Mr. Schmidt's claims that the proposed trail will 
significantly impact his accepted farm practices is that neither he nor the Eramos own the 60-foot 
corridor that cuts a small comer of the property off from the remainder of the property where the 
home and agricultural buildings are located. Mr. Schmidt has provided no documents remotely 
suggesting that Union Pacific did not own the corridor transecting the Eramo's property
exclusively-when it sold the corridor to the county in 2017. The deed he provided does not 
reserve any rights to the seller, and uncontested testimony in the record indicates that modem deeds 
of conveyance to lands along the corridor routinely "except" from the grant of title 30 feet on either 
side of the centerline of the Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way. As stated repeatedly 
throughout these findings, using the property of others without permission from the owners is not 
an accepted far:m practice. 

11.4.4 The county has offered to accommodate all property owners along the 
corridor by providing fencing and gates, and by prioritizing legitimate fa1m practice crossings over 
use by pedestrians, bicyclists and equestrians. In this case, preserving fannland in large blocks 
would suggest that the most appropriate use of the sliver ofland that the Eramos' own would be 
its incorporation into the holdings of the Peters' or Dromgoole/Matthews, located on the other side 
of the corridor, The bulk of the pasture that is owned by the Eramos is on the western side of the 
corridor. Nevertheless, the county remains committed to providing a crossing for the Eramos and 
their tenant to allow continued grazing on the small wedge of the property located east of the 
corridor. 

11 .4.5 Another potential fa1m impact raised by Mr. Schmidt is harassment by dogs. 
The testimony submitted begins with the premise that dogs. can harass livestock through a fence, 
and ends with a picture of a bloody cow carcass taken from some other location. Given the 
configuration of the Eramo prope1iy, it appears that a cow or lamb that is being harassed by a dog 
through a fence will be able to move to a location where it is not being harassed, Other claimed 
impacts are related to "human trespass and theft" that is unlikely to occur if the con-idor is properly 
fenced as the county has proposed. 

11.4.6 The county is required to comply with conditions that will minimize 
potential significant impacts to accepted fann practices to a level at which they can no longer be 
considered significant. It is not required to erase all fears ofhrum, rational or irrational, especially 
when the risk of harm is insignificant (as it is with most of the claims now being made, and made 
in the past by Mr. Schmidt). The corridor is 60-feet wide at the Eramo property, and there is 
adequate room to install a vegetative buffer and fences between trail uses and both sides of the 
Eramo property, With the conditions of approval adopted as part of Ordinance 904, all of the 
potential impacts to accepted farm practices talcing place on the Eramo property can be minimized 
to a level at which they can no longer be considered significant. Additional protection for the 
Eramos and their tenant, beyond what is required by the fa1m impact standards, will be considered 
through the master plan process, which was also required as a condition of Ordinance 904. 
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11.4.7 Onlookers calling dog control. Mr. Schmidt's March 19, 2019 testimony 
also notes that he fears that someone might call "county animal control" who will then trespass on 
the Eramos' property and make demands on him to prove that he has a bale of hay on hand. The 
county does not have an "animal control" deparhnent or office, but he is correct that cruelty to 
animals is a crime that is investigated by police agencies. He also fears that animal rights activists 
will attempt to release his chickens or his calves, or that thieves will steal them. The county can 
install fencing, gates that can be locked, signage and buffering vegetation. Those actions reduce 
the potential harm to the identified accepted fmm practices to a level at which they can no longer 
be considered significant. No law requires that the county allay the speculative fears of a farm 
operator, especially when those fears are based on anecdotal stories of events that took place 
elsewhere. 

11.4.8 Herbicide and fe1tilizer application. Mr. Schmidt claims that, if the trail is 
constructed, he will not be able to cross the trail to spray herbicides on the portion of the property 
that is located (presumably) on the east side of the corridor. As with other properties along the 
corridor, the county has not yet located a record of a fonnal crossing license ot easement granted 
to the Eramos or their predecessors in interest to cross the corridor for fmm uses or otherwise. Use 
of the prope1ty of others without an easement, license, or other permission, is not an accepted fmm 
practice. Nevertheless, the county has pledged to address the needs of each farm owner and/or 
operator to cross the corridor, and to make good faith efforts to establish an appropriate, gated 
access to connect farm operations located on both sides of the corridor. 

11.4.9 Cumulative Impacts. It is hard to characterize some of the claims of 
potential harm identified by Mr. Schmidt, but most of them have to do with his feeling that the 
Eramo prope1ty will not be secure if 1he corridor is used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 
ttail. Following the Supreme Court in its treatment of the landfill case, most of the potential hanns 
to accepted fann practices identified by Mr. Schmidt are effectively addressed by fencing. In the 
case of the Eramo property, there are no individual significant or insignificant perceived impacts 
to accepted farm practices that, in aggregate, amount to a significant impact to accepted fonn 
practices or costs. 

11.5 Lee & Kathryn Sclu-epel and Fruithill Inc. 6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-
801HI/RI; ~29 actes; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchards. 

11.5.1 As indicated in the staff report and elsewhere, the Schrepel/Fruithlll 
property that is closest to the proposed trail segment is zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource 
Industrial, not EFU. This property will be addressed if the trail is extended no1th across Highway 
240 in the future. With regard to the proposed trail segment, the proposed entrance to the trail is 
located on the northwest corner of the Bus Barn property, away from the entrance to the Fruithill 
facility. The western part of the Fruithill property is a large parking lot/graveled area that was 
purchased fi:om Union Pacific. It is zoned Heavy Industrial, and was once used as a train loading 
and unloading area. Due to distance between the Fmithlli processing facility and the proposed 
trail, no impacts are expected. No one using the trail is likely to trespass on the Fruithill property, 
which is across a state highway and not adjacentto the trail, No Fruithill farm practices are taking 
place near the trail or are likely to be affected in any way by the trail. 
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11.6 Mark Gaibler PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay. 

11.6.1 Presumably, the fam1 practices tal<lng place on the Gaibler property are 
similar to practices taking place on the Van Dyke and Dromgoole properties located adjacent to 
the corridor. The Gaibler property is located west of State Highway 47, and is separated from the 
trail corridor by that highway and by several dwellings 1hat are located between Highway 4 7 and 
the trail coHidor. A small portion of 1ne G_aib]er prope1ty is located within the 750-foot notice area 
of the trail. Due to distance, intervening houses and the state highway, the trail is not anticipated 
to have any negative impact on farm practices taking place on the Gaibler property. Farm practices 
and potential impacts asserted by Mr. Gaibler and to the Dromgoole property which he fa1ms, are 
addressed with regard to the Dromgoole prnperty and by the conditions of approval. 

11. 7 Gregol'y & Celine McCarthy PO Box 417, Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, 
clover, row crops (corn, onions, green beans) 

11.7.1 The McCarthys' property is located adjacent to the city limits of the City of 
Carlton. A po11ion of the prope1iy appears to be within the city limits and to have access from 
rights-of-way within the city. The trail and mil corridor is located along the westem edge of the 
McCarthy property. They state that they use the corridor for access and "drive along it," but the 
corridor at the location m question appears to be mostly natui:al vegetation. As with others, the 
McCarthy's claim, ,\11hout any substantiation, that the "predecessor farmers never gave the 
railroad any exclusive rights~ rather just a nonexclusive easement for railroad purposes." The 
McCatthys state that they will not be able to farm if they are not allowed to cross the corridor. 

11. 7.2 The county has no intention of cutting off the McCarthys' access to their 
property if, indeed, they have no other access, It is possible that a predecessor in interest obtained 
a license or easement to cross the corridor, and the county will assist the McCarthys in establishing 
whether that is the case, Satellite photos also show farm buildings in the southeast comer of the 
property that appear to have access into the City of Carlton. Even if the McCa1ihys have alternative 
access, if access across the trail assists them in a tileaningful way with their fam1 operation, the 
county will make good faith efforts to ensure that access. The county has also offered to install 
fencing along the co11'idor and a gate suitable for the movement of most farm equipment, and 
remains committed to do so. The McCarthys use tractors, combines, swathel's, hailers, tmcks and 
other large equipment. It is feasible to minimize conflicts between trail users and farm operations 
along the trail. The conceptual plan addresses some methods for effective gates and signage, and 
those issues will be further addressed in the master planning process. Under conditions established 
in Ordinance 904 and carried through 011 this remand, trail users wi11 not be allowed to enter the 
McCatihys' fields or otherwise threaten their HQuality Restricted" status. 

11.7.3 It is also somewhat disingenuous for the McCru.thys, farming directly 
adjacent to city limits, to testify that they can currently farm profitably but will not be able to if 
people will be able to walk, bike and ride horses on a 12-foot path in the middle of a sixty-foot 
corridor adjacent to their property. There are currently dwellings on properties located on the 
western boundary of the trail corridor that are only separated from the McCarthys' farm operation 
by the width of the vegetated trail corridor. People currently live in close proximity to the 
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McCarthys' farm operation, and the presence of the trail does not move people significantly close 
to their farm. operation than they are currently expected to be (because the live there). 

11,7.4 The segment of trail under consideration is being developed for local use, 
by people living in and visiting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. If the remainder of the trail is 
constmcted in the future, it could be seen as a regional facility. Most of the users of the trail as 
proposed are likely to be much more like ''the locals wl10 live in close proximity to our field in 
Carlton/' who tolerate some dust and pesticide smell because "they understand it as a necessary 
farming practice,,, 

11.7.5 lnigation with "guns' that shoot non-potable water. The discussion of use 
of the corridor without permission and pesticide overspray elsewhere in these findings applies to 
the McCarthy farm prope11y. As with those cimpacts/ a property owner is not allowed to shoot 
non-potable water onto his neighbor's property without pe1n1ission, and doing so is not an accepted 
farm practice. While the McCarthys may need to be more careful in how they spray when persons 
are using the trail, their conclusion that using the (likely) middle 12-15 feet of the 60-foot corridor 
as a bicycle/pedestrian/equestrian trail will force them to "have to stop watering large areas of 
[their] farm '1 is not credible as a significant impact. Farm operators should contain their operations 
to their own property as a matter of course. The c01Tid01· is also not "in the middle of [their] farm 
ground," it is along the western edge. 

11.7 .6 Pesticide overspray. Potential farm impacts related to pesticide spraying 
are addressed elsewhere in these findings, with regard to other property owners. Claims of 
potential increased trespassing made by the McCarthys appear to ignore the county's offer to fence 
the entire coITldor and provide locking gates at designated farm crossings. Fencing, as proposed, 
will minimize, if not prevent, all of the potential farm impacts outlined by the McCarthys in their 
letter dated February 18, 2019, 

11. 7. 7 Conflicts with livestock. Althoµgh it is not entirely clear, it does not appear 
that the McCarthys are raising livestock on the prope11y in question. Their discussion of it in their 
letter appears to be hypothetical, or to relate to other farm operations, possibly not located on the 
segment of trail under consideration. 

11.7,8 Inability to farm if must cross trail. The county acknowledges that a 
developed trail at the location in question has the potential for causing inconvenience for farm 
operators who must cross it to access their fanns, The issue is whether that inconvenience amounts 
to a significant impact to or increased cost of accepted farm practices. The county seeks to 
minimize the inconvenience that might otherwise be caused by the presence of the trail by 
providing appropriate access across the trail for farm operators who need it to conduct fam1ing 
activities on their property; providing appropriate signage on county~installed fences designed to 
prevent people and/or animals from wandering onto private property; and signage notifying trail 
users that fanners using designated crossings have priority. The goal in this process and of the 
master-planning process is to seek cooperative solutions that allow farmers to faim and the general 
public an opp01tunity to travel between Yamhill and Carlton without a motor vehicle and without 
threat of annihilation by passenger car, semi.tractor/trailer or oversized farm equipment. The 
county concludes that it is feasible to address the reasonable concerns of farmers, including the 
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McCarthys and to provide for the transportation needs of its citizens without significantly 
impacting fann practices or costs. 

11. 7.9 Cumulative impacts. The McCarthys' farm operation appears to be similar 
to those being conducted by the Van Dykes, and Dromgoole/Matthe\vs, and all of these parties 
allege similar, or the same, impacts. For the same reasons stated with regard to those farms, there 
are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this property that, 
cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to fonn practices or the costs of those practices. 

11.8 James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 
PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 EMain St, Yamhill (John), 8456NWMcSweenLn, Yamhill 
(Van Dyke Fanns); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock pasture; property 
straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times while fruming. 

11.8.1 There is extensive evidence in the record regarding the Van Dyke Farms 
agricultural practices, including photographs of the equipment they use. The Van Dykes have 
apparently been famtlng grass seed in a manner that encroaches on the county>s property, perhaps 
on advice of counsel that such actions could help them obtain the property through adverse 
possession, or that they could perfect a prescriptive use to farm, spray and/or cross the corridor, 
which is not part of their collection of tax lots and owned by the county. As explained in other 
county submittals, state law prohibits acquisition of railroad property and county property by 
adverse possession (ORS 105.618 and 275.027), or county property by the operation of any statute 
of limitations. 

11.8.2 Testimony submitted by the Van Dyke family asserts that their farmland is 
Class I soil, which the county has been unable to confirm. It nevertheless appears to be Class TI 
soil, which is high value-"prime" soil. Over the years, crops grown by the Van Dykes in the area 
include "Tall Fescue for Seed, Red Clover, Crimson Clover, Radish, Wheat, Hazelnuts, Annual 
Ryegrass for Seed, and Vetch.>' (letter from Ben Van Dyke dated Febmary 28, 2019) The county 
accepts as true that the Van Dykes have been spraying the corridor to protect their own crops, but 
rejects the claim that they ever had the right to spray the property, without permission, while it 
was owned by UP or under county ownership. The county is willing to cooperate with the Van 
Dykes with the goal of preventing nuisance plant species from growing in the conidor, but it is 
not an "accepted farm practice" to spray the property of another without permission, even if doing 
so increases fa1m profits. The Van Dykes claim massive losses in farm income based on something 
they know is not true-the claim first made in this land use process that they have the cun-ent right 
to "control" the con-idor. The corridor has never been pa1t of any tax lot that they own, as shmvn 
on every tax lot map in the record. It is not an "accepted farm practice» to exercise control over 
the land of others without permission. 

11.8.3 The Ben Van Dyke letter also states that the Van Dykes are growing 
hazelnuts along the trail conidor. The county believes that the Van Dyke filbeit orchard is not 
located adjacent to the trail corridor under consideration, but has attempted to address practices 
associated with growing hazelnuts in the original application, in the Ord;nance 904 findings, and 
in findings on remand. Hazelnuts present a more difficult pesticide spray challenge than grass, 
because it must be sprayed into the trees (usually using air-blast spraying techniques), with greater 
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opportunities for drift. As indicated in oral testimony to the Board of Commissioners, grass and 
grass seed crops can be sprayed close to ground surface, with less opportunity for drift. Other than 
spray drift, because of the way hazelnuts are harvested, it is important that fecal matter and litter 
not be deposited on the floor of the orchard, where they might end up in the harvested nuts. The 
potential for that kind of farm impact is minimized by the installation of fencing. Many filbert 
orchards in Y atnhill County exist in close proximity to county roads and State Highways, and face 
the same types of risks, without fencing. Usually, the onus is on farm operators to decide the level 
of risk they can accept, and to manage their property accordingly, by installing fences and/or 
surveillance equipment, or not. In this case, the county is required, by a condition of approval, to 
fence the entire corridor. It is not that the risk of contamination does not exist-it is that it is 
minimized to a level at which it can no longer be considered significant. The trail is expected to 
occupy only 12 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide corridor. There is therefore the possibility of 
either planting the remaining co1Tidor with vegetation that provides additional buffering between 
trail uses and agricultural practices, or of allowing neighbors to farm portions of the corridor under 
county license. In either case, it is not likely that trail users will be picking up feces from the trail 
and throwing it into nearby filbert orchards, whether the orchards are owned by the Van Dykes, or 
by other parties known to grow filberts on the segment of trail under consideration. As noted by 
Ben Van Dyke, "hazelnuts" are currently excluded from the list of products regulated under the 
Food Safety Modernization Act, and voluntary compliance with "Good Agricultural Practices'' is 
an important marketing tool. From the materials submitted and as the program is understood by 
the county, there is no basis for concluding that any hazelnuts grown by the Van Dykes, whether 
in the center oftheh orchard or al011g the county's fence, will cause the Van Dykes to lose theit 
certification. 

11.8.4 As stated, the Van Dykes "use everything from backpack sprayers to large 
self-propelled boom sprayers that have a 100' long boom. We also apply chemicals to the trees in 
our orchards with blast sprayers that put the chemical high up into the tree canopy." Again, the 
county was unable to locate any Van Dyke filbert orchards along the segment of corridor under 
consideration. As for the boom sprayers, as noted, smaller nozzle size, and close proximity of the 
spray equipment to the ground, minimizes the potential of pesticide drift. The Febrnary 28, 2019 
Van Dyke letter is incorrect in stating "the railroad's position," There is no basis in the record for 
concluding that the Van Dyke's predecessors in interest "gave" the railroad anything, or that 
farmers along the corridm reserved the right to farm in or to spray the corridor. Wh.ile the county 
is not required in this proceeding to prove that it purchased fee title to the coll'idor, significant 
work has been done reviewing that title, and one thing is clear: the Van Dykes do not own the tax 
lot that comprises the trail. The county, if asked, may 01· may not give the Van Dykes a limited 
right (license) to farm within the corridor, but any claim of ownership or right that the Van Dykes 
believe is independent of county pennission is the subject of a Circuit Court action that has yet to 
be filed. 

11.8.5 With regard to a waming on the Gramoxone label: the phrase "Do not use 
around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds" is unclear in the 
use of the tenn "around," and appears to suggest that it should not be used in close proximity to 
such a use or facility. Gramoxone is an herbicide. Other than the warning not to use it "around" 
the specified uses, there is J:io basis, on the label or elsewhere, to conclude that the Van Dykes 
cannot continue to use the herbicide on their own property. There is also no reasonable basis for 
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concluding that the Van Dykes cannot manage spray applications along the edges of their fields to 
avoid overspray, or to avoid spraying in a manner that requires that they use the property of others 
and public rights-of way as a buffer for their spray activities. The trail itself is anticipated to 
occupy a 12-foot paved surface and adjacent horse path within a 60-foot wide co1Tidor. As 
explained elsewhere in these findings, farm operators must comply with established legal spray 
setbacks for farmworkers and others on their own prope1ty, but are not othe1wise constrained with 
regard to neighboring prope11ies. In any case, the responsibility for using any pesticide product 
lies with the person applying the pesticide. Cu1Tently, good sight distances along the Van Dyke 
fields will make it possible to know whether anyone is on the trail, and to act accordingly. That is 
not a "significant', fru.m impact, it is an inconvenience of the kind that farmers operating along 
public rights-of-way and borders with neighboring property owners have always dealt with, mostly 
in a responsible manner as the bulk of testimony received by the Board confirms. The same is true 
regarding reasonable eff01is to schedule spraying when it is less likely that anyone will be on the 
trail. It is also possible that the Master Plan can address additional warning signs posted during 
and following spray activities, and use of temporary barricades to temporarily close the trail. 
Those warnings, banicades and other protocols nre not for the purpose of meeting the fa1m impact 
test because overspray is not an accepted fann practice. They are offered in the interest of good 
coordination and cooperation between the county and its neighbors and in the interest of avoiding 
negative impacts to farmers or the fann economy. 

11.8.6 The Van Dyke claims regarding Application Exclusion Zones have been 
addressed elsewhere in the findings, as have their claims to impacts at having to cross the corridor 
"every 10 to 15 minutes all yeat long and even more often during harvest." The Board should 
reject the first claim for the reasons already stated, and the second claim because there is no 
creclible basis for concluding that the Van Dykes must cross the conidor as often as they state. 
None of their crop rows cross the con-idor. The fields are separate, and presumably are farmed 
separately, not as one big field. That means that there is no basis to conclude that a spray tmck 
must cross every 10 to 15 minutes, and it is more reasonable to conclude that work conducted in 
one field will be completed before fa1m equipment must cross and complete work in the other 
field. It is an inconvenience to have to open and close two gates, and to fold up spray equipment 
arms, but it is not a significant fa1m impact. As noted elsewhere in these findings, the county has 
been unable to locate any Van Dyke fields that are land locked if they cannot cross the corridor, 
and the county has repeatedly stated its intent to provide access across the corridor, to the Van 
Dykes, to accommodate their fom1 practices. 

11.8,7 With regard to fire: the concerns stated in the Van DykeFebrnary28, 2019 
letter are matters for master planning, but do not rise to the level of being a significant farm impact. 
Under conditions already adopted in Ordinance 904 and to be readopted on remand, the concerns 
of the Van Dykes regarding the vegetation that is allowed to grow in the conidor (or not) will be 
detemlined in that process, in consultation with the Van Dykes (if they are willing to participate 
in that process). That plan will be adopted by the Board of Commissioners, and the Van Dykes 
will have an opportunity to address the Board regarding that plan if they do not believe it addresses 
fire hazards in a satisfactory manner. 

11.8.8 The county recognizes the risk of fire as many have described it in their 
testimony. The county bas concluded that fire service and access are adequate as proposed, and 
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will be seeking, if possible, to engineer proposed bridges to accommodate emergency vehicles, 
including fire vehicles and police cars. Even if the bridges will only accommodate four-wheel off
road vehicles, such vehicles are available to shuttle fire personnel in and out of the area, and most 
of the trail will accommodate trucks and cars. Road access points, including Highway 240, Fryer 
Road, and Roosevelt Street in the City of Carlton, will have removable bollards. Two fire districts 
serve the proposed trail segment, and the main fire station of one of the abuts the trail segment in 
question. 

11.8.9 It is expected that the trail will have a paved 12"foot surface, over 
compacted soil and railroad ballast, making it more accessible for fire crews than it is now. With 
the developed trail, circumstances in which an emergency vehicle will need to cross any field 
owned by the Van Dykes is diminished. Statements made by the Van Dykes, suggesting that the 
proposed trail will lead to a chain of horrors including death, serious injury and increased insurance 
costs, are not credible, and outweighed by evidence in the record that the trail increases access to 
the area by fire and other emergency vehicles and personnel. 

11.8.10 Attractive Nuisances. The Febrnary 28, 2019 letter from the Van 
Dykes includes a discussion of "attractive nuisances," that is not entirely incortect, but not 
completely correct. Without providlng a detailed legal analysis, in Oregon, landowners owe the 
least "duty" to an adult trespasser under any circumstances, and a landowner will only be liable 
for ham1 to the trespassing adult in the case of ('wanton or willful negligence." There is also no 
heightened duty to protect trespassing children from natmal conditions on the land-Oregon law 
provides significant immunity to landowners toward trespassing children. Ben Van Dyke is 
correct that "artificial conditions" on the land (which presumably includes dangerous machinery 
parked on the land) presents a "special duty" and potentially heightened liability. Nevertheless, 
all that is required to minimize that potential liability is for the landowner to exercise reasonable 
care to protect children from the potential hatm. That might mean posting warnings on the 
machine, or not intentionally parking the machine directly adjacent to an open gate or adjacent to 
an un-fenced right-of-way or trail. Fences and siguage are accepted methods of preventing trespass 
and nuisance activities associated with trespass. In this case, the county intends to install fences 
and to place signage on the fences at regular intervals warning against trespassing onto neighboring 
land. Landowners are not prevented from adding additional fencing or signage, including signage 
on the equipment itself. The cost of signage, and/or the expense of moving the machinery away 
from the trail, is not a significant farm impact. It is basic risk management. 

11.8.11 Potential loss of seed ce1tification due to inability to spray the 
corl'idor. To minimize this potential impact, a condition is being imposed requiring that, during 
the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with farm operators seeking 
or maintaining crop certifications, corridor vegetation and management protocols necessary to 
prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop contamination. 
Maintenance of appropriate trail corridor vegetation and management protocols established by the 
parties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the ce11ifications soi1ght or obtained by 
neighboring property owners, or subsequent replacement certifications. This condition is not a 
guarantee, but it minimizes the risk of loss of crop certification to a level at which the county 
considers it to not be significant. 
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11.8.12 Potential cumulative impacts. To summarize the cumulative 
impacts alleged by the Van Dykes: 

• Potential spray limitations for Grass and other crops grown for seed 
• Potential spray limitations for Hazelnuts (apparently not present at this time, but 

addressed elsewhete in these findings) 
• Potential impl'\cts to third party food safety audits 
• Potential impacts to seed and grain crop certifications due to cross-pollination and 

contamination from weed seeds 
• Potential impacts related to crossing the county's property, opening and closing gates 
• Potential fire impacts 
• Potential attractive nuisance impacts 
• Increased scrutiny of spraying operations 

~ 1.8.12 As the county has already outlined in numerous proposed findings, 
none of these potential impacts, alone, are significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs. 
The use of the co11'idor for transportation uses is not a new use-trains ran in the conidor for ovel' 
100 years. Neve.tiheless, it is the county's responsibility to establish that the cumulative impact of 
the individual alleged impacts is not itself"significane, 

11.8.13 To that end, the county once again notes its conclusion that spraying 
the land of others, or persons on that land, is not an accepted farm practice, nor is using the land 
of othe1's without permission. Those impacts are not part of the calculation in the first instance, 
and do not enter the calculation even if other potential impacts are deemed by the Board to be 
significant. The fear of losing third party food safety audits, along with other potential impacts 
not deemed to be significant, may rise to the level of significance, except that the frum operator 
does not appear to be growing or proposing to grow food in close proximity to the trail segment 
under .consideration. The claim of potential fire impacts has been addressed repeatedly by the 
county, That potential impact is not significant in and of itself, nor is it significant when combined 
with potential attractive nuisance impacts and or perceptions of heightened liability for haim to 
trespassers. In the end, the perceived impacts do not add up to a significant impact, because they 
are based more on fear than on reality, and some of the remaining claims are not credible. As 
many persons have testified to the Board, public trails exist in every part of the United States, and 
they coexist with farming at many, many locations. The Van Dyke,s situation is not unique-they 
purchased property adjacent to a rail corridor that has been plan designated for development of a 
trail since 2012. The same types of practices they are following are cunently being followed by 
farmers adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia Trail and testimony was uniform that the users of that 
trail are peacefully coexisting with the numerous fann operations located along the trail. Their 
annoyance, and the changes they will need to make (ex: stop fanning the corridor or otherwise 
using the corridor without permission) are not significant impacts to accepted farm practices. The 
remaining perceived impacts, for all the reasons stated in these findings, do not, cumulatively, 
amount to a significant impact. There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts 
with regard to this prope1ty that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or 
the costs of those practices. 

The application is approved for the reasons stated in these findings. 
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Conditions of Approval 

1. Prior to forma1ly opening a multi~modal trail in the segment of corridor between State 
Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 

(a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 
shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 
indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner's land from the trail conidor; 
and 

(b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right~of-way or 
trailhead, directing and waming trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 
otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultw-al uses are taking place in the area, and to 
expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 
agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that fa1m operators and machinery have the 
right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 

( c) Following zoning ordinance text amendments to accommodate trail/transportation 
facility uses in the county's HI zone, the entrance to the trail from Highway 240 and the Bus Barn 
prope1ty shall be located on the north boundary of the Bus Bam prope1ty adjacent to the west 
boundary. Both the trail entrance and the Bus Barn entrance shall be posted with "No Trail 
Parking" signs. The county will seek from the City of Yamhill and ODOT permission to 
appropriately mark the shoulder of Highway 240/Main Street to make the shoulder safer for trail 
users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill. 

(d) The county will seek to enter into good.faith negotiations with the Van Dykes, the 
Eramos, Dromgoole and the McCatthys and/or their successors in interest to establish for each of 
these owners a license to cross the corridor at an appropriate location or locations, to access fields 
owned or controlled by them that are currently separated by the trail corridor or to otherwise 
provide access across the corridor necessary for farming purposes. 

( e) At the location of the intersection of the trail corridor with the right-of-way of Fryer 
Road, the cmmty shall continue the trail conidor fencing west to the western boundary of the 
Dromgoole property (the part of the property that is zoned EF-80), unless the property owner 
provides written notice to the county that the owner does not wish to have a fence installed; The 
county shall have no responsibility to extend the conidor fencing in this manner if a fence is 
installed at this location as part of the approved 12-acre solar installation planned to abut the trail 
at its intersection with the Dromgoole propelty adjacent to Fryer Road. 

2. Prior to trail constrnction ( other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master plan, 
which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board, outlining 
additional trail design; management and mitigation measures, measures that will help to ensure 
long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 
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3. No trail development is allowed under this approval in any zone where the propoosed use 
is not an allowed use, prior to zone text amendments to add such a use to the list of uses allowed 
outl'ight or conditionally in the zone. 

4. No trailhead is approved as pal1 of this permit. Until an additional traffic study is 
conducted and approvals obtained, the intersection of the trail with Highway 240 and the Bus Barn; 
both the north and south shoulders of NE Fryer Road; and the trail intersection with Roosevelt 
Street shall be posted with 'No Trail Parkinf signs. Additional 'Caution, Trail Crossing,' and 
'Caution, Trail Crossing Road' or similar signs, of a type common to existing public trails, shall 
be posted on both the north and south shoulders of Fryer Road at its intersection with the trail. 

5. Details of trail and gate construction shall be established through the master planning 
process and as specified in a Master Plan approved by the Board. Constrnction shall include a 12-
foot wide paved surface. Removable bollards, of a type common to public trail constmction or as 
recommended in the Master Plan, shall be installed at or near the intersection of the trail corridor 
with State Highway 240; at the north and south intersections of the trail with Fryer Road; and at 
or near the intersection of the trail with Roosevelt Street. 

6. During the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with fann 
operators seeking or maintaining crnp ce11ifications, corridor vegetation and management 
protocols necessary to prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop 
contamination. Maintenance of appropriate trail corridor vegetation and management protocols 
established by the parties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the certifications 
sought or obtained by neighboring prope1ty owners, or subsequent replacement ce11ifications. 

7. As part of this approval, the county shall sign and record an affidavit stating the following, 
with regard to the segment of corridor located between State Highway 240 and the city limits of 
the City of Carlton: 

"The subject pro_peity is located in an area designated by Yamhill County 
for agricultural uses. It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 
conflicting land uses in such designated areas. Accepted agricultural practices in 
this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property. 
However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 
responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 
of this prope1ty, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law." 

8, The county shall notify each prope1ty owner adjacent to the trail corridor of the option to 
provide 72-holU' notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides 
or other dangerous chemicals. Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such spraying, trail 
managers shall post 'Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed" signs in appropriate 
locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until 
notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. 

*END 
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BOARD ORDERS AND MINUTES 

IN THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STA TE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY ("the Board") sat for the 
transaction of county business in formal session on March 28, 2019, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 32 of 
the comihouse, Commissioners Richard L. "Rick" Olson, Mary Starrett, and Casey Kulla being 
present. 

Also present were Ken Huffer, County Administrator; Christian Boenisch, County Counsel; 
Josephine Ko, Assistant County Counsel; Mikalie Frei, C_gui~ S,qunsel staff; Carrie Martin, 
Grants and Special Projects; Catherine Lindberg, PubliC:, or s~ fice Manager; Ron Panschow, 
Road Supervisor; Ken Friday, Planning Director; Matt ~ . J 1,efr;s 0-PJate Planner; Stephanie 
Armstrong, Associate Planner; Dave Adams, KL YC Ra ~ j'~icole · -~1~ Ji no, News-Register; 
and others as listed on the sign-in sheet. ' !! ·'·' 

A. PUBLICCO 

Barry Lilly asked the Boarclt o fully fund budgets for mental health programs. He 
commented on the suicide rates in Oregon. 

Stan Primozich spoke regarding his disappointment regarding the ending of invocations 
at Board meetings. 

B. CONSENT AGENDA: 
Commissioner Starrett moved approval of the consent agenda items Bl through B3. The 

motion passed, Commissioners Olson, Starrett and Kulla voting aye. 

Contracts/Grants 
1. B.O. 19-88 - Approval of a contract employment agreement between the Yamhill County 
Planning Department and Katherine Planque for electrical and building inspection services at the 
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rate of $35/hour, retroactive to March 4, 2019 through July 1, 2020, with automatic renewal for 
succeeding fiscal years. 

2. D.0.19-89 -Approval of Amendment #2 to the agreement between Yamhill County 
Health and Human Services and Jeff & Leona Reed (B.O. 17-145), effective April 1, 2019 at the 
rate not-to-exceed $525 per month per bedroom. 

Committees 
3, B.O. 19-90 - Approval of the reappointment of Tim Duerfeldt, Marie Vicksta and Bill 
Pallotto to the Parks and Recreation Board Advisory Board, each to a four-year term to expire 
March 28, 2023. 

C. OLD BUSINESS: None. 

D. 

2. 

E. PUBLIC HEARING'S,-... 
1. B.O. 19-93 - Docket# 'iip<:' L : Consideration of the remand of Ordinance 904, relating 
to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail [l!{j11ti1111edfrom March 7, 2019, at the point of staff 
l'ecomme11datio11. No ndditio11al public testimom1 will be received/. 

Commissioner Olson opened the public hearing at 10:15 a.m. at the point of staff 
recommendation. 

Staff Recommendation - Ken Friday thanked the farming community for their detailed testimony 
and concern during the process regarding the establishment of a transportation corridor. He 
stated that the potential impacts to farms can be minimized through appropriate conditions, 
design and management. Mr. Friday stated that based on the findings, the proposal meets the 
conditional use criteria and would not significantly impact farm or forest practices or costs on 
surrounding lands. The staff recommendation was to approve the application with the proposed 
conditions and the findings with an additional condition regarding the expiration date of tinal 
approval. 
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Commissioner Olson closed the public hearing at 10:18 a.m. 

Deliberntions - Commissioner Kulla moved approval of the conditional use permit. 
Commissioner Starrett commented regarding the FDA farm food safety inspections. She stated 
the corridor will increase the difficulty of compliance to these inspections with the increase of 
the close proximity of increased traffic. She stated her opposition to the corridor. 
Commissioner Olson responded stating that he does not believe that this trail will have 
homelessness issues and believes that the trail will be a benefit to the economy of Yamhill 
County. Commissioner Kulla commented on the conditional use permit process. He noted 
concern that if farmers continue to voice concern about the pesticide application exclusion zones 
it may be interpreted in a way that really does conflict with spraying practices. Mr. Boenisch 
noted the process to consider the repeal Ordinance 904 then to consider Ordinance 908. Mr. 
Boenisch gave the second reading of Ordinance 908, 

Commissioner Olson moved approval to repeal Ordinance 904. The motion passed, 
Commissioners Olson and Kulla voting aye, Commissioner .• tarrett voting nay. 

Commissioner Kulla moved approval ofDocke~~o ~ .. '~4· he motion passed, 
Commissioners Olson and Kulla voting aye, Commiss"4f ~r tF-lt.t voting nay. Mr, Boenisch 
gave the second reading of Ordinance 904. ' 0

"'-

2. Docket #C-38-18/SDR-44-18: An appeal o ·.e • ··Ilg Oire~;s approval of a 
conditional use and site design review for the co1) fructi"' "of a \.ViuttY, tasting room and 

. ~ ~ 

accessory uses. Applicant: Cyler Varnum. , ~ 

Commissioner Olson opened the p\ilitic l ar' , "'at : ... . ,sYa,m. 
~ . . 

Mr. Friday read the statement ret(\u.'ed by ORISt.i:.1 ; ~ 63(5). There were no abstentions or 
objections to jurisdiction. 1 ·: ii.~ · 

~: ~ 
Staff Report - Matt Vo ;;{ ad the stam ~ ort ·-t iniug the site review. ,,, ~. 
Applicants - Taralyn amt. commente~~}n their application to create a winery and tasting 
room in Amity. Ms. Varnm \:I tated that,t,_;·e opponents have not submitted sufficient appeals to 
the application. She stated tliii · __i~i~ ication complies with county zoning ordinances and 
asked the Board to deny the appel fantl suppo1t the application . 

.;;Y 
James McGuire stated he agrees with the Ms. Varmun's testimony. He stated that the 

Varnum' s water usage will fall into compliance of state water usage rights. He asked the Board 
to deny the appeal and approve the application . 

Opponents - Sid Friedman, Friends of Yamhill County representative, spoke in opposition of the 
application. He noted the proposed site is on a very small parcel and stated that it is located in a 
ground water limited area. He asked the Board to deny the application and to uphold the appeal. 
He stated the conditions proposed do not limit the number of dinners, events, etc. Mr. Friedman 
noted there has been open communication with the applicant and that there were several items of 
agreement, however twelve additional unspecified events with no end time were not agreed 
upon. He asked the Board to consider whether the site is suitable for the proposed use. He noted 
some conditions are not related to the statute. 
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Tom Abrego stated the proposal does not meet requirements of zoning ordinance section 
1202.02. It is not suitable due to its size or natural features and is in the groundwater protection 
zone and asked the Board to deny the application. 

Susan Meredith read testimony delivered by Jason Lett to deny the application. 
Testimony was submitted to Planning. Ms. Meredith stated she agrees with Mr. Lett's testimony 
and noted that the minimal conditions set by the Planning Commission are too lenient. She 
stated the operation is economically too small and their business model is dependent on tourism 
and not on sustainable farming practices. The number of events the applicant is requesting is an 
industry condition set for larger properties and not meant for smaller sites. 

Ilsa Perse stated her concern regarding fire and noted no conditions for onsite fire 
suppression water storage. She stated the increased impacts of helicopters and the potential 
impacts on smaller sites. 

Carla Chambers noted her farming history. She stated the size of the Varnum parcel is an 
issue for her as well as water usage. She believes the aquafer will be impacted if limits are not 
implemented and enforced. She asked a condition be added to ensure the applicant's well would 
be able to produce water for winery and private property use. She asked the Board to either deny 
the application or set water restriction conditions. Commissioner Kulla asked if there were less 
intensive water use. Ms. Chambers noted some examples. Commissioner Starrett asked Mr. 
Friday if the water issue can be put aside because the Board does not have authority to make 
water condition decisions. Mr. Friday agreed with Commissioner Starrett stating that it is a state 
Water Resources Department decision. Mr. Friday responded to earlier concerns about fire 
suppression and noted that they do meet applicable regulations. 
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Public AgencyRepmts - Mr. Vogt stated the Amity fire chief reported it will meet the 
commercial driveway requirements. 

Commissioner Olson called a recess at 12: 10 p.m. at the request of the applicant. The 
public hearing resumed at 12:20 p.m. 

Rebuttal by Proponent - Taralynn Varnum made comments regarding the scope of the 
application. She stated their purpose is very specific~to produce wine. They currently produce 
600 cases in a season. Currently they are not ready to purchase more land to expand but are 
restoring the site from disrepair. They are willing to agree to fewer hours as proposed by the 
Friends of Yamhill County. They are attempting to scale their production according to their size. 
Commissioner Starrett stated their efforts should not be minimized just because they don't 
compare to larger scale operations. Commissioner Kulla encouraged creativity in the 
marketplace. Commissioner Olson asked the applicant about the condition they negotiated with 
Friends of Yamhill County regarding the number of additional events. He expressed concern 
about setting precedent for smaller parcels and the impact it · _ould have on smaller 
entrepreneurs. Mr. McGuire noted the application mee •! e c~"• rehensive plan. 

,.;• 

.. Commissioner Kulla asked if the capacity of ev~ s. eta, H -~~led dmvn to meet 
cond1t10ns. Ms. Varnum responded the hours can be re u9~<tJl-om 1 l':0 :J)n, to 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday through Monday as well as limiting larger events. ~ ~. Vamum-"stated the concept of 
tastings by appointment is pretentious and stated th@;®l1R refle"t:.fl tie availability of he and Ms. 
Varnum to staff the tasting room appropriately \ltliout ... ) 1)g to s<itledule tastings. Ms. Varnum 
continued to address conditions ofconcern. o issiJ. 1e S · r ·ett asked Mr. Friday about 
having a mobile water supply and whether ~_ ' vould ·1 a co11iiaered condition. Mr. McGuire 
asked that the question be referred to th J/lal fire e1tJ.lrt_me'nt to guide recommendations or 
requirements which the applun tsllW.e.t~ op n~ o. . . !5JV' '"" . . . ' ·. 

Commissioner o{ii'i asked if,.,· ~-e was;:ap_y opposition by either side to closing the 
record, or if they wishe~ r the record t "i.:.emain open. There was no request made. ,,._..._, . 

Commissioner Olson closed the public hearing at 12:45 p.m. 

Deliberation- Commissioner Starrett stated that the Planning Department does a good job at 
weighing agri-buisness requests. She supports the additional conditions. Commissioner Kulla 
thanked both sides for communicating and working together to negotiate conditions. He noted 
he would be more comfortable if the scale of the events stay within the scale of the operation. 
Commissioner Olson questioned if the applicant can change a conditional use permit. Mr. Friday 
responded yes based upon propmtional acreage. 

Commissioner Starrett moved to deny the appeal and uphold the application. Mr. Sadlo 
asked for clarification. Commissioner Starrett amended het· motion to deny the appeal, uphold 
the application and to include the additional recommended conditions. The motion passed 
unanimously. Mr. Sadia stated the final written decision, conditions and findings to be adopted 
will be brought back to the Board on April 18, 2019. 
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F. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county's 
website, www.co.vamhill.or.us/conte11t/volunteer-opporlL1nities , or call the.Board of 
Commissioners' office at 503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 

For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board 
of Commissioners' office at (503)-434-750 l or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or 
email at bocinfo@co.yarnhill.or.us 

Following Commissioner announcements, the meeting adjourned at 12:57 p.m. 

Carolina Rook 
Secretary 

Minutes 
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Yamhill County 
OFFICE OF COUNTY COUNSEL 

535 NE Fifth Street, McMinnville, OR 97128 • 503/434-7502 • Fax 503/434-7553 • TTY 800/735-2900 

RECEIVED 
MAR 2 5 2019 @ j{:l{l OJV\ 

March 25, 2019 
YAMHILL COUNTY Pl.ANNING 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Ken Friday, Director 
Yamhill County Department of Planning 
and Development 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 

Re: Docket G-01-18 

Dear Commissioners, 

CHIHSTJAN BOENISCH 

COUNT!' COUNSEL 

TODD SADLO 

SENIOR ,fSS/Sf~INT COUNT>' COUNSEi. 

,JOSEPIIINE KO 

,./SSISTA NT COUNTY COUNSEL 

i\11KALrn .J. FREI 

P.1/Uf_EGAL 

Please accept the attached testimony as the applicant Yamhill County's written 'final 
word.' I have enclosed three items: 

1. A draft ordinance repealing Ordinance 904. The ordinance was remanded to the county by 
the Land Use Board of Appeals with instructions to consider the matter using quasi-judicial 
procedures, and to address the county's conditional use standards. Granting conditional use 
approval does not require the adoption of an ordinance. 

2. A draft Board Order for approval of Docket G-01-18, entitled: 

"In the Matter of Approval of Docket G-01-18 On Remand from the Land Use 
Board of Appeals; Granting Yamhill County Authority to Develop a Multi-modal 
Trail in an Approximately 2.82-mile Segment of the 12.48-mile County-Owned 
Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Rail/Trail Corridor, as it Exists Between State 
Highway 240/Main Street, Yamhill, and the City Limits of the City of Carlton, Tax 
Lot 4403-03100" 

3. Findings of fact in support of the Board Order and proposed revised conditions of approval. 

The attached materials you will hopefully find self-explanatory. The proposed findings 
attempt to address a large body of information rationally, in the face of serious claims of potential 
harm that some opponents have presented. Many of the comments you have received ignore 
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common sense and established notions of property ownership and responsibility. In weighing the 
testimony and evidence, you should give that testimony little weight, as you should emotional 
appeals to 'just leave us alone' and efforts to demonize the people seeking to establish a public 
facility in an existing railroad corridor that the public owns. 

The trail opponents include six farms adjacent to the existing rail corridor. Many other 
farm owners adjacent to the conidor have not objected. The proposed findings seek to address the 
individual concerns of neighboring farm operators, show that all applicable standards have been 
met, and place the county in the best possible position on appeal. Unfortunately, land use cases in 
Oregon frequently turn into a legal exercise with limited benefit to the parties or to the community. 
A project with the potential benefits of the proposed trail should not have become the subject of 
an 'us or them' fight, and I regret that it has. 

At this point, the goal of the county as 'applicant' in this case is to obtain land use approval, 
conclude all necessary appeals, and engage in cooperative problem solving with the neighbors and 
the community through the master planning process that is scheduled to begin sh011ly. The land 
use process is dividing the community, but the master planning process and successful completion 
of the project has the potential to bring the community together. 

In the end, you need to weigh the testimony and evidence you have heard, and apply the 
law to the testimony and evidence that you believe to be true. Hopefully, what is in the best interest 
of the public and of the whole community is still there in the back of your mind. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

~,,2~ 
Todd Sadlo 
Senior Assistant Yam hill County Counsel 

On behalf of Yamhill County in its role 
as the applicant in Docket G-01-18 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 

Jn the Matter of the Repeal of Ordinance 904, 
Adopted by the Board on May 31, 2018, 
Planning Docket G-01-18, on Remand from the 
Land Use Board of Appeals 

) 
) 
) 
) 

DRAFT 

Ordinance 

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 
Board) sat for the transaction of county business on March 28, 2019, Commissioners, Richard L. 
"Rick" Olson, Mary Starrett and Casey Kulla being present. 

WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 
Plan "to Accommodate the Yamhelas 'Rails to Trails' Project," and established county support for 
''the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project)," 
indicating that the county "considers [the project] important to both the County's rail and 
trail/bikeway systems" and to be a "priority" for constrnction; and 

WHEREAS, in November, 2017, the county, using grant money obtained from the 
Oregon Department of Transp011ation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, 
purchased an approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail conidor from the 
Union Pacific Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; 
and 

WHEREAS, on May 31, 2018, the Board adopted Ordinance 904, amending the county's 
Transp01tation System Plan, part of the Transportation Element of the county's Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to recognize the county's purchase; to adopt findings addressing farm impacts; and 
to establish conditions for the develop a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor from Highway 
240/Main Street, Yamhill, to the City Limits of the City of Carlton; and 

WHEREAS, by a Final Opinion and Order issued on December 20, 2018, the Land Use 
Board of Appeals (LUBA), a state agency, remanded Ordinance 904 to the county after concluding 
that the proposed trail is a conditional use in the county's EFU districts and must be considered by 
the county under quasi-judicial hearing rules; and 

WHEREAS, following quasi-judicial procedures, the Board held a remand hearing on 
Docket G-01-18 on March 7, 2019. The record remained open for additional written comments 

Ordinance 
(Board Order 19- ) 
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until March 14, 2019; for rebuttal until March 21, 2019; until noon on March 25, 2019 for the 
applicant's 'final word'; and to March 28, 2019 for deliberation by the Board; and 

WHEREAS, no state law or county ordinance requires that the county grant conditional 
use approval by ordinance--the county grants conditional use approval through issuance of a 
Board Order; and 

·WHEREAS, following instructions in LUBA's remand order, there is no basis or reason 
for the county to amend its comprehensive plan to approve Docket G-01-18, because the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail is already recognized as a priority transportation improvement under the county's 
Comprehensive Plan, pursuant to Ordinance 880, NOW, THEREFORE, 

THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Ordinance 904 is hereby repealed, 

DONE this 281
h. day of March, 2019, in McMinnville, Oregon. 

ATTEST 

BRIAN VAN BERGEN 
County Clerk 

By: ___ ___ ____ _ 
Deputy Carolina Rook 

FORM APPROVED BY: 

Christian F. Boenisch 
County Counsel 

YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

Chair RICHARD L. "RICK" OLSON 

Commissioner MARY STARRETT 

Conunissioner CASEY KULLA 

Ordinance 
(Board Order 19- ) 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUISNESS 

In the Matter of Approval of Docket G-01-18 ) 
On Remand from the Land Use·Board of Appeals; ) 
Granting Yamhill County Authority to Develop a ) 
Multi-modal Trail in an Approximately 2.82-mile ) 
Segment of the 12.48-mile County Owned Segment) 
of the Yamhelas Westsider Rail/Trail Corridor, as ) 
it Exists Between State Highway 240/Main Street, ) 
Yam.hill, and the City Limits of the City of Carlton, ) 
Tax Lot 4403-03100 ) 

DRAFT 

Board Order 19-

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the Board) 
sat for the transaction of county business on March 28, 2019, Commissioners Richard L. "Rick'' 
Olson, Maiy Stanett and Casey Kulla being present. 

IT APPEARING TO THE BOARD as follows: 

A. The county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 
Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, obtained title to an 
approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 
Railroad in November, 2017, and has obtained from private donors additional connecting 
easements; 

B. In 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System Plan "to 
Accommodate the Yamhelas 'Rails to Trail' Project," and established county support for "thv. 
Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project)t indicating 
that the county "considers [the project] impmiant to both the County's rail and trail/bikeway 
systems;" 

C. The county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 
construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 
a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, to the city limits 
of the City of Carlton; 

D. The county has also received grant funding to develop a Master Plan for the entire 
trail conidor; 

E. On May 31, 2018, the Board adopted Ordinance 904, amending the county's 
Transportation System Plan, part of the Transp01tation Element of the county's Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to recognize the county's purchase; to adopt findings addressing farm impacts; and 

Board Order 19-
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to establish conditions for the develop a multi-modal trail in the segment of conidor from Highway 
240/Main Street, Yamhill, to the City Limits of the City of Carlton; 

F. By a Final Opinion and Order issued on December 20, 2018, the Land Use Board 
of Appeals, a state agency, remanded Ordinance 904 to the county after concluding that the 
proposed trail is a conditional use in the county's EFU districts and must be considered by the 
county under quasi-judicial hearing mles; 

G. Following quasi-judicial procedures, the Board held a remand hearing on Docket 
G-01-18 on March 7, 2019. The record remained open for additional written comments until 
March 14, 2019; for rebuttal until March 21, 2019; until noon on March 25, 2019 for the applicant's 
'final word'; and to March 28, 2019 for deliberation by the Board; and 

H. Following deliberation on March 28, 2019, the Board voted to ----- --
approve this Board Order, NOW, THEREFORE, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED BY THE BOARD AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Docket G-01-18, before the Board on remand from the Land Use Board of 
Appeals, is hereby approved on remand. 

Section 2. This decision is based on the original record and supplemental record before 
the Land Use Board of Apppeals in LUBA No. 2018-061, and on the testimony and evidence 
placed before the Board and not rejected dm'ing the remand proceedings. 

Section 3. The findings and conditions attached as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein 
by reference, are hereby adopted in suppmt of, and as part of, this Order. 

DONE this 28th day of March, 2019 at McMinnville, Oregon. 

ATTEST: 

BRIAN VAN BERGEN 
County Clerk 

By: --------
Deputy Carolina Rook 

FORM APPROVED BY: 

Christian F. Boenisch 
County Counsel 

YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

Chair 

Commissioner 

Commissioner 

RICHARD L. "RICK" OLSON 

MARY STARRETT 

CASEY KULLA 

Board Order 19-
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Exhibit A 
Board Order 19-

Findings in Support of Approval of 
Docket No. G-01-18 on Remand, and Conditions of Approval 

FINDINGS OF FACT: 

A. Background Facts 

DRAFT 

1. Parcel/tract size: The entire tract is approximately 91.81 acres, existing as a corridor 
approximately 12.48-miles long, and generally 60-feet wide. This application is for the 2.82-mile 
segment of the corridor extending from Yamhill (East Main Street, Highway 240) to the City 
Limits of Carlton. 

2. Access: There are multiple access points along the 12.48-mile con-idor, where the corridor 
intersects with county roads (including East Main Street/Highway 240 and Fryer Road, with regard 
to the 2.82-mile segment). The first cross street in Carlton is Roosevelt, at the location of the New 
Carlton Fire District Main Station, 343 West Roosevelt Street, Carlton, Oregon, which abuts the 
trail conidor. 

3. On-site Land Use and Zoning: The conidor is zoned predominantly EF-80 Exclusive Farm 
use. At one point, the eastern part of the corridor is zoned AF-10, a rural residential zone. There 
are no plans, at this time, to develop trail uses in the potiion of corridor within the AF-10 zone. 
Until and unless zoning ordinance amendments are made, trail uses will be confined to the 30-foot 
wide western one-half of the con-idor adjacent to the AF"lO zone. The property was established 
as a rail conidor in 1872, and was used for over 100 year for the transport of passengers and freight. 
Track was removed in the early l 980s. Many parts of the corridor contain a footpath/trail, and 
much of it is vegetated/overgrown. 

4. Surrounding Uses: The neighboring properties are in farm use, with some dwellings. The 
predominant farm use adjacent to the 2.82-mile segment of trail between Yamhill and Carlton 
appears to be the production of grass seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large (approaching 
10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor. At the 
location of the orchard, the corridor is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently 
being made of the corridor. There is also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 
150 feet of the western edge of the orchard. The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway 
(dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut 
orchard, Testimony was also received that there is a farm where livestock are kept and a dairy is 
being operated, and there is a four"acre fam1 raising alpacas, turkeys, chickens, and miscellaneous food 
crops. 

5. Water: No on-site water is required for the proposed use. County property that is part of 
the trail property just south of and adjacent to Highway 240 has water service from a well ("Bus 
Bam Property"). 

EXHIBIT A - Board Order 19-
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6. Sewage Disposal: No on-site sewage disposal is required for the proposed use, and/or if 
necessary, would be provided as specified in a master plan under development. Sewage disposal 
facilities (subsurface septic) are available at the Bus Barn Property. 

7. Fire Protection: Yamhill Fire Protection District, New Carlton Fire District. The New 
Carlton Fire District Main Station abuts the conidor on the northern edge of the City of Carlton. 

8. Soils: The segment of co11'idor between Yamhill and Carlton passes through soils of the 
following classifications: 

Soil Type 

We - WAPATO SILTY CLAY LOAM 
De - DAYTON SILT LOAM, THICK SURFACE 
Am- AMITYSILTLOAM 
WuB - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 0 TO 7 PERCENT SLOPES 
WuC - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 7 TO 12 PERCENT SLOPES 

Soil Class Soil Value 

III NHVFL 
III HVFL 
II PRIME 
II PRIME 
II PRIME 

It should be noted that the listed soils, where they existed especially in the center of the corridor, 
were significantly disrupted and compacted beginning in 1872, with the addition of large quantities 
of ballast. It is known that soils and other materials were placed in various pal1s of the corridor at 
different times, but it is not known precisely where those materials were placed. For these reasons, 
the above chat1 may not accurately reflect the soils actually present in the Yamhill to Carlton 
segment of corridor, or the quality of those soils. 

9. Flood Hazard: The Stag Hollow area near the nmthem end of the Yamhill to 
Carlton c01Tidor segment is FIRM panel 41071 CO 183D. The Stag Hollow area is the only mapped 
floodplain along this segment of the con-idor. It is split between an unnumbered "A zone" where 
the base flood elevations (BFEs) have not been determined and an area where the BFE has been 
determined "AB zone". The only other FIRM panel is 41071 C0191D, which shows no floodplain 
within the area of the corridor under consideration. 

10. Previous Actions: The project is identified in the 2009 Carlton Transportation System 
Plan (TSP) as a pedestrian and bicycle priority improvement project. Yamhill County adopted an 
amendment to add the facility to the Yamhill County TSP in December 2012. The current TSP, 
originally adopted in 1996, includes a policy objective of pursuing the conversion of abandoned 
rail lines to trails that connect with the County's trail/bikeway system. Yamhill County's TSP 
update, adopted in 2015, includes the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Docket G-01-18 resulted in the 
adoption by the Board of Commissioners of Ordinance 904, on May 31, 2018. By Order dated 
December 20, 2018, the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) remanded Ordinance 904 to the 
county, with instructions. 

11. Narrative: The original request was to adopt amendments to the county's 
Transpot1ation System Plan, a component of its Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to begin 
development of the segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, as a public hiking, biking 
and equestrian trail. As directed by the Department of Land Conservation and Development, the 
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county approved Ordinance 904 under legislative proceedings, to amend the Transportation 
System Plan, and to address ORS 215.296. Ordinance 904 stated, in relevant pa1t: 

"Section 2, The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of 
the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is 
amended to add the following paragraph to page 13 9 of the plan, as amended by 
Ordinance 880 (new language is underlined): 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL 
PROJECT (Y AMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

"In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of 
abandoned railway for $9 million. In 2012 the asking price was 
reduced to $2.4 million. The abandoned railway runs from 
McMinnville to Hagg Lake. The conidor connects the cities of 
McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. The majority of the 
railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into 
Washington County. (See Figure 31.1) 

"The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi
faceted solution to multiple issues. It would allow alternative access 
to destinations, increase tourism, and assist with the movement of 
goods in the Willamette Valley. Hagg Lake provides various 
facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly utilize the 
roads surrounding the lake. From this destination and traveling 
south, the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway 
(Hwy 47). There is a lack of off-street recreational trails in this area. 

"The proposed trail would also enhance economic development. 
Presently tourism and the mobility of goods from Portland to 
Yamhill County happen via highway 47. The long term goal of this 
project is to have a rail line along with the trail component. The Rail 
with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for business 
owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future. 
Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine 
indust1y. This project will also be a critical factor towards the long 
term viability for manufacturing and tourism in the valley." 

In 2017, the county purchased and obtained th.rough donations 
approx.imately twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, 
using 1 .4 million dollars in grant funding obtained from the Oregon 
Department ofTransp01tatio11 and Oregon Department of Parks and 
Recreation. At the same time, owners of trail segments within the 
City of Cadton donated easements to accommodate trail uses. The 
county now has the right to develop the -entire conidor for trail uses. 
and intends to begin development of the proposed trail segment 
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between Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the 
City of Carlton." 

The county continues to suppott the original plans for use of the 
corridor as outlined above. Development at this time of a trail 
connecting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton promotes the county's 
transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative to Oregon 
Highway 47 for bicyclists: will provide a safe transp01tation 
alternative for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district: will 
accommodate equestrians: and wm demonstrate that trail uses can 
be made to be compatible with farm uses and farm practices. thereby 
promoting the long-term goals of the plan for development of the 
entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term goal 
of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor. 

The above referenced aspirations of Ordinance 904 are affirmed by this Board Order, in suppoli 
of this Board Order. LUBA has directed the county, on remand, to address the farm impact 
standard and the county's conditional use standards in a quasi~judicial proceeding. 

B. Ordinance provisions ancl analysis 

1. The conditional use criteria of YCZO Section 1202.02 are as follows: 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 

B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan which apply to the proposed use; 

C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, 
location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features; 

D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a 
manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding 
properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district; 

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public 
facilities and services existing orplannedfor the area a.fleeted by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable 
uses in the area. 

2. The request is consistent with criterion 1202.02(A) above in that YCZO 402.04(N) lists: 
"Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not allowed under 
Subsection 402.02(K) or 402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660~12." The proposed trail 
is a transp01tation facility and improvement. The same category of uses is not listed as a use 
allowed outright or conditionally in the AF-10 zone or the HI zone. For that reason, unless and 
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until text amendments are made to the zoning ordinance, trail development will not take place 
within the HI zone, or the AF-10 zone, but will be confined to the 30-foot wide westem side (zoned 
EF-80) of the corridor where it is adjacent to the AF-10 zone. OAR 660-012-0065 states that a 
recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 and 14, and does not contain additional 
requirements for the establishment of a recreational trail. 

3. Regarding criterion (B), the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards 
or criteria for review of transportation facilities. Findings of consistency with the comprehensive 
plan and statewide land use planning goals were made as part of Ordinance 904, and will be carried 
through and into any instrument adopted on remand to allow the proposal to proceed. 

3.1 The Transportation System Plan, a part of the Transpo1tation Element of the 
county's Comprehensive Plan, also specifically addressed the "Yamhelas Westsider Trail" that is 
the subject of this remand. On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending 
its comprehensive plan to specifically "acknowledge the potential foture use of a 15.25-mile 
section of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMim1ville and Gaston as a bicycle and 
hiking h"ail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or 
freight rail." Ordinance 904 acknowledged the ownership of the trail, addressed the farm impact 
standards, and established conditions of approval for development of the Yamhill to Carlton 
segment of trail. Ordinance 904 will be repealed at the time these findings and conditions are 
adopted by Board Order. 

3.2 Policy 5.5 of the county's Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 
"Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan," was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence: 

"4. Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMiooville Rail With Trail 
Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it impo1tant to both the 
County's rail and trail/bikeway systems." 

3.3 Under the heading "A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 
Improvements" the county added: 

"HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 

Vicinity: 
Section: 

North Central Yamhill County 
Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to 
Hagg Lake 

Length: 15.25 miles in Yamhill County 
Alignment: Horizontal Predominantly flat 
Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing 

railroad right-of-way 
Estimated Cost: TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)" 

A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and rnnning n01th to cross Scoggins Creek, 
in Washington County, labeled "Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail." 
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3 .4 Ordinance 8 80 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled "H. Other Transp011ation 
Projects," as follows: 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 
(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 
$9 million. In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million, The abandoned 
railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake, The corridor connects the cities of 
McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. The Majority of the railway is in 
Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County. (See Figure 
31.1) 

The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 
to multiple issues. It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 
tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley. Hagg 
Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 
utilize the roads sunounding the lake. From this destination and traveling south, 
the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47). There is a lack 
of off-street recreational trails in this area. 

The proposed trail would also enhance economic development. Presently tourism 
and the mobility of goods from P011land to Yamhill County happen via Highway 
47. The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 
component. The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future. Yamhill 
County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry. This project 
will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 
tourism in the valley." 

3.5 These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of 
Commissioners following a duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission 
and the Board. The proposed use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan that apply to the proposed use. 

4. Regarding criterion (C), the parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, 
shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features. 

4.1 The county's ownership, Tax Lot 4403-01300, extends almost to the City of Gaston 
at its northern terminus to south of Gun Club Road as its southern terminus-more than 12 miles. 
The property is a pre-existing transportation corridor that is generally 60 feet wide, and wider in 
places. It includes prope11y adjacent to Highway 240 that the county is currently leasing to Gene 
Belt, whose sub-tenant is Mid-Columbia Bus Company (the "Bus Barn" prope11y). Even along 
the AF-10 segment of the co11'idor, the corridor in the EF-80 zone currently available for trail uses 
is 30-feet wide. Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet of that width. For most of the 
coITidor, that leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed trail. 
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Adjacent to the AF-10 segment, the buffer available between the proposed trail and uses in the EF-
80 zone is 18 feet, with a 30-foot buffer between trail uses and uses in the AF-10 zone. No state 
law prohibits trails or transpo1tation facilities in AF-10 or Hr zones, and it is feasible for the county 
to amend those zones to allow such facilities. The size of the parcel is suitable for trail uses. 

4.2 The shape of the con-idor is largely straight, which was appropriate for rail uses and 
is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestrians. The shape of the 
parcel is unique, in that it was assembled by purchase from numerous individual prope11y owners, 
mostly in the 1870's. Its unique shape is highly suited to construction of a road, re-establishment 
of rail uses, and for a multi-use trail. The trail is proposed to accommodate walkers, runners, 
bicyclists and equestrians, for recreation and for travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 
The linear shape of the coffidor is well suited for the proposed use. 

4.3 The topography of the parcel is relatively flat, with a grade that was appropriate for 
rail uses and is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestrians. There 
are drainageways that cross the corridor, including Stag Hollow Creek and two unnamed 
drainages. Railroad facilities crossed those drainages without difficulty, and it is feasible for the 
trail to cross the same drainages. The county has obtained a grant to plan for and design three 
bridges, and to build a bridge across Stag Hollow Creek. 

4.4 With regard to the "existence of improvements," much of the corridor, including 
parts of the corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, already contain well-drained ballast and an 
established foot path. The consolidation of the ownership into a single tax lot by prior owners is 
an improvement, making the subject linear property more suitable for trail/transpo1tation usage 
than any other use. No other "improvements" are necessary to accommodate construction of a 
paved path as envisioned. 

4.5 With regard to natural features, the coll'idorpasses through a scenic part of Yamhill 
County, and already contains some vegetative features (trees) that may be available (following and 
as a part of master planning) as a partial buffer between trail uses and neighboring uses at various 
locations. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use, and the proposal meets criterion (C). 

5. Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use is a passive-use trail to connect the cities of 
Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District. The transportation 
and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to vehicular transp011ation 
uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill County, in close proximity to 
residential, commercial and fam1 uses. The "character of the surrounding area" is rural, and 
oriented towards farming. Significant testimony was received from the farming community that a 
passive-use trail is not compatible with farm uses, and especially not the fam1 uses taking place 
adjacent to the corridor. That testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place 
where children and animals are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users 
will commit criminal acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming. The Board 
rejects that view as overblown and hyperbolic. For the reasons stated here and in addressing the 
farm impact standards, the character of the proposed use is such that it will not substantially limit, 
impair or prevent the use of surrounding prope1ties for the pe1mitted uses listed in the EF-80 zone. 
Under Oregon law, 27 separate categories of non-farm uses are allowed in farm zones as 
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conditional uses. Many of those uses are routinely approved by all Oregon counties, who impose 
appropriate conditions to reduce potential impacts, as is specifically allowed by Oregon law and 
the county's zoning ordinance. With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not 
alter the character of the area in a manner tlmt limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding 
properties for permitted uses. 

6. Regarding criterion (E), the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of 
public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use. 

6.1 Police, fire protection and emergency medical services are available throughout 
Yamhill County, and including the corridor segment under consideration. 

6.1.1 Police services are provided by the County Sheriffs Office, police 
departments in both the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton, and by the State Police. The Sheriff's office 
has indicated that it has adequate vehicles and staff to respond to incidents occuning on the entire 
trail conidor, including the Yamhill to Carlton segment. He has also testified that proposed access 
to the corridor is adequate, especially if removable bollards are installed at the four known trail 
access points: Highway 240, Fryer Road (for entry south and north) and at or near Roosevelt Street 
in the City of Carlton. 

6.1.2 The trail segment under review is located within two fire districts. The chief 
of the Yamhill Fire Protection District testified regarding his concerns about fire and fire access, 
but also indicated that a 12-foot wide paved surface, as proposed, would accommodate fire and 
emergency vehicles. He also asked questions regarding funding for fire and other emergency 
services that are all fair questions that should be answered by the people who live and work within 
the District, but are not necessary to resolve in this proceeding. The proposed trail may one day 
be part of a regional trail, with trailheads and expectations for regional use. That is not what is 
proposed in Docket G-01-18. Paving a 12-foot by 2.82-mile foot and bicycle path connecting a 
city of just over 1,000 residents with a city of just over 2,000 residents is unlikely to "create a 
major hardship" for the Yamhill Fire Protection District, funding or othe1wise. The southern 
segment of the proposed trail is served by the New Carlton Fire District, which has not commented. 
Its Main Station (built in 2009) abuts the trail at its southern terminus at Roosevelt Street in 
Carlton. It is feasible to provide direct access to the trail from the Districts Main Station for 
emergency vehicles. 

6.1.3 A Master Plan will address bridge construction, and whether bridges should . 
be built to allow use by emergency vehicles. The Board finds that it is feasible to construct the 
bridges to allow access, in an emergency, by emergency vehicles including police cars, police 
four-wheel off-road vehicles (currently available and maintained by the Sheriff's Office), most 
ambulances, and trucks commonly owned by fire districts to transpmt water and firefighting crews. 
Access to most of the trail corridor to all of these vehicles is feasible, without bridges, from Fryer 
Road (a county road) and from Roosevelt Street through arrangement with the City of Carlton. 
Most, if not all, of the questions asked by the Yamhill Fire Protection District Director have been 
answered in these findings. The remainder should be raised through his participation in the master 
planning process. The Board finds that adequate police, fire protection and emergency services 
are currently available to serve users of the trail and surrounding prope1ty owners. It is feasible to 
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complete the design of the trail as envisioned, with proper grade, clearance, site vision, drainage, 
road base, bridges, horizontal clearance, and access to accommodate police, fire and ambulance 
services. 

6.1.4 Construction of the proposed trail will improve access by emergency 
vehicles to farms along the trail corridor from Highway 240, from Fryer Road and from Roosevelt 
Street, even if newly installed bridges will not accommodate such vehicles. Nothing about the 
trail renders inadequate existing services-it is proposed as a passive use recreation and 
transp01tation facility. The county also owns the 'Bus Barn' prope1ty, which is the no1thern 
terminus of the Yaml1ill to Carlton segment. Master Planning is underway. Although a master 
plan has not yet been completed, the Bus Barn property is large enough, has water, subsurface 
sewage disposal and electricity, and it is feasible that the Bus Barn property can accommodate its 
current use and also serve as a trailhead with restroom facilities and other amenities for trail users. 
The site currently has electrical service. The corridor has existing roads and access to serve the 
proposed use. For all of these reasons, the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy 
of public facilities and services existing or plarmed for the area affected by the use. 

7. Regarding criterion (F), the use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other 
allowable uses in the area. The "existing uses" and "allowable uses" in the area are discussed 
throughout these findings. Findings establishing compliance with the farm impact standards 
(below) also establish compliance with this standard. For reasons stated elsewhere in these 
findings, the proposed use is or can be made compatible with residential uses and other uses 
allowed in the area. With conditions, the proposed trail will be compatible with existing uses and 
other allowable uses in the area. 

8, Conditional uses in the EF-80 district must also comply with the following criteria found 
in 402.07(A): 

1. The use will not force significant change in accepted farming or forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

2. The use will not sign(ficantly increase the cost of accepted farming or.forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

These criteria are the same as required by ORS 215.296. ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 

"Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones: viola/ion of 
standards; complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards. (1) A use allowed under 
ORS 215.213 (2) 01· (11) or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the 
local governing body or its designee finds that the use will not: 

(a) Force a significant change in acceptedfarm orforest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 

(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 
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(2) An applicant/or a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 
(2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in subsection 
(1) of th;s section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions. Any 
conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *" 

8.1 As explained in Schel.lenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 
subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 
forest practices occun'ing on smr0tmding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 
will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices. ORS 
215.203 defines "farm uset and contains the following definition of "accepted farming practice" 
that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance. ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 

"As used in this subsection, 'accepted farming practice' means a mode of operation 
that is common to fa1ms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 
farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 
use." 

8.2 For purposes of this analysis, the "area" under consideration includes all farm 
operations wholly or pa1iially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 
conidor. The portion of the corridor under consideration runs from State Highway 240 south to 
the no1ihern city limits of the City of Carlton. 

8.3 All property owners wholly or paiiially within the area extending 750 feet no1ih of 
State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of Carlton were 
mailed notice of these proceedings. A hearing was held before the Planning Commission on May 
3, 2018. At the hearing, fatm managers and operators within the notice area and from elsewhere 
in the county supplemented the record with additional, more specific evidence and testimony 
regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related farm practices taking place in the area, 
along with the types of costs that might be incurred by frum operations in the area if the corridor 
is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian trail. 

8.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 
about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area. That 
information has been supplemented by persons testifying at the hearing and by the hundreds of 
pages of written testimony submitted into the record on remand. 

8.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 
hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops. No specific livestock operations were 
identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 
in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 
corridor segment under review. Following the public hearings on this matter, a person testified to 
the Board that he has milking cows within 750 feet of the trail corridor. Other crops that might be 
present because they are common in Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion 
berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae and other nursery stock. Testimony was also received regarding 
cattle and sheep being raised or maintained in the area or along other segments of the conidor. 
The area also includes riparian and forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place. 
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8.6 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides and fertilizer, 
disking of orchards and machine harvesting are accepted fa1m practices in the area under the ORS 
215.203(2)(c) definition. There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices 
taking place. Farm labor is likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops 
noted. Fann machinery is routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases 
must routinely cross the corridor. Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, 
and the need to regularly cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year. (The county 
has indicated its intent to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm 
operations that would benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for 
£aiming purposes.) Fields may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water 
sources. One farmer shoots non-potable water onto his property with a water cannon. No 
commercial forestry has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses 
accessory to agricultural uses likely take place, 

8. 7 The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 
seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 
recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor. At the location of the orchard, the corridor 
is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the conidor. The orchard 
is also in close proximity to a dwelling on a neighboring parcel and State Highway 47, both of 
which are located within 150 feet of the western edge of the orchard. The owner of the orchard 
also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the conidor, fiuther buffering (by distance) the 
coffidor from the hazelnut orchard. 

8.8 In all three public hearings on this matter, one before the Planning Commission and 
two before the Board of Commissioners, testimony has been received outlining perceived and/or 
anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail. It has been asserted that new 
rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now adopted by the Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health Adminish·ation, will prevent grass seed farmers and a farm 
operator raising filbert trees from spraying their grain/seed crops and/or trees located within 150 
feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of Highway 47. The allegation includes an assertion that it is 
the presence of the trail and trail users that will cause the farm operator's costs to rise significantly, 
and to include the loss of profits from an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of 
the trail. SimiJar, unsupported ailegations were made that other (unspecified) rules or one or more 
ce1iification programs will stop issuing crop certifications due to the presence of the trail. 

8.8.1 These claims are rejected by the Board as being unsupported or untrue. 
With regard to spraying, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of pesticides and/or 
herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, "pesticides") or other substances potentially haimful to 
human health on people or on property other than prope1ty owned or otherwise under the control 
of the farm operator. Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be sprayed on 
workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause them to 
"drift" off-site. (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)). Some labels state that they should not be used 
"around" certain uses were the public is likely to be, with no specific definition of "around," and 
apparently leaving it to the best judgment of the applicator, Farmers or spray operators who allow 
pesticides to drift can currently be held "strictly liable" because such activities can be considered 
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"abnormally dangerous." Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right
to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to fa1m operators for pesticide use that 
is "done in a reasonable and prudent manner." (see ORS 30.939) It is not the county or anyone 
else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 
boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 
federal or state governn1ent is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 
trail. Overspray is not an accepted farm practice. 

8.8.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 
additional persons in potential harm's way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 
incur additional, "significant" expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 
of the trail. "Reasonable and prndent" pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, "considered to 
be a farming practice" for purposes of state farming protection laws. Allowing pesticides to drift 
onto neighboring properties, whether or not people or animals are present, is not "reasonable and 
prudent," it is possibly negligence, and is clearly a nuisance and trespass. 

8.8.3 Testimony has been received from one farm operator who fa1ms a hazelnut 
orchard adjacent to the segment of the corridor that is the subject of this application, and from 
several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed and grains. 
The farms adjacent to the segment of corridor under consideration are addressed in more detail 
below. In earlier proceedings, a hazelnut farmer stated that he fa1ms 35 rows of hazelnut trees 
between Highway 47 and the conidor. When discussing an EPA rule, that was being considered 
(in modified form) for adoption by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he 
stated that he would not be able to spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway. He stated 
that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the morning when tree sugar is at a certain level. He 
also discussed the need to manage :filbertworm outbreaks, and eastern :filbe1i blight that kills trees 
three years after it first appears. He stated that there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those 
trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years after it appears, Testimony received from a second 
fa1mer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, was to the effect that the county should indemnify 
farmers against potential claims by trail users that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 

8.8.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 
Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility, 
That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA mle is for the purpose of protecting 
"workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm," Under 
the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to avoid spraying people and to prevent the 
drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged. 

8.8.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 
precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between fanners and/or 
spray operators and trail users. It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 
other times when trail use is light. One spray applicator indicated that, when possible, he sprays 
in the evening or at night, when wind conditions are more favorable, bees are not active and 
sunlight does not break down the chemical spray. Sign details will be established through the 
master planning process, which is scheduled to begin at the time of these findings. Posted signs 
will include clear notice that the trail is for day use only. Even during the night, spray operators 
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are required to avoid spraying the property of others, whether or not there are people or animals 
located there. Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail near locations where 
spraying is scheduled to take place. Such signs are cunently available, and have been seen in use 
along the corridor near Gaston. Temporary barriers, with signage, might be employed to prevent 
trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift. These matters should be addressed in the 
master planning process, but it is feasible to post warning signs and to erect tempora1y barriers on 
the trail to accommodate spray applicatms, and such measures should be allowed if doing so may 
reduce risks to farmers of possible complaints or lawsuits. The added inconvenience to farm 
operators is not part of the farm impact standard calculus, because overspray is not an accepted 
farm use under any circumstances. Such measures, taken whenever necessary (and as to be 
addressed in the master plan) along with fencing and signage, reduce the risk of increased 
insurance premiums and potential lawsuits arising from trail use to a level at which those risks and 
expected costs cannot be considered significant. Such measures help to makes coping with trail 
use adjacent to farm uses no different in terms of risk management than farming adjacent to a State 
Highway, county road, or other public road. State law already requires that farmers and spray 
operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they follow the label 
instmctions of the spray being applied. Off-site pesticide drift is never allowed. The county, or 
other trail manager, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring fam1 operations to ensure that 
reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of trail users. 

8.8.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of a pesticide 
might drift off of the property to which it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 
they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time-consuming inspections of farm 
operations by governmental agencies. However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 
perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 
for fa1mers, are speculative. This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 
complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 
county. Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 
driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 
routinely produced by farm operators. 

8.8,7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 
in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 
and/ol' smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail. Signage can also be used to warn 
trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 
property; of trespassing on private prope1ty; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
corridor or on adjacent lands. Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 
the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 
practices. The segment of trail in question will be installed with access from Highway 240' ( once 
the HI zone text is amended) and from the City of Carlton. There will be no parking or trailhead 
installed under this approval, and there will be 'no parking for trail users' or similar signs posted 
where the trail crosses Fryer Road. This segment of trail is being constructed for local use by the 
residents ofYamhiH and Carlton. Although it may one day be a link in a regional trail, its intended 
and expected use at present is by persons who live in the area or are visiting Yamhill or Carlton. 
Such residents and visitors, more likely than not, know the difference between smelling pesticides 
and being sprayed with them. 
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8.8.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 
lawsuits arising from spray drift-as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 
lawsuits against farmers following accepted fanning practices. Counties do not currently 
indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 
drift. Testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, but in states 
with different state laws. No rational basis has been identified in this case for what would seem to 
be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 
practices that may or may not be "reasonable and prudent." As stated, fencing, signage and other 
practices outline in the master plan will reduce perceived liability risks to a level at which they do 
not significantly impact accepted farm practices or costs. 

8.8.9 As addressed throughout these findings, the existence of a paved trail 
through the existing 60-foot transpo1tation corridor is unlikely to force a significant change in 
accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on surrounding lands, or to 
significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area. Clear and objective conditions 
establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; signage and the possible 
use of temporary barriers and signs during times of spray application will further minimize 
potential liability risks and other potential conflicts (addressing reports to state agencies) between 
applicators of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, bikers, and equestrians. Additional 
testimony received during the proceedings on remand are addressed elsewhere in these findings. 

8.9 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 
that are located within the notice area for this proceeding, and six who farm adjacent to the 
conidor. Some of those fa1mers have indicated that trail users will trespass on their prope1ty, 
significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs. Examples given included: trail users 
defecating and urinating in sunounding farm fields and orchards; littering and illegal dumping in 
surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing interaction between trail users and livestock; and 
crops trampled by trail users seeking photo opportunities. Some have likened the proposed use of 
the conidor as a hiking, biking and equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Po1tland, 
and have indicated that they fear homeless people, clueless tourists and criminals will wander onto 
their land trampling crops, littering, doing drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, raping, 
killing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up makeshift camps. Several farmers and other 
opponents claimed that, either trail users will start fires, or they will be incinerated by fast moving 
fires started accidentally by fa1mers. The attorney for the organized opposition promoted this type 
of testimony orally and in writing to the Board. The Board has weighed that evidence against the 
extensive testimony received regarding the Banks to Vernonia trail, which was almost exclusively 
praised by those providing oral and written testimony. The Banks to Vernonia Trail passes through 
forest land, but also tlu·ough extensive farm areas, adjacent to and through established fields 
growing grass seed or used for grazing. Negative testimony about the Banks to Vernonia Trail 
was far outweighed by positive testimony, indicating close similarities between it and the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail segment under consideration in these proceedings. That testimony 
supports a conclusion that the apocalyptic testimony of trail critics is not credible and that the 
balance of testimony and evidence supp01is a conclusion that the trail can function as an 
exceptional place for persons of all ages to exercise and as a safe transportation for students and 
others traveling between the cities of Yam hill and Carlton. There is no reason to believe that trail 
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users present any greater risk of fire or crime than is posed by users of other public rights-of-way 
in the county. As indicated, all police and emergency services will be available along the trail, 
which will have good emergency access at several locations. Two fire districts serve the trail 
segment in question, including one that has its main fire station abutting the trail at its southern 
terminus. A developed trail will provide greater access for fire response vehicles to areas adjacent 
to the trail than are available now. 

8.9.l In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 
incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 
is a relatively dense urban and suburban area. Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 
Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 
along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping. This type of problem can be minimized 
regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 
of rules governing use of the cmTidor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 
enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private prope1ty, Volunteers and 'Friends of 
the Trail' will likely rep01t problems and help to educate persons on the trail who appear to not 
know or understand · basic trail rules. Maintenance of the trail will also help to minimize all 
potential impacts to neighboring farms from trail users, promoting respect for the trail and its 
neighbors. The establishment of a Master Plan will be the first step in development and 
maintenance of a trail in the Yamhelas corridor that draws children, young people and families, 
none of whom are 'criminal elements,' and all of whom are wary of such elements and know how 
to react appropriately. The Banks to Vernonia Trail and the testimony received about it is 
substantial evidence that the Board accepts establishing that hiking, biking and riding horses are 
activities that attract law abiding citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be 
a natural dete1Tent to crime along that trail and many other developed trails in Oregon and across 
the country. Contrary to the claims of some opponents, the close proximity of fa1ms growing the 
same types of crops adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia trail is substantial evidence that farm 
practices of the type taking place along the Y amhelas trail corridor are not likely to be impacted 
in a significant way by the presence of the trail and trail users. 

8.9.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings-<lamage to 
crops, vandalism and other criminal activities-could significantly impact farm practices and 
significantly increase the cost of farming. However, there are effective management and design 
mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 
and policing. Additionally, in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can be used 
to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of trespassers. 
Trail design will also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by law enforcement 
personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols and rapid police 
response to repmted criminal incidents. Conditions are proposed requiring the establishment and 
maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to minimize the potential 
for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond quickly. With such 
conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise significantly impact accepted 
fann practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or significantly increase the cost of 
fanning such lands. 
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8.10 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally: the 
corridor is, for the most pati, at least 60 feet wide. Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 
of that width. That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 
trail. Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 
views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing. 

8.11 It should fmther be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co
existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation cotTidors in Yamhill County and throughout 
the state and nation for many years. Fam1ers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 
accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 
and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices. The same methods used 
to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 
significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 
than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county's many roads, with a smaller buffer 
area than is potentially available with the proposed use. The Board received extensive testimony 
supporting a conclusion that farmers do not incur significant costs or impacts from farming 
adjacent to other public rights-of-way as evidence that they will not incur significant impact or 
costs from the presence of trail users. The Board finds that evidence to be credible and compelling, 
and to outweigh less credible and compelling testimony that trail impacts to farming will far exceed 
the usualJy insignificant impacts of farming adjacent to any other kind of public right-of-way. 

8.12 It is the county's intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 
potential impacts to farming from use of the rail conidor as a trail. It appears feasible for the 
county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 

8.13 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 
Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses. The county intends to mitigate 
and minimize potential impacts to those uses and prope1ty owners as well, but is not required to 
address those uses under ORS 215.296. 

8.14 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 
trail in the existing coll'idor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville. Benefits include 
increased recreational opporhmities, greater tourism, greater opp01iunities for agri-tourism, and an 
alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 
Carlton School District. In the case of the conidor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 
two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 
route between schools and students living in both communities. This community connection also 
raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 
furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 
within the coll'idor. 

8.15 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail con-idor, 
constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 
operated for approximately 100 years. It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 
transpo11ation oppo1tunities. The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 
from farming on trail users--e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 
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someone's trespassing pet. The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers. There are 
mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 
the impacts alleged. The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 
uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet. Fencing and signage alone will 
minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 
longer be considered "significant." Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 
uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 
minimize potential trespass impacts. Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 
regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers need or want to spray up to the 
conidor. The master plan should specify trail design adjacent to grass seed and grain fields to 
ensure that nuisance weeds are controlled or eliminated and do not contaminate neighboring crops. 
Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of fa1mers who engage in accepted farming practices. Other 
existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 
substances to leave the prope1iy of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals. It 
therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 
appropriate fencing and signage, Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 
standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 
prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public. 

8.16 It should also be noted that, for conditional uses within the fa1m zone, the Planning 
Depatiment has required prope1iy owners to sign and record an affidavit stating the following: 

"The subject property is located in an area designated by Yamhill County 
for agricultural uses. It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 
conflicting land uses in such designated areas. Accepted agricultural practices in 
this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this prope1ty. 
However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 
responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 
of this property, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law." 

This affidavit alerts the propeliy owner and potential users of the land that neighboring agricultural 
operations will not be required to modify their farming practices on behalf of the neighboring use. 
With conditions and the above affidavit, it appears that the use will not cause significant conflicts 
with neighboring farming operations. 

8.17 The following findings address the consistency of the proposal with the Statewide 
Land Use Planning Goals. These findings are mostly carried through from Ordinance 904 and are 
not necessary for conditional use approval but are included in these findings in an abundance of 
caution. 

8 .17 .1 Goal 1-Citizen Involvement. Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 
and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process. In 
this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 
Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 
opportunity for citizen involvement. Three full hearings were provided, two before the Board of 
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Commissioners. AU of the hearings held regarding Docket G-01-18 as well as a 'trail dialogue' 
meeting to receive comments regarding the trail were well attended. 

8.17.2 Goal 2-Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base). Goal 2 
requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 
governmental units. Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 
agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 
area affected. The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long
established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals. It is 
the county's standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 
proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 

Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions. A factual basis 
(substantial evidence in the record as a whole) for this decision has been established through the 
course of the application and review process and was supplemented through the hearing process. 
The county's decision is supported by substantial evidence. 

8.17.3 Goal 3-Agricultural Lands. Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 
and maintain agricultural land. The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 
with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years. Much of the 
corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the conidor remains suitable as a 
transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1872. The county has 
considered potential impacts to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 
weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 
other social benefits of use of the property for a trail. In this case, conflicts between use of the site 
for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transpo1tation uses and agricultural uses in the 
surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 

8.17.4 Goal 4-Forest Lands. Goal 4 directs local governments to "conserve forest 
lands," The segment of conidor in q~estion is zoned EFU. Parts of the corridor are forested, but 
for the most pait the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 
more suited for trail/recreational uses. 

8.17.5 Goal 5-Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources. 
Goal 5 is "To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources." The proposed trail 
will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses. None of the identified 
watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources. All necessary pem1its will be obtained prior to 
constructing bridges across the identified watercourses. 

8.17.6 Goal 6--Air, Water and Land Resources Quality. Under Goal 6, local 
governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 
environmental standards. All necessary pe1mits wlll be obtained by the county prior to 
constructing bridges across identified watercourses. Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail
biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non•polluting uses. 
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8.17.7 Goal 7-Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards. Goal 7 directs 
local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards. Construction of 
the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across minor 
watercourses and a floodplain. The county regulates development in floodways and floodplains, 
and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 7. 

8.17.8 Goal 8-Recreational Needs. Goal 8 directs local govermnents to plan for 
the recreational needs of its citizens. A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi
modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 
cities of Yamhill and Carlton. The proposal promotes Goal 8. 

8.17.9 Goal 9-Economic Development. Goal 9 directs local govermnent to 
provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon. The focus of Goal 9 is 
on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas. However, extensive 
testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 
promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 
county's extensive agricultural economy. The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 
especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 

8.17.10 Goal to-Housing. Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 
of the state. No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 
could be used for housing from any inventory. Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 

8.17.11 Goal 11-Public Facilities and Services. Goal 11 is "To plan and develop 
a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 
for urban and rural development." This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 
public facilities or services, and all necessary public facilities and services are available to serve 
the proposed use. 

8.17.12 Goal 12-Transportation. Goal 12 directs local governments "to provide 
and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system." In this case, the county 
has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 
approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 
to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses. The proposal to develop an alternative 
transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 
horse directly promotes Goal 12. The only other transpo1tation facility available, Oregon Highway 
4 7, is not suitable for these uses. 

8.17.13 Goal 13-Energy Conservation. Goal 13 declares that: "land and uses 
developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 
forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles." By promoting a safe and appealing 
facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 
amendment promotes Goal 13. 

8.17.14 Remaining Goals. None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 
Goals are relevant to this application. 
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8.17.15 With regard to the Statewide Planning Goals, it should also be noted that 
a section of LCDC's Transpo1iation Planning Rule, OAR 660-012-0065, entitled "Transportation 
Improvements on Rural Lands" subsection (3) states: 

"(3) The following transpo1tation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 
and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 

* * * 

(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not othetwise allowed as a 
modification or part of an existing road;" 

9. Findings addressing testimony and evidence submitted during the open record period 

9 .1 Planning Docket G-01 -18 is before the Board on remand from the Land Use Board 
of Appeals (LUBA). The original proceedings resulted in the adoption of Ordinance 904, on May 
31, 2018. The ordinance was appealed to LUBA and remanded to the county with instrnctions to 
hold a new "quasi-judicial" hearing, and to adopt findings to address the conditional use standards 
of the county's zoning ordinance. 

9 .2 The record of this proceeding on remand includes the record and supplemental 
record of the original proceedings, containing more than 613 pages of evidence and testimony 
regarding the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The original decision also contained farm 
impact findings, addressing specific alleged impacts to sunounding farms from development and 
use of a pre-existing rail co1Tidor as a hiking, biking and equestrian trail connecting the cities of 
Yamhill and Carlton. 

9 .3 LUBA remanded Ordinance 904 to the county for fmther proceedings, with 
instructions: hold a new hearing following "quasHudicial" rules and address the conditional use 
standards of the county's zoning ordinance. The new hearing was held on March 7, 2019, and 
opponents of the trail testified regarding farm uses taking place adjacent to, or in some cases 
within, the Union Pacific transportation corridor that is now owned by Yamhill County. Some of 
the people who testified at the hearing own and/or farm land adjacent to the conidor. Six separate 
farm operations have been identified as being adjacent to or transected by the existing 
transpmtation corridor and being operated by persons who have alleged potential significant 
impacts to their accepted farm practices. Those paities, their farm practices and costs, are 
discussed below. 

9.4 The issues that LUBA decided in favor of the county are no longer before the Board. 
That includes questions of ownership. In its Final Order, LUBA found that: "as deed owner of 
the rail corridor, [the county] has sufficient authority, without more, to file a land use application 
to develop the corridor." (page 26) 

9.4.1 The attorney for the organized opposition and others have argued, variously, 
that the corridor is a non-exclusive easement, a limited easement, or an abandoned easement. The 
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organized opposition has submitted at least three different letters or memos containing legal 
theories about the title that the county's legal representative presenting the application has 
indicated are not based on sound legal analysis. The Brickley letters are similar. The March 4, 
2019 letter devotes four sentences and one case citation to his conclusion that the Oregon Central 
Railroad only received an easement for the "strip ofland" it obtained for $350 in gold coin in 1873, 
The case he cites (Bouche v. Wagner) concluded that the deed at issue conveyed fee title, not an 
easement. The analysis provided is inadequate to address a question that only the Circuit Court 
has jurisdiction to answer. The Board has weighed the evidence and legal opinions it has received 
regarding county ownership of the conidor during these proceedings, and rejects the legal analysis 
and conclusions submitted into the record by the organized opposition. 

9.4.2 The final packet submitted by the attorney for the organized opposition 
(Exhibit 4) contained what appeared to be a lay person's legal theory about one of the documents 
transferring ownership of prope1ty just south of the Bus Barn to the Oregon and California Railroad 
Company in 1906. The other document shows that the Oregon Central Railroad Company received 
a jury award for the original 60-foot con-idor, where it runs through the Van Dyke prope1ty, in 
1872. That document describes the conveyance as "land" and "pieces of real propertf' that were 
"appropriated[,] set apart, transferred and conveyed," "forever," and with no possibility of reveiter. 
It shows that the Oregon Central Railroad Company paid the Van Dykes' predecessor in interest 
"$350 U.S. Gold Coin" in exchange for "real prope1ty," which was not an amount considered 
"nominal" in 1872. Nowhere does the Court's judgment awarding the property to the Railroad 
state that the "$350 in U.S. Gold Coin" was for an easement, or describe any limitations on its use 
by the Railroad or a 'sharing' arrangement, as several property owners and the attorney for the 
organized opponents have claimed. The documents submitted clearly support a conclusion that 
the land it describes was fee title, awarded to the Railroad for valuable consideration. 

9.4.3 The lay person's analysis in the opponents' Exhibit 4 is of the 1906 
document. It is a bargain and sale deed from the Van Dykes' predecessor in interest to the Oregon 
and California Railroad Company (successor in interest to the Oregon Central Railroad Company). 
It shows the conveyance of two additional 10-foot wide "strips of land" on either side of the 
original 60-foot wide corridor at the location of Stag Hollow Creek, where a railroad bridge had 
been built. Maps in the record now show that at that location, where the corridor crosses the creek, 
the county owns an 80-foot wide stretch of c011"idor that is 336 feet long, as described in the 
Bargain and Sale Deed. The writer's theory is that the reference to installation by the railroad of 
cattle guards "on its tracks" proves that the "original intent" of the Railroad was to give 
neighboring prope1ty owners the right to use and cross the additional 20-feet of width and the 
original 60-feet of corridor awarded to the Railroad 34 years earlier. More likely, the cattle guards 
were for the purpose of keeping stray cattle off of the bridge, not a grant of a license to use or to 
cross the corridor. As another farm owner testified, his father-in-law had to pay the railroad a 
yearly fee for license to cross the corridor even after the rails were removed. Evidence in the 
record supports a conclusion that none of the county's predecessors in interest abandoned 
ownership of the any part of the corridor conveyed to the county. None of the information 
submitted by the opponents regarding the county's title diminishes the conclusion that the county 
owns the corridor in fee, not as a non-exclusive, limited, or abandoned easement. 
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9.4.4 These findings are offered only to clarify why the claims of the attorney for 
the organized opposition and others regarding ownership of the corridor are not credible. The 
Circuit Court is responsible for resolving title claims, not the Board of Commissioners or the Land 
Use Board of Appeals. The county has a recorded deed to the property, and none of the critics of 
the title have any recorded title or deed to any part of the corridor. The deeds of neighboring 
prope1ties 'except therefrom' the 60-foot wide Southern Pacific Railroad corridor. There are 
numerous other reasons why county legal staff has advised the Board of the value and durability 
of the title. The county owns the corridor. 

9.5 LUBA also accepted the countis findings establishing that the proposed trail 
complies with Statewide Land Use Planning Goal 3, the "Agriculture" goal. Those findings were 
supported by evidence in the record that the corridor has existed as a discrete parcel and ownership 
since its creation in 1872. The tax lots in question were most recently owned by Union Pacific, 
which conveyed them to Yamhill County in November, 2017. The conidor itself is not farmland, 
any more than roads passing through EFU zones are farmland. The corridor is zoned EFU solely 
because it passes through or borders EFU land. It is a (generally) 60-foot wide conidor being 
"banked" by the county for use as a future rail and trail corridor, with interim use as a trail. This 
has been the county's established plan and policy since 2012. 

9.6 The Proposed Use Meets the Conditional Use Standards 

9.6.1 The above findings address most of the issues that were raised by the 
opponents at the March 7, 2019 and the open-record periods. There should be no question that the 
proposed use is consistent with the comprehensive plan-the Transportation System Plan, pait of 
the Transportation Element of the county's Comprehensive Plan, identifies the corridor as a 
transportation priority. There can be no question that an existing rail conidor is suitable for use 
as a rail and trail conidor. To find otherwise, the county would need to deny the reality of hundreds 
of rail-to-trail corridors that cross through farmland in every part of the United States. The 
opponents have failed to establish that theirs is the only fannland in America that cannot operate 
adjacent to a public trail-they all live and farm on public rights-of-way, where people already 
have the right to stand, walk, bike and drive their cars, trucks and motorcycles. 

9.6.2 A great deal of evidence was received into the record regarding the 
character of the area as farmland. In places, livestock are present adjacent to the conidor; fields 
are producing grass and grass seed; and there are hazelnut orchards, among other farm uses 
outlined in the Ordinance 904 findings and in these findings on remand. The findings adopted as 
pa1i of Ordinance 904 addressed the farm impact standard, and those findings, along with 
additional findings proposed in the staff report, established that "the proposed use will not alter 
the character of the surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents 
the use of surrounding prope1ties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district." 

9.6.3 The opponents have asse1ted that "public facilities and services" are not 
adequate to police the trail, and that fires caused by agricultural practices could trap and kill 
persons using the trail. The above findings address those concerns, and reach the opposite 

. conclusion, based on existing facilities and levels of service, and the nature of the proposal. 
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9.6.4 The portion of corridor under consideration supported train traffic for 
approximately 100 years. Much of the original ballast is still in place, and the soils that were under 
the rail have not, since the 1980's been 'uncompacted.' Because the county also purchased the 
Bus Barn property, containing a source of water and a septic system, and the southern terminus of 
the trail is within a city, it is clearly feasible to provide adequate public facilities and services to 
trail users. 

9.6.5 An effort is underway to design three bridges that will be necessary to 
convey trail users across a creek and two unnamed drainages on the north end of the corridor 
segment under consideration. It is possible that some or all of the bridges can be constructed to 
accommodate some, or all, types of emergency vehicles that may seek access to a fire or other 
emergency along the trail c011'idor. Even if those bridges are designed only for the weight and 
configuration of horses and people, portions of the constructed trail that are accessible to 
emergency vehicles will nevertheless improve the conditions of access beyond cun-ent conditions, 
and improve fire and emergency access to the trail overall. As an example: even if large 
emergency vehicles cannot drive on the trail from Highway 240 to Fryer Road, they will be able 
to travel no11h from Fryer Road to the first bridge, which includes a significant po1tion of the trail 
north of Fryer Road. Heading south from Fryer Road, there are no bridges necessary, to the city 
limits of the City of Carlton. There are also fire hydrants at either end of the trail, one at the 
Carlton Main Station, and the other at the Bus Barn. As indicated by the Sheriff, smaller vehicles 
used by the Sheriffs Office for access to off-road or forested crime or accident scenes are expected 
to be able to cross a 12~foot wide bridge designed only for pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian use. 

9.6.6 Like conditional use standard D, standard F is met if the fann standard is 
met. That is, if the trail can be shown not to significantly impact accepted farm practices or the 
costs of those practices, it is likely that it "is or can be made compatible with existing uses and 
other allowable uses in the area." In this case, existing conditions of approval also ensure that the 
trail will be made compatible with existing and allowed uses. 

9.6.7 With regard to the submittals by the attorney for the organized opposition, 
generally: by infusing the arguments made with invective and identifying the county as "he," the 
value, credibility and weight of the arguments made is diminished. The application is the county's 
application. The county is a political subdivision of the State of Oregon, it is not a male. An 
attempt has been made to ignore the appeals to emotion, name calling, fearmongering and threats 
presented throughout this proceeding and in her March 21, 2019 letter. As the factfinder, it is the 
Board's responsibility to weight the evidence and testimony it receives and the statements of 
witnesses and to judge the credibility of those testifying. For reasons indicated here and throughout 
these findings, the Board finds that, while many credible statements have been made by property 
owners and farmers opposing the trail, that testimony has been obscured by unsuppoited, 
hyperbolic, not-credible, sometimes deliberately false claims made and promoted by the attorney 
for the organized opposition that have then been repeated by her clients. There are too many of 
such statements made in the March 21, 2019 letter submitted on rebuttal to address them all 
separately here. 

9.7 The Proposed Use Meets the Farm Impact Standards as Interpreted in the 
Riverbencl Landfill Case 
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9.7.1 The county and its staff have been involved to a significant degree in all 
aspects of the Riverbend Landfill case leading to the Supreme Comt's recent decision interpreting, 
for the first time, the farm impacts test. No comt or state agency has reversed the county's decision 
regarding proposed expansion of the landfill. The case was first remanded to the county by LUBA 
and then by the Cotui of Appeals, for adoption of additional findings. The Supreme Comt 
reviewed the case over the course of 15 months before remanding the case to LUBA. LUBA was 
instructed to reconsider whether the county was correct in deeming certain farm impacts 
"significant," before remanding the case to the county for additional proceedings. The opponents 
in this case have argued that the Supreme Comt's decision makes it impossible for the county to 
meet the farm impact standards in this remand proceeding. 

9.7.2 The opponents are incoITect. The Supreme Court affirmed the "farm 
focused" approach to farm impacts that Yamhill County and most practitioners have followed 
since the adoption of the standard in 1989. Even in the River bend case, the information provided 
by the applicant identified specific farms and specific potential impacts that might occur if the 
landfill footprint were to be extended as proposed. The county in this case has focused on 
individual fanns in seeking to minimize potentially significant impacts to accepted farm practices 
or costs. 

9.7.3 Yamhill County and other counties routinely address both general and 
localized impacts from conditional uses in farm zones and seek to minimize all credible predictions 
of harm to a level at which a reasonable person would not consider them to be significant. Neither 
the Supreme Court nor any other Court or review board has held that the proposed use must have 
no impact whatsoever on accepted farm practices taking place in the surrounding area. The focus 
of the test---especially the second part of the test (ORS 215.296(2)-is on establishing conditions 
to minimize the potential for significant impacts to be realized, not to prohibit the use. 

9.7.4 ORS 215.296(2) specifically provides that an applicant "may demonstrate" 
that the farm impacts test "will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions." Yamhill County 
has always focused on establishing conditions of approval to minimize otherwise potentially 
significant impacts to farm uses by non-farm uses, and has never denied a proposed non-farm use 
in the farm zone based on failure to meet the farm impacts test. 

9.7.5 For purposes of Board review, the central holding of the Riverbend case is 
that the faim impact standards require looking at individual fanns, and that the te1m "significant' 
has its ordinary meaning. The decision also imposes one specific limit on the types of conditions 
that a governing body or other decisionmaker can impose. The decisionmaker cannot require a 
payment to a fam1er to minimize a potential impact to an accepted farm practice if, following the 
payment, the farmer would continue to be unable to engage in the accepted fam1 practice. No such 
conditions were sought by the applicant in this case, and none of the conditions (see below) violate 
this rule. 

9.7.6 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Comt used Webster's Third New 
International Dictionary for its definition of''significance": "3 a: having or likely to have influence 
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or effect : deserving to be considered ; IMPORT ANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE[.]" ( and those three 
words are in upper caps). 

9. 7 .6 In this case, the county listed all 40 tax lots adjacent to the corridor, and the 
farm uses that the county believes are taking place on each one of them (R-4 72). These findings 
on remand incorporate earlier findings and include additional findings addressing the six farm 
operations along the segment of corridor in question where operators have alleged significant farm 
impacts. The county also submitted into the record literature published by OSU and the OSU 
extension center outlining accepted agricultural practices common to the farm uses identified (R-
490-532). The county has also reviewed lists of accepted farm practices taking place on the farms 
in question and perceived impacts submitted by the patties and by the attorney for the organized 
opposition. Finally, the county has listened to what farm operators are saying, has sought to 
address their concerns, and will continue to do everything it can to make this trail work for them, 
be acceptable to them, and not significantly impact their accepted farm practices or costs. 

9.8 Disputes Regarding Potential Farm Impacts 

9.8.1 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Court stated: 

"when the parties dispute whether a nonfann use will force a significant change to 
a pa11icular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 
the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove that the 
proposed nonfarm use (1) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 
practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice. A 
'significant' change or increase in cost is one that will have an important influence 
or effect on the farm. For each relevant accepted farm practice, if the applicant 
cannot prove both of those elements without conditions of approval, the local 
government must consider whether, with conditions of approval, the applicant will 
meet the farm impacts test." (slip op 31) 

9.8.2 Of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county has 
identified eight pa11ies, or sets of pai1ies, who have objected to the trail, and have disputed the 
county's proposed findings regarding potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices: 

1. Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman 

12000 Hwy 47, Carlton; EF80; 4 acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food 
crops 

2. Br;an and Roxanne Coussens 

6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~ 75 acres total; Hazelnuts 

3. Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews 

19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; EF80/AF-10; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, 
livestock pasture, sheep (Mark Gaibler also has a role in the management of this prope1ty) 
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4. B,yan Schmidt (leasing property of Salvatore and Jo Eramo) 

7580 Hendricks Rd, Carlton; EF-80/AF-10; ~ 11 acres; Dairy and beef cows, cow/calf operation, 
raw milk sales; animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be 
fe1tilized/pesticides sprayed, milks animals daily 

5. Lee & Kath1yn Schrepel and Fruithill Jnc. 

6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-80/HI/RI; ~29 acres; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchal'ds 

6. Mark Gaibler 

PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay 

7. Gregory & Celine .McCarthy 

PO Box 417, Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, clover, row crops (corn, onions, green beans) 

8. James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 

PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 E Main St, Yamhill (John), 8456 NW Mcsween Ln, 
Yamhill (Van Dyke Farms); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock 
pasture; property straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times 
while farming; 

These farm operations are discussed in more detail below. Only six of these fann operations are 
directly impacted by the trail. 

9.9 Spray and Overspray 

9 .9 .1 The opponents have repeatedly stated that their farm practices and costs will 
be significantly impacted if a trail is allowed in the existing rail corridor, because pedestrians and 
bikes that were not previously within 150 feet of their operation may then be within 150 feet. This 
is because, according to the opponents, a rule adopted by Oregon OSHA prohibits them from 
spraying within 150 feet of a trail or highway. 

9.9.2 In the original proceedings, the county rebutted the claim regarding the 
(then pending) OSHA rule with testimony from an OSHA contractor and administrator who were 
working on the rule. They both stated that the proposed rule does not apply to neighboring 
properties. They stated, as the rule states, that: "This rule applies in Oregon where workers or 
other people are adjacent to pesticides being applied in outdoor production areas that are within 
the boundaries of the establishment." OAR 437~004-6405, (''Note" at the very beginning of the 
rule.) 

9.9.3 The maps submitted by the opponents purporting to show a 150-foot buffer 
for the trail (in yellow) are not accurate, because there is no 150-foot buffer for neighboring 
prope1ties occupied by people or homes or for public rights-of-way. Maps submitted into the 
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record by the applicant show the 150-foot buffer as to nearby public rights-of-way (not the trail). 
It is clear from those maps that, if the arguments being made about the OSHA rule are tiue, large 
potiions of numerous farms adjacent to the corridor are similarly not farmable, as a result of the 
rule. Fortunately for the farmers affected and for all of us, neither the OSHA rule nor any guidance 
issued by ODA imposes the 150-foot spray buffer claimed by opponents and identified in yellow 
on satellite maps submitted into the record by the opponents and by the county. 

9.9.4 In the original proceedings, (Record page 344) a contractor for OSHA 
working on the rule and an OSHA administrator both stated that the claims of the opponents are 
not true~the rule does not apply to neighboring properties or people. The commentary to the rule 
(pages 25 at the bottom, and 26) states: "The record includes recurring comments about the 
impracticality of closing trails, road and highways that might fall within the AEZ [Application 
Exclusion Zone]. For Oregon OSHA purposes, such activity simply falls outside the scope of the 
rulemaking." 

9.9.5 The opponents then placed into the record additional guidance from the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA). In that guidance, ODA indicates that that "The 
Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requires that an applicator suspend the pesticide application if 
a person or individuals on an adjoining site may be within an established AEZ. Applicators 
utilizing ground spray equipment must suspend the application if persons or individuals on the 
adjoining site are within 25 feet of the pesticide application, 100 feet if utilizing airblast or aerial 
application. The applicator must evaluate the conditions and may resume application only if the 
application may be continued without resulting in contact with individuals off of the target site." 

9.9.6 ODA's advice is logical, but it is not found in any rnle adopted by Oregon 
OSHA or ODA. The likely reason that ODA's advice is not found in any adopted rule is because 
it is illegal for fa1m operators to spray property that does not belong to them, whether there are 
people or animals present, or not. The same letter of advice from ODA states: 

"Application of pesticides products in a manner that allows 'drift' onto another site, 
such as a Right-of-Way, would be considered use of a pesticide product inconsistent 
with product labeling [ORS 634.372(2)) or application of a pesticide product in a 
faulty, careless or negligent manner [ORS 634.372(4)]. Simply a violation of the 
label is a violation of the law." 

9.9.7 The argument being made repeatedly by opponents-that the presence of 
people on the trail affects their farm practices or costs--can only be conect is farm operators 
currently have the right to spray prope1ty that does not belong to them, as long as there are no 
people there. The county is only required to analyze potential impacts to "accepted farm practices" 
taking place on neighboring farms. It is not an accepted farm practice, currently, for a farm 
operator to spray or over spray the private prope1iy of others, or government owned property or 
rights-of-way. 

9.9.8 Overspray, especially overspray on neighboring prope1iy, people or 
animals, is illegal. It is a form a trespass, and may also constitute a nuisance. A farm operator is 
currently not allowed, without permission, to spray the land of his or her neighbor, whether or not 
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there are people there. Fmm operators have, since the beginning of pesticide availability, been 
required to control where the spray ends up, and are not, under any circumstances, allowed to spray 
the prope11y of others without their permission, whether or not there are people or animals there. 

9.9.9 This was the gist of testimony received from Oregon OSHA, which stated 
that the new rnle does not apply to neighboring properties, or to people and animals that may be 
located there. Those property owners, people and animals, are already protected by existing law, 
and OSHA has jurisdiction to protect workers, not to make rules for otherwise illegal overspray 
onto neighboring prope1ties. The OSHA rule seeks to protect farm workers and others within 150 
feet of a spray operation, who are working or otherwise present on the land of the farm operator. 

9.9.10 This matter was fully addressed in the original proceedings to consider 
Ordinance 904. A copy of the proposed rule was included with the original application, and the 
record now contains a copy of the new rnle and that went into effect in January, and 97 pages of 
commentary about the rule, including the comments quoted above (pages 25-26). Spraying 
pesticides on neighboring property, whether or not people or animals are present, is not an accepted 
farming practice, and the county is under no obligation to try to minimize or prevent costs 
associated with overspray, as the opponents would have it, by not using or allowing the public to 
use, the county's own property. 

9.9.11 Like any other prope1iy owner, the county wants, and needs, to control what 
takes place on its own prope1iy, even when that prope1ty is public right-of-way. The county also 
needs to perform maintenance, and it has the right to allow persons to be within the corridor even 
if it is not fom1ally opened as a public trail. Like all property owners, the county has a right to 
expect that property under its ownership and control will not be sprayed by its neighbor. In 
conclusion: Neighboring property owners have no cmTent right to spray the corridor, and it is not 
an accepted farm practice for farm operators to spray neighboring properties, whether or not that 
prope1ty is a public trail, whether or not other persons or animals or present, and whether or not 
OSHA has adopted a rnle stating that farm operators must remove all persons and animals within 
(up to) 150 feet, on property that they own or that is part of their farm operation. 

9 .9 .12 Even though the county is not required by the farm impact standards to 
address practices that are not "accepted farm practices," it adopted conditions as pait of Ordinance 
904 to minimize perceptions that trail users might have when they smell pesticides but may not be 
receiving a dangerous dose of it-signage. For the first segment of trail, many trail users, who 
may live on neighboring propeiiies or in Yamhill or Carlton, are already going to know the 
difference between a pesticide smell and being doused with it. It will be obvious to most users 
that they are passing through farmland, and therefore they may encounter pesticide smells, dust, 
and odors normally associated with farm operations. 

9.10 Opening ancl closing gates as an "accepted farming practice" 

9.10.1 In the original proceeding, the county proposed fencing the entire corridor 
with fencing suitable to prevent people and animals from trespassing onto neighboring private 
property. The reason for that condition was to minimize, or prevent, trespass onto neighboring 
farms by trail users. The trespass issue encompasses litter on neighboring properties, camping on 
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neighboring properties, vandalism on neighboring prope1ties, theft on neighboring prope1ties, and 
harassment of livestock on neighboring properties. If trail users cannot easily cross onto 
neighboring properties, none of the above impacts will occur on a "significant" level. The 60-foot 
width of the corridor also provides buffering for the proposed 12-foot wide trail surface. Those 
were the conclusions of the Board in the original proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904. 

9.10.2 Nothing about those conclusions has changed, but during the meeting at 
which the Board reconsidered a motion that had failed two weeks earlier (and not a scheduled 
public hearing), Ben Van Dyke (record 45-46) testified to costs his operation would incur from 
having to open and close gates when ha1vesting grass or grass seed. The Van Dykes farm grass 
seed on both sides of the corridor, and regularly cross the corridor to reach the neighboring field. 

9.10.3 As railroad property, adjacent property owners had no right to cross the 
corridor or to even enter it without the permission of Union Pacific Railroad. It was private 
property. The Van Dykes have been regularly crossing the corridor as part of their farming 
activities and, apparently, Union Pacific has not objected, and neither has the county. 

9.10.4 As with the issue of pesticide overspray, using the property of others 
without permission is not an "accepted farming practice." The county has been unable to locate 
any document purporting to grant to the Van Dykes permission to cross the corridor at will. 

9.10.5 The county wants to accommodate fanners and fa1m operators, including 
the Van Dykes, and to make it as easy as is possible for them to farm their property, where it exists 
on both sides of the corridor. Gate locations, design and protocols will be addressed in the Master 
Plan, but that does not preclude the county from negotiating now with the Van Dykes, to make 
sure they have legal access to move farm equipment across the conidor. A new condition of 
approval requires that the county provide an adequate crossing for the Van Dykes and their 
successors in interest to cross at the location indicated by the Van Dykes, with or without a gate, 
at their preference. At that location, site distance is clear for the Van Dykes and for persons who 
might be on the trail. The corridor is straight and runs through a relatively flat field. This action 
should be taken to accommodate the Van Dykes, but it is not required by the farm impact test 
because, as stated, the county is only required to address the impacts of the proposed trail on 
"accepted farm practices," and it is not an accepted farm practice to use public prope1ty without 
permission as part of farming activities, or to otherwise use and expect to use the land of others, 
without permission, for farming. The findings provide for a similar arrangement for the Eramo 
fann, which a dairy farmer is apparently leasing and, similarly, contains land located on both sides 
of the corridor with limited access to the eastern portion, and for the Dromgoole and McCarthy 
properties, to the extent those properties need access to farming operations that cannot be reached 
efficiently by other means. 

9.10.6 The original Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept plan discussed and 
included drawings of gates that can be provided if necessary in a pa1ticular situation. Neighbors 
of the corridor knew, when UP owned the corridor, that they needed some kind of license or other 
permission to cross or to travel within the corridor. Once regulatory abandonment occurred, it is 
clear that UP became more flexible with regard to the corridor. It did not prevent the farming of 
parts of it, fencing at various locations to keep livestock out or in, and other activities within the 
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corridor. Much of the conidor has an established path, and other pai1s would be easily accessible 
with the simple trimming of blackberries. As owner of the corridor, the county has the current 
right to allow access to the corridor and to exclude the public and anyone else, including the Van 
Dykes, who have no current legal right to enter or cross the corridor. 

9.10.7 At the March 7, 2019 hearing, the attorney for the organized opposition 
gave her legal opinion that the Van Dykes and others have prescriptive rights to enter the conidor, 
through use over a statutory period of time. Testimony indicated that, viewing the corridor from 
the back of the "Bus Barn" propeity (and as seen on satellite images) it appears that the Van Dykes 
are encroaching on the conidor, possibly seeking to adversely possessing it against the county's 
purchased title. 

9.10.8 Oregon law (ORS 105.618) states: 

"A person may not acquire by adverse possession, as defined in ORS 105.620, 
prope1ty owned by a railroad or used for a railroad operation." 

Likewise, ORS 275.027 states: 

"The rights of any county to public lands are not extinguished by adverse 
possession. No title or prope11y rights to public lands shall be acquired against the 
county through operation of a statute of limitations." 

ORS 105.620 applies to the acquisition of fee title, but similar legal rules apply to prescriptive 
rights, In either case, no person has sought a judicial determination that they own any part of the 
Yamhill to Carlton segment of the co1Tidor, or that they have prescriptive rights to use any part of 
the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor for access, fa1ming, or spraying. There is 
substantial evidence in the record as a whole that the county owns the entire corridor as well as 
any cunent licenses or other pe1mission that was granted by its predecessors in interest to specific 
property owners along the trail. 

9.10.9 It is not "accepted" for farm operators to build into their fa1ming practices 
the use of someone else's property, without pe1mission. That is true even if a government owns 
the property and is in the process of developing it as a right-of-way for pedestrians, bicyclists and 
equestrians. It remains local government's right and responsibility to manage the corridor and to 
limit or allow use of the corridor for the benefit of the public, The cost of opening and closing 
gates is only an "accepted fa1ming practice" if the person opening and closing the gates has a 
current right to cross the property of others as part of their accepted farm practices that would be 
restricted by the proposed use. In this case, neither the Van Dykes nor any other identified farmer 
along the segment of trail has a current right to cross the conidor as part of their farm practices. 

9.11 Cumulative Impacts 

9.11.1 Under the Riverbend case, the frum impacts test applies: "to each paiticular 
change or cost increase in accepted farm practices and * * * to changes or cost increases considered 
in the aggregate." (at 458) The question on appeal of the Riverbend case to the Supreme Couit 
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was "how the local govemment determines the significance of cumulative impacts caused by 
proposed nonfarm uses that, viewed discretely, are not significant." 

9.11.2 The Supreme Comi noted that: "LUBA would limit its cumulative impacts 
analysis in [the landfill case] 'to the cumulative effect of different kinds of individual impacts on 
each separate farm, not the cumulative effect of the same kind of impacts on multiple farms 
considered together."' (at 458-459) The Court of Appeals affirmed that approach, and that 
approach was no1 ove1turned by the Supreme Couit. The cumulative impacts test is, therefore, 
"farm focused," and does not l'equire consideration of "more than the aggregate of multiple less
than-significant impacts on each farm." (at 459-460) 

9.11.3 In making this decision, the Board has focused on applying the Supreme 
Comis/Webster's definition of "significance," as "IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE." To 
the extent there is more than one significant impact to "accepted fanning practices" for a particular 
farm operation, the aggregate of those impacts, and whether they are significant in the aggregate, 
have been considered. The Board has also considered whether a number of otherwise insignificant 
perceived impacts ultimately amount to a significant impact as to any one farm. The Board has 
only addressed individual and/or cumulative impacts that force "significant" changes to "accepted 
farming practices," or significantly increase costs of "accepted fanning practices." Impacts to 
practices that are not "accepted farming practices" have been dropped from the equation. As the 
Board has concluded, no form of trespass, or use of public property without permission, is an 
"accepted farming practice,'' and spraying the prope1ty of others with 
pesticides/herbicides/fungicides or any other substance is not an "accepted farming practice." The 
county has not given any farm operator the right to spray the Yamhelas Westsider conidor. 

9.11 .4 The conditions of approval are designed to prevent trespass, therefore 
preventing all of the significant impacts that might otherwise occur due to bad behavior on the part 
of trail users, including trespass, littering, vandalism, camping, damage to crops and harassment 
of livestock. The conditions already adopted are statutorily allowed as a way to minimize 
otherwise potentially significant impacts to a point at which they can no longer be considered 
significant (ORS 215.296(2)). Those conditions eliminate the potentially significant impacts 
stemming from trespass as to each farm operation identified along the segment of the corridor 
under consideration. None of the adopted conditions are affected in any way by the Riverbend 
decision, because none of them seek to compensate individual farmers for the reduced profitability 
of their farm operations caused by the nonfarm use. 

9.12 Liability issues 

9.12.1 A publication by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy submitted into the record 
discusses liability issues related to the operation of a public trail. The publication makes clear that 
most of the liability issues are faced by the trail owners and operators, and that liability risks to all 
parties are identifiable and can usually be minimized through appropriate risk management. There 
may be circumstances under which a local government can indemnify and/or provide insurance to 
cover off-site liability risk. 
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9.12.2 In this case, the main risk management tool being relied on by the county to 
protect farmers is not indemnification and insurance coverage-it is fencing, a tool that farmers 
have used effectively for centuries to minimize potential impacts from trespassers, including 
domestic animals, vandals, illegal dumpers and campers/vagrants. It is tiue that not everyone 
obeys signs and respects fencing, but it has been demonstrated time and again, across the country, 
for hundreds of years, that fencing and signage are effective tools for reducing liability risks 
associated with trespass onto fa1mland. 

9.12.3 Testimony from many trail supporters and published literature support a 
conclusion that, although public ti·ails are located on or through farmland in eve1y part of the 
country, there is no evidence to date that such trails have increased the number or consequences 
of lawsuits against fam1ers, or increased their risks of lawsuits or their cost of obtaining insurance 
coverage. That testimony and literature support the opposite conclusion. In this case, the county 
will limit the risk of future increased premiums paid by fann owners along the trail through proper 
trail design and management, including fencing, signage and numerous other trail aspects as will 
be established in the Master Plan. As with most other trails, it is feasible to manage and reduce 
liability and risk in this case through the types of trail design and management required by the 
conditions of approval and to be further outlined and addressed in the master plan process currently 
funded by ODOT and soon to begin. 

9.13 Transportation Planning Rule Findings 

9.13.1 OAR 660-012-0060(1) states: 

"(I) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive 
plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect 
an existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put 
in place measures as provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is 
allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule. A plan or land use regulation 
amendment significantly affects a transportation.facility if it would: 

(a) Change the fimctional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an adopted plan); 

(b) Change standards implementing afimctional classffication system; or 

(c) Result in any of the effects listed in paragraphs (A) through (C) of this 
subsection based on projected conditions measured at the end of the planning 
period identified in the adopted TSP. As part of evaluating projected conditions, 
the amount of traffic projected to be generated within the area of the amendment 
may be reduced if the amendment includes an enforceable, ongoing requirement 
that would demonslrably limit traffic genera/ion, including, but not limited to, 
transportation demand management. This reduction may diminish or completely 
eliminate the significant effect of the amendment. 
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(A) Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional 
classification of an existing or planned transportation facility; 

(BJ Degrade the pe,formance of an existing or planned transportation facility such 
that ii would not meet the pe1formance standards Mentified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan; or 

(C) Degrade the pe1formance of an existing or planned transportation facility such 
that it would not meet the pe1formance standards identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. " 

9.13.2 In this case, as the Board has learned on remand, it was not necessary for 
the Board to amend its Transpmiation System Plan in order to approve trail uses in the existing 
con-idor between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. Instead, LUBA required that the county 
establish compliance with the county's conditional use standards as the conect method for 
approving development of the trail segment under consideration. For that reason, the Board is 
taking two actions: adopting an ordinance to repeal Ordinance 904 and adopting a Board Order 
granting conditional use approval for Docket G-01-18. Under OAR 660-012-0060(1 ), the county 
is not required to address the Transportation Planning Rule unless it is adopting "an amendment 
to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land use regulation." The 
following findings are therefore not required by law, but are adopted by the Board in an abundance 
of caution. 

9.13.3 The proposal is for development of a segment of the trail that is intended to 
connect the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, so that residents of those two cities and others can travel 
between the two cities on foot, bicycle or horse. Due to heavy automobile and truck traffic and 
narrow to non-existent shoulders on Highway 47 (the only other direct connection between the 
two cities) it is currently very dangerous for anyone to travel between the two cities on foot, bicycle 
or horse. The proposed trail will staii at State Highway 240, will cross Fryer Road, (a county road) 
and will enter the City of Carlton at the trail's southern terminus. 

9 .13 .4 The proposed trail segment is for use of the residents of, and visitors to, the cities 
of Yamhill and Carlton, The trail will stai1 at Highway 240 and end at the city limits of Carlton, 
but no trailheads ( commonly understood to have parking for trail users and possibly other 
amenities) are part of the proposal. Access from the City of Yamhill is anticipated by way of an 
existing sidewalk and the existing southern shoulder of Highway 240, to the Bus Barn prope11y. 
The county owns the Bus Barn property, which is large enough to accommodate a future trailhead 
for a longer regional trail and to continue to be used for the parking of school busses. Septic 
disposal and water are both available at the Bus Bam property. A zoning ordinance text 
amendment will be necessary prior to use of the Bus Barn property for trail uses. If pursued by 
the county, the zoning text amendment is allowed under existing state law. The Bus Barn prope11y 
is zoned "Heavy Industrial," which is not an EFU zone, and is not subject to EFU zone restrictions. 
The Master Plan will likely address possible improvements to the Highway 240 access to the City 
of Yamhill and Yamhill schools, and possible trailheads for the entire 12-mile cmmty ownership, 
Highway 240 appears to have an adequate right-of-way for shoulder improvements and markings 
for a bike lane or other accommodation on or in association with the existing shoulder. Access 
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from Carlton is anticipated from city streets in Carlton that cross the corridor owned by the county, 
with Roosevelt Street being the northernmost cross-street (currently barricaded at the trail 
intersection). 

9.13.5 In the future, the Yamhill to Carlton segment of trail may become part of a 
regional trail system. The segment itself is not regional in character, and there is no reasonable 
expectation that more than miniscule (unmeasurable) amounts of traffic will be 'generated' by the 
trail or occur due to public use of the Yamhill to Carlton segment. Local use is anticipated, mostly 
for people who already live in the area and currently travel on area roads, or who are visiting the 
cities of Yamhill or Carlton and have parked their motor vehicles within one of those cities to 
access the trail on bicycle, on foot, or on a horse. 

9.13.6 For all of the above reasons, even if the county were amending its 
functional plan (TSP), approval of the trail segment under consideration will not significantly 
affect an existing or planned transp011ation facility. Approval of the proposed trail segment will 
not change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility. State 
Highways 47 and 240 are classified under the TSP as "minor arterials" and Fryer Road is 
designated a local road. Comment was requested from ODOT prior to adoption of Ordinance 904 
and on this remand, and no negative comments were received. The plan horizon year for the TSP 
is 203 5 and the adopted plan states that "all county roadway segments will operate well within the 
mobility standards for the 2035 horizon year." The only segments of road in the county that were 
not expected to meet TSP targets are State Highways 99W and 18. The entire Yamhelas corridor 
has been identified as a priority transportation facility since 2012, a decision that was not appealed. 
The provisions in question were readopted in 2015, and also not appealed. 

9 .13. 7 The Board Order now being adopted will not change any standards 
implementing a functional classification system. No changes to such standards are proposed. 

9.13.8 Operation of the proposed trail, which will give users a non~motorized 
alternative for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, will affect existing motor 
vehicle transportation facilities in a positive way, or not at all. Persons, including students, who 
may have required motorized transpo1t between Yamhill and Carlton, will have a non-motorized 
option. The approval will not result in types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with 
the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility; will not degrade the 
performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it would not meet the 
performance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan; and will not degrade the 
performance of an existing or planned transpm1ation facility such that it would not meet the 
performance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan. 

9.14 Ex Parte Contacts and Other Procedural Matters 

9.14.1 In this case, the county's Senior Assistant Counsel was assigned the 
responsibility to present an application for approval of a transportation facility that the county's 
comprehensive plan designates as a priority. The county's attorney presented and defended the 
application. The county's attorney is not the "applicant"-the applicant is "the county." 
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9.14,2 The county's attorney who was assigned to present the application avoided 
discussing the application with county Commissioners, and there is no evidence that he has made 
substantive remarks to decision makers regarding the application, other than in written and oral 
testimony to them at noticed hearings or in writing by delivering his comments to the Planning 
Department during designated open record periods. The record contains numerous e-mails 
establishing that the opponent's attorney repeatedly submitted substantive comments regarding the 
trail land use proceedings to the Board at hearings at which the public (and trail supporters) were 
not notified that testimony would be taken regarding the application, and supporting a conclusion 
that she has advised her clients to contact individual Commissioners to provide substantive 
comments outside of long-established and well-known county protocols for submitting evidence 
and testimony in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 

9.14.3 Contrary to the view of some opponents, development of the Yamhill to 
Carlton segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is not a conspiracy waged by ODOT and county 
staff against farmers who operate farms that are located adjacent to the corridor, In this case, the 
comprehensive plan includes an Ordinance 880, adopted December 6, 2012, which was signed by 
a unanimous Board of Commissioners. That ordinance added a significant policy to the county's 
comprehensive plan-a policy establishing support for the "Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with 
trail project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project)" and establishing its importance to "both the 
County's rail and trail/bikeway systems." The trail proposal was placed on a priority list in 2012, 
to be developed as "a multi-use path along the existing railroad right-of-way." Acquisition was 
estimated at a cost of $2.4 million, and the county purchased over 12 miles ofright-of-way in 2017 
for $1.4 million, with a partial donation by UP, using ODOT grant money. County staff is 
pursuing official county policy that was set in motion decades ago, and adopted as an official 
county land use policy and priority six years ago. 

9.14.4 Usually, a local government conforms its zoning ordinance to con-espond 
to its comprehensive plan-but that did not occur in this case. No state law requires that use of an 
existing transportation corridor for a walking, biking and an equestrian trail is subject to 
conditional use standards in any zone, or prohibits such facilities in any zone. Even so, the county 
did not, in 2012 or since, follow up and amend its code to specifically allow (outright) the trail 
where the comprehensive plan says the county wants the trail to be. As LUBA has concluded, the 
county's zoning ordinance requires that the county establish compliance with the county's 
conditional use standards in order to approve the proposed trail, and does not list such a use as 
allowed at all in the AF-10 zone, which half of the trail is in at one point along the Yamhill to 
Carlton segment. Unless and until the zoning ordinance is amended to conform to state law and 
to the county's comprehensive plan, an additional condition is adopted through this Board Order 
that prohibits development of the trail in any zone that does not allow development of the trail. 

10. Rebuttal Findings 

10.1 The attorney for the organized opposition represents trail opponents that include 
the owners or operators of six farm operations that are adjacent to the Yamhelas Westsider 
corridor. At least six of her individual clients are part of the Van Dyke family. One subset of 
clients (Lee and Kathryn Sch.repel and Frnithill Inc.), own a fruit processing plant on propeity 
zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial (not farm designations) that is located within the 
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750-foot notice area, but is located across Highway 240 from the trail segment in question. 
Original finding 2.2 of Ordinance 904, cited by the organized opposition, was in error in stating 
that the segment of trail under consideration extends 750 feet no1th of Highway 240-only the 
notice area extended north of Highway 240. The text of Ordinance 904 itself (which controls) 
repeatedly specified that the segment being developed under the terms of the ordinance is located 
"between Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton," and "between 
State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton." The error in the earlier finding was corrected in the 
staff report on remand. In any case, when this Board Order is adopted, Ordinance 904 will be 
repealed. The Schrepels do not have a farm adjacent to the segment of corridor under 
consideration, and use of the segment under consideration is not predicted to have any impact on 
any "accepted farm practices" taking place on their properties located elsewhere. It should also be 
noted that Mark Gaibler farms land to the west of the trail corridor, on the other side of Highway 
47. No "accepted farm practices" on that property are affected by the proposed trail. The farm 
practices taking place on the Dromgoole property by Mr. Gaibler, are considered in the discussion 
of the Dromgoole property. 

10.2 On rebuttal, the organized opponents continue to claim that, under current law, they 
have the right to spray pesticides on property owned by others-their neighbors and public rights
of-way-as long as no people are present. That claim is not legally supportable, and is rejected 
by the Board. All persons are responsible for the actions they take on their own prope1ty, and must 
take reasonable steps to control what they are doing so as not to harm others or to trespass on their 
neighbors' property. Allowing pesticides to drift onto neighboring properties, whether or not 
people or animals are present, is not an accepted farm practice, and the county has no obligation 
to accommodate overspray. As owner of the corridor, the county has the same rights as any owner 
of property, as well as the responsibility to protect and manage the property in the public interest. 
Filbert orchards and grass seed farms are currently planted and maintained, in Yamhill County and 
elsewhere in the State of Oregon, up to the edge of county and state rights-of-way and neighboring 
farms. Maps submitted by the county demonstrate that farmers in the area are successfully fanning 
within 150 feet of numerous public rights-of-way. The claim made in this proceeding that no 
farming can take place within 100, or 150 feet of the trail, is not credible and is rejected. Neither 
Oregon OSHA, the ODA nor any pesticide label, allows farm operators to spray neighboring land 
owned by a public entity or private pruty. 

10.3 The lawyer for the organized opposition states that "nearly all of the farmers in the 
2.82 mile segment have farm operations on either side of the old abandoned right of way, with no 
other access to their entire farms other than over the old rail right of way." That statement is not 
correct. Running n01ih to south: 

10.3.1 The Van Dyke fields are transected by the rail corridor, but both halves 
appear to have access to public roads-Highway 4 7 (by way of what appears to be an easement at 
the southern end of the property), NE Yamhill Road (abuts it on the n01thwest corner) and NE 
Withycomb (by way of an undeveloped strip along the southern border of the property). Even if 
currently available and developed access is not available to public roads for all of the Van Dyke 
fields adjacent to the corridor, the county has also stated that it wants to provide legal access across 
the conidor to accommodate the Van Dykes in continuing their farm operation without substantial 
change. 
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10.3.2 The Eramo prope1ty is transected by the corridor, leaving a small triangle 
of the property Gust over one acre of an approximately 12-acre property) separated from the rest 
of the property by the rail/trail corridor. The owners of the Eramo prope1fy have never testified in 
opposition to use of the corridor for a trail, but their tenant has claimed that he and his dairy 
operation will be affected if he is not allowed to treat the corridor as if his landlord owns it. 

10.3.3 The Dromgoole/Matthews field is transected by the rail corridor, and the 
property on the east side, although being farmed, has an AF-IO designation, which is a rural 
residential zone. It appears from satellite images in the record that the owners have historically 
respected the rights of the owners of the corridor (it appears to have natural vegetation) but that it 
is being crossed regularly at a single location to reach a part of the field located to the east of the 
right-of-way (the AF-10 zoned area). The farm operators have not claimed that they have an 
easement across the right-of-way but, again, the county has stated its willingness to accommodate 
the legitimate access needs of the trail's neighbors, by granting a license to cross, installing gates, 
and through signage warning trail users of possible use disrnptions due to the crossing of farm 
equipment. Additionally, the southern boundary of the Dromgoole/Matthews property is NE Fryer 
Road, a county road that provides direct access to both sides of the con-idor for farm equipment 
needing to travel from field to field. 

10.3.4 The sole access to the Coussens' filbert orchard appears to be by crossing 
the trail corridor. The Coussens' repo1t having a license and paying the railroad yearly for the 
privilege of crossing the corridor. The trail does not transect their property. 

10.3.5 The McCarthys have stated that their sole access to their prope11y is across 
the county's property on the western boundary of their prope1iy, but satellite images appear to 
show farm buildings and an accessway on the southwest corner of the property. Their property is 
not transected by the corridor. 

10.3.6 No other farm operation has been identified in these proceedings as being 
transected by the segment of trail corridor under consideration. Owners of thhieen other fa1m 
operations that appear to be located adjacent to the corridor or within 750-feet of the corridor have 
not filed any objections to use of the corridor as a trail. Three farm operations is not "nearly all" 
of the farmers along the 2.82-mile segment. As indicated, two of the three have alternative "legal" 
access to their fields. Only one of the transected properties-the Eramo farm, has a small sliver 
of land on the east side of the track, separated from the remainder of the property without 
alternative legal access. It is not known at this time whether the Eramos have legal access across 
the conidor, but it is known that the Eramos do not own the corridor, and have never paid prope1ty 
tax or had such taxes deferred on the corridor, which is not part of their designated tax lot. 

10.3.7 While it is an accepted farm practice to move farm machinery from field to 
field by way of county roads, other public roads, and private easements, it is not an accepted 
farming practice to use the propeliy of others without permission as pait of an otherwise legal farm 
operation. The Yamhelas Trail corridor has not yet been opened for public use, except by express 
permission of the county. Farm operators wishing to use the c01ridor or to cross it, need to seek 
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pennission and make appropriate anangements. The county's offer to accommodate farmers does 
not make use of the corridor without permission an accepted farm practice. 

10.4 Food Safety. There are many accepted farm practices that are for the purpose of 
ensuring food safety. Regulations continue to evolve, and farmers must adjust to those regulations 
in their efforts to remain compliant. Ordinance 904 included a condition stating: 

"Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm 
fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an 
owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that 
owner's land from the trail corridor." 

As one farmer testified, "it is the responsibility of individual farm owners to take reasonable steps 
to protect their farm operation from trespassing dogs and people." The same type of farm crops 
and practices that are present in this case are present adjacent to private easements and public 
rights-of-way, including State Highways and county roads, where dogs, people and bicycles are 
already allowed to be. Claims by opponents, that the trail corridor is somehow different from a 
host of rights-of-way currently existing and operating adjacent to and through farming operations 
throughout the county and state, are not credible. In all of those other circumstances, either farmers 
or governmental entities install fences to prevent trespass from and to the public right-of-way. 
There is more than one type of fence that will effectively diminish the threat of trespass, and the 
county is not required, at this time, to identify the exact type of fence or gates that will be installed 
in this case, so long as the fencing and gates are "capable of preventing dogs and people from 
entering adjacent farm fields." Trespass is potentially a "significant," "impmtant, weighty, 
notable" impact to farm practices and costs. Fencing is an accepted method for minimizing the 
threat of all of the potential impacts of trespass that have been identified by the opponents, and it 
has been for hundreds of years. 

10.5 Liability. The attorney for the opponents appears to reject indemnification by the 
county as one possible method for allaying the fear of her clients (that she has helped to foment). 
There is significant information in the record regarding the management of risk in the operation of 
public trails. Proper management of the trail, including proper vegetation and weed management 
to minimize the risk of cross-pollination or other contamination of seed and grain crops, is feasible. 
A condition of approval requires such management. Just as risk of overspray can be minimized 
through commonly accepted practices associated with the operation of spray equipment, risks to 
trail users and from trail users can be minimized through proper signage and appropriate fencing. 
Simply claiming that farm operators may pay more for insurance if a trail is opened is not evidence, 
and there is no credible evidence in the record that farm operators who are currently adjacent to 
public rights-of-way pay more for insurance, or that farm operators along the Yamhelas Westsider 
corridor will be required to pay more for insurance if the info1mal trail that now exists there is 
formally opened for public use. The letter from an insurance agency submitted into the record by 
the opponents appears not to consider that the trail will be fenced from adjacent farms, in 
concluding that an unfenced trail will lead to higher liability exposure. The liability risks of the 
trail are not significantly different from the liability risks of farming adjacent to any public right
of-way. 
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10.6 As stated repeatedly, Fruithill's processing operation is located on land zoned 
Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial that is located across a State Highway from the trail 
corridor in question, No trailheads are being established as part of this proceeding, and no statute 
or ordinance requires that the county establish a formal trailhead as part of the process of obtaining 
approval for trail uses through land zoned EFU. 

10.7 The claims of the organized opposition and Fruithill's owner, that persons riding 
bikes or horses, or walking to the trail will somehow affect their operation is not credible. As they 
have indicated, the Bus Barn property has significant bus traffic associated with its long-term use 
as a bus storage facility. The easement owned by the county across the western and northern 
boundaries of the Sch.repels' Heavy Industrial zoned prope1iy north of Highway 240 places 
possible future trail uses on the western edge of the property. The obvious com1ection is to the 
western edge of the county's Heavy Industrial prope1iy (the Bus Barn property)-west of the Bus 
Barn entrance and toward the City of Yamhill. Aerial and satellite images make clear that it is 
feasible for the county to locate the trail on the western edge of the Bus Barn property. Existing 
sidewalk and an existing marked shoulder area in the southern right-of-way of Highway 240 (Main 
Street) suppoti a conclusion that it is feasible, even with limited expenditures, to connect the City 
of Yamhill to the trail corridor that is the subject of Docket 0-01-18. 

10.8 The approval sought in this case will allow the county to continue development of 
a trail, devoted exclusively for the use of walkers, bicyclists and equestrians, connecting the cities 
of Yamhill and Carlton. Without formal trailheads, there is no single destination for motor vehicle 
traffic, and there is therefore no traffic to measure. To the extent trail users do not live in close 
proximity to Yamhill or Carlton and need to drive to one of those towns to park in order to access 
the trail, they will likely be parking on city streets in either of the two cities, neither of which has 
indicated concerns in that regard. 

10.9 No trailhead is proposed for NE Fryer Road. A condition of approval requires that 
the intersection of the trail with NE Fryer Road be posted with 'No Trail Parking,' 'Caution, Trail 
Crossing,' and 'Caution, Trail Crossing Road' or similar signs, of a type common to existing public 
trails, 

10.10 No trailhead is cun-ently proposed at the Bus Barn, A condition of approval 
requires that the entrance to the trail from Highway 240 and the Bus Barn property both be posted 
with "No Trail Parking" signs, and that the county seek from the City of Yamhill and ODOT 
permission to appropriately mark the shoulder of Highway 240 to make the shoulder safer for trail 
users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill. 

10.11 Once it is clear that the county has land use authority to develop the trail through 
the EFU district, the cities, which both support and are planning for development of the trail, are 

· more likely to move forward with their own plans, which could include trailheads and/or trail 
parking within either or both cities. These matters will be addressed in the master planning process 
that is scheduled to begin soon. Until then, the kind of facility being proposed does not generate 
any direct traffic that will have any impact on Fruithill or on individual farmers located along the 
conidor. Traffic on Highway 240 will not be affected because persons approaching the trail will 
mostly be approaching it from the City of Yamhill by way of an existing sidewalk and highway 
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shoulder. If traffic on Highway 47 is impacted at all, it will be a positive impact because users of 
that road will have a non-motorized option for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 
No traffic study was required by law in this case, and none is necessary to address traffic anywhere 
within the EFU area under consideration. 

10.12 Contra1y to the claim of the attorney for the organized opponents, there is no 
standard for approval that "asks whether the proposed trail will interfere with appropriate 
development of the large blocks of farmland that abut the old abandoned right of way." The Board 
rejects that "interpretation" as not based on the text or context of any applicable approval standard. 
The record does not support a conclusion that ownership of the corridor was ever abandoned by 
Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, or the County. If the railroads had abandoned the corridor, they 
would not have paid taxes on the prope1iy, and the county would have foreclosed and taken title 
to the prope1iy through foreclosure. That obviously did not occur, and the county, after years of 
negotiation, purchased the property for $1.4 million in 2017, and is currently maintaining it for 
future public use. The county's Tax Lot, 4403-01300, is a distinct ownership, and is not paii of 
tax lots owned by any other person, as shown on numerous maps in the record. 

l 0.13 Neither the corridor nor any other public right-of-way in the area is interfering with 
"appropriate development" of farmland. Viewed from the trail and public roads, and on every 
aerial/satellite photograph in the record, fanning is thriving in the area, adjacent to State Highways 
and numerous other county and public roads. The proposed corridor will help to keep pedestrians 
and bicyclists off of Highway 4 7 when traveling between Yamhill and Carlton, making Highway 
47 safer for the transport of fa1m equipment. The proposed use is compatible with the farming of 
large blocks of farmland in the area, and with other existing uses and allowable uses in the area, 
as documented throughout these and other findings proposed by the county. 

10. 14 Rebuttal to "Attachment 3" of the March 14, 2019 submittal by the attorney for the 
organized opposition. Attachment 3 consists of 435 pages of articles printed from the internet, 
apparently using search terms like 'rape and trail.' The articles appear to span decades and to 
cover the entire country of 327 million people. There is no explanation of how any of the 
information in Attachment 3 relates to the proposed trail segment. No effort was made by the 
person or persons dumping the miicles into the record to separate urban from rural trails, or to 
provide any context for any of the crimes reported, or for the odd circles around salacious details 
contained in some of the atiicles. The purpose of Attachment 3 is not to establish that the proposed 
trail segment cannot be maintained as a safe trail, but to foster an irrational fear of all public trails 
and parks, wherever they exist in the United States, including the proposed segment of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The Board has weighed Attachment 3 and has assigned minimal value 
to it. It is fearmongering, with little to no relevance to the proposal before the Board. The county 
Sheriff and Board of Commissioners are responsible for operation and funding of the Sheriffs 
Office. That office is responsible for patrolling and maintaining the safety of the entire county. 
As indicated elsewhere in these proposed findings, the trail segment in question is easily accessible 
to police vehicles. As the opponents are aware, law enforcement agencies routinely coordinate 
their response with city law enforcement agencies, and with the Oregon State Police, which also 
has jurisdiction over law enforcement in Yamhill County. There is no basis for concluding that 
the Sheriff's Office and other available law enforcement agencies are inadequate to patrol or to 
respond to calls regarding the segment of trail in question. 
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10.15 The remaining attachments in the packet submitted by the attorney for the 
organized opposition have limited probative value. Attachment 4 appears to be justifications by 
the applicant's attorney for making exparte contacts to the Board during the remand proceedings, 
and encouraging her clients to make such contacts. Attachment 5 includes a number of 
aerial/satellite images that mirror images already in the record. Many of the images concern 
properties that are not along the stretch of corridor under consideration, even though the applicant's 
attorney is aware that those farms are not the subject of the proposal on review. Many of the maps 
continue the same argument already made that, under the recently adopted Oregon OSHA rule, 
farmers who use pesticides, herbicides and fungicides must stop farming within 150-feet of all 
public roads and rights-of-way, including the segment of trail corridor under consideration. As 
explained repeatedly in these findings and in extensive testimony in the record, no rule prohibits 
spraying pesticides, herbicides and fungicides within 150 feet of the trail or any other right-of
way. Maps suggesting otherwise have limited value as testimony or evidence. Attachment 7 is 
the Specimen Label for a kind of herbicide that the label states is suitable to control weeds in public 
areas that are not cropland. It is not clear what the purpose is of including Attachment 7 in the 
record. Attachment 8 is from a person who states that he is "in favor of preserving the integrity of 
the right of way by any method we can." The author describes how the railroad ceased operation 
of the 12-miles of corridor that the county purchased, and notes that "preserving the corridor for 
trail~use at this time is step one toward eventual return of rails through Yamhill County." Contrary 
to the claims of opponents, the author indicates that, with the exception of a couple of small parcels 
(that the county is aware of and which are not between Y amhilJ and Carlton) the corridor "mostly 
belonged to UP when I did a property survey 8 to 10 years ago." The letter in Attachment 8 
supports the county's decision to purchase the corridor from Union Pacific and its interim use as 
a trail as the best way to preserve the co1Tidor for future rail use. 

10.16 Attachment 9 to the opponents' March 14 submittal is an e-mail from the attomey 
for the organized opposition, falsely claiming that the county has proposed to sign a contract for 
pedestrian bridge construction within the corridor segment under consideration in this proceeding, 
prior to obtaining land use authority. It is clear that she did not read the contract (also included in 
Attachment 9), which is for design services, and construction oversight if and/or when the county 
has land use authority allowing it to constrnct one of three bridges that we have asked the chosen 
contractor to design. There is no construction authorization or funding under the contract, and it 
is not a land use decision under state statutes or under the "significant impact" test. Local 
governments and private parties routinely enter into contracts with vendors for design services. 
There is no law-land use law or othe1wise-that prohibits a government or private party from 
entering into an agreement for design services and for possible future construction oversight 
services, prior to obtaining such services. In this case, the county owns the corridor, and has the 
right to allow its consultants to enter the coITidor to gather information for possible future bridge 
construction. The county has not proposed to build any bridges prior to obtaining the land use 
approval requested in this proceeding. 

10.17 Attachment 9 also includes a claim by the author that the recent Supreme Court 
decision concerning Riverbend Landfill makes the trail 'unlawful,' a legal conclusion that is 
incorrect. Even in the case of Riverbend, the Supreme Comt did not conclude that landfill 
expansion was unlawful. It concluded that the matter should be remanded back to LUBA (which 
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had already remanded it to Yamhill County in the first instance) for proceedings consistent with 
the decision. The standard interpreted in the Riverbend case does not make any use in the farm 
zone 'illegal.' It requires findings and evidence of compliance, and allows counties to establish 
conditions of approval as necessary to ensure that "accepted farm practices" and the costs of those 
practices are not impacted in a significant way by proposed non~farm uses. The legal advice 
provided in Attachment 9 is based on an inconect analysis of the consulting engineering services 
contract under consideration and of the Riverbend case, 

10.18 Exhibit 10 to the organized opponents' submittal is a 12 second video, possibly 
taken paiiially from a drone or crane, showing busses leaving the Bus Barn property to pick up 
children and deliver them home from school in the afternoon. The video supp01ts the county's 
conclusion that placing the future trail entrance on the western edge of the county's Bus Barn 
prope1iy effectively prevents conflicts between continued use of the property for storage ofbusses, 
and use of the western border of the prope1ty for a trail corridor that is segregated from the 
remainder of the Bus Barn propeity by a suitable fence, The purpose of the trail is to provide a 
transportation option for persons to travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, 
bicycle and horse. From the video, it appears that there is a more than adequate shoulder on the 
Bus Bam property and as part of the State Highway, to support a conclusion that it is feasible to 
provide a safe connection between the City of Yamhill and the proposed trail. 

11. Findings addressing farm operations adjacent to the segment of corridor under 
consideration. As noted, of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county 
has identified eight parties, or sets of parties, who have objected to the trail, claim potential 
impacts to farm practices and/or costs, and have disputed the county's proposed findings regarding 
potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices. Of those, three own or farm property that 
is transected by the 60-foot wide trail con-idor, and two are located partially within 750-feet of the 
trail, but are not located adjacent to the trail. The following findings address the six individual 
farm operations adjacent to the corridor that are claiming potential farm impacts, and include 
cumulative impacts analysis for those farm operations. 

11. 1 Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman, 12000 Hwy 4 7, Carlton; EF80; four 
acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food crops 

11. 1.1 Kris Weinbender and Melissa Braukman, and the attorney for the organized 
opposition, submitted materials regarding potential harm to accepted farm practices on the 
Weinbender/Braukman four-acre farm, located near the city limits of the City of Carlton. The 
propeity is located on heavily traveled Highway 47 (western boundary), and the existing trail 
conidor is located along the eastern boundary of their property. Maps in the record show that the 
existing trail, which extends south into Carlton and north beyond their property, is located in the 
middle of sixty feet of trees and brush. 

11.1.2 As cu1Tently envisioned, there is the possibility that the developed trail will 
be located approximately 23 feet from the Weinbender/Braukman prope1ty line. Vegetative 
screening already exists within the corridor adjacent to the Weinbender/Braukman property, and 
it appears that additional vegetative screening within the corridor is feasible ifit is called for in the 
Master Plan. Fencing specifications will be addressed in the Master Plan, but the 'floor' of the 
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fencing requirement is that it be "capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent 
farm fields." That requirement alone reduces most of the hypothetical impacts to farm practices 
listed by the parties to an insignificant level, or more likely to non-existent. If the alpaca have 
grown accustomed to the heavy car and truck traffic of Highway 4 7 (which they apparently have), 
it does not seem likely that they will suffer significant harm from pedestrians, bikes and horses on 
a trail that is separated from them by a fence and 23 feet of vegetative screening. It is feasible to 
construct the trail in the corridor adjacent to their propeliy in a manner that prevents any significant 
harm to their crops or animals, or to their property from litter. Their property is zoned for farm 
use and has farm tax deferral, and the farm impact standards apply, but neither they nor the attorney 
for the organized opposition have demonstrated any "significant" potential harm to their alpacas, 
turkeys, chickens or geese, or to the use of their pasture. 

11.1.3 Contrary to repeated claims by trail opponents, fencing will prevent any 
potentially significant incidences of trespassing, litter and camping on property located on the 
other side of the fence. With proper design and maintenance, it is feasible to prevent any 
significant impacts to the Weinbender/Braukman property from the proposed trail. Based on the 
testimony of the property owners, the Master Plan should consider whether signage at the location 
of the Weinbender/Braukman farm will help prevent any potential hann or inconvenience to their 
accepted farm practices. The Plan should also consider whether, and the extent to which, existing 
vegetation can be maintained and augmented in the section of con-idor behind their property. 
Buffering of the current trail and additional buffering that is feasible at the location of their farm 
supports a conclusion that they are unlikely to experience any impacts to their farm or forest uses 
from improvement of the existing trail. 

11.1.4 Claims made by Mr. Weinbender and Ms. Braukman regarding water 
backing up from the county's property onto their property is not a farm impact, but it is a legitimate 
complaint that the county should investigate and attempt to remedy if investigation shows that 
artificial conditions on the county's property are contributing to or causing water to back up onto 
their property. That problem should be addressed as soon as possible and does not need to wait 
until completion of the Master Planning process that is scheduled to begin soon. 

11.1.5 Cumulative Impacts. The claims made regarding this property, especially 
by the attorney for the organized opponents, are exaggerated and not credible. The frontage of the 
property is on a busy State Highway known to accommodate many large trucks of all varieties. 
The trail and its users will be a whisper compared to the highway, and the potential for litter 
generation by the trail is miniscule compared to the generation potential of the highway. In this 
case all of the perceived potential impacts are remedied by proper fencing, vegetative screening, 
and signage. The fencing will prevent dogs and people from approaching the farm's livestock, 
and the vegetative buffer will make it unlikely that trail users will routinely try to approach the 
fence. Wind disperses litter, but vegetative buffering and fencing both tend to capture litter. None 
of the impacts alleged are "significant" impacts to accepted farm practices, they are minor 
inconveniences and minor risks of harm that is unlikely to materialize. There are no separate 
significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this property that, cumulatively, 
constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the costs of those practices. 
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11,2 Brian and Roxanne Coussens, 6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~75 
acres total; Hazelnuts. 

11.2.1 The Coussens' filbert orchard was described in the findings adopted as pali 
of Ordinance 904, as a newly planted filbert orchard of approximately 10,000 trees. Those findings 
were carried over into the staff report on remand, and are part of these findings (finding 8.7). They 
note that at the location of the orchard, the corridor is heavily wooded, buffering the existing trail 
located in the corridor from the practices taking place in the filbe1t orchard. The exiting vegetative 
buffer, between the existing trail and the Coussens' property, is almost 30 feet thick. That buffer 
would be somewhat reduced by construction of a 12-foot wide pedestrian and bike path, and the 
horse path that will likely be adjacent to the bike/pedestrian path. It is feasible to maintain most 
of the vegetated buffer between the improved trail and the Coussens' prope1ty, and to add 
additional vegetation if necessary to improve the effectiveness of the buffer strip. The earlier 
findings (and these findings) also note that there is additional distance between the trees in the 
filbert orchard and the proposed trail location, in the form of a dirt road on the Coussens' property 
adjacent to the trail corridor. 

11.2.2 The main potential farm impact cited by Brian Coussens in his letter dated 
Febmary 2, 2019, is the spray issue. Although these findings establish that there is no 100- or 150-
foot exclusion area that extends off of the Coussens' prope1ty, it would not be good practice for 
his operator to spray in a manner that may end up spraying people or animals on the trail, or drifting 
onto them. As pointed out elsewhere in these findings, neither the Coussens nor their spray 
operator ever had the right to spray the Union Pacific prope1ty without permission, and neither of 
them have the right to spray the property now that it is owned by the county. It neve1iheless 
appears that there is sufficient distance between the orchard and the con-idor to allow spraying to 
continue in the manner it is already being conducted. It should be noted that the trail corridor is 
immediately adjacent to Highway 4 7 at this location, and there is a dwelling adjacent to the eastem 
boundary of the corridor. Even if there were a 150-foot off-site exclusion zone (which there is 
not) parts of the existing orchard would already be affected by the mere existence of the Highway, 
since there is no way for the spray operator to predict when people may be driving by, and the 
dwelling, where people are likely to be at any time of day or night. It is apparent from testimony 
in the record that "air-blast" spraying currently, and regularly, takes place in filbert orchards all 
over the county immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way. Claims that farm operators cannot 
responsibly spray the edges of their orchards and need room on the property of others or on public 
rights-of-way to use as a buffer are not credible. This perceived impact is not significant, but can 
be rendered practically non-existent by cooperation with trail managers and the posting of warning 
signs and/or p01iable barriers to stop traffic on the trail prior to spraying. Since fa1m operators 
have no right to spray off of their property, the insignificant expense of posting signs, placing 
temporary barriers, or even of posting someone on the trail to check for overspray and warn trail 
users, is not a cost associated with an accepted farm practice. 

11.2.3 Another issue raised in Brian Coussens' February 2, 2019 letter is access 
across the rail/trail conidor. According to the letter: "Our crossing has been in place as long as 
anyone can remember. My father in law back in the day, had to pay the railroad annually to cross 
even after the tracks had been removed." The attomey for the organized opposition now states: 
"County wants to install a gate on Coussens only farm access," and then proceeds through a chain 
of' farm impact' consequences that would follow. 
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11.2.3.1 In the first place, it is not the county that wants to install a 
gate. The county offered to build a fence and install a gate, to protect neighboring property owners 
from potential consequences of trespass by trail users. As Mr. Coussens points out, the railroad 
did not allow the corridor to be crossed for free "even after the tracks had been removed." That 
information corroborates what county staff has said from the beginning: UP stopped using the 
corridor for operation of a railroad, but it did not abandon its title to the property or any of its rights 
to occupy and manage access to and through the corridor. The county purchased from UP all of 
the rights it had to the prope1iy, including all of its license and easement agreements, and may have 
a copy of the license mentioned by Mr. Coussens in his February 2, 2019 letter. 

11.2.3.2 Mr. Coussens' predecessor in interest was apparently aware 
that the corridor was not part of his holdings, and could not be considered a pait of his "accepted 
farm practices" unless he paid the owner for the right to use it. Likewise, the county, as current 
owner of the corridor, has the right to control access to it even if there is no trail. Access across 
the corridor property without permission is not an accepted farm practice, and the county is under 
no obligation to treat access through the corridor as an accepted fanning practice requiring analysis 
and possible mitigation. 

11.2.3.3 The county has repeatedly stated that it has no intention of 
cutting off access across the corridor to frum operators who need access. The farm impact standard 
does not require that the county provide access to the Coussens' filbert orchard, but it is the 
county's intent to provide that access. The terms of that access-whether it is unrestricted, 
restricted, or through a gate, is a normal part of doing business, not the mitigation of an impact to 
an accepted farm practice. It appears that a fence and a gate will be useful in preventing trespass 
into the orchard and will benefit the operation of the orchard. If so, the specifications of the fence 
and gate should be pa1t of the Master Plan, and the Coussens should enter into a license agreement 
with the county under terms satisfactory to both paiiies. Even without the proposed use, the 
county has the right to control access across the corridor, as it could if the corridor were used for 
street or rail uses. 

11.2.3.4 The concern about the driveway being blocked, backing up 
traffic on Highway 47, is a problem with logistics that exists because the Coussens do not own the 
corridor that they need to cross to access their filbert orchard, With cell phones, it is also feasible 
to coordinate gate access between farm employees to ensure that the gate is open and unblocked 
when large machinery needs access. These, again, are minimal costs of doing business, and not 
an expense attributable to the proposed use. The attorney for the organized opposition's claim that 
the logistical problems can only be solved through complex and expensive flagging operations do 
not seem to be true, but they are, again, a cost of doing business when a farm operator seeks to use 
the property of another to conduct his or her farm operation. Crossing the property of another
even publicly owned property- without pe1mission is not an accepted farm practice that the county 
is required to address under the frum impact standard. 

11.2.4 Loss of ability to use slug bait. As stated, the county has offered to fence 
the entire conidor. There should therefore be no significant impact from trespassing dogs. Fa1m 
owners and operators do not have a heightened duty to protect trespassing dogs-dog owners have 
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a legal responsibility to prevent their dogs from trespassing. Fann operators are capable of baiting 
the edges of their prope1iy without baiting neighboring land, and do not need to use neighboring 
public property or other property they do not own as a buffer. Signage will specify that dogs must 
be on a leash, and appropriate 'no trespassing-private propertf signs will be posted along the 
entire corridor. Under the Master Plan, it may also be possible to establish additional signage in 
areas where slug bait is used, including the Coussens' orchard. Claims by the lawyer for the 
organized opposition regarding the inability to use slug bait are not credible. 

11.2.5 As noted elsewhere in these findings, there is no rational basis for assuming 
that a trail that is fenced and located 40 or more feet from filbert trees will be contaminated or have 
an increased chance of being contaminated by trail users. Likewise, there is no rational basis for 
concluding that insurance premiums will automatically rise due to the presence of the trail, and 
there is evidence that is not the case. 

11.2.6 Cumulative impacts. Most of the perceived impacts raised by the Coussens 
and by the attorney for the organized opposition either don't exist, are not impacts to accepted 
farm practices, or are effectively minimized to the point where they can no longer be considered 
significant by the conditions of approval. With regard to the Coussens' filbert orchard, there are 
no significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs, and none of the insignificant impacts 
identified add up to a significant impact. The Coussens' farm operator may increase litter patrols, 
but there is no reason to believe that significant additional litter will be found on the other side of 
a forested buffer strip and a fence. They will have no increased contamination from trail users 
who will being on the other side of the same buffer strip, and the same fence. They will still be 
able to use slug bait because there will be a fence capable of keeping dogs out of the orchard, and 
because they owe no special duty to a trespassing dog. They do not, under any regulation citied 
by the opponents, lose the ability to spray any of their prope1iy due to the presence of the trail. 
They do not have the right to cross the conidor without pennission, and negotiating and 
maintaining access to their orchard is part of the cost of doing business, not an accepted farming 
practice that the county is required to protect. There are no separate significant or insignificant 
potential impacts with regard to this prope1iy that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to 
farm practices or the costs of those practices. 

11.3 Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews. 19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; 
EF80/AF-10; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, wheat, livestock pasture, sheep (Managed 
by Mark Gaibler) 

11.3.1 According to Billie Jean Matthews, the farmland owned by her and her 
husband adjacent to the corridor segment in question is currently in wheat and alfalfa. She states 
that they also raise hay, alfalfa, grass seed, oats, meadowfoam and clover, and are planning to plant 
hazelnuts. It is not clear that they grow or intend to grow those crops adjacent to the corridor 
segment in question. 

11.3.2 Ms. Matthews states that there is an increased risk to structmes adjacent to 
the trail, but does not specify what she means by "adjacent," does not identify the location of any 
such structures on her property adjacent to the trail segment in question, none appear on aerial 
photographs, and none are believed to exist on the prope1ty transected by the rail/trail con·idor. 
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11.3.3 The record of this proceeding supports a conclusion that most field fires are 
inadve1tently started by farm operators. As noted elsewhere in these findings, the trail will provide 
improved access for firefighting equipment and personnel to the area immediately adjacent to the 
trail and to the trail corridor itself Development of the trail will not increase the risk of a 
catastrophic (out of control) fire in the area in a manner that significantly impacts farm practices 
or significantly increases farm costs. 

11.3.4 Impact of spray drift regulations. As with others, Ms. Matthews lists 
impacts related to overspray, which is not an accepted farm practice. Please see the discussion of 
this issue elsewhere, which also applies to the Dromgoole/Matthews property. An attorney for 
Mr. Gaibler has indicated that he farms s the Dromgoole property, and sometimes sprays 
fungicides aerially in the spring when the soil is too wet to drive equipment on. A condition of 
approval provides that the county shall notify each farm operator adjacent to the trail corridor of 
the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, 
fungicides or other dangerous chemicals. Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such 
spraying, trail managers shall post 'Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed" signs in 
appropriate locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed 
or until notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. This type of warning is feasible 
and inexpensive and promotes coordination and cooperation farm operators and the communities 
they live and work in. It is not an accepted farm practice expense, because overspray is not legal 
as to public lands, public rights-of-way or private prope1ty not under the control of the operator, 
even if it occurs through an aerial application. 

11.3. 5 Increased traffic on Highway 4 7 and Fryer Road. There is no basis, in the 
record or otherwise, for concluding that a local trail connecting two cities will increase traffic on 
the highway that currently connects the same cities. The crossing referenced by Ms. Matthews is 
north of Yamhill. As stated, the trail segment in question is accurately characterized as a local 
facility serving, predominately, residents of and visitors to two towns. Once the trail is extended 
from Hagg Lake to McMinnville, it will be a regional facility and will predictably draw additional 
traffic, requiring a traffic impact study and additional planning. The intent and expectation of this 
approval is that it will allow development of a paved path, for recreational use, but also as a 
transpmtation facility allowing people in Yamhill or Carlton, who wish to travel to the other city, 
to choose the non-motorized option over use of Highway 47, which is only suitable for cars and 
trucks, and is not safe for bicycles, pedestrians or horses. 

11.3.6 Trespass impacts. A condition of approval requires that the trail corridor be 
fenced. The county also plans to post "no trespassing" signs facing private lands along the trail, 
and "no parking" signs at Fryer Road. It may also be possible for the county to provide additional 
fencing along Fryer Road, a matter that should be raised in development of the master plan. There 
is a reasonable basis for the Board to conclude that the fencing and signage proposed in the existing 
condition will be adequate to prevent significant impacts to crops from trespass as outlined in Ms. 
Matthews' letter dated March 4, 2019. Posted rules for the trail will notify users that dogs must 
be on leashes, and the county's dog control ordinance already includes significant penalties for 
dogs that chase or kill livestock. An additional condition addresses fencing along the EFU zoned 
frontage of the Dromgoole prope11y on Fryer Road. Although the eastern frontage of the property 
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is not zoned for exclusive farm use and not subject to the farm impact standard, it is possible that 
anangements could be made to fence the southeaster boundary if it improves relations between 
the owners, the county, and trail users. 

11.3.7 Insurance costs. As stated by Ms. Matthews, her insurance agent has stated 
that their premiums will not increase due to the presence of the trail. Potential increases to 
premiums due to claims that have not been filed are speculative at best. The discussion of 
insurance and risk management elsewhere in these findings apply to the discussion of this property. 

11.3.8 Lack of master plan coordination and consultation with neighbors. This is 
not a farm impact, but a complaint regarding the land use process. The county is seeking land use 
authority in order to move forward with master planning, which must be completed before the trail 
can be formally opened for public use. This process establishes whether it is feasible to meet all 
applicable land use standards, and the Master Planning process fills in the details and seeks to 
expand the discussion of how to make the trail work well for the users, the neighbors, and the 
community at large. The county fully intends to comply with the statements made in Ordinance 
904 and with the requirement in the attached conditions that the county communicate with adjacent 
owners, operators and residences. They are not 'Just so many words." Unlike a private 
corporation, the county is governed by an elected Board of Commissioners and other elected 
officials and is politicalJy accountable to county residents. The county is in a unique position to 
take continuous reasonable steps over a long period ohime to protect trail neighbors from adverse 
impacts and to respond appropriately to neighbor complaints. Counties seldom declare 
bankmptcy, and the management of the county is determined, not by an unelected board or CEO, 
but by three commissioners serving four-year terms. That being said, cooperation is required in 
order for a planning process to be successful. If, during the master planning process, it appears 
that fencing the entire Dromgoole/Matthews frontage along Fryer Road will improve cooperation 
between the county and the farm operators with regard to trail operation, the county has jurisdiction 
over the F1yer Road right-of-way and can install a fence if it is recommended as part of the master 
plan. 

11.3.9 Trail does not "eliminate huge swaths offa1m land." This statement, made 
by Ms. Matthews, is not correct. The county owns a 60-foot corridor of land as a single tax lot. 
The county is seeking to improve that property for what the county believes is the "highest and 
best use1

' of the conidor-a future rail with trail, with interim use as a trail. The trail does not 
'eliminate' any land, or prevent anyone who owns land along the conidor from farming their own 
land. The rest of Ms. Matthews complaints, in her letter dated March 4, 2019, are accepted as 
criticism of a land use process that is imposed on all of us by state law. There is no requirement 
that parties respond emotionally to what is proposed and dig in their heels rather than face change 
proposed, not for them, but for the community at large. It just often works out that way. The 
county remains committed to a collaborative and coordinated master planning effort, once land 
use approval is obtained. Vague offers to put the trail elsewhere are no substitute for a 
transportation con-idor established in 1872 and now owned by the county-a corridor that the 
county knows is suitable for trail use (parts are used as a trail now) and suitable for future rail use 
(trains ran there for 100 years). 

11.3.10 Additional claims by the attorney for the organized opposition regarding 
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potential impacts to the Dromgoole/Matthews fann property. As explained elsewhere in these 
findings, none of the Dromgoole/Matthews fields are "landlocked," Construction impacts are 
temporary, and the workers will not be in "farm fields" unless they get permission-they will be 
within a 60-foot wide corridor owned by the county. Additional fencing has been discussed 
elsewhere and in the conditions. No other potential impacts have been raised that have not 
previously been addressed. 

11.3.11 Cumulative impacts. Use of the corridor without permission and 
spraying the land of others without permission are not accepted fa1m practices and are not part of 
the farm impact test equation. The cumulative impact question is whether all of the perceived 
impacts to fanning the Dromgoole/Matthews property, even those that the dounty deems to be 
insignificant, add up to a significant impact. Do the residual potential impacts related to minor 
trespass, the possibility that a trail user will start a fire, the risk that insurance premiums may rise 
if trespass leads to damage and claims---do these otherwise insignificant risks of impacts, when 
combined, rise to the level of being "Important, Weighty, [or] Notable"? The Board concludes 
that they do not. In weighing the evidence that it has received, even while taking a "farm focused 
view, the Board is entitled to, and does, rely on competent evidence that the fears and perceived 
risks in this case are similar to those facing many public trails in farm areas around the country 
where, as it turns out, trail and farm uses are capable of, and do, coexist without increased risk of 
actual harm to anyone. There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with 
regard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the 
costs of those practices. 

11.4 Bryan Schmidt (leasing property of Salvatore and Jo Eramo) 7580 Hendricks Rd, 
Carlton; EF-80/ AF-10; ~ 12 acres; Dairy and beef cows, cow/calf operation, raw milk sales; 
animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be fertilized/pesticides 
sprayed, milks animals daily. 

11.4.1 The first page of Mr, Schmidt's testimony submitted the morning of March 
7, 2019 for the remand hearing that day, concerns a filbert orchard that is not located along the 
segment of coffidor under consideration in these proceedings. The document is a handwritten, 
recorded transcription of a predecessor-in-interest's sale of the rail corridor to Oregon Central 
Railroad Company in 1873, for $150, "forever," and without possibility of reverter. There is 
nothing about the document submitted that even remotely supports Mr. Schmidt's claim that the 
document gives him ownership rights, or the right to spray the prope1iy (now owned by the county) 
without permission, or to cross it or use it in any other way without permission. 

11.4.2 The second page of Mr. Schmidt's letter indicates that Mr. Schmidt raises 
grass-fed beef and produces raw milk, which he sells from the property. An e-mail submitted into 
the record March 19, 2019, states that Mr, Schmidt raises "beef cattle and grass-fed lamb." There 
is a home on the prope1iy and farm buildings adjacent to the rail corridor, owned by Salvatore and 
Jo Eramo. The Eramo's have never submitted testimony opposed to the trail. Mr. Schmidt is a 
chief opponent of the trail and has testified against trail development numerous times, orally and 
in writing, over the course of years, The entire parcel is approximately 12 acres, with road access 
to the western p01iion of the property. Contrary to Mr. Schmidt's belief, the portion of the property 
that is located on the eastern side of the corridor is slightly more than one acre, not three acres. 
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Because access to the property is from the west, his claim tI:iat he will be cut off from "almost all 
of [his] pasture" if the trail is improved, appears to be incorrect. 

11.4.3 The key problem with Mr. Schmidt's claims that the proposed trail will 
significantly impact his accepted farm practices is that neither he nor the Eramos own the 60-foot 
corridor that cuts a smal I corner of the property off from the remainder of the property where the 
home and agricultural buildings are located. Mr. Schmidt has provided no documents remotely 
suggesting that Union Pacific did not own the corridor transecting the Eramo's property
exclusively-when it sold the corridor to the county in 2017. The deed he provided does not 
reserve any rights to the seller, and uncontested testimony in the record indicates that modern deeds 
of conveyance to lands along the corridor routinely "except" from the grant of title 30 feet on either 
side of the centerline of the Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way. As stated repeatedly 
throughout these findings, using the property of others without permission from the owners is not 
an accepted farn1 practice. 

11 .4.4 The county has offered to accommodate all prope1ty owners along the 
corridor by providing fencing and gates, and by prioritizing legitimate farm practice crossings over 
use by pedestrians, bicyclists and equestrians. In this case, preserving farmland in large blocks 
would suggest that the most appropriate use of the sliver of land that the Eramos' own would be 
its incorporation into the holdings of the Peters' or Dromgoole/Matthews, located on the other side 
of the corridor. The bulk of the pasture that is owned by the Eramos is on the western side of the 
corridor. Nevertheless, the county remains committed to providing a crossing for the Eramos and 
their tenant to allow continued grazing on the small wedge of the property located east of the 
conidor. 

11.4.5 Another potential fa1m impact raised by Mr. Schmidt is harassment by dogs. 
The testimony submitted begins with the premise that dogs can harass livestock tlu·ough a fence, 
and ends with a picture of a bloody cow carcass taken from some other location. Given the 
configuration of the Eramo prope1ty, it appears that a cow or lamb that is being harassed by a dog 
through a fence will be able to move to a location where it is not being harassed. Other claimed 
impacts are related to "human trespass and theft" that is unlikely to occur if the corridor is properly 
fenced as the county has proposed. 

11.4.6 The county is required to comply with conditions that will m1mm1ze 
potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices to a level at which they can no longer be 
considered significant. It is not required to erase all fears of hann, rational or irrational, especially 
when the risk of harm is insignificant (as it is with most of the claims now being made, and made 
in the past by Mr. Schmidt). The corridor is 60-feet wide at the Eramo prope1iy, and there is 
adequate room to install a vegetative buffer and fences between trail uses and both sides of the 
Eramo property. With the conditions of approval adopted as part of Ordinance 904, all of the 
potential impacts to accepted farm practices taking place on the Eramo prope11y can be minimized 
to a level at which they can no longer be considered significant. Additional protection for the 
Eramos and their tenant, beyond what is required by the farm impact standards, will be considered 
through the master plan process, which was also required as a condition of Ordinance 904. 
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11.4.7 Onlookers calling dog control. Mr. Schmidt's March 19, 2019 testimony 
also notes that he fears that someone might call "county animal control" who will then trespass on 
the Eramos' property and make demands on him to prove that he has a bale of hay on hand. The 
county does not have an "animal control" department or office, but he is correct that cruelty to 
animals is a crime that is investigated by police agencies. He also fears that animal rights activists 
will attempt to release his chickens or his calves, or that thieves will steal them. The county can 
install fencing, gates that can be locked, signage and buffering vegetation. Those actions reduce 
the potential harm to the identified accepted farm practices to a level at which they can no longer 
be considered significant. No law requires that the county allay the speculative fears of a fa1m 
operator, especially when those fears are based on anecdotal stories of events that took place 
elsewhere. 

11.4.8 Herbicide and fe1iilizer application. Mr. Schmidt claims that, if the trail is 
constmcted, he will not be able to cross the trail to spray herbicides on the portion of the prope1iy 
that is located (presumably) on the east side of the corridor. As with other prope1iies along the 
conidor, the county has not yet located a record of a formal crossing license or easement granted 
to the Eramos or their predecessors in interest to cross the corridor for fann uses or otherwise. Use 
of the prope1ty of others without an easement, license, or other permission, is not an accepted farm 
practice. Nevertheless, the county has pledged to address the needs of each farm owner and/or 
operator to cross the corridor, and to make good faith effo1ts to establish an appropriate, gated 
access to connect farm operations located on both sides of the corridor. 

11.4.9 Cumulative Impacts. It is hard to characterize some of the claims of 
potential harm identified by Mr. Schmidt, but most of them have to do with his feeling that the 
Eramo property will not be secure if the conidor is used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 
trail. Following the Supreme Comi in its treatment of the landfill case, most of the potential harms 
to accepted fa1m practices identified by Mr. Schmidt are effectively addressed by fencing. In the 
case of the Erarno property, there are no individual significant or insignificant perceived impacts 
to accepted frum practices that, in aggregate, amount to a significant impact to accepted farm 
practices or costs. 

11.5 Lee & Kathryn Schrepel and Fmithill Inc. 6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-
80/HT/RI; ~29 acres; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchards. 

11.5. l As indicated in the staff report and elsewhere, the Schrepel/Fruithill 
prope1ty that is closest to the proposed trail segment is zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource 
Industrial, not EFU. This property will be addressed if the trail is extended north across Highway 
240 in the future. With regard to the proposed trail segment, the proposed entrance to the trail is 
located on the northwest corner of the Bus Barn prope1ty, away from the entrance to the Fruithill 
facility. The western part of the Fruithill prope1ty is a large parking lot/graveled area that was 
purchased from Union Pacific, It is zoned Heavy Industrial, and was once used as a train loading 
and unloading area. Due to distance between the Fruithill processing facility and the proposed 
trail, no impacts are expected. No one using the trail is likely to trespass on the Fruithill prope1ty, 
which is across a state highway and not adjacent to the trail. No Fruithill fa1m practices are taking 
place near the trail or are likely to be affected in any way by the trail. 
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11.6 Mark Gaibler PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay. 

11.6.1 Presumably, the farm practices taking place on the Gaibler property are 
similar to practices taking place on the Van Dyke and Dromgoole prope1ties located adjacent to 
the corridor. The Gaibler property is located west of State Highway 47, and is separated from the 
trail corridor by that highway and by several dwellings that are located between Highway 47 and 
the trail corridor. A small portion of the Gaibler property is located within the 750-foot notice area 
of the trail. Due to distance, intervening houses and the state highway, the trail is not anticipated 
to have any negative impact on farm practices taking place on the Gaibler prope1ty. Farm practices 
and potential impacts asserted by Mr. Gaibler and to the Dromgoole property which he farms, are 
addressed with regard to the Dromgoole property and by the conditions of approval. 

11.7 Gregory & Celine McCarthy PO Box 417, Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, 
clover, row crops (com, onions, green beans) 

11.7.1 The McCaithys' property is located adjacent to the city limits of the City of 
Carlton. A portion of the property appears to be within the city limits and to have access from 
rights-of-way within the city. The trail and rail corridor is located along the western edge of the 
McCarthy prope1ty. They state that they use the corridor for access and "drive along it," but the 
corridor at the location in question appears to be mostly natural vegetation. As with others, the 
McCarthy's claim, without any substantiation, that the "predecessor farmers never gave the 
railroad any exclusive rights; rather just a nonexclusive easement for railrnad purposes." The 
McCa1thys state that they will not be able to farm if they are not allowed to cross the corridor. 

11. 7 .2 The county has no intention of cutting off the McCa11hys' access to their 
property if, indeed, they have no other access. It is possible that a predecessor in interest obtained 
a license or easement to cross the corridor, and the county will assist the McCa1thys in establishing 
whether that is the case. Satellite photos also show farm buildings in the southeast corner of the 
property that appear to have access into the City of Carlton. Even if the McCarthys have alternative 
access, if access across the trail assists them in a meaningful way with their fa1m operation, the 
county will make good faith efforts to ensure that access. The county has also offered to install 
fencing along the corridor and a gate suitable for the movement of most farm equipment, and 
remains committed to do so. The McCarthys use tractors, combines, swathers, hailers, trucks and 
other large equipment. It is feasible to minimize conflicts between trail users and farm operations 
along the trail. The conceptual plan addresses some methods for effective gates and signage, and 
those issues will be further addressed in the master planning process. Under conditions established 
in Ordinance 904 and carried through on this remand, trail users will not be allowed to enter the 
McCarthys' fields or otherwise threaten their "Quality Restricted" status. 

11.7.3 It is also somewhat disingenuous for the McCaithys, fa1ming directly 
adjacent to city limits, to testify that they can currently farm profitably but will not be able to if 
people will be able to walk, bike and ride horses on a 12-foot path in the middle of a sixty-foot 
corridor adjacent to their property. There are cmTently dwellings on properties located on the 
western boundary of the trail c01Tidor that are only separated from the McCaithys' fam1 operation 
by the width of the vegetated trail corridor. People currently live in close proximity to the 
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McCaiihys' farm operation, and the presence of the trail does not move people significantly close 
to their farm operation than they are currently expected to be (because the live there). 

11. 7.4 The segment of trail under consideration is being developed for local use, 
by people living in and visiting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. If the remainder of the trail is 
constructed in the future, it could be seen as a regional facility. Most of the users of the trail as 
proposed are likely to be much more like "the locals who live in close proximity to our field in 
Carlton," who tolerate some dust and pesticide smell because "they understand it as a necessary 
farming practice." 

11.7.5 Irrigation with "guns' that shoot non-potable water. The discussion of use 
of the corridor without permission and pesticide overspray elsewhere in these findings applies to 
the McCarthy farm property. As with those 'impacts,' a property owner is not allowed to shoot 
non-potable water onto his neighbor's property without permission, and doing so is not an accepted 
farm practice. While the McCarthys may need to be more careful in how they spray when persons 
are using the trail, their conclusion that using the (likely) middle 12-15 feet of the 60-foot coll'idor 
as a bicycle/pedestrian/equestrian trail will force them to "have to stop watering large areas of 
[their] farm" is not credible as a significant impact. Farm operators should contain their operations 
to their own property as a matter of course. The c01Tidor is also not "in the middle of [their] farm 
ground," it is along the western edge, 

11.7.6 Pesticide overspray. Potential farm impacts related to pesticide spraying 
are addressed elsewhere in these findings, with regard to other property owners. Claims of 
potential increased trespassing made by the McCa1ihys appear to ignore the county's offer to fence 
the entire c01Tidor and provide locking gates at designated farm crossings. Fencing, as proposed, 
will minimize, if not prevent, all of the potential farm impacts outlined by the McCarthys in their 
letter dated February 18, 2019. 

11. 7. 7 Conflicts with livestock. Although it is not entirely clear, it does not appear 
that the McCarthys are raising livestock on the property in question. Their discussion of it in their 
letter appears to be hypothetical, or to relate to other farm operations, possibly not located on the 
segment of trail under consideration. 

11.7.8 Inability to farm if must cross trail. The county acknowledges that a 
developed trail at the location in question has the potential for causing inconvenience for farm 
operators who must cross it to access their farms. The issue is whether that inconvenience amounts 
to a significant impact to or increased cost of accepted farm practices. The county seeks to 
minimize the inconvenience that might otherwise be caused by the presence of the trail by 
providing appropriate access across the trail for farm operators who need it to conduct fanning 
activities on their property; providing appropriate signage on county-installed fences designed to 
prevent people and/or animals from wandering onto private property; and signage notifying trail 
users that farmers using designated crossings have priority. The goal in this process and of the 
master planning process is to seek cooperative solutions that allow farmers to fann and the general 
public an opportunity to travel between Yamhill and Carlton without a motor vehicle and without 
threat of annihilation by passenger car, semi-tractor/trailer or oversized farm equipment. The 
county concludes that it is feasible to address the reasonable concerns of farmers, including the 
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McCmthys and to provide for the transportation needs of its citizens without significantly 
impacting farm practices or costs. 

11.7.9 Cumulative impacts. The McCaiihys' farm operation appears to be similar 
to those being conducted by the Van Dykes, and Dromgoole/Matthews, and all of these parties 
allege similar, or the same, impacts. For the same reasons stated with regard to those farms, there 
are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this prope1iy that, 
cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the costs of those practices. 

11.8 James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 
PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 E Main St, Yamhill (John), 8456 NW McSween Ln, Yamhill 
(Van Dyke Farms); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock pasture; prope1iy 
straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times while farming. 

11.8.1 There is extensive evidence in the record regarding the Van Dyke Farms 
agricultural practices, including photographs of the equipment they use. The Van Dykes have 
apparently been farming grass seed in a manner that encroaches on the county's prope1iy, perhaps 
on advice of counsel that such actions could help them obtain the property through adverse 
possession, or that they could perfect a prescriptive use to farm, spray and/or cross the corridor, 
which is not pait of their collection of tax lots and owned by the county. As explained in other 
county submittals, state law prohibits acquisition of railroad property and county property by 
adverse possession (ORS 105.618 and 275.027), or county prope1ty by the operation of any statute 
of limitations. 

11.8.2 Testimony submitted by the Van Dyke family asse1ts that their farmland is 
Class I soil, which the cmmty has been unable to confirm. It nevertheless appears to be Class II 
soil, which is high value-"prime" soil. Over the years, crops grown by the Van Dykes in the area 
include "Tall Fescue for Seed, Red Clover, Crimson Clover, Radish, Wheat, Hazelnuts, Annual 
Ryegrass for Seed, and Vetch." (letter from Ben Van Dyke dated February 28, 2019) The county 
accepts as hue that the Van Dykes have been spraying the con-idor to protect their own crops, but 
rejects the claim that they ever had the right to spray the property, without permission, while it 
was owned by UP or under county ownership. The county is willing to cooperate with the Van 
Dykes with the goal of preventing nuisance plant species from growing in the corridor, but it is 
not an "accepted farm practice" to spray the property of another without permission, even if doing 
so increases farm profits. The Van Dykes claim massive losses in farm income based on something 
they know is not true-the claim first made in this land use process that they have the current right 
to "control" the corridor. The coll"idor has never been part of any tax lot that they own, as shown 
on every tax lot map in the record. It is not an "accepted farm practice" to exercise control over 
the land of others without permission. 

11.8.3 The Ben Van Dyke letter also states that the Van Dykes are growing 
hazelnuts along the trail conidor. The county believes that the Van Dyke filbe11 orchard is not 
located adjacent to the trail corridor under consideration, but has attempted to address practices 
associated with growing hazelnuts in the original application, in the Ordinance 904 findings, and 
in findings on remand. Hazelnuts present a more difficult pesticide spray challenge than grass, 
because it must be sprayed into the trees (usually using air-blast spraying techniques), with greater 
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oppmtunities for drift. As indicated in oral testimony to the Board of Commissioners, grass and 
grass seed crops can be sprayed close to ground surface, with less opportunity for drift. Other than 
spray drift, because of the way hazelnuts are harvested, it is imp01tant that fecal matter and litter 
not be deposited on the floor of the orchard, where they might end up in the harvested nuts. The 
potential for that kind of farm impact is minimized by the installation of fencing. Many filbert 
orchards in Yamhill County exist in close proximity to county roads and State Highways, and face 
the same types of risks, without fencing. Usually, the onus is on fann operators to decide the level 
of risk they can accept, and to manage their property accordingly, by installing fences and/or 
surveillance equipment, or not. In this case, the county is required, by a condition of approval, to 
fence the entire conidor. It is not that the risk of contamination does not exist-it is that it is 
minimized to a level at which it can no longer be considered significant. The trail is expected to 
occupy only 12 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide corridor. There is therefore the possibility of 
either planting the remaining corridor with vegetation that provides additional buffering between 
trail uses and agricultural practices, or of allowing neighbors to farm portions of the corridor under 
county license. In either case, it is not likely that trail users will be picking up feces from the trail 
and throwing it into nearby filbert orchards, whether the orchards are owned by the Van Dykes, or 
by other parties known to grow filberts on the segment of trail under consideration. As noted by 
Ben Van Dyke, "hazelnuts" are currently excluded from the list of products regulated under the 
Food Safety Modernization Act, and voluntary compliance with "Good Agricultural Practices" is 
an important marketing tool. From the materials submitted and as the program is understood by 
the county, there is no basis for concluding that any hazelnuts grown by the Van Dykes, whether 
in the center of their orchard or along the county's fence, will cause the Van Dykes to lose their 
certification. 

11.8.4 As stated, the Van Dykes "use everything from backpack sprayers to large 
self-propelled boom sprayers that have a 100' long boom. We also apply chemicals to the trees in 
our orchards with blast sprayers that put the chemical high up into the tree canopy." Again, the 
county was unable to locate any Van Dyke filbert orchards along the segment of corridor under 
consideration. As for the boom sprayers, as noted, smaller nozzle size, and close proximity of the 
spray equipment to the ground, minimizes the potential of pesticide drift. The February 28, 2019 
Van Dyke letter is incoll'ect in stating "the railroad's position." There is no basis in the record for 
concluding that the Van Dyke's predecessors in interest "gave" the railroad anything, or that 
farmers along the corridor reserved the right to farm in or to spray the conidor. While the county 
is not required in this proceeding to prove that it purchased fee title to the corridor, significant 
work has been done reviewing that title, and one thing is clear: the Van Dykes do not own the tax 
lot that comprises the trail. The county, if asked, may or may not give the Van Dykes a limited 
right (license) to farm within the corridor, but any claim of ownership or right that the Van Dykes 
believe is independent of county permission is the subject of a Circuit Court action that has yet to 
be filed. 

11.8.5 With regard to a warning on the Gramoxone label: the phrase "Do not use 
around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds" is unclear in the 
use of the tem1 "around," and appears to suggest that it should not be used in close proximity to 
such a use or facility. Gramoxone is an herbicide. Other than the warning not to use it "around'' 
the specified uses, there is no basis, on the label or elsewhere, to conclude that the Van Dykes 
cannot continue to use the herbicide on their own property. There is also no reasonable basis for 
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concluding that the Van Dykes cannot manage spray applications along the edges of their fields to 
avoid overspray, or to avoid spraying in a manner that requires that they use the property of others 
and public rights-of way as a buffer for their spray activities. The trail itself is anticipated to 
occupy a 12-foot paved surface and adjacent horse path within a 60-foot wide conidor. As 
explained elsewhere in these findings, farm operators must comply with established legal spray 
setbacks for farmworkers and others on their own property, but are not othe1wise constrained with 
regard to neighboring properties. In any case, the responsibility for using any pesticide product 
lies with the person applying the pesticide. Currently, good sight distances along the Van Dyke 
fields will make it possible to know whether anyone is on the trail, and to act accordingly. That is 
not a "significant" farm impact, it is an inconvenience of the kind that farmers operating along 
public rights-of-way and borders with neighboring prope11y owners have always dealt with, mostly 
in a responsible manner as the bulk of testimony received by the Board confirms. The same is true 
regarding reasonable efforts to schedule spraying when it is less likely that anyone will be on the 
trail. It is also possible that the Master Plan can address additional warning signs posted during 
and following spray activities, and use of temporary barricades to temporarily close the trail. 
Those warnings, banicades and other protocols are not for the purpose of meeting the fann impact 
test because overspray is not an accepted fa1m practice. They are offered in the interest of good 
coordination and cooperation between the county and its neighbors and in the interest of avoiding 
negative impacts to fa1mers or the farm economy. 

11.8.6 The Van Dyke claims regarding Application Exclusion Zones have been 
addressed elsewhere in the findings, as have their claims to impacts at having to cross the corridor 
"every 10 to 15 minutes all year long and even more often during harvest." The Board should 
reject the first claim for the reasons already stated, and the second claim because there is no 
credible basis for concluding that the Van Dykes must cross the co1Tidor as often as they state. 
None of their crop rows cross the corridor. The fields are separate, and presumably are farmed 
separately, not as one big field. That means that there is no basis to conclude that a spray truck 
must cross every 10 to 15 minutes, and it is more reasonable to conclude that work conducted in 
one field will be completed before farm equipment must cross and complete work in the other 
field. It is an inconvenience to have to open and close two gates, and to fold up spray equipment 
arms, but it is not a significant farm impact. As noted elsewhere in these findings, the county has 
been unable to locate any Van Dyke fields that are land locked if they cannot cross the corridor, 
and the county has repeatedly stated its intent to provide access across the corridor, to the Van 
Dykes, to accommodate their fatm practices. 

11.8,7 With regard to fire: the concerns stated in the Van Dyke February 28, 2019 
letter are matters for master planning, but do not rise to the level of being a significant farm impact 
Under conditions already adopted in Ordinance 904 and to be readopted on remand, the concerns 
of the Van Dykes regarding the vegetation that is allowed to grow in the conidor (or not) will be 
determined in that process, in consultation with the Van Dykes (if they are willing to pa1ticipate 
in that process). That plan will be adopted by the Board of Commissioners, and the Van Dykes 
will have an opportunity to address the Board regarding that plan if they do not believe it addresses 
fire hazards in a satisfactory manner. 

11.8.8 The county recognizes the risk of fire as many have described it in their 
testimony. The county has concluded that fire service and access are adequate as proposed, and 
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will be seeking, if possible, to engineer proposed bridges to accommodate emergency vehicles, 
including fire vehicles and police cars, Even if the bridges will only accommodate four-wheel off
road vehicles, such vehicles are available to shuttle fire personnel in and out of the area, and most 
of the trail will accommodate trucks and cars. Road access points, including Highway 240, Fryer 
Road, and Roosevelt Street in the City of Carlton, will have removable bollards. Two fire districts 
serve the proposed trail segment, and the main fire station of one of the abuts the trail segment in 
question. 

11.8.9 It is expected that the trail will have a paved 12-foot surface, over 
compacted soil and railroad ballast, making it more accessible for fire crews than it is now. With 
the developed trail, circumstances in which an emergency vehicle will need to cross any field 
owned by the Van Dykes is diminished. Statements made by the Van Dykes, suggesting that the 
proposed trail will lead to a chain of horrors including death, serious injury and increased insurance 
costs, are not credible, and outweighed by evidence in the record that the trail increases access to 
the area by fire and other emergency vehicles and personnel. 

11.8.10 Attractive Nuisances. The February 28, 2019 letter from the Van 
Dykes includes a discussion of "attractive nuisances,'' that is not entirely incorrect, but not 
completely correct. Without providing a detailed legal analysis, in Oregon, landowners owe the 
least "duty" to an adult trespasser under any circumstances, and a landowner will only be liable 
for harm to the trespassing adult in the case of "wanton or willful negligence." There is also no 
heightened duty to protect trespassing children from natural conditions on the land-Oregon law 
provides significant immunity to landowners toward trespassing children. Ben Van Dyke is 
correct that "artificial conditions" on the land (which presumably includes dangerous machinery 
parked on the land) presents a "special duty" and potentially heightened liability. Nevertheless, 
all that is required to minimize that potential liability is for the landowner to exercise reasonable 
care to protect children from the potential harm. That might mean posting warnings on the 
machine, or not intentionally parking the machine directly adjacent to an open gate or adjacent to 
an un-fenced right-of-way or trail. Fences and signage are accepted methods of preventing trespass 
and nuisance activities associated with trespass. In this case, the county intends to install fences 
and to place signage on the fences at regular intervals warning against trespassing onto neighboring 
land. Landowners are not prevented from adding additional fencing or signage, including signage 
on the equipment itself. The cost of signage, and/or the expense of moving the machinery away 
from the trail, is not a significant farm impact. It is basic risk management. 

11.8.11 Potential loss of seed certification due to inability to spray the 
corridor. To minimize this potential impact, a condition is being imposed requiring that, during 
the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with farm operators seeking 
or maintaining crop ce11ifications, corridor vegetation and management protocols necessary to 
prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop contamination. 
Maintenance of appropriate trail c01Tidor vegetation and management protocols established by the 
parties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the ce1tifications sought or obtained by 
neighboring prope1iy owners, or subsequent replacement ce11ifications. This condition is not a 
guarantee, but it minimizes the risk of loss of crop certification to a level at which the county 
considers it to not be significant. 
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11.8.12 Potential cumulative impacts, To summarize the cumulative 
impacts alleged by the Van Dykes: 

• Potential spray limitations for Grass and other crops grown for seed 
• Potential spray limitations for Hazelnuts (apparently not present at this time, but 

addressed elsewhere in these findings) 
• Potential impacts to third party food safety audits 
• Potential impacts to seed and grain crop certifications due to cross-pollination and 

contamination from weed seeds 
• Potential impacts related to crossing the county's prope1ty, opening and closing gates 
• Potential fire impacts 
• Potential attractive nuisance impacts 
• Increased scrutiny of spraying operations 

11.8.12 As the county has already outlined in numerous proposed findings, 
none of these potential impacts, alone, are significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs. 
The use of the conidor for transpmtation uses is not a new use-trains ran in the corridor for over 
100 years. Nevertheless, it is the county's responsibility to establish that the cumulative impact of 
the individual alleged impacts is not itself "significant." 

11.8.13 To that end, the county once again notes its conclusion that spraying 
the land of others, or persons on that land, is not an accepted farm practice, nor is using the land 
of others without pe1mission. Those impacts are not part of the calculation in the first instance, 
and do not enter the calculation even if other potential impacts are deemed by the Board to be 
significant. The fear of losing third party food safety audits, along with other potential impacts 
not deemed to be significant, may rise to the level of significance, except that the farm operator 
does not appear to be growing or proposing to grow food in close proximity to the trail segment 
under consideration. The claim of potential fire impacts has been addressed repeatedly by the 
county. That potential impact is not significant in and ofitself, nor is it significant when combined 
with potential attractive nuisance impacts and or perceptions of heightened liability for harm to 
trespassers. In the end, the perceived impacts do not add up to a significant impact, because they 
are based more on fear than on reality, and some of the remaining claims are not credible. As 
many persons have testified to the Board, public trails exist in eve1y pa1t of the United States, and 
they coexist with farming at many, many locations. The Van Dyke's situation is not unique-they 
purchased property adjacent to a rail corridor that has been plan designated for development of a 
trail since 2012. The same types of practices they are following are currently being followed by 
farmers adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia Trail and testimony was uniform that the users of that 
trail are peacefuJly coexisting with the numerous farm operations located along the trail. Their 
annoyance, and the changes they will need to make (ex: stop farming the corridor or otherwise 
using the corridor without permission) are not significant impacts to accepted farm practices. The 
remaining perceived impacts, for all the reasons stated in these findings, do not, cumulatively, 
amount to a significant impact. There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts 
with regard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to fa1m practices or 
the costs of those practices. 

The application is approved for the reasons stated in these findings. 
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Conditions of Approval 

1. Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State 
Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 

(a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 
shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 
indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner's land from the trail con-idor; 
and 

(b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 
trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 
otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 
expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 
agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 
right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 

(c) Following zoning ordinance text amendments to accommodate trail/transportation 
facility uses in the county's HI zone, the entrance to the trail from Highway 240 and the Bus Barn 
property shall be located on the north boundary of the Bus Barn property adjacent to the west 
boundary. Both the trail entrance and the Bus Barn entrance shall be posted with "No Trail 
Parking" signs. The county will seek from the City of Yamhill and ODOT permission to 
appropriately mark the shoulder of Highway 240/Main Street to make the shoulder safer for trail 
users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill. 

(d) The county will seek to enter into good faith negotiations with the Van Dykes, the 
Eramos, Dromgoole and the McCarthys and/or their successors in interest to establish for each of 
these owners a license to cross the corridor at an appropriate location or locations, to access fields 
owned or controlled by them that are currently separated by the trail corridor or to otherwise 
provide access across the corridor necessary for farming purposes. 

(e) At the location of the intersection of the trail corridor with the right-of-way of Fryer 
Road, the county shall continue the trail corridor fencing west to the western boundary of the 
Dromgoole property (the part of the property that is zoned EF-80), unless the property owner 
provides written notice to the county that the owner does not wish to have a fence installed. The 
county shall have no responsibility to extend the corridor fencing in this manner if a fence is 
installed at this location as part of the approved 12-acre solar installation planned to abut the trail 
at its intersection with the Dromgoole property adjacent to Fryer Road. 

2. Prior to trail construction ( other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master plan, 
which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board, outlining 
additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that will help to ensure 
long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 
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3. No trail development is allowed under this approval in any zone where the propoosed use 
is not an allowed use, prior to zone text amendments to add such a use to the list of uses allowed 
outright or conditionally in the zone. 

4. No trailhead is approved as pait of this permit. Until an additional traffic study is 
conducted and approvals obtained, the intersection of the trail with Highway 240 and the Bus Barn; 
both the nmth and south shoulders of NE Fryer Road; and the trail intersection with Roosevelt 
Street shall be posted with 'No Trail Parking' signs. Additional 'Caution, Trail Crossing,' and 
'Caution, Trail Crossing Road' or similar signs, of a type common to existing public trails, shall 
be posted on both the north and south shoulders of Fryer Road at its intersection with the trail. 

5. Details of trail and gate construction shall be established through the master planning 
process and as specified in a Master Plan approved by the Board. Construction shall include a 12-
foot wide paved surface. Removable bollards, of a type common to public trail construction or as 
recommended in the Master Plan, shall be installed at or near the intersection of the trail conidor 
with State Highway 240; at the north and south intersections of the trail with Fryer Road; and at 
or near the intersection of the trail with Roosevelt Street. 

6. During the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with farm 
operators seeking or maintaining crop certifications, corridor vegetation and management 
protocols necessary to prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop 
contamination. Maintenance of appropriate trail conidor vegetation and management protocols 
established by the patties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the certifications 
sought or obtained by neighboring prope1ty owners, or subsequent replacement ce1tifications. 

7. As part of this approval, the county shall sign and record an affidavit stating the following, 
with regard to the segment of corridor located between State Highway 240 and the city limits of 
the City of Carlton: 

"The subject propeliy is located in an area designated by Yamhill County 
for agricultural uses. It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 
conflicting land uses in such designated areas. Accepted agricultural practices in 
this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property. 
However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 
responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 
of this property, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law." 

8. The county shall notify each property owner adjacent to the trail corridor of the option to 
provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides 
or other dangerous chemicals. Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such spraying, trail 
managers shall post 'Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed" signs in appropriate 
locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until 
notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. 

*END 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 19, 2019 7:54 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: PLEASE SAY NO TO THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 

From: Manson <daddeespattie@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2019 8:35 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; wk@klgpc.com 
Subject: PLEASE SAY NO TO THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 

To all concerned, 

We feel we could list reason upon reason here to persuade you to say NO to the YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL, 
however, you have been given ample testimony, beginning with our dear, hardworking, much needed farmers as to why 
this trail/tram would be an extremely negative addition to our community. We ask you, ''Why isn't our farmers voices, their 
testimony, enough to convince you that this trail idea is not what is best for our community. We must listen to those who 
will be negatively impacted. These individuals are part of a long generation who make up our community and all that is 
good about it today. Our farmers work hard for their "dollar." It is extremely disturbing that they are made to spend their 
hard earned money fighting this issue, which must be a great concern to them, as they have so many other areas they 
could be attending to. Enough is enough! 

We are asking that you respectfully and humbly absorb the truth and rely on the concerns spoken by our long time 
resident farmers. Take their account first and foremost, as this trail would be a grave violation of their privacy, profession 
and a disrespect to all farmers, should you push their voices aside and proceed with this trail. Farming is their livelihood. 

This entire debauchery, in our opinion, is being lead by the short time, invaders from California, such as the Ken Wright 
winery voices and like. Their trusted sidekick, Charan Cline is also a financial supporter. If you have followed the absolute 
dysfunction that he has created, in our opinion, at the Yamhill Carlton School District, you will know his efforts are a miss, 
equal to his lack of leadership. We have learned to run the opposite direction when these two entities come together. The 
Ken Wright movement came here to take over our land, they have personally chosen to capitalize on our assets, 
regardless of who it hurts or who they have to use, abuse or bully to get that almighty dollar in their hands. We have 
personal testimony tagged to this group. Ask yourself this questron, if the Ken Wright, Charan Cline crew are so 
trustworthy, why are they withholding major facts from the community, neglecting to share their ultimate goal is to bring a 
passenger/cargo tram along this trail? Deceit at its best. Not a shocker coming from this group at all...it is the norm. On 
the other hand, we have Our farmers who work daily to benefit our entire community. They are not a selfish group. They 
are the absolute heart of our community and have daily struggles as it is, to bring food to our tables. Our farmers take to 
heart what is best for all. Their sweat and blood literally bless this community, and they don't blink an eye. For goodness 
sakes, does a bike trail, eventually a tram trail, make sense to you, regardless of the absolute negative impact it will have 
on these farmers so many more? 

We, as a community, continue to struggle to keep our families safe from the many drunk drivers coming from the over 
abundant alcohol opportunities. The tram will bring more crime, trash, convictions and more to our neighborhoods. Our 
desire is to keep the "country" in our country. We want to keep the quaint tranquility in our neighborhoods. The last thing 
we want is to turn our neighborhood into a commercialized drunken fest. If you think this statement is farfetched, try 
visiting Carlton on the busy weekends. lt is no longer safe for our young kids to cross the road by the pool. It is no longer 
safe for me, or my young drivers to pass through Carlton without having outsiders disobey traffic signs and laws in our 
neighborhoods. We have personally had drivers flip three and four times into our field, all due to intoxication and speed. 
The ultimate goal for this trail is to bring more disruption and disturbance to our community. Again, all for that almighty 
dollar. That is the ultimate goal with the tram. To bring more people into our neighborhoods, to promote the wine industry, 
to line the pockets of the few, as we all pay negatively for their wealth. 

It is of the utmost importance to support our farmers first, our long time resident families, and encouraging generations to 
follow in their "fathers' footsteps. A tram and trail is, and will be detrimental to this healthy, long term goal, and as I've 
stated, the health of the many families who live along this potential trail. Farmers come first. A bike trail, transit tram does 
not trump value over those that feed us, or the health of our resident families built from many generations. It's really that 
simple. Time to move on, this has been going on long enough. Page 152 
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We ask you to please say "NO" once and for all to this idea of a bike, pedestrian & tram trail. This trail will disrupt the 
safety of our community. We are one of many individuals, families and farmers that have pleaded with you to say NO ... it is 
YOUR obligation to protect resident citizens, and vote NO on this trail. Find another location this will not be so invasive to 
so many. 

Allow us to put our trust you and vote NO on the YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL. 

Thank you in advance. 

The Glenn Manson Family 
Yamhill Oregon 97148 
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"Excellence l11 Service" 

DATE: March 19, 2019 

Yamhill . County Sheriffs Qffice 
SJ»eriff 7f.iJ6R 'flU.JlSOJ'I. 

535 NE 5th Street, Room 143, McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4595 
Business Office: (503) 434-7506 • Fax: (503) 472-5330 

Jail: (503) 434-7507 • Fax: (503) 434-7534 
Email: sheriff@co.yamhlll.or.us 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Ken Friday, Planning Division Manager 

RECEIV,::o 
fMMl i 9 21119 

VMfHlt.L f:OU/i{]Y ,~,; I ; ' Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

FROM: Tim Svenson, Sheriff 3_;__ /2v-'-r-
RE: Yamhelas Trail, Planning Docket G-01-18 

' . U 1\' ,',, ,, 

At a well-attended public hearing ("dialogue meeting") you held on June 8, 2017, I recall telling you that my 
Office was fully capable of responding to calls for assistance by trail users or neighbors, for the entire 12-
mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail corridor currently owned by the county. My understanding is that you 
recently received testimony that use of a less than three-mile segment of corridor between Yamhill and 
Carlton would be unsafe because police services are inadequate to respond. 

I disagree with those comments and renew my earlier comments to you. Based on my understanding of the 
trail design, there will be a paved 12-fool wide trail with additional room for horse traffic, mostly constructed 
on old railroad ballast that was compacted by rail traffic over the course of 100 years. That surface is 
adequate for police road vehicles, as well as four-wheel off-road vehicles currently owned and maintained 
by the Sheriffs Office. 

As long as the trail has removable bollards at Highway 240, where it crosses NE Fryer Road, and at its 
terminus near Roosevelt Street in the City of Carlton, it can be accessed by police and emergency vehicles. 
It is best if the three proposed bridges north of Fryer Road can accommodate, in an emergency, police and 
first responder vehicles. Even without fortified bridges, that segment of the trail would be accessible by law 
enforcement using four-wheel off-road vehicles. 

My Office also coordinates with the State Police (the trail is in close proximity to two State Highways) and 
the Yamhill and Carlton Police Departments, localed at either end of the trail. Proper design and 
maintenance will also make the trail a less-than-desirable place for criminal elements, matters I would 
expect to be addressed in the Master Planning process. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional information or feedback on the concerns related to 
accessibility for police services and enforcement. 
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YAMHILL co 

In response to Mr. Wicks letter, I would like to make a few points that he falls to VNTY PLANN/iv() 
mention. 

First off, he Is referring to spraying techniques that minimize or eliminate drift. Every 
applicator knows it is their responsibility not to drift on to neighboring properties. This has 
never been an argument. He does not mention, however, that while spraying where there Is 
people present, such as along the trail, that the applicator must stay within the boundaries of 
the AEZ. There is no such "spray technique" that can accomplish this besides simply not 
spraying that area. 

Secondly, Mr. Wick does not bring up the fact that some pesticide labels specifically 
state not to spray "around" recreational sites. The judgement of "around" Is the responsibility 
of the applicator. As an applicator, I have to assume that that means If the field I'm spraying 
borders a recreational site, I cannot spray on my own fields, at a minimum, within the AEZ, but 
probably much more, depending on many variables that would be site and time spedfic. My 
applicator license is my job. I cannot risk losing It due to assuming that "around" just means be 
careful and adjust my technique to eliminate drift around sensitive sites as Mr. Wick explained. 

Also, Mr. Wick explains that most of the proposed trait ls clearly vlslble from the spray 
operators cab. This may be true during daylight hours, but what about when I spray when It Is 
dark outi' Night time applications are quite common for many reasons. Some chemicals 
degrade rapidly In sunlight and must be sprayed at night and mechanically worked into the soil. 
Many Insecticide labels require that you spray when bees are not active to keep from harming 
them. So that requires a night time application when the bees are not active In the field. Other 
times weather conditions are much more favorable at night (e.g. the wind is usually much more 
calm at night). Also, there are times when there Is Just not enough daylight hours to get the job 
done, so we continue Into the night. So when I spray at night, do I assume that somebody could 
be on the trail, or assume that nobody ls there? · 

Furthermore, Mr. Wick explains that when airblast spraying down his rows of hazelnuts, 
he shuts off the side facing the road or dwelllng. That Is fine if your tree rows parallel the road. 
The proposed trail runs roughly north to south. So what do you do when your tree rows run 
east to west against the trail? Our orchards are planted In double density rows. This Is common 
practice to Increase production on new plantings. What thts means Is that once you enter a row 
with a sprayer, there Is no turning around. You either drive clear to the other end of the row, or 
you back out. Skipping the first 150 feet of each row to do an ~ppllcatlon while people are 
present a'nd the returning later to apply that 150 feet skipped In every single row would take 
hours more to accomplish. It would require driving either 150 feet In and then backing out, or 
driving clear to the other end and coming back to get that last 150 feet. I am an employee, and I 
don't work for free. Paying me for hours more of work, plus more machine run time, costs a 
substantial amount of money and Is a significant change in our farming practice. 
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Lastly, Mr. Wick does not address the fact that even spraying In the daylight hours, in a 
full grown orchard with a full canopy of leaves, there Is very limited visibility. You simply would 
not be able to see the trail while spraying until you came to the very end of a tree row, at which 
point you would be Inside the boundaries of the AEZ If people were present on the trail. The 
applicator would not know whether to suspend spraying or continue spraying until It was too 
late. This creates an Issue of having a spotter who is a trained and certified applicator per AEZ 
rules that is in the same PPE (Personal protective Equipment) as required to apply the product 
out at the field border with a means of communication to assist the applicator In knowing If he 
Is approaching people who are In his AEZ. This adds the cost of a second trained applicator and 
the equipment to protect him while doing this Job. Also, you are placing a person In an 
application environment that has a much higher risk to exposure then l have when sitting Inside 
of a charcoal filtered cab since his whole body Is out In the environment that Is being exposed 
to active application. See exhibit A (Alamy stock photo of alrblast operating In an orchard) 

I hope this makes clear that contrary to Mr. Wicks claims, spraying near the trail Is much 
more than just a simple "Inconvenience", and that all potential issues with spraying are not 
simply remedied with a "technique to concentrate the spray inward". 

Thank You, 

?=~~w~ 
Casey VanDyke 

11900 NE Yamhill Rd 

Carlton OR 97111 
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6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
www.Fruithilllnc.com 

March 19, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westslder Trail 
LUBA Remand 
Planning Docket #G-01-18 

Dear Commissioners Kulla, Olson and Starrett: 

Rl:CEIVFO 
~ 1920,s 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNINu 

603-662-3926 
Fax 503-662-4270 
Lee@Frulthi 111 nc .com 

Please include this letter In the record of the above-captioned matter. 

We respectfully request that the Board of Commissioners postpone and reschedule 

deliberations for this matter later than the currently established date for consideration. 

We know that several who wish to attend are unavailable due to medical and travel 

compllcatlons that were established much earlier than March 7 when the date of March 

28 was determined. In my case, the complication is a surgery that was scheduled two 

months ago. We will appreciate your considerate action to be announced as soon as 

possible. 

Fruithill, 3/19/19 Page 1 
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There seems to be a misunderstanding among many supporters of the proposed trail, 

upon reviewing many of their letters in the record, seeing an opinion that the applicant 

has provided mitigation for the many serious farm impacts that have been presented. 

In fact, the applicant has not Instead, the application has discounted or dismissed the 

facts. Factual evidence presented by farmers and counsel has merely been pushed 

aside by the applicant. Evidence to the contrary of tt)e$e facts has nClt been submitted. 

In one trall supporter's letter, there is discussion of filing a complaint in Salem 

regarding the smell of a herbicide. The letter says, "No action was taken." In verbal 

and written testimony, you heard how ODA takes every complaint seriously, 

investigating every one. If the farmer's application (asserted in the letter as having 

taken place) was reported, ODA investigated and determined the facts did not establish 

a violation. That might look to the complainant like there was no action, but that ls not 

the case. It is simply not the case that the smell of a pesticide is the equivalent of an 

unlawful use of, or exposure to, pesticide. In the same letter, the writer alleges that his 

farming neighbor abandoned a burning field. His point is elusive. It is not even rational 

to suggest that the farmer should have stayed in his field to burn, and the writer does 

not claim that the fire was evident while the farmer was present. This letter seems to 

support the concern of trail opponents about fire danger along a trail with users who · · 

ar~ unfamiliar with rural dangers such as this. If a grain or grass seed fire starts, 

everyone is well-advised to call 9-1-1 and get out of danger. The point made by many 

is t~at sue~ fires are relatively common and there are simply Inadequate public facilities 

and services available ~o avoid . such a fire overtaking trail users with the resultant 

tragedy and claims against .farmers and vastly increased or cancelled farmer liablllty 

!n~uranc:~ . . 
. .. . 

There also seems to be a m/~nderstandlng among many supporters of the proposed 

:trail, again upQn reviewing many of their letters In the record, that the extremely 
. ·- : ·-. . . 
seriolJs Impacts upon food safety and defense affecting farms along the proposed trail 

. do_ not actuallv exist, do not applv or are exagger[!ted. All three conclusions are far 

Fruithill, 3/19/19 . . · ... Page 2 
. . .. -
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from the truth. The facts are very clearly represented in my previous letters, my verbal 

testimony, the letters and testimony of Ben Van Dyke and in the written words of food 

safety consultant Cody Staebler. I do not see in the record where th~ applic~nt has 

provided e~ide~ce or effective mitigation for what we have salq. 

In another trail supporter's letter, absence of fencing along roads is mentioned as a 

seeming conflict with needs expressed for fencing along the proposed trail. The 

difference.in threat level (food safety vulnerability) Is obvious. Most traffic along roads 

is automotive in one form or another. Comparatively little Is pedestrian, equestrian, 

pets and bicycles. In this regard, the trall proponent letters In the record are full of 

statements that people do not much bike or walk along the affected roads because they 

lack shoulders an9 a safe shoulder width. Clearly, the vase majority of traffic on these 

roads is vehlcular. There Is little concern about dogs or wandering people or horses. 

Introducing a trail through farmland Is completely different. A trail allows people, dogs 

and horses to wander and linger where they are not Invited and do not belong doing 

things that are not appropriate in a setting that affects the safety of the world's food 

supply. Would the trail supporter invite the unknown to do the unsupervised through 

their own kitchens? Would they patronize a restaurant that invited such potentially 

deadly activity through their food preparation space? The idea of fencing is no solution 

to this problem. It's a "Hobson's Choice" for the farms'. The applicant has said it will 

install a fence if a property owner wants it. But the record is clear that throughout the 

length of the proposed trail as well as _ in the 2.82 or 3 miles to be developed first 

~~tween Carlton and Yamhill, the area of the proposed tral - the old abaondoned rail 

right of way - bisects many farms. These farms have no other access to the farms on 

the other side for watering, .fertlliz:ing, applying pesticides and slug and other baits, . . . . . . . . 

getting livestock back and forth to water, food and shelter and so forth. Therefore, 

farmers who do _not want to los,~ whole fields to un-farmable isolation will not be able to 

"opt" for fencing. Therefore, the public and their dogs and horses will be _a,ble to re.ach . 

sensitive food sources through these _neces~ry fencing gaps. · 
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

FruithHI, 3/19/19 , Page3 .. 
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Clearly, those not engaged In the food industry have no Idea the degree of precautions 

required of those for whom food safety ls a day to day occupation or career. We are In 

our 70th year of engagement in the agricultural processing industry. So incredibly much 

has changed from when we started growing (in 1919) and processing cherries (In 

1950). We are not overreacting to the threats raised by the proposed trail. A written 

analysis of every risk is required. A written and thoroughly trained plan to meet every 

likely vulnerability is required. If it is not written, it does not exist and it did not 

happen. Failure to meet these expectations can and does result, as we have all read 

and heard, In the loss of certifications, recalls, ill11~sses, deaths and total business 

failures. 

Through the application process, the applicant has made no effort to leaving the trall's 

prospective neighbors "whole", even though incredible negative impacts have been 

described in great detail. Our expectation is that the County Board of Commissioners 

will do the necessary homework and evaluate applicant's proposal against existing 

standards for zoning, conditional use permits and the permanent serious farm impacts 

opponents have presented. The entire process Is tainted with bias and conflict in the 

County's self .. fnterest. The County has facilitated conduct of the process without 

applying the same expectations and standards to applicant (itself) as to a private party 

who might ~a~e propo~e~_ a~ equivalent cfevelopment. 

Please see the enclosure proffered by food safety consultant Cody Staebler. His E?xpert 

observations refute and rebut claims made by the applicant and presented in letters 

found in the record fror:n trail supporters. Food safety is a critical concern in evety 

household and the words of an expe_rlenced and expert practitioner definitely weigh 

much more profoundly and credibly than those of a layperson or the applicant. The 

enclpsure supplements and provide$ . fµrther <;f~tall in ~llpport_ of ~Is lette~ submitted to 

the record in late February 2019 . 

.. . . . 

Fn~ithill, 3/19/19 . P.ige 4 · 
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Do not get lost in the screen being spread to mislead you from the truth. Acknowledge 

the facts that are verifiable and measurable. You are considering doing irreparable, 

irrevocable harm to Yamhill County's agricultural Industry in favor of establishing 

another place for recreation. And you are doing so without following the right 

procedures In the right order. Respect the farmers who have been extremely open 

about how they do business and have brought you sound information about very real 

and significant lfl!P~(!ts so you can (Jo the right thing. You rnust deny tl:le 

application. 

Sincerely, 
., . . 

Lee W. Scli e 
Co-owner and Executive Vice President 

Enclosure 
• Letter frotl) Cody S_taebler, 3/19/19, food safety c:md defense cons1.Jltant 

.. ·. . 

. . .. 
. . . 

;Fruithill, 3 /19 /19 _ 

. . ..... 

. . 
,. 

. ! 

. . 
. . . . . . 
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Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans St. 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

RE: Yc1mhelas c;ountry Trail comments 

Dear Commissioners, 

Ma_rch ),9, 2019 

In the past few days I have been shown and notified of written responses from proponents for the trail. 
These responses have characterized the food safety risk to companies like Fruithill to be exaggerated 
and hyperbole. This does not sit well with me as I had previously submitted a letter that stated the 
specific ar~as of governmental and third-party audit schemes where this trail would present a serious 
risk to Fruithlll and other farmers along the proposed trall's length who produce food. To state that 
these food safety and site security risks are hyperbole ls vehemently false and spoken.v.iithout 
knowledge of the situation or food industry. · · · 

The comments have also made reference to there being no food safety issue presented by the proposed 
trail because it is just like a road and there are lots of farms that abut roads that are not fenced off. The 
traffic that ls added from a road Is mostly vehicular which In food safety and site security world Is not a 

large risk and has not been determined by food safety professionals or auditors to need a new security 
system. The trail Is adding pedestrians and animals such as dogs and horses along farms and food 
facilities. This is a much greater risk than just a road In the sense that these pedestrians or animals could 
wander off-path and when being next to a food production and manufacturing facility like Fruithill could 

cause significant contamination risk to their products. This means that if the trail is approved, Fruithill, 
and other farmers who produce crops for food will have to significantly change the way they do business 
to comply with food ,safety requirements, along the lines I have previously explained. · 

I strongly urge you commissioners to not get lost In the undermining of food safety and site security for 
these farmers and food producers. I as a food safety professional do strongly consider the introduction 
of ihls trail to be a significant risk to Fruithlll and other farmers along the proposed trail and there Is no 
doubt in my mind that food safety professionals, myself Included, will require our affected clients to 
install new and expensive security systems. Food safety laws do not allow a food producer or 
manufacturer to rely upon sign age and the good manners of trail-goers, their horses a11d dogs. Please 
disregard any public comments that degrade and discount food saf~ty a~d security as it is an Immensely . 
iJ?1pPrtant aspect of the modern food lndus~ry. 

Sincerely, 
.. "·, . ·, 

.. - . 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Ken & Stephanie, 

Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Tuesday, March 19, 2019 5:44 PM 
Ken Friday; Stephanie Armstrong; Planning 
Wendie Kellington; Sarah Mitchell; Daniel Kearns 
request for postponement 

High 

Please acknowledge receipt of this request. 

Please relay to the Board of Commissioners THIS WEEK that you have received requests for postponement of 
consideration of the proposed trail that is scheduled for NEXT Thursday (3/28). 

Please do not delay: this is a TIME SENSITIVE request that should not be delayed in order that the public can be 
appropriately notified. 

My personal request: 

We respectfully request that the Board of Commissioners postpone and reschedule deliberations for 

this matter later than the currently established date for consideration. We know that several who wish 

to attend are unavailable due to medical and travel complications that were established much earlier 

than March 7 when the date of March 28 was determined and announced. For many, March 28 falls 

during the week of 'spring break' for local school districts. In my personal case, the complication is a 

surgery that was scheduled two months ago. We will appreciate your considerate action to be 

announced as soon as possible. 

Thank you. 

Lee 

6 I .. ; ,,__ ----

Lee Sclu-epel, FRUITHILL, INC. 
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
Ofc & Res 503-662-3926 
Mobile 503-939-1562 
Fax 503-662-4270 
Email Lee@f-ruithillluc.com 
www.Fruithilllnc.com 
Email communilycnntala@gmnil.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 9:57 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong; Christian Boenisch; Mikalie Frei 
FW: Yamhelas bike path LUBA remand 

From: Bryan W. Schmidt <milkman@startmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 10:23 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Subject: Yamhelas bike path LUBA remand 

Dear Yamhill County Planning, please submit the following to the record for the Yam he las LUBA remand hearing 
regarding REBUTTAL about the propose bike path FARM STUDY. 

Dear Commissioners, 
I am writing a rebuttal to farm fences and animal-activists supposedly not being a problem, namely trespass. 

I farm beef cattle and grass-fed lamb on the 2.8 mile stretch of your proposal between the towns of Carlton and 
Yamhill. Your proposed bike path would split the taxlot in two that I currently lease for raising grassfed beef and 
lamb. My breeds are both rare. The cattle are small registered Lowline Angus, from Australia, and the lamb is registered 
Dorper, from Africa. It is a strange meat-breed hair-sheep. If this taxlot is split in two, as you propose to do, I woiuld be 
cut off from almost all of my pasture, some because it would be on the other side of where you plan to cut through, and 
the remaining because you plan to cut so close to my barn that I will have no way to get the animals to the other 7 acres 
pasture without running them down the proposed trail, of across the driveway that I currently use to access the 
property. 

Also, I am concerned by onlookers who will be calling you, the county animal control, who will be force, by policy, to 
investigate .... to come onto private property without permission, demand my presence, and that I show them at least 
one bale of hay, and the animals. I also know of a mink farmer in Mt. Angel who was a victim or organized crime by self
proclaiming "environmentalist-animal rights" people turn loose all of his mink, which resulted in the mink killing each 
other and dying. Also, I have more then a dozen chickens that I feed grain-free, to product PU FA-free low-phosphate 
eggs. When I was growing up, people who park along the highway at night and hack paths through 6' blackberry hedges 
and steal our turkeys. We found out because they would always leave our farm-fence scrunched down, and a trail of 
feathers to the road, as the turkeys flap incessantly when they are being handled. We called the county, who sat out at 
night in a Sherriff car at night, hidden, to catch these people. We never did. The Sherriff said to tie thread from post to 
post on the farm-fence and then check each morning to see if it as broken, to learn their pattern. We never caught 
them. 

Also, I have small calves, some of which I keep penned up in the barn for Rudis Lac, LLC, my dairy project. Since your 
path is proposed to cut though the taxlot, passing with zero-inch clearance alone the entire side of my barn, this may 
cause animal right people to try to turn them loose. This side of the barn must remain open to the air, because the 
other sides get wind and rain, from the 5 and W. I need as much ventilation as possible, unless I put the calves in huts 
outside, because while they need protection from the elements, they must have plenty of fresh air due to pneumonia 
and scours-causing viruses, that thrive in still air. This would cost me greatly. 

Regards, Bryan Schmidt and Bryan Schmidt Rudis Lac LLC. 
7580 NE Hendricks Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111. 
and 

1 
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Rudis Lac LLC 
PO BOX 1208 

Carlton OR 97111 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Thursday, March 21, 2019 11:26 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Docket G-01-18 

From: chris mattson <chris@northvalleyseeds.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2019 2:08 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Docket G-01-18 

Commissf oners, 

Please take the following information into consideration on the trail vote. All of the opposition that 
have testified that the new spraying rules will have a significant impact on our farms are licensed 
private or commercial applicators that have mandatory, yearly continuing education to maintain their 
license. I will state that the majority of the proponents are not licensed, let alone trained in applying 
herbicides and pesticides. They are not qualified to know what is working and the associated costs 
and measures used to keep pedestrians safe. 

Please realize that the applicant did not meet with a single land owner along the trail to mitigate their 
concerns. Just saying build a fence is the way to fix the issue is not a satisfactory solution. 

Just say no to the trail in it's present form. Move it to a more suitable area. 

Chris Mattson 

Yamhill Oregon 
503-313~94 78 
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VIALFOTHERINGHAMu . .1> 

March 21, 2019 

RECEIVED 
MAR 21 ·2019 

VAMHtLLco UNJY PLANNING 
Via electro1tic .mail 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Ken Friday, Planning Director 
Yamhill County Planning and Development 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

E: planning@co.yamhillor.us 

RE: In the mailer <Jf Planni11g Docket G-01 ~ 18 Remand (Yamhelas Trqil) 

Dear Chair Olsen and Commissioners of Yamhill .County, 

T. BEAU ELUS 
503.684.4111 X336 

DIRECT 503.594.8116 
rAx 503.598.7758 

Oaau.l:llls@vf-law.com 
Admilled lo pr(lclice in: 

· · · · · Oregon 

Pl5783-003 

l represent Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. Mark Gaibler, president of Meadow Ridge farms, 
presented testimony before this Board on March 7, 2019. This letter is intended to respond to 
certain arguments made by the applicant in its recent March 14, 2019 submittal in this matter. 

The applicant cannot satisfy the significant impacts standard found within ORS 215.296( l ), as 
recently interpreted by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Ya1J1hi/J County, 
364 Or 4 3 2 (2019). For that reason alone, this Board must deny the appUcation. 

ORS 215.296(1 ), often referred to as the "farm impacts test", is intended to "provide[ ] substantive 
protection for agricultural uses of land-not immediate impacts on the supply of land" Stop the 
Dump Coalition, 364 Or at 457. The farm impacts tesl, rather than addressing the amount of available 
land for agriculture, addresses the concern that agricultural uses not be displaced by or subjected to 
interference from non-farm uses. Id. Within the context of ORS 215.296( 1 ), the legislature intended 
the "significant change" in a farm practice or "significanHy increased cost,, of a farm practice 
standard to apply pructice by practice and farm by farm, as the text and context of the farm impacts 
test suggest. Id._ at 458. . 

When the parties dispute whether a 11onfarm use will force a significant change to a 
particular accepted farm prnctice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 
the farm impacts test in 'ORS 215 .296( l) requires an applicant to prove that the 
proposed nonfarm use (l) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 
praclice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice. A "significant" 
change or incre~~~ in cost is 011e that will have _an important i.nfluence or effect on 

. . . . . . . . 

the farm. 

---------:----- ---~ -~ 

Vial Fotherioglrnm LLP, 17355 SW Boones Ferry Rd., Suite A, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 • 
· 503.684.4111 www.yf-law.com · 
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Stop the Dump Coalition, 364 Or at 458. 

Mr. Gaibler previously testified to this Board regarding the breadth and scope of the form 
operations Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc, is engaged in within not only Yamhill County, but across 
the Willamette Valley. These operations range from cultivation and harvest of row crops (beans, 
sweet corn, etc.}, seed crops (grass seed, clover, radish, garlic, etc.), grain crops (silage corn, 
wheat, elc.), fresh market fruit crops (blueberries, strawberries, etc.), and nut crops (hazelnuts), to 
nursery (barerool trees, etc.) and processing (seed cleaning, hay pressing, etc.). In addition, 
Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. provides drain tile installation services and custo1n farming services 
(provides contract services, but does not "own" the crop). 

Meadow Ridge Faints, Inc. leases ground from Gordon Dromgoole at the northeasl corner of the 
Highway 4 7 and Frye1· Road intersection. The proposed Yam he las Trail crosses this property. 
Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. provides custom fanning services for acreage owned by Greg 
McCarthy also adjoining the proposed Yamhelas Trail. With respect to the Dromgoole property, 
grain and seed crops have been recently cultivated. The parties have also been planning and · 
discussing a possible hazelnut orchard on that property in the very near future. . 

Most crops, in order to be successfully cultivated and grown, require application of pesticides and 
fertilizers frequently throughout the growing season. This is common commercial farm practice 
among growers in the Willamette Valley, Because the hazelnut "crop" is a nut grown in the canopy 
of a tree, realistically there nre two methods of applying the foliar feeding and pesticides to the 
crop - an air-blast sprayer or an aerial application. Air-blast spraying utilizes air at high pressures 
to create a fog-like mist which is "blasted" upwmds into the tree canopy. Aerial application (often 
referred to as "crop _dusting") utilizes either fixed-wing aircraft or helicopters to apply the 
pesticides or fertilizer to the crop from above the orchard. In the typical case, Meadow Ridge 
Fam1s, Inc. utilizes air-blast sprayers in its hazelnut operations. If the Yamhelas Trail is in fact 
approved, this wm significantly impact the manner in which Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. 
approaches its spraying activities with any hazelnut orchard it is farming along the proposed trail. 
Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. would in all likelihood be forced to conduct spraying activities along 
the proposed trail exclusively at night, when pedestrian traffic would presumably be limited. This 
forced change in practice would in tum cause additional expense due to the need to employ 
nighttime spray operators and force a significant change in the planning and timing of pesticide 
application. · ·· · · · · · 

In addition, with respect to the Dromgoole propel'ty discussed above, there is a wheal crop planted 
on the properly. Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. utilizes a~dal application services for fungicide 
application in the early spring months. Traditional spraying rigs .cmmot be effectively utilized 
because the ground is too wet at that time of year, and thus, the groun<;l becomes rutted and the 
spray rig could become stuck. The proximity of the proposed pedestrian trail to the farm ground 
makes it unlikely thut an aerial applicator would be willing to apply fungicide on the Dromgoole . 
property. 'i'his is because aerial applicators have very high standard of care for pesticide · · 
application, requiring the applicator to stand down in the case of bystanders or other unpro~ecled 
persons being near the spray site. See https:/lwww.or(!i;f!n,go11/0DA(shared/Documen1s/ 
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Publicaiions/PesticidesPARC/AenafApplicatorsManual.pdf(site visited March 20, 2019). The 
inability to apply a fungicide to n wheat crop could be dcv~1slating to a grower tn the typically wet 
Willamette Valley. 

The .applicant in its response questions the impacts identified by many of the opponents, primarily 
pointing to the prohibition from spraying the properly of another, which admitle<1Jy would be 
trespass, as not an accepted farm practice. The problem with this analysis is that it ftmdamcntally 
overlooks the intended pm1)0sc of ORS 215.296(1 ), which is to ensure the farm practices on the 
mljoining fann nre not significuntly impacted or forced lo clmugc. By looking at lhc pesticide 
issue from the perspective of what the operator caimot legally do, the nppUcant is analyzing the 
wrong property within the analysis of its response. While the applicant may disagree with the 
interpretation given to the new OSHNODA rules for pesticide application by the many growers 
who have testified to this Bom·d, this applicant misses the mark with regard lo the overriding 
concern of many of these growers, including Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc., and the very purpose of 
those regulations. That concern is for the safety of people. In some cases, pesticides can be very 
dangemus to people {and thcil· pets). Restricted re-entry pesticides in particular me some of the 
more dangerous pesticides that cun be applied; meaning that even if correctly applied at 
appropriately labeled concentrations, a time intel'val is often necessHry to pass before a person can 
safely re-enter the area. An everyday common example of this kind of pesticide the Board may 
more readily identify with is a "bug bomb" for residential use. The bug bomb is activated while the 
home is closed and vacant from human/pet prnsence. After the fumigation process has completed 
(the reMentry interval described on the label), it is then safe for human/pet re-entry into the home. 
The restricted re-entry pesticides used by growers, including Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc., are 
similar in this respect. With the addition of access into some of these farm areas, the common and 
traditional use of such pesticides will necessarily need to be reanalyzed, in order to ensure the 
absolute safoty of unwitting persons who could suffer the consequence of their entry into or nearby 
the area. These arc real and significant impacts that force a change in current fannJ}ractice. 

rhe impacts expected to result from inviting the public to engage in pedestrian activity through the 
middle of many active fanns is not limited to sprnying application difficullics. Meadow Ridge 
Parm, Inc. cultivates ground a~jaccnt to some populated areas, some of those areas arc even 
fouced. Despite the clear dcmurcation of properly lines, and the added obstacle of a fence, garbage 
and debris find its way into the crops each year. Garbage and debris are harmful to equipment and 
difficult to separate from crops. Both of those are costly in tenns of repair time and downtime to 
the farm. DownUme, especially during harvest, adds trcmcndoi1s expense to the operation. 

Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. presently utilizes some of the mosl efficient farm practices available} 
and has positioned itself to be both as \lertically integni.ted .&nd dh1crsificd in the agricultural 

. industry as possible. Changes to those farm pr~ctices, even if perceived by this Board to be 
minimal, have a ~ignificant impftci on the entire operation in terms of the planning, allocati<m of 
resources, nnd the cost to implement the change. Introducing a pcdcsttian access through the 
middle of these forms, both indivldually to Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. 's operations and plans for 
property along the proposed Yamhclas Trail, as weH_as cumulatively in the aggregate to a]I the . -- . . . . . . 
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producers along the proposed Yamhclas Trnil, has sig11ificanl impacts on the ability of growers to 
safely, cfl1cic11tly 1111d profitably continue with their existing limn prncticcs. 

Discussion ofrnil-to-lrnil corridors throughoul the United Stales (or even elsewhere in Oregon) arc 
nol relevant to the npplicntion. As a non-form use, the Yamhclns Trail must salisl)' the 
requirements of ORS 215,296( I) on its own merits, not 011 the coattails of other similar projects. 
Oregon is Vl'.ry unique in its land use system, thus other rail-to-trail projects outside Oregon are 
irrelevant, and the farm impauls test requires unalysis or the impacts identified by the opponents, 
notwithstanding the approval of similar projects elsewhere within Oregon. Meadow Ridge Farms, 
Inc. docs 1101 believe the appliccmt can satisfy the ORS 215.296( 1) standmd. 

Rcbullal comment is also direded al lhc conclusion of ow111..Jl'ship pointed lo by the applicant in its 
response letter. The applicant posits that I ,URA 's prior opinion resolved issues or ownership in its 
favor. However, LUBA docs not enjoy jurisdictio11 lo resolve the aelual Jund ownership question. 
Jurisdiction to decide who actually owns the land underlying the proposed Yamhclas Trail is 
vested solely with the Yamhill County Circuit Comt. Whal LUBA achwlly resolved was an earlier 
challenge made by opponents lo the appliem1t's authority to even apply for land use authority 
while the ownership question was subject to dispute. Ultimately, LUBA found that lhe quit claim 
eked the applicant claims ownership through was sufficient for the land use application to be 
processed, but resolution orthc ownership question beyond that is not addressed. LUBA's 
decision is limited in scope, and is contrary to what is implied in the applicant's March 14,2019 
letter rcgmding the ownership question. 

fn conclusion, Meadow Ridge Fu1ms, Inc, urges the Board to deny the npplicntion. Thank you for 
your professional courtesies und consideration in reviewing these comments. 

Dest wishes, 

/\Horney at Law 

TJ3E:tbc 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Thursday, March 21, 2019 1;46 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Yamhelas Trail rebuttal SPRAYING 

From: Bryan W, Schmidt <milkman@startmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 1:34 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Subject: Yamhelas Trail rebuttal SPRAYING 

DEAR Chairman Olson, and other commissioners Kulla and Starrett: 

Please admit the following into the Yamhelas Trail record for the Yamhelas LUBA remand. It Is in regards to past 
testimony that I heard March 7th, 2019 about spraying and closing off the trail. 

For me this would be costly to my farming practices because my spraying practices are so frequent that I look at the 
wind direction and speed, and the rain clouds off to the West, and then I jump in my car and go to the orchard and 
spray. Sometimes I get the tank all mixed up and the winds pick-up, change direction, or rain begins. Sometimes I begin 
spraying and halfway down the row while spraying I stop, when a gust of wind is picking up, hoping it will calm down. 
Sometimes the gust is sustained for ten minutes, so I get tired or waiting, park the sprayer, only to turn around and 
come spray again. Even at night the winds fluctuate direction and speed. 

Now if I had to close a gate every time I wanted to spray, this would be cost-prohibitive. I would be constantly walking 
back and forth, and would not the people be land-locked in? My airblast sprayer is a high-pressure fine-mist spray shot 
up into the air to the branches of my trees. I do weekly foliar fertilizer sprays, and less-frequent insect sprays. Also, I 
have many other things going on with my farming that I am not always available to spray. I rely on my phone-a pp to 
help find appropriate times, often in the spur of the moment. Winds waste spray by preventing it from getting to the 
target zone. I use many types of sprays with restrictions. Please see mine and other testimony where that information 
has been submitted by filbert farms on the 2.8 mile stretch between Yamhill and Carlton. Please admit this to the 
record. 

Regards, Bryan Schmidt 
7580 NE Hendricks Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111 
March 21, 2019. 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Thursday, March 21, 2019 1:22 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Yamhelas Trail rebuttal HOMELESS 

From: Bryan W. Schmidt <milkman@startmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 1:04 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Subject: Yamhelas Trail rebuttal HOMELESS 

DEAR Chairman Olson, and other commissioners Kulla and Starrett: 

Please admit the following into the Yamhelas Trail record for the Yamhelas LUBA remand. It is in regards to past 
testimony that I heard March 7th, 2019. Next to my house the neighbor came to me for help, as some homeless people 
living on his property were inviting more homeless people to come live there too and he could not get them to leave. 
Then they starting stealing from him. Has asked for help. He told everyone he know this. Then one of them broke his 
car window. He asked for help. The police came, but could not find which homeless person to pin it on. Then a month 
later he got hit on the head with a 2x4. Again, the police came, but could not kick out the homeless campers. Then he 
came to me and said they were plotting to kill them. I said he needed to get a restraining order. He was afraid, and did 
nothing. Then late-night fights starting breaking out with screaming and yelling. The police would come, block off the 
road, and an hour later leave. Sometimes they would arrest someone for possession of meth, sometimes they just 
left. Then I did not see Roger, the owner, anymore. Then three weeks later the police showed up. He has been dead 
inside his own house for several weeks when the police came and took his body away. They his heirs from New Mexico 
came to look at the property. The homeless people told the new owners to leave or they would burn down that 
house. Less then a week later the house went up in flames at the stroke of midnight, New Years Day, 2019, Just a few 
months ago. This 100 year old two-story house went up in flames. Then the heirs hired an excavator to clean it up. A 
homeless person shot his window of the excavator with a rock while the operator was inside. The police come, and 
leave, about once every 10 days. There have been other fires there, people jumping up and down on one neighbors 
porch screaming while high. All of the six rural homes around this place have been very effected by this 1-year saga of 
homeless invasion. They lived in the brush in tents, and some in farm-trailers, and some in motorhomes. Now one year 
later, Roger is dead, the house is burned down, everything of value stolen, and several, too many, court appearances 
before Judge Chapman in McMinnville, they homeless was marched off the property, two weeks agao, March 2019, with 
Sherriff deputies forcing them off, and following them down the road in their police vehicles, driving very slowly behind 
them, watching them, as the sorry bunch of five homeless jumped up and down jostling their arms, distracting tracffic, 
as they took up the whole lane just to walk away. They all looked high too me. This is just 200 yards from my house, 
down a rural 2-lane country road. Hendricks. Rd. E of Carlton. You can read all about it in the Newspaper. Roger is dead 
now. I believe this type of situation, and the 1-205 bike path in the KGW8 news story from March 19th below, will 
happen to residents who lease or farm or live along the proposed Yamhelas Bike path, and will be very costly to farming, 
for structure fires, and equipment damage and theft, and trespass. Please include this and the below news story in the 
record. 
Regards, Bryan Schmidt 
7580 NE Hendricks Rd . 
Carlton, OR 97111 
March 21, 2019. 

--------------------- Original Message--------···-·--------···-·
Subject: 
From: Bryan W. Schmidt 
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Date: Thursday, March 21, 2019 at 12:38 PM 
To: 13r an Sc lllliclL 

LOCAL KGW8 

Author: Lindsay Nadrich 

Published: 10:32 PM PDT March 18, 2019 

Updated: 2:42 PM PDT March 19, 2019 

Bicyclists say mess on 1-205 multi-use path is out of 
control 
Tents, bikes, tables, and trash are taking up most of the path. The City of Portland said Tuesday that crews will clean up 
the path on Wednesday morning. 

PORTLAND, Ore. - Bicyclists are frustrated over the mess that appears to be out of control along the 1-205 multi-use 
path. 

Many said the path is harder and harder to use because of all the trash and homeless tents spread out on it. Some said 
they do not feel safe going through there anymore. 

On Tuesday afternoon, the city of Portland said crews would be out Wednesday morning at 11 a.m. to clean up the path. 

Jonathan Maus from Bike Portland shot video of the mess along the 1-205 multi-use path under Sandy Boulevard. 

"It's a lot worse than I've ever seen in the past," Maus said. 

It is so bad, there is barely enough room for anyone to get through. Tents, bikes, tables, and trash are taking up most of 
the path. 

"Then there was stuff hanging from the fencing, so I actually had to duck to avoid getting hit by a bike frame and I got 
through there and caught up to two bikers who were ahead of me and they said the same thing," explained cyclist 
Roberta Cobb. 

Cobb loves to bike, but said she will no longer use the 1-205 path. 

"It's too sketchy with too many people with their tents on the path and that's not fair," Cobb said. "That's not fair to us 
as homeowners and tax payers." 

When a KGW crew was on the path Monday, they witnessed several people using drugs and yelling profanities. Our crew 
did not feel very safe either. 

Photos: Mess on 1-205 multi-use path 
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The city of Portland is responsible for cleaning it up. Heather Hafer with the Office of Management and Finance said the 
city is very aware of the issue and has already cleaned it up on multiple occasions. 

"This is one of our problem areas," Hafer explained. 

The city said every time crews clean it, more trash piles up within days. 

"If we were to go out tonight and clean that site and clean it completely up, in two days it would look the same," Hafer 
said. 

Hafer said the city gets 500 to 750 reports of illegal campsites a week, so she said they are doing the best they can. She 
also said each cleanup costs roughly $600, so it is also not a cheap process. Many though think it should never get to this 
point. 

"They need to get out there more," Maus said. "If it takes more money or more time, that's what they need to do. 
Maybe they need to go knock on ODOT's door and work out a different kind of agreement." 

An illegal camping notice was posted Monday morning, so city crews are planning to clean up the 1-205 path again in the 
next few days. 

Author: Lindsay Nadrich 

Published : 10:32 PM PDT March 18, 2019 

Updated: 2:42 PM PDT March 19, 2019 

htl ps:ljwww.l<gw.com/article/ news/local/bicycl ists-say-mess-on-i-205-multi-use-path-is-out-of-contro l/283-18a94085-
f b85-493a-a515-8617150d56b5 

------------END OF MESSAGE---···------
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March 18, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

RE: Yamhelas Trail 

We strongly oppose the proposed trail. The trail proposal should be denied. 

Our properly zoned EFU is located on a narrow t\vo lane road 7680 NE Gun Club Rd, Carlton. 
The county first planned to put a trail head for the Yamhelas Trail on our road. 

There is no place on our road to put a proper trailhead. No property is for sale, all properties 
along our road are all privately owned and there is no right of way for a trailhead anywhere. I 
wonder on whose property the county plans put the trailhead. A trailhead that is 3 miles from any 
town, right off hwy 4 7 which you have to go on to get there or hwy 99w or Mineral Spring Rd. 
Roads. No one thinks these roads are safe for bikes, not those who bike, not parents, not 
farmers ... not even the county thinks it is safe. 

So in the first place there is no room for all the cars, and bikes and tractors, and semis that will 
need to use this road at the same time if the trail is approved. And, since the trail is for 
equestrian use too, there will be lots of horse trailers. I have no idea how those will get in and 
out. There is simply no room. Right now, when a piece of farm equipment is on the road there 
often isn't room for both the equipment and a car or truck to pass side by side. Someone has to 
pull into someone's driveway or yard. Talk to your public works people, they will tell you. 
During harvest especially, if the trail is approved, no one will be getting in or out. 

In the second place, none ofus are willing sellers. ls the county really planning to use its power 
of eminent domain to take our homes and farms for a playground for the few? You, as our 
leaders should lead, and put people in charge of a public trail if you really want one, who will 
listen to everyone and come up with a plan and a location that is thoughtful, considered and 
benefits all of our co1mnunity, not just the entitled few and the tourists dollars they chase, and for 
sure not one that veritably destroys a 12 mile swath of commercial agriculture and the liability 
for residents who happen to live on small two lane roads that accesses an old abandoned railroad 
bed. 

This proposal is nothing shm1 of thoughtless, reckless, ill considered, ill mannered, rude, 
unacceptable and dangerous. 

• Unacceptable Farm Impacts 

We have sheep, horses and other livestock on our small 2 acre farm. We keep dogs to work and 
protect our livestock (and us). This makes sense since we have a heavy coyote population) and 
other problem animals like raccoon, opossum and skunk plus we do have cougars out here that 
all roam our neighborhood that would think our livestock a tasty meal. Our dogs are a pa11 of 
our accepted fanning practices. I have seen both coyote and cougar and their tracks and scat 
many times. Yet trial riders will not like our dogs and we will have to fence our farm to keep our 
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dogs in. If we don't fence to keep our dogs in, then they may nip or othenvise bother a trail user 
(and thereby cause us liability). We have no need to fence in our dogs now. 

The wine rides that have come through our area have resulted in the following dialogue, which is 
typical of the attitude of urban riders, in my experience. A group was riding by some stopped to 
have a break to drink & snack under the shade of a tree .. .in our yard, and please mind you this is 
our prope1iy. We were outside ~nd the dogs were with us and we all saw them sitting and went 
to see and they told us to get our dogs out of there. I politely told them this not a park you know 
we actually own this place and my dog Jives here on OUR prope1iy. 

If trail users decide it is a good idea to feed or pet our livestock, they could transmit disease and 
make them sick. Biosecurity is a concern. We can't control what people choose to throw over 
the fence that could ii1jure or kill animals Oi' people or damage equipment or prope11y. Or our 
livestock could bite or charge a fence because they are frightened or teased and hurt themselves 
or the offending trail users. We will for sure get sued and at a minimum, lose our property (the 
animal and our money if there is liability). We will see our insurance rise or be cancelled with 
such claims ( ours or a trail user who claims they did not tease the poor creature and the animal 
can't talk). Or we can chose to pay the claim ourselves for fear of insurance cancellation or 
premium raises. 

In this area on Old McMinnville Hwy, the Organic Dairy runs their CO\VS across both sides of the 
tracks and across Old McMinnville Hwy. Both dairies have calf huts. City folk who seem to 
love PET A believe that calf huts mean it is cruel. But it is not. Dairy cows are huge and are 
known to inadvertently kill or significantly harm calves by leaving them after birth, stepping on 
them or laying on them squishing them, they just aren't bred for mothering as much as for milk 
production. Separating the dairy cow from her calf also reduces disease and the risk of infection 
from a dirty udder and other cows and calves. The cow also makes more milk than one calf can 
drink and dairy udders are the source of the milk everyone drinks and the source of the farmer's 
income. Calves are separated from dairy cows and put into warm, clean and safe calf huts where 
it is ensured that they are fed and kept warm and safe. PETA people across the US have been 
!mown to release these calves or mess with them or take it upon themselves to decide that the 
calves should be raised in some other way of their liking or set free. These released calves do 
not do well. 
Bryan Schmidt also has a dairy calves penned up, and right near the proposed trail. They are in 
the barn, which is O" from the boundary. His pens are the same size as calf huts, and visible 
from the center of the ROW, as the barn is open on that side being on the east side, the only side 
of a barn that the wind never blows into. 

People on the trail will throw the cows and calves food which is a problem because it will attract 
vermin which are otherwise controlled and the premises are otherwise kept clean, it will harm the 
animals because their diets have to be closely controlled. If the food thrown is not organic, it 
could cost the organic dairy farm their ce1tification as an organic farm. 
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• Inadequate Roads to Accommodate Proposal 

Gun Club Rd is narrov,1 - no more than 20 feet and has no shoulders. It seems like a fairly flat 
and straight road but it is deceiving as it has enough rise, fall and turn to cause wrecks at the rail 
bed. At the Gun Club Rd and Hwy 47 intersection in a cmve, that is also dangerous and the 
other end of Gun Club Rd and Mineral Springs Rd. which is also not safe as it joins in a blind 
curve there are multiple wrecks. There is this weird jog in Gun Club Rd near Millican Ln that is 
where vehicles would go through the fence. I have seen many serious car accidents where 
people misjudge the road. (photos attached) 

l have seen life flights, serious life changing injuries, car chases, wrecked stolen cars and 
abandoned cars. I have seen burning cars. In all Gun Club Rd is unsafe right nov,,r, It has 
completely inadequate capacity, sight distance or any other safety feature that would be 
necessary to support the significant numbers of people who would be driving to and crossing 
the road at the rail crossing at the proposed trailhead with their horses, bikes, children or 
whatever. The accidents will just rack up. On top of that if this trail ever came down this way 
it would likely add folks riding bikes from Lafayette to the short but very dangerous Mineral 
Springs to Gun Club Rd to this trail. Even those bike riders who promote the trail will tell you 
that these roads out here are dangerous to ride on that they need a trail but it does not go into 
Lafayette nor to McMinnville as the county bought rail ends out 3 miles av;ray from Lafayette 
and McMinnville. So how can it be a safe bike trail. Whose property is going to get taken to 
make this safe? It is NOT safe. 

• Inadequate Public Process 

No one from the county or the trail group has ever even bothered to so much as contact us or and 
other farmers yet a significant trailhead with seemingly no real pla,ming since there is no 
adequate location for a trailhead here was announced far and wide. Rather, the county just 
arrogantly presumes to make traffic immovable on our street and take someone's land for their 
pet project and its "trailhead". I guess since their trail isn't hurting any of them, they figure it is 
ok to hurt someone else. Make no mistake, the trail proposal exists to benefit and serve a few 
people in a bubble who refuse to see, hear or be concerned about its significant adverse impacts 
on the people in om community who are most affected by it. NOTE: there is not ONE vineyard 
along the proposed trail. So far as I know there is not ONE Farmer along the proposed trail that 
supports it. Every single one has told you of the serious adverse consequences to farming if you 
put this thing through. You should be listening to these Farmers; not the city folk and wineries 
that will benefit from harming us. 

The outreach for coming up with the proposed trail plan was doomed from the beginning. No 
one involved ever gave any serious thought or concern to the input of those who live and work 
along the old abandoned rail bed about whether converting it to a massively used public 
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recreational trail was a good idea. Rather they worked backwards like a kid in a candy store: 
they got a quit claim deed to an old abandoned rail bed, and started from the premise they were 
going to convert it to a trail. While the county sends us the info on surrounding properties 
anytime there is some sort of zone change or such that property owners want to change, we 
received no advance notice of this proposal that will forever change the character of 12 miles of 
the county. We should have been notified at the beginning when it was first even a thought. IF 
that had happened, you would never have gotten this far. The proposal would have fizzled out 
for the disastrous boondoggle it is. 

We never expected that ours or one of my neighbors' properties was going to be turned into a 
parking lot on the south side of Gun Club Rd or that the county would really bulldoze ahead with 
a project that it knows full well causes grave harm to farming. 

• Railroad has been abandoned for a very long time 

We had tracks still when we bought this place in May 1989 and they ·were pulled out to just 
south of our property line on the south side of Gun Club just past our properly. The county's 
claim that the rail road did not abandon its use is balderdash. The railroad has not been or cared 
for the rail bed since a year or so after they pulled up the rails. They told us we could trim or 
spray it long ago -they told our neighbors as well, it saved the railroad from having to come out 
and spray an area they are only parking train cars currently on as our property is and the corner 
of the farmer's grass seed field ls the south end of what the county owns, So we have been 
allowed to manage the rail bed for over 2 decades never once has the railroad told us we had to 
stop. They don't call it trespass if they have given permission. The railroad has been a good 
neighbor and is more compatible with farming. 

This trail will not have the desired safety to make it a sate recreational trail. Find a find a safer 
place that will not be so negatively impactful to the surrounding property owners and businesses. 
And it would be better to start off with talking to those propeliy owners. No one ever contacted 
us prior to inviting us to a meet and greet after they had already had put a trailhead-with no 
property available on their trail map. This has been a very demeaning process with a clear lack of 
respect for the people who will be impacted the most which is where ever you put a trail. But 
these are more than homes these are businesses that are run outside where it is not an exact 
science as to how to completely predict the weather and that could cause great loss if a farmer 
sprays in the right conditions but it changes enough to cause an incident and if that happens the 
farmer is liable and it can be costly and they do not want that high liability when they currently 
can control such possible exposure because there are rarely people around these areas now. We 
also are worried about that weakest link.People who abuse the trail who don't follow the rules 
those people factor in as the high risk and you may never know who the tresspassr or fire starter 
or thief was as the trail will not have controlled access and it is not lake a park where you have 
an easlier boundary to control. There is access fi:om easch property and every road this trail 
would cross .. making pretty impossible to hold someone accountable for any harmful behavior so 
it will rest on the property owners shoulders as you cannot keep reporting losses to your 
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insurance or you will be cancelled and labeled high risk. Fire is and always be a concern and it 
should be. Fires can move very fast and we do not have water out here .. ZERO hydrants. People 
on the west coast need to remember how om summers have been going with smoke filled skies 
and we get wind like the prairie out here. It only takes one careless person to cause a wildfire or 
field fire. In fact, Oregon is already having wildfires. 

Please deny the proposed trail. It is not a good fit for a safe recreational trail. 

Sincerely 

John and Lynne Wiser 
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This is the recent wreck that actually took out the phone box and crossed the trail area into the orchard 

and these kind of wrecks happen often and could injure or kill a trail user. 
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RECEIVED 
MAR 21 ·2019 

YAMHILL COUN1Y PLANNING March 20, 2019 

Response to letters received during week one of open comment. Planning Docket #G-01-18 

To the Board of Commissioners: 

I want to address a few items that were brought up by the applicant and supporters in the first 

week of open comment. I again want to remind you that this is a CUP matter and you are 

looking at the impacts to farming by the CUP applicant. That application is seeking to take EFU 

Land and place a public recreation trail on it. Again, this is not a cost basis analysis or for the 

public's good assessment, this is a land use matter, and you will plainly see that it can not 

measure up to the Farm impacts test. 

In regards to Mr. Wicks letter and alluded to by many others: 

Mr. Wicks does a good job of explaining the basics of old technology In chemical application of 

speed, flow, and pressure regulators. He fails to mention that much of our equipment in this 

day and age is now controlled even more efficiently by rate controllers and GPS guidance many 

times with Autosteer (self-driving), boom height control (radar that hydraulically keeps boom 

height at a consistent height as designated by nozzle manufactures}, and boom shut off (smart 

boom valves tied to a gps monitor) to prevent overlap and spraying outside of designated field 

boundaries, it also allows us to slow down when needed and drop the pressure to make the 

water droplets coming out of the nozzles larger and less prone to drift. We also use chemical 

agents that limit the drift able fines that water with chemicals can create while going through 

nozzles and breaking apart too much. In recent years there is also a myriad of nozzle choices 

that allow us to fine tune the size droplet that comes out of the nozzle, our boom sprayer carry 

3 different nozzles and we change them as conditions change. Chemical application on 

commercial farms is a whole lot more then speed and pressure in this day and age. These 
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Innovations all combine with the desired effect to get the right product at the right rate In the 

right conditions to the right target and to stay on that target and that target only. So, the 

answer is yes, we understand drift. We understand it is illegal and we don't spray outside of 

our property and we use the latest In technology to help us do that. 

Mr. Wicks leaves out one very important fact about alrblast sprayers in his letter when talking 

about spraying near a road or dwelling. He talks about only spraying out one side of his sprayer 

and in essence only putting his "powered rain" out in one direction. He is correct we can shut a 

valve off and only push product out one side. Exhibit A. He is wrong about the fact that no 

spray will come out the other side. By the very nature of having an air assisted sprayer with a 

fan that pulls air from behind the spray pattern (vacuum) there is always some of the spray that 

is getting recycled through the fan. This air is not controlled or deflected to any one side, so the 

air blows out both sides and with it a small amount of product that got sucked back through the 

fan. Exhibit B. So, his clam of merely shutting off the opposite side near a road or dwelling and 

that will Just spray towards the field side is not a supported fact. The only way to make sure no 

spray goes out the opposite side is to shut off all spray and fan the fan also. This is why EPA has 

the AEZ for off premises at 100' and OSHA moved their On premises AEZ to 150'. There are a 

lot more variables and potential for Issues with Airblasts then boom sprayers and why us as 

orchard farmers will choose to suspend spraying operation near the trail for fear of exposure 

and why it will cause acres to be taken out of production. This is why a trail will cause a 

"significant change" to our farming operations if the Railroad right of way is approved for a 

CUP. This suspended spraying will cause that land to be taken out of production. 

Mr. Wicks states that "Much of the proposed trail is clearly visible from the Spray operators' 

cab." This statement is very much incorrect. I have Included several pictures that show what 

an established hazelnut orchard looks like with equipment in it. Take a close look at how far 

you think someone can see. Straight ahead you may be able to see quite a ways, but our AEZ 

extends out the side equally as far as is does ahead. Exhibit C, shows a sweeper not a sprayer 
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but I use It to show the tunnel effect of a mature orchard. Those rows are only 20' wide so the 

tunnel severely limits peripheral view. Exhibit D, shows that same picture with an airblast 

sprayer in it with trees that have a less dense canopy because the time of the year. Still notice 

that since the tractor is taller the tunnel effect is even more significant. E><hiblt E, is the view 

from inside an orchard cab. Take note that each of those trees is 20' apart. That means the 

outer limit of that operators AEZ Is 5 trees ahead of that tractor. I show all these pictures to 

give you a better idea of the limits on each operator and what he can see. This is why to meet 

the standards placed on us by the EPA we will have to hire a spotter. The spotter has to be a 

trained applicator and they must wear all the protective equipment listed on the label that the 

applicator must ware. With tree rows that dead end at the trail it means that each pass we will 

have to have a spotter standing by. The entire operating time I am spraying in the orchard I 

must now hire, train and employ a second operator. This is not something we have had to do 

at this time with it being a railroad right of way. Again another Significant expense and change 

in operation that is outside standard practice. 

Mr. Primozich address In his letter towards the bottom of the first paragraph that in the first 

hearing when he was still a commissioner, that I stated that I estimate I spray on those lands 83 

hours a year. I do believe at the time those hours may have been correct but since then some 

of the operation has changed and we have more hazelnuts growing along the Railroad right of 

way now. With the narrower application widths operating in tree rows as opposed to grass and 

clover seed those hours are going to go up dramatically. Those hours also only equate to 

"Actual operation time" of the equipment. While an application my only take 6 hours to apply, 

it may take many more hours to drive from application zone, mix and load product, drive back 

to the application zone and start spraying again. Also, some chemicals have a mixing time that 

we must allow for to get the product into suspension. This first hour assessment quoted also 

does not account for the hours we wait for environmental conditions to be right to spray. Fog, 

dew, wind, and rain showers are all things that extend our application times. If we have a 

spotter hired to watch for trail goers then It will be many times the multiple of our actual 
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application time that that person will need to be on site. This would be a significant impact to 

our farming operation. 

I have heard it said before that one "Condition for approval" may be to allow the farmer to 

shut down that trail. Let me address that point, It won't work well at all for anyone. We don't 

know with much advance warning where and when the conditions will be right to make an 

application. If we have to give notice and wait for a trail to be shut down then we may miss our 

application window. We also change locations due to wind direction and other conditions on 

any given day. Having to giving notice is not a standard farm practice and one that is not 

required by the state or any of the labels we apply. To change this rule would be much more 

then a "Significant farm impact." There are also many operators farming different crops along 

the trail, we don't all apply at the same time, and if this condition for approval was approved 

the trail would virtually be closed for perpetuity to allow for all the applications that need to be 

done along Its length. This would further widen the divide in the community. 

Ms. Cline addressed the crop safety and sanitation aspect. I want to address the last comment 

she made first, she stated that we are just "fearmongering." This Is the most ignorant 

statement in regards to what we do in the USA to produce and supply safest food chain in the 

world. I hope for her sake and yours I am only fearmongering and there is never an outbreak 

of food borne illness on any of our farms. That would mean all the food safety precautions we 

have put in place so that her and her family don't even have to question if the food they are 

eating Is safe. Her Ignorance must be blissful because we spend many hours training, cleaning, 

patrolling fields for signs of trespass and intrusion, and limiting potential risks on our farm just 

like most of the other food producing farms do also. The risks are real, and mistakes sicken or 

kill, that is not fearmongering that is a fact. 

Yes, she Is correct road ways are a risk and we address them on our operation, I can not speak 

for the ones she sees, but right now with this CUP we are talking about an abandoned right of 

way not a road way. Right now, under the current use for this railroad right of way we have a 

very very low risk. Besides the wild animals and birds that live there, there is no way for 
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· persons to cross the creeks where the bridges will go to have easy access to this ROW. If the 

trail is approved then there will be a significant change to our operation along this ROW. The 

presence of Dogs, people, and horses will be a much higher threat level then any public 

roadway ever is. 

Ms. Cline and Mr Sad lo also address the crossing of farm equipment. Ms. Cline is wrong on her 

dates of when my family acquired the land, it was not 1919, but that besides the point. She 

asks the question of "During that 70+ years of ownership, did they have unfettered access 

across the tracks or did they have to cross as specific points in the right of way?" She answered 

incorrectly when she stated we did not, we actually very much did. I have included Exhibit F 

and Exhibit G, these are Bargain and Sale Deeds that are in public record from Oct 9th 1906, and 

Jan 26th 1907. As you read through them, they include at the very end of both (Exhibit G was 

fixing a few small measurement issues with Exhiblt F) that "Said Railroad Company hereby 

agrees to place and maintain cattle guards on its tract at its intersection with the North Limit 

and the South limit of the land of the Grantors." 

A Cattle guard is a pit with a grate of longitudinal bars across it that are spaced in such a 

manner that a cow will not cross it. It acts Just like a fence and does not allow cows to cross. 

This Grantor of the land that we now farm was a dairy and they had pasture in the fields that 

we farm today. These cattle guards were placed in the railbed at each end of the farm where 

the railroad intersected it, The perimeter of the dairy was fenced but since the railroad 

dissected the farm, they needed uncontrolled access to both the east and the west side of the 

tracks. By having these cattle guards the cows and the farmer was allowed to cross at any point 

In the track that they wanted along the entire length of the Railroad's ROW. As you can read, 

this document was a "to Have and Hold forever." agreement. That means it never can be taken 

and was part of the Bargain struck between the parties when Permission for the Railroad right 

of way was given. These guards by have been removed when the bridges were taken out at 

the time the railway was abandoned but this right to freely cross wherever and whenever we 

want without incumbrance has never been and can never be taken away. 
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So again, I urge you to look at this CUP on the merits of land use, like you have been asked to 

do by LUBA in a quazi-judicial manner. I am pro trail but not this one, the impacts to farming 

are far beyond significant, and for that reason it ABSOLUTALY fails the Farm impact test. 

A couple other point to bring out and rebut in County First Open Record Period Submittal. 

• Under the eight identified parties they have mistakenly lumped all the "Van Dykes" 

together. These are individually owned properties and they are farmed differently. It 

should be as follows 

1. John VanDyke - Livestock, pasture, hay 

2. Jim and Julie VanDyke - Hazelnuts companion cropped with Grass and Clover seed 

3. Van Dyke Riverview Farms (8456 NW Mcsween Ln.) Mark and Velma VanDyke Grass 

seed, clover, radish. 

4. Westview Riverview Development, OBA, WV-RV Development - Hazelnuts. This owner 

was omitted and lies in the 750' north of Hwy 240 west of Fruithill. Land is zoned LI 

5. Ben VanDyke Farms, DBA VanDyke Farms share crop farms the properties outlined as 

#12,3,4. 

• The applicant Is relying on the OSHA rule to talk about the AEZ. We have made it clear 

in testimony that we believe there is a suppled Q & A sheet that Is listed on the ODA's 

web site and supplied to you many times states in the contrary to the applicant's 

statement that it only applies to people within the boundaries of the establishment. I 

have also supplied you with a "Overview of additional Oregon OSHA protective 

measures" (Exhibt H) sheet provided by OSHA at 

osha.oregon.gov/news/notices/Oocuments/wps-aez/WPS-Comparison-Chart-070218-

R3.pdf It clearly states on the top paragraphs that "The exclusion Zone is Adjacent to -

but outside of- the pesticide•treated area itself. The zone provides an additional level 
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of protection beyond those protections enforced with respect to the treated area itself. 

The Zone surrounds and moves with pesticide-spray equipment during application. The 

zone must be free of all people other than appropriately trained and equipped pesticide 

handlers" That is why we used 150'. Regardless there is still a standing EPA 

requirement of a 100' AEZ for airblast that is a federally enforceable mandate. It 

supersedes Oregon law and ODA Is mandated to enforce the EPA's rules but if they 

don't the EPA will. 

• The applicant states that opening and closing gates is an accepted farm practice. This is 

not the case on our farm and our properties. There currently are not any gates in this 

ROW and as I have proven above there have never been in at least one stretch of this 

property. Gates are utilized in livestock operations and we currently do not have 

livestock operations. So, to add gates as an "accepted farm practice is an incorrect 

statement." In orchard and seed operation would be a significant change in our farming 

practices by adding additional time and expense and causing loss of efficiency. 

• The applicant stated in page 9 that the UP corridor has had "regulator abandonment 

occurred.'' We also believe the railway was abandoned and that in that abandonment 

the for-railroad use corridor reverted back to the land owners from which is was 

granted. That is the how and why we have been farming inside the boundaries of the 

corridor for all these years. It was not a granted permission it was a right to farm our 

own lands after the Railroad right of was terminated. All the points made about 

trespass and using land that does not belong to them can also very much be said about 

the applicant In this case. 

• The applicant gave notable remarks on what a "Significant" farm Impact is on Page 10. 

They also used only the thesaurus terms for the word significant. They failed to include 

the definition as defined in the stop the dump vs Yamhill County pg. 447 which is 

"having or likely to have influence or effect: IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE." 

Webster's at 2116. The supreme court later in the next paragraph goes on to explain: 

As used in ORS 215.296(1) to modify a "change in accepted farm or forest practices on 

surrounding lands," the ordinary meaning of "significant" indicates that the change has, 
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or is likely to have, an Important Influence or effect on the farm or forest practices "on 

surrounding lands." Similarly, the ordinary meaning of "significantly" with respect to an 

increase in the cost of accepted farm or forest practices appears to mean to increase the 

cost In a significant manner, that is, In an influential and important way. See Webster's 

at 2116 (defining "significantly'' as "in a significant manner*** : to a significant 

degree"). 

The applicant wants to cherry pick the definition and parts of the case that exaggerate 

the farm impacts that must take place to qualify as a "significant" farm impact. I want 

you to read this portion in whole as listed above and see what the court really meant 

and how LUBA or the court would Interpret Significant from this point forward. 

• The applicant discussed trail heads again on Land zoned Heavy Industrial, which 

according to current Yamhill County Zoning is Illegal. To approve those portions of the 

trail as the BOC is to knowingly approve an illegal action according to your own codes. 

Ben VanDyke 

15221 NW Westside Rd. 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
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Oregon OSHA's Application Exclusion Zone lAEZ) rules exceed U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) requirements in several ways, which this chart lllustratei. 

The chart does not encompas$ all A~ 
requirements as part of the updates to the 
Worker Proteclion Standard, including lhe 25• 
loot AEZ requirements when peslicidcs are not 
appl;,,d aerially or through an air bias! spra-1er. 

Tt1e exclusion ,one isa<ljacent to- bllt outside 
of-the pestk;ide-treated area itself. Th<>2.one 
providesan addilion,1 level of protection 
!Y.,yood those protections enforced with 
respect to the treated area itself. 

lhe lone surrounds and moves with 
pestlddMpray equipment during 
applications. The ronemust be free of all 
people other than appropriately trained and 
equipp.ed pestickle handlers. 

'.: Adopte~ EPA.R.ule~ .' • · : . . -- . ' •,,. . 
• The Application E>.clusion Zone (AEZ) requires p«ipfe to move 100 

leet awayfiom an area bei09 treated with pe1tiddes 

• People allowed to return 10 AEZ lmmed!ately af!e, the 
pestlclde-,pray equipment has pas,ed by 

• People rnull not re-enter the pesticide-treated 
area itself for the lime specified by al:l..l_ 
pestioderl-•b_el_in_g _________ a-

0 Oregon OSHA's AEZ rules extend 
the AEZ l,y 50 led when the pe,ticidc 
applicator i, required lo use a respirator. 

During e-,acu,Uoo. r,o provisions,.,, shutting windc-,-,, and doors, 
and turnlng off al, lnlakes. 

No provisions to proto<l or store personal or househ<>ld items from 
potential contamination In the AEZ. 

Ho provisions for cfoseabl;a sto,age fo, shoes or boots to preY<nl 
tracking pe,tkides into agricultural slructurei. 

Employer must not dil'l!cl people to remain In the AfZ. 

Oregon OSHA'• AF.Z rules require 
cmplo1•e1s to notify and instruct (9 
employees Lo remain inside an enclosed 
agricultural structure or remain evarnaied for 
1 ~ mln~spray equipment r,<l!Ses by for 
aerial or air blast spr;;-y applications. 

Ou ring appliatfor\ pestlclde must not come In contact with people, 
either directly or ll110u9h drift. olh~r lhM app,op1lately l<alnc-d and 
equipped pe.rocide handlers. 

. . 

· ~~opte~ ~r~Q~.n.,O~,H~-R~l.e,t . .. ·.' 

• The AU ii lOO feet when pestkide applica\01 i$ not required lo use 
a respirator. People n1us1 st•;- 001 of the M.Z for an additional 15 
minutes, •ith., b>' staying indoo1s or rnmalnlng evacuated. 

People mus, notre-entert11e pestrcide·trealed •re• ltselfrorthe time 
specified by pesticide laheling 

• The AfZ CXpal\ds to 150 l~t when the penlclde app/lClllO/ Is 
r<.ql.lired to \ISC 3 re,plrator. People mUJUtay out of the AE2 for an 
additional 15 minutes. No option to stay Indoors 

People must not re-enter the pe51icide-treated area itietl for the lime 
spe<ified by pesticide labelin~ 

R~quit<!d to shutwfndows and doorr. and turn olf air intakes before 
eYaru,11lng or remalnlng ln<ide an eodosed agclctdlural structu,e. 

Provision. to protect or store per,onal or household items from 
potential contamination in the AfZ. 

ProYisiora to, cl=ab!e <1orag<? area (or shoes or boot. lo p<evenl 
tracking ofpcstlcides into agricultural structure 1. 

Notification and Instruction 
requirements of ernplO'Jefl 
when pestidde applicator is not 
sequired to us:e a r,e,splta1or; 

• Notification of start and ,top 
times of pestlcfde spray 

• Instructions to dose windom, 
door<, and air ~,takes 

, Instructions to protect items 
ham contamlnatlon 

• lnslnx:tioru lo remain Inside 
enclosed 09rlcultural structure or 
remain evacuatl!d for 15 mioutes 
after spray equipment pass,,, b-j 

• ln>tnJctions on how lo report 
pesticide residue oc deposit oo 
E<R.losed agrtctrltu,.!) stn,ctu,es, 
and peoonal or hous<1hold items 
within an AfZ. 

Notification and Instruction 
requirements of employers when 
pesticide applicotor II ,~quired to 
use a re<phtor: 

• t,otificalion ol start and stop 
time, of pesticide spray 

Instructions to dose Windows, 
doors, and air Intakes 

• lnslJ\Jctions to protect items 
from contarnl~tion 

• ln$lructiom lo remain evacwted 
for 15 mlnutesofterspray 
equipmeot passes by 

• Instructions on how to report 
~stiddere>idue or deposit on 
et1dosed agricultural strurnJn.•s, 
and personal or hous.ehold 
items withln an AEZ. 

If drift makes contact with labo1 housing areas or other ttructures used 
by employees, lncludin9 cndosed agricullural structures within an AEZ. 
cmp/O)~s must ensure that it is pr~rly deaned up with a minimum 
of exposure 1o ernplO)'ces or hou1in9 occupants, 

··· •••• ············••···· ·• •• •·• •• ·••••• •··••··•····H··•··•H ... •·••••·· ··•• •••••·••• •·••·•·"•••·••· •••••·· ••·• •· ·· .. ······ ···•····•·• .......... H ............................. , ...................... ........ ... ...... . 
llo provi<ions for an lnform3lfon station for pendln9 ~sticide 
•pplicallon~for an AEZ th3t COf\t•iru er1dOc1~ "9rlrulto~I muc!\Jres. 

No provisions lo make training available for adult occupdnts, 
In addition lo worke,s . 

lnlorrMtlon sLlliOO muit be provided for pending pesticide 
applications for an AU that contains agricullure labor housing. 

Makes training w•~~ble for adult occupants, in addition to workers. 

. . ..... ........ . . .. ... .......... .. .. . .... , ............ . ..... . . . . .. ..... ... . . ... ...... . ..... ,u,, .. . . .. . ... . ... . . . ..... . . . . .. . ............... .... . , .... . . ........... . . .. ...... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . ................ ....... ... .. . 

No pro,ssions to encourage employers to use Innovative 
solulfons to reduce the pote11tial for pestidde spray dri(t. 

~11, 

LostiA 
Encourages employers lo use lnoovaUve solutions to 
reduce the potential for spray c/1ift. 
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TO: County Commissioners: (Mary Starrett, Rick Olsen, Casey Kulla) 
c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th St 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

FROM: Billie Jean Matthews 

DATE: 21 March 2019 

SUBJECT: Conditional Use Permit Application and Quasi-Judicial TSP Amendment 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, Planning Docket G-01-18 

In reading through the many comments from the March 7th and March 14th meetings I note 
that several trail advocates seem to have some sympathy for farmers and other residents and 
desire some form of cooperation and that is appreciated. Many of them relate their positive 
experiences across the country and abroad as well as on other Oregon trails. With regard to 
this trail, the desire for increased safety seems to be a main driver. But the "plan" is NOT the 
best for safety. 

The appilicant has not done its job. They have not only done a disservice to farmers and 
residents. They have also done a great disservice to prospective users of a trail. I'm sure 
trail users want the best possible product. Citing the Rails to Trails Conservancy while 
ignoring their admonition to NOT encroach on farms is laughable. This is not the way to do it. 

It was the applicant's responsibility to commission a rigorous farm impact study. They refused 
and tried to side step it with a so called transportation plan. So in an attempt to defend the 
right to farm and the laws of our county and state, farmers have stepped up with an appeal to 
LUBA which resulted in this remand. As this process has preceded, farmers and other 
agricultural experts have stepped up again to provide information about their farming 
operations and the restrictions directly applicable to their operations. The information they 
have provided is more detailed and applicable to this area and their operations than that 
provided by the applicant. (Note that Oregon is much more restrictive than other states.) The 
thanks they've gotten for this effort is to be labled alarmist and exaggerators by trail applicant 
and advocates. 

Mr Wick, who was quoted in the Capital Press is a person who claims to be a farmer and 
who is a corecipient of an e-mail from Veronica Hicks attached to Mr. Ken Wright's letter of 
trail support (Mr. Wright is well"known to be the primary proponent of the proposed trail), 
asserts that it's no problem to coordinate the fogging of his Hazelnuts with his one neighbor 
and that the trail would only "inconvenience" farmers. Mr Wicks, who is not even located on a 
county road, appears from Google maps to have about 4 acres of hazelnuts and one neighbor 
about 1001 away. The neighboring vineyards are more than 150' away. He has no "fogging" 
operation that is immediately adjacent to any public area so he has no idea what the impacts 
to farm operations would be from the proposed trail here. He should imagine what it would be 
like to fog 20, 50 or more acres right next to an intensively used public recreational trail with 
unpredictable numbers of trail users passing at random times within feet of and through his 
orchard. I also would like to point out that there is not ONE vineyard located adjacent to the 
proposed trai l. None of the supporters have any idea or reason to care about the severe ; 
adverse impacts from the proposed trail on the actual commercial farm operations along its 
length and in particular in the 2.82 mile stretch the applicant talks about. 

It's truly sad when facts and data are sacrificed in favor of distortion and obfuscation. 
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The applicant has also not done the necessary steps to obtain a conditional use permit. The 
reasons for these requirements is to insure the best possible outcome for all the citizens of 
Yamhill County as well as our visitors. To obtain a conditional use permit the applicant must 
not only have a farm impact study done. Other information required is a plan which includes, 
in addition to a farm impact study, the following: traffic impact studies, a detailed plan for 
access points, sanitary facilities, maintainance and water access. Interesting that under the 
umbrella of a transportation plan they avoided these as well. I also don't see any information 
on the impact of other land use zones along the entire length of the trail. When ask about 
these and other issues like issues about ingress and egress, potential for tresspass and 
safety of trail users where the trail crosses a road, or routing school children¾ of a mile along 
hwy 240 which lacks side walks, is unlighted and crosses another creek, we are repeatedly 
told "we'll deal with that as the trail is developed". Another ODOT grant to keep kids safe 
before there is a proper plan?! Really! 

When one plans a trip they 1st look at the destination then consider alternate routes. To not 
do so is to risk delays, detours, hazards and even dead ends because of unanticipated 
situations. This is the case with the Yamhelas trail. The originators of this "plan" assumed 
that a massive marketing campaign would get them what they wanted , Rather than do this 
openly, in accordance with the laws of the county and state with the involvement of all 
including adjacent property owners they tried to end run the rules with the so called 
transportation plan, the support of the wine and tourist industries and those who only see their 
own desires while ignoring valid concerns both financial and physical of the citizens of Yamhill 
county as well as safety of trail users. They assumed no one would or could fight them. After 
all, a trail is such a good idea. 

The applicant and some trail advocates have short changed everyone including prospective 
trail users with this "shoot from the hip" approach. How much more the trail advocates could 
have learned if they had truly engaged local property owners and farmers. Instead of 
addressing concerns raised the response has been "we'll deal with those issues as they 
arise". Mr. Primozich's statement in the first open comments on this remand that problems 
associated with ingress and egress will be addressed as needed is another indication of how 
little serious planning has gone into this "trail". 

Again the Banks-vernonia is NOT comparable neither is it problem free. Apparently Mr 
Primozich takes the word of a politician and anecdotal "great experiences" over that of a law 
enforcement officer with years of experience dealing with problems on the Banks-Vernonia 
trail. Also, as I've noted, even the Fanno Creek trail has had 2 coyote attacks on children and 
a broad daylight rape. We talking about Fanno Creek not Springbrook. Mr Primozich and 
other trail advocates CHOOSE to ignore the evidence that trails have real safety issues 
especially when not visible to the public and law enforcement. 

As to the Gun Club Rd trail head fiasco.this is another example of total lack of planning and 
access issues. The trail folks looked at the map and thought that's a good place for a trail 
head because it's near the end of what they presumed they owned. Only the out cry of 
concerned citizens put an end to this. Again another example of trail advocates shooting from 
the hip assuming no one would fight them. 

Now Stan talks of cooperation. Where was their cooperation when they were petting Brian 
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Schmidt's cows or letting my sheep out? (Still no appology for either of us.) For there to be 
"cooperation" this project must be done in accordance with the law. That means development 
of a thorough planning process including a rigrous farm impact study, roadway/transportion 
impact study, water and sanitation access plans and trail access of the ENTIRE proposed trail 
with full and respectful involvement of all citizens, residents, farmers and communities and 
with the involvment of a professional trail planner with experience in locating trails near 
sensitive areas eg. Farms, residential areas, and wetlands. If any of these required studies 
preclude the establishment of all or part of this trail it can't be done. I'll say it again ASK and 
LISTEN. Stop with the marketing hype and negative hyperbole. A lot of down to earth 
citizens not just farmers are not buying it and are watching you. If you'd done this the right 
and honest way in the first place you wouldn't be in this mess. The master plan should have 
been done first before diving into spending county and state monies on this. 

The most Important issue at hand is "Is Yamhill County a county of law, honesty and inclusion 
or is it selling out for money gained under false pretexts based on incorrect assumptions 
which, when the truth is vindicated will be withheld or recalled." 

Time to "man up". Do it right or don't do it at all! 

Respectfully 

Billie Jean Matthews 
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OFFICE OF COUNTY COUNSEL 

535 NE Fifth Slrl;!t>l, McMinnville, OR 97128 • 5031434-7502 • Fax 503/4J,J-7553 • TTY 800/7J5-2900 

March 21, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Ken Friday, Director 
Yamhill County Department of Pl aiming 
and Development 
525 NE Fomth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 

Re: Docket G-01-18 

Dear Commissioners, 

CIIHlSTL\N 1101£:'\ISCH 

Cll/ ' V/rCrJ/ IV,\F/ 

TODD SAULO 

,\' /:',\'/I JH. ISS/Sf.-1.\'T Cl I(',\' Tl CU( .VSEI. 

JOSEPHINE KO 

.1ss1sr1srcou.vrrcoc.vs£I. 

.\IIKALIE ,l, FREI 

P.IRALEG.-IL 

Please accept the attached testimony as the applicant Yamhill County's written rebuttal to 
materials that were submitted by h·ail opponents during the first open record period. The rebuttal 
is in the fonn of proposed findings that address claims made by the organized opposition and others 
since the close of the public hearing on March 7, 2019. 

As you know, under state law the applicant has the 'final word' in land use hearings 
conducted before the Board. In this case, the deadline for the applicant's 'final word' is Monday, 
March 25, 2019, at noon. I plan to submit to you before that deadline a complete set of findings 
and other documents addressing all legal requirements in this case and suitable for adoption, for 
your review. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

\ 

I 

Todd Sadlo 
Senior Assistant Yamhill County Counsel 
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10. Proposed Rebuttal Findings 

10.1 The attorney for the organized opposition represents trail opponents that include 
the owners or operators of six farm operations that are adjacent to the Yamhelas Westsider 
corridor. At least six of her individual clients are part of the Van Dyke family. One subset of 
clients (Lee and Kathryn Schrepel and Fruithill Inc.), own a fruit processing plant on property 
zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial (not fa1m designations) that is located within the 
750-foot notice area, but is located across Highway 240 from the trail segment in question. 
Original finding 2.2 of Ordinance 904, cited by the organized opposition, was in error in stating 
that the segment of trail under consideration extends 750 feet 1101th of Highway 240-only the 
notice area extended north of Highway 240. The text of Ordinance 904 itself (which controls) 
repeatedly specified that the segment being developed under the terms of the ordinance is located 
"between Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton," and "between 
State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton." The error in the earlier finding was cmTected in the 
staff rep01t on remand. In any case, if the Board votes to approve the request on this remand, 
Ordinance 904 will be repealed and replaced by a new ordinance and findings, Another client 
(Mark Gaibler) farms land to the west of the trail corridor, on the other side of Highway 47. 
Additionally, another attorney for Mr. Gaibler has indicated that he fa11ns part of the Dromgoole 
prope1ty. 

10.2 The organized opponents continue to claim that, under current law, they have the 
right to spray pesticides on prope1ty owned by others-their neighbors and public rights-of-way
as long as no people are present. That claim is not legally supportable, and should be rejected by 
the Board. All persons are responsible for the actions they take on their own property, and must 
take reasonable steps to control what they are doing so as not to ha11n others or to trespass on their 
neighbors' property. Allowing pesticides to drift onto neighboring properties, whether or not 
people or animals are present, is not an accepted farm practice, and the county has no obligation 
to accommodate overspray. As owner of the corridor, the county has the same rights as any owner 
of property, as well as the responsibility to protect and manage the property in the public interest. 
Filbe1t orchards and grass seed farms are currently planted and maintained, in Yamhill County and 
elsewhere in the State of Oregon, up to the edge of county and state rights-of-way and neighboring 
farms. Maps submitted by the county demonstrate that farmers in the area are successfully farming 
within 150 feet of numerous public rights-of-way. The claim made in this proceeding that no 
farming can take place within 100, or 150 feet, is not credible and should be rejected. Neither 
Oregon OSHA, the ODA nor any pesticide label, allows farm operators to spray neighboring land 
owned by a public entity or private party. 

10.3 The lawyer for the organized opposition states that "nearly all of the farmers in the 
2.82 mile segment have fa1m operations on either side of the old abandoned right of way, with no 
other access to their entire farms other than over the old rail right of way." That statement is not 
conect. Running north to south: 

10.3.1 The Van Dyke fields are transected by the rail corridor, but both halves 
appear to have access to public roads-Highway 47 (by way of what appears to be an easement at 
the southern end of the prope11y), NE Yamhill Road (abuts it on the n01thwest corner) and NE 
Withycomb (by way of an undeveloped strip along the southern border of the property). The 
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county has also stated that it wants to provide legal access across the conidor to accommodate the 
Van Dykes in continuing their farm operation without substantial change. 

10.3.2 The Eramo prope1iy is transected by the corridor, leaving a small triangle 
of the property separated from the rest of the property by the rail/trail corridor. The owners of the 
Eramo property have never testified in opposition to use of the corridor for a trail, but their tenant 
has claimed that he and his dairy operation will be affected if he is not allowed to treat the corridor 
as if his landlord owns it. 

10.3.3 The Dromgoole/Matthews field is transected by the rail corridor. It appears 
from satellite images in the record that the owners have historically respected the rights of the 
owners of the corridor (it appears to have natural vegetation) but is being crossed regularly at a 
single location to reach a part of the field located to the east of the right-of-way. The farm operators 
have not claimed that they have an easement across the right-of-way but, again, the county has 
stated its willingness to accommodate the legitimate access needs of the trail's neighbors, by 
granting a license to cross, installing gates, and through signage warning trail users of possible use 
disruptions due to the crossing of farm equipment. Additionally, the southern boundary of the 
Dromgoole/Matthews property is NE Fryer Road, a county road that provides direct access to both 
sides of the corridor for farm equipment needing to travel from field to field. 

10.3.4 No other farm operation has been identified in these proceedings as being 
transected by the trail. Owners of thirteen other fa1m operations that appear to be located adjacent 
to the corridor or within 750-feet of the corridor have not filed any objections to use of the corridor 
as a trail. Three farm operations is not "nearly all" of the farmers along the 2.82-mile segment. 
As indicated, two of the three have alternative "legal" access to their fields. Only one-the Eramo 
farm, has a small sliver of land (just over one acre out of an 11 acre parcel) on the east side of the 
track, separated from the remainder of the property. It is not known at this time whether the 
Eramos have legal access across the conidor, but it is known that the Eramos do not own the 
corridor, and have never paid prope1iy tax on the corridor, which is not part of their designated tax 
lot. 

10,3.5 While it is an accepted farm practice to move farm machinery from field to 
field by way of county roads, other public roads, and private easements, it is not an accepted 
fa1ming practice to use the property of others without permission as part of an otherwise legal farm 
operation. The Yamhelas Trail corridor has not yet been opened for public use, except by express 
permission of the county. Farm operators wishing to use the corridor or to cross it, need to seek 
permission and make appropriate arrangements. The county's offer to accommodate farmers does 
not make use of the conidor without permission an accepted farm practice. 

10.4 Food Safety. There are many accepted farm practices that are for the purpose of 
ensuring food safety. Regulations continue to evolve> and fanners must adjust to those regulations 
in their effo1ts to remain compliant. Ordinance 904 included a condition stating: 

"Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm 
fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an 
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owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that 
owner's land from the trail corridor." 

As one farmer testified, "it is the responsibility of individual farm owners to take reasonable steps 
to protect their fa1m operation from trespassing dogs and people," The same type of farm crops 
and practices that are present in this case are present adjacent to private easements and public 
rights-of-way, including State Highways and county roads, where dogs, people and bicycles are 
already allowed to be, Claims by opponents, that the trail corridor is somehow different from a 
host ofrights-of-way currently existing and operating adjacent to and through farming operations 
throughout the county and state, are not credible. In all of those other circumstances, either farmers 
or governmental entities install fences to prevent trespass from and to the public right-of-way, 
There is more than one type of fence that will effectively diminish the threat of trespass, and the 
county is not required, at this time, to identify the exact type of fence or gates that will be installed 
in this case, so long as it is "capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm 
fields." Trespass is potentially a "significant," "important, weighty, notable" impact to farm 
practices and costs, Fencing is an accepted method for minimizing the threat of all of the potential 
impacts of trespass that have been identified by the opponents, and it has been for hundreds of 
years. 

10.5 Indemnification, There is no credible evidence in the record that an "isolation 
zone" exists between neighboring farms and the Yamhelas Westsider col1'idor imposed by OSU. 
Starting with this incorrect premise, the attorney for the opponents proceeds to reject 
indemnification by the county as one possible method for allaying the fear of her clients (that she 
has helped to foment). There is significant information in the record regarding the management 
of risk in the operation of public trails. Just as risk of overspray can be minimized through 
commonly accepted practices associated with the operation of spray equipment, risks to trail users 
and from trail users can be minimized through proper signage and appropriate fencing. Simply 
claiming that farm operators may pay more for insurance if a trail is opened is not evidence, and 
there is no credible evidence in the record that farm operators who are currently adjacent to public 
rights-of-way pay more for insurance, or that farm operators along the Yamhelas Westsider 
conidor will be required to pay more for insurance if the informal trail that now exists there is 
formally opened for public use. The letter from an insurance agency submitted into the record by 
the opponents appears not to consider that the trail will be fenced from adjacent farms, in 
concluding that an unfenced trail will lead to higher liability exposure. In reality, the liability risks 
of the trail are not significantly different from the liability risks of farming adjacent to any public 
right-of-way. 

10.6 As stated repeatedly, Fruithill's processing operation is located on land zoned 
Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial that is located across a State Highway from the trail 
corridor in question. No trailheads are being established as pa1t of this proceeding, and no statute 
or ordinance requires that the county establish a formal trailhead as part of the process of obtaining 
approval for trail uses through land zoned EFU. 

10.7 The claims of the organized opposition and Fmithill's owner, that persons riding 
bikes or horses, or walking to the trail will somehow affect their operation is not credible, As they 
have indicated, the Bus Bam prope1ty has significant bus traffic associated with its long-term use 
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as a bus storage facility. The easement owned by the county across the western and nmthern 
boundaries of the Schrepels' Heavy Industrial zoned property north of Highway 240 places 
possible future trail uses on the western edge of the property. The obvious connection is to the 
western edge of the county's Heavy Industrial property (the Bus Barn property)-west of the Bus 
Barn entrance and toward the City of Yamhill. Aerial and satellite images make clear that it is 
feasible for the county to locate the trail on the western edge of the Bus Barn property. Existing 
sidewalk and an existing marked shoulder area in the southern right of way of Highway 240 (Main 
Street) support a conclusion that it is feasible, even with limited expenditures, to connect the City 
of Yamhill to the trail conidor that is the subject of Docket G-01-18. 

10.8 The approval sought in this case will allow the county to continue development of 
a trail, devoted exclusively for the use of walkers, bicyclists and equestrians, connecting the cities 
of Yamhill and Carlton. Without formal trailheads, there is no single destination for motor vehicle 
traffic, and there is therefore no traffic to measure. To the extent trail users do not live in close 
proximity to Yamhill or Carlton and need to drive to one of those towns to park in order to access 
the trail, they will likely be parking on city streets in either of the two cities, neither of which has 
indicated concerns in that regard. 

10.9 No trailhead is proposed for NE Fryer Road. A proposed additional condition of 
approval will establish that no trailhead may be established along the trail segment in question 
unless the county first seeks site design review and provides a traffic study. Until then, a separate 
proposed condition of approval requires that the intersection of the trail with NE Fryer Road be 
posted with 'No Trail Parking,' 'Caution, Trail Crossing,' and 'Caution, Trail Crossing Road' or 
similar signs, of a type common to existing public trails. 

10.10 No trailhead is currently proposed at the Bus Barn. A proposed additional condition 
of approval will establish that the entrance to the trail from Highway 240 and the Bus Barn property 
will both be posted with "No Trail Parking" signs, and that the county will seek from the City of 
Yamhill and ODOT permission to appropriately mark the shoulder of Highway 240 to make the 
shoulder safer for trail users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill. 

10.11 Once it is clear that the county has land use authority to develop the trail through 
the EFU district, the cities, which both support and are planning for development of the trail, are 
more likely to move fo1ward with their own plans, which could include trailheads and/or trail 
parking within either or both cities. These matters will be addressed in the master planning process 
that is already underway. Until then, the kind of facility being proposed does not generate any 
direct traffic that will have any impact on Fruithill or on individual farmers located along the 
corridor. Traffic on Highway 240 will not be affected because persons approaching the trail will 
mostly be approaching it from the City of Yamhill by way of an existing sidewalk and highway 
shoulder. If traffic on Highway 47 is impacted at all, it will be a positive impact because users of 
that road will have a non-motorized option for traveling between the Yamhill and Carlton. No 
traffic study was required by law in this case, and none is necessary to address traffic anywhere 
within the EFU area under consideration. 

10.12 Contra1y to the claim of the attorney for the organized opponents, there is no 
standard for approval that "asks whether the proposed trail will interfere with appropriate 
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development of the large blocks offarmland that abut the old abandoned right of way." The Board 
should reject that "interpretation" as not based on the text or context of any applicable approval 
standard. The record does not support a conclusion that ownership of the corridor was ever 
abandoned by Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, or the County. If the railroads had abandoned the 
conidor, they would not have paid taxes on the property, and the county would have foreclosed 
and taken title to the property through foreclosure. That obviously did not occur, and the county, 
after years of negotiation, purchased the property for $1.4 million in 2017, and is cutTently 
maintaining it for future public use. The county's Tax Lot, 4403-01300, is a distinct ownership, 
and is not part of tax lots owned by any other person, as shown on numerous maps in the record, 

10.13 Neither the corridor nor any other public right-of-way in the area is interfering with 
"appropriate development" of farmland. Viewed from the trail and public roads, and on every 
aerial/satellite photograph in the record, farming is thriving in the area, adjacent to State Highways 
and numerous other county and public roads. The proposed corridor will help to keep pedestrians 
and bicyclists off of Highway 4 7 when traveling between Yamhill and Carlton, making Highway 
47 safer for the transpmt of fa1m equipment. The proposed use is compatible with the farming of 
large blocks of fa1mland in the area, and with other existing uses and allowable uses in the area, 
as documented throughout these and other findings proposed by the county. 

10.14 Rebuttal to "Attachment 3" of the March 14, 2019 submittal by the attorney for the 
organized opposition, Attachment 3 consists of 435 pages of aiticles printed from the internet, 
apparently using search terms like "rape and trail." The articles appear to span decades and to 
cover the entire country of 327 million people. There is no explanation of how any of the 
information in Attachment 3 relates to the proposed trail segment. No effort was made by the 
person or persons dumping the articles into the record to separate urban from rnral trails, or to 
provide any context for any of the crimes reported, or for the odd circles around salacious details 
contained in some of the articles. The purpose of Attachment 3 is not to establish that the proposed 
trail segment cannot be maintained as a safe trail, but to foster an irrational fear of all public trails 
and parks, wherever they exist in the United States, including the proposed segment of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The Board should weigh Attachment 3 and assign minimal value for 
what it is-fearmongering, with little to no relevance to the proposal before the Board. The county 
Sheriff and Board of Cmmnissioners are responsible for operation and funding of the Sheriffs 
Office. That office is responsible for patrolling and maintaining the safety of the entire county. 
As indicated elsewhere in these proposed findings, the trail segment in question is easily accessible 
to police vehicles. As the opponents are aware, law enforcement agencies routinely coordinate 
their response with city law enforcement agencies, and with the Oregon State Police, which also 
has jurisdiction over law enforcement in Yamhill County, There is no basis for concluding that 
the Sheriff's Office and other available law enforcement agencies are inadequate to' patrol or to 
respond to calls regarding the segment of trail in question. 

10.15 The remaining attachments in the packet submitted by the attorney for the 
organized opposition have limited probative value. Attachment 4 appears to be justifications by 
the applicant's attorney for making ex parte contacts to the Board during the remand proceedings, 
and encouraging her clients to make such contacts. Attachment 5 includes a number of 
aerial/satellite images that mirror images ah-eady in the record. Many of the images concern 
propeities that are not along the stretch of conidor under consideration, even though the applicant's 
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attorney is aware that those farms are not the subject of the proposal on review. Many of the maps 
continue the same argument already made that, under the recently adopted Oregon OSHA rule, 
farmers who use pesticides, herbicides and fungicides must stop fanning within 150-feet of all 
public roads and rights-of-way, including the segment of trail corridor under consideration. As 
explained repeatedly in the original findings adopted with Ordinance 904, the staff report on 
remand, and extensive testimony in the record, no rule prohibits spraying pesticides, herbicides 
and fungicides within 150 feet of the trail or any other right-of-way. Maps suggesting otherwise 
have limited value as testimony or evidence. Attachment 7 is the Specimen Label for a kind of 
herbicide that the label states is suitable to control weeds in public areas that are not cropland. It 
is not clear what the purpose is of including Attachment 7 in the record. Attachment 8 is from a 
person who states that he is "in favor of preserving the integrity of the right of way by any method 
we can." The author describes how the railroad ceased operation of the 12-miles of corridor that 
the county purchased, and notes that "preserving the corridor for trail-use at this time is step one 
toward eventual return of rails through Yamhill County." Contrary to the claims of opponents, the 
author indicates that, with the exception of a couple of small parcels (that the county is aware of 
and which are not between Yamhill and Carlton) the corridor "mostly belonged to UP when I did 
a property survey 8 to 10 years ago." The letter in Attachment 8 supports the county's decision to 
purchase the conidor from Union Pacific and its interim use as a trail as the best way to preserve 
the conidor for future rail use. 

10.16 Attachment 9 to the opponents' March 14 submittal is an e-mail from the attorney 
for the organized opposition, falsely claiming that the county has proposed to sign a contract for 
pedestrian bridge construction within the conidor segment under consideration in this proceeding, 
prior to obtaining land use authority. It is clear that she did not read the contract (also included in 
Attachment 9), which is for design services, and construction oversight if and/or when the county 
has land use authority allowing it to construct one of three bridges that we have asked the chosen 
contractor to design. There is no construction authorization or funding under the contract, and it 
is not a land use decision under state statutes or under the "significant impact" test. Local 
governments and private parties routinely enter into contracts with vendors for design services. 
There is no law-land use law or otherwise-that prohibits a government or private party from 
entering into an agreement for design services and for possible future construction oversight 
services, prior to obtaining such services. In this case, the county owns the corridor, and has the 
right to allow its consultants to enter the corridor to gather infmmation for possible future bridge 
construction. The county has not proposed to build any bridges prior to obtaining the land use 
approval requested in this proceeding. 

10.17 Attachment 9 also includes a claim by the author that the recent Supreme Comt 
decision concerning Riverbend Landfill makes the trail 'unlawful,' a legal conclusion that is 
incorrect. Even in the case of Riverbend, the Supreme Court did not conclude that landfill 
expansion was unlawful. It concluded that the matter should be remanded back to LUBA (which 
had already remanded it to Yamhill County in the first instance) for proceedings consistent with 
the decision. The standard interpreted in the Riverbend case does not make any use in the farm 
zone 'illegal.' It requires findings and evidence of compliance, and allows counties to establish 
conditions of approval as necessary to ensure that "accepted farm practices" and the costs of those 
practices are not impacted in a significant way by proposed non-farm uses. The legal advice 
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provided in Attachment 9 is based on an incorrect analysis of the consulting engineering services 
contract under consideration and of the Riverbend case. 

10.18 Exhibit 10 to the organized opponents' submittal is a 12 second video, possibly 
taken partially from a drone or crane, showing busses leaving the Bus Barn property to pick up 
children and deliver them home from school in the afternoon. The video supports the county's 
conclusion that placing the future trail entrance on the western edge of the county's Bus Barn 
property effectively prevents conflicts between continued use of the property for storage of busses, 
and use of the western border of the property for a trail corridor that is segregated from the 
remainder of the Bus Barn property by a suitable fence, The purpose of the trail is to provide a 
transpo11ation option for persons to travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, 
bicycle and horse. From the video, it appears that there is a more than adequate shoulder on the 
Bus Barn prope11y and as part of the State Highway, to supp011 a conclusion that it is feasible to 
provide a safe connection between the City of Yamhill and the proposed trail. 

10.19 In the over 400 pages of additional comments submitted by members of the public 
during the first open record period, there are many statements of supp011, and also some additional 
comments in opposition. As previously stated, any well-supported opposition claims in those 
materials have already been addressed, or will be addressed, in final proposed findings of approval 
that I plan to submit to the Board before the deadline for the "applicant's final word" on March 
25, 2019, at noon. 

10.20 Of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice ai:ea, the county has identified 
eight parties, or sets of pa11ies, who have objected to the trail, claim potential impacts to farm 
practices and/or costs, and have disputed the county's proposed findings regarding potential 
significant impacts to accepted farm practices. Of those, three own or farm property that is 
transected by the 60-foot wide trail conidor, and two are located partially within 750-feet of the 
trail, but are not located adjacent to the trail. The county's 'final word' submittal will include a 
complete set of proposed findings, including findings addressing the six individual farm operations 
adjacent to the corridor that are claiming potential farm impacts, and a cumulative impacts analysis 
for those farm operations. 
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~ 'tiii !(ELLINGTON 
LAW GROUP, PC 

\';/endie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake O swego Or 
97034 

Via Electronic Mail 

March 2 I , 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Phone (503) 63(,-0069 
Mobile (503) StN -0535 

fiacsimilc (503) 636-0102 
E mail:~~ 

RE: Conditional Use Permit Application and Quasi-Judicial TSP Amendment Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail, Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Members of the County Commission: 

This firm represents Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van Dyke, Mark and Velma Van 
Dyke, John and Lynne Wiser, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Christy Cloepfil, 
Tom Hammer, Chris Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric Kuehne, Harold and Jolene 
Kuehne, B.J Matthews, Gordon Dromgoole, Greg and Celine McCarthy, Maryalice and Tim 
Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, Rudis Lac, LLC, Lee Schrepel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester 
Sitton, Darren Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, Lynne Wiser, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, 
Fruithill, Inc., and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc. In this letter, we refer to these Yamhill County 
citizens as the "Farmers" for convenience. Please include this letter in the record of the above 
referenced matter. 

March 21, 2019 marks the final opportunity the Farmers have to respond to the evidence 
and argument in the record to date. We sincerely hope you will read all of the Farmers' 
materials and, we are confident if you do, that you will agree that denial of the proposal is 
required as a matter of law and, in addition, is simply good policy. 

On Monday March 11, 2019, the undersigned requested that the deliberations currently 
set for March 28, 2019 be postponed to a later date when you are all also available, to enable the 
Farmers to attend. Many of the Farmers, as well as the undersigned, are out the week of March 
28, 2019 to include that date because it is during the week of spring break. One farmer is having 
surgery and will have to miss unless the deliberations are postponed . To date, we have heard 
nothing from you. We would appreciate an answer to this inquity. Thank you. 

The applicant and his supporters assert without the least bit of evidence, relying instead 
upon unsupported cortjecture as support, that the Farmers' concerns should be dismissed as 
"overblown" or mere "inconvenience". Obviously, they have not paid attention to the evidence 
in the record or learned from the Oregon Supreme Court's Stop the Dump decision, which 
soundly and pervasively ruled against similar claims by the very applicant here. The applicant's 
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March 14, 2019 submission invents a very different Supreme Court decision, turning his serious 
and pervasive loss as a win to attempt to justify approval here. Delusional thinking cannot save 
the proposal, it must meet the real standards that apply. If the proposal causes one significant 
impact on any one accepted farming practice or causes one significant increase in the cost of any 
one accepted farming practice, or causes a cumulative impact on farming such as leading "to 
later reductions in the supply of operating, productive agricultural land over time, as it becomes 
more onerous fol' owners to continue their agricultural use of EFU land due to nearby nonfarm 
uses," 1 the proposal must be denied. Clearly, the proposal has many significant individual and 
cumulative adverse impacts to accepted farming practices and their costs. No amotmt of 
applicant-led wishful thinking changes this reality. The proposal must simply be denied. 

In this letter, we respond to just a few of the many misstatements by the applicant and his 
suppmters. 

1. The remand proceeding has been p1·ocedurally flawed, prejudicing the substantial 
rights of the Farmers. 

The applicant claims that we may find his quasi-judicial application to amend the county's TSP 
and his application for a conditional use permit, in the record of his application for a legislative 
TSP amendment filed last year. The applicant-emperor has no clothes. Let's be clear, in this 
LUBA remand, after LUBA told the applicant to apply for a quasi-judicial TSP amendment and 
a CUP for the proposed trail (because neither had been sought as required), the applicant did 
neither, making it impossible for any participant to know how the applicant thinks his proposal 
will comply with the relevant standards LUBA identified in its remand. 

In fact, other than triggering local remand proceedings, the applicant completely failed to 
respond to any aspect ofLUBA's remand, making no changes to his application, including no 
explanation of compliance with the standards LUBA identified, and importantly making no 
changes to the scope of the proposal, which while pending at LUBA was for the proposed length 
of the entire trail in Yamhill County. 

Instead, the applicant included the entire LUBA record including the governing body's May 31, 
2018 decision on reconsideration2 which approved the entire trail throughout its length, as his 
application on remand. Then it became unreasonably confusing. Planning then claimed that the 
application on remand was something it was not- an application to approve only 2.82 miles of 
trail between Carlton and Yamhill and to add only 2.82 miles of trail between Carlton and 
Yamhill to the TSP. The legislative TSP amendment the applicant sought last year and that 
LUBA remanded, clearly has no such limitation and there is nothing in the application submittal 
that includes such a limitation. The application proposal for last year broke the proposed trail 
into two parts the entire length and 2.82 miles plus 750 feet as the initial patt of the proposed 
trail to be developed first. That application and the decision it resulted in that LUBA remanded, 

1Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 432 (2019). 
2 Remember, the Board originally DENIED the proposed trail. It was only after significant ex parte lobbying by the 
applicant that Commissioner Olsen changed his vote "on reconsideration" to approve the proposed trail. 

2 
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was to be the very last and only land use process to approve the proposed trail throughout its 
length in Yamhill County. Yet the applicant in his March 14, 2019 submittal insists that his 
application is now limited to just 2.82 miles, stmting from the "bus barn" to Carlton. This 
presents its own set of problems because the "bus barn'' is zoned LI and HI and those zones do 
not allow any part of the proposed trail. In fact, it is prohibited in those zones. The applicant not 
surprisingly ignores this problem. The applicant has and continues to waste eve1:yone's time 
because the application on remand had no such limit regardless and was so deficient as to be 
farcical. And in any case, if the application is to be limited to a TSP amendment for 2.82 miles 
only and a proposed trail for 2.82 miles only- both limited to the area benveen Carlton and 
Yamhill, the application still fails every single applicable approval standard. 

There is still no quasi-judicial application, no listing of criteria, no evidence focused on those 
criteda, no demonstration of how the Farm Impact and other CUP standards are met, and there 
are no proposed conditions for the Farmers to evaluate. Nothing. There is no reported case ever 
where an applicant was so brazen and expected such a fundamentally deficient proposal- with 
no application, no narrative explaining compliance with applicable standards, no transportation 
study, no nothing- to sail through to approval. These failures have made it impossible for the 
Farmers to have a full and fair opportunity to prepare and present their case. It seems likely 
given these serious defects that the applicant intends for the first time to propose findings and 
conditions in his final written argument to tl'y to save his proposal. However, that is not what an 
applicant's final written argument is for and, if that is his plan, it will cause yet another serious 
procedural error that will require remand for the Farmers to be able to provide evidence and 
argument regarding whatever conditions and findings the applicant comes up with to show that 
in fact they don't meet applicable standards, in particular the Farm Impact Standards, as well as 
the county's CUP standards, the county plan and the Transportation Planning Rule to name a 
few. 

2. The applicant's view of the cmTent landscape ignores the new nonfam1 use that wilJ 
be introduced into it. 

If the wol'ld adhered to the applicant's strict (unrealistic) views of property and boundary law, 
there would be no need for the farm impact test at all. Thankfully, state law recognizes that farm 
activities and impacts frequently stray off the farm site or can be perceived to be so and the test 
also recognizes that non-farm uses also trespass or stray to some degree onto farms. One cannot 
blindly assume that these do not happen. There are enough spray drift tort cases in Oregon to 
convince any farmer and spray applicator that when a potentially large number of non-farm tort 
plaintiffs are introduced into such a landscape, farmers will for sure change their normal and 
lawful farm practices in response. That is exactly the practice by practice, farm by farm impact 
that the Oregon Supreme Court said the county had to address and avoid in Stop the Dump. It is 
also the kind of vexatious problem introduced into a commercial farming area as here that will 
cause large blocks of fannland to fall out of production because the impacts of the nonfarm trail 
are too onerous to continue. There is a very good reason why state law requires all new nonfarm 
dwellings that are approved to sign a waiver of the right to object to an accepted farming 
practice. People love to complain and do complain about accepted farming practices. Pesticide 
sprays have odors even though people are not sprayed and there has been no spray drift. Letters 
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in the record from trail proponents make this problem clear. Vexatious complaints to ODA and 
vexatious litigation because people don't like pesticide spraying is the kind of death by 1000 cuts 
that Farmers can't keep up with and continue farming. The proposed trail will make it so 
onerous to continue farming using the accepted farming practice of spraying and slow moving 
vehicles on county roads to the unhappiness of busy trail-goers that they will be forced to quit. 
Here, there is no possibility of any enforceable, signed waiver of any complaints about accepted 
fanning practices. The fact is, the proposed trail is a new very impactful nonfarm use being 
introduced into a commercial farming area. Its impacts are significant and it must be denied. 

3. No Railroad ever owned the old abandoned right of way and never "banked" it 
either. 

Throughout his memo, the applicant characterizes UPRR's interest in the ROW as "ownership" 
and claims the corridor was "rail banked." None of the deeds to UP or its predecessors conveyed 
fee title ownership (see Alan Brickley's 2018 Jetter in the record that explains this) and there is 
no evidence that the old abandoned right of way was "rail banked" under federal law. The UP 
(through its predecessors) acquired, at most, an easement interest and simply abandoned that use 
completely by March 16, 1991 as Mr. Melbo, a former railroad employee stated in his 
correspondence in the record. The applicant has provided nothing in the record to back up his 
claims of ownership and land banking and they should be disregarded. 

4. The County and, specifically this applicant, soundly lost the Stop tile Dump case. 

The applicant quotes and describes the Oregon Supreme Court's opinion in Stop the Dump as 
though he had won that case. The applicant and Yamhill County were reprimanded soundly by 
LUBA, the Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Comt for not properly applying the farm impacts 
test. Pure and simple. The applicant is urging the county to incorrectly apply the Farm Impact 
Test again. 

In Stop the Dump, the Oregon Supreme Comt held that the farm impacts test requires the county 
to evaluate the impacts to each individual farm - on "a farm-by-farm and farm practice-by-farm 
practice basis" - in determining whether the proposed nonfarm use will force a significant 
change in accepted fanning practices or the costs of those practices. The Supreme Cou1t held 
that a "significant," impact causes a change in or imposes costs to accepted farm practices if they 
do or are I ikely to have, an "important influence or effect" on that accepted farm practice or its 
costs. Thus, if the nonfarm use would force any one farm to make a change that has an 
impotiant influence or effect on any one of its accepted farm practices or causes important costs, 
the entire nonfarm project fails the farm impacts test and the application must be denied. Also, if 
the proposed nonfarm use (trail) causes significant impacts cumulatively on accepted farming 
practices or their costs, then it must be denied. Here, there are exactly the kinds of cumulative 
significant impacts identified by the Supreme Comt in Stop the Dump; namely that large blocks 
of currently very productive high value farmland will become so onerous to farm as to make it 
impossible or inordinately difficult to continue to do so and it is likely that the proposed nonfarm 
use wi11 cause large block farming to be lost. 
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5. The Proposed Use is not Allowed in the LI, HI aud RI Zones, and Where the 
Proposed Use is Conditionally Permitted only in the EFU zone, it Fails the Fal'm 
Impacts Test as Articu1ated by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump. 

The proposed trail is not allowed at all in the LI, HI and RI zones. This means it cannot be 
approved at all, even in its 2.82 mile stretch, because the so called "bus barn", Fruithill properties 
and the 18 acres zoned LI that is owned by WV-RV Development LLC (Westview-Riverview 
Development LLC and farmed by Ben Van Dyke), All of these properties are proposed for 
nonfarm uses associated with the proposed trail (parking lots and trail heads as well as trail) and 
because they are all zoned HI, LI 01· RI, no part of the proposed trail is allowed there at all. 
Period. The proposed trail is prohibited in its entirety in those zones by the express terms of the 
county code which states in each of those zones that if a use is not listed as an allowed use, then 
it is prohibited. And the proposed trail, trailheads and associated parking lots are not listed as 
allowed in any of those zones, so they are prohibited. 

Because the proposed trail is also a nonfann use proposed for land zoned EFU, it is only allowed 
on EFU zoned ground if it meets all conditional use permit standards, which includes the "Fann 
Impacts Test". The Farm Impacts test sets a very high bar for appmval of nonfarm uses. Which 
makes sense because Oregon's land use rules are designed to protect farm uses in EFU zones; 
they are not designed to encourage or protect or even allow nonfarm uses like the proposal. 

Jn Stop the Dump, the Oregon Supreme Court held that the farm impacts test requires the county 
to evaluate the impacts to each individual farm - on "a farm~by-farm and farm practice-by-farm 
practice basis" - in determining whether the proposed nonfarm use will force a significant 
change in accepted farming practices or the costs of those practices. 

In Stop the Dump, the Supreme Cou1t held that the term "significant" used in ORS 215.296 and 
parallel provisions in the county's own code (which must be interpreted and applied in the same 
way as the state statute that it implements), means that a proposed nonfarm use's impact causes a 
"significant" change in an accepted farm practice if it has, or will be likely to have, an 
"important influence or effect" on that accepted farm practice. The Court explained: 

"By adopting the farm impacts test, the legislature was not content to disallow 
nonfarm uses only if there were impending reductions in the resulting supply of 
agricultural land. Instead, it appears that the legislature understood that adverse 
changes in farm practices or the costs of those practices could well lead to later 
reductions in the supply of operating, productive agricultural land over time, as it 
becomes more onerous for owners to continue their agricultural use of EFU land 
due to nearby nonfarm uses." Slip opp 27. 

Thus, if the proposed nonfarm use would force any one farm to make a change to any one 
accepted farming practice that has an imp011ant influence or effect on that one accepted farm 
practice, then it is significant and the entire project fails the farm impacts test. Moreover, an 
impact is "significant" if it is I ikely to lead to later reductions "in the supply of operating, 
productive agricultural land over time, as it becomes more onerous for owner to continue their 
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agriculture use of EFU land due to nearby non farm uses." The proposal fails both prongs of the 
significant impact test in this case. It causes important influences or effects on numerous farms, 
not the least of which is the county's brazen claim of the right and intention to cut off of access 
to fanns leaving whole swaths of high value farmland unfarmable due to lack of access to farm, 
maintain and harvest them; by imposing isolation strip requirements between 165' to 900' wide 
away from the proposed trail and associated parking and staging areas on grass and other seed 
farming along the proposed trail to avoid impurities brought in from bikes, shoes, dogs, horses as 
well as trail construction and maintenance vehicles, that are hatched on the trail, from destroying 
purity certifications on adjoining seed farms. For seed crops to be merchantable, assurances of 
pure seed is required - uncontaminated from unwanted pollinators and weeds. Such assurances 
are required to be provided situationally by either retaining the status quo or by imposing 
isolation strips of 165' to 900' width and distance from the proposed trail. See the attached 
Exhibit 1 to this letter, and also submitted previously, which are some of the applicable seed 
ce1tification requirements. Moreover, there can be no dispute that the proposed trail triggers 
pesticide label restrictions that apply to "sensitive sites'' like public recreational trails that do not 
now apply at all. 

While it is true that clear and objective conditions may be imposed to avoid significant impacts, 
that is true only if the conditions imposed can be proven to prevent the significant impact in its 
entirety and not cause new ones of its own. Conditions will fail to meet the farm impacts test if 
they cause a significant impact on a farming practice. Here, the applicant has not bothered to 
propose any conditions other than possibly fences and gates (which are no solution to significant 
impacts here and only serve to impose other equally bad impacts), apparently preferring 
improperly to wait until some procedural point where the Farmers cannot respond. However, 
even by guessing what conditions might be attempted, there are none that can be proposed that 
would avoid significant impacts on accepted farming practices. 

Here, we specifically note, that a gate is not an accepted farming practice on the farms along the 
entire proposed trail or its 2.82 mile stretch, as the applicant asse1ts. Unfettered access across the 
old abandoned rail right of way is the accepted farming practice as we and the Farmers have 
explained in numerous submittals. It is the case that any proposed new gates will impose their 
own significant impact on accepted farming practices, interfering with necessary free access for 
farm equipment and people as well as livestock on livestock farms. Also, gates will open and 
closed and mistakenly be left open allowing unwanted intmders. Further, opening and closing 
gates is simply impractical for the farmers who need to pass back and forth to otherwise isolated 
fields sometimes every few minutes a day and on other times many times. 

Furthermore, if the cumulative effect of a proposed non farm use project on accepted farm 
practices is significant, then even though one individual impact to a particular farm may not be, 
then the impact is significant. The proposal individually and cumulatively causes or is likely to 
cause significant impacts to individual farms as well as cumulatively to accepted farming 
practices, making it more onerous to continue farming along the length of the proposed trail, 
leading to the loss of farming on the large blocks of otherwise farmed high value land on either 
side of the proposed trail. This is the case here meaning the individual and cumulative impacts 
of the proposed trail are untenable and fail to meet the farm impacts test. 
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Finally, a proposed nonfarm use cannot be approved if it has or is likely to have a significant 
impact to the costs of accepted fanning impacts. Significant has a similar meaning in this 
context and the proposal wilJ cause significant costs to accepted farming practices of accessing 
and maintaining farms: having to hire spotters to watch for trail users while crossing so to be 
sure to dodge trail goers, having to hire spotters to watch for persons and dogs and horses on the 
trail during spray applications to avoid violated AEZ and label restriction violations, to the costs 
of irrigating farms which can now be done using irrigation guns, having to stop using whole 
pesticides altogether, having to change or quit farming altogether, having to install new food 
safety security systems and others. Moreover, since the proposal is to have bike and running 
events on the proposed trail, there will be whole periods where farmer crossing will be absolutely 
impossible to achieve due to unbroken swarms of people being present. 

Fencing 

The applicant discusses fencing along the proposed trail as a potential condition of approval for 
his nonfarm proposal, to cut farms off from the proposed trail. The proposed condition itself if 
approved will have or be likely to have significant impacts on accepted farm practices and does 
not avoid significant impacts on farming. The Farmers, including, Ben Van Dyke who farms 
approximately 242 acres of rotating crops, including grass seed and hazelnuts of his family's 
land along both sides of the proposed trail, including in the 2.82 mile stretch, has testified that 
fencing is not an accepted farm practice on their farm and that the imposition of fencing would 
force a significant change in the accepted farm practice of freely crossing the old abandoned 
ROW in order to access their otherwise landlocked farms on either side. Farmers Gordon 
Dromgoole and Mark Gaibler (who farms some of Dromgoole's land and other land along the 
proposed trail - both the 2.82 mile stretch and the entire length) have also testified that fences 
and gates impose significant impacts on their accepted farming practices of free access to farms 
on either side of the proposed trail that are otherwise landlocked. 

Similarly, Bryan Schmidt, who raises grass-fed beef and raw milk dairy cows on a farm that is 
bisected by the ROW (in the 2.82 mile stretch), has also testified that fencing is not an accepted 
farm practice, because his cows require crossing the ROW on their own multiple times a day to 
get to food, shelter and water. Both have testified that any fencing interferes with their accepted 
farming practice of necessary free access between othen,vjse landlocked farms. 

Fencing has an important influence or effect on Mr. Van Dyke's ability to freely cross the ROW 
as he does now to access and farm his landlocked fields on either side by fencing off this 
necessary access, and on the ability of Mr. Schmidt's cows to freely cross the ROW on theil· own 
to access grazing pastme, food, water and shelter on either side. It is no answer for the applicant 
to assert (without having bothered to file a quiet title action to so prove) that he has the right to 
cut off the Farmers' access across the old abandoned rail right of way. The undeniable fact is 
that the Farmers and their predecessors have been continuously crossing the old abandoned rail 
right of way in their farming practices for more than a century. Such crossings are essential, and 
taking them away or restricting them will take large blocks of otherwise landlocked high value 
farmland out of production by making it more onerous (impossible) to continue to farm. That is 
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the soul of a significant impact on farming. But for the proposed trail there is no nonfarm use 
that cuts off farm access. 

Similarly, proposed new fences and gates will not adequately mitigate these significant impacts, 
rnther here again will cause their own new significant impacts on fanning and the costs of 
farming. The additional time it takes to open and close gates when crossing the ROW multiple 
times a day, and the necessity of hiring a spotter to look out for people coming down the trail 
when large farm equipment is crossing, are impo1tant influences or effects on the Van Dykes', 
Dromgoole and Gaibler's (in the 2.82 miles and as to Ben Van Dyke also along the entire 
length), and others' (along the entire length) current accepted farm practice of freely crossing the 
ROW to access and farm their otherwise landlocked fields on either side. Gates and fences also 
add significant costs to the accepted farming practices of access and spraying because equipment 
passes back and forth across the old abandoned rail right of way many times a day sometimes 
every few minutes, and the necessity to open and close a gate each time and hire a spotter to 
watch for trail users each time is an extreme burden on the Farmers. There can be no serious 
doubt that such would cause or be likely to cause a significant impact and impose significant new 
costs on the accepted farm practice of crossing back and forth to farm fields isolated for no 
reason other than the proposed trail foreclosing them from planting, managing with spray and 
other tools and harvesting the crops, as they and their predecessors have been doing for more 
than a century. 

Further, some of the farm equipment that crosses the ROW has 100' wide spray booms and 
retracting those booms in order to fit through whatever farm fence gate the applicant proposes 
would take up additional valuable time; causing spray equipment to idle and clog, sprays to dry; 
and importantly, the spray operator who is otherwise in a cab would then have to don protective 
equipment to get out to open and shut gates because all of the sprays used in the 2.82 mile stretch 
and entire length require protective clothing for applicators and workers in the spray area during 
applications and immediately following them (and some for many hours and even days 
afterwards). Such equipment is used as an accepted farming practice and spraying pesticides is 
an accepted farming practice. 

Gates are also inadequate mitigation for Mr. Schmidt whose cows regularly cross the ROW on 
their own in order to access grazing pasture, food, water and shelter on either side. Unless these 
gates are configured so as to allm'i' the cows to open and close them themselves, while also 
watching out for trail users, such gates are not adequate mitigation to prevent the significant 
impact imposed by the proposed nonfarm trail. The additional time and labor that must be spent 
by Mr. Schmidt to open and close gates and herd his cows across the ROW many times each day, 
while also hiring spotters to watch out for trnil users, are all significant impacts to his current 
accepted farm practice of allowing his cows to cross the ROW freely on their own. 

Kris Weinbender and Melissa Braukman raise alpaca, turkeys, chickens and geese on 4 acres 
11011h of Carlton that directly abuts the ROW for approximately 400 ft. The accepted farm 
practices that will be significantly impacted by the proposed trail are ensuring that their livestock 
is not disturbed or frightened. Fencing will not keep people from seeing their livestock and 
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teasing, feeding or spooking them or off-leash dogs from trespassing and attacking their 
livestock. 

Seed Certification 

Adherence to seed certification requirements to maintain the purity of a crop like grass seed in 
order to fulfill production contracts is another accepted farming practice of farmers along the 
proposed trail, including its 2.82 mile stretch. Ben Van Dyke has testified that his crops grown 
for seed like grass, clover and radish, must adhere to strict seed certification requirements of the 
OSU Seed Certification Service in order for their seed to be marketable and meet their 
production contracts. Likewise, Greg and Celine McCarthy have testified that their grass and 
clover crops must also adhere to OSU' s seed certification requirements in order to have 
marketable seed to deliver on their contracts. If any contamination to their crops occurs, say by 
the tracking in of contaminants on trnil users' shoes, bike tires, trail (including bridge) 
construction and maintenance equipment or from horses or dogs, these farmers will lose their 
ce1tifications, rendering their crops umnarketable and their production contracts unfulfilled. 
Their only option if the proposed trail is approved is to establish "isolation strips" of at least l 65' 
and up to 900' or more: 

Table 1 

Bordo, R~moval For Grass Isolation 
(For fields Sacre, 01 la,ger} 

Gv1w1alio11 ( 'tlass") of Disla11ce from f/Jv Wi<1th of fJorder Rer110·1al {Ilea' 'hil/1in 
lr1 si.1eclo1J Croo contamfna/lnn MIion so11rco tho seed lick/ 
fOUfllfa!iNl' 90-0f<!etormoru Oloel 

G00·099 feel O(ec•l 
450.--599 fal!t 1sr~.e, 

loss th311 4 50 1<>0l ~65 tcu? 
Rc19i5fof~d 300 ror:t or moro Ofool 

225 201l loot 9feel 
150 224 fco\ 15 foel 

Lt:ss lhtrn 15-0 loct IGS fei:~,. 

CcrtitIM 1651e.e{ or more Ol~t 
105-1641-eot !Hoot 
~5-!04foot 15 fact 

Lvss. lhan 75 foot 90fec:'' 
l lie Jlo«lcr 10 lln 101110vo<l f1on1 IIIO co11,ful<1 liiCkl <MP b<' cJ<>n,:y mntl<od w;u,ar, nd('t]oalo 11umbor Md hclrJlu ol 

<lakes fnt '-'Ml ooo avory 300 foot nlld 1al1cr IMn tho moluro c.aoopy hefghl) tO Iha! lhO ln5p,,c10: c3n d<itt, u111t,o the 
dl>~, ow. Rc,111 pe-ioos ffte ,~qol:ed due lo iJ1ad~ql.!alo orlmp,oper sl~l<.'ng 
> Tho requ• cd 001do1 Romov~l fS m113su10<1 l101n 11,1> t:<1g·c orm~ ~onl~mlnaw19 11(1l.kln so1Hco 

This has never been an issue and would not and will not be unless the proposed trail is approved. 
For years, the Van Dykes, Dromgoole, Gaibler, and McCarthy's among others have managed the 
ROW by spraying for off~type species in order to ensure that their seed crops maintain 
certification standards and do not become contaminated by cross-pollination. OSU has ce1tified 
their entire fields on both side of the old abandoned right of way as not requiring isolation strips 
of any type at all, because there have been no likely introduced invaders to pollenate or 
otherwise contaminate their grass or other seed crops. The applicant believes this accepted farm 
practice is not allowed because the farmers cannot "spray property that does not belong to them," 
however, the practice of managing the ROW by spraying pesticides to keep out invasives was 
never inconsistent with the railroad's rights, are ongoing practices that at a minimum have 
resulted in prescriptive rights to the same and undeniably the proposed trail is the only thing that 
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introduces the needed isolation strips to this important high value farm country that otherwise 
produces grass seed in large blocks of high value farmland. 

Food Safety 

Lee Schrepel, Cory Stabler, Roxanne Coussens, Mark Gaibler, the McCarthy's and Ben Van 
Dyke have each testified to the significant impacts the proposed trail will have on farms' ability 
to maintain compliance with food safety requirements, throughout the length of the proposed 
trail, as well as in the 2.82 mile stretch. Increased pedestrian trnffic and the introduction of 
horses and dogs to the trail wiJl increase the risk of contamination, presenting unacceptable risks 
that result in the requirement that Farmers deploy new and expensive food safety security 
systems. The applicant does not even address the food safety issue in his submittals. He 
addresses the issue of trespass, asserting without evidentiary support that it can be mitigated with 
signage and fencing, however, this ignores the reality that trespass is well documented to occur 
regardless of fencing, that not all farms are even proposed to be fenced - fencing is an "option" 
(which imposes a terrible Hobson's choice on the Farmers) and all it takes is one instance of 
contamination to shutter a farming operation. The record is clear, the Farmers may not rely upon 
occasional fencing, potentially left open gates, dogs escaping to farms when gates are opened for 
farm equipment passage or vehicles to exist driveways, and the good manners of trail users not to 
trespass when the record is well documented that has not kept people away anywhere, to comply 
with federal and state food safety requirements. 

Pesticide Applications 

The applicant in his record submittal, addresses only the dispute surrounding the application of 
Oregon OSHA's Application Exclusion Zone ("AEZ"), and says nothing of the federal AEZ nor 
does he address the restrictive pesticide label restrictions that are only triggered when the area to 
be sprayed is located "near" or in the "vicinity" of or "around" a park sidewalk, recreational area 
or a sensitive site like a public recreational trail. As the Oregon Department of Agriculture 
explained in its letter in the record, these terms are undefined and could put entire fields adjacent 
to the proposed trail off limits to pesticide spraying. And we note this restriction is a status 
based restriction that still applies even if people are not on the trail or if the trail were closed for 
some number of hours as Mr. Primozich blithely suggests (incorrectly) solves all. 

Much dispute has surrounded the application of the AEZ. To clarify, the AEZ is NOT the 
"targeted application area" where pesticides are sprayed-it is an area that extends beyond the 
application area, the purpose of which is to minimize the possibility of exposure to unprotected 
people that happen to be in the area. Even if there is no drift, meaning even if a pesticide does 
not travel beyond the targeted application area, under the federal rule without any dispute and 
under the Oregon Department of Agl'icultme's interpretation of the Oregon OSHA rule, a farmer 
can still be in violation of the rule if unprotected people happen to come within the AEZ. 
Neither exposure of an unprotected person nor overspray of a pesticide onto the ROW has to 
occur for a farmer to be in violation of the rule-he breaks the law if any person enters the AEZ 
during an application, regardless of whether the person was exposed or not and regardless of 
whether illegal overspray occurred. 
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The applicant and his suppo1ters are irrationally wedded to the idea that there is no AEZ 
protecting women, children, and others on the proposed trail; but rather only "workers". The 
impmtant point, however, is that the Oregon pesticide enforcement agency, the Oregon 
Depaitment of Agriculture, does not share the applicant's rosy view and has made clear it will 
enforce AEZ rules to protect non-workers. 

Fmther, by focusing upon and only attempting to "debunk" the issue of the AEZ, the applicant 
completely misses the impact the proposed trail would have on pesticide applications because of 
restrictions associated with pesticide labels. Many of the labels of pesticides used by farmers 
along the proposed trail, including its 2.82 mile segment, direct spray applicators not to use the 
pesticides "around" or "near" recreational facilities. See e.g., Gramoxone label in the record 
("DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, 
GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS."); Lorsban label in the record ("Do not allow spray to 
drift from the application site and contact people, ... parks and recreation areas[.]"). See also 
the attached Exhibit 2 to this letter, which is a revised non-exclusive list of pesticides used along 
the proposed trail. ODA stated in their letter that terms like "around" or "near" have not been 
interpreted, but that they, the regulator thinks it could mean that fal'tners may be restricted from 
spraying pesticides on entire fields located near the trail. The evidence is uniform that the 
Farmers will not take the significant risk of incurring civil and criminal penalties by guessing 
aggressively about the meaning of these terms and, so, if the trail is approved, it will force the 
Farmers to stop spraying these chemicals altogether on farm fields adjacent to the proposed trail. 
The Fanners have testified that there are no ready affordable alternatives to these necessary 
sprays. 

Other labels can be even more restrictive, requiring the use of buffer zones when spraying near 
"sensitive sites," often defined as "areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders ( especially 
children)" and include "outdoor recreational areas." Such buffer zones require the targeted 
application site to be set back up to I 00 feet from the sensitive site depending on the method of 
application. Such restrictions would only be triggered by the presence of a recreational trail. 

The applicant suggests that farmers can apply pesticides in the early mornings or late evening 
when fewer people are expected to be using the trail. As Cody Van Dyke, a certified pesticide 
applicator, has testified, these hours are the worst times to apply pesticides because of air 
inversions. Moreover, expecting Farmers to change the times of day when they spray pesticides 
is a significant impact on the farming practice of applying pesticide sprays. Accordingly, there 
can be no doubt that approval of the proposed trail causes significant impacts to the accepted 
farming practice of spraying pesticides. 

All told,just within the first 2.82 miles(+ 750' if that is still the proposal, who knows), of the 
proposed trail to be constructed, at least seven different farms wi!J be significantly adversely 
affected by their inability to spray pesticides near the trail if it is approved as well as other 
equally significant adverse impacts; they will see their costs of their accepted farming practices 
significantly increased and the proposed trail if approved will significantly impact those accepted 
farming practices and costs so profoundly as to cumulatively cause large blocks of high value 
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farm land to be so difficult to continue to farm as to jeopardize continued farming at all, See the 
attached Exhibit 3 to this letter which is a nonexclusive outline of impacts to accepted farming 
practices and increased costs in the 2.82 miles the applicant proposes to be developed first. 

Access Rights 

All of the Farmers in the disputed 2.82 mile strip, as well as most of the Farmers along the length 
of the entire proposed trail in Yamhill County, have farms along both sides of the old abandoned 
rail right of way. All of them who do, cross back and forth across the old abandoned rail right of 
way many times every day to manage their farms and during harvest it is every few minutes for 
weeks. They have the right to access their properties over the old abandoned right of way as 
they do. The county claim to the contrary is unsupported and unsupportable. And regardless, 
the fact is the accepted farm practice is for Farmers to access their fields over the old abandoned 
right of way. The proposed trail is a nonfarm use that would be the only reason that accepted 
farm practice would change and that change is significant. Similarly, gates and fences are a new 
and significant impact on accepted farming practices. Fences and gates keep farmers away from 
their fields and keeps farm animals away from areas needed for their food, water and shelter 
needs. Gates by design are to be opened and will be left open intentionally or mistakenly and let 
into farms dogs, horses, and people. This causes food safety issues as well as untenable liability 
issues for the Farmers. As OSU's letter in the record makes clear, slug bait essential to Farming 
in this area could no longer be used for fear of domestic dogs digging it up, eating it and dying, 
as well as the unreasonable risk of people being exposed to such bait. 

Gordon Dromgoole and BJ Matthews farm 80 acres in the 2.82 mile stretch that will be 
completely bisected by the proposed trail. The ROW rnns through Mr. Dromgoole's farm for 
approximately l, 985 feet. The accepted farm practices that wi 11 be significantly impacted by the 
proposed trail are crossing the ROW in order to access their landlocked fields, spraying 
pesticides, and keeping people away from their livestock. Patt of their farm they lease to Mark 
Gaibler. They will have no access at all to his leased farm. 

Bryan Schmidt (Rudis Lac LLC), raises grass-fed beef and raw milk dairy cows on an 
approximately 12 acre farm that is completely bisected by the ROW. The accepted farm 
practices that will be significantly impacted by the proposed trail al'e livestock freely crossing the 
ROW, spraying pesticides, and keeping people away from his livestock. 

Mr. Schmidt's cows require crossing the ROW on their own multiple times a day in order to 
access grazing pasture, water and shelter on either side of the ROW. Gates are inadequate 
mitigation, unless these gates al'e configured so as to allow the cows to open and close them 
themselves, while also watching out for trail users. Additional time and labor must be spent by 
Mr. Schmidt to open and close gates and herd his cows across the ROW, while also watching out 
for trail users. These are all significant impacts to his current accepted farm practice of allowing 
his cows to cross the ROW freely on their own. 

Fmther, Brian and Roxanne Coussens own approx;imately 75 acres of hazelnuts adjacent to Hwy. 
47. The proposed trail parallels and abuts Hwy. 47 on the west and the Coussens' farm on the 
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east. Crossing the ROW is the only access the Coussens have to their orchards. This ground· 
only supports their farm operations. There is no dwelling on this prope11y. Their access tp their 
farm is solely for the needed farm access. The addition of a fence and gate to allow access to 
their fields will have an important influence or effect on the Coussens' farming operations by 
severely hindering their ability to freely cross the ROW to access their fields as they do now. 
Larger vehicles and equipment needed to tend the fields will not have room to pull entirely off of 
Hwy. 47 as they wait for the gates to be opened, ensure that no trail users are in the way, and 
proceed though. These large vehicles and equipment will end up blocking traffic on Hwy. 47 for 
substantial periods oftime, forcing the Coussens to hire flaggers to control traffic. When leaving 
the property, the Coussens must again close the trail, open the gate, pull out onto Hwy. 47 and 
somehow close the gate again. There is no way for them to do this because there is no safety 
area for such activity. This type of access issue is not only not mitigated by the imposition of 
gates and fencing, but is made worse. 

A Further Note About Pesticide Spraving 

Within the disputed 2.82 miles(+ 750' which is what the governing body's decision in the record 
characterized as the "first" area of the trail to be developed), seven different farms will be 
significantly adversely affected by inability to spray pesticides near the trail. This is not a 
problem solved by gates or, as Mr. Primozich suggests closing the trail some 83 hours a year for 
spray operations. Pesticide spray labels forbid spraying "around," "near,'' in the "vicinity" of, or 
some within "100 ft." of a particularly described sensitive site, which includes the proposed trail. 
That off-limits status does not change merely because there is a "closure" period or a gate. Plus, 
the mechanics of closure itself would no doubt impose a process which would add time and 
expense for Farmers to comply with. And even so would be no guarantee that people would not 
be on the trail in fact. Remember, it is the pesticide operator who is bound to comply with 
pesticide label and AEZ restrictions and who will suffer criminal and civil penalties if he is not 
sure there are no people on the trail if it is approved. This will require hiring spotters. And that 
is expensive and cumbersome. 

As noted previously, the applicant in his record submittal, addresses only the dispute surrounding 
the application of Oregon OSHA 's Application Exclusion Zone ("AEZ"), and says nothing of the 
federal AEZ nor does he address the potentially even more restrictive pesticide label restrictions 
that are only triggered when the area to be sprayed is located near a recreational area or a 
sensitive site Jike a trail. Even if there is no drift, meaning even if a pesticide does not travel 
beyond the targeted application area, a farmer can still be in violation of the AEZ rnle if 
unprotected people happen to come within the AEZ and the burden is on the pesticide applicator 
to be sure. Neither exposure of an unprotected person nor overspray of a pesticide onto the 
ROW has to occur for a farmer to be in violation of the rule-he breaks the law if any person 
enters the AEZ during an application, regardless of whether the person was exposed or not and 
regardless of whether illegal overspray occurred. In Oregon, the AEZ is 150' for pesticides 
whose application requires the use of a respirator. FederaJJy, the AEZ is 100'. And even the 
applicant cannot and does not dispute that the federal AEZ rule applies to the proposed trail. 
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Farmers along the proposed trail and who farm within the 2.82-mile segment regularly use slug 
bait which is extremely toxic to dogs and other animals. See OSU letter in the record. 
The applicant suggest that farmers can apply pesticides in the early mornings or late evening 
when fewer people are expected to be using the trail. As Casey Van Dyke, a ce1tified pesticide 
applicator, has testHied, these hours are the worst times to apply pesticides because several of the 
pesticide labels mandate not to apply during air inversions, which occur most frequently during 
the suggested early mornings and late evenings. Further, applications are made in tight weather 
windows of opportunity which are often prescribed on the labels themselves in order to reduce 
the occurrence of drift. If people are present on the trail and an applicator has to wait for them to 
vacate the area, these tight windows will be missed and the applicator will have to wait for 
another opportunity to come again. It is not possible to schedule times for the trail to be closed 
ahead oftime to allow for spraying, because it is unce1iain when these weather windows will 
present themselves. Scheduling such times for trail closures ahead oftime has an important 
influence or effect on the ability of the farmers to spray when these tight weather windows of 
opportunity present themselves, because the scheduled times may not ahvays be the most 
opportune times which are mandates by product labels. 

6. The applicant ignores the inadequacy of public facilities and services issues and 
asserts with no evidentiary support, that there will be a few vehicle trips and no 
demand for emergency services that can't be met. 

The problem for the applicant is that he hasn't provided any evidence supporting his assertions 
about the adequacy of public services and facilities needed to serve this use, and the record 
significantly undermines his claims. He has no clue how many trips the proposed trail will 
generate, including trnck, horse trailer rigs, whether the surrounding road system can safely and 
adequately handle the trips, he provides no evidence to support that there are safe and adequate 
trailheads for the parking needs of the unknown numbers of trail users who will use them. He 
utterly fails to provide any of the required Transportation Planning Rule analysis. And he 
completely ignores the fact that the county already is underserved by sheriff patrols, and the 
Yamhill Fire chief said there is inadequate firefighting infrastructure to support the proposed 
trail. 

The applicant cites the Banks to Vernonia Trail frequently as a model for this proposal, but the 
primary operational impact, at least for Banks, is traffic and parking. Thus, the substantial usage 
that the county envisions for this trail contradicts the applicant's unsupported assertions of no or 
de minimus demand on facilities and services. The applicant cannot establish that the required 
public facilities and services are adequate to suppo1t the proposed trail, certainly based on this 
record and his blanket statements that the impacts will be nonexistent, small or easily handled. 

7. The applicant fails to meet applicable county CUP standal'ds regarding 
compatibility and appropriate non-farm development in the heart of actively 
farmed EFU laud. 

The third CUP criteriou requires the applicant to demonstrate with credible evidence that "[t]he 
parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, topography, existence 
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of improvements and natural features." Instead of addressing this criterion with evidence, the 
applicant here simply asserts (incorrectly) that the County acquired fee title to the abandoned 
railroad corridor and that it is entitled to whatever it chooses on this land. He is wrong because 
the county owns nothing and, even if it did lrnve some property interest in the old abandoned 
right of away, that interest is subject to the Farmers rights of access and to spray it for vegetation 
and pests to avoid harm to their farm operations. Alan Brickley has made this plain in his 2019 
letter. 

Moreover, any developer can make this claim, and most have stopped trying by now because 
everyone knows that land use laws have never depended on the rights that property owner 
developer's claim. Rather, all developers, even the county, are requfred to prove that their 
development proposal meets all relevant standards and it has never been enough for a developer 
to assert 'it's my property and I can do what I please.' 

The applicant asserts that farmers are precluded from "trespassing" on the old abandoned right of 
way so they won't be having pesticide spray or access problems, and he also asserts that his 
proposal to fence where property owners want fencing and to install signs will prevent trail users 
from trespassing on farm land, means the old abandoned right of way is suitable for this 
prnposed nonfarm use. The first problem is that the proposal for fencing is not for the entire 
proposed trail but rather only if a Farmer makes the Hobson's choice to isolate a farm field in 
exchange for improving his chances at maintaining food safety and avoiding liability. The 
second is that the Farmers absolutely do have rights of access and to spray the old abandoned 
right of way. 

Third, as the affected farmers have argued and proven under the Fann Impacts test, the 
applicant's unsupported assumptions are ·wholly wrong. This abandoned rail right of way 
probably could be deemed suitable for the proposed use if it were not running through the heart 
of an intensively and actively fanned pa1t of Yamhill County's best farmland. The presence of 
the recreationists and average citizens that this trail ,viii introduce a non-farm use and non-farm 
tort plaintiffs into the heart of an intensively farmed part of the county that will severely impact 
and change multiple accepted farming practices occurring on the adjacent lands. For that reason, 
the applicant has failed to carry his burden of proof on the third CUP criterion. 

Similar to the third, the fourth CUP criterion requires the applicant to prove with credible 
evidence that "[t]he proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 
which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted 
uses listed in the underlying zoning district." As argued elsewhere, the impacts that this 
recreational trail and its users will have on accepted farm practices of adjacent farms, and raise 
the cost of those accepted practices, is fatal to the proposal. The applicant glosses-over and 
dismisses those impacts as nonexistent, exaggerated or insignificant. The facts and evidence 
submitted by the affected farmers, however, remain, and these documented impacts will 
significantly impact these farm operations in violation of this criterion. 

The fifth CUP critecion requires the applicant to prove, with credible evidence, that "[t]he 
proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public facilities and services existing or 
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planned for the area affected by the use." Again, the applicant dismisses entirely the 
requirements of this standard. The starting point for this criterion requires the applicant to assess 
(quantify) the types and levels of public services and facilities needed to serve the anticipated 
trail users. Which in turn means he has a burden to quality what the level of use will be. Yet, 
here, the applicant provides no evidence of anticipated user volumes, traffic volumes, trip 
generation and impacts to affected intersections, parking demand correlated with parking lot 
capacity at trail access points, per capita frequency of emergency medical demand for similar 
recreational trails, numbers and types of emergency vehicles that would need to access the trail, 
adequacy of bathroom facilities on a per capita basis correlated with anticipated user volumes, 
whether there is adequate water sources, volume and pressure for firefighting and so forth, The 
applicant submitted none of this information upon which an assessment of the adequacy of 
public facilities and services can be made. In contrast, the applicant has asserted several times 
that this recreational trail will be well-used by many county residents and visitors from 
elsewhere. Many including the applicant have testified in the record that the proposed trail will 
be so intensively used by visitors that it will be its own economic engine. 

In truth, the applicant cannot have it both ways - either the trail will have almost no use and thus 
require no public services or facilities or it will be very popular and heavily used by residents 
and visitors alike, in which case the demand for public services and facilities will be 
huge. Either way, the applicant must provide the basic information and estimates 
(quantification) of user numbers and demand for identified public facilities and services and an 
analysis of the adequacy of public facilities and services to serve those users. The evidence in 
the record is that neither the road system nor emergency services are adequate to serve the 
proposal. Also, contrary to the hopeful statements of County Commjssfoners at the March 7th 

hearing, all of this facility and service level master planning must be completed before the trail 
can be approved. Until that master planning happens and produces credible evidence addressing 
these public facility and service needs, compliance with this CUP criterion has not and cannot be 
demonstrated. 

Finally, the sixth CUP criterion requires a finding, based on credible evidence in the record that 
"[t]he use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the 
area." Perhaps this criterion could be met with a trail in a different location that avoids farm 
impacts, but this applicant and this record are woefully deficient. Absent the documentation and 
information described above, which is unlikely to be possible to achieve, this application cannot 
demonstrate compliance with this CUP standard and it cannot be approved. Because the 
applicant has simply dismissed the farmers' reported impacts as nonexistent, exaggerated or 
insignificant, this criterion cannot be met. The only evidence in the record is that the proposal ls 
not and cannot be made compatible with the uses in the surrounding area. Moreover, the only 
conditions suggested to date by the applicant are fencing for the trail corridor and signage. None 
of the impacts have been addressed in any credible or quantitative way, as the Supreme Court 
held they must in Stop the Dump, This is a failure by the applicant to carry its burden of proof, 
and it precludes approval. 

8. The applicant and his supporters misread the law of prescriptive rights. 
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The applicant cites ORS 105.618 for the proposition that the farmers could not have acquired 
prescriptive rights to cross and farm portions of the corridor. ORS l 05 .618 states, "A person 
may not acquire by adverse possession, as defined in ORS 105.620, property owned by a railroad 
or used for a railroad operation." ORS I 05.620 only speaks of acquiring fee simple title by 
adverse possession, and does not address the acquisition of an interest like an easement. It 
merely protects a railroad from adverse possession of a fee title interest. Easements for access, 
to spray and manage the land may still be acquired and ORS 105.618 says nothing of that. Uhl v. 
Krupsky, 254 Or 736 (2013) (adverse possession statute does not apply concerning an easement 
on prope1ty). The fact is that the Farmers have, at a minimum, acquired prescriptive rights of 
access over and on the old abandoned right ohvay and to spray the old abandoned right of way 
to protect their fields. 

Further, real estate expert, Alan Brickley, makes clear in his letters in the record, that the 
Farmers own their land including the old abandoned rail right of way and, even if you ignore that 
fact he explains that the Farmers always had rights to access across the old abandoned right of 
way to reach their farms on either side. The applicant's wishful thinking to the contrnry is just 
that. By way of example, the Van Dyke property had express rights to have the railroad install a 
cattle guard, which makes plain that farmer access was always contemplated. See Exhibit 4 to 
this letter. The Van Dyke family and their predecessors never, ever, gave away to the railroad 
their right to cross back and forth ove1· the right of way to reach their farms on both sides. And 
never ever gave up rights to manage the right of way to keep out weeds and other pests. If it 
were the contrary, the Van Dyke farms, as would McCarthy, Schmidt, Mattson, Dromgoole and 
others would have land locked unusable farms and that has never been the case 

CONCLUSION 

With all due respect, the applicant has failed to provide any basis for the Board to 
approve the proposed trail. It must denied. Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Dan Kearns 
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deep plowing andfor chemical means such as fumlganls or other material for seedbed preparation. 

Materials and methods must be a mailer of record. Whichever method is used, it must be 

approved and adequate to maintain varietal purity. Modified Land History (MLH) will be permitted 

on all certification generations. The field must be out of produc1ion of the same crop for at least 

one winier. For crops/generations requiring five years out of the same crop, MLH can reduce this 

requirement to a minimum of three years w!th convenlfonal tlllage, or two years for cerllfled Annual 

ryegrnss production if continuous no-till is the field history since the previous Annual ryegrass. To 
aid in dislinguishlng between voluntaers and the crop seeded, tho seed must be planted in distinct 

rows but may vary in row spacing. 

~. Volunteer plants may arise !Tom seed or another class or variety, or from vegetative portions of a 

plant (such as old crowns, stems, stolons, rhizomes, elc.). Volunleer plants, whether from seed or 

from vegetative parts, may be cause for rejection or r?cfassificalion of a seed field. 

D. Isolation 

1. lsolatL<,m: All fields used for the production or certlrled seed must have the minimum specified 
isolation distances (see individual crop standards) from fields of any other variety of the same 
species or closely related species unless of the same variety, generation, and certHled, or as 

modified by the 10% Rule or Border Removal rule (see below). Adequate distance between seed 

crops must be maintained to prevent overlapping seed heads of lodged plants; this isolation 

distance is called a mechanical separation. 

2. Isolation strip: The isolation distance determines lhe size of this strip, which may be located 

adjacent lo, or within the certified field . If adjacent, then the strip may be used lo: (a) produce a 
crop of another species, or (b) grow the same species but a different variety which then must be cut 
prior to pollination (which may be subject to inspocllon; e.g., adjacent pasture or hay), or If wilhfn 

the certified field, then (c) to grow the same variety and generation, bu1 lite crop in this strip must 
remain standing to serve as a pollen trap until the certified crop has completed pollination (this is 

an application of border removal; see below); seed from this strip must be harvested separately 
and conditioned as uncertified. 

3. 10% Rule: applicable to alfalfa and grass seed fields 5 acres or larger, Certified class only; fields 
that have a ·total isolation zone· of less than 10% of the entire field, require mechanical separations 

only. An isolation zone is calculated by mu!Uplying the length or the border, in common with other 
varieties of the same kind, by the average width of the certified field falling within the required 
isolation distance (usually 165 feet and measured from the edge of the contaminating pollen 
source). All lsolatfon zones In a field must be added together to determine the total Isolation zone 
for the entire field, therefore sum the total square footage In isolation zones and divide by 43,560 

square feeUacre, then divide by the field acreage, and multiply by 100, If the total isolation zone is 

less than 10% oflhe entire field, then only mechanical separations are required . 

4, Border Remoyal: applicable lo grass seed fields 5 acres or larger, all generations. If It is no\ 

posslble to provide minimum required isolation distances between fields, and the seed field does 
not meet !he 10% Rule, !hen border removal is permilted. This Is !he removal, after flowering, and 

as uncertified, or a portion of the seed field adjacent to the contaminating pollen source, as 

indicated in the following table (See Table 1). Re-inspections in the field and warehouse may be 
mad a to ensure the ldentily is maintained for seed from border removal strips, 

5. 25% Rule: Fields of the same variety but of differing generations ("classes") mus! be isolated by a 

distance of 25 percent of that otherwise required between varieties. This standacd is applicable to 

all crops unless otherwise noted in the specific crop standard. 
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Table 1 

Bqrder Removal For Grass lsolat!on .. 'I ' 
{For fields 5 acres or larger) 

.. . .. . . 
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... . 
·, 

Generation ("class) of Distance from the Wiclth of Border Removal tirea I wit/Jin 
Inspected Cm1) con/aminalinq /Joi/on source the seed fie/cl 
Foundalion 900 feet or more 0 feet 

600-899 lent 9 foel 
450-599 feel ·15 fept 

Less than 450 feet 465 feet2 

Registered 300 feet or more o feel 
225-299 feet 9 feet 
·150-224 feet 15feet 

Less than 150 feel 165/ee{ 
Certified 165 feet or more 0 feet 

105- l64feet D feot 
75·104 feet 15 feet 

Less lhrm 75 fEwt 90 fcet2 

The Border to be removed from the certi11r;cl field sh~II be clearly marked wilh a·n adequate number and heighl of 
slakes (at leDsl one every 300 feet and taller than the mature canopy height) so that the inspector can delerm.ine lhe 
dislf!nce. He-inspections are required due to inadequate or improper slaking. · · · ' 
2 The required Border Removal is measured from the edge of the contaminating pollen source. 

E. Field Management and lnspeclio11 

1. Field f-.,lanagernrmtPrior lo Field Inspection: 

a. The fielcl s!1,ill be in sucl1 condition that genetic puritr is maint;1ined. /\nf condition 
lhat shall not permit adequ,1te inspec:lion to det.)rmirw genetir: purily shall be 
cause for rejection. Plant growth regulators may not be applied lo legume sood 
production fields of Foundation and Reuislered (or equivalent) classes of cellified 
seed, 

b. Field or seedling identity shall l)e maintained throughout the life of the stand. In 

all cases. a field number system is required. The field number designated by 1110 

grower must be unique (i.e., two concurrent fields belonging lo a grower may 

110I carry lhe s,irne designation}. /\ s\amlard field number system will be year of 
plantino followeo by a hyphen ,Hld up to three digits thereafter. No leHers can be 

accepted. 

c. Ffoguing of objectionable weeds. other crops. and off-type plaiils difficult to 

separate in cleaning should be done before in spection. Failure lo rogue wiil 

constihJle a basis for refusal to approve for certification. 

d. The certilicalion inspector may rofusE:1 to approvfl a field for cer\ifica\ion tlue to 
unsatisfactory appearance duo to weeds, insutnclent growth, Inadequate stand, 
dlsease, insect damage, and/or any condition that prevents thorough inspection 

or thal may rellecl unfavorably upon the certification program. 

e. The certification unil is Ille entire field. When a portion of a field is lo be certified; 
lhis portion must be properly iden1ifie,1 by a fence, (]itch, other crops, mowed 
strip, or adequate stal-:es. This boundary Is to be approved by the inspector as to 

its adequacy and may be subject lo re-inspection. 

f. Evidence of seed-borne disease at tile time of lield insper;tion or presence of 
seed- borne disease in the seed lol may consli\ute basis for rejection, 
reclassificalion , or recommendation for seed treatment. 

g. Tl1e presence of smut balls in 8 sGed stock field (Foundation or Hegisterecl 
class) shall be basis for reclassification to the Certified class . 
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2. Re-inspection: A seedling or seed field which fails to meet the minimum standards may be rejected 

subject to re-inspection. The grower may apply for re-Inspection, but must apply and have the 

cause for rejection corrected before the deadline specified on the lnilial inspection form. There will 
be only one re-inspection per field. 

3, Oasis for Rerusal to Inspect: Tile Oregon Seed Cer!I0caUon Service reserves the right to return 

fees and refuse certification when: 

a. The location of the field is such that inspection would be unduly expensive. 

b. A grower fails to follow the rules governing certification, including a failure to pay for 
services previously rendered. 

c. Heavy weed infeslalion, lodging, etc., or storm, frost or olher conditions beyond the 
control of the grower do not permit satisfaclory inspeclion. 

d. A field is harvested before Inspection. 

4. Appeal Procedures: 

a. Appealing a Decision; If a grower disagrees with a decision rendered by lhe primary 
i11speclor of lhe field, this decision may be appealed. The grower must file a letter or email 
notice of appeal wlthln 15 days of receiving notice of the decision. The appeal notification 

should include the crop type, the variety and lhe certification field number. The letter of 
appeal must be signed by the grower or the grower's agent and forwarded to the Oregon 
Seed Certification Service, 31 Crop Science Building, Coivallis, Oregon 97331 or 

osu-cert@oregonstate.edu. The grower must include with lhe appeal letter or email any 
additional information that may be appropriate to !he resolution of the appeal. 

b. Appeal Process: When a notice of appeal is received by the Oregon Seed 
Cerlification Se/Vice (OSCS) office, the Certification manager will review the notice of 
appeal. II, in tile judgment of lhe Cerlirication manager a second inspection would assist in 
resolution of the matter, he/she will Instruct a second inspector lo review the field or fields 
in question when lime, weather, and crop conditions still permit a valid assessment. The 
Certification manager will review all relevant information held by lhe OSCS office and 

determine whether or not Iha appeal needs to go forward. The Cerlification office will 
notify the grower or the Certification manager's decision and the reasons for the decision. 

Wilhin 15 days of notification of that decision, the grower must notify the OSCS office in 
writing if the grower continues lo dispute the decision. The OSCS office will then forward 
as promptly as possible all information to the chair of the Cer1ificalion Board, or his/her 

representative for consideration by lhe Appeal Advisory Panel. 

c. Appeal Advisory Panel and Notification: A confirmation notice leller or email will be 
sent out by the OSCS office to the grower or grower's agent who sent In the notice of 

appeal. This will acknowledge that the notice of appeal has been received and that a 

Certification Appeal Advisory Panel will be assembled. The grower must provide any 

addrlional pertinent information in writing to the OSCS office wiU1in one week of the notice. 
The Appeal Advisory Panel will be composed of Oregon certified seed growers and an 
OSU Extension staff member when available. The recommendations by the Appeal 
Advisory Panel members and all relevant information l1eld by the OSCS office will be sent 
to the OSU Dean of Agricultural Sciences for review. Once the Dean has made a decision, 
a leller will be sent lo the grower or grower's agent who sent in the appeal feller explaining 

the Dean's decision. The Dean's decision Is final and is not subject to further appeals. 
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V.Weeds Prohibited In All Oregon Certified Seeds 
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Seeds of the following list of weeds are prohibited in certified seed. 

Austrian rieldcress (Rorippa ausfriaca) 
Austrian peaweed (Sphaerop/Jysa ,5alsufo) 
Bearded creeper (Crupina V(l/garis) 

Cametthorn (Alhagimaurorllm 

[=A. cmnelorum]) 

Canada thistle (Cirsium arvenso) 
Carolina horsenetlle ( Solanum carolinense} 
Dalmatian toadnax (Linaria dalmalica) 
Difiuso knepweed (Confaurea diffuse) 
Dodder (Cuscu/aspp.) 
Dog bane (Apocy11um sp.) 
Dyers woad (lsatis tinctoria) 
Fielcl bindweed (Convolvu/us arvensis) 
Hairy white top (Lepidium appelianum 

[=Cardaria pubescens!) 
Halogeton(Hnlogetonglomerafus) 
Iberian starthisUe (Centaurea iborica) 
Italian spiny this Ile (Carduus pycnocepha/us) 
Johnsongrass(Sorghumhalepense) 
Join led goalgrass (Aegi/ops spp.) 
Leafy spurge (Euphorbia esu/a) 
Malla star!histle (Genta urea melilensis) 
Medusa head rye (Taeniallierum [:=Elymus] 

caput-medusao subsp. caput-medusae) 
Musk thistle (Carduus nutans) 

8 

Perennial pepperweed (Lepiclium latifo/ium) 
Perennial sowthistle ( Sonclws arvensis) 
Purple slarthlstle (Ceotaurea cafcilrapa) 

Quackgrass (Elymus {=Elytrigia =Agropyron] 

repens) 

Ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) 
Rush skeletonweed (ChoJldril/ajuncea) 
Russian knapweed (Rflaponlicum f=Centaurea 

=Acroplllon)repens) 

Serrated tussock (Nasse/la trichotoma) 
Silverleaf nightshade (So/anum elaeag11ifolium) 
Sf end er foxtail or Blackgrass (Afopecurus 

myosuroides) 

Slenderilower lhislle (Cerduus tenuif!orus) 
Spelled knapweed (Centaurea stoebe 

su"osp.micrant/10s[=C. macu/osaf) 

Squarrose knapweed (Centaurea virga/e subsp. 
squarrosa r=c. virgata]) 

Tansy ragwort (Jaco/Jaaa [=Senecio] vu/goris) 

Whltetop (Lepidium [=Cardaria} draba and L. 
appe/iarwm[=Cardariapubsscens}) 

Wild garlic(A//ium vineate) 
Yellow slarthistle (Centaurea solsfirialis) 
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Non-Exclusive List of Pesticides Used Along the Proposed Trail 1 

No. Name Type Application Restrictions2 

• Do not enter or allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area4 until sprays have 
1 2.4-D Amine 4 Herbicide dried. 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

2 Asana XL Insecticide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

3 Axiom DF Herbicide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

4 Banvel 480 Herbicide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 

5 Bavthroid Insecticide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

• Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas, or vicinity where there may 
6 Chateau Herbicide be drift. 

• Do not allow others to enter treated areas until sprays have dried . 

7 
Cornerstone 

Herbicide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 
Plus • Keep people and pets off treated areas until spray solution has dried . 

8 Crossbow Specialty herbicide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• Do not allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 
9 Garlon 4 Ultra Specialty herbicide • For applications to non-cropland areas, do not allow entry into areas until sprays 

have dried. 

1 Including in the 2.82-mile segment to be developed first 
: Application restrictions relevant to the presence of a nearby recreational trail. 
3 Pesticides that require the use of a respirator are subject to Oregon OSHA 's 150 ft. Application Exclusion Zone ("AEZ"). 
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Respirator Required?3 

Yes, when using mixer/loaders 
supporting aerial applications 
and chemigation applications. 

Yes, for aerial or ground boom 
applications to certain crops. 

4 The "'treated area'" is the targeted area to which the pesticide is actually applied. not the AEZ. A "restricted entry interval" (REI) is a period oftime in which no worker is 
allowed to enter the treated area after an application (often 12-24 hours following application). 
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No. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Name 

Goal 2XL 

Gramoxone 
SL 2.0 

Lorsban 
Advanced 

MCPA Amine 

Type 

• 
• 

Herbicide • 

• 

• 
• 

Herbicide 

• 

• 

• 

Insecticide 

• 

Herbicide • 

Application Restrictions2 

Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 
Keep unprotected persons out of treated area until sprays have dried . 
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures 
people may occupy at any time and the associated property. parks and recreation 
areas, non-target crops. aquatic and wetland areas. woodlands, pastures. 
rangelands. or animals. 
DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS 
DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 
KEEP all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may 
be danger of drift. 
This pesticide must only be applied when the potential for drift to adjacent 
sensitive areas (e.g. residential areas, bodies of water. known habitat for 
threatened or endangered species. non-target crops) is minimal (i.e .• when wind is 
blowing away from the sensitive areas.) 
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people. structures 
people occupy at any time and the associated property, parks and recreation areas, 
non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or 
animals. 
Requires a buffer zone (I0-100 ft. depending on method of application) to 
separate "sensitive sites" from the targeted application site. Sensitive sites are 
areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children). These 
include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as 
school grounds. athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 
Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during application of this 
product. Do not apply this product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or 
applicator, is in the setback area. Exception: Vehicles and persons riding bicycles 
that are passing through the setback area on public or private roadways are 
permitted. 

Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during 
application. Do not enter treatment areas until spray has dried. 
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Respirator Required?3 

Yes 

Yes 

2 
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No. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Name 

Para7..one 

Prozap 

Saber 

Sterling Blue 

WeedoneLV6 
EC 

Willowood 
Clethodim 
2EC 

Willowood 
Paraguat 3SL 

Willowood 
Pronamide 
3.3SC 

Type 

• 

0 

Herbicide • 

• 

• 

Rodenticide • 
• 
• 
• 

Herbicide 

• 
Herbicide 

• 
• 

Herbicide • 

• 
Herbicide 

• 

• 
Herbicide • 

Herbicide • 
• 

Application Restrictions2 

DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATJONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, OR PLAYGROUNDS. 
DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated areas until sprays have dried. 
Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be 
danger of drift. 
Use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds is 
PROHIBITED. 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, 
either directly or through drift. 
Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 
Keep all other persons out of the treated area during this application . 
Do not apply on roads, near residential areas, or over water . 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, 
either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area during 
application. 

DO NOT enter or allow people ( or pets) to enter the treated area until sprays have 
dried. 
Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 
Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment areas during 
application. Do not enter treatment areas until spray has dried. 

Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas, or vicinity where there may 
be drift. 
Do not enter treated areas without protective clothing until sprays have dried . 

DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 
Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be 
danger of drift. 

Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 
Do not enter or allow others to enter until sprays have dried . 
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Respirator Required?3 

Yes 

Yes 

3 
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No. 

22 

Name Type 

• 

Yuma4E Insecticide 

-

Application Restrictions2 

Requires a buffer zone (10-100 ft. depending on method of application) to 
separate "sensitive sites" from the targeted application site. Sensitive sites are 
areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children). These 
include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks. outdoor recreational areas such as 
school grounds. athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 
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Respirator Required?3 

Yes 
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Non-Exclusive List of Farm Impacts and Costs if the Proposed Yamhelas Trail is Approved in the 2.82 Miles Area 1 

Property 
Crops Grown/ 

Accepted Proposed Mitigation / 
Name Animals Significant Impacts/Costs2 

Description 
Raised 

Farming Practices Why Not Adequate 

• Horses and dogs frighten livestock, can cause them 
to charge and if they are stopped by a strong • Fencing will not prevent 
enough fence, the animal is injured. trespassing trail goers and 

• People are k-nown to tease livestock. Alpacas can will not prevent and has 
react aggressively, spitting or otherwise biting never prevented litter, illegal 
offending humans, dogs or horses. camping, vandalism, theft, 

• Would need to properly fence (strong enough to and harassment of livestock. 
• Keeping livestock keep out dogs and horses and people, strong - Unknown what type of 

• Livestock and and other farm enough to keep livestock and other animals in when fencing will be used by 

other farm animals. Which they charge due to being teased or frightened). county; will not prevent 

animals requires keeping They will lose farm ground to fencing that is people from throwing trash 
1. Kris Weinbender 

(alpacas, people/animals setback from the right of way fencing the county over the fence and onto 
&Melissa • 4 acres turkeys, away from their proposes to keep the animals away from people and private property; will not 
Braukman 

chickens, livestock, and dogs/horses as much as possible. They own prevent trail users from 

geese) 
keeping property approximately 400 ft of property where they would harassing livestock. Will not 
free oflitter so need to keep livestock out of view from the public reliably keep out dogs that 

• Pasture 
animals stay using the trail; install security devices i.e., razor will dig under fences to get 
healthy. wire, cameras, motion detectors, etc. to farm animals. Their 

• Increased litter patrols, as ingesting "gu" packs and animals will charge fences 
other trail detritus from trail goers can seriously and injure themselves when 
injure their animals. No plan or program proposed harassed or frightened by 
for garbage facilities on proposed trail or garbage trail goers and their animals. 
pickup. People will just dispose oflitter on the • Does not deal with liability 
proposed trail or their property. and insurance costs. 

• Increased liability and insurance costs. 

• 75 acres 
• Crossing ROW to • County wants to install a gate on Coussens only • County imposed gates in 

2. Brian & (exclusively 
get to their fann. It fann access. If that happened the Farmers would fencing to allow vehicles and 

Roxanne devoted to • Hazelnuts 
is their only access need to hire flaggers for opening/closing gates on farm equipment to cross 

Coussens hazelnut 
to farm. ROW to get equipment and other vehicles into ROW - Prohibits free access 

farm) • Access to farm is farm, stopping traffic on HWY. 47,just to enter across ROW; increases time 
unrestricted. their farm property. They would need to do this the to cross ROW 

~ 1 All of the below Farmers land is farmed witl1in the 2.82 miles between Yamhill and Carlton. 
~ ~ ORS 215.296(1) ("A use allowed under ORS 215.213(2) or (11) [uses permitted in EFU zones in marginal lands counties] or 215.283(2) or (4) [uses permitted in EFU zones in 
~ nonmarginal lands counties] may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds that the use will not: (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or 
O'\ forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm 

or forest use."). 
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• Spraying 
pesticides/fertilizer 
pellets cast from a 
machine called a 
fertilizer "flinger" ; 
slug bait 

• Food safety 
practices 

• Keeping property 
free of I itter 

multiple times every day that they need to enter 
their farm to tend it. This is because there is no 
place to stage farm equipment and vehicles on or 
near Hwy 4 7 while waiting for gates to be opened 
and closed and for trail goers to depart the trail (if 
they do at aIJ). Farmer will have no way to stop 
trail goers so they can enter and exit their time. 
Harvest will be made impossible due to access 
conflicts and gates. Even the county does not 
dispute the Coussens have absolute rights to their 
needed crossings. The proposed use unreasonably 
interferes with their access rights. Their property is 
only developed with their orchard. That is its only 
utility and the proposal takes away the farmers' 
ability to engage in fam, uses on that property 
because access will be made impossible. 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides due to AEZ I SO ' 
on 7.76 acres (10.4% offarm); or 100' AEZ 
federal, or label restrictions on pesticides used 
which prohibit spaying "around,., proposed 
recreational trail, putting their field off limits per 
ODA Jetter in the record. 

• Loss of ability to use slug bait, because of 
reasonable concern about trespassing dogs. Would 
have to significantly change how they fertilize, 
could no longer use fertilizer pellet flinger machine 
for fear of an accidental fertilizer pellet projectile 
harming a trail user or a trail user alleging the 
same. Will have to engage in hand fertilizer along 
trail which is expensive and inefficient not to use 
flinger machine investment. 

• Increased risk of contamination to food crops from 
trail users' contamination. Would require 
installation of food security measures including 
surveillance. 

• Increased risks ofliability and increased insurance 
premiums due to fire from accepted farming 
practices and vexatious complaints both to 
regulators and in litigation 

• Increased litter patrols 
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opening/closing gates; 
increased traffic congestion 
on Hwy. 47 if the fanner is 
even allowed to stop traffic 
to wait to open trail gates; 
will need to hire flaggers on 
hwy. as well as spotters to 
detennine when it is safe to 
open the gate and cross with 
the equipment. Because the 
need to get in and out of 
their fann is frequent, the 
gates and fencing is indeed a 
Robson' s choice the Farmer 
needs fences and gates for 
food safety and security as 
well as to do what he can to 
prevent unauthorized entry 
due to spray restrictions but 
on the other hand, as a 
practical matter prevent all 
reasonable access to the 
fann. 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying - difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 
some pesticides they use 
cannot be sprayed at all near 
a trail, ever because the 
labels impose status based 
restrictions. Practical reality 
is the Farmer will have to 
discontinue use of sprays 
with severe restrictions 
which sprays are used as a 
critical part of their accepted 
farming practices. The Joss 
for which there are no ready 
or affordable alternatives. 

2 
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3. Gordon 
Dromgoole& 
BJ Matthews 

• 81 acres on 
both sides of 
old 
abandoned 
right of way. 
Fields have no 
access and 
will be 
isolated if 
proposed trail 
is approved. 

• Alfalfa 
• Crossing ROW 

w/fann machinery 
• Wheat • Spraying 
• Oats pesticides/fertilizer 
• Meadowfoam pellets 
• Clover • Keeping Livestock 
• Grass seed - needing to keep 
• Pasture people/animals 

• Sheep away from 
livestock 

• Loss of ability to freely cross ROW to access 
landlocked fields 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides on 13.97 acres 
(17.33% of farm) due to 150' Oregon AEZ, or 
under federal WPS slightly less given federal 100' 
AEZ. Pesticides they use impose label restrictions 
that include flat out prohibitions on spraying 
within I 00' feet of proposed trail as well as others 
that impose flat out restriction on use "around" 
recreational parks meaning (per ODA) their whole 
fields can no longer be sprayed if the proposed trail 
is approved. 

• Would need to install additional fencing so that 
trail users cannot interact with livestock 

• Significant impacts of trail bridge construction -
presence of construction workers in farm fields; 
disruption of farming operation 

• Increased risks ofliability and increased insurance 
premiums due to fire from accepted fanning 
practices and vexatious complaints both to 
regulators and in litigation 

Exhibit 3 
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• Gates in fencing to will not 
adequately allow vehicles 
and farm equipment to cross 
ROW - Prohibits free access 
across ROW; increases time 
to cross ROW 
opening/closing gates. And 
waiting for trail users to 
depart area. Will require 
hiring spotters to be able to 
use gates. While gate is 
open dogs and other 
unwanted pests can get into 
the farm . Access over and 
across the old abandoned 
right of way is ex'tremely 
frequent with many different 
kinds of farm equipment. 
During harvest it is every 
few minutes and at other 
times of the year it is often 
several times a day. 
Opening and closing gates 
every time with spotters is a 
serious adverse impact and 
imposes significant costs on 
the Farmers. 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying - difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 
some pesticides cannot be 
sprayed at all near the trail, 
ever. Imposes such 
impediments and costs to 
accepted farming practices 
that continued farming is 
jeopardized. 

• Losses oflivestock due to 
human or dog or horse 
harassment. Livestock will 
charge fences to get awav 

3 
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4. Bryan Schmid 
(Rudis Lac LLC)t 

• 11 acres on 
both sides of 
old 
abandoned 
right of way. 
Part of dairy 
will become 
isolated and 
land locked 
with noway 
to get to it and 
both sides are 
necessary for 
animals to get 
back and forth 
to water, food 
and shelter. 

• Crossing ROW 
• No fencing 
• Spraying 

• Dairy and beef pesticides. Casting 

COWS 
with flinger 

• Cow/calf fertilizer pellets 

operation • Keeping a dairy 

• Rawmilk herd. Keeping 

sales people/animals 

• Hazelnuts 
away from the herd 
to keep them safe 
and free of 
improper foods and 
disease. 

• Loss of ability to freely cross ROW to access 
landlocked fields 

• Addition offencing significantly hinders free 
access across ROW, making it impossible for 
animals to cross back and forth without hiring 
someone to let them across. And if the farmer 
hired someone to let animals across, there is no 
guarantee that they could get the animals across 
because that requires some cooperation from trail 
goers which there is no way to guarantee and that 
there is no bike or running event that makes access 
crossing impossible. 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides near trail. 
Pesticides used in hazelnut operations impose label 
restrictions that include flat out prohibitions on 
spraying within l 00' feet of proposed trail as well 
as other restrictions that impose flat out restriction 
on use "around" recreational parks, meaning (per 
ODA) the whole field can no longer be sprayed if 
the proposed trail is approved. 

• Loss of ability to use slug bait/fertilizer pellets 
because of trespassing dogs 

• Would need to install additional fencing so that 
trail users cannot interact with livestock 

• Significant impacts of trail bridge construction M 

presence of construction workers in farm fields; 
disruption of farming operation 

• Vexatious complaints 
• Increased or cancelled insurance. 
• Increased liability exposure and ODA 

investigations due to vexatious complaints 
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when frightened or teased. 
They will run into the fences 
and hurt themselves. 

• Gates in fencing to allow 
vehicles and fann equipment 
to cross ROW - Prohibits 
free access across ROW: 
increases time to cross ROW 
opening/closing gates 

• Gates prevent access. Will 
require spotter to get herd 
across trail while gates and 
opened and to close gate 
afterwards. Opening and 
closing gates requires 
cooperation from trail goers. 
No guarantee of that being 
even remotely possible. 
Signage/trail closures during 
spraying- difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 
some pesticides cannot be 
sprayed at all near the trail, 
ever. Cumbersome process 
to close trail even ifit could 
be done. Trail closure would 
not be sufficient guarantee 
that people would not be on 
trail to avoid AEZ 
restrictions and would still 
need a spotter to be sure no 
one is on the trail or coming. 
And this is all for naught 
because restrictions on the 
pesticide label used in the 
hazelnut operations prohibits 
use "around" recreational 
park and per ODA 
interpretation the proposed 
trail would so qualify. This 
means the hazelnut orchard 

4 
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5. Lee & Kathryn 
Schrepel 

6. Mark Gaibler 

• 29 acres-
orchard, food 
processing 
manufacturing 
plant 

• 48 acres 

• Fruit orchards 
(cherries, 
plums, wine 
grapes) 

• Hazelnuts 

• Grass seed 

• Hay 
• Hazelnuts 

• Seed crops 

• Growing food 
• Manufacturing and 

processing food. 
• Food safety 

practices. 
I Spraying 

pesticides. 
lo Applying fertilizer 

pellets. 
• Adequate fencing 
• Keeping property 

free of litter 

• Spraying 
pesticides/fertilizer 
pellets 

• Food safety 
practices 

• Increased risk of contamination to food crops from 
trail users. Having to install expensive new 
security. . 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides near trail. 
Pesticides used impose label restrictio_ns th~t . 
include flat out prohibitions on spraying within 
I 00, feet of proposed trail as well as others that 
impose flat out restriction on use "around"_ 
recreational parks meaning (per ODA) their whole_ 
fields can no longer be sprayed if the proposed trail 
is approved. . 

• Harm to employee and customer/Farmer d~hvery 
parking lot. Would need to install appropnat~ 
traffic controls because the applicant has th: idea 
he is o-oin« to use Fruithill's employee parkmg I_ot, 
stagi;g ar:a and delivery/pick up area as a parkmg 
lot. 

• Increased risks ofliability and increased insurance 
premiums due to increased ped~strian and 
recreational traffic from the trail . 

• Increased ODA investigations due to vexatious 
complaints. 

• Increased litter patrols 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides _ne_ar trail. 
Pesticides used impose label restnctio_ns th~t . 
include flat out prohibitions on spraymg wi!hm 
100, feet of proposed trail as well as others that 
impose flat out restriction on use '·around"_ 
recreational parks meaning (per ODA) theJT who!~ 
fields can no longer be sprayed if the proposed trail 
is approved. 
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could no longer be sprayed 
with the appropriate 
chemicals. Which would 
mean since there are no 
ready alternatives that the 
hazelnut orchard would have 
to go. This is a very large 
sia-nificant adverse impact on 

0 • 

accepted farming practices 
and huge imposed costs. 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying- difficulty in . 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 
some pesticides cannot be 
sprayed at all near the trail, 
ever. 

• Nothing proposed solves 
food safety problems caused 
by the proposed trail. 

• No condition will avoid the 
need for Fruithill to install 
significant new food safety 
and security measures. 

• Nothing proposed protects 
Fruithill equipment and 
storage areas from theft and 
vandalism. Fruithill will 
need to install expensive 
new locks, and other security 
equipment. 

• Fences make it impossible to 
get to otherwise isolated 
farm ground. 

• Gates will make it 
impossible to get to his farm 
ground in any efficient or 
effective or reliable way. 
Trail users will have to be 
stopped so eauipment can 
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7. Greg & Celine 
McCarthy • 50 acres 

• Grass seed 

• Clover 
• Rowfood 

crops (com, 
onions, green 
beans) 

• Livestock 

• Crossing ROW 
several times a day 
with different kinds 
of equipment 

• Spraying pesticides 
• Casting fertilizer 

pellets using flinger 
• Seed certification 

practices 
• Water gun 

irrigation 
• Beekeeping 

• Loss offannable area• 150' due to Oregon AEZ or 
100 feet due to federal AEZ. Hire spotters to see if 
people are on trail. Lost access. 

• Loss of seed crop land due to trail imposing need 
for 165' minimum isolation strip. 

• Loss of ability to use slug bait/fertilizer pellets 
because of trespassing dogs. Pesticides they use 
impose label restrictions that include flat out 
prohibitions on spraying within 100' feet of 
proposed trail as well as others that impose flat out 
restriction on use "around" recreational parks 
meaning (per ODA) their whole fields can no 
longer be sprayed if the proposed trail is approved. 

• Increased risk of contamination to food crops from 
trail users. 

• Increased liability exposure and ODA 
investigations due to vexatious complaints. 

• Increased or cancelled insurance. 

• Loss of ability to freely cross ROW to access 
landlocked fields 

• Loss of ability to spray pesticides on 4. 7 acres 
(9.4% of farm) due to 150' Oregon AEZ, slightly 
less under 100' federal AEZ. Pesticides they use 
impose label restrictions that include flat out 
prohibitions on spraying within I 00' feet of 
proposed trail as well as others that impose flat out 
restriction on use "around'' recreational parks 
meaning (per ODA) their whole fields can no 
longer be sprayed if the proposed trail is appmved. 

• Loss of ability to use slug bait because of the 
reasonable possibility of trespassing dogs 
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pass over the old right of 
way several times a day. It 
is not clear ifit will even be 
possible to get people on the 
trail to stop long enough to 
get equipment across. 

• Fencing and signage will not 
keep out trespassers. 

• Food safety issues remain. 
Will need to install food 
safety equipment. 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying - difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 
some pesticides he uses 
cannot be sprayed at all near 
the trail, ever. Which means 
his hazelnut farming 
operation probably can't be 
continued at all if the 
proposed trail is approved. 
Serious seep. certification 
issues remain. His certified 
seed crops will require a new 
165' isolation strip causing a 
loss of important farm 
ground. 

• Fencing keeps farmers from 
accessing their fields which 
are otherwise landlocked. 

• Gates in fencing to allow 
vehicles and farm equipment 
to cross ROW - Prohibits 
free access across ROW: 
increases time to cross ROW 
opening/closing gates. 

• No way to keep people off 
trail during equipment 
crossings. 

6 
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8. Ben Van Dyke 
(Ben VanDyke 
Farms, Inc.) 
(Landowners: 
Riverview 
Farms, Julie and 
Jim Van Dyke, 
Westview 
Farms, William 
and Janice Van 
Dyke, WV-RV 
Development, 
LLC) 

• Loss of ability to use flinger for placing fertilizer 
pellets on ground. Have to resort to expensive 
hand application near trail if it is approved. 

• Loss of land needed as " isolation strip" to maintain 
their certified seed crops. 

• Loss of ability to irrigate with their irrigation guns 
using non-potable irrigation water because trail 
users would complain about being sprayed with 
irrigation water. Forced to buy and install new, 
expensive irrigation system. 

• Liability exposure. Increases in insurance. 
Increased exposure to ODA investigations due to 
vexatious complaints. 

• Loss of ability to keep bees on property because of 
presence of trail users who will complain of being 
stung. 

• Loss of ability to freely cross ROW to access 
landlocked fields 

• Multiple • Addition of fencing significantly hinders free 
fanns totaling access across ROW 
approx .. 242 • Crossing ROW • Loss of ability to spray pesticides near trail. 150' 
acres, all of • No fencing AEZ and 100' federal AEZ impose significant 
which require • Hazelnuts • Spraying losses offarmable ground. Pesticides used impose 
access across 

• Grass seed 
pesticides/fertilizer label restrictions that include flat out prohibitions 

the old 
• Hay 

pellets on spraying within 100' feet of proposed trail as 
abandoned • Seed certification well as others that impose flat out restriction on use 
rail right of • Pasture practices "around" recreational parks meaning (per ODA) 
way to access • Food safety their whole fields can no longer be sprayed if the 
otherwise practices proposed trail is approved. 
land locked • Loss of ability to use slug bait because of 
fields. trespassing dogs. 

• Loss of ability to cast fertilizer pellets using flinger 
machine. 
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• No proposed mitigation for 
loss of certified seed crop 
ground. Will require 
minimum of 165' isolation 
strip taking important farm 
land out of production I 00% 
to be devoted to an isolation 
strip. 

• No proposed mitigation for 
loss of irrigation method 

• No proposed mitigation for 
loss of necessary beekeeping 
for crop pollination 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying - difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times. 

• Regardless just due to its 
status as a sensitive site, key 
necessary pesticides cannot 
be sprayed at all near the 
trail. ever 

• Gates in fencing to allow 
vehicles and farm equipment 
to cross ROW - Prohibits 
free access across ROW 
which is necessary several 
times each day and during 
harvest every few minutes.; 
increases time to cross ROW 
opening/closing gates. Will 
need to hire a spotter to 
ensure no people are present. 

•Noway to ensure trail goers 
will stay off trail during 
crossing operations. 

• Signage/trail closures during 
spraying- difficulty in 
planning ahead for spraying 
because of 
weather/application times; 

.. _,._, __ - , __ ,., _____________________________________ _ 
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• Loss of certified seed crop land because of new 
need for isolation strips for certified seed crops of 
at least 165'. 

• Increased risk of contamination to food crops from 
trail users. Need for new security systems. 

• Liability exposure. Increases in insurance. 
Increased exposure to ODA investigations due to 
vexatious complaints. 

• Significant impacts of trail bridge construction -
presence of construction workers in and near farm 
fields (triggering AEZs); introducing weed seed 
into certified fi elds; disruption of farming operation 

• Increased risks ofliability and increased insurance 
premiums due to fire from accepted farming 
practices and vexatious complaints both to 
regulators and in litigation 
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some pesticides cannot be 
sprayed at all near the trail, 
ever 

• No proposed mitigation for 
loss of land certified seed 
crops due to need for 
isolation strips. 

• No proposed mitigation for 
impacts of bridge 
construction 

8 
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This is .:111 excE.Tpl froirl a deed made by the gnmlors (Oregon nnd 
c:aliforrLid R.R. Co) lo the g.ranlee (J.T. Pallerson &· V\/ife) on the ~)lh 
day of October] 906, and recorded on page 577 of volunH') 46 of the 
rec(lrds of Ya111hill Countv. This a1n-c')en1ent was the railroad ~· "' · } 

obtajni.ng addiliorml righl of "\vay through this propt'rty. 

As a fm+her consideration for these present-s said Raih:oad Co 
hereby agrees to place and maintain cattle guanls on its track at it:s 
intersection with the North limit ,utd t-be South limiJ of the land of 
the grantors. 

;'Note 1: clt the tirnP of this agreen1enl. this property ·was "J 06 acres and 
operaled as fl dairy Jann. rll1.e railroad dissecls the acrezige. The 

rlcr<"af?' is now 2 parcels owned by Jim_& Julie VanDyke and John&· 
Linda VanDyk(1

• 

·'·*Note 2: C<1ttle f),-uards work ns a fence; cnttl(c> \Viii nol cross lhern. Bv 
~ ·' 

placing the guards at the North and South 1in1its lbcy acted as end 
boundaries for lhf• anirnc1ls whcJe railroad intru~_;ion made fr:>nces 

impossible. This vvas a nc~n~Ascuy l.ool to allow the cnltle to freely 
graze the entire property (both sides & on ROW!), u1Hcslricled by lhe 
railroad. 

This is a fact proving lhat the original intent of lhc• railroad RO\/v' ·was 
NOT to prohibit prorx'l'ty owners from Hw use of the RO\:\/. Quite 
the opposite:,, the property ownPr cou Id not lw inhibited and t-he 
railroad \Vns responsible, in writing, for making, n1c1i1.1tai.ning, and 
paying, in full, for any acct~plable acc01nmodalions. 

Page 244 
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IN THE OIROUIT COURT OF THE S1l'A.TE OF OREGON FOR YAMHILL COUNTY 

The Oregon Oentral Rail Road Ccmpe.ny, 
Plakti:rr 

va. 

Martha Per.ry, Thomae Walter Perry, 
Martha Ellen Stott and Fielding Stott, 

Defendants 

O B D Jl ll 

.Journal 2, page 523 

Dated Nov •. 13, 1872 

At thia day the verdict of the jury in this oase having been 
rendered finding in tavor of the plaintiff for the appropriation of 
the lan~ described in Qompla.int and in favor of the detendants for the 
sum Three Hundred and fifty Dollars in u.s.Gold ooin whiQh sum ot i350.oO 
u.S~Gold Coin .has been paid . to Defend.ants upon motion of Mitohell & 
Dolp.p.·.·, , Pla1ntif!'a attorneys. It is ordered, adjudged e.rd deoreed by 
the Court that the follow1ng portions of desoribed pieoes of' rea;L 
property desoribed in Complaint be and the same are hereby appropriated 
set apart, transferred and oonveyad to plaintiff, the Oregon Central 
Rail Road Company, its suooessors and aasigna forever, tor the uses 
and purposes described in Oompla1nt 1 to-wit:-

. Begi~ning at a point in the South line of the Donation Land 
01a·:1m of Joseph-Robertson as reoorded in the land office at Oregon 
Oity, 1740 feet West ot the South East corner o! said land olaun.; 
thenoe North 20° 45 1 East 4751 reet; from thenoe to the Ee.stw~rd on 
a 2° Railroadourve 86 reet to a point in a North line of ~aid land 
Glaim; thenoe West 60 teet; tbenoe South·West on a 2° Rail Road curve 
85 feet; thence South 20° 46 1 West 4751 feet to the Soµth line of said 
Land Claim; thenoe l!laa"fe"O f.eet to the plaoe ot beginning, containing 
6.66 aores, more or less, · al1 i~ Yamhill County, Oregon. 

Also a part or said Joseph Robertson Donation Land Olaim as 
follows, in Sections 34 and 5 in T,2 and 3 S.R.4 West· Beginning at 
a point 1447 feet North and l600 :feet West of the B. ~. oorp,er of tb.e 
saiq Joseph Robertson Donation Land Claim, said point . being 100 feet 
from the main work ot the Oregon Central Rail~oad and rw:uiing thenoe 
North 2CJ 45' East pare.llel with center line of aaid re.1 lroe.d 1300 feet; 
thenoe North 87° 15' West 250 feet; thenoe South 2° 45' West par~llel 
with center line or said re.1lroaµ. 12',00 feet; thenoe South 87" 15' East 
250 feet to the plaoe of beginning, containing 5.67 aores, ruore or iess. 

and that said plaintiff pay the oosts and diaburaem&nts to be taxed. 

B. F .. Bonham, Judge 
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• KELLINGTON 
~A _, )l ~~·w LAW CT RC JP, ,)c 

\'\fcndie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

March 14, 2019 

Via Hand Delivery 
Board of Commissioners of Yamhill County 
c/o County Planning 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
,\Iobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: wk@k!gpc.com 

RE: Conditional Use Permit Application and Quasi-judicial TSP Amendment proposal for 
Yamhelas Trail Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Chair Olsen and Members of the County Commission: 

This firm represents Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van Dyke, Mark and Velma Van 
Dyke, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Christy Cloepfil, Tom Hammer, Chris 
Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric Kuehne, Harold and Jolene Kuehne, B.J Matthews, 
Gordon Dromgoole, Greg and Celine McCarthy, Maryalice and Tim Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, 
Lee Schrepel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester Sitton, Darren Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, 
Lynne Wiser, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, Fruithill, Inc., Van Dyke Farms, Inc., Ben Van 
Dyke Farms, Inc. In this letter, we refer to these Yamhill County citizens as the "Farmers" for 
convenience. Please include this letter in the record of the above referenced matter. 

We provide a com1esy copy of our firm's submittal's for this first open record period as a 
comtesy to the applicant. We hope that he provides the same courtesy to us. 

This letter transmits the following additional information for the open record period which 
closes on March 14, 2019: 

1. "Myths" about the proposed Yamhelas Trail (Attachment 1); 
2. Letter to you regarding the three miles of the proposed trail proposed to be developed 

first signed by the undersigned and Farmers who farm land situated within the first phase 
of the proposed trail (Attachment 2); 

3. Several news articles about crimes committed along public trails. This is relevant 
because without adequate security, visibility and police protection (as here) public trails 
tend to be a place where criminals and predators can exist in relative anonymity. The 
Springwater Trail in Portland is also a well-known example of this problem. (Attachment 
3). 

4. Yesterday's email from county counsel to the undersigned and my reply. (Attachment 4). 
Since the undersigned has not communicated with you outside of the hearing process, one 
can only assume his is displeased that I emailed the Board objecting to the applicant's 
end run to get you to commit to a contract to build the most expensive parts of the trail. 
There is no "planning" to go through when the matter was not on a "planning" agenda. If 
he prefers the Farmers wring their hands while the applicant uses his insider status to 
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develop the proposed trail unchecked, that is unlikely to happen. My communication 
with you about the contract to build and fund the most expensive parts of the trail before 
the land use process ever concluded, was authorized by law and appropriate. After all, 
the applicant put the agenda item before you and I am entitled, on my clients' behalf, to 
register objection. The Farmers certainly do not lose their constitutional rights to 
communicate with their elected officials on topics pending before those elected officials, 
merely because the applicant takes inappropriate actions related to the land use process, 
while the land use process is underway. 

Fm1her, please understand, that for whatever reason, county planning closes its doors on 
Wednesdays at noon. This leaves the Farmers no choice but to submit directly to you (as 
we did last week), on Wednesdays, after noon. Perhaps county counsel is unhappy with 
that arrangement but planning directed us to file materials with you on Wednesday 
afternoon. See attached email from Caroline Rook. 

Moreover, it is not an ex parte contact to file papers with planning and then provide a 
courtesy copy to you. When important papers are filed with a coutt in litigation, a bench 
copy is delivered directly to the judge for his convenience. Regardless, because it 
offends county counsel, this firm will submit items only to planning but we will also 
provide to planning three (3) exact, organized, color copies of our submittals for you to 
use as you consider this matter. We sincerely hope that planning will see fit to provide 
those materials to you as we submit them, without tearing them apart so that they are no 
longer organized, legible or in color. 

5. Updated properly profiles for the Farmers. Attachment 5. 
6. Powerpoint of properties along proposed trail. Attachment 6. 
7. Pesticide label of the pesticide "Milestone" used by Farmers along the proposed trail 

inadvertently omitted from the labels provided previously. Attachment 7. 
8. Email exchange from ODOT representative and former railroad executive that the entire 

old rail right of way proposed to be converted to a trail was completely abandoned by the 
railroad March 16, 1991 and the railroad was then free to sell it "piecemeal to willing 
buyers," with the railroad selling off at least two parts before the county obtained its quit 
claim deed. This completely "debunks" the applicant's claim that the rail never 
abandoned the disputed old right of way. Clearly and unequivocally they did abandon 
the old right of way in 1991. Attachment 8. 

9. At the March 7, 2019 hearing, your legal counsel incorrectly prohibited me from 
inquiring about ex parte contacts you'd had concerning the proposed trail. Had I been 
allowed to inquire about ex parte contacts that the Board has had with trail suppot1ers and 
the applicant, I would have been able to ask about to understand, and then to rebut, ex 
parte contacts between suppo1ters of the proposed trail and importantly the applicant and 
the Board. It is evident that the applicant has had numerous closed door discussions with 
the Board in an effort persuade you to let a contract to design three trail bridges and build 
one, with a construction start date required by November 2019. It also appears very 
likely that the applicant has made you afraid of not approving the trail and bridges for 
fear of consequences associated with the grant from the state and federal government that 
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the county prematurely obtained before trail approval was ever obtained or evaluated as 
even possible. Today you did what the applicant asked. See Attachment 9. In the 
context of that approval, some of you expressed concern about losing the grant(s) if you 
did not move forward with the proposed trail bridges now. 
htt )s:// outu.b •/n MY B4X0l4?t=3825 Today's approval improperly prejudges the 
pending land use matter about whether any part of the trail can be approved at all and 
makes the pending land use process a pro forma meaningless step. All of the public 
testimony has just been rendered useless because a majority of the governing body has 
today approved the most expensive parts of the proposed trail. It defies credibility in the 
extreme to say a public body that has decided to spend public funds on the most 
expensive parts of a project that lacks land use approval will vote two weeks later to deny 
the proposal. I have not had time or been given a chance to develop all the legal 
arguments about why today's action is improper. There was inadequate public notice, 
and a wholly inadequate process leading up to today's decision. The Farmers are deeply 
disappointed and strongly object. 

We also note that it appears that you may have been duped. Your dialogue suggests that you did 
not think you were approving bridge construction. That is untrue. Below is a part of what you 
approved today: 

Our proposed scope of work and estimated fee are detailed below. Contingency tasks are 
included to account for potential unknowns and/or to be used at the County's discretion if 
during project development it is determined that additional design or construction elements are 
necessary. 

Schedule: 
Begin Design Tasks on Stag Hollow Bridge 
Stag Hollow Final PS&E Submitted 
Stag Hollow Construction Bid Let 
Award Construction Contract 
Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Begins 
Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Complete 
Begin Design on Tributary 1 and 2 Bridges 
Tributary 1 and 2 Bridges Final PS&E Submitted 

2 weeks following NTP 
September 1, 2019 
September 15, 2019 
October 15, 2019 
November 1, 2019 
March 15, 2020 
September 1, 2019 
February 1, 2020 

10. Attaclunent 10 is a time lapse video of traffic at just one location where the county has 
said it plans to put a trail head and parking lot for the proposed trail - at the "bus barn" 
and Frnithill Inc. Clearly there are traffic conflicts that have improperly not been 
considered by the applicant and is fmther evidence that the proposal fails to meet 
applicable transpmtation standards including CUP public facilities standards and the 
Transportation Planning Rule. 

This letter also responds to issues raised by the record of the above referenced matter that 
are not covered by other submittals. 

3 
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1. The highest and best use of the old abandoned rail right of way is farming. 

As real estate expe1t and former First American Title Company legal counsel for more 
than 30 years, Alan Brickley, explains in his letters in the record, the county's quit claim deed 
from the railroad bought, respectfully, nothing, since the railroad had nothing to sell by 2017. 
No one seriously disputes that, by then, the tracks had been pulled up for more than two decades, 
and any railroad use had long been abandoned. Even if one thinks like the applicant that the 
railroad had some interest to sell, the Farmers have always had rights to cross and spray 
pesticides and to irrigate upon and over the old abandoned right of way, as a matter oflaw. They 
still have those rights. Expert Alan Brickley teaches us this too in his letters in the record. 

The county's quit claim deed gave it no superior rights to the abandoned railroad right of 
way and the railroad always took subject to the Farmers' rights in this regard, even when it still 
maintained a legal interest, something the Farmers strongly believe had been lost by 2017. 
Against this backdrop, the applicant continuing to press strident views of county "ownership" 
and rights to exclude the Farmers" from the old abandoned right of way, is intolerable. At the 
very best for the applicant, the county bought some interest in a very long, narrow, strip of land 
that is zoned and intended for exclusive farm use and no other, and is subject to the Farmers 
undisputable rights to access properties on either side; to run livestock over and upon; to spray 
pesticides over and upon so as to protect their croplands on either side; and to irrigate with water 
guns, over and upon. The only viabl.e use of that old abandoned rail right of way, is farming the 
properties on either side. This is not a novel, wild idea. When a road right of way is vacated, it 
is given to the properties on either side up to the centerline. Even where the county bought the 
right of way for the road in the first place. Vacated road right of way is not sold as a remnant to 
some developer to use as they please, as the applicant seeks to do here. Ask your legal counsel. 
He must confirm this unremarkable legal truism. The county should stop fighting the Farmers 
farming activities on and around the old abandoned right of way. 

2. The Farmers Support a Trail in Lawful Locations 

Please understand that the Farmers support the county's efforts to establish a trail system 
in proper locations that do not harm farming; that complies with the Farm Impact and other 
standards. The problem is that the proposed trail is extremely harmful to farming and it was 
allowed to get legs in its proposed location and resources were expended, long before the 
proposed location was ever properly vetted against the Farm Impact or other standards. The 
proposal is like deciding to put a trail in the middle of a foundry and being puzzled that the 
foundry owner's object. 

3. The "Santa Paula Branch Line Study" Submitted by Proponents Does not 
Demonstrate Compliance with Oregon's "Farm Impacts Test" or the County's 
General Conditional Use Permit Standards 

The relevant legal tests for the proposal are Oregon's Farm Impacts Test; the county's 
Conditional Use Permit Standards; county standards that make many parts of the proposed trail 
illegal as a matter of law (in the AF-10, HI, RI and LI zones), as well as applicable Statewide 
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Planning Goals like Goal 12 (Transportation) and Goal 5 (Natural Resources, Scenic and 
Historic Areas, and Open Spaces.) The fact that California, Minnesota, Michigan and Iowa may 
or may not have had some success in developing trails and addressing farm impacts within the 
legal contexts that apply there, does not prove the proposal's compliance with the applicable 
Oregon and county standards that apply here. 

The trails referenced in the "study" rely upon indemnification provisions that Oregon law 
would not allow in the first place and that do not address the serious adverse impacts from the 
proposal trail, in any case. They also rely upon Farmer led trail closures, as well as gates that 
Farmers activate when they wish for crossing, when they spray, when they cast fertilizer, when 
they have slug bait pellets in their fields, and for other operations. None of those trails appear to 
have had the problem of livestock needing to cross to get to food, water and shelter and none 
dealt with AEZs. Factually, the trails in the study largely bear little resemblance to the subject 
area. They are largely situated in or near urban areas, with available urban services like adequate 
police and fire protection. In short, the "study" that proponents cite, does not help proponents 
here. 

Moreover, the picture of relative success painted in this "study" is betrayed if one looks a 
little deeper. For example, the Bob Jones Trail has serious problems with crime: 

'"The Bob Jones trnilhcc1cl. which sits nestled nex t to the 10 I. received an additional 
camera lo aid in the fight against crime. The first camera was installed aboul a 
month ago, and though it has caught images of suspects there were still areas that 
failed to be in its range. The new camera will hopefully make up the difference. 
"·The first one can ·1 do the complete job. but you can kind of get a good overall 
view." Commander Jim Voge of the San Luis Obispo Sheriff Department. ·'but 
there are some blind spots, so we wanted to place a second one:· The cameras are 
digital recorders and can be accessed remotely via a computer. tablet or smart 
phone. The parking lot. located on Ontario Road next to the Avila Beach Dr. 
Highway 101 exit. has been host to a series of •;smash and grnb" burglaries; about 
three or four a month. Perpetrators shaller windows of parked cars and pilfer their 
belongings. Voge said thal there are several reasons why more of these types or 
crimes occur at this particular parking lot. ··Bob Jones is kind or like a perfect 
storm for criminals:· he said .• ;because they can gel clown there quickly because of 
the highway and just leave there quickly too.'' htt ):// ourcoastncws.com/t:oast
ncws/look ing-back-on-2017/ 

The Joe Rodota Trail is riddled with intractable homeless encampments, providing a 
place for people to go who have no other options: 
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Yamhill County has such citizens in its midst too and it would be natural for them to find 
solace in a trail system. 

The Lake Wobegone Trail had a 2017 sexual assault on a young girl, in which a police 
and a police K-9 pursued the suspect who fled into a neighboring cornfield. 
hll >://mnlrnil s.com/conlenl/lake-, obcgon-trn il-scxual-assaull This reinforces and illustrates yet 
another way in which the proposed trail presents food safety concerns. 

The Cedar Valley Nature Trail system experiences serious crime including violent sexual 
assault. https://www.kcrg,com/contenl/news/New-trail-altacks-in-Wal rl o-con<.:crn ing- to-trail
users-387035681 .html 

There are probably other examples, but it is not efficient to dwell upon them. The point 
is, the proposed trail in this case fails to 

1

meet the legal standards that apply and that without 
significant security measmes in place, police and other emergency services in abundant supply, 
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the problems of urban civilization do and will spill out onto public trails. In turn, those problems 
present serious problems for the intensive Yamhill County agriculture that abuts the proposed 
trail that, before this divisive trail proposal, was a source of great pride and great earned respect 
from all quarters of the county. 
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We ask that you please deny the ptoposal. We very much appreciate your time and 
consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Applicant Mr. Sadlo and Mr. Boenish 
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MYTHS 
PROPOSED Y AMHELAS TRAIL 

Please include this document in the record of Planning Docket G-01-18 
Submitted on Behalf of the Farmers who Oppose the Proposed Trail 

MYTH: The applicant has thoroughly "debunked" thal the proposed trail will impose a 150' 
Application Exclusion_Zone (AEZ) on Farmers' spray operations when people are present on the 

proposed trail. 

False. The truth is that the Farmers have thoroughly "debunked" the applicant's mistaken claim 

to this effect. The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) has clearly stated that it will 
enforce the 150' AEZ "off of the applications site" (ODA email to W. Kellington in your 
Farmers' evidence binder, Tab 3). ODA has also published a guidance document for Farmers to 

use in applying the new AEZ, entitled "Worker Protection Standard (WPS): Application 
Exclusion Zone not on the Agricultural Establishment's Property Oregon Department of 
Agriculture" (Kellington letter dated March 6, 2019, Attachment 1). It says: 

"When applying a pesticide near establishment borders where other people may 
be in the proximity of the on-going application (off the establishment), an 
applicator should do the following: 
• Suspend the application: If people are present* * * ." (Emphases supplied.) 

MYTH: The 150' AEZ is the only problem related lo pesticides with tbe proposed LraiL 

False. Federal law imposes a I 00' AEZ regardless of whether the Farmer is required to use a 
respirator in the pesticide application. Further, Pesticide labels, for pesticides used on the entire 
length of the proposed trail as well as on the initial 2.82 segment, contain exclusions of their 
own that apply to the old abandoned rail right of way onlv if it is converted to a public 
recreational trail. The old abandoned rail right of way as a public recreational trail, becomes a 
"sensitive site" or a "recreational park" or "sidewalk" meaning that depending upon the label, 
pesticide spraying may not take place "arnund" or "in the vicinity" or "near" the prnposed trail. 
ODA has opined in its March 5, 2019 letter in the record that "around" "could preclude 
applications in fields adjacent to the trail or sensitive sites identified in the product labeling." 

The Farmers have consistently and uniformly testified that they must and will take this advice 
very seriously and not spray such fields at all. They have testified that they will uniformly err 
on the side of caution because the state and federal civil and criminal penalties for guessing 
wrong about pesticide label requirements are so steep. If the proposed trail is approved then, 
whole fields will no longer be able to be sprayed with the pesticides they need, and spraying 
these fields with the necessary pesticides is an accepted farming practice. Other label 
restrictions impose a 100' setback between spray operations and the proposed trail. Whether it 
is a new 100' setback or the fact that the proposed trail would mean whole fields could no 
longer be sprayed with pesticides due to squishy prohibitions using words like "arnund," it is 
undeniable that the proposed trail imposes a significant impact on the accepted farming practice 
of spraying pesticides. And if whole fields cannot be sprayed with the gold standard spray that 
is needed, then the Farmers are stuck spending money on hand labor to weed, or giving up 
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farming such fields altogether. They have testified that they have no ready alternatives to 
keeping harmful plant pests at bay and insects from devouring their crops than the pesticides 
that they spray. The Farmers have testified that they could not afford to hire hand weed labor. 
The proposed trail imposes significant costs on the accepted farming practice of keeping weeds 
and insects off of farms. 

MYTH: Increased restrictions on farming practices are a result of overall increased regulation 
over lime and tbe presence of the trail can't be blamed for such increased restrictions. 

False. While there has been an increase in restrictions on fanning practices such as pesticide 
spraying over the years because of an overall increase in state and federal regulation of such 
practices, the presence of the trail alone imposes protected status restrictions upon the area that 
directly further restrict accepted farming practices in a significant way as explained above. But 
for the presence of the trail, the Farmers would be able to spray as they have been doing. 
Pesticide label restrictions and the new 150' AEZ (state) and I 00' AEZ (federal) requirements 
are only triggered when unprotected people are in the area and unprotected people would not be 
in the area but for the trail. 

MYTH: Fences are good enough lo solve the Farmers' problems. 

False. The type of fences the county proposes are unknown and whether they will be limited to 
the boundary of the proposed trail but also along the sides of farms, is also unknown. It is clear 
that the applicant does not intend to fence the entire trail, but rather only where the adjoining 
owner wants it: 

(a) fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent .farm fields, 
shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 
indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner's land from the trail corridor; 

Moreover, any fencing on and around driveways will present gaps and thus there is no certainty 
that any driveway gates will remain closed. All of this is itself a problem because there will be, 
by design, gaps in any fencing and, with gaps, come people, horses and dogs. 

Further, unless any such fences are extremely strong, they will not keep frightened or angry 
bison or other livestock from charging trail goers, causing injury and liability to the farmers; not 
to mention injury to the valuable bison or other livestock. And, if fences are strong enough to 
keep a charging bison or many bison or livestock m many livestock in, the animals will harm 
themselves when teased or frightened as they try to escape through a fence strong enough to 
contain them. Livestock are often afraid of horses and vice versa. Thus, we can expect horses 
to attempt to bolt and break through fences if spooked by a trail goer's dog, a peloton of cyclists 
whizzing by or an interested or aggressive bull or female cow with a calf. Similarly, we can 
expect livestock to charge toward the trail or away from the trail and into trail border fences or 
fencing on the sides of farms. Further, fences keep farmers from accessing fields on either side 
of the proposed trail, causing field isolation and changing farm management techniques, if an 
isolated farm can be managed at all. The absence of fences invites trespassing dogs, people and 
horses causing serious food safety issue. The possibility of domestic dogs digging up delicious 
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smelling slug bait (see OSU letter in the record) and dying as a result of consuming the same, 
will cause liability for Farmers. So much so that they will have to stop using slug bait, which 
will be ruinous to the crops that need it. There are many other issues in this record. In all, it is a 
myth that fencing the proposed trail eliminates significant adverse impacts on accepted farming 
practices or avoids significant increased farm costs. 

MYTH: Signage will be effective to keep people, dogs and horses out of farm fi elds and away 
from dairy cows. 

False. One of the public trails in an agricultural area touted by the proponents of the proposed 
trail is the Joe Rodota Trail in Sonoma County. Here is how effective the no trespassing signs 
on that trail have been: 

The record is clear, people ignore no trespassing signs. 
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MYTH: Ifthe county buys an indemnity policy covering the Farmers. uch policy will solve the 
Farmers problems. 

False. First of all, we have no idea what kind of indemnity policy we would be talking about 
and the variety of indemnity policies is as varied as the human imagination. But it is a certainty 
that no indemnity policy there is will stop federal or state enforcement of AEZs, forgive or 
change pesticide label restrictions, or open fences so farm equipment and farm animals can pass 
through, or keep people from filing vexatious claims that take valuable time away from farming 
to deal with. Further, Oregon's "Farm Impacts Test" requires the county to find that the 
proposed trail does not cause a significant change to an accepted farming practice or impose a 
significant cost on all affected accepted farming practices, for any individual farm, or for farms 
cumulatively. A promise of indemnity does not satisfy this test or come anywhere close. 

An indemnity policy proverbially shuts the door after the horses have escaped the barn, but does 
not prevent the adverse impacts in the first place. Like buying the ruined cherries in the Stop 
the Dump case, a promise of indemnity does not change the fact that the cherries were ruined. 
Similarly, indemnity applies after the targeted farmer has incurred significant costs and loss of 
time due to vexatious claims. Indemnity does not change the fact that pesticides will not be able 
to be sprayed, fertilizer will not be able to be cast using equipment designed for that purpose 
and slug bait will no longer be able to be used. Indemnity does not stop vexatious claims which 
lead to time consuming and expensive investigations and litigation and significantly changes 
accepted farming practices (Farmers have testified they will do everything they can to avoid 
violating pesticide related law and vexatious claims, to include taking large farm fields out of 
production). Even with the best and most generous indemnity clause on the planet, Farmers can 
never recoup their significant lost time, reputation and lost farm ground, lost crops with an 
indemnity policy and, so, such fails to meet the Farm Impacts Test. 

MYTH: The county has authority to enter into an "indemnity agreement" with the Farmers. 

False. The county is bound by a debt limitation found in the Oregon Constitution, Article XI, 
Section 10, which would prohibit the county entering into a contract for indemnity that exceeds 
the amount of $5,000. This debt limitation would also prohibit the county from committing 
year after year, to buy an insurance policy that exceeds this amount. Moreover, the legal 
principle that the current governing body cannot contractually bind subsequent governing 
bodies to particular policy decisions, would make any promise of"indernnity" illusory and 
uncertain from election to election. Graves v. Arnado, 307 Or. 358, 364, ( 1989) ( outgoing 
elected governing body that entered into contract involving governmental function cannot bind 
subsequently elected body); Brunick v. Clatsop County, 204 Or. App. 326, 333 (2006) ("where 
an elected body or officer makes 'just cause' the termination standard for an employee who 
performs governmental functions, the 'just cause' standard does not bind a subsequently elected 
body or officer because, even if that standard became part of the employment contract, the 
subsequently elected body or officer is not bound by the contract."). The question here is then 
whether a promised contract of indemnification that results from an elected governing body's 
attempt to exercise its discretion to meet the "Farm Impacts Test," exercises a "governmental" 
function. The "governmental function" test is inherently difficult to apply, but it is far more 
likely than not that such would be an exercise of a governmental function and could not 
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lawfully extend to bind a subsequent governing body. Accordingly, whether because of 
Oregon's unique constitutional debt limitation that applies specifically to counties or because 
any promise of indemnity to attempt to meet the "Farm Impacts Test" exercises a governmental 
function and so is not enforceable beyond the governing body that adopted it, indemnity is not 
an available consideration in the first instance. It is also not effective to mitigate or resolve 
Farm Impacts, as explained above. 

MYTH: This trail is no different than the much lauded Banks-Vernonia Trail. 

False. The majority of the Banks-Vernonia Trail traverses forest land and a state pat·k, not 
large-scale and intensive commercial agriculture operations as the proposed trail does. Forest 
land does not require regular pesticide spraying to maintain forest health and rherchantability. 
The forest lands through which the Banks-Vernonia Trail runs are not characterized by large
scale, intensive commercial agriculture operations that require crossing the old right of way, 
spraying of pesticides near the trail, ensuring the purity of crops, and other accepted farm 
practices that have been discussed previously and will be significantly adversely impacted by 
the Yamhelas trail. And, regardless, the proposed trail fails to meet applicable standards 
including the Farm Impact Test, as the Oregon Supreme Cou1t has described it in Stop the 
Dump, which decision did not exist when the Banks-Venonia Trail was being permitted. 

MYTH: The Banks-Vernonia Trail has no problems. 

False. The Banks-Vernonia Trail has the same issues with trespass, littering, and difficulty of 
access for emergency services that plagues other recreational trails in the country. Brian 
Coussens, the retired Banks Fire District Chief whose district was contracted with OPRD to 
provide emergency services for the Banks-Vernonia Trail, states in his letter, "In my 15 years as 
chief! have seen dozens of issues ranging from heart attacks to injured horses to meth labs to 
wildland fires all directly related to tJ,e trail." (Brian Coussens' letter is in your Farmers' 
evidence binder, Tab 27). "Trail users smoke, trail users light off fireworks, trail users use 
firearms and yes they can even start mysterious fires just because no one is around." There is 
no reason to believe that this trail would avoid these same problems, the magnitude of which 
would likely be greater on this trail because of its proximity to more developed areas. One of 
the biggest issues the fire district dealt with in regard to the Banks-Vernonia Trail was the 
difficulty of access for emergency services. When calling for help, trail users could never 
identify where they were, forcing responders to respond from several different points of access. 
This increased the amount of manpower needed and time spent responding to calls from trail 
users, which manpower and time the cities of Yamhill and Carlton are already lacking. 

MYTH: The Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey shows that the 
Proposed trail can be successfully implemented in agricultural settings. 

False. The Santa Paula trail located in Ventura County in Southern California, and other trails 
the compatibility survey examines, none of which are in Oregon, were not required to meet 
Oregon's farm impacts test. It is a red herring. 
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MYTH: Other count ies are not so concerned about public trail im pacts on Rgriculture. 

False. Both Benton County's Board of Commissioners and Wallowa County's planning 
commission have recently denied public recreational trail proposals because of untenable 
adverse impacts on agriculture. 

MYTH: The proposal seeks approval only of a 2.82 mile segment of the proposed trail. 

False. The application submitted for the Board's consideration includes the final decision that 
LUBA rejected and remanded. The applicant has not stated any intention to change the 
proposal he sought to have the Board approve last year. Thus, we must presume it is the same. 
In the county's decision that LUBA rejected, the county claimed compliance with the "Farm 
Impact Test, by analyzing the entire corridor: 

2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the ··area•· under consideration includes all fnnn 
operations wholly or partially within 750 fret of the (generally) 60-liiot wide transportation 
corridor. The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 
approximately 750 lccl north of Stale Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 
C'mltnn. 

The county also made clear in that decision that the decision pending before you will be the 
only and last land use decision along the entire length of the proposed trail that applies any farm 
impact standards: 

3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance 904 also require establishment of a tinal plan 
for development of the Yamhill lo Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 
dc,·clopmcnl of the c11Lirc corridor 1ha1 includes final plans for 1he Yamhill lo Carlton segment. 
Such plans arc required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi
modal trail in the segment of corridor between State I Iighway 240 and the City of Carlton. While 
not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to mccl lhc form impact slundards, these 

I • • 1'" .I ' •' • ' ,I I 'I I • 11 

Accordingly, without any doubt, the proposal seeks to establish that the ent ire proposed tra il 
corridor being developed with a recreational lra il, complies with all relevant standards. This is 
not about a 2.82 mile segment and the application is not so limited. 

MYTH: The a l li cation as su )lemented b the staff re ,ort makes clear what is ro osed 
sufftcienl to eva luate Lhe proposa l's compliance wiih the Farm Impact Standards, the county' s 
conditional use permit standards, and other standards tha t apply. 

False. The application omits important details necessary for anyone, whether a citizen or a 
decision maker, to determine the proposal's compliance with relevant standards. The 
application fails to provide any information about basic things like the location and number of 
trail heads, accesses, emergency accesses, parking areas, for how many people parking will be 
provided, water availability, whether restrooms will be provided and if so where and what other 
facilities will be provided. The application makes no effort, and that is zero effmt, to address 
any of the county's conditional use permit or other standards that apply. The application is 
wholly inadequate to justify approval of the proposal. The staff report does not save the 
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deficient application for many reasons. One of those reasons is that the staff report limits its 
evaluation to 2.82 miles of the proposed trail and gives the decision maker no hint about the 
proposal's compliance with all the relevant standards throughout its length. The staff report 
fails to properly apply the Farm Impacts Test, county CUP standards, and the Transportation 
Planning Rule, Goal 5 and others. It fails to require the applicant to provide any traffic or 
transportation analysis that would be required of any applicant. Finally, the application not only 
fails to address individual adverse farm impacts on individual farms and individual significant 
increases in the costs of accepted farming practices, but fails to address the adverse cumulative 
effects of the proposal on farming. In sum, with all due respect, denial of the proposal is the 
only answer. 
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Phone (503) 636-0069 
i\Iobilc (503) 804-0535 

flacsimilc (503) 636-0102 
Email: · · a1 · gp · · i 

RE: Conditional Use Permit Application and Quasi-Judicial TSP Amendment Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail, Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Chair Olson and Members of the County Commission: 

This firm represents Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van Dyke, Mark and Velma Van 
Dyke, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Christy Cloepfil, Tom Hammer, Chris 
Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric Kuehne, Harold and Jolene Kuehne, B.J Matthews, 
Gordon Dromgoole, Greg and Celine McCaithy, Maryalice and Tim Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, 
Lee Schrepel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester Sitton, Darren Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, 
Lynne Wiser, Brian and Roxanne Coussens, Fruithill, Inc., and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc. Jn this 
letter, we refer to these Yamhill County citizens as the "Farmers" for convenience. Please 
include this letter in the record of the above referenced matter. 

The application purports to be the final land use step to convert 12.48 miles of an 
abandoned rail right of way to a public recreational trail and contemplates immediate 
construction of2.82 miles of trail plus 750'. 1 This letter specifically addresses the serious 
adverse impacts and costs to farming operations located adjacent to the initial 2.82-mile, plus 
750' segment of the trail proposed to be immediately constructed that extends north, past 

1 The applicant has been sloppy about describing the proposal. The initial application describes the proposal as 
converting 3 miles of the abandoned rail right of way to a trail. He also submilled his previous application and the 
entire LUBA record as the application here including the Board's decision that LUBA remanded. The Board's 
previous decision that LUBA explained the area for consideration was the entire corridor and the area to be "first" 
developed was a particular segment plus 750', as follows: 

2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the "iirea'' under consideration includes all form 
operations wholly or partially within 750 feel of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 
corridor. The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 
approximately 750 feet north of State Highwny 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 
Carlton. 

The staff report claims the application is "for the 2.82 mile segment between Carlton and Yamhill." Clearly, that is 
not the applicant's intentions because nothing in the application submittal which includes the entire LUBA record 
includes any new limitation on what is to be approved. And clearly, there is no plan for the trail if approved now, to 
ever go through any land use process or ever apply the farm impact standards at any later point. But the Farmers 
here for lack ofa better description of the analysis area to be developed "first," presume the initial area is as the staff 
report says 2.82 miles, plus the 750' that the Board's previous decision assumed was the initial phase of the trail. 
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Fruithill Inc. then south to the city limits of Carlton. This segment is not fairly categorized as lhe 
"beginning" of the proposed trail. Rather, it is somewhere near the middle. The southernmost 
patt of the proposed trail is several miles south at NE Gun Club Rd. and the northernmost portion 
that is in Yamhill County near the City of Gaston. 

Our clients who own and/or operate farms adjacent to the 2.82-mile + 750' segment of 
trail proposed to be immediately constructed are the following: Greg and Celine McCarthy 
(Ground Zero Farms), Brian and Roxanne Coussens, B.J. Matthews, Gordon Dromgoole, Bryan 
Schmidt and Rudis Lac LLC, Mark and Velma Van Dyke, Jim and Julie Van Dyke, and John 
Van Dyke; Ben Van Dyke and Ben VanDyke Farms, Inc.; Lee Schrepel and Fruithill Inc. The 
properties of each is dedicated to farm uses. All properties are zoned EFU with the exception of 
Fruithill Inc., which is zoned HI and RI. We note that a trail is prohibited altogether in the HI 
and RI zones. 

The Farmers, including those farming in the 2.82-mile that is proposed to be developed 
"first", are strongly opposed to the proposed conversion of the old abandoned rail right of way to 
a public recreational trail. We focus here on demonstrating that the proposed trail significantly 
adversely impacts their accepted fanning practices and significantly increases their costs of those 
practices in the so called initial corridor to be developed first. 

The presence of people using the trail will trigger both pesticide label application 
restrictions and pesticide application exclusion zone ("AEZ") requirements under state and 
federal law. This will force a significant change in accepted farming practices, i.e., spraying 
pesticides, solely because of the presence of the trail and trail users. Under some pesticide label 
application restrictions, the Farmers would be foreclosed from spraying entire fields adjacent to 
the proposed trail because of the potential presence of people on the trail. For example, the 
labels for Gramoxone and Parazone, restricted use pesticides commonly used by the Farmers 
adjacent to the 2.82 segment of the proposed trail containing the active ingredient paraquat and 
used for the control of sucker grow1h in hazelnuts and in seedbed preparation for grasses, both 
contain the following statement: 

"DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, 
GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS." 

ODA explained in its letter in the record that this is an enforceable statement. While the term 
"around" has not been defined by the courts or U.S. EPA, dictionary definitions define "around" 
as "in the vicinity of or close by." Thus, according to ODA, these types oflabel restrictions 
"could preclude applications in fields adjacent to the trail or sensitive sites identified in product 
labeling." Because of the stiff criminal and civil penalties that apply for guessing wrong, the 
Farmers will have to change their accepted fanning practice of spraying these pesticides on 
whole fields or large pa11s thereof, to avoid potential ODA enforcement, if the trail is approved. 
This is significant and has nothing to do with the applicant's view of AEZs, This is an 
undeniably important change or influence to the accepted farming practice of spraying this 
chemical occasioned by nothing other than the construction of a trail with unprotected people, 
and animals where previously there was no human presence and in fact nothing but some gravel, 
where there is anything. 
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Likewise, the labels for Lorsban and Yuma 4E, insecticides commonly used by the 
Farmers adjacent to the 2.82 miles of the trail (as well as the entire trail), require the 
implementation of buffer zones to separate "sensitive sites" from application areas. The labels 
themselves define "sensitive sites" as "areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders 
(especially children). These include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks [and] outdoor 
recreational areas." Thus, the use of these pesticides would require a buffer zone ofup to 100 
feet to separate the targeted application area from the trail. There would be no need for such a 
buffer area except for if the trail were approved conve11ing the abandoned rail right of way 
suddenly to a "sensitive site". A 100' buffer area or having to newly observe a spray restriction 
"around" or in the "vicinity" of a public recreational trail, takes large swaths of farmland out of 
production, solely because of the proposed trail. Without the ability to spray pesticides in an 
economical and efficient manner over the entire field, unwanted pests and invasives will be 
allowed to take hold in the "no touch" areas and then migrate beyond. Since there are no 
affordable alternatives for these Farmers (hand weeding is simply too expensive), the proposed 
trail risks destroying all commercial agriculture that currently thrives along the old abandoned 
rail right of way. 

Further, labels for several other pesticides commonly used by the Farmers adjacent to the 
proposed trail in the 2.82 mile segment, state that only protected handlers may be in the "area" 
during applications and require applicators to keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas 
or "vicinity" where there may be drift. Previously, there was no need for concern about "drift" 
in the context of the old abandoned rail right of way because it too was treated with pesticides by 
many of the Farmers to prevent the same harms that would befall the rest of the field if invasive 
plant or animal species took hold.2 There was no concern about the "vicinity" because the 
"vicinity" was the rest of the farm. However, developing the old abandoned rail right of way as 
a public recreational trail converts lawful pesticide spray activity to illegal drift, because a 
recreational trail cannot be a target of a spray application. Approving the proposed trail will also 
make whole fields a part of the "vicinity" where spraying is illegal solely because the public is 
invited by the county to be there, putting whole fields out of production because they are in the 
"vicinity". 

Under AEZ requirements, the proposed trail would foreclose spraying of crops up to I 00 
feet (federal AEZ) or up to 150 feet (Oregon's AEZ) from the trai I when people are present for 
spray operations where the operator is required to use a respirator. All of the Farmers in the 2.82 
mile segment spray pesticides that require a respirator except for Bryan Schmidt and Rudis Lac, 
who has a cow calf operation and dairy. Farmers with a 150' AEZ simply will stop spraying 
pesticides altogether for a distance of 150' from the trail because the risks of not seeing an 
unprotected person on the trail and unlawfolly continuing to spray while they are there, is too 

2 The applicant incorrectly asserted at the public hearing that the Farmers could never have obtained prescriptive 
rights to spray or access otherwise isolated fields on either side of the old abandoned right of way. Jf(and this is a 
very big if that we do not think to be right) the Farmers do not actually now own outright the abandoned rail right of 
way as they believe, they certainly obtained prescriptive rights to cross over it as they need and to spray it as a part 
of their farming operations. 
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great. That is a very big change to the accepted farming practice of spraying pesticides over the 
entire farm. Moreover, since we have no plan for where trailheads will be for the proposed trail, 
and they could end up being anywhere and everywhere, unprotected persons could appear on the 
proposed trail with virtually no warning, making the problem of not seeing a new trail-comer 
even worse. 

Nearly all of the Farmers in the 2.82 mile segment have farm operations on either side of 
the old abandoned right of way, with no other access to their entire farms other than over the old 
rail right of way. Bryan Schmidt and Rudis Lac, LLC operate a cow calf operation and dairy in 
which cows and calves pass freely back and forth over the abandoned rail right of way to get to 
water, food and shelter. Other of the Farmers in the 2.82 mile stretch, use their equipment Lo 
access their farm fields on either side of the old abandoned rail right of way given they have no 
other access to their fields. Their equipment goes back and forth very frequently- many times a 
day- to manage a farm on both sides of the old rail right of way. Tf either the dairyman or other 
farmers are impeded or foreclosed from their access due to the approval of the proposed trail, 
then this too will impose a significant impact on their accepted farming practices of using the old 
right of way to access farm property on either side. lt will cause whole farm fields to become 
isolated and unmanageable. Farmers will not be able to harvest or manage fields where there is 
no access to them. 

If large spray booms (100 ft. in width) have to be folded up every time they cross the old 
right of way if access is provided but width is restricted, this is a loss of time for the farmer as it 
takes a long time for the boom to be packed into a smaller size, would be a big change in the 
Farmers' accepted farming practices and add significant costs due lo the need for longer man 
hours to do the same job. 

If the Farmers are unable to restrict human entry while they are engaged in crossing 
operations, where sometimes multjple pieces of equipment must cross every few minutes, then 
there will be no crossing for fear of liability. Because they cannot control trail goers they will 
be unable lo cross without fear ofliability from hitting or dodging a trail goer. In such case, 
Farmers would have no safo or effective way of controlling their liability, and so they would 
have to give up their needed crossing and instead leave isolated unmanageable productive farm 
land to lie unused and unusable. Such would be a huge waste of large blocks of highly 
productive farmland and a significant loss of revenue to the Farmers. 

Let's say that crossing and Farmer-controlled gates, are proposed (they are not, but let's 
just assume that for the sake of argument). This too would cause its own new set of significant 
adverse impacts on the Farmers' accepted farming practices. If the Farmers can only continue 
with their accepted farming practice of crossing the old abandoned rail right of way by activating 
gates, then from the period of activation through the period of waiting fo1· people on the trail to 
be corralled and stopped itself imposes a time consuming and cumbersome process on an access 
practice that is now seamless, that will diminish the viability of the farm, and will be a 
significant change to the Farmers' accepted farming practices. 
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Moreover, the proposed mitigation of the county installing fences (we have no idea what 
kind) also imposes significant adverse impacts on the accepted farming practices of cows 
moving back and forth across the old abandoned rail right of way for water, food and shelter. It 
imposes new and significant access restrictions for the farmers on their farms where currently 
there are none. Moreover, fences installed that are strong enough to contain cattle (and dairy 
cows are huge) will cause the cows and calves great harm if the animal charges them due to 
having been frightened or teased by a trail user, their dog or horse. Farmers with daity cows and 
calves will have to additionally contain their animals away from the trail and trail fencing so trail 
users do not pet or feed them. This will cause a loss of valuable farm land that is currently 
available for the cow calf operations and dairy operations. And as noted previously, fences fence 
Farmers out of needed access to their fanns on either side of the old abandoned rail right of way. 

Food safety issues raised in the submittals and in the oral testimony already in the record, 
apply with equal force to the 2.82 mile segment and are incorporated herein by this reference. 
There are hazelnuts and other food crops in the 2.82 mile stretch that must maintain their food 
safety and purity or lose their food safety ce11ification and be unable to be sold for human 
consumption. A farm stigmatized with a salmonella outbreak from human or dog or horse waste, 
will not recover for long afterwards if at all, and will instead find itself unable to sell food on the 
open market. And when food from such stigmatized sources can eventually be sold, it is at a 
significant discount reflecting the stigma. 

There are grass seed operations in this segment of the proposed trail. If the proposed trail 
were approved, OSU certification requirements which are necessary for economic viability of 
seed crops would require a minimum of a 165' isolation zone from the proposed trail. This 
would be a 165' strip that was previously fully dedicated to seed fanning that with the proposed 
trail would be completely out of production. This is a significant impact on the farming practice 
of seed farming and a devastating economic impact to the Farmers. 

Indemnification is not mitigation for the significant farm impacts associated with the 
proposed trail. Indemnification does not take away these significant adverse· impacts on accepted 
farming practices or negate the significant increased costs imposed on farming flowing from the 
proposed trail. Indemnification does not provide ready access to fields or for dairy herds to get 
back and forth to food, water and shelter. Indemnification does not stop federal and state 
enforcement of pesticide related laws. Farmers would be breaking federal law if they spray 
within I 00 feet of the trail and a trail user happens to be present. Farmers would be breaking 
federal law if they spray contrary to their spray labels. Farmers will violate ODA 's interpretation 
of state law if they spray as they do using pesticides that require the use of a respiratm within 
150 feet of any trail user. They cannot violate federal or state law, as interpreted by their chief 
regulator ODA, and will not do so. No indemnification in the world can overcome the reality 
that if the trail is approved, whole farm fields and large swaths of farms will be off limits to 
productive farm use due to pesticide related restrictions that apply solely because the abandoned 
rail right of way is converted to a trail. This is a huge change to the Farmers' accepted farming 
practices and added costs visited on the farmers for no reason other than the proposed trail. 
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As for the general conditional use permit standards, the proposal fails to comply with 
those too throughout the proposed length of the trail as well as for the 2.82 mile segment. The 
proposed trail is completely incompatible with Fruithill's food processing operations for all the 
reasons explained in its letters and oral testimony in the record. A pa1t of Fruithill is proposed to 
be converted to a parking lot for the proposed trail, which parking lot (1) the county has no right 
and has zero property interest even to claim in the Fruithill property to purport to put a parking 
lot there anyway; (2) the public in and out ofFruithill's intensive food processing operations is 
incompatible with those operations; (3) Fruithill's employees, officers, delivery and vendor 
trucks will be unable to get in and out as needed when having to compete with trail goer traffic 
including bicycles, truck/horse trailer rigs, and passenger cars. The county has made no effort to 
determine traffic trips associated with the proposed trail, the adequacy of the surrounding 
transportation system to handle background traffic let alone the proposed trail traffic; (4) The 
proposed trail poses untenable and un-mitigatable food safety concerns for Fruithill and will 
cause it to have to install expensive security and fencing systems. It is impossible for the 
applicant to demonstrate compliance with applicable CUP standards, including the requirement 
for compatibility (that comes from the general non-EFU CUP standards), for the prnposed trail 
parking lot and proposed trail at Fruithill alone. Yet these problems are not isolated. 

/ 
I 

The applicant's wholesale failure to so much as give a nod to adverse traffic impacts 
from the proposal is fatal to the general conditional use permit requirement that there be 
adequate public facilities and services to serve the proposed development. The applicant has 
done no traffic study, perfo1med no traffic counts, performed no predictive trip generation ( 
analysis, and failed to determine intersection and road safety. In sum, the applicant has no clue if 
the surrounding road system can handle the horse trailer/truck, bike, car, pedestrian and other 
traffic that will use the proposed trail. The stretch of Highway 47 between Yamhill and Carlton 
that will be the main road to serve the proposed trail, has a high crash rate - 100% to 200% of 
the state average. The stretch of Highway 47 serving the proposed 2.82 mile trail segment fails 
to meet access spacing standards outlined in the county's TSP. Fryer Rd. that is supposed to 
serve this stretch of the proposed trail is a narrow (12') two-lane road that is ill equipped to 
handle the existing farm equipment and other traffic that use it. It has no capacity to handle trail 
traffic and certainly no parking areas for trail goers. We have no clue how Fryer Rd. can 
possibly accommodate the proposed trail or any lrailhead that would be located along or near it. 
The TSP shows the intersection of Fryer Rd and Highway 47 to have an intersection shoulder 
width that is already inadequate. The "Future Base Case" for the TSP assumptions do not 
account for the proposed trail at all. The problems of fire and police service in the record are the 
same for the 2.82 mile segment as they are for the rest of the trail. The problem that there is no 
water source or pressure for fire equipment to fight fires along the trail, is the same here as for 
the rest of the trail. lt is respectfully impossible to make a finding that the proposed trail has 
adequate public facilities and services to serve it. 

Another standard asks whether the proposed trail will interfere with appropriate 
development of the large blocks of farmland that abut the old abandoned right of way. The 
proposed trail wilJ certainly impair and interfere with appropriate development of the large 
blocks of farmland in the area. The appropriate development of this EFU area, is farming. 
Nonfarm uses like the proposed trail are disfavored. The proposed trail without a doubt forever 
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changes and forecloses appropriate development of the EFU zoned land abutting the trail with 
EFU uses. The appropriate development and compatibility general CUP standards are not met in 
the 2.82 mile segment any better than anywhere else along the proposed trail. 

For all these reasons and those already in the record presented by the Farmers regarding 
the serious adverse impacts imposed by the trail throughout its proposed length, which apply 
equally here to the 2.82 mile segment, the county must deny the proposal. Thank you, 

a-k----------- 
_$i; van Dyke, 

Very truly yours, 

~{-~ 
Wendie L. Kellington 

~~ ~~~1 ~ l.1<:._ 
Bry Schmidt 

Individually and Ben Van Dyke Fanns Individually and Rudis Lac LLC....-

(1:Q ~ 
~mgoolc 

{kb t/2 f)~ 
John Van Dyke 
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New York 'Bike Path Rapist' Gets 75 Years to Life in Prison 

Tuesday, August 14, 2007 

BUFFALO, N.Y. -

A murderer who lived a double life as a friendly family 
man and western New York's "Bike Path Rapist" was 
sentenced Tuesday to the maximum 75 years to life in 
prison. 

'Whatever sentence I get today I deserve," Altemlo 
Sanchez, 49, said in state Supreme Court. He 
apologized to relatives of his victims, who pleaded for 
Judge Christopher Burns to lock him away for life. 

The factory worker and father of two pleaded guilty In 
May to second-degree murder in the strangulation 
deaths of three women since 1990, including two 
whose bodies were found on bike paths."He has 
admitted raping between 13 and 2_0 women since the 
early 1980s, his lawyer said. 

Sanchez cannot be prosecuted for any of the rapes 
because too much time has passed. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Prosecutor Frank Sedita described Sanchez as a cold-blooded and calculating criminal who conducted 
reconnaissance before his attacks "and even practiced his signature double ligature." Sanchez wrapped wire 
around his victims' n~ks to control and kill them, leaving unconscious some of those who survived. 

"He is as calculating as he is violent," the assistant district attorney said. 

Sanchez's wife of 26 years, Kathleen, watched the sentencing in a crowded courtroom, frequently covering her 
eyes with her hand and crying quietly. She has said she knew nothing of her husband's crimes. 

"This man led one half of his life that was very appropriate," defense attorney Andrew LoTempio said after the 
sentencing. "I really believe there was a part of him that hates the other part of him." 

Sanchez admitted killing University at Buffalo student Linda Yalem, 22, who was raped and strangled on a bike 
path near campus In 1990; Majane Mazur, 32, found raped and strangled on a Buffalo street two years later, and 
Joan Diver, 45, strangled along a suburban bike path last fall. 

Prosecutors have linked him by DNA to at least eight other attacks, Including two for which another man, 
Anthony Capozzi, served 22 years in prison. Capozzi was freed in April. 

Yalem's sister, Ann Brown, said she is still tortured by the image of her younger sister's lifeless body when she 
was found, with duct tape over her mouth and nose, her T-shirt pulled up around her head and her pants pulled 
down. 

Yalem had just completed a newspaper internship and was training to run the 1990 New York City Marathon 
when she was killed. · 

"Every time l see sisters together, I feel pain," Brown said. 

8/19/2007 2:32 PM 
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.Boulder police hunt brazen rapjst .1 
By Sarah HunHey 
News Staf/WrilD" 

~- BOULDER - He's brazen but 
\ustinctive. . 
. ·. Police are hoping a detailed de
scription, right down to a tattoo, a 
'scar and a pierced tongue, will help 
·identify a man who sexually 
·assaulted a 45--ycilr-old woman 
:walki.og along the Boulder Creek 
bike path Tuesday evening.' 

· · Toe woman was on a fairly 
heavily used .portion of the trail, 
east of Foothills Highway, just 

. before _sunset, when a man 
showed her a knife and forced her 

_ -¢:f. the path. He· took her behind a 
willow tree 10 to 15 feet away and 

-;sexually assaulted her for 1~ to 30 
~il;linutes, Boulder police said. - . , 
·. :: . .'This was not-a remote area .at 
~l r1-'; ~:~-•,2: f :;.,'.:' ._ . 

all. That's what makes this espe- early 40s. He was about 6 feet tall at ~o southeast Boul<fer apart·?:; 
cially frightening," said city police and more than 200 pounds: He had ·ment complexes in 1997 and 1998. • :l 

· spokeswoman Jaba. Peten;on. '1t dark hair shaved on th~ sides and In those UI?-so1ved ~ses! th:e ' 
was a pretty risky spiked on top, and a large tattoo, man was descnbed as white, m his ]. 1 n. assault." ~ either a lizard or a dragon, on his mid- to late 20s, with a medium ·, 

. A pedes~ri~ ri~ht shoulder. The man al~o had a b~d, ~e facial features and dark J 
j found the vicbm pierced tongue, a scar on his cheek chin hair. - · " 
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Forest killings are still rare, but crime is rising 

By Jennifer Sullivan 
Seattle Times staff reporter 

The Puget Sound region is blessed with an abundance of destinations where 
people can get close to nature and escape the urban environment. But even these 
places aren't immune from crime. 

Steve Costie, executive director of The Mountaineers, said car break-ins at 
trailheads are common, and he has feared inadvertently encountering a 
clandestine methamphetamine lab while hiking in the woods. 

The discovery this week of two women killed along a hiking trail off the 
Mountain Loop Highway in Snohomish County prompted Costie on Wednesday 
to advise people to consider hiking in groups . 

. "There has never been a crime issue like this," Costie, who has been an avid 
hiker for nearly 30 years, said of the slayings. 

U.S. Forest Service Officer Mike Gardiner, who patrols the Mount 
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest where the bodies were found, says he's never 
heard of another slaying in the sprawling forest. "This is a freak occurrence, 11 

Gardiner said. "The forest is a safe place. 11 

In 1997, though, 52-year-old Alice Underdahl was killed while jogging on a 
remote stretch of the Cedar River Trail in Ravensdale, south of Maple Valley. 
Her killer, a convicted sex offender, later committed suicide. 

In other areas of the country, crime in national forests has been on the rise. 

7/13/2006 5:03 PM j 
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Who killed two hikers 
near Mt. Pilchuck? 

By Brian Alexander and Jennifer 
Sullivan 
Seattle Times staff reporters 

The Snohomish County Medical 
Examiner is performing autopsies this 
morning on the two women whose 
bodies were found near a trail in the 
Mount Pilchuck area Tuesday. 

Pinnacle 
lake trail 

nm S~ATTU:'. TlMES 

Their identities and the official cause of 
death are expected to be released this afternoon or evening, after the Medical 
Examiner has identified them through fingerprint or dental records and the 
next-of-kin has been notified. 

A source close to the investigation said Wednesday that the two women had been 
shot. 

The pair, a mother and daughter from Seattle, were last seen alive at about 10 
a.m. on a day hike to Pinnacle Lake, about 20 miles east of Granite Falls. 

At about 2:30 p.m., another hiker called 911 after he discovered the bodies a 
couple of miles up the popular trail near the lake. 

The Sheriffs Office declined to talk about their cause of death, other than to say 
the pair died by "homicidal violence. u 

( 

7/13/2006 5:01 PM 
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Interul'ban Tt·ail 
users: Be careful 

h ounty 
Sheriffs Office Is warning 
users oft.he lnterurbanTrail to 
travel with at least one other 
person 'and to stay away from 
the trail after dark. The sher
iff's office is investigating four 
reports of assault and indecent 
exposure in the past two 
weeks. 

, Most of the incidents oc
cw,ed 'between 7 and 9 p.m. 
berween the 10600 block and 
the 128th Street Southwest 
trail access. . . 

In one case, a witness said a 
man tried to drag a person into 
the brnsh. That man is de
scribed as b'eing in.'his 20s, ap
proximately 5 feet 7 inches tall 
with medium build, dark eyes 
and short blackl1air. 

Sheriffs deputies aren't sure 
whether the man was involved 
in the other incidents. 

Police u1 
is asked 
HY SARA.JEAN GRBRN 
Seattle Times staff reporter 

Arguing that Seattle homi
cide detectives are "the very 
best investigators our region 
l1as to offer," t he president of 
the Seattle Police Officers' 
Guild on Friday called on Chief 
Gil Kerlikowske to reverse his 
decision to have Kent polite in· 
vestlgate lastweekend's shoot
Ing by an off-duty officer. 

"The Seattle Police Homi
cide Unit has investigated 
more homicide crimes and of
ficer-involved shooting inci
tlents than any other agency in 
the Pacific Northwest .... 
Clearly, they have -a demon
strated track. record of con
ducting thorough and Wlbi
a.~ed Investigations," guild 
President Rich O'Neill wrote in 
a.news release. 

O'Neill questioned why the 
shooting !nvolvi.ng veteran Of• 
fleer Zsolt Domay in Pike Place 
Market is being treated differ
,.. ·•·1· • t'h"" ...... h,,r ~1-iootinv.s in-
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~~ MSNBC.com .?6-~~~--- .. ··- .... 
Springfield Man Dead After an Apparent Stabbing on Bike Path 
WWLP-TV 

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS (WWLP) - A Springfield man is dead after an apparent stabbing 
on a city bike path. The stabbing took place not far from WMAS Radio at 101 West Street. Just 
after 6pm last night, a man alerted a radio station employee that there was a man on the ground 
bleeding badly. By the time police got to the scene, the man was dead. Now police would like to 
talk to the person that alerted the radio station employee of the victim. Springfield Police 
Commissioner Edward Flynn says the victim is a 45 year old city man that hung out at that bike 
path often. 

URL: http://www. msnbc. msn .com/id/ 13089488/ 

~ 2006 MSNBC.com 
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OK, me again. I searched the fomms and this was as close as·I could get to this problem. I own a 12 acre 
parcel ofland next to thousands of acre.s of state hmd. There are soooo many "'#@* snowmobilers on my 
lnnd. It is posted, and not one of them has EVER, EVER asked pennissiou, or introduced themselves to us 
since we moved in. We checked and there is NO right of way through our land. We have called the police 
who sny "By the time we get there they will be gone" which they are, but then come back. This is a disas1er 
waiting 10 happen. There are tree seedlings, streams and ruts on the lnnd that make walking hazardous, let 
alone snovm1oblling aver the top of these things hidden under the snow. We put chains up across the access 
points; they go llrOund them. We parked cars across the accesses; they go around. We put signs and objects 
in the trail; they run over them or move them. The only time they do not trespass is ifwe are standing there 
watching them, so obviously they know they are not welcome. I emailed the local snowmobile club and they 
never replied. I contacted the State Park people and they said there's nothing they can do about private land 
concerns. They have the right to go along the edge of the road but NOT in my yard. But they do, they go 
about 6 inches from the cars and disrupt my rabbits who live in the bnrn, they whoop and holler when they 
do it like they are King Kong or something. Not only that but I think these guys are drinking because I see 
snowmobiles parked at the bar down the road. 1t is a very rural area, and I might not mind if they ever 
ONCE asked pennission!l l have always lived in the sticks but this is ridiculous! Didn't their parents teach 
lhem to respect others?? Just venting but any suggestions would help--serious or not! 

Follow-Up Postings: 

• RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by joed (develjoe@hotmaU.com) on Tue, Sep 12, 00 at 22:05 

5fauhl1i.PM ~Al 1~~ .rr.o~t \l•hd b ,hi~~ 
?.~_mk~~!JTA~ :an.t r~sm dioo:n>l~ 

Sounds like a fence might be the only answer. Or pla11t some evergreens and stake them well. In a few years 
they will grow into a hedge and act like a fence . 

• RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by Cathy (cbums@wtvl.net) on Thu, Sep 14, 00 at 0: 14 

d,;:: ~~ !_mul ihh ~ \A'h.,u ,, 1h•«"~ 
~t:C Jn!JSl .:liepid :u,d t0..:\'111 d lppl11~~ 

First, for your own liability's sake, remove the chains-I know of a few cowboy snowmbilers who've 
sustained serious 
neck injuries ... and the way things are today, you, unfortunately would probably be the one to be sued for 
their stupidity. Secondly, I'd get myself to a good attorney asap;ifyou don't get answers there, see another, 
and another until you find one who can put a stop to this madness. Also, having worked in law enforcement 
communications here in the north country,! know that something can be done ... be a pain in the _ss und keep 
calling every single lime they show up. After a while, the dept. will get mo1e tired of hearing from you than 
making excuses and they will take action. All they have·to do is catch end prosecute one oflhem (and 
drunken snowmobiling is illegal in some states);the word will get out to tl1e rest of the group and they might 
decide not to follow suit. ff constant complaining fails, go in to speak with the pollce chief himself. If you 
get the same lame excuse from him, tell him you will be bringing the problem to your town council (i.e .• his 

Lurnr~ 
6eddl!lg Set 

Bedcll,l!l.fil.2u: 

~ 

SPONSOR.EO 8Y-

Avee no, 
,1(1,,1:,q,,,,.u, 
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"bosses"). Contrary to what a lot of 
chiefs like to think,they are not the end of the line and they have superiors to answer to, namely the people 
who hired him for the job. Good luck! 

.. RE: trespassers on my laud 
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~~ trrcil lhi~ E'Vil \~fol i:, lh:s: 
~~J.-::l!Ei~i.r~~ 

• Posted by AB (webbix@!im1o.com) on Thu, Sep 14, 00 at 12:32 

Tho.nks for Ilic input, l did talk to OJ)' lawyer about lhc liability issues. He said lo make a police report for 
lnttr evidence. I tried but they would not take it. lt is a double bind. tr I put chains up they get hurl on the 
ehains. lfl take them down they go on the lwid and get hml on the seedlings, fall in tho stream and flip 01•er 
in !he ruts. ! nm reluctant lo fence the whole properly because it takes away the legitimate access that we 
like to have to the state lands above. 1 too am in the law enforcement field and 1 have researched the lega I 
issues. I am HWare that the sheriffs are not doing their job properly, but part ufthe problem (aside from their 
lack of response) is that they only have three patrol cars and can never get here in time. This is a bit ofa 
lawless town, I tUn afraid. Don't get me wrong, I love it here. We chose to live here because of the 
remoteness and wild lllllds. I also understand both sides of law enforcement--the law enforcers and the 
general p·ublic. I am just futsiroted is all. The town council lias no authority over the county sheriff or slate 
polke--wc don't have a local police or constable here, and unfortunately my own Iegnl authori ty only 
extends to my probationers, I suppose I could turn them in to their O\\tl PO for violating laws and hence 
probation, but I have to seo their faces to know who they are!! I may write the county a letter while it is still 
swnmcr, asking them wltile they rue not in the middle of snowmobile sea.ron (w.hich is pretty long r nm sure 
you know) a.nd also will probably wrile to the paper here. But lh3Jlks for the input Like I said I am mos!ly 
just venting . 

• RE: trespassers on my land 
I IJh I_ I lu<J_g ~Ll!.!!,!lZ 

l~ ff\6il i::_iir.s;<=~.~l,!i. t~~lti 

• Posted by Lynn (dudish@charter.net) on Sat, Sep 16, 00 at 10:58 

AB, I know how )'OU feel. We bought this 25 acre property several years ago and are still considered the 
new guys. Our property is almost all open field. (It is all posted, don't want people hunting here, we are a 
sanctuary.) The nieighbors on the other side of the woods ride their horse through the field, then she runs 
through the fields with her dog each day. l truly don't mind that it is done, but doesn't common decency say 
that you should at l~st ask? They have never come up to introduce themselves to us in the 5+ years we have 
been here. They do allow their dogs and cat to roam, I have chased them more times than I can count. The 
dogs have kllled many of the wild critters, the cat has killed the birds at the feeder. I finally star1ed shooting 
buckshot at the cat, got her one day and voila they called! I was told that their families had lived in this area 
forever and had c1·cn owned our property at one time! They were then asked ifthey wished to pay my truces 
and mortgage. 171ey weren't r=ptivc to that idea. We ere the most highly assessed property in t.he 
township, so I was quited sure they wouldn't want my tax bill. 

I don't know whet has hoppcned to people, they don't seem to respect other's property. When a couple of 
new folks moved in up the road they asked if they could drive cheir ATV through our field, of course we 
said there was not a problem wilh that And I think that is the only way to be, respectful of another's 
property. 

Good Luck AB, T know how you feel. 

Lynn 

1C RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by AB (webbi.~liiliuno.com) on Sun, Sep 17, 00 at 21 :13 

~lwJb~J .m>.!!J ~N.?.e:1il ~~L!!J.!1!~ 
1!~.fL~ilid -,;,J ,w,u ~hCPJt~ 

thank you Lynn, I know bow you feel. We were "told" by neighbors that they have "always" gone through 
this field, and they think they have a right-of-way, which they do not (believe me, we talked to our lawyer). 
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1 get so frustrated just because if one of them ever even came to say hi they would be welcome to use the 
land. But they don't. 1 guess it is the facts that those who respect private property will ask you, and those 
who don't, it won't matter what you do, what obstacles you put up, they just don't cnre. Of those who have 
asked we have gotten mutal permission to use their land, which is great. l'mjust waiting to be sued ,vhen 
some dingbat hits a seedling or flips over in the creek. THAT is why I call the police, because I want 
evidence that J attempted to stop them. 

--ft RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by Lynn (dudish@chru1cr.ne1) on Tue, Sep 19, 00 at 13:27 

d i thil_p»j uruil jl,is i.'J'st ~ 
~UU"'~~tl';C d 1~ 

AB--that is just exactly why we posted the no trespassin!Y'posted signs on our property. Each state may have 
different laws, but our atty. had told us to mnkcsurc we did this to· prevent being sued. 

Lynn 

1t RE: trespassel's on my land 

• Posted by AB (webbix@juno.com) 011 Wed, Sep 20, 00 at 12:36 

d~ thi~JlC>tl ~•l tbis p-~t \\:\.I t IS 1hii;:"I 
~NU'.O).( di112'}1 :md tO:C"'tl ,•Hr,pin,d 

Our land is posted thoroughly. I took a picture of some oflhe posted signs so I can then take a picture after 
the bozos run over them. My lawyer snys that-posting should be done but will not necessarily prevent 
someone from suing you and taking up a lot of your time and money. I also added signs that specifically 
said "No snowmobiles, No 4-wheelers'' bul I doubt my neighbors con even read. We have the largest open 
field in the neighborhood, in fact so open that we can't post everywhere because there's nothing to put a sign 
on. I think are just jealous because our pick up truck is nicer than theirs, har bar. (and thut doesn't take 
much) 

4'f RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by Mark Dahle (mark!lahlcmlearthlink.net) on Wed, Sep 27, 00 at 17:34 

f.liv.Jhi.1_22.\.Uf\WJ 1hij ~ \, k,! jc.J..b~'; 
~~\J'P:$d M!zl rf(.entd1C(~•n;\\ 

I have had the same problem that you have had, with snowmobiler; that is. i only have an acre, so not as 
much area, but they go on my lawn. 

You sound like you just want to eaten them in the act. this solution might work for you and not make you 
liable. An avid snowmobiler told me when i was having my problem that if you want to catch them in the 
act try this. he said that many snowmobilers ride in the same tracks. And, once a track is there, it 's like a 
green light to any snowmobiler. Sounds like maybe your problem is from the same group of people. 
Anyway, here it is. he said to go buy some \Vhite nylon rope (not real thick, but decent thickness). cut long 
strips and lay them parallel inside the tracks. When they go over the tracks with the string, it gets all tangled 
in their snowmobile track and stops them instantly. It's a mess he said to get out of the track. Once that 
happens you have them on your property long enough to gel the police out there, J figure unct: you L:lllch a 
couple the rest won't come near your property. Hope this works for you. The bad thing is that snowmobiling 
is actually fun. it's just a small few Jaw breakers that make it a problem for the ones you probably wouldn't 
mind having utilize your area. Good Luck! 

1' RE: trespassers on my land 

• Posted by AB (wcbbix@juno.com) on Tim, Sep 28, 00 at It :25 

~~..! onajl thh l"\.'>l ,,,,ft~..!!..!N~~ 
S-tt 111<)51 d lp.--.e:J and rtcenl cJippjr-tl:!S 

Thanks Mark, it TS the same bunch of people over and over, a rather large group unforrunately, c-0mprised 
of the entire neighborhood (or so it seems). The rope could be a good idea ifit works. Oops, did I lea\'e that 
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Will park-goers remain safe? 
BY DIETTE COURREGE 
BRISTOL HERALD COURIER 
Saturday, September 25, 2004 

BR1STOL, Tenn. - Despite two attacks on female joggers In Steele Creek Park, a 
Full-time patrol officer will not be assigned there, police said Friday. 

"It's not a regular beat patrol," Police Chief Blaine Wade said. "We don't have the 
manpower." 

After a 1999 killing at Steele Creek, city leaders promised to renovate space for a 
police outpost that would establish a pennanent law enforcement presence there, No 
police officer now has that assignment. 

But police contend they have made efforts to better secure the park since the most 
recent attack. 

Additional bike patrol officers have been assigned to monitor trails, Wade said. The 
city police also will continue a program it started about a month and a half ago in 
which officers wear shirts that identify them as police white they exercise in the 

,_,,,--.,...,.,,_.,....._,,......,..--~__,......,,.....,..__,,........ park, he said. 
Police sketch of an Bltl>Ckctr al Sle,ite Creek par!; 

descobed as v,tille witll wavy, darll hair. He had a Off- or on-duty police - either plainclothes or wearing police shirts - can be found 
large beOy, weighed about 300 pounds and was 
about6'6ellall. exercising in the park almost every day, Wade said. 

"We've been in the park quite a bit," he said. \'But we don't have the manpower to assign someone Full-time. You're lookl.ng 
at many, many acres out there." 

A man assaulted a jogger and tried to remove her shorts on Sept, 13 as she ran on one of the park's remote trails. She 
fought the man off and ran away. Police waited 10 days before releasing information about the attack, angering some 
park-goers. 

A similar incident occurred May 27, when a man attacked a female jogger as she ran along the park's main gravel trail. 

In addition to police who exercise in and patrol the park, at least 20 Department of leisure Services maintenance 
employees go into the park each day. Besides using the office, employees monitor the main gravel trail as they carry out 
duties such as mowing, picking up trash, refilllng gravel, checking the dam and Implementing etoslon-contro1 measures. 

The department also employs a full-time Nature Center manager and part-time naturalist at the park, Every leisure 
Services employee has gone through a police program on how to be watchful for potential dangers. 

"Everybody's job is safety,• said Mike Johnson, Leisure Seivices' director. "From the first day when people started running 
here, we've tried to aggressively watch the trails." 

The police chief encouraged people to use the park but not to go there alone. He advised park-goers to take along cell 
phones, pay attention to others, stay in lighted areas when possible, tell someone when you expect to return and stay on 
more populated trails. 

"I think you have to use some good sense," he said. 

The city police and Leisure Services departments will host a community meeting at the park on Thursday. City employees 
will discuss safety tips and provide information about the two jogger attacks. 

dco-urrege@brlstolnews.com I (276) 645-2549 

YOU SHOULD KNOW ( 
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W JZ 13: Baltimore News I wiz.com 

Man Charged in Trail Rape 

Aug 13, 2004 l l:40 am US/Eastern 

WJZ 

Anne Arundel County police say they have filed charges in the rape of a Bowie woman Tuesday evening along the 
Baltimore and Annapolis trail in Sevema Park. 

Twenty-eight-year-old Harvey Brown of Severna Park was arrested at his home Wednesday afternoon. 

TI1e 24-year-old victim told police t11at she was attacked while walking along the trail between McKinsey and Jones 
Station roads. 

She said she was approached from behind and was forced at 
knifepoint into a wooded area where she was sexually assaulted. 

e 2004 CBS Worldwide Inc. All Rights Resct1•ed. Thi~ material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or rcdirtribu!ed, The Assooinlcd Press contributed to 
this report. 
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Arson Arrests Prompt Change In Fire 
Dept. Policy 
Fire Official: Arson Suspect Frequented Fire 
Stations 
POSTED: 5:58 p.m. PDT July 26, 2004 
UPDATED: B:31 a.m. POT July 27, 2004 

Story by The KCRA Channel 

SACRAMENTO, Calif. -- Two Rio Linda teenagers will appear In court Tuesday to 
face charges of setting a series of brush fires along the Rio Linda bike path. 

The fires have forced the Sacramento Metro Fire Department to change its 
ride-along policy. 

Trevor Zander, 19, and WIiiiam Zander, 20, face arson charges. Investigators 
said they have evidence linking the brothers to the series of fires. 

Capt, Pat Ellis of Sacramento Metro Fire Department said that William Zander Is 
a familiar face at fire stations. 

"We had an individual who potentially could have been out lighting several fires, 
and really knew how we operated from the inside out, versus from the outside 
in," Ellls said. 

Ellis said that he welcomes people to learn more about how the department 
works, but that the department will be more careful In the future. 

"We're going to get extremely stringent. We're going to require a life scan, which 
checks people of their criminal history," Ellis said. 

Essentially, that means the end of ride-alongs for the general public. 

Sacramento Metro Fire crews have responded to at least eight fires along the 
parkway in recent months. 

The Zander fam!ly denies having anything to do with the flres. 

Copyright 2004 by TheKCRAChannel. All rights reserved. This material may not 
be publlshed, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Women cautious after series of rapes in region 

(WTNH, Aug. 7, 2004 6: 10 PM) _ As many women head to exercise on this beautiful weekend, 
many will be rooking over their shoulders. 

People are on edge because of three recent rapes all in recreational areas places. 

• by News Channel 8's Carolee Salerno 

Shawn Edwards says,"Before I got out of the car, I just looked around to see if anybody was 
watching." 

And when she thought it was safe, Shawn Edwards took her kids, her keys and her cell phone 
with her to Edgewood Park. 

Shawn Edwards says, "I always have my keys ready and set to get in the car at any given 
moment." 

Edgewood Park Is the scene of a recent rape In New Haven. Another woman was raped In her 
home on Division Street. · 

On July 9th, a 19-year-old woman was raped behind Hamden Middle School. Three rapes within 
weeks of each other and the suspects are still out there. 

Lt. Kevin Dillon says,"Any crime that is similar In nature regardless of physical description, we'll 
follow up on anyway." 

Wethersfield Police Lt. Kevin Dillon says he's looking Into similarities between the rape in Hamden, 
and the rape of a woman on a bike path last week behind Wethersfield High School. 

Police say the best way to protect yourself Is to always walk with someone and carry a cell phone, 
but not In your purse and not on your belt, carry It in your hand and be ready to use it. 

Lt. DIiion says,"AII of a sudden you're confronted with a situation, you go 911 and it's easier than 
trying to open it up, get it out of the clip and try to that under stress." 

Shawn Edwards follows that advice, and puts on a brave front. 

Shawn Edwards says,"! try to show my kids we shouldn't have fear, so we try to go out and have 
a good time." 

:i~1~~~i~~~i~l 
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Police nab Burke-Gilman b~lb1ar 
'· 

Lynnwood Police arrEtSted a su~pect in•~~Veral Lake 

Fdrest Park Burke Gilman Trail homp bdrglaries that took 
place in the summer of 2001, police said. 

;t 

Detective Tony Matthews with Lake Forest Police said 
three suspects were wanted for 24 count{> of burglary that 
occurred during the daytime that summen.to homes ,along 
the Burk.e~G.ilman ·Trail. · i•. • · 

~· i 

ihe-burglars were going house lo house, knocking on 
doors, and when the~~ was no answer, would force entry 
and steal money and'1ewelry and take otr on bikes, 
Matthews said. 

Lynnwood Police slopped a car in a traffic stop and 
noticed lots of jewelry and stereo equipment that 
appeared to be stolen and interviewed the suspect, who 
admitted to the burglaries and others in Lynnwood and 
Bothell, Matthews said. 

"We tied this man to eight counts of residential burglary in 
Lake Forest Park," he said. "He was able to point out the 
homes and could describe in detail items that were stolen 
from each house, 11 
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Boys shot wh1Ie playing paintball 
By Amanda Butterfield 

Jul 16, 2004, 14:51 

Page 16 of 435 

A game of paintballing in North Salt Lake takes a turn for the worse when someone shows up with a real gun 
and starts shooting. 

One teen was shot in the leg and taken to LOS hospital. 

Meanwhile neighbors say the area is turning into a hot spot for inappropriate activity. 

Police say around 11:30 p.m., they responded to 
shots being fired in North Salt Lake, just south of 
Eaglewood Golf Course. 

Witnesses say that while they were paintballing, a 
man and woman suddenly appeared from behind a 
corner and started shooting, then fled. 

Today, officers are going door to door asking 

neighbors if they noticed any couples walking 

through the 'wooded areas last night, who may 
have been armed. Police say the victim did not Officers look over the scene where the shooting occured. 

know the suspects, and it Is possible they began shooting out of self defense. 

Sgt. John Herndon, North Salt Lake Police: "If it happens to be a citizen that was carrying a weapon for 
protection, and didn't know these were paintball guns, they look liked weapons, maybe they were frightening 

and took action into their own hands." 

The area where it happened Is a popular biking and jogging trail in North Salt Lake, and police say its usually 

quiet here. 

But some upset residents we spoke with earlier, say it's turned into a meeting spot for Illicit sex, drug and alcohol 

use, and complaints have been made to the city. 

The gate here ls usually locked, but folks walk behind it anyway. The land is private property, but still widely 
used. 

One upset neighbor we spoke with says that especially after this shooting, he'll be fighting for the road to be 
closed, but that's unlikely. Officials actually say the trail Is scheduled for improvements as the area is developed. 

© Copyright 2004, 68Caliber.Com 
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Westerly man could be bike path flasher 

TRACY SCUDDER , Daily Times Staff Reporter 08/03/2004 

ARCTIC -A Westerly man who was arrested in Cranston for 
exposing himself to females on the Cranston bike path is 
allegedly the same man who exposed himself to females on 
the West Warwick section of the bike pat 1-----------
A mother and daughter were walking on the bike path in May. When they 
approached the area of the path behind the House of Wu, a man allegedly 
pulled down his pants, slapped his buttocks, and then started to 
masturbate in front of them. 

The mother yelled out that she 
had a cell phone and she was 
going to call the police. 

West Warwick Police Sgt. Richard 
Ascou·said that she did the right 
thing. 

"It was very smart because the 
(man) then jumped the fence and 
ran off," he said. 

The females described the man as 
being between the ages of 38 and 
45 years old and about 5 feet 9 
inches tall to 6 feet tall.At that 
particular time, the police weren't 
able to locate 1he suspect, according to Ascoll. 

Advertisement 

Since then there have been several incidents reported to the Cranston 
Police Department of a male exposing himself to women on the Cranston 
section of the bike path. 

Cranston Police contacted the West Warwick Police on July 28, according 
to Ascoli. The suspect allegedly exposed himself again on the July 28 and 
the Cranston Police had a witness that positively identified the man. 

Cranston Police arrested Michael Husereau, 38, of Westerly last Tuesday. 
He was held overnight and arraigned on July 29. West Warwick Police 
charged him with one count of disorderly conduct. 

Husereau was arrested by Cranston Police and charged with two counts of 
disorderly conduct. He was picked out of a photo lineup by people who 
complained about a flasher. 

8/6/20041, 48 PM I 
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Woman Sexually Assaulted On Bike Trail 

Police Say Stranger Attacked Woman Near Church Street 

POSTED: 6:03 pm EDT August 4, 2004 

WETHERSFIELD, Conn. -- Police said a 63-year-old woman was 
sexually assaulted near a popular bicycle trail Tuesday in Wethersfield. 

The woman told authorities she was walking on the trail when a stranger 
pulled her into the woods. She said the man sexually assaulted her in the 
hidden area. 

Authorities said they are searching for leads in the case. 

The woman was on the Heritage Way bike trail around 6 p.m. Tuesday. 
She was walking alone near Church Street when the stranger 
approached. 

The woman walked back to Church Street for help, 

"She has been in constant contact with detectives from the department," 
said Lt. Andrew Power. "She's been very helpful, and she is doing OK." 

Police described the attacker as a 30-year-old man with a short, stocky 
build. He was wearing dark clothes and carrying a red sweatshirt. 

Police Increased patrols near the trail. 

For the latest news, stay with NBC 30 Connecticut News and 
NBC30.com 

Copyright 2004 by NBC3O.com. All rights reserved. This material may not 
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed, 
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August 5, 2004 
Mother Wonders if Police Could Have Prevented Son's Molestation 

By Bonnie Druker 

A police department is refusing to talk, and a mother Is wondering 
if they could have prevented the molestation of her child. 

lndianapolis Police Department busted a man named Raymond 
Jacobs for sexually abusing oun o t It's not quite so 
s le;-

Raymond Jacobs is in jail, charged with molesting young boys in 
an east side neighborhood. Parents told News 8 that Jacobs used 
secluded trails to lure their young sons Into the park to the molest 
them. 

"""c;.,--.JU.L.ll,Oi=..w,::..atiw-1~ protected, says Jacobs told her 
twelve-year-old son he would pay him to clean apartments. But 
Instead she says Jacobs sexually abused him, and her boy hasn't 
been the same since . 

. "He gets mad quick. He is easlfy frustrated. It doesn't take much 
to set him off and he used to be so sweet and giving and he 
would do anything for you," said Sue, who added that her son is 
getting counsellng. 

Sue says her ex-husband made the initial call to police on Friday 
alternoon July 2nd, saying his son was at Linwood Apartments 
with a convicted child molester. 

; According to a police report, uniformed officers found the boy at 
the apartment complex. They tried to catch Jacobs, but he 

escaped. Later that afternoon, sue went to the police department to make a statement to 
officers. But when she got there, after making a statement, she was told to call back Monday to 
talk to a child abuse detective. 

"Then I was also interviewed by a detective a couple of days later ... because there wasn't one 
available," she said. 

But that Sunday, prosecutors say Jacobs acted again. "Barb" says Jacobs asked her son to cut 
his grass but instead brought him into the woods and molested him. Barb wonders if police could 
have prevented her son's abuse. 

"If they knew where he lived on Friday when they were called to the house I don't know why they 
didn't get him Friday and Saturday. Why was he out Sunday trying to pick up little boys? He 
was boldly walking up and down the streets. He wasn't hiding, in disguise or anything," said 
Barb. 

Barb's son told police he made arrangements to meet Jacobs again on Monday at [PS #58, Police 
arrested Jacobs that day. 

But Barb says the damage to her son had already been done. "It has totally changed our family. 
We are not the same now. I do not trust anyone now. My son has not been out of my sight since 
this has happened. It will forever change us," she said. 

IPD executives refused to talk to us about this case. We have questions we want to ask: How and 
why did Jacobs escape? Did they search for him? Why didn't police take the mother's report at 

( 

P 
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Inside the hunt for Ardeth's killer 
Police had high hopes they had fo d their man in time to keep him from killing 
again, but finally had to admi e was innocent. Now, exactly one year after her 

they keep loo · 

Garv Dimmock and Greg McArthur 
The Ottawa Citizen 

Friday, August 06, 2004 

He's the suspect who wasn't. For six long weeks in the spring, Ottawa police detectives worked 
around the dock trying to clear him from the books In their exhaustive hunt for Ardeth Wood's 
killer. 

It was this "person of Interest" that had lifted some police hopes of solving the 2003 homicide. 

He flt the description of the suspect, had a minor criminal record and it was hard to clear him 
right away -- even if he was polite and co-operative with detectives. 

He worked off and on at blue-collar jobs, making it difficult to track his steps last Aug. 6, the day 
Ms. Wood went for a bike ride and ended up dead In a muddy creek near the Rockcliffe Parkway. 

In the end, after a detailed, six-week investigation, he was cleared and detectives forged ahead 
on other leads, confident of catching the predator before he strikes again. 

"He's a sexual predator," said Staff Sgt, Randy Wlsker of Ottawa's major-crime unit. "History tells 
us they don't stop. There'll be another victim if he's not brought in." 

The police force has 10 detectives assigned full-time to the year-old case. 

And they say they pursue every person of Interest -- 300 and counting -- with the same vigour. 
So if a person of interest is overweight and doesn't own a bike -- details that contradict the 
killer's proflle -- detectives don't just turn around and walk away. They chase down the lead just 
the same, and it takes time, particularly if a person of Interest warrants police surveillance. 

The Ardeth Wood case started a year ago today, from the minute she left her Orleans home on 
her brother's bike, a 21-lnch frame black metallic hybrid. 

She had already jogged five kilometres that morning, made dessert for the family and was now 
heading out for her first trip along the parkway that summer. 

She would frnve likely gone down Orleans Boulevard, past Carine WIison High School to get to the 
bike path, then headed west along the Ottawa River. 

he was on her way home when she met her killer . They met on the west side of the creek ato 
the bike path, with mixed forest to the right and the Ottawa River to the left. She was just 10 
kilometres from home. 

It is here, roughly 90 metres from the creek, where she likely met her killer. This Is where the 
killer was spotted at 1:30 p.m., just after a rain storm. 

There were fishermen along the river that day, hours after she went missing. A carton of fresh 
bait still lay on the west bank of the creek, close to where pollce divers eventually found her 
brother's bike. 

As the bike path turns toward the Rockcliffe Parkway, there Is a wooded trail leading to the creek. 
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Police go undercover, cite 13 men in park sex stings 
'National phenomenon' hits home 
Jaclyn O'Malley 
RENO GAZETTE·JOURNAL 
7/20/2004 11:43 pm 

Minutes after an undercover detective "cruised for men' through Crissie 
Caughlin Park last week, he was approached by a man and made a deal for 
sex. 

They planned to perform sex acts in 15-foot willow bushes that border the park's 
jogging path. Nearby, children laughed with their mothers and couples walked 
their dogs. 

That day, six men were cited by members of the regional Street Enforcement 
Team on suspicion of loitering in the park for the purpose to commit a lewd act 
- one man was a convicted sex offender and robber. Seven other men were 
cited on the same charge in a previous sting operation last month at the park. 

The problem of consensual sex in public parks is "a national phenomenon," said 
Nanette Smejkal, who became director of Reno's parks and recreation and 
community services department in May. Formerly parks director In Fresno, 
Calif., Smejkal said she's faced the problem in every city she has worked. 

"This type of activity and crime Is not unique to Reno and really occurs In Just 
about every city you can imagine across the country," Smejkal said. 'We work 
with the police because as a society, we don't want to have that going on.• 

Marilyn Nnwton/Marilyn tlewton 
UtlOERCOVER. OPERATION: Donovan Dean Fajardo, 38, 
of Reno protests Friday at Crissie Caughlin Pork as he 
Is put Into a patrol car by Reno police, Including 
undercover ofncers whose far.es 11ro l/lurred to protect 
tl1elr Identities. fajardo was arrested on suspicion of 
lawdness In publlc1 possession of drug paraphernalia, 
resisting arrest and being a cot.vlcted sex offender 
falllno to register his address. 

Making the problem even harder to combat is a series of Web sites that offer tips on the best parks in which to engage in sex and 
where the police have been proactive. 

Richard Siegel, president of the American Civil Liberties Union of Nevada, said sex in public places is "wholly inexcusable." 

"The ACLU at this point would not go to court and say this is excusable behavior but would be prepared to go into the arena of 
public opinion to ask that whenever these slings happen, why gay men in particular are being singled out by law enforcement and 
why heterosexuals are not," he said. 

Sgt. Chuck Kendricks of SET said the stings do not target homosexuals and are intended to rid the parks of criminal behavior. 

"These stings are in response to the numerous complaints by citizens who have witnessed this blatant conduct in pubic view, " he 
said. 'The only thing we are targeting is people who come to the park for the purpose of having sex there. That Is something that 
kids and families just shouldn't have to see." 

Law enforcement agencies nationvlide have conducted undercover operations targeting people who use parks as their bedrooms. 
In 2000, police in Santa Ana, Calif., conducted a six-month sting in Santiago Park and made 56 arrests. The stings were based on 
numerous citizen complaints. 

'We still do these stings and they do provide a degree of deterrence, but it fs definitely not a 100 percent solution," said Sgt. Carlos 
Rojas, Santa Ana police spokesman. "Part of it is getting the word out, like (offenders) publicizing which parks to hook up in, that if 
you go there for that purpose, the person you're talking to might be an undercover police officer." 

Brian Bessette, Sparks Parks and Recreation superintendent, said the biggest crime he seas in his parks is underage drinking. 

"I've been with the city for 23 years now and no one has come forward to make complaints like this," he said of the 42 parks in the 
city which contain more than 500 acres. 

The Carson City sheriff's office did not return phone calls Tuesday. 

Exposed to residents 

Residents on both sides of Crissie Caughlin Park can see blatant sexual activity from their windows, police said. During the warmer 
summer weather, more offenders have engaged in sexual encounters and spurred more complaints, authorities said. 

"Complaints mostly come from residents who from their homes, or in the park, see the activity," Acting Police Chief Jim Weston 
said. "Sometimes, the complaints in the summer are from residents who hear the activity." 

8/6/2004 7 :44 PM 
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Wildlife Visitors Shocked About Refuge Sting 

August 4, 2004 

: NewsChannel 19's Claire Nelson reports: 
Send your feedback to: Clalre.Nelson@whnt. com 

! At the Wheeler Wildlife Refuge, you can take a nature walk, go 
; fishing, or even study and learn· about the wildlife. But police 
: recently learned that a lot more goes on here than they thought. 

Joseph Herrera admits Wheeler Wildlife Refuge a great place to come to relax, 

"It's beautiful scenery, the water and stuff," Herrera said, "It's just beautiful," 

Herrera llkes to come out here to spend time with his flancee and go walking in the trails. What 
he doesn't like is some of things he's heard that happen here. 

"I don't think it's appropriate," he said. "It's not appropriate at all. I wouldn't want to come out 
here and catch people doing it out here, you know," 

One of the places on the refuge where police caught people is a walking trail right off the 
interstate. Police say this is one of the common places they catch people engaging In sexual acts. 

Refuge Manager Dwight Cooley is glad the police had a sting to catch people doing illegal things in 
these woods. 

"Anytime you have an illegal activity, that really prevents the legal users from being out there 
and using a facility or an area, then there's certainly a lot of concern," Cooley said. 

Herrera just hopes the concern turns into action. 

"They need to get someone here to watch over it and stuff," Herrera said. 

For now, the police say they will continue to do stings until they no longer receive complaints 
from visitors at the refuge, 

The people caught engaging in sexual acts were given a citation and will appear in federal court in 
Huntsvllle soon. 

m
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Sat, July 24, 2004 

Sex suspect denied bail 
'Stalking behaviour' alleged on bike path 
By CAROLINE PHILLIPS, Ottawa Sun 

A 41-YEAR-OLD Gatineau man who was arrested on a bike path this week and charged 
with committing an indecent act was denied bail yesterday after the Crown prosecutor drew 
parallels to the year-old Ardath Wood murder case. Paul Andre Dubois, a Revenue Canada 
auditor, was described as having a "disturbing obsession" with prowling the streets, 
exposing himself in public and following women home. --=-------- ---------. 
1:ie.JN..l-S---i':lfff~~---f'l'rescfay after two women who were rollerblading along a Rideau River 
bike path at 5:15 p.m. reported a naked man masturbating in the woods while whistling to 
them and calling them over. 

Ottawa police swept through the area in search of the suspect without any luck. A little while 
later, Const. Pat Lafreniere returned to the area and found a man on a bench, rubbing his 
genitals and holding some pornography. 

The man's penis was erect and sticking out from his ripped shorts, Lafreniere testified at the 
show-cause hearing. 

Pornography magazines were also found in the man's car along with two pairs of pants with 
self.made holes in the genital area, Lafreniere said. 

'APPALLED AND HORRIFIED' 

"The public is concerned about the bike paths in this region," assistant Crown attorney 
James Cavanagh said during closing submissions. "This public is reminded about every two 
weeks about the murder of Ardeth Wood." 

Cavanagh said the public would be "shocked, appalled and horrified" if Dubois was let out of 
jail. 

"He cannot control his behaviour, so here he is on the bike path engaging in what can only 
be described as stalking behaviour." 

Dubois is charged with committing an indecent act, mischief and obstruction of justice. 

He was before the court yesterday as a subject in several prior police reports. In October 
1999, he followed two young women back to their Sandy Hill apartment at 4 a.m. and, even 
after the girls screamed and ran inside, stuck around for 30 minutes before knocking on their 
door, said Cavanagh. 

Dubois testified yesterday he'd been out on a long jog and only wanted to ask the women for 
a glass of water. Yet, he'd been wearing a ball cap, jean jacket and flannel shirt at the time. 

'MAINTAIN CONFIDENCE' 

The accused told defence lawyer Susan Richer he would be willing to attend the Royal 
Ottawa Hospital for a psychiatric assessment if released from custody. But there was no one 
present in court yesterday to vouch for him. 

"In order to maintain confidence in the admlnistration of justice ... you'll be detained in 
custody," said Justice of the Peace Kathleen Miller. 
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July 9 - Anchorage, Alaska - A shooting early Friday morning ln 
Midtown left a 19•year-old man dead. Anchorage police are saying 
little about the crime, but neighbors say the shooting was in 
self-defense. 

According to police, a newspaper delivery person found the body of 
Cristus Muasau about 3 a,m. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he was pronounced dead, 

Investigators believe they have talked to everyon,, involved, but no 
charges have been filed yet. They say alcohol may have played a role 
in the shooting. 

Police say Muasau's body was found on the lawn at 439 Pearl St. with 
at least one shot to his upper torso. Police are still investigating, 
questioning witnesses like Brian Singley, who says his friend admitted 
he killed ,1JJ.l.-f-:-----------------.. 
' He was waiting and he came up and he said some guys just attacked 
him, five guys next to the bike trail here, and had a gun and they said 
they're going to rob him," Singley said, 

Acco o lngley, the shooter told him the men were waiting on 
lhe Campbell Creek Trail and came out through the woods, 
demanding cash. lt turns out the shooter had no money but he had a 
gun and fired In self-defense, Singley said. 

"He was kind of shook up," he said. "He was just about to lose his 
life," 

Police are not releasing any details in the shooting but say they've 
spoken to everyone involved and collected evidence, seizing two 
bicycles connected to the crime. Slngley sald his friend called police 
right after the shooting, but police would not confirm that story. 

"Right now, the detectives will be going through each one of the 
statements that they have obtained: said APD Car>t. Tommy Nelson . 
"And from that they will have a better understanding on what 
occurred, why ii occurred and whatever action will be taken after 
\hat." lnduding if any charges will be filed. 

Police have not named a suspect and have no one in custody. 
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Teen Shot On Dublin Bike Path 

Police Search For Clues 

POSTED: 5:00 PM EDT July 19, 2004 
UPDATED: 9:26 AM EDT July 20, 2004 

DUBLIN, Ohio -- Police were following a couple of leads Tuesday following the 
shooting of a 14-year-old boy along a Dublin bicycle path. 

Conrad Gardner was shot in the arm at about 4:35 p.m. Monday 
beside Earlington Parkway, near Coffman Road and Wine Tavern 
Lane, NewsChannel 4 reported. 

. Gardner used his cellular phone to call police, and then called a 
~ 8?Y Shot While friend who stayed with him until police arrived. 
=~-fi$&11&W{m 

The boy was transported to Children's Hospital, where he was 
treated and released. 

Following the shooting, police closed the street and went door-to-door to find clues 
and determine where along the parkway Gardner was shot. 

Police said that they have the names of two people who may have been Involved in 
the crime, but no arrests have been made, NewsChannel 4 reported. 

Watch NewsChannel 4 and refresh nbc4columbus.com for additional information. 

Copyright 2004 by nbc4columbus.com, All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Man is charged with trying to kidnap woman at park in county 
By Heather Ratcliffe 
01 the Posl•Dlspalch 
Saturday, Jul. 31 2004 

,,.....w:w..u.u...,.'ll{l-frT'tms es In a park near Valley Park attempted to kidnap a woman 
walking alone on a bike trail Thursday morning, authorities sald. But the woman 
flagged down a St. Louis County park ranger, who arrested a suspect 

Edward C. Herweck, 34, of the 2000 block of Janiculum Drive In Fenton, was 
charged with attempted kldnapping, 

The woman, 46, was not injured, police said. The man was not armed. Heiweck was 
being held Friday, with bail set at $20,000. Police sald he works as a stocker 
at a store. 

Police said Herweck apparently had seen the woman walking the trail at the 
Simpson County Park on another day; she told investigators she had noticed him 
before as well. 

Police sa, e woman was walking about B:40 a. m. when a man emerged from 
hiding and sprayed her with a Mace•llke chemical. 

When she fell, he grabbed her and told her he had a gun, police said. The 
attacker demanded that she walk into the woods with him. 

The man agreed to take the woman to a restroom to wash out her eyes, she told 
police. While the man was inside, getting wet towels for her, the woman flagged 
do\'m the park ranger. 

Opportunity is at hand. 
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Man charged in assault of jogger on Riverwalk 
By Jake Griffin Dally Herald SlaH Writer 
Posled 7130/2004 

Napervllle police said they went undercover Thursday morning to nab a man accused 
of groping a jogger along the downtovm Riverwalk. 

Raza Husain, 62, of 1316 Sunnybrook Drlve in Naperville, Is charged with a single 
count of simple battery stemming from a Wednesday morning incident. He was 
released on $100 bond and is scheduled to appear In court Aug. 31, police said. 

A message left on Husain's home phone was not Immediately returned, and a person 
who answered the phone on another occasion said Husain wasn't home Thursday 
afternoon. 

Sgt. Joel Truemper said a 32-year-old female Jogger provided police with a 
description of her assailant and reported she had seen him a number of limes along 
!he Rlverwalk. 

She told police the assault occurred alter she had stopped running along the 
Riverwalk south or the DuPage River just before 9 a.m. Wednesday. A man 
approached her and asked if he could walk with her. The IWo walked and talked for a 
short while, Truemper said. 

"When they got to an area a little more secluded, he groped her or touched her 
Inappropriately," he said. "She ran from him." 

On Thursday morning, an officer in plain clothes and riding a bicycle trailed the jogger 
on her regular roule along the Riverwalk, Truemper said. 

"Sure enough, around the same time he (Husain) showed up again and she identified 
him Immediately," Truemper said. 

The jogger signaled lo the undercover officer who confronted and arrested Husain, 
Truemper said. 

The woman told police this was the first time she'd had any contact with Husain, 
although she'd seen him several limes along the River,,valk. Truemper did not know if 
Husain has a criminal history. · 

Tawfik Abdel-Moneim Ameer, who runs the weekend school at the Islamic Center of 
Naperville, said Husain volunteers at the school handing out lunches to the 200 
chlldren who attend. 

Ameer said he had not heard of Husain's arrest and was shocked by the allegations. 

"Nothing like this ever has come up," he said. "This Is completely out ofihe blue." 

Ameer said school officials will meet with Husain before allowing him back. 

"We'll have to rlnd a resolllllon (lo) all !his," he said. 
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East Bay, RI Saturday, July 31, 2004 

Police charge 17 year-old for bike path assault 

WARREN - Warren Police arrested a 17-year-old male last week for assaulting a female jogger on the East Bay Bicycle 
Path after the woman identified the Warren boy in a police line-up. 

Warren Police Lt. Joseph Loiselle would not identify either the accused or the victim citing the youth's age and department's 
policy to protect the identity of victims. 

The teen was arrested at Burr's Hill Park based on the description provided by the woman of her attacker. He was charged 
with simple assault and was referred to Family Court. 

Lt. Loiselle said the incident occurred on Thursday, July 15, at about 4:30 p.m., when the woman, who was jogging on the 
bike path south of Beach Street, was approached by a young man riding a bike who stopped and complimented her 011 her 
appearance. He then asked her ifhe touch her buttocks. When sl1e refused and told him to go away, he slapped her buttocks, 
then took off on his bicycle keeping slightly ahead of her while continually looking back. He l'etumed to her side later and 
asked once again ifhe could touch her. When the woman warned him she was going to call police, he grabbed her again, 
then fled. At that tin1e, she used a cell phone to alert police. 

Copyright ID 2.003, The East Bay Newspapers 
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Green Bay 
Woman Assaulted on U.W.-Green Bay Trail 
Sep 11, 2006 08:46 AM 

An 18-year-old woman was sexually assaulted on the arboretum tra il at U.W.-Green Bay early 
Sunday morning, university police say. 

According to Public Safety Chief Randy Christopherson, the 18-year-old -· who is not a UWGB 
student -- met a man in a Green Bay tavern and accepted a ride home from him. He drove her 
to the university, pulled off at the trail between Nicolet Drive and the Shorewood golf course, 
and assaulted her around 3:30 A.M, 

The woman described her attacker as a·Hlspanic man, about S'S" tall. He had short, dark hair 
with bangs. He wore a dark shirt and pants when he was out early Sunday morning. He drove a 
dark, Four-door car with a gray interior. 

The Green Bay Police Department says it Is not involved in this investigation, as nothing was 
turned over to them yet by the university police. 

Anyone with Information Is asked to call the UWGB Public Safety Department, (920) 465~2300 , 

f, \\brtdl'~w 
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Modesto Police Investigate Rape of Pregnant 
Woman on Bike Trail 

~A pregnant woman walking on a Modesto bike trail was 
sexually assaulted late Saturday morning. 

The 20-year-old woman was attacked between 10:30 
a.m. and 11 a.m. as whe walked west near Claus Road 
alongside Dry Creek in east Modesto. She fought off her 

· attacker with a rock. The woman, who is carrying a 
5-month-old fetus, was taken to a local hospital where 

both are reported in stable condition. 

The victim told Modesto police officers she was walking to a friend 1s house when she 
noticed a man on a mountain bike pass her, park his bike and head down toward tile 
creek out of sight. When the woman passed the bike, the man jumped her from 
behind, grabbed her neck and threw her down. The victim told officers she screamed 
during the assault and the man covered her mouth with one hand. As he did 1hat, 
she was able to grab a rock and hit him on the left side of his head. 

The man got up, shouted in Spanish and took off on his bike toward El Vista Avenue. 
The woman was able to make it to her home where authorities were called. 

The attacker is described as Hispanic, between the ages of 17 and 20, 6 feet 5 
inches tall and weighing about 180 pounds. He was dressed all in white with a 
hooded sweatshirt, jeans and sneakers. He has a gash near his left eye where the 
woman struck him. His mountain bike is blue or black. 

Anyone with information about the assault or attacker is asked to call Modesto police 
at (209) 572-9500. 

Created: 8113/200612:35:58 PM Updated: 8113/2006 5:51 :28 PM 
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Woman Sexually Assaulted On Bike Trall 

Police Say Stranger Attacked Woman Near Church Street 

POS"ft:.'0; ij:03 pm EDT Augu?.t 4, 200-li 
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WETHERSFIELD, Conn ... Police said a 63-year-old woman was sexually assaulted near a popular oicycle trail 
Tuesday In Wethersfield. 

The woman told authorities she was walking on the trail when a stranger pulled her into the woods. She said the 
man sexually assaulted her in the hidden area. 

Authorities said they are searching for leads in the case. 

GET BREAKING NEWS ALERTS: 

�--.._ _______ ___ 

:Enter E�mBil 

The woman was on the Heritage Way bike I/ail around 
6 p.m. TueS<lay. She was walking alone near Church 
Street when the stranger approached. 

The woman walked back to Church Street ror help. 

"She has been in constant contact 1Vith detecotives from 
the department," sald Lt Andrew Power. "She's been 
very helpful, and she is doing OK." 

Police desclibed the attaciler as a 30-year-oid man 
with a shoct, stocky bullet. He was wearing darl\ clothes 
and carrying a red sweatshirt. 

Police increased patrols near the trail. 

For the latest news, stay with NBC 30 Connecticut 
News and NBC30.cu 
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Man accused in assault on cyclist 

The suspect in the 2001 armed abduction of a woman along the 
Witblacoochee Trail was already in jail, accused of burglary and raping a 
child. 

SUZANNAH GONZALES 
Published September 11, 2003 

Almost two years after a woman was assaulted on the Withlacoochee State Trail, authorities 
have brought charges against an Inverness man who they say was the attacker. 

Keith Allen Benafield, 30, of 821 S Montgomery Ave., is charged with kidnapping, aggravated 
battery while in possession of a firearm, attempted robbery with a firearm and possession of a 
firearm by a convicted felon. 

Benafield already was in jail Wednesday awaiting disposition of a different case, in which he is 
charged with burglary of a dwelling, possession of a firearm by a felon, sexual battery on a 
child younger than 12 and aggravated assault. In that case, he is being held without bail. 

On Dec. 7, 2001, a 55-year-old Inverness woman was riding her bicycle on the trail when she 
saw a man walking behind the Sportsman's Park Bowling Alley, off U.S. 41 N. The woman 
said he turned and pointed a small-caliber pistol and told her to get off the bike. 

After the woman complied, the man tried to force the woman into the woods, authorities said. 
They said he eventually let her go - possibly because someone was approaching on the trail -
but first struck her in the face with his fist, fracturing her jaw. Then he fled. 

Three people Benafield knows provided Citrus County sheriffs detectives with information 
about his alleged involvement in the crime, according to sheriffs spokeswoman Gail Tierney. 
Benafield told the three people he committed the crime and planned to rob the woman. That 
infom1ation led detectives to obtain a wall.'ant for Benafield's arrest. 

The case for which Benafield already was in jail stems from a July arrest, records show. 
Benafield was accused ofraping a 4-year�old girl. The girl told investigators she and Benafield 
were in a bathroom together naked when he had intercourse with her, according to an arrest 
report. 

Benafield also was accused of stealing rods, reels, a tackle box, tent and air mattresses from an 
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Bicyclist assaulted on Inter-Urban Trail 
(posted 10/21/2005) View.all News Items 

Thursday October 20th between 7-9 p.m. 

A bicyclist was assaulted Thursd11y evening on the Inter-Urban Trail along Urbandale 
Avenue Just west of the Hy-Vee as he was commuting home from work. 

According to the cyclist, 8-10 people approached him on the trail and assaulted him 
before he could not get away. 

The assailants His rifted through his bicycle panniers, took his work uniform c1rid 
demanded his wallet, which he was able to keep. 

Word has It that someone came to his aid, the assailants fled, and he was able to get 
on this bike and ride home. 

The cyclist was treated at Methodist ER for a cut tip, bruises, and was undergolngles':£. 
for broken ribs and Internal Injuries. 

Things are contusing as no one Is sure If It was a robbery attempt or just ran,:lom 
violence, The cyclist remembered on of the assailants saying that they thought he was 
someone else. 

If you witnessed this crime, please emall b�r.@.bLkeiQ.1Y..i!,t9.m- We need to keep tht 
trails safe! 

More Information to follow as If becomes avallable. 

BE SAFE OUT TH!Rl!I 
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Woman Sexually Assaulted On Bike Trail 

Police Say Stranger Attacked Woman Near Church Street 

POSTED: 6:03 pm EDT August 4, 2004 

Attaclrn�inJ f of 1
Page 36 of �35 

WETHERSFIELD, Conn. -- Police said a 63-year•old woman was sexually assaulted near a popular 
bicycle trail Tuesday in Wethersfield. 

The woman told authorities she was walking on the trail when a stranger pulled her into the woods. 
She said the man sexually assaulted her in the hidden area. 

Authorities said they are searching for leads in the case, 

The woman was on the Heritage Way bike trail around 6 p.m. Tuesday. She was walking alone near 
Church Street when the stranger approached. 

The woman walked back to Church Street for help. 

• "She has been tn constant contact with detectives from the department," said Lt. Andrew Power. "She's
been very helpful, and she is doing OK."

Police described the attacker as a 30-year-old man with a short, stocky build. He was wearing dark
clothes and carrying a red sweatshirt.

Police increased patrols near the trail.

For the latest news, stay with NBC 30 Co

.

ews and NBC30,com

SIGN UP FOR 

BREAKING NEWS ALERTS: 

j Enter E�mail 

I Subscribe ] 

Copyright 2004 by NBC30.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed. 
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Man accused in assault on cyclist 

The suspect in the 2001 armed abduction of a woman along the Withlacoochee Trail 
was already in jail, accused of burglary and raping a child. 

By SUZANNAH GONZALES, Times Staff Writer 
© St. Petersburg Times 
published September 11, 2003 

Almost two years after a woman was assaulted on the Withlacoochee State Trail, authorities have 
brought charges against an Inverness man who they say was the attacker. 

Keith Allen Benafield, 30, of 821 S Montgomery Ave., is charged with kidnapping, aggravated battery 
while in possession of a firearm, attempted robbery with a firearm and possession of a firearm by a 
convicted felon. 

Benafield already was in jai] Wednesday awaiting disposition of a different case, in which he is charged · !

j with burglary of a dwelling, possession of a firearm by a felon, sexual battery on a child younger than 12 
and aggravated assault. In that case, he is being held without bail. 

On Dec. 7, 2001, a 55-year-old Inverness woman was riding her bicycle on the trail when she saw a man 
walking behind the Sportsman's Park Bowling Alley, off U.S. 41 N. The woman said he turned and 
pointed a small-caliber pistol and told her to get off the bike. 

After the woman complied, the man tried to force the woman into the woods, authorities said. They said 
he eventually let her go - possibly because someone was approaching on the trail - but first struck her in 
the face with his fist, fracturing her jaw, Then he fled. 

Three people Benafield knows provided Citrus County sheriff's detectives with infonnation about his 
alleged involvement in the crime, according to sheriffs spokeswoman Gail Tierney, Benafield told the 
three people he committed the clime and planned to rob the woman. That information led detectives to 
obtain a warrant for Benafield's arrest. 

The case for which Benafield already was in jail stems from a July arrest, records show. Benafield was 
accused of raping a 4-year-old girl. The girl told investigators she and Benafield were in a bathroom 
together naked when he had intercourse with her, according to an arrest report. 

Benafield also was accused of stealing rods, reels, a tackle box, tent and air mattresses from an hwerness 
storage shed in April, and of pointing a gun at a woman during a domestic argument, a police report 
said. 

Also in July, Benafield was charged with selling a harmful video to a minor, according to a Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement report. 

http://wv.,w.sptimes.com/2003/09/l l/news_pf/Citrus/Man_accused_in_assaul.shtml 
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In the early 1990s, the report said, Benafield was arrested in Alachua County, charged with burglary and 
petty larceny. 

- Suzannah Gonzales can be reached at 860-7312 or sgonzales@liptimes.com

© C RY..right, St. Petersbt!..(g Times. AH rights reserved. 

http:/ /www.sptimes.com/2003/09/1 l /news _pf/Citrus/Man_ accused_ in_ assaul.shtml 
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Weymouth Police appeal - boy assaulted on Rodwell tr 

16 December 2005 

Police In Weymouth are appealing for witnesses and anyone with any information 
forward In confidence after a 16 year old boy was assaulted on the Rodwell tt-ail In 
town. 

The victim was walking along the Rodwell trail from the bottom of Abbotsbury Road and 
trail in the llchester Road area. Approximately 30 metres from entering the trail, the victh 
punched in the face and then kicked while he was on the ground. 

The teenage boy, from Weymouth, was walking home between 10.15pm and 10.30pm c 
9th December, 2005, when he was assaulted by a group of men. 

Police were called by lhe victim's mother at 10.37pm. 

PC Louise Brook, of Weymouth police, said: "I am appealing for witnesses and anyone\ 
information who may have been on the trail during these times to contact Dorset Police i 
confidence or the Crimestoppers line anonymously. 

"I am interested in any information, no matter how small, insignificant or unimportant it rr 
seem," she added. 

Witnesses and anyone with any information should contact Dorset Police in confii 
01305 222 222 or the free and anonymous Crimestoppers line on 0800 555 111 wh1 
mobile tariffs may apply. 

Back to the list of latest news stories 

http://�.dorsetpolice.org/news/display .shtml?id= 1134 7 483 02 3/14./:2006 
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MiUICI ema 

SECOND JOGGER ASSAULTED WHILE ON BAY TRAIL 

Berkeley, California (Wednesday, December 10, 2003) - On 12-10-03 at 
approximately 6:43 am, a woman was sexually assaulted while jogging alone 
along the Bay Trail. This part of the Bay Trail parallels West Frontage Road 

between Gilman Street and University Avenue. Sh� was approached fri:>m 
behind by a suspect who tackled her into the bushes where the sexual 

· assault occurred. The victim was able to get away and run into the street cmd
flag down passing cars for help. An SUV stopped and the two occupants saw

and chased the suspect into the park area. The victim was pickeid up by
another passing car and was taken to a nearby payphone where the police

were called. The occupants of the SUV were not able to catch the suspect

and left the scene prior to police arriving.

Officers made contact with the victim and immediately began to search 1:he 

area where the suspect was last seen. The search utilized over 20 officer� .• a 

police boat, dirt bike, a CHP plane and helicopter and Oakland Police 1<�9 

units. The search lasted several hours, but no suspect was found. 

The suspect is described as a: 

Hispanic Male Adult or White Male Adult, late 20's, - 5'1 O" - 6'00", Medium 
Build. He was last seen wearing a gray sweatshirt and dark pants. 

The Berkeley Police Department is requesting that the involved good 
Samaritans or any other witnesses contact us immediately. They may be 
critical in solving the case. The information they may be able to provide could 

be crucial to identifying and bringing the suspect to justice. 

This case is similar to an attempted sexual assault case in the same area on 

11-19-03. Detectives are investigating this to determine if it may be same

http://www.ci. berkeley .ca.us/news/2003/12dec/12 l 003j oggerassulted.html �,1f�� . ·---- ----·-----·--·-·-· 
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Posted on Fri, Nov. 03, 2006 

Naked man arrested after pulling awl from 
rectum 
By Karl Fischer

CONTRA COSTA TIMES 

A police encounter with a naked man near the El Cerrito BART station turned into an 
arrest on suspicion of carrying a concealed weapon Thursday. 

Passers-by called officers about 7:50 a.m. to report that a naked man was lying on a tree 
stump beside the Ohl one Greenway path, exposing himself and masturbating. 

Police saw 33-year-old John Sheehan and arrested him on suspicion of indecent 
exposure. 

Officers led him to the nearest street, the 2000 block of Kearney A venue. Before putting 
Sheehan in the back of his car, Sgt. Paul Keith asked him ifhe had anything on him that 
police should know about. 

Sheehan replied that he had hidden a .screwdriver in his anal cavity, Horgan said. 

Unsure about what to do, police called for a fire engine. Firefighters quickly decided that 
an emergency room would be better equipped to deal with the situation. 

Sheehan interceded before an ambulance was called. 

"When he heard what they were talking about, he said, 'Hey, don't worry about it. I can 
do it,°' said El Cerrito Detective Cpl. Don Horgan. 

Mindful that a 6-inch metal awl wrapped in black electrical tape could be used as a 
weapon, officers kept their weapons trained on the 33-year-old. 

Sheehan went quietly afterward, without explanation. 

Sheehan was paroled from state prison last week and listed an address in Pittsburg, 
Horgan said. Police booked him into County Jail in Martinez on suspicion of parole 
violations, indecent exposure and one felony count of possessing a concealed weapon. 

Reach Karl Fischer at 510-262-2728 or kfische1@cctimes.com. 
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October 17, 2006 

Teens beat man for his bicycle, police say. 
Victim was struck in the head with 2-by-4; 4th suspect in attack is still being 
sought 

By Vic Ryckaert 
vic.ryckaert@indystar.com 
October 17, 2006 

Four teens, one armed with a two-by-four, beat a 54-year-old man on the Monon Trail 
because they wanted to steal his bicycle, lndian'apolis police said Monday. 

"This was an ambush," Detective James Quigley said. "They were waiting for the right 
victim, and Mr. (Darrell) Arthur, unfortunately, was that victim." 

I 

Three youths, ages 16, 15 and 14, were arrested Sunday and face initial charges of robbery 
and aggravated battery in the Oct. 6 attack that left Arthur with cuts, bruises and stitches 
running from the bottom of his ear to the middle of his head. 

The 16-year�old is likely to be tried as an adult, Quigley said, but the final decision rests with 
prosecutors. The two others will face charges in juvenile court. Police are searching for a 
fourth suspect, who goes by the nickname "Bootsy." 

"Mr. Arthur was hit across the head with a two-by-four initially," Quigley said. "He fell to the 
ground, at which time he was punched and kicked numerous times." 

Police found a board they think was used in the crime. They also seized clothing the boys 
were wearing at the time of the attack, Quigley said. 

The teens stole Arthur's cash and bicycle, Quigley said. Police have not yet recovered the 
bicycle. 

The oldest boy, Quigley said, laughed as he spoke to detectives about the beating. 

"The 16-year-old, unfortunately, almost seemed proud of the act," Quigley said. "It was 
almost like he was getting excited talking about the incident." 

The Indianapolis Star does not typically identify youths accused of crimes in juvenile court. 

"This is probably one of the most heinous crimes I've seen," Quigley said. "Mr. Arthur very 
easily could have been killed that night. He was one kick away from being killed." 

Arthur survived but cannot recall what happened. 
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Dear Editor, 
Attachment 3 

On Thursday, March 19, 1998, residents next to· the proposed Monon n'hW &'J f 4 Sextension met with Carmel Clay Park Director, Randy Auler. Mr. AuliPfi�vitRd 3 
Indy Parks Director, Ray Irvin, to speak to us about the Monon Trail iK 

,. Indianapolis. 

Mr. Irvin's said that where he finds graffiti on fences facing the Monon 
Trail, he has i� removed. 

On September 7, 1997, I documented such a fence just north of 75th Street. On 
March 20, 1998 1 I videotaped the same fence and graffiti. South of 86th 
Street, graffiti camouflaged with a black substance has slowly reappeared and 
new graffiti has been added. At 86th Street, behind Schlotski's Deli, someone 
has modified a no parking sign from Monon to Moron. Mr. Irvin has not been 
diligent. 

On March 14, 1998, the Indianapolis Star printed a story about Hamilton County 
parks entitled, ttLocal parks fight graffiti, vandalism» . The story said, 
"Graffiti is a constant problem at all the parks ... " 

The Carmel Clay Park Department has lulled people into thinking this will not 
be a problem if they extend the Monon Trail through my back yard. 

Obviously, parks are an open invitation to graffiti artisans. After all, it is 
their park. They pai� for it just like the rest of us, right? 

The city of Carmel has begun condemnation proceedings to take property from 
adjacent landowners. At a minimum they will" spend $1,000,000 to take 5.2 
linear miles of property. Carmel Clay Park Board preside�t, Judy Hagan, is 
about to ask the Clay Township board for permission to spend at least $630,000 
for construction. Graffiti artistry appears to have broad communi°ty support. I 
think that$ 313461.54 per mile is a lot to pay for a linear canvas. Would 
fabric not be cheaper? The solution is, "No trail, no graffiti.�· 

Thomas L. Harleman 
11080 Willowmere Dr, 
Indianapolis, IN 46280 
317-843-9122 day
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Police need. public's helppttrfolyi 

murder of jogger 
B� D11n A. Radfo� 

J0urn1I Reporttr 

� VEN SD ALE - King CoWlty 
police are urgently. seeking the 
public's help in solving the mur• 
der of a former Bothell woman. 

Police are arudous to talk with
two joggers who Underdahl's 
husban d, Larry, spoke with
Tuesday night while searchlng
for his wife, said Joanne Elledge,
county police spokeswoman. 

Underdahl told her family she
was going for a short jog with the
family's golden retriever, arow1d 
.j:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Her body 
was found at J a.m. Wednesday 
60 feet off the trail and about � 
mile from the trall's parking lot 

on 276th Avenue Southeast In 
nearby Landsburg. The dog was 
found earlier unharmed. 

The results of an autopsy 
including time and cause of
death, are expected l0day. 

Those findings and any infor
m atl on fr om the public are 
lm�ortanl_ as the King County
Police M:\)or Crimes Un.it con
tinues its Investigation. 

The body of Alice Underdahl 
52, was found Wednesday in th�

· bushes along the Ceda r River 
Trail near her new home in South King C�ty. "Jl +;z ;_j___ .1 .• � ..... ll.-'l .. A/l 

------· 

"There were other people on the 
trail. We need those people to 
come forward." 

Anyone with information is 
asked to ca.JI the police at (206) 
296-7530. 

Underdahl moved with her 
family from the Bcithell area to 
Ravensdale in 1994. She was 
lmov."ll as an athletic woman who 
�njoyed running, skiing, sailing 
and r i>nnis. Sht> frt-quently jogged 
on I ht> trail near her home, 

She was also a dedicated vol• 
unteer at the schools attended 
by her daughter, Nellie, 17. Last 
month, she and her husband cel
ebrated their 24th wedding 
anniversary. 

. Before moving to RavensdaJe, 
Underdahl taught Sunday school 
and helped lead the junior high 
youth group at Bothell's
Inglewood Presbyterian Churdi., 
where she was a member for five 
or six years. 

"We need tips,• Elledge sa1d. 

"She was a wonderful per
son,• said Rev. Tom Salmon, lhe 
pastor at Inglewood. wlt's an 
absolute tragedy.• 

A memorial service is sched
uled for 10 a.m. Monday at the 
church, 7718 N.E. 141st St. 

· Her family suggests memorials
to the Alice D. Underdah l 
Memorial Fund, which will assist 
vtctims of violent crimes and 
their famiUes. Donations can be 
made at any KeyBank. 
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c.;ounty RGIIGe 
to begin USlii

3

9 
bicycle patrols 
Kenmore area , 
· is first .on list

by Cherie& Aweeka 
Snohomish County bureau

(3OTI¾Ell. - To MnJ. Jackson 
0eanl, C001mam.ler or the King
County police dotocl1menl In the
Kcnmure area, tho bicycle ls going 
lo be the sneak punch in hls ·
growing arsena.1 against crime. 

One of his goals is to clomp
tJown on gongs he says an, terror
Wni; n.n apartment complex In the 
Kingsgale azea south of Woodin•
ville. 

"We Iii.ink w� can �ct close
without being seen," salt.I Deud, 
who plans lo launch a two-mnn
bicycle p11trol unit next we'ek. ''The
lust lhint: you would CJtpect 10 SC1? 

coming are two guys un a bicycle,"
Ue11ru plnns to shirt the unit

orou11tJ, 111q�c1lng s11ecino crimes. 
II, hupu IQ use II\" blcvi:lt 

�
col,11 tu 11�111 crlJm, on l ta Uut k.tt-

• ✓------1-M Gi mllll Trwl. Durglars 11te suspect·-
� ed uf using the trail to approach
· 1n.rgeted homes lltld women have

r() been hara.sseLI on lhe lroU. 
· r� 111c c.:ounly bike p11trol also moy

be scul 10 �lnn HW Park, scene of
several ollcmplc!.l rapes, lo the
Tull pipeline Im.ii, a.nu lo a Woou
i11vil!c-om1 purk•end-riue lul thot
youths huve \urned into a beer
i;urtlcn. /\ccuriliu� to police, the

'We think we can c 
close without bein 
seen. The last thin 
you would expect · 
see coming are tw
guys on a bicycle. 
Maj, Jackson Beard 

King County police 

youths lhrow loud ·ponies
we�kcntls; angerin,, m,i�hbo, 
rcs1lhm1.s. 

Tiiree orficers have IJccn

�igne<l lo bike duly. Each or ti 
went through a week of spc 
training l:isl month 11,.t the W. 
inglun State Cri111in11l Ju.s 
Training Cenu:r in Uurien. 

The three - Doll Conner, I<
hfolchno nm.I Miko Urown - " lbll>Ul•tl l,y Vlt1u• ur lhwlr •1111, 
asm for the new progrn111
skills on ll bike. 13!:ing in sl 
wos importont, loo. 

"11,�e guys look like the I 
Kongs of the police tlep.inmt 
saiu DenrLJ. 

11101 description flt yeste 
wheu Conner 11ml. Molchan lo

Please sea BlKES on D 2 

. . . ' 

X)u_nty. police. tci start· bicycle patrols 
• • • • • ; 

• � • • I •• • • • • 
: 

f • 
• 

- ' _. • • 
� •• 

-••••••••- Nonh Bend are.a where the No:-..b road miles.. lt has a population of
-Precinct maintains a substation. 180.000. 

IKES 
'l'tinued from D 1 

ic:ic:e ride through the Ken•
,re park-and-ride lot. �Me',
a !2-year polic:e veteran, lih:s

i.lilits .a:od runs foll.I times a 
e'k '-tllY in sh.ape. Molc:h.an. 
11: .n s:even IllBJ"a1bons. 

A 1vl1Iler Marine, Molchan, 
i 'l bead swt on his bike
lCS. Through an .ap=:ne:it
:h bis �t. he's alrudy
"6 ""�"'- win r.;,----11:�,. ;._ ,+, .. 

:He likes to beg:in or end bis sb.ift Phil Miller, Cl:)9rdinator of the 
at the subsutlon by running sit King Caunty Road.Shue Pro
xnDc.s to Rattlesnake Lak.e, swim gram, CXj)CQ.S polic: to gf! a 
ha.It a mile, the.n run back. public-relations boost from bikt:-

The police depaJ"ODent has pao-ol officers, who he said '\\ill
onJy !WO mownain bikes, both on be less intimidating than motor
loan from the Federal Way pre- cyde cops in boots. 
dnd, but Beard wa.ots to get "HaVlng a motor.zed' vc hide
more. He also hopes to amaa on a D-ai1 robs people the wron:

more offic:ers. w-ay," said Mi.lier, who was a.s-
The bikc.'"S have .their work cut tound!d when Beard paid him a 

out; Beard said the North Pn- counesy caJL "Bicycles seem

cinct is the largest of the King much more appropn.a.te for that 
-���_:1:):.,���V�1 kin�,�fa�u�_:• ___ ,, L:-·-•-- ,_:

---- -- - - - - ------· --- ··--· .. 

20 years, -was ·mipr-�e'd by'
skill be saw when he s.erved e 
"guest c:imina.1" at a police bi 
cle•patrol <;ompetition in 
Klngdome parking lot. . ·. : 

"Thev do know bow to r
bikes," he said. 

He s.aid al lee.st a doun {>O:
agencies in the st.ace have b1C)
patrols. . . . . . 

Mo� than 100 poll� agenc 
nationwide h.ave bike uniis, , 
Miller, with the number c.'tpe( 
le mushroom this year. Even 
U.S. Forest Service is consider 
sending out bicycle patrols,
-- .I 
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! ,::Woman badly injured ,. . ' '.:J
� in beating by burglar

J A 4�-y�-old B�llevue. WOmJUl. /
·undenvent surgery yestcrd.ayforf.);)

, · a head injury she received when -i
·. � intruder h.it her wiU1 a baseball {

· ;, bat after breaking into her home. · -�
, But the woman, who also · · · ,::

· suffered cuts and bruises imd an · /
Jnjured ann, was able to identify ·�;

,. ·.her attacker as she was being 
· µken �y ambulance to the hospl,
.taJ.

The man, 33, had been spotted
by police minules after the -.. 
Newport Shores assault and bur• · ·. '
glary. He'd been riding a bicycle 
near the enlrance to the commu• - .
nity, and Bellevue motorcycle 
Officer Mark Tomlinson noticed 

··lie had blood on his face and shoes
'r. and jewelry stolen from the
woman's home . 
. r 

. Police said the man is a 
: transi�nt from Kitsap County ..
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T-TownUpduted Thursday, 23-Jul-98 18:12:01 

Police seek help to solve assault on trail 

The Capit11I-Joun1al 

A Topeka woman was sexually assaullcd by a stranger about two weeks 
ago after she Weill iuline skating on the Shunga Trail. 

Authorities arc trying 10 l<;arn the aU;icker's identjty and hove 
designated the auack as Lite CrimeStoppcrs Crime of the Week. 
Topeka Police Detective Brent Schulle, the CrimeStoppers 
coordinator, said tile vi111im. 23. was assaullcd about 9:20 p.m. July 
7 11s she skated .iloug 1hc Shunga Trail in the 1500 block of S. W. 
2211d·Pa1k. 

The attacker rode a bicycle as he initially passed the victim, then 
rode out of sight. 

Schulle said the victim continued down the trail and, aboui a 
half-block later, approached the stranger, who was off bjs bicycle 
and standing by a chain-link fence. He tried to stop tlte viclim, who 
turned and we111 lite othc� way. 

Before the victim could gel far, Schulle said, the stranger grabbed 
her from bchi11d, urnggccl her i1110 a wooded area, tried to rob her 
and found she hud no money. He tl1cn sexually assuulted her. 
The assailant was described as a Hispanic man who was 20 10 25 years 
old, had black hair. stood about 5 feet 8 inches tall and weighed 
nl>out 170 pounds. Ht had no facial hair or glasses and wore gray 
denim shoru and" white shon-slcevcd T-shirt. 

He rode a red-framed. BMX•style dirt bike with white wheels. 
Authorities asked nnyonc with information that could help them 
identify tJ,e assf!!l�nl 10 ca.II CrimcStoppers at 2�4-0007. Callers 
don't have 10 give their name, and they could receive a cash reward 
of up to $1,000 for iuformation that helps solve the case. 

Copyright 1998 The Tope.ka Capital-Journal (Thursday, July 23rd, 1998), 
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l nllde bicyclists arrested in Senttle
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The 
Record 
Online 

Today's News 

2 nude bicyclists _arrested in 
Seattle 

Today's Sunday, June 21, 1998 

News 

Home The Associated Press 
Page· 

Top Stories SEATTLE -- Two nude bicyclists were arrested Saturday during a
summer solstice parade, prompting boos from spectators. 

The Region 

Business 
The Wire 
Columnists 
Obituaries 
Education 
campaign 
Central 

,. 

Several naked men and women on bicycles made an appearance during 
the parade, and all but two men got away when police moved in, Officer 
Christie-Lynn Bonner said. 

Both were cited for lewd conduct and released, she said. 

Bicycle streaking has been an unauthorized part of the parade in recent 
years, and spectators hooted at the bicycle officers making the arrests, 
Bonner said. 

Last year, a child was nearly hit by one of the fast�moving nude bikers, so 
event organizers asked police to be present this year as a precaution. 

Copyright© 1998 Bergen Retord Corp. 

Classified 
Ads 
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copyright @ 1999 The Seattle Times Company 
Local News: Wednesday, March 17, 1999 

Tip leads to charges in fatal stabbing near Kent 

by The Associated Press 

KENT - Police are seeking a man charged with 
first-degree murder in connection with the death 
of a man whose body was found on the Interurban 
Trail in January. 

Thomas Edward Moore, 43, was found dead Jan. 
18 by a bicyclist. Moore died from multiple stab 
·wounds to the head.

Police received a tip Feb. 25 that a man named 
Anthony T. Waller had killed Moore because 
Moore had seen him breaking into trucks in the 
area, Kent police spokesman Paul Petersen said. 
Waller, who apparently left the area about a week 
after the stabbing, was charged yesterday with 
first-degree murder, and a warrant was issued for 
his arrest, Petersen said. 

;, 
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�Jke path_ <;>p�ns amid 
1; �y �odge·� Roo�r . : lice, then I climbed up the embank-

'Il1e bike path 1s officially only menl so I could identify lhese kids 
three days old, ��t c-0ntroversy � al- Lo police nnd·keep an eye on them. 
ready surr'?unding the scenic route. When the kids.saw me do lhat, they 
Residents whose h omes are along . canie back and turned on me. After 
tl1e bike path say tl1ey are �d to mlnutes•bf profanity,·! repeated my 
leave lhe1t houses because of unruly request to move on. Thal was when 
juveniles on the path. · lhey slarte<l llrrowing rocks at me

Several residents approached city and my house." · · 
council _last week to ·ask tha t  police Nelson again called police to in
�atrol be �f� up and secwity · fonn them the kids were lh.t:owlng 
tightened .�n �1e ncv:- path. be.calJse roe� and J>?lice responded w.ithln 
of recent incidents mvolvmg tr�- minutes. Police caugh t four of t11e 
passing and vulgar conduct by juveniles aft.er chasing them through 
juveniles. . . the backyards of houses a l ong Ship-

111e residents were spearheaded herd Circle and College Streets 
by Gary Nelson who hnd an _incident The four caught were three' i.x;ys 
with several Ju.v�niles last week that and one girl. TIie oldest boy was 14 
prompted calls to police. 'The activ- and the two oilier boys wero only 
lty al� prompted �clson to organ- six. Tiie girl was 11. 
l:re his fellow residents· along I.he · "Tiiese kids were out there after 
bike path BI_1d disperse 

0

fli_er s. . . dark and !hey were not biking and
. Ne�on �d h� had ,a frighterung lhey·.: were not taking an exercise 

e�penence. at h1;S residence when a. . walk'- they were not using the 
group of Ju,vemles luurassed and palb for what it was int.ended," Nel
tJu;eatened lum. , . : . so� said. "TheY. were out Lo cause 

'l..1'.y dog was tied out m my back- IIouble ruid they knew it The _path
fqr the usual reasons when a provided a comfortable shortcut 

&· �-'P of six to eight young people which ·gave them a sense of privac y  
were walking along the bikepath," and a sense tI1at they Wtl'C on public 
Nelson said. "111e dog was follow- property. 
ing his instincts �nd slarted barking ''T.his enl.i.re incident impinged on
at them, so the kids stopped ta taunt my  nghts to peace and quiet and ig- · 
the dog. I came out to see what all norcd the rights of Uie citizens along 
�c fuss was about 1¥1d ask:ed the tl1e path by trespassing through tlleir 
kids to move on. yard to escape police " Nelson con-

'That was when they rumed. ar- tinued. "Something has to be done 
. ound and st.aru:'d yelling profanity at before somethlng really terrible hap• 
rne," Nelson cqntinued. "I went pens:"These kids know where I live. 
bnck into the house an,d called po- The city does not want ·a Jawswt or 

OBERLIN NEWS-TRIBUNE ' ·-,.· 

PAGE f ·september 12. 1995

neighbor�' 
... �- . . . -

complaints 

dead citizens or dead children on 
their hands." 

Resident Scou Cole said he has 
also experienced similar problems 
-with juveniles on the path. He said 
there have been occasions in which 
juveniles iaunted his dQg and also 
threw rocks at both · him and his 
home. 

"I have been with. my y oung 
ch ildren playing out back in the 
.yard when kids would go by and 
yell profanity to my. kids," ·Cole 

, said. "There are probl ems growing 
and people trespassing on our prop
erty. We are asking the city to take 
care of its citizens because this is a 
problem that did not exist when the 
bike path was not here." 

Nelson presented only two re
quests to council to solve the prob
lem - closing the paili at dusk and 
increasing police patrol. He said that 
state parks close at dusk based on
their exper ience of curtailing "trou
blemakers" and ensuring safety. 

"There is no way you can ride 
your bike or walk along the path in 
safety in the dark.," ·Nelson said. 

Council member Calvin Waite 
explained there is an ordinance on
the books that requires cyclists to 
have a light on the bicycle when rid
ing at night 

City manager Gary Goddard said 
lhe bike path is open until 11 p.m., 
which is a lime consistent wh.h other 
bike paths along the Cleveland Met-

CONTINUED on page 2 

'Town for lJ. \ (\ ·h'o,, ' �I Ooo +-

p�)l ,c.e tov--ce ' "I ( 3 per 
sh.·+·+) 
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I ketters to tfte 8ditor . . .
Loose dogs 

on the trail 
1 ,1 The Editor:

Although Leelunau County ha� n 
leash lRw, many u�ers of the fom1cr rail 
cunidor apparently feel that la  IV doe.� n<Jt 
pen:iin to them. l guess they think this i.� 
the perfect spot to run !heir dog.,. They 
j11mp our of their cars and irnmedintely 
unfensh !he clogs. The dog.1 go flying 
tlnwn the cnnidor and onto any adjoin
ini,! fund. I'm w!lrking in 111y orchurcl and 
lwve these dogs come running up lo me. 
I have no idea what these animals might 
dn. IL is very unnerving. The owners 
seem to enjoy the look of their dogs long 
kg� running across the lwidscnpe, ignor
in).! the fact they are violeling the law. 
The dogs run around my hou.1e, urinut
ing. on my bushe,1 and leaving piles that 
neecl lo be cleaned up. I have yet to see a 
dog owner scoop up his animal's _drop
pings and take it home with him. 

Horseback riders seem to feel they 
have a right lo tTe.spass. They have no 
qualms about cutting through my fields 
and never think to ask if l mind. 

People who use the former corridor 
should know that the majority of 
landowners do not want them there. lf 
Buck Nixon found someone who really 
owns land along the corridor that likes 
using iL as a trail, he found the prover
bial oeedle in the haystack. We have 
lost the privacy that our backyards 
nfforded us, We have no interest in chit
chatting with people back d1ere. They 
rnay be out for a leisurely recreational 
ride, bu( we are working and don't 
want lo be bothered by their benign 
comments. Just leave us alone! Better 

• yet, get out of our backyards! .  . .
Ken Dez.ur 
S. Lake Leelanau Dr. , Traverse City 

,. 

Letters welcomed . . .  

Tiie Enterprise w1erromes Lelters to 
t/1e &![tor .from its .�ul,saibers nnci 
readers. To be considered.for publiccr
tlon. the letter must Include lhe 
sender's name, s(gnature, .fi,U address 
and phone number. wtd should no( 

e.\t:eed 250 words. Letters are subject 
/tJ condensation. The? wrlter·s nanw 
and address may be wUhheld in cer• 
tatn clrcwnst.ances !f requested.. except 
on Cet.ters contah,fng personal attad(s 
on or duuyes Clga.inst ind(viduals. All 
lelters must be s(Bned and originals. 
not ropies or l"ClXeti No leHers in an 
obuious campaign wru be printed. Let
ter-writers are !im((ed ID !he mvnbcr of 
letters printed. 

Where is equal 
protection? 

To TI1e Editor:

Did you know'/ Justice is not always 
found in our couns. Juries don't hear 
the whole truth or they want oul, there
fore they say "guilty" (even) though it 
is not true. Be careful of calling 9 1 1 
when the relative is the problem. If you 
go through a caution light, it is treated 
as a red light. Don't ask for a warrant 
for they may haul you to jail. "Resist� 
ing arrest" could be the reason for 
imprisonment. You may be subpoenaed 
but not even calletl in court; or you may 
be called on the stand without a sub
poena. Way too much perjury is com
mitted in our courts. Sentencing is var
ied for simi lar crimes. Prisons are full, 
but not on! y with criminals; our poor, 
abused, and some innocent people are 
behind bars. Very much tax money is 
spent in this area. 

Where can we find equal protection 
under the law7 No woman should have 
the choice to end the life of their unborn. 
Doctors are to save lives, not destroy 
them. We don't hear or read about lhe 
details of women because of nn abor
tion. What about their mental state? 
Why can't the truth be given to all? Let 
us treat others as we want to be treated. 

Sister Bentrice Marie Plamondon 
S. Popp Rd., Lake Leelanau

Bravo to 

Manitou Music

1b The Eclltor: 
Agnin this summer Manitou Music 

Festival ha.� ti tled Leelanau County 
with brilliant musical performance.� 
ranging from chamber music to operol
ic vocal lo jazz. It was a wonde1ful sea
son ! As festival director. Crispin 
Cnmpbell put together a lively variety 
of programs and de.1erve.� grent praise 
und thanks, 1lm11k.1 nl,o lo the Olen 
Arbor A1t A.m1ciatio11, the festival's 
parent organization. The Manitou 
Music Festival is a marvelou� opportu
nity lo share, on n very personal, inti• 
mate level ,  tJ1e joys of music and an 
wid1 Cl(traordinari!y talented, dedicated 
people. Bravo and thanks to Cris, the 
musicians, ond the Glen Arbor An • 
Assoclation ! We're already looking 
forward to next season! 

Judy Reinhardt a11d Jim Schwantes 
S. Schomberg Rd.; Cedar

Trail 'voyeurs'
To The Editor: 

Buck Nixon wanted people to 
respond to his letter nbout the fonner 
rail corridor. Well, my response is: 
bring back tbe trainl Although this cor
ridor runs in close proidmity lo my 
home, the present use is far more dis
turbing to our lifestyle than the railroad 
ever was. We have people in our back• 
yard from before sun up to far beyond 
sun down. They are uot courteous 
enough to talk quietly and not yell. 
Early morning riders (5: 1 5  a.m.) call
ing to each other have awakened us on 
more than one occasion just as late 
night riders have kept us awake. 

The conidor is bermed in my area 
and anyone on it looks down into our 
home. ls it just coincidental that they 
stop to rest just at that spot, or are there 
a few voyeun;·on the corridor? 

Jim Mebert 
S. Center Hwy., Suttons Bay
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•· Oberf in bike path

sparks complaints
The Chronicle Telegram - Elyria, OH

9/6/95 

Amy Stank.lew!pt 
ii'>e Chron1cre-Te1eqram 

· OBERLIN - The city's new bike path isn't ofil.
,;i.Jlly open yet. but it's already causing headaches, 
:ome residents told Council Tuesday. Gary .Nelson of King Street said a group of teens
hanging out on the path Saturday swpped by his
ho1tSe, which is nearby, anct harassed his dog. Nel• 
�on ·s,ud \\'hen he asked the teens to move along, 
:hey used profaniry and threw rock; at nis house. 

He sa1d th,:> P3rhway is dark and is attracting
!!,!ngs of rowdy rourhs. Nelson was one of four resi•
•jents who complained about the youths near the 
path. He and his neighbors asked the cit;' to post 
the bi.ke path's closing time anct perhaps consider
iowenng it from 11 p.m. to dusk. 

"Jt's so dark back there, it has got to be danger,
,,us. a place for mLSChl.ef and crune," Nelson said. 

The path is due to open saruroay. By that time.
: 1gns Ii.sung the pathway's rules will be posted. Clty
:\ tanager Garr Goddard said. 

See OBERLIN. A6 

OBERLIN 
FmmA1 

Those mies include no horses 
or n1otori1.ed vehicles. Goddard
s.1id he will talk with police today
to � if they can patrol the area
mote often. 

1111) problems arc no reason for
residcmi: to he ronmrned. he satd.
Ho s.1id trs too early to talk about
ch..'Ulgin� the cio-si.ng 11.me. 

"I'd rrollv like to take a look at 
hmv II all �ones out. lnste.td of
just looking at this one Incident," 
Godcmrd said. 

"The bike p.ith is new, we
knew there would be problems to
iron nut." ho said. "I have doubts 
of it oocoming a local hangout for 

. . . -

The Journal 
Lorain, OH 
9/7/95 

·Rowqy:teeos_: __
worry· trail ,riders.

teens. We want to talce time t
cdw:ate people." 

Ooddarrl said that police � 
begin stricter llflfom!lllCnt or a
old city ordinance requiring bil
ers to use lights at night. Tku
ma}' help alleviate problems Wit
the unlighted bike path, he said. 

"Somehow, we have to wor 
out un mnktible solution betweo 
rui;ictcnts arid rider.:," said Cow
cilmnn Richard Lothrop. 

The pr1th will opon at JO a.n
$;1lllf'MY With lt droi�tion ccr·
mony ot the South Profcssc
Stn.v:r enttnn�. 

Olher activities are schedule
for the weekend e,·ent. can t.t:
Chamber of Commerce at 77�
for more information. 

. - . ;.,:,. ... ..: "\ . . . � � . . . 
.. : 

By TRACEY READ .. .:...· · ·-- •;upm aure··we'll get� re- ·· �. 
Moming Joo�-Wrt.!![ ... -. . sol,ed." said. �-�� • 

J 

. . ;;·:· _ .. .,. ·· · ...... Oberlin's �-�ce .OBElUJN -i--'Cin' offid;als "''�- "Wetre•suppmga:s 
ho ..,...h, teen, don't detei'. W.I�. ,. � • pe T'Onw ·. ·, ..., • s·...,.1;bt;•.:patrollin2:·.�; .. : residents .uwii'usiag.a oe,rbike· '�w,i'nrnsking that good·citlzens path that has been ranted oo.e of notify the police depa..r:tmeflt U 
I.be top tr-..w., ln . t.be United . :they see anything sw,piciowi." , 
States. City Manager Gary Goddard 
. The 3..2-mile _patb - wbic:h admitted 1hue have been com-

stretches from Pyle to Prafes.. pla!_Dts about miscbiel on the 
60t streets and from Pleasant to lrail, bat said tbe area &boald be 
Oberlin roa� on a former rail· w:ider control soon. 
road bed - doesn't offi�y ''Thepercef)QOD bysome peo- : open until �turday mornmg, pie is Uiat the bike path is too · 
but some residents are �dy .. close to back yarcl.1, that their 
complain.in8 that the path lS at• privacv is being invaded some
trading the wrong element wbat, •' said Goddard, "But we 

Oberlin Sgt. Cl.if Barnes �d lVill work cm those things..0 

juveniles yell obsce-nitie:, and Still, the group "Rails to 
tnrow st.ones at bQD:'e'� .vners. Trails" bas ranked the 3.2-nllle 

And before barriers were out patb � one � the �ilon's top• .• .. ____ -'-· '1M .,.,,,le,, 'T'arininu �111. Page 326 
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lagby Hot Springs beset by ca;-ijme 
l,t) longer a famUy place., the popular I Odum. who p�trols the area undet a sher- I . as they used to. be, h,e said. ''This Is my fourth 

t II d hot t b d thl iffs contract wt� the _ U.S. Forest Servtce, year up here, and every year lt gets worse." --r-----------,, ra an U area raws eves, ci'led a June 16 incident m which a 27.year-old D t th rt l h id . anger a e sp ngs ncreases, e sa , 
!JS and substance abusers. law Po1-tland woman reported she was sexually �t- when the sun goes down and there is a "shift 
1rcement officers say tacked. And la5t mon�h, two men �ere change" among the people using the baths. 

1Enl■,oed:

,TEVEN AMICK 

• Oregonian sta.lf 

:rtors to Bagby Hot Springs can find 
selves In more hot water than they ex
especially afler dark. The problem ls 

?. 
? popular public spa. deep In ·the Mount
National Forest southeast or Estacada, 

has drawn solitary hikers. couples, faml
nd groups of friends. 
! attraction? Spring-fed. open-air tubs
1 shake.roofed bathhouse with private 
; and large log troughs, offering steam• 
-aks - at no cost ..:.. beside a cold moun
:ream. under huge evergreens.
in recent years. law enforcement om
ay, the baths. nearby campgrounds and
mding areas have become prime destl
s for thieves. drug users. heavy drink
me poachers and violent gangs.
not trying to be a pessimist and scare 
from coming up and enjoying the for

tid Clackamas County Sheriffs Deputy 
)dum. ''But people with sma.11 children 

, o U:igby? l would discourage that - it's 
0
01V1.\.lu ,,..,..,_,. ... -·--- •-.. Jo • • • •• 

stabbed In a brawl over disputed ownership of Out go the son-drink sippers who predoml-two kegs of beer. 
"We gel a lot of assau1t3' up there," he said. nate during the day. In comes the night crew, 

Some are triggered by boorish reactions to the swigging alcohol as they walk.. 
Nof111Folt� 
Res�rvolr --�- ._, 

casual nudity that l.s a fact of hot springs life. Their canine companlons change. too, from 
"Last year we had a sltuation," Odum said, lap dogs to pit bulls. And the potential for vlo-

"where a guy came up with his camera and lence goes up. 
want� to take pictures of all the ladles. 'fh.�t Some of the reported crime turns out to be 
didn't go over too well, and the fight was on. false, exaggerated or, in. pollce parlance. "un-

Thefls of car stereos. cameras and othe.r founded." For example, Investigators with the 
vaJuables rrom auto!Tl()bi1es parked at the trall Clackamas County sherUrs office, which 
head also are on the rise, he said, and vanda• shares law enforcement responslbiJlty for O "' llsm and lllegal shooting are rampant. .'!leap- much of the national forest with the U.S. For-
ons abound In the national fore5l - hand- est Service. are skeptical about the recently mllo• 
guns, baseball bats .. r?.ofing ,ha';;mers, reported sexual attack. 

' 

area 

OREGON 

machetes - you name 1t, he said. If you
took and stopped 10 cars up there .. seven or According to a crime report, the woman . ___ c r a f k am a� �0-� y __
elghtofthem would have a weapon m them, a -who first said a _stran�er raped her some� Marlon Co nt 
rifle or handgun " where on the 1 1 :•mtle trail from the trallheaur.- u V

During one �f his recent patrols. Odum parking lot on Forest �o�d 70 to the baths \ nu.o-"'" 
pointed out trees on which neo-Na1J Skin• -was drunk, gave conflicting statements and

\ heads had stenciled swastikas - slaking terr!-

* 

tory and recalling a 1990 incident in which a Plea.se turn to
car was stolen and three visitors to the BAGBY, Page De r-,-n---
springs were assaulted by Skinheads armed _________________ : 
with clubs. 

The U million-acre national forest, in gcn-
"' ..... 1 --.-.:a n.--"-•· J- __ ...,..: .... , --· -· • • ' 
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N 
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Quad-City Times 

Attack· is not an isolated incident,/91 
Continued from Page 1A 
him to a wooded area where a third 
man waited and sodomized him. 

At that time, police described
the attack as an isolated incident, 
.saying it was believed to be the first 
serious crime commiucd on the 
path this year. 

Bui six days later, a- 32-ycar-old 
woman told police she \lr'aS walkfog 
on the path about 2:30 a.m, when a 
roan chased her and struck her in 
the face. Sbe was knocked down, 
8.lld the man grabbed tor her p�. 
She fought back: and the man even
tually fled without the punc. 

La.st Wednesday, a lJ.year-old 
Davenpon boy was robbed of his
bicycle by a pair of t�-agers near 
one of the city's busiest streets in 
roid-afteniooo. 

The boy told police he was rid
ing aJoog the bike path about a 
block east of Brady Street at 4 p,ro. 
when the pair S1Dpped him. He was 
punched in the face by one person 
as lhe other grabbed bis $300 bi
cycle.• 

Davenport police do not ride 

bicycles along the tra.il. as they do 
on bil:c paths in Moline and peri. 
odJcally in Ea.st Moline, Hammes 
said. But Davmpon officers patrol 
the general 2ml of the bike path .. 

"We've periodkally had ro� 
bcries or assaul�. Our officers 
lcnow It's somewhat of a problem." 
be sald. "II isn't Dcglccted." 

· Tim Wolken, superintendent of
recreation for Davenport pa.rb, 
said a bike path rnger monitors the 
tral1 40 hours per wecl: during the 
bighest traffic �es. 

He acknowledges that one per
son can b.ardly keep tr1Ck of wb.at's 
happening on·the lengthy trail. 

"But we've done some good 
woric OUI there. Last wcekelld, WC 
found four stolen bikes and caught 
three kids doing it," be said 

The city S'J)Cllds $3,000 per 
.summer to staff the bike ranser job. 
Wol.k:en said it would be. ideal to 
have a sec:ood ranger. 

"Jt would be more effective," 
be said. 

That means almost Dot.bing to 
the west bike path victim. He. said 

P ...... 1� 

GARDENS 
•PLANNED
* Pl.ANTED
•RENOVATED
* MA.lNI'AlNED
Terry� Smith

l'otmcrl,1 
l>neoport'• 

"HrllomeGf'OWII" 
� Por Appololn--vt 

27-478 

regular patrolling by · police is 
needed during the summer months. 

..I've been going down there
ever since the trail was rn-ated," be 
said. "ll's become a.o adventure 
that's poLe:nt.ially dangerous a.nd 
hazardous 10 your health." 

(F;Uof Doys 
� . 

� 9Cyman's 
.JUL\' ;, 
CLEARANCE�
.· 'SALE!I 

. . . . . -

. . ·• -..... . . . : . ·',' .... · .. ' . .,. : .·. . 
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Bicycle htjackings reported 
Four cycles ha•,•e been stole11 in two 
days along :1 bike trail in Des Moines, 
prompting police to urge caution.

ByTOM SUK 
!VCISTEA Si.\;f W,un:i 

Two bic-;cle hijach;nzs in two days on a bike trail 
·north of downtown have prompted De, M?ines
police to urge b!crctists using the trail to take pre
cautions for their sarcty.

"We do have Tactical Unit officers patrolling
that area on bicycles, but it still would be a good
idea to bike with a friend or a group .. on the path•
way which begins downtown and goes to the
Saylorvillc Lake area, said Des Moines Pollce Sgt.
Judy Oradshaw.

The attacks occurred Sunday and �londay, and in
both cases )'oung bicfclists were mugged for their
bicycles by attacl:ers who appeared to be In the
mid-teens, authorities said. The hijackers hide in
the brush on the side o( the path then.pounce o�

_, 

targets or opportunit}-, polii:e said. 
Both attack.,; have o...--currcd som� di.!:tance north

or the downtol\ll area in relath·cJy lS('lat!Xl area;. 
police said. 

The first attack oi:cu�ed about 2:30 p.m. Sun.clay 
when a 15-year-old a.'ld 12->·car-old were riding 
their bicycles on the trail near it.; intersection wich 
Euclid ,h·enue. Two attacker:. jumped from th� 
bushes, pushed the two young riders o�ser as they 
passed by, and then tool; the stuMed yoW1gsters· 
bicycJc-s, im·estigators sz.Jd. 

About 8 p.m. Monday, a p:u:k or about eight teeJIS 
attacked fourteen-ag'! bicyclists riding on the path• 
way near Its lntersection \\ith Second Street In the 
Birdland Park area. Two of lhe bicyclists were 
pushed over and one was punched by the thie,·es, 
who escaped with two bicycles. 

Police are dassifyi.ng both cases as robberies be• 
cawe force was used to steal the bicycles. The vie• 
tlm.s suffered minor lajwies in the attacks, such as 
bruises and scrapes, authorities said. Police esti
mated the total retail value or Lhe four bicycles 
ta.ken ln the two robbe.r1esat �verS 1,100. 

'T't--c. bt"s Cl\o,,..,c:-·J ec� .. S�'t"-�J ((\e ..l..ro Sc.d·,o--..
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Cedar Rapids Gazette 

DECORAH c - 4 -'1:l 
Woman attacked 

■ Decorah police are investigating an
attack on a 23-year-old woman Saturday
night.
· According to the Winneshiek Cotmty

Sherto"s Department, the woman was
walking along a bicycle trail near Twin
Bridges in Decorah around 7:20 p.m.
Saturday when.she was attacked by an
unidentified man. The woman was able
to repel the attack, but not before she 
received a bite mark on her neck and a 
bump on the back of her head. 

The woman's identity was not 
released last night. 
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Police Departme�t 

gives description 

of attacker 

The Dc:orab PoUcc Dcpanmen1 bas 
iivc:o a dc.scriptioa of the man who II• 
ttcl:ed a 23-yur-old Deconh wom� who 
was walking on the bike tn.il our Twin 
Bridg�s ( .. the lovc:r Trail") at about 7:20 
p.ru. SltUrday. 

,Police are looking for a 17- 10 18-
ycar-old, S feet 7 inches Lall. with a trun 
lo medium build ind vrry dm:, wavy 
hair. A description said t.b.c man's h3ir 
is shor1 u:i· front and on lhe sides. and 
looger (coUu length) io � · He also 
lw:l • lhin musuchc. Anyone with more 

Attacker 

Continued on_ page A•3 

e Winneshie 

Continued from front page 

lnfonn.a.tion should conw:1 police at 382-
3667. 

Accordirig 10 reporu., lhe woman bad 
been walk.Ing OD the tnil when she met 
!he man OD lbe path. As she pu.sed hlm. 
he p-abbcd her. Sbc lhcn bit bc:r atta.cker 
on the arm and be bll her 'on t.be neck, 
police said. The woman al.so received a. 
bump on the b&cl: of her bead during 
the a.tt.ack. The victim•, lnjurie.1 did Dot

�uirc medical a.n.ention. pol.ice said. 
The inc idcnt rem aw u.n.dc:r in ve sti

J a.tioo. 
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Butler 
trail 
flap 
1taped 
I 

BUTLER, Pa (AP}- A home• 
owner trying to document bicy•
cle riders tearing down barri
cades to a controversial recrea
tl on al trail ended up 
videotaping her own attack. 

Kassia Treadway of Jefferson 
Township was not seriously 
Injured Saturday when a male 
rider shoved her vldeocamera 
into her lace.

"I think thls trail is wrong,
and this proves it.,. Mrs. Tread-

I 
way said. 

The Butler-Freeport 
Community Trail 1s the subject 
or" a class-action lawsuit by 

\ 
property owners, including 
Mrs. Treadway and her 
husband, Larry. The suJt., heard 
in March but as yet Ubdeclded,

1· 

charges that when Conrail 
abandoned the line, the land
should· have reverted to adja
cent landowners. 

The trall 1n front or Mrs.
Treadway's home 1s blocked
wlth barricades bearing "No 
Trespassing" signs. 

On her videotape, taken 
Saturday, the rider threatens 
Mrs. Treadway 1f she does not
move out or his way, then. 
shoves bls palm toward the· 
camera. The picture goes dark 
and noisily ricochets to the 
around. 

"'Stop it," Mrs. Treadway· 
says. 

"You stop lt," the biker '-lys. 
"You stop 1t. Don't you dare 

touch me," Mrs, Treadway says. 
State pollce are looklng for 

the rider, who they say could 
!ace charges or harassment and 
assault. 

Mrs. Treadway sald her home 
ls no longer we because of the 
traU. She said a t.ra1l user tr led 
to k1dnap·-·her dau_ght.er, who 
escaped. 

3: 
0 
= 
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.. 
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Cyclists· .. �:� x/ 
' . 

1attacked ./, 
along 

Charles I 
By JOSEPH 

MALLIA 

Three bicyclist8 
wel'e attacked last 
week on paths along 
thP Charles Rivel' 
neaJ' the BC)slon Uni
\·ei�ity fhidge,· state 
police LL Paul Ma
lonc·v �aitl. 

Tht' i:;u::pect. bran
cli:<he.d a hunting knife 
in two or the tlu·ee in
cident::, c1cc:orclil1g to 
Mnlunev. "We believe 
it wa,.; the �ame indi
\'idual." he �»id. 

The fin,t attack took 
plan· at 8:30 p.m. 
\.\'.erlne,.:cl».v, when 
<Mw Su11�hine, 27, 
,rn:: a1111ronched from 
be him I. knodced off his 
hit1·e:le and tlu-eatened 
11ith II hunting knife. 

�u111-hine's $800 
blue-11n1l-white 2•!
:-pce<l Ricochet GT bi
Cl"cle 1nu-: stolen, police 
,;\1irl. 

Attachment 3
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In the second at
tack, on Thw-sday, the 
:;.u_:-:pect kno�ked a 
woman, identified as 
Janice Coli, off her . 
g·reen Timberline 
mountain bike . and 
stole it. 

Then, at 8:30 pm. 
Fti<lav a woman on a 
bic_ycle: identified as 
Theresa Gat'\'ey, was 
att;icl<ed by a man rid
ing a blue-and-wh.ite 
bike that may have 
been stolen in the first 
attack earlier in -the 
week. police said. 

"He c11n1e up behln� 
her and accosted her. 
HI! threatened hel' 
\\ith a knife and told 
her to stop and when 
::h"' fled he rammed 
hel' with hi1; bicycle," 
Maloney said. 

G;nwy escaped by 
ricling- hei· bicycle onto 
Soldier':; Field Road 
where an off-duty 
::tat� lroopei· saw her 
1tnd :-topped, t1aloney 
�111I. 

The su�pect was de
�crioed as a tall, thin 
black mnn "ith sho1t 
hair ,mcl c1 pocked face, 
who :-:poke \vith an ac
cent. He wn.c; about G 
feel I inch or 6 feet 2 
inche� tall. 

The nttacks took 
plat-e ne,w the same 
:-1,ot where a 2G-year
uld woman was choked 
.uul ,;,ped last. sum
rne1·. The desciiption of 
tlil! sui'j>ect in the July 
24, l\�lO. nighttime at
tack ,lid not matcll that 
of the :;u1:pe<:t, in 18!:t 
w<?el<':- .i:-:..-,nults. 
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suicide victim 
killed jogger;./;; 

• 

L t,l,(.-1u!,�¢-4V 

By Metthtw Erlltll 
Journal Rtporltr 

KENT - A hunch from a small-coWl
ty slll'riff in North Dakota was lhe key in 
idl•11l.ifyi11g a Kent mu11 l1!l the possible 
kil11•r of u woman jogging on the Cedar 
Hiver Trail la.st week. 

Sheriff Ken Halvonwn of Mountrail 
Cuuuf.y, popululiou 7,600, sent a teletype 
lo µulice agencies nationwide about 
Gary Wuyna Puc:k�lt afler µo1 1ce there 
said Puckf:lll 11Jashed the lhroat uf a 
wou,an, ·ua�n ltd<J off police before 
killi11g himself Sunday. 

After seeing Puckett's criminal 
rccurtl, Halvorson guessed the 38-year-

old Kent man might have been involved 
in other crimes before arriving in North 
Dakota. 

-He probably caused some other
types of problems on his way out here,• 
Halvorson said yesterday. •1 figured l 
would lry to giv·e Investigators some 
information about what happened." 

Halvorson's hunch was ·based on 
Puckett's criminal record, dating back 
to July 1980, when Puckett was given a 
life 1:1entence tor robbery, rape and 
WJ!jault of 11.l\ elderly womBJ\ ln Bellevue. 
Puckett was paroled In May 1996, wider 
laws eiliting before the 1984 Sentencing 
Reform Act took effect, 

Ste JOGGER, A7 
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Jogger was strangled, autopsy finds 
United Airlines offers 
$10,000 for information 
leading to an arrest 

By Jacqueline Reis 

and Katherine Hedland 
Journal Reporters 

A Ravensdale woman slain 
while jogging on the Cedar River 
Trail was strangled, the King 
County Me dical Examiner's 
office said yesterday. 

An autopsy showed that Alice 
Underdahl, 52, died at approxi
mately 7 p.m._ Tuesday, investi
gator Nick Fletcher said. 

fletcher said he did not know 
-..:,,,,..,,r.:· • 

wh2ther Underdahl had been infom,ation leading to an arrest spokeswoman Penny Bartley 
se1n1ally assaulted, but said he in her death, spokesman Joe said yesterday. 
expected the medica1 examin- Hopkins said yesterday from Rent-on detectives still are 
er's office would investigate the company head q uaners in investigating that case, in which 
possibility. Chicago. a 31-year-old woma·n was 

Underdahl's body was found King County police already attacked from behind at 
at l a.m. Wednesday approxi- have received more than 50 calls Riverside Park. 
mately 60 feet off the trail and a after asking the public for any Underdahl, a United Airlines 
mile from the trait's parking lot information that may be tied to flight attendant, was 5 feet 3 
on276thAvenueSoutheast. the murder, spokeswoman inches tall and 105 pounds. She 

She left with her family's Joanne Elledge said. was wearing red shorts when last 
golden retriever to go jogging at "We've gotten good tips and seen Tuesday. 
4:30 p.m. Her husband, Larry, tips that we might not be able to Anyone who was on theand daughter searched for use,�she s·aid.'"That'swhatwe Cedar River Trail n ear Underdahl when she hadn't need to hear, ev�ry little biC Landsburg after 4 p.m. Tuesday 
returned by 6p.�. They found Police are i�stjg.a.ting or saw someone ma tching her 
the dog wandenng alone, and whethertfiemurBerisrelatedto_ d escripti on should call 
Larry Underdahl called police at a May aUacl<_on_�� w2�Detective Earl Tripp_ at_ (206) 
7 p.m. girig on tfie Ceaar..F,iver'I'ra.UJ.IL 296-7530. Callers wishing to 

Her employer, United Airlines, """'Renton, but theteis no evi"a'ence remain anonymous can contact 
-� q�pg _a ;!0,000 reward for to link the crimes, Renton police police at (206) 343-2020.
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Slaying brings 
])ig-city crime to

tiny Ravensdale

• #.

1'! o suspect yet in woman jogger's death 

s·y LINDA KEENE 
AND CHAJU..ES E. BROWN 
&afl/e Times skiff reporters 

Everything about Ravensdale is . 
small-town, except Ute big-city crime 
Lhal claimed a jogger's liJe this week. 
· Alice Underdahl, 52, was killed 

late-Tuesday afternoon while jogging 
on a gravel path near her home in the 
small community, south of Maple 
Valley, She was accon,panied by the 
family':; golden retriever when the 
attack occurred, on a remote and 

� wooded span of the Cedar River 

J
�ay, King County police plan to 
inspe,ct the beige Honda Accord LX 
she drove to the lrailhead on Lands
burg Road. There is still no suspect 
in the case, which is Ravensdale's 
first known murder. 
· · Schoolchildren have been warned 

to avoid the trail and walk to the bus 
in paµ-s. Counselors at Tahoma High 
School, where Underdahl's daughter 
isa student, have handed out written 
warnings and are planning Lo counsel 
any- students who might be alarmed. 

"It's a pretty tight community out 
here, so we're real concerned," said 
Tahoma Principal Terry Duty. "It's 
leniblc." 

: �ri_me Stoppers 

· Police are asking anyone with 
· lnfonnation lo call Crime Stop

pers al 206-343-2020. 

Underdahl was active in school 
04tif}gs, serving as a field-trip moni
tbr � She traveled a lot as a flight 
:{lt�ndant, working for United Afr. 
litie:s, according to company officials. 

· : : Neighbors described her as 
fiieiidly and talkative - a social 
wo!iian who also enjoyed time i;pent 
qn per six-acre estate. 
• ! 1'She was a very nke lady," said t 

P�tiy Rex, who works at the Ravens-: 
dale Post Office. "She lived next door 
�Y parents, and before my mother 
qie�, she would come over the fence 
tp: -r.sit l_1er," . • , . . __ . 1 

ey-to approach, adding;11-nue is! 
ible, tembleM:flll'th·ment 3 

•. de�I 3.Q9 her1.: ltu1�5 
�. raised os(rl.cM�ot'rtlAfe it? 

. •�property but-gave 1t up tut year. 
: ™ house,-'whlch was recently put 
qrl �e market, includes a barn, lean• . 
to: buildings and cleared pasture. 
: ; The family occasionally attended 
�l�'s,Ro�Ca�olic_�hW'Ch 

l lfl• ilJAck· .D�gn4, sai� t!l�i,�v.; 
<;:li�cl<"Palluclc; noting that they at- t, 
tt!l)ded a dedication ceremony for a 
� church in May. 
:· •. r esterday, Palluck said I.any Un
d�� � him for consolation_

·anti> mak� eral arrangement&. "f 
helped him through his immediate 
shock," said Palluck, who also called 
others in the parish to warn them 
BQOUt the trai� . ·. · 

The trail ia popular with joggers, 
bicyclists and horseback · riders, 
stretching 16 miles from downtown 
Renton to R avensda.le, The Cedar 
River flows along the west side at the 
trailhead, and footbridges span the 
river as the trail wends toward Ren• 
ton. 

Underdahl left her house about 
4:30 p.m. Tuesday, with the farn.ily 
dog. When she did not return, her 
daughter and husband went to the

trail and saw the beige Honda parked 
at the trailhead, just off two-lane 
Landsburg Road Southeast. They 
also saw the dog, but not Underdahl. 

Larry Underdahl called police at 
7:11 p.m. After a long search, her 
body was discovered about l a.m. 
yesterday, with obvious signs of lrau• 
ma, said county police spokeswoman 
Joanne Elledge. 

�It's a very intricate crime 
acetie," 11he added. 
.. Underdahl Jogged on the trail 

about three times a week. Herchiro
praclor, Brett Peuelli, said she kept 
physically fit. "although I don't t4i!J,k 
she waa a fanatic about iL" • • c·, 

Petrelll had seen. her running on 
the trail at least twice with her dog 
while he was out riding his mountain 
bike. 

He said she had come to his office 
with a job-related back injury about a 
year ago, and retwned periodically. 

"She was the one who told me 
about uie trail," he said, "She said it 
was a gorgeous place to run." 
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" Youth Stab bed ori ·Beach ·Bike Path 
A 15-year-old boy w:is injured in. group";' or youths 11hortly before 1 .... 

a stabbing on the bicycle path in p.m: Friday on lhc path alcng lhc
Re<.londo Beach Friday aru:irnoon, �· beach near A venue A. :iaid Hc<lon • 
an·d police arre!tcd a suspected · do Beach Sgt. Gary Wiley. 
gang member on suspicion or at• Alex Guardado, 15, r.r Ca�on, 
templed murder. was stab� in the back with a 

Jose Martinez. 18. or Wllmlng- sharp obf�t. Wiley S":!.ld. li:'p:iir~cr-
ton, was being -�ld-·with-out--bai I sci Mo, s -and--rstrcwdrivr.r were

lurday al the Redondo Beach found. 
c, jail. police said. . Guardado Is not known to have 

1 stabbing occurro::I when a gang ties, Wiley said .. He was 
_lighL rokc our b�ecn-1.w0---1.re:at.c�� ho.�it..:il�nd released.----:-

LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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Police seek man charged in death 
Victim was stabbed on Interurban Trail more than 30 times 

Thursday, March 18, 1999 

By ELAINE PORTERFIBLD 

Authorities are searching for a man charged earlier this week with first-degree murder in the 
stabbing death of a homeless man on the Interurban Trail in Kent. 
Thomas Waller, 21, is wanted in the slaying of Thomas Moore, 43, whose body was found by a 
cyclist on the trail Jan. 18. 

An autopsy revealed that Moore, who was homeless, was stabbed more than 30 times in the head 
and face, apparently by a screwdriver; several stab wounds went through his eyes. The case we11t 
unsolved until the end of February, when Kent police received a tip claiming Weller had killed 
Moore, according to court papers filed Tuesday. A caller said Waller was breaking into vehicles 
parked by the trail when Moore walked by and saw him, court papers said. 

Tiie caller gave the names of several people who also had knowledge oftl1e slaying. 
When investigators contacted one of the men, he acknowledged he had been with Walter and two 
other men while Waller broke into the vehicles, according to court papers. During the break-ins, a 
man wandered by and Waller confronted him, the witness said. The two began scuffling, and 
Waller chased the man up the trail, he said. When Waller came back a short time later, he 
appeared nervous and sweaty and had blood on his shoe, the witness said. He said Waller told 
them he had stabbed the man for interfering with him, according to court papers. The four drove 
off, and Waller threw several items out of their vehicle, including a screwdriver, the witness said. 

Police found a screwdriver in the area where Waller allegedly tossed one out of the vehicle. 
Another man with Waller and the witness that day con.finned the account for investigators. 
In addition, Waller later told a woman he had stabbed a man i..t1 the head, according to court 
papers, 
and that he was going to North Carolina. Waller is described as 6 feet, 2-inches tall and 230 
pounds. 
He is white, with brown eyes and brown hair and has a scar on one hand. 
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Boston wou1an raped on Be1muda visit 
A massive tnanhunL is un<ler way 

ill 13ermu<la 11ftel' a young woman 
tourist from l3oi:-lon was raped and 
robbed Thun;day as she jogged 
along a railw,w line. 

The attack happened in broad 
daylight on a section of Bermuda's 
Railway Trail - a popular tourist at
traction - near Camp Hill, SouU1-
ampton, in the west of the island. 

The woma�.• in her 20s, was 
slopped, sexu 1.\' assaulted, and 

robbed before her attacker fled 
along the trail on a bicycle. 

The woman was able to give po
lice a detailed description of her as
sailant. ln accordance with Bermu(fa 
law, her identity was not released. 

Davicl Dodwell, minister of Tour
ism in the tiny B1itish colony which 
lies 600 miles qff the coast of North 
Carolina, called on· the community 
"to assist in any }Vay it can to help "" '. 
catch whoever did this." 

r9lice· seek youth who ro�bed McDonald's on bicycle 
By Patrick Flaherty He then went cashier's ·window, he allegedly he!<l a 

GLOBE CORRESPONDENT outside and rode gun to the cashier's head and said, 

The� ,Boston Police Crimestop-
his black Huffy "Give me all your money, then put it 
bicycle around in in the bag." 

peni Unit is seeking the public's help circles in front of The suspect U1en fled from the 
in locatjng a youth who robbed a the cashie1Js win- scene, riding his bicycle toward 
icDonald's restaurant on Hyde <low of. the drive- (?,teary Square with a bag filled with 

ark Avenue at gunpoint last month. through lane, police s.aid. an und!!tennined amount of money. 
At about 8:30 p.m. on Aug. 18, a An ·hour later, a young man cy- Police said the suspect is de-

young·man-e.ntered the McDonald's cled up to the drive-through window scribed as a male, 17 to 18 years old,
.an,d attempted to ��-help from em- wearing a,, ski mask and ordered 5-foot-5, with a slim build. He w,1S
.. ployees, in robbing' i:he restaurant. french fries. When he got to the wearing a blat:k and datk blue shirt, 

black pants, and black shoes. 
Anyone witJ1 information is asked 

to call the Crimesloppers toll-free 
number, 1-800-494-TIPS. The line is 
nut recorded or traced. All infonna-
tion is confidential and callers can 
remain anonymous. Anyone who 
provides information leading to the 
arrest and indiclment of a suspect 
will be eligibl�, for a rew-.i.rd of up to
$1,000. 
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.' JOl)ljliru Ill "=tln,;• 
, St;eel 90. She re
nan In 1963 .. 
�ked !n the Probate 
' the ·State Streel 
seven years, l'eliiing 

Barba was a membor 
::hurch in Quincy, the 
Jl'ch Ladles Sodality, 
Catholic Club. 

he v.1fe of the late 
, Barba and leaves his 
,, John J. Della Barba 
· and two daughters,
·etti of Hinghflm and
'\fngs of Weymouth. 
:s nine grandchildren 
-grR.ndchildren. 
Mass will be aid
10 a,m. in nt Jo• 
;n Quincy foll wed by 
; Wollaston eter,v 

vicE \� 
.Y� 

NUMENTS 

F F • 323-3690 
ns Hig•r1t•t. Ro,•indaJ• 
&1l(HJ9•3690 
>urn Sveot. Cambrldie 
.!1-b?8-9110 
••O<Je, ivnn, 617•581·5S9S 
11, Ovincy, 617,ol72-HOS 

UME.NTS • 524-4300 
ir>QIO� S\re�I, f\oslif\O&IG 
'.$td,-,g Monument Soecliii>I 

10 & SON • 323-2464 
·. Sl."Jostph', Ct<t;tltrJ, W, l\oL 

�., ll!oQ.100, SCia·!&MM 

N MEMORIALS INC. 
har�II 1·800-�0•50S8 

I 

!EALTH CREMATION.
SEI/V/CE SINCE 1931 

lit Oirtcl C1c111a\;on 
,1,0 Borton i1� 
'.Id & Ctnui.! 1M S795 
1\isl&d by panial pt\eing 

1 

DIRECTORY. 
ad i� ·1his section. 
11111mtnll • Ftorl1l1 
;tmell.'fiU 

I . ,, ,.; .. n1.1·R:·:···• ,-·:--� At lhe: u�;1��i1;·;l·s�hl sh��i¼\cl11nifi'3T 

.ti. fu'1iei� Mass will he s:ud t{l• . Rams<:y al l!et· borfrie ncl's com· 
70 f 435

monow at 10 a.m. 11t St. Margarel's mapd._Autho1·1\les 1,1ml. s,ho wlbgJ. . O . 
Church, followeil by burial at. th'e tioning lo become a paid a;.�a,,sin. "' 
Melrose Cemetery. . \r · }Junt was allowecl lo willuJraw 

.':, ·· , her plea afte1• he-r h\\\}'Cl' got in ti-ou-
=========== ble for tak\ng a fee fl'uni a tablo!<l TV 

Death ro,v imnate ··_:. show to set up a jailhou,;e inwrview 
�1th Hunt. · 

may get new trial_· . . . l\ow, she inl<!ncl.s to t·el,v on Rn ,
insanity defense, sa.}ing she was suf-
ferlng Crom batlet'cd woman's i:.yn
dr1>1ne at the time and would ha\·e 
been killed If she had ·refused lo 
shoot Ram-:ey, he1· mother, Cal'ol 
Hunt of Nashua, told the New 
HaJnp�hire &u1iday N"w� .. 

RICHMOND, Va. - /'. death.row 
Inmate charged w!Jh �illing th«i 
daughter of � Massachusetts coup!� 
could be granted a new trial after a 
feder,.I judge l'llle<l that an impropei: 
ldenillkaU mle n court e · 
h. rur trial.

Michael Charles Sa�her, 29, was
convicted of raping Anne Elizabeth 
Borgh,sanl, whose parents live in . 
Lexington, Mass., and stabbh1g her 
Zl times 1n 1990. Her body was· 
found a half-block fl·om the Arling
ton bicycle pat.h where she had bee1i 
nrurig. 

DNA evidence linked Satcher ti' 
lhe rape, and another \\'oman).vf� 

' •-\\l���ked on theJWih- the sam�.ernimg itlrmtiflea1ifm as her assail-.
anl. 

· · 

But US Disllicl Judge Robeit E. 
Payne found lhe trial judge made a 
C'rltic.il �rror in elkming the second 
won1an to Identify Satcher in court ·1 
after she failed lo pick him out of a 
lineup·two weeks eArlie1·. · 

'The 4th U.S. Circuit C<lurt of Ap
peals le considel'ing grantin•g ·. 
Satcher a new trial, 

Satcher WR.S thl'ee to foul' inches 
shotler1 four years younger and 60 i° 
pounds lighler. lha.n the assallanL°de- · 
mibed by the womai'I, co1,1rt. docu
ments show. She had also picked a 
.different men out of a police lineup. 

Du!ing Ute bial, the w�man said .. 
on Lhe. slanp that she recogruze� · 
Satcher ln court from the way he '. 
walked and "shrugged." 

Payne a�-eed v.1lh Satcher's l.a.w
ye.rs lhat the trlal was unfair. 

The 4th Circuit hes not ordered a 
new capital trial in Vil'ginia since the 
death penalty was reinstated In ihe 
1970s. But in July, the court. ordered 
new trials for two So11th Carolina in
motes whose juries received llawed 
instroctlons .. 

Dep�ty prosecutol' Arthur Karp 
safd he �·ou!dn't have any hesitation 
t\bout relrylng the case, but Borghe
sani's family doesn't like w think 
about that 

"Our worst nightmare would be 
to consider that he would be free to 
walk tlie slree.ls again," Elizabeth 
Borgliesan!; the victim's mother, 
;-ai� fro�. �e f�mily's home in Lex-

. The boyfriend, Konstanlino$ Fo
t.oµ · ulos,.also shot Ramsey \\ilh R ri
fle, a · e he would hare used lo kill 
her if she had not murdered Hiim
sey, at'C,I Hunt saicl. 

un� said her <laughter wanted 
to eave Fotopoulos, bul he came lo 

,,. Hampshfre, learned all· aboul 
er fa.mlly, and threatened lo kill 

them and everyone she knew i°( she 
lefl him, 

Deidre Hunt had a cl'irr;iMl l'e
ccird before leaving Manch�.&ler for 
Florida in th,e la.i;t l 980�. 

Jn 1987, she wa.-; inYo!ml in rob• 
bing and shooting a woman in M!ln• 
cheste1•'s Dcrryfielcl Pnrk. Sho 
ple�ded guilty to being an necom
pllce to Rl'mecl robbery anrl an at
tempted murcle1· chlll'gc was 
dropped. (AP) 

·WHEEL. - . . - . .
., . 

,DEALS 
a-plenty in our 

Classified Automotive pages. 

mlie. r!ilo.ston Q3louc 
466·1818 for Home Ddive,y.
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2 �rr�sted in ·shooting 
011 the Pinellas Trail
(:t'JAU.H �-�· wu wounded in the ahouldenod taken
� hl'1'f w11w to Bayfront Medical Center. 

ST. PETERSBURG -Tlro people 
were arrested Thursday ixi connection 
with the shooting of a man on the· 
Pinellaa Trail about 9:30 p� 

The ahooting came three daya after 
a group of youths tried to rob aeve.ral 
peop]� at gunpoint co the popular blJc. 
ma and Jog,g:i;ng route. · 
· · It was unknown ff there was any 
connection between t,be ahootiog and 

· the incident& t.f�nday. - . '-
The ahooting near Sbth Avenue S 

· and 35th Street, aLltborities &aid. The 
man, whose name wu oot rdeued, 

The·namea and charges against the
auspecu ,vere oot available, 

Police had stepped up patrol on the 
trail after two attempted armed rob
beries, an aggravated usau.tt with a 
firearm 10d a possible ltrong•_arm robbery in a three-hour period Monday. 

. One of the auapecta Monday wore 
in-line skates and threatened to kill one 
·man unleas be pve him money. 

. The victim and his wife; who were 
both on bikes, did not have any money 
and esca� wken but unharmed. 

·Victini
recounts
shooting

-on-trail
By JA.1.EH HAQIQ¼ � 
llfflMhttlW,._, /-2. 

j 

ST. PETERSBURG - Frank
lin Williams was a block from home 
Thursday night when two men 

·, came up behind hhn on bicycles. ·.
· "Are you straight?'' one of the 

1 men· asked Williama; who was, 
aos.sing the Pinellas Trail at 35th .. 

I Street S about 9:30. p.m. 
I The nert thi.oi Williama knew, 
l the aame man point� l gun at him. I

and ordered bim to lie down on the·· 
I trail. The tt\lUI ri1)e<f through Wil-
! tiains' left front pocket and took Ilia 
: W'lllel Williams thought be ns 
I ' t di 10mg o e. • · 
: Tben the gunman shot Wil
: Iiams once in the right thigh. As 
· WWiams atwnbled away, he beard 
l a few more lhots ring out. One of 

I
. the bullets tore through his right_ 
shoulder. Hc·ra.n to a nearby car 

i dealership and tollapsed., 
I 

' • • 
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Willi.ams, 33, llid his cousin, 
Arthur Keeley, recounted the 
ahootlng Friday afternoon at Bay
front Medical Center. Williams 
was released from the hospital Fri
day morning and rehllll� later for 
more tests. 

"It was very- difficult,'' Wil• 
lia.ms, a construction worlcer,' Rid· 
during a telephone interview. 1·1t 
was frightening and unc;alled for. It 
was 'unbelievable." · . 

On Friday, police �ntinued to 
investigate the &booting on the 
trail at Sixth Avenue S and 35th 
Street S and _&earch for the two 
suspects, descnbed as in their 20s 
and riding bikes. 

Late Thursday, police detained 
two youths who bad been seen 
1UJlllllli in the &re.a, but interviews 
r.evealed they were not involved. 

·.Police also a.re still investigat- • 
ing a aeries or attempted armed -
robberies and assaults on the trail 
Monday alternoon, Davis aaid 
there is no connection between the 
ahooting and the attacks Monday. 

Anyone with information about
the ahoot:i:ng or Monday'a attacks 
Oil the tnll la aaked to call Dotec• 

: tive Jusie laid� at 893--7580, I 
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, Sons, and Si�s -:· promised to 
• f .:,:->¥1��7·•·w.;�� . 

provide child-proof locks with all of Bumped blcycl(1f 1cti1, .. -�- ,l 1:<1� 

their handguns. motorist Ill M�O'�-�tt :'; · ·. /···y:/
· Their commitment will equip by ADELPlll Md� - AP.icycljaf.-.. ·i

the end of next year about 80 percent . shot and kil!CQ a w.pinan wbpse �;,>l1 
of handguns sold in the U.S., bum_ped'li.im as th_e tv,io'vehlc}es ·�f ., l
President Clinton said at al} assem- made a left-turn at.im intersection iP:1
bly of law-enforcement officials. I'- thi� Y{ashin�n suburb, police s.iy; i

� , AJwandraJos� Grant, 26, ofSilyq,(11-rear-old lead a police -...::.,: s�rlrig, Md,, wi, cliarg�-�th firi!t; -�on 2-atate, 110 mph chase .-� degree murderm the shooting near- ..
KENNETT, Mo. _. An 11-year- � tJii;" Un,iversjty .9f �w:i,d.�,llf,:· 1old boy was arrested yesterday after...._, Y.�terdaY,·aftooiOQJl, · ' · .. ;,, .. ,!

taking his parents' car and leading Police said)J\� driver, Joy E's�-• 
police on a two-state, high-speed car trella MarianQ:E11cpq1iez, 19, of O,.:qn·
chase at speeds up to 110 mph, Hill, Md., had pulled over after . ;�. · · 
Kennett police said today. bumping Grant's bike, The two . · �e �y :-"as driving while argued �d the_n �r- shot �-er !fl �e 
\V,�lik-Jw�.,�!c-ates, a he.Imel and

1,,,���{�l,,,,: ;• f•> 

,;;,,����.ii�16r" ,� . .. • . . "'-ffi� 
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Appalachian Trail rapist 
so_ught by state police 

" 

1S 

SOlITH MOUNTAIN (AP} 
Pennsylvania state police are searchiug for 
a man who raped a 28-yctir-old woman on 
the Appalachian Trail last week. 

The woman told police she·was attacked 
while walking alone on the trail in Michaw, 
State Forest in Quincy Township at about 
4 p.m. Wednesday. She was treated at 
Chambersburg Hospital and released, 
Trooper Mark Grove said. 

A brief search of the area was conducted 
Wednesday and state police have been in 
contact with the National Park Service, 
which oversees the 2,200-mile trail, Grove 
said. 

Three people have been killed on the 
Pennsylvania section of the trail 

in the last dooade. 
Stephen Roy Carr was charged in the 

1988 death of Rebecca White and the 
wowiding of her companion, Claudia 
Brenner, in the Michaux State Forest. He 
pleaded guilty to first-degree murder and is 
serving a life sentence. 

Ip 1990; lwo people were killed at, a
shelter near Duncannon. Paul David Crews 
was sentenced to death for the murders of 
Geoffrey Hood and Molly LnRue, 

Cbief Ranger Robert Gray said most 
crimes on the trail are alcoilol- or drug
related. He said there are also reports of 
vandalism and thefts from can left at 
parking lots by hikers and campers. 

-�·
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2 Charged in Gorge Shooting; Victims Were on Bicycle 
Outing 

Suspects, both Carbon residents, were stoned on marijuana, police 

July 20, 1998. 

By CHRISTINA M. PARKER And ANN WLAZELEK
Of The Morning Call 

When Valerie Supinski and her boyfriend, Joseph Van Nort, both of Olyphant, Lackawanna 
County, took Supinski's son Anthony on a bicycle ride along the Lehigh Rlver in Lehigh Gorge Slate Park 
on Saturday, they never dre.uucd (hQ outing -- their lirsl trip to lhc park --would end as a ni�htmare. 

As lhe couple relaxed at a picnic table at Drake's Creek, Bradley Neri Kane, 29, and his

buddy, Adam Troy Smith, 30, stoned on marijuana and armed with a semiautomal.ic assault rifle, opened 
fire from the other side of the river in Lehigh Township, Carbon �Olll\ty, policei said. 

Bullets hit Supinski, 39, in the lower right leg and left arm. Van Nort, 40, was struck in Lhe 
back of the head. Anlhony, 9, was not hit Supi nski and Van Nort were both in satisfaclory condition 
Sunday al Lehigh Valley Hospilal, Salisbury Township. "We're lucky we're not dead," Supinski said from 
her hospital bed.

As Supinski and Van Nort were recovering from their wounds, Smilh and Kane were 
released on bail from Carbon County Prison. Hadzick set bail at $50,000 for Kane, of Penn Forest 
_Township, and $30,000 for Smith, of 541 E. AbboL St., Lansford. 

Supinski said 1.he events unfolded rapidly around 2:45 p.m. Saturday, as she, her son and 
Van Nort paused at the rest area, about three miles south of Rockport in Lehigh Township. She and Van 
Nori had seen the park's bicycle trail in a brochure about Pocono Mountains attrac;Lions and tl1ough1 it 
would be a pleasa.nl way to spend a sunny Saturday afternoon. Park employees took the three and their 
mountain bikes to Ilic top of a mounlain so they could ride down lo their car. 

Anthony, with the energy typical of a 9-year-old, raced ahead, with Supinski and Van Nort 
following. After about an hour on the trail, she said, they stopped to rest at a rustic picnic bench at Drake's 
Creek. The rest area is opposite an access where rafters can enter or leave the Lehigh River. The access is 
through a railroad bed that runs paraJlel to the river. ''We had just sat down on a park bench. My son was 
tired. We were there a couple of seconds when all of a sudden I heard gunshots," Supinski recalled 
Sunday. "I was screaming." Van Nort said, "It was a nice view. The next thing we heard was four or five 
shots. It happened real quick. "I was hit and l heard her screaming. I didn't know if slie was screaming at 
me or if she wash.it, loo." 

Supinski told Anthony to run for help. He caught the attention of several other bike riders, 
who kept lhc couple calm and called for emergency crews, park rangers and police. Neither Supinski, who 
was hit twice, nor Van Nort, who was hit one¢, needed surgery to close their wounds. Luckily, they said, 
Lhc bullets entered and left their bodies without shattering bones or severing major blood vessels. 

Trooper Thomas C. McAadrew of the PennsylvanJa State Police Hazleton station, who is 
investigating the incident, said police and emergency crews arrived about 2:55 p.m. According to police 
reports, as emergency medical crews readied Supiuski and Van Nort for their flight by MedEvac to 
Lehigh valley Hospilal, McAndrew spoke wilh Anthony. Anthony showed McAndrew where his mother 
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and Van Nort were sitting when they were shot and pointed out an elqlended bullet on the ground near 
the picnic table. ,,. � 

About 3:05 p.m., park ranger Paul .AJ;hford "came into contact" with Smith and Kane. Th�/ 
police report does not say how the contact occurred. Kane reportedly told Ashford he was firing a gun. 
near the river and that he "beli�ved he shot someone." Kane said he and Smith hid the gun and 
llmmunition in the woods after realizing they hil people, the report says. Smith allegedly then told Kiq.der 
Township police officer Donald Hayes where to find the gun, a Norinco Interstate Anns 
7 .62 mm semiautomatic rifle. Police also found a box of ammunition, two pairs of ear protectors and a 
water bong, a device used to inhale marijuana smoke. 

State Police Trooper Jody Radziewicz later found four rifle casings and one live round near 
the picnic table. The casings and round matched ones found at the firing sile and hidden by Smith and 
Kane, police said. Andrew and Trooper Brian Tobin interviewed Smith and Kane about 6 p.m. at the 
Hazleton barracks. According to police reports, Kane told police he and Smith drove t� the area 
near U1e river and sat in a car smoking marijuana. Then, they got out of the car and began shooting 
rounds inlo the river. After firing several rounds, Kane pointed the rifle into the wooded ar� across 
the river. He fired at leas! three rounds, he reportedly told police. Kane said he then removed his ear 
protectors and heard screams. That's when he realiwd he shot someone, he reportedly told police. 

He and Smith got into their car and left. But after a tire blowout halted them, they hid the 
gun, ammunition and water bong, according to the police report. Smith verified Kane's account, police 
said. Smith said he suggested Kane fire at a telephone pole in the woods across the river. After hearing 
the screams. he reportedly told police, they hid the gun and e{)Uipment because they were afraid they were 
"going to gel caught'' Smith and Kane were firing in the direction of a heavily traveled bicycle path, 
police no1ed. 

Park ranger Larry Young said about 70,000 people use the trail every year, Young said he 
can't recall another shooting on the trail, except for a time 10 years ago when someone fired in his 
direction at the same rest area. The shooter was not found. 

Meanwhile, lhe injured Supinski and Van Nort said they are just glad to be alive, but 
wondering why their carefree bicycle ride through a beautiful state park turned ugly. "It's like a 
nightmare," she said. "I think Pm more or less in shock. Why would they be shooting here?'' 

Van Nort couldn't fathom why anyone would shoot at them. "They don't know me from this 
area," he said. "l'in from Scranton. "It's just a freaky thing that happened. This stuff happens to other 
people. But it happened to me." 

John Boyle 
Philadelphia, PA 
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s, ·a boy, "nt.nad m·.��
·. KENT-Three 17-yw-oldboyf 

who beal a Pacific man to doath w;, 
November hayc l)een ae.nte.oced ta; 

• t . . . Id • '· ,t . .,, 
pnson enns. · . ·''.: 

Jackson Paul Jones of Algol\11.. 
Jonathan Nathaniel McDonald•of Au"·
bum and Samuel Matamua o( WNW 
Center pleaded' guilty lo �nd• 
degree murder in the dea_µi of � ·
year-old Curt.is Walden. 

The teens, who were prosecuted 
as adults, admitted they hit and 

. ldcke4 Walden on Nov: 30, 1997, 
1 while Walden wall£ed home drunk ·

!4 - from a tave.rn o.n th� LQ� �-
� in-Algona. .. . . . . , ' ., -:•·1 
· ,. • · Walden died In s Tacnma o� 
· l�ome Feb. 28 frotri \he head injury., 
' King County ··Super;i.or·•i•��! 
Judge SUZ&Me · Bamelt on- "Friday 

· senl:e!lced]onea and McDonald to 14.
years and 2 months in prison. Mata• 
mua was aente� to 18 yean.a.nd 4 
ro()Jlt.ha in prison. .. · · ·· ·•··. · ,; . .-
... : Prose(:lltors �ught the' longer '. 
aentence for Matamua because ·he·

1 

took Walden's Wlllet and iumPod.on :; 
. hia hea!J �y�{ll �et.- �.,M!.�-: 

· �}.If; . you:. 'though����-::.,· .
. you, in effecl!.have thrown away pa,q,i

of yOUJ" Uves," Bamett-tokl � � 
• !'You· gentleman have Q0,:,00e,.tD 
. hlarnA " ' vnnnlAIVIIB " , ' 1 .. �-•f•v•O:
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Subject: Crime on the alleged Prairie Spirit rail trail 
Date: Sat, 12 Sep 1998 09:30:05 .'.0500 

From: 11Dale E. Anderson'1 <railtrail@kanza.net>
To: <Daniel. S chneider@mail.house.gov>, <sam _ brownback@brownback.senate.gov>, 

11Pat Roberts11 <pat_roberts@roberts.senate.gov>, <govemor@ink.org>, <rtyson@ink.org>, 
11dick �halcyon, com'' <dick@halcyon.com>, <lding@kan.za. net>, <adnet@mpks.net>, 
<swisher@midusa.net>, <tharleman@iquest.net> 

Boy robbed of shoes and hat 

A 15 year-old Ottawa boy reported getting robbed of his tennis shoes and baseball hat Thursday.night 
on U1e Prairie Spirit Rail Trail, according to police. 

The boy told police that he had been walking along the trail between 9:30 and 9:45 p.m. 
Thursday near First and Walnut when two white males approached him and demanded money. 
When the boy told his assailants he didn't have any money, they shoved him against 
a retaining wall while one of the suspects then held a lire iron against the boy's chest, police said. 

The boy again told the two ma!es he had no money bcfore·they demanded his shoes and stole his hat. 
As the suspects were leaving, the boy threatened to kill Ule boy if he called police. 
Police said they had no suspects, bu! the two males were described as young juveniles. 
The shoes and hat were valued at $100. 

From the Ottawa Ht!rald, Sarurday, September 12, 1998 

Dale E. Anderson 
Executive Director 
National Association of Reversionary Pmperty Owners (NARPO) 
MidAmcrica Division 
120 South' Elm 
Garnett, KS 66032-1011 
Phone: (785) 448-5832 
Fax: (78S) 448-3680 
E-mail: rAiltra:il@kanza.net
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Bellevue ::r -/f 

uwd c:onduct: A man 
exposed himself to a woman jog
ging Wednesday eftemoon In 1h·e 
Lake Hills Greanbell. The woman 
was on e path north ol tha lake 
Hills Lib,ary when the man pas·sed 
her, then turned around and 
exposed his penis to her while jog• 
ging backward. 
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� mii of foc,1 Lllod bic)'ck Lra.ff"ic 011 lhr MOIi.iii VenlOCI Bike Tn..11 tiu � 1o 10111r W will �ltren ridtn u.d oUien. 

Bi.k.e Trail Tunis Into. Iifean Street 
Tipper Gore Among ?vlany Victims of Rising Tensions and Tacks 

By St.rw Bata 
··�._...,,.,,,f ..... 

lo�l'I oo t busy Northern Virginia bicycle path 
fr� 1 tack attack yeslerd.ay morning that punctured 
do� of tires, del!ying blk.ing commuter, and re-e
re.ational cychsu, including tht vict president'& wife. 

It wu not I happy trail. Jt a.ho wu not the first 
time. 

1n the Lut two w�b. aomeone h.u repeatedly 
spre.ad Liny c..�t tac� on tilt Mount Vernon Bike 

Xlf . !rail, aus.ing whal one bicycle �op estimJ.ted have 
been 300 w SOO flat tires. Authorities believe that 
aomeone may h!ve a rn,dge agailnt eycli,u. 

The crowde-d trail, ...,hich runs 19 mile:$ a.long the 
Potomac: Jjver from Rostlyn to the Mount Vernon 
mans.ion, has � the ace� of counlle'-S run-ins I.his 
spring betwe,en cyclist., jouen, walker1 and Roller 

bladers as they compe� ior apace mi the aam,w n� 
bon of asphalt. 

Among yesterday'& V)(.i:imi wu Tipper Gore, who 
<n• riding iD northern Old Town Aleu.ndri&, ac:cx:>m-
p,anied by a Secret Service agent, when one of �r 
tires wu punctured. "This " \'er)' dl.ngerous, partk• 
ul.arly ror clilldren: the rice pres.idcnl •, wife Yld af. 
ter the inddent. 

Many regular us.en o{ t.ht path uy th.at e-ven with
out the tJeks, at timei the bike trail is hell oo �s. 

"'There ii an inrre-dible &moW\! of tension• among 
the com�ting groups on the p.ath, uid S1ephen Du
jack, who commutes by bike d.Jilr betw�n his fa.irlax 
County home and h.i5 Norlhweit W1s.hinrton office. 

Ihljack wid he has .een collisions. heated arru•

nl!!nt, and even an occ.asioNI fight along the tnil. ·A 
lot of pe<iple don't krlow the rule, o.( the road,• I>upck 

&.-e TM.IL. A1, Col. I 
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Tensions Rise 
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:On Bike Path; ·. 

;Tires Go Flat' ... . -

:, 
!,, -----,-ttAI�-L.-,,_--A:-:1---
t,s;a,id, � ll!M!d1 to be bena .ea
•'lorc:ement." 
... In � sprina' tbt trail • cn,,nSed 
�.;tt -.Jed.a)' C01JUJ1tJU:n and .;th 
1:.evmina and weiekend ncn.atxinaJ 
• ridett, 0n I SWIil}' ftle.k.eod day, at
Jl)e,51 2,500 people l2'e 11, � )u.
'"tioN.l Park Senioe 111',
, 1 M.a.n)' bicycli.su feel tha1 the DU•
... m· path ii thein;: after all, It'•

a1le-d tht MCKmt \lemon Bike 
Tnil. Runnen IJl6-walken uy they 

· tDve ju5' 11 mucli rirtr, to wt it md
: ahDUldn'I have: to won;• aboul be.mi:
; nin dO"-'ll by 18-� bll(e,. And
, Rollerblade auben have ■dded to
: tht dan2ero1n mix in recent Ft:.ln.;

Muci, Me-rer, a Be& Vie.- ,-. 
: mnl who nun 00 tbe path ref\llu; 
: Jy, "1.id an �rieiiced RoUcJ-.: 
. bl.ader, �i from aide ID aide,' 
• cui take up most o< both Mde:5 cl,
: the tn.il. C,cirns and l'\IMal can :
. be danecrow too, w &aid. "1,.ut • --���...,,
· summer I wc,t · bocied a:, the • 

,round" by • P1X!P o/ tumicn, 
. Mty,er Mid. 

Some t.n.il u�n uy col!lffl17tina: 
. and ncin2 bicyclists I.TC th!: =t 
. dL'li'erow. "Comitli 6ownhlll. tbey ; . . mus! ro. 2S o:- 30 m.iles per bour.■ • ., ...,., -.,o,, 1oc _,_..,,.. 
: aa.Jd Geor1e Breeden, of Mo\11!.l • fllC! Ii.m.Jlltl"IILU, er Aleiudri&, •&lkJ &ii w.a, all.er I uek � • urw.

Vernon. •Ar, old pcnoc mn hardly ; 
. w.lk,• ht Rid. wew.,• ad Ken Shoup, c,,■,ner' -d 

Tn.il users and V.S. Pm Poliec Pie '.ROU!ld the Town lhop im /Jez·, 
�lt that the tacks ■re beinf a:n<':il. Sbou-p, who n'!nU �cs ■.od 
1prud by lafnCODt &flrr)' It biey• · iLLcrbbde4 and CIOIU.idm b.iwe.!f
disU. "lt a:,uld be eomebody who 1 "'Ju>llerblade miui0oar1: uJd be 
rul!y rol ticked cff ■nd Mid, 'I'm '. encour1,ei tsel" of I.ht ill•w ro'D
roint 10 ft'l tbo5,e bilceri, .. FJi• • t'I' WI� 141 ht.ad for • IU0C, bii

. 1�1� Miu Arukrl>er&, • bicycle par.cine kl! to e:n,ioy their 'POrt-
cornmuter, ..-ho uid he hu had m . -Ttu:.re �Ye bee!\ IO!ne ,nie
flat tire, in tht wt two ..-eek£. eomt! •eodents «1 the tnD,• aakl

•Thert a.eenu tc, be mort dwina Henley G�le, esecutivt duector
w�kd1y1, limed at comm11ten,• of the RDld RWlnt:r� C:lub o! Azne.r• 
uid Park Folii:-t Si\. Frank Sher, ii.::l, a jo1rini rroup. °'Common •·ho Mid � Park Sc!"mt hu COIIT1.HY Wl'I beine obeyed."
clunup errw, sundini by to dun :Except at ont Aleundri, bike 
up tM tin}' black ut.li:, when &hey 1hop, tN! ii,,. Bennett Moore, man-
art dt!oCOlltrcd. are, or Big Yt'h�I Bike,. uid he 

Mou of tht Ou tire, have OC· didn't thirgt Tipper Gore lo, fixin.r 
cun� near th, Dainrerfielc! l•land yuterday·1 11,t. Moore a.aid �•, 
WIJ\g nuriiu. betwe-en National hold plenty of lxainen in tht past 
ALrpon ■nd Old TO'ATI, bu1 M>me two week,, 111d •j Cbll•idered it a 
bJve l:ttn repane<l as tar '°ulh " publ ic �ni�.• 
Mount Vernon. -----------

"Tt.erc have ruily �I\ 300 to 5.14/f 11."n.fN C'.ttrlos Sort1hn 
500 Arn in the la.s I 0:1Uplt of ""'t f"ibttltd le t4 iJ rrpo rt. 

i 
I ,I 

•• p,,e c»-•-« -:·,�_-=-.• 
I
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Cive plead not guilfy in trestle death 

\ 

PEDltO PEltEZ(SEATTLt TINES 

Jrmen Smith, an aunt of Michael Schuerhojf. pauses before entering 
,· church for his funeral al /he Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
,i11/s in Eueretl. 

I.mryer says 'prank' led 
to unintended tragedy 

BY DAV& BIRl<L\NO 
SUJltll Timu staff r(/xl1Ur 

There was no intention to kill anyone the i;ught 18-year
old Michael Schuerhott:, of MiU Creek, was pushed off an 
abandoned railroad trestle over the . Sammamish River 
Slough, an attorney for one of the five defendants said today, 

"l (eel strongly there is no evidence of intent," said Peter 
Lu.kevich, attorney for Tyler Wheaton, 17, of Edmonds, one 
of five teenagers charged with second-degree murder in 
Schuerhotrs death Jan. 2. 

Wheaton and the other four defendants - Brian 
Schrader, 17, Lawrence Edinger, 16, Benjamin Drake, 16, 
and Steven Gana, 16, all of Mountlake Terrace - pleaded 
not guilty today in King County Superior Court. 

All the defendants and their families are UJ:}Set that it 
happened, Lukevich said. He calle<i it more of a prank 
incident. 

"Kids push kids all the time," Lukevich said." ... This is 
a place where kids jump off the bridge and go swimming 
during the summer," 

Judge Brian Gain ruled that Schrader, the one accused of 
actually pushing Schuerhoff, and Wheaton, be held in adult 
jail because they both are about to tum 18 and have prior 
convictions. A hearing will be held lo determine whethl".r the 
other three shouJd remain in juvenile l.acilit.ies. 

No date was set for the hearing. 
Attorneys for all five defendants said they would fight to 

have their clients tried as juveniles. The Legislature last 
year ruled that 16- and 17-year-olds may be tried as adults 
for serious crimes. 

Prosecutors contend th.at Sehr.Ider pushed Schuerhoff off 
the bridge, and that he was encouraged by the other four, 
who gave him $30 and some marijuana to do it. They also are 
accused o( leaving the area and ignoring Schuerhoffs cries 
for help, and of attemptinii to cover up ti1e crime. 

All five ddendants are each being hdd on $250,000 bail. 

I • .:. .... � "- - • ,._, ._ .- .., .,,-t, .. 'It •• •••tf'••·'t'� 
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. Ai.Ali8EaNEI/SEATTLETIMU bivers search yesterday for Michael Schuerhoff below the trai,: trestle across the Sammamish River Slough from which he was pushed.. His body
juas Iaterfowui submerged about 100 yards south of/he trestle. 

i / if /'fl � �. : 

f-ive teen� arrested in death oj 18-year-old pushed from tres�le 
Bl' DUFF' WU.SOK 
MD SA.RAH LoP£Z WU . ..UAMS 

&.attk Tinus staff nportm; . 
, I: 

. ·. BOTH.J;:LL - -_;,�::tfl Schuerhoff got mixed 
up '11<-ith the wrong Jf'wd, his friends and family 
!la.id.Just for an hour or two but long enough for the 
consequences to be tragic. 

The 18-year-old fe11 to his death after he was 
pushed off an(hban�esi. railroad trestle iibout 30
feel above e mamish River Slough on 
'.f uesday night. police say, in a dramatic tum of 
events to what hai:I been a missing-person case. 
.. "While they were there, one of the guys pushed 

.. '°'""�c.n 

Hangout: The trestle 
from which Michael, 
Schiurlwff plunged is 
a fem hangout. A 10

· the victim off the tres
tle," Bothell Police 
�pt. Bob Woolverton 
said. "Apparently, 
there was just mini-
mwn force. No ?.'cap
ons were used."

''We're in shock," said longtime friend Chris 
Mahaney, a junior at,(;ascade High School in south 
Everett. 

Five teenagers have been arrested on suspicion 
of murder. The possible !'flOtive remains Wlclear. 
King County prosecutors may 6le charge!i against 

fh"-�-M�7� 

the. sllSpectS in 01stody as early as Monday, said 
spokesman Dan Donohoe. 

Donohoe said prosecutocs are still weighing the
nature of the charges and whether the young 
people will be tried as adults. State l�w allows 
prosecutors to charge any 16- or 17-year-<>ld 
accused of committing a serious felony as an ad�lt. 
Donohoe said. Because of the suspects' ages -
and the fact that they have !)Qt � charged -
their names are not being published. 

Schuerhoffs shaken f.unily yesterday said Ile 

PLE.a.S£ SE.£ Trestle ON A 10 
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Drifter 
charged 
.in Bould 
path rapes 
ay· Bruct l'ioley 
t>t-,,._,,µMl:;it,1tlW1,c-,1 • 

)Hll :tl)J.:lf f•n•:il•1·1u11ri. l:111ht'h•·�• 
tht••r ,·��'" �1 ,•.,1,·hb� J��uu,.,1 ,t :iii y,•,1r ,.,., 
drillrr •ij�fl•'<'INl 1n '"''' t,1Jlt'� :ifMi� II,,· 
llnuldrr ('r.�•k �.�,· p.nh :11111''1.! lh.,l 
l:11rr brcHJl?ht wnuwn l\'Ult duh-. tp ·1,1kt• 
h:ll'k 1/11' Oll!hl " 

lt11'1• ilh1111,1..- w,.rs. ,·hari.:,,I w11h 11u1h1pl1· 
l't\ltnf . ..: c. 1f "-P'l;llitl .1�-..w11 ,11nr �hlO,l('PUh 
Ut• 1s �'•n� lwM 1,u fl1\II uu,1 t,,,n,1 "' H••u. 
<lc-r roun11· Jail 

Countr Ju,J�,· Ila ,·,ii T,1r�,· ,1rJ••rc-..1 h,11, 
baC'k rn ruutl (h•� !� f11t �1 prdin11n.1r\ 
hrurm� 

Al�,, �-.��1t•r4\.�,·. 1•11\· ka,l,1 r.._ ..:.ud tlw" 
art• f'lHl�U\l'r111..:_ u,.:1.111.llh'll •• , h,:Jo-.. ,ll,111� 
lht• pu111d,u Jt,tlh \1ul ltu11l,t,•1 ,·th/l'lh tta• 
t'l'lw�·,·il. 111,,u�h 1•,m,·1•rr, -.;11tl ,, -.1r,1n;: 
about rtt�� ..1nd tlw h.'iH' lh,1t fl,n·,•:,:: u1,10, 
women 1n allrr lh1•,r hl,•�rrh•., 

ThomJ� w.,., arrrslrcl 1h1s 1¥t't'k n,·a, 
F..>J!lr J/il'r dudmi: Onuhh•r p11h1·,• II,• a1•· 
partntly hail h<.-.•11 l11•1n11 In� �h,�I :inti 1<·a� 
hitchhiking whrn " IIWl<>rm n•r,1i;n11,,,1 
him and drop(l('d him off �I lh•• t,,c-.,1 fnlo1· 
rado Sim,• l'�lrol h,•arlqUMINS 

Thom,1s. :1 lr�n�u-nl. 1., �ll1f\<'<'lt-d In H•·•• 
all.irks In Jun,• in wlnrh ,, kmfr ........ t,n� 

,._,., -- ····-· 
"k•.1•c1• "�' SUSPECT ,01 •, .. 

Drifter, 36, 
is charged 
in Boulder 
path·rapes 
SUSPECT trom PaQe 18 

man 1erually assaulted "ome� on 
the path. 

"ffe'a l>Nn drlfllnr all bis Ille " 
ufd Joseph Tllomu, 87, latMr �r 
lht IIIIJ)t<:I, Who DOied his son also 
hn 1.erved stveral atlnls In �II. 

Bould�r luders are conildtrlll,i: 
Whelhu lo launch I SH.000 IIDdy 
on the rtulbllll)' or ln1t1Hln1 
llghls lo enhance ure1y along I.he 
CtN!k path. uld city polkt spokes
man Dsvld Grimm. Ltrhllnc lhe 
path WDl,lld C'O!I II leul 13O0.GOO 
ind may be unpopular lfllh IO/ne 
residenu llvlnc ntar the crt-ek. 

"Pcople·don't want you pu111ni 
up llghllne 11\i 1 '1 aoinr to •Pill 
over Into ihelr y1rds," Crlmm 
said. 

The 11::hllnr c-orulderation stem
mNI rr�in • mttting wllh women 
who ha, l&Un<'htd I rape pllrol 
along lh� bite path. 

Groups or five ll'omen armed 
wllh wh)lllt1, dnctlplioru ol 
Thomas and wood C'lubt w�lked up 
and down IM path In an dlorl lo 
prnent rape. 

Al llle time, police ureed lhrm 
to 1Akc a more modrralt •P· 
pro.tc:h. 

Tht WOllltTl "wanletl us ID look 
•I lho llghllng," Grimm uid. 

Women abo want ill('rtued po
lice protccllon. 

Police on bieyrlu •�bd about 
25 houn a wttk patrollln& Ille 
�lh. 

But lhat Is o~rourlh lhc time 
pollc,,, 1pend pa1rolllni Rouldu'a 
Purl Sirffl Mall. Women h�v, 
('C)fflplalntd IILII\ heuy tttUtlly on 
lbe ahopplnc mall hu driven un• 
ruly tra111lc1111 toward lht bike . 
pjlh. � by h0ndrtd1 of Bouldtr 
cltlrfflt datly. 
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Rapist Page84 of 435

plaguing· 
southeast· 
High Line Canal 
apartments targeted 
Sy Marilyn Roblnton 
Dtm11 l'-oll 11111 w,-

1,. bur1ln•r.ipt,I Largellne lhe sou.lheau 

� 1111.:icu on ol leul :acven women In apart• � 
molropollla11 area may be re,po1Ulble lor 

� 
�� 

menu alonr the Hieb U�e �n•I blk.11 4f•r;i...--
p:ilh, pollc:c s.iy. • • 

Tbe all.I.Cb gtncrally have ocairred bt
lween mldnlghL and 4 1.m. at .apar1menls 
In lhc area boundeo by Eau Alameda �nd 

· E:3ll Yale avenue:,, South MonJCO Pult• 
w:iy, .ind Soulh Peoria Street, which In• 
clue!� p,uu o( Denver, Aurorii and 1111tn• 
eorporaled Arapahoe Co�l)', Thi vlclllDI 
all lived alone In aparlmenl complues
wllhln Jlghl of the c11nal, lnvesllgDlorJ
a.,ld. 

The as.ull1nl ha, been armtd wilh :t
knife, and some of lhe vlcllnu h;vci been
cul. "The injuries b;ive Ml been $eriou.s, 
bul two or Ulrtt vk1lmt h,we �n cul or
,cr.atched Wilh lh� knife ellhtr OQ lhc neck 
or lhe h.1nd In lbeir ;itlcmpl to rttisl lbe
uaspecl," "1ld Denver police Set. DtMls
Crib:iri.

lnve5llfalon are �ming increasinaly
concemed .about Uie 1lt.::1ct.,, which slan•
ed in mld•jl.ugusl, bec�use lhc 1uallan1 
seems lo be gellin� ro111hcr wilh hiJ vie•
lims. 

�ue•s more -,ncrr In lcnn.s of Ms 1011, ol
voice and lhlnrs of lhJl nalure. Ol>vio11.1ly, 
lhc knife b brought 10 each ol lhc Jl!cnc:,." 
1:ild Ar:ap:ahoe County shcrll/'s Capt, 
Ctayson fioblnson. "Th.at caUJe:1 us lo �
lleve lbere·s mote and more potentlal /or

• ·seriow Jnjury."
All b11l one or lhc vlcljnu la.ave llvtd In 

lfnl•lloor 1p:artmcmLJ. The u.u1tan1 au11•
ally i;ains en1ry lo lhc .ip:>r1menl.J by pry•
lni lhc front door or the slidlnr cl:au door
as lhe viclinu sletp, ln1esti1.a1ors s:iy.

Pollee 11.ive only a ecntral description
of the usall:int - ;a while or llhp:anlc 
INR In his 30, wllh a medium build - be
cause the unulb bave octurred In the
d:irknm and he otl:n coven either his or 
lhe victim's £:acc.

lnvMlil�lon uy lhey ore lookln1 �I 
. scvenl poulble s11Spcc1J, They urgnl area
· rcsldenu to be on Ille alert ror suspicious 
activity and lo call police U lhc)' se-c or
hear anything unusu.il, 

"We've eot nei1hbon who are hearlni; 
sere.ams and Jc-clog 11\ines lb.al arc out at 
\he ordin.H')', :and they're nol con1�c1ln� 
police," s:ald Cribari. "W,'ve ROl olhct
pcopl� who 1ay !hey h�v, a .,.,n�ow ptt�
er or hear sounds. They'll c:alt police but
lhey clon'l 11:in\ lo be COnlacLcd or mah a
report. Wt need lhon �poru." 

They also urged residenlJ to ucrclsc 
c:aulion. "They ne-cd lo be cauliou.s In com• 
In� and eoing from their ap.utmclll and be
consc:iou, of their 1urroundl11c1," r:ild

· ;\obiJUOn. 
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Bicyclist· 
shoots teen 

. . 

■r JDumal a-dean staff 
BOTHELL-Bodicll poli<X arc looking for

1 bicyclist who slid and wounded• 15--ycv-old

Kirlcland youlh on the Burte-_Gilnun Tr1il. 
Aca>rdilig 10 polia:.ihc youth and lhrcx: com

panions were: w,lk.iPg in a pcdeslrWl underpass 

in lhe 9600 bfod: of N.E BotheU Way al about

9 p.m. Wednesday wbcn a bicyclist tnvcli.ng in 

the same dircctioo passed them. 
One aflhc youths made a moark to the bicy

clist .u he passed. 11:lc bicyclist then roalc out a 

handgun :and fired I shol to...,-ud the four, strik
ing the youth in the leg. The bicyclist then con•

tinued on towud �nmoce. 
. The youth was treated al the scene by aid

acws and taken ro Hart,omcw Medical Cenler. 
He w� reluscd Tounday in good cooditiop. 

1bc suspca, a wtuu: man with short, brown
hair, glasses and :a marb:d CXllllpfcxion. w.\S w�
ing a dark bicycle hclrm. riding� md :a dark
colored r.anny pack. He wzi riding a dark<0lorcd.
10.spccd--stylc bicycle with a flashing red light
cm the !QI'. Policz�y they� intcJVicwcd some
wilncs.ses,. but they are seeking others. Anyone
with information on the incident is a_<.kcd to call 
the Bothell Police �p:1rtrnenl .it 4 '!54. 
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9191 West DE Avenue 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009-8812 t� M C�: 

11-JJOJl 
Februory 26, 1992 

! . B�nuse you don't know me, please let me introduce myself to
you. I am n property owning resident of Alamo Township located 
in Kalamazoo County •. I am a retired farmer with 160 acres of 
land which is bisected by the Kal-Haven Bicentennial Park.Trail. 
The "!armR has been in the ownership of my family for more than 
150 years and was much larger at one time. The railroad right
of-way, and the trains it carriec, as it existed for almost 100 
years was a welcome neighbor, not only to my family, but to the 
entire community as it provided services which could not be at
tained otherwise. 

Of course, you are well aware of the demise of the railway 
systfl'm. With the cd,•cnt cf th:: 3\:tomobilez, both pas��11gt!1· llnu 
trucks and then the semi-tractor-trailer which became the 
freight haulers and also the competitive advancement of air 
trafficers, the railroads realized the end of their dynasty and 
abandoned thousands of miles of right-of-ways as unprofitable 
to cperate. 

All of this leads to the present, where certain self-inter
est groups are using their influence to persuade thi& state, 
through the Department of Natural Resources (ONR)"to acquire 
these abandoned right-of-ways for '. multi-use recreational trails. 
The State of Michigan already owns thousands upon thousands of 
acres of land in· this �tate and the federal government owns a 
few thousand acres of land here also. Michigan i& not &hort of 
public owned land for recreational purposes and for that I am·· 
pleased. But, more than enough i5 encugh. 

As 'there is everywhere, the Xal-Haven Trail has its share of
abusers. And now, we �ho live along the trail must tolerate·· 
those in Aodition to the highway abusers. From the read we get 
the speeders, excessive noise making vehicles, trashed yards, 
destroyed mailboxes and other vandalis� and theft. From the 
trail, the invasion of privacy permeates every farm and every 
home along its route. The DNR, or any other law enforcement agency, 
cannot effectively control this •park.• ¥ea, this trail is a 
state park. However, one park ranger cannot satisfactorily pa
trol 38 miles· of trail on a_24 hour need basis. With more than 
50 private and public cr0ssin9s, violators are able to access -
and escape before apprehe_nsion can occur.. . 

Bottles, tin cans and other refuse in my fields is attribut
able to trail users. Trespassing from the trail onto my prop
erty is frequent, either to get to the road 0� back to the creek 
er wood lot. I suspect the trail is ideal for aurveilance of 
my premises for the!t or arson. After 50 years of residency, 
I no longer enjoy the comfortable feeling ot being aeparated

from the undesirable elements of the city because the state now 
has developed an avenue for them to my backdoor. 
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ast side 
oliday ... 

tradition 
damage.d 
by Vt1ndal� 
Br iiu.tt11 Couslne.au
Pioneer Stoff Wrl.ter 12. ,J 2. 4 l·

BIG RAPIDS ~ Christmas 
won't be quite as bright this Y\l&r 
for Helen Noreen's family. 

Earl}' Tuesday morning, the 
!8.lllUy believes its · · 65-foot
Chrislnlas tree was strfliped of at
least 10 strands of light on the_ bot,
tom, with many strands broken on
the top and eight lo ·10 c_lectric:al
p!Ugs taken.

"l don't know what makes peo
ple do things like this," Cindy 
Noreeosald. .. 

The 42-year-old tree, located. on 
Millpond Road, is derorated each· 
year from top to bottom, illmrun;d-

1. 
Ing the surrounding art'a, Cindy 

• , aai"d the tree can even be spotted
froin the hill south of .Falcon Head · 
Golf Course .. 

The � was only lit for three 
days before the damage was done. 
The family attributes the vandal
.!Bm to mowtnobUers on the White 
Pine Trail. 

'I'lle trail which opened l.n July 

Wt.l�NER 
PAGE 05 

Attachment 3 

Page �7 of 435 

1995, runs in ftunt of the Noreen's. . PIONBBRJSnefee eo.toe.11 

pro� Percume Helen's grand, The 85-foot-tree wtiloh lllumJnatea tht Nat •ldt of Big Rlpld1
.. ni. · said sh ' 

�
wee vandaUzod eartv TuMday momfng.. The 42-yoar-old blue da"'f>',lter, e saw tmowmo spruce, located on MfUponcl Road, w11 stripped of aeveral lights 

+ See VANDALS p 6A and electrloel plugs. 
. 

! 
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.VANDALS 

trails in t.be yard, one set of foot prints and beer 
cans all around. 

AllY11 Miller, who lives across the road, said 
about three strands of light were missing off
one of his small mies. · · · '

"T could understand nu.ne, but thelr's is 
another story. They bad Jo get off the tn1.l. lt is 
a shaI\'le; It I.& the bJgge.st lighted tree OJ'C!llnd,"
Miller said. ... ·: 

Miller said be uw one set of footprints and 
snowmobile tracks. He found an �nslon· cord ' 
on the trail tll,at runs about 2-0 f�t.ftoni wbm
his decora� tree stands. · · · . · .. 

"I know �.9 pe_rcent of snowmobilers are 
good; lt is that one rotten appw that gives them -� 
a b.adname," MUlerutd. -··:·: . · '.: 

1-lelen's daughteI;. Cbrj.s Calhoun, spent a lot 
of time and money �ingmg tjle llghtB thJs year. 
The family even hired Randy Schuberg to CQme ·. 
in with his bucket truck so l.ig})ts_ could be
strung to the top. " ·· . ·

"Golog out and doing thls to our tradition 
hurts. It r:iJ?� your heart out. tt·s not that 1 can't ,'. 
go fl,x the J4b,.ts, but lt Is � _slap in the face," .. 
Calhoun wd. ·

Calhoun took on tlvo jobs this win� so they 
would be able to Afford to once aga.1n light the 
Chriatma.s tree. 

"It is a. bii chunk of change, but we do it. We 
want others to ei,Jey lt, h C1nr!Y said. 

"It Js a· good feelJn.g when you Jmow. people 
ate enjoying it," Helen said, . · · 

Helen Aa!d they nmr had� llke this 
happell. They nmr had to wor.cy �en the train

• <.:ontinued (rom page 1A

.· 
: �·'.-

:..· � ,, ...
. . 

.. ; . , : . . ..
.. . . • .
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·:·, 
;._ ;.:
... ; 
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"•.i � : .:··=··. �. :.· ... 
.. ... ,. ,

-�· __ , ___ ,.....,.n 

went through. · · 
.Morethan5,000ligh�arestrungonthetree. •·: ·;·· ,·, ... , ... PIONl:BRFILBPHOTO

The � amount of damage is &till -unknown .. · · · · · · · , 
but it will� at Jeut S200to Ill$! repairs. .--The Noreen C,,tlatmu tree In happier

Cindy a.aid ebe had asked hermotherto leave tf"1N, 1pectflcally .November 1991. 
the lights on Monday even.Ing so the people &he. '. ,· · · '· 

� 
wori<ed with oould ee,e the "beautifUl" tree. JI Many people have told the Noreens, "It's not lf.-t l, 
the Ugbts had beeri' off a, usual, they don't Christmas until the Ins ls llt." r,1 ,1. _,lbelieve the vandalltln would have taken place. White Pine Trail Part �r Eric � /vrr7. She said on Ch.rl.sttna.a and Nin'{ Year's Eve Fransen of &.}dw1n li1.d last year th8)' bad a 
they leave.the lights on all Dight, but� CQuple or rewrts or mowmobllm loaviDg the
t.hi3y shut th.ettl of'( before gotq to bed. tnill. but noa� of vandaliszn. ._: � 

Cindy said they ba?e �d people stov just to Fransen enoourages people to contact (be 
look at the tree. They have even received .aheri!t 6t.ate police or COil8ervttion offlcer'l'iM'h 
Chl"utm.as .ca.rds and phone callB, 8Qme •frolU any similar event take6 place. -� .• 
people out of state thanking the family for theit' wwe like to ba\'e a record, so we can addresl 
gift to the community · tt." -Fnt.n&en said.
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11A m0tmtain biker assaulted me while I was doing volunteer trail maintenance11 Page 89 ofP41J§ 1 of I

Tue, 05 Dec 2000: 

From: Chris Valle-Riestra <ChrisValle@AOL.COM> 

Subject: Re: [SFB-GEN*J Mountain Bikers Use Physical Threats to Intimidate Their 
Criti. . 

Content-type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 

On July 4 of this year, a mountain biker assaulted me while I was doing 

volunteer trail maintenance on Mt. Tamalpais (MMWD lands). What happened 

(brief summary) was that two of them came hurtling down a narrow trail 

without slowing. The second one brushed against me, lost his balance, and 

went flying into the brush on the downhill side of the trail. He accused me 

of pushing him, and it ended up with him jumping on top of me and throttling 

me as I lay sprawled backward on the ground. In.conversations with other 

mountain bikers who have been riding illegally, I have observed that many ,)f 

them will quickly, and ,;Ii thout provoca,tion, turn to talk of possible 

violence. It appears that many of the outlaw riders are unsocialized, rich, 

spoiled brats. Also, I think that when they are riding on rough trails, the 

adrenaline is flowing; that they mostly realize that by riding illegally on

closed trails, they will be really pissing people off; and that they are ttus

primed for a confrontation, 

Marc Boucher's comment (quoted by Terri Alvillar) tha� one day maybe they'll

"all have a chance to lay a b�g skid strip .1.·n her front yard" is interesting.

The illegal riders I speak with invariably claim that they ride in such a way

that they do not skid, and do not damage trails. Of course this is

nonsense--SOMEONE has to be causing the tire damage h t at one can easily see

on many trails. 

Chris Valle~Riestra 

http://home.vacbell.nt>t/mh, .... A~'--�· ,. . Page 358 
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.. - girl was stabbed early yesterday . -� A witness who was-on the'Erail: ·:'� · '. 1 
on a bike trail on the west side of saw the young man near the girli · ·. • ·� 1· 

.. Interstate. 5, and- police .are- wbowasly.ingbleedingbeside the, ._. ·: ·. 
searching fur a young man seen trail. He ran away as the witness;_ ;; . :·. 
running away. approached.. . : · i;� 

The girl,. a Cascade High : The trail is· a heavily used f.J 
School student,. was in critical pedestrian and bike path that ex-· �Ji 
con�tion last nig?,t at Harborview tends from 128th Street South- · : i §
Medical Center m Seattle. east to Southeast Everett Mall _ .,-jInvestigators declined com- Way. Anyone with information -t�
ment on a posSt'ble motive for the can _contact the Everett -Police. f.1 attack, which occurred just after Department Tsp Llne at 425-257- 'r,j : 6 a.m. on the Interurban Trail just 8450,: · � � . , ·Jt. � -ik .il 
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Woman attacked on Centennial trail bttµJ/stacks.msn�t\�!JJXUi8AJ1938.asp?cpl=l
Page 91 of 435 
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SPOKANE, WA, March 27 - A warning from 
police for those of you who run or walk the 
Centennial Trail in Spokane County. 

A woman was recently attacked by a man while she was 
jogging near Mirabeau Point, close to the Spokane Valley 
Mall. 

The victim was actually off the trail looking at the river, 
when she was grabbed from behind. The attacker hit her in 
the face and knocked her do\\'Il. She was able to kick and get 
away, then ran into the river. When she turned around, the 
attacker was gone. 

Police say, because of the nice weather, more people are 
using the trail, which is good and bad, More people 
means attackers may stay away, but some could consider the 
situation an opportunity to strike. 

Here's how police say you can keep yourself safe. Run or 
walk in groups, not by yourself. Stay on the designated trails 
and avoid using the trails at night when it's dark. 

The suspect is described as a Native American, with a 
pony tail and a scar near his right eye. He was wearing a 
hooded sv/eiitsltlrt at the time of the attack. 

detectives need your help finding him. 
if you know anything about that attack ... or have seen 

�n,,fhi ti o (\\tC'nir-fnuct f n-fv==.C'ttll /�M'""A,.,.hAr-1, l 
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lice officer dld Y{hlle he was on 
duty on Oct. 5, 1992." said As.sis• , 
tant State's Atty, Daniel Lynch 
outside of court. Lynch and Assls• 
tant State's Atty. Diane Walsh 
prose<:�ted Lancaster. 

Lynch said the case pitted Lan· 
caster's credibility a�lnst tllat of 
th� victim's. The victim testlfled 
that �she had been driving home
shortly before 3 a.m. in the 2000 
block of West Lawrence Avenue, 
when Lancaster, who was in uni• 

lJUSINESS PERMANENTLY CLOSED 
. . ' 

'PUBLIC AUCTION 
Uquldating fflt:ire Inventory. 1n tht Showroom. 1000'1 of the ftnNt from 
�nd Chin.a. Orienta.I Fumltutt ln l'Otoe'WOOd, �eml. and 
stone-inlaid. Di.ning-room lle't, IO'ttN, etc. Ooitonn« • Jad« • AntiquN 
P_orc-cl.&.ln • H.and-aude nip. 

Tune: Aug. 20, Friday night 1ta.ru 11 ?pm. 
' Aug.. 21, S11urwy ,tuu at tpm" 1pm. 

Aug. 22. Sunday ltatb at 1pm. 

(Prrnew one how prior to· auction.) 

�lion: The Courtyard 11 Villa Park 
.. � c n-- .. --•• n .a -• ,..,,.t,& l'I. 

PLl 
SPmALPU 
'lwineapc 
$99ss 

SPECIAL PU 
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Simmers gets·':: 
46 years for 
trail slaying · 
------· -- , 

I 
Dr P•lriGta Moir 
,IO,lltwl >.-,..,,..n Slall r-rilll 

lw1 Simnwrs wus si:111eni.:� 10 4b¼ yc.:m in 
prison yc.:)11:1'\Juy for killing u 35-y.:.at-Qlu 11\Wl_ 1�1 
yc.:.ir 011 U11: Swnnlillnbll Rivc:rTr.ul. 

.'I 
' .  

1111! C.u1U11iun yuulh i.howi:.J 1\0 i:n�C\ll wh:n 
King Cuw11y Su!)l:riur Cow\ Judi:;c AM Sc:hinulcr 
�vu him 11-...: n1W1i111um ., .,,._.��'\�'�cn1c.:1H:i: fur �1ubbini: . '·: / ,,,.�.t)1!,i· 
J<wni:y GU1.:h11nour 11> � • •• :,.,_ ' I �-
'.: w I h 1.10 M uri.:h II, ·: . .,_. 
:1')5. 

John Hii;J.::), Si111-
111i:1\' UllUll�Y, W'!lUl!U 
lur u lighlcr scuti:m:i:, 
i.:iu11i; his clicn1•, youth 
- SiOlll\C:fS I) 17 -
.. 11� pou:111iul l'�r �h�•
bil,u.11iun. ''fh1) 1ml 11, 

�alvai;.:;ibh:," Hi.:I;�
�.iiu. SIMMERS , liul Deputy Pru�- . ·

I 
I ' ' 
. I 

,i'

I 
·1 

ccutor Susun Mahon..:y wid Simm..:�"� 11 v�ry 
Jani:i:ruus iuuiviuuul" w� hiis muwn � n:� 1-..ir hi� r:1ini.:, ln Mwd1, S11111111J� WIili \:�nv11.:l&;J 
uf 1ir:.1•i.lcg1i:i: munfor fur �wbbini; Guchanuw: , 
Ill Uie \)Ji;� ;,j,. lin\l.:). CA:hwlll� llilLl �n III ll b:i' � \ in Wuodinvillo.: lil\<J WI!$ wlllklng lQ ht� borne in �� ·, 

.ii;o.:," M.tl1u11i:y ).!ju. . . . ·. 

t-:i:11111uu: whi:n Simml!� ;unl>u�fl(.)u him. ''T� 

. 

·

.1

! 
u1u1\l:r jl,)Cff w� cir.111:uir:ly �-olu•bll.JOlhi illlU �v• 

Sil 1111lf.:r.., whu 1;, ilflp.::.ilml: ht., _co1!v1cll_u�. � 
:,huwn nu r1.:111ur:,,.: lli;4.·;wM: I); •·111.:11111a11b hi� 111110-
-:�11...-i:." Hii:�� �uiu. "Hi: b nul n:111ool!ful not 
,ltvulJ Ii.: I),;." 
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:.· S1mmc:� cunf,,S-1:<J ·w lhc··murdl:r in II Ill�· ·:· �I:
� il\lCI\' icw with pulMx, but clain\'i U �coo-. 
fi:�iun wus·cocrcc:d. Hick.ii ILSwi lhal Simllll;Ji -'•,.. 1 ·
bl! pul injuvc:nlli:�tlon until hr: iii21,Wld �, : · ·. } ; lil.!�I IO prison. Bul _Schindler ex-di:� him�'° . . . ! pnson, w�n: hr: will � liCW'� ll'QJ\1 � pop- · 11 ·
ul.ilion until hr: i� I Ii. . · · · · i Twenty yuun. i� the minimum �111t:ncc for :I. 
lilSl-dc� munli:r. Sim� howevi:r, could not, ,. ,
huvi: l>xn )C!nll:ncc:tJ 10 I� U\ill\ 34 y� � 
of his previous n:conl,.which inclw.k:d fourduyi ' 
of utson wit.I burglury, c;.ippcll by Gochanour•�· .. 
murlkr. 

l11 i;iviug him lhi: 11111ximum ,cnlcncc, 
Si.:himllcr ciwd his "u�1i.:� r or human lifo Qlld 
lack of 1\111100..:." 

Sin1111C1� shL>w� 110 ,:motion durin� ll'Q �11-
1c:nci11i:, but his 111ollii:r uoo Ooc:hunour', ITlOlhcr wi:p1 wl11.:11 Lhcy IIUW"l:s.sc<l UIC cowt, which Wu:i . .1n:u•J.:i:d with Guch,1.nour•� fri,;nds wld rclutivC-$. ·.· .. ,...... ·': Oloriu Guchuuour �pol;.c llir�ll)' 10 Sillllne�• . . , fwnily: · 

; · 1-
''W,; holtJ no hunJ l�I� whuJ,w,;vGt 10wwd I you," '1.e �d. •·we have IO go 1,011 ccnlC4Cl)' 10 

vi�il our �n wiJ lhl:y li:Av,; IO i;o IO II pli�. Wl4 I t I c.i11'1 iniil�in,.: huw hv,ribk UlU! woull! �" ·· , ! 
liu1 Gl.ll!hanour uho nuu.lc j1 clear how much · ' 

"'-:c fwnily ,� �ffm:J usu n:�1 ofl).:t• Mltl'� viu- , 

1. 
k:111 Ul!alll. -�{h; lllli.:lia� lli.L'i b:o:n 1¥.lCTibk," i.hc . . . .
l>llil.l sobbing, "Wt can't 11:II you how much w� ' · 1 mbs Ru<lik:y. Wi; 1hinL: 11bo\U 1hul h.orribl�_ �)' :.. uoo whul hi: must l1.1vc i:oni: IMlugh." : · ;..1'': .. . Go(;hilnouf's bro1hcr-in•luw, Clar &:.rn, �JJOkt: · ' ·tli�lly lu Sil!Ulli.!f), "You, Ian,'" ll lucky UlUll,11 _: 111: �u. "You w,m: lrieu 111\U si:0�1\Ctd in �M\. ·1 You wun'l li:c:I �ix swb wounds io yOW'bilc,k.'�: . 1 Simm,�• 111,0lhl.:r, Donna &rulll:, Cfitd when "!· . I �he 1oltl lhi: Oucll.ll.l1ouN how � '1lC �- "My · .': ·• l hi::in b�luryuuWllJ forllllofy1X1tl�11r,Q ° _;.
your \o�s. All 11:au s.iy � I'm li4llry,'1 · • ,.·.: · · 

lkru� WM.> :.aiu � bcli,;�cs her� l:i inoo-' · ... 
o:nl. "l know u jwy fuunJ lllY Min ;whr I but iJJ. I 
mrhl:.u1lknowhcdiu11'1@i1.." . · ·r. · 1. · . . ,
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Man fired pellet gt111 
ne� joggin!s slieriff 

.. : ·. 

..
•)' 

:[ fl'. 
", "-'> 
�;: } 

An opponent of ihr. 1.rox 
River recreational lrall wllo 
allegedly fired a pellet gun 
in the g,mer
al direction 
of Brown 
County Sher• 
-lff Thomas 
Binz Friday 

. faces a.mia
d em ea n o,r 
cMrge oI en- · 
'datiihii:i'g .. 

Hinti ! .. ..;.:· 
safety by use Waa ahoddng 

� of � danger- lra11's progre�s , ous weapon. 
"How wouJd you I ike peo

ple in your bllck yurd?'' 
Ronald Diorio reportedly 
tc.ild a deputy several times 
whih being transported to 
the Brown CoMty Jall. 

biorio, 41. faces up to ni11e 
months in ja.U and I.\ $10,000 
iine if oonvtctad. He is sched
ttlad. for a final confernnce in 
Brown County Court June 22. 

He ls free on a $1,000 slg!la• 
ture bond, under cow'f. order 
to initiate no contact wlth 
Hiriz or olher members of 

'1·
1

• the sheriff's' depattment. 
FU1thermore, Dlorio ls not 
to ltner.cer.e wHn anyone 
U3ing the railroad b:�cks. 

�� 
--..... 

OJ'iVG, Allou�z. i\llege,rlly'.� "'-..\ 
L\sed n !}I! ll�t gun lo sho(lt·•: f-11�;i.1• lllnz M lh1i shQ1·iff wns!· c:{' 
Jo�ging J.'i-lday along a1J1111-.� C) 
don.ctl r.:iilroad lrac:ks be-·•, 
hL--id Dlorio's home llt)ar th�� 
F'o?( Rive;�. :� 'th13 f11cJ.de1�t happened:

! 
three \lal'S llfhlk. Gov. Tonimy 

.
. 

Thornpso·o HpprovP.d n· 
$435,•J0O purchase of o.bout 
14 miles of rallluact right oi' 
way for "LtM ar. u rec1·eaH011' 
tt1lll Tho property, O\\ned b . 

: \Vi.:;,coll$Lh. Getl lr�l Lt(j... ral}.; 
foij/1, rmt4 behind homes 
ahng n,i:' l"c.x RIYG:I! The pro, 
pcs1Kl tl'ltU l:w.i, been a .sourc� 
of li1·itaticm atuong nmny o{ 
the prop11rtr own!lrs bec,tuse 
ll lllsects llt�1ir hnr.k yards. : · 

:mrrz; \Ul:3 )ogglt1� when lu! . 
h�'clrcl a sh.<:t ,md s;,,w a cof• ' 
fol r�rn fall 1.rom l'l telep)mn� • 
jt1ncti,.1n be,;<, m:co1·1Hng lv ;i 

cdmlnal ccmp]aint. The can 
wns about 2S fuet away fro1n_ 
him, hut h•� wus al.mut six·� 
fe11t from Ille lino of fil'e, 11\e}-; 
compl,lint SilY$. � Hit\t ,av, Diori11 luningf; 
out a winclow and h.oJcUng�: 
the �un, ll11cl n.inrio yP.lled lllt; 
him. callee\ hiTII an obsccl)llYf 
aHd tole! 11 im he was Ires-� 
pas.�lng, the co:rnplftlnl snys. I". 

Hlla.con.unuo;X! JCl&itn!l ,mi!�• ' ,: 
Diorio,:. 2354 Rlv_erslde .. Pl0-,,se i,ee Trail, B-2t; 

:: •' :' 1 � ''1•1 I 
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Police hunt for rape suspect 

Associated Press 

THETFORD TOWNSHIP, Mich. -- A man suspected of raping two girls 
and leaving them fur dead escaped Monday by grabbing a sheriffs deputy's 
gun and shootiQg at officers, authorities say. 

None of the officers was hit. Police said they might have wounded the 
suspect, identified by Genesee County Sheriffs Lt. Mike Rati as Jack Duane 
Hall, 34, of Vienna Township in Genesee County. 

Monday police scoured a one-square-mile area using more than 60 officers, 
a heatseeking helicopter and half a dozen tracking dogs, Sheriff Robert 
Pickell said. 

Police are investigatin_g Hall in connection with the rape of two girls, ages 
8 and 14, found bruised and bleeding Saturday along the Clio Area Bike Path, 
about 10 miles north of Flint. 

They told authorities they were walking along the path when a man 
threatened them with a _knife. The man raped both girls, handcuffed one, then 
beat and choked them until they were unconscious, Pickell said. 

"He may have thought they were dead. It appears he wanted them dead," 
Pickell said. 

Pickell said the girls regained consciousness later and wandered along the 
path. A resident spotted them and called police. Both were released from a 
hospital Monday. 

Investigators linked the suspect, who apparently doesn't have a criminal 
record, to the assaults from a tip, Pickell said. He would not elaborate. 

Police went to Hall's apartment and when he wasn't there, went to his 
mother's home in Thetford Township. There, Pickell said, about 5 a.m. the 
suspect ambushed a deputy as she searched for him. 

"He jumped from the garage and tried to turn the barrel (of her pistol) 
toward her," Pickell said. "She was fighting for her life. Then he turned on the 
two detectives and they returned fire." 

John Christian, Hall's half brother, said Hall may have been startled by the 
deputies. 

nHe may have thought someone else was after him, 11 Christian said. "I find 
it unbelievable that if it was an officer in uniform he would have reacted this 
way." 

Through sporadic rainfall, officers rode all-terrain vehicles looking for Hall. 
They also went door-to-door searching for him. 

It was difficult to tell where the suspect may have gone because of the 
area's dense foliage, Pickell said. 

11There's drains, there's creek beds, there's deer blinds in there, 11 he said. 
TT .. 1l !- L'-.-�:1: ___ ___ !..,.L 1.1-- ...._ _____ : ... __ . J  ___ ..._ __ f_ ___ _. __ .., ... ._ ... .J r,J __ : ..... ; ___ __ :.J 
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Sketch of 
murder suspect 
released 

Mineral Ridge victim 
identified 

By JEFF SELLE
Staff writer 

Friday, April 28, 2000

COEUR d'ALENE - Police 
released a composite sketch
Thursday of a suspect in a 
homicide committed n�ar 
Beauty Bay on Wednesda 
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� police sketch of the !
;suspect in the knife slaying I
\of a Coeur d'Alene man I!Wednesday on the Mineral 
;Ridge Trail near Beauty 
\Bay. 

e victim was identified as Joseph Michael Murphy, 4 
Coeur d'Alene. Murphy was found stabbed to death about
5:30 p.m. on Mineral Ridge Trail near Highway 97, seven 

�es east of Coeur d'Alene. 

Pollce-eeUe.\le..Murpil¥-Wa&either ing or jogging along the
trail when he was attacked by an unknown man. They do 
not have a motive for the crime. 

,.

An autopsy conducted Thursday at Holy Family Hospital in
Spokane confirmed the victim died from multiple stab 
wounds to his chest and extremities

. 
The wounds were 

consistent with a homicide, police said in a written
statement. 

The official cause of death is being withheld until results of a
toxicology test are returned

l 
the report said. 

While the murder occurred on U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management property, the investigation is being conducted
by the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department. 

Detectives released a description of the suspect along with
the composite drawing Thursday. He Is described as a 
white male, 30 to 40 years old, 5-foot

1 
10-inches tall and 

about 230 to 240 pounds. He has dark hair1 a mustache,
wire-rim glasses, 11a big gut and puffy cheeks.11 

The suspect was wearing a black shirt with white writing,
white tennis shoes and dark pants. 

Police are also looking for two women who were walking 
dogs on the trail Wedne.sday or anyone else who may have
been on the trail or in the area between 4-5:30 p.m. 

Information: 664� 1511

( ) 
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Subject: Noblesville River Trail Vandalism 
Date: Tue, 23 Nov 1999 23:25:28 �0500 
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From: "Tom Harleman" <tharleman@iquest.net> 
To: "Gregg Montgomery11 <gmontgomery@topics.com> 

To the Noblesville Ledger and Topics Newspapers 

Dear Editor: 

d 

I received a call from a Noblesville resident whose car was broken into 
today (Nov. 23, 1999) while his wife was walking on the Noblesville River 
Trail . Around 4: 30 p. m. this car and another woman's car had their �1indows 
smashed while parked between the covered bridge and Cumberland Road, The 
women's purses were stolen and an attempt to us� their credit cards took 
place shortly after 5 p.m. The women believe now that a young man riding· a 
bicycle on the trail was a lookout while two others they had seen robbed 

'them. 

The Noblesville Police Department transferred them to the Hamilton County 
Sheriff Department who told them their officers were busy with other calls. 
Forty five minutes later a Noblesville Policeman arrived to investigate. 

This is not the first time problems have occurred on the newly constructed 
river trail. Why do crimes like this never appear in the newspaper? 
Obviously, because as everyone knows, trails are safe. 

��======�=��===-==========�====-======-=� 

Thomas L, Harleman 
1108.0 Willowmere Dr. 
Indianapolis, IN 46280 
317-843-9122
tharleman@iquest.net
=;==�==�===�========��===�=�======�=�==---� 
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Subject: Fwd: Leelanau Trail Crime solved! 
Date: Sun, 20 Feb 2000 22:48:39 EST 

From: JWerner791@aol.com 
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To: erina@northlink.net, BCREEK@aol.com, jdeere@ix.netcom.com, BDeno23 900@aol.com, 
TLDeYoung@aol.com, kdezur72@hotmail.com, lfinout@voyager.net, sbanke@freeway.net, 
sakulpa@traverse.net, masek@amaesd.kl 2.mi. us, Ctrotskey@aol.com, as43 5@tcnet.org, 
ASharnowsk@aol.com, pcthomas@traverse.net, Kavshirey@aol.com, dick@halcyon.com 

And they said that would never happen!! 

Maybe this is something to mention at the big trail meeting this week. 

.. 
- .. - -·- ..... 

Subject: Leelanau Trail Crime solved! 
Date: Sun, 20 Feb 2000 13:27:56 EST 

From: MLFL0HE36S@aol.com 
To: JWemer791@aol.com 

CC: Leon592013@aol.com 

Local business owner helps put two and two together to nail unsolved crime in 
Cherry Bend Road business area. The animal hospital had been broken into 
twice with money stolen ..• no suspects identified. The story related to me 
this morning by the owner is quite interesting. One of this employees 
recalled that after a young adult came in and thanked them for the Christmas 
card, then they realized the business had not sent any cards out. The 
suspect had made mentioned of a name that does not show up on any of their 

'client files ... they did not even remember the actual name only one sounding 
familiar. Nothing more until the owner was looking into the "court 
reportings" and saw a similar ringing name with a background including B&E's. 

He called the Leelanau county Sheriff office with his partial info not 
knowing if it would mean anything. Deputy Eckerle appa.rently investigated 
the young man in the court records fu�ther and Bingo ... he admitted to the 
Cherry Bend break-in. Now for the rest of the story .... he came in from and 
made his escape via our lovely Leelanau Trail!! 

2/2 l/00 4:19 PM 

_____ ,, __ ,, ____ __ _ ___________________ _________ P_a,._.g_e_3_6_8 ____ 
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Updated 11/3 0/97 

Did you know? 
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WXIN TV59 quoted the James Brainard, mayor ofCannel, as saying, "We're not going to stop for a couple 
of people. 11 Carmel/Clay Parks president Judy Hagan said on \VISH TV8 only one person has created any 
controversy. I presented a signed petition to the mayor and the city council and the parks department and the 
Indiana Department of Transportation this summer. He knows to go to the clerk-treasurer's office to see it. In 
Carmel, if you oppose the trail, you're invisible. 

The trail compromises your neighbors' security and privacy, 

During it's first year of operation crime escalated in neighborhoods surrounding the 
trail. Aggravated Assaults went up 43%. Residential Burglaries went up 100%. Business 
Burglaries went up 75%. Larceny went up 52%. Vehicle Theft.went up 113%. Statistics 
provided by Jack Rinehart, local TV reporter. 

WRTV-6 anchor Diane Willis was attacked on the Monon Trail by two men who said 
they were going to drag her into the woods! Channel 6 aired the report at� p.m. on 
\Vednesday, November 12, 1997. 

At a September, 1997, Broad Ripple neighborhood meeting, an Indianapolis Police 
Officer said undercover police are searching for a man who has been exposing himself to 
children on the trail. 

Women have complained about being frightened by men hiding in the woods along the 
trail. 

A blood stained shirt found along the Monon Trail prompted police to search for a 
missing bank executive there. 

Reports of crime arc not attributed to the Monon Trail because it has no address. 

To guard her own privacy the head of Carmel Greenways, Karen Bohn, will not disclose her address or phone 
number despite inviting hundreds of thousands of strangers into the back yard of Monon residents. She 
doesn't even live in Carmel or Clay Township! She lives in Fishers, Indiana! 

The elevated trail will provide a clear view into the backyard of many people's homes. 

The Monon Trail is closed at night but is in full use anyway. Indy Parks Greenways Vice�president, Tom 
Olsen, has said they will not keep people off the trail at night. 

08/09/99 l 7:56:50 
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Nurse's death still a mystery despitt 
a yea1· of scrLLtiny 

Monday, August 09-, 1999 

By DONNA J. ROBB 
PLAIN DEALER REPORTER 

BOSTON TOWNSHIP • Krista Pantaleano was 
a familiar sight In the Cuyahoga Valley National 
Recreation Area. 

For years, 1he 31-year-old filness buff with long 
blond hair had hiked, biked and skated on the 
trails that crisscross the park. 

It also was where·she died on a frosty spring 
night. 

On April 5, 1998, the nurse and mother of two 
was injected with drugs that left her conscious 
but paralyzed in the frigid night air. 

�!1¥t.�-:�::-w She could not move. She could 
.J:a::h�� not scream. 

She had time to think about her 
young sons, her parents, her 
sister and two brothers, and the 
last person who saw her alive. 

If an autopsy could reveal her 
final thoughts, the 16-monlh 
investigation into her death might have ended 
long ago. And her parents would not be offering 
$50,000 to anyone who could help convict her 
Killer. 

Donald and Fran Sautter of Paradise, Mich., 
drove to Ohio last week to hang posters offering 
the reward. They posled 75 of them near 
Pantaleano's Twinsburg home and the national 
park. 

"We will keep this alive as long as we can," Fran 
Sauller said. 

"It's how we are spending our retirement years -
on hold, hoping for a resolution to this." 

FBI_ agents, park rangers and Summit County 
sherifrs deputies also want a resolution. But 
they say they do not have enough evidence to 
charge anyone in connection with her death. 

"We have our suspicions, but we need someone 

-/-

1 urn L,ctrnpoe11, supervisor OT tile J-1:jl's Akron 
office. . Attachment 3 

someone might have "a guilty cgrf!&tniR1b°oCt435 

not telling us everything they know,'' Campbell 
said. Or there could be someone who saw 
Pantaleano on her last hike near Blue Hen Fa,11�. 
off Boston Mills Rd. in a remote and rugged · · 
area of the recreation area, hf:I saio . 

The Saulters, who lived in Medina for 16 years, 
buried their ypungest daughter July s near thr;iir 
Michigan retirement home. summit County 
Medical Examiner Marvin Platt had held Krista's 
body for 15 months in case more tests were 
needed to assist investigators. 

Platt said Pantaleano died or hypothermi.a after 
two drugs were injected in her left hip. 
Pantateano was right-handed. Platt and 
Campbell wou!d not name the drugs but said 
they commonly are used in surgical settings. 

Campbell and Platt have not ruled out suicide, 
but both consider that an unlikely explanation in 
part because no needles or syringes were found 
near her body or in her car or apartment. 
Pantaleano's parents, sister, ex-husband and 
co-workers said she was not suicidal. 

"She was right where she wanted to be," Fran 
Sautter said. ''Her student loans were nearly 
paid off. She loved her apartment and her job 
and was saving to buy a house. She had 
planned to bring the boys and spend her �pring 
vacation with us." 

Her mother, a retired businesswoman, and her 
father, a retired engineer, have spent the last 15 
months waiting for justice and coming to terms 
wilh lhelr grief and frustration. 

"We've gone through all of the erno1ions, anger, 
depression, you name it," Donald Sautter said. 
"But we are grateful for one thing. We had no 
unresolved issues between us and Krista. We 
haven't had to think, "We should have said this 
or done that together.'" 

Pantaleano spent most of her last day alive at 
South Pointe Hospltal in Warrensville Heights, 
according to a report compiled by investigators 
ror the Sautters. She had worked on the 
hospital's sixth floor since graduating with 
honors In 1996 from Meridia School of Nursing. 

She was seen leaving woli<. at 3:30 p.m. that 
Sunday and talked briefly with a man in the 
employee parking lot before she drove to a store 
in North Randall. A friend saw her in the parking 
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Pantaleano drove lo her-Twinsburg apartment. 
Investigators said she remained home and took 
several phone calls until about 6 p.m. 

At 6:30 p.m .. park visitors saw Pantaleano park 
her car in the small gravel lot near Blue Hen 
Falls. Hikers told investigators that her car was 
still there at 7 p.rn., when ft was the only car in 
1he lot. Park rangers saw her locked, 
frost-covered car in the lot at 8 a.m. the next 
day and again at 9 a.m. the day after that. 

A ranger had nollced that someone had 
tampered with the car, trying to get inside. He 
ran Pantaleano's license plate number to 
determine where she lived and contacted 
Twit'lsburg police, who had just taken a call from 
Pantateano's co-workers. They were concerned 
because she had not reported to work Monday 
or Tuesday. 

Rangers searched the Blue Hen Falls area and 
found Panlaleano's body on a plateau near 
steep ravines, about a quarter-mile from her car. 
She was wearing while running shoes, a red 
sweatshirt and matching black jogging pants and 
jacket. Her house keys were near her left hand. 
She had no injuries to indicate she died from an 
assault or fall. 

The key lo her car has not been found. And the 
horse charm necklace she often wore is missing, 
her family and investigators said: 

Her family said the gold necklace was a gift 
from a boyfriend, Robert E. Marsico Jr., an 
Akron dermatologist. 

Pantaleano and Marsico dated off and on during 
the last five years of her life, after her 1992
divorce. Her ex-husband, Jim Pantaleano, one 
of the top drivers al Northfield Park 
harness-racing track, is now raising 1heir two 
sons, Tom, 10, and Kevin, 8, with help from a 
live-in girlfriend and the Sautter family. 

The Pantaleanos shared custody of the boys, 
and her ex-husband provided financial support, 
often paying her rent, while she attended 
nursing school, the Sautlers and the ex-husbanc 
said. 

Marsico, 34, was arrested in November 1996, 
after he broke into Pantaleano's apartment, 
threw her to the floor and repeatedly punched 
and kicked her, according to a police report. 
Pantaleano told police Marsico was angl)' 
because she had told him she no longer wanted 
to see him. 

-3-

assault but pleade� g�iiry to a re�uced cf1Nffit
cbment 3 

of misdemeanor cnmtnal damaging. He was . 
senlenced In Janual'f 1997 to three yeeP.agc 1_02 of 435
probation and pajq $3,425 in restit4l1Qn lo .,
Pantaleano. 

· · 

By August,.they were dating again, according to 
Pantaleano's sister, Stephanie Krantz of 
Chicago, her parents and her ex-husband. 

Marsico did not respond to repeated requests for 
an Interview. His allomey, James L. Burdon, 
said, "Why would he want to talk about an old 
relationship?" 

Investigators would not discuss their suspect list. 
They have tntervlewed more than 100 friends, 
family members, co-workers and acquaintances. 
An FBI agent and a park ranger continue to 
pursue sparse and Infrequent leads in the case. 

They hope the reward and its resulting publicity 
will generate fresh leads. 

"We did eyerything we could do, and we'll keep 
looking," said Campbell, the FBI supervisor. 
''But for now, we're left with a handful of theories 
and suspicions." 

For Pantaleano's ex-husband, those suspicion� 
could someday lead him to tell his 10- and 
8-year-old sons how their mother really died.

Several weeks before her dealh, Krista 
Pantaleano helped the boys write a bedtime 
story about a friendly dragon • complete with a 
happy ending. When her body was found, her 
ex-husband created a story of his own .. 

"I told them their mother fell and hit her head," 
he said. "I'll have to tell them the truth 
someday." 

Anyone with infonnation about Pantaleano's 
death can call the FBI al (330) 535-6156 or park 
rangers at (440) 546-5959.

E-mail: drobb@plaind.com
Phone: 1-800-628-6689

©1999 THE PLAIN DEALER. Used with 
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Police hunt for rape suspect 

Associated Press 

THETFORD TOWNSHIP, Mich. -- A man suspected of raping two girls and 
leaving them for dead escaped Monday by grabbing a sheriffs deputy's gun and 
shooting at officers, authorities say. 

None of the officers was hit. Police said they might have wounded the suspect, 
identified by Genesee County Sheriffs Lt. Mike Rau as Jack Duane Hall, 34, of 
Vienna Township in Genesee County. 

Monday police scoured a one-square-mile area using more than 60 officers, a 
heatseeking helicopter and half a dozen tracking dogs, SheriffRobe1t Pickell said. 

Police are investigating Hall in connection with the rape of two girls, ages 8 and 
14, found bruised and bleeding Saturday along the Clio Area Bike Path, about IO 
miles north of Flint. 

They told authorities they were walking along the path when a man threatened 
them with a knife. The man raped both girls, handcuffed one, then beat and choked 
them until they were unconscious, Pickell said. 

"He may have thought they were dead. It appears he wanted them dead, 11 Pickell 
said. 

Pickell said the girls regained consciousness later and wandered along the path. 
A resident spotted them and called police. Both were released from a hospital 
Monday 

Investigators linked the ·suspect, who apparently doesn't have a criminal record, 
to the assaults from a tip, Pickell said. He would not elaborate. 

Police went to Hall 1s apartment and when he wasn1t there, went to his mother's 
home in Thetford Township. There, Pickell said, about 5 a.m. the suspect 
ambushed a deputy as she searched for him. 

"He jumped from the garage and tried to turn the barrel ( of her pistol) toward 
her," Pickell said. "She was fighting for her life. Then he turned on.the two 
detectives and they returned fire. 1 1 

John Christian, Hal11s half brother, said Hall may have been startled by the 
deputies. 

"He may have thought someone else was after him," Christian said. "I find it 
unbelievable that if it was an officer in uniform he would have reacted this way." 

Through sporadic rainfall, officers rode all-terrain vehicles looking for Hall. 
They also went door�to-door searching for him. 

It was difficult to tell where the suspect may have gone because of the area1s 
dense foliage, Pickell said. 

"There's drains, there's creek beds, there1s deer blinds in there, 11 he said. 
Hall is familiar with the terrain and may have escaped, Christian said. 
Other than a drunken driving arrest and problems paying child support for his 

son, Hall had no trouble with the law, Christian said. 

08/24/99 10:51:19 
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Rape suspect turns himself in to police 

By Mark Truby / The Detroit News 

FLINT--Two sisters, ages 8 and 14, who were raped, beaten and left to die 
will face their alleged attacker in court. 

Jack D. Hall surrendered Wednesday to face nine felony charges in the rapes 
and a shoot-out with police. 

Genesee County Prosecutor Arthur Bu.sch said he will call the giris to testify at 
Hall's Aug. 10 preliminary examination. 

The girls told police they were walking along a bike path Saturday in Clio when 
a man threatened them with a knife. The man raped both girls, handcuffed one, 
then beat and choked them until they were unconscious, police said. 

The 14-year-old girl picked Hall out of a photographic line-up, court records 
show. 

"We will have to call both to testify, 11 Busch said. 
Witnesses in Michigan are allowed to testify over closed circuit television in 

special circumstances, but Busch said it's unlikely in this case. 
Hall, 34, of Vienna Township had evaded a manhunt since Monday morning 

when he allegedly grabbed a deputy's gun, exchanged fire with officers and fled 
into the woods near his parents' home in Thetford Township . 

Copyright 1999, The Detroit News 
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"·Missing: Did girl m�et up with someb,ody oriline?
· from Page Bl • ··, · • · · In the pictures, she looks confl-

,., . deht, independent and athletic. 

E
ihe home· is· very abnormal. · We It is an image Steve Mille·r says 

annot Imagine that s�e w�ul,? delib• applies to his daughter. 
rf\lely do somelhlng Uke this. Earlier this summer, Nicole· lrav• 

t, t>:Nicole is to begin her' sophonfo•re eled to Vietnam along with fellow 
�efr at Roosevelt High School Tu.es• Roosevelt students end members of
�ai_ · · the school's Urban Forestry club. A
<'. �sh_e was dres_sed casually for her· veteran of team sports; she enjoys

, lo . nde in a pair '?� .. k!1akl s�ort:S,. a. softball, soccer and basketball. 
. ' na -blue tank loP,,tw1lh., a flAnm!l.�"' .,. ,, . , • , .•. 
• .�'i\.lU: • ,, L·> ' 

: " ·: •• ; �-�· 

Bui bike riding is her passion. 
Authoritie s began an initial search 

Tue,sday evening along parts of the l2·
mile Burke-Gilman Trait. 

Seattle ·police bike•palrol units
searched lhe trail up lo the cily limit,
al 145th Street. There, they handed off
the search to King County bicycle
patrol officers, who searched to Ken
more, where"local police look over . 

. __
-

'.:· · t1·\::�«j"-6 ,. :ru.,. · · •�u1L>'.�·::�:,.;e,...:..,_;_ ·. '... ···-•.,• ··

•� f]!:).JI ,"",••••• • • .,"' ��r..("""' I 

. 'lino mi'lf ,i, sma1 -· 'i'ple : " • · ·'"""1�•• . .....---·r••··""• .... ,f".��,,.,,. ,,. ·�,--- ..... 

; l�i�� ��;it.�,t�;t�!�;�; ' .: ;.YOu�t''�yclist vanishes
��:!'."ti�

o
�a�i� :�:��.��:. ··on Bur'1 

.... e G1·1man T ·1' males and neighbors began distribut• . . . .I\: • , ra1 
I !njiblack-ond,whlte fliers, They-show , •. ·.=:::;::=:==:::==.---:-======-

( e. :!;foot 10-inch young woman· with !' :r:. · ·}' I 4-,.. 

( StJ11,ight, shoulder-length hair. : yll S 11LCmet chat 
; �oorn use investigated 

or 44th Ave
nue Northeast 
for a 21/i-hour 
bike ridt'. 
along the trnll. 

. ·.·•: ;�',; ·� ;_ .. .. --:•, 
. . .. ' •• a,.,, .. - • 

THE SEATTLE TIMES 

. . 
f • 

• • ": �i
. _., •�1:, �1oll • • f

,_I Court Judge Williarrl Uwyer, who took tiie u .S. 
· Forest Service to task for not implementing 
' the Northwest Forest Plan as promised. The
\.. agency was not properly surveying lands eyed
:;• for tim.6er sales before they were logged, 

Dwyer ruled last month. 

:, Girl vanishes; police Join search·

SEATTLE - A 15-ye'ar•old E,>irl who
went on a solo bike ride Tuesday morning

has disappeared, according 
,. to her famjly.. . . . ., , 

Nicole Miller put her .. ::· �
helmet on, filled her water 
bottle and jumped on her · 
black Huffy bicycle for a . , 
ride on lhe Burke-Gilman 

. . . '?.'-�cq,rd!ng to �er �

� ' · mother, Carolyn Miller,• ·iJ'
;>;t'• \ � � 

• - • I 
. I • • . � • - ,\ 

.ff'lt;o/,e;-.:-.··· �,: ·.i ·Zt;��ne ��.l}ajte<!�J��;i1.·,
· ,:,,··'# �;� �'-bid R6&tJelt-Hig.i!!;;,; · ·· ·· ·. 1 ·slf/li&1n·o¥e-liiill -r�. ·

.. · p. - . , 

By KIMBERLY A.C. WILSON 
•·•• l'•I HP.l'Oll'rP.11 

· ' l On any given day this sum�er
15-year-old Nicole Miller might g�

. , f?: a brisk bike ride up the Burke-
1G1lman Trail, Or she might log onto 

:·�er family's computer and socialize
,�!! ah fnfemet"chat room. 
: -· .,· In the wnke of her disappear. �nee Tuesday ,momin�, Seattle po
. -f1ce are focusmg their search for 
·· clues in the leen's two ravorilc
· places.

, , One, an urban forest.
' The other, cyberspace.

"Yo� h_ave a l!i-year-old girl who
goes m1ss111g, who doesn't l1ave a
.histocy or running away .

. 
Did she get

llbducled on tr1e Burke,Gilman
, Trail? Did she meet someone from
th� Internet? We don't know yet,"

· sa!d Ray Holm, a detective In the
misslng•r.ersons unit.
:· Family members las saw MilJer
around 11 Tuesday morning, when

.she left her home in the 6200 block

IN.)&11 11 , ... etikmzt

,,,

. }v� 
Nicole Miller 
police. 

When Ni
cole hodn'I re
turned by din, 
ner time lhnt 
night, her par
ents, Carolyn 
and Steve 
Miller, ca llcd 

"Thi� !S the kind of thing you see 
on televisron about other families •· 
her distraught father said last night 

Steve Miller, a Bellevue busi
nessman, spoke with Nicole ju.� 
momenfs before she rode off Tues• 
day. Nothing seemed amiss, he said.

."She seemed like she always dicJ:
excited and energetic . . . sort of a 
combination or the all•American kid 
and a new-age hippy," he said. 

She wasn't planning to run 
away, her dad added.

"There had been no arguing no 
fighting, no dissension before °i:he 
lelt," he explained. "F'or her not to 

See ttfiSSING, Page BS 

II Joa, .425& SM ctJlWt4&i!MiS4 

� .... -· . :- ' ·,, , � � 
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Police search for rape suspec\ 
■ Man suspected of
raping and choking two
girls, 8 and 14,  allegedly
shot at officers

· 
ay y grabbing a sher iffs 

deputy's gun and shooling al ofl1-
cers, authori ties say. 

None of lhe officers was hit .  
Po l i ce  sa id  they might have 
wounded lhe suspect, idenlifled 
by Genesee County Sheriffs" LL 
Mike Rau as Jack Duane Ha l l ,  
34, ofVienn a  Townsh i p  in  Gene
see County. 

For most or  the: day Monday 
p o l  i ce  scoured a on e-square
m ile a rea in northern Genesee 
County using more than 60 offi
cers ,  a heat-seeking helicopter 
and ha lf a dozen !racking dogs, 
Sheri ff Rober( Pickell said. 

About 5 p.m., authorities cal led 
off the i r  intensive search. Orri
ce 1·s pul l ed  back lo cnco111 p ass a 
w ider  zone, and mnny of lhe offi
cers were sent  home, Rau said.  

Police are lnvestigating Hall  in 
connec tion with the rape of lwo 
gi rls, ages 8 a 1 1d 14, found 
bruised and b lee d i ng Saturd ay 
a long the Cl lo  Area B i ke Path, 
about 10 nii les north of Fl int .  

They told authorities they were 
wa lki ng a long lhe pa lh  when a 
man approached them and 
threa tened them wi th " a kn ife .  
'The  man  raped both g irls, hand
cuffed one. lhcn beat and choked 
them unt i l  !hel' were uncon
scious, P i c k e l l  fiaid .  

"He 111ay have lhought they 
were dead .  ll a ppears he want
ed them dead ," Picke l l  sa id. 

Pickell sa id  the gir ls regained 
consc iousness som� l ime la ter  
and wandered a long the path. ·A 
res ident  spotted them and ca lled 
authorilies . Oath were rele a sed 
fro m a hosplla l  Monday. 

1 1 1 \'est igators l i nked the sus 
p ect. who appn renll y doesn't 
have a c rim ina l  record , lo the 
assau l ts fro,n a li p ,  Pi'cke l l  said .  
He wou ld  not e l aborate. 

, ;,, l • 

, . 

. .�. 

The Aucdoled P'fou 

Mt. Morris Police officer Kenneth Silos slops cars Monday while searching for a suspect in the 
Saturday night rapes of fwo glrls, ages 8 and 14, along the Clio Area Bike Palh, 55 miles north 
or Delroi!. 

Investigators obta ined  a sea rch 
warrant for Hal l 's aparlmenl and 
wenl there early Monday morn
ing, bu t  he  wa�n ·t there. 

Deputies then went lo h i s  moth
er's home in nearhy Thetford 
Township.  There. P icke l l  sa id ,  
the suspect  ambushed a deputy 
who wns approachi ng at about 5 
a .111 .  Monday. 

"He j u mped from the  garage 
and tried to turn t h e  barrel 
toward her," P i cke l l  said. "She 
was fighting for her  l i fe. She d id 
everyth ing righl. Then he turned 
on the two detectives and they 
returned fi re ."  

John Ch risti an ,  Ha l l 's half  
brother, said Hal l  may have been 
sta rtled by the deJlllties '  early 
morn ing  a rr ival .  

"He may have thought someone 
else was after h i 111 .'' Ch risti a n  
said .  " I  fi nd  i t  unbel ievable that  

! f  i i  was an o ffi c e r  in un i  form he
would have reacted lhls way."

Through sporad ic  rainfal l ,  offi
ce rs in camou fl age and race 
pa inl rod� a l l -terra in veh i cles 
wlth a ssau lt  r i fl es strapped to 
thei r  backs looking for Ha l l .  
They also wen t  door-to-door i n  
t h e  area s earching for Ha l l ,  who 
is  wh i le, 5-fool-4, 135 pouncls 
with b lack hair  and hazel  eyes .  

It was difl1cu It to tell wiiere lhe 
suspect may have gone bec11use 
of the area ·s dense fol iage, Pi ck-
ell said .  

. .  

"There's drains ,  there's creek 
beds, there's deer  b l i n cls i n  
there. J I  · s  horrible;·  h e  said. 

Ho l l  i s  fa m i l i ar with lhe ter
ra i n  a n d  may h ave escapecl ,  
Chrls l ian 1, � i d .  

Other t h a n  a d runken d riv ing 
afl'est and proble111s paying child 
support for his son, Ha lt  had no 

troub le  w i t h  the l aw ,  C h risti a n  
said. 

"I  know in my hem·t of  hearts 
that  this ls  no t someth ing my 
brother would h ave d o n e," h e  
sa id. " I  don ·t fu l ly understand 
what is going on." 

Christi a n  s a i d  l ie fea red  
authorities nrny be quick lo use  
l ethal ft> rce i f  lhes find Ba l l .  

" I  lhink they're looking for the 
wrong person. I hope !hey spa re 
his l ife so they can fi nd ou t.'' he 
sa l t! .  "Thal concerns me more 
than anythi ng.' " 

Scott Woods. 32, l i ves a l>oul  a 
m i l e  fro111 the rn o l h er·s house 
end said he !ms known the sus
pect about six years .  

"He's been lo the h ouse o n d  
p l oyed w i l h  111.Y k ids ,"  Woods 
said. " I t's crn1.y. ll e "s snmeone 
you'd neve r suspect. But I guess 
that's the way it  11.5ual ly i s . "  

( 
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. Motorcyclist ·leads police\•.-·, /.?'·�\:•:'.t 
-· on· chase on state·· tnlil . :/;:-. ·:._:-�·· · ·-'. · .:-� : ·.

' • - • - •, - • • ; .-. !.- :' -·· •• ,- ·_ 

, The Citius County Sherill's Office· helic_opte)- .. ·.::� {/J 
kept surveillance w.hile··a handful ·o'r 1·oad.>:·. -;'.=�•,.{

. deputies tried to chase down a reckless mob>i;" :. f ';. : ·
cyclist who attempted to use the Witlilaccioc�eff:)

1
�-:t.-i.'�·�

·. State·Trail path-to elude po1ice.'.J'hursday night..;:'. ·-.::·/z:.:st
Jolin 'Edwin �radshaw, 34, of Hernando/·. ·: .

... : .. 
faced a half-�ozen charges after he aJmost·: · .. 
escaped fhjm police. The helic.opter· pilot first . 
observed him driving erraticaily· near U.S;. 4i ·

: .and County· Road 486 in Hernandor ·. · . · 1 · .. 
According to •his arrest .report, the pilot 

believed Bradshaw may ha've struck a parked 
·. car at a local restaurant in He1nando and then· ..
·1eft the area. · · · · . . . , .-,. 1. 

After the pilot radioed _.for tieputles... . .' 
Bradshaw continued to· drive along the nearby ·
�ails to Trails paved path, and thsn along U.S. 
41 where he allegedly nearly caused· several ·:. 
accidents as he weaved through traffic,···;, ,:;..1· 

Deputies again chased Bradshaw back· onto ·:.
Ralls to.Tmils, whil� other deputies wer� dis-
patched to otjier intersections aJong the path �9 

. guard against accidents with other rriotorists,\tT 
. ·: ·Bradshaw· was Ultimately .-_stopped.1h-ih¢ . ·. 
. Citrus Springs area and arrested. · ; ;_ . ·· . . 

He ,was chargecl'.with dri_ving while his·_':_· . · ....
. • license was:suspended, eluding a police ofll- ·. ·. · · ,. 

;_-·· cers, _trespass, driving ln·· a park, no motorcycl�· .. ·. i · _'·_ 
· endorsement and reo.isal to sign a citation. .,, · . • ,. .

His bond was set at $4,150. . 
�- �J'. 
• 

Q 
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Youth to serve 15 montliS'r.l '�-
. . . . . . . ' ,.) . : 

. . 
. . � ' .. ,

·
4 

. for assault, attempted •f,apel
. . � -' -· 

By BILL BISHOP 
Tbe Register-Guard 

A hOmeles.� teen-ager who.attacked a Eugene woman 

She said slle suffered bruises that hurt !or a month, 
but her worst Injury was the loss of a sense of safety !�;
p1,1b\lc places. The attack took place in (\ayllght. ; .r., 

Gagliano was apprellended after the victim chased 
� on a Willamette River bllie path was sentenced Wednes

day to 15._monflis In Jail. 
Tommy Lee GagUano, 19, was convicted ot mis• 

de1!1ean�r a,ssault and attempted rape ·for. the Sept. 1 
Incident along the north bank bike path west of ttie 
Ferry Street Bridge. 

In a statement to the juoge Wednesday,· the victim 
said Gagliano silently approached her from behind, 
grabbed her, clamped his hand over Iler mouth and told 
her to "shut l.;_{J," He ran away when sb� fought hlnl\)f. 

. him and called for help from other citizens on the bike'· 
path who detained Gagliano untllpoUce arrived, accord;· 
Ing to court records. - ,:i 

"Now I know there are no safe places for wome� 
anymore, not even in idyllic Eugene," she told Lane 
county Circuit Judge Lyle Velure. 

·,r

Deputy District Attorney Joe Kosydar urged the 

. 
J.udge to impose lhe ma�;pmm jaiHer� ��.�4Se .G.�.g1F 
. ,· ,• .. . . Turn to ASSAr

JI.T P·age 3c·•!W(. �i'.i�i-?;"'•
. • t : .. 

ASSAULT 
/f E�!STt:-;?_ G- u IJ Ii' /) c~ u (!:.. f::-N;;, .o if . 

)-/ E?- 76Continued from Page IC 

ano tried to minimize the serious• 
ness of the incldent and refused to 
accurately recount his role in th.e · 
crime. : 
. In addition to 90 days 1n•jail for· 

• · atte�pted tape, tile judge gave 
Gagliano one year in Jail for mis
demeanor assault and ordered that 
he not receive . credit for the 4½ 
months he already has served in jail. 
Veture indtcated that he would have 

Imposed m·ore jail time it th�- law 
had allowed it. 

The judge also Imposed three 
years of probation and ordered 
Gagliano to take treatment for anger 
management and to be evaluated for 
sex offender treatment during pro• 
batlon. 

. Defense lawyer John Volmert 
s�id Gagliano had been ''adrift" 
Smce becoming alienated from his 
�.am.Uy at fb� age of 16. Gagliano was 
homeless, jobless and hopeless" at 

the time ol the attack sa1d Volmert 
who ,att.ributed the att�ck to the teen: 
ager 5 !mmaturity and tack of im-
pulse control. · 

· 

. Since the arrest, Gagliano has re
gamed support from relatives in Las 
Vegas, Volmert said. He urged 
Velure to Impose a short jail term 
and allow Gagliano to spend his pro
bation under supervision in Nevada. 

In a statement to the court, Gagli· 
ano apologized to the victim and 
asked for leniency. 

However, Velure told Gagliano 
that his crime is the type that most 
frightens the public because It strips 
aw�f feelings 'of security and safety. 

The public is very, very. con, 
cerned wh�n people can't go out in 
br?ad dayltght and exercise without 
being attacked," V�lure said. 
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Don't go out allone on any nature_ trail 
Once again someone has lost I.heir life on or near a 

recteallonal trail, tliis time a .. remarkable person and 
student .. in North Carolina. Earlier this y·ear it was 
three children in Arkansas and, here ln Linn CoW1tY, a 
Cedar Rapids woman. The following comments come 
from a study of the impact of rail-trails conducted by 
the National Park Service. 

"The trail is a haven for child molesters (young and 
old), female attackers, and robbers. Relatives of mine 
who Uve near the trail (property a�oining) cannot let 
their kids ride their bikes on the trail ·without an 
accompanying adult. Older teen-agers und adults 
harass and threaten U1em. We have heard of many bad 
experiences." 

"It Is a collection point for all kinds of weirdos." 
"Some sections may be too isolated for <('.hildren or 

women to travel alone. My son had an incident where 
he had to fight an older boy from stealing his bike at a 
water fountain." 

In Idaho. the father of one victim said, "Boise sets 
forth the greenbelt as U1e centerpiece ofa tourist's city, 
but they don't tell you that you may be taking your 
safety ln your hands when you go there." Fifty-seven 
violent crimes were reported in the same greenbelt 
area between 1988 and 1990. 

A retired Iowa State conservation officer advises 
those who go walkin� or hiking, "Don't go alone - ..J.. 
especially way back in. Take someone along .... " 7� 
Good advice to anyone using a recreational trail.

The Wonnal association !mown as H.A.R.M.O.N.E. 
sent letters and photos to the Metro Area Trails System 
Committee, Linn County Conservation Department and 
Cedar Rapids City Council last year with numerous 
safety suggestions. Not one suggestion was lncluded in 
the MATS committee's Clnal report. How many deaths 
will II take before managing agencies respond? 
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,., , Gazelle photo by L.W. Ward 

.aw enforcement vehicles wait on the Sac and Fox Tr�H in Ce.dar Rapicfs near the spot where $usan .Vega's· body. was found Thursday.' Yellow 
:rime-scene tape marks off the area Cright>. The Cedar River is visible at lefl The view looks ��al· 

·· 
C.R. Gct.i:.t"...l"h::..

Murder added ·to. Charges against fugitive ·GafZ8. 
By Rick Smith Marion woman turned up missi1>ir.' her daugh-
Gazelle .s1at1 wrltor ter reported Garza had rapeq her, and he went 

A young man picking up littered beer cans on the run. 
'bursday found Susan Vega's murdered, dis· "I guess I'm confused/' said Vega's former 
arded body in vegetation along an often-used husband and father of two of her children, 
tretch of the Sac and Fox Trail beside the Henry Helton of Strawberry Point, upon hear
:edar Ri'{er, ing Thursday that· Vega's body had been 

Vega:·s· murderer, investigators said, took · found. 
, ittle care to hide the body from dlscovery. "Was the man's nature that bad, or was it 

Wind bending tall grass was enough · to . something that had been brewing between the 
1ake It visible several yards from the trail, two .of.them a long time?" he asked. 
:equented :C,Y Cishe�en at day_ and lov�r1! By l p.m. Thursday, Investigators had nd beer dnnke'7 at n_1_ght lnvest1galors said .... Issued an updated, nationwide bulletin - fugi-It was an area 1nvest1gators were told V_ega, tive Garza. who served an Iowa prison term in s. and her boyfriend, Ruben Garza, 31, llked the 1980s for murdering a 14-year-ol<l girl with1 visit. And il is near an ;irc:i. .�P.;>.rl"hPr� wPri> ----··-· 
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. Leg11tUtllVe J\Ulll\ l,OIDIDII.Ltt• ii._U• .>Cl Y&l,,,�. • .. 0 -- --�---·-- • 
dltors •said the Colorado Coriunls- In 677 inspedfons over the last absorbing many more student.a in•
sJon on Higher Education has two years, Looby said, the division . to the syst.Mili'drtvlftMfll}, when �-··faUed to carry out the mandate of. bas sent out 103 ·warning letters • broadepA'fYi! f! flwle.tto::.1s admit
a 1985 law which called for tough• -and 53 compliance orders or or- led,. average acaaernlc pert or: 

'f" er admission standards' to state ders by conse.zlt.. and a55esse<fpen· mance would tend to drop, said 
colleges and universities: . alties totaling H61,330. David Longanecker, CCHE execu·7 

Dr. Tom Vetnon, ·executive di- Looby said the health depart• tive director. 
in . r�tor of the health ·department, .rnent also has had a strong-role in Auditors suggested the CCHE 
Lis. · toJd the committee his agency has reIDJlating activities at the R�ky should decide what is more irnpor- ·
31 faced budget or legal problems in ·, Flats nuclear weapons plan't south- · tant - higher academic standards. 
m · 'carrying out some of Jts duties. eas_t. of Boulder, which processes or broader access ...:.. and form its
1Y The department. has no authority radioactive plutonium. __, policies accordingly .. 

;; WomCn · plan rape J)atfol i� Boulder 
a · By Bruce Finley sus�ts In three rapes during the have expressed lost confidence in

police assurances that the campus 
is safe. Poli� have tried several• 
stakeouts to catch rapists. 

Denver Post Staff Writer past· 12 days-- two of them com-
Femiqist.s ·angry about rec;enl mitted on the bike path by a man 

rapes are. planning t.Q ann them• • believed to be carrying a Jcnif e ..
selves with whistles - and _per- Ffve4 _addltlonal unsolved ·rapes 
haps Mace and baseball bats, too since! February have some CU I 

li ;, - and tben go on patrol tDnlght at women . walking in groups so 
,,1 • Boulder's creekside bike paths. they'll feel _sale. Some CU students 

"Glur first reaction was to be
scared," Forrestal said. "Our next 
reaction is anger. We're trying to 
locus on that reaction."-

'jWhat we're hoping ls tliat our· 
n· ptesence there is going to intiml• '"',..-_-_;-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_,_...;._-_-_-_-.,_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-:._-_-:._-_-_-_-:.._-_-

--,

-

of. date (rapists) out of attacking any 
DO LI b I e�·u p and Save b· more women," said Bronwen For• . 

restal, 23, who expressed f rustra� · 
· tion about warnings that. women 

to should "stay off Boulder Creek." 
,r-
111 
:,, 

1l. 

to 

al 

rJd 

"We can't be free like men .cari, . 
'o go out and enjoy nature." 
-' Orga·nizers expect · about 15 
women from the University of Col• 
oradt>'s Feminist Alliance and oth-•
er Boulder women's groups to lead 

:u- the campaign from .9:30 _p.m. to 1 
·al . a.m. The women intend for this to
m be a regular patrol. · · 
s" ,Boulder police hav� expressed 

concern about the posse, 'but ·the 
women plan to patrol ·anyway. The 

1m women �Ull were debating last 
; a r.!ght whether to carty bats. 

Police still are searching lor 

r:, 
)ITIONING ·11 
written estimate ·1rom us. 

1---------------�---

40%-0ff.·50.%0ff 
Classes sunglasses 

order a complete pair of 
prescription glasses ana save 40% 
on first pair. Sale lncluCles stngle 
vision, bifocal, or trlfocal tenses.

When you buy one pair, ger even 
greater savings on seconct pair!
save 50% off a complete pair of .-.

prescnption sungtassest 
Proaresuve oower 1en,es.' anc, ottltr spec1a11v ttPm\ .1,e once a \D tow. vou o rnin• tnev re on 

ute 1001 No other discount\ aoolv Oller eioires June so. ,990 

EXPRESS SERVICE ON MANY PRESCRIPTIONS 

B�usch & Lomb contact Lenses 

FREE PAI� WITH PURC.HASE 
euv a pair of Criterion contact lenses from our criterion Ultra

Collection and get a second pair FREEi Ask for complete Cletalls.
Offer expires August 31. 1990. 

IRoY,al. DP.licall 
complete Optical service 

Denver: 
• waaswortn a110 Jewell 989-5771 
• one eroaow�v Plaza, 7U,158S 
• L.Jkl!$10f Mall 48(,.,'.iQ5 ........... 

tlttltton: 
• �outnwe�, PlaJa 91! 5971 

Northglenn: 
• North111enn Mall 4S7·?GBO 

rnomton: 

Pa��}.80. -·---·--



Briefly 
Compiled by Journal American staff writers 

Man arrested for brandishing 

REDMOND - A 27-ycar-old Bellevue mun was 
arrcs1cd for invcs1igation of ass.iult Wednesday evening 
af1cr he allegedly puUcd n gun on a mun with whom he 
rccc!ntly had a traffic altercation. 

Police say the incident oci::urred just after 7 p.m. in 
the 2400 block of N.E. 152nd Avenue. 

Rt:dmond police Sgt. Anne Kirkpalrick s.aid thi: inci
dent occurr� when the 27-ycar-old victim confron1ed 
lhe suspccl, who on both occasions was on a bicycle. 

Kirkpatrick said police were tolu the bicyclist und tht! 
mo1oris1s got into an urgumenl while on the road Sl:V· 

.cral weeks ago in which the victim made a profane ges• 
ture loward lhc bicyclist and thi: bicyclist fillt:tl his mouth 
wi1h water and spit il on the motorist. 

. -• -·
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1hc road got into an argwnent over the previous incidrnl. 
The motorist took bold of lhc bicyclist's fronl tire and 
that's when the bicycllsl pulled a small handgun from a 
pack, police said. 

The man, whose gun was kept by p;:,licc, was n:l.cascd 
after questioning, Kirkpatrick said. . . .) 

.... _ · ---= r f ... rk '1,- .. 11 a tr +< reel t 

The two mr:t again Wi:dnr:stlay nighl 1md while off \ 

. �-., .. "'• . �--

,-
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lice otnrer dld �hile he was on 
duty on Oct. 5, 199'l." · s.a1d Assis- . 
tant State's· Atty. Daniel Lynch 
outside of court. Lynch and Assis• 
tent State's· Atty. Dlane Walsh 
pro9eCUted Lancaster. 

Lynch sa.Jd the case pitted Lan· 
caster's credlblllty ag:alnet that or 
the victim's. The victim testifled 
that:she had been driving home 
shortly before 3 am. tn the 2000
block' or West Lawrence ·Avenue, 
when Lancaster. who was 1n uni•

Ut:!i U\,,J\.ta. UO.'-'X... ..,..., .a '-"�P .... � .... - •· • • -

her blouse and fondled hff ;r;at. \ 
Lynch said the woman •f;M!I 

the ticket and left tlle �€t411 
but Lancaster got to her car door ,
before she closed tl Lynch sald 

I Lancaster· took the woman's hand 
and pressed It to his groin and 
said.. 'Tm sorry you have to leave I 
so soon." 

Lancaster ls eligible for proba• I 
�(�/[�:�r nve-year prison i

Wonlen waty·arter 2 assaults 
�ong Libertyville bicycle path 

. - �
By Rhoda E. MdOnneJ
�UNI &I-An' WRnU. . . .. 

I • •• ••�-• 

�ore LlbertyvJlle ·police cars 
than women ventured down the 
Notth Shore railroad right-or-way
blk� path on Wednesday. 

Several men Jogged the graveled 
path near Illinois Highway 176. A 
few, couples rode their high-speed . 
bikes. But on the trail, wheh! two 
women ln three weeks have been
sexually assaulted, no women 
walked or Jogged alone. 

Crimes of that nature are rare 
in Libertyville. Only nine people 
ha\'e been sexually assaulted in 
the- central Lake County town 
since January 1992. So it's per•
haps not surprising that the re
cent attacks have shocked resi
dents. 

By W�day morriing. ·phone 
lines at the police station were 
Jammed, police said. Detectives 
were on the streets warnihg

\ 

. 
.• . 

·women to exercise on alternate
.routes. Neighbors gathered on cor• 
ners to talk about the crimes and
how to better protect themselves. 

On Monday, around 11:15 a.m., a 
27-year•old Llbertyvllle woman
was sexually assaulted while 
power-walking along tlle. tree-lined 
path near the 400 block or West
Park Avenue. Police described her 
attacker as a tanned. blond. white 
male ln hls mtd-20s. 

About three weeks ago, at 6 
a.m.. a Mundelein child-care work• 
er was walking to work ln Llber
tyville when she was grabbed and 
placed in a chokehold near the 
1100 block of West Park A venue. 
She scared off the attacker by 
screaming. police said. 

Police ere not positive th.at the 
same man committed both attacks 
because the first woman did not 
see her assailant There are no
leads 1n either case, police said. 

BUSINESS PERMANENTLY CL.OSED ' . . 

�PUBLIC AUCTION 
H��

d 
g ffltitt lnvmtmy In the Showroom. tcnr, of the ftnNt from

mo.uwan �. Oriental Fu.nututt in rott'WOOd, �rttd., and 
stone-�d. Di.nlng-room Ht, tattN, nc. Oollonne • Jade • AntlquN fyralaln • Ha.nd-lJ\Ade rup. 

'Orne: Aug. 20, Frldly night ftl.rt1 at 7pm.
' Aug. 21, Saturchy 1tatts at lJ"Dl ,c 7pm. 

Aug. 22, SQnd,y stait, at 1pm. 

(Prrvirw one hour prior to· auction.) 

Location: The Courtyard II Villa Park 
' 

100 J:I ll,.,_.,_h Qrl •• \1111_. p.,.1, 

•, 

PL 
SPECtAL I 
Twin ea pc 
s99ss 

SPEaAl. I 
Twin ea pc 

$149s: 
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Bil{e Path to Mount Vernon· Littered With Flat Tire 
ByS�.Batta
·----

.,bJ oon,maten end reemlblal rid- bow who put the taeb � the tnil -� st� •loftl fhe mil f
en on the tn.il near the Daingerfid1 Of why. Pirie Police hat'C bttn 'ing their flatL � '1 kt
lsllnd mufna, betw'ten 00 Town Al- asked to watch fOf anrone who ,oin11, and � ffl>U,tl I rot o

The IOl<iside trail betft'en Nt-. eundril tnd National Airport. .. mliflt be� tkks, she uld. my!etf,• aaJd OiBenedetto. 
tion,il Airport and MOWll Vernon '1 � aocnebody walld!lg his A Parle Se1"Yk:e worm mno?ed . Not 1Uf1)risin,ty, there', beff 
bec.1rne a mi�rield for bieyclisis .bike, and he uld, 'Tide:, on the ·. do:ziem of tKb bJ hand. IJIJt Alley alurl) � In bullnne thb we 
thb ,veck a her someone cove� trail,' • uid Mike Anderbert, .,t,o" a.Id that tome could ltln be on the at bike� In�-
part o{ the trail with hundred$ of commutea by bic;Jde m,m the Fort trill. On I pleuant Wttkffld �. "Thett'1 bttn an e:x�;o
small carpet tac� that have c:au.5Cd Hunt aru o{ Faltfu C,ounty to the ahe aid, at least 2,500 peopk:'ride • amount of people ccmin, in he:
�t le.ut JOO Oat tires. Pentagon. Anderbftt chan,ed � tues on the mil. -.<th flats, aid Benne1t Moo 

National Park &rvice ¢fldals route, but on Thuncby he teturricd The Wa��on Asa Bic,"clist manager ol Bir Wheel Bikes in (
r.-1td t�y n�Vl! cleanl!<i up most of to the tniL The result: two flats. . Anocbtlon 111d the Mount Vernon Town. 1t'• c:riJl. J'ye been wa 
the tiny bl�ck tacks, which were 11• "I was etupid for hnlng gone th.l.t tnil i:, one ol the most PQl)Ubr bike ing customen (about txb � -, 
mo,t invisible on the a,phalt Mount wty, aince I ww there ns I prob- mnrmrter routet in the rqk)n. trail I, and m-e mln11tn later W :
Vernon Bikt Trail. But officiab-11re. -tern,• Anderbert ttld. II ueb re- "It wn obrioua1y a Yiciou:9 al• nlkin.g thm bucel bKk tn• fr,, · 
wamilJg are.1 bicyclisu there's no main or tome0ne � lnOfe oC tack: said Karen DIBene-detto, 1 bi- , paiB. he uid.. 
�,manttt ·1haf a weclcmd- .excu:r• I.hem on the tNil; the fVlc SttYioe Q"Clist who had a fiat after ri<fulg • Moon: uid he med about 40 I
s,on p(I 1he•po1¥Jlar'.\raii. ,fi0 ¥ _an "is.�.to hne a «IOT'll9 o(_ � om-·ticn Oria Wttk oo the W7f1 to' tirH. in• hro dlYJ. 'He and Ron 
ea�r ride. ·. ."·· ·· .

. 
: ·:' :·. · � -

.,
,1,�in'5en.the-.'ftektnd.• beald:· · . tier•Job -at .the Commerce Departs· Galling. wbo worb aJ.AJeundri

. ·The tac!G were fit$t d�ttd · ·. Parle Serrice � Sin-' .ment. The Bell:e Havm ·resklent Tow hth. Cycles, 'bath ettirna·
J uesday ·�ming...:.u,� hard r,iy-, dni � a1d lhlt offic:iaJa do not • ukl &he had pu,ed at _!bit • dorz:cn the number M rictin)a i_t about l•

.. .. . . M� .. � ·, . 
-._ du1er·§. ·'.pay-:Gjfy:-i'\\·: .. _ 
S.ugge_st1ons • · · -.--
- Tbit �IT. mlltt!lbtt Mom .,.ilh • ,ii\ that w-ill la,1 ■1'ld l•t. .. All<l tld'l yur sbc·

adrtltte1 the 11ft she wiU lbmll oryo.1 G1ft1 � /llllll IUIO'u.s.JO. ·· . · -
• Chury F1rdsh Oln-al Mirror SALE_ '239

Cba� Style. &'Wded Olm. Full Sitt ORssing Muror.'
,_ ____ T.n 'llmh Priec. Wmk JO /...asl! 

i\ 
, 

Lane Chert)' fl� Ct'dar � SAL£ St9fi
kl st m Plddi!,:f Top� -� W1lh flraA H� T .Ut ..,,t.lt Pn,;e. 

.. Undecided? W1t.U, nw,�t 
Stanis GI� Certfncstes arc 

I 

O,erry F1nlsh Ungme 0test SALE'.349

always the rig�t style, siic &. color! � ��� �7" With 8r:m Handle1, Take

·,

�,.,. -�11 --
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negot1ations 1 ·.; 
er, :inld f'rccJL1C11cy .11nrodnnl.s Q� al

ie· Cllb!e council really rcJulatcll hy lhc FcdcrAI
: J'IOUlhllity M Communict'11lon1 Commiu!on nnd 
·unchi,c, at hs lhn1 lhe compnny ohJccu lo loclll 
••rlvel)I 1ct tor , monhorlnJ 1ml enforcement of
.we would nlT«r !hose slnnd11rdl. 

guideline for the communhlcs. · ft mon!h, 
l ·IDnOYer 1'11-1( nfficlah 111111 schcd• "l.ol:nl!y we con'I ,In nnythlng 

uletl n J!Uhtlc hcllrin11 WI 'l'hur.141a)' nlmul rnio," VillnRe l'rc1itlcn1 
In roruhlcr Ille 111lddlncs, bul I� Sonyn Cmwshnw :uiit.l," 11ncl nn-w 
tonl�Clcd Village Mnnoicr More . 1 hcy ore roking, s l om.lnrih aw11y 
Hummel 1hn1 aJ\emoon and 1nhJ • from us 100." • 

�rvk-e cnllet, tuins ur, hcforc I� 
tllll i� nn�wcml. ! 

Fre m11in1nin1. IMI ,wi1ching 10 
!tf\JIC a,IJ!c �ice will ro,1 52.W: 
� o month, will r,mvidc bcuc,- � 
cq,tion ant.I Im mninlCMnte .nntJ 
11ill be ahlc 10 hoolc Uf'I to �blc:-· 
rc11dy television sets. · .  . : . 

• Suburt,;,n officl.als point out 1¥1,· 
the change would also lower the: 
number or channels 10 6() rtom, 
1 20. and lhey MY lhc dwl l)'Slmt 
11mvid� a s1e&ily h4ckup ays1cm • •  

mibm In .A r_• Th e  Cllblc round! and TO ho-..-.: 
Dar1 le11 , Des · � nr,011Allnli wnrmr modinm•· 

>ort.-, ·M1, !'rot• lions si11C1: �11ril In ■n clTon to 
'rmrcct I leig.hu chnnsc aible tcJC"liJlcm scrvioe from 

�.i!" the �mpany's corpo1111e om« T.Cf- . r,enonnnnee and cu11omcr rn DenYCt had rcjC(lcd the ponion service levels hl,vc bcffl unsolisf,c-

dMt �bfo 10 slnJ!e e11ble. 

on f�ut11cy stondords. 1ory in 1hc �I. S1an1111rd said, ind 

1ha1 no r«om• 
hc(n lnl!dc And 
y such aclion 
cpl Dellon. 
gencrnl mnong. 

The dunl sy,1crt1 provilk:s n du, 
11tit111e on lhe hiahcf cluinnclJ of 
the r,rogrommlna offered on the 
lower elulnnelJ. 

The n:vcrsnl 11nscrtd Hnnovcr hove bc,:n gelling wo� In r«tnl 
PQrlc omcinls who, S11id J�cy_shoulil monlhs. Acc-ol'lling 1n rcc-ort.ls sup-
01 lco,i h.l\'e bttn ,nformro sooner, r,liC11 10 1hc c:nt,Jc cauncil hy TCI, 

In the mcnn1lme, �illenu in tlk: Ihm is n wnltlna period or 9 tn IO 
ciahl munici(!oliti� will hnvc 10 dnys for .lel'Yiec 01ll1. lru1Jllln1lons 
poy Ill\ tAlra SJ o month for bd�c tnkc on avcf'Qgc of three 11�ks. An 

S11nnoril sal,J lhc D,cablc ·wa'i 
out of scrvie1: for more tluln • 9 t ,

llol h sit.kt astttd 10 n M-p-.ge . scrvioc, bringing the C:-OSI lo S l ll.�5 �1imo1c<l I �  ()Cn:tnl of customer . houts in April and May, · • 

Ir� � by Jd<n oc-""

• 
ward Chica• • Sa turday, Sunday and Tucuday. Tho 445-looHong lrlgata has e 
1 to 8 p.m. craw of more than 1 75 _,atrors. l ls home p011 Is Charleston, s.c.

s grass-disposal l�phol_e 
1 <?n rcru.\e doc1n't  sn.y wliost cnn1:iincr," 

Jlttlnia, !,:lid Thursd4y. 
nncn C:lr<I) In rcecnt �ks, 1hr villngc hn 1 nr the lnw, received coml"lnints ohnnl illccnl 
o :'-1Y, 'con- ·• tlumr,ing f"!m 1:,,,-0 LDmh.11'11 �i•in �.nll not dcnu, llttin,a so,tl. One caller s:i,d
n(7 snmcnnc hnd tlumricd grm cllri
l\\lstanl vii• pings into n Khonl d11mr,.11er nntl 
ho�rtl n1hc1 nnC\lhcr 111lcl somronc dumfl('tl rt'• 
r_rohlcm nr ruse into the dum11s1cr nr A bu.ii• invn1c n_nd n�, nn ltoo�I ltond. 1, lie �nul

l i 1 .  , 1 • 1 llC'C Wl\llh llrt' n II l"t!ll'<'t In r.•vc I IC c�ncl 
c II 'JlCcitl, lr\4'111111111 Ill thc• inc !k-llll, MYIII!(, 
lumfling in "11 '! 1  he !Ike ntl1·cnmns f tn If"'·

hnrd rc1ulen1�J whri.· r hcre � n 
:jinn wnuhl c.lum1u1cr.'' 
:('lllr illr,tnl 11111 Tnill� \Villlni11 I:. F'rn11ch 

(�lh) :u,lrl '  l'mlrfr l'nrh-n 1'111111l11r 
f 1•11rtl ·wn.,tc pnlh li•r hlLco nnd Jn1111cn-mll• 
,inc•r, II J11.•I ro,111 tiJ(ltl•nf,wn� nntl pnrk, 111�11 

t )-
,,1· jin • 
St.. _.1if!C. 

. Uu�n of 
!10 ili,I not 
in-llriving 
o 111cic1y.
hr in Mny 

h n vc hccn u sed ns  yilllmJ'lin&
gmund,. 

"111cy [rc,itlenut nit' jun tr)'in& 
In nvnhl paying lhc: (('( for hnvin& 
the wnuc tli�r,osc,1 of.'' F'mneil 
$/lhf. 

Lomhn rt/ resident$ mu�I r,ny 
S UO for each l);lg nr y.ml wn.11c 
they wnnt 1nkcn nwnv. 

l'hil Modn[1, dircctnr of puhlic 
wuncs, �,Id some dumpina nl<o hn1 
ncc11�d nn rnnc11. 

Tnmc-c ltkhnnl Trn,1 (in1I) Micl 
1 11111 11lr lr1111gl• hr f11vm-:< l!tr n111e111I, 
eel nnlinnnc:e, II "r,n<n� thr l'on-
1lnm's ho� .. . 
. "Whnt do you do "'hen �011 act n 
tnll rrnm n re.�itlcnt who �n��. 
'Snn1rc111c Jn,1 1lrop1•c1I n pln.1ik 
l111it in my y1111I; h � nnt mine."/" 
Tro.u �,ht. 

, .... , 

Prairie Path assault. 
suspect is Souiht , { 

- . i 

Girl, 11, dragged from bike, attacked:_:_. 
• • • f 

By Noncy Ryan 
On l'nRe C1111111y Sheriff� l'olkc 

nrc -�nrchlng for u sUSJ>l'CI in 1hc 
sei1unl n1oult of nn 1 1 -ycnr-ultl 
cirl, whn a1 rhc time w:is rklini; 
he, bicrctc on the lllinoi\ l'r:tiric 
P:1.1h in 11ni ncorpornlcd Glen  
(;IJyn, �olice S11it.l Friilny. 

The cirl h:id ju11 boucht some 
candy al n store 011 Tovlor RoJtl 
in Glen Ellyn orount.l ):.\0 p,m. 
on · Thurstlay ond wos hcoJing 
home on her hk}'Cle when n m�n 
in hi) ntitl-)OJ rmlc hh hicydc 
neat ui her on 1hc r,nth. nccoriling 
10 shcrW's pol ite Ss1 , G reg 
Lirzo. 

The 1wo wl'rc rilling in n sc
cludcll flm\ or the rmth ncnr 1hc 
in1erscc1inn or T nylnr Rnnil nmf 
I Jill Avcn11c when "he �rnlihctl A po!lce !ketch of •

. 
SUSp(lct If. 

her nn<I ilrn84)eil her nlT ,n1o the the asseult ol 11 )'(1tlhQ girl 01t 
bushes.'' u110 $.,iii. the Du Page Pr11lrle Pain. . . :_

"There was some convcl$:l1lon" i bclwccn the two hcfon: lhc �•· The girl told flOliCC lhe 1111.-,e,.1 
s.iuh. Lhzo s.1itl, bur he- declined has a fuir compkxion, slislit build' 
10 give fun her 11e1nil1. nntl wns wcnring c:u1-otr $horu, no·-

Thc alrl, whom Lilr.O snid is l�in Dnd White lMN--c,UI gym �hod 
small for her ngc, rctumc<I home wrrh no sock1. . • 
11nd lnltl her fo1hcr olloul the nl• . The S'!ll)CCI WIii ridina I 111cint•• 
uult, She: wn1 1akc:n 10 Gnod S1 )'11/ hu,yclc wi. r h  hondlcbar 
S:imnrilnn Mosr,i1nl in !)owners • CO_'!di:d Wllh bfnck lf'l()nge,· U�o . 
Grove when: sh� wos t rcnlcd nntl -31,iif • . • • • 

• ·, : , 
rclcnserJ, Li11.o snid. She did noi f>nl icc •rt "working on !I � 
rc,eivc Jcriou� phYiicnl injuries, lcnt11," Litzo snid

J. 
bUI' . they hG\'t 

he uiid, 
. 

, no ,  su_spcets who llt Ilic JifJ'�- � 
f1nli<'<' rclcosecl n cnmpnsllc scrrr,uon, . : 

skc1ch nn1f dr,u1ip1i1111 n/' the Mis• "We hnv�n't hnrl n rn� (IO '!hit 
J'ICCI, l k  i.1 ll'hilt. nh11111 H ycnu r�•h 1hi.1 yenr," l.h1n ,11ttl. "11111 . 
old, nhmu � reel 1> ind1c'1_ull Mid " our rm, one." l i e  did not', 
wc.iahs ahoul 150 ponnili, nccnr,1• know when the ln11 11n1ull oe,., . 
inr ID lhc rclcn5c. curred nn 1hc pnlh, • 

Ir hn, 11mrilh hrnwn (inir nnrl i\ n v n n c  wi t h  l n rn r m 1 1 lon' 
n foll hcnr1 nn, I  wu� wcnr inl_l ,d1oul1l l.'<lnlncl t he tletccl lve lllvl,· 
Rln,1c IYilh t1·1 I  frnmc� 111 t he ,lr111 or tho �hcrlA's rollcc nl 708•' 
11111c, l.hrn snld. M<2•72,t,, Lllru !nit!. . ._, f 

State wins!�:: 
a round i1t/ 
border W·at. 
Bv Jean Davidson 
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"Youth Stabbed on Beach Bike Path 
A JS.year-old boy wlls injured in . gro· ,.;:; or youths shortly before l ,,..,_ voter.I, -r· 

�,,, ab!lence o( a minatlng a stabbing on the bicycle path in p.m� Friday on the path a1ong the
,ncment figur·e in th!.., ce hes Redondo Beach Friday afternoon, ;· beach near Avenue A. �id Hedon-
rd us to. focus on the · irues an'd police arrested a suspected · do Beach Sgt Gary Wiley. 
·r. important," said Smll "I• gang member on suspicion of at- Alex Guardado, 15, r.r CaMOn, 

1 hale to be in a race wner tempted murder. was stab� in the oock wiLh a . 
n'l gel my message out be- Jose Martinez, 18, o( Wllmlng- sharp ob/eel, Wiley said. A palror--..
<'Veryone was talking about ton, was being-�d··wHhout-bail scissm s am.t-a-s-CT�Wdrivr.r were 

·1rndley·s endorsement." lurday at th� Redondo Beach round. 
Mark Ridley-Thomas, an Cl jail. police said. Guardado Is not known lo have 

Hior:<:l'menl-rich .candidate In. Slabbing occurred when a gang ties, Wiley said .. He wa� 'h Oistrtct~�said--eandi-•-_.,(i.,,.ghC to)(e oul between two.-tre.a�L-a-hggp�l.andreleased.----
who eschew big-name en- ·

nrnL<i probably have been r:::::==�;;:===================::;:;;:::
J thC'm and are LTying to put a 

face on a sad situation.
·. Thomas said his etidorse
hnvc tr:mslalcd Into money,
1v,n volunlcer.i and instant
tl1ty.
wrcc there i.q widcspr.-ad
:r �imc-d at current ofricc•
;� ... bul incumbents still
,ncrcdiblc influence and

." :i::iid Ridley-Thomas, who

.,,n endori:cd by incumbent
I and a ho�t or olh<.'r promi
·1htici,mll. "lncumbt'nls have
�1vc- advont.age and should
1M�r lo support a particular -
.,,.c- ... that pcr:i:on has a
t ;iovilntai,rr iJS wr.11."
". othrr.1; poinl oul. il aTI
· m Los Angele's. Council-

.11 (' Holden not orny nefeiitffl· · 

._,:._ .. hand•piek�andl�
.,r� ;igo in the di.:i:tricl �here 

. . ., 

Don�, Forget 

�0T-HEW-s=BA-Y_c_(M, 
Page 
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Md. Ju<lg�-Denie(A�S ��nt Anonymity 
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n "'°' •- ti• .. -- .... Court of Special Appeals. Unt11-the-f 
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Butler 
trail 
flap 
1taped 
I 

BUTLER, Pa (AP)-A home• 
owner trying to document bicy
cle riders tearlng down barrl• 
cades to a controverslal recrea• 
Uonal trail ended up
videotaping her own attack. 

Kassie Treadway of Jefferson
Township was not seriously 
injured Saturday when a male 
rider shoved her videocamera 
into her face. 

"I think this trail is wrong, 
and this proves it," Mrs. Tread· 

..-· 

3 
0 
::s 

.L7 � 
-

§ 
fl> 

....,. 
I way sald. 

The Butler-Freeport
Community Trail ls the subject 
of a class-action lawsuit by 
property owners, including 

' \() 

Mrs. Treadway and her 
husband, Larry, The suit, heard 
1n March but as yet undecided,
charges that when Conrail 
abandoned the line, the land 
should· have reverted to adJa• 
cent landowners. 

The trail 1n front of Mrs. 
Treadway's home ls blocked
wlth barricades bearing "No 
Tn!spassing" signs. 

On her videotape, taken 
Saturday, the rider threatens 
Mrs. Treadway 1f she does not 
move out of his .way, then.
shoves his palm toward the·
camera. The picture goes dark 
and nolsUy rlcochets to the 
ground. 

"Stop it," Mrs. Treadway· 
san. 

"You stop lt," the biker says. 
"You stop it, Don't you dare 

touch me," Mrs. Treadway says. 

( 

I 

State police are looking for
the rider, who they say could 1face charges of harassment and 

I assault. 
M�. Treadway saJd her home I 

ts no longfAr safe because of the 
trail She sald a trail user trlcrd 
to kidnap her daughter, who 
escaped. 

.. 

--- - --•• ·-- .. 
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· . 10 TIMES ■ FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1994 LA ... .. 

· BiCY.Cli�t�·77; •1t1tigQ8d On trail
•• t •• • • ·• •'t• o It'• • • " o :/· • � • • ••i • • ,-. '! • • : � • ,1 • 

n,,.t8tllt!Wrltff.' • : • •· · · \ about 9:30 a.m. by thr� .roung· men. 'fhe mt:n
.- CLEARWATER _ A 77-year-old man was i.b- 1 

grabbed Barger_ fr�m behind and knoeked him off his

jured by three robbers Thursday who ambushed him. i bicycle.· · · · ··. ·, · " . ·. ·: ··· · · · · · 

on the Pinellas Trail·near Stevenson Creek. :, , The men tooK Barger's wallet, which contained
Ernest �ger of- Clearwater was being treated: j $10, and nn away when other �pie on the trail 

for a hip injury at Suncoast Hospital, .headed toward them to help the.Vlctim. 
Clearwater'offic:er,Dp,,g qriffit.h said. �ger was· : Griffith said the strong-arm robbery was the first 

riding a bicycle on the tral11'\ttn!n--h1 vnuttacked ·such incident on that area of the trail . 

. SANDUSKY REGl5TI:R - SATURDAY, MARCH d, 1995

my �tereo was missing, and a 
speak� was ruined! 

Abby, my message is this: U you 
Hi�ers· ,�earn they can't 
walk away from trouble · suspect strangers are up lo no

. go�. reP.Ort them �ediately. 
park, J wondered what they were Don l wail until they hit on you. By 
doing there. By . the time we·· • then, It will be loo late. - TOOK A DEAR ABBY: A !riend and I 

decid� lo go hiking. When we 
arrived at the trail, the parking 
area was full, and a car filled with 
young men was right behind us. 
We pulled-out of the lot and parked 
by the side of the road. 

As we approached the parking 
area again, I noticed the young 
men were out of their car. I com• 
menled. to· my !riend that since 
there was no room !or them to · 

reached lhe spol where we bad � 1N PORTLAND · 
seen them, they bad· driven off, ' DEAR TOOK A HIKE: Thanks 
and we reall.ied that they had tried for the reminder that although· 
unsuccessfully to break into an crime is our No. 1 problem, people 
alarmed cart We should have noti• who don't want lo get µivolved run 
tied the police· immediately; a close second .. 
instead we went hiking as .though 
nolhlog hai:l happened. · · ·. 

Foiµ- hours · 1ater, when we 
returned lo my car, we found that 

---··· · · · ···-·-·
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Masters Guilty in Park Killing 
BY JACKJEKROEGER�ST,,FViWTEJI

. Chris1ophcr Masters smiled and soid 
"Merry Chrisurw" 10 SJ)C(tators as he 
left the toUnroom whcrc he was found 
guilty Tuesday of fint-dcg.rcc murder for 
shooting 15-ycar--Old Jeremy Drake. 

Mastm, 20, was convicted of shoot
ing Oralee Oct. 8. 1992, while comm:i1-
1ins ll kidnapping that Slemmcd from 
,mother youth's sll5J>icion that Drake 
knew about lhc !heft of his stereo speak-
ers. 

Drake's body was found by pas.sen-by 
along a hiking trail in Hummel Park 
three days later. 

Dougtas County District Judge James 
Murphy announced Lhc guilty Y1:rdicL 
Murphy pre.c.idcd over a 1wo-day non• 
jury trial for Masters Nov. 9 and 10. 

Masters faces a JlOSSiblc death sen• 
1cncc or life in prison. A hearing was 
�hcdulcd for Jan. 11 10 present argu
ments about whether a dea1h sen1cncc 
should be im� 

Murphy did not call for a 1hrec-�m
hcr panel of judges. :u is somc1imes done 
in cases 1ha1 could involve lhe dc.ith 
penally. He said his action was not 
unusuo.l. 

Masters also was found �illy of using
a weapon to commit a fdony. 

The defense had contended that a 
�hotf.Un M:i.stcrs wai. wing to in1imid:11c 
Drake accidentally dischar�ed. 

Drake's mother. Ramona Drake, said 
after 1he verdict wa.� read that she was 
ovi:rwhclmcd and devastated by the 
ordClll. 

She said the killing has instilled a sense 
of fear in her and her other children thal 
in,·adcs lheir everyday lives. 

She would not comment on whether 
she wanted 10 see Mastm rccdvc a death 
sentence. But she said he has shown no 
remorse for lhe killing. She said he has 
ac1cd strangely al time5. once pretending 
to olTer helpful suggestions about how to 
more easily tarry photograplu of her son 
that she had in the courtroom. 

"I'd like to sec llim never back on the 
streets again." she $aid. "He was bound 
10 kill someone. He wasn'l very pick>; 
about who ir was," 

Four months before Drake was killed. 
Mastm' probation on a 1990 as.saulc, 
theft and weapons charge was revoked 
because of drug and alcohol use. 

Dou@Jas County Disuic1 Judge James 
Buck.Icy terminated Lhc intensive-super• 
vision probation, but apparcnlly no jail 
time was ordered. 

The probation s1cmmcd from an as• 
sault during which Masters :ind a co
defendant. Troy Mercer. hit a man with a 
hammer and stole his girlfriend's car. 
Mercer was se.ntenccd 10 up to four yc.ars 
:11 the Nebraska St�te Peni1cntiary. 

Sam Cooper, thedcpuly c:nunty attor
ney prosecuting Mute-rs. said the ca.� 
was a sad coirunentary on the way orurc 

scme l�•agm choose the.�c dnys. 
"We did not have stuff like this 20 

yms a!o," he �d. 
Masters wa.s 19 when he commiucd 

the crime. 
Cooper said he had no �pccilic plal\, lo 

p1!5h for a death penohy for Masters. 
sar,ng he would simply present lhc 
cY1denc,: and !cove tne dccision 10 the 
judge. 

Another defendant in the case. Jeremy 
Hermon. 18. pleaded guilty 10 kidnnp
pin� in a pica bargain In exchange for his
tes1tmony against M85ters. 

Under Nebraska low, the autom:ilic 
scntenc,: for kldnapping ff a viclim is not 
rclro.scd unharmed is life in prison u.ith 
no chance or parole. Thal is the scntcnct 
Herman received Nov. 15. 

Testimony in the two trials indic.itcd 
that Herman thought Drnke knew some• 
thing about the theft or mirw spcnkm 
from Herman's Cllr. Al Mnster.;' t•rinl. 
Herman 1e.1tilicd that he nsked Ma.,tm 
10 scare Drnke so he u.·ould provide 
information aboul the speakers. 

Thev took Drake in a c:ar 10 Humnid
Park. "Hennan testified. and l\fa_qer5 ! 
took Drake dou.n a hiking trail. Herman 
said he heard a shot and Masters came 
back alone. 

A friend of 11,fastcrs. Shannon Shnw, 
25. of 341 N. 41 st Av1:... testified 0.1
Masters' triD.I thll1 an into,ucnted and 
nc:.arly hystcri�I Ma$ters called him th� 
night of the killing. saying he had seen :1. 
ghost, 

Shaw said Ma�ters told him Drake wa.� 
on his kned v.i1h his hands behind his 
head when he was shot. 

----------------·-------------------

Sus� AP:�t� in Appalachian Trail Slayings 
Hafl)el'SF�rry,W.v�·(AP)..:,�;, Slgnal_Maunta!n,·Tenn.·•• .

lachian Tn.11 ConfetffiOe offidal.s ex• · "We'ne on p1nS tnd l'le8dles to hear 
pr"5Sed

_ 
· relief SUnday at the arrest of a · word and get him ,bade here," said 

man � with the ·11.ay1ng, of two . Pemuylvanla St.te Police Cpl. Dan 
hikers kllled bt their aleeplng bags along :. · Sullivan, 1'ho heads the murder 1nvesu-· 

the��J:t,���--����
.;:���t��� for the

ed Friday In Rafpen Ferry ma fugi- Appalachian Trail Confmnce In Harp,
Uve from justice �;aaidJeftenon , ers Fmy, J.ald Hom wu an-ested by
COIJJ'lty Magl.stnte. �tdcia Noland. :·u.s.-· Park 5emoe � when he 
Hom � In CUIUldy wtthrut ti.11 entmd the hlstorlc £utem .Panhandle 
Sunday pending an enndltbl hearing. town.:• 

Ms. Noland saJd Hom ns wanted on •• ·•A hiker saw this penai amwerlng
two homlc1d6 cha:nre,1 In Psmsytv.nla the descrtption cuming across the 
in connectloo with the� 13 klfllnp of brld,e brto Harpm Ferry.'' King said. 
MoUy LaRue, 25. ot Shaker Heights. The par1c ransm held him for the 
Ohio, and Geoffrey Lopn Hood, 26. o( - Pennsylvania St.ate Polloe and the West 

Virginia State Police."· 
Ms. Noland $11.ld an extnidlllon hear

Ing would be held Withl.n the next few 
days-. 
· The two Appalachian TraU hlke.rs

� ldlled In thfil r sll'!ep In� bags before 
dawn llellll' Duncannon, Pa., a rural 
community atnrl 10 miles honh of 
Han1.s:burs- Ms. LaRue was stabbed 
repe!ltedly. Hood wu shot thne times. 

Hom, who told police he Is from 
Loris, s.c.. has been amllgned and
mnalm In the Eastm\ Resfonal Jail In
Martinsburg. . 

Hom could be back In Pfflmyiwnla 
within the week If he does not fight 
mradlUon. 
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Murder on Minuteman 

Bill Silverman PSCHS 30314 (WSILVERMAN@worldb.ank.org) 
Wed, 07 Dec 1994 19:49:00 -0500 (ES1) 

• Messages sorted by: [ date)[ threaa ][ subject]( author)
• Next message: David Wittenberg: 11Re: Ccitne along the Mlnuteman11 

• Previous message: Doug Minic 11Re: Crime along the Mnuteman"
• Next in thread: Bill Silverman PSCHS 30314: 11Re: Murder on Minuteman11 

• Maybe reply: Bill Silvennan PSCHS 30314: "Re: Murder on Minuteman"

In Narch 1990, a woman (pedest1=ianJ was raped and murdered along 
the Custis Trail in Arlington (Virginia). She was walking from 
her apartment to the Metro to go into DC to celebrate her 
birthday with friends. A few trail users had been unsuccessfully 
attacked just prior to the incident, and ironically Arlington 
cops were in the vicinity checking out those calls when the 
murder happened. Nonetheless, the guy was no� captured. That 
summer, a man was arrested on another trail in Arlington (Four 
Mile Run) after unsuccessfully attacking a woman runner .. He was 
linked to the earlier slaying via DNA evidence, and was 
eventually convicted and currently awaits execution, (I believe 
this was the first use of DNA evidence to convict on a capital 
murder case in Virginia.) 

Quickly, this issue became a referendum on trail safety. There 
were articles upon articles in local papers and in the Washington 
Post, some balanced, some inflammatory. The murder made all of 
the TV news broadcasts because it was a young attractive female 
victim, and it occurred in Arlington (then as now perceived to be 
orders of magnitude safer than adjacent D,C.), and it was 

[

particularly savage. Arlington immediately removed_hundreds of 
cubic yards of underbrush from along its many trails to reduce 
the number of places an attacker could hide undetected. (This 
policy is still in effect, though a bit less thoroughly 
implemented.) 

We (the Washington Area Bicyclist Association) debated a 
response, and finally decided to do nothing and wait it out. 
Actually, I recall we contacted the Arlington police to see about 
offering a reward, but were advised not to do so because of the 
particular aspects of the case. (Apparently some types of cases 
ate almost always solved with a reward, while others rarely are,) 

I am not by any means advocating that the Mass. Bicycle Coalition 
take the same approach. Every situation is different. 

Good luck. These events are horrible testimonies of the human 
condition. 

Bill Silverman 
wsllverman@worldbank.org 
Washington Area Bicyclist Association 

9/19197 1:30 PM 
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· . 10 llMES ■ FRIDAY, FEBAUARY 11, 1994 LA
• • • I - ' ,. • I l • . I,. 

• 
. 

-B��Y¢1ist�"77, ·lllug9ed on··trail 
•• I •• • • ,• ,'f' • ,; •• o o 

• • • f' •• O ::,• IO � • • •1 • • .. ,,. 't • •:
;. 

'.. • • 
, 

lfflH 8taff'Wril91: · : • . • • · j about 9:30 a.m. by thr� _young· men, �e m�
: CLEARWATER - A 77-year-<ild man q In- . ' �bbed Barger_ fr!=)� �d �d kn�ed � off his

ju.red by three robbers Thursday who ambushed him. l bicycle.· · · · . ' . ·. ... .. · · · 
_on the Pinelli..ll Trail-near Stevenson Creek. . ·;, 1 The men took Barger's wallet, which contained

Eme$t Barger of- Clearwater was being treated. 1$10, and ran away when other �pie on the trail
for a hip injury at Suncoast Hospital. .headed toward them to help the_Vlctim. 

, . Cle.arw;atel"offic.ct...Po4g griffith said �ger w.s · \ Griffith said the strong•a.rm robbery was the first
nding a bicycle on the trw·�ddent on �t area of the trail. . 

. SANDUSKY REGISTER - SATURDAY, MARO! A, 1995 

Hikers· learn they can't . ����asw�;1J:55
Ulg

, and a

wat·k aWay· from trouble. --�lt�&��
g

�u:
=

.�
Y

��. good, report them tmmed.iately. 
DEAR ABBY: A friend and I park, I wondered what they were· Don'lwaltuntillheyhitonyou.By 

decided to go hilting. When we doing there. By. the Ume 
.
we·· . then, lt will be loo late. -TOOK A 

arrtve<l at the trail, the parkin8 reached the spot where we had � IN PORTLAND · 
ariea was full, and a car filled with seen them, they had driven off, ' DEAR TOOK A HIKE: Thanks 
young men was right behind us. and we realized that they had tried fo� the reminder that although· 
We pulled -out o! the lot and parked u.nsuccessMly to break into ·an cnme is our No. l problem, people 
by the side o! the road. alarmed earl We should have noU• who don't want to get involved run 

As we approached the parking fled lhe police· immediately; -a close second ..
area again, I noUced the young instead we went hiking as .though 
men were out o( their car. I com• nothing hacl happened. · · ·.
mented to my friend that since F,oiµ- hours later, when we 
there was no room (or them to· returned to my car, we found that 
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While qn- bi�ycle .trail 
By Michael Cavan.orb 

J'oliot ,,. lo<ikh1f ror 
• iun •ho te-r1.1allY 
&11&ult.od a 37•,-..r-old 
South Elrn .wo,na,, al, .
3:15 p.m. 'l\iac!ay· on 

. the Orul Wotun
Tull j111t weH of 
SL ci..rlts. 

Roporu it.ah th, 
woman trU Nnnlnr 
afon, on the Grul 
Wtstern Bike Trail 500 

"(a-tl fnm Pm &ad 
wh111 a min jurnp,ad ouL 
c( th• bu1hu ·and 
t.aelcled her, 

'nle hro n,llod dow11 
1n iAcllne that PUftl 
1lon1 the p11h 1nd
bopa to ttrunle. 

Tho woman uid ,},. 
11k1d. I( ht �•ntad 
mon17 but ht r.plltd 
ht had a aTJ>Ol<Uttlnr 

. ltnlr, in hil hand and 
told ll.r ir 1h1 did not 
uop ltrli,rllne, 1he 
trould be cul.· 

Tho man thtn p111lt<l 
down th• woman'• 
1lloru 111d I.lied to t.av, 
lntorcoutU. wit.I, her 
bQI could 

O 

not beQu.w 
aht eontln1ad to 

, rtrunle. 
·, . H4 t.hen put the kn ir•
·•. ll th« ..-iotiin., Uvoll , 
: · and. fo"'C<! h1r to . po r·: 
. • (onn • ll&tU&I �-. �-, ..
i:• ·.•A 1l"'UUDanJor�.lh1 ; 
- ; K.1.na. County :SMnlT.:_ 
t'-..: �nl who ulcod 

�l:� 

aNI, 
'nit man i1 d-,ibotd• 

u wMta, about 2, or 2.5
·,...n old, and 11 bc
lWMII & (Ml 7 an<!...& 
r"t 10 il\Ches tall. He 
wolrh• about 150 
p'.o11nd1, is ffl\1&1;Ular 
u1d hu lcnr, llrl11 
brown or blond halt, 

He wu wurinr bha 
,iuN and poaibly a 
unit 0 1.0J) or "'mUKll 
abirt" Gf unknown' color. 

The thnlH'• 
sp¢ium■n tha.t d.pu• 
Uu an ·,till ln; 
wiliraUnr Ind.I and 
inc.trvi1wlnr trltnNUI 
b111 "t>0t.hlnr conc:n�• 
hu daveloped.. 

"'!'ht Kane Counly 
Shtrlf!'S Depuun�nl 

; . . ' 

1p.in Utid persons 16 
�oL tr1v1l' lht bike 
�•Iha or nature �I• 
■Ion,, �i•ll)' at·lh(1
trnfe' f>( ,ur, bees� 
t.hese thinr, do hap, 
�11." t.ht rpQketm•n 
eald. .

0 T11ud1y"1 11111,1ft 
. happonll<f about 9 ml\11£ · . aut of I nportad u- ,• 
11ult on I bl,7 April 114, · 

Jn °that lntldtnl, th• 
1011th told �putlu h• .. 
wu ,.,fkinr on Lh, .. 
trail a.bout 0 1 half-mil• •·· 

• 1111 or ldtredlt.h. RAl&d 
whm a rtnn�r thNw, 
a ja.c.ktl ovtr Mi hud, �
dnned 'him down an 
1rnblnkm1nt, pulled hia 
panu down and fondled 
him, thin nt<i. 

.!:;·. 

�-

Boy reports assault 
on Kane biking trail 

GENEVA -.KIM CCIU!lry Iller, 
ltfJ pollu arc 1nvesup11J1' a n- · Poll CE report 
paned us.1ul1 Sund.a)' on a •yur•
old bo)· wiJ1' 1M Oreat Wrocrn"' elbo�· &rod other nanor i71,·,ncs.. 
b1.ki71c tn.ll. tie � listr,d in !ll'!l"IOIJ,S !NI I able 

J2. ;r · �boy � r1d!nc &Jone c,n tht eondluon 11 She= Ha.,◄� 
_,,..,. tnil 1bor.J1 I½ mUts 11&r1 or Men- 10,:!iw 

det!I ·i:t.c.d t>enween lllmoi.1 � as>d The tnin and p,rsorv,el were 
r.uple hit. •a:o� to LI. a.llo-wed to loee.ve 11\tr I.ht ac:c.i-
fn,d Sien.>Sbws.k.i. dell. 

Thoe be)- had Clopped le tt:sl Police said Morp,i•s blC>Od Llco-
1btw.Jt 5:'5 p.=. 111d 11011ced a man bol ccn11n1 W1U i:oorr U\aJI four 
desetit,ed a., wllii f 111d 11:o.l: 3) !lines tM lilllit caulden:d lep.lly 
,an cld. walk p&SI beadini West. into:dc.md, 
� bo)· told police 1M 11\lJ'l then 
tµmed tro.ind and Walked .to..-lrd
llilll. 

SienicLI wt� SI id !tit mu: thrr.-
1 a..1 over 1M boy's head. took 
bl m dov.11 .Ill tmblull:nlcnt ll)d 
sexw U)· assaulted him 

MHe 1"1.11 oH and told lh, boy. 
'Doo'I loUow ii,e; " according to 
Sierosllww. No arresu �ve 
t1ea1 made. 

The lnlll may bn, t,,,ei Ibo.JI 
5 l�t 10-�cs lllJ and 18l 
pounds In Ytight, b/1 police Aid 
lhe d cs,:npuon u sJmc:hy. 

s,ua.bws.Jd said politt ti'!' 
lr'll'TWII bi'ken IIJ'ld hilten ID 
I� 1-"Yeiu,z llc,r,t WI 1M CDUl>
fY'• tnJJ ry=erns u � hnner 
-.U>etl.pp<Utl'cS.. I 
--
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Woman 
beaten near 

· hike path
5-year-old prl IUDl!DOm
help; s111pect Js arrested

ByTOMSUI 
------

,.; 

A 5-�cni !"UI 1CN1mDD11 for 
oelp all.er a ma.ti dra,Ued ,_. mocber, 
rrom a blqcle paUI -rr.da)' 11d tM 
�irl's e.Uora ra:a.ltN � Ula ama ot 
beuaawtampett. 

Tbe J0-1ur-old rict1m od Nf i
�ua:fltu were wa.J.tilzC aa tM � 
.,11.b our RJvenin Put uo.t
:30 p.m. when a me � 
oem, anbbed &be WQaWl and blcaa 
<aUnJ her. He t!natmld tom w 
odfon:edbarim;o&ftOOldlNI. 
"He also tried &of area Ule UW. pt 

llO the wood&, bat 1M bNa frlead 
.Lil for help,"�" s,i. Da� 
,rowull.k!. 
The drl n8 bame, JkvwauY.l:Dd 

cscribed the attact to the ridim'a 
,ylneod. Be aDd .__. nm u.
eat to the Aft!& ttae Sirl da:riW 
"WbealhcJ'p,t&btreD1W11,

,milll oat ot tat wood&, �h """
:avU'/' from fadal C!lltl lldfaN ii 1 

d .butu!C,. Bron aa6d. 'De tw lDM 
,;o saw Ulie wamu'I we'1t1• ._.' 
.tuce any ucl �Mm.TM 
.w"aeaJ,-dt.bembfndmi&&aa
·ampy nea" tut W'U 01wpov1
Ill brub and helriJJ 'ftClll6M. 1M' 
t.ecUve aaJ.d.. 
1-'ollce ftft coatactfd ud a mm- :

MMIJLT 
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Woman beaten near bike path 
ASSAULT 

--�from P(J{Je OM 

ber ot offictlt'I responded to the ca.11. 
·.. tmehln1 tiff a m.a.nbWlt. "We aatarat•
. ' ed the &re&'' wtth � Bro,m

N1d. 

3-'2,-'1\ 
!>« s {r<b\ f'\ � � 

;?.•j ��+e- .-

At U5 p.m. Sgt. Cnli Zubrod 
Oeuctlve Lury Reynolds u.- a .c 
attemPt!n& to tt"Ca a ra1l.m&d tn: 
ln the are.a. When the, re.ad,_. 
DWI, Ui.e om.cer. ... that he i 
and IDIMidy. 

Tbe olllcen am:st.ed R1coard J 
Conn. SO, of U1 s..E. Nlnth SL a 
charted hlm' wftb HCOad-deez 
tall&l a.bme. Toe victim. alter bel 
trea t.ed for the Jnjmics ahe sultered 
Ule attack. came to the police st.au 
w ldectUled Coan &1 her attaeter 

C.Onn wu bei.ai held ill the Qty J1 
u.aW tw arr&Jpmut in � t.odaJ 

B.rotm uid � arrest results 
fro01 the 6--,-ea.r�ld etrl 11UDD10Ail 
help u.d lbe effora of Reroolda 11 
�b:od. '11 tJ.r hadn"t N,ed 'W"hei 
tbe7 were, 11 Ul'1 wen· not u �t.Lei 
or vtii,1ut u tbeywere, � (Arpee
woal4 ban ffaded 111," Bron a.Id.
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:M,ffir.:':�� A BASKET CASE·�-..MJ 

Weaving puts Geneseo woman on the map 
lf:;��J JORDAN A CELTIC? 
Boston boss says he'd like to see It happen 

,. ,• • Cnla-lQUoO.cm
�...._.,_...,, I \s.4,._.._..,_.

-.. fl!,_, l • • • I •,' •i• _Ii I • • J, •• 

I 

� !'/'l</f)��

ll}'CherlBualN 
au,.o-aTY nws

Another violent al.lack .alona 
O.-.a,p011's Duck Crcd Bike Path 
ii leam11 the l.arat vidim armd 10 
venture oul lo his favorite � 
aarionan:a. 

The 11 laCk,. Ibis ti.me by I ltOOP 
.... lccn-agen swin&iD& SI icb, ;� ., 
lr»t the fillb in lhc W1 two months 
ud the 1hlrd within a woclr;, 

Slill. Ille pclia: dcputmr111 ha.s 
DO bike patrol. aod lhc city's parts 
dcpartmcn1 hu only one civilian 
ridins 1bc l�milc rnil arryin1 a 

/tp)(,/4,d} 

ndio ro aJcrt police, a lint aid tit 
and bite ,q,air F.· 

Tbc lalc:il "1ctim. a 4)'all'-ol4 
Dtveuporl man. - �bi, bib: 
OD I be I.rail cast of Bndr Streca 
about 7 p.m. Friday wbco a ll'OIIP 
o[ �ut 10 ICCIHIICff waJklo, 
down the middle of lhc p■lb bepJI 
hiuina him. 

He rode quidly � u,d 
,Jetted aoyoDC he saw of lbc � 
1cr. 

He ILIIDcd &mWld ■bout 15 
mii:1u1.es later, hopi111 to •�oid I.be 
l,l'OUP, hutcad. four lccn-qi:n 
approached him curyioe stick&. 

. .--,., 

-· i 

111c llicb wen: about rour feet 
leas, Tbc:ir me:illlity WU thal or I 
10'0lf' pd.. lllcy II.ad stfCnllh in 
111UDbcn," ■aid tbc: victim. who WU 
afraid to haYcbii 11A,1ncdisdascd. 

111c: 1C1c1HCtD hit bim aaou 
Ilia bad: u he mck q1.1idc.ly past. 
SiDCC he HI ridma in lhc din:dion 
or die bop" bi1.1, he - GO( sui
oualy b.1111. 

Hr: rode 10 MdlooaJd•• rcat■IJ
rut al 3.30) Bn:dy St., ju,l off lbc 
biu ID.ii, wlieR be called 9 J I. 

0.vcaport police LL Mih 
Hammes said police amved 1bcu 
mUl\lla l■la, M:llll:bcd the ■rc:a (or 

I a mioutes ud found notbillJ. 
The 1111dt Friday wu nor 

ollly iAcidait 1q10rtcd 10 polia 
Slllle liiaht. A Curuly ridin1 I 
■bout 7:10 p.m.. WU JpOr'OIChr
a poup of� boy, who In< 
Klln: cbcnt olf their bicyda. 
boy ydled, "I want IIW bi4 I 
Iba.I bllrc," Hamma uid. The
ily ciapcd ununncd.

On Ju� 10, 1 ll-ycar-old 
was Sobbed rrom I.ht p■1h a· 
9:1 � p,m. by IWO ma, •ho dn: 

-ATT, 
Pkuc...,..laP"f 

' 

'tj-
0\ 
er, 

� 
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Altornen (!ite Se.ruaJ Hara.wnent After Apad1
. . . . 

BykhnF.Hm 
....__ .. ___ _ �Cf�«� 

1ttention" from males, and tMt 23 
p,m:e11t we-re mittd b,- uni!witcd 

. ROANOKE, April 8-Vi�nli mt!\� they Wffll uieep. 
MllitarJ Institute la the khooi The q,ne &l/f'1"eY, condlJ,:1 td by 
chuted with � � dl.,crimi.. · West �•, ofl"ict o( i031itutimal '"' PoliC'c ■re eearchlng for I rmn 111tion. but it ,m the �lion ol te-1W!uth. &aid that �6 percent o( who -lttd thre-c women'durirlg the U.S. MilitJr, Academy at We,t the �tirui ch� 11!in� that �-

a nine-hour period Sunday on a blke f.oint IUMillg trl&J toda)'. lul inltR"ntkx-,,.11 West Point w 
, �th in the .Mpen Hiil ■m ol Moo!• A� /or· VMl, fiRf,ting • Mt bttn l �, 

• � Ct:,unty, police,s:i ld. • · , battle In feden.l OlUrt httc to keep Lawnn for VMl,. 1 tut� 
The -ult.t, one on a� and W'OIT'ltll &t1Jdenta off • .ampu, ported�-, for •citiJien IIO!di-tn" 

• two on cycl�t1, OCC\Jrn-d on the .wfitte they hne beffl batttd ror ill the �ndoall Vall,:y; �id t)M.y 
A11pen Hur bike t�it, which Mell!" 152 ,etn. portn)'t(I West S',:,int u orilfiMlly h.t,:I nol Wllnlf<! to Allri
den for lll!Ye� miir, •lonll Roc:k • pi- of • .-idespttlld 16\111 fur,. W'11t Point'! l't!"Jlatinn. • �-

: �- ' c� tietwttn.&lttmore R-t �hd �t ,I.II.ti· 11&3 beCl, in.lltmblr Their tritiq'Je �m,e 1A,:r lhe U.S. 
,- "7 --�•Vt� Mill Road, &Aid 5511, Tirr;.ithy. �� u1d 90ftetied eint-e the� Jti-,ticd>c:partroent-which i, &UinR 
' • .•. Boyle, ff)Ol(�o fot the ,Moot· -� Q( tl'0'lnefl 1111976: to �ve VMI', all-fTlale policy ck-

iomery Counl)' drm;o. o( the Amoog • pandc ol unltltt«ing ·cl.affi! unron�titutional-lled West 
�rylwd Nati<ml-Capita.1 Puk Po-_ atat;stia highlighted by VMI attor• Pomt'! �rd\ director to t� wit• 
hce. · . . neY3 � sune,s of � year's � !lllnd to 9;1y tlul 96113! inte� 

An of the 'incideflls happened West Poinf gndualing cwa show· !ion lhef-e tm be-en•• succn.,.• 
when lhe lictim, w-ere Alone on t� Ins that 60 peroe,t of women said · Col. �trick Toffier ' sM � · 
bike path, whic;h, inc:lude$ some 11e- . they have beffl a -rictiln o( "3exual � thlt jud�l �inc wo-
chlded and densely 'W'()()Oed •�,. • • • • uthotit � Yid.. IJ9y1c • .s2ld" pol�, • • • · . · . . . • , . 

. t!rl�t��t"�-:��-.-:Dis· tri .. ···c·t -;Mo .. t:.h· ·e· ·r: ·. i;�
es

···· red· 
Boyle said l'ilrll Po!i<:e had al · · . · -f\:rr 

least three � :nsf� to the " • · 
bik� path S<HldAy during the houf"j 
th� �,,,,.ult� occurrrd. In addilioo, 
lloyk Mid, police chN-kt'<I th� lr�il 
"110 liml'<i* 1 .. ,t. WN"k for polf'!lli>.I
problem� . The lirst as..• .. ·rnlt occurr� iboot 
9 a.in. when a 4S·ye.ir-old mer 
=� ltf:lb-bN1 as �he �printed p.,st a • 
ma� nmntr, Boyle !'.'id. 

About 6 p.m .. a 43-year-<lld ey
clisl w.1s as..<Julted by i man, Royle 
s.iid. The su5pect lfTabbed her bi
cycle as �he p.1:1;.� him on the tr.ii. 
but the wom�n �s able to hre�k 
frtt �nd =pe, Boyle Mio. 

Thirty _minutes later, a third a!• 
sault 0<:c:u1Ted when r 20-yeu-<ild
cyclist W'i1! allacktd, police Mid . 
'The victim o�rved a man silting 
on the �ide of the pAth, and as the
w01mn · approachei! the su�pe(t
pushed .her off her bike md tried to
rape hu. polite !'-Aid. The worMn
�rea� ind Wlls able lo clud� hrr 
.1ttuker. Bovlt' s.,icf. 

Boyle fi.'lid there h�ve been no
other t��I u ... c;aulls on the As�n 
Hill bike tr.111. 

U$I Vt'Jr, lhrfof womtn wtre 
a�Qultt'd. o"e of whom wa� bt-�ten. 
raped �nd �tabbed to de�th. on two
bike paths in Arlin�on. The �u�
P«l in the North�m VirRinia n��. 
Mich�ei Charles �lthrr, i$ s.:hed· 
uleo lo RO lo I rial in P.far on char�es 

• ol murder, rape and rob� ry in the 
$l�yin� of 23•vear-old Anne FJiza
beth Ror�he!.1ni. . 

...... 

· -� .. .. 
·� ....... .:·, 
--....._,_;___'_•· .. --.� ·- .. , .... "[ 
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Cedar Raoids Ga2ette 

Information (or The Log u collect• 
ed by The Cuene from publlc .safety 
agenc;ies in Linn County. Charges 
are St,tbjeet to nvtew by the Linn 
Counry Attomey's Offla. 

SEX ABUSE CHARGE.
Thom.as Dwyer. 4-C, or 644 30th St. 

SE. charpd with seeond-deg?tt sex• 
ual abu.sa: accused or engariIJg in se� 
acu with minor &irl from January 
1991 to May 18. 1992. 

BURGLARY CHARGES
Jerry Ellis, 34. of 1527 Washing• 

ton Ave. SE, charged with first• 
degree bW'J)ary; accused of breaJ(ing 
into an apanment at .U2 16th St. SE 
early Thu.rsd.ay and assaulting Trent 
BrPOk.s. 
_ Bl'f1U1 Lone, 18, or urn Eastern 
Dr. SW, c:harged with se«ind-degree 
bur&Lur. a.o:used of biukinli: Imo 
the propeny of Anthony Ruuell at 
944. L SL SW April lS.

ROBBERY CHARGE \
.Jodie Ankeny, 23, Q( U09 Flf'th 

St SE, ch&rpd with second-deP'ff 
robbery;·� or a.s.sauJtinc Dena ' 

)�n. 20. on the Sac and Fox Trail I 
arly Thursday and steallnr w. 

· ASSAULT ·ctiARGES
·.,Kenneth Reth, �. of Toddville.
charred -with assault cawing bod Uy
inJun; 4,ccui1,;d of auaultlng his
Wile:' Marilyn ·Reth. Wednesday by

Israbbtng her �-and thn:lwing her 
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Quad-City Times 

Attack i-s· not an isolated incident 7/9y' 
Continued from Page IA 
him to a wooded aIU where a third 
man waited and sodomiz.ed him. 

At that time, police described 
the attack as an· iwl.ated incident, 
saying it was believed to be the first 
serious crime committed on I.he 
path this year. 

But six days later, a- 32-year-old 
woman told police she was walling 
on the path about 2:30 a.m. when a 
man chased her and struclc her in 
the fac.c: .. Sbc � knock�d down, 
and the man grabbed for her pU™:. 
Sbe fought bacl: and the man even
tually fled without the pune. 

Last Wednesday, a IJ.year-oJd 
Davenport boy was robbed or his 
bicycle by a pair of teen-agers near 
one of the city's busiest sm:ets in 
mid-afternoon. 

The boy told police he was rid
ing along the bu:c path about a 
block cast or Brady Street at 4 p.m. 
when the pair stopped him. He was 
punched in the face by one person 
as the other grabbed his $300 bi• 
cycle.• 

Davenport police do not ride 

bicycles along the trail, as they do 
on bike paths in Moline and peri
odically in East Moline, Hammes 
said. But Davenport officers patrol 
the general a.mi of the bi.kc pa.th. 

"We've periodically had rob-
beries or as.saull.s. Our officers 
blow it's somewhat or a problem," 
he said. "It isn't neglected. .. 

Tim Wolken, superio1cnden1 of 
recreation for Davenport pam, 
said a bike path ranger rnonito� the 
trail 40 hours per week dwing the 
highest traffic times. 

He acknowledges that one �r
son can hardly keep tracJc of what's 
happening on·tbe lengthy trail. 

.. But we've done �c good 
work out there. Last weekend, we 
found four stolen bikes and caught 
thr= kids doing it,,. he said. 

The city spends S3,000 per 
summer to stalT tbe bike ranger job. 
Wolken said it would be ideal to 
have a seoond ra.ng:er. 

"It would be more effective," 
he said. 

That means almost nothing to 
the latest bike path victim. He. said 

regular patrolling by police is 
needed during the summer months. 

..I've been going down there 
ever since the trail was mated," he 
said. "ll's bcrome an adventure 
that's potentially da.n�rous and 
hazardous to your health." 

. : ·. ·. ;·. :: ... _, . , . , .. : 

- :_ .
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A blcycllst crosses a bike path bridge Tuesday near 
Duck Creek Park, wnere a Davenport man was the lat-

. Anlc aolUQUAO.ar 
est vlctlm In e series of attacks that are causing· pol1 
to search for ways of making the path safe. 

Bike path assaults .spur cries for actio 
■ Davenport police 
consider staffing officer 
By Sara Lansenbefs
QUAD-C:ITY TIMES 

The blacktop bike path that wind.$
through central Davenport may have 
�n cool and quiet under Tuesday 
afternoon's cloudy skies, but it was calJS..
ing quite a stir el5cwhc� in the city. 

A rash or rco:nt assaults a1oog the path
have prompted Davenport police to coo
sider posting a moped-riding officer on it, 
and one ns:ident wants the dty 10 form an
auxiliary polict fo1tt: IO parro I it. 

Bu I if chang,:s an: com.in& they may 
not happen anytime soon. 

Maj. Wayne Ndsoo. who is roin
m.a.nd.i.og the Davc::ar,ort Police Depart•
ment while Qiief Steve Lynn undelp:s 
FBI training in Quantico, Va.., sa.ld be .i, 
not sun: how long it will � to put. an or.
6c:cr oo the pa1h, if that happens a.I all. 

.. I want to get some input from the 
staff bdcire I decide," be said .. .Everybody
is concerned wbetJ lhe bike -path is 
involv� but then: � stn:ets in town 
wbae there arc more �ts than on that
bi.lee path. Everybody getS concerned be-

RIDERS AT RISK said. 'iberc's only so much m.anpowc
If be decidtS 10 staff the �th. the , 

llecc:n the ... ,i. ccr will begin patrolling as soon as the 
. -�� .,Jong .,_... moped - originally purchased to patr 1111:lude: ,..,. · · • · .. · the path more than mo )'Can ago - i: 
�44-�:: � ";; stkk� viced for use. Nelson· sud police stopP 
swi--- •-...- about 7 ....... . mon.itoriog the path two yea.is ago bee 

.......... _.._.. r- calls for service dropped.. 
Friday between_�� and But a r=rident who uses the path aE.a.su:m AYCDUC.-•'·,, .. " --:.�,.ir.,'.,-::,;' · three times a vm:.k says one offia:r pat

_: .. : ■ Thtte �t" to.ii bi- · ,:",. the l�mil .. -,i. will DOI be enoug cydc:i from a rufinim"tbe . - ""'6 "He C211 o� dgbt hours ad
'.. · a:mc an:a about. JO miautea after · - and then what happens?"' Jim Reisuof

the man ,m m:actrd: '.!�-�%.SH · · · · said. "If they bad live or six officers, ll 
· · ■ ho tec:na1tO&c a� tri--' CX>Uid do a fine job, but one is ool goiti � in lhe''tame area 1uly 20: . . solve the problem." 

■ A wamlII WBS beaten a.boat R.cisuoffer, a fonnc::. Davenp:,rt of 
2;JO a.m. Jtzm.17 nc:ar.·Eamirii . · who now \ron'.S as a private in�tc 
A · J:�u)_ "";,;.,,_i.,;.,.. .� �!�� ' • • Sill0d be will ..... Da.-.port aJ.i-co ll venue. �--.:;,::_"::";s.-... �-•• ':"'f,\l,!'<o'.i.;:: \ ..,.,,. ,,..u UQUI 

■Aman u:s npod 0by_two:.;: . w=:: to fonn an auxiliary police force 
othcrmenatioat'l.p.mJ'uaUO i1a:r to the one in Rock Island. 
betncn.� and.Hmi:,on · - - · "'When I was on the d.cpanment (i: 
strceU.. ..• :-,: • .;�: t-�--.:- :,z;'H".i;"; • .• . ... the, I �70s� we were always shon, .. be! •: '=!;$.,__-, .. ;-�·.· ---�:::� ! · . ·:-And �•s a-lot of.� ow.th�, 

Jt is oot a decision be will make 
lightly, Ndson added. bealr.e staffing l.bc
bike palb '"'uld mean pulling an offio::r 
offthestm::ts. 

_ ,want to be pol,ic:e'oflkc:rs, but don't w.
! ··10 mess with getting t\ie � · "We ooed to ai:t rcw,-:- be added.•

they don't nip this DOW, it's going 10 gc
�rsc :and v.t>rsc. We pay a lot of taxes
this. It sbou!d be safe." 

Rcislroffc:r�gfflt his idta to I
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Davenport panel 
is cool to call 
for special police 

·--� Path i'ncidents prompt outcry
' 

� Jeff Ewolitt 
J ._ 

QUA
D-CITY. TIMES 

'1 /94 
-.-. The ci� of Davenport probably will not form an 

auxiliary police force to patrol the Duck Creek Bike 
falb; despite the rca:ol rash of crimes there, a city com• 

· � ll)iu.���ecj�cd Thu™1.ay.
1But thi: Davenport Police Dcpanmcnl already had 

plans JQ.,rcassign an officer from iLS rcgu.Jar ranks to 
cruise ·the ·path on a full-time basis. Tbe patrols will be-
gin.�. soon as a motorcycle - which was used on the 
J>?th ·two )'t:;a!S 880 - undergoes carburetor repairs. 

·. The, 10:-in.Ue -path bas been the scene of several
crimes .ibis summer - ranging from the rape of a 
2.3-year.:Old man reported June 10 to an attack by a 
group of sticlc-wicldiog teens last wee le. 

■ Callers to talk
show fuel petition 
driver: 3M 

Those incidents prompted a 
fonner Davenport police offi
cer to ask the city's Public 
Safety Committee to consider 1
hiring reserve police officers 
who wouJd specifically mon-
itor the path. 

Jim ReistrolTer of
· Davenport, who now worxs as a private investigator, 
, told safety committee members that one raotort:ycle-rid

iog officer cannot provide protection along the entire 
path. 

"I think the gangs aren't involved. l thin!: it's just 
ldcb who are in for the thrill of getting a new bi.kc or 
assaulting people," be said. "Ooe officer call't be rwo 
places at one time." 

But most committee members rejected his idea and 
said the recent incidents 00. the bike path have been 
blown out of proportion when compared with crimes in 
the rest of the city. 

Focusins on the bike path, they said, would compro
mise the police department's ability to t'Uib crime in 
more troubled aRaS,. 

Maj. Wayne Nelson, who is beading the police de
partment while Police Chief Steve Lynn receives FBI 
training in Virginia, told the committee that Lynn ruled 
out an audHary police force two years ago for several 
reasons. 

The idea of placing rookie reserve officers on the 
streets of Davenport led to concerns about liability, Nel• 
son said. A �rve officer typically has only about 4 5

-POIJCE
Pl� tmn to Page 3M 
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Officers rush to aid victim 
Gazelle pholo by J, Scott Park 

Two Cedar Rapids police officers run along the SS1c and Fox Trail to get a slrelcher for a young man struck by a train while 
fishing from a railroad bridge over Indian Creek Monday alternoon. (See story on page 1 BJ The victim, James J. Kidd, 22, of 
3647 12th Ave. SW, was pronounced dead at the scene. The accident occurred near the Indian Creek Nature Center rn 
southeast Cedar Rapids. 
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Cedar Rapi�s Gazette 

· End.the�i�l�cy 
. ' 

. ; During the past . .,two ye�s. the bo.iiies
of two ·murder victims have .been found
in .the roller dam. area nea,r the Sac and
Fox Trail. The trail '1!1d roller dam areas

. ar:e contiguous. Access to. ·the ·roijer dam 
. ar_ea ls gained ·through the Sac .and F,ox · Trail parking 1qt. . · ,- ·

· Ruben Garza:.accus� of murdering his
girlfriend and raping ·11er ypµng aaugh• 
.ter, is known to.::ha:ve been a Jrequti'nt
Jiser' of t,he SE!C a.,id .°i,)>x :'.I)"�il. ). rec;ent
·television repon .-'s.tatecl a �:oman. li\'�g
.·in �e area fears. for, her..,l ife. --� 

· 

', .. ' i:oi:mnend tl\e. � Comit,Y. 'Con.sem,.?. 
·.d�:�en(�i.keellfni.:, mdcie,n��
J',pom:·Oii�tbe. c.ed$r VallWNatm-e Trim:�' 
'These J • • • '( ••• 'to . 'iibll ··1nspect1� 

. ���� /.cli#r:e�:m -�-' 
.an·Jnfoimed.deefslon .on;thi iafe(y of�-
··trail.• .�: ··: � _ , . .-.- -� ··<.. •.'. ;' - . 

;:N9.'in.qident reports ar·e k�pt Qil t11�_$ac
and :fox Trail. I asked a . city .employee,
·:!Don't ·you -keep .records on incidents
that 'i:>c.cur • in your parks?" - He aris"{�red 
,if.they hact t9 fUl ·out ii report every time

.:something happened, '.they woµldn't have
�irqe ·to. de:, anytltlng else. :_. -=:" · 
. Occasfomilly crimes. ·.y-e of°' suc;h .a
·5ev�re nature they appear.in The Gazette

. · -.=:s�'i:11.as th11 !assault .and . .-robbery_. ,pf a
-�Q:y_�ar•old woman on t,he .;Sac .and Fox
.Trail. -:·oth�r --��i.d��� ·,_in .. t.1:i.at -'.ar.�a in•
.ch,tde_·arson, 'ra� ·;l.hd illegaj. dwnpJng. 
'•-Apparenµy .�rimj,p$.. feel is�e in tl:lat 

··ar_ea.�. -
)
: �- o . -� · -:.:.: ;_ ·.,. to
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· . Denise _Leubka, Sprlµgville
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The sac and Fox Trail, Roller Dam area; 
and Indian Creek Nature Center are all 
contiguous, Trail advocates are very 
sensitive to any B.Z\D publicity THEIR 
trail might receive. 

1--??..:; - 7 .3 Cedar Rapids Gazet 

Vega autopsy done; 
police mum on results 
Paper trail left by murder 
suspect Ruben Garza 
leads to Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Gazette staff report 

The state Division of Criminal Investigation 
completed an autopsy Friday on the body of Sue 
Vega, but police did not release the findings. 

They also declined to release any new details 
about the murder or about 
their search for the Marion 
woman's alleged kiJler, 
Ruben Garza. 

Vep�"bo(iy=MUl�.�m=' 
red •"Ttnirsd.ay 1n tail,:,,f 

�ngstde•:a•�'n. Dill.:.#' 

-0£ (?ne en.t�Jhe•

.. ··r·--

,��� 

old daughter reported that Garza had raped her. 
Cedar Rapids police Capt. Terry Moyle said Fri•

day investigators are checking out severaJ new 
leads on Garza's location. inside and outside Iowa, 
but would not comment on the specifics. 

Part of the search has focused on Indiana. where 
Garza is believed to have family anp friends. 
Investigators from a joint task force traveled to 
Fort Wayne: Ind. on Tuesday and searched a house 
of a Garza relative. 

On Friday, the Indiana State Police issued a 
press release asking for the public's help in locat

ing Garza. The release said 
investigators had followed 
a paper trail of ·1ong• 
distance telephone calls 
and a Western Union mon• 
ey order that indicated Gar
za may have been picked. 
up and brought to the Fort 
Wayne residence. 

Police were awaiting 
results of Friday's autopsy 
for a positive identification 
of Vega and lnfonnation on 
the time and cause of 
death. State Medical Exam-

ry,ln:=�s�uazette. The 
traD stops at Otts Road SE. 

Sue Veg• Ruben Garza Iner Thomas Bennett could 
Body found Thursday . Trail leads to lndtana not be reached for com• 

The discovery ended a 
five-day search for Vega, 45. The search continues 
for Vega's boyfriend, Garza, 31, who also disap
peared on Sunday - the same day Vega's 13-year-

ment. 
Services for Vega will be 11 a.m. today at Mur

doch-Linwood Funeral Home. (See obituary, this

page). 
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Gazelle photo by L.W. Ward 

law enforcement vehlclea wall on Iha Snc and Fox Trail tn Cedar Rapids near the spot where Susan .Vega'.• body wBS found Thursday. Yellow 
ct!me-acene tape mark• off the area CrighU. The Cedar River la visibh, et lefL The view looks w,.,,t. 

. •' 

Murder added to charges __ against fugitive Garza 
By Rick Smllh Marlon woman turned up mlgsl�g. her daugh-
Gezelle at.•H wrller ter reported Garza had ra� her, and he went 

A young man picking up litter� beer cans on the run. 
Thursday found Susan Vega's murdered, dis• "I guess I'm confused.'' said Vega's fon'ner 
cArdec.l body In vegetation along an onen-u.sed husband and rather of two or her children, 
stretch of the Sac and Fox Trail beside lhe Henry Helton of Strawberry Point, upon hear• 
Cedar River. 

· 
Ing Thursday that Vega's body had been 

Vega's murderer. Investigators said, took found. 
Jlllle care to hide lhe body from discovery. "Was the man's nature that bad. or wa, ll 

Wind bending tall grass was enough to somelhlng that had been brewing between the 
make It vlslble several yards from the t.raU. two of them a long time?" he aske<I. 
frequented by nshennen at dJly ll11d lovers ... • By 1 p.m. Thursday, 1,vestlgalors hadand �r drinkers at night, lnvestlgalors sald .. - issued an U:,d'lted, naUonwlde bulletin - rugl•

It was an area Investigators were told Vega, tlve Garia, who served an Iowa prison lenn In 45. and. her boyfriend, Ruben Garza, 31, liked the J9B0s for murdering a 14-year -1,t drl with 
lo visit And U ls near 1m area !:P11r.-t,.,,.., mor" 
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CENTER POINT 

Deputies search for Garza 
■ Llrin County law took to the field
again last night after another reported
sighting of Ruben Garza, who is wanted
for murder and rape.

The long se�h in Center Point by 
Linn CountY sheriffs deputies ended 
with no suspect. But Sgt. Gene Parks 
said lt wasn't a wasted night. 

"We want people to call us," Parks 
said. "It makes us feel better and 
(residents) feel better" knowing he's not 
around. 

Garza has b�n sighted traveling east 
through Illinois. Yet no one should 
assume that Garza won't rerurn to Iowa.

"We can't crawl into this guy's head," 
he said. "He doesn't think like a nonna..l 
human being." 

. Gana, 31, disappeared early May 22
after he allegedly raped a 13-year-old 
girl. The girl's mother, Sue Vega, 45,

. who had lived with Garza in Marlon. 
also was missing. Her body was foWld
several days later in a wpoded area in 
southeast Cedar Rapids. near the Cedar 
River. 

Last night's reported sighting of 
Gana had him in Center Point, where 
another daughter of Vega's lives. 

Before nightfall, Linn CountY 
she.rifrs deputies were walking the 
Cedar Valley Na� Trail and along 
adjacent roads. Two people thought they 
saw a tattooed, black-haired man 
wearing jeans and a T-shirt, like Gana. 

The county's K-9 Wlit and the Cedar 
Rapids police helicopter aided in the 
search. 

Cedar Bapjds Gazette 
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BRIEFS c:.. -Jr' -9�

Parks eligible for aid 
■ The 'Linn County Conserva
tion Department is eligible to
receive federal assistance for
flood damage to parks and natu
ral areas.

Dennis Goemaat, deputy clirec• 
tor of the Llnn County Conserva. 
ti�m Department, said eight 
parks and natural areas were 
damaged by the floods. The 
remaining 11 the county is 
responsible for escaped flood 
damage, but did sustain some 
rain damage. 

Most of the · damage was to 
user areas such as the boat-rent• 
al areas, campgrounds and boat
ramps. In some cases, roads and 
culverts were washed out or 
there was a tremendous amount 
.or sand deposited, Goemaat said. 

Pinicon Ridge County Park 
was hit the hardest in terms of 
dollar amount, Goemaiit .said. 
The C loop at Flying Squirrel 
Campground in the park is 
closed because of damages, and 
recent rain has caused officials 
to close the A loop. 

Also hit hard were three natu
ral areas: Matsell Bridge, North 
Cedar and Palisades. 

Goemaat said he does not 
know the estimated cost of dam• 
ages recorded by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
representatives who examined 
the areas about 10 days ago. 
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Murder. Police say statements 'a confession' 
■ Ftom page , A 
ea� and lhtn hit him over U,e which he wa.s charJtd with url• 
head -,;Jth ll rod< tnd likely with ous 1uaull ror punching som� 
,otntthlnl tJ.H, . one in lht fa� and injurinc 

Panoo l,bai Id! �,;, lhem. 
wbem bt ta,·::.� down.-tbi.� "Bennie's always bttn a rood 
baa ,nd lldl ot ,bl.a bMII �; bo�•." his mother insistrd. "I 
Ill(. llJld!r ·• raDrold � · don't know what's happenin& 
Dear the J'Oller" da.m '•alcicf tbs,. here." 
Cedar Rlffl' 111 � � Heldeucheil's father, di$• 
�141. l&ld ·P'aX.·..,, traui)il ind angry. said ht knew 
· Fox and ,usulVlt Chier Bruce Ultle or Pierson. 
tern wett ealling Pierson's ad• "I don't even know Whal he ml.uiollJ 10 detectives "a confl!S• looks I.U(e." &aid Dtn Heidersion." scheiL "but I want to know 
: In lntt1Ylt"''S with pol!re and w�t hr looks like." 
members'. or lhe famu1u of Pler- on Monday anernoon. Pienon ,on ind H•lderscheu. II was not looked like a Jail inmate In entlltly cleu how w•U the two orani:e Jail unl!orm as he m�d• k.nev.· uch other. his lnlila.J appearance in court. ' But lh� llitervlew!, alone He was held In jail on S200.000 with details In th� formal Llnn bond and faces a mandatory life Count_r attornty s complaint unttnce In prison If convicted. ch�r,1n1 Pierson with first• Eichl vears uo Plenon �•Cl'M murder. Jn�lall lhat: looked dlirennt. · • Pierson apparenUy' met Hel• 

der-scheif on Thund,y evenIDg 
•• the latttr ,..a., 1e111nc olT 
v.·ork al I.hr Taco Kid l"eSta.\l• 
rant. 3t29 Fim Ave. St. 
; • The two then went oul 

drlnkln&, with Heldtrschelt ap, 
i,annUy Jll.Yln& the lJ.b. Pierson 
tiad no job; Hefdtr1eheil had 
two Job, - 1\11.1 Lime' u the 
r:,is1.1ur.ant and dellverlnc ntwi• 
papers in the momtni. Hefd•r• 
s:ctieit was Oush with cuh from 
J!,i-Ydays &I bolh job.$. 
' • The two Wtl"t drlnkini II • 

tiar llnlil about 11 p.m. and then 
left roeelher lo eo O\lt 10 the 
� River. Both l..lked 10 Osh. 
and bolh appa.nntly round the 
i:oiler dam ;area a comtoruble 
pl.act lo lwu OUI. 
: • Onc:e fn lhe d..1m area. Pier, 

son stop� hi! ear llld beat 
Helderschelt to dealh. 

• About an how aner leaving 
the tavern with HelderschelL 
Pierson rerumed. WllnH.su &aid 
several thinr, were dLa"erent: He 
was alone, had blood on his 
hands and ClolhiJle. lb.shed a 
lar� .11moun1 or cash and a 
wallet he had nol had urllet, 
and made on, nftnnc-e It> hit• 
tinr •nil leavi.nc aom!'One near 
the roUer dam. 

TWO flSH£RllfEN found 
HeldtNchell'1 body about 9:lS 
a.m. Sunday and ealled po!ltt. 

Later Sunda1, detectJWf had 
ldenl1fied Pierson u th• s,e-non 
whti was Lut r.etn with Hd�r
sthtll. Tot)' contacttd hlrn and 
asked him lo come to lhe Pollet 
Depanment. He dld. 

Ht wu not • su.,pec1 when he 
arrived, but rather a �rson 
who mi�ht know "'hat happen..! 
to Htldench1lt. That chanced u 
detectlYH Jurned mo� from 
witness-es. Al 2:U un. Monday, 
Pierson w11 uruted and 
char-std wllh llnt-de,ne mur
dtr. 
: By daytime Monday, neither 

Heidencheit's Cather, D•n. nor 
Pm-son's mother, Kathy, could 
believt what had happened.. 
: The murder vlc:tltn and the 

man charsed w!lh hts murder, II : 
friends, did not h.tve some 
lhiN:s In common. 

: Helderschei1, of Qlo Glen
brook Dr. SE. ,..as twd,worltini; 
Pierson, who had bf.en· uvini 
v:ilh h!,i snolher and llite<I his 
addrns u 3321 Pioneer Ave, St, 
1&.·:u inhl.-.,, 117flh • bOQr work 

Ht WAS 16 THEN' and was 
11andmi !or a i:roup ph010 on 
the 11tps of lhe Cedar Rapids 
Pollc-t Dtpa.nment. It WU a pho-
10 of a ba.skelbaJJ 1,am or 1tou• 
bled youth that the Police De
pa.rtment had decided to tponsor 
In a IOCAJ tournament. 

'"The.., eur� ha•• ne,,ds," said 
organiier S�)-1on Thompson al 
th, ume. "Some of lh•m have · 
bad home situations. Some have 
pre11y mu�h raised lhemselns. 

"Thue aren 'I your •ll· 
Am erican hlCh 1chool kids. 
None or lhe£e ruys ls soin, 10 
be electt<l homecomini: king." 

It wu a year later when Ktn• 
nedy lllgh School basketball 
c-oach Zediker dlscovtred Prer
"°" in a summer league and 
rave him a than� 10 shin•. 

Zedlkar ttea.lltd Monday lh111 
Ple�n had a le:uning disabili
ty oC 60me sort, a.nd thlt he 
never could adi!UI to the orr,a• 
nlztd cl.LU StruCt\lJ"e Ill Kennr-

dy. So he continued his �lus 
-..·ork 11 the allernatl\·• school. 
whUe com()fling for Kenned)'. 

Zediker 1,afd Pienon·s luplni 
ability won him a plac-t on the 
all-<oruerenc-t �I team and a 
measure of acc-tptance eYen as 
an outsider amonc the (IOR"•knlt 
cn,up or basketball players u.·ho 
v.-err hls teamrrults and "''ho 
had Jl'OWn up together. 

"He wa., a l!IOe dUTerent. He 
,.·as quiet. kind of a lontr. kept 
10 himselr. (His 1nmma1esl 
didn't know him v•n· weU. h• 
didn't run .,.Ith U1e· kids, )'et 
tllt)' accepted him." the <:oa(h 
said. 

Pierson phyed that year 
aealnsl Chris Strett and Wade 
IAoktnebW. who bot.h went on 
10 play al the Unh•orsi1y of 
Jowa. And Pierson. assurt'd � 
diku, �ways 11,·on the t!p from 
Su-ttt and LookingbiU at the 
SI-art of the µme. 

Bui Pierson dtd not go on lo 
much or :anywhe�. 

Hts tnoth•r uid hr studird at 
a community colll'Je in Boonl' 
for I thort lime. but lhen re
t\lrnt<I lo Ce,ur Rapids wMre 
he has worked orr and on at a 
\'ariety o( constrocllon jobs. He 
has o daughter. child 5UPPor1 
oblieallons, and has had a mar• 
rlasr the ended In divoret. 

-Muroer victim Hrlderscheil 
also has been divorttd. but lhe 
simUarltiu with PitnQn end 
lhert, said Heidersc:hell's uc• 
wile, Yvonne Ullrich-Stam1y. 

"Mike wouldn't hun a flea," 
sh• said. "And ht would help 
anyone out II somton• w-.u 
,top� ,by the ,!do of tho rv1d. 
he would uop, no mailer whu. 

"And he had dreams or httter• 
lnr hlm�lf. And in the $imple 
ways. Gi!ttlnE a car. ev,n gettini 
• phone."' 
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1:.x-oasKetoa11 star cnargea wnn muraer 
By Rick Smllh 
Guen• 11411 wrilar 

� ll)l!ack in lhe summer of 1987, Den Pierson 
+-> 

;
· scemet.l almost Jlko an angel when he 

� thlenly appeared out of nowhere to Kennc-
e 

I Heh School basketball coach Arnold 
.c: �diker. 
� �l.asl night. Pierson was In the Linn 
..S <;o>unty J;ill, accused. of the first-degree 
< !imrtlc1· Thursday of Michael Heldenchell

.aar lhc roller dam ln southeast Cedar 
�1plds. 

I .,
r 
·I 
I 

On Monday, -no one outside Plerson's 
family was more stunned U1an bls onetime 
coach at where Pierson's life now has pul 
him. 

"H's disappointing. depressing and upset
llng." said Zediker. 

In 19117, Pierson was battling )earning 
dlfficullles and attending the alternative 
Metro lligh School In Cedar Rapids, which 
had no I.J:iskclball procram. He was about to 
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1W I 
Michael Helderachalt Ben Pierson Jr. 

Robbed and JdUed Cha,ged will murder 
becln his last year or school without aiwone 
oulslde lhe playground lmowlnc he could 
play basketball. 

Zediker couldn·t lJcllevc his eyes when he 

spoiled Pierson during a summer-league 
contest. Quickly, he signed Pierson on as 
the "missing part" to Kennedy'a team. ll 
went on lo amass a 23-2 record and come 

•. within one victory of lhe 1988 state title. 
"Here was a kid who needed some suc

cess, and frankly, without him we wouldn't 
have been playing for the slate title," said 
Zediker. 

Thal was then. This ls now. 
Early Monday, aller lnten-ogaUon by Ce

dar Rapids pollca delecllve5, lhe 24-year-old 
Pierson admUted that lie .. did something to" 
Helderscheit on Thursday evenln&. police 
said. They said Pierson murdered the 28-
year-old Belderachell for the money In his 
wallet; likely no more than a couple 0£ 
hundred dollars collecled from two Jobs. 

Detective Capt. Glen Fox said he belleves 
Pierson first punched Helderschelt In the 
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{SAC AND FOX TRAIL AREA) 

Kidnapping: Earlier crime simil

■ From page 1A 3 ~1 I - 'i'f 
warned her not to tell anyone. 
The \.'ictim immediately called 
police. 

Sturtz qukklr became a sus• 
pect because of the sheer body 
size of the alleged abuser. Fox 
said. Jail records list Sturtz at 6 
feet tall and 283 pounds. 

The new sexual assault also 
took place near where Stum 
had dri-ven another 17-year-old 
girl in 1979 and assaulted her 
with intent to sexually abuse 
her. Fox noted. 

Mondav's victim subsequently 
picked Sturtz's photograph from 
an array of photos, police said. 

aggravated misdemeanor 
sault with intent to commi1 
ous injury, after he armed 
self with a butcher knifE 
grabbed a woman in dowr 
Cedar Rapids. 

Sturtz heard police were 
looking for him and came volun• 
tartly to the police station about 

Out on parole in 19B8. ht 
charged and convicted o 
saulting a 17-year-old r,

with intent to commit s 
abuse with injury. In that 
he picked the victim up I 
hiking on the First A, 
bridge in Cedar Rapids and 
her to a remote area alon 
Cedar River. During a ! 
quent search of Sturt( 
dence shortly after thi 
detectives found 11 pornog 
ic books and a pizza-parlc 
livery shirt like the om 
attacker wore at the time < 
assault. 

l p.m. Thursday. Detectives
talked to him for a while and
arrested him in the Detective
Bureau. An arrest warrant al·
ready had been signed. He was
being held without bond last
night at the Linn Councy Jail,
pending an initial court appear•
ance today.

Sturtz has spent· most of his 
adult life in the Iowa prison 
system. 

He was convicted in 1980 of 
second-degrei! sexual abuse and 
sentenced to 25 years in prison 
for sexually assaUlting a 4-year
old girl he had been baby
sitting, He also received a two
year sentence at that time for an 

Cedar Rapids Gazette 

Court records note that � 
was approved for work n

from prison in February 
but that approval subseqt: 
was rescinded. He was rel 
from prison in JuJy 1992. h. 
served all his prison sent 
after being credited with 

· time. Prison officials note
planned to relocate to 1'
Texas, after prison. accordi
court records.

Gazette staff writer Do 
Neumann contributed to th1 

ry. 
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MOUNT VERNON 
Boy fails at quarry �,:2.1-9� 
·=An-�. �--0ld-. .?49unt,Vernon bo�.

· alfijj; on a·•,:;::H:Fnw.·ifternMn and···
l���o�lftrd�t�fa\���-�oiic���� o1"'fown . . 01 ,rio:VY •, 
•:-i}{escuers were called at 1:40 p�m. ·ano
helped Alex Marlow up.-the steep -·:·.- · · 
embankment. . •,· · · · _... • ·• 
· · He was· ta.ken to Mercy Medical
Cent�t by a.n;tbulance for treaonent of a
cut to tbe'head. ;•t�J •,; · ;,; : ,_.;.-

·: Mai1ow an.a .his sfs'ter had been- - : 
·· 

wal.klng the trail with two aduJt women
when he slipped ·and fell into the quarry 
water, rescuers said. · 
·· Rescuers said one adult slid down the

bank to stay with Marlow while the 
other adult went and called for help . 

... -: . -

C?,�r :_�us��d into river 
7' 18 ''7'1. 

■ Two'Cedar Rapids men were,_.:J;r: ..... 
arrested after they allegedly pushed 8 

car !pto the Cedar River near the Roller 
Dam around 1:35 a.tn. Sunday. · · 

Officers arrested Aaron Ferguson, 22, 
2919 Bever Ave. SE and Mark Cartano, 
18, 3720 North Pine Drive NE, with 
criminal mischief in the second degree 
after a a car belonging to Lloyd Keels, 
313 St. Olaf St. SW, was pushed into the 
river. 

··OMAHA WORLD-HERAi.DMooday, December 19, 1994

Sibley, Iowa, Mari Dies ··
In Snowmobile Accident 

Spencer, Iowa (AP) - A snowmobile 
ran off a I.rail in rural Oay County and 
crashed inco a a-eek bed, killing a Sibley 
man. 

Ricky D. Blau. 23, was driving his 
snowmobile i.o a ditch along U.S. 18 west 
of Spencer when the accident happened Sanuday. 

The Iowa Department of Natural
� is investigating theaccidc:oL 

___________ P_a�ge_4_0.....:.8 ____ J 



CB #1050 

· 6/8 7 DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
INCIDENT REPORT #II/.,;� 

SECTION I 
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-v$1�1

DATE PREPARED 9-2-91 SUBMITTED BY S C Swenson G 28 

DATE OF INCIDENT Aug. 3-4, 1 91 TIME OF INCIDENT 
---------

REPORTED BY D Grice #48 
------------------------

ADDRESS 
--------------------------

COD ING INFORMATION: 

TYPE OF INCIDENT 101 
TYPE OF AREA 
FACILITY 
ACTIVITY 

201 
310 

�17 

AREA I 

ZONE 
BUILDING I 

20 

For code information, refer to A.B. 4.BO�B;· 

OTHER LOCATION INFORMATION: Rest area (benchtable) @ mile 5 on CVT,

________________ MAP ATTACHED: [] YES ·ex] NO
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Evidence of an ilfegal ground fire found 

at this location. Several ,empty ·beer cans & a pair of men 1 s underpants also 

found at the fire site. 

\ 

-·- . .... .

SECTION II 
DAMAGE OR MISSING PROPERTY REPORT

--------

PR_ OP ERTY D ESC RIPT!_C!_}{_� _______ n_/a __ . --------------,....,.,,,

ASSET CONTROL# ___ __. __ 
HOW ACQUIRED: 
OUR SHOP _ PURCHASED _ OTHER __ ACQUISITION VALUE ___ _ 
DAMAGE OR REPLACEMENT ESTIMATE: 
WORK ITEM I MATERIAL LABOR TOTAL 

Page 409 
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6 /8 7 

-246-

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
INCIDENT REPORT l'f,<,('"'ti, 

SECTION I . 

Attachment 3 
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P$/til 

DATE PREPARED 
DATE OF INCIDENT 

9-3-91 SUBMITTED BY S C Swe.nson n zs 

8-9-91 TIME OF INCIDENT __ m�id=d __ av_.__ ____ _ 
REPORTED BY -�S_g�t�·�R�i�k ........... Ha=e-n=d�le�r-.-"'-De=p�u�t�y_L=C=S�D'---P�t4_1 _____ ....,.... _____ _
ADDRESS 
CODING INFORMATION: 

TYfE OF INCIDENT 100 AREA 6 20 

TYPE OF AREA 201 ZONE 
FACILITY 310 BUILDING I

ACTIVITY 416 
For code information, refer to A.B. 4.aoiB;

OTHER LOCATION INFORMATION: On CVT @ north -side of intersecti9n with 

_c_o_. _H_o_me_R_d_. __ @ ___ m_i _l e ____ 3_, __ 3 _l_n_L i_n_n_C_o __ • ____ MAP ATTACHED: [ J YES [X] NO 
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Deputy Haendler & the Center Point Ambulance 

had responded to a false report of an accident on CVT north of Co. Home Rd. 

They were hindered somewhat by the access control device on the north side 

of the Intersection. H�endler complained that Linn Co. Deputies & other 

emergency personnel should have keys for these devices.. As a guick remedy 

the ambulance crew used bolt cutters to remove both padlocks (LCCB & IE). 

----- - ·  . ... . 

SECTION II 

DAMAGE OR MISSING PROPERTY REPORT 
--------

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: As above. 

ASSET CONTROL# 
-------

HOW ACQUIRED: 
OUR SHOP PURCHASED X OTHER ACQUISITION VALUE 
DAMAGE OR REPLACEMENT ESTIMATE: 
WORK ITEM I 
rep'! ace pad I ock I

MATERIAL 
$5 

.. � -·· ··-··- .... - ··---- --· -

LABOR TOTAL 
$5 $10 

____ Page 410 
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�Ll n' !VJU 

.6/87 DEPARTMBNT OF CONSERVATION 

I NC I DENT REPORr ii/£/_ C:/...:) 
SECTION I 

DATE PREPARED 8-6-91 SUBMITTED BY S C Swenson

DATE· OF INCIDENT late July 1 91 TIME OF INCIDENT 

Attachment 3 

l�Jcf 2 of 4Jzi

'Jl$/fl 

· II 28

---------

REPORTED BY D Grice #48 

ADDRESS _________________________ _ 
CODING INFORMATION: 
TYPE OF INCIDENT fol 

--

TYPE OF AREA 
FACILITY 
ACT°IVITY 

201 
. 310 

lt17 

AREA# 
ZONE 

BUILDING I 

20 

For code information, refer to A.B. 4.80lB,
OTHER LOCATION INFORMATION: On CVT at bench at mile 5, 

________________ .MAP ATTACHED: [] YES f� NO 
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Evidence of an· illegal fire at thls 
location, possibly associated with camping. 

\ 

... . ""·• 

SECTION II 

DAMAGE OR MISSING PROPERTY REPORT 
-------- ' 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: _____ n_/_a _____________ _

ASSET CONTROL# _____ _ 
HOW ACQUIRED: 
OUR SHOP� PURCHASED OTHER_ ACQUISITION VALUE ____ _ 
DAMAGE OR REPLACEMENT ESTIMATE: 
WORK ITEM I MATERIAL LABOR TOTAL 
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l,jj IUV)U

· 6/87
. �rt9_ l9��--� · 1·_:�

/((

.3_,�-DEPARTMENT OF COHSERVATION 
�-I NCI DENT REP.ORT ilc{21- �,,:1. 

SECTION I 

DATE PREPARED 8-6-91 SUBMITTED BY S C Swenson # 28 
·: 

DATE OF INCIDENTJuly 3-li,'91 TIME OF· INCIDENT late PH/early AM 

REPORTED BY D Grice 

ADDRESS 
CODING INFORMATION: 

TYrE OF INCIDENT _10_1_
TYPE OF AREA 201 

--

FACILITY 310 

ACTIVITY 417 

AREA I 20 

ZONE 

BUILDING 'I 

_ __,... 

For code information, refer to A.B. 4.801B, 

: ., 
• I 

OTHER LOCATION INFORMATION: On CVT at restroom site north of Robins 

at mile 2.4. MAP ATTACHED: [] YE:S ·p� NO

DESCRIPTIOH OF IH�IDENT: Evidence of discharge of a large amount

of fireworks at this site. 

\ 

. •, 

SECTION II 

DAMAGE OR MISSING PROPERTY REPORT
_________ ...; 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: n/a 
----------------�----,_ 

ASSET CONTROL# _____ _ 

HOW ACQUIRED: 

OUR SHOP_ PURCHASED_ OTHER_ ACQUISITION VALUE-------
DAMAGE OR REPLACEMENT ESTIMATE: 
WORK ITEM I MATERIAL 

•. _:. � 

' � '!, .... 

LABOR TOTAL 
. ,, 
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CB 110,0 
6/87 

DATE PREPUED 
DATE OF IMCID?KT 

-249-
'71-��l.tf. "tJ '! f/rt'fl'f_ DtPAlTKEl!T or CO!fSERVATIOf( f;tr.f' 

Il!CIDEKT l!:POlT l/:>v-9/ 
1 ',:jJ,,i 

SICTI01 I · ·-/ / 

S-5-91 SU!!IHTTEIJ BT S C Swenson
�-21-91 TIM! OF txCIIa:n •Id-afternoon

l?PORTED IT ____ o .;.G .. rt ... ce__,;1...,fi.B _______________ _ 
ADDltSS ------------------------
CDDtlC IIP'Ol�iTIOI: 

T?f!. OF IIICIDUT IOI 
TrPE OF .U!A 
fACILITr 

101 
)10 

nu, 

ZOJf!

1111 ILt>IIIG I

ACTIVITY •t1 v•nd&l·. -· •·• 
. ---..--·· · 

20 

For code inloraatioa, uhr to .t..B. 4.aon;, .:.· ' l 

0'rWD L0CJ.TI01 trr0llU.TI0a1 CVT nur LIM C01.lnl'I' Nunery c:rouln1,1 
at ,:'he wutll ed99 of Ce111ar Point. KAP Aff.&CHZ>r [ J T� A 10 

DISCZinIOI Of tlCil'DTI SaY1tnl local Jwe.ril lH had 1trun9 a c.ord 
ac:ron tM trall n thl■ l°"tlon, ,.._ cord wu aua�d to trHt &, 

both of Canter folnt, war■ the .. in ln1tl9ator1. 

HCT101 II 
_______ ,!KACI 01 KlSSIIC nOP!ltl l!POlT 

Pl.OPE.IT? l>tscum��•. ____ n1_. ____________ _ 

iSS!T COXTIOL # ____ _
ROV ACOtJ!Jt!t>t 
OUI SHOP_ PUlCl!S!D _ OTBtl _ lCQUISITIOI YALU! ___ _ 
DAMAC! o• R!PLAC!HEKT !STIMAT!1 
VOit IT!H ! KAT!ITAL LABOI TOTAL 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
SUMMARY OF AC't!VITY REPORT/JULY/1992 

. .. · -·-----
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21, Date: Early July, 1992 
On CVT at south side of intersection with Midway Roa·d at mile

4.3 in Linn county. 
Unknown subject stole the "CVT ID" sign at this location. The 
sign will be replaced. 

Reported by: Swenson (28) 

22. Date: July 3, 1992
On CVT near the access control device at Linn_ County Nursery
south of Iowa Street in center Point
Three small pipe bombs were found at this.location. Two of
the bombs were made out of metal pipe and were 3-4 '' long. The
bombs were filled with black_powder, the ends were sealed with
black electrical tape. Each bomb had been fitted with a fuse
that was lit. Inyestigation continues.

Reported by: Swenson (28)

24. Date: July, 1992
On east side of the trail at Mile 2.2 in Linn County
Unknown subject mowed a 6' wide path from the treadway to the
adjoining field to the east. The adjoining landowner was
contacted for additional information.

Reported by: Swenson (28)

25. Date: July 4, 1992
Pinicon Ridge Park Campgrounds, Flying squirrel Campground,
Site #B-28
While in the campsite, park personnel ran a check on the
registration of a vehicle that was found to be a revoked
registration. The registration and plates were seized· from
the vehicle and owners were given 24 hours to have the vehicle
towed. Park personnel had the vehicle towed the following
night,

Reported by: Ha_ze l ton ( 2 2)

26. Date: July 5, 1992
Parking area at Palo Marsh, SW corner
Unknown subject dumped a cabinet and appliance at this
·location. The items were removed shortly after that date.

Rep,orted by: Swenson (28) 
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JEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY REPORT/JULY/1992 

ACCIDENTS 

INCIDENT REPORTS 

1. Date: Mid-April, 1992 
Morgan Creek Group Camp· 

Attachment 3 

Page 146 of 435 

Severe damage to several trees and shrubs. Damage consisted 
mainly of leaves cuppled downward but also included 
malformation of some leaves. This incident is.possibly due to 
nearby spraying being done in an adjacent field. 

Reported by: Reilly (33) 

2 . Date : May l , 1 9 9 2 
CVT Boyson Trailhead 
Unknown subj·ect damaged various signs and restroom building at 
this location. The "Mary Combellick" memorial plaque was 
damaged beyond repair. 

Reported by: Grice (48} 
ESTIMATED COST:· $895.00 

3. Date: May·9, 1992
Wakema Lodge
Unknown subject placed graffiti on the south overhead doors.
The marks were removed by park personnel.

Reported by: Grice (48)
ESTIMATED: $20.00

4. Date: Mid-May, 1992
Restroom at Palo Marsh
Unknown subject spray painted graffiti on the west exterior
wall of the restroom building. The building will be stained
later in the summe� as time permits.

Reported by: Swenson (28) 
ESTIMATED COST: $40.00 

5. Date: May 25, ·1992 
CVT Just north of Boyson Trailhead 
A subject was northbound on the trail when she noticed some 
juveniles on bicycles. They slapper her on the buttocks when 
passing. The juveniles than exited the trail toward Thiher 
Drive to the east. 

Reported by: Swenson (28) 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
-254-

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY REPORT/SEPTEMBER/1994 

2, Date: September l, 1994 

Attachment 3 
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On the Cedar Valley Nature Trail just NE of the intersection with 56th 
St. Dr at mile 16.3 in Benton·County. 
Subject complained that noxious weeds at his location were seeding 
into his fields. Investigation to be done as to cause of weed 
situation. 

Reported by: Swenson (27) 
ESTIMATED COST: $45.00 

3. Date: Sept 2, 1994
Pinicon Ridge Park --White Oak Shelter Horseshoe Court
Unknown subjects damaged the courts by kicking off several boards and
one off of the post, New boards were put back in place along with a
post.

Reported by: Kaczinski {34) 

4. Date: September 5, 1994
The public reported a "sick" raccoon in the area. Investigation found
a medium-sized female that was twitching and semi-responsive. ·The
animal was captured1 taken to the service area and disposed of,

Reported by: Hazelton (22) 

S. Date: September 7, 1994
Pinicon Ridge Park - White Oak Shelter
Subject had a uncontrollable nose bleed so her relatives called 911 on
a cel�ular phone. Subject was transported to St. Lukes for further
care.

Reported by: Baumann (59} 

6, Date: September 11, 1994
Playground at Morgan Creek Park plateau 
Unknown subject stole the glider swing (horse) from the swingset. 
Park personnel will be removing the entire swingset in the near future 
because it is obsolete. • 

Reported by: Swenson (28) 
ESTIMATED COST: $30.00 

7, Date:. September 12, 1994 
On the Cedar Valley Nature Trail north of Robins 
Subject complained of very slippery conditions on the trail. 
Apparently, dew o'n very hard portions of the limestone surface created 
a slick surface that caused difficulty for several bicyclists. 

Reported by: Swenson (28) 
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8. Date: September 17, 1994

Attachment 3 

Page 148 of 435 

On the Cedar Valley Nature Trail near ·mile 11 just north of Fay Road
in Linn County
A fe�ale bicyclist encountered a person who exposed himself.
Investigation continues with Sheriff's Department.

Reported by: Reilly (24) 

9, Date: September 27, 1994 
Morgan Creek Park Campground at site #12 
Unknown subject drove over an American Linden tree and snapped it off 
at ground level. Remains of the tree were removed by district 
personnel. 

Reported by: Reilly (24) 
_ESTIMATED COST: $200.00 

( 
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The trail was not patrolled until the local residents 
protested. Now it is patrolled by teenagers in motorized carts. 
�he curtH are alway� driven at top speed. They are more of 
a safety hazard t�a� a deterent to crim�. 

�ince the Fox River Trail was constructed through our 
property we have had to alter our lifestyle. 

the most notable change was the loss of our privacy. 
�e can't sit in our backyard without hikers, bikers, 
horse�ack riders, etc. staring and watching every move we 
make. 

1o1eighbors childre·n have been attacked on the trail. They 
ha v_e had items stolen from the ix- yards, 

11' rit.:i t A R.t J U::i'l' A F i;;'/1 ui: IN l ONS OF T HOS.c f r.:OPLE wHC:Ri THE 
fRuilr1,I'l'Y LlF 'l'HZ:: BIKi 'l1 RA!L i'i'OULiJ PARELLEL OUR 01/N. · ACTUALLY 
'1'r!.C:S.i PcOVi.,C: LIVt: FAR'rH.cR Ai'IA'i FiW1\1 TH:: TRAIL THAN MANY OF 

iJ;, ,'lvlH .. l.J, U\iE� A CITY LIK.C: GZNEVA NEEU THES.t KI NL> OF PROBL2i,�S? 
,JU 'YliUr. Cv1x:::'1'l'l1 U.C:N'l1S JJE:3ERV.C: THIS? 
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Fight wi� vandals s�ems to ·never. end 
But neighbors aim 
to contra) park 

ronr WAYNF;, Ind. IAPI - A 
p,irk bench, ripperl rrom its con
crete m11orings ond thrown Into 
the SI. Mnr-.,·s nfvcr, is lhe latest 
�.l"mhol ii, �·neighborhood's ballle
aiiainsl dni,l!s anti gangi;, 

•·11·.� so disheartening nnd dis
oppolnling," said Jenny Huth, 
pre11idt'nl o! the Wesllield Neigh: 
borhoorl /\.��ociillion, 

"ll'!l �omclhing we were trying 
tn m;,ke nice not only for the 
ncighborhuod. bnl for anybody 
who mlghl nm :llong here." 

Since last :ipring residents from 
!he urban. west �Ide neighbor•
hnnd have been spmdng up !heir
port nf the Rl\·ergrct'nway, a
scrie1, or i11-tnwn hiking and 
uiki11g !mils �long lhe SL Marys.
SL Joseph and Maumee rivers.

The Fort Wa\1le Bicentennial 
Cninmilti-e pro\•ided a $3,000 
gr.int. nnd Westfield voliinteers 
:id,>ptcrt H .�lrl'lt'h of the river5ide, 
pl:111linf? �hrubs and nowers. 
dcarlng out weeds nnd cleaning 
up lra�h. 

TroulM wa.�n·t far behind: Van• AP Pl">Olo d:ili; pnll�rt up the Oowers. gang 
gmlli!i oppP.ared on the wooden Jaison Laker worked lo snare a park bench Monday !hat was thrown Into the St. Marys River by 
frnccs along the path and even on vandals as Jenny Hulh, center, end Judy Crawford welled lo hoist It back up lo !he River Greenway 
the a�phnlt path. in For1 Wayne. Residents ol the neighborhood have been waging a bal\le with vandals since they 

Volunteers cleantd up and re- began a program lo spruce up a stretch of rlve1slde park last spring. 
paired things as fast as lhe cul- lo resist, apparently. .borhood, lhi� was supposed lo be have made enemies in the pro-
pril� could ruin them. Graffiti began appearing again·. for anybpdy who came along here . cess, she speculoted. 

"Neighbors spent their week- Then on Sunday, neighbors found to e11Joy," said Huth, staring over ''They feel because we \\'Oll'I 
end� gnln� do\rn there cleaning one of lhe benches uprooted, de- the railing while a neighbor re- put up wiU1 them, they're going to 
up nod planting," said Lorelle spite the 8-lnch•deep concrete trieved lh, bench. "They Just gel us," J-lulh said. 
Serovey. Wcsllleld-vic-e president footers designed lo keep It In can't leave fl They just can't let Neighbors haven't called police 
"F.l'rryhodr who came through place. us have anytl1ing." about the vandalism, figuring au, 
(her(' lhnughl ii looked :,;n nice. so Neighbors put lhe $JOO bench · She blames the destruction on lhorilies have other prioritic�. 
j!Tc:il for n ch:mgc. Then some back in piece Sunda_y. but awoke a feud between neighbors and The association wjll probably 
kit!� coine along there and de• Monday lo find it had been encroaching drug and gang elc- wail until spring to reploce lhe 
slro.1· it." thro\\11 over lhe railing into lhe menls. destroyed bench, but will not give 

The mridalism �lopped over , river below. Weslneld residents 61n one of in to the vandals, llulh said. Tht'v 
the wn1111c-r. anrt \wn weeks ago Volunteers used e rope 10 haul the city's mosl successful Crime will repair lhe mini-park el'ery 
1hr n�i,llhlmrs decided to Add two the bcnrh, now broken into sev- Walch programs, Huth said. They lime lhe vandals strike. 
sturdy plastic p;irk benche� eral pieces, back up the riv- have turned over names and "We'll regroup and we'll redo 
nverlonking the ri1·cr. erinrnk license plate numbers of numer- it," Huth said. "We ma�· cry tod::iy 

It was l11n much (or lite 1·11ndnls "'This wasn·t jui-t !or the heigh• ous suspects lo police, and may ... but we'll do It again.'' 
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-, -·�--:-:--:---- . 
t>annos would not comment on nomlc deve10$fil@lit db. I · · 

the extent of his involve�ent or · Tbe· lndiana General Assembly 

Woman says #.i*-!l µi�d 
to assault her··m!,

j

park 
Park officials, 
police say they 
have a suspect 
by Ken Kosky 
The Vidette-Messenger 

CENTER TWP. - Police are 
investigating an attempted sex
ual assault that allegedly oc
curred Monday morning ln 
Rogers-Lakewood Park. 

A 23-year-old Hammond 
woman told COWlty police she 
went to the park shortly before 
10:30 · a.m. to read for awhile 
while wafting to go to a doctor's 
appointment in Valparaiso.· 

She• told county police she 
walk�d near the water and sat on 
the grass, at whlch time an older 
white male who was carrying a 
fishing pole and baJt approached. 

She said the man began fishing 
near her, and started a conver• 
sation. She said the man asked 
her U she ever had sex and asked 
hei: to go to the woods with him. 
The man allegedly said he would 
only have sex lf she wanted to -
that he wouldn't rape her. 

The woman, who was 10 feet 
away from the man, said the 

man then · asked her if .. she 
wanted to fish with him. 

She told the man she had an 
. :cru��ent,_and began w�g 

She told police she felt scrat
ching on her right leg and was 
knoclted to the groWld, face 
down. · She said the suspect 
reached under her skirt and cut 
off her panUes, then reached up 
her skirt. · · 

The woman said she broke free 
and ran to her car. She said the 
suspect didn't follow her, but 
ratfler asked her to bring a fish- · 
ing pole next time because he 
needed a parliler. · 

Officer·· Rollie Sanders re
sponded tQ 'the park

1 
but none of 

the people he talkea to �ad seen 
anyone matching the suspect's 
descrlpUon: 

Park officials, however, had : -
seen him there. One official 
identified the man.· 

Police went to the suspect's 
home, end a message was left to 
call police. The invesUgation is 
continuing. · 

An attendant at the park told 
police the suspect has harassed 
and bothered several young girls 
ln the past. 
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German couple attacked while hiking 
Two visitors 

latest :victims 

of the violence 
By RI cbard Pr!oc 
USA TODAY 

Four more shots bc,nrd 
roWld tbc world bAvo left ,. 
German loutl.5' de=ld, Iler bu,. 
bond crillcally 'ltO\Ulded and 
the US. iourtsrn IDdu:suy llgllln 
sttuggling ID m1n1m1:z.e Ille n:>
U0tl'S g,owicg � A3 QA W>
safc desttnadon. 

la on U.cu.lSUOI move. lbe Rlv
crsklc County :sbertll's depart• 
mcnt Tuesday wiLbllcld Ille 
names or Ille Getman C011plc 
�h.cx during n blkl: Mand:.y 
lhn>ugll lbc San Jadnio Moun
tain, nesu- ldyllwl.ld. C6lil.. 90 
mlle:i casa al Las �es. 

Allhwgb poll� llll.Ye cao
lDctcd rclatJves. iocludillg ll 
d:lugbier la tbe Sao FMlllcisco 
;uQ. lheySlld tbc.secncy wns 
meant to protei:t lbe 62-year-

. old sumvor - llsled 1n cr111a,.1 
' amdlllo11 Ill I>c,,:rt HospllAJ In 

Palm Springs - from Ills Ol· 
tlekUS. 

The wile. sbot lwtce. 11/11$ 
dead at Ille scene. Ser b� 
band, shot in the sb0<1lder. s:i.ld 
hls aWICkUS mcinl. to kill him 
by Oring Q SCCllnd ballet In Ills 
mou111. nut 1be slug new 

Tourism big in California 
�lom!a got 4.9 million ovar.sea.1 taud$1S In 1992. 
Whar• lhey came lrcm and how .much OWy spent; 
Tourists from oveneas 
Nallona s.ondlt1g mosl vtai!Onl to Calllomio l.n llil9Z: 

Japan 
Britain 

� 
Auslralla 

Tlllwan 

-C:--olT

Ulrougb his dieck· anu k.llock
lng 001 bb lower tecUl :IJld 
sbllllering hi:I ):lw Oil bOth 
sides. 

Alan Loo. a p:,.ramcdic ill 
lbescenc.said lbchusb:lnd fi,r
lU!hed police Wllh bi!ll or lntor-
1111111011 IISUlg .1 notepad, g,s
tun::5 and ii lew wordS. The 
Yicllm lndlo<ed Uuit Lhen: was 
more 111:m one :ta:ickcr.. 

The shood111>;5 . ... 111ch came 
JUSI ooe cby .iJtcr the retcnsc or 
o Bure:1u ol Jus:Jce StallSlJcs 
rcpon an Ole soarlog r:1te nl 
crimes committed by guns. :ire 
lhe �(e:;t In o .series of hlgbly 

Dy Sl-Co,\loy, \)SIi T0O.0.Y 

publldud aru1dc:1 against vlsl-
10fS t D lbe USA. 

Among the �,e:.i: Ten lour-
153 - including lour Germans 
- wo,n: sl:Un In Florido l.o a 
year·s Umc. Some cxpens su� 
gl::5t Cemwis � csp,:d:iJ\y 
vulnenllle � Ibey Jove 
lllklDg aoa wlllkJng mare lh:ln 
most vo,;:uioncrs. whidl DCCI• 
:;k,ru,.11y lcadS 111cm Into <l:lnc• 
cerous slrundons. 

Uwe PCII)' or tile G=n 
COnsul:lle ln Las Angeles sai.i 
his govemment had no rormai 
CDmmcnL "Or course. We wiU 
help lb<: v1ct1ms. but lb� is Rill 

e, w-.m Witaon, L�1 Ol ,,.p 
TOlJRJST ATTACK: Rr.-er.oo& Coumy, card� cororocr:; remove hi body or .a Garman V11Cman slam 
n ·ao appar11111. holdup Monday near 1l'l8 mountain reson community 01 ldyllwlkl. 

a pollllc:il issue. You CIJl't 
make n gcner:iliied concl11S1on 
nboul Ole United St:ucs be
ousc of one <:as<:." 

Japanese have suaered as 
well Two months ago. rwo Jap, 
anesestu.c.lems w�r� car.jacked 
:ind. murdered soutll ol Los An• 
geles. 

''ibis depresses cnve.1 for 
Ille enurc U.S. whenever rllesc 
U\ln� occur." siys Julln PD1• 

miroo. director or Ille C:iiilor• 
nia Oivislon of Tourism. 
-Crime illld v1olcnce haS a 
mo.re long•IIIStlng dlcc1 on 
loun� tbao ony otllcr kind ol 
disasler, becllusc lhe public 
1Joesn·1 sec ii is, being r.aslly 
climuunt(I. They know 1rs ;i so, 
cWIUn=.· 

Case m point Japanese v15111 
lo Los An�cles n:i11c dro� 
shllfllly smce lhe 1952 nolS.. 

This year. Ille CIIY Ciqlec6 hall 
Ille numl><:r or J�p:ltlCSe vis1-
tDrs ii Ure111 dve yea� ai:c,. 

C:1Jlrom1<1 i;cncr.illy is ,ut
rcnng lrom tllc �-1cs ol v,o, 
ICJlcc. While Jn113ncsc ww,�m 
" up :u much :u �\Ill� ,«:r= 
the .:ounlJ'y. the numoer of v,s
ns ID Ille Go!Uen SUJ.c ,s a:11. 

"It's �nly beclus,: 1hey"rc 
Jrawn 10 Las v� .. ..,hkb ,s 
oaenni: new lh111�" !<:IVS P<11• 

rnm>0. •and the raa tllut o, 
promouon bud,:<:I 's :so low. B 
!here's no quCSliou lba1 cri11 
lS part oflt" 

Ollnng the pcrioel of II 
Aorida annclts lo.SI year, a 
� boOklng:, rrom Euror 
Slippc<I by llS mu,;h :u 7�'1, It 
sever.ii months. 

But O:u\a ShcUcy. ol Ille U. 
Tr.ivd ;i.nd Tourism Adminl 
trnrion. says� ;in: no Sl:lll 
tlcs proving lha1 an.tld:5 o 
lou.nstS have increasN 'W' ,-.� , 
Ulcy'vc bun tbc ina11c 

"Obviously, "" are �u, 
cerntd about inciclen!S II 
1h15. bul m1UlOllS al people VIS 
this couauy ano have :i wo, 

.<letful time." she s:i.yS. "Pror 
lcm,s ;ire very r:irc." 

llerben Kaiser. a. PoJi 
Spnnii;s rounsm prOlllOlcr wh 
�nn,:s lhD<lS;IRdS �, Ccmwi 
to lhc USA ixh ycnr. �grer 
"They love ii here,· he say, 
"They m.1rvd abo\11 bow nic 
�lP!c arc. huw cnuch lncndl 
6' ll'ICy ;ire tb:in in l�l'm:lOY, 



Woman ren'orts rape Attachment 3
• • ,- . Page 153 of 435

While qn- bic_ycle _trail 
By Michael Cavaurb aroa. 

Police .,. looklar (Dr The 111&1\ i1 dP:rlbtd 
a run who .M%\l.llly &J whitt, 1bo11t·24 or 2$ 
uaauli.d a 37-year-<>ld 

. 
yun old, and it i,... 

&.Ith .Elrin .wom&11 at. . .,.._n � f..t ? AMA 
3:15 p.m. 1\ltld.ty· on r"t 10 ihcllu t.&11. H, 

. tlie Gnat w .. tern ,.,irh• about 150 
Trail j,ut ll'Ht or �11nd1, i, muuular 
SL Charlu. and hu IDnJ, ll1ht 

It.port• al..lh the lwown or blond ll&lr. 
woman wu runninr He •u w..,-!nr blue 
a lone on I he Gru t jun, and JIO'libly ll 
Wemrn Blk, Trail 500 tank · top or '"muxle ' fHt fnim Peck Road ahirt" of unknDWTl' c:olor, •h1n11M11jumptd011t. The 1hnlrr•1 of the bu1hu ·and. ,p)kesman that depu-t.ackled her, uo are · rtlll in: The tw-o rolltd down vutlptinr had! and • ,, ll>elin, lh,,t NIH ir,U!'Viewl11r witnUMJ alonr the path an.. but •n11thinr c,,ncrctt• bcpir to stni,rle. hu d1v1 lop«<!.. 'The ,..,m.,, said 1he -rh■ l<.oM Cou.-nty Hktd. If ht wanud 

monq but ha · "Jllitd Sher,trr• • D�par·tDl.•nl 
lit had • carptl-<:1111.lnr 

. knlre In hiJ hand and 
told hu if ahe did nat 
nop atrur,linJ, the 
wo11ld be C\lt. 

&pill 111'1� per,ons t.o 
not lr■nl' the l>ilco 
pi.U,. or' ftlWN trails 
alont, �Uy at· thlJ 
lflll't' t,f ,-ur, beou..M 
lhtw thinrs do h■p
�n." the apokt?m•n � 
raid. 

· T11ud1y'1 uuult 
. h£p�ntd about 9 rnil- · 

u.t or a rtparud u- .• 
aault on • boy April '2-4. • 

ln ·that Incident, the 
you\!, told dtpulln he .. 
wu walldnr 011 the .. 

• 1nl1 about·• 11,,r-rnlle · ·· 
•ut at Meredith Ro.ad 
whsn a ,tnnpr thrn, .. 
1 ,J.clcet o..-.r hli hur:I, �
dl"lntd 'him down an 
1mbank111ent, �ullt<I hi, 
pAnU down and fondled 
t,im, lh•n noel., ..... 

. .  · · ·· ·  ·: 

The man Ultn pulltd 
down th• woman'• 
■horb and tritd to hsvt 
inUrcoutN. with h•r 
t>ut �Id. not bt<allH 
•h• continued to 
J\NQlt. . · ·

Dai'Y ·eooner-News. T uesd 1r1. April 2s. , 988 

• . Ha Ulen put the kni(e 
•· ... t &>le Ylctj1111 ""-t 

: · a»d. fon:,td h,r to .s--r-: 
:- ronn a Nl<\W ut..,., ,...,._ 
J,.�· •,1A !'PO�Jor,,th�, 
i.:; Kane. Co11nty . Shmff't. 
��nt who ull� • .. 

--��� 
Boy reports assault 

on Kane biking trail 
GENEVA - !UM Counry uirr• 

ltr, poHet att lnv�1pli7\t l �' Police repart 
pont,d U:Uull 5'Jnda)' II' I ►yu r• 
oW bo)· II.sin, !ht QC'!:11 Wesu:rp - clbO"' IJ'ld o<hrr minor 11>,·mes. 
bi.k.ini rraiJ. Hr WU l1$1ed '1 s,enQ<U bl.ii I a.bit 
• The bo)· ns r1duls a.lll'K' er, � c.ondlum 11 .Shelll\a1I H<>,

1
,1!&1 

mo 1bou1 I½ miles e&n or Men- today. 
dc-1.b 'l\c.d bccweai Il!Jnois � Uld Tbr train and p,tl"SCIC'\Ml Wtl"I! 
M.aple J>azt. ■ce:on1ln( lO Lt. &!lowed to ltllve • Im I.he aco-
Fred SM!ruaww. oen1. 

TIit � had 11ops,ed lO rest Pollet ,;lid Morp11's bl,:,od a.lro-
lboUt S:4.5 p.m. &1ld IIO(ie,,d a IIW1 bo1 con1en1 wu mo� t.ha.n fDUT 
descn'bed as wlu1" and abau: :n time:! !ht: bmi1 amider'l!d �plly 
)'l:IJ'i old. walk pu hea dint ._.esl. lnloxl Cllei:I, 
The bo)· told police 1M man then 
rumed around and 11' &.lk ed LOWard 
bim. 

Sitraw wil.:l .s1id Ult mu. lhrT'II' 
1 c:o■I avtr the bly's he:ad. 1oolt 
hJ m doll-n III e ml:aAl.:nl en1 ai)d 
s.t.1:\11 U)' us:a Wied him. 

� Hr 1"111 oH I.lid 1old u,e boy, 
'l)a\'I folio.,., me:" accordlna 10 
SJeros.l.lw$lti. No am:su have 
been 1111de. 

The man rn,y hne i:-, aboul 
5 fttel lO-incites LLll and 181 
pcolllds In wrl&'II, bul pouce $llld 
the dcscnpoon u skt!Ch)'. 

Srunw wr.lti aid pollc, are 
..,. l"IWII bl k e 13 &11d hllte rs to 
lvood lt1Ytlu\g ,Jeir.t ttl the� 
1)'1 u.JJ l)'RtmJ a.s � ""nner 

��� 
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-�LP woman alleges rape �
� occurred on a park trail · \,=j 

A L:1Po1:te _woman walking the h� threatened her with a pair of l nnturc trails 1n the Wa\'erlylloRd scissors she did not resist. police�� a1·ca of Soldiers Memorial Pnrk said. � 
lold (Jolicc she was raped by a· 

� 
man wleldll1g scissors Sunday The rape occurred between 
altcrnoon. 2:45 and 3:30 p.m., the woman 

The- woman, 30. lold Lnf>otic- told pollc.e. ,� 
City l'olkc she was wnlklng on Sho went to the LaPorte Hos- R the trails when A white man. pltal emergency room Sunday � iiuo111 5 feet, ? Inches tnll, wear- where emergency personnei �� Ing dork clotl11ng and o ski mosk, contacted police. The woman �<'Dill<'

_ 
up behind her and told her was treated and releas

. 
ed. � to toke her clothes orr. . Police we� lttvestlgatlng the �Al nrst she refused. but aner case this morl\lng, :

.:..� . .,; 

l11fo--·sought on alieged·.·_'t_ape_ 
CATHY BEHRENDT 
lllE LAPORTE HERAlD·Al'lGUS 

As police investig:ite lhe al• 
lcgcd rape or a 30-year-old La
Po11e woman In Soldiers Memo• 
rial Park Saturd.iy. omcinls nl 
the l.aPorte Pat·k nnd ltccrcatlo11 
Ronni :ire defending the safety or 
the 11nrks. 

Th<' woman told LiiPorte City 
Polirt' !:h<' was wnlklng the 11a
l11rt' tt·ails in the Wn1,crly nonrl 
an:u of lhc park ht'!wcen 2:45 
1111!1 :1::l0 p.m. Saturday, not S1111, 
d:1,1· M 11·.i!: prel'ic,11slr reported. 
wht'11 n mn!iltecl 111n11 came up 
beJ1i net her. thrcnlencd her with 
scis;,,..s and then raped her, 
poli<·c $aid. 

The i1·oman went to the La
Porte llospilal emergency room 
Sunday at 8:12 · p.m. and re
q11e�ted she rcceivc a rape ex
amination. Emergency personnel 
lh<.>n contaclcd police. 

Police are asking that anyone 
who was in that area of the park 
nl th:tl time Salurdl'I}' who might 

have witnessed any suspicious 
activity lo contacl them. 

"Especially If they saw anyone 
wearing a ski mask" Police Chier •: 
Gene Samuelson said this morn- rr-. , 
Ing. �. 

Patrols in the area will be in- � · 
crensed. Snmuelsdn said. · � 

Pa1·k omclals have been In �; 
contact 1vllJ1 pollce, and are rec
oinmcndi ug that people be care-

} ful while enjoying the parks. 
"Therc'!i a certain amount . of • 

i11divid11ol CRrc that needs to b<! � 
IJlken." Director of Parks Dean 

j Heise said. 
"Jr they are .1lone. rlght away 

they may be gelling themselves� 
into a spot," park board Presi
dent Jack Rosenberg said. "Peo- � 
pie arc safer In groups any- C',; 
where." � Although there mRy be sonte � 
question as to whether o rape l) 
did occur. "We're treating It as 
authentic. We're concerned 
about the ,valkers," Rosenberg 
said. "!l's something we have to 
address ifthere Is a problem." 
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Alleged rape still

under investigation

Th<' ollr.!!ccl rape of ll 30-_rcnr
old LoPorle woman in Soldiers
Memori:il f'i1i·� l\lny 23 is still 
under invl'slignlion by lit<' LA·
rortt' City Police J)('.pnrtme11t.

The- 11•u11m11 tolct police' she \\'��
wnlld11i lit<' 11:11\ll'<' lrnil.� in lh<' �
WA\'C'rlf n11:ir.l ill'<'fl of lht' pnrk :--.._

bc-tW('C"tl 2:-'l!i ,111rl :l:30 fl.Ill. OIi • ) • 

MAY 23 wlwn n 111i1�kC"<i 111n11 a!- .�
lri?rdly r-:11111· 11p l�t'hiu�I hrr. 
thrt'nl<'ll"cl lwr ll'tlh sc·1�!:111-i: a1_1d
I h<'ll r;q,NI ht•r. 

Nn prnlill•111� h:wr hrl'II re: 
porlt'd 111 llir- 111'1":l <;IIH'(' lh(' Ill· 

illnl rC"pt11·I 11/'lhr ;1lh'J?C"rl rapl'.
polit·t• .�a Id ..
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2 arr�sted in shooting 
on the Pine·11as Trail 
,,,/;t..�b_,i�b�.�· 
•)' JAi.EH ��_' Z1';f-J2 -'l 6 was wounded in the ahouldcnnd Wten n-.bffW11W to Bayfront Medi.c.al Center. 

ST. PETERSBURG-Two people The·namea and charges apimt the 
we.re UTCSted Thursday m couneetiOJl IUSp,eet8 wen iiot available. 
with the shooting of a DWI on the.. Police had stepped up patrol on the . 
Pinellas Trail about B:30 p.m. tnil after two, attempted armed rob-

The shooting came three daya after beries, an aggravated assault with 1 a group of youths tried to rob seve:ral firearm and a possible lt:rODg-arm rob-
people at gunpoint cm the popular bJk. bery in a three-hour pe:ri,od Monday. irli ml jo� route. 
· It was unknown ii there was any 

connect.Ion between the I.booting and 
· the incuienta 1.(onday. • . , 

The ahooting near Siitb AYelllle S 
· and 35th Street, authorities said. The 

malli whose name was not releued; 

. One of the suspecta Monday wore 
in-line mt.es a.Dd threatened to kill one 
·man unlcaa be save ll;im money, 

The nctim and h1a wife; who were 
both on bikes, dld not have any money 
and escaped shaken but unharmed. 

·Victim
recounts
shooting

-on-trail
!ly �ALEH HACIIQ¾ � 
,_,ianwni., f2. , 

. i 

ST. PETERSBURG - Frank· 
Im Williams was a block from home 
Thursday night when two men 

I came up behind him on bicycles, 
I "Are you straight?'' one of the 
r men asked Williams; wbo was, 

---· aossing the Pinellu Trail at 35th .. 
,. --7'· Street S about 9:30. p.m. 

I The nen thing Williams knew, 
I the 111De man pointed a run at him 

and ordered him to Ue do'WD on the·, 
1 tnil. The man rifled through WD
! lia.ins' left front pocket and took hia. 
• wallet. Wi.lliams thought be was 
' 1oing to die. · · · 
: 'Iben the glmlllaD shot Wil
: Iiams once in the right thigh. As 
· Williams stumbled away, he beard 
j a few more e.hots ring out. One of 
·
, 
the bullets tore through his right.
lhoulder. Re·ran to• nearby car 

i d.;,Jmhip and collapsed. 
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Williams, 33, and his cou.sin, 
Arthur Keeley, recounted the 
shoot.mg Friday afternoon at Bay
front MedicaJ Ceoter. Williams 
was released from the hospital Ffi.. 
day morning and returned later for 
more tests. 

"It was very. difficult;" Wil
liams, a construction worker; sajd• 
during a telephone interview. •.1Jt 
wu frightening and unealled for. It 
was unbelievable." · .. 

On Friday, -police continued to 
investigate the diooting on the 
traIJ at Sixth Avenue S and 35th 
Sueet S and search for the two 
l\lipCCts, de&cn"bed as in their 20s 
and riding bikes. 

Late Thursday, police detained 
two youths who had been aecn 
running in the area, but interviews 
r.c�caled they were not invol.ved. 

.Police also arc still investlgat•' 
ing • �ries of attempted armed · 
robberies and assaults on the trail 
Monday afternoon. Davis u.id 
there is no connection between the 
ahootin� and the attacks Monday. 

Anyone with information about 
the &hooting or Monday'a attacks 
oo the trail ia l.8kcd to can Detec-

: tive Jeasie wd� at ��3-:�:o.. 
I

Pae 
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plaguing: 
southeast· 
High Line Canal 
apartments targeted 
fly Marilyn Robinson 
Dt<Mfktlllla!lwm.t 

A bur1lar-raplll targeUng I.be soulhea.st 
mclropolll.ao aru may be responsible for 
atlacks on al leasl seven women In apart·· 
menu 1!011, the 111gb Lli;ie Canal bike � ... �---

. �lb, police say. · • 
Tbe al'ucb generally 11:ive OCC1Jrnd bt

lwetn ,mldlllghl and • a.m. 11 apartments 
In lhe aru bounded by Eul Alameda and 

· E.ul Yale avenue,, South Monaco Park• 
�ay. and &oulh Peoria Street., wbich in
cludc:s parts or Denver, Aurora and unln· 
corporattd Arapahoe County. The vlcllrru
all lived alone In apartment romplues
wllhtn •l�ht or lhc can:11, lnve$llg�tors 
I.lid. 

The amilanl h:u been armed with J
knife, and some or Uu1 victims h:lvc b«n
c-uL "The injuries ti:ive not �n serious, 
but two or thrtt vlctlnu !!Ave bci:n cul or
sc;ralched with the knife ellher on lhc neck 
or lbc Mnd In lhcir aucmpt 10 re,fat tbe 
Jusped," �Id D<!nvtr police Sgt. Dcnnh
Cribui.

lnvesUg�ton He becoming lnereasfng.ly 
concerned about lhe all.IC�. which llart•
t<I in mid•Aucust, because the uullanl
�ecnu lo be retling rougher with tu, vie• 
Urns.

"llc's 1r1ore ancry In 1cnru or tw 1ont of
voice and things of that nature. Obviously,
the knife Is brought to tach o/ the .scenes." 
s:aid Ar:spahoe County shcrill's Capt. 
Grayson Robinson. ''Thal caus.CJ us lo be
lieve there's more and more polcntlal lor 
seriollll Injury." 

All but one of the vlcllm, have lived In 
flnt•Ooor 1partmcnl.S. The asuilanl usu•
:illy �.ilns en111 lo Lhe ap;i:tmenu- by pry· 
lnJ the lronl door or lhc sJiding gins door
as the vlcUrru sleep, ln·1e11igUors say. 

Police-have only a general d=ripllon 
or lhc assail.int - a while or llispanJc
man In hi.S 30s wllh a medium build - be
cause lhc a$Saulb have occurred In the 
darkness And he 011�n covers cllhcr tlis or
the victim's lace. 

Investigators r-y they .-ire looking .11
. several pos.siblc su.specu. They urged area
•residents ll> be on lhe alert lor swpicfous 
aelivlly and lo call police lC lhey sec or
he.ir anything umuu;il. 

•We've cot neighbors who uc hearing 
scrcanu and tN:ing things Uul ue out o/ 
lhe ordi"�ry. 3nd they're not contacllni 
police." J�id Crib�rl. "We'v, «ol other
p<-Qplc who "Y lhcy have I wlnuow pecJl'
er or hc�r sounds. Th,y'll c:ill pollce. bll\ 
they don I w�nl lo be contac1td or mah 1 
report. We nttd lhose reporu." . 

They also urged re.sldenll lo nercisc
caulion. "They nttd to be c.tullou., In com• 
Ing and going from their apal"\inent and be
consdot.ts of their surroundinis," ,�Id 

· ;tobln.son.
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SearCh tb Continue
For MiSsirig Woinan 

� I • 
1 1 •• '• o 

1 

· • · . ' '. gert said. but no money wu found. He
BY NICOLE FOY · . . . said il ba.d not bull d�tennincd whether 

WOf'UMEJ'WDSTllfFW!t:Tffl . · •'-- . ed '--� �,; .. 
• • • . - W'- purse cootam money ,.,...ore 1Y......, 

Authorilics scan:mng �or� mi.s:sl;n& 'Howlettdisappeared.
daughter or Omaha·� aecuuve. Authorities from � agencies

�d �owlctt � airpl� and po-·_ combed tbedcosely wooded ma on foot

lice dC>g.1 lD a '\liQOded-a,;ea lD West-Des 'Ibm3day a! planes wilh spotlighlS cir

Moines where the woman's, pursc;was clcd overhead. When the search" was

found Thursday. · . · · ·. · '. . called off around rundown. oo clues to 

Police called off the search for Patti . Miss }{owktt's disappearance had boc:n !
Howlett al �down.· saying they woul� • found. polio: said.· 
� lookiDg for thc,38-yesr-old tbi.s. Wiegert said authorities also planned 

monung.. · · . , · .. \ ·• \ 1 _. < ,. . 1 10 U5C tx.lS today 10 search the Des

Miss Howlett wu wt seen Nov.· 16. . Moines River, wbiclt is near !he area

Her abandoned ·1991 Ford E.scort was. -,,herethepW'SCwasfound. 

found Wednesday in the puking lot or a • '.'We11 use as many boats as we can �et -

West Des Moines shoppm� center. The: our hands on. in addition to the c:anme 

items she p� that mgbl were ,till: -unit and planc:s.." be said. 

(L, inside. .·: • . · , , . ': · · Wiegert said pn:liminarY 1esu on Miss

� 
A man wa1kin wilh bis cllildrcncalled : Howlctt's car indicated bfood inside the

� · 

e vehicle. He said it had not been det�-

U urse man _ 1c near a 1 c · mined whether the blood was Miss

OQ 

� 

� 

u
e 

· Howlett'!. 

� om= ollce . . . · "I W'Ollld !aY (lhc blood) is recent. and

� lass�owic �icckbook and� it'A Yisl"blc W1dc thew," b� said. "It's

i_dcntificatioo � imi�e the p� Wio- l'fe-tam ro P• l� C.ol. 3
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Uiidercover Police Ciack Down 
Oll Lewd-Behavior in City Pai-kS 

.- Continued from Pa,e 9 
· quicL · "But I think be took il as a signal." 

Pecha said. The man d.roppcd his panu 
. and stance! mastwbating. � arrested 

him. 
. On another oo::asion. � was walk· 
·· iog on a Mandan Parle trail when be saw 

one man � orming on.I sex oo uothet 
man in plalri vi� oo lhc palh. . 

Pecha said what be wi� over the 
sWDJDCl" a.ad an acc:umulation of public 
complainl.S prompt.cd the rccclll under
cover operation. 

Amonj lhc c:omplaiots: 
■ A bicyclist rc:porttd iJl the spring of 

t 993 Iha t be was riding on trails in 
Mount Yc:mon Oa.!'dcns an<! enCOUD• 

tcred tv.'O men having $e,t jn the middle 
ofa trail. .. ■ A man called the Mayor's Action 
Office iD October and said that be and 
his daughters had seen lllal involved in 
se:,. aru in the bushes and in parl:ed � 
io Mandan Pm. 
■ A man wbo lives near the� told 

police he was out for a a.reJc. this fall wilh 
his 7-ycar-old son when they spotted a 
man wearing only .uioes walling lhc 
trails. 
■ A woman said in October that ha' 

8-vear--0ld son. wtille walli.Dg home from 
school, had seen a man mastUrl>ati.ng in 
shrubs in CllSf view of a publi, sidewalk 
beside Mandan Patt. 

Offia:r Rich GomAlez wd that 
woma.o "was vay upset. She wanted to 
know what 'W8.! going oo out l.hae and 
what we were doing a.bout iL., 

The polioc decided Ibey needed to do 
more. Gomalc:z and a few other officers 

· volunteered for undm:o','a' operations. 
even though. they said. they were risking 

• I.be UDP.leasantness of being grabbed in 

SAAPV 
COUNTY BE;l.l.EWE 

• TIE� 

SECLUDED: Both parks hue trails 
leadlnj: Into ft'OOded ueas. 

the cruising or part. reguLan. 
The ofTl=s were � by or 

stnJ.Ck up conversation wi.th other mcti in 
the paru. Gonzalez said the m::n were 
arrested when � � tbc:nsdves 
or grabbed officcn crotches. 

Oom.alez. said ooe DWl who dropped 
his JW!IS and ukcd for oral � la.tcr told 
--i;oe be wa.s HIV-po53tiv-e. . 
r'Tbe ma· 'ty oC the arrcst.ed men arc 
m&lried, �ni.alc:z said. Many have chil-
dren. • 

One middl1>-agcd mm am:stcd on a 
recent cold, blustery af\cmoon - oo the 
flf\h day long poijoe �tioo - told the 
und.erccMr Gonz.alc:z that he was ner
vous a.bout pclicc. 

"I told him, 'Far all I know. you're a 
cop."" Gomalc:z sakl "He grabbed my 
aou::h and .said, 'Now, do you th.ink I'm a 
cop?' .. 

boaz.alez replied, "No, but I am 
Then be ams I.Cd the man. . 1 

Later,� the man was bang issued his 
�ckct. Oon:z.ala asked him, YArc you 
manicd:' 

"What's that have to do with thisr' lhc
man responded 

their private parts. "We've am:sted people out here that 
Toe issue, lhc officers said. is not that arc IDV-positi"1;" Gonzalez answered. 

the men are invc!vcd ill homo5cxuaJ sex. "Your wif c doesn't ncoti lO be � to 
"I n:ally don't have a �lcm with tha1 bccawoyou'rcout here mes.sing." 

a.nybody's lifestyle choices," Omocr Joe Juo linkletttr, president of the Browo 
c.onins said: "But lhey shouldn't be Pan:Nc:ighborhood.woaation ncartbe 
doing it in public pub. There arc so twopa;rks,�thepol.icedTort. 
many chi!� that liang out there." "ff the mdividw.ls feel the oecd to 

The officers ma.de uie 44 arre:st.s oo have this activiiy, there an: pwes they 
five days in late October ind early can go other th.an public areas," Un.kle(. 
Novanber. Uodcrcover officers were out u:r said. "What somcooe wanu to do in 
OD each of .those days for four to six their owu home in this country is up to 
boun. They said they walked the traili, them. We ju.st don't want than to do it 
sat io parked cm c,r drove a.round - wbef-c they're gomg to be observed by 
Mandan and Mount Vcroon. mimick:iog normal, casual passcn-by." 
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Tlldday,Novcmberl5, 1994 Page9 

Pttl..JOtNSOHtnE� 

ARRESTED: Omaha Police Offioet Sue (]Ilk lidcffl an Omaha mm. in cu, wtio n, ooe of .. men UffSUd rec:mdy oa smpldoo 
of Im conduct or lndecem exposure in two South Omaha pub. Pollce pboloerapbed, tick.eted me! then rdeued tbc IOOL 

.-
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MOBA MEDIA INC 
Oregon's broadcaat monitoring servwe 

PROBLEMS WITH S.E. PORTLAND BIKE PATH 

KATUCH2 

· 13 APRIL 1993

5:11PM

Attachment 3 

Pa2et60oitdll�1677 
:· BOXI693 

PORTLAND OR 
gr.;gi 

NEWSCASTER JEFF GIANOLA: Portl&n4's newest bike trail is facing a string of 
problems as neighbors report a rash of criminal activity along the route. lliegal 
dump sites can be-found along sections of Springwater Corridor which stretches 
from Portland to Boring. Piles of trash have �en lef\ _right ne� ft9 the bike trail 
near Southeast 100th and Duke. . 

· ' · · · ·. · ,
'• 

.. 

Residents have also reported problems with prostitution Wld J,iomele�s camps. 

The bike path cuttently consists of a gravel road, and reconstruction of the trail is 
not set to begin until �ext summer. 

Now some area residents are taJring steps into their own hands and cleaning up the 
trail theIDBelves. · · · . · · ·

. ( 

anJ60l 
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Trail users cause trouble when they trespass on __ fari 

. T11<-Tamuna/&Nttk 
1.ndy W1111&1 holds up a wooden gate that wa■ run over last spring by trespaaaera seeking acceH to the weat en.d of hi• property.

Barbed-wire doesn't work; county ignores complaint 
'I Loula T. CoraalettJ 
1mes East bureau 

C
ARNATION - Andy 
Weiss feels like a victim 
in a Stephen l{jng novel 
complete wilh raging 

>.>gs, wild four-wheel-drive hel· 
1u· - and nowhere to tum for 
t 

L,olry canle on his property 
\.ave been stampeded by do�s. A 
_ arse escaped and was lnJured 
fter a trespasser left a gate open. 

And tour-whe-elers have smashed 
gates end tom up pastures on his 
small farm between Carnation 
and Duvall, Weiss said. 

As a result, he said, he has 
lost $6,000 in rental income since 
lasl fall. The dairy tanner who 
kept a ISO-head herd on the fann 
has left and the horse owner has 
moved to another farm and wants 
Weiss to pay the veterinarian bill 
for the inJuries. 

The problems stem from con
struction of the county's Snoqu.al• 

mle Valley Trail on the former 
Chicago, St. Paul and Pacltic 
railroad bed from Duvall to Sno• 
qualmle Pass. Weiss' 16fi.acre 
farm, which he and his wife 
Tawny bought in 1985, lies along 
both sides of the trail route, just 
nonh of Stillwater. 

Even though the trail isn'I 
open, hikers, walkers, bicyclists 
and others are using it. And 
many leave the trail and use 
Weiss' property for recreation. 

County Councilmen Brian 

I • • 

Derdowtkl woniea that W 
situation is the same nJghtr 
hundreds of other property c 
ers might face with the cou· 
trail and open-space progran 

"If we can't protect pro1 
owners like Mr. Weiss, the1 
have. no business building tn 
he said. 

Weiss, who owns a small 
estate business in Stillwater, 

Please see TRESPASS on
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�Trail travelers 
: upset '19(n,�r ·. 

I TRESPASS,.';;,,>:•,:·•·,
1· ..• �,, •.•..••• 
' .......,_,._ .. ..__ e·1 .;;:: �-:;::.,,,' ·•
·� lt,iUIIUuucr1 .. rnU"111 , . ··:··. • 

; his ·complaints and le.tters to coun• .
ty oftlaal.s, including County Ex• 

· ecutive Tim Hill, Parks Di.rector
Barbara Wright and Chief Civil .
Deputy Prosecutor Richard Holm• ; 
qulst have been Ignored or shunt• ; 
ed aside. Meetings have been ..
fruitless. 

"King County has rendered our
property. vaJueless as a farm," a 

·frustrated Weiss said, 
Two years ago, Wright as.sured

Weiss by letter that the . county 
would work to ease the impact on 
adjoining lands from the trail de
v.elopment, including barriers and 
signs to keep users on the trail. 

All that produced, Weiss said,.
was a three-strand barbed-wire 
fence, built by the county' last 
No\1ember along about two-thirds 
ot his property. People and dogs '.
walk nght over it, be said. One 
weekend this month, be eou.nted -
50 people walking onto his land ; 
and around ponda, and the number 
is increasi'!g· . . • . . iKen Dinsmore, cfuef of7fi'e' 
county code-enforcement office,
said he is sympathetic, but there is 
nothing that can be done. · 

New regulations covering pro- , 
tecti_9n · of private property from l 
lresp8.S$ ·w��t. into effect ln 1989: f 
But those rules don't apply to . 
Weiss' case, Dinsmore said, be-. 
cause the county trails plan -was· 
developed in the mld•l980s, and• 
therefore is grandfathered under 
previous codes.

"We can't apply new standards 
to an existing facility," he &a.id. 

Derdoy,,sk.i disagrees. He said It. 
shouldn't matter when the ordi-
nance was pas•ed:· · · • · ·' 

"What maners la that the coun•' 
ty should not damage private prop•
erty because of a trail," he said.· 
"We are telling · people on the i 
Sammamish Plateau, UnJon Hill • 
and the Upper Green River Valley 
that county trails will come 
through and near their properties.· 
Hundreds of peorle are being
assured this sort o thing will not 
happen. How- can the co11ntv,J1ave 
any credibility?'.' ., -�· 
. - -· ......... ,--·-· ····-.·- .. ·· ··-
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GREENWAYS AND CRIME 
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MY name is Carol Rinella and my husband Rick and I live in 
Milan TWNSHP on River Rd, The proposed greenway project 
would run along the abandoned RR track between the Huron 
River and the wooded area on our land, 

on your agenda you will notice the title of this segment 
is greenways and crime. While unearthing reports involving 
incidents along trails, we discovered a nationwide trend 
of conflict and unsettling turmoil surrounding the 
greenway issue. In this particular segment 51 articles 
from 15 major newspaper publications_ both locally and. 
nationally were researched. These articles are available 
for your viewing in the blue binder on the display table. 

I would like to begin by sighting the·seemingly minor 
transgressions and work through to the more serious 
criminal offenses. 

Numerous complaints involving "conflict of use" between 
hikers. bikers. rollerbladers and other trail users, has 
prompted trail officials to mount educational campaigns in 
"trail ediquette". In otherwords people need a lesson in 
common courtesy. Problems of this nature spurred Erma 
Bornbeck to write a satrical story published in the LA 
Times, comparing the different levels of usage on bike 
paths in her area, to the "pecking order" on the highways 
of Indonesia. We are aware of at least one written 
complaint our local EMP has received regarding this 
problem at the COR. A frequent hiker wrote to complain 
about inconsiderate bikers along a trail there. 

This lack of courtesy "for the other guy" has resulted in 
numerous reports of injuries along bike trails. Doctors in 
a Fairfax Va. emergency room believe the bike paths in 
their area are more dangerous than the roads. Of the 27 
seriously injured cyclists they saw within a year, only 
one had been hit by a car. In this same area, a 4 yr. old 
girl was hit from behind by a cyclist and dragged along 
the trail surface for approximately five feet. Her 
injuries required hospital treatment. 

In Colorado, a cyclist and a rollerblader collided, 
sending the biker to Denver General Hospital with a 
fractured collarbone and hip. Doctors say his injuries 
will incapacitate him for at least 10 weeks. 

The stories surrounding these "less than perfect H human 
tendencies don't end here. Widespread littering and broken 
glass along a Chicago area bikepath forced the 
implimentation of the "glasseater path sweeper project N . 
However this venture must rely on volunteer funding 
b�cause the local park district lacks sufficient income to 
cover the never ending cost of cleanup. 
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Other such occurrences cross the line from rudeness to 
vandalism. Trail users along the Mount Vernon Trail in Va. 
experienced an epidemic of flat tires after someone 
covered a section of the asphalt path with tiny black 
carpet tacks. The estimated number of victims from this 
mishap is 100.

As we continue along this path of potential for crime, our 
next stop is the Seattle area, where Snoqualmie Trail 
users walk over a 3-strand barbed wire fence to trespass 
onto the adjacent farm. Because of their actions, the farm 
owner has experienced loss of rental income. Following an 
incident where dogs belo�ging to trail users caused a 
stampede, the dairy farmer owning the 150 head herd moved 
them to another farm. Further dama9e was done by a 
trespasser who left a gate open allowing a horse to escape 
and become injured. The horse's owner removed the animal 
to another farm and is asking for payment of the vet bill. 
A county representative said he is sympathetic, but 
nothing can be done. Needless to say, the farm owner is 
extremely unhappy about the trail and the counties lack of 
assistance, 

This is just one of many reports involving dissatisfied 
citzens and their relationship to bike trails. We travel 
to Fairfax County Va. where - group of angry residents set 
up a picket line at the entrance of their subdivision. 
Their grievances include a bike path they knew nothing 
about, scheduled fo� construction through the strip of 
woods bordering the back of their properties. These 
homeowners claim they were deceived by the developer who 
had already made a deal with the county to install the 
trail, but neglected to tell the potential buyers. In an 
effort to appease the angry residents, the developer 
worked out a monetary deal. Not disclosing specific 
details was part of the agreement, however one man claims 
"What they have done is just put patches·on. No amount of 
shrubbery or money can make up for the loss of privacy, 
the calm, the tranquility. We are very bitter about it." 

Landowners disagreeing about where to relocate a section 
of the Appalachian Trail in Md. has caused much debate and 
controversy. According to the Washington Post, "State and 
federal officials insist 2.2 miles of the trail must be 
moved to provide the safest and best hiking experience 
away from a few houses, a rod and gun club and a dangerous 
curve." Why was the trail routed through this area to 
begin with? Md. officials are now faced with the task of 
convincing landowners to allow the trail to be rerouted 
across new land. 
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Bur..:1.1u..:.,·atic botch ups .,1·e a common thread woven 
thrvu';)hvut.. the curtain of frustration landowners care 
t i /i11'.J c.l,,) see throush, In Colorado, ·Adams County made an 
..:il;)rt::t:11it:il'1t with a Farmer� Ditch Irrigation Co. �llowin� a_ blk� Jj.J.tl1 t.o dCiOSS the Ditch cos property. Included ln 
th� agreement were provisioni for the county to maintain a 
$lMlL. liability insurance policy prot�ctinG the Oitch Co. 
c:1gal nst possible -law�ui ts. When 1 nsur a nee problems arose 
and coverage costs b�came too high. �he county Wdnted to 
drop th� amount of coverage. The Ditch Co. balked at this 
breach of agreement and hired a security Quard to ke�p 
trail users off their property, The i$SUe of liability is 
of great concern to th� landowners along the proposed HRG 
tr=il. We have que$tion�d may times, who is respondsible 
for trail users in cases of accident or injury. The 
respon$&s we received have varied and at one point we were 
told to contact our own insurance agents. Does this mean 
w� �ra liable? We certainly don't want to be. 

Thu3 far I have discussed what I viewed as the "minor" 
occurr�nces involving crime and related problems along 
bih� pdths . Now we must mov� on to the mor� serious 
criminal activities report&d along those trails. 

In FLA. a 77 yr, old man was mugged dt 9:30 in the morning. 
while riding his bike along a s�ction cf the PinellQs 
Trdll. He was grabbed from behind, knocked off his bike 
and robbed. The assailants fled and were not appr�hended. 

Juzt l6st week, a 33 yr. old rollerblader was slashed in 
the nock by a teenager who was part of a group hanging out 
un � bike pa�h in the Bl&ck River Reservaiion in Elyria. 
Thc11:.' ..: right, Eltria, Ohio. Our neighbors. Think about lt. 

Ydndal� were reported breaking into cdrs in a trail 
pe11'fdng lot in Portland, Oregon, stealing sterec, equipment 
dnd vdndalizing v�hicl&$ while hi�ers •nd bikers wero off 
u::;ing the trail. 

In Colorado, th�re wer� a r�ported rapes within a 4 month 
period dlong the Boulder Cree� Trdil. Some of thes� rapes 
wer� at knifepoint. Women in the ar�a �ere warned to stay 
off the Trail. The Univ. of Colorado's feminist alliance 
reacted by organizing paLrols along the trail from 9:30PM 
until liOOAM, These women armed them�elves with whistles, 
mac� �nd baseball bats in dO �ffort lo �•nd • mw••*�� ,� 
the rapii:.t., Th�y would not bl.!I intimidated. Also being 
con::id8 1·ed as a deterrent .in this ar&a, installing lights 
along the trail at an estimated cost of $300,000. Is thi£ 
what w� want? 1 don't thin� �o. 

� ... ,/', ...... 
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rn LLL.,, ,H1 ll yr. old girl was attacked and sexually 
•�$�ult�� while riding her bike alons the Prairie Path
7r•il 4t 3:30 in th� afternoon�

A 15 yr. old boy was �tabbed in the back by a 9an9 member 
aft�r a.fight broke out between two groups hanging out on 
a Redondo Beach bike path in CALIF. This assault occurreq 
around 1:00 in the afternoon, 

Three women were a.ssaul ted within a 9 hr. period alon9. the 
Aspen Hill bike trail in MD. According to police.at least 
3 patrols wer� assigned to the area during the time the 
dtt�cks occurred. How �Qn assaults of this natur� happens 
with patroll�rs on duty? 

:In ILL., 2 women were ottacked within a 3 week period 
along the North Shore bike path, One woman was grabbed 
from behind and placed in a choke hold as she walked to 
work. Her screams scared off her attacker. The second 
woman was not as fortunate. She was sexually assaulted 
whil� power walking at 11:15 in the mornins. 

In Color�do, along the Hi�hland Canal bike path, 7 women 
living on th6 ground floor, had their apts, broken into 
within c1 3 month period. The burglar then sexually 
a$$aulted these women dt knifepoint, cutting some of them. 

A 23 yr. old woman was raped, robbed and murdered along 
th� Martha Custis Tr6il in the Arlington Va. area. She was 
on her way to a birthday party friends wer� holding in her 
honor. When she failed to show up, they mounted a sear�h 
�nd found her body half ndhed covered with multipl� stab 
wounds. 

In King Co. WA$H, police are using bicycles to patrvl 
tr�ils in hopes of dpprehending suspec�s respondsible for 
burglaries and Qttempted rapes. According to pollce, 
criminals are using the trail to approach and break into 
targeted homes. Law enforcement officials also stated 
youths hav4;: tur n�d a pa1· k-,rnd-r ide lot into a beer 9ar den. 

We have b�en told that crime permeates our society at all_ 
lev�ls and to use words such as rapist, murder and mugging 
in association with greenways is alarmist. Folks. we did 
not commit thd crimes or writ� ��� �ter1-� Ju•t me�ti�n-�. 
Wi::i :dinply did the research a.nd reported our findings to 
you, If you �hoose t.:i bt:, ale1rmad by these facts. then 
perhaps you can begin to underst•nd our position in this 
m'3tt�r. 

... : ·· ... 
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Ian Simmers, 17, is broughl inlo 
lhe courtroom yesterday for the 

start of his murder trial. He is 
accused of stabbing.a man 10

death on the Sammamish River
trail last year.
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Jury to hear 
teen's account 
of knifing death 
By James Klockow Mamer said Simmers stabbed their
.10,,nw ..,.,.,.on s1�•1 """"' son with such force that he bent I.he

Prosecutors in 1he murder trial or blade of the two-pronged, serrated
17-year-old Ian Simmers say they·11 ldtchcn knife. 
play a tape 1od:iy of Simmers gfring Goch:lnour's body was found the
a detailed account of slashing his ,·ic- next day by a woman walking along
1im in the face before stabbing him the trail. just a few miles fro m his
six times in the back. family's home. The former cement

''You· II listen as the defendant m.ison. climber and skier was killed
says, · I pullt:d lhc: knife out and while walking home from a ta\'em in
slashed him acros.._ the chin." Deputy Bolhcll. During opening statements,
Prosecutor Jim Mamer told a jury of. Mamer told jufors they will hear
four men .ind eigh1 women yc�terday · testimony from a boy who once
during opening statements in King occupied a jail cell next 10 Simmers.
County Superior Coun. The witness. who Mamer con-

Simmers is charged wi1h first· ceded "has a criminal histor}' as
degree murder in the dcalh of 35- long as my arm," said Simmers told

.. year-old Rodney Gochanour along the him he killed _Gochanour because: he
½iammamish Ri\·c:r tr:lil almost cx;td.:- liked the man· s boots and for the
lfi yeii ago.Thc-�·o didnoi know thrill. Ddense anomc:y John Hicks
each other. declined to present an opening slate-

As Gochanour"s parents, Vernon ment. 
and Glo· �ochanour. Jistened. "Ifs one of these cases where the

·liii-
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st.ate is unsure or what they're going
to show and 1·m not going 10 commit
to anythint \ they do," Hicks said.

Hicks s.. .,immers was at home 

the entire evening ofMan:h 10, 1995,
with his mother and stepbrother.
Simmers' mother lives in Carnation.

Pro�eculors hep:in c-:illino u,;,_

'° 
M 
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1.1 ....... S.noWJo,..r
ncsses ye�tu-"�v af�moon. iJ
the woman first spotted 1
and two B01,,_,, policemen w
'"'----- .. , ,. 



Be careful on .trail 
This letter ·is cU.rected t.oward the bl,ke 

commuter, who on Thursday morning,
May 30, hit me on Spring Creek Trail 
near the Stu.art Street underpass. You 
passed .two ladies who were Walking in 
your lane (as was their right) without 
looking for oncoming bikera, skaters, run• 
ners, etc. You should have reoogni.zed the 
blind CUn'e and the shadow under Stuart 
Street. and not unthinkingly passed the
lacli�, hitting me head on, in my lane. I 
did not see you until you hit me and obvi-

.. ously you did not see me. 
However, it was yo� responsibility to 

look and see who was corning before
passing the ladies. The scrape.s on my
hands and arms are healing, my neck is 
feeling better, I was able to fix my bike,
and my knee will probably quit hurting.

However, did you stQp to think what 
tha results of your inconsiderate and dan
gerous riding would have been if the two
ladies bad become tangled up in the "colli
sion? Probably not, From now on 1 will be 
taking my chances with the cars on the 
streets, as they do not usually drive on 
the wrong aide of tbe street. However, 
you may want to be aware that other 
people will be using Spring Creek Trail. 
C) t . /, 1 :,,, / Mike Sieber 
-, /91 C/ 6 ��::rt Collins

-
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• Oberlin bike path

.'"''1arks complaints
The Chronicle Teleg/a,Bge. �ffitf3�H 

9/6/95 

Amy St.ankkfwic;z 
"."nE- Chron,c!E.>-Te1egram OBERLIN teens, We wam to take time to 

eoucate people.'' 

OBC'RWN - The c:1�··s new bi.kc path isn't Olfi• 
:1..1Ur 0�11 ��t. but a's already caus1.ng haactaches, 
�,in,� re1>idtJms told Counctl 'l\tesday. 

Garr :-iebon of King Street said a group of teflns 
. 1'.ln�u,:: out on the path Sawrouy stOppoo by his 
.01t.Su. whlc:lJ i.S ne;irb)', an<l hur�·d hJs dog, Ncl• 
.,,n ·sa1d \\'h�n hu :..iskr.>d Ll1\l 1w1u; to mu·,i: alont:, 
:m:-r 11sl!d profonirr anti thruw rock.sat his house. 

, 1'·mmA1 
'l'llosc niJcs include no horses 

or motori7.ed vehtcJes. Goddard 
s.1id he will talk with ponce today 
10 i;i.-e if th�y can patrol the area 
111111-0 often. 

Ooddard said that police ,ruiy 
begin stricter o.nforcx,mcnt of aJl 
old city nrdlnan<ll requiring blk• 

. ers to use IIG,ht$ at night. 'l'hat 
n1a�· help allavw.te problcJN with 
tile unlighted b�e path, he said . 

He :;aid in,' rxirhway ls Ltu1;. amJ is um-,u.1111g 
. :ings of roway youth$. :--lelson was om: of four re.s1• 
1�nt.S who compl,li.UEid about th� rout.hs near the 
:·..im. H� :md hi.:i ncdJJbbors asl<.JXJ lhe cur 10 µ:,s1 
·:11: bik11 p:.ith's dvstnc llJ)lt' ..nd [>l'rllaps COllSlder
., 1 ,vt•r!Jlf:! u tr11m I I JJJII. lo dw,k.

··tt'!. SCI dark t,:ici, thvni. ir hilS �m to w ilimecr•
,us. ::i plu� fo1· 11us1.:n1c!' and e:runl!," Nelson said. 

Th� pc1tll 1s du!! to open Saturday. By tli.11 time, 
. ,1,'l1$ l�tuit ll1t! pathwa>'S ru.l,::; will re po,;cea. CltY 
.1c111a�er Garr Cvdtl:Jrd said. 

.:JI l-'i']�·- O'J I.�
&1.' OBERLIN, A6 

'7 7 5"·3 os·'f·

Tlw prol>lcms are no reason for 
rc�idCllt!-: 10 he t"OllCtmH!d, he said, 
He s.1ict it's too early to talk about 
ch.'U11,:i.J1� t11e closing tlme. 

"I'd nr.illv like to take a look nt 
lww ii all woncs out. lnsteact or 
jll�I lrx,kill{: al this one Incident.." 
Gudct.lrd �Id. 

--rhti bike p.ith is new, we 
lrnew there woul� lie problems to
irou out." ho said. "l have doubts 
of ii lx1coming a local hangout for 

'l'h� Journn.J 
Luru.in, OH 
'J/7/05 

·Rowcjy_·teeos -·:·
worry :tra.i � ,ri¢1e�

"Somehow, we have to work 
m1t u11 nmic.ible :.olutlon ootwecn 
residents and rlc1en:," said Coun, 
cilmnn Ric.:hnrd Lothrop. 

'fhc pnth wW open at 10 am . 
Sarumuy with 1t doolcaUon core, 
mony .it the Sourh Professor 
Strt.'1�1 entm1,ce. 

Other activities are schedult.'<1 
for the weekend e\·ent. call the 
Chamber of C.Ommerce at 774-a262 
for more infonnauon. 

•. f 

. • • \•A..... . . . • 
• . 

• � 

By TRACEY READ. ,,.:.,·. :� .-:1
1l'm �-·we'll get th!s. re- " : .

.. Morning Journal W!1ter . . solved.'' sald �..,;j.)riDing, ; • 
· .,: ::;. .. • :->;-'.-... .- ·"' Oberlin's ��ce 

O.HKKLIN . .f· q;ty offidab dired«. "We',j ��. up 
hope n>wdY . � -�'t·· ��-.. ,.1he .·.:palrolllo&!' -�;.:and
r�iuents tiwu us.ing a new bike· 0'-'we.,,

re askiD.g that good citizens l,IULh that h.us bt-ea ranked oo
_
e of notify Che police department U 

lhc � tr.ills lD. Lbe Un+te<i . ·Ibey� anytbiog sw,pj.ciOUII." · 
States, City MaJlaGer Gary Gwdard 

The 3..2-iuile _path - which udmitted there have bet!O com
stretches from Pyle to Profe,. pl.tints about �ef on the · 
sor slrc.-eu am.I from Fleasaat lo tnu1, but �d Ibo ore.a abould oo . 
owdm rvuds on u formi,r rail- Wlder c.'Oflb'ol sooo. . ' rOJd lx.-d - doesn't officially '"l'he oercepaun by some peo- : open Wl\.il Saturduy morning, pie is tfiat the bike p,Hth i& too ·
but �c rc.sidcn� ore ulre.1d.Y · close to back yard.li, that tbcir complaining lhlit the �th is at• privacv is being invaded ll()[Xlt. ... 
t:racling the wrong elem.e.ot. wb.at.'' ll&id Goodard, 11Bui we 

Oberlin ·sgt. Clif �t!S said will work 
o
ut� thing,.'' 

juveniles yell obsc<'111tics UDd Still the group 11Ruils to 
Uu·ow .st.ones at hull't-... Koers. Tralls1' bas rankt,'U the 3.2-mµc 

And �!ol'e barriers were 12ut �lb
tr

�n�g :�1Xl'8 top.
up re<:ently, there were al.so 
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Local News 

Deputies looking for 
Centennial Trail Assault 
Suspect 

04/23/2002 

Rob Kauder, KREM.com 

A woman was attacked while jogging along 
the Centennial Trail on Sunday, and now the 
Spokane Cotmty Sheriff's Office is stepping 
up patrols and the hunt for the attacker is 
underway. 

Sheriff Mark Sterk says be is personally 
leading the search for a man who beat up and tried to rape a 23-year-old 
woman over the weekend. 

The attack happened along the Centennial Trail near Boulder Beach in the 
Spokane Valley. The woman said she had parked her car near Boulder Beach 
and had started jogging on the trail when she noticed a man standing near the 
river about a half-mile away from the beach. 

The woman was on her way back to her car·when she notice<l the man had left 
his position near the river and was jogging in the same direction she was 
jogging. He got ahead of her, turned around and started walking slowly 
towards her. 

The man approached her and knocked her to the ground and began assaulting 
her, kicldng and punching her in the head and pulling her hair. The man tried to 
pull down her pants, but after she let out a scream, he fled the scene. 

The suspect is described as a white male with tan skin and a big nose and 
short brown hair described as a "buzz cut". He was wearing blue jeans, white 
shoes and a black windbreaker with a two-inch white stripe across the back 
shoulders. 

The woman also noticed a newer white Jeep Cherokee with custom wheels 
parked on the road in the area. 

Citizens that have information on the suspect or vehicle are asked to phone 
Crime Check at 456-2233. 

The Spokane County Sheriffs Office contributed to this report 
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of the deputy. The teen is in the Davidson County Jail under a $75,000 bond." 
Yahoo News, October 11, 2001 (No longer posted on web) ThePiedmonlChannel.com 

(Landowner run over by 4-wheeler) 
http://www.thesunllnk.com/neWS/2000/aprll/0405code.html 

{Charges filed In A TV chase case)_ 
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"ARROWHEAD LAKE -A 19-year-old man, who allegedly led Arrowhead and Locust Lake Village development 
security on an A 1V chase, has been charged with two counts of criminal trespass and two counts of operating an 
ATV on private property." 
http :/twM:y.poconorecord .com/1999/local/exd42284 .him 

(Blown engine ends ATV chase) 
http://www.pacentral.corn/lsentinel/news 01302.htm 

Audubon MagaZJne reported: 
"The 500 combat missions flown by Colonel George Buchner over Vietnam didna€™t prepare him .... Buchner 
found trespassing ATV operators popping wheelies in his private trout stream. When he demanded their names, 
one rider dismounted and attacked him, breaking his nose. When he fenced his posted stream and property, ORV 
operators cut the wire and pulled the stakes. When he reinforced the stakes with cement, they knocked them down. 
a€l [HJe received death threats, his streetlights were shot out, his mailbox smashed, his dr iveway seeded with 
broken glass, the eight-strand fence on his-Christmas tree farm cut In 88 places, and his wife run over. ffRobin was 
screaming," he said, "and the guy calmly cranked up his machine and finished running over her. Hea€™d come 
through multiple barriers, multiple posted signs, three fences, and a gate. She had a hematoma extending the 
length of her leg.'' !n July 1996 Buchner confronted two trespassing ATV operators, one of whom knocked him 
down. ''Basically, /ATV]s ran me out of Michigan," Buchner told ma from his Arizona home." 
http'J/magazine.audubon.orq/incite/incite0003.htrnl 

New York state statutes provide ample power to landowners to exclude ATV trespassers and to volunteers to 
defend public and private property from damage, and to make arrests: 
"6. A person may, pursu ant to the ensuing provisions of this article, use physical force upon anot.her person in 
defense of himself or a third person, or In defe.nse of premises, or in order to prevent larceny of or criminal m!schief 
to property, or in order to effect an arrest or prevent an escape from custody. Whenever a person is authorized by 
any such provision to use deadly physical force ln any given circumstance, nothing contained in any other such 
provision may be deemed lo negate or qualify such authorization." 
NY Penal Law 35.j0(6) http;//assemblv.state.ny.us/leg/?cl=82&a=12 

Fortunately, NY law provides alternatives to personal confrontation. The highest Court of New York has declared 
that landowners have a common law privilege to "destroy" the "instrument of trespass" (e.g., vehicle) used by 
"defiant trespassers" to enter posted private property. People v. Kane, 142 N.Y. 366, 37 N.E. 104 and 131 N.Y. 
111. Accordingly, NY Penal Law Sec. 35.05 provides: "Unless o1herwise limited by the ensuing provisions of this
article defining justifiable use of physical force, conduct which would otherwise constitute an offense is justifiable
and not criminal when:1. Such conduct is ... authorized by law .... " Therefore, it seems that it is lawful for 
landowners in NY (and other common law jurisdictions) to defend their premises by deploying nails-in-boards, 
caltrops, roadspikes, etc. as is customarily done In other states, and at parking lots in NY state, Road spikes, 
cattrops, spiked fences, etc. deployed at a. perimeter are generally considered to be "non-lethal" force: 
http://yvwW,zarc.com/english/non-lethal weapons/n!t-usaf.html 
www.geoclttes com/SoHo/GaUerv/3452/non!ath .htm 
hltp:/twww.dnr.state.oh.us/policy/UseOfForceWeaponsDir.htrn 
http://hv.greenspun.com/bboard/g-and-a-fetch-msg.tcl?msq idr:.004B4h (After "Yet another death". 
farmers/landowners deploy nails-in-boards to fight A TV trespass) 

As noted, peaceful landowners In the US are stopping trespassing AT-Vehicles in the baslcaffy the same way that 
Police, parking lot owners, and drive-In movie theaters slop otherfypes ofvehlcles, by lawfully placing NAILS (road 
spikes) in their paths. 

Farmers seemingJy have perfected the technique: 
"I would start by posting the property 'Danger!!- Private Property-- Keep Oulll'(big red letters are nice ... ) for a week 
or two, and then I would proceed to sink some nice holes in the ground on either side of the roads & drive. Fifi 'em

with concrete and set a hasp into it. Get a nice big board, like a 2x12 cul to span between the two hasps. Drive some 

5/13/02 5:59 PM 
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nice ten-pennies into them thickly, and then put screw eyes at either end. Chain the boards to 1h�e11 �3 
padlocks. After they've lost a few tires, they may rethink their route. You can easily unlock one,.t'lnd aru:l,.d.cag,tt J a
right angle out of the way when you want to get thru for field work, then lock it back up at nightr

a.IDul� ficMA�. :, 
December 06, 2000." 
h ltp://hv .g reenspu n. com/bboa rd/q-and-a� fetch-msg .tcl?msg id= 00484h 

Commercially manufactured Road Spikes like Antech Co's Guardian 
(http:/fwww.antech.com/GuardianacnG%20C8.html) or DeltaScientific's Sabre Tooth and Doorking's Model 161 o
traffic spikes (which can do much more tire damage than simple round nails) are currently employed•at gates of the 
Wichita Mountains National Wildlife Refuge campgounds 
{hltp://plxie.simplenet.corn/motorcycles/rcr-iv/reports/rep100.lxt) and at the Great Swamp Watershed In NJ 
(http://www.greatswamp.org/gsmappg1 .htm ), and at numerous parking lots, airports, and drive-in theaters and 
numerous private properties around the country. 
See: DeltaScientific's SabreTooth hltp://www.deltascienUfic.com/gallery13A 1 1.htm ("The Sabre Tooth will 
puncture all pneumatic tires including steel belted radial and large truck tires,") 
"Provides extremely effective one-direction unmanned traffic control by puncturing the tires of errant vehicles." 
{http://www.anlech.com/Guardlan/TC/lG%2DC8.hlmD 
Doorking's Model 1610 traffic spikes: http:/fwww.agwaccess.com/doorking2.htrnl 
PMG's very expensive "roadspike" product has also been marketed for "perimeter control" for security purposes: 
httpJ/www.law-enforcement.com/buyersgulde/SubcategoryPage.cfm?MalCatCodePara1n=18&MlnCatCodeParam=I 

Comercially manufactured caltrops (called "PORTABLE ROADBLOCKS') are recommended for "use with extreme 
caution and discretion" to "protect private property," http:/twww.spymal!.com/catalog/qadgets-index.htm 

''NAILS IN THE PATH WORK GREAT." 
http://hv.greenspun.com/bboard/q•and-a-fetch-msg.tcl?msg ld:::004B4h 

"The 4-wheelers are trespassing and causing damage and death to pets. Here in NC the police are slow to respond 
(often 2 hours later) they say its a low priority Issue. I asked about the boards with nails. On your "privatelyw owned 
and "posted" land you can lay boards down and if they have nails In them well it is on your land. (officially). 
Unofficially if the trespassers get hurt most will sue. And with our "liberal" courts the landowner is about 75% sure 

to loose. Wish the odds were better:• 
http://hv.a reenspun .comfbboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg .lcl?msg id=004B4h 

A California decision offers a ray of hope with regard to landowner liability issues. A CA court construing language 
in a landowner immunity statute similar to language in NY General Obligations Law sec. 9-103, concluded that a 
justified use of physical force against a trespasser was a lawful "use of' land and therefore not a "willful" act 
depriving the landowner of immunity. Similarly, the NY Court of Appeals has decided that the placement of a 
brightly painted cable stretched across a private road to exclude trespassers ls a lawful condition or use of land. 
Spiked fences ara common In NY cities. 

Concealment of nails-in-boards on private properly may be necessary, since ATV Trespassers illegally destroy 
gates, fences, log-barriers, and anything else that is placed by landowners to keep them off of private property: 
"ARSON. A male on Rutland Way, Stephentown, said his vehicle, which was parked along a trail to deter ATV use, 
was damaged by fire. Officer: Trooper Ste\le Kovaleski." Albany (NY) Times Union, Police Blotter {Wed. July 28, 
1999 p. F2) 

The A TV Trespass problem is serious and pervasive throughout the US. 

(Lawsuit alleges ,neighbors cut an ATV trail) 
ht1p:/fvN1w.nashualelegraph.com/Main.asp?SectionlD:::25&SubSectlonlD=-354&ArticlelD=55309 

Off-roadar's Observation: 
'The Forestr)' Service is putting up fencing and closing trails to try to keep the ATV crowd from making 
"spider�trails", I Wish they would realize that they are the reason so many of the trails and private lands are being 
closed. It is not all of them but it seems like a Jarge majority of the A TV crowd has no respect for the land that they 
ride." http://Www.psychowheellng.com/custom4.htrnl 

ATV rider bragged to friends about setting farmer's barn on fire. 

i" 
\ 
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http://www.washlngtonpost.com/il,ip-dyn/arlicles/A29962-2002Feb5.htrn! Attachment 3 

Farmer considers posting land after strawberry crop is burned by ATV trespassers: Page 173 of 435 
"Underwood and fire officials believe the culprits accessed the property using an ATV .... There were ATV tire tracks 
leading to and from his property. The farmer has had problems with ATV's riding through his strawberry fields 
before, but until now has refused to deny anyone passage across his property to adjoining land .•.. 'Over 99.9 
percent of the snowmobile people are great. They generally police themselves. ATV users -that's a different story.' 
... All "NO ATV" signs will remain where they lay, said the landowner, simply because the abuse is a yeaHound 
event 'I've call�d several wardens in the past to report A TV-abuse problems and the response time was at least five 
hours."' 
outdoors.mainetoday.com/hunUnq/011128underwoo.shtml 

A TV trespassers have torn down fences, punched landowners in the face, and run completely over a landowner's 
wifel A TV trespassers Kill cats, geese; destroy trees, crops, etc. ATV trespassers tear up land, topple power poles, 
close snowmobile trails, chase landowners out of their home states, and burn their earn. 

http://webuse-rs.warwlck.ne1/~u1001223/Artlcale1/Article1 .htm (A TVs INVADING) 

http:/fw.tfw.courier-trlbune.com/nws/atv22.html 
(Landowner is fed up with the ATV rodeo that has wrecked his lawn. "They've got no respect for people's p roperty 
now.) 

http:/fw.t.{w.pocahonlastlmes.com/news0426.html#7thstory (Town overrun by ATVs) 

(ATVs turning town into 'war zone') 
http://www.umesleaderonfine.corn/locaf/archives4noc aprO0.html 

(EFFECTS of A TV'S on HIKING TRAILS and WILDERNESS AREAS) 
http://www.go.ednet.ns.ca/~larry/A TVs/atvrally.htm 

(Nature pays the price as A TVs hit Minnesota's woods) 
http://www.startrJbune.com/stories/531 /1633242.html 

(ATV Trespass damage In vr municipal forest) 
http;ffwww.cybertopia.net/reporter/headlines/2851 atv.html 

(Snowmobilers say ATVs are tearing up trails) 
htto:f/outdoors.mainetoday.com/snowmoblling/011206atv.shtmJ 

(trails ruined by disrespectful ATV riders) 
http://www.easterntrail.org/news/atvarthtml 

The National Forest Service has come under criticism from constructing "tank traps" to exclude motorized vehlcles 
(e.g., ATVs) from the lands at Targhee that it has been charged with securing against such trespass. '1he obstacles 
bear an uncanny resemblance to those used In World War II and the Persian Gulf to stop American armored 
vehlcles." "the Targhee Tank Traps [are) earth berms up to 15 feet high, �acked by pits up to 15 feet deep" "The 
traps were authorized by the local Forest Service administrator, Jerry Reese, followihg Dombeck's directive lo 
restrict public access to public lands In the national forests." "The dangers posed by the traps were tnade clear in a . 
field hearing .... At that hearing, ... a county commissioner ... testified to his potentially life-threatening encounter with 
one of the tank traps .... he was at the front of a small group of snowmoblles when his vehicle was violently thrust up 
Into the air. He came to rest in a pit with a broken back." http:/lwvffl.heartland.orq/envlronmenVmay99/lraps,htm 

According to Representative Helen Chenoweth "The surface of some roads was ripped to a depth of three feet to 
prevent motorized access. Nearly 400 miles of roads were obliterated by placing she to eight foot high earthen 
barriers In the roads" http://commdocs.house.gov/commlttees/resources/hli55181.000/hll5�181 0.htm 

The berms were Installed after "gates" proved ineffective to prevent A TV "trespass." 
hltp://66.109.128.221wildrock/wd4116/wd162/Gate-Crashlng-Report.pdf 
http://www. fs.fed .us/r4/curlew/Targhee/travel plan/code 15 .html 
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CITIZENS ARRESTING ATV TRESPASSERS IN NY Attachment 3 

Cilizen's Arrest in NY is authorized and regulated by NY Criminal Procedure Law Article 140 �8fflb lfll�fo�
and even deadly force for the purpose of effecting such an arrest and maintaining the safety of the citizen 
performing it, is authorized by Penal Law section 35.30(4) and 35.10(6). See statutes at: 
b.!!Q://assembly.state.ny.us/jeg/?cl=82&a=12 

New York Criminal Procedure Law {CPL) sec, 140.30 (1) provides: 
"Subject to the provisions of subdivision two, any person may arrest another person (a) for a felony when the latter 
has in fact committed such felony, and (b) for any offense when the latter has in fact committed such offense in his 
presence." 
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?cl.-:25&a=22 

In NY, private citizens have the "same authority" to make arrests of factually ''Guilty" offenders as do police officers. 
Police have a legal duty to make arrests. Private Citizens have a civic and moral duty to make arrests. It is however 
extremely important to completely understand every limitation and all the regulations and duties applicable to 
arrests by private citizens as prescribed !n Crimlnal Procedure Law Article 140. 
http://assembly,sta1e.ny.us/leg/7cl,.25&a=22 

It is very important that one undertaking a Citizen's Arrest also have a thorough knowledge of the laws which define 
arrestable offenses, since private citizens may only arrest factually "guilty'' offenders, and may not arrest merely 
upon reasonable belief nor probable cause. 
http://assembly.state.ny.us/legnct=>25&a=22 

See NY RULES FOR OPERA TlON OF ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES 
b.!!P://caselaw. IP. find law. com/nyco<les/law128/art82. h1ml

A violation of these Rules is an ''offense" for purposes of authorizing a private citizen to arrest an A TV operator 
without a warrant. See, VTL sec 155 & PL 10.00(2) 
"For purposes of arrest without a warrant, pursuant to article one hundred forty of the criminal procedure law, a 
traffic infraction shall be deemed an offense." VTL sec 155 
http://assernbly.state.ny.us/leg/?cl=128&a=3 
http:/fwww.skateclty.com/nyc/law/ny/vt. 7 a 1.htm I 

In genera/, the word n 'Offense' means conduct for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment or to a fine is 
provided by any law of this state or by any Jaw, local law or ordinance of a.political subdivision of this state, or by 
any order, rule or regulation of any governmental instrumentalityauthorized by law to adopt the same." PL 10.00 
The term "offense" therefore means any felony, misdemeanor, violation, or traffic infraction defined by the law of the 
state of New York. Penal Law sec 10.00 (1-6). http://assembly.state.ny.us/leq/?cl=82&a=5 

Landowners in states like NY where citizen's arrest of A TV trespassers is lawful generally discover that A TV riders 
who will ride on any "new trail" they hear about without knowing the owner or even asking for permission wilt usually 
resist arrest, and try to flee or run over the landowner: 
tJttp'//w,w/,alvtime.com/steelriders(Features/Others/DoWhat.htrnl 

What happens in NY when the ATV operator who is engaged in an arrestable offense or is fleeing from 
1he scene resists a lawful citizen's arrest? 
Penal Law, sec. 35.30, titled "Justification; use of physical force in making an arrest or in preventing an 
escape", provides: 
114. A private person acting on his own account may use physical force, other than deadly physical
force, upon another person when and to the extent that he reasonably believes such to be necessary to 
effect an arrest or to prevmt the escape from custody of a person whom he reasonably believes to have 
committed an offense [in his presence, see CPL Article 140] and who in fact has committed such 
offense; and [ after giving due notice of the grounds for the arrest] he may use deadly pltysical force for 
such purpose when he reasonably believes such to be necessary to:(a) Defend himself or a third person 
from what he reasonably believes to be the use or imminent use of deadly physical force. 11 
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"The right of a law enforcement officer (or a private citizen] to make an arrest necessaIAf�ffiMftlJt 
the right to use some degree of physical coercion or threat thereof to effect it." Fraz1avgflf�'Wf 4��
F.3d 877 (7th Cir. 1996), quoting Graham v. Conno,r, 490 U.S. 386,396 (1989). 

When arresting offenders riding ATVs, it is important to be aware that the ATV can be used as a 
dangerous instrument against the person making the arrest. 

In NY, forcible "conduct" such as "Menacing" (PL 120.14), "which would otherwise constitute an offense is justifiable 
and not criminal" when committed "in defense of himself or a third person, or in defense of premises, or in order to 
prevent larceny of or criminal mischief to property, or in order to effect an arrest or prevent an escape from custody." 
Penal Law 35.10(6). 

Penal Law sec 120.14, titled "Menacing in the second degree" prescribes: 
"A person is guilty of menacing in the second degree when [withoutjustification]:1. He or she intentionally places or 
attempts to place another personin reasonable fear of physical injury, serious physical injury or death by displaying 
a deadly weapon, dangerous instrument or what appears to be a pistol, revolver, rlne, shotgun, machine gun or 
other ffrearm." 
http://assembly.state.ny.usneg/?cl=82&a=27 

However, many states, including NY, while not authorizing the USE of Deadly Force In defense of possession of 
land (i.e., premises), nevertheless do provide that an occupant may use necessary non-deadly force 0ncluding 
"threatening" to use deadly force, i.e., "menacing"), For example, Arizona's statutes explicitly authorize landowners 
1o "threaten to use deadly physical force" in defense of land. Arizona Revised Statutes 13-407. 
http://www.azleg.state.az .us/ars/13/00407 .httn 

Simllarly, New York statutes provide that a person "may use any degree of physical force, other than deadly 
physical force, which he reasonably believes to be necessary for" the listed purposes e.g., defense of premises, 
persons, arrest. 

NY Penal Law sec 10, Definition (11) provides: ""Deadly physical force" means physical force which, under the 
circumstances in which it is used, is readily capable of causing death or other serious physical injury." 
http://assembly.stale.ny.usneq/?cl:82&a=5 

Menacing with an unloaded deadly weapon, or with a dangerous instrument, and even firing a warning shot AWAY 
i=ROM the trespasser, and threatening to use deadly force, etc. are not Deadly Physical Force (because each Is not 
endangerment). Therefore each such act would be lawful in NY when such a use of non-deadly force is necessary 
and lawful under article 35 of the NY Penal Law. See: 
http://www.courts:state.rne.us/01 me91 gl,Ddf 
People v. Davis, 72 N.Y. 2d 32,530 N.Y.S.2d (1988). 
PEOPLE v. CHRYSLER, 85 N.Y.2d 413,649 N.E.2d 1162, 626 N.Y.S.2d 18 (1995) 
((http:/twww.law.comell.edu/ny/ctap/085 0413.htm) 

NY Case in point: 
11A Canajoharie, New York, carthiefs efforts were put in park after a potential victim pressed a shotgun 
to the criminal's throat. Daniel-J. Stetin foiled the crime after awaking for work and discovering his car 
already running outside. He grabbed a shotgun and went to investigate, while his wife grabbed the 
telephone and dialed 911. Confronted by an am1ed and angry Stetin, the crook rested quietly on the 
ground and waited for police to arrive. (The Sunday Gazette, Schenectady, NY, 5/21/95)'' 
http ://wwv..1

• objectivists.ontau/May09-1999/ anned-citizen. 95 .htm 

There was no apparent USE of ttdeadly physical force" here (unJess the shotgun had a hair-trigger and/or 
the safety was OFF), only a lawful and apparently necessary and sufficient nthreat" to use such deadly 
force. Note: If the man who owned the car stood in front of it, and if the thief had attempted to escape 
by driving over the car's owner, the car's owner would have had the right to prevent that escape involving 
vehicular assault, by using deadly physical force (i.e., shooting). This is because the law, in support of 
citizens who place themselves in positions of peril to arrest guilty offenders, provides that the private 
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Man accused of grabbing at woman on rail 
trail, damaging residence 

Kelly Nankervis , The Mldland Dally News 09/04/2002 

A 27-year-old Coleman man was arrested Tuesday 
after being �ccused of assaulting a woman on the rail 
trail, damaging a home and pointing a gun at another 
man1 reports the Midland County Sheriffs Office.

The man is not being named, as he had not been arraigned as of 
press time. 

The first incident occurred about 4:30 p.m. A 36-year-old Midland 
woman reported that as she was riding a bicycle on the Pere Marquette 
Rail-Trail of Mid-Michigan near Geneva and Lewis roads, a man 
attempted to grab her. 

The man was standing at the side of the rail trail and yelled to the 
woman. As she rode by him, he grabbed her arm, but she kept going. 

An hour and a half later - at 6 p.m. - the same man broke a window· 
at a West Saginaw Road home in Coleman, entered the home and 
began to swing an 8-inch round metal pipe, causing $2,000 in damage. 
The report did not specify what items In the home were damaged, said 
MCSO Capt. James McCandless . 

The suspect also assaulted a 22-year-old Coleman man who was 
inside the home. He then picked up a shotgun and pointed it at the 
22-year�old. It is unclear if the shotgun was loaded at the time of 1he
assa·ult, but it was found unloaded, McCandless said.

When the 22-year-old's father returned to the home, he restrained the 
suspect until deputies arrived. 

None of the victims knew the suspect, who was arrested on charges 
including felonious assault, burglary and damage to property. 

Only the suspect was injured, suffering a cut on his arm from 
breaking the home's :-vindow. 

©Midland Dally News 2002 
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Vandals strike Yough River Trait's 
Dickerson Run area 

By Chris Buckley 
VALLEY INDEPENDENT 

Friday, September 6, 2002 

Bob McKinley has seen the results of 
vandalism on the Dickerson Run portion 
of the Yough River Trail, but nothing 
this severe. 

Twenty-one sections of split rail fence were smashed to the 
ground, a six-foot-by-six-foot bulletin board was destroyed and 
graffiti was scrawled throughout the area, located about five 
miles north of Connellsville. The damaged occurred the 
weekend of Aug. 24. 

McKinley, trail manager for the rails-to-trails facility, 
estimated damages at more than $3,000. The volunteer hours 
spent erecting the fence and bulletin board also were lost) 
McKinley said. 

"It was looking real good and now there's nothing there," 
McKinley said. 11This was devastating." 

An eyewitness saw a gang of people in numerous pick up 
trucks riding along the trail, McKinley said. 

''We feel confident we have a chance of catching them,° 
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McKm1ey said. "They lett some tlungs behmd." 

State police are investigating the incident. 

Page178of . 

.· � , .. 
Little vandalism occurs along the trail, which runs from 
Ohiopyle in Fayette County to McKeesport in Allegheny 
County, McKinley said. 

However, the Dickerson Run stretch experiences the highest 
level of vandalism, McKinley added. 

A nearby viaduct possibly provides vandals with places to 
hide, Mc.K.iuley said. 

Construction of the walking and.bicycle trail along a former 
rail line began in 1993 at Dickerson Run and extended south. In 
1998, northern sections of the trail were completed. 

Since that time, trail officials have worked to improve access 
areas through such projects as fence and bulletin board 
additions at Dickerson Run. 

The fruit of those efforts at Dickerson Run has been spoiled. 

"Fortunately, the vandalism did not affect people using the 
trail,'' McKinley said. 110nly the regular trail users notice it. n 

Chris Buckley can be reached at cbuckley@tribweb.com or 
(724) 684-2642.

Back to headlines 
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DNR, landowner 
. , . 

Trespassing charges 
could be filed soon 

By Max �ooper 
Special to the Pioneer 

TIJSTJN -For now, lhe colorful Osceola County railroad right-of-way
ownership dispute is in Jim Talaske's hands. 

Talaske, the Osceola County prosecutor, is to receive a Michigan S1.a1.e 
Police rcpon on a sociable showdown Wednesday on the righl of way of 
the proposed While Pines Trail in Secs.ion 13 of Burdell Township, two 
miles nonh ofTusun. 

1n a mostJy planned "confrontation," Depanmcnt of Nawra.l 'Resources 
personnel removed Charles (Chuck) Gaffney's barricade acroos tho former 
Michigan Northern Railroad right of way.

The DNR people also filled in a trench that had been dug a.cross the
right of way, 

Two Stai.e Police officers who had sauntered up the Trail from !he north, 
wiLnessed the barricade removal, and heard Ga!fney's charge that the DNR 
w··- 1respas.sing on his propeny. 

,er observers included reponcrs and photographers from the Herald
fv� .... , Tht: Pioneer, and another newspaper to the nonh, and television 
(:atnCn'I crews from Channels 7 & 4 and 9 & 10. A couple of neighbors 
whose property, like Gaffney's, adjoins or is divided by the right of way
also were on hand.

Troopec Tom Unger of lhc Reed City Siai.e Police Post conferred with
his commander by telephone. 

11 was dccic.lcd 10 write a police report on lhe incident, LUm it ovcc lO 
Talask.e and await a decision on what LO do. 

Gaffney and his wife, Eslhcr, then invited members of the pany, foclud
ing Lheir PNifopponenLS, inlO their spacious wlldemoss home for coffee. 

Actually, the Rail LO Trall "showdown" was more serious than the above 
tlcscription might indica.le. 

Dispute 

Gaffney contends thal he owns the fonner railroad right of way &hal 
,iscci.s his l!O U(:re !iprcud. He hllS records lO �uppon his cwm that the
·ailroad never did own lho righ.l of w11y lhi:oogh hi!! land. · · 

Ottlclals from the Michigan 
D�Rq[Ull&lllaL.Natul'Sh. ..... _...��=--r..-.,..,.._..._.
Resources cleared a path 
across a proposed rails to
trails project In northern Os
ceola County on Wednesday. 
The property has come un
der dispute by the ONA and 
a landowner, Charles Gaf
fney, who claims he owns the 
right of way to the proposed 
trall. Above, DNA officers 
prepare to fill a trench dug on 
the trail at the line of Gaf• 
1ney's claimed land. Right, 
Gaffney and his wife. Esther, 
confront 0NR official Gordon 
Archer about the dispute and · 
Inform hl_m he la trespassing 

Quit claim deed disputed 
The DNR also lays claim to the half-mile section of right of WliY be·

uu.sc it has a qui1 claim dce.d 10 it from the Michigan Depanmem of 
·ranspon.ation.

The DNR clnim is based in part on I.he facl that. lhe railroad Wa.9 built in
1e 1860's, years before the I.and was deeded to I.he firsl private owner.

Guffney says the DNR �s quick claim deed is worth just as much as a
�d which he might seU abdicating all his rights lO ownership of the 
lackinaw Brid�e. Such a deed :would. of cowse, be wonh nothing. 
The ownership dispule is significant be.cause if the DNR owns the con
sled segmem, it wilJ. use il for the proposed hildng Wld biking trail lhat 
iU run from Grand Rapids to Cadillac.
If Gaffney owns iL, I.he tr.iii will be blocked. He says he ·bought the

·opi.:rty in 1976 to use il for u �cliscmcnl home um.I for hunling. Ir the ':"'.til
JCS lhrough he says, the heavily wooded land becom� wonhlcss 10 him. 
o,,rr.,1!y �ys the "almost" staged confront.alioo has gouen the ball roll
!l m and he will have his day in coun where he now believes the is-
e 1a. ... .. be seaJed. :,..--

(Continued on Pllile l) 
on Gaffney. 

Photo by Julie A. Syrek 
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·To hhom It may Concern,

Our thoughts on the bike path which runs 400 feet between the east
side of the Fox River and our home ••••••

l, our 
in: the 
trail. 

2. '.l'wo

were on 
crashed 

first experience happened one week prior to our moving 
previous owner's cat was hit and killed on the bike 

weeks after moving in an ambulance and three police cars 
the north side of our property because a bike racer 
into an older gentleman, 

J. There is traffic 24 hours a day on that trail. Having strange
people. on our property in the middle o! the night makes us very
uneasy. These are not just bicycle riders - but people who are
fishing, walking or doing(who knows what?) on our property, Our dogs

bark alerting us to trespassers. 

4. Me have put up tents for our children to play in this summer
and have found people from the bike path taking the liberty of
sleeping in them.

5. �e highly prize our beautiful wild !lowers but in the spring
adults seem to !eel they have the right to pick them,

6. Kids ride bikes through our property all the time. The most
appalling example was when I was having a picnic with my children
and· they rode at us and onto our blanket. 'They responded with
obscenities when I asked them to leave,

7, Adults with children have come onto my prop�rty and played in 
my childrens play area, 

8, Adults and children climb our trees, pick our fruit and eat 
our berries. 

9. Adults walk and ride slowly·back and forth on our portion of the
bike path surveying our home and completely spoiling our privacy,

10. People ant�gonlze our puppies - kicking them, throwing stones
at them or encouraging them to follow,

,> 
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I l. 'l'he most important point of al! is that I no longer· feel my 
two little Birls are safe playing in my own yard, As a matter 
of fact a strange woman recently came on my property to tell 
me that she felt jy children's play·area was much too visible 
and too close to the bike path frequented by so many strangers. 
Jt ahoultl be noted that thiG area is at least 120 feet from 
the river bike trail. 

ln our usage o! the bike path we have found, 

A, �others with bicycle carriers, children, older people, people 
walking dog� on leaGhes are literally run off the path bi �is
cour�eous riders. The racers are the wordt offenders, Th�y travel 
at high speeds with their fine-tuned noiseless bicycles and pass 
without making their presence known. This is o! a major concern tc 

small children who are coming in the opposite direction, Oangerous 
riding. 

B. As a responsible parent living on the bike path - I first check
how busy the path is before I take my kids out on it. we practice
bicycle rules and safety on our property always wearing helmets,
teaching them how to judge distance, announcing we're passing,
slowing down when dolng so. etc. And as we've perfected lt
my daughter is run down - tr�umatized - bruised - has cuts and
tne young man who ran her down sustained injuries also and now
expects us to pay for his damages because the bicycle path is
on� property.

c. I have seen a maintenence dump truck traveling long the
path at a fast speed - parking on our property leaving gouges
and parking on a blind curve endangering riders.

IN CU1-H..!1U.:jl UN 1 

Ubviously at great expense we could erect a 10 foot stockade fence, 
However, the only reason we purchased this home was �o enjoy the 
view of the river, 

As more and more people have come from greater distances the bike 
paths have been abused and the very people we want to be attracted 
are being driven of! - LlT-cRALLY. I live on the bike path, I no 
longer use it, 1 patrol lt. Ey moving here we have lost our 

_privacy and security, 

1 strongly urge the City· Counci.l and the County to build NO MORE 
BICYCLE PATH5 especially those connecting to other counties and 
to patrol more often the trails we do have - prohibit night usage, 
bicycle racers and ABOVE ALL remember your obligations to protect 
the property of Geneva residents. 

,, 

Sincerely, 

Karolee and James McLaughlin 
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well l could go on and on about this bike·path but I won't. 
However, anytime you want to get me on my soapbox just just 
start telling me how great these t�ails are. 

Also, one more thing. ihenever we need the police for some
thing who do we call? Well the Fox Valley Park District 
says call Kane Cnunty Sheriff's Dept. They want nothing to do 
with them and North Aurora Police say it's not their respon
sibility although they do respond at times. So now what? 
By the time you reach them and they do come it's too late! 

ln closing I'd like to say I think these trails are terrible. 
Year round its either bikes or snowmobiles in our yard and 
I'm tired of lt. �r. �lfstrom and his pack of wolves have 
way too much power. i doubt he'd like thls in his backyard 
either, 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Bruce f. Graham 
405 Offut Lane 
North Aurora, IL 

60542 
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Man pleads guilty 
in rape along path 

A 26-year-old man acx:used of 
raping a homeless woman n� e. 
public path in north Fort Collins 
last month pleaded guilty to sec
ond-degree sexual 8888.ult Mon-
day. 

JWUl Enrique Sanchez entered 
the plea in Larimer District Court 
before Judge William F. Dressel. 

Sanchez, who WBB also home-
le&& a�- the time of• the MIU'Ch 9 
incident, was arrested after wi� 
nesses reported seeing rum sexu
ally assault. a woman iD the 
Gustav Swanson Nature Preserve 
near the Linden Street bridge. 

Sanchez was charged with first.. 
degree sexual assault but that 
charge was redu.oed in a plea 
agreement with prosecutors. 

As part of the plea �ment, 
the judge sentenced Sanchez to 
four years in prison but BUB

pended the sentence on the ooncli
tion that Sanchez, an illegal alien, 
be deported to Mexico. 

Attacl1ment 3 
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ewsletter Focuse 
On Rails To Trails 

Farmers and l\lral landowners now 
can keep up on the latest r.ills-to-
· ·sues wilh u monthly m.:wslcllcr.

· • ·1s-10-u-.uls su r.; huvc 

Benedict. Her newsleuer, she says, is a 
wny of adjoining landowner helping 
adjoining landowner by sharing what 
s1ra1egies have worked and what 
huven'L II also covers whllt Congress-
011:pJwomen arc doing for their own 
districts and an updaw on court cases. 

a well-fun e r ·, landowners 
protesting lhe Lrails often fed isoloted,
unaware lhat people across the country 
ure focing the same problems lhey urc, 
says 111:wslt!th:r uuthor Bcvi,rly Ann

A.SI annual subscription costs $30. 
. For more information or to subscribe , 
contll.CI Beverly A.Sin Benedicl, 2414 -
16th St., Anucortcs, WA 9K221. Muke 
c.:h1.oeks payublt! to her. ♦ 
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More carcasses, junk litter area 
By Nancy Stevens 

�stte st.aff wr11e1 

The discovery Thursday of yet another pile of animal 
carcasses in the greenbelt area of Old ruver Road SW 
brings the body count to more than 100. 

For Tom Hart, County Health Department Environ, 
mental Division supervisor, the most recent find is just 
one more Illustration of illegal dumping along the road 
that has become worse in recent yean. 

A couple fishing along the river discovered the 
remains of SO or more animal carcasses Monday on city• 
owned property. 

While the rotting bodies requi� immediate action, · 
Hart said city and county officials also must find ways 
to clean up the rest of the garbage dumped along the 
road. 

"lt's been going on for years," he said. "At times. clty 
and county crews go out and pick it up, but it has gotten 
worse. 

"I don't know if it is a case or people who don't want 
to ,pay landfill fees, or who want to dump things when 
the landfill isn't open. or just want to circum\•ent !egal 
disposal." 

Hart said city and county officials will meet Monday 
to discuss cleanup of the area. 

"l don't think we'll be able to control it. The ·area is 
not under .constant surveillance and is as yet largely 
undeveloped. We don't get any calls from anyone saying 
they've seen someone dumping, but it's obvious it's 
happening. There is brush, garbage, appliances. water 
heaters, you name it." 

Hart said he hopes to get the area cleaned up and 
then post signs along the road warning against illegal 
dumping. 

'This is a problem that needs to be addressed from 
both the county and city points of view. That is what we 
intend to do," he said. 
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.Gazette pho10 by Nancy Stev,

City Animal Sheller workers were faced Tuesday with the task 
cleaning up 50 or more animal carcasses that were dumped along 
Cedar River near Old River Road and Sunshine Street. 

Discovery of old carcasses 
angers authorities, trappers 

By Nancy Stevens· 
Guattt naff wntef 

The discovery or 50 or more 
animal carcasses dumped along the 
Cedar River near Old River Road 
and Sunshine Street has raised the 
Ire of botli animal authorities and 
the head of a local trappers' rn,up. 

A couple fish.inc along the river 
�lscovered the remains Monday DD· 

city-owned gTei!n belt property. 
City Animal Shelter workers com, 

pleted the cleanup o( the tal'Casses 
Wednesday, 

The skeletons, many with flesh 
still attached, include mostly rae• 
coon and opossum remains, as well 
as six coyotes, two foxes and three 
deer heads. 

Authorities sunnised the animals 
were t.rappe<I, skinned and their 
bodies dumped down the hill off the 
road next to the river, possibly on 
two ·occasions, 

Owen Halt, Central City, state 
representative for the Furtakers o( 

CEDAR RAPIDS 

America, said his group ls anxi 
to see the person responsible for 
dumping prosecuted. 

"A trapper ha.s enough problf 
without an unethical trapper 
poacher doing something like th 
Hall · said. "I don't want to 
trappers labeled with this.· 
certainly do not promote getting 
of carcasses like that." 

Tom Hart of the Linn Cou 
Health Department said laws 
quire that animal carcasses 
disposed of in one of thr� w; 
buried at least three feet unc 
ground, turned over to a licen 
rendering service or disposed o 
an approved incinerator or land 

Improper disposal is considere 
misdemeanor, punishable by a I
of up to 5100 and1or 30 days in: 
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Gazelle pholo by by Robin Trimarchi 

This trash pile of old tires and old furniture was dumped along Otis Road SE in Cedar Rapids near the Sac and Fox Trail. Rich 
Patlerson, director of U1e Indian Creek Nature Center, says such dumping has increased with the advent of new landfill rules. 
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Beyond ordinary trail trash 
. ..5--31-q<-

Landfill restrictions bring more illegal dumping 
By Lonnie Zlngula 

Gazelle alall writer 
CEDAR RAPIDS - l,cgal breakwaters 

designed lo Impede Iowa's waste stream 
seem to be turning the Sac and Fox Trail 
Into a trash reservoir. 

Willie Illegal dumping Is nothing new. ll 
has Increased ''J,000 percent" slnce state 
laws olmcd at reducing waste In landfills 
look effect, said lndlan Creek Nature Cen
ter Director Rich Patterson. What once 

. may have hccn an occasional trash bag or 
two ls now larcc loads of lircs. appliances 
amt. 1.n one recent case, horse manure. 

-�rhls isn't Hershey bar wr1w1Jcrs. lrs
major s111lf." 1•.lttcrson saicl Munday after 
houscholll I rash. bags of diaJ)ers and huu
hcr werr found In a nearby ditch alone 
Otis Road SI�. 

Stale laws 1lcsign('1) to rctlnc<? llrn 
amount of i;arhacc 1h11nped in landfills by 
25 11crcenl In rn9•1 aud !ill 111.m:c:ml l>y 2orn1 
trnvc hrm11:h1 a correspurnlin� im:rcasc ln 
dumpin� fees. lnslcall or rcdncini; waste. 
some 1:hari:c. ii has just been rcdlrcclcd 
from dumps lo ditches. 

"I think every county in the state has 
the same problem.'' said Assistant Llnn 
County Engineer Steve Gannon. "When 
the prlce at the landfill goes up, It gets 
worse, at least ror a while. until people get 
used to it." 

That doesn't bode well for this summer, 
when landnn lipping fees are projected lo 
Increase to $25 per ton In the Cedar Rap· 
Ids landfill and $40 per ton at the Linn 
County dump. Automobile tires, which 
PaUerson said are the most commonly 
dumped items, cost about $� each to dls
·posc or legall�.

The tire-disposal money is turned over
to the Rosehar Tire Shredding Center,
which hauls them lo its Vinton recy'cllng
plant. '"Unfortunately recycling Is an ex-
11ensive pro11osilion," said Gannon.

PATTF.USON SAID a "llottlc bill" for 
tires. sirnll;ir to the deposit charged for 
nluminum cans. mighl be n more eITcclivc 
response. Instead or paying to dispose of 
old tires. 11cople would pay a clC!posil on 
new tires lhnt coulcl be refunded UJlOn 

Cedar Rapids Gazette 

disposal, he said. 
Legislation to that effect falled ln both 

houses of lhe state Legislature thls spring. 
"It's generally accepted at this tlme that It 
has died," said Don Paulin, deputy direc
tor of the Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources. 

Instead, DNR officials and lawmakers 
are discussing se-veral other options. One 
posslbUlty, modeled after a Minnesota 
law, wouJd require that a portion or lho 
money received by companies who Intend" 
to recycle used tires be put In trust. That 
money would be used lo recycle the tires 
tr the company wasn't able to, Paulin saltl. 

Patlerson has enlisted trail neighbors 
.and police to help catch culprlts In the act 
or dumping Illegally, a simple mlsctrnu..-.n
or. Clues found In trash seldom yield a 
culprit. More often, they turn up reports 
of an unknown hauler who was pail.I to 
remove the rubbish. 

"I wish people would be more respectful 
of pr.oplc living in the country,'' said Pnt
tcrsun. "This is not littering, lt's dump
ing." 

I..O 
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City worker help,-catlh 
pair seen dul11ping tires 

By Donna Lee Olaon 
Gazette ,tatt writer 

Two young men trying to 
ditch about 30 used tires • 
along a Cedar Rapids road air 
parecUy didn't know the eyes 
of �ce were behind them 
and overhead. 

Jerome T. Sauer,· 18, of 531 
12th SL SE, and a 17-year-old 
Juvenile were arrested Thurs
day for depositing debris on 
the road after being stopped 
by police about 12:45 p.m., BC• 
cording to Capt James Noon• 
an, watch commander for Ce
dar Rapids police. 

One of the111 was driving 
the pickup and another was 
in the truck box, flinging the 
tires out on and along Otis 
Road SE, betwei:!n Cole Street 
and 44th Street 

What they didn't see was a 
city forestry truck follo'Wing 

behind them, its driver 
watching them in acUon. The 
driver· contacted the police 
and continued tagging behind 
the truck while the police he
licopter flew overhead. A 
ground patrol flnally inter• 
cepted the truck and arrested 
the men, Noonan said. 

If convicted, the misde
meanor charge carries a $100 
fine or 30 days in jail. 

A city ordinance also states 
that the such debris must be 
picked up off the street by the 
person littering within six 
hours after the arrest If not, 
the city will remove the de
bris and charge the person 
for the cleanup. 

Dwnptng tires along Otis 
Road and 1n the Sac and Fox . 
Trail nearby has been an in." 
creasing problem, according 
to earlier reports. 

Cedar Rapids Gazette 
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Appla�se for police, forestry departments' tire catch 
neighborhood.. and we hope the re<:ent incident 
will encourage people to bring their debris to th 
land1ill and not dump it in rural areas. 

We, residents living (and working) on Otis, 
Bero-am and 4-4th sa-eets SE, thank the staff 
members of the Cedar Rapids Forestry and Police

departments for locating and catching two people 
dumping tires along Otis Road. 

All of us keep an eye on the neighborhood, but it 
is ha.rd to keep a vigil all the time. 

It is frustrating having people du.mp trash in our 

Rich Patterson, direc 
lmllan Creek Nature Cen 

6665 Otis Rd. 
(and 10 other sigm 

--- . .. . . ···- - -----------

Man injured in RAGBRAI dies 
Gazette 1tatf report 

Thomas Short,_ 29, of Wheaton 
Ill,, who became a quadriplegic 
following a mud-sliding accident 
2½ years ago in Cedar Rapids, 
died Thursday in bis sleep. 

ing on mud tn Noelridge Park· 
and suffered neck injuries after 
� fall. 

• 

Short was in Cedar Rapids on 
July 26, 1990, as a participant or 
RAGBRAI (the Register's Annu
al Great Bicycle Ride Across Io
wa ). After a thunderstorm 
drenched the area, he went slid• 

, Officials at the Fred C. Olson 
Funeral Home in Rockford. ill .. 
which is handling arrangements, 
said a cause of death would not 
be known Wltil the death certifi
cate ls received next week 

Services are to be held at l 
p,m, Monday at Central Chris
tian Church in Rockford. 

..2. -.:z 4- - "j"J'

TEL•US 4.-
ro answer today'• question call CITYUNE, 

363-7000 or 337•7'000 and enter
category 1111 between 6 a.m. and B p.m: 

Today's Question: Do you think the 
Iowa Legislature should pus a law this 
session requlrtng motorcycle riders to 
wear helmets? 

Yesterdays Question: Do you 
support the.establishment of a bicycle 
trall lhrough Cedar Rapids that would 
connect to the Cedar Valley and Hoover 
trails? (422 responses) 

·vesl42%I Nolss%I
TEUIUS n • non-� ampllng ol f)(Jbilc oplnJon 
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Arson charge In pickup fire 
■ A 20-year-old Cedar Rapids man
accused of taking a pickup on a Joy ride
June 23 With friends faces up to 10 years
in prison on a second-degree arson
charge.

Frederick K. Mishler, 1720 Texas Ave. 
NE, remained in the 4inn County Jail 
last night under a $15,000 bond. 

A Linn County attorney's complain_t 
charges Mishler with setting ablaze the 
pickup belonging to Louis Johnson, 108 
36th Ave. SW, early on June 23. 

According to the �mplaint, witnesses 
identlfled Mishler as one of three men 
in the truck when it became stuck in 
mud 1n the Sac & Fox Trail area and 
was set on nre. Tbe truck was worth 
$5,000, the complaint states. 

Johnson. notifled that his truck had 
been destroyed by fire, told police that 
the last he knew the truck was parked 
in front of his house. .. .. ... 

TEL•US 
To answer today's question call CITTLJNE, 

363-7000, and enter category ·1111
between 6 s.m. and 8 p.m.

Today's Question: Would you vote to 
approve allowing caslno•style gambling 
In Cedar Rapids? 

Yest�rday4s Question: Should 
blcyclu be permitted on the paved· 
portion of two-lane Iowa highways? 
(617 resporuau) 

Yes 147°/41 No ls3%I 
TEJMJS i. • non-�tlflc umpllng al pub/le opinion 

- ·---------------·· -··· --- --- -

-- ··---·-· -------·-·-·-···- . .  ·- .

. .. . ..... . ----·---· .. -�
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More trash is 
abandoned at 
Na��:�j!�1

O�zel\e staN wnler 

Earth Day was celebrated in 
manr ways Monday, but dump
ing tires at the Indian Creek Na
ture Center wasn't supposed to 
be one of them. 

Employees at the center about 
two miles east of Cedar Rapids 
arrh·ed at work Monday to find a 
bunch of old tires just west of the 
facll1ty. 

Director Rich Patterson said It 
was the latest example of illegal 
dumping at the center. "This 
isn't somebody flipping a 
Hershey wrapper down. We're 
talking about people dumping 
bags of yard waste or household 
garbage," he said. 

"Having junk dropped off here 
is nothing new," Patterson 
added. "But with higher landfill 
rates and bans on things like 
tires, It is happening more fre
quently lately." 

County Engineer Jerry Nelson 
said an increas!! in illegal dump
ing ·has been seen on a county• 
wide basis the past few yea.rs. 
He's worried It will get worse be
cause it's almost impossible to 
catcb someone 1n the act. 

Besides ma.king roadsides ugly, 
Neison said, · illegally dumped 
garbage wastes many hours for 
county crews who must remove 
iL "Taxpayers are always on us 
to watch our budget, but this is 
something we can't ignore,' he 
added. 

Sgt. Bill Mau of the Sheriff's 
Department said someone con
victed of illegal llttering could 
face up to a SlOO fine, 30 days in 
jail or both. He added that he 
can't recall the last time such a 
charge was filed in Linn County. 

Nelson· said the Iowa County 
Engineers Association for sev• 
eraJ years has lobbied legislators 
to increase the penalty as a deter
rent. But tlie change hasn't been 
made, he said, adding that it 
probably won't be made until 
there's large-scale ·support from 
voters. 

Something needs to happen or 
the problem will worsen, Pat
terson said. In the oa1-r w,,,,k ho 
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Body found in creek 

-, 

■ Rescuers foWld the body .of a Ce<:
Rapids woman Wednesday in lndiaI
Creek.

Claire Hudek. 71. of 190 Ryecroft: 
SE, who had b�n missing since 
Saturday, drowned as the result of a 
suicide, according to Dr. Percy Harr 
Linn Counzy medical examiner. 

Hudek's car was found Tuesday il
the Indian Creek Nature Center are, 
Searchers immediately began scoutt 
the area, continuing into Wednesday 
when they found Hudek's body abov, 
the Otis Road bri� at 3:36 p.m. 

Assisting in the search was the Li 
County Search and R�overy Unit, L 
County Rescue, and the MoWlt Verni 
and Bertram fire depamnents, 
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Honest people bear the high cost of vandalism: 
tr) 

I stood along Indian Creek's bank a rew· 
� t"'l days ago lu utter frustration. 
= � A main gate leading to the Cedar 
� � Greenbelt National Hecreation Trail hail 
� N been destroyed the night before during an 
i:., �, or_gy of vandalism. 
!'.: � Vandalism Is far from unusual in Cedar 
< 0.ll Rapids. Area schools. parks and other publ'ic 

t:_ facllllies bear the brunt of damage, but few 
structures are Immune to criminal 
destruction. Repair costs arc ln the 
hundreds of thousands of dollars per year. 

Of all crimes, vandalism Is one of the most 
rrustraling to facility managers. This ls 
partly because of Jts·polntlessncss. A 
burglar, al le?ast, has motivations that can be 
underslood. It's also frustrating because 
vandalism ls difficult to prevent. But by Its 
very nature vandalism ls random. which 
confounds development of defensive 
strategy. 

The Nature Center has been relatively 
fortunate. We've not suffered the degree of 
vandalism of other organizations. But, 
vandalism still cuts deep .In many ways. It 
consumes staff Hme·and precious dollars 
fixing broken ilems. But It also resulls In 
diminished fl\1bllc service. oncn rm asked 
why the Nature Center doesn't have more 
Informational signs in 1>lace. Wa don't 
because they'll likely be ripped rrom the 
ground and torn apart, and we lack the 
means to constantly replace them. What 
stntcturcs that are erected must be 
unusually strong to resist .lamagc, which 

RICH 

PATTERSON 

of Cedsr Rapids 
Is director of lhe 
lndJan Creek 
Natura Center. Hs 
has lived and 
worked prevlously 
In Idaho, Alaska 
and Kansas. 
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makes them relatively expensive. 

Vandalism tends to occur outside the 
media limelight because most facility 
managers quietly repair damage without 
saying much to the newspaper or TV 
stations. There Is widespread belief. perhaps 
JusLU1ed, that publicity provides recognltion 
vandals enjoy. Th1s may be· trne, but It 
results In a public generally unaware of the 
extent of vandalism. 

Over the years I have learned vandals 
roughly fall into three lypes. 

Most common are mid.die school children. 
It never ceases to amaze me that many 
parents allow their chDdren to run freely 
well Into the night. Middle school chUdren 
are onen physlcaJ:y strong, yet lack the 

I 

I • I , , ' 

emotional maturHy that might encourage an 
older person to resist peer pressure to 
destroy things. 

Vandall.sm caused by high school students 
also Is common, and a frequent target is 
t.helr own school. Away from school, high 
school vandalism season starts with the 
onset of spring weather and peaks around 
graduation. Alcohol is on.en Involved. Why •··· 
young people choose to celebrate their 
graduation by breaking property Is beyond 
my understandlng. 

The third group l.s teasl frequent but most . 
frustrating. It's a totally random hodgepqdge ::.:.:
of people beyond high school age. Again, •·
alcohol seems to be a factor. Damage ranges • . :
from shot-up road signs to blown-up ' • •
maUboxes. 

The cost of vandalism to society Is huge 
and ls borne by honal people. 

Fortunately, most folks, Including school 
kids, are honest and respect property. 1'.he 
bulk of vandalism Is done by a Uny 
per.centage of the population. But they cause 
great damage because so many people 
trivialize vandalism. It Is too often 
unreported. 

I ask Iowans of all"ages to recognize that 
vandalism ls a serious problem that can be 
reduced with lheh- help. Honest fo.1ks are too 
passl_ve. Vandalism Is a crime, and vandals 
should be reported to lhe pollce. 
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C.R. girl hopes to regain• use of arn
By Darsln Metz

Gazene srall wnter 
lt's been a week since Amy 

Welsh. 1-t, of 29-16 Sierra Dr. NE. 
almost lost her left ann while 
trying to hop a train at McCloud 
Run Park. 

Friends and neighbors are 
:hoping and praying for Welsh to 
,r�gain full use of her arm, 
,which helped .her gain the repu
natlon as a tough competitor in 
1the youth softball league. 

But to her father. Martr,

!Pitching in softball games is just
rone of his concerns.

"It's kind of like a bad
dream." he said last night in a 
telephone interview. "You hope 
you're going to wake up, but 
Yi>u know you're not going to." 

Marty Welsh was coming 

home from work May 18 when 
someone told him his daughter 
had cut her arn:i, by the bike 
trail. He did not yet know about 
the train. "I Just thought she 
had cut her arm," he said: 
"Then I saw her. The ann was 
pretty torn up. I didn't want to 
believe it."

Am\' was taken to St. Luke's 
Hospital. where she underwent 
surgery to repair her crushed 
arm. Surgery on that Wednes
day night and Friday helped 
repair _damaged bones in the
arm. On Tuesday, dead skin was 
removed from her arm. ff. the 
skin tissue ls still doing well 
Thursday, surgeons will remove 
bone from her hip and use it to 
help repair her arm. 

"She said she will do whatev• 

er she's going to have to do 1 
get her arm working complet 
ly," Many Welsh said. 

Kennedy Head Varsity Coac 
Dennis Roloff said Amy had th 
potential to be an  all•state pla) 
er. She has the atritude to com 
back from her· injury, he saic 

Manr hopes that what hai 
pened to Amy does not happe, 
to other ch.Udren. He said 
fence between the bike trail 
and the railroad tracks cou.1, 
serve as a deterrent for th, 
temptation to hop trains. 

Meanwhile. he is trying u
cope wlth his daughter's ordeal 
"There's no way you can pu 
this totalJ}• behind you." he said 
"You can't believe it. but \.'ot 
try to get through it. 

� 
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Branstad at park ::. -.:r: --/7 
■ Gov. Terry Branstad will make a
stop in Cedar Rapids Friday from n:45
a.m. to 12:15 p.m. at Cedar Lake Park.
His visit is to help the Llnn County
Trails Association in their campaign to
raise Sl00,000 to pave the Cedar Lake
Connector Trail. 

The amount is 20 percent of a federal 
grant that requires matching funds 
from local units. private citizens and 
interest groups. So far, $40,000 has been 
raised. Funding ls for a 3.1-mile section 
around the lake and up to 29th Street on 
McLeod's Run trail. This ls Phase I of a
12-mile trail that eventually will
connect the Cedar Valley Nature Trail
and the proposed Hoover Trail. It will
be part of the American Discovery Trail
crossing the United States from
Washington. D.C .. to California.

June is "Trails Mon!}l for Iowa." 

_____________________ P_a=ge_4_6_2 ___ J 
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Trails undoubtedly are where crimes occur 
Two weeks ago, three Arkan

sas boys vanished while riding 
their blkes. They were found In 
a wooded area criss-crossed with 
bike paths popular with chll• 
dren. Found with hands and feel 
tied. all had been killed by blows 
to the head. Police refused to 
confirm whether they had been 
sexually mutilated. 

In Erle .Counly, N.Y., a rapist 
chose similar venues each time. 
Seven cases of sexual 
assaullfrape. and/or murder 
occu1Ted either on bicycle-exer
cise paths or on neighborhood 

shortcuts, according to Amherst 
pollce. 

In Dupage County. Ill., a 10-
year-old gh-1 was kidnapped 
from her home. Her abductor 
took her to the llllnols Prairie 
Palh (a bicycle trail) where she 
was savagely· raped and beaten 

· to death.
In 1992--1993 on bicycle trails

and greenbelts In Llnn County, a
woman was robbed and assault•
ed. another woman was slapped
on the buttocks by bicyclists,
pipe bombs were found, and
recently a 13-year-old was taken

to the greenbelt where she was 
raped and her mother. was found 
murdered there. 

or trails, trails coordinator for 
the Iowa Natural Heritage Foun

dation said, "These trails give 
Iowans a safe way lo enjoy lhe 
wonders or nature as they hike, 
bike .... " Apparently they also 
give crlmlnals a safe place lo 
cotnmll abhorrent acta of vio
lence. 

Tr.all advocates claim these 
things happen everywhere. One 
thlng Is for certaln. they do l)ap
pen on bicycle trails. llow oficn 

ls dlmcult to a.scertaln. The Linn 
County Co11servollon Depart
ment Is the unly managing agen
cy I know that keeps records or 
incidents occurring on their 
trail. 

Is avoiding bad ·publlclty more 
ltnportanl than public safoly? . 
Until managing ogcncie.s rollow 
the excanpmry lead of U1e Con
servation Department, the public 
will continue lo be deprived of 
lhe chance to examine the stalls
tics and reach lhcir own conclu
sions. 

Denise l.l!uhka, Springville 
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DECORAH 1 - L/ �er::{ 
Woman attacked 

■ Decorah police are investigating an
attack on a 23-year-old woman Saturday
nighL 

According to the Winneshiek County 
Sherl.fl's Department, the :woman was 
walldng along a bicycle trail near Twin 
Bridges in Decorah around 7:20 p.m. 
Saturday when.she was attacked by an 
unidentified man. The woman was able 
to repel the attack. but not before she 
received a bite mark on her neck and a 
bwnp on the back of her head. 

The woman's identity was not 
released last night. 

Attachment 3 
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Police Department 

gives description 

of attacker 
The Decorah Police Depa.rtmea I bas 

given a description of lhe ll'WJ who a.1-
1.&(;Jced a 23-yeu-old l:>ecorah woro:ui who 
was walking on the bike trail oear Twin 
Bridges ( .. I.he River Trail") at a.bout 7:20 
p.m. Suurtiay.

Police arc looL:ing for a 17- 10 18-

year-old, S feel 7 inches lall, with a thin 
10 medium build a.nd very c:wi:., w;wy 
11.a.ir, A de.scriplion said the m:ui 's hair 
is short ir) fron1 and on the sides. and 
longer (colJu length) i.n �·He a.Jso 
had a thin mustache. Anyone .with more

Attacker 

Contlnuad on_ page A-3 

"':D � r-a..h 00 \..1...,\-"\oJ. 
-:s-u..\.y ' J � 9 q � . -

Attacker 
Continued from front page 

i.D!orma.tion should contact police at 382-
' 3667. 

According to reports, lho WOIXWl bad 
been walking on the trail when she met 
.the man 011 lbc path. As she pas.red him, 
be grabbed her. She lb.en bit her alacl:.er 
on lhc mm and be bit her on the Deel(. 
police said. Tb= woma.n WO rcc:eived a 
bump OD the b&cl. o( her bead during 
the att.&ck. The victim's injuries did not 
falllin medic&! wention. poUc, said.

The incident remains Wlda i.ovest.i
gation. 

Page 464 
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< �• : By JOHN. KEENAlf.".-l;,·:!(:;,!1"•ove�!;e11 _th_e· Wa�aah:Tt:a�e �all.Ire_.
CG I { TM oan1 Hon....-.11 ; ., :: ,. ,.'- :.;, r_ra11, Phil!•�s aa�d.,· ., ' •' · · : 
� · · _______ : '1 1 · • ';-.. ;. '· The trail 1a bcm developed on 63 .

A.a] presidenl of Lhe Southwest �;•:milea of abandon� railroad right oL
. Iowa Nature Trail, P..111..e R. Pbillipa·,-, .. wayifrom:.Council .. BluJfa aoulh to• 

uaually appreciaLes people who w�.-��-�Blanchanl/Mo:,iPhilUp1 aaid. • .. ' '. 
through the- woods." ·: 1;::· ·:�� ��( �•»';:•,•;"Wejuat aentout· poet.cards Lo peo-

. I Dul 11 pen.c,n who hik�Jho �ooda�ple �ho· boug�� l�t 1993 uaer pa�a,1
· ah>und Phlllipa'·bouae�·aod,then�and ·tbey.,a.re bemg•returned w1Lb1
� breaks lnlo .l:hl!��omo.H�•·�n�J!ch� �r:t� 0�1i f�r_f.a�_illea,• Ph�-1·'-1m B"'"" .rt !-<;< .!J l:,:>c;. ��'�·1·•�•• lip1 UJd. �•� .,.,.,-.• 1'"� ., ' C-\ 
11u ...., • .,.,.,., · -� ... ···� �')"°: 

· •·�·•,44: ;; •.: 1 
· \ "lt'a only �ne p

.
el'"!3°n·-·you·canf-r ·•�ser,pa�es�&r-�t.-�cc.eaa I.Q··.thelaee lhe foo�p_nnla 10mg �rough t�e •:: �nu1. be aaJd. •; ·. 1• • • :: i:· 

1 
woods," Pb.illipu11.&d. "Besides, he hit ·. •· Becaua.e he hes no idea whose; 

'<t : me twice in three days, and 'both ;,·. check.a were al.olen. Phillipe said, he 
� limes he only look what one person ' may have Lo repeat hia oiicinsl 6001 

1 could carry.•· · · · · ,_ • postcard mailing. Thal would coaL lhe! 
In the latest. break�in between,,- o�!nization abouL $150, he ■aid.. 

6:16 and 8:30 a.m. Wedneaday, lhe _Anyone who hns recently eenL •'! 
lmrgler made oITwilh a ate.-eo receiv- . _1h�1r_ cb�e can r.all me al home,

d , d' 1 I Phillipa aa1d. , er on compac. 1sc p ayer va ued al l th Ii l b k · t Ph'll' •$416, and also Look 15 leUera with n 8 ira rea -m 8 1 1P3 

checks made out to lhe Southweal home, between l p.m. and. 2 a.m. Sun
lows Na lure Trail, according lo police day. lwo camerae, a v1deoca.11ae�te 
reports · • recorder, . a port.aLlc compacL disc 

· player and $GO in la-ail fonds were 
Thal's lhe local organizet.ion lhal stolen, according lo Phillips. 

,I 

,._._,o�.F•nnnffl-\�:.: . . "d.ceMIJ.II --. 
IIW!P?r!': � 9 

R�c�ation·•� Trail...-.during 1 
1993, the commission ·approved 

. us�:of:ncarlyl,$39:S,OOO �11 slate 
rccrc1lionar1railr funds to assist 
in developing fourprojcc&s. 1bo J'lotal cosl. of the projects is esli- 1 

ma1edr11 to .. , bcillmore"'•lhan·
.$526,000>:llle commission rals<J 
approved-:1hrcie-•reques1s1for I'Na1ional RectcaHonal :Trans '. furiii!lr' "'i11iUa'li� ,ut,.;talliig
Sll22,640.cfJ '\i, lrt!)·1�fOf! wa .. •1• ·.
- 'Since11J989,,lhei=depanment
has" provided moo: than S6•mil
lion·to assist local organizations
with $8,56�million1 of 11ew;t.rail
construction in Iowa .... - · · · '
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BICYCLISTS 11.·ere Jtuck�d and
bikc.s stoltn In two s.:parate 
lncldcn-., Sued�:,- and �londay 
oo city tra.ils In De� .\loine.;. 

ti:i�ycle h�jackings repc ::ted 

.. ·-· .. -.. 

J --C:r1 
• ,

?::":;::.�, - - . � B1i<a trail - i 
Eu��d/>,.-t!. 

Four cycles have been stoleH in two
days along :1 bike crail in Des �Ioines,
prompcing police to urge caucion. 

8)' TOM SUK 
RzGIS'T EJ 5 Hi r WJUTCII 

Two bic-Jcle hijackings in two days on a bike trail
north of dO\\i'ltown have prompted Des M')ines
police to urge bicyclislS using the trail to take pre
cautions for their sarcty. 

"We do have Tactical Unit officers patrolling 
that area on bicycll'S, but It still would be a good 
idea to bike with a friend or a group" on the path
way which begins downtown and goes to the 
SaylorviUe Lake areJ, said Des Moines Police Sgt. 
Judv Bradshaw. 

The attacks occurred Surulay and �londay, and in 
both cases young bic;·clists were mugged Cor their 
bicycles tiy attackers .who appeared to be in the 
mid-teens, authorities said. The hijackers hide in
the brush on the side of the path then_poWlce 0'! 

I 

targets or opportunit}', polke saic!.
Both attacks ha\·e o.:currcd som� discance north

of the downco,rn area in relatively i$cllated area,j. 
police said· . 

The first attack occu!Ted about 2:30 p.m. Sunday
when a 15-year·old a:1d 12-year,old wert? riding 
their bicycles on the trail near it, inte�ecti1>11 with 
Euclid Avenue. Two attacker:; jumptd from th� 
bushes, pushed the two young riders onr as they 
J)assed by, and then took the scunned youngsters'
bicycle!, im·estigator.s said.

About 8 p.m. Monday. a pack of about eight teens 
attacked four teen-ag� bicydists riding on the path• 
way ne.ar its Intersection \\ith Second Street in the 
Birdland Park area. Two of the bicyclists were 
pushed over and one was punched by the thie,·es. 
who escape<1 with two bicycles. 

Police are classifying both cases as robberies be• 
cause force was used to steal the bicycles. The ,:ic
lirns suffered minor iajuries in lhe atlac.ks, such as 
br-uises and scrapes, authorities said. Police esti• 
mated the total retaJI value or the four bicycles 
taken in the two robberies at �ver U ,100. 
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.- ., , .... . Patrol laun_checl 
FROM P.l\GE A12 --�· ·.�:�-.� .. · · : · 

.,. ,,._. •,5!, · ,:··.• r-·. Still.therecentconcenet 
anywhere to'pr'.event a dan�rous of calls has police looking 1 
situation, and to leave the trail If to make.the path safer. 
they see anything out of place. An officer will soon begi: 

• :>-• 
• : -\ ' { - • 

The trouble · . � 
�;, ...... .:.:· .·�� 

Just What crimes have taken 
place on the bike path this sum• 
mer? . · .. :, t: ·, -�, · · 

On July 22 in the-�t�t inc!• 
dent that's sparked concern over 

J
the safety.of the trail, a man · · 
called 911 from McDonald's cin 
Brady S�t. after b�.reported.1y 
saw two groups ofjuv.enlles 
swinging sticks. ln the call he . , ., 
said one boy had bit him as he ·. ·
rode by on his bike .. 

But when police arrived only •. =J three minutes after the call and 
searched the path area for about 
20 minutes. they cou.ldn'.t find .· .. !
an'y suspects, and the victim 
hadn't waited for police to anive·

patrolling the path on a me 
Lt. Hammes said,. The mop, 
hasn't been used for about·
years because.police thoug·
there was Uttle need. 

Davenport police officers 
already keep� eye on the 
and make a special effort tc 
include the bike path on th< 
drive and motorcycle patro 
Hammes said. ·.... · · 

A plain-clothed bike patr, 
equipped with a radio, first 
supplies and repair equipm 
also patrols �e path during 

,. .• 1 ..;.. ... 

use times. Lt. Hammes said. 
patroUer works· for the 
Davenport parks departmer. to tell them about the incident in 

detail. . · · ··· - .1 . has direct access to the poll,
sa.id . .. , .. .... : ... ·I'•• . .:. . •  T"":··No officlaJ·report·wa.s·rued. 

On �iday, a family told police 
a group of juveniles verbally : . ! 
haras.ed the family and yelled. that they wanted the family's 
bikes. No physical acts took •.
place; the suspects never tried to . 

1
j 

actually take the bikes or hann ; 
.the family,, ___ , __ ,. -·-··- ·-·-·· . .,
· These three incident calls, 
along with reports of a sexual ... · ·1 
assault, a beating and a bike · . ." the.ft, make five reports of threat• ",1 

enlng a�vity on the ��!.�th in _1 
the pan two months. J.., -;;. =-----1
· The sexual ��t �urred on

June.10 when a manleported , .. , J
that he:-w� dngged Into the .{/,':' 
woods by a few other men and ..;,..-.· 

· · - Lt. Hammes·said user- '-'f ·
path get "quadruple se, ! 

· the pa.th, bu�_poin� ou·1 .... d'.t 
moped patrol means there's 
Jess officer who.ls available
·every call of shootings or vit 
lerice on the streets. · · 

.,·:.Bettendorf parks and reer 
·.atlon also employs bike pa.ft
·rangers to patrol the Bettem
section of the path during� 

: tlmes of day. The rani;:ers ar 
equipped similarly to Daven 
patrollers. . ... 

• sodomized.--"" •'t,r,i,•, · .,_ ,,.�- ... ,-...
i · The beatlng

.
topk.pla�·a w�k •;·i

• la.tera�abo4'2�m. wJ1!?na, 'i-� ·;.�!
:- woman who �as reporte<U,y_ _ ., 
_. intoxicated was walking from a :"i Y 

· Bettendorf Police Chief Ph
Redington said the Bettendo 
sectlon of the Duck Creek pa 
"not a dangerous place. We', 
been fortunate;" Chie!Redir. 
said. ''.:. ':, '.'. 

. 
. . · · 

1. Bettendorf bar to·her Davenport :l 
home. A man approached her · .. ·•.·':I 
from behind an.d ftjed'to grab her',� 
purse. She-struck aod kicke<l him. :i 
several times and·ran down the·;:: 

.. path, poli�.reports say.
--··"'' ' -

Steve Crimes ofBettendor 
park and recreation said the 
are only about three miles ol 
in Bettendorf, so there 1.sn 't 1 
much to � concerned a1>9ut. 
. � -Rob Page, a bike pa troll er 
Bettendorf, said hen1astly d1 
·with riders who go too fast,
unleashed pe� and grafitti 

The rangers are available 
, :through a traffic grant progr_ 

Chief Redington said. Hr ·• 
that police thought ther' 
be an increase in crime a.JOilj 

path when it joined with 
Davenport, but he's seen no, 
Cerence. 
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Theft attempt
on bike path 
leads to -arrest

Police arrested a suspect
in an attempted robbery
that took place on the
Duck Creek Bike Path on
July 1. 

Derek M. Heath. 18, 641
E. 14th St., Davenport, was
charged with second
degree robbery, police
saJd. His bail was set at
$1-3,500. 

Police said a man and
woman stopped at the
fyf cDonald's on Brady
Street.just above the bike
path, at about 12:30 p.m.
July 1. 

When the woman
noticed someone ta.king
her companion's bicycle,
the male companion ran,
caught up with his bike
and grabbed it, at which
point the would-be robber
struck lhe man.in the head
with his knee and fled on
foot, police said. 

'6-3-9� 
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w ..... Ang puts Geneseo woman on the map 
;;fI;._···-� JORDAN A CELTIC? 
Boston ooss says he'd like to see it happen 
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Acolhcr vialc:n1 aU.aclc a.looa 
O1vc:np011's Ouclc uuk Bike hlh . 
ia lc:u1n1 lhc l:uc:st viaim afnid 10 
vcnl.WC OUI lo his favorite � 
cn:a,ion&R&. 

Tue attack. tbu lime by a P"0'1P 
<,,' lccn�cn 1win&ia, -llidts. is u 
lc:ut lbe fiDb ip the Jul two m0111hs 
ud 1he I.bird within • w,:,ck, 

Slill, lhc polu:c dcpaJtni,.01 b.u 
DO bike palrol, 1Dd the city's parks 
dcputmait bu only one "Civili•n 
ridin1 lhc: IO.mill: trail canyioJ a 

radio to alc:J1 police. a fin& aid kit 
and bike rq,w ,121'. 

Tbe lalclt victim, ■ �year-old 
Davenport mu, wu ridiq bis bi.k.CI . 
OD lbc ltail C&Jl of Brady Stmd 
abou1 7 p.m. Friday wbco a poup 
o( abolll IO loto-q&:a ,oaJ!ulll 
dowu the middle o( lhc: palli bcpA 
bi11in1hia1. 

He sodc quic:kly pall and 
alcttc:4 AAYOGC he saw ol tbc du
a,ct. 

He 111111cd MOuud abouc IS 
minutes later, hopini 10 avoid lb.c 
VQUp. JIISlcad, W<lr ICC1HIA"I 
•pprwtiwd him (;all)'Ull aticu. 

- j 

8 
• □ □ 

""Tbc llicu wac about fout (co. 
lo111, lbo:ir mc.'llaliiy -s lhal of • 
Yd{ pack. They b.ad slffD&l.b ia 
awobcn,� aid I.be viaim. who waa 
afcald Lobue hil oamc diidoJc.d. 

1lie � hit b.im &aOU 
bu back u be rode quickly pa.II. 
Siaa: � w■1 ridins in lbc din:aion 
of the boy,' bita, be WU GOl ieri
oudy bw1.. 

He tode Lo Mc:Doo&ld'a IUUIJ
rut .u JJOl Brady St, jwl off lb.c 
bite 11■.il, wllcrc be� 911. 

Oavc:aport police LL Mw: 
Hamiocs Mid polioc anived lhn:c 
miautca latc:J, ic■n:hcd I.be aia lot 

Davenoa 
I I minutc:a ud fol.Ind aolhi1 

The auac.k fndar WU I 
ollly U>cidez1t reported 10 pol 
Ame Ai&hl- A (1roily ridill! 
abo.i, 1:10 p.m. wa.s &ppr,>&( 
a .,-oup o( I.bra: boy, who I 
aarc 111cia arr Lhcir bi�dc 
boy ydlcd. -1 wao1 &bat bike. 
ltial bike," Hammc:a qicJ. Th 
.ily c:Kapcd uolwmcd. 

On June 10, a B-yc■r-i>I, 
Wll &nbbc:4 rrom the .f)alh 
9:1� p.m. by ,..,o mcil who d 
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Chehalis-Western vi�im apparently dead for 'a matter of weeks' 
• •  

I 
' 

Police investigators talk at the point along 
the Chehalis-Western Trail where a body was 
discovered Thursday afternoon. The body 
was found 100 feet from the trail by a 
19-year-old man and a 16-year-old girl
whose names are not being released. The
body has not been identified.

Adam Amato/The Olympian 
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Green Bay 

Police seek help In attempted assault 
The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay Police 
are asking for h.elp Identifying an attacker in an 
attempted· sexual assault. A lone female Jogger 
was attacked on a University arboretum trail at 
ab.out 8:40 a.m. Thursday. The woman escaped 
with minor Injuries. 

The suspect is a white male, about 
5-foot-8-inct)es lo 5-foot-11-inches !all with a
thin-to-average build. The man was wearing blue 
jeans, tan work boots.and a,dark ski mask. 

Anyone with information should cafl University 
police at 465-2300. 

Joggers are urged to be aware of their 
surroundings, jog with a partner and consider 
carrying pepper spray or a whistle. 

Joannes ater Park c sed Staffing sho ages 
have ro ed the Joann s Water Park to ove up 
its clo ng date, origin lly scheduled for oday. 
The p ol ls now clos 

Jae on School c ebrates first d 
Jae son School is osting a First y of School 
eel bratlon on Tu sday and pare s are invited 
to me to schoo from 8 a.rn.-1 30 p.m. 

lvlties, a ch ce to meet te chers and a 
pi nic lunch planned. Th unch cost for 
a ults is $2 d can be paid n the first da of 

hool. Ot r important ad ts in the chi! life 
re invite o attend if par ts cannot b here. 

New la or negotiators ected 
Don V der Kelen has een selecte as the city 
of Gre n Bay's new lea labor neg lator. Her 
will serve as a consulta t to the cit and will work 

Special sectrons 
The Resch Center 
opens 
The warming_ of 
Wisconsin 
Crandon mine 
Lambeau renovation 

Sheboygan brats 
Wisconsin cheeses 

All-Pro Shop 
Taste of Wisconsin 
Heartland Gourmet 

Popcorn 
Packers' 

Merchandise 
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Orem police arrest lewdness suspect 

THE DAILY HERALO on Saturday, August 30 

Caleb Warnock 

Orem pollce have arrested a 22-year-old Orem 
man on charges that he has been exposing 
himself to women on the Provo River Parkway 
Trail for several months, 

Hector Morales was arrested about 10:30 
Thursday morning near the mouth of the Provo 
Canyon after being spotted by off-duty Orem 
police officer Lt. Bob Conner. 

Conner, who was exercising on the trail, saw 
Morales hiding in some bushes alongside the 
path. He observed him step out when people 
approached. 

"We've had several lewdness cases reported in 
the canyon by women who described a Hlspanic 
man who would step out of the bushes and 
expose himself to them," said Lt. Doug Edwards 
of the Orem police department. "In one case, the 
man grabbed the woman's buttocks as she ran 
past him. Another woman reported that the 
suspect exposed himself to her and tried to 
engage her in conversation as he rode his bicycle 
next to her while she ran along the path." 

When Lt. Conner turned to approach the suspect, 
Morales jumped on a bike he had hidden In the 
bushes and fled, Edwards said. 

Lt. Conner used a cell phone to call the 
department and Morales was stopped at the 
mouth of the canyon by an on-duty officer. 

Though Morales was not seen exposing himself to 
anyone by Conner, Morales did match the 
descriptions given by the victims. 

"That, coupled with Morales' suspicious behavior, 
prompted the officer to go speak with Morales 
and try to identify him," said Edwards. 

I� 
t4> 

I 
The two victims who had reported lewd behavior

k�)-T0P(f( 
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Summer of crime keeps local police busy 
Body found near trail is latest strain on resources 

Deputy Coroner Terry Harper (left), Deputy 
Coroner Photographer Joseph West ( center) 
and Detective Tim Arnold measure the body 
of a female that was found in the woods off 
of the popular Chehalis-Western Trail north 
of Olympia. 

Adam Amato/ The Olympian 

Rl'ager�lO� · 1? PM 
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Safety Notices 

Warning: Attempted Sexual Assault at Mile 1,5 on the American River Parkway - August 231 

2003 

On Friday, Augu 23rd at 11AM, a female jog er who was running westbound near'the 1.5-mile marker of 
the American Riv arkway bike trail was ·a11lted. The suspect grabbed the victim from behind and 
shoved her to the grouu . ned to sexually assault her but left when 2 bicyclists rode up. The 
victim was not physically injured. The suspect description is: Hispanic Male in his 30's, 5'7", 160 lbs, 
possible mustache and wearing long khaki pants with a dark green plaid shirt with a button down collard and 
a light green undershirt. The Sacramento Police Department report number is 03-73452. 

Warning: Updates from Sac County Parks & Rec - June 10.1 2003 

l _ There are three suspects in custody for the homicide on the pipe bridge near the Highway 160 river
crossing. The fourth suspect is being sought, and police have not yet released his identity.

2_ The pipe bridge was also the location of an 
disagreement with a vagrant blocking the trail, d physical assaults on the bicydists occurre . Injuries were 
minor, but all are encouraged to be on extra alert ·s area. Have an altema · napped out and 
don't con.front suspicious looking subjects blocking the trail. Cal 875-6672 to report any problems or call 
911 for any emergencies. 

3. Scattered car burglaries are still being reported in the walk-through areas near Watt Avenue on both sides
of the river, including Estates Drive and at La Riviera. Stakeouts produced two white young male adults in a
white Ford Crown Victoria casing the area, but they were scared away from high activity in the areas in
which they were seen_

,,,,,.;•,•,•.•••••·••·,1.v ... ·.,.-.-.•,·.•, •N-•,•••·V•N•'•'•'•",-.•,t.,,.�,., •• ,-.,_,..,, •• •,,.._,.,._,':,._,,�.;>�'(w,w(.W�h�• ...... _,.,-,,,�.-.•.,.,. •••••• ,•.-,,,•.•,•.-,,;•�M�V.fAW✓.,"-'WM':,...,,r,-,,;,;-N,,vlf'.l,,'vJ.•,\J .... •.•.'.-u.•A',"t.�•A�->-•.'.•.•.•.•.-.•.•.••••-.•••••••••,-,·.•,•.'.',",,.','•"• '-".'�.•;•,•,•;,.,1,, 

Warning: Arrests of car burglars around Amel'ican River Pat·lcway -May 19, 2003

On Saturday, May 19, Supervising Ranger Steve Flannery spotted a vehicle that matched the description of 
the suspect's car in vehicle burglaries that occurred the prior day at the Rossmoor Access. Steve watched the 
suspects take property from a vehicle that had been broken into and radioed the suspect and vehicle 
infonnation to another Ranger and Sheriff's units. The suspects were apprehended at Rossmoor and Coloma 
Roads by Ranger Bill Wetzel and property from both days' burglaries were recovered. The vehicle the 
suspects were driving was a gray Nissan 240 SX. We will be checking to see if additional property recovered 
in the vehicle was from other burglaries_ A total of 3 suspects were arrested. 

JOn/2003 4:48 PM I 
·--- ___ ]:> age 4 7 4 __ _j 
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Search the Archive: 

Publication Date: Wednesday, August 06, 2003 

Menlo police investigate 

park groping case 

f,.... ..... ' .......... .. ·�· 

GM 

Classifieds Police are searching for the man who groped a female 
. r-at"Ba� 

-
ust l. She was jogging on the trail in the nor1heast 
of the park near the marshlands when the m 

lilied her butincks and ran 11ert.hwe ug 1 the park 
sometime between 9:50 and IO am., said Sgt. Sharon 
Kaufman of the Menlo Park Police Department. The 
woman reported the possible sexi.ml battery 20 minutes 
later. 

The man is described as in his late 30s, 5 feet 6 inches 
tall, weighing about 150 pounds, with black hair, a 
mustache, and wearing green khaki pants and an olive or 
gray shirt, Sgt. Kaufman said. Polke ask that anyone 
with information call 330-6300 . 

. ,�fitm:anac: 
Copyright© 2003 Embarcadero Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 

Reµroduclion or onlin.e links to auything other than the ltome page 
without pemtission is strictly prohibited. 
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Posted Aug. 15, 2003 

Woman says she was sexually 
assaulted at closed beauty 
salon. 

the reporter staff 

A man walked Into a closed Fond du Lac beauty salon 
about 9:25 a.m. Wednesday and allegedly groped a 
woman. 

According to Information in a police report: 

The woman had been painting the Interior of the shop 
in preparation for reopening later this month when the 
phone rang in a back room. When she got off the 
phone, the man was inside the back room with her, 
according to the police report. 

The man said he needed a haircut, and the woman said 
the shop didn't open until Aug. 24. The man said he 
needed a haircut anyway and then began kissing her 
and allegedly reached inside her shirt. 

The woman tried to push him out of the back room . 

He told the woman his name was Mike and that he 
worked in remodeling and construction. He told the 
woman he lived "over on Fifth Street" but pointed in 
the wrong direction. 

The woman tagged him on the back with her paint 
roller, leavlng paint on his shirt, and the man ran off. 

The man is described as between the ages of 40 and 
45, about 5 feet 8 Inches or 5 feet 10 Inches tall, with 
brown eyes, no glasses and dyed blonde ends on his 
hair. At the time of th�sault, he was wearing blue . 
jeans, a red shirt arf'c

f 

a white ca 

he woman told police she had seen the man outside 
the shop walking his dog on a trail nearby every 
morning between 7 and 8 a.m. for the past few weeks. 

ac;. to Top 
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Long Beach Man Arrested for Sexual Assault 

· FromNewsday.com

August 15, 2003, 11:08 Al\1EDT

State Police arrested a Long Beach man last night for an alleged sexual assault that
occurred on the Wantagh State Parkway bike path Wedne�day.

Two people contacted police after hearing media reports of the incident and the description of the suspect,
police said.

Joseph Post, 26, of Long Beach, was arrested for sexual abuse in the first-degree, two counts of assault in the
second-degree and attempted robbery in the third-degree.

The suspect will be arraigned today in Nassau County Court.

Copyright© 2003, Newsday, Inc.
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M_an found bound, gagged in park 

Star report 
August 12, 2003 

A man was found bound and gagged in a Southeastside park on Monday 
afternoon. 

Beech Grove police are investigating reports that the man had been 
carjacked, possibly several hours before he was found. 

· At 5 :09 p.m. Monday, Franklin Township firefighters were told a man
might have drowned in Buck Creek at Southeastway Park, 5624 S. Carroll 
Road. When firefighters arrived, they found a man face down in the creek -
but alive. 

Early reports said two women jogging on a park trail found the 
18-year-old man,

His hands were bound behind his back with duct tape, and he had been
gagged, police said. Alive and apparently suffering contusions to the head, he 
was sent to a hospital. Police said the man initially gave different accounts of 
what had happened, at first saying he had been carjacked in Beech Grove up 
to 12 hours earlier and later saying it had occurred in Vincennes. 

The ma.n's identity was not immediately released. 

Beech Grove police are asking anyone who was at the park Monday to 
call Beech Grove Detective Sgt. David Heiniger at 1�317-782-4937. 
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Posted for August 16: 

Police say parolee attempted to get away 

Vallejo police arrested a parolee early Thursday after he allegedly tried to evade 
police while driving a stolen vehicle. 

Casey A. Kilgore Sr., 29, was arrest.ed and charged with vehicle theft and evading 
police. He was booked into Solano County Jail. 

Officer Jerome Bautista reportedly tried to stop the vehicle Kilgore was driving at 
about 4:45 a.m. Thursday after dispatchers confinned it had beeq reported stolen out 
of Napa County. 

In Bautista's report, he wrote that Kilgore refused to pull over and led him on a brief 
chase through a nearby mobile home park. 111e suspect stopped the vehicle and fled 
on foot, but was captured in the 2000 block ofFlosden Road in American Canyon, 
the report said. 

Man wanted in po_ssible kidnapping attempt

FAIRFIELD - Police are looking for a man who may have attempted to abduct a 
12-year-old girl in the Cordelia area Thursday evening.

Sgt. Brad Wold said the suspect reportedly �pp roached the girl on a bike ath near __ ------·· 
.... " . -······ ·-· ····- --�-

Lopes and Gold Hill roads at about 6:30 p.m. 

He is descrioed as black, 30 years old, 6 feet tall, weighing roughly 190 pounds with 
wavy, "slicked back 11 black hair. He was driving an older model white Chevrolet 
Suburban, Wold said. 

Police ask anyone with information about the incident to contact them at 428-7551. 

Page 479 
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News Briefs 

Goleta 

Sexual assault suspect nabbed 

Two separate incidents of sexual predation ended In a suspect's arrest 
Tuesday afternoon, according to Sheriff's Deputies. 

The first episode occurred In the morning, when a female jogger was 
assaulted on the bike path south of Patterson Avenue. The jogger 
fought him off, biting his hand and then calling 9-1-1. The assailant 
fled before deputies arrived. 

That afternoon, deputies were called to More Mesa Beach, where a 
21-year-old woman had been assaulted. The officers searched the
area, and found the suspect on nearby Hendry's Beach.

The suspect, booked on suspicion of both misdemeanor and felony 
sexual assault, is Samuel Vanbrimmer, 29, of Oxnard. Deputies said 
neither woman was Injured. 

op is expected t 'draw arou d 100 pa cipants, w 
by Ableman and Rick Knoll of Knoll Farms. 
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Jogger reports 2nd trail assault

Woman says man accosted her in Howarth Park weeks before latest incident

August 29, 2003

By GUY KOVNER THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A second woman has reported being grabbed by a man while walking in Howarth Park last
month, a crime police say is similar to a daytime sexual assault on a woman jogger in the park
three weeks ago. 

Although the circumstances and the description of the perpetrator are similar, Police Sgt,
Steve Bair said it was unknown if the same person committed both offenses. 

"Is it the same guy? I don't know," Bair said.
____ __,.-....-----------._:,.,-===----

In ruu}lll=efat'eclcase, police Wednesday arrested a transient I l suspected of fondling a
,,.. 6'il-year-old woman walking on the path along Santa Rosa Cre k between Stony Point and

�ads on the evening of July 1
-��----�---_...,.

Aaron ScotTWill18.hlS, 26, also was charged with indecent exposure for allegedly exposing 
himself to a Sacramento woman on the Santa Rosa Jwnor College campus on July 19, SRJC
Police Chief Terry Stewart said. 

Williams, who was held at Sonoma County Jail on $15,000 bail, does not match the
description of the Howarth Park suspect or suspects, Bair said. 

The incidents haven't kept residents away from area parks, but have heightened awareness of
potential dangers and have caught the attention of public officials, one of whom will be out 
this weekend fr)'.�JQ.J.earn..th�l.2�ed�?ot�on� area residents. 

� ·��� .. -� >AU.-��� 

T -tw� Howarth Park'incidents occurred three weeks apart. Police recei��tiiefltst<-IePQ!t 
n Aug. 7, the day an attacker allegedly grabbed a 24-year-old jogger who was taking a "\
1oming run just off a paved path linking Howarth ru1d Spring Lake parks. .)-� _,. 

l"'_.t' 

The vie · n--said_a_m_ru1 put. his hand down her shorts and sexually assaulteE,)1\'.lf ,ThS"fuan, who
wore a gray sweat shirt and1ilial<fslioffs,,lleaso'"'qilicklftfie"womancficinot get a look at his 
face, police said. 

Report of a second incident came this week to police, but the victim said it actually occurred
July 17, weeks before the August incident. 

A 35-year-old woman said a man approached her from behind and grabbed her buttocks on a
Howarth Park trail about 5:30 p.m. She reported the incident to police Tuesday, saying she 
had not intended to report it until she Ieamed about the Aug. 7 attack, Bair said, 
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Pollce are Investigating a possible attempted sexual assault Tuesday morning at 
Naismith Valley Park, 1400 W. 27th st., where there have been at least three 
prior attempted or completed sexual assaults reported since July 2002. 

A woman In her mld-20s was riding her blcycle on a path shortly before 8:30 
a.m. when a man approached her and tried to knock her off of her bicycle, she
told police. 

Sgt. Mike Pattrlck, a spokesman for the Lawrence Police department, said the 
description of lhe man -- a white male In his late 40s with a long, black pony 
tall -- ls slmllar to the description In at least one of the other reported assaults 
at the park. 

In· June, a man persuaded a 10-year-old glrl to follow him into a secluded area 
of the park and tried to coax the glrl Into exposing herselr, police said. She was 
able to run away. 

In May, a man attempted to molest a 10-year-old boy riding his bike through 
the park, and last July an 8-year-old girl was sexually assaulted by a man who 
lured her off the trail, police said, 

Aid distribution planned at bookstore's opening

A new Lawrence bookstore will mark its grand opening today with an event to 
aid 400 needy Lawrence famllies. 

A semi-tractor traller will unload food and personal care boxes at 2 p.m. at Half 
Price Books, 1S19 W. 23rd st. The food will be dlslrlbuted.by the Feed the 
Children organization In coordination With the Ballard Community Center, 708 
Elm St. 

Feed the Chlldren Is a charitable organization that provides a variety of 
assistance to chlldren and families In the United States and abroad. 

Lied Center awarded grants for education 

The Lied Center has received several grants to help artists and educators 
Integrate the arts Into first through 12th grades. 

The Kansas Arts Commission awarded a $7,S00 grant to he.Ip Onance educator 
workshops and residencies during the 2003-2004 school year. Toe three•hour 
workshops WIii take place about two weeks before a school performance at the 
Lied Cent.er and wlll focus on a speclflc aspect of drama, dance or music and 
the ways It could be Incorporated Into the teaching of history, science, math or 
social studies. 

The Mid-America Arts Alliance also has awarded the Lied Center three grants 
totallng $9,025 that will help pay for educator workshops staged In conjunction 
with several performances, Including Kevin Locke, Joanne Shenandoah and 
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago. 

Also, the Douglas County community Foundation awarded a $2,000 grant for 
Arts Integration Teacher Training Clinks for first- and second-grade teachers In 
the Lawrence school dls!�lct. 
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Police to patrol Wadhams-to-Avoca 
Trail 
Parties, off-road vehicles plague public pathway 

By LORI PAIONK 
Times Herald 

Customer Service A haven for nature lovers and exercise 
enthusiasts has been marred by off-road 
vehicles and troublesome kids who like to 
party through the night. 

Not for long. 

The St. Clair County Sheriff Department 
is expected soon to begin patrolling 

the nearly 10-mile Wadhams-to-Avoca 
Trail to rid the area of after-hours 
trespassers and motorized vehicles, 

Mark Brochu 
"These have been problems for years and 
years, even before the county purchased 
the right-of-way," county parks Director 
Mark Brochu said. 

The sheriff department agreed to Brochu's request for patrols, he said. Final 
details of the agreement have not been worked out. 

Deputies may get bicycles to use on the trail. 

Sheriff Dan lane has not returned phone calls seeking comment since 
Friday afternoon. 

One section of the path in Kenockee Township has a bridge over MIii Creek 
and is two miles from the home of Roxanne Brown, 43, a food service 
worker. 
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Ava, Missouri 
August 31, 2003 

Unsolved slaying leaves Ava residents fearful 
Little revealed since body found. 11We have a right to know what's going on, 11 a neighbor 
says .. 

By Eric Eck.ert 

News-Leader Staff 

Ava -Ava's city park was once a place where Kelly Morpeth would let her kids 
run along the blacktop paths and slice through the air on the swing set. 

But now, the mother of three can only think of the park across the street as the site 
of a brutal killing. 

"I won't allow my kids to go there at all, 11 Morpeth says as her 8-year-old 
daughter, Brianna, bounces on the trampoline in their front yard. "After what 
happened to Kathy, they're scared to even go outside without an adult." 

On May 17, a search party found the body of38-year-old Kathy Stewart dumped near a 
rural Douglas County creek bed about 5 miles west of the park; her van was discovered at 
the park's trailhead. The Ava Elementary School counselor had been missing for five 
days. 

Officials remain tight-lipped about the homicide investigation, and little has been 
revealed publicly in the three months since the killing. They say Stewart was suffocated, 
but no one has been arrested or charged in connection with the death. That has Ava 
residents worried there is a killer walking the streets among them. 

"Living in this town, I think we have a right to know what's going on," Morpeth said, 
adding that rumors are spreading like a brush fire in a windstorm. "We don't know what 
to believe. We're just waiting for the next victim. 11 

Officials have not said whether Stewart was abducted in the park, where she was killed, 
or whether any weapons were used in the attack. 

Douglas County Sheriff Gary Koop, whose department is leading the investigation, says 
his detectives are 11going forward every day" on the case. 

No search warrants have been filed in the case, the sheriff said without further 
explanation. He refused to discuss evidence collected at the scene or any possible 
suspects. 
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Article l11st Updated: Saturday, AUIJU!il: 02, 2003 - 7:09:40 AM PST 
Cops seek man who groped lady 
By STAFF REPORTS OTHER ARTICLES 
MENLO PARK- Police are looking for a man who grabbed a woman's behind as she was 
jogging at Bayfront Park. 

IN THlS SECTION 
8/2/2003 

The woman said lhe attack happened Just before 1 O a.m. near Marsh Road at the Bayfront 
Expressway. The man approached her from behind, authorities said. 

- Budget slashes
will hurt San
Mateo County

By the lime police arrived al \he Jogging lraU, the man was long gone, possibly In a late model • Recall election 
pickup truck. hogefuls coming, 

The woman described the grabber as an Hispanic man In his Jale 30s. He stands about S foot 
6 inches and weighs about 150 pounds, has oily black hair and a light mustache. 

from all corners 
• Sears_ Point or
San Mateo

y Bridge? He was wearing green khaki pants and an ollve green or gray shirt. Police believe the nian ma 
have arrived at the park at about 9 a.m. and then parted his car in the first vehicle perking area 
near the public restrooms. 

Anyone wilh informalion is asked to call Offlcer Matthew Ortega or Detective Alex Bouja at 
330-6300. 
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PARK COPS VANISH AMID CRIME WAVE 
By SAM SMITH and LEONARD GREENE 

)i:( Email 

g}Print 
filj Archives July 20, 2003 - Sherry Sha o's nightmare happened on a n,ursday morning in one of
@Re rlnt Brooklyn's most public places, Prospect Park - and her frightening experience has

P highlighted concerns over increasing crime there. 

The 46-year-old Asian-American was attacked by a brazen thug who jumped out of the bushes as she did 
stretching exercises on a wide path just off the park's main road at 10.30 a.m. on July 10. 

The attacker wrestled Shao to the ground and shoved a shirt in her mouth before she escaped and ran to the 
nearby street. 

But he didn't stop. He chased her and grabbed Shao again, until an oncoming jogger scared him away. The 
jogger called the police, and Shao wa.s comforted by two elderly women until cops arrived. 

"I was not vigilant enough," Shao told The Post, referring to safety warnings about being alone in a city park. "I 
knew I should be, but I wasn't vlgilant enough." 

Shao, who lives and works near the park, remains haunted by the attack, which the police have ruled an 
attempted robbery and not an attempted sexual assault. 

"I don't go to the park anymore," she said. "It's too dangerous there." 

Some officials agree. They fear the boldness of the daylight attack on Shao is an indication of an increasing 
crime wave in Prospect Park, fanned by drastic cutbacks to park patrols - particularly in summer months, when 
the majority of the Department of Parks and Recreation's security staff is reassigned to beaches and city 
pools. 

Prospect Park and other major city parks are monitored by the city's Parks Enforcement Patrol (PEP) - as well 
as NYPD cops on their regular beats. PEP officers have the same power to arrest and issue summonses as 
the NYPD. 

But the union for PEP members has sounded an alarm over a dramatic decline in its numbers. 

According to Local 983, the number of PEP officers patrolling city parks has dropped about 75 percent over 
the past decade. Budget cutbacks are mostly to blame, the union says. 

Joe Pulio, vice president of 983, says the lack of visible security personnel in some city parks has led to a rise 
in quality-of-life crimes, which are often harbingers of more serious problems. 

PEP summonses rose 1 O percent from 2001 to 2002 - even though there were fewer officers on duty. 

And in Windsor Terrace, which borders Prospect Park, and where a woman was raped just a week prior to the 
attack on Shao, crime is up 1 O percent since last year, according to the NYPD. 

"We had the parks under control," said Pulio, a former PEP officer. "Now our guys go into parks that aren't 
being monitored and see violations everywhere." 

It's not just the union that's worried. 

"There's just not enough [PEP officers]," said city Councilman Joe Addabbo Jr., who sits on the council's Parks 
and Recreation Committee. 
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Police beat: July 24 

BROADNECK 

A frightening day 

Legal Ads 

Goyemment Links 

Cotmty police are investigating two men who allegedly scared people 
on the Baltimore and Annapolis Trail in Arnold on Tuesday. 

A woman jogging on the trail near the intersection ofJones Station 
Road and Route 648 about 6 am. first reported the incident to police. 
The woman told police a man wearing camouflage, a ski 1nask and 
goggles suddenly crawled toward her from the woods, surprising her, 
police said. The man apparently blocked her from going forward and 
intimidated her, police said. As she fled the area with another jogger, 
they saw a second person wearing similar clothing. 

Later, about 7:35 p.m., police received another report of people 
wearing camouflage and face masks who were emerging from the 
woods and startling people on the trail as they passed near 1460 
Ritchie Highway, police said. 

Then about 9:30 p.m., police responded to a report of shots fired near 
Jones Station Road and learned that someone wearing camouflage 
was setting off fireworks on the trail 

Through investigation, police obtained the identity of the men. 
Charges were pending against them this morning. 

ANNAPOLIS 

Man robbed on steps 

An Annapolis man told city police that a gunman robbed him of $200 
while he vv'as sitting on steps in College Creek Terrace Tuesday 
afternoon. 

Denard L. Hyman, who lives near the housing complex, said the man 
approached him about 4 p.m. He said the man displayed a gun, 
cocked it, and told him to empty his pockets. He took the money and .. 
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Violent Attack Along Local Trail Rattles Eastside 
Neighborhood 

July 23, 2003 

By M_QJ!�L�.b.�.D. 

SAMMAMISH • A violent attack along 
a local trail has rattled an Eastslde 
neighborhood. 

A woman was gardening when a

jogger came off the East Lake 
Sammamish Trail, down her 
driveway, put both hands on her 
back and shoved her. 

"Right on my face," says the woman 
who asked not to be identified. ''It 
happened so suddenly and he 
pushed me so hard, I didn't have a 
chance to be defensive and put my 
hands down. I fell right on my face 
and my mouth.'' 

Video: KOMO 4 NEWS 

A woman was gardening 
when a jogger came off the 
East Lake Sammamish 
Trail, down her driveway, 
and shoved her, 

Watch .. Vldeo ii< 

The woman was seriously hurt. She
had scrapes on her forehead cheek Video requires �he use of

d d h ' . the free QulckT1me Player,an aroun er eye. And three of her - ·-····-······· .. ··-·---·-·· ······ 
teeth were damaged. 

"One was knocked out, one was 
broken and actually pushed up into 
my upper jawbone, 11 she says. 

The man never said a word. He just 

Tools 
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� Printer-friendly 
Yersion 

took off running down a trail that is closed to the public. 

11I just felt like I had been violated," says another trail neighbor, 
Kathy Schroeder, "When I saw her face, it was Incredible, Half of 
her face looked like red, raw hamburger. 11 

Sammamish Police stepped up patrols of the trail. Officers are out 
on dirt bikes, bicycles and on foot. 

"We've been riding the trails looking for, you know, proactively 
trying to prevent burglaries or inappropriate uses of the trails and 
so on," explains officer Ken Wllllams, 

But there are no leads In this case or In an earlier attack. A few 
months ago a jogger on the trail knocked over someone's 
garbage can and then yelled to the homeowner, "next time it's 
you." 

Neighbors worry that if it was the same man, he's getting more 
violent. 
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fought back. 

(posted: July 18th, 9: 15pm) A 
lunch-hour jog in the Corning Preserve 

· ends with a vicious attack. Today the
attacker gets his penance.

David Blalr jumped out of the bushes,
beat a Schodack woman with a thick
wooden club and told her he would kill
her as he dragged her off the bike path
and Into the woods, But the jogger
matched his vicious determination and

Today she was in Albany County Court for Blair's sentencing, and 
his tongue I ashing from the judge. 

David Blair still Insists he Is Innocent as he heads to prison for 
25-years for attacking Kimberly Splain whfle she jogged In the
Corning Preserve, He says she accused the wrong man.

Blair also lashed out in court during his sentencing, telling Judge 
Thomas Breslin he is sorry for Splain's pain and suffering, but 
wishes she will someday come forward with the truth. Then he 
called her a llar and a manipulator of the system. 

Breslin scolded Blair, saying, "I cannot believe your unmitigated 
gall to come Into this courtroom and call this woman a liar. It Is 
the most outrageous thing I've ever heard In this courtroom." 

Breslin sent Blair to prison for as long as possible to keep Splain 
and society safe from the man Breslin calls a monster. 

''There's just a·lways a feeling that someone's gonna come and 
attack you," says Splain. Spialn stlll suffers from the emotional 
trauma of the attack, which happened last September. 

"I knew that If I went any farther Into those woods that there was 
no way that I was ever gonna' see my chlld grow up and no one 
like David Blair was gonna' take that from me." 

Splain says she enjoyed jogging during her lunch hour, saying It 
was a liberating experience. Now she can only jog Indoors on a 
treadmill and doubts she will ever be able to enjoy the outdoors 
again. 
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We'ra calebrallng our nation's freedom this month. How free are we? 

Friday, July 25, 2003 

Davis Beat 

Police ask victims to come foiward 

FARMINGTON - Only six women have come _forward of a possible 30 victims of a flasher who exposed 
himself to women at the Davis County FairPark and along the Lagoon walking trail. 

Farmington Police Lt. Shane Whitaker said the 22-year old Farmington man has yet to be charged for any of 
the alleged incidents, although he reportedly has admitted lo exposing himself to 30 women. 

It doesn't surprise Whittaker that so few women have come forward. "A lot of them sort of brushed him off, 
thinking something like, 'Whal an idiot.' They didn't think in terms of being victims of a crime," he said. But 
Whitaker is certain there are more victims out there and would like them to step forward. 

The man has exposed himself on the Lagoon trail rrom Stale Street to 600 North and al the Fa!rPark near the 
stahlell. He followed no pattern of any lime or day of lhe week when he would expose himself. Whitaker said 
ii seemed lo be whenever he was walking on the lrail or biking. He was arrested July 17 on four counts of 
indecent exposure. He posted bail and was released that day. 

1 killed, 1 injured 

in sailplane crash 

MORGAN -A Bountiful man was killed p ane crash In Morgan County on 
July 14. 

Pilot Mark Merrill, 36, Boun!ifu 1as killed, and York Zentne 7, Layton, was injured J 14 in the accident 
which occurred near the M ntain Green Airport. 

Morgan County She( s Deputy Dawn McDonald Id a powered aircraft loo f from the small airport with 
a glider in tow. the glider disconn.ecled the w, it lost airspeed and b n descending toward a hillside, 
near where th organ •M• is painted on the ountain. 

Merrill a arently tried lo pull the nose \I: but was unable to keep t m hitting the hillside. II took emergency 
ere� bout 20 minutes to reach_thy:fash site because of stee eriain and the remoteness of the area,
M onald said. Merrill died en rWe lo the hospital and � r suffered a broken ankle and back injuries. 

Child sex offender 

sen!enced to 27 years 

Clearfield woman held in murder 

7/25/2003 4:07 PM 
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Two Rapes in Park Linked 

By Thomas J, Gibbons Jr. 
Inquirer Stafl Writer 
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Police acknowledged yesterday that the rapist who attacked and kllled jogger Rebec;ca Park in West Fairmount 
Park two weeks ayo Is the same rapist whose April 30 attack on another Fairmount Park runner went unr:eported 
to the public, 

DNA evidence definitively linked Park's rape and strangulation to the man who raped a 21-year-old woman who 
had been jogging on Kelly Drive at Fountain Green Drive. 

Police yesterday released two similar composite drawings, one of a man wanted for questioning In the Park case 
and another of the Kelly Drive attacker. Investigators emphasized that the man sought In the Park case rs not a 
suspect, though his features somewhat resemble those of the other drawing, 

Park, 30, a fourth-year medical student, was last heard from about 4 p.m. on July 13, when she set out alone 
for a jog along trans in the West Fairmount Park area near Conshohocken Avenue. Her part/ally clad body was 
found July 17, about 40 feet from the trail, face down in a wooded area. 

Police did not confirm that she had been raped untll yesterday, saying DNA from semen found on her body 
matched that from the April 30 attack. 

A third Fairmount Park rape, of a 23-year-old woman on Nov. 16 along Forbidden Drive near Bells Mill Road, has 
been scrutinized by Investigators. Police said they have no physical evidence to link that attack to the other two. 

Capt. John Darby, head of the Special Victims Unit, said the April attack on Kelly Drlve occurred about 10:30 
p.m., not'far from the spectator stands on the river. The site Is about a mile and a half, and across the
Schuylkill, from the hec1vlly wooded area where Park's remains were found, off the 3500 block of Conshohocken
Avenue.

Darby said the woman In the April attack was jogging when she wc1s approached by a man on foot, wielding a 
knife. Ke "forced her off of the drive alongside the river, and she was sexually assaulted," he said. 

The man then escaped on a dark-colored blcycle. 

"We're considering this particular Individual as the suspect In both [attacks]," Darby said, 

That rape was never publicized and a police composite was never released because the "Spec\al Victims Unit felt 
that public release of the composite would have a llmlted Impact" and might jeopardize the investigation, said 
inspector WIiiiam Colarulo, commander of the Public Affairs Unit. 

Capt. Charles Bloom of the Homicide Unit described the attacker as being In his early 20s with a light-olive 
complexion, medium build, and short curly black hair. He Is about 6 feet tall, weighs 175 pounds, and has a 
slight mustache. 

Bloom addressed reporters at the afternoon briefing, crowded with media, along with Darby. 

The links between the cases provoked Immediate controversy In the Police Depa-rtment because a police 
spokesman said the April 30 rape on Kelly Drive was not forwarded to the Public Affairs unit and was therefore 
not released to the media. 

Darby, at the news conference, said, however, that the police media department had been notified. 
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Park strangler tied to 2nd attack 
Police say rapist who killed medical student also assaulted another jogger 

llyTRYMAINE o, LEE 
leet@phlllynews.com 

Police are one step closer to hunting down the beast who strangled and sexually assaulted medical student 
Rebecca Park in Fairmount Park. 

Within hours of receiving DNA tests that confinned that Park had been raped before being murdered, police 
announced they made a startling stride toward fingering a suspect. 

At a late-afternoon press conference, police said they had made a positive link between the juty 13 Park slaying 
and the April 30 rape of a 21-year-old woman jogging along Kelly Drive at Fountain Green. 

Both of the attacks happened In Fairmount Park, the first attack In the East section of the park, the slaying In 
the West section. 

Evidence collected from both victims positively Identified the gene donor as the sex villain In both attacks, said 
Homicide Capt. Charles Bloom. 

"Some suspects were brought in," Bloom said of the earlier investigation. But they were subsequently ruled out 
as the rapist, he said. 

Investiga�ors from Homicide and the Speclal Victims unit are working closely to try to snare ttie elusive 
Fairmount Park strangler. 

Shortly after the morning release of a composite sketch of a man wanted for questioning In the Park rape and 
murder, police re-released the sketch of the suspect in the April 30 attack, and called him the key suspect, 

Some In the media voiced concern about whether pol\ce ever sent out an Initial announcement about the Kelly 
Drive rape. 

But Capt. John Darby of the Speclal Victims unit said they had sent out a press release on the earlier attack. 
However, a check of Daily News and Inquirer archives showed no story had been written about the Incident. 

Nonetheless, Darby added: "We had officers in the area looking out for this particular individual." 

Though it would be premature to call the men one In the same, the resemblance in the police sketches Is 
striking. The victim In the April attack told police the new sketch of the man wanted for questioning In the Park 
case appeared to be simlliar to the man that attacked her, 

Police are not calling the man seen near the murder scene a suspect. For now, he's just a person of Interest 
they'd like to question. 

"We just want to talk to him," said Bloom at the first of two press conferences held yesterday. 

"He might have heard something or seen something." 

Both were described as light-brown or ollve-complected males in their 20s with medium builds. Both have slight 
mustaches and short black hair. 

In the April attack, the suspect also had a pierced left ear with a gold ·hoop, and he was wearing a short sleeve 
polo shirt with a logo on the chest that read "Zallies," which Is a grocery store that has seven locations in the 
Phlladelphia area. 
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Police look for man who assaulted woman in Duck, N.C. 
The Virginian-Pilot 
©July 1, 2003 
Last updated: 8:29 PM 

DUCK- Police are working to put together a description of a man who sexually assaulted a woman after 
knocking her off her bicycle near a path between Four Seasons Lane and Scarborough Lane at 11 :30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Duck Police Chief Dale Hamilton said. 

The woman, a summer worker in her early 20s, sustained minor injuries and was in good condition Monday, 
Hamilton said. Hamilton said the woman probably did not know the attacker. 

The woman was biking along � dark and relatively secluded stretch of the bike path when she was attacked, 
Hamilton said. 

"This is a very unusual crime for the town of Duck," he said. 

Anybody with information is asked to contact the Duck Police Department at (252) 261-1112 or the Dare County 
Crime Line at (252) 473-3111. 

© 2003 HamptonRoads.com/PilotOnline.com 
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LOCAL NEWS 

Man held after Marlborough park incident 

By Krfrten Bradley I News Staff Writer 
WednQSday, July 30, 2003 

MARLBOROUGH -- A 33-year-old city man was arrested yesterday afternoon after 
exposing himself al Ghiloni Park, police said. 

Marc Chaves, of 181 Chestnut St., was charged with one count of Indecent 
exposure, pollce sald. Chaves Is scheduled to be arraigned this morning In 
Marlborough District Court. 

According lo Sgl. Stephen Mccurley, Chaves was spotted by a mother and child 
masturbaUng near a picnic table. 

"There was a woman walking With her jwenlle child on the track; McCurtey said. 
"She made the observalion ... and reported It lo the Parks Department who then 
called lhe police. 

'We went dovm there and, lo and behold, a person who was in the walking trall 
behind the piclllc benches was masturbating," Mccurley said. 

Mccurley had three police cruisers posted at the exits and entrances to the parl<, 
located off Concord Street. 

"I wanted to seal off the areas of escape," Mccurley said. About 4 p.m. Monday 
police received a simllar report from a Marlborough woman who said she saw a 
man exposing himself in the same park. 

McCurley said given the slrnl!aritlcs between the two calls, he brought in extra 
officers and assigned them to different locations lo case Chaves tried to nee. 

While lhey are simllar, Mccurley said the two Incidents are not necessarily related. 
''The 'licHrn's description was so I/ague," Mo Curley said of the initial rci,ort. 

Mccurley said when he arrived at Ghiloni Park yesterday, Chaves was found with 
his pants down around his ankles. 

(Kristen Bradley can be reached at 508-490-7463 or kbradTay@cnc.com) 
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Woman is assaulted on 
walking trail 

By Chad Hjellming 

The Cottage Grove Police Department is investigating 
an attempted sexual assault that occurred Thursday on 
a walking trail near Hamlet Park. 

According to a press release, a young adult female was 
walking at approximately 10 p.m. from the park toward 
80th Street near West Point Douglas Road when a man 
attacked her. The woman fought off the man, who fled 
on foot towards West Point Douglas Road. 

• The suspect is described as a white male in his mid 20's
with a muscular build and short blonde hair. He was
approxirnately 5-fool-10, was wearing blue jeans and a
white T-shirt. The victim reported seeing a tattoo
resembling a dragon or an animal on the right forearm.
The victim was able to call police for help from a gas
station in the area.Business 

Directory 
"This appears to be an assault by someone the victim

Advertise with us did not know,' said Greg Brysky of the Cottage Grove 

Subscribe 

Contact Us 

Newstands 

Buy A Photo 

Submissions 

Careers with us 

other RiverTown 
Newspapers 

Police Department ·it is concerning to us. 

'We recommend people walking in this area to go out in 
pairs, bririg a cell phone and stay in well lit areas.· 

Anyone with information about the attempted assault is 
asKed to call the Cottage Grove Police Department at 
651-458-2811.

Article Comment Form 

Please feel free to add your comments. 
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Teens Help Nab Serial Rape Suspect ·• 
cnck here to.see a vldeo_of thls storv._li< 

July 16, 2003 

By Liz.Rocca 

PIERCE COUNTY - A teenager who says a man who's a 
suspect in at least five sexual attacks attacked her is 
speaking out, hoping others Will learn from her terrifying 
experience, 

It was 5:30 a.m. Saturday when 13-year-old Tiffanii and her 
friend went out for a jog.

The girls were certain they'd be safe in their University 
Place neighborhood, but they were wrong. 

Tiffanii and her friend say serial rape suspect Wayne Hood attacked them. 

Tiffanii was terrified when she saw the man attack. "He grabbed her in between her legs and 
behind her back and tried to run," she says. 

Tiffanii's friend hit and kicked Hood and somehow managed to toss her cell phone to Tiffani. 

"She threw it to me and it dropped," Tiffani says. "I had to pick it up and then I dialed 911. I
said hello and my friend yelled 'help' really loud in his ear and he dropped her so " 
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Hood, 40, is now charge wr 1 ree separate attacks on women. Police say he raped a 
15-year-old girl on a path in Tacoma, and attacked another woman on a GI Harbor trail.

---..,.=�=-�����=�=::�=����������:=��=:��-=--�Latest On Oe!ayadAIDS.
nvesUgators believe Hood is responsible for as many as five attacks on local women. Treatment 

Saturday morning the two young girls kept their wits about them and were able to give police 
a detailed description of Hood.

"The information they gave us afterwards was critical in getting him identified that day and 
picked up the very same day," says Pierce County Sheriff's Department Spokesman Ed 
Troyer. "As active as this guy has been they probably saved other people from becoming 
victims." 
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h t t , t 
'l.Want.MyWi.fe_8ack'

Tiffanii is speaking out because s e wan s to warn o her young girls never o assume you are 
safe - even in your own neighborhood. 

She also says you should always carry a cell phone because in the end, that's what saved 
these two young girls. 
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Police looking for man after assault 
Tuesday July 15, 2003 

Reporter, Record staff 

Waterloo Regional Police have 
released a sketch of the 
suspect in a July 2 sexual 
assault on a Cambridge 
woman who was hiking along 
the Northview Heights trail. 

The woman was walking 
towards Elgin Street at 3:43 
p.m. when she was grabbed
from behind by a mate who 
groped her buttocks. 

The victim turned and 
observed the suspect 
masturbating. The victim fled 
and called police. 

The suspect is five-foot-six or 
-seven, weighs 120 pounds 
and is in his early 20s, with 
black curly hair. Police ha,·e 1"31easecl this sk�lch of a man l'ltio attacked 

a woman July 2 on a city trail. 

Anyone with infonnation about the incident is asked to call Detective Constables 
Sandor Illes or Phil Worton at 653-7700. 

The Cambridge Reporter 
26 Alnslie St. S., Cambridge, Ontario, Canada N1R 3K1 • 519-621-3810 

Contents copyright © 2003, The Cambridge Reporter 
User interface, selection and arrangement copyright © 2003, The Cambridge Reporter 
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Woman attacked on Anchorage bike trail 

ANCHORAGE (AP) < A woman was attacked Monday 
morning by a man riding a mountain bike on an Anchorage 
trail, raising concerns about a second attacker, pol!ce said. 

Four women have been attacked on city trails and a park 
in five weeks. 

Two of the victims have positively Identified a 
33-year-year-old man arrested Friday and police were
trying to locate the third victim. But police said Wafter B.
Kenworthy was in custody when Monday's attack occurred. 

In that case, the woman was on the Tony Knowles Coastal 
Trail near Lyn Ary Park In the city's Turnagain area about 
8: 10 a.m. when the man grabbed her, police said. The 
woman screamed and the attacker rushed away. 

The woman told police the man had dark skin, was 
between the ages of 27 and 35, about 5-feet-7-inches tall 
and heavy set. He had long, curly dark brown hair. 

"It looks like there's a second attacker out there,:" said 
police spokeswoman Anita Shell. 

Kenworthy, was arrested In connection with the beating 
and attempted sexual assault of a woman on an 
Anchorage bike trail. He was charged with second-degree 
attempted sexual assault and fourth-degree assault. 

He was being held at Cook Inlet Pre-Trial Facility $50,000
cash-only bail. 

Kenworthy is accused of attacking a 35-year-old woman 
who had stopped to fix a flat bike tire on a trail May 30. 

In the other cases, a 17-year-old girl was attacked on a 
trail May 23 and a 52-year-old woman was attacked at a 
downtown park June 6. 
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Park Trail Closed After Vandals Destroy 

Stairwell 

Stairs Hit 30 Times In Recent Years 

TROUTDALE, Ore. -Vandals have again hit a Troutdale 
park, causing thousands of dollars of damage. 

The wooden stairwell at 
,Kiku Park on Beaver 
Creek Lane is no longer 
usable, and the cily says it 
,has not money left for 
repairs. 

Since its creation in 1996, 
· ::_ the stairwell has been

vandalized at least 30 
times. Now it's closed for good, leaving visitors no access 
to the popular Beaver Creek Canyon below. 

"It's terrible, you know. There's no reason for it. Somebody 
spent a lot of money putting this in, and kids come along 
and tear it out for no reason at all," neighbor Lennie Zakula 
told KOIN 6 News. 

Neighbors say they may raise money to repair the stairs 
themselves. 

Work crews plan to tear out the stairwell and salvage the 
lumber. Park officials say they will improve the old dirt trail 
this fall so that visitors can reach the canyon. 

Posted: July 25, 2003 

All Material Copyright 2003,KOIN 
or by original content developer 

Tenns of Use I Privacy Policy 
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Green"°ay �lready faces vandalism, littering 
ottldlll.t r,of1der gtisffltl In SGF bike tunnel, truh In parks on Grand Fork• •Ide 
dy Cf1t1s1iliil Murphy · · 
��W�ff�� · · . 

' 
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Blotches of light blue paint stand·out against the white cement wa11s of the bike path where it tunnels under 
Gateway brlv,, but some lines of graffiti still are visible beneath. 

Three wall llghts are in various states of dlsr�pair with covers cracked or missing - desplte·the shiny new 
metal cages installed to protect them. There used to be a mirror placed to help blkers see around the corner, 
but that was smashed shortly after it was installed, park officials said. 

It's only been a couple of months since that underpass opened just north of Sherlock Park, and although East 
Grand Forks has seen a lot of peaceful traffic on new bike path and walking tralls in Its Greenway, vandals 
have .been a recurring problem, said Dale Skyberg, parks director. 

The lights already have been replaced once, and they need replacing again. Officials with the city's Water and 
Light Department estimated that will cost between $300 and $400 for all three lights. 

Hidden activity 

No one has been caught damaging the property, but Skyberg urged residents to ·call police If they see a_ny 
suspicious behavior. 

Unfortunately, that will be dlfflc"'lt - houses llne the frontage road on the north side of Gateway Drive, but 
the actual underpass Is hidden from view of the street, 

. 

Anyone caught damaging the underpass could be charged with a misdemeanor, which might carry penalties 
of fines, restltutl?n, community service and jail time, East Grand Forks pol.ice said.

Skyberg said the underpass vandalism was the only major maintenance
· 
problem right now on the Greenway.

The parks department has been unable to have grass mowed In some areas, he said, but that's because the 
grass needs to seed better before it can be mowed, Orange fen�es keep people off the grass In some parts of 
the Greenway. 

Skyberg's department Is Installing fire rings and picnic tables for an early campsite opening Aug. 2, he said. 
The city and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources will hold a ceremony to celebrate recreation 
area progress at 10 a.m. 

Fifty campsites wlll be open through the Aug. 2 weekend - free of charge because of the celebration. 

Dumping 

There aren't enough recreational features up yet to have many vandalism problems ln Grand Forks, said 
Melanie Parvey-Biby, Greenway coordinator. Right now, maintenance Includes mowing grass and cleaning up 
debris from trees or spring flooding, she said. . . ________ ...... ___ .. . .. --··-- ... 
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Knife assault sends bike-path user to Regional Hospital 
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RAPID CITY - Rapid Chy police are investigating a reported knife assault that happened on the city bike 
path Friday morning that left one man injured. 

Few details were available early Friday afternoon, but according to Police Capt. Christopher Grant, a man 
described as in his 40s was cut on his neck about 10 a.m. on the bike path along Rapid Creek near the East 
Boulevard bridge. 

The injured man was taken to Rapid City Regional Hospital. A condition report was not available, but Grant 
said the man's wound is not considered life-threatening. 

Police have identified a suspect, described as a man in his 20s. 

Grant said police have a partial name of the suspect, who would likely face an aggravated-assault charge 
upon his arrest, but Grant declined to release a description. 

"We're not enlisting the aid of the public,'' Grant said. "We haven't made an arrest yet, but we do anticipate 
that occurring." 

He said the assault resulted from a disagreement. 

"The stabbing culminated from an argument between the two subjects/ Grant said. 

Copyright© 2003 The Rapid City Journal 
Rapid City, SD 
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Trail speeders anger neighbors 
Joyriders shake up Lyon Township 
By Jennifer Chambers/ The Detroit News 

LYON TOWNSHIP -- On the good days, bicyclists, 
joggers and horseback riders mosey by the back of Suzet 
McDonald's home on their journey down the Huron Valley 
Trail. 
On the other days, McDonald has to hold on to her seat as 
joyriders rip down the paved recreational path at speeds of 
40-50 mph in cars and motorcycles, just a few feet from
the colorful playscapes the 55-year-old retiree keeps in the
yard for her two grandchildren.
"IfI took my grandkids out there I would be afraid to let
them play outside," McDonald said. "People are coming so 
fast they cannot stop. My bus.band has called the police. 
There is broken glass out there, fireworks on the path. It's 
like living in the slum area." 
Welcome to the other side of life on the Huron Valley Trail. 
Recreational trails have been popping up all over Metro 
Detroit as communities work to meet the growing demands 
of residents for recreation and family activities closer to 
home. 
In Oakland County, plans are under way for 152 miles of 
connecting trailways that move walkers, bikers and others 
across the county, through traditional town centers such as 
Rochester, Milford and Sylvan Lake and through 
recreational lands such as county and state parks. 
The Huron Valley Trail, a 10.5-mile path created to allow 
outdoor enthusiasts to walk, bike and skate their way 
across southwest Oakland County, has mostly been a 
success in the community, said Lyon Township Treasure 
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Patricia Carcone, who is also a member of the Western Oakland County 
Trailway Management Council which managed the trail project. 
Outdoor delight "Just being on the trail, riding on it, seeing the families and 

traffic on it - it's just incredible. It's a delight for all of us. It's taken six years of our 
life," Carcone said. 

The township council spent $650,000 to install an overpass at Interstate 96 to 
connect Kensington Metro Park and Island Lake State Recreation Area to the Huron 

Valley Trail. 

But Carcone admits there have been problems. Steel poles at trail entrances and 
signs saying motorized vehicles are banned have failed to keep cars off the trail, which 

winds through wooded areas and along private yards and school grounds. Most 
trespassers have been driving over private property -- front and back lawns -- to 

get on the trail. The township has asked the Oakland County Sherift's Department to 

_ .... -··-----------------------------P�a�g�e..:::.5�02� __ --1 
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Permission to reprint or copy this arlicfelphoto must be obtained from The Seattle Times. Call 

206-464-3113 or e-mail resa/e@seattletimes.com with your request.

Teen robbed on Mercer Island bike path 

MERCER ISLAND -A 15-year-old boy was robbed at gunpoint Sunday night on the 
Mercer Island bike path, according to police. 

The teen was walking near the 3400 block of 97th Avenue Southeast about 11 :30 p.m. 
when a man approached on a bicycle. The man pointed a gun at the teen, then demanded 
cash, police said. 

The boy was uninjured. 

Police ask anyone with information to call 206-236-3500. 

Suspicious fire destroys vacant city building 

RENTON - A suspicious fire destroyed a vacant building yesterday morning in Renton, 
according to fire officials. 

Fire crews received a call of a brush fire near Maple Valley Highway about 1:30 a.m. but 
found a structure fire in a building the city owns, said Renton Fire Capt. Bob Deines. TI1e 
exact cause of the blaze is unknown, but investigators suspect a firework thrown on the 
cedar-shake roof might have started it. Estimated damage is $50,000, the Fire Department 
reported. 

The building is at 1500 Houser Way S., near the Cedar River, and was last home to 
NARCO, the North American Refractory Co. 

"The brick walls are still standing, but the roof has collapsed, 11 Deines said. 

The fire is considered suspicious because all utilities were turned off and doors were 
locked . 

• 11There is no obvious cause for a fire like that, other than someone setting it/ Deines said.
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Robbers kill man, steal scooters 

He was riding with son in park 
By TRYMAINE D, LEE 
teet@phillynews,com 

A father-son outing In Tacony Creek Park turned deadly yesterday 

when they were ambushed and dragged off their motor scooters. The 
father was shot to death, but his son was uninjured. 

Police said that Pach Ying, 39, an employee at a Philadelphia ice•cream 
factory, and his 11-year-old son, who wasn't identified, were riding 

along a bike trall In the park when two young men jumped from behind 
a tree and attempted to force Ying off his scooter. 

Police $aid Ying put up a fight, and one of the men pulled out a silver 
revolver and shot him In the abdomen. 

While Ying lay bleeding in the park at Tabor Road and Olney Avenue, 
his son grabbed his father's cell phone and called 911, police said. 

He was taken to Albert Einstein Medical Center, where he was 

pronounced dead at 4:45 p.rn. 

The thieves, between 18 and 20 years old, fled on the stolen scooters, 

one red and one black, police said. They went down the trail and then 

west on Rising Sun Avenue. The scooters were Turbo 4200 models. 

An hour after the attack, the overgrown section of trail was taped off 

and quiet. And a family was Jost In Its grief. 

"I feel sad," said Ying's 10-year-old nephew, Darra Ying. "But I can't 

cry," 

As Darra sat on the porch of the home at the end of Rockland Street 
near Ormes where he lives with his grandmother, Ying's wife and 

Ylng's two sons, he translated for his grandmother, who speaks no 
English. 

"I'm scared," she said in her native tongue. Holding pictures of her 
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Peninsula Gateway Gig Harbor, WA 7/13/2003

Suspect still at large after sexual attack 
Woman's father posts $1,000 reward toward man's arrest 
Lori Losee of the Gateway 
07/03/03 15:14:00 

The 33-year-old woman moved to Gig Harbor because she thought it was a 
place she would be free from crimes such as sexual assault. 

Last month, in a shocking confrontation, she was proven wrong. But with her 
attacker still on the loose, she's doing her best to bring him to justice - and to 
help prevent other women from experiencing her fate. 

Her story, as told last week to'the Gateway: At 6 p.m. on June 5, she was 
walking along with the new Gig Harbor bike path near the Performance Golf 
Center driving range on 14th St. NW with her 5-year-old daughter. After 
walking halfway on the path, the ,vornan and her daughter decided to return to 
th� parking lot when she noticed a man standing on the path, facing the 
bushes. 

"My first thought was that he was urinating," she said. "So we just stopped 
and waited for him to finish.,, 

As the two started to walk toward their car, the woman noticed something 
about the man that didn't seem quite right to her. 

"As we.got closer to him, I noticed he wasn't wearing his shorts," she said. 
"He was holding them up to him as if he was wearing them." Then, suddenly, 
the man ran toward the mother and daughter, knocking the mother down to 
the ground. 

"He started grabbing himself and I all could do was to scream and kick him (in 
the groin) as hard as I could,"' she said. "There was no time to think. I had to 
do something to stop him." 

"Then he got really nervous and started looking around." 

This attack took place in plain view of the parking lot, the woman said. But no 
one was there to come to the aid of the woman and her daughter. The man 
then ran off, leaving the woman covered with scratches, cuts, bruises and a 
lump on her shin. 

"My daughter was in shock and crying as I called 9- l � 1, as I could still see the 
man ru�ing down the (bike) path," she said. 

It took the 9-1-1 dispatcher more than 20 minutes to figure out where the 
woman was. 
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"This is what shocked me, since I told her that I was right by the driving range . 
and the nursing home - and she still couldn't find where I was to tell police," 
she said. 

When a Pierce County Sheriffs Department-Peninsula Detachment deputy 
arrived at the scene (she was just outside Gig Harbor city boundaries), he told 
the woman that a similar attack recently took place around the area and both 
descriptions of the suspect matched. 

"I was shocked when I heard this," she said, 

Pierce County Sheriff's Department Spokesman Ed Troyer said he had not 
heard of any other attacks in the same area, but said the investigation into the 
case is still ongoing. 

The woman's case was forwarded to the Tacoma office of the Pierce County 
Sheriff's Department. According to Deputy Frank O'Brien of the Peninsula 
Detachment, the local office only handles property crimes and misdemeanors 
- and not serious crimes against persons.

What frustrates the woman the most about her attack was the lack of interest 
by the Pierce County Sheriff's Department in following up on the case. 

"No one ever called me for a follow-up, to come in and meet with a sketch 
artist or to look at any criminal pictures," she said. "They haven't done 
anything at all. 

"I am definitely disappointed with the police." 

The woman said that after moving to Gig Harbor two years ago from Federal 
Way, she thought was moving into a safe community where she didn't have to 
worry about such crimes. 

To make sure something like this doesn't happen again, the woman and a 
friend recently posted several warning fliers on the bike path wamjng of the 
attack and giving a description of the man. 

"This man (the suspect) needs to get some psychological help," she said. The 
woman's father said last week that he would put up a $1,000 reward for the
capture of the suspect. 

"If the cops can't catch him, then maybe the community can," he said. 

Reach reporter Lori Losee at 253-853-9247 or by e-mail at 
lori,losee@mail.tribnet.com 

··-----·· _____ ,. . . ------------·- .... -·-·------
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Jogger fights off would�be rapist on bike path; pol!ce seek suspect identity 

May 30, 2003 

Police are seeking the public's assistance in identifying the suspect who 
attacked a jogger on a bike path Wednesday morning. 

On the morning of May 28, 2003, a female jogger was attacked while 
running on a path in Skinner's Butte Park. The jogger successfully 
fought off her assailant and escaped with minor injuries. 

The attacker is described as a white male, 25-35 years old, about 6 feet 
tall and about 200 pounds, with short blonde hair and blue eyes. At the 
time of the attack he was wearing a blue cap, white T-shirt and dark 
baggy blue jeans. A composite sketch of the suspect has been provided 
to local media. 

Anyone who witnessed this incident or recognizes the person depicted in 
the composite drawing is asked to call Detective Jeff Roth at 682-5569 
or the Eugene Police nonemergency line at 682-5111. 

For additional information contact: 

Kerry De/f, EPD Public Information Specialist 
, (541) 682-5197 

carolyn.l. de/f@ci.eugene.or.us 
Police 
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Police investigating armed robbery 

2003-07-03 

Mercer Island police are investigating an am1ed robbery that occurred at 
approximately 11 :30 p. m. on Monday, J\me JO, when a 15-year-old boy •
was robbed at gun point on the bike path soutbwesl of �e 3400 block of
97th Avenue S.E. The boy was walking home when he was approached

; by a black male adult on a bicycle, according to the report. The suspectallegedly poi.uted a gun at (be boy and took a small amount of cash from
.1; , his wallet. the boy was uninjured.
\!J.�.1$.dl\·-d \ 

,£f;�(t�J}f.�r.',;,0 [ Bellevue K-9 responded but were unable to locate the suspect

:isu·b;it �-��edd·in�. ,i
·ianruversary. or i)
;obituary notice. :��Request photo 'i
:i��g��· ........... , ............ · 

The suspect is described as a black man in his 30s, with a shaved head,
anned with a band gun.

Copyright © 2003 Horvitz Newspapers, Inc.
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Possible Homicide 
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Body of Female Found 

uly 17, 2003 - The body of a woman, believed to be that of Rebecca Park (pictured left), was 
found In a wooded area around 6:30 Thursday night in the 39-hundred block of Conshohocken 
venue. 

Detectives say it didn't look good from the beginning. All the indicators were that something bad 
had happened to Rebecca Park, a vibrant & gregarious young woman in her fourth year at 
medical school. It appears their fears may have been confirmed when a news viewer saw the 

report of her disappearance on the news, put two and two together and told police about a foul odor emanating 
from a jogging trail in the woods not far from the victim's apartment. 

lnsp. Bill Colarulo/PHILADELPHIA POLICE: 

"What they found was a female faced down in what appears to be a shallow grave. It appears to be a 
homicide." 

The medical examiner will have to make positive id using fingerprints, but police say it does appear to be body of 30 
year old Rebecca Park. 

"The body did suffer some type of trauma." 

The body was discovered near a jogging trail in a heavily wooded area of Fairmount Park about 200 yards off the 
3900 block of Conshohocken. Action News has learned her badly decomposed body was covered in a pile of 
leaves. Clad only in sneakers, we have further learned that she appears lo have been raped repeatedly and shot in 
the back of the head. The question is who did this? 

Lt. Mike Chitwood/PHILADELPHIA POLICE: 

"Basically we're interviewing everybody whose had contact with her current boyfriends, roommates, 
former roommates." 

For the record nobody has been ruled out. Rebecca Park was a 2nd Lt in the Army Reserve and was in her 4th year 
as a med student at Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. She was last seen by a neighbor around 11 am 
Sunday outside her apt in the 3900 block of Lankenau. 

"She spoke to her boyfriend around 4 o' clock Sunday afternoon and said she was headed out for her 
jog." 

Park did have a routine ... jogged almost daily down a trail along Ford Road in Fairmount Park heading out to the 
Maccarthy stables where she would feed an apple to one of the horses and then head back to her apt. And maybe 
the killer knew that routine and may have been wamng for her. Its one likely scenario police are working on. Tonight, 
they had to go and tell Park's brother who came In to hear that a woman's body had been found and while positive 
ID hasn't been made, it could be her. Its a gut-wrenching predicament for detectives and without question even 
worse for family members. 

It wlll be tomorrow before positive ID is made. Meanwhile, no arrests are imminent at the moment but detectives 
continue to question friends, neighbors and others. They are also asking anyone who thinks they may have 
information on this case to contact the homicide unit. 

(Copyright 2003 by Action News. All Rights Reserved.) 

Last Updated: Jul 18, 2003 
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Teens Help Nab Serial Rape Suspect 

July 16, 2003 

By Liz Rocca 

PIERCE COUNlY - A teenager who says a man who's a suspect In 
at least five sexual attacks attacked her is speaking out, hoping 
others will learn from her terrifying experience. 

It w.as 5: 30 a.m. Saturday when 13-year-old Tiffanii and her 
friend went out for a jog. 

The girls were certain they'd be safe in their University Place 
neighborhood, but they were wrong. 

Tiffanii and her friend say serial rape suspect Wayne Hood attacked them. 

Page 241 of 435 

Tiffanii was terrified when she saw the man attack. "He grabbed her in between her legs and behind 
her back and tried to run," she says. 

Tiffanil's friend hit and kicked Hood an� someh?w managed to toss her cell phone to Tiffani.

"She threw it to me and it dropped," Tiffanl says. "I had to pick it up and then 1 dialed 911. I said 
hello and my friend yelled 'help' really loud in his ear and he dropped her so she ran." 

Hood, 40, is now charged with three separate attacks on women. Police say he raped a 15-year-old 
girl on a path in Tacoma, and attacked another woman on a Gig Harbor trail. 

But investigators believe Hood is responsible for as many as five attacks on local women. 

Saturday morning the two young girls kept their wits about them and were able to give police a 
detailed description of Hood. 

"The information they gave us afterwards was critical in getting him identified that day and picked 
up the very same day," says Pierce County Sheriffs Department Spokesman Ed Troyer. "As active 
as this guy has been they probably saved other people from becoming victims." 

Tiffanii is speaking out because she wants to warn other young girls never to assume you are safe 
-- even in your own neighborhood. 

She also says you should always carry a cell phone because in the end, that's what saved these two 
young girls, 
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Plainfield offers reward in 

effort to thwart vandalism 

,, By Cynthia Fugate 

Flyer Staff.Writer 

}8f� PLAINF!BLfi> •• With more than 10 miles of trails and 201 acres, the
· 1 · Plainfield park system offers citizens many outdoor amenities. It a.lso offers 

'.!.' vandals the opportunity to leave their mark._ 
i:�,re@&miNe, :.; i's{=\'.??: 
··=:ANNOUNGEMEN'l'S·::' ThaL's exactly what Town Manager Rich Carlucci says he wants to change

and town olficinls .ire offering a $1,000 reward for information leading to the 
arrest or park vandals. 

Carlucci says vandals have cost the town about $4,000 in replacement signs, 
posts and clean-up of graffiti painted on picnic tables and playgrom1d 
equipment. 

The latest areas-hit are the White Lick Creek Trail and Vadalia Railroad 
Trail where vandals have ripped hislorical markers off posts and threw them 
into the creek or in tall grass nenrby, Carlucci said, adding that some of the 
posts were bent completely over or just snapped i.t1 half. 

"We wanl people 10 enjoy their experience out here," he said. "This is just 
very fnistrnling." 

Another area hit, he said, was Swinford Park where an American flag was 
_..:;.:.;.--"-....... ------'-__.......,_....- stolen from the top of a light at the playwound. 

( 

" -----·�---··-----

�!;;w.Hamiitfllt� � =- ,·m 

Is your picture 
in the paper? 
Order it here! 

"I don't know how, but they climbed up there and took the flag,.' he said. 

The girls' softball association also uses Swinford Park and Carlucci said 
vandals have also broken the glass oul of the association's concession stand 
window. 

The lrails are open from dawn to dusk, but Carlucci says citizens shouldn't be 
concerned for their safety, as the vandals have only been destroying property. 

Police are now patrolling the park on bicycles and on an all-terrain vehicle. 
Carlucci said visitors who do not leave the park property before it closes will 
face a citation. 

Anyone with infonnation about the vandalism is asked to call the Plainfield 
Police Department at 839-3565. 

oynthia.fugate@flyergroup.com 

"printer-friendly" version: �Jl 

--End--
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Attack in park on woman 

By Artd1-ew Pridgen 

For the last three weeks, sharp-eyed hikers starting out to the ocean on the National Seashore's 
Bear Valley Trail have passed an obscure but ominous warning. 

An 8. 5-by-11-inch sheet of paper is stuck among several others on a post at the traill1ead Those 
who take the time to read the wamillg will leam that a woman was repeatedly punched by a 
stranger near Arch Rock on July 2. 

In the attack, which sheriff's deputies learned about only this past Tuesday when questioned by 
The Light, a woman reported being "accosted" by a "transient" male she could not describe. 

The woman visitor was knocked down and pwiched several times by the stranger, the Park 
Service noted. It urged people to hike with a partner, "be aware" of their "surroundings," and 
leave the area if they meet anyone suspicious. 

Hikers are also advised to let someone know where they are going and their route. 

John Dell' Osso, the Point Reyes National Seashore's chiefof interpretation, said the woman 
reported she was "familiar with the trails" and was able to "fight back" against her attacker 
before fleeing. 

After running for several minutes, the woman said she happened upon two hikers who 
accompanied her to park headquarters. 

The attack was not reported to deputies, Dell'Osso told The Light, because the Park Service 
normally brings the Sheriff's Office into the park mainly for accidents or when someone needs 
medical. attention. 

Point Reyes .Light Cover ! News I Coftstal Travele1· 

8/2/2003 9:37 PM 
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Loudoun Sheriffs officials revealed this week 
they have "acquired new information" In their 
year-long investigation Into the slaying of 
14-year-old Erica Smith, whose body was found
buried in a shallow grave in an Ashburn industrial
park last August.

But sheriffs officials declined to offer any further 
details about the information, saying that it is 
"sensitive" and that releasing It to the public 
would have "a compromising effect" on the 
investigation. 

Sheriffs officials have kept a lid on the case and 
continue to decline to reveal even how the girl
died. 

. 

The new informa,tion wlll require Investigators to 
re-interview many people who were interviewed 

Times-Mirror Slaff 

Photo/Michael J. Kacmarcik 
A !atnlly's grief 

Pam Dade and Pete Smith, 
parents or slaln teen Erica 

Smllh, hold candles In 
memory of their daughter at 
a memorial service Sunday 

night. 

earlier In the Investigation, said Sheriff's Office spokesman Kraig Troxell, 
adding that Sheriff Steve Simpson has assigned '!Wo more Investigators to 
help the three investigators already assigned to the case. 

Sunday night, Simpson and at least. a half dozen investigators were 
among the more than 100 friends and family of Erica Smith who gathered 
for a candlelight service in her memory at the Christian Fellowship Church 
In Ashburn, not far from the place where her body was found. 

Smith, who would have turned 15 on July 18, was about to enter her 
freshman year at Stone Bridge High School when she got a phone call at 
about 1 p.m. on July 29 at her family's town house on Postrail Square in 
Ashburn. She left the house, and her family never saw or heard from her 
again. 

Less than two weeks later, on Aug. 9, two people hiking in the woods in 
the Beaumeade Corporate Par!< found her body burled in a shallow grave 
on the banks of Broad Run near the W&OD Trail. 

"I love and miss my daughter Erica so much," said her mother, Pam Dade, 
as she spoke at the candlelight service. "We had planned to go school 
shopping, but that never happened. Now, when I see a mother and 
daughter walking through the mall shopping together, I see their joy and 
excitement. I will never have that with her." 

Dade recalled the heartbreak over the past year of marking holidays and 
Erica's birthday witho.ut her. On Thanksgiving day, she said through tears 
and a voice choked with emotion, "Erica needed to be there to help me 
break the wishbone from the turkey. As you can see, I am still holding lhe 
unbroken wishbone." 

Portly 
cloudy 76 ° 

: . 

S Day Forecast E 
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Police Search for Suspect on Creeper 

From the desk of NewsCenter 5 

27 June 2003 

Washington County, Virginia police are ·searching for a suspect who chased two juveniles on the 
Creeper Trail on Sunday. 
After a brief conversation at a campsite just off the trail in Taylor's Valley, the two 13-years-olds, 
said the man chased them and tried to restrain them. 
The suspect is described as a white male in his mid-20's or 30's with dark hair and a muscular 
build. 
He was last seen wearing blue bikini-style shorts and riding a blue bicycle. 
He was also carrying a large backpack. 
If anyone has any information on this suspect please contact the Sheriffs Office at (276) 
676-5252.

8/2/2003 4:05 PM J 
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Lawrence Police On Alert After Attempted Child Molestations 

Officer Warns Parents To Keep Watch Over Ch/Jdren 

POSTED: 5:34 p.m. CDT June 25, 2003 
UPDATED: 5:47 p.m. CDT June 25, 2003 

LAWRENCE, Kan.·- Police said twice In as many months someone has tried 
to sexually assault chlfdren along a secluded trail in a Lawrence park, KMBC's 
Bev Chapman reported. 

Last week, a man believed to be in his 20s met a young girl along a foot trail 
in Naismith Valley Park. According to Sgt. Mike Patrick, the man coaxed the 
girl off the trail and into a wooded area where he asked her to expose 
herself. 

The girl got away and her parents called police, 

Deitrich Earnhart, a local parent, takes his child on the trail. 

"I could appreciate how parents would let their older children ... to go along 
the trail because it's mostly residential around there, It seems very safe," 
Earnhart said. 

But now, police are warning parents of the possible danger along the path. 

"If you're going to send your children to play in the park, at least be close in 
the area, that they have someone they can immediately go to if there's a 
problem," Patrick said. 

Pollce say the man who approached the young girl was a white man with 
long brown hair tied back In a ponytail, wearing a ballcap, 

Last month, a man apparently tried to molest a 10-year·old boy on his bike 
along the Naismith trail, Chapman reported. Police said there are similarities 
between the two Instances. 

Anyone with information about the man is urged to call the Lawrence TIPS 
Hotline at (785) 843-TIPS. 

Copyright 2003 by TheKansasC/tyChannel.com. All rights reserved. Thls 
material may not be publlshed, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Publfshed: Frid11y, July 04, 2003 

Shoreline/LFP Police Beat 

E�terprise staff 

Here are selected reports from Shoreline and Lake Forest Park police. 
June 23 

Burglary, theft. 3700 block of NE 151st St. 10 p.m. A woman discovered a lock 
missing from a shed on her property and the contents of the shed gone. 

Vehicle prowl. 19200 block of Forest Park Drive. 9 p.m. Someone emptie 
glove box of a vehicle. 

Drunkenness. Burke Gilman trail at Ballinger and Bothell Ways. 8:27 p.m. Two 
intoxicated men on the bike trail had a machete and one was waving it around. 
Police took several knives from the men for safe keeping and transported the 
men to Harborview for detox. 
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Arlington, Virginia June 3, 2003 

Sexual Assault Spree Puzzles Police 
No Arrests in series of Ballston-Area Crimes, But No New Incidents Reported in Three 
Weeks 
Brandt Fletcher 
Arlington Connection--

One man committed five sexual assaults in the Ballston area between mid-April and mid-March, 

But when sex crimes occur, people are bound to look over their shoulder a bit more. "It's a llllle 
distressing to see that," said Deandra Beck, who lives in a neighborhood of single-family homes 

COUNTY STAFFERS, however, are rooking into possible ways to address the situation in 
Ballston and elsewhere in the county. Two of the frve Ballston assaults took place on bike paths, 
and in unrelated incidents, two other women were groped on bike trails by unknown assailants on 
April 14 and 18. Also on April 14, police arrested the 17�year-old suspected of abducting and

trying to rape a woman on the Four Mile Run bike trail off Columbia Pike. 

Those incidents called into question the safety of the county's trails. In response, at the May 17 
County Board meeting, Board chair Paul Ferguson directed Ron Carlee, the County Manager, to 
study the possibility of increasing police patrols on trails and bike paths. A report Is expected later 
this month. 

Barbara Favola, the only woman on the five-person county board, also addressed the issue. "l 
have never felt that Arlington is unsafe, but we may have to pay more attention to getting lights on 
the streets" and other basic safely precautions, she said. 

SOME FREQUENT TRAIL users don't think drastic changes are necessary. "There's only so 
much you can do with staff," said Allen Muchnick, who seNes on the county's Bicycle Advisory 
Commission. A better solution may be to increase volunteer patrols already in place on some 
trails, he said. 

Wilson was also skeptical of how effective police patrols would be on secluded trails. "If lt's a 
token response," she said. "I would rather see them using funding in other, tangible ways." On 
the other hand, said Beck, "Any amount of increased patrols are welcome," But raising 
awareness of safety hazards could be just as effective, she said. 

women using trails, especially for walkers or joggers, should take some precautions, said 
Muchnick. 'Women joggers who are using the trail need to be aware of their surroundings, and 
shouldn't Jog with headphones." 

But at this point, Muchnick sees no reason to avoid those areas. "Trails are good community 
resources," he said. "The more people use them, the saferlhey are." Muchnick said. 
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Police have issued a crime watch alert after a man was attacked while 
ing aJong the Monon Trail Tuesday evening. 

[t happened near Canterbury Park, which is in Ute 5400 block of Carvel 
Avenue. The jogger said he was jogging on the trail al around 8:15 pm 
when he saw four teenagers coming towards him. As the jogger 

approacherl them, one of the te�nagers suddenly jumped at him and punched him in U1e eye. 

The jogger said he started yelling for the police. The suspect then ran south on Cruvel along with the 
three boys who were with him. 

Police are calling it an isolated incident., and they say the Monon is a very safe venue for exercise. lPD 
regularly patrols the Monon Trail with its bicycle unirt and extra patrols are planned. 

Police recommend that trail users follow these guidelines to reduce the risk of becoming a crime victinl: 

- Bring a whistle with you while jogging and use it to summon help.
- Vary your route or pattern of running.
- Jog or run with a known companion.
- Do not jog after dark.

Page __ 5 l 8 __ .... -----� 
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Police seek· suspe9.t in Coast�l 
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Trail's fourth assault 
· 
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Anchorage,"Alaska, June �o - Police need the ·public's 
help to find a man who assaulted a woman Monday 
morning on the Coastal Trail. The attack is the fourth this 
summer on the city's trails. Still, police say the trail is 
safe. 

I. 
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Monday's attack happened about 8:30 a.m. on the trail near 
Lyn Ary Park. Police patrolled the coastal trail on 
motorcycles looking for the suspect. They·say h� may have 
waited on a park bench until a woman walking or running 
alone came onto the trail,: then followed someone who was 
running by herself with h�adphones on. 

Police say·she didn't hear him coming and, when he caught 
up to her, he grabbed her rear end. The woman screamed and 
the attacker took off on a bike. 

Some women who use the trail say the latest attack does 
not come as a surprise. Women know the trail is somewhat 
secluded, which makes it a prime location for a person to prey 
on women. Others say they no longer feel safe on the coastal 
trail. 

"I think it needs more community patrolling, 11 said Jan 
Freeman of Anchorage. 11As a woman, I don't come out unless 
I'm with a friend, or daughter or husband. 11 

"She fought him off, basically, by stopping and yelling and 
screaming, and that drew a couple of other people nearby to 
come to her aid," said Anchorage police officer Steve Oyler. 

Police say women who use the trail should travel in groups 
and not alone, especially during less congested times, such as 
in the mornings and afternoons. 

A suspect in the other three attacks •· Walter Kenworthy -
was arrested Friday and arraigned over the weekend. He's,· 
charged with an attack that happened back in May, but police 
believe he may be involved in the other two cases. 
Meanwhile, the suspect in Monday1s case is still at large. 

The woman who was assaulted got a good look at the man 

I 
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Several Men Charged with �ndecent Exposure 

Des Moines, June 27, 2003 - Offlclals say men are committing sex 
acts out in the open at Saylorville Lake. They say since last year men 
have gathered at Cottonwood Recreation Area to have sex. 

Now the Polk County Sherlff's Department is cracking down. They've set 
up a video camera In the park and have caught several people In the 

. act. So far, only men have been caught. 

WHO-lV 13 News was able to view some of the videotape and saw that, 
many times, the men use shelters that are in the wide open and sit 
along bike trails, 

Since last summer, employees who work at the park say they have 
been finding pornographic materials and used condoms In the area. 
There have even been complaints from parents who've run into 
situations In progress. 

While authorities want to rid the area of the crime, they are quick to 
point out this investigation Is not a slam against homosexuality. "If 
you're gonna do prlvate acts, do it at home. These areas are for families 
to enjoy and that Is not one of the public activities appropriate in this 
area," said Steve Fairbanks, operations manager of Saylorville Lake. 

The video surveillance of the park began about two weeks ago. Since 
then, officials have arrested five men on the charge o.f indecent 
exposure. Their pictures appear to the right of this story. 

Officials say they have yet to view all of the tape. But once they do, 
more arrests will happen. Th�y say they wlll continue to videotape the 
park until the problem Is gone, 

{f#Wom.nNow 
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City/Local News 

Local briefs 

Wednesday, June 25, 2003 

10-year-old assaulted in Naismith Park

Police are looking for a man they believe tried to sexually assault a IO-year-old girl 
in a Lawrence park. 

It's the third such attack on a child in Naismith Park, 1400 W. 27th St., in less than 
a year. 

Police said Tuesday that �e suspect was able to get the child to follow him to a 
secluded area of the park around 4:30 p.m. last week. Once the two were alone, 
police spokesman Sgt. Mike Pattrick said, the man tried to coax the girl into 
exposing herself. 

When the girl screamed, Patttick said the suspect grabbed her and put his hand 
over her mouth. ?She was able to get away, run home, and her parents called the 
police. 

Officers searched the park but did not find the suspect. 

In May, a man attempted to molest a 10-year-old boy riding his bike through the 
park, and last July an 8-year-o ld girl was sexually assaulted by a man who lured 
her off the trail. 

Police have not made any arrests in the cases. 

Chancellor to address Wichtta Urban League 

Page 252 of 435 

adv ertisement 

e enway will give the keynote address tonight at the annual meeting of 

Kansas University social wel e professor D mus DaileY, speaks out on t e controversy about his class 
"Human Sexuality in Everyday Life" on uRi er City Wei, ,· 

pfgg/ffi 4:53 PM
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Police confitm· body is missing woman's 
••· :,:-r." .... 

BY LISA DONOVAN and KERMIT PATTISON 

Pioneer Press 

Dental records have confirmed that the body of a woman found Thursday afternoon along a Woodbury 
walking path is that of 79-year-old Shirley Shepherd, pollce said today . 

. ,. . 

Shepherd, of St. Paul, disappeared earlier tn the week. A 20-year-old drifter and admitted car thief, Tekela 
"Bridgette" Richardson, Is the prime suspect in the Tuesday morning disappearance, Investigators say. 
Richardson is behind bars at the Ramsey County jail. 

Shepherd's daughter, Debbie, had said Thursday she was sure of the identity, 

"Because of the rings on my mother's fingers, we knew it was her," Debbie Shepherd said. ''She was found 
face down. What a thing to do to my mother." 

Three teenagers walking through Tamarack Nature Prese,ve found the body about 4 p.m. Thursday, said 
Woodbury Deputy Pollce Chief Todd Johnson. 

The three had just left a Dairy Queen and were walking through the preserve when they spotted some 
matted grass and took a closer look. That's when they discovered the body of an adult woman about 15 
yards from the trail. 

Shirley Shepherd had been missing since Tuesday, when the East Side resident failed to report to work at 
a St. Paul storage company. 

Shepherd and Rli:hardson had met at the storage company where Shepherd worked part time .and 
Richardson, who Is homeless, reportedly kept all her possessions. 

For three yeats, Shepherd had worked at the A-Acceptable Mini-Storage, a dingy, cavernous, third-floor 
storage facility that stretches almost a city block of Fairview Avenue, near University Avenue, 

Last August, Richardson moved trash bags of clothing, a drawing and a vacuum cleaner box into a 
3-by-5-foot padlocked closet at a monthly cost of $40.

Employees there say Richardson rarely missed a day, coming In when the doors opened at 9 a.m., signing 
"B.R." on the log - a reference to her allas Bridgette Richardson - and staying only to change clothes. 

For the most part, the two made small talk. But their unremarkable exchanges took a bizarre turn, 
beginning with Richardson's arrest last week for steallng Shepherd's sport utility vehicle and again this 
week; only this time Shepherd also vanished. 

Pollce say that on June 7 Shepherd had finished her regular 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. shilt and went out to the 
parking lot to find her 20D2 Suzuki Grand Vltara gone. 

Pa J'moJ 8:28 PM 
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Steve Jefferson/Eyewitness News 
., 

Carmel, June.I 7 - Carmel police hope you can put a name to the face. u.westig.�f�rs believe 
the man in store surveillance video targets unsuspecting runners-aqq_ b*e'rs,-on the Monon 
Trail. 

· · · 

· Maybe you can put a name to the face. Investigators believe the man in store surveillance
video targets unsuspecting runners and ·bikers on the Monon Trail. · 

Carmel Police Detective Phitlip Hobson says he's hit so many people that several law 
enforcement agencies are now involved. "We are over 20 at 15 to 20 in the Carmel 
area also-working with Westfield Police Department, Marion County Sheriffs Department 
and Hamilton County Sheriffs Department." 

Jason Yoder runs and bikes on the Monon. He had no idea a thief was on the loose. 
"It makes me upset. This is such a nice place. I know a lot of people enjoy this 
area and it's just ridiculous someone would take advantage of them. 11 

Police say that in some cases the suspect waited a parking lot at the Monon Trail for people 
to leave their cars, then broke their windows and made off with their pe1:sonal_items. 

Detective Hobson says the suspect is, "Ta Icing purses and credit cards out of the vehicles 
and leaving immediately and going to retail stores making purchases on those credit cards." 

In one store video the man tried to buy a pressure washer, but the purchase was declined. 
He left the store empty.handed. 

The man is also caught on tape with a female accomplice who police also hope to identify. 
"We believe it's a group and this is one of the suspects in that group. 11 The breakins add up 
to big bucks in losses for the victims and retailers. People who use the trail, like Yoder, 
should also use caution. "It would be wise to keep everything stashed away." 

11We are up in the thousands of dollars, I would say." Detective Hobson also says they want 
nothing more to catch their suspect before he goes shopping with someone else's credit 
cards. If you use the Monon Trail leave your valuables at home. 

If you recognize the suspect in the store video call CrimeStoppers. The 
· tel ep�one n�mber is 262-TIP
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Media Releases � Metro Nashville Police Department 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Mav 19, 2003 

The woman found Sunday evening beaten and bleeding on the Alta Vista Connector, a greenway trail between 
Spinnaker cove Apartments and Dodson Chapel Road, Is Identified as a S5•year·old resident of the apartment 
complex. 

The victim was found at approximately 7 p.m. by another citizen using the trail. Just prior to discovering the 
victim, the citizen saw a white man without a shirt running through the woods, 

The victim sustained significant head trauma and wc1s admitted to Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Due to 
her condition, detectives were unable to Interview her in detail. In that It Is not yet known whether the victim was 
sexually assaulted, her name Is not being released. 

Another witness reported seeing a man without a shirt and wearing blue jeans run from the trail entrance at 
Dodson Chapel Road. He got Into a parkecl pickup truck, described as a light colored newer model Chevrolet 
Sllverado. The witness described the suspect as a slim and tall white man In his early 301s with short blond hair. 

The victim's daughter reported that her mother frequently walked along the trail. The daughter talked to the 
victim on the telephone less than an hour before she was found. 

At this point in the investigation, detectives know of no reason why anyone would want to harm the victim. It Is
possible that the attack on her was random. 

Anyone seeing the pickup truck parked at the entrance to the trail last evening, or anyone having information as 
to the Identity of the suspect, is urged to contact pol!ce at 862·7546 or Crime Stoppers at 74·CRIME. 

### 

Send questions or comments about this site to webmaster@pollce,nashville.org 

I of 1 1on12003 4:54 PM 
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Body found at Lake Mayer; 
stabbing doesn't appear random, 
police say 

Joggers found Rosemary Black dead next to 
a running trail at the southside park 

By Anne Hart 
ahart@savannahno w. com 

912-652-037 4

Investigators said a Savannah woman found 
stabbed to death on Mother's Day at Lake 
Mayer most likely knew her attacker. 

Rosemary Simmons Black--a 39-year-old 
mother of two adult children-was found 
dead next to the running path along the 
woodline near the quarter-mile marker, 
Chatham County police said. Investigators 
believe the body had been there less than 7 
hours. 

Enter to Win a $100 Mall 
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year. 
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Two regular female joggers reported finding 
the body about 6:45 a.m. as they started their 
run around the lake in the popular 
community park off Montgomery Crossroad. 

Defensive stab wounds on the body indicate 
Black fought for her life, police said. 
Investigators used fingerprints to identify the 

Anyone with 
lnfoIrnat1on on the 
case Is asked to call 
Chatham County pollce 
at 652·6S01 or Crime 
stoµpers at 234-2020. 

woman. An autopsy to determine the exact cause of death is set for 
this week at the GBI crime lab. 

"There is nothing to indicate a random attack or that she was a 
regular jogger at the park," said police spokesman Sgt. Mike 
Wilson. "There are indications that she may have known her 
attacker and fought fiercely." 

Although the investigation is continuing, there were no initial signs of 
sexual assault, Wilson said. 
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National News 

Updated 7:27 PM ET 
• Doctors say Bush Is 
In excellent health 
• U.S. makes 
security changes at 
airports 
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Man, walking dog, makes grisly discovery near Pinellas Trail 
an ABC Actlon News report 5/21/03 

SEMINOLE • A man walking his dog near the 
Pinellas Trail came across the body of a nude 
woman Wednesday. Police are Investigating her 
death as a homicide, as those who frequent the 
trail take notice. 

"TI1e age of the person apparently was close to thel 
ages of my own children, and It's not very K 
pleasant. Very unpleasant. Kind of makes you feel :·,· 
nauseous," said Robert Hayes, who found the 
body. 

Sheriff's deputies believe the woman was between 

4 5 

20 and 40 years old, with dark hair and no visible signs of injury. The only clues they 
have to go on are tire tracks near the spot where the body was apparently dumped, 
which was next to a closed section of 118th Street. 

Though investigators doubt that the victim was actually someone using the trail, 
hikers and bikers there were admittedly shaken up by the discovery. 

"It's not safe to be out at night? That's not a free country," cyclist Paula Rozman 
obsetved, 

"I'm shocked," hiker John Twoomey added. "Disturbing, very disturbing." 

Watch ABC Action News starting at 5 p.m. for all the latest 
breaking local and national stories. 

Better looking veins. Click here! 

The E.W. Scripps Co.© Read user agreement 

8/2/2003 4:34 PM 
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Another attempted assault on Anchorage bike trail 

Monday, June 30, 2003 - Anchorage Police says a second man appears to be attacking women on local bike trails. 

Last week APO arrested a man suspected In three attacks, but just this morning another assault was reported. 

Police call this an extremely bad year In the number of assaults they're seeing on local bike trails. 

The latest attack happened this morning shortly a�er eight near Lyn Ary Park in the Turnagaln area, 

Police say the victim was on the bike trail when a man grabbed her, She screamed for help and the man then fled on a 
mountain bike. 

Police say this Is at least the fourth known attack In recent weeks. 

Just relay to people to be aware of their surroundings. Let other people know where they are gonna be at all times, be 
alert and be prepared for anybody who might approach you on the bike trails, said Anita Shell, Anchorage Police 
Department. 

Toe suspect in today's assault Is described as a dark skinned male, about 27 to 35-years-old. He stands about five-seven 
and is heavy set. 

He has shoulder length curly dark brown hair worn under a dark baseball cap. 

Shell says APD plans on assigning additional staff to monitor the bike trails, particularly the trails in the Turnagain and the 
Spenard areas. 

7/1/2003 5:44 PM 
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(betweenIVliles 14 and I 5); one at Rossmoor Bar (between Miles 17 and 18) on both SdMg�ltfit) �� 
Unfortw1ately, there are no suspects or suspect vehicles. The thieves have reportedly only gotten a raincoat 
and $6. As a reminder, always lock your vehicle, hide anything that might resemble something valuable, be 
aware of who is around the parking lots, and do not forget to report a crime or notify authorities of a 
suspicious behavior. Incidental objects left visible in your vehicle are not worth the frustration of having to 
buy a new window or replacing a lock. 

For a current map of the American River Bikeway that shows accesses and call boxes, look at: 

http://bikewaymap.com/american river.asp 

Warning: blcideut at McKinley Park, Sacramento - January JO, 2002

A fellow club member fin· th-ol-d-seR-i�r this morning at 
McK.it ar etween 10 A.�1 and 10:45 A.M. While on the west side of the smat:t-pru:k.she was flash 

a man. The description of the man was that of a flt runner, between 5'9 and 6', white skinned, we 
long blue shirt hanging 'to around his mid thighs and running shoes. And you guessed it...no shorts on 
underneath. He was positioned on the south side of the Shepard's Garden and the Art Center, between t 
building and some bushes, and was obviously flashing our club member. 

er ma e note to others nearby and asked to borrow their cellular phone when he drove away 
in a white car, possibly a Camaro, heading south to H Street on possibly 35th street. If you may have 
witnessed this individual please notify police with any additional details. 

Our club member did the right thing by getting help from someone else and calling the police to report the 
incident and to also let her fellow club member be aware if running in the area, which a lot do. 

Issued From: Parks & Rec 

Warning: Robbery atNorthgate & Del Paso Blvds, Sac1·amento - January 25, 2002

On Friday, Janua 1, 2002 at 1:00 PM, a male adult who was talking e suspect ancl suspects 
girlfriend w rdered at knifepoint to give the suspect his identification. The' 'ctim complied and the 
suspect wal ed off westbound on the bike trail with his girlfriend. The desc · tion of the suspect is; Hispanic 
male, 5'10", 175 lbs., brown hair and eyes, wearing a brown hat and.tan ·c1 shirt, and described as 
homeless. occurred under the hwy. 160 bridge near the bi · . Both the suspect and the victim are 
Hispanic. 

A check of the area by a Ranger unit minutes after the robbery failed to locate the suspect or his girlfriend. 

Make a note to not stop and talk to anyone if they aren't familiar, just keep running! 

--··--- ·--- -------------

!On/2003 4 :51 PM
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White male adult; black Chevy pickup, newer model, medium height pos�ge 260 of 435
lowered with dark tinted windows, thin build might have a grey snap on bed cover; 
wearing a grey vest. 

Tuesday (3/4/03) evening at apprn · y p.m. uee suspects, one with a gun, stole a bicycle from a 
juvenile while he was on the bicycle trail near the Campus Commons Golf Course. The suspects were three 
juveniles, two white and one black. The black suspect was armed with a gun and was wearing a red t-shirt 
with horizontal stripes and blue pants. The bicycle that was taken is a grey/blue "Mosh" racing bike (bmx). 

Warning: Vehicle Bur laries at Rossmoor Bar - Ma·

Warning: Assault with a deadly weapon- February to, 2003

Location ofincident: Cal Expo/Woodlake approximately 200 yards downstream of railroad tracks. 

Rangers, City Police, City Police SWAT, Cal Expo Police and Sheriff Helicopter responded to a radio 
transmission of subjects shooting across the river from the North Bank toward fishermen on the South Bank 
near Sutter's Landing. 

Upon hearing sirens, five teenage suspects: four juveniles and one adult, began running northbound along the 
old bike trail where they were detained by City Police. 

A sawed-off semi automatic 22 caliber rifle was found hidden. One empty casing was found along the 
firebreak road a short distance below the small island, downstream of the Union Pacific railroad tracks. 

,Varn ·ng: Assault on the Bike Ta·ail- N ember 25 2002

According to Sacrame1 c, on Monday (11/25/02) at 5:10 p.m. a male was bicycling eastbound 
on the bike trail when a black male adult (50+, 5'8", I 50 lbs., plaid flannel shirt, blue jeans, and carrying a 
white plastic bag) knocked him off his bike. The suspect stood over the victim and screamed incoherent 
statements at him. The victim yelled for help and !he suspect walked away westbound on the bicycle trail. 

There have also had 2 more auto burglaries this morning, l at Rossmoor and 1 at El Manto. State Parks had 
a burglary yesterday afternoon where the suspects were in an El Camino, no color given . 
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Warning: Vehicle Break-ins, Sacramento - November 19, 2002

According to Chief Ranger Dave Lydick, (916) 875-6548, with Sac Parks, there have been several vehicle 
break-ins lately. Since Friday, November 15th, three occurred that morning in the Goethe Day Camp lot 

I 0/7/2003 4:49 PM 
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Arlington Police Look For Sex-Assault Suspect 

Police Say Suspect Has Attacked 5 Women 

POSTED: 8:25 a.m. EDT May 13, 2003 

ARLINGTON, Va. -- Police in Arlington County, Va. say they want to find the man 
responsible for attacking and sexually assaulting five women . 

.... ,""'�'"'·'"'"l"" Monday police released a composite sketch of the 
·-�:��;�:;'.'.;,;;;;:� suspect. He's described as a Hispanic male, 18 to 25
_;i;;i�i:i;ji\i):r years old, 5 feet 6 inches tall and 120-140 pounds.

,;:;::�!-::::�.?: 
:i::;:P.:-'?.::::� 

;��\i?\:l- Authorities said the first attack happened on April 14 at 7
i:�i:;��:;���:;� p.m., when the suspect sexually assaulted a female 

iI(f'.'." •·::,.� jogger on the Washington and Old Dominion Bike Trial.
::::::::;:!:�'- '! 

··""',:,�,,:,
=

,;;-,,.:,::,' Four days later investigators said he struck again at 4:30
in the afternoon, fondling a female jogger, Then on May 7 he allegedly got a little 
bolder. At lunchtime, the suspect allegedly exposed himself and grabbed a woman 

. sitting in a courtyard. She screamed for help and a witness came to her aid but the 
suspect got away. 

And last Friday night on· Randolph Road, the suspect grabbed another woman and 
tried to pull her toward some bushes. The woman broke free and the suspect ran 
away. 

"He's a criminal of opportunity. He waits until the moment he sees something and 
then he acts upon it," said Arlington County police spokesman Det. John Ritter. "It 
happens pretty much at- any given time of day, there's no discernable pattern as to 
the time of day." 

Police have stepped up patrols and have urged women to use caution when walking 
outside and they're hoping the composite sketch will draw new attention to the 
attacks. 

If you have any information you're urged to call the Crime Solvers unit of the 
Arlington County Police Department at (703) 522-TIPS, or toll free at (800) 
673-2777.

Crime Solvers is offering a reward of up to $1,000 for information leading to the 
arrest of this subject and callers to Crime Solvers remain anonymous and do not 
need to testify In court. 

Copyright 2003 by nbc4.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published/ broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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April 14, 2003 Contact: John Ritter (703) 228-4331 

· Arlington juvenile arrested after abducting woman

ARLINGTON, VA- The Arlington County Police Department today arrested a 17-year-old 
Arlington juvenile for the abduction and attempted sexual assault of a 32-year-old woman. 

Whtie on patrol in the 4900 block of Columbia Pike, an Arlington police officer heard a 
woman screaming for help. The officer then observed ihe woman being dragged by a male 
subject into a wooded area near the Four Mile Run bike trail. The officer immediately 
confronted the subject, but the subject was able to flee the scene on foot after the officer 
fell and sustained minor injuries. A canine officer responded to the scene and, after a 
search of the area, located the subject in the 800 block of s. Buchanan St. 

The subject was positively identified as the victim's attacker. After being intervlewed by 
detectives in the Special Victims Unit, he was charged as a juvenile with abduction with 
intent to defile and attempted sexual assault. Both crimes are felonies. The subject's name 
is being withheld because he Is a juvenile. ( 

8/��J:}:43PM 
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W . . . . . . Page 263 of 435arn1ng: Incidents on Amencan Rivel' Pal'l�ay � Mal'ch 27 & Apnl 4, 2003'

The County Park Rangers had gotten a report of a male in a small black pickup with tinted windows and a 
grey bed covet watch a female jogger at the fish hatchery and then drive down the access road to the next 
parking lot and run after the female jogger. On April 4 I received an e-mail that 4 female joggers at the fish 
hatche1y parking lot had seen this same truck and a couple ofbicyclists had in fact seen the occupant filming 
the joggers. The bicyclists got the license plate nwnber and one of the joggers waited at the parking area and 
gave the infonnation to the Sheriff's Dept. 

Although no prosecutable offense has taken place, last week we had two Rangers go to the registered address 
of the black pickup. We are fairly certain that it was the son who was using the truck on the two occasions 
and although no one admitted to being at the.hatchery, the entire family knows that we know. I would expect 
that this person will not be seen in tltis area again. 

I would like ro thank the persons that got the information on the second sighting (including the license plate 
number) back to me. It shows that the more people watching out there along the Parkway the safer it will 
be. 

. . 

N·:•;-;,:-:-;-:-x�.---�•;,,: - -�-:-:·:•:-;,:,:r,.,:,.a,-�;-;-i.-�..:-:-:.r:-:-:-:-:-:�-:.:;-:,-:,:-:-.�nq.n:,� >�t<li!;-t�.-N4;):,c«.�)�•>.❖;i,:-:-:-:-.-:-;{-:-:-:-:-:-:.-.,:.;:»����,e,,,5«'f"Me:<-;.;,.l;,:,;..:-;-:-:�-:,·i:.t•�;.;,.v;.:-.-::-:-:-:��=•:c:-:�-:-.. .1.•:•.�.,-. .:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:.;;-:"=•X•, 

nus is an alert from a fellow Cruppette: While rnnning on the Ameri an River bike trail behind 
Americano High School a man wearing blue jeans and a T-shirt with a c e and exposed 
himself to me. Then he took off down the trail. He was between 20-30 and 5'-9" and 5'-11" tall. A police 
report has been filed but the man is still on the loose. 

f.'.•'<·'l-�❖"·",','·•'·'•"•'••·••••• •, • .,, •• •,,.,,,.._y/1,•.�.•�•l.•.•.�.��•,•.•••(•'•'•'.'•�·•:❖"U.l."•'-'lh"l'H,�••••�.Y�r,•.1.�•.:,,Jo�;,•.�";.�",','.•)',:,•:,•,•.·.·,·.·.•,·,••·•·•·••• ••'>�V-,.�"i-,q_)l,��.'.,o.:,:,,-.•.�:,.•��•••v.'l°.•.•,;,:,•,-,.-.•.•.•••••��-••..-1•:,r,•,·,.'❖•••••••·••·•••••• •••••••""'••••••·•-•.· • ._, •. �.·.••,••••••••••••••••••�II,'!,'� 

Warning: Robbe1y on American Rivel' 'Pat'kway - Apl'il 18, 2003

This is an early alert message dated April 18, 2003 from Steve Flannery of acramento County Parks and 
received by me April 21, 2003. Here's some info on an assault and robbe that occurred on the bike trail
we th1nk, the 7 mi. marker_ Unfortunately we were not notified at the time of ence and 

· 
11ation 

is second hand. On Friday, April 18, 2003, prior to 6:30p.m. two white, young adult males assaulted another 
male on the bike trail . We believe that; the assault may have involved a knife. The victim was transported to 
the hospital, but his condition is unknown. The victim was apparently robbed, but again we don't know what 
was taken. The two suspects are described as having shaved heads, both wearing shorts with no shirts. Sorry 
for the limited info. We'll put out more later as we get it. We wanted to be timely with the alert for the area 
that this occurred in which is around the Campus Commons golf. 

Warning: P1·obable attempt assault on American River Parkway - March 23, 2003

On Sunday 3/23 at abo noon a female jogger spott d a man in the Fish Hatchery parking lot watching her 
then saw him again at the t downstream I el Access). The man began running after the female 
jogger with his hand inside his ves . · e female jogger raised her arms to attract attention and when a female 
on a bicycle rode up he ran back to his pickup and drove off. 

The description of the man and pick_up is: 

10n12003 4:49 PM 
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12-Year-Old Boy Charged with Richmond

Rape

n.w.P.!XP.<!.9.l'7 .. $.t.c!if.

A 12-year-old boy Bay Area boy has been charged with rape. 

Few details are being released, but a 46-year-old woman says she was grabbed 
as she walked along Wildcat Creek Trail in Richmond last week. 

The boy could face five felony charges, including four counts of sodomy and one 
count of attempted oral copulation. Minors under the age of 14 cannot be tried as 
adults in California.

» 04-23-2003
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Bike Trail Crime in Boston Area 

Date: Wed, 5 Jun 2002 15:57:41 -0400 
From: 1'Tom Revay" <trevay@rcn.com> 
Subject Re: [massbike] SW Corridor Attacks 

"Janice Zazinski" <janicezazinski@earthlink.net> wrote: 

> Anyone know what time of day these attacks took place?

The one that I'm familiar with occurred at about 9:30am on Tuesday, May 21. 

The woman involved said that three young men began moving down the hill 
behind the polic� HQ toward her as she rode her bike oo the path. She tried 
not to get alarmed, but she began to speed up all the same, and as she did 
so, the three began chasing her. At least one reached out to grab her, and 
she barely escaped his grasp. 

She returned to the police station to report the incident. Without going 
into details, the officer who spoke to her was very un-helpful. He refused 
to send anyone in back of the station to look around, and she had to ask him 
several times to call the State Police, whom this officer said was 
responsible for patrolling the path. 

W11e11 the State Policeman arrived, my friend reports that he was polite. He 
took a report, and told her that, some ten minutes before her attempted 
assault elsewhere on the path another cyclist had been attacked by a group 
matching this one's description. That cyclist had his or her bike stolen. 

The State Police officer also said that they were not able to patrol the 
path very well. Most of the Staties are assigned to Logan Airport these 
days, so they've cut-back on other patrols. In addition, he warned that 
youth violence appears to be on the rise d�e lo demographic factors.

That same night, as I turned left from Centre onto Lamartine Street at about 
8:45pm, I had noticed three young men who were dressed similarly to the way 

my frieq.d said her attackers were clothed, standing by the small MBT A 
service garage across the street from the Jackson Square T station. One 
called out an epithet as I went by -- "faggot bitch!", he said -- that was 
completely unprovoked. "That's why I don't ride on the path after dark," I 
thought as I went by . 

................................... Tom 
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Saturday, June 8, 2002 

Trail breached by floodwaters 

A state official v..-as unsure Vlhether the sediment carried by the noods contained lead, arsenic and Zinc rrom the railbed. 

Ben!amln Shors - Staff 'Miter 

Coeur d'Alene_ Floodipg on the Coeur d'Alene River broke a 50-foot hole in an asphalt trail covering mining waste 
along an abandoned railroad track Thursday night. 

Soil and water flooded 450 acres offarmland, forcing the evacuation of 400 cattle, according to a neighbor. 

A state official was unsure whether the sediment carried by the floods contained lead, arsenic end zinc from the 
railbed. 

''We can sample it and see whether it's contaminated or not," said Nick Zilka oft11e Idaho Department of 
Environmental Quality. "The railroad bed was built out of mining waste in certain areas." 

Zilka said he did not know how long the break would delay the official opening of the rails-to-trails route, a 72-mile 
recreational trail from Mullan to Plummer. The trail, built ort top of the abandoned Union Pacific rail line, was slated 
to open in July but has been used by the public since last summer. 

"Having the trail used prior to its completion, I think, is fraught with danger," said rancher Mike Schlepp; who helped ( 
move the cattle. 11 It's rather obvious to anyone who looks at its breach. 11 

The asphalt cap holding the soils in place also failed during flooding in 1996, raising concerns from property owners 
along t11e trail about the continuing threat ofrecontamination. 

The trail began when UP agreed to a $20 million plan to tum the rail line into a recreational trail. In exchange, the 
railroad was exempted from current litigation over who should bear the costs for cleaning up a century's worth of 
mining waste in the Silver Valley. 

High water in the Coeur d'Alene River apparently saturated the soil, leading up to the cap's failure, said Bill Scudder, 
park manager at Old Mission State Park. 

"Once the· water started going through it, it just got bigger and bigger," Scudder said. 

UP's engineering firm, MFG Contracting; did not return phone calls to its office. 

"It's happened before and it's probably going to happen again," Zilka said. "Obviously you don't want to spread 
contamination. You just have to accept th at and try to control it as best you can." 

.-
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KXYL Spokane 

Centennial Trail Will Get Motorcycle Security 
A popular recreation spot in the Spokane area is becoming a little 
safer for you and your family. For the past few years, incidents of 
violence and drugs along the Centennial Trail have made the trail 
dangerous. SCOPE officials and the county sheriff announced they're 
·adding fifty percent more motorcycle patrols to the trail.

There have been some new additions this year to make trail users a little
more comfortable and a little more safe. "We'll take a detour and come
down the Centennial Trail and make sure everything1s safe. 11 New
additions, like Deputy Randy Strzelecki and his motorcycle partner.
11We1re trying to get more presence out there with motor units so the
public can see us up and down the trail." Plus Washington State Patrol,
county sheriffs reserve bicycle officers, and the county's SCOPE
volunteers will be increasing their numbers, along the trail and at trail
heads.

"A good portion of the Centennial Trail parallels 1·90 so its a natural 
meld to have troopers check the park areas." The concern comes early 
this year. Just 3 weeks ago, there was an attempted rape along the trail 
near Boulder Beach. "We want to do everything we can to curb that 
problem, show a presence out there and deter $at kind of crime from 
happening." Beefed up security will be concentrated more on weekends. 

by 
(5/22/2002 7:45:00 PM) 

©2000-2001 KXLY Broadcasting Group. All Rights Reserved . 
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Subject: rail trail arrest 
Date: Thu, 28 Mar 2002 04:15:22 -0700 

From: "Murdock Ranch" <murdockranch@gwtc.net> 
To: "dick welsh" <dickl56@earthlink.net> 

Dick, 

Attachment 3 
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Thought you might be interested .... We have a six mile ra/1 trail thru our ranch property(the Michelson Trail 
in South Dakota) basically dividing the property into two parcels. Initially the GF&P w hich manages the 
trail wanted landowners to sign an agreement concerning the RR easement thru their property, This 
agreement basically said, You can continue to usi� the property if you agree to numerous stipulations 
such as fence maintenance etc. which was a change in how the RR had previously Jet the owners of the 
property use the Right of Way. We refused to sign the agreement modifying our property rights and for 
three years continued ta use our land (the Right of Way which we pay property tax on) but the state has 
passed a law prohibiting motorized vehicles wlthovt the permission of GF&P as well as a law requiring the 
landowners to maintain the fence. 
Then, the trail cop decided that ha would force us to sign the agreement by charging ma with driving a 
vehicle on the trail without permission.( He did this to the neighbor and they signed prior to going to court 
and he thought ft would work for us also. )We refused signing because we felt it substentfal/y modffled 
our property rights as well as further enhancing and changing the original RR easement. 
Doesn't It seem absurd and outrageous that a landowner could be charged with a crime for using property 
which they pay taxes on and have used in that same m�nnar for 27 years? 
The States Attorney, who ran on a property rights platform, wanted to plea bargain, and offered to lat ma 
plead guilty and recefve a 10 day Jail term suspended with probation for 6 months and agree to only use

the traJJ with permission of GF&PI, confirming the theory that GF&P is using the States Attorney as a tool 
to makfl the landowner agree to these new conditions concerning the easement. 
It would be v/rtua/Jy impossible to not use the RR easement in our day to day business and the trail cop 
has been following us every day to see if he can write another citation. 
This situation makes our lives m iserable and puts a lot of stress on all of us. 
We hava retained SIil May of the Rapid City faw firm Costello •Porter and he plans to make a mot;on for 
dismissal of the charges. B/11 feels that as long as a person does not interrupt anyone's use of the 
easement that we should be able to use the property that we have used for the past 27 years and our 
predecessors for over 75 years before we acquired the property. 
If you have any Ideas or wish to talk to Bill May his number is 877 343 2410. My number is 605 745 4246. 

Sincerefy, 

Broce Murdock 
Rt 1 Box 120 
Hot Springs SD 57741 

3128102 10:35 M, 
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Body found near trail identified as 18-year-old 
West Bend woman 

By Aubrey Fleischer 
Gannett Wisconsin Newspapers 

NEW FANE - Toe body of an 18-year-old West Bend woman found near the New Fane 
Hiking trail in the town of Auburn in southeastern Fond du Lac County has been 
identified. 

The body of Katie Gensmer was identified by her mother after she saw a description of 
the victim on the news and contacted the Fond du Lac County Sheriff's Department, 
Sheriff Gary Pucker said at a press conference Thursday morning. 

Autopsy results showed that Gensmer died as a result of a stab wound to her heart 
made with an edged weapon, Pucker said. He would not say whether or not detectives 
believe Gensmer died at the scene. 

Detectives have been interviewing Gensmer's family, friends and associates since she 
was identified as the victim Wednesday night, but have not zeroed in on a specific 
suspect ye� Puckersa�. 

"We do have several individuals of significant interest right now that we will be talking 
to," he said. 

Gensmer's body was discovered by a hiker Wednesday morning in a grassy area at the 
edge of the Kettle Moraine State Forest in southeastern Fond du Lac County near a picnic 
area just a few feet from the trail's parking lot. He called the Sheriff's Department 
shoitly afte1- 8 a .m., Pucker said. Detectives estirtiated Gensmer had been dead for just 
a few hours before her body was found. 

Numerous pieces of evidence were collected at the scene Wednesday, Pucker said, but 
he declined to say specifically what was found because of the ongoing investigation. 

Autopsy results have not been released, said Chief Deputy Mick Fink. Gensmer's body 
was fully clothed. Detectives declined to say If Gensmer's body had one or mult�le 
wounds. 

Pucker said the victim's mother had not seen her daughter since Tuesday evening, but 
that it was not unusual and she was not concerned about her being missing until she 
heard the description of a homicide victim matching her daughter's description on the 
news Wednesday night. 

Detectives said they had no reason to believe that the murder victim hiked at the trail 
frequently and said she didn't own a vehicle. 

Pucker said a decision to reopen the trail ls up to the Department of Natural Resources 
because the DNR has jurisdiction over the trail. He said it should be reopened to the 
public sometime today. Sheriff's department officers remained at the crime scene 

7/9/2004 1:00 PM 
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Today I This Week 

Haunted by vision of a 'suspect' and 
ghost of a victim 

E.J. Montlni 
Republic columnist 
Jul 1, 2004 12:00 AM 

Early on a Monday morning nearly 12 years ago, as she was 
leaving for work, Marie Bergman passed by a murderer. She LL (;1ilfH1!1. 
believes it's possible, anyway. Which is why the n1emory of thal '"'' f<;sM,tt� 1�"·"'''�11"

momentary encounter trails behind her like the wake of a boat, 
like the contrail of an airplane. Like a ghost 

On Nov. 9, 1992, Marie was a nurse working the early-morning shift at a Phoenix 
hospital. 

"You know how it is when you're into a routine," she says. "You get up al the same 
time and leave at the same time and you tend lo see the same people every day. 
This time I came dovm the steps and I was heading for my car and there was this guy 
who didn't belong there. He creeped me out. Then, later, when I found out later what 
happened to Angela, I couldn't help but wonder if he was the killer." 

The previous evening a 22-year-old woman named Angela Brosso, who lived in the 
same apartment complex as Bergman, decided to go for a bike ride. Angela hadn't 
lived in Phoenix for long. She was raised in Pennsylvania and studied electronics in 
Los Angeles before taking a job here. Her boyfriend reported her missing several 
hours after she didn't return. When Marie left for work on Nov. 9 the parking lot of the 
apartment complex was quiet. 

"I was going dovm the stairs from my apartment and saw this White guy who looked 
to be in his 30s," says Marie, who now lives in another state. "He was wearing a dark 
blue, nylon-poly Adidas-t ype running suit but not with running shoes. He had black 
shoes on. And also there was a strange car in the lot. It was his, I guess. It was a tan 
or gold Celebrity-type car. The cars windows were tinted. The engine was on and the 
driver's door was ajar. I didn't memorize the plate number. He didn't say anything and 
I hurried to my car. As I drove past him he was going toward his car. I had never seen 
him before and I never saw him after." 

When she heard that the headless body of Angela Brosso was found on a bike trail 
near Cactus Road and Interstate 17, Bergman says that she called the police. 

''The first officer I talked to told me to call back later," she says ''I'm sure they were 
busy, but that kind of shocked me." 

Detective Mike Meislish was on the case at the time. He still is. 

"Someday we'll solve this," he says. 

Marie Bergman called the police again a few days after her first attempt, but has 
remained troubled by what she saw. So all these years later she wrote me a letter. 

"I just wanted to tell someone, again, what happened that morning," she says. "It was 
something I had to do for Angela. Even though I never met her." 
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Woman's Body Found In Arlington County 
Park 
Updated: Friday, Jun. 4, 2004 • 1:45 PM 

{Arlington-AP) -- U.S. Park Police are investigating what 
appears to be a homicide in Arlington County. A woman's 
remains were found In a pocket park along the George 
Washington Parkway around 5 a.m. 

Investigators say the African-American woman appears to 
have suffered serious injuries to her upper body. She may 
have been stabbed and slashed to death. 

The woman is believed to have been between 30 and 45 
years-old. Park police are trying to find a motive, they also 
want to talk with anyone who may have seen anything 
unusual along Mount Vernon Trail late last night. 

(Copyright 2004 by The Associated Press. Ail Rights 
Reserved.) 
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save Canada's Wilderness 

Join the Canadian Parks and 
Wilderness Society. 

cpaws.org 

---··-··········-·-·---·-·----

Fair Trade for Africa 
Read facts & stories. Get involved. Sign up for E-mail Action Alerts. 
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Portlander arraigned in attack on George Himes Park Jogger 
Jeb K. Brock, 28, remains In custody, and his lawyer says he'll plead not guilty to 
the kidnapping allegation 

Tuesday, June 22, 2004 
APRIL SIMPSON 

The longtime girlfriend of a man accused of attacking a jogger Sunday morning along a 
winding and heavily traveled trail in the George Himes Park said he's not the kind of man 
who would do such a thing. 

Jeb K. Brock, 28, of Portland was arraigned Monday on an accusation of kidnapping in 
connection with the Sunday morning incident. His attorney said Brock would plead not 
guilty. He remained in custody. 

A woman who was jogging in an area around Southwest Terwilliger Boulevard and Capitol 
Highway told police she was attacked by a man around 6 a.m. and pulled into the bushes. 
The woman fought off her attacker and ran to a nearby home where she called police. 

Police later found a car matching the description given by a witness and took Brock into 
custody after interviewing him. 

Elizabeth Surgeon, who attended the arraignment, described Brock as a friendly and 
loving person who wouldn't jeopardize his relationship with her and their 4-year-old son. 

Surgeon said she has dated Brock for six years and had plans to marry. 

"And we still do," Surgeon said. "He was at the wrong place at the wrong time." 

The early morning attack has prompted some ·area residents and joggers to take 
precautions when they use the paths. Others say that ii is an isolated incident and that 
they plan to continue using the paths alone and in the early morning hours. 

"During the day it's safe, quiet, as far as I know, it's a low crime neighborhood," said 
Patrick Riley, who works with the office of transportation. "At night it might be 
questionable when a single female is walking through here." 

Scott Westerman, the Police Bureau's senior neighborhood officer for the area, said the 
incident surprised him, given that George Himes Park is one of the city's most 
trouble-free green spaces. The park and its trails, he said, are popular with picnickers and 
joggers. And it's quiet. "I would venture to say there are five cops in the whole bureau 
who know about George Himes Park," Westerman said. ''That's because we never get 
called out there." 

Kathy Marchant said she jogs the area about six days a week and usually at 6:45 a.m. On 
Sunday, she decided not to take her morning jog. On Monday, she jogged at midday. She 
also brought her phone. 

Eunju Choi, a 26-year-old college student from New Mexico, said although she feels 
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Alexandria Police Investigate Bike Path Rape 

Victim Attacked By Two Men 

POSTED: 5:21 pm EDT July 2, 2004 
UPDATED: 6:53 pm EDT July 2, 2004 

ALEXANDRIA, VA, -- Alexandria detectives are investigating the sexual assault of a 
woman along the Holmes Run bike patl1 Friday a�ernoon. 

Just before 2 p.m., a 22-year-old Alexandria woman was walking on the path between 
North Pickett and North Latham streets, when two men approached her. One of them 
brandished a gun. 

They forced her off the path into a bushy area north of the run. Both men then sexually 
assaulted her. 

They fled from the area and were last seen driving a mid-90s model, two-door black Honda 
with white rims. 

The first suspect Is described as a white Hispanic male, approximately 30 years old, 
clean-shaven with short, coarse hair. He was wearing a mesh-style, blue New England 
Patriots jersey and blue jean shorts. He is approximately 5'8" tall and 185 to 190 pounds. 

The second suspect is describe.d as a white Hispanic male, also approximately 30 years old, 
clean-shaven with dark, wavy hair that is slicked back with gel. He ts also approximately 
5'8" tall and 185 to 190 pounds, He was wearing a white t-shirt and blue jean shorts. 

The victim is being treated at !nova Fairfax Hospital. 

Anyone who has Information about this offense is asked to call Alexandrla police at (703) 
838-4711. 

Copyright 2004 by The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Suspect jailed after 
woman's park attack 

BRIEFING: WOODBURY 

A woman was attacked Sunday night In 
Woodbury as she walked a trail at Carver 
Lake Park. 

A man attacked the 25-year-old _Woodbury 
resident about 8:30 p.m. near 3175 Century 
Ave. S., said Capt. Jay Alberio with the 
Woodbury Police. The woman screamed 
repeatedly and resisted her attacker. The 
man fled. 
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The woman left the park, and a nearby resident spotted her and called police. She was 
treated and released from Woodwinds Hospital, Alberio said. 

The victim and a nearby homeowner provided enough information to help police develop a 
suspect. 

A 22-year-old St. Paul man named Christopher Donald Lee Blair was arrested about 3 a.m. 
Monday and booked into the Washington County jail In connection with the incident, which 
police characterlzed as a third-degree assault. A charging decision is pending at the 
Washington County attorney's office. 

Blalr could not be reached for comment Monday evening. There was no prior connection 
between the victim and her attacker, Alberio said, adding there have been no recent similar 
assaults in Carver Lake or other city parks. 

- Amy Becker

Two investigated in bank robbery 

The FBI is Investigating two Dakota County men in connection with an April bank robbery 
after Eagan police stopped the pair earlier this month and discovered a sawed-off shotgun, 
ski mask, gloves, trench coat and a power drill in the back seat of their car. 

Roger Ben Linnell, 28, and Robert Michael Peterson, 23, have been booked Into the Dakota 
County jail on state firearms and fleeing charges, Eagan pollce Sgt. Greg Johnson said his 
department searched the pair's Burnsville homes and car and have forwarded information 
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Body found near trail 
has cyclists' minds spinning 

By MITCH MAERSCH - GM Today Staff July 2, 2004 

TOWN OF AUBURN 
- The trail where the
body of 18-year-old
Katie Gensmer
returned to its
typically peaceful
self Thursday.

It took at !east an 
hour for Kettle 
Moraine Forest 
Northern Unit, which 
reopened sometime 
in the afternoon, to 
get Its first 
non-media visitor. 

Paul Manke of 
Sussex, who had 
been out of town a 

The bqdy of Katie Gensmer was found 
in an area near the parking lot oftl1e 
Kettle Moraine Forest Northern Unit, 

just off the New Fane Trail. Gensmer, 
found by a hiker, died from a stab 

wound to the heart. 

couple days, didn't know what happened when he arrived. 

"It's pretty quiet most of the time. There's not a Jot of people 
out here, especially on a weekday," said the cycle enthusiast, 
who uses the trail about 1 O times per year. "Sometimes I'm the 
only one out here. I'll do three loops on the trail - about 10 
miles." 

Manke was not deterred by the incident - he got out his bike 
and started down the trail• but will wait for more details on the 
case. 

"If it's a random killer, if it's not somebody who had something 
in for her, that would make you think a little," he said. 

If a second body turned up, he said, he would start having 
serious second thoughts. 

Uneasy thoughts were already going through the mind of 
Nathan Guerra of Oconomowoc, who came to practice 

---------·· .. 
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Public defender attacked while jogging in C.R. 

CEDAR RAPillS (AP) --- An assistant federal public defender was assaulted while she was jogging in Cedar Rapids 
Tuesday. 

There are no suspects in the attack of Jane Kelly, 39, of Cedar Rapids, police said. Officers called the attack the most 
serious they can recall on Cedar River Trail, one of the most heavily used in the city's trail system. They also do not know 
if the attack was random or possibly related to Kelly's work in the criminal justice system. 

Kelly's condition was unknown Tuesday night at University Hospitals in Iowa City, where she was transfened after being 
taken to St. Luke's Hospital, .· 

One of her more recent high�profile clients is Luke Helder, the man accused of placing 18 pipe bombs in mailboxes in 
five states, including Jowa, in May 2002. 

Police were called to the trail around 7:20 a.m. Tuesday after passers-by found Kelly lying on the ground. She was in and 
out of consciousness and unable to call for help, police said. Investigators are Ullsure how long she bad been there, police 
Lt. Steve O'Konek said. 

The 72-year-old Cedar Rapids woman who found Kelly and called 911 said she and her walking partner passed by the 
spot where Kelly was attacked before 7 a. m. and saw nothing out of order. 

Upon their return, they saw a body lying next to the trail, face down in the grass, "with blood everywl1ere." 

"The person raised their head and said something we couldn't understand. We did not stop or acknowledge them -- we 
couldn't tel1 if it was a man or a woman -- but got up on 29th Street and then I called police on my cell phone." 

"She's just a super person, au outstanding attorney, always very well-prepared, very bright," said Judge Michael Melloy, 
8th Circuit Court of Appeals. "The public defender always gives first-rate representation to criminal defendants, and a lot 
of the credit for that goes to Jane." 

Kelly, a native of Greencastle, Ind., graduated in psychology from Duke University il1 1987 and from Harvard Law 
School in 1991. 

She clerked from 1992 to 1993 in Cedar Rapids for David Hansen, a judge for the federal 8th Circuit Court of Appeals, 
and then taught for a year at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. 

In July 1994, she and another attorney opened Iowa's first federal public defender's office in Cedar Rapids. Her job is to 
defend people charged wiU1 federal crimes who are unable to afford an attorney. 

Copyright © 2004 Waterloo/Cedar. Falls Courier 

( 
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Police: Man Who Attempted Rape Knew Area Well 

Investigators Release Compo�ite Sketch 

Page 277 of 435 

LOUISVILLE·· Metro police released a composite sketch of a man wanted for an attempted rape in an area apartment complex. 

Rape Compc,slte Sketch --
Fen wick/20 0'1/0622/344813 5. j pg/2 004/06 2 2/344 813 5 _ 40X30. j p g/2004/0 62 2/344 813 5 _ 60X 4 5 .j p g/2 004/06 2 2/3 448135 _ 80 X60 .J pg/ 2 004/062 2/: 

The crime is one of three reported sexual attacks near the Fenwick Place Apartments off Hurstbourne Lane·, WLKY NewsChannel 32's Marla 
Gum reported Tuesday. 

Detectives said only one of the alleged victims was able to get a good enough look at her attacker to help police get the composite sketch 
made. Now, they're •�king for your help in finding the man. 

"In the length of time we've been here, no other incident had ever happened,• said Stacy Johnson, who lives near where the attack allegedly 
took place. "It was a pretty big surprise." 

Johnson lives in a Jeffersontown subdivision where h omes back up to the walking path where the alleged attack happened, Gum reported. 

"Apparently, the end that It happened In is a fairly secluded part of the walking trail," he said. "You'd almost have to know the walking trail to 
realize that." 

And that's what police believe as well. Investigators said they think the attacker hid in the bushes and surprised the woman as she walked 
along the path on the afternoon of lune 9, Gum repwted. According to detectives, the man grabbed her, punched her several times In the 
face, yelled profanities at her and tried to rape her. The woman suffered a broken jaw, 

"She fought him extremely hard, managed to get him off of her and ran up the hill screaming," Metro Police Sex Crimes l/nlt Detective Mona 
Sullivan said. 

Investigators said lhey're confident that the man lives In the area, and knows the walking path well because he escaped unnoticed. They 
added that they don't think the June 9 assault Is related to two other incident, weeks earlier at the complex. 

On May 16, a woman told police that a man tried to lure her to his car, and two weeks later, a man reportedly broke into another woman's 
home, raped and sodomized her. The alleged victim said she never saw his face; he never said a word. 

"Most rapists, if they're serial or do repetitive, they have the same mode of operation," Sullivan said. "They continue Iha same pattern all the 
time." 

Now, police are looking for three different men with three different patterns. And in the meantime, parents like Johnson said their patterns are 
going to change, Gum reported. 

"My children play back there,'' Johnson said, "My wife goes back there, and we've just always been living under a false pretense that 
everything was fine." 

According to pollce, officers are now patrolling the area 24 hours a day. They've also put a copy of the sketch in the mailbox of every Fenwick 
resident, Gum reported. 

Fenwick managers said they plan to add more lighting, cut back shrubs and maybe add video surveillance cameras. 

Copyright 2004 by !heLoulsvil/eChannef.com. All rights reseJYed. This material may not be published, broadaist, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Utica woman attacked at Stony Creek 

Rangers quickly apprehend suspect. 

A walk at Stony Creek Metropark took a sinister tum for a Utica woman June 22 after she 
was attacked by another park visitor. 

Keith Stema, 23, of Rochester Hills was arraigned June 23 before Judge Denis LeDuc in 
42-1 District Court on one count of second-degree criminal sexual conduct and a count of
assault with intent to commit penetration.

Exam date has been set for July 6. 

He is being held on a $250,000 cash bond. 

According to Denise Mogus, spokeswoman for the Huron-Clinton Metropark Authority, 
the woman was walking on the Osprey Trail at Stony Creek just after noon on Tuesday. 

The 3 7-year-old woman was walking on the trail when the suspect approached her. She 
stepped aside to allow him to pass and she was shocked when the man grabbed her and 
threw her to the ground in an attempt to assault her. 

A struggle ensued and the victim began yelling. 

The suspect, appearing confused, then ran from the scene of the attack. 

The victim immediately called 911 on her cell phone, Mogus said, and the call was 
quickly relayed to the park rangers. 

Her quick action helped catch the suspect. 

"She called 911 and our rangers were able to apprehend the suspect at the parking lot at 
the trailhead," Mogus said. 

Mogus said that the attack at the park is unusual, but that with society today people need 
to be on their guard all the time. 

"People should always be wary if alone, whether at a shopping mall or on an is-◊lated trail 
or even if they are in their own home," she said. "She was fortunate to have a phone that 
she was able to call someone immediately. That gave us the success of apprehending him 
before he was able to leave." 

The victim was reportedly angered by the attack but was otherwise apparently uninjured. 

--Jon Ottman 

Pa�'ffl- 8:27 PM
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Additional Charges Filed In Duke Forest Attacks 

Judge Raises Bond For Suspect 

POSTEO: 3:52 PM f:OT Juna 29, 2004 
UPDATED: 6:32 PM EDT June 29, 2004 

DURHAM, N,C, •· Duke University Police have flied new charges against a man being held In connection with two separate attacks Saturday 
on female joggers In Duke Forest. 

Fernando Gillen Asta - May Most Wantedfernando 
Asta/2004/0513/3300934 .j pg/2004/0513/33 00934_ 40X30 .j pg/2004/0S13/3300934_60X45 ,jpg/2004/0513/3300934_80X60.j pg/2004/0513/3301 
Monday night, police ch�rged Fernando Guillen A<:ta, 32, with as�ault with a deadly wi,a_pon inflicting serious Injury and attempted first-degree 
rape, Maj, Phyllis Cooper, of Duke University Police, s�id. 

The new charges are related to the second alleged attack In o·uke Forest on Saturday afternoon. A woman was stabbed in the abdomen as she 
Jogged near N.C. 751, w11st of Old Erwin Road, Cooper said, 

A man found the woman lying on the trail and notified Duke police. She remains at Duke University Hospital and Is expected to make a full 
recovery, police said. 

About 20 minutes before the stabbing, another female jogger In Duke Forest was confronted by a man who jumped out of the bushes and 
stood In her path, Cooper said, The woman managed to run away and call police from a nearby food market. 

After a bond hearing Tuesday morning, a judge lncreased Asia's bail lo $400,000. Prosecutors called Asta a potential killer, an illegal 
Immigrant and an extreme flight risk. 

Police first questioned Asta Saturday night as he left Duke Forest, not far from where the second attack occ;;11rred. He gave police a fake name 
-- Lorenzo Espinosa Mondragon·· was cited with simple assault in connection with the first Incident and released, 

Asta was arrested a second time after further investigation showed similarities between the recent attacks and a 2001 
incident on the American Tobacco Trail in southern Durham. 

'Toa way he presented himself to women In the woods, sometimes brandishing a weapon, knives, guns and some kitchen 
shears-· his description was also very, very similar," Cooper said. 

°''Alllkcv$tdot 
In that Incident, a woman told police she was walking on the trail near Pilot Street around 7:30 a.m. Sept. 30, 2001, when a �-=�J��'.;,§,.t man she had seen a few minutes earller in a convenience stora parking lot ;aprroa.ched her, The man grabbed the woman and 
!mplled that he was armed with. a gun, Durham police said. The woman struggled and screamed and was able to run away, 

Several people at tha convenience store Identified the man and told officers where he lived. Officers arrested Asta a few minutes later at an 
apartment 011 Pilot Street, 

Asta showed up for his first appearance in court, but did not show up for a later court hearing in January 2002, Durham polite said, Warrants 
charging failure to appear against Asta were issued Jan. 28, 2002. 

Police say Asta has now confess!.d to Saturday's stabbing and showed police where he tossed the knife. 

Asta was recently featured as one of Durham's 10 most-wanted fugitives. 

''It's nice to know we've been able to get this predator who's been on the streets since 2001 actually ln custody," 
Cooper said. Copper uld Duke police are also Investigating whether Ast-a was Involved In a June 19 attack in Dulce 
Foresl. In that Incident, a woman told police she was jogging near ihe Intersection of N.C. 7S1 and U.S. 70 at 5;3S 
p,m. wtien a man holding a pair of kitchen shears stopped her and demanded she go Into the woods with him. The 
woman managed to escape unharmed. 

Cooper said Duke police posted fliers in the forest after the June 19 incident, warning people of the attempted attack and asking for anyone 
with Information to contact pollce, 

Following Saturday's attacks, additional fliers have been posted and Duke police have stepped up patrols In the forest, 

Previous Story: 

• June 29, 2004: .tl!n..,&cus�d OfAssaulUnq )oggers Appears In court

Copyrfght 2004 by NBr;;,J7.cx1.m., All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten Dr redistributed. 
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Woman stabbed in Duke Forest 

BY VIRGINIA BRIDGES, The Herald-SW1 
June 26, 2004 11: 16 pm 
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DURHAM -- A female jogger was rushed to the hospital after a man stabbed her while she was running in 
Duke Forest late Saturday afternoon. 

The man fit the description of a suspect in a similar incident that occurred 30 minutes before, and in another 
incident a week ago at about the same time and location. 

Tluee hours after Saturday's attack, the Duke University Police Department arrested Lorenzo Espinosa 
Mondragon, 28, of 412 E. Pilot St., Apt. L-7, said Maj. Phyllis Cooper, a spokeswoman for the Duke 
University Police Department. 

Police charged Mondragon with assault with a deadly weapon for Saturday's first incident, Cooper said. 

More charges could be added pending further investigation, Cooper said. 

Saturday's events began about 5: 15 p.m., when a 44-year-o[d woman told police she had been jogging on the 
trail near Duke Forest's Gate 10, offN.C. 751 between the intersection of Erwin Road and Kerley Road, 
Cooper said. A man, described as Hispanic and wearing a white T-shirt and blue shorts with a knife in his 
pocket, jumped out in front of her, Cooper said. 

The woman ran to a nearby food store and called 91 I, Cooper said. 

Then about 5:47 p.m., a 28-year-old female jogger came from the woods at Gate 3, just down the road from 
the previous incident, Cooper said. 

The woman was bleeding from her abdomen and fell into anns of two Duke officers, a bystander said. 

The woman, a Duke employee, was taken to Duke University Hospital were she Wlderwent surgeiy, police 
said. 

"She was in pretty serious condition," Cooper said. 

After the incidents, police evacuated the trail and blocked it off to preserve the crime scene. Duke police led 
the investigation ·with assistance from the Durham County Sheriff's Office, which provided two police dogs 
to search for the suspect. 

Police spotted a man that fit the woman's description about 8 p.m., Cooper said. 

"He just walked out of the woods," she said. 

Saturday's first victim drove by the location and identified Mondragon, Cooper said. 

pg��'50� 9:15 PM
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Indecent exposure 

Colorado Daily Staff Reports 

Boulder police on Thursday morning arrested a man 
for indecent exposure following an incident on the 
Boulder Creek Path. 

A police press release said the BPD received a call 
about 8 a.m. that a male on the Boulder Creek Bike 
Path had exposed himself to a female who was 
walking in the area. 

The victim called police and while she spoke to an 
officer, two motorcycle officers searched for the 
suspect on the path. The officers saw a male in the 
same area that matched the description of the 
suspect and attempted to contact him. The suspect, 
identified by police as Griffin DW1can, 31, ran from 
the officers across Boulder Creek, according to the 
release. 

Police said several more officers responded into the 
area to help with the search, Duncan eventually ran 
into the business complex on the south side of 
Walnut Street, east of Hwy 157. Duncan was soon 
caught when he tried to again run from officers in 
the area, the release said. 

According to the release, Duncan received some 
cuts and scrapes while attempting to flee from 
police. He was taken to Boulder Community 
Hospital where he received some stitches in his left 
hand, then taken to the Boulder Police Department 
and interviewed by detective personnel. 

As a result of interviews, Boulder detectives decided 
to charge DW1can \\rith two additional coW1ts of 
Indecent Exposure for two prior similar incidents, 
the rel ease said. 

The release said that over the past few months "the 
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Girl nearly abducted in Cohoes 
6/21/2004 1:06 PM 
By: Capital News 9 web staff 

An early evening game of hide and seek turned into quite a 
scare for one little girl. 

Police said a 12-year-old girl and some of her friends were 
playing along a bike trail in Cohoes. They said she was 
approached by an adult male shortly after 6 p.m. Sunday. 

The man reportedly grabbed the girl, but she was able to get 
away. The girl and her mother are talking with police about 
the incident. 
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Trails and tribulations 

By Lauren Graf 

May 13, 2004 

Dean Peterson, 75, can remember when the Burlington No1thern 
railroad used to rw1just outside the door of his waterfront Lake 
Forest Park home. 

'· 

"The train could only go to 5 miles per hour and would blow its 
diesel whistle when it was five miles away," said Peterson who, with 
his wife, has lived in his house for the past 40 years. "The kids 
would go and put pennies on the track -- it was an event." 

RTY /THE DNL Y 

The trains, once heavily used to transport lumber, eventually 
dwindled in frequency to once a month. In 1971, Burlington 
Northern applied to abandon the line, at U.S. Sen. Warren 
Magnuson's behest. 

-Gilman Trail 
tPark 

homeowners\ ato would 
threaten their property. Members of the tJW bicycling 
community are concerned that if the homoowners have it 
their way, the trail will be adversely Impacted and their 
commute will be !hreatenec!. 

To Peterson, a more bothersome neighbor took its place: the Burke-Gilman trail, which King County is 
attempting to update to comply with federal liability regulations. 

"Bikers dominate the trail," said Peterson. "They have no conscience about signs. They whiz by so fast, you 
can almost feel them when you stand nearby." 

On three separate afternoons, Peterson and his neighbor sat outside his home using a radar gun borrowed 
from the city of Lake Forest Park They found that in three hours, 333 bikes passed. Of them, 70 percent 
were traveling bet\veen 15 and 22 mph. 

Both Peterson and his wife have collided with bicyclists while backing out of their driveway, despite the stop 
sign on the trail. To Peterson, the trail also brings a transient commWlity of bikers who park their cars in his 
neighborhood so they can ride the trail as a workout. 

"These bicyclists aren't here to clear up pollution. What they are out there for is aerobic exercise," said 
Peterson. 

Proposed repairs to the 30-year-old Burke-Gilman Trail have Peterson and some of his Lake Forest Park 
neighbors up in arms, worried that the county's plans would threaten their homes. The face-lift to the trail 
would include changes to the width, shoulder, pedestrian separation and new sigriage at road crossings. 

On the homeowners' behalf, the Lake Forest Park City Council has sponsored an ordinance that would 
protect property rights along the trail and would redact an exemption in the city's development regulation that 
allows the Burke-Gilman to be paved with "impervious materials." 

Members of the UW bicycling community are furious that the homeowners are dictating the fate of public 
land and are worried that their commute wiU be threatened. 
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Is Sunday's exhibitionist new? 

By EUZABETH JOHNSON 
BEE STAFF WRITER 

Modesto police are investigating 
whether a man exposing himself on 
Slll1day is related to a string of sexual 
crimes along a popular north Modesto 
trail. 

elective Doug Ridenour s 
are not co 1e man in Sunday's 
incident and the Retch Hetchy trail 
exhibitionist are the same person. 

Ridenour said detectives would not 
release any details about the Sunday 
incident, including where it occurred or 
a description of the person, He said only 
that it did not happen on the Hetch 
Hetchy trail. 

There have seven incidents in north 
Modesto since December, most of tl1em 

Police sketch of suspect 

around tlte 3½-mile Hetch Hetchy walking and bicycle trail. 

Police said they believe that one man is responsible for those attacks, most of 
which occurred between Carver and Tully roads. All but one attack occurred 
between 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 

The exhibitionist last struck on Mother's Day, when he exposed himself to a 
• Attack on woman and lier children in Sherwood Park, behind Sherwood School at East 
detective expected Rumble Road and Claremont Avenue.
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In addition to exposing and groping himself in front of women, he has tried to 
rape at least two women. including a Davis High School student as she walked 
home from school. Each fought back and escaped witl1out serious injury, 

Police have released a sketch and description of the Hetch Hetchy attacker: a 
white man in his 20s, 5 feet 9 inches tall and 1?0 pounds. He is very pale, with 
brown or hazel eyes, and short, mediwu-brown hair. 

Police said t11ey don't believe he'll stop until he is captured. 

Ridenour said the biggest problem with catching the man is receiving timely 
infonuation. He recommended that walkers and bikers take their cell phones 
and immedi-ately call the dispatch center, 558-HELP, or 558-4357, if they see 
anything suspicious. 

Bee staffwritel' Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at 578-2385 or 
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Park cruisers, cops play a cat-and-mouse game 
Officials crack down on men searching for sex at Skiles Test P·ark and at the 
Vetodrome. 

By Kevin O'Neal

kevi11.oneal@indystar.com 
June 1, 2004 __ _..., __ 

rnsh, met with nearby residents 
and continued ranger patrols for 
suspects in the push to clear men 
trolling for sex partners out of 
Skiles Test Nature Park. 

The effort, whic · 1e 
anest in Januruy of a New Castle 
schools administrator at the 
Northeastside park, is winning 
praise from neighbors but experts 
say it may also fuel the park's 
attraction for men in search of risky 
situations. 

IPD Officer Michael Horn (left} and Marlon 
County Park Ranger Phil Krumm arrest a 
man accused of indecent exposure and 
propositioning an undercover police officer 
at Skiles Test Nature Park. Officials are 
stepping up patrols to drive cruisers out of 
the park. -- Frank Espich / Star photo 

The risk can be fatal. In 2003, police found the bodies of a cross-dressing 
man and his female friend inside a burning Jeep on Fall Creek Parkway, 
North Drive -- an area patrolled by w1dercover officers in their efforts to stop 
park pickups. 

1 e UJl ercover patrols in Indy Parks belongs to 
county park rangers, one of the smallest countywide police departments v.�th 
only 28 full-time officers and a handful of reservists. Of that number, four 
occasionally concentrate on cruising patrol, which also involves undercover 
IPD officers. In the first month of this year alone, they arrested 10 men for 
indecent behavior. 

A decade or more ago, Holliday Park on the Northside had major 
cruising problems, but police patrols and intense community involvement 

eased that situation, according to Maj. Ernie Hudson, head of the rangers. 
Now, the trouble spots are the relatively new Skiles Test Nature Park, 6828 
Fall Creek Road, and the parking lot of the Major Taylor Velodrome, 3649 
Cold Spring Road, on the Westside. 

The Velodrome's big parking lot makes it easy for cruisers to hang out, 
and the undeveloped trails of the preseive can encomage men to look for 
other men. 

On a spring day perfect for strolling through a park, two Marion County 
park rangers' cars sw-rounded a truck after it left Skiles Test. The rangers 
stopped the truck after the man driving it propositioned two male undercover 
officers in the park. 

"I didn't agree to anything," the driver said, standing in handcuffs as 
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i n of attacks along bike trail 

By Elizabet ::r me -- Bee Staff Writer 

Published ,' pm PDT Thursday, .June 10, 2004 
ff, 
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Since May 1 � x robberies or attempted robberies have taken place along the
trail. Most w, . ,. n North Sacramento. The suspects and situations have 
differed grea �J said Sgt. Justin Risley, Sacramento Polices

In e e empt June 1, two men in their late teens or early 20s said they
were undercover police officers when they approached someone walking along 
the trail at Del Paso Boulevard and Railroad Drive. They handcuffed the man
and beat him severely. Nothing was taken, Risley said. 

[n other Instances, the victims have been stabbed, hit and robbed.

RJsley advised people to be alert on the bike trail. Never wear headphones and
report any suspicious behavior immediately, he advised. 
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Lombnnliim Homepage 

eputies arrest two men on Prairie 
Path 

DuPage County Sheriffs deputies conducting foot patrol on 
the Prairie Path arrested tw-o men Friday, Jillie 4, one anned 
with a gun and another wanted on two 

· 
warrants. 

Alejandro Castaneda-Beltran, 21, of Glendale Heights, was

arrested around 9 p.m. on the Great Western Trail near 
Bloomingdale Road after police noticed that four men walking 
on the path were acting suspiciously. 

Following a routine pat search, Castaneda�Beltran was found 
in possession of a loaded . 22-caiiber revolver. He was charged 
with aggravated unlawful use of a weapon and possession of a 
firea.tm without a FOID card. 

Later that night, Christopher L. Meydrech, 34, of Villa Park, 
was arrested on the path, just north of Bryant Avenue in Gien 
Ellyn. Deputies stopped him for questioning and determined 
that he had two active warrants from the sheriffs office. 

Both men were transported to the DuPage County Jail in 
Wheaton. As of press time on Tuesday, Castaneda-Beltran 
was being held in lieu of $50,000 bond and Meydrech was 
being held in lieu of $10,000 bond on one warrant and $1,Q00 
bond on the second warrant. 

Pa�P§'-g&4 11:25 AM
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Child Sexual Assault 
Marla Carter

The attack happened around 3:20 Saturday afternoon in Naismith Valley Park in 
Lawrence. 

Police say the five-year-old was walking In the park wllh her cousin, an 
eight-year-old boy, when a man allegedly lured the girl .J,way from him. 

., 

It happened near a bridge along a bike trail in tha park. ''The eight-year-old was able 
to make contact again with the fIVe-year-old, discovered that the five-year-of d's 
pants had been removed, so an attempted sexual assault occurred," said Sergeant 
Mike Pattrlck, of the Lawrence Police Department 

-haHe b•eo al ,� p ed or completed sexual assaults near the trail 
in the fast two years. Police have not made any arrests in past cases, but are 
optimis11c this one will get solved. 

If you have any information on this case or past cases police are asking you to calf 
Lawrence Crimestoppern at 785-$43-TIPS. 
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3 Attacks Near Apartments Prompt Concerns 

Police Increase Patrols Near Fenwick Place 

LOUISVILLE-· The attacks of three women ln an area apartment complex 
have residents wary and police searching for the attackers. 

Video 
One woman was raped and two others were 
assaulted In recent weeks near the Fenwick 
Place Apartments near the Hurstborne 
Parkway, NewsChannel 32's Abby Miller 
report�e:::d:.:.·-----........,,,==--

e most recent incident happened 
Wednesday afternoon an a bike path. 

"She was a acked by what appears to be a 
white male who was attempting to grab her 

and assaulted her In the face," Metro police spokesman Dwight Mitchell said, 
"She was able to get away from him and go to the apartment office and call 
police." 

Toe victim said her attacker was about 6 feet tall and was wearing a baseball 

On May 16, another woman was attacked on the bike path, but she was able 
to get away. The man in the May 16 attack is black, Mitchell said. 

e third attack happened May 28, but the bike path was not Involved and 

the race of the possible attacker Is not known. 

"(He) allegedly entered into an apartment, raped and sodomized her b'""'...,_ 
2 a.m. and 3 a.m.," Mitchell said. 

The man e ay 28 attack was a stranger to the victim. Police did not say 
whether she opened the door to him or if he broke into the apartment, MIiier 
reported. 

Despite the differences with the potential attackers, the attacks happened in 
close proximity to each other. 

"The one common denominator in all this ls that lt did happen ln virtually the 
same places," Mitchell said. "However, the perpetrators seem to be 
different." 

Police are increasing patrols In the apartment complex and around the bike 
path. 

"It doesn't surprise me because It happens everywhere, but it Is a shock 
because It's so close to home," Fenwick Place resident Brian Palmer said 
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Suspect Arrested In Alleged Bike-Path Rape 

POSTED: 9:40 pm EDT June 9, '2004 
UPDATED; 9:48 pm EDT June 9, 2004 

DAYTON, Ohio -- A man was arrested after police said he 
tried to rape a woman along a bike path near downtown 
Dayton on Tuesday. 

Police said the 24-year-old woman was jogging near West 
Riverview when 33-year-old Eric Pearson allegedly attacked 
her at knifepolnt. Officers said Pearson cut some the woman's 
clothes off, sexually assaulted her and tried to rape her. 

According to investigators, the alleged attack lasted about 15 
minutes before the woman was able to break free. Officers 
used K-9 dogs to track Pearson down at a home in the 100 
block of Neal Avenue, where he was arrested. 

Investigators said Pearson is expected to be charged with 
attempted rape and gross sexual imposition. 

Copyright 2004 by WHI01V.com, All rights reserved. This 
material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or 

redistributed. 
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Local news briefs 

Indiana man is charged with indecent exposure

CHARLOTTE -A man who police say exposed himself to at least five women and two girls was in Eaton County Jail on 
Friday. 

James Brooks Jr., 32, of South Bend, Ind., sat in his car and exposed his genitals to people walking by In parking lots in 
Eaton and Ingham counties, said Michigan State Police Detective Sgt. Kyle McPhee. The first of at least seven incidents 
was reported In 2001, McPhee said. 

Brooks was charged with several misdemeanor counts of Indecent exposure and two felony counts of being a sexually 
delinquent person, McPhee said. He is held on a $50,000 cash bond in Eaton County Jail and a preliminary hearing is 
scheduled for Nov. 8 in Eaton County. 

Anyone with information about similar incidents is urged to call McPhee at 322-1907. 

Man accused of rape denied bond reduction 

A man who police say raped a 17-year-old girt on the River Trail was denied a bond reduction on Friday. 

Lansing District Judge Frank Deluca ordered Clifford Beverly Johnson, 38, of Lansing to undergo a psychiatric evaluation 
before a preliminary hearing will be scheduled, said Lansing pollce Capt. Raymond Hall. Johnson is held on $10,000 bond 
at Ingham County Jail. 

The victim told police Johnson claimed to have a gun, according to the report. Johnson left his wallet and red bicycle in a 
wooded area near Shiawassee Street, where the incident occurred at about 11 p.m. Aug. 29. He was arrested two days 
later. 

Link sought between D.C., Lansing sho tlhgs
,,.� 

.. � 
.,.r. 

Lansing police ar ooklng for possible c nections between 
D.C., area snip shootings,

unsolved Bernita W le homi
.:�

d the Washington,

White was ot in 2001 while walkin 
recovere , came from 100 yards a 

.her daughter. The s gle bullet, which was never 

'We ave no reason to elleve

i

h the two cases are connec 
ca is unsolved, all ssibilitles e checked out, he said. 

d," Lansing police apt. Raymond Hall said. But when a 

hite's husband, s White, i still a.sus ct, Hall said. 
<./ 

3 sought in Faz i's robbery at gunpo· 1 

Police are loo ng for at least three pe pie who robbed a F oli's restaurant at gunpoint. 

A man with gun confronted an e loyee behind the rest ,rant at 5705 S. · dar St. at abo 11 p.m. Thursday, Lansing 
police Ca . Raymond Hall said. T o others forced the e ployee to the gro d. 

The ro ers entered the restaur nt and moved the emP. yees into the co manager to open the 
safe. e men left with an undi closed amount of mon 
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Service de police d'Ottawa 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 10/07/2003 

UPDATE - Police investigating sexual assaults 
(Ottawa) - The Ottawa Police Service's Sexual Assault and 
Child Abuse section is presently Investigating what they 
believe to be two separate series of sexual assaults in the 
south end. 

Serles #1 

On June 20th at about 3:40 p.m. on Levadia Street 
near Carriage Hill Place an unknown male suspect came from 
behind two 12-year-old females and demanded they remove 
their clothing, The suspect had his face covered with his t
shirt, sunglasses and a baseball cap pulled down. The 
suspect spoke Engllsh and was armed with a knife. The two 
girls were able to flee on foot. 

On July 9th at about 3 p.m. an unknown male suspect 
approached a 15-year-old female victim ln Russell Boyd 
Park. He demanded she remove her clothing. The suspect had 
hist-shirt pulled over his face and was armed with a 
knife. A witness intervened ln the assault and the suspect 
fled on foot. 

The suspect is described as a white male, 25-30 
years, 5'7", about 160 lbs, short light brown hair, wearing 
dark baggy shorts, white t-shirt, dark baseball cap and 
sunglasses. He was armed with a knife. 

Series # 2 

On July 9th at 7:30 p:m, an 18-year-old female was 
rollerblading on the bike path near Cahill West and Ashpark 
Streets, when an unknown male suspect grabbed her from 
behind. The suspect threw her to the ground and shouted at 
her to stay quiet. After the assault the suspect rode off 
on his bicycle. No weapon was seen In this Incident. 

On July 9th at about 7:45 p.m. a 15-year-old female 
was walking on the pathway behind SawmHI Creek School, 
when she noticed a man on a bicycle. The unknown male 
suspect pushed her into bushes and told the victim to be 
quiet. The suspect bit the victim's right thumb (skin not 

--· _____ ..,., . ,. - ----
-----·--·---··-
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Off-duty cop arrests teen tagger in act 

Friday, October 10, 2003 

By Mike De La Cruz (mdelacruz@mercedsun-star.com) 

A teenage tagger was arrested by the off-duty police Gang Violence Suppression Unit supervisor as the boy was observed 
marking a Bear Creek bridge, 

Merced Police Sgt. Tom Trindad said his arrest of the 15-year-old boy is just one of three GVSU arrests that were made on 
Tuesday and Wedn 

Trindad said the boy's arrest was made around 9:30 a.m. while he was riding his bicycle on the Bear Creek bike path on 
25th Street . 

....__ _ _,.,s-A�ed the wooden bridge that crosses over Bear Creek at the dead end of 25th Street, he noticed a boy with a 

I of l 

marker crossing out some graffiti but leaving other scrawllngs untouched, the sergeant said, 

Calling the pollce dispatcher on a cell phone, officer Peter Lee responded and detained the boy, 

According to Trindad, the boy said he doesn't like graffiti or tagging and was taking It off. 

"However, since he was only crossing out some graffiti and leaving some, he was arrested for possession of graffiti 
implements and tagging," the sergeant said. 

The boy was taken by the officer to school and turned over to his mother pending juvenile court proceedings, said Trlndad. 

In a Tuesday arrest, Gustavo Canal, 18, of Merced, was booked Into Merced County Jail on suspicion of forging or altering a 
vehicle registration. 

He was booked and later released after posting the necessary $5,000 bail. He was given an Oct. 29 court appearance date. 

Trlndad said the arrest took place at B:03 p.m. when GVSU officer Stephan Gray stopped the driver of a white 1989 Pontiac 
Firebird in the 1500 block of West 8th Street because the driver was not wearing a seat belt. 

Canal, Identified as the driver of the car, was arrested on the forging or altering a vehicle registration allegation alter the 
officer learned the car's registration had expired but the_ vehicle had a valid registration tab, said Trindad. 

Canal reportedly told Gray that the valid tab belonged to him and that he could put it on any vehicle he wanted. 

The officer also found .380-caliber bullets in the car, the sergeant said. 

Trlndad said that Joe Barajas, 24, a parolee and owner of the car, was arrested because of the circumstances surrounding 
the stop. 

State Parole Agent Ellen Salas, Barajas' parole agent, placed a parole hold on the suspect, making him ineligible for bail. 

A third passenger In the vehicle escaped by jumping over the backyards of homes, the sergeant said, 

Reporter Mfke De La Cruz can be reached at 385-2474 or mdetacruz@mercedsun-star.com. 

,.,_ 

10/11/2003 12:12 PI
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Sexual assault prompts strong reaction 
from community 

by Terra Cole 
October 01, 2003 

A female NAU student was sexually assaulted early Friday morning on the 
NAU campus. 
The victim was walking near San Francisco Street and McConnell Drive on the 
Urban Trail System at about 1 a.m. She was returning from visiting a friend 
off-campus near Lonetree Road when she was· assaulted by a male described as 
a tall, white, muscular man _in his early twenties with dark hair, wearing jeans 
and a sweatshirt. 
The victim left the area, returned to her residence hall and a friend assisted her 
in notifying the NAU Police Department. She was transported to Flagstaff 
Medical Center, where she was treated for non-life-threatening injuries and 
released. A rape examination was completed by the sexual assault response 
team from Northern Arizona Center Against Sexual Assault 
NAU police are still investigating the incident, said Commander Kathy Paleski. 
NAUPD is seeking any information about the incident. Call Detective Sgt. 
Diane Christian, 523-6622, Sgt. Missy Freshour, 523-3611, or Silent Witness, 
774-6111. A name need not be given.
A campus�wide e-mail was sent Friday by Public -Affairs Associate Director
Gary Fox in response to the incident Fox said the university has a responsibility
to inform students and faculty of such incidents for their safety.
"We want to prevent it from happening again, especially if there is a predator
out there waiting for someone to come along," Fox said.
In 2002, three sexual assaults were reported to NAUPD. 111e number is down
from five in 2001 and seven in 2000, according to NAUPD's 2003 Annual
Clery Report.
This count does not include three sexual �saults in 2002 that occurred when
the victim requested police to not take action.
To help prevent problems and keep people safe on campus, Campus Safety
Aids have many responsiblities.
"One of their more important duties is to provide escorts to any destination
within the university campus," the Cle1y report said.

--··· · ·----
----···· ··---· -· -�----
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Thel'e was another subject in the area with Clement, Shumate said, but the 
Investigation into any part played by that subject is ongoing. 

Sgt. Wes Bowden inltlally responded to the stabbing, Shumate said, and 
developed Clement as a suspect. Peters ldentlned Clement In a photo lineup 
Thurtiday morning, according to the criminal complaint. 

Clement Is being held in Southern Regional Jail on $25,000 bond, according to 
Shumate. 

Clement is no stranger to police, according to court records. 

He was arrested May 21 for allegedly stabbing a man on South Fayette Street 
In the area of Five Corners. Lt. G.W. Tanner wrote !n his crlmln,;1I r.omplalnt that 
Clement approached the victim, Terrance Cade, and his unidentified glrlfrlend, 
and began to argue with him. 

"While arguing, the offender (Clement) stabbed the victim In his back with a 
knife. At this time, the victim and his girlfriend a�tempted to run away, but the 
offender continued to follow and stated, 'Do you want some more?"' the 
complaint stated. 

Clement also has charges of underage consumption and destruction of property 
from June 28, for which he was released on $1,D00 bond, according to records. 

Patrolman S.D .. Webb filed for a warrant against Clem-ent June 1 on battery 
charges, but Magistrate Mark Whitely denied the warrant, ruling there was no 
probable cause. 

- E-mail:

.codell@register-herald.com 
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A riverwalk less traveled needs help 
By Sun Staff 
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Wedne5day, October 01, 2003 - LOWELL It Is a beautiful stretch of asphalt that.wrlggles along like a snake an the north side of 

the Merrimack River then stretches !).ut under the warm sun. 

The r1ver with Its picturesque islands cradles one side of the walkway, and a high bank to the other side protects It From the 
Intrusion of nearby roads. 

"I think It has tremendous potent!al as open space that would serve all the city, but It Is particularly great because It abuts 
Pawtucketvllle, Centralvllle, downtown, and the Acre so it ls kind of a major loop," said river enthusiast Henri Marchand, who works 
for the Lowell Plan. 

But While its potential may be great, advocates say the walkway alon11 the north bank has never received the attention and 
affection showered on a similar walkway along the south bank, and especfally not the attention given to the Vandenberg Esplanade 
farther up the river. 

Its weak underbelly fs a susceptlblllty to crime, accordfng to po!tce. 

A woman n her 70s was sex fled alouy tha el!:-__�._..ec-::-n-ort:=-h-w�a�l::-kw-=ay-:-0-n-:J:-u-;:-ly-:-::-9-_ -;A:-n-:u::n71 Te:-:nc-.:t"ln;:e-::;d:-:m=an:-:-w-::a:-;-1k;-:-e:-:d�ou:::t�o�f-;-t:h�e:

vegetatron along the side of the path with only a bag over his head before dragging her to a hidden spot, according to Capt. Wllllam 
M. Taylor. 

She fought off her attacker and escaped. No arrests have oeen made, though police have continued to Interview people. The same 
man Is suspected In a second attack In mid-August along the river's edge north of Beaver Brook where the r1varwalk end_s_. -----

.,.,
. 

"This Is so secluded It Is a haven for drug users and othur crfmlnals because they can conduct 10 ac v ties w thout fear of beln 
caught," said police Capt. Arthur H. Ryan Jr. 

The actual crlma rate along the walk Is difficult to judge, however. The heavy vegetation along the walk has attracted the homeless, 
who use the leafy cover as shelter and aren't Inclined to seek the attention of police. It wasn't until the first attacl< that the police 
department looked at the area In a crltlcal way. 

"In investigating it we started to realize what we had there as far as homeless people living by the river, how big the area is and 
how concealed it is," Ryan said. 

There are challenges to patrolling the area. The pathway Is Intended for walkers, skaters and bikers but not for cars under normal 
circumstances, which takes away one of the pollce department's greatest tools although Ryan and Sgt. Tim Crowley drd manage to 
take a police cruiser down the pathway to survey It recently. 

It narrowed. Into a gull.et of vegetation with plants reaching over a pressure-treated wood ralllng that guards the river bank on one
side and trees on the other. Loaves brushed against the sides of the car and reduced the daylight. 

"It's a wonderful city resource being squandered because lt has been allowed to get this way over the years," Ryan safd.

Police could patrol the pathway on foot or by blcycle, but that would create problems for the rest of the city. If there were an 
emergency It could take an extended time to get off the path to respond, Ryan said. 

Nature also conspires against the long arm of the law. Halfway up the path, Ryan and Crowley came to a fallen tree. 

They had to turn around gfng<!rly because of the cramped quarters and on the return trip up the path they saw a shirtless man
sitting among the bushes along the riverside whom they had not spotted on the first pass. 

They got out of the car and the unidentified man's first words were, 'Tm not doing anything."

He said he was visiting from Methuen but was sitting near a small, empty campsite with a Jean-to and a tree·house platform; he
Insisted the shelter did not belong to him. 

"This guy may not be a bad guy but he's a potential victim for people who come down here with more sinister Intentions," Ryan 
said. 

The officers noted how hard It was to spot the man through the wall of vegetation. "We'll be here and they WIii be lying by the edge
and we can't see them," Crowley said. 

It's not clear what agency is responsible for maintaining the property. Lowell Public Works Commissioner Ed Walsh said the job I!'. 
too big for the three-person tree-cutting crew he has for the city's 1,500 streets. Several years ago a work crew from the Middlesex 
House of Corrections cut back the vegetation, Walsh said. 

"That is a big project,• he said.

on this day, the two officers used Route 110 to reach the other end of the path at Alken Street and found a crew from Splr;idle City 
Corps clearing a 60-foot stretch of tree line along the river for the Nation al Parks service. It was a tlmlted sel"Vlce and most of the 

----- - ··----·· ----- -··---·--·--
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KATU 2 News - Portland, Oregon 
www.katu.com 

Jogger assaulted in SE Portland park 

October 2, 2003 

PORTLAND - Police are searching for two men who sexually assaulted 
a female Jogger was in a southeast Portland wildlife refuge. 

The 26-year-old woman had parked her Volkswagen at Oaks 
Bottom WIidiife Refuge last Friday when she noticed two young 
men. 

The men were still standing there as she walked down the 
trail. 

"She takes off down the trail thinking she is safe, but she is 
not,'' said officer Henry Groepper. 

http://Vt",\'\V,x\�W�N'&n!\trfjsp?ID=61225 
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But as she headed back, the men appeared and confronted her with a handgun. 

They took the woman's car keys and sexually assaulted her. 

Police say the car was later found near Gresham, engulfed in 
flames. 

Officials believe the car may help find the suspects. 

"Those lndlv!duals had that car for about eight to eight and a 
half hours, driving It around," sard Groepper. "H's a very stand 
out car, a beautiful black four door Golf. Which Is very popular 
among young people. Somebody had to see the lndlviduals, or 
see that car." 

The Portland Police Bureau is seeking two white males, 16 to 
18 years of age, The first suspect, who wore a tee shirt and 
jeans, is six feet tall and weighs 170 pounds. 

The second suspect wore a dark sweat shirt with a hood. He Is 
five feet five Inches to five feet nine Inches tall, and weighs 
150 pounds. 
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More crime on Monon 

Carmel, October 1, 2003 - Police want you to 
exercise caution the next time you use the 
Monon Trall. 
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Offlclals say someone broke into six cars at two rc::-:-:-:----::;--;;-:r:--:.,;--, 
trail parking locatlons, near 96th Street, and 
further north along Rohrer Road. 

Back In June, someone smashed windows out 
of more than a dozen cars, stealing purses, cell 
phones, and other valuables. 

Police wanted to question a man caught on 
surveillance video trying to use other people's 
credit cards. They never located him. 

Carmel police believe a different thief or 
thieves broke into the cars last week. 
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Charge filed after 25 years 
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Armida Wiltsey went for a jog around the Lafayette Reservoir on Nov. 14, 1978. She never came home. 

The 40-year-old mother was found, raped and strangled to death, after worried neighbors called pollce to report 
her missing. 

There were a few witness descriptions, but no real leads to assuage the fears of a stunned community and a 
heartbroken famlly. The incident came amid a string of brutal rapes throughout the East Bay that police later 
found were unrelated. 

Only this summer did DNA technology link evidence saved from under Wiltsey's fingernails with a serial rapist 
who had been paroled just before her killing. He had been on death row. 

Prosecutors filed murder charges this week against Darryl Kemp, a 67-year-ofd Texas prison inmate, who is 
about to come up for paroie once again. 

"I'm really relieved," Wiltsey's husband, Boyd WIitsey, said Thursday. "This recent happening sort of gives me a 
feeltng of relief and a sense of closure." 

Kemp has been out of custody for only eight of the 49 years since he turned 18. 

The District Attorney's Office will begin extradition proceedings to bring Kemp to Contra Costa County for trial, 
said deputy district attorney Harold Jewett. 

Kemp could face the death penalty for Wiltsey's killlng; If convicted and sentenced to die, it would be his second 
stint on California's death row. 

Kemp was convicted of murder by strangulation and several rapes in 1960 and sent to death row. His sentence 
was commuted to life when the death penalty was declared unconstitutional In the mid-1970s. He was paroled 
less than four months before Wiltsey was killed. 

iltsey had gone jogging on the popular reservoir•trall that Tuesday morning. 
10-year-old son at school, neighbors called police.

n she failed to pick up her 

Boyd Wiltsey rushed back from a business trip. When he arrived, he said, a deputy and his boss met him with 
the news that his wife was dead, 

A tracking dog had found her body about so feet off the trail. 

Witnesses gave the authorities descriptions and circulated sketches. But there were no arrests. 

Eventually, authorities began to believe a man named Phillip Hughes had kllled WIitsey. Hughes was convicted In 
the early 1980s of killing three other women. 

The last time sheriff's officials contacted Boyd Wiltsey, 15 years ago, they told him they were "99 percent" sure 
Hughes was his wife's killer but did not have enough evidence to convict him, Wiltsey sald. 

"I kind of lived these many years thinking that was It," he said. "I was really shocked when 1 got the call (about 
Kemp in May)." 

Two weeks after the killing, Kemp was arrested In Walnut Creek for peeping into windows, court records show. 
He was interviewed regarding Wiltsey's death, but his girlfriend gave him an alibi, and he went free because the 
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Trait safe, officials say; stabbing arrest made 

8y Cassie M. O'Dell/REGISTER-HERALD REPORTER. 

A Beckley man has been arrested and charged with malicious 
wounding in the stabbing of another Beckley man on the Rails-to-Trails 
pathway, but city police stressed that trail users should not be worried 
that the trail is unsafe. 

Johnny M. Clement, 19, was chatged with malicious wounding after officers 
talked to the victim, James Peters, 27, Thursday morning and executed a 
search warrant at Clement's residence at 104 Berry St. There, Detective Sgt. 
Jeff Shumate said, police found "evidence from the crime." Shumate would not 
reveal what that evidence was. 

Peters remains in the trauma unit of Charleston Area Medical Center in stable 
condition, according to Shumate. He sustained "several stab wounds to the left 
chest and lower back area," according to a criminal complaint Shumate filed in 
Raleigh County Magistrate Court. 

Chief of Detectives Lt. Cedric Robertson said users of the trail, which opened 
earlier this year, should not panic despite the fact the Incident was a random 
act. 

"This was an isolated incident," he pointed out Thursday, "which resulted In a 
quick arrest of the individual responsible. We will continue to patrol 
Rails-to-Trails and will increase the patrols. 

"This Incident occurred at 4 a.m.," he continued. "There's no need for alarm." 

Mayor Emmett Pugh III echoed the thoughts of Robertson. Given the location 
and time of the incident, Pugh feels that people have nothing to worry about If 
they "use common sense." 

"The incident that occurred happened on a part of the trail that was under 
construction and wasn't even open to the publlc," he pointed out, adding that 
"at 4 a.m., anywhere could be dangerous. People shouldn't be out walking at 
that time of night," 

Pugh suggested that in addition to walking during daytime hours, people walk 
in groups of at least two. 

"We'd ask people to use common sense and if they do see something out of 
the ordinary, contact the police," he said Thursday, adding the city will do 
everything possit:l!e to make walking the trail an enjoyable experience for 
everyone. -, 

According to Shumate, Peters was walking the trail around 4 a.rn. Tuesday 
looking for an unidentified item he'd lost Monday when he came in contact with 
Clement. Toe two men did not know each other, the detective noted. 

According to the complaint, Clement "became Irate" because Peters had started 
a fire to provide light for locating the missing item and began yelling at him. 

Clement then allegedly attacked Peters, stabbing him several times. Peters was 
later found lying on Piney Avenue by Beckley firefighters - semi-conscious, 
according to Robertson. 

"The Beckley Police Department was advised by an attending physician that the 
Injury appeared to be caused by a cutting instrument with a serrated blade," 
Shumate's complaint states. Police later determined the weapon to be a 
switch-blade knife with a blade about 4 inches long, according to Shumate. 

There is no evidence to suggest anything was stolen from Peters and "nothing 
to indicate that robbery was the motive," Shumate said Thursday. Any roles 
played by drugs or alcohol are being investigated, he added, 

I 
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Molester held on attempted murder charge 

By: JESS[CA HURST 09/24/2003 

Narragansett High 
School Student 
attacked as she b,�d rrt-
walks to school. · , /J 

· 

:jj�� 
NARRAGANSETT 
The man accused of 
assaulting a 
14-year-old
Narragansett High 
School student 
Monday morning had 
only been living in 
town a few months• 
months out of jail 
after se1Ying a six 
month sentence for a 
weapons charge, and 
six years after a 
prison sentence for 
kidnapping and rape. 

Eugene C. Texter, 41, 
of 145 Boon Street, is 

Eugene C. Texter being held without
bail at the Adult Correctional Institutions on two counts of second degree 
sexual assault, one count of assault with intent to commit murder, and one 
count of assault and battery with a dangerous substance. 

Washington County District Court Judge Patricia Moore set bail at 
$100,000 cash and issued a no contact order with the victim at Texter's 
arraignment Monday afternoon. 

Texter, a heavy man with linebacker stature and a shaved head, then 
appeared in Washington County Superior Court, where Judge Edwin Gale 
ordered him held wittiout ball for violating his probation. 

Texter, who lives across the street from a playground and has been 
working at Dunkin' Donuts on .Point Judith Road, registered with 
Narragansett police as a sexual offender in July, said Narragansett Police 
Chief David Smith. But because his crimes occurred before the enactment 
of Megan's Law in 1996, they were not subject to classification, and police 
could not make the community aware of his presence. 

But they've been watching him since his arrival, sald Smith at a press 
confecenoe Monday momtng,@u" aftec the assautt. 
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Smith is familiar with Texter, from his days with the Westerly Police 
Depar1ment. In 1989 he was convicted of kidnapping and raping a woman 
after impersonating a police officer with a fake police light and pulling her 
over on Route 78 in Westerly. He then drove her to the Connecticut woods 
and raped her. In 1992, while seNlng an eight year sentence for that 
crime, Texter was convicted of breaking into a Westerly woman's 
apartment and sexually assaulting her in 1989. He was sentenced lo 18 
years in prison, but served five and was released in 1997. He pied no 
contest to a charge of possession of a knife with a blade over three inches 
In January 2003 and served a six month sentence before being released at 
the end of May. 

Smith said Monday's assault appeared to be a random act. 
The ninth grade victim was walking to school along a wooded path near 
the school when Texter allegedly grabbed her from behind and sprayed 
her with pepper spray. The victim fought the 6-foot, 230-pound Texter, 
biting and scratching him, and broke away. She ran to school and told a 
friend, who brought her to the administration. 

Lisa Hogan of Narragansett, a cousin of the victim, was shaken after the 
arraignment. 

"I'm so disgusted. That man has waited on me so many times at Dunkin' 
Donuts," she said. She said the victim is shaken, but doing okay, and is at

home with her mother .. Hogan described the girl as "very, very shy" and 
was astonished that she fought her attacker so aggressively. 

Police say Texter also showed the victim pornographic pictures, and at one 
point took a picture of her. 
Narragansett Detective Kim Hill spotted Texter with his bicycle a short time 
after the assault, less than a mfle from the school. He was arrested. 

Narragansett School Superintendent Pia Durkin said Monday at the press 
conference that the school has a crisis team, which includes the school 
nurse and psychologist, to deal with incidents such as this. The team went 
into action immediately, contacting police and the victim's mother. Durkin 
also said faculty would be talking to students about personal safety and 
would offer support where needed. 

She encouraged parents to talk to their children about personal safety, no 
matter a child's age. 

Monday morning Smith said the victim was doing as well as could be 
expected. She was treated for minor injuries before being released to her 
mother. 

"We're thankful that she came through this as well as anyone could," Smith 
said. "She put up a good fight." 

Texter's picture has been on the visors of many Narragansett pollce cars 
since he came to Narragansett, said Smith. He is relieved to have Texter in 
custody, and to his knowledge there are no other third degree sexual 
offenders living in Narragansett. 

As for Texter, "Knowing his history, we are going to push for the maximum 
sentence," said Smith. 

©The Narragansett Times 2003 
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Passing Couple Drive Fairmount Park 
Victim To Hospital 

Victi� Fought Off Attacker 

POSTED: 12:05 p.m. EST October 28, 2003 
UPDATED: 12:21 p.m.- EST October 28, 2003 

PHILADELPHIA -- The woman who police say was the latest 
victim of the Fairmount Park rapist has a compassionate couple 
to thank for getting her to the hospital after her attacker stabbed 
her. 

NBC 10 News talked exclusively with 
Dr. Harris Clearfield (pictured, left) 
and his wife, Louise, about how they 
found and came to the aid of the 
injured woman. 

The first attack attributed to the 
Fairmount Park rapist took place in 
April, police said. A 21-year-old 

woman was dragged off the jogging trail and sexually assaulted. 

In July, the body of Rebecca Park was found in the woods near 
Conshohocken Avenue. 

The latest attack happened Saturday along West River Drive, 
below the Falls Bridge. The injured victim esc;:aped from her 
attacker, and then flagged down a couple for help. 

The Clearfields were headed home to Bala Cynwyd, Pa., from 
Center City Philadelphia around 6: 15 Saturday night. While 

11/12�81�328 PM 
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SAN JOSE 

ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON A gang-related stabbing occurred Monday at San 
Antonio and Mc Creery roads. Friends dropped the victim off at Regional Medical 
Center. He suffered from a small stab wound to the back of his neck, but the wound 
was not life-threatening. The attacker has not been apprehended. 

,,- .. •"' . ,. ·-·-
--:----•----------,, 

/SEXUAL ASSAULT Pollce received a call Monday about a young woman who had been
J

" 
( sexually assaulted on a bike trail near Severance and Tatra drives. She was attacked 

by two men who forced her to the ground, assaulted her and stole her cash. The men 
\, fled the scene on foot. 

______________ ___--

'---fvtn;trcrous .. MisCHJEF On Tuesday, a driver starting work at Northern Energy on
North 15th Street reported finding an eight-inch cardboard container labeled 
' ' Fireworks" on the ground between a parked propane truck and a fence. Although 
the container had been used there were no signs of burns at the location, Indicating it 
was used then thrown over the fence. 

VANDALISM/HATE CRIME Racial slogans were Inscribed on a classroom window at 
Kehillah High School on Blackford Avenue. The estimated time of the vandalism was 
between Saturday evening and Sunday morning, The school liaison was notified, 
Sergeants in the assault units are Investigating the incident. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW 

AUTO BURGLARIES· Reports were received on Monday for vehicles on the 200 block of 
Easy Street, the 1800 block of West El Camino Real and the 100 block of Escuela 
Avenue, at St. Timothy's School at 2094 Grant Road and at Costco, 1000 N. 
Rengstorff Ave. 

LOS ALTOS 

SUSPICIOUS PERSON A person inside a residence on the 800 block of Jordan Avenue 
who was waving at children appeared suspicious to an observer. The incident was 
reported about 10:30 a.m. Monday. 

,I 
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South County Mobile Newsroom 
Sex offender denies assaulting Narragansett High student 
(South Kingstown-AP/Updated 12: 10pm) -- A registered sex offender accused of sexually 
assaulting a 14-year-old girl Is sentenced Friday to serve almost 40 years in jail after violating 
his probation 

Eugene Texter Is accused of pulHng the Narragansett High student from a paved path near the 
school's soccer field last month. 

On Tuesday, the glrl says Texter sprayed her in the eyes with what smelled like glass cleaner, 
pinned her to the ground, and groped her. 

The girl fought back and escaped. She say Texter took a picture of her.· 

Texter denied that when he took the stand yesterday. He says he went to local supermarket to 
wire money to his son the morning of the attack. Police found a wire transfer slip on Texter. 

They also found in a bag on Texter's bike pornographic magazines, and literature from a white 
supremacist group on how to deal with police. 

Textor has two pre"'.lous sexual- assault convictions. 

♦!cmwNs BANK 
Not your typical bank� 

9,WoRrnNow 
Send questions and comments about this website to the Eyewitness NeV/s Webmaster. 

All content© Copyright 2003, WorldNow, WPRl, WNAC and Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. 
For more Information on this site, please read our Privacy Polley and Terms of Service. 
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JOHN STRAUSS 

It's time to·shed some light on Monon Trail 
security 
October 24, 2003 

I was walking on the Monon 
Trail the other night near the spot 
wh�r� Tyrone Davidson was shot. 

Nobody was around, which 
was both good and bad. 

Good, because I wouldn1t want 
to run into whoever killed 
Davidson. 

Bad, because there is safety in 
numbers. And when you chase 
everybody off the Monon at night, 
as the city is trying to do, you1re 
just leaving the trail to the bad 
guys._ 

The shooting happened on the 
section of the Monon that just 

Richard Vonnegut of the Hoosier Rails to 
Trails Council says folks will use the trail 
anyway. -- John Strauss/ For The Star 

RELATED CONTENT

• Strauss message board

opened between Fall Creek Parkway and 10th Street. It rnns through some 
tough areas, and there were predictions that we might see crime there. 

But nobody I talked to -- the police, the parks department, cyclists or 
other Monon users -- thought the shooting means the trail is unsafe. 

Instead, they talked as if Davidson himself was to blame. Police noted 
that he had a long record of atTests for intoxication and criminal trespass. 

They noted that he was on the trail after dark. Like other city parks, the 
Monon is officially closed from dusk to dawn. 

It seems odd to close the trail at night. It was built with federal 
transportation money and is supposed to be an alternative for corp.muters to 
use instead of city streets. 

So why close it at dusk? 
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Reward offered for information in stabbing 

Staff.R�ort 
RENO GAZETTE-JOURIIAL 
9/2/2003 11:16 pm 

Secret Witness Is ofrerlng $1,500 for 
inrocmallon reading to the arrest and 
pr�ullon of two men wanted ror stabbing a 
40-year old Reno man bicycling near
Flsh�rman's Park on Sunday.

Patrick Higgins was attacked by two men 
about 8:45 p.m. as he rode along lhe Truckee 
River bike path near the Greg StteeVTenninal 
Way Bridge In Sparks, Sparks police satd .. 

Higgins was slashed in the neok, was laken to 
Washoe Medfcal Center by a passerby and 
underwent surgery Monday night, police said. 

He was listed in satisfacto,y condition. 

� SUb$C[lllB to the paper onnne 

Other Stories 
i- Suspected shoC>ters surrender
► Reward offered for robbery suspect
► Girl In crltlcal condition after being 
struck by car 
'" Tuesday update: 9th Circuit tosses 
more than 100 death sentences 
i,, Police looking ror robbery, assault 
suspects 
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Announcements ....... Investigators ask ihat anyone with inf01111aUon call the Sparks Police Department at 353-2225 or

Secret Witness at 322-4900. Calls to Secret Witness remain anonymous. 
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The WGALChannel.com 

Police Warn Trail Walkers After Assaults 

/J . 1J ,,r:. 
r <tJ 

Two Women Sexually Assaulted
/� /�

POSTED: 10:47 a.m, EDT October 2, 2003 

MOUNT JOY TOWNSHIP, Pa. -- Police are investigating two separate sexual 
assaults on the Conewago Trail, in Mount Joy Township. 

Last week, a woman was sexually assaulted while wal_king he_r dog on the trail. 

"He threatened to kill her if she didn't do what he said," Officer Greg Wahl said. 

That wasn't the first time this happened. 

Almost a year to the day before the recent attack, another woman was assaulted at 
the same place. 

"They're similar, just like things that they did and things that they said to the 
victims," Wahl said. 

Police offer safety tips for everyone who uses the trail. First, use the buddy system; 
don't walk alone. Second, be aware while you are on the trail. Third, take a cell 
phone with you In case something goes wrong. 

Copyright 2003 by TheWGALChannel.com. All rights reserved. This material may not 
be published� broadcast� rewritten or redistribut�d. 
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Tuesday, September 23, 20, The Halifax Herald Limited 

Trail users 

worried about safety 
Police seek flasher who grabbed 

... Peter Parsons I Herald Photo

Hyler McGrath wiU be on the lookout. Ann Walkers and a bicyclist enjoy tl1e 
Smith may start taking her dog with her. Salt Marsh Trail, part of the 
And friends Melanie Murray and Cathy Trans-Canada Trail, in Cole 

Trndeau will rethink their walking routes. Hrubour on Monday. The RCMP 
has issued a wanting to all women 

In their own ways, residents who use the 
peaceful Salt Marsh Trail in Cole Harbour 
tried to come to grips Monday with two 
indecent acts against women on the weekend: 

who use the trail to be on the 
lookout for a man involved in two 
separate incidents of indecent acts. 

On Sunday at 9 a.m., a man passed a woman jogging on the trail a couple of 
times and started acting suspiciously. 

Soon after he passed the second time, she saw him with his shirt off and pants 
down. But he didn't sexually assault her. 

At about 3:30 p.m., a man on a bicycle, believed to be the same person, 
grabbed a WOlnan in a sexual manner - RCMP aren't saying how - and fled 
toward Bissett Road. The victim was not hurt. 

"My daughter is only .nine years old," said Mr. McGrath, a Bissett Road 
resident who uses the trail with his family. 

"If they are going to flash an adult, you don't know what they are going to do. 

"I hope they find out who it is, because that's nasty. We're going to take a walk 
up there in the next couple of days and see if we can see anyone around." 

Salt Marsh Trail, part of the Trans-Canada Trail system, is popular with 
walkers, joggers, hikers and cyclists, and stretches 6.5 kilometres from Bissett 
Road to West Lawrencetown Road. 

Long sections are thickly wooded, but it also passes through beautiful salt 
marshes, s.mall islands and bridges before connecting with a trail that goes to 
Lawrencetown Beach. 

Women who use it say they may have to rethink their walking routes or bring 
a friend along while using the trail. 

"Maybe I might have to make her go with me more often," regular trail user 

JOn/2003 4:54 PM 
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BetWehem-Cen r School Board on Monday 
hired a new firm to serve as district 

ard hired Bassi, McCune Vreeland 
ashington at a rate of $8 er hour. The 

11 also was given a $3,0 retainer fee. Two 
other firms were interv · NC-O. 

more than a year after 
cnn.is Makel was put on 

notice that , e board planned to advertise for a 
new atto ey. Makel1s contract was lat 
extcn d. 

Man faces indecent exposure charges 

estmoreland County man is facing c at:· 
he exposed himself to people on the 
Youghiogheny River Trail in Rostraver 
Township. 

David Smith, 44, of Hempfield Township was 
ordered Monday to stand trial on charges of 
indecent exposure, open lewdness, public 
drunkenness and disorderly conduct, Rostraver 
polici; said. 

Smith was arrested Sept. 12 after police 
received a complaint about a naked man on the 
trail, police said. 

Police said they have received similar 
complaints over the past several years but were 

High court: Petti�
has to pay 

!,QE.iQ�9fill.Q.Q!L9.f.
QIOQ.Q,_gjg_QOC 

White House 
correspondent turns
eyes to. cauf. 
statehouse 

N. Franklfn panel
votes to get ball 
rolling on sewer 
project 

First contract
awarded for 
Southern __ Beltt@Y 

HUD funding cut
leaves county 
housrna authority
with shortfall 

Peters l ooks to build
up township work 
force 

�!!lli}ht O'l.li!P..� 
Pollc_�...Dil.Q. burg_l_filY
suspect 

Court cases 

Calendar 

School bus drivers
for Laidlaw ratify: 
5-year contract 
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Editorial 

Keep predators behind bars 

By: MARClA GAANN O'BRIEN 

Seventy-six years. 

09/26/2003 

That's the time Eugene Texter was sentenced to serve in 
prlson·for two rapes he was convicted of committing in the 
1980s. 

Instead, he served a total o 3 ears - less than some offenders convicted 
session. 

That's why Texter was free to be on the bike path leading to Narragansett 
High School last Monday. That's why he had the opportunity to allegedly 
ssault a 14- ear-old student as she wa ed alone. 

In 1998 Texter was accuse of raping an 18-year-ol woman after 
breaking into her Westerly apartment. He was out on bail and awaiting trial 
in March, 1989 when he attacked another woman. Impersonating a police 
officer, he pulled her over on Route 78 In Westerly, then drove her to a 
wooded area in North Stonington, Connecticut, and raped her at gunpoint. 
Ultimately he would be sentenced for the crimes and other related charges 
to serve 68 years in Rhode Island and another eight years in Connecticut. 
But a new trial granted on appeal for one of the rapes, a plea bargain, and 
time off for good behavior brought Eugene Texter back into the 
community. 
Because his qrimes were committed prior to !he 19B6 passage of Megan's 
Law by the Rhode Island General Assembly, police could not notify the 
commun!ty of his presence. Frankly, though, we don't see that as the 
central issue here. Narragansett police were _watching Texter; some kept 
his photo on the visors of their cruisers. Community awareness p�obably 
could not have prevented'vvhat happened Monday. 
One thing could have: Texter should still have been in prison. Two violent 
rapes - one committed at gunpoint while he was out on ball awaiting trial 
for a breaking-and-entering rape - should have convinced the justice 
system that he is a danger to society. 
Plea bargains have their place, and so does lime off for good behavior 
when a prisoner earns that right. However, some crimes are so h einous, 
and reflect a future dangerousness so app<1rent. that perpetrators must 
remain behind bars. 
The Narragansett ninth-grader who fought hard and bravely, and made it 
to safety, escaped the nightmare Texter was prepared to Inflict. For that, 
we are all tremendously relieved and grateful. 
Now let's demand that thE; Justice system do what It could not or would not 
do before: Keep Eugene Texter locked away from society for a very, very 
long time. 

©The Narragansett Times 2003 
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Westmoreland County Briefs, 9118/03 

Thursday, September 18, 2003 

West Newton: Lewdness charged 
A Hempfield man is in Westmoreland County Prison awaiting a hearing Monday on charges 
Qiat he performed a sex act in front of several children on the Yough River Trail near West 
Newton. 

David Smith, 44, of Greengate Garden apartments, was wrnble to post $5,000 bond after 
Rostraver police charged him with indecent exposure, open lewdness, public dnmkenness and 
disorderly conduct Friiday night. Police were called by witnesses who reported that a nude 
Smith was lying on top of a rock and simulating a sex act, and !hat Smith also exposed himself 
to several young passers-by. 

In court papers, police also srud that witnesses told them that Smith had pedaled a bicycle 
decorated with women's underwear, gloves and rubber straps onto the bike/hike trail. 

Smith's hearing is set for 10 a.m. Monday before West Newton District Justice Charles 
Christner. 

LATROBE: Man charged with rape 
A hearing will be held Sept. 25 for a Latrobe man accused of kidnapping and raping a former 
girlfriend. 

Latrobe police said that Russell Keith Showers, 3 5, of Main Street, abducted the 23-year-old 
woman and repeatedly forced her to h.ave sex with him during a 24-hour period, during which 
he forced her to drive to Ohio and check into a motel. The woman was treated at Latrobe Area 
Hospital early Monday and doctors there alerted city police. 

Showers was in Westmoreland County Prison in lieu of $250,000 cash bond after anaignment 
Monday before District Justice Michael Mahady of Unity, who will preside at the preliminary 
hearing. 

Showers, who is unemployed, is charged with rape, kidnapping, involW1tary deviate sexual 
intercourse, restraint and assault. 

UGONIER:Docto1·1s sentencing set 
Dr. Karl Long, tbe Ligonier podiatrist found guilty of third-degree murder in the death of his 
wife, will be sentenced Nov. 14. 

Long, 44, faces 20 to 40 years in prison and will be sentenced by Judge William J. Ober, who 
presided at the 13-day trial last month. Long remains in Weshnoreland County Prison, where 
he was taken after the verdict was announced Aug. 20 and his $200,000 bond was revoked. 
Long had been living with his elderly mother in an aunt's home in Latrobe and continued his 
podiatry practice in Greensburg during most of the four years it took !he case to get to trial. 

9/22/2003 2:28 P 
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Details unfold in trail assault case 

By KATE GARSOMBKE 
Journal staff 

�t3
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Police still are trying to determine a timellne of events for a 26-year-old woman who 
reported Wednesday night that she was assaulted on the Green Circle trail.

The woman called 911 around 7:30 p.m. with her cell phone and told a dispatcher 
she was being chased and attacked on a portion of the trail south of Patch Street, 
said Ste-vens Point Pol.Ice Capt. Jim Dowling. When an officer found her in the 2700 
block of Parkway Drive, she was conscious but had her hands restrained and her 
sweater cover.Ing her face, he said. 

Dowling said Stevens Point police and deputies from the Portage County Sheriff's 
Department searched the trail and nearby woods with a thermal imaging camera, but 
did not find anyone. 

The reported assault Is the third linked to the Green Circle in roughly a year. In 
January 2003, a woman reported she was attacked near Iverson Park, but police 
have said they had problems verifying the report. In August 2002, a woman reported 
to police that she was grabb�d by a man near Iverson Park. The man later was In 
Portage County court on a charge of fourth-degree sexual assault. 

Stevens Point tllke police aren't regularly scheduled to patrol the Green Circle trail, 
Dowling said. Although parts of the trail near the Schmeeckle Reserve and the 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point campus have emergency phones, the rest of 
the Gl'een Circle does not, according to police. 

Police aren't sure what the woman was doing on the trail Wednesday night before 
she called 911, or at what point she noticed she was being followed, Dowling said. 
"We have a lot of details we need to establish," he said. 

He said after the woman called 911, the phone was disconnected. Dispatchers tried 
unsuccessfully to call her back. 

The woman later told police she was chased onto a side trail and hit on the head by a 
man between his 20s and 30s with a beard, Dowling said. She also told police the 
man was intoxicated. 

The woman was examined at St. Michael's Hospital. 

Dowling asks anyone who was on the Green Circle near Patch Street between 7: 15 
and 7:45 p.m. to call police. 

Garsombke can be reached at 344-6100, Ext. 2509, or at 
kate.garsombke@cwnews.net. 
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Denver Post 

Man arrested in jogger kidnap, assault 
Oenverite abducted fom High Line trail, sexually assaulted 
By The Denver Post & 9NEWS 

Thursday, September 18, 2003 
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Police today arrested a man they suspect of kidnapping and sexually assaulting a woman while she 
was out jogging. 

Michael Jessa was taken Into custody just before 6 a.m. today at a trailer park on Colfax Avenue in 
Arapahoe County. Adams County deputies assisted with the arrest. 

Investigators said they believe that Jessa hid In some bushes along the High Line Canal in the Cherry 
Hills VIiiage area Tuesday, waited for the right moment and then attacked the 45-year-old woman 
about 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, reportedly using a stun gun. 

Officer Angel Strickland, with the Cherry Hills Police Department, said Jessa took the woman to his 
trailer and raped her. Me kept her there most of Wednesday - at one point leaving to go to work - and 
eventually dropped her off at the Embassy Suites hotel at 45th and Havana. She got to the hotel 
around 9 p.m. and called police. 

The information that the woman gave police about her kidnapper led police directly to Jessa. 

He is being held on suspicion of second-degree kidnapping, sexual assault and false Imprisonment, 
police said. 

The woman was checked out at Swedish Medical Center Wednesday night before going home. 

Authorities searched a long portion of the High Line Canal on Wednesday for the missing woman after 
her co-workers became concerned when she failed to show up at work Wednesday morning, Strickland 
said. 

"The co-workers were concerned because she didn't show up for work and they couldn't contact her on 
her cellphone," Strickland said. "All of this Is out ofcharacter for her." 

The woman is an avid runner and uses the path along the canal on a regular basis, colleagues told 
police. 

Her friends told police: "If she were sick or on her deathbed, she would run the High Line Canal and 
show up for work," Strickland said. 

Co-workers from KBToys.com found the woman's car, a black Audi A6, parked near South Colorado 
Boulevard and the canal near Three Pond Park, and they called police. 

Cherry Hills police had spotted the car overnight and called In the plates to dispatch, but the car didn't 
come back as stolen, Strickland said. 

The locked car had not been broken into, and it did not show signs of foul play, Strickland said. 

Dive teams from south Metro Fire & Rescue and the West Metro Fire Protection District combed the 
canal water, which is about 4 feet deep, from Hampden Avenue to Orchard Road, Strickland said. 

Police dogs also were used in the search. 

The woman typically runs 10 miles, 5 miles out and 5 miles back, friends told Investigators. 

9/20/2003 7:59 P 
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3 men, teen face charges in beating of 73-year-old 

Three Toledo men and a 15-year old Toledo boy were In police custody last night, charged with 
beating and robbing a 73-year-old area man last month on the University/Parks TraU. 
The juvenile was charged with delinquency in connection with aggravated robbery and 
felonious assault. 
The adults, Darryl Pickett, 19, 1347 Grand Ave.; Robert Townsend, 19, 1060 Indiana Ave., and 
Enos Hereford, 20, 1707 Vance St., were indicted for aggravated robbery and felonious 
assault. 
The victim was biking on the University/Parks Trail near Ottawa Hills when he was assaulted 
about 8 p.m. on Aug. 21. 
He was jumped, beaten a.bout his head, bitten, and robbed of his wallet. He was treated in a 
local hospital for his injuries, police said. 

( 
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Man accused in assault on cyclist 

The suspect iu the 2001 at·med abduction of a woman along the Withlacoochee Trail was 
already in jail, accused of burgla,•y and raping a child. 

By SUZANNAH GONZALES, Times Staff Writer 
© St. Petersburg Times 
published September 11, 2003 

Almost two years after a woman was assaulted on the Withlacoochee State Trail, authorities have brought 
charges against an Inverness man who they say was the attacker. 

Keith Allen Benafield, 30, of 821 S Montgomery Ave., is charged with kidnapping, aggravated battery while 
in possession of a £rearm, attempted robbery with a firearm and possession of a firearm by a conyicted felon. 

Benafield already was in jail Wednesday awaiting disposition of a different case, in which he is charged with 
burglary of a dwelling, possession of a fireann by a felon, sexual batteiy on a child younger than 12 and 
aggravated assault. In that case, he is being held without bail. 

On Dec. 7, 2001, a 55-year-old Inverness woman was riding her bicycle on the trail when she saw a man 
walking behind the Sportsman's Park Bowling Alley , off U.S. 41 N. The woman said he turned and pointed a 
small-caliber pistol and told her to get off the bike. 

After the woman complied, the man tried to force the woman into the woods, authorities said. They said he 
eventually let her go - possibly because someone was approaching on the trail - but first struck her in the face 
with his fist, fracturing her jaw. Then he fled. 

Three people Benafield knows provided Citrus County sheriffs detectives with infonnation about his alleged 
involvement in the crime, according to sheriff's spokeswoman Gail Tierney. Benafield told the three people 
he committed tho crime and planned to rob the woman. That information led detectives to obtain a warrant 
for Benafield's arrest. 

The case for which Benafield already was in jail stems from a July arrest, records show. Benafield was 
accused of raping a 4-year-old girl. The girl told investigators she-and Benafield were in a bathroom together 
naked when he had intercourse with her, according to an arrest report. 

Benafield also was accused of stealing rods, reels, a tackle box, tent and air mattresses from an Inverness 
storage shed in April, and of pointing a gun at a woman during a domestic argument, a police report said. 

Also in July, Benafield was charged with selling a harmful video to a minor, according to a Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement report. 

In the early 1990s, the report said, Benafield was arrested in Alachua County, charged with burglary and 

9112/2003 6: 15 n
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POLICE BRIEFS: Female_ Jogger Attacked At Reservoir 
Lake Park 

A man attempted to sexually assault a 17-year-old female jogger at the Reservoir Lake 
Park In Southern Pines Wednesday. 

The girl escaped thanks to the help of two others who were also on the trail. All three gave 
police a description of the assailant. 

He Is described as a white man, about 50 years old, around 6 feet tall, bright gray hair with 
an unkempt gray beard and mustache, a potbelly and blue eyes. He was wearing a 
Jong-sleeved blue shirt, blue pants, work boots and a baseball hat. 

The girl was jogging about 5 p.m., when the man tripped her and held her down. The man 
placed her in handcuffs, Police say he ordered her to take her clothes off. 

The girl started screaming. Two people, a male and a female, who she had just passed 
heard her and came to her aid. Southern Pines police Capt. Carol McCarn said that one of 
the rescuers was a former teacher of the girl. 

One of the rescuers chased the man Into the woods, and he fled In the direction of Sandhllls 
Community College, Officers staked out the college but did find the suspect. 

Mccarn described the handcuffs as the type that could be bought at a novelty store. 
Firefighters had to cut the handcuffs off the girl because the keys that police use for theirs 

C3_o_t1g_�f. 9'.!'!.��L� would not flt in the suspect's handcuffs. 
S.1!.l!.O.�.�.r� .. R-.IHll . .!;.�t\lt.�

Marijuana Charge: Moore County sheriff's deputies and Aberdeen police assisted officers 
with the N. C. Department of Community Corrections in seizing marijuana and cash. 

Officers searched a residence in the 200 block of Milite Lane In West End. According to 
report from the Sheriff's Department, officers seized about six ounces of marijuana and 
$1,297. The marijuana's value Is about $1,000. 

Officers arrested the resident, John Willle McNeely, and charged him with possession of 
marijuana with Intent to sell or deliver, felony possession of marijuana charge, a 
maintaining a dwelling to keep a controlled substance and a possession of drug 
paraphernalia. 

McNeely, 28, was released with a $10,000 unsecured bond. 

Stolen Car: Southern Pines police arrested a man on Saturday and charged him with 
stealing a 1997 Mercury Cougar XR7. 

Officers charged Paul Takeshi Reagan, 20, of Southern Pines, with larceny of a motor 
vehicle. The Mercury belongs to Jeanne MacGregor. 

Reagan was jailed under a $5,000 secured bond. His first court hearing is Thursday. 
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Man accused. in assault on cyclist 

The suspect in the 2001 armed abduction of a woman along the Withlacoochee Trail was 
already in jail, accu�ed of burglary and raping a child.

By SUZANNAH GONZALES, Times Staff Writer 
© St. Petersburg Times 
published September 11, 2003 

Almost two years filler a woman was assaulted on the Withlacoochee State Trail, authorities have brought 
charges against an Inverness man who they say was the attacker_ 

Keith Allen Benafield, 30, of 821 S Montgomery Ave., is charged with kidnapping, aggravated battery while 
in possession of a firearm, attempted robbery with a fireann and possession of a firearm by a convicted felon. 

Benafield already was in jail Wednesday awaiting disposition of a different case, in which he is charged with 
burglaiy of a dwelling, possession of a firearm by a felon, sexual battery on a child younger than 12 and 
aggravated assault. In that case, he is being held without bail. 

On Dec. 7, 2001, a 55-year-old Inverness woman was riding her bicycle on the trail when she saw a man 
walking behind the Sportsman's Park Bowling Alley, off U.S. 41 N. The woman said he turned and pointed a 
small-caliber pistol and told her to get off the bike: 

After the woman complied, the man tried to force the woman into the woods, authorities said. They said he 
eventually let her go - possibly because someone was approaching on the trail - but first struck her in the face 
with his fist, fracturing her jaw. Then he fled. 

Three people Benafield knows provided Citrus County sheriff's detectives with infonnation about his alleged 
involvement in the crime, according to sherifi's spokeswoman Gail Tierney. Benafield told the three people 
he committed the crime and planned to rob the woman. That information led detectives to obtain a warrant 
for Benafield's arrest 

The case for which Benafield already was in jail stems from a July arrest, records show. Benafield was 
accused of raping a 4-year-old girl. The girl told investigators she and Benafield were in a bathroom together 
naked when he had intercourse with her, according to an arrest report. 

Benafield also was accused of stealing rods, reels, a tackle box,·tent and air mattresses from an Inverness 
storage shed in April, and of pointing a gun at a woman during a domestic argument, a police report said. 

Also in July, Benafield was charged with selling a harmful video to a minor, according to a Florida 
DepaJtn:ient of Law Enforcement report. 

In the ear]y 1990s, the report said, Benafield was arrested in Alachua County, charged with burglary and 

IOn/2003 4:45 PM 
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Eugene, Oregon 
September 2, 2003 

A Rash of Car Break-Ins at Popular Trails 

By Jodi Unruh 
Jodi Unruh - A recent rash of car break-ins at local trails has 

upset hikers. Not only have the hikers lost 
valuables, but there's also no effort underway to find the thieves. 

A Eugene woman said she saw a man take off running after five 
cars were broken into al the Eugene Rldgellne Trail off of Fox 
Hollow Road. She said she was shocked when police told her 
they couldn't do much about it. 

Bill McCouskey who Is an avid hiker at the Ridgellne Trail said, "I 
came back from hike, and my right rear window had been 
smashed fn. Glass was all over the place." McCouskey said that 
was the second time someone broke into his car while he was 
hiking at the Ridgeline trail head in south Eugene. But he didn't 
report the crime because he said authorities didn't return his call 
last time. 

John and Ruth Anderson also recently came back to a smashed 
window. The Lane County Sheriffs Office encouraged them to 
file a report. Don Anderson said authorities more or Jess said, 
"Better luck next time, or something like that. There wasn't much 
they could say." 
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Police encournge hikers 
to take their valuables 

and to lock their vehicles. 

The heaps or shattered glass in the parking lot say it all. Jeane Wilson spotted an empty wallet in 
the parking lot. " I was hoping to find something in it to return it to someone. But as you can 
see, they took everything, even credit cards probably," she said. 

But local law enforcement agencies usually don't have enough staff to investigate car break-ins. 
Lt. Mike Samrord with the Lane County Sheriffs Office said, "There's that possibility based on our 
current staffing that lower level property crimes would not get follow up." He said budget cuts 
have also eliminated their property crimes specialist position. 

Authorities said there are a few things you can do to safeguard yourself from lurking thieves. 
Most importantly, never leave any valuables inside your car and in view of the thieves. Samford 
said people should also lock their vehicles. 

But McCouskey said he's going to take his wallet, and keep his windows rolled down to try and 
prevent anymore smashed windows. He said he loves hiking along Rldgellne so he isn't going to 
stop. 

The Lane County Sheriffs Office also has self-reports that people can fill out to report property 
crimes. 
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Officer Halts Rape Attempt at Midday 

By TINA KELLEY 

A 
man with a long criminal record attacked and tried to rape a 33-year-old woman yesterday in Prospect

• Park, but was stopped by a police officer who chased him down and arrested him, the authorities said.

The attack, which occurred at noon near a popular Park Slope playground, upset people who regularly use the 
park, which has long been considered relatively safe during the day. 

The victim was taken to a hospital with a broken jaw and multiple head and face injuries, but her condition 
was not considered life-threatening, the police said. The woman usually walks daily in the park with a friend 
but was alone yesterday, a police official said. 

The police identified her attacker as Bennie Hogan, 39, of Osborn Street in Brownsville, Brooklyn., who was 
released last month from a six-month jail term for sex abuse charges. The police said he had been arreste<,1 18 
times before on charges including assault, sexual abuse, drug offenses and grand larceny. The police said he 
has been jailed under various names and dates of birth, which they were still compiling yesterday. 

Mr. Hogan was charged with assault, resisting arrest and attempted rape in the attack yesterday. 

The assault occurred on the trail by the Third Street entrance on Prospect Park West. It was not known if any 
words were exchanged before the assailant started beating the woman. The police said he was slamming her 
head against the ground. 

Officer Anthony Ward, 30, who has been on the police force for two years, was riding nearby on a 
three-wheeled scooter used for park patrols when he noticed a scuffle in a dry shrubby area about 20 yards 
away. 

"I glanced to my right and saw what appeared to be a male over somebody, 11 he said yesterday. "His left hand 
was on her neck, like choking her, and the other hand was in a closed fist, punching her in the face. I stopped 
and said, 'What are you doing?' TI1at's when he took off." 

Officer Ward chased Mr. Hogan for about 3 0 feet, tackled him and handcuffed him. 

"I was just doing my job," he said. "Just routine patrol." 

"I feel good about preventing anything further from happening," he said. "I saved somebody's life, that's all." 

People who lived near the park expressed surprise about the attack. 

Susan Ritchie, 42, a freelance designer who was taking her daily walk in the park yesterday around 6 p.m. and 
listening to a Walkman, said she had not been concerned about walling in the park during daylight hours. 
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A Kearny man was arrested and faces burglary Md the.ft
charges in connection witl1 a rash of break-ins along the
Bayshore last month.

Community Joseph Cuccolo, 24, 285 Maple St., Ke&rny, was 
Guide arrested by Middletown police July 18 and charged with... .. six counts of burglary and five counts of theft, Detective

,w Gerald Weimer said.
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· arrest, Middletown Detective Lt. Mike 
Cerame said, police records showed that Cuccolo had
been arrested in Kearny on prior drug and burglary
charges.
Ute suspe{;l was initially arrested by Kearny police July 
18. Having been notified that Middletown police were in
search of Cuccolo and suspected him of the area
burglaries, Kearny police contacted Middletown 
detectives. Middletown police brought Cuccolo in for
questioning and arrested him the same day.
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"More often tlian not, drugs are the motive for 
burglaries," Weimer said. "In this case, especially, we 
have reason to belie,1e that drugs were al the root of the
[crimes.)"
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Mental illness a legal muddle 
By Jim Haley 
Herald_ Writer 
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The young woman jogging along a trail June 27 near Edmonds Commwlity College came across what 
appeared to be a "harmless old man." 

But as she started to pass, he grabbed her right arm, pulling her toward the dense woods, according to court 
charging papers. 

The jogger became frightened, feared that he nlight have a weapon and saw that his facial expression had 
changed from jovial to "a determined look of evil," the court papers said. 

The 74-year-old nian, Petro Ivanovich Panasyuk, later was charged with unlawful imprisonment. But he 
won't be going to trial. 

Deputy prosecutor Helene Blume last week stood before Snohomish County Superior Court Judge Anita 
Farris and asked her to dismiss the charge because Panasyuk is not competent to stand trial. Mental health 
experts also say they can't make·him competent through treatment. 

The case is a matter of frustration for Blume, who said she had no legal reason to continue prosecuting fue 
defendant, an example of a small class of mentally ill people who don't get enough care. 

The law requires that criminal defendants be competent, meaning they understand the charges against them 
and are able to assist defense attorneys at trial. Neither is true in this situation. 

She also fears that the unusual circumstances surrounding Panasyuk's situation will allow him to slip through 
already porous cracks in the state's mental health system, leading to him being released and perhaps letting 
him become a further danger to himself or others. 

"My frustration is tllis guy is so obviously dangerous and not adequately supervised," Blume said. "It doesn't 
seem that he fits into any niche somewhere to get services and put him where he won't hurt anybody." 

The man is a Ukrainian immigrant who speaks little English. Blume said in court that his case is complicated 
by the fact that he has dementia and is moderately retarded. 

"He needs to be supervised," said Marybeth Dingledy, a public defender who was appointed to represent 
Panasyuk. "Hopefully, his family can do that. If they can't, probably he'll have to go into a nursing home or a 
locked facility." 

Dingledy said this was a much different case than most she sees. Panasyuk is much older than her other 
clients, and has mental health problems that can't be managed with medication. There's sometimes a tendency 
to release mentally ill patients to caregivers. 

"The judges don't want to keep him in a crisis center if somebody wants to take him back," Di.ngledy said. 

In this case, Panasyuk has family members who. will take him, plus they speak Russian, Dingledy said. "For 
him, there really aren't many alternatives. You really hope his family keeps an eye on him." 

Farris dismissed the charge, but agreed with Blume that Panasyuk be evaluated by a Snohomish County 
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Glen Ellyn man charged with groping, Indecency 
By Kathryn Grondin Dally Herald Slaff Writer 
Posted 8/8/03 

A Glen Ellyn man races sexual abuse and public Indecency charges afler he was 
accused or gcoplng women on the lfllnols Prairie Path and exposing hlmselr to two 
sludenls at North Central College In Naperville. 

Naperville police picked up James Van Eaton, 45, of 1145 Surrey Drive In Glen Ellyn, 
al his home Wednc.sday evening and arrested him for felonypubllo Indecency, Sgt. 
JoerTruemper said. 

Police allej'.Je Van Eaton, wealing no clothes, followed lwo female students for several 
blocks on the North Central campus about 11 p.m. Aplil 27, Truemper said. 

After his arrest, Van Eaton was turned over to Lombard police, who charged him with 
criminal sexual abuse and aggravaled battery, Lombard Deputy Chief Dane Cuny 
said. 

Those charges stem from allegations \hat Van Eaton groped a woman who was 
jogging on lhe Prairie Path on April 25, police said. 

The perpetrator ran past the victim, !hen turned around and grabbed he1 from behind, 
according to police reports. Aller a brlef stru99le, the man ran off, police said. 

Glen Ellyn police also charged Van Eaton With crtmlnal sexual abuse and aggravated 
ba!teiy, both felonies, for a similar groping, said Glen Elryn Deputy Police Chief BIii 
Holmer. 

In that Incident, a female jogger was grabbed by a mon who had been jogging In the 
opposite direction and appeared to stop for a rest along the Prairie Palh In Glen Ellyn, 
Holmer said. 

"She screamed and pushed back and he ran off," Holmer said. 

'We"re obviously glad that this case has come to a conclusion and we can bring it to 
court now," he added. 

None or the women was physically hurt during the encounters. 

Van Ealon was released from DuPage County jail on bond late Thursday. 

The sexual abuse charges carry a penalty or up to three years in prison. The battery 
chargl'S are punishable by up to llve years in prison, police said. 
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No leads are reported in teen's killlng 

By BILL BRYAN 
Post-Dispatch 
08/07/2003 

St. Loujs Major Case Squad investigators reported no 
strong leads Thursday In the kllling of a youth, 16, from 
Hazelwood, whose body was found in Ladue . 

The body of Rodney s. Rankins Jr. was discovered a!)out 
7 p,m, Wednesday on a horse !rail also used by walkers 
and joggers near the 9600 block of Utc:singer Road. A 
Jogger round the body nearly 300 yards north of the 
Litzsinger pavement. 
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dumped. 

The murder investigation is 
believed to be only the third in 
Ladue - one of lhe nation's 
wealthiest cities - in 50 years or 
more. 

Aulhorilles said Rankins was 
stabbed several limes in the 
chest, piercing his heart. 

He lived In the 100 block al 
Williams Boulevard in 
Hazelwood, about two blocks 
from Mccluer High School and 
several miles from the spot 
where his body was found. 

He was believed last seen alive 
on Wednesday afternoon In his 
home neighborhood, police 
said. Ladue Police Lt. Bill 
Baker, who is heading the 
Investigation, said it was 
possible that Rankins was 
murdered elsewhere and 

Rankins was identified through fingerprints. Hts parenls -
Jeana Davis and Rodney Rankins Sr. - were not at home 
on Thursday evening. 

Some residents who live near the horse trait were 
shocked by the discovery. Joan Langenberg, whose 
home on Daniel Road abuts the path. said, "It's always so 
quiet around here. 

'You'd never In a million years think something like this 
would happen right there." 

Janet Powers, another area resident, called the murder 
"alarming," but said she was more alarmed that the police 
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OTTAWA.CBC.CA News - Full Story: 

Bike path safety debated 
Last Updated: Aug 12 2003 12:24 PM EDT 

OTTAWA -The Ardeth Wood case has ignited a debate over the safety of Ottawa's 
bicycle paths. While the National Capital Commission says women should use 
caution a citizen's group says the paths are safe. 

Wood, 27, went missing after taking a bike ride along the Aviation Parkway last 
week. 

• FROM AUG. 11, 2003: Body found in city creek

On Monday, the capital commission warned women not to travel on the bike paths 
alone until police track down a suspect In the case. 

Jennifer Allan, who works for Citizens for Safe Cycling, says the bike paths are no 
more dangerous than any other public places. 

"I don't think there's any real cause for not going out there. I think it is just going 
out there and being aware. Like anything else, whether its the pathways or your 
own street corner you always have to be vigilant." Councillor Diane Deans says the 
city will have to review its pathway safety policies as a result of the Ardeth Wood 
case. 

Deans represents Gloucester-Southgate, one of only three communities in the city 
with a pathway patrol program. 

Forty volunteers encourage safe use and courtesy on the park pathways. 

Deans says the program may have to be expanqed and police may have to take 
on more responslbllity around the trails. 

"The pathway patrol is to keep the community safe and to provide Information but 
we wouldn't want our volunteers to get into harms way either. There is a role for 
the police on the paths as well." 

Police say they do not have the resources to increase policing along the bike 
paths. 

Copyright © 2003 Canadian Broadcasting corporation - Al! Rights Reserved 
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Ardeth ·mourned 
'We've all regarded this as a very safe community, 1 police chief says. 'This is a 
shock to all of us'. Search called off after police find body� evolves into massive 
manhunt for suspect 

Tom Spears and Karen Snider, with tiles from Karen Snider, Paula Mccooey, Erin 
Conway-Smith and Sarah Kennedy 

The Ottawa Citizen 

TuesdaY,Augustl2, 2003 

They found Ardeth Wood yesterday afternoon near Green's Creek, 
where her body had laln hidden through six days of frantic searching. 
Police believe - though haven't confirmed -- that she died In an attack, 
and have distributed the sketch of a "person of interest." 

A dog In one. of the many search teams found the body of the 
27-year-old philosophy student on land, near the edge of the creek -
wh·ere searchers found her bicycle the day before. Her body was
concealed, police said.

Though they have not formally identified the body as that of Ardeth 
Wood, police have called off the six-day search and are saying the body 
is hers. 

"Ardeth Wood met with foul play, and we are treating this individual as 
a suspect in her disappearance," Ottawa police Chief Vince Bevan told 
reporters. 

"We should all be shocked. We've all regarded this as a very safe 
community. You know in your own experience that youth and women 
have felt free to cycle, to jog and live their lives without the fear of 
something like this happening. This Is a shock to all of us." 

Ms. Wood's younger brother, Colum, 23, said his family had no 
Indication the news was coming when it did. The family gathered on a 
bus at the command post to meet Chief Bevan. They were told there 
would be a press conference afterwards, but having had so much 
interaction with police and media since his sister's disappearance, Mr. 
Wood thought nothing of it. 

The desperate 
five-day search for 
Ardeth wood ended 
sadly yesterday when 
her body was found In 
the thick brush by 
Green's Creek, not far 
from where her bike 
was discovered 
Sunday afternoon. 
Police say foul play is 
suspected In the 
death of the 
27�year�old university 
student, 

"We just weren't expecting It at all. I was just so hopeful that nothing this tragic would ever 
happen." 

Chief Bevan broke the news to the family, .while other investigators stood by. Colum Wood said 
those officers were nearly reduced to tears. 

"The pollce were just amazing. They helped us so much," he said. "They tried their very best and 
they are going to continue to try their very best." 

Colum Wood said police couldn't reveal all of the Information about their case. 

"They told us there is more that they can't tell us and that the cops are trying. I'm led to believe 
they've narrowed It down to more than just a sketch. It seems pretty definite. 

8/13/2003 l :33 PM 
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Attack on Popular Bike and Jogging Path 
. i;:�'.; -�. ·: 
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(Wantagh.WABC, August 14, 2003) - A female 
jogger in Wantagh fought off a se>rual predator and 
this morning police are hunting for the man who 
attacked her on a popular bike path. 

a( See Pholos.f:IQ..m TT1e Story 

Police say the victim really kepi her composure during this attack. She fought 
back and only suffered minor injuries. The path she was attacked on was right 
along the Wantagh Parkway and it goes all the way down to Jones Beach. fl 
considered a safe area that runs along a nice neighborhood. Police are doing 
everything they can lo catch this attacker. 

A popular trail used by bikers and joggers became a crime scene last night. 
Police closed off the area with yellow tape. With K-9 teams, police then 
combed the woods along lhe Wantagh Parkway near Jones Beach hunting 
for a predator. 

An 18-year old woman told police she was attacked at around 6:30 p.rn. 
Wednesday evening. She was jogging on the path when the suspect rode up 
behind her on a bike. She was tackled to the ground and tried to fight off the 
suspect. She even bit him. Then another jogger came upon the struggle. At 
that point, the suspect fled the scene. There are reports that the victim may 
have escaped on the attacker's bike. 

I Friday, August 15, 2003 
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Police probe link to Blossom Park stalker 
•we have very good information about the suspect'

zev Singer and Jason Fekete, with files from Jake Rupert 

The Ottawa Citizen 

Wednesday, August 13, 2003 

The resemblance between the composite sketches of the man wanted ln 
the death of Ardeth Wood and the Blossom Park sexual predator has led 
police to investigate a potential link. 

"People looking at the two composites would draw similar conclusions," 
Ottawa police Investigator Staff Sgt. Randy Whisker said last night of the 
resemblance. "There's similarltles there. So we're going to look at that as 
well as all the other Information that we have and see If there Is a link." 

Staff Sgt. Whisker said the potential link is one of many leads the police 
are looking at in the hunt for the man they believe kllled Ms. Wood, a 
27-year-old student who went for a bike ride a week ago and never came
home.

Staff Sgt. Whisker said the police force is "very confident" that the man In 
the composite sketch In the Ardeth wood case -- a man described by other 
women who saw hlm In the area of the bike path where the woman went 
riding -- is the man they are after. ''We have some very good information 
about the suspect and we feel very confident about the composite sketch," 
Staff Sgt. Whisker said. 

The man wanted in connection with the Blossom Park attacks, llke the 
man in the Wood case, was described as being In his early 20s, Last 
month, that man, armed with a knife, attacked two 12-year-old glrls and a 
15-year-old girl, in separate incidents, .demanding that they take off their
clothes. As in the case of Ms. Wood, the attacks were In broad daylight.

Kellle Ma-xsom, mother of three children and organizer of the 
newly-formed Blossom Park neighbourhood watch, said last night she's 
positive the two sketches are of the same man, and she fears he may 
return t9 unleash panic and fear over her community. 

"The pictures and descriptions are nearly exactly the sam·e. It's the same 
guy," she said. "It absolutely scared me when I opened the newspaper 
(Tuesday) morning. I Just about spilled my coffee. How many pictures are 
there with the same psycho? 

"I had a bunch of phone calls this morning from neighbours saying 'Oh. my 
God, have you seen the sketches and descriptions?'," she added. "Is he 
going to come back here? He started here, so does he five around here? 
This may be his comfort zone and he could return." 

Last month's Blossom Park sexual assaults were complicated by the fact 
that two separate sexual predators appeared to be attacking women In the 
same area. One appeared to be an older man, possibly as old .as 40, who 
used a bicycle and appeared to be heavier. He did not use a weapon and 
groped women before fleeing. 

Otta�a police are 
investigating 
possible links 
between the 
composite 
sketches of the 
man wanted In the 
death of Ardeth 

wood, left, and a 
man wanted for 
Blossom Park 
sexual assaults. 

Ottawa police are 
Investigating 
possible links 
between the 
composite 
sketches of the 
man wanted in the 
death of Ardeth 
Wood, left, and a 
man wanted for

Blossom Park 
sexual assaults. 
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Man Charged With Rape, Kidnapping 

POSTED: 7:02 p.m. EDT August 11, 2003 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. -- Police in Charlotte have arrested a suspect and charged him 
with first-degree rape and kidnapping. 

In June 2001, police say a young woman jogging thru Reedy Creek Park was 
dragged off a path and raped in the woods. 

The arrest of 27-year-old Cesar Gonzalez-Orella has 
some breathing a sigh of relief. 

11S0 he's caught? Yes, that's a wonderful thing. I'm so 
thankful," said resident Catherine Reeves. 

Police say a combination of factors led to Gonzalez' 
arrest. 

Since _the attack, they've increased patrols and awareness. 

Copyright 2003 by . All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast rewritten or redistributed. 
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(KSDK) - A man Is now charged with the murder of a teeanger in 
Ladue. 

22 year old Derringer Wellington of Rock Hill is being held without 
bond. He faces charges offirst degree murder and armed criminal 
action, 

Police say Wellington confessed murdering Rodney Rankins, Junior. 
Investigators found Rankins stabbed to death near a jogging path 
Wednesday night. 

Officers took another man into custody, but he only witnessed the 
murdef and hasn't been charged. 
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F�rmington police search for woman's 
a·ttacker 

Posted: 8/15/03 

by Aaron Tinklenberg 
TIIISWEEK NEWSPAPERS 

Farmington police are looking for a man who attacked and sexually 
HometownSource.com assaulted a woman Aug. 8 as she walked down a park trail in broad 

ECM Publishers, Inc. daylight. 

According to police, the.attack occurred between the hours of noon and 
3 p.m. on a stretch of walking trail near the eastern end of 195th Street. 
The trail passes a pond and then leads into a more secluded wooded 
area away from a nearby residential area. 

The victim, a Farmington woman, was grabbed and pulled into the 
woods where the assault took place, according to Det. Jerry Wacker. It 
was unclear whether a weapon was used, he said. 

The attacker is described as a white male with olive skin, six feet tall, 
225-240 pounds and in his late 30s. He has dark hair that is layered on
the sides above the ears and longer in the back, according to police, and
has a thin Fu Manchu mustache_

Wacker would not comment on the extent of the assault, but called it 
"serious." 

Wacker said physical evidence had been collected and sent to the 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension for DNA examination. With the help 
of the victim, police have also developed a composite sketch of the 
suspect. 

"Th.is type of assault is very rare, especially for Farmington," Wacker 
said. "Usually, [sexual assaults are committed by] someone the victim 
is acquainted with.

"It's concerning anytime, but in broad daylight, this guy is pretty bold." 

Since police learned of the attack, notices have been sent to surrounding 
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Woman injured in assault at Hayes State Park 

By David Frownfe/der -- Daily Telegram Staff Writer 

CAMBRIDGE TWP. -- A 20-year-old Romulus woman was hospitalized with severe 
facial injuries following an attempted sexual assault Sunday evening at Hayes State Park 
in Cambridge Township. 

According to Cambridge Township Police Chief Larry Wibbeler, the woman was 
transferred to the University of Michigan Hospital in Ann Arbor from Herrick Memorial 
Hospital in Tecumseh. 

Wibbeler said the victim and an 18-year-old female companion, also from Romulus, were 
walking along the nature trail between the boat launch and the beach about 6 p.m. when a 
man, apparently lying in wait, grabbed both of them. The younger woman was able to 
break free and ran toward the beach, screaming for help. 

The other woman struggled with the man for several minutes before breaking away. She 
suffered her injuries when falling down a long flight of stairs on the trail. Wibbeler said 
the woman suffered multiple facial lacerations, a deep gash above her left eye and had lost 
some teeth . 

. Her assailant was described as a white male, 6 feet tall with short, dark brown hair and a 
mustache. He wa'l wearing a white T-shirt and denim shorts. 

Cambridge Police closed off the park as quickly as possible, Wibbeler said, but the 
assailant apparently escaped before they were able to close off every exit. 

During interviews with people at the park, officers were told a man had been seen running 
from the area where the assault was reported to have occurred. 

He gathered up his family and fled in a hurry, leaving behind a number of items which 
police are looking through for clues. No description of a vehicle was available and no one 
got a license plate number, Wibbeler said. 

Cambridge police are asking for help in this matter. Anyone with information is asked to 
caU 467-4737. 
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Police Briefs: Aug. 21, 2003 

�Y-

August 21, 2003 -

Saturday 

Assault with a deadly weapon 

While jogging on the Putah Creek bike path, a person was struck on 
the side of the head with a rock and knocked to the ground. A Davis 
Police Department officer located the perpetrator several blocks away, 
and he was taken into custody and charged with assault with a deadly 
weapon. The victim was transported to the UC Davis Medical Center 

for treatment. The man was booked at the Yolo County Jail. 

Sunday 

An hone.st herbalist 

Monday 

Sex, lies und pants 

$3 is the charm 
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Woman attacked in fifth Anchorage trail assault of summer 
By Associated Press 

Friday, August 22, 2003 -

ANCHORAGE 

A woman was qttacked by a man on a bicycle as she jogged on Anchorage's coastal trail, police said. 

The incident Thursday Is the fifth reported attack this summer on the city's trail system. 

The woman told police dispatchers she was running on the Tony Knowles Coastal Trail about 9:30 a.m. when the man tried to 
grab her near Lyn Ivy Park downtown. 

The woman got away unharmed and called police using a passerby's cell phone. Police did not immediately interview the woman 
because she left the scene, said Detective John McKinnon, who is handling the case. 

The man was described as a short, Native male adult riding a dark-colored 10-speed bicycle. He was wearing blue jeans and a 
black sweatshirt, police said. 

McKinnon said the man's description, and the type of bike he was riding, matches that from an attack that occurred near the 
same park on June 30. 

II also matches the description of a man who was reported to be acting suspiciously on June 17 in the area, he said. In that case, 
the man leered at passing women and kept going back and forth between the woods and a park bench, McKinnon said. 

Several police officers canvassed the area after the call from the woman, McKinnon said. The man was not located. 

With so many attacks this summer, Mayor Mark Beglch's office is developing a volunteer trail patrol program. More details about 
the program, call ad Trail Watch, are expectad to be released the first week In September. 

In the meantime, additional officers will be patrolling the downtown traits in an attempt lo Identify the man, police said. 
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Defenders Stake Out Camping Crimes 

Police Reports Uncover Assaults, Rapes 

POSTED: 4:13 p.m. EDT August 1, 2003 
UPDATED: 6:32 p.m. EDT August 1, 2003 

Shopping 

The fresh air, the fire, the fun. Camping. For thousands of 
metro Detroiters, It's a tradition. 

"We just wanted to take a few days out and do some 
camping, get away from the city," Dean Newsome told Local 
4. 

Three generations of the Haymore family of Livonia set up 
camp at the KOA campground in St. Clair County. 

"This campground is wonderful for kids, that's why we come 
here," camper Patricia Haymore said. "We llke this 
campground It's very safe." 

This outdoor paradise will be their home away from home 
for the next week. 

More than a mllllon Michiganders will hit the woods this 
year, but what many don't reaflze Is some campgrounds are 
really just outdoor retreats for crlmlnals. 

"If you went to a soclologlst and said to him set up a 
sociological disaster, it would be at a state park. It's 
tailor-made for conflict," Bill Appleton of Algonac State Park 
said. 

The Defenders have uncovered police reports revealing 
hundreds of crimes at campsites across the state. Up North, 
Western Michigan and right here at metro Detroit 
campsites, crimes ranging from petty thefts to assaults and 
even rapes have been reported. 

A 26-year-old Leonard, Mich., man ts accused of knifing a 
campers neck during a weekend camping trip at Lake Port 
State Park near Port Huron. Alan Kruszka has been charged 
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Man arrested for sex crimes in area towns 

At least two more similar charges likely 

By Bill Bird 
staff writer 

�IJ)�� 
� (}i,U,� 

A cooperative effort between three police agencies has resulted in the arrest of a man 
accused of fondling two joggers in Glen Ellyn and Lombard and stalking two North 
Central college students in Naperville while he was naked. 

Another charge in Lombard and one or more in West Chicago also could be lodged 
against the suspect, James R Van Eaton, 45, of 1145 Surrey Drive in Glen Ellyn, police 
said Aug. 8. 

The North Central students and the two female joggers all positively identified Van 
Eaton as their assailant during a suspect lineup July 19 at DuPage County Jail in 
Wheaton, police said. 

Van Eaton is charged with public indecency in the Naperville case and criminal sexual 
abuse and aggravated batteiy in the Glen Ellyn and Lombard incidents. All five charges 
are felonies. 

A cumulative bond of$SO,000 was set for Van Eaton on Aug. 7 in DuPage County 
Circuit Court in Wheaton. Van Eaton is free on $5,000 bail and scheduled to return to 
com1 Sept. 8. 

Van Eaton, who reportedly is unemployed, began his alleged crime spree at I :40 p.m. 
April 25, along the Illinois Prairie Path recreational trail near Third Street in Lombard. 

Lombard police Detective Terry Evoy said the victim in that case told investigators she 
was jogging along the trail when a man ran up from behind her. The suspect, later 
identified as Van Eaton, grabbed and fondled the woman before fleeing the scene on foot, 
Evoy said. 

The attacker struck again two days later, this time on the north side of the North Central 
College campus. 

Two students reported being followed at about 11 p.m. April 27 as they walked along 
School Avenue near Oesterle Library. Naperville police said a naked man who had been 
hiding behind a tree began following the students, and at one point walked to within 10 
feet of them. 

Page 606 
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TAHOE CITY, CA, August 1 
Tahoe City man arrested in attempted kidnapping 

A Tahoe City man was arrested after he allegedly attempted to abduct a nine-year-old girl near 
the Truckee River. 

On Tuesday, the girl and her family were enjoying a day at the river near the 1600 Block of River 
Road in Tahoe City. As part of the activities, the girl was riding an fnner tube down the river away 
from the family's day camp. The girl would float down the river approximately 50 yards and 
return to the camp via a bike path. 

At about 3 :OD PM, during one of her return trips, 39-year-old Michael Axton allegedly grabbed the 
victim as she passed him on the bike path. The victim screamed, pulled away and then ran back 
to her family. The suspect fled the scene. 

Through a follow up Investigation Axton was identified and subsequently arrested on attempted 
kidnapping. 

Anyone with Information on similar Incidents Is encouraged to contact the Placer County Sheriff's 
Department at (530) 581-6330. 
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Waco, Texas police issue sketches of park rapist-8-20-2003 

By MIKE ANDERSON Tribune-Herald staff writer 

Waco police released two sketches Tuesday depicting a man suspected in the rape of a female 
jogger last week on the Cameron Park trails. 

Aside from the sketches, police reported no major developments in the investigation nor 
additional sightings of the man, police spokesman Steve Anderson said Tuesday. 

The attack happened about B:30 p.m., around sunset, Aug. 11, in a heavily wooded section of the
park, several yards from the steps locally referred to as "Jacob's ladder," northwest of Herring 
Avenue. 

A 20-year-old woman was jogging on a section of trail known as "California 56" when a man 
came up behind her and struck her on the back of the head, knocking her to the ground. 

The man assaulted the woman, threatening her but not producing a weapon, police said. After the 
assault, the woman ran to a nearby road for help. 

In addition to the sketches, police released more details of the suspect's appearance. Police 
describe the suspect as a white male in his mid•20s to early 30s, about 5•foot•9 and 170 pounds. 
He was described as having a thin goatee and short brown hair, mostly covered with a blue 
bandanna. 

Police said the man has an athletic build, crooked teeth and spoke with a southern drawl.

Since the attack, Waco Park Rangers have begun heavier patrols of the park's 20 miles of trails. 
Ranger Nora Schell said she and others patrolling the park alert everyone they come across on 
the trails about the incident. She said rangers recommend those who use the more secluded 
trails do so during well-Ill times of the day. She also suggested traveling in groups. 

Schell applauded members of the Waco Bicycle Club who ride the park's trails toward sunset 
every day in an effort to deter another assault. 

"The community has been real helpful on this, especially the bike club," Schell said. "They have 
been out there in force, getting exercise but also being extra eyes and extra ears. 

"We are hoping there is someone out there who will see the sketches and they will look familiar," 
she said. 'We would also like to talk to anybody who was out there that night who might have 
seen something." 

Anyone with infonnatlon about the case should call Schell at 750-8057 or Waco police at 750-
7500. 

Mike Anderson can be reached at manderson@wacotrib.com or at 757-5755. 
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Contact: Walch Comrnander, 805-339-4416 
Ventura Police Department 

Robbery 

Location: Bike path, west side of Seaside Park 
Date/Time Occurred:July 27, 2004, 1:32 p.m. 
Otticer(s) Involved: Officer Webster, Corporal Weeks 
Vicllm(s): 17 year old juvenile from Ventura 
Suspect(s): 2 Hispanic male Juveniles with shaved heads, approximately 17 years 
of age, riding bicycles 
Report #: 04-11449 

The victim was riding southbound on the bike path between Seaside Park and the 
Ventura River estuary when he was cut off by the suspects riding bikes. One 
suspect produced a revolver and demanded money. The victim attempted to flee 
but was tackled by the suspects, who removed the victim's wallet, and then took 
cash from it. The suspects fled northbound on the bike path towards Main Street. 

Anyone with information on this robbery is encouraged to contact the Ventura 
Police Department. 

If you have any information about this crime, please call Ventura Pa/ice 
Detectfves at 339-4327, or make an anonymous cafl to Crime Stoppers at 
385-TALK or494-TALK _
ff your information leads to an arrest, you could receive a cash reward of up to
$1000.
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Police Charge Suspected Bike Path Flasher 

POSTED: 3: 11 pm EDT July 2.9, 2004 
UPDATED: 3:26 pm EDT July 29, 2004 

A Cranston man is accused of exposing himself on a bike path in the city. 

Michael Husereau, 38, was arrested Wednesday and charged with two counts of 
disorderly conduct. He was picked out of a photo lineup by people who complained 
about a flasher. 

Investigators are trying to determine if Husereau exposed himself on bike paths in West 
Warwick and Lincoln. 

Copyright 2004 by tumto10,com. All rights reserved, This material may not be 
published, broadcast:, rewritten or redistributed, 
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Cop sting targets park sex 

By Bill Harless, bharfess@nashvUJecitypaper.com 
July 29, 2004 
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A beautiful lake, a marina, bike trails, rolling green hllls; Hamilton Creek Park in East Nashville near 
Percy Priest Dam is a popular spot for families to relax. 

But the park is also popular with another crowd. Since June 30, 50 men there have been charged or 
cited for indecent exposure by Metro Police and Metro Parks officers. 

During the daytime, the men are masturbating and engaging In oral sex along the bike trails and In 
the parking lots at the park. Recently, one man propositioned a child. Condoms Jitter the ground in 
some areas. 

Web sites advertise the park as a place For men to engage In sex. Not only men from Nashville 
frequent the park; one caught Wednesday is from St. Louis and another is from Andersonville, 
Tenn., near Knoxville. 

Nearby residents, officers of the local Hermitage police precinct and Metro Parks officers have 
intensified efforts to clean up the park. 

"I witnessed 30 or 40 cars cruising the parking Jot" a few weeks ago, said Tommy Hatcher, a 
resident who helped bulld one of the bike trails ln the late 1980s. 

The problem has been around for more than 20 years, he said, but with a child being approached 
and the problem "growing and expanding," the situation has reached a crlsl 

It is easy for area children to follow bike trails to the park, Hatcher said. 

, po ce caught four men engaging in indecent activity at the 
park. Also Wednesday, police caught three men at Percy Priest Dam and one man at the Smith 
Springs Recreation Area. 

A total of 99 citations and arrests have been made at these and at Cedar Hill Park since June 30. 

The men, many middle-aged, often visit the park during lunch hour, said Sergeant Jack Klotzback of 
the Hermitage precinct, who supervised parts of the police operation, Most of the men are married -
their wives not realizing what their husbands are up to, he said. 

"We're not going to tolerate this, it's not appropriate, this Is where children hang out, and they 
don't need to be seeing this," said Commander Michelle Richter of the Hermitage precinct. 

She said part of the problem is that the crime of indecent exposure Is only a misdemeanor, not a 
felony. 

The first and second offences are Class B misdemeanors. The violator can be fined up to $500. But 
without jail time, he can return to the park, Richter noted. 

Most of the men are repeat offenders, but police cannot Issue orders banning the men from 
returning to the park. 

If he commits a thlrd offense, a violator can be fined up to $1,500 and can be put In jail for up to 
11 months and 29 days, according to Klotzback. 

The fines need to be higher, Richter said. 
Richter said that the Hermitage precinct and Metro Parks created a task force to deal with the 
problem. The task force plans to petition the General Assembly to make the crime a felony, though 
residents of the community will have to continue to play an active role in order to do this, she said. 

So far, the action to clean up the parks has proved "a perfect example of community-oriented 
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Sarnia police are probing "-*lh< 
the second at1ack in three �• 

frfoncts from High School days on yowig women 
walking along a popular 
nature trail. In the latest 
attack, a woman in her 
20s was walking alone 
on the Howard Watson 
Nature Trail around 5 
p,m. Wednesday when a 
man grabbed her from 
behind. 
Police said she fought off 
her attacker, who fled. 
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The man is described as ·white, between age 19 and 23 witli a fair complexion. 
He is between five-foot-four ru1d five-foot-six, weighs about 140 pounds and bns 
short, light brown hair. He was wearing a dark blue shirt and beige shorts at the 
time. 
It's the second attack on the trail this week. On Monday, a 16-year-old girl was 
cycling the trail around 6:40 p.m. when a man pulled her off her bike and 
sexually assaulted her. 
Police said she managed to fight off her attacker. 
The man in that incident is described as white, 16 to 19 years of age and about 
fi.ve-foot�ighl He h11d short, curly brown hair with blonde frosted tips, wore 
blue or grey shorts and carried a black T-shirt. 
The attacks occurred around the same time of day and were about a kilomelre 
apart. 
Police are still looking into whether they are linked. 
• At this point, there isn't sufficient infonnation to connect the two assaults, other
than they are in a similar area," lead investigator Sgt. Doug Cunningham said 
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Indecency in parks bad as reported, officers 
discover 
By NATALIA MIELCZAREK 
Staff Writer 

y meu iucreasing, officials say 

In an undercover sting operation yesterday, Metro police officers and Metro Parks rangers cited eight men 
with indecent exposure, bumping up to 99 the total number of arrests since June 30. 

Related story: List of those anested in sting operations 

Reports ofrandom sex acts - as some Metro police officers call them- aren't new to mountain bikers, 
park visitors and Metro police. Hamilton Creek Park, Percy Priest Dam, Cedar Hill Park and Smith Springs 
recreational area have become notorious for sexual activity involving mostly men. 

Officers said they've seen men exposing themselves, rubbing their genitals through their clothes, 
masturbating, having oral sex and watching each other. Bombarded by complaints from residents, officers 
decided to see for themselves. 

"I sent my guys to check it out and see if the complaints we received were valid and whether it was a 
problem," said Michelle Richter, captain of the Hermitage Police precinct, which is heavily involved in the 
investigation. '1t definitely was. My officers said they've never seen anything like this." 

Tommy Hatcher lmows firsthand. He's a mountain biker who has ridden the trails in Hamilton Creek Park 
since the 1980s. 

"We've been fighting it over the years, and it's gotten progressively worse, to a point that now mow1tain 
bikers are getting solicited," Hatcher said. "I've been solicited myself" 

He won't bring his children to Hamilton Creek Park anymore. 

"Even this morning, my kids and I were walking around in the grass and 3 0 to 40 cars perused the parking 
lot," he said. "A guy walked into the woods, another guy followed him, they walked back out right in front of 
me in broad daylight, with my two little kids in tow." 

That's standard behavior, said Sgt. Damian Huggins with the Hennitage precinct. He's gone undercover in 
recent weeks and noticed total strangers meet and then disappear into the woods, one by one. 

Huggins said he doesn't know why these particular areas have attracted illicit sexual activity, but said the four 
locations have gained a reputation by word of mouth. There are even Web sites that advertise Hamilton 
Creek Park as a destination for sexuaJ activity, police said. 

Some undercover officers and park rangers have been approached and solicited for sexual activity. Simply 
walking into the woods seemed to invite attention, officials said. 

Metro Police Chief Rona! Serpas and Metro Parks Director Roy Wilson said they will continue to comb the 
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Fifty-year-old Raymond Firkus (DOB: 3-30-54), of A.Nada, appeared in Jefferson County Court on July 20 
and was sentenced to two and a half years in jail for exposing himself to women in the Lake Arbor area of 
Arvada. He must also complete sex offender treatment and register as a sex offender. 

Firkus pled guilty to five counts of indecent exposure on May 21, 2004. County Court Judge Roy Olson 
sentenced him to the maximum allowed on each count, which is six months in the county jail, to be served 
consecutively. Judge Olsen granted Firkus work release and will review the case on October 20 and consider 
commuting the remainder of the jail time to probation based upon his compliance and conduct between now 
and then. 

Judge Olson cited the damage done to the community that cannot be repaired and his concern with Firkus' 
repeat behavior in sentencing him to the maximum sentence allowable. Prosecutor Katie Carter asked for a 
jail sentence and told the court of her concerns based on the evaluation done by Redirecting Sexual 
Aggression (RSA). The sex offender evaluation said that Firkus was a medium-to-high risk to recidivate and
that he seemed unwilling to take responsibility for his behavior. 

,,. 

Over an 18-month period ending in August 2003, Firkus exposed himself to numerous women, generally in 
the Lake Arbor area. Generally, his vlctims were walking or jogging alon the 

· 
the la:ke. Firkus 

would jog past the victim, then return, coming towards the women, mg up his ny on rwnung shorts to 
fully expose himself to them. In June of 2003, one victim followed Firkus to his car and was able to provide 
Arvada Police with his license plate and following the subsequent investigation, he was arrested in August, 
2003. 

===================================== 
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Two arrested afjer bike trail chase 

BY CHARLES F. HABER 

Times Correspondent 
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HIGHLAND -- Two 20-year-old St. John men learned drunken driving is not allowed, including on the town's 
bike path. 

Patrolman Gerardo Garza, monitoring traffic In the 2700 block of Highway Avenue about 3 a.m. Wednesday, 
saw a green all-terrain vehicle going north on the bike path and tried to stop it. 

But it "did a U-tum and sped southbound on the bike path," Garza said In his written report. 

A pursuit began down the path, but the squad car couldn't cross a small bridge. Other officers stopped the ATV 
at 45th Street, police said. 

Matthew G. Eggebrecht, 8431 Christopher Drive, had a blood-alcohol concentration of 0.17 and failed several 
field sobriety tests, police said. He was charged with driving an off-road vehicle in the park and drunken 
driving, police said. 

Adam E. Lucido, of Olcott St., had a blood-alcohol concentration of 0.09 and was charged with public 
intoxication, police said. 
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accused of exposing himself on mountain tra· 

Veronica Whitney 
July 7, 2004 

Mountain bikers and hikers beware - you could find more than trees and 
wildflowers on �ume local trails. m?'' · · ' · 

On July 2, a Denver woman who was mountain biking on Vail Mountain \i.
called police to say she had seen a man masturbating on one of the trails. :i:ii! 

�lii�! TI1e 36-year-old woman told police she had been biking on the Grand 
Traverse trail, when a man passed her on a mountain bike. Minutes 
later, she found the man again, but this time he was on the side of the 
trail facing her with his biking shorts pulled down to his ankles and he 
masturbating, police said. 

]be woman said that when she passed the masturbating man, he told 
her, "Sony." 

Vail Mountain security had officers on the mountain looking for the 
man, but he was never found, police said. 

Borrowed pla e s 

One day, she says, she sees them. The next, she says, she doesn't. 
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On Tuesday, a 47-year-old Gypsum woman called police to report that the tags on her license plates had been removed and replaced 
many times. The woman told police she suspects someone is borrowing them for their car and returning tl1em later. 

The woman also told police someone had been stealing gas from her car regularly. She said about three gallons has been taken twice 
a week since January. 

The woman told police there was no one she suspected, but said the person taking the tags and gas probably lived nearby. 

Police canvassed the area but couldn't find any evidence or suspects. They told the woman the Eagle County Sheriffs Office would 
patrol he area more often. 

Window shoot out 
The owner of a Canyon Run condo was sitting in his living room on July 1 when he heard a "pop" from the bedroom. The man called 
police when he realized that the window had been shot out 

Once at the apartment, police found a small BB-sized hole in a bedroom windowpane. By using the hole to estimate trajectory, they 
determined thal the projectile had come from tl1e eastern end of the Eagle Bend apartment building. 

After following some leads, police interviewed a 23-year-old New York man, who was staying with some friends at one of the 
apartments in the complex. 

The man allegedly said he had shot the BB rifle from inside the apartment out the open door at a target sitting on the deck railing. 
He said his friends had been showing him how to shoot targets. 
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Phenix City Man Confessed To Killing Two Salem Teens, Police Say 

Wilson Denied Bond, Held In Russefl County 

POSTED: 3:58 pm CDT July 28, 2004 

PHENIX CITY, Ala. -- A 19-year-old Phenix City man charged with the capital 
murder of two Salem teenagers told police he accidentally shot one victim when he 
tripped, then he panicked and shot the other one, according to the testimony of a 
Russell County Investigator. 

On Wednesday, attorney Rick Chancey said he is looking into the events leading up 
to the confession of his client, Paul Hunter Wilson, who apparently did not have an 
attorney at the time of the statement. 

Investigator Grover Goodridge was the sole state's witness at a preliminary hearing 
for Wilson, who now faces a possible grand jury lndictme t at an undetermined date. 

t the hearing Tuesday, Goodridge testified that Wilson confessed to the May 24 
killings of 18-year-old R.J. Davis and 17-year-old Kenneth Mack Creamer just hours 
after their bodies were discovered along a trail in Briar Creek Park three days later. 

. e s eing 1e oun y. 

Copyright 2004 by The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not 
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed . 
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He was wearing blue or grey shorts that went below the knees and was carrying 
a black T-shirt. He was also wearing boxer shorts with a word on the waistband 
beginning with the letter S. 

Police said he may have fresh scratch marks on his upper left arn1. 

Anyone with information is asked to call Samia police at 5 l 9-344-8861 or 
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS. 

Copyright© The London Free Press 2001,2002,2003 
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Bike rider stabbed in Prospect Park 

By Lindsay Faber 
Staff Writer 

July 26, 2004, 10:10 PM EDT 

A bike rider in Prospect Park was stabbed in the back by two teenagers who stole his bike, police 
said. 

Donelle Jones, 24, of Eastern Parkway, was riding on the bridle path near the Long Meadow 
ballfields, which stretch along the western edge of the park in the area of 11th Street and Prospect 
Park West. 

At 3:15 p.m., two youths -- believed to be 16 and 18, one on foot, the other riding a bike -
approached Jones, stabbed him and rode off with his bike, police said. 

The youths were both wearing jeans and white T-shirts, and one was in a white do-rag. 
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Leisure 
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Police said Jones did not know the attackers. He was taken to Kings County Hospital Center, where he was in stable 
condition. 

Copyright© 2004, Newsday, Inc. 
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Twelve geese run down on Albert Lea bike 
path Watch video � 
Publishing date: 07-26-2004 7:04 PM 

(KAAL) -- Law enforcement officers want the public's help 
In solving an animal crime In Albert Lea. 

Weather 

Webmall
Programming
Employment

Around 6am Saturday, police officers were sent to an 
area of the bicycle path along Albert Lea Lake. Enlarge I More Images 

l'About Us
EEO Public File

When they arrived, they found 12-geese had been run 
over and killed by a car which was driven along the bike 
path. 

Home , 
view My WebCast At feast one w�tness says they saw an early 1980 s 
search KAAL [go] dark-colored Lincoln driving along the path. 
, .......... ,.,. ..... •••••••n�u.....,, .. ,., • .,,, 

._ __ ............. _--.i"It was kinda sad because these geese were recently 
Community Calendar banded by the O-N-R, they band so many geese a year to 

s 

4 

Submit Event study their habits, and all of them were kllled," says 
« July >> Lieutenant Phil Bartusek, Albert Lea Police Department. 
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If you have any information on this case, you are urged 
to call the Albert Lea Police Department at 
507-377-521S or the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources at (888)-646-6367.18 19 20 21 22 

25 26, 27 28 29 

23 24 

30 31 

- Brian Fancher

Watch video lo<
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Campers See Sex Act 

By Cathleen O'TooleFirst Coast News 

JACKSONVILLE, FL -- laura Markerl's rat snake has come to summer camp. Linda even 
brought snacks. It's all for show-and-tell at Envirocamp at West.side Regional Park. 

"We've come out here for the past three years and we've really enjoyed ii," Linda says. 

But a handful of young campers and an 18-year-old counselor got a show-and-tell of the 
criminal kind Monday, when they came across a couple having sex. 

"Yes, I get angry because of my children being out here and feeling, 'Why do they have to be 
exposed this?"' asks Linda Markert. 

The police report indicates this exposure involving two men happened just 1 O feet off one of 
the main trails. And the children actually encountered the men twice. 

s e camp and doesn't want anything to dim the highlight of her children's 
summer. "To keep the center open and to keep the children alive, the city needs to do 
something about and it needs to do something about it now." 

Jacksonvllle Vice Sergeant John Andecson says officers are out at U1e park on a routine basis. 
He says they've even researched internet web sites for cruising that lists I.his specific park. He 
says they conduct undercover operations on a routine basis as well. 

First Coast News 
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A handful of young 
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18-year-old counselor
got a show-and-tell of

the criminal kind 
Monday, when they 

came across a couple 
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/20/04 - 10:20 pm Video Available ·-��
Increased Number Of Car Break Ins On Trails ,-.,,� 

<<Back 

... 

Many Austinites are getting an unwanted surprise at the hike and bike 
trails. Police say burglars are breaking into cars making off with 
everything from cash to credit cards. 

News 36 Video 

Here is the story: 
It can take the best runner anywhere from 15 minutes up to an hour to • car Bcei:J...�
get around the loop, and police say that's exactly what thieves out here 
are counting on. 

Just after you hit the trail running, the dock starts ticking for thlev 
arklng lot. 

•· . ,{::r�.out here about 55 minute� or an hour, and "'!t : e bclck and found out we'd been
robbecr.--.llv.�been robbed," trail use!.�Qi8-rYtitfng said, 

� .. .,.,,._�-. 
They were both robbed twrce over a period of two weeks. Young lost her credit cards, and Glen 
Wier lost money. 

"They were nice. The first time the left me a dollar, and the next time they left me $2, and I don't 
know whether that's telling me something or not, but the vehicle is totally undisturbed. They're 
neat. They're quick. They go for what they're looking for," Welr said. 

Austin Park Police say they're seeing many cases where the thieves make a clean entry into the 
cars they're targeting, but as you can see from broken glass on the ground sometimes, you can 
see that some aren't as lucky. 

"We're talking, maybe a spark plug, or a center punch. You're just punching to get the glass 
shattered," Austin Park Police Chief Daryl Lewis said. 

Park Police are handling an increased number of car burglaries through the summer. Chief Lewis 
says it may be a result of school being out, but he has since increased patrols. 

"r have added two more people on my bike patrol so that will give me six people out on the trails 
at a given time," Lewis said. 

Something victims hope will help the problem, 

"It just makes you wonder who's watching you, makes you wonder what's the next step," Young 
said, 

Police say If you have valuables left in your car, It's best to take them when you leave it in the 
parking lot. You're also asked to keep a close eye on your surroundings. 
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Bail set at $1 million in golf-club 
stabbing death 

2004-07-22 

by Bruce Rommel 
Journal Reporter Y· 
KENT -- A judge set bail Wednesday at $1 million for a transient accused of \ ... ... :a: .... 
fatally stabbing another transient with a broken golf club during a fight along th� ·· 
Interurban Trail that was witnessed by Kent firefighters. � 

. l ·. ., : �&ff• Carl Alan Gentis appeared agitated and exasperated during a preliminary
9:Y 

·,, ·, .· ., ... , :.,,. �-
hearing In King County South District Court, exhaling loudly and glowering at , 

'· ' ' ' · 
police detectives and others in the court room, • 

.,,,,, ·. �.,r,.n·,� iil;)�cr;tt,.... 
�hen told it was time to return to the jail, Gentis sudd�nly t.YID..M£Ji�even with 1=:.'if>

.,, 
:,:1,:(;;}:i:}•�_""· :· 

s ankles shackled, s_tepped forwar.t, so fi},�.J��'lliat detectives and 'tf->::-:�t•-�;,,.�ir;,�'J_,;f:i,tr; gua �lfl(e''tl"fiilt'qo'lc!Mteprt'b'grab and control him. ;m; :.�XNG1('.t)IJN1lY:} 
h Id , ., i �fffi J, . JI Gentis, 41, was being e ,or Investigation of second-degree murder In the 't,,.iJf!.i#Jt ·.,Jdeath of a 43-year-old man killed in a confrontation shortly after 4 p.m. Tuesday 

along Naden Avenue north of Willis Street near the Interurban Trail. 

Three Kent firefighters in fire engines who had stopped on Willis for a traffic 
signal watched the altercation. They told police the assailant, later identified as 
Gentis, struck the other man with a golr club and after the head broke off, 
stabbed the victim in the upper chest with the broken shaft of the golf club, 

Gentis fled and the firefighters tried to aid the victim, who died at the scene. 
The firefighters radioed a description of the assailant to police, Officers found 
Gentis a few blocks away and arrested him without further incident. 

The victim's name was being withheld Wednesday by the King County Medical 
Examiner's Office pending verification but a court affidavit identified him as 
James Grant Phillips. several transients and homeless people said they knew the 
victim as • · Grant," a man they said was usually easy going. 

At the hearing Wednesday, Judge Linda Toompson set bail at $1 million and 
gave prosecutors until Friday afternoon to file formal charges, 

Kent police detectives are continuing their investigation and declined to 
comment on motives or events leading up to the confrontation between the two 
men. 

Several other transients and homeless people on Wednesday said Gentis had 
been the focus of increasing animosity among the community"s homeless 
because he was stealing from others, including bicycles from other transients 
and tools and other goods from a local business. 

• 'He steals things, then he worries about people getting too close to his things 
because he's afraid they'll find the things he's stolen," said one homeless
woman, who declined to give her name. 

'' Everybody was complaining about Carl stealing from them," she said. 

Mike Shramm, who had known the victim several years, also said Gentis had 
i been accused of stealing bicycles and other property from other transients. 

Shramm, who said his bicycle was recently stolen by Gentis, said he and Grant 
and others talked about confronting Gentis about the thefts and they suspect 

i 
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Man accused of exposing self �--�,._ search help 1> 

ey camera staff 
June 25, 2D04 

A man who police said exposed himself to women on the Boulder Creek Path 
was arrested Thursday. 

Griffin Duncan, 31, of Boulder was arrested on suspicion of three counts of 
lndeoenl exposure on the bike path- on Thu1sday, In late May and in early June 
- said Boulder Police Sgt. Paul Reichenbach.

Al 8 a.m. Thursday, a woman called pollce_.lg.tqpo 
. 

. R,bei>,�bl:<ifding lo the
police report. o Ice searched the area for a man 
resembling the description given by the woman and 
spotted Duncan on lhe bike path, the report said. 

When officers approached Duncan because he 
matched the description of the suspect, Duncan ran 
across the creek and headed into a business complex 
on Walnut Street, east of Colo. 157, the report said. It 

. said Duncan was arrested on the 4700 block of Walnut 
Street. 

He was taken to Boulder Community Hospfal, where 
he received several stitches In his left hand and was 
treated for cuts and scrapes that he got while running 
from police, according lo the Teport. He was later 
booked Into Boulder County Jail, then released after 
paying two $1,000 bonds. 

Reichenbach said ponce wlll continue to Investigate 
whether Duncan was Involved In other indecent 
exposure incidents near the bike path that have been 
reported lo police over the past rev, months. 

Duncan has no criminal history in Colorado, according 
to the Colorado Bureau of Investigation. 
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Police Patrolling Parks For r Ising For Sex · '

,� ndercover Deputies Stake Out Adams County Trai/hec1ds 
· .. 

POSTED: 7:27 a,rn. MST November 13, 2003 

� 

UPDATED: 7:49 a.m. MST Novembu 13, 2003 , 

Adams County authorities are going on the offensive and cracking down on men who use local 
parks for illicit sex. 

They've made 60 arrests since August. 

Even though there ue signs posted around the county parks that say that lhny are under the 
surveillance of the Adams C1rnnty Sheriffs Office, It hasn't stopped the activity, especially slnce 
two !railheads were llste.d on a Web slta that rates best places to "-uise for sex. 

The trails along Clear Creek are meant for families and hikers but discarded condom wrappers, 
underwear, pornography, blankets and toilet paper are proof therfs something more going on 
here, authorties said. 

he problem we have with it Is not what they're doing. It's where they're doing it," said Lt. 
M• ael Mclntosh with the Adams County Sheriffs Office. 

He has en part of an undercover operation aimed at nabbing men who come to tha park 
looking fo ex. 

"Once they've·! ed each other over quite a bit, and feel somewhat comfot:tA,b.llljl't n they will 
contact each other,, sa'.d.

� 
An area known as "the tun�l\';r,.�ely"-edlf�1'tral/s but It also has- Ideal meeting spots 
for sexual rendezvous -- that is, until hikers or cops show up. 

Deputies have ticketed Bl men for Indecent exposure, but interestingly, few If any in that group 
are repeat offenders. 

"It's become so prevalent, it's not hidden. These guys don't seem tQ be afraid of being caught,• 
McIntosh said. 

Perhaps, deputies say, a barrage of publicity will force the cruisers to take their acts somewhere 
else and that's why they have chosen to take their undercover Investigation public. 

"I want families to come out here and use this again. Taxpayers are paying for these parks. 
They ought to be able to use them comfortably," McIntosh said. 

Th" sheriffs department has fivo unde.rcover deputies working the area an d the arrest charges 
range from indecent exposure to unlawful se;cual contact. 

Some ln the gay and lesbian community questioned the motivation for the public 
announcement, and Denise de Percln of the Colorado Anti-Violence Program said a community 
approach would have worked better. 

"The whole point of community-based policlng is to build relationships with hard-to-reach 
groups so that rapport helps reduce crlma, and something like this (the Investigation and 
announcement) reall y undercuts that," she said. 

McIntosh said authorities also have been thinking about installlng video cameras as a deterrent. 

Copyright 2003 by TheDenverChallML£.qm. The Associated Press contributed to this report. All 
rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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More than a dozen men are under arrest for indecent exposure and lewd 
News 36 Video behavior at a popular Austin park. 

Several Austinites and even the mayor have complained about Walnut Here is the story: 
Creek Park close to Lamar and Yager. • park sting

Now, a three-month undercover sting by Austin Police has netted some 
suspects. Fifteen men was arrested at the park In North Austin. 

Police say it's not only happening at night, but it's happening in broad day light -- sometimes in 
the public restrooms with children playing baseball nearby. 

"What we have going on Is Individuals, mainly males, coming to the park and engaging In sexual 
contact with each other or exposing themselves," Sgt. Willlam Beechinor with the APD North 
Central Area Command said. 

"It's hard enough to explain to your child why a used condom is on the trail let alone going Into 
the restroom and something In that nature occuring, 11 grandmother Marva Kilbourn said. 

�U!t�!ewEiM&s,�����=-:����:��:::�/ 

"It's not one specific group or homeless people or anything like that. This seems to be a 
widespread diverse group," Beechinor said. 

Most of the suspect have one thing in common. Just about every one of suspects are married 
men. 

The mere thought of having something like this happen at a public park scares many parents like 
Kilbourn. Her granddaughter Is taking swimming lessons at the park. 

"You'd like to think that a city park Is safe for your kids, That's where you go for your family 
activities," Kilbourn said. 

There Is one family activity police are watching very closely. 

"We had reports from maintenance workers of subjects watching the children during a T-ball 
game and sexually gratifying themselves," Beechlnor said. 

Park Police said they will be putting up signs on the bike trail letting people know police are 
watching the park closely. 
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R tfonse To Assau1t Questioned ...,,..__ 
empted sexual assault case raises concerns about safety on bike trail. 
Gale Curcio 
y22, 2004 

Ruth Matthews wants to know why it took so long for somebody to 
respond to an emergency call she placed last Tuesday after learning that a 
teenage girl had been accosted by a man on the George Washington 
Parkway bike trail. 
"A 16-year-old girl was running and was accosted by a man with a gun on 
the trail near the Tulane Drive exit off the Parkway. There is a parking lot 
on the south side of the parkway there and benches on the trail. She got 
away, and stopped me from going in that direction, telling me there was a 
man with a gun ahead," said Matthews, who had been running towards 
where the incident had happened. Matthews stayed with the girl and 
together they flagged down a biker, who called 911 on his cell phone. 
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"W "< called police using 91 L It took them over half an hour to respond to 
the scene. Once there, one park policeman said he'd been about a mile away ivrtthat the dispatcher had sent 
him to Belle Haven Marina though I had clearly and repeatedly told the is\3atcher that we were about one 
mile south of Belle Haven park on the trail 
"The 911 dispatcher told us she couldn't reach Park Police : sent Fairfax County police at last after asking 

. eatedl
_Y 

whe�e we_ were s�ce she w� 1�a�, · : 1 the area, and then finally the Park Police sh owe� up
m fo , · m WJ.th a hehc.o,P�·n-M:1ffoolc them over a half hour for them to get there -- plenty of tune 
for the guy with the gtm to get away before the cops ever thought to come." 
Once the police did arrive, they proceeded to do a investigation with officers on foot and in helicopter. They 
combed the area just north of the stone bridge and Dyke Marsh, but did not find any suspects. 

DETECTIVE RM. ABT, who is the lead investigator on the case, said that they are still investigating the 
incident. When asked if they were checking whether or not there was a connection to the incident that 
happened recently on Holmes Run bike path in Alexandria, she said that "they'd be foolish not to." She did 
not, however, speculate on whether or not there was any connection. 
A press release was issued by the Park Police with a general description. 
Matthews said that the victim told her that the suspect was "not tall, not very heavy - maybe 5'4", wore 
jeans and a light T-shirt. Maybe Hispanic. The gun was in his pants waistband in front covered by a T-shirt." 
The victim said that he did pull the gw1 as he threatened. Matthews said she asked the police what she could 
have done to get a faster response. 
"He thought we shou1d have given street crossings, but what more could we have told her since we were on 
the trail and I hadn't noted what mile marker we were at? It's important to be aware, but as many times as I've 
been on that trail over the years, I don't have that mile marker info memorized - and the dispatcher didn't 
know the park, or the parkway, it seemed, since she was Fairfax County Police, not Park Police, and it is 
Park Police jurisdiction," Matthews said. 
MPO Greg Kottemann, crime prevention officer, said that he spoke to Lt Joe Hill, commander of the Fairfax 
County 911 Dispatch Center, and said that it may have seemed like a long time, but the records showed that 
Fairfax County had responded within 10 minutes; he wasn't certain about the Park Police response. 
Kottemann said that while the Park Police maintain the parkway itself, Fairfax County also has concurrent 
criminal jurisdiction over the area The helicopter that was sent came from Fairfax County. 
"My advice for using the bike trail is to pay attention to landmarks (like the stone bridge) and mile markers. 
Runners should always have a cell phone with them and we encourage people to not wear headphones while 
running," Kottemann said. "Recognize your surroundings and if you're not sure where you are, go out to the 
parkway and point out where you are." 
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RIVERSIDE, Ohio -- A Riverside man Is behind bars accused 
of grabbing and groping women on a bike path two weeks 
ago. 

According to Five River MetroParks police, two women 
reported separate sexual incidents on the path near Linden 
Avenue. Last Sunday, one of the victims told authorities that 
she saw the man again. 

Officers arrested 20-year-old Robert Vaughn and charged him 
· .. with two counts of gross sexual Imposition.
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l:�::: :::ti: ::�:t:::h::� ��e::::i::::':oman was attacked on a trail In the norrh-east 

\ 

\ 
\. 

side of Cedar Rapids. Some trail users say city leaders need to do more to keep them safe. Some 
business owners are encouraging people who use the trails to take safety Into their own hands, 

You could say they're taking a step In a safer direction. One Cedar Rapids store that sells n.inning 
and walking shoes Is now offering ID tags that fit right on the laces. They'e called the 11Smart ID" 
and they give vital Information that could be useful in an emergency. They're lightweight, 
reflective, and could save your life. Running Wild store manager Jim Dwyer says most walkers 
and runners don't carry a wallet, "You try to fit In a run whenever you can and sometimes that 

). 

means going alone. Sometimes that means going at five in the morning, sometimes that means 
at night time." 

Jane Kelly was attacked on this trail about three weeks ago, Her co-workers say she's recovering 
well but isn't back to work just yet. People walking by found her badly beaten early in the J 
morning, Police still don't know whether she was attacked randomly or because of her job as an ,___,_,....,, 
assistant federal public defender. The FBI is also 1��4_�.t.-.,o�K<el� 
federal position. �--,, .. ,,.,,,�--=--

.• Emiiy Blomme is a trail user and says, "I think a lot of people don't like running with extra things
'··-attached to them. I personally don't know a lot of runners that run with phones or anything like

that." And that's why Jim Dwyer Is pushing to have emergency phones installed along the trails. 
But city officials think that would be over-reacting, They say It's hard enough Just to find money 
In the budget to maintain the trails. Wade Wagner is the Cedar Rapids parks commissioner and 
says, "To talk about land lines and phones and some of these extra things that really here In 
Iowa aren't that critical is something we're just not going to consider at this time." 

With Jane Kelly's help, police were able to create a sketch of the attacker. They hope to release 
that picture to the public sometime Friday. The Running Wild store fs also offering a runners self 
defense class beginning next month. Since Kelly's attack, they've seen an increase In ID tag and 
pepper spray sales. 
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Man charged with attempted rape . � 
NORCROSS - Authorities on Wednesday charged a Norcross man with the ApriJ 2003 \ 
attempted rape of a woman on a private trail behind a Peachtree Comers business. 

) 

Bemard C. Nelor, 28, allegedly grabbed an Alpharetta woman who was on the trail near 
Governor's Lake Parkway taking a walk. He threw her to the grotmd and tried to tear off 
her pants, according to an arrest warrant. TI1e victim kicked the suspect in the groin 1 · 
repeatedly and he ran away. ./,

.:J 

Police released a composite sketch of the suspect, but found no promising leads?,�
similar incident occLured this month at a business on Peachtree Industri�evard near

w.iler Road, . "". ��,.. 

The �attempted rap�,.Mhtre'e'1Ifdi:1Slria1 Boulevard business identified 
N elor as her attac�lffieflt&' arrest, investigators noted the similarity in the type of attack 
and in the appearance of the attacker in the year-old case, prompting them to file additional 
charges against him for the Governor's Lake Parkway assault. 

Boy dies in car accident 
STONE MOUNTAIN - A 17-year-old from Decatur died in a car collision after he and 

another driver both tried to make it through a yellow light. 
James A. Durham, of Decatur, was driving a Honda Accord southbound on Lawrenceville 
Highway at about 11 p.m. Wednesday when the car crashed into a GMC Savana, said 
Gwinnett Police spokeswoman Valerie Southard. The driver of the Savana was driving 
north on Lawrenceville Highway and attempting to tum left onto Rockbridge Road. The 
traffic signal was reportedJy yellow for both vehicles, Southard said. 
Durham was taken to Gwinnett Medical Center, where he later died from his injuries. The 
driver of the Savana, 24-year-old Jose Cancinco of Norcross, and a passenger were 
transported to the hospital with non life-threatening injuries. Charges are pending further 
investigation, Southard said. 

Police sea.r·ching for Jeep driver who neal'ly plowed over Norcrnss woman 
NORCROSS - Police are looking for a person who drove a Jeep at a Norcross woman 
out walking her dog. 
Laura Jean Baumgarten told police she was out walking her dog at about 9:45 p.m. July 16 
when she saw a red Jeep Grand Cherokee drive through her Whitewater Drive 
neighborhood to drop someone off. 
Bawngarten said in a police report that the driver of the Jeep revved the engine and drove 
straight at her, causing her to dive into the grass. According to the report, the Jeep was 
being driven on top of a curb. Baumgarten was able to get the Jeep's tag number, and the 
tag returned to Caren Carmichael of Gallatree Lane in Norcross. Baumgarten said she 
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WILKES-BARRE - An Ashley man was officl<1lly charged Thursday with raping a woman near Kirby Park in 2000. 

Clark Rinehimer, 38, was arraigned before District Justice WIiiiam Amesbury In Wilkes-Barre on single counts of rape and 
indecent assault. 

Police said Rinehimer on April 7, 2000, raped the woman on the Olmstead Trail near Kirby Park. 

The woman was on the trail when Rinehimer, who was riding a mountain bike, asked her how she was doing. Then he grabbed 
her, put his hand over her mouth, told her he wanted to see her breasts and promised not to hurt the woman. He the2n r

. 
aped 

her, police said. 
.,,,...�.,,.,.�"""' 

__ · 
�stigatad,cma,.o,:vAp�tm;· g'rthe'reH%'mius���llf8i'rfg,:boolp,{l-!&\!�£.Q,t-Oei' ·onian's 

garments. 

In March 2004, city police received a report from state police. The report showed that state police did a computerized 
database search of the unidentified DNA found on the garments. 

Tho1t DNA matched a DNA sample taken from Rinehimer, who has been jailed on other indecent assault charges. He was taken 
back to prison Thursday. 
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Diana Balazs 
The Arizona Republic 
Jul. 24, 2004 12:00 AM 

PARADISE VALLEY - Paradise Valley police have launched a tour de force to 
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educate bicyclists about road safely. .., ,., ..• �.,:.,,.,-.,,a .,,, .. ,,a.,,.-.·, .. ,.,,., .. c:ca,•,+.,�..,,,.,., 0,,.,=.·-•·•"--'�·� .. -·
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. 

Th� ... �n�i;;i���-���·•l��;u�;�,
.
dls�i����� niers and issuing citations, comes after five ---� 

incidents involving bike riders since June 3. � 
�'/',.,,.. 

ice say ey ave.seen an increa�i'fif'n�f'orilfutcns�� 
Tour de France began. 

"One of our motorcycle officers made that observation, and 1 wouldn't be surprised if 
th�1�(AA!l��'<'!�0�.�!��11],��.0Rlt.-l�;!1.i;&�-U���2.,��,�:;.�..; . .,,,,<>.=

�t accident occurred Thursday morning at 54th Street and Desert Jewel Drive ..=� 

( ��:�
a

:
e

�icyclist tried to make a 90-degree turn while riding downhill. He fell off his / 
'-,,bike and s�!1�eel� of a re_fuse true�;_ . __ _ . • . 

# 
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He suffered minor injuries, Warner said. 

Police began handing out fliers and tickets on Friday. 

"We want them to enjoy the experlence but to do it safely," Warner said. 

Scottsdale resident Rich Rumer, co-president of the Coatttion of Arizona Bicyclists, a 
statewide bicycling advocacy organization, supports the Police Department's efforts. 

Even after being cited Friday after failing to make a complete stop at a stop sign at 
lnvergordon and Doubfetree Ranch roads, Rumer said he preaches bicycle safety 
and will pay the ticket. 

"As co-president, I truly believe anybody that does that should be subject to a ticket, 
me included," he said. 

He also said it's not just the bicyclists' fault that there are accidents. Motorists also are 
to blame. 

The coalition plans to publicize the Police Department's program on its Web site at 
vwrw.cazbike.com and get the word out to other bike clubs. 

He said Paradise Valley is popular because of its scenery, bike lanes and lack of 
traffic on residential streets. 
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Peter Corbett 
The Arizona Republic 
Jul. 23, 2004 12:00 AM 

Those who knew a Payson man shot dead by a hiker two months ago in the woods of
northern Arizona thought of him as a peaceful dog lover. 

But they did not know of Grant Kuenzli's Mesa arrest two years ago and a police 
report accusing him of stalking a one-tlme girlfriend. The case apparently never went 
to trial, according to court records. 

"That's disturbing," said John McCauley, a Payson retiree who befriended Kuenzli. 
"There was no indication that he was violent in any way." 

Kuenzli, 43, was killed May 11 in a confrontation along a lrall no1th of Payson. A 
former Valley teacher, 57-year-old Harold Fish, said he shot Kuenzi! three times in 
self-defense a�er three dogs and then Kuenzli charged at him.

Fish was charged with second-degree murder last month by Coconino County 
prosecutors. 

A grand jury met Thursday in Flagstaff to consider the case, and Fish was testifying
as of6 p.m. 

Prosecutors filed the charge against Fish even though the initial lead detective on the 
case, Scott Feagan, concluded that Fish was defending himself in shooting Kuenzli. 

Fish said he fired a warning shot with a 10 mm semiautomatic pistol at Kuenzli's dogs 
to stop them, only to look up and see Kuenzli running at him on the trail screaming: 
"I'm going to kfll you, you son of a (expletive)!" 

Coconino County detectives found Kuenzli's arrest record during their lnvestlgat1on. 

Mesa police records from October 2002 show that Kuenzli was arrested on a stalking 
charge after his ex-girlfriend alleged that he threatened to kill her and her g.year-old 
son and held them captive over two days in her home and his apartment. The son 
managed ta call police on a cellphone when the woman convinced Kuenzli that the 
boy needed to go outside and play. 

Names of the woman and her son were redacted from police reports. 

Kuenzli, who was doing social work for the Mesa Fire Department at the time, met the 
woman after her husband died of a heart attack. He was sent to provide her 
assistance. Kuenzli continued to vlsit her, and they started a relationship. 

Mesa fire officials removed Kuenzli from the volunteer program once they learned he 
had berriended the woman, police reports say. 

According to fue police reports, Kuenz!i pressured the woman to marry him. She 
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Man Who Attacked Hikers Ch 

The man accused of attacking two sisters with a knife as they hiked along a 
trail above Mount Ogden golf course faces a flurry of charges. 

Gordon William Thomas was charged yesterday with three first-0egree 
felony counts of aggravated kidnapping and two counts of aggravated 
attempted murder. The 41-year-old is also charged with one felony count of 
possession of a dangerous weapon by a restricted person. 

Police say Thomas attacked the two women with a knife Monday while they
hi_ked with t e·· :teP,'if��J!!��.-,,__ 
Thomas was on parole after serving 21-years for kidnapping and raping a), 

teenager in 1983. He spent a month at a halfway house in Ogden and 
checked at his parole office, but left a wrong address. 

tt e �tf �LJ.Q.,<LJ����me scene an�-�Jt,J,g,;fotl�Jafterffl'e"'°
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By MITCH MAERSCH - GM Today Staff 

David Brace didn't 
feel anything after 
allegedly knifing 
Katie Gensmer to 
death, he told police.· 

It didn't look like he 
felt anything 
Thursday, either. 

The 20-year-old 
West Bend man sat 
calm and 

July 16, 2004 

emotionless as he Murde-r suspect David Brace, 20,
was charged in Fond looks around the courtroom in Fond
du Lac Country du Lac County Circuit Court 
Circult Court with Thursday. West Bend resident Brace,
first-degree murder seated beside his attorney, Michele 
of the 18-year-old Westerlund, is accuse cl of killing
West Bend woman. 18-year-old Katie Gensmer. In his
Bail was set at confession to police, he said he slit
$750,000. He was her throat and stabbed her to protect
also charged with the reputation of his cousin, with
possession of a whom Gensmer allegedly had a 
fireann by a felon. sexual relationship. 

-���
=
·-=-====· :--=-·=· ==��§!Si!�.iir;;;;,._....,_,_

confession 
graphically details how Brace picked up Gensmer the evening 
of June 29, smoked pot and had consensual sex with her, 
went to West Bend's Wal-Mart and then stabbed and killed her 
on the New Fane Hiking Trail In the Fond du Lac County town 
of Auburn. Within hours after the murder, he had sex with a 
former high school teacher and tried to klll hims 

Gensmer's body was found just off the trail near the parking lot 
by a hiker's dog shortly before 8 a.m. on June 30. She died of 
a stab wound to the heart. 
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Sisters attacked with knife on hiking trail 
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OGDEN -- Two women were slashed by a man who attacked them and their mother as they hiked along a trail near the Mount 
Ogden Golf Course, 

The sisters, ages 15 and 20, were in good condition. 

'This was a completely random event. We haven't had anything like this in years and years that I can recall," Assist.ant Police._ 
Randy Watt said. ,.-v• 
' e're going to give this the full-court press." -��--
A massive �lm/11:'began.sb'1Jtl�!lg the stabbing, but the assallant was n?!.�JW, .. ,x_., .•• �-kl�����""P'-$ai::.,v,,v 

Police said the sisters and their mother were hiking along the Shoreline Trail Monday morning when a man approached them going 
the ether direction on the trail. The women moved off the narrow trall to let the man pass. 

As he passed, he grabbed the older slster and put an "average-sized hunting knlre" to her throat. He stabbed her In the torso and 
then went after the mother, but he ended up slashing the other sister twice on the arm, 

The screaming of !he women apparently lii�htened the man away before he could do more damage, pollce said, 

The three then ran to the green of the sixth hole, and a golfer drove the sisters In his golf cart to the clubhouse, where police and 
emergency crews were nol:if1e<I, 

Watt said the suspect could have gotten as much as a 30-mfnute head start on police, 

This story appeared In The Dally Herald en page D4, 

This article comes From The Dally Herald 
http://www,harktheherald.com/ 

The URL for this story Is: 
http://www.harktheherald.com/modules.php?op:::modfoad&name=News&file=article&sld:::29140 
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-B�;�ington bike bandit does double du0
·� �--�--!:Qt�-=�=--=·=-==�--��==�-�====-=====�--

A 14-year-old Barringt,on male was charged with two counts of larceny of a bicycle this week, after making attempts to steal 
bikes on two separate occasions. Rarringto1t police successfully recovered the missing bikes from el'lcb case. 

On Friday, July 16, three Barrington Police Officers responded to a call fiom a young Blanding Avenue resident who 
reported that his green BMX trail bike had been stolen. The resident and a neighbor reported allegectly seeing three juveniles 
headed lo the bike path, in the direction of Riverside, with the stolen bike. 

The officers blocked a stretch of the bike path, and were able to detain the boys who were in possession of the missing bike. 

One of the boys, a 14-year-old Barrington resident, later admitted to the theft, and was charged with larceny of a bicycle. He 
was released to his parents. 

On Sunday, July 18, the same boy was charged again with larceny of a bicycle, in connection with a theft on Lamson Road. 
The young man and an accomplice allegedly took two bikes, a blue 18-speed Huffy and a purple 18-speed Pacific bike. 

Copyright © 2003, The East Bay Newspapers 
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45-year-old Andre Whittard said nothing as he was lead into court for his Preliminary hearing
before judge Penelope Clute.

Whittard heard testimony regarding a felony kidnapping charge that could land him in jail for up 
to 25 years. 

Whittard allegedly sat on this bench just off bike path as the victim jogged by. The young woman 
says Whltta�s,4.m;r by �he �al!!:1:��led her into this abandoned hou�eJJSfil�ext to the
pat! �--...,. . .,..., -,,,,, .. ,,,.,c., � ' 

· :r:emttrub 4' �� 

""· 

Sherrie Roberts was also on the bike path that day and testified to what she saw. '.,_ 

"We heard some yelling then we saw a women come out on the bike path. She was holding her�arm and she yelled to me for help that she was attacked, I called 911 and ran up to her," Roberts 
told the court. . 

T�p('ac'Faro0ffcr'fU:31r'fast"vJell'neSday"'morn/ngandpoiice�arre;t" ;��::�ut 
a half hour later. They say he then confessed to the crime. 

"After advising him that I was going In to the hospital to bring someone out, he stated to me that 
you don't have to bother, I was the one who attacked her," testified Det. Matthew Bell of the 
Plattsburgh Police Dept. 

Assistant District Attorney Ed Nero called four witnesses to the stand including the victim herself. 
The judge prohibited recording of her testimony but the victim clearly identified Whittard as her 
attacker. 

"After listening to all the evidence I find that there is reasonable cause to believe the defendant 
committed the felony, particularly the felony of kidnapping In the 2nd degree and I hold the 
defendant for the action of the Grand Jury," ruled Judge Penny Clute, 

Whittard was taken back to Clinton county Jail where he is being held without ball. 

This isn't the first time that an incident has taken place on the bike path. In fact, In 2001 an 
attempted abduction prompted police to offer cell phones to anyone wishing to use this usually 
peaceful, yet isolated place to exercise. 

The city police have three cell phones that they offer to the public, but currently, all three are 
undergoing repairs and are not available. Police say they should be ready for use within a couple 
days. 
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Witnesses say 2 men jumped from car, shot victilns; gang link 
suspected 

July 20, 2004 

By PAUL PAYNE 

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT 

Witnesses to a Santa Rosa bike path shooting that killed 20-year-old Alfonso Mendoza and critically 
wounded another man said the victims were confronted by two others who hopped from a car moments 
before shots were fired, po1ice said Monday. 

Mendoza and a 40-year-old identified by Mendoza's family as Junior Smith were shot Sunday at 2 a.m. on 
the Newhall bike path between Grand and DeTurk avenues. 

Police were searching for a motive and had made no arrests. 

Police said one of the victims is a gang member, but they would not identify which one and said they didn"t 
know if the shooting was gang-related. 

"It could have been a number of things," said Sgt. Ernesto Olivares. "The shooting was in an area where we 
have had contact with gangs in the past." 

Mendoza's family and friends said they were shocked that the man they described as caring and creative had 
been killed. 

Mendoza's mother, Mary Cobarrubias of Rohnert Park, said her son was trying to get a job and was fixing up 
his car in the days before his death. 

He had four ymmger brothers, ages 8 to 17, and lived in Santa Rosa with a girlfriend, she said. 

"He was always so happy," she said. 11I still don't believe he's gone." 

Mary Jane Arnold of Cloverdale, Mendoza's grandmother, said Mendoza hung out with some friends who 
were nortefio gang members, but he was not in a gang himself 

Arnold said her grandson had had minor brushes with the law over the past few years. 

At the time of the killing, Mendoza was wanted on suspicion of stealing a car radio, court records show. 
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Briefs 
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w;,;;,,-;�slitta&k.l! tr�-:-2) 
- - an"re'µo'ite�e that a man attempted to .

batter her on the Cardinal Greenway. ,;:I' ·
c;¢#"' 

Acco olioe,,repo51&,-s,a�nd-4<·:t,;�?�altml�n said a 
black male, who identified himself as Willard, approached her, tellfng her to 
"come here" and holding a knife in hand. 

The woman ran away and called police. 

The man is described as being in his late 40s or early 50s with a bald head, 
dressed in a cream colored turtleneck and black pants. 

Another witness, in a separate encounter with the suspect, described a 
similar incident that happened about a week ago. 

Police are investigating the incidents. 

Democrat group to host dinner 

The Grant County Democrat Central Committee will sponsor its annual 
Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner Wednesday in Meshingomesia Country Club, 
2225 N. Lagro Road. The guest speaker will be Gov. Joe Kernan. 

Tickets are available at Democrat headquarters, 414 S. Washington St., or 
by calling 668-8868 or 668-8870 from 1 O a.m.-5 p.m. Monday to Friday. 

Tickets cost $20 per person; seating is limited. 

Converse trail group to meet 

CONVERSE -- The committee for the Converse Junction rails-to-rails 
project will meet at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday at Converse City Hall, 210 N. 
Jefferson St. Members will discuss plans to contact property owners along 
the proposed route of the trail and fund-raisers for the future, set goals, 
develop a volunteer base and talk to youths Interested in helping with the 
project. 

Family circus performance set 

The Hendricks Family Circus will be performing from 5-7:30 p.m., Monday 
and Tuesday at the Grant County 4-H Fairgrounds, 1403 Ind. 18. There will 
be comic clowns, limber acrobats, daring aerialists, and more, as part of the 
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From staff1·eports 

Norcross man charged with disorderly conduct fol' exJ)osing himself in park 
NORCROSS - A Norcross man was allegedly caught exposing himself Sunday at Lucky 
Shoals Park on 4651 Britt Road. 
An officer saw a black Ford Taums pull into the park at 11:30 p. m. and park near the 
playground. A man later identified as Joel Dominguez, 17, exited the car and walked into a 
wooded area, according to police reports. 
The officer followed him to investigate and allegedly found Dominguez sitting on the 
ground near a concrete wall and masturbating. Dominguez was situated close to a public 
walking trail, reports stated. He was charged with disorderly conduct and no license. 

rnck driver threatened at gunpoint 
DfilUTH - A FedEx truck driver was threatened at gunpoint Monday by a man who 
allegedly became enraged about a parking space dispute. 
The Fed.Ex truck driver arrived at Kinko's on Club Drive and Sweetwater Road at 6:30 
p.m. Monday to find a blue Jeep Grand Cherokee parked in his space, according 1o police
reports. A woman told the driver of the Jeep to move, however the suspect allegedly cursed
at her and refused.
About 10 minutes later, the suspect returned with a gun, chambered a round and told the
FedEx driver he was going to shoot him, according to reports. The Fed.Ex driver replied
"go ahead," but the suspect left without firing a shot.

Norcross man cha1·ged with batte1-y 
NORCROSS � A 33-year-old Norcross man severely burned his roommate Sunday when 

he allegedly threw a pot of boiling water on the man. 
The victim told police Damien M. Harrell had been pestering and threatening him all night 
about borrowing his car. The victim refused because Harrell "always trashed it and used it 
for days," according to police reports, 
When the victim locked his bedroom door, Harrell allegedly began to beat violently upon 
the door until he opened it. Harrell then doused his roommate with a pot of boiling water, 
according to reports. 
Upon questioning by police, Harrell reportedly admjtted he "put a pot of water on the stove 
to make it hot and throw it on him." The roommate suffered first-degree bums on his body 
and his ear. 
Harrell was charged with battery and giving a false date of birth. 

Sex offenders banned from attending school 
AUGUSTA� Columbia County school officials tentatively agreed to ban registered sex 

offenders from the school system. 

7/17/2004 2:31 PM 
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When available, !he mw sc,ipt from this video stOI)' /s presented below. Please note that these scripts come 
dire.:Uy from our TV newsrnom system and are not edited for web reading. 

Odd Shooting Incident in N. Salt Lake 
Jul. 16, 2004 

A game of paintballing in North Salt Lake takes a tum for the 
worse when someone shows up with a real gun and starts 
shooting, 

One teen was shot In the leg and taken to LOS hospital. 

Meanwhile neighbors say the area is turning into a hot spot for 
Inappropriate activity. 

Amanda Butterfield has been following the story since it 
happened. 

scratching their heads over 

The shooting happened just down this dirt road, locals know it 
as the Bonneville Shoreline Trail. 

Newscast Video 

1B1f Nordstrom May Sti)\( 
Downtown but jn a ffew 
location 

� Specli)tors Awed by tho 
General Alarm f'ire 

(l!!Jc Firefighters Are Able to 
Control Cl!nlo!J Fire 

� !1!'a!!Y..!!J!J!iJ' .. fit\ll:� 
&o<tlno In Ceda.r f'm:1 

morrt'!. 

A group o ys Vl\lh their parents were playing paintball, when someone started shooting a 'real 
gun at them. 

Police say around 11 :30 tlhey responde<l to shots being fired in North Sall Lake, Just south of 
Eaglewood Golf Course. 

Witnesses say that while they were palntballing, a man and woman suddenly appeared from 
behind a comer and started shooting ... then fled. 

Today officers are going door to door asking neighbors if they noticed any couples walking through 
the wooded areas last night who may have been armed. 

Police say the victim did not know the suspects, and It ls possible they began shooting out of self 
defense. 

(Sgt. John H&mdon NSL PoliceJ 'IF IT HAPPENS TO BE A CITIZEN THAT WAS CARRYING A 
WEAPON FOR PROTECTION, AND DIDN'T KNOW THESE WERE PA/NTBAlL GUNS. THEY' 
LOOK LIKED WEAPONS, MAYBE THEY WERE FRIGHTENING AND TOOK ACTION INTO 
THEIR OWN HANDS." 

The area where it happened is a popluar biking and jogging trail in North Salt Lake, and police say 

j 
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News briefs 

City of Goleta wins important round 

California's Court of Appeal effectively reversed a ruling of the Santa 
Barbara Superior Court, which would have compelled Goleta to permit 
the development of the Residences at Sandpiper, across Hollister 
Avenue from the Sandpiper Golf Course. 

"This is a big, strategic win for the city," said Julie B iggs, attorney for 
Goleta. 

Biggs cautioned that the decision is not a final ruling. But now, 
developer Oly Chadmar and the lower court must come back with 
arguments and evidence not yet heard, or the ruling of the Appeal 
Court will stand. 

At issue was the question of the right of the newly formed city to 
review developments that were approved by the County before Goleta's 
incorporation. The developer has until July 29 to resubmit arguments in 
the hopes of changing the mind of the appel!a,_;ti;;.-'-....... .........._-

Two sex crimes reported in Goleta 

A 24-year-old woman fought off and disarmed a knife-wielding attac er 
who pulled her from a bike path north of Goleta Beach into some 
nearby brush as she was jogging. 

The attack occurred on Tuesday, following an unrelated er· on 
when an 8-year-old girl ridin ong a Goleta 

street was I assaulted. 

The little girl's assailant let her go after assaulting her, and later turned 
himself in to the Sheriff's Department. Timothy Todd Furness of 
Nipomo, a registered sex offender, was charged with the crime against 
the child. 

In the assault on the jogger, Sheriff's deputies said the jogger was 
seized from behind as she jogged along the Lagoon Road bike path at 
UCSB after 9 a.m. She fought, and her attacker ran away. The victim 
used her cell phone to call authorities. 

The suspect is described as a tall, slim white man with brown or dark 
blond hair, wearing black trousers and a jacket. 

Hosts for teens needed 

Fifteen teenage boys and girls from Japari are seeking host families 
during the last two weeks of August. They're part of a group of 50 high 
school juniors from Kyoto who will study English at UCSB, Aug. 16 
through Sept. 3. The boys and girls already read, write and understand 

( 
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to Roseville Police and is 
being held at the Placer 
County Jail on 14 charges, 
including attempted 
murder, arson and 
robbery, said Roseville 
Police spokeswoman Dee 
Dee Gunther. Bail is 
expected to be set at an 
arraignment Thursday

1 

she said. 

Two other suspects in the 
June 4 home invasion of 
the home of Cesario 
Pinon, 68, and Sarah 
Jedrzynski, 67, already 
were in custody when 
Villeda was arrested. 

Octavio Gomez-Perez and Jose Humberto Magana-Torres were arrested June S 
by Sacramento County Sheriff's deputies and are in P!ace1· County Jail on bail 
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Who's who 

Retired city police officer's patrol is off the beaten path 
By MARK HAYWARD 
Union Leader Starr 

MANCHESTER - Three months 
ago, city officials and North End 
residents started to agonize over 
Stark Park. 

ShW1ned by many residents, the 
park had become a popular 
rendezvous point for men seeking .. ,,,. 
gay se:,;. Men pnrked cars along the l'::L:! 
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back roadwav ( in front of the grave��---·-· · Manchester resident Omer Beaudoln stands at 
of Gen. John Stark), talked briefly a trailhead at stark Park in the North End of 
and adioumed into the woods for Manchester . A relired police officer, Beaudoin 

more i;l timale matters. 'patrols" the park to discourage sexual liaisons. 
(MARK HAYWARD/UNION LEADER} 

Many solutions were discussed by police. parks officials and neighbors. 
They discussed blocking access to the roadways. lighting the flag pole, 
put1ing old ballfields in10 use, even holding ice-cream socials and other 
events to take back the park. 

But before many or the suggestions got off the ground, the number of 
trysts hns dropped. neighbors and city officials say. And they 
acknowledge that part of the reason is Omer Beaudoin. 

A retired police oflker. Beaudoin and his dog approach people using 
trails and pathways in ,rnoded sections or lhe park. He tells them he is a 
retired police officer anti the park is being pm rolled. 

Al other limes. he stares people do\\'n. He wears a can of pepper spray 
on his belt. He writes down makes. models and license registrations of 
parked. empty cars. 

''It's cleaning up this pnrk. lt"s mo\'ing them:· said Beaudoin, 63. When 
he started !he e!Torl two months ago. nenrt�· a dozen cars parked on the 
roadway close lo the !mils. he said. 

During a recent visit. only one car was pnrked on the back roadway. 
Beaudoin said Stnrk Park is no longer listed as a pickup spot on the gay 
cruising Web site W\\w.squi11.org. Alderman Mark Roy, who has made 
it a priority to cl�,m up the park. said the cars and illicit activity have 
dropped. although there is still a long way lo go. 

Roy said he's received complaints from people about Beaudoin. He

called the appro.'.lch unorthodox and said it has turned people off who 
are in the park !or legal reasons. But he does not condemn it. 

"As far ns I kno,L he· s not breaking any la,, s or going about things in 
any manner cri11cized by police." Roy said 

Others are appallcJ by Beaudoin 's tactics. 

"It sounds lo me like , igilan1e justice. and l ,, ould suggest he be very 
carefu1.•· said Claire Ebel. e:-.:ecutive director of the New Hampshire 
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City park repeat site of attacks on childr�n 

New assault attempt under investigation 

By Eric Weslander, Journal-World 

Tuesday, June 8, 2004 

Lawrence Police a.re stepping up neighborhood patrols and canvassing door-to-door after the latest in a series 
of sexual assaults and child molestations on the trails at Naismith Valley Park in south Lawrence. 

advertiseme n t  The latest assault happened Saturday afternoon when a man lured a 5-year-old 
girl away from an 8-year-old boy and tried to molest her, police said. 

"He had to have been just sitting there and waiting" for a child to come along, 
said Janice Schofield, who lives near the park. She said the bo y ran to her house 
yelling for someone to call police. "They should at least post signs or do 
something. 1 don't know what can be done." 

It's at least the fifth attempted or completed sexual assault since July 2002 along 
the tree-lined, isolated pathways of the park a t  1400 W. 27th St. 

The description of the suspect varies from case to case, but i n  Saturday's assault 
and two prior cases, the methods of the assailant or assailants was similar: Make 
seemingly harmless contact with a young girl, then lure her into an isolated area. 

"People who do this are very adept at mak ing kids comfortable about doing 
something," said Sgt. l\ilike Pattrick, a police spokesman. 

The attack. happened about 3:20 p.m. Saturday as the girl walked in the park 
with the 8-year-old boy. Schofield said the children were cousins and that they'd 
gone looking for tu1tles beginning at the park entrance near 29th and Missouri 
streets. 

Schofield said the man separated the children by telling the boy there were 
turtles somewhere else. 

Pattrick declined comment about how the man was able to separate the 
children, but said the man then removed the girl's pants and tried to fondle her. 
The man fled after the girl screamed and the 8-year-o[d boy returned, Pattrick 
said. 

Pattrick said police searched the area but didn't find the assailant, described as 
a white male in his late 20s or early 30s and 5-feet- l O with a medium build. 
I{�)!'/, aring a blue and gray T-s11111, blue shorts and black tennis shoes. 
�\/4.1 
P;tt;f;k s�d Monday officers would conduct increased patrols and a 

Richard 
Gwin/Journal-World Photo 

Brian and Michelle Jensen, 
of Lawrence, ride their 
bikes in Naismith Valley 
Park. The area has been the 
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adn.com 
Anchorage O.'.\lly New� 

'03 trail attacks get man 15 years 
THIRD STRIKE: Sex assaults by "street person with mental issues" led to the 
creation of Trail Watch. 

By SHEILA TOOMEY 
Anchorage Daily News 

(Published: June 22, 2004) 

A man whose assaults on women along city trails last year helped inspire the Trail Watch 
program has pleaded no contest to two attacks and been sentenced to 15 years in prison. 

Walter Kenworthy, 34, pleaded as charged to one count of attempted sexual assault and one 
count of misdemeanor assault for unrelated attacks in late May and early June 2003, assistant 
district attorney Taylor Winston said. 

Although both women fought him off and escaped being raped, Kenworthy has two prior 
sexual assault convictions, from 1989 and 1999, Winston said, and faced an automatic 15 
years as a third-time offender. 

He had been out of prison for just a few weeks when the new assaults occurred, said Detective 
John McKinnon of the Anchorage Police Department's Special Victims Unit. 

"He seems to be a street person with mental issues," Winston said. "He has been exhibiting 
this behavior for 15 years." 

The first victim was on her way to work, fixing a flat tire on her bike on the Chester Creek trail 
near Valley of the Moon Park, when Kenworthy jumped her from behind, McKinnon said in 
charging documents filed in support of the arrest warrant. 

Kenworthy beat the woman and tried to tear off her shorts, but she was wearing a unitard and 
she fought him, Winston said. He finally ran away. 

The victim suffered two badly blackened eyes and much bruising but was able to give police a 
good description of a heavy-set, clean-shaven man in his 30s with a very long ponytail, 
McKinnon said. 

Patrol officers blitzed the downtown area, talking to anyone who matched the description, 
compiling photo lineups and showing them to the victim, McKinnon said. She rejected all of 
them. 

But a probation officer who heard the description said it sounded like Kenworthy. He was 
eventually added to a photo lineup and the victim picked him out, McKinnon said. 

Meanwhile, police rechecked all recent reports of assaults on the trails and found two similar 
attacks, McKinnon said. 

A juvenile on her way home from school on the trail near Whaley School reported that a drunk 

( 
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Suspect in trail attack nabbed 

Suspect grabbed in trail attack Two sisters were stabbed; a1Tested man is paroled sex 
offender 
By Ashley Broughton 
The Salt Lake Tribune 

Salt Lake Trib1111e 

2004-07�14 14:01:48.607 

OGDEN - Less than three months after being released from the Utah State Prison, a parolee was arrested 
Tuesday in connection \/\�th an attack on two sisters on the trails above Mount Ogden Golf Course. 

Gordon William Thomas, 41, a registered sex offender, was released from prison in April after serving 21 
years of a five-to-life sentence for aggravated sexual assault and robbery, authorities said. 

Police caphlfed Thomas in the foothills near the golf course, not far from where he allegedly attacked the 
women and where he - after two decades behind bars and on the run - had pitched a tent. 

During questioning, Thomas admitted stabbing a 20-year-old woman and slashing her 15-year-old sister 
Monday after he accosted the two and their mother, said Randy Watt, assistant Ogden police chief 

"This thing is over," Watt said. "Those trails are just as safe as they were before. A crime like this is rare in 
Ogden. We were, of course, outraged." 

Authorities believe the attack was random and could have been sexually motivated, he said. "He was 
basically waiting, and this was a crime of oppo1im1ity," Watt said. "These girls fended him off pretty good." 

Thomas apparently stepped out and grabbed the 20-year-old, he said. The women's mother opened her cell 
phone, and he warned, "Don't do that or I'll stab her." The mother opened the cell phone anyway, and Thomas 
stabbed the 20-year-old, Watt said. The mother closed the cell phone and the three began struggling. 

Thomas was assisting police Tuesday in finding additional pieces of evidence, Watt said. Weber County 
prosecutors had not filed formal charges as of Tuesday, but were reviewing the case, he said. 

Thomas was sent to prison in 1983 after kidnapping a teenager in Salt Lake City and raping her numerous 
times, Ogden police said. 

While in prison, Thomas was "not a model inmate," said Jack Ford, spokesman for the state Department of 
Corrections. He was convicted of escaping twice, once in 1989 and once in 2003. 

He was released to a halfway house April 6, Ford said, then found a job and an apartment and was released 
from the house June 7. He initially reported at the Ogden parole office as required, but failed to keep a July 7 
appointment, Ford said. 

"This is not an uncommon problem," Watt said. In communities with halfway houses, he said, "there are 
constantly :fugitives on the run." 

Thomas was located early Tuesday by police scouring the foothills. He told police later that their quick 
response and roadblocks trapped him. Lacking the knowledge of the area that would have allowed him to go 
east and over the mountain, he walked into Strong Canyon ::ind sought refuge under trees, police said. 

Thomas did, however. have a tent pitched a little less than a half-mile from the site of the attack, Watt said. 
Police executing a search warrant found clothing similar to that described by the victims, as well as "items 
that appeared to have blood on them." 

Just after the attack, a police analyst culled a list of 20 possible suspects, Watt said. Thomas was on that 
Iist. 

The 20-year-old woman remained in the hospital Tuesday. The stab wound punctured a lung, but she is 
expected to recover, Watt said. The 1.5-year-old received stitches and was released late Monday. Their 

-----------------------------·--·-· ... --.. . .
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Police: '.Dangerous' Man Attacks Woman On Bike 
Path 

Attack Might Have Been Sexual Assault 

POSTED: 10: 25 AM EDT July 15, 2004 
UPDATED: 8:17 PM EDT July 15, 2004 

PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. -- A man who police said attacked a female jogger on a bike 
path was being held without bail Thursday morning, and police are calling his a 
dangerous man. 

They also said there is evidence that the attack might have been a sexual assault. 

Plattsburgh police said Andre Whittard, 45, of Clearwater, Fla., attacked a woman 
Wednesday morning on the path near the former Air Force Base. 

Police said Whittard grabbed her and dragged her into one of the nearby abandoned 
homes. 

Officials said the woman fought her way out. Someone else on the path called 911 
and helped her get to safety. 

Whittard has been charged with kidnapping and may face more charges, officials 
said. 

Police said Whittard has a criminal record in Florida. They are still collecting evidence 
on the case. 

Also the abandoned houses along the bike path where police said the victim was 
attacked, will soon be torn down. The homes have been vacant since the base closed 
a decade ago and have fallen into major disrepair. 

Developers say they'll be demolished by the fall and the land will used to build an 
assisted living center for the elderly. 

Have a comment about this story? -�-mall our newsroom. 

Copyright 2004 by TheChamplainChannel.com. All rights reserved. This material 
may not be publishedr broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Proof: Legislators right to protect CCW in parks, bike paths & many public spots 
Date: Monday, July 12@22:16:25 EDT 

July 12, 2004 
WDTN-TV (Dayton-Springfield) 

Topic: CCW on TV 

A morning walk turns dangerous for a Dayton man after he is robbed on a local bike path. It 
happened Monday morning arow1d 8:00 near the Dayton Riverside border. 

Three men approached him threatening him , .. �th a baseball bat. 

Police believe the 79 year-old man was not the suspect's only victim. The men are also suspected of 
breaking into a car parked near the bike path, stealing almost everything inside, including pictures of 
the owner's grandchildren. 

In both cases the suspects spoke to their victims. Tiui owner of the car spoke to them on the bike 
path. She said they asked her if she owned a van that was parked in the lot near her car which made 
her suspicious. 

The 79 year-old man said he spoke to them as well. In fact he thought they were joking when they 
pulled out the bat and demanded money. They took his wallet along with medical cards, credit cards 
and his license. Fo11tmately he was not hurt. 

"He ran around behind me and lifted my billfold and started running with it. Some guy with the bat 
said rm gonna hit you, I gonna hit you. So he hollered and told them I got his billfold so they took off 
and went on. 

11 

The 79-year-old victim said he ��shed he had been yow1ger. He thinks it would have had a different 
ending. 

The police are still searching for the suspects. They say they are three white men in their 40's with 
salt and pepper hair color. 

The victims say they were driving an old grey car \\�th the windows broken out. 

7/15/2g04 6:51 PM 
------·-, ... ·- _ P<3:ge 6 -· o _____ _ 
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WHIOTV.com 

Police Search For Suspected Bike Path Thieves 

POSTED: 11 :45 AM EDT July 12, 2004 
UPDATED: 12: 10 PM EDT July 12, 2004 

RIVERSIDE1 Ohio -- An elderly man, out for a walk on a Riverside Bike Path 
Monday morning, was robbed by two men who stole his wallet. The incident 
happened on the path near Woodbine Avenue. 

According to police, the robbery happened as the man 
wal ked passed two white males in their mid�40s and said 
good morning to them. He was not injured. 

The man told officers that he thought the men were 
kidding, but then one of the men allegedly threatened 
him with a small hickory baseball bat. He said the men 

., pushed him around a bit and then came around behind 
· · him, grabbed his wallet and then fled the scene.

The man was not injured, but he is angry about the crime. He said he has worked 
hard for what he has and it is frustrating that others take it away. ( 

The man said he walks the bike path on a regular basis and that this morning's 
robbery will not prevent him from continuing his walks. 

Copyright 2004 by . All rights reserved. This material may not be publishedr 

broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Published Friday, July 9, 2004 l l :42:41 PM Central Time 

JANESVILLE -- Police have released an artist's sketch of the man last seen with a Janesville woman 
found June 23 along a Janesville bicycle trail partially naked and with her w1ists bound. 

"The sketch is just the person she was seen with last," Janesville police detective 
James Martin said. "We don't know if he's our suspect or not." 

A bartender believes she overheard the man say he lives in Janesville but works 
third shift in Monroe. Investigators have talked with Monroe employers but haven't 
located the man. 

The bartender told investigators it appeared that the victim knew the man police 
are now looking for, Martin said. 

"We're going to send the sketch to the Monroe Police Department in case this guy is 
a frequent flier with them," he said. 

The bartender described the man as white, in his late 20s or early 30s, 5 feet 10 
inches tall, stocky build, short blondish red hair, goatee with a few days growth of 
beard, fair complexion, pudgy cheeks, deep-set eyes, wearing an old white T-shirt. 
She said the man may be a laborer. 

A man riding his bicycle on the trafl leading into Rockport Park spotted the 40-year
old woman at about 6 p.m. lying in tall grass near a creek bed off Afton Road. She 
was semiconscious, badly bruised and had been sexually assaulted. 

Police said the woman was seen leaving Slicks Bar & Grill, 309 Rockport Road, 
Janesville, at about 1 p.m. that day. 

"The bartender felt fairly certain that they left together," Martin said. 

Janesville police officer Terrence Sheridan talked to the bartender in preparing the 
sketch. 

"The bartender who gave the description said the sketch looks good," Martin said. 

He characterized the investigation as "very difAcult" because the victim doesn't 
remember what happened. 

"Whether it's the alcohol, some type of blow to the head or, I guess, the worst 
scenario is some kind of drug or something, we haven't ruled anything out," Martin 
said. 

When the woman arrived at Mercy Hospital, she had a blood alcohol concentration 
of about 0.16, which is twice the legal limit to drive. 

Samples of the woman's blood are being tested at the state hygiene laboratory for 
the presence of so-called date rape drugs, which often have memory loss as a side 
effect, Martin said, 

"That night in the ER she remembered some details vaguely, and we asked her an 
hour later and she didn't remember that at all," Martin said. "She'd give a color of a 
vehicle, but an hour later she wouldn't remember that. 
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Alleged assault prompts trail safety 

By COURTNEY LINGLE 

Co u rtneylin gl e@colora d oan. corn 

A sexual attack over the weekend at a 
popular hiking and fishing spot isn't 
keeping people away, even as 
authorities continue their search for a 
suspect of whom they now have a 
composite sketch. 

A handful of people were enjoying the 
Watson Lake area Thursday, five days 
after a woman jogging at midday was 
dragged from the path in the heavily 
wooded area and sexually assaulted. 

Although news of the attack has been 
a topic of conversation among 
residents of LaPorte and Fort Collins, 
people who frequent the fishing haven 
and recreational site say they feel 
relatively safe there. 

But Teri Kman has always taken extra 
precautions. 

"I like to take the dog out with me; l 
feel safer," she said Thursday while 
walking Buddy. "It is one of those 
places that if you screamed, no one 
would hear you.'' 

The 40~year-old wildlife biologist 
from LaP01te said she never visits 
Watson Lake alone. 

Gregory Hoenig/The Coloradoan 

REMOTE: A woman says she 
was dragged from the trail at 
Watson Lake and sexually 
assaulted Saturday. Police are 
still searching for the suspect. 

• •.-•- .. ·--.., v····""···� - ., ••.•· -·•-•·-•. 

Staying safe on 
the trails 

Tips for staying safe on 
Larimer County trails: 

• Be aware of your

surroundings.

• Enjoy trails and outdoor
areas with others. Avoid
going alone.

• If you do go alone, let
someone know where you
are going and when you will
return.

• Take a cell phone or an

��t�� {;� ?;if ,�');�': t1.:! 
�J6.1..-rs,;s,� )ire.mm® 
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The San Francisco Examiner 

Call for help on pedway 
Foster City Council reacts to recent assaults. 

By Kate Williamson I Staff Writer 
Published on Monday, September 20, 2004 
URL! http://www. examiner. com/article/Index. cfm/l/092004n_pedway 
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FOSTER CITY -- One month after three women were assaulted on Foster City's shoreline pedestrian 

walkway, city officials are hoping to obtain a grant to put emergency phones along the path. But whether the 
phones would go near where the assaults occurred is unclear. 

The Foster City Council is scheduled to approve a grant application Monday night for $17,800 from the 
Metropoli1an Transportation Comrnissiqn and the City/County Association of Governments. The two groups

have approximately $1.1 million available in competitive grant awards for bicycle paths. 

Foster City officials hope $14,200 of the fund could go toward three cellular, solar-powered emergency 
push-button phones along the city's heavily used bicycle and pedestrian walkway and another $3,600 for new 

bike path maps. The phones would be similar to those used on college campuses and would dial emergency 
dispatch directly. 

"This is the second time we're going through the process of trying to get grant money for it," said City Parks 

and Recreation Director Kevin Miller. "We do think it will improve safety." 

On Aug. 24, three women were assaulted on the walkway by what police suspect was the same man, 

shaking the normally quiet town. 

Two 36-year-old women were walking behind the 200 block of South Beach Park Boulevard when they were 
approached by a dark-skinned Latino man standing about 5-feet-5 inches tall. He pushed one to the ground 

and punched the other, but then fled when they screamed. 

Close to that time, a man attempted to sexually assault a 13-year-old jogger under the Hills-

dale Bridge that spans the lagoon separating San Mateo and Foster City, but she fought him off and 

escaped. Police have not yet found the suspect, said Foster City police Capt. John Froomin. 

The phones tentatively are slated to be installed far from the site of the assaults. Instead, they may be 
installed near existing informational kiosks in the most heavily traveled part of the walkway between the San 

Mateo Bridge and Foster City Boulevard. 

Those sites were selected to be closest to medical emergency-response teams and to help prevent the kind 

of vandalism that might occur unnoticed at quieter sites, Froomln said. He added that further discussion on 

where to place the devices would occur once and if the grant is approved. 

"It'll be a cooperative effort to find out the best location for these phones," he said. 

If the grant falls through, the city may look at paying for phones itself, Miller said. 

The. Foster City Council meets Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall, 620 Foster City Blvd. 

9/20/2004 5:39 PM 
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ENGLEWOOD, CO -- Police are looking for a man who exposed himself to two 
young girls. I

The girls, ages 11 and 12, were walking along a bike path when they saw a man 
walking on the other side of the creek. 

As the girls walked past, the man pulled down his shorts to bis knees, exposed 
himself, and began to hit himself on his buttocks with a stick while moaning, 
Englewood police said. Is this common when one takes Cialis? 

The girls ran to the Safeway to report it. Hey, we never knew Safeway was the 
place to go to report stick-wielding butt-whacking bike-path moan-moaners. 
Good thing there are two Safeways strategically located in our neighborhood, one 
of which also happens to have a bike trail running through it. 

The man didn't speak to the girls and did not try to follow them. Police searched 
the area and found nothing. Probably the National Endowment for the Arts grant 
was already awarded ... 

The man is described as a white man in his 40s, about 5 feet 8 inches tall, with 
short, curly, gray hair and a thin beard, Short, curly, gray hair? Didn't they look at 
the hair on his head? At least he's original. We say let this guy go, but start 
arresting random purchasers of the Friends seasons-on-DVD sets. 

CANYON COUNTY, ID -- A county commissioner in Ida ho has billed the 
Mexican government about $2 million for illegal aliens who have been on the 
taxpayers' dole. We didn't realize Ida ho was such a draw for illegal immigrants. 
Take a wrong turn at Albuquerque? Guess those potato fanns don't harvest 
themselves ... 

Canyon County Commissioner Robert Vasquez mailed the bill to the closest 
Mexican consulate, in Salt Lake City. He says the county is due more than $1.4 

9/20/2004 10:47 AM 
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Randolph police seek man in Indecent exposure cases 

Tuesday,August24,2004 
BY MAURA McDERMOTT 

Star-Ledger Staff

Page 387 of 435 

Police in Randolph are investigating three incidents in which a man exposed himself to 
women walking in wooded areas. 

The man never threatened or tried to speak with the women, Detective Sgt. Tom 
Donovan said yesterday. 

"He hasn't approached them, he hasn1 made any comment to them," Donovan said. 

The most recent incident occurred Aug. 7 at about 8 a.m. on Combs Avenue, a wooded 
street. The man was described as a white man in his mid-20s with a medium complex/on, 
about 5-foot-6, with a thin build and short, curly, dark hair. 

A man matching that description reportedly exposed himself on two other occasions, July 
3 and July 4, about a half-mile away, on a 
the borders with Chester and Mendham, police said. Both incidents last month took place 
between 3 and 4:30 p.m. 

Donovan said the incidents are so infrequent that residents should not be afraid to use 
Randolph's trail system, although people should use normal cautions they would take 
when walking alone, such as carrying a cell phone. 

Police are surveying the area, although the randomness of the incidents makes it difficult 
to catch the perpetrator in the act, Donovan said. 

The township has about 23 miles of trails. 

Anyone with information is asked to call the police detective bureau at (973) 989•7015. 
Callers who wish to remain anonymous may contact the Morris County Sheriffs 
CrimeStoppers line at (973) COP-CALL or (800) SHERIFF. 

Maura McDermott covers Randolph. She can be reached at 
mmcdermott@sfarledger.com or (973) 539-7910. 

Copyright 2004 NJ.com. All Rights Reserved. 
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West Hartford, Wethersfield police investigate attacks on 2 women 

(West Hartford-AP, Sept. 18, 2004 11: 15 PM) � Police in West Hartford are warning women to 
use caution while walking alone in secluded areas a�er an assault on a woman on a dirt path 
leading to Elizabeth Park. 

The incident on Thursday is similar to a sexual assault that occurred in Wethersfield last month. 
Police are investigating the possibility that one man is responsible for the two attacks, 

West Hartford police Chief James Strillaccl says there's a similarity of description and motive, 

ln the West Hartford Incident, police say a 72-year-old woman said she was assaulted by a 
man with a knife who grabbed her neck, 

Wethersfield police are investigating an August Fourth Incident in which a 62-year-old woman 
walking near the Heritage Way Bike Trall was sexually assaulted. The attacker was described as In 
his 30s, about 5-feet-6 inches, of medium build and about 145 to 160 pounds, 

:l����i1it™��f 
Content© Copyright 2000 • 2.004 WorldNow, WTNH, and Assocrated Press. All Rights Reserved. 

This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
For more Information on this site, please read our Prl�acy Polley and Terms of Service. 
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'John Doe' Did It, Defense Says 

Leopard-thong Stalker 

By ROBIN SMTIH, Staff Writer 

- Someone else attacked women three years ago on the trails around Lake Willoughby, says the defense
attorney in the leopard print thong stalker case.

Duncan Kilmartin, representing defendant Bernard Curtis of Newport City, said a man he will name only as 
"Jolm Doe" should be considered as a suspect, not Curtis. 

In a motion filed in court this week, Kilmartin asked the judge to require the state to provide a picture of this 
person, who is a New Hampshire resident. Kilmartin wrote that he wants to put John Doe's picture in front of 
the woman who is the alleged victim of the most serious attack. At the same time, Kilmartin is asking for 
more time to pursue his defense, trying to stave off a trial that is now slated for October. 

"Manifest injustice would result if the defense is forced to go to trial under these circumstances ... ," 
Kilmartin wrote in a motion filed this week 

Curtis, 34, has pleaded innocent to sexual assault and two counts of lewd and lascivious behavior. Police said 
he ran at a woman who was with her son on a trail near the south end of Lake WiJloughby, and in a struggle 
assaulted her with a finger. 

Other women said they were appr�mcbed by a man in a leopard print thong who exposed himself. Those 
cases are being considered separately. 

The case has many twists and turns before trial. 

Plea Agreement Dropped 

Curtis has already offered to not contest the state charges. He offered an Alford plea, which would allow him 
to live at home under probation through a deferred sentence with minimal supervision and treatment. An 
Alford plea resolves a charge while the defendant maintains his innocence. 

' 

State corrections officials who interviewed Curtis did not accept that proposed sentence, saying they could 
not protect the public from him. 

9/20/2004 10:43 AM 
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$500 and is being held at the Charles County Detention Center 
pending an appearance before the District Court Commissioner. 

-----

; ,,.-... 

ATTEMPTED STRONG ARM ROBBERY: On August 31 at 3: 15 
p.m., Charles County Sheriff's officers responded to the bike path in
the 3 000 block of October Place in Waldorf for the attempted strong
arm robbery report. Investigation revealed a 55-year-old Waldorf

{)p man was walking on the bike path �hen two suspects approached � 
him and attempted to tak1' his wall;t. TI1e man was able to esca.pe 
and the two suspects fled. Tirn man was not injmed. The first 
suspect is described as a black male belween 20 and 25 years of 
age. He is 6 feet 3 inches tall, weighs 160 poW1ds, has a thin build 
and was wearing dark clothing. TI1e second suspect is described as a 
black male between 20 and 25 years of age. He is 5 feet 7 inches 
tall, weighs 150 pounds, has a heavy build and was wearing dark 
clothing. Anyone with infonnation about this incident is asked to 
contact the Charles County Sheriff's Office at 3 01-932-77_!_77.L----
Officer A Schwab is investigating.

CONCEALED WEAPON: On August 31 at 9 am., Charles County 
Sheriff's officers responded to the area of Strawberry Drive and 
Woodberry Drive in Bryans Road for the citizen's report of an 
suspicious person armed with a gun. Upon arrival officers located a 
17-year-old Bryans Road boy who was in possession of a pellet
pistol and a knife. The boy was charged with two countc, of
Concealed Deadly Weapon and released to a parent.

STRONG ARlv1ED ROBBERY: On August 30 at 1 p.m., Charles 
County Sheriff's officers responded to Sears in the 11100 block of 
Mall Circle for the theft report. Investigation revealed a suspect 
approached a 74-year-old Waldorf woman, stole her purse and fled 
the scene. A short time later, the same suspect approached an 
87-year-old B_ryantown woman, assaulted her, stole her purse and
fled the scene. A short time later, officers located the suspect in the
3600 block of Crain Highway. The suspect, Jamell Olajuwon
Martin, 19, ofno fixed address was in possession of marijuana
Martin was charged with Robbery, two counts of Theft and
Possession of Marijuana. He is being held at the Charles County
Detention Center on a $500,000 bond. Officer R. Garrett
investigated.

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL: On 
August 27 at 12:08 am., Officer E. Baker conducted a traffic stop 
on a 1996 Cadillac in the 3 900 block of Leonardtown Road in 
Waldorf for a traffic violation. Investigation revealed the driver, 
Domonic Eric Pinckney, 25, of Waldorf, was allegedly intoxicated. 
Pinckney was charged with Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol 
and released. 
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Man, police say Trosper Park site of illicit behaviour 

SCOTT HINES reports 

Updated: September 14, 2004 8:58 AM 

A man says people using public areas for sex are littering Oklahoma parks by leaving all 
sorts of unmentionables behind. 

Officers say even with routine undercover stings and an increase in officer patrols, sex on trails in 
places such as Trosper Park are rampant. 

One man said he was approached for sex. 

Most use Trosper Park as a place for recreation, but apparently others have another use in mind. 

"From what I've seen, all hours of the day, guys will come out there," said a man who asked to 
remain anonymous. "Park in the parking lot, walk back in the woods, and just do their thing," 

If you didn't already know, the trails at Trosper Park aren't just for hiking anymore. After just a 
few minutes on the trails plainly visible were condoms, bras hanging from trees, lubricant jelly 
and, most disturbing of all, reading materlal about Incest and child pornogrhapy. 

"It's sick� that's the only way to describe it," said the man, who added just a few days ago, while 
he was walking In the park, a man asked him for sex. 

"He came up to me, 'What are you like? What are you into?'," he said. "He was basically fondling 
himself through his pants the whole time." 

The man said the suspect eventually left him alone, but It's no secret this type of harassment and 
inappropriate behavior Is In and around Trosper Park. 

Officers say they're doing their part to dean up the trails up. 

Oklahoma City police spokesman Sgt. Charlie Phillips said there's a constant steady police 
presence there. And, the individuals that partake in those activities run In slmllar circles and they 
know there is a true potential to be arrested. 

"A public place is a wrong place to engage In these acts, the privacy of your own home or motel 
room, that's fine," Phillips said. 

Officers say most of the large parks in the Metro are experiencing the same type of inappropriate 
public behavior as well. 

Copyright 2004 KFOR-TV·DT. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten, or redistributed. 
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Police Search For Bike Path Attacker 

POSTED: 9:14 AM EDT September 14, 2004 

RIVERSIDE, Ohio -- Police in Riverside are searching for the person responsible for 
attacking a man who was beaten along a local bike path Monday night. 

Officers said they were called to the bike path near Radio Road near Smithville. They 
said someone assaulted and robbed a man. 

Medics took the man to a local hospital for treatment. They said his Injuries do not 
appear to be life-threatening. 

Copyright 2004 by. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Magazine Owner Indicted 
An AJexandria grand jury

z:: 
h in · ed Karen Macrae o h,arges of money 

laundering. /) 
Macrae came to promine e in Alexandria las ear by launching the/ 1 

magazine Alexandria oday. She sold subsenptions and adverti;n?' and held 
a premier that fea ed singer Roberta !;lick. She presented a ,check to the 
Scholarship F of Alexandria at la,s(year's telethon for$ 0:000. 
But the ma t ine was never pubJ,islied and Flack was ne er paid for her 
perform · ce here, according to'Flack's attorneys. 

✓ 

"Over 1e last four years, !\1s'. Macrae has engaged · felonious financial 
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ITli9 actions amounting tcfbetween $250,000 and 300,000," said Assis t Macrae 

A
C6mmonwealth1s Atto�ey Elliott Casey. "We, e currently engaged · plea 

����::::;:;';;7"" 

egotiations with !}ef' attorneys." 
If convicted, Macrae faces up to 40 years · prison and a m  (: um fine of 

I $500,000. 

I of2 
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Hohnes Run Park Exposure 
Alexandria police are looking for a man who exposed himself to a woman in Holmes Run Park last week. 
According to police reports: 
111e 38-year-old female city resident was sitting on a park bench along the bike oath las,L Thursday, Sept. 2, 
when she saw a naked man come out of the woods. She ran from the parkaer nearby home and called 
police. The incident occurred at approximately 11 am. in the 4700 block ofDuke Street. 
In July, a woman was sexually assaulted along the same bike path. "According to the woman who reported 
this latest incident, the man appeared to be homeless," said Cpt. John Crawford, a spokesperson for the 
Alexandria Police Department. "He was disheveled and very distinctive looking." 
The man is described as a white male, between 5-feet-8 and 5-10 with shoulder-length grayish hair. He 
weighed approximately 180 pounds. 
"We are very concerned because we have no idea what this man might have intended to do to this woman," 
Crawford said. "Also, we were unable to locate him despite the fact that police saturated the park area very 
shortly after the incident occurred. 
11We have added extra patrols in the park, not only on the bike path but walking in the woods as well. So far, 
we haven't found any evidence that there are people living in the woods. It is very important that we 
apprehend this man and find out what he was doing there," Crawford said. 
Anyone with information about this incident should contact Alexandria police at 703-838-4444. 

----
···" 

gs: How ,..,-ei'!Atl� .
... 

roblem? 
Agenda:Alexandria will host the program, "Gangs: How Serious a Problem?" with Deputy Chief of Police 
Earl Cook, Captain Cleveland Spruill and Investigator Neal Shanna on Monday, Sept. 27. 
Bill Clayton, the vice chair of Agenda:Alexandria, will be the program chair. A reception is scheduled at 6:30 
p.m. with dinner ($25) at 6:45 p.m. There is no charge for people who attend the program only, which is
scheduled to begin at 7: 15 p.m. at Temple Beth El, 3 83 0 Seminary Road.
Reservations are required. Contact Sherry Brown, 703-549-4696 or agendaalexandria@aol.com.

Motorcoach Traffic 
The ACV A Motorcoach Task Force invites local residents and business owners to share their views on 
motorcoach traffic in Alexandria at its monthly meeting Thursday, Sept. 16. The open discussion period wiU 
begin at 6:30 p.m., in City Hall, room 2000. 

Pa9gb4��4 9:09 PM
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Police nab four in bike path robberies ..... . ,�, .. ...... . 
. Jlrln:ffai;' 
-�.,.m�j:J4#.,� .. � 

By Heidi Bell Gease, Journal Staff Writer 

RAPID CITY - Three people were reportedly robbed Friday along the bike path in down1own Rapid City, 
and police have aiTested four people in connection with two of those incidents. 

John T. Country, 28, Waylon James Greeley, 24, Memoree Autumn Thomas, 25, and Edward Mousseaux, 
3 9, are each charged with two counts of first-degree robbery and two counts of simple assault. All reportedly 
live in Rapid City, although Greeley's arrest report lists him as homeless. 

Rapid City Police Detective Kyle Akers said the four are suspected of robbing two men in separate incidents 
near the East Boulevard bridge about 10 p.m. Friday. In one case, a 29-year-old man and his girlfriend were 
walking on the bike path when the four allegedly pushed the man to the ground, held his arms, kicked him 
and took his wallet The robbers allegedly threatened the manis girlfriend as well, saying they would beat her 
up if she said anything about the incident. 

A 46-year-old man who was walking alone was also allegedly pushed down, kicked and had his wallet stolen 
by the four. Akers said the man, who is unable to speak due to the effects of a previous stroke, was able to 
communicate with officers through writing. 

Both victims were taken to Rapid City Regional Hospital, where they were treated for minor injuries and 
released, Akers said. 

Akers said one of the victims was able to identify Mousseaux, who was arrested ·about 30 minutes later at a 
nearby supermarket. TI1e other three were arrested the same night. 

All four made their initial appearances in 7th Circuit Court Tuesday. The maximum penalty upon conviction 
is 25 years in prison and a $25,000 fine for each count of first-degree robbery. Simple assault is a 
misdemeanor. 

Meanwhile, Rapid City police are looking for a man who reportedly robbed a woman on the bike path earlier 
F1iday. That incident happened about 4 p.m. near the North Maple Avenue bridge, said Lt. Dave Walton of 
the Rapid City Police Department. 

Walton said the woman was walking when a man on a bicycle reportedly approached her, got off his bike, 
and then hit her in the face and pushed her down, forcing her to drop her wallet. The man then picked up the 
wallet and pedaled off. 

He is described as an American Indian man in his mid-30s to early 40s, standing 5 feet, 11 inches tall, and 
weighing I 50 to 170 pounds. The man had black hair that was short on the top and shoulder-length in back, 
according to the alleged victim. She told police the man was wearing a red T �shirt and blue jeans and riding a 
blue or black IO-speed bike. 

Akers said investigators do not believe the afternoon and evening robberies are related. 

Contact Heidi Bell Gease at 394-8419 or heidi.bell@rapidcityjoumal.com 

9/8/2004 9:23 PM 
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VANCOUVER.CBC.CA News - Full Story : 

No arrest yet in attack on jogger 
Last Updated: Sep 7 2004 12:48 PM PDT 

VANCOUVER - Vancouver police are continuing their search for a man who sexually 
assaulted a jogger in Stanley Park on Sunday morning. 

Police describe the suspect as a dark-skinned male with a 
slim build who was wearing a dark blue hat, shirt and pants 
at the time. 

Spokesperson, Const. Sara Bloor, says the woman Is still 
traumatized after she was jumped by a man on a trail near 
Lost Lagoon at about 11 a.m, on Sunday. 

Bloor says the woman noticed the man behind her, just 
before he grabbed her. 

Jogger on Stanley 
Park Seawall 

"Once the two were alone, the woman ended up being pushed to the ground and 
sexually fondled," she says. "The man then ran off." 

Vancouver police are warning people out jogging on their own to take precautions 
and to be vigilant in Stanley Park. 

Bloor says joggers should use the buddy system wheri possible and remain aware 
of their surroundings at all times 

Copyright © 20D4 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation - All Rights Reserved 
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Victim Gives Police Details for Sketch of Her Rapist 
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Web Producer: Amber Griswold 

UPDATE, SAT 6PM: Police now have a picture of the suspected 
Greenway Passage rapist. 

Police belleve the man in the police sketch sexually assaulted a 
woman who was walking along Evansville's Greenway Passage on 
Thursday, 

He's described as 5'8" with a medium build, and he has a dark 
tan, 

If you know this person, or have any details of the sexual 
assault, call Evansville Police. 

THUR 9PM: Police say a 38-year-old woman was thrown down 
the levee that runs along Pigeon Creek and raped. 

It happened Thursday afternoon off Heidelbach Avenue near the canoe launch on the walklng 
and biking trail. The sex crimes unit says the woman heard footsteps behind her and was 
grabbed around the neck and thrown down the hl/1 where she was partially disrobed and raped. 

The victim was being treated at Deaconess Hospital where investigators said she was severely 
traumatized. 

The rapist is described as a tanned, white male in his late teens, he Is 5'8" to 5'10" with black 
hair and blue eyes. He was wearing a blue shirt with matching shorts. 

EARLIER: An attack Thursday afternoon in an Evansville park is under investigation, Evansville 
detectives were searching Thursday afternoon, for the person who assaulted a woman on the 
Greenway Passage near Garvin Park. 

Around 2:30 Thursday afternoon, police were called to the area of the Greenway Passage near 
the canoe launch. When they arrived, they found a victim in her mid 40's, who told police she 
was walking near the levee when she was attacked, 

Police aren't exactly sure how the incident unfolded because detectives interviewing the victim 
say she is severely traumatized. However, police did call in their sexual assault team and say 
they are treating this area as a major crime scene. 

The woman was taken to Deaconess Hospital. 

Canine units are searching for the suspect, who is described as an 18-year old white male. He 
was wearing a blue jersey and blue shorts at the time. 
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Parents opposed to jog trail extension 

LANCE WEST reports 

Updated: September 8, 2004 8:29 AM 

EDMOND -- A plan to build a public jogging trall next to an elementary school 
playground has some parents with children at that school telling planners to take a 
hike, 

They say the plan will expose their children to danger. 

The jogging and bike traU In Hafer Park covers about 1.5 miles. The city would like to expand it, 
but that means cutting right through the playground at a nearby elementary school. 

Some parents don't like the idea of strangers passing so close to their chlldren. 

The traits are ideal for the University of Central Oklahoma cross country team: miles of asphalt 
winding through Hafer Park. And now, the city wants to expand the path even more. 

"We're building a path that we're saying, 'Hey come back here behind our playground,' " said 
concerned parent Mike Nash, who along with several other parents are concerned with the 
proposed location. The tra!I would run along the back property line of WIii Rogers elementary. 
They say an isolated hiking and biking path would make their children vulnerable to crime. 

"Playgrounds are targets these days and kids are targets," Nash said. "I can not believe they're 
actually going to encourage the general public to come back here and have full access to our 
kids during the school day." 

The PTO took Its concerns to the Edmond school board. The parents, urged the city to look at 
another trail route, not so close to their kids. 

"I don't want to ruin the clty's plan on making it a better place to live," said Dee Dee 
Pustmueller. "But I do think our kids are the most important and I just think the bike path could 
be In a place that's easily seen where people wouldn't take the opportunity to do something 
where they're hidden." 

But city officials argue this secluded area will be far less dangerous once the foliage ls removed 
and fencing Is added, 

"We're better off to open the area and make lt accessible to the public," said police chief Bob 
Ricks. "Proper fencing and other safeguards and ensure the children are safe. That's our 
paramount goal. We would not do anything If we thought It would jeopardize the safety of the 
children." 

A check of the NewsChannel 4 archives found several reported crimes along the trails in recent 
years, Including a report of a naked man trying to lure away three small children. 

City leaders will meet with school administrators and concerned parents later this month. 

Copyright 2004 KFOR-TV-DT. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten, or redistributed, 
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New Milford police await arrest warrant in killings of 
woman, baby 

By LAURA WALSH 
Associated Press Writer 

September 22, 2004, 9:23 PM EDT 

NEW MILFORD, Conn. -- Police were awaiting ai1 expected arrest warrant Wednesday night in 
connection with the stabbing deaths of a woman and her 4-month-old baby, whose bodies were 
found at Lovers Leap State Park 

New Milford resident Lisa Aviles, 31, and her son, Damion Stone, were found stabbed to death just before 8 p.m. 
Tuesday by two fishennen in tlie area of Lovers Leap Road, po]ice said. The baby boy was still strapped in his stroller 
when he was discovered. 

Polioo had identified a person of interest Wednesday evening and were awaiting search and arrest warrauts from a 
judge. 

Police have described the homicides as gruesome and say witnesses reported hearing screams. 

''In my 30 years as a state trooper, I've never seen a scene that was so horrific," said Sgt. J. Paul Vance, a state police 
spokesman. 

Autopsies Wednesday confirmed that both ,�ctims died of mu1tiple stab wounds. 

TI1e killings were the second and third in a week in New Milford. Maria Rojas was found dead last Wednesday behind 
her husband's flooring business off Route 7. The mother of two young children was killed by a blow to the head. No 
arrests have been made in that case. 

Polioo said they do not believe the two deaths are related to Rojas' killing. 

"There is absolutely no connection whatsoever," Vance said. 

It wns also six years ago that the decomposed body of a 13-yenr-old New Milford girl, found wrapped in a blanket and 
chains, was discovered at nearby Lake Lillinonah in Bridgewater. After a four-year investigation, five men and three 
women were arrested in connection with tl1e abduction, gang rape and drowning of Maryann Measles. 

The discovery of the two bodies Tuesday led to an intensive search that lasted into Wednesday. Police teams were 
searching the area near the Housatonic River ·with the help of an inflatable boat, dogs and all terrain vehicles. 

New Milford police called in off-duty officers to the scene and state troopers from several barracks were assisting in 
the investigation. 

"It's startlillg," said Keith Mitchell, a local resident who says he visits the park at least twioo a week and was there 
Tuesday. "I come here for peace and quiet to relax. It's not a place for anxiety and fear." 

pa9t!2(?89f 6:52 PM
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Man In Custody In Connection With Woman's 
Murder 

Teenagers Find Body Of Woman 

POSTED: 8:55 AM PDT September 21, 2004 
UPDATED: 9:43 AM PDT September 21, 2004 

PHILADELPHIA -- Police say they have a man in custody In connection with the 
death of a woman. 

'QI Woman Found 
Dead Near Park 
l?,'"f!&�if!!int&@@'lf:W-'0 

Linda Wadlington, 50, was found dead near a school in the Cobbs 
Creek section of Philadelphia Monday. 

rc:i Slideshow: Woman Found Dead 

The body was found by a group of teenagers In a wooded area on 
59th Street between Fernwood Street and Cobbs Creek Parkway, officials said. The 
teenagers flagged down police around 4:45 Monday afternoon. 

Police said that it appears Wadlington's body may have only been at that location for 
a couple of hours. 

She was found facedown, naked from the waist down, with a belt tied tightly around 
her neck. 

Southwest Detectives told NBC 10 News that Wadlington's body was found just off a 
bike trail, about 40 feet down a hill. 

Police have not released the name of the man in custody but say they do plan to 
charge him with murder. 

Copyright 2004 by NBC4.tv. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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NBC10.com 

Man Arrested In Cobbs Creek Homicide 

Teenagers Find Body Of Woman 

POSTED: 7:30 PM EDT September 20, 2004 
UPDATED: 5: 34 PM EDT September 21, 2004 

PHILADELPHIA -- Police have made an arrest in the murder of a Philadelphla 
woman, whose body was found In Cobbs Creek Park. 

d;I Slideshow: Woman Found Dead 
Investigators said that kids riding bikes found the body of Linda 
Wadlington (pictured, left) Monday afternoon. She was discovered 
in a wooded area on a trail near 59th Street a_nd Cobbs Creek 
Parkway. She had been strangled with a belt. 

Hazel Wadlington told NBC 10 News that she is devastated over 
r;;::.;i Woman Killed In 

the loss of her daughter. Cobbs Creek 

��&,�JrwNffe/1 

Police arrested Gregory Blake, 28, and charged him with 
Wadlington 1s murder. Police sources said Blake confessed to the murder. 

"We don't think she met him there. They obviously encountered each other and at 
some point she was killed by the individual," said Capt. Richard Ross, of the 
Philadelphia Police Department. 

Blake was arrested Monday night at a hospital after allegedly being beaten up by 
several unknown people who may have thought he was responsible for Wadlington1 s 
murder. 

"There were people who obviously didn't appreciate what happened to this lady and 
they responded in a way that they thought was appropriate," Ross said. 

NBC 10 News has learned that are investigating possible ties between Blake and at 
least two other assaults against women in that area. Police are also investigating 
whether Blake can be tied to unsolved murders in the area as well. 

"It's way too soon to say, but naturally we're going to look into that," Ross said. 

Hazel Wadlington said that her daughter had suffered from mental illness for 
decades. She said her goal now is to be strong for her daughter's two children. 

"I have to hold up for Linda's children -" they're 21 and 23, so it's going to be quite 
hard for them. 

Copyright 2004 by NBC10.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
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Posted by: George Metaxas, 9/7/04, 6:05 p.m. 
Claims of indecent exposure on a Mid-South jogging trail 

Mid-South police say they have a case of a jogger more interested in showing off his body, than 
toning it. Collierville police want your help catching this exercising exhibitionist. A jogger said she 
couldn't get away from the flashing jogger fast enough. Now she's worried he'll strike again. The 
Collierville jogging trail is on Valley Brook and Peterson Lake Road. 

The woman was Jogging Friday morning along Peterson Lake Road. Police say a man was also 
jogging and stopped to talk to her. Lt. Greg Flint, Collierville P.O. said, "She began to run off. He 
called back to her and he was exposing himself to her at that time," Lt. Flint says the woman 
flagged down a motorists and they called police, People who live In the Colllervllle neighborhood 
where !t happened say they know about It and are on the lookout for the man. Gina and Greg 
Dwight love to take walks together. They had heard about similar Incidents, Gina Dwight said, "I 
know that happened in other areas before and It may be the same man. He may have just 
switched over to a different neighborhood." The couple isn't taking Friday's incident lightly. They 
always walk with cell phones. Charles Kempf just moved to Collierville two weeks ago with his 
family. "I'll probably watch my kids a llttle bit more and my wife, and I will take steps to ensure 
we're watching a little closer and not leave them in the front yard." 

Collierville police are stepping up patrols in the area where the flasher was spotted. Police say you 
should never confront a flasher. Try escape and call police. 

, .&i&.if�i4�it\ 
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VANCOUVER.CBC.CA News - Full Story: 

Man shot to death in park 
Last Updated: Sep 7 2004 07:45 PM PDT 

VANCOUVER - Vancouver police are investigating the discovery of a man's body in 
Stanley Park on Monday morning. He had been shot to death. 

Police say the victim was found near the Rowing Club on a 
trail that leads to the Aquarium. 

Police have released few other details, except to say the 
victim was a black male. 

VPD spokesperson Const. Sarah Bloor says calls were made & 
to 911 on Monday night reporting gunfire in the park. 

Bloor says officers responded to those calls, but did not find 
anything. 

"We are asking anyone who may have been in the park 
between 10:30 p.m. last night and 6:30 a.m. this morning 
to please contact Vancouver Police if they saw anything 
suspicious, vehicles leaving quickly, anything along those 
lines. 

"We would ask for information to be forwarded to our Major Crimes Section 
homicide squad," says Bloor. 

Copyright © 2004 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation - All Rights Reserved 
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_E.P. cops s�e.� suspect who's accosting people on
bik�-path ... • 
. . 

Donna Kenny Kirwan 09/03/2004 

EAST PROVIDENCE-· East Providence police have stepped up 
patrols on ,the popular East Bay Bicycle Path after receiving 
reports that a man on a dark colored bicycle has been 
accosting p�ople. 

According to potice, the most recent incident occurred on Aug. 27 on the 
portion of the bike path that runs along Veterans Memorial Parkway, 
across from the Metacomet Country Club. 

The victim's son told police that 
his elderly father had parked his 
car in tho lot near the bike path at 
around 5:45 a.m. and was 
walking along the path when he 
was accosted by a man on a 
bicycle. 

The victim said the man, 
described as a white male in his 
late 40s with gray hair and some 
facial hair, shouted vulgarities at 
him and tried to block his path. 

The victim went around the man 
and continued walking, but when 
he returned to his car a short time 

Advertisement 

later, he found that one of his tires had been slashed. 

According to Sgt. John Sequeira of the East Providence Police community 
policing unit, there have been several other reports over the last couple of 
weeks of a man on a dark colored bicycle, fitting the same description, 
who has been confronting and bothering elderly people in a similar manner 
on the bike path. 

Sequeira said the incidents are still under Investigation.Anyone with 
information about the suspect is asked to contact the East Providence 
Police. 

©The Pawtucket Times 2004 
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Hiking trails vandalized 
By Geoff Mosher/ News Staff Wrtter
Fnday,August2� 2004 

WCL T asks residents for help 
The Westborough Community Land Trust wants residents lo be on the lookout for any 

suspicious or destructive behavior on land it owns or stewards after two passive recreation
areas it maintains were vandalized this summer. 

Last month, the 10-acre traH net\vork behind the Target ball fields was hit by vandals. 
A mailbox that WCL T built to hold trail maps was pulled off a tree and smashed. The maps

were scattered on the ground, said Don Bum of WCL T. 
The vandals did not slop there, Burn said. 

Herald lnleractive Tools 
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oden stakes that mark trails were uprooted and hauled off. And brush ��l<�-�Q]l!.!<�!.\!!!� .. v@:l.!!r.c;M!!.«::i

· "It was I rte rally like (the vandals) we're trying to make it so nobody would coma back there" �/.c;l�l!Y..!�mP.!?r.�.tl.lv .. �J!!!Y!.i!!.1�-�!11.l
Burn said. 

' �t 
.ii,�.-.,! i�_·L\ marina's lifo on lhoJtqn!llllM In June, the informational klosk at the Andrews Street entry to the 100-acre Headwaters .,. 

Conservation Area was destroyed. The klosk was installed by Eric Reager, a former member of �.§ru)_IJ.1.9.!@W!.!l.��.l!.8
Boy Scout Troop 100 who built the structure as part of his Eagle Scout project. �• @llPersonat Info may be blacked out

The vandals shattered the glass on both sides of the wooden structure and tore up the trail 
maps and nature photos that provided information about the property .. 

''It's just sort of sad," Burn said, looking at the kiosk, which still has shards of glass and tattered trail maps hanging from it. "The 
last thing we want is to have to go back and restore what we've done. 

"We put (the kiosk) up just so there would be information about the trails," he said. 'We are going to repair it, but it's going to
cost about half the price of bullding a new kiosk." 

Efforts are under way to cleanup both sites, and WCL T plans to patrol its extensive trail network more aggressively, Burn said. 
Westborough Police Chief Alan Gordon said he believes local youths are to blame for the vandalisms. 
"I think it's more kids doing it," Gordon said. "I don't think anybody has a vendetta against the Community Land Trust or 

anything." 
Last fall, a number of trail markers were removed from the Charm Bracelet trail network, which WCLT also stewards, Gordon

pointed out. 
"I don't think people really understand the significance of the work these people are doing," he said. 
The WCL Towns more than 100 acres of land in town. The organization stewards another 200 acres of town-owned land. 
For tnore information on WCL T, visit the organization's Web site at ,w,w.westboroughlandtruslorg. 
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Witness runs down sex assault suspect - The Register-Guard, Eugene, 0 ... 

l of I

www.reglsterguard.com I © The Register-Guard, Eugene, 
Oregon 

August 27, 2004 

Witness runs down sex assault suspect 

A witness to a sexual assault on a Eugene bike path just 
before 6:30 p.m. Wednesday chased down the suspect, a 
14-year-old boy who lives nearby, Eugene Police
spokeswoman Kerry Delf said.

Police arrested the boy for first-degree sexual abuse and 
say he also Is a suspect In a similar attack Wednesday and 
another earlier in the month. Both attacks Wednesday 
took place on the bike path near West 13th Avenue and 
Oak Patch. A similar assault Aug, 4 happened on the bike 
path near West 13th and City View, 

Police say the assailant in all three attacks followed his 
victims or jogged behind them before grabbing them and 
then trying to knock them to the ground or running away. 

The boy is white, 5 feet 9 inches, 135 pounds, with short 
light brown hair. On Wednesday, he wore a red T-shirt and 
dark baggy pants. 

Anyone with information about these crimes may contact 
Detective Jeff Donaca at 682-5193. The Register-Guard 
does not publish the names of juvenile offenders under 
age 15. The mandatory Measure 11 prison sentence for 
first-degree sexual abuse does not apply to offenders 
under age 15. 
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Weather Sports Community Links Recipes · About Us Aug 25, 2004 

92.0 Of 
Tulsa, OK 

[More Info ... ] 

:, · "What's an KtlTV? 

4:00 .... Oprah 
5:00 .... The News on 6 at 

Five 

Tulsa Police Investigate The City's 32nd 
Homicide Of The Year 

Officers say the Hispanic woman in 
her 30's, suffered some physical 
trauma after an apparent struggle. 

5:30 ...• CBS Evening News 
6:00 .... The News on G at Detectives want to talk to Effrlan Munose, the woman's estranged 

Six husband. They believe he drives a 1994 white Ford Escort with a paper 
6:30 .... Entertainment tag. 

Tonight 

[Complete Listings ... } 

·.; <:ampelun 2004 · ·, ·

(More Details, .. ) 

Officers say Effrian spent Friday night at Anglina' s home and when her 
children woke up Saturday both adults were missing. They also want to 
talk with anyone who may have noticed anything In the area of Norberg 
Park, where the body was found. 

lf you have any information that might help police, call Crimestoppers at 
596-COPS. You can remain anonymous. 

source: The News on 6

James Aydelott Says: 

TODAY: Partly cloudy with a 
40% chance of 
lhunderstortns. High of 95. 
south winds 10 to 15 mph, 
TONIGHT: Paru ... 

[Complete Forecast] 

WARN Live Radar 
6 Day Outlook 

[View Live SKYCAMS ... ] 

"KQTlf'll Onllno Atiinn 
; '.' . KOtlJ fl!ltlpas. . :· 

Hawaiian Sunrise .. , 
Oriental Salad ... 

Print Text Only 

Print Text & Photos 

Created: 8/22/2004 - .·c;., :c-· , " .. 

:;8:"7'· .. 7:.''l' Updated: 8/23/2004 5:57:13 PM �J.�C" 
Tomato Salad With He ... 
Southwest Steak Sand ... 
Oklahoma summer Skll. .. 

[More Recipes ... } 

[Currently Unavailable] 

There is no current 
"Hot Button" poll 

active at thia time. 

Click here to view past 
polls and their results. 

Pleasi, cfick here for 
information on The Hot Button 

on1lne poll, 
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Refuge combats public 

lewdness 
Authorities cite 13, promise more patrols 

By Chris Paschenko 
DAILY Staff Writer 
cpaschenko"(@.decal11rdaily.com · 340·2442

After issuing 13 citations for public lewdness, authorities said 
they have an ongoing problem with people engaging in sexual 
acts in public places on Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge. 

Officers with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the 
Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
conducted a sting July 22-25 as a result of citizens' 
complaints. 

Authorities issued the citations at the handicapped accessible 
fishing area off Alabama 67 in Decatur, and at Beaverdam 
Boardwalk and Arrowhead Landing in Limestone Collllty, 
according to Dwight Cooley, refuge manager. 

"We run this type of joint activity quite freque11tly and will 
continue to do so," he said. 

Receiving complaints 

Limestone County Sheriff Mike Blakely said he was unaware 
of the citations, but he has received many complaints about 
the problem, 

"The homosexuals are making it hard for families to enjoy the 
nature trails when perverts are looking for same·sex partners," 
Blakely said. 

The sheriff said one man sued his department after a deputy 

Leave 

feedback 

on this or 

another 

story. 
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Man Allegedly Exposes Himself; Victim Tracks Him Down 

Lincoln Flasher Has Criminal Past 

POSTED: 5:13 p.m. CDT August 19, 2004 
UPDATED; 10:06 a.m. CDT August 20, 2004 

LINCOLN, Neb. -- A convicted murderer Is under arrest In Lincoln for 
allegedly exposing himself to a woman on a bike trail. 

Video A woman said she was jogging along a 
trail in Llncoln's Mahoney Park this week 
when a man approached her and exposed 
himself. 

"I stopped and was appalled," said the 
victim, who does not want to be 
Identified. "(I) thought, 'You know, I have 
to do something about this because I'm 
sick of what's happening In parks,'" 

She ran to find someone with a cell phone, called police and then helped 
them track the suspect. 

"I didn't want to lose him, so thought I'd run after him and figure out where 
he was," she said, 

Police arrested Stanley Davis, 60. They said he 
has a history of criminal sexual exposure•· this is 

his second arrest for indecent exposure this year and his fourth since 2002. 

"He's been responsible for two of these recently and several In the past few 
years," said Uncoln Police Chief Tom Casady. 

Davis went to prison for killing a woman who refused his advances 18 years 
ago. He served 10 years ln prison for killing his girlfriend, Cheryl Stephens, 
In 1986. He wanted her to have group sex with two other men, documents 
show. When she refused, he struck her several times with a curtain rod and 
dumped her body near Elmwood, Neb. 

Davis' latest victim said she is shocked to learn of his past, and equally 
disturbed that Davis may not be in jail long for the current offense, He only 
served 10 days In jail for one previous indecent exposure and was fined $200 
for another. 

Davis is not on the state's sex offender fist. He was convicted of murder, not 
a sex crime, and indecent exposure convictions -- even several in a row -
are not quallficatlons to the sex offender registry. 

"There's got to be a stop to it, I don't know what they do, but they've got to 
do something about it," the victim said. "l mean, if it's not me It could be a 
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Orange County man sentenced for assaulting women on bike trail 

SANTA ANA, Calif. A man who robbed a dozen women along an Orange County bicycle trail and 
raped one of them has been sentenced to 44 years to life in prison. 

Twenty-year-old Jonathan Rodas of Santa Ana had been jailed since May 2003. He was convicted 
In June of 17 charges, including rape and assault with a deadly weapon. 

Prosecutors say teenagers to women In their 50s were victimized by Rodas. 

Prosecutors say the man accosted the women on the Pacific Electric Bicycle Trail, threatening 
them with a knife or an Ice pick. They say he stole their jewelry and sexually assaulted a woman 
in her sos after following her home. 

The defense argued that Rodas was misidentified and police got the wrong person. 

Copyright 2004 Associated Press, All rights reserved, This material may not be pubffshed, 
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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Portlander arraigned in attack on George Himes Park jogger 
Jeb K. Brock, 28, remains in custody, and his lawyer says he'll plead not guilty to 
the kidnapping allegation 

Tuesday, June 22, 2004 

APRIL SIMPSON 

The longtime girlfriend of a man accused of attacking a jogger Sunday morning along a 
winding and heavily traveled trail in the George Himes Park said he's not the kind of man 
who would do such a thing. 

Jeb K. Brock, 28, of Portland was arraigned Monday on an accusation of kidnapping in 
connection with the Sunday morning incident. His attorney said Brock would plead not 
guilty. He remained in custody. 

A woman who was jogging in an area around Southwest Terwilliger Boulevard and Capitol 
Highway told police she was attacked by a man around 6 a.m. and pulled into the bushes. 
The woman fought off her attacker and ran to a nearby home where she called police. 

Police later found a car matching the description given by a witness and took Brock into 
custody after interviewing him. 

Elizabeth surgeon, who attended the arraignment, described Brock as a friendly and 
lovlng person who wouldn't Jeopardize his relationship with her and their 4-year-old son. 

Surgeon said she has dated Brock for six years and had plans to marry. 

"And we still do,'' Surgeon said. "He was at the wrong place at the wrong time." 

The early morning attack has prompted some area residents and joggers to take 
precautions when they use the paths. Others say that it is an isolated incident and that 
they plan to continue using the paths alone and In the early morning hours. 

"During the day it's safe, quiet, as far as I know, ft's a low crime neighborhood," said 
Patrick Riley, who works with the office of transportation. "At night it might be 
questionable when a single female is walking through here." 

Scott Westerman, the Pollce Bureau's senior neighborhood officer for the area, said the 
incident surprised him, given that George Himes Park is one of the city's most 

· trouble-free green spaces. The park and its trails, he said, are popular with picnickers and
joggers. And it's quiet. "I would venture to say there are five cops In the whole bureau
who know about George Himes Park," Westerman said. "That's because we never get
called out there."

Kathy Marchant said she jogs the area about six days a week and usually at 6:45 a.m. On
Sunday, she decided not to take her morning jog. On Monday, she jogged at midday. She
also brought her phone.

Eunju Choi, a 26-year-old college student from New Mexico, said although she feels

I 
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�irst-degree kidnapping charge added 

COURTNEY BRUMMER, Staff Writer 08/17/2004 

A man charged in the Friday sexual assault of 
21-year-old Omaha woman on the Wabash
Trace Trail now faces a first-degree kidnapping
charge.

Martin Dreher, 33, of Council Bluffs was 
arrested Saturday morning in connection with 
the assault that occurred around 3:30 p.m. 
Friday. 

The woman, whose name is being withheld 
because she is the alleged victim of a 
sex-crime, was running along the trail, about 
one mile south of Lewis Central, when she was 

Dreher pulled off the trail and assaulted. The victim was 
taken to Alegent Health Mercy Hospital and has since been released. 

Pottawattamie County Attorney Matt Wilber said Dreher was originally 
charged with second-degree sexual abuse but because of the 
circumstances of the alleged crime, he filed an additional charge of 
first-degree kidnapping - a Class A felony that Is punishable by a 
mandatory sentence of life in prison. 

Wilber said the place where the 
woman was allegedly assaulted 
was about 55 to 60 feet off the 
trait in a wooded area. Dreher 
also allegedly beat her 
andchoked her to the point of 
unconsciousness. 

''When you confine a person for 
the purpose of committing 
sexual abuse, it can be found as 
kidnapping," Wilber said. 

WIiber noted that because the 
area vJhere the alleged attack 
took place was heavily wooded, 
it was less likely anyone would 
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have detected the assault as It occurred. Intent to secretly confine a 
person Is part of the criteria that establishes a kidnapping charge. 

Iowa Code defines first-degree kidnapping as ''When the person 
kidnapped, as a consequence of the kidnapping, suffers serious injury, or 
is intentionally subjected to torture or sexual abuse." 

Wilber added that Dreher does have a criminal history but is not a 
previous sex offender. 

The victim allegedly identified Dreher as her attackilr after the 
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Man arrested for allegedly sexually assaulting jogger 

� fmall to a Friend [i). Printer Er@<.tl.Y. Version 

COUNCIL BLUFFS A 33-year-old man is charged with sexually assaulting a 
female jogger along a popular recreational trail near Council Bluffs. 

Authorities say the assault happened Friday afternoon as a 21-year-old 
woman was running along the Wabash Trace Nature Trail, 

They say the woman was pulled off the trail and assaulted. 

Martin Dreher of Council Bluffs was charged yesterday with second-degree 
sexual abuse and is being held at the Pottawattamie County Jail, 

Sheriff Jeff Danker says the victim identified Dreher as the assailant. 

The sheriff's office got a tip a few days before the incident that Dreher was 
sitting in his car watching people along the trail. The caller took down his 
license plate number ln case something happened. 

Toe sheriff says people shouldn't be paranoid about using the trail, but should 
bring along a friend. 

Copyright 2004 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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Results matter. 
Your Investment in United Way has the power to get results. 

Edmonds Lynnwood / Mountlake Terrace Mill Creek Shoreline I Lake Forest Park 
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Police beat 

Here are selected reports from Shoreline and Lake Forest 
Park police. 

July 30 

Theft. 19300 block 55th Ave. NE. Someone pumped $10 
worth of gas and left without paying. 

Theft. 17100 block SR 522. A supervisor at a pizza chain 
discovered more than $1,203 missing from deposits and 
cash taken from the safe. 

Reader's Choice 

Vote for your 
favorite, from pizza 
to parks, burger to 
theaters. 

Out &About 

Sports Beat 
Sports Scene 
Athletes of the W 

Out &About 
-----rr·i:.,urbance. 3000 block NE 205th St. Someone reported 
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4800 block Burke Gilman Trail. Disturbance. A transient 
male was on the trail, hiding in bushes and drinking beer. 

t 1 

Trespass. 17300 block Beach Dr. NE. Two subjects 
jumped a fence to enter a park. They were looking for a 
notebook they left behind earlier at the beach. 

August 2 

DUI. 14500 block SR 522. A traffic stop resulted in a DUI. 

Accident. 17100 block Bothell Way NE. A driver made a 
right-hand turn and collided with a cyclist. The rider was 
knocked to the ground and suffered injury to his left wrist 
and back. 

Burglary. 17100 block Bothell Way NE. $20 was stolen 
from a business after suspects gained entry from a rear 
door. 

Burglary. 17100 block Bothell Way NE. Entry was made to 
a local florist by prying open a rear door. Cash and checks 
were taken. 

Tune in to radio 
swap meet 

The Puget Sound 
Antique Radio 
Association will 
host its 22nd 
annual swap meet 
from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Sunday,
Aug. 15, outside
the Shoreline
Historical
Museum.

A taste of ... Tom 
Douglas 

The Taste of 
Edmonds hosts 
one of the 
Northwest's most 
recognized chefs, 
ChefTom 
Douglas, as he 
brings his weekly 
KfRO 710AM 
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UNITED STATES PARK POLICE 

:MEDIA INFORMATION 

U.S. DEPARTMENT of the INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

FOR Il\1MEDIA'flll RELEASE 

August 05, 2004 

CONTACT: 

Criminal Investigations (202) 619� 7300

U.S. Park Police Investigating Attempt Sexual Assault 

Seeks Public Assistance in Identifying the Suspect 

�:�; ! �l!! !�!1 ! �1 � � f,t! ! �: '.! !�:� ! :!J�!!ll: ! 1 !:I. _ 
;;:H �:���-if �;ig -11 I��;: ;i .· :��li�U]:\�\1:�: H rn:�;

On Tuesday, July 13, 2004, at approximately I :00 PM, a female was jogging on the George Washington 
Memorial Parkway bike path in the area of Dyke Marsh and Belle Haven Marina (south of the City of 
Alexandria), whet} she saw the male suspect standing in the middle of the bike path. The suspect produced a 
handgun, pointed it at the victim and made comments of a sexual nature. The suspect grabbed the victim, but 
the victim was able to distract the suspect and flee to safety. 

The suspect depicted above, is described as a Hispanic or Middle Eastern male, in the 20's, 5'5", slim to 
medium build, with broad shoulders and a scar or scratch above his upper lip. He was wearing a tee shirt and 
light blue jeans. 

A similar assault by a suspect with a similar physical and clothing description occurred in the same vicinity 
on Wednesday, June 16, 2004, at approximately 4:50 PM. The suspect in that assaultjwnped out of the 
bushes. 

Anyone having information os asked to call the United States Park Police at {202) 619� 7300, or may 
anonymously call the Tipline at (202) 610-8737 
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May 5, 2004 w Milford Daily News 
Unhappy dirt bike trails: Milford targets illegal riders By Sara Withee/ News Staff 
Writer 

MILFORD -- Town officials began plotting their attack yesterday on illegal dirt bike riders off Cedar 
Street and Interstate 495, an effort aimed at reducing noise, trespassing and parking on private 
property. 

A new task force formed to combat the long-running problem held its first meeting yesterday morning 
in Town Hall, with members deciding to seek written notice from property owners who object to 
motorized recreation vehicles on their land. The group meets again In three weeks. 

After five years of all-terrain vehicles and dirt bikes riding just 100 feet behind his house, Cedar 
Street resident Joseph Donegan left the meeting hopeful, but well aware of the challenges ahead. "I 
think It's going to be a really long process,'' Donegan said after the meeting. "I don't think it's going 
to be solved overnight. I think it's really up to the police, that they're going to have to enforce this." 

Town Administrator Louis Celozzl suggested the Board of Selectmen convene the task force amid 
growing complaints about motorized vehicles on private property near Holliston and Hopkinton, an 
area known as "Little Vietnam," The task force includes town officials, state environmental police and 
major property owners in the area, such as Stonerldge Development, New England Power Co., Milford 
Water Co. and the New England Mountain Bike Association. 

Locating the bike enthusiasts is a challenge for police because of the vast network of trails and 
because riders often knock over the plastic and metal no trespassing signs property owners post. A 
major spot where bikers are illegally parking cars Is the 495 Commerce Park parking lot on weekends, 
owner Gary S. Rothkopf said at yesterday's meeting. 

Town Counsel Gerald Moody said the town has three basic tools to use in keeping dirt bikes away. 
One is the 1990 town bylaw that bans motorized vehicles from using town property and public utility 
areas, Moody said. The other two are state laws against general trespassing and trespassing with 
motor vehicles. 

Police Chief Thomas O'Loughlin said property owners like Rothkopf can deter bikers establishing a 
parking permit system and having cars without permits towed. "When you're paying $100 a day, it 
grows very old," O'Loughlln said. 

O'Loughlin plans to start working with state environmental police on potential surveillance efforts, but 
Environmental Police Lt. John Pajak said his agency is already aware of Milford's problems. "We have 
police here just about every weekend," Pajak said. "We have an officer assigned to the area. He is 
literally turning in citations by the reams." 

Pajak suggested Milford send out the forms for property owners to sign explicitly stating their 
opposition to the ATVs and dirt bikes. These should be kept on file with the Police Department and 
updated annually, he said. The town should also consider placing public notices in the sports sections 
of newspapers to alert riders they will be trespassing. That would keep about half the riders away, 
Pajak said, though many of the riders his agency picks up will continue to come. "They don't pay 
attention to any of the rest of the laws so they're not going to pay attention to these," Pajak said. 

Philip Keyes, of the New England Mountain Bike Association, said mountain bike and ATV Web sites 
are attracting many bikers to the area and suggested the town alert the sites people are not welcome. 
"You get it to one and it's going to flash all over the place," Keyes said. 

Reno Deluzio, chairman of the Upper Charles Trail Committee, said his group hopes to see work start 
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From: shaunashatto@a ... 
Date: Tue Jul 29, 2003 8:37 pm 

Subject: {at-I) Article about past Shenadoah murders 

Tragedy on the trail 

Just more i:han seven years ago, a 

killer roruned Shenandoah National 

Park. But 

was it Darrell David Rice who 

killed two women at their remote 

campsite? 

By <A 

ADVERTISEMENT 

HREF�"mailto:laurence,hammack@r ... ">LAURENCE HAMMACK</A> 

THE ROANOKE TIMES 

Darrell David Rice picked an odd time and place to confess to "a 

Messages Help 

perfect murder," if a prosecution witness is to be believed. Rice, ;1ho 

played bass guitar in a prison rock 'n' roll band, had just finished a 

practice 

session with two fellow inmates in the gymnasium at Butner Federal 

Penitentiary in North Carolina. 

It was the fall of 1997, and Rice was at Butner for a psychiatric 

evaluation after being charged with attempting to abduct a woman as she rode 

her 

bicycle through Shenandoah National Park. 

As he talked ·,rith the band's drum.mer and lead guitar player, Rice 

suddenly blurted out that he had committed another crime - a much more 

serious 

crime 

- the year before, according to one of the inmates.

"He said that he did a perfect n1urder; he killed this girl up in a park., 

and they could never tie him to it,tt Keith Killingsworth told a federal grand 
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HK police act to prevent country park robberies 

2004-07-30 20:57:04 Xilllma English 

HONG KONG, July 31(Xinhuanet)-- Hong Kong police have taken actions to prevent 
robberies In country parks, a police officer said Saturday. 

Speaking on a radio talk show Saturday morning, Hong Kong senior assistant 
commissioner Peter Yam said there were 13 robberycases Inside country parks in the 
first six months. this year. Three were arrested for their alleged Involvement in five of
these cases. 

· .. 

He said that in order to curb robberies in the country parks which often occurred on 
weekends, police have stepped up their patrols in some blackspot areas and the Police 
Tactical Unit wlll also be deployed to conduct dedicated operations along with dog 
patrols. 

· 

To help officers easily locate robbery victims, police are installing number plates in 
country parks and hiking trails to help Identify locations. 
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Cop sting targets park sex 

By Bill Harless, bharfess@nashvillecitypaper.com 
July 29, 2004 
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A beautiful lake, a marina, bike tral!s, rolllng green hills: Hamilton creek Park in East Nashville near 
Percy Priest Dam is a popular spot for families to relax. 

But the park is also popular with another crowd. Since June 30, 50 men there have been charged or 
cited for Indecent exposure by Metro Police and Metro Parks officers. 

During the daytime, the men are masturbating and engaging in oral sex along the bike trails and in 
the parking lots at the park. Recently, one man propositioned a child, Condoms litter the ground in 
some areas. 

Web sites advertise the park as a place for men to engage In sex. Not only men from Nashville 
frequent the park; one caught Wednesday Is from St. Louis and another is from Andersonville, 
Tenn., near Knoxville. 

Nearby residents, officers of the local Hermitage police precinct and Metro Parks officers have 
intensified efforts to clean up the park. 

"I witnessed 30 or 40 cars cruising the parking lot" a few weeks ago, said Tommy Hatcher, a 
resident who helped build one of the bike trails In the late 1980s. 

The problem has been around for more than 20 years, he said, but with a child being approached 
and the problem "growing and expanding," the situation has reached a crisis, 

It is easy for area children to follow bike trails to the park, Hatcher said. 

During a sting Wednesday afternoon, police caught four men engaging In indecent activity at the 
park. Also Wednesday, police caught three men at Percy Priest Dam and one man at the Smith 
Springs Recreation Area, 

A total of 99 citations and arrests have been made at these and at Cedar Hill Park since June 30. 

The men, many middle-aged, often visit the park during lunch hour, said Sergeant Jack Klotzback of 
the Hermitage precinct, who supervised parts of the police operation. Most of the men are married -
their wives not realizing what their husbands are up to, he said, 

•we're not going to tolerate this, it's not appropriate, this is where children hang out, and they 
don't need to be seeing this," said Commander Michelle Richter of the Hermitage precinct.

She said part of the problem is that the crime of indecent exposure is only a misdemeanor, not a 
felony. 

The first and second offences are Class B misdemeanors, The violator can be fined up to $500. But 
without jail time, he can return to the park, Richter noted. 

Most of the men are repeat offenders, but pollce cannot issue orders banning the men from 
returning to the park. 

If he commits a third offense, a violator can be fined up to $1,500 and can be put In Jal! for up to 
11 months and 29 days, according to Klotzback. 

The fines need to be higher, Richter said, 
Richter said that the Hermitage precinct and Metro Parks created a task force to deal with the 
problem. The task force plans to petition the General Assembly to make the crime a felony, though 
residents of the community will have to continue to play an active role in order to do this, she said. 

So far, the action to clean up the parks has proved "a perfect example of community-oriented 
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Response To Assault Questioned 
Attempted sexual assault case raises concerns about safety on bike trail. 
By Gale Curcio 
July 22, 2004 

Ruth Matthews wants to know why it took so long for somebody to  
respond to an emergency call she placed last Tuesday after learning that a 
teenage girl had been accosted by a man on the George Washington 
Parkway bike trail. 
"A 16-year-old girl was running and was accosted by a man with a gun on 
the trail near the Tulane Drive exit off the Parkway. 111ere is a parking Jot

on the south side of the parkway there and benches on the trail She got 
away, and stopped me from going in that direction, telling me there was a 
man with a gw1 ahead," said Matthews, who had been numing towards 
where the incident had happened. Matthews stayed with the girl and 
together they flagged down a biker, who called 911 on his cell phone. 
"We called police using 911. It took them over half an hour to respond to 
the scene. Once there, one park policeman said he'd been about a mile away and that the dispatcher had sent 
him to Belle Haven Marina though I had clearly and repeatedly told the dispatcher that we were about one 
mile south of Belle Haven park on the trail. 
"111e 911 dispatcher told us she couldn't reach Park Police. She sent Fairfax County police at last after asking 
repeatedly where we were since she was unfamiliar with the area, and then finally the Park Police showed up 
in force, including with a helicopter. Still, it took them over a half hour for them to get there - plenty of time 
for the guy with the gWl to get away before the cops ever thought to come." 
Once the police did arrive, they proceeded to do a investigation with officers on foot and in helicopter. They 
combed the area just north of the stone bridge and Dyke Marsh, but did not find any suspects. 

DETECTIVE RM. ABT, who is the lead investigator on the case, said that they are still investigating the 
incident. When asked if they were checking whether or not there was a connection to the incident that 
happened recently on Holmes Run bike path in Alexandria, she said that "they'd be foolish not to." She did 
not, however, speculate on whether or not there was any connection. 
A press release was issued by the Park Police with a general description. 
Matthews said that the victim told her that the suspect was "not tall, not very heavy- maybe 5'4", wore 
jeans and a light T-shirt. Maybe Hispanic. The gun was in his pants waistband in front covered by a T-shirt." 
The victim said that he did pull the gun as he threatened. Matthews said she asked the police what she could 
have done to get a faster response. 
"He thought we should have given street crossings, but what more could we have told her since we were on 
the trail and I hadn't noted what mile marker we were at? It's important to be aware, but as many times as I've 
been on that trail over the years, I don't have that mile marker info memorized - and the dispatcher didn't 
know the park, or the parkway, it seemed, since she was Fairfax CoW1ty Police, not Park Police, and it is 
Park Police jurisdiction," Matthews said. 
MPO Greg Kottemann, crime prevention officer, said that he spoke to Lt Joe Hill, commander of the Fairfax 
County 911 Dispatch Center, and said that it may have seemed like a long time, but the records showed that 
Fairfax County had responded within 10 minutes; he wasn't certain about the Park Police response. 
Kottemann said that while the Park Police maintain the parkway itself, Fairfax County also has concurrent 
criminal jurisdiction over the area. The helicopter that was sent came from Fairfax: County. 
"My advice for using the bike trail is to pay attention to landmarks (like the stone bridge) and mile markers. 
Runners should always have a cell phone with them and we encourage people to not wear headphones while 
running," Kottemann said. "Recognize your surrom1dings and if you're not sure where you are, go out to the 
parkway and point out where you are." 
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Waco police issue sketches ol puk rapist 
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Waco polioe releasad two skelches Teesda, dep;cting a man suspected Jn 
lhe rape of a female fogge< last week on lhe Cameron Perk !tails. 

Aside from the skelcl,os, po:ice reported r,o majOf devefopmenls In 1/10 
investi9ation nor additional sightings of lhe man, police spolsesman stove 
Andor,;oo said Tuesday, 

The attacl< happen•d about H:�O p.m, around sunset, Aug. 11, in a heavily 
wooded se<llon of the park, several yards f1om the steps lo�iy referred lo as 
• Jacob's ladder,• northwe,;t of Herring Avenue. 

A 20-year-c!d woman was jogging on a secfon of trail known as "California 
56'' when a man came up behind her and struck her on the back of the head, 
knocking her to lhe ground. 

The man assaulted lh• woman, threatening her but not producing a V.'8apon, 
police said. Alt.r the assau:t, tho woman ran lo a nea1by road for help. 

In addition lo the sketches, police relf'lsed more detllils of the suspec1's 
appearance Police describe the suspect as a wMe male Jn his mid-20s to 
early 30s, about 5-foot-9 end 170 pounds. Ha was described as having a thin 
goatee and short brmm hair, moslly cove<ed with a blue bandanna. 

Police said the man has an athletic build, crooked teeth and spoke with a 
sO<Jlhem drav.1. 

Since the attack, Waco Park Rangers have begun heavier palrol• of the 
park's 20 mi/es ortral:S. Ranger Nora Scheu said she and olhers patrolling the 
park alert evGryone lhey come across on the tralls abO\Jt the incident She 
said rangers recommend those who use the mote secluded trails do so 
dunng w.11-lil tim<IS of the day. She also suggosl•d trave!lng in groups. 

Schell applauded member,; of I.he Waco Bicycle Club who ride the pad<'s 
trails toward sunset every day in an alfort to deter another assault 

"The community has been real helpful on this, •specia!Jy the biko c!ob," Sellen 
said. "They have been out there In force, getting exercise but also being e>-1ra 
eyi;s and el<tra ea1s. 

·we are hoping lhera rs someone out the11> who v,;n see the sketches and 
lheywill look fammar," she said. 'We would also like to talk to anybody who 
was out there that night Who mighl have seen something." 

Anyone with infOflllation aboUI the case should pell Schell at 750-8057 or 
Weco pOlie& at 750-7500. 

Mike Anderson can be reached at rnanderson@wacotrib.com or at 757-5755. 
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Brooklyn Police Searching For Suspects In Park 
Stabbing 

(New York-WABC, July 27, 2004) - Police in Brooklyn are searching today for two suspects accused of stabbing a man 
who refused to hand over his bike. 

It happened in broad daylight yesterday along a bike trail In Prospect Park. 

Police say 24-year-old Darnell Jones was stabbed in the back by two men who wanted his four-thousand dollar mountain 
bike. 

Jones is recovering after undergoing emergency surgery. 

The suspects are described as 16-to-18 years old wearing jeans and white t-shirts. 
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OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLES USED TO PATROL 

PARKS/TRAILS 

The Gresham Police Department is now using off-road motorcycles to patrol parks, trails, and 
all public areas inaccessible to patrol cars in its continuing effort to keep the public safe. 
Gresham has several miles of hiking/biking trails, including the popular Springwater Trail 
Corridor, as well as numerous parks, greenspaces, school grounds, and other areas 
frequented by the public that are inaccessible to cars and not practical for foot patrols. 

The Police Department recently purchased two new Kawasaki KLR 650-cc dual sport 
motorcycles for the patrols, and officers have been hitting the trails, in addition to the streets, 
since early this past spring. The off-road patrols, which have been favorably received by 
citizens, concentrate on enforcing city ordinances and state laws within parks, and generally 
making people using the parks feel safe. In the police patrols, the officers have encountered 
numerous homeless people living in camps along the Springwater Trail and in parks, and 
have been offering assistance to them in the form of providing them with fliers, making them 
aware of camping ordinances, and listing telephone numbers for various shelters and 
counseling services. 

The patrols will be heavier in the summer when the trails are more frequently used, but will 
also continue, weather-permitting, year-round. The motorcycles, which are licensed for the 
street, are also being utilized by Gresham Police Department's Gang Enforcement officers for 
patrols concentrating on street gangs, in addition to the off-road use in parks and trails. 

[lli!] - (Departments) - [Search} - [City of �resham} 

If this page looks strange, or is not functioning correctly, please contact the webmasler@ci.gresham.or.us. 
This page was last updated on 08102104. 
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Portlander arraigned in attack on George Himes Park jogger 
Jeb K. Brock, 28, remains In custody, and his lawyer says he'll plead not guilty to 
the kidnapping allegation 

Tuesday, June 22, 2004 

APRIL SIMPSON 

The longtime girlfriend of a man accused of attacking a jogger Sunday morning along a 
winding and heavily traveled trail in the George Himes Park said he's not the kind of man 
who would do such a thing. 

Jeb K. Brock, 28, of Portland was arraigned Monday on an accusation of kidnapping in 
connection with the Sunday morning incident. His attorney said Brock would.plead not 
guilty. He remained in custody. 

A woman who was jogging in an area around Southwest Terwilliger Boulevard and Capitol 
Highway told police she was attacked by a man around 6 a.m. and pulled into the bushes. 
The woman fought off her attacker and ran to a nearby home where she called police. 

Police later found a car matching the description given by a witness and took Brock into 
custody after interviewing him. 

Elizabeth surgeon, who attended the arraignment, described Brock as a friendly and 
loving person who wouldn't jeopardize his relationship with her and their 4-year-otd son. 

Surgeon said she has dated Brock for six years and had plans to marry. 

"And we still do," Surgeon said. "He was at the wrong place at the wrong time." 

The early morning attack has prompted some area residents and joggers to take 
precautions when they use the paths. Others say that It is an isolated incident and that 
they plan to continue using the paths alone and in the early morning hours. 

"During the day it's safe, quiet, as far as I know, it's a low crime neighborhood," said 
Patrick Riley, who works with the office of transportation. "At night it might be 
questionable when a single female Is walking through here." 

Scott Westerman, the Police Bureau's senior neighborhood officer for the area, said the 
incident surprised him, given that George Himes Park is one of the city's most 
trouble-free green spaces. The park and its trails, he said, are popular with picnickers and 
joggers. And it's quiet. "I would venture to say there are five cops in the whole bureau 
who know about George Himes Park," Westerman said. "That's because we never get 
called out there." 

Kathy Marchant said she jogs the area about six days a week and usually at 6:45 a.m. On 
Sunday, she decided not to take her morning jog. On Monday, she Jogged at midday. She 
also brought her phone. 

Eunju Choi, a 26-year-old college student from New Mexico, said although she feels 
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Second young Sarnia woman attacked 
on trail 

KELLY PEDRO, Free Press Crime Reporter 

Samia police are probing 
the second attack in three
days on young women 
walking along a popular
nature trail. In the latest
attack, a woman in her
20s was walking alone
on the Howard Watson
Nature Trail around 5 
p.m. Wednesday when a
man grabbed her from
behind.
Police said she fought off
her attacker, who fled.
The man is described as 
white, between age 19
and 23 with a fair 

2004-07-30 01 :44:4:1 

complexion. He is between five-foot-four and five-foot-six, weighs about 140
pounds and has short, light browu hair. He was wearing a dark blue shirt and
beige shorts at the time.
It's the second attack on the trail this week. On Monday, a 16-year-old girl was
cycling the trail around 6:40 p.m. when a man pulled her off her bike and
se>..1.llllly assaulted her.
Police said she managed to fight off her attacker.
Toe man in that incident is described as white, 16 to 19 years of age and about
five-foot-eight. He !tad short, curly brow11 hair with blonde frosted tips, wore
blue or grey shorts and carried a black T-shirt
The attacks occurred around the same time of day and were about a kilometre
apart. 

Police are still looking into whether they are linked.

m't:fvie 
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Naked man spotted at Menotomy Rocks 
By Les Masterson/ Slaff Writer 
Thursday. July 15, 2004 

A naked man who reportedly pleasures himself to female walkers at Menotomy Rocks Park 
was at it again last week. 

Police received a call at around 10:30 a.m. last Friday. A woman said she was walking her 
dog when she saw a man around 50 feet away take off his pants and fondle himself. When she
looked again, he got dressed quickly and fled the park to Jason Street. 

The call was the fourth report of the naked man at the park within a month. 
Police have increased patrols in the area and have received tips from residents. 
The woman who reported last week's case described the man as between 30 to 35 years

old, 5 feet, 11 inches tall, with an average build and dark wavy hair. The description varies 
slighUy from previous report�? but police ''are going on the assumption it is the same person,"
said Police Chief Fred Ryan. 

"This sexual deviant conduct has us concerned," said Ryan. 'We're taking this matter very
seriously," 

Arlington Police are also investigating whalher an indecent exposure case near the 
Minuteman Trail was the same suspect. The Lexington incidenttook place around noontime last
Friday. 
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Park rangers arrest nine men for indecent exposure 

POSTED: Monday, July 26, 2004 5:25:37 PM 
UPDATED: Tuesday, July 27, 2004 6:46:55 PM 
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WILLOUGHBY -- MetroPark Rangers are trying to rid themselves of a statewide problem ... sex . 
games in the park. 

Nine men were arrested during a sting operation with the latest coming at the Chagrin 
Reservation. 

A sign there says-"All":pu�pose," but few would have guessed such Chagrin Reservation paths 
lead to such an area. It's men meeting men for sex

After three days of walking the trails and trolling the parking lots, park rangers arrested and 
charged nine men with indecent exposure. 

Five of them pleaded guilty Monday including a 75-year-old man who was arrested for the same 
thing here 30 years ago. 

"This isn't the first time we have run detail in North Chagrin Reservation," said Deputy Chief Tlm 
Frabotta. 

Park rangers say there was a core group of men that would meet here in the woods for the 
express purpose of sex. But they weren't bashful about inviting complete strangers, someone 
they might have met on a trail, to join in. 

MetroPark reports indicate one suspect exposed himself some ten feet from where children were
walking. 

Rangers say an occasional arrest in the park usually holds such activity at bay but for how long is 
a question not easily answered. 

It's an issue we all have to deal with and park law enforcement in Chagrin Reservation. 

Rangers ask that visitors report any such activity. Adults and children walking in groups help 
discourage the practice. 

© 2003 WKYC-TV. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or 
redistributed. 
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Which of the 
following 
describes 

you? 

0 Injured on the 
job or in the 
line of dut}!. 

0 Received 
misdiagnosis 
or imE!rOE!er 
care for 
medical 
condition. 

n Creditors are 
demanding 
(!al£ments I 
can't make. 

0 Need 
assistance 
with a Visa, 
or Green 
Card. 

0 Suffered a 
serious inju� 
due to 
another 

� 
negligence. 

0 Accused of a 
misdemeanor 
ora felonl£. 

a Mll broker 
used false 
information 
to trick me 
into making a 
bad 
investment. 

0 Want to bull 
or sell a 
house or 

tl 

Whafs Your 
Legal 

Question? 

Body Found in Cottage City Park 
Saturday August 14, 2004 1:15pm 

Cottage City, Md. (AP) - A badly 
decomposed body wa s found Saturday 
morning in a C ottage City park. 
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Based on their performance in 
the Hall of Fame game, how will 

Prince George's county P o lice say a the Redskins fare this year? 

passer-by discovered the body of what police O I smell super Bowl 
believe ls a woman. It was found several hundred feet from-a bike O Better than last season 
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�.�:::r---· About the same as last Ic s po esman Corpo oe er e says the area is frequented season 

by homeless. 

M e rkel says detective s don't know the cause of death. He says 
there were no obvious signs of trauma. The body has been sent to 
the Medic al Examiner's Office in Baltimore. 

» Find More Articles Related To This One 

Copyright 2004 by :!M_(ls�!1£!21!l!,!.e,,:�. 
All rights reserved. This material may not be publ;shed, bro�dcast, rewritten or 
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0 Worse than last season 

0 They'll be lucky to win at 
all 
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Viewer Comments on Body Found In Cottage Citv Park 
Ebov What a way to go. I hope they identify the victim so, perhaps, the family 
IP: logged 
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Police: Greenway Safe 

004-08-13 
: y Lance Coleman 
iofThe Daily Times Staff
? 
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iH1;t, ·"· ., ,t)lkJfGreenway safety was the concern recently as some Alcoa residents voiced 
NEW: Violence to test opposition to a proposaJ to extend the Maryville Alcoa Blount County 
bond balweon U.S. and . 
newly sovereign Iraq Greenway mto their commum ty. 
Plus: Context, 
perspectlvo, multimedia 
about tho challenges 
ahead for Iraq 

G1Jnnett News Service 

The residents expressed worries that crime on the trail would endanger their
property and themselves. 

• Multimedia ,;-- At least one concerned person complained a rape had occurred on the trail
earlier this summer. 

• 

olice have no report of a rape this year on the Greenway or in the
icentennial Greenbelt Par f the Greenway located in 

obce officials maintain that incidents of crime on the Greenway are 
relatively low and typically minor. But like anywhere else, there are no
absolute guarantees of safety. 

· · -��'
�
!here was a rape last year. �ccording to Maryville police, on March 23,

. ., ,. :"'fi�f.l003, a man sprayed Mace m a woman's face as she walked on the 

':Li::ft: �;�t(�1Greenbelt, hit her in the head and raped her. 
• ".i(iM®� )';)Z.'r);.�)»"m·)W-¾'i"¼-:!•J-;t��i11 

Steven Allen Click Jr., 25, formerly of Terry Way, Maryville, was arrested
minutes later. Earlier this year, Click was convicted of three counts of 
aggravated rape and one count of evading arrest. 

Ironically, the woman testified she and her husband moved their family he e
from Knoxville almost three years ago because of the Maryville school , the
quality of life and the Greenway. 

, ___,? 
,--

e family loved the Greenway so much that they reloc
off that ·a·, 'fied in court. 

Maryville Police Chief Tony Crisp said many Knoxville residents have the 

Pa��si��4 5:19 PM 
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Arrest Made In Attack On Jogger 
�Assault Arrest 

Council Bluffs man In custody 

An arrest was made Saturday morning in the sexual assault of a jogger south of Council Bluffs on Friday. 

Observant neighbors played a key role in the capture of 33-year-old Martin Dreher of Council Bluffs, who 
was booked for second-degree sexual abuse. A 21-year-old Omaha woman was running on the 
Wabash Trace Trail just south of Lewis Central Middle School around 3:30 p.m. Friday when someone 
grabbed her and pulled her off the trail and into a wooded area. 

"I saw him when he looked at me." Retired Los Angeles police officer Billy Vinovich knew what to do when he and his daughter 
recently spotted a strange man nearby on the Wabash Trace trail. "She got the license plate, called the Council Bluffs police, 
gave it to them. I guess when all this went dovm yesterday, I gave it to the state police," Neighbors said that what got their 
attention wasn't the man acting strangely out there once, He had been out !here several times. In fact they had been watching 
him for weeks. "For the last three weeks, a couple times a week, always about the same time." They knew it wasn't right. "Oh 
no, no. You don't get out or sit In your car for a half-hour and wafk on the trail and stop and take your shirt off. My daughter says 
he took his shirt off and walked around in a circle. You know, n:just didn't fit. It didn't fit in this neighborhood at all." 

Pottawattamie County Sheriff Jeff Danker said their eyes and information fed investigators to Dreher. "That Is so many times 
the key to helping us solve crimes Is the public being observant, watching, if something is out of place to either call us or writing 
down license plate numbers. Like this time, make a record of the plate and that was the key to the whole thing." Now that there 
was an arrest, Vinovioh is fooklng for a conviction. "You don't need people like that out on the streets. I just hope they lock him 
up for a long time." 

Investigators worked fate Friday night tracking down the license plate registration. Through that, they found Dreher In a Council 
Bluffs house just after 1 O a. m. Saturday. The sheriff said the victim was badly bruised and cut, but was able to give 
Investigators a good description of Dreher, and pick him out of a photo lineup after his arrest She Is recovering at home. 

Find thfs article at: 

hltp:/lw.vw.wowt.com/news/headlines/926592.html 

! &!1i. C/kJ< .. to' Prl<1t'] SAVE THIS I EMAIL THIS I Close 
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New EPA Rules for Making "All Appropriate Inquiries" 
in Brownfields Transactions 

By Peter R. Duchesneau (310.312.4209) 

Reuse of contaminated properties or "Brownfields" is a focus for many developers. 
The development of Brownfields has been aided in part by recent protections afforded 
certain purchasers of contaminated sites under the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and UabHity Act ("CERCLA"). These protections, however, 
require that a// appropriate inquiries be conducted into the previous ownersh1p and 
use of a property prior to or on the date a person acquires a property. On November 
1, 2005, the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") published its 
final rule for conducting "all appropriate inquiries" for prospective purchasers to qualify 
for liability protections under CERCLA. The rule takes effect on November 1, 2006. 

The All Appropriate Inquiries Rule affects most directly those persons and businesses 
purchasing commercial property or any property that will be used for commercial or 
public purposes and who may, after purchasing the property, seek to claim protection 
from CERCLA liability for releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances. 
In addition, the new rule will affect parties who receive Brownfields grant awards and 
use the grant money to conduct site characterization or assessment activities. As 
further explained below, the rule will also likely become the standard for other 
environmental due diligence activities, such as for financing properties. 

Under CERCLA, persons may be held strictly liable for cleaning up hazardous 
substances at properties they either currently own or operate or owned or open:1ted at 
the time of disposal. Strict liability in the context of CERCLA means that a potentially 
responsible party may be liable for environmental contamination based solely on 
property ownership and without regard to fault or negligence. In 2002 Congress 
enacted the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act, which 
added protections from CERCLA liability for bona fide prospective purchasers and 
contiguous property owners who meet certain statutory requirements. Earlier 
amendments to CERCLA had added protections for innocent landowners. Each of 
these CERCLA liability provisions requires that, among other requirements, persons 

1/2/2006 9: 13 PM 
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O
n Boxing Dar 2003, just aILcr
suppertimc, n taxicab rolled up 
the gravel trail rhal runs through 

Charonne Regan's cattle ranch in 
St. Paul Counly, Alta .. about 195 km 
northeast of Edmonton. The car pulled 
off onto the shoulder and the driver and 
passenger got out . Then, using some 
loose hay that had been lying by the 
roadside, the two slrangers started a fire. 

Luckily for Regan, she smelled the 
smoke and managed to douse the fire 
before it spread to nearby hay bales, and 
chase the malicious trespassers away. 
Then, after midnight, under cover of 
darkness, the two returned and tried 
again. Ir Regan hadn't, once more, gal 
there in time, the flames would have 
burned 300 bales or her hay, the entire 
supply she liad to feed her cattle through 
the winter. Three days later. a quarter 

horse mare went missing from Regan's 
farm. it later wa'I found dead, down by 
the trail half a mile from her house. 

ln the three years since an abandoned 
CN mil line. which bisect� Regan's prop• 
erly, was converted into a public trail, the 
rancher says she has Lost thousands of 
dollars due to property damage and 
theft. Tiie gates that hold her callle arc 
constantly being opened by mischievous 
passersby; Inst spring someone pulled her 
fonce down. allowing 200 of her green 
yearling steers to roam free. ll took 
weeks lo rustic them up. "lt goc� on and 
on, and then for two weeks vou have no 
[ incidents], and then next thing you 
know, your cows are on the road and in 
your neighbours' land," says the fruslrat
ed property owner. "l feel uneasy ail the 
time; I don't know what's happening on 
my own propert}'-'' 

1110ugh the rancher has the right to 

mainluin and protect her own land, she is 
powerless to control who uses the strip of 
gravel that runs across it-and whal they 
do there. Hundreds of miles of aban
doned Crown-owued mil lines that criss• 
cross the Canadian countryside have 
dozcm; of other formers facing the same 
aggravlltion. And the growing tension 
between country dwellers and Ottawa 
doesn't end lhere. Fanners are being 
increasingly provoked as the feds 
encroach on their land in other ways, too: 
cordoning off certain areas of privately 
owned properly in the interest of science, 
or because of the presence of certain 
protected species. Provincial lows have 
become tougher on the type and amount 
of materials that tarmcrs use on their 
crops, while federal laws, like the gun 
registry, regulate their l ifestyle. 

Rum! property owners are calling it an 
assault on rural Dnada, with politicians 
and bure.iucrats making it harder to live 
in the country.And more and more prop
erty owners across Canada arc getting 
angry. In one Ontario county j ust south 
of Ottawa, a group of farmers has united 
as the L·inark Landowm:rs Association, 
taking matters into their own hands. 
They've held illegal beef and produce 
sales throughout the county in defiance 
of government regulations that require 
them to obtnin perm.its. They've shut 
down provincial government offices by 
blocking the doors with 600-pound bales 
of hay. On Feb. 18, in a demonstration 
being called "Slop lhe Destruction" (of 
lhc rural lifestyle, tlrnt is), an LLA con
voy of 50 tractors and 220 other vehicles 
slowed traffic to a crawl on !he massive 
401 highway along the Quebec/Ontario 
harder for four hours. The same group 

Attachment 3 

into our Constitution, that paved a path 
for injustice to follow," states Randy 
Hillier, the outspoken president of the 
LLA. •'Unwittingly, we all al the time 
be lieved government was good and 
benevolent and thnt they would never 
choose to harm its citizens. And if they 
did they would quickly resolve thal. B ut 
thnt wns a false premise." 

One day, when a couple of deer 
hunters showed Lanark County farmer 
John Vanderspank a map they had 
obtained of his land, he was shocked to 
sec marked on it an area of natural scien
tific i11tcrcst (ANSI). An ANSI is any 
area of land or water !hat Onlario con• 
siders to have research, educational or 
even historic.ii value...:....ra11ging from 
habitats of plant li[e or animals to inter
c..�ting rocks or glacial-formations. ;,Well, 
I've owned this land for 20 years and 
didn't know that l had an ANSI," says 
Vanderspank, who is also a founding 
member of LLA. "It wasn't there when l
bought the land." If i t  had been. aflcr all, 

56 

it might not have been worth as much. 
That's because an ANSl comes complete { 
with aJI kinds of onerous regul111 ions that 
can make it hard for landowners to fully 
use their property, including buffer zones 
that actually prohibit development. 
Vanderspank's lawyer checked the orlgi• 
nal title deed and couldn't find a,1 ANSI 
designation. It wasn't until he went down 
to the township office and had office 
workers "dig deep into their computers" 
that he found out that, indeed, ol' his 
roughly 1,000 acres of land, lhs: govern
ment had sectioned off a 30-acre egg• 
shaped parcel as fin area of scientific 
interest, with a 4-00•foot buffer around it. 

had blocked traffic along the 401 near unlike the fifth amendme1lt of the
Cardinal, Ont., on Feb. 4 and used two U.S. Constitution-which guara 11-
tractors and a truck lo block an tees that no person shall ''be deprived of 
American border crossing near Prescolt, life, liberty, or property, without due 
Ont., for five hours. On Jnn. 21 , another process ol' law; nor shall private property 
convoy, 200 vehicles strong, blocked the be taken for public U$e wilhoutjust com-
401 near Tillsonburg, Ont., for seven pcnsalion"-Cannda's charter is silent 
hours. on the issue of property rights. While thal 

The LLA is calling the actions a "Rural docsu'I mean Canadians don't have 
Revolution" and says that, beyond just any-there is, after all, common law, 
putting an end to the web of regulalions which provides significant properly 
that is stifling the rural way of life, they rights prolection-il means thal 
want to see properly owners' rights Canadians arc at � big disadvantage 
enshrined in Canada's Charter of Rights when it's the govem'm.ent that wants 10 1and Freedoms. as they are in the U.S. start messing with their property. And no 
Constitution. "When thnt Charter of one feels that more than those who live 
Rights and Freedoms was repatriated in the countryside and depend 011 their 

p� · 2· . . .. . _ . .
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TheChamplainChannel.com 

Police Search For Girl's Attacker 

POSTED: 12:07 PM EDT October 15, 2004 

BURLINGTON, Vt. -- Burlington police were looking for a man 
Friday morning who they said assaulted a 15-year-old girl on the 
Burlington bike path. 

Police said the girl was walking on the path Thursday night 
between Shore Road and Stanford Road when the man grabbed 
her and hit her in the face. 

Police said they are looking for a white man with dark hair who is 
about 5 feet 6 inches tall. 

People with information on the incident were asked to contact 
Burlington police at (802) 658-2704. 

Have a comment about this story? E-mail our newsroom. 

Copyright 2004 by TheChamplainChannel. com. All rights 
reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed. 

11/7/2004 5:09 PM 
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Saturday, October 2nd, 2004 ) 

Suspect still at large after sexual attack 
Woman's father posts $1,000 reward toward man's arrest 

Lori Losee of the Gateway 

07/03/03 15:14:00 

The 33-year-old woman moved to Gig Harbor because she thought it was a place she would be free from 
crimes such as sexual assault. 

Last month, in a shocking confrontation, she was proven wrong. But with her attacker still on the loose, she's 
doing her best to bring him to justice - and to help prevent other women from experiencing her fate. 

Her story, as told last week to the Gateway: At 6 p.m. on June 5, she was walking along with the new Gig 
Harbor bike path near the Performance Golf Center driving range on 14th St. NW with her 5-year-old daughter. 
After walking halfway on the path, the woman and her daughter decided to return to the parking lot when she 
noticed a man standing on the path, facing the bushes. 

"My first thought was that he was urinating," she said. "So we just stopped and waited for him lo finish.'' 

As the two started to walk toward their car, the woman noticed something about the man that didn't seem quite 
right to her. 

"As we got closer to him, I noticed he wasn't wearing his shorts," she said. "He was holding them up to him as 
if he was wearing them." Then, suddenly, the man ran toward the mother and daughter, knocking the mother 
down to the ground. 

"He started grabbing himself and I all could do was to scream and kick him (in the groin) as hard as I could," 
she said. "There was no time to think.} had to do something to stop him," 

"Then he got really nervous and started looking around." 

This attack took place in plain view of the parking lot, the woman said. But no one was there to come to the aid 
of the woman and her daughter. The man then ran off, leaving the woman covered with scratches, cuts, bruises 
and a lump on her shin. 

"My daughter was in shock and crying as I called 9-1-1, as I could still see the man running down the (bike) 
path," she said. 

It took the 9-1-1 dispatcher more than 20 minutes to figure out where the woman was. 

"This is what shocked me, since I told her that I was right by the driving range and the nursing home - and 
she still couldn't find where I was to tell police," she said. 

When a Pierce County Sheriffs Department-Peninsula Delachment deputy arrived at the scene (she was just 
outside Gig Harbor city boundaries), he told the woman that a similar attack recently took place around the 
area and both descriptions of the suspect matched. 

"I was shocked when I heard this," she said. 

Pierce County Sheriff's Department Spokesman Ed Troyer said he had not heard of any other attacks in the 
same area, but said the investigation into the case is still ongoing. 

The woman's case was forwarded to the Tacoma office of the Pierce County Sheriffs Department. According 
to Deputy Frank O'Brien of the Peninsula Detachment, the local office only handles property crimes and 

10/2/2004 11 :17 PM 
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Trail Attacks Spark Controver�y 
Erica Estep 
News Channel 11 
Friday, September 24, 2004 

The search continues for a man who ass;iul�ed a joager in a Tri-Cities park over a
week ago. It's the second trail attack in the same area in 6 months. 

The latest attack happened near Rooster Front Park in Bristo!, Tennessee. 

Police just released a sketch of the attacker yesterday and that doesn't sit well 
with folks who use the trails. 

Natasha Gage bikes and runs on Steele Creek parks trails every week. She reacts 
to a sketch of the man Bristol, Tennessee police belleve attacked a jogger on this 
trail last week. Gage says, "This is definitely someone bigger than the average 
runner." 

He's described as 6 feet tall weighing 300 pounds with dark curly or bushy 
hair. Those who use this trait want to know why they're just now hearing about 
the danger. 

Gage says, "I would rather have known there was something even If they 
couldn't put a finger on who and when and where." 

Phyllis Wangsgard says, "I hike here with my daughters. I would like to know if there's a threat so that I can ac:t 
appropriately.• 

Police understand those concerns, but waited on a sketch artist to interview the latest victim and released all the
information at once to help catch him. 

Detective Paul Ogletree says, "We can 'what if' this to death, but I really feel and so does my Lieutenant that we are doing 
the best thing that we can to solve thls case." 

Until he's behind bars walkers, bikers and runners will be wary. 

Gage says, "A good 6 mile run, it will wind you. You still feel strong and good and you know that you're doing good things 
for your body, but you probably couldn't fight off a larger attacker." 

Ogletree says, "You don't go by yourself. That's just a given. It's just something that we need to be reminded of, to be 
careful. We get too complacent." 

If you're grabbed, Detective Ogletree has some advice. Ogletree says, "Fight back, bite, scratch, kick, anything. If you've 
got keys, use the keys as a weapon. If you've got finger nails,, claw them." 

To protect your self nevE!r walk, bike or run alone; don't wear headphones; carry pepper spray and scream and fight the 
attacker. 

This storv can be found at: 
http ://ww1•1.brlstolnews.com/servlet/Satelllte ?Qagename• TRI/MGArticle/TRJ BaslcArtlcle&c,. MGArticle&cld=10317781518531
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From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

W�n!.!il.'_KcilinillQ!l 
Christian ooeols<.h 
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Stcph;mle Am�ll.0ru!; J.ul�c; Sar,,11 Mlle hell: Daniel�; e!illi!l!.rlg; �cllku::; Allen smon 
/11ilencsilton@cmbaromaU.coml: B. J. Mattl1ews (bjmalt9@gmau.com); uen Yi11) Dyke 
<vandvkebe11@vaboo.com}: Brian Coussens (glcncoc(iJ1ms@fronlieuQ!ll); B1wn Schmidt 
(rullkn.1on@s!m\mall.cQ[L\); Chris Mattson; Ciujs Mallso11 • Ypmheias Imil �rass.ou@nmall com); Darren 
S.ulhcdand /drsulhf<ilhotmau.com); ErkJllieh□e Cerickuehoe[olyahoo co01l: �um Mc&mtt,y 
(oroundzcmfam1@aol"Cllill): Jeff Bernards (nwh, ndtools@vahoo.com): John van Dyke: Kl:Js Welnllendcr; ill 
�; llilfil_�!Hon Usll\<mCruonnueow.coo1): 1.Y1mc Wiser Cwhlter111no1x�; tia1 k and Yel1tli!.Y.al.1 
QyMJ.markvaQdvke6@gmall.com>; t:iark GaJ�lcr CJMrlWaJbler@aman.c.om); l:lilri.illI� 
(lpfelffer2@lronucr.com): Richard and Onlsty Qoeorn (Chrlscloeom@ao!.com): Scott llcrnards 
rsco1tl>emanMaim@gmill!.wn); Tom Mammcr Ctom@tomhammert<Jm1s com) 
RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Date: Thursday, March 14, 2019 12: 13:06 PM 

Christian, 

Your communication is puzzling. All of my communications in Planning Docket G-01-18 
have been as directed. All of this firm's submittals were provided to planning with the 
exception of a pre-hearing evidentiary submittal on Wednesday March 6 that was submitted 
directly to the Board as planning instructed, because planning was closed and, apparently, is 
closed every Wednesday at 110011. 

I have communicated directly with the Board concerning agenda items your office puts before 
them outside of Planning Docket G-01-18. There is no planning or other methodology for that 
communication, as I am sure you know. T note that when T have submitted to you such 
documents requesting that you provide them to the Board on agenda items being considered 
by the Board in public sessions that are not under Planning Docket G-01-1 8, you have refused 
to provide those materials to the Board. If there is unprofessionalism at work here, that is it. 

I have expressed my correct view of the law to planning that it is not an "ex parte" 
communication for parties to the land use hearing process before the Board to provide 
documents for the record to planning for the record, with courtesy copies to the decision 
maker and copies to the applicant. If you disagree with that, you are mistaken. But whatever 
your view, your threats and attempts at intimidation are unwelcome and misguided. Regards, 
Wendie Kellington 

-�f}li I(ELLINC;TC)N 
�� LJ\WCRC)LJP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
L,1ke Oswrgo Or 
9703-} 
(503) 636-0069 ofiicr
(503) 636-0 I 02 fax
�p.1:..Q.!J.11 
w,1'\\·.wkdli11 • • . ., . 

This t'-mail transmission is intended only for the ust' of the indivillual or t'ntity to which it is addressed, am! may contain 
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law .. \ny unauthoriznl
disseminntion, distribution or reproduction is strictly prnhibited. If you have received this transmission in error, 

please inunl'<liately notil)· the sender and pl'rmanl'ntl)" ddrtc this tr:rnsmission including any attacl1111ents in their 
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entirety. 

From: Christian Boenisch [mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 1:48 PM 
To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Attachment 4 

Page 2 of 5 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Julie Vandyke <jandjvandyke@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Wendie, 

Please immediately cease communicating directly with the Board of Commissioners (BOC) outside of 
the hearing process on any matters that are the subject of the current quasi-judicial land use 
proceeding. Please also instruct your clients to do the same. Your insistence that you have the right 
to make ex parte contacts with the BOC during this proceeding (and to encourage others to do the 
same) is incorrect. It is inappropriate to allow you or your clients to have this access to the BOC 
without allowing all parties to have similar access, which you know perfectly well is not possible 
given the ongoing remand proceedings. As the attorney for the appellant you are attempting to 
influence the BOC or individual Board members to oppose the conditional use permit application 
through channels that are outside of the land use hearing process and this unprofessional conduct 
needs to stop. 

Your and your client's communications should be sent directly to the Yamhill County Planning 
Department and they will then be placed in the record and provided to the BOC along with all other 
pre-decision communications received from appellants, the applicant and other members of the 
public. If you refuse to respect this simple request and if you continue to send, or attempt to send, 
or e�courage others to send, communications on this matter directly to the BOC we will have no 
other option but to seek alternative methods in an attempt to control your inappropriate 
communications. 

The communications received so far will be entered into the record of the current quasi-judicial land 
use proceeding and presented to the BOC and other interested parties. If you have .ant.questions 
about anythiof;l contained in this email please be in touch. 

Regards, 

Christian 

Ch1·istian F. Boenisch 
Yamhill County 
County Counsel 
(503) 434-7502

boenischc@co,yl' mhilLill.J..!..s

**" .. CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE****• 
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This e-mail may cont,iin info, rnation Lhat is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from 

discloswe uncle,· applicable lc1w If you ;i,·e not the addressee or it ,ippears f, om the context 01 

otherwise that you have , eceived this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, 
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete tlie message and any attachments fro,n your 
system. 

***********************************� 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk.@.lsJgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:07 PM 

To: Planning <pl,moinf!{r11rn.y,Hllbill qr.us> 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <a, mslr ones@ul.yfillllJ.llL.o.L.u.s>; Christian Boenisch 

<�hc@co.y4mhill or.us>; Julie Vandyke <janclivandyk!;:@_gm..aiL.J:.om> 
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Ken, 

Thank you. However, you are mistaken. It is not an ex parte contact to provide a judge with a 
bench copy ofa document that has been filed. This is how it is done in a trial practice. If it 
matters, lawyers always file and serve pleadings and then hand deliver a bench copy directly 
to the judge. This is no different. The Farmers will always provide planning with documents 
for the file but are likely to continue to provide direct copies to commissioners because it 
matters that the commissioners get them. They have a right to do so. The Board should be 
advised that such protocol is not an "ex parte communication" and it is unhelpful to 
discourage the Farmers from communicating in this way. Regards, Wendie Kellington 

ltfi� l(EI J JNC'fC)N 
,� LAWGRC)UP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 

P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswq�o Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fox
wk(U kl.vpr rnm
ll'.IDl'.&k.clliLU:ll!il,.rnm

This e-mail transmission is intended onlr for the use of the indivi<lual or entity to which it is addressed, and nrny contain 
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from Jisdrnmre by law. Any unauthorize<l 
dissemination, distribution or reprn<luction is strictlr pmhibitnl. If you have received this transmission in error,

please immediatdy notify the sender an<l pcnrnrnently <ldete this transmission including anr attachments in their 
entirety. 
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From: Planning [malJw...:.ut.aw:1ing@J:.Osa.mhiJL!2Ll1.S.] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:39 PM 

To: Julie Vandyke <Ji111cljv,mdvke@g1nail.com> 

Attachment 4 

Page 4 of 5 

Cc: Wendie Kellington <��.k@k[{wc.com>; Stephanie Armstrong <,H 111stro11�co.yarnhi!l.or.u�> 

Subject: RE: Yarnhelas Westsider Trail 

!hank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The

application befOl'e the Board of Commissione, s is in ,1 quasi-judicial proceeding. This means

thc1t the Commissioners are acting as judges in the case. Due to this cirnm1stance, neither side

may communicate directly with the Board on this issue outside of the hear·ing process. Direct

communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte contact. The ordinance prnvisions

related to ex parte contact can be found in Section 1402.0G of the Yamhill County Zoning

Ordinance. I say all of this because typiccilly the Board would respond to you about these

comments. However, by law Board members a1 e prevented from responding individually to a

party during the heari11g process. If you have future comments on this application, plecise

send directly to myself 01 Stephanie Arn1strong and we will mcike su, e they cir e part of the

recmd.

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide you, 

lllniling address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you hcive questions. 

Ken Fr·iday 

Planning Director 

503-434-75 lG

From: Julie Vandyke <jancl iyamlvke(l.lg()ldil.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:08 AM 

To: Planning <111,rnning(@ro.y, 111hllLw:_JJ�>; Mary Starrett <SLa11 elln1@co.v,11n.bill.,.Qi:..lli>; Casey Kulla 

<kuUac(ruco,v<l!nblll..uLl!.s.>; Rick Olson <Qlliillr@co.yarnhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am in opposition to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

The proponents of the YWT paint a very pretty picture of this trail. They make it sound like all 

"Butterflies and Rainbows". That there will be no problems. The proponents of the trail say they will 

put up "signage" that will keep trail users on the trail and out of our fields. That there will also be 

signage that will explain farming and so there will be no complaints. Wouldn't it be wonderful if 

"signage" really did work. 

The proponents of YWT say this trail is needed for transportation. It will keep the bicyclist off the 

roads. How are they going to get to the trail? Don't they have to either ride or haul their bikes to 
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the trail? 

Attachment 4 

Page 5 of 5 

The supporters of the trail say school kids need this for transportation and will use it to get to 

school. I don't know of any responsible parent who would allow their 5 to 10 year old child to ride or 

walk this trail on their own to get to school or the swimming pool in Carlton. If the student was to 

use the trail how do the get to Yamhill or school once the hit Hwy 240 in Yamhill? Do they walk or 

ride their bikes in the ditches of Hwy 2407 

The beginning of the trail on Hwy 240 is where the school bus barn is at the present time. Right 

now I have heard that supporters of the YWT plan on sharing this area for buses and public parking. 

Things look a little crowed in there already. So if things don't work out to their plan Yamhill county 

would probably stop leasing/renting this area to the bus company. If the bus company is unable to 

find another location large enough to move to - do they just go away? That doesn't seem like a good 

transportation plan for the school kids. 

Yes, I am a "NIMBY". I own property on the proposed YWT. I also live in the "real'' world. You 

invited people to the country and they will come. Along with the people will come garbage, 

trespassing and their opinions on our farm practices. You can have all the "signage" in the world but 

all these things will still exist. 

With people on a trail through our farmland there is a significant impact on our farm. From 

increased insurance cost to the spray exclusion zone our cost of farming increase and our gross 

return decreases because we are able to farm OUR land using the usual and accepted farm 

practices. 

I did attend one of the early meetings put on by the YWT group. When I asked questions like - who 

will be responsible for the trail? Who do I go to with my complaints about garbage, trespassing and 

maintenance of the trail? All I ever got was basically a "pat on the head" and them saying "oh, that 

will all be worked out in the master plan. Don't worry abut it, just get on board and support it. It's 

going to be good for tourism and the economy of Carlton and Yamhill." 

Like I said they are all "Butterflies and Rainbows" but I live in the real world. I must fight to protect 

the land I own and our right to farm. 

Please do not vote in favor of the trail 

Respectfully submitted. 

Julie Van Dyke 
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ohn Wiser 
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7680 NE GUN CLUB RD 

MapTaxlot: R4403 00200 

2 acres Zone EF80 
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Trail Head 

Attachment 5 
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Brian Schmidt 
Leases ~4.5 acres of hazel nuts 
MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00400 1.0 acre Zone EF80 
MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00500 4.0 acres Zone EF80 
Border along ROW 380', 150' buffer=l.31 Acres = 29% of acreage 

Attachment 5 
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Brian Schmidt 

Attachment 5 

Page 4 of 39 

Leases ~4. 5 acres of hazel nuts 
raff as Jeanette E Trustee 

MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00400 1.0 acre 
Zone EF80 

raffas Living Trust 

MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00500 4.0 acres 

Zone EF80 
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Brian Schmidt- Dairy Farm 

MapTaxlot: R34'10 03200 10.78 Acres Zone EF80 (W. of ROW) 

MapTaxlot: R3410 03100 1 .25 Acres Zone AF1 0 (E. of ROW) 

Map Taxlot R4403 01300 -Abandoned ROW 

Attachment 5 
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Allen Sitton 
MapTaxlot: 113434 00200 74.9 Acres 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00600 38.6 Acres 

00300 

01000 

'Sitton Brothers Inc 

00200 

iSitton Brothers Inc 

00600 

Attachnwnt 5 
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j 
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Sitton Brothers Inc 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 

74.9 Acres Zone EF80 

Parcel B of 200-

West of ROW ~31.2 Acres 

ROW Border 1417' 

150' Spray buffer= 4.88 acres = 15.6% 

Attachment 5 

Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68. 7 acres Zone EF80
ROW Border= 2027'

9 

150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=l0.2%

Sitton Brothers Inc 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 

74.9 Acres Zone EF80 

Parcel C of R3434 00200 

East of ROW ~35.9 acres 

ROW Border= 1373' 

150' Spray buffer=4. 73 acres == 13.2% 

Sitton Brothers 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00600 

38.6 Acres Zone EF80 

ROW Border ==1052' 

150' Spray buffer=3.62 acres:::a9.38% 
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Larry Pekkola 

Map Tax lot: R342 7 01000 
68. 7 acres Zone EF80
ROW Border= 2027'

I I 
.I I

150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=l0.2%
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Sitton Brothers Inc 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 

74.9 Acres Zone EF80 

Parcel B of 200-

West of ROW ~31.2 Acres 

ROW Border 1417' 

150' Spray buffer=4.88 acres=15.6% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R3427 00900 
101.75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 
1 / 2 of ROW currently farmed = 1. 5 8 acres 

otal impact= 9.47 acres= 9.3% 

Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68.7 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border = 2027' 
150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=10.2% 

Sitton Brothers Inc 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 

74.9 Acres Zone EF80 

Parcel C of R3434 00200 

East of ROW ~35.9 acres 

ROW Border = 13 73' 

150' Spray buffer=4.73 acres=13.2% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 

MapTaxlot: R342 7 00900 

101.75 acres Zone EF80 

ROW Border 2291' 

150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 

1/2 of ROW currently farmed=l.58 acres 

Total impact= 9.47 acres = 9.3% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R3427 00900 
101.75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 

Kuehne Family Trust 
Clearly Visible 
1/2 of ROW currently farmed w�•Jlll'9.�lROW Border 2291'=1.58 acres

otal impact= 9.47 acres = 9.3% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R3427 00900 
101.75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres = 7.75% 
1/2 of ROW currently farmed = 1.58 acres 

otal impact= 9.47 acres = 9.3% 
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Alice Partridge 
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:Greg McCarthy 
MapTaxlot: R34"15 00800 
50.0 Acres Zone EF;80 

McCarthy 

00800 
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Only Access 
:across ROW 

;Greg McCarthy 
;Map Taxlot 1 SR42600 00303 
lMap Taxlot 1 SR42600 00304 
;Map Tax lot 1 SR42600 00305 
j92.53 Acres total 

!Abandoned
1Rail ROW

Attachment 5 
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Brian & Roxanne Coussens 
MapTaxlot: R3415 00601 30 Acres 
MapTaxlot: R3415 00700 44.6 Acres 

00700 

:Property Access 
1 ( 

Attachment 5 
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Cordon Zimrnerrnan 
B.J Matthews
MapTaxlot: l'U409 00400 80.61 Acres
West Side Zone EF80
West Side ROW Border 20'/2'
lSO' spray buffer= 7.13 acres ,::-0 8.8S%
East Side of ROW Zone AF 10 ~, U .8 Acres
East Side ROW Border 1985'
150' spray buffer= 6.84 acres , 0 8.48%
Total Spray buffer= J.3.97 acres== 17.33%

60' wide 
Abandoned f:1ovv 

Attachment 5 

l} 2'1 1·· ·'.>(\ age. �/4. 0 .P 
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Gordon Dromgoole 
MapTaxlot: R2434 00300 
38.95 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2477' 
150' buffer= 8.53 acres=21.9% 

Gordon Dromgoole 
MapTaxlot: R2434 01000 
22.22 Acres Zone EF20 
ROW Border 1808' 
150' buffer= 6.23 acres=28% 

Attachment 5 
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Paul M Dromgoole 
BJ MAtthews 
MapTaxlot: R2434 00200 
16.83 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2140' 
150' Buffer= 7.37 acres=43.8% 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 

-armed by Ben Van Dyke

,v1apTaxlot: R3403 03 300

146.5 Acres

Zone EF80

Attachment 5 
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Mark Van Dyke 

Kopplin Farm 
Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 

Map Tax lot: R3403 03 300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 

Attachment 5 
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Majority of ROW farmed, 
fertilized and 

conditioned for decades. 

Converted to Hazelnuts 
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Mark Van Dyke 

Kopplin Farm 

MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 

146. 5 Acres

Zone EF80 

Attachment S 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 

Attachment 5 
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73.6 acres Zone EF80 

Attachment 5 
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Easl of ROW Parcel ~62.1 acres 

ROW Border 1148' 150' spray buffer= 3.9 acres 

ROW Border 992' 150' Spray butter = 3.4 acres 

Total Spray Butter =7.3 acres= 10% of Thies Farm 
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I' im Van Dyke 
Frost Farm � 

��1 
I 

Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 
MapTaxlot: R2434 03500 
57 Acres Zone EFB0 
ROW Border 2765' 
150' Buffer= 9.52 = 16.7% 

f •;�:-l l��l 
.. 

Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 

MapTaxlol: R3403 01400 

18 Acres Zone LI 

ROW border = 987' 

Attachment 5 
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anice Van Dyke 

Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 
MapTaxlot: R3404 013000 
87.37 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2148' 
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Frost Farm 

Jim & Mark Van Dyke 

Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 

Combined 150' buffer= 

ROW border 3752' 

Attachment 5 
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Jim Van Dyke 
Frost Farm 
Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 
MapTaxlot: R2434 03500 
57 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2765' 
150' Buffer= 9.52 = 16.7% 

im and Mark Van Dyke 

Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 

MapTaxlot: R3403 01400 

18 Acres ROW border = 987' 

150' buffer = 3.40 acres = 18.9% 

Attachment 5 

Janice Van Dyke 
Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 
MapTaxlot: R3404 013000 
87.37 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2148' 
150' buffer=7.4 acres=8.5% 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
Farmed by Ben Van Dyke 

MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80

18.18 Acres in 

spray buffer zone 

Attachment 5 
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~2 Acres 

Farmed in ROW 

This is a newly planted 
Hazlenut farm. Like other 
pesticide labels, Hazelnut 
sprays prohibit spraying 
"around" recreational parks 
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Lee Schrepel 
Fmithill Inc 
Parcel I: R3403 03400 I 5.6 Acres 
Parcel 2: R3403 01200 I 3.23 Acres 
Pnrcel 3: R3403 0120 I / I 9.66 Acres 

Attachment 5 
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Chris Mattson 

Tax Lot R2427 01501 
11 r:res 24.14-includes ROW

.ris Mattson DChemicals used 

Crossbow and Milestone* Per labels "only 

protected handlers may be in the 'area' 

during application. Per ODA interp., this 

restriction could mean the whole field cannot 
be sprayed foreclosing this accepted fanning 

practice. 

Attachment 5
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Chris Mattson 
Tax Lot R2427 01501 
Acres 24.14 Zone EF20 
West of ROW ~11.0 acres 
ROW Border 683' 
150' Buffer=2.35 acres =21.4% 

otal buffer=S.58 acres =24.2% 

_·-�-1'·2-�- ,- .· . ·. :_~ :· --,, , 
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Chris Mattson 
-... -..Tax Lot R2427 01501 

Acres 24.14 Zone EF20 
East of ROW ~12.0 acres 
ROW Border 936' 
150' Buffer=3.22 acres =26.9% 
Total buffer=S.58 acres =24.2% 
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Jerry Steele 
25400 NE WAf:JATO SCHOOL RD 
Gaston, or�

MapTaxlot: Fl24 -13 ornoo 22.65 Acres 
Zone E:FflO / EF20 
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ROW border = 2086' 

150' buffer=7.2 ac.=18% 



Country Lane Dairy 

DEQ permitted dairy waste 

land application authorized to 

property lines 
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150' buffer = 
j,.-:=f�� 5.34 acres= 31.2% 

150' buffer= 
7.37 acres= 43.8% 
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Specimen Label 

8,,,Dow AgroSciences 

Milestone
® 

VIVI 

Specialty Herbicide 
®Trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC 
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For control of susceptible weeds and certain woody plants, including many invasive and noxious weeds, on 
non-cropland areas including industrial sites, rights-of-way (such as roadsides, electric utility and 
communication transmission lines, pipelines, and railroads), non-irrigation ditch banks, natural areas (such as 
wildlife management areas, wildlife openings, wildlife habitats, recreation areas, campgrounds, trailheads and 
trails), and grazed areas in and around these sites. 

IMPORTANT ADVISORY TO 
PREVENT INJURY TO DESIRABLE 
PLANT S 
• It is mandatory to follow the

"Use Precautions and

Restrictions" section of this
product label.

• Carefully read the section
"Plant Residues or Manure."

• Manure and urine from animals
consuming treated grass or hay
may contain enough aminopyralid
to cause injury to sensitive
broadleaf plants.

• Inform the recipient of hay or
manure from animals grazing
pastures or feeding on hay from
areas treated with aminopyralid
of the label use precautions and
restrictions.

• Consult with a Dow AgroSciences
representative if you do not
understand the "Use Precautions
and Restrictions".
Call [1-(800) 263-1196]
Customer I nformation Group.

Hay and Manure Management 

Rangeland, Pasture, 
Hayfield, CAP 

Rangeland, 
Pasture, 
Wheat 

.
. (I 

� 

Potato; Lettuce, 
Beans, Tomato 

-
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Not For Sale, Distribution, or Use in New York State. 

GROUP HERBICIDE 

Active Ingredient: 
Triisopropanolammonium salt of 2-pyridine 

carboxylic acid, 4-amino·3.6-dichloro-.................................. 40.6% 
Other Ingredients .............................................................................. � 
Total .................................................................................................. 100.0% 

Acid Equlvalent: aminopyralid (2-pyridine carboxylic acid, 4-amlno-3,6-
dichloro-) - 21. 1 % - 2 lb/gal 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-537 

Keep Out of Reach of Children 

CAUTION 
Refer to Inside ol label booklet for Directions for Use. 

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label dlre<:tlons. 
Before using this product, read Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of 
Use, and Llmlrallon of Remedies at end of label booklet. If terms are 
unacceptable, return al once unopened. 

In case of emergency endangering health or the environment involving this 
product, calf 1-800-992-5994. 

Agricultural Chemical: Do not ship or store with food, reeds, drugs or 
clothing. 

1 -Tip 

AA 
� 

Trll container to angle as 
shown and till head to 
desired amount-use 
vet11cal scale for 
measuring. Conlainar 
should be closed. 

2 - Level 

Hold container up-right 
and check the amount for 
accuracy. Add or subtract 
as needed, using pour
back scafe .as gufde. 

Precautionary Statements 

3- Dispense 

;"� 
-� 

Remove cap on head and 
��� 'tfo�t ��If� 
1,om t� •1'a.!n con!arn,,. 
R,aplace c:ap for .elorago 
in .,,.icd cOl!CfollOl'I. 

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 

CAUTION 
Causes Moderate Eye Irritation 

Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Applicators and other handlers must wear; 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants
• Shoes plus socks

Follow manufacturer's Instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no 
such instructlons for washables. use detergent and hot water. Keep and 
wash PPE separa1ery from other laundry. 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or

using the toilet. 

First Aid 
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 
15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, If present, after the first 5 
minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor tor
treatment advice. 

2 

First Aid (Cont.) 

Attachment 7 
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Hove the product container or label with you when calllng a poison 
conlrol center or doctor or going ror treatment. You may also contact 
1 ·B00-992-5994 for emergency medical treatment information 

Environmental Hazards 
Do not apply directly to water, to areas where surface water is present or 
to Intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate 
water when disposing of equipment washwater or rinsate. 

Directions for Use 

II is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling. 
Read all DlrecUons for Use carefully before applying. 

Do not apply this product In a way that will contact workers or other 
persons, either directly or through clrHt. Only protected handlers may be 
in the area during application. For any requirements specific to your Slate 
or Tribe, consult the agency responsibfe for pesticide regulallon. 

Not For Sale, Distribution, or Use in New York State. 

Entry Restrictions: For applications on non-cropland areas, do not enter 
or allow worker entry into treated areas until sprays have dried. 

Storage and Disposal 
Do not contaminate water, food, feed or fertilizer by storage or disposal. 
Open dumping is prohibited. 
Pesticide Storage: If this product Is exposed to subfreezing 
temperatures, the active ingredient may crystallize and settle out of 
solution. Under these conditions the product shoutcl be warmed to at 
least 40°F and agitated well to dissolve any crystallized active ingredient 
prior to use. 
Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this p1oduct may 
be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility. 

Nonreflltable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this 
container. Offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in 
a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by 
state and local authorities. 
T1ipfe rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly afler 
emptying. TI'lple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds 
after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and 
recap. Shake for 1 O seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 1 o 
secofids after tho flow begins to drip. Repeal this procedure two more

times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining conten1s 
into application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down 
over application equipment or mix tank and continue to drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down 
over applicalion equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or 
disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle In the side of the container, and 
rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 1 O seconds after 
the flow begins to drip. 

Ref Ill able containers larger than 5 gallons: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with 
pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container belore final disposal is the responslb!lity of 
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refilling Is the 
responsibility of the rentler. To clean the container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container Into application 
equipment or a mix tank. FIii the container about 10% full with water. 
Agitate vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for two minutes. 
Pour or pump rinsate into application equipment or rinsate collection 
system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times, 

Nonreffllable containers larger than 5 gallons: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this 
container. Offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in 

Specimen Label Revised 06-04-10 
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Storage and Disposal {Cont.) 
a sanI1ary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by 
stale and local authorities. 
Triple �inse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty 1he remaining contents Into 
application equipment or a mix tank. Flll the container 1/4 lull with 
water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on Its side and 
roll It back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution for 
30 seconds. Stand 1he container on ils end and tip it back and forth 
several times. Tur� the container over onto Its other end and tip It back 
and fo�h several times: Empty the rlnsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store nnsata for later use or disposal. Repeat this 
procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the 
remaining contents Into application equlpn1enl or a mix tank and 
conll�ue to drain for i O seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold 
cont�mer upsi<:!e down over application equipment or mix tank and 
continue to drain for 1 O seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold 
�ontalner upside down over application equipment or mil< tank or collect 
nnsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle In the 
side of the container, and rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. 
Drain for i O  seconds after the flow begins to drip. 

Mllestone@ vM specialty herbicide may be applied by aerial or ground 
equl�ment to conlrol susceptible weccls and certain woody planls, Including 
l�vas1v_e and noxious weeds on non-cropland areas Including induslrlal 
sites, nghls-of-way Qncludlng roadsides, electric ulllity and communication 
transmission lines, p_1peITn_es� and railroads), non-trriga_tJon ditch banks, 
natural areas Qn�lud1ng 1Ylldhle management ereas, w1ldlile openings, wildlife 
hablla_ts, recreation weas, campgrounds, !railheads and trails), and grazed 
areas In and around 1hese sites without injury to mos! grasses. 
It is permissible to treat non-irrigation ditch banks, seasonally dry 
wella_nds (such as flood plains, dellas, marshes, swamps, or bogs) and 
trans1llonal areas between upland and lowland sites. Miles lone VM can 
be used to !he waters edge. Do not apply dlrec!ly 10 water and take 
precautions to minimize spray drift onto water. 

Resistance Management Guidelines 
• Do�elopment of plant populations resistant to this herbicide mode of 

action ls usually not a problem on non-cropland sites since 1hese sites 
receive Infrequent pesticide applications. 

• Similar looking blolypes of a given weed species occurring In a treated 
area may vary in their susceptibility lo a herbicide. Application of a 
herbicide below its labeled rate may allow more tolerant weeds to 
survJve and a shift to more tolerant blotypes within the treated area. 

• Where identified, spreading of resistant weeds to other fields may be 
prevented by cleaning harvesting and tillage equipment before moving 
to other areas and by planting weed-free seed. 

• Contact your extension specialist, certified crop consultant, or Dow 
AgroSclences representative for Iha latest resistance management
information. 

Use Precautions and Restrictions 

Consult with a Dow AgroSciences representative if you do 
not understand the "Use Precautions and Restrictions." 
Call (1 -800-263-1 1 96) for more information. 

• This product is not intended for reformulation or repackaging into 
other end-use products.

• Maximum Application Rate: On all labeled use sites do not broadcast
apply more than 7 fl oz per acre or MIiestone VM per year. The total 
amount of M ilestone VM applied broadcast, as a re-treatment, 
and/or spot lreaf.ment cannot exceed 7 fl oz per acre per year. Spot
treatments may be applied at an equivalent broadcast rate o! up to 
0.22 (b acid equivalent (14 ti oz of MIiestone VM) per acre per annual 
growmg season; however, not more than 50% of an acre may be
trea/ed at that rate. Do not apply more than a total of 0.1 1 lb acid 
equJValent (7 n oz per acre of MIiestone VM) per annual growing
season as a result of broadcast, spot or repeat applications. 

• A�oldlng lnjury_to Non-Target Plants: Do not aerially apply 
Milestone VM within 50 feet of a border downwind (in direction of
wind movement), or allow spray drlfl to come In contact with, any 
broadfeaf crop or other desirable broadleaf plants, including, but not
llml)ed to, alfalfa, cotton, dry beans, nawers, grapes, lettuce, potatoes, 
radishes, soybeans, sugar beets, sunflowers, tobacco, tomatoes

3 
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or other broadleaf or vegetable crop, fruit trees, ornamental plants, 
or soil where sensitive crops are growing or will be planted. Avoid 
application under conditions that may allow spray drill because very 
small quenlltles of spray may seriously lnju(e susceptible crops. Read 
and consider the "Precautions for Avoiding Spray Drift and Spray· Drill 
Advisory" at the end of the label to help minimize the potential for 
spray drift. 

• MIiestone VM is highly active against many broadleaf plant
specfes. Do not use this product on areas where loss of desirable 
broadleaf plants, Including legumes, cannot be tolerated. 

• Do not use on grasses grown for hay intended for export.
• Do not use on grasses grown for seed production.
• Chemlgation: Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation

system. 
• Do not contaminate water intended for i rrigation or domestic

purposes. Do not treat Inside banks or bo1toms of irrigation dilct,es
either dry or containing water, or ott,er channels that carry l'later that' 
may be used for irrigation or domestic purposes. 

• Do not apply this product on residential or commercial lawns, turf,
or ornamental plantings. 

• Trees adjacent to or In a treated area can occasionally bo affected by
root uptake of Milestone VM. Do not apply MIiestone VM within the 
root zone of.desirable trees unless such injury can be tolerated. Use
special cautton near roses, and leguminous trees such as locusts, 
redbud, mimosa, and caragana. 

• Seeding grasses;
Pre emergence: Mli0Stone VM may be applied In the spring or early 
summer, depending on 1he target weed species, and grass planted 
the following fall or winter when appropriate fot the grass species 
being planted. 
Postemergence: During the season of establishment, 
Milestone VM should be applied only afte< perennial grasses are 
well established (nave developed a se<:ondary root system and are 
vigorous. Most pe·rennlal grasses are tolerant lo MIiestone VM at 
this stage of development. Mileslone VM may suppress cer1aln 
established grasses, such as smooth bromegrass (Bromus lnermis), 
especially when plants are stcessed by adverse environmental 
conditions. Plants should recover from this transient suppression 
with 1he onset of enVlronmental conditions favorable to grass growth 
and upon release from weed competition. 

• Seeding Leeumes or Susceptible WIidfiowers: Do not plant legumes
or suscepUble wildOowers until a soil bloassay has been conducted 
to determine if residues of Milestone VM remaining in the soil will 
adversely affect establishment of legumes and wildOowers. 

• Grazing and Haying Restrictions: There are no restrictions on
grazing or hay harvest following appllcaUon of MIiestone VM at labeled 
rates. Cutting hay loo soon after spraying weeds will reduce weed 
control . Walt 14 days after herbicide application to cut grass hay to 
allow herbicide to work. Do not transfer grazing animals from areas 
treated with Milestone VM to areas where sensitive broadleaf crops 
occur without first allowing 3 days of grazing on an untreated pasture. 
Otherwise, urine and manure may contain enough Milestone VM to 
cause Injury lo broadleaf plants. 

• Grazing Poisonous Plants: Herbicide application may increase
palatabilily of certain poisonous plants. Do not graze treated areas
untll poisonous plants are dry and no longer palatable to livestock. 

• Plant Residues or Manure:
Do not use Milesfone VM-treated plant residues, including hay 
or straw from treated areas, or manure l1om animals that have 
grazed forage or eaten hay harvested from treated areas within the 
previous 3 days as compost or mulch that will be applied to areas 
where commercially grown mushrooms or susceptible broadleaf 
plants may be grown. 
Do not spread manure from animals that have grazed or 
consumed forage or hay from treated areas within the previous 3 
days on land used for growing susceptible broadleaf crops. 
Manure from animals that have grazed forage or eaten hay 
harvested from Milestone VM-treated areas within the previous 
3 days may only be spread on pasture grasses, grass grown for 
seed, and wheat. 
Do not plant a broadleaf crop in fields 1reated in the previous year 
with manure from animals that have grazed forage or eaten hay 
harvested_lrom Mllesto�e VM-trealed a reas until an adequately 
sensItIve field bloassay ,s conducted to determine that the 
MIiestone VM residues in the soil is at a level that Is not Injurious to 
the crop to be planted. 
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To promote herbicide decomposition, plant residues should be 
evenly incorporated in the surtace soil or burned. Breakdown 
of Milestone VM In plant residues or manure Is more rapid 
under warm, moist soil conditions and may be accelerated by 
supplemental irrigation. 

• Crop Rotation; Do not rotate non-cropland to cropland for one year
following an application of Milestone VM. Do nol plant a broadleaf
crop until an adequately sensitive field bloassay shows that the
level of aminopyralld present in the soi l  will not adversely affect that
broadleaf crop.

• Field Bioassay Instructions: In a representative section of an area
previously treated with this product, plant short test rows of the
intended species across the original direction of appllcatlon in a
manner to sample variability in field conditions such as soil texture, soil
organic maller, soil pH, rain/all pattern or drainage. The field bloassay
can be in!Ua.ted at any time alter application and before the plan ling
of the intended species. Observe tile seeded species lor symp1oms
of herbicidal aclfvily, such as poor stand (effect on seed germirialion), 
_chlorosrs '(yellowing), necrosis (dead leal/es or shoots), or stur11ing
(reduced gro,vth). If herbicidal symptoms do not 0C<lur, Iha Intended
seeded species may be planted. I I herbicidal aclivlly Is observed, do
not plant the lleld lo the intended seeded species, plant only to wheat,
forage grasses, native grasses or grasses grown for hay. 

Sprayer Clean-Out Instructions 
It is recommended that separate spray equipment be used on highly 
sensitive crops such as tobacco, soybeans, peauts and tomatoes. 
Do not use spray equipment used to apply Milestone VM for other 
applicallons lo land planted to, or to be planted to, broadleaf plants 
unless ft has been determined that all residues of I his herbicide has been 
removed by thorough cleaning of equipment. 

Equipment used to apply Milestone VM should be thoroughly cleaned before 
reusing lo apply any other chemicals as follows: 
1 .  Rinse and flush application equipment thoroughly after use. Dispose of 

rinse water in non-cropland area away from water supplies. 
2. Rinse a second time, adding 1 quart of household ammonia or tank 

cleaning agent for every 25 gallons of water. Circulate the solution 
through the entire system so that all internal surfaces are contacted (15 to 
20 minutes). Let lhe soluUon stand for several hours. preferably overnight. 

3. Flush the solution out of the spray tank lhrough the boom. 
4. Rinse the system twice with clean water, recirculating and d�alnlng

each lime. 
5. Spray nozzles and screens should be removed and cleaned separately.

Application Methods 

Apply the specified rate of Milestone VM as a coarse low-pressure spray. 
Do not apply this product with mist blower systems that d.elfver very fine 
spray droplets. Spray volume should be sufficient to uniformly cover 
foliage. lncre_ase spray volume to ensure thorough and uniform coverage 
when target vegetation is tall and/or dense. To enhance foliage wetting 
and coverage, an approved non-Ionic agricultural surtactant may be 
added to the spray mixture as specified by the surtactant label. 

Ground Broadcast Application: Higher spray volumes (greater than 10  
gallons per acre) generally provides better coverage -and beHer conlrol, 
particularly in dense and/or tall foliage. 

Aerial Broadcast Application: Do not apply less than 2 gallons per acre 
total spray volume. Five gallons per acre or greater will generally provide 
better coverage and better control, particularly in dense and/or tall foliage. 

High-Volume Foliar Application: High volume foliar lreatments may 
be applied at rates equivalent to broadcast up to a maximum of 7 fl oz 
per acre per annual growing season. Use sullicient spray volume to 
1horoughly and uniformly wet foliage and stems but not to runotl. 

Spot Application: Spot treatmenls may be applied at an equivalent 
broadcast rate of up to 0.22 lb acid equivalent (1 4 fl oz of Milestone VM) 
per acre per annual growing season; however, not more t!ian 50% of an 
acre may be treated at that rate. Do not apply more than a 1olal of 0.1 1 
lb . acid equivalent (7 fl oz. par acre of MIiestone VM) per annua.l growing 
sel\SOn as a result of broadcast , spot or repeal applications. Spray 
volume should be sufficient to lhoroughly and uniformly we! weed foliage 
but not to the point of runoff, 
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Repeat treatments may be made, but the total amount of Milestone VM 
applied must not exceed 7 fl oz per acre per year. To pre\lenl misapplication, 
spot treatments should be applied with a calibrated·sprayer. 

Note; Table 1 below shows mixes for various sprayer outputs in gallons 
per acre (GPA). 

Table 1 :  Amount of Milestone VM herbicide {in ml) to mix in 1 gallon 
of water 

Milestone VM amount (In ml) to mix 
with various application rates 

GPA 5 fl oz/a 7 fl oz/a 14 fl oz/a 
20 7.5 1 0.5 21 .0 
30 5.0 7.0 1 4 .0 
40 3.8 5.3 1 0,5 
50 3.0 4.2 8.4 
60 2.5 3.5 7.0 
70 2.1 3.0 6.0 
80 1 .9 2.6 5.3 
90 1 .7 2.3 4,7 

100 1 .5 2 . 1  4.2 

Conversions: 
1 tsp = 5 ml 30 ml = 1 fluid ounce 1 cc = 1 ml 
3 tsp = 1 Tbsp 2 Tbsp = 1 fluid ounce 

Use a syringe to 
measure cc 

Table 2: Application rates In the table below are based on treating an 
area of 1000 sq ft. An area of 1000 sq II is about 3 1 .5 ft by 31.5 fl (1 0.5 
by 10.5 yards) In size. Mix the amount of Milestone VM (fl oz or milliliters) 
corresponding to the desired broadcast rate in 0.5 to 2.5 gallons of water, 
depending upon the spray volume required to treat 1 ODO sq ft. A delivery 
volume of 0.5 to 2.5 gallons per 1000 sq ft is equivalent to 22 to 109 
gallons per acre. 

Amount of Milestone VM per 1000 sq ft to 
Equal Broadcast Rate 

Broadcast Rate Amount of Milestone VM per 1000 sq ft 
(fl oz/acre) (fl oz) (Mlllflllers) 

3 0.069 2 
5 0.1 1 5  3.4 
7 0.161  4.8 

Note: 1 ml � 1 cc and 1 fluid ounce (fl oz) = 29.6 milliliters {ml) = 2 
tablespcons = 6 teaspoons 

To calculate the amount of Milestone VM for areas larger than 1000 
sq ft: Multiply the table value {!I oz or millniters) by the area to be treated in 
''thousands" of square feet. For example, if the area to be treated is 3500 sq 
ft, multiply the table value by 3.5 (3500 sq ft divided by 1000 sq ft = 3.5). 

Mixing Instructions 

Mixing with Water: To prepare the spray, add about half the required 
amount of water in tho spray tank. Then, with agitation, add the specified 
amount of Milestone and other registered tank mix herbicides. Finally. 
with conlinued agitation, add the rest of the water and additives such as 
surfactants or drift control and deposition aids. 

Addition of Surfactants or Ad)uvants on All Labled Use Sites: For 
post emergent applications, a non-ionic surfactant (of at least 80% active 
ingredient) at 0.25 to 0.5 % volume per volume (1 to 2 quarts per 100 
gallons of spray) Is recommended to enhance herbicide activity under 
adverse environmental conditions (such as, high temperature, low relative 
humidify, drought conditions, dusty plant surfaces) or when weeds are 
heavily pubescent or more mature. 

Tank Mixing with Other Herbicides: Milestone at rates of up to 7 fl oz 
per acre may be mixed with labeled rates of other herbicides registered 
for application on all labeled use sites. Milestone may be applied in tank 
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mix combination with labeled rates of other herbicides provided: (1) the 
tank mix product is labeled for the timing and method of application for 
the use site to be treated and (2) mixing is not prohibited by the label of 
the registered tank mixed products, and (3) that the tank mix combination 
is physically compatible (see tank mix compatibility testing below). When 
tank mixing, use only in accordance with the restrictions, precautions and 
limitations on the respective product labels. 

Read carefully and follow all applicable use directions, precautions, 
and limitations on the respective product labels. 

• Do not exceed specified application rates. If products containing
the same active ingredient are mixed, do not exceed the maximum
allowable active ingredient use rates. 

• For direct injection or other spray equipment where the product 
formulations will be mixed in undiluted form, special care should be 
taken to ensure tank mix compatibility.

• Always pertorm a jar test to ensure the compatibility of products to be
used in tank mixture.

Tank Mix Compatibility Testing: Perform a jar test prior to mixing in a 
spray tank to ensure compatibility of Milestone and other pesticides or 
carriers. Use a clear glass jar with lid and mix ingredients in the same 
order and proportions es will be used in the spray tank. TI1e mixture Is 
compatible If tho materials mix readily when the jar Is Inverted several 
times. The mixture should remain stable after standing for 1/2 hour or, 
If separation occurs, should readily remix If agitated. An incompatible 
mixture is Indicated by separation into distinct layers that do not readily 
temix when agitated and/or the presence of flakes, precipitates, gels, 
or heavy oily lllm in the jar. Use of an appropriate compatibility aid may 
resolve mh< Incompatibility. If the mixture Is Incompatible do not use that 
tank mix partner in tank mixtures. 

Mixing with Sprayable Liquid Fertilizer Solutions: Milestone is usually 
compatible wilh lfquld ler111izer solutions. It Is anticipated that Mileslone 
will not reQulre a compatibility agent for mixing wlth fertilizers: however, 
a compatlbllily·test Oar test)-should be made prior to mlxlng. Jar tests 
_are particularly Important when a new batch of fertilizer or pesllclde is 
'used, when waler sources change, or when lank mixture Ingredients or 
concentrations are changed. Compatlbllily may be determined by mixing 
the spray components in the desired order and proportions in a clear 
glass jar before large scale mixing of spray components in the spray tank. 

Note: The lower the temperature of the liquid fertilizer, the greater 
the likelihood of mixing problems. Use of a compatibility aid may be 
required if Milestone is mixed with a 2,4-D-col')tainlng product and liquid 
fertilizer. Mixing Milestone and 2,4-0 In N-P or N-P-K liquid fertlllzer 
solutions is more difficult than mixing with straight nitrogen fertilizer 
and should not be attempted without first conducting a successful 
compatlbllity Jar test. Agitation in the spray lank must be vigorous to be 
comparable with jar lest agitation. Apply the spray mixture the same day 
It Is prepared while maintaining continuous agitation. Rinse the spray tank 
thoroughly alter use. 

Note: FoUar-applled llquid fertilizers themselves cao cause yellowing of 
the foliage of forage grasses and other vegetation. 

Table 3: Weeds Controlled 
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Milestone VM may be applied to all labeled use sites as an aerial or 
ground broadcast treatment, as a spot or hlgh volume foliar applioatlon, 
to control susceptible weeds and certain woody plants, including Invasive 
weeds (see Weeds Controlled section). 

Do not use Milestone VM if loss of legumes species or other 
broadleaf species cannot be tolerated. 

MIiestone VM may be applied post emergence as a broadcast spray or 
as a spot application to control weeds Including, but not limited to, those 
listed on this label. When a rate range Is given use the higher rate to 
control weeds at advanced growth stages, or under less than favorable 
growing conditions, or for longer resldual control. 88s1 results are obtained 
when spray volume Is sufliclent to provide unifonn coverage of treated 
weeds. For optimum uptake and translocatlon of Miles lone, avoid r,,owlng, 
haying, shredding, burning or soil disturbance In llealed areas for al least 14 
days following application. 

MIiestone VM also provides preemergence control of emerging seedlings 
of susceptible weeds, and re-growth of certaln perennial weeds following 
application. Preventing establishment of weeds v�II depend upon application 
rate, season of application, and environmental conditions after application. 

Milestone VM can provide long-term control of susceptible weeds. The 
length of control ls dependent upon the application mte, condition and 
growth stage of target weeds, environmental conditions at and following 
application, and the density and vigor of competing desirable vegetation. 
Long-term weed control Is most effective where grass vegetation Is 
aHowed to recover from overgrazing, drought, etc., and compete with 
weeds. 

Milestone VM can be an important component of integrated vegetation 
management programs designed to renovate or restore desired plant 
communities. To maximize and extend the benefits of weed control 
provided by MIiestone VM, ii Is Important that other vegetation 
management practlces, Including proper grazing management, biological 
control agents, replanting, lertlllz.atlon, presc1lbed fire, etc., be used In 
appropriate sequences and combinations to further alleviate the adverse 
effects of weeds on desirable plant species and lo promote development 
of desired plant communities. Agricultural and natural resources 
specialists with federal and state government agencies can provide 
guidance on best management practices and development of Integrated 
vegetation management programs. 

Weeds Controlled 

The following weeds will be controlled with the rates of Milestone VM 

indicated in table 3. For best results, most weeds should be treated 
when they are actively growing and under conditions favorable for growth. 
Use a higher rate In the rate range when growing condilfons are less 
than favorable or when weed tollage Is tall and dense or when re·sldual 
control is desired. Milestone VM also provides preemergence control of 
germinating seeds and control of emerged seedlings of susceptible weeds 
following application. 

Note: Numbers in parentheses (·) refer to specific use directions for a particular weeds species. 

Rate 
Common Name Scientific Name Range 

(fl oz/acre) 

amaranth, spiny Amaranthus spinosus 4to7 

bedstraw Galiumspp, 4Io7 

beggartlcks Bidensspp. 4 to7 

broomweed, annual Amphiachyris dracunculoides 4to7 

burdock, common•, .. Arctium minus 4 to 7 

buttercup, hairy• Ranuncu/us sardous 4to7 

buttercup, tall', •• Ranuncu/us acris 4to7 

camel thorn Alhagi pseuda/hag/ 5 to 7 

chamomile, scentless Matricaria inodora 4 lo 7 

chicory' Cichon'um intybus 4 to 7 

chickweed Stellaria media 7 

5 

Life Cycle Plant Family 

annual Amaranthaceae 

perennial Rublaceae 

annual Asteracea 

annual Asteraceae 

biennial Asteraceae 

annual Ranuncufaceae 

perennial Ranunculaceae 

perennial Fabaceae 

annual Asteraceae 

perennial Asteraceae 

annual Caryophyllaceae 
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Table 3: Weeds Controlled (Conl.) 

Common Name Scientific Name 

cinquefoil, sulfur (1)'," Potenti/la rec/a 

cocklebur Xanthium struman·um 

clover Trifolium spp. 

croton, tropic Croton g/andu/osus 

crown vetch Securigera varia 

cudweed, purple Gamochaeta purpurea 

daisy, oxeye (1)', •• Leucanthemum vu/gare 

dock, curly' Rumex crispus 

evening primrose, cuUeaf Oenolhera /aciniata 

fiddleneck, common Amsinckia intermedia 

flreweed Ep/lobium angustifolium 

fteabane, flax-leaf Conyza bonariensis 

hawkweed, orange (2)', .. Hieracium aumntiacum 

hawkweed, yellow (2)'," Hieracium caespitosum 

henbit' Lamium amplexicau/e 

horsenettle, Carolina" Solanum carolinense 

horseweed (marestail) Conyza canadensis 

ironweed, tall Vernonia gigantea 

ironweed, western Vernonia baldwinii 

knapweed, diffuse (3)', " Centaurea diffusa 

knapweed, Russian (4)', " Acroptilon repens 

knapweed, spotted (3)', .. Centaurea stoebe 

knapweeds Centaurea spp. 

kudzu', .. Pueraria montana 

lady's thumb' Po/ygonum persicaria 

lambsquarters Chenopodium album 

lespedeza, annual Lespedeza stria/a 

locust, black Robinia pseudoacacla 

locust, honey G/edits/a triacanthos 

mayweed, scentless' Trip/eurospermum perforata 

mayweed, stinking', .. Anthemis cotula 

medic, black' Medicago /upulina 

mimosa Albizia julibriss/n 

mullein (5) Verbascum spp. 

oxtongue, bristly Plcris echioides 

ragweed, common" Ambrosia artemisiifolia 

ragweed, western Ambrosia psi/ostachya 

ragwort, tansy•, " Senecio jacobaea 

redbud Cercls Canadens/s 

rose Rosa spp. 

rush skeletonweed Chondri/la funcea 

smartweed, Pennsylvania Polygonum pensy/vanicum 

sneezeweed, biller Helen/um amarum 

soda apple, troplcal (6)., " Solanum viarum 

sowthlstle, perennial', •• Sonchus arvensis 

spanishneedles Bidens bip/nnata 

star-thistle, Malla (7) • ," Centaurea melitensis 

starthirstle, purple (7) '." Centaurea ca/citrapa 

star thistle, yellow (7)', " Centaurea so/stitia/1s 

SI. Johnswort, common Hypericum perforatum 

6 

Rate 
Range 

(fl ozlacre) 

4 to 7 

3 to5 

5to7 

310 5 

5 to 7 

4 to 7 

4 to 7 

410 7 

4to7 

7 

5to7 

4 lo7 

4 to7 

4 to 7 

5 to 7 

4 to 7 

4 to7 

5 lo 7 

7 

5 to 7 

5 to 7 

5 to 7 

5 to 7 

7 

3to5 

5 to 7 

510 7 

7 

7 

4 lo 7 

7 

4106 

7 

7 

5 to 7 

3 to 5 

4 lo 7 

5to7 

7 

7 

5to7 

3to5 

4 to7 

5to7 

3to5 

4 to7 

3to5 

3 to5 

3to5 

5 to 7 

Life Cycle 

perennial 

annual 

perennial 

annual 

perennial 

annual 

perennial 

perennial 

annual 

annual 

perennial 

annual 

perennial 

perennial 

annual/ 
biennial 

perennial 

annual 

perennial 

perennial 

blennial/ 
perennial 

perennial 

biennlal/ 
perennial 

biennial/ perennial 

perennial 

annual 

annual 

annual 

woody perennial 

woody perennial 

annual 

annual 

perennial 

woody perennial 

biennial 

biennial 

annual 

perennial 

perennial 

woody perennial 

Woody perennial 

perennial 

annual 

annual 

perennial 

perennial 

annual 

annual 

biennial 

annual 

perennlal 
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Plant Family 

Rosaceae 

Asteraceae 

Fabaceae 

Euphorbiaceae 

Fabaceae 

Asteraceae 

Asleraceae 

Polygonaceae 

Onagraceae 

Boraginaceae 

Onagraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Lamiaceae 

Solanaceae 

Asteraceae 

Asleraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Fabaceae 

Polygonaceae 

Chenopodiaceae 

Fabaceae 

Fabaceae 

Fabaceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Fabaceae 

Fabaceae 

Scrophulariaceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Fabaceae 

Rosaceae 

Asteraceae 

Polygonaceae 

Asteraceae 

Solanaceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Asteraceae 

Clusiaceae 
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Table 3: Weeds Controlled (Cont.) 

Common Name Scientific Name 

sunflower, common Helianthus annuus 

teasel Dipsacus spp_ 

thistle, artichoke Cynara carduncufus 

thistle, bull (8)', " Cirsium vulgare 

thistle, Canada (9)'. " Cirsium arvense 

thistle, woolly distaff Carthamus lanatus 

thistle, Italian Carduus pycnocephalus 

thistle, musk {8)°, " Carduus nutans 

thistle, plumeless {8)', •• Carduus acanthoides 

thistle, Scotch', " Onopordum acanth/um 

vetch Vicia spp. 

wisteria Wisteria brachybotris 

wormwood, absinth(10)'," Artemis/a abslnthium 

yarrow, common Achll/ea mil/efo/ium 

Rate 
Range Life Cycle 

(fl oz/acre) 

4 to7 annual 
4 to 7 biennial 
5107 perennial 
3 to5 biennial 

5 lo 7 perennial 
4 to 7 annual 

7 annual 
3 to 5 biennial 

3 to 5 biennial 
5to 7 biennial 

3 to 7 perennial 
7 woody perennial 

610 7 perennial 
7 perennial 
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Plant Family 

Asteraceae 
Dipsacaceae 

Asteracea 
Asteraceae 
Asteraceae 
Asleraceae 
Asteraceae 
Asleraceae 
Asteraceae 
Asleracea 
Fabaceae 
Fabaceae 

Asteraceae 
Asteraceae 

'Invasive plants are introduced species that are indicated to be Invasive in the USDA-NRCS, PLANTS Database (http://piants.usda.gov/index.html}. 
"Plants designated as noxious weeds in at least one stale (PLANTS Database, USDA-NRCS, hllp://planls.usda.gov/index.hhnl). 

(1) Sulfur cinquefoll or oxeye daisy: Apply Milestone at 4 to 6 fl oz per acre to plants In the prebud stage of development.
(2) Orange or yellow hawkweeds: Apply Milestone at 4 to 7 fl oz per acre to plants in the bolting stage of development.
(3) Diffuse and spotted knapweeds: Apply MIiestone al 5 to 7 fl oz per acre when plants are actively growing with the optimum time of application

occurring from rosette to the boillng stages of development or in the fall. Plants will be controlled by mid-summer and fall applications even
though plants may not show any changes in form or stature the year of application. 

(4) Russian knapweed: Apply Milestone at 5 to 7 fl oz per acre to plants In the spring and summer to plants from early bud to flowering stage and to 
dormant plants in the fall. 

(5) Mullein: Apply to the rosette stage
(6) Tropical soda apple: Apply Milestone at 5 to 7 fl oz per acre at any growth stage, but applic;ation by flowering will reduce seed produc;tion

potential.
(7) Malta, purple, and Yellow starthistle: Apply Milestone at 3 to 5 fl oz per acre to plants at the rosette through boiling growth stages.
(8) Bull, musk, and plumeless thistles: Apply Milestone at 3 to 5 fl oz per acre In the spring and early summer to rosette or bolling plants or In the

fall to seedlings and rosettes. Apply al 4 to 5 ff oz when plants are at the fate bolt through early flowering growth stages. 2,4-D at 1 lb ae/acre
should be tank-mixed with Milestone starting al the late bud stages

(9) Canada thistle: Apply Milestone at 5 to 7 fl oz per acre either in the spring to plants in the prebud to early bud growth stage - the goal is to 
insure all plants have emerged. Applications are also effective in the fall before a killing frost.

(10) Abslnth wormwood: Apply 6 to 7 fl oz per acre before wormwood is 12 Inches tall. When applying by air on CRP, coverage is important and a
minimum of 3 GPA is specified. Remove old duff and titter by fire or mowing for best results

Precautions for Avoiding Spray Drift 

Avoid application under conditions that may allow spray drift because 
very small quantities of spray, which may not be visible, may injure 
susceptlble crops. This product should be applied only when the 

The followlng drift management requiiements must be followed to avoid 
off-target drift movement from aerial applications: 

1. 

potential for drift to adjacent sensitive areas (e.g., residential areas, bodies 2. 
of water, non-target crops and other plants) is minimal (e.g., when wind 

T he distance of the outer most operatlng nozzles on the boom must 
not exceed 75% of wingspan or 85% of the rotor diameter. 
Nozzles should be pointed backward parallel with the air stream or 
not pointed downwards more than 45 degrees. 

Is blowing away from the sensitive areas. A drift control aid may be 
added to the spray solution to further reduce the potential for drift. If a 
drift control aid is used, follow the use directions and precautions on the 
manufacturer's label. Do not use a thickening agent with Microfoil, 
Thru-Valve booms, or other spray delivery systems that cannot 
accommodate thickened spray solutions. 

Ground Equipment: With ground equipment spray drift can be reduced 
by keeping the spray boom as iow as possible; by applying 1 O gallons 
or more of spray per acre; by keeping the operating spray pressures at 
the manufacturer's specified minimum pressures for lhe specific nozzle 
type used (low pressure nozzles are available from spray equipment 
manufacturers); and by spraying when the wind velocity is low (follow 
state regulations). Avoid cairn conditions which may be conducive 
to thermal inversions. Direct sprays no higher than the lops of target 
vegetation and keep spray pressures low enough to provide coarse spray 
droplets to minimize drift. 

Aerial Application: Avoid spray drift at the application site. The 
interaction of many equipment-and weather-related factors determine the 
_potential for spray drift. Users are responsible for considering all these 
factors when making decisions. 

7 

State regulations must be followed. 

The applicator should be familiar with and take into account the 
information covered in the following Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory. 
This information is advisory in nature and does not supersede mandatory 
label requirements. 

Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory 

Information on Droplet Size: The most effective way to reduce drift potenliaJ 
is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy is lo apply the 
largest droplets that provide suffident coverage and control. Applying larger 
droplets reduces drift potential, but will not prevent drift if applications are 
made improperly, or under unfavorable environmental conditions (see Wind, 
Temperature and Humidity, and Temperature Inversions). 

Controlling Droplet Size: 
• Volume - Use high flow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical

spray volume. Nozzles with higher rated flows produce larger
droplets.
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Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's specified 
pressures. For many nozzle types lower pressure produces larger 
droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher flow rate 
nozzles instead of Increasing pressure. 
Number of Nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozzles lhat will 
provide uniform coverage. 
Nozzle Orientation - Orient nozzles so that the spray is released 
parallel to lho airstream to produce larger droplels than other 
orientations. Slgnlficanl deflection from horizontal will reduce droplet 
size and Increase drift potenlial. 
Nozzle Type - Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended 
appllcatlon. With most nozzle types, narrower spray angles produce 
larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream 
nozzles oriented straight back produce the largest droplets and the 
lowest drift 

Boom Length: The distance of the outer most operating nozzles on the 
boom must not exceed 75% of wingspan or 85% of rotor diameter. 

Application Height: Applications should not be made at a height greater 
lhan 10 feel above lhe top of the largest plants unless a greater heigh! Is 
required for aircraft safely. Making applications at !he lo111esl height that 
is safe reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind. 

Swalh Adjustment: When applications are made wllh a crosswind, 
the swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on the up and 
downwind edges of the field, the applicator must compensate for this 
displacement by adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind. Swath 
adjustment distance should increase, with Increasing drift potenlial 
(higher wind, smaller drops, etc.). 

Wind: Drift potential Is lowest between wind speeds of 2 to 10 mph. 
However. many faders, Including droplet size and eq uipment type 
deterrnln.e drift potential at any given speed. Application should be
avoided below 2 mph due to variable wind direction and high inversion 
potenttal. Note: Local tetraln can Influence wind patterns. Eveiy 
applicator should be lam Illar with local wind patterns and how they affect 
spray drift. 

Temperature and Humidity: When making applications In low relative 
humidity, set up equlpmMt to produce larger droplets to compensate 
for evaporation. Droplet evaporal!on ls most seve,e when conditions are 
both hot and dry. 

Temperature Inversions: Applications should not occur during a 
local, low level temperature inversion bec-ause drilt potential is high. 
Temperature Inversions restrict ve,tical air mixing, which causes small 
suspended droplets to remain in a concentrated cloud. This cloud 
can move In unpredictable directions due to the light variable winds 
<::ommon during inversions. Temperature Inversions are characterized 
by increasing temperatures with altitude and are common on nights 
wllh li111ited cloud cover and light to no wind. They begin lo form as 
the sun sets and often continue into the morning. Their presence can 
be Indicated by gtound fog; however, ii fog Is not present, Inversions 
can also be id entified by the movement of the smoke from a ground 
source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke that layers and moves 
laterally In a concentrated cloud (under low wind conditions) Indicates 
an inversion, whlle smoke that moves upward and rapidly dissipates 
Indicates good vertical air mixing. 

Terms and Conditions of Use 

1r terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and 
Limitation of Remedies are not acceptable, return unopened package 
at once to the seller for a lull refund of purchase price paid. To the 
extent permitted by law, otherwise, use by the buyer or any other 
user constitutes acceptance of the terms under Warranty Disclaimer, 
Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies. 

Warranty Disclaimer 

Dow AgroSclences warrants that this product conforms to the 
chemical description on the label and Is reasonably flt lor the purposes 
stated on the lab.el when used In strlct accordance with the di rections, 
subject to the inhere11t risks set forth below. To the extent permitted 
by law, Dow AgroSciences MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

8 

Inherent Risks of Use 
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II is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this 
product. Crop injury, lack of performance, or other unintended 
consequences may result because of such factors as use of the 
product contrary Lo label instructions (Including condilions noted on 
the label, such as unfavorable temperatures, soil conditions, etc,), 
abnormal conditions (such as excessive rainfall, drought, tornadoas, 
hurricanes), presence of other materials, the manner or application, or 
other factors, all of which are beyond the control of Dow AgroSclences 
or the seller. To the extent permitted by law, all such risks shall be 
assumed by buyer. 

Limitation of Remedies 

To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy !or losses or 
damages resulting from this product Qncludlng claims based on contract, 
negligence, strict liability, or other legal theories), shall be limited to, at 
Dow AgroSolences' election, one of the following: 

1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought,
or

2. Replacement of amount of product used.

To the extent permitted by law, Dow AgroSclences shall not be liable for 
tosses or damages resulting from handling or use of this product unless 
Dow AgroSclences Is promptly notified or such loss or damage in writing. 
To the extent permitted by law, In no case shall Dow AgroSclences be 
liable for consequenllal or Incidental damages or losses. 

Toe terms ot the Warranty 0isclalmer, Inherent Risks of Use and this 
Limitation of Remedies cannot be varied by any written or verbal 
statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent or Dow 
AgroSclences or the seller is authorized to vary or exceed Iha terms of the 
Warranty bisclalmer or this Limitation of Remedies in any manner. 

®Trademark of Dow AgroSclences LLC ( 

Produced for 

Dow AgroSclences LLC 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Label Code: 002-880~003 
Replaces Label: D02-880-002 
LOES Number: 010-02121 

EPA accepted 12/4/09 

Revisions: 
1. Added advisory and graphics to prevent Injury to desirable plants
2. Added restrictions on grasses grown for hay intended for export, 

grasses grown for seed, turf, and poisonous plants
3. Revised Storage and Disposal 

Specimen Label Revised 06-04-10 
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--- On Tue, 4/4/17, MELAO Robert T 
<Robert. I. MEL BO@odot.slale.or.us<m a i ho;Rol 1cr1. I .11•1 El.Bl> ")odot .st:itc.11r. us>> 
wrote: 
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From: MELl3O Robcrt I <Robert.I .l'vlELBO:i�.odol.slnle.or.us<nwillu:Ruhcrl.l.!vlELUl)'i1)odu1.stlllc.or.us>> Subject: 
RE: Yamhill County Rail Trail 
To: '"eric torrence"' <lelorrenee66(ci)yahoo.com<mailw:1cto1rcncc ,6 t1vahuo. ·0111>> 
Date: Tuesday, April 4, 2017, 12:59 PM 
Hi, Eric 

I apologize for the long delay in responding to your email, which arrived here about an hour after I 11:fl the ornce 
to begin 14 days or vacation. I just got back to work yesterday (the 3rd) and had 430 emails awaiting me in my 
inbox. 

I don't have a recollection oflhul ride you gave me back in my W&P days but I am sure I appreciated ii at the time! 
So much time has passed since those days, which were without any doubt the best and most Cun years ol'my 

railroading career. 

I haven't been attending any of the meetings regarding the proposed trnil on the former rnil corridor between St, 
Joseph and Scghcrs but I am in favor of preserving the integrity oflhe right of way by any method we can. Looking 
back, I was working for Southern Pacilic in Oregon when the decision was made lo abandon !he West Side Bmnch 
as a through route between Hillsboro and St. Joseph. As assistant superintendent of the Oregon Division, I opposed 
sacrilicing the West Side line in favor of keeping the Newberg Branch because the laller had heavy grades and 

multiple trestles associated with Rex llill whereas the West Side had a relatively easy profile. SP could have 
continued to serve Sherwood from Cook, and Newberg from St. Joseph, and 1101 stranded any customers, while 
abandoning the trackage between Newberg and Sherwood. But two factors drove the decision to do it the way ii was 
done. The first was that, as a Portland-\Vhiteson route, it was less mileage via Newberg than via Hillsboro, and, 
second, the Newberg line was laid with 90-pound and heavier rail com pured to the \Vest Side, which was nearly all 

75-pound steel. So the Newberg line was belier situated to handle the heaviest loads permiued at the time, which
were 263,000 pounds gross vehicle weight.

So the first piece of the Wes! Side to go was the 12 miks between Carlton and Seghers in 1984, followed in I 991 
by 4.67 miles between Carllon and St. Joseph. Although the Carlton-St. Joseph abandonment was effective on 
�•larch 16. 1991, some of the trackage northward from St. Joe was still in place when the \Villamelle & Pacific was 
created in Fdmrnry or 1993, and I was suecessfi.11 in convincing SP to retain the line up lo Gun Club road as support 
tracknge for the steel mill nt McMinnville. 

I'm prelly sure federal rail-banking legislation existed ut the time of both abandonments, bu! there evidently was 
no inlcrcst then in proc:serving the coffi<lor for a trail. Thus SP, and later successor Union l'acific, were free lo 
dispose of the right of way piecemeal to willing buyers. 
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As an aside, the most southern end of the \Vest Side Branch between Transfer (junction with the Coos Bay Brnnch 
\\'est of Eugene) aml Monroe had been abandoned in 11\'o increments many years previously. The JI miles between 
Transfer and Cheshire were abandoned in 1935 and the 9 miles be\\,een Cheshire and Monroe followed suit in 
1957. Roth or these abm1donments predated rails-to-trails legislation and SP did sell off 1110s1 oC the right or way 
south orChcshir..:. But, rather surprisingly. most of right of way betl\'een Cheshire and 1vlonroe still belonged to the 
railroad at the end of the last centu1y. II wasn't until the very early 2000s that UP disposed of most of the land south 
or ,vlonroe. 

Similarly, the right of way between St. Joseph and Seghers was still intact when UP ac(]uired SP in 1996 and still 
mostly belonged to UP when I did a properly survey 8 to IO years ago. lnsolilr as I know, there have been only tll'o 
property sales that haw bifurcated the corridor up unli I the present time. Aul if the integrity of the corridor cm1 be 
preserved by a public entity acquiring it for a trail, then that is the best cflse scenario fur its eventual reuse by a 
railroad. The most expensiw and rnntrovcrsial aspect or highway and railroad building is ac(]uiring and asse111bling 
the properly necessary for a right of way. That's the principle underlying rail-banking legislation. which is really 
rails-lo-trail-lo-rails (although a lot nftrnil proponents see111 to l'i.1rget the trail-to-mils pnrt and, let's be honest. that 
dm:sn't happen vel)' olkn anyway). So the West Side l3rnnch in the 19l'!Os and enrly 1990s lost out on being 
"officially" mil-banked because there was no trnil-ust: d1a111pio11. 13ut we are very fo11111rnte in that the corridor has 
remained mostly intact lor all these years mid cm1 still be acquired and preserved. 

To be frank, there is just no reason al this time to rebuild a rail line between Seghcrs and St. Joseph. Portland & 
Western does intend to replace the trestle over Rock Creek east ol'Sherwood, which will restore the Ne\\'berg 
Rrnm:h as a connector to Po11land, although then:: is little traffic at present to move over that line. I lowevcr. I 
believe evcnt11.1lly \\ ill come a demand for expanded regional rail transit. probably in the form or extending Trii'vlet's 
com1nukr rail service (WES), linking Portlm1d with Ymnhill County, and this will best be realized by utilizing both 
the West Side and Ne\\·bcrg corridors. 

Using both lines will avoid the inefficiencies ot'cnd-to-cnd commuter operntions that typically run almost empty in 
one direction in the morning, unJ then in the oppositt: direction in the evening. Instead, i\,fci\·linnvilk could be 
served by a circular configuration with trains running both dir.:ctions around the circle, touching Tualatin. 
Beaverton, Hillsboro, Carlton. r-,.,(ci'vlinn\'ille. Newberg and Sherll'ood. Slill to be determined is how to best connect 
such a service \\"ith downtown Po1tland, whetlH:r that's via i\·IAX, as it is today. or through extending WES service 
inlo Po1ilu11d via Lnke Oswego und southeast Portland. 

This is all going to take soim: time to play out. But I du belicv\.! that preserving the corridor li.1r trail-use at this 
time is step one toward eventual return of rails through Yamhill. 

Robert I. Melho 
State Rail 
Planner 
Oregon Department or 
·rransporlation
Rail and Public Transit
Division
555 13th Street. N.E .. Suite 3
Salem. Oregon 9730 I
(503)
986-4137 FAX (503) 986-3183
robcrt. i .met bo�ii;odot .state .or. us<l.llilll 10:rnhcrl, j mcl horn 1rn 1111 ,:i.lu.u..nt:,lls>

-----Original 
wkssage-----
From: eric torrence [m;1i110:1c101·1\'lti:i:.fi.6'((1\'ilb5'11 cqm J 

Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 6:53 PM 
To: i'vlELBO Robert I 
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Yamhill County Rail Trail 

Hello Bob, 
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My name is Eric Torrence. You might remember me from the day I gave you a ride from a locomotive that you 
parked by Orchard Ave. in McMinnville back in W&P days. 

I'd like to know when the next time you'll be come to a Yamhill County public meeting about that gootY rail trail. 
I've been lalking with county commissioner Mary Starrett about said trail and she's against it. She's been trying to 
get new county commissioner Rick Olson to see the need for the rail to be put back in. I as a rail fan/modeler and 
suppmter of rail hope that the light can be turned on with all commissioners to get the tracks put back. 

I also know that we'll have those train haters along for the ride, but they'll be shut down in a polite way as well. 

Thank you 
Eric. 
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From: � Kellj119l.QO 
To: 

Cc: 
!5.l��UWlr.&;; 6.lillLC.UOJ�MllWJl&LJ.15; o]wnr®co.y;m111 ii 1. Qf,u� 
vanfa1111; Cl1Jlstl11n nocnlsch lhoe11lschc@co,yammlLP__Llli); Iill!.�Qi 5illilh._Mitchell; Daniel Kearn�; 61i£e 
Pat,idgg; (IUcn Silton (ilHenc.sjlt'OO(U:COJllarcmiall • .mm); J.l J [•)ijtlhe\'IS tb.lJl.lilll2.@_�; �IJ ... '-'illLQykg 
U'il.lllh'.kcbeo@yahoo.com): 13rlan cousscns fglencocr.1,ms®(ronuer.corn): B1yan SclLrJJ.iljJ; 
lntllkm�n@slartmafl.mm); Chris Matt�on: QJ!ls: Mattson....:..Ya�-�-Ic(!H!Yg9™,fill@!JllhliJ,rnm.l; !2.illrr:JJ 
�fil.!Ji!illLU�lmil.lW!Jlll; ��f;lme(O)Y.illl...QQ..J:91illi [lI.@.H�Ql.LtllY 
(illQ!!fll.k@I,mn@ilQ.l(Q___rnJ; J..e.ff__l;l§:ililli!5...iJJWlli!!ldl�il.l!.QQ,,rnm); ,!iDlJUul&�i &lil'lcill.lW.J.<ll:r; 
!Ke ... Sr!.llelk!; Le�itton flsjtton@onU11w\'LCll111); Lynn�iscr fr1h1tcrhiocrl1cl@corncast.nc;tl: Mark and Yclrn°
Vsm Dvk� (mark\li!illiyke.6 ... @rulJillLc;mll); Mark Gaiule.r...(markoail>ler@gm.all.rolll);MillYi!li.�fl�ill.er
(.!llfg[[(e(2! [ronllcr,.(Qlll); Bich;ml aml OuJS1Y�120J_(.Clul:;ciocnrn@aol.co111J; Ron Fennern 
Cwn(cnnem@y�hoo.com}; scou Bernards tscolloernardsfa11n@gmail.com); ImU:!mnm�r
(loJ1r@1omi111111,11ecr.11ms.co1nl 

Bee: fu;!li!!Qi:..JQb..o.�Q!J; Sru,OctsyJohnson@oreqQn.l�g_[_�a.lw�_,q_QY 
Sullject: RE: Connect VI Grant Yamhelas Trail -Consideration of approval of a contract for services between Yamhill 

County and OBEC 
Date: · Tuesday, March 12, 2019 10:23:00 AM 

Commissioners, 

This firm represents, John Van Dyke, Ren Van Dyke, Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Van Dyke 
Farms, Ben Van Dyke Farms, Mark Van Dyke, all of whom own or operate forms adjacent to 
the proposed Yamhelas Trail bridges. Please include this correspondence in the record of the 
above matter. In the above referenced agenda item, you are being asked to bind the county to 
a contract to construct one pedestrian bridge and design, engineer, and obtain permitting for a 
total of three bridges - bridges that are the most expensive part of the proposed Yam he las 
Trail. You must deny this wholly unlawful end run attempt that truly makes a mockery of the 
land use process. The land upon which the bridges are proposed is zoned EFU. The proposed 
trail and its bridges are not allowed uses ofEFU zoned land without a conditional use permit. 
There is no conditional use permit and, with all due respect, one cannot be lawfully granted in 
light of the proposed trail's impact on farm uses as outlined by the Oregon Supreme Court in 
Stop the Dump. The county may not lawfully comm it the county to constrnct and perm it such 
bridges when they lack even a scintilla of required land use approval. The bridges will 
themselves cause significant impacts on farm practices and will add sign iflcant costs to 
accepted form practices, as those terms are understood in Stop the D11111p and, because the 
proposed contract commits the county to the proposed trail, its impacts are even more far 
reaching than the proposed bridges themselves. Approving the proposed bridges by 
contractually committing the county to folly construct one bridge and make the other two 
bridges shovel ready, without any required land use approval, impermissibly prejudges the 
pending conditional use permit process, and essentially ends the pending CUP process with 
this contract approval decision. There has been no public hearing or other public vetting for 
you to know the scope of the impacts of the proposal you are being asked to approve. A few 
adverse impacts on the farmers who farm along the proposed bridges are below: 

I. Bridge construction and study will introduce vehicles which will bring invasive or
foreign seed which could germinate or pollenate with our clients' OSU certified grass
seed operations;

2. Even for non-ce11ified crops like lrnzelnuts. which our clients also grow in this area,
invasive weeds are a problem because the farmers will have to manage for them.

3. There is no access or staging area for such bridges other than on land that is farmed by
our clients. They have no intention of authorizing staging or access. Presumably the
county would "take" the same in eminent domain. A huge impact on the farmers.

4. The presence of people doing the bridge constrnction and permitting work will trigger
pesticide label and application exclusion zone requirements, foreclosing spraying crops
within 150' (Oregon A EZ), I 00' (federal AEZ) of where bridge and permitting
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workers arc present. This will take whole rows of hazelnuts and other row crops out of 
production. rt will also require the farmers who grow certified seed in this area to 
establish a minimum new isolation strip of at least 165 teet from the contaminant 
sources to maintain seed purity or risk lost ce1tification (essential to the commercial 
sale viability of these farmers' seed crops) and un-merchantable seed. This results in 
an important adverse change to the farmers' accepted fanning practices (devastating) 
and imposes important (actually also devastating) new costs on them. 

We will appear at the Thursday formal session to make a record. if this moves forward to that. 
ff this agenda item is approved, we will appeal it to LUBA as a significant impacts land use 
decision, which it certainly would be. But the better course is, and we ask that, the county 
refuse this shmneful applicant-led effort to end run the land use process. Thank you. Regards, 
Wendie Kellington 

-tt�1 l(ELLINCT()N
:-.� 1 LJ\W CRC)Ut >

Wendie L. Kcllington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Rox 159 
L,1ke ():;wego Or 
9703-l 

(503) 636 0069 office 
(.'i03) 636-0 I 02 fax
�p.Llilll) 
rn:w.wkdlia111 

This e-mail trnnsntission is intent.led only for rhe USl' oi tbl' int.lfridual or entity to which it is addrl'ssed, and may contnin 
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, ant.I L·x<·mpt from disclosure by law .. -\ny unanthori7.ed 
dissemination, distribution or n:pro<luctinn is srricrly prohibitl'd. If you have received this transmission in error, 
please immedintdy notify thl' Sl'nder and permant'ntly ddctL' this transmis�ion including any attachmt'nts in their 
entirety. 

From: vanfarrn [mailto:vanfarrn@juno.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 9:13 AM 

To: Kullac@co.yamhill.or.us; starrettm@co.yarnhill.or.us; olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us 

Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Subject: Re: Connect VI Grant Yamhelas Trail 

Commissioners, 
On your agenda today is consideration of approval of a contract for services for the Westsider 
trail bridge project in the amount of $534,695.00 
You cannot in clear conscience bring this forward for a vote as it would be perceived as a 
predetermined decision of the remand case before you which the record is still open. 
Therefore, I request that this item be removed from consideration. 
Thank you, 

John 
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Carolina Rook 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Carrie Martin 
Friday, February 22, 2019 2:29 PM 
Rick Olson; Mary Starrett; Casey Kulla; Ken Huffer 
Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook; Christian Boenisch 
Request for Agenda Item on Tuesday, February 26th 
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Attachments: SOW -YWT Final Design and Const.docx; Fee - YWT Final Design and Conts.xlsm 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please accept the following request for approval of a contract for services in the amount of $534,695 for OBEC 

Consulting Engineers. The proposed contract will provide design, engineering, and project management services for the 
Yamhelas WestsiderTrail Pedestrian Bridge Project, for which grant funding has been obtained through ODOT's 
Connectoregon VI program. 

I have attached OBEC's proposed Statement of Work and detailed project costs to this email for your review. County 
Counsel will also provide a draft contract agreement later today. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thank you for your consideration. 

Carrie 

Carrie :Martin 

Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County 
(w] 503.474.4991 (m) 971.241.1007 
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AGREElVIENT FOR CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES 
(Yamhill Count)• and OBEC Consulting Engineers) 

Tl-US AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made dfective the last date set forth adjacent to the 
signatures of the parties below between Yamhill County, a political subdivision of the State of 
Oregon, acting through its county engineer and Board of Commissioners (referred to as County 
in this Agreement) and OBEC Consulting Engineers, Inc. (Contractor), an Oregon 
corporation, for the consulting engineering services for which proposals responsive to County's 
R FP were opened Friday December 28, 2018 (referred to in this Agreement as the "Project"). 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 

A. County has budgeted funds to perform the Project. County conducted a competitive
selection process to select the best qua! ified proposer to complete the Project. Contractor was
the deemed the best qualified proposer. This Agreement is made to specify the mutual
obligations of County and Contractor for completion of the Project.

B. This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract Documents that are pa1t of
the Project:

(A) Request for Proposals
(B) Addenda (if any)
(C) Responsive Proposal
(D) This Agreement
(E) Agreement Amendments (if any)
(F) Insurance Cettificates
(G) Notice to Proceed
(H) Project Change Request (if any)
(1) Project Acceptance
(J) Work Plan
(K) Fee Schedule

AGREEMENT: In consideration of the mutual covenants contained below, nnd for other good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, County 
and Contractor hereby agree as follows: 

I. Scope of work. The Contractor will commence and complete the Project in strict
accordance with the Contract Documents identified above and with the Scope of Work and Fee
Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit A, which is incorporated herein by this reference, The

Yamhelas Westsider Trail: foinal Bridge Design and Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Oversight and 
Management Agreement/ OBEC Job It 0117-0028 Page 1 
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Contractor acknowledges receipt of all Contracl Documents in existence at the date it executed 
this Agreement. 

2. Agl'eement performed at Contractol''s expense as Independent Contractor. The
Contractor will furnish all of the materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, and other services
necessHry for the construction find completion of the Project as described in the Contract
Documents. The Contractor is an Independent Contractor under this Agreement.

3. Commencement and completion date. The Contractor will commence the work
required by the Contract Documents within 7 calendar days after the County's approvHI of this
Agreement and will complete the same no later than March I, 2020 unless the complt:tion dale
is extended or otherwise modified by wl'ittcn notice or executed Change Order.

4. Termination. County may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply
with a material term of this Agreement. If this Agreement is terminated, the County will pay for
all work accepted by the Project Supervisor prior to termination.

5. RESERVED

6. Compens11tion. The Contractor agrees to perform all of the Work described in the
Contract Documents and comply with the terms therein as set forth in Contractor's responsive
proposal; provided. however, that the maximum amount due Contractor for completion of the
scope of work is $534,695.00 unless tl1e compensation is modified by executed Change Order.
Payment shall be made by County either in a single payment following final acceptance of the
project by the Supervisor, or at Contractor's option, in monthly progress payments for work
accepted by the Project Supervisor subject to a 5% retainage.

7. lnco1·po1·ation of statutory pl'Ovisions required for public contracts. The Contractor
certifies it shall comply with all applicable Public Contrnct Laws to including, but not limited to,
ORS 279B.200 through 279£3.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530. ORS 279£3.200
through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530 are incorporated into this Agreement
by reference.

8. Workel's' compensation. The Contractor, its subcontractors, if any, and all employers
working under this Agreement are subject employers under the Oregon Workers' Compensation
Law and slrnll comply with ORS 656.017, which requires them to provide workers'
compensation coverage for all their subject workers.

9. Certification of compliance with tax laws. The Contractor certifies, under penalty of
pe1jury, that the Contractor's Company is not in violation of any Orngon tax laws. In addition,
Contractor agrees that it has complied with the tax laws of the state of Oregon or a political
subdivision of the state of Oregon, including ORS 305.620 and ORS Chapters 316, 317 and 318.

Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final Bridge Design and Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Oversight and 
Management Agreement/ OBEC Job It 0117-0028 Page 2 
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I 0. Ce1·tification of reading and understanding of documents. The Contractor certifies it 
has read and fully understands all Contract Documents including Solicitation Documents and 
terms and conditions. The Contractor understands and acknowledges that in signing this 
Agreement the Contractor waives all rights to plead any misunderstandings regarding the same. 

11. Status of the Prnject Supervisor. Ken Huffer, County Administrator, is the Project
Supervisor (the "Supervisor"). The Supervisor or his designcc shall perform technical
inspections of work and shall have authodty to stop the work whenever such stoppage shall be
necessary to insure proper execution of the Project and this Agreement. The Supervisor or his
designee may rejecl all work and materials thal do nol conform to the Project and this Agreement
and shall decide questions that arise in lhc execution of the work. The Supervisor has authority
to reject or accept the work.

12, Prohibition of Discrimination. In hiring employees for performance of work undel' this 
Agreement, 110 contractor, subcontractor or any person acting on their behalf shall by reason of 
race, religion, age, color, creed, physical handicap, sex or sexual orientation discriminate against 
a person who is qualified and available to perform work to which employment relates. 

13. Risk of Loss. The risk of loss or damage to the subject matter of this Agreement arising
from nny cause whatsoever, including acts of God, shall be upon the Contractor until such time
ns the County has accepted the work as provided in this Agreement.

14. ludemnification. The Contractor shall indemnity, defend, hold and save harmless
County and each of its officers, agents and employees from and against any suits, actions, legal
or administrative proceedings, demands, claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, losses, i1�uries,
damages, expenses or costs, including interest and attorney fees, arising out of or related to
Contractor's performance of Project work and created by any act or error or Contractor or a
vendor, subcontrncto1· or anyone directly or indirectly employed by Contractor under this
Agreement.

15. Insurnnce. Contractor, at its expense, shall obtain the following insurance coverage and
keep them in effect during the entire term of this Agreement:

l. Workers Compensation Insurance in compliance with statutory requirements;

2. Comprehensive General Liability Insurance (including contractual liability and
completed operations coverage) on an occurrence basis, with not less than $2,000,000 per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage liability, with an annual aggregate limit of 
$3,000,000; 

3 Professional Liability Insurance, including Errnrs and Omissions coverage, with a 
per occurrence and aggregate limit of not less than $1,000,000, to protect against all loss suffered 
by County or third parties, including financinl and consequential loss, caused by error, omission, 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final Bridge Design and Stc1g Hollow Bridge Construction Oversight and 
Management Agreement/ OBEC Job# 0117-0028 Page 3 
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or negligent acts related to the Project work or services provided under the Agreement. 

4. Commercial Automobile Linbility Insurance, with a combined single limit, or the
equivalent of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence, for bodily injury and property damage 
with respect to Contractor's vehicles, whether owned, hired, or non-owned, assigned to, or used 
by Contractor in connection with the services provided under the Agreement; 

The required insmance coverages shall be (i) with insurance companies admitted to do business 
in the state of Oregon and rated A or better by Best's Insurance Rating, and (ii) acceptable to 
County. Evidence of such insurance will be furnished to County before commencing Project 
work or services. The certificates of insurance shall indicate (n) the types of insurance coverage, 
(b) the identity of all persons or entities covered, (c) the amounts of insurance coverage, and (d)
the period of insurance coverage. Any required insurance coverage shall provide that it may not
be canceled except after at least 30 days written notice to County,

The Commercial General Liability and Commercial Automobile Liability shall (i) name County, 
its directors, officers, and employees, as additional insureds, (ii) provide that it is primary 
insurance with respect to the interests of County and that any insurance maintained by County is 
excess and nol contributory, and (iii) include a cross-liability and severability of interest clm1se 
and a waiver of subrogation clause. 

16. Nonwaiver. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be held to be a waiver of
any other or subsequent breach. All remedies afforded in this Agreement shall be taken and
construed as cumulative, that is, in addition to every other remedy provided therein or by law.
The failure of County to enforce at any time any of the terms of this Agreement, or to exercise
any option which is provided, or to require at any time performance by Contractor of any of the
provisions, sh al I in no way be construed lo be a waiver or such prov is ions, nor in any way to
affect the validity of any pmt of this Agreement, or the right of County to thereafter enforce each
and every provision.

17. Contractor's Representation. Contractor, by entering into this Agreement, represents
that its proposal for this Project is made without connection with any person, firm or corporation
making or refraining from making a proposal for the same or similar project and was in all
respects fair and without collusion or fraud.

18. Severahility. Should any clause or section of this Agreement be declared by court lo be
void or voidable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

19. Dispute resolution through mediation and arbitration. Any dispute between the
parties to this Agreement shall be resolved according to the foJlowing process:

(a) The pmties first shall submit to mediation of the dispute to be conducted by a mutually
acceptable mediator. If the parties cannot agree on a mediator, they shall request a mediator to
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be appointed by the U.S. Mediation and Arbitration service, or a substantially similar mediation 
and arbitration service located in Portland, Oregon. The mediator's charges and expenses shall 
he borne equally by the parties. All other expenses, including a!lorney fees and costs, shall be 
borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made. 

(b) If the dispute is not resolved in mediation, the parties slmll then submit the dispute to
binding arbitration. Arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the rules set fmth in the
Oregon International Commercial Arbitration and Conciliation Act, ORS 36.450 to 36.558, 2007
replacement part. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties. The
party that does not prevail, as determined by the arbitrator, shall pay the arbitrator's fees and
expenses in arbitration. All other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne
exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made.

20. Attorney fees and costs. In the event that either party to this Agreement shall take any
action, judicial or otherwise, lo enforce m· interrret any of the terms of this Agreement, each
party shall be wholly responsible for its own expenses which it may incur in taking such action,
including costs and attorney fees, whether incurred in a suit or action or appeal from a judgment
or decree therein or in connection with any nonjudicial action.

21. Applicable laws. This Agreement is executed in the State of Oregon and is subject to
Oregon law and jurisdiction in Yamhill County.

22. Subcontractors. The Contractor may not engage any subcontractor(s) to perform work
under this Agreement without the express written consent of the County. If the County does
grant consent, the Contractor covenants and agrees to bind any and all Subcontractor(s) for
performance of work under this Agreement. Any reference to Contractor shall include any and
all Subcontractor(s) ad infinitum.

23. Written changes required. The rights and duties under this Agreement shall not be
modified, delegated, transferred, or assigned, except upon written signed consent of both parties.

24. Successors bound. This Agreement shall be binding upon 1111 parties hereto and their
respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors, rmd assigns.

THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTE THE EN'f'JRE 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES. NO WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR 
CHANGE IN TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT OR THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS SHALL 
BIND EITHER PARTY UNLESS IN WRITING AND SIGNED BY BOTH PARTIES. SUCH 
WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR CHANGE, IF MADE, SHALL BE EFFECT! VE 
ONLY FOR THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE AND FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE GIVEN. 
THE CONTRACTOR, BY SIGNATURE OP ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, 
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HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THIS AGREEMENT, 
UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed, or caused to be executed on the 
date indicated by their duly authorized officials, this Agreement in duplicate, (;ach of which shall 
be deemed an original on the date executed by all patties. 

OBEC Consulting Engineers 

By: ____ _______ _ 

Title: 

(signature) 
Date: 

------

(printed name) 

-----------

Fed. Tax I.D. No: 93-0552628 

Contractor 
Registration No: 077184-14 

YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON 

RICK OLSON, Chair 
Date: 

------

KEN HUFFER 
County Administrator 

Date: _ ____ _ 

APPROVED AS TO FORM 

By: _________ _ 
CHRISTIAN BOENISCH, 
Yamhill County Legal Counsel 
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February 22, 2019 

Carrie Martin 
Grants and Special Projects Manager 
Yamhill County 
2060 Lafayette Avenue 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final Bridge Design an_d Stag Hollow Bridge Construction 
Scope of Work and Fee Estimate 
OBEC Job No. 0117-0028 

Dear Ms. Martin: 

OBEC Consulting Engineers, a DOWL LLC Company (OBEC, Consultant) appreciates the 
opportunity to assist Yamhill County (County, Client) with the required preliminary engineering 
and construction management services required for your Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final 
Bridge Design and Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Project (project). This letter contains 
OBEC's proposed scope of work and estimated fee to complete the final design for the three 
bridges and the construction management and construction inspection for the Stag Hollow 
Bridge. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION, BACKGROUND, AND UNDERSTANDING 

The purpose of this project is to: 
1) Develop final, signed and stamped, plans, specs, and estimates for the Stag Hollow

bridge, Tributary 1 bridge, and Tributary 2 bridge;
2) Secure all environmental clearances and permits needed to construct the three bridges;
3) Provide bid support for the construction bid advertisement for the Stag Hollow bridge;
4) Provide construction administration and construction engineering/inspection (CA/CEI)

for the Stag Hollow Bridge construction phase.

We understand ODOT is not directly involved in this phase of the project and will not be 
reviewing/approving the design. However, because the railroad right-of-way acquisition used 
federal funds, all environmental compliance and permitting must meet NEPA requirements, and 
follow FHWA and ODOT environmental policies. ODOT will review the environmental 
documentation for the project. 
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During the previous right of way acquisition phase, OBEC developed concept level plans for 
the entire nine-mile long corridor. For this phase of the project, OBEC will complete final design 
building on the existing concept level bridge designs. Although the intent of this project is to 
design only the three bridges and construct the Stag Hollow Bridge, approximately 50-feet of 
the trail approaches leading up to each bridge must be included in the design (and construction 
for Stag Hollow Bridge). This is required to verify the bridges are constructed on the 
appropriate horizontal and vertical alignment and meet ADA requirements. 

OBEC will: 
o Complete final, stamped and signed, plans, specs, and estimates for the Stag Hollow

bridge, the Tributary 1 bridge, and the Tributary 2 bridge;
• Provide the topographic survey necessary to complete design of the three bridges and

construction of the Stag Hollow bridge;
• Complete the required hydraulic and geotechnical analysis and reporting needed to

design the three bridges;
• Complete all environmental clearances and pennits ODOT needs for NEPA compliance

as well as any permits needed to construct all three bridges;
• Support the County during the construction bidding and contracting phase; and,
• Provide CA/CEI for Stag Hollow Bridge construction

The County will advertise and receive bids for the Stag Hollow Bridge, award the construction 
contract, and the selected contractor will contract directly with the County, and OBEC will 
provide technical support for the County through this process. County will clear vegetation up to 
the location of the Stag Hollow Bridge from the bus barn property and up to the southernmost 
tributary bridge location (tributary 1) prior to survey and geotech tasks begin. It is the County's 
goal to have all design and construction complete by April 20, 2020. OBEC will design the Stag 
Hollow Bridge first to streamline bid let so this bridge can be constructed by April 2020. 

Our proposed scope of work and estimated fee are detailed below. Contingency tasks are 
included to account for potential unknowns and/or to be used at the County's discretion if 
during project development it is determined that additional design or construction elements are 
necessary. 

Schedule: 
Begin Design Tasks on Stag Hollow Bridge 
Stag Hollow Final PS&E Submitted 
Stag Hollow Construction Bid Let 
Award Construction Contract 
Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Begins 
Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Complete 
Begin Design on Tributary 1 and 2 Bridges 
Tributary 1 and 2 Bridges Final PS&E Submitted 

2 weeks following NTP 
September 1, 2019 
September 15, 2019 
October 15, 2019 
November 1, 2019 
March 15, 2020 
September 1, 2019 
February 1, 2020 
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Consultant shall provide management and coordination of Services under this scope of work 
(SOW) for delivery of Tasks and Deliverables according to the agreed upon delivery schedule. 

1.1 Overall Project Manaqement and Design Contract Administration 
Consultant shall: 

0 Provide management, coordination and direction to the project team for completing the 
project on time and on budget, 

o Provide assistance in the day-to-day management and decision making for the project,
o Coordinate with the County, ODOT, project stakeholders,

Maintain communication and coordination with the County,
o Prepare, submit, and update a milestone project schedule,
o Track and monitor project scope, schedule, and budget
• Prepare, maintain, and implement a Project Quality Plan
o Update project resourcing plan monthly
o Prepare and submit monthly progress reports and invoices,

Assumptions: 
o Project will not exceed 24 months and up to 24 invoices and progress reports will be

necessary
Coordination and communication with the County, ODOT and stakeholders will not
exceed, on average, 2 hours per week

• Milestone schedule will only require one update after the initial schedule is developed
and approved

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
o Up to 24 progress reports and invoices submitted to County in the normal billing cycle.
o Milestone project schedule within 1 week following receipt of notice to proceed (NTP).
o Brief bi-weekly project status phone calls or emails

1.2 Project Meetings 
Consultant shall: 

o Organize, prepare for, develop agenda, attend, and provide meeting minutes for one
project kickoff meeting. Kickoff meeting will be held at County offices in McMinnville, will
be attended by up to two Consultant staff, and will not exceed 3 hours (excluding travel
time).

• Organize, prepare for, develop agenda, attend, and provide meeting minutes for one
Project Development Team (PDT) Meetings at the County offices in McMinnville. Up to
two Consultant personnel will attend each meeting. PDT meetings will not exceed 2
hours (excluding travel time).
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• Organize, prepare for, develop agenda, attend, and provide meeting minutes for one
POT conference/video remote meetings. Up to two Consultant personnel will attend
each meeting. Each meeting will not exceed 2 hours.

o Organize, prepare for, and attend four brief internal team meetings to discuss project
progress and solutions to project challenges. Each meeting will be attended by up to
three Consultant staff and will not exceed 0.5-hour each.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

For each meeting, Consultant shall provide: 
• Meeting agenda 3 days prior to meetings as determined in the project schedule

developed under Task 1.1
" Meeting notes within 4 days following each meeting as determined in the project 

schedule developed under Task 1.1. 

TASK 2 - SURVEY 

Initial surveying of these sites was performed by aerial photogrammetry and limited 
conventional surveying. This task shall provide detailed conventional surveying to design the 
three creek crossings. 

2:1 Location Survey, Base Map, a"d Digital Terrain Model (DTM} 
Consultant shall: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

" 

" 

• 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 

Perform additional topographic surveying for tt,e three projects area identified above . 
Survey 150 75 feet in both northerly and southerly of the centerline of the three creek 
crossings and within the right-of-way. 
Survey existing surface features, including: water features, fences, utilities, ditches, 
driveways, structures, culverts, trees, ordinary high water (OHW), wetland flags and 
signs within areas selected for topographic surveys. 

Gather the field data necessary to show utility locations in the base mapping for the 
design of this project. 
Request underground utilities to be marked in the field (known as "field locates") within 
the project limits that fall within the three project areas. 
Use the statewide "One-call" utility notification system and submit a "pre-survey" locate 
request. 
Measure vertically the lowest wires that cross street intersections, and will calculate a 
true elevation of those wires. OBEC will show the elevation in the base map. 

Record all visible utility identifications in the field notes to provide the utility operator 
enough information to understand what facility may be in conflict with the project. 
In addition to collecting stream cross sections, we will use NOAA LiDAR data to provide 
the data for hydraulic analysis outside the existing right-of-way. 
Create an lnRoads DTM and MicroStation CAD drawing. 
Gather topographic data by techniques consistent with preparing a DTM and National 
Mapping Standards Accuracies. 
Use a combination of survey data at break lines, features, and spot locations to develop 
the DTM model. 
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• Wetlands are present within the APls but will not be impacted by the project.
• No formal Wetland Delineation Report will need to be prepared.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
• An electronic copy (Word) of the draft Wetland Determination Memorandum within eight

(8) weeks following NTP.
• An electronic (PDF) copy of the final Wetland Determination Memorandum within two

(2) weeks of receiving County draft comments.

3.3 Update Existing Environmental Clearance Documents 
Consultant shall: 

• Coordinate and communicate with ODOT and regulatory agencies to verify project
updates are correctly identified in the environmental documents, and to confirm that all
documents meet ODOT and regulatory agency requirements.

o Submit updated documents for review, address all review comments, and submit final
documents to ODOT and regulatory agencies for final approval.

Assumptions: 
" Final bridge design elements will not require modifications to the previous Biological 

Assessment, and informal consultation with USFWS will not need to be reinitiated. 

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
0 Updated/revised final environmental documents 6 months following NTP 

3.4 Local Land Use Permits 
Consultant shall: 

• Attend one (1) pre-application meeting with Yamhill County planning staff to confirm
permitting requirements for this project.

0 Prepare a Yamhill County Land Use Application, including a narrative discussing code
compliance and all supplemental materials.

o Prepare a Building Permit Application for the Stag Hollow Creek Bridge, including the
required plot plan.

Assumptions: 
• The County will submit the permit documents and will be responsible for all permit

application fees.
" Additional Land Use Applications and Building Permits may be required to cover future 

construction activities for the trail project. 

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
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Consultant shall provide: 

o 95% and 100% restoration plans, specifications, and construction estimate

C3. 7 Joint Permit Application and DEQ 401 Certification - [CONTCNG ENCY] 

Consultant shall prepare a complete JPA submillal package meeting all the applicable 
requirements of the most recent version of the DSL Removal-Fill Guide and USAGE pe,mil 
application standards, and coordinate with Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
("DEQ'J to receive 401 Certification approval. 

Consultant shall: 
0 Prepare JPA for a USAGE Section 404 Nationwide Permit and a DSL General Permit, 

to authorize work within the jurisdictional waters and any wellands found in the Project 
area. 
Provide pre-submittal coordination with DEQ to inform them of the Project anc/ verify 
requirements and documentation necessary to apply for Section 401 Water Quality 
Cerlification. 
Provide pre-submittal coordination with representatives of the USAGE ancl DSL to 
confirm permilling requirements and application procedures. Pre-submillal coordination 
shall be conducted by phone and email, no pre-submiltal site visit will be required. 

• Verify that features and impacts are correctly identified for the permit application.
o Prepare all JPA required drawings, maps, photographs, site descriptions, and any

additional infotmation required by DSL or the USAGE for inclusion in the JPA.
• Prepare narratives and descriptions on Project purpose and need and Project

alternatives using Project development information provided by the County as
necessary to complete the JPA.

• Submit the complete JPA package to the DSL and USAGE on behalf of the County.
o Respond to questions or comments raised by the USAGE and DSL following the

submission of the JPA. This task may include correspondence and clarification of the
JPA in the form of telephone calls, letters, or e-mails, to clarify regulatory agency
concerns and to facilitate the issuance of the USAGE and DSL permits for this Project.
Consultant will also complete up to one (1) onsite meeting with the regulatoty agencies.

o Submit to DEQ a copy of the complete JPA and final Stormwater Management Plan to
DEQ requesting Section 401 Water Quality Certification for the Project.

Alf required wetland mitigation will be satisfied with Payment in-Lieu or through the purchase of 
mitigation bank credits. Onsite or offsite compensatory wetland mitigation coordination and 
planning will not be required. Impacts to onsite jurisdictional waters are expected lo be covered 
by the proposed FAHP restoration plantings. 

Due to the varied nature of post-submittal coordination, it is expected that the Consultant shall 
not expend more than eight hours for office review and coordination time for post-submittal 
coordination with DSL, USAGE, and DEQ. Consultant will be responsible for obtaining Land 
Use Planning Signature on the JPA. The County will be responsible for payment of any 
associated fees for DSL and DEQ to review and approve the submiltals. 
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Assumptions: 
• All three bridges can be bundled into one permit application
• The USAGE will permit this project under a Nationwide permit
• Wetland or waters impacts can be mitigated through mitigation bank credits purchase or

through payment in lieu.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provicle: 
• 

0 

" 

• 

Electronic (Word) copy of the draft JPA submittal package lo County for review within 
two months following release of this contingency task. 
Electronic (PDF) copy of the final JPA submittal package to the County two (2) weeks 
following receipt of draft review comments. 
Paper and/or electronic (PDF) copy of the final JPA Submittal Package to both the DSL 
and USAGE four (4) weeks following submittal of the final JPA to the County. 
Electronic (PDF) copy of the final JPA and final Stormwater Management Plan to DEQ 
2 weeks following receipt of final approval on the DEQ submittal documents. 

C3.8 Wetland Delineation Report and Functional Assessment- ( ONTI GENCY] 

Consultant shall coordinate and document compliance with the federal ESA for NMFS trust 
species and USFWS trust species using the FAHP Programmatic for all proposed geotechnical 
drilling activities within jurisdictional waters. ESA documentation must be completed by a 
qualified biologist. All documentation for geotechnica/ drilling must follow procedures contained 
in the most recent version of the ODOT FAHP Programmatic User's Guide available on the 
ODOT Biology ESA website: (www.oregon.gov/ODOTIGeoEnvironmental/Pages/ESA.aspx). 

Consuflant shall: 
" 

• 

• 

• 

0 

• 

• 

Facilitate early coordination with NMFS an cl/or USFWS according to Section 2. 3 of the 
FAHP Programmatic User's Guide. 
Coordinate with the ODOT biologist to complete the FAHP Project Stakeholder list as 
shown in Table 4 of the FAHP Programmatic User's Guide. 
Contact the ODOT biologist via phone or email for site-specific information on ESA 
species including but not limited to background repot1s and ORBIC special status 
species lists. 
Contact via phone or email ODFW, NMFS and/or USFWS for additional site-specific 
information on ESA species. 
Facilitate and attend 1 site visit with OOOT and USFWS and/or NMFS to discuss 
geotec/mical drilling impacts, geotechnical drilling applicable standards, and possihle 
mocfifications relative to geotechnical drilling. 
UWizing the latest template available on the FAHP Programmatic website, prepare and 
submit the Project lnitiaUon Form to the ODOT Regional Environmental Coordinator 
("REC'J for the Project. 
Prepare and submit the FAHP Nol11ication Form to the ODOT REC for the Project, 
utilizing the latest templates available on the ODOT ESA website. 

Deliverables/Schedule: Consultant shall provide: 
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Assumptions: 
• County will provide site access and right-of-entry for a track-mounted drill.
o Drill cuttings will be drummed and disposed off site.
0 Resistivity testing will be conducted at two locations.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
• Deliverables for this task are detailed in the deliverables for Task 4.4.

4.3 Geotechnical Analysis and Evaluations 
Consultant shall: 

• Complete geotechnical analysis and provide design parameters and construction
recommendations for the project in accordance with the ODOT Geotechnical Design
Manual (GDM) (March 2018) and the most current AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications. Geotechnical analysis and evaluations will be performed to address the
following geotechnical components:
• Evaluate seismic hazards at the proposed bridge locations and provide seismic

response spectra in accordance with the ODOT GDM and the ODOT Bridge Design
and Drafting Manual (BDDM) (May 2018).

a Provide recommendations for pile foundations including; pile type, size, and material
properties, nominal and factored axial resistances, minimum and estimated pile tip
elevations, estimated pile lengths, and hammer field energy range.

a Provide sheet pile recommendations for abutment scour protection including active
and passive earth pressures and driving considerations.

• Provide lateral earth pressure recommendations for abutment wall design.
a Provide recommendations for approach embankment construction.

Assumptions: 
o Subsurface conditions for the middle bridge will be estimated based on interpreted

conditions in borings for the northern and southern bridges and local well logs.
o Design loads for the bridges will be provided for the foundation analysis.
o Pavement design for approaches is not required.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
• Deliverables for this task are detailed in the deliverables for Task 4.4.

4.4 Geotechnical Report and Foundation Data Sheets (FDS) 
Consultant shall: 

o Prepare draft and final Geotechnical Reports summarizing the information and design
recommendations from Tasks 4.2 and 4.3.

o Provide support to develop the FDS's for the bridges.
o Provide geotechnical design recommendations and construction considerations.
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Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
o Site reconnaissance shall be documented with color photographs and shall be

submitted with the Deliverables under Task 5.5

5.2 Site Hydrology 

Consultant shall: 
o Develop site hydrology and determine contributing drainage area.
• Use appropriate information and methods to develop the two-year, 10-year, 25-year,

50-year, 1 OD-year, and 500-year recurrence interval flows for hydraulic model and scour
analyses

• Determine temporary water management discharge estimates to be used in the
temporary water management design recommendations.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
• Hydrologic analysis shall be included with the Deliverables under Task 5.5

5.3 Hydraulic Analysis 

Consultant shall: 
• OBEC will develop a hydraulic model for all three bridge locations utilizing site

hydrology, surveyed cross sections and LiDAR data.
o For all three bridge locations, model three conveyance alternatives in HEC-RAS: (1) the

"natural" channel, (2) the proposed structure, (3) culverts (at tributary 1 and 2 only)
o For all three bridge locations, calculate backwater against "natural conditions" for the

proposed structure for the two-year through 500-year flood required by the structure
design.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
o Hydraulic calculations shall be included with the Deliverables under Task 5.5

5.4 Scour Analysis and Abutment Protection 
Consultant shall: 

o Perform scour analyses for the various hydraulic conditions resulting from the design of
all three bridges using the current HEC-18 Evaluating Scour at Bridges edition.

o Assess multiple combinations of scour types to determine what scour potential exists.
• Use HEC-18 and HEC-23 criteria to determine the best method for protecting the bridge

abutments and roadway approaches from scour and, as necessary, perform any sizing
calculations.

o Make recommendations for abutment protection.
o Include protection measures in the final design.
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Assumptions: 

Design will be based off of the existing conceptual plans developed during the previous 
project phase 

o Review comments and suggested edits will not result in more design sheets than
identified under Tasks 6. 2 and 6. 3.

• If it is dete,mined that culverts are a viable and cost effective option for tributary 1 and
2, Consultant will pursue culvert designs for these two crossings upon direction from
County.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
o 30% design plans and estimate due two weeks prior to the Design Verification Meeting

per the schedule developed under Task 1.1.
0 Meeting agenda due three days prior to the design verification meeting.

Meeting notes due four days following the design verification meeting.
0 Include review resolution of comments into the 95% design.

6.2 Final Trail Brid e A roaches and Civil Desi n
Consultant shall: 

• Prepare the following 95% and final plan sheets for all three bridge project areas:
a Bridge approach plan, profile and notes(3 Sheets) 
• Erosion control plan and details (3 Sheets)
• Construction access and staging (3 Sheets)
• Title sheet (2 Sheets)
a Bridge approach typical sections (2 Sheets)
a Miscellaneous trail approach details (3 Sheets)

• Develop 95% and Final civil design specifications for each bridge project area
• Develop 95% and Final civil design construction cost estimate and construction time

estimate for each bridge project area
0 Provide independent design check/review for 95% and Final plans, specs, and estimate
0 Respond to external review comments and incorporate the necessary review changes

into the final plans, specs, and estimate
0 Stamp and sign final plans, specs, and estimate

Assumptions: 
" Trail design for each bridge approach will extend approximately 50 feet from each 

abutment location. 
o Stormwater treatment will not be required.
• Restoration planting plans will not be required.
o Traffic control will plans will not be required.

Deliverables and Schedule: 

Consultant shall provide: 
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David JC Hayes, MD 

717 NW Yamhill Street 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

March 11, 2019 

BJ:�.f=fVED 

MAR 1 2 2019 

/ 

Yamhill County Commissioner's Office 

535 NE 5th Street 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
1/-\l�ltllLL COUNTY PLANNING 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I am writing this letter in strong support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I have lived in Yamhill 

County for the past 13 years, but grew up in the San Francisco Bay Area. When I was six years 

old, the local train stopped running through my neighborhood and the right-of-way became 

overgrown. Two counties (Alameda and Contra Costa) developed a rails-to-trails path along that 

right-of-way called The Iron Horse Trail. The Iron Horse Trail runs 32 miles from Pleasanton to 

Concord, CA. The portion that affected me most was the three miles from my house to the high 

school downtown. As a six-year old, my friends and I would walk along the train tracks from our 

neighborhood to the elementary school. Years later we would walk or bike another mile down 

the trail to the middle school. In high school, we would bike the three miles to class, all on the 

same trail. We only had to cross a handful of streets the whole trip. This is the same distance as 

the portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail that will connect Carlton to Yamhill. 

On many weekends my group of friends and I would bike to town on the trail to play video 

games at the arcade. Sometimes we would keep riding to the next town, Alamo, to get 15-cent 

ice cream scoops at Thrifty's. Decades later when I return to Danville, I stop by the Peat's 

Coffee that is situated along the trail in downtown. Every weekend there is a procession of 

cyclists, roller bladers, and walkers going back and forth along the trail. My father who spends 

some of his time back in Danville says that he met a blind woman that walks 1 O miles a day 

from a neighboring town to that coffee shop because there are far fewer roads to cross on the 

trail than if she had to walk on the streets. 
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A few years after moving to McMinnville, my son and I used to go on bike rides around the 

valley. We biked a few times from McMinnville to Carlton on Westside Highway. In addition to 

having a lack of adequate shoulders, the drivers on that road seem to play a game of how close 

can my side mirror get to that cyclist. When we crossed the one-and-a-half vehicle wide bridge 

along the way we would yell "make a run for it!" Terrifying at times. Separating pedestrians and 

cyclists from motorized vehicles is always a wise decision when possible. 

Years ago, on a trip to Germany near Frankfurt, I borrowed a bicycle and rode from one town to 

the next. It was a very similar type of village/farming community as Yamhill County. Once out of 

the village there was a bike trail that connected the neighboring towns. It ran along the train 

track briefly, and then went right through the farmer's fields the rest of the way. Not along the 

edge, but right through the middle on a paved bike path with crops growing on either side. The 

farmer was in the field with his tractor going about his business. Nobody was riding through the 

corn on their bikes, mauling his sheep, or setting fire to his hay barn. And when it was time to 

spray the crops, they put up a sign saying that they have been sprayed. User beware. 

The anti-Yamhelas Trail contingent and their lawyers have tried to paint a future picture of utter 

chaos and lawlessness on the trail. If anything, the rails-to-trails improvements take blighted 

land and convert them into amenities for the surrounding communities. There are numerous 

studies that address these concerns dating back to the 1970s. The anti-trail contingent uses the 

same arguments that have been used for decades; that there will be increased crime, noise, 

loss of privacy and decreased property values. These fears have not been borne out in study 

after study. 

In reading about the proceedings from the last meeting on this topic in the local paper, I was 

disappointed to hear how few people spoke in favor of the trail. Especially since all 26 people 

who oppose it were in attendance that night. I have yet to talk to someone in the community 

who is not excited about the prospect of having this great recreational opportunity in our 

backyard. I hope you will see past the inevitable "not-in-my-backyard" responses of a few 

landowners (or relatives of landowners) and help make this project a reality for the greater 

community. 

Sincerely, 

David JC Hayes, MD 
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3/5/2019 

Hello Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I am reaching out today as homeowner in Carlton, OR. I'm a 45 year resident of Yamhill County 
and a 25 year Employee at A-dee in Newberg. My Husband Keath, owns Solid Form Fabrication 
in McMinnville. Our families are life-long residents of the Yamhill Carlton area and both of our 
children, Nick and Jesse, attended the YC school district. 

I am writing today about the upcoming vote in regards to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

I would like to see the Yamhelas Westsider Trail succeed for many reasons but most importantly 
for the safety of our community. I see individuals walking, running, biking along our roadways 
which lack necessary sidewalks and bike lanes. Hwy 47 and Westside Rd are extremely 
dangerous for pedestrians as cars and trucks are traveling at an excess of 55+ miles per hour and 
often on blind corners. I regularly observe people commuting by foot or bike on these busy 
roads. This is not only dangerous for pedestrians, but also the drivers. 

My family lives a very active lifestyle and we enjoy being outdoors. Due to our commitment to 
physical activity and fitness, we find ourselves running and biking regularly on our roadways. 
Vile always seek the more rural roads for safety reasons. On these rural roads, we encounter 
many locals who are amazing, slow down & share the road but we also encounter motorist who 
are not paying attention or are speeding that have thrown gravel on us, or swerved at us 
thinking it is funny. It's not funny, it's scary! 

The trail is a wonderful oppo1tunity to have a safe & fun option to use for recreation and 
commuting. This opportunity will give us, our children, grandchildren and many more 
generations the oppo1tunity to come together and enjoy our beautiful outdoors in a safe 
environment. 

AB a Granddaughter of grass seed farmers, I would like to see this as a positive movement to 
bring everyone in the community together, especially our great Farmers. Our farmers already 
have congested roads when they are moving their equipment so I feel it would be a positive 
move to see less chaos with bikers and pedestrians during busy farming seasons. As for the 
chemical issues raised, I am already rnnning through sprays down gravel roads and if all farms 
·were practicing responsible spraying and following regulations this should not be a concem.

I feel in our society, we are divided by so many issues. I vl'ish our community would be open and 
kind to one another. I strongly believe a trail system to be an asset to the safety of our great 
county, we needs this. 

In Kind Regards, 

Sara Paolo 

527 E Harrison St. 
Carlton Or. 97111 
Shoemake.saran , boo.con 
971.235,6379 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

P.O. Box 283 Carlton OR 97111 

Sent from my iPhone 

sonja webster <sonjarocksl@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:58 PM 
Planning 
Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

> On Mar 12, 2019, at 2:15 PM, Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
>
> Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive notice 
of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 
> 
> Ken Friday 

> Planning Director
> 503-434-7516
>
> 

> -----Original Message-----
> From: sonja webster <sonjarocks1@hotmail.com>
> Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 3:54 PM
> To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>
> Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail

> Hi I My name is Sonja Webster, I live in Carlton. I am writing this to express my support as well as my families, for the
Yamhelas Traill When we first heard about the idea of putting a Trail in our area we were ecstatic! My family and I e joy
riding our bikes, but with how busy this town gets on the weekend it is difficult to ride our bikes without worrying about
traffic and the danger of getting hit by a car. The Trail would not only be a perfect place for that, but also a safer path for
people to run, walk, bike etc. this would benefit so many people, and would encourage others to run/walk wlth a safer
path. I really hope this happens, and I believe it would be one of the best things to happen to our community I
>
> Thank you for your consideration. 
> 

> - Sonja Webster
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:59 PM 

Planning 

Stephanie Armstrong 

Re: Testimony in Support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your response - I appreciate your explanation of the rules associated with this 
proceeding. 

Here is my mailing address: 

Patrick J. Swanick 
P.O. Box 566 
Carlton, Oregon 97111-0566 

Patrick J. Swanick 
PSwanick@aol.com 
# 216-533-6968 (Cell) 

-----Original Message-----
From: Planning <planning@co. yamhill.or. us> 
To: Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com> 
"";c: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Tue, Mar 12, 2019 5:35 pm 
Subject RE: Testimony in Support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The 
application before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the 
Commissioners are acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may 
communicate directly with the Board on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct 
communication with them is what is known as ex parte contact. The ordinance provisions related to 
ex parte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance. I say all 
of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these comments. However, by law 
Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the hearing process. If 
you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie Armstrong 
and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing 
address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
503-434-7516

From: Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11', 2019 8:39 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett 

1 
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<starrettm@co. yam hill.or. us>; kulac@co. yam hill. or. us 
Subject: Testimony in Support of the Yamhe\as Westsider Trail 

To All Concerned: 

I strongly support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail - I encourage you to validate the negative claims that 
have been made by those opposed to this project. All comments about the Trail should be verified for 
accuracy. 

The exaggerations and inaccurate data used by those who hope to derail this important initiative are 
inflammatory, inappropriate and incorrect. 

The Trail will improve the quality of life in our County for residents and visitors. Businesses, both new 
and existing, will benefit from this incredible community project. 

I believe there is a reasonable path forward, to address the concerns of a few, and provide an 
outcome that benefits many. 

PAT 

Carlton, Oregon 

Patrick J. Swanick 
PSwanick@aol.com 
# 216-533-6968 {Cell) 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

:o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:13 PM 

Troy and Jennifer Rossetti; Planning 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Westside Trail 

./ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex pa rte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 

hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

-,03-434-7516 

From: Troy and Jennifer Rossetti <rossetti_tj@msn.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 8, 2019 11:03 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 

<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Westside Trail 

The farmers are right! Putting a trail through farm land is a bad, bad, idea. 

We NEED our farms, we need our farmers. The farmers already have so many regulations and requirements 

that they have to follow. This is putting another layer of conflict into an already small profit hard work 

industry. It is going to restrict the use of their land and our food. Go live the life of a farmer in this area for a 

day and you will agree this is an awful idea. 

I'm astonished that the Westside Trail is even an idea with the community and public safety risk involved. Trail 

users will use the farm land for their bathroom needs. This will bring an increased risk of E.coli and other 

diseases into our foods. Its also promotes squatting from the homeless population. The garbage, drug 

paraphernalia, among increase in crime, vandalism, etc. Example is the Springwater Coordinator Trail in 
0ortland. The police did a wide sweep of the trail in 2016 and in October 2018 they still have the same 

,Jroblems along with more. Remember the attempted kidnapping of a 6-year old girl on the trail? The people 

who live on along the Springwater trail are cleaning up human feces in their yards and pick up used drug 

needles and they also complain about the smell of rotting garbage. The people who actually use Springwater 
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trail have to avoid the homeless population, human feces, rotting garbage, used drug needles, etc. And you 
want to bring this into our beautiful Yamhill County?I I! 

From the comments made by County Attorney Todd Sad lo I do not feel he is listening to the farmers nor 
understanding their comments and concerns. This trail is a petri dish for disaster! 

The Westside Trail idea is bad, it takes away our small town charm and community. Residents of these 
communities live in this area to be away from the city and overgrowth populations of Portland, Hillsboro, 
Beaverton, etc. 

Do not ruln our communities. Do not ruin our farms. 

NO Westside Trail! 

Thank you for listening, 
Troy and Jennifer Rossetti 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:15 PM 
yogibrl 7@aol.com 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yarnhelas westsider trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 
notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
503-434-7516

From: yogibrl 7@aol.com <yogibrl 7@aol.com> 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 3:20 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: yogibr17@aol.cm 
Subject: Yarnhelas westsider trail 

To whom it may concern: 
I am a Citizen in Carlton Or. 
I am against the trail. I feel it will bring in vadelism, unwanted people using it as a place to set up tent, garbage dump 
itc. 
I believe it will effect the farmers and people's homes who are right on the trail. 
We looked at a home to buy that would be right on this trail if it was built. It was definitely a deterrent for us not buying 
it. 
So, our family is against it. 
Shelly and Gene Szekely. 

Sen\ from AOL Mobile Mail 
Get the new AOL <1pp: =ai=I."==== 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

. Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:15 PM 
Lori Little 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony in support of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Lori Little <lfittle@oregonrla.org> 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 3:22 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Planning Commission: 

1'm wrlting to share my support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project. 

My family and I love to bike ride on the weekends. Unfortunately, we don't often ride much around Yamhill County because there are 
not enough safe, designated bike trails. North Valley Road and Hwy 240 are narrow with no bike lanes or even shoulders, proven 
dangerous (and deadly) to bicyclists, forcing us to ride in neighborhoods and disconnected lanes throughout the city - or drive 
elsewhere to find trails. 

We have had very positive experiences on the Banks - Vernonia trail, seeing how locals and users of the trail take care and pride in the 
trail. When a bike access trail like thls is provided to a community there is vested interest in maintaining the health and safety of that 
trail - and the Yamhelas trail would experience the same attention. 

Having safe, connected biking trails is why it is so important lo support projects like the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Receiving a $1.2 
million grant from the ODOT Connect Oregon VI program is a tremendous opportunity to keep the trail project moving forward. II is 
critical that we take advantage of available funds like this now and start constructing necessary components (like a bridge) so we don't 
lose out on grant funding that is difficult to procure. This project can and should move forward, even in the absence of a master plan 
that could be drafted concurrently. 

Please consider voting to support the Yamhelas Trail project moving forward and protect the ODOT grant funding. 

Thank you, 

1 
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Lori Little 

Newberg Resident I Bike Enthusia·st 

Lori Little 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
'"o:
Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:16 PM 
Susan Sivek 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Susan Currie Sivek <susan.sivek@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 5:08 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear commissioners: 

I'm writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I am a resident of Yamhill County and am an avid outdoorsperson; 
I enjoy cycling, hiking, and long-distance running and walking. I am extremely excited about the prospect of the Yarnhelas 
Westsider Trail both for my own interests and as a community resource. 

have traveled many times to other communities in our region to use their trail facilities; however, I would much prefer to 
stay closer to home and support our local business near the trail, if it were to be established. I have often eaten at nearby 
cafes in Banks and Vernonia, for example, and patronized their trail-adjacent stores when in the area. How great it would 
be to do that in our own county! 

I understand that some in our area have concerns about litter and improper use of the !rail. I have seen no evidence of 
such poor behavior in my visits to other trails, beyond the usual small amount of litter that unfortunately seems to 
accompany human habitation of any area. Generally, most people who are participating in activities suited to these trails 
are sophisticated enough to appreciate the trail and to use it respectfully. 

Additionally, local trail aficionados are generally great about organizing to support their own facilities, and cleanup efforts 
would make excellent community service opportunities for various groups of youth and adults In our area. In fact, users of 
the trail should show their gratitude for the trail by participating in activities to help maintain it, just as often is 
demonstrated through trail building and maintenance activities spearheaded by other regional groups. 

I hope you will choose to continue the process of planning this excellent potential resource for our region. I would be a 
dedicated visitor to the trail and a strong supporter of its appropriate use and community maintenance efforts. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Currie Sivek 
McMinnville 

Susan Currie Sivek, Ph.D. 
@susansivek 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:18 PM 

Tanya Tompkins 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Yamheles Westsider Trail - testimony in SUPPORT 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to submit 

testimony from a website, please print off or scan the items you wish to see submitted. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Tanya Tompkins <tatompki@linfield.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 7:36 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Yamheles Westsider Trail - testimony in SUPPORT 

Dear Board of Commissioners, 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail between Yamhill and Carlton. Opponents seem to be 
appealing to fear, without any evidence to support their negative expectations. I have frequently enjoyed the 
BanksNernonia trail which is a multi-use trail not unlike the one being proposed to connect Yamhill and Carlton. 

urge commissioners to consider the history of staunch concerns/fears of neighbors which stalled their project for 
over a decade (and who now are users/supporters: hlt Js://www. outube.com/watch?v=k3"0imkll ) and rise above 
the concerns to make this a reality for our county. 

If one considers the impact on economics we would be foolish to let fear and challenges sideline this project. As one 
example consider the Dean Runyon Associate study which suggests that bike-tourism brings significant out-of-state 
money to our state: hlt s:/ bike ortland.or /2013/05/09/scenic-bikewa s-he[ - ower-ore on-bike-tourism-to-400-
Jnillion-annual-im act-86531 

If one considers the impact on health and environment, again don't let fear and negative expectations dampen 
enthusiasm for this project which promises a way for people to recreate and commute. As a person who frequently 
bikes and walks, not only for pleasure but also to commute to work and other activities, we would be well-served as 
a community to continue to invest in infrastructure that connects towns in our counties in ways that encourage safe 
travel by foot and bike. The current option (Westside Road) is a death trap for bikers and one I no longer will ride 
owing to the significant risks. 

If one considers the amount of traffic between Yamhill and Carlton that also includes both in-state and out-of-state 
visitors to local wineries, having an option for people to ride bicycles could also boost safe and enjoyable travel. I 
could also envision an increase In local businesses (e.g, lodging, restaurants, wineries, etc.) as people choose to 
take destination trips for a weekend of winetasting and biking, rather than a day trip of driving. Biking vs. driving 
encourages a slower way of experiencing the world that is likely to yield a range of personal, economic, public safety 
and health related outcomes. 

Please make decisions based on data, rather than emotionally-provoked negative expectations. 
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Sincerely, 

Tanya Tompkins 

925 SE Davis Street 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

Tanya Tompkins, Ph.D.

Professor, Psychology Department 
Linfield College 
900 SE Baker Street, A510 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
(p) 503-883-2684
pronouns: she, her, hers

Linfield College 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:18 PM 
Cindy warren 
Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive notice of 
the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 

503-434-7516

-----Original Message-----

Frorn: Cindy warren <cindy@viclink.com> 

Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 9:59 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I'm writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I feel this will be a good tourist attraction to this county. I also 

believe that hikers, bicycles, and horse riders will use this trall respectfully. 

I'm personally looking forward to hiking this trail and enjoying the natural beauty and sounds in Yamhill County. 

•lease thoughtfully consider the great opportunity of this trail for tourists and locals.

Respectfully, 

Cindy Warren 
Carlton, OR 

Sent from my iPad 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

:o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:33 PM 
Alison Kaiser 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to submit 

testimony from a website, please print off or scan and submit the items you wish to see in the record. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Alison Kaiser <alison.kaiser@me.com> 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2019 10:02 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Planning Committee, 
It is my sincere hope that you can work with the land owners to facilitate this project of connecting Yamhill and Carlton 
which will bring in much interest and tourist dollars. My husband and I pick places to visit that have great bike trails. We 
are never disappointed in Canada and had a wonderful experience in Beaune, France 
,ttps://www.beaune-tourism.com/discover/nature-hiking/cycling-voie-des-vignes 

If you can make this happen, you will invite world class visitors who will appreciate our most amazing state. Do not let 
the fears of what possibly could go wrong with the vision of what can be. 

We do need to solve the homeless problem, at a societal level, but this is not the issue at hand. How do we make our 
beautiful state easy to access, preferably with biking and hiking trails which will benefit everyone for generations. 

Thank you for your consideration on what will benefit our community in the future. 

Alison Kaiser 
535 Wildwind Dr. S 
Salem, OR 97302 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:34 PM 
Nadine Lew 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhelas Westside Trail Support 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision, please submit your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Nadine Lew <nadine@sotervineyards.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 8:36 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Westside Trail Support 

Hello, 

'am writing in support of the construction of the proposed Yamhelas Westside trail project. I am a farmer in 
Y'amhill county, currently living on the outskirts of Carlton. 

/ 

With limited areas to walk and ride in rural Yamhill county, increased tourist traffic, and dangerous farm 
equipment, logging trucks and high speeds on our shoulder-less and dark rural roads, we need to create a safe 
space for people to go out and enjoy our beautiful valley. When I moved to the area 10 years ago, I sold my 
bicycle even as it used to be my main form of transportation because I felt unsafe riding on our county roads. 
Our community desperately needs access to outside spaces that are safe for all to use. 

Please add my voice in support. Not all farmers are opposed to this trail, only the ones that don't want to be 
called out on their (illegal) overspray. 

Thank you, 
Nadine Basile 
Carlton, OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:36 PM 
jeremiah jenkins 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: In support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

From: jeremiah jenkins <miah66@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 8:42 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: In support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

I am writing to express my support for the Yahhelas Westsider trail. I heard about this trail proposal while doing research 
after doing a ride on the country roads outside of Gaston and Hagg Lake. I am looking forward to being able to do some 
more mileage on car free trails! My wife is afraid to ride on the roads with traffic, so we are seeking out more car free 
alternatives to ride. We also love to visit wine country and this would be a fabulous way to get us out there where we 
could combine riding with wine tasting in the area. I really enjoy riding the Banks Vernonia trail, and when we get to 
vernonia, it's great to get lunch at one of the restaurants in town. I have actually been wanting to turn it into an 
overnight trip with my wife, by staying at a nearby Bed Breakfast. Sometimes when I'm alone, I camp at Stubb Stewart 
SP. 

I think this trail could have similar positive impacts to businesses and residences along the trail corridor, by creating a 
destination for tourists and casual bike riders to visit, you encourage more car free tourism and healthy exercise as 
recreation for area residents and visitors alike. Many other trail projects in around the country prove to be a positive 
draw for communities. Imagine more connections to the coast once the Salmonberry Trail project is completed I This will 
be a world class cycling destination that will be the envy of many, and Yamhelas Westsider trail could be a fantastic link 
from wine country to this future gem. 

I can't think of an easier, low cost measure that benefits more people than a rail-to-trail conversion. This land is 
essentially useless and when you turn it into a thoroughfare for the public use for families and citizens to enjoy and it 
becomes priceless. These corridors are the new economy gateways to slow recreation and they generate revenue In the 
form of tourist dollars for businesses In the towns along the route, much like the railroads did for them in the past. The 
towns are there BECAUSE of the railroads, it doesn't make sense to abandon this arterial connection that has been lost 
to time. They should be converted to new passageways for travel and recreation to benefit the citizens and families, not 
to mention the businesses along the route. 

Thank you, 

Jeremiah Jenkins 
Portland, OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

John. Linder <john.linder93@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 7:23 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Hello, I support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I can think of no better recreation than riding my bike on the trail with 
my teens. I regularly trek up to the Banks Vernonia trail to bike and enjoy that area. We typically stop for lunch and 
enjoy local businesses. 

I believe that the trail would open the Yamhill/ Carlton area to more tourism. Athletic tourism is a new trend and I 
envision road races, bike tourism, and strolling pedestrians. These are truly a class of folks you want to attract. 

,/ 

It is understandable that people (farmers) would want to continue to have unfettered use of this land without bothering 
with the public. But they don't own it. Just like the public doesn't own or control their farm land, they should not have 
a veto over the public's use of this valuable right of way that we own. 

I hope that you will consider the greater good. NIMBY-ism should not trump law and public use. Vote for the trail. 

Regards, 
John 

John Under, CFA, CPA 
C: 503-4 7 4-8463 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

meldark2 < melclark2@grnail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 6:23 PM 
Planning 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhelas Westside Trail 

Yes please add me to list for decision notice. 4868 Carolina Ave NE Salem Oregon 97305 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message--------

From: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Date: 3/12/19 2:47 PM {GMT-08:00) 
To: Melissa Gomez <melclark2@gmail.com> 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <arrnstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: Yarnhelas Westside Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Melissa Gomez <melclark2@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 4:28 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Westside Trail 

:,day is the first I have heard of the possibility of this trail. I follow some of the local news as I grew up in McMinnville. I 
actually grew up on St Joseph Rd, that is across 99W from the South end of the proposed trail. 
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We have ridden our bikes numerous times across various Rails to Trails locations. The Banks-Vernonia trail is a great 

example of what the trail can mean to a community. We live in Salem now, and in my mid-S0's, spend plenty of summer 

weekends bike riding. We COMPLETELY prefer off road paved trails for the safety and scenery. And the area of Yamhill 

County under consideration is in my mind one of the most beautiful in the country. MANY people make this part of 

Oregon Wine Country a destination. Think of the revenue this could generate in tourism. Also think about things like 

running and biking events and how much money that puts into the local community. 

But also for the local children and families, this would be a tremendous and forward thinking asset for a stronger and 
healthier community. 

I know locally, one of the best things Salem did was to add the Peter Courtney foot bridge that crosses from Riverfront 

Park to Minto Brown Park. I also know my husband and l will drive to the Yamhelas Westside Trail regularly once it is a 

paved trail to enjoy bike riding there. 

Regards, 

Melissa Gomez 

503 851-4145 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Wayne Beckwith <wb.muleskinner@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 10:30 PM 

Planning 

Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

My name is Wayne Beckwith and I live just out of Lafayette. 

I am anticipating riding my bike and a mule some time on the proposed 

Yamhill to Carlton trail. There are very few chances in our area to ride 

without competing with automobiles. It is really not very safe for bikers 

on so many of our country roads. This trail could help give people a good 

option. 

I have ridden on the Banks to Vernonia trail with pleasure and didn't see 

negative affects with neighboring asgriculture or adjacent property 

owners. This trail could be another, more local, location that can attract 

families, to enjoy our out -of -doors. 

Linking communities in our county with this trail could help build 

-:ommunity in the broader sense. People may have a chance to go at a 

pace that encourages a stop to smell the blossoms, or maybe give a 

friendly wave to someone along the way. This is what helps make a 

community healthy. 

We have a chance to take advantage of using funds to foster walking, 

riding bikes, and equine passage. All of these activities can help foster a 

mindfulness from which so many can benefit. 

Please do the right thing and let's get started on this worthy project. 

Wayne 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Casey Kulla <casey@caseykulla.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 8:33 PM 
Planning 
Please add to Trail record, if appropriate 

I 

Can you include the following comments in the Conditional use permit/remand of trail record. I 

was reading the N-R, and I encountered these comments, which I wanted to include, since they 

seem a bit like ex parte contact, since I read them. 

Thank you! 

Casey Kulla 

fir tree 

What does Mary Starrett know about farming and "toxins"? Big fish in a little pond. 

06:30 am • Tue, March 12 2019 

·,amhillbilly2

Ben VanDyke has been farming "all my life" and being told the gravel strip once had a railroad. Sure seems like a very 
limited length of time that I guess sounds better as "all my life". I guess it's also OK to want to go on farming land that 
doesn't belong to you, more convenient that way? I also love the argument that if a bike event is held with a lot of folks 
attending, there could be a huge field fire that would kill and hurt most of them. WOW! Watch out for that big patch of 
the sky that's falling! 

08:39 am -Tue, March 12 2019 

Shasta 

Why is the location of the proposed trail any different than the two city parks in Yamhill and Carlton? Both owned by 
Vandyke families. Why is it ok to spray unlimited year round at will at those locations? They also border houses within 
city limits and city streets. Carlton Elementary school also borders a grass field. Can someone explain how the standards 
are somehow going to change once a trail in place. I'd suggest Starret visit Yamhill and Carlton one day and see for 
herself that the chemical and toxins concerns these farmers have are pretty short sighted. 

08:45 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

Shasta 

'1;lya mh illbilly2 
. thought the same thing about Mr Vandykes biking event inferno "people are going to die" comment. Does anyone take 
a comment like that seriously? 

One is probably a thousand times more likely to die walking or biking on highway 47 than being trapped in flames using 
a bike path. 
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08:55 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

vanfarm 

The biggest issue has to do with a new OSHA rule, which went into effect January 1st, that would prevent farmers from 

;praying anything within 150 feet when any person could be in the vicinity. That would make it very difficult to farm 
properly or efficiently along this trail. 

The land this trail is on is zoned Exclusive Farm Use. As with the landfill expansion, if the county cannot prove that the 

trail would not have a significant impact on accepted farming practices, then it is against the law to build it. 

09:06 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

vanfarm 

@yamhillbilly2 and Shasta - have you guys ever witnessed a field fire during harvest time? They are absolutely 
frightening. The speed they move is incredible. lf you add bikers and walkers, out in the middle of these farm fields with 

difficult access for emergency vehicles, it is a legitimate concern. 

09:12 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

yamhillbilly2 

Yes Mr Van Dyke. From my home I look out over the entire valley and have watched fires burn in the fields many times. l 

have even called 911 to alert them to fires they had not had a report on yet. I agree a fire can move quickly under the 

right conditions, but the idea of trapping and injuring people is a pretty good stretch of the imagination. All I'm asking 

for is an explanation of how the trail truly affects your farming practices, not a bunch of far fetched hypothetical issues. 

19:47 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

vanfarm 

Yam hillbilly, some of these issues may only be hypotheticals, but they still have a real impact. Who's liable in case of a 

fire, or injury, or anything else? The farmer. Therefore, who must carry additional insurance in case any of these 

"hypotheticals" come to fruition? The farmer. 

Do you think putting a public space out in the middle of farmland would lead to increased complaints against the 

farmers for spraying, because the general public typically doesn't really understand what accepted farming practices 

are? The ODA stated that they already get numerous "spray" complaints from the public. They must take the time to 
investigate these complaints. They farmer has to spend half a day defending themselves, showing detailed spray 

records, ect. And then, according to ODA, 90% of the cases show the farmer did everything by the book. 
Not to mention the 150' spray buffer zone would basically decommission a good chunk of grass and hazelnut acres along 

the trail route. There is just a few examples for you. 

10:08 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

Stella 

Sell the land along the tracks back to the farmers and unlock the many miles of illegally gated/locked public roads in 
Yamhill County. Plenty of room to bike, walk, ride a horse or take a scenic drive, and the best part ... these roads are 

County maintained. 

10:21 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

Jim 
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Stella I totally agree with your statement. I lived in Heppner Oregon for a number of years and someone proposed a 

public trail from the Columbia River to Heppner on the abandoned railroad grade. The people up there have enough 

common sense to know what it would have done to farming practices up there. The right of way was sold to the local 

farmers and ranchers. If the people in this county want to hike,bike or ride horses there are thousands of acres of BLM 

and Forest Service ground a short distance away for them to use. Leave the farmers doing what they have been doing 

'or hundreds of years. Why should the whole county pay for something that only benefits Yamhill and Carlton. 

Willamina,Sheridan,Amity,Dayton and Newberg have no skin in the game. If the wine industry wants to promote their 

products let them pay for it. 

11:08 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

Stella 

Well said Jim I 

"If the wine industry wants to promote their products let them pay for it. 

11:08 am - Tue, March 12 2019" 

11:44 am - Tue, March 12 2019 

yamhillbilly2 

Vanfarm .. I'm not asking this to be jerk, help me understand why the 150' spray issues means you have to give up 

farming that land. It is difficult to understand how that stretch becomes unfarmable. Why is it so impossible to even 

attempt to work with some sort of schedule or alert system that can be worked out. It's very disappointing to always 

hear only why something cannot be done rather than trying to work with others to mitigate the issues that might arise. 

The 150' spray buffer seems to have little effect on the ability to have grass fields and hazelnut orchards all along the 

oads of Yamhill county. Why is this trail so threatening to your way of life? 

02:45 pm - Tue, March 12 2019 

vanfarm 

yarnhillbilly- there are already several variables that create a window for the farmer to get a spray completed, including 

wind and other weather, and calendar dates that allow certain products to be applied. I'm not a spray applicator, but I 

do know there are many things that must be taken into account. 

Many times you have a very small window to complete the job. If there are people on the trail, you can't spray. If there 

are a lot of people using the trail at a particular time, you may be out of commission for quite some time. 

A roadway is different because people are typically in cars, in which case the rules do not apply. Yes, you occasionally 

have pedestrians or bikers on a roadyway, at which time the farmers currently must cease their operations until those 

people pass. 

04:44 pm - Tue, March 12 2019 

Casey Kulla 

Yamhill County Commissioner 

www.caseykulla.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Dear Commissioners, 

Lisa Macy-Baker <lmacybak@linfield.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 6:46 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

I'm writing to express my strong support for the Yam he las Westsider Trail. I was born and raised in McMinnville and 
returned to raise my family. McMinnville and the surrounding communities see far more traffic than they did when I was 

a child. Increased population, tourism and wine country have made trails and off-road recreating areas that much more 
essential to the overall health of our county. I hope to use the trail to run, walk and cycle with and without my family. 

The trail will provide safe recreation opportunities for the entire county in addition to attracting more tourism. This 
contributes to the overall health and wellness of our county (economically, physically and socially). 

We live in a beautiful county and state where the land and scenery are the foundation of our vitality. We are also a state 
with a rich history of granting access to this land and creating public spaces. It is what is truly special about Oregon. Let's 

keep with that tradition. Please support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail! 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Macy-Baker 

Lisa Macy-Baker 
Women's Tennis Coach 
J03-883-2710 office I 971-241-8414 cell 
hll :// ,olinfie.ldwildcats. om/index.as )X? >ath=wlcn 

Follow Linfield Women's Tennis on Social Media 

fnstagrnm I Twitter I Facebook 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

fo: 
Subject: 

Susan Sturdivant <sbsturdi@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 6:11 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Ho.norable Yamhill Count Commissioners, 

/ 

I am writing this E-Mail in support of the Yamhelas Westslder Trail. The County and it's citizens need and would benefit 

from this recreational trail. As near as I can tell, Yamhill County is currently lacking in recreational areas where Families 
can enjoy nature by biking and hiking as a family unit. The proposed trail section between Yamhill and Carlton is not 

very long but would be a good start in making a trail that extends from Gaston in Washington County to 

McMinnville. With a trail of that length communities along the trail would benefit from bikers and hikers stopping to 

buy lunch and other Items. This would support local enterprises. Sections of the trail near communities would provide a 

place other than public streets for children to safely get exercise and possibly a route to school. New homes In our 

communities are being built on lots too small to allow family activities. 

I am 72 years old and would like a place where I can ride my bicycle that is not on Yamhill County or State roads as they 

have very narrow or mostly non existent shoulders. l am forced to ride in the traffic lane with the distracted and 

speeding drivers. Not a safe place to be and it angers the drivers. I have ridden on the Vernonia Linear Trail which is a 

rural setting and it is nice, safe and enjoyable. I have not found homeless individuals setting up camps nor have I found 

trash or property damage on the adjacent properties. The Vernonia Trail is rural, it works, is safe and it is 

enjoyable. Yamhill County is also mostly rural and would benefit from a trail !Ike the one in Vernonia. The Spring Water 

Trail in the Portland area has problems, but it was created in an urban area that already had crime, drugs, homeless and 

'>ther problems. I see little if any comparison to the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Yamhill County is made up of mahy people, young, old, working, retired, urban families and farmers. All are potential 

voters and deserve a say in what the County does. People living in urban areas are the majority of voters. They deserve 

a say in what the County does with this proposed trail. I don't think the development of this proposed trail should be 
controlled or terminated by a group of individuals with money, land or loud voices. Sure the farmers don't want the trail 

for fear of its potential impact on their operations, but as rational adults problems can be worked out. Yamhill County 

and it's public lands should be for the benefit of everyone. 

Thank you, 

Robert L. Sturdivant 

Carlton, Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

!"o: 

Subject: 

Thank you Ken: 

Shawna Schuh 
24241 Hv,ry 47 
Gaston, Oregon 97119 

1-;;1 =-=-,--,,•--□ 

Shawna Schuh <Shawna@shawnaschuh.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 5:36 AM 
Planning 
Re: Testimony in support of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail 

�--�Shawna Schuh, CSP 

Igniting Leaders Who Ignite Others 
Ignite Executive Coaching, Speaking, Columnist & Author 

503-970-5774
www.WornenlnThePetlndustry.co,n

www.ShawnaSchuh.com

www.ULAdventure.com

Jn Tue, Mar 12, 2019 at 2:37 PM Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote: 

,/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

From: Shawna Schuh <Shawna@shawnaschuh.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 9:26 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

Hello, 

I have sent a letter prior for support this trail - and so it seems another is in order to address all the fears and 
claims just proposed by those in opposition last Thursday. 
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Here, I hope is a thoughtful response to fear. 

Fear as an acronym is: 

False 

Evidence 

Appearing 

Real 

We as a community can decide how we want to live and interact. Do we want to live in fear that property will 
be destroyed, that riders, bikers, hikers ·will set out to b·averse the trail ·with the intent of doing harm? 

Or do ,,,e want to believe the best in our fellow man? That this trail will provide a place for our current and 
future generations to go to experience nature, health and the observance of how people in a rural setting live 
and work? 

J What good does fear do? 

Are ·we as a community willing to let False Evidence Appearing Real determine our future? 

Please say we are not. 

Never be afraid to stand with the minority when the minority is right, for the minority which is right will one day be 
the majority. WIiiiam Jennings Bryan 

Sincerely, 

Shawna Schuh 

Property Owner in Yamhill County 

.__ __ __,Shawna Schuh, CSP 

Igniting Leaders Who Ignite Others

Ignite Executive Coaching, Speaking, Columnist & Author 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

:o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:39 PM 
Julie Vandyke 
Wendie Kellington; Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

,/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex pa rte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 

hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

',03-434-7516 

From: Julie Vandyke <jandjvandyke@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:08 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 

<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Subject: Yam he las Westsider Trail 

I am in opposition to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

The proponents of the YWT paint a very pretty picture of this trail. They make it sound like all "Butterflies and 
Rainbows". That there will be no problems. The proponents of the trail say they will put up "signage" that will keep trail 

users on the trail and out of our fields. That there will also be signage that will explain farming and so there will be no 

complaints. Wouldn't it be wonderful if "signage" really did work. 

The proponents of YWT say this trail is needed for transportation. It will keep the bicyclist off the roads. How are they 
going to get to the trail? Don't they have to either ride or haul their bikes to the trail? 
The supporters of the trail say school kids need this for transportation and will use it to get to school. I don't know of 

any responsible parent who would allow their 5 to 10 year old child to ride or walk this trail on their own to get to school 
or the swimming pool in Carlton. If the student was to use the trail how do the get to Yamhill or school once the hit Hwy 

240 in Yamhill? Do they walk or ride their bikes in the ditches of Hwy 2407 
The beginning of the trail on Hwy 240 is where the school bus barn is at the present time. Right now I have heard that 

supporters of the YWT plan on sharing this area for buses and public parking. Things look a little crowed in there 
!ready. So if things don't work out to their plan Yamhill county would probably stop leasing/renting this area to the bus

company. If the bus company is unable to find another location large enough to move to - do they just go away? That 

doesn't seem like a good transportation plan for the school kids. 
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Yes, I am a "NIMBY". I own property on the proposed YWT. I also live in the "real" world. You invited people to the 
country and they will come. Along with the people will come garbage, trespassing and their opinions on our farm 

practices. You can have all the "signage" in the world but all these things will still exist. 

With people on a trail through our farmland there is a significant impact on our farm. From increased insurance cost to 
the spray exclusion zone our cost of farming increase and our gross return decreases because we are able to farm OUR 

and using the usual and accepted farm practices. 

I did attend one of the early meetings put on by the YWT group. When I asked questions like - who will be 

responsible for the trail? Who do I go to with my complaints about garbage, trespassing and maintenance of the 

trail? All I ever got was basically a "pat on the head" and them saylng "oh, that will all be worked out in the master 

plan. Don't worry abut it, just get on board and support it. It's going to be good for tourism and the economy of Carlton 

and Yamhill." 

Like I said they are all "Butterflies and Rainbows" but I live in the real world. I must fight to protect the land I own and 

our right to farm. 

Please do not vote in favor of the trail 

Respectfully submitted. 

Julie VanDyke 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:39 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: matt lazzeri <matt.lazzeri@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:09 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Yamhill County planning department. 

/ 

I've lived in Yamhill county since 1996. I am an active, lifelong cyclist. I support the Yamhelas trail development, and I 
would like to add my perspective. 

I relocated from King County Washington, where there is a very large and active cycling community to which I am still 

connected. Many trails similar to Yamhelas have been developed there using similar right of way acquisition in the past 
30-40 years. Specifically major trails like the Sammamish river trail, the Burke-Gilman trail and the east lake
Sammamish trail. All of these trails pass through highly developed residential, commercial or agricultural land.

In my experience, trail users use the trails for recreation and commuting, I have seen no trail users ever leave the trail 

�orridor to trespass or vandalize. I know of no instances in that region of even modest issues over lawless or 
Jisrespectful activity involving trail users, It may exist in some isolated cases but if it were a significant issue, it would 
certainly be known. 

Opponents of the trails and adjacent landowners have legitimate concerns and those should be heard and addressed 
but in my experience, the concerns expressed so far are overblown and incendiary. I urge you, if you have not, to 

contact your counterparts in King County, or Lane County or anywhere that significant trail systems already exist to hear 

their experience. I trust you will find that users are far more respectful than opponents have made them out to be. 

Matt Lazzeri 
14945 NW Orchard View Road 
McMinnville 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

:o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:40 PM 
sarn stetser 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments1 
they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

l<en Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: sam stetser <sdstetser@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:14 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yarnhill.or.us> 
Subject: support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I'm writing to offer my support for the completion of the first phase of the Westsider trail. I'm a Mcminnville resident, a 
father of two young children and a farmer by trade. We're a very outdoor oriented family who has been anticipating the 
rail opening eagerly. Recreational activities are limited in Yamhill County which is of great concern to us. We question 

our long term plans for raising a family in the area without adequate opportunities to exercise and recreate and teach 

our children the values of being outside. We live surrounded by nature and green spaces but with no access or ability to 
interact with those spaces. The coastal range is dominated by logging companies concerned of liability with recreation 
activities and the valley is dominated by farming. Our intended use for the trail would be biking and hiking and 
interacting with other like minded people in our community. I understand the concerns of a few farmers operating 
alongside the proposed trail but I believe their arguments are unfounded with concerns to the ill will of the trails users. 
We beg the county to consider what's best for the community and the sustainability of our future generations. 

Regards 

Sam Stetser 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:41 PM 

Mark Moisan 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Yamhelas Trail Feedback 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Mark Moisan <mark_moisan@hotmail.corn> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:32 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Yamhelas Trail Feedback 

My wife and I, along with our two young children, live in unincorporated Yamhill County. We want to share 

with you our perspective on the proposed Yamhelas Trail. 

First, like many local residents, we are looking forward to using the trail with our children once it is 

constructed. A local trail of that size is ideal for most casual day-trekkers and it begins and ends in places that 

would really appreciate the extra foot traffic. With the right plans in place to manage the impacts of the trail 

on those with property adjacent to the trail (who will generally benefit from the trail), we believe the 

Yamhelas Trail will not just be an asset but a jewel for the county. 

A lot of concern has been expressed about the Springwater Corridor Trail in the Portland Metro Area, but 

there is a lot of incorrect information being tossed around. We lived near the Springwater Trail for about 15 

years, prior to moving to Yamhill County. First, let's acknowledge that the Springwater Trail is a mirror of the 

diverse communities it passes through - it passes through some commercial areas and some parts of town that 

have been nicknamed "Felony Flats" - AND there are parts of the Springwater Trail that pass through 

neighborhoods that are both charming and heavily gentrified. Regardless, on an given weekend, all parts of 

the trail are well-traveled by locals of all means and demographics, as well as hundreds of tourists who are 

attracted by Portland's bike culture. There is very little reason to try to draw comparisons between the 

Springwater Trail and the Yamhelas Trail, but if there were it would be worth embracing. 

Please accept this letter as an indication of our enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Trail. And we would be 

happy to ride the Springwater Trail on any upcoming sunny day with anyone who is interested. 

<;incerely, 

/lark and Elizabeth Moisan 

Yamhill County, Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:42 PM 
sara walker 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Westsider Trail 

./ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application, If you wish to receive notice of 

the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 
503-434-7516

-----Original Message-----

From: sara walker <nuttbutts@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 11:33 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Westsider Trail 

To Whom it May Concern, 
I would like you to know that I am in support of the trail happening, Thank you! 

,ara Walker 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:43 PM 

Judy 
Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: the Yamhill Carlton Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive notice of 

the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 

503-434· 7516

-----Original Message-----

From: Judy <llbuchholz@comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 11:40 AM 

To: Planning <p!anning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: the Yamhill Carlton Trail 

Attn, I attended the March 7th County Commissioner's meeting about this proposed Trail. I am definitely in support of 

it and have many reasons even though I probably will not use it. The people who gave testimony in support of this did so 

with facts, and with research to back up their statements. Some had been on other trails throughout the U.S. and had 

alked to those who had worked on those trails. The testimony gave clear examples of these trails including one of 63 

miles that does go through urban and farm land. The one in outside of Gaston Oregon clearly is another successful. 
These proponents had done their homework. The farmer had also done his homework on the pesticides. Stan 

Premizich reviewed again his supportive testimony. To add, many concessions have been made to make this walkway, 

path successful , both for the people and to the farmers who clearly do not want any concessions. After reading the 

on line comments, it is clear, to me that our local farmers, not all, but a core group of them seem to be confrontational, 

and would wish for the subject to be dropped. But it is a very narrow minded testimony, have any of them traveled to 

Ohio to see another walkway? or talked to others who have them? Please County Commissioners, There is too much at 

stake here, and too much honest to goodness factual supportive testimony that overrides the negative. The 

community deserves so much better. Thank you, Judy Buchholz McMinnville 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:45 PM 

Stephanie Armstrong 

FW: Yamhill Westside Trail 

From: LindayPeter E. <lindaypeter@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 3:37 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Yamhill Westside Trail 

We support the Yamhill Trail Project. 

We have lived in and visited communities that have extensive public trails. What a wonderful 

experience. Trails are the perfect opportunity for the public to be able to recreate, exercise and enjoy our 

beautiful county. 

These trails are the perfect use for these abandoned RR right-of-ways on public lands. 

Trails will benefit the entire community. 

We love to go for long hikes and there are very few opportunities in Yamhill County to do so. 

The selfish fear mongering by some adjacent landowners who do not want the public to enjoy this public asset 

is just that - selfish and unwarranted fear mongering. Let the public have reasonable access, use and 

enjoyment of the OUR PUBLIC LAND. 

Yours, 
Peter y Linda ENTICKNAP 

2019 NW Doral St 

McMinnville 97128 

Mailto:linda peter@gmall.com 
971-901-2614

�; 
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Dear Yamhill County Commissioners: 

RECEIVED 

MAR. 12 2019 
i'AMH!LL C0UN1Y PLANNING

March 11, 2019 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail as a Landscape Architect with 36 years' 
experience. For 16 of those years I served as the Municipal Non-Motorized Transportation 

Coordinator for the Municipality of Anchorage. A fancy way of saying, I was the one at the city 

who helped walkers, cross country skiers, skateboarders (anyone without a motor) with 

anything they needed. From taking reports of a tree down on the trail (beaver), to helping 

repair hazards to planning and building brand new trails and sidewalks. I would like to share a 

few of my experiences and knowledge with trails that may help the Commission make a 
decision on this issue. 

The addition of trails can be associated with higher property value, especially when a trail is 
designed to provide neighborhood access and maintain residents' privacy. Trails like good 

schools or low crime, create an amenity that commands a higher price for nearby homes. A.

There are many elements that designers can use to mitigate the trail for existing property 

owners that will keep people on the trail and off of private property. 

In Anchorage I worked on all 4 of the major greenbelt trails which ran through the city. One of 
them, the Ship Creek Trail, was a total new construction in Anchorage's warehouse/railway 

district. The property owners bordering the trail were moving companies, the electric company 

and many large big buck businesses that did not want anyone messing in their yards or 

buildings. For many of these properties the Alaska Railroad was the underlying landlord who 

allowed leases, and they had their own issues, like the trail would not have any at-grade 

crossing of the railroad. The final design took all property owner's specific needs into account 

and included detailing that was specific to this project to ensure that trail users would not enter 

sensitive areas. We designed custom fencing, berms and plantings and sited the trail around 

specific items, to ensure screening. In most cases trail fencing is not constructed for property 

owners, but in this instance the fences were included as requirements. In the 16 years the trail 

has been in service there have been no issues with any of the business and property owners. 

Another Anchorage trail is the Tony Knowles Coastal Trail. Built in the 1980's, it meanders 13-
miles along the coast adjacent to some very expensive homes and several parks and connects 

to downtown and other trails. The specific request when this trail was built was that it not be 

lit, since the residents wanted to maintain their night views of the Cook Inlet. Some property 
owners have fenced their yards, but the majority have not. This allows their yards and gardens 
to mesh with trees buffering the greenbelt trail. Homeowners have not reported trespass or 

damage or issues with trail users. 

Also, I am happy to share that the majority of trail users, wherever I have travelled, are not 

there to harass wildlife, or farm animals, mess with crops, or do malicious damage. They are 

there to enjoy the outdoors and a nice walk or bike ride. Trail users are often families on bikes 

or groups of people enjoying the experience together. Their presence alone creates many 
"eyes" on the trail which discourages vandalism. 
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Pg 2. 

Lori Schanche to Yamhill Commission. 

Providing the property owners and trail users with a number to call when something on the trail 

is amiss could really alleviate a number of concerns. Setting up a "Dogs on leashes only" policy 

would also help. 

I have tried to offer a few experiences but please understand, there are many design, policy and 

common sense features that can be used to mitigate the effects of this trail. I do hope as 

Commissioners you will allow the trail to proceed and have the designers continue to work with 

the property owners to include design or policy elements to address their concerns. The two 

users can co-exist and I also believe that those opposed will end up enjoying use of the trail. 

I have attached the following which gives more trail examples for you to read about. 

A. Measuring Trails Benefits: Property Value. Attached to email.

hlt ,: lleadwaterseconornics.or w )-content u loads trails-llbrar -

overview.pdf

Yours very truly, 

Lori 

Lori Eddie Schanche, ASLA, Landscape Architect 

1355 SW Russ Lane, McMinnville, OR. 97128 

(907) 830-6147
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How are trails related to property value? 
Trails can be associated with highcr prope11y value, especially when a trail is designed 
to provide neighborhood access and maintain residents' privacy. Trails, like good 
schools or low crime, create an amenity that commands a higher price for nearby 
homes. Trails arc valued by those who live nearby as places to recreate, convenient 
opportunities for physical activity and improving health, and safe corridors for 
walking or cycling to work or school. 

Price is not proper1y owners' only conccm. Legal, well-marked access eliminates 
problems with trail users trespassing. Research also shows that those who opposed 
a trail prior to construction generally find a trail to be 8 much better neighbor than 
they anticip8ted. 

When trails increase property value, local governments receive more property tax 
revenue. Depending on the trail, this revenue boost can help to pa11ially offset the 
trait's constrnclion and maintenance costs. 

Additional details on each of these topics, as well as other relevant research, are 
available at htlp://lu;ndwuh!r.�ccono1nici;,org/1rail. 

Select Research Highlights 
• In Sl)n J\ntor iu Tcxns, neighborhood trails were associated with n two percent

house price premium. Trails tlrnt were surrounded by greenbelts were associated
with a five percent house price premium. 1 

• In so rll v •s :m h'o, the Little Miami Scenic Trail is nssociatcd with higher
properfy value in urban, suburban, and rnral settings. Up to a mile away from the
trail, for every foot closer to the trail, properly value increase by about $7. A home
a half mile from the trail would sell for approximately nine percent less thnn a
home adjacent to the trni I. 2 

• In suburban 1cw :-�s · ') 1 D0l11w,tr , homes within SO meters of bike paths 
commanded a four percent price premium.3 

• ln nm1I i\1lcthow \lnllc 1 \\nsh'nntor, homes within one-quarter mile of trails
benefited from a 10 percent price premimu.4 

• Along a popular trail in usti 1 • ·c ·• s, the price premium ranged from 6 to 20
percent, depending on whether the neighborhood had views of the greenbelt
surrounding the trail and whether it had direct neighborhood access to the trail.-'
This price premium translated to roughly $59,000 per year in adtliti , ajJnx rcvc11uc
or five percent of the annual cost ofh·ail co11strnctio11 and maintc11a11cc.6 

Measuring Trails Dcnefils Serles: Property Value 

Spring 2016 
http://headwaterseconomlcs.org 

ts: 

How to use this information: 

This research is of imcrcsl lo 
property mv111.:rs a<ljaccnt to 
a proposed !rail. rcsidcnlial 
developers who arc considering 
i11cm11orn1ing trails in new 
subdi,·isions, allll local 
�ovcrnmcnl staff who want tn 
understand traits· focal impacts. 

This summary is one of several 
handouts describing the state of 
research rdated lo the bcnetits or 
trails. The ntha surnmarics 
address: 

• Public health

• Business impacts

• Quality of lite

• Overall bend its

• Acccs�

This scrii.:s offers a succinct
review or common henclils
identified in lhe IJ0+ studies
in Headwaters Economics· t"rce.
online. searchable ·�·-· �� ..... -

http://headwaterseconomics.org I Sprin!I_ 2016 I I 
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• 111 lmli:ma i lis, researchers found !hat a high-profile, destination trail was
associated with an 11 percent price premium for homes within a half mile of the
trail. Other trails had no price premium.7 

• In Seattle. Washi11gloq8 and _11 stale New Yot't,9 adjacent properly owners were
concerned about trail-related crime before the trail was built. Researchers found no
change in crime rate after the trail was built.

Methods 

To measure the price premium attributable to proximity to trails, researchers use 
statistical models that compare the price of homes identical in all ways (e.g., size, age, 
number of bedrooms) except tl1eir distance from a trail. When this price difference 
is calculated over thousands of homes, researchers are able to estimate the average 
price premium for homes near trails. 

Some research uses smveys to ask homeowners whether they believe the trail 
increases their properly vah1e and by how much. Due to the subjective and likely 
biased nature of these questions, conclusions from these surveys are unreliable. 
Careful statistical modeling provides more objective estimates. 

Original studies and additional details on methods can be found in the Trails Benefits 
Libraty at bllJi·//11cndwa1crsc • mm 1ic .or •/t 

Contact 
Megan Lawson, Ph.D. !ll 

Footnotes 

,.-� --- � -

Research shows 

that homes near 

trails often have 

higher property 

value, with a 

price premium 

ranging from five 

to ten percent in 

most studies. 

I Asabere, 1'. and f'. Huninan. 2009. "TI1c rclatiw impacts of trnils and greenbelts ou home p1icc." The Joumal of Real Estate fimu1cc and Economics 38(4): 408-419. 

2 Karndeniz, 0. 2008. The Impact of the Lillie l\·liami Scenic Trail 011 Single Family Residential P1opc1ty Values (Unpublished Master's Thesis). Univmily of 
Cincirnrnti School of Planning. 

3 Racca, D. and A. Dlrnnjn. 2006. P1operty Val11e/Ocsirnbili1y Eftects of Hike Paths Adjacent 10 Residential Areas. University of Delaware, Delaware Center for 
Tmnspmtation Working Paper 188. 

4 Resource Dime1L1ions. 2005. Economic Jmpacl1 ofMVSTA Trails and Land Resources in the Melhow v;11ley. Mcthow Valley Spmt Trails Association. 

5 Nicholls, S., and .I. Crompton. 2005. "ll1e Impact ol'Grccnways on Property Volucs: Evidence from Austin, Texas." Journal or Leisure Research J7(3): 321-341. 

6 Crompton, J., and S. Nicholls. 2006. "AnAsscssmcntol'Ta.xRevenues Generated by Homes Proximate toa Gro:nway." Journal of Purk and Recrea1io11Ad111inislration 
24(3): J03-J08. 

7 Lindsey, G., !\Ian, J., Payton, S., and K. Dickson. 2004. "Property values, recreation values, and urb.u1 greenways." Jou ma I of Park and Recreation Administmtion, 
22 (3): 69-90. 

8 Zmkcr, U., J. Bourey, B. Pu11cochar, P. Lagerwey. 1987. Evaluation oftlte Burke-Gilman Trail's Effect on Prope1tyValues and C1i111e. Seattle F.ngineeringDepaitment 
Office of Planning. 

9 Feeney, S. 1997. The Mohawk-I ludson Bike-Hike Trail & Its Impact onAdjoining Residc1lliol Prnpc1tics. Schenectady County Depa1tmcnt of Pl:uming. Schenectady, 
NY. 

Measuring Trails Ilenefits Series: Properly Value http://headwaterseconomlcs.org l Sprin�2016 J 2 
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March 11, 2019 

Planing@co.yamhill.or.us 

Dear Sirs, 

RECFOhli""'•"

NAR 12 2019 

YAMHILL COUNW PLML�ING 585 N Olive St 

Yamhill, OR 9 7148 
503 730 4493 

psmoland@frontier.com 

1 have been wailing for years now to have some sort of w.-1y 10 get to Carlton (and Mac) 
besides driving. I like exercise, I like the mudoors1 as docs my teenage daughte1: She has 

also been waiting and hoping for some wa)' to travel that she can manage, and something 
to do in Yamhill besides ,�siting the park and hanging out. The Yamhelas Wes1sider Ti-ail 

is not such a new idea, nor is it a new way to use these abandoned railway siles nationally1 

01· even locally. As a local example: the trail between Buxton and Vernonia. You can't 
walk the 3 mile to Carlton on the road because it's too dangerous a road. 

With the winding down or oil and gas usc1 and looking to lhe future, this trail is needed 
and will be an asset for our rural communities. 

Paul Smoland 
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eCF.IVJ::o 
NAil_ f 2 2019

YAMH1LL tJGUNn, PLANi�liVil
LEONARD A. RYDELL, P.E., P.L.S., W.R.E. Consulting Civil Engineer• Land Surveyor

11 March 2018 
601 PINEHURST DRIVE, NEWBERG, OREGON 97132-1625 

(503) 538-5700 Mobile: (503) 781-4138
LARydell@Teleport.com 

Yamhill County Commissioners 
Yamhill County Courthouse 
525 N. E. 4th Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I whole heartedly support the construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. It is about time 
that we do what other communities have been successfully doing for their residents. 

I travel a fair amount, and note that bicycle trails on former railroad lines are popular with 
residents and visitors, notably in Michigan and on Kuaui. I have seen a full parking lot at the 
beginning of the Vernonia trail in Washington County. It is a great way to get people out of 
their car, get some exercise, enjoy the beauty of our county and to also support local 
businesses along the trail. 

Not only should we have a trail from Carlton to Yamhill, but it should connect to the 
Washington County Trail Systems and to every city in Yamhill County. 

To promote public health, we need to provide more recreational opportunities for walking, 
running, hiking and bicycling for all ages. Railroad right-of-ways resolve many issues of right
of-way acquisition, and are not something that we should be abandoning or giving away. 

I grew up bicycling, but then, highways did not have the traffic of today, so using an existing 
rail road right-of-way is a gift that our community has, please do not squander it. 

Visiting two or smaller cities known for their restaurants and wineries by using the Yamhelas 
Trail will be very popular and a boost to the local economy and the health of our residents. 
The pathway can be used by bicyclists, wheel chairs, children, pedestrians and even 
emergency vehicles as needed. Does any responsible parent really what their children riding 
in a bicycle lane next to high speed traffic? Even I feel nervous about doing so. 

Please do not miss out on the great opportunity that we have. Please support and approve 
the Yamhelas Trail. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

�I) 
Leonard A. Rydell, P.E., P.LS., W.R.E., M.A.S.C.E. 
LAR/lar 

PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS • RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

.'o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:43 PM 
Andy 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

✓-

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If wish to receive notice of the 

decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

-----Original Message-----

From: Andy <aeldien@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 12:04 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

To whom it may concern 

'\s a retired farmer I am writing in support of the Yemhelas Westside Trail . 

. feel the trail is so vitally important to our community as a whole, as much as a neighborhood park or good roads. 

Certainly there are those that disagree with this project and I can respect that. But with careful planning I would believe 
there is little if any impact to those having concerns. I have made use of the trail near Banks to Buxton and beyond and it 

is a wonderful experience to be able to ride or walk a trail safely. And safety should be a Concern and important 

consideration for people looking for an outdoor experience. The part of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton is 

especially important as our communities are closely linked with children going to school in both communities. 

I hope that the Issues with the trail can be mitigated and we can move ahead and enhance our quality of life in this 

beautiful area we live in with the addition of the Yemhelas Westside Trail. 

Thank you. 

Andrew Eldien 

Carlton,Oregon 

Sent from my iPad 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:48 PM 

Stephen Bjorlin 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Varnhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Stephen Bjorlin <sbjorlin@gmx.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 5:18 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am writing in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail. 

1 can attest as a cyclist with a family I can see us using this trail on a regular basis. I currently have young children 
and riding with them on streets is stressful and difficult to say the least. Having another local trail would mean that we 
would have another safe option to visit as a family. And because I have a family of 5 it would mean that we would be 
stopping somewhere for snacks, food or possibly lunch in the local Carlton or Yamhill. 

Right now we travel to Champoeg State Park, Salem or Banks for similar experiences. 

As a person that has owned a small business and also worked for a medium sized farm I can say that I find It 
incredible that we are still discussing the idea of a revenue generating trail. It seems a no-brainer to me. 

Please log my support, and my KIDS support for a safe place to cycle. 

Stephen Bjorlin 

McMinnville, OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

.'o: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:48 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Yamhelas Trail in FAVOR! 

From: Cheryl Nangeroni <cnangeroni@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Trail in FAVOR! 

Dear Planning Commission, 

March 11, 

I am soon to be 70 years old and have ridden a bike since riding to elementary school when I was 6 years old I 

I still cycle and especially like to ride on protected trails, like the successful Banks to Vernonia Rails to Trails. 

I fully support the trail and all the planning that has gone into making it fair for all neighbors involved. 

have ridden on the Banks Vernonia Trail and have never seen any bad behavior of any sort by the walkers, 

equestrians or cyclists. There has never been any litter or signs of camping near the trail, nor people 

anywhere but on the trail. .. not in the forests of farm fields that the trail navigates. 

I intend to use the new trail as an option for country cycling that is safe and away from SO-mph logging trucks 

and traffic on Highway 47 or Westside Road. It will also give me a way to ride to Henry Hagg Lake safely, 

when the total trail is complete. 

I have seen positive outcomes for the communities of Banks and Vernonia, with the trail users supporting the 

local businesses. I see that happening for Yamhill and Carlton as well, and for the town of Gaston further 

along the route. 

I believe the first section of the Trail to be built, between Carlton and Yamhill, is especially important, 
to provide a route for children and teens to use to get to school, plus giving them much needed physical 

activity, in a safe environment. 

I had planned to testify at the meeting last week, but had been told it had been moved to this Thursday, 

since Commissioner Olsen was going to be out of town. 

I am in FAVOR of the trail, and encourage you to vote to continue the planning and building of this trail. 

'incerely, 

Cheryl Nangeroni 
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'When you put your hand in a flowing stream, you touch the last that has gone before, and the first 
that is yet to come.' 

- Leonardo Da Vinci

cnangeroni@comcast.net 

Cheryl Nangeroni 
2371 NW Horizon Drive 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

503-857-0327 h
503-234-5545 C
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

io: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

melclark2 <melclark2@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 6:23 PM 
Planning 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhelas Westside Trail 

Yes please add me to list for decision notice. 4868 Carolina Ave NE Salem Oregon 97305 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message --------

From: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Date: 3/12/19 2:47 PM (GMT-08:00) 

To: Melissa Gomez <me1clark2@gmail.com> 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westside Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Melissa Gomez <me1clark2@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 4:28 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Westside Trail 

1 oday is the first I have heard of the possibility of this trail. I follow some of the local news as I grew up in McMinnville. I 

actually grew up on St Joseph Rd, that is across 99W from the South end of the proposed trail. 
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We have ridden our bikes numerous times across various Rails to Trails locations. The Banks-Vernonia trail is a great 
example of what the trail can mean to a community. We live in Salem now, and in my mid-501s, spend plenty of summer 

weekends bike riding. We COMPLETELY prefer off road paved trails for the safety and scenery, And the area of Yamhill 
County under consideration is in my mind one of the most beautiful in the country. MANY people make this part of 

Oregon Wine Country a destination. Think of the revenue this could generate in tourism. Also think about things like 

·unning and biking events and how much money that puts into the local community.

But also for the local children and families, this would be a tremendous and forward thinking asset for a stronger and 

healthier community. 

I know locally, one of the best things Salem did was to add the Peter Courtney foot bridge that crosses from Riverfront 

Park to Minto Brown Park. I also know my husband and I will drive to the Yamhelas Westside Trail regularly once it is a 
paved trail to enjoy bike riding there. 

Regards, 

Melissa Gomez 

503 851-4145 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:47 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony in support of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail 

From: julie@thehorseradish.com <julie@thehorseradish.corn> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 3:46 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Greetings! I am a resident of Yamhill and a business owner in Carlton. Over the last decade I have watched this area grow 
and change and I am impressed at how many folks now know of our area as a travel destination!! I think it's imp01tant to 
continue to find ways to attract tourism as well as residents to our wonderful community. I believe that the Yamhelas 
Westsicler Trail is oi1e such example of improving our area, both for tourists and locals alike. I have children who would 
love to be able to ride their bikes to a friend's house in Carlton, but there is no safe way to do that now. Allowing folks to 
safely walk or ride to school, work, or even a tasting room is an important step in uniting the two towns ofYamill and 
Carlton. I can imagine the laughs that will be heard as people travel along the trail during the summer clays, much like in 
Black Butte or Sunriver. We are a blossoming community full oflif e and having a functional, safe outdoor trail will be 
beneficial not only to the locals but for tourists as well. 
Thank you for considering the many benefits the trail will bring to om community. I absolutely love living and working in 
Yamhill-Carlton and I know that the future holds many exciting opportunites. 

Julie Davis 

'he Horse Radish 

211 W Main Street 

Carlton, OR 97111 

(503)852-6656

www.thehorseradish.com
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:46 PM 
Maryl Kunkel 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address, 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Maryl Kunkel <marylmichele@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 3:51 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To whom it may concern, 

am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I understand the concerns of local landowners but I wanted to 
share my thoughts as I grew up in Vernonia and I have seen the difference that the Banks-Vernonia trail has made to the 
local economy, vitality and community of Vernonia. Also as a current business owner in Cove Orchard (and daughter of 
folks who live in Cove Orchard), I highly support building a community around the hiking/biking/outdoor community. It 
would support our local economy and provide a much needed space for locals to walk and bike safely, away from the 
dangers of the much traveled Hwy 47. 

Vernonia is a small, rural town disconnected from other neighboring towns by many miles. When I moved there, the 
summer after the big 96' flood, there wasn't much to draw outside folk to the town, and a general lack of opportunity 
for those who lived there. It was crippled by the flood and with an economy dependent upon natural resources (ie 
logging) there wasn't much to support a rebuild of the town. As a kid I used to laugh when the "Vernonia's This Way" 
sign went up at the Hwy 26/47 Junction because there was nothing to drive folks to our town. Upon completion of the 
trail, the difference it has made to the community is drastic. Vernonia is a destination that economically and socially 
benefits from the tourism the trail brings. A local economy has grown around the biking/hiking/outdoor community that 
utilizes the trail and the town looks and feels different than the one I grew up in. 

My family has traveled along the Banks-Vernonia trail, and other trails, many, many times and we have never seen the 
problems that many are referring to in regard to litter, trespassing and/or homeless camping. The trail is loved and well 
maintained by those who use it and given Yamhill/Carltons' similarity to Vernonia as a small, rural town I can not agree 
that there will be the same problems as the Springwater trail. In addition, I contend that the Springwater trail did not 
create the issues that it is seeing, it is a general lack of social support for the homeless and other socio-economic factors 
in the very urban Portland area. Comparing these two trails seems like apples and oranges. 

also have personal stake in the proposed trail as I co-own a business and my parents currently live in Cove Orchard. It 
would be amazing to support the local economy with the tourism the trail would bring and it would provide a safe space 
for myself and my family to enjoy the outdoors. My parents, who live off of Hwy 47, can not safely walk or bike near 
their home and must drive to other trails or parks if they want to enjoy the outdoors. The concerns of landowners and 
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farmers regarding spraying and farm use is valid but I believe that most of those problems could be solved by including 
all the stakeholders in decision making processes as the trail progresses. 

In my opinion, the potential benefits of this trail are great and if developed in community with farmers the trail could 
prove to be another lifeblood to the towns of the Willamette Valley. 

Best Regards, 
Maryl Kunkel 

2 
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To: Yamhill County Commissioners 
Attention: Planning 
525 NE Fourth St 
McMinnville, OR. 97128 

From: Mark Pederson 
632 NE 11 th St 
McMinnville, OR. 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

This is a letter is support of the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. l must admit I am 
at a loss as to try and understand the dramatic opposition to this project. It does not 
seem to be based in any real threat, but in imagined ones. I moved here from Great 
Falls, Montana, and their Missouri River Walk was one of the largest tourist attractions 
in that part of the State. 

My wife and I and some other investors, are considering purchasing some property as a 
business, and believe it would be greatly enhanced by such a trail. In Carlton the right 
of way is currently an unkept weed patch, much in need of some maintenance. 
I believe the trail would be a great asset to an already wonderful tourist destination. I 

wonder if the cost of not building the trail has been considered-what investments might 
not be made, and what tourism dollars would be lost. 

I wonder if we could start a program similar to what was carried out in rural areas where 
wolfs have been reintroduced? Create a fund that would reimburse land owners who 
were harmed by people having access to their property? This is just a personal idea, 
and I do not think it would satisfy those who are opposed to the trail, because I do not 
believe their opposition is based in what might actually happen if the trail was to be 
approved. 

Thank you for your time, 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Pederson, McMinnville 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

.o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:51 PM 

John Vanderwall 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Letter in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: John Vanderwall <jwvanderwall@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 7:30 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Letter in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

We are writing this letter in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My wife and I recently relocated to 
.vlcMinnville from Wisconsin and have been most impressed by the friendliness of the residents who have 
welcomed us and provided a feeling of belonging to the McMinnville community. In our short time here, we 

have joined a bicycling group based out of the Senior Center, learned to play pickleball with the McMinnville 
Rec group on the new City Courts, and joined in with a downhill ski group based here in McMinnville. 

A major aspect that attracted us to McMinnville was the agricultural community. In Wisconsin, we were 

surrounded by small farming communities which provided quiet back roads with wide shoulders for safe 

bicycling. By contrast, we have discovered many roads in this area are quite busy and narrow with no shoulder 
or designated bike lane. We have found few safe bicycling roads that are paved and with little traffic, limiting 

most of our rides to the southwest corner of town. We feel that the addition of the Westsider Trail would 

provide more options for bicycling toward Yamhill and points further North. 

As we have travelled throughout the country, we have ridden on many "rail trails" and have always enjoyed 
the experience of a safe ride. These trails are widely used by families as they offer an opportunity to ride 
without the risks associated with vehicular traffic. The Sparta-Elroy trail in Wisconsin was one of the first of 
these types of trails. Along this trail, we have seen small farm stands offering baked goods, fruits and 

vegetables from the local farmers. The Root River trail in southern Minnesota passes through many small 

owns with busy restaurants, bakeries, shops and inns thanks to the bicyclists who visit. On a recent visit, we 

found the quaint inns to be completely booked due to the volume of visitors. 
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On the Pine Creek Trail in Tioga, PA and the Chessie Nature Trail in Buena Vista, VA we biked in the solitude of 

forests and amongst grazing cattle. And on the Peavine Trail in Prescott, AZ, we passed amazing rock 

formations and pristine lakes, On all these trails, we have felt safe and enjoyed the company of other cyclists 

with similar respect for our environment. We have never experienced any trash, graffiti, or loitering along 

these trails and have enjoyed each ride while learning more about the area. 

Now in Oregon, we enjoy riding the Banks-Vernonia trail. On several trips, it has been difficult to find a parking 

space which should prove the popularity of this trail. When riding this trail, we often enjoy lunch In Vernonia, 

supporting the economy of this village, and I believe that the Yamhelas Westsider Trail can provide similar 

economic support to both Yamhill and Carlton. 

In conclusion, my wife and I have ridden hundreds of miles on similar trails and have not experienced any 

negative impacts on the surrounding areas. In general, the neighboring farmers and communities have 

welcomed us into their environment and appear to be appreciative of the commerce gained from the 

respectful visitors passing through on the trail. We are in support of this trail and hope that our new 

community can prioritize the benefits offered to the entire population, rather than the boisterous few in 

opposition. 

Respectfully, Karen and John Vanderwall 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jessica Klus <jessica@thekellygroup.com > 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 3:34 PM 
Planning 
Stephanie Armstrong 
Re: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

I would love to receive notice of the decision. My address is 2734 Crater Lane, Newberg Oregon 97132. 

Thanks so much! 

Jessica 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <annstrongs co. amhill.or.us> 

Subject: RE: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

1/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

')o not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Jessica Klus <jessica thekell rou ).com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 6:03 PM 
To: Rick Olson <olsonr co. arnhlll.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 

<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning< lannin co. amhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <frida k co. amhill.or.us> 

Subject: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

Hello, 

I am writing to convey my full support for the proposed Westsider biking trail. As long time residents of Yamhill County and 
parents of 2 children, my husband and I along with many, many other Yamhill County families feel that this trail would be an 
excellent addition to our communities, offering the opportunity for an outdoor activity that so many families could 
use. Currently, there are only 2 "safe" biking trails within a close distance to Yamhill County, The Champoeg Trails which are 
relatively short and not a challenge for anyone over the age of 10 and the Banks-Vernonia trail which is a fair distance from 
here. The only other option is to bike along country roads, many of which do not have shoulders, have blind corners and are 
all together unsafe for this activity. 

'ne of the main concerns we have heard about this project is the potential for this to become like the Springwater trail which 
1s a magnet for homelessness and drug use. Having biked 20 miles of the Banks-Vernonia trail, I can say that concern is 
unfounded. On that trail, we did not spot a single tent, needle or any other sign of property damage. I believe the same 
would be true for the Westsider trail. The proximity is too far from any large urban area to attract the types of issues seen on 
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I firmly believe that this would provide so many benefits to our community with no drawbacks. I strongly support farmers in 

our county but their concerns are without merit. A small number of farmers has worked to spread a great deal of Inaccurate 
information stating that their land would be taken away, that this would attract scores of homeless camps and that they 
would not be able to spray their crops. I feel that it is unfair to the citizens of our county to take away such a fantastic project 
'n order to appease a small number of people who would only be slightly impacted by it. 

I hope you wlll consider these points as you make decisions on Westsider trail. 

Sincerely, 

Tim and Jessica Klus 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

."o: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:50 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Letter of Support 

From: Karen Willard <kwi11ard7@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 5:58 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhefas Westsider Trail Letter of Support 

Dear Planning Commission, 

/ 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and specifically to approve the development of the 2.82 miles of 
railroad corridor between Yamhill and Carlton as a multi-use trail. I know the opponents have expressed concern about 
everything from destroying crops and setting fires to trespassing and thievery. I tend to believe the best in people. Give 
goodness a chance. 

I have bicycled my whole life and hope to continue to ride into my 70's and 80's (f am 63.) I ride regularly with the 
McMinnville Cranks and have enjoyed many rides on the BanksNernoica rail to trail. It's a safe and beautiful ride. 

When I first moved to McMinnville over ten years ago I hopped on my bike and headed to Carlton. I was nearly side
swiped by a logging truck, several times! I have never biked on Hwy. 47 slnce. The stretch between Carlton and Yamhill 
is equally as deadly. As more and more people drive cars while multi-tasking on their phones and what have you, riding 
,longside cars has become dangerous. 

I know there have been comparisons made to the Springwater Trail, which isn't a fair comparison given the logistics of the 
Yarnhela Trail (rural verses city.) I understand there are two sides here and each is deeply invested. The agriculture 
community can address their concerns with collaborative remediation procedures in the upcoming trail Master 
Plan. Bottom line: The Yamhelas Trail development is a positive change and one that needs to continue. 

The trail will create a physical connection to our communities and the people who enjoy living in Yamhill County. It will 
provide a safe place for families to ride and for our grandchildren to enjoy. Please consider the good that would come 
from this trail. There is so much good. Thank you for your consideration. 

Karen Willard 
1900 NW Wallace Road 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
541-231-9743

There's no problem so great it can
1

t be solved. 
If it can't be solved, ifs not a problem, it's reality. 
- Barbara Coloroso

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:49 PM 

Jan Tolman 

Stephanie Armstrong 

RE: Trail Testimony 

/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Jan Tolman <tolman1951@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 5:50 PM 

To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson 

<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: 

I am a registered voter in Newberg, Oregon. I stand with the farmers on the issue of a bike trail going through their 

rnd. The agricultural work they do is vital to our economy. A suitable trail, IF really Needed, should be located 

somewhere besides EFU farm land. Furthermore, I don't want to pay for a bike trail or the necessary maintenance and 

cleanup associated with it. Try issuing license tags and on-road bike operator licenses, for a fee, to subsidize their 

"wants". 

Janice M. Tolman 

Blessings from the Tolmans 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 
Sent: 

.'o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:59 PM 

Planning 

Stephanie Armstrong 

Re: Testimony in Support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your response - I appreciate your explanation of the rules associated with this 
proceeding. 

Here is my mailing address: 

Patrick J. Swanick 
P.O. Box 566 
Carlton, Oregon 97111-0566 

Patrick J. Swanick 
PSwanick@aol.com 
# 216-533-6968 (Cell) 

-----Original Message-----
From: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
To: Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com> 
:c: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Sent: Tue, Mar 12, 2019 5:35 pm 
Subject: RE: Testimony in Support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

,/ 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The 
application before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the 
Commissioners are acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may 
communicate directly with the Board on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct 
communication with them is what is known as ex parte contact. The ordinance provisions related to 
ex parte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance. I say all 
of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these comments. However, by law 
Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the hearing process. If 
you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie Armstrong 
and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing 
address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
')03-434-7516 

From: Patrick J. Swanick <pswanick@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 8:39 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett 

1 
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<starrettrn@co.yamhill.or.us>; kulac@co.yarnhill.or.us 
Subject: Testimony in Support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To All Concerned: 

1 strongly support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail - I encourage you to validate the negative claims that 
have been made by those opposed to this project. All comments about the Trail should be verified for 
accuracy. 

The exaggerations and inaccurate data used by those who hope to derail this important initiative are 
inflammatory, inappropriate and incorrect. 

The Trail will improve the quality of life in our County for residents and visitors. Businesses, both new 
and existing, will benefit from this incredible community project. 

I believe there is a reasonable path forward, to address the concerns of a few, and provide an 
outcome that benefits many. 

PAT 

Carlton, Oregon 

Patrick J. Swanick 
PSwanick@aol.com 
# 216-533-6968 (Cell) 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

.'o: 

Jessica Klus <jessica@thekellygroup.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 3:34 PM 

Planning 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong 

Subject: Re: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

I would love to receive notice of the decision. My address is 2734 Crater Lane, Newberg Oregon 97132. 

Thanks so much I 

Jessica 

From: Planning <planning@co.yarnhill.or.us> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 at 2:50 PM 

To: Jessica Klus <jessica@thekellygroup.com> 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: RE: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

,o not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Jessica Klus <jessica thekell rou .com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 6:03 PM 

To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm co. amhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 

<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning< lanni.ng.@co.yamhlll.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

Hello, 

I am writing to convey my full support for the proposed Westsider biking trail. As long time residents of Yamhill County and 
parents of 2 children, my husband and I along with many, many other Yamhill County families feel that this trail would be an 
excellent addition to our communities, offering the opportunity for an outdoor activity that so many families could 
use. Currently, there are only 2 "safe" biking trails within a close distance to Yamhill County, The Champoeg Trails which are 

relatively short and not a challenge for anyone over the age of 10 and the Banks-Vernonia trail which is a fair distance from 
here. The only other option is to bike along country roads, many of which do not have shoulders, have blind corners and are 
all together unsafe for this activity. 

ne of the main concerns we have heard about this project is the potential for this to become like the Springwater trail which 
is a magnet for homelessness and drug use. Having biked 20 miles of the Banks-Vernonia trail, I can say that concern is 
unfounded. On that trail, we did not spot a single tent, needle or any other sign of property damage. I believe the same 
would be true for the Westsider trail. The proximity is too far from any large urban area to attract the types of issues seen on 
trails close to Portland. Page 962 
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I firmly believe that this would provide so many benefits to our community with no drawbacks. I strongly support farmers ln 
our county but their concerns are without merit. A small number of farmers has worked to spread a great deal of Inaccurate 

information stating that their land would be taken away, that this would attract scores of homeless camps and that they 

would not be able to spray their crops. I feel that It is unfair to the citizens of our county to take away such a fantastic project 
1 order to appease a small number of people who would only be slightly impacted by it. 

I hope you will consider these points as you make decisions on Westsider trail. 

Sincerely, 

Tim and Jessica Klus 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: 

Julie Vandyke <jandjvandyke@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March i2, 2019 4:40 PM 
Planning; Rick Olson; Casey Kulla 
YWT 

I am writing this to remind you of the hearing last Thursday March 7, 2019. ! hope you have taken the time to read 
and understand our concerns over the impact the trail would have on our farms. 

Last week the planning commission in Wallowa county decided to stop their trail project between Joseph and 
Enterprise based on their farm impact. I feel our county would have the same, if not greater, problems with a trail due 
to the type of crops grown in Yamhill county. 

You have heard from Ag. related professionals that confirm our concerns as well as tax payers, that feel the trail 
would be bad for our area. 

As you look at proponents of the trail pay attention to how many actually live in our community and support the 
community with taxes , not just a write-in campaign by bicycle enthusiasts. 

I feel you have an obligation to the farmers and tax payers of Yamhill county to end this now. 

Respectfully 
Jim VanDyke 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

fo: 

Subject: 

Planning Department 

525 NE Fourth St. 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

Kathleen Dennis <kath1eendennis93@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:15 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Whom It May Concern: 

/ 

I recently moved to Oregon from Utah where I enjoyed both mountain and road biking. One of the draws to the 

McMinnville area was the lovely rural bicycle roads that we have here. I spent last summer exploring many of the great 

rides in the area, but quickly discovered the dangers of bicycling on the Westside Highway with its fast traffic, logging 

trucks, and lack of a shoulder to ride on. Since I'm retired and want to live a long time and collect my great retirement 
pension for years to come, I avoid the Westside Highway after my one and only encounter with it on a bicycle. It is NOT 

safe to bike on. 

Safe bike paths are wonderful things to have in your community. I have ridden with a lot of bikers on trails over the last 
· ,o years, and I have never witnessed anyone do anything destructive on the paths. We are very appreciative of well

placed trashcans and toilets on paths, as well as benches, but if they are not available we just hold on to "it" until we get
home.

I attended a City council meeting last year in McMinnville when I listened to local farmers lobby against the Westsider

Trail. While I understand that they have concerns, there were a lot of statements made that day by these folks that just
were not true. I have never seen people be destructive on biking/walking paths, all pets are under leash, people pick up

after their pets and themselves, and they respect fences and signage that is put on the trails. We bikers are NOT the

scum of the earth as were were described by them.

I love my new home in Yamhill County, and I would love to see the Yamhelas Westsider Trail become a reality, although

it probably won't in my lifetime. So please consider biking and hiking folks and their safety when you develop a Master
Plan for Yamhill County that includes the Westsider Trail. I hope you will do the right thing here for the biking

community.

Best Regards,

Kathleen Dennis

1851 NW Doral St.

McMinnville, OR 97128
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Get Outlook for Android 

Brian Kotch <bbkotch@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:09 PM 
Planning 
Fwd: The Great American Rail-Trail Is on the Way I REI Co-op Journal 

From: Brian Kotch <bbkotch@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, February 9, 2019 8:24:13 AM 

To: olson@co.yamhill.or.us; kullac@co.yamhill.or.us; Starrett@co.yamhill.or.us 

Subject: The Great American Rail-Trail Is on the Way I REI Co-op Journal 

reat-american-rail-trail-is-on-the-wa 

Brian Kotch 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ken, 

Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:07 PM 
Planning 
Stephanie Armstrong; Christian Boenisch; Julie Vandyke 
RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you. However, you are mistaken. It is not an ex parte contact to provide a judge with a bench copy of a 
document that has been filed. This is how it is done in a trial practice. If it matters, lawyers always file and 
serve pleadings and then hand deliver a bench copy directly to the judge. This is no different. The Farmers 
will always provide planning with documents for the file but are likely to continue to provide direct copies to 
commissioners because it matters that the commissioners get them. They have a right to do so. The Board 
should be advised that such protocol is not an "ex parte communication" and it is unhelpful to discourage the 
Farmers from communicating in this way. Regards, Wendie Kellington 

I(· LIN 

LJ\\Xl 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
,ake Oswego Or 

97034 
(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fax

w;@klg l • 'Qill 

'I1iis e -mail transmission is intended only for the me of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosme by law. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or reproduction 
is strictly proliibitcd. If you have recch•ed this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete di.is 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 

From: Planning [mailto:planning@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:39 PM 
To: Julie Vandyke <jandjvandyke@gmail.com> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: Yam he las Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

'ln this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

,ontact. The ordinance provisions related to ex parte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 
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hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Julie Vandyke <jandlvandyke nrniLcom> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:08 AM 
To: Planning< lannin co. amhlll.or.us>; Mary Starrett <st.irrettrn co. amhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 
<kullac co. am hill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr co. amhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klg c.com> 
Subject: Yam he las Westsider Trail 

I am in opposition to the Yam he las Westsider Trail. 

The proponents of the YWT paint a very pretty picture of this trail. They make it sound like all "Butterflies and 
Rainbows". That there will be no problems. The proponents of the trail say they will put up "signage" that will keep trail 

users on the trail and out of our fields. That there will also be signage that will explain farming and so there will be no 
complaints. Wouldn't it be wonderful if "signage" really did work. 
The proponents of YWT say this trail is needed for transportation. It will keep the bicyclist off the roads. How are they 

going to get to the trail? Don't they have to either ride or haul their bikes to the trail? 
The supporters of the trail say school kids need this for transportation and will use it to get to school. I don't know of 
my responsible parent who would allow their 5 to 10 year old child to ride or walk this trail on their own to get to school 

or the swimming pool in Carlton. If the student was to use the trail how do the get to Yamhill or school once the hit Hwy 
240 in Yamhill? Do they walk or ride their bikes in the ditches of Hwy 240? 
The beginning of the trail on Hwy 240 is where the school bus barn is at the present time. Right now I have heard that 

supporters of the YWT plan on sharing this area for buses and public parking. Things look a little crowed in there 
already. So if things don't work out to their plan Yamhill county would probably stop leasing/renting this area to the bus 
company. If the bus company is unable to find another location large enough to move to - do they just go away? That 
doesn't seem like a good transportation plan for the school kids. 
Yes, I am a "NIMBY". I own property on the proposed YWT. I also live in the "real" world. You invited people to the 

country and they will come. Along with the people will come garbage, trespassing and their opinions on our farm 

practices. You can have all the "signage" in the world but all these things will still exist. 

With people on a trail through our farmland there is a significant impact on our farm. From increased insurance cost to 

the spray exclusion zone our cost of farming increase and our gross return decreases because we are able to farm OUR 
land using the usual and accepted farm practices. 
I did attend one of the early meetings put on by the YWT group. When I asked questions like - who will be 
responsible for the trail? Who do I go to with my complaints about garbage, trespassing and maintenance of the 

trail? All I ever got was basically a "pat on the head" and them saying "oh, that will all be worked out in the master 
plan. Don't worry abut it, just get on board and support it. It's going to be good for tourism and the economy of Carlton 
and Yamhill." 
Like I said they are all "Butterflies and Rainbows" but I live in the real world. I must fight to protect the land I own and 

our right to farm. 
Please do not vote in favor of the trail 

.espectfully submitted. 
Julie VanDyke 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Mark Davis <mark@startlivingthetruth.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:01 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comment 

Please include the following comments in the record for the Yamhelas WestsiderTrail: 

Over the past 20 years I have hiked over 10,000 miles on various trails including the major designated National Scenic 
Trails such as the Pacific Crest Trail, Continental Divide Trail, Appalachian Trial and the Pacific Northwest Trail. These 
trails generally have a reputation for incredible scenery, which is largely true, but all of them travel for many miles on 

right-of-ways fenced off from private property on either side similar to what we will see when the Yam he las Westsider 
Trail is completed. 

In all of my foot travel I have never seen anything remotely close to the imagined scenarios that opponents of the 
Westsider trail have dreamed up. Walkers are there to get exercise and enjoy seeing new areas. They are not trying to 
nor will they inadvertently stop farmers from working their properties. There are thousands of miles of trails around 
this country with similar right-of-ways that operate every day without directly affecting farming, but which indirectly 
benefit the community as a whole (including the farmers) by bringing in tourist dollars. 

There is already a right-of-way network throughout the County that daily brings thousands of people to the edge of 
working farms without apparently affecting them. That network is called Yamhill County Roads. Has anyone proposed 
blocking them off to stop possible damage from passing motorists? 

I urge the Commissioners to reject the hysterical Imaginings of the Trail's opponents and to move forward to leave this 
.egacy for future generations. Thank you for considering my opinion. 

Mark Davis 

652 SE Washington ST 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

$ent: 
�o:

Subject: 

Yes 
Please mail to 
Andrew Eldien 

P.O. Box 749 
Carlton,OR 97111 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

Andy <aeldien@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 3:48 PM 
Planning 
Re: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

> On Mar 12, 2019, at 14:43, Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:

>

> Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If wish to receive notice of the 
decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 
> 

> Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

> 
> Ken Friday 

"> Planning Director 

, 503-434-7516 
> 

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Andy <aeldien@gmail.com>
> Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 12:04 PM

> To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>

> Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail

>
> To whom it may concern 

> 

>As a retired farmer I am writing in support of the Yemhelas Westside Trail. 

> I feel the trail is so vitally important to our community as a whole, as much as a neighborhood park or good roads.
Certainly there are those that disagree with this project and I can respect that. But with careful planning I would believe

there is little if any impact to those having concerns. I have made use of the trail near Banks to Buxton and beyond and it

is a wonderful experience to be able to ride or walk a trail safely. And safety should be a Concern and important

consideration for people looking for an outdoor experience. The part of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton is

especially important as our communities are closely linked with children going to school in both communities.

> I hope that the issues with the trail can be mitigated and we can move ahead and enhance our quality of life in this
beautiful area we live in with the addition of the Yemhelas Westside Trail.

> Thank you.
> Andrew Eldien

> Carlton,Oregon
--

> Sent from my iPad
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

io: 

Subject: 

Dear County Commissioners, 

Melissa Mclaughlin <jmjmclaughlin@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 3:45 PM 
Planning 
Support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am writing to encourage you to vote in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project. I live fairly close to one end, 
and would love to be able to take my son who is in a wheelchair to use it. Currently the only place we can go and roll for 
miles is at Champoeg park in Newberg. Despite its rural location and acres of natural beauty, Yamhill County does not 

have many paved hiking/biking trails where anyone can get out of their car and into nature. 

I am also an equestrian and would love to have a trail nearby. My friends and I trail ride frequently. I think the 
opposition is off-base in their complaints about people abusing their private property while using the trail. Many trails 
we ride are multi use and are dean and people follow the rules. Most equestrians are also private property owners and 
have respect for others' land. 

Please, please, please approve this desperately needed recreational resource for our county and NW Oregon. Where 
else can we hike and ride safely for miles? Get the bikes off the winding, narrow roads of wine country. Give people a 

place to get some exercise and breathe clean air. 

Melissa Mclaughlin 
.vlcMinnville, OR 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Kirsten Lumpkin <kwlumpkin@msn.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 3:06 PM 

Planning 

Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

,/ 

The Yamhelas Trail will be a great amenity for our county. I've seen a similar trail south of Vernonia that is heavily used 

and abuts farm and timber land. It will be safe transit from community to community. I have talked to one farmer 

along a stretch of the trail. He and his wife fully approve of the project. I encourage final passage permitting this 

project. 

Sincerely, 

Kirsten Lumpkin 

Yamhill 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Josh Berezin <joshb@well.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 12:17 PM 
Planning 
support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Hi! I live in Multnomah County, and I love the few special places where I can get on my bike and ride on trails without 

worrying about traffic. I've ridden with my wife and son on other trails in the area, like the Banks-Vernonia Trail, and the 
new Mosler Twin Tunnels and had great experiences at both. In both cases, those trails have been the reason we've 

traveled to those areas, and they've helped us get familiar with what they have to offer in terms of restaurants, places 
to stay, etc. 

I hope this trail is built as planned - it would be a great family destination for us. It's my understanding that the plan is 

to build it on a corridor of land that's owned by Yamhill County itself, so it makes sense to me that it would be put to a 
use that benefits the public. 

Thanks much! 

Josh Berezin 
Portland, OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

fo: 

Subject: 

marilyn blen <mblen@earthlink.net> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 11:36 AM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Yamhill County Commissioners Kulla, Nelson, and Starrett 

I would like to submit my continued support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for your consideration. 

I have worked to promote the trail for many years, serving on the FYWT marketing committee to educate the public 
about the great opportunities the trail will offer our local businesses, our families, especially our children/ grandchildren 

for generations to come. 

I believe that the trail will provide great benefit to recreational hikers, bicyclists, dog walkers, runners, equestrians and 

nature lovers. J imagine bike races, run/walkathons, trail rides, and self-guided wildlife tours among other possibilities. 
The trail comes within a few miles of the Haag Lake recreational area and bike trail, and has the potential of connecting 
northward to the existing Banks-Vernonia trail in the future. 

The establishment of the Yamhelas Wests id er Trail will afford local and regional service groups the opportunity to 
participate in the building, maintenance, and security of the trail. It will provide a safe corridor for middle and high 

school students to commute to and from home and school activities without parental/carpool scheduling. lt will provide 
our students nearby learning opportunities in biology, ecology, environmental studies, physical fitness, just to name a 

few. 

,·he whole valley will benefit from enhanced connectivity and opportunities for mutual support. I volunteer with the 
current Yamhill Downtown Revitalization Sub-committee. At a recent meeting we were discussing the trail and nearly all 

of the members (8-10 were in attendance) agreed that Yamhill businesses NEED the trail to attract tourism dollars. I 
also believe that taxpayer investment in the trail will pay out over time with additional taxes received from enhanced 
property values, hotel/board taxes, increased business income, etc. 

I am a small local farmer and understand some of the adjacent property owners' concern for their ability to continue to 

farm as they have in the past and the safety of their animals in pasture. Based on other trail histories, I think their 
concerns are blown out of proportion and a worst case scenario that has not come to pass with other countryside trails 
(Banks-Vernonia}. i wish I had property adjacent to the trail-I would certainly make use of a small business opportunity 

if I did. 

I believe the positive aspects for the greater community far outweigh the fears or inconvenience of the few adjacent 

landowners who are against the establishment of the trail. 

I encourage you to support the trail in order to enhance recreation, safety, tourism, and livability for all those in our 

communities. Thank you for your time. 

Marilyn Bien 
14665 NW Oakridge Rd 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

To whom it may concern, 

D. Johnston <johnstonmcminnville@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 11:35 AM

Planning
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail

/ 

My wife, Jenny, and I are long time residents of both McMinnville and Newberg and both of us fully support a trail 
network linking the smaller towns of Yamhill County. Biking and walking are unsafe on 240 and most of the other roads 
in the area, which is a pity as it limits the accessibility of our community. 
Thank you for your time, 
Donald and Jennifer Johnston 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

dotty vandyke <dottyvandykel@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 11:07 AM 
Planning 

Subject: Fwd: Letter regarding rails to trails 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: dotty vandyke <dotlyvandykel@gmail.com> 

Date: February 7, 2019 at 9:12:50 AM MST 

To: cory@carltonseed.com 

Subject: Letter regarding rails to trails 

To Whom It May Concern 
As property owners/ share crop of 5007x150 ft of property bordering the abandon railroad project. I 

would like to take a few moments to let you know how it would adversely affect our farming operation. 

1. Growing food grade products bordering the railroad, we simply cannot have people and animals
trespassing onto the property,to risk contamination. And that WOULD be detrimental. As you see

farms growing crops in other states."Such as lettuce", it can break them.

2. Liabilities: We would be liable for any injuries and or illness caused by pesticides,dust and pollen, if

people or animals trespass on the land. Which also increases our insurance policies.

3.Crop Production: We would not be effectively able to spray with a blast sprayer, the firstlS0 ft along
the field that borders the railroad. This would dramatically affect our yields and increase the amounts

of diseases to the crop that is not properly sprayed.

4. Theft: Theft of crop and equipment or damage to, when crops are easily assessable by the

public. Previously have had theft and or vandalism to equipment and property, on the fields that have

bordered, or been easy assessable to the public.

5. Fire: In case of a field fire that does occasionally occur, people would not be able to escape in

time. In fact11
after talking to fire chiefs, with the volume of people in some cases, the fires have been

set or accidentally set by people on the trail.

6. Crossing: We do have a crossing from field to field, that would cross the railroad. Many times thru

out the year, not just at harvest time, equipment would be crossing the railroad.

Respectfully Yours 

Mark and Velma VanDyke 

8456 NW Mcsween Lane 

Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

503-550-6417
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dudley Frost <dfrost2840@comcast.net> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 10:41 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

I have used trails system before both in Oregon and California passing behind and through suburban communities The 

proposed trail cannot be compared with trails in large, developed cities like Portland. Trails running through mixed use 

industrial areas are handicapped by a wide variety of users and often have limited open space and visibility. With the 

plan for the Westsider Trail continued openness is assured for maximum safety, significant community benefit, but with 

insignificant impact on adjacent farm use. Near populated areas, perhaps the community should share in appropriate 

fencing and signage, but the trail opportunity should not be missed. These opportunities do not come around again. 
DUDLEY FROST 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

."o: 

Subject: 

Brian Kotch < bbkotch@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 9:53 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

./ 

I am in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail! I am a cyclist and intend to use this trail as a means of 
exercise and enjoyment. There are very few roads in the county that provide a safe place to ride because there 
aren't shoulders with bike lanes to ride in. This is hazardous for famllies with children and older folks as well. It 
would be great to have a trail close by that would be a benefit to the community! 
I have been on the Banks to Vernonia trail and really enjoy it. There's no trash,looters or people squatting on 
anyone's property, just respect ! There are trails sprouting up all over this country linking state to state so 
eventually you would be able to ride across on a safe corridor. It's nearly 75% completed, so how about 
helping this effort to provide a safe place to ride. I'll be 73 this year and probably won't see the trail completed 
in my lifetime, but for my grandkids and other younger generation's, please make it possible for them! 
Thanks for your consideration, 

Brian Kotch 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
'o:

Subject: 

Yamhill County Commissioners, 

Marcia Mikesh <marcia@goodhut.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 9:31 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

/ 

Thank you for continuing to support dialogue for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail connecting Yamhill and Carlton. I hope 
that this rural trail for pedestrian and bicycle recreational uses will be well planned and built soon. 

This trail will help connect not only the communities but also be a valuable pedestrian path within each community. As 
an architect working with Community Home Builders on single family housing development in a neighborhood adjacent to 
this trail, I've studied how it will help this modest income development connect with downtown Carlton in a safe way, by 
being separate from vehicle traffic, including large trucks. Highway 47 connecting the towns is a fairly busy two lane road 
with open ditches and little to no shoulders for safe bicycling or pedestrians. With shared schools between the two towns, 
this trail will allow a safe connection for children to visit each other, travel to their schools, visit the various parks and buy 
snacks. 

I've enjoyed traveling on other rural trails converted from disused railroad lines, in Minnesota, Washington and Oregon. 
The fairly level grade is great for bicycling with several generations of family members. I don't remember seeing litter 
along the trails I've traveled. The trails ran along undeveloped parkland, pasture and farmland. 

I support the planning and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail connecting Yamhill and Carlton. 

Thank you. 

Marcia Mikesh 

524 SE Hembree St, McMinnville, OR 97128 

503-4 7 4-1900
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Scott <andy@andrewscottconstruction.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 9:09 AM 

Planning 

Andy Scott 

Yamhelas Trail 

Planning Dept: To Whom IT May Concern 

I am writing in support of the rail to trail going between Carlton and Yamhill and beyond. I have been a resident of 

McMinnville for over 25 years and now live in Carlton. I believe that the inclusion of a bike and walking path is both 

positive to me and my family as well as the larger community. 

I come from a small town in Ohio that after I left, placed one of the first rail to trail lines between Xenia and Springfield , 

Ohio. It ran through our small town and I have been back there many times and always noticed the improved economic 

and social connections this path brings to our small town. It passed through largely farm land between these cities and I 

have seen nothing about the agricultural concerns that have been raised. The increase presence of folks walking, 

peddling right through large corn fields near creeks and by established farms. I still have family living in Ohio and again 

checking with them I have heard nothing about the agricultural concerns. 

There was one difference is that the rail was taken over by "Rail to Trails" shortly after the rail quit using the right of 

way. This probably allowed those near the train tracks to already be accustom to not using the area close to the tracks. I 

realize that since the rail has not been on its right of way it appears that the land belonged to the farmers. IT is certainly 

rfifficult for that change to occur, but I believe the communities will be better off because of this change. The vitality and 

..,rowth of our small towns it crucial in building viable strong communities giving us all places we love and can be proud 

of. 

Respectfully, 

Andy Scott 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Planning Department 

To whom it may concern, 

Donna Scott <andydonnascott@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 9:01 AM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Trail 

I support having a trail that links Carlton and Yamhill and beyond. 

✓ 

I am a resident of Carlton, my home is alongside the wetlands of Hawn Creek, in the neighborhood of Carlton Crest. I 

was a resident of Gresham, my home was on The Springwater Trail alongside of Johnson Creek, between Regner Rd and 

Hogan Rd. I have experience in what pros and cons a Rails to Trails project brings to a community in a highly dense 

population. Three of my daughters grew up being strolled, learning to ride bikes and walking with our family pet and 

friends along an all purpose trail. The neighbors on our street in Gresham, happily worked together on our patch of trail; 

bringing us a neighborhood purpose which lead to many good relationships. 

When we moved to Carlton we were sadly disappointed that Carlton did not offer this simple amenity when there was 

an abandon railroad; however we soon were hopeful for our new town when we learned that a Rails to Trails project 
was in the works. Our family soon learned of the need for assistance here in our small community. We are a town who 

are busy working jobs, parenting our children, volunteering and now asking for your assistance. Our family has lived in 

Carlton for over 10 years and my girls have moved on but I am hopeful to take grandchildren along a trail as I did with 

my own girls. It would be good to have our communities to work together for the benefit many generations. This Trail is 

in an agricultural area that will offer visual learning of sustainability of our Great nation. This is away from the 

netropolis of large cities of Portland, Gresham and Bend. Please do not compare the pros and cons of our request to 

such highly populated cities. 

Help the communities of Yamhill/Carlton teach our children to ride their bikes, to walk more with family and friends, to 

witness agriculture and nature. Help our local businesses prosper from like minded visitors. We will be a community that 

will share in caring for this treasure. We have proven to care for visitors that come to visit and enjoy our many annual 

festivals and events. 

Many thanks, 

Donna Scott 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Alex Sokol Blosser <alex@sokolblosser.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 6:18 AM 
Planning 
Alison Sokol Blosser 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill County Planning Department; 

I 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I have been following the developments on this trail in the 
"News-Register," over the years and have always felt that this would become a great asset to our local community once 
completed. 

I am an avid bike rider, and along with my family, we would love to use such a dedicated bike path. Currently, we pack 
up our bakes and go to Champoeg State Park to get to a dedicated bike path, but the proposed Yam he las path would be 
closer (We live in Dayton), and longer. Very exciting! I can't speak to the tourism potential, economic impact, or speak to 
all the worries that other local farmers have about homeless and criminals using it. I just know that I have been living in 
Yamhill County my whole life, and our roads keep getting busier and busier with cars, and I don't feel as safe to ride on 
our roads like I use too. Having this trail would be amazing! 

Hats off to those who have been pursuing this over the years and I truly hope is comes to fruition. 

Thank you, 

Alex 

Alex Sokol Blosser 
Winemaker/Co-President 
Sokol Blosser Winery 
In The Family Since 1971 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Monday, March 11, 2019 4:45 PM 
Mary Starrett; Casey Kulla; Rick Olson 

/ 

Planning; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadia; Sarah Mitchell; Daniel Kearns; Matt Chesley; 
Alice Patridge; Allen Sitton (allencsitton@embarqmail.com); Ben Van Dyke 
(vandykeben@yahoo.com); Beth and Nick Bratt; Brian Coussens 
(glencoefanns@frontier.com); Bryan Schmidt (milkman@startmail.com); Chris Mattson; 
Chris Mattson - Yamhelas Trail (ryegrass.cm@gmail.com); Darren Sutherland 
(drsuth@hotmail.com); Eric Kuehne (erickuehne@yahoo.com); Greg McCarthy 
(groundzerofarm@aol.com); Jeff Bernards (nwhandtools@yahoo.com); Jim & Julie Van 
Dyke; John Peterson upeterson@ppllp.net); John Van Dyke; Kris Weinbender; Lee 
Schrepel; Lester Sitton (lsitton@onlinenw.com); Lynne Wiser (whiterhino4x4 
@comcast.net); Mark and Velma Van Dyke (markvandyke6@grnail.com); Mark Gaibler 
(rnarkgaibler@gmail.com); Maryalice Pfeiffer (tpfeiffer2@frontier.com); Richard and 
Christy Cloepfil (Chriscloepfil@aol.com); Ron Fennern (ronfennern@yahoo.com); Scott 
Bernards (scottbernardsfarm@gmail.com); Torn Hammer (tom@tornhammerfarms.com) 
Request to Change the Date for Deliberations on Yarnhelas Trail 

Follow up 
Flagged 

Chair Olsen and Commissioners, 

Thank you for your time at the Yamhelas Trail hearing on March 7. This is to request that you please change 
the date of deliberations from March 28, 2019 to a date the following week or afterwards when you are all 
available. March 28, 2019 falls during spring break and a number of the farmers and I will be out of state 
during that time. The Yamhelas Trail matter is vitally important to the farmers as you know and they would 
like very much to observe deliberations. Please let me know. Thank you for your courtesies. Best, Wendie 
Kellington 

l(ELLINC;TC)N 
L1\\"V c;IlC)lJP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fax
wk@klgpt:.cotl
www.wkclling1on.com

This e-mail trnnsmission is intended only for lhe use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or reproduction 
's strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notif)• the sender and permanently delete this 
.ransmission including any :ittachments in their entirety. 
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March 12, 2019 

Dear Commissioners, 

Rl::"'�ic:••\\ ''I. ¾ � ,f: -• ,.!.J. 

NAR i 2 2019

YAMHH L ,._ COUNTY PLJ1i\JN/NG 

I am on the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Board of Directors and I write this letter In regard to testimony I 

heard at the hearing on March 7th
• I acknowledge that there are a lot of issues to consider in your decision to move 

forward and I wouldn't want to be in your position. You have the difficult task of sorting the hyperbole from the true 
impact on neighboring farms. 

I take issue to much of the testimony presented that was based on fear of the unknown, false comparisons, and 
exaggeration. I know you are receiving a lot of testimony in writing, so I will seek brevity and only point to a few 
inconsistencies. 

• The photo of the dead cow presented: Testimony stated this was a cow mauled by a neighboring farmer's dog.
This was a farmer-to-farmer issue dealing with an unsecured, unsupervised dog, and could happen on any
private land, It has no relevance to a fenced trail supporting owners with leashed dogs. If we want to take it a
step further, it is unlikely that cow would have suffered so long with tail users noticing and reporting its

distress.

• Gun Club Road Trailhead: As a member of the Friends' board of directors, I can tell you emphatically there Is no
longer a plan for a trail head at Gun Club Road. Wayne Wlebke, Stan Primozich and Brett Henry expressed this

multiple times to Lynn Wiser and her neighbors yet Lynn is still spreading the word that one is still planned
there. This is an example how, in good faith, we have listened to concerns and made modifications accordingly.

• Crossing for farm equipment: There was a bit of testimony regarding farms having more less convenient access
across the right-of-way if the trail is built. By the Van Dykes' own testimony, their land has been in their family

since 1919, long after the railroad was built and long before the tracks were removed in the 1990's. During that
70+ years of ownership, did they have unfettered access across the tracks or did they have to cross at specific
points in the right-of-way? Clearly not. Is it an unreasonable hardship to ask them to return to how they did it

for the majority of the time their family has owned the land?

• Crop safety and sanitation: Driving along highways 240 and 47, Meadowlake Road, etc, you will notice most
crops are not fenced. If we are fencing the trail right-of-way, why are adjacent crops under more threat than
those unfenced along roadways? With proper planning, we will have acceptable waste facilities at reasonable
intervals on the trail and/or at trail heads. Believing people would choose to defecate in a field is just plain

fearmongerlng.

I testified that kids would use the trail to get to school and jobs. As I stated, I personally know several teens that have 
limited opportunities to engage In summer jobs and extracurricular activities because of the lack of access between 
Carlton and Yamhill (and not just sports-the school now offers other programs Including engineering-based rocketry 
and drones after school.) I want to follow this up with saying that myself and the Friends' board is committed to 

working with the county, ODOT, the City of Yamhill and the Yamhill Carlton School District to make a connection 

between the trail where it connects to Highway 240 and town. Collaborative funding sources are already being 
explored. 

Thank you for your time and careful deliberation regarding this remand. 

Sincerely, 
Linda Cline 
432 N 8th Place 
Carlton, OR 97111 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: 

Curt Fintel <curt@thefintels.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 1:34 PM 

Planning 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I understand that the commission is having active discussions regarding the Yamhelas Westsider trail. I thought I would 

send a quick note on this topic from the perspective of one of the bed and breakfasts in the county. My wife and I run 

the Chehalem Ridge Bed and Breakfast. As you can imagine, we are a springboard for out-of-town guests searching for 

activities in the area, Wine tasting is the dominant draw, but we are often asked where they can go to add in a 

walk/run/bike during the day. It is somewhat embarrassing to admit that there aren't very many trail options that are 

protected from vehicle traffic. This is particularly problematic for cyclists, where they usually cover 10-25 miles on a ride 

and the country roads, while picturesque, are hazardous for both the cyclist and motorized vehicles. There is a real need 

for a safe year-round trail in Yamhill. 

From my personal perspective, I'm an avid running and also have to compete with traffic on the roads. For long runs, t 

often make the trek out to the Banks-Vernonia trail. I've logged many miles on this trail and others like the Springwater 

Corridor trail. I can personally attest that a rural trail like Banks-Vernonia is vastly different from an urban trail. The 

participants along Banks-Vernonia are courteous, pleasant, and respectful of others and the surrounding properties. I've 

also seen the boost to local businesses in Banks and Vernonia that comes from visitors making day trips out to the trail. 

In summary, I believe the county has much to be gained by developing the Yamhelas Westsider trail. It provides a 

healthy, safe outlet for residents and it Is good for tourism and the local economy. 

-Curt Fintel
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

:o: 

Subject: 

Sylvanus Wines <sylvanuswines@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 1:16 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

We are writing in SUPPORT of the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As the owners of a small family vineyard in the 
Yamhill-Carlton AVA, we believe that the Yamhelas Westslder Trail will be a wonderful addition to Oregon wine country, 
and will be greatly enjoyed by tourists and locals alike. This is just the kind of project that will help invigorate the area, 
showing off the natural beauty and local food and wine bounty of Yamhill-Carlton. We sincerely hope that this project 
moves forward immediately. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa and Christian Eddleman 
owners and vintners 
Sylvanus Estate 
Yamhill-Carlton AVA 
www.sylvanusestate.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Rynearson <kenrynearson@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 12:40 PM 

Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Commissioners of Yamhill County: 

This is to speak out in support of the proposed completion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail section between 

Yamhill and Carlton. 

The trail would provide a recreational space for those citizens less likely to be active. As a resident of 

McMinnville with a family of three young boys, this trail would be a source of great joy and healthy 

recreation. Riding bicycles in and around town is dangerous. Especially in a community such as this, with a 

very low level of cyclist awareness. The trail would provide a worry free space to have active family time. 

Under the same heading, I would insert that my retired father of age 75 rides his bicycle over 5,000 miles each 

year on the American River trail in Sacramento. He makes friends on the trail, and stays quite fit. He also 

belongs to a number of wine clubs, and likes to say that the riding makes it possible for him to enjoy the wine 

even more. Retired people need this type of activity for physical and mental well being. Not only do they 

have time, but they have disposable income to spend at local restaurants and shops along the trail. 

Trails of this nature have the capacity to evolve, and expand. In my past experience living in Lincoln Nebraska, 

the ex rail trail only brought increased traffic to rural communities. Increased traffic led to economic activity 

in the form of coffee houses, ice cream shops and bicycle repair shops. The trail is branching, and connecting 

people with other areas. Of course, once people are aware of their surroundings in this way, they are more 

likely to invest and preserve, not destroy. 

Here is a link to this trial system in Lincoln Nebraska. 

https://www.railstotrails.org/our-work/trailnation/collaborative/lincoln/ 

The reputation of being a trail friendly area is an economic resource which benefits everyone in Yamhill 

county. It is a relatively low level investment which will produce a measurable increase in wealth of the 

county. This sort of thing attracts more educated people to settle in the area and make a life here. Everyone 

benefits. What better message to send to Oregonians and to future generations, than to promote health and 

community in this simple way. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Rynearson 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hello Commissioners, 

Michael Losonsky <losonsky@festivalic.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 12:23 PM 

Planning 

Testimony in support of the Vamhelas Westsider Trail 

Please approve the Yamhelas Trail. It is good for Yamhill County in 

so many different ways: good for our residents' health and recreation, 

good for tourism -- to attract and keep visitors here, to attract younger 

visitors including ones with children, good for showcasing Yamhill's 

agriculture as well as its natural areas, good for the service industry in 

general, not just restaurants and tasting rooms, but of course also good 

for the services centering on food and wine. Of course, it is also good for 

all kinds of cyclists, runners, joggers, walkers, strollers and horseback 

riders. In sum, it is about improving the quality of life for all in our county. 

Thank you, 

Michael 

Michael Losonsky 

Greyhorse Vineyard, LLC 

-1451 NW Hill Rd 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

www .greyhorsevineyard.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Galen McBee <gmcbeel@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 5:10 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Yamhill County Commissioners: 

✓ 

I wish to express my support for the development of the Yamhelefas Westsider Trail. I fully understand the anxiety 
being expressed by adjacent neighbors to the trail. I would encourage the commissioners to visit existing rural 
bike/pedestrian paths to determine what actual problems have accrued along existing paths. Oregon State Parks should 
be an excellent source with the history of the Banks-Vernonia State Trail. There are many other developed trails 
nationwide to evaluate. 

We have a great opportunity to add an economic resource to our county, therefore I encourage the County 
Commissioners to fully support the trail 

Galen McBee 
625 NE 11th Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

Galen 
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Dear Mary Starrett, 

I am writing you in regards to the Yamhelas Trail in hopes you will vote against it. My 
wife and I purchased a 45-acre farm on Yamhill Rd that looks out over the proposed trail. We 
are long-time residents of Yamhill County; growing up in Newberg and working on a large farm 
in Carlton while in high school I enjoyed the experience of being out in the country and farming. 
) hope now to share that with my wife and family. 

We are concerned about losing the peace and quiet we expected to have when 
purchasing our dream property. We are also concerned that we may have more problems with 
trespassers and theft. This is a bigger problem than we expected, people from the city seem to 
think no trespassing signs do not apply to them. We have seen first-hand the problems with 
these trails while riding the Springwater Trail; when it first opened it was quite nice but quickly 
turned into a place for transients and drug users, which seems impossible to police. This is a 
real problem here locally, not just in Portland. We also feel that it will adversely affect our 
farming. Living in the country you understand that there will be dust, sprays and all the things 
that go with living in farm county. I don1t believe the general public understands this and 
putting a bike trail right thru fields splitting some of them in half seems like an overburden on 
the farmers. 

We choose to live In Oregon because we enjoy the open spaces that our land laws have 
afforded us. They were put in place to protect rural areas for the purpose of farming. It does 
not make sense to put a public trail thru the farms ground we all pay so dearly to preserve. I 
feel we have already given many concessions to the wineries, many of which are the main 
supporters of this trail allowing the use of their exclusive farm use land to bring visitors to rural 
communities which is fine to a point but we also need to protect our rural areas and keep them 
rural for all the reasons for which we choose to live here. 

We thank you for your time in reading this and urge you to vote against the Yamhelas 
Trail. 

j;�� ,.(/J/ a
David and Leona ToddVOf)(.AL>S 

ti•�F.NED 

MAR t-3 2019 

tAMffiLL COUNT'I PLANNlNQ 
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Dear Casey Kulla, 

I am writing you in regards to the Yamhe!as Trail in hopes you will vote against it. My 
wife and I purchased a 45-acre farm on Yamhill Rd that looks out over the proposed trail. We 
are long-time residents of Yamhill County; growing up in Newberg and working on a large farm 
in Carlton while in high school I enjoyed the experience of being out in the country and farming. 
I hope now to share that with my wife and family. 

We are concerned about losing the peace and quiet we expected to have when 
purchasing our dream property. We are also concerned that we may have more problems with 
trespassers and theft. This is a bigger problem than we expected, people from the city seem to 
think no trespassing signs do not apply to them. We have seen first-hand the problems with 
these trails while riding the Springwater Trail; when it first opened it was quite nice but quickly 
turned into a place for transients and drug users, which seems impossible to police. This is a 
real problem here locally, not just in Portland. We also feel that it will adversely affect our 
farming. Living in the country you understand that there will be dust, sprays and all the things 
that go with living in farm county, I don't believe the general public understands this and 
putting a bike trail right thru fields splitting some of them in half seems like an overburden on 
the farmers. 

We choose to live in Oregon because we enjoy the open spaces that our land laws have 
afforded us. They were put in place to protect rural areas for the purpose of farming. It does 
not make sense to put a public trail thru the farms ground we all pay so dearly to preserve. I 
feel we have already given many concessions to the wineries, many of which are the main 
supporters of this trail allowing the use of their exclusive farm use land to bring visitors to rural 
communities which is fine to a point but we also need to protect our rural areas and keep them 
rural for all the reasons for which we choose to live here. 

We thank you for your time in reading this and urge you to vote against the Yamhelas 
Trail. 

Sincerely, 
� p��i David and Leona Todd ' ( I� 

RFr.t.;tVED 

MM.t3l0f9J

-_l�IU■lll
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Dear Richard Olson, 

I am writing you in regards to the Yamhelas Trail in hopes you will vote against it. My 
wife and I purchased a 45-acre farm on Yamhill Rd that looks out over the proposed trail. We 
are long-time residents of Yamhill County; growing up in Newberg and working on a large farm 
in Carlton while in high school I enjoyed the experience of being out in the country and farming. 
I hope now to share that with my wife and family. 

We are concerned about losing the peace and quiet we expected to have when 
purchasing our dream property. We are also concerned that we may have more problems with 
trespassers and theft. This is a bigger problem than we expected, people from the city seem to 
think no trespassing signs do not apply to them. We have seen first-hand the problems with 
these trails while riding the Springwater Trail; when it first opened it was quite nice but quickly 
turned into a place for transients and drug users, which seems impossible to police. This is a 
real problem here locally, not just in Portland. We also feel that it will adversely affect our 
farming. Living in the country you understand that there will be dust, sprays and all the things 
that go with living in farm county. I don't believe the general public understands this and 
putting a bike trail right thru fields splitting some of them in half seems like an overburden on 
the farmers. 

We choose to live in Oregon because we enjoy the open spaces that our land laws have 
afforded us. They were put in place to protect rural areas for the purpose of farming. It does 
not make sense to put a public trail thru the farms ground we all pay so dearly to preserve. l 
feel we have already given many concessions to the wineries, many of which are the main 
supporters of this trail allowing the use of their exclusive farm use land to bring visitors to rural 
communities which is fine to a point but we also need to protect our rural areas and keep them 
rural for all the reasons for which we choose to live here. 

We thank you for your time in reading this and urge you to vote against the Yamhelas 
Trail. 

3$����!7 David and Leona Todd � � 

� 

. Jflllllm 
... .  "•·· - ,· 
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Subject: Comments on the Westsider Trail 

I live in rural Yamhill County outside Carlton. The proposed trail will make the roads I travel everyday safer. Often while 

driving I will pass joggers, walkers or bikers which creates a bad situation. If they are using headphones and looking the 

other direction it's a very bad situation and if another motor vehicle is coming from the otlier direction at the same time 

it can be a very very bad situation and if this happens at one of the sharp curves on our roads it can be very very very 

bad. If these folks had a local alternative for their exercise our county roads would be safer for everyone. The Westsider 

Trail is this alternative. 

One day in spring of 2010 my employee was working on a project outside my shop. He came into my office complaining 
of an odor. Up wind 200+ yards away was a farmer spraying what I think was a pre emergent herbicide. Wind speed a 

brisk 15-20 mph. The poisonous stink made it impossible to work outside. For the next three or four days in the early 

morning dew this stink was revived by the moisture and dominated our property. We called Salem and reported this 
incident. No action was taken. 

The next year we were talking with a local lawyer who told us that this same Irresponsible 'spray on a windy day' farmer 

had been reported spraying a field on a windy day next to Carlton Elementary school and no action was taken. One day I 

was driving on Mineral Springs Road and coming from the other direction was a farm truck with a full tank chemicals 

strapped to it's flatbed. We passed at a sharp curve and some of the chemical slushed out of the tank splashing onto the 

road and my truck as I drove by. I did not report this incident. 

Another time a farmer was combining wheat across the road from our property. I arrived home moments after the fire 

started and he was no where to be seen. The farmer abandoned the burning field I He was using an old combine which 

started a very hot multi acre fire which took the efforts of local and federal fire fighters to contain. 

These are some of the farm activities opponents of the trail fear. None of the problems mentioned would have occurred 

if the involved parties were responsible, using good farming practices and obeying existing laws. The opponents basing 

their opposition to the trail on the careless farming practices of a few irresponsible farmers is outrageous. By using these 

arguments opponents of the trail are telling us they do not want to be good neighbors. 

They are throwing everything at the wall just hoping something will stick. Such as homeless folks moving in. The empty 

unused right of way would be more attractive to homeless than a well maintained trail. Hikers and bikers littering the 

trail is far fetched and if there is litter it will most likely be handled by responsible hikers. Rapes happening on the 

trail??? Accidents on the trail and life flight evacuations interrupting the right to farm??? People walking live stock killing 

dogs on the trail not likely. All their arguments against the trail are specious at best and have been debunked by the 
testimony of farmers and neighbors of the Banks Vernonia Trail. 

Once completed the Westsider Trail will be a small economic engine for Yamhill County creating jobs maintaining the 
trail and attracting people for recreation who will visit our local shops and restaurants. 

I'm hoping the fantasies of the opponents will be seen for what they are and good judgement will prevail. The Westsider 

Trail should be completed as planned. 

Respectfully submitted 

Jake Rockwood 

Carlton Oregon 

1/lltt�
Aece,veo 
�•smm 

RE,...,. ,.,,t. i 
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March 10, 2019 

Patrick Vala 

8470 NW Lakeside Drive 

Carlton, OR 97111 

valahaynes(1yahoo. corn 

(503) 437-1385

To: 

The Planning Department 

and 

Commissioners Rick Olson, Mary Starrett, and Casey Kulla 

I would like to add my voice to your conversation about the 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Let me first answer an argument 

that has been put to me in every instance I have advocated 

for local cyclists: I stand to make more money if the trail 

is constructed because I own a bicycle shop. After 41 years 

as the owner and manager of Tomny's Bicycle Shop in 

McMinnville, I have abandoned thoughts of great wealth. I 

simply hope to see the trail developed in my lifetime. 

Why do I really support this trail? 

Safety. In the United States, 2 cyclists die every day in 

accidents where automobiles are involved. When cyclists and 

motorists compete for space on narrow, heavily traveled 

roads, bad things can and v1ill happen. A cyclist, simply 

trying to get home from work, died on Highv,ay 4 7 a few 

years ago. 2 cyclists died on North Valley Road. These are 

not statistics about anonymous people. These are our 
neighbors. 

I occasionally commute by bicycle from Carlton. There is no 
good road for cyclists to travel south from Carlton (or 

north from McMinnville). Westside Road is commonly called 

Suicide Alley by cyclists in the area. I would never 

suggest anyone ride this road. Lafayette-Dayton Highway 

offers reasonable visibility, but is both narrow and 

heavily traveled, with vehicles moving at a high rate of 

speed. Highway 47 is the best route, as it has something of 

a shoulder, but again, too many cars and too much speed. 
Riding Highway 18 to Hahn Creek is another possibility, but 

also dangerous due to heavy traffic and the speed of 

vehicles. I choose whichever route suits my current level 

of bravery. Let me note, I use both a mirror on my bicycle 

and a rear flashing light. The light I began using a few 
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years ago after a friend was rear-ended on his bicycle by a 
motorist who was texting. I hope by being bright, I will be 
noticed. 

Wine tourism. We think a lot about tourism in this county, 
and we should, as it continues to grow and is responsible 
for much of our financial health. Note the limousines from 
Portland, day-trippers from all over the valley, locals, 

and out-of-staters. During the summer and fall months, my 
business sees more than 20 cyclists a week who have flown 
from out of state for wine tasting in Yamhill County. The 
people I see have brought their bikes or rented bicycles to 
tour the area. They want to know where to ride. Do I send 
them north (which is where most want to go because of the 

large numbers of wineries near Carlton and Yamhill)? No. I 
tell them to ride southwest for the safer, less-traveled 
roads. If they insist on riding north, I tell them about 

the routes I use. Invariably, they return from their 
northern trip and wonder why they didn't heed my 

recommendation. The roads were noisy, dangerous, and, while 
beautiful, could hardly be enjoyed. If they return to 
Carlton or Yamhill, they do so by car. 

Money. Economy. The trail is a smart use of grants and 
local funds that brings towns closer together, keeps 
cyclists off dangerous roads and out of the way of 
motorists, and gives those who use our county as a 
playground a safe path between communities. There is a 

positive economic advantage to towns that are connected to 
recreational opportunities. Talk to the owners of cafes and 
small businesses in Vernonia, at one end of the Banks
Vernonia Trail, and you will hear many positive stories. 

The Intangibles. Take the kids on a two-wheeled adventure 
and have lunch in Carlton. Or ride from Carlton or Yamhill 

or Gaston to McMinnville for the simple joy of it. I don't 
know anyone who does that now. 

Go on an off-the-road walk. Take a run. Strap your child in 
a jogger with a box of animal crackers and get away from 
the exhaust and noise of the road. 

I would also like to address some of the concerns that have 
been expressed about the trail. 

Trespass. Vandalism. These are not issues on the Banks

Vernonia Trail, or on rural trails developed for cycling 
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and hiking. Use of an area by responsible citizens tends to 
discourage illegal acts. 

The mention of Portland's Spring Water Trail by those 
testifying at the last meeting was deceptive at best. That 
trail is located in the heart of a city, close to services, 
and as such has proven a magnet for homeless people. The 

proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail is primarily rural. 

Disruption of farming practices. I have heard farmers worry 

that their practices may be disrupted. The trail proposes 
to use abandoned railroad lines. Rights of access and 

easements will continue to be honored. If farmers need to 
spray, or when the time comes for harvest, information can 
be relayed on social media or with signage, as is done in 

Corvallis for runners and hikers who use the Peavy 
Arboretum as their playground. Once or twice or month, 

people may have to give up their play to the business of 
farming and forestry management. 

I hope I'm not in the minority when I say I get a smile on 
my face every time I follow a tractor or combine on the 
road. I don't mind the world being slowed down. I also know 
the equipment is being driven by a member of my carom.unity. 
As a citizen of our county, I don't mind waiting for a 

friend or a neighbor who is simply trying to conduct his or 
her business. We all make small sacrifices for the good of 
the place where we live. 

I believe the benefits far outweigh the inconveniences and 
monetary costs of developing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Give cyclists and others a reason to stay close to home. 
Give those who come here to visit a safe passage through 
our unique and beautiful countryside. 

Thank you for your time. 

Patrick Vala 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

;'o: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

Debi Gates <bayoubutterfly@msn.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 1:29 PM 
Planning 
wk@klgpc.com 

Yammhill Trail Opposition 

High 

This is to let you know that I am a Yamhill County resident and I strongly oppose the proposed Yamhelas Trail. I stand with the 
Farmers! The proposed trail is a bad and ill-considered idea. If you want a trail, then please put it somewhere outside of farm 
country where It does not hurt our farm industry. Make it good for everyone in our community; not a disaster for our 
farmers. Shame on the county lawyers for being allowed to get this bad idea, this far. 

Debi and Garth Gates 
1628 NW Sequoia Ct. 
McMinnvlfle, OR. 97128 

Sent from my Verizon LG Smartphone 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Angela Rhoads <angela.rhoads@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 1:43 PM 

Planning 

Yamhela� Westsider Trail 

Yamhill County Commissioners, 

Please accept this letter of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Our 

family resides in Carlton and feels this trail will be a great benefit to our 

community. It will provide safe connectivity between Carlton and 

Yamhill. With the Yamhill-Carlton Middle and High schools being in 

Yamhill and with the Yamhill.,.Carlton Elementary school and pool being in 

Carlton, it makes sense to have a safe passageway between the two. It 

also offers the ability for safe exercise whether you are a walker, runner, 

biker, horse-rider, or operating a wheelchair. Thank you for your 

consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Rhoads 

Carlton, OR 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: 

mb <corylus_S@hotmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 2:01 PM 
Planning; Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Casey Kulla 
Yamhe!as Westsider Trail 

As a farm owner in Yamhill County, living between Yamhill and Carlton within 2 miles of the proposed Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail, I have several concerns about arguments raised by trail supporters. 

As reported in the local newspaper, county land use attorney Todd Sadia said that the Oregon Occupational Health and 

Safety rule with the 150 foot buffer for spraying only applied to workers within boundaries of the establishment. From 

my understanding, it applies within and outside of the boundaries, and includes a time limit before anyone is allowed in 
the area. There is no way for a farmer to control the time limit on the proposed trail unless a farmer is given the right to 

close the trail for spraying. For example, if the limit is 5 hours, and the spray is applied on that side of the hazelnut 
orchard at 4 AM, the trail should be closed until 9 AM to limit the property owner's liability. Is Yamhill County going to 

allow this necessary level of control for farmers who have the right to farm their property? How will a farmer be able to 

prove there has been no spray drift if a trail walker complains about chemical exposure hours later causing issues that 
may be from another source or not a spray exposure? 

From personal experience, the interface of farming and non farming residents has encroached on local farming in 

recent years. Soon after one new neighbor moved in, he verbally attacked a spray technician on my property for using a 
non-toxic spray with no drift his direction for causing a rash on his grandson. A phone call to neighbor every time the 

grandson trespassed on our property when he played in the poison oak in our woods stopped the neighbor's complaints. 

A new neighbor in another direction has property line complaints because the county registered survey was not given to 

him by the previous owner. This new neighbor has no qualms about allowing his pet pig to run wild on our property and 

damage our orchard. Both of these neighbors lived in urban areas before moving into this area. They wanted to live 

where they could target shoot as much as they wanted, and have loud all night parties, and expect us to ignore the noise 

since they can do what they want on their property. 

Attorney Sadia stated the county will fence off the area so people and dogs cannot get onto neighboring farmland. To 

erect a fence strong enough to do this will mean a solid privacy fence taller than an adult's head, thus cutting off any 

view of the rural surroundings. Even this would not necessarily prevent perceived damage to trail users, and unless 20 

feet high would not limit trail users from throwing trash over a wall onto surrounding property. Dog and human feces 

carry diseases that can remain in the soil, and can be spread by water into surrounding soil. A fence won't stop water 
movement underneath lower fence edges and soil contamination. A fence won't prevent trail users from accessing area 

farmland where the trail crosses existing roads such as Fryer Road, or in neighborhoods in northern Carlton. Thoughtless 

damage to non-trail property from trail users and non-housed individuals cannot be prevented by hopes and words. Will 

the county be financially responsible for the actions of trail users? 

Another comment made by trail supporters is that the trail will allow children to ride bikes to school between Carlton 

and Yamhill. As a parent, my children would not have tried to balance a heavy backpack loaded with binders and books, 

a musical instrument, athletic gear, and a lunch box on such a bike ride. The local school district has a contracted 
company that provides bus service during the school year between the towns, and has in the past provided summer 
transportation to and from the free summer lunch program and afternoon swimming in Carlton. The county provides 
transportation between Carlton and Yamhill through the county bus service. The proposed trail does not end in Yamhill 

but 1/4 mile east of the closest sidewalk and 1 mile east of the central part of Yamhill. Is funding for state highway 

improvements, widening, and sidewalk included in the proposals? 

The takeover of a right of way from a former railroad location by the county appears to be preparation for future 

inclusion in the Portland Metro area transportation plans for light rail. This proposed trall would provide:.._recreational 
l:'age 999 
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opportunities for urban Oregonians, yet there are no plans for legal and financial protection for Yamhill County 
residents. As urged by a local landowner, please "let the folly of this project be the legacy of your predecessors." 

Jean Brethower 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Good day, 

Denise <kotdenise@kotapparel.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 1:46 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I would like to express my support for the future of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

I and my husband feel that it would be a real asset to our community. I source of good clean outdoor fun for kids and 
their families as well as create some tourist income for the local businesses. 
Thank you, 

Denise Stephens 
10550 NW Meadow Lake Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear County Commissioners, 

JasonJulianne Kennedy <jasonandjulianne@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 2:03 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

As a fellow lover of Yamhill County, I would like to make my voice heard in support of The Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

The true beauty of Yamhill County lies deeper than it's rolling hills and rich and fertile soils. There is a spirit of 
community here that is truly and profoundly special. 
I have watched the town of Carlton transition through initial growing pains {where there was a fear of change) to a place 

where a whole town of small, independently owned businesses is now THRIVING I 
This type of change happens only happens with a collective vision and passion by people like you to provide something 
better for the community, 

I believe the community of Yamhill County deserves safe, well-lit areas for running, cycling, walking, riding horses and 
being together outdoors. 

The effort, time and care that have gone into negotiating this proposed trail reflect it's significance and importance to 
many memebers of this community. And the approval of Federal grants shine as an endorsement, as well. 

It is important to consider all potential consequences for change. I have read several statements by folks who oppose 
the trail and while I understand they have fears of hypothetical situations, the factual data and research is available to 

dispel these fears {I am mostly referring to the success of the Banks-Vernonia Trail) 

To my understanding, no one is losing their property. This land has lain dormant and neglected. With the proposed trail, 

the residents of Yamhill County would benefit in terms of safety, health, potential tourism and increased property value. 

In the end, it seems to me that the betterment of entire towns, entire communities should be held hostage by the fears 

of an individual. 
We should instead be continuing to work together to support and connect Yamhill County. 

Thank you for your time, 

Julianne Kennedy 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:
Subject: 

Robert Varuska <robvaruska@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 2:26 PM 
Planning 
Westsider Trail 

We support the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and the recreational opportunities it would provide. With 
proper planning, impacts on neighboring property owners can be minimized. As long time residents of Carlton we live 
near the proposed trail route. We would use the trall to walk and bike, and feel that it is a safer route from Carlton to 
Yamhill than Highway 47. 

Sincerely 

Rob and Pam Varuska 
312 E. Polk St. 
Carlton 

1 
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Lee W. & Linda M. Schrepe/ 
6�01 Northeast Highway 240, Yamhill, Oregon 97148-8507 USA 

Telephone 503-662-3926 Fax 503-662-4270 
Lee's Email Lee@Fruithill/nc.com Linda's Email LSchrepel@gmail.com 

Lf!e's Mobile 503-939-1562 Linda's Mobile 503-312-1708 
www� Ca.ntatt:1Choir.org www.Fruithilll!'c,com 

March 14, 2019 
' . 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 

· · · ·. · · · 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
LUBA Remand 
Planning Docket #G-01-18 

Dear Commissioners Kulla, Olson and Starrett:

Please include this letter in the record of the "Y�mhelas Westsider Trail N LUBA

Remand N Planning Docket #G-01-1811

• Please acknowledge receipt of this 
communication. · ·. · · 

I have been a resident of Yamhill County more than 40 years. I remember when the 
proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail was an �ctual railroad. That railroao passed about

1�0 f�et f�om my front door.. 

The ·rails were puffed up about 30 years _ago and the traH, if permittedf will replace 
them. . ... 

· The rails facilitated the periodic movement of fr�ight up a.nd down the valley. It served
-i:m economic purpose. The trail will pull uninvited, unsupervised people Into my front
yard where they have no legitimate purpose. I don't see any economic value to my

. community, the City of Yamhill. The trail actually skirts around Yamhill. The trail

�inda_Schrcpel ~ 3/14/19
. . . � .. . . .
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proposal is a tremendously and shamefully divisive element of our communities, 

including how it is being handled by our County leadership. 

I think public safety has not received due consideration. Reaching from Gun Club Road 

into Gaston, the trail must cross Pekkola Road; Polk, · Main (Hendricks Road) and 

Monroe Streets in Carlton; Merchant Road, Fryer Road, Oregon Highway 240, Cove 

Orchard Road (twice), Graham Avenue (in Cove Orchard), Wapato School Road, Flett 

Road; Park and Main Streets in Gaston. That is dealing with many, many drivers who 

are not anticipating care�free pedestrians, bicyclists and horse enthusiasts in these rural 

settings. Unless the necessary bridges are appropriately planned, they won't handle 

emergency vehicles. Sooner or later, emergency responders will be called to a medical, 

fire or other emergercy_on the trail. 

Transitioning from Carlton via the trail to where two Yamhill schools are located ( or the 

reverse, from Yamhill to the Carlton pool), as the applicant suggests, children will have 

no sidewalk c1nd barely tt,e shoulder on Highway 240 before falling into a ditch dodging 
� . . 

. 

traffic. 

I know the trail will very adversely impact how neighboring farmers, food processors 

and others operate. I am concerned the County will evict the local school bus service 

which ve_ry n!cely and constructively occupies a secure location along Oregon Highway 

�40, I am concerned about the multiple threats to food and public safety where the 

trail crosses our property next to our ,fruit processing facility, wher� we park farm 

equ!pment, we store fruit handing equipment and our employees and vendors park, day 

.: c:1nd night. I am concerned about litter and the unsanitary _leavings of people, pets and 

· rorses, plus vandalism and wandering trespassers. I understand there is no f()rmcll

plan to mitigate these dangerous impacts which very seriously threaten the incredible 
. . . . . - . . . . 

inv�stmen� we have made In food safety and the sec�rity �md safety of our Fruithlll 

· employees and our products. In an extremely real. sense, the proposal threatens the

· suryiyal of our 100-year old family farm, now in its 70th season as a food processor.and

tran�itionin� ownership and management Into our fourth and fifth g�nerations.

· .. Linda Schrepel--,, 3/14/19 ··2



The dual roles played by the County in this application process are a conflict of 

interest. To be both applicant and adjudicator is a betrayal of public trust. 

Commissioners face trail-related questions all the time as they are urged to put grant 

money to work designing and building bridges, yet they haven't shown they are capable 

of conducting the land use process effectively and legally, from beginning to end. 

There is not a master plan in place. The cart is way too far in front of the horse. An 

attorney for the County advises the Commissioners while another County attorney 

lobbies the Commissioners as the 11applicant'1. In my view, these are fatal flaws. 

The applicant has absolutely no claim or right to use Schrepel or Fruithlll property for a 

trail or any facilities in support of a trail. Though asked, applicant has provided no

evidence as proof of applicant's claim to an easement across pl.Ir land. 

The farming,· residential and other Impacts of which the Commissioners are aware are 

extremely significant and the County has neither proposed nor planned to appropriately 

mitigate, let alone has it submitted evidence th�t offsets the impacts presented. during

the proces�. 

. . . 

Heed the messages you have seen and heard from those who wlll neighbor the trail. 

Take note of the messages addressed to you by LUBA and the Oregon Supreme Court. 

Do this· right or do not do It at all. Put a trail somewhere that does not present the 

significant impacts described to you in these proceedings. You must deny the 

appliq�tion. 

Sincerely, .. 

_··,··,, � : -/ ----� : J j LfJ � pt.7\ //'-<>�<> 
I. ' ✓-rfcJ� /: -:7 . : : 

Linda M. Schrepel 

. .. ... 

Linda Schrepel ~ 3/14/19

. . . .

'• 

... '• 

..,.

. 
- -� 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Kurt Kreitzer <kurtkreitzer@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 2:50 PM 
Planning 

We strongly support the Yamhelas trail! 

To Yamhill County Commissioners & Yamhill County Planning Department: 

We strongly support the Yamhelas trail! 

We personally enjoy bike rides for exercise, exploring, and appreciating rural Yamhill County. We, 
and many we know, would also use the trail as a safe local equestrian trail. 

Highway 47 has no shoulder and is dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists. Let's give children a safe 
path to walk and ride to school, to socialize, to exercise outside and spend time away from their 
phones! Kids benefit from exposure to nature and farms directly, not through a car window. 

Economically, it will bring business. The city of Yamhill truly could use some economic vitality. Look 
at the good brought to Vernonia. Farmer's profits will not change in any meaningful way, if at all. 

Yes, opponents voiced many concerns. And, they can be reasonably mitigated. Just like all the other 
county parks that directly abut farmland. Just like the successful Banks-Vernonia rail system. And 
some of the opposition has painted extreme examples, which is just fear-mongering. 

, The Banks-to-Vernonia trail is an excellent example of a highly valuable trail, both economically and 
for pedestrians, bikers, and horse riders. We've been on it many times, and it1s not full of litter, 
homeless, or crime, and it successfully coexists with adjacent farms. I grew up in Gresham, and am 
familiar with the Springwater trail issues (and gang problems that Max brought) ... an urban trail 
running through poor parts of the metro; it's not the right comparison. 

Do not confuse 'well this might *potentially* happen', with the certain benefits for local recreation, 
children, and the economy. 

Build the Carlton to Yamhill section. It will prove how well this trail can work and allay any lingering 
'fear, uncertainty, and doubt'. 

Sincerely, 
-Kurt & Natalia Kreitzer
7 430 NE Krone Rd,
Yamhill, OR 97148
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yamhill County Commissioners-

Kari Bodmer <kari@bodmersearch.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 3:00 PM 
Planning 
Pro Westsider Trail 

1 am a 60 year-old citizen of Yamhill County and live 4 miles west of Carlton. I am strongly in favor of the (already 
approved) Westsider Trail. I have lived in this county since 2003. We are farmers, outdoor enthusiasts and 
entrepreneurs. We have contributed a lot to this community and live thoughtfully and are respectful of others, their 
property and privacy. 

I was very excited a few years ago when I became aware of the proposal to enhance the rail right-of-way for outdoor 
activities. Prior to living here, I lived in Portland and had a very active outdoor fitness schedule which included rowing 
as my primary activity. I assumed that when we moved to Yamhill County there would be endless possibilities to access 
many more types of activities with the forest and rural areas so close by. 1 didn't realize at that time that the forest was 
privately owned and there was very little sanctioned access for biking and hiking. Then I became aware of the threat of 
cougars, and, well, that pretty much led me to abandon that avenue and explore other options. I then decided to hit the 
road on my bicycle, but my husband put a quick stop to that, fearful for my safety, fearful of the crazy drivers and fast
moving logging trucks we see daily racing toward commerce on our two lane highways with no shoulder for a cyclist to 
move out of the traffic lane. As a matter of fact, every time I see people (obviously from somewhere else) riding up 
Meadow Lake Road with bike packs, etc., headed over the Nestucca, I cringe and get a little angry at the risk they are 
taking for themselves and the drivers who navigate the blind hills and curves going 55mph along their path. 16 years 
later, I still do not have a safe outdoor recreation outlet other than walking. 

J lived in Boise Idaho and in Hailey Idaho for 17 years. Both areas have incredible trail systems that connect the entire 
1rea, and have maintained those trails for over 35 years. The "greenbeltsn are a huge "chamber of commerce" draw and 
part of the Boise and Hailey identity as areas that provide and welcome recreation-ers. I rode my bike 6 miles on the 
greenbelt to and from Boise Sate most of the year. 

So back to my excitement over the Westsider Trail - WOW!! A safe place to ride that is actually designated for 
recreation. All I have to do is drive to Carlton, unload my bike and enjoy a thrilling outing. Perfect concept! 

This is a start for our county to finally elevate our image as a high quality place to visit and to recreate. I have read some 
of the fear-based statements from the farmers and opponents have injected into this project and just wanted to submit a 
vote for the majority of us level-headed citizens out here who feel this would be a very attractive feature to our lovely 
area. We are sorely lacking in access to outdoor activities. In this age of technology, I strongly doubt anyone can get 
away with property destruction or any other violations along this short stretch. Too much on-going traffic from caring 
people using the trail. Too many smartphones, too many of us unwilling to let that happen. 

Please do not let this project die or sit idle any longer - we really need to extend the trail along the proposed 
corridor. Please!! 

Kari Bodmer 

503•852-7736 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

o: 

Subject: 

Becca Thompson Photo <becca.e.thompson123@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 3:07 PM 
Planning 
Support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I'm writing to you today to voice my support for the construction and development of the Yam he las Westsider Trail. I 
live in McMinnville, and work in Carlton. I moved to Yamhill County in 2017 from Denver, CO. There, we had an 
extensive trail network that spanned across the entire Denver Metro Area, used for commuting, recreation, and a safe 
alternative for running and biking that wasn't on city streets. 

I would love to see something similar built here in the community I now call home, because it was so important to my 

everyday life back in Colorado. I am a runner, and get extremely nervous about running outside of the city limits because 
there is no buffer between myself and traffic. 

I believe this Trail network would be an enhancement for all people living in Yamhill County, and the continued impact 
that expansion would have going forward is immeasurable. I voted for Casey Kulla is this past election, and want to see 
him be the positive change for the community that he said he would be. 

Thank you for listening! I look forward to using the trail to take my dog for runs. 

-Rebecca T.
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March 14, 2019 

To the Yamhill County Commissioners: 

As a 23 year resident of Carlton, I am writing to express my support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

project. 

While I am currently farming in Amity, and I understand some of the local farmer concerns, these are my 

thoughts: 

If the Van Dykes are farming the right of way, this is not a legitimate argument against the trail. The 

property does not belong to them. 

If the chemicals they are using require a buffer zone, that's the label and must it be followed. What 

about farmers who spray their roadside ditches, or who spray fields next to residential communities? 

This all seems to be handled by responsible and safe spray practices. I don't see a difference here. They 

shouldn't be spraying on windy days anyway. 

The theory of "greater good" should be applied here. I recall, at a recent public meeting on the trail, 

Chehalem P&R Superintendent Don Clements spoke up to say that the most vocal residents against one 

of their recent trail projects later contacted him to say what a wonderful asset it was to the community, 

and that none of their fears were realized. That's very likely to happen here as well, especially since the 

county seems to be offering adequate fencing and signage. 

I think the trail will offer YC High students a safe way to bike travel between the communities. The 

students should not be riding bikes on dangerous Hwy 47. I have three grandchildren who live in Carlton 

and attend YCHS. I know they would use the trail on a frequent basis. 

I believe the trail will enhance both communities, and will offer an exercise and fresh air opportunity for 

residents. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Chambers 

Koosah Farm 

23620 SE Franquette Drive 

Amity, OR 97101 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

april simmons <ramshornkennel@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 3:36 PM 

Planning 

New Trail 

As a small business owner, in our Yamhill community, my husband and I were extremely excited to think of a walking, or 

biking trail similar to what Banks offers their community. The trail would take the bikes off the dangerous Hwy. and 

allow families a beautiful outside activity, not to mention the tourists attraction it would create. We believe it would 

increase business for dozens of local small businesses, like ourselves. We fully support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

project moving forward. Progress in our beautiful AVA could only enhance our economy for great future endeavors. 

Thank you, April Simmons Dave Peper Ramshorn Boarding Kennel 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Cient: 

o: 

Subject: 

Dear County Commissioners: 

Kim Mccarrel <kim@nwhorsetrails.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 3:28 PM 

Planning 

Letter in support of Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

My name is Kim Mccarrel. I live in Bend, OR, and I'm an avid equestrian trail rider. I also write trail guidebooks for 

equestrians, and I've ridden and written about every trail in Yamhill County that permits equestrian use. There aren't 

many such equestrian opportunities currently, which is why I was particularly excited about the idea of the Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail. It will provide much-needed outdoor recreational opportunities in the county. It will be a trail that can 

be safely shared by hikers, dog walkers, bike riders, and equestrians. It will benefit the health of Yamhill County 

residents by giving them a fun place to get a bit of exercise. It will attract visitors from out of the area who will come 
and spend money in parts of the county that don't currently see many tourism dollars. And it will showcase the beauty 

of rural Yamhill County. 

I understand the concerns voiced by the farmers along the trait corridor. Some of those concerns are legitimate, while 

others are overblown. Just ask the agricultural landowners along the Row River Trail near Cottage Grove, the Bear Creek 

Greenway in Medford, and the Willapa Hills Trail between Chehalis and Pe Ell, Washington. All three are rural trails 

similar to the proposed Yam he las Westsider Trail, and all three are very successful. I'm sure the landowners along these 

trails will be happy to share their experiences, so the Yamhelas Trail can be developed as a win-win for property owners 

and trail users alike. 

1 believe it is possible to work out solutions to the private property owners' concerns through your Master Planning 

,.>rocess. I would urge you to involve the private property owners and the various user groups in a collaborative process 

aimed at developing a trail that meets the needs of the adjacent landowners, local trail users, and visitors. I've 

personally been involved in several collaborations on trail projects here in Central Oregon, and while collaboration isn't 

always easy, it pays HUGE long-term dividends. The participants will develop relationships with each other and with 

County staff that will last far into the future. Not only will a collaborative effort ensure that the trail is a win-win, the 

relationships that are forged will allow the collaborators to more easily resolve any issues that may arise in the future. 

I hope that someday I can come ride the Yam he las Westsider Trail. And I hope that Yamhill County residents will be able 

to reap the health and economic benefits of having such a tremendous trail asset in their back yard. Please, support the 

Yam he las Westsider Trail. And please facilitate a collaborative approach to trail development that involves trail user 

groups in creating solutions that address the landowners' concerns. 

Kim Mccarrel 

64495 Old Bend Redmond Hwy. 

Bend, OR 97703 

kim@nwhorsetrails.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

CM <ryegrass.cm@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 3:22 PM 
Planning; Ken Friday 
Wendie Kellington 

Docket G-01-18 

Please include in the record and forward to the Board of Commissioners. 

To whom it may concern, 

I am asking for you to vote no on the Yamhelas Trail Proposal. There is no way that a public 
recreational trail can be placed in the middle of an intensive agricultural zone without a significant 
change in current farm practices and with significant change comes increases in the costs of 
farming. Just common sense says there will be increased conflict between agriculture and the public 
just by the increase in contact between the 2 groups. The counties position that all negative farm 
impacts have been mitigated is false. Mr. Sadlo stated that he looked into individual farms to come to 
his conclusions and not at all the farms as a whole. This is absolutely false as you saw during my 
testimony on March 7 that he has not met with any of the farmers along the trail, let alone mitigate 
their concerns. Mr. Sadlo referenced a generic Oregon State University extension bulletin for his 
farm research. Some of the crops he copied out of the bulletin for the farm impact study are not even 
grown in Western Oregon, let alone along the proposed trail. The county claims that everything has 
been mitigated but yet there is no definite answer to what kind of fencing is to be used. There is 
nothing about how driveways, crossings and other highly traveled areas will be gated. Will the gates 
be ADA approved? How is the county going to handle the noxious weed issue along the ROW 
without damaging neighboring crops? Shouldn't these kind of issues be a known fact prior to 
spending tax dollars on a project. The grants were awarded based on the project being shovel 
ready. How many more extensions will be needed to keep the Connect VI grant? This trail is 
months, if not years or even possible from moving dirt and starting any kind of construction. Who is 
going to pay for all of the things that a successful trail will need? It seems the supports seem to want 
to kick the can down the road and say volunteers will take care of everything. We all know once the 
newness wares off so will volunteering to take care of 12 miles. 

I also have a concern that the applicant mentioned that only testimony from people along the 2.8 
miles is relevant when it is stated that the information from the remand hearing and farm impact study 
applies to the whole 12 mile segment. Mr Sadia, the applicant eluded in the remand hearing to the 
Board of Commissioners, that my testimony was well out of the 2.8 mile zone and not pertinent to the 
hearing. I am a taxpayer and the implications of this trail will have significant impacts on my farm and 
my ability to realize a profit. So are we talking about 2.8 miles or 12 miles? I am worried there is 
some bait and switch going on with what areas are actually covered in this ongoing process. 

Please realize that the Banks-Vernonia trail and the Yamhelas are 2 different animals. Just like the 
pro bike trail club and applicant claims the Springwater trail is different than the Yamhelas trail. Just 
look at the rural trailheads in the Columbia River Gorge, there are daily break ins of trail users 
vehicles. Were these trails designed for the 11bad11 people? No they weren't but sometimes the best 
intentions have negative consequences. The BV trail is in mostly forested land. There would never 
to a trail there if an active logging operation took place throughout the year along this trail. Tree 
harvest happens every 30-100 years and does not require consistent, annual attention to produce a 
crop. Grass seed and filberts require constant attention to achieve the stringent standards of these 
crops that Yamhill County exports around the world. There are better places to put bike trails in 
Yamhill County than between Gun Club road and Cove Orchard. 
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As a taxpayer of Yamhill County I do not support the idea and concept of using the "bus barn 
property" as a trailhead. My children use a bus everyday to get to and from school. The proposed 
trail will not be an alternative for them to attend school in Carlton. That proposed trail will be dark in 
the morning for the majority of days that the children will be in school. I would think it would take 
close to an hour for a young child to pedal to Carlton from Yamhill. It would take a lot less time for an 
older child to pedal from Carlton to Yamhill for school but I don't think highway 240 is a safe corridor 
for kids to be riding their bike to school. There is no sidewalk or shoulder for the kids to get from the 
proposed trail to the school, and once again it is dark in the morning for the majority of the school 
year. We average about 36 inches of rain a year so cycling to school is going to be very 
minimal. Has any research been done to see where the bus barn could be moved to without 
significantly increasing their cost? 

Mr. Olson you are a trail supporter but a stickler for the proper procedure. How can you approve the 
trail without proper land use authority? Can you in good conscience approve the trail without a 
master plan in place? You would be agreeing to a huge unknown project with an unknown amount of 
debt. If this project is as great as has been presented to you it will still hold true if you make the 
applicant follow the correct procedures for building a recreational trail in an agricultural zone. Why 
would you even consider spending between $500,000 to $1,200,000 on bridge designs when you 
don't even know if a trail will be legal. At the application remand you and all the staff, including the 
applicant, still cannot even tell the public what kind of bridges are to be built without a master 
plan. The eventual response of "national specs" is not a proper answer for a project that has been in 
the works for years. Here is a Google search link for national specs for a pedestrian bridge -
https:llwww.fs.fed.us/clirindexhomelfsh/7709.56blwo 7709.56b BO.doc. Is this what you are going to 
vote to design and build? Mr. Olson you voted to not allow solar array's on high class soils in Yamhill 
County. Why do you approve of paving over miles and acres of high class soils in Yamhill County? I 
believe 2 of the solar arrays you voted against were within a few hundred yards of the proposed trail. 

Mr. Kulla you are a trail supporter but as a one time board member of the "Stop the Dump" coalition, 
in the name of saving farmland, I would think you would also support our agricultural community to 
save the 12 miles of abandoned ROW for agricultural purposes. Why is the land around the dump 
more important to save than the farmland that will be paved over with asphalt and lost forever? You 
obviously believe that the dump significantly impacted the farms adjoining the dump and they had 
very little contact with the public. How can you not expect agricultural practices to not be 
compromised with the introduction of hundreds if not thousands of uniformed tourists to a highly 
intensive agricultural area? I'm sure that you were involved in the "Save Grand Island" project. Why 
is that farmland worth saving and not the land between Gaston and McMinnville. Here is a 
statement by somebody that you may know 

"And the argument will no doubt be carried forward by Protect Grand Island Farms, a group of local 
farmers and area residents opposed to the mining operation. 

Spokesperson Kris Bledsoe, a Grand Island farmer herself, said she was 99% sure the group 
would appeal to the state Land Use Board of Appeals, but she would have to wait until the group's 
board meeting next week to say for sure. 

"Of course we're disappointed, but we're not surprised," Bledsoe said of the 2-1 commissioner 

split. " In general, I think the decision was the wrong one for the health of the 
farmers." 

Mr. Kulla look at that last quote by Bledsoe. I think that speaks volumes. Please keep your 
ideologies consistent. It appears that you do not believe that a non agricultural entity is a good fit for 
EFU zoned land ie: "Save Grand Island" and "Stop the Dump". Mr. Kulla I also must question your 
ability to be unbiased on this project. One of your goals of being a county commissioner is to build 
the Yamhelas Trail. Also your families social media pages clearly indicate they support the trail. I 
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believe that it would be appropriate of you to recuse yourself from voting based on your bias of 
building the trail. Mr. Kulla you also support solar farms on lower class soils instead of higher class 
soils in Yamhill county. Why is it that you support asphalt on high class Yamhill County soils? Once 
again please keep your ideologies consistent and not just what supports your narratives. 

Ms. Starrett. Thank you for supporting our agricultural community, it is the backbone of Yamhill 
county. 

As a side note I found it highly unprofessional and reprehensible that the applicant and county 
counsel mocked a highly respected citizen, in a public forum, for turning information in for the remand 
hearing. Yes the notice said to turn in information to the planning department. The notice DID not 
state the planning office is closed Wednesday afternoons. So when a busy individual takes time out 
of his day to take part in our county government he should not be publicly mocked because a local 
government office is closed during normal business hours. 

Thank you 
Chris Mattson 
Yamhill Oregon 
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Dear Yamhill County commissioners, 

I would like to revisit some key points regarding significant impacts the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail is going to have on our farming practices. 

As I stated at the March 7 th hearing, my main job at Van Dyke Farms is pesticide
application. We farm a sig.nificant portion of land on both sides of the ROW along the first 
proposed section of trail between Yamhill and Carlton. 

As you are aware, the application exclusion zone is a major concern. I want to make 
certain you understand that although the OSHA standard states that the AEZ applies only to 
workers on the farm establishment, it afso specifically states on the ODA website regarding the 
AEZ that when applying near establishment borders where people may be in proximity, off the

establishment, the applicator should suspend the application. This has a major impact on our 
farming practices. I have attached this page off the ODA website. You may have already seen it, 
but I encourage you to read it in its entirety. 

Furthermore, as a responsible applicator, I do everything in my power to keep pesticides 
away from people and on their target. Regardless of the AEZ, it Is just common sense to 
suspend application near people. However, inviting the public into the middle of our farm fields 
will significantly impact my ability to responsibly apply pesticides in that area. 

Secondly, as a licensed applicator, I must attend various classes and meetings to receive 
"credit hours" to maintain my license. I specifically remember an ODA official speaking at one 
of these classes explaining the AEZ. He was asked a question by somebody in the audience that 
if a neighbor was standing on their side of the property line, do you have to stop your 
application. The answer by the ODA official was a definitive "yes". He then elaborated by 
explaining that the applicator may ask them to move out of the AEZ, but if they refuse, the 
applicator must move out of the AEZ on their own side of the property to continue application. 
The ODA is the agency that conducts pesticide investigations when a complaint is issued. They 
also are the agency that issues any violations to me if they find I improperly applied a pesticide. 
So, when ODA tells me that is the rules, that is what I abide by and who I'm going to listen to. 
Regardless of Mr. Sad Io's interpretation of the AEZ, I'm going to go by the interpretation of the 
agency that issues the violations. 
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lastly, I want to make clear that this trail is not simply going to be just an inconvenience 
to our farming operations. Farmers deal with inconvenience every day over things we can't 
control. You would not be hearing from us if this were simply a matter of inconvenience. We 
have much better things to be doing. There has been a lot of time, money, energy and quite 
frankly lost sleep to fight for this because this trail will have a major impact on what we do and 
how we make a living now and for generations to come. 

In this hearing, the questi.on that you, the commissioners, have to determine the answer 
to is if this trail will have a significant impact on how we currently farm this land. With the 
details that you have been given, the answer should be quite simple. Yes, the trail will 
significantly affect our farming practices. 

Thank you for your time, 

,. 

.: .... 
, 

., 

Casey Van Dyke 

11900 NE Yamhill Rd. 

Carlton, OR 97111 
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Worker Protection Standard (WPS): 
Application Exclusion Zone not on the Agricultural Establishment's Property 

Oregon Department of Agriculture 

Scenario 1: Growers/applicators who use airblast sprayers are farming adjacent to public 
transportation corridors, which may include public roads or community bike trails. Because the 
grower has either planted tall dense hedgerows, or there is naturally occurring tall dense 
vegetation between the application site and the public transportation corridor, the applicator can 
not see if anyone is on the road or on the bike trail etc. 

Question: In this limited visibility scenario, how do applicators ensure compliance with the 
Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requirements, for the portion of the property that is not on the 
agricultural establishment? 

Response*: When applying a pesticide near establishment borders where other people may be 
in the proximity of the on-going application (off the establishment), an applicator should do the 
following: 

e Suspend the application: H people are present, pause the application. (This is the WPS 
requirement.) 

o lf_the gipgl ca or thinks_there i.s a re:aso 1able chimQ._e of_a car_or bike_pas�jng
ltlrnughth.�_A!;:_4._w_J.rnn <;!pplying_gp�UQi(l�_ 11G1"fJ::\ r:qgi__g, the applicator can
comply with the WPS requirement to temporarily suspend the application by
pausing before making the pass along the road - and then following the next two
steps.

• Evaluate: Evaluate the condilions and ensure you can continue the application safely.
• Resume: Resume the application only if you are confident you can continue the

application without it resulting in contact with any nearby workers or other persons.

It is acknowledged that certain types of vegetative structures will help impend possible drift 
However, to insure that exposure does not occur, applicators should only apply when wind is not 
blowing toward the road, bike trail or other types of public transportation corridors. 

In addition, it is suggested that the applicator only make applications when there is the lowest 
probability of people being present in the public transport corridor. For example when farming 
near a bike trail surrounded by dense vegetation, conduct applications late in the evening or 
early in the morning verses on a weekend afternoon. 

Even if dense vegetation is present between the application site and public transport corridor, if 
the applicator is aware of the presence of unprotected people within the AEZ, he/she must 
suspend their application, and only resume when the people are no longer within the AEZ or the 
applicator can ensure that the application will not contact the people. 

Bottomline: the applicator is required to temporarily suspend the application if people 
are in the public transport corridor and to take all reasonable and feasible steps to 
insure that possible exposure to unprotected people in the public transport corridor does 
not occur. 

November 28, 2016 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
,.o:
Cc: 

Subject: 

Ken Friday 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:59 PM 
Becky Gagnier 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Proposed Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex pa rte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 

hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

'103-434-7516 

From: Becky Gagnier <Becky@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson 
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Proposed Trail 

Commissioners and whom it may concern: 

I would like this to be a document of record on the proposed Yamhelas Trail. I am in opposition of the proposed trail. 
This trail would greatly impact my job as well as what I feel is important and needed for not just the city of Yamhill and 

Carlton but for our County. We need to be bringing the city together and not driving senseless arguments between 
neighbors. The benefits of the trail do NOT outweigh the numerous problems. 

I have explained, in previous verbal testimony, all the food safety and business impacts the proposed trail would make 
to my employer and job. My job and career for the past 35 years could be at risk all for the proposed trail that is not 
considering the detrimental effects on business like Fruithill. It would create risks and safety issues that a small business 
like ours can not survive. The rules and regulations have already made it nearly impossible for "small family farms" to 
survive in an era of fear based decisions and consumer sensitivity to food safety. Gone are the days a person can just 
farm. Rules, regulations, food safety, and food defense is the new norm and not diminishing in any way . 

. ooking at the picture even beyond food safety is the rules and process due regarding the trail. The county is not playing 
by the rules and not doing their work first. There are rules in place and much education is needed for the commissions 
and the public to have all the information and knowledge. You can't just go take land away from farmers and residents 
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that are not there's for the taking under zoning laws. You must read between the lines and language from the railroad 
to understand all the items at stake before you give something that is not yours to give. 

Please deny the Yam he las Trail proposal because you have the facts to do so. 

lecky Gagnier 
Fruithill, Inc. 

Plant & Technical Services Manager 
HR & QC manager 
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lance Woods 

From: 
Sent 

To: 

Subject: 

From: Planning 

Stephanie Armstrong 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:52 PM 
Lance Woods 
FW: comments on the Westsider Trail 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:40 f>M 
To: Jake Rockwood <earlyschoolmaterlals@gmall.com> 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@eo.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject RE: comments on the WestsiderTrail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516 

From: Jake Rockwood <earlvschoolmaterials@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:13 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: comments on the WestsiderTrail 

Comments on the WestsiderTrail 

I live in rural Yamhill County outside Carlton. The proposed trail will make the roads I travel everyday safer. Often while driving l will pass joggers, walkers 
or bikers which creates a bad situation. If they are using headphones and looking the other direction it's a very bad situation and if another motor vehicle is 
coming from the other direction at the same time it can be a very very bad situation and if this happens at one of the sharp curves on our roads it can be 
very very very bad. If these folks had a local alternative for their exercise our county roads would be safer for everyone. The Westsider Trail is this 
alternative. 

One day in spring of 2010 my employee was working on a project outside my shop. He came into my office complaining of an odor. Up wind 200+ yards 
away was a farmer spraying what I think was a pre emergent herbicide. Wind speed a brisk 15-20 mph. The poisonous stink made it impossible to work 
outside. For the next three or four days in the early morning dew this stink was revived by the moisture and dominated our property. We called Salem and 
reported this incident. No action was taken. 

The next year we were talking with a local lawyer who told us that this same irresponsible 'spray on a windy day' farmer had been reported spraying a field 
on a windy day next to Cartton Elementary school and no action was taken. One day I was driving on Mineral Springs Road and coming from the other 
direction was a farm truck with a full tank chemicals strapped to it's flatbed, We passed at a shaip curve and some of the chemical slushed out of the tank 
splashing onto the road and my truck as I drove by. I did not report this incident 
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Another time a farmer was combining wheat across the road from our property. I arrived home moments after the fire started and he was no where to be 
seen. The farmer abandoned the burning field! He was using an old combine which started a very hot multi acre fire which took the efforts of local and 
federal fire fighters to contain. 

These are some of the farm activities opponents of the trail fear. None of the problems mentioned would have occurred if the involved parties were 
responsible, using good farming practices and obeying existing laws. The opponents basing their opposition to the trail on the careless farming practices 
of a few irresponsible farmers is outrageous. By using these arguments opponents of the trail are telling us they do not want to be good neighbors. 

They are throwing everything at the wall just hoping something will stick. Such as homeless folks moving in. The empty unused right of way would be 
more attractive to homeless than a well maintained trail. Hikers and bikers littering the trail is far fetched and if there is litter it will most likely be handled by 
responsible hikers. Rapes happening on the trail??? Accidents on the trail and life flight evacuations interrupting the right to farm??? People walking live 
stock killing dogs on the trail not likely. All their arguments against the trail are specious at best and have been debunked by the testimony of farmers and 
neighbors of the Banks Vernonia Trail. 

Once completed the WestsiderTrail will be a small economic engine for Yamhill County creating jobs maintaining the trail and attracting people for 
recreation who will visit our local shops and restaurants. 

I'm hoping the fantasies of the opponents will be seen for what they are and good judgement will prevail. The Westsider Trail should be completed as 
planned . 

Respectfully submitted 
Jake Rockwood 
carlton Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject:

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:52 PM 

Stephanie Armstrong 

FW: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: April Woodruff <april.woodruff728@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:43 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Re: Testimony in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

Hi Ken-

I would love to be kept informed as this moves forward. 

830 E Main St 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

Thanks, 

April 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2019, 2:39 PM Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote: 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: April Woodruff <april.woodruff728@grnall.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:06 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
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To whom it may concern: 

My name is April Woodruff. I am a resident of Yamhill. I enjoy my small town. I would like to see my litlle town revitalized and 
thrive. I believe that one of the ways to do that is to build the trail from Carlton to Yamhill. 

This trail would allow my family to enjoy a safe place to recreate. As our Nana and Papa live in Carlton and we live in Yamhill 
we often go between the two. My oldest is 5 and LOVES to rlde her bike. Currently there aren't many places close by to do so 
safely. This trail would allow her and others just like her the opportunity to grow in this way. The trail would also be a great way 
for our Elementary School kids (as well as middle & high schoolers) to get back and forth between Yamhill and Carlton safely. 

I grew up close to a trail just like this up in Washington State. My family used the Foothills Trail going from Orting to South 
Prairie often. It was a wonderful way for my family to get out In nature, have some family time, and get exercise all at once. I 
can personally speak to the positive impact the trail had on the community. Ours was one of over a hundred families who 
frequented the trail. 

While I don't have exact numbers or statistics I can say that I never saw any signs of vandalism at the Foothills trail. This trail 
abuts several farms, a couple rivers, and of corse private property. I feel that the oppositions case referencing thieving, 
dumping garbage, and allowing dogs to mutilate livestock is outlandish. I know this trail can be a GOOD THING for our 
community. I hope you will consider my plea when making your decision. 

Sincerely, 

· A respectful resident.

April Woodruff 
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March 13th, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
343 NE Evans 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

Re: Yamhelas WestsiderTrail 

Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 
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YAMHILL CDUJirry PLANNING

My name is Ivory Mclaughlin, I own a home in Yamhill on Meadow Lake Road, and work in 

Carlton Monday through Friday. I am writing to you to express my support of the development and 

construction of the Yamhefas Westsider Trail. Both my residence and the town where I work will stand 

to benefit from the trail in the following ways; 

Safety & Transportation: During the nice spring days and summer months, I often experience 

dangerous driving conditions both on Meadow Lake Road, H!ghway 47, and West Side Road with sharing 

the road with bicyclists. Given the lack of shoulder, blind corners and hills, and large log trucks on 

Meadow Lake, the addition of navigating safely around bicyclists puts myself and my family in danger. 

With a local trail nearby, I believe more bicyclists will choose a safer alternative to recreate off the road 

ways mentioned above. 

Health & Recreation: l am fortunate enough to live on a property where I have access to hike, 

walk, and bike. However, the majority of my friends and co-workers live in the towns of Yamhill and 

Carlton, While there are nice parks in each town, and now a small gym in Carlton, there are stiff very few 

opportunities for them to participate in outdoor recreation such as hiking, biking, running or horseback 

riding. The trail would offer a safe and beautiful area for folks to participate in these activities and 

Improve their overall health. I also see future business opportunities for bike rentals and guided 

horseback tours and additional economic support of the current businesses in Yamhill and Carlton. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. In summary, I believe the development of the 

trail will be a huge asset for Yamhill County and my community of Yamhill and Carlton. 

Thank you, 

Ivory McLaughlin 

503.437 .4988 

17971 NW Meadow Lake Rd. Yamhill, OR 97148 
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6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
www. Fruithilllnc. com 

March 13, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
LUBA Remand 
Planning Docket #G-01-18 

Dear Commissioners Kulla, Olson and Starrett: 

11�,,... ff_•«,.h a;; [,,�·fl_-.,� ,.'fr .'>h,, ,?'•·-, 

� 
/)IA� I 3 2019 _,v 'AMHILL COUN l'IPLANNJNG

503-662-3926

Fax 503-662-4270 
Lee@Fruithill Inc. com 

Please include this letter In the record of the above-captioned matter. 

I appreciated the opportunity to address you with some of my concerns during the 

hearing on March 7, 2019. What was addressed then was further explained and 

emphasized In my letter to you of February 28, 2019. In today's letter, I will. further 

explain some of what you have heard and read, and refute some of what the applicant 

has told you. 

During the March 7, 2019 public hearing, you heard very extensive testimony about the 

multiple detrimental and costly ways the proposed Yamhelas Trail can and will impact 

agriculture in Yamhill County. You heard many examples and had the opportunity to 

ask questions of every witness who testified. Factual evidence of significant Impacts In 

Fruithill, 3/13/19 Page 1 
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many forms was described. You did _not hear from neighboring farmers about how they

"preferred" there not be a trail. You heard and saw measureable, quantifiable impacts 

of ·such a trail upon each and every fa�m, in its individual and unique way, along the 

proposed route. 
. . .  ' 

Some would say the farmers have a NIMBY (Not In My BackYard) attitude. If that is 

your conclusion, you should read with better comprehension and listen with greater 

clarity. Pay att�ntlon to the facts. Measure the Impacts. 

During the same hearing, and before, you have heard considerable subjective testimony 

from _prospective users of the trail about how they would "like" it to exist and how they 

might benefit from it. Those prospective users, however, were not neighbors of the 

trail for whom. an a�ual impa� Is a "taking" of something with actual and significant . 

value. 

There were questions about indemnification. I must ask: indemnification from what? 

Responding: indemnification from the very real and significant impacts, risks, takings 

and uses that were mentioned by the farmers. Indemnification, however, is like 

offering to hire someone to pick up trash blown Into farm fields near a garbage landfill, 

or offering to pay for crop damaged resulting from a landfill. You know that a very 

recent decision by the Oregon Supreme Court says, essentially, "That is not good 

enough". Indemnification, like buying the farmer's ruined cherries In the \\Stop the 

Dump' case, does not change the fact that there are significant adverse impacts upon 

accepted farming practices and significant costs imposed on those accepted farming 

practices from the proposed trail. Farmers wlll be forced to remove rows of crops and, 

in some cases where a label imposes a \'nearby", "vicinity" or "around" pesticide 

application prohibition, whole fields, out of production to avoid regulatory criminal and 

· criminal enforcement that no indemnification on the planet can fix. Country Lane Dairy

- and others that land-apply dairy waste products will have to stop doing so near the

trail. The farmers will have to change how they Irrigate, to Include giving up their

Fruithill, 3/13/19 Page 2
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irrigation QUns near the old railroad right of way. Those with fields on either side will 

lose ready or any access to fields that will beco�e. isol�ted. I_nde_mni_fica�lon does not 

meet the applicable legal test. 

The Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ), a genuine requirement of the revised or updated 

Worker Protection Standard (WPS), was a significant point of some presentations. Yes, 

It is confusing, given it is a federal mandate, and a separate state mandate, that is 

enforced differently by two local agencies, the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) 

and Oregon Occupational Safety and Health (OR/OSHA). Being confusing does not 

diminish the impact upon any farmer. It Is a fact that a farmer must suspend 

application activities for as long as any person is within the AEZ, such as nearby on a 

trail. The effect of downtime is, indeed, beyond economically threatening. It would be 

potentially crippling ln the way it permanently limits the use of any cropland within the 

· radius of the AEZ near the trail. Just because something is farmed today as livestock or
., 

a grass, grain or tree fruit or nut, organic or conventlonal, does not mean the current

farmer or future owner or operator might wish, or not, to change strategies now or at

any future time. Janet Fults of Oregonians for Food and Shelter, formerly (21 years)

the manager of ODA's Pesticide Division, was very clear and concise In her explanations

for the record. Her clarifications, with your opportunity to dig deeper with questions,

should_ help you see through_ the applicant's unjustified claims. . . - · · 

In his period of rebuttal near the conclusion of the March 7, 2019 public hearing, the 

applicant, Mr. Sadia, diminished, denied, discounted and diverted from the very real 

and true impacts as a means of defending his proposal. He did not offer either 

evidence to prove. there were no impacts or mitigation In regards to the impacts you 

have heard described. We are unaware of any quantifiable, subjective testimony In the 

record that .balances economic benefit against the impacts of the trail upon agriculture. 

His defense of the proposal· was empty and misleading, relying upon efforts to bury, 

· and make ,Ug�t of, what the .farmers and other witnesses had presented.

Fruithill, 3/13/19 Page3 
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In our particular case, Mr. Sadlo said our (Fruithill/Schrepel) properties are outside the
scope of the project.on the County's current agenda. He also said the County owns an 
easement across our HI-zoned property for the purpose of establishing the trail. 
Regarding his first statement, that the trail will end at Oregon Highway 240, we see 
more depth to the matter (addressed next below). Regarding the latter claim, Mr. 
Sad lo has presented.• no documentary evidence in support of his claim ( addressed 

. . . ·. . . . . . . 

further below). 

This application represents the last land use step the applicant Intends, or that will be 

required, before the entire trail within Yamhill County is developed. This is the last time 

anyone will have a chance to raise the failure of the entire trail proposal to meet the 

farm impact standards. The fact that, if approved, Mr. Sadlo intends to immediately 

develop the first three miles and then the balance later, does not change the fact that 

the entire proposed trail must demonstrate compliance with approval standards or be 

denied. One problem is that the application fails to provide adequate detail for anyone 

to evaluate it in any meaningful way. We are left to speculate where will be the 

location of trail heads and parking areas, and whether there will be rest rooms, water 

and so forth, and if so, where. But, even speculating, we can see that the application, 

whether for three miles or 13, fails to meet the farm impact and _general conditional use 

permit standards. 

Even If the initial stage of the trail project concludes at Oregon Highway 240 (plus 750 

additional feet as the application submittal says, which Involves a large portion of our 

property), It does not prevent the risks of encroachment we described in our previous 

correspondence or testimony. A public trail that Invites and encourages unsupervised 

activity just across the highway from us makes Fruithill just as vulnerable to the food 

safety hazards we described earlier. The highway is not a physical barrier. The way 

the application is set up, it contemplates the initial segment to be immediately 

· : developed to Include our property within the 750 additional feet t_hat the applicant says

· he intends.
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Also of tremendous concern to Fruithlll is that once the first stage is complete, the 

County can choose to extend the trail north through and beside us without any further 

land use analysis. Our issues, and those of our neighbors further north or south, even

if we may or may not be part of "phase one" of the trail, must be dealt with now as a 

matter of law. There is no other point at which we will receive any required, 

appropriate, thoughtful and necessary consideration in light of the farm impacts 

standard or general conditional use permit compatibility, public facilities and other 

standards. As to Fruithill, the proposed trail and parking lot the County plans to make 

on our property is a non-starter under the applicable standards. As I have explained 

before, the trail and proposed parking do not meet the farm impact standards or the 

general conditional use permit or compatibility, appropriate development or public 

facilities standards. I have previously explained why, both orally and in writing. 

At the March 7, 2019 public hearing, the applicant took the remarkable position that the 

county had 11bought11 

an easement over our land This is absolutely false. In our 

deed from Union Pacific (in the record attached to my letter to each of you dated 

February 28, 2019), it says that the County will have an easement only if within a 

certain period of time (now expired), Union Pacific transfers its rights under the 

"reserved easement" to Yamhill County. It also says that, if that does not happen: 

"then the undeveloped portion of the [area that would otherwise go to Yamhill County] 

shall be deemed abandoned, and title to [that area] shall be free from the burden of 

this Easement." It did not happen. Within the requisite period of time, Union Pacific 

expressly excluded all of our deed from the County's transaction (the quit claim deed 

from the Union Pacific Railroad to Yamhill County is also attached to my letter to each 

of you dated February 28, 2019): 

l.XCLlDING THlmCr-RQNi Tl-I[ =o�LOWING TRACTS OF lAND;

Fruithill, 3/13/19 Page 5 
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THAU_�> 

QU lCI.A.11\1 DEW; UNION PACIFIC R/\ILROAD COMPANY TO !<A"HIHYN E. SCl"Rf;PEI TI\U!>-r, 

OfflCll\l. y,t,.MHII.L COlJN rv HE CORDS, HlCOIWl:D '-FPTFMnrn 16, 2013, nort lM [N f 

201311'168/, 

We asked Mr. Sadlo to document his claim regarding the easement, but have received 

no response (see enclosed copy of email). The County has no rights over our land and 

we intend to give it none. 

The severe adverse Impacts we and others have described In great detail either 

"matter" to the County, or they do not. I think they do matter to the Oregon Supreme 

Court, if not also to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). If they do not 

matter to the County, the tremendous economic engine Yamhill County has in 

agriculture is being very detrimentally discounted in favor of grant money and tourism 

dollars. The value of the wine industry will be given much greater "weight" than 

traditional agriculture. Any "talk" about the importance of family farms will have been 

exposed for what it is: nothing more than talk. Meanwhile, you have heard unified and 

objective testimony from many impacted business owners (farmers) and organizations 

with a mission of protecting and serving agriculture in Yamhill County and all of Oregon. 

Do not get lost in the screen being spread to mislead you from the truth. Respect the 

farmers who have been extremely open about how they do business and have brought 

you sound information about very real and significant impacts so you can do the right 

thing. You must deny the application. 

Sincerely, 

����<----
Lee W.�er�1�. 
Co-owner and Executive Vice President 

Enclosure 
• Frulthlll/Schrepel email to Mr. Sadia, 3/11/19

Fruithill, 3/13 /19 Page 6 
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Request for documentation 

1 of l 

Subject: Request for documentation 

From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithlllinc.com> 

Date: 3/11/2019, 4:54 PM 

To: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us 

CC: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>, Christian 

Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>, Mark Schrepel <mark@fruithillinc.com> 

Mr Sadia 

During your rebuttal, late in the afternoon of the trail hearing last Thursday (3/7 /19), you 

mentioned the County now owns an easement on Schrepel property north of Oregon Highway 

240. 

Will you please send me a copy of documentation to that effect? This is time sensitive as I aim 

to rebut your statement during the first open record period which closes this coming 

Thursday. I am unaware of anything that supports your statement. 

Wendie Kellington is copied here and authorizes my direct contact with you. 

Thank you. I will appreciate your prompt response. 

Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC. 

6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
Ofc & Res 503-662-3926 

Mobile 503-939-1562 
Fax 503-662-4270 
Email Lcc('(�rrnithilllnc.com 
www.Fruithill1 nc.corn 
Email communityc:111lalu(,ugm,1H,fom 
www.Cantata 'hoir.or 
"Quality Fruit For Genemtions!" 

3/12/2019, 3:47 PM 
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RECEIVED 

MAR 13 2019 

VA.MHiLl COUNTY PLANNING
March 12, 2019 

To the county commissioners in response/reflection to last Thursday's public hearing regarding the 

proposed "Yamhelas trail" ..... 

I later reflected on the group around me and thought of that Paul Harvey poem that goes like this ..... 

And on the 8 th day, God looked down on his planned paradise and said, 111 need a caretaker." 
So God made a farmer. 

"l need somebody willing to get up before dawn, milk cows, work all day in the fields, milk cows again, 

eat supper and then go to town and stay past midnight at a meeting at the school board." 

So God made a farmer .... 

It goes on of course but makes me cry and the first part was enough to get the jest of the folks 
representing themselves against this proposed trail. And wow that was a grueling process of sitting 

there all day. I give thanks to the our commissioners and staff for being there all day without lunch or 

breaks. And yet, I couldn't help but feel that this proposed trial was already a "done deal" before the 

opposition was even heard. BUT it's not a done deal? 

It's more than just adjusting farming practices to accommodate the general public 150 ft swathe 

alongside their fields. I'm using the maximum feet as farmers crop rotations change. The bigger picture 

is that they are slowly losing their livelihood. 74 acres will be basically be jeopardized with limited 

production and decreased in property value. And in case nobody knows this there's only so much of the 

"good stuff' and l mean soil. Rich productive soil and this trail goes right through it. 

Urbanization is encroaching on rural ground and this is not a paranoid fear as was mentioned by 

someone but a reality. My grandparents were peasant farmers that immigrated after WW2 to farm in a 
rural area known as Gresham. It has all been all but swallowed up by metro. Housing developments 

sprawled, light rail came, springwater trail etc. and the rest is history. Do we not learn from history? 

Fertile farm ground gone forever. My simple grandparents could never understand why in America the 
houses were built on "good dirt" and not in the hills of poorer soil similar to Europe. Remember there's 

only so much of the good stuff. 

I think the reason why a proper farm impact study was never performed properly, is because there IS a 

genuine farm impact! We were never even contacted. It does impact the farmers so of course the 

proponents wouldn't want to do that so the issue simply slid by. Lots of things seemed to slide by like 

getting a quick claim deed on our abandoned railroad easement. Federal monies, tax payer monies 

given all for a trail that hasn't been approved so putting the horse before the cart doesn't even cover it. 

Accepting federal funds tax payer$ to build bridges before thing have been settled is just plain wrong. 

My cousin deals with LUBA on a regular basis and when he read the report of how the county didn't file 

things correctly he was shocked how badly our county got slammed by LUBA! This whole trail seems like 

a mess to me legally and otherwise. 

A farmer mentioned that he has people notifying the ODA to turn him in on his farming practices but he 

is not doing anything wrong & has not been cited but to have to put up with the hassle. I'm sure people 

walking/biking by will do the same not understanding what going on. How can a farmer disc without 
generating dust? How can he combine his crop without generating chaff? How can he irrigate his field 

without water mist drifting over?. Is he suppose to STOP for every passer by? Sounds like a significant 
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farm impact to me! You have a window of time to get your field worked up and your crop in and 
harvested. The reality is that general public and farming practice don't mix. And Oregon Is known for its 
strict zoning and that's why we have zoning and this zoning is EFU - exclusive farm use. Period! 

This proposed trail is more of a want and not a need. Our kids do not have problems getting to from 

school and I certainly don't know one parent that is willing to let their kids bide down a path that 

detours away from the toad away from the sight of any people. Take a minute, go to Carlton grade 

school. Watch the buses come, watch the parents pick up their kids. Does any kid walk/bike home from 

school? No we live in a different world. It's just not safe. And Yes we have a homeless camp just 

outside of Carlton so that situation is real. And honestly, I don't see many locals exercising or using our 

existing parks. We could have a trail around Carlton park? So I suppose this trail is to invite Metro into 

our midst and promote tourism and the wine industry, which I might add doesn't need any help. Our 

area is a jewel and the word is out. I want to keep things as rural as possible. 

This proposed trail simply hasn't been thought through: 

----Farming impact, spraying, dust from working ground, combine chaff, irrigation etc. 
----Farming impact crossing trail with equipment, yearlong, more so during harvest 

----Impact on farm animals 
----Impact on animals using the trail, dogs, horses 

----Safety concerns, health issues, paramedic's ability to access? 

----Fire concerns/evacuations in case of fire started by equipment, started by smokers? 
----Trailhead problems, parking & traffic safety 

----Vandalism, trespassing, loss of privacy, etc. 

----Contamination of food crops 
----Weed control so as to not contaminate certified grass seed 
----Maintenance of proposed fences, gates etc. 

----Loss of revenue, land values for farmers and property owners 

----Cost in general!!! Who pays? How much? 
This list can go on and on. These concerns are valid and not made up fears as was mentioned. 

It's practical reality and not idealism of "oh wouldn't it be nice to have a trail." 

There's a lyric from a John Mellencamp song about farmers from the farm aid crisis era of the 80's 
Rain on the scarecrow 

Blood on the plow 
This land fed a nation 

This land made me proud 
And son I'm just sorry there's no legacy for you now .... 

These farmers are the "salt of the earth" people who are just trying to keep farming and keep their 
livelihood as they have done for generations. It's what they do, it's in their blood, it's in their soul, their 
roots run deep. They are the caretakers, the stewards of the land. Their kids/grandkids go to school 

here. They go to the school board meetings. They buy their gas/groceries & support the local economy. 

They employ the locals. They are part of this wonderful community and this proposed trail has torn this 

community apart. Is it really worth it? 
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We own the first farm, 50 acres just north of Carlton city limits. A new housing development was just 

completed next door. The vineyards are safe by being up on hill ground. I wonder what my 

grandparents would be thinking right now. Rich soil- there's only so much of the good stuff. Does 

anyone look at the big picture? 

You leave us no choice. We will fight for our rights and our land and our ability to farm. 

We have retained the law offices of McEwen Gisvold LLP - est 1886. 

Johathan M. Radmacher, Attorney at Law 

We will sue for right of ownership of our abandoned railroad easement. 

I will close by saying it doesn't really matter about all the pros and cons of this trail and who is for or 

against it. It all boils down to zoning LAW. This proposed "yamhelas trail" goes right through EFU-80 

exclusive farm use. There really shouldn't even be lawyers involved. This is plain and simple. The zoning 

states ..... 

402.01 Purpose. 

The purpose of the Exclusive Farm Use District is to identify and protect land designated as 

Exclusive Farm Use on the Comprehensive Plan that is suitable and desirable for commercial 

agricultural operations and other uses which are compatible with such operations ..... In Exclusive 

Farm Use Districts, nonfarm residential and other development which might likely be affected by 

normal farm management practices, will be limited or prohibited so as to maximize the 

productive potential of vicinity farmland. 

If a conditional permit is to be considered for recreational/other use it can only do so without an impact 

to farming. There clearly is an impact on farming practices. Do the math. The proponents didn't. Quit 

spending money. This should be a done deal. NO TRAIL! 

Best regards, 

Celine M. McCarthy 

Ground Zero Farms 

Ground Zero Seeds International 

Ace Holdings, LLC 

AgriRock Enterprises, LLC 

24550 NW Russell Creek Rd 

Yamhill, OR 97119 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
.... o:
Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:44 PM 
Teresa Davis 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 
notice of the decision on this application, please provide your malling address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Teresa Davis <stardavis@msn.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:27 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

1 1m in favor of this trail! 

plan to ride my horse on it and also take my grandkids on hikes because of the safety and it will be closely 

convenient to our home. 

I have experienced other trails like this one at Stub Stewart and really enjoy it. It's very well maintained and 

everyone I have run across is friendly and enjoying themselves. I don 1t see garbage anywhere and know there 

are volunteers that go up and help with up-keep. OET for one. l 1m sure people that are most excited about 

the trail will make sure that it is maintained and safe to TRY and keep most people happy. 

I strongly believe this plan of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will bring up the economy of the cities it runs through 

and be a safe place for visitors to ride their bikes, jog, hike and horseback. 

From what I understand, the Rails to Trails at Stub Stewart has not had any negative affect with the farmers 

around it and visitors respect their privacy and land. 

Thank you, 

Teresa K Davis 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
"'o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:44 PM 
Matthew Haughey 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Matthew Haughey <mathowie@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 131 2019 11:50 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Greetings, 

"ve been a resident of McMinnville for over 16 years, I'm a small business owner, and a cyclist. I've seen the tremendous 
transformation that took place in Banks and Vernonia since their trail went in, and I've seen first-hand how busy 
Vernonia is every day in the summer as hundreds of people ride the trail and enjoy shops and restaurants on both ends. 
I rode it myself a few years ago and couldn't believe how busy both towns were near the trail. I'd visited the region 
almost 20 years ago and it was a lot like Yam hilt then, a sleepy town with very little going on. 

I've ridden thousands of miles around Yamhill county in the past couple decades with groups of riders and the one area 
of the county we rarely ride near is both Carlton and Yamhill, since there is no safe north-south bike path through the 
area. Instead I frequently ride to Sheridan and back, since there are affordances for bikes along the highway. 

Simply put, the Westsider Trail would be a crown jewel for the region. We have wineries, but you have to drive between 
them. We have Carlton beginning to build up its restaurants and shops but you can only get there by car. If we could link 
McMinnville to Carlton and Yamhill and on to Hagg Lake, we'd create a destination ride for people from all over the state 
and country to visit. 

This would be such a tremendous positive force for the city of Yamhill and Carlton, with both cities seeing plenty of new 
business from cyclists enjoying a day trip between the two. Being an off-highway trail would make It perfect for families 
too, and the land being so flat would make it easy for an entire family to ride it. Banks-Vernonia is a bit of a hilly climb so 
younger kids can't enjoy it, but for the Westsider trail, it'd be a lot easier trip. 

I urge the county commissioners to vote to approve the trail and start the studies and plans to begin construction as 
soon as possible. 

hank you, 
Matt Haughey 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
··o:
Subject:

-----Original Message-----

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:47 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: gerdaeck <gerdaeck@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 1:20 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am very much looking forward to exploring the trails in Yamhill County, I walk, hike and bike for enjoyment and to bring 

money to the rural communities by having lunch, dinner or just an ice cream. I am looking forward to taking my 

grandchildren on a new bike trail. I feel that it is imperative that multi-use trails are built for the enjoyment of all. The 

rails-to-trails system is fabulous, I have enjoyed this in rural Washington and have biked the trails in the Cottage Grove 
area. There are some nice trails in Columbia County of Oregon as well. I do not believe that any of them have had 
adverse population leaving trash. The bike trails in big cities cannot be compared with rural trails. 

I am in favor of building the Yamhelas Westside Trail. 

Gerda Eck 
12178 SE 37th Avenue 

tlilwaukie Oregon 97222 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:
Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:50 PM 
Julia Jakubowski 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to  receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Julia Jakubowski <jakubowski.julia@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 1:36 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Greetings I I'm writing to offer my support for the completion of the first phase of the Westsider trail. I'm a Mcrninnville 
resident, a mother of two young children and a social worker in the community. My family values outdoor activities and 
we have been anticipating the trail opening eagerly. Recreational activities are limited in Yamhill County which is of 
great concern to us. We question our long term plans for raising a family in the area without adequate opportunities to 
exercise and recreate and teach our children the values of being outside. We live surrounded by nature and green 
spaces but with little access or ability to interact with those spaces. The coastal range is dominated by logging 
companies concerned of liability with recreation activities and the valley is dominated by farming. Our intended use for 
the trail would be biking and hiking and interacting with other like minded people in our community, I understand the 
concerns of a few farmers operating alongside the proposed trail but I believe their arguments are unfounded with 
concerns to the ill will of the trails users. We beg the county to consider what's best for the community and the 
sustainability of our future generations. 

Best, 

Julia Jakubowski 

Julia Jakubowski, MSW, CSWA 

Integrated Wellness + Counseling 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:51 PM 
Nathaniel Hitchcock 

Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Nathaniel Hitchcock <natanowknows@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 1:59 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

Dear County Commissioners, 

.. hanks for your efforts to protect and increase the livability of this area. 

I strongly feel that safe pedestrian pathways are increasingly important to that aim. 

As vehicle speeds and traffic ramp up we need to offer a safe place for human paced travel. 

There was a time in which riding a bike along the side of the roads between Yamhill and Carlton was a casual jaunt. 

Those days are over. The heavy traffic makes this trip extremely dangerous for even veteran cyclists and urban hikers. 

The reduction in obesity, heart and lung disease alone make this trail crucial for our area. Add to that additional tourist 

dollars spent by people who aren't increasing traffic congestion and road wear and tear and it's the clear decision. 

I had the deep pleasure of riding a similar path south of Eugene. I spoke with some locals about it and their experience. I 

heard the same story from all of them. Initially, certain folks were reticent with the same fears I've heard from local land 

owners here. After completion it became a major source of pride, increased property values and quality of life for all 

involved. 

I know ya'II will do what's right for the health, safety, solvency and happiness of Yamhill County. 

Thanks Again for your efforts, 

Nathaniel Hitchcock 

McMinnville 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
"o:
Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:51 PM 

Stephanie Armstrong 

FW: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: JILL ZARNOWITZ <jill@staghollow.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:19 PM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners and Planning Commissioners, 

We support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This is a rare opportunity for the county to gain a linear property for walking 

and bike riding recreation. This will benefit our children with riding their bikes between Yamhill and Carlton. Children 

could even ride to school, getting great exercise. Families could bike or walk together enjoying the beauty of Yamhill 

County and learning an appreciation for the great farming economy of the county. 

The county should not miss this opportunity of a lifetime to establish this trail on the old railroad grade. There are many 

communities that would love to have this opportunity and some that have taken advantage of one like it, such as 

Washington County's Banks to Vernonia trail. 

We support establishing the Yamhelas Westside Trail. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Huff 

Jill Zarnowitz 

Stag Hollow Vineyard LLC 
Stag Hollow Wines LLC 
7930 NE Blackburn Rd 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 
503.662.5609 
www.SlagHollow.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
"'o:
�c: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:41 PM 
Brandy Laster 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Yamhill co. Planning commission 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Brandy Laster <brandylasterperea2@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:18 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhill co. Planning commission 

I do not live in the Yamhill- Carlton area however I did teach there for 33 years and have many connections there. I am 
currently involved in farming in Newberg area and am aware of the problems a walking path such as the one between 
-:arlton and Yamhill could produce. How are you going to keep walkers/ riders out of the fields where there are crops 
growing and livestock grazing? How are you going to protect personal property on farms? How are you going to prevent 
fences from being cut and livestock turned loose or slaughtered? How are you going to protect the land owner from 
liability suits by trespassing walkers and campers? Can Yamhill county provide 24 hour a day security? Our society is 
changing, as you know, and many people have zero regard for other people's property.the properties along the II trail" 
provides a living for the landowners or renters. These people are tax payers & provides products to our economy.unless 
you can provide protection for these people it would appear it is a poor plan .. 

Thank you for your time 
Ruth Kilgore 

503-538-3590

P.S our officials want toll roads why not toll paths?

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
""o:

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:41 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: Robin Smith <smithrobin@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:15 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Please support the trail I 

I am an avid bike rider and while your area is beutiful the roads lack shoulders and leave riders exposed to injmy 
from cars. Having a trail lvould be much safer and would draw riders with wallets to the area. 

Just ask the folks in Sisters or Vernonia about the positive economic impact bicyclists have on their communities. 

My dad had property that a rails to trails project got built on. Initially he was concerned. About the impact to the 
farmers and to himself and they found it to be a non issue. And came to enjoy all the friendly waves from happy 
riders. 

Thank you for approving the trail and needed funding for the bridge and other pieces of the project. 

J.obin Smith
126 n Tomahawk Island Dr, Portland, OR 97217

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:
.!iubject: 

-----Original Message-----

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:40 PM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: SAVE CYCLING MATTERS .. .We support the Westsider Trail 

From: EFW <EFW333@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:13 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson 
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: SAVE CYCLING MATTERS ... We support the Westsider Trail 

Dear friends, 

My wife and I are both retired. We love to ride our bikes. 

However, even wearing fluorescent clothing and using flashing tail lights it's still not safe. Distracted drives are 

everywhere. The Westslder trail would be a blessing. 

Please keep an open mind. We ask you to support the project. 

;est Regards, 

Rick & Melinda Weidner 
2075 SW Sailing Court 
McMinnville 
916-803-3333
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
... o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:39 PM 

Deborah Rose Reeves 

Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Please Support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Deborah Rose Reeves <deborahrosereeves@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:01 AM 

To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: Please Support the Yamhelas WestsiderTrail 

To whom it concerns, 

· am writing to voice my support for the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail.

My husband and I moved to Amity from Portland a few years ago. We love the beauty and the peace of Yamhill County 

compared to the city, but living in the country isn't exactly what I thought it would be. I imagined I would spend a lot 

more time out of doors but, in fact, I spent more time outdoors - walking and riding my bike - when I lived in Portland 

than I do now. I don't feel safe walking, running, or cycling on winding roads with no shoulders or lights where people 

often come around blind corners at high speeds. Two months ago, I gave my bike away to a local Dayton high school 

student because I hadn't ridden it in four years. 

Sometimes I will take a long walk around Miller Woods with a friend, but we can't have a dog there. Then there are 

places like the Harvey Creek Loop Hike, where dogs are allowed on leashes, but it is barely a 1.5 mile hike. When I do 

want to take a long walk or spend time in nature, I often find myself getting in my car and driving 50-100 miles one-way

to do so, because of the limited areas to walk, run, or ride in Yamhill County. It doesn't make any sense, especially when 

we have this prime opportunity available to us. 

Additionally, whether I drive out to the beach or up to the Gorge or Forest Park up in Portland, as well as going for a long 

walk I am also visiting the cafes, restaurants, and stores around those places or on the way to those places. I would 

prefer to spend my money at local businesses land I do all the time) but it seems to me that the Yamhelas Westsider 

Trail is not just about having a place to walk, it's also about investing in tourism and the surrounding restaurants, 

industries, and local businesses. The proposed trail should not, in my opinion, be viewed in isolation but also in terms of 

the positive impact it will have on the area as a whole. 

Obviously, the wine industry is a massive draw to this area. However, not everybody drinks alcohol, or when my friends 

nd family visit us, we would like other things to do, and other places to take them, in addition to wine tasting. 

Diversifying the recreational options available to people in Yamhill Co. is important and necessary, The recreational 
experience that the Yamhefas Westsider Trail will offer local residents and constituents can only have positive effects. 

Having a safe and beautiful place to walk, run, and ride bikes will unite families and friends and strengthen our sense of 
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community. Not to mention the physical and mental health benefits, from reducing the risk of heart disease and 
diabetes, to relieving stress and improving our peoples' quality of life. 

The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will contribute to the development of thriving, vibrant communities where people live, 

work, play, shop, and spend their money. This trail provides an opportunity to increase our prosperity {from financial 

1rosperity to personal well-being) and strengthen our community's family values and support of our neighbors. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Reeves 

97101, OR 
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To: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

From: Stan Primozich 

Ref: Additional testimony on LUBA Remand ofTrail 

I ask you to not be confused by the notebook full of conjecture and "what ifs" presented by the attorney 

for the opponents of the trail. The trail is county property and therefore the existing rules apply to it 

even as I write this letter. The reality is there is no way the farmers will be impacted by the trail when it 

comes to spraying and both OSHA and ODA will report the same thing. The only question that then 

remains is what, if anything, can be done to work together to make this a positive for all concerned. The 

Van Dykes own most of the adjacent land to the first 3 miles of the trail. According to their own 

estimates they spray on those lands 83 hours a year. I am quite certain with communication and some 

cooperation the trail can be closed for 83 hours a year without causing any problems. 

One of the other Issues raised had to do with safety and security. As the trail is developed there will be 

points of ingress and egress. As the trail is developed these concerns will be addressed as needed. The 

opponents would have you believe that much of the activity on the trail will be so negative that 

emergency vehicles will be a common need and that unwanted behaviors will be occurring all the time 

on the trail. It seems that we can learn a lot about the reality of having a trail by looking closely at a 

comparable trail. The Banks/Vernonia trail is an example of a trail that was opposed for years with all of 

this same conjecture. The reality is they report nothing but satisfactory results including a tremendous 

positive economic impact on the cities of Vernonia and Banks. 

The opponents spent a great deal of time talking about the trail head at Gun Club Road. There is no trail 

head at Gun Club Road and as of now that would probably be the last of the trail to be developed. As 

that occurs all aspects of a trail head will be considered and the best use of the property at that end of 

the trail can be determined. 

Our population continues to grow and we find ourselves interacting with people in new and challenging 

ways but we find ways to be compatible. There are roads around all of the farms in this corridor that 

have also incurred other similar challenges and the need for cooperation. We are asking for that same 

attitude of community cooperation be used in approaching the trail discussion and consideration. 

Please look at all of the trails around the country. They are providing benefit for their communities and 

are not causing the harm that is talked about by the opponents of this project. Speculation and 

conjecture and scare tactics are not sound reasonable approaches to decision making. 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ken Friday 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:34 PM 
Jan Tolman 
Stephanie Armstrong 
Trail Testimony 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex pa rte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 

hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

,03-434-7516 

From: Jan Tolman <tolman19S1@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 5:50 PM 

To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson 

<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: 

I am a registered voter in Newberg, Oregon. I stand with the farmers on the issue of a bike trail going through their 

land. The agricultural work they do is vital to our economy. A suitable trail, IF really Needed, should be located 

somewhere besides EFU farm land. Furthermore, I don't want to pay for a bike trail or the necessary maintenance and 

cleanup associated with it. Try issuing license tags and on-road bike operator licenses, for a fee, to subsidize their 

"wants". 

Janice M. Tolman 

Blessings from the Tolmans 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Ken Friday 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:34 PM 
Jessica Klus 
Stephanie Armstrong 
RE: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 
acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 
on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 
contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex pa rte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 
County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

comments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 
hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 

Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
,03-434-7516 

From: Jessica Klus <jessica@thekellygroup.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 6:03 PM 
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Support for proposed Westsider trail 

Hello, 

I am writing to convey my full support for the proposed Westsider biking trail. As long time residents of Yamhill County and 
parents of 2 children, my husband and I along with many, many other Yamhill County families feel that this trail would be an 
excellent addition to our communities, offering the opportunity for an outdoor activity that so many families could 
use. Current�y, there are only 2 "safe" biking trails within a close distance to Yamhill County, The Champoeg Trails which are 
relatively short and not a challenge for anyone over the age of 10 and the Banks-Vernonia trail which is a fair distance from 
here. The only other option is to bike along country roads, many of which do not have shoulders, have blind corners and are 
all together unsafe for this activity. 

One of the main concerns we have heard about this project is the potential for this to become like the Springwater trail which 
is a magnet for homelessness and drug use. Having biked 20 miles of the Banks-Vernonia trail, I can say that concern is 
unfounded. On that trail, we did not spot a single tent, needle or any other sign of property damage. I believe the same 
would be true for the Westsider trail. The proximity is too far from any large urban area to attract the types of issues seen on 
+rails close to Portland.

I firmly believe that this would provide so many benefits to our community with no drawbacks. I strongly support farmers in 
our county but their concerns are without merit. A small number of farmers has worked to spread a great deal of inaccurate 
information stating that their land would be taken away, that this would attract scores of homeless camps and that they 
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would not be able to spray their crops. I feel that it is unfair to the citizens of our county to take away such a fantastic project 

in order to appease a small number of people who would only be slightly impacted by it. 

I hope you will consider these points as you make decisions on Westsider trail. 

"'incerely, 

Tim and Jessica Klus 
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Donna Anessi 
14957 NE Withycombe Road 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148-8518 
March 12, 2019 

Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

SUBJECT: We Support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Planners and Commissioners. 

We strongly support the proposed Westsider Trail, especially 
the segment between Yamhill and Carlton. We have lived within 
sight of the propose� ·trail for 27 years 

I believe this would be used primarily by local residents and · 
students on bicycles. The trail would be much safer than 
Highway 47, and would encourage people to. get out of their 
motorized vehicles and get exercise. 

Sincerely yours, 

/:9;,; t/ 11_,,,, . AIM'--d<!.C 

Donna and Ray Anessi 
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Planning Depru1ment 
Yamhill County 
525 NE Fomth St. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

March 11, 2019 RECEIVED 

MAR 1 3 2019 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 

We are writing in favor of the development and construction of the proposed Westsider Trail. 

As residents of Yamhill since 1975, we have warm relationships with many opponents of the Westsider Trail 
who we respect as generally reasonable mem hers of our communities. Most of these opponents are farmers 
who have concluded that there are likely to be very negative effects on their lives as farmers if the trail is 
built. Like with all changes that happen in our communities, there probably will be some negative effects if 
the Westsider Trail is built. However, we believe that these concerns are overstated and wish that our friends 
would work towards addressing their fears and concerns as much as possible in a spirit of reasonable 
compromise, as some farmers are already doing, 

While fanning is a very important pm1 of our Yamhill-Carlton economy and community way of life, farmers 
are a small minority of our population. They need to recognize that they have a responsibility to carry on 
their work in a neighborly manner with consideration for other members of their communities just as the rest 
of our community needs to be neighborly to them. We believe that most people in Yamhill and Carlton are 
actually in favor of the Westsider Trail but are just not as outspoken as the extremely vocal opponents. 

A Westsider Trail would probably have some beneficial economic effects by bringing tourist visitors to our 
area. We have used the Banks-Vernonia Trail with pleasure and have seen the positive impact on several 
Vernonia businesses. We saw none of the negative impacts that are being so strnngly warned against by 
Westsider Trail opponents, 

Now we come to our most impoitant consideration. It is very much in the interests of many in our 
community to have the Westsider Trail built as a safe pedestrian and bicycle route between our towns and 
neighboring communities, especially for children. Our local highways are built with very narrow shoulders 
and are unsafe for adult bicyclists and pedestrians, let alone children. There are many more children than 
fam1ers in our communities, and currently there is no safe way for those children to travel from Yamhi11 to 
Carlton, McMinnville, or Gaston without being driven in an automobile. Even for adults who do not have _an 
automobile, the current situation is dangerous, even deadly. In 2014, I (Ken) was driving on highway 47 

south of Carlton \Vhen a driver in front of me struck and killed an adult bicyclist riding towards home from 
his work at a nearby farm. There is virtually no shoulder along that stretch of highway, so he had been riding 
precadously along the edge of the traffic lane. I vividly remember running up to his body and seeing the pool 
of blood spreading under his head, and then trying to console the distraught driver whose vehicle had struck 
him. I believe if the Westsider Trail had existed at that time the bicyclist would still be alive. This shows that 
for our children, the building of the Westsider Trail is potentially a life or death issue, In fact, at present, 
most children are just plain prohibited from traveling safely from one tovm to another, which is sad. 

Having listened to intense protests from a small minority of opponents, please listen to a broader concern in 
our communities and allow the Westsider Trail to become a reality! 

With appreciation for considering our concerns, 
. V Ken and Kathy Watson V\ &:71, WoJS 071

PO Box 352 . I, l,./ lYamhill /) fl:;,/1; r i(/ £7/J tf'r-/
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March 12, 2019 

Chairman Olsen and fellow Yamhill County Commissioners; 

l want to give you some written response to what I heard brought fon,vard during the public

hearing on the Conditional Use permit for Ordinance 904, March 7, 2019

First, I want to touch on one main point. This abandoned right of way in its current zoning is 

EFU 80. That means that only specific agricultural practices and a very limi ted list of accepted 

exclusions are permitted outright on this land. That Hst of permitted outright uses does not 

include a multi modal publrc right of way. Those may only be approved in very limited 

circumstances, if very rigorous tests are met. The applicant wants the proposed trail, 

apparently a lot, and so this is the basis for what you have been asked to decide with a quasi

judicial hearing. The applicant has asked for a Conditional use permit on EFU land and your job 

is to decide if there is any "Significant" farm impact by allowing this use to take place on this 

land. 

Significant is defined by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill 

County pg. 447 - "As used in ORS 215.296(1) to modify a 'change in accepted farm or forest 

practices on surrounding lands,' the ordinary meaning of 'significant' indicates that the change 

has, or is likely to have, an important influence or effect on the farm or forest practices 'on 

surrounding lands.' Similarly, the ordinary meaning of 'significantly' with respect to an increase 

in the cost of accepted farm or forest practices appears to mean to increase the cost in a 

significant manner, that is, in an influential and important way." 

This rigorous analysis is to be done on a granular level meaning that farm by farm, field by field, 

and farm practice by farm practice, the applicant has to prove to you that establishment of the 

proposed trail has no important influence or effect on any of our accepted farming practices, 

either alone or cumulatively, or that the proposed trail does not increase the cost of our 

farming in an influential and important way. The applicant has failed to carry these difficult 

burdens and the proposed trail must be denied. No two farms, fields or farm activities are the 

same. We as farmers all do things differently, even though the applicant has tried to lump us 

all together. But the Supreme Court made it explicitly dear that if it impacts just One practice 

in just One field on One farm in a "Significant" way then the farm impacts test must "Fail" and 

the conditional use permit must be denied. The Applicant has given us two items which he 

expects to handle all the issues that have been brought forward from the many land owners 

and farmers along the trail. They will "Fence and post Signage." These two items are supposed 

to magically make all our concerns go away or in the Supreme Court's words, to make the 
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impacts of the proposed trail become an unimportant influence or effect on our farming 

practices or impose uninfluential and unimportant additional costs on us. They do not do so. 

We know nothing about the "fencing1' the applicant proposes. But not matter what the fencing 

is, to solve one problems it will create others. For example. To keep livestock from breaking 

free when they charge due to fear or being teased, such a fence will have to look like something 

out of Jurassic Park and be on all side of the farm. It will have to be visible enough for livestock 

to see. It will not be enough to merely fence along the proposed trail. To keep livestock from 

breaking out due to fear or being teased, the Jurassic Park fence would have to extend deep 

into the farm. Remember, among the livestock is a commercial herd of bison, that don't know 

that the only place they should charge when frightened or teased is toward the trail. And you 

can't presume that it is only one animal that charges a fence in response to a provocation 

(which can be as scary for such an animal as a bike peloton whizzing by). When livestock charge 

a fence that is built to contain them, they get hurt. 

While I talk about the problems in some detail below, I also want to bring out some here. A 

1,000 lb. animal or animals charging a fence meaning to harm a perceived aggressor or escape 

one, will hurt itself (or themselves} when it (or they) charge or charges, pure and simple. 

Undeniably, replacing the animal or animals has an important influence or effect on the 

accepted farming practice of keeping livestock and imposes a cost that is certainly influential 

and important to the farmer. Similarly, veterinarian bills to attempt to heal such animals or 

animals and the farmers' lost time in arranging and caring for such animals is also significant. 

And then fences will prevent livestock that now travel back and forth across the old rail right of 

way for food, shelter and water, from doing so. The loss of such, is significant to any livestock 

farmer and puts whole livestock areas across the old right of way, out of livestock production -

another significant impact and cost to the farmer. 

Moreover, a fence for a farmer with fields on both sides of the proposed trail, as is the case for 

many of us, fences us out and isolates many farm fields, making it extremely difficult or 

impossible to farm such isolated fields. We will have to change our long-standing accepted 

farming practice of travelling over the old abandoned right of way to get to our fields on either 

side with our equipment to check, irrigate, till, spray, plant, fertilize and harvest. If there is no 

gate, we will lose whole fields since many of us have no way whatsoever to get to our fields on 

the other side of the old rail right of way. Where a gate is provided, if it is not big enough for 

our 100' spray boom to get through, we will simply be unable to get to that field and it 

becomes isolated and unavailable if we can't spray it (there are no other reasonable cost

effective options for us)-this is a significant impact and cost to any farmer by anyone's 

definition. If a gate is provided that happens to be wide enough, but is still not of a type that 

stop es trail users as and for so long as we pass, then we will be able to travel over the trail only 

if we are absolutely certain we can get through and close the gate before a trail user arrives on 
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the scene. We will lose time with our machines idling while we get out of our equipment and 

open a gate and get into our equipment and drive over the trail, and then get out of our 

equipment and reclose the gate and move on. During harvest when we need to get back and 

forth ever few minutes, such a process is completely undeniable and disruptive to the point of 

making harvest impossible to perform at any efficient and economic scale. Without harvest at 

an efficient and economic scale, there is no harvest. 

At trail heads, a gate protocol (if there is a gate - no one knows) the problem off enc es and 

gates will require us to hire a spotter to watch for cars parking, bikes unloading, horses 

unloading as well as other trail users. A spotter is an additional and influential and important 

expense that would affect any farmers' bottom line. We will be unable to get back and forth as 

we need having to wait for any trail users to pass by. 

The fact is, fences create as many problems as they solve. They do not and cannot meet the 

Oregon Supreme Court's articulation of the significant farm impacts test. 

Sign age is no better. Because people violate signs all the time, and neither dogs nor horses can 

read, they solve none of the trespass and food safety or pesticide spray restrictions problems 

we have explained in this record and livestock harm concerns also in the record. 

The other glaring issue is the lack of separation between the county being the applicant and the 

county's land use counsel. I was appalled by the testimony that was allowed during the 

hearing. Commissioner Kulla was allowed to ask the question. "What will we do with this land 

if we don't allow the trail." This question should have been rebuked by county counsel as 

completely Irrelevant to the legal standards that applied, but was allowed to go forward 

without any legal advice that the public has a right to expect from county lawyers paid for with 

tax dollars. As a quasi-judicial judge, the commissioners should be sitting impartial and looking 

at the issues of the land use application. This question showed that Commissioner Kulla was 

putting himself back in the role of the applicant. lf this was any other landholder asking for a 

Conditional use permit to put at trail in EFU land or any other conditional use it is not the 

Judge's role to ask the applicant what they will do with the land should this fail application fail.

That is the applicant's sole responsibility and that responsibility can not weigh on the decision 

of the judge. Counsel allowed this dialog to go on and even answered the question. With 

something about farming it, to which they talked about renting it or selling it. Appalling!! This 

is not the Judge's place to have the weight of a denial decision play in to the equation. 

This lack of separation between the applicant and the county staff in charge of guiding and 

implementation of land use law also played out in another dialog. The applicant acknowledged 

that they have some proposed trail lands that go through prohibited zones (AF10; HI and LI) but 

they said after approval of the Conditional use permit, the county will move forward with 

getting the zoning changed to allow a trail to be used on these lands. This improperly mixes the 
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role of applicant and county legal counsel. This is way above and beyond what a applicant is 

allowed to do or say. With out th� power of being the county's !and use counsel this statement 

would be nothing more then a wish and, denial of the application would be certain, until 

outside of this application a general applicant would have been applied for and approved -

meeting all standards that apply to get the laws changed. Only after the law was changed 

(presumably to EFU and then after a new CUP were approved) then could the applicant reapply. 

As of right now, if approved, the county is acknowledging that the trail is completely illegal on 

such land but merely anticipates that he can use this approval to force you to make another 

change to the land use laws to harm the Farming community. Again, this is an absurd over use 

of power by the county counsel. 

Another argument I heard brought up during the hearing was pertaining to what our farms 

currently have to do along public roadways to meet standards such as AEZ. This statement is 

again not a relevant one due to the fact that the abandoned railroad right of way is not a public 

roadway. No matter what us as farmers have to do on other properties or even these same 

properties on other boundaries that border roads to meet the standards of AEZ do not matter. 

The merit you are asked to judge this conditional use permit is to the current use along this 

existing property's borders. The property we are talking about - that borders the old rail right 

of way currently has almost Zero AEZ, trespass, food safety, and pollution issues. The legat 

question is for you to decide what is the effect on our accepted farm practices and farm costs of 

converting the old abandoned right of way to a public bike, horse, and running/walking trail, 

which conversion will introduce thousands of vulnerable people, dogs and horses to a 

commercial farm area that has none or almost of these now. The Change of use and only the 

change of use causes the impacts we have been talking about to our farming practices and our 

costs of farming. The trail undeniably causes a significant impact to each of our farms along its 

borders both individually and cumulatively. 

Lack of a solid master plan. Bridges and trail heads where brought up in the meeting and we 

were told what we have seen in the drawings were just artistic concepts not anything that was 

official. So where is our official plan so we can evaluate it and see how each aspect of the 

design will impact our farms? With out that we are having to use what we believe the trail will 

look like, be designed like and maintained like to then tell you the impacts the proposed trail 

would have on our farm practices and farm costs. All of these speculations allow the applicant 

to down play our concerns by telling us all will be fixed in the future. As for right now we don't 

even know what to plan for because the applicant does not have a plan. This process where we 

are all supposed to just vote the trail in, then figure out the plan later, is not just an asfnine 

statement, it is not how the land use process works. Again, if this applicant was anyone but the 

county, planning, let alone you, would have sent the application back to be fully completed and 
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laid out. The only thing we know is that they p!an to mitigate ALL our impacts with two thing 

"Fencing and Signage." 

I will list some ways a Fence and Signage won't fix our issues brought forward on just our own 
farm, let alone how this might impact other farms and farm practices. 

1. Fence-· I have listed some problems above. A fundamental problem is that we don't
even know what this fence will be or look like, its material, height, permeability, Etc.
We are having to speculate that it will be something like a farm fence. Farm fences
allow animals dog size and smaller to get through and or over. They are also very easily

traversed by humans and will offer very little protection to someone who really wants to
get off the trail into our fields, If they are composed of chain-link and taller with razor
wire tops, we would have more security for our farms but we have no plan to tell us that
is what they will be, The applicant kept alluding to fencing like what farms put up along

their other fields. We have little to no need to fence now. The need for fencing is only

imposed as a result of the proposed trail. And the proposed trail is a very different kind
of problem than any farmer ever has had to deal with in this area before. Unless we

have fencing similar to that of a penitentiary, the likelihood of trespass and intrusion will

still be very high. Without impermeable fencing and cameras to prove effectiveness,
our auditors for food safety will have a very difficult time approving our Food safety

audits and allowing our products to meet food safety standards such as the one
provided in my other letter by George packing and Northwest Hazelnut.

2. Gates - We have no idea whether there will be gates and if so where they will be or

what any gates wi!! be like. The applicant says he will put them in to allow us access to
the fields and tax lots that will be dissected by this trail. Maybe he will and maybe he
won't, but even if so, we know nothing about them. The applicant again wants us to
assume that the gates he installs will have no "Significant" impact to us and I hope you
understand that this is impossible. Currently we have unabated access to cross the old
Railroad right of way that is nothing more than a 10' strip of gravel or nothing. A Gate at
a minimum will cause stoppage time for people and equipment to open and close, and

we have no idea what the process will be like, without design we are only guessing. Are
they wide enough to fit our machinery in operation position? If not, there is more fold
up time and redeployment time. WiH the gates be as secure as the fencing that is
supposed to keep people and dogs out? If not, then these crossing are an access point
to trespass. What about the farms that have livestock that needs to have unabated
access to cross? Or will the applicant just not allow access because they don't think we

need it or because of the applicant's crabbed and uninformed views about ownership

we farmers have no rights? Without a plan we don't even know what to plan for.
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3. Sign age - I don't know how these signs will resolve any of the impacts to our operations,

the fact is signs won't cut it and do not stop the proposed trail from having an important

influence on how we farm and the costs of our farming. We certainly can't rely upon

sign age to solve for all of our problems the trail would impose on farming. Sign age is

nice but l see speed limit and stop signs ignored every day, and don't see many

repercussions to persons on the road let alone on a trail if they disobey their message.

In the meantime, consumers who learn that one of our farms has a Salmonella

outbreak, won't soon forget and our farms will become pariahs. Food safety auditors

won't be impressed by signage and will not pass us on audits. The owners of dead dogs

who ate slug bait on one of our farms won't be moved not to sue us or file an ODA

complaint because there was a sign .. The group of walkers mowed down by a bull bison

who broke through a fence, won't let bygones be bygones and not sue the pants off of

a farmer because there was a sign. Kids attracted to play in pollen heavy fields won't

stop getting off their bikes to play in the fields, have asthma attacks or unsafe pesticide

exposures, because of a sign telling them not to do so. And the list goes on.

Trail right of way design and maintenance. It was discussed nowhere by the applicant as to 

how the design of the trail space will be laid out. They showed us conceptual designs but again 

we were chided that those are just artistic drawings, not a plan. What will the space on each 

side of the path way be and how will it be maintained? No one addressed this at all in the 

hearing or in the applicant, such as it is. There is no planning, plant type, placement of plants, 

or maintenance schedule. We don't even know who is in charge of the maintenance. The point 

in my letter was that we have seed purity to maintain in our fields. To lose this purity is a 

catastrophic financial impact. The price of our seed drops by over 75%. If the edges on either 

side of the path are al!owed to grow the same species grass and is not property mowed our 

fields will be contaminated by the pollen of this grass and dilute our varietal purity. Thus, we 

will not have a pure product to sell and our production contract will be void. If weed seed, 

noxious or common are allowed to grow on the old right of way, then they will contaminate our 

fields also. Stack that on top of a compromised AEZ zone on t,he outer edges and we will lose 

crop and yield because of it. Without a plan we don't know how the applicant expects to plant 

or maintain the vegetation. This lack of a plan must lead us to err on the side of a no 

maintenance plan and assume a weed filled strip in the middle of our fields with an abundant 

inoculum source to allow the spread of pollen and weeds in to our crops. This will be the end of 

grass seed farming along the proposed trail. Period. If we have issues spraying with our large 

buggies due to AEZ to control weeds, we will be forced to hire hand labor crews and hand hoe 

the weeds out of the edges in the AEZ to try and control them. This is so expensive as to 

making farming impossible or nearly so. This is very similar to the hiring of a labor for picking 
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out the trash before haying like the Supreme Court stated as a "Significant" farm impact in the 

Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County pg.462 "We also agree with petitioners that LUBA 

correctly concluded that the litter patrol and the landfill waste cleanup on the McPhillips hay 

farm forced a change in accepted farm practices for growing, harvesting, and baling hay. 

However, whether that change was substantial is not ameliorated by the condition that 

Riverbend pay for increased costs of cleanup. Regardless of whether McPhilfips or Riverbend 

pays, the accepted farm practices on the McPhHlips farm will be changed." 

1 urge you again to read this portion of the Oregon State Supreme court's ruling. It lays out well 

the pin pointed effect of allowing just one house in an EFU zone and how that would cause a 

significant impact. Not multiply that by the 12 miles of trail and I don't see any way as to how 

you can possible say this conditional use permit can pass the farm impact test. 

Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County pg, 452- "As used in ORS 215.296(1) to modify a 

"change in accepted farm or forest practices on surrounding lands," the ordinary meaning of 

"significant" indicates that the change has, or is likely to have, an important influence or effect 

on the farm or forest practices "on surrounding lands." Similarly, the ordinary meaning of 

"significantly" with respect to an increase in the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 

appears to mean to increase the cost in a significant manner, that is, in an influential and 

important way history of SB 237 suggests that the legislature selected an interference standard 

for nonfarrn dwellings that was sensitive to the effect of the proposed dwelling on particular 

farming practices on surrounding farms. The legislative history of SB 237 also suggests that the 

interference standard in ORS 215.213(3) for a proposed nonfarm dwelling on EFU-zoned land 

was directed at particular farms and forming practices, not impending effects on the overall 

supply of agricultural land. At numerous points in the July 7 hearing before the House 

Committee on Environment and Energy, legislators focused on how the standard would be 

applied by a local government to specific examples of interference with specific farm practices 

on a nearby farm. For example, Representative Vanleeuwen asked whether the following 

hypothetical situation would result in an increased cost under the standard that the Senate had 

adopted: "I have to set up my irrigation lines in a different pattern because of that [nonfarm 

dwelling} coming in." Tape Recording, House Committee on Environment and Energy, SB 237, 

July 7, 1983, Tape 283, Side A. Representative Tom Throop responded, If it's quantifiable under 

the 'measurably increase' test. If it's judged under the 'major change,' then the county is going 

to have to look at what the farmer can tell them that means in terms of loss and decide 

whether or not it's major." Id. Shortly thereafter, Representative Fred Parkinson asked an 

Agriculture for Oregon representative, Hector MacPherson, whether in MacPherson's opinion, 

there would be a time when "a significant change would not translate into dollars." Id. 

MacPherson responded, "I think any significant change probably would translate into dollars," 
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but he tempered his conclusion by noting that people can disagree about "how significant" a 

change is: "Is it a little bit of thing? Is it the farmer's dogs coming over to hassle my sheep, in 

which [case] I've got to do something? Is that the significant one, or isn't it?" Id. Lois Kenagy, 

also of Agriculture for Oregon, then advocated for the "significant" standard of interference, 

using as an example a one-person farm operator dealing with nonfarm dwellings nearby: ''And 

the major change can be the time on that farmer. And it's--it's a cost, but it's not a cost that I 

would guess the courts would recognize in terms of his hours. I mean, what kind of value do I 

put on my time, or my husband's time, when many times he's working for nothing as the year

end finances work out? "But when I think of the time that's required to communicate with the 

neighbors, and to work out problems with aH the surrounding rural residential things, that 

requires-- it's a major change when we're working on a farm process surrounded by houses* * 

*. That is a major change, But it does not measurably increase in terms of the dollar outlay. 

"And from our own situation, from my own experience and working in both suburban and the 

areas outside urban growth boundaries in both Corvallis and Albany, I think having both

having a significant change in the accepted farming practices or some kind of increase in the 

cost of accepted farming practices-I think both of those gives a better protection for 

agriculture***." Id. Thus, witnesses before the committee as well as the legislators had in 

mind a test that focused on the impacts that a nonfarm dwelling would have on particular 

nearby farmers and farm practices. The 1989 Legislative Assembly's choice of an almost

identical intetierence standard for the farm impacts test that applies to proposed nonfarm uses 

in EFU zones suggests that it intended the standards to be the same." 

Again, by the standards laid out in explicit detail by the Oregon Supreme Court, there is no way

that this applicant can pass the farm impacts test. The proposed trail will dissect too many 

farmers lands and the applicant has not even attempted to try and understand and mitigate 

those impacts besides "fences and signage." AU it takes is one impact on any one property to 

be deemed a "significant" as per outlined above, to force a denial of the application for 

conditional use. The legislature who enacted the EFU language discussed even having to take 

the time to do anything that we currently don't have to do on that land. Our time is valuable 

and opening gates, dealing with trespass issues, picking up trash, stopping or delaying stray 

applications, and managing the adjacent lands differently would all qualify as "significant" when 

judged by the legislative assembly's testimony. 

I want to make the point and acknowledge that I know you will get a lot of correspondence 

stating how "great this trail will be for the community" or "how great this will be for the kids", 

you may also get people claiming that this trail will be an economic driver for the community 
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(which I whole heartedly believe is not the case.) Remember this point, that no matter how 

great of a job they do selling you on the benefits of the trail and the money it will bring into the 

county and community the "farm impacts test" Is not a cost benefit analysis. There is no ratio 

that will make a "significant" impact to just one farm process be rectified. This is the way the 

legislature set it up so that the farms which may not compete in a capital per square foot of 

land usage calculation would not be forced out by development. The governing body and our 

forefathers before us saw the benefits that would be lost if development was allowed to push 

out farms. Once this land is out of production is it not regained and our society as whole will 

suffer in the future by not having the agriculture goods we need to live as a civilized people. So 

again, no matter how rosy of a picture they paint you in regards to economic benefits just 

remember this EFU Zoning was put in place solely to stop this argument. 

I ask you to also consider bringing in outside legal counsel in regards to this land use issue, I do 

not feel like your county counsel who serves as both the applicant and your legal advisor can be 

unbiased in their advice to you as they have a vested interest in putting this application 

forward. It will serve our county well to do so and save us the time and money of a long legal 

fight. 

Again, 1 ask you also to remove your bias as a commissioner of the county that is applying for 

this conditional use and remember you are only the judge in this quasi-judicial hearing looking 

at this application as to whether it can pass the farm impact test. To which I say and have 

proven in this testimony as well as my previous that it cannot, and therefore this application on 

merit must be denied . 

. •·'"i 

i' ,I 

. 1/'\ . IJ'' i • \ ____ ........ -.. 
... ./ 

Ben VanDyke 

VanDyke Farms 

15221 NW Westside Rd. 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
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Yamhill County Planning Department 

525 NE 4th St. 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Whom It May Concern 

I am writing to express my strong support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

March 14, 2019 

We arrived in Yamhill County almost exactly three years ago, and I have been eagerly awaiting the 

development of this trail ever since. In the time since we arrived, I have been surprised to realize that 

bicycling opportunities are quite limited here. The choice seems to be between riding along very busy 

highways that have shoulders and quieter country roads that don't. Neither feels terribly safe for a 

recreational biker like me. 

We moved here from Anchorage, Alaska, where the Coastal Trail is rightly touted as a tourism 

attraction. All sorts of people use it. It runs past some very expensive homes, and I am not aware of any 

problems or conflicts between these property owners and trail users. I realize that expensive homes are 

not the same as agricultural lands, but I nonetheless expect Yamhelas Westsider Trail users will be 

respectful and appreciative even as people are in Anchorage. 

From our experience in Anchorage, and based on my awareness of the level of interest in outdoor 

activities of people who live in Portland in the Northwest, I believe that the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

will also increase tourism to our area. This seems like a positive outcome. 

Thank you for your attention, 

Gail Stolz 

704 SE Rummel St. 

McMinnville 
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March 13, 2019 

To: 

The Planning Department 

and 

Commissioners Rick Olson, Mary Starrett, and Casey Kulla 

RECEtVJ:O 

MAR 1 \ 2019 

YAMHILL COUNlY PLANMl�U

I would like to add my voice in strong support of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail. 

I believe the benefits far outweigh the inconveniences and costs of developing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
This is not a "taking" of property or. a restriction 01' anyone's right to use their land; the trail will use abandoned 
railroad lines, rights-of-way for which have long been in existence. Surely families and bicyclists are less 
impacting than the trains that have historically used the corridor? Rights of access and easements lo adjacent 
property owners can continue to be honored. These types of trails are going in all over the country, with myriad 
benefits to their communities. 

Why do I support this trail? 

Safety: 

In the United States, 2 cyclist::; die every day in accidents where automobiles are involved. When cyclists and 
motorists compete for space on narrow, heavily traveled roads, bacl things can and will happen, including 
worsening the relationship between the two. Aggravation is a contributor to the problems of cyclist and motorist 
safety. Having a safe place for non-motorized us1� can only be g.ood. 

Tourism: 

Tourism, including blcycling tourism, is increasin[JIY promoted in tl1is county, and is responsible for much of our 
financial health. During the good-weather months, increasing numbers of cyclists are coming from both in and 
out of state to enjoy Yamhill County. This trail would be attractive to many visitors who contribute greatly to our 
local economy. 

Economic Benefits: 

The trail is a smart use of grants and local funds that brings towns closer together, keeps cyclists off dangerous 
roads and out of the way of motorists, and gives I hose who use our county as a playground a safe path 
between communities. There is a positive economic impact to towns that are connected to recreational 
opportunities. Talk to the owners of cafes and small businesses in Vernonia, at one end of the Banks-Vernonia 
Trail, and you will hear many positive stories. l myself have gone to those communities, with my family in tow, 
specifically to take advantage of such recreational opportunities. Carlton is already a starting point for many 
cyclists who come to ride in the area, and ii only makes sense to facilitate their safe travel, reduce congestion 
on the roads, and spread the economic benefits up and down the Highway 47 corridor. 

Local Family Access: 
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Families of all ages can tal<e a two-wheeled adventure and have lunch in Carlton. Or ride from Carlton or 
Yamhill or Gaston to McMinnville for the simple joy of it. This cannot be done now. 

Go on an off-the-road walk. Take a run. Strap your child in a jogger with a box of animal crackers and get away 
from the exhaust and noise of the road. This trail would be a new park, and facilitate healthy, outdoor activity 
benefitting individuals and the community alike. 

I bicycle many of the roads throughout Yamhill County; while there are some beautiful roads in the eastern part 
of the county, the stretches from McMinnville North to Gaston are so frightening to ride that even I, as an 
experienced cyclist, avoid them. Westside Road (commonly called Suicide Alley by cyclists in the area) has 
virtually no shoulders, many areas of limited sight lines, and high traftic volume; it is dangerous to ride on, and 
unnerving for cyclists and motorists alike. I would never suggest anyone ride this road. Highway 47 has better 
shoulders, but it otherwise little better and has even greater traffic traveling at typically even higher speeds 

I have ridden any number of trails of similar rural character to the proposed Yamhalas Westsider Trail, including 
the Banks-Vernonia State Trail and the Yelm-Tenino trail in Washington State (as part of the Seattle-to
Portland ride) and found them safe and enjoyablEl, and l1ave never seen or experienced the problems put forth 
by trail opponents who, while having some absolutely legitimate concerns, seem also to have adopted an 
alarmist, aggrandized characterization of many "potential" problems that, while somewhere within the realm of 
possibility, have simply not been experienced by similar trails throughout t11e country. 

I believe the benefits far outweigh the inconveniences and costs of developing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
Please give cyclists and others a reason to stay close to home. Give those who come here to visit a safe 
passage through our unique and beautiful countryside. Give us all an important piece of infrastructure that will 
facilitate safe sharing and enjoying of Yamhill County's beauty. 

Thank you, 

McMinnville OR 97128 

503.434.8018 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dear Commissioners, 

Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 4:17 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
TrailAttachments.pdf 

This lett�r is written in strong support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Safety: This trail will address the great need for a safe place for residents and visitors to exercise. Our county roads 
have little to no shoulder area. They are unsafe to use for any activity and therefore strictly limit recreative attempts. In 
the last 4 years I am aware of four deaths of cyclists who did attempt to use our county roads. 

Health: We are sorely missing outdoor venues for healthful activities. By offering this space to walkers, runners, cyclists, 
equestrians and those in wheelchairs, we will increase basic health and ultimately the enjoyment of life in this 
community. 

Connectivity: This trail will allow families to travel from one small community to the next without being in a vehicle. It 
will be a safe route to school for those children who are part of the Yamhill Carlton School District. It will lower our 
carbon footprint. At some level it will increase tourism which supports the small businesses in towns along the trail. 

Those that oppose the trail are citing potential issues that have not materialized at our closest active trail, Banks
Vernonia. The Banks-Vernonia trail has been in existence for 20 years. I spoke with both the Columbia County Sheriff 
Jnd with the Columbia County District Attorney. I asked both if they were aware of any issues over the years between 
trail users and agricultural operations abutting the trail: In both cases they said none that they could remember. I 
suggest you reach out to them to confirm this. 

Banks-Vernonia runs through one of the properties of Larry Heesacker, owner of A-1 logging in Yamhill. When that trail 
was conceptual Larry had reservations about what impact users of the trail might have on his property. Once the trail 
was a reality he found that there were absolutely no issues. Users of the trail were respectful. There was no 
litter. There was no trespassing or any other activity that was of concern. Larry in fact now walks 5 miles each 
day. When he is at his property near the Banks-Vernonia trail he uses that for his walk. I would suggest you speak with 
Larry about this experience. 

The opponents mentioned adverse possession. Oregon statute has always dictated that there is no adverse possession 
with regard to railroad property. In my experience this is true nationally. (see the attachment please) 

The ability for agricultural operations to do spray applications is a legitimate concern. I understand. I farm 220 acres of 
vineyard. Opponents have cited the Worker Protection Standards(WPS) and Application Exclusion Zones(AEZ) as limiting 
their ability to spray if people are present on adjacent public roads or trails. This is not the case. As confirmed by 
Director Michael Wood of Oregon OSHA the scope of enforcement is limited to workers/employees of the agricultural 
enterprise and does not include neighboring properties. Dale Mitchell, Pesticides Program Manager of the Oregon 
Department of Agriculture agrees with Director Wood. The WPS and AEZ do not impact neighboring properties. What Is 
true is that agriculture operations have always been required to limit drift from their operation to the boundary of their 
property, which is a basic part of any responsible farming activity and always has been. (see the attachment please) 

.1y belief is that this rail corridor is an exceptional opportunity to bring so many positives to this community. Safety, 
health, connectivity. It Is a legacy that will benefit so many generations to come. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. 
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Best regards, 

Ken Wright 
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Ken Wright 

From: 

Sent: 

Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 201912:52 PM 

To: Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Steve and Jane Harloff; Steve 
Wick; Stan Primozich; Jack Schwab; Larry Heesacker 

Subject: adverse posession 

I was doing some research for my next letter to commissioners, and looky what I found in Oregon 
Revised Statutes: 

2017 ORS 105.6181

Adverse possession of railroad property 

• Text
• News
• Annotations
• Related Statutes

A person may not acquire by adverse possession, as defined in ORS 105.620 (Acquiring title by 
adverse possessi?n), property owned by a railroad or used for a railroad operation. [2007 c.440 §1] 

. .. � ... . 

ORS 105.620 - Acquiring title by adverse possession 

� 2017 Oregon Revise ... 

Chapter: Hl5 - Property Higli!s, Section: 620, Yslar: 2017, Last 

AGcnssml: 20·18-03-30 

So the opponents• lawyer was full of it on that front tool 

V 

Total Control Panel 

To: ken@kenwrightceUars.com 

From: veronlca4249@yahoo.com 

� this sender from my allow 11st 

You received this message because the sender is on your a/low fist. 

1 
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Ultimately the question Is what happens when farming is taking place near a constantly busy public 
road or public trail. 

Thank you, 

Ken Wright 

Sent from my !Pad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: WOOD Michael .. DCBS <Michael.Wood@oregon.gov> 
Date: March 11, 2019 at 1 :25:30 PM CDT 
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Subject: f!e: ag spraying near roadways and trails 

That is correct. 

Michael Wood, Administrator 
Oregon OSHA 

Sent from my IPhone 

On Mar 11, 2019, at 7:09 AM, Ken Wright.::ken@�enwri9l�lc!:¼ll13.ri;.co..1p> wrote: 

Mr. Wood, 

Thank you forth? time spent on the phone last Friday. 

My take away from that conversation is that OR-OSHA limits 
Its scope of enforcement to the workers/employees of the 
agricultural enterprise and does not Include neighboring public 
roads or lralls in the scope of enforce men!. Am I correct in this 
understanding? 

Best regards, 

Ken Wright 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 7, 2019, at 5:35 PM, WOOD Michael* DCBS 
<Mlchael.Woocl@oragon.qov> wrote: 

Thal would be fine. I'll be at my desk (503-
947-7400) or I can call you If you'd prefer.

Sent from my IPad 

On Mar 7, 2019, at 2:41 PM, Ken Wright 
<ken@kenwrightceUars.com> wrote: 

Would 11 am wor� for 

you? 

Ken 

From: WOOD Michael* 

DC8S 

<Michael.Wood@orego 

n.gov>

2 

I .
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/ 

Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greetings, 

Dave Dery <dery4@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 4:33 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhe!as Westsider Trail 

l am writing in support of the Yam he las West Trail because it is a great asset to Yamhill County's tourism appeal. Already

renown for wine and agricultural produce, our area will become very popular for its scenic beauty. l and my family have

traveled to spend time and vacation funds in Idaho, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota and Victoria, Australia specifically for
the "rails to trails" recreation features in those areas. Never have we witnessed or heard of any conflicts between
landowners and trail users.

We have been using the Banks Vernonia Trail for over twenty years for biking, hiking and picnics, often bringing out of 

town guests to show it off. Every time we stop in Banks, Vernonia or Forest Grove for restaurant meals, refreshments 

and picnic supplies. We will specifically use the Carlton to Yamhill section of this trail for those same purposes and will 
patronize the local businesses when we do so. 

Please facilitate ongoing progress towards the trail's completion. 

Thank you. 

Dave & Diane Dery 
McMinnville, OR 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tara Patterson <tarap50@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 4:25 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I'm writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This trail will be a wonderful asset to Yamhill County. I see few 
negatives once it is built. And I think we can work with the agricultural community to alleviate their concerns. 

For one thing, it would attract outdoors people who now use rural roads. At this time, bicyclists, joggers, and walkers 
are a safety hazard on our narrow, hilly, curvy, rural roads, that often don't even have shoulders. The Trail wouldn't 
eliminate this hazard, but it would certainly reduce it. 

For another, it would provide a good way for kids to commute to school between Yamhill and Carlton. For that matter, 
adults could also use the trail to get to either town and back. and I'm guessing they might do so more than kids would. 

I, personally, would like to use the Yamhelas Trail. I live 3 miles outside of Yamhill and it would be a safe and good way 

to get exercise. I've used the Banks-Vernonia Trail and liked it a lot, and this proposed trail would be even better. 

Please approve the Yamhelas Trail! 

Tara Patterson 
21900 NW Tanager Ln 
Yamhill, OR 97148 
503 662-3042 
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March 14, 2019 

Dear Planning Department, 

I am a resident of Yamhill for 11 years. I was excited for the vision of the trail when we 
first moved here. My children have been in Scouts and we have been waiting for the 
opportunity to help and move forward on the trail development. Each summer my kids 
have asked when the trail will be ready. I am sorry to tell them that it still is having a 
hard time passing through all the channels. 

It is a misfortune because this trail can bring so much vitality to the area. One of the 
most obvious reasons is that it can bring together the dual community in which we live. 
My kids would love to ride their bikes to the pool or just to ride or run on the trail to see 
their friends in the neighboring community. The current roads do not have any shoulder 
room even for joggers and it is very dangerous for cyclists. I now have a son that is old 
enough to work and there are more job opportunities in Carlton. Biking would be his 
choice of transportation. I wish he could. 

These are activities that many kids have in other areas throughout Europe and in many 
small towns and communities in America. I believe it makes for more confident kids who 
have a sense of travel, health and appreciation for the land we live. This community is 
also rich in history and turn of the century opportunity which can be promoted through 
the trails and farmland it passes through. I see opportunity for our kids and communities 
to be enriched with a connecting trail. Many current trails find the benefits of connecting 
their small towns with bike trails, through country sides and farmland. From Colorado, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, California, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Massachusetts, Washington, 
Idaho, Virginia and the endless trails found in European countries that all reflect a 
common positive theme of health, community, history and appreciation. In addition, 
these connecting bikeways promote tourism and family engagement. 

Trails through farmlands and country sides have been linked to higher property value, 
economic return, and better community relations. Many if not all of these bike rail to trail 
places have sponsors and people who care, who continue the maintenance and provide 
resources to keep the trails looking clean and safe. I believe there are more positive 
people who seek to enjoy recreationally and who want to practice and teach better 
transportation. 

I continue to see the positive direction that this trail has for enriching the communities 
and bringing with it economic vitality to the greater population of each small community. 
Please continue to go forward with the positive direction for the greater population by 
making the Yamhelas Westsider Trail possible. 

Sincerely, 
Amy Brewer /Yamhill resident 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Dear Commissioners: 

Susan Watkins <maczenith@onlinemac.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 4:44 PM 

Planning 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comment 

I wish to add my voice to the comments in favor of building the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I understand that the current 

hearing is focused on impacts to surrounding farms, so I will confine my comment to that topic. 

Before moving to a small tree farm in Yamhill County and subsequently retiring, I had a 30-year career as a municipal 

lawyer. During that time I worked for the cities (among others) of Berkeley and Oakland, California, both of which had 

approved trails running behind houses. 

Not all of these trails were fenced, as that option was left up to individual landowners. As you can imagine, some 

homeowners were concerned about the public accessing their backyards from those trails. However, although 

homeowners made their worries known, no instances of actual trespass were reported. 

My point is that the fears of those whose farms abut the proposed trail are based on speculation, not experience. This is 

not like the situation with Riverbend Landfill, where farmers could point to well-known activities that had actually 

affected their land or farm practices in the past (whether significantly or not). 

The recent Supreme Court case involving the landfill established the standard that must be applied to an evaluation of 

farm impacts: "As used in ORS 215.296(1) to modify a 'change in accepted farm or forest practices on surrounding 

.ands,' the ordinary meaning of 'significant' indicates that the change has, or is likely to have, an important influence or 

effect on the farm or forest practices 'on surrounding lands."' Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or. 432, 

447 (2019). The change must be more than "measurable." 

The evidence that I understand has already been submitted assumes that trail users will trespass or put themselves in 

harm's way (eg, near spraying operations). I have used country trails and believe that fencing and signage such as that 

proposed by the County would be sufficient to alert trail users to hazards like spraying. 

I also believe that inviting the public to experience farms up close as a trail would do will benefit farming by familiarizing 

the public with ordinary farm practices. For those used to cities, experiencing farms and farm activities can only bring us 

together. 

Sus:Jn Watkin;; 

I ;Ho SW McCabe Chapel Road 

McMinnville, Oregon 9 7 11-8 

m,1czcnil h@onlinemac.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

lauren@laurenbarnes.net 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 4:44 PM 
Planning 

Subject: Yameleas Westsider Trait 

Dear YC Planning Commissioners, 
I wish to let it be known that I am fully in support of the proposed Yameleas Westsider Trail. I think it 
would be hugely beneficial to not just us that live in Yamhill County, but to any visitors to the area to 
experience the beauty of our valley. The trail would be far safer to walk along than the road and as I 
understand, it has a very low grade. I often take my friend who is wheel chair bound out for day walks 
and this would be unbelievably fantastic. To my knowledge there isn't any place I currently can walk that 
would remotely compare. 
I love the route it will take me through and opportunity to explore with my kids while feeling safe from 
cars and crazy drivers. It's a wonderful, healthy way to get outside and enjoy Oregon. Put me down in 
full support! 

Sincerely, 

Lauren 

Lauren Barnes 
438 W. Main Street, #457 
Carlton, Oregon 97111 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

From: Arnie Hollander 

Arnie Hollander <hollander.arnie@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 5:00 PM 
Planning 

Yamhelas Trail comment 

Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comment 
Date: March 14, 2019 at 4:44:29 PM PDT 
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us 

Dear Commissioners: 

I wish to add my voice to the comments in favor of building the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I understand that the current 

hearing is focused on impacts to surrounding farms, so I will confine my comment to that topic. 

I am a forester and I am quite sensitive to the impact of others that farm and do forestry near my property. I am also a 

long time jogger. I have been jogging for 50 years and have run on trails in many states. Those trails traverse farm, 

forest, urban and rural lands. I have spoken to many people over the years that own land adjacent to those public 

trails. And I have talked with park rangers and park and recreation personnel about their experience with people who 

use those public trials. 

I have personally not experienced or seen damage being done to the adjoining property. In farm areas, I have run by 
farm equipment doing harvesting, planting and tilling. Aside from some dust that has blown over the trail, I have not 

,ad any problems running in those areas. 

The joy and delight that people get from being outside and moving along the trails, be they walkers or joggers, shows in 

the respect and consideration that they show the adjoining property. 

Please approve the trail. I would very much love to jog along it. 

Sincerely, 

Arnie Hollander 
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March 14, 2019 

To the Planning Committee for the Yamhill County Commissioners: 

The Chehalem Valley Chamber of Commerce wholly endorses the Yamhelas Westside Trail project. 

As the most recent center for tourism and marketing for the Newberg area, and as the official host for the City of 

Newberg Visitor's Center, our office fields several requests each year for alternative regional experiences without 

alcohol. While we're internationally famous for our wineries and have growing fame for our microbreweries and 

microdistilleries, our region has the potential to tremendously benefit from more experiences that center on our natural 

resources and family experiences. 

Especially with a trail located in the Yamhill-Carlton area, local businesses have the opportunity to benefit economically 

from tourism. Instead of being negatively impacted, several of our agricultural producers will additionally have the 

benefit of showcasing locally grown and processed products, like meat, fresh produce and ornamental crops like 

lavender. 

i/e can also expect a higher quality of life for local residents, as we'll all have another quality outdoor experience that 

showcases the beauty and agricultural history of our region. With proactive, solution-based communication, we can 

start the Yamhelas Westside Trail with concepts that protect our landowners from negative effects, while creating a 

resource that will enhance our community experience. 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Buckmaster, CEO 

Chehalem Valley Chamber of Commerce 

J1ehalem Valley Chamber of Commerce 
(503) 538-2014

2119 Portland Road, Newberg, Oregon 97132 
www .chehalem valley .org 



Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

ro: 

Subject: 

Hey there, 

Evan Heidtmann <evan,heidtmann@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 11:11 AM 
Planning 
Support for Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I'm writing to share my support for this trail project. I live in Portland and I often travel to surrounding areas by bus & 
bike. I choose where I go in part based on the presence of safe and pleasant protected bikeways, When this trail is built, 
it's likely I'll bring my family to the region, ride the trail, and visit the towns along the trail. 

I understand there are concerns from adjacent landowners, but some of the oppositional rhetoric I've seen is really over 
the top. I hope that planning & construction for the trail will continue, and that concerns from adjacent landowners will 
be addressed in this case as they have been addressed in similar projects, such as road-building projects or the creation 
of the Banks-Vernonia trail. 

Thanks for your work! I enjoy visiting my friends in Gaston but don't enjoy feeling like I have to drive. I would love to be 

able to safely visit by bike, 

Evan 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clu·istian, 

Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:13 PM 

Christian Boenisch 

Stephanie Armstrong; Julie Vandyke; Sarah Mitchell; Daniel Kearns; Planning; Alice 
Patridge; Allen Sitton (allencsitton@embarqmail.corn); B. J. Matthews (bjmatt9 
@gmail.com); Ben Van Dyke (vandykeben@yahoo.com); Brian Coussens 

(glencoefarrns@frontier.com); Bryan Schmidt (milkman@startmail.com); Chris Mattson; 
Chris Mattson - Yamhelas Trail (1yegrass.cm@gmail.com); Darren Sutherland 

(drsuth@hotmail.com); Eric Kuehne (erickuehne@yahoo.com); Greg McCarthy 

(groundzerofarrn@aol.com); Jeff Bernards (nwhandtools@yahoo.com); John Van Dyke; 
Kris Weinbender; Lee Schrepel; Lester Sitton (lsitton@onlinenw.com); Lynne Wiser 

(whiterhino4x4@comcast.net); Mark and Velma Van Dyke (markvandyke6@gmail.com); 
Mark Gaibler (markgaibler@gmail.com); Maryalice Pfeiffer (tpfeiffer2@frontier.com); 

Richard and Christy Cloepfil (Chriscloepfil@aol.com); Scott Bernards 

(scottbernardsfarrn@gmail.com); Tom Hammer (tom@tomhammerfarms.com) 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Your communication is puzzling. All of my communications in Planning Docket G-01-18 have been as 
directed. All of this firm's submittals were provided to planning with the exception of a pre-hearing evidentiary 
submittal on Wednesday March 6 that was submitted directly to the Board as plam1ing instructed, because 
planning was closed and, apparently, is closed every Wednesday at noon. 

,. have communicated directly with the Board concerning agenda items your office puts before them outside of 
Plam1ing Docket G-01-18. There is no planning or other methodology for that communication, as I am sure you 
know. I note that when I have submitted to you such documents requesting that you provide them to the Board 
on agenda items being considered by the Board in public sessions that are not under Planning Docket G-01-18, 
you have refused to provide those materials to the Board. If there is unprofessionalism at work here, that is it. 

I have expressed my correct view of the law to planning that it is not an "ex parte" communication for parties to 
the land use hearing process before the Board to provide documents for the record to planning for the record, 
with courtesy copies to the decision maker and copies to the applicant. If you disagree with that, you are 
mistaken. But whatever your view, your threats and attempts at intimidation are unwelcome and 
misguided. Regards, Wendie Kellington 

-�

:ffl/} l(E IN ] C N 
LA\Xl c;R()UP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
J ,ake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office
i03) 636-0102 fax

,vk@k!gpc. M.l
�v,•k li11
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This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entilT to which it is addressed, and mar contain information tlrnt is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, nnd exempt from disclosure by law. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or reprnduclion 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately .notify the sender nnd permanently delete this 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 

From: Christian Boenisch [mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 1:48 PM 

To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Julie Vandyke <jandjvandyke@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Wendie, 

Please immediately cease communicating directly with the Board of Commissioners (BOC) outside of the hearing process 

on any matters that are the subject of the current quasi-judicial land use proceeding. Please also instruct your clients to 

do the same. Your insistence that you have the right to make ex parte contacts with the BOC during this proceeding 

(and to encourage others to do the same) is incorrect. It is inappropriate to allow you or your clients to have this access 

to the BOC without allowing all parties to have similar access, which you know perfectly well is not possible given the 

ongoing remand proceedings. As the attorney for the appellant you are attempting to influence the BOC or individual 

Board members to oppose the conditional use permit application through channels that are outside of the land use 

hearing process and this unprofessional conduct needs to stop. 

Your and your client's communications should be sent directly to the Yamhill County Planning Department and they will 

then be placed in the record and provided to the BOC along with all other pre-decision communications received from 

appellants, the applicant and other members of the public. If you refuse to respect this simple request and if you 

continue to send, or attempt to send, or encourage others to send, communications on this matter directly to the BOC 

.ve will have no other option but to seek alternative methods in an attempt to control your inappropriate 

communications. 

The communications received so far will be entered into the record of the current quasi-judicial land use proceeding and 

presented to the BOC and other interested parties. If you have fil!Y._questions about anything contained in this email 

please be in touch. 

Regards, 

Christian 

Christian F. Boenisch 

Yamhill County 

County Counsel 
(503) 434-7502

boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

*"'***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE***** 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under 

applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you have received this e

mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the 

message and any attachments from your system. 

************************************ 
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From: Wendie Kellington <wk_@k[gpc.co,n> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 4:07 PM 
To: Planning <planning co. nmhill.or.us> 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <armstron s co. amhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yarnhill.or.us>; Julie 
Vandyke< and vand k 1rnail.com> 
Subject: RE: Yam he las Westsider Trail 

Ken, 

Thank you. However, you are mistaken. 1t is not an ex parte contact to provide a judge with a bench copy of a 
document that has been filed. This is how it is done in a trial practice. If it matters, lawyers always file and 
serve pleadings and then hand deliver a bench copy directly to the judge. This is no different. The Farmers 
will always provide planning with documents for the file but are likely to continue to provide direct copies to 
commissioners because it matters that the commissioners get them. They have a right to do so. The Board 
should be advised that such protocol is not an "ex parte communication" and it is unhelpful to discourage the 
Farmers from communicating in this way. Regards, Wendie Kellington 

l( ➔: L N �T� )N 
L1\\Y/ (;R()LJP 

Wendie L. Kelling ton I Attorney at Law. 

P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office
"503) 636-0102 fax
w · a kl •pc.com
www.wkclling1on.co111

This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from <lisclosme hy law. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or reproduction 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately noti�• the sender and permanent!)' delete tlus 
trnnsnussion including any attachments in their entirety. 

From: Planning [mailto:planning@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2019 2:39 PM 
To: Julie Vandyke <·and vand ke mail.com> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Stephanie Armstrong <.:::.aa..:.rm""s=-=t.:...:ro::.:.n=,-..;:=aJ.�=== 
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. The application 

before the Board of Commissioners is in a quasi-judicial proceeding. This means that the Commissioners are 

acting as judges in the case. Due to this circumstance, neither side may communicate directly with the Board 

on this issue outside of the hearing process. Direct communication with them is what is known as ex pa rte 

contact. The ordinance provisions related to ex parte contact can be found in Section 1402.06 of the Yamhill 

County Zoning Ordinance. I say all of this because typically the Board would respond to you about these 

omments. However, by law Board members are prevented from responding individually to a party during the 

hearing process. If you have future comments on this application, please send directly to myself or Stephanie 

Armstrong and we will make sure they are part of the record. 
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Also, if you wish to receive notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Julie Vandyke <'and·vand ke mail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 10:08 AM 

To: Planning< lannin co. amhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm co. amhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 
<kullac co. amhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr co. amhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk kl c.com> 

Subject: Yam he las Westsider Trail 

I am in opposition to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

The proponents of the YWT paint a very pretty picture of this trail. They make it sound like all "Butterflies and 

Rainbows". That there will be no problems. The proponents of the trail say they will put up "signage" that will keep trail 

users on the trail and out of our fields. That there will also be signage that will explain farming and so there will be no 

complaints. Wouldn't it be wonderful if "signage" really did work. 

The proponents of YWT say this trail is needed for transportation. It will keep the bicyclist off the roads. How are they 

going to get to the trail? Don't they have to either ride or haul their bikes to the trail? 

The supporters of the trail say school kids need this for transportation and will use it to get to school. I don't know of 

any responsible parent who would allow their 5 to 10 year old child to ride or walk this trail on their own to get to school 

or the swimming pool in Carlton. If the student was to use the trail how do the get to Yamhill or school once the hit Hwy 
240 in Yamhill? Do they walk or ride their bikes in the ditches of Hwy 240? 

The beginning of the trail on Hwy 240 is where the school bus barn is at the present time. Right now I have heard that 

supporters of the YWT plan on sharing this area for buses and public parking. Things look a little crowed in there 

already. So if things don't work out to their plan Yamhill county would probably stop leasing/renting this area to the bus 

company. If the bus company is unable to find another location large enough to move to - do they just go away? That 

doesn't seem like a good transportation plan for the school kids. 

Yes, I am a "NIMBY". I own property on the proposed YWT. I also live in the "real" world. You invited people to the 

country and they will come. Along with the people will come garbage, trespassing and their opinions on our farm 

practices. You can have all the "signage" in the world but all these things will still exist. 

With people on a trail through our farmland there is a significant impact on our farm. From increased insurance cost to 

the spray exclusion zone our cost of farming increase and our gross return decreases because we are able to farm OUR 

land using the usual and accepted farm practices. 

I did attend one of the early meetings put on by the YWT group. When I asked questions like - who will be 

responsible for the trail? Who do I go to with my complaints about garbage, trespassing and maintenance of the 

trail? All I ever got was basically a "pat on the head" and them saying "oh, that will all be worked out in the master 

plan. Don't worry abut it, just get on board and support it. It's going to be good for tourism and the economy of Carlton 

and Yamhill." 

Like I said they are all "Butterflies and Rainbows" but I live in the real world. I must fight to protect the land I own and 

our right to farm. 

Please do not vote in favor of the trail 

Respectfully submitted. 

Julie VanDyke 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

March 13, 2019 

Anna Keesey <akeesey@linfield.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:39 PM 
Planning 

Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Commissioners Olson, Starrett, and Kulla, 

We're writing to express our enormous support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project. We know you 
are weighing important considerations and concerns, especially about the Yamhill-to-Carlton section of 
the proposal, and wanted to let you know how important the trail is to us. 

As Linfield professors who have lived in Yamhill county for decades, and have raised and are raising 
children here, we feel both intimately acquainted with and deeply loyal to life here. We ourselves bicycle 
for exercise and fun, and have ridden the Cycle Oregon route several times. Finally, our own home is 
situated on a couple of acres of land on Hawn Creek Road, just east of the ultimate southern terminus of 
the planned trail. For all of these reasons, we are people who would be strongly and personally affected 
by positive or negative effects of the trail. 

In our considered view, the vivid benefits the trail would bring to the local economy and to our own 
quality of life vastly outweigh any potential negative impacts. While it is unquestionably vital to ensure 
the rights and livelihood of our farming neighbors adjacent to the trail, we're certain that crucial 
,irotections for them can be put in place. 

The Yamhill Valley is a jewel partly because of its devotion to farming, wine, local food, and nursery 
stock. And the kind of visitors who are attracted to such a landscape are those most likely to respect 
it. Cyclists, wine aficionados, families with children, retirees out for a walk, Scout troops on an overnight 
trek-these are the people who will use and love the trail. They are responsible, by and large, and know 
how to be good guests and leave no trace. And they can be shown that Yamhill county insists on hyper
respectful treatment of the land and people adjacent to the trail. 

The Yamhill to Carlton section of the proposed trail is crucial. Yamhill is the birthplace of Beverly Cleary, 
perhaps the greatest American writer for children, and it's a natural stop in the string ofrural towns 
along the route. Carlton is the gateway to both the central concentration of wineries and to the Nestucca 
River by-way, which will also be a goal for cyclists. 

We are both native Northwesterners, but lived in and visited other states before settling in McMinnville. 
We have personal experience with the use of public paths in Bend, OR, Coeur D'Alene, ID, Minneapolis, 
MN, Provincetown, MA on Cape Cod, and the High-Line Park in Manhattan, NY. Such trails, whether rural 
or urban, are so valued by both locals and visitors that they monitor one another's behavior, encourage 
safe and respectful use, and report problems immediately. We think farmers adjacent to the trail will 
have many new allies-the trail users themselves-protecting their land, animals and interests. 

1n addition, trail-users will be curious about what they pass, and will learn more about farming and 
,griculture-they'll ask, "What are you growing here? When do you harvest it? Is business good? How 
has the weather been treating this crop?" They will become more informed, more bonded to rural land, 
and more interested in defending it, in person and at the ballot box. 
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We understand the concerns of those whose land directly connects to the trail. But we are very, very 
close to it where we live, and we are not worried about a flood of bad guys getting off the Max train and 
coming down the trail. In our experience, criminal people don't like to take a lot of trouble. It seems 
unlikely that those interested in petty theft or other crimes would walk or bike miles through fields to do 
it. It would be inefficient, boring, and a waste of time. Comparisons of the Yamhelas trail to the urban 
trail in the Springwater corridor in Portland are not pertinent: we have our own problems here, but we 
do not have the high concentrations of disadvantaged, transient people that underlie the Springwater 
issues, and we are not likely to get them-we are simply too far away from the social services that draw 
such people to Portland in large numbers. This may sound like a callous calculation, but to us it's simply a 
plain fact Even McMinnville's own homeless citizens are not likely to move out onto a trail where they 
are far from shelters, food, and opportunities for work The trail, by bringing tourism dollars to the 
valley, will in fact provide new tax money that might be used to house homeless people in Mac, support 
interventions for addicted people, and increase local policing. 

It's important also to note that while we have one of the most beautiful landscapes in the Pacific 
Northwest, rural Yamhill county is difficult to enjoy as a walker or biker. Though we ourselves live in the 
country, we don't walk much because safe shoulders on the roads are rare. So we will use the trail 
frequently ourselves, and will invite visiting family to join us for a ride up to Carlton or Yamhill for a meal 
or wine-tasting or antiquing. We'll use it to watch birds with our 12-year-old, and teach him about 
conservation, farming, and ecology. The trail would enrich our lives enormously, and we know many 
other people, both rural and in town, feel the same way. 

To us, the great benefits that would accrue to the Yamhill Valley with the building of the trail are clear, 
and we hope our commissioners will be blessed with the same positive vision. We pray they will see that 
the plan is grounded in practicality, neighborly respect and economic good sense, and go forward with 
confidence. There will be problems now and then, but we believe that with sensible people governing us 
and an abundance of local goodwill, we can solve these quickly and fairly. 

Oregonians-whether native peoples or pioneers-have always lived close to their land. We are active, 
curious, live-and-let-live people. We are explorers. The trail provides a safe and beautiful way for 
Oregonians and their guests to explore our extraordinary valley, and get to know our farms, people, food, 
wines, and art In that way, it's both a path and a destination. We can be clear about the rules we expect 
people to follow, but we can welcome them, too. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Keesey 

Prof. Anna Keesey 

4900 NE Hawn Creek Rd. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
503.883.1777 
971,241.0213 

Prof. John C. Gaiser 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attn; YC Planning Department 

Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 1:06 PM 

Planning 

trail testimony 

Please enter into the record my comments regarding our proposed trail: 

As a hazelnut, grass, and grain farmer in Yamhill County, I can unequivocally state that many of the statements 

being made by the anti-trail farmers are simply not true. The trail will NOT significantly impact their farming 

practices, nor will it significantly affect their costs. 

But the trail will have significant impact on bicycle and pedestrian safety; moving bicyclists and walkers off 

Hiway 47. Over the last few years we have lost at least four bicycle riders on Hiway 47. Yes, the trail may 

cause some inconveniences, but the resulting benefits will far out way the minor adjustments to farming 

practices. 

By far the largest impact to farming practices, will be the addition of another right of way that must be 

monitored while farmers are spraying. Spraying pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides usually occurs less than 

a dozen times a year. In my filberts I usually spray less toxic chemicals around six times a year. 

Monitoring the trail ROW, and adjusting spraying procedures is no different than what is being done now 

when we spray along roads, or near dwellings. It is our responsibility to ensure that our sprays do not 

trespass ..... we have no legal right to inflict our sprays on others. 

And the law does not mandate any type of exclusionary zone; as Dale Mitchel, ODA Pesticides Program 

manager recently wrote to Ken Wright: 

" ... . OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural operation. 

While the Oregon WPS AEZ encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural operation, the enforcement 

of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ requirements off of the agricultural operation would be jointly 

evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon Pesticide Control Law {ORS 634) and the Federal 

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law {FIFRA). 

All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites (Roads, Trails, 

private property. etc. ). As required by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when performing pesticide application 

activities adjacent to a public road or trail the applicator must take the following actions for compliance with the AEZ. 1) 

Suspend, pause the application 2) Evaluate the situation and conditions to determine if you can resume without 

npacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume the application only you can continue without resulting in impact to 

individuals or adjoining sites/properties." 
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We farmers generally rely on two main types of spray systems; boom sprayers and air blast sprayers. Back 
Pack sprayers (3 to 5 gallon sprayers carried on the back) may be used for spot spraying by hand. 

Boom sprayers are designed to spray downward and to limit spray to the immediate area under the cone of 
each spray nozzle. I regularly use this type of system for herbicides, etc. It is an efficient method, 
concentrating the spray of each spray nozzle directly under the path of the boom, and nowhere else. As such, 
I can limit my spray to within a couple of feet from the edge of my boom. 

Volume and disbursement is controlled by speed, and flow and pressure regulators. Increasing the settings 
beyond nominal could result in overspray, but the resulting loss in chemical is not a financially viable option. 
Many chemicals are quite expensive, and we farmers strive to only use what is absolutely necessary to get the 
job done. 

Air blast sprayers are completely different. I typically use my air blast sprayer to spray pesticides and 
fungicides on my filberts. ("hazelnuts11

, as per the Hazelnut Marketing Board) The air blast sprayer allows the 
applicator to selectively spray any area of a plant of tree. Wine growers adjust their air blast sprayers to cover 
low growing grape plants. I have to adjust my sprayer to cover mature trees, or new plants. Each type of crop 
requires specific setting to ensure good coverage, while minimizing overspray/waste. 

I use this sprayer to drive down the middle of my rows of filberts and spray either or both sides of the row. I 
can spray out of one side or both sides of my sprayer. When I am on the edge of a field I can shut off the side 
facing a road/ dwelling, and just spray my "powered rain" towards the field. When I move over one row, I can 
partially shut down the side facing the road/dwelling, and increase the volume on the side facing the field. 
Again, volume and disbursement is controlled by speed and flow and pressure regulators. 

Much of the proposed trail is clearly visible from a spray operators' cab, and the operator can easily adjust or 
shut down his spraying as needed. In parts of the trail, brush may obscure the spray operators view, so he can 
do the same thing he must do when he knows that there is a dwelling or road on the other side of brush; 
adjust his technique to concentrate spray Inward. 

Anyone who sprays adjacent to a road or dwelling is familiar with the methods to eliminate spray drift. 

The Yamhill Valley trail may pose as an added inconvenience to the farmer, but it does not constitute a 
significant change in farming practices, nor a significant increase in their costs. This trail will provide a 
beautiful and safe way to traverse the North and South route along hiway 47. A little inconvenience a few days 
a year is no reason to not utilize a wonderful asset. 

Stephen J. Wick 
29250 NW Olson Rd. 
Gaston Oregon 
Yamhill County 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Commissioners, 

Janet Herring-Sherman <janet.herring.sherman@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 11:45 AM 
Planning 
in favor of Yamhelas Trail 

I would like my voice to be added to those in support of the Yamhelas Trail. 

I am a resident of Carlton and see the proposed trail as a blessing for our community for many reasons. 

1). I am an equestrian. I, and many of my riding friends, would be grateful to have a trail available locally. Hauling out to 
trails far afield is costly in terms of time and gas--and certainly doesn't help our air quality. 

2). A beautiful trail through our countryside would entice visitors as well as area residents to bike, ride, and walk in 
safety-- off of busy Highway 47 and the large pieces of farm equipment that frequently travel the road, and sometimes 
endangering anyone on the roadside. 

3). It would provide a safe path for Carlton students to bicycle to and from the intermediate and high schools in Yamhill; 
an extremely important need should school bus routes ever need to be reduced. 

4). Since the trail will run alongside much agricultural land, it will provide a wonderful opportunity to capture 
educational experiences for adults and children about the life of a rural farming community. 

This could include signage that: 

• Identifies crops and/or animals grazing along the route;
• Explains the minerals and farm practices needed to grow those crops;
• Lays out some simple "ag math" equations, such as the number of trees or seeds required for a healthy harvest

and what that tonnage would be;
• Asks how many head of cattle, sheep, and/or horses a certain number of acres can sustain;
• Explains sustainable agriculture;
• Points out any wetlands and explains there importance;
• Reveals the local history of the land and its inhabitants, native Americans, settlers, and, eventually,

railroad crews.
• How crucial the trains were to the timber Industry as well as to farmers and ranchers.
• How the towns of Carlton and Yamhill came to be.

5). The beauty of it: The Yamhelas Trail will be within walking distance for students from the elementary school in 
Carlton and the intermediate and high schools in Yamhill. This means teachers could conduct outdoor field trips 
without incurring the cost of bus transportation. 

6). Carlton's future Observatory will be just off the trail once it is in place, providing another trail-accessible educational 
spot. 

7). Local merchants will see business increase as trail users stop in for meals and/or snacks. 

1), Keeping the trail litter-free could be a community service project for local students and/or Leadership classes taught 
Jt the three schools. 

9}. The trail will be yet another attraction for tourists who view Carlton as a destination wine site. 
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10). It will offer a pleasant, and safe, option from streets and neighborhoods for those who walk, run or bike for 

health and fitness. As well, it will be accessible to and beneficial for school athletes whose training includes 

running/jogging. 

Thank you, 

lanet Herring-Shennan 

Janet 

Janet Herrlng,Sherman 

Writer/ Editor/ High School Advisor 
Carlton, Owgon 

503-883-3686, cell / janet.herring.sherman@gmall.com
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: Joni Zimmerman <jonizim@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:17 PM 
Planning 

Sent: 

:o: 

Subject: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Hello, 
I am writing today in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My family has lived in Yamhill County since 1989. Prior to 
that we lived in McMinnville for another two years, with a short time in between in Tualatin. 
We have always been an active family, and even though our children are grown and we are now senior citizens, my 
husband and I continue to get outdoors and hike as much as possible. 
One of the few disappointments we found living in Yamhill County was the lack of nice hiking trails or safe bike paths. It 
seems a shame when we live in such a beautiful place that we must drive elsewhere to find nice hikes. We are excited at 
the prospect of having a nice trail close to us, and feel that it will greatly enhance the quality of life in Yamhill County, 
and hope that it will be followed by more trails, such as along the Willamette and Yamhill rivers. 

From listening to the arguments against the trail, I gather that the biggest fear is that it will invite crime, homeless camps 
and hoards of irresponsible, crazy, drunk and drugged people onto peoples farms where they will leave feces, garbage, 
and destruction. I would like to say that this is a very sad commentary on how we feel about our fellow human beings. 
For a country that prides ourselves on personal responsibility, these fears show an utter and complete lack of faith that 
the majority of human beings can actually demonstrate personal responsibility and self control. 

Yet the vast majority of people who take the time to enjoy access to the outdoors, using trails and parks, have shown 
that they are responsible. Many people carry bags with them when hiking in order to clean up any litter they see along 
the way. 

Recently I was looking at the website of a farm that produces raw milk, organic meats, and other 
products, http://www.winghamfarms.com. They happen to be located along the Banks-Vernonia Trail. On their website, 
they invite prospective customers to hike the trail and view their animals: 

"If you want to see for yourself how our cows live, you can view them in their habitat by hiking through 

our farm between miles 4 and 4.75 on the Banks-Vernonia State Trail, just north of the Manning 

trailhead parking lot. It actually can be hard to see the cows much of the time, as they have a large 

pasture and many shaded areas in which to rest. We take them across the trail once a day for milking 

(late afternoon in winter, shifting gradually to early evening in summer), so you often can find them 

hanging out near the central gates and their main water tanks (milepost 4.5) in the later afternoons." 

I seriously doubt that they would call such attention in such a public way to their farm and their animals if they 

had ever experienced even one bad incident from hikers or bikers going through their property. 

I also believe that the issue of homeless people camping along the trail is being way overblown in order to play 

on people's fears. For one thing, homeless people of necessity usually try to camp in a place closer to public 

transportation, job possibilities, and community services. With some education of property owners along the 

trail, people could be trained on how to help any homeless people that might show up on or near their 

property, steering them towards community services and offering assistance in finding more appropriate 

camping spots or shelters. If this does turn out to be a real problem, it will also be an indication that the 

:>Unty and state must do much more in the way of actions and policies to reduce homelessness, rather than a 

negative against the existence of the trail. 
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Finally, I would like to point the commissioners and planners in the direction of the Scottish Outdoor Access 

Code. "The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 gives you some of the best access rights in the world. You have the right to 

be on most land and inland water for recreation, education and going from place to place, providing you act responsibly. 

Your access rights and responsibilities are explained in the Scottish Outdoor Access Code." The fact that this law has 
existed without significant problem since 2003 says a lot about the fact that human beings actually are able to behave 

esponsibly, even being trusted to close gates so the animals don't get out! I believe this code could be a great model for 

Yamhill County. Brochures could be printed, signs posted, etc. https:ljwww.outdooraccess-scotland.scot 

i believe that the positives of this trail far outweigh the speculative negatives. This trail will greatly enhance the 

experience of living in or visiting Yamhill County, and will encourage people to get outside and enjoy the outdoors. I 

think the experiences of people who live and farm along the Banks-Vernonia Trail are for the very most part positive, 

and should alleviate the fears of our residents and farmers. I hope that you will favorably consider this trail, and do 
everything possible to see that it happens soon, before I am too old to enjoy it! 

Thank youlll 

Joni Zimmerman 

1101 W. Sheridan St. 

Newberg, OR 97132 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: Valerie Lantz <trai1.horse.rider14@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2019 10:58 PM 
·o: Planning 

Subject: Article describes issues that Yamhill County faces regarding the Yamhelas Trail. 

COff luence 
A publication of the University of Wyoming 

Ruckelshaus Institute of Environment and Natural 

Resources 

• Home

• Topics »

o Archives »

• About>>

• Donate

NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT IN THE WEST 

In Recreation/Tourism 

Banking on Trails 

Dec 7, 2018 

Laramie could be the next western town to cash in on public lands 

recreation 

On a Thursday evening last March, a crowd of eager residents packed 

,,_j into the gymnasium of the Lincoln Community Center in West Laramie to 

learn more about the Pilot Hill Project-a community-led effort to 
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purchase 5,500 acres of rolling foothills and short-grass prairie east of 

town. Long desired by locals, many of whom grew to love the land when 

it was previously accessible with special permission from the owner, the 

�roperty offers outstanding views and recreational opportunities, and 

would give the community the chance to permanently protect an 

important recharge zone for Laramie's primary drinking water source, the 

Casper Aquifer. It also offers front-door access to 55,000 acres of public 

land in the Pole Mountain Unit of the Medicine Bow National Forest. 

Pilot Hill Project Area and adjacent state land. Photo by Robert Kirkwood. 

But with a price tag of $10.5 million, the property isn't exactly cheap. And 

what's more, organizers of the purchase effort note that, in addition to 

the purchase price, the community would need to raise an additional $4-

4.5 million to pay for trails and restrooms, hire staff, and install fencing 

and signage. 

That's a big ask for Wyoming's poorest county. And Laramie-with its 

potholed streets and buckling sidewalks-can hardly afford to keep its 

emergency services running, let alone come up with a sizeable 

contribution to help fund the purchase of property outside city limits. 

"We as a city are struggling right now just to pay for basic road 

maintenance," concedes Laramie Mayor Andi Summerville. "We are 

literally having discussions about what services we cannot provide 

Jnymore." 

2 
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The Pilot Hill project purchase would connect Laramie to trails in the 

Medicine Bow National Forest. 

Still, finding a way to pay for Pilot Hill could be important to Laramie's 

economic future. All throughout the West, communities are reinventing 

themselves and their economies by investing in expanded recreational 

access on public lands through projects like Pilot Hill that draw visitors, 

and their checkbooks, to town. The purchase could bring real money to 

Laramie, especially if the community's tax structure will allow it to 

capitalize on all that recreation can offer. 

"It's really difficult to see this project that could have enormous 

economic benefit and have absolutely no cash to be able to help bring 

the project to fruition," admits Summerville. 

But with the growing recognition in recent years of the outdoor 

recreation industry as an important driver of economic development, 

nany think it's an opportunity the community simply can't afford to pass 

up. 
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According to the Outdoor Industry Association, nationally, outdoor 

·�ecreation generates almost $900 billion a year in consumer spending on

everything from lift tickets, guides, and lodging to equipment, food, and

clothing-that's more than what Americans spend each year on

household utilities and pharmaceuticals combined. The Colorado-based

trade organization reports that in 2016, outdoor recreation supported 7.6

million jobs and contributed more than $125 billion in federal, state, �nd

local tax revenue. According to the Department of Commerce
,
s Bureau of

Economic Analysis, which uses a more limited economic measure than

that of OIA, outdoor recreation accounted over 2 percent of the nation,s

Gross Domestic Product, or $412 billion, in 2016.

"It doesn't sound like much, but that's twice the value of automobile 

sales in this country," says Ray Rasker, executive director of Headwaters 

Economics, a Bozeman, Montana-based non-partisan think tank that's 

focused on improving community-development and land-management 

decisions. "lt,s bigger than mineral production of oil, gas, and coal 

combined." 

OIA reports that outdoor recreation in Wyoming is responsible for $5.6 

billion in consumer spending annually, provides 50,000 direct jobs, and 

generates over $500 million each year in state and local taxes. That's still 

far less than Wyoming's extractive industries like coal and oil, but amid 

the recent downturn in the state's energy economy, recreation has 

caught the attention of state leaders who have been scrambling to 

diversify Wyoming's economy and break free of the boom and bust cycle 

that has plagued the state for the better part of the last century. 

"We truly believe that this is a growth industry in Wyoming," says Nephi 

Cole, a policy advisor for outgoing Wyoming Governor, Matt Mead. 
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With nearly half of the state's total land area designated public land, and 

the lowest population density of any state in the lower 48, they might be 

on to something. 

Hoping to benefit from a larger cut of the outdoor recreation economy, 

many in the Laramie community are excited that the Pilot Hill purchase 

would create new public land immediately adjacent to town. 

Data suggest that when Americans recreate outside, they typically do so 

on public land. According to a recent report by the Center for Western 

Priorities, US public lands in eleven western states see more than 290 

million visits each year-equivalent to almost one visit for every person 

living in the United States. 

"There's something about public lands that creates a lot of economic 

growth," says Rasker. 

The farmer's market in downtown Laramie is a draw for residents and 

visitors. 

According to research by Headwaters Economics, counties in eleven 

western states that claim nearly half of all the nation's public lands have 

since the 1970s outperformed the rest of the country in several key 

economic measures. While it's difficult to tease apart the specific source 
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of economic growth attributable to public lands-whether from 
agriculture, resource extraction, or recreation and tourism-it's telling 
that counties with more protected federal lands (locations where energy 
development and resource extraction are off limits) have seen 
significantly higher growth in employment, jobs, and personal income. 
Per capita income growth has also been slightly higher in those places. 

According to Rasker, outdoor recreation on public lands contributes to 
the economic growth of western communities in two distinct ways. The 
first relates to tourism and the visitor recreation impact. 

"People come, they spend money, they buy gear, they stay at hotels," 
says Rasker. That's the tourism component. 

To be sure, western states with the most public land visits report the 
greatest consumer spending on outdoor recreation. 

Another way outdoor recreation helps grow western economies is 
�hrough amenity migration-that is, by attracting people to move to 
beautiful places with recreational opportunities that improve their 
quality of life. For instance, some research shows that the aging baby 
boomer generation is choosing to move to places with access to outdoor 
recreation, bringing a large demographic shift to western communities. 
Baby boomers-those born in the post-war period between 1946 and 
1964-account for 80 percent of US personal wealth, and as they retire, 
they bring their substantial resources with them. 

While baby boomers may not be spending all of their retirement, social 
security, and investment income on the latest outdoor gear, they do build 
homes and require healthcare, which stimulates other sectors of the 
economy. 

Like baby boomers, businesses and entrepreneurs are also attracted to 
places where their workforce can enjoy an increased quality of life and 
recreate on public lands. Whereas historically employers would typically 
set up shop in places where they could find work or an educatie
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force, namely urban centers, today's digital economy allows people and 

businesses to work from just about anywhere they have an internet 

connection. And that means many are choosing to live and work in places 

where they have access to the outdoors. 

"And it's not just for the CEO of a company," explains Rasker, "but also as 

a way to recruit talent. They say, 'Come work for us. Don't go to Boston 

or San Francisco-come work for us and you can go fly fishing after 

work."' 

Such is the case with Weatherby, Inc., a firearms manufacturer, which 

announced in January it would move its manufacturing headquarters 

from Paso Robles, California, to Sheridan, Wyoming. When explaining his 

company's decision to relocate, Weatherby's President and CEO, Adam 

Weatherby, cited Wyoming's gun-friendly culture and "endless access" to 

the great outdoors as prime motivators for making the move. 

"We wanted a place where we could retain a great workforce, and where 

Jur employees could live an outdoor lifestyle," Weatherby told the 

Wyoming Business Council. 

It's that point that has entrepreneurs like John Pope excited about the 

Pilot Hill Project. Pope is the CEO of Blue Sky Group, a Laramie-based 

company that owns and operates a mix of technology and sustainability 

businesses that employ about 100 people in the community. He originally 

moved to Laramie in 1991 for graduate school. Following years of living 

other places, Pope returned to Laramie in 1998 to start the company that 

would ultimately become Blue Sky because of its location and easy access 

to trails for outdoor recreation. 

"When I moved here in '91, we used to use the Cactus Trail regularly," 

recalls Pope, describing a now off-limits section of trail that lies just north 

of the Pilot Hill property. Although Cactus is not part of Pilot Hill 

purchase, it gives those familiar with the trail a taste for what's possible if 

the project were to go through. 
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"I still remember the wow factor that everyone had, being able to start in 

downtown Laramie and directly connect to the beauty and open space of 

the Laramie Range," he says. 11The Pilot Hill purchase represents a sea 

..:hange for the quality of life in the town of Laramie. And that wow factor 

is important when it comes to recruiting people to live here, and for 

companies to come here." 

Pope believes in the ability of the Pilot Hill land purchase to transform 

Laramie so much, in fact, that his company donated a couple months' 

salary to hire an organizer for the Pilot Hill Project to mobilize partners 

and community members to make the purchase happen. 

11We think the people that are trying to put this together are serious," he 

says. 11That's partly why we're supporting it. They needed someone to do 

the work to get things moving, to get the funding together to make this 

happen. So we tried to solve that." 

That someone was Melanie Arnett, a local database manager and avid 

.nountain biker. Since she assumed the position in January, the number 

of volunteers working on the project has grown from around 40 to well 

over 100, and over 600 individuals and groups have signed a pledge to 

donate money to the purchase effort. In addition, several local business 

organizations, charitable foundations, federal and state agencies, and 

others, have joined the effort, donating time and resources with hopes of 

making the purchase a reality and remaking Laramie into a thriving 

outdoor recreation destination that can attract more people and 

businesses to the community. 

If they're successful, there are several examples of cities and towns 

throughout the West that give organizers hope that, by seizing the 

opportunity to better connect the City of Laramie to nearby public lands, 

che community can cash in and grow the local economy. 
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Take Fruita, Colorado. Twenty-five years ago, the sleepy farm town of 

4,000 tucked along the banks of the Colorado River on Colorado's 

Western Slope was heavily dependent on oil and gas extraction for 

tevenue and was known more for its dinosaur fossils and apple orchards 

than its trails. Then in 1995, a group of locals opened a bike shop, worked 

with the BLM to build a world-class trail system on public land north of 

town, and started a bike festival. Fast forward to today, and Fruita is a 

bustling town of 13,000 and a mecca for recreationists of all types, 

including bikers, hikers, paddlers, and wildlife watchers. Visitors who 

make the pilgrimage to town can choose from several hotels and 

restaurants, but that's just the start. A recent socio-econo!'Dic study of 

the trail networks in Grand Valley, Colorado, of which Fruita is a part, 

found that the economic impact of trail users on the area's annual Gross 

Regional Product-that is, the market value for all final goods and 

services produced in a region-is well over $14.5 million and the total 

labor income that results from visiting trail-user spending regularly 

exceeds $9 million. That translates into an estimated $2.25 million in 

.state and local taxes each year to help pay for the city's roads, schools, 

and emergency services. 

The same goes for Boise, Idaho. Beginning in the late 1980s, a group 

known as the Boise Front Coalition began work to connect 

neighborhoods to nearby public lands via a community trail network. The 

Ridge to Rivers trail system now hosts nearly 200 miles of multiple-use 

trails that generate almost $5 million in tax revenue each year to the City 

of Boise, and an additional $2.5 million to Ada County, according to the 

Ridges to Rivers Partnership. Today Boise is the fastest-growing city in the 

US, thanks in part to its access to outdoor recreation. 

And it doesn't stop there. Three Forks, Montana; Duluth, Minnesota; 

Eagle, Colorado; Prineville, Oregon; even Bentonville, Arkansas-all have 

�hown remarkable economic growth following community investment in

outdoor recreation and trails access on public land.
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Though Laramie is not likely to triple in population size, as is the case for 

i=ruita, or to become the nation's fastest growing city, like Boise, there 

are plenty of reasons to believe that expanded recreational opportunities 

and public lands access have the potential to transform Laramie into a 

popular outdoor destination where people and businesses want to visit, 

live, work, and play. 

rhe Pilot Hill Project Area purchase would protect open space adjacent to 

Laramie. Photo by Robert Kirkwood. 

For one, the town's location along 1-80 means that potential recreational 

tourists are always passing through. Coupled with Wyoming's business

friendly tax environment (the state has no income or corporate tax) and a 

new 100-gigabit statewide broadband network, Laramie is also well

situated to attract new businesses to town, and convince existing ones, 

to relocate. 

And with efforts underway for a major enhancement of the existing trail 

infrastructure in the Pole Mountain unit of the Medicine Bow National 

Forest that would directly connect to Laramie via the Pilot Hill trails, the 

potential for Laramie becoming a much sought-after mountain-biking 

1estination seems greater than ever. 
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Unlike Moab, Fruita, and many other western mountain-bike destinations 
that are too hot to ride in the summer months, Laramie is a high
elevation town that rarely exceeds 80 degrees and is free of rattle snakes, 
,-JOison oak, and other hazards found elsewhere. Moreover, Laramie's 
proximity to population centers like Denver and other cities and t_owns 
along the Front Range means that it can expect to attract visitors from 
neighbors to the south in search of fewer people and miles upon miles of 
flowy single track. 

"We could have all of the Front Range coming up here to mountain bike," 
Arnett told attendees at the March meeting. While that concerned some 
community members who don't to compete with crowds at their favorite 
trail heads, it also represents an outstanding economic opportunity if 
Laramie can manage the growth and squeeze a few more dollars out of 
all those visitors. 

Nhether the community can come up with the $10.5 million needed to 
purchase the land remains to be seen, but recent developments make 
the acquisition more likely. Organizers of the Pilot Hill Project say they've 
raised nearly three-quarters of a million dollars so far in community 
pledges and donations alone. And in June, the Wyoming State Board of 
Land Commissioners gave approval to proceed with the detailed analysis 
of a land exchange in which private landowners in Albany and Laramie 
Counties could acquire stranded parcels of state-owned land within their 
landholdings at appraised value. The money the landowners pay for 
those isolated State parcels would then be pooled and used to purchase 
the Pilot Hill property for State ownership. But even if the entire $10.5 
million value of Pilot Hill is net through such an exchange, the community 
would still need to come up with the $4.5 million to pay for infrastructure 
costs and a management endowment. To do that, project organizers say 
.. hey are pursuing other funding options like grants and easements. 
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And yet, even if the purchase goes through, whether Laramie could 

actually realize a sizeable economic benefit depends, in large part, on the 

city's tax structure. Though any increase in the number of visitors or 

.·esidents in Laramie is sure to have a positive financial impact on the 

community, the magnitude of that impact is less certain. 

"Municipalities in Wyoming are the most fiscally dependent on their state 

government of any city or town nationwide," explains Laramie Mayor 

Andi Summerville. "We have the least fiscal independence, or fiscal 

authority, of anybody else in the country. Which means that we have no 

ability to raise our own revenue as a city government." 

Unlike communities across neighboring states like Colorado and _Idaho, 

which allow municipalities to determine their own tax rates and to decide 

what goods and services to tax, Wyoming municipalities have only a 

couple of local tax options to choose from. That means Laramie could be 

flooded by mountain bikers and still not see enough revenue to cover 

things like street repair and basic city services. 

If Laramie and other communities around Wyoming want to maximize 

the economic gains from outdoor recreation through projects like Pilot 

Hill, they'll need the ability to generate more local tax revenue. But any 

change to the existing tax code requires legislative approval. 

"We think [the legislature] should give municipalities more flexibility," 

Summerville says. In the case of Laramie, that could mean taxing food, 

alcohol, and professional services-even groceries. 

"If the city voters want another sales tax to capitalize on what's actually 

going on here, that should be an option," suggests Summerville. "So 

rather than limiting municipalities' ability to generate new sources of 

revenue, the legislature should be working to develop solutions that 

enable communities like Laramie to really capitalize on projects like Pilot 

rlill. It could do amazing things for the community." 

By Kit Freedman 
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Kit Freedman is an associate research scientist for the Rucke/shaus 

Institute of Environment and Natural Resources at the University of 

Wyoming. 

--1 concur with the author, Kit Freedman, about the value of recreation 

and the role it can play in a community. 
Valerie Lantz 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Planning Department 
and 

Andrea Hunter <andezrabbitry@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 11:03 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Support 

Commissioners Rick Olson, Mary Starrett, and Casey Kulla 

I would like to add my voice in strong support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

I believe the benefits far outweigh the inconveniences and costs of developing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This is 
not a "taking" of property or a restriction of anyone's right to use their land; the trail will use abandoned railroad lines, 
rights-of-way for which have long been in existence. Surely families and bicyclists are less impacting than the trains 
that have historically used the corridor? Rights of access and easements to adjacent property owners can continue 
to be honored. These types of trails are going in all over the country, with myriad benefits to their communities. 

Personally I grew up in this valley, my mum and dad road bikes my whole life, after a few close calls with a car I 
didn't ever want to ride my bike with them or by myself. I look back now and am really sad about that. This trail 
would give an opportunity to those like me who are nervous around roads and those who currently enjoy the roads 
to have an amazing safe time on what used to be railroad tracks. t think it is an amazing opportunity. 

Please consider it for our community. 

Warm regards, 

Andrea Hunter 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Marie Meeuwsen <oregonannmarie@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 5:16 PM 
Planning 
I am against the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am very AGAINST the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

1. I do not want my tax dollars used this way.

2. The county does not have the funds or the balls to give law enforcement the budget or the authority to keep the

homeless off the trail.

3. This negatively impacts the farmers and they should be a priority. We are a rural area and we need to do what we can

to keep the farming community viable.

4. There is no master plan which tells me that like so many of our other county projects it will be overbudget.

5. I live near the debacle that has been going on with the squatters on Hendricks road. It truly showed me that law

enforcement have their hands tied.

The trails In the Portland area have been a haven for homeless, multiple sexual assaults. the homeowners along the

trails have been harassed, had property stolen and there was even an attempted kidnapping by a homeless woman who

lived on the trail.

PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THE TRAIL

Ann Marie Meeuwsen
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March 13, 2019 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

YA'MfttLL 
COUNTY 

We are writing you today on behalf of the Yamhill County Tourism Partnership, in support of 
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This project stands to have many beneficial impacts on our 
county. 

From an Economic Development perspective, this project would help diversify tourism assets in 
the county, Our county is rich in wine and culinary draws but falls desperately short in 
providing alternative activities that could attract different types of visitors or encourage those 

that are visiting for other reasons to extend the length of their stay. A recent research study by 
the Willamette Valley Wineries Association shows that visitors to our region are increasingly 
looking for more than just wine when they visit, indicating that 20% of all out-of-state visitors 
are motivated by Oregon's abundance of outdoor recreational activities. If a visitor is 
international, they are 30% more likely to indulge in our outdoor recreational activities when 
visiting, 

Outdoor recreation opportunities abound in Yamhill County but need support to be fully 
realized. This trail would provide a safe and healthy place for active residents of our county, 

improving quality of life and making Yamhill County a more desirable place for people to live, 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail could have a positive effect on attracting new businesses or 
talent, or even better retain some of the talent that may be moving out of Yamhill County 
looking for better quality of life. 

As Yamhill County looks at ways to leverage the $11.8 billion annual economic impact of the 
Oregon Tourism Industry, this project stands out as a pivotal opportunity to make a long-term 
impact. 

We strongly urge you to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and help make this project come 

to life. We ask that this be a decision made in possibility and not out of fear. 

Sincerely, 

The Yamhill County Tourism Partnership 
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March 13, 2019 

Visit 
McMinnville 

To Yamhill County Commissioners: 

Visit McMinnville enthusiastically supports the completion of the Yamhelas Wests Ider Trail. Completion 
of this important project will connect the county's tourism assets, will create a new recreation tourism 
draw, and support the expanding recreation needs of our growing workforce. 

Research completed by Travel Oregon in 2015 shows that cyclists who rode on Oregon scenic bikeways 
in that year directly supported over 150 jobs with earnings of approximately $3.4 million. This spending 

also generated local and state tax receipts of approximately $450,000. Of those scenic bikeways, by far 

the most popular destination was the Willamette Valley. Of those Willamette Valley route visitors, over 
82% said that the cycling route was the primary reason for their trip, and 64% of those visitors had an 
average household income of $75,000+. 

In addition to these encouraging economic development data points, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will 

complement several million dollars In road improvements and cycling trails that the Bureau of Land 
Management is investing In the Nestucca River Corridor - construction on these efforts is already 
underway on Meadowlake Road. A real opportunity exists to connect those efforts to our charming 
communities via safe cycling routes like Yamhelas. 

Visit McMinnville supports completion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. There Is a true economic 
benefit to the trail, and Visit McMinnville is committed to supporting promotion of the trail to draw 

visitors with real spending potential, which will benefit all of Yamhill County. We urge you to support 
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Knapp 

Executive Director 

Visit McMinnville 
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March 13, 2019 

Yamhill County Planning Department 

planning@co.yamhill.or.us 

525 NE Fourth Street 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I'm writing today to express my support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As a resident of Yamhill County and a City 

Councilor for the City of Dundee, I can attest that parks and trails are valued assets to all communities. In particular, 

County trails and parks help to support Oregon's Land Use fundamentals; they allow for cities to densify while 

maintaining recreational connections via trails to activity nodes like cities and to open spaces/parks outside of urban 

growth boundaries. 

The City of Dundee adopted the Dundee Parks and Opens Space Plan in 2009 and has been working ever since to secure 

both land and funding to develop parks, open spaces, and trails throughout the City. Currently the City owns and 

maintains both the Harvey Creek Trail and Viewmont Greenway Park trail system. When residents were surveyed in 

2017 it was found that over 86% of respondents agreed that parks and recreation trails enhance the livability of 

Dundee.1

a trail system in Yamhill County that connects to activity nodes in cities and to open spaces/parks like the Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail, would enhance the livability of Yamhill County. Furthermore, the County already owns 12.48-miles of 

the Yam he las Westside Trail right-of-way and should continue its effort to develop the trail. 

Through a public process, Yamhill County also adopted an amendment to 1996 Transportation System Plan to add the 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail as a project in 2012. When the County's Transportation System Plan was fully updated in 

2015, the Yamhelas Westside Trail was specifically included in the plan. It was found that the project was consistent 

with policy objectives provided in the 2003 Yamhill County Parks and Open Space Master Plan, as well as the 2009 

Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Plan which identified the trail as providing infrastructure to 

support agritourism economic development efforts.2

This trail system will become an absolute asset to our community and it has my support. I can't wait to take my bike out 

on the trail with family and ride all the way to Gaston, and hopefully beyond! When I lived in Portland, I used the 

Springwater Trail multiple times a week to get exercise on the weekends and navigate through Portland during the week 

without the concern of exposure to motor vehicles. 

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Svicarovich, PE 

Dundee City Councilor 

1 City of Dundee. 2017 Dundee Community Survey. Question No. 9.
hll s: www.d mdeecil _&_tgflndex.as l?T pe=B 13ASIC&SEC:c:{4AI\F!JAD3-4440-4290-13354-FFOD1631l5SAF}&DE= 
2 Yamhill County. Yamhelas Westsider Trail. hllps://www.co.yamh!ll.or.u c ntent amhelas-weslsider-va!I
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tryens <jeff.tryens@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 8:04 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill County Planning Department- I am the Oregon trail advocate for the American Endurance Ride 
Conference, a national membership organization made up of thousands of equestrian trail enthusiasts. I hope the 
county council can see its way clear to approve this rails to trails project. Sadly, the fear of the unknown can be a 
powerful motivating force for adjacent property owners to oppose such a project. While I have not done so, I believe a 
quick check with the national Rails to Trails Conservancy- htt lsj_ www.railstotra·1s.org- can provide you with useful 
information regarding the benign, and sometimes positive, effect these types of projects have on neighboring property 
owners. 

An opportunity like this to provide significant recreational opportunities to residents of Yamhill County who enjoy trail 
walking, riding and running may only come along once in a lifetime. Please don't let it pass you by. 

Regards, 

Jeff Tryens 
AERC Oregon Trail Advocate 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

fo: 
Subject: 

Ian Clemons <clemonsianm@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 8:42 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Commissioners and others who may be concerned, 

In regard to the hearing to remand vis a vis the OBEC contract for bridge engineering and construction, I would like to 
add my enthusiastic support for full funding. 

I live in Gaston, just on the border with Yamhill County. My community needs help. The Yamhelas trail has the potential 

to be a major draw to new people seeking positive outdoor experiences in our area. A safe, separated, scenic trail 
linking the gorgeous Hagg Lake with the verdant hills and hollows of Yamhill County would provide those experiences in 
abundance. Furthermore, it would provide a new avenue for our community to get exercise, for children to learn to ride 

bicycles (Gaston sits on a steep hill), and for local businesses to benefit from visitors looking to enjoy both the trail, 
adjacent National Wildlife Refuge, and Hagg Lake. 

Endorsing and funding the OBEC contract is a solid step toward making this trail a reality. I hope you will pass it during 
your meeting tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 

Ian M. Clemons 

Gaston, OR. 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

I"\ From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yamhill County Commissioners, 

Donna Timmerman <donna@holisticanimals.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:04 PM 
Planning 
Proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail between Yamhill and Carlton 

I fully support this proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail between Yamhill and Carlton. I am an equestrian trail rider and 
live about 100' from a multi-use trail right behind our property. In the 15 years we have l_ived here by the trail we have 
never had one negative incident with the trail users we see out my kitchen window. Everyone has been respectful of 
our property. As a trail user myself, I am always aware that being inconsiderate of property owners by a trail is Just 
asking for the trail to be closed. This attitude is shared by most trail users. We don't want to mess up a good thing. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Donna Timmerman 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

o: 

Subject: 

Dear County Commissioners, 

Neyssa Hays <neyssa.hays@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:09 PM 
Planning 
Support for YWT 

I am writing you today to support the construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I support this 
trail for a variety of reasons. 

• The trail would provide a safe, effective, and inexpensive mode of transportation for children
and families to get to school, work, and shopping.

• Providing alternative routes of transportation would reduce automobile traffic on county roads,
thereby also reducing maintenance costs and accidents.

• Alternative transportation is an excellent way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which in
turn reduces climate change.

• Being able to bicycle or walk to run errands, go to school, or go to work will improve the
public's physical and mental health.

• Users of non-motorized transportation talk to each other, improving overall community
participation and feelings of connectivity.

• Tourists using the trail will also use businesses ready to cater to them, which will bring more
money and jobs to the communities along the trail.

• Yamhill County will be recognized as forward thinking, and taking action towards progress and
sustainable living

I grew up in Carlton, and walked the railroad that used to run between Yamhill and Carlton many 
times. I also spent more than twenty years living in Portland and averaged 20 miles per day on my 
bicycle just getting my kids to school, going to work, and going grocery shopping. I never had to go 
to the gym and was in great physical health. Now I live just six miles from downtown McMinnville and 
three miles from Yamhill, but I have to drive anywhere I go because there is no safe way to walk or

bicycle between the two towns. This has increased my carbon footprint, my transportation expenses, 
and decreased my overall health. 

I understand that the trail will be troublesome to a FEW families, and I do sympathize with them. 
Change is difficult to adjust to. But the trail will be a remarkable improvement for thousands of other 
people. 

Please support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

Sincerely, 

Neyssa Hays 
qesident of Carlton 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

0 From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hello, 

paul <angerano2000@msn.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:25 PM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for the opportunity to show my support for the Yamhelas Westsider trail. 
As a resident of Carlton since 1996 and homeowner. I say yes. 

Imagine anyone in Carlton is able to get on there bike and pedal a short distance to a great trail that connects different 
cities. Without first loading your bike or bikes Into a car and driving to a bicycle trial, that sucks. 
We are 65 and 66 years old and would love this trail in our backyard. 
And finally we get to see our tax dollars or federal grant money on something that we enjoy. 
FYI , we don't swim lol. 

Respectfully Submitted 
Paulie and Carolyn Angerano 
230 No. 3rd St 
Carlton OR 97111 

Sent from Paulie's IPhone 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi, 

Paige Harnack <jelibean75@outlook.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:25 PM 

Planning 
emailing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I'm at 223 N 6th St in Carlton and am writing to let you know that our household supports the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

This trail will: provide a safe place for our cycling family to ride our bikes (our streets have no shoulders); take traffic off 

of the busy HWY 47; foster healthy habits; and increase tourism in the bordering towns. I understand the concerns of 

come landowners, but I believe the benefits far outweigh the potential risks they have highlighted. 

Thank you, 

Paige 

1 
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Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I am writing you to indicate my support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. While I honor the concerns of 

the adjoining landowners, I know Yamhill County will take all necessary measures to ensure their 

property rights are honored and maintained. I do, however, see their concerns as inconveniences, a 

similar inconvenience they once experienced when the right of way was a functioning railroad. 

I have ridden my bicycle more than 2000 miles on an annual basis in Yamhill County since 2015; 

primarily on the roads surrounding the proposed Yamhela's Westsider Trail. Aside from a bicycle lane 

(approx. a ¼ mile where Hendricks and Kuehne road intersect) during revision of an existing intersection, 

Yamhill County has chosen to not provide basic bicycle/transportation infrastructure to ensure that all of 

its citizens can enjoy the rural beauty of Yamhill county. The shoulders are narrow to non-existent and 

barely accommodate a bicyclist safely provided he can focus on a narrow white line. 

I hope to ride with friends and grandchildren on the planned Yamhelas Westside Trail because it will be 

a dedicated, safe route by which to appreciate the beauty of Yamhill County. Please consider this a 

down payment in the future investment in both recreation and tourism of Yamhill County. I believe this 

is not a binary choice between property rights and recreation use; I know we can have both uses 

occurring at the same time. 

My experience riding similar trails in other parts of the country is simply that if Trails are located in rural 

areas, they remain rural and are lightly used. 

Thank you for your consideration 

Steve Lowry 

608 E Kennedy Ct 

Carlton, Oregon 97111 

541.977 .5638 
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March 13, 2019 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I would like to submit some additional comments in response to last week's hearing on the LUBA 

remand and Ordinance 904. 

While opponents of the trail and their attorney stated often that commissioners should base their 

decision on facts, they then threw out a slew of fabrications, suppositions, and "sky-is-falling" 

hypotheticals that are not supported by on-the-ground experience on hundreds of existing trails across 

the country. 

Multiple studies on trails around the country state that the Farm Bureau has a track record of regularly 

opposing any trails through agricultural areas. And that the fears constantly promoted by the Bureau 

(trespass, trash dumping, homeless camps, crime, reduced property value) do not materialize in 

actuality (Rail-Trails and Community Sentiment; Santa Paula Branch Line Study; Measuring Trail Benefits: 

Property Study). In fact, studies show that trails often actually reduce crime, by increasing visibility and 

patrolling of these areas. Local landowners currently report trespass issues with no trail-increased 

visibility and fencing can help. 

One argument against the trail claimed it shouldn't be built because someone might have a heart attack, 

and it would be difficult for emergency responders to reach them. Following this logic, then, there 

should not be hiking trails, hunting, swimming or other recreation allowed anywhere away from paved 

roads, because someone might have a heart attack! In fact, with its proximity to Highway 47, the 

Yamhelas Trail will be more accessible to emergency responders than many places where people 

currently recreate. 

Then there were the multiple derisive comments about the "Lake Oswego Mom's Club." Since when do 

we vilify mothers and babies? Is that the kind of community we want to be? Furthermore, I would 

expect that local morns with strollers will far outnumber those from the metro area. 

The opponents' attorney also questioned ownership of the right of way and said adjacent landowners 
would pursue adverse possession, ORS 105.618 states: "A person may not acquire by adverse 
possession, as defined in ORS I 05.620 (/\ quiring ti Lie by adver e possessi n), property owned 
by a railroad or used for a railroad operation. [2007 c.440 § 1 ]" Since the railroad owned the 
property for most of the 10 years cited for adverse possession, I do not see how this threat has any 
merit. 

ORS 105.668 Section (3) also appears to allow a county to limit liability for landowners adjacent to 
recreational activity, which would address the liability concerns raised at the hearing. 
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Property owners also claim that they have been Ignored in the planning process, but this is simply not 

true. Notices and invitations have been sent to adjacent landowners throughout the process, including 

invitations to participate in the design charrettes led by the National Park Service that led to the 
Concept Plan. And the county has pledged to work closely with them in the master planning process. 

As I mentioned in my previous letters, there are numerous successful trails through agricultural property 

of all types throughout our great country. Trails are successful when adjacent landowners work in 

partnership with trail developers to address their needs. We can look at hundreds of such trails already 

developed to glean the best practices and make the Yamhelas Westsider Trail an asset for everyone. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Veronica Hinkes 

16375 NW Meadow Lake Rd., Carlton 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant Hoyt <gbheron49@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 5:37 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Yamhill County Commissioners: 

I'm a strong supporter of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, and I urge you to move decisively to make the trail become a 
reality. I am retired and enjoy walking and wildlife viewing. Since moving to Carlton eleven years ago, I have noticed the 
lack of recreational opportunities such as those the Yamhelas Trail would offer, and I believe the entire community will 
benefit when this trail is completed. 

I have years of experience hiking and birding on trails like this in other areas, both in Oregon and other states. I have 
found such trails to be widely embraced by community members of all ages and social strata. Most local residents 
support a trail in Yamhill County, and I believe the Yam he las Westsider Trail proponents have done an outstanding job in 

planning this much-needed recreational outlet with concern for everyone, including those farmers whose property abuts 

the corridor. 

Like all trail supporters I've talked to, I certainly sympathize with the local farming community, and I firmly believe their 
needs will be addressed as the trail is built. I've heard a lot of angry commentary at the public meetings, and I know that 

change of any sort can be painful. But the creation of this trail and the farmers' ability to maintain their livelihoods are 
not mutually exclusive scenarios. In my estimation, the concerns voiced by trail-adjacent farmers (security, spraying 

methods, etc.) are not significant enough to warrant abandoning this wonderful opportunity for the rest of the 

community. As many other supporters have noted, the nearby Banks-Vernonia Trail is a stellar example of how to 
implement a recreational trail, and it causes virtually no problems for neighboring farmers. 

While the trail will likely be attractive to area tourists, I know that local people from Yamhill, Carlton, McMinnville and 
other nearby towns will eagerly make use of it. In particular, this initial portion connecting Yamhill and Carlton will be a 
boon to local folks wanting to travel between the two towns via bicycle or on foot. We all know that Highway 47 is not 
an option for safety reasons. I will personally volunteer for trail maintenance and litter pick-up (though I doubt we'll see 
much trash from trail users), a small price to pay for welcoming this valuable new recreational resource to our area. And 

I will always respect the privacy of property owners next to the trail. 

This doesn't have to be an us-vs.-them situation, with anger and mistrust tainting negotiations. The farmers can still 
have their livelihood and we can all enjoy a healthy outdoor experience on the trail. Rails-to-trails conversions have 

taken place throughout the country and have been almost universally successful. Please do everything you can to make 
the Yam he las Westsider Trail come to fruition. Thank you for listening to my opinions. 

Grant Hoyt 
16301 NW Red Shot Lane 
Carlton 97111 

(503) 852-7829
gbheron49@gmail.com
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To: Yamhill County Commissioners and Planning Department 

From: Randy R Grant, PhD 

Re: Yamhelas Wests id er Trail 

Date: March 13, 2019 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, including all current actions before the 

commission that advance the project. This trail project has the potential to improve the quality of life 

and generate economic benefits for thousands in the region. While it will impose costs on some, I 

believe these costs to be modest relative to the potential benefits for the many prospective users of the 

trail and the local businesses that will see increased patronage as a result. 

As an economist, I see the benefits to runners, walkers, cyclists, and others who will make regular and 

frequent use of this trail. A primary benefit of the trail will be to provide safe recreational space for 

thousands in the region. Current routes for traveling by foot or bike from McMinnville to Carlton to 

Yamhill and points further north are extremely dangerous. The lack of side paths or even adequate 

shoulders on Highway 47 or Westside Road put pedestrians and cyclists at high risk of injury or fatality. 

According to an August 8, 2016, memo from the U.S. Dept. ofTransportation, the value of a statistical 

life (VSL), the standard metric for measuring the benefits of saving lives in transportation projects, is 

over $9 million. By that measure, every life saved by diverting users from these more dangerous routes 

confers a benefit of over $9 million. As the trail will likely draw users from other local areas exposed to 

car traffic, injuries and fatalities in those areas would likely be reduced as well. 

While the economics would suggest that improved safety yields the greatest measured benefit, it is not 

the only benefit generated by the trail. Vernonia and Banks, towns at either end of the Banks to 

Vernonia Trail, see regular traffic at their local restaurants, shops, and grocery stores, as trail users enjoy 

pre- and post-recreation meals, snacks, or just exploring local vendors or filling the gas tank. The trail 

itself is also used for formal recreational events, including the Oregon Road Runners Club's (ORRC) 

annual Vernonia to Banks Marathon and Half Marathon, held each April. The 2018 running of this event 

had 540 finishers, many from out of the area. Many runners come supported by family and friends, so 

this single day event brought roughly 1,000 people to these communities, most with at least a few 

dollars to spend in the area. 

As a runner and member of a local running group, I would anticipate using the trail frequently, both on 

my own and for group runs. As a board member of ORRC, I would expect the club to be interested in 

staging one or more regular events on the trail, subject to the constraints of space for parking and other 

logistics. I know many walkers and cyclists who are just as enthusiastic about having better recreational 

options available, and this trail would benefit those many users. 

As an economist, I also acknowledge that any infrastructure project has costs, and that these costs go 

beyond the explicit costs of the project. Will some farmers be inconvenienced by the trail? I take them 

at their word that there will be some adverse effects, but believe those opposing the trail are 

overstating those costs. I also wonder how many of these farmers have long benefited from the 

unabated use of space adjacent to their property for which at least some provided no payment. This is 

not to disparage or begrudge them that use, but rather to suggest that they should not have a monopoly 
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on the enjoyment of that land once occupied by railroad operations. Asking them to share with the 

larger community is not an unreasonable request. 

There have also been concerns about the behavior of users of the trail, including suggestions that this 

trail would become like the Springwater Corridor in Portland. This assertion is absurd. Even casual 

observation reveals that one cuts through a densely populated urban area, while the other is in a rural 

setting (further evidenced that farmers are more vocal than local residents or shopkeepers}. It is hard to 

imagine the homeless and drug users blazing a path to a rural area just to make camp on the trail. If one 

looks at where the homeless currently congregate in McMinnville, it is usually much closer to businesses 

and government services, as well as potential donors when they panhandle. None of this suggests that 

there wouldn't be the occasional vagrant or some litter on the trail, but these are all manageable 

problems, some of which would likely be addressed by volunteer organizations. 

Yamhill County Commissioners have the opportunity to significantly advance recreational opportunities 

in the area, increasing the livablllty of the region for the majority of citizens they represent. Work with 

the farmers to mitigate whatever legitimate harm they may incur, but don't let them be an obstacle to 

the safety and enjoyment of thousands of local residents, and the economic opportunities for local 

businesses. 

Sincerely, 

Randy R Grant, PhD 

Dave Hansen Chair in Economics 

Linfield College 

rgrant@linfield.edu 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Rick and Aleesa Coldwell <coldwellkennel@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 5:14 PM 
wk@klgpc.com; Planning 
Yamhelas Trail 

I oppose the Yamhelas bike trail. I live and have property in the city of Yamhill. I support the farmers, a trail 

needs to be considered at a location not affecting local property owners. I also do not support the funds it 

would take to build and maintain such a trail. 

Rick Coldwell 

1 
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March 13, 2019 

Commissioners 

I wish to communicate my support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I believe that it will be a 
cherished asset for our community, giving recreation, exercise, and transportation opportunities 
that are drastically needed in Yamhill County. 

I ask you to not give in to the hyperbolic fears raised by those among us that do not want change 
and are unwilling to adjust their lives even if it is for the betterment of their community. The fact 
is that most people in this county are good, respectful, law-abiding citizens. They are not the 
abusive, trespassing, irresponsible hooligans that some would have you believe. 

I ask you to keep faith with the majority of people in our valley who want this trail to be 
completed. Two of you expressed your support for this trail in the past, and I hope you will keep 
your word and fight for it. 

Thank you for your time, and service to our community. 

Joel Kiff 
13546 NW Willis Rd 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

o: 

Subject: 

aleesa coldwell <acoldwell@me.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 5:04 PM 
Planning; wk@klgpc.com 
Yamhelas bike path 

I am a resident and property owner in Yamhill, Or and I do NOT support the trail. I support the farmers and this is not in 
their favor. 

Aleesa Coldwell 
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March 13, 2019 

Commissioners 

The Board of the Yamhill-Carlton Winegrowers Association wishes to communicate its support 
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. We believe that it will be a cherished asset for our community, 
giving recreation, exercise, and transp011ation opp011unities that are drastically needed in 
Yamhill County. 

Although there are some who vow to fight the trail and make it a more arduous road ahead, we 
think it is worth the effort to follow through and complete what we all have started. Two of you 
expressed your support for this trail in the past, and we hope you will remember that and think of 
us as you vote in the coming days. 

Thank you for your service to our community. 

Joel Kiff (J.L. Kiff Vineyard), Board Chair 
Adam Campbell (Elk Cove Vineyards) 
Mike Green 
Jolm Hirschy (Hirschy Vineyard) 
Mike McNally (Fairsing Vineyard) 
Rebecca Moore (Monks Gate Vineyard) 
Brian O'Donnell (Belle Pente Vineyard) 
Ximena Orrego (Atticus Wine) 
Ken Wright (Ken Wright Cellars) 
JiIJ Zarnowitz (Stag Hollow Wines) 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Sandy Mccann <s1rncc57@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 4:48 PM 

Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Yamhill County Commissioners: 

I am writing this as a person who has been anxiously awaiting the new trail and will be using it 

frequently for exercise, biking, walking with friends, and having fun with my grandkids. Far too 

much time and money and HOPE has been put into the planning of this trail to watch it all go 

down the drain d/t those who don't plan to use it and are allowed to give negative input out of 

fear of the unknown. There are some who do disrespect others property, litter, and take 

advantage of opportunities. But good honest and respectable people far outnumber 

them. This trail is an opportunity to teach our children and grandchildren to take care of the 

land and enjoy God's creation while getting much needed exercise. There are far too few 

places to safely do so in this county. 

After moving here from Seattle where we were on many paths and trails every weekend, we 

did find it unsafe to allow our kids to ride their bikes on the roads. We made a few trips to 

Vernonia, Tualatin, and Hood River, but were always hoping to find a safe place right in our 

own county. 

I would take pride in working together with others to keep the trail clean of debris and police 

its appropriate use when necessary. 

I am also advocating for those families who cannot afford expensive vacations or trips to 

museums or water parks, but can enjoy something free right here at home. There are always 

going to be those who kill the joy by saying "what if ... " There is always an answer to that 

question. Those of us who take ownership can be the solution. The farmers certainly don't 

have to worry. We will love watching their crops grow while we whiz by on our bikes. 
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For those who are against this opportunity please reconsider. It can always be closed down 

later if for some strange reason we cannot rise to the occasion and make this a positive 

experience for all. 

Thank you for allowing me to give my input, 

Sandy McCann 

2 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject:

Teresa Davis 

3725 NE Hawn creek rd. 
McMinnville OR 97138 

Get Outlook for Android 

Teresa Davis <stardavis@msn.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 4:38 PM 
Planning 
Re: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

From: Planning <planning@co.yamhill .or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 2:43:53 PM 
To: Teresa Davis 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong 
Subject: RE: Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 

notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

'<en Friday 

.'lanning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Teresa Davis <stardavis@msn.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:27 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony in support of the Yam he las Westsider Trail 

I'm in favor of this trail! 

I plan to ride my horse on it and also take my grandkids on hikes because of the safety and it will be closely 

convenient to our home. 

I have experienced other trails like this one at Stub Stewart and really enjoy it. It's very well maintained and 

everyone I have run across is friendly and enjoying them.selves. I don't see garbage anywhere and know there 

are volunteers that go up and help with up-keep. OET for one. I'm sure people that are most excited about 

the trail will make sure that it is maintained and safe to TRY and keep most people happy. 

I strongly believe this plan of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will bring up the economy of the cities it runs through 

and be a safe place for visitors to ride their bikes, jog, hike and horseback. 

From what I understand, the Rails to Trails at Stub Stewart has not had any negative affect with the farmers 

around it and visitors respect their privacy and land. 
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Thank you, 

Teresa K Davis 

2 
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OREGON 

SEED 
COUNCIL 

March 13, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

VIA EMAIL: nt:m11i11gt@co.ya111hill.nr.11s 

Dear County Commissioners, 

The Oregon Seed Council is concerned with the Yamhill County 
proposa_l to cqnstrupt or.otherwise _plqQe recreation trails through 
working .agricultural lands. Due to the significant impacts to private 
properly and likely use conflicts between workifi� agrjcultur�I faiiqs and 
trail L!Sers, we do not believe it is in OL!r members or the public's 
interest to pursue any prop·osal that will dissect productive agricultural 
land,s, reduce cropl.ahd and farmi.hg efficiencies c;Jnd increase public 
conflicts. In that light, we respectfully request that the commission se�I< 
alternative plans for any county recreation trails. 

Over the pc;1st year, Oregon Seed Council members have panicipated in 
v�ri91,1_s __ meetings 9hd corre$pQnd_enc� with the coJJnty regardin_g trail 
proposal. Cro.ss-�u�_iflg proqudive agricultur�I la,nqs th�t-9f.<?.W many 
se�p cr9ps w1ll -s1grnf1cantly impact seed production operalIons along 
those pro·pos�d �rails. 

Se�g .pr9quction _is a primar� agricqltural crop fn Yamt\.ill County .. Any 
actIvItt.es pur$U�d by the cou.nty wh.1ch have the pote(ltli:11 to negatively 
impact seed production will he vigorous.ly oppo$i:1d by our members and 
the Oregon Seed Council. 

C1'oss-cutting trail imp�9.ts to c!Qricul�ural lan_ds ar� far rn_ore significant 
thqn expansion of traditional, non-railroad, nghts-of-w�y. Trains a.r.e 
only p�riqdic�_lly Rr��ent o� act\v� r�ilways and huma�s .are riot exposed 
to the element$ of prodlJct,oo agnc1,.1Jture. On a r.eGreatron trail, users 
m;:ly be present at any time. of the day without any notification to the 
acfjoinlng landowner. Cqnflict_s between trail !.!Sers and seed producers 
due to agriculture practices would be unavoidable in this situation. 
Additional conflicts such as theft and vandalism are also activities which 
would increase with having open trail access through agricultural lands. 

Yam.hill County is blessed to have productive agricultural laho$ that 
J:>'rovide wildlife hablt�t, preserve ope.n spac�s. ·anc;I support farnily 
businesses. We understand the pub.li.c attraction to these open l_cmds; 
however 1 w� �dama.ntly oppose county actio_ns which would lncre�se 
exposing lanqown.ers to public conflict$ and hnpa_iring the productive 
capacity of family farmlands due to recreational tf�ils through fqrmland. 

Roger Beyer, Executive Director I 503•585-1157 I 494 State Street, Suite 220 I Salem, OR 97301 t www.OregonSeedCouncit.org 
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It is currently unclear to us what the county's plans for constructing 
p-1.Jblic recreation trails are. If Yamhill County plans to move forwara
with _any recreation trails, we respectfully request that the county
identify other options for recreational trails-that do not cut acro$s
productive agriculture lands. We wo(Jld also requ�st that impacted
landowners are more meaningful!� involved in a1iy proposals w.hich
have the potential to increase conflicts between seed producers and
the public.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Ro er Beyer 
Executive Director 
Oregon Seed Council 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128. 

Dear Sirs and Mesdames: 

Kate Fuller <kate_fuller@rocketmail.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 10:50 AM 

Planning 

Please approve the Yamhelas Trail -- We Need It! 

With regard to the planned Yamhelas Trail, I wish to encourage its approval and speedy completion. I 
feel certain that it will be a great boon to the area and will help avert horrible accidents on our highways 
and by,vays, 

Regarding economic benefits: I have entertained B&B guests in my home (licensed in McMinnville), 
some of ·whom brought very fancy bicycles. You may be surprised to know that bicyclists hanker to travel 
our countryside but - and this is the point - they are rightly frightened by the lack of a verge along our 
roadsides and the speed of vehicular traffic on country roads {I'm thinking particularly of the route to 
Carlton). Their lives, obviously, are priceless; their bicycles, however, do have quantifiable value: 
$12,000 (yes, thousand) and up! After hair-raising adventures on our roadways, they have not returned. 
Worse, I suspect that if we searched bicycling community chats and magazines and the like, we'd find our 
area panned because it's not a friendly, safe place. I lmow that my visitors would be pleased and grateful 
if there were a safe place to ride their bicycles, where they could enjoy the vistas of farmland and the 
pleasures of our small, interesting towns. These are not vagrants or vandals, They are well-heeled 
professionals who con1e from far more urban enviromnents and crave the peacefulness of our rural 
-,etting. 

I'm frankly astonished that the opponents of the trail are so frightened of visitors. I have had occasion 
to use trails in other places - the Vernonia one, and the Bear Creek one in the Rogue Valley, in 
pru·ticular, There, the permanent inhabitants have nothing but good to say about the trails. The Bear 
Creek trail runs through countryside and to"\vns. It's used by bicyclists, dog walkers, runners, moms 
jogging with babies in strollers (away from vehicle exhaust), birdwatchers, and- important! -
commuters, who bicycle from one town to another to their jobs and home again. I used the Bear Creek 
trail myself for years and never heard tales or saw evidence of vandalism or crime, as purported by the 
opponents of a trail in our area, I'm sorry for them, that they are so frightened of the visitors, who would 
bring great benefit to ow· area. and of the children who would use the trail to get to school and home 
again safely. In my real-world experience, the very popularity of such a trail goes a long ·way to ensuring 
the responsible use of it by everyone. 

I hope the commission will look llast the fearfulness of hypothetical problems that plagues the 
opponents, and consider carefully the economic and other benefits the trail would bring to our 
area. Please approve the Yamhelas Trail. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Fuller 
820 NW 19th Street 
McMinnville OR 97128 
541-816-8895

1 
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3-13-19

Meadow Ridge Farms, Inc. 
P.O. Box 808 

Carlton, OR 97111 
503-852-9510 Office
503-852-9512 Fax

meac/owtid r&@onlinenw.com 

Re.: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear County Commissioners, 

I wish to reiterate the items I spoke of during testimony on March 7 th
, which are 

fact and not exaggerated as Mr. Sadlo stated. 

Fact #1 
Spray buffer: If we have to leave 150 feet buffer on Gordon Dromgoole 
property, that is 13 acres of lost farmable ground. In the near future the 
Dromgoole property will be planted to filberts. Bare farm ground currently sells 
for approximately $8000.00 per acre. Now establish a filbert orchard on that 
ground and the value has increased to approximately $25000.00 per acre. The 
loss of 13 acres is $221,000.00 in ground appreciation. 

Fact #2 
Mr. Sadlo stated it is illegal for farmers to be spraying right of way. If that is true 
then all the spraying of ditches, cleaning ditches and fixing culverts for the county 
that our farm does for the county must also be illegal. If we, like many other 
farmers, quit doing this for the county, then the county will have to maintain and 
budget for the expense of cleaning ditches and repairing culverts. 

Fact #3 
Reporting to the Oregon Department of Agriculture. Trail users that see 
application equipment can simply call the ODA. If called, the ODA is obligated to 
do an investigation, whether the farmer is doing something wrong or not. 

Fact #4 
Kids using the trail to get to school. The trail ends at highway 240. So where are 
they going to ride when they reach the end of the trail? There is no road 
shoulder from the end of the trail to the school. How are the kids safely going to 
get to school? 

Fact #5 
Fences do not keep people where they belong or out of where they do not 
belong. We farm all of the Austin's property in Newberg. Every house has a 
backyard with a fence. These fences do not keep people from dumping yard 
debris and garbage in the fields we farm. The fences do not keep the kids from 
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playing in the fields. Numerous objects that have been thrown in the fields go 
through our combines or swathers. If Mr. Sadlo thinks this is false, I will call him 
next summer and he can clean out the debris traps of our 8 combines. He will 
see firsthand what a problem it is to farm next people who have no regard for 
others. 

Fact #6 
People want to compare Yamhill trail to BanksNernonia trail. BanksNernonia 
does not go through large commercial farming operations. BanksNernonia trail 
goes through wooded areas. 

Fact #7 
Trail does not meet the farm impact studies. You simply cannot resolve all the 
issues. You cannot even resolve half of them. At the end of the day large 
commercial farming and the general population do not mix. 

Fact #8 
Who actually owns it. A quick claim deed is simply not good enough. If one 
cannot get title insurance, wouldn't that be a big red flag with the issue of 
ownership. 

Fact #9 
Who is going to pay for the extra emergency requirements? Both Yamhill and 
Carlton fire stations are volunteer based. At some point some volunteers will no 
longer be interested in volunteering because it interferes with other life 
requirements. 

Fact #10 
Food Safety. Our farm is involved in the Global Gap Certification (GGAP) 
program for food safety. If at some point hazelnuts (not a matter of if, but when) 
are required to be GGAP certified there is no way orchards along the trail will 
pass the certification process, because of the human factor and the farmer 
cannot insure that the trail users are staying out of the crop. Now the hazelnut 
crop worthless. 

The State of Oregon and Yamhill County were built and rely on agriculture. It is 
now time to remember this and make it less harmful and cumbersome for the 
ones directly involved with farming and agriculture. 

Thank you for your time on this matter. I truly do not see how you cannot vote no 
on this trail and move onto more important issues that serve our county. Thank 
you for your service. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Gaibler 
Farmer 
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March 14, 2019 

Good Morning, 

I am taking a moment to personally express my concerns regarding the creation of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail in hopes our county commissioners will take it into consideration in. As a 
taxpaying citizen and landowner of Yamhill County, and especially as a 11neighbor 11 to the 
proposed trail way, I've spent a lot of time and discussion over the topic of the trail. From a 
surface level, I can see the benefits for those visiting our beautiful county. However, these 
benefits are quickly overshadowed by the reality of the impacts that will take place to me and 
many other citizens who chose to live in, love, and support our wonderful County. 

Ten years ago, my husband and I were engaged to be married and choosing where to begin our 
lives together as a family, and more importantly, where to raise our children. With 50 miles (3 
counties) between our two jobs and lots of area to decide where to live, we fell in love with and 
settled in Yamhill county on a piece of land that my husband farms and that we are now raising 
our two kids. With limited neighbors whom we love and trust, we have the flexibility to allow 
our kids to test boundaries outside moreso than we would in a residential setting. This is one of 
the greatest values our property has afforded us, and I'm afraid having a trail in our "backyard" 
would immediately take that away as it would then invite many strangers along our property and 
create new concerns over trust and boundaries. It breaks my heart that this would be taken away 
from us. 

As I mentioned, my husband farms. I, too, grew up fanning with my dad and know the impacts 
first hand that a greater population has on agriculture. I spent many days cleaning trash along our 
field edges, monitoring irrigation equipment to water our fields along roads and sidewalks so as 
not to have someone report us to authorities should the wind change and cause water outside of 
the field, and using extreme caution for when and where we are allowed to treat our crops with 
chemical and/or fertilizer. I believe the trail would add to these challenges along our field, and 
create a greater problem than we've had, as well as take away some of the benefits of having 
found farmland away from the city that does not regularly deal with foot traffic. 

From witnessing local trail use, including the B Street Trail in Forest Grove, I do not have high 
hopes that a trail will be kept clean, maintained, and not increase unwanted access to our 
property. We have horses on our property, and I know how many people love visiting horses, but 
people having access next to our horse pasture would cause concern for unwanted 11treats11 being 
given them that can cause sickness or worse. If people do leave the boundaries of the trail, which 
is apparent by multiple homeless camps I've seen over the years along the B Street trail, it also 
becomes a liability for those whose property they enter. This is not a burden I want to take on at 
the benefit for a select few. In the heat ofrecent summers, rve heard how hikers have started 
fires, which would not only damage our crops, but possibly homes and more. I understand this 
might be a rare situation, but merely adding a trail will increase the likelihood of it happening. 

I did not purchase this property in hopes of having more people nearby. To the contrary, I opted 
for a peacefitl private setting away from the heavy population a residential home would have 
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given. As it's commonly known, homes in rnral areas of our county are substantially more 
expensive than those in an urban environment. To afford our property, we work very hard and 
long hours, but felt it was an investment worth making for the lifestyle it affords our family. 
Also, as both my husband and I work, we contribute taxes and more directly to this community 
and feel the concerns of the citizens, especially those contributing as well, should be heard over 
those that want to come in to the peaceful area I had to pay a premium to live in. The funds that 
would be used for the trail should be used for our cun-ent infrastructure, as the roads I commute 
on daily are neglected and full of potholes, yet the trail would take funds to provide a benefit for 
a select group of people that would not depend on the trail for getting to and from work to pay 
for this very County we love. 

I hope you will consider my concerns in any decisions related to the Trail. Please consider how 
you would feel should a trail such as this be placed along your property. Please consider the 
feelings of those who will have to live with this Trail and a daily basis and be forever impacted 
by it. 

Thank you for your time, 

��� 
�elle Huserik 
Yamhill County Resident 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Disbrow <j.disbrow@cityofyamhill.org> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 10:15 AM 

Planning 
Yvette Potter; LORI GILMORE 

Support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

TO: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

FM: Jay Disbrow, Councilor, City of Yamhill 

Subj: Support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

As previously stated, the City of Yamhill supports moving forward with the Trail for completion as soon as 
possible. The economic, recreational, and safety benefits to the City of Yamhill and surrounding communities 

are paramount to the areas growth. 

Many jurisdictions benefit economically from the safe recreational opportunities provided by walking, bike 
riding, and horseback ride, bringing in may recreators. Having lived near the Appalachian Trail and C & 0 

Canal towpath, I can personally attest to the economic and recreation benefits of trails. 

Being from Northern Idaho, I see the Hiawatha Trail and the Trail of the Coeur d' Alenes in Northern Idaho as 

more examples of the economic and recreation benefits provide to small communities. 

In our community, many residents walk both state and county roads for health and recreational purposes. 
The Trail would provide a safe alternative to the roads, as there are no other suitable walking routes nearby. 

A quick sampling of the followlng websites attests to the popularity of trails, economic, and recreational 

benefits around the country 

https:/ /www.alltrails.com/us/oregon 

https://www.oregonhikers.org/field_guide/Main_Page 

1 
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https://www.oregonhikers.org/ 

http://visitnorthidaho.com/activity-category/hikes-walks/ 

rlikes, walks and hiking trails in North Idaho - Visit North Idaho 

visitnorthidaho.corn 

Beautiful North Idaho has hundreds of hiking trails for walks and hikes in national-caliber landscapes -

from stunning high peaks to lakes, rivers and more. 

http://www.fyinorthidaho.com/play/biking-hlki11g-truils/ 

0 .... ··-·-----·-· 
North Idaho Biking & Hiking Trails I FYI 

North Idaho 

www.fyinorthidaho.com 

Canfield Mountain Bike Trail 1562, near Coeur d'Alene, has 

more than 32 trail miles in the system.It was designed for 

motorized trail bikes and mountain bikes and is open for all 

uses except for A TV's. The trail is set up so the entire system 

can be accessed from an old logging road, FS Road #1562. 

https://rootsrated.com/stories/10-of-the-best-hikes-in-idaho 

G 
.... ------

10 of the Best Hikes in Idaho - RootsRated 

rootsrated.com 

From the rugged Sawtooth Mountains to the Gospel Hump 

Wilderness, Idaho offers adventures for every hiker, from 

those looking for an afternoon stroll to those seeking a 

hard-charging backcountry adventure. 

https://www.traillink.com/trnil/trnil-of-the-coeur-dalene / 

2 
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Trail of the Coeur d'Alenes in Idaho I Traillink 

www.traillink.com 

Trail of the Coeur d'Alenes spans 71.8 mi. from 401 Anne Antelope Road/Coeur d'Alene Tribe Veterans 

Memorial Park (Plummer) to River St. at 2nd Street (Mullan). View amenities, descriptions, reviews, 

photos, itineraries, and directions on Traillink. 

https://www.pcta.org/ 

0 - ·---
Pacific Crest Trail Association 

www.pcta.org 

The Pacific Crest Trail is one of the best trail experiences on 

Earth. We're on a mission to protect it forever. Join us. 

htt s: www.ca naltrust.or Jlan co-canal-tow ath 

C&O Canal Towpath - C&O Canal Trust 

www.canaltrust.org 

C&O Canal Towpath. Many people refer to the towpath, but what is it exactly? The towpath is the dirt 

and stone path that runs 184.5 miles along the C&O Canal, where visitors can walk, run, or bike the 

distance between Georgetown and Cumberland, MD. 

h ttps://www.washington.edu/wholeu/2017 /07 /12/top-10-hi kes-in�wash ington/ 
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0 Top 10 Hikes in Washington State I The 

Whole U 

www.washington.edu 

Top 10 Hikes in Washington State. Posted on July 12, 2017 by 

Jessica Hall.This entry was posted in Being Active, Staying 

Healthy and tagged Backpacking, Bandera Mountain, Hannegan 

Peak, Hiking, Lime Kiln Trail, Loowit Falls, Mailbox Peak, Opt 

Outside, Outdoors, Pacific Northwest, PNW, Poo Poo Point, 

Rattlesnake Ledge, Twin Falls, Wallace Falls, Wildsicle Trail. 

htt s: www.tralllink.com trail-ma s route-of-the-hiawatha 

0 . ··-·--- ---
Route of the Hiawatha Map - East Portal 

of St. Paul Pass Tunnel (MT /ID border) to 

Moon Pass Road (Pearson) l Traillink 

www.traillink.com 

Trail map of the Route of the Hiawatha from East Portal of 

St. Paul Pass Tunnel (MT /ID border) to Moon Pass Road 

(Pearson). find trail maps, reviews, photos & driving 

directions on traillink.corn 

https:ljwww.traillink.com/trall/trail-of-the-coeur-dalenes/ 

Trail of the Coeur d'Alenes in Idaho I Trail Link 

www.traillink.com 

Trail of the Coeur d'Alenes spans 71.8 mi. from 401 Anne Antelope Road/Coeur d'Alene Tribe Veterans 

1emorial Park (Plummer) to River St. at 2nd Street (Mullan), View amenities, descriptions, reviews, 

photos, itineraries, and directions on Traillink. 
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Our farmers are very important part of the Yamhill community. We would like to see some common ground 

emerge that will work to the benefit of both farmers and recreators. 

Respectfully submitted 

Jay Disbrow 

Councilor 

City of Yamhill 

5 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

o: 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern, 

Teresa Benski <geezlouiseO@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 10:03 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As someone who lives in Yamhill and enjoys walking, we need a safe 

place to walk. The side walks in that town are so cracked uneven it makes it difficult. Doing the 3 mile loop is an option, 
but very dangerous to be along side the road, where cars are zooming by. I would love a quit place that is safe from cars 

and not right in town. I know that the Banks trail has turned out to be a good addition to there community and I believe 

it would for us as well. I also think that having something besides the highway to connect the two communities of 
Yamhill and Carlton is a great idea. If they children are going to be in school together, then they need to a safe way to 
get back and forth on foot or bike. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Benski 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Good morning, 

Anne & Dave Wolff <hairiwolff@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:57 AM 
Planning 
YamhelasWestsiderTrail 

I'm writing on behalf of supporters of the WestsiderTrail. l am an active member of Oregon Equestrian Trails, and have 
spent l0OO's of hours learning about trails and advocating for same, in addition to building and maintaining same. When 
I say "learning about", I have received a wonderful education through various trail summits as to  the benefits - both 
health and mental - of having outdoor experiences .... established trails enable and encourage same. Establishing official 
trails in neighborhoods is of tremendous benefitto the community that hosts same, and there are myriad facts 
supporting that. 

Here in Central Oregon, we've worked diligently to understand and mitigate the concerns of multi-use trail users -
especially bikes and horses co-existing on trails. What we have found is that educating folks to the rules of use for such 
trails goes a long way in ensuring a great experience for all users. I bring this up because it appears there's a long list of 
concerns by adjoining neighbors -- from equestrians breaking away from established trails and riding through fenced 
farms, to loose dogs, to harassment and other issues. It sounds as if those advocating for this trail system are aware of 
the concerns, and will work diligently to mitigate them in the trails design. l would encourage the planning department 
to Benchmark using other communities that have successfully incorporated Rail-to-Trail conversions. 

One last comment. We in OET stress "leave no trace" practices, and I've personally never known any equestrian with 
irhom we ride to "cut fence" or jump fence to deviate from trails and ride private lands. Further, there's always a debate 

as to whether dogs are welcome with equestrians - be they officially allowed or not.-- one rider may embrace them, 
another doesn't want dogs along. Make it a "leashed dogs only" trail so walkers can enjoy their dogs --- I'm a dog owner, 
as well as an equestrian. When I'm walking, it's as much for her as it is for me. When I'm riding, I'm perfectly happy to 
focus on my horse and leave her at home. 

There truly are many effective ways to incorporate this proposed beautiful trail into your community .... it takes 
collaboration and education, but that's what planning departments are for and I'm sure you know how to do it well-
especially if you work hand-in-hand with your trail advocates. 

Respectfully, 

Anne Wolff 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

To Whom It May Concern 

cbers@onlinemac.com 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:48 AM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am a long term resident of McMinnville and my husband was raised here and continued his family business here. It is a 
great community now and was a wonderful place to raise our family. We live in rural McMinnville and have always 
valued the benefit of recreation in the outdoors and the health that exposure to nature brings. 

I am writing to urge you to vote yes on Thursday for the acceptance of the grant money to build 3 bridges on the 
proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I am an equestrian so I have an interest in seeing the initial phase built that will link 
the communities of Carlton and Yamhill. I am also a long time has resident who has a broader interest in the economic, 
recreational and cultural opportunities that this "rails to trails" will present. I believe I do understand the concern of 

neighboring property owners but I am not sure they have looked at the success of these trails elsewhere. 
This type of trail can be found all over the United States with a history that can be Investigated. There are two nearby 

trails here in Oregon- (Banks-Vernonia and Willamette Mission Park) where I ride my horse that go across or border 
current farming activities. No one trespasses, no one litters, there is spraying and farm operations occurring in tandem. 
We can co-exist with agriculture and not harm or lessen their economic bottom line. 

Thanks for reading my email and considering my opinion. 

Carol Burch 

20325 SW Powerhouse Hill Rd. 

McMinnville,OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Gary Schultz <orduckgary@hotmail.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:36 AM 
Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Yamhill County Commission: 

___ ,, 

I wish to reaffirm the strong support that I have previously expressed before the commission for the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail. It is very disappointing to see some people grossly exaggerate the potential negatve effects to 
the trail, really to the point of losing all credibility. There is simply no evidence that trails like the one proposed 
here that have been in place for many, many years all across the country (including several in Oregon) create 
any of the problems suggested. On the other hand, the potential benefits to the health and welfare of the 
general community are obvious and cannot be denied. I live in St. Joe, close to the trailhead for the proposed 
trail, and so, I am part of the non-incorporated area of Yamhill County where the commission is primarily 
responsible for promoting the general welfare. In our area we are severely restricted in our access to biking 
and walking. We have no sidewalks and nearby roads are heavily traveled by high speed vehicles, so any time 
one wants to go biking or walking any distance with one's children or grandchildren, you are putting their and 
your own safety at risk. This is not an uncommon problem all along Highway 47. In fact, because of a lack of 
public land or other areas open to the public in Yamhill County, the number of places to do longer walks or bike 
rides is very limited. I firmly believe that generations to come will greatly appreciate that this commission took 
action to develop what will surely be a valuable asset for the community in perpetuity. 
Gary Schultz 
8470 SE Youngman Ln 
McMinnville, Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Greetings, 

treekarl@outlook.com 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:34 AM 

Planning 
Support for Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

My husband and I support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I understand the farmer's reluctance to go forward with the 

project. I believe that we can find ways to mitigate their issue as we proceed with the construction of the trail. In the 

end, I expect it will be accepted and even embraced. The same controversy happened around the Banks Vernonia State 

Trail. Looking back now, it has been widely seen as positive for the surrounding communities. 

Cathy and John Dorner 

11200 NE Madaffari Rd. 

Carlton 97111 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

·o:

Subject:

Commissioners 

ronsplan@aol.com 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:29 AM 

Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yarnhelas Westsider Trail 

I am sending you this email in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. We live in Carlton and want you to build the trail 
as soon as possible. The trail is good for business and our community. We have been on other multipurpose trails similar 
to the proposed Yamhefas Trail. They have benefited the people and businesses in the area. They enjoy strong support 
from the communities they service. The trails go by farms, residential and industrial areas without causing problems. 

We personally would use the trail daily for exercise. We are getting older and would appreciate having the trail available 
for use for safer walking and biking. 

We strongly encourage you to vote favorably to fund and support the trail. 

Ron and Nelda Skidmore 
713 N 7th Street 
Carlton, OR 97111 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Mclaughlin <drjoemac2@gmait.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2019 9:09 AM 

Planning 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Commissioners, 

This is a real exciting time for you and your work involving Yamhill 

County. In reference to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, you and the 

people of this beautiful county have the opportunity to create an 

amazing legacy for many generations to come, by moving forward on this 

trail project. The county currently does not have any places for anyone 

to ride a bike safely for any great distance. Bike riders are often injured 

or killed every year on Yamhill County roads. Also in all of Oregon there 

are very few places where the handicap population have the ability to 

walk or use a wheelchair and travel more than a half mile at most. This 

trail would open a whole new world to them. Nature heals. For a 

healthier Yamhill County population we need all the nature options we 

can offer our children, grandchildren and the elderly. And this trail 

project would surely support this. A study by Stanford University proved 

that students who walked in nature before taking an exam had higher 

test scores than those who walked down a road similar to highway 99 in 

McMinnville. Just that fact alone gives even more reason to support this 

trail. 30 years ago I used to ride my bike to Hagg Lake regularly. Now I 

never ride on local roads. It's just not safe. 

Farmers. Yes I hear their voices. Some of their concerns seem to be 

majorly exaggerated. If farmers are following the law regarding spray 

usage, there should be no concern. There are thousands of people who 

would hugely benefit by the creation of this trail system. It would be a 

�ragedy if the Yamhelas Trail was denied for the interests of just a few 

individuals. 
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I have hiked, ran, and biked on many similar trails and found them to be 

very safe, friendly, clean, and restorative. Having restrooms, portable 

toilets, and garbage cans placed strategically throughout the system is a 

key to eliminating many concerns stated by opponents. And zero 

tolerance to campers and homeless populations is an important element 

to be included. 

Thank you for taking the time to hear my thoughts. 

I pray that with your supporting vote this beautiful trail opportunity will 

become a legacy for many future generations to enjoy. 

Joe Mclaughlin, McMinnville OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

S4bject: 

Peter Higbee <beetree300l@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 8:57 AM 

Planning 

Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am writing to address the upcoming decision on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I do not believe that 
the information presented at the last meeting represents the feelings of most of the people of Yamhill 
County. It showed the very vocal but very small group opposed to the trail. The information given by 
them is not correct but blown all out of proportion. 

There are 1000s of rail to trail conversions in the country and most of them are in rural areas. Most of 
them travel through farmland. Most of them have had people bring up the same fears. But in reality 
most of these problems do not exist. The best example is the BankNernonia Trail to our north. It is a 
very popular trail and has the full support of Banks, Vernonia and Washington County. There is no 
liter, trespassing or camping problems on this trail. It does pass through existing farmland and has 
not had any big impact on farming there. 

One problem presented was that of agricultural spraying. But there would be no change from the 
present rules. It is the same as if there were a road, railroad or trail there. Most are forgetting that 
the railroad has been there since way before the existing adjacent landowners. It was a fully owned 
transportation corridor by the railroad and will continue to be a transportation corridor. Somehow a 
few of the adjacent landowner believe they should get this land for their own for free. But it has never 
been anything but fully owned and private by the railroad. 

I urge you to proceed with the construction of the trail. What is in question is a very small piece of the 
rail corridor. It will make a very good test in our county to see if any problems do come up. The 
county will be a very good neighbor to the adjacent landowners and will address the few problems 
that do come up. They will do this much better the the railroad company or any private party who 
could own this corridor. It provide a safe way for local residents to travel between these small towns 
and a much needed recreational area for the people of the county. 

Peter Higbee 
McMinnville 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diane coleman <dcoleman0530@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 8:15 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

This letter is in strong support for the Yam hales Westsider Trail. 
As a retired couple who have lived in Yamhill county for many years & raised our children here, we have been looking 
forward to having a safe bike trail in our area. 
We use the Banks/Vernonia trail often, finding it safe & enjoyable. 
Several of our grandchildren live in Yamhill county. Two little ones in Carlton who have friends in Yamhill. They love 
riding bikes, a safe trail to their friends would be a huge plus! 
We have also ridden the 72 mile bike trail in Idaho. Lovely. 
We believe these bike trails are a safe way to enjoy friends, family as well as get some exercise. In addition it brings 

money to our area in the form of tourism. 
The trails to rails we have enjoyed often do go through agricultural areas. Never have we noted trash or damaged 
surrounding property. 
We trust our county commissioners will embrace this chance to improve this positive change for our area. 
In closing we trust any concerns agricultural farming has will be peacefully resolved. 
Sincerely, Rob & Diane Coleman 
19037 NW Meadowlake Rd 
Yamhill, Oregon 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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.March 14, 2019 

Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth St 
l\,fdvfinnville, OR 97128 

Ann-1\farie Anderson 
309 Main Street 

PO Box 57 
Dayton, OR 97114 

Re: Contract for services between Yamhill County and OBEC Consulting Engineers fm: the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Pedestrian Bridge Project 

Dear Commissioners, 

I am writing to express my support for the contract for services between Yamhill County and 
OBEC Consulting Engineers for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Pedestrian Bridge }Jroject. This 
multi-use trail is important to this county. It is important for safety, smart growth, good health, 
historic preservation, energy conservation and, not least, economic development. 

:Multi-modal trails such as this have great appeal; people choose to live near them. They become 
a quality-of-life amenity for companies trying to recruit young workers. They provide safe, green 
ways for workers and students to commute. Community members and visitors use them for safe 
recreation options .  And, trails save historic rail lines such as this by giving them another life. 

I am very much looking for-ward to the opportunity to ride the Yamhelas trail on my bicycle and 
walk with my family and dog. ,,ve have few options for that in this count,� unless one wants to 
brave the roadways next to high speed traffic, which I do not. Our few parks are quite small. This 
trail would provide my family an amazing option for a lengthy walk or a bike ride, to stay active 
and health)� 

l\11y experience using rails-to-trails such as the Banks -Vernonia Trail and the Farmington Canal 
Heritage Trail in Connecticut has been very positive. The trails are very popular with families 
and older community members as well - University of Connecticut trail intercept surveys showed 
that 63 percent of trail users were over the age of 45 versus only 44 percent of the general 
population. The Connecticut trail is an 81-mile multi-use linear trail that was converted from 
canal to rail and then finally, starting in the 1990s, to trail. It is an amazing amenity and 
transportation option that has been developed through cooperative efforts betv,ecn cities, 
nonprofit groups, citizens, landowners, and businesses. 

I'd love to see Yamhill County similarly move forward with this rare opportunity for a 17-mile 
multi-modal linear trail. It will be a benefit to our community members and businesses for 
decades to come. Please approve the OBEC contract and move forward with the trail. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ann-:Marie Anderson 
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Yamhill County Planning Department
525 NE Fourth Street 

· · 

McMinnville, OR 9?1_28

Re. Yarnhelas Westsider Trail Remand Hearin� Record 

To the Y11mhill County Board of Commissioners: 
. . . . . · . . . . . . . . . 

·Ma:rch 14, 2019
. ·, 

I am a resi��nt of McMinnville an�. support the development of the Yamhel!,}s Westsider 1'rail.

With specific regards to the subject offann impacts caused by the proposed Trail, I believe th.at most of 
the claims of the Trail opponents, some future Trail neighbors, and some fanners operating adjacent to 
the proposed Trail are generally overl>lown in order to stop Trail development becau.se they do11't want 
change. I believe this because I have been on the Banlcs-Vemonia Trail, which borders farmland, and I 
am not aware that any of the claimed significant farm impacts are actually occurring there. In addition, 
I frequently pass by the trail that conn�cts Rickreall to Monmouth along Highway 99, and again, I do 
not see aii.y evidence of the claimed significant farm impacts. Thus, it is most reasonable to assume 
that the same situation will be the case with the development of the Y amhelas Westsider Trail, and that 
there will be little or no significant farm impacts resulting from Trail development, 

To mitigate possible farm impacts along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, it makes sense that fencing be 
constructecl and maintained, and I believe the Co�no/ and Friends organization are both committed to
this. 

· . 

I believe development of the Trail will be a positive enhancement to the quality of Jife in our area, and 
this will be particularly true for those living in Yamhill and Carlton. A safe way for school children to 
bicycle between those two towns is ()nly one of the mor� significant outcomes this Trail wm provide. 

I hope I will be fortunate enough to be able to bicycle along the Trail in my lifetime. 

Thank you for th� opportunity to e)(press my support for the Yamhelas Westsi�er Trail._

Sincerely, 

Chair, Yamllill Cotmty Parks a�d Recreation.Advis01y Boa�d 

572 NW Wallace Road 
M�Minnville,. OR ... 

. \ 

.. 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

YeOldDreamer@juno.com 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 2:41 AM 
Planning 

To those making a decision about the proposed trail, 
the 2.82 miles of railroad corridor between Yamhill and Carlton to be developed into a multi-use trail. 
Some have painted an ugly picture of trail abusers with little or no regard for fences and signage pr the property of 
others, those who will dump garbage, set fires and other destructive, even violent behavior .. They speculated some 
people will leave the trail right-of-way, trespassing into whatever private property is nearby endangering themselves 
and any animals present, be those animals their own or someone else's. This list of behavior has facts; people do 
misbehave, these issues exist now! But trail users are a more behaved group than that of the "general population" 
they are a part of, they 'police their own'. and tend to report violations to prevent abuse. Most want a 'nice place' their 
children can go to, to enjoy "Nature" at its finest. 
Yes there are concerns regarding a trail and the nearby property. These concerns can and should be addressed with 

the trails Master Plan. The proposed trail was railroad owned from clear back in the 1800's and legitimately sold to 
Yamhill County in 2017, it does not strip farmers of their ability to use their lands as the current laws allow. 
When I hike or camp what I carry in, I also carriy out, yes if the area has proper trash receptacles I'll use them instead of

taking it all the way home, or to aome other proper disposal location. But to remain a thriving, growing civilization, we 
need places like this trail will be. 
David Annan 
McMinnville, OR. 

97128 

Popcorn Does This To Your Brain (Proof) 
clearstateofmind.com 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:30 PM 
Planning 

Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Commissioners Olson, Kulla and Starrett, 
Please consider our reasons for supporting the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. (Note: Where possible, we 
have referred to research and information that supports our own comments; however, there is even 
more information that we did not have time to review in order to get these comments to you.) 
Personal Use: When the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is finally built, this public trail can help people of all 
ages including our family. We will walk the trail as often as possible, keeping us fit and involved in our 
community in a new way. Currently, we must drive distances for good walking trails, something that 
holds us back. Directly and indirectly, it will help everyone who uses the trail to appreciate our 
natural beauty and the importance of farming to the community. People of all ages in rural areas are 
less likely to be physically fit than those in urban areas, and one reason is the lack of opportunities for 
safe, easily accessible places for exercise. Nationally and locally it has been possible to measure the 
value to health arising from more exercise. (see Research, 1 and 2). 
Benefits: ln addition to the health benefits, the trail will attract people who love nature. Fears have 
been expressed by some people that the Trail will be used by homeless people and those who do not 
respect nature or farming. Our experience on public trails is just the opposite. People with an 
investment in safe, beautiful places to be outdoors in nature are the same p�ople who will seek out 
.he Trail. People rarely take the time and expense to make a drive to trails in order to damage them 
or the surrounding area. There is a transportation benefit to the Trail as well. Currently it is not 
possible to safely walk or ride a bike between Yamhill communities, including from Yamhill to 
Carlton. Limiting transportation to a car makes it impossible for people who do not drive to get from 
one place to another. 
Resolving multi-use: We are passionate about the importance of agricultural land to our community 
and our very survival. Preservation of productive agricultural land in Yamhill County is one of our top
most priorities. It can and must be protected. That can continue to happen while our citizens' other 
needs for healthy living are improved. There are many other parks and trails throughout Oregon that 
border privately-farmed land. Methods are already in place throughout the state to protect users of 
the parks and trails while accommodating farming practices. The same practices and 
accommodations are available here in Yamhill County as well. 
Nationally, communities are finding ways to plan for more trail infrastructure while balancing the 
needs of agriculture. Rails- to-Trails Conservancy follows developments in each state. See Research 
(3) for summaries of two places where of these collaborations ae taking place.
Positives: Although the Trail will require that farmers and other land owners collaborate with trail
managers and trail users-in other words the wider community--to keep the area safe and
productive, greater collaboration will be a positive outcome. Collaboration will create new
community partnerships, which will benefit everyone. Also, the Trail will bring dollars into the local
)conomy (see Research, 4 and 5) from visitors (both local users and those from out-of-the area) who

will dine, buy groceries, shop, buy gasoline, and stay overnight in order to include use of the Trail in
their visit. The economic impact is well documented, and would help strengthen the economy of the
County. The economic impact includes the jobs and labor income that would be genec..ated .
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As citizens of Yamhill County, we are confident that the County can balance the health of its citizens, 

� the strength of the economy, and the productivity of its agricultural lands. We are fortunate that 
, right here in Oregon, practices are already known that will allow public parks and trails to co-exist 

) 

vith agricultural lands to the benefit of all, 

Thank you for listening to our testimony. Following is a list of some of the resources we 

discovered. We believe that it is important to include, wherever possible, evidence and facts in the 

ongoing conversations about the Trail. 

Jim and Carol Foley 

Yamhill, OR 
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2. 2018 Oregon Health Estimates for Oregonians from their Outdoor Recreation Participation in Oregon, Oregon
State University College of Forestry, November 2018. (2019-2023 Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan Supporting Documentation) (For county-level savings, see page 35)
htt 1s: www.ore on. ov o rd PLANS docs scar J 2019-
2023SCORP 2018HealthBenefitsEstimatesforOre onians. df

3. Rails to Trails Conservancy's website provides examples of coalitions working to balance and protect all
interests, both trails and agriculture, in other places around the nation:

• Pennsylvania 2013 Transportation Bill was vital to passing the bill was the Keystone Transportation
Funding Coalition, a broad-based coalition comprising trail advocates, highway construction
groups, public transit, local governments, chambers of commerce, farming organizations,

tourism promoters and health groups. Though diverse in their interests and priorities, these groups
share a common interest in building and improving the state's transportation systems.

• First approved by voters in 2000, the Clean Ohio Fund is a $400 million state bond initiative that
restores, protects and connects Ohio's natural and urban places by preserving open space and
farmland, improving outdoor recreation and attracting investment and economic
development. The program, which does not expire, is maintained through the reissuance of
bonds, which require $2.3 million in annual debt services for each $25 million in bonds. The
program does not raise taxes for Ohioans.

4. Economic Activity from Recreation use of Oregon State Park Properties-System Report, Eric M. White
Research Social Scientist, USDA Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station January, 2018
https://www.oregon.gov o 1rd PLANS docs scor 2013-
2018 SCORP EconomicActivit RecreationOre onStateParksS stern Re )Ort. df (see page 30 demonstrating the
economic impact of LL Stub-Stewart Park within the Banks to Vernonia Trail)

5. Oregon Non-Motorized Trail Participation and Priorities Report in support of the 2015-2024 Oregon Trails

Plan, Conducted by Oregon State University for the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department, July
2015. htt s: www.ore 011.goy/o rel PLANS docs Statewide%20Trails%20Plan Nonmotorized %20trail re ort.

QQf

Carol Foley 
Mobile: (253) 709-4310 
carol@foleyresearch.com 
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3/13/19 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is Kara Weber. I am a property and small business owner in the town of 
Yamhill. My husband, six-year-old daughter and I moved from Hillsboro to 
intentionally enjoy the benefits of a rural community. Yamhill County has some of 
the most beautiful countryside in the state of Oregon and we are blessed to live 
here. 

Whereas the landscape is beautiful, the sense of cultivated community and 
connection to a regional pride is missing. To offset this disconnect, I have become a 
very active volunteer with the Yamhill Economic Development Committee, as well 
as the Downtown Revitalization and Clean-Up Subcommittees. There is a significant 
population here that desires a thriving and safe community. I have dedicated a great 
deal of my personal time and resources to help this cause.· 

The Yamhelas Westsider Trail between Yamhill and Carlton would offer a marvelous 
value to the citizens and visitors of this community. The manner in which the trail 
opponents portrayed potential trail users as "abusers" was reprehensible. These 
claims are absurd and insulting to the people that live here as well as the tourists 
that visit the wineries, farms and nurseries. 

The trail is an absolute necessary to ensure the safety of our kids for crying out laud! 
Yamhill and Carlton share a school district. There are children traveling between 
these towns every day. Currently the only option for our youthful pedestrians and 
bike riders is the treacherous shoulder along highway 47. The volume of traffic has 
increased tremendously in recent years due to the well-known growth within our 
county. Yamhill County has been identified as one of the fastest growing counties in 
the state. Highway 47 has become dangerous with the sheer volume and speed of 
traffic. Additionally hundreds oflogging trucks, shipping/transport trucks and large 
farm equipment travel along the highway every day and night! It's arguably a health 
AND safety hazard for regular commuters and pedestrians. 

As I can understand some reservation the farmers may have towards the trail, it is a 
moral obligation to consider the well being of our good citizens. The trail does not 
even touch their actual property, the railroad is owned by the county. The social 
media channels claiming that the trail corridor is "stealing" property are slanderous! 

I have a great deal of personal experience enjoying the wonderful values that the 
Banks to Vernonia Trail has provided for children, families, casual bike riders, 
runners and horseback riders. As my family used to live in Hillsboro, we used this 
multi-purpose trail dozens of times! Not once did I ever encounter litter, graffiti, 
transients, improper waste disposal, drugs, violence, trespassers, animal abuse, dogs 
running off-leash, loitering of any kind or suspicious characters lurking about. I did 
witness the following; families enjoying a safe recreation on bikes away from cars, 
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the occasional horse rider respecting the trail boundaries, runners and walkers of 
all ages, groups of smiling children safely riding their bicycles, and new mothers 
strolling their babies safely on a friendly trail. The trail is chalked full of value for 
good people doing good things. Yamhill and Carlton need more of this type of value 
in their towns. Comparing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail proposal to the 
Springwater Trail is laughable after doing some research. To say it's an unfair 
comparison is a masterpiece of understatement! 

People living in Yamhill and Carlton love it's rural surroundings. Where is the 
evidence to support the notion that local trail users would abuse the native 
farmlands? Additionally, visitors of Yamhill County are here to support, enjoy and 
appreciate the rural beauty. A quick study on the demographics of local tourism will 
demonstrate that visitors are from a high sc:icial�economic bracket. These people do 
not vandalize, deal drugs nor "go off trail" and trespass into private property. The 
argument against the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a bad argument, hence the reason 
I am writing this letter. 

Ultimately, this trail is about the safety of school children and the good citizens that 
make these towns matter. Additionally, the visitors of our county are top shelf folks 
that deserve our respect and appreciation. Our economy depends on them. We 
should demand safety above all things and build this trail! 

Thank you for reading this letter. The trail is very important. 

Respectfully, 

Kara Weber 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: 

Debbie Arguedas <arguedas@onlinemac.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2019 3:57 PM 
Planning 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail Remand 

It seems to me that everyone who is opposed to the Yam he las Westsider Trail needs to take a 

deep breath and remain rational! And both sides should keep our eyes on the real prize, which 

is the joining of two great rural communities and future economic opportunities for all of 

Yamhill County, including farmers. 

I certainly understand the landowners whose property abuts or is divided by the proposed trail 

are concerned about the impact of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. However they should feel 

confident that every issue that worries them has already been worked through and mediated 

with existing linear trails such as the Banks-Vernonia Trail, at Willamette Mission Park and 

other "rails to trails" programs around the country. I believe legal precedents have already 

been decided that respect and reinforce safeguards regarding agricultural practices and 

private property . 

. am an equestrian so I have a vested personal interest in seeing the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

become a reality. But I also have a broader interest in hoping that this trail will benefit and 

link Carlton and Yamhill in many different ways: safety, economic, cultural, and recreational. I 

was a teacher at Carlton Elementary for many years and know that Carlton and Yamhill are 

already very closely linked. Both towns can benefit from by being trailheads. And at the next 

level, Yamhill County can join other counties around the state with an additional opportunities 

for healthy growth and development. It is just such a win-win on so many levels; if we can just 

get past some unfounded and obstructionist fears. 

Currently I ride my horse on two trails that co-exist very well and border or cross private 

property, with and without current farming activities. On the Banks-Vernonia trail there is 

well screened privacy landscaping that flanks the trail, as well as fencing and their own 

personal gate! A big tractor crossing gate is evident at another property. Both sides are 

farmed. I have never seen any litter or vandalism, nor does any trail user venture off onto 

private land. Everyone wants to stay on the trail and proceed with their ride or hike or run or 

walk. Another trail that I ride surrounds sustainable on-going farming at the Willamette 

Mission Park. Sometimes my horse and I have to step over irrigation pipe and go around other 

farm equipment. There is no fencing and I have never seen one trail user step onto the 

,arious crop fields that are being grown. Additionally, the trail goes alongside and also 

inbetween a filbert orchard that is privately owned. I feel confident spraying, pruning, 

harvesting practices are all current. There is a sign that asks trail users to stay on the trail and 

1 
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that this is private land. This area is in a very isolated part of the park. The bottom line is that 

there is every reason to believe that farming and a well managed recreational trail CAN co

exist without any impact to agricultural practices. 

rhank you so much for reading my email and I urge your recommendations will be YES on the 

Yam he las Westsider Trail. 

Debbie Arguedas 

14100 NW Berry Creek Road 

McMinnville, OR 97128 

2 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
"o:

Subject: 

Hello Ken, 

Maryl Kunkel <marylmichele@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 3:40 PM 
Planning 
Re: Vamhelas Westsider Trail 

Yes, I would like to be notified of the decision. My address is 2505 Redwood Ct, Newberg, OR 97132. 

Best Regards, 
Maryl Kunkel 

On Tue, Mar 12, 2019 at 2:46 PM Planning <planning_@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote: 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record for this application. If you wish to receive 
notice of the decision on this application, please provide your mailing address. 

Do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 

Planning Director 

503-434-7516

From: Maryl Kunkel <ma, lrnichele, mail.corn> 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 3:51 PM 
To: Planning <planni11g@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. I understand the concerns of local landowners but I wanted to 
share my thoughts as I grew up in Vernonia and I have seen the difference that the Banks-Vernonia trail has made to 
the local economy, vitality and community of Vernonia. Also as a current business owner in Cove Orchard (and 
daughter of folks who live in Cove Orchard), I highly support building a community around the hiking/biking/outdoor 
community. It would support our local economy and provide a much needed space for locals to walk and bike safely, 
away from the dangers of the much traveled Hwy 47. 

1 
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Vernonia is a small, rural town disconnected from other neighboring towns by many miles. When I moved there, the 

summer after the big 96' flood, there wasn't much to draw outside folk to the town, and a general lack of opportunity 

for those who lived there. It was crippled by the flood and with an economy dependent upon natural resources (ie 

logging) there wasn't much to support a rebuild of the town. As a kid I used to laugh when the "Vernonia's This Way" 

sign went up at the Hwy 26/47 junction because there was nothing to drive folks to our town. Upon completion of the 

trail, the difference it has made to the community is drastic. Vernonia is a destination that economically and socially 

benefits from the tourism the trail brings. A local economy has grown around the biking/hiking/outdoor community 

that utilizes the trail and the town looks and feels different than the one I grew up in. 

My family has traveled along the Banks-Vernonia trail, and other trails, many, many times and we have never seen the 

problems that many are referring to in regard to litter, trespassing and/or homeless camping. The trail is loved and well 

maintained by those who use it and given Yamhill/Carltons' similarity to Vernonia as a small, rural town I can not agree 

that there will be the same problems as the Springwater trail. In addition, I contend that the Springwater trail did not 
create the issues that it is seeing, it is a general lack of social support for the homeless and other socio-economic 

factors in the very urban Portland area. Comparing these two trails seems like apples and oranges. 

I also have personal stake in the proposed trail as I co-own a business and my parents currently live in Cove Orchard. It 

would be amazing to support the local economy with the tourism the trail would bring and it would provide a safe 

space for myself and my family to enjoy the outdoors. My parents, who live off of Hwy 47, can not safely walk or bike 

near their home and must drive to other trails or parks if they want to enjoy the outdoors. The concerns of landowners 

and farmers regarding spraying and farm use Is valid but I believe that most of those problems could be solved by 

including all the stakeholders in decision making processes as the trail progresses. 

In my opinion, the potential benefits of this trail are great and if developed in community with farmers the trail could 

prove to be another lifeblood to the towns of the Willamette Valley. 

Best Regards, 

Maryl Kunkel 

2 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Peter Crockett < pcrockett@onlinemac.com > 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 3:46 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners: 
Richard L. "Rick" Olson, Chair 
Mary Starrett, Vice-Chair 
Casey Kulla, Commissioner 

Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

My Letter is in support of the YWTrail. 

My wife, myself and our two young sons came to Yamhill County thirty years ago, We could then take our biles up 
Meadowlake Road to the watershed park (now off limits) and on to the campgrounds along the Nestucca River. We 
could ride down Meadowlake into Carlton. 

Our sons have grown up. Traffic has grown heavier. The shoulders on the roads became narrower and narrower, as the 
ditches became wider and deeper to better accommodate the storm water. Now the roads are just not bike friendly

and in my opinion downright dangerous. 

So, when we want to ride, we hang our bikes on the back of the car and drive a half-hour to Banks or Champoeg to ride 
those trails. We don't do it often - it seems a little silly to take a long drive to ride a bike - but they are wonderful. 

wish we had a trail dose by. Say, one running from Mac all the way to Forest Grove. The Westsider Trail is a step in that 
direction. 

I heard that a bunch of folks are trying to scare everyone with fictitious, exaggerated stories of crime, litter, chaos, 
terrorism, ebola and God knows what else. I say bull-loney. 
What I have heard from our own law enforcement, who have looked at the facts, these types of multi-use trails make 
the roads safer for everyone. They attract the kind of folks that we want to attract. The increased presence of riders and 
hikers make it harder for "bad" people to misbehave without being observed. 

Taking bike traffic off the highway prevents death. So don't talk to me about litter. I'll come down and pick up any litter. 
And from what I've seen of other trails I've enjoyed, there is precious little litter or problems of any kind on these trails. 

My2C. 

Thanks 
-Peter Crockett
PO Box 817
Carlton, Oregon
971-570-1022

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong

From: 

Sent: 
·o:

Subject: 

Beth and Eric Moline <cofbertmoline@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 3:32 PM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

My husband and I would love to see this trail go through. We have lived in two other states (Indiana and California) with 
trails like this through farmland and it was a very positive thing for all, farmers never complained, and we had friends 

who had property this went through. The farmers impact will be minimal and the impact to the people who live in and 
around our county will benefit. We need a safe place to ride bikes. This will also benefit visitors and guests from all 
states. 
Please vote or choose for the majority! 

Beth Colbert Moline 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
,.o: 
Subject: 

Casey Kulla 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:39 PM 
Ken Friday; Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Bridge construction 

This probably should be included in the record as a land use comment for the Trail, since it references the process and 
claims bias. 

Thank you! 

Casey 

-----Original Message-----

From: Cory Van Dyke <cory@carltonseed.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:06 PM 
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhlll.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Bridge construction 

Rick- How in the world can you guys vote to proceed with bridge construction when the land use decision has not been 
decided and the record is still open? That is a blatant disrespect for the process. It shows you guys have no intention of 
listening to both sides of the matter and keeping an open mind. 

Regards, 
( Cory VanDyke 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
'o: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Casey Kulla 
Thursday, March 14, 2019 12:27 PM 
Ken Friday; Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Comment on the Yamhela Westsider Trail 
Comment_ YamhelasWestsiderT rai I_ 03142019.pdf 

From: Janelle Huserik <huserik@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2019 10:44 AM 
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla 
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Comment on the Yamhela Westsider Trail 

Hello Commissioner, 

I have attached a letter for your review. The text of the letter is provided below as well. 

Thank you, 
Janelle Huserik 

Good Morning, 

I am taking a moment to personally express my concerns regarding the creation of the Yamhela Westsider 
Trail in hopes our county commissioners. will take it into consideration in. As a taxpayil)g citizen and landowner 
of Yamhill County, and especially as a 11 neighbor 11 to the proposed trailway, I've spent a lot oftime and 
discussion over the topic of the trail. From a surface level, I can see the benefits for those visiting our beautiful 
county. However, these benefits are quickly overshadowed by the reality of the impacts that will take place to 
me and many other citizens who chose to live in, love, and support our wonderful County. 

Ten years ago, my husband and I were engaged to be married and choosing where to begin our lives together 
as a family, and more importantly, where to raise our children. With 50 miles (3 counties) between our two 
jobs and lots of area to decide where to live, we fell in love with and settled in Yamhill county on a piece of 
land that my husband farms and that we are now raising our two kids. With limited neighbors whom we love 
and trust, we have the flexibility to allow our kids to test boundaries outside moreso than we would in a 
residential setting. This is one of the greatest values our property has afforded us, and I'm afraid having a trail 
in our "backyard" would Immediately take that away as it would then invite many strangers along our property 
and create new concerns over trust and boundaries. It breaks my heart that this would be taken away from us. 

'.s I mentioned, my husband farms. I, too, grew up farming with my dad and know the impacts first hand that 
a greater population has on agriculture. I spent many days cleaning trash along our field edges, monitoring 
irrigation equipment to water our fields along roads and sidewalks so as not to have someone report us to 
authorities should the wind change and cause water outside of the field, and using extreme caution for when 
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and where we are allowed to treat our crops with chemical and/or fertilizer. I believe the trail would add to 
these challenges along our field, and create a greater problem than we've had, as well as take away some of 
the benefits of having found farmland away from the city that does not regularly deal with foot traffic. 

From witnessing local trail use, including the B Street Trail in Forest Grove, I do not have high hopes that a trail 
Nill be kept clean, maintained, and not increase unwanted access to our property. We have horses on our 
property, and I know how many people love visiting horses, but people having access next to our horse 
pasture would cause concern for unwanted "treats" being given them that can cause sickness or worse. If 
people do leave the boundaries of the trail, which is apparent by multiple homeless camps I've seen over the 
years along the B Street trail, it also becomes a liability for those whose property they enter. This is not a 
burden I want to take on at the benefit for a select few. In the heat of recent summers, I've heard how hikers 
have started fires, which would not only damage our crops, but possibly homes and more. I understand this 
might be a rare situation, but merely adding a trail will increase the likelihood of it happening. 

I did not purchase this property in hopes of having more people nearby. To the contrary, I opted for a peaceful 
private setting away from the heavy population a residential home would have given. As it's commonly 
known, homes in rural areas of our county are substantially more expensive than those in an urban 
environment. To afford our property, we work very hard and 'long hours, but felt it was an investment worth 
making for the lifestyle it affords our family. Also, as both my husband and I work, we contribute taxes and 
more directly to this community and feel the concerns of the citizens, especially those contributing as well, 
should be heard over those that want to come in to the peaceful area I had to pay a premium to live in. The 
funds that would be used for the trail should be used for our current infrastructure, as the roads I commute on 
daily are neglected and full of potholes, yet the trail would take funds to provide a benefit for a select group of 
people that would not depend on the trail for getting to and from work to pay for this very County we love. 

' hope you wlll consider my concerns in any decisions related to the Trail. Please consider how you would feel 
..;hould a trail such as this be placed along your property. Please consider the feelings of those who will have to 
live with this Trail on a daily basis and be forever impacted by it. 

Thank you for your time, 
Janelle Huserik 
Yamhill County Resident 
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TO: County Commissioners: (Mary Starrett, Rick Olsen, Casey Kulla) 
c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

FROM: Billie Jean Matthews 
DATE: 14 March 2019 
SUBJECT: Land Use Board of Appeals Remand of Ordnance 409 (G-01-18) 

It's shameful that an applicant and his internal allies have apparent open and unrestricted 
access to the commissioners while normal citizens must say "mother may I" to a planning 
department. I have no objection to this bottleneck this time since I'm not including any color 
graphics for planning to butcher. 

By the way why, when there was only 1 week to submit additional testimony, did it take 
several days to post a link to KL YC You Tube video of the hearing which was posted to 
You Tube on March 8th ? Planning should not be a bottleneck to information available to all 
citizens, but that is a role they have played in the past. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE REMAND OF ORDNANCE 409 

At the March 7th hearing Commissioner Kulla ask if I could provide an example of alternative 
routes for a trail. We have specific insights, information and ideas with regard to much of the 
the proposed trail so it's difficult to pick one. Much of this information could have been 
provided in a proper planning process. Please note that Gordon and I have not discussed our 
specific ideas in detail with property owners and therefore do not presume their agreement. 
At this time we feel it is inappropriate to discuss details of specific alternatives without the full 
participation of all parties and with the advice and participation of professional trail planners 
with experience in positioning trails away from farms and other sensitive areas. It is intended 
as input to discussions which MUST include full participation of those individuals and 
communities affected . 

We can provide information for a starting point for a proper planning process. A trail could be 
established along public roads so long as the road locations picked did not have significant 
adverse impacts on farming and after a proper traffic study it can be determined that the 
roads that would serve such a trail are big enough and have enough capacity to handle trail 
traffic, farm traffic and other traffic. If an alignment that meets Farm Impacts and other criteria 
cannot be established, then there would be no trail. This is simple. 

As noted in my comments on March 7, 2019, less than a mile of the 2.8 mile stretch between 
Carlton and Yamhill is adjacent to the highway (~30%). The remaining ~2 miles lies away 
from the highway and cuts through or adjacent to working farms and businesses (~70%). Of 
the 12.8 miles claimed to be owned by the county only about 2.8 miles (22%) lies next to the 
highway. The remaining 10 miles (78%) cuts through or immediately adjacent to farms 
including farm structures and/or rural residences. 

We and others have repeatedly stated that trails should be positioned next to properly sized 
roads and highways which can safely and adequately accommodate their traffic to minimize 
disruption of farming and enhance safety via improved visibility and access for emergency 
response. We have been ignored. Please note that trails can be done in conjunction with 
highway improvements. Incorporating trails with highway improvements makes sense 
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especially if/when they can be located within the highway right-of-way. And provides the 
needed bike capacity the applicant always claims is needed. 

As an example of highway issues which so far have been ignored but that should be 
considered for this proposal as well as any other trail proposal, ODOT data for the 8.3 mile 
section of highway 47 between Yamhill and the Washington county line which is relied upon 
for the proposal shows the following: 

• For the 5 year period 2007 thru 2011 there were 65 accidents, 55 injuries and 1 fatality 

• For the 5 year period 2012 thru 2016 there were 90 accidents, 72 injuries and 7 fatalities 

There has been a greater than 30% increase in accidents and injuries and a 700% increase in 
fatalities! Highway 47 clearly has inadequate capacity to safely or adequately handle the thousands of 
new trips from bicyclists trying to reach the proposed trail, horse trailer/trucks trying to reach the 
proposal trail and general trail vehicle traffic. 

From ODOT records I don't believe any of these fatalities or injuries were cyclists. They're still dead or 
injured. This highway has a number of problems including too many access points and poor lines of 
sight not to mention poor pavement condition, nonexistent shoulders and virtually no safe pull off 
areas, 

I assume the county has analyzed sections of highway 47 south of Yamhill in a similar non-rigorous 
fashion. I wonder what the details and trends for that section would show not just general information 
about bicycle injuries and fatalities,. 

Isn't it time we looked beyond the safety of cyclist and consider all travelers and citizens? How about 
feeding two birds or even a whole flock from the same feeder? If you must have a trail do it right with 
active and respected participation of all affected communities, farmers, property owners and citizens 
AND in accordance with the law. 

Billie Jean Matthews 
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Nita Wiebke 
13775 NW Meadow Lake Rd. 
Carlton Or. 97111 

Dear Commissioners, 

ECEIVE 
MAR 1 ~ 2019 

YAMHILL COUNlY PLANNING 

I support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for the many reasons I have heard you and others in the 
community express: safety, health, recreation, community unity, education and economic development 
among others. For this letter I want to address something I keep hearing about how opponents view 
users of this trail. I have had many experiences on other trails in various parts oft he country and I have 
come to think I may be representative of a good percentage of users that you will encounter on this trail 
when it is completed. I am turning 70 this Spring and I have the aches and pains that go with this age, 
but consider myself in good health and want to stay that way. I will be on the trail with many of my 
friends and friends I am yet to meet. This will be our trail with all the pride and care that goes with that 
ownership. 

The Friends group has been recruiting volunteers since this trail idea got off the ground and with the 
completion of the trail we can become active volunteers. Based upon other trails I don't anticipate trash 
pick-up other then from the provided trash cans along the trail but there for sure will be black berry 
vines to trim back and other maintence tasks. We, like most, are seldom without our cell phones so we 
will be the mobile Neighborhood Watch with a critical eye. 

My daughters' and their families live in Portland and we as a family have ridden the Springwater Trail, 
which has gotten a lot of negative press. We have not, however, ever experienced any difficulty. That 
example is also not a fair comparison as the other rural trails I have experienced would have to be 
describe as pristine and that is how I anticipate being able to describe the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

In conclusion; the use of fear, misinformation, exaggerration and maybe laziness for not researching all 
the good examples of other comparable trails should be recognized and taken into consideration while 
making this vary important decision that will affect the lives in our community for generations to come. 

Thank You for your consideration. 

I u \ 
Nita Wietike 
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RECEIVED \ ___ ,,,.-

MAR. 14 2019 
YAMHILL COUNTY COMMISSIONERS: MAR 13, 2019 YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 

I voice support for the VAMHELAS Trail, especially the initial 3 mile Carlton to 
Yamhill piece. Highway 47 is hazardous enough-without bikes and pedestrians. 

With 30 years Traffic Safety education, I've driven with student many miles 

around Yamhill Co. and know that road is too small and too fast. 

AN OFF-ROAD BYPASS ISA WISE DECISION/OPTION! 

Having worked on the McMinnville Bike Committee decades ago, I'm aware of 

resistance to change, but the end result is positive. 

Look to Spokane, WA. Rail-to-trail system for an example of what a planned, 

successfuj, tourist-funded project yields. 

Please feel free to calf for more 

Tim Duerfeldt, 971-237-2004, 12165 NE Evans, City 
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To: The Yamhill County Commissioners 
From: Charles Hillestad 
Address: 1256 NW Oakmont Circle, McMinnville, Oregon 
Date: March 11, 2019 
Re: ::;1:1ic1nrnl in :; uppml 01· 1i11nll)' l\uildi111' 111L' Y:1111lwl:is Wl'~;tsidn "l1:1il 

Docket Item: #G-01-18 

RECEIVED 

MAR 1 ~ 2019 

YAMHILL COUNlY PLANNING 

On behalf of my wife, Aim, and myself, I strongly encourage you to finish approving and 
proceed with building the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

BACKGROUND 

Among other things, I am a former McMinnville Planning Commissioner and have sat on 
numerous public and private boards, committees, panels, and work groups dedicated to 
improving our community. I am also a retired real estate, land use and business law attorney who 
practiced for 43 years, often representing farmers as well as business organizations of all types. 

When I first heard of the proposed trail several years ago, I thought it was a fabulous idea 
and believe so even more today and not just for Yamhill County, I believe it is important, both 
monetarily and otherwise, for the entire state. I have followed the issue closely and frankly don't 
understand why we are not already using it. 

ADDITIONAL ARGUMENT IN FAVOR 

I won't repeat the many excellent reasons cited for building that paiticular trail. I will 
however add one additional one I have not heard so far. Having that trail open would be very 
good for our fellow citizens who are mobility challenged, not to mention those pushing baby 
carriages. My wife is wheelchair bound, but loves the outdoors. Traveling along most of our 
county roads in a wheelchair is taking your life in your hands for obvious reasons. That new trail 
however represents a safe oppo1tunity for her and similarly handicapped individuals, especially 
those county residents outside our urban areas, to enjoy Nature's great bounty close up like the 
rest ofus. It would be helpful to the vision impaired as well. Friends with that problem have 
indicated that trails with limited vehicle access are much safer to them and easier to navigate .. 

COMMENTS ON THE ABSURDITY OF THE ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION 

As I mentioned before, I spent decades as an attorney. Whenever I had nothing of merit 
to argue on a case, I was often forced to use the "Kitchen Sink Defense," as in throwing 
everything I had at the judges or commissions including the kitchen sink hoping in desperation 
that something might distract them from the more sound arguments on the other side. I listened 
carefully to the speeches of the counsel for the conglomerate wanting the former rail land for 
their own purposes and have to say it was classic Kitchen Sink. 

A Kitchen Sink defense typically uses hyperbole, sometimes truly outrageous 
exaggeration. For example, most of the case set forth by the attorney for the opponents could be 
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summarized as: Woe is us. We'll surely lose Sixty Million Dollars ... each year. We'll 
be sued for everything we own if we try to farm. We'll sue you. The trail will 
surely kill farming forever along its length. It'll surely cause disastrous fires and 
uncountable damage. 

Then the attorney got to her almost apocalyptic dire prediction of THE TRAIL WILL 
LIKELY KILL PEOPLE. That's when I started feeling sorry for her. When she went even 
further though and started throwing in the dares and threats hoping to intimidate, I began to feel 
embarrassed for her. Her arguments began to feel disingenuous. 

Since I am retired from law, I can no longer give legal opinions. BUT, I can offer a 
general comment. Just exercise your Common Sense. 

It should tell you the arguments against the trail and especially their really wild, utterly 
unsubstantiated predictions of unmitigated disaster make little sense. Your Common Sense 
should tell you not to be deceived when the opponents insist that it is utterly impossible to craft 
solution for minor inconveniences such as spraying. A dozen possibilities popped in my mind 
even before she finished that theory. Temporarily closing the trail during critical periods or 
posting the usual enter at your own risk warnings or, better yet, merely insisting the farmers spray 
within the boundaries of their own property, were but a few of obvious inexpensive or low cost 
possibilities. The same goes for every other unwarranted objection made such as no safe trail 
head locations, impassible bridge designs, etc. 

It is easy to tmderstand the adjacent landowners' central motivation. They want the 
roadway for their own private exclusive use and they openly admit it. I can't blame them 
wanting that county land to be dive11ed to them alone. However, there is a greater constituency 
to be protected. Therefore, please continue working to provide our County with this very 
valuable asset, a useable path open for everyone. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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Wayne Wiebke 
13775 NW Meadow Lake Rd. 
01rlton, Oregon 97111 
Ma1·ch 13, 2019 

r'l~r~rc;n ~,1,E D 
~ • :.-:'J ~:-.a!I [.,) d W 

AR 1 ~ 2019 

'/.MH:LL CJU1'1"TY PLANNING 

I am Wl'iting in suppo1·t of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and in response to testimony I have heard and 
have seen at the LUBA Remand heal'ings. The attomey and the farmers she represents have depicted 
everything from stampeding buffalo to Northem California kinds of wildfires haJ>pening if a trail is built 
upon Yamhill County's abandoned rail road l'ight ofway(ROW). It has been said that there will be 
caravans of homeless people 11011ulatiug the length of the ROW like in Portland; sorry, with that, now I am 
venturing into extreme exaggeration. My point is that the hyperbole needs to be dismissed because thet'e 
are concerns that can be looked at as real to fa1ming adjacent to the trail ROW. The hvo that seem most 
important to the adjacent farmers is spray regulations and the liability of trespass. I want to addl'ess 
onlyagricultural chemical spraying as to its impact on farm 11ractices and doing so without getting into the 
research that shows the deleterious affect they might have on the environment including us humans. 

At the Ma1·ch 7th hearing what could have been the most contentious testimony if the opponents had gone 
fit·st was on a 150' agriculture exclusion zone(AEZ). Based u11on what was said and the maps that 
remained displayed through most of the hearing one would think anything being farmed and spl'ayed 
would be a 150' resh'iction that included the trail ROW. This, as you know, is not true as shown on the 
Oregon OSHA application rules table on the next page. It depends on, the crop which determines what 
kind of equipment is used, the chemical and the legal requirements to it's application. Throw in such 
things as wind speed, temperature, the 1·equired license and you are ready to go. The 150 foot AEZ is the 
cxterme when air blast or aerial spray equipment is being used, for instance on hazelnuts . Grass seed and 
grains use ground boom / back11ack sprayers and as you see has an 25' AEZ; big difference. Ben Van Dyke 
testified to fal'ming and spl'aying along the n01·therrn section of the fl•ail ROW that is first being 
developed. He describe using a ground boom s11rnyer with a 100' wide boom. The h·ail ROW 
is 60' wide with a projected 12' trail running through it leaving a 22' buffer on either side, so unless he is 
encrouching onto the county's trail ROW he lll'etty much meets the rule and the time it takes to comply is 
negligible. 

Further, it can be said that the AEZ is defined by and within the farm property, neither Oregon OSHA 01· 
ODA regulate or claim jurisdiction outside of that property as stated in: RULES:437-004-6405, 437-
004-6406 SUMMARY: "Restrictions associated with outdoor production pesticide applications 
where workers or other people are adjacent to pesticides being applied In outdoor production 
areas. In Oregon OAR 437-004-6405 this rule applies where workers or other people are 
adjacent to pesticides being applied in outdoor production areas that are within the boundaries 
of the establishment. This rule becomes effective January 1, 2019". Both Michael Wood, 
Director of Oregon OSHA and Grant Jackson, ODA Pesticide Registration/ Outreach Specialist, 
confirmed that in the above rule for both agencies; the 150' AEZ applies only to the workers of 
the agricultural employer on the emloyer's property. Over spray or drift onto adjacent 
properties according Todd Sad lo and from what I could find in such places as Cedar Valley in 
Curry County(Forest aerial spray onto residential property) falls into the realm of Oregon 
Common Law. The Right to Farm Law ORS 30.936 gives solid liabilty protection when the farm 
practices: "Complies with applicable laws and Is done in a reasonable and prudent manner''. It 
should be no different then if people are on the trail or bees are pollinating the neighbor's 
clover field. 
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b) Information on how to prevent and reduce pesticide exposure. 
c) Information about the location of the pesticide safety information required by 
Sec. 170.31 Ha) 

7) If anyone other than a trained and protected handler exits an enclosed 
agrlcultural structure and enters the AEZ the handler must suspend the pesticjde 
application as per Sec. 170.SOS(b). 

Table 1 -- Restrictions associated with outdoor production pesticide applications. 

Any 
other 

Medium 

ground 
boom/ 

backpack 
sprayer 

{powered or 
un owered 

Any size 

25 feet 

Stay or 
Evacuate the 

AEZ 

air blast or 
aerial 

spraying 

Smaller 
than 

medium 

100 feet 

Stay or 
Evacuate 
the AEZ 

air blast or 
aerial 

spraying 

Smaller 
than 

medium 

Required 
Respirator 

150 feet 

Evacuate 
the AEZ 

*Spray quality: (as defined by the American Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers Standard S-572.1) considers several factors including the nozzle 
design, system pressure, and speed of the application equipment. The eight spray 
guallty categories are referenced In nozzle charts: 

Smaller than medium (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of 
less than 294 microns+): 

Extra fine (XF) 
Very fine {VF) 
Fine (F) 

Medium or larger (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of 294 
microns or more): 

Medium {M) 
Coarse (C) 
Very coarse (VC) 
Extra coarse (XC) 
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Thursday -March 14, 2019 

To the Yamhill County Commissioners: 

Caroline M. O'Brien 
1591 SW Wright Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
(830) 613 -1239 

The Yamhelas Westsider Trail may have been a good idea 30 years ago, but the reality of 
our county circumstances is that we have an increasing population of violent individuals, many 
homeless and engaging in criminal activity (not limited to drng use), drug dealing and drug 
manufacturing - especially methamphetamine. 

Certainly, my opinion is less important than those living in direct contact with the 
trail. However, after some of my experiences while walking in the McMinnville/ Yamhill 
County areas, I am compelled to comment. 

In the last five years McMinnville has become more violent, noisy, dirty and 
unsafe. Discovery Meadow Park has a chronic aggressive dog problem - most of them off leash 
due to the astonishing number of dog owners who simply won't keep their animals leashed. As 
their dogs run loose, they deposit numerous piles of feces, which remain uncollected, as the 
owners do not supervise their rampant dogs. llm1gine the liability of numerous dog packs 
running loose on the Yamhelas Trail. The county taxpayers and the nearby farmers will be 
dealing with fecal contamination on a regular basis. 

When I first moved to McMinnville in 2009, I enjoyed walking the Rotary Nature Preserve 
at Tice Woods off Baker Creek, but it became a regular hang out for vagrants, so I started 
walking the path around the back area of the Willamette Medical Centre until we discovered the 
Galen McBee Airport Park off Hwy 18 near the arn10ry. 

A delightfi.11 place to walk with cool breezes even in July and August. However, the 
McBee trails are fascinating and quit, far from city noise. 

However, during my last visit (an afternoon in August or September 2017) my dog and I 
encountered a foursome of twitchy, scratchy, itchy tweaky white dudes in their mid-20' s. They 
were hanging around deep in the trail area, and moved off into the bmsh when they saw us 
-approaching; I am glad I had my dog with me .. The men remained in the weeds, but when my 
dog and I exited the trail to leave, the four crust-iteers were hanging out in the parking lot. This 
was my last visit to that particular trail. 

The situation in Carlton at 73 51 N.E. Hendricks Road highlights another concern about 
allowing public access to private property. From the numerous news articles, this on-going 
problem has been a nightmare for the last few years in regard neighbors of the property. 

As county commissioners, the opinion of all people affected by this trail is to be 
considered; again, my opinion of this matter is tertiary at best, as I wiH never be using the trail. 
However, after having attended the March 7, 2019 public meeting in the Kent Taylor Civic Hall, 
it is apparent to me the trail will be detrimental to the already deteriorating quality of life in 
Yamhill County. With this in mind, I respectfully request the Yamhill County Board of 
Commissioners deny the request for creation of the Yamhelas West Sider Trail project and block 
any continuance of it in Yamhill County, Oregon. 
Sincerely, 

Caroline O'Brien .. 
r,,---10 C Cv~ {,.;)f(l~ 
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March 13, 2019 

Yamhill County Commissioners 

c/o Yamhill County Planning Department 

525 NE Fourth Street 

McMinnville, Or 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Trail 

I am not typically involved in Yamhill County politics or any politics for that matter but I cannot sit back 

after reading the propaganda from the "Stop the Trail" group. The piece of misinformation that caught 

my eye was " ... trails which will do very little for economic development or our quality of life". Before 

moving to our area several years ago, my family and I lived in areas of Idaho and Wyoming that 

constructed very similar trail systems. I have also witnessed similar trails In Europe and other 

communities in North America. The most interesting aspect of these trails is the diverse uses that 

evolve. Yes, there is a minor component of business as for example bike tour companies will use the 

trail for their tours. In our area that use will likely evolve into some winery tours but, in my opinion that 

will actually end up being a minor component of the total use. The more compelling use is for families 

and young people. Let's face it, we currently have very limited areas for our youth and their families to 

do things together outdoors. For all of these trail systems that I mentioned, entire families used these 

trails extensively for walking, jogging, roller blading and biking. My grandchildren tend to sit around and 

play video games. If they need to go somewhere, their parents and grandparents use an automobile for 

transportation. What better way to get our youth off of the couches and outside to get some exercise 

and spend time with other kids and/or their family. Additionally, a surprising number of people use 

these trails to commute to work and children use them to ride their bikes to school (and eventually our 

future Community Center in Carlton). All of these activities cut down on our carbon footprint and get 

people out of their cars. It should also be noted that none of the above mentioned activities are possible 

now due to the narrow design of Highway 47 and our other county roads. 

Regarding the farmers, who oppose this trail system, and apparently have done a good job of rallying 

support of their position, it should be noted that in all of the cases of trail systems that I have observed, 

the trails cut through farming areas. I am from a farming family and I can understand the farmer's 

position. No farmer wants to change his farming practices, which have been going on for generations. 

However, also for generations, these property owners have been aware of right of ways that cut 

through their properties. Right of ways are by definition a property easement that gives a person or 

persons the right to use the area of the right of way, typically to cut through an area of land. Therefore, 

it should come as no true surprise to these farmers that eventually some type of use was going to occur 

on the right of ways. Certainly, the trail system will include access points so that the farmers can cross 

the trails to access their properties. Perhaps some occasional trail closures will occur due to farming 

practices. No doubt this will cause some changes in farmer's schedules but these are minor annoyances 

compared to the significant benefits of the proposed trails - especially those benefits on the quality of 

life of our local families and their children. My firm belief is that the farmers will adapt to the trail 

system and the trail system will adapt to the farmers. 
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Regarding funding, I am only aware of the details of one of the trail systems that I noted above. My 

recollection is that it was funded by government grants, donations and some local taxes. I am unaware 

of what the funding plans are for our proposed trails but, if it includes funds from county taxes or even 

additional taxes, I can't think of a better use of our tax money. 

I would also add that another misinformation from "Stop the Trail" regards maintenance and policing. 

The trail systems that I observed would require very little maintenance and I never witnessed any 

policing. If there was any maintenance or policing, it must have been on a case by case occurrence 

rather than a permanent situation. I would also question the statement that the county has spent 

$250,000 working on the Trail to date In staff and administration costs. It seems to me that our County 

staff is already being paid and that one of their responsibilities is to work on such projects for the 

benefit of our citizens. Unless the County spent $250,000 on extra hourly wages, overtime, outside 

consultants, travel, etc., I can't understand what seems like a significant overstatement that the County 

has already spent "$250,000" on the Trail. 

To me, this should be an easy decision and one that should have been made several years ago. I hope 

that I can get out on the Yamhelas Trail with my grandkids before I am too old to ride my bicycle. Please 

move forward with the Trail. 

Sincerely, 

~~W,C 
Bob Marshall and Family 

15682 NE Yamhill Road 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
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Ken Friday 

From: 
.ient: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Yamhill County BOC; 

rudislacllc.temp@use.startmail.com 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 5:23 PM 
Planning 
Wendie Kellington; Sarah Mitchell 
Yamhelas Trail, Rudis Lac LLC Opposition 

This is Bryan Schmidt Rudis Lac, LLC, a farmer along the proposed Yamhelas bike path . 

RECEIVED 

MAR. 1 ~ 2019 
YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 

I am commenting on the LUBA remanded ORS 215.296 farm-impact REMAND hearing that begun March 7th, 2019, in 
opposition, for the 2.8 mile ·proposal between Carlton and Hwy 240 E. of Yamhill. I raise a grass-milk strain of dia~y cows 
regenerated from semen brought back from New Zealand. This strain is difficult to obtain, and takes years to 
develop. People seek my milk because it is like drinking Half-n-Half. It is A1A1, a genetic strain of protein. They think 
that fat-soluable vitamins are found in the fat of grass-fed cows milk instead of grain, and want high-fat milk, which may 
be different from grain-fed cows. The heart-disease war on butter is over. So I am in a very specialized niche market. 

The county staff have, prior to the remand, lost or otherwise prevented trail opponents' documents from getting into 
the record. We found that out when the record was pulled to prepare for the LUBA hearing last Fall. Many important 
pieces of information were missing. So its necessary for me to utilize a lawyer, Wendie Kelilngton, at great expense, just 
to have this legally-mandated conduit of communication with your constituents from being cut off by your·very own 
staff. So I hope that this letter makes it into the record. 

,f this trail goes through, it will bull-doze a 60 foot tract through my specialty-milk operation. Customers come here 
each day. Tresspass, homeless, gates, access, and food safety, and dogs are all a concern, and county employees who 
pet my cows then video it and use it for promotional videos, is a concern too, as this has occurred. The prior RR allowed 
use of the edges of the tracks, perhaps because it meant less maintenance. I do not know. But this dairy property, I have 
sought, because it is a local but small setup with proper cemented floors, sleeping stalls, manure management, feeding 
storage and feeders, etc. setup to handle a small micro-dairy herd such as my own. 

My situation is much like the Organic Farmer mentioned in the testimony and comments of the 2014 Benton County 
Bicycle path. An abandoned RR row was re-integrated into a single piece of property that straddled the ROW. Had the 
Benton County path been constructed, it would have cut the organic farm in two. 

The very same is true in my case: the proposed trail would also cut my dairy operation in two. Right now it is one piece. 
Just like the Organic Friend of Commissioner Casey Kulla, this would remove a 60' path down a very sensitive section of 
my farm setup, and isolate me from the other side, by forcing me to re-route my cows to get the the pasture that is on 
the one side, (additionally the lost pasture on the other side) which is impossible without cutting off the driveway to the 
house, since the house is build right next to the old RR ROW. This would uproot my water trough, fencing, maybe parts 
of the barn. This would shut me down. 

NOTE to staff: Please confirm that you have received this by responding with an email; I would be pleased by that. 
Thank you 

Sincerely, 
8ryan Schmidt, Rudis Lac, LLC, owner. 
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To: Yamhill County Commissioners 

From: Dennis D Rogers 

24700 SW Rogers Road 

Sheridan, Oregon 97378 

Subject: Transportation Bicycle Trail 

I submit this written objection to the Counties plan to develop bicycle, walking, riding trail between the 

communities of Carlton and Yamhill, Oregon. 

My back ground is in Agriculture lending for almost forty years and have seen firsthand over those years 

the cause and affects of adverse encroachments of outside influences on agriculture lands, We cannot 

afford to keep letting productive agriculture land be taken out of production. The proposed trail 

development will have a direct adverse conclusion on all property owners boarding the trail. 

While proponents and special interest groups have stated they will police and help maintain the trait, in 

reality as I have seen in the past, those groups fast lose interest resulting in the county (public works 

department) being responsible to maintain the trail. Currently the Public works department is not 

keeping up with the roads we currently have. While they focus on a lot of paving from year to year, the 

gravel road system has been drastically neglected. All roads (paved and gravel) have major drainage and 

vegetation encroachment issues and have had for many years. Until these issues are addressed and 

corrected, the department has no business taking on more that they won't be able to keep up with. I 

know firsthand the lack of road how the road system of our county is being neglected and until it is 

addressed in a positive way, I cannot support or encourage taking on more work that will not be taken 

care of as it should. 

Dennis D Rogers 

Rec,=~~ "re~,---
·•· . : . . ...., 

MAR 1 ~ 2019 

VAMNIU, COUNlY PLANNJl~u 
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:tter For The Bike Trail - Google Docs 

Dear Planning Department, 
I really think that we should get a bike trail that goes from Yamhill to Carlton. A lot of kids 

would use it. I sure know I would. It would get some kids off of their videogames and go outside 
for a bike ride. I would go outside and ride my bike to Carlton and go to the pool and come back 
and not have to have my mom drive me there. I would use it so much in the summer and in the 

winter I could ride my bike over to my basketball practice. 
I really hope you make the bike trail happen. If we had a bike trail it would be so much 

fun. We need the bike trail so more kids get better exercise and go see their friends. It could 
also make it easier so when I get a job in Carlton. The bike trail would connect Carlton and 

Yamhill more. I would much rather have a bike trail than riding next to cars. 
I hope the trail can happen soon so then I'll be able to use it. Thank you for making 

better possibilities for the kids in our communities. 

Sincerely, 
James Brewer, 7th Grader, Yamhill 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
"o: 
Subject: 

r.nstein@frontier.com 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:09 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

We are writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

The trail will benefit the local community by giving the bike riders and joggers a safer route than Highway 47 which has 
zero shoulders. The trail will also provide a larger number of tourists a safe place to enjoy these activities. 

We have a Bed & Breakfast and when guests ask for jogging and biking routes we have to talk about Highway 47. When 
they return they talk about how unsafe it was. We have talked about the trail and guests are excited about that option. 

The people that I know who use the Rails to Trails protect the environment. They travel to other states to use these safe 
trails and enjoy the communities that participate in the programs. 

Thank you. 

Sue & Ralph Stein 
Yamhill Vineyards Bed & Breakfast 

1 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
';o: 
Subject: 

SUSAN BRICKEY <sab97206@comcast.net> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 10:15 AM 

Planning 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

I am writing this letter in support of the Yamhelas Westside Trail between Yamhill and Carlton and 
directing this letter to the Yamhill County Commissioners. 

I am totally in support of this trail and encourage you to vote to develop it. I am so looking forward to 
riding the trail with friends and family. I've had the opportunity to ride several trails and to see the 
positive impact on the small communities along and near the trail with increased business and 
revenue. I honestly do NOT remember seeing any negative experience. Nearly all the trails history 
have debates about whether they should be formed and with concerns about negative use, but in 
fact, the negatives have generally not been founded in experience. 

If you are not in contact with Adventure Cycling, I encourage you to be in contact as they have 
numbers that demonstrate incredibly positive financial impacts and negligible negative impact 
including trust pass. 

I've cycled the Great Allegheny Passage, the C & 0 Canal, the Erie Canal, the Katy Trail, the George 
Mickelson Trail, and Natchez Trace and I've done this always with other people spending money for 
food and accommodations as well as memorabilia and gear. We've loved the history we've learned 
along the way and respected it. We've seen young families traveling long or short distances on the 
trails, some from local neighborhoods and others from around the world. Just my circle of friends and 
I have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on these trails, and maintained or improved our 
health. As active cyclists, hikers and walkers, we appreciate the safety of the trails. 

I've taken friends, cyclists and hikers on the BanksNernonia Trail. I've taken out of state visitors on 
this trail and heard them say it's one of the most beautiful trails they've ever ridden and such a gift to 
their visit to Oregon. 

I grew up on a farm and totally understand the concern of the agriculture community, but I think fears 
are overstated, but again, Adventure Cycling has data that could be helpful. 

rlease complete this section of trail and help the trail continue to develop. I'm now in my 70s and 
hope to bike it in this lifetime. If I may help gather information or otherwise promote the development 
of this trail, please let me know how. 
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Susan A Brickey 

11407 NW Kearney Street 

Portland, OR 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 

o: 
Subject: 

Amy H-S <ahalloransteiner@grnail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 8:44 AM 
Planning 
Letter in Favor of Vamhelas Trail--thank you! 

Attached (and copied below) is my letter which I hope will be added to voices for the meeting on Thursday. Thank you 
so much for your work. 

Amy Halloran-Steiner 

~ -L:: ... B"vamhelas Trail 

March 11, 2019 

Dear Commissioners, 

I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Trail. Our family enjoys bike riding and exploring areas that are not 
accessible to cars, for both a safer and less polluted ride. We've been on bike trails in various parts of the U.S. 
that encourage locals and visitors alike to get outside and enjoy the treasures of the area, to see the 
landscape, to connect with place. We have explored Astoria, Cape Cod, Chapel Hill, San Diego, Brooklyn and 
I\JYC, Vernonia and Portland on bike trail and are hungry to see more of the world this way. The proposed 
/amhelas Trail would allow people like us--caring, harmless outdoor enthusiasts--to glimpse the fast
disappearing art of farming and to connect with the natural beauty of Yamhill County, beyond wineries. 

Our children have memories of enthusiastically greeting other bikers, runners, walkers and rollerbladers, of 
pedalling the expanse of established paths peacefully as they built their physical endurance, improved their 
health and increased their sense of what they could accomplish. There are very few safe paths for bikers in 
Yamhill County. We lost two beloved residents--also dedicated county employees--when a car hit their bikes a 
few years ago on a road not far from the proposed Yamhelas trail. As a result, we are deeply hesitant to take 
our family on most roads that would give us those special glimpses of Yamhill County. 

When we rode on the bike paths we've explored away from home, we never saw anyone misusing the 
path. Littering does sometimes happen (as everywhere, unfortunately) but because of a lack of access by cars 
and trucks, these paths will not be littered with mattresses and easy chairs the way our county roads too often 
are. Riders and walkers are, by and large, not interested in trespassing, which happens more when cars bring 
people to a place anyway. I believe that the people who are attracted to exploring the proposed Yamhelas Trail 
will generally be curious folks who appreciate the scenery and have no ill intentions. 

With childhood obesity at an all-time high, and many kids more interested in first shooter video games and 
lnstaGram than pedal power, the health outcomes of future generations depends, in part, on the availability of 
fun opportunities for active sports and pastimes. If we adults have enjoyable chances to teach children to 
respect the natural environments they visit and connect with, they stand a chance of growing up and choosing 
to tend the lands around them, choosing to pollute less and ride more, choosing to respect farmers and their 
contribution to our county and our economy . 

. appreciate the thoughtful way the Board of Commissioners has looked at this project. It is my hope that you, 
our county leaders, will see the value of such a trail and that you will decide to give safe and healthy recreation 
this rare chance to thrive in Yamhill County and to give our economy something to grow on. 

1 
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Respectfully, 
Amy Halloran-Steiner 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
'"o: 
Subject: 

Sabra Mathot <sabra49@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 8:58 AM 
Planning 
Testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To the Planning Department for Yamhill County, 

I am a strong believer of the importance the Yamhelas Wests id er Trail to all communities that will touch on 
the Trail and those other surrounding ones who can profit from it. 

Right now, walking and biking around the area on the roads is extremely hazardous and life 
threatening. People need good exercise and good fresh air and one of the best ways to get both of these is 
with the existence of the Trail. Another benefit to the trail is the space between Carlton and Yamhill. They 
currently share schools and for those who bike to school-get them off the roads and onto the Trail. 

Benefits include: 
- Safe biking and walking for kids 
- Safe biking and walking for adults 

Beautify the surroundings 

Please help to see it happen!!!! 

":;abra Mathot 
888 N. 8th St. 
Carlton, OR 97111 
971-241-9449 
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This Labor Day, 

for the work y u do 
for our c~mmunity! 

With gratitude, Casey Kulla 
Yamhill County Commissioner candidate 

w 
f acebook.com/caseykulla · instagrarn.corn/caseykulla 

Poid for by Cmey l<ul/o for Yomhi/1 County Commissionet 
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When man-made forces came upon lhe Scripps Ranch community on Oct. 26, 2003, the people 

responded. Their commitment, contrlbullons und elforts from that day on has made 92131 a fire 

safe place where the residents of the well-known "Country Living" cornmu_nity aro proud of where they live 

today. We talked with Jerry Mitchell, director of the Scripps Ranch Fire Sale Council and the members who 

have spenrheadad the Council, to J~arn what they have accomplished since tho fires moved through the comrnunity 

a decade ago. The Council and their-Alliance has received accolades for their efforts on the local and stat_e level. 

Their"passion for providing safely to
1
all n_eigl)borhoods In 92131 is evident In all they have.accomplished in 10 years. 

They,are a team who have creatcd·opporfonllies out of a crisis. This group has one thing in mind - you. 

34 • 92131Magazirie.com • Septefl'!berTClctober 2013 
- . . . . . ' . 
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RANCH FIRE SAFE 

.t. :c;J.\.il l)J EGU COMMlJJ·J I TY Fl f<E: f' HB\IEN'1'TOl'i Oi'G/>J II ZATION 

WHO ARE WE? 
The Chimney Canyon Fire Safe Council began as a group of concerned homeowners 
following the devastating Cedar wildfire that swept into San Diego on October 26, 2003. 
312 homes were destroyed in Scripps Ranch. Our neighborhood borders a City-owned 
canyon that was filled with mostly dead and dying Eucalyptus trees and a 25-year 
accumulation of dry volatile groundfuel. We were extremely fortunate. Firefighters 
stopped the fire within 70 feet of entering our canyon. The name Chimney Canyon came 
from a local fireman who, three days after the fire, told us that had the fire entered our 
canyon 200 more homes would likely have been destroyed. 

Determined to find a way to reduce the fire danger we were living with, we soon 
discovered the California Fire Safe Council. We formed the first urban chapter of the 
FSC in San Diego County. Our initial mission was to remove the volatile ground fuel and 
create a firebreak for our 75 home neighborhood. Early in 2004 we incorporated as a 
501 (c)(3) Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation. This qualified us for Federal fire 
prevention grants and to employ the services of the California Conservation Corps - a 
State youth organization formed to train Junior Foresters and First Responders for 
disasters such as wildfires, floods, and earthquakes. In August 2004 we were awarded 
two U.S. Forest grants to assist in providing our neighborhood with a 100-foot firebreak. 

In January 2005 we teamed with the Scripps Ranch Civic Association, changed our 
name, and extended our mission the entire 12,000 home Scripps Ranch community. In 
July 2005, we formed an Alliance with 12 Federal, State, and Civic organizations to 
promote fire prevention in Scripps Ranch. There are now twenty-two neighborhood 
chapters and we have established firebreaks for over 950 homes. In addition, we have 
opened six overgrown recreational trails, removed 340 dangerous trees, and planted 165 
new trees. Contributions to the FSC are tax deductible at both the Federal and State 
levels. 

858-945-6303 srfiresafeco1111ci1@rnac.com website: s1iiresafecounci1.orq 
VS June2008 
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"If we want to live in a wooded area 
like this, and we wish to have fire 
protective defensible space between 

our homes and these open spaces-we 
must assume the ultimate 

responsibility ourselves.u 

Jerry Mitchell, Founder and Director 
Chimney Canyon Fire Safe Council 

Mitchell said that it soon became 
obvious, however, that the city could 
not do this. "Nor could we expect 
state or federal funds to pay for our 
firebreaks,,, he reasons. "If we want 
to live in a wooded area like this, and 
we wish to have fire protective 
defensible space between our homes 
and these open spaces-we must 
assume the ultimate responsibility 
ourselves." 

Mitchell, who helped spearhead this 
effort, said his fire safe council 
members then made it their mission 
to convince---educate-the 
neighborhood's homeowners that 
they must assume the responsibility, 
and the cost, of providing and 
maintaining firebreaks . 

"It has taken some time to develop 
this concept," Mitchell admits. "But 
once the homeowners realize that 
public funds are not available, and 
that if they don't take action they 
will continue to live in danger, we 
can help them get their firebreaks 
established." 

Thus, Mitchell has now helped form 
neighborhood chapters of his Fire 
Safe Council, incorporating these 

areas into the council's not-for-profit 
corporation. 

"We prepare a 'neighborhood 
profile' that contains maps and 
identifies the homes and treatment 
areas. We evaluate slope, aspect, fuel 
types, density, access, and other 
physical or geographic issues," says 
Mitchell . "We assist in obtaining 
right-of-entry and other permits, as 
necessary. If the treatment area is on 
public land, the California 
Conservation Corps may be an 
option for the work, and we can 
assist with scheduJing and 
contracting. 
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Becl..--y McDonald founded Welcome Wagon of Scripps Ranch in 1981. There 
were 12 original members. For the next 18 years she visited new arrivals to the 
Scripps Ranch community and gave away gifts, coupons and infonnation pro
vided by businesses in the area. There were certain restrictions of what Welcome 
Wagon could do and who could become a member, so during 1999 Welcome 
members changed direction and became a social club independent of any fran
chise. The organization opened up to any woman living in Scripps Ranch, and 
they renamed themselves Welcome Club of Scripps Ranch. After welcoming 
thousands of newcomers to the Ranch, Beck.-y stopped making house calls in 
1999, but she didn't leave the group and has been working behind the scenes for 
several years. Her phone numbe; is still listed in the SRCA Newsletter, so she 
remains their ambassador. The Welcome Club is proud of their-philanthropic 
donations to the Scripps Ranch Library, Symphony in the Park; the Armed 
services YMCA, our schools, and many other causes. The fun atmosphere of 
the monthly meetings, and many social events offered, has filled a need in the 
community, and the friendships made will last a lifetime, thanks to Becky. 

Robert Trafton Reese: Bob is the person who always volunteers whenever our 
Library needs help with a special project. From repairing the often-used 
lectern in the Commumty Room, to designing and building a beautiful 
mahogany display cabinet to complement the Meanley House artifacts that grace 
the library, Bob has :freely shared his skills since back in the library store-front 
days. His meticulous scientist's approach served weU when, most recently, Bob 
devoted countless hours to completing a detailed audit of the Friends of the 
Library financial records. 

Dana Gray has volunteered hundreds of hours to the Scripps Ranch Fire Safe 
- Council since its inception. She was one of the founders of the original 

neighborhood group known as Chimney Canyon group, and has served on 
virtually every committee since. She readily participates in developing and 
performing community outreach projects, publicity, fund raising, and research. 
She is positive, enthusiastic, and dedicated, and is constantly seeking new ways 
to serve our community. 

Richard Cruz: During the past year, Richard volunteered an average of25 
hours per week for the Scripps Ranch Fire Safe Council. As treasurer and Board 
member he managed three different bank accounts. He provided the financial 
data for l l required progress and tax reports. As Proj eot Coordinator for the 
Wtne Country Fire Prevention project he mobilized a community of35 
homeowners to provide support for the ground fuel removal from the eastern 
end of Pomerado Road between Caminita Alto and Semillon. He contributed 
over 100 hours of labor and fund raising for the Wme Country Comer improve
ment. He was a stabilizing influence and valuable problem solver. 
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The following individuals have contributed hundreds of hours as the facilitators 
and directors of neighborhood chapters of the Scripps Ranch Fire Safe Council 
(SRFSC). Recognizing the wildfire threat to their homes and neighborhoods, 
they joined with the SRFSC to mobilize and energize their neighbors to support 
and help fund fire prevention initiatives that included the removal of vola-
tile invasive vegetation in the surrounding fire break zone. Their efforts have 
enhanced the safety and beauty of their neighborhoods while supporting the 
mission of the Fire Safe Council. 

Alfredo Aguirre and Kathy Gilbert: Mira Lago neighborhood chapter 
of the SRFSC 

Liz Armstrong: Eastwind Point North neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Rick Crooks: Hunters Point neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Leslie Mukau: Chantemar neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Alexis Parker: Hunter's Point North neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Rich Porter: Reisling neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Kurt Suffivan: Elderwood Lane neighborhood chapter of the SRFSC 
Dana Gray: As a charter member of the Scripps Ranch Fire Safe Council, 

Dana has been an enthusiastic supporter and advocate. She explores our com
munity trails and promotes fire prevention by speaking with residents, reporting 
extraordinary Are hazards, and actively supporting outreach projects. She rep
resents the SRFSC in the San Diego Canyon Coalition and will serve as project 
manager for the forthcoming Chimney Canyon Stream restoration project. 
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SCRIPPS RANCH RECOGNITION NIGHT 

2011-2012 

AWARDS PROGRAM AGENDA 

6.30-7.00 P.M. REFRESHMENTS AMO NETWORKING 

7.00-7.10 P.IYJ: OPENING RErru:IRKS 

MASTERS OF CEREMONIES. 
GORDON BOERNER AND BOB ILKO 
SCRIPPS RANCH CIVIC ASSOCIATION 

7.10-9.00 P.M. AWARDS PRESENTATION 

2 
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SRCA Community Service Awards recognize individuals who have contributed 0... 
significant time and energy to two or more events or organizations during the 
past year or one major project for two or more years. These individuals are 
recognized this evening. 

Lettie Cederquist 
Lettie has been the co-committee chair for CUb Scout Pack 614 for 3 years and 
a den leader for 4 years. She leads the pack committee and ls involved in all of 
the pack activities. Lettie's positive attitude and strong dedication helps keep the 
pack on track and growing. Lettie also volunteers her time at Jerabek Elemen
tary. She has been involved with choir fundraising, Art Corp, and Science Night in 
addition to helping out in the dassroom. 

Mary and Ed Fiala 
Mary and Ed have volunteered with the SRECA Aging Successfully in Scripps 
Ranch Lecture Series performing set-up and clean-up and managing the refresh
ments. Ed has volunteered to assist Scripps Ranch seniors with errands such as 
taking pets for grooming. 

Ali Ghalebi 
Although not a Scripps Ranch resident, Ali Ghalebi was ah instructor for the 
SRECA Chair Exercise Class for a large part of the past year. He generously vol
unteered his time and expertise to conduct this popular -SRECA activity. 

Dana Gray 
Dana has done extensive work in the canyons and streets in the Wine Country 
neighborhoods by clearing out the overgrowth of trees & bushes, creating paths 
and planting of succulent plants. This has tremendously helped us all in fire 
prevention and also the prevention of erosion. She has done this work for several 
years and what makes it even more amazing is that she uses her own money to 
purchase all the plants for the neighborhood. She's also the Block Captain and 
delivers the SR Newsletter every month! 

Ilene Greenspan 
Ilene serves on the Scripps Ranch Elder Care Alnance Steering Committee and 
worked with Kathy Randall and Kaye Coates to bring the SR Emergency Pre
paredness information to the Village to Village Network via webinar. 

Ron Greenwald 
Ron is a member of the Scripps Ranch Elder Care Alliance steering committee 
and a major force behind SRECA's outreach to members, restaurant sponsors 
and business sponsors. His infectious enthusiasm and out-of-the box thinking has 
been instrumental in bringing SRECA, and indeed, the entire SRCA, to these key 
stakeholders. 
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Dano Grav 
31SS Maple St 
Yamhill, OR 97148-8637 

Map not to scale. 

Legend 

Outside Scripps Ranch 

19; Water 

City Park 

Open Space 

10 Park Number - Major Street 

Minor Street 

Planned Street 

Trail 

• Trail Number 

,i School 

• Church 

L Fire Station 

• Library 

? SR Information Center 

• SR Rec Center 

' SR Swim & Racquet Club 

$ Shopping 

+ Medical Help 

USE APPROPRIATE CARE 
caution: Most open space areas and traUs are left 
in their natural state, which may include loose rocks, 
untrimmed limbs, and exposed roots, as well as 
sprinkler system pipes and connectors. Appropriate 
care should be taken when walking or biking. 
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24~ Pinal Nair 11-B-0.2 challenging, steep and overgrown. Follows the 
brow ditch 

25. Creek Ridge M·C· 1.3 Follows Carroll Creek to Figtree, Trees, beaulihll 
mounlain views 

26. Spruce Run E·B·0.3 Wide trail, biking, walking. 

27. Walking Fem E•B·0.3 Wide trail, open chaparral, gentle slope. 

28. North Lake Peak H-C-1.0 Multiple access horn Miramar Lake lo the 
peak. No shade. 

29. Park to Lake West E-B-0.4 Dirt road, rnnnects Scripps Ranch Blvd. 
lo L1ai\ 5. 

30. Natalie E-A-0,4 Trees, nat, goes through Natalie Park, water, tables 

31. candy Rose E·B-0,5 Ridge trail with nice views, under power lines, 

32. Sun Ray Hill H-B·0.2 Steep, rocky, nice view from top. 

33. Spencerport M-C-0.4 Wide, views, access to the lake from the north 

34. Miramar Dam H-B-0.3 West face of the dam, connects Scripps Lake 
Dr. to Miramar Lake. 

35. Village Ridge E-B-0.9 Wide path under power line. Easl end goes to 
hill top 

36. Doverhill M·B•0.2 Loop, to a small hill top. 

37. Glencreek M·A•.05 Cont1ector to Frank Daniels Way. 

}2 TRAIL RATING CODE 
A three-part code allows a quick appraisal of the trail. 
First letter is DIFFICULTY. 
E = Easy (good trail condition, minor obstructions) 
M = Moderate (some steep spots, na1 row, some 

obstructions) 
H = Hard (loose rocks, steep, narrow, obstructions) 
Second letter is ELEVATION CHANGE in feet, 
A = Less than 100' 

B = 100' to 250' 

c = More than 250' 

Number is DISTANCE in miles, from end to end of a 
trail, or around a loop. 
EXAMPLE: 

16. Giant Grove E-A·0.4 An EASY hike with an 
ELEVATION CHANGE of less than 100', 0.4 MILES long. 

,,,1 TRAIL ETIQUETTE 
Please observe these rules when on the trails. 
• Dogs must be on a leash. 

• Mountain bikes must yield to joggers and hikers. 
• Hikers must yield to joggers. 

• Off-road motorized vehicles are prohibited. 

DESCRIPTION OF PARKS 
1. Evans Pond and Park - A quiet free shrouded pond, with ti circular 

trail Has picnic tables, Old stone wall of the Meatiley I louse nearby 
as well as the Scripps Ranch Library. No water or restrooms. 

2. Hoyt Park - The site of many community events. Has a public stage, 
pirnic Lables, trees, playground equipment and waler. No restrooms 
Street parking, 

3. Deren baker Grove - A rest stop among the eucalyptus trees a!'ld a bench. 

4. Hendrix Pond and Aviary Park - A tree-shaded pond with picnic 
tables, swings, benches, fishing and walei: Hiking palh circles the pond 
No restrooms 

5. Meanley Open Space - Stop at one of tile bet1c~es in this tree•shadect 
hillside. No facilities. 

6. Lakeview Park-Beautiful panoramic view of Miramar Lake and 
lots of picnic tables~ Playground geared toward small children~ Shade 
canopies, water, concrete walkway and fitness course. Parking lot 
and restrooms. 

7. Forestvlew Tot Lot-Small grass lot with playground equipment, 
drinking fountains and benches No restrooms. Street parking. 

8. Jerabek Neighborhood Park-This beautiful park has large grass 
Helds, two baseball diamonds, baskeiball and tennis courts, playgrnund 
equipment, restrooms, drinking fountains, picnic tables and parking~ 
Exercise trafl 19 starts here. 

9. Semillon Tot Lot - This lot has playground equipment, drinking 
fountain and benches Street parking. 

1 o. Cypress Canyon Neighborhood Park - This park has la~e grass playing 
fields, with night lighting, including a basebaU diamond. Basketball 
court, playground equipmet1t, restrooms, drinking fountains and parking, 

11 , Scripps Ranch Community Park - Huge open play spaces with 
playground equipment that accommodates all ages. It has a large, 
night-lighted, open grass area [or ball games and plenty of sand to 
keep tots happy. Modern restroom facilities, covered tables, 3 baseball 
diamonds, bc1skelba\l and tennis courls, drinking founlains and p\enly 
of parking. Nearby Rec Center offers free and modestly priced sports 
and activity prog,ams for adults and children. 

12. BulterUy Garden Park - A well landscaped park and perfect setting 
for the SCripps Ranch lnrormation Center. Restrooms at1d parking. 

13. Dry Creek Park - Picnic tables, drin~ing fountains and nice views. 
Parking on Blue Cypress Dr. 

14. Canyon View Park - Picnic tables, a shade canopy, benches and 
ten ific views. Street parking. 

15. Oak Glen Park - Picnic table, shade canopy. No nearby parking. 

16. Spring Canyon Neighborhood Park - Spacious, multi-use park 
feaJures playground (or smaller children and toddlers. Large grassy 
open areas surround park which includes 3 baseball diamonds, 
basketball and volleyball courts and soccer Held, Picnic tables, shade 
canopies and drinking fountains, Modern restrooms and Healthline 
fitness course Adequate parking 

1?. Natalie Park - Lovely park on Miramar Lake~ Access by trail or Miramar 
Lake loop road. There is lots or shade, picnic tables, water and parking, 

18. Ancona Open Space - A nice, open, maintained field for light 
recrealionc1l activities No facilities 

19. Miramar Overlook Park- Under construction with restrooms, walking 
paths, benches and shelters. Located on Scripps Ranch Blvd., south of 
Spencerpo1 l Way. 

20. Water Tank Park - Grassy plc1y area for recreational use 

{J;/)f /4come to the parks and nature trails of Scripps Ranch! 
~ /f///ot~r-t.rails are much more urban than wilderness, but you 

will find a taste of the country in the midst of the city. Since "' 
lhis !s Sllburblil, you will not !ind any extended wllderne!il' N 

!tails, but nelther wfll y.ou unvel along pal'cd walkways. ~- 1), 
jogger5 ar1d mountain bikeis u.n use the trail s. A few are P.. 

strenuous, but most are easy and sulrable for the entire fam ily. 
So get outdoors and get moving; the trails are here for your 
enjoyment. 

Our parks are active places used for recreation, play, 
picnics and concerts. Many of the parks are connected by the 
trail system. Some parks are only a simple open space to rest 
and relax, while others are small tot lots with play equipment. 
The large neighborhood parks satisfy many community needs 
and activities. Visit our trails and parks and experience our 
unique community. 

DESCRIPTION OF TRAILS 
1. 1·15 Bike Path E·A-0.9 Paved bike path along 1·15. 
2. Military E-A· 1 .'I Close to romerado Rd , near military housing. 

3. Hoyt Park West F.·A·0,5 Nice ca11yon, large trees, several feeder t .. -.;Js. 

4. Evans Pond E·A•0.4 Several trails, one loops around lake, picnic. ..:!S, 

S. Miramar Lake E·A·S.2 Paved road, biking, jogging, walking, 
roller blades, picnic tables. 

6. Ranch View M·A·0.2 Shady canyon, rock-y. 

7. Wild Grape E·A-0.2 Rocky trail with benches and picnic tables, 

8. Hendrik Pond E-A-O.!i Several trails, loop at lake, picnic tables, swings, 

9, Mira.mar Ranch Schoo] E·A•0,2 Nature trail, on school prope1ty, 

10. SDG&E M·B·0.3 Wide trail, rocky, steep Under power lines 

11. Hoyt Park East M-8·0~6 Canyon trail, trees, east end is steepr 

12, Pomerado Road M-ll-2.2 Biking or walking, north side Pomerado Rd , 

13. Brooktree M·A·O 7 nail s~1stem, connects several cul,de·sacs. 

14. 1erabek M·B·0.3 Crosses a canyon, bridge, steep, rocky. 

15. Timberlake E·A-0,4 Connector to trail 14 from Timberlake 

16. Giant Grove E·A•0.4 Giant eucalyptus, parlial loop, shade 

17. Park to Lake East M·B-0,8 Connecls 1erabek Park to Miramar Lake. 

18. Lago E·A-0,2 Lake and city vistas, flat, wide !rail. 

19. Jerabek Exerdse E·A·O 2 Exercise stops (SJ along this trail. 

20. Lakeview M-n-o.3 Connects Miramar Lake to Lakeview Park, views. 

21. Giant Pampas E-A·0.3 V1'alking or biking, flat, wlde trail, trees. 

22. Paula Oquita M·B·0,8 Trail system, Scripps li'ail to Semillon. 
East end steep. 

23. Charbon□ E·A·0.2 Loop trail, trees, fla t. 





Yamhiil County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 

AND DEVELOPMENT 
525 NE FORTH STREET• McMinnville, OREGON 97128 

Phone:(503) 434-7516 "Fox:(503)434-7544 e TTY: (800) 735-2900 "Internet Address: hUp:l/www.co.ynmhilLor.us/pJnnning 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Bon rd of Com missioners 
May 31, 2018, 10:00 a.m. 

Yamliill County Courthouse, Room 32 
535 NE 51

h Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 

The Board of Commissioners will hold a hearing on May 31, 2018 al 10:00 a.m., at the above stated place, for 
reconsideration of a possible amendment to the text of the County Transportation System Plan, which is part of 
the Yamhill County Comprehensive Land Use Plan. No additional testimony is anticipated to be taken, The 
request may be heard later than the times indicated, depending on the agenda schedule. Failure to raise an issue, 
either in person or in writing, or failure to provide statements or evidence sufficient to allow the Commissioners 
an opportunity to respond to the issue precludes an affected party's appeal of the decision to the Land Use Board 
of Appeals on that issue. 

Information and materials relevant to this request arc available for inspection al no cost, and copies are available 
for purchase at a reasonable cost. More complete information on the amendment is available at the Department 
of Planning and Development or at the following little hUt>·ll,V'lvw.co,ynmhi!j.or.u,s/mcctlngs. For further 
inrocmatiou, contact the Yan,hill County Depmtment of l' lmining flnd Development, 52S NE 4th St., 
McMinnville, OR 97128, or call (503) 434-7516. 

DOCKET NO.: 

REQUEST: 

APPLICANT: 

CRITERIA: 

G-01-18 

To consider un amendment to the Ynmhill County Tmnsporlalion System Plan, n 
part of the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, 
to acknowledge the County purchase of an approximately 12-mile segment of a 
former Union Pacific rail conidor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal 
trail in the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to 
the City of Carlton. Findings regarding potential impacts to farm practices and/or 
costs will be considered in conjunction with consideration of the proposed amendment. 

Yamhill County 

ORS 215.283(3)(b) and 215.296; and OAR 660-012-0065 

v; 

N 





Yamhill Cm1.nty 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 

AND DEVELOPMENT 
525 NE FORTH STREETe McMinnville, OREGON 97128 
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The Board of Commissioners will hold a hearing on May 31, 2018 at 10:00 a.m., at the above stated pince, for 
reconsideration of a possible amendment to the text of the County Transportation System Plan, which is prut of 
the Yamhill County Comprehensive Land Use Plan. No additional testimony is anticipated to be taken. The 
request may be heard later than the times indicated, depending on the agenda schedule. Failure to raise an issue, 
either in person or in writing, or failure to provide statements or evidence sufficient to allow the Commissioners 
an opportunity to respond to the issue precludes an affected pa1ty's appeal of the decision to the Land Use Board 
of Appeals on that issue. 

Infonuation and materials relevant to this request are available for inspection al no cosl, and copies are available 
for purchase at a reasonable cost. More complete info1mation on the amendment is available at the Department 
of Plm111ing and Development or at the following link: h11p://www.C<l.Vltmhil1.or.11slmcclin"". For ftniher 
J'nfonnotion, contact the Yan1hill County Deprutment of Pln11ning end Dtv:lopmonl, 525 NE 41h St., 
McMinnville, OR 97128, or call (503) 434-7516. 

DOCKET NO.: 

REQUEST: 

APPLICANT: 

CRITERIA: 

G-01-18 

To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County Trnnsportation System Plan, a 
part of the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, 
to acknowledge the County purehose of an approximately 12-mile segment of a 
former Union Pacific 1·ail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal 
trnil in the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south lo 
the City of Carlton. Findings regarding potential impacts to fam1 practices and/or 
costs will be considered in conjunction with consideration of the proposed amendment. 

Y runl1ill County 

ORS 215.283(3)(b) and 215.296; and OAR 660-012-0065 
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BOARD ORDERS AND MINUTES 

IN THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY ("the Board") sat for the 
transaction of county business in formal session on March 7, 2019, at 10:00 a.m. in Kent Taylor 
Civic Hall, Commissioners Richard L. "Rick" Olson, Mary Starrett, and Casey Kulla being 
present. 

Also present were Ken Huffer, County Administrator; Justin Hogue, Business Services Director; 
Christian Boenisch, County Counsel; Todd Sadlo, Senior Assistant County Counsel; Josephine 
Ko, Assistant County Counsel; Mikalie Frei, County C,mmseJ staff; Ken Friday, Planning 
Director; Stephanie Armstrong, Assistant Planner; Jarod L9gsdon Parks Division Manager; 
Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects; Dave Adams KL YC Radio· Nicole Montesano, 
News-Register; and others as listed on the sign-in sheet. 

Commissioner Olson called the meeting to order at 10:00 a~m. 

Welcome! Thank you for attending today's meeting. Public participation is encouraged lfyou wish to address the 
Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment period at the beginning 
of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda Uem plea e }·aise your hand to be recognized after the Chair 
announces the agenda item. Ple1:tsef,I! out a public comment card to indicate your intent to speak 

A. PUBLIC CO.M'.MENT: This thi1ty-minute time period is reserved for public comment 
on any topic other than: 1) agenda items · ) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic 
scheduled for public hearing. nl ss e-xtended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the 
Board, public comment will be limited to three minutes per person. 

There was no general public comment. 

B. CONSENT AGENDA: 
Commissioner Starrett moved approval of the consent agenda. The motion passed, 

Commissioners Olson, Starrett and Kulla voting aye. 
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Plans 
2. B.O. 19-65 - Approval of a revised 2018-19 Capital Improvement Project List to include 
the additional amount, not exceed $111,484 for the restoration of the Public Health building 
exterior. 

Contracts/Grants 
3. B.O. 19-66 - Approval to accept a quote from Artector Inc. for the restoration of the 
Public Health building exterior in the amount of $111,484. 

4. B.0. 19-67 - Approval to accept a proposal from Farnham Electric for installation of a 
backup generator in the amount of $44,274. 

5. B.O. 19-68 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health and Human 
Services and Wayne Scott for training on trauma informed practices not to exceed $13,431.25. 

6. B.O. 19-69 - Approval of amendment #8 to Agreement #153142 (B.O. 17-207) between 
Yamhill County and the Oregon Health Authority for funding of ·· ommunity Mental Health, 
Substance Use Disorder and Problem Gambling erv ices·for $36 8.11-6 retroactive to January 1, 
2019. 

7. B.O.19-70 -Approval of an intergovernmeptal agreement between Yamhill County 
Health and Human Services and the State of Oregon Dep,artment 0f H uman Services for 
Behavior Support Services not to exceed $3,350,.S00. 

Authority 
8. B.O. 19-71 - Approval of a memorandum ofunclersfanding between the Housing 
Authority of Yamhill Count an€!: Yamhi l.l "Coimty Health and Human Services for shared 
supportive housing case ,ma:nagementprojects, retroactive to March 1, 2019. 

C. OLD BUSINE S: one. 

D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items): None. 

E. PUBLIC HEARINGS: 
1. Docket #G-01-18: Consideration on remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Y amhelas 
Westsider Trail. 

Commissioner Olson opened the public hearing at 10:05 a.m. There were no abstentions 
or objections to the jurisdiction of the Board to hear the matter before it. Commissioner Kulla 
disclosed ex-parte contact via e-mail with Bryan Schmidt of Stop the Trail and Wayne Wiebke 
of Friends of the Y amhelas Westsider Trail. Wendy Kellington sought permission to interview 
Commissioner Kulla regarding the contacts but was not allowed to do so. 

Ken Friday read the ORS required by law at the opening of quasi-judicial land use 
hearings and read the "raise it or waive it" rule. 
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Staff Report: Ms. Armstrong presented the staff report stating the LUBA remand requires the 
county to conduct a quasi-judicial public hearing. Much of the property surrounding the corridor 
is in farm use. 

Applicant: Mr. Sadlo presented a review of the remand of Docket #G-01-18. This is a 
continuation of original proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904. The ordinance was appealed to the 
Land Use Board of Appeals and remanded to the county with instruction to hold a quasi-judicial 
hearing and to adopt findings to address conditional use standards in the county zoning 
ordinance. He reviewed the remand process. He discussed potential farm impacts and 
conditional use standards. Mr. Sadlo stated state law does not require that use of an existing 
transportation corridor is subject to conditional use standards in any zone or prohibit such 
facilities. The county zoning ordinance needs to be amended to conform to state law. He 
proposed an additional condition prohibiting development of the trail in any zone where a trail is 
not allowed use. If the Board approves the trail on remand, Mr. Sadlo will provide findings that 
address issues raised on remand and will allow the cou9ty to continue trail development in the 
corridor, formerly the Union Pacific railroad corridor, which,i~ now owned by the county. 

Mr. Sadlo rebutted comments regarding the OSHA ruling regarding spraying. The 
county is only required to address accepted farm practices. Overspray on other properties, 
people or animals is illegal. Farm operators are n<?t allowed to spray beyond their own properties 
without permission. He noted posting of signage indicating that there is spraying in the area for 
pedestrians and animals. Commissioner Kulla asked ,about OSHA; asking about the Oregon 
Department of Agriculture's stance. Mr. Sadlo 1'esponded that it's included in submitted 
testimony. He noted that ODA and OSl ,have ma:qec0nfilicting statements. Commissioner 
Kulla asked if spraying will.impact farm operators. Mr. Sadlo stated now that the county owns 
it, it's the county's respo.nsibility to m~ihtain•and.preserve the trail. Commissioner Starrett asked 
about the spraying for,a pest problem of.slugs and· the toxic pesticides which pose risk as there 
are no barriers that prevent toxins from impacting people to the lands adjacent to the trail. Mr. 
Sadlo responded that the trail would be fenced in a manner of keeping dogs and people from 
trespassing onto adjacent farm areas near the trail. Commissioner Olson thanked Mr. Sadlo for 
his work and stated he helped to clarify questions regarding spraying. 

Steve Harloff - He addressed remand items: 1. Use of fencing, landscaping and design. 2. 
Policy of closing trail. 3. Limiting access to avoid vandalism and dumping. He stated support for 
the development of the trail citing the benefits of land and wildlife preservation. 

Wayne Wiebke- He commented in support of the adoption of Ordinance 904. He 
commented on the impacts to farming operations that border the proposed trail and how the 
master plan will become the blueprint of the trail. 

Veronica Hinkus- She submitted written testimony and commented in support of the 
trail. She noted examples of other trails that originally shared the same concerns and have since 
worked out. 
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Linda Kline - She expanded on the affect to kids in the school district. She noted that 
some kids in the Carlton/Yamhill area have no adequate safe walking trails. She is in support of 
the trail. 

Ken Wright- He commented on spraying, noting friends that live near other trails and 
have not stated any problems. 

Stan Primozich - He supports the trail project. He reiterated the benefits of bringing 
compatibility between farmers and pedestrians. He said it will provide a healthy outdoor outlet 
to citizens and gives them a safe route instead of being on the roads. Mr. Primozich asked to 
send it back to LUBA in favor of the project. 

Steve Wick, a farmer, he if familiar with spray rules and consequences. He stated that it 
is the farmers' responsibility to notify nearby landowners regardless if it's near a trail or a road. 
He commented on trespassing; he stated his dog stays on a leash which should be the rule on 
trails and should be enforced. He noted four people th~t have died on the unsafe road and 
supports a safe trail for pedestrians. 

Commissioner Olson noted several who submitted writterttestimony has been entered 
into the record. 

Opponent: Wendy Kellington, opponent representative, stated the county's explanation of the 
farm impact standard is incorrect. She stated the county must deny the trail if it proves negative 
impacts on farming. She noted the farmers spray under federal rules and must suspend their 
application 150 feet near •the corridorif there are citizens nearby, but spraying is necessary. She 
stated the farms, as highlighted in yellow in her presentation, is farmland that will no longer be 
able to spray. She proposed. that the trail,be put in a different location. She commented on the 
language such as "around". With regard''tO food safety, Ms. Kellington commented on foreign 
sources such as feces, garbage and hum~n contact. Regarding liability, she noted that most of 
the farms are grain or seed fields. She noted the fire risk in these areas and the inability for an 
operator to reach their fields in the event of fire. She expressed concerns that operator insurance 
policies can be cancelled if too many claims are made for reasons of liability (vandalism, fire, 
illness, etc.). 

She spoke regarding the conditional use permit standards. She stated the road systems 
are inadequate for trailheads. She presented examples showing the road is inadequate for the 
increase of traffic impacts. She stated that there are no good access areas for emergency 
vehicles. With regard to trespassing, Ms. Kellington noted the ongoing litigation over 
ownership. She stated that farming should be the answer to using the right of way if the trail 
does not happen and that the property should be sold or leased back to farmers. She expressed 
that utilizing the land for a trail is a risk to citizens. 

Sarah Mitchell, opponent representative, reviewed the application restrictions of 
pesticides. With regard to label restrictions, she stated that under both state and federal law, the 
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label is the law. She stated that some of the pesticides necessary for certain crops would be 
restricted. 

Ms. Kellington asked that the record remain open for another seven days to review new 
submitted data. 

Ms. Kellington' s estimation of farming losses is fifty to sixty million dollars which was 
put together by farmer's estimated potential loss. Commissioner Kulla asked how the farmers 
currently deal with users of the road. Ms. Kellington was unsure. She deferred to the farmers to 
answer but she stated that a trail could incite citizens to linger on the trail to keep farmers from 
spraying. Commissioner Kulla asked ifthere are there split parcels/tax lots. She replied yes. 
Commissioner Kulla asked Ms. Kellington if her interpretation of ongoing conversation between 
Board and members of the staff, who are applicants, regarding a bridge grant was considered ex
parte contact. Ms. Kellington stated that while approval of the trail is pending; discussion of 
building a bridge is illegal. She noted that county counsel did not share this with the Board. 
Commissioner Kulla asked ifthere could be road and traffic ,counts on Gun Club Road. Ms. 
Kellington replied that the application would outline arw roao surveys. Commissioner Kulla 
asked if the trail would be a benefit in the event of a fire and .Ms. Kellington replied no. 
Commissioner Kulla asked for clarification if it is an accepted farm practice to cross or spray 
another farmers' land. Ms. Kellington replied that farmers have an accepted practice and 
prescriptive right to do so across the right of way. She stated having a railroad was not a 
problem to the farmers, it does not put vulnerable people at risk. Commissioner Kulla responded 
that he had heard otherwise from farmers that are currently in opposition. 

Commissioner Starrett asked to clafify about 'the OSHA application exclusion zoning 
rules. The Federal EPA rule is 100 feet andOSHA 'is 150 feet. Commissioner Starrett asked 
Ms. Kellington what she would like th; Board, to consider, should they decide to terminate the 
easement. Ms. Kellington responded-that the ·l{lnd should be claimed out to farmers, or leased to 
farmers. Farmers would be amenable to work with the county to restore the lands. 
Commissioner Starrett asked about indemnification: farm insurance premiums would increase, 
what a farmer would have to incur for an'fademnification in addition to their current policies. 
Ms. Kellington stated it still doesn't solve a legal test to protect the farmer from liability or 
lawsuit. Commissioner Olson asked ifthere is any indication that there will be a trailhead at Gun 
Club Road. Ms. Kellington is only going by preliminary design and does not have factual proof 
of intent to add a trailhead there. Commissioner Olson asked Ms. Kellington to clarify her 
comments relating to fire equipment on the trail stating bridges would not be designed to hold 
the weight of emergency vehicles. Ms. Kellington did not have information available regarding 
a master plan to show that the conceptual bridge would bear the weight of vehicles. 
Commissioner Starrett noted she did view a conceptual plan showing a bridge. Commissioner 
Kulla asked if the indemnification from the farmers began before or after she began representing 
them. She replied that it was the farmers who initiated the question on their own behalves. 
Commissioner Kulla asked hypothetically, how would practices change if certified organic 
would farm on railroad EFU lands. Ms. Kellington said the farm impact study wouldn't be an 
issue. 
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Commissioner Olson called for a recess at 12:36 p.m. and the meeting resumed at 12:51 
p.m. 

Matt Chessley - He reviewed the properties located adjacent to the corridor and within 
150 feet. He outlined the use on both sides of the corridor which are used by farmers and 
livestock up to the corridor. He noted for every one hundred and thirty-two feet lost on the right 
of way is the loss of an acre of fa1mland. 

Jim Van Dyke - He is opposed to the trail and addressed the personal safety of 
pedestrians. He spoke about crop spraying. He addressed an exclusion zone. He expressed 
frustration about the counsel of Mr. Sadlo stating his concern that testimony is not being 
provided to the Board. He asked the Board to take all of the testimony into consideration before 
making a decision. 

John Van Dyke - He clarified the OBEC contracfspecifies that the bridges would be 
built according to preliminary designs. He submitted written. t~stimony regarding his farming 
practices and the negative impact the trail would have on.him. 

Lee Schrepel, Fruithill Inc. - He stated he and his family have farmed fruit since the 
1950's and submitted written testimony opposed'to the proposed trail. He commented on the 
various products he processes and is concem~d :about the negative impact the risk of food 
contamination could have on his business. Production and warehouse sites are near the proposed 
trail area and he is concerned about trespassing issues which could invite potential contamination 
from people, animals, litte~ and waste. Audit and regulation failures or food recalls are a 
concern. He stated that the installation o:( gate$:, cameras, increased insurance are potential 
expense concerns. He stated that the applic;ation should be denied and requested the record be 
kept open for two more weeks. Commissioµer Starrett asked about how the regulations have 
changed over the years. Mr. _Schrepel rypUed that they have increased exponentially. 
Commissioner Kulla asked the histoq1 ofhis properties with regard to a trail or easement. How 
will the trail affect his property? '·Is there an easement through his property? He responded that 
he has three parcels that the trail would run through. 

Sarah Mitchell - She declined to speak again. 

Ben Van Dyke - He spoke about land use issues honoring the EFU laws put into place in 
the state. There has been no incumbrance to either side of the road on his lands, but a trail would 
due to fire, trespassing, purity implications on seed, etc. He states the applicant has failed to do 
impact studies on individual farms. Commissioner Kulla asked about the hours spent spraying 
annually (whole as a farm). Mr. Van Dyke replied 1200-1500 hours annually. 

Casey Van Dyke- He spoke about his job as a pesticide applicator. He noted application 
is important to the health of crops. He said there are windows of opportunity to spray and if 
there is trail traffic, it would delay spraying windows. It would hinder their efforts to work 
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efficiently, having to move equipment from field to field. He noted the lands are specifially 
zoned for farm use and not for trails. Commissioner Kulla asked how often he encounters 
unprotected people. Mr. Van Dyke replied that it's not common but he has to stop spraying 
when he does see people. 

Corey Van Dyke - He manages a local grass seed company and thinks the trail would 
affect the grass if not properly managed. He is opposed to the trail. 

Bryan Coussens - He stated trail users do not stay on the trail. He commented on access 
points of driveways and field access ways will become trailheads. He is concerned about the 
affects on people of pesticides and stated this could be a potential issue due to trespassing. If 
they aren't able to spray, then it could cause tree disease. He is also concerned about property 
values. 

Commissioner Starrett asked about the Banks-Vernonia. trail regarding emergency issues. 
Mr. Coussens replied that a majority of problems is bec;-n1se ro0st v isitors are from out of the 
area and have no idea where they are and have no concept of the potent ial dangers that result in 
dangerous scenarios. He also commented about dogs off leashes whieh create issues around 
horses. Commissioner Starrett asked if two deputies wou ld b~,sufficien t0 cover the trail. He 
responded it would not. Commissioner Kulla asked Mr. Coussens how he feels about the 
existence of the Banks-Vernonia trail. Mr. Coussens said he fee ls,.it is a proper use of the land it 
covers. 

Roxanne Coussens - She oppose the trail. 75 acres of their land border 23 miles of the 
rail line. She noted her expe11ience living near the Bariles-Vernonia trail. She stated there were 
trespassers, etc. 

Scott Bernard- He commented in oppos ition of the trail stating that it will affect his 
business. He noted several ibStances whete trespassers have created potential liability concerns. 

Alice Patridge - She is a fa_id¥ new resident to Yamhill County and own property which 
runs adjacent to the proposed trail. The trail is five feet higher than her back yard which 
infringes on her privacy. She is opposed to the trail. She feels that the farming communities are 
urbanizing commercially which create issues for farmers. 

Bryan Schmidt - He stated there is no farm study because the land was being preserved 
for a light rail. He stated there is a lack of transparency, that some people's testimony does not 
get submitted into the record. He asked that the record remain open for two weeks. He sprays 
his hazelnut crops and the spray is important to maintaining nut trees. His cows graze on both 
sides of the rail tracks; his neighbor's dog crossed the farm fence and attacked one of his cows 
which had to be euthanized. He has concerns about the homeless people coming onto his 
property. 
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Piper Sweeney - She discussed a potential natural gas line going through her property. 
She read a letter from her father in law regarding his concerns about the impacts of the trail. 
They have to notify neighbors regarding spraying. She stated there would be no time to notify 
pedestrians on the trail to spraying. She asked the Board not to accept the application. 

Kelsey Freese - She is opposed to the trail as currently proposed. She said she doesn't 
believe that the trail would be a valid need to get kids to school, there are already buses and plans 
put in place for this. She feels the trail would become another tourist attraction and asked the 
Board to take the farmer's concerns into consideration. 

Kristie Clop hill - She is concerned for the residents of Gun Club Road and their safety. 
She said the proposed access roads to get to the trail are already congested. She is opposed to the 
trail. 

Janet Fultz, Oregonians for Food and Shelter - Spoke regarding pesticide impacts. She 
discussed the AEZ regulations and outlined pesticide applications. 

Tom Hammer - He expressed frustration and distrust of county counsel regarding the liability of 
improper spending practices. 

Richard Clophill - He is not against the trail but.stated it will be a,problem for agriculture 
farmers. He noted anonymous calls to the Oregon Department of Agriculture and feels that this 
problem will increase with the trail. 

Billie Jean Mathews - The close proximity of farming storage building is just feet away from the 
trail. She noted concern about recent physical attacks in the area and feels there is not enough 
security. 

Chris Mattson - He expects, his insurance will double. He asked how the bridges can be put out 
to bid ifthere are no specifications. Qommissioner Olson responded that the contract can go out 
to bid for bridge designs, in this case three bridges. Christian Boenisch further clarified that the 
contract would allow construction management and the actual construction would be a separate 
contract. Commissioner Olson replied that several of Mr. Mattson's questions should be 
included in a master plan which has been scheduled to be done but the trail will not be started 
until the master plan is complete with the exception of the design of three bridges and the 
construction of one. 

Greg McCarthy - He stated he will have to cross two pieces of property to farm. He said people 
riding 4-wheelers through their fields and garbage dumping will likely increase. The legal team 
and the group of farmers presented a stack of documents he hopes that this information is read 
and not just skimmed over. 

Celine McCarthy - Lives in Yamhill and is concerned about the exclusive farm use zoning and 
she doesn't want a trail through the exclusive farm use zone. 
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Roy Bauerman- Has a comer lot and said all of the accidents happen on his property. He stated 
there are four major accidents per year, he is concerned about safety. 

Mark Gabler - He agrees with what has already been said by other opponents. He is concerned 
about the 150-foot buffers because this would decrease the acreage he farms by 13 acres. He 
stated that they have been investigated by the ODA multiple times and they were not spraying 
illegally. He is concerned about the maintenance of the trail and whose responsibility this will 
be. He does not like the wedge that is being driven between the residents of the Carlton and 
Yamhill community. 

Samantha Bear - She is concerned about the farm impacts test and she is against the trail because 
of the impacts to the local landowners. She does not feel that the fencing suggested by the 
county is adequate to protect the farms from people and animals from entering onto their 
property. Ms. Bear stated that there would be more liability ihvolved with the use of the trail. 

Daniel Kearns, attorney - Stated that what is before the Commissiorn~r today is a conditional use 
permit. He stated that he feels that the cart is before the ·horse because tbe cletails and impacts of 
the trail have not been worked out yet. He stated thal the master plan should have already been 
done. He stated that the layout and planning pr ee fo.11 a tnulti-ose trail takes years and years to 
formulate. He referenced his research in regard to the Banks'-Vernonia trail and stated that they 
spent many years planning out every detai o:f the trail befo1:'e they moved forward. He addressed 
the overspray comments by the county sta ing that fa1-rne1• . can't overspray on property that is not 
legal and not warranted and the famers ca , ~!Dray. He does not know why there is a permit 
before the Commissioners t.0day because,the eounty never applied for a permit. He addressed 
the indemnification i sneestating that the 0ounty would be on their own because an insurance 
company would not insu~·e s,omething like this. 

Public agency report- Stephanie Arms.~ong stated that there are no additional public agency 
reports. 

Rebuttal -Todd Sadlo stated the application was filed April 3, 2018 and this is a remand on the 
application which did not go away. He filed for a remand and submitted a copy of the decision 
and all of the parameters of the application have remained unchanged. The "horror stories" 
heard today will not likely come to fruition and the trail would be a benefit to the surrounding 
communities. He addressed the letter from Ms. Kellington. He stated that all materials received 
have been submitted to the record and shared with the Board. With regard to the use of the 
corridor: Ms. Kellington noted the farmers are getting prescriptive rights and noted one cannot 
adversely possess property owned by a railroad or a county. The OSHA spraying rule does not 
apply to neighboring properties, and current law prohibits spraying neighboring properties. 
Preventing overspray is an inconvenience but is the responsibility of the operator. The maps 
presented are not realistic. He noted the Schrepel properties are not adjacent to the trail segment 
under review. He noted ways to avoid spraying along the property fringe without abandoning 
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farming practices. He stated Mr. Mattson is far north of the project area. Mr. Sad lo cited some 
of the opponent's testimony is derived out of fear or misinformation. He addressed testimony 
regarding fire before the adoption of Ordinance 904. He stated the county offered a condition for 
fencing to prevent trespassing impacts. The county purchased the corridor and it is zoned EFU 
even though it's not configured for farming, it would be hard to turn it back into farming because 
it is a corridor. He noted the three-mile stretch will likely be used by local people for mild 
exercise and does not envision it to be a major exercise path or a tourist attraction. Using 
another person's property is not an accepted farm practice and is in essence trespassing. He is 
concerned with proposals to indemnify neighbors, fencing and signage are intended to limit 
liability risks. Mr. Sadlo is confident that there is emergency vehicle access currently available. 

Open Records: Ken Friday outlined the rules for open record. The first week would allow all 
parties to submit additional testimony up to 5:00 p.m. on March 14, 2019. The record shall be 
open for written rebuttal until 5:00 p.m. on March 21, 2019 and lastly, the record would only be 
open to applicant to submit final testimony with no new evidence until noon on March 25, 2019. 
At that point the record will be closed. The Board will reopen the hearing at 10:00 a.m. on 
March 28, 2019 in Room 32 of the county courthouse at the point of staff recommendation. 

Commissioner Starrett moved approval as recommended by staff regarding the public 
hearing continuation schedule. The motion passed unanimously. 

Commissioner Olson closed the public hearing and adjourned the meeting at 4:15 p.m. 

F. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1. For information on county advjsory committee vacancies, please refer to the county's 
website, '""' .co. yamh ill.or.us/content/ oluntee ·-opportun itie , or call the Board of 
Commissioners' office at 503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 

For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board 
of Commissioners' office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or 
email at bocinfo@co.ya mhill.or.us 
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G{)- · v -- ~ eJ . ' q { b o f) t /-Iv 1' ~· o '\ u..,,lr_ tJ J, ' l 

·• ~' \I\ We t·1 2}ji.fD1') N( vJl\..f{\,tu <;Un d U14~rzn,i' lfll-. ·-rr(.11 I 

[Saved commsec/forms] 
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Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse 1 Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 1 ~~~-------,-

Name: "-.) I-e ~i.e__- · ~ tl I b fl{; 
Mailing 
Address: 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public rneeting. (see back) 
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ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: "7 / 1 ~ t ~ 
Name: LJ!tv.r /1. t. )(/,, f % A e 

Mailing 1,/ / / /4 
Address: /~ '71 ~ lfrw l/ht4~wk«J! 

0r0/k & 1 J 1 /I 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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ublic Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Coutihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ~· /-7/' l cj_ 

Name: } )c_ to(\(.{"°" H l vdzt> \ 
Mailing ) _ __ 
Address: \' 0 0v b Lo~'\ 

( (o_ C { ~u(\ c~ --{2_ c,1 -Z I I I 

Si nature: 

□ 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

l )iltlvlf V (CIV L p__ 

{t l lr ;?(l cJv) ~ 
LW, l 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Cou1thouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 1;, } ~ , l \ 
Name: 

Mailing 
Address: /4\ '5 '2._ 1J Cfs~b ()\ 

\2__ g ,\ \\ 

Signature: c§4, fl'\ ~ 
~ Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3·1 20 ~ 

w,~~\K Name: i'\. 

Mailing 
Address : (\) Sb i: I~ 0 

\ c;;/1 / 

Si nature: 

□ 

Proponent D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting . (see back) 
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Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: -:5':--1-- If 

IR...1 rt' tf.J z. I' e-1/ 

Mailing .t?~ · 
Address: 77; ,:1"1<14-#1~-¥ k/ 

£/d-L-

Signature: 

□ 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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ublic 
. 

earing egistration Card 

Name: 

Mailing 
Address: 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse 1 Rn1 32 
McMinnville, OR 

3·-7~ 2&11 
£It UJ;c::k' 

nature: 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

}<S I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Boa.rd of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 

Name: l)c;.. ""~-e l 
Mailing 
Address: G 1- l 5 (J I' a ov-1,,S. Ovt. s+-

Sv ,+e_ 5/0 

Signatur~ ~ -----c:::::::::=:;;;;;;;,. 

□ Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

;xr· I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rn, 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3 -- --- -z-- //' 
Name: I (,tA {/4,r / r (<_,._, 

Mailing • ,, - ,2-
Address: /.. / 1/t')( /2 

-. . 

yf+,H /4 ; !I ~c0_ 
I I 

Signature: 

□ 
~ 

□ 

Proponent OR ·Et-opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3 -7 - Icy 

Name: Jo / ,v c)A,;1.,1(Jt(fS;,;-

Mailing 
Address: / d 5 ~~ ~l ma11u Sf-

l(A-v\\. h~ I( DP 

Si nature: 

□ OR ~ Opponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date:, ,3- -;{-: · / ~. 
Name: oJL r(J JL \ #} l L J!L~1 ~ 
Mailing :=f'{)~ \ l::::C Cl 
Address:~ ~K V"J \ 

a?o)( ~Q~ , f} 
I 

/tfv:Jd 
Signature: 

D Proponent OR j( Opponent 

J( I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

vru 7Jf_d tt ~3 Y) . 

. i~v~ ~ ~~Nl~O r 
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ublic earing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3' ) 7 /11 
Name: Lee SJ:i JJ; pz) 

I 
Mailing 
Address: 

D ..---Proponent 

--/ 

Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
-Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ~ /1 /; 'J' 
I 7 

Nan1e: s~J"- \'V\\ \--ckLL 

Signature: 

□ Proponent OR ~Opponent 

'Qj I wish to provide ORAL testin1ony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public n1eeting. (see bacl<) 
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Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ~ - 7 - / 9 
Natne: f3eV) 'Ye., njk. 

Mailing 
J 522 l .NI/' L/6 !> J-- 5 I ;JV Address: 

)~Ml,,'{/ 1dA G/7!'-(J,,' 
) 

Signature: 

alJ 

□ Proponent OR J8' Opponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ·3 ~- 7 - /; 

Na me: (ti) / i/4n iJLJ2__.. 
I J 

Mailing ~ _ ~ 
Add ress: [ lo/oo 11/E ¼·ff/fh;// l~d' 

Ut£1tm OR 17// I 

Signature: 

□ Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

N I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Cou,ihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3 + -~ · l 
Name: 

Mailing 
Address :_:..::...:.......;__\--=';t __ J\J~\;J;___W__;;__:_, ,__;_, _:_k-=-CoJ--1--~,e---'t'\----=G~·t 

f\lJ r_/111} , ·,"\ 'f\ v 1 ( I .J > () I< C/ 7=! :J fs' 

Signature: c~v. 
□ Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

M,_ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: -~--+------

Name: J<r,Atv 
Mailing } 
Address: (~.--3). S I\) (_j,J c·,, ..V...A}(_ () 

(. 1 l/.d bf 0 1 
j R._ q ·-7 / '- 'J 

Signature: 

D Proponent OR 

'{1... I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 

discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Pub Ii c H earing Date: ____.~/_--,__,_}__,_\_r-{.__ __ 

Mailing 
Address: l::.3·75 \\ 1_,,0 ~ \ {J_hC o-e.) 

□ 

·~ 

□ 

.\\\sb 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1251 



ublic 
. 

earing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse 1 Rm 32 
McMinnville 1 OR 

Public Hearing Date: 'J -1 ·-. /Cf 

Name: & >If rJ ert1 //c6.J 
Mailing 
Address: Cf J, 7'J Pl u., k~ k~ 'z. le {/J ,~. 

r!,c,,v /f C, ·1,1. CJ v. 9' 7 I I f 

Si nature: 

□ Proponent OR 15(" Opponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1252 



□ 

ublic Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testi,nony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

l wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Pub I ic Hearing Date: _»-:,<)'---✓_,___,_---4---_ _ 

Mailing 
Address: t-, s ~ l kv,Jr ,c--k:s W -

C C!:s C, YI ( lf 

Signature: E 
□ Proponent OR ¥opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse 1 Rm 32 
McMinnville 1 OR 

Public Hearing Date: \ ·.) / · 1 / J f. f 
.- ( f J 

v,{f 1· ' . . ' ( ( ' '( 1' ( • Name: .JL ~;,___,, ; 1 \ / /. , • 

.) 

r . I 

Si nature: 

D .Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

GJ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testin1ony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public earing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 1 C°J 

Name: ~e,,( s·~ Tr~ [ SI:'. 

Mailing ~ ( s·- , ,''\ (. 
Address: \jkJ SC) f;: UJv'~ 

~~t6lc. q7{/I-( 

Si nature: 

□ 

' 
□ 

Proponent OR 

I wish t0 provide ORAL testin1ony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing . 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public ,neeting. (see back) 

Page 1256 



Public Hearing Registration Card 

Name: 

Mailing 
Address: 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

-~.-----:------------

Signature: 

1:zK Opponent D Proponent OR 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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ublic Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: , / 7 / 1c· / / 
. ---,-- ·I ~~ I 

Name: .·_Jt\tl~r- FL) -,- __ .. 

Mailing __ __,__ •) 
Address: /:if tG / 3ZO C/Jj>rTZIL C I- /L/ £ 

( _)R Cf 7 · I 

Si nature: 

□ Proponent OR i;(Qpponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Name: 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rrn 32 
McMinnville, OR 

/ 

Mailing 
Address: -f=,-"c,IL__/---t,,L-ff-,t-------"=~~~....l,.L..I.....::....,_ _ __ _ 

□ 

Proponent Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1259 



Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rrn 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: :VT// /9 ~ 
Name: Q---l.-...lo~,.........!---:\~--=-.l(:\-=-_Lo~c:z-1---F~\--=l~ 
Mailing 
Address: ~733 O\J\E-, G-~ c~l~ 

f? (/ 

Si nature: 

□ Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D l wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 3:/7/21 
Name: Ma.it c &6ley 
Mailing / ... J 
Address: / ~2-92. /VlU f/4:j~ ~bd'· 

f?a.t1~1 ( &J. 2723/ 

Signature: ~ ~ 
D Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

□ 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1261 



ublic Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yan1hill County Courihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: :;/7 /J 4.' 

N rQ 1}) ~ • rJ\ a_ l 42 o.::::, 5 
ame: U te~ !110,...-yJ r \ 

Mailing / 
Address: f D h:y:. 3 7) 5 

~""k)\ o'?- q 7 / 'I~ 

~ignature-;13,'./L.e_ 4e 
D Proponent ;j OR ~ Opponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting . (see back) 

Page 1262 



ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Cou1ihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: __ ·-_>_7 _-_· )_· c_7 __ 

') ' . Il l 
Name: (_}h(tS I (~q <-r[.sc,,·v 

Mailing 
Address: 

Si nature: 

.'10 7Cl I /I) € C ov <- Or L ,l 
·v~( VV\ t1 , 1; [)f< () ~1 ( Lf 

□ Proponent OR lX! Opponent 

fZI I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: .B'""' 7, 7.. o I c, 

Name: l<.<::101<,./ Li.., s / 1 
7 

Mailing 
Address: Pv 8cPX 3-t¥ 

Ya,1//// A, ii. , o /? 111 ¥ B 

D Proponent OR ~ pponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: .:;;#4 
Name:o/----bS' ,~~ 
Mailing -c;> / 
Address~Zrj. ~ f1/ Z 
~ dL 97/!f 

Signature: 

□ 

}Z 

□ 

Proponent OR ;(_opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1265 



Public Hearing Registration Card 

Na,ne: 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Si nature: 

□ Proponent OR 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
-Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ? I Ir 
Name: 21-0t:-::=r---P !;}-£,-----~-.fY? /1,/ 
Mailing 7 c/ t:5 11/ \ L il rQJ B ~ 
Address: / 0 rV C::.- c;(e,l IV . Lf , e,,{-., 

' 

Signature: 

□ 

□ 

Proponent OR J' Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: / 1' / I o/ 
I I 

Name: A1 evr)c:.. (;/,vi -h 11 (,,y---

Signature: /1 f 1tk4 ,c;J4q,l~ 
D Proponent OR !Lt'opponent 

~ I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

D I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1268 



Publ ic Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 5 /? / f 1 

Name: Ba.\!\e vi.... - CXeryoY\ ~MW\ 8w'l•"'l<,<..-

Mailing 
Address: ----------------

Si nature: 

□ 

~ I 

' 

Proponent OR p{ Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 

Page 1269 



ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Yam hill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: .. $ - 7- f 9 

Name: VA tZ,L-\. S ~ 11 

Mailing 
Address: x? -6'~ \;S o'I---. 2 t .1------- ---------

C__,; e. L ~ tJ fV , 6{2-£ 4 O-,x.../ ~z 7 r 11 

Si nature: 

□ 

□ 

□ 

Proponent OR D Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 



ublic Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rrn 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: - ~- - _-) _·_ fr:._,f __ _ 

/. .. 
Name: ~ '· ) ·J . " ." ,, (' I ') 

Mailing ti 7,, (~ ~> 
Address: 

/\ I \-- 1 /',) I ,J 

--------- - ------
,-1·•·} I/ ,.. I ' 

Sic nature: 

□ Proponent OR 'lYI Opponent 

D I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

,12] I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Comment 

Thank you for your interest and participation/ 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Cou1ihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: 
0 7- IC( 

Name: )JC}v\-e 
I 

Mailing 
Address :-+-T-,/ ~/.---J-2"'"-'2-""=--__.. -4-t --1-N.:£._' _vJ~~=-e..:;___:,...u8+--=--·~~1W~=----

/l O Y<2vlMM') l o\f.. 

Signature:~ fu:-5 
□ Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

D I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the issues 
discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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-~ 
• j .. 

Comments 

Thank you for your interest and participation! 
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Public Hearing Registration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: ·-s _ _, 7-l q 

Name: ~C{sk kArA 

Si nature: 

□ 

□ 

Proponent OR ff Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting . (see back) 
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' f 

Comments 

A;) C\ .. X . ~◊\ye 1 11}, 

[:kc 5r'r,1d .. ~ -\YA,x p:,yr:<-s ) /0' ) y 
I 

(2(} 5?Y1 c l hi',"'9 i /aj J . )( a,,,v bca 1'J--/ + 

°' 
'S>-i-1t1 l{ BYlbvf 

r 
!Y) +l1 c C On1/1V1v111•/;/4 

Thank you for your interest and participation! 
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ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Name: 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Mailing ?q r t 
Address : ~---1'1 :) 'SJ - \c; ~ (;._,\JQ1,,l~Cl\je,K \}) tr· 

\ \f\l!\ o~ l\e_ lo~ \N\ ( ' - ~ 

Si nature: 

□ Proponent OR 

D I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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, .. 
~ .. 

Comments 

·\~ L<S ' \., -5 -\Ao... o-c~ A.V\_ 

t,-S c~ () ~a.'5~ 

0 \{{_ (u 

Thank you for your interest and parlicipationl 
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ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courthouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Public Hearing Date: -- 7 --- / 9 
Name: ~ {Ul,~ J/lA< (( Q/L 

Mailing . 1 1 ,~. 
Address: ( 2 5"P /'i--l L,4P-y L 

rr n a-..,/L ~ u)/L. ( { 

Si nature: ~ 
□ 

□ 

□ 

Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTEN testimony regarding the 

issues discussed at this public meeting. (see back) 
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Comments 

Thank you for your interest and participation/ 
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ublic Hearing egistration Card 

Name: 

Yamhil l County 
Board of Commissioners 

Yamhill County Courihouse, Rm 32 
McMinnville, OR 

Mailing 
Address :_ Jf-7_.___-""'----------'-S..C.-f _____;___;;:;;....:=....___,;...:;,___~----"'---=----

Si nature: 

□ 

□ 

Proponent OR ~ Opponent 

I wish to provide ORAL testimony regarding the 
issues discussed at this public hearing. 

I wish to provide WRITTE N testimony regarding the 
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TO: County Commissioners: Mary Starrett, Rick Olsen, Casey Kulla "•~ 
FROM: Billie Jean Matthews ._,._n,cu 
DATE: 4 March 2019 MAR 08 2019 
SUBJECT: Land Use Board of Appeals Remand of Ordnance 409 (G-01-18) 

My husband and I own and operate working farms at the following sites ~ C-OUNlY PLANNNl 
1) Just north of Yamhill on both sides of Hwy 47 and both sides of the south end of 

Cove Orchard (Tax lots R2434-300, R2434-400 (A century Farm) and R2434-
1000) currently in grass hay and grass seed .. R2434-300 also has a sheep 
paddock/shed and hay and equipment storage. 

2) 15000 HWY 47 an approximately 80 acre sesquicentennial farm (R3409-400) 
Three of these 4 tax lots are bordered or bisected by the old railroad grade. 
Currently in wheat and alfalfa. 

We raise hay, alfalfa, wheat, grass seed, oats, meadowfoam and clover and are planning to 
plant hazelnuts as well. We also raise sheep on the tracts north of Yamhill and may keep a 
small flock on the sesquicentennial farm between Yamhill and Carlton. 

We use pesticides, fertilizer pellets, have large equipment and access our fields using the old 
abandoned right away. Please include this letter of strong opposition to the proposed 
Yamhelas Trail, in the record. You have options for locating a trail other than in the middle of 
the county's most productive farm land. State and county law says you need to explore and 
selected those other options. As such, you should deny the proposal before you. It is bad for 
the county, for commercial agriculture and fails to meet either state or county laws. 

I. Farm Impacts to our Farm 

State and county laws, as explained by last week's Oregon Supreme Court decision against 
the county, require the county to carry a burden to prove that the trail proposal will not have a 
significant adverse impact on our farm's accepted farming practices and that it will not 
significantly increase the cost of our farm's accepted farming practices. State law also says 
that in addition to the significant adverse impacts on our farm practices, that the county also 
prove that the proposed trail does not have a cumulative significant adverse impact on 
accepted farming practices. The applicant has made no serious effort to meet any of these 
standards. Ever. Maybe that is because there is no way he can meet those standards. We 
farmers are convinced the applicant cannot meet these standards and we have presented 
overwhelming evidence to you demonstrating this fact. Instead of pushing the trail through 
anyway, the right thing for the county to do is to deny the proposal, not keep pushing as if the 
farmers haven't noticed. We have noticed. 

The proposed trail has the following significant adverse impacts on our farm 

Fire Increased risk of and difficulty fighting field fires particularly in grain crops like wheat. 
Increased risk of fire in structures adjacent to a public trail. 

Impact of spray drift regulations. True, the trail is not the source of these regulations. 
However, when trails are located away from highways the impact of these regulations is 
doubled or even tripled. This can be a major problem for any crop that requires fogging 
operations, like hazelnuts. It means an additional spray buffer on each side of the proposed 
trail reducing the number of tre,e.s we could plant and maintain. 

:_ · .. ... : 

Increased traffic on Hwy 47 and Fryer Rd particularly drivers unfamiliar with farm 

J:, 
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equipment. Traffic along this poorly designed road has been getting steadily worse over the 
last 15 or 20 years. This trail will lead to even more problems. We cross Hwy 47 to Cove 
Orchard Rd. with farm equipment small and large quite frequently sometime several times a 
day. It's extremely hazardrous due to heavy traffic, speeders and inattentive drivers. The last 
thing we need is more traffic without increased enforcement. 

Trespass on to farm land can cause a number of issues 

Damage to crops. Trampling row crops can affect yield and ease of harvest. Our hay and 
alfalfa are NOT public property! They are not free grazing for any passing horse. 
Unfortunately many of them are accessible from public roads where the trail crosses the road . 
Fencing along the trail may not be sufficient. Fencing along roads near trail crossings may 
also be necessary. Unfortunately this would be another barrier to efficient farming. 
Equipment access to the fields particularly if gates must be locked, makes pulling equipment 
into a field more awkward and hazardous. One would have to stop the equipment on the 
road while opening the gate or provide an apron in the field to pull the equipment onto while 
opening the gate. This jog in the field removes land from production and slows the farming 
operation down. 

Cleaning up trash and dog toys from a field takes time and manpower. We rarely find much 
of this now but we're talking about a lot of trail users. I'm sure horse owners don't want to find 
trash in their hay and alfalfa bales. I know our customers do not. 

Hazards to trespassers. Some crops, other plants or chemicals used may present hazards 
to city folk and/or their animals. Farmers follow rules with regard to use of chemicals. I don't 
believe members of the public who violate property lines unbeknownst to the farmer should 
be protected. 

Our farm is not a petting zoo. We don't want you interacting with our animals. Not safe for 
you or them. I don't want you giving a disease to my animals or claiming you got e-coli from 
them. LOOK BUT DO NOT TOUCH I Also I don't want you disturbing my flock during 
breeding or lambing seasons. Disturbing a ewe during birth can result in the loss of the 
lamb(s) or even the ewe. Even a small dog can crowd a flock to an extent they suffocate. It 
can reduce their productivity and well being. A single producing ewe produces $150-400 
dollars income/year. We have more than 30. Also be aware you should never trust a male 
animal. Make no mistake, a 250 lb ram CAN kill you! 

Damage to or theft of farm equipment and structures. These are major investments for 
farmers, hundreds of thousands even for used equipment. They are not toys or jungle gyms! 

Injury to trespassers or their animals. Farm operations are dangerous, particularly at 
harvest time. I'm sure no one wants to see their dog sliced and diced and I don't want them 
chasing my sheep. So ALWAYS keep them on a leash. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Insurance cost. According to our insurance agent our premiums will not increase just 
because of the trail but any liability claims will each affect our premiums. So anytime a trail 
user damages our crops, buildings or equipment or files a claim our rates will rise. 

The proposed trail will impose additional costs on our accepted farming practices and to our 
farm those additional costs and loses are very significant. Every time I have to shut down the 
baler and get off the tractor to pick up trash takes time. Every time I have to open or close a 
gate takes time. What's my time worth? 

II. Ubiquitous Problems with the Trail Proposal 
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I thought the words in ORD409 ... . "ensure the least impact possible to all adjacent owners and 
residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents" were a step in the right direction. 
Section 3.2 of ORD904 also states 

"The best final or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and 
coordinated with interested parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and 
residents. Such an effort necessarily includes a requirement that the county 
communfcate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and residents seeking to 
participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan. The 
conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 
developed through the planning process. The conditions also require that the plans 
presented to the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, 
prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board." 

This has not happened. Apparently it is just so many words. We have not gotten a single 
phone call asking for suggestions and no apology for interfering with farm animals. This is 
probably because the county knows, in reality, that it will be impossible for the proposed trail, 
as it is currently located, to meet farm impacts standards. Even a layperson reading the 
Oregon Supreme Court's decision last week can see the proposed trail is DOA if the farm 
impacts standard is properly applied. Despite all this, what the county has done instead is to 
ignored farmers and denigrated and minimized their concerns. When suggestions for 
alternative routes have been proposed they have been ignored. Its time for that to stop. 

It's interesting that after the wheat field fires last summer the word "hyperbolic" disappeared 
from the local news. Our concerns are REALI 
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Let's take a closer look at the proposed Yamhelas Trail. Do the 
county or trail proponents even know quantitatively what impact 
this trail will have? Since they have yet to do a proper farm impact 
study while they ignore farmer concerns I doubt it. So here's 
some quantitative general information. 

When looking at the trail concept map and statement that the 
proposed trail runs along Hwy 47 one could be lead to believe that 
the trail is adjacent to the highway. In fact less than a mile of the 
2.8 mile stretch between Carlton and Yamhill is adjacent to the 
highway (~30%). The remaining ~2 miles lies away from the 
highway and cuts through or adjacent to working farms (~70%). \',l:'1h dl .• 1~"-- ,'•,::;··::•; 

l ➔ 

: _ In fact of the 12.8 miles claimed to be owned by the county only 
::: "·~~ ~ ~l."

11
'\" about 2.8 miles (22%) lies next to the highway. The remaining 10 

,,;.;·;: \ miles (78%) cuts through or immediately adjacent to farms 
' .. · , \ including farm structures and/or rural residences. For each farm ·~. -.. ~~-+-.. the proposed trail cuts through, it eliminates huge swaths of farms 

~ -l,J t.iy~tt,~ land that can be productively farmed. 

r., Md-'11111 •"!1,• This is not a negligible affect which can be alleviated with fences 
and a few signs which will be largely ignored by the general public. This is a significant 
adverse affect on farming. 

Trail advocates assure us that this trail will not create problems for farmers or local residents 
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and will be safe for users including school kids. Hard to believe them when the county did so 
much to avoid a proper farm impact study while trail advocates and local media minimized 
and ridiculed farmers' valid concerns. How can they assure the farmers and other citizens 
that this trail will be safe when the much touted Fanno Creek Trail has experienced two 
coyote attacks and a broad daylight rape? Or the Springwater Trail and its persisten 
homeless population that lives along it. The best way to assure safety on a trail is visibility 
and access. If you must have a trail, plan it properly don't bury it in the bushes and pretend 
signs are going to stop bad behavior. And yes, there have been problems on the Banks
Vernonia Trail near farms. 

There have been a number of suggestions about positioning the trail elsewhere which have 
been discounted or ignored. I suggest that if the county and trail advocates truly want a trail 
they will live up to their word and work cooperatively and with open minds. 

It helps that trail land was "purchased" and NOT rail banked. While I do not agree with the 
county's claim of ownership, even from the county's perspective, I believe this gives the 
county more flexibility in trail positioning. To date there has been no willingness to re-position 
the trail to alleviate farm impacts even though some possibilities may actually lead to a better, 
safer experience for trail users and communities as well as less conflict with those living and 
farming along the trail. These issues and opportunities go beyond this first 2.8 miles of the 
trail. The section north of Yamhill has interesting possibilities for reducing conflicts and 
making the trail a safer and more interesting rlde. 

"The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy is a nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a 
nationwide network of trails from former rail lines and connecting corridors to build healthier 
places for healthier people." These are admirable goals. In their section on planning The 
Rails-to~Trails Conservancy web site provides much useful information on sensitive areas 
including information about farms. 

"Farmland and ranches are sensitive in terms of vegetation, privacy and the division of 
public and private property. Open communication with surrounding property owners 
is vital. Listen, be honest, and take into account how the trail may affect their 
livelihood and land. Make sure to coordinate construction times and locations with 
landowners as to preserve privacy and not distress animals. 

Wherever possible, use public land and do not fragment farms . Build the trail away 
from barns, crops or anything else that can be looted or vandalized . .. . " 

The county has done no such thing. It has simply decided it's conveninent for the trail to be in 
the abandoned rail right of way and too bad for the commercial farms that are bisected or 
otherwise devastated. 

The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, on June 19, 2003, by it own Board Order 03-
413, COMPREHENSIVE PARKS AND OPEN SPACE MASTER PLAN 6/19/03 stated 

"The rights of nearby property owners must be valued and respected. • To 
achieve park and open space planning goals, there must be awareness and 
understanding of, and sensitivity to private landowners, their concerns, and 
interests. • Partnering, cooperative efforts, and win-win negotiations 
should be the hallmarks of resource protection: not rules, regulations, 
and aggressive land acquisition efforts." 
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This process is the exact opposite of this statement in our adopted comprehensive plan. 
Apparently it is just a collection of silly words and has no meaning in fact to the county. 

While the Friends of Yamhelas have conducted a maNelous marketing and ad campaign, 
pretty renderings of in-town locales, are no substitute for hard core professional planning. I'm 
sure the trail advocates are well aware of this because they're seeking grant money to do a 
master plan. In my opinion they should have done this first. Because a master plan will reveal 
alternative locations and mitigations that this process is utterly incapable of. Remember the 
devil is in the details. DO NOT leave the farmers and residents out of this process. ASK and 
LISTEN, don't just tell. 

The local residents and farmers in particular those with long time commitment and 
involvement with the land and communities impacted, have a wealth of information and 
insight which can be very beneficial to both trail advocates and those impacted by the trail. 
urge those considering the proposed trail, both on the current 2. 8 mile section as well as the 
balance of the 12.48 miles (it all seems to be at issue here) to tap into these resources and 
truly LISTEN before making any decisions. If you do not understand the inputs ASK 
questions. You will end up with a better product and much less conflict and hard feelings. It 
is possible to establish a trail along many of our existing public roads that does not devastate 
farming that will bring our community together rather than tear it apart as this proposal and its 
take no prisoner advocates have demanded. If you assert leadership, deny the proposal, and 
start fresh, involving these resources and consider the needs of your whole constituency, a 
win-win is still possible even though rebuilding trust will be challenging. Instead of starting 
from the premise that you are going to convert the old abandoned rail right of way to a trail, 
start from the premise that you are interested in a recreational trail and where can it go and 
serve everyone and, importantly, not ruin 12 miles of Yamhill County's prized commercial 
agriculture. Thank you. 

·2?:)~ ~~ n11~~ 
Billie Jean Matthews 
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Gordon Dromgoole properties along the railroad grade between Carlton 
and Washington county line (total of 3 properties) 

2/25/2019 

If you have any questions please contact 
B. J. Matthews 
971-241-0029 
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R2434 300 
Owners: Gordon Dromgoole & Paul Dromgoole 
Situs1: 19035 NE COVE ORCHARD RD 
38.95 Acres 
Total Length along rail road grade 2477 ft 

This is part of a century farm 

The layout is as follows: 
Yamhill Creek runs north-south the entire length of the property on the west side of 
the propertyand lies from 30 to 130 ft east of hwy 4 7. It occupies approximately 6 
acres. 

Approximately 22 acres is in fescue. Field access is across the rail road grade from 
Cove Orchard Rd. Length along rail road grade ~1865 ft 

Approximately 5 acres in hay between hwy 47 and Yamhl/1 Creek and just east of 
Yamhill Creek. 

Approximately 5 acres ls a sheep pasture/paddock. Sheep breeding, pregnant 
ewe location and sometimes lambing Length along rail road grade ~600 ft 

Structures 
Has 40x100 ft storage barn used for equipment and hay storage. This structure is 
located a few feet from the rail road grade. This is not a typical pole barn. The walls 
of 2 of the five sections are stacked 2x4 formerly used for grain storage. Two other 
sections have concrete floors. In addition to farm equipment we typically store over 
100 tons of hay in this building. 

There is a small shelter for sheep adjacent to the rail road grade 

Property also has a home site less than about 100 ft from the rail road grade. 
Septic in and city water · 

Concerns 
• Disruption of sheep flock eg off leash dogs harrasing or upsetting the flock 

affecting fertility and health of pregnant ewes. (people do not always obey rules 
and signs.) Sheep especially lambs are cute but rams can be dangerous. Look 
but don't touch and don't startle the flock. 

• Tresspass resulting in damage/theft of farm equipment 
• Tresspassers seeking shelter in storage barn resulting in theft of or damage to 

farm equipment or fire causing destruction of 4000 sq ft unique building and the 
loss of over 100 ton of hay, 

• Trespassers being injured and suing the property owner/farmer. Impact on 
insurance rates depends on claims/liability. Unknown at this time. 
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R2434 1000 
Owners: Gordon Dromgoole & Paul Dromgoole 
Situs 1 :(no situs address given) 
22.22Acres 
EF 20 
Length along rail road grade ~800 ft 

The layout is as follows: 
Yamhill Creek runs generally north-south the entire length of the property toward the west 
side of the property and lies from 30 to 270 ft east of hwy 47. It occupies approximately 3.5 
acres. 

Approximately 6 acres in hay between hwy 47 and Yamhill Creek and about 8 acres of hay 
east of Yamhill Creek.and between Yamhill Creek and the railroad grade 

Structures 
Has 40x1 oo ft pole barn used for equipment and hay storage. This structure is located 
about feet from the rail road grade. 

Property also has a home site less than about 100 ft from the rail road grade. 
Septic in 

Concerns 
• Tresspassers seeking shelter in pole barn resulting in fire or theft or damage to farm 

equipment 
• Waste, trash or other items damaging the crop or equipment used to harvest it. 
• Trash in hay field affecting its quality (Would you want plastic or more distasteful interns 

in the hay you buy your horses? Would you buy more hay from this farmer?) 
• Trespasser being injured and suing the property owner/farmer. Impact on insurance 

rates depends on claims/liability. Unknown at this time. 
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R3409 00400 
Owner: Gordon Dromgoole 
Situs: 15000 HIGHWAY 47 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
80.61 Acres 

AF10I EFBO 

This is a sesquicentennial farm 

Length along rail road grade 
2072 ft on the west side of the rail road grade 
1985 ft on the east side of the rail road grade 

The layout is as follows: 
Approximately 13.3 acres east of rail road grade zoned AF 10 
Approximately 65.3 acres west of rail road grade zoned EF 80 
Approximately 2.5 acres in the rail road grade ½ of which is zoned AF1 O, ½ zoned EF 
80 

Crops 
Sometimes the same crop is planted on both sides of the rail road grade, sometimes 
different. Current crops are soft white winter wheat west of the rail road grade and alfalfa 
east of the rail road grade. A variety of crops have been grown on this farm over the 
years eg. Tillage radish, red clover, crimson clover, various grass seeds. In the past 
sheep have also occupied part of the acreage. 

Concerns 
Field fires 
grain crops especially wheat are vulnerable to field fires which are extremely dangerous 
and destructive. 
Tress pass 
resulting in 
damage/theft of farm equipment 
damage to crops eg. Trampling crops, trash and other debris affecting harvest equipment 
and quality of crop 
Injuries to tresspassers resulting in increased liability to farmer. Impact on insurance 
rates depends on claims/liability and are unknown at this time. 

Structures 
Farm house and detached garage located about 700 ft west of rail road grade. 
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~ Ore ·o State 
V University 

Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 
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Nicole I' . Anderson 
OSU NWREC 
15210 NE Miley Road 
Auror~Oregon,97002 
P 503-553-9922 
E ~- ·1 lg.Ailll~n;i:in@ore.gg11state.~ 

March 5, 2019 

I am writing in regards to the planned Westside Trail project which has been brought to my attention by 
members of the local Yamhill County farming community. l have worked in Yamhill County as an 
Oregon State University (OSU) Extension agent for the past decade and am ve1y familiar with the 
farming practices that should be taken into consideration as the trail project is discussed. 

As you are aware, the proposed trail would be located within active farming areas that produce a large 
number of high-value crops of global impottance. They include, but are not limited to, grass seed, clover 
seed, radish seed, vetch seed, hazelnuts, wheat, and berries. The large majority of these acres arc grown 
conventionally and require routine pest management to obtain economic yields and high quality 
products required by end-use markets, both locally and internationally. Plant growth regulators are also 
necessary to achieve high seed yields in grass and clover seed crops. The placement of the trail system, 
and resulting Application Exclusion Zones (AEZ), within these cropping regions will result in additional 
time, expense, and risk for the farmers who manage adjacent fields. I would like to provide several 
examples of economic risk that is supported by published research. 

Most cool-season grasses, including those produced for seed in Yamhill County, are susceptible to stem 
rust disease. Although a significant production expense, excellent stem rust control can be obtained with 
available fungicides. Large scale on-farm studies show that the use of fungicides increased tall fescue 
seed yield by 17% on tall fescue grown for seed in the North Willamette Valley (Anderson et al., 2014). 
ln the seed cleaning process, cleanout was reduced by 18% with the fungicide treatment. Under severe 
rust pressure, perennial ryegrass seed yields can be reduced by 70% in certain cultivars when the disease 
is not controlled (Welty and Azevedo, 1996). This common pathogen is airborne and untreated areas 
may serve as a reservoir that helps spread the rnst through larger portions of fields. 

Oregon hosts one of the largest populations of non-native slugs in the world. A diverse range of crops 
are damaged by these inve,tebrates, paiticularly in the Willamette Valley. In a recent OSU survey 
completed by more than 200 farmers and crop consultants, 70% repo1ted that slugs were among their top 
three most damaging pests (McDonnel I and Anderson, 2018). Currently, metaldehyde baits are the most 
effective products available to control slugs in crop fields and they are sometimes applied multiple times 
in a single crop season. Metaldehyde is a system toxin that is harmful to humans and animals if 
ingested. According to one common metaldehyde bait label (Deadline M-Ps'E), "application of this 
product is prohibited unless children and domestic animals can be excluded from the treated areas from 
the sta1t of application until applied material is no longer visible". I suspect that many farmers would be 
very concerned about the possibility of pets and/or children entering fields adjacent to the trail after this 
bait has been applied. Depending on precipitation, baits can sit on the soil surface anywhere from 
several days to one week. 
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When high levels of soil nitrogen and soil moisture are present, lodging (falling over) in grass and clover 
crops limits seed yield potential. This is a result of a reduction in pollination and fertilization when 
lodging occurs during the flowering period. Foliar-applied lodging control agents (plant growth 
regulators) have been widely adopted in the Willamette Valley for more than a decade. The use of these 
plant growth regulators to enhance seed yield in grass and clover crops is supported by OSU research. 
Aoderson et al. (20 I 5) reported a 16% seed yield increase when plant growth regulators were applied to 
second-year red clover. In perennial ryegrass, plant growth regulators increased seed yield by 43% over 
nine years of trials conducted in the Willamette Valley (Chastain et al, 2014; Chastain et al, 2015). 
These products must be applied at specific plant growth stages, usually in late spring and early summer, 
to dry plant material (no dew). Unfortunately, most plant growth regulators have a strong odor which is 
evident to humans when sprayed. 

We are fortunate to live in a place where agricultural production is a special enterprise. There are few 
places in the world that can grow the diversity of crops that are produced in the Willamette Valley and 
Yamhill County. The interface between humans and agriculture can be complicated and comes with 
inherent conflict, especially when pesticides are involved. I hope that you consider unbiased scientific 
data and expertise as further decisions are made rngarding the trail project. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole P. Anderson 
Associate Professor, Field Crops Extension 
Oregon State University 

Agrirnltural Sciences & Natural Resources, Family and Community tlcalth, 4-H Youth, Forestry & Natural Resources, Extension Sea Grant, Open Campus, and Outdoor 
School programs, Oregon State University, United Sto.tcs Department of Agriculture, and Oregon counties cooperating. The Extension Service offers Its programs and 
materials equally to all people. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

Janet Fults, Policy Associate ~(0. , .h
Oregonians for Food and Shelte v~ 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

March 7, 2019 

Oregonians for Food & Shelter (OFS) ls a grassroots coalition of farmers, foresters, and 

other technology users focused on natural resource issues involving the safe and 
responsible use of pesticides, fertilizer, and biotechnology. 

My name is Janet Fults, Policy Associate with OFS. I previously worked as a manager 
in the Pesticides Division of the Oregon Department of Agriculture for 21 years and then 
as the Director of Environmental and Biosecurity programs for the Texas Department of 

Agriculture. I have been closely involved with pesticide issues at the state and federal 
level for over 30 years. 

I am here today to testify for OFS in support of the Yamhill County agricultural 
operations that may be negatively impacted by the proposed recreational trail that is 

under consideration. OFS is concerned about the short and long-term impacts related 
to the use of this trail by the public and the potential infringement on the ability of 
adjacent farmers to continue to farm in a responsible and economical manner using the 
pesticide, fertilizer and biotechnology tools that are legally available for use. 

One concern involves a requirement of the Worker Protection Standard (WPS}. The 
WPS is a federal regulation administered by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and includes extensive requirements for agricultural employers when applying 

pesticides on agricultural establishments. ln Oregon the enforcement authority for 
pesticide use is divided. Oregon OSHA regulates the majority of the WPS and_ the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA} regulates a limited part of WPS and all other 
aspects of pesticide sales, distribution and use in Oregon. 

Although several of the many requirements of the WPS have been changed by Oregon 
OSHA, one such confusing element is called the Application Exclusion Zone or AEZ. 
For clarity, the AEZ is an area surrounding pesticide application equipment that workers 

and other people are not allowed to enter. OR-OSHA addresses the AEZ on the 
agricultural establishment directly related to workers and worker housing and ODA 
addresses the AEZ on and off the agricultural establishment for everyone else. 

The AEZ requirements apply while an application is being conducted and may extend 

beyond property lines. Depending on the pesticide applied and the applic~tion method, 
the AEZ ranges between 25 feet and 100 feet according to the federal WPS. If this 
sphere surrounding a pesticide application extends off the grower's establishment and a 
person enters this sphere, the application must stop until the person has moved out of 
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the AEZ or until the applicator "can ensure" that the application will not contact the 
person. The AEZ is not a buffer nor is it an area where pesticide drift is allowed. 
Pesticide drift off a target site or contacting any person and is explicitly against state 
and federal law. 

The concern for Yamhill County growers who farm adjacent to this proposed trail is that 
when a pesticide application is made, it will be a challenge to know when the trail will be 
in use, be able to see a person approaching, and comply with the requirement to stop 
the application and assess the situation before continuing. This could impair the 
consistency of an application causing crop damage or loss, lengthen the amount of time 
it takes to make an application due to starting and stopping, subject the grower to 
potential complaints, etc. 

Most of the general public are not knowledgeable of the numerous measures regulating 
pesticide applications, especially those made on agricultural land. If someone unfamiliar 
with these processes sees a pesticide application made by ground or especially if it is 
made by an airplane or helicopter, they cow Id perceive that they are being exposed to 
the pesticide regardless if they are inside or outside of an AEZ, if applicable. It is also a 
concern that trail-users will wander off the trail themselves or allow their pets to roam in 
fields which may have been recently treated or have had a rodenticide applied to them. 
If either the person or pet is harmed by entering a treated field, will growers suffer legal 
challenges? Will the grower be held responsible for someone's exposure if they 
trespass? Legal pesticide applications can have serious outcomes when un-informed 
persons enter treated areas. Since fencing off adjacent farmland is not a viable option, 
growers are left vulnerable to the unpredictable actions of the general public. 

Since many pesticide products also have an odor to them intended to increase handler 
awareness and safety, if a bystander smells a chemical odor, they may mistakenly 
perceive as if they are exposed to such chemical. This is not usually the situation, but it 
becomes subjective which puts the grower in a defensive situation when it may not be 
warranted. It is often that pesticide odors are erroneously reported to ODA as a 
pesticide exposure. 

The ODA is the agency that regulates use of pesticides. If there is a complaint made to 
ODA of alleged drift or perceived exposure to a person, animal or to the environment, it 
is first vetted by the Pesticide Analytical Response Center (PARC). PARC is a 
collaborative of state agencies that address these types of allegations by referring the 
complaint to the most appropriate agency that would have jurisdiction over the situation. 
If the complaint appears to be related to a pesticide application, ODA has primacy in 
investigating the incident. Initial information may be gathered by ODA to determine the 
basis of the complaint. If ODA determines that the complaint is to be fully investigated, 
an ODA investigator will then contact all the parties involved, take statements, gather 
records, take photos, examine application equipment, review product labels, take 
vegetative samples or samples of other items and gather other information that may be 
helpful in determining if there was a violation of law. This is a huge amount of time and 
money spent by the agency, the grower, the applicator, and others, but rarely the 
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complainant. This investigative process may take many months and if it results in 
enforcement action (even minor infractions), months to years are tied up in 
administrative processes and/or legal proceedings. Even if the allegations are 
unfounded, the complainant pays nothing and thus, has nothing to lose. Although any 
investigation is very costly to the agency it can be especially damaging to the persons 
unjustly subject to the complaint. 

ODA's investigations of ag and forestry complaint-driven pesticide investigations have 
found that growers and foresters have between an 85-95% compliance rate for 
complaint-driven cases over the last 8 years (675 cases for FY11-FY18). Violations that 
have been determined in the 5-15% of cases could be for any violation from something 
as serious as exposure or drift to minor administrative violations like recordkeeping. 
These data clearly show that most Oregon growers are making pesticide applications in 
a legal and safe manner but have had to endure lengthy investigations into their routine 
activities to defend themselves until proven innocent. 

Allowing the genera! public uncontrolled access to trails adjacent to farmland and/or 
timberland will undoubtedly result in a spike of complaints being filed with ODA 
regarding any pesticide application that may be made while the trail is being used 
regardless if there is a violation or not. In fact, applications of lime which is very dusty, 
fertilizer that may be visible on the ground in pellets, or other standard farm practices 
e.g. dust, noise, odor, etc. could become problematic with trail users and culminate in 
complaints. Once people start using the trail, they will have a voice for what can happen 
around the trail and farming will most likely lose. 

As presented above, there are many challenges and concerns that arise when the 
public has access to areas adjacent to farmland especially when the trail will be on land 
that has been managed as part of a farm. The actual "boundaries" of a farm become 
vague and the ability of farmers to manage noxious or undesirable weeds adjacent to 
their crops, or weeds or pests on their own cropland, is impaired or is only 
accomplished with anxiety that someone will file a costly and unjustified complaint. 
Conducting standard farm practices should not have to put a farmer on the defensive 
which appears to be inevitable when incompatible activities such as the proposed trail 
and farming, occupy the same space. 

Oregon growers are being subject to more and more urban encroachment which 
ultimately modifies or adversely impacts the ability to use the tools necessary to be 
economically successful in agriculture. Impeding farming practices in a predominantly 
rural area such as Yamhill County harms the viability of farmers, their livelihood and 
their economic significance to the county and the state. It must be remembered that 
agriculture and forest products are Yamhill County's primary industries and they must 
be protected. OFS stands behind our farm and timber owners to support co-existence 
with other interests, but not to the detriment of agriculture. 
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Yamhill County Commission 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

March 6, 2019 

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL: pl.inni11g(a co. yamhill.or.u. 

t' 

RE: Comments on Yamhill County's Proposed Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment re: 
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project 

Dear Planning Commission: 

The Oregon Farm Bureau ("OFB") and Yamhill County Farm Bureau submit the following 
comments regarding the remand of Yamhill County's proposed Comprehensive Plan Text 
Amendment to authorize the segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project from the City of 
Yamhill to the City of Carlton. The proposed pathway will adversely impact existing agriculture 
uses of the land and should be relocated or redesigned to avoid impacts to agricultme landowners 
in the area. 

OFB has engaged with this project since first learning of it in April 2016. During that time, we 
have been very disappointed with the County's approach and reception of the farmers' concern. 
County staff has consistently sought to avoid the required review, minimized the farmers' 
concerns, and made it difficult for the impacted farmers and our organization to find information 
about this project. The County also does not appear to have a firewall between staff work and 
advice the County is providing as an applicant (and advocate for its project) vs the County as a 
neutral decision maker, apparently utilizing the same staff for both preparation of its application 
and advice as to whether the application meets the applicable legal standard. OFB's primary 
interest was never in stopping the trail, we always just wanted to ensure that the County adhered 
to the applicable legal standards and engaged in a transparent and robust public process. The 
process over the last few years has been very concerning on that front. 

We submit these comments with that primary goal in mind, and hope the County reviews and 
addresses the concerns raised by the many concemed farmers who would be jmpacted by this 
proposal. 

l I 
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Oregon ts Exclusive Farm Use Zoning 

Oregon's exclusive farm use policy calls for the "preservation of a maximum amount of the 
limited supply of agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state. 
ORS 215.243. In evaluating whether the proposed bike path is consistent with the standards for 
non-farm uses ai1iculated in ORS 215 .296, the Commission must evaluate the project under the 
backdrop of Oregon's exclusive farm use (EFU) zoning. 

Oregon's Depattment of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) has recognized that 
conflicting land uses in areas devoted to agricultural use can have a significant impact on the 
preservation of farmland in Oregon. DLCD noted that Oregon's land use system is vital in 
ensuring that conflicts in farmland be reduced, enabling the adjacent land to stay in production 
and be transferred between generations. Protection of Oregon's productive farmland is of 
paramount important in Oregon's land use planning process, and the Commission is charged 
with ensuring that this important objective is achieved through its decisions. 

Analysis on Remand from LUBA. 

On remand from LUBA, the County was directed to proceed through the full conditional use 
process for this trail. The conditional use process is designed to make sure that the proposed use 
is apprnpriately sited in a farm zone and that conflicts with neighboring farms are understood 
and addressed. The key to this analysis is the ORS 215.296 standard, which was recently 
interpreted by the Oregon Supreme Court. 

Legal Standard for ORS 215.296 Review in Light of Recent Caselaw 

Recently, the Oregon Supreme Comt provided guidance on how courts should apply the farm 
impacts test in ORS 215.296 in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 432 (2019). 
To summarize, the Court determined that: 

When the parties dispute whether a non farm use will force a significant change to 
a pa1ticular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that 
practice, the farm impacts lest in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove 
that the proposed nonfarm use (I) will not force a significant change in the 
accepted farm practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that 
practice. 

Stop the Dump at 458. A "significant" change or increase in cost is one that ,viii have an 
important influence or effect on the farm. id Moreover, if the applicant cannot prove those two 
elements without conditions of approval, the local government must consider whether the 
applicant will meet the farm impacts test with conditions of approval. id. The Court reached this 
conclusion by determining that the legislature intended the "significant change" in a farm 
practice or "significantly increased cost" of a farm practice standard to apply "practice by 
practice and farm by farm". Id. 

As stated in Stop the Dump, subsection (2) of ORS 215.296 provides that an applicant may rely 
on conditions of approval to meet the farm impacts test: 
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"An applicant for a use * * * may demonstrate that the standards for approval set 
forth in subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of 
conditions. Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective." 

Id at 460. In Stop the Dump, the applicants could not meet the requirements without having 
necessary conditions on the project. On review, the petitioners argued that two of the county's 
conditions would not ameliorate any changes in farm practices or increase the cost of farm 
practices, but would actually impose significant changes to their farming operations. Id. 
Specifically, the petitioners objected to the condition of approval for litter patrols on one of the 
farms and the condition requiring the dump to pay for the entire crop of berries and cherries from 
the other farm. Id. 

The state argued as amicus curiae that conditions under ORS 215.296(2) requiring the dump to 
pay a subsidy for lost fruit crop did not adequately address the reduction of the orchard's 
agricultural production. Id at 461. In the state's view, "conditions imposed under ORS 
215.296(2) should be measured by how the conditions prevent the loss of agricultural land. 
Sometimes that measure may be met by a cash payment, but more often it will be met only by 
concrete alterations to the nonfarm use that render it compatible with the farm or forest practices 
on the smrnunding lands." Id. 

The Cow1 agreed with the state and determined that the legislature did not intend to have local 
governments force farmers to engage in a negotiation with a nonfarm use to obtain payment for 
the impacts to their operation. Id Moreover, the Court concluded that the litter patrol and the 
landfill waste cleanup on the hay farm forced a change in accepted farm practices and that 
change was not ameliorated by the condition that the dump pay for increased costs of cleanup. Id 
at 462. 

As explained below, many of the conditions that the County seeks to impose would, in and of 
themselves, force a change in farming practices that would not be allowed under the analysis set 
forth by the Court under Stop the Dump. 

The Proposed Bike Path Will Force a Significant Change in Accepted Farming Practices 
and Significantly Increase the Cost of Accepted Farming Practices on Surrounding Lands 
Devoted to Farm Use. The Project Must Be Altered To Address or Avoid Those Impacts. 

In its application, the County seeks to use public funds to conve1i a former railroad into a bike 
• path across several acres of land zoned for exclusive farm use. The 17-mile-long railway 

corridor would traverse 4 cities and 2 counties. Despite raising concerns about impacts of the 
proposal on the adjacent farmland for over two years, the concerns raised by OFB have not been 
addressed or otherwise alleviated by the County in its application or the accompanying staff 
rep011 for this project. The proposed trail is located directly adjacent to and through high-value 
croplands and agricultural lands that are currently being productively farmed or grazed. The 
proposed path would force a significant change in accepted farming practices on the adjacent 
operations and will significantly increase the cost of those practices. 
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In this case, there are several significant impacts to neighboring agricultural operations that have 
not been addressed by the County. As you are aware, the proposed trail, at least in part, nms 
directly adjacent to productive agricultural lands that grnw a variety of crops using various 
farming methods. These fanning methods are likely to conflict with the path uses, which will 
result in an unnecessary and unfair burden to the impacted agriculture operators. Working 
farmland is not stagnant - it requires intensive management practices that may not be compatible 
with uninformed citizens using these trails for recreational purposes. Farm operations require 
intensive irrigation management, pest and weed control, cultivation and harvesting practices, and 
other practices that are incompatible with an adjacent bike and pedestrian path. 

Initially, the county improperly limited their area ofreview to 750 feet on either side of the trail. 
Entire operations and farms have the potential to be impacted by the trail, as well as farms at the 
staging areas at the beginning and end of the trail. The County must account for all impacts to 
surrounding farmlands, not just those impacts directly adjacent to the corridor. 

The county spent a signi ti cant portion of its analysis on drift and impacts to farmers' use of 
pesticides. Our primary concerns around impacts to farming operations do not relate to the 
potential for drift, which we agree is prohibited by law, but rather to the broad suite of impacts 
inherent in having an unfenced, unbuffered trail directly through productive farmland. Chief 
among these are trespass impacts and complaints dite to normal farming practices. 

The county has failed to resolve the potential for trespass and landowner liability associated with 
the construction and operation of the recreational trail adjacent to working farmlands. While the 
County has acknowledged the potential for trespass, it suggests that those concerns will be 
addressed through signage and limited fencing and enforcement, without providing any details 
on the fencing or signage to be constructed or funding for enforcement. Given that adjacent 
landovmers are already having issues with trespass from county personnel hired to evaluate and 
plan for the trail, such assurances - without any details - are insufficient to meet the County's 
burden. 

Allowing a recreational trail across productive farmland increases public access to formerly 
private and secluded areas utilized for farming operations, greatly increasing the risk of conflicts 
bet\veen the two uses and interfering with the farmers' ordinary use of their lands. The 
construction and operation of a public trail directly adjacent to working farmland also presents 
liability concerns for the impacted farmers, who will be at a significant risk for increased levels 
of trespass onto their adjacent private prnperty. As a result, the planned path will not only make 
agriculture operations and farm management more challenging, but will also devalue agricultural 
lands along the path. 

Trespass has always been a significant issue for landowners when recreational uses adjoin 
farmland. Indeed, we have farmers in the Willamette Valley every year ,vl10 have to ask tourists 
to leave their property because they want to wander through or photograph themselves in 
agricultural fields, pa1ticularly when those fields are blooming. 1 Along recreational trails, we've 

1 The county noted that law abiding citizens tend to use trails, and typically do not trespass. In our experience, most 
of the people our members see in their fields are otherwise law-abiding citizens who ignored "no trespassing" signs 
and assumed they would not be caught trespassing into a remote farm field for some pictures for Instagram. 
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also had significant issues with dogs wandering in fields while their owners jog or hike along the 
trail. There are farmers along the path who have specialized certification for food crops, and 
who must document all people who enter into their farm and supervise all activities in their field. 
Unauthorized people and animals are strictly prohibited and can jeopardize their certification, 
and their ability to maintain their contracts for selling their crops. Additionally, there are sheep 
producers along the trail who are very concerned about loss of lambs and sheep from stress due 
to people coming into the field to pet the sheep and loose dogs chasing the sheep. These are 
significant costs that must be avoided. 

The adjacent farmers are also concerned about their liability if a person or pet comes onto their 
land and is injured either because the farmer didn't see them and continued farming or by 
interactions livestock adjacent to the trail or trapping for rodents and other pests. Farmers will 
face increased liability insurance rates, and potential lawsuits from users of the trail. While these 
impacts could be mitigated or avoided ,vith adequate fencing and vegetative buffers on the 
county's propetty, we are concerned that the county's plans for such fencing will be inadequate 
to truly keep people and pets out. Unless the County is proposing to construct a 10-foot-tall, 
chain link secmity fence along the trail, it will be impossible to keep people and their dogs out of 
the farm fields when they use the trail. 

Additionally, while pesticide drift is illegal, there are noise, dust, water and smell impacts from 
agriculture that will certainly be present along the trail. Fanning operations are intensive, and 
can create dust, noise, and smells that will get along the trail. For farmers applying pesticides, 
while the pesticide itself is not allowed to drift, the smell from the pesticide applications can 
travel beyond the application area, even though drift has not occurred. Our members are 
concerned that the public, who will be unfamiliar with the dust, noise, and other impacts from 
farming, will complain about these impacts to the adjacent fa1111ers or state agencies, causing 
them to change practices to avoid complaints or have to waste time on frivolous complaints to 
state agencies. These kinds of conflicts are routinely present in areas where recreational use and 
farmland adjoin each other, and can make fanning much more costly and time consuming for 
impacted farmers. 

The County spent significant time discussing whether the new application exclusion zone 
("AEZ") rules could limit farmers' ability to utilize important pest and disease control farming 
practices along the trail. As explained more fully in the letter submitted by Oregonians for Food 
and Shelter, by their Policy Associate who has over 21 years of experience with pesticide 
regulatory programs for the State, these new rules would absolutely impact farmers' ability to 
spray on their own property. without drift adjacent to the trail due to the requirement that the 
grnwer not allow other people within the exclusion zone while they are applying. This zone 
ranges from 25 to 100 feet depending on the pesticide used and application method. The siting 
of a bike path adjacent to farmland would impact a farmers' ability to continue their normal 
farming practices as these new rules are implemented. 

Several local farmers would also be required to cross the bike path multiple times a day as part of 
their farming operations. While the county acknowledged that it intends to allow for crossings, it 
does not indicate any measures it will take to help ensure that crossings are safe and do not 
unduly burden farmers. Unlike when an occasional train passed by on the railroad, it will be 
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nearly impossible to safely move equipment across the trail with bikers, pedestrians and 
equestrians constantly using the trail. The change from railroad to recreational use greatly 
increases the potential for conflict between farming and recreationalists and will increase the 
amount of time the farmers must devote to ensuring adequate, safe access to their property for 
their employees, suppliers, and customers. Additional time spent navigating crossings, traveling 
to new crossing areas, and moving equipment, irrigation supplies, and employees across the 
recreational trail will result in interference with existing operations, and direct costs to the 
adjacent landowners. These concerns have been compounded by the fact that the county does not 
appear to have completed consultation with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
to determine what safety measures will be required along the trail and at crossings. 

The county has proposed placing a recreational trail across producing a recreational trail across 
miles of productive agricultural land. Due to the incompatibility of the trail with existing farming 
uses, the increased costs and burden associated \'Vith managing adjacent lands across the traiJ, and 
the inability of the county to guarantee adjacent landowners protection from the impacts related 
to construction and operation of the trail, the trail would seriously interfere with the adjacent 
landowners' use of their land for farming, result in a change in farming practices on the adjacent 
properties, and increase the costs of those practices. 

Additional Conditional Use Criteria 

The County also analyzed this proposal under the other conditional use criteria in County code, 
finding that the trial is consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan, suitable 
for the proposed use, and appropriate for the area. OFB disagrees with these findings. Without 
sufficiently addressing the impacts to neighboring agricultural operations, approval of the 
proposed trail would be inconsistent with Goal 3, and the proposed location would not be 
suitable for the proposed trail use. Further, the County has made very few findings about the 
adequacy of the existing or proposed facilities that facilitate the trail use to determine whether 
the trail is appropriate for the area where it is sited. 

Due to the significant impacts on the impacted landowners, OFB and Yamhill County Farm 
Bureau respectfully request that the Yamhill County Planning Commission deny Yamhill 
County's application for a plan amendment to construct the Yamhelas Westsider Trail between 
the cities of Yamhill and Carlton as currently proposed. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Proposal. 

Respectfully, 

-fi;V ./ 
Mary Anne Cooper 
Oregon Fann Bureau Federation 
(503) 399-1701 X 306 

maryanne@oregonfb.org 

Enclosures 

d~/JI~,,,, 
Jerry Mann 
President 
Yamhill County Fann Bureau 
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432 February 28, 2019 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF OREGON 

STOP THE DUMP COALITION, 
Willamette Valley Wineries Association, 

Ramsey McPhillips, and 
Friends ofYamhill County, 

Cross-Respondents, 
Petitioners on Review, 

v. 
YAMHILL COUNTY 

and Riverbend Landfill Co., 
Cross-Petitioners, 

Respondents on Review. 

(LUBA 2016026) (CA A162746) (SC S064894) 

On reviev,' from the Court of Appeals.* 

Argued and submitted November 13, 2017. 

No.10 

Jeffrey L. Kleinman, Portland, argued the cause and 
filed the briefs for petitioners on review Stop the Dump 
Coalition, Willamette Valley Wineries Association, and 
Ramsey McPhillips. 

William Frederick Paulus, Portland, filed the brief for 
petitioner on review Friends of Yamhill County. 

Tommy A. Brooks, Cable Huston LLP, Portland, argued 
the cause and filed the brief for respondent on review 
Riverbend Landfill Co. Also on the brief was Timothy S. 
Sadlo, for respondent on review Yamhill County. 

Meriel L. Darzen, Bend, filed the brief for amicus curiae 
1000 Friends of Oregon. 

Timothy J. Bernasek, Dunn Carney Allen Higgins & 
Tongue LLP, Portland, filed the brief for amicus curiae 
Oregon Farm Bureau Federation. 

"' Judicial 1·eview from the Land Use Board of Appeals. 284 Or App 470, 391 
P3d 932 (2017). 
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Robert M. Wilsey, Assistant Attorney General, Salem, 
filed the brief for mnicus curiae State of Oregon. Also on 
the brief were Ellen F, Rosenblum, Attorney General, and 
Benjamin Gutman, Solicitor General. 

Before \¥alters, Chief Justice, and Balmer, Nakamoto, 
Duncan, Nelson, and Garrett, Justices.** 

NAKAMOTO, J. 

The decision of the Court of Appeals is affirmed in part 
and reversed in part. The final opinion and order of the 
Land Use Board of Appeals is affirmed in part and reversed 
in part, and the matter is remanded to the board for further 
proceedings. 

"''' Landau, J., reiired December 31, 2017, and did not participate in the deci
sion of this case. Kistler, J., l'etired December 31, 2018, and did not participate 
in the decision of this case. Flynn, J., did not participate in the consideration 01· 

decision of this case. 
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NAKAMOTO, J. 

Intervenor-respondent Riverbend Landfill Co. seeks 
to expand its solid waste landfill in Yamhill County on land 
zoned for exclusive farm use (EFU). To obtain site design 
review and a floodplain development permit for the expan
sion, Riverbend had to meet what is sometimes known as 
the farm impacts test, set out in ORS 215.296. Subsection 
(1) of that statute precludes approval of a proposed non
fann use when the use would "[f] orce a significant change" 
in accepted farm practices 01' "[sJignificantly increase the 
cost" of those practices on surrounding agricultural lands. 
Subsection (2) provides that a permit applicant may meet 
the farm impacts test through the local governrn.ent's impo
sition of conditions of approval. 

Respondent Yamhill County has determined for a 
second time that, v;rith conditions of approval, the landfill 
expansion will not create a significant change in accepted 
farm practices or significantly increase the cost of those 
practices on surrounding agricultural lands, thereby meet
ing the farm impacts test. But petitioners Stop the Dump 
Coalition, Willamette Valley Wineries Association, and 
Ramsey McPhillips and petitioner-intervenor Friends of 
Yamhill County (collectively, petitioners) contend that 
Riverbend's applications fail the farm impacts test, as it is 
conectly understood. In broad terms, the parties dispute 
what the farm impacts test measures and whether some 
of the conditions that the county imposed for approval are 
proper under ORS 215.296(2). 

On review, petitioners take issue with both the lat
est order of the Land Use Board of Appeals {LUBA) in Stop 
the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 74 Or LUBA 1 (2016) 
(SDC II), and the decision of the Court of Appeals upholding 
that order in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 284 
Or App 470, 485, 391 P3d 932 (2017) (SDC III). Petitioners 
challenge some of the county's conditions of approval, which 
LUBA and the Court of Appeals approved, and the Court 
of Appeals' articulation of how the county must evaluate 
impacts of the landfill expansion on farm practices and their 
costs. 
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This case requires us, for the first time, to interpret 
and apply the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296. Ultimately, 
we affirm in part and reverse in part the decision of the 
Court of Appeals and affirm in part, reverse in part, and 
remand the final opinion and order of the Land Use Boa1·d 
of Appeals. 

I. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. The County's Reapproval of the Landfill Expans1'.on 

Riverbend owns and operates the Riverbend land
fill sited on EFU-zoned land in Yamhill County. Stop the 
Dump Coalition u. Yamhill County, 72 Or LUBA 341, 346 
(2015) (SDC 1). The surrounding area contains EFU-zoned 
lands in various agricultural uses. Id. at 347. Because parts 
of its existing site are filling up, Riverbend sought to expand 
the landfill, including onto adjacent EFU-zoned land that it 
owns. Id. The expansion "would occupy land that qualifies 
as high-value farmland" and would "add 15 years of capacity 
to the landfill operation, which would otherwise reach full 
capacity in 2017." Id. 

A solid waste disposal facility is allowed as one of 
the 27 nonfarm uses that may be permitted on any EFU
zoned land, if approved by the local governing authority. See 
ORS 215.283(2)(k). Accordingly, Riverbend submitted appli
cations to the county for a site design reviev,r under Yamhill 
County Zoning Ordinance 1101 and a floodplain develop
ment permit under Zoning Ordinance 901. In approving 
Riverbend's permit applications in 2015, the county imposed 
numerous conditions of approval on Riverbend and deter
mined that, with Riverbend's adherence to those conditions, 
the farm impacts test was satisfied. 

The county's 2015 approval led participants in the 
proceedings to file an appeal to LUBA. In that first appeal, 
LUBA agreed with the challengers that the county had 
incorrectly determined that the landfill expansion complied 
with the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1). LUBA con
cluded that the county's approach to determining compli
ance was flawed, both as to some individual impacts on sur
rounding farms and as to whether the cumulative effect of 
individual impacts met the farm impacts test. LUBA noted 
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that the county had not articulated its understanding of 
"significant," and LUBA suggested that, based on the word's 
ordinary meaning, "significant" should be understood as a 
sizeable or important influence or effect. See SDC I, 72 Or 
LUBA at 359 n 12 (identifying a dictionary definition for the 
wo1·d "significant" as "having or likely to have influence or 
effect" and one for the antonym "insignificant" as "of little 
size or importance"). 

LUBA directed the county, on remand, to recon
sider evidence with respect to a variety of specific impacts, 
including (1) impacts of litter on the McPMllips farm, 
(2) impacts of nuisance birds on nea1·by farms, (3) impacts 
on pheasant-raising operations on the McPhillips farm, and 
(4) odor and visual impacts of the landfill expansion, includ
ing on farm stands and direct farm sales on nearby farms . 
Id. at 361-62, 367-76. In addition, LUBA directed the county 
to determine "whether Riverbend has demonstrated that 
the cumulative impacts of the proposed use will not force a 
significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, 
accepted farm practices on surrounding lands." Id. at 377. 

On remand, the county reopened the record and 
accepted additional evidence and arguments. SDC II, 74 Or 
LUBA at 6. Petitioners and their members have interests 
in nearby agricultural land and opposed the county's reap
proval of Riverbend's applications. Ramsey McPhillips, the 
individual petitioner, has a farm adjacent to and downwind 
of the landfill. Id. McPhillips has a hay operation and raises 
pheasants and other poultry on his farm. Id. at 6~7, 28. 

In 2016, the county commissioners again approved 
Riverbend's applications for site design review and a flood
plain development permit. Id. at 6. In support, the county 
issued new findings (including Findings 26-34, regarding 
litter on the McPhillips farm; 51-78, regarding nuisance 
birds; and 94-96 and 99-110, regarding landfill noise, 
odor, and visual impact) and modified findings in its 2015 
order (including Findings 136-41 pertaining to cumulative 
impacts). 

As before, the county's reapproval depended in part 
on imposing conditions of approval on Riverbend under ORS 
215.296(2). Two of those conditions related to the impact 
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of litter on the McPhillips farm, requiring Riverbend to 
install an additional litter fence and to provide or pay for 
litter patrols, consisting of Riverbend employees, McPhillips 
employees, or third parties (at McPhillips's election) walking 
the farm and picking up plastic bags and other trash during 
periods immediately before harvesting the hay field. SDC II, 
74 Or LUBA at 9, 11-15. In addition, two conditions related to 
nuisance birds generally: Riverbend would have to increase 
falconry activities during winter months and to contract 
with the United States Department of Agriculture "to pro
vide adaptive management bird control measures applicable 
to landfills." Id. at 20. The county imposed two additional 
conditions to address the impact of nuisance birds on the 
Frease farm (which has a large hazelnut orchard, a small 
cherry orchard, and a small berry operation), requiring 
"Riverbend [to] purchase the entire crop of cherries and ber
ries" from the farm, "at a market price that is adjusted each 
year." Id. at 23. Riverbend was also required to address the 
effects of the falconry program on the pheasant and poultry 
operation on the McPhillips farm by paying for the cost of 
netting to protect those birds from falcons. Id. at 28-29. The 
county determined that the conditions of approval would 
ameliorate significant individual impacts of the expansion 
of the landfill. 

The county also determined that the cumulative 
impacts of the expansion were not significant, because the 
farms that would experience multiple impacts represented 
"only 10 percent of the acreage in the [farm] study area" 
and ''only a "relatively small portion of the landscape." 74 
Or LUBA at 36 (quotation omitted). Relying on that broad
gauge view of cumulative impacts and without evaluating 
multiple impacts farm by farm, the county found that the 
proposed expansion will not force a significant change in 
accepted farm practices or significantly increase the cost of 
those practices on surrounding farm lands, after Riverbend 
satisfies conditions of approval. Id. at 36-37. 

B. Petitioners' Appeal of the County's Reapproval to LUBA 

In their appeal to LUBA of the county's reapproval 
of the expansion, all petitioners except Friends of Yamhill 
County (FYC) assigned error to the county's findings 
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concerning the effects of litter on haying and of nuisance 
birds on grass seed farming, two individual impacts on 
farm practices. Id. at 6. FYC argued that the county had 
incorrectly determined the facts concerning other individ
ual impacts on surrounding lands. Focusing on fruit and 
nut farms, pheasant and poultry operations, and livestock, 
FYC also raised the impacts of nuisance birds. Additionally, 
FYC argued that the sight of the landfill expansion would 
depress prices at vineyards and wineries and that the odor 
from the expansion \\'ould adversely affect direct farm sales 
and farm stands. FYC also challenged some of the condi
tions that the county had imposed on Riverbend. 

LUBA rejected petitioners' challenge, determining 
that the county reasonably had concluded that, with the 
conditions imposed on Riverbend, litter and nuisance birds 
due to the ]andfill expansion would not cause significant 
changes in accepted farm practices for haying and grass 
seed farming and in the costs of those practices. Id. at 15, 23, 
25. LUBA also rejected FYC's arguments concerning indi
vidual impacts on various grounds. Id. at 25-35. Ultimately, 
applying its understanding of "significant" as articulated in 
SDC I, LUBA affirmed the county's conclusion that, after 
Riverbend implemented the required conditions imposed by 
the county, each individual impact of the landfill expansion 
on surrounding properties-that is, each individual impact 
to an accepted farm practice or its cost at each farm or agri
cultural operation-would not be significant. 

But LUBA agreed with FYC that the county had 
employed an imprnper legal test to analyze the cumulative 
impacts of the landfill's expansion on the farms that experi
enced multiple, but less than significant, individual impacts. 
Id. at 35-37. LUBA observed that the county's approach to 
finding that those multiple impacts would not be cumula
tively significant was to consider whether the farms that 
would experience multiple impacts were a small proportion 
of the surrounding lands. Id. at 36. Based on the ordinary 
meaning of the statutory terms "significant" and "insignif
icant" in ORS 215.296(1) and on Von Lubken v. Hood River 
Coun~y, 118 Or App 246, 846 P2d 1178, rev den, 316 Or 529 
(1993), LUBA explained that the question is not whether "the 
multiple-impact farms are cumulatively a small proportion 
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of the surrounding farms, measured by acreage or any other 
measure." SDC 11, 74 Or LUBA at 5 n 3, 35-36. Rather, 
LUBA concluded, the county should have evaluated a dif
ferent question: "whether multiple insignificant impacts to 
each particular farm operation, considernd together, reach 
the threshold of significance for that particular farm[] oper
ation." Id. at 36. 

Thus, LUBA understood the farm impacts test to 
require a farm-by-farm analysis. Specifically, LUBA con
cluded that, to determine the signH'icance of changes in or 
costs of farm practices, the county must consider both the 
significance of an individual impact and the significance of 
cumulative impacts of the landfill expansion, as conditioned 
by the county, on a farm-by-farm basis. Id. 

LUBA also concluded that the county's factual find
ings regarding its cumulative impacts analysis were "inade
quate and not supported by substantial evidence." Id. at 35. 
Because the county had failed to consider whether, cumula
tively, individual impacts of the landfill expansion on each 
farm would amount to a signH'icant change in, or increased 
cost of, farm practices for that farm, LUBA remanded 
the matter to the county. LUBA instructed the county to 
determine whether "individual insignificant impacts, some 
of which may be additive and some which may not be, are 
cumulatively significant with respect to each farm that 
alleged multiple impacts to their farm practices." Id. at 37. 

C. The Court of Appeals Decision 

Both petitioners and respondents sought judicial 
revie,,1 of LUBA's order. The Court of Appeals construed 
both subsections of ORS 215.296 and affirmed LUBA's 
order. However, in construing ORS 215.296(1), the court for
mulated the farm impacts test differently than LUBA had, 
both as to individual impacts of the prnposed landfill expan
sion and as to cumulative impacts of the expansion. 

For a significant change or cost increase, the Court 
of Appeals focused on whether the impact of the landfill 
expansion "affects the preservation of agricultural land for 
productive use." SDC Ill, 284 Or App at 485 (footnote omit
ted). The court inferred from the legislative policy declared 
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in ORS 215.243(2) and the text of ORS 215.296(1) that a 
"significant change" in or a "significantly increased" cost of 
an accepted farm practice means "a change or cost increase 
that will significantly affect the preservation of productive 
agricultural land for, among other things, the purpose of 
obtaining a profit in money and providing food," Id. Thus, 
the court explained, a "significant" change "will significantly 
decrease the supply of agricultural land, the profitability of 
the farm, or the provision of food." Id. at 486. Ultimately, the 
court concluded that the changes to farm practices and costs 
in this case were not significant. Id. 

As for conditions of approval that the county had 
imposed, petitioners had two basic objections. First, they con
tended that, in some instances, the county's conditions were 
not "clear and objective[,]" as required by ORS 215.296(2). 
Second, petitioners contended that some conditions were 
improper as significant changes to accepted farm prac
tices in their own right, particularly the condition for litter 
patrols on the McPhillips farm, at Riverbend's expense, and 
the condition requiring Riverbend to pay for the entire crop 
of berries and cherries on the Frease farm, which would be 
rendered unmarketable by nuisance birds. 

As to petitioners' first contention, the Court of 
Appeals concluded that a clear and objective condition will 
"provide adequate guidance as to its performance and non
discretionai·y enforcement.'' Id. at 489. Applying that stan
dard, the court concluded that the county's conditions of 
approval relating to fencing to reduce windblown litter and 
management of nuisance birds were clear and objective. 
Id. at 489-90. As to petitioners' second concern, the Court 
of Appeals agreed that conditions of approval theoretically 
could constitute significant changes to accepted farm prac
tices, but it concluded that a litter patrol is not an accepted 
farm practice at all and, therefore, its imposition is not a 
change in an accepted farm practice. Id. at 482-83 . The 
court also rejected petitioners' argument concerning the 
conditions related to the Frease farm, because the key issue 
is "whether the effects of those changes are 'significant."' 
Id. at 486. Because paying the farmer for unmarketable pro
duce at the average retail rate preserved the profitability of 
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the Frease farm, the court reasoned, the conditions were not 
significant changes to accepted farm prnctices. Id. 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. Farmland Protection in Oregon's Land Use System 

We allowed petitioners' petition for review to address 
the requirements of the farm impacts test and whether the 
conditions that the county imposed in this case were statu
torily permitted. In addition to briefing from the parties, 
the court has received briefs on what the farm impacts 
test requires from amicus curiae State of Oregon, thrnugh 
its Department of Agriculture and Department of Land 
Conservation and Development (DLCD); amicus curiae 1000 
Friends of Oregon; and amicus curiae Oregon Farm Bureau 
Federation. 

All amici emphasize that this case raises questions 
that must be considered in light of the importance of farm
land protection in Oregon. In its brief, the state notes that, as 
of the beginning of 2017, Oregon had over 35,000 farms and 
ranches-96 percent family-owned-and that those farms 
and ranches accounted for $5 billion in sales and 10.9 per
cent of the state's total exports. And 1000 Friends of Oregon 
explains in its brief that its own 2013 report on agriculture 
in Oregon concludes that both urban and rural jobs depend 
on agriculture. It also states that changes for individual 
farms can have ripple effects: "[L]oss of productive capac
ity from individual farms and associated land converted to 
other uses translates into loss of demand for inputs, ser
vices, equipment, processing, and related activities." 

Agricultural lands are an important part of Oregon's 
statewide land use system. See generally Edward Sullivan 
& Ronald Eber, The Long and Winding Road: Farmland 
Protection in Oregon 1961-2009, 18 San Joaquin Agric L Rev 
1 (2009) (describing the history of Oregon's tax and land use 
policies to protect agricultural laud and farming). Before 
turning to the analysis of ORS 215.296, we provide a brief 
overview of farmland protection's place in the state's land 
use system. 

The legislature's primary statement of agricultural 
land use policy is contained in ORS 215.243, which has 
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remained unchanged since its enactment as part of Oregon's 
statewide land use planning system in 1973: 

"The Legislative Assembly finds and declares that: 

"(1) Open land used for agricultural use is an efficient 
means of conserving natural resources that constitute an 
important physical, social, aesthetic and economic asset to 
all of the people of this state, whether living in rural, urban 
or metropolitan areas of the state. 

"(2) The preservation of a maximum amount of the 
limited supply of agricultural land is necessary to the con
servation of the state's economic resources and the preser
vation of such land in large blocks is necessary in main
taining the agricultural economy of the state and for the 
assurance of adequate, healthful and nutritious food for the 
people of this state and nation. 

"(3) Expansion of urban development into rural areas 
is a matter of public concern because of the unnecessary 
increases in costs of community services, conflicts between 
farm and urban activities and the loss of open space and 
natural beauty around urban centers occurring as the 
result of such expansion. 

"(4) Exclusive farm use zoning as provided by law, sub
stantially limits alternatives to the use of rural land and, 
with the importance of rural lands to the public, justifies 
incentives and privileges offered to encourage owners of 
rural lands to hold such lands in exclusive fann use zones." 

Thus, the legislature has declared that preservation of agri
cultural land, particularly in large blocks, is an important 
statewide policy and that limitations on urban expansion 
into, and alternative uses of, agricultural and forest lands 
are necessary and a matter of statewide concern. The leg
islature's policy for dwellings on farm and forest lands, set 
out in another statute, similarly seeks to "[l]imit the future 
division of and the siting of dwellings upon the state's more 
productive resource land." ORS 215.700. 

Those policy statements are part of a detailed set of 
statutes concerning agricultural land use generally, includ
ing such matters as EFU zoning, soils assessments, rural 
land maps, dwellings on agricultural land, land divisions, 
and other uses permitted on agricultural land. See ORS 
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215.203 - 215.337; ORS 215.700 - 215.799. The farm impacts 
statute at issue is located within the agricultural lands 
statutes. 

The legislature dfrected the state's Land 
Conservation and Development Commission "to implement 
Oregon statutes by adopting land use planning goals that 
set out broad objectives for land use planning in Oregon." 
Wetherell v. Douglas County, 342 Or 666, 676, 160 P3d 614 
(2007) (quotation omitted); see also ORS 197.225 ("The 
Department of Land Conservation and Development shall 
prepare and the Land Conservation and Development. 
Commission sha11 adopt goals and guidelines for use by 
state agencies, local governments and special districts in 
preparing, adopting, amending and implementing existing 
and future comprehensive plans."). Goal 3 is devoted to agri
cultural lands in Oregon. 

Goal 3 first became effective on January 25, 1975. 
There have been several amended versions since, taking 
effect in 1983, 1988, 1993, and 1994. As amended, Goal 3 
provides in part: 

"To preserve and maintain agricultural lands. 

''Agricultural lands shall be preserved and maintained 
for farm use, consistent with existing and future needs 
for agricultural products, forest and open space and with 
the state's agricultural land use policy expressed in ORS 
215.243 and 215.700. 

"USES 

"Counties may authorize farm uses and those nonfarrn 
uses defined by commission rule that will not have signifi
cant adverse effects on accepted farm or forest practices. 

"IMPLEMENTATION 

"Zoning applied to agricultural land shall limit uses 
which can have significant adverse effects on agricultural 
and fOl'est land, fann and forest uses or accepted farming 
or forest practices. Counties shall establish minimum sizes 
for new lots or parcels in each agricultural land designa
tion. The minimum parcel size established for farm uses 
in farmland zones shall be consistent with applicable stat
utes.*** 
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"*** ** 
"GUIDELINES 

"* ** ** 
"B. IMPLEMENTATION 

"l. Non-farm uses permitted within farm use zones 
under ORS 215.213(2) and (3) and 215.283(2) and (3) 
should be minimized to allow for maximum agricultural 
productivity." 

Goal 3: Agricultural Lands, Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development, https://www.oregon.gov/ 
lcd/OP/Pages/Goal-3.aspx (last visited Feb 21, 2019). Thus, 
by its terms, Goal 3 both (1) promotes preservation of agri
cultural land for "farm use" and "maximum agricultural 
productivity" and (2) limits nonfarm uses of agricultural 
lands to those "that will not have significant adverse effects" 
on accepted farming or forest practices.1 

B. The Fann Impacts Test: ORS 215.296(1) 

In broad terms, the parties have two disparate 
views of how the farm impacts test ,vorks. Riverbend and 
the county defend the Court of Appeals decision. In their 
view, to determine the significance of changes or cost 
increases on a single farm or multiple farms caused by a 
proposed nonfarm use, the local government must take a 
global view and consider whether the changes rise to the 
level of causing certain large-scale effects in the surround
ing lands, especially a decrease in the supply of agricultural 
land. Petitioners, on the other hand, see the test operating 
in granular terms, farm by farm and farm practice by farm 
practice. They contend that the text of ORS 215.296 indi
cates that the farm impacts test requires (1) the applicant to 
properly identify the surrounding lands, the farms on those 
lands, the accepted farm practices on each farm, and the 
impacts of the proposed nonfann use on each farm practice; 
(2) the local government to determine whether the proposed 

1 DLCD also has promulgated administrative rules lo implement statutes 
concerning agricultural land and "lo preserve and maintain agricultural lands 
as defined by Goal 3 for farm use!.]" OAR 660-033-0010; see ge11eml(>' OAR 
ch 660, div 33 (regarding agricultural land). 
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nonfarm use will force a "significant" change to, or cost 
increase in, an accepted farm practice, as that term is ordi
narily used; and (3) ifthere is a significant change, the local 
government to determine whether the applicant has demon
strated that, with conditions of approval imposed pursuant 
to subsection (2) of the statute, the nonfarrn use meets the 
test. As we will explain, we agree \'Vith petitioners that the 
legislature intended the farm impacts test to apply on a 
farm-by-farm and farm practice-by-farm practice basis and 
intended to use the ordinary meaning of "significant" and 
"significantly" in ORS 215.296(1), not a specialized mean
ing tied to the supply of agricultural land, supply of food, or 
farm profitability. 

l. Significance of an individual impact 

\Ve begin with how a local government must deter
mine whether an individual impact on an accepted farm 
practice or its cost is significant under ORS 215.296(1). On 
review, petitioners contend that the Court of Appeals drmv 
an erroneous conclusion about what the legislature intended 
in ORS 215.296(1) by "significant" changes. See SDC III, 
284 Or App at 486 (A "significant'' change "will significantly 
decrease the supply of agricultural land, the profitability of 
the farm, or the provision of food."). In their view, LUBA's 
construction of ORS 215.296(1), with its focus on the ordi
nary meaning of "significant" changes to farm practices or 
their costs on a farm-by-farm basis, was correct. 

Riverbend and the county primarily respond that, 
although petitioners are urging that the case presents a legal 
question about the meaning of the term "significant," this 
case turns on the sufficiency of facts in the record instead. 
That is because they view the significance of changes to 
farm practices or of cost increases as a fact question for the 
county. Thus, Riverbend and the county argue, when a local 
government determines that an applicant has satisfied the 
farm impacts test, LUBA must defer to the local govern~ 
ment's decision whenever the record would permit that find
ing. They also argue that the Court of Appeals was correct 
about what constitutes a significant change or cost increase 
and that the county properly applied that standard. 
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As a preliminary matter, we disagree that the 
issue on review is, at its core, a fact question. Although the 
question whether a proposed nonfarm use meets the farm 
impacts test ultimately depends in part on the facts, that 
question also depends on whether the local government 
applies the correct test supplied by ORS 215.296(1). And 
how a "significant" change or cost increase in farm or forest 
practices is determined is a question oflaw. That question
and the nature of such a legal standard-requires us to con
strue ORS 215.296(1). 

We begin that task by examining the text and con
text of ORS 215.296(1), with the goal of determining legis
lative intent. State u. Gaines, 346 Or 160, 171, 206 P3d 1042 
(2009). That statute, enacted in 1989, Oregon Laws 1989, 
chapter 861, section 6, provides: 

"A use allowed under ORS 215.213(2) or (11) [uses 
permitted in EFU zones in marginal lands counties] or 
215.283(2) or (4) [uses permitted in EFU zones in nonmar
ginal lands counties] may be approved only where the local 
governing body or its designee finds that the use will not: 

"(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or 
forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or 
forest use; or 

"(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or 
forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or 
forest use." 

ORS 215.296(1). 

Some of the terms used in ORS 215.296(1) are statu
torily defined. An "accepted farming practice" is defined in 
ORS 215.203(2)(c) as a "mode of operation" that is "neces
sary for the operation of such farms to obtain a profit in 
money" and that is "utilized in conjunction with farm use." 
"Farm use" is also defined, and it is undisputed that sur
rounding lands are devoted to farm use.2 

• Pursuant to ORS 215.203(2)(a), "farm use" means 

"the cun-ent employment of land for Lhe primary purpose of obtaining a prnfil 
in money by raising, harvesting antl selling crops or the feeding, breeding, 
management and sale of, or the produce of, livestock, poultry, fur-bearing ani
mals or honeybees 01· for dairying and the sale of dairy products or any other 
agricultural 01· horticulh1ral use or animal husbandry or any combination 
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But ORS 215.296(1) also contains key undefined 
phrases: specifically, when the nonfann use will "[f]orce a 
significant change" in accepted farm or forest practices "on 
surrounding lands" or when it will "[s]ignificantly increase 
the cost" of those accepted farm or forest practices. In large 
part, the dispute boils down to what the legislature intended 
by using those phrases and whether "significant" and "sig
nificantly" were intended to have their ordinary meaning or 
another, specialized meaning. 

We start with the ordinary meaning of "signif~ 
icant" and "significantly." As petitioners note, the court 
regularly presumes that the legislature intended to give 
undefined words in a statute their ordinary meanings. See, 
e.g., Hodges v. Oak Tree Realtors, Inc., 363 Or 601, 608, 426 
P3d 82 (2018). Dictionary definitions help to articulate the 
ordinary meanings of the adjective "significant" and the 
adverb "significantly." We agree with LUBA-and amfrus 
the state-that the following definition of "significant" from 
Webster:<; Third New International Dictionary is most apt: 
"3 a : having or likely to have influence or effect : deserving 
to be considered : IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE[.]" 
Webster's at 2116 (unabridged ed 2002). 

As used in ORS 215.296(1) to modi:(y a "change in 
accepted farm or forest practices on surrounding lands," 
the ordinary meaning of "significant" indicates that the 
change has, or is likely to have, an important influence or 
effect on the farm or forest practices "on surrounding lands." 
Similarly, the ordinary meaning of "significantly" with 
respect to an increase in the cost of accepted farm or forest 
practices appears to mean to increase the cost in a signifi
cant manner, that is, in an influential and important way. 
See Webster's at 2116 (defining "significantly" as "in a signif
icant manner***: to a significant degree"). 

thereof. 'Farm use' includes I.he preparation, storage and disposal by mar
keting or otherwise of the products or by-prodmts raised on such land for 
human or animal use. 'Farm use' also includes the current employment of 
land for the primary puqJosc of obtaining a profit in money by stabling or 
training equines***. 'Fan11 use' also includes the propagation, cull.ivation, 
maintenance and harvesting of aquatic, bird and animal species lhat are 
under the jurisdiction of the Slate Fish and Wildlife Commission*~*- 'Farm 
use' includes lhe on-site construction and maintenance of equipment and 
facilities used f01' the activities described int.his subsection." 
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Petitioners further argue that the phrase "fann or 
forest practices on surrounding lands" refers to each individ
ual farm or forest practice on all surrounding lands; there
fore, the significance of changes is considered as to each 
farm or forest practice. LUBA accepted that reading of ORS 
215.296(1). See SDC I, 72 Or LUBA at 359 n 12 (-whether a 
change or cost increase in farm practices is significant is 
determined on an individual basis and not by reference to a 
group of farm practices on surrounding lands). Petitioners 
also note that nowhere in ORS 215.296(1) does the text refer 
to the supply of agricultural land or the provision of food, 
factors that the Court of Appeals used to determine the 
significance of changes to farm practices and to the cost of 
those practices, 

In urging us to conclude that the legislature instead 
intended a "significant" change or cost increase to have a 
specific impact, namely, one that results in a reduction in 
agricultural land in the surrounding area, Riverbend and 
the county primarily rely on context, but they partly ground 
their argument in the text of ORS 215.296(1). Their tex
tual argument focuses on the prepositional phrase "change 
* * * on surrounding lands." As Riverbend and the county 
understand it, that phrase requires a local government to 
view the significance of a change to a farm or forest prac
tice by looking to its effect on surrounding lands. According 
to Riverbend and the county, a change is not "significant" 
under ORS 215.296(1) if the nonfarm use does not affect the 
supply of agricultural land in the surrounding area, even 
if the nonfarm use may force a change to an accepted farm 
practice that matters to a farmer. Although petitioners' 
reading of the statute is more consistent with om· typical 
approach of relying on the ordinary meaning of undefined 
terms in a statute, Riverbend and the county's reading of 
the text is at least a possible one. 

We next examine the context of ORS 215.296(1) to 
help us construe those disputed phrases. As noted earlier, 
the legislature has adopted a statutory agricultural land 
use policy set out in ORS 215.243. Context includes related 
statutory policy provisions. See TriMet v. Amalganiated 
Transit Union Local 757, 362 Or 484, 497, 412 P3d 162 (2018) 
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(revie,ving as context overarching policy of public meetings 
law). Because state and local land use laws must be consis
tent with the statewide land use goals, Goal 3 is also rele
vant context. See, e.g., Wetherell, 342 Or at 681 (referring to 
Goal 3 in analyzing whether an agricultm·al land use stat
ute permitted or required a local government to consider 
profitability to determine when agricultural land is suitable 
for farm use). 

The Court of Appeals considered two statutory 
provisions in its contextual analysis. First, it appears that 
the Court of Appeals relied on the legislature's concern for 
preservation of"a maximum amount of the limited supply of 
agricultural land" as stated in ORS 215.243(2) to conclude 
that the legislature intended "significant" changes in farm 
practices or their costs to be those that result in a reduction 
in the amount of agricultural land in the area. See SDC Ill, 
284 Or App at 484-85 (citing subsection (2) of the statutory 
policy and concluding that whether a change is significant 
"is determined by whether the change affects the preser
vation of ag1·icultural land for productive use") (footnote 
omitted). Whether or not the Court of Appeals intended it, 
its decision suggests that a "significant" change means one 
that will result in an impending reduction in the supply of 
agricultural land, and the parties understand the decision 
that way. The Court of Appeals also relied on the defini
tion of "accepted farming practice" in ORS 215.203(2)(c)
especially the phrase "obtain a profit in money"-to con
clude that the legislature intended the farm irnpacts test to 
preserve agricultural land for "the purpose of obtaining a 
profit in money." SDC Ill, 284 Or App at 485. We discuss the 
contextual significance of each of those statutes in turn and 
conclude that the Court of Appeals erred in the conclusions 
that it drew from them. 

Although ORS 215.243(2) provides helpful context, 
other provisions of the statutory policy statement support a 
different understanding of the farm impacts test that does 
not depend on impending changes in the supply of agricul
tural land or a focus on the profits of the farm in question. 
Subsection (1) of ORS 216.243 provides that "lo]pen land 
used for agricultural use is an efficient means of conserving 
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natural resources that constitute an important physical, 
social, aesthetic and economic asset" for all Oregonians. 
And subsection (2), in addition to referring to preservation 
of a "maximum amount" of agricultural land, refern to the 
necessity of preserving "such land in large blocks" to main
tain "the agricultural economy of the state" and to assure 
"adequate, healthful and nutritious food for the people of 
this state and nation.'' Subsection (3) of the statute describes 
the detriment of encroaching urban development into rural 
areas, and subsection (4) describes the desired effect of EFU 
zoning-it "substantially limits alternatives to the use of 
rural land"-and justifies incentives for owners to retain 
rural lands in EFU zones. Together, those provisions sug
gest that the legislature's agricultural land use policy is a 
long-term one centered on preserving agricultural lands in 
large blocks for working farm and forest operations through 
limitations on nonfarm uses and development and through 
incentives for retention ofrural lands in EFU zones; nothing 
suggests that profitability of specific farms is a focus of the 
policy. Subsection (2) is consistent with that understanding 
of the legislature's overarching agricultural land use policy. 

Goal 3 reinforces that view of the legislative pol
icy. When the legislature added the farm impacts test in 
1989, the 1988 version of Goal 3 was in effect. The goal has 
remained unchanged since 1975: "To preserve and main
tain agricultural lands." Just as currently provided, Goal 
3 in 1988 concerned maintenance and preservation of agri
cultural lands "for farm use, consistent with existing and 
future needs for agricultural products, forest and open 
space." Goal 3 (1988) also provided that agricultural lands 
"shall be inventoried and preserved by adopting exclusive 
farm use zones pursuant to ORS chapter 215." Under the 
headings "GUIDELINES" and "IMPLEMENTATION," 
Goal 3 instructed in 1988 (and still does): 

"Non-farm uses permitted within farm use zones under 
ORS 215.213(2) and (3) and 215.283(2) and (3) should be 
minimized to allow for maximum agricultural productivity." 

The emphasis in Goal 3 (1988) was not on a gross supply of 
agricultural land per se, but rather on preservation of large 
areas of productive, working agricultural land. 
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And perhaps the most noteworthy contextual con
sideration for our construction of ORS 215.296(1) in this 
case is "the statutory framework within which the law \Vas 
enacted." State v. Ofodrinwa, 353 Or 507, 512, 300 P3d 154 
(2013) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). As 
petitioners and am.z'.cus the state point out, the "significant 
change" wording in question in ORS 215.296(1) is substan
tially the same standard that the legislature had adopted 
six years earlier and codified in ORS 215.213(3)(a) as part 
of the test for allowable nonfarm dwellings on EFU land. Or 
Laws 1983, ch 826 § 6. That statute provided (and in mate
rial part still provides): 

"A single-family residential dwelling not provided ju 

conjunction ,vith farm use may be established on a lot or 
parcel [with certain described soils, or marginal lands]. A 
proposed dwelling is subject to approval of the governing 
body * * * in any ai·ea zoned for exclusive farm use upon 
written findings showing all of the following: 

"(a) The dwelling or activities associated with the dwell
ing will not force a significant change in or significant(}• 
increase the cost of accepted farming practices on nea.rby 
lands devoted to farm use." 

(Emphasis added.) Thus, when the 1989 Legislative 
Assembly enacted the ORS 215.296(1) farm impacts test, 
the same "significant change" standard already existed in 
ORS 215.213(3)(a). See ORS 215.213 (1987). 

The legislative history of the 1983 amendment of 
ORS 215.213(3) sheds light on what the "significant change" 
standard means. First, the 1983 Legislative Assembly 
unmistakably chose "significant" rather than "major" as a 
lower threshold of interference with farm practices in the 
area that a local government must apply when considering 
whether to approve a nonfarm dwelling on EFU-zoned land. 
In 1981, the Joint Legislative Committee on Land Use estab
lished an EFU Task Force to recommend changes to improve 
the quality of EFU zone decision-making, and in November 
1982, the Task Force submitted its report and recommen
dations to the joint committee. Sullivan & Eber, The Long 
and Winding Road at 27. The EFU Task Force proposed an 
amendment of ORS 215.213(3) that was incorporated into 
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Senate Bill (SB) 237 (1983) and adopted by the Senate. That 
Senate-approved version of the amendment had used the 
terms "major change" and "measurably increase": 

"(a) The dwelling or activities associated with the 
dwelling will not force a major change in or measurably 
increase the cost of accepted farming practices on nearby 
lands devoted to farm use," 

But when SB 237 went before the House Committee 
on Environment and Energy, the House Committee dis
cussed that terminology and decided that it should be 
changed. Minutes, House Committee on Environment and 
Energy, SB 237, July 7, 1983, 7-9. Committee members 
discussed the terms "major" and "measurably" as "interfer
ence criteria" with farming and ranching. Tape Recording, 
House Committee on Environment and Energy, SB 237, 
July 7, 1983, Tape 282, Side B. Richard Benner, the 1000 
Friends of Oregon representative, explained that the inter
ference criteria in the bill focused on what farmers were con
cerned about: changes in practices and increases in costs. 
The bill reduced the factors to only those two, he explained, 
to simp]i(y and to increase the usability of the test, He added 
that the intent of the two descriptors was twofold: the cost 
increase must be measurable and the change must be major. 
Id. Concerns were raised about whether farmers would be 
adequately protected by a test based on whether the pro
posed nonfarm dwelling on marginal lands "will not force a 
major change in or measurably increase the cost of accepted 
farming practices on nearby lands devoted to farm use." Id. 

Representatives Verner Anderson and Liz VanLeeuwen 
both advocated for changing the term "major" to "signifi
cant," which Representative Anderson noted "is less oner
ous than niaJor." Tape Recording, House Committee on 
Environment and Energy, SB 237, July 7, 1983, Tape 283, 
Side A (emphasis added). Ultimately, after discussing prob
lems with the term "measurably increase," the commit
tee voted to delete "major" and "measurably increase" and 
instead to adopt "significant" as the interference standard 
for changes in farming practices and in the costs of those 
practices. Minutes, House Committee on Environment and 
Energy, SB 237, July 7, 1983, 9, That part of the legislative 
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history of SB 237 suggests that the legislature selected an 
interference standard for nonfarm dwellings that was sen
sitive to the effect of the proposed dwelling on particular 
farming practices on surrounding farms. 

The legislative history of SB 237 also suggests that 
the interference standard in ORS 215.213(3) for a proposed 
nonfarm dwelling on EFU-zoned land vvas directed at par
ticular farms and farming practices, not impending effects 
on the overall supply of agricultural land. At numerous 
points in the July 7 hearing before the House Committee 
on Environment and Energy, legislators focused on how the 
standard would be applied by a local government to specific 
examples of interference with specific farm practices on a 
nearby farm. 

For example, Representative VanLeeuwen asked 
whether the following hypothetical situation would result in 
an increased cost under the standard that the Senate had 
adopted: "I have to set up my irrigation lines in a different 
pattern because of that [nonfarm dwelling] coming in." Tape 
Recording, House Committee on Environment and Energy, 
SB 237, July 7, 1983, Tape 283, Side A. Representative Tom 
Throop responded, ''If it's quantifiable under the 'measur
ably increase' test. If it's judged under the 'major change,' 
then the county is going to have to look at what the farmer 
can tell them that means in terms ofloss and decide whether 
or not it's major." Id. 

Shortly thereafter, Representative Fred Parkinson 
asked an Agriculture for Oregon representative, Hector 
lVIacPherson, whether in MacPherson's opinion, there would 
be a time when "a significant change would not translate 
into dollars." Id. MacPherson responded, "I think any signif
icant change probably would translate into dollars," but he 
tempered his conclusion by noting that people can disagree 
about "how significant" a change is: "Is it a little bit of thing? 
Is it the farmer's dogs coming over to hassle my sheep, in 
which [case] I've got to do something? Is that the signifi
cant one, or isn't it?" Id. Lois Kenagy, also of Agriculture 
for Oregon, then advocated for the "significant" standard of 
interference, using as an example a one-person farm opera
tor dealing with nonfarm dwellings nearby: 
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"And the major change can be the time on that farmer. And 
it's-it's a cost, but it's not a cost that I would guess the 
courts would recognize in tc1·ms of his hours. I mean, what 
kind of value do I put on my time, or my husband's time, 
when many times he's working for nothing as the year-end 
finances work out? 

"But when I think of the time that's required to commu
nicate with the neighbors, and to work out problems with all 
the surrounding rural rcsid011tial things, that requires
it's a major change when we'1·e working on a farm process 
surrounded by houses * * *. That is a major change. But it 
does not measurably increase in terms of the dollar outlay. 

"And from our own situation, from my own experience 
and wm·king in both suburban and the areas outside urban 
growth boundaries in both Corvallis and Albany, I think 
having both-having a significant change in the accepted 
farming practices or some kind of increase in the cost of 
accepted farming practices-I think both of those gives a 
better protection for agriculture * * * ." 

Id. Thus, ,vitnesses before the committee as well as the leg
islators had in mind a test that focused on the impacts that 
a nonfarm dwelling would have on particular nearby farm
ers and farm practices. The 1989 Legislative Assembly's 
choice of an almost-identical interference standard for the 
farm impacts test that applies to proposed nonfarm uses in 
EFU zones suggests that it intended the standards to be the 
saine. 

Thus, we disagree with the Court of Appeals that 
ORS 215.243(2) must lead to the conclusion that the legisla
ture intended the farm impacts test to focus on impending 
changes to the gross supply of agricultural land. We ag1·ee 
that the legislature was concerned about the supply of agri
cultural land, but we conclude that the legislature intended 
the farm impacts test to focus on forced changes in fanning 
and forest practices and the costs of those practices, as ref er
enced in ORS 215.296(1). That reading of the farm impacts 
test is consistent with the statutory text, and the context 
that we have discussed indicates that the focus on adverse 
changes to operations on the affected farms was key. By 
adopting the farm impacts test, the legislature was not 
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content to disallow nonfarm uses only if there were impend
ing reductions in the resulting supply of agricultural land. 
Instead, it appears that the legislature understood that 
adverse changes in farm practices or the costs of those p1·ac
ti ces could well lead to later reductions in the supply of oper
ating, productive agricultural land over time, as it becomes 
more onerous for owners to continue their agricultural use 
of EFU land due to nearby nonfarm uses. 

As for the Court of Appeals' reliance on the part of 
the definition of "accepted farming practice" in ORS 215.203 
{2)(c) relating to a profit, we do not share the court's conclu
sion that the legislature intended to focus the farm impacts 
test on preserving agricultural land to make a profit. If that 
were the legislature's purpose, the text that the legislature 
used to convey that purpose in ORS 215.296(1) would be, at 
best, obscure. The Court of Appeals' view is also inconsis
tent with the legislature's overarching concern with protect
ing Oregon's limited supply of productive agricultural land, 
a long-term legislative policy that this court has previously 
recognized. 

In Cra.uen u. Ja.cl,son County, 308 Or 281, 287, 779 
P2d 1011 (1989), this court rejected a construction of ORS 
215.203(2)(a) (defining "farm use" in part as "the current 
employment of land for the primary purpose of obtaining 
a profit in money by raising, harvesting and selling crops 
or the feeding, breeding, management and sale of, 01· the 
produce of," various animals and animal and agricultural 
products) that would have given "decisive weight to the idea 
of commercial enterprise and the statutory language 'for the 
prima1·y purpose of obtaining a profit in money."' The court 
concluded that giving decisive weight to profitability would 
lead to ostensible farm uses that would be premised on the 
sale of agricultural products for a profit, possibly even in the 
form of "a shopping mall or supermarket," but that would 
ultimately subvert "[t]he goal of preserving land in produc
tive agriculture." Id. at 288. See also Sullivan & Eber, The 
Long and Winding Road at 20 (explaining that the "underly
ing assumption" of the agricultural land use system is, "long 
term resource decisions should not be based on short-term 
economics"). 
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Furthermore, we reject the Court of Appeals' 
holding to the extent that it suggests that the test is met 
when there is no increased cost, or reduced profitability, to 
a particular farm, even when the farmer has been forced 
to change accepted farm practices. See, e.g., SDC III, 284 
Or App at 493 (stating that the issue "is not whether the 
effects of nuisance birds are significant, but rather whether 
those effects will force a change in farm practices that sig
nificantly inhibits the use of agricultural land for profit"). 
As noted earlier, ORS 215.296(1) plainly states that an 
applicant must establish that neither significant changes 
to accepted farm practices nor significantly increased costs 
will occur due to the nonfarm use. 

Our review of the 1989 legislative history concern
ing the enactment of the farm impacts test does not change 
our reading of the text in context. The farm impacts test 
in ORS 215.296 ,vas enacted in 1989, through House Bill 
(HB) 2682. Or Laws 1989, ch 861, § 6. The legislative his
tory of ORS 215.296 does not reflect any recorded discussion 
of the terms "significant change" or "significantly increase 
the cost." 

The farm impacts test standards were added in the 
A-9 amendments to HB 2682, after the bill had reached the 
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources. 
Minutes, Senate Committee on Agriculture and Natural 
Resources, HB 2682, June 16, 1989, 3. A staff person 
explained that the A-9 amendments "include a lot of things, 
that Christmas tree type bill," and that it was the prod
uct of days of discussion by a work group. Tape Recording, 
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
HB 2682, June 16, 1989, Tape 186, Side A (statement of 
research associate Holly Duncan). The hearing minutes 
summarize the testimony of Neil Kagan of 1000 Friends of 
Oregon: "The A-9 amendments add standards for approval 
of conditional uses in general." Minutes, Senate Committee 
on Agriculture and Natural Resources, HB 2682, June 16, 
1989, 3. At the committee hearing, Kagan also provided tes
timony that "the amendments in A-9 establish an enforce
ment mechanism to ensure that a conditional use permittee 
abides by the conditions that are imposed on the use" and 
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that, through the amendments, "all conditional uses 1nay 
only be approved if there's a showing that they will not force 
a significant change." Tape Recording, Senate Committee 
on Agriculture and Natural Resources, HB 2682, June 16, 
1989, Tape 186, Side A. After other witnesses had testified in 
support, at the end of the half-hour hearing, the bill with the 
A-9 amendments was moved to the floor with a "do pass" rec
ommendation. Minutes, Senate Committee on Agriculture 
and Natural Resources, HB 2682, June 16, 1989, 2, 5. Thus, 
the minutes and recordings rnlating to HB 2682 shed no 
additional light on the interference standards used in the 
farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1). 

Our conclusion that the legislature intended the 
farm impacts test to prevent adverse changes in accepted 
farm practices or their costs that are "significant," as that 
word is ordinarily understood, aligns with an earlier Court 
of Appeals decision construing ORS 215.296(1) that LUBA 
relied on in this case; Von Lu.Men v. Hood River County, 118 
Or App 246, 846 P2d 432 (1993). In Von Lubl?en, the court 
concluded that the farm impacts test provides substantive 
protection for agricultural uses of land-not immediate 
impacts on the supply of land-and that "significant" had its 
ordina1·y meaning, which cabined the extent of the protec
tion offered by the farm impacts test. Id. at 250-51. Rather 
than addressing the amount of available land for agricul
tm·e, the court explained, "{tJhe substance of the statute 
addresses the concern * * * that agricultural uses not be dis
placed by or subjected to interference from non-farm uses." 
Id. at 250 (emphasis in original). 

Having decided the interference standard that the 
legislature intended in ORS 215.296(1), we briefly address 
how that standard is applied to any single accepted farm 
practice, a matter on which the parties agree. Although 
applying its understanding of what it means for a change or 
cost increase to be "significant," the Court of Appeals applied 
the test of significance to each change or cost increase on 
each affected farm. See SDC III, 284 Or App at 485-86 
(applying the significance test to the specific practices on 
the McPhillips and Frease farms, including consideration of 
the conditions of approval). LUBA did so as well, and that is 
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how the parties litigated the case. We agree that the legisla
ture intended the "significant change" in a farm practice or 
"significantly increased cost" of a farm practice standard to 
apply practice by practice and farm by farm, as the text and 
context of the farm impacts test suggest. 

To summarize, when the parties dispute whether 
a nonfarm use will force a significant change to a particu
lar accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost 
of that practice, the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) 
requires an applicant to prove that the proposed nonfarrn 
use (1) will not force a significant change in the accepted 
farm practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost 
of that practice. A "significant" change or increase in cost is 
one that will have an important influence or effect on the 
farm. For each relevant accepted farm practice, if the appli
cant cannot prove both of those elements without conditions 
of approval, the local government must consider whether, 
with conditions of approval, the applicant will meet the farm 
impacts test. 

2. Cumulative impacts 

We now turn to how the farm impacts test applies 
to cumulative impacts. As noted earlier, both LUBA and the 
Court of Appeals have required local governments to apply 
the farm impacts test to each particular change or cost 
increase in accepted farm practices and then to changes or 
cost increases considered in the aggregate. On review, no 
party disputes that requirement. Rather, the parties dis
pute how the local government determines the significance 
of cumulative impacts caused by proposed nonfarm uses 
that, viewed discretely, are not significant. 

LUBA concluded that Von Lubhen. did not specify the 
scope of the inquiry and that, because no pa1·ty had argued 
that the required analysis involved review of "the cumula
tive impact of the same type of individual impact (e.g. nui
sance birds) spread across multiple farms (e.g. McPhillips, 
Frease, and others)[,}" LUBA would limit its cumulative 
impacts analysis in this case "to the cumulative effect of dif
ferent kinds of individual impacts on each separate farm, 
not the cumulative effect of the same kind of impacts on 
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multiple farms considered together." SDC II, 74 Or LUBA 
at 35 n 24. LUBA concluded that the county on remand had 
misconstrued the applicable cumulative effects analysis. 
Id. at 35. 

The Court of Appeals rejected petitioners' argument 
that the analysis required the county to consider the signif• 
icance of impacts across all the farms on surrounding lands 
and affirmed the farm-by-farm cumulative effects analysis 
that LUBA required in this case. 284 Or App at 495-96. The 
court reasoned that a nonfarm use that "does not signifi
cantly displace or interfere with accepted farm practices at a 
particular farm in the surrounding lands does not displace 
or interfere with accepted farm practices in the surround· 
ing lands at all. The whole is equal to the sum of its parts." 
Id. at 496. The court also agreed with LUBA that the county's 
findings and analysis were conclusory and deficient. Id. 

On review, the parties maintain their positions. 
Petitioners and amicu.s Oregon Farm Bureau Federation 
argue that the cumulative impacts inquiry requires the 
local government to evaluate "cumulative impacts across 
all impacted landowners" or "across all surrounding lands." 
Riverbend and the county argue that the county conducted 
the proper evaluation of cumulative impacts by looking "at 
all impacts together where multiple impacts exist." 

In view of how the case was litigated before LUBA, 
we affirm the remand to the county to decide whethe1· 
cumulative impacts on each farm are significant. See ORS 
197.763(1) (''An issue which may be the basis for an appeal 
to the Land Use Board of Appeals shall be raised not later 
than the close of the record at or following the final eviden
tiary hearing on the proposal before the local government. 
Such issues shall be raised and accompanied by statements 
or evidence sufficient to afford the governing body, plan· 
ning commission, hearings body or hearings officer, and 
the pm·ties an adequate opportunity to respond to each 
issue."); ORS 197.835(3) (issues before LUBA "shall be lim
ited to those raised by any participant before the local hear
ings body"). Our decision does not foreclose another party 
in another case from arguing that the cumulative impacts 
test requires also considering more than the aggregate 
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of multiple less-than-significant impacts on each farm. 
However, we raise the question whether petitioners' posi
tion on the cumulative impacts analysis runs counter to the 
farm-focused test for individual changes to accepted farm 
practices or increases in costs of those practices. 

B. Conditions of Approval Permitted by ORS 215.296(2) 

The last area of dispute concerns the county's con
ditions of approval. Both LUBA and the Court of Appeals 
approved the county's conditions of approval concerning 
accepted farm practices on the McPhillips and the Frease 
farms. Petitioners on 1·eview continue to challenge the pro
priety of conditions related to those two farms under ORS 
215.296(2). 

Subsection (2) of ORS 215.296 provides that an 
applicant may rely on conditions of approval to meet the 
farm impacts test: 

"An applicant for a use * * * may demonstrate that the 
standards for approval set forth in subsection (1) of this sec
tion will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions. 
Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective." 

Other than the command that "[a]ny conditions so imposed 
shall be clear and objective[,]" the text of ORS 215.296(2) 
does not meaningfully inform the nature of the condi
tions that may be imposed to satisfy the standards in ORS 
215.296(1). 

On review, petitioners do not argue that the county's 
conditions failed the "clear and objective" standard. But they 
maintain their objections to the condition of approval for lit
ter patrols on the McPhillips farm and the condition requir
ing Riverbend to pay for the entire crop of berries and cher
ries on the Frease farm on the ground that those conditions 
improperly impose on those farmers significant changes to 
accepted farm practices. McPhillips, petitioners argue, ,vill 
no,v have people vvalking his fields to pick up trash before 
haying. Consistently with LUBA's conclusion but contrarily 
to the Court of Appeals' determination, petitioners insist 
that, regardless of who pays for the litter patrol, that con
dition is a significant change in accepted farm practices. 
And for Frease, she had to stop a small "U-pick" cherry and 
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berry harvest on her hazelnut farm due to nuisance birds. 
Petitioners argue that marketing fruit to the public is an 
accepted farm practice, as LUBA and the Court of Appeals 
concluded, but having Riverbend pay Frease for unmarket
able fruit is not and affects the preservation of productive 
agricultural land. They contend that the Court of Appeals 
incorrectly concluded that McPhillips experienced only an 
inconsequential cost increase, because litter patrols are not 
accepted farm practices and do not change such practices. 
See SDC Ill, 284 Or App at 483. They also argue that, taken 
to its logical conclusion, the Court of Appeals' approval of 
payments to a farmer who is unable to farm some crops 
would lead to the ability of a nonfarm use to pay for a farm. 

Am.£cus the state agrees that the condition under 
ORS 215.296(2) requiring Riverbend to pay a subsidy for 
Frease's lost fruit crop does not adequately address that 
important effect on her land, namely, the reduction of her 
orchard's agricultural production. In the state's view, "con
ditions imposed under ORS 215.296(2) should be measured 
by how the conditions prevent the loss of agricultural land. 
Sometimes that measure may be met by a cash payment, 
but more often it will be met only by concrete alterations to 
the nonfarm use that render it compatible ·with the farm or 
forest practices on the surrounding lands." 

We agree with petitioners' and the state's argu
ments concerning the Frease condition of approval. For two 
reasons, the Court of Appeals has adopted a test for condi
tions under ORS 215.296(2) that erroneously focuses on the 
profitability of the existing farm practices on the surround
ing lands. 

First, the context of ORS 215.296(2), which includes 
the increased cost interference standard used in ORS 
215.213(3)(a), suggests that the legislature did not intend to 
have local governments force farmers to engage in a negoti
ation with a nonfarm use to obtain payment for the impacts 
to their operation. In 1983, House committee members con
sidering the standards for approval of nonfarm dwellings on 
EFU lands discussed the possibility of applicants for non
farm dwellings compensating farmers for increases in the 
cost of farming, whether by agreement or through litigation. 
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Tape Recording, House Committee on Environment and 
Energy, SB 237, July 7, 1983, Tapes 282 Side Band 283 Side 
A. Representative VanLeeuwen stated: 

"An unmeasurable cost that really gets into this situation 
is the activity associated with the dwelling if that person 
has a big dog, or even a little dog, and then they run out 
through your field a number of times, you can't really mea
sure that cost, but you know there was a cost in shattered 
seed." 

Id., Tape 283, Side A. Representative Throop explained that 
the standard should avoid having farmers dealing with com
pensation from neighbors : 

"We shouldn't be setting up a situation where we're going to 
be requiring that farmers get into compensation with their 
neighbors and the like. The idea behind the criteria that 
is included in this draft is to prevent those situations from 
occurring in the first place. And I thought that was our 
objective in trying to redefine the criteria for the EFU zone. 
Ifit was going to have an impact on that farming practice, 
then that nonfarm dwelling wouldn't be allowed." 

Id. Second, a test for conditions that permits a payment to 
the farmer and approval of the nonfarm use, even when 
the nonfarm use will result in the inability of the farmer to 
engage in an accepted farming practice, contravenes the leg
islature's long-term policy of preserving agricultural land. 

We also agree with petitioners that LUBA correctly 
concluded that the litter patrol and the landfill waste cleanup 
on the McPhillips hay farm forced a change in accepted farm 
practices for growing, harvesting, and baling hay. However, 
whether that change v,ras substantial is not ameliorated 
by the condition that Riverbend pay for increased costs of 
cleanup. Regardless of whether McPhillips or Riverbend 
pays, the accepted farm practices on the McPhillips farm v,•ill 
be changed. Accordingly, LUBA must reconsider whether 
the county correctly determined that the change in accepted 
farm practices was not substantial before it remands to the 
county. 

The decision of the Court of Appeals is affirmed in 
part and reversed in part. The final opinion and order of the 
Land Use Board of Appeals is affirmed in part and reversed 
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in part, and the matter is remanded to the board for further 
proceedings. 
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Mary Anne Cooper 

From: Alexis M Taylor <ataylor@oda.state.or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: Mary Anne Cooper <maryannecooper@oregonfb.org> 
Subject: Re: Letter Re: Yamhill County Bike Path 

Hi Mary Anne, 

I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. Below are some responses to the 
questions posed in your original email which we were able to answer. 

We also received other various requests around pesticide use and shared similar information to 
others as well. Just an fyi. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, Alexis 

Is the area where the proposed Yamhelas Trail proposed considered "high value 
farmland"? 

Nearly 96% of the soils located immediately adjacent to the proposed trail are high-value 
soils. Over 64% of the soils are prime farmland soils. There are also perennial crops 
grown in the area. Regardless of soil type, lands growing perennials may be considered 
high-value if established prior to certain dates. 

Are the products of farms along the proposed Yamhelas Trail, economically 
significant to Yamhill County and to Oregon? 

Agriculture in the area is diversified in both crops grown and agricultural practices. High~ 
value products include hazelnuts, orchard fruits, vegetables, certified grass seed, milk 
(dairy cows)r feed crops for dairy cows, and hay. The soils in the area are predominately 
high-value/prime and are capable of growing a great number of high-value crops beyond 
those previously listed, 

Is the farming that occurs along the old abandoned rail right of way that is 
proposed to be converted to the Yamhelas Trail, that involves heavy equipment, 
combines, semi-trucks, boom and other spraying, gun irrigation, etc., considered 
intensive? 

Yes, and expanding due to the expansion of perennial crops in the area. Examples of 
intensive farming practices in the area include: 

Spraying operations that utilize boom and blast sprayers 

Harvesting that involves combines 
1 
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Hazelnut operations, flail moving, grading, harvesting (noise and dust) 

Use of hazing (such as propane canons) on grass seed fields 

Dairy operations, manure management including large gun application, manure 
lagoons, dairy barns with high density livestock feeding, etc. 

Fertilizer applications 

Heavy equipment on roads (tractors, combines, semi-trucks, etc.). 

Will ORS 30.930-949 "Right to Farm'-' law protect farmers from liability associated 
with pesticide labels that forbid pesticide spraying near "recreational parks" or 
federal or state requirements imposing "Exclusion Zones" or "Reentry Interval" 
limits? 

Any practice that is not consistent with "applicable laws" is not "protected" under RTF. 

Does ORS 30.930-949 "Right to Farm" law protect farmers against claims by trail 
goers of pesticide exposure or harm from water guns or from charging livestock, 
that are not based upon trespass or nuisance or that allege "serious physical 
injury"? 

First, it is important to distinguish the difference between trespass and nuisance claims 
against farming practices from the impacts of nonfarm development to farming 
operations. "Right to Farm" (RTF) deals only with issues related to nuisance or trespass 
from the subject farm use. RTF does not address the implications of nonfarm 
development located in an area to the surrounding farming operations. Compatibility 
issues related to impacts of nonfarm land uses to farming practices such as vandalism, 
trespass onto farmland, littering, alteration of common practices pesticides applications 
and risk management, are addressed through the application of ORS 215.296, not RTF 
statutes. 

RTF would not protect a farm operator from claims from a trail user because the "drift" of 
pesticides in such a case would not be consistent with applicable pesticide laws. RTF does 
not provide immunity to any farming practice that does not comply with any applicable 
laws. Nor does it provide immunity to a claim for relief for death of serious physical injury 
as defined in ORS 161.015. 

Relatedly, if pesticide spray equipment crosses the trail if it is approved, spray will 
drip onto the trail and then baby carriages, bikes and shoes will track the spray 
into people's homes. Is this a concern? 

Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 634.372 (3) Prohibited Acts. "A person may not: 
Operate a faulty or unsafe pesticide spray apparatus, aircraft or other application device 
or equipment". If a pesticide applicator allows pesticide equipment to leak onto a non 

2 
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target site, it would be considered a violation of ORS 634.372(3), Furthermore, allowing 
pesticide residue to be deposited in a manner as to allow contact to unprotected persons 
may be considered performing pesticide application activities in a faulty carless or 
negligent manner. A violation of the Pesticide Control Law. 

Are you aware of any other public recreational biking, walking, running etc,, trails 
that have been approved that bisect and otherwise are right in the middle of 
many commercial farms as is proposed here? The applicant claims that happens 
all the time and causes no problems for commercial farming. 

In the recent past, a trail was proposed to be located between Corvallis and Albany 
through lands zoned as exclusive farm use, A great deal of the proposed trail route would 
have bisected farm units in the area. The proposal was ultimately not approved as 
proposed, It is ODAs understanding that the trail route has been moved to abut a 
highway that is located on the edge of the area agricultural lands. 

Currently plans for the Salmonberry Trail are being developed. It too involves an old 
railroad route. Most of the route, primarily through forest lands has been 
"authorized. 11 The segment that would have run through dairy farms in Tillamook County 
was rerouted in response to some raised concerns. 

What is the ODA process for investigating complaints? If a trail user complains that 
he or she smelled/saw pesticide spraying and claims exposure, what would ODA 
do? Similarly, if a trespassing dog eats bait intended for farm pests and dies, 
what sort of investigation process would ODA deploy? Please walk me through 
these processes. 

The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) will initiate a pesticide use follow-up 
investigation to determine if violation of the Oregon Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) 
occurred or not. The investigation process includes onsite evaluation, interviewing the 
complainant, witnesses and landowner/lessee and pesticide applicator. The investigator 
will focus on the label requirements and determine if the product was applied in 
accordance with label directions, Furthermore, the investigator will evaluate if the 
pesticide was applied in a manner to prevent drift to non-target site. Each investigation is 
based on the specific pesticide products used and evidence available to determine 
compliance. The Department utilizes environmental sampling to confirm or deny off site 
movement ( drift) of the pesticide product. If a violation is documented, the Department 
will proceed to initiate an enforcement action to address the violations of ORS 634. If a 
violation is not verified no action is taken. 

The pesticide applicator shall apply the pesticide products, rodenticide bait, in accordance 
with any label requirements or restrictions. Rodenticide labeling may contain language 
such as "Apply this product only in secured, tamper-resistant bait stations. These stations 
must be resistant to destruction by dogs and by children under six years of age, and must 
be constructed and used in ways which prevent such children from reaching into bait 
compartments and obtaining bait. Even stronger bait stations are needed in areas open to 
hoofed livestock, raccoons, bears, other potentially destructive animals, or in areas prone 
to vandalism. Stations must be secured so that they cannot be overturned by young 

3 
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children, pets, or winds. Station used in areas open to livestock and/or non-target wildlife 
must be secured so that the units cannot be readily overturned by any nontarget animals 
that have access to them". Broadcast bait would be required to be applied consistent with 
label directions and in a manner to prevent off target application. Any posting 
requirements on the lab~I shall be followed. 

Trespassing dogs would be under the jurisdiction of any County or City ordnance. 
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Yamhill County Planning Commission 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

May 3, 2018 

VIA EMAIL: armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us 

RE: Comments on Yamhill County's Proposed Co111prehensive Plan Text A111e11dment re: 
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project 

Dear Planning Commission : 

The Oregon Farm Bureau ("OFB") and Yamhill County Farm Bureau submit the following 
comments regarding Yamhill County's proposed Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment to 
authorize the segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project from the City of Yamhill to the 
City of Carlton. The proposed pathway will adversely impact existing agriculture uses of the 
land and should be redesigned to avoid impacts to agriculture landowners in the area. 

OFB has previously submitted comments to the Yamhill County Commission urging them to 
evaluate the trail against ORS 215.296 as required by Oregon Jaw. See April 2016 Comments to 
Yamhill Co Commission, Attached. ln our comments, OFB detailed several negative impacts on 
local farming operations from the proposed bike path and requested a fornm to have those issues 
addressed. As such, we appreciate the County moving forward with a review of the proposed 
trail under ORS 215.296. 

Oregon's Exclusive Farm Use Zoning 

Oregon's exclusive farm use policy calls for the "preservation of a maximum amount of the 
limited supply of agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state. 
ORS 215.243. In evaluating whether the proposed bike path is consistent with the standards for 
non-farm uses articulated in ORS 215.296, the Commission must evaluate the project under the 
backdrop of Oregon's exclusive farm use (EFU) zoning. 
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Oregon's Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) has recognized that 
conflicting land uses in areas devoted to agricultural use can have a significant impact on the 
preservation of fam1land in Oregon. DLCD noted that Oregon's land use system is vital in 
ensuring that conflicts in farmland be reduced, enabling the adjacent land to stay in production 
and be transferred between generations. Protection of Oregon's productive farmland is of 
paramount important in Oregon's land use planning process, and the Commission is charged 
with ensuring that this impo11ant objective is achieved through its decisions. 

ORS 215.296 Analysis is Required 

In the County's application, the County indicates that it does not believe that it is required to 
make findings under ORS 215.296, and that such findings are made only by way of 
"explanation." As OFB has explained on several previous occasions, the law requires that the 
County make the necessary findings under ORS 215.296, and an amendment to the County's 
TSP is an acceptable vehicle for those findings. See April 2016 Comments to Yamhill Co 
Comm;ssion, Attached. As such, the County Planning Commission should treat such findings as 
mandatory. 

ORS 215.296 requires the Commission to find that the path will not force a significant change in 
accepted farm practices or increase the cost of those practices on surrounding farmlands prior to 
approving construction of the path. Under ORS 215.296, the Commission may impose mitigation 
conditions on the application for the path construction to ensure that the path does not adversely 
impact agricultural operations in a manner prohibited by ORS 2 I 5.296. If the Commission is 
unable to develop appropriate mitigation conditions to avoid the prohibited impacts on 
neighboring agricultural operations, it must deny the application. 

This protection ensures that existing landowners will not be adversely impacted by non-farm 
uses- such as a new bike path - and authorizes the Commission to impose any mitigation 
measures necessary to ensure that agricultural operations are not impacted (or deny the 
application if mitigation is not possible). 

The Proposed Bike Path Will Force a Significant Change in Accepted Farming Practices 
and Significantly Increase the Cost of Accepted Farming Practices on Surrounding Lands 
Devoted to Farm Use. The Project Must Be Altered To Address or Avoid Those Impacts. 

In its application, the County seeks to use public funds to convert a former railroad into a bike 
path across several acres ofland zoned for exclusive farm use. The 17-mile-long railway 
corridor would traverse 4 cities and 2 counties. Despite raising concerns about impacts of the 
proposal on the adjacent farmland for over two years, none of the concerns raised by OFB have 
been addressed or otherwise alleviated by the County in its application. The proposed trail is 
located directly adjacent to and through high-value croplands that are currently bei11g 
productively fanned. The proposed path would force a significant change in accepted farming 
practices on the adjacent operations and will significantly increase the cost of those practices. 

ln this case, there are several significant impacts to neighboring agricultural operations that have 
not been addressed by the County. As you are a,vare, the proposed trail, at least in part, runs 
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directly adjacent to productive agricultural lands that grow a variety of crops using various 
farming methods. These farming methods are likely to conflict with the path uses, which will 
result in an unnecessary and unfair burden to the impacted agriculture operators. Working 
farmland is not stagnant - it requires intensive management practices that may not be compatible 
with uninformed citizens using these trails for recreational purposes. Farm operations require 
intensive il'l'igation management, pest and weed control, cultivation and harvesting practices, and 
other practices that are incompatible with an adjacent bike and pedestrian path. 

Initially, the county improperly limited their area of review to 750 feet on either side of the trail. 
Entire operations and farms have the potential to be impacted by the trail, as well as farms at the 
staging areas at the beginning and end of the trail. The County must account for all impacts to 
surrounding farmlands, not just those impacts directly adjacent to the corridor, 

The county spent a significant portion of its analysis on drift and impacts to farmers' use of 
pesticides. Our primary concerns around impacts to farming operations do not relate to the 
potential for drift, which we agree is prohibited by law, but rather to the broad suite of impacts 
inherent in having an unfenced, unbuffered trail directly through productive farmland. Chief 
among these are trespass impacts and complaints due to normal farming practices. 

The county has failed to resolve the potential for trespass and landowner liability associated \Vith 
the construction and operation of the recreational trail adjacent to working farmlands. While the 
County has acknowledged the potential for trespass, it suggests that those concerns will be 
addressed through signage and limited fencing, without providing any details on the fencing or 
signage to be constructed. Given that adjacent landowners are already having issues with 
trespass from county personnel hired to evaluate and plan for the trail, such assurances - without 
any details - are insufficient to meet the County's burden. 

Allowing a recreational trail across productive farmland increases public access to formerly 
private and secluded areas utilized for farming operations, greatly increasing the risk of conflicts 
between the tv,ro uses and interfering with the farmers' ordinary use of their lands. The 
conslruc!ion and operation of a public trail directly adjacent lo working farmland also presents 
liability concerns for the impacted farmers, who will be at a significant risk for increased levels 
of trespass onto their adjacent private property, As a result, the planned path will not only make 
agriculture operations and farm management more challenging, but will also devalue agricultural 
lands along the path. 

Trespass has always been a significant issue for landowners when recreational uses adjoin 
farmland. Jndeed, we have farmers in the Willamene Valley every year who have to ask tourists 
to leave their property because they want to wander through or photograph themselves in 
agricultural fields, particularly when those fields are blooming.1 Along recreational trails, ,ve 've 
also had significant issues with dogs wandering in fields while their owners jog or hike along the 
trail. There are farmers along the path who have specialized certification for food crops, and 
who must document all people who enter into their farm and supervise all activities in their field. 

1 The county noted that law abiding citizens tend to use trails, and typically do not trespass. In our experience, most 
of the people our members see in their fields are otherwise law-abiding citizens who ignored "no trespassing" signs 
and assumed they would not be caught trespassing into a remote farm field for some pictures for lnstagram. 
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Unauthorized people and animals are strictly prohibited and can jeopardize their ce11ification, 
and their ability to maintain their contracts for selling their crops. Additionally, there are sheep 
producers along the trail who are very concerned about loss of lambs and sheep from stress due 
to people coming into the field to pet the sheep and loose dogs chasing the sheep. These are 
significant costs that must be avoided. 

The adjacent farmers are also concerned about their liability if a person or pet comes onto their 
land and is injured either because the farmer didn't see them and continued farming or by 
interactions livestock adjacent to the trail. Farmers will face increased liability insurance rates, 
and potential lawsuits from users of the trail. While these impacts could be mitigated or avoided 
with adequate fencing and vegetative buffers on the county's property, we are concerned that the 
county's plans for such fencing \Viii be inadequate to truly keep people and pets out. Unless the 
County is proposing to construct a 10-foot-tall security fence along the trail, it will be impossible 
to keep people and their dogs out of the farm fields when they use the trail. 

Additionally, while drift is illegal, there are noise, dust, water and smell impacts from agriculture 
that will certainly be present along the trail. Farming operations are intensive, and can create 
dust, noise, and smells that will get along the trail. For farmers applying pesticides, while the 
pesticide itself is not allowed to drift, the smell from the pesticide applications can travel beyond 
the application area, even though drift has not occurred. Our members are concerned that the 
public, who will be unfamiliar with the dust, noise, and other impacts from farming, will 
complain about these impacts to the adjacent farmers or state agencies, causing them to change 
practices to avoid complaints or have to waste time on frivolous complaints to state agencies. 
These kinds of conflicts are routinely present in areas where recreational use and farmland adjoin 
each other, and can make farming much more costly and time consuming for impacted farmers. 

Several local farmers would also be required to cross the bike path multiple times a day as pat1 of 
their farming operations. While the county acknowledged that it intends to allow for crossings, it 
does not indicate any measures it will take to help ensure that crossings are safe and do not 
unduly burden farmers. Unlike ,vhen an occasional train passed by on the railroad, it will be 
nearly impossible to safely move equipment across the trail with bikers, pedestrians and 
equestrians constantly using the trail. The change from railroad to recreational use greatly 
increases the potential for conflict behveen fanning and recreationalists and v-.1ill increase the 
amount oftime the farmers must devote to ensuring adequate, safe access to their property for 
their employees, suppliers, and customers. Additional time spent navigating crossings, traveling 
to new crossing areas, and moving equipment, irrigation supplies, and employees across the 
recreational trail will result in interference with existing operations, and direct costs to the 
adjacent landowners. These concerns have been compounded by the fact that the county does not 
appear to have completed consultation with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
to determine what safety measures will be required along the trail and at crossings. 

The county has proposed placing a recreational trail across producing a recreational trail across 
miles of productive agricultural land. Due to the incompatibility of the trail with existing farming 
uses, the increased costs and burden associated with managing adjacent lands across the trail, and 
the inability of the county to guarantee adjacent landowners protection from the impacts related 
lo construction and operation of the trail, the trail would seriously interfere ,vith the adjacent 
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landowners' use of their land for farming, result in a change in farming practices on the adjacent 
prope11ies, and increase the costs of those practices. 

Due to the significant impacts on the impacted landowners, OFB and Yamhill County Farm 
Bureau respectfully request that the Yamhill County Planning Commission deny Yamhill 
County's application for a plan amendment to construct the Yamhelas Westsider Trail behveen 
the cities of Yamhill and Carlton as currently proposed. 

Thank you for the oppo11unity to comment on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Proposal. 

Respectfully, 

-Nu 
Mary Anne Cooper 
Public Policy Counsel 

_..-•· 

Oregon Farm Bureau Federation 
(503) 399-170 I x 306 
maryanne@oregonfb.org 

Isl JenJ' lvfann 

Jerry Mann 
President 
Yamhill County Farm Bureau 

Enclosure: April 2016 OFB Comments 
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Yamhill County Commission 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

VIA EMAIL DELIVERY 

May 31, 2018 

RE: Co111111ents on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Proposal 

Dear Commissioners: 

The Oregon Farm Bureau ("OFB") and Yamhill County Farm Bureau ("YCFB") were 
disappointed to learn that the Commission plans to "reconsider" a new ordinance adopting farm 
impacts findings in the Transpmtation System Plan and authorizing construction of a portion of 
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. While the County has indicated that they will not accept 
testimony at the hearing on May 31, 2018, given that a public hearing was noticed, we hope that 
you will accept these comments. 

The Commission has failed to address our concerns outlined in our previous comment letter 
dated May 14, 2018, attached and incorporated herein. Specifically, the County has failed to 
provide concrete mitigation measures to address the myriad of conflicts that OFB, YCFB and the 
impacted farmers have raised about this project. While we appreciate the County's agreement to 
install a fence along the trail, the County has offered no details on where, how and what 
materials will be used for the fence. Critically, the County has also completely failed to address 
crossings and outline how farmers' ability to cross will be protected when hundreds of people are 
using the trail. Additionally, most of the other impacts we raised in om· previous letter have 
remained unaddressed. 

We also understand that significant concerns have been raised about the County's ownership of 
the trail. We urge the County not to move forward with this project, receive additional grant 
funds, or otherwise commit itself to this project until the concerns about the title to the trail have 
been resolved and the County works with neighboring landowners to resolve their concerns 
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about impacts to neighboring farmers, including detailed, complete findings to meet the County's 
obligation under ORS 215.296. 

As the proposed ordinance is currently drafted, the proposed pathway will adversely impact 
existing agriculture uses of the land. We urge the_ Co~mty not to move forward with adoption of 
the proposed ordinance. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Proposal. 

Respectfully, 

Mary Anne Cooper 
Public Policy Counsel 

--······ 

Oregon Farm Bureau Federation 
(503) 399-1701 X 306 

maryanne@oregonfb.org 

Isl Jerry Mann 

Jerry Mann 
President 
Yamhill County Farm Bureau 

Enclosure: May 14, 2018 OFB Comments 
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Yamhill County Commission 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

March 6, 2019 

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL: pla111 i1 l' u ·o.va111lli ll.or.11$ 

RE: Comments on Yamhill County's Proposed Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment re: 
the Yamhelas Wes/sider Trail Project 

Dear Planning Commission: 

The Oregon Farm Bureau ("OFB") and Yamhill County Farm Bureau submit the following 
comments regarding the remand of Yamhill County's proposed Comprehensive Plan Text 
Amendment to authorize the segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project from the City of 
Yamhill to the City of Carlton. The proposed pathway will adversely impact existing agriculture 
uses of the land and should be relocated or redesigned to avoid impacts to agriculture landowners 
in the area. 

OFB has engaged with this project since first learning of it in April 2016. During that time, we 
have been very disappointed with the County's approach and reception of the farmers' concern. 
County staff has consistently sought to avoid the required review, minimized the farmers' 
concerns, and made it difficult for the impacted farmers and our organization to find information 
about this project. The County also does not appear to have a firewall between staff work and 
advice the County is providing as an applicant (and advocate for its project) vs the County as a 
neutral decision maker, apparently utilizing the same staff for both preparation of its application 
and advice as to whether the application meets the applicable legal standard. OFB's primary 
interest was never in stopping the trail, we always just wanted to ensure that the County adhered 
to the applicable legal standards and engaged in a transparent and robust public process. The 
process over the last few years has been very concerning on that front. 

We submit these comments with that primary goal in mind, and hope the County reviews and 
addresses the concerns raised by the many concerned farmers who would be impacted by this 
proposal. 
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Oregon's Exclusive Farm Use Zoning 

Oregon's exclusive farm use policy calls for the "preservation of a maximum amount of the 
limited supply of agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state. 
ORS 215.243. In evaluating whether the proposed bike path is consistent with the standards for 
non-farm uses articulated in ORS 215.296, the Commission must evaluate the project under the 
backdrop of Oregon's exclusive farm use (EFU) zoning. 

Oregon's Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) has recognized that 
conflicting land uses in areas devoted to agricultural use can have a significant impact on the 
preservation of farmland in Oregon. DLCD noted that Oregon's land use system is vital in 
ensuring that conflicts in farmland be reduced, enabling the adjacent land to stay in production 
and be transferred between generations. Protection of Oregon's productive farmland is of 
paramount imp01tant in Oregon's land use planning process, and the Commission is charged 
with ensuring that this important objective is achieved through its decisions. 

Analysis on Remand from LUBA. 

On remand from LUBA, the County was directed to proceed through the full conditional use 
process for this trail. The conditional use process is designed to make sure that the proposed use 
is appropriately sited in a farm zone and that conflicts with neighboring farms are understood 
and addressed. The key to this analysis is the ORS 215.296 standard, which was recently 
interpreted by the Oregon Supreme Comt. 

Legal Standard for ORS 215.296 Review in Light of Recent Caselaw 

Recently, the Oregon Supreme Court provided guidance on how courts should apply the farm 
impacts test in ORS 215.296 in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 432 (2019). 
To summarize, the Court determined that: 

When the parties dispute whether a nonfarm use will force a significant change to 
a particular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that 
practice, the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove 
that the proposed nonfarm use (l) will not force a significant change in the 
accepted farm practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that 
practice. 

Stop lhe Dump at 458. A "significant" change or increase in cost is one that will have an 
important influence or effect on the farm. Id. Moreover, if the applicant cannot prove those two 
elements without conditions of approval, the local government must consider whether the 
applicant will meet the farm impacts test with conditions of approval. Id. The Court reached this 
conclusion by determining that the legislature intended the "significant change" in a farm 
practice or "significantly increased cost" of a farm practice standard to apply "practice by 
practice and farm by farm". Id. 

As stated in Stop the Dump, subsection (2) of ORS 215.296 provides that an applicant may rely 
on conditions of approval to meet the farm impacts test: 
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"An applicant for a use * * * may demonstrate that the standards for approval set 
forth in subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of 
conditions. Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective." 

Id at 460. In Stop the Dump, the applicants could not meet the requirements without having 
necessary conditions on the project. On review, the petitioners argued that two of the county's 
conditions would not ameliorate any changes in farm practices or increase the cost of farm 
practices, but would actually impose significant changes to their farming operations. Id. 
Specifically, the petitioners objected to the condition of approval for litter patrols on one of the 
farms and the condition requiring the dump to pay for the entire crop of berries and cherries from 
the other farm. Id. 

The state argued as amicus curiae that conditions under ORS 215.296(2) requiring the dump to 
pay a subsidy for lost fruit crop did not adequately address the reduction of the orchard's 
agricultural production. Id at 461. Tn the state's view, "conditions imposed under ORS 
215.296(2) should be measured by how the conditions prevent the Joss of agricultural land. 
Sometimes that measure may be met by a cash payment, but more often it will be met only by 
concrete alterations to the non farm use that render it compatible with the farm or forest practices 
on the surrounding lands." Id. 

The Court agreed with the state and determined that the legislature did not intend to have local 
governments force farmers to engage in a negotiation with a nonfann use to obtain payment for 
the impacts to their operation. Id. Moreover, the Court concluded that the litter patrol and the 
landfill waste cleanup on the hay farm forced a change in accepted fann practices and that 
change was not ameliorated by the condition that the dump pay for increased costs of cleanup. Id 
at 462. 

As explained below, many of the conditions that the County seeks to impose would, in and of 
themselves, force a change in farming practices that would not be alJowed under the analysis set 
forth by the Court under Stop the Dump. 

The Proposed Bike Path Will Force a Significant Change in Accepted Farming Practices 
and Significantly Increase the Cost of Accepted Farming Practices on Surrounding Lands 
Devoted to Farm Use. The Project Must Be Altered To Address or Avoid Those Impacts, 

In its application, the County seeks to use public funds to convert a former railroad into a bike 
path across several acres ofland zoned for exclusive farm use. The I 7-mile-long railway 
corridor would traverse 4 cities and 2 counties. Despite raising concerns about impacts of the 
proposal on the adjacent farmland for over two years, the concerns raised by OFB have not been 
addressed or othe1wise alleviated by the County in its application or the accompanying staff 
report for this project. The proposed trail is located directly adjacent to and through high-value 
croplands and agricultural lands that are currently being productively farmed or grazed. The 
proposed path would force a significant change in accepted farming practices on the adjacent 
operations and will significantly increase the cost of those practices. 
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In this case, there are several significant impacts to neighboring agricultural operations that have 
not been addressed by the County. As you are aware, the proposed trail, at least in part, runs 
directly adjacent to productive agricultmal lands that grow a variety of crops using various 
fanning methods. These farming methods are likely to conflict with the path uses, which will 
result in an unnecessary and unfair burden to the impacted agriculture operators. Working 
farmland is not stagnant - it requires intensive management practices that may not be compatible 
with uninformed citizens using these trails for recreational purposes. Farm operations require 
intensive irrigation management, pest and weed control, cultivation and harvesting practices, and 
other practices that are incompatible with an adjacent bike and pedestrian path. 

Initially, the county improperly limited their area of review to 750 feet on either side of the trail. 
Entire operations and farms have the potential to be impacted by the trail, as well as farms at the 
staging areas at the beginning and end of the trail. The County must account for all impacts to 
surrounding farmlands, not just those impacts directly adjacent to the corridor. 

The county spent a significant p01tion of its analysis on drift and impacts to fanHers' use of 
pesticides. Our primary concerns around impacts to farming operations do not relate to the 
potential for drift, which we agree is prohibited by law, but rather to the broad suite of impacts 
inherent in having an unfenced, unbuffered trail directly through productive farmland. Chief 
among these are trespass impacts and complaints due to normal farming practices. 

The county has failed to resolve the potential for trespass and landowner liability associated with 
the construction and operation of the recreational trail adjacent to working farmlands, While the 
County has acknowledged the potential for trespass, it suggests that those concerns will be 
addressed through signage and limited fencing and enforcement, without providing any details 
on the fencing or signage to be constructed or funding for enforcement. Given that adjacent 
landowners are already having issues with trespass from county personnel hired to evaluate and 
plan for the trail, such assurances - without any details - are insufficient to meet the County's 
burden. 

Allowing a recreational trail across productive farmland increases public access to formerly 
private and secluded areas utilized for farming operations, greatly increasing the risk of conflicts 
between the two uses and interfering with the farmers' ordinary use of their lands. The 
construction and operation of a public trail directly adjacent to working farmland also presents 
liability concerns for the impacted farmers, who will be at a significant risk for increased levels 
of trespass onto their adjacent private property. As a result, the planned path will not only make 
agriculture operations and farm management more challenging, but will also devalue agricultural 
lands along the path, 

Trespass has always been a significant issue for landowners when recreational uses adjoin 
farmland. Indeed, we have farmers in the Willamette Valley every year who have to ask tourists 
to leave their prope1ty because they want to wander through or photograph themselves in 
agricultural fields, particularly when those fields are blooming. 1 Along recreational trails, we've 

1 The county noted that law abiding citizens lend to use trails, and typically do not trespass. In our experience, most 
of the people our members see in their fields are otherwise law-abiding citizens who ignored "no trespassing" signs 
and assumed they would not be caught trespassing into a remote farm field for some pictures for lnstagram. 
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also had significant issues with dogs wandering in fields while their owners jog or hike along the 
trail. There are farmers along the path who have specialized certification for food crops, and 
who must document all people who enter into their farm and supervise all activities in their field. 
Unauthorized people and animals are strictly prohibited and can jeopardize their certification, 
and their ability to maintain their contracts for selling their crops. Additionally, there are sheep 
producers along the trail who are very concerned about loss of lambs and sheep from stress due 
to people coming into the field to pet the sheep and loose dogs chasing the sheep. These are 
significant costs that must be avoided. 

The adjacent farmers are also concerned about their liability if a person or pet comes onto their 
land and is injured either because the farmer didn't see them and continued farming or by 
interactions livestock adjacent to the trail or trapping for rodents and other pests. Farmers will 
face increased liability insurance rates, and potential lawsuits from users of the trail. While these 
impacts could be mitigated or avoided with adequate fencing and vegetative buffers on the 
county's property, we are concerned that the county's plans for such fencing will be inadequate 
to truly keep people and pets out. Unless the County is proposing to construct a IO-foot-tall, 
chain link security fence along the trail, it will be impossible to keep people and their dogs out of 
the farm fields when they use the trail. 

Additionally, while pesticide drift is illegal, there are noise, dust, water and smell impacts from 
agriculture that will certainly be present along the trail. Fanning operations are intensive, and 
can create dust, noise, and smells that will get along the trail. For farmers applying pesticides, 
while the pesticide itself is not allowed to drift, the smell from the pesticide applications can 
travel beyond the application area, even though drift has not occurred. Our members are 
concerned that the public, who will be unfamiliar with the dust, noise, and other impacts from 
farming, will complain about these impacts to the adjacent farmers or state agencies, causing 
them to change practices to avoid complaints or have to waste time on frivolous complaints to 
state agencies. These kinds of conflicts are routinely present in areas where recreational use and 
farmland adjoin each other, and can make farming much more costly and time consuming for 
impacted farmers. 

The County spent significant time discussing whether the new application exclusion zone 
("AEZ") rules could limit farmers' ability to utilize important pest and disease control farming 
practices along the trail. As explained more fully in the letter submitted by Oregonians for Food 
and Shelter, by their Policy Associate who has over 21 years of experience with pesticide 
regulatory programs for the State, these new rules would absolutely impact farmers' ability to 
spray on their own prope1ty, without drift adjacent to the trail due to the requirement that the 
grower not allow other people within the exclusion zone while they are applying. This zone 
ranges from 25 to 100 feet depending on the pesticide used and application method. The siting 
of a bike path adjacent to farmland would impact a farmers' ability to continue their normal 
farming practices as these new rules are implemented. 

Several local farmers would also be required to cross the bike path multiple times a day as part of 
their farming operations. While the county acknowledged that it intends to allow for crossings, it 
does not indicate any measures it will take to help ensure that crossings are safe and do not 

unduly burden farmers. Unlike when an occasional train passed by on the railroad, it will be 
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nearly impossible to safely move equipment across the trail with bikers, pedestrians and 
equestrians constantly using the trail. The change from railroad to recreational use greatly 
increases the potential for conflict between fanning and recrealionalists and will increase the 
amount of time the farmers must devote to ensuring adequate, safe access to their property for 
their employees, suppliers, and customers. Additional time spent navigating crossings, traveling 
to new crossing areas, and moving equipment, irrigation supplies, and employees across the 
recreational trail will result in interference with existing operations, and direct costs to the 
adjacent landowners. These concerns have been compounded by the fact that the county does not 
appear to have completed consultation with the Oregon Depa1tment of Transportation (ODOT) 
to determine what safety measures will be required along the trail and at crossings. 

The county has proposed placing a recreational trail across producing a recreational trail across 
miles of productive agricultural land. Due to the incompatibility of the trail with existing farming 
uses, the increased costs and burden associated with managing adjacent lands across the trail, and 
the inability of the county to guarantee adjacent landowners protection from the impacts related 
to construction and operation of the trail, the trail would seriously interfere with the adjacent 
landowners' use of their land for farming, result in a change in fanning practices on the adjacent 
properties, and increase the costs of those practices. 

Additional Conditional Use Criteria 

The County also analyzed this proposal under the other conditional use criteria in County code, 
finding that the trial is consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan, suitable 
for the proposed use, and appropriate for the area. OFB disagrees with these findings. Without 
sufficiently addressing the impacts to neighboring agricultural operations, approval of the 
proposed trail would be inconsistent with Goal 3, and the proposed location would not be 
suitable for the proposed trail use. Further, the County has made very few findings about the 
adequacy of the existing or pmposed facilities that facilitate the trail use to determine whether 
the trail is appropriate for the area where it is sited. 

Due to the significant impacts on the impacted landowners, OFB and Yamhill County Farm 
Bureau respectfully request that the Yamhill County Planning Commission deny Yamhill 
County's application for a plan amendment to construct the Yamhelas Westsider Trail between 
the cities of Yamhill and Carlton as currently proposed. 

Thank you for the oppo1tunity to comment on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Proposal. 

Respectfu 11 y, 

dfVL/ -
Mary Anne Cooper 

,_.,. 

Oregon Farm Bureau Federation 
(503) 399-J 701 X 306 
maryanne@oregonfb.org 

Enclosures 

d_,e7 /tu,,, 
Jerry Mann 
President 
Yamhill County Fann Bureau 
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191 E. Main Street ....,....,__..,____._ ....... __,......,.-'-.,.., Phone: (503) 852-7575 
Carlton, OR 97111 ....,,._,.,..._ Fax: (503) 852-7761 

March 1, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Yamhill County Commissioners' Office 
535 NE 5TH St. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Dear Commissioners, 

www.cj.carlton .or.u 

In advance of the public hearing scheduled for March 7, 2019 to hear comment on the remand by the 
Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) of Ordinance 904 (Planning Docket G-01-18), the City Council of 
the City of Carlton offers the following comments in support of continued development of the Yamhelas 
Westesider Trail. 

Property located in the City of Carlton proposed for the trail will have little, if any, impact on farming or 
forest practices as the vast majority of properties adjacent to the trail route are residential or 
commercial retail (in the City's downtown district) . These properties will only flourish and benefit from 
the trailway and its planned location . The development of the trait in Carlton will have a hugely 
beneficial result offering a safe and valued pedestrian travel asset to the community allowing for free 
non-motorized transportation options between residential, public park assets, downtown retail/dining 
and other services. 

The parcels identified for tile proposed trailway are ideal for this use. Its centralized location in the 
community, separation from major transportation routes, and natural characteristics will be a beautiful 
recreational and non-motorized transit asset. 

The City of Carlton is already making plans for future public improvements that will enhance the 
community's enjoyment of the proposed trailway. Improvements such as public parking facilities, 
connections to existing public park properties, extension of trails and sidewalk infrastructure and 
establishment of nature preserves are examples of these future investments. 

For these reasons, the Carlton City Council remains strongly supportive of the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail project and encourages Yamhill County to continue to move forward toward its ultimate 
construction . The Council stands ready as an eager partner to see this reach its successful outcome 
for the benefit of all res idents of Yamhill County. 

Sincerely, 

-----
Mayor 
City of Carlton, Oregon 
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Wendie L. Kellington 
P .O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Via Electronic Delivery 

March 6, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
McMinnville, Or 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
i\Iobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email:~p·· 1 

RE: Conditional Use Pennit Application and Quasi-judicial TSP Amendment proposal for 
Yamhelas Trail Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Members of the Board of Commissioners: 

This letter, and the many letters and other documentation contained the notebook of 
documentation submitted yesterday for the record, is for your convenience as you consider the 
application that is before you. The application before you seeks your permission to convert an 
abandoned rail right of way to a public trail and specifically to allow immediate constrnction of 3 
miles of a public recreational trail and the eventual construction of 12.8 miles of public 
recreational trail. We hope this information makes it as clear to you, as it is to us, that the 
proposed trail simply may not lawfully be approved in its proposed location. That does not mean 
there never be a trail. Rather, any trail the county establishes simply cannot be in the middle of 
productive farming country. There are plenty of other locations, to include along appropriate 
roads, for a trail that benefits the entire community rather than tears it apart. The county simply 
must explore those options, something it has never done. 

This material is presented on behalf of our clients, Jim and Julie Van Dyke, Ben Van 
Dyke, Mark and Velma Van Dyke, John Van Dyke, Scott Bernards, Richard and Clu·isty 
Cloepfil, Tom Hammer, Ron Fennern, Chris Mattson, Kelsey Freese, Mark Gaibler, Eric 
Kuehne, Harold and Jolene Kuehne, B.J Matthews, Greg and Celine McCarthy, Maryalice and 
Tim Pfeiffer, Bryan Schmidt, Lee Schrcpel, Allen Sitton, Brook Sitton, Lester Sitton, Darren 
Sutherland, Kris Weinbender, Lynne Wiser, Brian Coussens, Frnithill, Inc., Van Dyke Farms, 
Inc., Ben Van Dyke Farms, Inc., Brian Coussens, Glenco Farms, Inc., Ground Zero Farm, Inc. 
In this letter, we refer to these Yamhill County citizens as the "Fanners" for convenience. 

The Farmers arc strongly opposed to the proposed conversion of the old abandoned rail 
right of way to a public recreational trail - to the so-called "Yamhelas Trail". Please include this 
letter and all of its attachments in the record of the above captioned matter. 

I. Summary 

Last Thursday, the Oregon Supreme Com1 in Stop the Dump v. Yamhill County, delivered 
a decisive message to the county, explaining in no uncertain terms that the ORS 2 I 5.296 faim 
impacts tests means what it says: nonfarm uses like the trail must be denied if they impose on 
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iltdividua/ farms or c1mmlative[J1 either a significant adverse impact on farming or impose 
significant additional costs on farming. The Court explained that for an impact or cost to be 
"significant," it need not be "major;" rather "significance" is a "lower threshold of interference 
with farm practices". The court held: 

"A 'significant' change or increase in cost is one that will have an important 
influence or effect on the farm" 

The Court further decided that the applicant carries the burden of proof to demonstrate its 
proposal has no "significant" effect on each individual farming practice. 

The applicant has made no effort to carry that burden of proof here. Even if the 
applicant were to try, however, with all due respect the Farmers believe that it is impossible for 
the applicant to demonstrate compliance with this standard. The proposed trail undeniably 
causes an important influence on the farmers' accepted farming practices. Just a few 
examples: 

• It will foreclose large areas of otherwise unbroken high value farmland, previously 
fannable from being farmed due to limitations the trail would impose upon pesticide 
spray operations based on pesticide label restrictions which, as a matter of federal and 
state law, each farmer must comply with. 

• Regardless of label restrictions, trail revelers who are on or who linger upon the trail 
during spray operations where the applicator is required to use a respirator (almost all 
of the pesticide spray operations along the abandoned rail corridor) will stop spray 
missions altogether within 1501 feet of the trail based upon "Application Exclusion 
Zone" requirements until they leave~ voluntarily since the Farmers have no ability to 
control what trail users do: 

1 The Application Exclusion Zone or "AEZ" is 150' under state law and I 00' under federal law. ODA will enforce 
the larger state law limit. 
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Growing area lost owing 
to inability to spray within 

150' of public access. 
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• It will result in large swaths of farmland becoming un-fannable for seed production 
due to invasives being brought in on bike tires, horse and dog fur, shoes, etc., which 
influences the farmer will have no way to control. In these situations certification 
requirements will require large isolation strips setting the farm away from the trail 
( 465 feet in some cases). A large number of the farmers along the trail are seed 
farmers. 

o It will cause either the farmers or the county to have to fence out trespassing dogs and 
people and horses, but such fences will themselves be a significant impact because 
they importantly adversely influence the farmers' accepted farming practice of swiftly 
and efficiently crossing the trail sometimes only minutes apart to get to farm fields on 
either side of the old abandoned rail right of way. 

• There are bison and cattle farm operations along the trail. If such livestock are teased 
or frightened they will charge the fence causing injmy or death to the animal or injury 
or death to the offending trail user if the animal succeeds in breaking down the fence. 

• Farmers will no longer be able to leave their equipment out in their fields overnight 
for fear of theft and vandalism. Farmers who do not have buildings with locks for 
their farm equipment, will have to build them. 

• It will increase the farmers' liability insurance or result in their insurance 
cancellation. 
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o It will require farmers to change how they water their crops. At present they water 
using water cannons, including on their farm edges, which spray water at 400 psi. 
This will no longer be possible if the trail is approved. 

• Livestock that currently cross the trail for food or water will no longer be able to do 
so. An example is below: 

The proposed trail must be denied. 

II. There is no "Application" as required; Therefore as a Matter of Law the 
Applicant Fails to Carry his Burden of Proof 

LUBA agreed with the Farmers that the applicant was required to comply with county 
code Conditional Use Pe1mit standards, and that the applicant had failed to make any eff011 
comply with those important standards. Yet, even now, the applicant still.fails to apply for a 
conditional use for the trail, as LUBA said it was required to do. The applicant has the burden 
to prove that his application complies with each and every applicable requirement. YCZO 
1201.0l. 
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Making matters worse, the applicant has submitted no new application for the quasi
judicial TSP amendment that it is also pursuing. Rather, the applicant continues to rely upon 
the application it submitted, that LUBA thoroughly remanded for pervasive errors. 

YCZO 1301(2) requires the applicant to file a Type C application for the proposed trail. 
This requirement is r(?inforced by YCZO 1405.01, which says "applications** * shall be on 
forms prescribed by the.Director. *. * *•;" -.YCZQ l405.01 goes on to.require the applicant to 
submit with his application: . . . . ', : . , . : -. · ·- . . . ·. . .. . · 

~: ~ ... 

"Applications shall be accompanied by plans and specifications, drawn to scale, 
showi~g the ar~a.and dimension~ of.the parcel to be used or d~velope_d; the.sizes 
and locations oi1 the parcel of exjstipg and proposed structttres; the intended use 
of each structure; the n~imber of dwelling units, Jf any,·to be accomrr,iodated · · 
thereon; the relationship of the lot or site to adjacent and surrounding lanµs; and . 
such other information as is needed to determine compHanc_e with this ordi11an4:e." . ·. :.. .... .. '· •, . 

•. :_ 

'· 

YCZO 1)01(3) requires public hearing only be scheduled after a "complete application is 
filed by the applicant." YCZO 1301.0l(C) require!i that the first evidentiary hearing on the 
CUP be conducted before tlle planning co111mission ( or ,headngs officer but we understand the _ 
county has no.;hearings officer). _ · · · ·· · · · . · · 

YCZO 1401.01 requires "All*.** local officials, departments and employees**.·* sµ.all 
adhere to and require conformance with the provisipns of this ordinance." ' -.•· · __ -.. ·. · ··• · ., ' · . . ,. . . . . -

Yet, contra~y to the county's own cod~, there_ is no .applicatipn sub111itted on county 
required forms for the required conditional use permit that LUBA required the county to file. 
Contrary to. the county's own code, we have a public hearing without any "complete 
application" for the require(} conditional use permit, in fact there i~ no application at all. We 
have the planning department not requiring this applicant to comply with the requirements of 
the county's land use ordinances. And the County Plaru.~ing Commission lias bee11 completely . 
bypassed from doing their job.2 . · · · · · · 

The requirement for an application for a conditional use permit on the county's form and 
a complete application is not a useless formality. And the requirement for the evaluation of 
these applications by the planning commission is similarly important because it gives you the 
benefit of the planning commission's analysis. Recall, here, last go round, the planning 
commission and Farmers both asked for more time, and the application and planning 
department refused, saying the matter was legislative and there would be only one hearing 
before the PC. They were pushing it through no matter what. The planning commission then 

2 The previous proceeding was a "legislative" TSP amendment. LUBA told the county to start over, and ifit wanted 
to pursue the trail to apply for a quasi-judicial TSP amendment and a CUP. This hearing on March 7, 2019, is the 
first evidentiary hearing on any quasi-judicial application on this matter, ever. And it is certainly the first 
evidentiary hearing on any conditional use permit" for the proposed trail. 
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voted in a tie vote, making no recommendation to you. It was wrong advice to refuse the 
opportunity for the more time and means you have never had the benefit of the planning 
commission's analysis on a properly developed record. 

A properly filed application is also not a useless formality. Rather, it is the only manner 
in which the applicant explains how he believes his application complies with all applicable 
approval standards. The applicant has never, that is not once, explained how he thinks the 
application possibly complies with the applicable approval criteria. While he may presume it 
does, the law does not allow the county planning director or decision maker to share that 
presumption. 

It is only when a developer files a complete application for his proposal that participants 
in the land use process can know what the proposal is, and how the applicant believes that the 
application complies with relevant approval standards. It is impossible to have a full and fair 
opportunity to present and prepare a quasi-judicial case at a public hearing in the absence of a 
complete application to analyze. The applicant's failure in this regard and the county planning 
depai1ment's complicity, is not only a disservice to the public but also to you, the decision 
maker. Because you too, lack adequate evidence and explanation to determine whether the 
applicant has met its burden of proof in this extremely important public policy application that, if 
approved, will have long lasting, deleterious effects on agriculture for foreseeable generations. 

The fact that on Thursday, February 28, 2019, just 7 days ahead of the public hearing, the 
planning department attempted to cover the applicant's defective attempt to seek a conditional 
use permit and explain the proposal's compliance with relevant conditional use permit and other 
standards, does not solve this problem. All materials relied upon by the applicant for approval, 
which includes the complete application, are required to be available for public review 20 days 
before the public hearing ORS 197.763(3)(f)(A); (h). It was also the planning depai1ment, and 
not the applicant, that explained the applicant's view of compliance with the terms of LUBA' s 
remand. Here, too, we saw this for the first time, just 7 days ahead of the hearing. A staff 
repm1 is not a substitute for an application or for the applicant doing what the county's code 
requires of him. The staff report is supposed to be a staff analysis of the application to evaluate 
whether the application proposal satisfies state and local standards, as the applicant claims. 
Here, the applicant claims nothing about the CUP, he simply presumes. County planning staff 
attempt to convert the applicant's presumptions into an application for the first time and this is 
improper. 

In sum, there is little about this remand proceeding to commend it. It is legally flawed 
and you should send the applicant back to the drawing board for a thoughtful, objective look at 
whether the proposed trail complies with applicable legal standards and if it does not ( as the 
evidence demonstrates) to propose a separated alignment along appropriate county roads. 
Because if you don't send the applicant back to do this right, LUBA surely will, wasting 
everyone's time and resources. We hope that the buck will stop with you and that you will deny 
the proposed trail. 
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III. Unfair Tactics Have Prejudiced this Proceeding 

This situation evidences baked in approval bias of a type that is highly unusual, 
concerning and unfair. 

Supporting public trails is not the same thing as supporting trails in locations that are 
illegal, or committing to approve trails on EFU zoned land, that are only conditionally 
permitted, long before their legality has ever been determined or, worse, where the basic 
question of ownership - the right to essentially steal someone else's land - is in litigation. On 
the latter, please understand that the Farmers on good legal authority have been using, spraying 
and farming the old abandoned right of way because they believe they have a right to do so. 

Real estate legal expert Alan Brickley has opined that the county is stealing the Faimers 
land. He has also explained that even if you agree that the county acquired an interest in the old 
abandoned rail right of way, it was nothing more than what the railroad had, which was a 
nonexclusive right to run a railroad; which did not exclude farming, accessing fields on either 
side of the rail right of way, spraying to manage the old right of way for weeds and so fo1ih. 
Yet, instead of filing a quiet title action - which would be the courteous and appropriate thing to 
do if the county wanted to assert the right to exclude the farmers and completely change the use 
of the old right of way as the applicant does here, the county applicant dares the Farmers 'I can 
steal your land because I can. Spend your meager fortune on lawyers to sue me if you don't like 
it.' 

And regardless, the proposal can't be approved anyway because it will never meet the 
farm impact standards as the Oregon Supreme Court explained them. Land use laws exist for a 
reason and, here, they exist to protect farm uses in Exclusive Farm Use zones. Conditional use 
permit and farm impact standards in EFU zones are extremely tough to meet for good reason: in 
EFU zones, the shining priority is to protect farming. The reality is, that most conditional uses 
in EFU zones can't meet farm impact and CUP approval standards and the proposed trail is, 
and should be, no different. 

Perhaps understanding that the trail can't meet the legal standards that apply, the most 
powerful of the county's staffers, who are also strident trail advocates, have taken extreme and 
highly unusual measures to give the trail unfair advantages. That is telling. 

Some examples. 

The applicant for the proposed conditional use permit and TSP amendment is county 
counsel Todd Sadlo, supported by County Counsel Christian Boenish and by the planning 
Director Ken Friday. The county has made no serious effort to wall off this team of trail 
supporters from using their significant insider status, to influence approval of the proposal. 

The applicant, in particular, has orchestrated a series of events that have attempted to 
commit you, the governing body, to have no choice but to approve the proposed trail or face 
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significant penalty; he has undermined the Farmers' ability to present evidence and argument to 
you that you should not commit to build the trail before its legality is known; but he also 
supp011ed the ability of trail suppm1ers to provide evidence and argument to you without limits. 
The planning director went so far as to attempt to foreclose the Farmers from obtaining 
information about the application they needed to prepare for the March 7 hearing, information 
that state law and the county's own code make clear the Farmers are entitled to have. See The 
undersigned's three letters and attachments previously provided for the record. And then, 
planning played dumb when the Farmers asked the simple of question of when they needed to 
get the planning department information so it could be included in the March 7, 2019 hearing 
packet. Hence you have your own Farmer binder packet to use. 

None of these high level county staff trail supporter's appear to have taken LUBA 's 
remand seriously. The proposal before you (I) does not include any application for a 
conditional use permit as LUBA required, (2) does not include any analysis by the applicant of 
whether the proposal can comply with applicable conditional use permit or other standards 
LUBA identified, (3) does not include any explanation of how these county staff trail supporters 
think the trail can he approved when significant portions (on both sides) are on land zoned HI -
where the trail is prohibited and zoned LI - where the trail i prohibited, and (4) merely recycles 
the defective legislative application LUBA remanded with nothing more. In sum, an 
application as deficient as this one, in any other sihiation, would never even have made it past 
the "completeness" stage and planning would have politely sent it back to the applicant for a 
"do over". Yet, this application continues to survive like a winter virus, regardless of its lack of 
merit, for no reason that can be understood other its powerful insider advocates. 

The problems have been as petty as the planning director, Mr. Friday, refusing to answer 
the Fanners' simple question of when the Farmers should have their materials to planning to be 
included in the planning department Board of Commissioner's packet for the March 7 hearing. 
The email chain3 was answered after the planning department packet had gone to the Board: 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 5:33 PM 
To: Ken Friday <!riclayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Annstrong 
<armstron gs@co.)'amhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: When will the BOC packet go to the BOC? 

Ken, 

This is an unhelpful email chain. Is there someone I can talk to who can tell me when planning 
staff plan to send the hearing packet to the Board? As I stated in the beginning I would like the 
comtesy of knowing so we can be sure to have material to you by then. Hopefully, this is not 
rocket science. Best, Wendie 

3 Exhibit I is the entire email chain. 
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From: Ken Friday [mailto:fridayk@co.ynmllill.or. us] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 5:33 PM 
To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Cc: Stephanie Armstrong <mm.trongs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: When will the BOC packet go to the BOC? 

"Which issuance of the staff repm1 will be when?" 

If I understand your question correctly, we issue a staff repo1t seven days prior to the land use 
hearing. 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 6:14 PM 
To: Ken Friday <friclayk.@co.yamhil l.or.us>; Stephanie Annstrong 
<a rmstr ngs@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: When will the BOC packet go to the BOC? 

Thank you. Which issuance of the staff report will be when? 

From: Ken Friday [mailto:fridayk@co.yamhi ll.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, Febrnary 26, 2019 6: 13 PM 
To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Stephanie A1mstrong 
<arm tron 1s@co. amhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: When will the BOC packet go to the BOC? 

The first packet containing the LUBA record already went to the Board of Commissioners and is 
now posted online. I anticipate another to go out when the staff report is issued. 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:11 PM 
To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamh il l.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong 
<armstrongs@co.yamhi ll.or.us> 
Subject: When will the BOC packet go to the BOC? 

Ken, Stephanie, 

When will the BOC packet for the March 7 land use hearing go to the BOC? We will submit 
some more material for that packet. Please let me know. W 

There are more serious and insidious contaminations of this process that should cause 
you to pause. The worst is that the applicant and his powerful internal suppo11ers are attempting 
to convince you, ex parte, to irrevocably commit the county to the trail by insisting that you 
authorize spending a breathtakingly large amount of tax dollars to design and build the most 
expensive pa11s of the trail (three bridges) before the trail is even legal or before it is known 
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whether the proposed trail can ever be legal or whether the county even owns what it claims. 
They are well aware that the bridges are in the EFU zone, in the middle of intensive commercial 
farms, and can only be allowed if a conditional use pennit for this is approved. Thus, the 
applicant and other powerful staff, have ex parte stumped with you the virtues of this bridge 
construction use that is only conditionally permitted in the EFU zone, while at the same time 
insisting that when the Farmers object to constructing such illegal use, their objections are 
unlawful ex parte contacts. That does not even remotely pass the smell test. 

Despite your requests, these powerful county players have not advised you of the legal 
peril you face, or that the county faces, for spending this public tax money on a project known 
to be unlawful now and that is well-known may never be lawful. Because building any part of 
the trail is patently unlawful until all appeals have ended and then only if any county approval is 
sustained, an eventuality that seems unlikely in the extreme - especially after the Supreme 
Comt decision in Stop the Dump. YCZO 1301.06. Under YCZO 1406.01 4 and ORS 215.185 
any approval that is ultimately finally reversed by an appellant authority will have to be torn 
out. 

Another example of the improper handling of this matter, is that the applicant has been 
assigned the role of intimidator and judge of the quality of the Farmers evidence, argument and 
case organization. The applicant has advised the undersigned that she is to go through him as 
the county contact and the applicant has been given carte blanche to demean the Farmers. For 
example, on behalf of the county, the applicant has been allowed to characterize the Farmers' 
position, as "bogus." See Attachment 2. Given that the county's position is that the Faimers 
arguments are "bogus," it is impossible not avoid a whiff of baked in institutional bias against 
the Farmers. 

Fmther, the applicant has seemingly been improperly given the role of gate keeper of the 
evidence and argument that the Board of Commissioners can hear and that evidence and 
argument which the Board is foreclosed from hearing on issues that the applicant himself brings 

4 YCZO 1406 provides: 

"1406. REMEDIES FOR UNLAWFUL STRUCTURES OR LAND USE. 

1406.0 I ln the event a building or other struchire is, or is proposed to be, located, constructed, 
maintained, repaired, altered, or used, or any land is, or is proposed to be, used, in violation of an 
ordinance or regulation designed to implement the Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan, the 
governing body of the county or a person whose interest in real property in the county is or may 
be affected by the violation, may, in addition to other remedies provided by law, institute 
injunction, mandamus, abatement, or other appropriate proceedings to prevent, temporarily or 
permanently enjoin, abate, or remove the unlawful location, constmction, maintenance, repair, 
alteration or use." 

1406.02 No person shall locate, construct, maintain, repair, alter, or use a building or other structure or 
use or transfer land in violation of this ordinance or any ordinance lawfully adopted by Yamhill 
County." 



before the Board for decision concerning the proposed trail. At the February 7, 2019 Board of 
Commissioners public meeting, an item for discussion had been spending public money to 
design and build the most expensive parts of the as yet illegal trail (at least one bridge to be 
built and the others to be shovel ready). This was a highly questionable item for Board approval 
in the first place since the bridges at issue were entirely on land zoned EFU and no approval had 
been given. Yet, the applicant attempted to race ahead to obtain your approval to construct the 
most important trail elements, so the "fix" would be in. Understandably, at that public meeting, 
the Farmers attempted to speak to you in the time set aside for public comment. Before 
knowing what the Farmers written submissions were or what the Farmers would say, Mr. Sad!o 
(the applicant for the trail) acting as counsel for the governing body, reportedly said the Farmers 
could not speak with you about the proposal to fund the design and construction of the three 
most expensive parts of the proposed trail, citing "ex parte" concerns for this land use process. 
The irony was beyond words. Mr. Sadlo eventually relented and then mischaracterized the 
letter that Mr. Hammer attempted to submit to you as being different from the one he had 
accepted. They were the same. At this same meeting, county counsel allowed trail supporters 
to speak to you without interruption or limits. 

The applicant's and county counsel's position that the applicant's own ex parte 
communications are not ex parte, but the farmers' objections to them are ex parte 
communications, lacks legal or other merit. Moreover, the ex parte rule, charitably, has been 
unevenly applied by the county depending upon whether one is a trail supporter or opponent. 
County Counsel Boenish advised new Commissioner Kulla that he was free to meet with and 
interview trail supporters and others ex parte, so long as he 'Just need to declare ex parte contact 
so that others have a chance to rebut or provide a new perspective." Attachment 2. Yet, 
Commissioner Starrett (who has consistently voted against the proposed trail) was advised she 
could not speak with the Farmers about the trail proposal at all. And of course the Farmers 
were first told they could not speak at all, and then only in a limited way, on February 7, 2019 
but their wished-for discussion was on a subject that the applicant himself had put before the 
Board for a final decision. 

The undersigned wrote a letter to Mr. Boenish on the topic of ex parte contacts, asking 
that he share it with you, but we understand that he refused to provide that letter to you as 
requested. Instead, Mr. Boenish opined that you'd get the letter in your hearing packet 7 days 
before the hearing - which is of course too late - the avoidable damage a1iiculated in that letter 
was done by then. This letter is in your hearing packet. Now, the March 7, 2019 hearing will 
waste time in the beginning to deal with disclosure and rebuttal of ex parte contacts. 

These events are not coincidental. The applicant, counsel's office and the planning 
director are laser focused on getting the proposed trail approved, using their insider status to do 
so. The Fanners, who are not insiders, have good reason to be concerned that they cannot get a 
fair shake. 
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IV. Benton County Board of Commissioners/Wallowa County 

In Benton County in 2016, and in Wallowa County a few weeks ago, a similar type of 
trail project was proposed for an old abandoned rail right of way. The Benton County Board of 
Commissioners, as did the Wallowa County's planning commission, denied those trails 
because it was impossible for them in good conscience to find them to be compatible with farm 
uses. Moreover, a few year after the Benton County Board denied the proposed trail, a federal 
district court decided that most of the Benton County fanners owned the trail, and so it was 
illegal to purport to claim the right to put a trail on their land in the first place. See Benton 
County Decision, in the record. The proposed trail should fare no better. The Board of 
Commissioners in Benton County were not anti-trail. Rather they were responsible land use 
stewards who, sitting in their quasi-judicial capacity, could not lawfully determine that the trail 
met applicable legal standards. They did not dare their farmers to spend hard earned money to 
litigate the folly of a public trail in the middle of commercial farms at LUBA, just so LUBA 
could tell the county the obvious. Rather, they did the right thing and denied the trail for the 
simple reason they knew it could not meet the very difficult farm impact legal standards that 
applied. And that was before the Oregon Supreme Comt's articulation of the farm impact 
standards in Stop the Dump. We hope that you will exercise the same leadership and deny the 
proposed trail in Yamhill County. 

V. Applicable Legal Standards 

ORS 215.296 and YCZO 402. 07 Additional Standards for Approval of Conditional Uses 

"A. In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional use, the applicant 
shall demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in addition to other requirements of this 
ordinance: 
"I. The use will not force signfficant change in accepted farming or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 
"2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted/arming or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm orforest use. " 

1. ORS 215.296 and YCZO 402.07 - the Farm Impact Test. 

As a starting point, the Yamhelas Trail is not a farm use. See ORS 215.203(2) definition 
of "farm use." Instead, this bike, equestrian and recreational trail is a non-farm use proposed for 
land zoned under State-wide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) as EF-80. Additionally, the -
Trail is proposed for AF-10 zoned land; rural industrial land zoned LI (Light/General Industrial) 
and HI (Heavy Industrial). Transportation facilities such as this bike and recreational trail are 
not allowed on the County's AF-10, LI or HI zoned land, and it is therefore prohibited on those 
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lands as a matter of law.5 In the County's EFU zone, however, the Trail is listed as a conditional 
use, subject to compliance with the Farm Impact Test in ORS 215.296, the parallel local code 
standards in YCZO 402.07, and the County's general CUP criteria in YCZO 1202. The Supreme 
Couit's recent decision in Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 364 Or 432 (Feb 28, 
2019) ("Stop the Dump"), controls the County's interpretation of what the Farm Impact Test 
requires and allows in this case. Under that decision and given the factual record in this case, 
this trail cannot be approved for the EF-80 zoned segment because it fails the Fa1m Impact Test. 

As for the EFU segment, the Board must apply state law (ORS 215.296) and YCZO 
402.07 - the so-called "Faim Impact Test" - as addressed by the Supreme Court in Stop the 
Dump. See OAR 660-012-0065(3) and DLCD's May 19, 2015 memo on "Review Process for 
Trails as Transportation Facilities in EFU zones." These state and local criteria are identical and 
require credible evidence and responsive findings that the following criteria are met: 

A. In the Exclusive Faim Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional 
use, the applicant shall demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in 
addition to other requirements of this ordinance: 

1. The ,use will not force significant change in accepted farming or forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to fam1 or forest use. 

2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

Given the current record of this "application," it is impossible for the Board to make a 
finding of compliance with these strict standards, especially as the Supreme Court constmed 
them in Stop the Dump. The Supreme Court began its analysis, as should the Yamhill County 
Board of Commissioners, with an understanding of Goal 3, the farmland preservation policy 
basis for the Farm Impact Test, and high priority Oregon places on preservation of farm land in 
large blocks for fam1 uses, free of interference from non-farm uses. Farm uses on large blocks of 
high value farmland is exactly how the subject area is characterized: 

5 The following prohibition from the AF-10 zone is also found in the LI and HI zone regulations: "Uses of land and 
water not specifically mentioned in this section are prohibited in the AF-IO District" YCZO 501 .04 (Prohibited 
Uses). The proposed trail is not listed as an allowable use in any of the AF- I 0, HI or LI zones. 
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The Supreme Coui1 set the stage for its analysis of the Farm Impact Test in Stop the 
Dump with a discussion about Goal 3 and farm land and farm use protection under the Oregon 
system. Citing the state's farmland protection policies in ORS 215.243,6 the Supreme Court 
concluded the following about how the Fann Impact Test shall be applied when nonfann uses 
are proposed for fal:lllland: •. ' · 

"Together, those provisions suggest that the legislature's agricultural land use 
policy is a long-term one centerf!d on pr~serving agricultural lands in large blocks 
for working farm and forest operations through limitations on nonfarm uses and 
developmeni through incentives for retention of rural lands in ~FU zoning; nothing 
suggests .that profitability ;of specific fapns is a focus of the policy." 
Stop the Dump, slip op at 21. · 

"We agree that the iegislature was concerned about the supply of agricultural land, 
but we conclude that the legislature intended the farm impacts test to focus on 
forced chan es in farmin and forest ractices and the costs of those ractices as 
referenced in ORS 215.296(1), ... · (T!he focus on adverse changes to operations on 
the affected fa1ms was key . .: .. [I]t appears that the legislature understood that 
adverse .changes.in farm pra¢tices or the.cost of those pract.ices could well lead to 
later reductions .in the .supply of operating, productive agriculttii-al ·1and over time, 
as it becomes more onerous for owners to continue their agricultural use of EFU 
land due to nearby nonfarm uses." Stop the Dump, sljp op at 27 (underline 
emphases supplied). - · --

" [W]e reject the Court of Appeals' holding to the extent that it suggests that the test 
is met wlle.n there is no increased cost, or reduced profitability, to a particular farm, 
even when the farmer has been forced t9 change accepted farm practices .... ORS 
215.296(1) plainly states that an applicant must establish that neither significant .. ,_ 

6 ORS 215.243 Agricultural land use policy. The Legislative Assembly finds and declares that: 
(I) Open land used for agricultural use is an efficient mearis of conserving natural resources that constitute an 

important physical, social, aesthetic and economic 11ss.et to all of the people of this state, whether living in rural, 
urban or metropolitan areas of the state. · · · · · 

(2) The preservation ofa maximum amount of the limited supply of agricultural land is necessary to the 
conservation of the state's economic resources and the pr~servation of such land iri large blocks is ne<::essary in 
maintaining the,j!gricultural ec~momy of the state and for tlie assurance of adequate, healthful and nutritious food for 
the people of this state and nation. . .. . 

(3) Expansion of urban development into rnral areas is a matter of public concern because of the unnecessary 
increases in costs of community services, conflicts between farm and urban activiti~s and the loss of open space and 
natural beauty around urban centers occurring as the result of such expansion. · · · 

(4) Exclusive farm use zoning as provided by law, substantially limits altern11tives to the use of rural land and, 
with the importance of rural lands to the public, justifies incentives and privileges offered to encourage owners of 
rnral lands to hold such lands in el':clusive fann use zones. · · · ·. · 
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changes to accepted farm practices nor significantly increased costs will occur due 
to the nonf arm use." 
Stop the Dump, slip op at 28 (underline emphasis added). 

"We agree that the legisJature intended the 'significant change ' in farm practice or 
' signi ficantly increased cost' of farm practice standard to apply practice by practice 
and farm by farm, as the text and context of the farm impacts test suggests. . .. 
[W]hen the parties dispute whether a nonfarm use will force a significant change to 
a particular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 
the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1 ) requires an applicant to prove that the 
proposed nonfa1m use (1 ) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 
practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice. A 
'significant' change or increase in cost is one that will have an imp011ant influence 
or effect on the farm. For each relevant accepted farm practice, if the applicant 
cannot prove both of those elements without conditions of approval, the local 
government must consider whether, with conditions of approval, the applicant will 
meet the farm impacts test." Stop the Dump, slip op at 31 (italic in the original, 
underline emphases supplied). 

The staff report, which was written before the Supreme Court issued its decision in Stop 
the Dump, fails to take into account the extremely s~nsitive and protective nature of the Farm 
Impact Test articulated by the Supreme Court or to give credence to any of the numerous 
objections by fam1 operators that abut the Trail. Staff takes the position that the 60-foot Trail 
corridor is owneq by the County and not available for farming by the abutting farms. From this, 
staff also asserts that farm operators have never been allowed to spray pesticides or herbicides on 
or over the Trail corridor or allow spray drift over it. Staff states that these and other farm 
operators have never had a problem accommodating other transportation facilities running 
through farm country, and this trail will be no different. With this background, staff basically 
assumes that there.will be no farm impacts that can't be dealt with by fencing to keep trespassers 
out of farm fit~lds adjacent to the Trail. 

.-, · .. 

The staff report, in light of Stop the Dump, has it exactly backwards. There is abundant 
and focused testimony from affected fann operators adjacent and near the proposed Trail about 
the impacts that this new intrusion of bicyclists, hikers, equestrians and dog walkers will have as 
this new trail cuts through their.farm fields. The County is required to, but planning staff failed 
to, analyze the 'significant change' in each farm practice the proposed trail visits on the Farmers 
and 'significantly increased cost' of farm practice standards in "practice by practice and farm by 
farm." These'impacts include, but are not limited to, the following: ·_ 

. ..:. . 

• Farmers have historically farmed and engaged in customary farm practices up to, on and 
across the abandoned rail corridor. They have used it to access their farms, they have planted 
crops, and have sprayed it to keep weeds out of their farms. They certainly have always had 
rights to do these things. Even when the railroad was operating the Farmers were free to use 
their land so long as it was not inconsistent with the railroad's allowed use. The Farmers and 
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their predecessors never gave away to the railroad any of these rights. They have these rights 
either because: (1) the Farmers hold better title to the corridor land than does the County; (2) 
whatever rights the railroad had were always subject to the Farmers rights to the abandoned 
railroad conidor; (3) whatever rights the railroad had were lost when railroad use was 
abandoned for decades, or (4) the Fa1mers have acquired use and crossing rights through 
prescription after the rail use was abandoned. The development of the Yamhelas Trail in this 
old abandoned rail corridor and introduction of recreational walkers, equestrians, cyclists and 
domestic/household pets will limit or eliminate the Farmers' historic and vested practice of 
crossing the abandoned railroad corridor and farming up to, on and in many cases across, the 
abandoned railroad corridor. If the trail is approved, then at best if the County in its discretion 
decides to allow crossings, farm equipment crossings will be limited, constrained and 
increasingly dangerous because of the new conflicts with trail users, any trail fences, and any 
trail gates. Moreover, any such crossings would have to be wide enough to allow spray 
equipment to move between fields, otherwise it would be impossible for them to get through 
regardless: 

• Faim practices on, over and across the Trail corridor include gun spray irrigation at 400 
psi, unprotected fa1m equipment crossings, pesticide spraying; casting livestock pellets 
from tractors; livestock crossings to get to food and water. Farm practices adjacent to the 
old abandoned right of way include pesticide spraying. Common pesticides used by 
farmers along the abandoned rail conidor contain "paraquat". The pesticide label for this 
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and other pesticides contain the prohibition against spraying "around" "recreational 
parks." The Oregon Department of Agriculture has advised that this is an "enforceable 
statement" and: 

"Black's law dictionary defines 'around' as: 'In the vicinity of; near or close by.' 
This definition could preclude applications iu fields adiace11t to the trail or 
sensitive sites identified in the product labeling." (Emphasis supplied.) 

There is no mitigation that the county can impose that can make the proposed trail 
compatible with this requirement so that farmers may continue to spray paraquat as they need to. 
The paraquat limitation is triggered solely from a decision to convert the abandoned rail right of 
way to a recreational trail and would force fa1mers to change their accepted fa1ming practice of 
spraying this chemical. Since there are no affordable alternatives, the farmers would have to 
take whole fields out of production. This is a significant impact on accepted farming practices of 
each affected farmer as well as is certainly a cumulative significant impact on accepted farming 
practices for the length of the proposed corridor. This impact alone should cause denial of the 
proposed trail. 

• One of the persons who farms along the old abandoned railroad of way, is Country Lane 
Dairy, a CAFO with a DEQ permit to irrigate with waste slurry and of liquids and solids 
from dairy related waste. 

Allows cows to pass between 
fields owned by diary on both 

sides of abandoned right-of-way. 

Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 



Country Lane ' s DEQ and Oregon Department of Agriculture approved A WMP (relevant 
portions are Attachment 3 Lo this letter) authorizes land treatment with this slurry right up to the 
abandoned rail right of way: 

Lan Treatment 
for 

untry ane 
m 

a1 y 
Sectlon34, 35, Township 3 South, Range 4 West from the Willamette Meridian 

Section 2, Township 4 South, Range 4 West from the Willamette Meridian 

Country Lane will have to change the important accepted farming practice of treating this land 
with the approved slurry. Exactly how much land will have to be removed from this practice is 
unknown. However, there can be no dispute that land previously used for this practice will be 
lost because of the trail if it is approved. Taking away Country Lane's ability to use its waste in 
this way is a significant adverse change to the CAFO's accepted farming practices. If the CAFO 
must instead pay to dispose of its slurry, approval of the trail would will also impose an added 
cost to the CAFO. 
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• Introduction of people, horses and domestic/household pets (mostly dogs) into the center 
of existing and active farm fields where there was no prior avenue for such introductions. 
This affects the spread of weeds and pathogens that affect crop health and will increase 
the incidents of dangerous and damaging pet-livestock interactions. 

• Introduction of invasive plant/weed species and pathogens into the center of farm fields 
and operations where there was no prior avenue for such introductions. This affects the 
spread of weeds and pathogens that affect crop health, increase the need for pesticide and 
herbicide spraying, and jeopardizes crop purity certification programs that these fam1s 
currently qualify for. It will result in the Farmers with "Foundation" seed fields along the 
proposed trail, to have an "isolation strip" that is 465 feet wide. Most of the Farmers 
have "certified" fields, requiring a 75-104 foot wide isolation strip if the trail is approved. 
Under current conditions, such isolation strips are not required because the abandoned 
rail right of way poses no threat to any seed certification. But if the proposed trail is 
approved, it will take many, many acres of productive farm land out of production 
because they will have to be set aside as "isolation strips." 

• Introduction of people, horses and dogs into the center of existing and active farm 
operations will introduce litter, animal/human waste and increase trespass into farm 
fields, which will interfere with customary fam1 operations, damage harvest machinery 
and force farm operators to increase buffers for pesticide and herbicide spraying. 

• The proposed trail will land lock or isolate existing commercial farms on both sides of 
the old abandoned right of way that need to get back and forth between fields sometimes 
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every few minutes 

This field "land locked" 
by conversion of right·of-way 
to pedestrian/ bicycle path. 

Only access to 
field west of 
right-of-way 

Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 
, . 

. ; :...--.: :..::... -
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The staff report improperly discounts all of these impacts as either existing situations 
comparable to existing County roads adjacent to fa1ms, or based, upon staffs unfounded 
assertion that the County owns the entire abandoned railroad right-of-way, that these farm 
operations cannot "trespass" onto the Trail corridor. There are many things wrong with this staff 
position and the proffered conditions do not enable approval and should be disregarded with a 
flat denial. 

First, the county is in no position to complain about trespass associated with accepted 
farming practices. ORS 30.936 does not allow anyone, even the c0tmty, to complain about 
"trespass" from accepted farming practices. These are all accepted farming practices. 

Second, there is no "trespass" in any case, and the staff claim to this effect is offensive. 
The evidence in the record and, which will be produced at the March 7th hearing, unequivocally 
demonstrates that the Farmers have been operating for many, many years up to, across and over 
the proposed trail corridor and have had, and do have, every right to continue to do so. Staff 
ignores that whatever rights the railroad had, when the railroad stopped all operations, dug up the 
rails and left town two decades ago, its rights were lost. Merely because the county has a slip of 
"quit claim" paper, does not give the county more rights than the railroad had, which were 
nothing. Remember, the county tried and could not even get title insurance for its purchase. 
Title companies are not stupid. Staff's assumptions also ignore that at a minimum, the Farmers 
would have prescriptive access, crossing and use rights acquired over many years of farm 
operations along the old abandoned rail right of way. 

Third, the introduction of pedestrians, bicyclists, dogs and other new users into the center 
of what have historically been intact farm fields and orchards> will force these farmers to change 
their customary and lawful farm practices, including pesticide and herbicide spraying, spray 
irrigation, land treatment with animal waste slurry, accessing fields on both sides of the old right 
of way and their livestock passing back and f01th to graze and water. These farm operators will 
have to significantly change their farm operations and move them away from the old rail right of 
way if the trail is approved for conversion to a trail, to avoid these conflicts, where those 
conflicts don't currently exist. 

Fourth, staff also inco1Tectly assumes that conditions can be imposed to keep people, 
dogs, litter away from farms and other issues by erecting a fence of some unknown type and 
design between the trail and farm fields. That condition does not enable the proposal to comply 
with the Farm Impact standards and should not be imposed. Such a condition does not mitigate 
the significant impacts on farming practices visited by the proposed trail; rather while it may 
solve some problems, a fence creates others just as serious or more so: namely farmers would 
then be either foreclosed or impeded from getting back and forth between fields, and in some 
cases a fence would cause fields to be isolated and/or landlocked. Further, livestock would be 
unable to cross back and forth over the abandoned right of way as they do now, to get to food 
and water. 

Fifth, while staff is correct that county roads already abut some existing farm operations 
in the area, the staff report ignores the fact that there is currently no trail and no impacts from a 
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trail on these farm operations. When it comes to farm impacts, there is no similarity between a 
road and a public recreational trail. Staff assumes that farmers can simply adopt along a trail the 
same buffers required to keep farm operations separate from county roads and the people who 
travel on them. Staff misses the point that it is not up to agricultural operations to install new 
buffers to suit the trail. The burden is precisely the opposite as one would hope the county staff 
would have figured out reading the Comi's decision in Stop the Dump. The fact is that the 
proposed trail represents a significant new impact on accepted farm practices for these farms that 
does not currently exist, because there is no trail that invites the general public, and most farmers 
operate right up to and across the trail colTidor with a variety of trail-incompatible accepted 
farming practices. Approval of the proposed trail will introduce thousands of people, horses and 
pets each year into the center of these fa1m operations where none currently exist and the 
recreational traffic flow along the trail will cross numerous farm access points and roadways that 
farmers currently use. Staffs assumed position that these are acceptable impacts for these farm 
operators to address is wrong, always has been wrong and is inconsistent with Oregon law and 
the Faim Impacts Test as construed by the Supreme Comi in Stop the Dump. 

While the staff rep01t acknowledges some of the fa1m practices on adjacent farm land, it 
glosses-over the impacts the proposed recreational trail will have on the numerous active fam1 
operations along its length that have historically operated adjacent to, over, and across this 
coITidor. While the staff report documents some of those impacts, staff concludes that all are 
acceptable, won't be that significant, and that some (e.g., discounted improperly as alleged 
"trespass") can be addressed by constructing a fence into areas that have historically been 
actively farmed as one uninterrupted farm unit, so as to create two separated and landlocked farm 
units. Staff's position is contrary to the Supreme Comt's construction of the ORS 215.296(1)7 

Fa1m Impacts Test in Stop the Dump. Nowhere does staff identify the farm-by-farm or practice
by-practice impact of the trail and the thousands of recreational visitors it will introduce into the 
heart of numerous fa1ming operations. Staffs summary dismissal of all impacts of this trail on 
active farm practices along its length are conclusory and don't reflect the focused testimony of 
likely impacts from farmers who stand to be impacted. Staffs summary dismissal of all impacts 
as insignificant or nonexistent defies the Supreme Court's requirement that a farm-by-farm and 
practice-by-practice analysis is required. Just as LUBA, the Court of Appeals, and the Supreme 
Comt rejected such conclusory findings, so too should the Board of Commissioners. Because of 
the farm impacts documented in the record by the farmers who stand to be impacted, and those 
impacts remain unassessed, the Farm Impacts Test cannot be met, and the permit for this Trail 
cannot be approved. 

The Staff Report also ignores the cumulative impact of multiple impacts from the 
proposed new trail running through the heart of some 30+ active, commercial farm operations -
the effect of multiple impacts on a farm-by-farm basis that cumulatively would be incredibly 
significant. The Supreme Court held that a cumulative impacts analysis is critical to the proper 
application of the Farm Impacts Test: 

7 Because the county code implements this state law standard, the county code must be interpreted the same as the 
state law standard. 
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" ... LUBA understood the farm impacts test to require a fatm-by-farm analysis. 
Specifically, LUBA concluded that, to detennine the significance of changes in or 
costs of farm practices, the county must consider both the significance of an 
individual impact and the significance of cumulative impacts of the landfill 
expansion, as conditioned by the county, on a farm-by-fa1m basis." Stop the Dump, 
slip op at 7. 

The Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA's remand of the Riverbend Landfill decision based on the 
County's improper cumulative impacts analysis, holding: 

"We agree ,vith LUBA that, notwithstanding any evidentiary support, those 
categorical findings do not show how the sum of the effects of the landfill on each 
multiple-impact farm's accepted practices is not significant. The findings fail to set 
out the facts about each farm that led to the decision about compliance with ORS 
215.296(1)." Stop the Dump, 284 Or App at 496. 

The cumulative deleterious effect of the multiple impacts on farm operations from the 
proposed trail are individually and cumulatively significant and were completely ignored by the 
Staff Report. 

Finally, the applicant takes an incorrect view of the "agricultural area" to be evaluated -
limiting the analysis area to 750 ft., which is contrary to state law as should be clear from reading 
the Supreme Court decision Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, _ OR_ (SC 
S064894, Feb 28, 2019). As the Supreme Court made very clear, the proper analysis area 
considers the impact of the proposal on each entire farm, not 750 feet on either side of the 
proposed trail. 

2. Special Note About Significant Impacts of the Proposed Trail on the Accepted 
Farming Practice of Pesticide Spray Operations 

Both federal and state laws regulate the use of pesticides in Oregon. There are two main 
categories of pesticide laws: state and federal labeling requirements and the state and federal 
Worker Protection Standards. 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA") (7 U.S.C. § 136 et 
seq.), administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") provides for federal 
regulation of pesticide distribution, labeling, and use. FIFRA dictates that a pesticide's label 
governs the use/application of the pesticide and makes it unlawful for a person to use any 
pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 7 U.S .C. § 136j(a)(2)(G). Oregon's parallel 
state law, the Oregon Pesticide Control Act (ORS Chapter 634), similarly prohibits the 
application of any pesticide inconsistent with its labeling. ORS § 634.372(2). Most pesticide 
labels, including those used by farmers along the proposed trail, include the following language 
or some variation of it: "Do not apply this product in such a manner as to directly or through drift 
expose workers or other persons." The presence of the trail would impact the farming practices 
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of farmers along the trail who are required to comply with these laws requiring pesticide 
applicators to follow the directions on the label. 

Pesticide use is further regulated under state and federal law by the Worker Protection 
Standard ("WPS") which seeks to protect agricultural workers and other persons from worksite 
pesticide exposure. See 40 C.F.R. Part 170 and OAR 437-004-6405. The WPS provides for an 
Application Exclusion Zone ("AEZ"), an area surrounding the application equipment in which 
no person other than an appropriately trained and equipped handler is permitted to enter during a 
pesticide application. See 40 C.F.R. 170.405(a) and OAR 437-004-6405. New rnles relating to 
this standard were adopted by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
("Oregon OSHA") and went into effect January 1, 2019. See OAR 437-004-6405. 

A. State and Federal Labeling Requirements 

Under both state and federal law, the label is the law. Federally, FIFRA makes it 
unlawful to use any pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 7 U.S.C. § 
136j(a)(2)(G). Oregon's parallel state law similarly prohibits the application of any pesticide 
inconsistent with its labeling. ORS § 634.372(2), Pesticide labels must include, among other 
things, a statement that "It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner 
inconsistent with its labeling," and directions for its use. 40 C.F.R. § 156.10. For example, the 
label for Gramoxone, one of the herbicides used by farmers along the proposed trail for sucker 
control in hazelnuts, states, "It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner 
inconsistent with its labeling." And "Do not apply this product in a way that will contact 
workers or other persons, either directly or through drift." Most pesticide labels use similar 
language, such as, "Do not apply this product in such a manner as to directly or through drift. 
expose workers or other persons. "8 

a. Examples of Label Restrictions on Use 

Many of the labels of pesticides used by farmers along the proposed trail direct 
applicators not to use the pesticides "around" or "near" recreational facilities. See e.g., 
Gramoxone label ("DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS."); Lorbsan label ("Do 
not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, . .. parks and recreation 
areas[.]"). EPA and the Oregon Department of Agriculture enforces Pesticide labeling 
compliance, and they take a broad view of pesticide restrictions. Making matters more unce11ain 
and worse, there are no cases or guidance rules in which the tetms "around" or "near" or 
"recreational parks" were interpreted by a court, nor any agency guidance regarding its 
interpretation the same. ODA has given its interpretation that it could mean entire fields are 
foreclosed from this accepted farming practice if the trail proposal is approved. 

8 This language is mirrored in 40 C.F.R. § 170.21 0(a) ("Contact with workers and other persons. The handler 
employer and the handler shall assure that no pesticide is applied so as to contact, either directly or through drift, 
any worker or other person, other than an appropriately trained and equipped handler."). 
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Further, these agencies would deem a public trail a "park" or "recreation area." Indeed 
that is how it is characterized by the county and trail advocates, in addition to the idea that it 
would be a "transportation corridor". Thus, if the proposal were approved, farmers would be 
restricted from spraying pesticides some unknown large distance from the trail in order to reduce 
the possibility of guessing wrong, having a prohibited exposure and all the liability and difficulty 
that goes with it. Farmers are responsible and they are not in the business of and indeed cannot 
be in the business of guessing wrong when it comes to pesticide regulations. Guessing wrong 
can result in civil and criminal liability for farmers. 7 U.S.C. §§ 136l(a)(l) and (2) (civil 
administrative penalties) and§ 136l(b) (criminal penalties); ORS 634.900 (civil penalties) and 
634.992 (criminal penalties). It is likely that an agency or court, in construing the statute to favor 
broader protection for vulnerable populations from pesticide exposure, would find the trail, 
anticipated to be used by primarily by children, families, and their pets, to be a "recreational 
park" whether or not it may also be a "transportation facility." At least one Oregon court has 
interpreted the terms and phrases in a pesticide label broadly, considering the purpose of the 
State Pesticide Control Act to "regulate in the public interest, inter alia, the application and use 
of pesticides" and to prevent injury. See Henderson v. Dep't of Agric., 128 Or App 169, 177 
(1994) (upholding the ODA Director's broad interpretation of "expose" on a pesticide's label to 
mean "creates a situation where a person may come into contact with a pesticide"). 

Other labels can be even more restrictive, requiring the use of buffer zones when 
spraying near "sensitive sites," often defined as "areas frequented by non-occupational 
bystanders (especially children)" and include "outdoor recreational areas." See e.g., Lorbsan 
label p 3. Lobsan is a critically impo11ant pesticide,used as an accepted farming practice in 
certain field, frnit, nut, and vegetable crop fam1ing. Such buffer zones require the targeted 
application site to be set back up to 100 feet from the sensitive site depending on the method of 
application. Id. By way of example, this would mean that a 100-ft buffer zone from the trail, 
would restrict a farmer of hazelnuts along the proposed trail from spraying the rows of trees 
located within 100 feet of the trail. In the binder of materials, there is a list of pesticides that are 
responsibly applied by farmers as a part of their accepted farming practices along the old railroad 
right of way. Many carry restrictions on their use, including large setbacks from recreational 
areas and parks. It is impossible to say that the proposed trail will not have a significant effect 
on the accepted farming practice of spraying pesticides. 

b. Complaints of ORS 634.372(2) Violations and Civil Penalties 

Complaints of ORS 634.372(2) violations are made to the ODA. ODA will conduct an 
investigation pursuant to a complaint and has the authority to impose civil penalties should it 
detem1ine that a violation has occurred. OAR 603-057~0502. Allowing spray to drift or 
otherwise exposing people to pesticides is illegal. The proposed trail presents two key problems 
with this principle. First, the smell of a pesticide can travel beyond the application area.9 People 
including trail users who are unfamiliar with accepted fam1ing practices and associated smells 
have in the past and will in the future submit frivolous complaints of violations to ODA, 
resulting in investigations that will be time consuming and costly for farmers. Sometimes, 

9 See Letter from Oregon Farm Bureau to Yamhill County Commission dated May 14, 2018. 
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people have such irrational fears that they sue farmers and farmers throw in the towel and stop 
spraying - an important accepted farming practice. Second, the fa1mers did not give the railroad 
the exclusive right to do whatever it pleased with the old right of way. The railroad was given a 
specific right to use the railroad right of way for railroad purposes. See March 2019 letter from 
expert Alan Brickley in the binder of letters submitted into the record. For a century or more, the 
fa1mers and their predecessors have farmed the old right of way, crossed their equipment over it 
to get to othe1wise inaccessible parts of their fam1s, and/or sprayed it to keep it from infecting 
fam1 fields with alien vegetation. The farmers accepted farming practices of spraying and 
farming on the old right of way was not inconsistent with the interesl given to the railroad. If the 
trail is approved, lawful farming activity will become illegal pesticide exposure or drift. 

Thus, the presence of the trail would significantly change and increases the costs of 
accepted farming practices of spraying pesticides by farmers along the trail who are required to 
comply with state and federal laws requiring pesticide applicators to follow the directions on the 
label. 

c. State and Federal Worker Protection Standard ("WPS") 

The EPA and Oregon OSHA both have Worker Protection Standard ("WPS") 
requirements that have been interpreted by regulating agencies to apply to off-farm persons and 
activities. Specifically, the Worker Protection Standard and related Application Exclusion Zone 
("AEZ") requirements which foreclose spraying pesticides in certain areas will present 
significant interference with accepted fatming practices if the trail is approved. 

d. Federal WPS Rulcmaking 

In 2015, EPA promulgated new rnles related to the protection of agricultural workers 
from worksite pesticide exposure, known as the Worker Protection Standard or "WPS."10 These 
rules went into effect January 2, 2017. The federal rnles provide that during any outdoor 
pesticide application, the farmer/employer must not allow any worker or other person, other than 
a properly trained and equipped pesticide applicator, to enter or remain in the Application 
Exclusion Zone ("AEZ") that is within the boundaries of the establishment until the application 
is complete. 40 C.F.R. § 170.405(a)(2). The federal AEZ is an area that extends up to 100 feet 
horizontally from the application equipment in all directions during a pesticide application, 
depending on the method of application. See ODA letter to the undersigned in the materials in 
the record. The language in the regulation that the farmer/employer must not allow any "other 
person" to enter and remain in the AEZ during pesticide applications is especially daunting in 
this context. 

e. Oregon WPS Rulemaking 

State law implementing the WPS are even more restrictive. After the federal rules went 
into effect, Oregon OSHA collaborated with ODA to adopt new state rules consistent with the 

10 40 C.F.R. Part 170. 
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federal requirement. Oregon OHSA's rules, effective January 1, 2019, are more restrictive than 
the federal requirements. Oregon OSHA's rules provide that they apply where workers or other 
people are a<b'acent to pesticides being applied in outdoor production areas that are within the 
boundaries of the establishment. OAR 437-004-6405. The farmer/employer must ensure that 
such persons evacuate the AEZ until the application is complete (and in some circumstances, 
remain outside of the AEZ for a specified period of time after application). Id. In Oregon, the 
AEZ is an area that extends up to 150 feet horizontally from the application equipment in all 
directions during a pesticide application, depending on certain pesticide label requirements and 
method of application. Id. The 150 foot prohibition does not evaporate because the county has 
established a trail on the old abandoned rail right of way that the farmers still have an ownership 
interest in - or even if they did not claim an ownership interest. 

The applicant is fond of poking fun at the Farmers, with the applicant claiming the AEZ 
applies only to workers and magically offers no protection to "other persons," even though the 
rule plainly says otherwise. However, what the applicant thinks is i1Televant. What ODA, which 
enforces the pesticide rules on the Fanners thinks, is what matters. In a publication created by 
ODA entitled "Worker Protection Standard (WPS): Application Exclusion Zone not on the 
Agricultural Establishment's Prope1iy" 11 it is clear ODA believes the 150' AEZ applies to people 
like trail goers: 

Scenario 1: Growers/applicators who use airblast Jprayers are farming adjacent to public 
transportation corridors, ·which may include public roads or community bike trails. Because the 
grower has either planted tall dense hedgerows, or there is naturally occurring tall dense 
vegetation between the application site and the public transportation corridor, the applicator 
cannot see if anyone is on the road or on the bike trail etc. 

And poses the following question: 

Question: In this limited visibility scenario, how do applicators ensure compliance with the 
Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requirements,for the portion of the property that is not on the 
agricultural establishment? 

And provides the following response: 

Response*: When applying a pesticide near establishment borders where other people may be in 
the proximity of the on-going application (off the establishment), an applicator should do the 
following: 

• Suspend the application: If people are present, pause the application. (This is the WPS 
requirement.) 

o !(the applicator thinks there is a reasonable chance of a car or bike passing 
through the AEZ when applying a pesticide near a road, the applicator can 
comply with the WPS requirement to temporarily suspend the application by 

11 This publication is Attachment I to this letter. 
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pausing before making the pass along the road- and then.following the next two 
steps. 

• Evaluate: Evaluate the conditions and ensure you can continue the application safely. 
• Resume: Resume the application only tf you are confident you can continue the 

application without it resulting in contact with any nearby i,11orkers or other persons. 

* * * 

Botlomline: the applicator is required to temporarily suspend the application if people are in the 
public transport corridor to take all reasonable and.feasible steps to insure that possible 
exposure to unprotected people in the public !rampart corridor does not occur. 

This is law that will significantly and seriously affect the Farmers' accepted farming 
practices only if the proposed trail is approved. Period. The proposed trail will require a 150' 
AEZ from any person who happens to be on the trail. Because the Farmers have no way to 
ensure who jumps or lingers on the trail for any reason, they will simply have to stop spray 
operations for the length of farming along the corridor for a width of 150' and that is an 
extremely significant adverse effect on accepted fa1ming practices on individual farm practices 
and cumulatively on this accepted farming practice in the area. 

VI. YamhilJ County's Conditional Use Criteria- YCZO 1202. 

Even though there is no conditional use permit (CUP) application in the record, the 
applicant has the burden of providing credible evidence that the six CUP approval criteria in 
YCZO 1202.02 are met. These criteria for this regulatory program must be interpreted in the 
context of the following stated purpose 

"YCZO 1202.01 Pw1Jose The purpose of a conditional use is to provide for those uses which 
possess unique and special characteristics making impractical their inclusion as outright 
permitted uses in the underlying zoning district. Such uses shall not be incompatible with the 
type of uses permitted in surrounding areas. Location and operation of designated conditional 
uses shall be subject to review and authorized only by issuance of a conditional use permit. 

The applicable CUP standards are as follows: 

"1202. 02 Review Criteria A conditional use may be authorized, subject to the Type B application 
procedure set forth in Section 1301, upon adequate demonstration by the applicant that the 
proposed use will be compatible with vicinity uses, and satisfies all relevant requirements of this 
ordinance and the fallowing general criteria; 
"A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 
"B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan ·which apply 
to the proposed use; 
"C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, topography, 
existence of improvements and natural features; 
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"D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which 
substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted uses 
listed in the underlying zoning district; E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the 
adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use; 
and 
"F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the 
area." 

The proposal fails to demonstrate compliance with any of these requirements. 

A. The use is not allowed on AF-10, HI or LI zoned land. For the AF-10, HI, and LI 
zoned segments of the proposed trail, this recreational trail is not listed as a permitted or a 
conditional use in the underlying zoning district, and in fact it is prohibited by the express terms 
of the YCZO that states that a use not listed as permitted, is prohibited. For that reason, the 
proposed trail cannot be approved on AF-10, or LI zoned land or HI zoned land. It is noted that 
the proposed trail mns through the middle of an HI zoned area and possibly an LI zoned area on 
both sides. It can be no answer to this problem that the trail will be established only on some 
side that does comply with the county code. All sides in the HI zone and it appears in the LI 
zone, are prohibited. The proposal must be denied in these areas. 

B. Compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. With regard to Comprehensive Plan 
consistency, introduction of this nonfarm use into an intensively cropped and managed farm area 
interferes with and significantly impacts accepted farm practices and will necessarily increase the 
cost of continuing those accepted farm practices. The impacts will be felt by the farms that abut 
the proposed trail. As such, the proposed trail violates the County's Goal 3 requirements; as well 
as the Farm Impacts Test as now clarified by the Supreme Court in Stop the Dump. 

The proposal fails to demonstrate compliance with several specific comprehensive plan policies. 

"Plan Section II "Land and Water. Agricultural Lands 
"Swnmmy 

"Agriculture plays an integral role in the overall economy of !he county. A significant amount of 
land within the county has soils which are defined as having high quality agricultural capability. 

"The plays an integral role in the overall economy of the county. 

"Expansion of urban development into rural areas creates conflicts between farm and urban 
activities, thereby decreasing the potential for agricultural productivity. 

"In addition to agriculture's important role in the economy of the county, vast expanses of farm 
land provide county residents with scenic open space which contributes to their overall health 
and welfare. 
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"Irrigation is an important element in the production of some farm crops, and water storage is 
an effective means of prolonging the irrigation season. 

Every county interpretation of its plans must be with reference to this summary which 
makes clear that Yamhill County agriculture "plays an integral role in the overall economy of the 
county" and "plays an integral role in the overall economy of the county" and that "Expansion of 
urban development into rural areas creates conflicts between farm and urban activities, thereby 
decreasing the potential for agricultural productivity" and that "In addition to agriculture's 
important role in the economy of the county, vast expanses of farm land provide county residents 
with scenic open space which contributes to their overall health and welfare" and that "Irrigation 
is an important element in the production of some farm crops". The proposed trail significantly 
jeopardizes all of these and therefore cannot be considered consistent with the county's 
comprehensive plan as required and, therefore, must be denied. 

"GOAL STATEMENT 
"To conserve Yamhill County's farm lands for the production of crops and livestock and to 
ensure that the conversion of farm land to urban use where necessa,y and appropriate occurs in 
an orderly and economical manner. (104) R" 

The proposed trail is undeniably an urban use. It is by design designed to attract tourists from 
urban areas to Yamhill County wineries. While it will also serve some local users, it is designed 
to be a regional trail, with supposed statewide economic development benefits that attract people 
from everywhere. This is quintessentially an urban use. There is no evidence and can be no 
evidence that the proposed trail it is "necessary". It is also not appropriate because its location as 
proposed is in the middle of high quality, producing commercial farms. Just as the county would 
not approve a bike trail in the middle of an industrial factory, it should not approve the proposed 
bike trail through these working commercial fa1ms. 

"A. Yamhill County ·will provide for the preservation of farm lands through appropriate zoning, 
recognizing comparative economic returns to agriculture and alternative uses, changing 
ownership patterns and management practices, changing market conditions for agricultural 
produce, and various public financial incentives. (I 05)" 

(H). No proposed rural area development shall substantially impair or con.flict with the use of 
farm orforest land, or be justified solely or even primarily on the argument that the land is 
unsuitable for.farming or forestJy or, due to ownership, is not currently part of an economic 
farming or forestry enterprise. " 

Goal Statement 

"A. Yamhill County will continue lo preserve those areasforfarm use which exhibit Class I 
through IV soils as identified in the Capability Classification System of the US. Soil 
Conservation Service. " (Emphasis supplied) 
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This statement is mandatory and requires that areas of the county with Class I- IV soils, be 
"preserved" for fam1 use. The proposed trail in on land designated by the Capability 
Classification System of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (NRCS) as Class I - IV soils. In fact 
the proposed trail will cut through the middle of a large predominately Class I soils area. The 
area is in active, intensive commercial farm use. The proposed trail is a nonfarm use and does 
not "preserve" the farm uses in the area that is Class I-IV soils. Therefore, the proposal is not 
consistent with the county comprehensive plan and must be denied. 

"D. Yamhill County will require that construction permits contain provisions to protect sites 
from soil erosion. " 

No pa1t of the proposal indicates how or whether the county would comply with this 
requirement. It is noted that the staff report indicates that for the immediate proposed trail bridge 
construction permits will be obtained from other agencies. However, this fails to discharge the 
county's independent plan obligation to ensure adequate soil erosion control measures would be 
in place. See Moorefield v. City of Corvallis, 18 Or LUBA 95, 108 (1989) (determining that a 
use complies with DEQ standards does not remove the necessity for the local government to 
determine vvhether local requirements are met). 

C. Water Resources SUMMARY Efficient use of county water resources is a benefit to all 
citizens, as water is an essential part of the livability of an area. 

GOAL STATEMENT 1. To conserve and to manage efficiently our water resources in order to 
sustain and enhance the quantity and quality of flows for all consumptive and non-consumptive 
uses and to abate flood, erosion and sedimentation problems. 

POLICIES 
J ft is the policy of Yamhill County to protect riparian vegetationfi·om damage that may result 
ji-om land use applications for development that is otherwise permitted outright or conditionally 
under county zoning regulations. To achieve this goal, Yamhill County will review land use 
applications for development in riparian areas in an effort to mitigate or prevent damage lo 
riparian vegetation that might resultfi·om the development. For purposes of this policy, 
"riparian areas" refers to areas within 100 feet measured horizontally fi"om the ordinmJ1 high 
water line o_f streams identified as 11Fish Habitat" in the comprehensive plan inventory (Natural 
Resource Conservation Plan, Yamhill County, Oregon, May 1979 -U.S.D.A. - Soil Conservation 
Services), that are not regulated under the Forest Practices Act. (Ord 47 I) 

Fish and Wildlife 

A. Yamhill County will cooperate with the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Department, the Yamhill 
County cities, the U.S. Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, the Bureau of 
Reclamation, and the soil and water conservation districts of the region to identify, conserve, 
and protect fish and .vildlife habitat,· determine areas of critical imbalance and threats to 
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particular species; and formulate and implement measures for the improvement of existing 
habitat and the creation of new habitat ·where needed. (101). 

C. All identified sensitive wildlife areas will be classified as exclusive agriculture, forest land or 
open ,<,,pace. No major land use change, including but not limited to road construction and 
recreational developments will be permitted without approval of measures to limit undesirable 
impacts on sensitive wildlife areas. 

D. Habitat of all species indicated as endangered, threatened, or vulnerable will be preserved. 
Nesting sites of endangered bird ,<,,pecies will be protected and bi(/feredfrom conflicting uses. 

E. Yamhill County will recognize and support watershed storage projects in the Yamhill River 
Basin where streamflow maintenance benefits improve water quality for enhancement of sport 
fisheries and native species. (103) R 

H. Although Pigeon Mineral Spring sites have been determined by the county not to constitute 
"ecologically sign[ficant natural areas" they are sign{ficant wildlife habitat. These sites are 
therefore included in the county's invento,y of significant wildlife areas. Information is available 
indicating the possible existence of Pigeon Mineral Spring sites. However, currenl information is 
not adequate to identify with particularity the location, quality, and quantity of these resource 
sites. These sites are therefore included in the comprehensive plan invent01y as a special 
category. It is the policy of Yamhill County that land use management practices for the 
protection of inventoried Pigeon Mineral Spring sites that are agreed to by affected property 
owners are a preferred method of protection for these habitats, but owner consent will not be the 
determinative criterion in whether a site is included on the invent01y. To achieve this goal, 
Yamhill County will coordinate ·with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife and owners of 
property containing inventoried Pigeon ivfineral Spring sites for the development of a habitat 
protection program for the sites. It is intended that the Goal 5 process will be completed for 
these sites prior to the termination of Yamhill County's next periodic review. (Ord 546) 

The County has made no effort to evaluate, identify or address any of these policies and conflicts 
between the proposed trail and the values these policies represent. A major national wildlife 
refused- the Wapato National Wildlife Range -- lies directly along the proposed trail. Will the 
12+ miles of new impervious asphalt surface create rnnoffthat is deleterious to wildlife and 
water courses? How about the thousands of bikes and people whizzing by? What about air 
pollution from idling cars at parking areas? Dogs? How about the introduction of horses into 
this sensitive area? No one knows. There is not a word uttered about how the proposal will be 
consistent with these policies by the proposal to introducer introducing thousands of people, their 
dogs and horses, into this national treasure of sensitive wildlife. 

Furthermore, bridges are proposed to cross numerous wetland and stream corridor areas. 
Yet there is not any serious effort to demonstrate compliance with these policies for the proposal 
for major in stream construction; rather the staff report simply says that permits will be obtained. 
That is not good enough. Are there threatened and endangered amphibian or fish species 
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affected? We have no idea. Without some serious effort at analysis, it is impossible for the 
county to conclude the proposal complies with any of these applicable plan policies. 

E. Open Space SUMl\!fARY Yamhill County possesses an extensive open space network that 
contributes to the overall rural character and livability of the county. GOAL STATEMENT 1. To 
insure the continuance of the open space character that has always existed in Yamhill County. " 

"C. Where conflicting uses are identified concerning an open space, natural or scenic resource 
proposal, the economic, social, environmental and energy consequences of the conflicting uses 
will be determined and programs developed to achieve the goal. " 

The county considers agricultural lands as open spaces. There is no required ESEE analysis of 
the loss of these open spaces to the proposed trail. 

C. The proposed Trail is not in a suitable location due to significant farm impacts. 
The fundamental problem with this Trail, which precludes its approval, is its location in an 
actively farmed area where a host of customary farm practices will conflict with the new influx 
of recreational visitors, their horses and their other pets to the proposed trail. For all of the 
reasons explained under the Farm Impact Test, which are incorporated herein, this proposal 
cannot comply with the third CUP criterion. 

D. The trail's impacts on farm practices will be so severe, it will alter the character of 
abutting farm lands. When conflicts are introduced into the middle of active farm operations, the 
only response is to alter the farm operations, create buffers between active farm operations and 
the trail, cease certain farm operations in those areas, and find alternative access routes to fields 
that don't involve trail crossings; some of which are completely landlocked and isolated without 
access to the old rail right of way access. These are all impacts the proposed trail will have on 
accepted farm practices on farmland abutting the proposed trail. These impacts preclude 
approval of the Trail under ORS 215.296( 1 ), YCZO 402.02 and the fomih CUP criterion in 
YCZO 1202.02. 

E. There is no evidence that public facilities are sufficient to serve the Trail, 
particularly transportation facilities and emergency services. The fifth CUP criterion requires 
affimrntive findings, based on evidence in the record, that "[t]he proposed use is appropriate, 
considering the adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the area 
affected by the use." The Staff Report assumes with no evidence that there will be no increased 
demand on public services and facilities, and from that assumes that current facilities and levels 
of service are and will continue to be adequate. A critical public facility at issue in this case is 
the surrounding transportation system that will serve the access points and trail parking areas. 
The County has not even estimated the vehicle trip levels that the parking areas and access points 
to the Yamhelas Trail will generate. Similar to what is required to show compliance with the 
TPR (discussed below), this CUP criterion requires the County to identify access points and 
parking lots for the proposed trail and to evaluate trip generation rates at these points, then 
determine whether the existing transportation system can safely suppmt the anticipated trip 
generation rates. The evidence we do have says the surrounding transportation system is wholly 
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inadequate to support the proposed use. And, because the proposal include that the trail is for 
equestrian use, it is important to evaluate the adequacy of the surrounding road system to suppmt 
trucks with horse trailers pulling in and out and parking. Nothing in the proposal deals with this 
issue. Yet, what we do know is that the transportation system is completely inadequate for such 
use. For example: 
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Private 
Property 

Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 

5731 tlE Old /,lcJ,linville Hwy • 
Carlton, OR 97111 r: 

Where will parking and 
other facilities for trail 

users be located? 

I 

Instead of starting with anticipated trip generation rates to identified access points and 
parking lots, the staff report simply concludes that "[t]he land already has existing roads and 
access points to serve the proposed use." Contrary to the requirements of this CUP criterion, 
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there is no identification of the access points and parking lots and affected roads. There is no 
crash history or data analysis. There is no sight distance analysis. There is no road geometry 
analysis. 

We know that this is a problem for at least one trail head - the one proposed for NE Old 
Gun Club Rd. where there are high crash rates, dangerous intersections, the road is too narrow 
even now for farm machinery and other modest traffic - someone has to pull into someone's 
driveway. The county TSP notes that Gun Club Rd. is in an area with "poor corridor health" has 
an "intersection on curve, poor visibility" and inadequate sight distance. The geometry of NE 
Gun Club Rd. is so bad, that even police cars crash: 
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There are often fiery bad wrecks resulting from poor geometry and inadequate sight distance 
issues: 

The applicant provides no estimation of trip generation rates and there is no indication of 
what the access routes and impacted intersections are that will serve access points. There is no 
identification as to what is the "area affected by the use," and finally, there is no evaluation as to 
whether the transportation system in the area affected by the use, in fact, is adequate to safely 
serve the trait's access points and parking areas. The only evidence is that the affected road 
system is not safe or adequate to handle the proposal. 

As a matter of compliance with the fifth CUP criterion, it is not sufficient simply to note 
there is an existing road network. Any developer can do that. This proposed trail is intended to 
be used heavily, by local residents and people from urban areas. By design, the proposed trail 
will attract vehicle trips by trail users, who will drive their cars, trucks carrying horse trailers and 
so forth or bicycle to parking lots (formal or otherwise if none that are adequate are provided) 
and identifiable access points. The County cannot establish compliance with this approval 
standard without first identifying the "area affected by the use." The County cannot establish 
compliance with this standard without identifying where people will access the trail by car, tmck 
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and horse trailer and bicycle. The County cannot establish compliance with this standard 
without estimating trip generation rates at these access points or otherwise quantifying the 
demands that this use will place on the transportation system in the "area affected by the use." 
All of these issues are normally addressed in a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA), but are 
erroneously skipped by the County here. 

The applicant has the burden of proving compliance with this and all other approval 
criteria by a preponderance of credible evidence in the record. The applicant has submitted no 
evidence identifying the "area affected by the use" or addressing the adequacy of the 
transportation system in that area. Instead of addressing the requirements of this approval 
standard, the staff report improperly reverses the burden of proof and states that [ n Jo thing about 
the trail renders inadequate existing services - it is proposed as a passive use recreation and 
transportation facility." The plain language of the fifth CUP criterion requires evidence 
addressing a basic set of factual issues, but the applicant and staff completely fail to respond to 
these requirements, and instead provide only general conclusory statements, based on no 
evidence. Based on the record before the County, this application cannot be approved. 

Similarly, there is no evaluation of emergency (life, fire safety) services in the "area 
affected by this use," nor any evaluation of the service demand this use would cause or the 
access problems it presents. While the staff repo1t, with no analysis of actual emergency service 
needs, concludes that the proposed trail will have a neutral or positive effect on emergency 
service responses, there is no suppmt for such speculation. In his Feb 7, 2019 comment letter, 
the Yamhill Fire Protection District Chief begins with concerns about access along the trail. The 
Yamhill Fire Chief's correct presumption is that the trail will introduce a significant number of 
new tourists into the area, often far from regular roads, and will necessarily increase demand for 
service. Briefly, the Yamhill Fire Chief comments: 

"Access -How will we be able to access the different areas of the Trail for Fire and 
EMS Services? 

Equipment - Is the Trail going to require specialized equipment? 

Training - The Yamhill Fire Protection District is 97% Volunteers." 

As we review the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail, it brings several concerns to 
us on how as a Fire District with 97% Volunteer Staff, of how we will be able to 
provide the best Fire and EMS services to not only those that live within the Fire 
District, but those that will be using the Trail thru the Fire District. The demand 
for services continues to increase every year and there is no doubt that the Trail will 
add even more calls for service each year .... The Fire District already works off a 
very tight Budget as it is, with a permanent tax rate of $0.9081 per thousand. Added 
cost to suppo1t the Trail out of the Fire District current tax rate and budget would 
create a major hardship to the Fire District. 
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Former fire Chief Tim Frost explains in his letter, similarly, that there is completely 
inadequate emergency fire protection available along the proposed trail and that it should be 
denied in its proposed location. Pure and simple, there is inadequate public facilities to serve the 
proposed trail and this state of affairs is the only evidence in the record. 

It is also not evident how emergency vehicles will be able to get to or traverse the trail 
when it is developed, and it appears that no vehicles will be able to cross any of the three bridges 
in this segment of the trail because they are "pedestrian" bridges. Since emergencies will happen 
at any point in the trail, including points where there is zero access for miles, emergency vehicles 
will need to access the trail by driving through farm fields, ruining crops and terrifying farm 
animals. This is unacceptable as an adverse farm impact under ORS 215.296 but also 
demonstrates that public facilities are also inadequate to serve the proposal. 

Further, there is no evidence whatsoever about what water source will be used for 
firefighting. There is certainly no public water supply or any known water supply with adequate 
pressure or supply for firefighting needs caused by the proposed trail. The Staff Report ignores 
these issues by airily that a yet-to-be developed "master plan will address bridge construction, 
and whether the bridges should be built to allow use by emergency vehicles." This master plan 
as we know will go through no public process. Inexplicably, the Staff Report concludes that 
"Access by emergency vehicles from Highway 240, from Fryer Road and elsewhere will 
improve access to the area by emergency vehicles, even if newly installed bridges will not 
accommodate such vehicles." This is irresponsible speculation. In fact, there is no evidence 
that emergency access is or ever will be sufficient to serve the increased call demand for service 
in the middle of the farm fields where the trail is proposed to be constructed. 

Moreover, there is already inadequate police protection in this area. Often at any given 
time there will be just one or possibly two sheriff deputies assigned to the entire county. Many 
of the local cities contract with the sheriff for deputies to patrol city streets, taking them away 
from county availability. There is simply no basis to conclude there will be adequate police 
services to handle the increased calls associated with the proposed trail. 

In conclusion, the Staff Report improperly reverses the burden of proof and concludes 
with no evidence that "Nothing about the trail renders inadequate existing services - it is 
proposed as a passive use recreation and transpo11ation facility." 

The Staff Report fails to assess or quantify the increase in emergency calls and demand 
for service the Trail will create. The Staff Report fails to assess the abilities of existing 
emergency service providers to cover current demand or the increased demand from Trail users. 
The Staff Report fails to explain why or how any of the affected emergency service providers 
will be able to cover the increased call demand, and reliance on some future master planning 
process is no substitute for a demonstration of current compliance with this standard. 

F. Even if the Trail can be made compatible with the surrounding actively farmed 
lands, any such conditions must be clear and objective and cannot significantly impact traditional 
farm gractices or increase their costs. The Staff Report dismisses entirely any impacts to farm 
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operations, but also concludes that the Trail "is or can be made compatible with existing uses and 
other allowable uses in the area" through the imposition of conditions. ORS 215 .296(2) requires 
any such conditions, however, to be "clear and objective" and fulfillment of the conditions 
cannot have a substantial impact on farm practices. As stated by the Supreme Court: 

" ... conditions imposed under ORS 215.296(2) should be measured by how the 
conditions prevent the Joss of agricultural land. Sometimes that measure may be 
met by a cash payment, but more often it will be met only by concrete alterations 
to the nonfann use that render it compatible with the f;nm or forest practices on the 
surrounding lands .... 

First, the context of ORS 215.296(2), which includes the increased cost interference 
standard used in ORS 215.296(3)(a), suggests that the legislature did not intend to 
have local governments force fmmers to engage in a negotiation with a nonfann 
use to obtain payment for the impacts to their operation . ... 

Second, a test for conditions that permits a payment to the farmer and approval of 
thenonfarm use, even when the nonfarm use will result in the inability of the farmer 
to engage in an accepted fa1ming practice. coI1travenes the legislature's long-term 
policy of preserving agricultural land. 
Stop the Dump. slip op at 35-36 (underline emphasis added). 

Thus, even in the context of conditions needed to lessen the impact of a nonfa1m use on 
surrounding farm uses, "the legislature's long-term policy of preserving agricultural land" must 
control the County's analysis of this Trail's impacts on surrounding fa1m operations. This means 
that conditions needed to lessen the impact of the nonfarm use must be imposed first on the 
nonfa1m use and not upon the farm operations. Any fences that might be needed must be placed 
on land that is not being used by the fann operations. 

VII. OAR 660-012-000 - Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 

The TPR requires the County to evaluate whether and to what extent the Yamhelas Trail 
"would significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility." OAR 660-012-
0060(1) 

The underlying application in this case began with, and still includes, a proposed 
amendment to Yamhill County's Transportation System Plan (TSP), to include the Yamhelas 
Trail. The County's TSP is a component of its Comprehensive Plan, and amendment to a 
functional plan or a comprehensive plan triggers the requirement in OAR 660-012-0060(1) that 
the County determine whether this TSP amendment "would significantly affect an existing or 
planned transportation facility." The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) specifically defines 
"significantly affect" to include any of the following: 

(A) Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional classification 
of an existing or planned transpmtation facility; 
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(B) Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it 
would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan; 
or 

(C) Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transp01iation facility that is 
otherwise projected to not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. 

It is entirely possible, in fact highly likely, that the constmction of the Yamhelas Trail 
will impact the planned capacity and function of the County's transportation facilities. In 
particular, each of the trail's access points with parking lots that are designed to attract hikers 
and cyclists will likely be significant trip generators during peak summer months, conesponds 
with the primary farming season when farm equipment will be on these same roads. 

Moreover, the Yamhelas Trail crosses a number of County roads, which stands to impact 
the functional capacity and safety of these county transportation facilities. Thus, if the Yamhelas 
Trail, in fact, becomes as popular as the proponents hope, it will most certainly will cause 
"[t]ypes or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional classification of an 
existing or planned transportation facility" and/or it will "[ d]egrade the performance of an 
existing or planned transpottation facility such that it would not me~t the perfonnance standards 
identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan." 

Because of that likelihood, OAR 660-012-0060 requires the County to evaluate whether 
this planned new transportation facility will "significantly affect an existing or planned 
transportation facility." The Court of Appeals has expressly stated that this evaluation must be 
performed at the beginning of the planning process, not the end: 

"LUBA reasoned correctly that OAR 660-012-0060 serves to prevent local 
governments from engaging in land use decision-making without consideting 
whether transportation systems can accommodate the proposed use. In addition, 
LUBA correctly refused to treat the rule as not being concerned with temporary 
facility failures because to do so would ignore the fact that a temporary failure 
might extend well beyond the planning period." 

Jaqua v. City ofSpringfield, 193 Or App 573,593, 91 P3d 817 (2004) (emphasis in the original) 

"There is simply nothing in the text and context of the rules that can be read to 
require that the effects of a proposed action may be only measured at the end of a 
planning period. If that were the case, the provisions of OAR 660-012-0060(1), 
providing alternative means of ensuring that amendments that significantly affect a 
facility are consistent with applicable performance standards, would be 
meaningless." 

ODOTv. City ofKlamath Falls, 177 Or Appl, 8, 34 P3d 667 (2001) 
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The County took the position in its original adoption of Ordinance 904 that approval of 
the Yamhelas Trail and its inclusion in the County's TSP was exempt from compliance with 
ORS 215 .296 - the so-called "Significant Impacts test." While the County adopted alternative 
findings addressing the Significant Impacts test, it based its decision, in pa1i, on OAR 660-012-
0065 for concluding that approval of this recreational trail was consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 and 
14. However, LUBA determined that ORS 215.196 applied, the county did not appeal LUBA's 
mle and that decision is law of the case. 

At no point in the prior proceeding did the County or its planning staff address the TPR' s 
requirement to evaluate whether the operation of the trail "would significantly affect an existing 
or planned transportation facility." OAR 660-012-0060( 1) is clear on this point: the County is 
legally required to perform this significant impact analysis under the TPR before amending its 
TSP to add the Yamhelas Trail and determine whether and to what extent this recreational trail 
"would significantly affect existing or planned transportation facilities." Failure to perform this 
analysis during this proceeding and adopt findings on compliance with OAR 660-012-0060 is 
remandable error. 

VIII. Conclusion 

There should be no serious dispute that the application fails to meet relevant standards 
and, that in particular, it is impossible for the application to meet the Farm Impact Test as it is 
articulated by the Oregon Supreme Court in Stop the Dump. The proposal should be denied. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 
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Kellington Letter - Attachment 1 

Worker Protection Standard (WPS): 
Application Exclusion Zone not on the Agricultural Establishmenfs Property 

Oregon Department of Agriculture 

Scenario 1: Growers/applicators who use airblast sprayers are farming adjacent to public 
transportation corridors, which may include public roads or community bike trails. Because the 
grower has either planted tall dense hedgerows, or there is naturally occurring tall dense 
vegetation between the application site and the public transportation corridor, the applicator can 
not see if anyone is on the road or on the bike trail etc. 

Question: In this limited visibility scenario, how do applicators ensure compliance with the 
Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requirements, for the portion of the property that is not on the 
agricultural establishment? 

Response*: When applying a pesticide near establishment borders where other people may be 
in the proximity of the on-going application (off the establishment), an applicator should do the 
following: 

• Suspend the application: If people are present, pause the application. (This is the WPS 
requirement.) 

o If the a licator thinks there is a reasonable chance of a car or bike assin 
through the AEZ when _gQruY.in a esticid n ar a road, the applicator can 
comply with the WPS requirement to temporarily suspend the application by 
pausing before making the pass along the road - and then following the next two 
steps. 

• Evaluate: Evaluate the conditions and ensure you can continue the application safely. 
• Resume: Resume the application only if you are confident you can continue the 

application without it resulting in contact with any nearby workers or other persons. 

It is acknowledged that certain types of vegetative structures will help impend possible drift. 
However, to insure that exposure does not occur, applicators should only apply when wind is not 
blowing toward the road, bike trail or other types of public transportation corridors. 

In addition, it is suggested that the applicator only make applications when there is the lowest 
probability of people being present in the public transport corridor. For example when farming 
near a bike trail surrounded by dense vegetation, conduct applications late in the evening or 
early in the morning verses on a weekend afternoon. 

Even if dense vegetation is present between the application site and public transport corridor, if 
the applicator is aware of the presence of unprotected people within the AEZ, he/she must 
suspend their application, and only resume when the people are no longer within the AEZ or the 
applicator can ensure that the application will not contact the people. 

Bottomline: the applicator is required to temporarily suspend the application if people 
are in the public transport corridor and to take all reasonable and feasible steps to 
insure that possible exposure to unprotected people in the public transport corridor does 
not occur. 

November 28, 2016 
Attachm'egt ll 422 
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Wendie Kellington 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 1 :37 PM 
Wendie Kellington 
Christian Boenisch 

Kellington Letter - Attachment 2 
Page 1 of 6 

Subject: RE: LETTER TO COUNTY RE PUBLIC MONIES.pdf 

Wendie, 

Christian has asked me to respond to your letter dated January 17, 2019. As you must know by now, I am the attorney 
in this office handling land use issues related to the trail. Your letter purports to be about "spending money on an illegal 
project," as you have called it, but it also appears to comment directly on the application that is now before the county 
on remand. As such, it will be placed in a folder containing pre-remand hearing testimony, and will be delivered to the 
Board along with other testimony received, well in advance of the remand hearing. We are hoping to schedule the 
remand hearing for March 7, 2019. You are on the notice list and will receive the same notice everyone else receives 
regarding the hearing and its parameters. 

With regard to the substance of your letter, I think it is your legal analysis that is "bogus," (your word) not the county's 
title. As you must know, an owner of property is allowed to take action with regard to that property, as long as that 
action is an "allowed use," without seeking permission from local government. The county owns the UPRR corridor, and 
has the right to take any action with regard to that property that does not require land use authority. Like all other 
property owners, the county has the responsibility to maintain its property, and to plan for its use. Applying for a grant, 
designing bridges, surveying-none of these activities require a building permit or land use authority in Yamhill County. 

I suppose that you will keep manufacturing bogus legal analysis and asking the county to follow it, as long as your clients 
keep paying you to do so, but some of your analysis is painfully hard to swallow, and looks like it is calculated to 
deceive. That's your prerogative, to circulate unsupported theories about what the county can and cannot do with its 
property. I am simply asking that you follow the rules regarding ex parte contacts, and stop encouraging your clients to 
make ex parte contacts. In the future, you and your clients should submit your/their testimony to the Planning 
Department for inclusion in the remand record and delivery to the Board through established channels. 

One final note: I think you are doing your clients a disservice by telling them "county counsel is on the war path 
mad," and encouraging Bryan Schmidt and Tom Hammer to continue their personal attacks on me ("Kudos to Bryan for 
catching the county staff"). This case should be resolved based on the law and facts, without resort on either side to ad 
hominem attacks. 

Todd Sadlo 

-------- Original message--------
From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Date: 1/18/19 8:39 AM (GMT-08:00) 
To: Christian Boenisch <boenisch @co.ya111hill.or.us> 
Cc: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Subject: LETTER TO COUNTY RE PUBLIC MONIES.pdf 

Good Morning Christian, 

Please see the attached to be shared with your Board. Thank you. Best, Wendie 
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KELLINCtfC)N 
LAWGR<)UP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office 
(503) 636-0102 fax 
wk@klgpc.com 
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is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this 
transmission including an>· attachments in their entiret)•. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Chctsnan 13Qcntsc1, 
~lli~Qll 
RE: Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 
Monday, February 11, 2019 9:57: 13 AM 

All the required information will be in the notice. 

Thanks, 

Christian 

Christian F Boenisch 

Yamhill County 

County Counsel 

(503) 434-7502 

l.>0eoischc@co.')!am hill...Q. 

****~CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE**n* 

Kellington Letter - Attachment 2 
Page 3 of 6 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or 

otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, pl ease advise me immediately by reply e-mail, 

keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your 

system. 

*******¥*********~***********~**~*** 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2019 9:55 AM 

To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: RE: Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 

Christian, 

What is the time of day of the March 7 hearing please? 

From: Christian Boenisch [mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us] 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2019 9:53 AM 

To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: RE: Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 

Yes. You are on the notice list. 

Thanks, 
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Christian 

Christian F. Boenisch 

Yamhill County 

County Counsel 

(503) 434-7502 

hneoischc@eo,Yarnhill.or.11s 

*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*** u 

Kellington Letter - Attachment 2 
Page 4 of 6 

This e-mail may contain information that is p1·ivileged, confidential, rn otherwise exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or 

otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, 

keep the contents confidentiiil, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your 

system. 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Sent: Saturday, February 9, 2019 8:59 AM 

To: Christian Boenisch <boenlschc@co.y;irnhill • .o.L.UP 

Subject: RE: Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 

Hi Christian, 

To clarify, will you or someone be providing our materials to the Board in advance of the 
March 7 hearing? Also what is the time of day for the March 7 hearing? Thank you. Wendie 

From: Christian Boenisch [1oa11Lo:boenisrhc@.ruJ(,1mhi11.or.11s] 

Sent: Friday, February 8, 2019 5:31 PM 

To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgiK.W.01> 

Cc: Todd Sadlo <:,J tllot@co.yamhiU,01.us> 

Subject: RE : Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 

Wendy, 

Your February 5th letter will be placed in the record of the remand proceedings and delivered to the 

Board of Commissioners for consideration during those proceedings. 

FYI, the February ih letter was hand delivered to the commissioners by multiple people at 

yesterday's formal session. 

Thanks, 

Christian 
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Ch1·istia11 F. Boenisch 

Yamhill County 

County Counsel 

(503) 434-7502 

h.om~.@~mhill.01.us 

• • '* *CONFIDENTl/'.\LITY NOTICE*•"•• 

Kellington Letter - Attachment 2 
Page 5 of 6 

fhis e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, o, othe,·wise exempt from 

disclosure uncle,· applicable law. If you a, e not the add,·essee or it appears from the context 01 

otherwise that you have ,·eceived this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by ,·eply e-mail, 

keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any ,1ltacllments from you, 

system. 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgp~> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 5, 2019 5:10 PM 

To: Christian Boenisch <boeoisrbc@cQ..y,amhill.or.us> 

Cc: Alice Patridge <alicejuicellilli.@&mail.com>; Allen Sitton (all ear s it I QI 1@emba1 omalLcom) 

9llencsitton@embararna1l.corn>; Ben Van Dyke (vanclykeben@yahoo.com) 

<vandykehen@yahoo.com>; Brian Coussens (gleocoefa, ms@fronlier.com) 

<glencoefarms@.fmn.tier com>; Bryan Schmidt (mHkmao@stactmail.com) 

<rnilkman@startmail.com>; Darren Sutherland (drs11 1hr@hotmaiLrnm) « frsulh@hotmaiLcom>; Eric 

Kuehne (erickuehne@y ,LUMC....,,.M'.ll.l ) <erlckuehne@yal)oo.cQUl>; Greg McCarthy 

(eroundzerofar01@aol.com) <grnundzerofacm@aol.con1>; Jim & Julie Van Dyke 

<JaodjvandykeC@gmaiL(;QI)l>; John Va n Dyke <vanfarm@juno.com>; Kris Weinbender 

<fsf _uskw@ya hoo corn>; Lee Sch repel <lee@(wllblllinc.com>; Lester Sitton (I.sl.llim(ri)~) 

<1':l.ilt;Q]l@onlio..enw.com>; Lynne Wiser (wh iterhinO'lx4@comr ast nel") 

<whiLe1"hi1104x4@comc<1sl.net>; Mark and Velma Van Dyke (markva11dyke6@grn.1!.l,.c.u.m) 

<mMkvandykeG@cl))ail.co,n>; Mark Gaibler (markgaibler@gmc1il.com) <markgaib!er@1~rnajl.com>; 

Maryalice PFe iffer (l1>feiffecZ@[mntieu.om) <lp[ei[fer2@fro11Uer.co01>; Richard and Christy Cloepfil 

(Chrjsclocpfil@ao! com } <Chrisc!oepfil@aol.com>; Ron Fennern (roofeaoern@y;ihoo.com) 

<i onfeanern@yal1oo.com>; Scott Bernards (scottbern;irdsforrn@grncijl com) 

<scottbernards[a, m@1:miail.com>; Tim Pfeiffer (.tQ.llil(e.t2.@ii.onliec.com) <lofeiffer2@froolle.L.C.Ql11>; 

Tom Hammer (tom@tomhdmmerfarms com) <tom@tomharnme, fanns,rnm> 
Subject: Second Letter County Counsel.pdf 

Christian, 

Please see the attached. Regards, Wendie Kellington 
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This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the indh•idual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain 
infonnation that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law. ,-\ny unauthorized 
dissemination, distribution oc reproduction is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, 
please imme<liatelr notify the sender and permanently delete this transmission including anr attachments in their 
entirety. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 1 of 41 

r~ Section 4. Land Treatment 

4.1. Land Inventory 

) 

There ere approximately 815.4 acres of nonlrrlgated hay, pasture and crop land avallable on the Country 
Lane Dairy for appllcatlon of wastewater and solids containing manure. The amount of spreadable acres 
for utilization of the nutrients and organics contained In the liquids and solids produced from the Country 
Lane Dairy are shown In the following table: 

Field Information 

1 16.8 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 

2 13.4 4.7 Yamhill Am (Amity SIL) 
3 36.8 36.8 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 

4 56.9 56.9 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
5 80.1 80.1 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
6 70.5 70.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
7 18.2 18.2 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
8 10.0 10.0 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
CAFO 22.4 22.4 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Johnson 34.5 34.5 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 1 58,7 58.7 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 2 17.2 17.0 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 3 23.0 23.0 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 4 46.9 46.9 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 5 44.4 44.4 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL} 7.0 
Payne6 40.2 40.2 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 7 41.3 41.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn Sil) 7.0 
Payne 8 70.3 70.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn Sil} 7.0 
Payne 9 14.8 14.8 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn Sil) 7.0 
Pekola 1 83.3 83.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Pekola 2 38.1 38.1 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 

Country Lane Dairy AWMP 4. Land Troalmont Page 47 of 214 
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4.2. Environmental Inventory (Sensitive Areas) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 2 of 41 

The Country Lane Dairy is located In the Yamhill River watershed having an eight-digit Hydrotogic Unit 
Code (HUC) of 17090008. All rainfall runoff from the Country Lane Dairy wlU be captured by drainage 
ditches that flow to Hawn Creek. The Land Treatment Area Map located In Section 4.3 and the 
topographic map in SecUon 1.5 shows all surface water bodies that would receive rainfall runoff from the 
Country Lane Dairy. 

Hawn Creek and the Yamhill River are tributaries lo the Willamette River and all of these water bodies 
provides valuable habitat for endangered fish and wildlife species and are a heavily used recreational 
water body that passes through the most populated areas In Oregon. Since these streams are such an 
Important water body, any contaminated runoff from Country Lane Dairy could have a significant negalive 
impact on fish and wlldllre species. Country Lane Dairy maintains 35 foot vegetated and 100 foot 
nonvegetated setback areas along drainage ditches and Hawn Creek to help prevent manure laden runoff 
from entering the drainage ditches and Hawn Creek lhal would reach the Yamhill and WIiiamette Rivers. 

There are several residences near the Country Lane Dairy operations that can be negatively affected by 
odors and manure laden runoff during appllcetlon of wastewater and solids containing manure. Extra care 
should be paid to wind direction and method of applicatlon to prevent odors from negatively affecting 
neighboring residences. 

Country Lano Dairy AWMP 4. Land Treatment Page 48 of2f4 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 3 of 41 

4 3. Land Treatment Area Map(s) 

Land Treatment IV1ap 
for 

Country Lane Dairy 
Seclion34, 35, Township 3 South, Range 4 West from the Willamette Meridian 

Section 2, Township 4 South, Range 4 West from lhe Willamette Meridian 
,/j, 

f , 
.,.-..L:::"""""---.;. 

Fields Landuses Map Legend 

CAFO Headquarter.;, 22.4 Acres F',eld- - Fleld Botmdary and Flair! Label -1-8 Cmp Land, 302.7 Acres - 100 foot Setback Buffer 

Payne 
1-9 Crop Land, 356.8 Acres 

Peko\a 
1,2 Crop Land, 121.4 Acres 

Johnson Crop Land, 34.5 Acres 

+· s 

& -.,le 0 ISOO 3000 4500 Foci 

' I 
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4.4. Land Treatment Conservation Practices 

I Acce~s .l:<Qc!d -(Pt) 

Flald(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekola 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Existing Units: 15,466 Feet 

Description: Existing roadways allow access to fields to perform needed management operations. 

Operation and Maintenance: Maintain road and pathway surfaces in good condition, which includes 
periodic grading and addHlon of surface material when necessary, Prevent surface ponding by localized 
grading or addition of surface materials to remove depressions. Road base-course rock may be required 
to stabilize the road, If so, remove unstable materials and rebuild travelway. Limit traffic and animal 
access with fencing or barriers, where needed. 

Remove debris, litter or blockages from roads and walkways. Also remove debris and maintain capacity 
of associated drainage ditches, drop Inlets, culverts, bridges, waterways and storm water outlets. 

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repalr any damage caused 
by their acUvity. 

Immediately repair any vandalism, vehicular, or livestock damage to earthfills, side slopes, drainage 
facilities, waterways and storm water outlets or other appurtenances. 

Maintain good vegetative cover, mulches, and other covering Installed for erosion protection. 

Specification: NA 

I ConservatlP.n:Crop .Rotcitlon (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 lhru 9, Pekala 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Units: 815.4 Acres 

Description: Crops are rotated as needed to improve soil tilth, and improve water use efficiency. 

Operation and Maintenance: 

□ Annually review crops grown and determine next crop to be grown in the rotation based an 
objectives, economics, field conditions. 

□ Prepare seed bed (Including weed control, fertilization and tillage) in accordance with 
planting guidance for planned crop. 

□ Seed planned crop and record specifics of planting operation on the Planting Record on the 
last page of the specification. 

Specification: 

PLANTING PLAN-

fertilizer and other amendments: Take a soil test In the fields where a new crop will be planted and 
have them analyzed for pH, SMP Buffer, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium and other micro 
nutrients as recommended by the local Oregon State Agronomy Extension Agent or other quaflfied 
professional. Develop recommendations for fertilizer applicalions and other soil amendments based on 
the soil test. 

Counlfy Lane Dairy AWMP 4. Land Troetment Page 51 of 214 
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Seedbed Preparation: Tm the soil and prepare for seeding the planned crop. The seedbed should be 
very firm (your foot should not sink into the soil more than 112 Inch), weed-free and free of ruts, Small 
clods are okay (they help prevent erosion). 

Weed Control: Tillage will probably be sufficient weed control, however application of a labeled 
herbicide is optional If weeds remain. 
Seeding dates: Seed the planned crop at the appropriate time to ensure a good stand ls established in a 
timely manner. Foltow guidance given by the Oregon State Agronomy Extension Agent or other qualified 
professional. 

Seed depth: Seeding depths are usually 0.75 -1.5 Inch but may be different for the crop planned. Refer 
to the local Oregon State Agronomy Extension Agent or other qualified professional for guidance. 

Seeding method: Use an appropriate seeding method, broadcast or a seed drill. 

SEED• 

Determine the amount of seed needed for the field being seeded by determining the seeding rate for the 
type of crop to be planted. 

Note: Use seed that is at least 72% Pure Live Seed (PLS). PLS is calculated by multiplying% 
Germination X % Purity. For example, seed that is 90% Pure and has 70% Germination has PLS " 90% 
X 70% = 63%. This seed would be considered too low in quality. 

ESTABLISHMENT• 

□ Control growth of volunteer plants and shading to reduce competition to a new seeding. 

Q Control weeds and volunteer plants In the crop by mowing or by uslng herbicides. Do not 
allow noxious weeds to go to seed. Information on noxious weeds can be obtained from the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture website: 
http://egov.oreqon.gov/ODNPLANT/WEEDS/county evenls.shtml or by cal!lng (503) 986-
4621. 

□ Prior to seeding the next crop in the planned rotation the existing crop may be killed using a 
herbicide before seedbed preparation. Return any residue to the soil to maintain good soil 
tilth and minimize erosion potential. 

I Cover Crop ~Ac)· : 

Field(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekala 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Units: 815.4 Acres 

Description: Crops A cover crop will be established In fields as shown on the Farm Flelds Map for 
seasonal cover to control erosion, sequester carbon In plant biomass, improve soil tilth, capture excess 
nutrients, suppress weeds, provide supplemental forage, Improve soil moisture management and reduce 
particulate emissions. 

Operation and Maintenance: 

□ September 1-15: Prepare seed bed (Including weed control and tillage). 

□ September 1 - October 15: Seed annual cover crop. 

□ April 15 - May 15: Harvest or klll cover crop and return residue to soil. 

Specification: 

PLANTING PLAN• 

Fertlllzer: No fertilizer is needed as the purpose of this cover crop is to utilize residual soil nitrate. 

Country Lana Dairy AWMP 4. Land Treatment Paga 52 or 214 
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Seedbed Preparation: Till the soil lightly with a disk and harrow to prepare for seeding lhe cover crop. 
The seedbed should ba vary firm (your foot should not sink into the soil more than 112 inch), weed-free 
and free of ruts. Small clods are okay (they help prevent erosion). 

Weed Control: The tillage will probably be sufficient weed control, however application of a labeled 
herbicide Is optlonal If weeds remain. 
Seeding dates: Seeding will take place between September 1 to October 15 to ensure adequate cover 
crop estebllshment before the winter erosion period. 

Seed depth: 0. 75 - 1.5 inch. 

Seeding method: Broadcast or use a grain drill and harrow lightly after seeding. 

SEED: 

Use one of the following: 

a. 50-100 lbs/acre spring oats, cereal rye or winter wheat x 244 acres = 12,050-24,400 total 
pounds. 

b. 40-60 lbs/acre annual or biennial ryegrass x 563 acres= 22,520-33,780 total pounds. 

Note: Use seed that Is at least 72% Pure Live Seed (PLS), PLS Is calculated by multiplying % 
Germination X % Purity. For example, seed that is 90% Pure and has 70% Germination has PLS = 90% 
X 70% = 63%. This seed would be considered too low In quality. 

ESTABLISHMENT: 

□ Allow the cover crop to grow throughout the rainy season. 

□ Control growth of volunteer plants and shading to reduce competition to the cover crop. 

□ Control weeds and volunteer plants in the cover crop by mowing or by using herbicides, Do 
not allow noxious weeds to go to seed. Information on noxious weeds can be obtained from 
the Oregon Department of Agriculture website: 
http://egov.oregon.gov/ODNPLANTNJEEDS/county events.shtml or by calling (503) 986· 
4621. 

0 KIii the cover crop and return the residue to the soil or harvest it by grazing or making 
haylage or greenchop. 

I Fence (Ft) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 28,068 Feet 

Description: Fences are Installed to control the movement and access of animals and humans. 

Operation and Maintenance: Do not allow livestock access to open water courses and dralnageways. 
Provide off stream watering facilities where possible and limit access to designated watering areas. 

Inspect fences periodically and repair or replace broken or decayed posts and tighten sagging wire as 
needed. Broken wire can be spliced or replaced. Replace broken or missing insulators on electric fences 
as needed and repair or replace inoperative electric fence controllers. 

Insure gales and other appurtenances are in good working order. Replace or repair components as 
needed. 

Specification: NA 
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I Fleld,.Border':(ft) . .. ..,._ ,:-
. - : .· 

Fleld(s): 5, 6, 7, 8, Payne 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, Pekola 2, Johnson 

Status: Existing Units: 12,969 Feet 

Description: A strip of permanent vegelallon consisting of grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees exists along 
the edge of crop land fields or waterways as shown on the Farm Fields Map to protect water quality, 
control pests, sequester carbon In biomass and soils, and provide food and shelter for wildlife. 

Operation and Maintenance: Do not apply wastewater or solids to Field Border areas shown on the 
Farm Fields Map. Grazing of Field Border areas should be limited to ensure a good stand of vegetation (3 
to 4 inches) is present in October before the fall and winier season begins. 

Inspect and repair field borders after storms to fill In gullies, remove sediment accumulations, reseed 
disturbed areas, and perform other maintenance activities as needed to ensure the effectiveness of the 
border. 

Do not mow or burn for weed control during the nesting season (normally May through July) to protect 
ground-nesting wildlife. In place of mowing, consider olher vegetative management techniques, such as 
using "wickbar" herbicide applicators or prescribed burning in areas wilh adequate moisture. 

Lightly disk the field border on a 2 or 3 year cycle lo promote the growth of native vegetation. 

Specification: NA 

1 lrr.Pipellne-Hlgh~pressure, Undergro.u,i~. Pl_astlc {Ft) 

Field(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 5,954 Feet 

Description: Existing High-pressure Underground Plastic Pipelines at the locations shown on the 
facilllles Farm Fields Map convey wastewater to col!ectlon faclliUes and waste storage facilities In an 
efficient manner to prevent contamination of ground and surface water sources. 

Operation and Maintenance: Flush pipelines used for liquid waste applications with clean water 
following waste applicatlon, or as needed, to prevent particle buildup. 

Drain the pipeline and components in areas that are subject to freezing. If parts of the pipeline cannot be 
drained, a non-toxic antifreeze solution may be added. 

Check to make sure all valves and air vents are set at the proper operating condition so they can provide 
protection to the pipeline. 

Inspect pipelines for signs of failure. Inspect risers and valves periodically for leaks or worn gaskets. 
Repair or replace pipeline, risers and valves as needed. 

Drain the pipeline and components in areas that are subject to freezing. If parts of the pipeline cannot be 
drained, a non-toxic antifreeze solution may be added. 

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage caused 
by their activity. 

Specification: NA 
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I Irrigation System'•Sprinkler (No~Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 1 Traveling Big Gun Sprinkler 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 8 of 41 

Description: Traveling big gun sprinkler irrigation systems are used to apply wastewater to the crop land 
fields. The Irrigation system applies wastewater in an efficient manner to the fields as shown on the Farm 
Fields Map to manage soil moisture and apply nutrients and organics to promote plant growth without 
causing excessive runoff and leaching. 

The traveling big gun sprinkler irrigation systems have a nozzle diameter of 1.1 lnch which can be 
expected to produce 300-335 gallons per minute at an operating pressure between 80 and 90 pounds per 
square Inch and has an estimated application rate of 0.40 inches per hour. 

Operation and Maintenance: Maintain travellng gun type sprinklers (and hose reel, if used} by oiling and 
greasing moving parts and the engine in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations to help 
ensure trouble free operation. Prevent livestock access to equipment during operation. 

Clean plugged nozzles and replace if worn or defective. 

Promptly repair all leaks by replacing valves, fittings, gaskets, worn or damaged parts. 

Specification: NA 

I Nutrient Management (Ac) 

Field(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekota 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Units: 815.4 Acres 

Description: The sile vulnerability rating for phosphorus movement off the listed fields Is based on the 
Western Oregon Phosphorus Index. All of the fields listed have a low or medium site vulnerability rating 
which allows manure, bedding and wastewater from the waste storage facilities to be applied based on 
the crop uptake of nitrogen which will exceed the crop uptake for phosphorus and potassium. Phosphorus 
will be monitored on all fields using soil tests and if soil phosphorus concentrations significantly increase, 
manure applications will have to be reduced which may result in some of the manure and wastewater to 
be exported off farm. It is estimated that 1,074,401 cubic feet or 8,036,519 gallons of wastewater will be 
applied annually to the hay, pasture, and crop land. The total nutrients applied to the hay, pasture, and 
crop land are 125,733 pounds of nitrogen, 73,445 pounds of phosphate, and 106,105 pounds of potash 
with 135,907 pounds of nitrogen, 44,635 pounds of phosphate and 74,489 pounds of potash removed in 
the plant biomass. 

The traveling b!g gun sprinkler systems will be calibrated to apply wastewater from the waste storage 
pond at the rate needed to meat the requirements of the nutrient management practice for the crops 
grown. The nutrient concentrations In the waste storage facility used In developing this plan are 4.9 
pounds per 1,000 gallons (lbs/th Gal) of Nitrogen, 0.8 lbs/th Gal of Phosphate and 13.3 lbs/th Gal of 
Potash. The nutrient concentrations for the composted solids are 13.4 lbsffon of Nitrogen, 3.7 lbsffon of 
Phosphate and 13.0 lbsffon of Potash. No manure applications are to be made to the 100 foot field buffer 
shown on the Farm Fields Map. The emergency application area shown on the Fann Fields Map was 
selected based on topography, soil type, proximity to open water courses, and risk of flooding. This area 
will always have a growing crop on it during the fall and winter months In case weather conditions force 
emergency applications of llqulds and solids to draw down storage faclllties. 

The protocol for soll and manure testing, fall soil nitrate testing, guidance for making emergency 
applications, protocol and schedule for calibrating application equipment, and the months manure will be 
applied are contained in the specification. 
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Operation and Maintenance: 
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Phosphorus: Many streams and rivers are polluted with excessively high phosphorus levels. This 
phosphorus causes algae blooms, which cause dissolved oxygen levels and pH to fluctuate greatly, thus 
harming fish and other aquatic organisms. Most crops do not respond to phosphorus fertll!zer unless soll 
test P levels are low (below 50 ppm P). 

Phosphorus fertllizer comes from mines. There is a limited supply of high quality phosphorus ores lo 
make phosphorus fertilizer {a consideration for future generations of farmers). 

Nitrogen: Nflrogen loss reduces profits. Nitrogen runoff to streams from cropland, however, is usually 
not a major environmental Issue, except where manure is applied at a high rate or ammonium type 
fertlllzers are applied between May 1 to October 31 and excessive irrigation water washes them into the 
stream. Well and moderately well drained soils have a moderate to high risk of nitrate leaching. Poorly 
and somewhat poorly drained soils have a very low to low risk of nitrate leaching. 

Excessive N fertlllzatlon can increase de-nitrification, which produces nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas). 
Due to the local climate, mos! soil nitrogen In the nitrate form going Into winter will be lost from the field 
and not be avallable for crop uptake. Nitrogen fertilizer ls manufactured by the Haber process, which 
involves burning natural gas (a non-renewable resource). 
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Specification: 
SCHEDULE FOR SAMPLING ANO ANALYSIS 
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In order to effectively Implement nutrient management and waste utillzaUon samples of feed, soils, crops, 
Irrigation water, manure, wastewater, and solids need to be obtained and analyzed In accordance with the 
followlng criteria: 

SAMPLE NUMBER NOTES 

Total Ration 2 See SecUon 7 in the NMP for guidance on sampling feed rations. 

Sample solids during applications in early spring and late summer if 

Solid Manure 2 possible and have each sample analyzed for Total Nitrogen (TKN), 
Ammonium Nitrogen (NH4-N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K} 
plus percent moisture. Ask lab to report results In pounds per ton. 
Sample liquids during applications In earty spring and late summer If 

Liquid manure possible and have each sample analyzed for Total Nitrogen (TKN), 
2 Ammonium Nitrogen (NH4-N}, Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K) 

plus percent moisture. Ask lab to report results in pounds per 
thousand !lallons. 
Collect sol! samples from f1elds In accordance with Oregon State 
University Extension publication PNW570-E, "Monitoring Soil 

Normal soil All Fields Nutrients Using a Management Unit Approach" located in Section 

tests within a 4 year 10.4. Have the soil samples analyzed for P, K, pH, SMP (optional: 
period test for B, Ca, Mg and % Organic Matter) and ask the lab to report 

results rn parts per million (ppm}. This test can be done during any 
month. 
Collect soil samples from fields growing com at the V5 stage (when 

Com pre- All Corn corn is approx. 12" tall) in accordance with Oregon State University 

sidedress Fields Extension publlcatlon EM 8650, "The Pre Side Dress Soll Nitrate 

nitrate soil tests Annually Test" located in Section 10.4. Have the soil samples analyzed for 
Nitrates (N03-N) and ask the lab to report results In parts per million 
room) 
Collect soil samples from the manure application areas every fall 

All (September 15-0ctober 15) In accordance with Oregon State 
Fall nitrate sou Manured University Extension publication EM8~32-E, "Post Harvest Soil 

tests Fields within a Nitrate Testing" located in Section 10.4. Have the soil samples 
4 year period analyzed for Nitrates (N03-N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K) 

and ask the lab to reoort results in oarts oer million (00ml. 
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SAMPLING bl9UID MANURE 

Liquid manure samples submitted for analysis should meet the following requirements: 

• Manure samples submitted to a laboratory should represent the average composition of the material 
that will be applied to the field. 

• Place sample In a sealed, clean plastic container with about a 1-pint volume. Glass is not suitable 
because It Is breakable and may contain contaminants. 

• Leave at least 1 Inch of air space in the plastic container to allow for expansion caused by the 
release of gas from the manure material. 

• Refrigerate or freeze samples that cannot be shipped on the day they are collected, minimizing 
chemical reactions and pressure buildup from gases. 

Following are guidelines for obtaining liquid manure samples: 

Wastewater; Premixing the surface liquid In the storage structure is not needed, provided it is the only 
component that is being pumped. Operators with mulUstage systems should draw samples from the 
storage structure they Intend to pump for appllcatlon to crops. 

Samples should be collected using a clean, plastic container similar to the one shown in figure for liquid 
manure sampling on the next page. One pint of material should be taken from al least eight sites around 
the storage structure and then mixed in the larger clean, plasUc container. Effluent should be collected al 
least 6 feet from the storage structure's edge at a depth of about a foot. Shallower samples from storage 
structure may be less representative than deep samples because oxygen transfer near the surface 
sometimes alters the chemistry of the solution. Floating debris and scum should be avoided. 

One pint of mixed material should be sent to the lab. Galvanized containers should never be used for 
collection, mixing, or storage due to the risk of contamination from metals Ilka zinc in the container. These 
recommendations are adequate for making applications that draw the liquld level In the storage structure 
down a few feet. If an entire storage structure is to be emptied, more frequent samplfng with many more 
sampling polnts Is recommended. 

Slurry: Manure materials applied as a slurry from a storage structure should be mixed prior to sampling. 
A llquid sampling device can be used to obtain a sample from agitated storage structure. If you wish to 
sample a storage structure without agitation, you must use a composite sampling device as the one 
shown In the figure on the next page. 

Samples should be collected from approximately eight areas around the storage structure and mixed 
thoroughly In a clean, plastic container. An 8- to 10-foot secUon of 0.5- to 0. 75-lnch plastic pipe can also 
be used: extend the pipe into the pit wllh ball plug open, pull up the ball plug (or press your thumb over 
the end to fonn an air lock), and remove the pipe from the manure, releaslng the air lock to deposit the 
manure In the plastic container. 

One pint of mixed material should be sent to the lab. Galvanized containers should never be used for 
collection, mixing, or storage due to the risk of contamination from metals Ilka zinc ln the container. 

Sludge: Sludge is somewhat more difficult to obtain a representative sample. Two common methods are 
used. 

One method requires pumping the storage structure down to the sludge layers. Than, during sludge 
agitation, a composite sampling device as shown in the figure on the next page can be used to obtain a 
sample. 

The other method requires insertlon of a probe to the bottom of the storage structure to obtain a column 
of materlal. The sludge component of this column Is then released lnto a clean plastic bucket, and several 
(12-20) other sampling points around the storage structure are llkewise collected to obtain a composite, 
representative sample. 

For analysis, most labs require at least 1 pint of material In a plastic container. The sample should not be 
rinsed into the container because doing so dilutes the mixture and distorts nutrient evaluations. However, 
if water Is typically added to the manure prior to land appllcatlon, a proportionate quantity of water should 
be added to the sample. 
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Wooden pole (10 ftl 

Plastic cup 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 12 of 41 

Plastic container 
(6 gallons) 

Typical Sampling Equipment for Liquids 

PVC pipe 
{2winch diameter, 6 ft long) 

Rubber ball 
(2 112-inch diameter) 

Clean out dowel 
(1-inch diameter 

PVC pipe) 

Plastic container 
(5 gallons) 

Typical Sampling Equipment for Obtaining Composite Samples 
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SAMPLING SOLID MANURE 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 13 of 41 

Solid manure samples should represent the manure's average moisture content. A 1-quart sample ls 
adequate for analysis, Samples should be taken from approximately eight different areas in the manure 
pile at a depth of 18 inches, placed in a clean plastic container, and thoroughly mixed, Approximately 1 
quart of the mixed sample should be placed in a plastic bag, sealed, and shipped directly to the lab, It is 
recommended to ship the samples early In the week so it doesn't sit In a post office or shipping area of 
the laboratory for several days, Samples stored for more than two days should be refrigerated. The figure 
below shows a device that can be constructed and us:ed for sampling solld manure. 

Thin-walled metal tubing 
( 1-inch diameter) 

Dowel 

Plastic container 
(5 gallons) 

Typical Solids Sampling Equipment 

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

The worksheets on the following pages can be used to calibrate manure application equipment so that 
manure Is applied at the proper rate to achieve the planned application rates. 
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SPREADER EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

(Using Bucket, Pan or Tarp) 

Name: ________________________ Date: _____ _ 

Perform Iha followlna oaerelions to calibrate lhe salldg soreadar eauloment: 
✓ Place buckets, pans, or tarps in the application area to collect the aoolled or spread waste material. 
✓ Spread waste material over the application area using the spreading pattern normally used in the 

field. Make sure the spreader is traveling at the speed It typically travels over the collection area. 
Record enalne rom and gear settinQs used. 

✓ Collect and weigh the waste material and calculate the average application rate. Use this 
worksheet to record the welahts and calculations. 

Note: Use Tarps Instead of buckets or pans when using dry stack manure or separated solids as the 
varlabllllv In the weight will be less. 

Data and Calculations: 
10 of Bucket, Pan or Tam 

Steps A B C D E 

1. Date of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading -

3. Gear selected during spreading • 

4. Weight of empty bucket (lb)= 

5. Weight of bucket with waste (lb)-= 

6. Weight of Waste (lb)• 
line 5-line 4 = 

7. Collection Area (sq ft) • 
Area of the top of the bucket, pan or 

tan, used to collect the waste = 
8. Waste Applied (lb/sq ft) -

Une 6+ line 7 = 
9. Covert to tons per acre -

line 8 x 21.78 = 
10. Average Application Rate (tons per 

acre)• Sum of values in cells A9 
through F9 divided by the total 
number of calibrations completed = 

Additional Notes: 

-
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SPREADER EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

(Using a Full Spreader Load) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 15 of 41 

Name:. _______________________ Date: _____ _ 

Perfonn the followlna ooerallons to calibrate the sollds soreader eauloment: 
✓ Determine the weight of the waste material loaded In the spreader by using truck scales to weigh 

the spreader eauloment when it is emolv and full. 
✓ Spread the loaded spreader on the field using consistent speed and spreader settings to cover the 

field uniformly. Spread in a rectangular pattem so the area calculation will be simple. Record 
&Mine mm and Qear settinas used, 

✓ Measure the length and width covered by the full load and compute the application rate In tons per 
acre usinQ this worksheet. 

Data and Calculations: 
ID of Calibration Test 

Steps A B C D E 

1, Date of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading -

3. Gear selected during spreading -

4, Weight of empty spreader (lb)= 

5. Weight of loaded spreader (lb)= 

6. Weight of Waste in spreader (lb)-
line 5-line 4 = 

7. Length of spreading area (fl)= 

a. Width of spreading area (ft) = 
9. Area spread (sq ft) -

line 7 x line 8 = 
10. Waste applied (fb/sq ft) -

line 6+ line 9= 
11. Convert to tons per acre -

Line 10 x 21. 78= 
12. Average Appllcation Rate (tons per 

acre) - Sum of values in cells A 11 
through F11 divided by the total 
number of calibrations completed = 

Addlllonal Notes: 
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TANK EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

(Using a Full Tank Load) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 16 of 41 

Name: _______________________ _ Date:, _____ _ 

Perform the followlna ooarations to calibrate the tank enulnment: 
✓ Determine the maximum capacity of the tank equipment from the manufacturer's maintenance 

manual or the owners manual for the eauloment. 
✓ Fill the tank and reduce the volume of the tank by the appropriate amount if the tank Is not filled to 

its maximum capacity. Normally a tank spreader Is only OIied to about 80 percent of its maximum 
capacity and therefore the maximum rated capacity of the tank should be mulliplied by 0.6 to reflect 
the volume of the loaded tank durina the callbratlon exercise. 

✓ Spread the loaded tank on the field using consistent speed and settings to cover the field uniformly. 
Try to spread in a rectangular pattern so the area calculation will be simple. Record engine rpm 
and aear settinas used. 

Data and CalculaUons: 
ID of Calibration Test 

Steps A B C D E 

1. Date of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading-

3, Gear selected during spreading-

4, Maximum rated capacity of tank 
(gallons)= 

5. Volume of filled tank (gallons)-
Line 4 x % of tank filled+ 100% = 

6. Length of spreading area (ft) = 

7. Width of spreading area (ft) = 
8. Area spread (sq ft)-

line 6 x line 7 = 
9. Waste applied (gal/sq ft)-

line 5 + line 8 = 
10. Convert to gallons per acre -

Line 9 x 43,560 = 
11. Average Application Rate (gallons 

per acre)- Sum of values In cells 
A10 through F10 divided by the 
total number of calibrations 
comoleted = 

Additional Notes: 
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TRAVELING BIG GUN SPRINKLER CALISRATION 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 17 of 41 

Name: _____________ ___________ Date: _____ _ 

Perform the followina ooeralfons to r..-ilibrate the travellno blo oun sorinkler: 
✓ Use 5 to 10 catch cans to collect the sprinkler-Irrigated waste. Use straight-sided buckets for catch 

cans. Two oound coffee cans work well. Make sure all of the catch cans have the same diameter. 
✓ Place one of the catch cans on a level surface and fill it with water to a known depth (1-3 Inches). 

Pour the water from the catch can into a large measuring cup. Determine how many measuring cups 
of water are eaual to an Inch of water In the catch can. 

✓ Place at least five catch cans across the towpath of the big gun sprinkler. Try to space the catch cans 
uniformly from the center of the towpath to the outer edge of the wetted area of the sprinkler. Stake 
_the catch can in place or put a rock in the bottom of the catch can to keep ii upright. Allow the 
travellng big gun sprinkler to completely pass over the catch cans. Use the measuring cup previously 
used to calibrate the catch cans to measure the amount of llquld collected in each can and convert the 
volume to inches. Be sure to add together the amount measured from the catch cans that would 
receive overlap from the adjacent towpath. For example, if catch can #4 will receive liquids from the 
adjacent towpaths, add the amount from container #4 on the left to container #4 on the right sfde to 
compute the total amount applied at the location of container #4 on the right and left sides of the 
towpath. 

Catch Can Callbratlon: 
Example: 1 Inch= 5 Cups ~·co•;~· l 1 cup= 0.2 Inches 

Your Catch 1 inch= Cups Towpath 
Cans: 1 CUP= Inches and !ravel 

Travel Rate Setting During Test: direction 

Data and Calculallons: -+-- 4, 3, 2, 1 Conlalnar catch row 1,2,3,4___.. 

Catch Can Volume of Liquid 
ID Cups Inches Cups Inches Cups Inches Cups Inches 

1, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5, 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Average= 
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APPLICATIONS 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page18of41 

Always perform the following tasks annually to make appllcat1ons of wastewater and solids containing manure: 

• Review lhe Planned Crops and Fertlllzer Recommendations table on page 73 and make adjustments as 
needed to determine how much manure to apply. Nutrient applications must be based on soil and/or tissue 
tests and a nutrient budget prepared before application begins. Credit must be taken for nutrients supplled 
by previous legume crops, manure appllcaUons and sludge applications. Nitrogen {N) applications must be 
based on OSU recommendations or N nutrient uptake in harvested portion of crop, Phosphorus {P} 
applications must be based on OSU recommendations or P uptake in harvested portion of crop if the P 
Index ts high or very high. 

• Fields that are subsurface (TILE) drained require addlllonal precaullons when manure Is applied. Manure 
applied to these fields oan follow soil macropores directly to the Ille drains creallng a surface water pollution 
hazard from direct tile discharge. Tiltage prior to manure appllcallon that can dlsrupUc!ose (using horizontal 
fracturing) the preferential flow paths (worm holes, cracks, root channels) In the soil will reduce the risk of a 
manure discharge to surface waters. Any pre-application tillage should leave as much residue as possible 
on the sell surface. Water control structures Installed in subsurface drainage systems should be managed to 
prevent discharge of manure and wastewater during periods of application. 

• Inspect and repair manure hauling and application equipment to minimize potential of accidental spillage. 

• Avoid unnecessary exposure lo wastewater and solids containing manure and wear protective clothing 
when necessary, 

• Be aware of the location of sensiUve areas, concerns of neighbors or concerns of the public, which require 
special application procedures. To reduce odor problems, apply wastewater and solids containing manure in 
mid morning when temperatures are warming and air is rising rather than In the afternoon or evening when 
air Is cooling and settling. Avoid applications during periods of fog. 

• Callbrale application equipment to insure uniform distribution and accurate appHcaUon rates in accordance 
with guidance given in the nutrient budget for the field applying wastewater and solids containing manure to. 
Refer to the previous pages for calibration worksheets and make copies as necessary to document the 
calibration of application equipment. 

• Use the worksheets on the following pages to detennine how much wastewater and solids containing 
manure to apply based on the current nutrient budget. Use copies of the worksheets or other tools to 
document calculations made to determine application rates based on current nutrient budgets and 
callbrallons of apptlcallon equipment. 

• Apply wastewater and solids containing manure in a manner that will cover no more than 25 percent of the 
leaf surface with solids unless clean water applications are planned immediately after wastewater and solids 
containing manure ls applied. For pasture/hay land it is best to apply manure 7 days after harvesting forage 
by haying or grazing. 

• When applying wastewater and solids containing manure, maintain a 35 foot setback on vegetated areas or 
100 foot setback on nonvegetated areas from down-gradient surface waters, open lite tine intake structures, 
sinkholes, well heads or other sensitive areas lo prevent a prohibited discharge of manure and wastewater. 

• Record applications, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 
at least 5 years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this information. 

• Clean up residual materials from equipment and dispose of properly. 
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March 151h -August 30th
; Apply wastewater and solids containing manure at agronomic rates shown on the 

Planned Crops and Fertlllzer Recommendations table on page 73 using the following guidelines: 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Apply to land being prepared for crops. Till manure into soll within 3 days of application if possible or apply 
to actively growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalfa after cutting. 
Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feet of nonvegetaled areas next to open water 
courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
Do not apply wastewater and solids containing manure within the setback areas shown on the Land 
Treatment Area Map ln Section 4.3 and described on page 83 and In Section 6.2 of the Nutrient 
Management Section. 
Record applications, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 
at least 5 years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this Information. 

September 1°1 
- October 31 st

: Apply wastewater and solids containing manure at minimum rates, using the 
following guidelines: 
• 
• 

9 

• 

Apply to land being prepared for crops. TIii manure Into soil within 3 days of application if possible or apply 
to actively growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalfa after cultlng. 
Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feet of nonvegatated areas next to open water 
courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
Do not apply within the setback areas shown on the Land Treatment Area Map in Section 4.3 and described 
on page 83 and in Section 6.2 of the Nutrient Management Section. 
Record applications, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 
at least s years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this lnform~tion. 

November 1'1 
- March 15th

: Avoid application of wastewater and sollds containing manure. If an application of 
wastewater and solids containing manure Is needed because of an emergency sttuation during this period, use 
the following guidelines- NOTE: THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES ARE GOOD IDEAS, BUT SPREADING 
MANURE DURfNG THIS PERIOD MAY STILL VIOLA TE STATE AND FEDERAL LAW: 
• Call the ODA CAFO Program at (503) 986-4700 and report why an emergency application is needed and 

where the applfcation will be made. ~. 
• Apply wastewater or solids containing manure only to actively growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalra. 
• Minimize application rat~s by using the maximum travel rates for the application equipment. 
• Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feet of nonvegetated areas next to open water 

courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
• Do not apply within the setback areas shown on the Land Treatment Area Map In Section 4.3 and described 

on page 83 and In Section 6.2 of the Nutrient Management Section. 
• Do not apply during ralnfall events. 
• Do not apply to frozen, saturated or flooded solls. 
• Do not apply to slopes greater than 5%. 
• Record appllcatlons, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 

at least 5 years. There are forms In Section 9 that may be used to record this Information. 
• Do not apply wastewater and solids containing manure to fields receiving emergency applications unless 

soil tests indicate to do so. 
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The timing and frequency of applications of wastewater and solids containing manure for utilization by crops shown in the Planned Crops and Fertilizer 
Recommendations table on page 73 are based on information provided in Oregon State University Extension publications located in Section 10.4. 

The following table shows the potential crops that may be grown on this farm. The formulas for determining the total nutrient application rate per unit 
yield for each crop shown in following table are as follows: 

Total N to apply in pounds= N In pounds per ton (lbft) from the table for the crop grown X percent(%) dry matter {DM)f100 X planned 
or measured yield In tons 

Total P2O5 to apply In pounds= P In pounds per ton (lb/t) from the table for the crop grown X 2.291 P20sfP X percent{%) dry matter 
(OM)/100 X planned or measured yleld In tons 

Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium removal of common perennial and annual forage crops. 

Cuttings OM CP' N 
Crop• (no.) (%} (%) (lb/t) 
Red clover 1 25 18 58 
Alfalfa hav 3 30 20 64 
Perennial orass (low intensitvl 1-2 30 10 32 
Perennial grass (medium to low 2-3 30 12 38 
intensity 
Perennial grass (medium 4-5 30 15 48 
intensity) 
Perennial grass (medium to high 5-6 30 18 58 
intensity) 
Perennial arass (hiah intensiM 6-8 30 20 64 
Annual rveJirass 1 30 12 38 
Annual rvearass 2 25 15 48 
Com silage 1 25 8 25 
Sman arains (boot stage) 2 30 12 38 
Small qrains (soft doucih) 1 30 8 25 
Sorahum 1 25 9 25 
Sudanarass 1 30 6 40 
Triticale 1 30 6 51 

• Crop removal information taken from OSU Extension Publlc:atloll$ EM 8585-E. PNW 331, and EM 8793. 
1DM = dry matter, CP = crude protein; AH = as harvested 

Country Lane Dairy AWMP 

p K AH 
([b/t) (lblt) (t/a) 

8 48 16 
8 42 16 
6 38 13 
6 38 15 

7 38 17 

8 40 20 

8 40 23 
6 38 13 
7 40 20 
4 20 30 
5 32 16 
5 20 13 
4 25 18 
5 12 16 
7 12 16 
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Since the fields on this farm have received applications of wastewater and solids containing manure in the past they will have a certain amount of 
nitrogen available in the current year based on the mineralization of the organic matter applied in previous years. The planned applications shown on the 
following pages assume that the amount or nitrogen unavailable to the plant from the organic fraction of the manure analysis will be-supp.lied by the 
organic fraction of manure applied in previous years that will minerarlZ8 into a plant available form of nitrogen (PAN) for the current year. Some of lhe 
nitrogen applied in the manure for the current year wtll be lost due to environmental conditions (e.g. evaporation, denitrification) so some adjustments to 
the planned applications of wastewater and solids containing manure have been made to account for these losses. 

The following table shows the amount of wastewater and solids containing manure that would have to be applied to supply the given amount of nitrogen 
and phosphorus based on the manure nutrient analysis and application losses shown in the tables on the next page: 

Application amount is based on 25% of the Nitrogen being lost and no Phosphorus 
Pounds being lost to environmental factors-

of Wastewater Aoolication Solid Manure Aoolication 
Nutrient Nitrogen Phosphorus Nitrogen Phosphorus 

to be (N) (P205) (N) fP205) 
aoolied- Inches/Acre Gallons/Acre Inches/Acre Gallons/Acre Tons/Acre Tons/Acre 

50 0.50 13,605 2.27 61,576 5.00 13.51 
100 1.00 27211 4.54 123,153 10.00 27.03 
150 1.50 40,816 6.80 184,729 14.99 40.54 
200 2.00 54.422 9.07 246,305 19.99 54.05 

The worksheets and charts on pages 84 and 85 can be used to develop other application rates for other analysis values of wastewater and solids 
containing manure. 
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Manure Nutrient Analysis 

Waste Storage Pond 2.0 4.9 3.2 0.8 13.3 0.8 13.3 Lb/1000Gal 
2011 Manure Test from A&L 
Westem A ricultural Lab 

Solids Storage Barn 22.0 13.4 2.7 3.7 13.0 3.7 13.0 lb/Ton 2008 Manure Test from A&L 
Western A ricultural Lab 

Pasture 15.0 37.4 7.4 19.1 27.3 19.1 27.3 Lb/1000Gal MMP Estimate 
(1) Entered analysis may be the average of several individual analyses. 

{2) Oregon assumes that 100% of manure phosphorus and 100% of manure potassium is crop available. First-year per-acre nitrogen availability for individual manure 
appficaticns is given in the Planned Nutrient Applications table. For mere information about nitrogen availability in Oregon, see Waste Utilization Jobsheat 633 OR-JS, 
Oregon USOA-NRCS, May 2003 {http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/public-JORl633js.dcc). 

Typical Nutrient Retention After Application Losses 

Percent of original nutrient content of 
manure retained after application losses 

;Application Method N P20s ~o 
Injection 95% 100% 100% 
Sprinkling 75% 100% 100% 
Broadcast (Incorporated 1 day after application) 90% 100% 100% 
Broadcast (Incorporated 4 days after 80% 100% 100% 
aoolication) 
Broadcast (Incorporated 7 or more days after 70% 100% 100% 
aoolication) 
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Planned Crops and Fertilizer Recommendations 
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1 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.-STon 237 75° 197• 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

1 2012 Peren ,yegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75D 197° 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

1 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

1 2014 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75" 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

2 2011 Peren ryegr foraga,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197° 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

2 2012 Peren ryegr forage ,maint 4.8Ton 237 758 197° 160 60 164, OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

2 2013 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

2 2014 Peren· ryegr rorage,malnt 4.8Ton 237 75• 197° 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

3 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 1978 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

3 2012 Peren ryegr forage ,ma int 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

3 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 758 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

3 2014 Peren ryegr forage,malnt 4.8Ton 237 75° 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

4 2011 Peren ryegr forage.maint 4.8Ton 237 758 197D 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8565-E 

4 2012 Peren ryegrforage,malnt 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

4 2013 Peren ryegrforage,malnt 4.8Ton 237 75° 197° 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

4 2014 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

5 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 19'14 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

5 2012 Peren ryegr forage,malnt 4.8Ton 237 75" 197° 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EMS585-E 

5 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75.,. 197" 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

5 2014 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 1978 160 60 164 OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

6 2011 Wheat,Wlnter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

6 2012 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 68 

6 2013 Wheat, winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

6 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

7 2011 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

7 2012 Wheat.winter. graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

7 2013 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 
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7 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 88 

8 2011 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 130 40 60 29 8 9 
seed malnt 

8 2012 Peren ryegras:s 
1,800.0 Lb 130 40 60 29 8 9 seed malnt 

8 2013 
Paran ryegra:ss 

1,800.0 Lb 130 40 60 29 8 9 seed,maint 

8 2014 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0Lb 130 40 60 29 8 9 seedmaint 

Johnson 2011 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2012 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu. 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2013 Wheat,wlnter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2014 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne 1 2011 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 seedmalnt 

Payne 1 2012 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 6 9 seed malnt 

Payne 1 2013 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 seedmaint 

Payne 1 2014 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 see.d.malnt 

Payne2 2011 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne2 2012 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne2 2013 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne2 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne 3 2011 Wheat,wlnter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne3 2012 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne3 2013 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne 3 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 )> 

Peren ryegrass 
-I 

Payne4 2011 1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 7J -I 
s ainl 0) )> 
Peren ryegrass <O 0 

Payne 4 2012 s.eed,malnl 1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 CD :C 
'"O 

Peren ryegrass 
I\) s:: 

p, 
Payne 4 2013 1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 ~m (Jq seed.main! 0 z (1) 

,_. ;.: -I 
+'- ->. (,v 
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Payne 4 2014 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb seed.maint 

Payne 5 2011 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 

Paynes 2012 Wheat.winter, grain-+straw 100.0 Bu 
Payne 5 2013 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 

Payne5 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0Bu 

Payne 6 2011 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 lb seedmaint 

Payne6 2012 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb seed.maint 

Payne6 2013 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seedmaint 

Payne6 2014 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seed,malnt 

Payne? 2011 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seed maint 

Payne? 2012 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb seed.malnt 

Payne7 2013 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb seedmalnt 

Payne7 2014 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb seedmaint 

Payne8 2011 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seed.maint 

Payne a 2012 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seedmaint 

Paynes 2013 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seed.malnt 

Paynes 2014 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 
seedmaint 

Payne9 2011 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 

Payne9 2012 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0Bu 

Payne9 2013 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 

Payne9 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 

Pekola 1 2011 Pereniy~ 1,800.0 Lb 
seed.malnt 

Pekola 1 2012 Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb seed maint 

Country Lane Dairy AWMP 
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130 0 0 29 8 9 

140 0 0 138 64 88 

140 0 0 138 64 88 

140 0 0 138 64 88 

140 0 0 138 64 88 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

140 45 130 138 64 88 

140 45 130 138 64 88 

140 45 130 138 64 88 

140 45 130 138 64 88 

130 0 0 29 8 9 

130 0 0 29 a 9 

) 
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Pekola 1 2013 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed.maint 

Pekola 1 2014 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 D 29 8 9 
seed.main! 

Pekola 2 2011 
Peren ryegrass 1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed.maint 

Pekola 2 2012 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 

seed.ma int 

Pekala 2 2013 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 

seed.ma int 

Pekala 2 2014 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 

seed.maint 
• Unharvested cover crop or first crop in double-crop system. 
• Custom fertilizer recommendation. 

Planned Nutrient Applications (Manure-spreadable Area) 

Apr 2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 

1485 
29,700 Gal 16.5 47 34 49 

fora e,maint Lds 

Jun 2011 Peren ryegr Solids Storage 
Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 3 Ton 10 Lds 45Ton 15.0 28 11 39 

fora e.maint Sam 

Oct2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 

5015 100,300 Gal 16.7 157 115 164 
fora e,maint Lds 

Jun 2012 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Nol incorporated Custom 8 Ton 31.1 Lds 140 Ton 17.5 75 30 104 
fora e.maint Barn 

Oct 2012 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 

5015 
100,300 Gal 16.7 157 115 164 

fora e maint Lds 

1 May2013 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Notlncorporated Custom 6Ton 21.3 Lds 96 Ton 16.0 56 22 78 
fora e,maint Barn )> 

Peren ryegr 5015 -I 
1 Oct2013 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 100,300 Gal 16.7 157 115 -I 

fora e.maint Lds )> 

1 May 2014 Peren ryegr Solids Storage 
Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 

fora e.maint Barn 
10Ton 36.2 Lds 163 Ton 16.3 94 37 13 0 

I 
"'O 

Aug 2014 Peren ryegr Waste Storage 
Traveling Big Gun 6,788 Gal 

357 114,038 Gal 16.8 25 5 
~ 

p, 
fora e,maint Pond 

Custom Ft/Hr m 
(JQ z (1) 

Peren ryegr .,_.. 2 Mar2011 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,416 Gal 570 Lds 11,400 Gal 4.7 63 46 -I 
~ fora e.maint <.,:) 
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2 May2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,200 Gal 282 Lds 5,640Gal 4.7 31 23 33 fora .maint 

2 Jun2011 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 10.4 Lds 47Ton 4.7 94 37 130 fora e,maint Bam 

2 Mar2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,426Gal 570 Lds 11,400 Gal 4.7 64 46 66 fora e,malnt 

2 May2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 500 lds 10,000Gal 42 63 46 66 fora e,malnt 

2 Jun 2012 Perenryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 500 Lds 10,000Gal 4.2 63 46 66 fora e,maint 

2 Mar2013 
Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,500Gal 570 Lds 11,400 Gal 4.6 66 48 68 fora e.malnt 

2 Jun2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2.400 Gal 
564.4 

11,288Gal 4.7 63 46 66 fora e.maint Lds 

2 Mar2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,500 Gal 570 Lds 11,400 Gal 4.6 66 48 68 fora .maint 

2 Jun2014 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 561.4 11,228 Gal 4.7 63 46 66 fora maint Lds 

3 Oct2010 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
1796.3 

35,926 Gal 35.9 26 19 27 
fora e,maint Lds 

3 Apr2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal 
3428.9 68,578Gal 34.3 52 38 55 fora e.malnt Lds 

3 May 2011. Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 1840 36,800 Gal 36.8 26 19 27 

fora e.maint Lds 

3 May2011 Peren ryegr Solids Storage 
Solids Spreader, Not incoq:lorated Custom 7Ton 56Lds 252 Ton 36.0 66 26 91 

fora maint Barn 

3 Jun2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Nol incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 2632 52,640 Gal 29.2 47 34 49 

fora e.maint Leis 

3 Jul 2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Nol Incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 
2015.5 

40.310 Gal 22.4 47 34 49 
fora e,malnt Lds 

3 Aug2011 
Perenryegr Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun Custom 12,000Gal 
202 56.400 Gal 4,7 44 10 160 

fora e.rnaint Pond Ft/Hr 

3 Sep2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
1845 

36,900 Gal 36.9 26 19 27 
fora maint Lds 

3 Apr2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture GraZing livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2.000Gal 
3428.9 

68,578Gal 34.3 52 38 55 
)> 

fora e.malnt Lds --1 

Peren ryegr Solids Storage 
-0 -i 

3 May2012 Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 64 Leis 288 Ton 36.0 75 30 104 Ol )> 
fora e rnalnt Bam (Q 0 
Perenryegr 3092 

(l) :r: 
3 May2012 

fora e rnaint Pasture GraZlng Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
Lds 

61,840Gal 30.9 52 38 55 N~ 
""1:1 

3092 
--.r m 

p:, 
3 Jun 2012 

Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 61,840 Gal 30.9 52 38 55 0 z OQ fora e maint Leis ;:: -l (l) 

,_. _,,_ VJ 
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3 Aug2012 
Peren ryegr Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun Custom 4,500Gal 538 150,743 Gal 33.5 17 4 60 
fora emaint Pond' FtfHr 

3 Apr 2013 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 4360.3 87,206Gal 36.3 63 46 66 
fora e malnt Lds 

3 May2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 

1820 
36,400 Gal 36.4 26 19 27 

fo emaint Lds 

3 May2013 Peren ryegr Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 7Ton 56Lds 252Ton 36.0 66 26 91 fora malnt Barn 

3 Jun 2013 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 3166 63,320 Gal 35.2 47 34 49 to e.maint Lds 

3 Jul2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600 Gal 

694.3 
13,886Gal 8.7 42 31 44 fora e malnt Lds 

3 Aug2013 Peren ryegr Waste Storage 
Travellng Big Gun Custom 6,000Gal 

403 
183,600 Gal 30.6 22 5 80 fora e maint Pond Ft/Hr 

3 Apr2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400Gal 4360.3 
87,206 Gal 36.3 63 46 66 

fora .ma!nt Lds 

3 May 2014 
Perenryegr 

Pasturs Grazing Livestock. Not Incorporated custom 1,600Gal 247 Lds 4,940 Gal 3.1 42 31 44 fora e malnt 

3 Jun2014 Peren ryegr Solids Storage 
Soilds Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 74.4Lds 335Ton 33.5 94 37 130 fo e malnt Barn 

3 Jun 2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Ga1 3016 

60,320 Gal 33.5 47 34 49 fo e mainl Lds 

3 Jul2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated custom 1,600 Gal 

694.3 
13,886 Gal 8.7 42 31 44 fora e ·nt Lds 

3 Aug2014 Peren ryegr Waste Storage 
TraveUng Big Gun Custom 6,788 Gal 357 191,422Gal 28.2 25 5 90 fora e malnt Pond Ft/Hr 

4 Oct2010 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,161 Gal 

3218.7 
64,374Gal 55.4 30 22 32 

fo maint Lds 

4 Mar2011 Peron ,yegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 4445 88,900 Gal 49.4 47 34 49 

fora e,maint Lds 

4 Apr2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated CUstom 1,800Gal 
5121.1 

102,422Ga1 56.9 47 34 49 
fo e,maint Lds 

4 May2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated custom 1,000 Gal 

4073.1 81,462 Gal 81.5 26 19 27 
fo e maint Lds 

4 Jul2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Tank Wagon, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 16.1 lds 64,230 Gal 35.7 47 34 49 
fora e,maint 

4 Aug 2011 Peren ,yegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 2583.1 51,662Gal 28.7 47 34 

fora e.maint Lds 

4 Sep2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
4978 99,560Gal 99.6 26 19 

>-c fora e,malnt Lds 
~ Peren ryegr 4445 47 34 (JQ 4 Mar2012 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 88,900 Gal 49.4 
(1) fora e maint Lds --+:>- Country Lane Dairy AWMP 4. Land Tn,abnent Page 75 of 214 Ul 
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4 Apr2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 2,322Gal 6606.1 
132.122 Gal 56.9 61 44 63 fo .maint Leis 

4 Jun 2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 
2845 

56,900 Gal 56.9 26 19 27 fora e alnt Lds 

4 Jul2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 
2827.9 

56,558 Ga! 31.4 47 34 49 fora e.maint Lds 

4 Aug2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
2845 

56,900Gal 56.9 26 19 27 fora e maint Leis 

4 Sep2012 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated custom 1,000 Gal 2845 56,SOOGal 56.9 26 19 27 fo e.maint Lds 

4 Apr2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
5674.7 

113,494 Gal 56.7 52 38 55 fora e,malnt Lds 

4 Jun2013 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
6304.6 

126,092Gal 63.0 52 38 55 
fora maint Lds 

4 Jul2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing livestodt, Not incorporated Custom 1,557 Gal 4429.7 
88,594Gal 56.9 41 30 43 j e.malnt Lds 

4 Aug2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1.600Gal 
3872.1 

77,442Gal 48.4 42 31 44 
fora emalnt Lds 

4 Sep2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 
2927 

58,540 Gal 36.6 42 31 44 
fora e.malnt Lds 

4 Apr2014 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,300 Gal 
5674.7 

113,494 Gal 49.3 60 44 63 
fora emalnt Leis 

4 Jun 2014 
Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 2,600Gal 6457.6 129,152 Ga! 49.7 68 50 71 
fora .maint Lds 

4 Jul2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestodt, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 3749.7 74,994 Gal 46.9 42 31 44 
fora maint Lds 

4 Aug 2014 
Perenryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 4052.1 81,042 Gal 45.0 47 34 49 
fora malnt Lds 

4 Sep2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,100 Gal 
2927 

58,540 Gal 53.2 29 21 30 
fora maint Lds 

5 May2011 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
3839.9 

76,798Gal 76.8 26 19 27 
fora mslnt Lds 

5 Jun 2011 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 4Ton 71.1 Lds 320Ton 80.0 38 15 52 
fora emaint Bam 

Jun 2011 
Peren ryegr 

Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated 1,800 Gal 
74~ 

148,060 Gal 82.3 47 34 49 
)> 

5 
fora e,maint 

Pasture Custom 
Lds -I 

-0 -I 
5 Jul2011 

Peren ryegr Pasture Gra:z:ing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,200Gal 4808 96,160Gal 80.1 31 23 33 ro )> 
fora e maint Lds co 0 
Peren ryegr 7451.9 

(t) I 
5 Aug 2011 for ,malnt Pasture Grazing livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal Lds 

149.038Gal 74.5 52 38 55 I'-) s: 
"'C Perenryegr Waste Storage 357 

<O m 
~ 5 Aug 2011 Travellng Big Gun Custom 6,788 Gal 306,818 Gal 45.2 25 5 90 0 z 

(Jq fora rnaint Pond Ft/Hr ; -I {1) 

...... 
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5 Sep 2011 Perenryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal 

3212 
64,240Gal 32.1 52 38 55 fora e aint Lds 

5 May2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture GraZing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 
6443 12B,860Gal 80.5 42 31 44 fora e,malnt Lds 

5 Jun2012 Perenryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incol'f)Or.lted Custom 1,000 Gal 3598 71,960Gal 72.0 26 19 27 fora e.maint lds 

5 Jul 2012 Perenryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 7207.1 144,142 Gal 80.1 47 34 49 fora e.maint Lds 

5 Aug2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
7190 

143,800 Gal 71.9 52 38 55 fora e.maint Lds 

5 Sep2012 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 3Ton 53.3 Lds 240Ton 80.0 28 11 39 
fora e.malnt Barn 

5 Sep 2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not lncoll)Orated Custom 2,000 Gal 
7190 

143,800 Gal 71.9 52 38 55 fora emaint Lds 

5 Mar2013 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incoll)Orated Custom 1,200 Gal 
4445 88,900 Gal 74.1 31 23 33 fora e.malnt Lds 

5 May 2013 Peren ryegr 
Paswre Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,100 Gal 8215 164,300 Gal 78.2 55 40 57 fora e,malnt lds 

5 Jul 2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Nol incorporated Custom 1,500 Gal 4911 

98,220 Gal 65.5 39 29 41 fora e,maint Lds 

5 Aug2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 6162.9 

123,258 Gal 77.0 42 31 44 fora e maint Lds 

5 Sep 2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
7108 

142,160 Gal 71.1 52 38 55 
fa emaint Lds 

5 Mar2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,200 Gal 

4445 
88.900 Gal 74.1 31 23 33 

fora e,maint Lds 

5 May2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,500 Gal 
9788 

195,760 Gal 78.3 66 48 68 
fora e.maint lds 

5 Jul 2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock., Not incorporated Custom 1,400 Gal 
5591 

111,820 Gal 79.9 37 27 38 
fora emaint Lds 

5 Aug2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,500 Gal 

5982.9 
119,658 Gal 79.8 39 29 41 

fora e,maint Lds 

5 Sep2014 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
7108 

142,160 Gal 71.1 52 38 55 
fora e maint Lds 

6 May2011 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 8,888 Gal 156.2 624,826Gal 70.3 30 7 118 

)> 

"n+straw Pond 1-yrP Lds -I 
-I 

6 May2012 Wheal.winter, Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588 Gal 

168.6 
674,400 Gal 70.3 33 8 12 ► rain~traw Pond lds 0 

Wheat.Winter. Waste Storage 168.6 33 8 
:c 

"'O 
6 May2013 in+straw Pond 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588 Gal 
lds 

674,400 Gal 70.3 :s: 
~ Wheat,winter, Waste Storage 168.6 rn 

CJQ 6 May2014 Tank Wagon, Not !neoll)Orated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 674,400 Gal 70.3 33 8 128 z (1) rain+straw Pond Lds $.-l -.j:::,. ...,. <,.) 
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7 
Waste storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588Gal 43.7 Lds 174.800Gal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

7 
Wasta storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 43.7 lds 174,800Gal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

7 Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 43.7 Lds 174,800 Gal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 
8 May2011 ryegrass Tank Wagon. Not incorporated 1-yr p 8,888Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200 Gal 10.0 30 7 118 

seed maint 
Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 
8 May2012 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200 Gal 10.0 30 7 118 

seed,maint Pond 

Peren Waste storage 
8 May2013 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200 Gal 10.0 30 7 118 

seed maint Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 
8 May2014 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 8,886Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200 Gal 10.0 30 7 118 

seed malnt 
Pond 

Johnson Apr2011 Wheat.winter, Was1e Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
rain+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Apr2012 
Waste Storage Travellng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,BBBGal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Apr2013 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8 ,888 Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Apr2013 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 75.6 Lds 340Ton 34.0 94 37 130 Bam 

Johnson Apr2014 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 1 Mar2011 ryegrass Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288Gal 292 486,506Gal 58.7 31 7 110 
se aint Pond F1/Hr 

Peren Solids Storage 103.1 
Payne 1 Jul2011 ryegrass Solids Spreader. Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 )> 

seed,maint Barn Lds --l 
"'O --l 

Peren Waste Storage 292 ru J:> 
Payne 1 Mar2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288 Gal 486,506 Gal 58.7 31 7 110 co 0 

seedmaint 
Pond Ft/Hr ro I 

>--o Peren c..vs::; 

Payne 1 Jul2012 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 103.1 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 ...... m 
~ ryegrass Barn Lds 0 z (JQ seedmaint (I) :; -I 
,-.. -" w 
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Payne 1 Mar2013 
Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288 Gal 292 486,506Gal 58.7 31 7 110 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 1 Aug2013 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 
103.1 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 

Barn Lds 

Payne 1 Mar2014 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 292 486,506 Gal 58.7 31 7 110 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 1 Aug2014 Solids Storage 
Solids Spreader. Not incorporated Custom BTon 

103.1 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 
Barn Lds 

Payne2 Apr2011 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,152Gal 89 Ft/Hr 461,584Gat 17.0 100 22 361 rain+straw Pond 

Payne2 Apr2012 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 
272 

151,096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 
raln+s1raw Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne2 Apr2013 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 272 151,096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 raln+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne2 Apr2014 Wheat,wfnter, Waste storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 151,096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 raln+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne3 Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 55.2Lds 220,800Gal 23.0 33 8 128 Pond 

Payne3 Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 55.2lds 220,800Gal 23.0 33 8 128 Pond 

Payne3 Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 55.2Lds 220,800 Gal 23.0 33 8 128 
Po.nd 

Payne3 Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 552 Lds 220,800 Gal 23.0 33 8 128 

Pond 
Peren 

Waste Storage 292 Payne4 Mar2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal 388,707Gal 46.9 31 7 110 
see maint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Solids Storage 104.2 Payne4 Aug2011 ryegrass 
Barn 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton Lds 
469Ton 46.S 94 37 130 

seed.maint 
Peren )> 

Waste Storage 292 -I 
Payne4 Mar2012 ryegrass Pond Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal Ft/Hr 

388,707 Gal 46.9 31 7 -I 
seed.maint )> 

Peren 0 
Payne4 Aug2012 ryegrass Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 81.8 Lds 368Ton 46.0 75 30 :r: 

>-o seed,maint Barn s: 
;.; 

Peren 
m 

(Jq Waste Storage 292 z 
(1) Payne4 Mar 2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal 388,707 Gal 46.9 31 7 --i Pond Ft/Hr ....... seed.malnt (,.) +:>-
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Peren 
Solids Storage Payne4 Sep2013 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 75.6Lds 340Ton 42.5 75 30 104. 

seedmaint Bam 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Payne4 Mar2014 ryegrass TraveDng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 388,707 Gal 46.9 31 7 110 

seed aint 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Solids Storage 

Payne4 Sep2014 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 81.8 Lds 368Ton 46.0 75 30 104 
maint 

Barn 

Payne 5 Mar2011 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 272 394,627 Gal 44.4 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 5 Sep2011 Solids Storage 
Solids Spreader, Not Incorporated Custom 5Ton 48.9 Lds 220Ton 44.0 47 19 65 

8am 

Payne 5 Mar2012 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 272 394,627Gal 44.4 33 7 118 

raln+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 5 Sep2012 Wheat.winter, Solids Stora,ge Solids Spreader, Nol Incorporated Custom 8Ton 782Lds 352Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
rain+straw 8am 

PayneS Mar2013 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 394,627 Gal 44.4 33 7 118 

raln+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Paynes Aug2013 
Wheat,winter, Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 78.2Lds 352 Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
raln+straw Barn 

Paynes Mar2014 
Wheat,wlnter, Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 394,627 Gal 44.4 33 7 118 

raln+straw Pond Ft/Hr 

Paynes Aug2014 
Wheat.Winter, Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 78.2 Lds 352 Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
rain+straw Sam 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,085,400 

Payne 6 Apr2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 
seed.malnt 

Pond Gal 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,085,400 

Payne 6 Apr2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 402 100 22 359 
seed maint 

Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,085,400 
Paynes Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 

seed.maint 
Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,085,400 
)> 

Paynes Apr2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 -l 
Pond Gal "'O -l seed.main! ru )> 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,115,100 

cc () 
Payne 7 Apr2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 ro I 

seed.ma!nt Pond Gal w~ 
~ Peren 

Wm 
p; Waste Storage 1,115,100 0 z 

(JC/ Payne7 Apr2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000Gal SO Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 ;: --l (1) 
seed maint Pond Gal - 4. Land Treatment Page 80 of 214 
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Peren 
Waste Storage 1,115,100 Payne 7 Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000Gal 90 Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 

seed maint 
Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,115,100 
Payne7 Apr2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 

seedmaint 
Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 292 Paynes Apr2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288Ga1 582,646 Gal 70.3 31 7 110 
seed malnt 

Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,898,100 Paynes Apr2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 

seed,malnt Pond Gal 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,898,100 Paynes Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 

seed maint Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,898,100 Payne8 Apr2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000Gal 90 Ft/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 
seedmaint Pond Gal 

Payne9 May2011 Wheat.winter, Waste storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5 Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 6 128 I !ltain+straw Pond 

Payne 9 May2012 
Wheat,winter, Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5 Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 8 128 I i:irain-tstraw Pond 

Payne 9 May2013 
Wheat,wlnter, Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5 Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 8 128 I arain+straw Pond 

Paynes May2014 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5 Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 8 128 
I 1:Jrain+straw Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Pekala 1 Mar2011 ryegrass Travellng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Gal 83.3 31 7 110 

seed,maint 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Pekala 1 Mar2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Gal 83.3 31 7 110 

seed.maint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Pekala 1 Mar2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Ga! 83.3 31 7 110 

seed.malnt Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Waste storage 292 Pekala 1 Mar2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yr p 8,288 Gal 690,390Gal 83.3 31 7 110 

seed.maint 
Pond Fl/Hr ~ 

Peren 
(I) 

Pekola2 May2011 ryegrass 
Waste storage 

Traveling Big Gun 1-yr p 8,288 Gal 
292 

315,773Gal 38.1 31 7 110 .i:,. 
Pond Ft/Hr 

seed.maint 0 
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Pekola 2 May 2012 ryegrass Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 
seed.main! 

Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 

Pekola 2 May 2013 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 
seed.maint 

Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 

Pekala 2 May 2014 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 
seed,maint 

Pond 

Country Lane Dairy AWMP 

1-yr P 8,888 Gal B4.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 

1-yr P 8,888 Gal 84.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 

1-yr P 8,888 Gal 84.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 
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Manure Application Setback Distances 

Setback Requirements: CAFO 

Rivers and canals 
Streams and creeks 
Estuaries 
Pacific Ocean 
All other bodies of surface water, natural or artificial 
Other conduits to surface waters 
0 en tile line intake 

) 

Source: CAFO General Permit #1 (http://oregon.gov/ODA/NRD/docs/pdf/cafo_gnlpmt.pdf) 

Setback Requirements: NRCS Standard 

etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >=35 feet 35 
elated setback >=35 feet 35 
etated setback >==35 feet 35 

35 

Source: Waste Utilization 633 Operation and Maintenance Worksheet (http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/public/OR/633om.doc) 
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NUTRIENT APPLICATION CHART 
for 

WASTEWATER 
14 -,---y-----,,----..--"""TY"-- --,,-------,---------,-1----- - - --- --.-----,- 3,500 

2 

X 

i 
I 

----- - -,--------+----1-- Nutrients to Apply ---+---- --+- 3,000 

·-i- ·-· --

--+-50 lb 

-0-100lb 

-o-150!b 

-C-200lb 

2,500 E 
C. 
C. 

.5 
I C -- --··--- --· · · · . . . . ___ , ____ ___,.. _ _ __ 2,000 ..2 

1 ! ! -C 
GJ u 
C 

1,500 8 

o~----+---+---+---+--+---+----1,_-1--+----+--+---+---+---+---+---+--+-----+ □ 

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Application in Inches 
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NUTRIENT APPLICATION CHART 
for 

SOLIDS 
-----·--· ·-· ·· -··· ' - .. . ·~---

) 

• ' •... - ·· ... ··1 . •• . ,, _____ -···· 

Nutrients to Apply 

~501b 

-0-1001b 

~150!b 

-<r200!b 

0 ---------t-----+-- -+---+----+--+----+---+----+-- +---+----+----+----1--+---+---+---I 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

Application in Tons/Acre 
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RECORD KEEPING 

• Record keeping forms in Section 9 or other forms may be used document manure and fertlllzer applications 
and exports. 

• The following Information Is to be recorded and maintained for 5 years: 

□ Nutrient and manure application records including soil, water plant and organic nitrogen, phosphorus 
and potassium test results. 

□ Manure export r~cords including organic nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium test results. 
□ Documentation showing date, crop, amount, rate, form and application method of nutrients applied. 
□ Calibration records for manure application equipment. 
□ Annual review of nutrient management including adjustments made. 

I Pasture & Hay Land Planting (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Planned Units: 195.3 Acres 

Description: As hay land fields need renovating, adapted and compatible species, varieties, or cultivars wlll be 
established in the fields as shown on the Farm Fields Map to provide forage and hay for livestock. 

Operation and Maintenance: Evaluate pasture and hay land fields annually to determine what fields need to be 
reseeded. Generally if the pasture or hay lands are below a fair condition rating and the yields from the previous 
grazing or haying season were less lhan 50 percent of yield goals, the pasture or hay land field should be 
reseeded. 

Take a soil sample of the top 6 Inches of soil and have it analyzed for pH, Lime requlrement(SMP), 
Phosphorus(P), Polasslum(K), Calcium(Ca), and Magneslum(Mg} prior to seed bed preparation. See Oregon 
State University (OSU) Extension Publlcatlon PNW 570-E, Monitoring Soil Nutrients Using a Management Unit 
Approach, In Section 10.4 of the the Country Lane Dairy AWMP for more guidance on soil sampling. 

Prior to October 15th: Prepare seed bed (including weed control and tillage) and add fertilizer and other 
amendments according to soil test recommendations. 

Prior to October 15th: Seed pastures. It is best to seed a pasture or hay land between September 1st and 
October 151

h so no irrigation will be needed. 

Specification: 
PLANTING PLAN• 

Fertlllzer: Refer to OSU Fertilizer Gulde, FG 63, for pastures and soil test recommendations for the amounts or 
fertlllzer and other amendments lo add while preparing the seed bed. 

Seedbed Preparation: TIii the soil flghtly with a disk and harrow to prepare for seeding the pasture or hay land. 
The seedbed should be very firm (your foot should not sink Into the soil more than 1/2 Inch), weed-free and free of 
ruts. Small clods are okay (they help prevent erosion). 

Weed Control: The tillage will probably be sufficient weed control, however appllcallon of a labeled herbicide is 
optional if weeds remain. 

Seeding dates: It is generally best to seed the pasture or hay land between September 1 and October 15 to 
ensure adequate grass establishment before the winter erosion period. Seedings can be made during other limes 
when the soil Is suitable for tillage operations but the new seeding will have to be irrigated to Insure good 
germination and establishment. 

Seed depth: Generally seeding depths should be 0.75 - 1.5 inch however actual seeding depths should be 
determined for the variety and species of the seed being planted. 
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Seeding method: Broadcast or use a grain drill and harrow lightly after seeding. 

SEED• 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 40 of 41 

Contact the local OSU Extension Service for recommendations on what varieties of grass to plant based on 
forage production goals and site conditions ror the pasture or hay land. 

Note: Be sure to use seed that Is at least 72% Pure Live Seed (PLS). PLS Is calculated by multiplying % 
Germination X % Purity. For example, seed that is 90% Pure and has 70% Germination has PLS = 90% X 70% = 
63%. This seed would be considered too low In quality to produce adequate forage for pasture or hay land . 

PASTURE AND HAV LAND ESTABLISHMENT: 

Allow the pasture or hay land planting to grow throughout the rainy season and defer grazing of the new seeding 
until it is well established. 

Control growth of volunteer plants and shading to reduce competition to the pasture or hay land. 

Control weeds and volunteer plants In the pasture or hay land by mowing or by using herbicides. Do not allow 
noxious weeds to go to seed. Information on noxious weeds can be obtained from the Oregon Department of 
Agriculture website: hllp:1/egov.oregon.gov/ODNPLANT/INEEDS/county events.shtml or by calling (503) 986-
4621. 

I Prescribed Grazing (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 lhru 5 

Status: Planned Units: 195.3 Acres 

Description; Fields shown on the Farm Fields Map are managed to control the harvest of vegetation using 
grazing anlmals to Improve or maintain the health and vigor of the plant community, reduce non-point source 
pollution to ground and surface waters, and Improve food and shelter for wild life. 

Operation and Maintenance: Keep good grazing records to ensure the goals and objectives of the prescribed 
grazing strategy are met. 

Refer to the operation and maintenance guidance for alt facllitatlng practices (I.e., fencing, watering facilities, etc.) 
to ensure they will be maintained in good working order. 

Specification: 
The perennial grass-legume pasture shall be grazed on a rotational basis. A minimum of 3 units are required and 
each unit shall be rested for a period of not less than 20 days or until plants are 6 to 8 inches in height. Grazing 
shall begin when plants are 6 to 8 Inches In height and discontinued when the plants are grazed to a height of 3-4 
inches. Overgrazing can cause the quantity and quality of forage to be reduced. Provide dry roughage to reduce 
the bloat hazard when cattle are grazing on pasture with more than 40 percent legumes. Avoid grazing when soil 
is saturated. 

Apply fertilizer and animal waste ln accordance with the guidance given in the Nutrient Management specification. 

Apply Irrigation water In accordance with the guidance given in the Irrigation Water Management speclflcallon. 

The pasture shall be clipped and dragged a minimum of twice annually to promote unifonn grazing and avoid 
damage to the plants and/or a reduction in forage producUon. Clipping and dragging after each grazing period Will 
promote optimum pasture conditions. 

If rodent, Insect or weed control becomes a problem, a pest management program may need to be included. See 
your local OSU Extension Agent for recommended pest control methods. 

Follow stocking rates In the grazing plan. If no grazing plan has been developed, use a stocking rule of thumb of 
one adult animal per acre. To maintain forage production, tum animals on pasture when grass is 6 to 10 inches 
high and pull them off when grass Is 3 inches high .. If it Is not practical or desirable to harvest all of the grazeable 
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forage with livestock, consideration should be given to harvest the excess forage as hay. The perennial grass• 
legume pastures should be cut for hay between the heading and flowering stage. 

Keep records of grazing activities to document stocking rate and forage production. 

I Watering_ Fac_lllty (N9) 

Fleld(s): 1 lhru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 4 Watering Troughs 

Description: Portable watering faclUUes provide livestock access to water on pastured fields. 

Operation and Maintenance: Check all above ground connections, valves, gates, rodent guards, Inlets and 
outlets to make sure they are functioning properly. Check troughs and tanks for leaks or cracks and repair or 
replace Immediately, Ir necessary. 

Make certain the area adjacent to the trough Is well protected with gravel, paving, or good cover. Be sure that the 
outlet pipe has a free outlet and Is not causing any serious erosion problems. Check periodically to see If debris 
has fallen Into the trough or tank which may restrict Inflow or planned functions of the outflow system. 

Clean the enlire system periodically and remove moss, algae growth, and/or sludge. Chemicals such as copper 
sulfate and chlorine can be used to prevent moss and algae growth. Local rules and regulations are to be 
followed when using chemicals lo make sure they are safe for anlmals. 

Where necessary maintain coverings and insulalion to prevent--0amage by freezing. 

Eradicate. or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage caused by their 
activity. 

Immediately repair any vandalism, vehlcular or livestock damage. 

Specification: NA 
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_w_e_n_d_i_e_K_e_l_li_n_g_to_n _______________________________ ~ 

FW: Letter Re: Yamhill County Bike Path "]" Subject: 

From: Alexis M Taylor <ataylor@ocJa .stale.or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 61 2019 4:32 PM 

To: Mary Anne Cooper <mmyannecooper@oregonfb.org> 
Subject: Re: Letter Re: Yamhill County Bike Path 

Hi Mary Anne, 

I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. Below are some responses to the 
questions posed in your original email which we were able to answer. 

We also received other various requests around pesticide use and shared similar information to 
others as well. Just an fyi. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, Alexis 

Is the area where the proposed Yamhelas Trail proposed considered "high value 
farmland"? 

Nearly 96% of the soils located immediately adjacent to the proposed trail are high-value 
soils. Over 64% of the soils are prime farmland soils. There are also perennial crops 
grown in the area. Regardless of soil type, lands growing perennials may be considered 
high-value if established prior to certain dates. 

Are the products of farms along the proposed Yamhelas Trail, economically 
significant to Yamhill County and to Oregon? 

Agriculture in the area is diversified in both crops grown and agricultural practices. High
value products include hazelnuts, orchard fruits, vegetables, certified grass seed, milk 
(dairy cows), feed crops for dairy cows, and hay. The soils in the area are predominately 
high-value/prime and are capable of growing a great number of high-value crops beyond 
those previously listed. 

Is the farming that occurs along the old abandoned rail right of way that is 
proposed to be converted to the Yamhelas Trail, that involves heavy equipment, 
combines, semi-trucks, boom and other spraying, gun irrigation, etc., considered 
intensive? 

Yes, and expanding due to the expansion of perennial crops in the area. Examples of 
intensive farming practices in the area include: 
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Spraying operations that utilize boom and blast sprayers 

Harvesting that involves combines 

Hazelnut operations, flail moving, grading, harvesting (noise and dust) 

Use of hazing (such as propane canons) on grass seed fields 

Dairy operations, manure management including large gun application, manure 
lagoons, dairy barns with high density livestock feeding, etc. 

Fertilizer applications 

Heavy equipment on roads (tractors, combines, semi-trucks, etc.). 

Will ORS 30.930-949 "Right to Farm" law protect farmers from liability associated 
with pesticide labels that forbid pesticide spraying near "recreational parks" or 
federal or state requirements imposing "Exclusion Zones" or "Reentry Interval" 
limits? 

Any practice that is not consistent with "applicable laws" is not "protected" under RTF. 

Does ORS 30.930-949 "Right to Farm" law protect farmers against claims by trail 
goers of pesticide exposure or harm from water guns or from charging livestock, 
that are not based upon trespass or nuisance or that allege "serious physical 
injury"? 

First, it is important to distinguish the difference between trespass and nuisance claims 
against farming practices from the impacts of nonfarm development to farming 
operations. "Right to Farm" (RTF) deals only with issues related to nuisance or trespass 
from the subject farm use. RTF does not address the implications of nonfarm 
development located in an area to the surrounding farming operations. Compatibility 
issues related to impacts of nonfarm land uses to farming practices such as vandalism, 
trespass onto farmland, littering, alteration of common practices pesticides applications 
and risk management, are addressed through the application of ORS 215,296, not RTF 
statutes. 

RTF would not protect a farm operator from claims from a trail user because the "drift" of 
pesticides in such a case would not be consistent with applicable pesticide laws. RTF does 
not provide immunity to any farming practice that does not comply with any applicable 
laws. Nor does it provide immunity to a claim for relief for death of serious physical injury 
as defined in ORS 161.015. 

Relatedly, if pesticide spray equipment crosses the trail if it is approved, spray will 
drip onto the trail and then baby carriages, bikes and shoes will track the spray 
into people's homes. Is this a concern? 
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Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 634.372 (3) Prohibited Acts. "A person may not: 
Operate a faulty or unsafe pesticide spray apparatus, aircraft or other application device 
or equipment". If a pesticide applicator allows pesticide equipment to leak onto a non 
target site, it would be considered a violation of ORS 634.372(3). Furthermore, allowing 
pesticide residue to be deposited in a manner as to allow contact to unprotected persons 
may be considered performing pesticide application activities in a faulty carless or 
negligent manner. A violation of the Pesticide Control Law. 

Are you aware of any other public recreational biking, walking, running etc., trails 
that have been approved that bisect and otherwise are right in the middle of 
many commercial farms as is proposed here? The applicant claims that happens 
all the time and causes no problems for commercial farming. 

In the recent past, a trail was proposed to be located between Corvallis and Albany 
through lands zoned as exclusive farm use. A great deal of the proposed trail route would 
have bisected farm units in the area. The proposal was ultimately not approved as 
proposed. It is ODAs understanding that the trail route has been moved to abut a 
highway that is located on the edge of the area agricultural lands. 

Currently plans for the Salmon berry Trail are being developed. It too involves an old 
railroad route. Most of the route, primarily through forest lands has been 
"authorized." The segment that would have run through dairy farms in Tillamook County 
was rerouted in response to some raised concerns. 

What is the ODA process for investigating complaints? If a trail user complains that 
he or she smelled/saw pesticide spraying and claims exposure, what would ODA 
do? Similarly, if a trespassing dog eats bait intended for farm pests and dies, 
what sort of investigation process would ODA deploy? Please walk me through 
these processes. 

The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) will initiate a pesticide use follow-up 
investigation to determine if violation of the Oregon Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) 
occurred or not. The investigation process includes onsite evaluation, interviewing the 
complainant, witnesses and landowner/lessee and pesticide applicator. The investigator 
will focus on the label requirements and determine if the product was applied in 
accordance with label directions. Furthermore, the investigator will evaluate if the 
pesticide was applied in a manner to prevent drift to non-target site. Each investigation is 
based on the specific pesticide products used and evidence available to determine 
compliance. The Department utilizes environmental sampling to confirm or deny off site 
movement (drift) of the pesticide product. If a violation is documented, the Department 
will proceed to initiate an enforcement action to address the violations of ORS 634. If a 
violation is not verified no action is taken. 

The pesticide applicator shall apply the pesticide products, rodenticide bait, in accordance 
with any label requirements or restrictions. Rodenticide labeling may contain language 
such as "Apply this product only in secured, tamper-resistant bait stations. These stations 
must be resistant to destruction by dogs and by children under six years of age, and must 
be constructed and used in ways which prevent such children from reaching into bait 
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compartments and obtaining bait. Even stronger bait stations are needed in areas open to 
hoofed livestock, raccoons, bears, other potentially destructive animals, or in areas prone 
to vandalism. Stations must be secured so that they cannot be overturned by young 
children, pets, or winds. Station used in areas open to livestock and/or non-target wildlife 
must be secured so that the units cannot be readily overturned by any nontarget animals 
that have access to them". Broadcast bait would be required to be applied consistent with 
label directions and in a manner to prevent off target application. Any posting 
requirements on the label shall be followed. 

Trespassing dogs would be under the jurisdiction of any County or City ordnance. 

On Mar 2, 2019, at 9:00 AM, Mary Anne Cooper <mar annecoo er ore . onfb.or ,> wrote : 
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KELLlNGTON 
LA\'v'GROUP, re 

Wendie L. Kellington 
P.O. !3ox 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Via Electronic Mail 
Christian Boenish 
Yamhill County Counsel 
535 NE 5th St 
McMinnville OR 97128 

January 17, 2019 

RE: Spending Public Money on an [Jlegal Project /Subsequent Events 

Dear Christian: 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
~lobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: ~@kl.in~ 

Please share this letter with your client, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners. 

Our firm represents the many, many farmers who are seriously adversely impacted by the 
proposed Yamhelas Trail and who successfully ove1turned its approval in December. This letter 
is written to ask the Board of Commissioners to please direct staff to immediately halt spending 
public money on the Yamhelas Trail, and to not authorize even more expenditures and, instead, 
to focus on whether the trail can be approved in the first place, after conducting a full and fair 
hearing applying correct legal standards, as LUBA required . 

To explain. As you know, on December 20, 2018, LUBA remanded the County's 
decision approving the Yamhelas Trial, citing pervasive errors. As you also know, when LUBA 
remands a decision adopting an ordinance, the ordinance is completely ineffective. Turner v. 
Jackson County, 62 Or LUBA 199,210 (2010); NWDA v. City of Portland, 58 Or LUBA 533, 
541-42 (2009); Western States v. M11lt11omah County, 37 Or LUBA 835, 842-43 (2000). 
Moreover, ORS 197 .625(5) is clear that if a plan or land use regulation amendment is reversed or 
remanded (here the TSP amendment LUBA remanded), that the reversed or remanded 
amendment cannot "justify the retention of the improvements that were authorized * * * ." Case 
law makes clear, this statute means what it says. 

Finally, the Yamhill County Code and parallel provisions in state law provide: 
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1406.01 

1406.02 

ln the event a building or other slruclurc is, or is proposed to be, localed, constrncted, 
maintained, repaired, ultercd, or used, or llll)' lnnd is, or ls proposed to be, used, in violation of 
nn ordinance or regulation designed lo implement the Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan, the 
governing body of the county or n person whose interest in real properly in the county is or 
may be affected by the violation, may, in addition to other remedies provided by lnw, institute 
injunction, mnndamus, abntcmcnt, or other approprinte proceedings to prevent, temporarily or 
permanently eruoin, abate, or remove the unlawful localion, construction, maintenance, repair, 
allcration or use. 

No person shall locate, construct, maintain, repair, nltet·, or use a building 01· other slrnclurc or 
use or trnnsfcr l~nd in violation of lhis ordimrnce or any ordilllll\CC lawfully adopted b>• Ymnhill 
County. 

The Yamhclas Trail project is now being pursued by County staff in violation of the 
Yamhill County Code - the trail is only a potential conditional use of fa1m land, with no CUP 
approval at all, and it is a wholly prohibited use in the AF-10 zone. We sincerely believe that 
when proper legal standards are applied, that it will be impossible to legally approve the trail. 
This is separate and apart from the very real possibility that the County's assertion of ownership 
under its "quit claim deed" from UPRR is bogus, and the County will lose pending litigation in 
that regard, as real estate law authority Alan Brickley has explained, under the well-established 
legal principles that the federal district court articulated in the Benton County case. 

Thus, the applicant for the trail is in no better position than any developer who elects to 
take a very big risk and to move forward , knowing full well that the project may be appealed and 
the approval may be lost, where it is appealed and it is lost, which is what happened here. The 
only difference is there, the risk-taking developer is probably spending a bank's private money 
and here, the County staff applicant is spendingjedera/, state and local public money. 
Accordingly, our clients are disappointed that the County staff seeks the governing body's 
approval to spend significant amounts of public money on engineering and construction of 
bridges that serve no purpose other than the now illegal Yamhelas Trail. Moreover, they are 
surprised and disappointed to find surveyors, being paid by the County, poking around their 
farms claiming that they are surveying in the illegal trail. I am no expert in public ethics laws or 
the laws regarding penalties for the expenditure of public money on projects known to be 
unlawful, but it seems clear that it is the County Board of Commissioners who are the ones on 
the hook for whatever liabilities there are and they are entitled to be advised of their peril. The 
proposals to let even more contracts to spend money to engineer or construct parts of the trail is 
very much inseparably intertwined with the LUBA remand. With all due respect, claims to the 
contrary are unsupportable. 

Clearly, one of the problems with the County knowing that it was accepting and spending 
public money before learning whether the trail could legally be established at all (both as a 
matter of ownership and land use), is that if the County cannot legally establish the trail as, with 
all due respect seems evident to me and our clients, then at a minimum the County will be 
required to repay such public funds on contract terms like those found in Federal/State Contract 
No 29585, which granted the County money for, among other things, "preliminary engineering 
* * * of abandoned railroad conidor" which contract can be terminated: 
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e. If federal or state laws, regulations or guidelines are modified or interpreted in 
such a way that either the work under this Agreement is prohibited or if State is 
prohibited from paying for such work from the planned funding source. 

As it now sits, state law has been interpreted that the work under the agreement may not proceed 
because it is inconsistent with the County ' s own code and state law. That means under the 
LUBA caselaw above cited, as well as YCZO 1406.01 and .02 (and ORS 215.185 and 
197.625(5)), the trail is prohibited. While the applicant may try to salvage its project, until and 
unless it is successful in doing so after a proper public process applying proper legal standards, 
the Yamhelas Trail Project is prohibited under state and local law from being constructed. My 
guess is that federal law also prohibits spending federal money on such a project. 

Moreover, that same Federal/State grant quoted above also makes clear that the County is 
liable to repay monies it spends on an unlawful project and to indemnify and defend the grantors 
for misappropriations and other liabilities: 

12. Agency, as a recipient of federal funds, pursuant to this Agreement with the State, 
shall assume sole liability for Agency's breach of any federal statutes, rules, program 
requirements and grant provisions applicable to the federal funds, and shall, upon 
Agency's breach of any such conditions that requires State to return funds to the 
FHWA, hold harmless and indemnify the State for an amount equal to the funds 
received under this Agreement; or if legal limitations apply to the indemnification 
ability of Agency, the indemnification amount will be the maximum amount of funds 
available for expenditure, including any available contingency funds or other available 
non-appropriated funds, up to the amount received under this Agreement. 

4. On all construction projects where State is the signatory party to the contract, and where 
Agency Is doing the construction engineering and project management, Agency, subject to 
any limitations imposed by state law and the Oregon Constitution, agrees to accept all 
responsibility, defend lawsuits, indemnify and hold State harmless, for all tort claims, 
contract claims, or any other lawsuit arising out of the contractor's work or Agency's 
supervision of the project. 

9. The parties hereto agree and understand that they will comply with all applicable federal, 
state, and local laws, regulations, executive orders and ordinances applicable to the work 
including, but not limited to, the provisions of ORS 279C.505, 279C.515, 279C.520. 
279C.530 and 2798.270, incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof; Title 23 
CFR Parts 1.11, 140, 71 0, and 771; Tille 49 CFR Parts 18, 24 and 26; 2 CFR 225, and 
0MB CIRCULAR NO. A-133, Title 23, USC, Federal-Aid Highway Act; Title 41, Chapter 1, 
USC 51 -58, Anti-l<lckback Act; Title 42 USC; Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real 
Property Acquisillon Policy Act of 1970, as amended and provisions of Federal-Aid Policy 
Guide {FAPG). 

Fu1ther, we understand that County staff is asking the Board of Commissioners to 
authorize letting even more contracts to oblige the County to spend the 2016 ConnectOregon VJ 
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grant to Yamhill County for the trail for a whopping $ I million plus, even though the County 
mus t k h h' . h . I I b . fi h d' nowt at at t 1s pomt t ere 1s no eia asts or sue expen 1tures: 

Yamhill Coun~J Yamhelas Westside, $1,012,185.71 The projeclwiU encompass the planning, design and engineering f three new pedestrian 
Trail: Bridge bridges and the construction of a bridge over the Stag Hol!ow Creek. All proposed brdges 
Const11.1Cion will be !ocated alOllg the fulure Yamhelas Wests;der Trail near Yamhi!I, Oregon. The proiecl 

area is parallel lo OR 47 and lhis is the nrst phase ofdevelopmenl creaUng Yamhill Countys 
fin;t multi-modal reQional trail. 

If the Board of Commissioners did so, that would seem to expose them to the 
consequences of spending public money on a project known to be unlawful - whatever those 
consequences are - but seemingly to include having to repay the money, pay any indemnification 
or defense of a grantor, being liable to pay the contractors per their agreements with the County, 
and whatever other liabilities there are. 

The Board should not authorize expending any public money on the Yamehelas Trail 
until and unless it is known that the trail can be lawfully constrncted. Our clients, who are the 
owners and operators of large and small commercial farms- the ones who are adversely affected 
by the trail - strongly believe that it is impossible for the County to comply with the applicable 
legal standards that LUBA articulated. And they legitimately believe, with strong legal support, 
that they are the owners of the land the County claims to own. 

Our clients ask that the Board of Commissioners please tell staff to stop spending public 
money on the trail and to please not let even more contrncts to engineer and construct multi
million dollar bridges or other trail facilities for the Yamhelas Trail before the proper public 
hearings have been conducted and before the Board knows whether the project can lawfully be 
approved at all. Otherwise, the applicant is merely trying to stack the deck with millions in 
expenditures of public money so to make the claim that, with so much money spent, the Board is 
obliged to approve the trail. Such a claim will not demonstrate comp I iance with legal standards 
but wiH put, and is probably designed to put, the Board in a tough spot in at least the land use 
process, risking the creation of urilawful bias in favor of the trail even where it is likely legally 
doomed. Respectfully, at this point, such expenditures simply have to stop and no new ones 
should be authorized. 

Finally, Christian, as you also know, on January 11, 2019, I asked about the County's 
intentions concerning remand proceedings. I have heard nothing from you in response. It would 
be appreciated if we could have a sense of how the county plans to prnceed, so we can prepare. I 
hope to hear from you. Thank you for your anticipated comtesies. 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Mary Ann Cooper, Oregon Farm Bureau 
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Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 

Nicnll! P. i\ntlerson 
OSU NWREC 
15210 NE Miley Road 
Aurora, Oregon, 97002 
P 503-553-9922 

March 5, 2019 

ram writing in regards to the planned Westside Trail project which has been brought to my attention by 
members of the local Yamhill County fanning community. r have worked in Yamhill County as an 
Oregon State University (OSU) Extension agent for the past decade and am very familiar with the 
farming practices that should be taken into consideration as the trail project is discussed. 

As you are aware, the proposed trail would be located within active farming areas that produce a large 
number of high-value crops of global imp01tance. They include, but are not limited to, grass seed, clover 
seed, radish seed, vetch seed, hazelnuts, wheat, and berries. The large majority of these acres arc grown 
conventionally and require routine pest management to obtain economic yields and high quality 
products required by end-use markets, both locally and internationally. Plant growth regulators are also 
necessary to achieve high seed yields in grass and clover seed crops. The placement of the lrai I system, 
and resulting Application Exclusion Zones (AEZ), within these cropping regions will result in additional 
time, expense, and risk for the farmers who manage adjacent fields. I would like to provide several 
examples of economic risk that is suppo11ed by published research. 

Most cool-season grasses, including those produced for seed in Yamhill County, are susceptible to stem 
rust disease. Although a significant production expense, excellent stem rust control can be obtained with 
available fungicides. Large scale on-farm studies show that the use of fungicides increased tall fescue 
seed yield by 17% on tall fescue grown for seed in the No11h Willamette Valley (Anderson et al., 2014). 
In the seed cleaning process, cleanout was reduced by 18% with the fungicide treatment. Under severe 
rust pressure, perennial ryegrass seed yields can be reduced by 70% in cettain cultivars when the disease 
is not controlled (Welty and Azevedo, 1996). This common pathogen is airborne and untreated areas 
may serve as a reservoir that helps spread the rust through larger portions of fields . 

Oregon hosts one of the largest populations of non-native slugs in the world. A diverse range ofcrops 
are damaged by these invertebrates, particularly in the Willamette Valley. In a recent OSU survey 
completed by more than 200 farmers and crop consultants, 70% reported that slugs were among their top 
three most damaging pests (McDonnell and Anderson, 2018). Currently, metaldehyde baits are the most 
effective products available to control slugs in crop fields and they are sometimes applied multiple times 
in a single crop season. Metaldehyde is a system toxin that is harmful to humans and animals if 
ingested. According to one common metaldehyde bait label (Deadline M-Ps®), "application of this 
product is prohibited unless children and domestic animals can be excluded from the treated areas from 
the statt of application until applied material is no longer visible". I suspect that many farmers would be 
very concerned about the possibility of pets and/or children entering fields adjacent to the trail after this 
bait has been applied. Depending on precipitation, baits can sit on the soil surface anywhere from 
several clays to one week. 
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When high levels of soil nitrogen and soil moisture are present, lodging (falling over) in grass and clover 
crops limits seed yield potential. This is a result of a reduction in pollination and fertilization when 
lodging occurs during the flowering period. Foliar-applied lodging control agents (plant growth 
regulators) have been widely adopted in the Willamette Valley for more than a decade. The use of these 
plant growth regulators to enhance seed yield in grass and clover crops is suppo1ted by OSU research. 
Anderson et al. (2015) reported a 16% seed yield increase when plant growth regulators were applied to 
second-year red clover. In perennial ryegrass, plant growth regulators increased seed yield by 43% over 
nine years of trials conducted in the Willamette Valley (Chastain et al, 2014; Chastain et al, 2015). 
These products must be applied at specific plant growth stages, usually in late spring and early summer, 
to dry plant material (no dew). Unfortunately, most plant growth regulators have a strong odor which is 
evident to humans when sprayed. 

We are fortunate to live in a place where agricultural production is a special enterprise. There are few 
places in the world that can grow the diversity of crops that are produced in the Willamette Valley and 
Yamhill County. The interface between humans and agriculture can be complicated and comes with 
inherent conflict, especially when pesticides are involved . I hope that you consider unbiased scientific 
data and expertise as further decisions are made regarding the trail project. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole P. Anderson 
Associate Professor, Field Crops Extension 
Oregon State University 

Agr!culhlral Sciences & Natural Resources, family and Community Health, 4-H Youth, Forestry & Natural l\csources, Extension Sea Gran~ Open Campus, and Outdoor 
School programs. Oregon State University, United States Department of Agriculture, and Oregon counties cooperating. The Extension Service offers its programs ~nd 
materials equally to all people. 
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Lee Schrepel "'3/7/2019 

I am Lee Schrepel of Fruithill, Inc. I live and work at 6501 NE Hwy 240, 

Yamhill. We, the Schrepel family, have farmed in Yamhill County since 1919, 

processed fruit since 1950 and been processing fruit in our Yamhill location since J:. 
~ vi 
"" ---· 1955. I recently submitted a letter with enclosures from food safety and risk d -=:__ 

N 
control consultants that should be part of the record in these proceedings. In 

my letter, I described our properties that the proposed trail will impact. I speak 

in opposition to the applicant's trail proposal. 

Fruithill farms cherries, plums, hazelnuts and wine grapes and is licensed 

by Oregon Department of Agriculture as a Food Processing Establishment. Our 

fresh and frozen products are marketed nationwide and internationally. We have 

been GlobalGAP certified. Our processing plant is Kosher and certified by Oregon 

Tilth as organic. Our plant is Safe Quality Food (SQF Edition 8.0) audited and 

certified for compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act. We're 

registered and audited by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. We are also 

audited by the Oregon and U.S. Departments of Agriculture. For seven years, 

we have employed a full-time, very highly trained professional Food Safety 

Manager. 
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Lee Schrepel N 3/7/2019 

You need to sort the wheat from the chaff today. You have heard about 

the law. You need to hear the difference between what is said as opinion 

and preference and that which is expre?sed as fact and impact. 

We all dread the consequences of a situation such as seen in the news 

about romaine lettuce, spinach, peanut butter and hazelnuts. If our customers 

or their consumers are given a reason for doubt or concern about our food 

safety, our business will not survive. The proposed trail creates substantial 

potential for unsanitary practices, trash, contamination, trespass and thefts that . . . 

could be ruinous to our food production business~ 

The prospective trail amounts to more than ten percent of our HI-zoned 

site. For the County to approve use of this site for a trail, it ,would do irreparable 

harm to our present and long-term use of the site. 

Fruithill's investment in food safety and defense literally runs into the 

hundreds of thousands of dollars, including facility improvements, staffing to 

identify and manage related risks and the redevelopment of our company 

culture. Any threat to this investment is a threat to our survival as an 

agricultural industry, a farm and an employer. Regulators and third-party 
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Lee Schrepel"' 3/7/2019 

auditors are very Hberal in determination of what is "our premises" and do not 

like to stop at the property line. · 

The proposed trail will substantially limit, impair and prevent the use of our 

property for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district. It is up to 

the applicant to prove that this proposal does not cause these adverse effects 

upon farming and our agricultural business. We will not be able to convince 

insurers and regulators that we can keep the food we grow and 

process safe without significant new costs~ 

We have production and warehouse facilities very near the proposed trail. 

These facilities are kept to a high standard of cleanliness and they would be 

vulnerable to trespassers and their security and sanitation could be compromised 

unless we build sophisticated fencing and install expensive security devices. 

Fruithill has an extensive pest management program and undertakes costly 

measures to control pests. Litter along the trail would · likely attract more pests, 

such as rodents and insects, to our grounds and facilities. The much larger 

concern is riot about inconvenie.nce and aesthetics. It is about our role in 

providing a share of the world's food supply. Litter; loitering; human, animal and 

food waste are totally incompatible with ingredients for baby food, yogurt, ice 
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Lee Schrepel N 3/7/ 2019 

cream and pastries. It is a potential nightmare with disastrous and 

irreversible consequences for our consumers, our customers, our farm 

and our community. The applicant has no plan or program to manage this. 

We are concerned about the attraction posed by farm and fruit processing 

equipment, forklifts and licensed vehicles parked a literal stone's throw from 

the proposed trial. Our workers, vendors and visitors park on the site at all times, 

day and night. Ramps are on the site from which we load and unload trucks 

who park through the night. The increased risk of theft, vandalism, adulteration, 

sabotage and contamination related to increased traffic and could force a 

shutdown, an audit failure, a food safety recall or worse. 

In suggested measures of mitigation offered by the applicant, \'signage11
, 

\\a fence" and "gates" are proposed. Signs only "warn"; they do not \'stop". It is 

difficult to imagine trail fencing and gates that would not substantially interfere 

with our farming and that would not be extremely costly for us to install and 

maintain. 

Securing Fruithill to the extent expected by customers, auditors and 

regulators, in the face of public access as proposed by applicant, we will need a 

six-foot chain-link fence topped with barbed wire. It will need to surround the 
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Lee Schrepel ~ 3/7/2019 

entire processing operation in a way that secures from intentional and 

inadvertent intruders, with adequate gates and operating systems such that it 

does not interfere with day-to-day operations as they are currently conducted 

and projected to function in the foreseeable future. 

A fence with adequate gates and operators is only the start. Installation 

and annual costs of operation and maintenance for new warehouse walls and 

doors, state-of-the-art locks, motion sensors, lighting, cameras, recording 

equipment and likely increased insurance premiums will cost additional 

thousands of dollars to assure the safety and security of the food we process, 

the people we employ and the vendors who frequent our facilities. 

The proposed trail's crossing of Oregon Highway 240 is already used by 

the local school bus company, several residences and a storage facility. A trail 

could attract many people of all ages and modes of travel, crossing where the 

highway traffic crests a rise with limited visibility and is accelerating as it departs 

Yamhill. Traffic congestion is already a potential issue, as evidenced by "near 

miss" situations we have observed, and the trail will compound the risk for semi

trucks of our vendors and automobiles of our employees which come and go, 

day and night. The trail cannot be allowed to compromise personal safety. 

s 
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Lee Schrepel "'3/7/2019 

You must recognize that the impacts from the proposed trail to our 

farming operation are significant, cannot be easily mitigated and will significantly 

increase the costs of our farming practices. The applicant has not and cannot 

demonstrate that the proposed trail meets the State's EFU zone standards, the 

County's farm impact standards and conditional use permit standards. The 

County cannot find that the adverse impacts upon our farm lack significance and 

will not significantly increase the costs of our farming practices. The applicant 

has not demonstrated that the proposed and intended use is or can be made 

compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the area. The 

proposal must be denied. 

We respectfully request that the record of these proceedings remain open 

for at least two full weeks to afford an opportunity _to address matters that are 

raised during the process. 

6 
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Megan Ujakovich-Gometz 
707 N Coolidge St 
Carlton, Oregon 97111 
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March 3n:l, 2019 

Planning Department 
525 NE Fomth St 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Dear Planning Department, 

.,.,I ~.-: --

My name is Megan Ujakovich-Gometz, and I live with my family in 

Carlton, Oregon. My husband, two children and I own a home on the 

north side of town. We live in a short, shared driveway that runs directly 

along the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail. If I walked outside my front 

door, I could be standing on the trail in less than twenty steps. 

When we moved to this town, my children were very young, and a third 

was still living with us here in Carlton. I remember hearing of the 

Yamhelas Westsider for the first time at my first Fun Days event, and 

feeling so lucky that my home would be directly next to the path. I 

expected more outside spaces for my family to enjoy here in Carlton, but 

what we got were broken sidewalks around town, if any at all. The 

prospect of a safe place to ride bikes together was the promise of many 

fond memories for my family. 

I understand why many people oppose the trail, and try to consider the 

arguments objectively. I hear two major concerns as being the noise 

bothering those who require sleep during daytime hours, and easy access 

for homeless campers and criminals. Currently, as it stands the trail is 

often used for illicit activities from drugs, to sex. It is overgrown and out 

of sight. It seems much more likely to me that a well maintained trail, 

stands to attract much less illicit behaviors, than one that is hidden, and 

unsupervised. I envision this trail as a safe travel passage for cyclists, and 

have a difficult time believing that noise will be of concern. 

It saddens me that my children are now teenagers, and we have not seen 

the trail come to fruition. It saddens me that some of us cannot see past 

our own insecurities, for the betterment of the many. There is little 

credible threat of harm to our community in the creation of the Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail, yet there are credible promises of improvements to our 

community. and to our local families. Support for the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trai I is support for our community at large! 

Sincerely, 
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(/) 
YAMHILL COUNlY PLANNING 

ft (/Pages/index.aspx) > News room (/news/Pages/default.aspx) 

> News releases (/news) > 2018 News (/news/2018/Pages/default.aspx) 

> Oregon OSHA adds protections against risk of pesticide drift 

= Site Navigation 

Oregon OSHA adds protections against risk 
of pesticide drift 

For immediate release 

July 2, 2018 

Contact information 

Aaron Corvin, Public Information Officer 

971-718-6973, aaron.corvin@oregon.gov (mailto:aaron.corvin@oregon.gov) 

Agency's rules exceed EPA requirements 

Salem, OR - Oregon OSHA has adopted rules that increase protections against the risk 

of pesticides drifting off their mark when spraying occurs outdoors. The rules, which 

exceed federal requirements, will take effect Jan. 1, 2019. 

The rules expand a protective zone; extend the evacuation period; require doors, windows, 

and air intakes to be closed during pesticide applications; and require storage for shoes 

and boots to prevent tracking of pesticides into worker housing. 

Pesticide drift outside a treated area is already illegal. However, Oregon OSHA's rules 

further address the risk by adding safeguards for workers and their families who rely on 

farm housing. The rules are part of a broader and ongoing effort to reduce incidents of 

unsafe pesticide exposure among agricultural workers and pesticide handlers. 

https://osha.oregon.gov/news/2018/Pages/nr2018-1 0.aspx 
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(htf ~~ioorA~u)to action means workers and their families are better protected in 

-~ i'l•-¼hey-are in the vast majority of the country," said Michael Wood, a~inistr=r 

for Oregon OSHA "These rules are the result of a lot of hard work by stakeholders and 

plenty of thoughtful public comments about the right approach to a challenging issue." 

At issue is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ). 

The zone is adjacent to - but outside of - the pesticide-treated area. It provides an added 

level of protection beyond the safeguards enforced with respect to the treated area itself. 

The AEZ surrounds and moves with spray equipment and must be free of all people other 

than appropriately trained and equipped pesticide handlers. 

The EPA's rule requires people to move 100 feet away from an area being treated with 

pesticides. However, it was designed for workers in the field. It did not account for the 

interaction of the AEZ with worker housing and other agricultural structures. The EPA rule 

also allows people to return to the zone immediately after the spray equipment has passed 

by. 

By contrast, Oregon OSHA's rules require a 100-foot AEZ when the pesticide applicator is 

not required to use a respirator. Moreover, people must stay out of the zone for an 

additional 15 minutes, either by staying indoors or remaining evacuated. This recognizes 

that illegal drift may occur and allows any pesticide drift to settle. 

Oregon OSHA's rules exceed those of the EPA in other ways, including: 

• For pesticides that require applicators to use respirators, the AEZ expands to 150 

feet - 50 feet more than the EPA rule. People must stay out of the zone for an 

additional 15 minutes. There is no option to stay indoors. 

• For all pesticide applications, doors and windows must be shut, and air intakes must 

be turned off before people evacuate or remain inside an enclosed agricultural 

structure. During evacuation, the EPA rule does not include such requirements. 

• Closeable storage areas for shoes or boots must be provided to prevent tracking of 

pesticides into worker housing. The EPA rule includes no such requirements. 

• Employers must adhere to notification and instruction requirements, including 

informing people of the start and stop times of pesticide spray, and providing them 

with instructions to close windows, doors, and air intakes. The EPA rule includes no 

such provisions. 

Oregon OSHA's newly adopted rules complement - and complete - revisions the agency 

made last year to the EPA Worker Protection Standard. Last year's changes affected 

areas such as worker notifications, frequency of training, and trainer qualifications. 

Changes made by the EPA that were already in effect in Oregon include respiratory 

protection, hazard communication, and emergency eye-washing requirements. 

https://osha.oregon.gov/news/2018/Pages/nr2018-1 0.aspx 
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(h eg,zww)&letlbnt!)IlU.)tes to the Worker Protection Standard grew out of a trans;;_arent 

; · l"Ralffl'tg-process. That process included public hearings, an examinatib&f all = 
written and verbal comments, an advisory committee, and a financial impact analysis 

conducted by a committee of both grower and worker representatives. 

Learn more about the adopted rule and related information about the Worker Protection 

Standard: https ://osh a. orego n. g ov/news/notices/Pages/AEZM WPS. aspx 

(/news/notices/Pages/aezMwps.aspx) 

### 

About Oregon OSHA: 

Oregon OSHA, a division of the Department of Consumer and Business Services, 

enforces the state's workplace safety and health rules and works to improve workplace 

safety and health for all Oregon workers. For more information, go to osha.oregon.gov 

(/Pages/index. html). 

The Department of Consumer and Business Services is Oregon's largest business 

regulatory and consumer protection agency. For more information, go to 

www.oregon.gov/debs/ (https://www.oregon.gov/dcbs/). 

Q Help us improve! Was this page helpful? [ Yes 
~-~-~ 

No 
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Agency 
Oregon Occupational Safety and Health (Oregon OSHA) is a division of the Department of 

Consumer & Business Services (http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/) 

About Oregon 

Oregon.gov (https://www.oregon.gov) 
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Oregon OSHA's Adopted Application Exclusion Zone for the 
Worker Protection Standard Rules. 

June 2018 

Text removed is in [brackets with line through]. 

Text added is in bold and underline. 

DIVISION 4, AGRICULTURE 

Division 4/W, Worker Protection Standard 

Note: Oregon OSHA has declined to adopt 40 CFR 170.405(a). In Oregon OAR 437-004-
6405 applies. 

OAR 437-004-6406 Restrictions associated with outdoor production pesticide applications. 

This rule applies in Oregon where workers or other people are adjacent to pesticides 
being applied In outdoor production areas that are within the boundaries of the 
establishment. This rule becomes effective January 11 2019. 

Note: Nothing In these rules affects separate statutory or regulatory requirements such 
as the buffer zone requirement related to aerial herbicide applications in forestry 
operations (ORS 527.672). 

(1) Treated area: The area to which a pesticide Is being directed and/or deposited during 
an application. After the appllcatlon Is complete, the treated area Is subject to the 
labeling-specified restricted-entry Interval (REI) and the post-application entry restrictions 
specified In Sec. 170.407 of the Worker Protection Standard (WPS}. 

(2) Enclosed agricultural structure: a fully-enclosed space (has walls, ceilings, and floors 
that minimize the entry of outside air when doors, windows, and mechanical air intakes 
are closed) with an Interior area that shelters occupants from dermal exposure to 
pesticide spray drift. 

(3) Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ): The AEZ is an area that moves with and exists in 
relationship to the appllcatlon equipment. The number of feet shown Is the horizontal 
radius of the area surrounding the application equipment during the application process 
and may extend beyond the treated area. It extends downward from that horizontal plane 
to the ground. Pesticide labels that have more stringent restrictions regarding distances 
must be followed. The agricultural employer must implement the AEZ as follows: 
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(a) Workers and labor housing occupants must evacuate the AEZ. which shall 
extend 150 feet from the application equipment and last until 15 minutes after the 
application equipment passes, when the label requires the handler to use 
respiratory protection during application and one of the following applies: 

(A} The application Is by air blast sprayerj 
(B} The pesticide Is applied aerially; 
(C) The spray quality is smaller than medium; 

(b} Workers and labor housing occupants must either remain in an enclosed 
agricultural structure or evacuate the AEZ, which shall extend 100 feet from the 
application equipment and last until 15 minutes after the application equipment 
passes, when the label does not require the handler to use respiratory protection 
during application and one of the following applies: 

(Al The application Is by air blast sprayer; 
(Bl The pesticide is applied aerially; 
(C) The spray quality is smaller than medium. 

Note: Workers not on paid status or labor housing occupants must be permitted 
to evacuate even if the employer otherwise chooses to allow them to remain in an 
enclosed agricultural structure. 

{c) Workers and labor housing occupants must either remain in an 
enclosed agricultural structure or evacuate the AEZ. which shall extend 25 
feet from the application equipment when all of the following apply: 

(A) The application Is not by air blast sprayer; 
(B) The pesticide Is not applied aerially; 
(C) The pesticide is sprayed from a height greater than 12 inches from the 

planting medium; 
(0) The spray quality Is medium or larger; 

(d) No AEZ applies for appropriately trained and equipped handlers 
Involved in the application. 

Note: No AEZ Is required for applications not covered by the above. Examples 
include applications of granular, soil incorporated (other than fumigants) pre
plant. dipping cuttings, and at-plant pesticide applications as long as they are 
applied from a distance of less than 12 inches from the planting medium and use 
a spray quality of medium or larger. 

See Figure 1 -- Worker Protection Standard Application Exclusion Zone 
Decision Matrix. 

(4) The agricultural employer must ensure that prior to pesticide applications, any 
enclosed agricultural structures {labor housing or work-related structures) that are located 
within the AEZ and that are used at any time by employees and other occupants must have 
all of the following: 

(a) All doors and windows closed; 

2 
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(b) Any air in-take devices or mechanisms turned offj 
(cl Provisions to protect or store personal or household items that are not located 
in an enclosed agricultural structure from potential contaminatiOni 
(d) A closeable storage area for shoes/boots to prevent tracking of pesticide Into 
the structures where people live or reside. 

(6) Employers must provide the following information in a manner that is easy to 
understand and effectively conveys the information needed prior to the pesticide 
application, to occupants of an enclosed agricultural structure in the AEZ: 

(a) Instructions on closing windows and doors to minimize exposure to outside air 
regardless of whether they are staying Inside the enclosed agricultural structure 
or evacuating during nearby pesticide applications. 
(b) Instructions on how to close potential air-intakes and any other measures to 
minimize exposure to outside air during nearby pesticide appllcatlons. 
(c) The start and stop times for remaining inside the enclosed agricultural 
structures and how to determine when the application equipment is in range. 
(d) Instructions as to whether people can, as appropriate, evacuate or stay in an 
enclosed agricultural structure, how to maintain protective measures, and how 
long they must remain outside the AEZ. 
e} Instructions on how to protect personal or household items in the AEZ from 
potential contamination. 
(f) Instructions on how to report pesticide residue or deposit on enclosed 
agricultural structures, personal, or household items in AEZ. 

(6) Employers must provide information and ensure that all adult occupants of 
agriculture labor housing within the AEZ have access to: 

(a) An information station located in close proximity to agriculture labor housing 
that contains information on pending applications, with a means of alerting 
occupants to changing Information. 
(b) Information on how to prevent and reduce pesticide exposure. 
(cl Information about the location of the pesticide safety Information required by 
Sec. 170.311(a) 

(7) If anyone other than a trained and protected handler exits an enclosed 
agricultural structure and enters the AEZ the handler must suspend the pesticide 
application as per Sec. 170.SOS{b). 

3 
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Figure 1 - Worker Protection Standard, Application Exclusion Zone Decision Matrix 
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*Spray quality: {as defined by the American Society of Agricultural and Blologlcal 
Engineers Standard S-672.1) considers several factors Including the nozzle 
design, system pressure, and speed of the application equipment. The eight spray 
quality categories are refe renced in nozzle charts: 

Smaller than medium (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of 
less than 294 microns+): 

Extra fine (XF) 
Very fine (VF) 
Fine (Fl 

Medium or larger (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of 294 
microns+ or more): 

Medium (Ml 
Coarse {Cl 
Very coarse (VCl 
Extra coarse (XC) 
Ultra coarse (UC) 

+Micron= (um~ =micrometer: Standard unit of measure for particulate matter. 
1 um is 1/1000 fi of a millimeter. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 654.026(2} and 656.726(4). 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 654.001 ~ 654.295, 654.750 - 654,780. 
Hist.: OR-OSHA Admin, Order 2-2018, f. 06/29/18, ef. 01/01/19. 
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OAR 437-004-6406 Pesticide spray drift and Innovative methods: 

(1) In the event that drift makes contact with labor housing areas or other structures used 
by employees, Including enclosed agricultural structures within an AEZ, the employer 
must ensure that It Is properly cleaned up with a minimum of employee or housing 
occupant exposure. 

Note: Identifying and addressing any issues resulting from the spray application are the 
responsibility of the employerj any employees assigned these duties must have training 
appropriate to the job expectations. 

(2) To encourage Innovation, including the use of EPA's Drift Reduction Technology and 
other methods that the employer can demonstrate reduce the potential for spray drift, 
Oregon OSHA may grant approval for an AEZ that differs from the rule requirements yet 
meets the intent of these rules through the variance p.rocess described in OAR 437-001-
0400. 

Note: Examples of possible innovations Include: 
• Advanced application practices for handlers in the prevention of spray drift (which 

may Include using only one. side of the application equipment) and the use of the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Drift Reduction Technologies 

• Two applicators, one monitoring conditions and remaining in contact with 
applicator of the treated area 

• Safer chemicals and chemistries 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 664.026(2) and 656.726(4). 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 664.001 - 654.295, 654.750- 654.780. 
Hist.: OR-OSHA Adm in. Order 2-2018. f. 06/29/18, ef. 01/01/19. 

5 
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DIVISION 4, AGRICULTURE 

Division 4/W, Worker Protection Standard 

Note: Oregon OSHA has declined to adopt 40 CFR 170.405(a). In Oregon OAR 437-004-6405 
applies. 

OAR 437-004-6405 Restrictions associated with outdoor production pesticide applications. 

This rule applies in Oregon where workers or other people are adjacent to pesticides being 
applied in outdoor production areas that are within the boundaries of the establishment. This 
rule becomes effective January 1, 2019. 

Note: Nothing in these rules affects separate statutory or regulatory requirements such as the 
buffer zone requirement related to aerial herbicide applications in forestry operations (ORS 
527.672). 

(1) Treated area: The area to which a pesticide is being directed and/or deposited during an 
application. After the application is complete, the treated area is subject to the labeling-specified 
restricted-entry interval (REI) and the post-application entry restrictions specified in Sec. 170.407 
of the Worker Protection Standard (WPS}. 

(2) Enclosed agricultural structure: a fully-enclosed space (has walls, ceilings, and floors that 
minimize the entry of outside air when doors, windows, and mechanical air intakes are closed) 
with an interior area that shelters occupants from dermal exposure to pesticide spray drift. 

(3) Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ): The AEZ is an area that moves with and exists in 
relationship to the application equipment. The number of feet shown is the horizontal radius of 
the area surrounding the application equipment during the application process and may extend 
beyond the treated area. It extends downward from that horizontal plane to the ground. 
Pesticide labels that have more stringent restrictions regarding distances must be followed. The 
agricultural employer must implement the AEZ as follows: 

(a) Workers and labor housing occupants must evacuate the AEZ, which shall extend 
150 feet from the application equipment and last until 15 minutes after the application 
equipment passes, when the label requires the handler to use respiratory protection 
during application and one of the following applies: 

(A) The application is by air blast sprayer; 
(B) The pesticide is applied aerially; 
(C) The spray quality is smaller than medium; 

(b) Workers and labor housing occupants must either remain in an enclosed agricultural 
structure or evacuate the AEZ, which shall extend 100 feet from the application 
equipment and last until 15 minutes after the application equipment passes, when the 
label does not require the handler to use respiratory protection during application and 
one of the fallowing applies: 

(A) The application is by air blast sprayer; 
(B) The pesticide is applied aerially; 
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(C) The spray quality is smaller than medium. 

Note: Workers not on paid status or labor housing occupants must be permitted to 
evacuate even if the employer otherwise chooses to allow them to remain in an enclosed 
agricultural structure. 

(c) Workers and labor housing occupants must either remain in an enclosed 
agricultural structure or evacuate the AEZ, which shall extend 25 feet from the 
application equipment when all of the following apply: 

(A) The application is not by air blast sprayer; 
(B) The pesticide is not applied aerially; 
(C) The pesticide is sprayed from a height greater than 12 inches from the 

planting medium; 
(D) The spray quality is medium or larger; 

(d) No AEZ applies for appropriately trained and equipped handlers involved in 
the application. 

Note: No AEZ is required for applications not covered by the above. Examples include 
applications of granular, soil incorporated (other than fumigants) pre-plant, dipping 
cuttings, and at-plant pesticide applications as long as they are applied from a distance 
of less than 12 inches from the planting medium and use a spray quality of medium or 
larger. 

See Figure 1 -- Worker Protection Standard Application Exclusion Zone Decision 
Matrix. 

(4) The agricultural employer must ensure that prior to pesticide applications, any enclosed 
agricultural structures (labor housing or work-related structures) that are located within the AEZ 
and that are used at any time by employees and other occupants must have all of the following: 

(a) All doors and windows closed; 
(b) Any air in-take devices or mechanisms turned off; 
(c) Provisions to protect or store personal or household Items that are not located in an 
enclosed agricultural structure from potential contamination; 
(d) A closeable storage area for shoes/boots to prevent tracking of pesticide into the 
structures where people live or reside. 

(5) Employers must provide the following information in a manner that is easy to understand and 
effectively conveys the information needed prior to the pesticide application, to occupants of an 
enclosed agricultural structure in the AEZ: 

(a) Instructions on closing windows and doors to minimize exposure to outside air 
regardless of whether they are staying inside the enclosed agricultural structure or 
evacuating during nearby pesticide applications. 
(b) Instructions on how to close potential air-Intakes and any other measures to minimize 
exposure to outside air during nearby pesticide applications. 
(c) The start and stop times for remaining inside the enclosed agricultural structures and 
how to determine when the application equipment is in range. 

2 
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(d) Instructions as to whether people can, as appropriate, evacuate or stay in an 
enclosed agricultural structure, how to maintain protective measures, and how long they 
must remain outside the AEZ. 
e) Instructions on how to protect personal or household items in the AEZ from potential 
contamination. 
(f) Instructions on how to report pesticide residue or deposit on enclosed agricultural 
structures, personal, or household items in AEZ. 

(6) Employers must provide information and ensure that all adult occupants of agriculture 
labor housing within the AEZ have access to: 

(a) An information station located in close proximity to agriculture labor housing that 
contains information on pending applications, with a means of alerting occupants to 
changing information. 
(b) Information on how to prevent and reduce pesticide exposure. 
(c) Information about the location of the pesticide safety information required by Sec. 
170.31 i(a) 

(7) If anyone other than a trained and protected handler exits an enclosed agricultural 
structure and enters the AEZ the handler must suspend the pesticide application as per 
Sec. 170.505(b). 

Figure 1 - Worker Protection Standard, Application Exclusion Zone Decision Matrix 

.----- ___ ,, ______ __ 
When pesticide 11ppll 11d: 

• Ae~~ ' . 

,/·"-.. 
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~ :OR.Air Blast ~pray . . . · 

,:;_ \ :o~ Spffl~;-0.~alj)y~;[~ Smaller than Mecllum . 

No 
! 

When pesticide applled; 
• N.QT Aerially ' 

.1-lQI Nr. Bl~~-1 ~pr~y 
AND Spr~y Quality• Is Medium or larger 

• ~D _rii~~e i_ha l} 12 •'.·1roin pl~nti,;'g hi!!.~lu.m . 
I 

No 

Yes that requires a 
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Yes 

1
• 15 minute waiting period for AEZ 
• Must evacuate AEZ 

Noll_•:_ :_)oo_. :_\All_: ·~,;,_i~-at_!:~Jl_" ·_~~~~'_-~s-j9~n;-i11_n_ii (~A-~z-·i·~~ May evacuate or stay In AEZ 
15 minute waiting period for AEZ 

i: £Kamples: -, -~- ' · · I • Less than 12" from planting medium 
~lse: +----------- • Granular, soil Incorporated pre-planting pplication EKclusion Zone Required I • At-plantapplications 

• Spray Quality• of Medium or Larger 

*Spray quality: (as defined by the American Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers Standard S-572.1) considers several factors including the nozzle design, 
system pressure, and speed of the application equipment. The eight spray quality 
categories are referenced in nozzle charts: 
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Smaller than medium (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of less than 
294 microns+): 

Extra fine (XF) 
Very fine (VF) 
Fine (F) 

Medium or larger (droplet spectrum with volume median diameter of 294 microns+ 
or more): 

Medium (M) 
Coarse (C) 
Very coarse (VC) 
Extra coarse (XC) 
Ultra coarse (UC) 

+Micron = (um) =micrometer: Standard unit of measure for partlcu!ate matter. 
1 um is 111000th of a millimeter. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 654.025(2) and 656.726(4). 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 654.001-654.295, 654 .750 - 654.780. 
Hist.: OR-OSHA Admin. Order 2-2018 , f. 06/29/18, ef. 01/01/19. 

OAR 437-004-6406 Pesticide spray drift and innovative methods. 

(1) In the event that drift makes contact with labor housing areas or other structures used by 
employees, including enclosed agricultural structures within an AEZ, the employer must ensure 
that it is properly cleaned up with a minimum of employee or housing occupant exposure. 

Note: Identifying and addressing any issues resulting from the spray application are the 
responsibility of the employer; any employees assigned these duties must have training 
appropriate to the job expectations. 

(2) To encourage innovation, including the use of EPA's Drift Reduction Technology and other 
methods that the employer can demonstrate reduce the potential for spray drift, Oregon OSHA 
may grant approval for an AEZ that differs from the rule requirements yet meets the intent of 
these rules through the variance process described in OAR 437-001-0400. 

Note: Examples of possible innovations include: 
• Advanced application practices for handlers in the prevention of spray drift (which may 

include using only one side of the application equipment) and the use of the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Drift Reduction Technologies 

• Two applicators, one monitoring conditions and remaining in contact with applicator of 
the treated area 

• Safer chemicals and chemistries 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 654.025(2} and 656.726(4). 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 654.001 - 654.295, 654.750 - 654.780. 
Hist.: OR-OSHA Admin. Order 2-2018, f. 06/29/18, ef. 01/01/19. 
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Executive Sumuuiry 

Oregon OSHA- a division of the Oregon Depa11ment of Consumer and Business Services-has 
historically applied its workplace health and safety jurisdiction to worksite pesticide exposures, including 
those addressed on a federal level by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In doing so, Oregon 
OSHA has collaborated with the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) and the other agencies on the 
Pesticide Analytical Response Center (PARC) Board to coordinate activities and to minimize unnecessary 
duplication of effo11. 

As part of its past activities, Oregon OSHA adopted, largely by reference, the Worker Protection Standard 
promulgated by the EPA to address the risks experienced by agricultural employees handling or otherwise 
exposed to pesticides. However, Oregon OSHA also had addressed certain issues with more specificity, 
adopting requirements that were essentially consistent with the requirements imposed by both Oregon 
OSHA and the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in non-agricultural 
workplaces. 

As a result of federal rule changes, Oregon OSHA (in collaboration with ODA) began discussions with 
stakeholders aimed at revising the Oregon rules to align with the new federal requirements. These 
revisions generally allowed Oregon OSHA to withdraw or significantly revise several existing state
unique provisions because of the federal rule's more comprehensive requirements. The revised Oregon 
rules were formally proposed in October of 2016 and Oregon OSHA adopted the bulk of them on 
February 14, 2017, with an effective date of January I, 2018. 

Oregon OSHA's comprehensive October 2016 proposal to update the Oregon version of the pesticide 
Worker Protection Standard had included a "compliance alternative for protected spaces" that would have 
allowed workers to remain within fully enclosed housing and other buildings that were "tightly 
constructed to minimize the entry of outside air when doors and windows are closed." Much of the public 
comment on the 2016 proposal focused on the AEZ requirements, with employers and their 
representatives generally supporting it as a more workable approach than evacuation and with workers 
and their representatives generally opposing it and calling for greater protection for workers and their 
families when pesticides were applied near worker housing, 

After evaluating the rulemaking record, Oregon OSHA decided to exclude the AEZ provisions from the 
February 2017 adoption ofthe remainder of the 2016 proposal. Oregon OSHA fm1her announced that it 
would work with employer and worker representatives in an attempt to develop a rnle that would provide 
both greater flexibility to growers and workers and a higher level of worker protection, when compared to 
the EPA rule in relation to the AEZ. Those discussions generated the current rule, which was fmmally 
proposed in October 2017. 

In the meantime, the broader context of the rulemaking had became less certain. The EPA informally 
indicated beginning early in 2017 that it would be reconsidering several provisions of the 2015 Worker 
Protection Standard, including the AEZ requirements. Oregon OSHA ultimately determined to propose its 
own approach to the issue without regard to unce11ainty smrounding the EPA requirements, pa111y to 
resolve ongoing unce11ainty within the state more quickly than would be likely at the federal level and 
partly to better position Oregon OSHA to argue for the equivalence of any compliance alternative that 
was adopted if the EPA's requirement ultimately remains in place. 

At the time Oregon OSHA proposed the rule, the EPA had not yet taken any action either to delay the 
rule's effect or to initiate the process of reconsidering the rule. However, the EPA published such a notice 
on December 21, 2017. That notice indicates EPA's intention to reconsider the AEZ requirement, but it 
also explicitly states that the effective dates in the 2015 rule have not been modified, nor does the EPA 
intend to modify them. As of the date of Oregon's adoption of the rule, the EPA has not yet published the 
expected Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Therefore, the EPA's AEZ requirements are fully in effect 
even as the EPA has indicated that it is working to propose that they be modified or withdrawn. 

In summary, the revised Oregon OSHA proposal retained a more limited version of the "shelter in place" 
option, as well as enhanced requirements for training, notification, and protective measures that would 
apply regardless of whether the "shelter in place" alternative was chosen. And it proposed to replace the 
EPA rule's instantaneous ending of the AEZ with a brief ( 15-minute) waiting period after the spray 
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equipment had moved on. Those provisions, although with a number of modifications and clarifications, 
remain a part of the rule as adopted, 

The decision by Oregon OSHA to appoint a Fiscal Impact Advisory Committee (FIAC) and the need to 
allow it time to complete its work and for that work to be subjected to public comment Jesulted in three 
extensions to the public comment period. The rulemaking record ultimately closed nearly five months 
after the rule had been proposed. The record of public comment on this rule, either in writing or in 
testimony recorded at one of the five hearings, is extensive - it appears that nearly 1,100 people either 
took the time to comment, to attend a hearing, or both. 

The discussion of these comments and Oregon OSHA's response to them take up much of this document. 
This is the pa11icipatory pl'ocess that the Administrative Prncedures Act envisions in its requirements that 
the public be provided an oppo11unity to comment before changes in administrative rules are finalized. 
Particularly in the case of a rule where there is so much genuine disagreement among the pai1ies, Oregon 
OSHA welcomes the oppmiunity to consider the decisions to be made in light of a thorough and 
extensive record of public comment. 

Oregon OSHA has reviewed the legal framework of this rulemaking, which falls well within Oregon 
OSHA's statutory authority. Oregon OSHA has also fulfilled all its related obligations under the Oregon 
Safe Employment Act and the Administrative Procedures Act - and has gone beyond those requirements 
both by appointing the FJAC and by providing this extensive discussion of the public comments and other 
aspects of the rulemaking record. 

The record includes a number of "form letters" and other standardized communications of different types. 
In addition, many of the comments made reflect either inaccurate information about existing requirements 
or a misunderstanding of the proposal's effects. In all cases Oregon OSHA has evaluated the substance of 
the comments made based on the merits of the arguments presented. 

The scope of the rulemaking decision being made by Oregon OSHA in this instance is limited in at least 
three important ways: 

• First, Oregon OSHA's expertise and rulemaking authority is limited by its worker protection mission 
- the Oregon Safe Employment Act provides a broad, but not unlimited, mandate. 

• Second, Oregon OSHA's rulemaking authority is limited by its specific ability to regulate safe and 
healthy work practices - not to prohibit certain types of work. 

• Third, Oregon OSHA's decision on the present rule is limited by the public notice requirements of the 
Administrative Procedures Act, which restricts an agency's ability to adopt a rule that does not fall 
within the general notice parameters of the rule as it was originally proposed. 

Oregon OSHA endeavors to make its decisions with as complete an understanding of the available 
information, including research, related to the subjects at hand. Oregon OSHA does recognize that 
science will generally not itself dictate policy decisions, and the answers to certain questions may at times 
be either unclear or unavailable. Nonetheless, policy decisions should be informed by the available 
science and made in a manner that reflects an understanding of the science involved. The present 
rulemaking is firmly rooted in such an understanding of the relevant science. 

Oregon OSHA has reviewed that scientific record and reached the following conclusions about the 
general risks faced by farmworkers and their families in relation to pesticides: 

• Pesticides, as a group, represent a hazard to those exposed to them, although the exact nature of 
those hazards - as well as the degree of ce11ainty about those hazards - varies from pesticide to 
pesticide (and particularly between classes of pesticides). 

• Farmworkers, in particular, remain at meaningful risk of exposure to pesticides in the workplace. 
• Off-target pesticide drift remains a genuine risk to farmworkers and their families, even if its 

extent cannot be fully enumerated. 
• Existing rules do not fully eliminate the risks or provide workers with the necessary information 

to do so. 
• The provisions of the rule as adopted can be expected to fui1her reduce, although not eliminate, 

those risks. 
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Many of the comments in the record suppo1ting stronger regulation encouraged Oregon OSHA to adopt a 
no-spray buffer zone around worker housing. However, Oregon OSHA has concluded that no buffer zone 
requirement can be adopted, particularly as pm1 of this rulemaking, making fm1her discussion of the 
merits of the issue in this document unnecessary. First, and most clearly, adopting a buffer zone 
requirement during the current rulemaking would violate the notice requirements of the Administrative 
Procedures Act Second, and more impmiant for the longer term, Oregon OSHA does not consider itself 
to have the statutory authority necessary to adopt a buffer zone requirement prohibiting the application of 
legal pesticides by legal means to a crop - or a po11ion of a crop - for which the pesticides are approved. 

One of the unique features of Oregon OSHA's rule, both in contrast to its earlier 2016 proposal rule and 
to the rule adopted by the EPA in 2015, generated most of the discussion. This provision separates air
blast/aerial AEZ requirements into two distinct sets of requirements based on whether the pesticide 
represents a respiratory, rather than a contact hazard. In this manner, the rule retains a "shelter in place" 
option, although it is more limited than the option contained in the 2016 proposal. Most growers and 
grower representatives supported the option to shelter in place but argued that it should be available in all 
circumstances. Many worker advocates argued that it should never be available (they also frequently 
argued that the evacuation option was also inadequate, arguing instead for a no-spray buffer zone), 

In evaluating the rule, Oregon OSHA has analyzed and considered its potential costs. Oregon OSHA has 
determined that, while the costs of complying with the rule are likely to be meaningful, they are also 
manageable. The rule provides more than sufficient value to justify those costs. Considering the record in 
its totality, and having evaluated the arguments made by all the commenters in the extensive rule-making 
record, Oregon OSHA is ultimately persuaded that the rule is both reasonable and practical. 

In evaluating the record taken as a whole, Oregon OSHA is convinced of three things: 

• The rule is superior to the federal rule adopted by the EPA, both in providing a greater measure of 
protection and in providing greater flexibility to employers (and to workers) in some circumstances. 

• The rule will provide greater and more meaningful protections than would the nile Oregon OSHA 
proposed in 2016. 

• The rule will provide greater and more meaningful protections than are being provided in the absence 
of the rule. 

Put simply, Oregon OSHA believes that the rnle is, indeed, a step forward. Therefore, Oregon OSHA has 
adopted the rule, with only limited modifications. 
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I. History of the Cuncnt Rulemaking 

Oregon OSHA.:.. a division of the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services - has 
historically applied its workplace health and safety jurisdiction, described broadly in the Oregon Safe 
Employment Act, 1 to worksite pesticide exposures, including those addressed on a federal level by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and its Wor.ker Protection Standard (WPS).2 In doing so, 
Oregon OSHA has collaborated with the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) and the other 
agencies on the Pesticide Analytical Response Center (PARC)3 Board to coordinate activities and to 
minimize ,mnecessary duplication of effort. 

As patt of its past activities, Oregon OSHA adopted, largely by reference, the Worker Protection Standard 
promulgated by the EPA to address the risks experienced by agricultural employees handling or otherwise 
exposed to pesticides. However, Oregon OSHA also had addressed certain issues (such as respirator 
requirements, eyewash requirements and chemical hazard communication) with more specificity, 
adopting requirements that were essentially consistent with those imposed by both Oregon OSHA and the 
federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in non-agricultural workplaces. 

November 2015: EPA At/opts Update to tlte Worker Protectio11 Standard 

In November 2015, the EPA completed a comprehensive update to its Worker Protection Standard. 
Generally, these changes increased the frequency and content of required training; included training 
recordkeeping requirements; adopted a minimum age limit for handlers and early-entry workers; more 
closely aligned chemical hazard communication requirements (including a provision for a "designated 
representative"), eyewash requirements, and respiratory protection requirements with those enforced by 

1Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 654.001 to 654.295. 

Specifically, ORS 654.010 provides thut "le]very employer shall fornish employment and a place of employment which arc safe and 
healthful for employees therein, and shall furnish and use such devices and safeguards, and shall adopt and use such practices, means, 
methods, operations and processes as are reasonably necessary to render such employment and place of employment safe a11d 
healthful, and shull do every other thing reasonably necessary to protect the life, safety and health of such employees." 

Similarly, ORS 654.015 states that "(n]o employer or owner shall construct or ca11se to be constructed or maintained any place of 
employment that is unsafe or detrimental to health." 

ORS 654.022 requires employers and others to "obe}' and comply with every requirement ofe\'ery order, decision, direction, standard, 
rule or regulation made or prescribed by the Department of Consumer and Business Serl'kes in connection with the matters specified 
in [the Oregon Safe Employment Act and other statutes] .... " 

Finally, ORS 654.025 states that the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services "is vested with full power and 
jurisdiction over, and shall have such supervision of, every employment and place of employment in this state as may be necessary to 
enforce and administer all laws, regulations, rules, standards and lawful orders requiring such employment and place of employment 
lo be safe and healthful, and requiring the protection of the life, safety and health of every employee in such employment or place of 
employment." 
2Title 40, Part 170, of the Code of Federal Regulations (generally referenced as 40 CFR 170), 
3The Pesticide Analytical and Response Center {PARC) was created by executive order in 1978. The program was reauthorized under 
the Oregon Deportment of Agriculture (ODA) hy ORS 634,550, in 1991. 

PARC is mandated to perfonn the following activities with regard to pesticide-related incidents in Oregon that have suspected health 
or environmental effects: Collect incident information, mobilize expertise for investigations, identify trends and patterns of problems, 
make policy or other recommendations for action, report results of investigations, and prepare activity reports for each legislative 
session. 

PARC ilself does not have or exercise regulatory authority. Its primary function is to coordinate investigations to collect and analyze 
infonuation about reported incidents. Member agencies conduct most of the investigations and take any necessary enforcement 
action(s). Investigation coordination includes collecting reports produced by member agencies and consultation as necessary with a 
toxicologist with Oregon State University. Other governmental bodies may also participate in the reporting or investigation ofnn 
incident. 

Tue eight member agencies include the following: Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
(ODF&W), Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), Oregon Department ofForcstry (ODF), Oregon Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OR OSHA), Office of the State Fire Marshal (SFM), Oregon Poison Center (OPC), Oregon 
Department of Agriculture (ODA). 
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federal OSHA; and introduced the concept of an "application exclusion zone" that prevented people from 
being in a designated area that was otherwise outside the treated or target area during the pesticide 
application.4 The federal rnles were phased in, with most of them taking effect January 1, 2017 and other 
provisions taking effect January 1, 2018 (the federal training requirements were to be triggered six-month 
following the EPA' s completion of the training materials and the resulting publication of a notice in the 
federal register indicating the materials were complete5

) . 

October 2016: Oregon OSHA Proposes WPS Revisions in Re.\p011se to Ille Federal Changes 

As a result of the federal rule changes, Oregon OSHA (in collaboration with ODA) began discussions 
with stakeholders aimed at revising the Oregon rnles to align with the new federal requirements. These 
revisions generally allowed Oregon OSHA to withdraw or significantly revise several existing state
unique provisions because of the federal rule's more comprehensive requirements. The revised Oregon 
rnles were formally proposed in October of20166 and Oregon OSHA adopted the bulk of them on 
February 14, 2017, with an effective date of January I, 2018.7 

Although Oregon OSHA and its various stakeholders representing employers, workers, and other 
govenunent entities were able to come to relative agreement on most of the proposed revisions, the newly 
created Application Exclusion Zones (AEZs) were a more difficult proposition, particularly as they 
applied to employer-provided on-farm housing, which is frequently located within the EPA's I 00-foot 
AEZ for air-blast and aerial spray applications. 

Grower and grower representatives, in particular, expressed concern about the effect on the workers and 
their families (and on the entire operation) if the rule required removal of workers from the housing to 
apply pesticides, especially during the late night and early morning hours. Although the EPA AEZ 
provision clearly applies to such activities, a review of the federal record makes it reasonably clear that 
the EPA had not specifically considered the implementation of the rule in relation to worker housing 
located in or near orchards and other agricultural operations. Some grower and grower representatives 
also raised concerns about the impact on packing and other processing operations that would fall within 
the AEZ (again, the focus was generally on the 100-foot AEZ in relation to air-blast or aerial spray 
applications). 

As a result of these discussions, but without complete stakeholder agreement,8 Oregon OSHA's 
comprehensive October 2016 proposal to update the Oregon version of the pesticide Worker Protection 
Standard included a "compliance alternative for protected spaces" that would have allowed workers to 
remain within fully enclosed housing and other buildings that were "tightly constrncted to minimize the 
entry of outside air when doors and windows are closed." Employers who chose this "shelter in place" 
alternative also would have been required to implement additional notification, training and protective 
measures to address unintended drift into the AEZ. In the 2016 proposal (as under the federal EPA rule) 
employers who implemented the AEZ's evacuation requirement - which remained an option for them 
under that proposed rnle - would not have been required to take those additional measures. 

Much of the public comment on the 2016 proposal focused on the AEZ requirements, with employers and 
their representatives generally supporting it as a more workable approach than evacuation and with 
workers and their representatives generally opposing it and calling for greater protection for workers and 
their families when pesticides were applied near worker housing. Criticism of the specific provisions of 
the rnle focused on the failure to mirror the EPA requirements and the lack of a clear standard for the 
"tightly constructed" language used in the proposed rule. Opponents of the change were concerned, for 

~T11csc changes to 40 CFR 170 nre summarized by the EPA in n chart found al hlU>s://www.cpa,l!ov/sitcslprocl11ctio11/lilcs/2017 • 
fl /dc'.lc11111~ I~ o, mr'son cha1 I \\!IS O 1111 7 c11 nb.pcll: 
s Although not directly re lated lo this rulemnking, Oregon OSHA is aware of the delny in the EPA 's publication of the required 
notice, the litigation resulting from that delay, and lhe recent publication of the required notice. Neither the AEZ requirement nor 
the training requirements in the state rule ncloptecl in 2016 nr.: nOccled by this activity on the fcdcrnl level. 
6hllp://oslm.o ~1to11.gov/O~I JAR11lcsl > 1 ,ose 1/20 I 6/llr-cli1,. l-wps.p1lt: 
7http://osha.o~gn11.12o,•/OSI I/\Rulc,;/11dup1<.:d/20 l 7/m, 1-20 17-hr-,1 ps.pt11: 
8Employers and employer representatives generally considered the proposal to be superior to the EPA rule, while worker advocates 
generally opposed the proposal os lacking sunicienl protections. 
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example, that employers might mistakenly conclude that all registered housing would qualify, even if the 
strnctme were not constructed in a manner that would minimize airflow into the building. 

Febr11a1:p 2017: Oregon OSHA 's Rule Adoptfo11 Defers AEZ mu/ Related Pro1,isio11s 

After evaluating the rulemaking record, Oregon OSHA decided to exclude the AEZ provisions from the 
February 2017 adoption of the remainder of the 2016 proposal. Oregon OSHA further announced that it 
would work with employer and worker representatives in an attempt to develop a rule that would provide 
both greater flexibility to growers and workers and a higher level of worker protection, when compared to 
the EPA rule in relation to the AEZ. 

In preparing to reconvene the stakeholder advisory committee in a press release announcing the decision,9 
Oregon OSHA indicated that it would "ask the committee to focus on the specific issues involving the 
EPA-designated Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ). The zone smrounds and moves with certain 
pesticide-spray equipment during applications and must be free of all people other than appropriately 
trained and equipped pesticide handlers." Jn discussing the previous proposal for a compliance 
alternative, the release said that "Oregon OSHA would like the advisory committee to consider whether 
there are ways to strengthen not only the shelter in place alternative, but also the underlying exclusion 
zone requirement." 

An expanded advisory committee, including members of the Small Agricultural Employer Advisory 
Commi ttee, began meeting shortly atler the rulemaking decision and met several times (both as a full 
committee and in focused working groups) through the following six months. 10 Although the rule 
proposal was again not the product of a consensus among the committee participants, several revised 
provisions resulted specifically from the discussions and certain elements - mostly related to training and 
informing workers and their families about pesticide applications - had broad support from the group. 

In the meantime, the broader context of the rnlemaking became less certain. The EPA informally 
indicated beginning early in 2017 that it would be reconsidering several provisions of the 2015 Worker 
Protection Standard, including the AEZ requirements. Some stakeholders suggested that Oregon OSHA 
should wait for the EPA to act. Some grower representatives, in particular, had supported Oregon OSHA 
in developing a proposed compliance alternative to what they viewed as an unworkable EPA rule. But if 
the EPA rnle were to be withdrawn, they viewed any Oregon OSHA rulemaking on the subject as 
unnecessary and inadvisable. 

Other stakeholders who served as worker advocates insisted that the EPA requirements should be 
enforced without any modifications that would reduce requirements -and that if the 2015 requirements 
were withdrawn at the federal level they should still be maintained in Oregon. Many of them also argued 
that the state should adopt additional requirements, regardless of federal action. Some worker advocates, 
however, accepted - not necessarily with enthusiasm - the inclusion of a limited "shelter in place" 
provision that differed from the federal rnle as pat1 of an overall package that also included proposals for 
other state-specific provisions related to notification and protection of workers and their families in 
agricultural labor housing. 

Oregon OSHA ultimately determined to propose its own approach to the issue without regard to 
uncertainty surrounding the EPA requirements, partly to resolve ongoing uncertainty within the state 
more quickly than would be likely at the federal level and partly to better position Oregon OSHA to argue 
for the equivalence of any compliance alternative that was adopted if the EPA 's requirement ultimately 
remains in place. 

At the time Oregon OSHA proposed the rule, the EPA had not yet taken any action either to delay the 
rule's effect or to initiate the process ofreconsidering the rule. However, the EPA published such a notice 
on December 21, 2017. The notice in the federal regisrer11 did not itself propose any immediate change 

9hU11;/fa \\ \\".IH'••!!on.111w/uc\\'Smoni/l1:11;es/NcwsDctail.nsp.x'!11cwsid"- I S-12 
1°rhe commillee's activities are reflected at hllp:f/o. ha,nregon.g1 ,•trnlcslncl,•iso1y/n!!·l'lllp/1'11 1!,~sldcl;.1uh .asblli_. 
11 1 )':1://www tcclcnl ' is er 1w/cloc111 mm1s/2U 17/1 2/2 1/2017-2730. / >cstid dc~-111Hif11 llu111l-wurk ·- 1ro ccliu 1-:-tanchml-
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and explicitly refused to delay the rule's effective date. Instead, it indicated that the "EPA expects to 
publish a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in FY 2018 to solicit public input on proposed revisions to the 
WPS requirements for minimum age, designated representative, and application exclusion zone." 
Although the notice confirmed EPA's intention to reconsider the AEZ requirement, the same notice 
explicitly stated that the effective dates in the 2015 rule have not been modified, nor does the EPA intend 
to modify them. As of the date of Oregon's adoption of the rule, the EPA has not yet published the 
expected Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Therefore, the EPA's AEZ requirements are fully in effect 
even as the EPA has indicated that it is working to propose that they be modified or withdrawn. 

October 2017: Oregon OSHA Publishes Rel1isetl Proposal 

After taking into account the various discussions within the stakeholder advismy committee, Oregon 
OSHA formally proposed the rule that is the subject of this document in October 2017. 12 The agency 
scheduled five public hearings - at times and locations selected with the assistance of members of the 
advisory group - and originally indicated that public comment would be accepted through December 15, 
2017. 

The October 2017 proposal included a number of provisions that will be discussed at length elsewhere in 
this document. In summary, it retained a more limited version of the "shelter in place" option, as well as 
enhanced requirements for training, notification, and protective measures that would apply regardless of 
whether the "shelter in place" alternative was chosen. And it proposed to replace the EPA rule's 
instantaneous ending of the AEZ with a brief (15-minute) waiting period after the spray equipment had 
moved on. Those provisions, although with a number of modifications and clarifications, remain a part of 
the rule as adopted. 

On November 3, 2017, Oregon OSHA received a letter from one grower organization, representing a 
large number of the growers who would be among those most affected by the rnle, objecting to the Fiscal 
Impact Statement filed with the proposed rule and requesting the appointment of a Fiscal Impact 
Advisory Committee (FI AC). 13 In reviewing the letter and considering the concerns raised in it, Oregon 
OSHA concluded that the original Fiscal Impact Statement was sufficient. Nonetheless, the agency 
recognized the value of having a FIAC review the statement and a committee was appointed and charged 
with reviewing the Fiscal Impact Statement and recommending any changes that should be made to it. 
The committee included seven members - three representing growers, three worker advocates, and a chair 
selected for his expertise in facilitation and organizational development to lead the discussions. The work 
of the FlAC and the resulting revisions to the Fiscal Impact Statement are discussed in more detail in a 
separate section of this document. 

The appointment of the FlAC and the need to allow it sufficient time to meet and complete its work 
resulted in two extensions to the public comment period. Because the FIAC's work resulted in changes to 
the Fiscal Impact Statement, a further extension was necessa1y to allow comment on the revised 
document. As a result of these three extensions, the rnlemaking record ultimately closed on March 15, 
2018. That record provides the basis for this rulemaking. 

The record of public comment on this rule, either in writing or in testimony recorded at one of the five 
hearings, is extensive. A total of 101 oral comments were received during the hearings, and another 938 
comments were received in writing. At least 144 individuals attended at least one hearing but did not 
make comments at that hearing. Even after allowing for those who commented more than once, or who 
attended a hearing without comment but separately commented in writing or at another hearing, the 
record is extensive and it appears that nearly 1,100 people either took the time to comment, to attend a 
hearing, or both. 

The discussion of these comments and Oregon OSHA's response to them take up much of the balance of 
this document. However, it is important to acknowledge that - while such an extensive record has taken 
time to evaluate and to give the arguments raised appropriate weight - this is the participato1y process 

12h11 l:1/o. hn.01.: •011. •u\'/OSI I Rules/ ,rn ios ' tl/20 17/llr-w is• 112. lll l" 
13Lelter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fmit Growers, No\'embcr 3, 2017. 
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that the Administrative Procedures Act envisions in its requirements that the public be provided an 
opportunity to comment before changes in administrative rnles are finalized. Particularly in the case of a 
rule where there is so much genuine disagreement among the parties, Oregon OSHA welcomes the 
oppo11unity to consider the decisions to be made in light of a thorough and extensive record of public 
comment. 
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II. Description of the rule as adopted 

The rule as adopted is consistent with the rule as proposed in its overall approach and with regard to most 
specific elements, which are summarized below: 

• Like the proposal, the rule requires the recognition of an "application exclusion zone" (AEZ) that 
varies in size depending upon both the nature of the application method and the hazards presented by 
the pesticide being applied. For airblast and aerial spray applications where the droplet size is smaller 
than medium, the AEZ is either 150 feet if the label requires the applicator to wear a respirator or 100 
feet if the label does not do so. 

• Like the proposal, the rule requires evacuation of the 150-foot AEZ during such applications when 
the label requires the applicator to wear a respirator. The AEZ remains in place until 15 minutes after 
the spray equipment (and therefore the AEZ) has moved on. 

• Like the proposal, the rule allows employers to give their employees during such applications the 
option ofremaining inside enclosed agricultural structures (as defined by the rule) or evacuating the 
l 00-foot AEZ when the label does not require the applicator to wear a respirator. Again, the AEZ 
remains in place until 15 minutes after the spray equipment has moved on. 

• Like the proposal, the rule requires employers to ensure that prior to pesticide applications, any 
enclosed agricultural structures and related areas within the AEZ must be protected from pesticide 
intrusion in several specific ways. 

• Like the proposal, the rule requires instruction for those occupants of enclosed agricultural structures 
that falls within an AEZ (regardless of whether those occupants will evacuate or remain in the 
structure). The rule was modified slightly (consistent with original intent) to clarify that this training 
must include methods ofreporting pesticide residue or deposit. 

• Like the prnposal, the rule requires that information related to pending pesticide applications be 
provided to adult occupants of agriculture labor housing that falls within an AEZ. 

• Like the proposal, the rule includes specific language encouraging the use of innovation to reduce 
potential for drift. 

The rule also differs from the proposal in several specific respects, which are summarized below: 

• In relation to those pesticide applications that do not involve airblast or aerial applications and that 
involve droplet size ofmedimn or greater, the rule as adopted continues to require a 25-foot AEZ but 
the rnle no longer includes the provision from the proposal that would left the AEZ in place until 15 
minutes after the spray equipment moves on. 

• The rule as adopted more clearly limits it application (consistent with both Oregon OSHA's intent 
and jurisdiction) to the exposure of those employees and labor housing occupants under the 
employer's direct supervision and control. 

• The rule as adopted eliminates recurring references to "handler employers" that generated uncertainty 
about the intended scope of employer responsibility for workers not under their direct supervision and 
control. 

• The rule as adopted eliminates the explicit reference prohibiting drift onto housing that was pa11 of 
the proposal (although such drift remains illegal under other standards) and clarifies the need to 
identify and address any drift or deposit that exposes workers or agricultnral labor camp occupants to 
harm when the AEZ has ended. 

• The rnle as adopted also includes a number of notes and additional clarifications that resnlted from 
public comment but that do not change the underlying requirements of the rule when compared to the 
proposed rule. 
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Ill. Applic!ltion of Sfa(ut·ow Requirements 

This rulemaking falls well within Oregon OSHA's statutory authority, and Oregon OSHA has fulfilled all 
its related obligations under the Oregon Safe Employment Act and the Administrative Procedures Act. 

Summary of Oregon OSHA 's Statutory Authority and Ob/ig(ltions under the OSEA 

The purpose of the Oregon Safe Employment Act (OSEA) and of all rnles adopted under that law is found 
in ORS 654.003, which describes the law's general purpose as 

... to assure as far as possible safe and healthful working co11ditions for eve1)' working person in 
Oregon, to preserve ow· human resources and to reduce the substantial burden, in terms of lost 
production, wage loss, medical expenses, disability compensation payments and human suffering, 
!hat is created by occupational injury and disease. 

ln discussing that purpose, ORS 654.003(3) states that one of the Legislative Assembly's intents is to 
"[ a Juthorize the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services and the designees of the 
director to set reasonable, mandatory, occupational safety and health standards for all employments and 
places of employment."14 

This general statement about mlemaking is fu1ther amplified by ORS 654.035(1), which indicates that the 
director may 

(a) Declare and prescribe what devices, safeguards or other means of protection and what 
methods, processes or work practices are well adapted to render eveJJ' employment and place 
of employment safe and healtlifid. 

(b) Fix reasonable standards and prescribe and e1!force reasonable orders for the adoption, 
installation, use and maintenance of devices, safeguards and other means of protection, and 
of methods, processes and work practices, including, but not limited to, work practices 
qualifications for equipment, materials and activities requiring special competence, to be as 
nearly un(form as possible, as may be necessmy to cany out all laws relative to the 
protection of the life, safety and health of employees. 

(c) Fix and order reasonable standards for the construction, repair and maintenance of places of 
employment and equipment that will render them safe and healtl?ful. 

(d) .... 
(e) Require the pe1formance of any other act that the protection of the life, safety and health of 

employees in employments and places of employment may demand. 

The current rule explicitly addresses "safe and healthful working conditions" in Oregon, and it represents 
Oregon OSHA' s determination of appropriate "safeguards or other means of protection ... well adapted to 
render ... safe and healthful" the affected workplaces. Although other agencies, and particularly the 
Oregon Depa11ment of Agriculture, have a significant role in regulating pesticides, Oregon OSHA's 
authority to regulate them within the workplace is clearly established within the Act (and has been relied 
upon for past rulemaking on the subject), 

The OSEA also provides for consultation with stakeholder advisers to assist "in establishing standards of 
safety and health," indicating that Oregon OSHA "may adopt and incorporate in its regulations, rules and 
standards such safety and health recommendations as it may receive from such advisers." 15 And although 
the statute referring to the Small Agricultural Employer Advisory Committee (SAEAC) to discuss the 
administration of the act in relation to agriculture does not specifically reference rulemaking, 16 Oregon 
OSHA has long used an expanded version of the SAEAC to discuss rulemaking proposals that will affect 
agriculture, as was the case in the development of both this proposal and the 2017 rulemaking that 
preceded it. 

14The Director has, in n1m, used the authority of ORS 654,025(2) and (5) to delegate the authority to implement and enforce the 
Oregon Safe Employment Act to the Administrator of the Occupational Safety and Health Division (Oregon OSHA) and has delegated 
his mlemaking authority under the OSEA to the Oregon OSHA Administrator, 
noRS 654.090(2) 
16ORS 654.172(2) 
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S1111111wry of Admh1lslrative Procedures Act (APA) Requirements 

The rnlemaking provisions of the Oregon Administrative Procedmes Act 17 include a number of provisions 
related to public notice and to comment periods, explaining the circumstances where the agency can take 
immediate action or where the agency can dispense with the need for public hearings. In relation to the 
current rulemaking, those latter exceptions do not apply and the agency has not suggested otherwise. 

The law bolh encourages and in some respects requires that affected s(·akeholders be involved in the 
development of proposed rules18 

- both the current proposal and its predecessor were the product of a 
multi-year process of discussion with stakeholders to explore the issues involved. Indeed, Oregon 
OSHA's effo11 to find a more workable approach than that adopted by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) was specifically the result of such stakeholder involvement, as were the various 
additional provisions proposed and ultimately adopted that differ from the federal requirements. 

The law requires that notice be given when a proposal is made, 19 and Oregon OSHA gave such notice20 

(the extenl of lhe record itself provides mnple evidence of the notice's effectiveness). The law requi res 
that a set of specific elements be included in the nolice,21 piirlicularly in relation to the antic.ipated fiscal 
impact of the proposal.22 While Oregon OSHA believes that the original Fiscal Impact Statement filed as 
part of the rnlemaking was sufficient, the agency nonetheless determined to appoint a Fiscal Impact 
Advisory Committee and to abide by its recommendations. The fiscal issues themselves are discussed in 
greater detail in another section of this document. 

The law does not require a discussion of the merits of the rnle - beyond the initial Statement of Need filed 
with the original proposal - nor does it require a written response to the public comments provided in 
writing or in public testimony. Finally, the law does not require an evidentiary record nor a written 
explanation of the decision made.23 However, as has been its practice in the past (particularly in relation 
to more controversial or substantive rulemaking activities) Oregon OSHA has provided such an 
explanation and discussion of the available evidence in the form of this document. 

The law does include a policy statement that state "agencies shall seek to retain and promote the unique 
identity of Oregon by considering local conditions" when adopting rules, while at the same time 
promoting a policy "that agencies attempt to adopt rnles that correspond with equivalent federal laws and 
rnles."24 As this document's remaining discussion of the rnle as adopted reflects, the present rulemaking 
provides exactly the sort of balance between deference to federal requirements and consideration of "local 
or special conditions" envisioned by the statute. Oregon OSHA began with the federal rnle and adjusted it 
only in response to concerns raised by Oregon stakeholders about the effect of the federal provisions -
whether it was the need to consider the unique impact on Oregon's agriculture labor housing or the need 
to provide stronger worker protections in accordance with the purpose of the Oregon Safe Employment 
Act. 

Finally, the law prescribes the manner in which notice of the rulemaking decision will be made,25 and 
Oregon OSHA has complied with those requirements as part of the rnle adoption filing. 

170RS 183.325 to 405 
180RS 183.333 
190RS 183.335 
20M 1•//os in.ore •1)1 1. l!tw/OSI IARulc::/ 1r 1o~c1V2U I C,/11r-div,l-\\'l\S. 1tlf 
21 0RS 183.335 -
220RS 183.335(2)(b)(E), ORS 183.336, ORS 183.530, and ORS 183.534 
210RS I 83 .335( 13) 
2~0RS I 83.332 
250RS 183.355 
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IV. AppropriRte Cousicleratiou and Evaluation of Public Comments 

Given the extensive record, it is appropriate to provide some discussion of the manner in which Oregon 
OSHA expects to evaluate such comments. Indeed, at least some conunenters chose to focus at least some 
of their own comments on the question of what was in the public record, how it was assembled, and who 
was allowed to comment. 

First of all, Oregon OSHA did not exclude any timely comments from the record, although at least one 
commenter suggested that accepting "public testimonies from individuals, special interest groups who 
present no data or understanding of agricultural operations show that" Oregon OSHA's administrator "has 
no respect for prnducers (stakeholders) and their emp1oyees!"16 

Oregon OSHA disagrees. Questions of expertise, residence in Oregon, understanding of the issues, and 
even motivation are all wo1ihy of consideration. But they are matters for the decision-making prncess, 
when comments are evaluated based on the merit of the arguments made, rather than as part of any effort 
to limit public comments within the record. Indeed, Oregon OSHA understands the Administrative 
Procedures Act to require that such comments be accepted by any "person" who has an interest in the 
subject under discussion.27 

The Overall Nature of the Record 

The record includes a number of"form letters" of different types, submitted using a variety of approaches 
and with varying degrees of individualized content. A total of 492 comments criticizing the rule as a 
failure to protect workers were submitted using two postcards (327 copies of the first postcard were 
received, and 165 of the second postcard). Indeed, 151 copies of the first postcard were sent to Oregon 
OSHA in a single envelope, while 150 copies of the second postcard arrived in a single envelope. Out of 
that overall total, 109 of the commenters provided some additional notation. However, a relatively small 
number of those notes added substantive arguments. Most either reiterated points made on the preprinted 
language or exho11ed Oregon OSHA to take what they considered appropriate action, by using either 
positive encouragement or criticism. 

The record also includes a petition providing a similar perspective, signed by 42 individuals, of whom 14 
provided some additional comment. In a few cases, these additional comments were relatively extensive 
and substantive. Although most of the signatures indicated those signing were from Oregon, some were 
from as far away as New York. 

Finally, the record includes 132 "form" e-mails suggesting the proposed rule would provide insufficient 
protection. However, 52 of those e-mails include additions or modifications to the "standard" e-mail. 

Taken together, this suggests that 586 of the comments received criticizing the proposal as being too 
weak were generated by four distinct petitions and/or form letters. 

From the other perspective, Oregon OSHA received two sets of"form e-mails" reflecting the concerns of 
growers who supp01ied the "shelter in place" provision but generally opposed other elements of the rule 
as being too restrictive. The first set included 62 e-mails (of which Oregon OSHA identified three with 
distinct comments in addition to the template) and the second set included 60 e-mails (of which 10 with 
distinct additions were identified). Without futther characterizing or otherwise taking into account the 
significant number of additional letters received that themselves often repeated near-identical talking 
points, this means that 122 of the comments received criticizing the proposed rule as being too stringent 
were generated by those two sets of form e-mails. 

Taken together, this means that more than two-thirds of the comments received did not represent distinct 
considerations, beyond the relatively small number of substantive additions or other modifications made 

26E-mail from Gary Tamura, December I 9, 2017. 
270RS 183.335(3)(a} begins with the statement "When un agency proposes to adopt, amend or repeal a rule, it shall give interested 
persons rcasonublc opportunity to submit data or views." And the broad phrase. "interested persons" is used throughout the discussion 
of public comment (in contrast to a more restrictive phrase such as "affected persons"). It seems clear that the statute envisions a broad 
reading of the term "interested," rather than a narrow rendering that would suggest something akin to party status or standing when 
pursuing a case in court 
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to these e-mails. At the same time, the quantity of comments in support of the respective viewpoints does 
show that both viewpoints have a relatively broad base of support. Given the size of the overall record, 
there remains a very lru·ge number of distinct arguments and illustrations to be found in the comments as a 
whole. 

Co11sideri11g Comments Based 011 I11acc11rate 111/ormat/011 

More challenging than the frequency of ''form letters" is the problem created by individuals commenting 
on the rule based upon an incomplete 01· even inaccurate understanding of the rule or of the situation that 
would exist in the absence of the rule. 

Non-E\:istent Requirements for a No-Spray Bz!lfer Zone. 

The record is well-stocked with comments suggesting that Oregon OSHA is proposing to repeal an 
existing federal "no spray" buffer zone or another existing requirement. For example, one commenter 
cril"icized the froposed changes as ones that "will take away important protections like spraying near 
labor cmnp."2 Even aside from likely federal reconsideration of its rule, the EPA rule includes no such 
buffer zone. Both the existing federal Application Exclusion Zone and that being addressed by these 
Oregon OSHA rules allow workers and their families to return to normal activities after spraying and 
include no prohibition on spraying near the structures in question. While the EPA rule and the Oregon 
rule differ in several significant ways, the existence of a "no spray" buffer zone is not one of them. 

This lack ofa federal buffer zone requirement presents challenges when evaluating comments suggesting 
that the proposed rnle would "harm workers" and that adoption of a "300 foot no spray buffer" is a 
"matter of immigrant and racialjustice" at least in part because such a buffer "is the federal standard."29 It 
also makes it more difficult to evaluate comments suggesting that the Oregon proposal reduces an 
existing buffer zone requirement. For example, one commenter stated" ... as I understand the net effect of 
bringing the Oregon law into harmony with the EPA, it's a net reduction buffer zone from 200 to a 
hundred feet; correct?"30 One commenter wrote plainly, "I am wJitiug to request that buffer zones that 
protect the health of our farm workers be expanded or at least maintained, and that we do all we can to 
improve housing and living conditions for those who work hard for us to put food on our family tables."31 

Another commenter made a similar observation, declaring, "Instead of narrowing the buffer zone around 
housing communities, we should be talking about expanding them, to the point that absolutely prevents 
drift threats from spraying .... Oregon OSHA should not change the rules that were put in place to protect 
farmworkers."32 

A number of comments challenge what the commenters believe to be Oregon OSHA 's proposal to repeal 
an "existing" 150-foot buffer zone (although in the case of these comments, it is not absolutely clear that 
they were advocating a complete "no-spray" buffer zone), For example, one e-mail was headed "Maintain 
or Expand Buffer Zone for Pesticide Spraying" and began "OSHA -Please maintain the 150 ft. buffer 
zone for pesticide spraying or, better yet, expand it to 300 ft."33 Not only is there no existing buffer zone 
in state or federal worker protection rules, the only place Oregon OSHA is aware of where the 150-foot 
distance appears is in Oregon OSHA's own proposed rule -which expands the AEZ for pesticides 
requiring respirato1y protection beyond the l 00-foot EPA provision to 150 feet. 

28Maria foramillo, on behalfofMano a Mano Family Center, Salem, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn 
transcript p. 27. 
29\VilJ laying, on behalf of Portland Jobs with Justice, in written statement at public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in 
Woodburn. 
3°Comments by Michael Libby in tl1e public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 17-18. 
31E-ruail from Gilda Montenegro-Fix, December 22, 2017. 
32Comments by Samuel Davila in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 37. 
33E-ruail from Peter end Diane Ware, February 27, 2018. Sec also e-mail from Micki Baker, Febmary 26, 2018, and e-mail from 
Christina Kuln1k, March 8, 2018. 
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At least one other comment appeared to believe that Oregon OSHA was proposing a I SO-foot buffer 
zone, and suggested rather forcefully that such a proposal was inadequate: 

11ie comments that were submifted to you, I read some of them, and if mentioned /hat 500 feet is the closest 
that they can spray to livestock? Jf tlml 's /rue, I think tha('s an example of l10w ridiculous these rules are. If 
fil'estock are protecled up to 500 feel, then why are we arguing over 150 feet, if livestock, you have to spray 
- can't spray closer than 500 feet; for.fish, 300 feet? 

We are talking about people here. It's - a distance less than 500 feet, lo me, seems obviously inadequate, 
for 500feet. Um, 1 would like lo see ii be a thousand feet, that's what I would like to see/or the housing. Al 
least they'd sta11d a chance. 

Um, a little kid running out in the yal'{/, they are not going to go, oops, lei me see, where is 150 feel? The 
kid does11 'I know. The kids play there, the people live their whole life there, um, and exposed to, you know, 
in the.fields lo a ve1J' high load, higher Jhan any ofus would ever want to imagine, but yet, then they come 
home and they have been sprayed, you know, within 150 feet? 

I jusl think it's inexc11sable and improper.for us to even consider anything less than protections o.{feted to 
livestock. So I urge you to, um, for a thousandfool buffer zone around these excf11sio11mJ' - to increase the 
size of them. H 

In addition to uncertainty about the commenter's understanding of the distinction between the AEZ and a 
buffer zone, Oregon OSHA must evaluate the argument made in light of the misunderstanding of written 
comments the commenter briefly reviewed as pa,1 of the hearing materials. Much of the argument is 
based on a mistaken belief that spraying is prohibited within 500 feet oflivestock. It is not (the material 
he read apparently made a vague reference to the provision in the existing Agriculture Labor Housing 
standard that prohibits such housing from being located within 500 feet of a "livestock operation"35

). 

Later commenters in the same hearing either expressly36 or implicitly37 reflected the same mistaken belief 
that such a prohibition exists after hearing this individual describe it. 

It is even more challenging to evaluate comments on the rule when it is not clear whether the 
commenter's assessment of what level of protection would be appropriate is or is not based on a 
misunderstanding of existing state or federal requirements. For example, the commenter referenced above 
correctly noted that "Many have testified today that the proposed changes will harm fannworkers." 38 But 
how many of those who testified against the rule as being harmful to farmworkers shared her belief that 
there are existing prohibitions against spraying near a camp, and how many of them shared the earlier 
commenter's belief that a 300-foot no spray buffer "is the federal standard"? In evaluating the comments, 
it would be useful to know how many of them reflect an accmate understanding of the relationship 
between the proposed rule and the requirements that would exist if the rule were not adopted, 
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to make such a determination about the commenter's underlying 
understanding of the issues. 

Similarly, one commenter contrasted her understanding of the rigor of the EPA rulemaking process with 
that employed by Oregon OSHA: 

The U.S. EPA went through a lengthy process, a medical and economic analysis, where they determined 
more regulations were necessm)1 to prolect our co111m1111ityji·om the effects of pesticide e.,posure. So 
Oregon OSHA did not go through a lengthy process of medical and economic analysis before they 
determined Iha/ the EPA 's worker pro/ection standards were not necessary. 

34Commcnts by Alan Widmyer in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 20l 7, in Medford, transcript pp. 53-54. 
35See OAR 437-004-l 120(6)(i). 
36Commcnts by Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 64: "Pesticide 
labels require buffer zones for humans, sometimes for fish, I guess now for cattle; I just learned that today." 
37Commcnts by Elise Higley, Our Family Farms, in the public hearing al 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 654: 
" . .. we have made a stance to please ask OSHA to at least ha\'e a 300-foot buftcr zone. Now that I've heard this infonnation tonight, l 
feel like the minimum should be 500. So I would just like to say that on behalf of Our Family Farms." 
38Comments by Marin Jaramillo, Mano a Mano Family Center, Salem, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in 
Woodburn, p. 27. 
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The U.S. EPA determined that salmon and streams need a 300-foof b1iffer zone, but Oregon OSHA has yet 
to proi•ide the same respect for 011rfam1 workers, the foundation of 0111· ngric11lture-do111i11ated economy.J9 

Oregon OSHA had already adopted most of the EPA' s worker protection standards, including the bulk of 
the revisions made by the EPA in 2015. Even in relation to the AEZ requirements, Oregon OSHA had not 
proposed to set them aside but rather to adopt a revised set of requirements that are more permissive in 
one respect but more stringent in several others. Clearly, the commenter disagreed with Oregon OSHA's 
proposal - but given the level of confusion reflected in comments throughout the record and the clear 
suggestion in the comment itseJfthat Oregon OSHA was proposing to disregard the EPA's action 
entirely, it is difficult to know exactly what understanding the commenter had regarding the substance of 
the proposed rnle. 

Assessing the impact of the above comment is made even more difficult when one considers the 
comparison to salmon-protection buffer zones. The commenter first criticizes Oregon OSHA for not 
deferring to the EPA's "lengthy process," but then criticizes Oregon OSHA for not proposing a 300-foot 
buffer zone for worker protection, when the EPA itself did not choose to adopt such a buffer zone as part 
of the same lengthy process, 

Similarly, another commenter suggested that the slate should not develop "a compliance alternative to 
rnles that had been established by hard-won efforts among the scientific background," after criticizing the 
state rule saying "to minjruize these standards or to do away with some and assume that by telling people 
they should walk 150 feet away is going to help them is just absolutely horrifying to me."4° Compliance 
with the EPA rule, of comse, is possible by telling people they should walk JOO feet away. 

As an illustration of the difficulty presented when an individual's comments suggest a misunderstanding 
of the existing requirements, but do not clearly indicate exactly what his or her understanding of those 
requirements actually is, one commenter indicated that she and her organization were "very concerned 
about the proposed rule clrnnge."41 She then discussed the hazards of pesticides and indicated that 
"workers should be informed when pesticides are being applied, whether they're living in camps or 
working in the fields."42 While Oregon OSHA considers that comment to be supportive of its proposal to 
increase requirements to provide information to housing occupants, it is not clear whether the commenter 
herself was aware that the Oregon OSHA proposal addressed the issue she was discussing more fully and 
more directly than does the EPA requirement. She then continued her comments with the following 
observation: 

For too long, when it comes to housing, there has been no mies about how close they can be to orchards or 
the fields. We want Oregon OSHA to put a distance between ow· housing and the fields that are being 
sprayed with pesticides. Both the growers and the workers would benefit. 

Please do not build farmworker housing within 300 feet of the orchard If they do not have enough 
distance, don't build there. We believe that the proposed alternative by the Oregon OSHA is contrmJ' to the 
already established Worker Protection Standard because this offers protection to farmworkers and their 
families. 

Farmworkers are Oregon's most valuable workers. Our economic viability depends on farmworkers being 
safe and healthy. We don't support the current changes. We belie11e that OSHA should uphold the intent 
and the standards of the Worker Protection Standard that was adopted by the EPA lo protect these 
farmworkers. By proposing their currellf alternatives, OSHA is going agaiml the purpose and the science 
that's established by 1!1e EPA. We ask Oregon OSHA to apply the federal rule in place. -1; 

39Comments by Sydney Hamlett, read by Kenda Swartz, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript 
p. 86, . 
40commcnts by Michelle Simon in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, transcript pp. 43.44 
' 1 Comments by Brenda Mendoza, on behalf of the Service Center for Farmworkers, Woodburn, in 1he pub! ic hearing at 6 pm, 
November 15, 2017, in Woodbum, transcript pp. 24•25. 
42Ibid., p. 25. 
4}Ibid., p. 25-26. See similnr comments from Jnime Arreteondo, CAP ACES Leadership Institute, in the public hearing at 6 pm, 
November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp.9-10 
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Although she expressly criticizes the Oregon proposal and instead advocates relying exclusively upon the 
federal rule, it is also clear that she supports increased information requirements, which are part of the 
Oregon OSHA proposal. And she clearly suppo11s a buffer zone, which is neither proposed by Oregon 
OSHA nor an existing federal requirement. In evaluating her comments (and other similar comments) 
Oregon OSHA must consider the substantive arguments made, even while operating with the 
understanding that the commenter's expressed conclusion (in this case, apparent opposition to the Oregon 
OSHA proposal in its entirety) appears to be at least pa11ly based on a misunderstanding of what would in 
fact be required if Oregon OSHA had taken no action to change existing requirements. 

Lack of Clarity in Commenters' Understanding of the Federal Requirements 

One commenter provided what she described as "more of a legal analysis," and suggested that Oregon 
OSHA's rule w011ld violate the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constihllion.44 However, while 
she pointed to the Oregon OSHA rule's language regarding agricultural structures and correctly noted that 
those provisions are unique to Oregon's rule, she focused her substantive comments on a subject not 
addressed at all by the federal rule, stating that "A buffer zone around farmworker housing in the fields is 
the only way to protect farmworkers and their families from drift in a scenario of being adjacent to crop 
dusting, other aerial applications, and air blast sprays."45 After describing the "compliance alternative" as 
"illegal pursuant to federal law" and "arbitrary" she concluded, "If farmers cannot provide a no spray 
protective buffer around the housing where farmworkers and their families live, sleep, eat, shower, and 
rest, then they should not spray. "46 

In evaluating an argument such as this one where the substance of the argument appears somewhat 
disconnected from the conclusion, it is not critical to know whether the commenter recognized the 
inconsistency in her argument or believed the federal rule requires more than it does. Instead, Oregon 
OSHA has considered the argument on its merits. Oregon OSHA has concluded that its rulemaking is not 
constrained by the EPA requirement that states must either adopt the federal requirements by reference or 
have their own regulations that are equivalent to or more stringent than the federal requirements (and it is 
certainly not constrained by a general application of the Supremacy Clause). 

Oregon OSHA is not the EPA designee for the state of Oregon- that responsibility is fulfilled by the 
Oregon Depa11ment of Agriculture (ODA). State OSHA programs are not compelled by their agreement 
with the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration to adopt the EPA's Worker Protection 
Standard. Jt is Oregon OSHA' s understanding that only one other state OSHA program has actually 
joined Oregon OSHA in doing so.47 ln addition, Oregon OSHA also believes that the additional 
requirements found in the Oregon OSHA rule create a credible argument that the Oregon OSHA rule 
provides "equivalent" protection, although in one limited circumstance - the allowance of "shelter in 
place" as an option in certain situations - the Oregon mle is less stringent than the existing federal rule. 
Oregon OSHA therefore does not believe that the EPA will have any insurmountable concerns about the 
ODA continuing to rely upon Oregon OSHA to handle many of the workplace enforcement aspects of the 
ODA's responsibilities as the EPA designee. Those concerns are even less likely to materialize, of course, 
if the EPA follows thtough on its apparent plan to relax the existing AEZ requirement. 

Conji1sion about the Relationship of the "Shelter in Place" Alternative to Federal Requirements 

Confusion about the proposal and its relationship to existing requirements, whether state or federal, is not 
limited to those who expressed opposition to the rule as providing insufficient protection. A number of 
growers commented in supp011 of allowing workers to shelter in place and argued that it should apply in 

44Comments by Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, transcript p. 54-55. 
45Ibid., p, 54. 
46Ibid., p. 55 . 
47Like Oregon OSHA, the state of Washington's state OSHA program, a division of the Department of Labor and Industries 
(L&I), actively addresses pesticide issues by having adopled a version of the Worker Protection Standard, although L&l has not 
yet completed rulemaking to take into accounl the 2015 EPA changes. Oregon OSHA is not aware of any other state OSHA 
program that does so. 
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all situations, while at the same time arguing that Oregon's requirements should mirror the federal 
requirements. While some commenters specifically stated that the AEZ distances should mirror federal 
requirements (suggesting that they understand that the Oregon version of the AEZ provides other 
flexibility not available in the federal rule, at least at present), others made comments suggesting that they 
were not fully aware of the federal requirements (perhaps either because they believe the federal AEZ has 
been repealed or because they do not understand its application to housing). 

For example, one commenter criticized both aspects of the state proposal for pesticides requiring 
respirators - the increase in the AEZ from 100' to 150' and the requirement to evacuate, rather than to 
shelter in place. He wrote a relatively detailed critique of the challenges resulting from the inability to use 
shelter in place and then concluded his letter with the following: 

In co11cl11sion, I would request that OR-OSHA 10 follow the EPA Worker Protection Standard rule and 
remove the e11ac11ation requirement fi·om the dmfl rules, due lo the fact that: 

There is no evidence that a I 50foo/ requirement provides more protection than the I 00{oo/ 
requirement 

_Evacuating and returning most probably increases possible pesticide exposure over Shelter in place 

No economic analysis is provided on the negative impact of employees having to leave their cabins in 
the middle of the night. 

Conf11sio11 created by the respirator sumdardfor employees and enforcement when most applications 
are done with respirators regardless of label requirements. "8 

Although his understanding of the federal requirement is not completely clear, it does not appear that he 
recognizes that his suggestions that Oregon OSHA follow the EPA rule and that the option to shelter in 
place be allowed acrnss the board cannot be reconciled with one another, Another commenter who 
suppo1tcd "shelter in place" as being "much safer" went on to ask, "What purpose is OR-OSHA after by 
creafo1g its own rnles rather than adopting the EPA rules, like with the rest of the WPS rnles,"49 

suggesting that she does not realize that the "shelter in place" option itself is unique to Oregon. 

Similarly, another commenter noted the problems with the federal rnle and applauded the EPA decision to 
revisit it, and then criticized Oregon OSHA's proposal as "a gross over reach" that would "take rules that 
federally seem not to work, and only make them more over the top for our state alone .... " She then noted 
that a "fine example of this would be the lack of shelter in place options."50 Given that the new Oregon 
OSHA rule provides such options (although not in all circumstances) and the federal rule does not do so, 
it is difficult to understand such a characterization of the differences between the state and federal rnle. 

Mistaken Belief that the I 5-A1inute Extension of the AEZ after Equipment Moves Away Is a Reduction in 
Federal Requirements 

One of the clearest examples of confusion about what would be required in the absence of the Oregon 
OSHA rule concerns the requirement that workers (and their family members) remain outside of the AEZ 
for 15 minutes after the spray equipment has moved on. 

A number of comments implied that the 15-minute limit would be a reduction in worker protection, while 
others said so explicitly: 

1710se [federal] standards are minimal at best but they at least exist, and to propose to get rid of them and 
lo have a 15-minute re-entry timeline goes totally against all the things that I think have spelled 011I in mos/ 
of the pesticide labeling issues, where most of these ve1y toxic chemicals require a lot ofprotectionfro111 

4sLetter from Dan Ericksen, Cascade Cherry Growers, January 18, 2018. See similar comments by Jim Buckovic, Polk County Farm 
Bureau, which support "a 'shelter in place' alternative" but also asks for "uniform rules" and asks Oregon OSHA to "temporarily 
adopt EPA' s equivalent Jnngu age" until the EPA makes changes, if it does so, 
49E-mail from Kathleen Hadley, January 19, 2018 .. 
50Letter from Brenda Frketich, Kirsch Family Farms, January 23, 2018. 
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i11halalio11, skin, eyes, 011d om! ingeslio11. To hear Iha/ this is goi11g to be 111i11i111fred forfar111workers' 
.fami/ie.~ who /l(ld less Ihm, a great housing si111alio11 is certainly disturbing lo me. ·11 

The commenter clearly misunderstands the federal AEZ requirement, which ends immediately when the 
spray equipment has moved on - the state's 15-minute extension of that period means that the state's 
AEZ lasts 15 minutes longer than would the federal AEZ in the same situation. As did others, the 
commenter in this case appears to confuse the re-entry interval to the treated area (a feature of both 
federal and state mies, which require compliance with the re-entry interval requirements) with the state
unique prohibition on entering the AEZ for 15 minutes. Under both the federal rule and the state rule, the 
AEZ is adjacent to the treated area. It is not a pa1t of it and it is not affected by existing re-entry intervals. 
With regard to the 15-minute interval, there is no federal requirement; as a result, the 15-minute 
requirement does not represent a reduction in protections. Rather, it is an increase in state requirements, 
and it plainly exceeds the requirements of the federal rule, even if that rnle were to remain in place. 

C01?(11sio11 about Requirements i11 other States 

Some commenters focused on what they perceived as Oregon's deficiency in contrast to requirements 
enforced by other states. For example, one commenter stated that "Some of the most progressive states 
have exclusion zones of several hundred feet, and even further. Why not in Oregon? In some states like 
California and Arizona have them 1,000 feet. We need this in Oregon, too, for the first step."52 

Similarly, another commenter stated 

.. . we do need more than a hundred b11fjer zone. 111e stale o.f Cal/fomia has now put more than a ha(( a mile 
b11f}er zone. Other stales hm1e also indicated bigger b11fjer zones. Why is ii that Oregon, as ll'e pride 
ourselves.for eco110111y,.for our cullure, for our green sce11e1J•, why ca1111ol we do al leas/ lhe bare 111ini11111111 
lo pro/eel our workers?5

J 

Oregon OSHA would ce1tainly be interested in states that have adopted such requirements, particularly as 
such requirements (which go further than Oregon OSHA 's proposal) relate to arguments about the 
proposed rule's effects on the competitiveness of Oregon agricultural businesses. 

However, Oregon OSHA's research into the issue has led to the conclusion that many of the public 
comments related to it were mistaken. A review of the requirements in the states mentioned and in other 
states has revealed no requirements for no-spray buffer zones for the purpose of protecting workers or that 
would apply to worker housing, with the possible limited exception of Arizona's buffer zones in relation 
to residential zones that include "at least 25 residences." It appears that the comment's reference to a 
1,000-foot requirement may be based on a misunderstanding of this provision. To the degree that 
farmworker housing meets that "residential zone" definition, it appears that requirements enforced by the 
Arizona Department of Agriculture would prohibit the application of pesticides considered to be 
"odoriferous" within¼ mile, would prevent spraying of"highly toxic" pesticide dusts within 300 feet, 
would prevent the ae1·ial application of"highly toxic" liquid pesticides wilhin 100 feet, and the ground
based spraying of such "highly toxic" liquid pesticides within 50 feet. 5

~ Although the Oregon OSHA rule 
does not include a no-spray buffer, the protective zone envisioned by the AEZ is both larger in at least 
some situations and applies to more pesticides than simply those identified by Arizona as "highly toxic" 
or "odoriferous." It also applies to all worker exposures and to all on-farm housing provided by 
employers. A comparison between the two provisions is, at the ve1y least, not as straightforward as the 
commenter suggests. 

California's recent pesticide-related rulemaking appears to bear even less relationship to the issues 
present in the Oregon OSHA rulemaking. In November of 2017, California's Department of Pesticide 
Regulation adopted a rule that took effect January I, 2018. The rule does provide a temporary buffer zone 

l
1Comments by Michelle Simon in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, lranscript p. 43; sec similar 

comments in a letter from Scott Lee on bchnlfoflhc Clatsop County Bo11rd of Commissioners, February 16, 2018. 
52Comments by Julia Seidler in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 49. 
l 3Commcnts by Marin Hcn1nndcz in the public hearing at 10 nm, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, pp. 29-30. 
54 Tl1e buffer zone requirements for various structures enforced by the Arizona Department of Agriculture are summarized at 
hll p~://:,l!ricu llt1 r,~.:1z.gov/sitcs/tlc li11111/li k s/l'c~l icich:'¾dll luff r%20Zonc'X,20t 'ha, 1%10-%20AZ %201) · 11% OuJ%_0 l!.J.!!!!' 
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between the hours of6 am and 6 pm when agricultural pesticides cannot be applied by air or using an air
blast sprayer within ¼-mile of a school or a daycare facility. This restriction does not apply to agricultural 
worksites, private residences, or employer-provided housing.55 

Ew,luatiug Co111111e11ts that Mis1111dersta11d the Proposal's Effects 

With regard to the proposed rule itself, a misunderstanding of a rule's intended effect sometimes suggests 
a lack of clarity in phrasing a paiticular provision of the rule in question. Comments did identify several 
such provisions in the rule as proposed, and those provisions have been addressed in the rule as adopted. 

In response to a number of comments suggesting the rule would require evacuation of housing 
developments and closme of roads, highways, bike paths, etc.,56 the mle as adopted provides greater 
clarity that employers need not address such issues that are located off the property and that are not 
related to their agricultural operations. In response to a comment concerning the effect of the AEZ on the 
applicator's ability to hand spray,57 the rule language has been modified slightly to make it even clearer 
that the applicator is not affected by the AEZ restrictions, but only those employees and farmworker 
housing residents not directly involved in the pesticide application. 

However, any assumption that confusion about the rule's requirements is a result of imprecise language in 
the rule presupposes that those providing comments have read the rule itself rather than a third party's 
perhaps inaccurate, incomplete, or misleading description of the proposal. Unfortunately, in a number of 
cases the comments received do not reflect an apparent familiarity with the rule proposal itself. 

It is even more difficult to determine how best to assess comments made, not in a misunderstanding of the 
rnle proposal, but in the apparent belief that the existing EPA rnle would provide protection beyond that 
proposed in the Oregon OSHA rule (and not simply in reference to the one area where the Oregon rule 
provides greater flexibility than the EPA rule, the provision allowing "shelter in place" as an option when 
the pesticides being applied do not represent a respiratory hazard). How should a decision-maker weigh 
an opinion offered in good faith but in an apparent misunderstanding of the issue? 

To consider perhaps the most dramatic illustration of the issue, it is clear from a number of comments 
(including several of those already referenced) that many individuals are morally offended by the 
proposed rnle and consider it to be a failure to exhibit respect for farmworkers and even a failure of 
human decency. In at least some cases, it is likely that those commenters would consider a decision by 
Oregon OSHA to take no action on the proposal a victory for workers and a blow struck against what they 
consider to be uncaring govenunent officials and businesses. 

But if Oregon OSHA had made such a decision: 

• Pesticide use would continue without any change, other than whatever enforcement of the 100-
foot AEZ in which the EPA (presumably through the ODA) would engage while it considers how 
best to repeal the provision. 

o There would be no Oregon OSHA provision providing any AEZ. 
• There would still be no buffer zone, whether 60, 100, 150, 300 or 1,000 feet in size. 
o The housing would remain unchanged. 
• There would be no additional requirements to notify workers and the residents of farmworker 

housing of expected pesticide applications. 
• There would be no requirements to store shoes, to close windows or doors, or to determine how 

to protect sensitive outdoor equipment. 

))The recently adopted California rule and related rulcmoking infor111ntion cnn be found nt 
Juu,:/(1\ \\'\\',l'llpr,rn.gm·/dncs/lc~hi lls/rulcpkgs! I 6-(HM/ l (,,OO•l.h1111 . 
~6Scc, for example, the e-mail from Bryan Schmidt, December 15, 2017, concerning the bike path adjacent to his proper!)•; thee
mail from Ray Bollen berg, February 28, 2018, concerning the proximil)• of his property to roads, railroads, and residential 
housing; the c-mnil from Bryan Schurter, February 7, 2018, regarding the proximity of driveways and roads; the e-mail from 
Lucas Rue, January 23, 2018, concerning nearby "major roadways and/or residences;" and the e-mail from David Wood, 
February 16, 2018, regarding the adjacent "suburban neighborhoods." 
·
17E-mail from Kristen Domes, December I 6, 2017. 
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It would be difficult to reconcile that outcome - and the resulting maintenance of the status quo -with the 
underlying perspective of those who strongly criticized the proposed rule because they believed that it 
would provide insufficient protection. This contrasts with those growers who criticized the rule as 
unnecessary; in that case, a decision by Oregon OSHA not to adopt any rule would have been consistent 
both with the comments and with the rationale behind those comments. 

Fortunately, the decision-making framework articulated by Oregon OSHA prior to the rule's proposal 
(and again during at least some of the question-and-answer sessions prior to individual public hearings) 
provides a workable response to the dilemma. Oregon OSHA has consistently indicated that it would 
consider arguments based on their merits, not based on the number of individuals who made them. 

In that sense, for example, it is at least as incumbent on Oregon OSHA to seriously consider the several 
commenters who thoughtfully and authoritatively discussed the impact of sleep deprivation on school 
perfonnance58 as it is to consider the 132 copies of an e-mail that first declares "OR-OSHA should not 
decline the federal rule put in place to help farmworkers" only to continue "Neither sheltering in place or 
walking 150 feet away from au active spray operation are adequate protections for farmworkers and their 
families."s? While those who sent the e-mail clearly suppo11 "a 300-foot no spray buffer zone," it is 
equally clear that they do not know what the federal rule they are defending requires, since it is difficult to 
believe that they would accept the EPA's requirement to walk 100 feet away from the spray operation as 
adequate after declaring that Oregon's proposed 150-foot requirement is not. 

Questions Regarding the Motivation ofCommenters 

Several commenters on both sides of the issue raised question about the motivations of those on the other 
side of the issue (and, by extension and at times explicitly, of Oregon OSHA's motivation should it give 
those other opinions too great a weight). For example, one grower made the following observation: 

I can guarantee that eve1J'011e here tha! sits behind me thinks you folks have already made up your mind on 
this. I know that's whal they all think. And I ask for you to please listen to us in the tree fh1it indusfly in the 
valley, not the adl'ocates Iha! have no e.,perience with labor housing or c11rrentfarming practices. I sm1• 
the comments that went around. l see a ton of them in Eugene, Springfield. Those folks have an agenda, 
and they would just as soon see pesticide applications cut off, period. That's their agenda in Oregon Alf 
you have to do is look at legislalive bills that we see el'etJ' year in the legislalure. Please do not let your 
organization become adi•ocate-nm. It needs to be run by science and by the indusfly losses and what have 
you.60 

Another grower offered a similar comment about the quality of the arguments made by those who 
argued in favor of stricter regulation: 

OR OSHA is overstepping their bounds and basing their decision on zero research They are pandering to 
the reacfi0llaJJI university of Google, Organic is the only way lo go & I don 'I vaccinate my children 
mentality. 61 

It is ce11ainly true that many of those who think the rule is insufficiently protective are also critics of 
pesticide use in general. Many of them acknowledged as much in their comments. For example, Oregon 
OSHA received testimony from individuals raising workplace concerns out of a broader concern about 
the safety of pesticide applications: 

Pesticide and herbicide :,praying runs counter to sustainable agricultural practices and needs to stop. 
Through regenemtil'e agric11lt11re practices, using these products increase costs and adverse health effects 
lo .farmers and farm workers. 62 

58See, for example, written comments by Brandi Borton, read by Lisa Perry in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in 
Hood River, lranscript pp, 43•46. 
59See, for example, e-mail from Jack Smith, December 18, 2017 
60Jon Larawa)' in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood Ril'er, transcript pp. 35-36. 
61 Email from John Stehlik, December 15, 2017 .. 
62See, for example, e-mail from James Neu, November 9, 2017. 
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I believe that chemical spraying should be banned 011/right. However, knowing this is not likely lo happen 
due to agribusiness i1ifluence, the next best solution is to provide the most extensive exclusion zone possible 
near worker houslng to protect workers and theirfamilies.61 

So it's not just the workers, it's the general public and especially the em1iro11me11t, because that is one of 
the major watersheds in the area, and an important watershed stream passes right through the middle of 
this orchard and is e.vmsed constantly, almost eve,yday, to these sprayers. 6--1 

... these chemicals are coming al us.from ,11/ angles: From our water, from 0111· air, the fish are dying. So 
it's 110l just the farm workers, although they are on the.front line, but it's all ofus, just like these other 
people are saying. 65 

I really support the phasing out of all toxins in agriculture for all of us, those who grow 011rfood and those of 
us who eat it. We can start by protecting.farmworkers and theirfamilies as much as possible. 66 

In general, such comments allow the reader to distinguish the commenters' broader interests from those 
related to the workplace, and at least some commenters very clearly distinguish between that broader 
interest and their comments in relation to the present rulemaking. For example, one commenter clearly 
acknowledged the limitations of Oregon OSHA's perspective and authority: 

... I recognize that you don't have any authority over defining the safe(), or nonsafety of pesticides as 
decided b)' the federal g01•ern111ent and other state agencies, and that's outside your range of authority. I 
recognize that your authority extends only to the question of worker sqfety, and that's what you are focused 
on, and l appreciate that .... 61 

More broadly, Oregon OSHA is aware that many of the worker advocates who provided comments on the 
proposal do not share the beliefreflected in Oregon statute68 (and reflected in Oregon OSHA's statement 
regarding the proposed rule) that pesticides are often necessary in spite of the risks they may present. As 
perhaps the most prominent example, one of the organizations that both commented on the rule and very 
effectively encouraged many individuals throughout the state to do so clearly views the significant 
reduction in the use of pesticides as among its major organizational goals.69 

But that does not mean that the arguments made by such groups and individuals can or should be 
dismissed out of hand. Again, Oregon OSHA evaluates the comments from such groups based on the 
merit of the arguments made, rather than considering them based solely, or even primarily, on an 
assessment of the motivation behind those comments. 

63 Letter from Donna Raynalds, November 16, 2017. 
64Jim TI1ompson in the public hearing at 11:15 a.m., December 15, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 15. 
65Daniel Gregg in the public hearing at 11: 15 a.m., December 1 S, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 26. 
66Email from Daniel Gregg, December 16, 2017. 
67Mifo Mecham in the public hearing at 11:15 a.m., December 15, 2017 in Medford, transcript pp. 19-20. 
68See ORS 634,005, which reads in part, "Many materials have been discovered or synthesized which are necessary and valuable for 
the control of insects, plant diseases and weeds. Many more pesticides will be discovered and needed. Such materials, however, may 
injure health, property, wildlife or environment by being distributed, stored, Iran sported, applied or used in an improper or careless 
manner. The pesticide industry of this state has achieved and maintained high standards in its fonnulation and use of pesticides while 
at the same time experiencing II minimum of injmy to persons, property or the environment." 
69Sec the Beyond Toxics discussion of pesticides on ils website, which includes the following statements: "Pesticides are everywhere, 
especially where they should never be found. They drill beyond the site for which they were intended into surrounding areas and 
beyond. They're found in our streams, rivers and lakes, on our land, and in our bodies. They are hidden in our food. 1l1ere is no longer 
any doubt that pesticides expose each ofus to profound risks in our lifetime and can also ham1 generations to come .... Many people 
don't realize that the EPA and other governmental bodies responsible for regulating pesticide use acknowledge pesticides are 
damaging to humans and the environment, yet they still allow these pesticides to be used. How is that possible? The laws we have lo 
'regulate' pesticides were written b)' the chemical industry many years ago and are based on flawed and biased 'science.' Our fight to 
make these laws align with modern science and human rights is fierce, What's more, local, state and federal governments use 
pesticides on public fonds and in public buildings without informing people or getting their permission prior to use." 
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Similarly, it is true that many growers are concerned about the economic viability of their operations. The 
overwhelming majority of them said as much in their comments.70 But that does not necessarily suggest 
that they are putting "profits over people" as a number of other comments suggested71

- both farmers and 
farmworkers, as well as society at large, rely upon the continued viability of the agricultme sector in the 
state and the nation, and it would be unreasonable to expect growers to disregard such concerns. Indeed, it 
would be irresponsible for any business owner to disregard the :financial viability of his or her operation. 

Some commenters suggest that Oregon OSHA is not striking an appropriate balance between worker 
protection and the economic viability of the operation. Many of those who find the J>roposed rule too 
permissive suggested that Oregon OSHA was too solicitous of growers' concerns. 72 For example, one 
commenter offering the following observation: 

As an Oregonian, I would like my state to pay much more aflention to the safety of the workers rather than 
the conve11ie11ce of the employers. And I am reminded that the mission of OSHA is lo assure safe and 
/Jealtliful working co11dirio11s for working men and women by selfing and e1/[orcing stmulards. "7

J 

Others see what they consider to be the proposal's inadequacies as a reflection of a broader and long
standing failure of government to provide sufficient protection. For example, one commenter said, 
"Historically, in the U.S., corporate practices controlled by state and federal regulations have allowed 
farm owners to maintain private power control amongst working conditions, wages, living conditions, 
work schedules, et cetera."74 Another put it even more harshly: "Now, I feel like the government has not 
looked after people. Big industry is who has been looked after, and you have been able to, as big industry 
poison people and lie consistently, all through history."75 A number of commenters also cast their 
concerns in the context of racial bias, both historically and in relation to the current proposal.76 

Oregon OSHA believes strongly in its worker protection mission, which includes a pa11icular 
responsibility to address the needs of those workers who are among the most vulnerable, for one reason or 
another. But Oregon OSHA also recognizes the need to balance mlemaking to ensure that rnles can 
feasibly be implemented, both economically and technologically. Although risks can ce1iainly be reduced, 
and Oregon OSHA frequently encounters both employers and workers who are prepared to accept an 
inappropriate level of risk, it also must be acknowledged that risk cannot be eliminated from the 
workplace (nor from any aspect of our lives, for that matter). It is incumbent on an agency with broad 
rulemaking authority such as Oregon OSHA to exercise that authority thoughtfully and judiciously. 

Some commenters appear to suggest that Oregon OSHA's interest in understanding the economic impact 
of its proposed rule is itself misplaced and suggests misplaced priorities on the part of the agency.77 

However, as noted in a previous section, assessing the economic impact of complying with a proposed 
rule - and particularly the impact on small bt1siness -is required by the state's Administrative Procedures 
Act. Even if it were not, no decision maker can expect to evaluate a rulemaking proposal without at least 
some understanding of its implications for the viability of those who are being regulated. One commenter 
described the issue from the grower's perspective: 

I've heard the phrase a couple of times, "people overprqfits. "And I believe that that is a false dichotomy. 
Businesses are nothing more than the people who run them. We are nothingwilho11I our workers. And we 

70See, for example, the e-mail sent by Wade Flegel on January 18, 2018. He and at least 59 other growers who sent very similar 
e-mails discussed the rule's impact on the economic viability of their businesses and their ability to compete with out-of-state 
businesses. 
71See, for example, comments by Maria Hernandez, iu the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, at Medford, transcript p. 
29 saying that "we must put people over profits." 
72See, for example, comments by Manuel Mejia Gonzalez, Movimiento Estudiantil Chicanx de Aztlan (MEChA) at the University of 
Oregon, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 73. 
73Comments by Alan Joumet in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 19-20. 
7~Comments by Lupe Partida in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 39. 
75Comments by Philip Colvard in the public hearing at 11: 15 nm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 16-17. 
76See, for example, comments by Michael Barker in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 57. 
77See, for example, the e-mail from Leslie Rubinstein dated November 10, 20 t 7, that criticizes the proposal as a reduction in existing 
protections and then asks "ls Oregon OSHA trying to protect form workers in Oregon - or business profits?" or the hand\\Tilten 
notation on a postcard received from Olivia Wix, which suggests, "It's ridiculous that the economic interest of farm 0\\11ers is 
prioritized nbo1·e the health of farm \\'orkers." 
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need spray/or our treesjusl like our workers 11eed us to be able to pay them the fair wages they earn. 
Where there are no profits there are 110 jobs. 78 

In relation to comments about the economic impacts and how they can and should be balanced against the 
rule's requirements, Oregon OSHA (as with all comments) has endeavored to evaluate those comments 
and the arguments that they make based on their merits. 

Evaluating the Record as a Whole 

As it happens, the record itself includes a discussion about how Oregon OSHA intended to evaluate the 
record, in response to questions raised at one of the public hearings and answered on the record by the 
Oregon OSHA Administrator. Although such an exchange is not normally part of the record, it provides 
useful context in light of the pa11icular record before the agency: 

Ultimately, the decision on the rule, whether we adopt a rule or go back Jo the drawing board as we did 
with the proposal 111e did las/ year is a decision I will make, and I 'II make if based on having reviewed the 
entire record as well as having heard comments directly in the hearings that l 've been able lo attend, this 
obviously being one of them. We 'ff have discussions about possible options. We 'II look at the materials. 

But, ultimately, looking at the totality of the record, I'll make a decision and if will be -/will have read 
eve1y written comment. Some of the written comments I may have counted because, as you know _ti-om 
looking al the record, we have the same commentji-om multiple people in some cases, but I will have read 
all the comments. And as I sqv. I 'If hear comments directly when possible. 79 

In response to a further question about whether he would "take into consideration where those comments 
are coming from," he continued: 

I don't take into consideration necessarily the address. 1 do take into consideration the perspective and 
background lo the - lo the extent ii 's possible .... Some people you can't tell where the - what their 
background is from the nature of the comment. 

I have said thro11gho11t this process - and Mike [Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit GrowerJj heard me say ii 
during the rule development process .... Petitions andform lellers do 1101 have as much weight as tho11gh{(11l 
comments from people who are familiar with the issues, and that continues to be the case. And as Heather 
[Case, Oregon OSHA Rules Coordinatot} said a moment ago, we evaluate the comments based on the 
substance oft he comments. lt 'snot 'we have 802 of these and 406 of those.' lt isn't a 11ote. On some level 
the weight of the comments matters, but the substance oft he argument ;s ultimately what the decision will 
be based 11pon. so 

That remains Oregon OSHA's standard in evaluating the public record: The decision, ultimately, must be 
based upon the weight of the arguments made and the evidence available to the agency, taken as a whole. 

78Comments by Da,•id Wood in !he public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 61. 
79Michael Wood, Oregon OSHA Administrator, responding to questions in public hcnr.ing at 10 am, No\'ember 29, 2017, in Hood 
River, transcript pp. 71-72. 
80Ibid., pp 72-73. 
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V. The Scope of the Rulemaking under Discussion 

As the first step in evaluating the public comments received in relation to the substance of the rule, it is 
impo1iant to understand the scope of the rulemaking and its limitations. The scope of the rulemaking 
decision being made by Oregon OSHA is limited in at least three important ways: 

• First, Oregon OSHA's expertise and rulemaking authority is limited by its worker protection 
mission -the Oregon Safe Employment Act prnvides a broad, but not unlimited, mandate. 

• Second, Oregon OSHA's rulemaking authority is limited by its specific ability to regulate safe 
and healthy work practices - not to prohibit certain types of work. 

• Third, Oregon OSHA's decision on the present rule is limited by the public notice requirements 
of the Administrative Procedures Act, which restricts an agency's ability to adopt a rule that does 
not fatJ within the general notice parameters of the rule as it was originally proposed. 

Oregon OSHA 's Authori~l' Limited to Workplace Health mu! Safe(11 

As noted previously, the Oregon Safe Employment Act provides a broad grant of rulemaking authority to 
the Director of the Depaiirnent of Consumer and Business Services, who has in turn delegated that 
authority to Oregon OSHA. Described in ORS 654.003(3) as the authority "to set reasonable, mandatory 
occupational safety and health standards for all employments and places of employment," that grant of 
authority assists Oregon OSHA in its effmis to fulfill the Act's purpose "to ensure as far as possible safe 
and healthful working conditions for every working person in Oregon, to preserve our human resources 
and to reduce the substantial burden, in terms of lost production, wage loss, medical expenses, disability 
compensation payments and human suffering, that is created by occupatlonal lnjury and disease.'' 

However, many issues remain outside the scope of this, or any, Oregon OSHA rulemaking. 

The effect of pesticides on the broader community, for example, which is addressed in many of the 
comments on the rule, falls outside Oregon OSHA's authority. Suggestions by certain commenters that 
the preemption of local regulatory authority by state pesticide laws should be rescinded81 fall outside the 
scope of Oregon OSHA's authority (and would fall outside the scope of any agency's authority, given 
that the preemption itself is found in statute82 and therefore can be changed only through legislative 
action). 

Some commenters suggest that there are medical care issues that should be addressed.83 While Oregon 
OSHA has the ability to address medical care in certain, very limited situations related to workplace 
exposures (primarily related to medical screening and medical removal from the workplace), the need for 
better medical care among the agricultural worker population (or any worker population) also falls outside 
Oregon OSHA's authority and statutory purpose. 

Finally, other commenters raised a range of concerns, although it is not always clear whether these 
concerns are raised to provide context or in an effmi to have them addressed by Oregon OSHA. For 
example, one commenter wrote on a postcard in part, "We need to do the right thing- fair wages, fair 
protections, decent housing, health care, and education, and health working and living conditions."84 

Although such comments remain a part of the overall record, it is clear- and probably understood by the 
author of the comments - that most of the listed issues are well beyond Oregon OSHA's regulatory 
authority and mission. 

With regard to specific provisions of the rule, Oregon OSHA's authority remains limited even in relation 
to what might be appear to be similar situations. For example, the record includes recurring comments 
about the impracticality of closing trails, roads and highways that might fall within the AEZ. For Oregon 
OSHA purposes, such activity simply falls outside the scope of the rulemaking (although drift outside the 

61 Bob Rossi, Salem Justice Organizing Committee, of Salem, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, transcript p. 21. See 
ulso Mark Siemens, comment included with signature on petition received from the Northwest Center to Alternatives to Pesticides. 
82ORS 634.057 
81 See, for example, postcard from Grace Powell of Eugene, received January 2018, which irtcludes the handwritten notation, "Please 
consider these arc human beings and there must be adequate health care and housing provided." 
84Postcard from Therese Picado of Eugene, received November 2017. 
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intended application zone remains an issue for the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA), regardless 
of whether workers are exposed or not). Similarly, employers who apply pesticides will not be affected by 
Oregon OSHA's rule in relation to "a nearby road or a neighbor or a housing development,"85 nor does 
the rule "require farmers to evacuate themselves and their families from the housing after an application 
of pesticides, "86 although it would in some situations require that their employees do so for a limited 
period (and beginning before the application equipment moves close enough to activate the AEZ, not 
after). Oregon OSHA's rule is limited to workplace exposures (including those involving employer
provided housing) resulting from on-site activities related to the employer's business. Employers are not 
required under the rule to implement an AEZ for activity by neighboring farms or orchards. Oregon 
OSHA has slightly revised the final rule (including the addition of a non-regulatory note) to provide 
greater clarity on that issue. 

Some commenters, recognizing the limited nature of the rule, criticized the proposal as inconsistent. For 
example, one commenter suggested that the risk was actually greater for people who are not themselves 
involved in pesticide application: "This nonrelated family who lives next to our orchard who may have 
just moved here from some nonagriculturally sensitive area, you guys seem to be not concerned witb their 
health at all."87 In response to such obset"vations, Oregon OSHA can only note that it is not a lack of 
concern, but a lack of legal jurisdiction, that limits any Oregon OSHA rnlemaking to workplace 
exposures. 

Oregon OSHA 's Authority Allows Restrictlo11s on Use, Not Prohibitio11s 

A It hough Oregon OSHA' s grant of authority is a broad one, certain issues remain outside of its authority 
even though they arguably have a relationship to the worksite. For example, Oregon OSHA does not 
believe that it has the authority to ban an otherwise legal product from workplace use - this would be 
paiiicularly true in the case of pesticides, in relation to which the ODA has clearly been given the 
authority to address legal uses within the state (consistent with ODA's status as the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency's designee regarding pesticide labeling and use). 

In this context, Oregon OSHA also believes it must avoid restrictions that by their nature create a 
practical ban on the use of an otherwise legal product. Without going into detail regarding the historic 
development of the "infeasibility" defense, Oregon OSHA simply notes that the defense is recognized in 
the workplace health and safety context, effectively making any implicit Oregon OSHA ban 
unenforceable even were the agency to adopt one. In short, if the employer can demonstrate that the work 
cannot feasibly be performed in compliance with a rule adopted under the Oregon Safe Employment Act 
in question, the employer need not comply with the rule to the extent such infeasibility exists, 

The effect of Oregon OSHA's inability to ban a substance, either expressly or implicitly, is discussed in 
more detail in relation to the extensive public comments regarding the need for a "no spray buffer zone." 

Tlte Admi11islmtive Procedures Act (APA) Limits tile Abili(I' to Adopt a Rule tltal Goes Beyond 
Proposal 

One group of comm enters noted that "as pa1i of the adoption of rules, Oregon OSHA is required to accept 
public comments into the record and to give serious consideration to public comments as part of their 
final adoption of the rule."88 The same commenters fmiher wrote that the "proposed rule is just that, a 

sicommcnts by Jeff Stone, Oregon Association of Nurseries, in the public hearing at I I am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 30. 
86Comrocnts by Lisa Perry on behalf of Ricardo Galvez in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, 
trnnscriJ>l p. 43. 
87Commcnts by Tim Pitz in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 50. 
8'1.ct1cr from Carl \Vilmsen, Northm:st Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna 
Lopez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos de! Noreste; Ramon Ramirez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos de! Noreste; 
Kathy Keesee Morales, NOWIA Uncte-Ccnter for Fann Worker Advocacy; and Dagoberto Morales, NOWIA Unetc-Center for 
Fam1 Worker Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p, 1. 
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proposal, and remains subject to modification in order to reflect the needs of the most impacted 
stakeholders." 89 

Oregon OSHA agrees that the proposed rule is a proposal, subject to modification. Oregon OSHA 
historically has both modified, redeveloped, and withdrawn proposals based upon public comment; the 
rule before us is based on a decision to withdraw a previous rnle, and the rule as adopted includes a 
number of modifications resulting from the comments received. 

There are certain limited circumstances where a modest increase in relatively minor requirements can still 
be considered to have fallen within the notice provisions of the rule. However, Oregon OSHA's approach 
when its evaluation of the public record on a proposal suggests the need for a significant increase in one 
or more requirements beyond what was proposed is to develop a new proposal and take that new proposal 
through the public comment process. Indeed, that is exactly the decision that Oregon OSHA made in 
February of2017 in relation to the Application Exclusion Zone provisions that were pa1t of the 2016 
proposal. It was that decision that led to the current rnlemaking. 

But it is important to recognize that the APA does not give Oregon OSHA unlimited authority to adopt a 
final rule that substantively differs from the rule as proposed. Because the public comment requirements 
of the APA can be effective only if the public has actual notice of the subjects under discussion, Oregon 
OSHA recognizes that it is largely prevented from adopting a final rule that includes provisions beyond 
those that were pa1t of the proposed rule, even if the provisions in question would otherwise be within its 
rnlemaking authority. 

89Jbid., p. 2. 
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VJ. Applic11tion of Science aull Other Data in Rulemaking 

Oregon OSHA endeavors to make its decisions with as complete an understanding of the available 
information, including research, related to the subjects at hand. Oregon OSHA does recognize that 
science will generally not itself dictate policy decisions, and the answers to certain questions may at times 
be either unclear or unavailable. Nonetheless, policy decisions should be informed by the available 
science and made in a manner that reflects an understanding of the science involved. The present 
rulemaking is firmly rooted in such an understanding of the relevant science. 

The Limltatious of Science in Determining Regulatory Provisions 

Commenters on both sides of the issue criticized Oregon OSHA for various acknowledgements made by 
agency representatives that one or more provisions in the proposed rule were not expressly dictated by 
scientific research. 

A number of advocates for stricter regulation were concerned about what they viewed as a lack of a 
scientific basis for the provisions in the rule. As one commenter stated, "I am very distmbed to learn that 
there is no scientific basis on which the one hundred-foot limit has been determined. I find that actually 
atrocious."90 Others made similar points: 

You want to eliminate an insufficient J00joot b11{fer exclusion zone. The scientific data illustrates that it's 
necessmy to hm•e at least a 300joof zone for our precious salmon, but you admif the halo number is not 
science-based Y 011 have admitted that. 91 

When 1 make a decisio11 regarding one of my patients, I use what is ca fled evidence-based medicine. Now, 
that is often augmented with my 16 years of working in orthopedic surgery. But I use science. So I hal'e a,1 

ethical concern that the applicalion exclusion zone is not based on any scientific data. 92 

In the same manner, the lack of scientific basis was one of the most frequent criticisms of the partial 
increase in the size of the AEZ from 100 to I 50 feet in both standardized e-mails subm itted by a number 
of growers, as wel1 as in other individual comments.93 One grower organization argued, "A 150-foot AEZ 
for products requiring respirators has no scientific justification." More pointedly, one individual grower 
wrote that the Oregon OSHA administrator "at the last two public meetings in Hood River made it very 
clear that he is not considering scientific data because he has none to back up his proposal that far exceeds 
the national standard."94 

Oregon OSHA believes such criticisms reflect a misunderstanding of its comments - and of its position 
on the relationship between science and establishing specific regulatory thresholds. In responding to 
questions about whether or in what way a pa1iicular number was dictated "by science," Oregon OSHA 
consistently acknowledged that it was not basing the rule on claims of such a specific level of scientific 
precision or certainty. Questions were sometimes framed in a manner such as, "What are the studies that 
say that 100 feet is the right number?" Oregon OSHA believes that such a request asks too much of the 
science. Total ce1tainty- and total protection - are not achievable, either from a practical or a scientific 
standpoint. As one author has noted, " ... regarding a pesticide regulation as protective because it is based 
on total scientific ce1tainty is erroneous, and can be dangerous and unjust to those the regulation is 
assumed to protect.'m 

In proposing- and in adopting - a threshold, Oregon OSHA (as did the EPA in its own rulemaking) had 
to consider the interface between various and sometimes inconclusive studies, the anecdotal evidence that 
was also available, the practical need to adopt a rule whose requirements can be described (and followed) 

90Comments by Alan Journet in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 19. 
91Commen1s by Louise Shawkat in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 34. 
9iCommcnts by Michael Barker in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 58. 
93See, for example, e-mails from Arwen McGilvra, November 22, 2017, and from Kathleen Hadley, January 19, 2018. 
94E-mail from Gary Tamura, December 20, 2017. 
95Joan D. Flocks, "The Environmental and Social Injustice ofFannworkcr Pesticide Exposure," Georgetown Journal on Poverty 
Law Policy, Vol XIX, Number 2, Spring 2012, footnote 8 on p. 256. 
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as easily as possible, and the need to adopt a rule that applies to a variety of different chemicals used in 
somewhat different ways in somewhat different settings. At least some commenters appeared to recognize 
that the policy decisions could not always be settled with scientific precision: 

And lj11st want to say that I think we can do bet/er with the rules. I know that there isn't - like, we 're -
there's m, argument of where are those. Where is the science/ or selling a h1111dredf eet and 150feet? But 
we still have to look at protecting farm workers. Even if ii 's a bare minimum of protectio11. 96 

Oregon OSHA never endeavored as part of this rulemaking to replicate the level of analysis that is used to 
determine that a particular pesticide in a pa11icular formulation requires a certain set of work practices -
that chemical-specific analysis has been, and remains, the province of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and its approval of pesticide label requirements. To the degree it can be addressed on a 
state level, such activity is the province of the Oregon Depat1ment of Agriculture (ODA). Even the EPA 
itself, in creating the concept of the AEZ, did not rely upon some extraordinary level of scientific 
precision in settling on the 100-foot requirement, or any of the other particular provisions of the AEZ. To 
suggest (as have some of those on both sides of the issue) that the EPA decisions were in some manner 
dictated by review of the science rather than informed by it is to misunderstand the potential for scientific 
certainty, particular in the context ofrulemaking. 

The need to reflect a complicated reality and to describe ii in reasonably straightforward terms as part of 
setting workplace health and safety standards is not unfamiliar to Oregon OSHA. In adopting a 6-foot 
threshold for fall protection in construction, Oregon OSHA (and federal OSHA before it) was not aware 
of any research indicating a dramatic drop in the risk of injury from a fall at 5-feet, 1 I-inches when 
compared to falls from 6-feet, I-inch. And even in developing exposure limits for individual chemicals, 
both the regulators and the various advisory bodies promulgate limits that endeavor to fit the various 
research analyses into round numbers. 

The Need to Act /11 the Face of Uncertainty 

Oregon OSHA believes that science should be reflected in decision-making regarding workplace health 
and safety rules and other policy. A thorough understanding of the available science is critically 
impo11ant. 

At the same time, Oregon OSHA also believes that policy-making, especially in the face of genuine risks 
to the health of workers and (in this case) their family members, can rarely afford to wait fm "perfect" or 
"complete" science. Policy decisions cannot be made in the absence of information. But they also cannot 
wait until all questions are answered and all unce11ainty erased - particularly since a decision not to act is 
itself a decision. When Oregon OSHA sets out to make a decision on a rule, the rule will be based on the 
best available evidence. Oregon OSHA is not, however, prepared to wait until a decision can be based 
upon the best conceivable evidence. Indeed, such a course would mean that no decisions would ever be 
made. 

Much of the remaind~r of this document is devoted to a discussion of the scientific research, as well as to 
other evidence provided in the record. While the discussion will not ultimately answer the question as to 
whether a particular distance threshold in the rule is dictated by the science, and it will leave open 
questions about the exact risks confronted by those exposed to a range of paiiicular pesticides, it will 
reflect an understanding of the rule and its provisions as being consistent with the available science. 

%Comments by Ana Molina in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 32. 
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VU. Analyzing Pesticide Exposmc Risks 

Oregon OSHA has reviewed the scientific record, as well as the comments provided as patt of the 
rulemaking process. As a result, Oregon OSHA has reached the following conclusions about the general 
risks faced by farmworkers and their families in relation to pesticides: 

o Pesticides, as a group, represent a hazard to those exposed to them, although the exact nature of 
those hazards - as well as the degree of certainty about those hazards - varies from pesticide to 
pesticide (and particularly between classes of pesticides). 

o Farmworkers, in particular, remain at meaningful risk of exposure to pesticides in the workplace. 
o Off-target pesticide drift remains a genuine risk to farmworkers and their families, even if its 

extent cannot be fully enumerated. 
• Existing rnles do not fully eliminate the risks or provide workers with the necessary information 

to do so. 
• The provisions of the rule as adopted can be expected to further reduce, although not eliminate, 

those risks. 

Pesticide Use and Risks of Harm 

In developing the proposed rule, Oregon OSHA operated from a clear understanding that pesticides are 
both useful and potentially harmful, as described in the Statement of Need published as part of the 
proposed rulemaking: 

Pesticides, aflhor,gl, a clear necessity in many workplaces, also represent WIIJ'ing levels of risks to 
workers and others (depending 011 both the particular pesticide used and the circumstances of the 
application). The Worker Protection Standard, taken as a whole, provides a number of important 
protective measures to reduce those risks. However, the risk of 1111i11te11ded exposures due lo what is 
typically referred lo as u11i11le11ded "drift" can create exposure lo workers outside the intended 
application area. In the case of worker housing, that e.,posure can also inl'O!re the workers '.fami(i' 
members. The provisions of this proposed rule - as was /me of the original EPA rule addressing AEZs
are intended lo address that potential by providi11g a11 added measure of protectio11 against 1111i11te11ded 
and 1111anlicipated exposures outside of the locations where pesticides are i11te11ded lo be applied. 71,e rnle 
changes are expected lo lead lo an 01•eral/ reduction in incide11/s qf 1111sqfe pesticide exposure and to 
improl'e the occ11patio11al health of agricultural workers and pesticide handlers. 97 

ln contrast, many commenters were critical of pesticide use and expressed strong concerns about the 
hazards involved. For example, one biologist and entomologist offered the following observation: 

I want to start by saying that the term "pesticide" is really playing a semantic game. The term "pesticide 11 

is- means nothing more than a biocide, which means the st1/O'is toxic to life. And so when we think of 
pesticides as being toxic lo spec(fic organisms, we have lo remember that they are 110/. They are toxic to 
much more than the target organisms . .,gs 

Similarly, another commenter wrote 

/Ve know that pesticides are inherently toxic substances; they are designed lo kill and prevent 111111•m1ted 
insects, plants and other pests. JJ'e also know that farm workers and their.families lil•e, work and play in 
ve1J' close proximity lo treated.fields .... Pesticides pose risks qfshort- and long-term illness tofar111 
workers and their.families, particularly without proper regulation of and sqfety precautionsfor 
pesticides. 99 

Another commenter referred to a 2012 statement by the American Academy of Pediatrics: 100 

... these are doctors who look afler children - their slaleme11/ reads: Multiple peer-reviewed studies 011 

young children show a propensity for an increased occurrence of brain cancer, blood cancer, such as 
leukemia, attention de,/icit syndrome, autism, and loss of IQ, basic cognilfre or intelligence capacity. 101 

97Scc the document at htt 1s:/lnslm.orc 011.r.,w/DSI IA!{u k ~ 1rnpnscdl20 l !!/amenll~tl -li scnl•impnc!•wp · .pelt: 
98Cornments by Alan Joumet in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5,2017, in Medford, transcript p. 19. 
99Letter from Kate Newhall, Family Forward Oregon, December 15, 2017. 
100The statement itself can be found at hU14/Jpc1li;11ric~.mu uublicutinns.on;/cunlcnl/ 130/6/c 17 5 7. 
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While many studies point in similar directions, Oregon OSHA does not believe that pesticides can be 
readily characterized as a whole beyond a general awareness of the potential for harmful exposure. In 
reviewing the research, it is important to acknowledge that particular pesticides have different 
mechanisms and, as a result, will indeed have different effects (both intended and unintended): 

Effects on animals are determined by the chemical strncl11re of the pesticide, its action mechanism, and the 
fate of the chemical within the animal. Not all animals react to all pesticides in the same manner; and 
response can be species- or individual-Jpecific. The system of one animal ~pecies may metabolize a pesticide 
to a nontoxic metabolite, whereas Iha/ of another species may not (species-specific response); and 
individual animals of a species can also respond differently (btdividual-specific response). 101 

The Changing Nature of Pesticide Use 

During the rule's development and in commenting on the rule, a number of growers emphasized the shift 
within the industry to relatively safer pesticides. For example, one commenter who wrote summarizing 
the history of pesticide use in Oregon declared, "Forhmately previous study findings with older 
chemistlies (Rothlein J, et al, 2006) are no longer relevant today." 103 While many other comments in the 
record (including several already referenced above) suggest that characterizing any pesticide as "safe" is 
in error, Oregon OSHA recognizes that pesticides do present highly variable levels of risk and 
characterizing all pesticides as equally hazardous is not justified by any credible body of research with 
which the agency is familiar. 

For example, Oregon OSHA believes that the continuing shift away from organophosphate (OP) and 
carbamate pesticides, much ofit done voluntarily for a variety ofreasons, is overall a positive 
development for the health of the workers involved. Oregon OSHA's own review of the scientific 
literature makes it clear that OP pesticides, when present, present a patticular cause for concern. A 
sampling of the relevant research includes the following: 

O11rfi11di11gs suggest that prenatal e.,posure to OP pesticides, as measured by urinary DAP metabolites in 
women during pregnancy, is associated with poorer cognitive abilities in children al 7 years of age .... 
Howeve,~ DAP concentrations during childhood were not associated with cognitive scores in this cohort of 
children. 10

~ 

Three studies published in this issue of E11viro11111entql Health (Bouchard et al. 2011; Engel et al. 2011, 
Rauh el al.2011) deliver compelling new data linking on aspect of a child 's histo,y- in 11/ero exposure to 
organophosphates (OP), a commonly used class of pesticides-and early cognitive development. 10

' 

Several studies in other populations have similarly reported adverse associations of prenatal exposure to 
OP pesticides and child ne11rodevelopment (Engel et al.2011; Rauh et al.2011), but few studies have 
examined /he effects of other potentially neurotoxic pesticides on child cognitive development 

1Ve observed an inverse association between prenatal residential proximity to agric11/t11ral use of DPs and 
other neurotoxic pesticides and cognition in children at 7 y of age .... Agricultural use of individual 

101Comments by Ray Seidler, a microbiologist and fomer EPA research scientist, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in 
Medford, transcript p. 45. 
102Fred Whitford, Tom Fuhreman, K.S. Rao, Gail Arce, James E. Klaunig- edited by Arlene Blessing, "Pesticide Toxicology; 
Evaluating Safety and Risk," Published by Purdue Pesticide Programs, last reviewed March 2003, p, 6. 
103Mike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at 100 feet," submitted by author, p. 3. 
104Maryse F. Bouchard, Jonathan Chevrier, Kim G. Harley, Katherine Kogut, Michelle Vedar, Nonna Calderon, Celina Trujillo, 
Caroline Johnson, Asa Bradnmn, Dana Boyd Barr, and Brenda Eskenazi, "Prenatal Exposure to Organophosphate Pesticides and 
18 in 7-Year-Old Children," E11viro11111e111nl Health Perspectfres, Vol 119, Number 8, August 20 11 , p. 1192. 
1° Kimberly Gray and Cindy P. Lawler, "Strength in Numbers: Three Separntc Studies Link in U/ero Organophosphate Pesticide 
Exposure and Cognitive Development," (Editorial) Enl'iro11111ental Health Perspectfres, Vol 119, Number 8, August 2011, p. A 
328. 
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pesticides and classes of neurotoxic pesticides were highly correlated, making it difficult to identify the 
specific pesticides that were driving these associalions. 106 

Our study supports a positive association between depression and occupational pesticide use among 
applicators. Furthermore, it suggests several specific pesticides {primarily orgm,ochlorine m1tl OP 
insecticides} that deserve further investigation in animal studies and other human populations. 107 

--- • __ ,.. .. __ _______________ .., ___ . - -------------·- .. -------·- ·--------- ...... H- ................................... -------• .... ··•----·---------- .. - ·---

Organophosphates are associated with well-known acute health problems such as nausea, dizziness, 
vomiting, headaches, abdominal pain, and skin and eye problems (Ecobichon 1996). Some studies have 
also indicated that pesticide exposure is associated with chronic health problems or health symptoms such 
as respirat01J1 problems, memo,y disorderJ~ dermatologic conditions, cance1~ depression, neurologic 
deficits, miscarriages, and birth defects .... 108 

Children are at higher risk for pesticide toxicity than are adults because the developing brain is more 
susceptible to neurotoxicants and the dose of pesticides per body weight is likely to be higher in children. 
Children also have lower activity level and levels of enzymes that detoxify activated forms of cerlain OP 
pesricides. ,c, 

We found strong associatio11s for PD [Parkinson's Disease] h1 participants with certain NOSJ genotypes 
exposed to commonly used OP pesticides through h1•0 independent sources-home and agriculluml 
I/Se •••• /JO 

We found associations of AMD [Age-Related Macular Dege11erafio11] with use of organochlorine and 
organophosphate insecticides and phenoxyacetate herbicides as classes as well as with individual 
pesticides .... Overall, these results are consiste11t with experimental studies of mechanisms underlying 
A.MD .... w 

While such studies must be used thoughtfully, Oregon OSHA does not agree with the conclusion 
referenced in the earlier comments that research involving the hazards of OP pesticides should be 
disregarded as irrelevant. Those that document exposure pathways, including drift, are certainly 
suggestive even if the patiicular chemical itself is not longer in use. And the decline in the use of OP 
pesticides does not alter the fact that most of them remain legal for use in Oregon agriculture. 112 Perhaps 
more important, Oregon OSHA notes that at least one reason much of the available evidence regarding 

106Robert B. Gunier, Asa Bradman, Kim G. Harley, Katherine Kogut, and Brenda Eskenazi, "Prenatal Residential Proximity to 
A~ricultural Peslicidc Use and IQ in 7-Year-Old Children," Enviro11111e111al l-leall!, Perspeclil-es, 057002, May 2017, p. I & p. 6. 
10 John D. Bcnrd, Dnvid M. Umbach, Jane A. Hoppin, Marie Richards, Michael C.R. AlavMja, Aaron Blair, Dale P. Sandler, and 
Freya Kamel, "Pesticide Exposure and Depression among Male Private Pesticide Applicators in the Agricultural Health Study," 
E111•iro11111ental Health Perspectives, Vol 122, Number 9, September 2014, p. 990. 
108Lindn A. lv1cCaulcy, W. Kent Anger, Mattlmv Keifer, Rick Langley, Mark G. Robson, and Diane Rolllman, "Studying Health 
Outcomes in Farmworker Populations Exposed to Pesticides," E11viro11me11ta/ Jiea/Jh Perspecti~•es, Vol I 14, Number 6, June 
2006, p. 953. 
109Maryse F. Bouchard, Jonathan Chevrier, Kim G. Harley, Katherine Kogut, Michelle Vcdur, Nonna Calderon, Celina Trujillo, 
Caroline Johnson, Asa Bradman, Dana Boyd Barr, and Brenda Eskenazi, "Prenatal Exposure to Organophosphate Pesticides and 
IS in 7-Year-Old Children," Environmenfal Health Pllrspecfi1•es, Vol 119, N111nber 8, August 201 I, p. 1189. 
11 Kimberly C. Paul, Janet S. Sinsheimcr, Shannon L. Rhodes, Myles Cockburn, Jeff Bronstein, and Beale Ritz, 
"Organophosphate Pesticide Exposures, Nitric Oxide Synthase Gene Variants, and Gene-Pesticide Interactions in a Case-Control 
Study of Parkinson's Disease, California (USA)," Environ111e11/a{ Health l'erspecl fres, Vol 124, Number 5, May 2016, p. 570. 
111 Mar1ha l'. Mon1go.mery, Eric Postel, Da\'id M. Umbach, Made Richards, l\•lary Wntson, Aaron Blair, HongJel Chen, Dale P. 
Sandler, Silke Schmidt, and Freya Kamel, "Pesticide Use and Age-Related Macular Degeneration in the Agricultural Health 
Study," Em•Ironmental Health Perspectives, 077013, July 2017, p. 7 of article. 
moregon OSHA has not been able lo confirm actual levels of use of particular pesticides because of resistance from the growers 
to sharing that informal ion. In response to a request during the rule development process, Oregon OSHA was ndvised, "Our 
growers are not willing to share their pesticide information. The information may be sensitive to their small business operations, 
and the chemicals they use are legal and well regulated." See September 7, 2017, letter to Michael Wood, Oregon OSHA 
Administrator from Mike Doke, Executive Director, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers. 
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pesticide risks focuses on OP pesticides is because of their widespread use for much of the past three 
decades. 

Similar studies, particularly those looking for long-term effects and for the results of low-level chronic 
exposure, can only now be conducted on the various substitutes for OP pesticides (although challenging, 
biological monitoring is actually more readily available in the case of OP pesticides than when 
researching other classes of pesticides). That body ofresearch is therefore not as robust as is the research 
focusing on OP pesticides - and even on the pesticides that preceded them. But that lack of conclusive 
research should not be taken to mean that the risk is not present - given the history of pesticide uses, 
Oregon OSHA finds this sihiation to be a particularly apt application of the maxim that "the absence of 
evidence is not [necessarily] evidence of absence." 

As a result, Oregon OSHA hesitates to consider the shift away from OP pesticides, even if it continues, to 
be a sufficient resolution to the risks involved, given the relative lack of research regarding many of the 
newer pesticides. This concern is heightened by some of the more recent research that is available - for 
example, the troubling indications for chronic exposures 113 regarding the health effects of the 
neonicotinoids (neonics) that are among the replacement pesticides of choice: 

Although the studies in this review represent an i111po11ant contribution to the literature ... , there remains a 
paucity of data on neonic exposure and human health. Given the widespread use of neonics in agriculture 
and household products ... , more studies on the human health effects of chronic (non-acute) neonic exposure 
are needed.114 

While Oregon OSHA believes that the history of pesticides does indeed reflect an overall transition to 
safer - or less risky- products, that same histo1y also reflects a recurring pattern of shifting to preferred 
pesticides that frequently turn out to be less safe than initially believed. This is a particular concern in 
relation to chronic hazards, which represent particular difficulties when it comes both to identifying 
health effects and to reliably determining the source of those effects. It is generally recognized that risks 
of chronic exposures may at times be quite distinct from those experienced as a result of an acute 
exposure: 

Chronic effects result fiwn continual exposure over a long period of time-a lifetime, for e.wmp/e. 
Pesticides can have cumulatil'e e./fects 011 the body, even at doses so low that no immediate or short-term 
effects are apparent. While the body might be able to recoverfrom minimal effects that a single dose or a 
few low doses might cause, it may not be able to recoup totally between repealed exposures over a long 
period of lime. 115 

The toxicity of a pesticide is described as reversible if its effects subside or disappear when e).pos11re ends. 
But in situations where adverse pesticidal efjects persist even when exposure is eliminated, the toxicity is 
considered irreversib{f!.. The toxic effects of some pesticides are reversible when the exposure is eliminated, 
regardless qf the dose, while the effects of others may be reversible at low doses but irreversible al high 
doses. Toxic effects sometimes are reversible, initially, but with confin11ed exposure become irreversible, the 
dose notwithstanding. 116 

It is also worth remembering that- as one opponent of the rule as unnecessary noted in his discussion of 
the transition to safer pesticides (and to safer practices generally) -when pesticides such as DDT and 
organochlorines left the market, organophosphates "served as the main replacement for these insecticides 
in agriculture." 117 A 2006 academic discussion of studyin~ the health effects of pesticides noted the same 

113 Andrea M. Cimino, Abee L. Boyles, Kristina A. Thayer, and Melissa J. Perry, "Effects ofNeonicotoid Pesticide Exposure on 
Human Health: A Systematic Review," E11viromne111a/ Health Pel'speclives, Volume 125, Number 2, Fcbrnary 2017, p. 155. 
l]Jlbid., p, 160. 
115Fred Whitford, Tom Fuhreman, KS. Rao, Gail Arce, James E. Klaunig - edited by Arlene Illessing, "Pesticide Toxicology: 
Evaluating Safe!)• and Risk," Published by Purdue Pesticide Programs, last reviewed March 2003, p. 16. 
116lbid., p. 16. 
111Mike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at I 00 feet," submitted by author, p. 2. 
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reality: "Organophosphate pesticides have gained popularity worldwide in preference to organochlorines, 
which are persistent and more damaging to the environment." 118 

Much of the disagreement over the hazards of pesticide exposure relates to differing perspectives, not just 
on the nature of the scientific record, but also on the nature of the actions that should be taken in the 
absence of a more robust scientific record. Put simply, those opposing stricter regulation generally argue 
that the hazardous nature of the pesticides in question has not been sufficiently proven, while those 
supporting stricter regulation generally argue that the relative safety of the pesticides in question has not 
been sufficiently proven. In the absence of more compelling evidence than may be readily available, 
Oregon OSHA must detennine how best to balance the potential for harm with the negative effects of any 
regulatory intervention. 

Anecdotal Discussions of Pesticide Risks 

Many growers and grower representatives pointed to their own experience as evidence that pesticides can 
be used safely, in many cases pointing to their own health and longevity or that of their family members 
as evidence that pesticides are not necessarily harmful. 

One grower, for example, shared his family history dming more than a century of farming in Oregon: 

The Meyel'family has been raising pears and farming in the Rogue Valley for 107 years. J..,fy house is 
within 2 5 feet of the orchard, and I don't wony at all about the spraying. 11,e only thing, we do manage 
our spraying to avoid gelling it on our buildings .... 

And in that 107 years, there has not been one member of the family become ill because of pesticides. And 
as far as brain damage, we did raise two valedictorians in that family history. 

And I actually eat my pears off my orchard that's sprayed, so, um, 1 can 'I say anything betfel' than that, 
that I'm not concerned about my own health. And 1 hm•e been spraying since I was eight years old So -
I'm 79 now. I might die tomol1'ow, I don 't know, bur I 'm shooti11gfor a hundred 119 

Another grower shared a similar observation: 

"My granq(ather lived lo be hundred. Mj1 mom is stilf 96 and kicking well. And 1 tell people that the 
stresses in life are what kills us, and this is part of the things, the stress that you 're putting on us, you 
know. "120 

Yet another grower noted he is unharmed by a lifetime of exposure and he notes that many others 
survived much more hazardous chemical exposures than those faced today: 

I'm a localfarmer. I grew up here. 1 c11rrently live in the same house 1 grew up in, and that house is 
probably the least protected place on my property because it's a hundred years old. And I have lived there 
my entire life, and I'm okay. And I think all of these people Jtm,e lived in their homes most of their life, and 
they're okay. We '1•e all grow11 up here. And they were m·mmd a lot of chemicals that were a thousand times 
worse than anything I've seen in my lifetime. 111 

In contrast, several advocates for stronger regulation also based their arguments, at least in part, on their 
own experience and the experience of others - using it as anecdotal evidence of the harm pesticides can 
cause.122 

118Linda A. McCauley, W. Kent Anger, Matthew Keifer, Rick Langley, J\fark G. Robson, and Diane Rohlman, "Studying Health 
Outcomes in Farmworker Populations Exposed to Pesticides," E11vironme11tal Health Perspectives, Vol 114, Number 6, June 
2006, p. 953. 
119Comments by Ron Meyer in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 75. See also e-mail from Sue 
Gny, December 15, 2017, and e-mail from Arwen McGilvra, November 22, 2017, both of which make a similar point. 
12°Comments by Randy Kiyokawa,, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript pp. 17-18. 
tztcomments by Ron Meyer in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 75. 
122See, for example, comments by Alex Buron in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp. 47-
52, and the e-mail from Catherine Kiyokawn, January 25, 2018 .. 
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For example, one Rogue Valley resident told the following story: 

I have lived in, um, Jackson County since 1971, when I was a seven year old child and I was moved here. I 
- my parents, 11111, bought a home in West !vledford, out towards Jacksonville, that is /itemfly sandwiched in 
between four orchards, so I speak.from family experience, notfi·om OSHA experience, so /just want to give 
you a nutshell, 11111, impact statement thal my fami(J' 's been through. 

I raised two daughters in the Rogue Valley. I hal'e three grandchildren now being raised in the Rogue 
Valley, one of which has severe autism and ADHD. Um, there have been miscal'J'iages in our.family, and I 
was diagnosed with 11111/liple myeloma two and a half years ago. 

It does not- if 's no wonder to me, where ll'e have lived all rhese years in a valley that is much like a bowl 
and holds in many of the chemicals /hat are used in our orchards, Iha! I was exposed somehow. I have had 
two world-renowned oncologisls tell me it was a direct exposure somewhere in my life that this happened 

And I'm grateful fo hear that you are strenglhening your restrictions and 11se ofpesticides for 
workers ... . Bur I had no C(ll'eer whatsoever with working around any pesticides at all. My career has been 
in the medical.field all Qf my life. I know that my exposure was as a child 123 

While such anecdotes provide useful illustrations from a variety of perspectives - and certainly 
reminds all involved that both workers and growers are individuals, with individual stories - it is 
difficult to reach conclusions about risks and their nature based exclusively, or even primarily, on 
such anecdotes. 

With regard to the longevity of ce11ain individuals with a lifetime of pesticide exposure, Oregon 
OSHA notes that similar stories can be told of the occasional lifelong cigarette smoker. But no 
credible understanding of the risks of cigarettes can justify reaching a conclusion that they are safe. 

At the same time, the stories of individual cases of apparently harmful exposure do not necessarily 
allow a meaningful assessment of the risk - nor do they always provide a strong understanding of the 
causation even in relation to the particular case. The stories told are heartfelt. But they do not 
necessarily represent a robust confirmation of the health risks among all workers. 

Critical Reading of Studies Placed in the Record 

Oregon OSHA endeavors to read the scientific literature critically and to understand the implications of 
that research for the purposes of decision-making. In doing so, the record need not be limited to research 
in Oregon - certainly any issues related to the toxicological effects of pesticides can be generalized across 
state, and in many cases national, borders. 

However, at least two studies referenced in the record were not found to provide meaningful evidence of 
risk, although they are suggestive of possible harms and merit further research. An extended discussion of 
the proposed rule submitted jointly by a number of organizations included the reference: 

A 2009 study in the journal Blood indicated that pesticide applicators using restricted use pesticides had 
an excess risk of multiple myeloma. 1u[emphasis in original] 

In reviewing the study, Oregon OSHA notes that the study itself describes its findings much more 
cautiously: "Pesticides are associated with excess risk of multiple myeloma, albeit inconclusively 
[emphasis adde<l]." 125 Given the inconclusive nat11re of the researcl1 as described by the autllors, Oregon 
OSHA views this pa11icular study as being of very limited value in relation to the present dlscussion. 

123Comments by Julie E11gleson, in the public hearing at 11:15 am, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript pp. I 1-12. 
124Letter from Carl Wilmsen, Northwest Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna 
Lopez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noreste; Ramon Ramirez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noreste; 
Kathy Keesee Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for Farm Worker Advocacy; and Dagobcrto Morales, NOW IA Unete-Center for 
Farm Worker Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p. 6. 
12501a Lnndren, Robert A. Kyle, Jane A. Hoppin, Laura E. Beane Freeman, James R. Cerhan, Jerry A. Katzmann, S. Vincent 
Rajkumar and Michael C. Alavanja, "Pesticide Exposure and Risk of Monoclonal Gammopathy ofUndetennined Significance in 
the Agricultural Health Study," Blood, Vol 113, Number 25, June 2009, p. 6386. 
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The same letter referred to another study regarding the risks of pesticides in relation to diabetes: 

In 2018, the Jouma/ o/E11viro11111ental Health Preventarive Medicine reported that, in line with previous 
epidemiological a11d animal studies, the occurrence of diabetes among farmers was associated with 
pesticide exposure. This study confirms previousjindings of the link between diabetes and some 
agricultural pesticides and sought to identify the particular pesticides mos/ likely to pose a risk of diabetes 
in the comnmnity.126 

Oregon OSHA would in any case have been somewhat cautious in generalizing from a Thai population, 
particularly in relation to a condition such as diabetes, which can be affected by diet and other 
environmental factors. However, Oregon OSHA's review of the study notes that it includes the following 
summary of its findings: 

... ii wasfo1111d that the prevalence of diabetes was positively associated with exposure lo all types of 
pesticides, including insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, and molluscicides, with e.q)OSl/re ro 
mdenlicides being stafisticallv sig11i/ica11t. {emphasis added/27 

Given that only exposure to rodenticides reached a level of statistical significance, Oregon OSHA also 
views this particular study as being of very limited value in assessing the risks as they relate to this 
particular rulemaking (the study's summary of prior research suggesting a link to diabetes is unaffected 
by the limited nature ofits own findings). 

In some cases, Oregon OSHA has found particular studies useful but has reached somewhat different 
conclusions about their relevance to the issues presented by this rulemaking. For example, the individual 
who discussed pesticide history and toxicology at some length referred to a study that concluded, 
"Personal measurements and biological measurements are 'the preferred approaches for pesticide 
exposure assessments in farmworkers' (Hoppin et al, 2006)." 128 After further discussing the limitations of 
various approaches rhewriter concludes, "There is little if any evidence that farmer caused pesticide drift 
creates health hazards in housing near orchards on Oregon farms with the compounds presently used." 129 

While Oregon OSHA agrees with some, although not all, of the limitations discussed, it is w01th noting 
that the cited authors own conclusions about the value of dust sampling, for example, do not necessarily 
agree with that reached by the commenter. While the authors do indicate several areas for potential error 
in dust sampling studies, they also state plainly, "Measuring dust levels of pesticides is important, 
because dust appears to be one of the most impo1tant sources of pesticide exposure, given the small 
contribution of water and air."130 

The a1ticle suggests that these studies (and others) should be read critically and carefully, but it does not 
suggest discarding them, paiticularly given the difficulty of using biological assessments for many 
pesticides and the limitations of such assessments in identifying routes of exposure: 

Biological measures of exposure may be used to "reconstruct" dose from body burden measurements lf 
information or assumptions about rates of intake, uptake, and metabolism are available. The strength of 
this approach is thal fl demonstrates unequivocally that exposure and uptake have occurred. The primatJ' 
drmi1backs of this approach are the lack of specific physiologically based pharmacokinelic models for 
many pesticides, and that ii integrates exposure over all patlm•ays, so ii 111~, not provide iliformalion on the 
primmJ' pathways or routes of interest .... 1\fosl studies 11se biological measurements to understand the 
relative magnitude of d[O'erenl exposure pathways (e.g., inhalation versus ingestio1~, to identify risk factors 

126Letter from Carl Wilmsen, Northwest Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna 
Lopez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Uni dos de! Noreste; Ramon Ramirez, PClJN-Pincros y Campesinos Unidos de! Noreste; 
Kathy Keesee Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for Farm Worker Advocacy; and Dagoberto Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for 
Fann Worker Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p. 6. 
127Chndchnwn} Juntaruwijit and YuwQ}'Ong Juntarawijit, "Association between Diabetes and Pesticides: A Case-Control Study 
among Thai Farmers," En\lironmenfal Health and Preventative Medicine, Vol 23, Number 3, 2018, p. l of article. 
128Mike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at 100 feet,'' submitted by author, p. 2, 
1291bid., p. 3. 
iioJane A. Hoppin, John L. Adgate, Monty Eberhart, Marcia Nishioka, and P. Barry Ryan, "Environmental Exposure Assessment 
of Pesticides in Fanllworker Hornes," Environmenfal Health Perspectives, Vol I 14, Number 6, June 2006, p. 935. 
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for exposure (e.g., 1w1111~·e of persona[ protective cq11lp111e11f), to evaluate the e_ffectiveness of an 
inlervcntio11 in reducing exposure, or to classify individuals info groups in epidemiological studies. 111 

Ultimately, given the limitations and complexity of both biological and personal monitoring, the authors 
note that an alternative approach is frequently used: 

Consequent[y, the most common approach is scenario-based exposure assessment, which entails the 
constmction of a plausible set of assumptions (i.e., a scenario) that describes quantitatively how contact 
occurs between people and pesticides. This approach requires the use of available measurements in 
combination with inferences and professional judgment. 

11ie primary advantage of scenario-based approaches is that they enable assessors to estimate pesticide 
e.,postl/'e and dose in cases where data are limited or lacking. 71,e uncertainly introduced by tlte need to 
make ass11111plio11s and inferences in I he face of inadequate 01· inappropriate ii?formation is also their major 
disadwmtage. 112 

Oregon OSHA notes that, the more specific and precise the conclusions being drawn as the result of a 
particular study, the more limitations such as those noted come into play. If the underlying conclusion is a 
broad determination that pesticides used in agl'iculture have the potential to harm workers, the limitations 
of pai1icular studies supporting that broader conclusion are themselves less meaningful. 

The Compelling Case for the Risk of Harm 

While acknowledging that certain studies have been inconclusive, and that not all pesticide risks have 
been fully evaluated or characterized, Oregon OSHA nonetheless operates from an understanding that 
pesticides represent a potential health risk. That is the public policy position reflected in Oregon statute, 
and it is consistent with the entire regulatory framework represented nationally by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and within Oregon by the Oregon Depa11ment of Agriculture (ODA). 

Given this existing regulatory framework, one may argue (as many did) that the existing regulations are 
sufficient and question whether additional regulation is necessmy. To be persuasive, however, such an 
argument must be based on a belief that the hazards of pesticides are sufficiently controlled by those other 
measures, not that those hazards do not exist. Oregon OSHA does not believe it is a credible public policy 
position, in light of the existing legislative findings and regulatory framework, to conclude the pesticides 
do not present a potential for harm, 

Even without the existing legislative findings and regulatory framework, Oregon OSHA is aware of a 
reasonably robust body of scientific research confirming that pesticides represent a continuing risk to 
health: 

Exposure to pesticides increases the risk of immediate and long-term health consequences .... E-rtensive 
analysis of the Agriculture Health Study data has lfnked l[fetime pesticide e.\pos11re to increased risk 
for cancer, neurological conditions, respiralOIJ', and reproductive problems among.farmers and their 
spouses. 131 

Health effects of pesticide exposure can be immediate and may include rashes, headaches, nausea and 
vomiting, disorientation, shock, respiratory failure, coma, and, in severe cases, death .... Pesticide 
exposure can also have long-term effects on health in the form of cancer, neurologic problems, and 
reproductive probfems. t3-1 

131Jane A. Hoppin, John L. Adgate, Monty Eberhart, Marcia Nishioka, and P. Bany Ryan, "Environmental Exposure Assessment 
of Pesticides in Farmworker Homes," E11viro11111e11tal Health Perspectives, Vol 114, Number 6, June 2006, p. 930. 
132Ibid., p. 930. 
133TI1omas A. Arcury, Ha T. Nguyen, Phillip Summers, Jennifer Talton, Lourdes Carrillo Holbrook, Francis 0. Walker, Haiying 
Chen, Timothy D. Howard, Leonardo Galvan, and Sara A. Quandt, "Lifetime and Current Pesticide Exposure Among Latino 
Fam1workers in Comparison to Other Latino Immigranls," American Journal of !11d11s/t'ial Medic/11e, 57:776-787, 2014, p. 777. 
114'l110mas A. Arcury, Sam A. Quandt, nnd Allen Dearry, "Farmworker Pesticide Exposure and Cornmunity-Bnsed Participatory 
Research: Rationale and Practical Applications," E111•iro11111ental Health Perspecffres, Vol 109, Supplement 3, June 2001, p. 430. 
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These data [involving workers in Brazilj indicate that persistent genetic instability associated with 
hypermethy!ation o.f DNA in soybean workers after long-term expos11re to a lo111-!evel to pesticides mfrlures 
may be crilicaffor the development of ad1•erse health effects such as cancer. 135 

Epidemiological research has indicated a causal connection between h11man exposure to pesticides 
and endocrine dismpting effects such as poor sperm quality and increased incidence of cryptorchidism 
f the failure of one or more testicles lo descend]. JJ

6 

In conclusion, the pestfoides were found to act additively in vitro. In vivo, the organ weight changes 
indicated that the pesticides had an accumulating effect that was no/ observed/or the individual 
pesticides. m 

The overall pal/em of our results suggest increases in risk of ASD [A11tism Spectmm Disorder] and ID 
[intellectual Disability without Autism] with prenatal exposure to higher levels of a number of OCCs 
[organochlorlne compounds], particularly PCBs [PCBs and other OCCs are banned in the US, but persist 
in the e11l'irom11e11l]118 

-----------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Nevertheless, our findings show that, whatever the explanation/or the stronger association of pesticides 
11•ith tremor-dominant PD [Pm-ldnso11 's Disease], insecticides and fungicides were associated with the most 
typical form of PD. 139 

In s1mmw1J', our analysis s11ggested a possible increased risk qf bolh PJH[pregnancy-induced 
hyperfe11sio11] and PE {preeclmnpsia} t1111ong women engaging in activities with potential pesticide 
exposure during the first trimester of pregnancy. uo 

Specifically, we obse111ed positive associations between ASD [autism spectrum disorde,J and prenatal 
residential proximity [de.fined as within 1.5 km] to organophosphate pesticides in the second (for 
chlorpyrifos) and third trimesters (organophosphales overall), and pyrethroids in the 3 111011/hs before 
conception and in lhe third trimester. Our findings relaling agricultural pesticides to DD [development 
delay] were less robust, but suggested an associated [sic] with applications of carbamates during 
pregnancy 11ear the home .... These findings support the results of two pre1•io11s studies linking ASD to 
gestational agric11lt11ml pesticide exposure. ui 

... . studies reviewed in this paper have strongly suggested an adverse effect of pesticide exposures on 
human respimtory health in occupational settings. Respirat01y symptoms, including wheezing, ailway 

135Daniel Benedetti, Barbara Lopes Alderete, Claudia Telles de Souza, Johnny Ferraz Dias, Liana Niekraszewicz, Monica 
Capetta, Wilner Martinez-Lopez, and Juliana Da Silva, "DNA Damage and Epigenetic Alteration in Soybean Fanners Exposed to 
Complex Mixture of Pesticides," Mutagenesis, Vol 33, Number 1, 2018, p. 87. 
136Mia Birkhoj, Christine Nellemann, Kirsten Jarlelt, Helen Jacobsen, Helle Raun Andersen, Majken Dalgaard, and Anne Marie 
Vinggaard, "The Comhined Androgenic Effects of Five Commonly Used Pesticides," Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology, 
201, 2004, p. 10. 
mlbid,, p. 10. 
uscarrie Lowenhen, Richard A. Fenske, Nancy J, Simcox, Garland Bellamy, and David Kalman, "Biological Monitoring of 
Organophosphon1s Pesticide Exposure among Children of Agricultural Workers in Central Washington State," E11vironmental 
Health Perspectives, Vol 105, Number 12, December 1997, p. 1344, 
139Fredcric Moisan, Johan Spinosi, Laurene Delabre, Veronique Gourlet, Jean-Louis Mazurie, Jsabelle Benatru, Marcel Goldberg, 
Marc G. Weisskopf, Ellen lmbernon, Christopher Tzourio, and Alexis Elbaz, "Association of Parkinson's Disease and Its 
Subtypes with Agricultural Pesticide Exposures in Men: A Case-Control Study in France," Environmental Health Perspectfres, 
Vol 123, Number 11, November 2015, p. ll28. 
140-nna M. Saldana, Olga Basso, Donna D. Baird, Jane A. Hoppin, Clarice R. Weinberg, Aaron Blair, Michael C.R. Alnvanja, and 
Dale P. Sandler, "Pesticide Exposure and Hypertensive Disorders During Pregnancy," Environmental Health Perspecti\'es, Vol. 
117, Number 9, September 2009, p. 1396. 
141Janie F. Shelton, Estella M. Geraghty, Daniel J. Tancredi, Lora D. Delwiche, Rebecca J. Schmidt, Beate Ritz, Robin L. 
Hansen, and lrva Hertz-Picciotto, ''Neurodevelopmental Disorders and Prenatal Residential Proximity to Agricultural Pesticides: 
TI1c CHARGE Study," Environmemal Health Perspectives, Vol. 122, Number 10, October 2014, p. l 107. 
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irritation, d1J,jsore throat, cough, breathlessness and chest tightness, and respiratmy diseases such as 
asthma and COPD, were associated with occupational pesticide exposures. Impaired hmgfimction was 
also often observed among people occupationally exposed to pesticides .... Inconclusive results have been 
reportedfi'om studies of the association between occ11pational pesticide expos11res and l11ng cancer. 142 

It remains true that much of the broad research of "pesticide" risks continues to reflect the results of 
exposure to OP pesticides and even those pesticides that preceded them. However, Oregon OSHA 
believes that the history of pesticide hazards itself justifies a more cautious approach when assessing the 
current hazards presented by pesticides than would be appropriate in the absence of that history, Oregon 
OSHA further notes that the label restrictions on many of the pesticides remaining in current use 
themselves suggest an awareness of potential hazards in the event of unintended or uncontrolled 
exposures. 

The Exposure of Agric11/t1tl'(lf Workers to Pesticides 

The risk that agricultural workers will be exposed to pesticides has long been recognized as a meaningful 
one, both in the scientific literature and as a matter of public policy. Many of the public comments
particularly the anecdotal evidence already referenced on both sides of the issue- specifically addressed 
the question oftl1e risk to agricultural workers. One supporter of stronger regulation put it succinctly: 

I am a11 Oregon Farm Bureau member, and while 1'111 not perso11ally impacted by OR-OSHA 's proposed 
Worker Protection Standard rule making, I still would like to share my comments. 1 think that workers are 
at the bottom of a ve,y large agric11lt11ralfood chain, and I've seen from personal experience that farm 
workers and theirfamily members often are not given ample warning or protection from pesticide 
applications. I support the proposed OR-OSHA rules regarding AEZ requirements. Although they may be 
d/[[ere11t fi"om federal standardY, 1 think ii 's a good opporltmily lo Oregon to demonstrate ifs commitment 
to worker safety and to be 011 the forefront of the protection ofworkers. UJ 

Many growers, in turn, emphasized the steps they take to minimize harmful exposure - and even to 
reduce the use of pesticides. While a number of growers indicated that they considered pesticides to be 
essential to their operations, or they would not be using them, they also suggested that they minimize their 
use when possible. One commenter summarized that perspective: 

Jn Oregon, especially the Hood River Valley, farmers spend as many hours spraying as their workers, so 
hme direct knowledge of exposure and drift. Farmers do not like to use pesticides. Pesticides are expensive 
and extremely time consuming to apply. lf11ether you are an organic or conventional grower oftreefr11its, 
pesticides are essential. Pesticides are essential for keeping trees alive, preventing devastating damage to 
crops and also for growing fruit that is visually acceptable to the highly demanding consumer and 
supermarket buyers. IU 

Oregon OSHA acknowledges the work of many growers in reducing the use of harmful pesticides and in 
providing greater protection when such pesticides are used. In spite of the perspective of many 
commenters (and the difficulty of obtaining conclusive evidence one way or the other), Oregon OSHA 
believes that pesticide exposures in agriculture have been reduced during recent decades. And Oregon 
OSHA recognizes the previous referenced statutory acknowledgement that pesticides are beneficial and 
necessary. But Oregon OSHA also believes that the pesticide risks in the agricultural workplace remain 
meaningful ones. 

A sampling of various academic and research discussions makes the increased potential for harm in 
agricultural pesticide use clear: 

Farmworkers can be exposed to a variety of pesticides in their work. Although ed11cation programs such as 
those based on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Worker Protection Standard promote 

142Ming Ye, Jeremy Beach, Jonathan \V. Martin, and Ambikaipakan Senthilselvan, "Occupational Pesticide Exposures and 
Respiratory Health," International Jo11rnal of E11vfro11111ental Research and Public Heallh, 2013, Number I 0, November 2013, p. 
6458. 
14JE-mail from Valerie Blaha, January 19, 2018. 
141,,fike McCarthy, "Ac1i\'e Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at l 00 feet," submitted by allthor, p. I. 
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preventive behaviors, i11c/11di11g the use of personal profeclil'e equipment and hygiene, studies indicate that 
e.\p0sure occurs for a significant proportion of workers and their coreside11t family members. w 

/o.Iigrant and seasonal farmworkers in /he US are consistently exposed to pesticides at work .... 
Farmworkers and theirfamilies are also consistenlly exposed lo pesticides in the places where they 
live .... 146 

171is analysis [of data collected in North Carolina] documents the high degree of potential pesticide 
exposure among Latino immigrants, and that this expos11re is consistently greater among Latinos 
employed as farmworkel's compared to those employed in other occupations. 1-11 

Much of the literature focuses on the particular vulnerabilities of the farmworker population, 
including Oregon farmworkers: 

Although there has been significant altention lo the health effects of pesticides on human health, there has 
been little focus on the v11/nerable farmworker population, and significant methodological barriers makes 
these studies extremely difficult. The leading obstacles are difficulties in establishing the population al risk 
and access to health i1iformation. The work e11viron111ent contributes to the d/[ficulty in ascertaining health 
status and their association with pesticide exposure .... Language and education barriers conlribute to this 
prohlem. 148 

Farmworkers are a vulnerable population; because of language barriers and economic gressures, they are 
ji-equently not in a position to understand or to request their right to a safe workplace. 1 9 

The migrant farmworker community in Oregon is similar lo other migrant farmworker communities in being 
disadvantaged, medically indigent, having poor health, and having poor access to healthcare 

The community itself is evolving, with different groups from outside the United States being replaced with 
others. For example, the proportion of migrant farmworkers who do 1101 speak Spanish as theirprimmJ' 
language appears to be increasing as persons from 1\Jexico and Central America, where indigenous 
languages are commonly used, are recruited to meet lhe labor shortage in the United States. 150 

-- - -- - - ·----- · --- - - ...... - - ---- - ----•-- ·---·- - -------- .. - ------- ------·- - ---.... ""\ .. .... ........... .. i., ... .. ---.. --------- -~-------- .. - - - - ------ --- - ---- - - - -- -

Although the sample is limited to a migrant fal'mworkel' populalion in Oregon, the results link multiple 
points on the exposure-health effects pathway that underlies studies of environmental and occupational 
exposure and health We have previously reported that lhe pesticide residues in the house dust of 
farmwol'ker homes in Hood River exceed those found in homes in other agricultural and nonagricultural 
regions of Oregon {i\1cCauley et al. 2001). Farmworkers are exposed to pesticides from both work practices 
and living in housing close to agricultural fields. Although not measured in the present study, we have 

l45Sara A. Quandt, Haiying Chen, Joseph G. Grzywacz, Quirina M. Vallejos, Leonardo Galvan, and Thomas A. Arcury, 
"Cholinesterase Depression and Its Association with Pesticide Exposure across the Agricultural Season among Latino 
Farmworkers in North Carolina," E11viro11me11/al Health Perspectives, Vol 118, Number 5, May 2010, p. 635, 
146Thomas A. Arcury, Ha T, Nguyen, Phillip Summers, Jennifer Talton, Lourdes Carrillo Holbrook, Francis 0. Walker, Haiying 
Chen, Timothy D. Howard, Leonardo Galvan, and Sara A. Quandt, "Lifetime and Current Pesticide Exposure Among Latino 
Farmworkers in Comparison to Olher Latino Immigrants," American Joumal of Industrial Medicine, 57:776-787, 2014, pp. 776· 
777. 
147Ibid., pp, 782-783. 
148Linda A. McCauley, W. Kent Anger, Matthew Keifer, Rick L,mgley, Mark G. Robson, and Diane Rohlman, "Studying Health 
Outcomes in Farmworker Populations Exposed to Pesticides," E11viro11111ental Health Perspectives, Vol 114, Number 6, June 
2006, p. 958. 
t49Sara A. Quandt, Haiying Chen, Joseph G. Grzywacz, Quirina M. Vallejos, Leonardo Galva11, and Thomas A. Arcury, 
"Cholinesterase Depression and Its Association with Pesticide Exposure across the Agricultural Season among Latino 
Farmworkers in North Carolina," Em•ironmental Health Perspecti11es, Vol 118, Number 5, May 2010, p. 639. 
t
50Li.nda A. McCauley, Marco Beltran, Jacki Phillips, Michael Lasarev, and Diana Sticker, "The Oregon Migrant Farmworker 

Community: An Evolving Model for Participatory Research," Enviro11me11tal Health Perspectil'e8, Vol 109, Supplement 3, June 
2001, p. 449. 
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previously reported that the average distance of farmworker housing to agricultural fields is 15 111 in the 
Hood River co1111111111ity. 151 

And certain works have focused on the non-Spanish speaking portion of the farmworker population and 
the particular challenges faced by that community: 

Although there have been increasing reports in the literature oft he extent of pesticide e.~pos11re in 
agric11/t11ral com1111111ilies, few studies hm•e included markers of potential health effects. The correlation 
between levels of pesticides in the home and pesticide urinary metabolites points to significant prevention 
and education implications. m 

Although the occupational health of migrant farmworkers is becoming increasingly well studied, there is a 
dearth of research specifically related to indige11011s far111workers [/i'Oln A.fexico and Guatemala]. For 
example, indige11011s workers may experience discrimination both by the mainstream US population and 
other migrant workers. This type of "double discrimination" may push indigenous workers into the most 
labor-intensive jobs and poorest housing conditions. 153 

Primm)' .findings sugges/ that the .farmworkers who participated in the survey are exposed to health
threatening conditions, including e.tposure to pesticides and discrimination, yet receive inadequa/e training 
about ways to protect themselves. Previous studies have found similar low levels of pesticide training and 
evidence of discrimination against i11dige11011sfamnMrkers in the workplace. lndigenousfarmworkers are 
especially at risk, because the training that is provided is presented in a language that they may not fully 
comprehend m 

Oregon OSHA believes that the weight of evidence is compelling: Agricultural exposures to pesticides 
are a particular area of concern from a workplace health and safety standpoint. And that determination 
is consistent with the legislative policy already referenced, which includes (as part of a broader 
statement that acknowledges the benefits of pesticide use) the recognition that pesticides "may injure 
health, property, wildlife or environment by being distributed, stored tra11sported, applied or used in an 
improper or careless manner. " 155 The very safety and health practices that have achieved the positive 
results described by a number of comments in the record have themselves resulted from a recognition 
that the substances in question have the potential to harm. 

The Reality of Drift 

Because the rule explicitly focuses on risks outside the treated area itself, the question of off-target drift is 
central to rule, both as proposed and as adopted. But determining the exact extent of such drift based on 
the record presented can be challenging. 

The Frequency of Drift Events 

Some commenters, perhaps based on a misunderstanding of a response given by Oregon OSHA during at 
least one of the question-and-answer sessions, suggested that Oregon OSHA does not take the risk of drift 
seriously. For example, one commenter wrote "I have seen pesticide drift in excess of 100 ft happen often 
on farms ne>..1 door to our farm in Talent, while the sprayer is wearing a spraysuit and respirator. Drift 
does happen more than OSHA acknowledges."156 Another commenter wrote in part, "OSHA needs to get 
real about this problem. Drift is illegal---- Drift happens. We need OSHA to set and monitor rulemaking 

151Joan Rothlein, Diane Rohlman, Michael Lasarcv, Jackie Phillips, Juan Muniz, and Linda McCauley, "Organophosphate 
Pesticide Exposure and Neurobehavioral Perfonnance in Agricultural and Nonagricultural Hispanic Workers," Environmellfal 
Health Perspectil'es, Vol. 114, Number 5, May 2006, p. 694. 
152Ibid., p. 696. 
mstephanie Farquhar, Nargcss Shadbeh, Julie Samples, Santingo Ventura, and Nancy Goff, "Occupational Conditions and Well• 
Being of Farmworkers," American Joumal of Public Health, Vol 98, Number I I, Novelllber 2008, p. 1956. 
1541bid., p. 1956. 
155Sl'e ORS 634.005. 
1561-Jandmittcn text on postcmd from Chris Hardy received January 2018. 
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to protect fannworkers." 157 And one of the commenters addressed the issue directly in response to the 
apparent misunderstanding: 

Now I'm going to deviate fi'om my prepared talk here and S({l' that it's the understanding of your enli(v 
that drifl does not occur because ii 's illegal, but it occurs all the lime. It occurs in my yard, frequently; it 
occurs on the road~ in my neighborhood And people can complain, but when you complain they write a 
letter to the orchard telling them not to do it again. And if they do it again, they write them another feller, 
and that's the consequence of this. m 

Commenters at that and other public hearings provided additional anecdotal evidence of drift events they 
had wjtnessed. 159 More than one ·comrnenter provided video or photographs to supplement their 
presentations. 160 One such commenter co11cluded "1 see this happening day 1111d night. When I'm 0 1.1 my 
way to the fields in the morning before the sun comes up and as the sun is going down l see this drift 
happen. "161 

Oregon OSHA is proposing these rules under the assumption that dr{fl isn't happening, but drifl does 
happen. According lo the study, the PAN study, that 95 percent of drifl lands an things outside of their 
targeted area. So why are we movingfo,ward with a mle that's assuming that there's no risk for drifl when 
there clearly is?162 

It is a myth that driflfrom crop spraying is rare. The widely knoimfact among afl farmers who spray is 
that drifl is ve1y common, mid is coMidered a fact of li/e .. .. They spray on days when it is too windy to 
spray, and simply spray extra to acco1111t for drift that misses the crops. w 

Other commenters referred to research of various types. For example, one commenter discussed 
preliminary research data that was itselflater placed into the record: 

... the.l'e are plenty of studies that people can read. There's a recent one, I thi11k, that hasn 't been published 
ye/ 1 think Oregon OSHA knows about, the PNA Sf]16

J study done recently that /sn 't available for some 
lime. But the prefimina,J1findi11gs were that they tested up to !70feet, and drift wasfo1111d al 170.feet. We 
know this is happening. 165 

The Pacific Northwest Agricultural Safety and Health Center (PNASH) at the University of Washington 
subsequently subm itted a summary of their recent findings, which have not yet been generally published, 
to the record. 166 In presenting a summary of the data from the study' s findings, their letier notes the 
following: 

These data indicate that spray volume intercepted by the PE line samples decreased with distance from the 
sprayed orchard block, as expected. For example, the arithmetic mean was much higher at 16 feet than al 
either 85 feet or 170 feet. More relevant to the issue of the Agriculture [sic] Etc fusion Zone, the data also 
indicate tlw f spray drifl still occurred ot least 170 feet from the southern edge of the sprayed orchal'd 
block. This.finding was consislenf across all six days of spraying.167 

I HE-mail from Kristina Lefever, March 14, 2018. 
158Comrnents by Tom Hitchcock in the public hearing nt 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 13. 
159See, for example, comments by Da11 iel Gregg in the public hearing al 11 :l 5 am, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 25, 
comments by Gary Lisman in same hearing, transcript p, 27, comments by Elise Higley, Om Family Farms, in the public hearing at 6 
pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p, 65-67. 
160See, for example, comments by Jim Thompson in the public hearing at 11:15 am, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript pp. 14-
15, and Chris Hardy in the public heariug at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 I Medford; lrnnscript pp. 21-25. 
161Commcnts by Chris HRrdy, from Talent, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 25. 
162Commcnts by Ana Molina., in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29,2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 31. 
1631bid, p. 31. 
1641n context, the term phonetically rendered as "Panasche" in the transcript dearly refers to the acronym for the Pacific 
Northwest Agricultural Safety and Health Center at the University of Washington, PNASl:l. 
165Commcnls by Kate Suisman, Norlhwest Workers Ju slice Project, in lhe public hearing at IO am, November 29, 2017 in Hood 
River, transcript p. 53. 
166Letter from Richard A. Fenske, Michael Yost, Edward Kasner, and Magali Blanco, Pacific Northwest Agricultural Safety and 
Health Center, March 9, 2018. 
167lbid. 
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In Oregon OSHA's own review of the summarized data, it is noted that although the volume of 
micronutrients identified at 170 feet out was less than 1 /20u' of that found at 16 feet, it was still roughly 
2 1/3 times greater than in the unsprayed block of the orchard. As the authors of the letter note, this 
finding is patiicularly relevant to the question of the size of the AEZ. Although Oregon OSHA is 
primarily interested in the data for its relationship to the 150-foot AEZ, the division also believes that the 
data tends to undercut suggestions that a much larger AEZ is necessary. In any case, the authors 
themselves agree that their research supports the rule as proposed: "The Application Exclusion Zones 
proposed in this rule, while not fully protective, would substantially reduce the amount of spray that 
workers and others might be exposed to when drift events occur."168 While it is true, as other commenters 
noted, 169 that this sh1dy did not measure the potential for drift at even greater distances such as 300, or 
500 or 1000 feet, it is clear that the level of drift (at least in these controlled circumstances) declines 
precipitously as the distance increases. 

In another st11dy by Rich Fenske, who is a well known scientist at the University of Washington, he st11dies 
orchard drift of pesticides .... Dr. Fenske showed that drift of organic [sic] pesticides, among the toxic, 
most toxic chemicals, can be measured out to 1200 feet in the state of Washington, drift from orchards, 
drift like we have seen in the pictures tonight. 170 

Another commenter said (without providing an identifiable reference) "There's science galore out there 
about how far these chemicals drift. There's been studies done placing cups 25 feet out, 50 feet out, a 
hundred feet out, 500 feet out, and tracking where the drift goes,"171 And another commenter discussed a 
study that is fmiher addressed later in this section: 

In a study by the Environmental Health Perspective and the Environmental - and the Oregon Health 
Authority, analyzing pesticide poisoning data fi·om 11 stales fiwn I 998 to 2006 shows illnesses associated 
with pesticides drtfli11g.from outdoor agriculture applications. 

The number, however - the number, however, underestimates the true burden of drift-induced illnesses 
since notoriously underreported- I he diagnosis of those reports oftentimes go unreported. There's a lot of 
folks working in the fields, like my parents themselves, that, whenever they had an illness, they never wen/ 
to the doctor because oftentimes going to the doctor means extra costs, either in insurance orjust another 
bill when they 're no/ even making enough as a farm worker themselves. 

Additionally, the study looked only at acute illnesses: cancer, birth defects and development delays and 
other chronic diseases. The study does not take into consideration right now that there's a /of more other 
issues that you getfi'om being pesticide exposure. You gel asthma. You gel pulmonary diseases. m 

One group of conuueuters suggested that the evidence indicates that individual workers "could be harmed 
by drift as much as 9 times in a work season," 173 but Oregon OSHA notes that this number was generated 
based on a misapplication of a number generated by an analysis of California data. The rnferenced 
California study ind icated that drift accounted for "39% of all reported pesticide exposure cases." 174 

Unfo1iunately, the authors of the letter made a logic error, mistakenly applying the 39% figure to all 
pesticide applications, when the two figures are not in fact related to one another. 

168lbid. 
169Letter from Carl Wilmsen, Northwest Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna 
Lopez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos de! Noreste; Ramon Ramirez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos de! Noreste; 
Kathy Keesee Morales, NO\VJA Unete-Center for Fann Worker Advocacy; and Dagoberto Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for 
Farm Worker Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p. 3. 
17°Comments by Ray Seidler in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 44. Oregon OSHA notes that, 
in context, the phrase "organic pesticides" in the transcript appears to clearly refer to organophosphatc pesticides. 
171 Comments by Lisa Arkin in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcriptp, 63. 
172Comments by Maria Hernandez in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript pp. 27-28. 
173Letter from Carl Wilmsen, Northwest Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna 
Lopez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos dcl Norcstc; Ramon Ramirez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noreste; 
Kathy Keesee Morales, NO\VIA Unete-Center for Fann Worker Advocacy; and Dagoberto Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for 
Fann Worker Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p. 4. 
174lbid. 
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The propo1tion of exposure incidents that occuned that were caused by drift cannot be used in any way to 
extrapolate the proportion of harmful drift related illnesses that occur. To illustrate, it is a fact that 
roughly 10 percent of the people who are struck by lightning are killed as a result. It does not, however, 
follow that 10 percent of all people will be struck by lightning and killed. Of those pesticide uses that 
cause a reported pesticide exposure in California, 39 percent were caused by drift. It does not, however, 
follow that 39 percent of all pesticide applications will result in a repo1ted pesticide exposure. 

Oregon OSHA proposed this rnle with an understanding that illegal drift - drift outside the treated area -
occurs, although it remains challenging to quantify its extent. As noted in the statement of need quoted 
above and filed with the original proposal (and repeated as part of the introductory text at each public 
hearing, including the one in question175

), it is a recognition of the risks created by unintended drift that 
leads to the current rulemaking, as well as to the original EPA rule. Both are intended to address the 
potential for harm caused by off-target drift "by providing an added measure of protection against 
unintended and unanticipated exposures outside of the locations where pesticides are intended to be 
applied." 176 In discussing comments on various provisions of the rule, Oregon OSHA will in fact return 
to this purpose, focusing its deliberation on the reality that this entire rulemaking relates 1101 to the 
intended application area, but to a zone adjacent to it-what the rnle describes as the ''application 
exclusion zone," a concept that did not exist in rule prior to the federal EPA's 2015 rulemaking. 

The h1cidence of Unla11ful Off-Target Drift 

Many growers and grower organizations have noted that there have been few confirmed cases of drift 
onto agricultural housing. One grower noted simply and correctly, "Many anecdotes used to justify 
additional rules describe situations that are already illegal." 177 

Spray drift, as we said many limes /11 our committee - or our rn!e advisOlJ' committee, is already illegal. 
11'1# take thal seriously. Pest mmmgemenl is critical for prod11ci11g heallJ~)' plams. So the use of pesticides 
ourselves are necessmJ', but doing ii in the most efficient way n11d fhe most safe W<Q' is what ll'e 're after. 178 

One association provided the following summary of a perspective shared (and commented on) by many 
growers: 

Peslicide applications are already tightly regulated by the Oregon Department of Agriculture and off
target drift is subject to civil penalties. Cases of off-target drift to agricultural structures are ve1y rare, 
with only one con.firmed case in /he past three years. 179 

Another association provided a similar summary of the issue: 

Under ORS 634, off-target pesticide dr/fi is already illegal. The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) 
routinely responds lo complaints and issues civil penalties when violations have occurred. In addition, the 
proposed rule contains strict requirements for minimizing drift to a shelter, providing further protection to 
occupants. Three years of ODA pesticide investigation records confirm that al/egatio11s of oj]:target drift. 
onto farmworker housing are ii1freq11ent, and that confirmed violations are extremely rare. With 
thousands of applications occ11rri11g each yea,; there was only one confirmed case of drift onto 
farmworker housing in the past three years. 160 

Another commenter suggested that the rate of"definite" cases found in the broader literature was also 
quite low: 

A "mega data" study (Lee S. et al, 2011) data was co!fectedfrom NIOSH data and California Depl of 
Pesticide Regulation dataji-om 1998-2006.fi·om 11 stales to quantify the illnesses due to pesticide drift. The 
study found that 70% of all drift cases were.from.fumigants and aircraft applicalions. 111 this study ill 1.8% 
of cases, tile reporte,l Jllnesses were considered "definite" due to pesticides. The majority were 11011-

175Statement by Heather Case, Oregon OSHA Administrative Rules Coordinator, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in 
Medford, transcript pp. 6-7. 
176Ibid., p. 7. 
177Letter from Alan Fujishin, Gibson Fanns, Siletz, January 29, 2018. 
178Comments by Jeff Stone, Oregon Association of Nurseries, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 30, 
179Letter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, March 15, 2018. 
180Letter from Scott J. Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Sheller, Salem, March 15, 2018. 
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occupntional, not related to work or 011 farm ho11si11g, From this data one can calculate that illnesses due 
to 11on-fi1111igant and non-aerial application drift which means farmer applied airblast sprayer applications 
(on far) acco11ntfor drift which causes 0.25% of the definite illnesses.[emphasis in original ]181 

The commenter appears to disregard the conclusions of the study authors themselves because of the 
admitted "limitations of this type of data where there is no way to quantify the rate of under reporting or 
over reporting (false positives)." 182 For that reason, he apparently discards the study's identification of 
cases as "probable,'' "possible," and "suspicious," as well as the authors' own conclusions with regard to 
the rates reported: 

This study also has several limitafions. Firs/, ourfindings likely underestimate the actual 111agnil11de of drift 
events and cases beca11se case identification principally relies on passive surveillance systems .... Second, 
the incidence of drift cases ji-om agricultural applications may have been underestimated by using crnde 
denominalors of total population and employment estimates, which may also include those who are not at 
risk. ISJ 

The authors go on to note possible factors that might cause the rates to be over-reported- but their 
overall conclusion remains that the rates they have repolied are likely to be under-estimates, not over
estimates. And because their discussion focuses on the rates, rather than on counting the number of 
incidents in a given population and comparing that to the total, their conclusions that the rate of acute 
illness (the analysis did not address chronic exposure) is higher for agricultural workers and is higher 
for those who live in proximity to agricultural activity are much more useful in the context of the 
present discussion about regulatory policy: 

These study findings suggest that the incidence of acute illness from off-target pesticide drift exposure was 
relatively low dtll'ing 1998-2006 and that most cases presented with low severity illness. However, the rate 
of poisoning from pesticide drift was 69 times higher for residents infii>e agl'ic11lt11re-intensive California 
counties compared with other co1111ties, and the rale of occupationally exposed cases was 145 times greater 
in agricultural workers than in no11agricult11ral workers. These poisonings may largely be preventable 
through proper prevention measures and compliance with pesticide regulations. Aerial applications were 
the mos/ fi·equent event associated with drift events, and soil fumigations were a major cause of large drift 
ewmt.r. 18.i 

Oregon OSHA understands that such off-target drift is already illegal. However, as other commenters 
have noted, that does not mean it does not occm. With regard to the ODA activity, Oregon OSHA notes 
with interest the infrequency of such cases involving labor housing in ODA records. However, as a 
regulatory agency itself, Oregon OSHA is also aware of the challenges that can be presented by an 
enforcement approach that relies almost entirely on complaint-driven enforcement to identify violations, 

Several commenters were skeptical of enforcement effectiveness. For example, one commenter offering 
the following observation: 

I don't think-I appreciate the fact that they are looki11g into an application exclusion zone, but I don't 
think ii 's going to do any good, especially when you look at these pictures, that eve1y day, eve1y day these 
laws are being violated, And WI! call and we complain, and they send a Jetter lo the grower. Well, that's 
prelly easy Joi· them to get (May with it. 185 

Given that the record includes a number of suggestions of dissatisfaction with past enforcement activities 
by both ODA and Oregon OSHA, it would be an enor to assume that all - or even most - such instances 
will be reported to the regulatory authority. Even if workers' and others' beliefs that enforcement is less 
robust than it might be are either mistaken, outdated, or both, Oregon OSHA notes that it is primarily the 

181Mike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at 100 feet," submitted by author, p, 3. 
182Ibid., p. 3. 
183Sec-Jcong Lee, Louse Mehler, John Beckman, Brienne Diebolt-Bro1,11, Joanne Prado, Michelle Lackovic, Justin Waltz, 
Prakash Mulay, Abby Schwartz, Yvette Mitchell, Stephanie Moraga-McHaley, Rita Gergely, and Geoffrey M. Calvert, "Acute 
Pesticide Illnesses Associated with Oft:.TargetPesticide Drill from Agricultural Applications: 11 States, 1998-2006," 
Environmental Jfeallh Perspecli\•es, Vol 119, Number 8, August 2011, p. 1168. 
u41bid.,, p. 1168. 
185Comments by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 29. 
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belief itself (whether justified or otherwise) that limits the effectiveness of a system that relies upon 
complaint-based enforcement. 

Barriers to Accurate Incident Reporting 

Several commenters also suggested that workers are sometimes hesitant to complain because of fear of 
the consequences, For example, one commenter described an encounter with a worker who believed he 
and his family were being harmed by pesticide exposures: "We were, like, you know, there's things you 
can do, there are people who can call. Why aren't you doing anything? And he looked at his family and 
he said, "I can't afford to complain about it, I'm just happy to have ajob," 186 

Another commenter made a similar observation: "Like they say, people who are actually working on the 
farms, they are not going to complain, they don't want to get laid off, they don't want to get fired, they 
don't want to get blacklisted and not get to work in the industry anymore: They can't afford that." 187 

Even without such constraints, the same commenter noted that complaints in general represent only a 
sample of actual occurrences: 

And 1 don't know if any of you have read things, statistics on, say you own a business and you get a 
complaint, you get five people complaining, oh, this product wasn't any good. The statistics marketing 
people will tell you that five represents at least 50 people. So when you get a complaint of pesticide drift, 
al a minimum, there's at feast ten times that many more people that are being affected than what you are 
hearing about. So don't assume that that number means anything. 188 

And yet another commenter suggested that pesticide incidents are likely under-reported in the same way 
that other issues are sometimes under-reported in the workplace. 

My job is to speak with women and men who are laborers in regarding sexual harassment in the workplace. 
You could ask what does the sexual harassment have lo do with the subject of pesticides. So many people who 
sujferji-om sexual harassment never make a report or never if1form al their place of work as to what happened 
to them. And that's 0111 of fear of losing their housing if they live at their places of work, because we all know 
that housing is veiy expensive here in the stale of Oregon. 

Same thing can also happen with pesticides. 11ie people may never report the pesticide problem of what 
happens due to that. And the reason wlty they'refea,ful ofthal is because they're afraid of possibly losing their 
housing and, repeating what I mentioned, it's diffic11lt to find suitable housing, and essentially, if you have a 
famify. 169 

Other commenters focused on the particular vulnerability of the population as a factor in reporting: 

... mention was made of the low number of reported drift instances. There are many reasons why this might 
be true. One of the biggest reasons is the fear of reporting. Especially in the current political climate, 
workers ate afraid We receive calls each weekji-0111 workers who know they were wronged at work but 
decided not to p11rsue a claimfor..fear of being.fired, harassed, or deported. J11is is perhaps even more of 
the caseforfarmworkers who often do not wish to inconvenience or anger the boss. Another important 
factor is that many workers are not receiving proper notice of wlmt is being sprayed around them and 
when they 're at most risk of exposure. 190 

These comments in the record about the prevalence ofunder-reporting are well-documented in the 
literature on the subject. The problem with under-reporting generally, particularly in relation to 
occupational diseases, has been well-known within the workplace health and safety community for many 
years. 

186Comments by Elise Higley, Our Family Farms, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcriptp. 67. See 
also comments by Santiago Ventura, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript 

fi7~~mments by Mary Alionis, Our Family Farms, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 70. 
18'1bid., p. 69-70. 
189Comn1ents by Marcelina Martinez, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp. 33-34. 
190comments by Kate Suisman, Northwest Workers Justice Project, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, 
transcript pp. 41-42. 
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One a11icle, for example, discussed these barriers at length: 

The lack of a comprehensive occupational health data collection system in the United States has led to 
reliance on piecemeal data sets produced by systems not designed for surveillance. These systems involve 
obstacles that filler 0111 wol'k-related health problems at each step. SuchfiTters particularly block 
documentation of health problems affecting pofulations especially vulnerable to workplace hazards, 
i11c/11ding immigra//1 and low-wage J11orkers. 19 

Consistent with many of the comments in the record, the authors focused on the barriers created by fear of 
the consequences if an occupational disease is repo1ted: 

Workers who report heallh problems to supervisors may risk disciplinary action, denial of overtime or 
promotion opport1111ilies, stigmatization, drug testing, harassment, orjob loss. Others may fear such 
outcomes even in the absence of demonstrable risk. 191 

It is worth noting that, as the authors point out, the fear of adverse consequences can discourage rep011ing 
even if the fear itself is not well-grounded. And the fear of reporting is not the only barrier to reporting 
such cases: 

Workers who develop diseases without easily recognized symptoms or with long latency periods are not 
likely to recognize that they are sick, or sick enough to require care. Workers who do realize that they 
require medical care may nonetheless forgo treatment because they are not able to pay for the care and do 
not expect their health costs to be co1•ered by workers' compensation. 111ey may not rely on workers' 
compensation because they fail to perceive the work relatedness of their condition; anticipate dff)iculty in 
demonstrating the work relatedness; assume, incorrectly, that having a job without benefits excludes them 
from this system; assume, incorrectly, that incomplete employment or immigration documentation excludes 
them; or assume, correctly, that obtaining this coverage can be difficult and costly. Other workers are 
entirely u11fmJ1i!iar with workers' co111pe11scr/ion. 193 

Other analyses have attempted to estimate the level ofundeNepoiting, although they were able to 
develop only rough estimates of the problem: 

This study estimates the rate at which workers suffering from occupational illnessesfilefor workers' 
compensation lost wage benefits and identifies some of the factors that affect the probability that a worker 
with an occupational illness will file. A database of known or suspected cases of occupational ilfness is 
matched with [Michigan] workers' compensation claims data. Overall, between 9% and 45% of reported 
workersfilefor benefits. 19

_, 

----------------------------------------------------------------- ·------------
... it is likely that the level of unionization is much higher in our sample than it would befor a random 
sample of workers. A recent study indicates that workers' compensation recipiency rates are significantly 
higher in unionized versus non-unionized workplaces. This suggests that had 0111· sample been more 
representative of the general population of workers with occupational illnesses, we would have estimated 
even lower rates of filing/or workers compensation. 195 

In addition to these broader analyses, the problem has also been identified specifically in relation to 
pesticide-related illnesses: 

For multiple reasons, the data provided in this report are likely to be underestimates of the actual 
magnitude of acute pesticide-related illness and injury. Many cases of pesticide-related illness or injwy 
never are ascertained because affected persons neither seek medical care, nor call appropriate authorities. 
Furthermore, because the signs and symptoms of acute pesticide-related illnesses are not pathognomonic, 
and because most health care professionals are not acquainted with the recognition and management of 
these illnesses, many persons who seek medical care might not receive an accurate diagnosis. Even among 
those who do receive an accurate diagnosis, many cases are not reported to state sun>eillance systems, 

191Lcnore S. Azarolf, Charles Levenstein, David Wegman, "Occupational Injury and lllncss Surveillance: Conceplllal Filters 
Explain Underreporting," American Journal of Public Health, Vol 92, Number 9, September 2002, p. 1426. 
192Ibid., p. 1422. 
19Jlbid., p. 1423. 
19~JeffBiddle, Karen Roberts, Kenneth D. Rosenman, Edward M. Welch, "What Percentage of Workers with Work-Relnted 
Illnesses Receive Workers' Compensation Benefits?" Journal of Occ11pational and Enviro11111e11ral Medicine, Vol 40, Number 4, 
Ar,ril, 1998, p. 325. 
19 Ibid., p. 328. 
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despite the.fact that each of the participating states has.mandato1y reporting of occupational pesticide
related ilfness and injwy. For these reasons, the reported counts and rates provided in this report 11111st be 
considered mi11im11111 estimates. 196 

While concern about health effects resulting.from pesticide exposure has increased, those providers (rum! 
and migrant cliniciam) most likely to see these effects have not been trained to recognize them. Jo.,fany cases 
of low-level pesticide exposure are not properly diagnosed Those undiagnosed cases include those for 
which patients do not seek lreafment and those patients who seek treatment but whose ;l{ness is 
misdiagnosed 197 

The problem of underreporting AOPI [acute occupational pesticide-related iffness] to public health 
authorities is well-known, and this hampers the effective operation of AOPJ surveillance. Farmworkers are 
vulnerable and economically disadvantaged and this compounds the underreporting of.farmworker AOPJ. 
Farm work is among the lowest paid jobs in the United States, is physically laborious, and offers little job 
securify. JPS • 

Factors that contribute to farmworker AOPI [acute occupational pesticide-related illness} underreporting 
include fear ofjob loss or deportation, limited English Proficiency {LEP), limited access to health care, lack 
of cli11icia11 recognilion of AOPJ,fanmvorker ineligibility for workers compensation benefits in many states 
[does ilaf apply lo Oregon] insl{(ficient resources to conduct AOPJ s1111,eillance, and constraints in 
coordinating AOPI investigations across state agencies. 199 

The Scientific Literature on Drift 

In addition to the preliminary results of the PNASH study already referenced, the scientific literature 
contains considerable evidence, much but not all of it indirect, suggesting that off-target drift is a reality 
in many agriculture workplaces - and in relation to housing as well. For example, one review published in 
2015 noted that "[a]lthough disentangling exposure pathways was challenging, overall, we found 
reasonably consistent evidence that paraoccupational and agricultural drift pathways contributed to 
pesticide exposure to women ... " while noting that "[m]ost of the evidence reviewed came from studies of 
residentia l dust, which is not specific to women.11200 

A number of sh1dles in homes near treated fields have shown "concentrations of agricultural pesticides in 
carpet dust are higher in residences closer to treated fields and in farm homes" 201 tJ1an in other residences, 
which suggests that drift and other unintentional pathways result in higher pesticide exposures, although 
data on actual health effects from such exposures is less clear. A 2011 study concluded, "Residences with 
repo1ied use of agricultural pesticides nearby [ within 1,250111) had significantly higher concentrations of 

196Geoffrey M. Calvert, John Beckman, Joanne Bonnar Prado, Heidi Bojes, Abby Schwartz, Prakash Mulay, Kathy Leinenkugel, 
Sheila Higgins, Michelle Lackovic, Justin Waltz, Derry Stover, and Stephanie Moraga-McHaley, "Acute Occupational Pesticide
Related Illness and Injury- United States, 2007-2011," Morbidity and Mol'lality Weekly Report (NIOSH), Vol 63, Number 55, 
October 14, 2016, p. 13. 
197 Anne E. Hiott, Sara A. Quandt, Julie Early, David S. Jackson, and 111omas A. Arcury, "Review of Pesticide Education 
Materials for Health Care Providers Providing Care to Agricultural Workers," The Journal of Rural Health, Vol 22, Number 1, 
Winter 2006, p. 17. 
198Joannc Bommr Prado, Prakash R. Mulay, Edward J. Kasner, Heidi K. Bojes, and Geoffrey M. Calvert," Jormwl of 
Agromedicine, Vol 22, Number 4, 2017, p. 395. 
199Jbid., p. 395. 
20°Nicolc Deziel, Melissa C. Friesen, Jane A. Hoppin, C}1hia J, Hines, Kent TI1omns and Laura E. Beane Freeman, "A Review of 
Nonoccupational Pathways for Pesticide Exposure in Women Living in Agricultural Areas," Environmental Healrh Perspeclil'es, 
Volume 123, Number 6, June 2015, p. 523. 
201Robert b. Gunier, Mary H. Ward, Matthew Airola, Erin M. Bell, Joanne Colt, Marcia Nishioka, Patricia A. Bufller, Peggy 
Reynolds, Rudolph P. Rull, Andrew Hertz, Catherine Metayer, and John R. Nuckols, "Determinants ofAgriculutrnl Pesticide 
Concentrations iu Carpet Dust," Environmental Health Perspectives, Volume 119, Number 7, July 2011, p. 970 ( citing previous work 
by Curwin et al. 2005; Fenske et al. 2002; Harnly et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2000; Obendorf et al. 2006; Simcox et al. 1995; Ward et al. 
2006). 
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pesticides in cat'pet dust compared with residences without nearly agricultural use for five of the seven 
agricultural pesticides we evaluated."202 

77iefarmworkerpop11/afio11 in Hood River tends to consist of newly arrived and more permanent Hispanic 
residents wl,o live in cabins, !milers, single- and 11111/tjfamily homes, or apartments that are located in or 
alongside orchards. Ha111esti11g of treeJ,-11it begins in August and extends through October. 203 

Proximity to spray areas appears lo have been the predominal1l, though not the only, factor responsible/or 
e/e11ated pesticide concenlralions in household dust in this study. m 

Our analyses found thal homes near treated fields, homes of farmers who applied pesticides more 
ji·equently or recently, and homes of those who applied pesticides around the home, garden, andlw·d, 
had quantifiably higher pesticide concentrations in the dust compared to their reference groups. OJ 

Overall, house dust pesticide concentrations decreased shmply and non-linearly with increasing house 
distance from treated fields that was linear on a log-log scale [and the predicted decreases continued 
shmply at distances considerably higher than in the proposed rule]. 206 

Forfive of the seven pesticides evaluated, residences with use of agricultural pesticides within 1,250111 
during the previous 365 days had significantly higher concentrations of pesticides than did residences with 
no nearby use. i07 

Children living in households with pesticide applicators and in proximity ro pesticide-treated orchards 
e.tperienced greater OP pesticide e.,:posure than <lid children of families with no occ11palional connection 
to t1gric11/t11re who resided al a dista11ce.from agricultural spraying.108 

Children living with parents who work with agricultural pesticides, or who live in proximity to pesticide
treatedfarmland have higher exposures than do other children living in the same com1111111ily. These 
children thus have additio11al exposure pathways beyond diet, drinking water, and residential pesticide use, 
the pathways considered common to all children.109 

While not all studies reviewed have reached clear conclusions on the extent of drift and the nature of its 
harmful effects, the balance of information in the record supports a conclusion that drift remains a 

202Robert b. Gunier, Mary H. Ward, Matthew Airola, Erin M. Bel!, Joanne Colt, Marcia Nishioka, Patricia A. Burner, Peggy 
Reynolds, Rudolph P. Rull, Andrew Hertz, Catherine Metayer, und Jolm R. Nuckols, "Determinants of Agriculutral Pesticide 
Concentrations in Carpet Dust," E11viro11111e11tal Health Perspectfres, Volume 119, Number 7, July 2011., p. 975. 
203Joan Rothlein, Diane Rohlman, Michael Lasarev, Jackie Phillips, Juan Muniz, and Linda McCauley, "Organophosphate 
Pesticide Exposure and Ncurobchavioral Performance in Agricultuml and Nonagricultural Hispanic Workers," Enviro11111ental 
Heailh Perspectfres, Vol. 114, Number 5, May 2006, p. 691. 
204Nancy J, Simcox, Richard A. Fenske, Sarah A. Wolz, I-Chwen Lee, and David Kalman, "Pesticides in Household Dust and 
Soil: Exposure Pathways for Children of Agricultural Families," E111•iro11111e11ta/ Health Perspectives, Vol. 103, Number 12, 
December 1995, p. 1133. 
205Nicole C. Dezicl, Laura E. Beane Freeman, Barry l. Graubard, Rena R. Jones, Jane A. Hoppin, Kent Thomas, Cynthia J. 
I-lines, Aaron Blair, Dale P. Sandler, Honglei Chen, Jay H. Lubin, Gabriella Andreotti, Michael C.R. Alavanja, and Melissa C. 
Friesen, "Relative Contributions of Agricultural Drift, Para-Occupational, and Residential Use Exposure Pathways to House Dust 
Pesticide Concentrations: Meta-Regression of Published Data," E11viro11111enlal Health Perspecth•es, Vol 125, Number 3, March 
2017, p. 304. 
206ibid., p. 299. 
207Rob1;rt B. Gunier, Mary H. Ward, Matthew Airola, Erin M. Bell, Joanne Colt, Marcia Nishioka, Patricia A. Burner, Peggy 
Reynolds, Rudolph P. Rull, Andrew Hertz, Catherine Metayer, and John R. Nuckols, "Detenninants of Agricultural Pesticide 
Concentrations in Carpet Dust," Enviro11111e11ta/ Health Perspectives, Vol 119, Number 7, July 2011, p. 970. 
ioscarrie Lowenherz, Richard A. Fenske, Nancy J. Simcox, Garland Bellamy, and David Kalman, "Biological Monitoring of 
Organophosphorus Pesticide Exposure among Children of Agricultural Workers in Central Wnshington Stnte," E11viro11111e11tal 
Health Perspectives, Vol 105, Number 12, December 1997, p. 1344. 
209chensheng Lu, Richard A. Fenske, Nancy J. Simcox, and David Kalman, "Pesticide Exposure of Children in ru1 Agricultural 
Community: Evidence of Household Proximity to Fannland and Take Home Exposure Pathways," Enviro11111ental Research 
Section A 84, 2000, p. 301. 
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genuine risk to workers and their families if they are working or living near active pesticide applications. 
In this case the "anecdotal" information - even that not directly related to worker housing or workers in 
fields - provides more meaningful information than it does in relation to the health effects, although it 
would be difficult to rely upon that record alone. 

One commenter pointed to studies that he suggested supported the conclusion that drift ls not an issue. In 
his oral testimony, he stated, 

One thing of note is in the Fenske study higher conce11/rafio11s of 11ri11mJ' metabolites of orga11ophosphates 
were found in Sea/lie children than children in ore.hards of farmworkers in Central Washington. 110 

Oregon OSHA is familiar with the study in question,211 and notes that the comment is mistaken both in 
stating that the reference population's metabolites were higher than the agricultural population and in 
identifying the reference population as being located in Seattle. First of all, the study found no statistically 
significant difference between the study groups. While it is true that the study reported a lower mean level 
in metabolites related to one of the pesticide groups for the children of pesticide handlers compared to all 
other groups (although the difference with the reference population was very slight and not statistically 
meaningful), the children of other farmworkers (and the children of all agricultural workers combined) 
showed higher average .levels than did the reference population,212 which reflected families in Central 
Washington whose residences were located at least¼ mile from any treated orchards.213 

fn his later written analysis, the same commenter did not repeat the errors made in his oral comments, 
describing the same study as follows: 

In an additional study by Fenske (Fenske et. Al, 2002) Chlorpyr{fos and parathion exposures of children 
were evaluated fr, three study groups in Washington State. The groups were (1) parental occupation in 
agriculture, (2) housing near spraying activity and (3) non-agricultural homes. "Clliltl urinary metabolite 
co11centrat/01ts did 1101 differ across parental occupatio11al classifications". And "Cflildre11 lfriug ill these 
1,omes (in Ag areas) did not appear to flave increased exposures, as 111eas111·e through biological 
mo11itori11g". "'[emphasis in originalj 

This discussion of the study correctly notes that the urinary metabolite levels did not present a statistically 
meanil1gful distinction. However, the study also included a discussion of the particular limitations of its 
urine sampling,215 and it also conc.luded, "Residences that include household members who work with 
agricultural pesticides or that are in proximity to pesticide-treated farmland have higher diethyl OP 
pesticide concentrations in house dust than do homes without these characteristics." 216 The study, taken 
alone, raises questions specifically about the transfer of OP pesticides into biologically identifiable 
exposures. But it tends to confirm the presence of pesticide drift- and it does not provide conclusive 
evidence that such drift presents no harm (pa1ticularly in relation to other pesticides), Finally, the study 
need not be taken alone - the record of the potential for illegal drift remains extensive. 

The same commenter also referenced a study involviDg another OP pesticide, methamidophos, and its 
aerial application in Washington state. He notes that the study in question217 applied only to aerial 
applications, "1iot airblast sprayers."218 And he Ltotes that the "Authors concluded that 'the aerial 
application was very well controlled and that nearly all of the material applied reached the targeted 
fields,'" further noting that "In this study they did not find residues in the nearby housing. [ emphasis 

21 °Comments by Michael McCarthy in the public hearing at JO am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 11. 
211 Richard A. Fenske, Chensheng Lu, Dana Barr, and Larry Needham, "Children's Exposure to Chlorpyrifos and Parathion in an 
Agricullural Community in Washington State," E11viro11111rntal Health Perspectives, Vol I I 0, Number S, May 2002, pp. 549-553. 
212lbid., p. 549. 
213lbid., Table I on p. 550. 
214Mike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in housing at 100 feet," submitted by author, p. 3. 
215Richard A. Fenske, Chensheng Lu, Dana Barr, and Larry Needham, "Children's Exposure to Chlorpyrifos and Parathion in an 
Agricult11ral Community in Washington State," Em•ironmenta/ Health Perspectives, Vol 110, Number 5, May 2002, p. 553. 
216Ibid., p. 553. 
217Sarah Weppner, Kai Elgethun, Chensheng Lu, Vince Hebe11, Michael G. Yost, and Richard A. Fenske, "The Washington 
Aerial Spray Drift Study: Children's Exposure to Methamidophos in an Agricultural Community Following Fixed-Wing Aircraft 
Applications," Joumal of Exposure Science and Envitomnenta/ Epidemiology, (2006), pp. 387-396. 
mMike McCarthy, "Active Exclusion Zone: toxicological evaluation or risks in ho\1sing at 100 feet," submitted by author, p. 2. 
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in original]" 219 Oregon OSHA agrees that this study did not provide evidence of hazardous drift into 
housing, although it is worth noting the broader context described in the following statement from the 
authors' discussion of their results: 

These data indicate that the aeriaf application was veJJ' well controlled, and that nearly all of the material 
applied reached the targeted fields, al least along those boundaries where measurements were taken. It 
seems likely that the presence of our field investigation team had an il1fluence on the application 
procedures. According to the/arm opemtor, the pilot scheduledfor the aerial application obsen1ed our 
fieTd sampling apparatus.from the air and chose to return to base prior to spmying. The application that 
was the.focus of this study occurred the next day with a different pilot. 210 

Taken as a whole, Oregon OSHA finds the record to justify its conclusion the risk of off-target pesticide 
drift remains a meaningful one, in spite of the existing regulatory prohibitions against such drift. 

The Need for Accurate mu/ Time{I' l11fon11atio11 

Several comments, both supporting the proposal and implicitly criticizing it as being weaker than the 
federal rule, noted the value of information in preventing risks: 

This regulation will helpfarmworkers al least understand what is applied near where they live and bathe 
and etil so that they're more prepared, or at least able to get 0 111 of the way of Ille ,\pray. 221 

We recommend that if they're going to spray, al least they should give notice to the fieldworkers. Our 
organization supports the law that was approved by the Environmental Protection Agency in 2016. Oregon 
OSHA has the legal and moral duly to protect the fieldworkers. 121 

Oregon OSHA agrees that access to timely information is critical to workers (and their families) taking 
the necessary steps to protect themselves from risks in the workplace (and in employer-provided 
housing). Oregon OSHA also notes that it is a firm principle of risk communication that providing 
information decreases, rather than increases, unnecessary fear. One publication specific to 
communicating about pesticide risks describes the "myth" that communication will increase alarm: 

Myth 2: Comm1111icating with tire public about risk is likely to alarm people. Risk communication itself can 
be risky, b11t not giving people a chance to express their concerns is more Tikely to increase alarm than 
decrease ii. Balanced comm1111ication of pesticide benefits and risks more Tikely to decrease public 
concern. 213 

In reviewing the record, Oregon OSHA believes that the risks of pesticides are real ones. But Oregon 
OSHA also believes that many of those risks can be further reduced, although not eliminated, through 
a combination of existing protections and the provisions of the current rnle. 

219lbid., p. 2. 
220Sarah Weppner, Kai Elgethun, Chcnshe11g Lu, Vince Hebert, Michael G. Yost, and Richard A. Fenske, "The Washington 
Aerial Spray Drift Study: Children's Exposure to Methamidophos in an Agricultural Community Following Fixed-Wing Aircraft 
Applications," Joumal of F..rposure Science and Environmental Epidemiology, (2006), p. 394. 
22 Conuncnts by Connie Yost, Fannworker Ministry in the Northwest, in the public hearing al 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in 
Woodburn, transcript p. 33. 
222Comments by Rebecca Velasquez, Women Striving for Progress, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in 
Woodburn, transcript p. 23. 
223Fred Whitford, Richard Feinberg, Amy Mysz, Katherine Rowan, Robert Earl, Otto Doering, Thomas Neltner, and Arlene 
Blessing, "Pesticides and Risk Communication: Interaction and Dialogue with the Public," Published by Purdue Pesticide 
Programs, November 2001, p. 35. 
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VIII. No Srrrav Buffer Zones vs. Applicnlion Exclusion Zones 
The rulemaking record includes extensive comments regarding no-spray buffer zones. To distinguish such 
zones from the Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) found in the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
rule and in the Oregon OSHA rule currently before us, a "buffer zone" would involve a prohibition on 
spraying in a certain location, adjacent to the intended spray application area (most of the related 
comments explicitly refer to "no-spray buffer zones"). The AEZ, by contrast, allows spraying to go 
forward but requires that the potential "off target" exposure be mitigated by either removing employees 
and other individuals from the AEZ or- in the case of ce1iain applications under the state rnle - by 
allowing employees and certain other individuals to "shelter in place" as described in the rule. 

As discussed previously at some length, the EPA rule does not include a buffer zone and no pesticide 
worker protection buffer zone outside the treated area exists in existing Oregon rules (except as dictated 
by particular pesticide labels). If Oregon OSHA were to discard the proposed rule and simply adopt the 
existing EPA rule by reference, no buffer zone would be required (again, except as dictated by paiiicular 
pesticide labels, which are unaffected by the present rulemaking). 

Comments ht Support of a No-Spray Buffer Zone 

In that light, and as also noted previously, the overwhelming majority of comments made in support of a 
buffer zone- whether 100', 150', 300', or 1000' - are in error about either the existing requirements, the 
federal rule, or both. But they also clearly take a position in favor of such buffer zones. As noted 
previously, it is not always clear whether the commenters supporting a buffer zone are aware of the exact 
nature of the federal requirements, but their support for the buffer zone is nonetheless clear: 

Oregon OSHA estimates that workers in their housing may be eJ.posed to 24 adjacent pesticides spraying 
each season, but your agency is proposing two pesticide exposure options that do not reduce the high 
health and safety risks to farm workers. Option one, which is shelter in place without protection and a no
buffer zone; And option two, if a pesticide application is a respiratotJ' hazard- is a respirato1J' hazard, 
stand a lumdredfeet m11ayfi·om the pesticide equipment from -for I 5 minutes. 

In both scenarios, farm workers and theirfamilies will be at risk because they will come into contact with 
pesticides that contaminate farm worker housing, the kitchen areas, bathrooms, and !a11nd1J1 areas. 

As an organization, we believe 300 feet should be the minimum. This is a more ethical standard. We value 
011rfarm workers andfamilies. 124 

I am appalled by the thought that you would ask families like mi11e to merely stand at a minimum distance 
while growers spray around them. Ji.1y aunts, uncles, and many otherfamily members still work in 
agriculture in Oregon. The thought that they might be asked to do this sickens me. I'm asking Oregon 
OSHA to mandate a J 50fool buffer zone between farm labor ho11si11g and treated areas as the least yo11 
can do to protect people's lives. 125 

In addition, some commenters clearly understood the difference between a no-spray buffer zone and the 
AEZ and explicitly encouraged Oregon OSHA to adopt such an additional provision. For example, one 
commenter offered the following: 

And I would also like to encourage you to increase the buffer zone to actually have a b1if.fer, not just the 
exclusion zone, but to actually hm•e a b1!ffer between worker housing and where the trees are planted And 
in our case, trees, with the pear and peach and apple industries down here, at least a hundred-foot 
barrier. 

So my request is: Please, at least a hundred - ideally, a 350-foot buffer zone - but at least the hundred or 
I 50-foot b1!ffer zone .... ~16 

224Comments by Lupe Garcia of Rogue Climate in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 41. 
225Comments by Nick Morales in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 5 5-56. 
226Comments by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 28 and p. 33. 
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B1!f/er Zone Req11ire111e11tsfro111 other States 

As discussed in some detail in a previous section227
, Oregon OSHA is unaware of any requirements in 

other states directly comparable to the one being suggested by advocates of a no-spray buffer zone. 
Neither workplaces nor employer-provided housing (in agriculture or in other industry sectors) are 
addressed by the provisions in other states that Oregon OSHA has reviewed. 

Not all comments referencing other states, however, suggested that the provisions in those states 
addressed workplace exposures. For example, at least one commenter suggested that Oregon OSHA 
should be motivated to adopt such a requirement based on protections afforded schools in ceitain other 
states: 

I would like lo know why two other stales, California and Arizona, have a quarler-mile b11/Jer zone around 
schools, mid Oregon OSHA does not.feel that same protection is necessary for where our farm workers live 
and sleep. ns 

Beyond noting that there is frequently a variation between the level of protection provided to workers and 
that provided to the general public, and noting frnther that neither of the two states in question provides 
that protection to workers (on the farm 01· elsewhere), Oregon OSHA leaves further discussion to the 
conclusion of this section. 

B1!ffer Zone Require111e11/s i11 relation to Sal111011-Beari11g Streams 

Many commenters also suggested that the need for such buffer zones is reinforced by the restrictions with 
regard to fish-bearing streams. Several individuals made comments similar to the following: 

Consider this: by Jm11 here in Oregon, there is a 300:(ool 110 spra};' b11ffer of commonly used peslicides that 
protects salmon and other e11da11geredf1sh.fi·om pesticide drift. " 29 

-- .... -- .......... "'---......... • ... ____ ,_ __ .. ----- ,o - --- -- .... W .. _, M - -- - ... - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - .. - - - - - - - - M - - - - - -- .. - -----• .. - - - -.-- .. - - .. - .. - - -- ......... - .. --- - ,0 .. 

I am ve1J' glad that in Oregon, fish and our precious water sources are provided the 300-foot no-spray 
buffer zone. I do believe that scientific studies ll'ere used to determine this distance so that these beautiji,l 
fish 11'011/d be protectecl, or al least have a reduced chance of being hit with pesticide drift. People dese111e 
to hm•e at least the same disla11ce. 230 

Again, Oregon OSHA plans to discuss the issue of buffers in general as pa1t of the conclusion to this 
section. But it is appropriate to briefly touch on the existing salmon-protection provisions, which are 
result of a federal cornt order under the U.S. Environmental Protection Act. A description of these 
restrictions can be found on the Oregon Depaitment of Agriculture's website.231 The restrictions apply to 
a relatively short list of pesticides, although many of them are or have been in widespread use. In 
considering these provisions as they relate to the current proposal, it is worth noting that while the buffer 
for these pesticides for aerial spray applications is indeed 300 feet, the buffer for ground-based 
applications (which would include those using air-blast sprayers) is only 60 feet. 

Buffer Zones for Foresfly Applications 

The record includes references to an existing buffer zone requirement, found in Oregon law. One 
commenter noted that "Oregon law already establishes an aerial spray buffer zone adjacent to all 
dwellings or schools. See ORS 527.672. Accordingly, OAR 437-004-6405 must be altered so as not to 
undermine existing statutory protections."232 Oregon OSHA notes that, while the 60-foot buffer zone 
mandated by ORS 527.672 does apply to all inhabited dwellings or schools, it does not apply to all 

227Scc Section IV, "Appropriate Consideration and Evaluation of Public Comments," pp.##-##. 
228Comments by Kristina Lefever, Ashland, at hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 50. 
219Kaysc Joma, Unite Orcgor1, in \\Tittcn comments at hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn. 
23°Comments by Kristina Lefever, Ashland, at hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 50. 
211!J.[t11;//11·,1 ,,-.01c 'Llll .l!Ov/ODA/ m,, 11 1l\/P ·slicid~s.f\\latcr/ l'a •c:'lluOcts ns i .~ . 
232Letter from Daniel Galpern, Beyond Toxics, Eugene, March 12, 2018; a similar reference to this statutory provision appears in the 
letter from Carl Wilmsen, Northwest Forest Worker Center; Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics; Ana Molina, Beyond Toxics; Reyna Lopez, 
PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noreste; Ramon Ramirez, PCUN-Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Norcstc; Kathy Keesee 
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pesticides but only to herbicides (this exclusion is not meaningless; the larger statute in which it appears 
clearly involves use of insecticides in forestry applications). And, as the comment indicates, this 60-foot 
buffer zone applies only to aerial applications, not to air-blast or other ground applications. Perhaps most 
impo1tant, it appli es only to forestry applications, which generally would fall outsi.de the scope of the 
pesticide worker prntection standard rnles included in Oregon OSHA' s agriculture standard. 233 

In any case, it is unclear how the lack of a reference to this aerial herbicide buffer zone for forest 
operations in the newly adopted Oregon OSHA rules would undermine the existing statutory requirement 
when Oregon OSHA is unaware of any problems caused by the lack of any such reference in the current 
rule. However, Oregon OSHA does agree that it would be useful to advise those who might be subject to 
both requirements of the existence of the statutory provision, and the final rule as published by Oregon 
OSHA will include a note providing information about the forestry herbicide buffer zone requirement. 

Oregon OSHA notes that another commenter mentioned the same requirement in support of a buffer zone 
and in doing so indicated a clear understanding of its limitations, using it to argue that a workplace buffer 
zone would be reasonable, not suggesting that such a buffer already existed: 

Oregon law already requires a 60 feet no-spray buffer around homes and schools.for aerial foreshJ• spmys 
that occur lessfi'equently and are limited to the types of pesticides applied. Considering the e.,posure 
farmworkers and theirfami!y live with due to the 11a1t1re of theirjobs, it is not 1111reaso11able to require a 
mini//111111 of J 00 feel b1!0er zo11e ,wound farm worker housing. m 

Oregon OSHA Cannot Adopt a Buffer Zone Req11ireme11t 

Oregon OSHA has concluded that no buffer zone requirement can be adopted, particularly as part of this 
rulemaking, making further discussion of the merits of the issue in this document unnecessary. 

First, and most clearly, adopting a buffer zone requirement during the current rulemaking would violate 
the notice requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act. -lfit were possible for Oregon OSHA to 
adopt such a rule, it would first be necessary to develop a new proposal that included such a buffer and 
submit it for public comment. Those affected by such a buffer zone were certainly not put on notice that it 
was a possibility as part of Oregon OSHA's current proposal, and they cannot be expected to have 
addressed it as part of the public record. 

Second, and more important for the longer term, Oregon OSHA (as it repeatedly informed those on the 
advisory committee as the proposed rule was being developed) does not consider itself to have the 
statutory authority necessary to adopt a buffer zone requirement prohibiting the application of legal 
pesticides by legal means to a crop - or a po1tion of a crop - for which the pesticides are approved. We 
view such a restriction as tantamount to a partial ban on the use of the product, which has never been 
viewed as consistent with Oregon OSHA's authority to dictate safe work practices and working 
conditions. 

While Oregon OSHA does believe it has the authority to address issues with regard to the siting of 
agricultural labor housing, that is not the issue before us in this rulemaking (in any case, the feasibility of 
a requirement that would apply to existing housing, rather than future housing, and that would effectively 
close a good deal of existing worker housing would require serious evaluation before it could even be 
considered). 

Morales, NOWJA Unete-Center for Fann Worker Advocacy; and Dagoberto Morales, NOWIA Unete-Center for Farm Worker 
Advocacy, March 14, 2018, p. 3. 
233ORS 527 .672 reads in its entirety: "Aeri[ll herbicide applications. When a forest operation involves applying herbicides by 
aircraft near an inhabited dwelling or school, the operator is responsible for leaving an unsprayed strip of at least 60 feel adjacent 
to the dwelling or school. The responsibility of the operator under this section is in addition to any responsibility of the aerial 
f:esticide applicator under OR chapter 634. [20 15 o.833. §21)." 

34Lctter from Scott Lee on bellalfof the Clatsop County Board of Commissioners, February 16, 2018. 
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IX, The Question of Limited "Shelter in Place" Allowances 

One of the unique features of Oregon OSHA's rule, both in contrast to its earlier 2016 proposal rule and 
to the rule adopted by the EPA in 2015, is the separation of air-blast/aerial AEZ requirements into two 
distinct sets ofrequirements based on whether the pesticide represents a respiratory, rather than a contact 
hazard. In this manner, the rnle retains a "shelter in place" option, although it is more limited than the 
option contained in the 2016 proposal, since it does not apply to those pesticides that represent a 
respiratory hazard. 

This provision received a large number of comments, from a variety of perspectives. 

Sltelterillg in Place versus Evacuation 
Most growers and grower representatives suppo1ted the option to shelter in place but argued that it should 
be available in all circumstances. Both form e-mails received from growers endorsed sheltering in place 
as a safer alternative, as did the standard talking points on which many of the letters received were based. 
In addition, the record includes specific comments such as the following: 

Allowing a shelter-in-place altemative is sqferfor workers than having them fem•e their homes or 
workplaces during an applicatio11. Agric11/t11ral structures includingfamm,orker ho11si11g, office spaces, 
shops and greenhouses can provide adequate protection in the rare e11ent of off-target drifl.11

J 

We support the "shelter in place" alternative for produc/s applied aerially or by airblast sprayer. fl is a 
safer alternative for workers than having them leave their homes or workplaces during an app/icalion. 
Agricultural structures (i.e. farmworker housing, office spaces, shops, and greenhouses) can provide 
adequate protection in the rare event of o.0:target driftfi·om a misapplication of pesticides. 23 

lVe appreciate that OR-OSHA has considered and proposed a shelter-in-place compliance allemative 
which is not specified in /he United Stales Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) version of the AEZ, 
40 CFR 170.405, within the revised WPS. 111is alternative will increase worker safety and decreases 
potential hazards .... The BOA does not support the elimination of the shelter-in-place option in situations 
in which the handler is applying a pesticide which requires respiratory protection. 217 

111is sheltering in place is something /hat you recognize the importance of by allowing them to shelter in 
place at a lwndredfeet instead qf going with what EPA suggested. That was the tight thing to do. As a 
person who both lives next to spray and sprays, applies sprays, s11pe11•ises people applying sprays, deals 
with family living in housing where we are applying pesticides, ii is a much safer way to go. And at 15 0 feet 
it would also be a safer way to go. 238 

We do believe that the shelter in place rule while al difference - thal differentiatefi'omfederal rule fa· 
actually a well-thought out idea. m 

For anybody Iha/ suggests evac11ati11g and returning provides more protection than staying indoors with 
the cabin sealed, I would suggest thal without substantialing evidence to the contra1y, that argument does 
not pass the "red.face tesl" .... the proposed OR-OSHA mle, with di.fferenl requirements for different 
chemicals will lead lo confusion and, perhaps, to complai11ts which tum out not to he violatio11s. "Shelter 
in place" can be easily 1mderstood by e11'foloyees, provides consistency of protection during applications, 
and would be more readily e11forcenble.1 0 

235Letter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, March 15, 2018. 
216E-mail from Dana Estensen, March 15, 2018. 
mLetter from Barbara Boyer, Stale Board of Agriculture, March 14, 2018. 
238Comments by Jennifer Euwer, in the public hearing at IO nm, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 22. 
239Comments by Jeff Stone, Oregon Association ofNurserics, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, 
tronscript pp. 30-31. 
2

~
0Letter from Dan Ericksen, Cascade Cherry Growers, January 18, 2018. 
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The record also includes a number of comments directly criticizing the remaining requirement for 
evacuation in the rule (the rule requires evacuation from a 150-foot AEZ when the label indicates that the 
use of a respirator by the applicator is required). These comments suggested that the provision will create 
significant logistical challenges and risks to workers: 

I'm an orchardist in The Dalfes, and we frequently hm•e lots of wind. And the best lime to spray to avoid 
the drift that you 're talking abo11t is at night, and we rarely spray d11ring the day. So these families are 
going to have lo move out al night. And the disruption there seems lo me to be much more des/rnctive than 
the potential contamination that it might have. And it really- ii makes sense to me for them to shelter in 
place.w 

Since a large number of spray applications are done at night in our area, evacuating a labor camp with 50 
to 150 or more becomes a logistical chal{enge. Once the camp is vacated, ii may take a considemble 
amount of lime to complete an application because rows in orchards ca11 be fang and there may be several 
rows that need to be sprayed before the 15 0 foot threshold is reached. It likely would take more than an 
hour in most cases and, in the meantime, there is no place for the employees to go to seek shelter other than 
in their vehicles. Providing motel rooms would not only be prohibitively expensive, but it is do11bJf1.1l that 
enough vacancy exists in The Dalles area to house people ji'Oln even one camp, let alone many on the same 
nighl.uz 

------------------•---------------------------------------- .............. ,. .............................. ----------.. -------... -----------.. -------------------
Oregon OSHA seems to have a firm foundation of the risks to families remaining in housing d11ri11g 
pesticide applications but have 110/ assess potential risks as a result of the evacuation process or chose to 
ignore these risks. w 

Most, but not all, workers and worker representatives argued that the option to shelter in place should 
never be available. It was explicitly criticized in both form postcards and both form e-mails received from 
those advocating stricter regulation. Most such commenters did not contrast it with the evacuation, option, 
however. And many of them insisted that the only solution was a no-spray buffer zone of some kind 
(discussed in the previous section of this document). 

At least one comment from both perspectives agreed that the requirement with regard to the option to 
shelter-in-place should be the same, based on an argument that the risks themselves were not sufficiently 
distinct. For example, a worker advocate argued against the provision that would allow employees to 
shelter in place when the hazard was a dermal hazard: 

I understand it 'sjr1sl dermal, but I understand also, like, 95 - the reports that I have read- and these are 
ji·mn places like the Penn Stale extension office and other universities thal study pesticide e.,posw·e, 95 to 
97 percent of pesticides are all, 11111 absorbed dermafly. So they make ii seem like a dermal risk is somehow 
lower lha11 a respirato1)' risk, and to me, is crazy. NI 

A grower, on the other hand, made a similar argument against distinguishing between the two, but 
reached the opposite conclusion: · 

And I would ask if there's any evidence at a/1,f hat the need, the require men/ for a respirator on the part of 
the applicator or the mixer, if there's any correlation between that and any proof of any kind of increased 
risk.at 150 feel inside a house will, closed windows .... If 150 {\lerba/1111).feet sheltering in place is a good 
idct1, ii 's a good idea at I 50.feet too. It's sqfer. It's a sqfer thing to doforpeople. w 

141Comments by Gary Wade in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 51. 
242Le!ter from Dan Ericksen, Cascade Cherr}' Growers, January 18, 2018. 
243Commenls by Adam McCarthy in the public hearing at IO am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 36. 
244Commcnts by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p, 31-32. 
245Conunents by Jennifer Euwer in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 23. In context, 
as highlighted by the court reporter who prepared the transcript, the second "150" in the quoted text should be read as "100." 
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The Adequacy of Worker Housing 

For those opponents of the provision to allow employees to shelter in place directly, many of their 
comments focused on the condition of worker housing: 

... one of the issues that you've heard about today that is really tied into this iss11e is the farmworkers' 
housing and really just how inadequate some of that- those living quarters are to pro/eel them from the 
pesticides and how close they are to the fields that are being treated Often just actually abutting those 
fields. And I think what you've heard is sometimes these structures don't provide adequate protection 
from outside air coming in. They don't have bathrooms, running wate,·. They have windows that are made 
of cardboard And the only reason I mentioned bathrooms, mnning water is because I think sometimes 
workers- even if the;1 are in housing- still need to go out lo access some o.f their kitchen areas, their 
laundry facilities. And these stnrc/ures are definitely not protective of from infiltration of pesticide sprays, 
mists and.fumes_ So given the reality of some of these inadequate farmworkers' living quarters, we do 
recommend that there be larger b11tfer zones around the treated areas. And while we appreciate the 
current proposal going a bilflfrther, we do think that a more reasonable bufter zone around the automatic 
exclusion zones would be 300 feet. N 6 

So this is one of the- this is local housing here, this building under this shed here on the - on the right- on 
the lefl-hand side, if this is considered, like, adequate housing where these people can shelter? And I'm 
veJJ' concerned, because the windows underneath here, underneath this shelter, are cardboard, the 
windows are broken out or the windows are cracked, and they are filled in with pieces of cardboard. 
People who live in this area of this camp say the smell of pesticides is so strong, ii makes them sick inside 
of their ho//se. 

So here is a pe1fect example of the housing. You can see where they eat at their picnic table, and you can 
see where the orchard is, within- it's not a l11111dredfee(fi'OJn there, it's ve1J1 close. You can see cracks on 
the side of the building that they live in where any type of respirator concerns or dermal- ii 'snot going to 
protect them. 

Here's another picture of the windows, and undemea/h that, um, that lea11-tha1 big while harvest building, 
you can see they are taped up with cardboard, some of the windows are broken, they have been asking 
them to have them replaced and they are not getting replaced. 

Here's another one inside one of those little shacks or the little huts, that is -where the circle is at the top, 
that 'sjust wire mesh It's not going lo protec/ them at all. And the little white dot off to the side is actually 
daylight coming through fi·om the 011/side of the - of thal cement wall. U? 

1 hear the growers saying that shelter in place is more effective, and that may be tmefor a lot of the folks 
i11 this room who provide adequate, good housingfor their workers. But we have lo look at the lowest 
common denominator, and there are plenty of really third-world conditions that many, many workers in 
this state live in. us 

Many comments also spoke about the problems created by outside storage, equipment and activities: 

Also, if you can see the bicycles there, there are children there, you can see how close the trees are in the 
back where that yellow color is on the side -

Here's another, um, here's another issue. Like, here's a barbecue, and you can see how close it is to~ this 
is right off to the side qf that hut, that white shed, like, barn-type thing. And if this is - Ideally, these won't 
be considered adequate housing/or these people to shelter in when they are spraying. But 1 mean -And 
these are little sheds - not Iii/le sheds - little concrete block houses that the workers stay in. The center is 
where they- for bathroom and - basically, bathroom and toilet services and things are in there, and then 
that big house in the back is where there's a lot of the workers are housed. 249 

246Comments by Kate Newhall, Family Forward, in the public heari11g at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 26 
247Comments by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript pp. 29-31. 
248Comments by Kate Suisman, Northwest Workers Justice Project, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood 
River, transcript p. 54. 
249lbid., pp. 30-31. 
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Few of these comments acknowledged that the federal rule adopted by the EPA makes no provision at all 
to address these issues, although some other commenters noted that the state rule does include provisions 
designed to provide a measure of protection involving outside storage (whether the employees are 
evacuating or sheltering in place): 

These regulations will offet workers a place to store their things like that toys and child bicycles away fi·om 
the spray of pesticides and will require that other personal items are covered too. This is good because 
workers of/en think that hanging these toys on a hook means that Ifie are saf e. They may beliel'e it's only 
the soil near their housing and not transported by ah· into the housing close lo the fields, iso 

While the rule does not expressly require storage be constructed (other than the provision to provide 
outdoor storage for shoes), the commenter is correct that the rule requires that methods of protecting 
sensitive operations and equipment (whether covering, removing, or storing) must be addressed as pmt of 
the training for camp residents. 

In contrast to comments such as most of those above, many growers emphasized the positive condition of 
their housing as a justification for expanding the option to shelter in place: 

I've spent prelly much all my profits building housing/or the last fen years, so I've built seven d/fferen/ 
housing units. They have laund,y facilities/or the most part either right next door or i11side so people do11 't 
have to leave lo do thal sorl of thing. My hope was tlw/ they could lil'e a more secure, calm life in their 
home with their cl,i/dren so they could study and gel ready to go to school in the morning. w 

71iese cabins are inspected by Oregon OSHA, and meet all of the physical requirements incl11di11g enclosed 
sleeping spaces with operative windows and se((-closing doors. We spray i11 the night to avoid wi/11 ' conditions 
and drift. The cabins can be effectively sealed against any small amount of drift that might occur, JJ 

It's clear OR-OSHA recognizes the common-sense practices that allow these occupants lo remain inside 
their homes during most pesticide applications .. ,, Our farm housing is solid, fully enclosed and safe, the 
ideal location for occupants during application. m 

Ii is in the best interest of our On-Farm employees to be allowed to: A) Be notified of a pending spray 
application in tlie vicinity of Employee Housing, B) Choose to close all doors and windows and maintain 
their position within their home. m 

Several commenters also emphasized the limited options available to agricultural workers when it comes 
to housing. For example, one commenter emphasized the limited options available to such workers: 

Here in Oregon, as the cost of living increases, workers ojlenjind that the only housing that are available 
to them are units offered by their employers. As a result of limited housing options, some workers end up 
living in labor camps, where they often suffer from inadequate conditions without access to water, 
restrooms, or spaces to cook meals for theirfamilies, Their housing tends to be close to the orchards and 
fields where they work, which often means that they are exposed to harmful peslicides. But we 're here - we 
are here today to demand bet fer. m 

Another commenter made a similar observation about the situation in which workers find themselves (in 
criticizing both the evacuation and the shelter-in-place provisions of the rule): 

Would you be willing to stand 150 feetfi'om a potential chemical that can kill you or your children by 
absorbing ii through your skin? Would you stand there and have to go back - because if 's being !>pmyed 
and getting in contact with your home - after only 15 minutes? 

25°Connnents by Santiago Ventura, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing ut 6 pm, November I 5, 2017 in Woodburn, transcript 
ffi· 15-16. 

1Comments by Jennifer Euwer, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript pp. 21-22. 
252Comments by Gary Wude in the public hearing at 10 run, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 51. 
253Letter from Steven Bickford, Bickford Orchards, Inc., January 25, 20 l 8, 
254Letter from Allan Van Metre, West Vnlley Farms and Wimmer Orchards. 
255Comments by Teresa Alonso Leon, State Represen1ative, in the public hearing ut 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 31 ·32. 
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I be/ie1•e your amwer would be no. Why? You hm•e somewhere else to live that can protect you from more 
of these environmental hazards. These people who work in the labor camps don't have anywhere else to go. 
They are minimum wage, and with our c11rl'ent housing shortages in the state of Oregon, they can't q(ford 
the exorbitant rent prices and they have no other options available to them. 7J

6 

Both those testifying in support of the rule as an impo11ant first step and those arguing for a higher level 
of protection highlighted a number of concems about worker housing and urged Oregon OSHA to take up 
improvements to the agriculture labor housing (ALH) rules in the near future.1

J
7 

ln relation to housing conditions, ce11ain growers made the point that substandard housing should not be 
treated in the same way as better-quality housing: 

The other thing I heard-I heard in some of these - in some oft/,ese meetings I've heard people describe 
housing with gaps in the walls, or I've heard people talk about a house that has branches extending over 
the ho11se and they 're getting sprayed, I think we can all agree that - thal !hose things sltouldn 't happen. 
So if you have a house thal 's no/ really a ho11se because it has holes, then we could address that, and we 
cannol cafl ii a house you can shelter in place in. Of ifyo11 have a tree that's 011eryo111· house, obl'iously 
Iha/ sho11ld11 't be sprayed We can all agree that should be cul down 

And ifwe did !hose co111111011 sense things and assumed that by "house" we meant "house" and talked 
about what kind of housing people could shelter in, ii seems lo me that that would be a much more 
practical, safer, better thing, bet/er 011/come for our emplolees than deciding that 150 feet is - is some 
magic numbers because the label says to 11se a respirator. ss 

Oregon OSHA agrees that not all ALH meets the rule's requirement that a structure be able to be fully 
closed (although even those that can be fully enclosed will not be "aii1ight"). And housing or other 
structures that cannot be closed, either because of the lack of doors and closeable windows or for other 
reasons, would not be available as a "shelter in place" option under the rule. While many of the situations 
bighlighted in the rulemaking record represent violations of tbe pre-existing ALH rnles adopted and 
enforced by Oregon OSHA/s9 the division remains aware that ce11ain housing that cannot be fully closed 
nonetheless meets the ALH requirements and can be legally operated. [t is for this reason that ALH 
compliance and Oregon OSHA's evaluation of such housing does not in and of itself indicate that it is 
adequate to comply with the AEZ shelter-in-place requirements. The grower (and, ultimately, Oregon 
OSHA) must make that assessment, without relying upon the ALH certification alone. 

Oregon OSHA also notes that the rule provides an option for growers, such as the commenter, who 
believe their housing is sufficiently protective even from respiratory hazards to apply for a variance, 
perhaps in combination with other factors such as enhanced training or additional barriers of one kind or 
another. For many of the reasons discussed in remainder of this section, Oregon OSHA acknowledges 
evacuation of worker housing is not an ideal option, and requests for a variance from the rule 
requirements - provided they represent a level of protection at least as great as that provided by the rule -
will be evaluated with that understanding. 

Challenges in Relation to Evacuation Requirements 

The record includes a number of comments specifically criticizing the evacuation provisions of the rule. 
For example, Oregon OSHA received comments such as the following from both advocates and 
opponents of stricter regulation: 

If they say they going to spray at 2:00 in the moming, they going to knock on the door, hey gel out of there 
because we are going lo spray. How - if they have children, how are they going to move and wait for 15 

256Commcnts by Nick Morales in !he public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 56-57. 
257See, for example, comments by Santiago Ventura, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in 
Woodburn, lranscript pp. 17-18. See, also the comments by Valentin Sanchez, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 11 am, 
November 16, 2017, in Woodbum, transcript p. 19-22, and comments by Connie Yost, Farmworker Ministry in the Northwest, in the 
public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 34. See also the conclusion of the letter from Nargess 
Shadbch, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018. 
mComments by Jennifer Euwer, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript pp. 23-24. 
2

$
9See OAR 437-004-1120. 
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minutes, go back in? Have yo11 done ii to yourfa111ily? You done if to your kids? Honestly, it's not 
workable. 260 

J1111e 29, 2018 

My comments were that this Iola/ evacuation that you 're requiring, this 150.foot thing is 110/ going to be 
ve,y workable. A lot ofus spray at night. So what do we do? We wake up these families at night and tell 
them to gather their kids and lea11e. ]'111 not sure a lot of thinki11g was put into this, and hoiv we 're going to 
do this. 261 

Imagine if yow· doorbell rang at 5:00 a.111. cmd you 're abr11pt~v told to evacuate your home, sla11d I 50 feet 
m11ay and watch in !he cold of the momi11g as dangerous chemicals are sprayed close enough.for you lo 
smell I hem. i~u are told you must wail until you can go back to your home. ls I here anyone who would 
elect to have themselves and theirfamilies put in that posilion?26

i 

Some other comments focused on specific problems that they feared would result from the evacuation 
requirement. 

What are we going to do when we tef/ people to lea\le for spray application al 3 AM, and they reji1se? Let's 
stzy a child is sick, and lhe workers says, "/just can't leave"? Can an orchard be held hostage on ti111e
se11silive sprny applicalions, risking an en/ire crop because one family in t1 hundred chooses not to leave. 
ll'hat are 0111· altemafives and options lo e1if'orce this mle if lliey 1•ol11ntariO• choose to stay? 163 

Oregon OSHA has considered this comments and notes that, unlike a situation where housing is 
rented to individuals in a traditional landlord-tenant arrangement, workers (and their families) in 
housing provided as a condition of employment can be required to leave the housing, particularly in 
order to comply with a rule requirement. While the need to minimize conflicts such as that addressed 
in the hypothetical is one of the reasons that employers should provide as much advance notice as 
possible when spray applications are going to be - or even likely to be - occurring, if necessary the 
employer can in fact require workers to evacuate even over their objection. 

As clearly acknowledged in the final rnle (and as a practical matter in any case) the decision to 
shelter-in-place in employer-provided housing while off duty is one that can be rejected by the worker 
(and other residents) who can always choose to leave their housing. The decision that the housing 
must be evacuated in order to comply with the rule, in contrast, is not a voluntary one, either on the 
part of the employer or the worker.264 

A number of lengthy comments in the record specifically highlighted the challenges created by 
frequent evacuations during the night or early morning hours, especially in relation to school-age and 
younger children. For example, one trained special educator wrote at length regarding the challenges, 
including the following comments: 

I won;• about the effect on studellfs' academic lil'es. 11ie students would either be missing 0111 on sleep to 
build in the commute time. Already we know Iha/ sl11denls are chronically sleep deprived. If this proves to 
be too difficult for the families to get students to school on these dtzys, the attendance of students could 
plummet. School attendance is directly tied to student success. Research shows that young prima,y students 
who are chronically absent are less likely to read at grade level. Students in middle school or older who 
have chronic absences are less likely to graduate on lime if at all. m 

26°Comments by Dagoberto Morales in the public hearing ut l l :15 am, December 5,2017, in Medford, transcript p. 31. 
261Comments by Don Brocklesby in the public he~ring at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 13. 
262Comments by Samuel Davila in the public hearing a( 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 39. 
263Comments by David Wood in the public hearing nt 10 mu, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 60. 
264This is distinct from the question of employer knowledge oft he violative condition, which is n factor in any violation cited by 
Oregon OSHA. To the degree that the employer takes steps to evacuate the housing and a worker remains in 1he housing but the 
employer did not lmow and could not hnve kn0\\11 even with the exercise ofreasonable diligence, the employer is not responsible 
for the violation and cannot be cited under the Oregon Safe Employment Act (see ORS 654.086(3)). 
26\etter from Brandi Borton, read by Lisa Perry in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 44. 
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Others echoed similar concerns: 

So /he consequences of ins11.fficient sleep have been well-researched. There is ample evidence that chaotic 
or unstable circumstances such as repeat awakening d11ring a typical sleep time can result in s11stained 
extreme activation of the s/ress response system, Prolonged activation of these stress hormones in early 
childhood can weaken and reduce the neuro conneclions in the brain. Asking/amities to evacuate and 
interrnpt their fives is throwing a ·wrench in the daily routine. 

Even planned, nonemergency e\1acuations 11111ltiple limes a year can lead lo trauma. Routines give infants 
and toddlers a sense of security stability. I'm sure you can ask anyone who has e\1er had a toddler the 
consequences that can come from getting them out of a routine, tantrums and other nondesired behavior. 
166 

Lack of quality sleep is a huge factor in contributions to fatal crashes. Also chronic absence in school 
which we talked about earlier is also considered bad. I have spoken with family educators who primarily 
work wirh low-income families and children. They agree the negative side e_ffecrs far 011ht1eigh the bene_fits 
of this proposed fmi•. 167 

One grower noted that she had improved the housing she provides precisely in the hope of giving her 
workers and their families a better living situation: 

A,fy hope [with recent housing improvements} was /hat they could live a more secure, calm life in their 
home wilh their children so they could study and get ready to go to school in the morning. And the idea that 
they are now going to have to possibly be evacuated day after day in the springtime, in my opinion, will 
make their lives more dangerous and also perhaps impact /heir children and their education in terms of 
having to lem1e /he house al night a11d having - having their lives disco111bobulaied that way. 163 

Oregon OSHA does not take the concerns expressed by such comments lightly, and such concerns remain 
one of the reasons that the final rule includes the option to shelter in place for those situations where the 
pesticide does not present a respiratory hazard. During the rule development, Oregon OSHA was advised 
by growers that most applications did not require respirators, although that was not confirmed by actual 
documentation of the pesticides applied. And ce11ain comments in the record suggest that understanding 
may not be entirely accurate. Oregon OSHA is aware that the rule's distinction between two types of 
applications (those requiring respirators and those not requiring respirators) was developed in the absence 
of precise information about the relative frequency of the two applications, and the lack of such 
infonnation269 continues to limit Oregon OSHA' s complete understanding of the issue. 

However, Oregon OSHA believes that the pesticides that present a respiratory hazard also present a 
greater risk to those sheltering in place - not because of the intrinsic harm of the pesticide but because the 
route of exposure itself makes harmful exposure to those inside a strncture in the event of pesticide drift 
more likely. To the degree that the requirement to evacuate under the rule (as well as the burden 
associated with that evacuation) is triggered more frequently, it wilJ be because the underlying risk itself 
is more frequent and therefore greater. In this way, the extent of the exposure and the extent of the 
regulatory burden are at least somewhat balanced by the inevitable relationship between the two. 

Justijicalio11 for tlte Increase of the AEZ /11 some Situations to 150 feet 

Separate and apart from restricting the availability of the option to shelter in place, the Oregon also 
increases the size of the AEZ - in comparison both to the EPA rule and other portions of the Oregon rule 
-when the label requires that the applicator use a respirator. This is one of several areas where the 
Oregon rule clearly provides a greater measure of protection than does the federal rule adopted in 2015. 

266Comments by Lisa Perry in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript pp. 47-48. 
267Ibid,, p. 49. 
268Comment~ hr Jennifer Euwer in the public hearing at IO am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 21. 
2691n relation lo the growers' concerns about sbaring such infonnation, see the previouslr rcfcruuced letter from Mike Doke, 
Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, September, 7, 2017. 
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Many growers argued that there was no basis for such a determination. Indeed, it was addressed by both 
form e-mails on the subject, as well many of the letters that relied upon a standard set of talking points. In 
addition, the record includes a number of specific comments such as the following: 

And so our main question is why does Oregon believe that you have s1{{ficient guidelines to provide a 50 
percent greater area/or an AEZ than what the EPA established at beMeen JOO feet and 150/eet. And sol 
guess my question is do you have scientific data that pro11ides information lo show that - you know, that 
having a 150-fool area is required. And so, you know, we in the potato industry are committed to providing 
the best safest farming activifies that we can, but that, you know, having this additional area requirement 
could become a.financial burden. And so if you have scientific &,ta, we would like to know what that is .... 
[A]re there scientific, I guess, models that you used to determine this 150-foot zone rather than the JOO-foot 
zone EPA has established?170 

A 150-foot AEZforproducts requiring respirators has no scientific justification. The respimtOJJ' 
requirement does not indicate a product is more hazardous than one that requires only dermal or eye 
protection. 271 

• 

EPA determines whether a respirator is required based upon dataji-0111 inhalation toxicity studies, and 
possible pesticide applicator e.xposure. A respirator is required to reduce risk to applicators, not 
bystanders outside of the application area. It would be extremely improbable that a person in an enclosed 
agricultural structure within an AEZ would be exposed to comparable levels as that of a pesticide 
applicator. 271 

Oregon OSHA has considered the comments in the record and made two distinct, but interrelated 
determinations: 

First, Oregon OSHA believes that the record does justify an added protective measure in relation to 
worker housing - even without the preliminary research showing a distinct possibility of drift up to at 
least 170 feet. 273 Oregon OSHA believes the totality of the record indicates that drift is clearly a 
meaningful possibility at 150 feet. However, Oregon OSHA believes that the structure - even a structure 
that is less than ideal - provides a measure of protection from deposition of pesticides within the 
structure. For this reason, the use of the EPA's 100-foot limit for such hazards, while adopting a longer 
150-foot limit for respiratory hazards, appears justified. Some have argued that the ISO-foot limit should 
be adopted for all aerial/airblast hazards (paiticularly since the structure as a protective measure is not 
present in all situations). Others have argued that Oregon OSHA should defer to the EPA on the AEZ 
distances (generally while at the same time arguing that Oregon OSHA should not defer to the EPA on 
the evacuation requirement). 

Oregon OSHA has assessed the balance of the arguments made and determined to leave in place the 
tlu-esholds as proposed.274 

Second, Oregon OSHA believes that the distinction in the exposure pathways, as noted previously, 
justifies making the shelter-in-place option available when only dermal hazards are present but requiring 
evacuation when respiratory hazards are present. As noted, this is not because respiratory hazards are 
necessarily greater than dermal hazards, but because the nature of the exposure route itself means that the 
risks ofrespiratory exposure are greater while inside a structure. 

270Comments by Bill Brewer, Oregon Potato Commission, in public hearing in Woodbum at 11:15, November 16, 2017, transcript 
f p. 12-13, 

71Letter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, March 15, 2018. 
272Letter from Barbara Boyer, State Board of Agriculture, March 14, 2018. 
273See the letter from Richard A. Fenske, Michael Yost, Edward Kasner, and Magali Blanco, Pacific Northwest Agricultural 
Safety and Health Center, March 9, 20 LS and the accompanying discussion on page##. 
274Although not the basis for the division's detenninalion, Oregon OSHA also notes that a decision at this point to increase the 
proposed JOO-foot threshold for non-respiratory hazards to 150 feet would at least arguably exceed the notice provisions of the 
present rule and therefore require a new proposed rule and public comment period. 
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As a result, and after considering the comments made- as well as the other provisions of the rnle, 
including the availability of variances when appropriate- Oregon OSHA has adopted the proposed AEZ 
thresholds for aerial and air-blast applications without substantive modifications. 
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X. Discussion of Other Suggested Clumges to the Rule 

In addition to the major issues discussed in the preceding sections, Oregon OSHA evaluated a number of 
other potential changes to the rule as proposed, based on the comments received and their relationship to 
the record as a whole. 

Essentially, Oregon OSHA responded to each of these issues in one or more of the following ways: 

• In some cases Oregon OSHA made a change that the division views as a clarification or 
correction to the rnle as proposed, without intending to make a substantive modification. In some 
cases, these changes are reflected in non-regulatory notes, while in others (the need to restructure 
and clarify the table, for example) the changes better align the rule with the original intention. 

• In other cases a change in the rule represented more than a clarification and instead reflected an 
actual change in the intended approach. One example of this would be the adjustments of the 
AEZ definition as it relates to the time frame involving pesticide applications other than aerial or 
airblast spraying. 

• In still other cases the issues were considered but did not result in a change to the rule (or resulted 
in a change that was less sweeping than the commenter might have intended). Examples of this 
sort of issue would include both the suggestion to eliminate the 15-minute extension of the AEZ 
altogether and the suggestion that the Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) should somehow reflect 
the particular reentry interval for the pesticide in question. 

Suggested Clarifications to the Regulatory Text 

A number of comments received either directly suggested that clarification of one or more provisions of 
the rule was needed or indirectly raised the need for such a clarification. Oregon OSHA responded to 
many of these issues by either clarifying the regulat01y text or by adding a non-regulatory note providing 
such clarification. 

Need to Clarify "Respirat01:)1 Hazard" Trigger 

A significant number of comments noted in some fashion that the rule "makes no distinction between 
products that require respirators for applying the pesticide and those that only require respirators for 
mixing and/or loading."275 It had always been Oregon OSHA's intention that the assessment of whether 
the pesticide involved a respiratory hazard for the purposes of the AEZ would be based on the label 
requirements as they relate to the applicator. The final rule has been adjusted to better reflect that 
intention. 

Suggested Need to clarijj1 language regarding "extending downward" 

One commenter found the language of the rule defining the AEZ to be confusing in several respects. 

First, what does "ex/ending downward mean? Did you mean "outward" inslead? If so, how far 
outward?276 

Although the rule could be clearer (and the rule as adopted attempts to describe the relationship more 
clearly), the commenter's concerns about "how far outward" are misplaced. The language "extending 
downward" is correct. The point being made is that the AEZ is defined by the horizontal distance from 
the spray equipment. To the degree that the spray equipment is some distance off of the ground, the AEZ 
extends "downward" from that horizontal plane to the ground below it- essentially, the language is 
indicating that the AEZ is a three-dimensional cylinder (although a relatively flat one), rather than a two
dimensional circle. 

mLetter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Frui1 Growers, 1farch 15, 2018. See similar comments (among many others) in 
letters from Garry Rodakowski, Associated Oregon Hazelnut Industries, December 11, 2107; and Scott J. Dahlman, Oregonians 
for Food & Shelter, March 15, 2018. 
276Letter from Scott Rawlins, Wilbur-Ellis Company, January 23, 2018. 
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The same commenter also was confused by the rule's observation that the AEZ might extend outside 
of the treated area: 

Second, what does ''extend beyond the treated area" mean? Does this mean that a 150-foot AEZ could be 
larger? If so, how large and in what situations would a larger AEZ be justified?m 

It appears that the commenter misunderstands the relationship between the treated area and the AEZ. The 
primary purpose of the AEZ is precisely to provide a measure of protection outside the treated area - as 
noted previously (and as reflected by comments both in suppoit of and opposing stricter regulation), the 
rule is actually intended to protect against off-target drHt. The outer edge of the AEZ is measured from 
the spray equipment, which means that any time the edge of the treated area is inside the paiticular AEZ 
distance, the AEZ will necessarily extend beyond the treated area. It is not the size of the AEZ that 
changes, but its position in relation to the treated area that changes as the spray equipment moves within 
the treated area. The AEZ is like a halo extending around the spray equipment, and as the spray 
equipment approaches the perimeter of the treated area, the AEZ (halo) extends beyond the perimeter to 
provide an extra measure of protection. The language in the rule is correct in stating that the AEZ "may 
extend beyond the treated area." In fact, it is almost certain that it will do so during at least part of every 
application. 

The final sentence in the same section also generated comments regarding its clarity. 

Third, the final sentence makes no sense. We 're assuming if 's an editing issue. If it's not, it's completely 
unclear as to what is required and 11eeds to be clarified. 2711 

The sentence in question was intended to indicate that the AEZ does not end immediately when the spray 
equipment moves on, but rather lasts for an additional 15 minutes. The final rule clarifies this language to 
make it clear that the entire application need not be completed; rather, the 15 minutes is triggered when 
the spray equipment moves out of the area.279 As noted below, the final rule also eliminates this 15-
minute extension of the AEZ time frame in relation to applications other than aerial and airblast spray 
applications. 

The same sentence is also one of several references to "handler employers," which generated a number of 
comments: 

Another unsettled question is around liability. Under the EPA mies, the agric11/t11ral employer is 
responsible for ensuring that the AEZ requirements are complied with. In contrast, the OR-OSHA proposal 
puts additional liability on the handler as well. 11iis is completely impractical. A handler employer is often 
not the person applying pesticide in a commercial opel'(l//011. And even if they were, they hm1e no control 
over the employees of /he agric11lt11ral employer that they are contracted to make applicalio11sfor. 180 

With regard to employer responsibility for employees, the proposed rule was not intended to expand 
employer responsibility but simply to reflect the existing relationship - the reference to handler employers 
was intended to make clear that the provisions applied whenever an employer was exercising direction 
and control over workers (typically, as noted by the above comment, these would be its own workers, if 
any; not the grower's workers) and in relation to those individuals living in housing provided as a 
condition of employment. The final rule removes the explicit reference to employers by type, leaving 
employers responsible for their own employees and housing residents ( or for other employees over whom 
they are exercising direction and control). 

277Leller from Scott Rnwlins, Wilbur-Ellis Company, January 23, 2018. 
278Letter from Scott Rawlins, Wilbur-Ellis Company, Janunry 23, 2018. 
279Jn many situations, the same space outside the treated area will fall within the AEZ multiple times during a single application, 
as the spray equipment moves up and do\\11 the rows, This would be true under the existing EPA rule as well. 
280Letter from Scott J. Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Shelter, March 15, 2018, p. 2. 
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Suggested Need to Clarify Oregon OSHA 's Jurisdiction 

The record includes comments highlighting language in the rule that appears to exceed Oregon 
OSHA jurisdiction: 

The opening paragraph of the rule states I hat, "[TJ his rule applies in Oregon where worker or other 
people are adjacent to pesticides ... " (emphasis added). While the EPA rule clearly applies to some people 
who are not workers, it is unclear what OR-OSOHA 'sjurisdiction m•er non-employees is. While OR-OSHA 
clearly has jurisdiction over employers, there are some requirements within the proposed rule which would 
ask employers lo impose standards on non-employees that they may not have control owtr. We do not 
believe that OR-OSHA has the regulatory t111/horily to impose those kinds of req11ireme111s·281 

The commenter correctly notes a drafting flaw in the proposed rule that appears to extend Oregon 
OSHA 's jurisdiction.282 This is partly the result of adopting EPA language and pa1tly the result of the 
need to ensure that the rule addressed potential exposure to non-employee residents of housing that has 
been provided as a condition of employment (in other words, non-employee members of an employee's 
household). The final rule has been clarified to more closely match the limits of Oregon OSHA's 
jurisdiction. 

Suggested Need to Clarify Employer Liability for Worker Failure to Follow Instructions 

A number of other individuals commented on a related issue, regarding the employer's responsibility 
if one or more of the workers fail to follow employer instructions. 

The liability for agricultural employers is unclear. II needs lo be clearly defined in the rnle that employers 
who provide the proper notification and instruction are not liable if workers fail lo follow them. m 

Employers who provide the proper notification and instruction are not responsible for an employee's 
failure to follow such guidance if the employer did not know about the violation and could not have 
known about the violation even with the exercise ofreasonable diligence.284 That standard exists in 
relation to all Oregon OSHA enforcement activity, independent of this rule, and Oregon OSHA has 
concluded that fmther clarification of it within this rule is neither necessary nor useful. 

Relatio11ship Be11Vee11 AEZ Time Frames wul Re_-e11trv Intervals 

The record includes a large number of comments on the relationship between the 15-minute AEZ time 
frame and the existing re-entry intervals, reflected on the label and already enforced in relation to the 
treated area itself. 

Many comments questioned the adequacy of the 15-minute waiting period. The bulk of such comments 
appeared to equate the AEZ with the treated area itself, which would put the AEZ requirements in direct 
conflict with the re-entry intervals specified on the label: 

How can we assume that that's a sq(e thing for them to re-enter, where the pesticide may hm•e a four-day 
re-enhJ' inten•al, that we ask them to go back in after 15 minutes? So I'm requesting that you at least 
follow the re-enlly intervals for the application exclusion zones that are listed on the pesticide containers. 
They have been studied, the meet EPA requirements. And all those may be even minimum requirements, 
even four days may be a minimum requirement; al least it's still better than 15 minutes. 185 

281Letter from Scott J. Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Shelter, March 15, 2018, p. 2. 
282As a practical matter, such language would have no legal eflect. Oregon OSHA's rulemaking ability is, of course, limited by 
its jurisdiction and no rule would have effect outside the agency's jurisdiction, regardless of the language used. 
mLetter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, March 15, 2018. 
2
g
4ORS 654.086(2) reads in its entirely: "For the purposes of ORS 654.001 to 654.295, 654.412 to 654.423 and 654.750 to 

654.780 a serious violation exists in a place of employment if there is a substantial probability that death or serious physical harm 
could result from a condition which exists, or from one or more practices, means, methods, operations or processes which have 
been adopted or are in use, in such place of employment unless the employer did not, and could not with the exercise of 
reasonable diligence, know of the presence of the violation." Oregon OSHA has historically applied the same limitation to other
than•serious violations, although the statute does not address them directly. 
285Comments by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 27. 
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We are also concerned with the 0111011111 of time individuals are required lo remain 011tside the AEZ and 
believe a 15-minule exclusion is woefully insufficient. Pesticides linger and drift. This is ll'hy the EPA 
requires a Restricted Entry Inten,af (REI), which is a set waiting period before workers can return to a 
treated area. The EPA classifies and requires labeling of pesticides with a REI and sets a specific exclusion 
timejimnefor specific pesticides. ff the legal requirements of the pesticide require a REI, this protection 
should be mirrored in OR-OSHA rules and be provided to anyone in the treated area, including 
farmworker.families, The 15-minute waiting period currently proposed is arbifra,y and contradicts existing 
EPA standards.186[emphasis in original] 

Additionally, I would like to see re-enflJ' intervals to the application exclusion zone that meet or exceed 
the pesticide's re-enhy limits set by the EPA. The EPA standards/or when people can re-enter are based 
011 real science and they protect peoplef,-om the dangerous toxins contained within pesticides. 287 

Distance and time are both important/actors when dealing with pesticides. There is no scient/fic basis to 
support the proposed standard of allowing workers to reenter sprayed areas after 15 minutes, especiaffy 
whe11 such a slandardwo11/d conflict with the reenhy times products suggest based on the toxicity of said 
products being used 188 

In addition, re-entlJ' intervals should be at least as long as what is on the pesticide label, and not shortened 
for grower convenience and profit. 209 

In evaluating these comments, it is important to recognize two legal realities and to recognize that it is not 
always clear whether the commenters themselves are aware of these distinctions: 

• first, in the absence of the 15-minute provision, the AEZ- which exists separate and apart from the 
"treated area'' - ends immediately as the spray equipment move on. That is the requirement adopted 
by the EPA, and the Oregon rule represents an increase in that requirement, not a decrease. 

• second, the 15-minute provision does not affect the existing re-entry intervals dictated by the 
particular product's pesticide label, which apply not only to applicators but to all workers entering the 
area covered by them. 

At least some comments, however, more clearly reflect an understanding that they are asking for the 
15-minute requirement to be extended even further. One commenter suggested that the AEZ time 
frame should be "more consistent with" the re-entry intervals on the label and should "align" with 
those time frames: 

We think that that 15-minute exclusion is not sufficient given that, as you've heard, pesticides linger and 
drift. We think that the time that workers spend outside of/he AEZ should be more consistent with the 
EPA 's required restricted enlly interval thal as you g101s know is different depending on the different types 
of pesticides, that there is one set for each of these. And I think the exclusion zone amount of time should 
align with that restricted ent1y inlen>al. 290 

Another comment (by one of the individuals already quoted above) suggested that the re-entry 
interval should be based on the presumption that drift occurs, and therefore the AEZ should be 
handled in the same manner as the treated area: 

... the waiting period of 15 minutes is arbifl•my and inadequate. The re-enhy interval.for workers should be 
the same as that/or the applicator. If the intent is to protect workers here, we need to assume drift happens, 
and that workers and their families will be returning to the labor camp, or to work in the areas that were 

286Commcnts by Kate Suisman, Northwest Workers Justice Project, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodbllm, 
lranscript p. 41. 
mcommcn1s by Nick Morales i11 the public h~11ring HI 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript p. 56. 
288Lcller from Scott Lee on behalf of the Clatsop Cou111y Board of Commissioners, Fcbmary 16, 2018. 
2891!-mail from David Tvedt, January 26, 2018. 
290Commcnts by Kate Newhall, Family Forward, in the public hearing at I I am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, tnmscriptp. 26 
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qffected by drifl. I 5 111i11111es is 1101 long enough for pesticides lo dissipate, and workers will be walking 
1hro11gli high co11ce11frafio11s of pesticides a11d breathing pesticides if they l'et11m i11j11s1I5111i/1111es. 191 

With regard to the suggestion that the waiting period to return to the AEZ should minor the label 
requirements for the treated area, such a change would essentially change the definition of the treated area 
to include a larger space outside of it. Oregon OSHA does not believe such a modification is 
appropriate.292 While Oregon OSHA recognizes that drift is a meaningful risk, and is likely to be a reality 
in some situations, the agency is not convinced that it is inevitable or that it occurs in all pesticide 
applications. It certainly is not persuaded that the EPA's enforcement oflabel-required re-entry intervals 
justify a conclusion to apply them in a manner that the EPA itself has never chosen to do. 

The suggestion that the AEZ waiting periods should be somehow tied to the label re-entry intervals is a 
more intriguing one. Oregon OSHA considered such an approach as the rule was under development, 
either through the creation of categories or through some direct ratio between the re-entry intervals and 
the AEZ time frames. However, the agency determined at that time that such a scheme would be too 
cumbersome to be either practical or readily enforceable. That remains its conclusion after reviewing the 
rulemaking record, 

Growers, and some others, argued that the increased restriction presented by the rule itself is unnecessary 
and mtjustified. Several of their comments, such as the following, also questioned the application of the 
15-minute waiting period regardless of application method: 

OFB opposes this arbitra1y provision. OR-OSHA takes a one-size-fits-al/ approach and fails to 
distinguish between application methods. Additionally, the 15-minute re-entry inten•al is not based on 
data. OR-OSHA should remove section 3 before finalizing its rules. 293 

OR-OSHA proposes to essentialfy create a I 5-minute Restricted Entry Interval for lhe area outside the 
Application EYclusion Zone. This is regal'dless of whether lhe use of a respirator is required by the 
pesticide label, or if the application is by ai1~ air blast sprayer or certain olher types o_f ground equipment. 
The Application Etclusion Zone is outside of the /reated area. We are not aware of any data to support 
the creation of a 15-minu/e REI/or an area 25-150.feet outside of the treatment area. Additionally, if is 
unspecified whether this requirement would require occupants, who are sheltering in place, to remain in 
the agric11ltural structure for at least 15 minutes before exiting. m 

The problem is thal the standard is applied regardless to the application method. The same I 5-minute 
pel'iod is required/or a backpack application as an aerial one. While we believe that the re-entJJ' inten•al 
is wmecessmy, at the veJJ' least ii should be removed for applicalions that are not aerial or air blast. 295 

With regard to those comments suggesting that the provision should simply be removed from the rule, 
Oregon OSHA made its original proposal in the belief that the EPA rule was incomplete due to its lack of 
any time frame beyond the presence of the equipment itself. With that tmderstanding, the 15-minute 
interval represented a minimal requirement that would at least allow some settling of any drift, as well as 
potential recognition that it had occurred, prior to the return of the workers (and their resident families) to 
the AEZ. Oregon OSHA continues to believe that extending the EPA's original AEZ by an additional 15 
minutes is a reasonable - and not excessive - approach to providing an added measure of safety. 

With regard to some of the same commenters' suggestions that the 15-minute provision need not be 
applied to applications other than aerial or airblast spray applications, Oregon OSHA agrees. The logic 
behind the extended time frame was consistent with the discussion's focus on such applications. As the 
commenter notes, a backpack spray application, for example, involves a distinctly different set of factors. 

291 Comments by Kate Suisman, Northwest Workers Justice Project, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 41. 
292 Again, although it is not the primary reason that Oregon OSHA is choosing not to adopt the change, the agency does note that 
such a change would be both substantive and significant enough to at least arguably exceed the notice provisions of the 
rulemeking, !hereby requiring a new proposed rule and further public comment. 
293Lctter from Jenny Dresler Oregon Fann Bureau Federation, March 15, 2018. 
ml.etter from Barbara Boyer, State Board of Agriculture, March 14, 2018. 
2951..etter from Scott Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Shelter, Salem, March 15, 2018. 
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Therefore the final rule has been rewritten so that the 15-minute extension of the AEZ applies only to 
aerial and airblast spray applications. 

Spray-Nozzle Size 

One commenter raised an issue regarding what he described as the "12-inch rule,'' which triggers a 
different set ofrequirements if the spray is more than 12" above what the rule calls "the planting 
medium," which in most cases would be the ground: 

So whoever made up this 12-inch rule didn't use any science. Because there's 110 nozzles in here you can 
use. You can't - so the 12-inch rule doesn't work. So J don't know who made up the 12-inch rule, but they 
don't know what they 're talking about because they've nel'er been out in the field Apparently they work 
behind a desk 196 

Oregon OSHA notes that the language in question was developed by the EPA and adopted as part of its 
2015 rulemaking. While the practical efficacy of the provision may be minimal or even non-existent at 
the present time the rule appears to be intended as a technology-forcing provision that could encourage 
innovations in the design of spray nozzles. Fm1her, the provision in question is not itself a requirement; 
rather, it provides an exception to what is otherwise a requirement to eliminate the AEZ. As a practical 
matter, if no spray nozzles exist for any application in any context, the rule effectively requires the 
application of an AEZ without regard to the height of the spray. If the provision were eliminated, the rule 
would say exactly that. Leaving it in the rule allows both for potentially rare exceptions and for future 
development of different spray nozzles and methods that would lower the height of the spray. For that 
reason, Oregon OSHA is adopting that provision as proposed (and as adopted by the EPA). 

Suggestions to Incorporate Wind Direction into the Rule 

While a large number of commenters who are directly involved in pesticide applications discussed using 
the wind to advantage when determining spray times and patterns, one commenter in particular suggested 
that the rule should take wind direction into account in determining the AEZ requirement: 

... the biggest issue is what direction is the wind blowing. And I didn't see the whole - I just saw in this 
summa,y, and they didn't talk about wind directions at all. And that is w~, more important than the 
distance. Because if I have a neighbor over here and 1 have a field and wind's blowing that way, I'm going 
lo spray next to him. ~f I have a neighbor here when the wind's blowing that way, I'm not going to spray 
that day next to him. And I'd rather be -when the wind's blowing this way, I'd ralher be put in JO feet this 
way, and I'd rather be u·ay - way, wizy on this. 

So J don't understand why you don't talk about the wind direction All because it changes all the time and 
they'd like lo have hard-you know, lwrdfastfacts. But that's- they're missing a lot. 197 

Oregon OSHA agrees that wind direction (and strength) are impo11ant factors in preventing illegal drift, 
and they have long been recognized as such. However, the AEZ provision does not substitute for other 
drift prevention efforts - rather, it is an additional protective measure that is designed to provide an 
additional measure of protection even in the event those drift prevention efforts fail. 

Suggestion to Restrict Applicalion Methods Near Housing 

In contrast to the suggestion that a no-spray buffer zone be adopted, which has been discussed at length in 
a previous section, one commenter suggested that the application methods in such locations be restricted: 

What I wo11Td like you to do is have a residence -if there's agricultural residences, or any other kind of 
residences within the area of exclusionmy zone, then no spr~1ing can be done there other than the 
reduced kind of spraying that's allowed. So instead of aerial spraying, maybe ii has to be hand spraying 
or something like that. But a reduction in the type of spraying, if there's any residences in the area, so that 
there's no chance that the pesticide gets into that residence and gets on cooking ulensils, gets on toys, and 
all the rest that people come into exposure with. 

2%Cornrnents by Terry Beilke in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 9. 
297Ibid., transcript p. 10. 
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So that's what I would recommend to you is, ,vi thin your authorily, to have the aerial exc/11sio11ary zone 
permanent around any residence or structure where there are workers or other people that are sheltering 
there at any time. So that's what I request you do. 198 

Unlike the absolute prohibition, such a restriction would appear to fall within Oregon OSHA's legal 
authority. However, the record did not provide a sufficient basis to evaluate its merit and its 
feasibility- particularly in relation to the increased potential for exposure to the applicator - nor 
could it have been adopted without a new proposal and comment period. 

Suggestion to Restrict Location of New Agricultural Labor Ho11si11g (ALH) 

The record includes comments suggesting that Oregon OSHA should adopt a prohibition against building 
labor housing within 300 feet of the orchards and fields affected by the AEZ. For example, one 
commenter highlighted the issue as paii of his suggestion (highlighted in an earlier section) that the ALH 
standards should be updated as part of rulemaking in the immediate future: 

One of the most important items left 011I that would benefit both the growers and the workers is to set a 
standard that labor housing cannot be built within 300 feet of the orchards andfieldf that are being 
sprayed with pesticides by air blasters or aerial. You have other limitation/or livestock. But what about 
labor ho11si11g?299 

Oregon OSHA notes that some growers also offered similar suggestions during the rule's development, 
and it is among those issues that will be considered and addressed as part of such future rulemaking. 

Suggestions Regardillg Applicator Certificalions 

At least two commenters specifically raised issues involving either the legal approval of pesticide 
applicators or some sort of incentive-based recognition program. 

Well, how about we certify these people that are spraying chemicals, and make them pay big bucks, who 
are spraying chemicals on us. JOO 

I would like to suggest that there be a program -1 mean, this - this department is called Occupational 
Safety and Health Okay. Why not incentivize these growers a11d have a seal, have an OSHA seal: This 
product didn't cause any sickness or damage to its workers. You know we have this on cosmetics: No 
animals suffered for this product to be made. Can't we do this for human beings, for our.farm workers, 
and say, "This bo!lle of wine was produced with workers' safety," and create a seal of approval or 
something - maybe not approval but at least an acknowledgement. 

Let's incentivize these 7-rowers to a standard instead of sitting here, talking about how much poison we 
can spray on people. 30 

Oregon OSHA notes that applicators of restricted use pesticides are already licensed, by the Oregon 
Department of Agriculture (ODA). The division realizes that the first comment envisions a financial 
burden applied as part of such licensing, while the second envisions an incentive based "seal" of 
approval. However, both seem better suited for ODA considerntion- and fall outside the scope of this 
rulemaking. 

S11ggestio1ts Regarding Worker Notification, Evac11atio11 and Sltelteri11g in Place 

The record includes a number of suggestions related to the implementation of the worker notification 
requirements and other specific elements of either evacuating or sheltering in place. 

298Comments by Milo Mecham, in the public hearing 81 11:15 am, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 21. 
299Comments by Valentin Sanchez, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 11:15 am, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript 
p. 18 (the last words quoted here notwithstanding, Oregon OSHA understands the comment to be referring to the existing labor 
housing provision prohibiting such housing near livestock opemtions and suggesting a similar restriction could be adopted related to 
housing located near activities requiring pesticide applications). 
300Comments by Daniel Gregg, in the public hearing at 11:15 am, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 27. 
301Comments by Laura Baden, in the public hearing at 11: 15 am, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript p. 24. 
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Communication and Worker Notification 

Several comments highlighted the value of notification and of communication, pa11icularly 
highligl1ting the need for such communication to be effective. For example, the record includes the 
following suggestion for a specified notice period: 

I think there should be a cf ear spelled-out time fiwne of- excuse me - how much advance notice the 
farmworker should gel. We suggest a 48-hour advance notice because of when the pesticides are going to 
be applied because - and this is related to my other piece, which is if farmworkers want to be farther m1•ay 
ji·om the pesticide application, I think they should be allowed to do that and give them advance notice, and 
gi11e them time to make arrangements eithe1-Jor themselves or.for theirfamilies to just no/ be in the area 
when it 1s being sprayed. ' 01 

While such a specific requirement has its attractions, Oregon OSHA is not persuaded that its 
implementation is either realistic or practical. Under the rule, the combination of the spray 
notification and the training that precedes it must be effective in achieving the required results, 
whether evacuation or sheltering in place. It is that effectiveness that will provide the most complete 
test of the notification method. Providing more specificity in an across- the-board requirement does 
not appear to be workable based on the record before the division. 

Notice in Language the Worker Understands 

Several commenters emphasized the importance of communicating in a language the understands: 

... we also think that the notice needs to be provided in a language that the worker can understand And if 
the worker is not able to understand wrille11 posted i11structio11s, that that's also commrmicated clearly to 
them oraf/y, and again, in the language that they can understand. 303 

For example, when asked in s11111eys conducted between 2006-2012 by m11ltiling11a/, indigenous-speaking 
community educators, pesticide training discussed by workers had been conducted in Spanish and English. 
No training had been conducted in any indigenous language. Only roughly half of the farmworkers who 
reportedworking in treated areas said they received any type of pesticide safety training .... less than half 
of the workers noted that they could undcrsta11d Spanish well enough lo understand written information. 304 

Even some growers who questioned the value of other provisions of the rule recognized the importance of 
effective communication (although they did not highlight the language barriers): 

Simple communications to ensure no one will come h1to contact with spray chemicals is by far the easiest way 
lo avoid exposure lo chemicals. Whether it be through signage, e-mail, phone or direct communication, with the 
rules in place that we have now, we can avoid all unnecessmy exposure. Why make us evacuate? Why can we 
not put shelter /11 place. Jos 

Oregon OSHA has concluded that the rule provides an appropriate balance between specific and general 
requirements when it comes to training. Again, the primary question is the effectiveness - put simply, 
training that cannot be understood by the affected workers will not be effective. And the employer must 
take responsibility for ensuring that both the training and the communication methods used are ultimately 
effective. The final rule includes slight adjustments in language to better reflect this reality. 

302Comments by Kate Newhall, Family Forward, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp. 26-
27. 
303Comments by Kate Newhall, Family Fonvard, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 28. 
304Letter from Stephanie Farquhar, December 31, 2017. 
305Comments by Lisa Perry on behalf of Richard Galvez in the public hearing at IO am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, 
transcript p. 43. 
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Worker Option to Stay 

Jn addition to the large number of comments suggesting that shelter in place should be the preferred 
option (as well as those other comments suggesting it should never be allowed), at least one individual 
suggested that the workers and their families should have the option of choosing to shelter in place rather 
than to evacuate: 

I am of the opinion I hat ii makes more sense and is less intmsive to allow people, employees to remain 
inside or choose if they want to evacuate. I have been an Agricultural Employer/or about I 5 years now. 
Prior to this my wife and me worked for a Grower on the Eastside of !he Valley. When we worked, we went 
our kids lo school or daycare, We came home in the e11e11i11g, spent time with our kids,fed them, etc. and 
then all went to bed ready/or the next day. Structure and routine is important. Ijmy employer would have 
told me we all had to evacuate because they planned to spray, I wo11ld have refused This is ve1y disruptive 
for a family. At that time our employer always notified us in advance when they were going and we took 
prectwticms i.e., shut all windows and curtains. 306 

Oregon OSHA considered such an approach. However, because its effectiveness depends upon fully 
informed consent, the training requirements related to such an approach would need to be more 
effective. In addition, leaving protective measures up to the worker to determine creates 
implementation challenges for employers - who will still need to be prepared to fully implement the 
evacuation requirements- and enforcement challenges for the regulator. It is almost impossible to 
determine if a choice in such circumstances is being made freely- explicit, implicit and even 
accidental coercion can interfere with the employee's apparent choice. Because Oregon OSHA has 
determined that, on balance, evacuation is necessary when the hazard is a respiratory one, Oregon 
OSHA cannot leave the determination whether to do so up to the exposed worker - just as Oregon 
OSHA does not let roofing employees decide whether or not to wear fall protection. 

Worker Option to Leave 

At least one individual suggested the opposite - that workers should always have the option to leave, 
even when the employer has decided to make use of the option to shelter in place. 

We also think that no worker should ever be forced to shelter in place ei'en if it is a facility that meets the 
sort of standards and criteria spelled out in the rule, and that they should be able to - if shelter in place is 
one of the provisions that's required in the specific application on a/arm, they should be able to be given a 
JO-minute buffer on each side of the application to be able to actually lem•e to a different site that would 
have - not be anywhere near the pesticide application should they choose to do that. 307 

Oregon OSHA has provided clarifying language in the rule indicating that workers and other ALH 
residents ( or any other employees who for some reason are not "on the clock" at the time) need not 
shelter in place but can always decide to leave. Even without such a regulatory confirmation, Oregon 
OSHA sees no way that the employer would have the authority to prohibit someone's departure when 
they are not in paid status. The employer can require people to leave the housing; the employer 
cannot, however, require them to remain there. 

With regard to workers who are on paid status - such as workers involved in food packing or 
processing during a nearby pesticide application- remain subject to the employer's direction and 
control and can therefore be required to remain at work to shelter in place in those situations where 
the rule allows it. This does not affect issues related to either disability accommodation or the 
employer's general obligations under the Oregon Safe Employment Act to take into account known 
chemical sensitivities of a particular employee - these realities exist separately from the rule under 
consideration and are in no way affected by it. 

306Lctter from Josh D. Galvez, Galvez Orchards Inc., January 26, 2018 .. 
307Comments by Kate Newhall, Family Forward, in the public hearing at I I am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 27. 
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Payment for Worker's Time in re AEZ 

The same individual suggested that workers who leave work should be paid for the time as "work 
time" because it is job related and imposed by the employer: 

And we also think that they should be able to do that [leave] without any negative work repercussions. So 
if that application was happening during work time, that they would be able to lem•e and have that JO
minute buffer on both sides and not face any sort of retaliation. In addition, we also think thaf workers who 
spend time evacuating or sheltering in place should definitely be paid/or this time. And this may not 
necessarily be something under OSHA 's pun•iew, but in our mind, ii 's definitely something that is clearly 
work relaled, job related, and that their employer imposes on them. 308 

As the commenter notes, Oregon OSHA ultimately does not have the final authority to define what is 
"work time" and "off work time" - but Oregon OSHA does not consider the act of being evacuated to 
be work time and has not analyzed the fiscal impacts of the rule with such an understanding. It is 
particularly difficult to see how such an expectation could be implemented in relation to those camp 
residents who are not themselves employees (and in some cases are themselves too young to work 
legally). 

Walk around Housing and other Sensitive Areas after Spraying 

Several commenters highlighted the need for the employer to take responsibility to identify drift and 
to take the necessary corrective measures: 

The rule should also put the responsibility on the applicator, not only to spray safely, but to walk around 
the sensitive areas near the treated area, the post-spray time to clean up 1111i11te11ded deposits and 
overspray. No applicator or grower should make the workers clean up tire pesticides overspray. The 
farmworkers do not have the safety training as a mixer or loader. They do not have protective clothing. 
There should be 110 sign-up sheets to clean up the pesticide overspray al the labor housing .... The 
regulations should specifically say that there 11111st be a protocol for post-~pray check and cleanup, and this 
is by a trained applicator, not the farmworker occupants. 309 

Oregon OSHA has included a note in the final rule pointing out that identifying and addressing any 
issues resulting from the spray application are the responsibility of the employer, and that any 
employees recruited to do so must have training appropriate to whatever their job expectations are 
(and that the employees would be in pay status while they did so). Oregon OSHA cannot- and 
should not- prevent the employer from hiring the same individuals who live in the camps to do the 
work. In addition, dealing with drift is not itself sufficient to turn the AEZ into a treated area, But that 
does not mean that employers can ask completely untrained workers (or their families) to deal with 
any unintended drift and its effects. 

C!ea,H1p of Drift 

One commenter included a number of suggestions specifically focusing on how to handle the removal of 
drift when it occurred. 

First, she made a suggestion to add the following language to the definition of"Treated Area" in the rule: 

If there is pesticide directed/and/or deposited during application on occupied labor housing units or 
refatedfacifities, the structure which is affected, must be evacuated immediately for the full REI period 
unless; it can immediately be safely decontaminated prior lo occupancy or use. 

The commenter explained the suggestion as follows: 

The REI regarding post-application for entry restrictions must apply to those areas where pesticide is 
directed and/or deposited albeit inadvertently as defined by this proposed regulafion. If pesticide 

308Comntents by Kate Newhall, Family Forward, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript 

p~-27-28. 
Comments by Santiago Ventura, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, transcript 

pp. 16-17. 
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deposited inadvertently, the occupants 11111st have immediate solution in place for al!ernatil•e housing 
during the REI. 310 

Oregon OSHA distinguishes this suggestion from those that would have effectively expanded the treated 
area in all cases, wl1ich are discussed above. This language would only trigger those requirements in the 
event of illegal drift. However, in addition to noting that the definition would probably not be the 
appropriate place to place such language, Oregon OSHA does not believe it would be appropriate to 
effectively redefine the "treated area" phrase that is part of pesticide training and that is enforced by the 
ODA. In addition, such an increase in requirements would appear to require a new rule proposal and a 
new opportunity for public comment. 

Suggestion related to storage and tarps 

One commenter suggested that tarps or other outside covers should be disposable tarps and used 
only once, and that the outside storage requirement should be expanded. 

We recommend the amended language to (4)(c) to assure that while personal and household items not 
located in an enclosed agricultural structure are covered for example, by a tmp provided by the employer 
that the occupants are not further exposed to pesticides residue or deposits in handling the tarps post 
application .... Though the current proposed language does not specifically specify the provision of 
stomgefor personal items, it is clearji-om the Statement of Need and Fiscal Impact, page 3 of October 13, 
2017 that the storage for household ilems was specifically contemplated and the final mies simply erred 
to reflect the intent of OR OSHA and the Small .Agric11/t11re Advisory. m \ 

The lack of such provisions in the proposed rule was not an oversight on Oregon OSHA's part. The 
use of tarps is intended to present one option, as is the use of expanded storage. There is no need to 
discard types unless drift occurs, and the reporting and clean-up provisions can be applied to tarps at 
least well as they can be to the siding of a stmcture. 

Encouraging Worker Reporting of Overs pray 

Some commenters focused on the need to encourage worker repmting where there are problems, 
which is ce1tainly an area of concern (as discussed more extensively in the section on the application 
of the scientific research): 

In addition, if there should be an overspray, labor housing must have specific ways on how the workers can 
alarm others immediately and with complete suppor/ 11>itho11tfear of retaliation. The farmworkers should be 
regularly reward and recognized al safety meetings or company gatherings when they report overspray, drift, 
or deposits as safe champions. m 

One such commenter specifically suggested the following language be added'to the rule's guidance 
regarding the training content: 

Instrnction on how lo report any pesticide residue or deposit 011 enclosed agricultural stmcture (such as 
window sills, porch, or screen doors) or 011 personal or household items in the AEZ to employer for 
immediate decontaminafion by the employer. 313 

She explained her concern as follows: 

We 11111st avoid a situation where the occupants see but are reluctant to report pesticides deposit or 
residue in or on areas where they five and use at the labor housing. 11Ie decontamination is not the 
farmworkers' responsibility .... 314 

Although Oregon OSHA believes that the expectation was implicit in the proposed rule, the final rule 
includes language clarifying the need to address reporting mechanisms as pm1 of the training. 

310Letter from Nargess Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, pp. 1-2. 
311Lelter from Nargcss Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, p. 2. 
mcommcnts by Santiago Ventura, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 20J 7 in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 17. 
313Letter from Nargess Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, p. 3. 
rnLetter from Nargess Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, pp. 3-4. 
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Suggestions about Addressing Emergencies in the Housing 

The record includes comments raising a number of concerns with activities in Agricultural Labor Housing 
and suggesting that they might be possible to address as part of the present rulemaking because of their 
relationship to pesticides. 

Emergency Telephone Availability 

... working emergency telephones should be available at the labor housing site where the cell phones have 
110 signal. It is not enough that the landlines are at the owner's house. Many.farmworkers in the middle of 
the 11ighl will not go to the boss ' house in an emcrge11cy to report 011 exposure incide/11. Jl

5 

Emergency Kit Availability 

... there should be an emergency kit al the housing too in case the workers or their family members need ii 
for an eye exposure. 316 

Oregon OSHA views these as ALH requirements that fall outside the scope of the present rulemaking and 
that would more appropriately be addressed in rulemaking directly related to the ALH rules. 317 However, 
the division does note that an existing requirement regarding requiring the availability of telephones for 
emergency use already exists in the rules adopted by the Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industries, and that 
the rule in question can be enforced by Oregon OSHA when applicable.318 

I11ce11tives for New and E.,·istlng Technology amt Approaches 

The record includes a number ofcomments on the section in the rule that encourages innovation in new 
spray technologies. 

I also applaud the inclusion of a variance mechanism that allows further flexibility in complying with the 
intent of these mies. 1 believe in the ingenuity of our indusfly to find innovative ways lo keep people safe 
during spray applications. JJ

9 

I was glad to see that there is wording in there to encourage new sprayer technology and possibly 
decreasing that 150 feet, but this fails to look at the technology that is out there that is much safer! And 
what about incentives for safer chemicals and chemistries? Wouldn't encouraging at feast some give and 
take on the AEZ be a good reason for many/armers to look into safer products? I think it would lo a long 
way.320 

Our sprayer is a dual boom sprayer in which we can operate each boom independently Jhus allowing 11s to 
sprny towards the target area and prevent drifl to off target areas. I see no allowance reduction in the AEZ 
for using one side of the boom on the sprayer. m 

Comments on the rule provision were generally positive. However, as is the case with two of the 
examples above some commenters say it as too limited. Oregon OSHA always intended that 
"technology" should be read broadly and not simply limited to specific pieces of equipment. It 
ce11ainly would include using the available equipment in an "innovative" manner - such as using only 

315Comments by Valentin Sanchez, Oregon Law Center, in the pnblic hearing at 11 run, November 16, 2017, in Woodbum, transcript 
p. 18. 
316lbid., transcript p. I 8. 
317 Although not addressed in this rulemaking, Oregon OSHA docs take note of the encouragement by several commenters to address 
concerns regarding the existing agriculture labor housing (ALH), in several cases with a number of suggested changes to the existing 
ALH rules. See, for example, the list of concerns in the comments by Valentin Sanchez, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 
11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, trnnscript p. 19-22. Oregon OSHA has taken note of those issues for potential future 
rulemaking. Sec also comments about housing requirements by Connie Yost, Fannworker Ministry in the Northwest, in the public 
hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript p. 34. 
msee OAR 839-014-0610(1) 
319Lettcr from Alan Fujishin, Gibson Farms, Siletz, January 29, 2018. 
32°Lcttcr from Brenda Frketich, Kirsch Family Forms, January 23, 2018. 
321Letter from Pat & Gail McAllister, Fcbroary 18, 2018. 
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one side of the boom in ce1tain circumstances. And Oregon OSHA would expect to consider "safel' 
chemicals and chemistries" within that context as well. The final rule has been revised slightly to 
clarify the potential breadth of that provision. 

Location of I11formatio11 Stations Near U11occ11pietl Structures 

The record included comments raising concerns that information stations would be required at all 
agricultural structures: 

This language creates a need for iriformation s/alio11s aqjacent to shops, ojJices, seed cleaner~; hay presses, 
greenhouses, and other structures. It adds an unnecessary burden to family scale operations. Notification 
requirements (i.e. containers for shoes, protections for personal item, etc.) should apply only to worker 
ho11si11g.m 

This was the result of a drafting error. Oregon OSHA's intention was that the required information 
station would be located in labor housing because non-workers may be in the housing and the Central 
Posting may not be accessible. The final rule reflects that understanding. 

Notiflcation of Neiglthori11g Farms 
During lhe public teslimony and sloriesji·om our clienls raised a concern thal is unaddressed by the newly 
proposed notification section, but could easily be resolved with the addition of a requirement to have the 
applicator or employer notify the neighboring/arm if the labor housing of the neighboring farm is within 
the AEZ area. It might be that this is a widespread praclice in any case and so the requirement should not 
be burdensome.323 

While Oregon OSHA considers such a practice appropriate and will encourage it where possible, it 
would present implementation and enforcement challenges. In any case, it at least arguably falls 
outside the scope of the notice provisions of the present rulemaking. 

Confusing Regulatory Oversight 

A large number of employers made comments regarding what they viewed as confusing or duplicative 
regulatory oversight. For example, many commenters made observations very similar to the following: 

Pesticide applications are already tightly regulated by the Oregon Department of Agric11l/11re and off
taigef drift is subject to civil penalties. OR-OSHA 's propo!ied rules now ejfective(v provide thal two 
agencies regulate pesticides which is co11/usi11g/or Oregon growers. m 

As discussed in the "History ofRulemaking" that begins this document, Oregon OSHA is one of a 
number of agencies that regulate certain aspects of pesticides within their statutory mission. Oregon 
OSHA's regulation of workplace pesticide risks is not new with either this rulemaking or the 2016 
rnlemaking that it completes. However, Oregon OSHA has determined that the explicit reference to 
enforcement of prohibitions against drift in the proposed rule is unnecessary and may provide a 
source of confusion. Even without that reference, drift remains illegal and can be addressed by the 
ODA based on the label requirements - as well as by Oregon OSHA when appropriate and when 
worker exposure is at issue. 

Clarijicatio11 of Table 
A number of commenters indicated that the table in the proposed rule was confusing, inconsistent 
with the rule language, or otherwise in need of clarification: 

In the proposed rnle, the table (Fable I) of AEZ requirements is confusing and does not reflect the 
language in Jhe nde. For example, the current Table 1 seems lo indicate that an aerial application would 
have no AEZ if the spray quality was 111edi11111 or larger. 111is is not reflective of the current proposal's 

322Letter from Jenny Dresler, Oregon Farm Bureau, March 15, 2018. 
323Letter from Nargess Shadbch, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, p. 5. 
324Letter from Timothy J. Bernasek, Dunn Camey Allen Higgins & Tongue LLP, on behalf of the Columbia Gorge Fruit 
Growers, March 13, 2018, p. 2. 
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language (11·011nd A EZ distances. OR-OSHA should update the table to adequately reflect what the final 
requirements are in a clear and u11derstc111dab/e way. nJ 

[In a fetter describing the problems and providing a suggested revision to the table] We therefol'e 
recommend that a revised table that includes both the EPA approach and the Oregon approach be the 
basis/or the new r11le. 316 

Oregon OSHA agrees. The decision matrix in the table has been reconfigured into a diagram to 
provide better clarity has been revised for clarity (and to reflect the changes made) in the final rule. 

325Letter from Scott Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Shelter, Salem, Murch 15, 2018, p. 3. 
326Letter from Richard A. Fenske, Michael Yost, Edward Kasncr, Pacific Northwest Agricultural Safety and Health Center, 
January 17,2018. 
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XI. Discussion of Financial Impacts of Rnle 

One of Oregon OSHA's obligations in relation to any rulemaking, found in the Administrative Procedures 
Act (APA), concerns the financial impacts of the proposed rule. 

Descrptlon of tfte APA Fiscal Impact Requirements 

The APA provides that the required notice ofrulemaking, discussed in a previous section, must include 
the following: 

A stalemenl of fiscal impact identifying slate agencies, unifs of local governmenl and the public that may be 
ecl)nomically qffected by the adoption, amendment or repeal oft he rnle and an estimate of that economic 
impact on state agencies, units of local government and the public. In considering the economic effect of 
the proposed action ou the public, the agency shall utilize available information lo project any sign{ftcant 
economic effect of tliat action on businesses which shall inc/11de a cost of compliance effect on smaf/ 
businesses affected. m 

The required statement of cost of compliance on affected small businesses must include the following: 

(a) An estimate oft he number of small businesses subject lo the proposed rule and identificalion of the 
types of businesses and industries with smafl businesses subject to the proposed rule{ 
(b) A brief description of the projected reporting, recordkeeping and other ad111inistrati1•e activities 
required for compliance with the proposed rule, including costs of professional services; 
(c) An identification of equipment, supplies, labor and increased adminisfraf/011 required for compliance 
with the proposed rule; and 
(d) A description of the manner in which the agency proposing the rnle involved small businesses in the 
development of the rule.m 

As with the entire statement of fiscal impact, the stah1te stales that the agency must "utilize available 
information in complying with the requirements of this section." 329 

In situations where the fiscal impact on small businesses represents "a significant adverse impact," the 
law requires the agency to reduce that economic impact "to the extent consistent with the public health 
and safety purpose of the rule .... "330 Such reductions are to be achieved by one or more of tbe following: 

(/) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business; 
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for 

small business; 
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards; 
(4) fa·empting small b11si11essesfrom t111y or all req11i1·e111e11ts of the rule; or 
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. JJJ 

The consequences of a failure to adopt the required fiscal impact statement are described in 
ORS 183.335(1 l)(a). 332 

The law further requires that, for Oregon OSHA rulemaking, 333 
" ••• the statement of fiscal impact shall 

also include a housing cost impact statement as described in ORS 183.534."334 The referenced statute in 
turn indicates that the required "housing cost impact statement is an estimate of the effect of the proposed 
rule or ordinance on the cost of development of a 6,000 square foot parcel and the construction of a 1,200 

3270RS 183.335(2)(b)(E). 
3280RS 183.336(1). 
329Ibid, 
3300RS 183.540. 
mlbid .. 
312See ORS 183.335(1 l)(a), {I), which indicates that " ... a rule is not valid unless adopted in substantial compliance with the 
provisions of this section . .. . " See also ORS.335(12)(a) indicating that "an agency may correct its failure to substantially 
comply ... by an amended filing, as long as the noncompliance did not substantially prejudice the interests of persons to be 
aflected by the rule." 
msee ORS 183.530(6). 
3340RS 183.335(2)(b)(E). 
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square foot detached single family dwelling on that parcel."335 The consequences of the failure to prepare 
such a statement are described in ORS 183.538.336 

If, as in this case, an advisory committee has been appointed to assist with the development of the rule, 
the APA requires the agency to "seek the committee's recommendations on whether the rule will have a 
fiscal impact, what the extent of that impact will be and whether the rule will have a significant adverse 
impact on small businesses," as well as to seek the committee's recommendation in mitigating any such 
impacts.337 The APA fm1her requires the agency to "consider" the advisory committee's 
recommendations in preparing the fiscal impact statement.338 

Finally, the APA provides that, if the agency did not use an advisory committee in developing the rule 
and the required fiscal impact statement "and 10 or more persons likely to be affected by the rule object to 
the agency's statement of fiscal impact ... or an association with at least IO members likely to be affected 
by the rule objects to the statement, the agency shall appoint a fiscal impact advisory committee to 
provide recommendations on whether the rnle will have a fiscal impact and what the extent ofthaf impact 
will be."339 Such an objection must be filed within 14 calendar days of the rnlemakingnotice being given. 
In such situations, and "{i]fthe agency determines that the statement does not adequately reflect the rule's 
fiscal impact, the agency shall extend the period for submission of data or views under ORS 183.335 by 
at least 20 days" and "shall include any recommendations from the committee in the record maintained by 
the agency for the rule."340 

Oregon OSHA 's Efforts to Obtain Fiscal Impact I1tformatio11 

Oregon OSHA set out to analyze the fiscal impact of various potential rulemaking alternatives with the 
assistance and advice of the adviso1-y committee and its members.341 In addition to general discussions 
within the advisory committee meetings themselves, Oregon OSHA sought specific information, 
particularly from the grower representatives on the group, in relation to the potential fiscal impacts of 
items under discussion. 

At the first of two August 2017 meetings, "Renee [Stapleton] discussed Oregon OSHA's time 
constraints" and stated that [t]he group still needs to provide feedback to Oregon OSHA regarding the 
fiscal impact of the potential rule."342 At the second August meeting, prior to which a pre-proposal draft 
of the rule had been circulated, "Oregon OSHA representatives reminded the group that we need to look 
at the fiscal impact of these different ideas, as that is something that must be addressed by the agency in 
rulemak.ing."34 This meeting also resulted in suggested additional ideas beyond those in the preproposal 
draft, which were raised by one or more of the group's pa11icipants. The meeting minutes discussing the 
close of that meeting indicate that, "Renee [Stapleton] implored the group to consider economic impacts 
of compliance and to give those ideas to Oregon OSHA. She wants the group to consider the costs of a 
100 foot AEZ, a 150 foot AEZ and any other differences in cost regarding compliance. Oregon OSHA 
will incorporate these into their decision making. Health impacts were brought up, which are very hard to 
determine. Oregon OSHA stated we need this information by September 7th to incorporate into the 

335ORS 183.534, 
336See ORS 183.538(1), which indicates that such a failure "shall not affect the ,•alidity or effectil'e date or any rule .. .. " See nlso 
ORS 183.538(2), wbich indicates that judicial review "shall determine only whether a housing cost impact st{ltement was 
P[eparcd 1111d shall not make any determination as to the suftlciency of the housing cost impact statement." 
17ORS 183.333(3). 

moRS 183.333(4). 
339ORS 183.333(5). 
140lbid. 
mconsistent with Oregon OSHA's standard practice, the deliberations of the advisory committee - an expanded version of the 
Small Agricultural Employer Advisory Committee- did not restrict participation lo a designated set of members. Rather than 
taking votes or making other formal decisions as a committee, the advisory committee discussions allowed Oregon OSHA 
representatives to seek and obtain advice on the rule and related issues from all participants on the committee, considering 
information and arguments on their ruerits, rather than based on the number of committee "members" who shared a par1icular 
~rspective. The same approach was applied to discussions regarding the potential fiscal impacts of the rule. 
uMinutes of Worker Protection Standards Advisory Committee meeting, August 8, 2017. 

343Minutes of Worker Protection Standards Advisory Committee meeting, August 30, 2017. 
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proposed language. Oregon OSHA at this time plans to file proposed rulemaking on September lS th
."

344 

The meeting minutes also included a related action item, noting that ''ODA agreed that if growers could 
get them a list of commonly used pesticides, they would compile that list and identify the ones that 
require use of a respirator."345 

On September 6 and 7, Oregon OSHA received three letters from grower associations. 

The letter received on September 6 was on behalf of an association whose members were somewhat less 
effected by the AEZ provisions, at least as those provisions would relate to worker housing.346 The letter 
reiterated concerns about the underlying EPA rules that had been shared as pait of the 2016 Oregon 
OSHA rulemaking record (a number of which were addressed as part of that rulemaking and fell outside 
the scope of the AEZ rulemaking). It also addressed the content of the draft rules under discussion. With 
regard to the economic impact of the rule, the letter stated that it "would be helpful if OR-OSHA would 
indicate the statement of need and conduct a broader evaluation of the impact of the rules on agricultural 
operations" and stated, "lt will take time for the nursery association to survey our members to obtain an 
appropriate estimate of the cost to the nursery ~ml greenhouse industry."347 He continued by writing, ''We 
are pleased that OR-OSHA has acknowledged the fact that this rule will create a fiscal impact on the 
regulated community. AEZ ls only a part of the fiscal impact to the industry and we are working hard 
with the Oregon Depa1tment of Agriculture, Oregon State University and the State Accident & Insurance 
Fund to seek training modules at a reasonable cost to comply with the WPS 1'ules."3

~
8 

In considering this letter Oregon OSHA noted the request for a Statement of Need (required as pa1t of the 
formal rule proposal, but not normally shared by Oregon OSHA during advis01y group discussions), as 
well as the request for additional time. At the same time, Oregon OSHA noted the letter's focus on 
broader WPS issues such as the already adopted training requirements (pait of the 2016 rulemaking 
proposal finalized early in 2017), 

The second letter was signed by four association representatives, including the individual who sent the 
September 6 letter. All four had participated actively in the rnlemaking discussions. The letter noted the 
August 30 request "to provide an estimate of the economic impact of a variety of AEZ proposals," and 
stated that "[wJith such short notice, we regret that we are unable to provide the information requested on 
the timeframe allotted."349 The letter also indicated that the associations found it "very difficult to make 
estjmates based on yet to be determined lang1iage," noting that "OR-OSHA has provided a variety of 
options and each one could have a different economic impact on Oregon growers." 35° Finally, the letter 
poiJlted to the diversity of Oregon agriculture, which "further complicates our ability to get meaningful 
responses from growers in a short timeframe."351 The letter requested "a statement of need and draft rule 
language to accurately determine the direct and indirect costs of the proposed AEZ rule," indicating that 
they could not "provide accurate fiscal impact information" until such material was provided.352 

Another of the group sent a separate letter the same day, in which he provided fm1her infonnation from 
the perspective of his association. In this letter, he indicated that "[w]hile our growers have responded, we 
don't believe information collected in haste satisfactorily addresses the financial consequences this 
proposed rule would have on the 440 small businesses that comprise our grower membcrship."353 His 
letter further suggested that had the request occurred earlier in the rule development process, "an 

344Ibid. 
145lbid. 
H 6Letter from Jeff Stone, Oregon Association ofNurserics, to Gar(let Cooke, Oregon OSHA Pesticide Coordinator, September 6, 
2017. 
347Ibid, p. 3. 
348lbid, p. 3. 
3491..etter from Jenny Dresler, Oregon Farm Bureau Federation, Scott Dahlman, Oregonians for Food and Shelter, Mike Doke, 
Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, and Jeff Stone, Oregon Association of Nurseries, to Renee Stapleton, September 7, 2017. 
15°1.bid. 
351Ibid. 
mlbid. 
mLetter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, to Michael Wood, Oregon OSHA Administrator, September 7, 2017. 
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objective, complete Fiscal Impact Study could have been completed."354 He asked for a delay in the 
rule.making until a Fiscal Impact Study had been completed, suggesting that Oregon OSHA contact 
Oregon State University's Depattment of Agricultural Science "to develop a scope of work that would 
include all details of the proposed rule's cost of compliance by small business."355 

In reviewing the letter's concern about the fact that the request for fiscal impact information had not been 
made early in the process, Oregon OSHA noted the natural tension between the desire to firmly identify 
rulemaking provisions early in the rule development process and the need to allow the rule development 
processes to provide more complete consideration of various potential proposals. Had Oregon OSHA 
attempted to provide a list of likely proposals early in the process, it would have suggested that the 
agency was not taking the advisory committee's discussions seriously. And, in this pa1ticular case, such 
an early list would have been incomplete. The idea to distinguish between pesticides based on the 
respiratory protection requirement- a provision of the mle as proposed and as adopted that necessarily 
affected the financial analysis - did not itself arise until relatively late in the rule development process, as 
various alternatives to distinguish pesticide risks in some fashion were considered and then discarded for 
one reason or another. 

Oregon OSHA also noted the apparent belief that the Fiscal Impact Statement required by the APA 
somehow necessitates a "study" of the caliber that can only be conducted by university researchers or 
others with a similar background. Oregon OSHA reads the repeated reference to the use of "available 
information" in the statute to indicate that the Fiscal Impact Statement, while requiring thoughtful 
analysis, does not require original research of the sort contemplated by the writer of this letter. 

After sharing the concerns about the process to date, the letter then shared the organization's responses: 

First, it indicated that his members "are not willing to share their pesticide information .... " because it 
"may be sensitive to their small business operations, and the chemicals they use are legal and well 
regulated."356 The letter also suggested such information would not "address any future products" that 
might be needed.3s7 In relation to this decision by the growers, Oregon OSHA noted that it may be true 
that current use patterns would not absolutely predict futme use, but the division believed - and believes 
that its Fiscal Impact Statement could have been strengthened by more specific info1mation about current 
pesticide use, rather than the general representations made during the advisory group discussions. 
However, such information was simply not made available to the agency. 

The Letter then discussed the cost to move agricultural Labor housing occupants to alternate Lodging (nevel' 
suggested by Oregon OSHA or included in any preproposal draft, but discussed by participants in the 
advisory group meetings, including the August 30 meeting). The letter said, "Evacuation costs are 
astonishing," noting that relocating just five families from labor housing to hotel rooms (if such rooms 
were even available) would cost "from $1,475 to $1745 per night for a single small business."358 In 
relation to this information, Oregon OSHA notes that it tended to confirm the agency's initial conclusion 
that such a requirement would not be viable, and Oregon OSHA did not give the suggested requirement's 
inclusion in the rule further serious consideration. 

Without providing any other financial information or supporting data, the letter summarized by saying 
"we believe at a minimum the proposed 150~foot AEZ would cost the average grower $125,000 each 
year. That results in $55 million annually for our grower membership."359 The letter concluded with the 
following: 

The CGFG study does no/ sc1fisfy a basic principle of rulemaking- completion of a Fiscal Impact 
Statement that includes cost of compliance by small businesses. CGFG encourages OR-OSHA to complete 
a full Fiscal Impact Study that documents the number of housing units i1111olved, the distancefi'om crops, 

ll~Ibid. 
mlbid. 
356Jbid. 
357Ibid. 
Jl

8Ibid. 
359Ibid. 
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notification methods and costs, transportation costs, lost production costs and other details associated with 
the 150:foot AEZ.360 

With regard to the specific estimate provided by the letter, Oregon OSHA concluded that it was based 
almost entirely on the suggested requirement for alternate lodging, which would not be pati of the 
proposed rule and did not require fu11her fiscal analysis. The letter therefore did not provide usable 
information related to the provisions actually under consideration. 

After receiving these letters and other feedback about the difficulty of responding on time and without 
additional information- as well as noting that the focus ofnmch of the feedback was on the suggested 
requirement for alternate lodging - Oregon OSHA determined that the proposal could be delayed an 
additional month. On September 15, an e-mail was distributed with the requested draft Statement of Need 
and the following list of specific items in relation to which costs were being requested because they 
remained under consideration as potential elements of the soon-to-be-proposed rule: 

• A 50' AEZfor air blast sprayer where the label calls only for the pesticide handler to wear long sleeved shirt, long 
pants, shoes plus socks~ option lo stay or evacuate. We'd also like the information for a 100 'AEZ hr such 
situations. 

• A 100 'AEZ for aerial or air blast sprayer where the label calls for long sleeved long pants, shoes plus socks, 
gloves and eye protection; option to slay or evacuate. 

• A JOO' AEZfor aerial or air blast sprayer where the label calls/or long slee1•ed long pants, shoes plus socks, 
gloves, eye protection and requires the use of respirato1y protectio11; ewrrnatio11 required. We'd also like the 
information for a J 50 'AEZ in such situations. 

• Informing occupants lo shut windows and doors and tum off air intakes prior to evacuating 01· remaining hi an 
enclosed area. 

• Providing a method to prof eel or store household items or work tools. 
• Providing a method/or closeable storage for shoes to prevent frar:king pesticides info the structures. 
• Notifying occupan/s of start and slop times of the spray, inslrnctions lo close windows and doors and lo close air 

intakes, instruclions to protect items from co11tami11atio11, i11str11clio11s to remain in /he enclosed area 1111/i/ ajier 
the applicalion equipment passes. 

• Providing an i1ifo1111atio11 station for pending applications for AEZ which contain enclosed spaces. 
• Providing adult occupants access lo information on measures to take lo prevent and reduce pesticide exposure. 361 

The e-mail fu11her requested that any available information be provided by September 30, 2017. 

An updated pre-proposal draft was was sent by e-mail on September 21, 2017. That e-mail also provided 
"a gentle reminder to submit yom statement of fiscal impact."362 Within an hour of the e-mail's 
distribution, Oregon OSHA received a response from one Hood River grower (and a member of the 
Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers) indicating that it was not possible to evaluate the costs in the time 
provided. He further indicated, after describing the steps he believed would be necessary, "For our own 
operation I believe we could .hire someone to do the financial analysis ru1d have it completed sometime in 
spring of2018."363 He concluded, .. It [S necessary to go through these steps to create a meaningful 
estimate of fiscal impacts of the new AEZ rules."3

6--1 

On September 29, 2017, Oregon OSHA received an e-mail that read as follows: 

In response lo this message two weeks ago, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers took immediate action and 
contacted growers to seek the fiscal i1iformatio11 you requested Because of the detail of information 
identified, we created the attached Fiscal Impact Worksheet to distribute to our 440 members. 

360Ibid. 
161E-mail from Gamet Cooke, Oregon OSHA Pesticide Coordinator, to the Worker Protection Standards Advisory Committee 
distribution list, September 15, 2017. There were actually two slightly different e-mails, depending on whether the individual had 
already oflered some comment on the economic impact request, but they were identical in all relevant portions. 
362E-mail from Gamet Cooke, Oregon OSHA Pesticide Coordinator, to the Worker Protection Standards Advisory Committee 
distribution list, September 21, 2017. 
363E-mail from Michael McCarthy to Garnet Cooke and copied to the Worker Protection Standards Advisory Committee 
distribution list, September 21, 2017. 
364lbid. 
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However, I his 1110111e11/11111 ra11 i11l0 two obstacles: 1) Your request occurred in lhe middle of our growers' 
busies/ time, harvest; and, 2) our growers responded to a similar OR-OSHA request just weeks earlier, 
11'ilh their input i11c/11ded in the attached Sept. 7, 2017 letter. 

Both killed any opporlunily to provide additional fiscal detail al I his late stage in OR-OSHA 's mies 
process. 

CGFG qfjirms /he compliance cost/or our grower membership is $55 million am111al/y -· S/25,000 per 
grower 011 average - as slated in our Sept. 7 /ef/er, when we asked OR-OSHA lo complete a trne Fiscal 
Impact State111e11/ i11slead of relying 011 a cmde estimate. If OR-OSHA req11ests if, we are co11jide11t an 
01ga11izalio11 like Oregon State Universi(v 's Depar1111e11t of 1lgric11/t11ral Sciences ' applied economics 
stqfflst11de111s could complete a proper Fiscal lmpacl Statement bef ore rules lake effect in 2018. 165 

The document attached to the e-mail that the association had sent to its members allowed itemized 
estimates of costs for each of the items outlined in Oregon OSHA's e-mail, as well as asking the growers 
to provide the number of housing units affected, the cost to remove orchards should the grower choose to 
do that instead of comply, the cost of any needed evacuation, the cost of alternative housing during 
evacuation, and the cost to provide off-site housing. It also invited growers to list any costs not identified 
above. 

Had Oregon OSHA received a sample of such data, at least some of it would have been usable in 
developing the required Fiscal Impact Statement. But if any of the association's 440 growers actually 
made such estimates, those estimates were not available to Oregon OSHA. The e-mail again made 
reference to the financial estimate in the September 7 letter - which Oregon OSHA had already 
disregarded as resulting from elements that were not part of the rule about to be proposed, specifically the 
requirement to provide alternate lodging for the night when housing had to be evacuated. 

Based on the information it had received to that point, and recognizing that at least some of the 
information in which it would have been interested was unlikely to be provided at any point in the near 
future, Oregon OSHA developed its analysis of the potential fiscal impact of the rule being proposed. 

0J"ego11 OSHA 's Original Fiscal Impact Statement 

As pa1t of its filing of the proposed rule in October of2017,366 Oregon OSHA included the required Fiscal 
Impact Statement. The statement was developed using a variety of available sources and relying upon the 
guidance of the members of the Worker Protection Standard Advisory Committee, to the degree that such 
information was available. Oregon OSHA considered, but did not use, the estimate provided by the 
Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, because the estimate was clearly based on provisions that had been 
discussed but were not included in the proposed rule. 

As is the norm with Oregon OSHA rule proposals, the Fiscal Impact Statement determined that state 
agencies, units oflocal government and the public as a whole are affected only to the extent that they are 
employers and employees. Oregon OSHA concurred with the EPA's assessment as part of its earlier 
rulemaking that "the mnjority of the costs of the modified rules will be borne by fa rms, nurseries, and 
greenhouses that hire labor and use pesticides."367 Oregon OSHA used data from the Census Bureau to 
estimate that the total number of"small agricultural employers in Oregon that are potentially subject to 
the scope of the pesticide Worker Protection Standard rules" as 80 percent of all fa rms that hired farm 
labor, which would include "approximately 8,500 places ofbusiness."368 Although "[t]he EPA's 
economic analysis predicted no significant impact on most 'small business ent ities' and a negligib.le effect 
on jobs and employment,' 369 Oregon OSHA went further to m1alyze the particular costs of the proposed 
rule related to the AEZ: "Oregon OSHA estimates that the revised rul es will nffect both small and large 
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farms, nurseries and greenhouses that have employees and use agricuJtural pesticides in crop production; 
and nlso, commercial pesticide applicators contracted to apply agricultural pesticides."370 

The FIS went on to identify estimated costs of various provisions of the rule, specifically in relation to the 
notification requirements and the training requirements to implement the AEZ, and primarily in relation 
to agriculture labor housing (ALH), The estimate also addressed the costs of the required information 
station, as well as storage provisions. 

The FIS also concluded that there would be no housing cost impact, as defined by the statute. 

Objection to tlte FIS and Appointment of a Fiscal Impact Advisory Committee (FIAC) 

On November 3, the Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers (CGFG) filed an objection to the Fiscal Impact 
Statement and requested the appointment of a Fiscal Impact Advisory Committee (FIAC). The notice was 
timely, and the association represents a sufficient number of the affected growers. Therefore, Oregon 
OSHA received and evaluated the request. 

The objection argued that "the 'talement of Need and Fiscal lmpact inadequately addresses the cost of 
compliance that will be borne by our members." 371 The objection then referenced an estimate provided in 
2016 regarding the cost ofremoving productive trees: 

We submitted details from 30 association members outlining a variety of costs that showed mierage lost 
annual production costs of$], 707,914 per JOO acres. These costs would be the result of tree fruit removal 
within the Application E\'C!usion Zone. Although OR-OSHA requested this information, and had access lo 
the information for close to a year, the agency did not include lhese figures in its Statement of Need and 
Fiscal Jmpacl. 372 

The substance of this concern will be addressed presently. However, it is worth making note of two items 
at present: First, the 2016 estimates in question had not been mentioned by the CGFG in their own 
estimate of the cost of discussion draft in their September 7, 2017 letter, twice provided to Oregon OSHA 
as the CGFG estimate of costs. Second, Oregon OSHA notes with interest that the CGFG was able to 
provide data in 2016 based on a very limited sample of their entire membership. 

The letter included a second specific objection to the Fiscal Impact Statement: 

We submitted a le/fer Sept. 7, 2017 to OR-OSHA Administrator Michael Wood detailing cos/s associated 
with farm stmcture evacuations that included providing altemative housing. This lei/er was a response to 
an OR-OSHA staff request at an A11g11st 2017 SAEA C meeting. It stated the proposed l 50foot Application 
fa·clusion Zone would cost the average grower $125,000 each year -- $55 million ammallyfor our grower 
membership. This esfimafe does not i11c/11de free removal or lost prod11ctio11 costs. Again, OR-OSHA did 
not include these rece11tly identified costs in its Statement of Need a11dFiscal impact. m 

Oregon OSHA concluded that the CGFG's objection was not well-founded, for reasons that will be 
described more fully below. In addition, Oregon OSHA noted that it had developed the estimate in 
consultation with the advisory group that assisted in the rule's development (although in some cases that 
consultation had been less than fully effective). Oregon OSHA therefore concluded that the existing FIS 
was legally compliant and that the appointment of a FIAC was not required. Nonetheless, the agency 
recognized the value of having a FIAC review the statement- pai1icularly in light of some of the 
challenges in obtaining data. Therefore, a committee was appointed and charged with reviewing the Fiscal 
Impact Statement and recommending any changes that should be made to it. The committee included 
seven members. Three members represented growers374 

( one of them had sent the letter objecting to the 
Fiscal Impact Statement and all three of them were signatories of the September 7 letter regarding the 
difficulty of providing fiscal impact data). Three others were worker advocates who had participated in 

370Ibid., p. 2. 
371 Letter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, November 3, 2017. 
372Ibid. 
mibid. 
374Scott Dahlman, Oregonians for Food & Shelter, Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, and Jenny Dresler, Oregon Fann 
Bureau Federation. 
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the rule development.m Oregon OSHA selected a chair known for his expertise in facilitation and 
organizational development to lead the discussions.376 Oregon OSHA provided staff support and 
pa11icipated in the FIAC discussions but did not have a vote on the committee. 

J1111e 29, 2018 

Although Oregon OSHA had hoped to move quickly enough that the rulemaking prncess would not be 
significantly delayed by the FIAC activity, it became clear that the comment period would need to be 
extended to allow the committee to complete its work. Oregon OSI{A published a notice on December 7, 
2017, extending the comment period to January 31, 2018. And Oregon OSHA published a further notice 
on January 26, 2018, extending the comment period until February 28, 2018. 

The FIAC held its first of what were expected to be two meetings on January 4, 2018. All the members of 
the committee but one were able to attend. Although there was a meeting tentatively scheduled for 
January 12, that second meeting was delayed until Janua1y 29 so that all of the committee's members 
could attend, 

The meeting minutes clearly reflect the seriousness with which the members of the FIAC took their 
responsibility. 

At the first meeting, the group's scope and pmpose were discussed: 

The FJAC should be discussing the cos/ of compliance with the rnle as ii is written i11 Oregon OSHA 's 
formal proposal, the housing cos/ impact (which was described as the increase in cost, if any, this rule 
might hm1e on the co11slmclion of a three bedroom residential dwelling), and the cost of compliance with 
the rule as proposed on small businesses in particular. 377 

In relation to the objections raised in the November 3 letter (which was shared with the FIAC, as was the 
September 7 letter), Oregon OSHA shared a memo that explained why the division did not consider the 
letter's objections to the Fiscal Impact Statement to be well-founded. As the minutes summarized the 
memo, "Essentially, Oregon OSHA's response to CGFG was that the basis of the costs outlined by CGFG 
was not based on the text of the rule as proposed."378 

Specifically, the memo acknowledged that the cost estimates provided by the CGFG were not used in the 
Fiscal Impact Statement developed by Oregon OSHA: 

The letter outlines CGFG 's disagreement with Oregon OSHA 's fiscal impact statement beca11se it does not 
reflect the cos/ of lost production that would result from the removal of trees, which the feller indicates was 
provided to Oregon OSHA in 2016. It is true that Oregon OSHA was provided information that concludes 
that the average lost annual production costs are $1,707,914 per JOO acres, and it is true that these costs 
were not reflected in the Fiscal impact Statement. 379 

The memo explained that tree removal was not required by the rule and therefore was not appropriate to 
include in the Fiscal Impact Statement: 

Oregon OSHA did not include the cost of removing treesfi·om production in its estimate of the cost of 
compliance with the proposed rule because the proposed rnle would not require the removal of any trees 
from production. 111 addifion, we could 110/ identify any situations where free removal would be the lowest 
cost a/ternatfre. Therefore, the cost of removing treesfi·om prod11ctio11 would not be a cost of complying 
with the proposed rule and cannot accurately be reflected as such. 380 

The memo further explained why the costs described in the September 7 letter also were not included in 
the Fiscal Impact Statement: 

375Ramon Ramirez, PCUN, Nargess Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, and Kate Suisman, Northwest Workers' Justice Project. 
376JohnMorgan, Morgan CPS Group. 
3770regon OSHA Fiscal Advisory Committee, January 4, 2018, Meeting Minutes, p. I. TI1is information reinforced the written 
description of the commillee's purpose, which had been included in each of the letters appointing members to the committee. In 
addition to describing the statutory requirements for an FIS, the letter stated: "The FlAC is to consider Oregon OSHA's Fiscal 
Impacl Statement (FIS) for the above referenced rulemaking and make recommendations to me as the Administrntor for Oregon 
OSHA on whether the proposed mies will have a fiscal impact, what the extent of that impact will be, and whether based on that 
impact the FIS should be amended." 
378Oregon OSHA Fiscal Advisory Committee, January 4, 2018, Meeting Minutes, p. I. 
379Memorandum from Renee Stapleton, Oregon OSHA Policy Manager, to Fiscal Impact Advisory C01mnittee, Janual)' 4, 2018'. 
mlbid. 
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The September 7 letter does not provide s11fficient detail to separate the other costsfrom the altemative 
housing costs, but ii is clear that the overwhelming hulk qf the estimated costs summarized in the 
September 7 letter relate to a/temale housing. The proposed rule does no/ require alternate housing. 

J1111e 29, 2018 

Therefore the cos/ of providing such housing would not be a cost of complying with the proposed mle and 
cmmot accurately be reflected as such. J.St 

As the meeting minutes indicate, "CGFG, through their representative, responded to Oregon OSHA's 
response to their objection to the fiscal impact statement. CGFG believes that the connection between the 
costs they cited in their communications with Oregon OSHA are not too tenuous/speculative to be 
considered, and are a very real possibility for their growers. "382 

In addition to the issues raised by the CGFG, the committee discussed a range of issues and information 
that they wanted to consider further. For example, one extended discussion concerned the lack of 
sufficient information about when respirators would be required: 

The group discussed al lenglh the lack of i1ifor111atio11 regarding when andwhal pesticides were applied 
that required a respirator. Some group members felt that this would better iliform an estimate of the cost of 
compliance with this rule. Others in the group disagreed, and stated that growers would not release that 
i,!formation. Also, this information can change frequently per season. 

Nargess commented that she fell information regarding pesticide types andji-equency of application was 
readily available to the growers, a11d Iha/ gathering this informarion based on practices of at least a couple 
of years would give some guidelines as to how fl'equently respirator required pesticides were applied. 393 

The committee also made it clear that at least some of the members were prepared to give serious 
consideration to "unintended consequences" as costs of the rule: 

The group discussed the scope of the rule as they sm11 ii and rm in/ended consequences for both workers and 
growers. Then the group moved to trying to identify what unintended consequences are realistically ct cost 
of compliance with the rule. At this time the current Statement of Need and Fiscal Impact was distributed to 
the group. 

The group posed the question wondering what kind of evidence the group could receive from the growers 
that the outcomes CGFG idenf{(ied (,·emoving trees, etc.) are more tangible than speculative. It was stated 
that the growers are unwilling at this time lo provide that il!formatfon and it would be hard/or each 
grower to substantiate if they were to /Jy to. 384 

The group ended the meeting with several "action items" for the next meeting - the minutes of the first 
meeting already reflected the challenges involved in scheduling the second meeting: "The next meeting 
time and date to be determined due to scheduling issues with members. The group is planning to meet one 
more time before the end of January."385 

The FIAC met a second time on January 29, with all of its members present. Among other things, the 
committee approved the minutes of the January 4 meeting.386 The Oregon OSHA administrator provided 
guidance "framing the mission of the committee" and noted "that although the committee is an advisory 
committee, in this case they are being asked to make a recommendation that Oregon OSHA will then 
adopt."387 In discussing the extension of the comment period, it was noted that the committee's work 
would be shared and an opportunity provided for the publ ic to comment on it.388 

381Ibid. 
382Oregon OSHA Fiscal Advisory Committee, January 4, 2018, Meeting Minutes, p. 2. 
mlbid,, p. 2. 
384lbid., p. 3. 
mlbid., p. 4. 
386Oregon OSHA Fiscal Advisory Committee, January 29, 2018, Meeting Minutes, p. I. 
187Ibid., p. I. 
388Ibid., pp. 1-2. Although the minutes reflect Oregon OSHA's expectation that this will not require an ndditional extension of the 
comment period, the need to provide at least 20 calendar days to comment on the revised Fiscal Impact Statement resulted in a 
further extension of the comment period, to March 15, 2018. 
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In addition, "Nargess Shadbeh on the committee wanted to confirm that they were not precluded from 
doing more work if new information necessitated another meeting or more time, and the committee 
agreed. "389 

At the January 29 meeting, several formal decisions were made by the committee: 

• First, the chair asked if there was a motion to apprnve the FIS as written. There was no such 
motion,390 indicating that an apparently unanimous desire by the committee to recommend revisions 
to the FIS. 

• The committee agreed by consensus that the l 0-minute average for notification of pesticide 
applications in the original FIS was not enough and it should be increased to 15 minutes.391 

• The committee noted a need to clarify language about the costs of notification, which did not make it 
clear that the estimate was intended to reflect a single trip rather than multiple trips to disseminate 
each piece of information.392 

• The committee noted a need to clarify language about the costs of notification, which did not make it 
clear that the estimate was intended to reflect a single trip rather than multiple trips to disseminate 
each piece of information.393 

• The committee asked Oregon OSHA to assist with training materials to help employers in fulfilling 
the training requirements, patticularly in relation to the initial training on protectini personal items. 
Oregon OSHA agreed to provide such materials, using pictograms when possible.3 4 

• The committee agreed, without dissent, to add the following language to the fiscal impact statement: 
There will be a fiscal impact lo some growers who have processingfacililies, or other b11ildi11gs where 
workers would normally be working during pesticide applications. Because of lack of data, and variability 
between operations, the cos/ is indeterminate. Some of the factors thal make this assessment challenging 
include: work and break schedules at facility, facility and farm config11ralion, diversity of cropping 
systems, sprayingji-equenc)', and type of pesticides used. Range $0- $1,000. 

In addition, improved productil•ity may occur due to increased employee morale from timely and effective 
communication of hazards. This may result in a reduction bi workers compensation claims and 
absenteeism, and improve employee retention and aclive participation in the safely and hea[(h management 
system. 395 

• The committee discussed the identified fiscal impact associa~d with 437-004-6406(1) and concluded 
that the requirement has been in place for years and therefore this is not an additional cost of 
compliance and the identified costs should be removed. 396 

After adopting the prior recommended changes to the Fiscal Impact Statement, the committee considered 
a motion to approve the amended Fiscal Impact Statement. The motion passed with 6 of the 7 members 
voting in favor of the amended Fiscal Impact Statement.397 

The minutes include the following description of the remaining discussion: 
Mike Doke, !he only members that did not vote in favor, slated that he cannot vote for it because it does not 
take into account the loss of trees. John Morgan made several requests for Mike to make a statement that 
could be proposed as an amendment. Mike stated lhal if could not be quantified, and he cannot stand 
behind an impact statement that did not include the loss of trees. Mike stated several times that he did not 
have an amendment to be offered because the removal of trees would not be the lowest cost alternative. 

)S9Ibid., p. 2. 
390lbid., p. 2. 
mlbid., p. 2. When Oregon OSHA recalculated the times at the committee's recommendation, it was realized that the aggregate 
time estimate in the original Fiscal Impact Statement had been rounded up to an hour. The result of the change from 10 minutes 
lo 15 minutes was still to round up the aggregate time estimate to an hour. The FJAC was advised of this and concurred before 
the changes lo the Fiscal Impact Statement were finalized. 
392Jbid., p. 2. 
393Ibid., p. 2. 
394lbid., p. 2. 
395Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
396lbid., p. 3. 
397lbid., p. 3. 
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John reminded ,\fike that the Department's position did not bind the committee and amendments could be 
propose(l No vote on his concern was conducted because Mike did not put forth a proposed amendment for 
consideration. 398 

The minutes fmther indicate that "no other revisions were proposed relating to small employers or other 
aspects ofthe Fiscal Impact Statement."399 

Following the committee's electronic review of the minutes and of the revisions to the FIS, Oregon 
OSHA filed the revised Fiscal Impact Statement- reflecting all of the FIAC's recommendations - on 
February 16, 2018, extending the comment period for a final time, to March 15, 2018. 

Discussion of the Fiscal Impact in the Record 

A number of comments in the rule discussed the financial impacts of the rule. Some, including the 
following, suggested that the rule - or their preferred regulation, which exceeded the requirements of the 
Oregon OSHA rule- would not present a significant financial burden on the industry or individual 
employers, pm1icularly in contrast to what the commenters see of the benefit of additional regulation: 

1 did some basic math about that [suggestion of a 100-fool no-spray buffer zone], and each pear tree 
produces like, 300 pears-so I base ii on 50 pears, between 250 and 300 pears- and per pound, there's 
about two and a halj like, Mo lo three pears a pound And so -and I don 'I know if this is an accurate 
estimation, I think they may sell wholesale for around$. 69 a pound 

So in some of the orchards, I smv there's some owrhead shots, that if there were 12 trees that were 
eliminated, I hat the grower would meet that hundred fool limit or hundred foot b1dfer. And a lot of areas in 
the state already have that buffer available to their - for their housing. 

So basically, ii would end up being like $69 a tree that they would lose for profit - so like $69 a tree for 
profit. And even if you have 20 trees, you are, like, $1,400. 

But just one medical appointment for a farm worker who has been exposed lo these chemicals, who may be 
diagnosed with cancer-I'm son~,~ the fiscal impact on him or her and on theirfamily is much greater 
than the values of 20 pear lrees. 4 0 

In one other-and this will be the last and then /'II finish-one other sllldy published out of New York 
University involving nine authors from nine instil11lio11s throughout the United StateJ; including Harvard, 
Yale, New York University, and so on, found that /he costs, the medical costs and days lost of work due 
specifically to pesticide exposures - nothing else - pesticide exposures in the United States, cost $42 billion 
a year. And if yo11 work through the arithmetic, my fellow state employees on economics, it comes out to 
$485 million among the farm workers and others bi Oregon •· $485 million a year, medical and lost 
work 401 

In contrast, many growers talked not only about the costs of the rule, but also about the cumulative costs 
of a variety of changes in state, federal and marketplace rules and guidelines . 

... this is not a queslion or a rule that should be considered in isolation as much as considered co/fectivefy 
as an overall burden of compliance and regulation This is one more rule to follow. This is one more law to 
track, one more action that we have lo take that is not our core business,farming. This is one more place a 
lmv abidingfimner can be fined, cited, and shut down; and we just want to produce bea11tifi1lfruitfor our 
communities and for our country. 401 

1'-0' business operates in a competitive gfoba! marketplace, and it has and will continue lo experience 
significant increases in costs over a five-year period as a result of the following policy changes: Third
party food safety certification, first volunlat)' but made ma11dato1)' by my apple and pear packer in 2017; 
Federal Fruit Safety and Modernization Act just currently going into place over a series of years; the use 

398Jbid. , p. 3. 
399lbid., p. 3. 
400Coruments by Kathy Keesee in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in Medford, transcript pp. 28-29. 
401Comments by Ray Siedler, a microbiologist and fomer EPA research scientist, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017 in 
Medford, transcript pp. 45-46. 
402Comments by David Wood, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 59. 
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of H-2A guest worker program; Oregon mi11i11111m wage increases beginning in 2017; Oregon mandafOJJ' 
paid sick time that began in 2016; Oregon mandato1J1 employer retirement program that goes into effect in 
2018 and 2019; Oregon OSHA new housing requirements that took effect-will go into effect January !'1 of 
2018; and lhe now Oregon OSHA IVPA AEZ requirements that are proposedfor 2018. 

Oregon lmv a11dpolicy makers have to take al least some of the responsibility for these small family farms 
going out of business. Oregon OSHA- the 2018 changes to Oregon OSHA housing, in this room alone 
millions of dollars have been spent to bring that housing up lo the 2018 standard 403 

And my last comment is - and this is kind of a little joke. Sometimes I think that the people that make these 
decisions about these rules and regulalions ought to register as foreign agents because our competitors in 
other parts of the world don't have to follow these rules and regulations that you come 11p with. We do, and 
it's quite costly for us. We are in a ve1y competitive environment out there, a worldwide competitive 
environment, and ii 's quite cosily to us and puts us American growers at a disadvantage. 404 

This is a direct threat to the small.family farm. If OSHA 's goal is to have.foreign co1111t,y's supply the 
United Stales with food then they are well on their way to helping achieve that goal. "05 

I'm a fourth generation farmer. We've beenfarmingf01· over a lmndredyears in this valley, and I'm ve1y 
proud of that. And, quite honestly, I don't know if I'm going to encourage my kids to continue this because 
if 's getting veJJ' deep in regulations. So on our farm, myself in particular, I don't have a PERS pension,; so 
makin?,; a living doing what I'm doing is - is my retirement. So I just wanted you guys to keep that in 
mind. 06 

As noted in a previous section, Oregon OSHA takes the effect of its rulemaking on the viability of the 
businesses it regulates seriously. And many of the provisions suggested at various points in the 
rulemaking process, as well as during the public comment periods, were rejected by Oregon OSHA as 
being untenable on that grounds, among others. However, Oregon OSHA does believe that the Fiscal 
Impact Statement - paiticularly after the changes resulting from the work of the FIAC- reflects a fair 
assessment of this particular rule's financial impacts, within the limitations of the available data. 

Several individuals commented about the cost of removing trees, at least some of them viewing that 
as an unintended but likely outcome, even though they recognized that the absence of a no-spray 
buffer zone means that tree removal is not required by the rule. 

And I know that you 're nof le/ling us that we hm•e to cul down the trees, b11t when I consider what I 
consider to be the harm of making people leave their housing especially early in the morning or in the 
middle of the night, when I consider what I believe that wilf - the bad impacts, the negative impacts that 
will have 011 their lives, I probably would cut down my trees. And that would be the expense of this because 
it 's not better for them to be moving in and out of their ho11si11g. m 
And, again, the cost associated with this 150 foot clearance around m1r housing, that's a11 acre or so of 
ground That can be quire cosily to a lot of us orchardisls f(we hm•e to clear that many treesji·om all of 011r 

labor housing. 403 

You kno\11, these are exisling str11ct11res that were built before these regulations were proposed. And I think 
that, you know, ii makes it really untenable.for people. You 're going to either hm·e to abandon these 
stmclllres or abandon some orchards and - or, you know, a portion of that. And if you 're not taking that 
into account in your economic analysis, /hat's you know, not accurate at all. J0

9 

403Comments by Jennifer Euwer, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 23. 
40-1Comments by Don Brocklesby in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript pp. 13-14. 
405Email from John Stehlik, December 15, 2017. See similar comments in a letter from Dayle Harris, January 20, 2018. 
405Letter from Adam McCarthy, March 14, 2018. 
407Comments by Jennifer Euwer in the public hearing at 10 run, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 22. 
408Cornments by Don Brocklesby in the public hearing at IO am, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 13. 
409Comments by Gary Wade in the public hearing at 10 run, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 52. 
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Some comments focused specifically on the economic analysis represented by the Fiscal Impact 
Statement, both in its original and revised form. This perspective was consistently shared by those 
commenting on behalf of the association that had objected to the Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A /so, our estimate of the cost to growers to comply were no! taken seriously nor were the complexities of 
compliance considered. Both the Statement of Need and Fiscal Impact and Housing Cost Impact Statement 
completed by Oregon OSHA are deficient a11d underestimate or/a.ii to include the fiscal impacts at all. 
Please see the comments submitled into the record by the Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers Association. no 

And these impacts are underestimated mostly by the fact that they/ailed to realize the n11111ber of 
notifications that would be required based on the fact that in many cases we intend to spray but we are not 
allowed to spray by drift co11dilions, wind conditions, rain co11ditio1is.freezing conditions which require us 
lo renotify tmd do it at another time. m 

Even after the Fiscal Impact Statement was revised to reflect the work of the FIAC, representatives of the 
association criticized the statement as insufficient. The association's legal representative provided a 
critique of the agency's compliance with the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act, arguing, 
"The Statement of Need and Fiscal Impact analysis done by OR-OSHA inadequately addresses the cost of 
compliance borne by CGFG members,"412 

The letter elaborates on the associaton's concern, first in relation to the requirement in the rule related 
to a 100-foot AEZ: 

Fol' example, Oregon OSHA estimates compliance costs associated with a JOO.foot AEZ to include 
application costs of only $24.07 to $96.28 and mileage costs of approximately $16.50. However, CGFG 
members provided details outlining a variel)' of costs that showed~an average loss in annual production of 
$1,707,914 per 100 acres. m 

Setting aside the fact that the Fiscal Impact Statement before the commenter is the statement as revised 
and approved by the FIAC, the letter goes even farther than the association's November 3, 2017 Jetter that 
referenced the same 2016 estimate by claiming that it would apply to the 100-foot AEZ. However, the 
JOO-foot AEZ expressly allows for use of the same "'shelter in place' alternative" that the commenter 
endorses later in his letter. It is not clear why the 100-foot AEZ in the rule would involve any loss of 
trees, even if one were to accept the flawed CGFG analysis. 

The letter also indicates, "There is nothing in the explanation of the proposed rules to indicate that this 
information was eveu considered by Oregon OSHA."414 Oregon OSHA specifically explained to the 
FIAC, of which a representative of the same association was a member, why the information was not · 
included (even in relation to the evacuation requirement). The explanation was provided both orally in 
and in memorandum form, and it is reflected in the January 4 minutes of the FIAC. Both the January 4 
and the January 29 minutes of the FIAC indicate clearly that the issue was discussed and given 
consideration, although no motion to include the language was voted upon because no such motion was 
made by any member of the committee. 

The same letter includes a similar discussion of the material from the September 7 letter, which "provided 
information that the average cost per grower of this 150 AEZ zone to be $125,000 each year per member 
up to $55 million annually for its total membership. Again, OR-OSHA did not include these identified 
costs in its statement of Need and Fiscal Impact and it appears that here too OR-OSHA did not even 
consider these costs when it promulgated these niles."41 This is essentially the same as the second 

4l0Given the content and timing, this comment clearly references the letter from Mike Doke, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, 
objecting to the Fiscal Impact Statement and dated November 3, 2017. It was in response to this letter that Oregon OSHA 
arpointed a Fiscal Jmpnct Advisory Committee. 
4 1Comments by Michael McCarthy in the public henring at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 10. 
412Lettcr from Timothy J. Bemasek, Dunn Carney Allen Higgins & Tongue LLP, on behalfofthe Columbia Gorge Fruit 
Growers, March 13, 2018, p. 2. 
413Jbid., p. 2. 
414Jbid ,, p. 2. 
415Ibid., p. 2. 
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objection made by the association in its November 3 letter, which resulted in the appointment of the 
FIAC, which in turn ultimately resulted in changes to the Fiscal Impact Statement. It is true that neither 
Oregon OSHA nor the FIAC found it necessa1y to adjust the Fiscal Impact Statement to include these 
estimates based on a non-existent requirement to provide alternate lodging. But it is not because the 
information was not before them. 

The March 13 letter goes on to acknowledge the appointment of the FIAC and to describe its 
deliberations as failing to satisfy the committee's mandate.416 Oregon OSHA disagrees. Interestingly, in 
discussing the January 29 meeting, the letter writer appears to confuse the work of the FIAC with Oregon 
OSHA: "Once again OR-OSHA failed to address the specific costs identified by CFCG in an 
economically quantifiable maimer. Instead, OR-OSHA simply concluded that any additional cost to 
'some growers who have processing facilities, or other buildings' would range from $0- $1,000."417 As 
the minutes referenced by the letter themselves clearly indicate, the referenced language was discussed 
and recommended by the FIAC. It is true that Oregon OSHA subsequently included the statement 
recommended by the FIAC in the amended Fiscal Impact Statement, as the division had indicated it 
would. But the action taken on Janua1y 29 was the action of the FJAC. Oregon OSHA not only did not 
take such an action; the division had no vote and no ability to make a motion. CGFG, on the other hand, 
had both. 

The letter writer reaches the conclusion that "it is clear Oregon OSHA has failed to meet its obligation 
regarding the proposed rules" in relation to cost of compliance for small businesses.418 Again, Oregon 
OSHA disagrees. The division completed a legally sufficient Fiscal Impact Statement as part of the 
original rule filing. In spite of having done so, Oregon OSHA chose to appoint a FIAC and to adopt any 
recommendations it made to change the Fiscal Impact Statement (in spite of the fact that the APA 
requires only that agency consider the advice and include the FIAC's work product in the rulemaking 
file). The final Fiscal Impact Statement is unquestionably the product of exactly the s011 of consultation 
contemplated by the APA, and Oregon OSHA has more than complied with its requirements to produce a 
reasonable Fiscal Impact Statement as part of the proposed rulemaking. 

The final observation the letter makes with regard to the fiscal impact includes the suggestion that Oregon 
OSHA did not "appropriately follow the process for appointing and conducting a fiscal impact advisory 
committee." Given that the letter contains no analysis in support or explanation of this contention, Oregon 
OSHA can respond only by saying that the division disa.wees and considers the process used to be fully 
compliant with the applicable requirements of the APA. 19 

111 addition to the letter from the association's legal counsel, the board chair provided a somewhat more 
detailed critique of the amended Fiscal lmpact Statement in a leller submitted to the record a day later.420 

Several of the criticisms in that letter relate to what he sees as omissions from the document. 

A specific sec/ion of this cost analysis document should consider the potential costs on employees and their 
families. -m 

Under section 2-b compliance and training costs were estimated but no a/tempt was made to summarize or 
aggregate these costs to get an actual measure of how they might impact an individual business or the 
larger effect on Oregon's agric11/t11ral industry. I would consider this omission a sizeable error when 
completing a thorough Fiscal Impact Statement and should be corrected. m 

Oregon OSHA believes that the statement - particularly with the changes made as a result of the work 
of the FIAC-provides the required information in the most readily usable format for the reader. In 

416Ibid., pp. 2•3. 
417Jbid., p. 3. 
418Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
419Ibid,, p. 3. 
420Letter from Adam McCarthy, Columbia Gorge Fruit Growers, March 14, 2018. 
421Ibid., p. I. 
422Jbid., p. I. 
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addition, certain data that might have allowed a more comprehensive estimate of costs - such as data 
regarding the frequency of the application of pesticides requiring the use of a respirator -was not 
available to either the agency or the FIAC as a whole. 

In general, Oregon OSHA did not find the writer's specific criticisms of the amended Fiscal Impact 
Statement to be sufficiently well-founded to bring the document as a whole into question. For 
example, the writer questions the general passage adopted at the FIAC's recommendation about the 
potential for positive benefits due to increased employee morale: 

This is a heavily biased statement to appear in a document of this type without any data to support such a 
statement. It should be removed, or the counter argument should be included. It is just as likely product/iiity 
could decline due to disrnption of workers' routines when required to evacuate, or due to an increased 
level qf fear of pesticides that isn't supported scienti.ficaffy. 423 

Given the balanced make-up of the committee, the fact that the particular recommendation was 
adopted by the FIAC without dissent, and that the complete set of amendments to the Fiscal Impact 
Statement were adopted with only one dissenting vote, Oregon OSHA disagrees with the conclusion 

· that the statement can be considered "heavily biased." It may be true that there would be negative 
impacts as suggested by the letter writer. However, such a motion was not presented to or adopted by 
the FIAC. In any case, the presence or absence of a particular statement of entirely indeterminate 
impacts hardly represents a reason to reject the Fiscal Impact Statement- even if the language in 
question were not the specific product of an advisory group. 

The writer uses the Fiscal Impact Statement to provide an estimate of the potential aggregate costs of 
the rule within Hood River and Wasco counties: 

Based on the numbers above which were taken directly from the Staleme11t of Need and Fiscal impact it's 
possible the proposed rnles on the AEZ could cost Hood River and Wasco County growers over SIM in the 
first jive years! This is not a small or insignificant cost that can be overlooked in this process. m 

It is not precisely clear where the $1 million figure comes from, but it appears to be within the range 
suggested by the Fiscal Impact Statement. It also may be worth "deconstructing" that figure. A figure 
of$] million in five years would represent, obviously, an average of$200,000 per year (presumably 
somewhat more in the first year, given the modest construction costs involved). As of the time the 
data used in the Fiscal Impact Statement was pulled from Oregon OSHA records, Wasco and Hood 
River counties included 202 registered camps, which would translate to $990 per camp. 

When the aggregate figme of$1 million is described as just under $1,000 per camp per year, it is less 
daunting. Oregon OSHA agrees that it is "not a small or insignificant cost that can be overlooked,"425 

but it is also not prohibitive. It would not be prohibitive even if the letter writer were correct that the 
numbers reflected in the Fiscal Impact Statement "could be under representing the costs to Oregon 
small businesses by more than 50%"426 (a conclusion Oregon OSHA does not share), These are costs 
that can reasonably be balanced against the purposes of the rule itself as part of the decision-making 
process. 

423Ibid., p. 3. 
424Ibid., p. 3. 
425Ibid,, p, 3. 
426Ibid., p. 4. 
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XII. The Rule Adopted is Credible and Superior to the Stntus Quo 

The evidence nl this time is sufficient tojust(fy the application of the precautiona,y principle to protect 
people fi'om the deleterious effects of living near environmental hazards. Even in the absence of complete 
scientific proof, enough evidence of potential harm being done exists to justify laking steps to rect{fy the 
problem and to protect the public J,-0111 potentially harmfitl exposures when all available evidence points lo 
plausible risk .... For example, prohibiting the siting of schools near higlm1ays and being cognizant of 
pesticide drift when planning residential locations or other sensitive land uses, j(ll/ into the caleg01)1 of 
commonsense guidelines and c:omtitute approaches that would be dijj1c11/t to argue against. m 

.... social, economic, and political factors interact in a way that ensures that farmworkers continue to lack 
participation in decision-making in pesticide regulation, that disproportionate impacts are pe,petuated, 
and that changing the status q110 is difficult. Far,mvorkers have had little success in addressing harmful 
occupational pesticide exposure using methods that some environmental justice communities hm•e 
employed, i.e., lobbying for effective reg11lation, engaging in public demonstration, or pursuing traditional 
litigation. In order to find appropriately tailored remedies for this particular environmental injustice, ii is 
important to recog11fze that disproportionate. pesticide e.,posure has less to do with a particularframework 
of regulation and more to do with 1111derlyi11g social and eco110111ic forces. 418 

The Decision to Be Made 

Ultimately, Oregon OSHA must make a decision on whether to adopt the rule as proposed, to adopt a 
modified version of the rule, or to withdraw the proposed rule. These same options exist in relation to 
each specific provision of the rule as well. One commenter expressed frustration over the Oregon OSHA 
Administrator's statement at the Hood River public hearing that he would make a decision "after 
considedng all testimony." The commenter suggested that such decision-making indicates that the 
administrator "is accountable to no one. "429 Oregon OSHA disagrees. 

While it is true that the rnle is an administrative rule under the Oregon Safe Employment Act (OSEA) and 
that the authority to adopt such rules is vested in Oregon OSHA in the person of the administrator, 
Oregon OSHA does not consider that authority to reflect the absence of accountability. Rather, the agency 
is accountable to use the authority granted it under the OSEA prudently and to balance the various 
interests reflected in the rulemaking record in an effort to best achieve the purposes of the Act. And, as 
previously noted, Oregon OSHA accepts an obligation not found in the law itself to explain the decisions 
it has made as part of the ru\emaking. 

Within that context, Oregon OSHA has made its decision on this rule and the individual provisions of it 
by considering the record and determining whether each provision is warranted by the circumstances 
reflected in the record, whether it is designed to appropriately serve that purpose, and whether the workers 
and employers of Oregon will be better served by the rule provision or by its absence. 

In evaluating the record, however, Oregon OSHA faces a large number of comments that are, for various 
reasons, outside the scope of this rulemaking. Oregon OSHA acknowledges those comments and has, in 
many cases, addressed them to a certain degree. However, the agency's determination in the context of 
this rulemaking nmst be whether the public interest is best served if the proposal and each of its individual 
provisions are adopted, improved through minor adjustments, or discarded. 

For this reason, the agency does not intend to resolve questions that cannot be addressed within the 
context of this rulemaking. If a particular proposal is outside Oregon OSHA 's rulemaking authority or 
outside the ability of the agency to address it as part of this rulemaking, Oregon OSHA will not fully 
address it as part of this record. 

Oregon OSHA is conscious of the wide range of opinions expressed in relation to this rule, As noted 
previously, in some cases the difference of opinion is the result of misinformation or misunderstanding of 

mJean D. Brender, Juliana A. Manntay, and Jayajit Chakraborty, "Residential Proximity to Environmental Hazards and Adverse 
Health Outcomes," American Journal of Public Health, Vol 101, Number Sl, September l, 2001, p. S50 .. 
428Joan D. Flocks, 'The Environmental and Social Injustice of Farmworker Pesticide Exposure," Georgetown Journal on Poverty 
Law Policy, Vol XIX, Number 2, Spring 2012, p. 256 . · 
429E-mail from Gary Tamura, Hood River, December 19, 2017. 
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what the rule would do or how it relates to other requirements. However, in other cases the difference of 
opinion is reflected even in the comments of those with a more thorough understanding of the underlying 
issues. A number of the comments directed at Oregon OSHA and sometimes at individual Oregon OSHA 
representatives were harsh, whether generally in opposition to or generally in support of stronger 
regulation. The nature of the public comments received- both the large number of written comments and 
the nature of the individual hearings - frequently meant that many of those who offered their opinion did 
not hear many comments from those wl10 disagreed with them. One commenter made that very 
observation at the hearing in Hood River: 

I appreciate that Oregon OSHA is IIJ'ing to find a compromise. I wish many of the growers here today 
could have heard the workers who came out in.full force in Woodbum at the e11eni11g hearing. It's almost 
like we 're talking about two d{fferent worlds here. 

We llll - the advoca/e side of things, we think ii should be a much bigger AEZ, but we understand in the 
spirit of compromise what Orego11 OSHA is trying lo do here. no 

Criticisms of the Process of Public Participation 

Those "two different worlds" are also reflected in comments about the public processes used to develop 
the proposed rule and to accept public comments on it: 

Comments about the Rule Development Process 

Several commenters criticized the rule development process as part of the record. For example, one 
commenter noted (correctly) that the rule "was not a consensus from the stakeholder group that came up 
with these rules." She then went on to discuss her concerns about the work of the stakeholder group in 
greater detail. 

And we were not listened to. And we brought up many of the issues you brought up but we weren 'I allowed 
lo talk about it, we weren 'I allowed to talk about the condifion of housing on the stakeholder co111111illee, 

When we got info science, when some OSHA employees tried to bring in labels for us to study and look al 
the science, that was shuf off 

We were not allowed to talk about what other states are doing. Arizona has a quarter-mile b11ffer zone, as 
has been 111entio11ed. If Arizona can do it, Oregon can do it. A quarter mile for schools and vulnerable 
people, like farm workers are vulnerable. 

I also want lo point out that on the stakeholder committee, terminology changed, and we need to know that. 
At first, we lalked about a compliance alternative. Now we are not allowed to say that anymore. We also 
were told people were sheltering in place. That term has been taken m11ay because we don't like that term. 
But that's still what's being required 

There was - al first u•e thought it was a buffer zone .... And we were - we all thought U was going to be a 
b1!ffer, and then we were told it was not a b1!ffer, it was a shelter in place with an application exclusion 
zone. And I cried at the stakeholder meeting. I was so shocked that our age11cy would do that. m 

In contrast, several growers who pa1ticipated in the advisory group meetings as the rule was developed 
also criticized the rule development process - in at least some cases, because they believed Oregon 
OSHA exerted too little control on the discussion and was too receptive to issues raised by individuals 
such as the previous commenter: 

To be honest, afler attending one of the work sessions I was appalled by the lack of leadership that was 
shown to keep things on track and on topic. I heard 11111dslinging at farmers, I heard a conversation that 
went far beyond what we were there to discuss at that lime. I, personally, sitting there as one of the ve,y 
few producers in the room was embmrnssed that I had to sit through such a ridiculous soap box anti-

43°Comments by Kate Sulsman, Northwest Workers Justice Project, in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood 
River, transcript pp. 53 & 55. 
mcomments by Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics, in the public hearing at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp.61-64, 
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farmer session. It was clear that my voice, even while sitting in the room was not going to be heard by 
OSHA, by the labor lobbyists, or by anyone else beyond who I already knew was on my side. 

So now we have a document that is so far in favor of all the soap box speeches and rants that we all had lo 
sit through ii seems like my thought of taking the high road, doing what I thought was best for our industry 
and standing up for that, has landed 011 completely deaf ears. 

Activism has taken ove1· this entire process and those who employ and currently strongly protect our 
employees and workers were silenced. 432 

Oregon OSHA recognizes that the various stakeholder meetings were often difficult and contentious, and 
it is ce1iainly possible to recognize opportunities to make them run more smoothly. However, it will 
always be challenging to strike an appropriate balance between moving forward and providing 
participants the freedom to explore the issues that are important to them. Oregon OSHA does not intend 
to respond to the various complaints in detail, beyond noting that at least some representatives of both 
perspectives felt that the other side was dominating the conversations and that their own perspective was 
not being given sufficient consideration. 

Criticisms of the Public Comment Process and the Development of the Record 

Similarly, individuals with varying perspectives criticized the public comment process. 

Some commenters expressed concern about the presence or absence of particular Oregon OSHA staff at 
one or more oftheJiearings.433 Two particular Oregon OSHA staff attended every one of the hearings. Jn 
addition at least one senior Oregon OSHA manager (the administrator, deputy administrator, or policy 
manager) was present at each of the hearings. In any case, the record was evaluated in its totality, not 
based on attendance at hearings and the individual recollections of Oregon OSHA staff, but based on the 
written transcript of each hearing and the written comments received throughout the public comment 
process. Regardless of who was or was not at a paiiicular hearing, Oregon OSHA is confident that the 
entire record and all comments and perspectives were considered. 

Although most commenters criticized the rule as providing either inadequate protection or an example of 
regulatory overreach, a number of other comments in the record expressed at least qualified support for 
the rnle as proposed: 

I guess the only thing I would say is whatever we can do to reduce the risk to workers, as you are 
considering doing, is ti good thing, and el'ell though this may not be adequate protection, at leas/ we are 
not going in the opposite direction, which apparently, is what some people would like to do. m 

Based on my experience sen•ingfarmworkers, I come be.fore you confidently !hat based 011 conversations 
wilh workers, these proposed regulations are a step in the right direction lo protect workers and their 
family members from pesticide exposure. I say a step in the right direction because many issues are still 
unanswered (Ind 1111addressed in these pr°}1osed rules to help improve working and living condi/ions of 
farmworkers and theirfamily members. 4J 

We definitely appreciate Oregon OSHA 's eJJorts to create this clear standard and safe standards around 
pesticide applications. We do, however, hm•e some concerns that several of the standards in the proposed 

411Letter from Brenda Frketich, Kirsch Family Farms, January 23, 2018. 
433For example, Lisa Arkin of Beyond Toxics commented in the public heari11g in Medford at 6 pm, December 5, 2017, transcript pp. 
89-90: "I'll comment that in Woodburn, where form workers came to speak, and here in Medford, where form workers came to speak, 
Michael Wood didn't come, and he hasn't heard these voices. Michael Wood is the administrator of OSI-IA .... And I think that should 
be acknowledged that he hasn't heard these beautiful voices, neither in Woodburn nor in Medford. Was he in Hood River?" Although 
Oregon OSHA does not share the commenter's perspective regarding the need for personal attendance by all those involved in 
evaluating the rulemaking record, it notes for the record that Mr. Wood attended two of the five hearings, one in Woodburn at 11 am, 
November 16, 2017, and one in Hood River at 10 am, November 29, 2017. 
434Comments by Gary Lisman in the public hearing at 11:15 am, December 5, 2017, in Medford, transcript pp. 28-29. 
435Comments by Valentin Sanchez, Oregon Law Center, in the public he11ring at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript 
p. 15. 
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rule will not adequately protect the safety of farmworkers and theirfamifies, who really are forced to 
endure long- prolonged exposures to da11gero11s pesticides. 

So again, in closing, l do just wan/ to say thank you for these proposed rules. l do think they are ve1J1 good 
steps in the right direction in creating some clear standards around protecting farmworkers . .,36 

l 'm here today to express my support for the adoption of the AEZ, the Application Eyc/usion Zone, for the 
Worker Protection Standard Rules because this is a positive step in the right direction between balancing 
tire lrea/tlr of farmworkers and theirfamilies,farm owners' operational needs, and 11/limately the impact 011 

all of 11s consumers to enjoy the pears, cherries, and berries that we as Oregonians arc so proud of. ... Our 
clients /ookfo1111ard to Oregon OSHA fulfilling its mission to ens11re safe and healthy working conditions 
for .eveJJ' working man and woman in Oregon ... ,. 437 

Ourfarmworker clients understand that Oregon agricultural employers face a challenge in slaying 
compelilive in the world market. We have worked diligently over the past two years 011 behalf of our 
clients to come lo an acceptable solution on the AEZ issues. There is little doubt that the solution of 
shelter in housing/or pesticides that do not require a respirator and evacuation of only 15 minutes for 
those pesticides that require a respirator are al best only a small step in the right direction. This 
compromise allows the i11d11shJ' lo keep the trees in place despite the cries lo the contra!)' and requires 
minimal investment of resources to comply with these newly proposed provisions . .sJs 

In evaluating the rule, Oregon OSHA is aware that any regulatory intervention carries with it a burden for 
those who must implement it. Determining how best to balance that burden against the benefits that 
Oregon OSHA believes the rule will accrue is the challenge whenever a regulation is developed, in any 
industry, and in relation to any issue. 

The division has considered the distinct approaches recommended by those who commented. For 
example, one grower offered the following suggestion: 

First of all, hazards exist in all industries. We are not immune lo that. And I believe OSHA and OEDm 
should consider an acceptable risk standard. Firefighters wiff e.,perience burns in theil' work. Doctors are 
e:,;posed to disease. Police will risk life and limb. Construction workers will risk falls and other hazards 011 

the job, Each of these industries are not e.,pecled to immunize eveJJ' single one of their workers ji·om each 
of the hazards in the indusflJ,. And each of these industries are m11are of those hazards when they go inlo 
it . ./40 

A comment from a different perspective suggests that one's career may not be as freely chosen as the 
prior comment would assume, however: 

If they had more choices, more opportunities, perhaps this would not be theil'first choice, second choice, or 
even last choice. But the facts remain that we as citizens of this counhy, property owners, consumers have a 
responsibility to protect workers. That's what we have set OSHA up to do. m 

Oregon OSHA recognizes an element of truth in both comments. As noted previously, some acceptance 
of risk is part of existence. But the second comment better reflects the perspective from which Oregon 
OSHA must operate. Careers are often not freely chosen, and even when they are the level of risk that 
might seem inherent in the job is actually one that the employer must manage. That reality is true of 
firefighters, and of police, and construction workers. Those listed industries - and employers in all 

436Comments by Knte Newhall, Family Forward, in the public hearing at 11 am, November 16, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp. 23-
24 and 29. 
437Comments by Isela Ramos Gonzalez, Oregon Law Center, in the public hearing at 6 pm, November 15, 2017 in Woodburn, 
transcript p. 45. 
4

J
8Letter from Nargess Shadbeh, Oregon Law Center, March 15, 2018, p. 6. 

4391n context, Oregon OSHA believes that the abbreviation rendered in the transcript as "OED" most likely reference lo the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture. 
44°Comments by David Wood in the public hearing at 10 am, November 29, 2017 in Hood River, transcript p. 57. 
441 Comments by Nannette Carter-Jafri in the public hearing at 10 nm, November 29, 2017, in Hood River, transcript p. 63. 
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industries- are, in fact, expected to protect their employees from "the hazards in the industry," at least to 
the degree that they can feasibly do so. 

Whatever else this rule may represent, it has never represented an effort "to immunize every single one" 
of the workers affected by it from all the risks of pesticides. At best, it provides an added measure of 
protection from a very real hazard to the health of workers, and of their families, Considering the record 
in its totality, and having evaluated the arguments made by all the commenters in the extensive rule
making record, Oregon OSHA is ultimately persuaded that the rule is both reasonable and practical. 

In relation to those who believe adoption of the rule falls so far short that doing so "will be a clear 
indication to Oregon voters whether )'OlL are an industry-captured corrupt agency, or one tbat truly stands 
for the health and welfare of all Oregonians,"442 and for those who said, "What OSHA is considering is 
unthinkable,"443 Oregon OSHA is convinced of three things: 

• The rnle is superior the federal rule adopted by the EPA, both in providing a greater measure of 
protection and in pmviding greater flexibility to employers (and to workers) in some circumstances. 

• The rule will provide greater and more meaningful protections than would the rule Oregon OSHA 
proposed in 20 I 6. 

• The rule will provide greater and more meaningful protection than are being provided in the absence 
of the rule. 

Put simply, Oregon OSHA believes that the rule is, indeed, a step forward. Therefore, Oregon OSHA has 
adopted the rule, with the modifications discussed previously. 

4.uE-mail from David Tvedt, January 26, 2018. 
443Comments by Anna Livia Palazzo-Angulo, Salem/Keizer Coalition for Equity, read by Jan Montes in the public hearing at 6 pm, 
November 15, 2017, in Woodburn, transcript pp. 32-33. 
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5. Oregon OSHA article, "Oregon OSHA adds protections against 

risk of pesticide drift," dated July 2, 2018 
6. Letter from Anna Plaisted, Regulatory Specialist, "Food Defense 

Policy for Raw Material Suppliers," dated January 2019 

17. B.J. Matthews 
i. Letter w/attachments 

I. Letter to Ken Friday, Director Yamhill County Planning 
Department, dated May 3, 2018 

2. Letter to Yamhill County Commissioners, dated May 15, 2018 
3. Letter to Ken Friday, Director Yamhill County Planning 

Deprutment, dated May 30, 2018 

18. Bryan Schmidt 
1. Letter w/attachments 

1. Asana XL insecticide label 
2. Gramoxone SL2.0 herbicide label 
3. Photo of dog attack on Pride and Joy livestock, Fall 2018 
4. Thomas Rowland and Oregon Central Railroad Company, July 

1873 
i. Property Portfolio 

19. Casey Van Dyke 
i. Letter 

20. Celine and Greg McCarthy 
1. Letter w/attachment 

1. MCPA Amine herbicide label 
ii. Property Pmtfolio 

21. Chris Mattson 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

22. Cory Van Dyke, Carlton Seed, LLC 
i. Letter 

23. Jim Van Dyke 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

24. John Van Dyke 
i. Letter 
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ii. Property Po1tfolio 

25. Larry Pekkola and Casey Aschim 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

26. Lee Schrepel, Co-Owner and Executive Vice President, Fruithill, Inc. 
1. Letter w/attachments 

1. Letter from Bruce Hollcroft, Senior Risk Control Specialist, 
PayneWest Insurance, February 5, 2019 

2. Letter from Cody Staebler, Food Safety professional, February 5, 
2019 

3. Ce1iificates 
a. GlobalG.A.P. 
b. Kosher Services 
c. US National Organic Program 
d. SQF 
e. USDA 

4. Fruithill Food Safety Policy 
5. Map of Frnithill vicinity 
6. Map showing how the trail is proposed to impact Fruithill property 
7. Railroad's deed to Yamhill County 
8. Railroad's deed to Schrepel family 

ii. Property Portfolio 

27. Brian and Roxanne Coussens 
1. Letter from Brian Coussens 

ii. Letter from Roxanne Coussen 
iii. Property Portfolio 

28. Tom Hammer 
i. Letter 

ii. Prope1iy Portfolio 

29. Jerry and Sally Steele 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

30. Mark Van Dyke 
i. Property Portfolio 

31. Gordon Dromgoole 
i. Property Portfolio 

32. Kris Weinbender and Melissa Braukman 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

33. Jeff Bernards 
i. Letter 
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34. Richard and Christy Cloepfil 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

35. Harold and Jolene Kuehne 
i. Letter 

ii. Property Portfolio 

36. John and Lynne Wiser 
1. Property Portfolio 

Pesticide babels 

37. Table of Pesticides Used by Farmers Along the Proposed Trail 

38. 2,4-D Amine 4 

39. AsanaXL 

40. Axiom DF 

41. Banvel480 

42. Chateau 

43. Cornerstone Plus 

44. Crossbow 

45. Garlon 4 Ultra 

46. Goal 2XL 

47. Gramoxone SL 2.0 

48. Lorsban Advanced 

49. MCPAAmine 

50. Parazone 

51. Prozap 

52. Sterling Blue 

53. Weedone LV6 EC 

54. Willowood Clethodim 2EC 

55. Willowood Paraquat 3SL 

56. Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC 

57. Yuma4E 

Miscellaneous 
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58. Oregon Department of Agriculture, James Johnson, Land Use and Water Planning 

Coordinator Letters to Benton County Planning Commission Re: Benton County Trail, 

dated January 26, 2014 and December 8, 2014 

59. Country Lane Dairy CAFO Animal Waste Management Plan (Excerpts) Approved by 

DEQandODA 
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Growing area lost owing 
to inability to spray within 

150' of public access. 



) 

J 
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80-foot standoff from 
publicly accessible area 

required from boom 
sprayer operation, 

reducing growing area. 

Conventional 
boom sprayer 

operation 





Parking for Fruithill 
- employees, company 

vehicles and farming 
equipment. 



This field "land locked" 
by conversion of right-of-way 
to pedestrian/ bicycle path. 

Only access to 
field west of 
right-of-way 
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Private 
Property 

Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 

5731 NE Old McMinville Hwy _F"/ 
Carlton, OR 97111 · ~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

·S 
~ 

Where will parking and 
other facilities for trail 

users be located? 

I 
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Allows passage 
between fields 
without farm 
equipment on 
local roads. 

Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 



Abandoned 
Railroad 

Right-of-Way 

Growing area lost owino -
to inability to spray within 

150' of public access: 

805+ acres 



go 
Kall' lk,,wn, Governor 

March 5, 2019 

Wendie L. Kellington, Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97034 

Department of Agriculture 
635 Capitol St NE Ste 100 

Salem, OR 97301-2532 

Subject : Request for a Letter of Advice, Oregon Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) 

Ms. Kellington, 

In response to your February 22, 2019 E-mail lo Mike Odenthal, Lead Investigator, Pesticides 
Program, please find below the Department's responses to your· questions. 

( l) If the trail is approved, what impact will that have on the farmers ability to spray pesticides -
many of which are restricted use pesticides, some of which prohibit spraying "around" a park or 
recreation area? 

ODA Response - All pesticide applications shall be applied in accordance to the label directions. 
The label will specify what specific use sites are authorized for application. Furthermore, 
pesticide product labels also contain language that states "Do not apply in a wny that will contact 
workers or other persons either directly or through drift. Drift is defined as the movement of 
pesticide droplets through the air at the time of application, to any site other than the area 
intended. The requirement for keeping pesticide applications confined to the intended spray site 
remains the responsibility of the pesticide applicator. 

Application of pesticides products in a manner that allows "drift" onto another site, such as a 
Right- of-Way, would be considered use of a pesticide product inconsistent with product labeling 
[ORS 634.372 (2)] or application of a pesticide product in a faulty, carless or negligent manner 
[ORS 634.3 72 ( 4)]. Simply a violation of the label is a violation of the law. 

As stated in your question, some pesticide product labels have additional requirements that may 
restrict where those products may be used or applied in relation to sensitive sites. For example, 
the label statement found on products containing the active ingredient paraquat, a Restricted Use 
Pesticide (RUP), states "DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSE OR PLAYGROUNDS." This statement is an 
enforceable statement. However, the term "around" has not been defined by U.S. EPA. Black's 
law dictionary defines around as: "In the vicinity of; near or close-by." This definition could 
preclude applications in fields adjacent to the trail or sensitive sites identified in product labeling. 

(2) We don't know what "around" on the pesticide label means. Do you have some guidance? 

ODA Response - As stated above, this statement is an enforceable statement, however, the term 
"around" has not been defined by U.S. EPA. Black's law dictionary defines armmd as: "In the 
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vicinity of; near or close-by." This definition could preclude applications in fields adjacent to the 
trail or sensitive sites identified in product labeling. 

(3) \\/hat impact will the new "Worker Protection Rules" have on the farmers' ability to spray 
pesticides - any pesticides - if the trail is approved? 

ODA Response -The Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ) requires that an applicator suspend the 
pesticide application if a person or individuals on an adjoining site may be within an established 
AEZ. Applicators utilizing ground spray equipment must suspend the application if persons or 
individuals on the adjoining site are within 25 feet of the pesticide application, 100 feet if 
utilizing airblast or aerial application. The applicator must evaluate the conditions and may 
resume application only if the application may be continued without resulting in contact with 
individuals off of the target site. 

(4) If the trail is approved, what impact would that be on bait or trap programs for fann pests 
with trespassing dogs from trail users? 

ODA Response - The pesticide applicator shall apply the pesticide products, rodenticide bait, in 
accordance with any label requirements or restrictions. Rodenticide labeling may contain 
language such as "Apply this product only in secured, tamper-resistant bait stations. These 
stations must be resistant to destruction by dogs and by children under six years of age, and must 
be constructed and used in ways which prevent such children from reaching into bait 
compartments and obtaining bait. Even stronger bait stations are needed in areas open to hoofed 
livestock, raccoons, bears, other potentially destructive animals, or in areas prone to vandalism. 
Stations must be secured so that they cannot be overturned by young children, pets, or winds. 
Station used in areas open to livestock and/or nontarget wildlife must be secured so that the units 
cannol be readily overturned by any nontarget animals that have access to them". Trespassing 
dogs would be under the jurisdiction of any County or City ordnance. 

(5) Finally, how does the DOA pesticide enforcement work? If a complaint were to come in 
from a trail user who alleges they were sprayed, or drift touched them, or they smelled pesticide 
like odors, what happens next? 

ODA Response - The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) will initiate a pesticide use 
followup investigation to de{ermine if violation of the Oregon Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) 
occurred or not. The investigation process includes onsite evaluation, interviewing the 
complainant, witnesses and landowner/lessee and pesticide applicator. The investigator will 
focus on the label requirements and detennine if the product applied was applied in accordance 
with label directions. Fmthermore, the investigator will evaluate if the pesticide was applied in a 
manner as to contain the pesticide product to the treatment site. Each investigation is based on 
the specific pesticide products used and evidence available to determine compliance. The 
Department utilizes environmental sampling to confirm or deny off site movement ( drift) of the 
pesticide product. If a violation is documented, the Department will proceed to initiate an 
enforcement action to address the violations of ORS 634. If a violation is not verified no action is 
taken. 
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Please direct any fu11her questions regarding the Department's Pesticide Program to my 
attentions. 

Sincerely, 

M~,i. !lrtiie-P 
Dale L. MitcheJl 
Pesticides Program Manager 
Natural Resource Program Area 
Oregon Depa11ment of Agriculture 
635 Capitol Street NE 
Salem, Oregon 97301 
(503) 986-4646 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Ms. Kellington, 

Dale Mitchell 
Wendie Kellinqton 
Re: Request for a letter of advice 
Tuesday, March 5, 2019 2:55:22 PM 
WPS - Hoar adoption • draft NR·mp.docx 
ATTQOOOl.htm 
WPS AEZ FAQ • 01021 ~.ell 
AJI00002.htm 
Ml.tllael Woori op·ecl.Qdf 
A]JOQQ03. htm 
4143 001.pdf 
(ITmQQP!J .Mm 

You are correct. The information about the 100 feet AEZ in my letter was in reference to the 
U.S. EPA FTFRA Worker Protection Standards. Oregon OSHA had established Administrative 
Rules that go beyond the federal standard. To avoid any miscommunication or 
misunderstanding, I would recommend that you contact Michael Wood, OROSHA 
Administrator, if you have specific questions regarding the enforcement of Oregon OSHA 
WPS AEZ Final Rule. I have attached some Oregon OROSHA reference documents for 
clarification. While OROSHA's WPS requirements and authority are specifically directed to 
protect workers and their families, the EPA WPS AEZ provides an additional level of 
protection beyond the protections enforced with respect to the treated area. Because Oregon 
adopted a stricter standard, the 150 feet AEZ would apply if the product label requires the 
applicator to use a respirator. This would require the applicators suspend the application if a 
person off the applications site is within 150 feet, evaluate the situation and conditions and 
determ inc if the application can proceed without contacting anyone with the pesticide, either 
directly or through drift. The applicator may resume the application only if the application can 
be performed without impact to persons off the application site. 

Please understand that when evaluating pesticide use complaints involving workers, OROSHA 
is the primary lead agency during the investigation process. Allegation of off site impacts to 
individuals would be investigated by ODA Pesticides Program. lt is not uncommon for ODA 
and OROSHA to perform joint investigations when situations involve the authority and 
jurisdiction of both agencies. 

Here's OR OSHA's video on the AEZ. I have also attached the EPA AEZ reference 
document. 

OSHA AEZ video: 

I trust that this information will meet your needs. 

Dale L. Mitchell 
Pesticides Program Manager 
(503) 986-4646 
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11111 
K;CKLEY LEGAL 

Real Property Legal Consulting Services 
M.arch 27, 2017 

March 4, 2019 

Wendie Kellington 
Attorney at Law 
Kellington Law Group 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Re: Yamhill Railroad Analysis 

Dear Ms. Kellington: 

At your request I have reviewed the following documents for purposes of analysis of rights and 
responsibilities of the railroad or their successors in interest and the adjacent property owners: 

• Mr. Chris Mattson's predecessor's original conveyance to RR; 
• James Thomas and Oregon Central RR conveyance; 
• Burton conveyance to RR; 
• Royal conveyance to RR; 
• Florey.Flett Conveyance to RR; 
• David Davis and Oregon Central RR conveyance; 
o Freyer conveyance to Oregon Cent. RR; 
o Sappington conveyance to Oregon Central RR; 
• Marchant Land Claim; 
• Thomas Rowland conveyance to Oregon Central RR. 

GRANT: The threshold question in any conveyance to a railroad is whether the grant is of the 
fee title or an easement. All of the deeds reviewed contain language "for railway purposes" or 
words to that effect. Historically the Oregon Supreme Court has interpreted conveyances to the 
rai I road that contain statements of purpose to be a conveyance of an easement interest and not 
fee title ( Bouche v. Wagner 206 Or.621, 293 P2d 203 1956): 

"A study of the cited cases suggests that the cowts have little difficulty, where a 
railroad company is grantee, in declaring that the instrument creates only an 
easement whenever the grant is a use to be made of the property, usually, but not 

1616 SW Harbor Way #401 
Portland Or 97201 

503-928-1702 
alan@brickleylegal.com 

Page 1 of 4 
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invariably, described as for use as a right of way in the grant." (Bouche supra p 
210) 

In that these conveyances contain such language (for railway purposes), this analysis will 
proceed on the basis that the grants in question are for an easement and not fee title. I have 
previously explained in my May 30, 2018 letter in the record: 

In addition. the easement was specifically for "railway purposes". An c'asement can also be terminated 
when the plll))OSe for such easement no longer exists Cotsifas 1'. Conrad 137 Or App 468,90 5 P2d 851 
(1995). There is no longer a ra ilway utilized on the prenli:,es. therefore, tlle purpose of the easement (or 
righ t of way) is at an end and the easement is tenninated. As a consequence of the tern1ination of the 
easement. the conveyance to Yamhill County was of literally no interest at all. 

As noted, I believe the easement has tenninated due to the nature of the interest and the fact that 
the railroad stopped using the area for railroad purposes more than a decade ago. (see Slate ex 
rep Dept. of Trans. v. Tolke 36 Or App, 586 P2d 791, (1978) 

Regardless you have asked that this analysis evaluate the situation of as if the easements had not 
terminated and l understand you wou Id like me to presume for the sake of argument only, that if 
the rai I road easement still exists (I) what rights the original conveyance to the railroad left in the 
land owner, and (2) regardless what rights the underlying fee owners may have acquired over 
time. 

Respective Rights/Responsibilities: In any situation involving an easement there are two ( 
competing interests in the land encumbered by the easement. Initially, it is necessary to 
determine if the easement is exclusive or non-exclusive. An exclusive easement would give the 
easement holder the exclusive right to utilize the premises for any purpose enumerated or limited 
by the initial grant. Exclusive easements are not favored by the courts and their creation requires 
very specific statements of intent. There are no indications in the conveyances reviewed that the 
railroad easement was intended to be exclusive, therefore, it is considered to be non-exclusive. 

A non-exclusive easement requires the balancing of the respective interests of the easement 
holder and that of the fee interest owner. In essence, the fee owner (i.e. the farmers) have the 
right to utilize the easement area unless it interferes with the right of the easement owner to 
utilize its easement for the easement's express purpose (Ericsson v. Brcmkman 11 \ Or App 57, 
824 P2d. 1174 (1992). The ability of the fee owner to utilize easement property for their own 
benefit has seen some significant expansion in recent cases in favor of the fee owner: placement 
of berm to utilize adjacent property (D'Abbracci v. Shaw-BasNan, 201 Or.App, 108, 117 P.3d 
1032 (Or., 2005)) and placing some 43 feet of fill over an existing pipeline (Chevron Pipeline v. 
De Roes/ I 22 Or. App. 440, 858 P2d. I 64 (1993). As noted in those cases, the issue is quite 
simply when the fee owner uses the easement area as he chooses, can the easement holder 
continue to utilize the area for its intended purpose. I fail to see how the fee owners (i.e. 
farmers) accessing fields on either side of the railroad easement, or spraying the railroad 
easement for weeds or other pests or managing the railroad easement for fire prevention, would 
prevent the railroad from using the easement for its intended railroad purpose. Therefore, those 

1616 SW Harbor Way #401 
Portland Or 97201 

503-928-1702 
alan@brickleylegal.com 
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rights in the fee holder (i.e. farmers) would be a patt of their fee interest retained, regardless of 
whether the easement had otherwise terminated. 

The Oregon Court of Appeals has specifically considered the issue of crossing in the case of 
Wo(f v. Central Oregon and Pac(fic Railroad 230 Or. App, 269, 216 P3d 316 (2009) and held 
that such crossing would not interfere with the utilization of the area as a railway: 

"Here, the summary judgment record in this case provides no basis for us to 
conclude that the grade crossing sought by plaintiffs would impose an 
unreasonable burden o.n rail transportation such that the matter would be 
preempted. See, e.g., Id. at 332-33 (routine crossing disputes are not typically 
preempted under ICCTA); Home ofEconomy v. Burling/on Northern, 2005 ND 
74, ~,i 16-17, 694 N.W.2d 840, 846-47 (ND 2005) (ICCTA does not preempt state 
law regarding grade crossings); but see Franks Inv. Co. LLC v. Unfon Pac(fic R. 
Co., 534 F.3d 443 (5th Cir.2008), reh'g en bane granted, 562 F.3d 710 (2009), In 
fact, plaintiffs and their predecessors-in-interest have used the grade crossing at 
issue for decades with no apparent interference with railroad operations. We thus 
conclude, based on the record before us, that the remedy at issue has not been 
demonstrated to place an undue burden on rail transportation , Accordingly, 
plaintiffs' claims are neither explicitly nor implicitly preempted by ICCTA ." Wo(f 
supra p 279. (Emphases added, footnote omitted). 

You advise that the coLmty contends that its quit claim from the railroad deed came with rights to 
foreclose or limit the underlying fee owners' access across the easement area, or limit or 
foreclose their ability to spray the easement area for weeds or manage the easement area for fire 
prevention. If this is its position, then the county's contention is incorrect. In that the fee owner 
has substantial rights, they would, of necessity, include the right to access the easement area for 
ingress and egress, the use of adjoining property \.Vithout limitation, to spray it for weeds to avoid 
contamination of their fields and the manage it for fire protection and any other uses not 
incompatible with the original railroad use intended. Please note that, notwithstanding the 
conveyance of the railroad rights to a subsequent holder (i.e. the county), the grantee (i.e. county) 
only takes those rights available to the original railroad grantee and that any change in use the 
grantee may want to make, does not enhance the benefits to the easement holder grantee nor 
diminish the rights of the fee owner. Therefore, the underlying fee owners (farmers) have 
retained their rights of access, to spray for weeds and pests and for fire management among other 
things, regardless of whether the railroad had any interest to convey to the county in the quit 
claim deed. This means that the grantee (i.e. county) is not free to put the railroad easement to a 
use that interferes with or forecloses the underlying fee owners (i.e. farmers) from accessing 
across and on the easement to get to their proper1ies on either side, or to spray or to manage it for 
fire or other uses consistent with a railroad use. 

Way of Necessit)1
: A statutory method allowing the adjacent fee owner to access the easement 

area would exist if any elimination of such rights resulted in all or part of their premises to be 
without legal access to a dedicated public road. In such instance ORS 376.150 et seq. provides a 

1616 SW Harbor Way #401 
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method for those without access to petition for a way of necessity, i.e. access in a manner most 
reasonable to access their property. 

Parenthetically, it is recognized that a railroad has additional protection with regard to crossings 
and the like pursuant to Oregon statutes; however, given that the successor to the railroad is not 
utilizing the subject premises as an operating railroad, it is deemed that the statutes regarding 
railroad crossings are not operative in this instance. 

I 
Alan rickley 

1616 SW Harbor Way #401 
Portland Or 97201 

503-928-1702 
alan@brickleylegal.com 
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Yamhill Fire Protection District 
PO Box 249 - -275 South Olive St. 

Ynmhill, Oregon 97148-0249 
Phone: (503) 662-4653 
Fnx: (503) 662-3740 

http:f/www.y:1111hillfirc.org 

Serving /he people q(lhe Yamhill Fire Pro/eel ion Districl since 189fi 

Febrnary 7, 2019 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Whom It May Concern, 

The Yamhill Fire Protection District has reviewed the Trail plan in detail in regards, to 
how it relates to Access, Equipment, Training, and the Fire District ability to provide Fire and 
EMS services to those that will be using the Trail and to prope1ty owners along the Trail. From 
that review we have the following concerns; 

l. Access-How will we be able to access the different areas of the Trail for Fi.re 
and EMS Services? 

o We understand that there are plans to construct some bridges along the 
Trail, and will those bridges be constrncted to support the required 
60,000-pound, rating for Fire apparatus? The bridges must be certified 
to the 60,000-pound rating by a bridge engineer. Who will be 
maintaining the bridges? 

o What is the Trail width? For Fire Apparatus there needs to be a 12-foot 
drivable surface! Along with the 12-foot drivable surface, the Fire 
Code requires Tum-Outs every 400 feet, and the tum-outs need to be 
10-feetwide and 30-feet long. Will this surface be paved, or graveled, 
and who will be maintaining the Trail condition? 

o The horizontal clearance shall be not less than 20-feet. The Vertical 
clearance shall be not less than 14-feet. Trees and brush must be 
removed as needed along the proposed access. 

o Proper drainage must be provided. 
o Most of the purposed Trail falls within the Yamhill Fire Protection 

District response area. At what locations will the Fire District be able 
to access the Trail? Will there be gates or other devices that prevent 
non-authorized vehicles from using the Trail, and how does that affect 
Fire and EMS response? 

o All access must be approved by the Local Fire Official! 

2. Equipment - Is the Trail going to require specialized equipment? 
o If specialized equipment is needed to provide Fire and EMS services 

along the Trail, who is going to provide the funding for the 
equipment? Who is going to pay to maintain this equipment, and 
where and how is this equipment going to be stored? 
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3. Training - The Yamhill Fire Protection District is 97% Volunteers. 
o If specialized equipment is needed, it adds more training requirements 

onto the volunteers who already have a long list of required training 
hours to keep their Fire and EMS certifications. Who is going to 
provide the funding for the extra training? 

As we review the purposed Y amhelas Westsider Trail, it brings several concerns to us on 
how as a Fire District with 97% Volunteer Staff, of how we will be able to provide the best Fire 
and EMS services to not only those that live within the Fire District, but those that will be using 
the Trail thru the Fire District. The demand for services continues to increase every year and 
there is no doubt that the Trail will add even more calls for service each year. 

Along with the increase Fire and EMS calls that will come with the Trail is the question 
of funding for these calls. The Trail doesn't pay taxes, so the Fire District would receive no 
additional funding to provide Fire and EMS services along the Trail, so now the Fire District tax 
payers will be covering the added cost. The Fire District already works off a very tight Budget as 
it is, with a permeant tax rate of $0.9081 per thousand. Added cost to support the Trail out of the 
Fire District current tax rate and budget would create a major hardship to the Fire District. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us! 

Sincere!: / 

Brian Jens n 
Fire Chief 
Yamhill Fire Protection District 
Cell: 503~680-8022 
Email: brian@yamhillfire.org 
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January 25, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
35 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, Or 97128 

SUBJECT: LUBA REMAND OF Y AMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 

Dear Chair Olson and Members of the Board: 

Please include this letter in the record of the above matter. l would like to voice some concerns 

regarding the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail from Gaston to Gun Club Road in Yamhill 

County. I have been a fire professional for most of my professional life (approximately 32 
years) including serving as the Baker City Fire Chief, Sublimity Fire District Fire Chief and 

Brownsville Fire District Fire Chief as well as the Assistant Fire Chief for Lebanon. Before that 

I grew up on a dairy farm in Yamhill County and drove trnck for a grain hauling business. I 

know about fires generally and farm fires specifically. 

Trails can be a valuable asset if established in the right places, providing economic vitality to the 

communities they pass through. Those same trails can (and do in the case of the Yan1helas Trail 

proposal) pose a significant risk to those communities, trail users and the adjoining farmland. 

The main problem here is that much of the proposed trail is in remote areas, lacking any access 

roads or nearby fire, police or medical services and, significantly, these rural areas in which the 

trail is proposed to pass are grain fanns (wheat, grass, com, and so forth), which can ignite from 

lightening, fann equipment hitting a rock, a careless match or cigarette from a trail user, illegal 

campfire from a camping transient and so forth. 

Grain fires bum hot and fast and would quickly overwhelm users of the proposed trail well

before any emergency service provider could reach them. There would be no means for trail 

users to escape and serious injury and loss of life are a certainty. A public trail should never be 

established in a remote grain farming area as it is impossible, even in the best of circumstances, 

to protect trail users in the event a fire ignites adjacent to the trail. Fires on fann fields are a fact 

of farming life. A grain fire happened just two years ago on a farm abutting the proposed trail 

and these types of fires will happen again. Therefore, a project of this nature requires a thorough 

risk assessment from all public safety services, including law enforcement, fire and medical. In 

addition, a complete review of the issues resulting from similar trails in other Oregon rural 

communities should be considered. Only then can a trail route be safely, intelligently and 

adequately planned for emergency services including water for fire suppression. The proposal 

now - to put the trail in a remote commercial grain farming areas, is unsafe, and will 

significantly adversely affect accepted farming practices for such farms and will significantly 

increase the costs of farming or put such fanns out of business. Please understand that it will 

take only one of these fires to result in serious injury or death to a trail user or users and such 
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tragedy will be terrible on ils own and put the farmer out of business due to liability and 
cancelled insurance. Moreover, because fire danger is so high and obvious, and the high profile 
nature of serious fires in recent news, it is entirely foreseeable that insurers would not be stupid 
and would either raise or cancel farmers' insurance as soon as the trail was put in. 

I have been associated with two separate communities that had trails constructed within their 
boundaries: Leo Adler Memorial Parkway, in Baker City; and Lebanon Trails, in Lebanon (both 
in Oregon). Both trails were within the urban growth boundaries (UGB) of each city, with water 
for fire suppression with adequate pressure and volume readily available, making response times 
and access much easier for emergency services. That said, even in an urban environment with 
good access and water availability, quick response was key to saving lives and property. There 
is no possibility of quick response, adequate water or adequate access in these remote grain field 
locations. Access for emergency responders including firefighters must be adequately sized and 
established to support heavy fire apparatus and fire stations must be located nearby and adequate 
water source locations must be interspersed to enable firefighters to fight fires. 

For example, while I was fire chief in Baker City, we had one major fire along the Leo Adler 
Memorial Parkway, in a meadow that the trail passed through. A quick response, adequate water 
volume and pressure and good access prevented this fire from damaging an apartment complex 
next to the meadow. Lacking any of these required elements (quick response, adequate water 
volume and pressure, adequate access), would mean such a fire could not have been quickly 
suppressed to save the structure a few feet away. I also responded to a major fire along the river 
and trail in Lebanon, while working for the fire district. Again, adequate access, adequate water 
and quick response time kept this fire from causing losses to life and property in nearby 
residential areas. Both of these fires I use as examples occurred in light, flashy fuels (grass, 
dried leaves and light brush). The behavior of these fires is very similar to the behavior of grain 
or other farm field fires. Fires such as these move very quickly especially when temperatures are 
high, humidity is low and there are summer afternoon winds -<:haracteristics of the time of year 
when grain and other crops are at their driest. Swnmer afternoon winds along the trail area are 
common, sometimes with high wind speeds. Grain fires are especially problematic because 
grain is often oily making those fires bum especially hot. Grain is also highly flammable and so 
grain fires burn both hot and fast. Such fires would, of course, accelerate even faster in windy 
conditions. 

It is incorrect to say that the proposed trail itself provides enhanced emergency access to the 
grain and other fields that adjoin the old abandoned rail right of way. In the first place, the trail 
itself as proposed is inadequate to support fire apparatus. Please understand that fire apparatus is 
heavy and large and, for a farm fire, more than one responding truck would be required. Access 
has to be adequate for such equipment and firefighters. Further, there has to be a plausible way 
to get firefighters out in the event such a fire changed its course or became uncontrollable. 
Moreover, there is no plan to provide fire hydrants or other water sources to be used to fight any 
fires. So far as I know, there is no public water supply for most of the proposed trail area and 
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there is certainly no public water supply in the remote area occupied by farm field including 
grain fields. Accordingly, for most of the trail, there is no water available for fire suppression. 
To rely solely upon chemicals for fire suppression is costly and will taint the crop soil making it 
difficult to grow crops again in such areas. Moreover, even if it were possible to hook up fire 
suppression hoses to a farmer's domestic or irrigation water source, such sources are extremely 
unlikely to have the required water pressure to support adequate necessary firefighting measures 
to fight a fast burning, hot grain fire. It is shortsighted to say that there is no potential for fire 
issues, as there will be fires. Long response times, lack of water, serious access issues in the 
rural portions of the trail where the trail moves into fields and away from maintained roadways, 
are significant problems and will make it very unlikely for fire fighters to be able to stop a fire, 
that starts on a farm field adjacent to the trail, from overwhelming trail users. 

Reviewing the video of the proposed route of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, it is clear that a 
majority of the trail passes through grass and wheat fields (flashy fire fuels). Any fire occurring 
in these areas would rapidly expand and accelerate before fire districts could begin suppression 
practices, as fire can move a mile a minute. I personally have seen this, as have other 
firefighters who have participated in conflagrations. 

As you review the video, please consider these issues and focus on potential access roads, water 
supply and lack of response time especially in the span between Cove Orchard and Carlton. 
Since it is not possible to simply cut across a field without risk (due to the fire may already be 
there, crop damage, wet spots, ditches, etc.) how will emergency services be able to access the 
fire or injured person(s) without risk? 

My suggestions for the trail are as follows: 

• Construct the trail within the UGB areas only, where quick response, water and 
access are already available. 

• Seek and seriously consider public safety input from the agencies that will be 
impacted. 

• If you must have the trail outside the UGB, then enlarge the existing road rights of 
way rather than putting it in dangerous areas of grain fields as I have explained. 

• In all cases it is critical to determine the entity that is responsible for fire suppression; 
ensuring adequate water volume and pressure, trail maintenance (i.e., litter, cleanup 
of homeless camps, etc.); establishing adequate trail access for emergency responders 
and keeping the trail access open for emergency response (i.e., law enforcement, fire 
and medical); and consider the cost to all parties involved with that access and 
response, including the farmers. Once that has been determined, have signed written 
agreements identifying responsible parties and review annually. 

• For trail safety and access (i.e., fire, law enforcement, medical), the trail should be 
built in compliance with Oregon Fire Code, Appendix D, Fire Apparatus Access 
Roads for all areas outside the UGB. 
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I understand the desire for locals to draw attention to the area; however, putting trails through the 
farmland here poses an unacceptably significant risk of damage, hann and danger, much of 
which could be prevented by simply locating the trail in the UGB only. Proposals to put trails to 
be used by the public including children and families in remote fire prone areas as is being 
considered here, is extremely ill advised. This proposal unless significantly changed consistently 
with this letter is destined to cause untold loss of life and property and destroy the economic 
viability of Yamhill County's most productive commercial fanns. One need only consider the 
very real consequences of poor planning and poor fire prevention practices on rural communities 
of Paradise California and the tragic fire which occurred at the urban/dry forest interface of 

Fountain Hil~~a ~rhese iss 

Sincerely,~ J__...; 
Tim Frost (Retired Oregon Fire Service) 

Additional material to review: 

Oregon Fire Code, Appendix D, Fire Apparatus Access Roads 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail article and video. Yamhelaswestsidertrail.co~ 

Leo Adler Memorial Parkway, Baker City Oregon 

Lebanon Trails, Lebanon Oregon 

Springwater Corridor Trail, Portland Oregon 
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March 4, 2019 

Oregon 
Cattlemen's 
Association 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Commissioners: 

I 320 Capitol Street NE. Suite 150 
Salem, Oregon 9730 I 

503-361-8941 
orcattle.com 

The Oregon Cattlemen's Association has substantial concerns with Yamhill County's potential plans to place a 
recreational trail on an abandoned railroad right-of-way in Yamhill County. 

The Oregon Cattlemen's Association purpose is to advance the economic, political and social interests of Oregon 
ranching and farming industries and to protect our industry communities and private prope11y rights. 

Due to significant impacts to private landowners and likely use conflicts between working agricultural lands 
and trail users, we do not believe it is in the public's interest to pursue recreational trail plans with public funds. 
Furthermore, we are concerned about reduced production and farming efficiencies as a result of a recreational 
trai I that bisects agricultural lands. 

If carried out, the result of the proposal will not only significantly impact agricultural operations, but also 
devalue agricultural lands along the trail. OCA adamantly opposes unnecessarily exposing landowners to 
public conflicts and impairing the productivity of farms due to recreational trails across working agricultural 
lands. Recreational trails that cut across working agricultural lands have far greater impacts to agriculture than 
expansion of traditional, non-railroad, rights-of-way. Fu1thermore, utilizing current non-railroad rights-of-way 
corridors may have a greater benefit to public transportation needs than building a trail with little public access. 

We respectfully request that impacted landowners be intricately involved in any decisions regarding a trail that 
will cut across working agricultural lands. In addition, we respectfully request the Commission seek 
alternatives for any future recreational trails that do not cut across productive agricultural lands. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
Oregon Cattlemen's Association 

~ Voice of the Oregon Ca/lie lndus/Jy Since 1913 ~ 
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Sorvlno Oregon Since 1900 
(503) 370-8092 
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Seneca Jones Timber Company 
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Craig Smith 
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REGONIANS FOR 0 0D & S HELTER 

1320 Capitol Street NE • Suite 8-50 • Salem, Oregon 97301 
A non-profit conhlion lo promote th9 elrrrient production of quality food and fiber while proler.ling hunmn health, personal properly 
and the environment, lhrough Iha inle9raled, responsihle use of res! management producls, soil nulrienls and biotechnology. 

TO: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

FROM: 

RE: 

Janet Fults, Policy Associate ~(i) -h-
Oregonians for Food and Shelte C< 'VIA-tv.)...;:, 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

DATE: March 7, 2019 

Oregonians for Food & Shelter (OFS) is a grassroots coalition of farmers, foresters, and 
other technology users focused on natural resource issues involving the safe and 
responsible use of pesticides, fertilizer, and biotechnology. 

My name is Janet Fults, Policy Associate with OFS. I previously worked as a manager 
in the Pesticides Division of the Oregon Department of Agriculture for 21 years and then 
as the Director of Environmental and Biosecurity programs for the Texas Department of 
Agriculture. I have been closely involved with pesticide issues at the state and federal 
level for over 30 years. 

I am here today to testify for OFS in support of the Yamhill County agricultural 
operations that may be negatively impacted by the proposed recreational trail that is 
under consideration. OFS is concerned about the short and long-term impacts related 
to the use of this trail by the public and the potential infringement on the ability of 
adjacent farmers to continue to farm in a responsible and economical manner using the 
pesticide, fertilizer and biotechnology tools that are legally available for use. 

One concern involves a requirement of the Worker Protection Standard (WPS). The 
WPS is a federal regulation administered by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and includes extensive requirements for agricultural employers when applying 
pesticides on agricultural establishments. In Oregon the enforcement authority for 
pesticide use is divided. Oregon OSHA regulates the majority of the WPS and the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) regulates a limited part of WPS and all other 
aspects of pesticide sales, distribution and use in Oregon. 

Although several of the many requirements of the WPS have been changed by Oregon 
OSHA, one such confusing element is called the Application Exclusion Zone or AEZ. 
For clarity, the AEZ is an area surrounding pesticide application equipment that workers 
and other people are not allowed to enter. OR-OSHA addresses the AEZ on the 
agricultural establishment directly related to workers and worker housing and ODA 
addresses the AEZ on and off the agricultural establishment for everyone else. 

The AEZ requirements apply while an application is being conducted and may extend 
beyond property lines. Depending on the pesticide applied and the applic~tion method, 
the AEZ ranges between 25 feet and 100 feet according to tile federal WPS. If this 
sphere surrounding a pesticide application extends off the grower's establishment and a 
person enters this sphere, the application must stop until the person l1as moved out of 
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the AEZ or until the applicator ''can ensure" that the application will not contact the 
person. The AEZ is not a buffer nor is it an area where pesticide drift ls allowed. 
Pesticide drift off a target site or contacting any person and is explicitly against state 
and federal law. 

The concern for Yamhill County growers who farm adjacent to this proposed trail is that 
when a pesticide application ls made, it will be a challenge to know when the trail will be 
in use, be able to see a person approaching, and comply with the requirement to stop 
the application and assess the situation before continuing. This could impair the 
consistency of an application causing crop damage or loss, lengthen the amount of time 
it takes to make an application due to starting and stopping, subject the grower to 
potential complaints, etc. 

Most of the general public are not knowledgeable of the numerous measures regulating 
pesticide applications, especially those made on agricultural land. If someone unfamiliar 
with these processes sees a pesticide application made by ground or especially if it is 
made by an airplane or helicopter, they could perceive that they are being exposed to 
the pesticide regardless if they are inside or outside of an AEZ, if applicable. It is also a 
concern that trail-users will wander off the trail themselves or allow their pets to roam in 
fields which may have been recently treated or have had a rodenticide applied to them. 
If either the person or pet is harmed by entering a treated field, will growers suffer legal 
challenges? Will the grower be held responsible for someone's exposure if they ( 
trespass? Legal pesticide applications can have serious outcomes when un-informed 
persons enter treated areas. Since fencing off adjacent farmland is not a viable option, 
growers are left vulnerable to the unpredictable actions of the general public. 

Since many pesticide products also have an odor to them intended to increase handler 
awareness and safety, if a bystander smells a chemical odor, they may mistakenly 
perceive as if they are exposed to such chemical. This is not usually the situation, but it 
becomes subjective which puts the grower in a defensive situation when it may not be 
warranted. It is often that pesticide odors are erroneously reported to ODA as a 
pesticide exposure. 

·,. 
l 

The ODA is the agency that regulates use of pesticides. If there is a complaint made to 
ODA of alleged drift or perceived exposure to a person, animal or to the environment, it 
is first vetted by the Pesticide Analytical Response Center {PARC). PARC is a 
collaborative of state agencies that address these types of allegations by referring the 
complaint to the most appropriate agency that would have jurisdiction over the situation. 
If the complaint appears to be related to a pesticide application, ODA has primacy in 
investigating the incident. Initial information may be gathered by ODA to determine the 
basis of the complaint. If ODA determines that the complaint is to be fully investigated, 
an ODA investigator will then contact all the parties involved, take statements, gather 
records, take photos, examine application equipment, review product labels, take 
vegetative samples or samples of other items and gather other information that may be 
helpful in determining if there was a violation of law. This is a huge amount of time and 
money spent by the agency, the grower, the applicator, and others, but rarely the 

· .. ..-' 
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complainant. This investigative process may take many months and if it results in 
enforcement action (even minor infractions), months to years are tied up in 
administrative processes and/or legal proceedings. Even if the allegations are 
unfounded, the complainant pays nothing and thus, has nothing to lose. Although any 
investigation is very costly to the agency it can be especially damaging to the persons 
unjustly subject to the complaint. 

ODA's investigations of ag and forestry complaint-driven pesticide investigations have 
found that growers and foresters have between an 85-95% compliance rate for 
complaint-driven cases over the last 8 years (675 cases for FY11-FY18). Violations that 
have been determined in the 5-15% of cases could be for any violation from something 
as serious as exposure or drift to minor administrative violations like recordkeeping. 
These data clearly show that most Oregon growers are making pesticide applications in 
a legal and safe manner but have had to endure lengthy investigations into their routine 
activities to defend themselves until proven innocent. 

Allowing the general public uncontrolled access to trails adjacent to farmland and/or 
timberland will undoubtedly result in a spike of complaints being filed with ODA 
regarding any pesticide application that may be made while the trail is being used 
regardless if there is a violation or not. In fact, applications of lime which is very dusty, 
fertilizer that may be visible on the ground in pellets, or other standard farm practices 
e.g. dust, noise, odor, etc. could become problematic with trail users and culminate in 
complaints. Once people start using the trail, they will have a voice for what can happen 
around the trail and farming will most likely lose. 

As presented above, there are many challenges and concerns that arise when the 
public has access to areas adjacent to farmland especially when the trail will be on land 
that has been managed as part of a farm . The actual "boundaries" of a farm become 
vague and the ability of farmers to manage noxious or undesirable weeds adjacent to 
their crops, or weeds or pests on their own cropland, is impaired or is only 
accomplished with anxiety that someone will file a costly and unjustified complaint. 
Conducting standard farm practices should not have to put a farmer on the defensive 
which appears to be inevitable when incompatible activities such as the proposed trail 
and fanning, occupy the same space. 

Oregon growers are being subject to more and more urban encroachment which 
ultimately modifies or adversely Impacts the ability to use the tools necessary to be 
economically successful in agriculture. Impeding farming practices In a predominantly 
rural area such as Yamhill County harms the viability of farmers, their livelihood and 
their economic significance to the county and the state. It must be remembered that 
agriculture and forest products are Yamhill County's primary industries and they must 
be protected. OFS stands behind our farm and timber owners to support co-existence 
with other interests, but not to the detriment of agriculture. 
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Certifying hazelnut orchards near trails and other public spaces. 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Stacey Brady and I am a food safety consultant and auditor. It was brought to 
my attention from a client of mine that a trail is to be put in near or between two of their hazelnut 
orchards. As a food safety consultant I was distressed to hear about this. Food safety is becoming 
a larger issue than many realize, and is creating many rules and regulations for the growers in 
fresh produce and shelled produce. As a consultant and auditor, it is my duty to make sure my 
clients have secure orchards and fields. I believe this path could cause major issues for the 
producer. 

I am concerned about the amount of public traffic that is going to be coming across these 
orchards every day. There are many issues with having the public in or near ce1tified orchards 
and fields such as: trespassing, litter, graffiti, security of the orchard and also microbiological 
contaminants. During my time as an auditor and consultant, I have seen many ways to prevent 
the public from molesting growing areas that are off limits. There have been signage, fences and 
warnings all over and yet people will still trespass. This can be a very serious issue if an auditor 
is inspecting the orchard and sees evidence of public molestation, litter or trespassing. This issue 
could possibly make the auditor fail the producer, making the producer lose thousands of dollars 
as well as losing an entire crop since processors will not take certified product, Another issue 
that could arise is also a recall of the product for fear of biological contaminants brought in by 
the public. A recall would cost thousands and thousands of dollars and have the processors lose 
faith in the producer. 

With more and more third party audits, food safety rules and tighter restrictions brought 
on by the processors and customers, I would say this walking path is detrimental to the orchard. I 
would strongly encourage you all to rethink this path, and to please reconsider the placement of 
the path. 

Please do not make this harder on the producer than it already is. The producers put so 
much work into creating quality, safe products for all to enjoy. I strongly urge you all to 
reconsider this decision. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey Brady 
Kuhn Agricultural Consulting, LLC. 
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3/5/2019 

Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 

We are the farm insurance agents for several of the farmers whose property is adjacent to the proposed 
Yamhelas Westslder Trail. Together we have 45 years combined experience as farm insurance agents in 
Yamhill County. 

From an insurance perspective the proposed trail would increase the liability exposure to these farms in 
at least two significant ways. 

First, the public leaving the trail and trespassing on the farm property putting themselves at risk for 
injury. Examples would include simply stepping in a hole or rut, climbing on farm equipment, contacting 
pesticides/herbicides, entering outbuildings, etc. 

Second, the public affecting field hygiene through litter/garbage, human waste, animal waste, etc. Poor 
field hygiene leads to the Increased likelihood that farm products will harbor a food borne illness 
resulting in product liability claims. 

The result is that the proposed trail will increase liability exposure to adjacent farms. This will inevitably 
lead to more insurance claims, increased insurance premiums, and possibly insurance policy 
cancellations. 

Sincerely, 

_ __.._ ...... ---,...--
----· 

Darin Maddy Insurance Agency, Inc. & Michael Rogers Insurance Agency, Inc. 
616 NE Baker Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

inandal. t orn 
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200 Industrial Way 
P.O. Box 258 
Mt Angel, OR 97362 

March 1, 2019 

Ag1·onornics LLC .' 

Yamhill County Boa I'd of Commissioners 

Commissioners, 

Phone: (503) 845-6122 
Fax: (503) 845-9310 

In reference to your pending considerntion of the Westside Trail project I would like to 
offer some information related to agl'icultural production in the area. 

1. Valley Agronomics, LLC business amounts to nearly $10 million in Yamhill County. 
This business directly supports 15 families in Yamhill County and multiple more 
throughout the state. 

2. Yamhill County growers pl'ocluce a diversity of crops that most all require the use of 
crop protection products to contrnl disease, pest, and weed issues. Application 
methods can include grnund, air blast, or aerial. 

3. Oregon OSHA's Application Exclusion Zone can require grnwers to stay up to 150 
feet away from any person. A trail with unrestt·icted public access could eliminate 
the gl'ower's ability to use crnp prntection products in a 150 feet zone along the 
trail. 

4. Without the use of crnp protection products grass seed crnps would have a difficult 
time attaining contract pmity levels. Berry crops would have uncontrolled disease 
pressure. Hazelnut growers would not be able to contrnl worm infestations of their 
nuts. 

5. The inability to use all the crnp protection prnducts available to the growers along 
the tl'ail route could reduce their ability to produce crops in that zone and thus 
reduce the sales potential for Valley Agronomics. 

We ask that you consider these points as you make your decision. 

Respectfully, 

Senior Operations Manager 
Valley Agronomics, LLC 
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Febmary 28, 2019 

Western Ag Improvement 
PO Box 819 
Dayton, OR 97114 

Yamhill County Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Dear Commissioners Olson, Starrett, and Kulla, 

My name is Jordan May and I am an agronomist at Western Ag Improvement in Dayton, Oregon . Western Ag 
Improvement is an independent agricultural supply company that specializes in crop consulting, soil and tissue 
sampling, and field scouting . We have 26 employees, serve over 300 farmers in the Willamette Valley, and cover 
roughly 76,000 acres of land. In addition, we have branches in Hermiston, and Hood River. 

ft has come to my attention that some of the farmers we serve will be directly impacted by the upcoming installation 
of the Yamhelas Westsidcr Trail. My purpose in writing to you today is to express the concerns I have on this issue 
as an agronomist, and the various ways the trail will affect Western Ag Improvement and its customers. 

First, the implications of the Application Exclusion Zone arc enormous for farmers, and for us. The AEZ would 
restrict farmers from managing their fields efliciently and effectively. Without the ability to apply crucial plant 
protection products such as herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, and rodenticides, farmers will have a much more 
difficult time controlling crop damage due to weeds, diseases, insects, and rodents . Not to mention that allowing the 
problem to fester in the buffer zone will allow weed seeds, fungi, diseases, and rodents to grow and spread into the 
rest of the farmer's field. These components will undoubtedly result in a much poorer crop quality and crop yield in 
the directly and indirectly affected areas. 

For example, when weeds are not managed properly and arc left lo grow and reproduce, they steal the nutrients and 
water from the soil that would othcnvise go to the crop. This "weed pressure" means crops grow more slowly. ff the 
weed pressure is too high, ii can cause crops to mature later, making the window for harvest shorter. Certain crops 
such as hazelnuts, can actually be put back an extra one or two years before they hit maturity and full harvest 
potential because of this weed pressure. If you were to exclude spraying a 150' buffer along both sides of this 17-
mile trail, that would translate into 618 acres of high value fam1 land that can no longer be treated, and the weeds 
left to grow. If those acres were planted to hazelnuts, that has the potential cost of over S2 million per harvest season 
that the trees should have been in full production. This is one of several reasonable scenarios that could play out as a 
result of this trail and the Application Exclusion Zone. 

It would also directly affect small businesses like Western Ag Improvement, and our ability to be successful. On an 
average acre of high value farm land, our customers will spend roughly S400/acre throughout the growing season . 
Using the same figure of618 acres of buffer zone, it translates into $247,000 of potential losses annually to Western 
Ag Improvement, or other small businesses like us. 

Second, there is a massive liability issue for farmers related to the trail. Products sprayed on high value crops such 
as hazelnuts often require 12-24 hour reentry intervals. We work hard to keep farmers informed about safe practices 
when handling agriculture chemicals and know that farmers are diligent about proper application procedures. Still, a 
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farmer cannot control a walker, bicyclist, or pet who wandered off the trail and into a field that was recently sprayed. 
What if it was a berry field, and someone wandered through to pick and eat berries after it had just been sprayed? 
While these chemicals are only dangerous for that certain window of time, how do you communicate when that 
window is to all who use the trail? 

There is no limit to the claims that could be brought against a landowner if someone gets hurt deviating from the 
trail. Should the onus really be on the fanners when someone trespasses on their property? A lawsuit from 
something like that could be devastating to a small family fann. So out of protection does the fanncr need to install 
cameras? Fences? Signs? What will that cost? It would be irresponsible to ignore the very real and immediate 
negative impacts this trail will have on all sides of the agricultural equation, all in the name of recreation. 

I appreciate your time and consideration of our concerns on this matter. If you have any additional questions, I can 
be reached at J11 1 d,111 @westc1nag.net, or 971-241-7474. 

l•.,1 . 
Si11r rely, 
.lunl11 11 Mll)' 
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Vernon Fischer, Jr 

Columbia Ag Research, Inc. 

541-387-3052 

columbiaag@gorge.net 

March 1, 2019 

Ms.Kellington 

Dear Ms.Kellington: 

I am writing in regard to the proposed Westsider Rail line trail. I am opposed to this trail system 

because it will unfairly subject the neighboring farm businesses to public interference, trespass and 

financial loss. 

I am a commercial grower of pears and apples in Hood River County, OR. I am also President of 

Columbia Ag Research, Inc. which specializes in development of ag-chemicals. Our work includes 

research for the efficacy, development of best use practices, and regulatory studies of pesticides in 

support of EPA registrations . 

Hood River County is now a tourist destination. We have had several instances where visitors enter 

fields with out consent. This creates a problem and safety concern when field operations are in 

progress and the machinery operator is not aware of unauthorized people being present. 

Additionally, most of our crops are now required to be produced following the Food Safety 

Modernization Act and Good Agricultural Practices. These are very stringent laws the FDA have 

placed. Failure to comply due to unauthorized entry into a field or a piece of trash left behind by a 

trail user could result in crop rejection by the buyer/ processor. People seem to be drawn into our 

fields with no -awareness of required postings of re-entry periods following a pesticide application, 

or no trespassing signs. 

In order to protect our right to farm, Hood River County requires a Declaration of Deed Restriction 

statement for new property owners on, or adjacent to land zoned EFU. Sections 3.04(v} and 50.25 

of the HRCZO, "acknowledging the rights of adjacent and nearby farm operators to employ accepted 

farm management practices on their property shall be recorded with County Records and 

Assessment. This statement includes said practices of noise, dust, spray residue, smoke, vapor and 

other types of visual, odor, or noise pollution, which is accepted as normal necessary farming 

practices and as part of the risk of purchasing a residential dwelling in a farm area". 

Oregon OSHA recently adopted EPA mandated application exclusion zones (AEZ) in order to protect 

farm workers. Current language states "The AEZ only applies within the boundaries of the 

establishment. The agricultural employer is not expected to control people off the establishment". 
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Ms.Kellington 
March 1, 2019 
Page 2 

In reality however, landowners adjacent to the trail system will need to monitor users of the trail. 
Farm operations are not limited to a normal workweek. Crop development knows no calendar and 
critical operations must be performed whether during weekends or evenings. These are times when 
trail use may be the greatest. In Hood River, we are often limited to making pesticide applications at 
night in order to avoid bicycle traffic. Others are required to pay employees to patrol along 
roadsides and other trail systems to watch for pedestrian traffic and stop a farm operation when 

someone approaches. These practices are additional costs at 1 ½ to 2 times more to the grower. 

The exclusion 20ne requires no pesticide application within 150 feet of workers/ people when the 
pesticide label requires the applicator to use a respirator. With the agricultural diversity in Yamhlll 

County, it Is very difficult to estimate potential economic loss a farm business may experience. 
Choosing blueberry as an example; average establishment cost is about $25,000 per acre. Average 
gross return per acre is $10,000 (based on $1.00/lb at S ton yield per acre. With a 150 foot 
exclusion zone, for every 290 linear feet of trail, a blueberry grower will lose not only the $25,000 
establishment cost, but $10,000 in lost revenue per year. 

The safety concerns from trail users along neighboring fields and the financial loss trail users would 
bring to the agricultural community far out ways any benefit from a trail. Hopefully it will be 
remembered how Yamhill County became an attractive area originally, through farming. 

Sincerely, 

v~~i.,7• 
Columbia Ag Research, Inc. 
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February 26, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
McMinnville Or 

RE: Yamhelas Trail - Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Members of the Board of Commissioners: 

My name is Alice Patridge and I strongly oppose the proposed Yamhelas Trail. Please include 
this letter in the record of this matter. 

The property I own backs up to the old rail right of way where the applicant is pushing you to 
convert the long abandoned rail bed. If approved over 100 feet of my entire back yard will be 
subject to an intensively used public recreational trail, open 24 x 7. Since the tracks were pulled 
up in the 1980s there has been no one back there, and it has become a pru1 of the private 
enjoyment of my home. The vacant land was one of the appealing qualities to me when I 
purchased my home. I don't believe anyone along the old abandoned right of way ever dreamed 
that this long abandoned rail bed would be the subject of a county plan to turn it into an int~nsive 
urban a<:cess trail. If you ignore the fact that our quality of life of seclusion and privacy will be 
destroye~, you will be doing a great disservice to the adjacent property owners, voters and tax 
payers of our county. In addition, the limitations that it will impose on all the farms here in 
Yamhill county will hobble the hard working multi~generational fanners who benefit our county 
far above any tourist monies that may or may not become a reality. 

The rail bed is fully 5 feet higher than my back yard. So if the applicant succeeds in getting you 
to a~re.eto convert the old abandoned rail bed to a 24 x 7 public trail, anyone on it will be able to 
lo.ok over my 6 foot high solid board fence directly.into my back yard and ·all four of the 
win~QW~. o~ the bijck side of my home. I will have n9 way to protect my privacy at all. There _is 
I i.t~r~JJY._ !.Wthi.!:}g .1 could do to make my home continue_ ~.o "be Ii. '(fl-b!~ if t~.~ _.traij i~ _app~·ov~(;l_.. ft is 
nc{:?(an :C9JnP.~tible with residential uses and it is .e$p~~if!l.1Y. nQ~ .CQI.l}patt~i.e. ;with m_Y, ;hqp~.s. {or 
my,fof¢X~i-)10me. l will loseall sense of privacy, s.afety~nd$e9w·ify,tfia Jc~eri$ll'.:'i.nmy,_h_ome. 
ff.~viA$;p~J,y.~9y, s11fety ~nd security is something t~~tany ·onl g.f y~tf,¥Oqlg::~~P,r~.t in_),9~t:hfi~n~p 
an4JJ).i~ p.rQ_pQsal will rob all of us on this right of way of that most basic-right. 'In .fact, !:bought 
'tNs-~8Q1f for.its peace and quiet, just like I am sure you bought yours, not to invite tbottsij_nas of 
th¢ g~oe.rnl public 24 x 7 literally to your backyard. 

tbqi1~J.lt __ this home believing it would be safe,just like I am sure you did for your hQme. 
H0.'3/FY#, .th~rc is no plan or _program even remotely proposed or poss.ible to protect oµr priv~cy, 
Ort<? .~~~p t!;1~ tr.aj.l s~fe or for law enforcement to be able to keep an eye on wb.at go~~ OJ.?-... ll will 
p~ ~_l1av.~n"fpr th_ieves, drug dealers and vagrants. The proposal inc}t!~es no increases in the 
budgets <>f pity Qr county law enforcement whatsoever. Th~y are already str.etchect .thin ~mi do 
n~J 4~Y:e cap!l9jty fo.r the qurrent needs of this county, let along the._prQp.o~ed 17 mil_~s of rural 
publit ti~il. There is no mention of any means of surveillance. Qf provisi9n f9r manJ1oµr~ to 
-k~.e.Ptb,f~'-"lil $afc:,. In short, iti~ .COPll)!~~~ly jn,C.QJ.,l}P,~fb\e wfr9 tfoib8mes -~1cm~ -it~ i.nc.l_uqiqg . 
mine.•· 
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: lur streets leading to the old abandoned rail right of way are nan-ow and poorly maintained. Our 
1L· ighborhood on street parking is already maxed out with resident's cars. If we start having to 
1c\!ommodate tourists it will be a nightmare. There is no way they can st1pport the thousands of 
iike, pedestrian, car and emergency vehicle conflicts the trail will present. There is inadequate 
:;tpacity for all these people to get in and out of the existing streets. Sight distance is inadequate 
1) the streets. There is no plan and we are told no money to improve these streets. As such, the 
11 (lposed trail cannot meet required adequate public facilities standards in any respect. 

I here is no proposal for water or bathrooms along the proposed trail. So where do you think 
h'Llple and their dogs are going to go to the bathroom or get water? They are going to trespass 
1110 our yards to use our hoses, and the}' are going to pee and worse along the trail when they 
\link no one is looking. There is no plan for garbage service along the trail. So we can expect 
1~l>ple to toss their garbage wherever along the trail or perhaps some, thinking they are more 
:11 urteous, will trespass and use our residential garbage cans, filling them up with their public 
, .iste. 

, I y son is a police officer in Central Oregon. He had to appeal to the state for extra funds to 
11-;tall surveillance cameras and lights to deal the current problems the bike trail there has 
1ttrncted. Their bike corridor creates a quick route from one end of the town to the other. And 
,·~ it is populated by thieves, drug dealers and addicts and vagrants. The public doesn't feel safe 
h,Tc after sunset since it is not illuminated and has many bushes. Funds were never included for 
h -,ided security of lighting or extra security and law enforcement and so now the trail is 
-. .g more monies than the town coffers have. And it can't be used by lone women or 
i1milies because it is frankly unsafe at any time of the day but impossibly dangerous at night. 
hcse arc real examples of the pitfalls connected with trails, they are not all wonderful. Nov,,, 

1 ith increased homelessness nationwide, trails even more so are magnets for squatters. 

~P. we do not want the trail in our (literally) bac~rard. In,ste~d, the milli?ns of dollars you are 
liking aboµt are much better spent on our roads ·bein.1?, improyed Jo i,n9Jwf~J>ike Jltll~s iQ people 
<111 get around using appropriate places rather than petjpJ~~s ~acl.cya,rds_ .and to the.r\-tin~t~OJ'l()f 

• "' - ·.-. • • . • ·- ~ .. . t • - • • ·-. • • • . . • •• • 

;1 mmercilll farms. And while we are thinking ab.out ~peodi.~g.p,ublic:;ro~ney on p1.1b1i~ projl;!cts 
\l\\l about i~1stalling storms drains underneath st~ets and h~h>.ke~p Uie.i.oaf!s .~·oJn h~v-ing -
,unken grades'. · 

\:, the way, I would love to see someone catch the sign thieves on camera (several stop the trail 
igns have been stolen off ours and other private property) and make them pay to replace the 
1gns and be ciJed for trespass. This trail proposal has divided ow· co~nmwlit_y, tlue~ten~ -P\::OPles 
.1fety, privacy and secnrity in their own homes, has turned regular people into sign thieves, has 
1med the county into the worst kind of a bully, literally stealing people's land and daring them 
) spend a fortune on lawyers to sue the county to get it back; it threatens to destroy our best 
,1ricultural land making it completely crippled by unreasonable accommodations for the 
uhlic's ple~sure, most ofwhom wiU not be Yamhill co11oty tax.payers. Thi.s recklessly de.1rnmds 
) 1 hrow .~way 01,1r c9n1mu9.ify' s f?1rn1,er~. -.yllo . .tee.4 _u~,. in,.n!li:t1_e-9f SQ·Ot\.U.ed ,~~O}l9!~1ic 

"'' elopment to promote a fow wineries. This is a bad 0gamble and you should deny it. We can 
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have trails. We can protect our best farmland and our world class farms and our cherished 
farmers. We can have wine. We can also have economic development 

Just be~ause a financial canot is dangled in front of the public's nose does NOT mean we should 
jump on the train that takes us to a destination that is not the best choice for everyone. Free 
federal money is never without strings attached and 'projected' revenue income should never be 
an enticement to take wiser focus away from long term maintenance and healthy growth changes 
that effect us, the local taxpayer. 

What we have to do., is take a sincere look at our legacy land use laws and deny this trail 
proposal, admitting it simply cannot meet fam1 impact standards, public facilities standards or 
compatibility standards in the locations where it is proposed. What real leaders should do 
instead, is approve a trail the whole community is excited about: not one in the middle of large 
commercial farms, and not one literally in someone's home's back yard, but in thoughtful 
locations - never even considered by this applicant I might .idd - that comply with land use 
standards and that are good for our entire community. This can be done, if you will require the 
applicant to do so. Thank You. 

Sincerely, 

{l Lu 0 "j/;~ r;,,,_',!jo 
Alice Patridge 

iJ> f 7 IV (}_ a o / / cf 5 c__ ~
5 f • 

Ct:1.r/fon/ OR 971// 
_'!;l/1--(p 7 ?-3? .::2 <f 
0:://cejL-t i'ceplLAi.@!)Met./1. CoJ/1-1 
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February 23, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill Commissioners: 

My name is Allen Sitton. We have a family farming corp. know as Sitton Bros. 

Inc. We own property that borders the south portion of the old abandoned 

railroad right-of-way (ROW). Tax lot numbers are R3434 00200 and R3434 

00600. We have crops on both sides of ROW for over 1400' and another 1000'+ 

on one side. Some of the crops we grow are Tall Fescue,Annual 

Ryegrass,Alfalfa,Red Clover,Crimson Clover,Wheat,Grass Hay. As you may be 

aware, the new Application Exclusion Zone rules make it more difficult to spray 

along buildings, roadways or anywhere people are present. Effective Jan. 1, 2019 

Oregon OSHA's rules require an Application Exclusion Zone for some of the 

pesticides and herbicides we use up to 150' depending on type. Current use of 

the abandoned ROW allows us to treat our plowed field in their entirety as 

standard practices in farming these crops. Changing the use of this abandoned 

rail ROW and honoring the AEZ will create conflicts and prevent us from treating 

and effectively farming over 13 acres, that's over 12.5% of these three fields 

alone, which is greater than the average profit margin of most businesses. This 

is an unacceptable impact to not just our farming operation but to all the farms 

along the ROW and contradict the basic purpose of our land use zoning laws. 

Such economic impacts to our farms and communities are a completely 

unacceptable use of tax payer funding. 

In addition, the Oregon OSHA rules states people must stay out of the AEZ for 

an additional 15 minutes after spraying, which could not practically be managed. 

To be clear, it is not the recent change in OSHA's rules that are the problem, it 

would be the proposed change in use of the abandoned rail ROW to a general 

public transportation corridor that would prevent the effective and accepted 
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farming practices that have have been used along this ROW for decades. Some 

of the products we use have Re-Entry-Intervals (REI) from 4 to 48 hrs. Again, 

this is not a problem under current use, but if changed, it's known that some 

percentage of folks and their pets will trespass. No matter how minor, such 

trespassers then become the carriers of these chemicals back to their homes and 

families unless REI are effectively managed all up and down the trail throughout 

the year which would be impossible. Thanks for your time. 

Allen Sitton 
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Allen Sitton 

MapTaxlot : R3434 00200 74.9 Acres 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00600 38.6 Acres 

()0800 

01 . 

Silton Brothers Inc 
00200 

Sitton Brothers Inc 
00600 

0 
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Sitton Brothers Inc 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 
74.9 Acres Zone EFB0 
Parcel B of 2 00-
West of ROW ~31.2 Acres 
ROW Border 1417' 
150' Spray buffer= 4.88 acres = 15.6% 

Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68. 7 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border= 2027' 
150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=l0.2% 

Sitton Brothers Inc 
Maplaxlot: R3434 00200 
74.9 Acres Zone EFB0 
Parcel C of R3434 00200 
East of ROW ~35.9 acres 
ROW Border = 13 73' 
150' Spray buffer=4.73 acres= 13.2% 

Sitton Brothers 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00600 
38.6 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border= 1052' 
150' Spray buffer=3.62 acres=9.38% 



February 28, 2019 

For the Board of Commissioners of Yamhill County, in consideration of the proposed 
use of the abandoned railway as a public trail ("Yamhelas Trail"). 

My name is Ben VanDyke and I am submitting written opposition to the 
application to take an abandoned rail corridor and reclassify it for use as a park type trail 
through the heart of Yamhill County's most productive Class I farm land. In this letter T 
am representing myself and my family as individuals, our share crop and tenant farming 
enterprise, Ben VanDyke Farms Inc. (OBA. VanDyke Farms), and our team of 
employees, whom we partner with every day to provide a living for and allow them to 
reinvest in our local community. My wife and I, along with our two young children, are 
third generation farmers in the Yamhill-Carlton area. With God's provision and blessing, 
I hope to be raising up the fourth generation of farmers to take my place and create the 
opportunity to continue the family tradition. Our farming enterprise known as VanDyke 
Farms, leases and share crop leases land from many people in the area. We currently 
employ 5 full time team members, 4 seasonal retires, dozens of contracted labor 
employees hired for specific tasks, as well as many teenagers and young adults, who 
work part time as they pursue their studies in high school and college; currently we have 
4 students in those positions. We are proud to provide income and opportunity for these 
team members - allowing them to work, live, and contribute to the local community they 
live in. This employment opportunity is a direct result of our farms' ability to find and 
secure share crop contracts and leases on the highly productive land within the Yamhill
Cal'iton area. For my family's livelihood as well as our team members' future, I am 
writing in strong opposition to the proposed trail. In this letter, I will demonstrate how, 
if the proposed trail is approved, accepted farming practices along the trail will become 
increasingly difficult and costlier, escalate our exposure and risk, and ultimately take out 
of production highly valuable farm land from adjoining property owners next to this 
right of way. 

Currently, VanDyke Farms is farming 1.31 miles of land that directly abuts the 
abandoned rail road right of way that is in the county's "Phase 1" of the project. We also 
farm 1.12 miles of abandoned rail road right of way north of HWY 240, in what the 
county calls "Phase 2". All of our farm ground consists of predominately Class 1 farm 
soils as classified by the NRCS. Our fann entities have been farming this land for five 
landowners (Riverview Farms, Julie and Jim VanDyke, Westview Farms, William and 
Janice VanDyke, and Westview-Riverview Development) since 2002. Before us, my 
parents and other farmers have farmed this ground consistently for more than I 00 years. 
In this time, we have planted and grown many corps on this land. Those crops have 
included Tall Fescue for Seed, Red Clover, Crimson Clover, Radish, Wheat, Hazelnuts, 
Annual Ryegrass for Seed, and Vetch. These crops change as the markets shift and 
farming these high-class soils allow us to grow many different crops so we can continue 
to bring the maximum return to our operation and our share crop partners. These crops 
all have unique growing characteristics as well as requirements that we have to meet to 
produce and sell them. I will outline a few of them below: 
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Gra s (and other crops grown for seed): 

This particular crop requires us to produce a pure product in the field so that the 
customer gets a specific product that is genetically pure with only one grass, clover or 
radish seed species. We must ensure that there is no contamination of the field from 
outside sources. We heavily manage our field borders and do and must have a chemical 
containment buffer strip around the field that is sprayed out and kept free of vegetation. 
We also have to ensure that there is no encroachment of outside species that can either 
pollinate with, or blow viable off-type seed into our production area. Right now, we 
have been managing the right of way since the railroad abandoned it, for these off-type 
species, to ensure no cross contamination. This means we spray the abandoned right of 
way to keep invasive species or cross pollinators away. Our predecessors did the same 
thing. If any grass or controlled weed species is allowed to grow and mature to a seed 
head, it is a source point for contamination ofour grass and other seed crops. This cross 
contamination is done by pollen and or seeds that are windblown from the point source. 
This action could render our field out of specifications per Oregon State University's 
seed certification requirements; thus making our fields fail to meet our production 
contracts- leaving our product unmarketable. The proposed trail will cause us to lose 
the ability to spray these areas in the old abandoned right of way. We will also lose the 
ability to spray the perimeters of our farm, as is our accepted farming practice, for fear of 
drift and complaints of drift even if there isn't any present. We will have to increase our 
isolation border strips; taking valuable land that is cunently in grass seed production, out 
of production. We will lose the ability to sell seed that falls inside of that border for 
foundation quality because we will no longer be able to guarantee its purity - as is 
required. 

Also, as you can see in the attached chart and requirements from the OSU Certification 
handbook, a foundation seed field has an isolation strip width of 465 feet (See Attached 
pages out of handbook). At this point in time, the fields that have been split in two by 
the railway, we have been able to certify as one contiguous field with OSU. The reason 
for this is because we have had control of the right of way and been able to keep all off
type crops out of it. This control has allowed us to keep the split fields as one large unit, 
thus eliminating the 465' isolation strip. Once we lose this control, OSU will require us 
to keep an isolation strip of 465' on each side of the ROW thus pulling 930' of crop land 
along the length of the trail that splits our fields out of production. This would at least 
take our foundation quality seed with a value of $2/lb down to an off grade seed blend 
worth in the range of $25-$45/lb. On a field like the one we share crop with Riverview 
farms our average marketable yield is around 2,000#/acre. The field in question that the 
trail is bisecting is 175 acres in size. That is 350,000/lbs of seed a year. At the 
foundation level price we can gross $700,000 on this acreage. If the seed gets 
contaminated our gross sales would drop to $122,500, if they were marketed at all, 
which is doubtful. That is a gross revenue loss of a minimum of $577,500 on this one 
field alone! Worse still, would be that the trail imposes a serious risk of bringing in 
uncontrolled, outside influences onto the trail. Items such as bikes, pedestrian shoes, 
baby strollers, and animals, which can bring in alien seed that will contaminate our field. 
Since we can't control where bikes or people have been, there is no way to prevent this 
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kind of contamination from trail users. We also could not prevent unwanted species like 
burs on dog fur, from dropping into our field or falling along the trail and germinating. 
They will then begin growing on the trail right of way, thus sending spores and seeds on 
the wind to contaminate our field. 

If these very foreseeable trail born species invade and destroy the purity of our crop, we 
will lose certification on the entire field as soon as OSU determines there was an outside 
pollen or seed source which contaminated to field past the isolation strip. This could be 
found at field inspection timing after we have all our inputs in the field, or after harvest 
when contaminating seeds could be found in our seed samples. This list of weeds 
prohibited in certified fields like ours is also attached (See page 8 of OSU Certification 
Handbook attachment). Many of these weeds are very common in poorly managed areas 
and are highly detrimental to seed production. Finding these in our seed after harvest 
makes them vi11ually impossible to sell at any price, which leaves us unable to fulfill our 
production contract with the company we had contracted to grow for. This would be 
worse than a weather-related crop failure; as there is no crop insurance that cover crop 
quality due to contamination. In this case we have zero gross profit and still have paid 
out all the expenses, these results would be catastrophic. 

Hazelnuts: 

We have many acres of farm ground adjacent to the old abandoned right of way 
proposed for the, trail where we grow Hazelnuts. Hazelnuts are a food crop and arc 
grown to be eaten in their raw form by humans. Food products carry the highest level of 
concern as they have the potential to cause illness or death if contaminated with 
pathogens such as E.coli or Salmonella (see related ai1icle attached "Food Poison 
Journal"). The nuts are produced on a tree, then, as they ripen, they fall on to a prepared 
orchard floor where they may sit for up to a month before they are swept up and 
harvested off the field. Hygiene of the Orchard floor is of the upmost concern for the 
farmer, as this is where the nuts have the potential to come in contact with fecal matter 
left by humans or domestic animals that intrude into the orchard and defecate. Or where 
outside food sources were brought on to the trail and their packaging or leftover waste is 
discarded or wind blown into our production area. This contamination is then swept into 
a row with the nuts where it then comes into contact with and is mixed around with more 
nuts during harvest. The nuts are harvested by a machine called a "harvester," which 
rnns along the ground with a rotary brush head, sweeping the soil surface. The Harvester 
then collects the nut, along with anything else on the ground, and then passes it through 
the machine. Inside the machine it passes below a large fan that will blow most of the 
large chucks of fecal matter and contaminates away before they are loaded into bins and 
moved to the processor. The fans remove most of the large chunks of debris, but there is 
no way of knowing when the nuts arrive at the processor, if they are contaminated by 
microorganisms or not. Because of this, once the nuts have arrived at the processor to be 
washed and dried for storage, there will be no visual evidence of the contamination- but 
the contamination by a microorganism remains. The mixing and stirring of the nuts 
through the processing plant will only continue to spread the contamination. The 
processing will expand the small point source of contamination which was found in the 
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field. In this way, there is no isolation of the small portion of the orchard along the trail, 
and any contamination will be spread thrnugh the entirety of the field's production for 
that season. This is a major concern as the proposed trail is expected to have people, 
dogs, horses and other domestics using it. All of these living things defecate and an open 
field seems like a logical place to relive oneself when out along the trail, as opposed to 
right along the trail or waiting for restroom facilities (which are not planned along the 
trail at all). Even with short, farm type fencing, dog and cats easily pass through them 
and they would give little barrier of access to our fields. 

Currently, this is not a problem because our farms are isolated from where people are. 
No non-farm personnel are authorized in or near our fields, and our employees have all 
been trained in proper food safety hygiene practices on at least a yearly basis as part of 
our food safety program. That will all change if the trail is allowed. There is the very 
real risk of microorganism contamination by an outside source if the trail is approved 
and such is a death sentence to our farming operation. Farms don't recover after being 
quarantined due to fecal contamination. 

By the time insurance pays out at your insured limit and the rest of the farm's assets are 
leveraged to pay fees, fines, and additional suits, there is nothing left to do but shut 
down. Even ifthere was the ability to keep farming, the loss of customer confidence in 
your farm's products will make you virtually unmarketable. 

Third Pa11y Food Safety Audits: 

Food safety is held in the highest regard on our operation. So much so that we go above 
and beyond what is required by law for the products that we grow. This increased level 
of scrutiny is done for two reasons. First, to produce and then prove that our product is 
safe for the consumer to eat. Second, to make our product more marketable because of 
the food safety checks we put in place on our farm. There are many new rules coming 
into play from the federal level. FSMA (or the Food Safety Modernization Act), is a 
federal program of required compliance to a government implemented food safety 
program. Currently, "Hazelnuts" are on the list of excluded products from this new law, 
however I believe this to be sh011 lived and with the stroke of pen we will no longer be 
on that list and have to meet criteria like everyone else. Prior to this act even being 
implemented and now in preparation for that exemption repeal along with the urging of 
many of the processors we sell to, we are enrolled in an independent third-party food 
audit call GAP (Good Agricultural Practices). This third-party audit invites an outside 
certifying agency to come onto our operation and do physical inspections at any time 
during the growing season in addition to an annual scheduled inspection. By following 
the policies and practices GAP has outlined in this national program, and then being 
audited as a way to prove that we meet or exceed these procedures, we can then use 
GAPS program and their stamp on the products we bring to market. 
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While these certifications are technically voluntary, the industry has grown to adopt 
them as standard, as a way to insure to their customers that we meet or exceed food 
safety guidelines. Many of the processors we supply require us as a farm to have one or 
more of these food safety programs in place and present a ce11ificate of compliance 
before they will accept any ofour products into their facilities. 

If we don't have these certificates, we are not allowed to deliver and consequently we are 
not allowed to sell our product. 

Pestic ide Appl icalions: 

Pesticide applications are important and necessary for the type of cropping that we do on 
our operation. Pesticides are applied in many ways depending on the crop, targeted pest, 
,md timing. We use everything from backpack sprayers to large self-propelled boom 
sprayers that have a 100' long boom . We also apply chemicals to the trees in our 
orchards with blast sprayers that put the chemical high up into the tree canopy. There 
are also times that we utilize aerial applications through aircraft. Each of these sprayers 
have their own unique use and limitations, both with what products we can use in them 
as well as government limitations to protect human safety. While we know that drifting 
pesticide off target is illegal, there are still set back and buffers in pesticide labels and 
per government regulations, we have to follow additional stringent requirements when 
people are present. The railroad's position was always that farmers who gave the 
railroad rights to use their land, had not given exclusive rights, or given away their right 
to farm on or over the old rail right of way. So, farmers have always had the right to 
spray on and over and around the old rail right of way. It is a part ofour accepted 
farming practice to do so, including managing the old rail right of way with pesticides -
which keep invasive vegetative pests away from our farm. 

However, the county trail proposal changes everything. No longer is the abandoned 
right of way used just for large iron horses. Now, if the trail is approved, the county 
plans to introduce hundreds to thousands of vulnerable, unprotected people and children 
to this area. Unless we sue the county to establish its theft, we will no longer be able to 
spray anywhere near the old abandoned right of way. Not being able to spray deprives 
us of a very impo1tant accepted farming practice and is a significant adverse impact. 
Each pesticide we use has a government issued label by the EPA. Within that label we 
have setback, reentry interval , notification, and posting re-equipments. 

Here are two examples of Pesticide labels (which we attach): 
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Gramoxone SL 2.0, page 5 states: 

"Do not use arnund home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or 
playgrounds" 

ProZap Zinc Phosphide Pellets, Page 2, Environmental Hazards Section: 

"Dogs, cats, and other predator and scavenging mammals and birds might be poisoned if 
the feed upon animals that have eaten the bail" 

We also have to follow the new Agricultural Exclusion Zone requirements. These state 
that we have to keep workers or other persons away in a halo from the application while 
applying. This is a moving halo that extends the width of the boom beyond the outer 
edge of the sprayer or 150 feet if operating an air-blast sprayer. (l have included a copy 
of Oregon's AEZ directly from ODA's website). This will greatly increase the area of 
the field that we have to monitor for and in essence not apply pesticide to if there arc 
people on the proposed trail. Because we would never know when people will be on the 
trnil, or ifa bike is going to go whizzing by, we won't be able to spray for fear ofnot 
being able to maintain compliance with federal and state laws. This will allow persons 
on the trail to stop our applications in the AEZ and if they choose to stay on the trail and 
move with our application equipment keep us from spraying the portion of the field that 
falls within the AEZ. This is a very real concern, as well as possible loss acreage, and if 
nothing less a huge labor drain to comply and ensure no one is on the trail. This potential 
issue will add significant cost to employ someone to stand by the trail and ensure that no 
one comes within our AEZ. This would also impede the efficiency of our application 
equipment when we are trying to apply product in specific application windows due to 
weather (and when the chemical is the most effective against the condition we are 
applying for). The delay could cost us adequate defense to a pest or disease and thus 
render us unable to control it. 

Furthermore, we will have a much greater exposure to nuisance clams brought to ODA 
for pesticide odo1·, color, or perceived exposures. All of these claims, which will be 
determined to be unfounded after an investigation by ODA, will still cause many hours 
of paperwork, interviews and record submissions by our farm. We will have to notify 
our insurance carrier of a potential liability claim which will flag our account and could 
cause a rise in rates or cause our farms insurance to be dropped because we will be 
considered a high risk insured. 

Even after all that we may still be sued over the potential claim and have to pay for legal 
assistance and an attorney's time to fight a suit. In the world of pesticide applications, 
the risk to ou1· farms is very high and we take them very seriously. Allowing an exposed 
public, who are not in cars or houses, to walk down a trail, exacerbates to a significant 
degree these risks making it imprudent for us to continue to farm along the trail. 
Allowing this railway right of way that was a very low risk use of this land to become a 
highly accessible public space will greatly change in negative ways how we have to farm 
around this space because of the increase in liabilities and requirements. ffwe continued 
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to farm, we can expect extreme required adverse changes to ou,· accepted farming 
practices and significant increases in the costs of farming due to increases in insurance 
costs or insurance cancellation, loss of farm ground due to not being able to spray arnund 
the field, and isolation requirements and the threat of invasive pests. 

Right Of Way Crossing: 

There is currently unabated access to crossing the abandoned right of way. Since the 
rails no longer lay in the rail bed and there is very little cut or fill in the old mil bed, we 
can and do cross the IO' gravel strip in ·many places. We fatm the properties on either 
side of the old abandoned rail right of way right up to the gravel strip as one large field 
and cross the old rail right of way many times during all operations in the field. lfthe 
abandoned railway becomes a trail, the limited crossings as well as the barriers put in 
place to keep people on the trail, will make it significantly difficult or altogether 
impossible for us to cross between our fields. These fields have no other access to them 
besides going across the old abandoned rail right of way. We have pesticide application 
equipment that is 100 feet wide when folded out to operation width and some machines 
that only fold up to 25' for road travel. Tf we have to fold up to cross, this takes time and 
space on either side to fold back out to operation position. The county has imposed no 
requirement on itself to permit crossings at all or to keep people away when we need to 
cross. Even if the county provides crossings and restricts public access, if they are less 
than 25,' we have some equipment that we cannot even cross the right of way with. 
Thus, we would have land locked fields with no access to the back portion. · Even if the 
width of the crossing is found to be large enough, the number of times during field 
operations we wouid need to cross would be very incompatible with an active trail. 
There are many operations we do that we need to cross every 10 to 15 minutes all year 
long and even mot"e often during harvest. If the trail is approved, we will not be able to 
safely cross for fear of a person coming onto the trail who might be injured or killed. 
We will have no way to control people using the trail. Should gates or other devices be 
installed to control people, then this is still a huge problem for us to farm because we 
will then need to move them and the increased time and inefficiency of our equipment 
will greatly increase the cost to our operation. This may call for an extra employee to be 
stationed at the crossing to man the gates and to ensure that trail users that are ignorant 
or unaware of the hazards of the large farm machines al'e kept back at a safe distance 
during crossing. This would add many man hours and be a large, significant, and new 
expense to our accepted farming practices and an encumbrance to our operation. 

Fire: 

Ctu·rently the abandoned rail bed along the properties, has been maintained by our farm 
and employees to limit low level grassy fuels, shrubs and other highly flammable 
vegetation. It has also served as a fire break. This is an important and accepted farming 
practice. We do this to help ensure we have an effective fire barrier should we 
experience a field fire during fire season. The concern is that the railway going to a trail 
will extend the foot print of unused space out from the gravel rail bed to the full width of 
the right of way and thus extend the vegetative strip that borders our fields. With the 
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increase in vegetation, limited resources to properly mow and maintain the vegetation, 
and the increase in public access, the potential for fire to start, either intentional or 
unintentional, is highly amplified and puts our crops and farm acres at greater risk. 
Grass seed and grain fires burn fast and hot. They will quickly overwhelm any trail 
users causing death or serious injury. When this happens, there will be significant 
liability for us farmers. We will face cancellation of our insurance and ruinous litigation. 
We are also very concerned about the limited access to the trail should the bridges and 
culverts not be adequately designed to hold the load and widths of fire fighting vehicles. 
Further, much of the area of the proposed trail is landlocked with the only access being 
through our crop fields. Thus, if there is an emergency, the only access will be through 
our fields causing serious loss of crop, damage to crop purity, and economic devastation 
to our farming operations. This also places a greater burden on our farm to increase our 
fire insurance on our crops. We can get fire insurance on wheat (which is a common 
practice) but it is challenging if not impossible to get insurance on clovers, radishes, and 
hazelnuts. Again, this increases our costs to operate and increases our risk for potential 
loss. 

Attractive Nuisance: 

Farm Machinery has an inherently attractive draw to it. It is large, exciting and draws 
the curiosity of all who look upon it. Children are especially receptive to this draw and 
that is a major concern to our operation if this trail is approved. In its current state, the 
abandoned railway has almost zero public access along its extent to the middle of our 
fields where we commonly park equipment during the farming season. This poses 
almost no concern for us in regards to an attractive nuisance. Now change that right of 
way to a publicly traveled trail and this whole risk factor changes. Attractive nuisance is 
defined by one legal source like this, "An attractive nuisance is a dangerous condition on 
a person's property that attracts children onto the property and puts their safety in 
danger. Landowners who have an attractive nuisance on their property are held to a 
higher duty to protect children. If an attractive nuisance is found to have injured a child 
on the landowner's property, the landowner may be required to pay for the damages that 
resulted, even if the child was technically trespassing." (HG.Org, Legal Resources). 

I have heard many trail proponents state that this will be a common avenue for school 
children to get to school and visit friends between the towns of Yamhill and Carlton. 
Even with fencing, it is highly likely that curious children will be drawn through those 
barriers to see, climb, and potently get injured by these machines. They are not toys, 
they have pinch points, are extremely heavy, have many cutting and stabbing exposed 
features, and are tall and draw people to climb on or in them. In a nut shell they are 
dangerous to work around and even more dangerous to the untrained and young 
individuals. Children don't have the life experience and ability to reason like adults. 
This legal term exists because all the above points are true, allowing access to this 
railroad right of way as a trail, increases the opportunity for a child to get injured and our 
farm to get sued. It will at best significantly increase our costs of insurance, if not cause 
cancellation which means we won't be able to farm any longer. 
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We arc not anti-trail, I believe they have many benefits to the community and our county 
at large, but they have to be planned and placed in areas where they don't cause the 
significant harm the proposal causes to our local farms and economy. ·n1is trail will 
cause significant hann on farming and r hope that you can St.>e the impact that allowing 
the abandoned railroad right of way to become a trail will have on our farm and the 
families that make it up. 

Allowing this to happen will be taking acres of the most highly productive farmland in 
Yamhill County out of production. 'Jl1is proposed trail will in tum limit what we can 
grow and how we can grow it. We would be forced to consider whethe-r we can grow 
anything at all in the face of the enormous new costs, adverse impacts and liabilities the 
proposed trail CXJX)ses us to. Allowing the public access through the heiirt of these fields 
is not just a nuisance it is a11other human's life that we have to monitor while we are out 
trying to mariage the land that we have. Placing a trail through the middle of farmland is 
not a smart use of land like ours that is zoned for exclusive farm use. We have a 
growing population that needs the goods and services that we farmers produce and EFU 
zoned land is about the only place where we ,:an farrn where we are supposedly 
protected. Pulling EFU zoned land away from the ever increasing need to provide for 
and feed Oregonians and indeed the world, to meet a recreational want is not this land's 
highest and best use. Let us form this EFU zoned land, allow our capital inputs to go 
into being the best stewards of the land that we can be and not to paying for insurance 
and legal bills. Allow us to continue to return the profits to our employees and the land 
owners so that they can spend and reinvest in this focal community. The cost of this trail 
to this community will be much larger than the dollars to build and maintain it. Once 
fann land is lost, as will happen if the trail is approved, it is rarely regained. This is why 
our County fights and has historically fought so hard to plan and zone in a way to protect 
it. This is why we must fig.ht now so hard to protect it. 'TT1is is your chance as a 
commissioner to take a stand and prntect the farms in your county. Please tell your 
lawyer applicant to come up with a trail plan that is good for the entire community and 
does not destroy commercial fanning as the plan before you certainly docs. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter, 

/ ) ~-- - ... ---· .. t>- - .... -· 
" Ben and Kassandra Vai1Dyke Farms 

15221 NW Westside Rd. 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

,-, 

ti ~ H\ " 1 
// .--. ,vi; (\ .. _/' .,, 

~ ) .. ~ 
,-; 
/· 

Also signed and submitted by Team members and Employees of Van Dyke Farms: 

Casey Vm1Dyke 
VanDyke Farms, Field Operations 
11900 NE Yamhill Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111 LJ~ //;~g( _ _ 
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Zachary Summers 
VanDyke Fanns, Shop and Mechanic 
If 255 NW Old Soldier Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111 

Trask Ward 
Vruillyke Fanns, Hazelnut and Berry Operations 
l 1069 NW Old Soldier Rd. 
Carlton, OR 97111 

Nathan Craig 
VanDyk.e Farms, Trucking and Logistics 
l 675 NW Orchard View Rd . 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
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<Jeep plowing and/or chemical means such as fu111ig1rnts or other material for seedbed pieparation. 

Materials amJ n1elhods must be a mailer of record. Whichever nic-ithod is used, it must be 

approve(! and adequate to maintain varielal purity. Modified Land History (lv1UI) will be perrnitlEHI 

011 ,ill certific,Jtion generations. Tile field musl be out of production of the sarne crnp for at least 

one winier. For crops/ge11erations requiring five yea;s out of the s:m1e Grop, MLH can reduce lhis 

requirement 10 a minimum of three years wllh conventional tillage, or two years ror certified Annual 

rye!)mss production if continuous no-till is the field history since the previous Annual ryegrass. To 

aid in cJislinguishing be(ween volur1tee1s and lhe crop seeded, !he seed must be planted in distinct 

rows but rnay 1/fJry in row spacinn. 

3. Y:Q!~!!:U.~.!!l.P..\§[lJ§_may arise from seed of anolher class or va,iely, or from vegetative portions of a 

plant (such as old crowns, sterns. stolons, rhizomes, etc.). Volunteer plants, whe1l1er from seed or 

from vegetative parts, rrrny lHl Gause for rejection or reckmsificslion of a SNid field. 

D. Isolation 

1. lsolalion : All flelt1s used for Ifie pmduclion of cortifierJ seed must nave the minimum specified 

isolalion dislances (see individual crop siamlards) from fields of any other variety of the saine 

species or closely related species unless of lhe :,mno vmiety, titrnemlion, and certified. or as 

modified by the 10% Rule or Border Removal rule (see below). Adequate distance between seed 

crops must be maintained lo prevent overlapping seed heads of lodged plants; lhis isolnlion 

disiance is called a mechanical separation. 

2. lsolalio!J. st.rm.: Tiie isolation distance determines the size of this slrip, wtiich may Im located 

arJjacent lo, or wilt1in Hrn certified lield. If adjacent, then the slri~) may be used to: (a) produce a 

crop of another· species. or (b) grow the same species but ,J differnnt variety which ihen mus[ be cut 
prior to pollination (which 111ay bo subjoct to inspection; o.g,. adjaG!lnt pasturo or hay), or if within 

the certifie(J fi,ild, then (G) to 9row the same vari1,ty and genera\iu11, but lhe crnp in this strip must 

remain standing lo serve as a pollen !rap until the certified crop has compleleli pollinalion (this is 

an appliealio11 of border removal: see below); seed from this strip must be harvested separately 

and conditioned as uncerlified. 

3. 1_0% Rule: applicable to alfalfa and grass seed fields 5 acres or larger, Certified class only; fields 

that lwve a "total isolation lone" of less than 10% of the enlirc field, require mechanical sepa,ations 

only. An isolation zone is cal<:ulated by rnulliplying tt1e length of the llordnr, in common with 01i1er 

v;i1ielies of the same kind, by llle average width of the certified field failinn within the required 

isolalion distance (usually 165 ficlet and n,easured from the edfJC of the contaminating pollen 

source). All lsolallon zones Jn a fieW rnust be added together to determine Uie total Isolation zonP

for lllD entire field, lhernforn sum the iolal square [ool,lge in isolation zon~~s ,incl divide by ,1'.~.560 

square lee I/acre. then divide by the field acreage, and multiply by 100. If the total isolaiion zone is 

less than 10% of the entire field, then only mecha11ic<1l separations are requirecl. 

4. ~!.2!3!....BruJl~l: applicable to grass seed fields 5 acres or larger, all generalions. If ii is nol 

pnssiblfl lo provide minimum required isolation distances between fields, and the seed field does 

not meet lhe 10% Rulo, then border removal is permitted. lhis is !he rnrnoval, after flowering, and 

as uncertified, of a poriion of lhe seHd field adjacent to the co11lami11ating pollen so111ce, as 

indicat,id in the following lahle (See l able 1 ). Re-inspections in the field and warehouse may be 
made lo ansuro lho idenlily is maintained for r.eod from border removal strips. 

5. 25% Rule : Fields of the same variety blll of differing generations ('classes") mus I be isol.1ted t,y a 

distance or 25 percent of Lhat o!herwise required between varieties. This standard is Hppliealile to 

all crops unless otherwise 11oled in the specific crop standard. 
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Table 1 

Border Rernovaf For Grass lsotation 
(For fields 5 acres or larger} 

Generation rc1ass) of 
Inspected Crop 

Distance from /110 

con/iJminalimi tJo//m, source 

Widl/J of Border (C::errwva/ areo' wit/Jin 
tho seod field 

Foun(latior·, 

Certified 

900 teot o r r 11or !'.~ 

r:,oo~sntt feel 

4E:i0 -5~J~J feet 
LE~SS HkH1 450 feet 
300 fc,ot 01 more 

22::i-2')9 leei 
150 -224 ieot 

Les::; fha n l 50 feet 

1 l)S fr:~et or rnnrc~ 
105-164 fer;t 
lf:i-104 feet 

1 .. ,_iss 11,an 7S km\ 

O foct 
9 fcei 

0 foot 
9 fr~1::~t 
15 ft.:n! 

16!) feel~" 

O feet 
9 fet?.t 
1fj reel 

90 fr~El J 

ftrn BorrJ1H lo be wmovetl frorn 01f; <::e1"\ifiNI finlci shall bH clearly nrnrketl with an adequate nu111ber ,:i11d heitJht of 
stakt~s (~,t least one (-;very 300 feel and tall'er than the mature canopy- hoio11t) so that !he ~nspector can deterrninB the 
~:Jis!ance f~e.in:5pecUons are required due lo inadequaie or irnproper stakinq 
.( The requ!fed f301 der F!<-Jrno•,aJ is l!lE'!ttsured frorn the edge of ihe contaminalirtg pollen source 

E. Field Management and Inspection 

a, l hG fit::ld shalt he 10 such condition ll1~d {~enetic purity f:; 1nnr.ntained. Any condiiron 

lhat shaii not Pf':Hm1f. i:0Hiequc1le inspection to deiefm1ne 9enotic p:nify sliali be 

c;~uis-e for rBjGction . Plant groi.v!h 10Gul~1to1~ rnay not bo ~1pplriad lo fc.;}qurno Sth7d 

prod11c!ion ficdcis of Fotindation 2uH.i Hoqjstor-ed (cH oqui 11a!ent} tk1~~S(1S ol' certifir:d 

b. Fieid or seedlin~J icfontity shall be ina.intaf11ed H1rougt1ou1 tite tde o! Hie stand. In 

a!i cases. El fie!d number svsteni is required. The fie!d number deslgriati::~d by ihn 

qn:rNfH rnust be unique (f.e .. two concurrent fields br:!onqing to a g f O'N(H rnny 

not t:arry th!::i sa1ne desi911al1on) . A starH.inrd field 1:u:nbor S/sten·! "Nlil be yeBr of 

p!anr1nq fofiov.;ctl rJ~i a liypi1t~n and up {o Hire(;, di9its thcreaf!er. No k:lter:~ can bo 

r1ccepted. 

c. RoHuino of objectionable \Voeds, olhef Cfoµs, and off.type plant::_; (iiH1c1dt to· 

si:~.pau~le in r:iean1n9 shoLtld be done befo1e i11spt~clion . Fa!iuin to roque • .• \jili 

constitute a basi::; for rofus-::il to approve for certrt1cat1on . 

d. Thf~ cortification inspGctor ,nay reluse to c1ppFove a field for certdicatfo-n due ro 

unsrll:sfaclcHy appearance ciuo to v-:eecis. ir1s11Hicient qrov;lh. ina(Jequate stand, 

d!isr~ase, fns~JGl dr.11na9<:!, and/or any condition that prev!:~nt~f il1oro1J~lh inspection 

(H' ti)at n1ay reflect onfavorably upon H1e ce·rUfica1io1i proq,arn. 

e. fhe certification unit is the entire fie!d. vvr1r:n a portion nf a {;r~ld rs to be certified: 

this portion. must tJe properly icfentd"ie<1 by a fence, ditct1 01tier crops .. rnov;ec1 

s!dp, CH' adcqr1r:1te stakes, This bo~a1di:HY is to bt~- approved by the inspt~clo1 as !o 

its ;1doquacy 3r:d n1a)1 tH:1 sr1bject lo IH·irispf~clion 

t Evidt;:1·ice of sef'~ci·borne diseast~ at the tiff1e of field fnspeciion or presc~ncr~ of 

seed· horne d1s(~ase in the:! $~~Cd h)t 1,u:~y c<.H~!.;litl1le bn::>is {or reject!on, 

: eciassification, or recomrnendc.1tion for seed treatrncnt. 

g. i he presence of ::;n111t balis in a sef:~f.J stoek fit!lc1 (Foundation or F~t1g1sterod 
r:!a~;s) sh:-1/I b1:1 hasi-s (of recla$sificalfon l.o H10 Cr:r tified d;:iss 
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7.. He-inspeclion: A seedling or seed field whict1 fails to 111e~!t lhe rninimurn standards may be rejecte(l 

subject to re-inspeclion. The grower rnay apply for re-inspeclion, but must apply and hav,1 lhe 

cause for rejection corrected btJforo the deatili1rn specified on the initinl inspeclion form. There will 

be only one re-inspection per fiefrl. 

3. Basis _for. Refusal_to Jnspecl: The Oregon Seed CertiOcallon Service reserves the right lo return 

fees and refuse cerlification when: 

a. The loca1io11 of the field is such thal inspection would be unduly expensive. 

b. A grower fails lo follmv the rules ~Jovecning ce1lifo;ation, including a f.1ilure lo pay for 

services previously rendered. 

c. l·ieavy weed infeslalion, lod9i111J. e!t;,, or storm. frost or other conditions beyond the 

conllol of lhe grower do nol permit satisfaclo1y inspeclion, 

d. A fi0ld is harvested before inspection. 

4. Al:!~Cul _Prpccdt,res: 

a. Appcollnq _a Decision: I( a grower disagrees wilh a decision rendered by the primary 

inspector of the field. this decision rnay be appealed. The grower must file a lfJl!er or ernail 

notice of appeal within 15 days of receiving notic;e of the decision, The appeal nollficalion 

should include the crop type, the variety and ltrn cer1Hicalion field number. 1 he lotter of 

appeal must bH siBned by the grower or the grower's agent and forwarded to the Orc1Jo1; 

Seed Certification Service, 31 Crop SciencH Building, Corvallis, Oregon 97:33i or 

osu-cert@oregonsiate.edu. The grower must include with the appeal letter or email any 

additional information that rnay be appropriate lo !hf) resolution of the appeal. 

b. 6R2eal __ .P.r0" :;s: When a notice of appeal is received by lhe OrefJOn Seed 

Certilication Service (OSCS) office, the Cerlificalion ma11c1ger will review the notice of 

appeal. If, in lhe judgment of the Cerlificafion 1n,inager a second inspection woufd assist in 

resolution of the mailer, he/she will instruct H second inspector to r,,wiew tile field or fields 

in question when lime, weather, and crop concJitions still permit a valid assessment. The 

Certification manager will review all relevant information held by the OSCS office and 

determine whether or not the appeal needs to go forward. The Certrncation office will 

notify the grower of the Cerlific,ilion m,mager's decision and the reasons for lhe decision, 

Within ·15 days of notification of that decision. the grower must notify the OSCS office in 
writing if the grower continues lo dispute !he decision. The OSCS office will then forward 

as promptly as possible ,11! inforn1aiio11 to the chair of the Certification Board, or his/her 

represcntalive for considE,ralion by the Appeal Advisory Panel. 

c. Af:ipeal Advisory Panel and Notiltca lion : A confirmation notice leller or email will be 

sent out by the OSCS ofrice lo the growe, or grower's agent who senl in the notice of 

appeal. This will acknowledge that the notice of appeal 11,is been received and that o 

Certification Appeal Advisory Panel will be assembled. Tt1e wower must provide any 

additional pertinent i11formalion in writing to the OSCS office wiil1in one week of !he notice. 

Ttie Appeal Advisory f'anel will be composed of Oregon certified seed growers and an 
OSU Extension staff member when available. The recommendations by the Appeal 

Advisory Panel rne111bers and all relev,ml inforrnalion held by the OSCS office will be sent 

to the OSU Dean of f\gricullurnl Sciences for rnview. Onco ltrn Dean has rnarJe a r1ecisio11, 

a letter will be sent lo the growm or grower's agent wlto sent in Ille appeal letter explaining 

thr; Dean's decision. The Dean's decision is final anl1 is not subject lo further appeals. 
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V.W:aeds Prohibited In All Oregon Certified Seeds 
Seeds of lhn followin~J list of weeds are prohibited in certified seed. 

Austrian fieldcress (Rorippa austriaca) 
Austrian peaweed (Spl1aeropf1ysa s,J/.rn/a) 
Bearded creeper (CrLJpina vulgaris) 

Camelthorn (Alhagi mauromm 

['=A.camelorum]) 

C,mada thistle (Cirsium arvens,,~) 
Carolina hor,;enellfe (Solammr cmvlimmse) 
Dalmatian toadflax (Linaria da/malica) 
Diffuseknapwoed (Cenlaureo dfffusa) 
Do elder (CUSCl//(1 spp.) 
Donuane (Apocynum sp.) 
Dyers woad (/salis li11ctoria) 
Field bindweed (Co11volv11/us arvensis) 
Hairywhilatop (Lepidium appeliMwm 

(=Car(Jario pubescens}) 
Halogcton (Halogeton glomemtus) 
Iberian star1hislle (Centaurea iborica) 
llalian spiny thistle (Carcfuuspycnocepfia/us) 
Johnsonwass ( Sorghum halr~pense) 
Jointed goat~irass (Atigi/ops spp.) 
Leafy spurge (Eupllorbia esula) 
Malta starlhisttr~ (Cenlaurea melitensis) 
Medusahead rye (Taeniatherum [=Eiymus} 

cap11/•mBd11sae subsp. caput-merlusae) 
Musk thistle ( G,mluus nu/ans) 

8 

Perennial pepperweed (Lepidium /afifr:,/iwn) 
Perennial sowthistle (Sonclws arvensis) 
Purple slarihistle (Genta urea calcitrapa) 

Quackgrass (Elymus{=Elytrigia =Agropyron] 

repens) 

Ragweed (A mbmsia ,1rlemisiifolia) 
Rush skele!onweed ( C/i()m/ri/la juncea) 
Russian knapweed (Hhaponticum [=Centa1.mw 

"'Acropli/on]reprms) 

Serrated tussock (Nassef/a tric/1otoma) 
Silverfeafnightshade (Solmwm e/aea911ifo/ium) 
Slender fox la ii or Blackgrnss (A/opocurus 

myosruoides} 

Slenderflower thistle (Carduus tenuiflorus) 
Spollt1d knapweed (Genia urea sioebe 

subsp.micra1J//10s {=G. macu/osal) 
Squarrose knapweecl ( Cen/1:wrea virgafo subsp. 

squ,mos,1 [=C. virgata]) 
Tansy ragwort (Jaco/Jaea {"Senec;oj Vllfgaris) 

Whiletop (tepid/um {=Cardaria] draba and L. 
appe/ianumf=Cardariapub(;scens]) 

Wild 9ar!ic (Alfium virmalo) 
Yellow starthistle (Ce11iaurea so/stiti,1/is) 
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Salmonella cases linked to hazelnuts sold at Schmidt Farm 
·oadside stand 

By Patti Waller on January 6, 2017 
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Recent cases of salmonellosis, a foodborne illness caused by exposure to Salmonella bacteria, have 

been linked to hazelnuts sold at a farm stand in McMinnville, and state agencies are recommending 

that people who bought the nuts discard them immediately. 

Officials at the Oregon Health Authority Public Health Division and the Oregon Department of 

Agriculture announced today that laboratory and epidemiologic analyses traced the salmonellosis 

cases to hazelnuts sold by Schmidt Farm and Nursery along Oregon Route 18. 

"People who have hazelnuts from the farm stand at Schmidt Farm and Nursery should toss them out 

right a-,vaY:' said Paul Cieslak, MD, medical director of the Public Health Division's Acute and 

Communicable Disease Prevention Section. 

Five people became ill with a specific strain of Salmonella Typhimurium between Oct. 15 and Dec. 13. 

When interviewed by public health officials, three of the individuals recalled buying hazelnuts from 

the Schmidt Farm and Nursery stand in McMinnville. The fourth ate hazelnuts from an unlabeled bag 

of partially shelled nuts. A fifth case was linked to the other four cases after having tested positive for 

the same strain of Salmonella. Tests performed on nuts purchased at the farm also identified the same 

strain of Salmonella. All five cases were in adults. None of the individuals were hospitalized and all 

have recovered. 

According to the Oregon Department of Agriculture, Schmidt Farm and Nursery sells only a small 

portion of its hazelnuts at the farm stand. Schmidt Fann and Nursery distributes the bulk of its 

hazelnuts through wholesalers. 

"Wholesalers have steps in place that kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts 

reach consumers:' said Stephanie Page, the agriculture department's director of food safety and animal 

services. "To date, we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process. The 

concern in this case is with hazelnuts bought at the farm stand:' 
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tn!'aUM-nt. 
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For 24.~our M1!d1Co1I t~ ~:.inc:e (Mum.1n or Animal} 
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

HAZAAOS TO HUMANS ANO OOMES"TlC ANIMALS 

~ 
DANGER / POISON 
PEUGRO / VEl<ENO 

"'4.1y be t.411-tl \i '\W,l'lJowt,a. r.u,.,, 1J o(\h,JleG,. 0o tlo! b,'-r:aUM: i0"4)' ml\t. VI~ 41 d\l'S\. n\C l4C°'"-""'~ ,~r .... 
;~w:~~~~E;~~~tr:=.=~z:~~ ~~r~:ra,M :,~d,;; 
~dm~~:z~~~~~~~:~~~=~l~~~C:et=~ 
IMll(>«TANr? lnk.i~lori 1-, ,o,n ur,1/~l)I (out.,r of nposy~ due to low vapor Pf~\ure .1nd l,1irQt! ~ray dropll't VlP., 
b\l~ rrw;,c~ 1rrit.nion 11, ~ blttch m.ay occur. Pr~d cont.tct with thi~ con<entt.n"11 l)f"oduct c.::in imt.Jk _ .. 
Person.ii Protoctiva EquipfflC!nt (PPE) 
Appllcatan. and oriwr h.andlon (other 'CNln Mlxars and loAd•r'l) rma<JC we.ar: 

• lonQ-'I~ sh," iU'ld long p.;U"rt\ 
• Shon plU\ -.o«, 
" ProtrC'Uv,r ")'(!~o11r 

" =~~:.0':"~•~~~"11 ~~~~!;w~utyl rub~r. nittik rubber; n,roprcne rubbf.'r, 

• A dll\l mi",t·N~c,otOYUC r-n,,ir.a'tOI' with ~l\y fol. It, '• o, H( t1h('r 

MbteR and Lo.den ITll.tll WNf"! 

• Long.<J,ll'elrl!' thin .ind long p.1r,a 
• Shoa plu, sod:.\ 
• ;,. d..nt ,nl\t N'J~~owtd 1f1Pr~u:ir ~th Ml'f H, Ill., ... o, H[ fih:tt • ~t~~h>"~~~J ~'~ ~~~)bvtyf rubbc:r, nitJUe rublxr, ~rl!ne n.ibbcr, 

• ~Q/,tl!Sln,nt.)jJl'Gn 
• F.Ke 1hlll'ld 

Ot-)(.;,an, <Jot~ng ~ Othtr ~n ~rr~k Uwt ~ bc.-mdr~ or~!ytp,nlillNIMtt:d wr_,, VI O"Xi· 
ucn. c.ol'ICCfltr-,n Do f'IOt MM u..m. fotlo,.,., rMllt.t.'~ ~~ fet df:-1~'9m.11111ul,w,g f'K. U DO wdl 
ltnV1.IClk>tTt. (Qf' w.a\N-t)tC"S- cl!,01,, U1oe d.ff1.C'rgcfrt arid hoi Wlt<tt, Kffe>""" w~h PP( ~ll".rt 'r 1,om oU"M'."r l,i1un.dry, 

Englnooring Co<IU'OI, 
\~ h.,ndl'tn, \M dosed z;m,,. ~ c.,b-., o, .kcrJ'h. •n ,1 m.anner tk.rt rnee~ tt\c:o rCQUltt.mcm,, lined ir, 

::"~o:~r ~~~~1: nw,difi~~ ::CitJ!,";'~~ ~I!\ f40 CFR 170..240(d}{4-6)], the! h.:u,dler P?E requirl'-

User Safety Recommendations 
Uwr,~d: 

• w .. ~ hJnd-1 bclore eatlNJ. Crir1king. c:hcwil'\t) !)Um. u~h,!J ~o, llt.~ The- W4~1 
• Rrmovr dQtJ-J1nc,IPPE imm~cf1,m•ly i1 pmt.od,n gl"t!. in,odr. n.r.ti w.Mh ~l'llttlll'ld p,,11 on cklf'I clolhlnQ. 
• llk:rncrv-: PPE lmmedi.:ittly 4Hil,, Nndtlt1Sf I~ "'Gdua. Will"'J\ lnt' ol.fb.ld.c. ol orO'l'f"I bthlfe rc-mCJl.'lng. A·. ~0011 

•Ii 1)0',\iba-. w~•.h 1bot~~ .M'ld ~ H"lto d••'-"' dothlng. 

Environment.ii H.:iurds 
Wlldllfe: Thi~ prodi.Jct •:. to11ie, to wildllrc:o. Fer 1rrrcstri.:1l U'.~ Do not .1pply d1r«tly to watl'f' or to .UN'. whrre -.urt.Jt.e 
w.11trr ~ pr~Amt or to inU'rtol:UI .1re.ss brlowthe meo1n hfol'\ w,1~er marl... Do not contdmir,ote w.1ter when cl1:,1ning 
r?quipmcnt or d1sp~ing ol ~uipmeint w.a\l,.w,1~r, or r~·"· 
Orltt: Gr,1moxcne SL 2 .0 i~ ,1 cont.let h~1b1c1dC! th.1t de~i<C,1tcn. .. fl CJrNtn O:lMt lO\IIIICI, ;,.,.JqL.lll1 dchlonde ff" r.onk:~.....,. herbb:kt and ...;a c..;,w, ®m.»Qf!! t9 POn~\ ere?( •no o&J.nti. if off,t;;ll'gn ~me,,: o«W\. b'tre','M 

~~~o ~~~;:r,:~;~~~=:.,;,:~:~c:::=~!°.i:!::~W:!f 
,~ct('(J.Wlf~ lcw »~~ or~, Donot.tP~..,,,bli:ttW('.l\hvt cOl'dt1o.rr,Dvor drlh. from trlllltec'J<C.l:I. 
To .s.-old dn.ft. do no1 maU' Mffill o1opUc.a'10M d1.1ti"9 ~ of ~m.af ~ .Rc!f,r ;o ~ local ,t.m" LIW'I.. 
r~MJom. go,dc-111\e,, .,)nd 1,p.i:, G'htt lnlOM'\,ltb, eott"..ainNl' lr'I the- 0-tecti.oM tO( ~-.«"""Jon f0t p,,opn ;1ppllc.., 
UOn to ~11 otC-~: nww.e,n,cnL 

Phpical and O,emltzal Hszards 
ni;.. piod'u~ "'('l'lllo:tycor,o-J~ 10 o1lum[nvm .at'ld produce hyd,OO'!t' OM~ ffl.lt lan11 .» ~hly cotnb&r.~bl ff"' 
l'l'ltlWN!- Do niot nu. o, \&MC (n o:,n\.llnttn,, ~#t' 't.ln~ nur.G' Ut'lb. er ~ 'Y\'WM fflll(Sr o( wml"""" or h.MnSl 
o1.l"'"""'-"" tlw'Wl'- "'T'hh prodt1t1 hWtnP,)tibk 'f'l!'U1 btqhdcmi'IY ~)'lc:nit .:tna nbot:f ~.l'ICG ~ cioawnen.. Co 
r.io1 """"'"' Mlow~ inW(an"..Kt Wl\l'I o.vd 'ng .'4li('tlt,,, ~rdcu,~l(.j rc«-;,1on m.ii, «cUf. 

CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY 

NOnct: ~ U,C t'n1Kf' Dk'OC'llO"" 1or\Jw .~ Conditionlt cl S,1IP .11nd Limlt.rtion ol Wamint)' and Uabilrty b,.,. ::,C'~ ~~::..~~~! 1h,c,: t~ arc not o1CCP.pWblr.. rc1:urn tne product ..'It once, uncpe-nrd, •nd 

i'hc Oir«laot'I'\ for IJw:, ot 1~ prooucr rm/\~ be foSowccl c.t,h,i:y It" 1moo,.vbJo to• ("jl,IT'l'"Jlte .ilJ rt\kt '"'"~"f'1J¥ 
.nt.OUJt (t(t - ~ : hr- Vl,C Df th,\ ptoclu(t. Crop tt,"rr· in,:Cfffll1t(:f'C'\\ Of a'IJ.'ic( l,l\llUrncic-cr (ON,d~C\ ~ te\Uh 
tx<..W1'!' of -wcti f.:,r,o,,, .o\ ~( Q-f ~ II>" 4S:ll't..c.,1JOl'I', ~thl"t or,trcip con,di l-01!1\, fM'~C ol aft,,c,r ,rw,u,,1.1-1~ v, 
O't.P\et .nrtur~I) f:,.non II" tlw 1.1i.c ol ;he! ptOdi:,C\,, wNd'I ~C" bo)"ord I~ ,onuol of SVK<i,Ch"TA CR.OP PROTTC1T0N, 
UC.otklV, io Iha tm.-cnl ~~ by~~ l.w<. OVJ'('f .llnd U\CI' ~:!J'«' 10 "* ~YN6l:rlTJ\ i.nc:I $<:IIC"'t ..,__,rr,. 
Ir.., tot ~rv Cbim-; ((U1;ng ~o '4ICh I JC.On 

,v,u; TA w.m,ml'\ th.it~ Ot"Od..U (;Clri,',01,..,.. la tn-c~~•~ Dll"'\ViOl"°"'G" tP\I' L•~ Jo"Kf •~'"#IO""'b hi f« I~ 
lhlill PO' ...... :u..a,cd 1-1\ U'I(! D""(t,tlnt 10, \hC. ~ le) lN" 1nhtrtinl ,,.,JQ, ICll~nied ~o .i,!)0«4 w~ v.t'd '"-'CCOl\'tl~ 
...,,Ith d.rt:tl~ """'l!f ft6""'-ol l ~ tof-011,o,n fc, t~ ,-..1,1•1;~ IPl."'""'11\t'"° ti, ~~,JCJv ,... {0 tfl" W\,l,r.,-,1j do\,9\ "'°1 
ljl'.f.,Cl'tO 10 11'\C 41\C Gf l"W 1UU4'JCt ,c.on;u,N to t..o.;l M'\~\tlt,f(l QII', OI' wridll, lCNH"3l'l'- f\Ol •C"~).llll'I fOf.,..~.!!:liCI ro Df 
~1t,-.~1t01at~C1"lYNGlN'll\. ~"4. C/Jlll\fC' ,L"'l(t\Xrot-¥.'\WTll• l"" I -Q(~"'f/tWC:kv.t- 10 tr-Q [XT( 
-:0("'-'-10 £0 n AHt.~:.J: \,AW, SYNG.tlrltA v..r.xu,tJo WMU.Nflt.$ or:. h,CM .. (kM: r.tum.,rv 0 ,( 01 ., Is~ 1-0lt A 
PiltRfl(Ut.MI: PU ... XJSl N01l Nff 0 1 HUE [}(P.IICSS 0111: r.'-tUl O "'-'A RAN1V ('X(tPl' Al, Wl\11,1\ANit.0 t,Y 1 lttS, ~ .. 

IO 1ht: ,•.atO'l'\l O\"rm1it«f 0)14:rDll(.ltl" l..lw, lt'l 1"11 N"t~II YNCt"1:f\ U\• h•;l,k- JOf' .,...., ""'<Ot"n:.aL COtM'Q.ll!;l"ta.\1 01 
\prt' l.d1J,.t.m.M}""\N"5\ll l11,iq flom \hr>l\('Gf h.J:nd'd"l:QQl ·ti"'-1.11odi,,U lOTiit OOtNf ,ca.wnconv~,uCAal.[ LAW.. 
lHt UCO.USN( JtEMCOV 0► THI! I/SU 0 11 ctuYHl, ANO TH{ t;X(t.USIVI t:.AC.Jt.rf'Y 0 11$Yl'IIC,,tlo."1A A~O SIUat f'.Ol 
ANY AM> ALL '-WMS. L0~5 E5', 1PiUJll1tiS 011 DAIMGl.S PN'(lUDINCi CUIJJ.\S uASto ON IUt[AO CJ; WA.A"-A>JJV, 
CONTMC'I., :NfCUG[N'Cf.. ,on. SlJ.JCT Lt.\Cll!T'I' OllO'IHEJMIIS.tJU.WlTWG FJIOM ™E USf Oll ~NC>U G Of nu~ 
P'a.OtHJC't, SttAU It ~c RtT\JRll o, 'T>tt l'U~01Al.l ~ Of ltt( P.11:00UCTOJL ATTtf( tuo,:::m 0 1-SY~CiENT,\ 
OA ,u1.,a. ntC Rtfl\Aal'-C"-"T Of THC P~OOUCT 

S.Y:1:(;GNTA .,,..d ~&Qr oUcr d111- prooua. .ind Buyt"r .:ind u-.er ;,ccc-pt 1t. ~ub1ca to th(' foregoing Cor,cht1on-. cf S,,1h~ 
and I 1ffll1.lllOl'l OI W:it,.1nly ,.-l'ld L-.>b41,t,:. which m.iy net bl." mocl,f,ed e11tcp-: by wr!tt('n .:igtct'menL -.,9n«I by .J duly 
.iu\.J'I.Ol1"t'd rr.:ucw:n1-,1rwe o l $YNG!NT'A.-
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 

111~ lJ ..,iol.n:i1;;m of Fcdc!'r.-::il Llw to u,ie ttlii product in ,1 m.v,nl"r lnconsirtmt with its l.)bcling, 

Do not.tPQlr 1,h:,J. ptodlJC:\ /n 11ow~ \N'~ WI <on\.JCt wot~(;.,, or oth~r per,;Qr'\s, clthttr dift"ctly ar,;:t,rouqh dri11. Only 
pn,tooc-d ~flCIJ.:n. rfl#1 l!:e "' thr! ",an::14 duNng 11PP:tt..,tt.ori. For .:,ny rcquir~cnis spl!cinc. ~o your St.:,tc or Tribe, 
c.o~wh -:ho .;.;mcv ,npoM1blc for pen~lk- ,eg,1.1L1:Jal\. 
DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARD~ SOfOOl.S,. REOtEATIONAl.. PARICi. GOLF C:OIJRSts OR P'L.AYGIIDUNOS. 

USE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION 

De, not oppl)' thli. p,raduct through olny type of lrr~Uon -sy,stum. 

Vv'hcf\ Grarr,ou,~ SL 2 3 1s applied ot lim tN,-. 10 g•llons per ACJEJ fif'lnhed s,pri1y volume, lJ dri-h cont rel Qr ~proy 
dt"pos;tion .lddithit: SHOUU> be uwd Refer to the .idditivr l~I for uw dirtct>oitt. 

Sprt1y ()rift Information 
A"11Ndlr>-q ,pr.3y<Jttit.:1t tlv appl.tC~t~ ~it~ is (h~ (P.\POfl~b•l•t)' of tJ'lr,.1ppilc.1lO( The mrer .. ,cion ot m..ny C4Ulpmtnl
.:md-wc.)t .... c(-rt:IUCcJ f.1<.\0fl dclcrmlni: th~ patol'l11.)l 1or ~prc'ly drftt. The •pi:iUc.i?or omd 11\c grower .,,c re'>flO~lblc 
for ccn<,.ldctin~ .ali tt-.c: .. e l.)ttOf<', when miJ~ing dac i\ion.~ 

~ fo!ICMNr,,g dut;; rn.g(l,;i~t,~1 (tQ11in:mrmtl, mus; bl:! fcll-.iwcd to .,1vcld afl-tilrgc~ drift mowmen, from ;,ctiql 
.:ip~GIUOII) 10 ,l911<uftur.)I fi t:1 l d CPClpS,.. Th<!\e rcQL.llrcmcno di;i nat ;ipply to 1CJf~ry -ilpplit:41.lons. pub-lK n<!oltk IJ\CS 
ar t.c Dp:illc.Q1,JG1ll ~r,,_; dEy IOffl'li.illl\.lOm. 
.. n,,e d/st.lnc~of thti °"'tcr most ni;i.ali:-s en the boom must no1 c:ii:cce-d >,~ the lc,igtl-t of ihl' wir'l.g<J.p.ln= or rator. 
• Noule1 m~n oJ lwo11rt, point bilckw.ird P-'r,1/k! with thie .:,ir sttc-.:,m ;and rn.-vrr ~ painted downwatck more than 

4S". 

Wh<?r<" st..:rt.c.-;: httv(' morc-1tril'lg,ent tQgulallom. thl'y sh.ill Ix? .oh~. 

Thi? .1pplic-1t01 5hould ht' f.:1mill.ir wi1h and tilke- Into iJCCOV('lt the infarm•tion cgvcr~ 1('1 the Aorlal Orlft ReductlOfl 
Adwi,sory lnformAtlon , 

AeriaJ Dtift Roduction Advisory information 
(This ~on k .advl~fY In natllft! omd d~ not M.ape;Dedt' tlw 111;)1!1:Utpry l<1bel tequl,-nts..) 

lnfonn.a:tlon on Dtc,pltrt Sit~ 
The- r.'rOft oC?-ffOQhlt;' ~110 r~ dl"1ft po~l~l r< \0 .:.~y b r~e drophm. 1m bm dritt M,;tf,.1.g~t-t\r.Jlo3'f Ii 
~o ,110:,fy the L,):rgC\1. d'top;c,u ll'r,.)t prO'll"lk tuf<IOO'l'l!.<o.tt* .and~. np1y1r,q laf'Sle>t cs,~e:.. f~IKr. d '1 k 
pow,.'!./a~ bu\ ~I l'oat P,!tM"n.\ cf Oft it ,>ppf(Qt!G~ .l.ft: ~~ ltr!.p,ro,pic-1'{)'. <Ot' uMr, '-!nf.lvar;i~'ci cMOJ1trk'tlt~ con::ll• 
tic-m (itt Win:&. Tc,ppa1.:.w:«:' .:ir,d x1o1:rudnv. o11'1d 'tcmi:-c.ro1ait,r 1lf'IWC'l', roml 

Controlling Droplat Sl.zl! 
.. VDluml!' • Uw high Uow r.m~ "°1'.:tl~ 10 .apply thc-hight'5t pr.utlc.:,l SP,fol'fVOI~. ~le) wi1h higher r.>1.t'd floM 

prodt!«- l,1rger droPl<'l'i 

- Pr-ass~• tJa riot i;>ll(l!'l:d t~ not..r.lt: n,;:it'll.lf.:.aurcr•~ ~omm~aa.-d pr""1.',Ur("'_ For m.:irty nc.n!c ~Y?C"\ to~r :5m.•·.1-ur~ 
pro.duct'I IMqtr clroplr.-o. Wh~l"l hi~hrr f low r .. 1c:1 11r,:, nccdl!'d. •"'<' ~ighi:r flew ratl' nc:;:.zlt'i- irwlt:,,d or i!'lcr(';.11,,r,9 
prC1,s1.1rc.-

• Number of No:rzlt!J. - U~c tMt:1 minimum n1.mber cf nczzlc,; th;:it provide ur,itorm ccrvcrolgt, 

, No.u:h, Odcnt.Gtlon - o,lc11tlng ncn:zles s.o ,ti.n:tho ,prily is rclf!'B~l?d i:i.:irallci to ihc ilimri:ill'n ptodu0!1- l.:,roer drop
lets tl\.>n OV!l;!f Ofl.t:'rit.a~jcri~ .1nd 1~ the recommended pr<1c.:icC!. Sj.gnificant deflection fmm l'loritol'\tal wlll tl!d\Jte 
dro9lct ti:c ;md 1r,a~.1w dtift potc•~"t 

• t..'Q.J:7.lel'yplt· U"' • noaict 1ypc tM;t i$Ca1.191"1('d for me mended opplte.ition. With mcm flOUlotvpc~ narr~ ,_pa,, .&N}fn p!OC!'-'((t b,gct dtoOl'cm. Cott9dcf 1,,-'Mng rcw-dritt ni:izzlc:.. Solid s.trn.:im ncn;zli:s Qriented m.aigtat 
tu~ p.roduU tM J..lrgcit d'roplco b.nd !ht- lowr\t dntt. t.oomt~,...., 

ror ,omo ~ p:it~rrn.. r~ci'i.ldn9 th(' .offoc;tiln! boom lcngtl'I to lcs.~ lli.>n J/4 of tliC! wi.ngspo'I\ or rotor l('ngt~ m.ty 
tur-.hc-1 Mduc;e oif~ without r'-"dudng !iW.:ith widtr'I . 

Ap~tloflH~t 
Applo(otlOM ~ not be' rn.i~ n ,;i Jic>ight gl'C'-at(lrth.in 10iect above, the top of tkc ~rg~ pl.mb uni"" 11- gtc-.otc-, 
.t,.fi~t k tc:q-.bcd fQr i!llrt:r.:itt-wfcrty. Milking .,pplk,ttion .:n the lowest hci!ilht th.i, is. s..rle reduce!'.. o.poi,l.lte ol df'Op• 
l.r:m- to cvaponiticn ond. wind 

'Sw.;a.th Adj1ntmirt11l 
Wh-('11 ~ 1.k;;:itl'OnS ,b(C fl1'IIO('> wt'.,. o tro»W'lt,O. 1111C' ,woit. Wlh be dir'-'ctcl down"""Pd.. Tt,c:l"C'I~ on \he 1.1p ,ind 

=~~~s:it~~e~:~::'~~,~~\;,:~rn!:~,,:~:,..~;.~~~J: ~~~ 
do'OP\. ct.c.) • 
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WJnd 
D11fl po~l'I.U,d ,~ IC1,,,,1C1t bct.W(.t'I\W';fld q,crd,-ol 1~1Q pti.. H~•. ro,i.,ryy f,ac,tort., 1nqOra.>le\ w.1:i a;r,o i:q,1i1,p• 

;:~~:;~~'!=:u~,:1,:,~io11~=i1~rl~~)n':!~;~:!=~~~t~':'t~~t.;~!~ 
t,,c, f• "b.n w,,jtJ,. kK.11 wind p.ffltfM ,tt'ld ~ ~ .)lft<t -..:>t.Jf dfl!L 

Yo~.m,,. ~ '"'umkttty 
When m:,\in9 appli(.:nioru It! low rcliJtivc l,~midity, ,c:t up i;-quipmcntto produce ti1rgrr draplctstQ com,icns;ru~for 
!;!VilPOr<1ilon. Dtopfa cv4porrnon ij most SCVC'f'C wlicn c.ondition~ ~rt> bath hot ,1nd dry, 

T.ampor~tum l11wn;IQM 
App:~ ml.li,i tl01 o«t.lt d'u,;r,g O ttmptt-lMC' 1rw1:™C1n bcc:.1~ llrlh PQ\ettlal ft "g TcmperOtU<C itl.VC't\fOr'I\ 
rn:tid""!'"'Jc.al ~If' ~In;. whl(J, c~1'fl,ill!l ~c-ddro~~tott1tl"t,lk°l~.aCOl'IUt'tt1nl'd d9'1,Hi, 'ThnclMun 
l"l'\CYC1,. u1'p,~cilct,btt dil~d~ to'lM!li9ht w.:t'l.)bic ~<-0mm0ndl.ll'lh9 ~n.lo,M. T~lt~l'(:: ~ 
111:c Wrxtelnc-d by lnc:~),lpg t('lm0t:!r->1w-c:,. ""1th a.h-itud¢.1l'ld ::i,~ <ammo,, °" nigh rs w,.UI t1mlt.c:4 douc, <.CMlf ;;,;d 
lig1'!\ 10 no wlr-d. 'Tl\oy ba-gli, ICI fo,m 03, -.he IL.'t'I ICU. Jr'ld oft.c,a, carnl.r,l,IC, i ,O th~ n,,omln,;. Th.c!lr ,.,~c- t.,;in 'oCI 
ndlco'tC'db)tg1~df~~ lf fOfid,f'lotpu:,-ui,1,.l.f'IYC'o./c11, 1iar..1~b:.-~lic!dtrtthcffl-tNt1T1ff'!IIOf\lM c 

:~ ?c:u:t~=:;~~=t~k:o:;~~~=~~~=J~';'Jp~~ ~1':Z~~e= 
9ood"rt'l'll(.tl .rirm~9~ 
Se-"s•,1virA.roin. 

~=:r=::.~~~:rt:.=.=1:~:l:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;:~:~1~~:i~:~rt:.~~t~:1/~~~ 
hl::.WlflSI QW.l)'lra,n1JJf s,ontt'l l\l:'ll~ . 

USE INFORMATION 

~U1ff'!O:,Cl'l('SL Uh~ cent Kl ~blcf.do LN'd ~o tonlral 0 111J,PPJ~, Dlwd ,p~ff' ;,\ ('mt<rgccl wc~d\. Gr.imoxcrH! $L 
l...0 UN"llPO!\ n,c,,.,: ""1.a.ll •n,,L,ol w,:,~ck-both brv->dlco~ ~ !)f',tn,\a, .rd 1oilca11,.~,i.-1 r:ii:renn1.t1 I wa~d,. try dl'..troyl~ 
9rccn <oa.4gt'.' . Gf;>rnoMnc: SL> Ow,..~ be! vK"d .it;> dt1Wn:.tdc-!ob~n.• ~,·h.ol'\"C"tL 
C,,,.vncu~ Sl 2.0" formut.-,ted ~, • l!Ql.lto ""'Nd, t01't::i!m.) pour,cli or .KtM lf'SrediC'l'li p~ sa!lon. the tormul1-
~ionau"11.ilr.s 1J flOII.UW'C oc:soi .,..,r, amc:tJC.C,n '3190, which 'NI~ tMtJ<~YOfT'lttlt!g ,f th prcduci ~sw.-lloweo). Toe 
CKkll' , W'ICl.;dc!o II' tho f~latto,, co ht-ip ptC¥'0"t\U«idanwf l '"9C'Stion o1 (;f~c SL J O 

G.,,;,~Ol"lt-$l l: ,O -r11;,Idly ~~bvqtc-cn g~l'II UIW.('.al'IG 1f'\tC"f...: t•,1J11U'.I lhei::ihtlt01:Y.n~;,,(l:M:c:u, w proch,ao 

i=~~~~t';f2 ~~~:,t("i~ !'~~=t=,~~~=-~~:::r:~~r:iw~:~~,=:~•~j': ~~!t::, 
Ck-!01 uon.. (.r~11o,,c Sl 1-0 h nat .,, c-!t'ec~lwoc- on d101,.,.,h;..w-M<r0 weC'lh, ~ w,in hulc 9rct-" 10!.,.1,x-, (•,c-,. 
~i-d or o,l Wl"f!d~. o, m,,u.,c woodt b:.t\ o! -"" ,.,id ... ,':'IC'\; 

Cl.>y .and anJonic m11ncn rll~d\y lit! up (ir1uno11:0nl.' St. 2.0. As"' rewlt, G,omo11Dn~ SL i,o r,_.,. no rrsid~•I ~if ,1alvny 
ta i'lffeet 1.ner•i:i~rrtad crops-or lo)t~ g:ermin11ting wacds. 

ROTATIONAL CROPS 
All totortlon;i.l ere,~ rnJY bC'.I' pl.&nt~ imtnedi.atrty Jflcr the l.lst ;,.ppl1eatior\ of Grvmoxonc SL 2 0. 

RAJNF ... .TNESS 
Bttc.:1u~~ Gr.imo,iOl'lc SL 2.0 1-s .rapidly .lb$orbed by the we-ed roli.igc, r.iin 0«1.>rrfr,g 1S-30 mim..11c-. or mortt ,1f1,:.r 
appll~1ion will haw: l'lC effect on thtt acti11ity of GriltnOio-,e SL 2.0. 

APPLICATION 
j)fq CJ'.l~Or'W:'-'U l ,0 I\ l «IM11C:1-t ,r t-,.('rb'()Cr. ,1 T1. f'\.)t'C\1 ~ 1 kr o:,ti,1,f'r C,Omrf'~c (CIW'JolCl,C cl bP~t W('t:(h. to Q<::l' 
90CKl~"loU6( ~0,oa,c,r 4;1)i~UOI'\ c..«M'qwe W-1\dfot ..iHl'it,;,1io,n ID Lui;ct, 1.tJC'l,),:0. 01.~ ~ wfJl i.,v.,t,,)\'7 re~1,ilt 
1,-. ~pUblt- wtt-d c~:re,f ~ lffl~t«--pUblf' era> ~tado~ioltatl'WL <:6"';it~·1c (O'r('(.&q,G' h . .ol\O 1:',,~i;tl for 
Qood c,gp ~li'-t-it!oN'dcto:..1!MY.'t. SrC' dC':.,ch !,ti.ow !ar ,~11~ .J.:)·,?lka l)On tl\.\L.t,.-(.t.o,i. 

USE OF A NONIONIC SURFACTANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRAlc/METHYLATEO SEEO Oil 
Alw•yi .:tdd on• of the!- following {C.:1lh.irn to 1,0:e- ono i;,t tha foUowJl\g .1it ~ommirmdod rQDn. wilt ra~uJ-t Jn r~c:h.1clP.'d 
pt,rf~rm.-nco of Gir.1moxono SL 2.0). 

Non!ortk SUr1«t.int Ft1r gtoUrid ;,11d auiiill ,1~pl1catlor,, Md n011i011fc wrf.xt.;i,nt <01"1Ulff"lirig: 80% or more ~rl.ice
aruvc ,>gem .Jt ii minimum of 0 .,2S% vtvP. ptl\00 9~) of the 1ini1hcdspr.iy volume-. 

Clop 0111 c«,o:mr.:a.ir.Add•n~1,t\ylc;:c.s.ic uop arl ccncctrtr.l"1C' Of ,rrt,,y~1C'd'~1:d oil <Ot'l~inµ,g lS-209,1, :a,pi:ir~ 
t"n'u,ih,iiu,r, ~t l,El')i, ""' (I g..11,009.111 ot1nt' 1~ i•h4'4 \Pf~ -.n!J,jfflf' fcr1Hwt"ld •ppli(Jotlo11~ l a1 ac~ """pJAuiu:i~ 
.adG \ pfritofu0u, o lJ Wl"l(Cl'l!fJ!C'i,t t aim:·, Ov.not UI.C'UUO cidtonc:t11VJ!-C-Wl"lr,t'I u~fll\(3 '(i,t.w,.o,:cinc ~,.o Por C.OUQTI 
h.JM:'li •id', 

lktt ,1n adjuvam. 1.ho1: mtt111.hc rt:'Ct\lirc:mcr,u of the- ChcmJ(.11.t Prod"crn -,r,d Di.~trib.n.or1 MSQci.atioo KPDAl adju
v1ntccrtilica~on progr.im. 

NOZZLE SllECTION 
Th LIM! c:i [ tlat:-f.o,i. ,i,;o:.(I,;, W10 rCW/t ii\ :he- l'l",,01;1. atfeetivt- ,opplicotion of Gramo11:onc- SJ. 2,0. Flood noul~ .irv 
9iet1.oro1 ty nat .,,_ 1,1,ood .li, fl11H f,u11, .;~ca:- ttiry ~.n,ducc l.;i.rgc UMvc-n droplets.. Th~ l..111!" or flood nozz~ rnay resul? lr'I 
,('d...c~ W("Cd (01\ttO!' dlie- UII IMd'~U;ltC covcu.g,c. 
WHEN ~YING t.rss THAN 20 <-Al LONS O'F SPRAY CMJtl(R PER ACRE, USE C>.N.1,.): FLAT FA. ... NOZZLCS ~ lt~COM• 
Mi:NDEO IN THE CHART BELOW. 

Tilbfc 1. NoWes, Preuuri:s iiU'ld 5C!tup, 

Sp,.&y"Pnri,:!J.mo :-.•' 
(,n.noffiQ). ,,,_.~, •• 

•-\I•:~ ••• 
. :· .... 
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SPRAY CARRIER 

Flat-Fan Nozzles 
30% (60% Total) Overlap 

flood Nozzles 
50% (100% Total) Overlap 

Atw.J')'\ tJ\t' d e>.in w.ncr Utti:- at mud or ,d,:r'r'l, c~r llqr.11d ~i1n,gct,.. Of t"on'lplot.-c• c:Ca:.t t,~:.i1d fN"l1~111 r:; ~ ihe t.1'• 
fkr when ,pr.a'rfnt St~monmo ~ 2,0. Ml.Ady ....,.i_:c-t. or \.lripe"~n-~pc- Jcnlll:tC"I'\ <.0,n1::(1Ml')p d1:,,. u.n ui,,>chv~'tt' 
Cl.lfflCICOl'IC'Sl :t,o. ~ lffll.M~lg,1•~ 1C'l"'.1lt:rC1" corn.iln..lng cJ.irfD\ t"ie 'P'tl)'~rt jc-,, II~ ,0.(0,,"np~lC"cll»" 
4,Q.uh: lc,"'\JJiJ'd' (,Ql"®ll')h'li hl5tl't, pl'IOS?biaw lc,,,-c_,,I, rjjlJ it-i.o u :ir;w,c:;:imcr. ;I~ ~ ,u,i: tjghf-, .r.11.r:i of G,.:im1:1~c Sl 
,~o .:ind :wrf.wnn 
Not~ V..,,art UJ.irtg IIQuid fertih:n!ri: ,wc.h as 26% N .n ;:, !i-pray arr•l:!r, it tS: imp0n.11nt th,)~ nr;:inionit" ~1,1rf.;:i~.an15-1.l]I bi:
u~ed with Gramoxor,e st 2.0, Lic:a;uid r~rtllizcr mrrlers c<1nll'Ots..tbniu•tc for 5,urf.aa.am:. 

RATES OF GRAMOXONE Sl 2.0 
~]~ r.:t~ Ji-;fl:-d Wdh t:,tdl, t.1\(' cit Cra1T1A&s:11,,t S 2.0, \J~ thi: hlSJh« l.a~ f,\t~ ~ Wi:ffl Ait-d~ ar lb.tge, 
N!A, ~ hl'Qhc:rL:i~rn,i;:,; re, l'u1'vcl., .111d~fl lnlSII "t'§IICtat(on f1-d~. F',cil br·~~;;,pplt<.Ddlll"d gj Gt.MKl:ilO~ 
SI. i.ci with 'b.tc-.90cC ,.,,~ L,C asi~l~t'iort (,1\'0 ~i r.~ ~c,r:c,d Cl.~ [b ~VA (Ot'i<I q11,:m.! ~ ~ "'1nf~ ol 30 
g,e,lloni of 'Spl"D-y ~clutior, pc-r "1'C:rc, 

SPRAY IIOlUME 
FC>l:l.ow minimum '5prc1y volwncs Ustt!d !/lii1h t'iJCh UK" of Gramo11onl!' SI. 2.D. These Dre minimum voluml'.:!, only, a.nd 
~ray varumas '5t,culd be JncrcilJ.ed ..i~ nocr.s:wi.,y ti) obt:un eom$)lt'te COVCl'fagti of th-<!- urge\ wc-cd er p1ar,t w,t.hout 
n.molf from the foliago. 

WHE:N Sf'RAVlNG L£S5 THAN 20 GA.lLONS OF SPRAY CARRIE'R PER ACRE. TARGET WEEDS SHOULO NOT EXCEED Ei 
INCHES IN HEIGHT. 

APPUCATION TIMING 
G,r,Nto;,,IOM' SL 'LO 'Should Ml .app,ll(d1ocimcrgad ~ wh«PA ~ a~i,riw,11,. W.,.,d~ 1-' lnc:l'wo:,; In b<:l;ht 111."' the =~=1 ~;~-;:\,:1.:-"'::=~\~~c~rD~!~;~~t~~~~:7,~.;';.~;~~ 
~~c~~"c':' fo0:~%f.!::!\~: ~~~:ir:~~~~~~:~~::::.s~il: 
pouibk! frcm th~ g;rQ1.1nd1Q 1;1,1t -;n,bb'k ,mdwel!ifi.:it D g.-cDtet ht:tght 

BURNDOWN OF GRASS COVER CROPS OR VOLUNTEER CEREALS 
Whvn udng er,.n'),O);Qf'ICI SL J.(I fOJ ui.,,.uol ol gt~\~ uop, or ~wfll.C'i21' unc;,i,,. ~ rf:'lll.l iu .ar~ obt.'l!nad Whcll; 
Ci1~0:aOM SL :LO ~ oi:ipToetd .P(fOI 10 U~ ot i11tt.r bool 1.~u, lb~ p D'S;)t'C].:a tl:,i 1mpr,r..:ant With • whN~ <m<t 
«oo, ci: voluMtiet wh~t. Trt-.uml."l'lu; rn.>dc- b'1.Wfff> IUlt.ffl"Sil •l\d boot ~-rill~c "f.lU ~""a•~ no,, a~ coms:il~ 
u,r,trol 00 nat mtpC!ct <Omf!IICtC' (Ol"itrol o{ ~<!r<!Mifll CO\l(!f CfOI''> 

ENVIRONMEt-ITAL CONDITIONS 

GrtamoxCIM SL 2.0 i~ .:.ctivc: over., wide mr,g.c cf Cfl'lliro11mcm.:il c:onditioris. Cool W<:o.ithcr (bQlow SS·) will-slow the 
,()'t"tjvify of Ciramo:ici:iri~ SI. 2. ~. ~s wi-.11 <ICludy, t:iVt'rca-n: w,cathtr, but will ,"lot.::itkct pcrfcrmiincc-. 

SPOT SPRAYING 
When only 'SJMII arc.a~ me tc be s.pr.iycd with labdi:d .'.IIJplicatiom,. i, is .ad,.iln\.,:lgt!ous tc IT\ix !iffl,)11 qu.:.nti1.l~ or 
Gr.,mc.MCl"I<! !iL 2.0, To ,,lc:I ni rr,111,1r,5 sm.oll quamltu~~ thC" lcflowir,g table 1.hould be carisl.llti,d 

Afwit)'1 add 1/:!klf.! ri oz ol .iJ nQn10ni<: ~urf..act.tflt for .Cil-ch gall¢f1 Qi<;.pr.1y. Wh~r,1.pct~prilying H''lthis mafH'lcr, ,;,pray 
to tr1orQugl',Jy wet tN!' foliagt!, b!;ct r">Cll io ~t,c poim: i>f r1,1noff. 

TANK MIXING FOR IMPROIIED BURNDOWN OF DJFFICULTWEEDS AND RESIDUAL WEED CONTROL 
PhQtos.yn~ti( lnhi'):,lto1 Hetbltide~ 
otf1icult wC"e-ds (&ni often be controlled by tamk mixing Gram0:1l0,l"\C St l,O wltt, other hcrbicidtts, rhie addition 
r,f hf.o,t'bldda\ whlui .:,(II!' :1h:o ~l'l,o\Cll)',rt,lht'tk i.rd,. bru)r.1, (PSI) wiU sl01,111 -&le .ici:l11h.y of (irilmQKQl1r:: St ~-0, alfawing 
Ga~o §:....2,G ~,a \Mto\ii;h i\l Ch11lbL1ki 1tW1U wrt:h,ri the! trl'il~cd INf. Ttic r<."S,i,;lt~g IC"vQl Qf i»rrttol i\ u\uoillly 
;iri!Ntc:r ihf,, 1f GJ.:im~i,;q••ut ~ a.a w~ :i,µot.~a llQru:-. 

Groilmo:icorit" SL 2 D m-ay br Dpp!ird in t.:mk mixtu.re with tr1c follcwirii:;i PSI ~rbicide~: 

AA1.r~® Hcrbic.1de 
Atrilzmc 
Bl~pMilgEii.imiill 
BICt!p II Ma,g;numll';I Herblc.ldc
S:i~ Lite ll Mi1Ql"lu.1'1'1®° Ht!l"bicid(!' 
Otio1,111d4ryCI' 6.,S(C ~rb-lOd,q 
~nopyQ'/ Herbicide 
C;:ip.arol® 41. Hllrbicid<! 

Cotor.in® Hl'rbiodt> 
Lon;:,11,0 Herbicide) 
Lorm Pl-us0 HcrbK:idc 
Prancr::~ Herbicide 
5r::ncc~ Hcrbicldl." 
Sinb,:1~ !-iCJblcidc 
Sp1lcrllll i'mrb1c,o:c 

Refer 10 r13p«t;ivll' pro.d1,1ct loi1bd(1-l for r.:ite~ of a~plii;.lticn, dircctiorn for u:sc, limi1atl0n~ c.11.rtict15 _;ifld for a lirt of 
weeds ccn1rollcd , 

Improved WGed Contro? with PSIS 
Control of dtmcult wi:cd1 listed below and annual gr;.i~~ control will bl!' cintianccd bytt,~ addition cf JJ PS• herbicld.c::. 
f!"cr bes, 1"("~1Jl~5 .;:i 5!;'Cond 11pplication is neOOC!d 

.B:.:3rnyardqrcm 
Broadleaf -s[gn..,11,lras~ 
Che-at.grim 
Codclc-bur 
Filll P'.inii:.um 
Gi,i1nt~gwC"ca 
Kricnvc-cd 
1Cochic1 
Lismln~ua~el"I 
M,;ilvn (0,l!'~ewt.'1:'d) 

\-io~'t'd (M.i-re~tail} 
Momin99lory 
fle1m,;ylv.1c,ic1 Sm.;in:wc-cd 
~,;:ir,cnr,i.ol Wc-t!'a~ {1.1,1ppr~~ion only; 
flrickl)' l,;:i~ucl' 
Sedges 
T.:1n\yrT11.J1UJrd 
V,;,.]v~lc-ilf 
VoJur'ltll"t:rwh~.rt 
Spid1?1WOrt 



Improved Control of Poranr.i..,,J and Annual Sroadfe.of Weeds 
Y/Mf'\ pi::cr,n~J brwlf.uf Wffl) 1.11e:h ,o Co~ ttJ \ti('. bfnowt'ed, c:i:lndt!liol'\ <.!lC. or d1HlaJlt to convoJ .lnnual 
c,ro.:11llr,JI wtttfr \&Kh 41 91.ant rogwllf'd or mornll'l:~l'o.ty ~~ :>tt:~ unk mil(('S with 7.,4-0 C!'\U!t" (Low Volatl~). 
2."-01# 0 4.rity9, Ch'Utvc·!CJ, Of" ~.,r" WMt"C: 1.t~cc!. tNW bclp ,mptovl!: control. tMk mb::lng the .:irrune rorrnut:atiol'l 
o ft,4-bwfth~~oneSl l.OIN)'tf!'\ult I,, t~N:I gr.r\\t'Mtiol 

Ordor of Tank Mixing 
In 9cmcrllL G'r,amoii:011" Sl ~.O t,11,nl,; mi.lie§. Wlll't other prod1.1rn ~hculd be m1:k.ed .il'S folfoM: 

1. Fill sprlrf t.»,1k 11:l ful l withd<illn w.11.c:-r or oth,:-r approved 1-.nrrlcn 1uch ill cl~.1rliq..i ld •crtHizer. 
2. Add nonionic surf.lct.>rit t.a unk 
3, o~;n tank •JlitJtlon .ind continw thrvughout mi.I.Ing and uir:iyii,g. 
4. Add dry lcrmulotlom t'WP. OF, 11!::t~ to Ull'llc. 
5. ACSd l>Quld forrnul.ition~(SC. E"C. l, cm:,, {D t.:artlt., 
fi_ AddGro1momnC!Sl. ✓. .Oto"tDnil;, 

7, Add aop oil c.ontontrote ot mC!thy!atl:!d "!cd oll to to1nll. Vrl!er~ ncedc:cf. 
8 Flll tiem.iil"ldcr or ~QrJY t.inlc. 

AlwilY,. refer to l.ibch af otfit!r pc-s~icidc product\ formi;ii;ir-.g dirc:Cb~n,. "nd prc:-c:ai.-lioru which l'T)<'))'d\tfC'I' from tho~ 
oudi,,cd ht're. 

Sin!:£ m.1ny oJ the ~Olc1dcn. lined on '\his l.>hcl :ire 4V<1ilablr in ~ral tyi:if!1. of fornwt.nion5, 11 15 ad11tsablt! 10 
pMDrm a jM ~~ 1:o. chC"cli. ~h.)'\l<.11 coiTip.atibilrty. 

PRECALITIONS ANO RESTRICTIONS 

EQUIPMENT/CONTAINER 
ftWI, .t!I S.,t~ ~UiPfflN't "'1:.h ~('1' .HU!f' '6C eoc.h day. Grnmwuu'IC' SL 2.0 ~ carrosiV1? to .ilummum. Aluminum 
tt,iq C'Q&.npmt'n[ .:mo 1tlumlrium l ll'Cli>t': i'~IJ.lf'\ Uu1 are e.w.pos.Nt to ~roy solution or ~pray drift ~tiou1d be 
fhnJ'lc-dUtOtougl'llywr,J-w.m"( llflft~;tly ,111:arv,c 
rn dry.lire.ii, du,;t ~tirrc:d up by h1~t, wind<; or l"QU•?'"'-"eit tirr.s c.1n co,1c wee<! or p1.lnt JC!il~C\ ,,na rr.ducr. Cir,-.moxol'\~ "Sl 
2.0 .-,'C'(l~ltv. A.void al)plylng Gro1mo1u:mc Sil l,.D in CJtr'°mc1y M:.11 con.dirlon1. 

LIMITATIONS AND PRECAIJTlONS 
• For Cotton H.-..~t Aid: Oo no1 p.ntur<l livestock ir\ tr-c:.1tcd fie: lck or fc:"c.-d tt<l.at~ fol~gc. 

• DO NOY l3C' .1round home g,ird~ ,aiooh. r«tcmiari-11 pnrlt.J.. or oLlyground!.. 

"' \r,. p,eplo1n1 .1nd Pf'1!1?mt1'9Mte (totht! crop)~- do net ilpply co,.oll~ J.:,dlt1g di1y minor.11~. ~ g., pt>a1. ml.lCX. pi.1te 
silnd, urtrlir.lal pl,urtmg IT\('dla. 

• Sccdbl:'d~ ~rid pl.,;irnbcd~shoulci bt'formed ~ for .:it,cild or pl.intltlg -,r,d 1rc-.n1ru::ur1.1u p0J.1ibli:.10 p~m•1 m<uumum 
w('ed 4lnd gr0:1.\ cm erg once pflOl° to trl"t.tmcnt. 

• To reduce gcrmin.1ti¢f"I of' nrw W('('th, s1:cdiri9 or tran\pl.1u"lting 'lhould beo dOf'(' W'lt~ o1 1T1inlmum amount o, ~I 
di1.tu,b.1!.ntt'. 

• Gril~Cl S...U""o few P~ptlm wc-CXI co11ttol c,,,,cr the top of pl.>\tic Multh may dilmage"tr"iln\pJ•nts which 
<~ ln c.o,nµa With \he pl.a1W.. S1.1fflidenl to11nt.,t1 or ~Mitt 1rri9o1-uon to- t11usc w.J"ih-oH pru)r lei pl,11n1lnQ ffllly 
b~ noccfod to pte-A!n! cb1N gr i.o t.lliicuoc:, 

• Wt>cds ;,nd 4_;ir,H5,(!S cme(glng .af.cr.ippll<.abon or G-ramoxono SL 2.D will no1 be con1rolled or s1...-pprt1sst'd. 

~ Unlt.'U ath«?irwm~ mdiGl~d, crop pli)nt-S. cmcr51t!d i.1: 1ime of .JJ)plico1c10(} n,.-,y bl! ~yercly injured or l;.iUcd if t:ar'l
~cttd bysp,ay,- of Gr.amo•oru." '!il 2.0. 

f"ARAQUAT-R£SJSTANT WEED MANAGEIYl'ENT 

SOff!I: rw:vr.11,y CK<vrli~ ¥t«'d blv.),p,M tam;-i,a, \.0 ~~: m.,)' can.t °'~9" r\O.tlNJ gnir-.Jc v;)f'U~lhy In llfty 

=,c~:!~~::;~~~~ :~~~~~i:::r .. = ~=3:1=r:: l~l~~!~~ 
QO;i,'.11.lr io-n, w1lj GC'"W:00 ~d -n;~r~tcd' ; .. r.)tc-t;IC) .He ~ttf:M'f'l 10 m,nagc <u~ ?'Ol!i~~m w«ck., 
Tht": ai:,ivc Jngrcd•t'nt in Gr.amOllcinc SL 2 0 1s p.-,,~ot. cJ m~d-..11.nism of o1ction Grol.lp 2Z ht>rl:ticid~. whic1' inr'ibiu 
Phat~ystem I. 
Wltt,11'1 \ !,,c, IJSA~lf~troc:t,: cf o1 number of ~pN:iC"'I, )r,cludin§l t,o~wr.~•1#mar.M-1.ail \CoflY-!il <iln.ldrn"'.r), Mitr 
Uc,\b,fr,,e (Conyu bolw,r""11.v.). goo,egrass /.fJeu$.l~ ind1c.>) .atld AmCl"iun bl.:ick. nightJ.h.ldc (.Sol.:mum ..um:t1'Jflvm) 
hone~ rovtun: -.~ ~,Dq~t 

li,m~ULID.'lo1<:>.Mh<:!l>m~=.n.=oni.: 
Apply lmi.:g~tcd W<tN m<>f\<lgcmcnt pr.o(.t,c~. u,c:- .,,_uh1p1c:- hl!-rbicidc m('cnDnitams of .1e1l~n 11Viti1 ov-crl.:ip-ping 
Wl!cd :spectrum, Ill rotatir;il""I., sc:"CIUC'l'<:t:s ot miJC1.1..1rcs. 

U\e th!:! f-ull 1-p<.!(liicd t,.1,>rbiad1: r,11e 4nd propi:r appllc.>tlor, timi~g for th~ h.:m:k~t 1;0 con:rol w~r:-d 5Pl'CIC'S present 
ir,lt\cfit-ld . 

Sc01.11 f~ldt attC!r herbicide! ill]p!k..ltion to ctrsurc (.on1rcil t,.-:i,. been iichic\lC!d. Avoid .ilk3wlng wee::ch to rc.produc11 by 
~ <ir to p-rollfor .ate vcg~tlv<!IV. 

Monitor site illnd clean ~ui~~t bct"tYCCn ~itc:S 

For ~~L®1>.P.iQg,Jlt1,1.€ttl.2.ru-itllQ_~q_cr_Ul_~ 
StMt with ii cl~.:sn <ield .i'md CQntrol weeds «?arly by vslrl!) .J bsirndown trea1trnC!n.t or t•ll,19" in combin.:,tfon with., 
PT<!<!mc-r9c-ncc- /C'Sidljol h1?1"bit:idC" ii~ Dt)pro;pn.a~('. 

U!>c c;ultur.af pr,a.ct1ce5,, !>Uch o:. cultivation oJN:I crop rot,rtion, whcrc, appropr1iJt,:,, 
U1t- good ilgtonomic prir.c,p~ chat enhance ((OlJ comp,:-titiYC:n("lo~ 

CoAuct yowrfoc.il r:,;t:t:Mio,, ~«.ialil-1. cQni1it!d crop o1CM~r. and/or nwnvfilctutC'f for twrbicidc r~itt.in«> m.1n,,gt:• 
rnrnt <1ndfQr 1ntt1l1,1tl!d ~ m.l~CliftC'nt rcc.ommcnd.o11Jl)tlj lor ,P«ific crop,. a11d fe!S-lr.ant WClt?ci biotype1, 

Sini::(' .:ht! Clt(O,,HfCnC(! o, r~iStilnt wred\ l-s difficult to decoct pr1orto 1,/SC, Syi,g(!nt<J •lCCCp~ ~o li.)bilny for ilny Ja~DS 
.:t"i.rt. m.iy ,~1.1lt fmm lht! f'.i11urt- af Gramoxoric Sl 2.0 to cantrtll 1"1!1,i~tcnt W«?«?ds. 

APPUCAllON INSTRUCTIONS ANO CR09 USE DIRECTIONS 

Thr- following tAbl.e-\ il\dKill-t(! tJSC ~ttDrm, tiltc""-. mfNmum 'P'"ay volurnc;-,., prch,uvc.•,-i;,imc:rv.ih .and ottter dirooion\ 
\pcd-ti< to eoch CfQP. Rcod ond foUaw dtrcctioru CiltC'lully, 

.J,• .: .• 
. Gt..a,~~ 

lh~)~-:. :llil;:~ 

·- ·.• -

.. w,_-,•-.;,.:';. 
_.,._ ·,:.:{ _ • .I~ 
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ALFALFA 
T.:abk? 2. Nc,w Scicdlings - Supp«!SSion o1nd cont<ol of broadl(laf weeds a nd gr.uses ir, new ~ff.alfo 
seedlings growl" fOf" ~ y ((aHf ornia onty) 

!· ·- .,...,.~--

,,,,..eon~~. 1 ._. 

Do ootuse!thc?8,0fl ot. r~tc unlt''losthe .i!lfalfo hm.o11. lcan3 trif-ohiltc lc•w~ the 16,0ft o:tbte unle-!.'f. tht-olfolF;, t-.,1,) 

6tri1oliote ICi:1\'t!i; or rat~ 9:"CI 1, ()Uaz un~stl'lcre i':lre 9trifoll.otc 1-colf'o 

RESIN SOAICJNG 
Pines (Lob!ol\y, Shonlcaf, 1-cr,.glcof, S1.11m. Virginia, Pond, Piich, ;md Spruce Pini!'\) 

l',-c Sdcrc;tldl'I - Sclcct tree to be 1rc:1(cd lrllm 1.U)nch Of\ 1,.i\CS not !,\lbj~a to pqriocts of mi.uomc drought itr~~ .tt 
t>!e dt!'Pcc.ating ettcn a f Ct~Ollc ~ LO to p~ o i, .o<Cr:fltu:nt1Ci eur!"9 u.,J, ~ ~14!r.g ~ roducttan lt'I I.M 
olT'IOUl'rt ct oJc:o;c,i,n !X'POSit.f'd 111 ch.e .t.'(,.cm, Sek-ct !ttt,. to t:t' uc~ ,~ vlSOC'!:IIU\ nomct..;:Mttd .n1u'Kf1. d\ttC't 
,. .. :ut.o.1 or p\oftU:d, In 'f.tt5t1.xtd .;taiid) or ~~ll timber n.,~ ?L1n uu1!11g with c;,.,fl'IOml1C SL. 2,.0 no \ 
sooner th..afl threr yc-at, attt:r ,11 cammcrcio1I 1hinning. 

A;,pnQJllon Dtre-ctlons • Apply Gr.;imo:rone Sl 2.0 d ilut<!'d ir, wator to .i s~n~~blr--1/119\Jnd iti the trot trunk to br,r.g ;hc
trciltmcnt lr1to c.ont.llct wtth the .1!ylcm (1.apwood) 

=~1::!:~~J!! =~~ ';:'!:!\~r,:r~~ ~~~~~$/!~:'::a~4.r.~ ~~~kl.~ 
to;_,, ieng1t,. ~ti.oul~ ('Ill\ ~ 'iJ ai tho ''"' ur< .. ,n~ro~ Mu~,::ile wc,;1U. et cut, Uf'I ,owh. u, \MOU\ 9,td11l\g 

:!t~ ~,~t"b:~;;~e:e:~~ u;: =: ::= ::=~~';.~'~ "'~\~~~ ~:i;,t~~!!:.: 
al \p(ay 1~HC!d pc,, (u1 dr!pW'CIJ ~ 1/q<! ottJl.mr~~ t,µf thr ifrtQ-;.11 .,, CA Orf 1,UC'.tl\ l'l'J crl° drt:ul'IIIOfct't(C'), For 
• 9<-i(ld, d~~ ~ 3 ml ol spni:, w.• C.CVN W 1-,l"ld, Wide \\tN, IJu:'lG J ml o! ;=i J or,.., ~o,nc;,;ctr,-OSI.. 1.0: 
sol-..tion will r,outtin .:ipplimticri of 60 or 120 m9 (;r::imd-z(lf'le SL.2 D perrtrccl~. 

Tim~ of Treoatm•nt; R<!'~in sa.:i)i;i11!) Ciln ,oa:ur from trcutmcnt\ m..-1dc- ,1r,-y 1:imo of th.e ~iJr; hCYVCvcr. cool sc.i~on 
t~atrn"nn. JJndcr t1cndr01.<gtri; c:ori-ditlons ~v::illy ,~ult •n lt-:1.~ ~re pine b~'tl'!' il"lfl5tat•on< atuJ longer tree hfe. 

lntONa! Detwvan T!Viltml!nt .:ind T~ KillrvHt: The intirrval brtwc:l"r, application of Gr,1mo.k0-r';(! SL 2.0 ::ind vr-c
hiHVC'5.t ~uld be :i minimum a1 6 mon.thi. and prcfar.i:bly from 12-?4 1T10nths. lmcrvals. ol c'ler 6 month\ m.::iy f'\0t 
be po.uibh." un&!r cor,dltiol"t\ of dtouot,.t or s.er~ pine bt'll'Uc att.Jcb, which l'NIY m-,k.e c.irly harvc:,;; n1rt~,.,,ry. 
'Jl,1!' Gr,1m<imne St 2.0 uc,nment mlly c1X0ur,19c bectJe i>tt;1ck, or m~yci>usc prem.,u.uc de.ath ot thi:- trl'C. Dc!-skCil· 
t lon of the .11)111.tm ti~. r,nher 1h00 the dcsul'd rl'SJn wllking. m.,y occur. i>nd i~ more llkdy at hil}hl!r das.)!,f: r~ 

(ff(!C{Of1 S'iem (if-owth: Gr<1muJ1onc SL 2" 0 t•co1tnn.T1t<on rc,uh in •-.:dua-d \icm growth dLlrir-g ttl.c •ttlcrv.t.l ~twl!C'f'\ 
trc.rtmcnt olnd tire, harwn. 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do no\ cont.irtlintrttt w.ner; food. or food by ~tcr.19c or o'i5,pos..JI. 

Pa~tl<idtt Stomge 

Ponlcldc Dis-posill 
tnvtt:to w:a\:n .:,e 4<.U'.cl, h<RArdov). 1m,top.c, dispo,.41 o! <>--«'i1-~ ip,.:y m~ul'f'. o, tim.a:tc ;,; ;:, 
violr.•~n or k-dc,1111 l..rw, II thoc w;IJCc,. (.}Mot bo cf~ ol by 1,,1':)C' o«ord~ to 1;,bc( h'll-tr..<:forn. (o,tt,;i,ct 
,01,H' SUtte J'\")flC,d:c: OI Cn\ll10t'1~1 Col'l-tfol "'9C'r,tj, Of mCI 1-f a,µtdDvl Ww.c ~-'ttve JI V'l(I u rcs\ EPA 
Ri:-51ion,1I orfico for gvldal"l(c. 

Cont;,ir,cr Hillldllng [IC!Ss thao or oql.UII m 5 9,111lons) 
""°cu1-1~rii,cbli:-c.0Mill"K'~ 00 l"IO' t'\J1.M'_Oftcf rtl lhls «:i 1;a4r.«. Trlpki !lm£.(O('!Wtl'l('t'(Of'~~l(lntJ p«nnptl): QffCt 
etnp:yi.r:i, Trfpk, r!t'l:K' :u: foa$OM: EmptY tM renH1f11lng ~\C'I\U Into ,r;zpplko:iOl'I CC\11PffiCU",l or a mi, t.>f'l-1(- or,d 
ot-'11"1 tort01«01"11ki,ftc, 1M' now~ u, d.rlp. f:1 11 the' t.0nto1Nr'l<I tull wM w.,ttt .,_l'ld i'tt.0p. Sj,a<e for 10 

~'::J, ~~!'~:t~.;=:t,t~~~~~l~=~J:: ,::~~~~ u-:.: t=~:r. 
i:lt~blc. or pi.;nc'.".i.t?C ~d d.)PC1C Crin a ial"W'tbry L:11\dfill 01. 0, it,c;l'.'!Cfioltioll,. 01 b)' OtJu:t prac.,c,iur~ 1pprO'l<'('d 
by n.iit~ .and loc.al .t11Jtticrauu 

Cont:ztir,cr Handling [graatcf th;:tn 5, g;eillons- mini-bulk] 
:vo,...,c-rrn..b!, contJfnt'f', Co r,o, f'N\C or tt:tm ,w:_,, e,o,n,1)n,c:,,, Triple l"iM4 eona!nier Cor cquivoiC'l'l"J ~M 

~~~t_,?c;~!t.~~ !:3~.c~~~~::,:::'"t~~ni~pu;:,~c.):~,;::;!°': h =,~~ 
for..l'\. (ln,,urtrig 111tNst ~aa J>lct~,c,,,of:.i~Of\ for )Ot«Oftck. s:,l"d th~,~~ Ol'llt:lrnd ~dvph ~ 
.!Ind forthuwrb.l't,f!l('t. l&Ml'I Wton:.fnc-roo,1<1 o.,1ofl:ur~ren1J.;J.ndtlpt1 ~-~ for.h ~.>l times.. Empty 
tit<- oftWl\cr ltu.o iti;,~\IOl"II c-qu!Prni:nt 0t .) tr.ill. 14'1-l: or ,:ion: MY-~it tot r..tcr uu- ot dr\-po,.:i,t Arp.o.n 1 , pro«
dDre 1wo fflQfci 'time,. ThC'I'! oHl:'I" fCM' r~o lt •.1.-.ti.10 or ~r,«u.rc ol'WS dk.po~ of "r.1,,;u,~lo1rytiirtdltll,, orb, 
incin~r;)tion. or by 1:ithC!r µr0ccdur~~ .ippravcd by\ta'U? and tot:.il 4U'thorrtic.. 

conm,no, Handling (91(1at111 than 5 gallons• bulk] 
~fili1 c co1"11•,;~. ~no 1.h,-.: conw1n,c, wtth pcrucldc- ot'll,. ~ not rcnne ~ conuu:l('r fot ,2,rv, ~ pu,?ou,. 
Ocon!no the- com~ct bafoto: flrgl di,.,ot..itf 1~ t►.r mpom!Sfiiy of th<- s:ef"(on dr1,<>)Jrlg of tttic' con:.al!"llft, 
Ch:~rnp bd'on: t"i::f1 1\9 h the: fCI.PC('wi:Jd~t or ?tr~ ra!""itl ltt.g, t o d<-:a!' CMuSlicr bclo.~ fiNI Gnpo,.al,, 
~'f \ho <c~lntr,ca (Ol\tcrlt, fro,n ;M tQn\.t1not rt-."O .:ip:111,c.oUcf\ c-c;'-Lpmert~ o, mh. \.J.rt • Fm ~ c.or,.Ul"1ct 
1:1bou~ 10 oc«.-cint fu ll w(th \WWf'. A;giu-ti:- vtol)t'OW:, or :'<"Ckcul'.nc- w:ttrr W.th thC" .F"'"lP '°' 2 minwto\, PCl.ll ot 
pump tlMOW it\10 -~1(4l,i0f'I t'QIJl~('f'I\ o,( tin,..a , (o!lcaaof\ ~yltC'"1- RctprQ'l U'lh ,i,n:Jlt,q .PtO<'C!Cf'.,1:t 1wo ll"l'IO(IC 
\bl".t"C. "thc-notfer fo, N:'C)'d'/'19 If •,ql!.:al:l~ oto1.1ncUirc ■r.,d dn~<Ke of tn. o Mnlt4.'"l' lond!r1~ orby jn~l"IClral10tt~ or 
ht otJw, pn,a:dW"a ~pptOYC'd' by fl~tc .iNf k><-11 .avj)o11~N.'I. 

for help wru, •ny 5piU. 111,1~ or fire- invohrlri g thK m.tttfi,1l, call 1--800-U8-&372. 

CONYAIH£A IS NOT $.MI FOR FOOD, FUD OR DRINKING WATER. 

AA~. Amlu,n.tiO, Glap Mi;nurdl=', 0 1U"1:1 I ~-""""'• !J«,o l.l~t: II M.)C:Al,RflO, !101.1,idir~ 5S{C. 
CJlS-,.to'J. C.,p.aroJq,, DC"tf'l;tollll, Di.i.11 ~.,QAl,lftlc. Gr;,,~c,a,SI, 2.0. f~Uu~. Xilr.lt~ \.C'Mc'J, 

~~G~~~~~tws~:=·t= !t,, U',CAll.lNKE 'IU.ME-7 
.ora Tt,>d,e,n.oi'bal.:, Syr.,;~"l~Gro\l9Com~ny J 
Accclcr.:ite~ 'tr4dt'm.irlc of Ccrcx.lgri, fn,;:, 

Autl-tr;,m~. <:.inopy419, H.armor,.y4J') E~r;;:i, G'C!m1n1®, K<1rmcx'1il, Kro11ar®, Llncx~. Lol'0,lt'f-t, L0rox Plu5,.., Sinb,:irt!I, 
Vclp.i,r9, .:md, V1t1;me trDdt:tN>tlt..( 01' t. I. du P-1::111.t 1fo Nemours a. Com~ny, In, 

Oo1lil~. DEF°'. Dro:,-p8. >ict"lo,,e, Prt'p'• ,1.-.d St:f"t(0(1P, u.1dt-ma~ of Bil)'llr CtopScicrice: 

B~nVC!l•. eas.::rgr~r,®, Cli:i ri~. CN1:tlnc11&1, Fromicrd', Gu-,rd,.,na~. M.adr.">fflAn'll, Prow~. P1.1rs1.1ittll • .inds«-01ecrft 
uadc-,n.i,rks of BASF Ag Products 

Butoxon.e© o)nd Cotcro1n® trndcm.:,ri;5 of M;ik,tn.i:-,.hi~Ag,:m oi North Amc:-ri<:::o, Inc. 

Butyr;,c'II tr.aclen,.irk of A9rl S1i1r/Alb.1ugh, Inc 

Coinm.indllb ttadt:m.>rk. of FMC Co.-por.,t lO" 

Cotton-Prom wmd l\iloturo,ift tr.ad('l'!Urks or Griffin LLC 

0C9rcie'•, Ocgrcie Xtr.> 1"', .u,d Ham~ trildc:ma,11., oi Mcn5,i1mo Agn(1.1lturul Compc:,ny 

Eii'icp1'oti0 tr.1dcmo1rk. or Micro Fl(I Company LLC 

fgfox") u1:1dcm~,k of Afl/NAC Chemical Corporation 

Fir,Mlltt:1"', Fult1mc1•, Ci0ill"', Spilt~"" • .:,nd Surfl.,11° tr.idcmark~ or Cow Agra5ci~r,ccs 

Holnt.>d~ tr,,de-m.irk o! Uniroy.::il Chcmlc.,f Comp,iny 

02016 Syngentil 

M.lnuf,:u::tured for: 
SyflgC!l'IU Crop Prot~on. llC 
P. 0. Box 18300 
CirC!,en,.t>Qrn, North C.:iro1ina 21419-8300 

SCP 1431A-L 1f 1115 
4074780 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY 

J:OA fH·iAIL SALF TO A~C u~r- ONL y av CERTIF'IEO APPLICATORS OR Pr:r4SON~ UNOFP THFIFI DIRECT SlJP(RVL:.ilOr-.1 
ANO ONLY FOR THOSC usi;s COVERED BY TH.[ CCRTIFIEO J\PPLIC/\TOR'S C:E:RTIF ICATION . 

! Cl!DUP EJ HERBICIDE i 
C... Gramoxone'SL 2.0 

Herbicide 
A Weed, (ir,n.,. otl'ld °HAM:\l Aid 
D~ttUn\/i)t'fot1o1ntl'1~rb..::idc

A.d1ot-l11111CC'ltc11L 
~•r•~dKl',IO'tal 
!l,l·..g1~..,t--. .f°t11ir,<oGiM,m01d'IIOfootj .lDl'II, 

Oll>rtlf"'1.:i-t1• "'"'-

'lol.ol lOD.Cl't, 

Gr.imo-<1"4~.,oco ... 1.i.'"'IO:itiW1111o,,ir,.qi..i1 c.lun 
1M'!".,.ll11n ... ,,1upau11J.. ... 11t,.,•Q•llor, 

Gl~mUM1rtr.\S]Cwn,._i,,.,11.,,u,,q_.,,110110•l, 
•lfte'llt.-0.,. 

fPAll.tq trl11 10014.11 fJA.hl ICIGV.001 

~f<' U~..n"'"' !~IN',., •n..o...lwd i,,.,~i,,t 

KEEP OUT OF REACH 
OF CHILDREN. 
DANGER/ _Q~ 
POISON * 
PELIGRO / 
VENENO 
• ..,,,"""-:,. ~~~~~ .... u-, ..... ., .~ .... ~ ....... ,,... ~ ... 
~ ..... """'_1,/fO ••t'I- •"""· 
l'Gl'A!l!I ; ,-,_,-, -.,,,.,,.., ... ~ ... ~ 
•-....... w,,l. n,.i'"'°'..,_.,..,...,_..,.,. 
=-~~•~;:..:!;r,:t.:r:::~~::-
...... ~W"III ~ t,,,,.,...,~•°'4'-'io ... 
... -4 .. --:.,,,.""" ........ .-:r ,,,,,.; •• ~ 

=~~,:-~~-9'-;:: ••ll"~, .... ,11r,,,, • ..,u:.,,> , H .. ~-I -v-r_.,.~~- '"°"'""t!UIP' r----:--'."""'"--......,--,-,-,----, _,.~~,..;r"\ .. -..., .... ►M ~ 
AGRICULllJltAL USE REQUIREMENTS ....,_~- ,,.,...,l..,,..trr,t-,, -.-...t-

u,~ 1"1,, :i,rg,,1,,u Qrl, 1~ ""'-"'cs."(.l." wil11 r.o.i..t..11ei~ ._,.....,..lllr' .,--,crn,,,....111 .,,. 

~-~~th~-~~:~1~~-~~~: ~~i2E:='-s~~.:~ 
~~:~~=..~'::!\'!:,~~: •111 llw ~~~~;~~~•~•;1mt:a~ 

• li'M'III 1"11' .... 'TQ tc:ic=.. DRINIC o• Cffl1cn 
CQNTA1Hl"3 

• IF nv.a.u.owto. tAIC[ IM111[01AU .&CTION AS 
1'11[\aliUI 11,1 flHT AID STATt .. CPn SYW'TOIU 
Aat "OlOJl(.CD Nf0 MINI IA. 

• DOMDTUS(OIISltJllllNOlll,ltOUli:DllttMOa. 
•l>O-.OfllfliillD'lt:COHTnTSOICirTrDA 

lla,llDUJC LIU. 
• TH[ DDOI 01 TMl5 PIIODUCf 15 HIDM THC 

AIUTltilG AGl'NfWIIICH HAS llf[N liDD(D, ~f 
1110III F'AlliQUAr. 

Gt.otrlOAGl'l""'\LJQ.-il~~~t.klQo~ 
:•;idntut-. el• \y,q,'f'IU G-IOilp Cl>"'~ 

Gl:ili.\l'Nll""n ... 

w...,,uf.ocu,•..Ulut 
.,~,.~~, ,~ P•ot..cuar-. llC 
P 0 t11o11,1Jt0 
r:;,"'-•-~CJ74l'f.tlJOO 

~CP 1-CJ1A-L1F 1115 4074780 

2.5 gallons 
Net Cclntcnts 

u~-~,_.. .. ,.......,..,....., 
1.:lll 'l';.\.1"~vr •..,....,.ll'i.-.J~ • 
• .,._v""'=.;~trt..._ · · •""--1,1--,:lt;r ' 
-,.:.-~--~~•util"-"'"l:ii 
-=-r:;;.';~'!,-°';!"'1~ ... ~~.~~ 
~ .... ,,.. ~ ... \;.-'I""'-'"~ .. --,~~,.,,.,,,,.~ ...... ""'~- ... -
..... I.Ii-;:,..- ~...,.. j.,.,, ... ~ 
U)J --..-.,.,, ,,14 .. ...,.t,j#ht"«.Jloo!~• 
~ .................... ,.....,.,,. 
l MIW'll!!lo'li,oJ,'11-"IJ.' .. -'6" , r"'l,_Jo. 
,1 .. i;,l#~'"" U, P"'l.!l'lffFil/fl.!""I ~I""' ..av 1;_...,..,...,.. ... .-=_,,~1,,-,. 
,, ,_,--4..,._ .-1...ri~•JM. ,..,.,_M 
.. !.;J-•1-&1~ ........ ,_, • .,.~~t""""rrilw'.-, ...... ,~. 
~~;;t~:~~~i'>"1;:•u-;-....,.., 
►- .. •-.eo:i,.- •-•-:-,r-... .,,,,,._,,...,-0--U• l ~(Q l llJ 

!'ll(AIITil)!I.Ul'!""'1tJ.:O.U 
~ :V~t.\3~....WU 
11 111»W#1o<~ ,_._,_ .,. , • W'1fll'oo 

~ -:,,;~-.::~~~~::;~:,,: 
¥, ""' ... .--~- { 'lfitf~ ...... --, 
- ~'1, """P''-- • •:-.111.!'1:.,_.,_ ... .:..•~ 
.... _. "''-" ..,. .\,hoo,i .... ' '....-'I""' .,....,,,,. ... "-" -~,. .. --.')It 

....... ~.,,...,,,., ........ _, ... -· .......... ,.. .... .,..-.I'! 
i-D""l: lo'°"'"' • 
~:u,,• .. '.IL,,..,. ... ..,.,u,1,,.!1~1..1 ...,._.,....,.;,0,1.,,,... ,._,.,. ...... w~ ~.,":>,,,,~ ..... .,.. .. ,..,.. .... 
T\-t,,1,t , ... ,. • ..a.,.. ... .., ... 
+~-...-- '"~ · Vlt.ca41M 

'~rw"111.a1,:rrr:'111i ..,,i,...-:.,=i_,.,.,., 
.,_ ,. .,..,u,u-1'.11'-)-l ► <-,i _.-tiioi ,<w1t.r"' 
;, .. , ..... ..,.. ...,..:.,..,.....:..,.,,,.~-· 
,,....,........_..,,~, .... t_,."''-'""°"'' 

~c.,.. ,--,!.,olu.....,~~lf' ,k. 
iY'o :,RY .,_.,,, ..... ~,liq't
ntll"wl.., t .-.tt'f~~~a!,>f,tt"'f ,.......,, .. ~_,_....,J''-.r•~-~ ... 
llJ"#_,...~ ...... k-.o(-tA ~,#11 1 
_,....,_,._.,.,w\,w9i,)fr~i""1.,.,, .,... .. _ "~""' ...... -.... ~,,f . .,,'" 
.... ,.,,, .:.1 ... , ............... ,.. 
'-r• • "W• .......... t.....:w;r ,_...,,. _ _... 
..,.__"""",,__"",_..,,__,_ ••••• ..,. :t;,,,l ~--~ .. ,.,.._..,_,,JC,. .,-""" . .~,.~ ....... ............ ~,"'-- · 
~:..r~r·:=11~.;~~ 
,ry~ ........... . ,,.,~ .. - ...... ~ ..,,..,,, ... ..,,....,-,;,,,...,f..,... t. ... 11,o> ,. , 

~::~:=:J_,,.:;;::;:,z::.; 
"9111~~ N'"• "~~h»"".C. 

• ... ... . . ~4=.,1,.. ........ .... , ,,,,,, 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
:.~:~.,~:.~~~::; 
~Cl~ ~ dio• .....:.rt o'Y~,-,.,_,.,.,, ...,...~_,...,.,....,.~,._._,.,ulll -.-... ~_.,,..., __ .,.,.. .. ,..~ 
~ .,,..,_._~o .i&o•f"\~ ... 
1.-.;..-M- lrhv1' 1~.,...,.._ ~ ~,..to .,,~ .. ,1.M,.,.u.t.11•,._.,_,,. ., ,...,.......i ,u 
...,, ..., C,,,a ,.,, ...,_.,.,. ~ .......... 
.....l'lili.l!'-> 1~1.., ....... ~wr.., ... ~. 
, .: 11 ..... ., ... , ... ........... ~~ --- ~ · ....... ....-c:.~,~~·"",,.,.." ...... 
t, l--.. ~,~---...,~ .. ,,., .,, .._.,,, • .,..u .... Vt\ot~ ;ot " ""'· ... ,.-.,. .. , ,.. .. ,. ~
~"W':::~"' ' """"4,Pc.i .. ~ 

., , ,..1,1,t~,f.,t,-..;,i\,.:,Jll,.,_1 
:-... ..-1111'"..b'lglJl\,,r,...1,....,_ .. ... -. ..... 
1111 ~P111111•;n t,1W1,I,....~"' ...... ~
-.U.1t~•..-l• ·IN--ll • •~....,.,\ li.i:;:L ~11 .., • ....,i., ■ 1,,0. ..... . »....-,l.rii:A, 
_.._.,.., ... I' .. ,,. ... ~ •>••· 

-~t"l•a-• u1 ...-0U 01,'1UQ.l'l 
I01Wlft••CD:.IIIOOlW.r.'41i , 

~ syngenta® 
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SPECIMEN LABEL 

I Dll li'. TO HAZARD TO NON-TARGET SPECIES 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICI.DE j 

Fm r,:1,1il sale 10 ~11d use only by certilie<l applicato,s .°.r pcrson_s tulll:r lhei~ :1ir.::.cr sup,.'rvision and only lbr !hose uses wvcrcd hy 1hc 
L,_____ ____________ n::n1l1cd :1p11lic:1lur s ccrttl1catll)11. '----------------__ 

Prozap@ Zinc Phosphide Pellets 
For use in rangelands, pastures, alfal111, lirnolhy, barley, polalocs, whcat/lriticalc, sugar beets, sugarcane, grape 
vineyards, fruit tree orchards, nut tree on.:hartls, citrus tree orchards, macadarnia nut orchards, in and around 
buildings, and othi..'r sites to control the species listed i11 the use directions 

ACTIVE (;,,'GHIWIENT: 
Zin<: Phosphide .................. , .... .............. .......... .. ....... ... ...... . 2.1)';/,, 
O'ff!ER li\GRElllENTS: .......... ..... .. ........ .... ..... ........... 9:{.0% 
l"OTAI, ........... ................ ........ .......... .. .............. ............ 100.0%, 

Fl',\ E,(. ;-;u c,1~s2.w1.n1 

KEEP OtJT OF REACU OF CtHLDREN 

CAlJTION 
FmST All) 

HAVE LABEL \VHEN OBTAINING TREATMENT 
ADVICE 

If you rxprdcncl, signs and symptoms such a~ nausea, 
abtlvminal pain, t.ightncss in chest, or wcaknl'ss, sec a 
physidan imme<li.itl'ly. For infonnarfon on health 
con1:crn~. medical emergencies, or pesticide. incidcw1ts, call 
the Nulirrnal P<•s1idd~ lnformali<Hl Ct·ntcr :,t 1-800--85!i-
7J78. 

If 
Swallowed: 8 

,, 
0 

0 

~ 

[f 1111 Skin 

Call a Poison C(llllrol Ccmccr. doc1or. or 1-
!W0-498-5743 in1111cuialcly fiJr lrcatmc.nt 
advice or tr,111,purt lhc p:;iicnt to the 
1H.·,m:st hospital. 

Do not gil'c any liq11id lo lhc pa1ic11I. 
Do 1101 administcr anylhing hy mouth. 

Do 1101 induce vomiting 11nli:ss iol(l to d,l 
sn bv the poiso11 conlrnl center or doctor. 
Take offconta111i11atcd dn1hing. 
Rinse ski11 im111cdiak.ly with plenty of 
water for 15-20 min11lt':~ . 

or e Call a poison control center, dodM, LH' 1-
Clolhing: 800-498-574J immc<liat.cly for lrcntrncnt 

advice. 
-·--- - -- ~ -----------------

If Inhaled: 

If in Eyes: 

" Move person lo f'rcsh air. 
,. 1 f p,,rson is 11ut br~,11hing call 911 or an 

omhula11(·c, then give 11rtitki,1I respimtion 
prdcrably mou1b-10-1110LHh, ii' possible. 
Call a poiso11 <.'.0111rol center, JoclOr, or l.-
800-498--5743 immt•dintdy for lrcatmcnl 
advice. 

• 1 Joki eye open and rinse slowly and gently 
with waler for 15-20 miuntcs. 

e Rcrnov,:. con1act le1bc,, il'prc,cnt, .iHer the 
llrsl 5 minull'.S, Ihm continue rinsing eye. 

" Call n poison conlrol center, doctor, or 1-
lHJ0-498-5743 im111cdial.ely for trc;1tment 

TREATMENT FOR PET POISONING 
tf:n1imal cals bait , call \'Ckrinarian :11 \'lltce. 

NOTE TO PHYSfCIAN OR vt:nm.rNARIAN 
Contains th('. Phosphine-producing aclive, Zinc Phosphide. 
l'rohably nmcosal damage rrniy co11tr;1iudica1c thl' u,c 01· 

gaslric lavage. For mtinial ingc~1i11i~ b,1i1 amlior showing 
poisoning ,ig11s, induce vo111i1i11g by using hydrogen peroxide. 
Sodium bknrbon,llc can be given nrall~, to nwt1alizc the 
s.1onrnd1 acidity. Tli,: sl1.1111ad1 and in1i.•s1i11,1I l1ac1 can he 
evac11alcJ. oxygen ad111i11i>1i:rcd a11d cardiac alld crrc·uia!ory 
s limulants giv.·11. Sec lnsi,k llooklcr fr,r ;Hldilio11al 
,n:('aution:1r , slatcrner~ _ _____ ____ _ _ __ 

Fnr 24-hour emergency inronrrnlicm 1m this product, eall 1-
800-498-5743 (US & Canada) nr 1--651-523~0.Hfl (,lll other 

.ircas). -------'-------- --· 
PRECAllTIO:\All\' STATEME~,ffS 
HAZ.·UWS TO fHJMANS AND [)0:\!ESTJC ,\NIMAL-S 
CAIJTION; lbrmliil ir s1salh.1,wtl, :.1b,mkd 11t,-..,ugh 1hc ,;ki11. ur 
inhal.:d. C:rnses 1110,k'rnte cy,: 11rili1li,111. Avoi,l hrc~tbing dust . ,\voiu 
c,mta-.:1 1~ith c.y~s. skin, or do1hing. 

Person:11 Prnfl:clin~ Equipment: 
All handlers, including loadi:rs and applica10,s, mu.st wear 
long sleeve shirt, long pant8, shoes, socks, and walcrproof 
gloves. 
In addition, persons loading pellets or hairs into aircraft or 
mechanica l grou11d equipment mid pcn.alns lo:11ling/applyi11g: 
wirh a hand-pushed or h:iml-hdd c<1uipnwnt, such as ,t push• 
lyp;;. spreader or cyclone spreader, must wear ;l NIOSJI 
11pprovcd 11ar1i.:ulalc respir,Hor, with any N, R. or I' filter with 
NIOSI I approv;il number TC-84A a111I pro!cdivc eycw,:ar. 
Any pcrsnn who retrieves c,trca~scs or mtu~t:d bail 1<1!1uwi11g 
,tpplicaiion of this product 11111~( wc.ir wati.TJ.JHl1Jfgl,wcs. 

User SHkly Rcqttircmcnf~: 
Follow ntanufocturcr's instrncrion, for clca11ingim.ii11tai11i11g 
PP!.:. If no ;;uch in,lruclions fm w;1shahlcs, use tletcrgcnt ;111t.l 
hot water. Keep ,md wash !-'PE scpa1alcly from otltc, laundry. 
Remnvc Pl'E immedi,.ndy :·ilier handling fhis product. Wa~h 
the outside. of gloves before n:movinf; .. As snnn as po,~ible, 
wash hands 1horoug,l1\y allcr applying, bail and before eating, 
drinking, chi:wing gum, using tobacco or using the toilc(, and 
chnn. •¢ into ckan clo1hi11g. 

11:h ~1"!-.:,: irn,'i\ lihd i~ 1111,:n.J ;,•,j fm Lnt: ,.1 111:, ;.i.ii;;, }~ui.k ill r111\i1J111!.! 1:cr:;_-,~11 i1t f111ih:'f! i1 1n 1~!~;ud 1n;. 111.~ d11c,_·1i1111-.. \\,11m11i~ and ,.-~i;i1-1lr~ ;).;.""-Kr.~1,:,,I ~,il.h 1h,~ 1i-...:- of 1h is. p,,..,b..:1. A:- "ilh ~mt 
r~:,11.: id .. >, .:al\\:i~' foll,)\\," ;J,.,~ fA1,':f fr,.,.1nx1 i..1 r,t o:-11h~~ p-t.~ 1-.:.it(.' ,-..,,((,n.~ 1:,illf'_ /Jjl(.: l)/i.:1~ph;lk· t'dkh IJJ;~g,-:- 1 -1( i I 
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SPECIMEN LABEL 
ENVIRONME~TAL HAZARDS 

This product i:; cx1rc.111cly toxic to birds, tish and othi:r 
wildlitc. Wil,lliJc. t~~cding on treated bait {llay b,, killed. Dog,;, 
cats, and other pn:datmy and scavc11gi11g 1na1rnn:ils and bin.b 
m1gh! be poisoned if they feed upon animals that haw eaten 
this b,1i1. Do llot apply directly tl1 waler, or to area~ where 
surfr1c,~ waler is pn:~cnt. or to intertidal areas below the ruc,111 
hi~h- waler mark. Do 1101 "flply where rnnoff i~ likely lo otcur. 
Do not crnll,Hni1rntc water by deaning of cquiptnrnt or 
disposal of waslc5. 

E'.'.DANGERED SPECIES CONSIDERATION 
Noiit:c: The nsc of this product 11\ay pose a liaz:ird t1J 

Fc,I"rally dcsignatc-d cndangcn:dfthrea!cncd specks. Ii ;~ a 
Federal otfon;;c. to USL' any prstic.:idc in a manner that rcsulls i11 
ihL, (kalh of a member of an endangered specks. Cons1ilf' 1h,, 
ncar,ist U.S Fish and Wildli(ti St•rvicc rcgional office or ihc 
appropriate Scat,' Ag.ency for rnrrcnt infornrntion on habitats 
occnpicd by endangered ~pccics. 

Whooping Crnnc ((irus amaiccma) 
Do not use this prod11c1 in habitats occupied or 
oceasionally visited by whoopi11g cranes d11ring lh.:: pc1 io<l 
limn :)() days before the ,'.\pCckd arri\'al (If cranes to 10 
day~ after the time of I hei r u~ual dcp,irtun,. 

Black-footed Fe-1·rct (Mu.Wela nigripe.~) 
Do not u5c this product within 7 kilomc1crs ('1.34 miles) 
of any rrnirie clog !own to limit risks 11'> the black-footed 
tcrrd frnrn ,,xpnsure to Zinc l'hospbi1k or dc,1ructio11 or 
ils prey ha.,t\ unless th,, cnlo11y is a11 i,nlatcil blad-1ailcd 
prniric dc,g t1J1\11 less lhiln 80 a,:rc;; in size or :HJ isolated 
ll'hilc-taikd prairie dog: town lcs~ than 200 acres in si:t.c, 
or unless the town had been app1'opriatcly surveyed, IJSing 
rnellrnds acceptable to tfw li.S. Fish .ind Wildlife S,•rvicc, 
and found by the FWS not to he ,mitablc site for fr:nd 
reintroductions 

Gra}' Wolf (Canis lupm) and Griuly Bcilr (Ursus acot.s 
horrif,i/us) 

Unless the local U.S. Fish :md Wildlife Service ollicc has 
determined ch.il there arc no grny wolvc, or grizzly bears 
in the fJCllcrnt vicinity of bait applic:ilions in Montana and 
Wyoming, do not apply this prm.h11:I outdoors within 
occuric<l habitat of these specks. 

Altwatcr's Greater Prairii.> Chicken ('l)•mptm11chu.t cupidt> 
tlltWtl(t'rf) 

Do not use this product iu the present rn:cupicd rang,~ ot' 
the Attwatcr's Greater Prai1i.;, Chicken in th~, l<Jllowing 
counties: Arnnsus, Austin, Hrn?ori11, Colorado, f.J<!\Vilt, 
Ft. Bend, Galn:slon, Goliad, I-Iams, Refugio, Victoria, 
Waller, and Wharton (Tex;1s). 

Y~Jlow-Shouldered Blllckhird (Agt'laius xant/1011111.~) and 
Puc1-to Rican Pfait1 Pi~con (Columbia inomata wetmorci) 

This prntluct mL1s1 no\ be u,c\i in th~ following ar~.a;.; in 
Puerto Ricn except in tamper-proof bail boxes; 
(I) wilhin 6.3 miles (IO kil1m1t:tl.'rsi of Central Aquirre, 

I.ago Cidn1, Ceiba, San German 
(2.) wilhin 9.4 miles (!5 kilomc-lcrs) or Li !.:ipl'rn111a. 

south or l·liglnvay 2 li-0111 lcily ur ll.Jayaqt1L>Z to the 
city of Pom:c and all Mona Island 

Utah Prairie Dug ((.)•1wmys purvide11s) 
Du nol use t.his prrnlurt in critical habitat or ihc l!t:ih 
Prairie Dog (Ut;,h). 

Salt l\J:ush Harvest l\fousc (Rei1hmdo11tomy.~ rm•fre11tris) 
Do not use this prod11d in critical habitat within 0.5 miles 
or salt marsh vcgctttlion and/or brad;i;;h waicr we1lands 
which arc IClc:11cd: I) near or adj,u:cnl lo S:111 l\1hlo flay 

and Sau Francisco Hay, or 2) in 1hc Sac-r,Hnc.n\o Riwr 
below 01 adjaccul to the contlucncl' of rhc Sacramento 
River am! San Joaquin Riv.:: r (California). 

l\forro Bay Kangaroo Hat (Dipn1lomys fteentw1wi 
111orroe11i.;:) 

Do not use this prod11d in critinil h:1\Jital within 2.5 miles 
or Haywood Park which is localed 011 ;1,forro Bay 
(California). 

Giant !<.:anj\aroo Rat (1Jipod1.1111y.1· i11gem) 
Follow the Interim Measures for protecting c11dangcrt:d 
species in thL'. California Endangered Species Bulk1in !'or 
ihe rollnwing California countks: Fresno, Kem, Kings, 
Merced, i'.·lontcrc.y, San Benito, San 1..uh Obi~po, Santa 
Ba1hilr,i and Tulare /California). 

Tiptn11 Kangaron lfal (Dipmlomys 11itrataides 11iu·a1oitlt'!I') 
Folk1w the lnh:rirn Measures for protecting cnd;111gcn:d 
species in the California Endangered Species Bulk'lin fo1 
the folh,wifl!: California cotmtic,: Kero, Kings and 
Tulnrc (Califi:,mia). 

Frerno Kangaroo Rat (J)ipodomy.1· 11itratoides e.rilis} 
h11luw th,;: Interim ]\,ka,ures for protcctinJ~ cndangcrc1I 
species in the California Endangered Specks B1tlk1in for 
rho) l.hllc,wing Califrm1ia counties: Kem, King,;, Madcrn 
and Merced (California). 

Stephan's Kangaroo llaE (/Jipodomys steplre11.\) 

Follow thc lnlct'im Mc.isurc.~ for prnh:-,:ting cnd,rngcrcd 
~pecit~s in the California Endangered Species Bulktin for 
!ht~ following California Ctlunlic~; San Bernardino, San 
Diego and Rivcr5idc (C;il[fomia). 

San Bi'rnardino Kangaroo Ra! (Dipodomy.r mariami 
/7/ll'l'//,\') 

Follow the lntccim :\lca~11rc5 for protecting cndangcrc.<l 
specit:s in the California Endangered Specie, Bulletin li.11 

the l(11fowing California c,Hutties: s~n lkrn:trdino nnd 
Riverside (California). 

Northern Idaho Ground Squi..-rel (Spermophilus hru111wu.~ 
hrwm,:m') 

Do not use this product within 0.5 miles in critical 
h:1bita1 of the Norll1crn ldahn Ciround S,p1irrel in 
1\1lam;; arul Valley i:o11111ics, ldalm. 

1 lll~ !-p1_.._.;il'l,.;'l1 b h,_. I i.-,. m-h:.·n.k,d for u~c c~idy 3- ~ :1 );'..11Jtk in 11n:i \ idmi,~ ?tr',,.:-rnl n1fin11 1::Hi•m n-i1.~r,li 11f.~ rb:· .Jin .. ·.-;finn~. ~";,,, J11111t- :>.1HI c w1 il·1r1:-- _,...,i:,-:·u 1,; J ·,1i:1Ul rh .. · 11;;,.:: (1f tin!- p-r,">d1.,-d . A!'- \\Jlh ,:sny 
pc:, 1i, . .- i,k , .-l l\'\ i p fi 1!!1i '.\ th:.~ IJ/~- r i o ~J liK'ii t l/h \\II 1h;,.· 1•:id.:.a,ic hdi ,r,: u~ i.,~... t•,v.1.1 11 " 1.ir;c Ph-.:1~1,lii<.k P .. ·l!.:.h .- P.i~:•; J 1.1( l t 
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, * 
l)IRRCTIONS FOR USE 

llESTRICTED lJSE PES'flCll)E 

H is ;1 violation of Fcclernl law !o use thi.~ produd it1 a 
n1tmncr inconsiskn! with its Jabding. 

RKAD 'HHS LABEL: Read cutirc labd and follnw all use 
directions and u.,c prcc:1utions. u~c only for the sit,~,. pest,, 
,Hld :.111plicnlio11 rnellio,h described on lhi, lahel. 

USES ASSOCJ,-1.:n:n \VITI! BUILDINGS AND 
STRlJCTlJRES TO CONTROL 

RATS AND i\HCE 

J1\IPORT.-\Xr: Do 1101 expose d1ildrc.n, pets or other no11-
1argct ;rnirnal~ to rmk.nlicidc.~. 
Tn hl'ip 111 pr,'\'Cllt accidcrlls: 

I. Store prnduc1 1101 in us\~ in a lornlion oui of rc,lt'h of 
childn::n and pets. 

2. Apply hail in l,1cations 0111 of' rcad1 l)i' children, pcls, 
domc-:;dc animals anil 11011-targc( wildlife, or in 
tampcr-rcsislanl b,iit sra1io1Js. These slaiions must be 
rcsiswnt to dcstrn<.:tion hy dogs and by diildren unJcr 
six years ot"agc, ~nd rnu,I be u~cd in a manner that 
prevents such ,:hildrcn from renching into bail 
eomp,n-lmcnts and obtaining bail. I !'bail can b<'. 
shaken from bail slations when thcy arc lilied. unih 
n11i,;1 be .~ccun:d or oth,~rwis<: immobilized. Even 
s1rnngcr bail stations ,ire needed in art:!as opt;n 10 
hooti:d livcslock, raccoons, bi:ilts, or other pmenliatly 
dcslrnc1iw, «nimals. or in areas pnrne 10 vandalism. 

.3. Dispose or pro,h1L·I c<mlaincr, and unusctl, spoiled, 
and 11nL'.Onsumcd bait as spcci fied cm this label. 

B:iit ,talion.~ arc mandatory for outtloor, ahovc-g:round use. 
Tflmper-resislrnH b;iii ~tations must be used if children, pets, 
11,in-t;irgel 111.11nmnb, or birds may ,Kccss the: b~it. 

USE RESTRICTIONS: 
In (Jfld Around Buildillgs and Stmctures 
This product may only be used to t·onrrol of Norway rnts, roof' 
rats and house mice in and within 
I 00 feet or 1mm-nwdc stn1c,1ures collstrudc<l in a rnan11a so as 
In be vulncrabk to commcnsal 
rmlcnl invasions ;rndior to lmhoring ,,r a!trncting rodent 
inks1ations. Examples of such 
structures inchHlc horn1:s and oth<~r pcrrnanl'nl or 1t•mpornry 
rcsid<'tKes, food procCS$ing 
facilities, industrial and co1nrncrc:i:tl buildiugs, l1,1sh 
1l·c:c1ltaclcs, agricultural and publit· 
buildings, transport vd1iclc:s (ships, tr.1i11s. airrr.ilt), tlncks and 
port or !t·rmin:11 buildings 1111d 
rdatcd slrudurc, ;1ro11nd and associated with these sit~s. Fcllcc 
nnil perinll:tcr baiting, beyond. 
100 li:ct from ;i stnidme as ddintd above, i, prohihitcu. Thi, 
prndud must 1101 be appli..:d 
directly to l'c,od or fi:cd crops. Do m11 broadca~t bait. 

-
lllside Burrmvs 
This prod1t,'( 111.iy b npp li<!.I to ai: li\'C ro(klll h11rrnws lo 

'1mtr11I Nnn :iy mis, m1tl nmf 1.i t~ 111//111, or /,eyu111/ I 00 feel of' 
b111lding.~ and 111;111-m:1th: stmctllrcs, provided rhai infcs1a1ions 
or th,:se rnck:111s have bcc11 co11r111n,:d. IJcc:ius · , orw:iylroCll' 
rat infestations may occur in areas father than 100 fr.cl from 
btiilding.s and man -111ad.:- ~truclurcs when the rodc,ns have 
ample supplies or frirnl and cover, cf"fons . h,1uld ht: l\l~tk to 
re.move food (rash, gmbagc, clu11cr and (kbri~. Bai( nm,;t be 
plac<:d 1101 less than 6 in('h~, into ,1ctivc. Norw.Ly!rnofrat 
burrows. Do not broadcast b:iit. 

SELECTION OF 'HlEATMENT AllEAS: Arter r,•rnovi11g 
a,; rnuch alkrnatc f,Hitl :.is possihlc, dclc1 mine. dry, aciJ-frcc 
areas where rnh will most likdy find and consume the bail. 
G.:-o,'rnliy !he,;.:, ,uc:rn :ire :ilong wall~ , hy gn:,wc,d openings, i11 

or bc,idc bum,ws , in comers and conce~llcd pl:1cc:;, between 
tfoors ;rnd walls, or in locatio11s whcrl'. rnt~ illlll mice or their 
sig11~ have been observed. 

APPLICATION omECrlONS 

RATS: Apply I to 2 k,1,poon amoun1s or bair per placement. 
For outdoor use, place hail i11 active 1at burrows or tarnpcr
resistant bait sl,Hions. 1viain1ain ;m uninierrupt.:-d supply Df' 
l,esh b;1it until all sig11s of (c-eding have ,topped. Do not !l'Cal 

!he same an:a at lc,s than JO day intc-rva!s. 

HOIJSE J\HCf-:: Apply I lo:aspoon n111ot1nl Ol'bait al each 
pl.tccment locatilln. Space placemen ls ai 8- to 12 -fo ot 
i111Crvals. Larger placement.~ (up 10 2 level 1easporrn~ ,nay be 
needed at poinls of very high house mouse activity. i\faintain 
an 11uintc1ruptcd supply ,11" fresh hait for at 
k~st 15 days or until there arc 110 hmt:,'r sign~ of new focdini; 
hy lwuse mice. 

FOLl,OW-lJP: Using harrier laminate gluvc·s c1db:1 ,rnd 
pmpcrly dispose: of all dc:1d anirnah ant! L'.XC<:,s b;1i1 p1opcrly 
in ,tccordancc with "Pl."-;licidc Di, posal" i11sl1udions. Use 
dct.:·rgcnt and hot watc1 lO w;1sh spoons Cor appl ica1io11 into 
burrows. Do nt.11 use ~porn1 for mixing, holding or frnn:;tcrring 
food llr teed. To disco1.11.ige rcinii.'.slalion, limit sources ol' 
rodc111 Jbo1L wa1cr, ;ill(! harbor.ig,~ as much ,is possible. 

USES ASSOCIATED WITII AGRICULTlJRAL SITES 

li3~ llcstriclions for all ,\gricu\fural Sites 
" !Jo noi apply this prndurt in a way Lh,ll will 

o:ont;l(:1 workers or other persons, ei1her 1lircclly 
or through <lrifl. 

<> 011ly prokckd handlers may bc in 1hc :m:;1 

during applic,11io11 . 
., Keep all other person, otH of the 1rc;lled ;m::a 

dt11 ing this application. 
" Do nol apply lHl roads, n.::ar residential arc~as. or 

ovt·r ,vat er. 
• Do nol hroudrn~! nvcr crnps unll:ss 11,c 

direc!ions sp,x'.iili:ally p~rmit a,'rial application. 
o ,\ ~I h,1i1 011 warm eka~~~ 

l lu;. ,;p,xm).~JI l..1h, .. · l j.,, in11:1)(k<l l~n O""-~ ,1nl) :;.:,; ,1 !;•;iJ,: 111 pro\ 1J111r, f:.:.·;:-.·Hif infomuti.m rl.'.g,~,Ui11g it..:· d,r,;, fi,·•o;,.. w:im\ng ,rn.1 ('~•Jli;;ri:- ~.~,oci.th•d •,\J1h ;I~ 11~ i:,f 11n~ t)riYJu,:I _.\ s .,,.,_ (lh :my 
p-:-;.1t.:i.:k ;.d~ .. .:.~-. foll.iw tlh: 1..~t:..::1 i1,i11t i.:.1l1ir,:-: ,111 1l1l: p,ii:~;;~~;: h..:.·f,1rn. u-,in~ rm:.-,:,p' Zin..:.· Ph-J,:.;ph:d~ l\·lk1 ,- ,11,~ g~ -~ 1l( 11 
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e ..., - SPEC(MRN LABEL 
Disrrns;il of Spilled Baif, Leftover Hail 

Ju formation Applil'ablc for All Agricultural llscs 

I. Spilled amt .b:cess Bail: W,:ari11g barrier 
l,nui11a1c gloves ck;m up any spilled bait 
irnmrdi;1lcly and colb:1 c:xr;.:ss bait fiom 
;lppli~·alion c:quip111cr11. ff bail c:rn11ul be applied 
a.ccording to labd dirc.::1ions, properly di.5posc of 
it accortling lo lh<: ·'f't\sliciilc Disposal" text. 

2. Carcasses: Wraring barrier b.minail· Qlows 
bury l';ircasscs ofgr:;,,nd squim:ls (18 Tnchl's' 
,kq>) in lwli.-s dllg 011 ~ile 01 in imdivc bunows. 
Col'l'I' and pack with soil. Altcrn:1tclv, use other 
dispo:,al llldhods thal st,1te and local ~rn1horilk, 
allow. 

FRUIT, NliT, CITRUS AND AVOCADO TREE 
ORCHARDS 

VOT.l:S AND WIITTJ.: POOTf;'I) MOUSE 

USE HESTRlCT[ONS: For rnmrol uf ~fradciw (,\licmttrs 
p,·1111sp/va11ic11.1·), Prni1ic. (M. od1n1x11.1/er), Pinc (M. 
pi11etorw11), (\1lifomia (M. ca/!fim1icu.1·), OreglHl (,\/. orego11i), 
Mmml;1in (,\t: ntoI11am1s ), :.md Tnwnsend's (JI. Low11se11di) 

Voles and \Vltilc-footc1l ~fou,c (l'er,m1_nc111· h:11cop11s) i11 
pomc: fruit (cippl,\ pear), stone lruit (pc:1cl1, cherry, apricot, 
plum, prune, 11cc1arinc), ciinrs fruil, avoc,1d,, ;1111! m1i tree 
on:lwrds (almonds. walnuls, pi~t:tl'.hios, pecans, illbc1 ts). 
Apply nnly alter foll harvest (induding drnp,) , bdi"Jrc nc\\' 
,pring grnwlh and whc,11 no rain or ~1H1w i,; cxpcclc,d f(>r three 
co11scc111i1'c days De., 11oi gr.1ze :111in1a!s in trc,all'd areas . 

llAND BAITl~G; Place bait near bases of each intcstcJ tree 
:ll 2-4 localions, either on surface rrails or al mouth ofhoks 
kading lo underground hurrnw systems. Cover hait 
:111ilici:1lly (e.g., mat~. boJrd,) or by pulling ovcrh~uging gra,~ 
over h«it. Do not allow hail tu be c.xp1.lsctl t111 hare g11Ju11tl. Do 
not disturb the mnway sy.~tcm. Apply lca.sp,Hlll ::unount (4 
g.rarn~} per plaumc111, 2 - J lb/A (0.04 - 0.06 lb ail.-\). 

TR,\ILllUIIJ)ER: Sl'I cquip111c11! lo drop one tt:asp,11111 
quanti1y or bait (·01 grams) :.it ,j .. 5 fool intcn·:JI~ in 1hl~ :nli lkial 
trail, rnadc hy Ilic 111aehi11i.\ j11,1 insitlc 11cc drnp line 1\H hnth 
side of1hc nee,. ,\pply al th,~ raw of2 - 3 lh/A (0JH .. U.06 lb 
Ji/A). 

GROl)NJJ BROADCAST: Brn:idc.;1st ,~wnly by cyclone 
seeder ur by l1aml. Co11cc11lralG in :1.rc,1;; with heaviest 
vcgclativc cover. Do nnl broadc,1st 011 hare ground. Apply at 
lhc rate of 6 - JO !hiA (0.12 - 0.2 lb ai/A). 

AERIAL BROADCAST: Do not hro,1dl'as1 on h:irc. ~ro1111,l. 
Apply ;ll 11tc rate 01'6 - IO lb/A (0.12 •· IJ.2 lb ai l:\). • 

GROUND SO lf(RHU, 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For C()lltrol ol'Califo1nia gmund 
squiircls (-~JJL'/'/JUJfi/ri/11s heed11?_1·i), Columbian (Si1emroplti/11s 
co/11mhim11r_,·), ,utd Richardson',; groun,l squincls (S. 
r ic/rnrdii) in pomc fruit (3ppk, pear), ~ton.:: fruit (peach, 
cherry, apricol, plum, prnnl', nedarinc), cit1 us fruii, avocado 
:Hid nut tree orchards (almonds. walnuts, pistacliim, pee.ins, 
lilbens). Apply onfy at1cr foll h:irvcs1 (including drop~). 
before m,w spring growth and when 1H1 rain or snow is 
expected for three consce111ive d:tys. Do 1101 graze :rnicnafs in 
trcat~d {Hci·,s, 

PllEBAITING (l\1a,ulalnry); l'rchait with nntrcatc:d wheat 
lo c11ha11cc acc'.Cp\;111cc by Califr1rni;1, Col11rnbian and 
Ridiardson's grn1111d squired~. Apply tli" P1d1ait al (i lbs Jll'r 
acre 1-2 days prinr l<J using Pm;,;1p Zinc l'hosphide Pellets. 

HANO BAITlNG: Apply 4 gram~ (one teaspoon) oJ'lmil on 
the ground near activt'. bunows. 

RA ITrNG: Tr,~at imcc during I rc:11n1cn1 period. Broad ms I 
hail using hand or gwunt.1-drivcn di,pcnsing dcvicrs not In 
cxt"C'.cd (, lbs per ,icrc. (0.12 lb ;1i /i\). Dispusc or i.:xccss bail 
from application cquipmerH by buc ial. 

MAC,\DAM tA NUT OR 'NARI). , /\D.L\CK 'T 
R IC ,HTS--01-'-W,\Y AND mTCIJ HA, KS 

ROOI• R,n:s· 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control oCrnofrnls (R,mus 
ral/11s) i11 rna,·ada111i:1 nut orclwrds, fl([_jacc·nt righis --nl~way .,11d 
ditch bunb. Do 1101 grMc animals in treated are.is . 

SPOT TREATMENT: Bait 1t11JSI be phKed in hJil .\ lalio11s 1) 
on the ground at 11 Ci.' hascs or 2) or in trc.:s . l'l:11:0 I -2 
k'aspoons ( 4-S grams) of b,til per bait s1,iti1ms. Uneat,'.il bait 
must he rt':11\0\'cd from trees prior lo ,hakc'r harvest ()r frntn 
iround prior to 1ncd1anizcd harvest. Orchards rnay bc lrl'akd 
u1• In '.I(} days pt ior lu a hacvcsiing round. 

lWRRO\\' TREATMENT; Place i -2 kaspoun,; (4-~ grams) 
ofb,1i1 in. ead1 burro\\'. No pre-harvest int,:rval is required , 
provickd mils arc 11ot retrieved from burrows. 

BROAl)CAST BAITING: Brn:11k:1st :it ihc rate of liw (5) 
pnund;; of bait p-t:r ac re ((I.I lb ai l,\) in c)l'(:harcl using a gro111Jd 
device ur hy trnnd. Aircraii w:iy be u~cd w (rl·al adj,icL~rlt 
noncrop areas iflhc Uawaii Dept ofHcalih 1ccomcm:111!s and 
supervises such applica1io11s. Tlw 111J111bcr ofapplirntions 
shall nol (:xcc.·d four (4) per year. Thc tol:1! amount ofb11i1 
applied shall ntll exceed 20 pou11ds per :1crc (0.4 lb ai/1\) pn 

y<:ar. 

NONBEA IH , ( ; NU RSER \ ' ST0<.1,, 
CON!fl~IUC[ ll{ ISTMAS TRl·~I :, 
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VOl,ES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control or 1rn:adow voles, 
prairil~ v,)lcs. pin,~ vnks, Calil<)rnra voles, Oregon voles, 
n101rn1.i.in voles, and rownscncl's voks (Microlu.,· .,-pp. ) in 
nursery stock, and conifi::riCliristmas tree, poplar/.:olto11v:ood, 
omanwntal, non-bearing fruit tree p\anlcttions, non-hearing !\Ill 
tree, and non-bearing cilru~ 1r1.•,: planwtions. Do nOI apply hy 
air. 

BROADCASTING HAlTING: tinder infl'stcd nursery 
stnd , co11ilt:rfChrisl111;1,; trees, poplar!cottonw,wt! (n:cs, 
orrnimcntal tree,, uon-bcaring frui1 trccb, min-bearing nu! 
trees, or non-bearing citrn, trees, bro:tdc,t.,I b:iil evenly by 
cyclone sccckr m by hand. C\H1cc11lrntc in area; wi1h Ilic 
heavil:sl H\g.ctativ.:., CO\'tir. Do not hroa(kil, t on hare g,round. 
A1)plyat a E"lc: of6-JO lbs. pc1 arn:(0.12- 0.2 lhai/A). 

HAND BAITl:'l:G: Near lhc b;;;;e ofil1tcsled mu:;cry sloc k. 
<:onil(:r/Chl'istm:is trees, poplw/colhmwood trees, urnamcnlal 
tree,, non-bearing fruit lr,·cs, non-bc:iring nut trees, or notr-
1.H.',tring ci1rus 1n:cs, plac;:i t,:aspoonfLtl q11antitics (,1 grnrns) nr 
b,1it at 2 .. ,\ l1x:a1io11s, either 011 surface trnib or ~t the 1110111:h of 
hok~ leading IO unJergrnund b111nw: sysk~rns. Cover f.Mil 
arlilicially (c.g., nwl~, boards) or by pulling owrhanging grass 
over bail. 
Do nol ;1llow b:tit io he cx1.rnsc:d 01r bare ground. lk, 1101 
dishn b llw rnnway syslcm. Bail ;rl a rah'. of 2-3 lbs. per .IL'IL'. 

(0,lH · 0.06 lb a ii A) of inl'.'stcd ~,tock. 

NO'.\\-RES II>l::NTIAL LAWNS, ORNA 11',NTA l.S, <;Ot,F 
·our~sES. AND PARKS 

VOLES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control c,fnicadow voles, prairie 
voles . pine voles, California voles, lorig-1aikd voles, Oicgon 
voles, lllOunlain voles an<l Town;;cnd':; voks ( ,\ficroru.,· .ff)/J.) 

in lawn;;, omarncnlals. golf course,, parks, and mu~;cries. 
Bail mu$I nol be applied 011 rnr.ub, ,:ivcr waler 01 where plants 
me grown for fond or Iced. 

IJANJ) BA1Tl1'G: For vole,, place 1c,;1spLHlnl'til q1ra111iiies (4 
gr.Hns) nfbail, ciihcr cm smfacc ir:iils nr at the moulh of holes 
lt.'ading 10 underground bmrvw syslct11.,. Cove; bait 
;irtificiil!ly (e.g., mals, hoard;;j or by pulling ovcrlunging gr,1ss 
ov~:r hail. Allow bait. to foll through tn lhc grouncl surfa.:c but 
d,i nol a-prly hail to ban: ground . Do 1101 ph.,cc h;iil in heaps ,1r 
piles. 

BAIT STATIONS: Pla~·e bail in lamrwr•- rc, isl,mcc baii 
stations if childrrn, pets, or 11on1argci manunals or birds ,nay 
acL·css llrL' bail . 

POCl<l::T G(H'HF.RS 

liSE RESTRICTIONS: For control nfplains pocket gurhL~t s 

(GMmFs h111·so t ir1s), s(rnthc:,skrn pocket gophers ( G. pi11Nis), 
ycllow'..focc•d pockci gophers (Pappoge,mr_.,,., ca.,·ta11r1p.r} nnd 
pock~.I gopher~ ( 11umwmys spp.) on lawns, \ll)l r courses, l<Jrcs1 
art•as, parks, nu1 series. Rangelands, grain fields. fo1ag,' crops, 
hay aops. 1inmthy crops, alltilfa crops, vineyards, grape 
vinc:y;mls. in pom,: fr11it (ap1Jlc .. pL'ar). slonc fruit (pc:ich, 
clmry, apricot, plum, JH1111c, nectarine}, ci1rns fruit, avocado 
and nul iri:c orchards (almonus, walnuts, pistachios, pecans , 
l!lh,~11s, and rnacadamia), lffi:. plantations, and vcgctah!c 
cr,1ps . Bail must be applied dirt•ctly i111,, pockd gopher's 
11mkrgrnund IH1rmw $yskms or inlo u11dcrgrnu1Hl tunnels 
cre,ikd hy bunow-huildcr machinc·s. D,l nol appiy h:ii! abov.-: 
gmuuJ. 

HAND BAITING: Foll.ow the direction~ inrliealcd below ln 
loratL'. and lrt:;11 f)Ot'.kct gophers' burrow system, 
L<1~~!.l!]}g_U11!!~.flff!!!l.l!!lJi.!!.ll_~~;!Y,i'._ l !~c :i spc.cial !y (bigncd 
gopher probe, a mct,11 rod, ;1 strong smoolh stick .. or other 
suiLtblc implement to probe the grnund IO to 15 inc he, ,iway 
lrorn fon-sflapcd gophi:r nmltn(b, Begin probing on the llal 
side of' ihc fan. When the m,1in runway has bee 11. cmcred, the 
probe will drop about 2 inches dul· lo dcnca,c,I r~:;i'.ilancc 
from ,oil. 
!}J!PU'./ng_Bait lo Rum1•:iy~; Using a long-handled ~puon or 
mecl1anical probe., drop on.:- 1e:i~poo11 (4 grams) oCbail in10 the 
main nmw,1y at each haikd poin1. c·ovL'.f lh,, ope11ing with 
sod, a rod, or soil lo t' Kclurk light. Take care 1w1 tu cover 
bail with soil. l.kp(,nding upn11 I\Hlllrhl <kn~ily. niak.;, two 10 

fivl' b;1i[ placc11t~nts per burrow sy,h:rn. ~ccovcr and lm1 y all 
spilled bait. Applied in lhis munncr, one pound of bail will 
Ir cat n,w 10 1'.ight ;icrcs, depending upon the 1111rnbcr o!'pock,•t 
goplH!r burTow syslcm5 present. 

l:llJRROW BOILDER: Follow manul;1clmcr's i11sLrucl inns 
frJr the type (lf equipment used. C:,libr:ik cq11ip11Kn1 lo drnp a 
teaspoon quantity (4 grams) of bail al 4-5 fool inlet vals i11 lhc 
nrtifkial burrow made by llrc machine. Apply al a rate o/'2 -J 
lbs. nfhail per acre ((UH - 0.06 lb ;ti /A) . Pick lip :rnd disp.i.,c 
of all spilkd b;,il according to ''Pcstici<k Disposar· 
ins Ir uctions. 

;\LFALFA 

VOLES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For c,)ntrnl ofmc;1dow v,Jks, lo11g
taikd vole,, California voles, Or~gon vole,;, mo1.1ntain vole.;; 
and 'J'nwnscnd',; volc:s (:\li('nJ/JI.,· spp.) in al(;1Hi1, ;\II 
11ppliclllio11s must oc,:ur ~horlly alkr n ~ulting ofllw h,1y, 
andlnr prior 10 1111?. next growth's attaining a length of2 i11che.s , 
1\lfolli1 forage from lr<:atcd ;ircas must not be harn·st~'d 11111il i! 
rL'.:iclt,;s maturily. This use is r"slcictcd lo !\fo111ana, 
Calil!.1rnia, Idaho, 01cgon, and W,1shi11gl,>n. 

Jliii ' l'"~in '-:n bb.• I i., 1ut~rA.k·J fo t 1r,.~ ,)Ill ] j~ j gu:J,• 10 J1lli\ J(li11g ~•.,:- 1;.:-ra l i.!11~ 1rtuJ lt i.il\ ffJ;~:mhl;!~ 1he ti1c\~d1~) 11:<.-. w;,11\Jnt. ;1nd i.',t11hi'."fi.;, 31>V.ll('r.:r\"'\1 \i ilh 1b: 1L;..;,• .;,, f f)1j., pu . .J u.: ~ 1\_,,. \\llh ,uty 
jli,;li-::iJ.;-, .,h,~)" fo !k,·,v 1h,· 1:it~d in)lfu.:1(,,n'\ 11n ,n..~ r:?d::.):~•· h;'.fo-rc 11~~i:1~. l1ff•np" lu~: 1t.,,:,!-phi,i\.'.' Pclkts /1':1.;:..:- ~off I 
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SPECIMEN LABEL % TW T-w-+ 

HROADC.-\ST BAITING: 'fhis prnduci may be hrnMlcast 
by air or ground-driv.:11 dispensing ckviecs. ,\pply al a r,11c nr 
11p lo IO lbs. per acre (0.2- lb. ai /A). For vnks, make lwo 

applic11tiou, per y,'.,lf scpmall:d by a minimum inlcrval oC25 
days. A maximum llf20 lbs per ac1 c (0.4 lh nil,\) may be 
applied per year. Do not apply by air when wind vdodly 
exceeds 10 111ph. Do no( apply in piles or p,~rrnil piles to he 
1\inncd by cql1ip111i.:nt. 

(iJIO[JNJ) S()UIU IU!'l .8 

USE RESTIUCTIONS: For conltol of Cali 1<1111ia ground 
sriuirrds (Spermophi/11s hc•,•dwl'i), Columbian (,.\i1ermophi/11s 
co/11111!>im111s), and Riclrnn!s,m 's ground squirrels (S. 
rid111rdii) in alfillfa 

PREB,\ITING (i\lnr11fatory); l'rcb:di wilh unlr.:ak.d wlwat 
io L'nhanrl' acccplanct by Califrm1i:1, Columhi;m and 
Rkhardsou's g_rnund squirrels. Arply till'. Prebai1 ,11 (i lbs per 
;1crc 1-2 days prinr lo using Proznr} Zinc Phosphide Pelle!.~. 

BAITING: Apply only umkrgrnund. or in hair sl,ilion.~. 
Apply bait al a rate ofup to 6 lbs. per acre ((l.l2 lb ,1i(A per 
,1c.rc). A scco11d application may he 111.idc within 25 days if 
required. The maximum application rntc per y.:car is 12 lbs. per 
acre (0.24 lb ai iA). Apply (.JIJs!-hMvcst or during tlom1ancy. 

J"IMOTII\' ANU Tli\fOTt!\' / ALFA I.FA AND 
MlXTURES PRODUCED FOR IIA Y 

1'01.HS 

USE RESTHICHONS: For control ol'me;1dow voles, long-
111ilcd voks. C.'alili:,mia voks, Orc.go11 vok:,, mrnmlain vole~, 
and Townsend's voks (,\fit·r,itr1, -"JJJJ) in timothy and 
tinwthy/alfalfa mixtures. Do not .-ipply by air. Do no! apply 
lo acliwly growing lininthy or lin101hy/a lfolfo mixture,;. Tlii:
llsc~ is res1ri,.1ccl 10 California, Idaho, Oregon and \V::shinglon. 
Do not apply io timothy Llr timothy/alfalfa 111ixl11r<:s wilhi11 60 
days or harvcs 1. 1)1) not grn7C animals in treated areas. 

BROADCAST lli\lTlNG: Hroadc;1sr hail using by hand, 
cycll)llC seeder, or groimd-driwn disp,·nsing. ckviccs. ;\ 
maximum o/ 2 applications by ground may he m:1di~ al lhe ralc 
of5 lo IO lbs. p.:1 acre (0.1-0.2 lb :1i/A). one in thc. foll ,dk1 
the l,1sr culting and OB.: in lhc spring when lirnolhy and 
timothy-kgumc mixtures arc still domianl. llo not 11pply in 
piles or JH~rmil piks 10 he frmncd by cquipm.::111. A 1rnxi111urn 
ol'20 lbs (0.4 lb ail;\) per acre may be applic•t! annually. 

(;ROliND SOl!JRRliLS 

tlSE RESTllfCTIONS: For co111rol 11fCalili:,rnia ground 
squirrels (Siwmrriphi/11.1· hc,·clu:yi) , Columbi,in (,\i)er·11wp!,i/11s 
rnfi1111him111s), :rnd Riclwrdson's ground squirrels (S. 
1frhc1rdii) in timothy. 

l'REBAITIN(; (l\fandato1·y): l'n:bail will111nfr1.•a1ed whc,1l 
In .::nhancc acceptance by California, Col11rnhian and 
Rid1Hrdson 's grnund squin.::I~. Apply 1hc. Prebai1 al 6 lbs per 
acre 1-2 days prior lo using Pro✓.ap Zinc Plmsphidc P.::llets, 

Bl{OADCAST BAJTING: Treat only 011c,, during trcatn1cn1 
rcriud Bwadc,1st bail using h:ind or gronnd-c.Irivcn devices 
1101 lo exceed 6 lbs, per a1:i-c (0, 12 lb ai/A per acre). Dispose 
of .:xeess bait from :1pplication eq11ip1ncnr :ll'i:ording to 
"'Peslicidc Disposal" instruclions. 

ALFALFA l'ROlHlCED Fem SEEI> 

f:ROUN I> so ItrnEu; 

USE RESTRICTIONS: Forcon1rol of California ground 
squirrels (.S)!er111ophilr1s beed1cyi). Columbian (.'ij!en11op/Ji/u.1 
co/Jm1biom1s). nnd Ricb:irdson's ground squincls (S. 
rich,1rdii) in alfhlth. 

BAITING: Apply only underground or in h:1i1 sla1inr1s. 
Apply bait al a rale. of up to (i lbs, per acre (ll. I 2 lb a iii\ per 
acre). A s,-cond application may be 111ade. wilhin 2S days if 
rcq11ircd The maximum applic,ttion ral,~ per year is 12 lbs. per 
acre (0_ 2,J lb :1i!A). Apply post-h,1r.•cst or during dor111i!11cy. 

TIMOTHY PlWDLICEB FOR SEED 

VOLES 

lJSE RESTRICTlONS: For con1rol or rn,:ado\\' vole$, l011g.
tailcd voles, California voles, Orcg(lll v,1ks, m,iuntain v,>k,, 
and Town~cnd's voles (,\fh.ro111s spp.) in timolhy during the 
1.10n-grnwi11g ~c;1Son. Do nol apply hy air. Do no1 apply to 
actively g,rowing timothy or timothy/alfalfa or limothyiclowr 
mixltircs, A minimum or J 58 days must p:1ss bciwccn an 
application of Prnzap Zinc Phosphide Pellets :ind any 
livcslock foraging ,iclivily. This use is rcst1 icted lo ldal10, 
Or.:gnu 11ml lhc st;itt• of\V~ishingtnn. Do 1101 gr;11c ,mimal:; in 
lrcakd ,:rrcas. 

BRO,\DCAST BAl'l'l~•G: This prod11d 111ay b,, bro;tdcast 
by twnd, L"}Tlunc ,c,:d.::r, or gr,1rnHl-drivrn dispensing <kvices 
:it inlC':, ofup i() 1 (J lbs (0.2 lh ,J(·tive i11grcdi.:.,nfi per acre 
dt11i11g c10p dorrnm1cy. A maximum u/'20 lb.~ per acre (llA lh 
aiiA) rm1y he applied nnnually. 

GRAPE VINEYARDS 

VOLES, l)l:'Jil? Jfl('J-: .·INf> wmrn FOOT/;/) MO SE 

l)SE Rf:ST!1 ICTIONS: For contrnl of deer mice 
(Pero111yscu1· manic1i!a111s), whilc -fooicd mice (I'. l1!11rnpu.1·), 
Old fir.Id mice(/'. f!Olio110111s , (,xccpl fr1r lhrcatencd or 
endangered subspcci¢,), meadow vnlcs, ilrniric voles and pine 
voks {Mi<:m/11.1· .1pp. ), and mc,tdow jumping niic<~ (7a1ms 
l111rlso11ir1sj in grape vinl~yards. l)ti 111it 11sc lliis prnducl in 
area;; of Alaba111;i :md Flnrida 1ha1 arc occupied by tlm;·,11c11cd 
or crnli111gcrcd aubspccic~ ofthr OlJl1c\d mouse, Do not gn11;~: 

anirn.ib i11 trca1i:d areas, 

BROADCAST BAITING: Broadcast bait e.vc11ly on lhc 
grnund between the rows by cyclo11c :;~'.,·dcr or by hand. W.-m 
r(lhhcr ghwe., du ring iwml-broadcast opi:rnlions. Apply hail ;11 
n mlc of 6-1 IJ lbs. per ,1crc {0.12-0.2 lb ni/A). Do not apply by 
air. 

(i!WUND SQU/NIWI.S 

USE RESTRICTIONS: for control ofC;ififorni:1 ground 
squill'l:ls (Spermophi/11s hccc/1evi), Columhi:m (,\i)C1'111ophil111· 
col11111hirm11.f), and Richardson',; ground squirrels (S. 
ridrardii) in grape vincyirrds. 

l h1., +:r..:.:.;m'k:n bL-...~1 ;_o;_ lll1('l)l.kti fi!f u~-~ •>111)' ,1 !>- :J ~.uiJ.:: m !'flH 1J1!1f! J).'J~"1=11 i!iftH11:,.1tw11 r,: ,~~nlini:; 1h,: dm~ ti,)115'. \\3f1111l~ .lnd ~-.m1i,,11~ ... -. ,~·:,.,: i'11L'll \\llh 1J1.;: 1.1:,~- ,,r 1hl•~ rrndntl A".'- v,111, .11w 

1.w.·.,ll\.' i..1 .. -, ;~h~.J~"i li11!,n\~ lli~ 1.f\f~d 1rnlrndi<'lm: 1111 thi.: ,.,~cL1~~i: h~fo,,_• lJ~ing )lnn:,p:: 1/.11\.:· Jlj,..4-,~ph:1k J'dkh rP.'l~;~~ (1 ,11" 11 
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-- w s1~Ec1MfN LA1mt -- ◄5< 

PR1,:BAITIN<, (l\bud:itory): Pre-bait with u111rcatcd wheat 
to cnlrn11ce ;1cccpnlm'.c by C~li(hrnia, C1,lumhian ;rnd 
Rid1anlson's grnund ~q1ii11ds. Apply the Prchait ;it 6 lb~ per 
acr,~ 1-2 days prior to using Proznp Zinc Phosphide l'clh:t_s. 

RROADCAST BAITING: Broadcast bait cvi.:nly on th,'. 
grQund between the: rows by cydorn:: seeder or by h;rnd. W,,:il· 
n1bbcr l1:lovc, during hand-brnadr;1st upciations. Apply hail al 
a ralc\ of 6-10 lbs. pi.-r acre ((J. 12-0.2 lb ai/A ). Do 1101 apply by 
:li r. 

l~ANG(•:J,AN DS. l' ASTU IHo:S, AO.IACl.<:NT RI C llTS-OF-
\VAY ANU DITCI-I BANK~ 

KANGAROO RA '/S 

USE RES'fRICf'IONS: This [HOilil~l may only be 11,cd tll 
control On.l's kangaroo rat (Dipod,miyI ordii), Bannl'r-tailcJ 
kangaroo rnt (I.J . . 1pecrahilis) and Merri,un's kangaroo mt (D. 
m,·rri,1111i) i11 r;u1gdands, pastures, adjan:nt righls-of:-way and 
di!cli banks. 

HAN!> BAITING: Place one tablespoon ( 12 grams) of bail a! 
2 loc,ltions on oppo,ik sides of mounds i11 lcc1ling n111s withi,i 
.l n of active burrow entrances. 

l'llA l ll l/: / )()(,'S 

USE RESTl:llCTIONS: I his product may ouly be used w 
conlrnl black-tailed p1 airic <logs (Cynllmys ludovicianu,) ;md 
whitc-lailcd prairie dogs (C. leucurus) on r;mg(,)ands am! 
p.1sturcf:111ds in the Stare~ of Arizonn, Colorad,1, Kan,as , 
:-.font,ma, Nclnaska, New 1\kxico, North Dak,)la, Okl,1ho111.1, 
South Dakota, Tcx,is, Uiah and Wyoming duri11g rhe period 
from Jilly of one year to Fcbrnary of the next year. Only on~ 
application within this periml is penniucll in Kansas, 
Monlana, Nebraska, Norlh Dakota, Wyoming and South 
Dakota. Do not t'xcced 11w aprlicalion rate . 1\pply only lo 
r:111gGla1uls with less lhan 50')-(, grouud (:over. Du nol apply ;his 
product in a w,1y that will c:onfatl workers or olhcr pc:rso,i;;, 
cith,·r directly or 11lro11gh drill. Only protcdcd hanJkrs may 
he in the :1rc,1 during applicalinn. Keep all oth<~r pcr,ons oui 
oflhc treated area dtiring applil'ation. 
PREBAITING (Mandatory): To co11dilio11 thl' prairie d,lg~ 
to acccpl the r;rain used i11 [his prod11c:1 readily, p1chait <'<1ch 
ac:live mound io be treated with a tcaspoun ;nnoum (4 grams 
or 0. \4 uz) ofunlrcalc<l wheat prior to ,1pplieatil111 oftoxk 
bail. Dn not apply this product unless the prairie dogs have 
consumed the. prcbait. 

OBSERVATIONS FOR NONTARGET Sl'ECIES 
lkfore applying toxic bait, dl'l:crmim; tlH.'. potential for 
exposing nonlai get orgnnism~. Applk11to1·s must condmst 
daily ohsuv,11io11s prior to applying toxic bail. Do not apply 
1his prndud ii'n1)111arg.d species arc observed 10 he lc.eding on 
hail. It is a violation ofFc{kml Law to frc,J lreatctl bail hl 

noniargi:t species, including proli:dcd opccics, intentionally. 

UANI> BAlTll\G APPLlCATlON ONLY: Using. 11 utility 
spoon or calibrated, hand-opcrntcd, mcehanic:il bair dispenser, 
apply a ic<lspoon (4 grams or 0.14oz) of bait pc1 placcmc11t, 
over ;i six ind1 diarnctcr circle on lhc edge 11!' 1lte mound near 
the opening or unly active prairie dog h,11Tows. 

FOU,O\'V-UP: Wc<1ri11g bmricr laminate gloves l'olkct anti 
properly <foposc ol' all de.id, exposed ;,nio111I, :ind lefiover bail 
1ha1 i:annot 111: 11,cd according to labd ,Jiructinns accun.ling lo 
lhc "Pc~tiei<lc Di~posal" section. 

(.JlOUND SQUIRRELS 

USE RESTRICTrONS: Fnr 1control ol'Califomia ground 
squirrds (Sill·rnwpl1if11s h,.>t•c/rq·i), Col11111hiiln (,',11,.'J/Jlc)philm 
c,,/11111/Jir111m), and Rid1ardson's ground $quirrcb (S. 
ridwrdii) in rangelands, ra,1urcs and adjacent nom:rop :1rcas, 
l'rod11.L'l must not be npplicd on road,, tll',1r r·esidcntia! areas, 
over water or where r,la11t, are grO\vn for food or l~cd . 

l'REBAIT[N(; (Mandalory): Pr,c,bail wilh 1mlrc·;1kd wbl'at 
lo cnlwnec ai:ccptancc by California, l'ul111nbi:rn ,@I 
Richardson's ground ,qui1rds. Apply the Prcb,1i1 at 6 lbs per 
acre 1-2 days prior lo t1sing Prozap Zinc Phosphide !'diet,. 

HAND BAITING: ,\ pply 4 grnm, (one teaspoon) ofb.1i1 ,111 

the ground near aclivi: burrow,. 

BAlTING: Tieat once dming treatment period, 8rn:ulca,I 
bait llsing hand or ground-driven dispensing. dc,•ic<::s 110( 10 

cxcc<>d 6 lbs per acre (0. 12 lb ai/A). Dispose of excess b,iit 
fhim applicution t·q11iprncn1 by bu1ial. 

BUSHHEt-mrns ANH C,\NEBEHRIES 

VUlLS 

USE RESTIUCTIONS: Foreontrnl nfmcadow voks, p,airie 
\'oks, ~nil pine voles (Micn.1/11s -'f>p. ) in bushberri<'.S (highbush 
a111J !owhusl, bl11dl,!1rics. rnir,rnts. cldc1bc1ric,;, gooschn1i,·s 
a11d 1,uckldwrrics) and in rnncbcn ics (blackberries, l'<'d 
rnspbcrrics, hluck raspberries, loganberries, and cultiwus or 
hybrids of these candicrrks). Only apply I his prodtict in th,' 
d,1nnant sc,L,.on: at1cr linal harvest ,md not later rha11 the 
hcginni11g of !ear e,m:rgcni:c in lhc spring. Do not ,1pply when 
gro und is snow c,wcrcd. Do noi i!pply by air. Minimum 
prt'l1arvcst intcrvill is 70 Jays. 

flROADCAST BATTING: lhis product 1nay be brn.idcast 
by cyclonc seeder, or by h,llld. \\'hcn ,1pplying by hand. 
1hmw lablc,pom1 amonnh ( 12 g1;un,) into heavy cover a\l)Llg_ 
bushes, roc ky outcrops, and fence !inc,. )vlah: up t<., 2 
applications at a mini11111m i111crval of2 l days, .rt the rate: llf <, 
to 10 lbs pa atw (0.12-0.2 lb ai/A) [l('r aprlicalion. 
Maximum applie:nion per grnwing sc.ason is 21) lbs per e1crc 
(0.4 lb ai/A). 

( l11 S' :-p;.'...:-in;.:-n hb-d i~ 111knd~·Li r-~ u:;;c (1nJy ;(). ,l t?,l Jid,~ Ill p;u1. ?.:.l111g g,'."·JX·o;d lllli111mll<.il l rl'1~:i11ltr,g lh<.· ihrl'.::1illll-., •.i•:m11ng .md l"-'t11l1Jf[_;,. il~i ... 'XU l~1.1 \\.IIJJ 1r,~ ti~_,,_- l\f 1h):, prn<.11...:l A:-:. \\ith :mr 
l""-'"'1i.:i,:k. ;11•,\ ,1)°" i'Oll1n\ th~ h~d ir)"'l:fru,..- t1<.\n'i. or. th,-: p-:~..:·I; ,; ~~ h-.~f.\ll' ,1 , htf~ P1M,tp'" /i1'.<' t1b·1~phitk J'dkh , I':~~~ ·1 ,:_\( l f 
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CT JPEClj\mN LABEL ,.. 
CUCIJRBITS. RElH!Cl-:D TILLAGE AND NO-TILL BROADCAST BAITING: r!iis product may he broadcast 

COR~ by air or gnw11d•drivc11 dispensing dcvictis. Apply bait al :i 

VOU!.'i, mu::u Jfl 'E, WNrm FOOtL::fJ Ml 'B, 
KANG.-IROO /?,-/ TS, ,-/,VJ) COT'l'ON RA rs 
USE RESTIUCTIONS: For control ofpr,1iric voles 
(.\!icro/11.1· ochrogasler), nwadow voks (JI. pe1111.1ylnmi<:11s), 
lmLisc 1nicc (Mus 11111scnl11s), tlcc'r mice (J'eromy.\"Cus 
ma11ic1i!c1i11s) whitc~friolcd mice (P. leu<"opu.,·). Oni\ lrnngarno 
ml~ (D1jwdomy.-. on/ii), h.11111cr•taikJ kangaroo ml, (D, 

.,peciahi/,\), \·krriam's kangaroo rats (D. merriwni), and 
cotton rats (Si;;modon h1\pid11s) in reduced lill:igc rrnd no-till 
c,im and in cw::urbits. inclmiing ,m<l limi1ed to chayolc:, 
Chi,w,c: w:1.~gourd, ci1ro11 nwlon. curnrnhc:r, gherkin, edible 
gourd. ,\fomordica .ipp., muskmelon. pumpkin. squash 
i surnrncr and winier), and wa(cnrn:Jm1. Only in-furrow 
1rca11uc111;; ~re pcnnitkd fr1r !hesc crops. Do not broadc,1st 
hail. Do 1101 apply this product within the occupi,'.,l hahitals ,1r 
I he cnda11gc:rcd species or subspecies or kangaroo rats. 

1:,-;.FlJRROW APPLICATION ONLY: Equipment 
designed for in-furrow trcatmcnls must bi: used to apply this 
produd in cucorbits, rt'.duccd litlagc :md no-till corn. Make 
n11e application pre-phtnli11g. or al-planling, al a rnlc ol'4 to 6 
lbs , of' hait per acr,: {0.IJ8.0.12 lb 1A) . Colkcl and r(;rrn.1vc 
excessive quanlilics of bait dcptVii.t<::d 1rn surfocc ~oil <ll' c1'op 
residues ,luring spills or cquipnw11t ni,ill'unctions. 

CALIBRATION/ RO\'V 
Row 4 lb,/1\ 5 

-- - ------, 
lb;; f .,\ (i lbs/ A 

spaces Hall, raw rnlc 
Inches oz. l'cr 1))'_ Per n;,_ Per 

r,llc up tn (i lbs. (0.12 !b ,ictive i11grcdic11t) per acre:. If vnlcs 

arc being targclcd, a second bait ,1pplii:alion may IH: nmk 
aikr a minimum inlerval of25 days. A 111axi111um of 12 lbs 
(0.2,1 lh ac1[vc ingredient) per ai::re 111;1y he applied per ycn i-. 
1\ll applica1ions musi. be made prior to lhc boot singe. 

G'l-WUN/J SOUIRRH.S 

USE RESTRlCTLONS: For ctmlrol of California ground 
squirrels (Sper111ophil11s beccf,eyi), Columbian (StHrmopl,i/11.\· 
cofumhi,nws), aud Richilrdson's ground squiircb (S. 
rid1urdiii in barky. 

PREBAITING (Mandatory): Prdn1i1 with mllrcatcd wheal 
to enl1a11cc acccplancc by C11ifo111ia, Colurnb1an and 
Richardson', g1011nd ~quim:ls. Apply lhc Prcbaii ;1t <i lb, p~r 
acre l -2 days prior to using Prozap Zinc Phnsphi<k Pclk1~. 

BA ITfNG: Apply only 11mkrgrn1md nr in b:lil ~t:11 ions. 
Apply hail at a ralc of up to 6 lb,. per ;icrc (0. 12 lb ai/A per 
acre), A sccoml applicalion may be mack within 25 days if 
required. The maxin111rn applicalio11 rate per ycnr is 12 lhs. pc, 
acre (0.24 lb ai/A). /\pply 11ost-ilarvcst or during dormancy. 

GIWUN/J SOU/JlRt:I.S 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For conirol ot'Calilc1rni:i g_rnund 
squinels {.\,,ernwp/iilus /Je,,,·ltcyi). Columbian (.'>jJemwphilus 
co/rm1hi,m11s), :md Richardson ·s grnu11d squirrels (S. 
riclwrliii) in oals. 

,. 
( 

1000 n 10IJ0 n 1000 n PREBAITINC (Mandalnry): Prd,ait with untre:1ted wh.:•at ( 

20 2.5 3.1 3.7 

30 3.7 4.6 5.5 

36 4.4 5.5 6.C1 

38 4.7 5.S (t/J 

BARLEY 

VOLES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For rnntrol ofrncatlow vof~s. !ong
iailcd voks, Cilifomia voks. Oregon vote~. mounrnin voles, 
and To11~1scrul's wiks (Microi11, spp.) in growing-season .ind 
prqJlant applica1i1m, in barley. Do not ;1pply lhis producl to 
ba1 Icy within 50 tbys or harwsl. This use: is restriclcd {I) 

:\fonlana, hfaho, 0,('gon and Washington. Do 1101 gra1.e 
,rnirnab in trl'ated areas. 

10 enhance accept,1nce by Cc1liforni:.1, Columbian !HHI 
Rid1ardson's gro1111d squincls_ Apply Ilic: Prcbail ,ll (i lbs pc1 
an,: l-2. days pric;r lo using Prmap Zine l'liosphidc P(~llets. 

BAITING: Trc•at once during trcalment period. 13ro;tdcasl 
bail using h::ind or ground-driven dispensing (kvices not lo 
exceed 6 lhs per acre (0.12. lbai/;\J. DispDse oi'exce.ss bait 
from appfic11tion cq11ipt11cn1 by bt11 ial. 

fH·3ANS {DR\') 

f!Ol.ES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For con1rol ofpr:1irie voks 
(Mi<:ro/11s ochmga.,•fr'I), meadow voles (M. fh'1111sy/1'(11Ji(_'11s), 
house mice (.\fas m11.w11/r"); deer mice (Pemmyscus 
ni1minrlat11s), white-fooled mice (I'. le11co1ms), and Ord's 
k,mgnroo nits {Dipodomy.\' o['(/ii), in thy bcnns duri11g the 
growing SL':1.~011. Dn not apply by air, Do no! apply this 
product to dry be.ins within 30 day, orlwn,csL This use is 
restricted to ltlah11, Oregon and W.i,;hington . 

BROADCAST BAITING: 'J his product 111:iy be broad,tisl by 
h~nd or gromul-tlrivc.n dispensing de.\•ice.s ai a rah.'. or 6 lbs. 
(0.12 lb. active) per acre. Nn n1or-.:. tlrnn one ,,pplicatiun per 
grnwing se;i~un is pcrmilkd. 
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SU(:AR Iu:1t rs 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control ofmc:1tlow voles, long
tail,\d voles, C:11ifomia voles, O1ego11 voks, mouniain voles 
and Townsend's vole, (,\fir:m//H spp.) in growin)!.-sca,on a11d 
pr~pl.111t applitations in sugar hccts. Do noi apply this product 
lo sugar heels withi 11 30 d.iy~ ofluirvc·.~L 

IHHMDCAST BAITING: This product may be broadc,1!i( 
by air or ground-driven dispensing 1levices. Apply bait :n 
niti:s up 111 10 lbs, per acre (0.2 lbs. ai/A) ,it planting. ;\ 
second application rnay he made at the :;amc rate. The 
maxim11m annual applil'.ati,m ratl: ii; 20 lbs 1wr y.:,n (0.4 lb. 
,1i/AJ. 

POTATOES 

VOl,/:"S 

USE RESTRICTl'ONS: For control nt'111cado\'.·' vob, long
tailed voles, Calilcm1ia voles, Orc.gon voles, 111ount:1i11 voks, 
:m,l 'l'owns.:n<l', vole, (,\.Jicrotu, .,pp.) in g.rnwing.-;;eason a11,I 
prc-pl:ml npplicntions in polatocs. Do nol apply lhi~ produce 
to po!atoe;; within .1tl day, of harvest. 

BROADCAST BAITING: ·1 his product may he llloadea~t 
by air or ground-driven dispc.r1si11g t!cviccs. Apply hair. once 
:11 a rate up to IO 1.bs per acre (O.:! lb ai/AJ. or make two 
separate applications 111 r,1tcs ofup to 5 lb, pc1 acre (ti. I th 
ai/A). The nrnxirnurn 11111111al applic,nion rate is to lbs per ,1crn 
(0.2 lb aiit\). 

WHEAT /TlHTrCALE 

VOU:S 

!!SE RESTRICTIONS: For control of'rncadow voles , 
long,laikd voles, California \'Illes, Orcg,:>n voks, mrn111tai11 
vole;; :ind Tm\-11sc·ml'~ vole~ (,\ficrmus .,pp,) i11 gruwing
-;cason m1el prcpfanl applica1io11 in whcalilrilic;1!c. Do nol 
;ipply this prnduci lo Triti~·,ile wi1lii11 .50 Jays ofh,1n·c.,1. Do 
nnl graze :minrnls in treated arc:i,;. 

BROADCAST BAITING: "This p1nd11d may be broadcast by 
air or grnund-drivcn disprnsing devices . Apply hail al ;1 ralc: nf 
up to 6 lbs. per acre (0.12 lb ai/A pl'.r ac.;rc. ;\ scrnnd 
applicalion may be mnd(, within 25 day5 if11:q11in:d. The 
maxirmun application ralc pc·r year is I 2 lbs. per acre (0.24 lb 
ai/,\ ). 

GROUND SQUIR!WU; 

l.!SE RESTRICTIONS: Fur L'.0111rol ti/' Calilc.>rnia gmur1,I 
squirrels (S).1ermophi/11s ben.·lru.ri), Columbian (,S[J,:mwpi,i/us 
colwrihimm.l'), and Rid1ards,111 's ground squirrels (S. 
ridl(m/ii) in whcal/lrilicak. 

PREBAITl;'>iG (l\.landatory): l'rchait with unlrc;itcd whl'al 
to enhance ,1cccpl:inc~~ by California, Colun1bim1 and 
Richardson's ground s,111im~ls. 1\pply the l'n:bait at 6 lbs pc1 
a,:rn 1-2 days prior 10 using Pwzap Zinc Phosphide Pdkts. 

BROADCAST BAITINC.;: This product may bG broadcast by 
air or ground-driven dispemi11g devices. Apply bail al a ralc of 

-
11r 10 , lb :;. per acre (0. I 2 lb ai/i\ p.:r aorej. i\ ~.:c 1111.I 

app\k;ition 111 ;1y ho 111 c1 dc willlin 25 ,tnys if required. l'h<l 
111axi,n11111 applicatio11 rat-, pc·r ye:1 is l ~lbs.per «c1c (0. 4 lb 
ai/ A). 

SUGARCANE 

JUTS 

IISE RESTRICTIONS; For conuol of PolyHcsian mis 
(1?111111.1· e.rnlm1s), Norway rats (R. 1101Tcgicus). roof (It rarmx), 
rice rais (Or.v:umys 1wl11,l'lris), Florida walrr rais (N<'nJil,,,r 
afli:11ii, am\ co11on rnts (Sigmodo11 fiispidus) in Slignrcane 
fields. Do not graze :mimals in 1rcatcd ;irc;1s. 

PREBAlTING (Slnrng!y Rccnrnrncntled): l'rcb:iiling with 
thn::e pounds or tinlri::ilcd whral pa ,1c1c one or lwo week-. 
prior to using toxir bait may enhance b«il acceptance by rats. 

BAITING: Brnadcast bait hy airnan, gn.Ht1Hl --driven device'.~. 
or by hand at rhc rntc ,1f5 lb$. ofb;1il pa a.:-rc (0.1 lb ai/A ). 
For a 36 1111.1111h cyd,'. crop, the 1m1xirn11111 nu111bc·r of 
applicalions is:! pc-r crop or 20 lbs per aL:1e (0.4 lb :ti/A) p(T 
crop, and lh,~ preharve,t i11lc1 val (Pill) is 30 clay.\. For a Z4 
monlh cycle crop, lhc• ma;;inn11.n 11umbcr ol"applic11tio11s is'.! 
p.::r crop 01 20 lbs per ncrc (0.4 lb ai/A) per crnp. :ind th,; Pill 
is 91} days. For :t .11 mllnth cyck crop, the maximum ni11nhl'r 
of appl"icatitm is J per crop or IO !Ii,; pc,r acre (0.2 !h ai! I\) per 
crop, and th.: I'll! is 90 days. For all crop cycles. ihc 
rdrcatmclll intt•rval is 30 days. 

A!U l'ORT GR,\SSES 

VOi.ES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: Use this product lo 1cduL'e potcntiill 
air-s(rikes wilh birds fo.cding nn voks f,\lir_·m111s spp) on 
gr-Jssy ,irc,,s at airliclds. ,\ll applications m11sl occur within 
one to three Jay, ;1fkr L'.t1tli11g lhc· grass. Do nul apply lo grass 
longer tha11 7.~ inches lall. Do not ,.1pply to bare grom1d or to 
any paved Meas. Do not use grass as li:cd or forage fw 
livestock. 

BROAl')CAST BAITING: Thi~ product may he hroadc11s! 
by g.10und dril'Cll de.vices only. t\pJ)ly Prorap Zi11e Phosphide 
Pdkls at a 1~1k ofup to 10 p1rn1Hls (0.2 lb .ii/,\) per acre. ;\ 
Scl·ond ~.f Pli~alil11~ may bee 1!1adc :ll a rninin'.tllll inlcn•al of 30 
O;l)':i. 2 · application nrn~I lo llow 1hc rnowrng and grass 
length use: restriction above. A maximum nf20 pottnds (0.4 lb 
ai/t\) may be applied per yc-,ir. 

hii :-Tn:..:: u1:1a·-11 l:..txil i~ ilih nd,~,:1 f1.1r u'.i,.. .. •.\nr} ::b .'.1 :!:'.lll,h · m pan id111g gi.•n,;--r;-1{ mfr~tni:tlion rt'i:Mdn~g th .... ,1~,:--.:·dorh. ',\r.mint~ ~.-11J t:;~1,U,11'1.-.. ;1\~(...::i-~kll ,\ 11h tl:.c.· IJf ... ~ •J.1 th;~ 11nKl1J1.·I. ,\.,; \\ j1\i ;friy 
p-:-;1i,:;,k, ::11~;~) \,: foll,m· !h::!' 1,,h..:- 1 fn,;ln~lic~rt, 1111 lh1! p,, i:-l.:,v~ b:.: rL,11'.: 1r~mi P111n~p,;. '/i1 '1..· 11h,)~phid~ Pdb:; il'JJ~i.! •) of'! I 
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SPECIMEN JAJlEl, ► if-

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
no 1101 coutaminat~ wl'ltcr, roo1i or fol'd by st1.1rngt or disposal. 

!'ESTICIDE STORAGE: Store 011iy i11 origin,1I co11tainc1, in ,1 
cool. dry pla,:c inarccssibk lo child1rn and per.s . Keep rnnlai11crs 
dosed a11d ;l\W1y ihJm other chrn1icals. 
l'ESTJCl))E l)!Sl:'OSAL: P~stiddc w,hlc', ,ire toxic . Improper 
dispo~.at 1)1\~x\~t':'iS pc::;liLide. spray 1ni.,turc 1 or ri11 sate is :l violali,1n or 
Federal I.aw. lf1h~s,: 1•.a;; tes r:mnot he dispo,cd ofby u, c· according 
en fahcl in~1,ucttons. t.'fml ;1c1 your Sl:Hc P'-.'"~li1.:i,k~ or Env11umnt:nlal 
('0111101 ,\P.,ct1cy, or the lfata1t!0u, Was le r,·prcsenlativc al the ncarc.,;t 
Fl',\ Rcg.io11c,l Onicc tiir guidan,,c. 
CONTAINER IUNDLING: No1udillablc rn111:1inc1. Do 1101 reuse 
or refill 1hh: .::,mtain,T. Off,~, for rccydi11g. if ava ilahk. Co111pktdy 
empty h:1g by ,l1aking and foppinia: sides and l><11ton1 I<.• lm1m1 
di11 gi11t1 pa,tick,. f'tnply residue into application ~quipn~nl If 
rn11!ai11.:r i, not lo be w .:_yckll. Ihm dispose nrbags in an app11J1cd 
w,1sic dispv. t1I ltl~il11y or t,y incina,uion. 

n!SCLAI\IFR ---- ----------
IHSCLAIMER: fo lhc c.~1,·111 rnnsistc111 wi1h appli cahk law, seller 
make, 1n1 r.:prcs<'lltalion m w:irranty, ,·ithcr c.\p1c.,;~cd or implie,t, fo t 

results du~ ID misuse, improper hanclliug or impropt1 storag~ (li'rhis 
material. N<1r drn;-;; Seller as,11111~ any rc:,ponsibilily for injury 10 
f)L'r::iOl!j, Clop::;. illlimah. :-;od 01 proJlL:Jty ruising Olll ofmi\li'.-.(', 

iin1~ropc1 hamJii11g or improp1..~r stor.:ige ()fthis m.:.lk:ri;1L 

OR 

J.IMl'f'El) WARRAlliTV 

To rhc c.xtc111 c·,.rn,is1,:n1 wirh applic,Jhlc. law, Ncol'. ¢11 Corpmatio11 
mak~...- 110 \\':.u1~iniy '-'~)rtC1t.'Tnio g th('S whi~h t:,1c:.-11d ht~yond 1hc u~:~ ur 

1h,, pwdu.:t un,kr 11m 111:1I <.:orrdit illUS in accord wi1h the £tatcmcrus 
rna,k on 1hi ~ ];1bd. To ihc .:,xk111 consis1.cnt wilh appli,·ilhle law, 
Nrngc>n Corporation sl1all 1w1 be liabk for ( 1) auy ~n11seq11c11lial, 
inddcnrnl or spc..:ial d;iimg,,s rclat,•J in :my way lo this pr11Jucr ,i,- it s 
u~cs 1 or {2) ;·iny dam,1gcs r1..~J.-:1lcl\ i11 any ,vay (o r(~:;ls1~mc1:.' 1<i 

pc>sl il'iik,. 

OR 

COND!l IO,"iS OF SALE AN!) L!MJTATIO;-.; OF WARRAYfY 
.-\M) 1.1 ,\B IUT\' 

JS():i-1(~E; i ~ad tl1c c111i, ;: ·u ;'r~di~~;~ for Use :i;;,l C\>n11i1io11s" ors,,1e 
and l.i111i1ati1rn uf W:.u ranty arrd Liability b.:fr,rc buying 1.11 using I his 
pruducl. lf1h~ tcrrn, :Hi' Jl1JI acn·p1abk. rdurn ih(: pruduu ;!l 011,,;, 

_u1~•?f'Cll,,d, ,rn~ the pu1~l_1,'-~5'JHi_,:c 1:· ill _l!c rtlirnd~J . 

1',bnufocturi:r an,l Seller warrant that this product c-onfonn.11n 1hc 
chc1nkal rksniptinn rm th,: l,rbd and is r~ason:Jbly Iii for the• 
purposes s1atctl in the Dir,·ction,; fo1 Us,\ suhj,•c.1 \il tl1c inh~r,,111 risks 
rdi:trcd 11.1 above, wh~n us.·d in a,-c,,1tl,111cc 11ith uin:.:1io11s umkr 
noun;,~ o~'--~ c:Ottl\ilions. ·t hi~ ¼;Hr,:mty ,in~-::. not ~xh~nJ 10 1hc u~c of 
1his prmlu.:1 c·,,1111.11y lo l:ib0I i1hlr11c·tio11s, or under abnormal 
L'ondi1lons or unda conditi(.\HS 111)1 r1...·~1Sonahlv rtufs:tcahlc.:~ to l)f 

beyond the <C,.111trol ofScllci \lr ~bnufaet111c(. and l-luycr and I /s,:1 
ass11111c rhc risk (1r:my such 11,c. To 1he cxtrnr ~()nsist,,111 with 
applicable· law, MANliFtiCTI JRFR AND Sl:I I.ER ~!AKE NO 
WARl{ANTIFS OF \-IFRCIIANTABll.iTY OR OF FITNESS FOR 
,\ l'ARTIUJLAR l'\JRl'OSE NOR ,\NY O"I llER FXl'RFSS OR 
IMl'l.11 '. I) WARRAHl Y FXCEl'T AS STA'ffl) AHOVF .. 
To the extent consistent wilh applicabk 1,1w, in 1io event sh;il[ 
\-1:inufacturcr or Sclkr he li.ibk t,Jr :111y inc-idrntal, rnn,c<p1,·111ial or 
special damage, re.suiting frurn the 1,se 01 11::,ndling or this prod11c1. 
·1 IIE EXCLUSIVJ.: REM!:DY OF Tiff USl:R Oil Ill iYER. M-m 
THE EXCLUSIVE LfAllll J J"Y OF ~IANIH'ACTURER 1\ND 
SEl.l.EH 1-'0R ANY /\ND ,\LL CL\lMS. LOSSES. JNJURIES OR 
DAMAGES (JNCU)DING Cl.AIMS BASl•D ON BREACH or· 
W,\RIUNTY. CONTR/\Cl". NFGUtiEN('. I:, TOlff, S'l RICT 
l.l,'lllll 1l Y OR OTIIFRWISE) RES\ fl.Tl!-./G FIW)<.1 Till'. USE OR 
11/\NDI.IN{i 01' ·n [IS l'ROllt.:cr, SI 1,\1 .1. Ill' Tl II', Rl''llJRN ()I' 
l HE l'llllCI [;\SI' l'RICI' ()[' THE PRODUCT o,~ . ;\ r l'I IE 
El.EC! ION OF I lJE ill 1\ NUFACIUIU:X OR SEU.ER, ·1 llE 
REPLACEMENT OF Tl IE PRODUCI. 

1vl:inu1:1cturcr :111d Sclkr of'li:r thi, prod1,cf, and Buy,:r and lJS<:r 
ac,:cpl it, subject io the fi:,1cg,.1ing Conditions or S,1k and l.imitntion, 
of Warr.inly :rnd l.i,ihility, which may no\ h,: rnodiiicd except hy 
writlt'n :1g1ccmcn1 siguc,l by :i duly authuri1.,·d 1cp1csc11L1tivc Q[ 

lvfarmfocnuer. 

For JIOll··C111U£Cllc)' (e .g., Cllllt?ll( product i11forrnation). 
C:111 : I -llU0-621-lllWJ 

\lanufactui-ed By: 
BACCO, Im-. 

I Hl llopkiris l>riw 
Randolph, WI 53956 

Cod~ (RE.RL.) RE.RI.. 

( 

I his :tp,:"\:1,n-: 11 bl•,·l i.-, 111k11J1.xl irn w~~ onl: lh a i11 iJ\· 1n f'"" ~Jm g p.'nn;1( inl•Jflll'lll••n ti";_~;udm!c! lh\~ 1foc.:: ti1ms.. t1.,;n nittg .;.nJ ,-:-:-i•Jli~\rl', :H-j,:i.:- u1 .. ·J \\ L~h th.:- •h •: (~1 fhi.~ r1rn<lu:;:l :h \\ 1th .1U)" (_ 
1~,;1k.i~k. :1h\,,)''> f;1ik,,•; tb.~ bh:I \11 -,;t11i,: ~lfll1.\ ,,n 1J)C 1~ d .. .1 t~-.· hd1."f..:- u; i11~ 1':t•Mr, "" Zin•: f'),..11phidr ''tlk•;~ ;1•3!>' !II ,-,f 11 
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2018 News 
News releases by Oregon OSHA 
(/news/2018/) 

(/) 

~ (/Pages/index.aspx) > News room (/news/Pages/default.aspx) > News releases (/news) 

> 2018 News (/news/2018/Pages/default.aspx) 

> Oregon OSHA adds protections against risk of pesticide drift 

= Site Navigation 

Oregon OSHA adds protections against risk of 
pesticide drift 

For immediate release 

July 2, 2018 

Contact information 

Aaron Corvin, Public Information Officer 

971-718-6973, aaron.corvin@oregon.gov (mailto:aaron.corvin@oregon.gov) 

Agency's rules exceed EPA requirements 

Salem, OR - Oregon OSHA has adopted rules that increase protections against the risk of 

pesticides drifting off their mark when spraying occurs outdoors. The rules, which exceed federal 

requirements, will take effect Jan. 1, 2019. 

The rules expand a protective zone; extend the evacuation period; require doors, windows, and air 

intakes to be closed during pesticide applications; and require storage for shoes and boots to 

prevent tracking of pesticides into worker housing. 

Pesticide drift outside a treated area is already illegal. However, Oregon OSHA's rules further 

address the risk by adding safeguards for workers and their families who rely on farm housing. The 

rules are part of a broader and ongoing effort to reduce incidents of unsafe pesticide exposure 

among agricultural workers and pesticide handlers. 

"Putting these rules into action means workers and their families are better protected in Oregon than 

they are in the vast majority of the country," said Michael Wood, administrator for Oregon OSHA. 

"These rules are the result of a lot of hard work by stakeholders and plenty of thoughtful public 

comments about the right approach to a challenging issue." 
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i{q:
At issue is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Application Exclusion Zone (AEZ). The zone
is adjacent to - but outside of - the pesticidetreated area. lt provides an added level of protection
beyond the safeguards enforced with respect to the treated area itself. The AEZ surrounds and
moves with spray equipment and must be free of all people other than appropriately trained and
equipped pesticide handlers.

The EPAs rule requires people to move 100 feet away from an area being treated with pesticides.
However, it was designed for workers in the field. lt did not account for the interaction of the AEZ
with worker housing and other agricultural structures. The EPA rule also allows people to return to
the zone immediately after the spray equipment has passed by.

By contrast, Oregon OSHAs rules require a 100-fool AEZwhen the pesticide applicator is not
required to use a respirator. Moreover, people must stay out of the zone for an additional 15
minutes, either by staying indoors or remaining evacuated. This recognizes that illegal drift may
occur and allows any pesticide drift to setile.

oregon osHAs rules exceed those of the EpA in other ways, including:

' For pesticldes that require applicators to use respirators, the AEZ expands to 1S0 feet - S0
feet more than the EPA rule, People must stay out of the zone for an additional 1b minutes.
There is no option to stay indoors.

' For all pesticide applications, doors and windows must be shut, and air intakes must be turned
off before people evacuate or remain inside an enclosed agricultural structure. During
evacuation, the EPA rule does not include such requirements,

' Closeable storage areas for shoes or boots must be provided to prevent tracking of pesticides
into worker housing. The EpA rule includes no such requirements.

' Employers must adhere to notification and instruction requirements, including informing people
of the start and stop times of pesticide spray, and providing them with instructions to close
windows, doors, and air intakes. The EPA rule includes no such provisions.

Oregon OSHAs newly adopted rules complement - and complete - revisions the agency made tast
year to the EPA Worker Protection Standard. Last year's changes affected areas such as worker
notifications, frequency of training, and trainer qualifications. Changes made by the EPA that were
already in effect in oregon include respiratory protection, hazard communication, and emergency
eye-washing requirements.

Oregon OSHAs updates to the Worker Protection Standard grew out of a transparent decision-
making process. That process included public hearings, an examination of all written and verbal
comments, an advisory committee, and a financial impact analysis conducted by a committee of
both grower and worker representatives.

Learn more about the adopted rule and related information about the Worker Protection Standard:
https:/losha.oregon.gov/news/notices/Pages/AEZ-WPS.aspx (/news/notices/Pages/aez-wps.aspx)

#hs
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Oregon OSHA, a division of the Department of Consumer and Business Services, enforces the 

state's workplace safety and health rules and works to improve workplace safety and health for all 

Oregon workers. For more information, go to osha.oregon.gov (/Pages/index.html). 

The Department of Consumer and Business Services is Oregon's largest business regulatory and 

consumer protection agency. For more information, go to www.oregon.gov/dcbs/ 

(https://www.oregon.gov/dcbs/). 

Q Help us improve! Was this page helpful?[~-~- ~ 

Links 

About us (/Pages/about-us.aspx) 

Jobs (http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/jobs/Pages/jobs.aspx) 

Public records (http://www.oregon.gov/dcbs/news-info/Pages/prr-osha.aspx) 

Request consultation (https://www4.cbs.state.or.us/exs/osha/consult_request/index.cfm) 

Site help (/Pages/site-help.aspx) 

Contact us 

Ask our experts (/Pages/Contact-Technical.aspx) 

\. Contact directory (/Pages/contactus.aspx) 

File a complaint (/workers/Pages/index.aspx) 

'f Office locations (/Pages/maps.aspx) 

Report a fatality or injury (/essentials/Pages/report-fatality-or-injury.aspx) 

Agency 
Oregon Occupational Safety and Health (Oregon OSHA) is a division of the Department of 
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About Oregon 

Oregon.gov (https://www.oregon.gov) 

State Directories (https://dasapp.oregon.gov/statephonebook/statephonebook.asp) 

Agencies Listing (https://www.oregon.gov/pages/a_to_z_listing.aspx) 

Accessibility (https://www.oregon.gov/pages/accessibility. aspx) 

Privacy Policy (https://www.oregon.gov/pages/terms-and-conditions.aspx) 

Supported Browsers (https://www.oregon.gov/pages/supported-browsers.aspx) 

1' Back to Top 
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Food Defense Policy for Raw Material Suppliers 

Northwest Hazelnut and George Packing are required to comply with all relevant SQF standards 

pertaining to our operation. We are asking our raw material suppliers to comply with the below SQF 

Food Defense Standards to aid in preventing and/or minimizing adulteration: 

2.7 Food Defense 

7..7 .1.2 A food defense plan shall include: 

Signed, 

i. The narne of the senior site management person responsible for food defense; 

ii. rhe methods implemented to ensure only authorized personnel have access to equiprnent, 

vehicles, operations and storage areas through designated access points; 

iii. The methods implemented to protect sensitive operational points from intentional 

adulteration; 

iv. The measures taken to ensure the secure receipt and storage of Agricultural/aquaculture 

inputs, packaging, equipment and hazardous chemicals; 

v. The measures implemented to ensure agricultural/aquaculture inputs, packaging materials, 

work-in progress and finished products are held under secure storage and transportation 

conditions; and 

vi. The methods implemented to record and control access to the premises by employees, 

contractors, and visitors. 

Anna Plaisted, Regulatory Specialist 

Food Defense Policy for Raw Material Suppliers - January 2019 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 

County Commissioners: Mary Starrett, Rick Olsen, Casey Kulla 
Billie Jean Matthews 
4 March 2019 

SUBJECT: land Use Board of Appeals Remand of Ordnance 409 (G-01-18) 

My husband and I own and operate working farms at the following sites 

1) Just north of Yamhill on both sides of Hwy 47 and both sides of the south 
end of Cove Orchard (Tax lots R2434-300, R2434-400 (A century Farm) 
and R2434-1000) currently in grass hay and grass seed.. R2434-300 also 
has a sheep paddock/shed and hay and equipment storage. 

2) 15000 HWY 4 7 an approximately 80 acre sesquicentennial farm (R3409-
400) Three of these 4 tax lots are bordered or bisected by the old railroad 
grade. Currently in wheat and alfalfa. 

We raise hay, alfalfa, wheat, grass seed, oats, meadowfoam and clover and are 
planning to plant hazelnuts as well. We also raise sheep on the tracts north of Yamhill 
and may keep a small flock on the sesquicentennial farm between Yamhill and Carlton . 

We use pesticides, fertilizer pellets, have large equipment and access our fields using 
the old abandoned right away. Please include this letter of strong opposition to the 
proposed Yamhelas Trail, in the record . You have options for locating a trail other than 
in the middle of the county's most productive farm land. State and county law says you 
need to explore and selected those other options. As such, you should deny the 
proposal before you. It ls bad for the county, for commercial agriculture and fails to 
meet either state or county laws. 

I. Farm Impacts to our Farm 

State and county laws, as explained by last week's Oregon Supreme Court decision 
against the county, require the county to carry a burden to prove that the trail proposal 
will not have a significant adverse impact on our farm's accepted farming practices and 
that it will not significantly lncrease the cost of our farm's accepted farming practices. 
State law also says that in addition to the significant adverse impacts on our farm 
practices, that the county also prove that the proposed trail does not have a cumulative 
significant adverse impact on accepted farming practices. The applicant has made no 
serious effort to meet any of these standards. Ever. Maybe that is because there is no 
way he can meet those standards. We farmers are convinced the applicant cannot 
meet these standards and we have presented overwhelming evidence to you 
demonstrating this fact. Instead of pushing the trail through anyway, the right thing for 
the county to do is to deny the proposal, not keep pushing as if the farmers haven't 
noticed. We have noticed. 

The proposed trail has the following significant adverse impacts on our farm 

Fire Increased risk of and difficulty fighting field fires particularly in grain crops like 
wheat. Increased risk of fire in structures adjacent to a public trail. 

Impact of spray drift regulations . True, the trail is not the source of these regulations. 
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However, when trails are located away from highways the impact of these regulations is 
doubled or even tripled. This can be a major problem for any crop that requires fogging 
operations, like hazelnuts. It means an additional spray buffer on each side of the 
proposed trail reducing the number of trees we could plant and maintain. 

Increased traffic on Hwy 47 and Fryer Rd particularly drivers unfamiliar with farm 
equipment. Traffic along this poorly designed road has been getting steadily worse over 
the last 15 or 20 years. This trail will lead to even more problems. We cross Hwy 47 to 
Cove Orchard Rd. with farm equipment small and large quite frequently sometime 
several times a day. It's extremely hazardrous due to heavy traffic, speeders and 
inattentive drivers. The last thing we need is more traffic without increased 
enforcement. 

Trespass on to farm land can cause a number of issues 

Damage to crops. Trampling row crops can affect yield and ease of harvest. Our hay 
and alfalfa are NOT public property! They are not free grazing for any passing horse. 
Unfortunately many of them are accessible from public roads where the trail crosses the 
road. Fencing along the trail may not be sufficient. Fencing along roads near trail 
crossings may also be necessary. Unfortunately this would be another barrier to 
efficient farming. Equipment access to the fields particularly if gates must be locked, 
makes pulling equipment into a field more awkward and hazardous. One would have 
to stop the equipment on the road while opening the gate or provide an apron in the 
field to pull the equipment onto while opening the gate. This jog in the field removes 
land from production and slows the farming operation down. 

Cleaning up trash and dog toys from a field takes time and manpower. We rarely find 
much of this now but we're talking about a lot of trail users. I'm sure horse owners don't 
want to find trash in their hay and alfalfa bales. I know our customers do not. 

Hazards to trespassers. Some crops, other plants or chemicals used may present 
hazards to city folk and/or their animals. Farmers follow rules with regard to use of 
chemicals. I don't believe members of the public who violate property lines 
unbeknownst to the farmer should be protected. 

Our farm is not a petting zoo. We don't want you interacting with our animals. Not 
safe for you or them. I don't want you giving a disease to my animals or claiming you 
got e-coli from them. LOOK BUT DO NOT TOUCH ! Also I don't want you disturbing 
my flock during breeding or lambing seasons. Disturbing a ewe during birth can result 
in the loss of the lamb(s) or even the ewe. Even a small dog can crowd a flock to an 
extent they suffocate. It can reduce their productivity and well being. A single producing 
ewe produces $150-400 dollars income/year. We have more than 30. Also be aware 
you should never trust a male animal. Make no mistake, a 250 lb ram CAN kill you! 

Damage to or theft of farm equipment and structures. These are major investments 
for farmers, hundreds of thousands even for used equipment. They are not toys or 
jungle gyms! 

Injury to trespassers or their animals. Farm operations are dangerous, particularly at 
harvest time. I'm sure no one wants to see their dog sliced and diced and I don't want 
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them chasing my sheep. So ALWAYS keep them on a leash. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Insurance cost. According to our insurance agent our premiums will not increase just 
because of the trail but any liability claims will each affect our premiums. So anytime a 
trail user damages our crops, buildings or equipment or files a claim our rates will rise. 

The proposed trail will impose additional costs on our accepted farming practices and to 
our farm those additional costs and loses are very significant. Every time l have to shut 
down the baler and get off the tractor to pick up trash takes time. Every time I have to 
open or close a gate takes tf me. What's my time worth? 

II. Ubiquitous Problems with the Trail Proposal 

I thought the words in ORD409 .... "ensure the least impact possible to all adjacent 
owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents" were a step in 
the right direction. Section 3.2 of ORD904 also states 

"The best final or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and 
coordinated with interested parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and 
residents. Such an effort necessarily includes a requirement that the county 
communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and residents 
seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master 
plan. The conditlons require approval by the Board of any design, management 
and mitigation developed through the planning process. The conditions also 
require that the plans presented to the Board be developed through a 
collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to 
the Board." 

This has not happened. Apparently it is just so many words. We have not gotten a 
single phone call asking for suggestions and no apology for interfering with farm 
animals. This is probably because the county knows, in reality, that it will be impossible 
for the proposed trail, as it is currently located, to meet farm impacts standards. Even a 
layperson reading the Oregon Supreme Court's decision last week can see the 
proposed trail is DOA if the farm impacts standard is properly applied. Despite all this, 
what the county has done instead is to ignored farmers and denigrated and minimized 
their concerns. When suggestions for alternative routes have been proposed they have 
been ignored. Its time for that to stop. 

It's interesting that after the wheat field fires last summer the word "hyperbolic" 
disappeared from the local news. Our concerns are REAL! 
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Let's take a closer look at the proposed Yamhelas Trail. 
Do the county or trail proponents even know quantitatively 
what impact this trail will have? Since they have yet to do 
a proper farm impact study while they ignore farmer 
concerns I doubt it. So here's some quantitative general 
information. 

When looking at the trail concept map and statement that 
the proposed trail runs along Hwy 47 one could be lead to 
believe that the trail is adjacent to the highway. In fact less 
than a mile of the 2.8 mile stretch between Carlton and 
Yamhill is adjacent to the highway (~30%). The remaining 
~2 miles lies away from the highway and cuts through or 
adjacent to working farms(~ 70%). 

In fact of the 12.8 miles claimed to be owned by the county 
only about 2.8 miles (22%) lies next to the highway. The 
remaining 10 miles (78%) cuts through or immediately 
adjacent to farms including farm structures and/or rural 
residences. For each farm the proposed trail cuts through, 
it eliminates huge swaths of farms land that can be 
productively farmed. 

This is not a negligible affect which can be alleviated with fences and a few signs which 
will be largely ignored by the general public. This is a significant adverse affect on 
farming. 

Trail advocates assure us that this trail will not create problems for farmers or local 
residents and will be safe for users including school kids. Hard to believe them when 
the county did so much to avoid a proper farm impact study while trail advocates and 
local media minimized and ridiculed farmers' valid concerns. How can they assure the 
farmers and other citizens that this trail will be safe when the much touted Fanno Creek 
Trail has experienced two coyote attacks and a broad daylight rape? Or the 
Springwater Trail and its persisten homeless population that lives along it. The best 
way to assure safety on a trail is visibility and access. If you must have a trail, plan it 
properly don't bury it in the bushes and pretend signs are going to stop bad behavior. 
And yes, there have been problems on the Banks-Vernonia Trail near farms. 

There have been a number of suggestions about positioning the trail elsewhere which 
have been discounted or ignored. I suggest that if the county and trail advocates truly 
want a trail they will live up to their word and work cooperatively and with open minds. 

It helps that trail land was "purchased" and NOT rail banked. While I do not agree with 
the county's claim of ownership, even from the county's perspective, I believe this gives 
the county more flexibility in trail positioning. To date there has been no willingness to 
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re-position the trail to alleviate farm impacts even though some possibilities may 
actually lead to a better, safer experience for trail users and communities as well as less 
conflict with those living and farming along the trail. These issues and opportunities go 
beyond this first 2.8 miles of the trail. The section north of Yamhill has interesting 
possibilities for reducing conflicts and making the trail a safer and more interesting ride. 

"The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy is a nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a 
nationwide network of trails from former rail lines and connecting corridors to build 
healthier places for healthier people." These are admirable goals. In their section on 
planning The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy web site provides much useful information 
on sensitive areas including information about farms. 

"Farmland and ranches are sensitive in terms of vegetation, privacy and the 
division of public and private property. Open communication with surrounding 
property owners is vital. Listen, be honest, and take Into account how the trail 
may affect their livelihood and land. Make sure to coordinate construction times 
and locations with landowners as to preserve privacy and not distress animals . 

Wherever possible, use public land and do not fragment farms. Build the trail 
away from barns, crops or anything else that can be looted or 
vandalized . ... " 

The county has done no such thing . It has simply decided it's conveninent for the trail to 
be in the abandoned rail right of way and too bad for the commercial farms that are 
bisected or otherwise devastated. 

The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, on June 19, 2003, by it own Board Order 
03-413, COMPREHENSIVE PARKS AND OPEN SPACE MASTER PLAN 6/19/03 
stated 

"The rights of nearby property owners must be valued and respected. • 
To achieve park and open space planning goals, there must be 
awareness and understanding of, and sensitivity to private landowners, 
their concerns, and interests. • Partnering, cooperative efforts, and 
win-win negotiations should be the hallmarks of resource 
protection; not rules, regulations, and aggressive land acquisition 
efforts.,, 

This process is the exact opposite of this statement in our adopted comprehensive plan. 
Apparently it is just a collection of silly words and has no meaning in fact to the county. 

While the Friends of Yamhelas have conducted a marvelous marketing and ad 
campaign, pretty renderings of in-town locales, are no substitute for hard core 
professional planning. I'm sure the trail advocates are well aware of this because 
they're seeking grant money to do a master plan. In my opinion they should have done 
this first. Because a master plan will reveal alternative locations and mitigations that 
this process is utterly incapable of. Remember the devil is in the details. DO NOT 
leave the farmers and residents out of this process. ASK and LISTEN, don't just tell. 
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The local residents and farmers in particular those with long time commitment and 
involvement with the land and communities impacted, have a wealth of information and 
insight which can be very beneficial to both trail advocates and those impacted by the 
trail. I urge those considering the proposed trail , both on the current 2.8 mile section as 
well as the balance of the 12.48 miles (it all seems to be at issue here) to tap into these 
resources and truly LISTEN before making any decisions. If you do not understand 
the inputs ASK questions. You will end up with a better product and much less conflict 
and hard feelings. It is possible to establish a trail along many of our existing public 
roads that does not devastate farming that will bring our community together rather than 
tear it apart as this proposal and its take no prisoner advocates have demanded. If you 
assert leadership, deny the proposal, and start fresh, involving these resources and 
consider the needs of your whole constituency, a win-win is still possible even though 
rebuilding trust will be challenging. Instead of starting from the premise that you are 
going to convert the old abandoned rail right of way to a trail, start from the premise that 
you are interested in a recreational trail and where can it go and serve everyone and, 
importantly, not ruin 12 miles of Yamhill County's prized commercial agriculture. Thank 
you. 

:R!L. <1~~ Y4~ff/~ 
Billie Je~tthews · 
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To: Ken Friday 
Yamhill County planning department 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Date: May 3, 2018 

From: Billie Jean 11 8S' Matthews 
19643 NW Goodrich Rd 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

Comments on G-01-18 

My husband is again putting 14 to 18 hour days prepping and seeding ground, 
and fertilizing hay and crops already growing. So I am here to express our 
concerns about the impact of the proposed Yamhelas trail on agriculture. 

First a word about your farm impact study. It is riddled with omissions, errors 
and inaccuracies. Also some tracts were omitted including AF10 tax lots. AF 
stands for mixed agricultural and forestry uses. In fact some of these tracts are 
owned by the same person and farmed together. These should have been 
included. Next, a vague statement about "few exotic animals" does not cut it. A 
competent farm impact study could have made simply by someone 
knowledgeable in agriculture taking a field tour and talking with the owners. You 
would then have an accurate survey of crops and livestock raised. We were not 
contacted by county or county counsel. I doubt anyone else was either. This IS 
a right to farm state! 

My husband is Gordon Dromgoole. He owns the Sesquicentennial at 15000 
HWY 47 (Tax lot R3409 400). In addition, he and his brother Paul own two 
properties along the proposed trail north of Yamhill, one of which is part of a 
Centennial farm. Also Paul owns an additional tract adjacent to the centennial 
farm tract north of Yamhill. 

All of these properties are bordered by or bisected by the proposed trail. The 
total length of the proposed trail bordered by these properties is about 1.25 
miles or 7.3% of the 17 mile Yamhelas Trail. Of the 3 mile stretch between 
Yamhill and Carlton Gordon's Sesquicentennial farm is bisected by 2,000 feet of 
trail or 12.6% of the of the Yamhill to Carlton segment. We move farm 
equipment along hwy 47 to access fields both north and south of Yamhill. Also 
we access the fields on the Sesquicentennial farm from Fryer Rd. 



Some of our concerns are as follows: 
Impact of spray drift regulations. True, the trail ls not the source of these 
regulations. However, when trails are located away from highways the impact of 
these regulations is doubled or even tripled. This can be a major problem for any 
crop that requires fogging operations, like hazelnuts. 

Increased traffic on Hwy 47 and Fryer Rd particularly drivers unfamiliar with 
farm equipment. Traffic along this poorly designed road has been getting 
steadily worse over the last 15 or 20 years. This trail will lead to even more 
problems. (Trail organizers could be a big help in educating the public in this 
regard. A few farm equipmenUtractor signs like Washington county has would 
be good reminders. Also brochures about proper, courteous and safe behavior 
when visiting farm country could be available on a web site or at trail access 
points. I strongly suggest that farmers and other rural property owners be 
involved in this process.) 

Tres ass on to farm land can cause a number of issues 

Damage to crops. Trampling row crops can affect yield and ease of harvest. 
Our hay and alfalfa are NOT public property! They are not free grazing for any 
passing horse. Unfortunately many of them are accessible from public roads 
where the trail crosses the road. Fencing along the trail may not be sufficient. 
Fencing along roads near trail crossings may also be necessary. Unfortunately 
this would be another barrier to efficient farming. Equipment access to the 
fields particularly if gates must be locked, makes pulling equipment into a field 
more awkward and hazardous. One would have to stop the equipment on the 
road while opening the gate or provide an apron in the field to pull the 
equipment onto while opening the gate. This jog in the field removes land from 
production and slows the farming operation down. 

Cleaning up trash and dog toys from a field takes time and manpower. We 
rarely find much of this now but we1re talking about a lot of trail users. I'm sure 
horse owners don't want to find trash in their hay and alfalfa bales. I know our 
customers do not. 

Hazards to trespassers. 
Some crops, other plants or chemicals used may present hazards to city folk 
and/or their animals. Farmers follow rules with regard to use of chemicals. I 
don't believe members of the public who violate property lines unbeknownst to 
the farmer are protected. 

Our farm is not a petting zoo. We don't want you interacting with our animals. 



Not safe for you or them. I don1t want you giving a disease to my animals or 
claiming you got e-coli from them. LOOK BUT DO NOT TOUCH t Also I don't 
want you disturbing my flock during breeding or lambing seasons. Be aware 
you should never trust a male animal. Make no mistake1 a 250 lb ram CAN kill 
you! 

Dama e to or theft of farm e ui ment and structures. These are major 
investments for farmers, hundreds of thousands even for used equipment. They 
are not toys or jungle gyms! 

lniury to trespassers or their animals. Farm operations are dangerous, 
' particularly at harvest time. l1m sure no one wants to see their dog sliced and 

diced and I don't want them chasing my sheep. So ALWAYS keep them on a 
leash. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Insurance cost. According to our insurance agent our premiums will not 
increase just because of the trail but any liability claims will each affect our 
premiums. So anytime a trail user damages our crops, buildings or equipment 
or files a claim our rates will rise. 

Finally I suggest the Trail supporters and planners as well as county start talking 
WITH farmers and other rural property owners not AT them. A trail is a good 
idea if done wisely. There are opportunities for making a better trail that better 
lays the groundwork for future expansions in extent and capability. Please do 
this in a way that bridges the urban/rural divide and does not turn it into a 
chasm 



To: 
From: 
Date: 

Yamhill County Commissioners 
Billie Jean Matthews 
15 May 2018 

Subject: G-01-18 

I'm gratified to see that m1;1ny of the inputs provlded by pubHc comments at the planning 
commission hearing on May 3rd have been incorporated in the farm impacts assessment. 
This is a good start to a constructive dialogue as planning proceeds. 

For more insight on trails and farms I suggest a visit to the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy web 
site. "The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy is a nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a 
nationwide network of trails from former rail lines and connecting corridors to build healthier 
places for healthier peop!e.n•, admirable goals. 

In their section on planning (hUps://W\-\rw.raHstotralls.org/build-trails/trail-bullding-: 
toolbox/12!anning/), The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy web site provides much useful 
information on sensitive areas includlng information about farms. 

Their discussion about Farms and Ranches notes 

"Farmland and ranches are sensitive in terms of vegetation, privacy and the division of 
public and private property. Open communication with surrounding property owners is 
vital. Listen, be honest, and take into account how the trail may affect their livelihood 
and land. Make sure to coordinate construction times and locations with landowners as 
to preserve privacy and not distress animals. 

Wherever possible, use public land and do not fragment farms. Build the trail away 
from barns, crops or anything else that can be looted or vandalized. Where a trail 
runs close to private property, clearly delineate the trail and utilize buffers like space, 
low•maintenance vegetation, water features, terrain elevation or dikes. Gates and 
fences can be used when necessary. 

During and after construction, surface water drainage must be managed appropriately. 
To avoid disrupting any current irrigation, a permeable trail surface should be 
considered. Warn trail users about farm equipment with clear signage. Such 
signage could also encourage respect and understanding of farm practices, 
property and communities," (bold emphasis are mine) 

Looking at the 2.8 mile section from the north city limits of Carlton to hwy 240 in Yamhill the 
trail abuts mostly farms and other rural properties. In fact it actually cuts through three 
active farms as follows: 

VanDyke properties ~ 3600 feet 
Dromgoole ~2000 feet 
Salvatore ~940 ft 

A total of 6540 ft= 1.24 mi or 44.3% of the 2.8 miles of trail 

In addition on the Salvatore property the trail is ~20 ft from a barn, ~ 65 ft from the house 

* "Rails-to-Trails Conservancy (RTC) serves as the national voice for more than 160,000 
members and supporters, 31,000 miles of rail-trails and multi-use trails, and more than 8,000 
miles of potential trails waiting to be built, with a goal of creating more walkable, bikeable 
communities in America." 



While it may not be possible to ameliorate all adverse impacts an farms I'm sure trail 
advocates can do better than this. It helps that trail land was purchased and NOT rail banked 
and that there is a willingness to re-position the trail to alleviate such impacts. Some 
possibilities may actually lead to a better experience for trail users-and less conflict with those 
living and farming along the trail. These issues and opportunities go beyond this first 2.8 
miles of the trail. The section north of Yamhill has interesting possibilities for reducing 
conflicts and making the trail a safer and more interesting ride. Re-positioning may also be 
advisable when one considers the long term possibility of a rail line in conjunction with the 
trail. Re-positioning the trail with this long term goal in mind could alleviate the resultant 
disruption of rural life and decrease in property values. I haven't looked into the situation 
south of Carlton in detail but I know there are concerns about the connection between Gun 
Club Rd and McMinnville. 

I agree that such trails provide an opportunity to educate trail users about farming . Clear 
signaga which warns users about the dangers of farm equipment and encourages 
respect and understanding of farm practices, property and communities is a great idea. 
But farmers' inputs are essential. 

In their information on planning, The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy notes that 
"Prior to determining the design and construction specifications of a trail, it is important 
to engage in an extensive trail planning process. This will help you meet your short and 
long~term goals. Trail placement should be carefully considered; design and 
building standards vary with factors such as the number of trail users, an urban vs. a 
rural setting, and proximity to sensitive environments. Creating a comprehensive trail 
plan, hiring a contractor or other professional, establishing a rail-trail committee and 
reviewing existing guidelines and standards can all help trail planning run smoothly." 

While the Friends of Yamhelas have conducted a marvelous marketing and ad campaign, 
pretty renderings of in town locales are no substitute for hard core professional planning. I'm 
sure the trail advocates are well aware of this because they're seeking grant money to do a 
master plan. Remember the devll is in the details. DO NOT leave the farmers and residents 
out of this process. ASK and LISTEN don't just tell. 

The local residents and farmers in particular those with long Ume commitment and 
involvement with the land and communities impacted have a wealth of information and 
insight which can be very beneficial to both trail advocates and those impacted by the trail. 
urge those looking forward to any future planning steps both on the current 2.8 mile section 
as well as the balance of the 12.48 miles to tap into these resources and truly LISTEN. If you 
do not understand the inputs ASK questions. You can end up with a better product and much 
less conflict and hard feelings. Involving these resources as early in the process as possible 
is extremely important. 

Thank you for listening to my inputs. I hope they contribute to healthy community building 
that leads to bridges over the urbarwural divide. 

~KIL !L,.V\ ;4~7flu.~ ~ 
~ ifoe Je~tthews 



TO: Ken Friday, Director of Planning Department 
County Commissioners: Mary Starrett, Rick Olsen, Stan Primovich 

DATE: 30 May 2018 

SUBJECT G-01-18 Amendment to Transportation System Plan 
Component of the Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 

The words .... "ensure the least impact possible to all adjacent owners and residents, 
including farm owners, operators, and residents." in section 3.2 are a step in the right 
direction. Section 3.2 also states: 

"The best final or master plan ls one that is established in collaboration with and 
coordinated with interested parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and 
residents. Such an effort necessarily includes a requirement that the county 
communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and residents 
seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or 
master plan. The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, 
management and mitigation developed through the planning process. The 
conditions also require that the plans presented to the Board be developed 
through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the 
public and to the Board." 

Although this doesn't alleviate all concerns it's definitely an improvement on the 
process we've experienced in the past. 

Please consider the following information if/when the planning process proceeds. 

On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, which added a Section 5. 
to a section entitled "H. Other Transportation Projects," as follows: 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 
(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

Presently tourism and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County 
happen via Highway 47. The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line 
along with the trail component. The Rail with Trail project will improve regional 
accessibility for business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in 
the future. Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine 
industry. This project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability 
for manufacturing and tourism in the valley." 

I agree Hwy 47 (also known as route 29) is an important transportation route 
connecting Yamhill County to the metro area. It has a number of problems other than 
no bike lanes. For example dangerous curves, poor line-of-site access points, no 
passing lanes or safe turnouts for farm equipment and other large slow moving 
vehicles, no shoulders and crumbling road bed. lfo not just bicyclist that need to be 
considered. For tourists, commuters, farmers and truckers to use this highway safely 
together some major improvements need to be made. 
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Referring to ODOTs 2018-2021 STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT : j 
PROGRAM dated 7/11/2017, there are many projects listed for Yamhill County, 
including many much needed bridge projects. But I was surprised to find no mention 
of desired improvements to the Yamhill County portion of Hwy 47 other than some 
"improved intersection alignment, pedestrian crossing, sidewalks and bike lanes" along 
0.07 miles in Carlton (applicant: City of Carlton). 

I understand the 99 bypass was a large and much needed improvement which has 
ce,tainly reduced the load on county roads and eased life for locals and commuters 
alike and bridges are certainly crltical infrastructure. However, given the ever 
increasing load on Hwy 47 commercial, commuters and tourist as well as the 
accidents, both bicycle and motor vehicle perhaps it's time to revisit the transportation 
plans for Hwy 47 itself as well as trail plans. Also it's hard to imagine how intersection 
alignments and crosswalks will improve the situation of log trucks, farm equipment and 
other large vehicles negotiating right angle turns in Carlton. Maybe it's time for a 
bypass. It would also be a good idea to coordinate with ODOT on all these items. By 
the way how will trail users get from St. Joseph to McMinnville? 

With regard to a rail component to be associated with the trail, I'm sure some of the old 
rail route may be appropriate to some future rail line. However, I have serious doubts 
that all of it is. After all I understand that a locomotive lost in the boggy area north of 
the community of Cove Orchard was never recovered. Before assuming the old rail 
line is all suitable for a future rail line it might be best to consult ODT. Consider also 
that a rail line cutting through a farm is a lot different from a trail cutting through a farm. ( 

Both highway improvement and future practical rail options may impact decisions 
about positioning of the trail. Positioning of the trail is a major concern for many 
property owners. Since the county now owns the old rail route I believe they are in a 
position to negotiate with property owners to re-position the trail in some locations. 
Please keep this and the safety issues about Hwy 47 in mind during the planning 
process. 

Finally perhaps the county should consider increasing the Planning Department's 
funding and staffing. Their work load seems to be exploding. 

Sincerely, . 

Billie Jean Matthews 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

RE: LUBA Remand Hearing March 7, 2018 HE: Planning Dode! 0-01-18 

My name is Bryan Schmidt. I am a Yamhill County farmer, Pkmsc inchHk~ this lc11cr in 1h11 rtx·o~d of 
the above referenced matter. Also I ask that the record bl'! lei\ 01~11 1hr two ,w,~ks lbr lllll 10 commlcr 
material presented by other people today. 

I have two commercial farm operations along the proposed trail , One is u luw:dnul 01·thurd 111 572(~ 
Hwy 47, Carlton, OR 97111, Yamhill County tn:-: lot H,H0JAB-00400. I will talk ah,11111h111 oi11.i _l11s.1. 
My hazelnut orchard is u part of' the Donut ion Lant! Claim or Andrew T I lcmhn:c and wili..·. 111Hilknlu)1 
111216, claims #85 and 1179. lhc interest that my prcdcl'Cssors gave to lhc ruiltrnid \,as l1111it(•d h) 11Sl1 tl 

the old abandoned right of wuy for railro~1d purposes. A copy of my prcdcfcssor 's m11hori111lit)II to the 
railroad is attached. ·niat authnriwlion to nllow the railroad to use th1..•ir pro1'1:1ly was 11t1I i111,.•011si.~ti..•111 
with my prcdccc sors' furm use or rny form use Bel·ausc the uses of the old uhnndom·d rnil lirw was 
not a pork or rccrcntional trail for vulnerable people, hut rather usrd infrl~quently hy lhl~ rnil111:1d, we 
spr.ayed pesticides along 11nd onto the now uhandoni:<l ,ight or way nnd it wus not ronsid1,.•11,.•d "drit\", 
We were spraying our own property then nn<l we think now. Our sprnying along :md in lhl' right of WII) 

was consistent with what our prcckc.:cssor had given to the railroad .. 11 noncxdusiv1.' 11s1,.• 1ight limited to 
the railroad's use. But if lhc old ohamloned tight or way is Ct>nvcrtcd to u puhlk H'rn~ational trnil, our 
spraying will be ch11rnctcrizcd by the county us "dr ill ." lhc applicunl h.1s already sn slated he w~)Uld do 
so. That means one significant adverse impnct on my accepted farming pn1ctkl~S nnd lh.tt or my 
colleagues, is that J will have lo change the wuy I spray or indeed whether I am uhlc to sprny pesticides 
at all . This would result in the death or 99% of my trccs within 3 years from disease, 

Some sprays used on the hazelnuts arc: 

•oramoxone (paraquat), an exfoliant for sucker control. Sec allachc<l lahcls, This is II Rcstricll'd Use 
Pesticide (RUP), subject to EPA requirements as well as state and fcdcrnl Worker Protection Staod1m1s 
(WPS). I use this as a sucker spray, driving 5 mph on un /\TV. On !he label its says "DO NOT USE 
AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATION/\!. P/\l{KS, GOLF COURSES OR 
PLAYGROUNDS." page 5 of label (attached). I have to and do fo\1ow all label instrn~lions due to 
EPA and state regulations. Right now, there arc none of these things around my form so I can spray lo 
the edge of my farm. If the trail is approved, then there will he a "rccrdlti(>ntil park .. mljni11i11g my 
farm. No one knows how far "around" is where we ore prohibited from spraying, hul I l-.now thnt EPA 
and ODA require that we err on the side of caution which mcuns "around" could he \'t~ry hrnad und 
could mean I could not spray my farm at all, l'o prune the suckers by hand is mud, more lnlmr, insk.·ml 
of dfiving my ATV at 5mph. If J had to hand weed, it would ndd signific;inl lahnr costs that I probably 
could not afford, putting me out of business. /\lso, the WPS impose periods or cxdusi,m nrnund areas 
sprayeq with pesticides where "workers and other persons" cannot cnkr u sprayed urea for n period of 
time. [ will have no control over when people use the trail and so I will no longer be nble to sprny 
within the exclusion zone (which will be where people would be allowed to walk, ride hikes und scl 
forth on the proposed trail) which is typically 150 feet from where I spray. 

• Asana., an insecticide for Filbert wonn. Label attached. 1'his too is an RUJ> "rcstrictc<l use pc~ticiltc··, 
and subject to the new WPS rules. See attached label. Any rclcvnnl into would be in first five pngcs or 
so. Same drill as with Gramoxone and the trail effectively forecloses me from hcing nblc to sprny my 
farm. Spraying my farm with these pesticides is nn accepted forming practice. 

Pngc I of J 
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\.,een the trees and the floor, I spray about 50 times per year of these and other sprays. 
1 .... trail is a significant adverse impact on that accepted farming practice and adds so sig11ifk@I of 

;;ow, against tree health from Eastern Filbert Blight and insects that it will put me pit of business. 

I he nuts fall on the ground, and then I must swt-ep and hnr\'cst them wi1h specia l 1.·quipmcnt. I 11111sl 
make 'floor-preparations to level it, and har ... csting, both make enormous iuno1111ts or dust. I will mi 
l, inger be able to swtep and harves t nuts that fall .. to the ground if thl! trail il- npprnvcd h1.'\.':IUSc or !hi! 
du t People ,,ill complain that the dust catL'>CS them breathing prnhkms. Someone will probably have 
:.t thma they say is worsened. ODA will in\'t:stigate, l \\i ll be told to stop crc:lling dust. And tlwn I will 
h:.:: out of business, because hazelnut fanns create dust and if vou c.in 't create dust vou can ·1 han.· a 
hazelnut farm. It is really that simple. · · 

farm Plot ,,2 is located at 15680 H\\)' 47, 
'r'amhill, OR 97148. Here I operate a fam1 which is u grass fed niche of both bed~ nnJ dairy-(rnw 
rnilk). The raw milk dairy farm I operate is under my LLC called Rudis Luc, I.LC. This dairy and the 
hecf cattle fann J operate are also along the old abandoned RR area. As ,1 p:ut of this, I also opcrnlc n 
cow/calf operation, selling raw Milk for direct on-property sales. 

In this operation, J have pasture on both sides of the old abandoned RR ROW. The prop,m'd trail will 
cause significant adverse impacts on my beef and dairy fann. Right now, the cows cross back mid fr1rth 
all day long between pastures that straddle the old abandoned RR ROW. I have a barn that has ,.en> 
clearance from edge of the old abandoned RR ROW boundary. This makes sense giH'n in the grnnt or 
the predecessors of this farm to the railroad, the predecessors just gave the railroad thl' 11ni1-exclusivc 
right to use their land. The railroad's use did not interfere with this barn and vice wrsa. Cows and 

'r livestock moving back and forth across the old abandoned railroad ROW did not interfrn.- with 
,ailroad or vice versa. Jt \,ill be very different \\ilh the proposed tr~1il in "hich the applicant says 

he will fence off the abandoned right of way, assert exclusive o\\11ership rights the county dt)CS not 
have, and foreclose me from running my cattle back and forth. The proximity to thl' prnposl.'d trail in a 
rural area and my barn ,,.,ill mean my barn will experience theft, homeless night stays, Yundalism, or n 
hay-fire, and I will have to install expensive security measures to protect my daily-bo1tk-d raw milk. 

While the applicant claims he plans to fence off the old abandoned railroad right of way, l guess to 
h:eep people and domestic animals on the trail, his proposed "farm fencing'' is not sufficknt, and nt the 
same time creates another serious problem for my fann. Fencing is a problem l"i.Jr two rc~1so11s. One, 
r~ncing will certainly foreclose me from getting back and forth between my farm lo m:111:1gc my herd 
and 1heir pasture as is my accepted farming practice. Ivty fann straddles the old uhandonl.'d mil right of 
\,ay, so in order to manage the needs of my herds, I need to be abk to get buck and forth qukkly. Also 
and similarly fencing will fore-close my herds from getting back and forth to w,\ler, food and safoty of 
'>helter for the sheep from coyotes at night. Two, fencing is also a problem because unless it is sll'\.".l 
slatted such that dogs cannot get through, hannful dogs will trespass and chase my livestock, bit thdr 
t::ats damaging the udder quarters, which can injure or kill them as happened last foll to the dtliryman I 
bought them from. See the attached photo. It also causes other problems for dairy Cl)WS and li.n h1..-cf 
C\ en if they are not gravely injured. Stressed cows do not milk well and similar!)' me~\t from stressed 
cattle is more gamey and less delicious and so less valuable on the market. 

~luman trespass and theft wilJ pose economic losses for my farming. Trespass between people, 
domest ic animals like dogs, and horses will mean their biological waste is deposited on or near my 
animals possibly posing food-safety risks. This will cause problems for me with my cuslomc~ who 
~Jr'- ·t want to buy rontaminated milk or possibly contaminated milk. Regulators put the onus on me 

. .rmer to guarantee absolute food-safety. None of these significant adverse impacts to my fanning 
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operation have been mi ligated by the applicant and in fact they cannot be. The trail should be denied, 

•Herbicide and fertilizer applications. It is an accepted fanning practice to apply herbicides and 
fertilizers to my pastures. I need to do this on my pastures totaling about 3 times per year, and spotw 
spraying herbicides throughout the growing season. If the trail is approved I will not be able to go 
across the trail with my application equipment as is the accepted and least cost practice. I don't have 
any other access to both parts of my fann without going across my trail. I don't know how I will be 
able to spray both sides as required or how I will be able to manage my herd and keep them safe and 
commercially viable, for example safe from county employees petting them for their promotional video 
without my permission, and then posting in on the county website, where it still is now.. The trail has 
significant adverse impacts on my accepted fam1ing practices, and adds significant costs to my 
accepted fanning practices. None of them can be adequately mitigated so as not to create a very 
serious risk of putting both of my farms out of business. The proposed trail should be denied. 

Thank you. 

~~-

Bryan Schmidt 
7580 NE Hendricks Rd. 
Carlton, OR 971 JI 

Enclosure: 
I : Asana label 
2: Gramoxone label 
3: Pride and Joy Dairy dog attack Falf 2018 
4: Thomas Rowland and Oregon Central RR July 1873 
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See Tab #39 

Asana XL Label 
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See Tab #47 

Gramoxone SL 2.0 Label 
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Bryan Schmidt 
Leases ~4.5 acres of hazel nuts 
MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00400 1.0 acre Zone EF80 
MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00500 4.0 acres Zone EF80 
Border along ROW 380\ 150' bu ffer=l.31 Acres= 22% of acreage 
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Bryan Schmidt- Dairy Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3410 03200 10.78 Acres Zone EF80 
MapTaxlot: R3410 03100 1.25 Acres Zone AF10 
Map Tax lot R4403 0 1300 -Abandoned ROW 
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Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

I am writing you to express my concerns over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider 

Trail. 

First off, as a county taxpayer, I see this as a waste of taxpayer money. Not only the 

money already spent, but the money that would continue to be spent building and 

maintaining the trail. There are many crucial services in the county that are already 

lacking in funding, and this trail would take away even more county resources. There 

are many roads that need paving, bridges that need maintenance or complete 

replacement, ditches that are not flowing properly, and miles of gravel road that are not 

graded and rocked nearly enough. (I can tell you from experience because I live on one 

of these gravel roads.) Adding the trail to this list puts even more strain on the budget 

and manpower of the county. 

Secondly, as a farm employee, I have many concerns with the abandoned railroad 

ROW becoming a pedestrian trail. The farm I work for farms land on both sides of the 

abandoned ROW. We currently are growing grass seed and hazelnuts on this land. 

These crops require several pesticide and fertilizer applications per year, which is my 

main job on the farm. I spend many hours in the field operating harvest, tillage, planting 

and pesticide application equipment, and some of these fields are near main roads, 

housing developments and less busy roads where people frequently walk, jog and bike. 

I have been cussed at and yelled at for simply making dust, flipped off more times than I 

can count, chased down in the field I was working in, accused of poisoning animals, and 

hit abandoned bicycles and other debris left in the field by trespassers, causing major 

damage and downtime to equipment. I have come upon trespassers in the field while 

doing pesticide applications. When I come upon a trespasser, I must immediately stop 

the application I'm doing. I then have to inform the trespassers that they are trespassing 

and are not allowed to be on the property. I must also inform them of the chemical(s) I 

am using, and make sure that they exit the field in a safe area that has not been just 

sprayed. If they choose not to leave, I must cease all operations until the proper 
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authorities can come and remove them. As a licensed applicator, I abide by strict rules 

and pesticide labels, many of which don't allow people on the property during or after 

application. So who is in the wrong when I come upon a trespasser? I have also been 

turned in to the ODA for pesticide drift. When a member of the public issues a complaint 

to the ODA against me for a pesticide application, it prompts and immediate 

investigation by an ODA authority. I then have to issue records to an investigator of the 

chemical(s) I used, the time
1
date and place of application, and what crop type I was 

applying to. They then have to verify that the chemical I used was labeled to be used on 

that crop at that time. The investigator will also do an on farm visit to inspect the 

application equipment I was using, do a face to face interview asking me questions 

about the application, (what type of nozzles was I using, what the weather conditions 

were, what I know about the products I was using, etc ... ). They will then also do tissue 

and soil samples at the site location and neighboring properties to test for the presence 

of the chemical(s) in question. All of this takes countless hours to deal with. This is time 

taken away from what I need to be doing to be productive on the farm. Anybody for any 

reason can file a complaint to ODA, whether it has merit or not, and ODA has to do a 

full investigation. To this date, every complaint filed against me has not resulted in a 

violation on my part. If this trail goes through, the number of complaints filed with the 

ODA will surely go up, as many people do not understand our common farming 

practices or simply don't like that we are spraying and will file a complaint. These are 

real life examples that happen often and are not exaggerated, and will surely happen 

very regularly next to a pedestrian trail, all while simply trying to do my job in a safe and 

legal manner. 

My point to all this is that putting a pedestrian trail directly through the middle of 

actively farmed fields is a recipe for disaster. As with any business, and especially in 

farming, production and efficiency are the key to being successful. We often work in 

very tight time and weather windows to get a particular task done. Putting this trail 

directly through farm land will be devastating to our production and efficiency, limit the 

production and quality of our crops, killing the profitability we worked so hard for. It 

invites people into the middle of traditional farming activities they may not like, causing 
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unforeseen legal issues, frustration and ultimately not being able to do the job that 

needs to be done to make a living on their own land. 

I'm hoping you will read this with an open mind, and seriously think about the 

negative effects this trail will have on the county, local farms and employees. Thank you 

for your time. 

Sincerely, 

/ ,,. -~ c: 4,-0~~~y -·· 
Casey Vantfyke 
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To the Yamhill county 
commissioners: 

We are farmers and are strongly opposed to this 
"Yamhelas trail." 

February 18, 
2019 

No home 0\vner that lives along this proposed trail is going to want to lose their privacy and 
have people walk/bike literally in their backyards and we feel bad for them. However, when it 
comes to farming close to this proposed trail, the farmers are in jeopardy of losing their 
livelihood and here's why. 

Urban and rural practices simply do not mix well- period! That's why we have tight zoning 
ordinances here in our lovely state of Oregon. You wouldn't build a school in an industrial 
zone and you shouldn't put a walkway inviting the general public in the middle of farm 
ground. It's a danger and a nuisance to both parties and contradicts the fundamental purpose of 
the Exclusive Farm Use District Zone included here for reference. 

402.01 Purpose. 

The purpose of the Exclusive Farm Use District is to identify and protect land 
designated as Exclusive Farm Use on the Comprehensive Plan that is suitable 
and desirable for commercial agricultural operations and other uses which are 
compatible with such operations ..... . ... In Exclusive Farm Use Districts, 
nonfarm residential and other development which might likely be affected by 
normal farm management practices, will be limited or prohibited so as to 
maximize the productivity potential of vicinity farmlands. 

We own 2 fanning operations along this proposed trail on land that is zoned EfU. One is near 
Gaston, the other along Carlton city limits. We raise grass seed, clover and ro\.v crops such as 
corn, onions & green beans. We use this abandoned railroad right of way as part of our farm 
operation and our predecessors before us did as well. We have to cross it to get into our fields, 
and drive along it over 2100' to access the North end of our prope1ty where we farm both sides 
of the ROW. There is no other ingress/egress into this field except for crossing the ROW. 
When the railroad used the now abandoned ROW, its use was completely consistent with 
farming. In fact, our predecessor farmers never gave the railroad any exclusive rights; rather 
just a nonexclusive easement for railroad purposes. There will be no safe, reliable way for us to 
travel along and back and fo11h across the ROW if the trail is approved, which means \Ve will 
be completely foreclosed from farming these areas. 

We use multiple equipment i.e. tractors, combines, swathers, bailers, trucks etc. to work the 
ground, 
fertilize, spray and irrigate and we must travel along and across this space. This occurs many 
times throughout the year a11d multiple times a day during harvest. Harvest is the explosion of 
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activity that determines a farm's profitability and whether all the year's previous efforts and 
investments were worthYvhile and thus, the pressure is intense and we cannot see how it would 
be possible to have people on this trail without significant conflicts and dangerous conditions, 
It is difficult enough that people have to dodge our equipment on relatively wide public 
roadways but have to dodge equipment while on foot or bicycle on a narrow pathway? And 
visa versa! The proposed trail would put scores of people in harm's way & it is a HUGE 
liability for us farmers. 

Our grass and clover crops are Cet1ified by Oregon State University Seed Certification and the 
Oregon Depai1ment of Agriculture. We have many field inspections from both agencies 
throughout the growing season. Inspections involve intense monitoring of our fields for plant 
diseases and any type of foreign contaminations. If any plant diseases or plan contaminations 
are found, our certification is jeopardized and can be pulled. Without certification, our crop can 
become un-merchantable. We are members of several Quality Restricted organizations which at 
any time the qualities are compromised we are at risk of losing our marketing ability, this will 
be a financial disaster for our farming operation! If we are to allow this trail to access our fields 
we will surely have contamination of foreign seeds and possible diseases from dogs, horses, 
people, baby strollers, bikes, trail workers, homeless people and the list goes on! And we will 
have no way to prevent it, 

Depending on the crop, harvest occurs during the summer months and into early fall when 
peak trail use is predicted, We use convoys of 7 combines, hoppers, semi- trucks, tractors and 
pick-ups which would consistently cross the ROW minutes apart for days on end to harvest 
our grass seed. There is a huge risk of fire during this time because it is July hot & dry and 
the stubble in the fields and straw stacked in huge bails is highly flammable. There are no 
nearby adequate emergency services or access for emergency services on the trail. If a fire 
were to start, which is a fact of life in grass seed and grain farming, trail users would be 
overwhelmed with a tragic loss of life to follow and untold and extreme liability for the 
farmer, putting us out of business. 

Our equipment makes dust and chaff. Dust when we are working ground; chaft,'dust 
combining during grass seed harvest. Our neighbors have filberts (hazelnuts), which creates 
significant amounts of dust as well. The locals who live in close proximity to our field in 
Carlton don't like this but tolerate it, as they understand it as a necessary farming practice. lt is 
doubtful that trail users would understand and would definitely protest it if they got "dusted" 
which is likely to occur. We could not prevent it if we ,vere to try to continue to farm if the 
trail is approved. 

We also irrigate both fields with large "guns" shooting 400 gallons/minute of non-potable water. 
Wind otlen causes this water to fly over the ex-railroad way and could easily soak 
walkers/cyclists with so much water as to cause possible injuries. They would protest for sure 
and we wouldn't want a potential lawsuit over dust and water. Such a situation creates liability 
for us just to farm using basic accepted farming practices. Accordingly, if the trail is approved, 
we will have to stop watering large areas of our farm. Without water, there is no farm. Because 
the old abandoned ROW is in the middle of our farm ground, this probably means if the trail is 
approved, we will not be able to economically farm because our inability to water large areas 
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will make om farming economically unviable. Our insurance will likely be canceled ifwe don't 
stop using our watering guns anywhere near the trail if it is approved, We'd have to buy an 
expensive and whole nev-.1 inigation system that we can't afford. 

Then there's the application of sprays: herbicides for weed control, insecticides for insect 
control, sprays for plant diseases, sprays/pellets for rodent control, the spreading offertilizer, 
the spreading of lime dust and other farming practices, depending on the crop. You don't want 
direct contact with people when this is happening. Among others in our forming operation, we 
use the herbicide MCPA Amine. It is an accepted and effective farming practice to use this 
herbicide in grass seed crops like ours. According to the label (attached) it is corrosive, causes 
irreversible eye damage and has a re-entry interval of 48 hours. Edges of our plowed fields, 
(like the ROW) are the greatest source of invasive weeds and pests requiring the most 
treatment. Pets trespassing during this interval will contact and spread these chemicals through 
out their household and the general public wouldn't understand this and they shouldn't be there! 
-period! Again, large farming practices and people just don't mix well. 

With an open trail and easy access from the road, the farmer will be more prone to theft, 
vandalism and trespassing. Our irrigation equipment often runs 24/7 and is left out in the field 
along with tractors. We already have problems with theft in which thieves steal motors, fuel, 
tires, batteries and any type of metal that they can sell for salvage scrap including the irrigation 
pipes themselves! And a quick easy access will make things worse. 

The trespassing issue is a problem as well. Most people especially urban folks often see open 
country space without fences a huge park that they are free. to use for picnics, photography and 
fun etc. A few years ago some trespassing kids were playing in a tall grass seed field when one 
child had a horrific asthma attack whi~h was almost fatal. Why? The grass was pollinating and 
the kids were literally covered with it. lt's a tough time for allergy suffers and worse when 
yom biking/walking right through it. 

We keep bee hives along our fields & people could be stung walking by and or a perfect target 
for kids with rocks that just got stung. They are essential for pollinating our clover crops. And 
what about our row crops? How tantalizing will it be for people to just pick a few ears of corn, 
beans or some onions for dinner? There are nuts and blueberries as well. You can fence out 
most animals but that doesn't work well with people. Where are they going to go to the 
bathroom? Out in our corn field? What about their dogs? We certainly don't want our produce 
being contaminated by human or dog feces. These are elements that we can't control and 
potentially can ruin our crop. 

Now let us discuss our animals alongside this proposed trail. Cyclists & people walking their 
dogs can easily spook livestock. Some will find it irresistible to tease them. And I would 
rather not want a stranger to come pet my horse, goat, cow etc. or perhaps feed it something it 
shouldn't eat i.e. a noxious weed, a nightshade plant would make them sick. We're sure most 
folks wouldn't feed them poison plants out of malice but would do so out of ignorance. 

Also, do people know not to approach a bull'? An innocent encounter with a hand inside a 
fence could be a potential bite or othel' injury. Also, if livestock are teased or spooked they 
will charge fences and escape causing personal injury and property damage. Thus livestock 
operators would be forced to install enormous and expensive fences on their fanns to prevent 
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such occurrences. And such fences would have to be tall, strong and opaque enough to prevent 
contact with trail users. Often times the only time urban folks are in contact with farm animals 
is at the fair and that's if they even go. So contact with farm animals could pose a problem and 
the proximity of the trail to farm animals will make it extremely expensive to attempt to 
continue to farm because of all the new protections for our animals and the people using the 
trai I or impossible to continue to farm because it will just be too expensive and produce too 
much liability. 

The financial impact is a huge concern with so many known significant adverse impacts on 
farming and such significant increased costs of farming as well serious unknowns. Is this trail 
worth the cost when we are so often under funded with om schools, roads, police and fire? 
Other concerns are when the trai I ventures away from highway 4 7 and out of sight of others 
basically between Yamhill and Carlton when it goes cross country. Will this public space be an 
invite for vagrants, homeless camps? Drug use? Will our kids really be safe riding their bikes? 
What about the trash that people so easily dispose of but will have no organized system for 
garbage disposal or management along the trail? 

What monies will maintain this prnposed trail? Just so many unknowns and too much tax payer 
money to be ultimately spent on a trail that hasn't even been approved yet and may never be. 

To sum up ... our farming practices are in great risk. We may be forced NOT to even farm close 
to this proposed trail thus losing our revenue and livelihood. Oregon is an agriculture state big 
time. We own th is land, maintain it, pay taxes on it, and raise our crops on it to the best of our 
ability. We do not want the general public to stop what we do and hmv we've been doing it for \ 
generations simply so they can have a trail, a space for their own leisure and at our expense. It 
would be fine to have a trail around an existing park, or along a highway but NOT right through 
the middle of open farm ground. We cannot harvest our crops, crossing this proposed trail, 
dodging people & cyclists. Again, public trails and farming practices simply do not mix well 
and create conflicts which is what our zoning laws were designed to prevent, but only if you 
enforce them. 

Ground Zero 
Farms 

Celine & Greg 
McCarthy 
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~9J150LUTION5 
MCPA Amine 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Dimethylamine salt of 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid' .................................................. .48.72% 

INERT INGREDIENTS : ..................................................................................................................... 51.28% 
Total. .. ... .... .... .. .. .. .... .... ... ... ...... ... .. - ... ... ......... .... .. .. .... .. ...... ...... ....... 100.00% 

' Equivalent to 39.72% 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid. Contains 3.70 lbs. of MCPA acid per gallon. 
Isomer specific by AOAC Method No. 6.A18-22 (13th Edition) 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER PELIGRO 

Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detaHe 
(lf you do not understand the label, find some one to explain it to you in detail.) 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS ANO DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

DANGER 

Corrosive. causes irreversible eye damage. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or clothing. Avoid breathing spray mists. Harmful If 
swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. 

FIRST AID 
IF IN EYES: Hold eyelids open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, 
after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water 
if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. 
If ON SKIN: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, 
preferably moutMo-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. 
For additional information in case of emergency call toll free 1·877-424-7452. 

Personal Protective Equipment; 
Applicators and other handlers must wear: 

- Long-sleeved shirt and long pants - Shoes plus socks 
- Chemical Resistant Glaves Category A - Protective eye wear 

Discard clothing or other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily conlaminaled with this product's 
concentrate. Do not reuse them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning or maintaining PPE. If no such instructions 
for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. After 
each day of use, clothing or PPE must not be reused until ii has been cleaned. 

EPA REG. No. 1381-104 

Distributed by 
Agriliance, LLC 
P.O. Box 64089, St. Paul, MN 55164-0089 

EPA Est. 70989-IA-1 

NET CONTENTS 

0/C07/3 
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Engineering controls statement: 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft, in a manner that meets the requirements listed in the Worker 
Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [ 40 CFR 170.240 (d) (4-6)), the handler PPE requirements may be 
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Users should: 

- Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. 
- Remove clothing immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
- Remove PPE Immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, 
wash thoroughly and change into clean clo1hing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Drift or runoff may adversely affect non-target plants. For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly lo water, or to areas where 
surface water is present, or lo intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of 
equipment washwaters. \Mien cleaning equipment, do not pour washwater on the ground; spray or drain over a large area 
away from welts and other water sources. 

Most cases of groundwater contamination involving phenoxy herbicides such as MCPA AMINE have been associated wllh 
mixing/loading and disposal sites. Caution should be exercised when handling MCPA AMINE pesticides at such sites to 
prevent contamination of groundwater supp Iles. Use of closed systems for mixing and transferring this pesticide will reduce 
the probability of spills. Placement of mixing/loading equipment on an impervious pad to contain spills will help prevent 
groundwater contamination. 

Use care to avoid spray contact or drift to susceptible plants such as beans and other legumes, cotton, flowers, grapes, 
ornamental, vegetables, and other plants. Do not permit spray mist containing this product to drift onto them, since even very 
small quantities of the spray, which may not be visible, can cause severe injury during both growing and dormant periods. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply this product in a 
way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or ttv-ough drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area 
during application. For any requirements specific to your State or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide 
regulation. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in accordance wlh its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This 
Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses and 
handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, and emergency 
assistance. It also contains specific instructions and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry lnteNal. The requirements of this box apply only to uses of this product that 
are covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 
Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 48 hours. 
PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves 
contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water is: 
- Coveralls. 
- Chemical Resistant Gloves Category A. 
- Shoes plus socks, 
- Protective eyewear. 

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protectlon 
Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when !his product is used lo produce 
agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses. 

Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during application. Do not enter treatment areas 
unlil spray has dried. 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
STORAGE: Store in a secure area, in original container only. Do not store near feed or foodstuffs . Do not contaminate water, 
food, or feed by storage or disposal. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Pesticide wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, sp-ay mixture, or 
rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of according to label Instructions, contact your State 
Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for 
guidance. 
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Metal containers: Triple rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture 
and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. Plastic containers: Triple 
rinse (or equivalent) . Then offer for recycling or recondilion lng, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or incineration , 
or, if allowed by state and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke. 

ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL WEEDS 
Beggerticks, bull thistle, burdock (common), burhead, cocklebur, * goatsbeard, * hempnettle, • jimsonweed, 
• kochia, • ladysthumb, lambsquarter, • marshelder, mustards (except blue), pennycress (fanweed). pepperweed (field), 
pigweed (tumble, prostrate, smooth), poison hemlock, prickly lettuce,• puncturevine, ragweed (common, giant), redstem, • 
shepardspurse, sicklepod, stinkweed, •sunflower,• velvetleaf, Venice mallow, • wild carrot, wild radish, witchweed. 

PERENNIAL WEEDS 
Arrowhead,• bulrush, • bindweed (hedge, field), buttercup (corn , creeping, hairy),• Canada thistle, curly indigo, dandelion, 
dragonhead mint, •• hempnettle, * hoary cress (white top), • honeysuckle, plantain, •rush (soft), 
* smartweed, 0 Texas blueweed, water plantain,•• whitebrush, ** wild garlic, • wild sage (Sonoma), u wild onion, • yellow 
rocket. 
• Use the higher rate for control. Repeat treatments may be necessary. 
•• Regrowth may occur after repeat application. 

USE PRECAUTIONS 

Unless noted otherwise under Individual DIRECTIONS section, for aerial applicatlon, apply the recommended amount in a 
minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre. For ground application , apply the recommended amount in a minimum of 1 O gallons 
of water per acre. Use more water for both methods when adverse growing conditions are present. DO NOT apply with high 
spray pressures, hollow cone or other nozzle types that produce small spray droplets which may drift. Avoid spray drift by 
making applications when conditions such as wind, air stability and temperature inversions are not a factor. The use of a 
suitable drift control agent at the proper rate will aid in the reduction of spray drift. Do not apply this product through any type 
of irrigation system. 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

WATER BASED SPRAY -· Fill the equipment half full of water, agitate while adding this product, then add the rest of the 
water. 
NITROGEN FERTILIZER: Weed and feed applications for small grains, grasses grown for seed or grass pastures according 
to label use rates. Add half the fertilizer to the tank, then add ½ to 3/4 pint of MCPA AMINE per acre. Agitate constantly and 
vigorously and finish filling the spray tank with fertilizer. Apply as soon as possible, agitating constantly. Do not hold spray 
mixture overnight. If incompatibility is a problem, the use of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® agent at the recommended label 
rate may correct the problem. Fertilize according to the recommendations of Agri-Source ™ labs, your supplier, or your 
Extension specialist. 
Herbicide foliage contact burning may occur as a result of fertilizer use. Lower use rates and concentrations will reduce this 
problem. 
Wash spray equipment thoroughly with PROTANK™ cleaner after using this product. When cleaning equipment, do not pour 
washwater on Iha ground: spray or drain over a large area away from wells or other water sources. 
Note: When stored at temperatures below freezing, it may be necessary to warm contents to 70° F and mix thoroughly 
before using. 
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SPRING PLANTED SMALL GRAINS 0 - als, Barley, Rye, an eat ot n dl/v'h N Ud ersee e I d d With L egun,es 
Amount of MCPA 

WEEDS AMINE Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Annual weeds ½ pint Apply when weeds are small. 
Annual and biennial weeds 1 to 2 pints• Apply to grain at 3 to 5 leaf stage or up to early boot stage 
Perennial weeds M/2 to 2 pints* (Zadoks 13 to 40 ). Do not apply during boot to dough stage 

(Zadoks 4o to B:i ). 

FALL PLANTED SMALL GRAINS - Oats, Barley, Rve, and Wheat Not Underseeded With Legumes 
Annual and biennial broadlea1 ½ pint Apply in early spring when weeds are small and grain is fully 
weeds ½ to 1 pint* tillered, but before boot stage (Zadoks 2s lo 40). 

Perennial weeds 

RESCUE TREATMENT-Wheat 
Perennial broad leaf weeds 3 pints** Treat in spring after grain Is tillered and at least 8 to 1 O" tall 

and when wieds are approaching bud stage, but do not 
spray when grain is in boot to dough stage (Zadoks 40 to 8a 
). 

* The higher rate may cause grain injury. 
** The 3 pint rate can produce injury to wheat. Use good judgement to determine the severity of weed problem against the 
possibllily of crop damage. When weeds are scattered. spot treatment will lessen damage. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SMALL GRAINS 
Do not forage or graze meat animals on treated areas within 7 days of slaughter. 

ESTABLISHED ALFALFA 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Yellow rocket, pennycress 1 pint Apply in late fall following frost or in early spring when crop 
(fanweed) and other weeds is dormant. The temperature at the time of spraying should 

be above 40 ° F. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR ALFALFA 
Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment. 

SEEDLING CLOVER ALONE, OR UNDERSEEDED WITH GRAIN AND ESTABLISHED STANDS OF ARROWLEAF, 
CRIMSON, RED, LADINO, AND WHITE CLOVER ( EXCEPT DUTCH ) 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Seedling clovers (except ½ pint Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
Dutch) (lrifoliate stage). 

3/4 to 1 pint Apply in late fall after frost or early spring when weeds are 
Established stands small. Temperature at spraying should be above 40°F. 

FOR USE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST ONLY. Do not apply to sweet clover. ObseNe drift precautions, Stem twisting will 
show up for a short time after application. Some growth reduction may occur. 

RESTR!CTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR CLOVERS 
Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment 
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PASTURES, RANGELAND, CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Newly seeded clover and ½pinl Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
grass pastures (lrifoliate stage) , 

Established pastures 1 to 4 pints• Apply when weeds are small and growing. Spray in spring 
Annual, biennial and and fall . Spray perennial in early bud to full bloom and 
perennial weeds regrowth in fall . Use higher rate for hoary cress (white top), 

Canada thistle, buttercup, and other hard to control weeds. 

3 pints• Apply in 1 gallon of diesel oil and 6 to 10 gallons of water 
White brush per acre by aircraft. Apply in spring or fall when foliage is 

fully developed and growing , Spray during bloom, but not 
after blossom shed. Retreatment may be necessary. 
NOTE: Add MCPA AMINE to the water, then add the oil 
while agitating. Continue to agitate while spraying. 

• Do not spray legumes, if present, unless injury can be tolerated. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR PASTURES, RANGELAND - Do not forage or graze treated areas for7 days after 
treatment. 
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES - Do not forage or graze at any lime. 

FALLOW LAND AND CROP STUBBLE 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Canada thistle, hoary 6 pints Apply when weeds are young and continue treatment for 2 
cress(white top), field bindweed to 3 years for the best results. DO NOT plant any crops for 
and Texas blueweed 3 months after treatment. 

NON.CROP AREAS -Airfields, Drainage Ditches, Fence rows, Roadsides, Railroad, Highway and Utility Rights-or-
W h N A av and ot er on.Crop reas 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Canada thistle, meadow 6 pints Apply in a minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre for aerial 
buttercup, hoary cress (white application and 20 to 100 gallons of water for gound 
lop), and other hard-to-control application. Spray the weeds thoroughly when they are in 
weeds. bud to early bloom and again during fall. 

1/4 pint 
Spot treatment Apply in 3 to 4 gallons of water. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR NON-CROP AREAS - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 
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GRASSES GROW O SEE NF R I f D - Do not use on al al a clover, o th d d er egumes or newly see e areas. 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre D1RECTtONS 
Annual, biennial and perennial 1 to 2 pints• Apply to established grasses before the head comes fntc 
weeds boot. Apply to seedling grasses after tillering. Use the higher 

rate for heavier weed stands. 

• Legumes present may be injured or killed. Bent, Buffalo, Carpet and St. Augustine grasses may be injured by this 
treatment. NOTE: Repeat treatment may be needed. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SEED GRASSES· Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 

FL.AX 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and 1/3 to ½ pint Apply when flax is 2 to 8 inches tall. Do not spray once flax has reached the bud stage. 
biennial weeds Use at least 8 to 10 gallons of water per acre for ground applicalion and at least 3 to 5 

gallons of water per acre for aerial aaoalication. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON FLAX - Do not allow livestock animals to forage or graze treated areas 
within 7 days of slauahter. 

PEAS 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and ½to¼ pint Use only in the Pacific Northwest. Treat when peas are 4 to 6 inches tall. Do not spray 
biennial weeds while peas are in blossom. Peas may show slight injury, but they usually recover a few 

days after treatment. 
Use the higher rate before buds form on Canada thistle lo prevent from going to seed. Do 
not spray peas that are stressed from lack of moisture or when temperatures are over 90' 
F. 
Apply in 15 to 30 gallons of water per acre for ground applications and 5 gallons of water 
per acre for aerial application. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON PEAS - Do not allow livestock to forage or graze treated pea fields. Do 
not feed treated vines to livestock. Do not treat bean-type peas such as crowder, blackeye, etc. 

Notice of Warranty 
Seller warrants that the product conforms lo its chemical descripllon and is reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in 
accordance with directions under normal conditions of use. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NOR IS ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY 
SUCH WARRANTY OR MODIFY THESE TERMS This warranty does not extend to the storage, handling or use of this p10duct contra,y lo label 
instructions, or under abnormal conditions , or under cond itions not reasonably foroseeab!e to Seller , and Buyer assumes the risk of any such storage , 
handling or use Seller shall not be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, if any, resulting from a breach of warranty. 

In case of emergency Involving this product or for user safety information on this product, contact Agrlliance, LLC vi a 
CHEMTREC at 1-800-424-9300. 

COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® AND PROTANKTM are trademarks of Agriliance, LLC. 
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February 27, 2019 

Yamhill County Commissioners 

Please include this letter in the record of the Yamhelas Trail proposal. 

I own and actively farm 24 acres of EFU zoned land in predominately Class I 
soils, in Yamhill County, north of the city of Yamhill. It is part of the JJ Burton 
land donation claim . The long abandoned ROW splits my property in half. I have 
been harvesting hay and grazing livestock on the ROW since 2002 without 
interruption. During the entire period of my ownership the property has never 
been used by any railroad for any purpose. My predecessors before me were 
similarly farming the property. If the trail goes through, half of my property will be 
landlocked as there is no other access. The trail would also eliminate my ability 
to graze livestock on the property that is west of the ROW as there is no water 
source. We rely upon access over the old abandoned rail right of way to get our 
cattle back and forth to water and for irrigation. 

Depending on the year and market th is proposed trail would all but eliminate my 
farm income. The trail could also eliminate my ability to cut hay as I need to 
cross the ROW to bring my crop into my barn. During harvest my crossing needs 
are intensive and frequent, using large trucks and equipment. 

New ODA spray regulations along the ROW will threaten my business plan of 
being able to sell Oregon State Certified Noxious Weed Free Hay which 
commands a premium in the hay market as the ROW is the greatest source of 
contamination to my fields and is in most need of treatment. Limiting my ability to 
spray herbicides will all but eliminate this part of my farm plan . I use a custom 
spray applicator to apply my herbicides. It the trail becomes a reality the sprayer 
believes that they may need to hire a spotter on the trail to keep people from 
encroaching until the reentry interval (REI) period has expired. The REI on these 
chemicals varies between drying time up to 48 hours. I will no longer be able to 
keep my equipment in my fields when not in use. Right now there is no public 
access and they are quite safe, but if a trail goes through it will provide public 
access to my fields. 

If the trail is approved my insurance agent said I would need to add $2,000,000 
dollars of umbrella coverage at an added expense of 10% of my gross plus per 
year as long as there are no claims. If there are claims my insurance could be 
increased by thousands or cancelled altogether. This added cost and increased 
risk are significant impacts to my farming practice. This is made astronomically 
worse by the extra costs to my accepted farming practices of having to hire spray 
spotters; to not be able to spray at all or only in very limited ways because of the 
presence of the trail and people on it at any given time making compliance with 
EPA label requirements impossible; to be unable to spray the abandoned right of 
way in order to keep out noxious weeds from infecting my otherwise certified 
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pure hay fields; to be unable to have any access to both sides of my farm: to no 
longer be able to have my cows to cross over the trail to get to their only water 
source. In essence, the proposed trail makes it impossible for me to continue to 
farm, or to use my accepted farming practices. And that is the most significant 
adverse impact on accepted farming practices there is and is the greatest 
increased cost of accepted farming practices that there is. 

The trail is also simply incompatible with adjacent land uses in other ways. This 
is all EFU zoned land and a recreational use will be inconsistent use of the land. 
My home that I built in 2008 was designed to overlook my fields and property, not 
to overlook a public bike path. The house sits about 100 yards from the 
proposed trail. I purchased this property for its solitude and absence of 
neighbors. The trail imposes a significant loss of privacy and safety and security 
for me and my family. My property is in a very rural area and there trail users will 
have no place other to relieve themselves or defecate than adjacent properties 
like mine. There are no garbage facilities for the trail and so trail users garbage 
will end up on my farm and in my private yards. There is already strapped police 
protection here and the increased stress on police services needs will result in 
my-and my family being simply unsafe in our own homes. If there are 
emergencies, there is no way for emergency responders to get to the trail except 
by driving through my fields. I am also very concerned about homeless campers 
and the threat of lost income due to forced changes in my farm plan. l fear that 
the open path will allow people access to private land that they believe they can 
hunt from the trail. This trail project will cause a significant change in my farm 
plan will cost my business thousands of dollars each year. (if I can continue to 
farm at all) Attached are some MSDS and SOS sheets for the herbicides that are 
currently used on my farm. You should deny the proposed trail and tell the 
applicant to put a trail in a location that is not significantly and fundamentally 
harmful to agriculture. 

Tny~u, 
~Uson 
Yamhill Oregon 
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Chris Mattson 
2075·1 NE Cove Orchard Rd 
Yaml1ill, OR 97148 

1313 9478 
_.I(, Lot R2427 01501 

Acres 24.14 
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To the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners: 

I am writing on behalf of Carlton Seed, LLC to express my concern regarding the proposed Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail and the direct impact it would have on our business and our customers, many of whom 

farm property along the trail route. Carlton Seed is a processor and wholesaler of local grass seed and 

clover seed, which makes up a significant portion of the local agriculture industry. I have been managing 

Carlton Seed for the past 5 years and have extensive experience marketing the crops that are grown in 

our area. 

Yamhill County is known for growing some of the highest quality grasses and clovers in the world - in 

part because of our fertile soil but also because our local farmers are extremely good at what they do. 

Managing seed crops requires extensive use of fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, growth regulators, ect. 

This is all necessary to achieve the quality of seed that is expected in our area, and allowing the farmers 

and seed companies to maximize the amount of money earned from the crops. 

As a seed processor, Carlton Seed is the first destination for the seed after the farmers harvest it. We 

condition and package the seed to get it to market, and provide marketing services fo~ the end product. 

It is absolutely imperative to our business that the customers use management practices which prevent 

the growth of unwanted weeds with the crop they bring us. The presence of weed seeds not only makes 

our job as a processor extremely difficult by requiring excess time, manpower, and wear and tear on 

equipment trying to remove them, but it also greatly devalues the end product. This costs us money 

and costs the farmer money. !>oorly managed fields can also create problems for other fields in the area, 

spreading weeds and disease and compounding the issue even more. 

As a marketing agent for these crops, I've seen firsthand how just a small amount of unwanted weeds 

can destroy our product to the point that it literally cannot be sold. That is not good for anybody and is 

enough to bankrupt a farmer in some years. While the Westsider Trail may seem like a nice opportunity 

at first glance, I believe the impacts to neighboring farms are extreme. Putting a recreational space 

through the middle of prime farmland creates havoc on the farmer's ability to manage their crops 

correctly, which creates a ripple effect through the whole industry as I've outlined above. 

I ask that the Board please listen to these concerns and take them seriously, as I believe the negative 

impact of this trail would be far greater than many realize. I greatly appreciate your time and 

consideration. 

Regards, 

Cory VanDyke 
General Manager 
Carlton Seed, LLC 
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Yamhill County Commissioners 

My name is Jim Van Dyke, I am a third generation fanner from Yamhill. My brother 
Mark and I have farmed together since 1976 after purchasing our fathers fatm business. 

I would like to explain some of the activities involved with farming today. Farmers raise 
livestock and grow a variety of different crops depending on the markets. In our area we 
can grow wheat, grass for seed, clover, grapes, nursery- crops, hazelnuts, berries and fruit 
trees. In the future we have the potential to grow marijuana, hemp, lettuce, and other 
fresh market crops. With the ability to grow these crops come their respective 
challenges. From the time you enter the field, we begin plotting the fields and making a 
plan according to soil types, pH, fertility, orientation, slope as well as current markets. 

Once the land has been analyzed as to what crop and how to best grow it, we begin by 
repairing or improving the drainage. Then the next step would be to work the soil to 
create a seed bed as well improving the pH and fertility by applying lime, fertilizer, 
pesticides (commercial or organically) to control pests and invasive weeds. After the soil 
has been prepared and the timing is correct according to the season and the weather we 
begin planting. With that we will enter the fields and plant our crops either by machine or 
manual labor. Mechanically we use equipment that moves the soil, plants the seed and 
firms the soil back into place while adding fertilizer as well as pesticides. If planting by 
hand, it is very- slow and requires a large work force. They would use equipment to haul 
supplies and lay out irrigation. Once the inigation is laid out, it is monitored daily. After 
a crop is planted it will be watched continuously and will be sprayed, fe1tilized, irrigated, 
pruned, hand rouged sometimes for multiple years until the first crop can be harvested. A 
head of harvest trucks, equipment, restrooms, as well as fruit, nut, or seed bins will be 
placed in the field. The action of fanning creates dust, smell and noise and effective 
farming requires the spraying (pesticides, herbicides as well fertilizers). All of these 
activities can be bothersome and potentially dangerous to the untrained and unprotected. 

Harvest is a very- busy season that can be plagued by catastrophes such as, fire, weather, 
mechanical breakdowns, labor issues, markets, etc. With harvest comes mud or dust, 
noise and moving of heavy equipment, all dangerous for untrained people. 

Some crops we harvest only during daytime when it is hot and dry-. Some crops we 
harvest at night when it is cool and damp. We use everything from hand tools like 
buckets and flats, to ve1y large combines with cutting heads as wide as 35 feet. Many 
semi trucks, hay rakes, hailers, hay stackers, windrowers, trucks with Jong flat bed 
trailers, and also large forklifts with squeeze attachments to load these trucks. We also 
have truck and tractor mounted fire equipment on hand to fight fire as it is a constant 
threat dming fire season. 

Our next step would be to groom the fields with mowers and sprayers or pruning crews to 
rid the fields of pests and disease. Organically, as in the past, we can still do open field 
burning to groom the fields, but a trail would create huge conflicts with this method. This 
is all done to prepare for the next crop when we start another year. 
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As you can see, it is a lot of activity and our farm workers and machinery have been 
working on and back and forth across the abandoned railroad ROW as part of our 
farming activity for decades. Activities that will create conflicts, hard feelings and even 
extreme danger if the proposed change in use occurs and introduces the general public, 
(untrained and unprotected) into the middle of where all these activities happen. Most 
importantly, it will significantly impact our farming operations and hamper our ability to 
farm our ground effectively and profitably, which is what our land is zoned for. 

Effective January 1, 2019, new laws have increased the buffer zone of certain chemicals 
to 150' during spraying. This is not a spray drift issue and would not prevent us from 
spraying all our fields, IF there is NO change in the proposed use of the abandoned rail 
ROW. But, if the general public were introduced into this ROW, it would keep us from 
applying safe and labeled products ON OUR OWN LAND within that zone. It is not 
about spray drift on to adjoining property or pedestrians, it is a law that prevents spraying 
within 150' of people. Land that we own, purchased through hard work and saving, pay 
taxes on, yet if someone is on the proposed trail we are not allowed to spray in this zone 
on our land. A massive impact would occur to our farms from its change in use. 

Mark and I own three farms along the proposed trail. If this proposed trail was approved, 
it will hinder cropping on 3 7 .9 acres along this trail. Taking 3 7. 9 acres out of our nomml 
farming practices would have a huge impact on the production of these farms and 
conflicts with purpose of our EFU zone. A zone in which the proposed trail should be 
"prohibited so as to maximize the productivity of vicinity farmlands." (402. EXCLUSIVE 
FARM USE DISTRICT (EF-80, EF-40, and EF-20) 402.01 Purpose 402.01 Purpose.) 

My other concern is livestock including the buffalo along this trail. My concern are 
livestock such as cows, horses, lamas, sheep and yes even buffalo being spooked and run 
through their farmer owned fences by some nearly silent bikes whizzing by. Electric 
bikes are only growing in popularity and allow nearly silent travel over 30 mph and will 
only get faster. Spooked animals will not only damage the landowners fences but can run 
out into traffic causing a life threatening motor vehicle accident. Who will be liable for 
these type of accidents? Who is responsible?, The cyclist?, The county who is putting 
the trail out here?, No. It will be the farmer, the farmer's insurance and the fanner's 
livelihood at risk. These issues must be recognized and addressed as to how this trail 
could be compatible with our farms and not just ignored. Not only the farms of today but 
the farms and the crops of the future, as farming is an ever-changing process. I urge you 
to stop this project now and use our tax dollars on projects such as our deteriorating roads 
and bridges that don't conflict with our zoning laws. 
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Jim & Julie Vandyke 

Parcel #1: R3403-01701 /73.6Acres 
Parcel #2: R3403-01400 / 18 Acres 
Parcel #3: R2434 03500 / 57 Acres 

Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres Zone EF80 
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February 23t1,, 2019 

John Van Dy~e 
1255 E. Main St. 
Yamhill Or. 9'.7148 

l 
RE: Yamhelas!Trail Record March 7, 2019 

I 

l 
Dear Yamhill 1County Commissioners 

I own approx 22ac that lies on both sides of Stag hollow Creek, and bordered to 
the east by th abandoned ROW. My property is mainly pastureland for grazing 
animals and ijay fields. A high percentage of this property is low lying ground 
that is subjec~ to seasonal flooding, so my fences are designed to rise up above 
the flood line ifor approximately six months of the year. These fences are 

' designed to keep cows in, they do not keep dogs and people out. 
I 

My property ~o has an in stream pond, which will be a magnet to trail users 
and pets as ateady proven by the few trespassers we've had even without public 
access. Designed public access to this area increases my liability and insurance 
costs to unte I able significant amounts I cannot afford. Most of th.is area is out of 
direct view a 1d would require constant monitoring to prevent such trespass. 
There is no p~an or program in place to enforce trespassing laws on the old 
abandoned r~il right of way. 

I 
I 

Also, my cows are easily spooked by people, pets and cyclists, which can lead to 
costly injurie~ and damage to fences. This is because they will charge the fences 
and get out. /r will have liability when they do to any people on the trail they 
frighten or "lorse, my insurance will go up or I will be cancelled. No insurance, 
no farm. 

As consistent with standard farming practices, the following herbicides are 
applied mul~iple times per year in my farm operation. 

' 

Comerston~ Plus (roundup) a group 9 herbicide. 
Shredder Atnine 4 (2-4-D product) a group 4 herbicide. 

I 
Weedone LV 6 EC Broadleaf herbicide. 

1 

Crossbow Brush killer 
I 
I 

l 
All of these products restrict people and pets from being in the area during their 
application. IAs per the manufactures label, the REI (Resh·icted Entry Interval) 
after applic~tion for Crossbow and Weedone LV6 is until after the chemical dries 
which can v~1y from application rate and weather conditions. 

I 
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As per the m')Ilufacluxes label, the REI for Cornerstone Plus is 24 hours after 
application at}d 48 hours for Shredder Amine 4, respectively, How will you 
effectively prevent access up and down the trail in these areas whenever a farmer 
needs to appl such products throughout the year? There is no plan to do so and 
I will have no!way to do so, what will happen is, I will be forced to quit spraying 
and there is n other economically effective way for me to keep weeds out of my 
farm. 

Another serio
1 

s problem is that I farm where your staff are trying to get you to 
build the Sta& Hallow Bridge for this tl'ail Th.is bridge .is very problematic for 
my farming. irst there is no access to the bridge area and so people and 
construction ews will try to take my farm for access, which I will not and 
cannot allow. Second, construction equipment brings in with it invasive weed 
pests on tract r tracks and tires. And I will have no safe or assured way to keep 
these pests o 

1 
t of my farm because of pesticide labeling restrictions where these 

guys will be Working. Third, when it is built it won't support heavy emergency 
equipment d so if there is an emergency on the trail emergency services 
providel's w~ come zipping through my fields and farm, ruining them and 
terrifying my livestock. Fourth, trail users will stop on the bridge and this will 
adversely im act my ability to spray because I will have to wait around for them 
to leave, but will have no way to get them to move along. 

You cannot ~owingly in good conscience, approve this project and subject the 
public and t1 eiJ: pets to this exposure and the farmers liability from standard 
farming practices that our zoning laws were designed to protect. Your duty is to 
apply farm p otection laws and not approve these terrible farm threatening 
conflicts that EFU zone laws are designed to prevent. The pl'oposed trail will 
add so manylcosts to our accepted farming practices, that I fear that ~e will 
ul~atel~ bl.f~rcect to quit .. we just do not .roll in money .. And t~at ~s. the 
ultimate s1~cant adverse nnpact on farmmg and the ultimate significant cost 
there is. Pl~1se deny the proposed trail and tell your staff to come up with a plan 
to put a trail ·omewhere other than the middle of commercial farms. The Benton 
County Boarcl of Commissioners had the good sense to deny a trail proposal that 
would sign · cantly harm ·working farms and you should deny this one too. 
Thank you. 
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Frost Farm 
im & Mark Van Dyke 

150' buffer=18.2 acres 
affected by Spray Buffer 

ohn Van Dyke 
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3-1-2019 

Larry Pekkola Jr. and Casey Aschim 

Larry Pekkola and Son 

Own and Farm 70 acres along the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Zoned EFU 1.12 miles south of 

Carlton with Pekkola Road being the southernmost border of the property. There is 2,027 feet of 

railroad right of way bordering our property. 

To Whom it may Concern, 

We are writing this letter in opposition of the proposed Westsider Trail as it would be detrimental to 

our farming operation. We currently grow Tall Fescue in the indicated parcel and rotate crops of Red 

Clover, Crimson Clover, Vetches, Alfalfa, Wheat, Oats, and Ryegrass at any given time. Tall Fescue is a 

very valuable crop that requires multiple applications offertilizer and chemicals to produce a quality 

product. The parcel involved currently grosses $120,000 per year and is a large portion of our farm's 

revenue. A buffer zone would be required based upon our pesticide labels of 150 feet to the trail would 

cause a 7-acre loss or 10% of field area, this is significant as profit margins are often less than double 

digits for a farm and in this case means we wouldn't be making any money due to ground we couldn't 

produce a quality crop on. Without the trail we don't have these setbacks from the old abandoned 

railroad right of way. Along with the proposed buffer areas if we aren't able to treat that part of the 

field it can cause large scale pest and disease issues as whole properties need to be treated or else 

insect populations will expand exponentially in little time. Just a couple years back we had a mild winter 

in which we didn't have a hard freeze and, in the spring, we were faced with Barley Yellow Dwarf virus in 

Grass Seed fields due to high aphid pressure. This virus stays in plant forever and causes fifty-percent or 

greater yield losses year after year. We now are aware of this issue and can treat the fields with lorsban 

Advanced or other similar chemicals but these require at least 24-hour reentry periods. While this 

wouldn't be being directly applied to the trail it would be close and even with signage you cannot stop 

people from entering your property. This we feel will cause huge liability issues and greatly increased 

insurance costs to us that we don't need. An even bigger issue is the fairly new Application Exclusion 

Zone introduced by the EPA in 2017 and enforced by Oregon OSHA with even different rules than the 

EPA. It states currently that anyone applying chemicals and have any type of passer by within 100 feet 

(walkers, joggers, cars) must stop application until that person has passed by. If the trail is busy with 

joggers, walkers, stroller pushers, etc. and I am trying to make my first two passes on the sprayer I won't 
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be able to spray or will have to have the trail shut down for a couple of hours while I spray. I am sure 

this will be a tough issue to enforce on the trail and we don't want to have to deal with the hassle. 

When we harvest these crops, they are very dry and the fire danger is extremely high. At times our 

machinery can cause sparks and field fires ensue. I see this a huge problem as these fires move very 

swiftly and as the trail is being designed as a human and equestrian trail, I don't see how Emergency 

Response Vehicles will be able to access these areas of concern. Beyond fire danger our practices of 

Harvest and ground preparation make a large amount of dust and we cannot control the wind therefore 

it will be problematic blowing towards the trail. Just last year I blew a tire on a tractor right along the 

proposed trail and it was late on a Saturday afternoon and repairs were not able to be made until early 

the following week. My tractor had to sit in place for 2 days and I have concern over people vandalizing 

and stealing components of my machinery as it is already a big problem on rural roads. When people 

see shiny, expensive machinery it is human nature to be drawn to It and want to loiter in, on, and 

around it and that's when problems start. 

At times we graze our cattle on these harvested fields in the fall after harvest. I know this will be 

another problem as people will be antagonizing and harassing our livestock. Besides people if horses are 

allowed on the trail along with dogs it presents huge injury potential to the people on the trail, on 

horseback, and especially to our livestock. It is a proven fact that dogs, horses, people, and livestock 

don't mix. 

The Oregon Right to Farm law states that farmers shall not be liable for nuisance suits related to dust, 

spraying, and any other common practice associated with the work we do. This trail will definitely be a 

huge means of these types of suits. We can easily see trail users making claims against us claiming we 

don't have a right to put any dust on their trail and claiming they've been sprayed I Even though we 

have the right to do our job we are going to constantly be defending ourselves against the foresaid 

problems with the introduction of this trail. 

We strongly urge you to not allow this trail in our county as it will cost ourselves, the county, and 

individuals greatly in added insurances, loss of revenues, civil suits, and taxes. Along with monetary 

costs 1t will greatly stress already low levels of Emergency Medical Services and Law Enforcement. The 

railroad right of way has never been a problem when it was just trains passing by, and that is what this 

trail is being built on, railroad use only property. Besides the Trail being a BAD IDEA, it is not NOT LEGAL. 

Thank You for your time. 
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Larry Pekkola and Son 

Larry Pekkola Jr. 

Casey Aschim 
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Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68. 7 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border = 202 7' 
150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=l0.2% 
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Sitton Brothers Inc 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 
74.9 Acres Zone EF80 
Parcel B of 200-
West of ROW ~31.2 Acres 
ROW Border 1417' 
150' Spray buffer = 4.88 acres = 15 .6% 

I I 
Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68.7 acres Zone EFBO 
ROW Border= 2027' 
150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=10.2% 

Sitton Brothers Inc 
Allen Sitton 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 
74.9 Acres Zone EF80 
Parcel C of R3434 00200 
East of ROW ~35.9 acres 
ROW Border = 1373' 
150' Spray buffer=4. 73 acres = 13.2% 

Sitton Brothers 
MapTaxlot: R3434 00600 
38.6 Acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border =1052' 
150' Spray buffer=3.62 acres=9.38% 
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6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
www.Frulthilllnc.com 

February 28, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - LUBA Remand 

Dear Commissioners Kulla, Olson and Starrett: 

503-662-3926 
Fax 503-662-4270 
Lee@Fruithllllnc.com 

Please include this letter and all attachments in the record of the above-captioned 

matter. I call your attention to the enclosed letters from Mr. Hollcroft (Senior Risk 

Control Specialist, PayneWest Insurance) and Mr. Staebler (food safety and defense 

consultant and practitioner). Both experts have provided their own credentials within 

their writings. I offer them Into the public record of these proceedings and will refer to 

them throughout this letter. 
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I am a product of Yamhlll-Carlton High School and a 1972 graduate of Oregon State 

University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration, specializing 

Agrlcultural Business Management. I served more than three years as a staff officer in 

the United States Army, For nearly 43 years, my brother and I have owned and 

managed Fr,uithlll, Inc., a farming and fruit processing business in Yamhill County. The 

Schrepel family started as a Yamhill County grower of fruits, grains and timber In 1919 

and Fruithill was incorporated at Yamhill in 1968. We've been processing fruit since 

1950, and operating in our current location since about 1955. As third generation 

operators, my brother and I grow light and dark sweet cherries, red tart cherries, 

Italian purple plums, hazelnuts, plnot gris and pinot noir wine grapes. We are pleased 

to qualify this year as an Oregon Century Farm. We were also proud to have been 

selected in 1990 during the WIiiamette Valley AgFest as the Star Producer, and in 2012 

by the Austin Family Business Program at Oregon State University as the Small Family 

Business of the Year. In addition to ourselves and dozens of others, we employ 

members of our family's fourth and fifth generations. 

My brother and I are licensed by the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) as 

Private Pesticide Applicators. We are licensed by the Oregon Bureau of Labor and 

Industries (BOLi) as Farm Labor Contractors. Our company has been authorized by the 

ODA as a Commercial Pesticide Operator and is licensed by ODA as a Food Processing 

Establishment. We are members of many organizations, among them the Oregon Farm 

2 
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Bureau Federation (OFBF), Food Northwest (formerly the Northwest Food Processors 

Association), Oregon Agricultural Chemicals and Fertilizer Association and the Nut 

Growers Society of Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. As a grower, we have 

been GlobalGAP (Good Agricultural Practices) certified (certificate attached). Our 

processing plant Is Kosher (certificate attached) and certified by Oregon Tilth for 

organic operations ( certificate attached). Our plant is Safe Quality Food (SQF) Food 

Safety Code for Manufacturing, Edition 8.0, audited and certified (certificate attached) 

for compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA; 111 ll1 Congress Public 

Law 353). We are a food facility registered and audited by the United States Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA). We are also audited by the United State Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) ( certificate attached) and ODA. For almost seven years, we have 

employed a fulHime, extremely experienced, we/I-qualified and highly trained 

professional Food Safety Manager. Through the past four-plus decades, my brother 

and I have served on numerous local, state-wide and national boards of directors. 

The production of our farm enters the stream of commerce through local processors 

and wineries, as well as in the form of frozen institutional ingredients that we process In 

our production facility at Yamhill. We receive our fruit from nearby orchards, and that 

of growers from whom we buy or for whom we process. In the preparation of our end

products, we wash, de-stem, sort, pit (and perform other activities such as dicing or 

pulping) and freeze the finished fruit product. Our frozen fruit markets are domestic 

and international. Ours is a very labor-intensive, highly quality- and safety-sensitive 
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operation that depends upon our reputation and daily performance meeting and 

exceeding our standards and specifications and those of our customers, the food 

processing industry and regulatory agencies. If our customers or their consumers are 

given a reason for doubt or concern about our food safety, our business will not 

survive. A copy of our Food Safety Policy is attached. This food production site Is one 

of the more intense in the state, rural and remote, where the public is not now allowed 

to engage. Thus, the proposed trail creates substantial potential for squatting and 

unsanitary practices, trash, trespass and thefts that could be ruinous to our food 

production business. These concerns are not speculative. Trall systems attract 

homeless people. 

Fruithlll is located on the east edge of, but not in, the City of Yamhill. All our processing 

facilities are within the planning jurisdiction of Yamhill County. Our western boundary is 

the city limits of Yamhill. We are bounded on the south by Oregon Highway 240. Our 

"standing" in these proceedings relates to three pieces of property, alt of which are 

adjacent to, or located within 220 feet of, the proposed trail. (See attached map for 

reference.) I speak as a humble and respectful member of the community where I've 

always lived and contributed, and with first-hand experience and generations of hands

on effort and sweat equity when it comes to these properties affected by the proposed 

trall. 

1. Yamhill Station N This property abuts the proposed trail. 

4 
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a. owned by Keith Schrepel Trust and Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust (my brother and I 

are the trustees of the trusts of our deceased parents) 

b. 5.6 acres 

c. tax account #556801 

d. R3403-03400 

e. zone HI (heavy Industrial) 

f. 6481 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 

g. utilized for employee and equipment parking; frozen truck loading; off-season 

storage of fruit processing equipment; employee break and training room; forklift 

garage; refrigerated staging of product; stacking of supplies, materials, pallets 

and bins; etc. 

2. My Home N And one of our orchards. 

a. owned by Lee W. Schrepel (myself) 

b, 19.66 acres 

c. tax account #421163 

d. R3403-01201 

e. zoned EF-80 (agricultural) 

f. 6507 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 

g. where our home is; our 5-acre hazelnut orchard (approxlmately 450-500 feet 

from the proposed trail); (above-ground) fuel storage; waste-water disposal 

yard; machine storage sheds; etc. 

3. Fruithlll Office, Plant, Dry and Cold Storage Warehouses 

5 
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a. owned by Fruithlll, Inc. (owned by my brother, Mark, and myself) 

b. 3.23 acres 

c. tax account #88640 

d. R3403-01200 

e. zoned RI (resource industrial) 

f. 6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 

g. where our fruit (apricot, berry, cherry and plum) processing, dry and cold 

storage and office facilities are; employee parking; this area Is partially fenced 

where our visibility is most limited at our exposure to Hwy 240; etc. 

During or prior to 1863, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robertson began to pour their sweat 

equity into what is now our property that is proposed to be a part of the Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail. A few years later, in 1864, after Robertson's had transferred title to 

Robert Perry, another family began to etch their own identity into this land. In a court

ordered "taking" during 1872, eminent domain was utilized expressly for, and limited to, 

railroad purposes and construction of a local station to serve the railroad only. 

In the County's rush to take advantage of "easy money", we wonder who benefits, and 

at what expense, from this conversion of productive land now on the tax rolls to 

something that's actually a burden upon the community, What follow are questions 

that weigh upon how the proposed trail impacts its farming, agricultural industry and 

other neighbors. 

6 
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1. Has the applicant conducted and publicly published a bona fide cost-benefit 

analysis? 

2. Is there a legitimate, likewise publicly published, demographic study that documents 

projected use of such a trail? 

a. Is anything objectively quantifiable, or is everything supportive only in the form 

of subjective opinion? 

b. From how far away will users be drawn? 

c. Will locals use it and how? 

d. How many walkers? 

e. Bicycle riders? 

f. Equestrians? 

g. All-terrain vehicle operators? 

h. Loose domestic animals? 

3. Will the trail be used in a way that contributes to the well-being of neighboring 

communities and economies? • 

4. What are the projected impacts upon the environment, in particular the wildlife and 

wetlands between Yamhill and Gaston? 

5. Does anyone truly, honestly care about the economic and lifestyle impacts upon 

farmers and nearby residents? 

6. Who will provide public safety enforcement functions, if anyone? 

7. Is there care and concern about fires and medical emergencies? 

7 
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8. How much litter and human and domestic animal "waste" will be left behind for the 

neighbors to suffer? 

All these uncertainties should be objectively projectable, scientifically and quantifiably 

evaluated. The impact can be monetized and It is severe. The Board of Commissioners 

(Commissioners) can make, we hope, a reasonable, objective decision at "arm's 

length": if they are willing. They have been invited, encouraged and challenged to do 

so. 

The property identified above as \\Yamhill Station" is utilized In conjunction with our 

food processing business located immediately to the east. For the County to approve 

' 
use of this site for a trail, it would do irreparable harm to our present and long-term use 

of the site. If the potential trail follows the abandoned former rail bed, lt will divide the 

Yamhill Station site into separate halves (see attachment). Our use of the property, 

and its value to us, necessitates that It be one contiguous site accessible east to west 

and north to south by trucks, automobiles, forklifts, farm equipment and other 

equipment relevant to our operation. The prospective trail amounts to more than ten 

percent of the site. Our purchase of this site from the railroad was subject to a five

year term during which the trail could be built, or sold to the County, on the extreme 

western edge of the property and limited to no more than 30 feet. No trail was built 

and the railroad did not convey the reserved property to the County (see our deed 

attached to this letter). Rather, as Is clear from the deed from the railroad to the 

County (also attached), our "Tract 5" was wholly excluded from the railroad conveyance 
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to the County. Therefore, we own Tract 5 and no trail, or parking or other public 

facilities are to be constructed thereon. 

The only property we own that is proximate to the proposed trail, where the proposed 

trail could be permitted under current zoning laws, is the 19.66-acre parcel upon which 

our home and hazelnut orchard are located. To approve the trail on our 19.66 acres, 

the applicant has the burden to prove that the trail does not significantly adversely 

impact our accepted farming practices and does not significantly increase the cost of 

our accepted farming practice. Also under the County's own code, it must also 

demonstrate that the proposed trail meets all the criteria in YCZO 1202.02 for 

conditional use permits. With all due respect, the County cannot meet any of these 

EFU or conditional use permit standards. 

From our own perspective, I refer you to matters addressed by Misters Hollcroft and 

Staebler. Though their specialties are different, their concerns are parallel and their 

recommendations are very similar. Mr. Hollcroft advises lndividuals and companies 

seeking insurance coverage how they might reduce their risk and liability relative to 

personal Injury and property damage, which implies they might increase their 

insurabllity at premium rates that might be more favorable. Mr. Staebler advises those 

who handle food as manufacturers, growers, processors, packers and warehousers how 

they might maintain and enhance the defense of their operations and the safety of their 

production for the benefit of their companies and their consumers. 

9 
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In the case of both experts, concerns addressed involve increased traffic, wanderers, 

attractive nuisance and those things that users of the trail might leave behind. In the 

words of Hollcroft: 

"One of the first concerns is the increased pedestrian and recreational traffic 

from the trail ai:d the interaction with motorized traffic and equipment on your 

property, as well as coming to and from your property. Vehicles and equipment 

are one of the leading causes of accidental death in this country. Separation of 

vehicles and trail users, and traffic control would be necessary to minimize this 

risk and would be expected by your insurance companies. Appropriate traffic 

controls would be expensive and still not completely reliable to ensure the safety 

of trail users." 

Heeding the guidance of Hollcroft:, we must assume, will reduce insurance claims, 

maximizing insurability and minimizing cost. In the words of Staebler: 

"The concern Is that when a food facility has an increase in surrounding grounds 

population and foot traffic, the risk of possible wanderers on the facility premises 

to potentlally affect food products slgnlflcantly Increases. Fruithlll's production 

facilities would be required to be updated with new state of the art locks .... The 

storage warehouse would have to be rebuilt to become a secure facility .... 

Further, Fruithill's surrounding grounds would be required to be completed 

fenced .... Failing to take these measures would increase Fruithill's vulnerabilities 
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to a significant risk of contamination and expose Fruithill to ... potential penalty 

and liability consequences .... " 

Paying attention to Staebler, we likewise assume, will best defend our food supply 

chain, provide the greatest likelihood of safe food and assure those who audit and 

those who regulate that this food manufacturer, grower, processor, packer and holder 

will not harm those downstream. 

Fruithill's Investment in food safety and defense literally runs into the t"lundreds of 

thousands, including improvements to our facilities, staffing to identify and manage 

related risks and the redevelopment of our company culture. We must walk what we 

talk! Any threat to this investment is a threat to our survival as an agricultural industry, 

a farm and an employer. We cannot condone practices on our premises that could put 

anyone at risk from eating what we grow, handle, process, freeze or warehouse, and 

believe me, regulators and third-party auditors are very liberal in determination of what 

is "our premises". They do not like to stop at the property line. 

Hollcroft and Staebler suggest that foot traffic alongside Fruithill now (pre-trail) is either 

negllgible or adequately managed by current mitigating measures. Considering how the 

applicant might measure "success" of the proposed trail, one assumes it wlll be 

measured in "head-count'': more traffic = more success. One might think there is 

need for this trail because of the pent-up demand subjectively expressed by prospective 

users during hearings. If that's so, Hollcroft and Staebler would agree it is doomsday 

for Fruithill and others along the route that are in the food business. The trail's traffic 
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will contribute adversely to the risks both have described and in which I concur. The 

proposed trail will forever alter the character of the surrounding area - our three 

properties, the Van Dyke hazelnut orchard adjacent to us and all of the agricultural 

operations that surround us. It wlll do so in a way that substantially limits, impairs and 

prevents the use of our property and that of our farming neighbors for the permitted 

uses listed In the underlying zoning district. We will not be able to farm, we will not be 

able to process food safely and we will not be able to convince insurers and regulators 

that we can keep the food we grow and process safe without signiAcant new costs to 

make our properties a veritable Fort Knox. Further, the well-known attractant that 

public trails are to homeless people. means that homeless people will set up camp along 

the trail, dispose of trash and deposit human waste. There are wholly inadequate 

public facilities for these and other trail users that exist or are planned. So far as we 

know, there is no plan for toilets, waste collection or additional monitoring on the trail. 

Moreover, the sheriff has minimal funds to patrol the County as It Is. The fire 

protection district serving our area is a rural fire department primarily staffed by 

volunteers. Neither agency is now planned or now capable of handling the intense use 

of the trall and associated needs for police, fire and emergency services protection, It 

is an unfortunate reality that these agencies are not set up to provide urban-level 

response times for a trial attracting thousands of people. We are unaware of a plan, 

program or funding mechanism to enhance police, fire or any other emergency first 

responders to appropriately respond to the significant new threats posed by the idea of 

establishing a recreational trail in this rural area. 
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Relating specifically to the guidance of Mr. Staebler, the Food Safety and Modernization 

Act (FSMA) sets standards that are intended to assure that those In the food chain are 

protecting others downstream from intentional and unintentional contamr nation and 

adulteration. In Hollcroft's words: 

"The increase in people near your property from the trail could also increase the 

risk to food safety or to contamination of your product. Food safety regulations 

have increased significantly In recent years with the Food Safety Modernization 

Act (FSMA). It would be necessary to perform and document additional formal 

risk assessments and implement additional controls to assure the prevention of 

contamination and food safety as required by the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA). This would be required by the FDS and expected by your insurance 

companies." 

How we analyze and react to food safety hazards goes beyond common sense to 

compliance with all applicable regulations of many agencies. We have sanitary facilities 

as well as employee break and training room facilities near the proposed trail. These 

facilities are utilized by food-handling staff and are kept to a high standard of 

cleanliness. These facilities would be susceptible to trespassers and their security and 

sanitation could be compromised unless we build sophisticated fencing and install 

expensive security devices. 

Also, Fruithill has an extensive pest management program and undertakes costly 

measures to control pests. Litter along the trail would be likely to attract more pests, 
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such as rodents and insects, to our grounds and facillties. The applicant has no plan or 

program to manage this. There is only so much we can do before the trail would force 

us to close. Relevant to pest control, a concern of many along the proposed trail route, 

again, Hollcroft's words: 

\\Trails users could also be exposed to agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers, 

herbicides, pesticides, etc. when using the trail near your property. Individuals 

using the trail could be exercising causing them to breathe deeply and perspire 

resulting In more significant exposure. Some Individuals could be sensitive or 

even allergic to components in the chemicals. Due to the potential liability, you 

might be required to use substitute chemicals that are less effective affecting 

your production. You might also have to apply chemicals during times when 

there is less use of the trail potentially increasing cost." ( 

We are, likewise, very concerned about the attractive nuisance of our farm and fruit 

processing equipment, forklifts and licensed vehicles parked a literal stone's th1vw from 

the proposed trial. If the trail does attract a significant number of users, as is projected 

by the applicant, then the increased risk of theft, intentional vandalism, sabotage and 

contamination related to increased traffic and visibility greatly concern us! The law is 

clear that it is not our burden to take preventive and corrective measures resulting from 

what people have left behind, what is blowing around or decomposing, and needing to 

be adequately disposed of by our staff ln our facilities for our self defense. It is up to 

the County, as applicant, at this stage in the process, to prove that this proposal does 
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not cause these adverse effects upon farming and our agricultural business. This, the 

applicant has not done and cannot do. 

A summary of FSMA's requirements: 

1. Develop a food defense plan. 

2. Assess potential risks to the product from intentional and unintentional adulteration 

(trespassers, visitors and employees may commit adulteration) 

3. Determine mitigation strategies (controls to reduce risk) 

4. Implement the plan 

a. Train employees 

b. Implement mitigation strategies 

c. Monitor control measures (mitigation strategies) 

d. Apply corrective actions when and where needed 

e. Verify the plan and its controls 

5. Periodically reanalyze the program and modify mitigation strategies as 

circumstances dictate 

6. Maintain records of considerations and actions 

Quoting Staebler: 

"If the trail is added that would significantly change Fruithill's current Food 

Defense Plan for their SQF audit. Fruithill would be required to significantly 

change its practices and add food safety and security measures. These would be 
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very expensive in terms of structural changes and needed new manpower 

additions. Failure to comply with ... in the SQF code could lead to suspension or 

loss of SQF certification. A loss of certification for Frulthlll would be a significant 

hit to the company as Fruithill would lose customers, brand respect, and the 

need for expensive site security installments ... . It Is not a risk Fruithill can 

afford to take. But similarly, the needed new farming practice the trail would 

require would cause such significant expense that Fruithlll may not be able to 

afford them. The trail presents a terrible and significant adverse impact on 

Fruithill's accepted farming practices and visits extreme significant additional 

costs on Fruithill. 11 

In suggested measures of mitigation offered to date by the applicant, "signage", '\a 

fence" and '\gates" are said to be anticipated. Please do not think signage will have a 

meaningful impact. In the mld-1980s, prior to 1989, the railroad stopped service to this 

area and removed the rails. After our purchase In mld-2013, and since the 

announcement of a potential public trail using the railroad right-of-way, we have seen 

unauthorized foot-traffic across our private property even though it is "signed" and 

"posted". There Is no specific plan for any particular type of fence, its maintenance or 

for any particular types of gates and gate maintenance. Given we need to provide 

access to and from the abandoned railroad right of way for our business and farming, it 

is impossible to imagine trail fencing and gates that would not significantly interfere 

with our farming, our agricultural Industry and that would not be extremely costly for us 

to install and maintain. 
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We reported by email to this Board in October 2015 that a self-professed geologist was 

walking the proposed trail route investigating how it might "adversely affect nature". 

This person was not on the proposed trail route. He was on our property and had not 

checked in with us to request access permission, He was photographing elements of 

our facilities and their surroundings. In the words of Hollcroft: 

\\The Increase in people near your property from the trail would also increase the 

likelihood of trespassers. Trespassers could get injured on your property 

resulting In potential general 1iabllity for Fruithill. Trespassers can also commit 

vandalism or other crimes such as theft. Barriers and ·other controls such as 

fences, gates, signs and possibly cameras would be necessary to minimize this 

risk and would be expected by your insurance companies. These controls would 

also be costly to install and maintain, and still not fully rellable at preventing 

trespassers." 

We find that signs only "warn". They do not "stop". Signs are a passive measure 

intended to discourage and deter those with manners and a sense of personal property 

rights. They do not even slow down the curious and those with a sense of entitlement 

or adventure. 

Parking is one of our uses of this private property from which the proposed trail would 

be carved. Our workers, vendors and visitors park on the site at any time of day and 

night. Loading ramps are on the site from which we unload and load common carriers 

who might park through the night. We make a reasonable effort that the area is safe 
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for access to their vehicles day and night as it relates to these authorized uses. The 

plan to convert our business parking to trail uses cannot meet constitutional "taking" 

standards - since this is our property - or State or County farm impact standards or the 

County's conditional use permit standards. Make no mistake, the proposed trail and Its 

parking are not "accessory" to anything our business does, needs or wants. 

Our role as a food processor, and .how we monitor and regulate our business, might 

make us unique among the prospective trail's neighbors. Those of us in the food 

industry think of the world as our marketplace and dread the consequences of a 

situation such as we have all probably seen in the news in the past about romaine 

lettuce, spinach, peanut butter and hazelnuts. Food safety ls not part of what we are. 

It ./5 truly who we are and what we are. 

As-is, without a trail, neither Hollcroft nor Staebler urge the implementation of 

measures like fencing because the pressure from traffic is not present. In the securing 

of someplace Hke Fruithill to the extent expected by auditors and regulators, in the face 

of the level of "traffic" the applicants would likely view as "success", it will need to be a 

six-foot chain-link fence topped with barbed wire. It will need to surround the 

processing operation in a way that it is secure from intentional and inadvertent 

intruders, with adequate gates and operating systems such that It does not interfere 

with day-to-day operations as they are currently conducted and projected to function in 

the foreseeable future. Based upon our own experience with a fencing contractor in 

2011, just the fence will cost more than $20 per running foot. That does not include 
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multiple gates and operating systems, and the need exceeds just the 900-1,000 feet 

along our west boundary because the attracted foot traffic will look for how and where 

to defeat the fence. It cannot just dead-end at Highway 240 on the south or our 

neighbor's equipment shed, grass seed field and vineyard to the north. In Staebler's 

words: 

"If there is to be a public recreational trail along Fruithill's production facility it 

would most definitely become a site security issue that would affect their 

operations, product safety, and regulatory compliance. To many this may seem 

unintuitive, but in food safety it only takes one unlikely instance to create a 

contamination risk to food production and to pose risks to the continuing viability 

of a company from penalties or expensive changes to operating methods brought 

about by any failure of food safety practices to prevent the occurrence." 

A fence with adequate gates and operators Is only the start, as suggested by Hollcroft 

and Staebler. Installation of state-of-the-art locks, motion sensors, lighting, cameras, 

recording equipment and likely increased Insurance premiums will cost additional 

thousands of dollars to assure the security of the food we process, the people we 

employ and the vendors who frequent our facilities. None of this is negligible, much 

less avoidable. It certainly will be costly. We estimate the total cost to install the 

required mitigation efforts wlll easily exceed $50,000 including the fence, gates, locks, 

motion sensors, lighting, cameras & recording equipment. The annual costs to operate 

and maintain these systems, plus higher insurance premium rates, are estimated to be 
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many thousands more. Additional security measures and staff for litter and security 

patrols are calculated to add tens of thousands of dollars in cost annually. The 

proposed trail will Impact our current agricultural operation adding cost and 

complication to our daily functions, literally threatening our profitability and dampening 

the enthusiasm of our next generations for involvement and management, much less 

ownership. 

Has the applicant built into the plan a safe way to control traffic and manage 

pedestrians at the crossing of Highway 240? At this crossing, already also used by the 

local school bus company, two residences and a storage facility across the highway 

from us, where a successful trail would attract many, many people of all ages and 

modes of travel, highway traffic is cresting a rise with limited visibility and either 

decelerating as it enters town or accelerating as It departs. To our knowledge, the 

County has not offered a transportation planning analysis, as is required, to determine if 

it is even safe to have a trailhead with parking on our property or at other crossings of 

state highways on the proposed trail route. This seems to us to be not only a 

substantial legal oversight, but also to expose the County to a massive liability. Per our 

letter to this Board in August 2016, twice that summer we witnessed careless, reckless, 

near-miss driving create what could easily have been fatalities at this same rise in the 

road. As a neighbor, we want no part of it. Where the semlMtrucks of our vendors and 

the automobiles of our employees come and go, day and night, we do not want the trail 

compromising personal and food safety, compounding risk, for all involved. 
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It is not and should not be the responsibility of a preexisting property owner to provide 

special lighting, fencing, surveillance cameras, signage, security and trash patrols, 

Insurance and other means to mitigate the risks Imposed by a development applicant's 

impacts including trespassers and all the rest noted in this letter. All responsibilities and 

liabilities for mitigation and prevention are rightfully those of the applicant! 

Nothing about this trail proposal is benign. No wonder it is controversial! In one way 

or another it impacts every business, farm and residence along the proposed route, 

You must honestly recognize that the Impacts from the proposed trail to our farming 

operation are significant and cannot be mitigated and will significantly increase the 

costs of our farming practices. The applicable standards simply cannot be met. The 

applicant has not and cannot demonstrate that the proposed trail meets the State's EFU 

zone standards, the County's farm Impact standards and conditional use permit 

standards. It is impossible for the County to find that the adverse impacts upon our 

farm are not significant and will not significantly increase the costs of our farming 

practices. The applicant has not demonstrated that the trail is consistent with the 

County comprehensive plan, which protects agriculture and agricultural processing 

businesses like ours. The applicant has not demonstrated that the proposed use will 

not alter the character of the surrounding area because the evidence is overwhelming 

that it WIii substantially limit, impair and prevent the use of our property and other 

surrounding properties for the uses that are permitted in their zoning districts. The 

proposed use is not appropriate because public facilities and services are not adequate 
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as they now exist or as they are planned in the future to support the proposed trail. 

The applicant has not demonstrated that the proposed and intended use can be made 

compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses In the area. The proposal must 

be denied. 

We respectfully request that the record of these proceedings remain open for at least 

two full weeks to afford an opportunity to address matters that are raised during the 

process. 

Sincerely, 

FRUITHILL, INC. 

Lee W. Schrepel 
Co~owner and Executive Vice President 

Enclosures 
• Letter and enclosures from Bruce Hollcroft, Senior Risk Control Specialist, 

PayneWest Insurance 
• Cody Staebler, food safety and defense consultant 
• Certificates 

0 GlobalG.A.P. 
o Kosher 
o Organic 
o SQF 
o USDA 

• Food Safety Polley 
• Map of Frulthlll vicinity 
• Map showing how the trail is proposed to impact Fruithill property 
• Railroad's deed to Yamhill County 
• Railroad's deed to Schrepel family 
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February 5, 2019 

Lee Schrepel 
Executive V.P. 
Fruithill, Inc. 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

Re; Yamhelas Trail 

Dear Lee, 

.i....... 

PayneWest~ 
INSURANCE 

This letter confirms the site visit to your property on January 31, 2019 and observations relative 
to the proposed Yamhelas Trail. The site visit considered potential risks and liabilities from the 
trail and included a tour of your property, interviews and a review of the proposed Yamhelas 
Trail on the internet. The proposed trail would either go along the western side of your 
property or through a portion of your property as I understand it. 

One of the first concerns is the increased pedestrian and recreational traffic from the trail and 
the interaction with motorized traffic and equipment on your property, as well as coming to 
and from your property. Vehicles and equipment are one of the leading causes of accidental 
death in this country. Separation of vehicles and trail users, and traffic control would be 
necessary to minimize this risk and would be expected by your insurance companies. 
Appropriate traffic controls would be expensive and still not completely reliable to ensure the 
safety of trail users. 

The increase in people near your property from the trail would also increase the likelihood of 
trespassers. Trespassers could get injured on your property resulting in potential general 
liability for Fruithill. Trespassers can also commit vandalism or other crimes such as theft. 
Barriers and other controls such as fences, gates, signs and possibly cameras would be 
necessary to minimize this risk and would be expected by your insurance companies . These 
controls would also be costly to install and maintain, and still not fully reliable at preventing 
trespassers. 

The increase in people near your property from the trail could also increase the risk to food 
safety or to contamination of your product. Food safety regulations have increased significantly 
in recent years with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). It would be necessary to 
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PayneWest~ 
INSURANCE 

perform and document additional formal risk assessments and implement additional controls 
to assure the prevention of contamination and food safety as required by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). This would be required by the FDA and expected by your insurance 
companies. 

Trail users could also be exposed to agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides, etc. when using the trail near your property. Individuals using the trail could be 
exercising causing them to breathe deeply and perspire resulting in more significant exposure. 
Some individuals could be sensitive or even allergic to components in the chemicals. Due to the 
potential liability, you might be required to use substitute chemicals that are less effective 
affecting your production. You might also have to apply chemicals during times when there is 
less use of the trail potentially Increasing cost. 

These are some of the more likely potential liabilities and costs associated with having this trail 
and users on or near your property. There are undoubtedly many others that are not as 
obvious. Regulatory authorities and insurance companies would expect you to identify and 
control the risks to the extent reasonably possible which would be time consuming and costly. 

I have attached my resume for your information and I encourage you to let me know if you 
have any questions. 

~ ,_,,,4¥ 
., 

Bruce Hollcroft, CSP. Arm, CHMM 
Senior Risk Control Specialist 
PayneWest Insurance 

The findings and recommendations in this correspondence are based on our limited review and PayneWest 
Insurance does not WJrranl that all potentlal hazards or violations were addressed during this review. 
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Bruce Hollcroft, CSP, ARM, CHMM 

Bruce Hollcroft is a Senior Risk Control Specialist with PayneWest Insurance in Spokane, Washington. He 

provides regulatory compliance, hazard identification and control, risk assessment and control, safety 

management systems and accident/incident investigation services to clients. Mr. Hollcroft has 

approximately 35 years of experience. 

Prior to joining PayneWest Insurance, Mr. Hollcroft held positions with several different insurance, risk 

management and safety, health and environmental consulting firms. This included more than 16 years 

with the world's largest insurance broker where he worked in New Zealand for three years and 

ultimately served as their head of risk consulting for the western region of the United States including 35 

people and $5.5M in revenue. 

Mr. Hollcroft's experience has included evaluating, developing and implementing safety and risk control 

programs for many companies, He has managed the casualty insurance safety services for the largest 

aerospace company in the United States. He projects has focused on employee safety and health, public 

safety, property safety and fire protection, transportation safety, product safety, environmental 

protection, emergency response, and business continuity. 

His industry experience is broad, including but not limited to agribusiness, biotech, chemical, 

construction, health care, hospitality, manufacturing, public entities, manufacturing, retail and 

distribution, technology, transportation, and utilities as examples. He has significant experience with 

Federal and State OSHA, DOT and EPA regulations, national consensus standards including ANSI, ISO and 

NF PA as they relate to the protection of people, assets and the environment. 

Mr. Hollcroft holds a B.S in Industrial Safety from the University of Central Missouri and has completed 

the majority of courses required for an M.S. in Safety Management. He is a Board Certified Safety 

Professional (CSP), Associate in Risk Management {ARM) and Certified Hazardous Materials Manager 

(CHMM}. 

He is a Professional Member of the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE}. He is Past President of 

the Heart of American Chapter (1993) and Columbia-Willamette Chapter (2011). He was ASSE Safety 

Professional of the Year for the Columbia-Willamette Chapter (2013) and ASSE Region 1 (2015). He was 

the Chair of the Oregon Governor's Occupational Safety and Health Conference (2011). He has also been 

a member of the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) and Risk and Insurance Management 

Society (RIMS). 

Mr. Hollcroft has presented at numerous national, state and local conferences and authored articles in a 

variety of publications. An article published in Professional Safety Magazine was awarded Professional 

Paper of the Year (2013) by the ASSE. Most recently he co-authored a text book entitled Risk Assessment 
-A Practical Guide to Assessing Operational Risks (2016). He also frequently conducts custom safety and 

risk control training for clients. 
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Cody Staebler 

2022 NW Kale Way 

McMinnville, Oregon 97128 

February 5, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

Rick Olson, Chairperson 

Mary Starrett, Vice Chairperson 

Casey Kulla, Commissioner 

Re: Fruithill, Inc. food safety concerns due to Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is Cody Staebler and I am a Food Safety professional in food manufacturing and growing 

operations. I have guided food manufacturing companies to become compliant and maintain 

compliance with their customers' specific requirements, the requirements of government 

agencies, and requirements of regulatory auditors. I have attended and completed certifications 

in Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP), Implementing Safe Quality Food Systems, 

Internal Auditing, and Preventive Controls Qualified Individual for Food and Drug Administration. 

Based upon this experience, Fruithill, Inc. has asked me to address whether a recreational trail 

adjacent to their food manufacturing, growing, processing, packing and food holding operations 

will cause any issues of compliance with federal and state food safety requirements, and if so, 

what they are and how they might be addressed. 

Fruithill, Inc. is a grower, processor, packer and holder of food. Therefore, it is required to 

observe strict compliance with food safety system requirements of the Food and Drug 

Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, Safe Quality Food Institute (3rd party 

regulatory agency), and the specific additional requirements of Its customers. In addition, 

Fruithlll is regularly audited by these agencies and their customers to ensure Its compliance. 

Failure to comply with requirements of these agencies can result in loss of customers, loss of 

revenue and litigation based on failure to maintain compliance with customer contractual 

requirements for food purity. In addition, severe violations or repeat violations will lead to loss 

of governmental or third party certification to grow, process, pack and hold food. 
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A non-exclusive summary of some of the requirements that will be triggered by a proximate 

public recreational trail to sites in the food supply chain are below. 

FDA Requirements 

The FDA Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) added to the Federal Food1 Drug1 and Cosmetic 

Act (FD&C Act) several new sections that reference intentional adulteration. For example1 

section 418 of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 350g) addresses intentional adulteration in the context of 

facilities that manufacture, process, pack, or hold food, and that are required to register under 

section 415 (21 U.S.C. 350d). Section 420 of the FD&C Act (21 U,S,C. 350i) addresses intentional 

adulteration (IA) in the context of high-risk foods including farms that produce milk, 

The FDA requires participants in the food supply chain to have a Food Defense Plan. Food Defense 

is a program that helps protect food products and facilities from contamination or adulteration 

intended to cause harm or economic disruption. A food defense plan is a "set of written 

documents that is based upon food defense principles and incorporates a vulnerability 

assessment, includes mitigation strategies, and delineates food defense monitoring, corrective 

action1 and verification procedures to be followed." (21 CFR 121.126). The fundamental 
elements of a Food Safety Plan must be evaluated for each point, step, or procedure in a facility's ( 

food process as a part of the vulnerability assessment. (21 CFR 121.130(a)). These elements are 

(1) The potential public health impact (e.g., severity and scale) if a contaminant were added; (2) 

The degree of physical access to the product; and (3) the ability of an attacker to successfully 

contaminate the product. (21 CFR 121.130(a)). Fruithill's food defense plan would have to be 

updated to address the new vulnerability of the addition of large numbers of members of the 

public wandering the trail proximate to Fruithill's operations. A properly trained "Food Defense 

Qualified Individual" working on Fruithill's updated Food Safety Plan would view the trail as a 

vulnerability and require expensive mitigation measures be deployed by FruithilL The concern is 

that when a food facility has an increase in surrounding grounds population and foot traffic, the 

risk of possible wanderers onto the facility premises to potentially affect food products 

significantly increases. Fruithill's production facilities would be required to be updated with new 

state of the art locks. These updates are not currently required where the site is rural and 

members of the public are not invited to wander about in close proximity. Its storage warehouse 
stores food and, during the harvest season, stores fruit overnight. The storage warehouse would 

have to be rebuilt to become a secure facility. This is unnecessary now but would be required if 
the proposed trail were established. Further, Fruithills' surrounding grounds would be required 

to be completely fenced. They are not currently fenced and there Is no need for fencing in the 
absence of the proposed trail. Failing to take these measures would increase Fruithill's 

vulnerabilities to a significant risk of contamination and expose Fruithlll to the potential penalty , 
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and liability consequences stated above. These additional security measures are not currently 

required because Frulthill's processing facility is located in a rural area with few, if any, members 
of the public wandering in close proximity. 

SQF Requirements 

Safe Quality Food (SQF) is a food safety management certification scheme, created and managed 
by SQF Institute, used to control and mitigate food safety risks. All commercial food producers 
like Fruithilll are required to have this certification and to maintain a compliance SQF system. 
Once the SQF system is implemented by Fruithill, then it is audited and certified by a third-party 
to ensure compliance. The SQF certification requirements provide a rigorous system to manage 
food safety risks and provide safe products recognized worldwide, This is recognized all over the 
world because SQF certifications are Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) certifications which is an 
accepted standard to sell product all over the world. 

Just like the FDA, SQF states that it is mandatory for participants seeking or retaining certification 
to have an implemented Food Defense Plan. Clause 2.7.1.1 in the SQF code states "The methods, 

responsibility and criteria for preventing food adulteration caused by a deliberate act of sabotage 
or terrorist-like incident shall be documented, implemented and maintained." This means the 
firm seeking SQF certification (Fruithill) must prepare, Implement and maintain a food defense 
protocol that outlines the methods, responsibilities and criteria for preventing food adulteration 
caused by deliberate acts of sabotage. This plan must be reviewed, at minimum, on an annual 
basis. Fruithill must designate a member of senior management who has responsibility for food 

defense. This responsible individual must assure that there are procedures in place for recording 
and controlling access to areas of the site by employees, contractors and visitors. The protocol 
must Identify how the supplier limits access to designated areas of the operation to only 
appropriately authorized employees. The supplier must implement steps to protect sensitive 
processing points from intentional contamination. The protocol should explain how the company 
ensures the secure storage and transportation of raw materials, packaging, equipment, 
hazardous chemicals and finished product. If the trail is added that would significantly change 
Fruithills' current Food Defense Plan for their SQF audit. Fruithill would be required to 
significantly change Its practices and add food safety and security measures. These would be 
very expensive in terms of structural changes and needed new manpower additions. 

Failure to comply with Clause 2.7.1.1 in the SQF code could lead to suspension or loss of SQF 
certification. A loss of certification for Fruithill would be a significant hit to the company as 
Fruithill would lose customers, brand respect, and the need for expensive site security 
installments as stated before. It is not a risk Fruithill can afford to take. But similarly, the needed 
new farming practice the trail would require would cause such significant expense that Fruithill 
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may not be able to afford them. The trail presents a terrible and significant adverse impact on 

Fruithill's accepted farming practices and visits extreme significant additional costs on Frulthill. 

If there is to be a public recreational trail along Fruithill's production facility it would most 

definitely become a site security issue that would affect their operations, product safety, and 
regulatory compliance. To many this may seem unintuitive, but in food safety it only takes one 

unlikely instance to create a contamination risk to food production and to pose risks to the 

continuing viability of a company from penalties or expensive changes to operating methods 

brought about by any failure of food safety practices to prevent the occurrence. 

Sincerely, 

Cody Staebler 

~ 
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WQ 
Worltl Oimllly Se,vica · 

GGN: 4056186341938 
Reg. number of producer/ producer group: WQS-US LLC 15270 

.A. 
CERTIFICATE 

According to GLOBALG.A.P.® 
General Regulations Version 5.0 

Option 1 Individual 

Issued to 
Fruithill, Inc. 

6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 
United States 

(® 

ANSI Acc,.,dli,-.t Program 
PROOUC f CEflllMCATION 

ij\J/0 

The annex contains details of the producers and production sites / product handling units 
included in the scope of this certificate. 

WQS, LLC. declares that the production of the products mentioned on this certificate has been 
found to be compliant in accordance with the standard: 

GLOBALG.A.P. CPCC Version 5.0 

Product GlobalG,A.P, Product Harvest Product Number of Parallel Parallel 
CertlflcatlrNumber Included Handllng producers ProducUon Ownership 

Included 

Cherries 00067-FTXVF-0003 Yes Yes 1 No Yes 

Plums 00067- FTXVK- 0003 Yes Yes 1 No Yes 

Sour Cherries 00057- FTXVN- 0003 Yes Yes 1 No Yes 
\ 

' D ate of issue (printing date of certificate): 2017-10-05 Authh I ed b¥ 

Valid from: 2017-09-13 
ENRIQUE URRUTIA 

Valid to: 2018-08-02 Date of Certification Decision: 2017-09-13 

The current status of this cerllncate Is always dlaplayod al: lillJ> •//, !9J1.'!l9.8J!._QN/soa11;!J 
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WQ 
World Quality Servi es 

ANNEX FOR GGN: 4056186341938 
Date of Issue: 2017-10-05 

Production Sites (Option 1 or 3) 

Site name and address Producl(s) 

Fruilhill, Inc. Cherries 
6501 NE Hwy 240 Sour Cherries 
Yamhill, OR 97148 Plums 

Product Handling Units (PHUs) 

GGN orGLN PHU name and address 

1: 

Fn1ilhill, Inc. 
4056186341938 6501 NE Hwy 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

ANSI Accn•dU<'d Progrrun 
PRODUCT CliRTlrlCATIOfol 

U 172 ,; 

Parallol Production 

No 

Procluct(s) Parallel 
Ownership 

Cherries Yes 
Plums 

Sour Cherries 

The current status of this certificate Is always displayed at: llth~.;l/.!Jl.Q!l.WJ.•IR•Al.!l.! ·u cl 
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RECEIVED 07/25/2018 01:00PM 5036624270 
Jul 25 18 01:01p M. Londinski 

FRUITHILL, Inc. 
7323700467 p.2 

B''H 

Kosher Services 
RP.hhi Moses Landimki Po.tt Office Bf>X 18915 • Sealll~. WA 98ll8 · {206) 878-J065 

CERTIFICATE OF KASHRUTH 

This is to certify that the following fruit products produced by 

FRUITH1LL. INC., Y AMlIILL, OREGON, 

Are produced under my supervision and certification. and are certified 

KOSHER 

APRJCOTS DARK SWEET CHERRIES RED TART CHERRIES 

ITALIAN PURPLE PLUMS BLUEBERRlES CRANBERRIES 

STRA WBERR.IES CA.'{E BERRJES MUSHROOMS RHUBARB 

MARIONB~S BOYSENBERRIES 

All ingredieqts, processes, and equipment used in the manufacture of 

These ptoduets meet the highest standards of kashruth. 

The..-;e products are produce<l on equipment that is usro exclusively 

For Kosher proo.ucts. 

This certificati.on is valid un ·t SEPTEMBER l, 2019 

dA./,-~ 
Rabbi M, Lqndinski 
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Certification Acknowledgement 

This is to certify that 

Fruithill, Inc. 

6501 NE HWY 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

United States 

is Certified Organic by Oregon Tilth under the 
US National Organic Program 7 CFR Part 205 

Scope: NOP-Handling 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

Certified Organic Products: Per attached System Plan Summary 

Certified by OTCO since: 07/22/2016 

NOP effective date: 07/22/2016 

NOP ID: 8150002055 

Anniversary Date: 04/01/2019 

Once certified, a production or handling operation's organic certification 
continues in effect until surrendered, suspended or revoked. 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 Authorized by: 
/ .'. 

~:A 1 ' • , ,... - ~ I+ 
,, 

Connie Karr, Certification Director 

Certincate Number: 2-35003-2008 Doc - Certtncate I Rev. 4/24/2017 

Oregon TIith, Inc. 
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Certification Acknowledgement 

This is to certify that 

Fruithlll, Inc. 

6501 NE HWY 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

United States 

is declared by Oregon Tilth to be in compliance with the following standards I programs: 

Standard / Program 

US/Canada Equivalence-Handling 

Certification Period 

Compliant Since: 07/22/2016 
Producls on lhe allached Organic System Plan Summary Identified with compliance mar1<s for US-Canada Equivalency 
are certifted lo the tenns of the US-Canda Equlvalency Arrangement 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

NOP ID: 8150002055 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 

Certified by OTCO since: 7/22/2016 
Certificate Number: Z-35003-2008 

Authorized bv: 
/ , 

,.-),, , ' ,1/t 
· / ' 

Connie Karr, Certification Director 

Doc - Certificate I Rev. 4/24/2017 
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System Plan Summary 

Fruithill, Inc. 
6501 NE HWY 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

United States 

Certified Product (100% Organic) 

Product 

Fruit: 
Frozen> Frozen Cranberry 
IQF - - - - - - -- -- - -- -- -- -

Frozen> Frozen Cranberry 
Juice Grade 
Frozen > Frozen Strawberry 
Diced 

Vegetables: 
Frozen> Frozen Beets 
Pieces 

Certified Product (Organic) 

Product 

Fruit: 
Frozen > Frozen Cherry 
Red Tart Cherries 
Frozen> Frozen Cranberry 
IQF 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

NOP ID: 8150002055 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 

Certified by OTCO since: 7/22/2016 

Compliance 

NOP-Handling 

NOP-Handling 

NOP-Handling 

NOP-Handling 

Compliance 

NOP-Handling 

US/Canada Equivalence-Handling 

Certificate Number: Z-35003-2008 I Page 1 of 1 Doc - Certificate I Rev. 4/24/2017 

Oregon TIith, Inc. 
2525 SE 3rd Slreel, Corvallis, OR 97333, USA• PH: 1-503-376-0690 • FX: 1-541-753-4924 • www.tillh.org • organlc@lillh.org 
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WQ 
Wor ld Ou.ihly Sorv11.;us 

WQS,U.C. 
74(X)Qu1re/ExeahJPatkDMJ, S!k 120 
Owtile,l'C~US4 

Cr1;fieale {}j !J(e1fl°slrala°on 
Fruithill, Inc. 

6501 NE Hwy 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

United states 

is registered as meeting the requirements of the 

SQF Food Safety Code for Manufacturing, Edition 8 

Certification Details: 

DateofDecision:August 7,2018 
Date of Audit:July 11,2018 
Certificate Number: 19585 

Registration Schedule: 

Date of Expiry: August 15, 2019 
Date of Next Audit: June 1, 2019 
Certification Type: Recertification 

Scope of Registration (Fax1 Soocx-Categ:,oos andf-'rrxJws) 

FSC 14. Fn..it, Vegelable arKI Nut Pn:x:es.srg, a "d Frul Jui::es- flOZE(l Chefr'es, /1¢:ots, ltaB1 Purple Pums, Rhu!Bb, Bares, 
Cheny J~, Berry Jute, Pp'tctJute, lta'011 Pk.m Jute, Rhutab.Jure, Pk.rn Ptree, Ctaly Puee, Beny Puree 

QI:"'""' Ana PouJa Broto, Q11~f;ty Mon.-,901 1\•11/11w,~II!)' 

SOF lnsbMe is a d:,6'•JO c4 tM foc,1 l,';Jkebrq lo;Dtu!e. lFflll 
1.,,,,:m, 11/1. ,., 

Doc. Code LC-FR-037 - Rev.# 001 
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USDA 

United States Depar tm,ent of Agriculture 
.. ----------·---·· ··----------_; 

Plant Systems Audit Certificate 
Awarded to 

FRUITHILL, INC. 
YAMHILL, OREGON 

for Achieving a SUPERIOR Rating of 99.5 Percent 
""O 
~ 
(D 

/~ June 23, 2015 

(· 



Quality Control and Technical Services 
6501 NE IHghway 240 AFrui♦hill 

5 ~ 5RSN1' ~IC.El 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
503-662-3926 

Food Safety Policy 

Sedlon: Food Safety 
Responsible Person: Food Safety Manager 

DCN: FS-POL--004 

Revision No. .OS 
Revision Date: 5/10/2018 
Change Order No, N/A 
Approved By: KC 
Pages: 1 

Food safety is related to the presence of food borne hazards in products et the pojnt of consumption (intake by the 
consumer). As the introduction of food safety hazards can occur at any stage of the food chain, Fruithill, Inc. is 
dedicated to ensure that food safety is the objective at every point in its operations ns well as through combined 
efforts (i.e., communication) of all parties participating in the food chain. 

Fruithill, h1c. is committed to continuously meeting customer specifications, statutory and regulatory 
requirements, as well as always providing safe and high quality pmducts. Fruithill, Inc. will achieve these goals 
through establishing, monitoring and regularly reviewing its operations through the Internal Audit Program's food 
safety objectives and goals; implementing continuous improvement; Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point Plan 
(HACCP); Fruithill, Inc.'s good manufacturing practices (GMPs); along with relevant food safety management 
programs. Fruithill, lnc.'s management is committed to providing the human and financial resources necessary to 
achieve and maintain certification in Safe QualiJy Food Audit level 2. In the event of organizational or 
personnel changes within the company, Fruithill, Inc's management will ensure the integrity and continued 
operation of the food safety system remain in place. 

Kristen Currie. has been designated as Fruithill, lnc.'s SQF Practitioner and to implement Fruithill, Inc.'s Food 
Safety Program . .Becky Gagnier has been designated as Fruithill, Inc. 's back-up SQF Practitlouer in the event of 
Kristen's absence. The SQF Practitioner shall: 

• Oversee the development, implementation, and review of the SQF System. 
• Ensure the integrity of the SQF System. 
• Communicate to relevant staff all the essential information on the SQF System. 

This pol\cy'will be communicated to all staff that have relevant activities for food safety, quality and legality 

requirements. 

D e/ 

sftff&1~ 
Date / 

Note: Food safety is related to the occurrence of food safety ha.7.ards and docs not include other hun1an health 
aspects related to, for example. malnutrition. 

\\SERVER\Frulthill\Shared Documents\FOOD SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM\2018\Frulthill, lnc\FS-POL-004.05 

Food Safety Polley 2018.docx 
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>lie GIS: 
hnps:/t,.,. 1'n\-·.yamhillcount_ 

Public GIS 2018 Site Instruction~ 

+ Find address or place 

~ 

-s 
~ 

-· t 
-.... - - - "'i 

::--- I 

l)f , -------..-:.----- --'-------~ l,HI~.•.:_' 

-- wu,-~il\ 
~ . .. 

f U>-."':T .s, :- _.,,,,,. ....... 
•••• - I• 

/ L 

- --------
- --- -H,__j w"::, ,., -,,;> +-.:;;;2 ~v I 

· reoor, :.';:.; r 8ureau of Land Mar.agernent. State of Oregon. St~re. 

.------, 
300it 

123.169 4S.343 Deg,.,e, 

1 
•res: ~ e ,-R THILL, INC_ 

:S~a.. 6501 NE wy 24 
..,f c._C,(· :· Y mhiU, R 97148 5 7 

( 3)662-3925 

fl 
2/Sn.0!9. 8:08 ,\M 



Until a change is requested, all 

t\(state~ents [all be sent to: 

sn~m~ 
OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS 
BRIAN VAN BERGEN, COUNTY CLERK 201717987 

IIJ!!W!ijillW 11111111111111111 NO FEE 
11/09/2017 12:06:26 PM 

DMR-OOMR Cnt,,,1 stnc2 GAYLE 
This la e no fee document 

Space Above/or Recorder's Use Only 

2469-52 

DONATIVE QUITCLAIM DEED 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, a Delaware corporation (formerly 
known as Southern Pacific Transportation Company, a Delaware corporation), Grantor, releases, 
donates, and quitclaims to YAMUlLL COUNTY, OREGON, a political subdivision of the 
State of Oregon, Grantee. and unto its successors ahd assigns, all right, title and interest in and to 
the real property (hereinafter the "Property") situated in Yamhill County, State of Oregon, as 
more particularly described in Exhibit A, hereto attached and hereby made a part hereof. 

The true an~ actual consideration for this quitclaim is $1,400,000. 

. BEFORE SIGNING OR ACCEPTING THIS INSTRUMENT, THE PERSON 
TRANSFERRING FEE TITLE SHOULD INQUIRE ABOUT THE PERSONS RIGHTS, IF 
ANY, UNDER ORS 195.300 (Definitions for ORS 195.300 to 195.336), 195.301 (Legislative 
findings) AND 195.305 (Compensation for restriction of use of real property due to land use 
regulation) TO 195.336 (Compensation and Conservation Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, 
CHAP:rER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 AND 17, CHAPTER 855, 
OREGON LAWS 2009, AND.SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, OREGON LAWS 2010. 
BEFORE' SIGNING OR ACCEPTING THIS INSTRUMENT, THE PERSON ACQUIRING 
FEE TITLE TO THE PROPERTY SHOULD CHECK WITH THE APPROPRIATE CITY OR 
COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT. TO VERJFY THAT THE UNIT OF LAND BEING 
TRANSFERRED rs A LA WFULL y ESTABLISHED LOT OR p ARCEL, AS DEFINED IN 
ORS 92.010 (Definitions for ORS 92.0IO to 92.192) OR 215.010 (Definitions), TO VERIFY 
Tiffi APPROVED USES OF THE LOT OR PARCEL, TO VERlFY THE EXISTENCE OF 
FIRE PROTECTION FOR STRUCTURES AND TO INQUIRE ABOUT TIIE RIGHTS OF 
NEIGHBORING PROPERTY OWNERS, IF ANY, UNDER ORS 195.300 (Definitions for ORS 
195.300 to 195.336), 195.301.(Legislativdindings) AND 195.305 (Compensation for restriction 
of use of real property due to land use regulation) TO 195.336 (Compensation and Conservation 
Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 

1 
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\ , 

AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, 
OREGON LAWS 2010. 

Attest: 

DATED this 21 day of. S't:PT1::l11!>€B-, , 2017. 

·, 
(Se~ll 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
a Delaware corporation 

By: _ _!.;:j;,-=G_'---'---, .. ~.._kA--L-""'~Jo<,,.:;...----
Name: ~~ ----~~~~---
Ti tie: Assistant Vloa President - Real Estate 

2 

h\jvg up folders\jvg re sales\oregon\2469-52 - yamhill county trail, or\2469-52 - yamhill 
county, or donative qultclalm deed 9.20.2017.docx 
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of use of real property due to land use regulation) TO 195.336 (Compensation and Conservation 
Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 
AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, 
OREGON LAWS 2010. 

DA TED this ___ day of _______ , 2017. 

Attest: 

Assistant Secretary 

(Seal) 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
a Delaware corporation 

By: ____ _______ _ 
Name: ___________ _ 

·~itle: ------------~ 

-V"":~.1 , a political subdivision of the State of Oregon. 

/ / 
,' 1 •' / 

/. /,/ ._./ 
#---/-~'+: ~f!F-,,-.,,~~. 1,C,...,½_u. C£.. , 

ounty Board of Commissioners 

, lo!<l'<~lodl71\iq>pd&l>llocoNem,I000~2~l\•8296626.~e>« 

4841-7006-9837.2 
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STATE OF NEBRASKA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS ) 

On-berl.12017, before me, ,'/),1:U<, J'eJCJ Je/\.{ , Notary 
Public in and for said County and State, personally appeared TbN'( K;. (..ov{ and 

F, . T. ('u &A-+ who are the 4,SXSTANT ilc:.e AA£\l,1)e,.I T and the 
Assistant Secretary, respectively, of Union Pacific Railroad Company, a Delaware corporation, 
and who are personally known to me ( or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be 
the persons whose names are subscribed to in the within instrument, and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same in their authorized capacities, and that by their signatures on the 
instrument the persons, or the entity upon behalf of which the persons acted, executed the 
instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

(Seal) 

h-~vg up folders\jvg re sales\oregon\2469-52 - yamhill county trail, or\2469w52 ~ yamhill 
county, or donative quitclaim deed 9,20.2017.docx 

3 
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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 

EXHIBIT 11A" 

ALL RIGHT TITLE AND INTEREST IN AND TO THAT PRQPERTY FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE 
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPI\NY (PREDECESSOR TO UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
COMPANY), LOCATED WITHIN YAMHILL COUNTY, STATE OF OREGON, WITHIN THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRIPTIONS: 

SECTION TOWNSHIP RANGE MERIDIAN 

3 4SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

34 3 SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

22 3 SOUTH 4WEST WILlAMEliE 

21 3SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

27 3SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

16 3 SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

15 3SOUTH 4 WEST WILLAMETTE 

10 3SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMITTE 

3 3SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

34 2SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

27 2 SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMETTE 

26 2SOUTH 4 WEST- WILLAMETTE 

23 2S0lJTH 4WEST WILLAMITTE 

14 2SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMffiE 

13 2 SOUTH 4WEST WILLAMffiE 

12 2 SOUTH 4WEST WIUAMETTE 

Page 1 of 3 
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EXCLUDING THEREFROM THE FOLLOWING TRACTS OF LAND; 

TRACT 1 

A TRACT OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 27, TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 WEST OF THE 
WILLAMETTE MH\IDIAN IN YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON, BEING MOBE PARTICULARLY 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE JAMES RAMAGE DONATION LAND CLAIM 
NO.65, SAID TOWNSHIP AND RANGE; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEGREES 52 MINUTES 10 SECONDS 
WEST 407.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EAST MARGIN OFT HE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RIGHT OF 

WAY IN SAID SECTION 27 AS MARKED BY AN IRON ROD SET IN COUNTY SURVEY 10010; THENCE 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 52 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST 62.97 FEETTO A POINT ON THE WEST 
MARGIN OF SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY, BEING THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE 
TO THE EAST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 5760.00 FEET, FROM WHICH BEGINNING A RADIAL LINE 
BEARS NORTH 72 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST; THENCE 26,20 FEET 
SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID MARGIN AND SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE 
OFO DEGREES 15 MINUTES 38 SECONDS, THE CHORD OF WHICH CURVE BEARS SOUTH 17 
DEGREES 50 MINUTES 39 SECONDS EAST 26,20 FEET, TO AN IRON ROD AT THE POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THENCE 40,10 FEET CONTINUING SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID MARGIN AND SAID 
CURVE, THE CHORD OF WHICH BEARS SOUTH 18 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 26 SECONDS EAST 40.10 
FEET, TO AN IRON ROD; THENCE LEAVING SAID CURVE AND SAID MARGIN ON A RADIAL LINE 
BEARING NORTH 71 DEGREES 37 MINUTES 36 SECONDS EAST 15.00 JUT TO AN IRON ROD AT 
THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE EAST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 
5745.00 FEET, FROM WHICH BEGINNING A RADIAL LINE BEARS NORTH 71 DEGREES 37 MINUTES 
36 SECONDS EAST; THENCE 40.00 FEET NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, THE CHORD OF 
WHICH BEARS NORTH 18 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 26 SECONDS WEST 40.00 FEET TO AN IRON 
ROD; THENCE ON A RADIAL LINE SOUTH 72 DEGREES 01 MINUTES 32 SECONDS WEST 15.00 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING 600.8 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS. 

TRACT 2 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO CARLTON 2007 L.L.C., OFFICIAL 
YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED APRIL 4, 2008, DOCUMENT 200806366. 

TRACT 3 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNlY RECORDS, RECORDED 
JANUARY 18, 2008, DOCUMENT 200800975 

THACT4 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO CARLTON 2007 L.L.C., OFFICIAL 
YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED SEPTEMBER 13, 2013, DOCUMENT 201314620. 

TRACTS 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO KATHRYN E. SCHREPEL TRUST, 
OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED SEPTEMBER 16, 2013, DOCUMENT 
2013111687. 

Page 2 of3 
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TRACT6 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO JACK R. COBLE AND BEVERLY J, 
C9BLE, OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED JULY 6, 1998, DOCUMENT 
199812758. 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. 
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT 
OMAHA, NE. 

LD0246952 
JUNE 19, 2017 

Page 3 of3 
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Regarding the real property:· 
submitter must rovlde one of the fol/owln 

Tax Joi# 

Ten tax accounts 

Certification of Charges Paid 
(2015 Oregon Laws Chapter 96) 

ldentifcation numbers 
Tax Aa:Ql.mt / Propert,' lden.lilkatlon Number 

542785,643093,643090, 
643087 ,643084,448466,640945, 
640942 640939,640933 

have been that is the sub'ect of the deed between: 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 

l'""'M Yamhill County 

Sfgr!<l<I on (11Blel 

September 29, 2017 

Aulho,\Utlt Assassot• 1aprosenlatlY\l GlgnilbJro 

(~~Sl4< 
Name 

1,400,000.00 
$ 

Eileen Slater, Deputy Tax Collector 

Date 

l l l ~t \ 2,2:J 1 ·1 

NOTICE: The accuracy of Information on this form that was not provided by the Assessor is not warranted by the 
Assessor's Office. Please be sure the Information provided, regarding property for which the certificate is sought 
and the parties to the transaction, Is correct. 
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Grantor's Name ftlld Address: 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 
Attn: Assistant Vice President-Real Estate 
1400 Douglas Street, MS 1690 
Omaha, Nebraska 68179 

Gnintee's Name and Address: 

Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust 
650 I NE Highway 240 
YamhiH, Oregon 97148 

Keith W. Sohrepel Trust 
650l NF. Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

After recording, ~furn to: 

Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

Keith W. Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

UotiJ a change is requested, all ta.I statements 
shall be 6ent to: 

Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 24-0 
Yamhill, Oregon 9714 8 

Keith W, Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

Sales Price $251,514.29 

Ya.mhDI County Offotal Records 201314687 
DMR-DDMR 
SlrFG SUTTONS 
$:l0.00 SI 1.00 $5.00 $15.00 

09/16/2013 02;46;68 PM 
$61.00 

I, Q!lan V~n llti0<11, C.untrClen for 'l'amhill Counl)', Oregon , mtily 
U,ot ~ lnSLtu'll.tnl 111: otificd h<f.tn W'5 rK-Or<le<l In lit<, Clark 
ft<O<d~ 

Brian Van Bergen• County Cle1k 

Space Above/or Recorder's Use Only 

1697-50 

OlJITCLAIM DEED 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMP ANY, a Delaware corporation (formerly known as 
Southern Paoific Transportation Company, a Delaware corporation) ("Grantor''), releases and qujtclaims to 
KATHRYNE. SCHREl>EL, T.rusteo of The 'KATHRYN E. SCHREl'EL TRUST, created by that 
certain Trwt Agreement dated the 2.511a day of March, 1999, Kathryn E. Scbrepel as Trustor, and 
KATilRYN E. SCHREPEL, Trustee or the KEITH W. SCHREPEL TRUST, created by that cenaln 
Trust Agreement dated the 2~ day of March, 1999, Keith W. Schrepel1 as Trustor, and successor 
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Trustees, each as to an undivided one-half interest as tenants in common ("Grantee"), and unto its heirs and 
assigns, all right, title and interest in and to tile real property (hereinafter, the "Properly") silualed in Yamhill, 
Y ambill County, State of Oregon, as more particularly described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and made a part 
hereof. 

EXCEPTING from this quitclaim and RESERVlNG unto Grantor, its successors and assigns, 
a PERPETIJAL EASEMENT upon, over, Wlder and across the 34,087.7 square foot area described in the 
attached Exhibit B and made a part hereof (the "Easement Area") for Grantor's, its successors and assigns, 
future use and development, including without limitation, the inslallation, repair, replacement and operation of 
pipelines, wirelines, fiber optic, trails, railroad or communication facilities (individually and collectively, 
"Grantor's Improvements"). Grantor may assign or otherwise transfer some or all ofGrantot's rights under this 
reserved Easement interest in the Easement Area. IfGrantor has not, within five (5) years after the date of 
delivery of this Quitclaim Deed, either (a) commenced constmction of any of Grantor's hnprovemcnts in any 
portion of the Easement Area, or (b) assigned or otherwise transferred any of Grantor's rights under this 
reserved Easement interest to Yamhill County, then the undeveloped portion of the Easement Area shall be 
deemed abandoned, and title to such J)Prrion of the Easement Area shall be freed froq_i the burden of this 
Easement. Provided, however, if within five (S) years after the date of delivery of this Quitclaim Deed, 
Grantor has either (a) commenced construction of any of Grantor's f.mprovements in any portion of the 
Easement Area or (b) assigned or otherwise transferred any of Grantor's rights under this reserved Easement 
interest to Yamhill County, then in no event shall the Easement Area be deemed to Ix, abandoned, and title to 
the Easement Area shall continue to be subject to this Easement. 

The true and actual consideration for this quitclaim is $251,514.29. 

GRANTOR HAS DISCLOSED TO-GRANTEE THAT 11-ffiRE MAY BE ISSUES WITH 
THE QUALI1Y OF GRANTOR'S TITLE AND TIIAT GRANTOR 1S QUITCLAJMING WHATEVER 
PROPERTY INTEREST IT HAS TO GRANTEE. GRANTEE SHALL iNDEMNlFY, DUFEND, AND 
HOLD HARMLESS GRAN1DR FROM AND AGAINST ANY CLAIMS, ACTIONS;· CAUSES OF 
ACTION, LIABILITIES, LOSSES, COSTS OR EXPENSES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
A TIORNEY'S FEES AND COURT COSTS), ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY MANNER CONNECTED 
WITH THE TRANSFER TO GRANTEE OF GRANTOR'S INTEREST IN PROPERTY OR THE 
DELIVERY BY GRANTOR TO GRANTEE OF THIS QUITCLAIM DEED. 

BEFORE SIGNING OR ACCEPTING TillS INSTRUMENT, THE PERSON 
TRANSFERRING FEE TITLE SHOULD INQUIRE ABOUT Tiffi PERSON'S RI GI-ITS, IF ANY, UNDER 
ORS 195.300, 195.301 AND 195.305 TO 195.336 AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON 
LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECUONS 2 TO 
7, CHAPTER 8, OREGON LAWS 2010. THIS INSTRUMENT DOES NOT ALLOW USE OF THE 
PROPERTY DESCRIBED IN THIS INSTRUMENT IN VIOLATION OF APPLICABLE LAND USE 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS. BEFORE SIGNJNG OR ACCEPTING THIS INSTRUMENT; TIIBPERSON 
ACQUJRlNG FEE TITLE TO THE PROPERTY SHOULD CHECK WITH THE APPROPRIATE CllY OR 
COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT TO VERIFY THAT Tiffi UNIT OF LAND BEING 
TRANSFERRED IS A LAWFULLY ESTABLISHED LOT OR PARCEL, AS DEFINFD IN ORS 92.010 OR 
215.010, TO VERIFY THE APPROVED USES OF THE LOt OR PARCEL, TO DETERMINE ANY 
LJMt('S ON LA wsurrs AGAINST FARM;ING OR FOREST PRACTICES, AS DEFINED IN ORS 30. 930, 
AND TO INQUIRE ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF NEIGHBORING PROPER1Y OWNERS, IF ANY, UNDER 
ORS 195.300, 195.301 AND 195.305"TO 195.336 AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAJ?'fER 424, OREGON 
LAWS 2007, SEC11ONS 2 TO 9 AND 1 7, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 
7, CHAPTER 8, OREGON LAWS 2010. 
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Attest: 

DATED this I z.+"' day of s·,p.krn be C ._, 2013. 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
a Delaware corporation 

By: -~ )/;."° ,,, 
Nam_e_: --=---~ ·TONYK.LOVE 
Title: Assistan1 Vice President - Real Estate 
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STA TE OF NEBRASKA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS ) 

On Stp:kmbec /l, 2013, before me, (b C <ll\Ci A Lo.~~ ,Notary Public 
in and for said County and State, personally appeared It>"'::) t . ~ \J ~ and 

r3 . .T. K<J t><f,.J- , who are the B \) P - ~ \ ~$ -\:-~ and the Assistant 
Secretary, respectively, ofUNION PACIFIC RAil.,ROAD COMPANY, a Delaware corporation, and who are 
personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the persons whose names 
are subscribed to in the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same in their 
authorized capacities, and that by their signatures on the instrument the persons, or the entity upon behalf of 
which the persons acted, executed the jnstrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

(Seal) 
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~ 
Surveying 

July 18, 2013 

Newberg Surveying, Inc 
1205 NE Evans 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503)-474-4742• (503)-474-3752 FAX 

Exhibit A 
Legal description of Yamhill Depot property 

A tract of land situated within Section 3, Township 3 South, Range 4 West, 
Willamette Meridian, Yamhill County, Oregon and ~lso within the J. Robertson 
DLC #85 the exterior boundary of said property being a portion of that land 
described in a deed recorded October 6, 1880 in Book T, Page 445 and being a 
portion of the original Depot property which Is situated north of Highway 240, the 
exterior boundary of said property being more particularly described as follows: 

Beginning at a point on the north margin of Highway 240 said point also 
being the Southwest corner of that portion of the Old Railroad Depot Property 
currently owned by Union Pacific Railroad lying north of Highway 240, said point 
also bears North 87°08' 31" fa~st 1033.16 feet from the Northeast comer Lot 8 
Ellie's Garden Subdivision; thence North 2° 15' 00" East along the westerly 
boundary of the Depot Property a distance of 986.72 feet more or less to the 
Northwest corner of the Depot Property; thence South 87° 45' 00" East 250.00 
feet along the north boundary of said Depot ,Property; thence South 2° 15' 00" 
West a distance of 977.86 feet more or less to the intersection with the to the 
north margin of Highway 240; thence South 88° 39' 50" West 35.50 feet to a 
point; thence North 89° 31' 20" West 214.66 feet more or less to the point-of 
beginning, containing 5.6 Acres more or less . . 
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Suiveying 

July 18, 2013 

Newberg Surveying, Inc 
1205 NE Evans 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503)-474--4742• (503)-474-3752 FAX 

Exhibit B 
Legal description of perpetual easement for Union Pacific Railroad 

A perpetual easement being located within the Old Railroad Depot Property in 
Yamhill, Oregon situated within Section 3, Township 3 South, Range 4 West, 
Willamette Meridian and also within· the J. Robertson DLC #85 the··exterior 
boundary of said easement being more particularly described as follows: 

. Beginning at a point on the north margin of Highway 240 said point also 
being the Southwest cornefof the Old Railroad Depot Property currently owned 
by Union Pacific Railroad and which bears North 87"08' 31" East 1033.16 feet 
from the Northeast comer-Lot 8 Ellie's Garden Subdivision; thence North 2° 15' 
East along the westerly boundary of the depot property a distance ·of 986. 72 feet 
more or less to the Northwest ccimer of the depot grounds; thEmce South 87° 45' 
00" Easf180.00 feet along the north boundary of said depot grounds to the 
intersection with the easterly margin of the 60 foot wide railroad right of way; 
thence $outh 2° 15' 00" West a distance of 30.00 feet; thence North 87'' 45' 00" 
West 11·5.00 feet to the point of curvature of a 35.00 foot radius curve; thence 
54.98 feet ~long said curve, concave to the southeast, (chord bearing South 47° 
15' 00" West 49.50 feet); thence South 2° .15' OOn West, parallel to and 30 feet 
east of the west boundary of the depot property a distance of 920.79 feet more or 
less to the north margin of Highway 240; thence North 89° 31' 20" West 30.01 
feet more or less to the point of beginning and the terminus of this easement. 
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2/2/2019 

Dear Commissioners please include this letter in public record 

I am writing regarding the development of the Union Pacific rail corridor 

(Yamhill trail). As an agricultural operation I would first like to state that I am 

opposed to the development of the abandoned rail line for recreational use. I 

operate a l1azelnut orchard that borders tl1e line and I have several concerns. 

First and foremost is the issue of trespass from trail users. Although the bike 

community will say this won't happen, it will. I am an avid mountain bike rider 

and know first hand that a new trail is always waiting to be made. Sightseers, 

dogs off leash, people seeking to relieve themselves, and secret picnic spot 

are all reasons to Just go into a field like no one will care. Often times chemical 

applications have re entry period restrictions that can last up to 48 hrs. 

Machine operations can create strange noise that can cause animals on the 

trail to spook. Dust and other common practices that have been in place for 

generations can create direct conflicts with people passing by resulting in 

possible confrontation and/or litigation. 

Second, access points will become a contentious problem. Every road and 

driveway that borders the trail will become a potential trail head. Access to 

fields with agriculture equipment is difficult with today's traffic congestion and I 

fear the clay when I am parked on hwy 47 trying to get into my field that has a 

Subaru Outback parked in the driveway. Additionally what happens to my 

access? Will it be cut off? Our crossing has been in place as long as anyone 

can remember. My father in law back in the day, had to pay the railroad 

annually to cross even after the tracks had been removed. 
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Third, the issue of chemical trespass will undoubtedly come up with trail users. 

The new worker protection standards will not allow untrained personnel within 

100 feet of an air blast sprayer. These applicators are commonly use in the 

orchard industry and have no suitable replacement. Our issue is that one end 

of our property the trail is 10 feet below grade and the other end it is ten feet 

above grade. The entire length is lined with brush. Given this situation it will be 

impossible to see trail users approaching in time to avoid an inadvertent 

exposure. I doubt tl1e county will provide naggers to avoid the situation they 

are creating. 

I speak to you with first hand knowledge of trail issues. I retired as the fire 

chief of Banks fire district several years ago. We contracted with the Oregon 

parks department to provide emergency services to the Banks Vernonia linear 

trail. In my 15 years as chief I have seen dozens of issues ranging from heart 

attacks to injured horses to meth labs to wildland fires all directly related to the 

trail. As I mentioned, I am a bike rider and have ridden hundreds of miles on 

the Banks trail so I feel I have a very good working knowledge of the clientele 

and unforeseen issues this type project will attract. Does the county have a 

plan in place to cleal with emergency services needs of tl1is project? One of 

our biggest issues was trail users never know where they are, in the event of 

an event responders often have to respond from more tl1an one point of 

access increasing the the manpower requirements to cover a call. This will 

also cause delays in getting units to a scene and keeps them tied up much 

longer than a normal call. In the meantime taxpayers of the district have their 

resources tied up and unavailable. Trail users smoke, trail users light off 

fireworks, trail users use firearms and yes they even start mysterious fires just 

because no one is around. I have seen first t,and all of these activities as a fire 

cause. This is not a city street and people think the rules are different. Allowing 

this conduit through dry brush and fields is a hazard to the adjacent 

landowners that currently does not exist. You can post all the signs and rules 

you want but unless you have patrols on the trail people will do what they 

want, day or night. Recently the the Carlton fire district had to ban burning 

while neighboring districts were open due to a lack of city water, this 

additional hazard adds to my concern. 

Finally, I fear this project will be far more expensive than projected. Up keep 

on the trail will be a daily event, crossing wetlands and ,oads will be a liability 

to the county not only during construction but while In use. Emergency 
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services will l1ave to be provided for people that don't pay taxes In the county 

putting added pressure In tl1e local volunteer fire departments. And this is 

only the first phase, if this trail is allowed to build out all of these issues will 

multiply as miles are added. As I work in the county I see roads and culverts 

crumbling and wonder why these Issues are less important than a bike path 

that will be used by very few people. In short this will become a money pit and 

I feel the county can spend money more effectively on other transportation 

projects. Thank you for your time to review my concerns. 

Chief, Banks Fire District Retired 
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Date: 2/1/19 

Re: Proposed Yamhill bike trail 

Com 111 lssioners: 

--------· ... --· .. ,.,_, ___ -·· ··-· .... ... ... ... .. -.... 

The Yamhill trail will cut off our life-blood access to Hwy. 4 7! Our private drive across the 

abandoned rail ROW is our only all-weather access to Fann and work our -75 acre hazel nut 

orchard. My father used this access since the 1970's ;ind the conversion of this abandoned rail ROW 

to public trail will impose severe hardship on our farming operations. People will naturally wnnt to 
access the trnil through our private drive, blocking it \-\•ith vehicles, when we need access to our 

fields while employees and equipment are on the clock costing hundreds of dollars per hour. We 

know signage won't solve this problem as last year we had a car stuck in the mud in our orchard for 
a week. It took a week of posting for it to be legally towed, and a month to get it out due to the mud. 
If the County puts in a gate between the trail and Hwy47, we won't have room to pull our larger 
equipment and semi trucks all the way off of Hwy47 causing us to hire expensive flagging 

operations every time we need access to our fields and or dangerous situations as we pull only 

partially off of 47, open a gate, dodge trail users and pull forward. And what about accessing Hwy47 

as we straddle the tr.iii waiting for a break in traffic, to pull out. Trail users will become impatient, 

creating conflicts and dangerous situations, Once we have a break in traffic and get on the highway, 
who will go back and close the gate7 Last summer we had log trucks using this access to come in to 

pick up timber, we have h<id 50 foot sawdust trucks come in and dump. This is our access! We need 
this access! 

Since we don't live on site, the private nature of this access just invites people. It is always filled 

with garbage. People sneak in and have their little "parties" and leave their "remnants". The 

dumpers unload their trucks with everything from tires to toilets. The trail is only going to 

introduce a whole new population to this area as a place to come dump their garbage The County 
have never kept the access clean in the past, so who will be keeping it clean with the increased 

traffic. Hidden by brush, it is a great place for "parties" and a great place for a homeless camp to set 

up, and we know there is a problem already in McMinnville. We farm in many different places and 
see the homeless tents and beer cans pop up in all the secluded areas. And now you want to let 

young children on their bikes go through these areas? How do you keep them from picking up 
syringes or whatever else they 111Hl, or keep someone from hiding in the brush waiting for them? I 

know it would not he a safe place to let my grandchildren ride bike. 

Why give bikers from other areas another place to ride? Why put added work on the volunteer fire 

departments with their medical their medical needs? Why create new garbage and campsites, 

instead of the current situation that is already not monitored? If transportation dollars were spent 
widening some areas along Hwy. 47 for farm equipment to pull off and lel cars pass, you would be 

helping everyone in this forming community. It would certainly help make the day of all those 
community members trying to get home in a timely fashion. And would add to the safety of 

everyone on the road as people are always trying to pass, and for the machine operator looking for 

somewhere to be able to let them by. 
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·------- ------· ······--. - .. . ... . . .... - .. 

We know people walk their dogs, ride their horses, and even drive their cars through our orchard 
already. Now the proposed trail will be bringing in more people to do the same. A few years ago 
someone fell off her horse and broke an arm riding in my family's adjacent property. She did not 
have permission to be out there. The proposed trail and the nature of our access across it, will invite 
people to use our orch.ircl as their personal recreation area , This includes using it as their personal 
restrooms. How can you to stop that? How will you keep that out of our food source? We grow nuts, 
that's food. And what keeps people from coming in to collect our crops? We raised strawberries, we 
know how people assume you have plenty so they help themselves. Well our nuts will be the same, 
it's secluded enough, they could be Dllt there for hours stealing our crop and we can't stop them, 
Security and signage may be ignored but will definitely increase our costs. 

We grow hazelnuts - a food crop - E.coli is a very real danger and in recent years cases involving 
hazel nuts have been traced back to Yamhill County. You are adding to that liability! This entrance is 
a private area, easy to be unseen and inviting already to the few that come across it. Bikers taking a 
break with their water bottles in hand strolling in the orchard to relieve themselves amongst our 
food, Moms with their kids i11 tow, skipping through the orchard to let the little ones "potty", 
amongst our food. Equestrians, avoiding cyclists and hikers on the trail, will ride through the 
orchard leaving their trail of prints, poop and damage among our food. Walkers with their sack 
lunch sit in the orchard and make claim to their spot to relieve themselves amongst our food. Dogs! 
Some dog owners believe people have no problem with dogs running on their property and 
relieving themselves. Especially if it is a big field in the country. 

The FDA requires specific practices to be implemented in the production and handling of food 
products, GLOBALG.A.P. is a certification process that is required for many fresh market items 
including nuts. This system documents control points such as chemicals, fertilizer and worker 
activities in the field. One of the points stressed is hand washing and proper sanitation. You a1·e 
even supposed to document animals in the field! With this trail it will be impossible for us to meet 
this standard and become GAP certified. This will result in a lost opportunity for us in the lucrative 
fresh market industry. Is Yamhill County going to make up the difference in lost income? 

If you think because nuts are in a shell they are immune to E.coli you would he wrong. George 
Packing was identified as the source during an outbreak in 2011 selling nuts in the shell, 
fortunately they did not turn over their client list or there could have been growers put out of 
business. Oh! Then again In 2017 an E.coli event was traced back to a nut grower west of 
McMinnville. So as you see, if the big guys can't prevent it - how the little guy like us going to 
prevent it with all the people that will have easy access into our orchard? 

ODA's required 150' exclusion zone on some pesticides that we apply will prevent us from spraying 
within 150' of people using the trail. With over 2350' for ROW frontage, the proposed trail would 
prevent us from effectively farming over 8 acres of our orchard, over 10% of our fields, an impact 
completely unacceptable on fields we have already so much capital invested in. This impact would 
be a direct violation of the conditions required to be met by a proposed use in our EFU zone, 

1er, grandmother and orchard owner. 

Roxanne Coussens 
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Brian & Roxanne Coussens 

6325 NW Glencoe Rd. 
MapTaxlot: R3415 00601 30 Acres 
MapTaxlot: R3415 00700 44.6 Acres 

Coussens Family 
:Joint Trust 

00B01 

:1coussens Family ; 
~Joint Trust I 

00700 

: Property Access ' 

~ 

I 
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March 7, 2019 Tom Hammer 23701 Wallace Rd. NW Wheatland, OR 97304 

Yamhill County Commissioners 

Re: Yamhill County broken government and the Yamhelis-Westsider Trail 

This exercise with LUBA has been most useful In exposing the years of ongoing illegal advice given by county 
counsel to people working at various levels of county government and to our elected officials. LUBA made it clear 
that the county could not legally consider the trail in a "legislatlve" proceeding to cut off the farmers rights. LUBA 
made it clear that the farmers all along had many rights that the county counsel/applicant had improperly told the 
county to deny them. Contrary to county counsel's claims, LUBA made clear that before the trail can ever be 
approved, you must find fil!_farm impact standards are met and fill conditional use permit standards are met. And 
also contrary to county counsel's advice, if the trail is not allowed in a zone, it cannot be approved in that zone. 
LUBA's order ln no uncertain terms sent the entire trail matter back for a do over. Yet here we are with county 
counsel/the applicant telling you: (1) that the county needs to do nothing, but rearrange the deck chairs; (2) no 
conditional use permit application needs to be filed at all, (3} no new evidence is needed on farm impacts, and (4) 
the county counsel/applicant can just reapprove the trail even in areas where it is prohibited by the county code. 
Worst of all the county counsel/applicant is giving you bad legal advice and has put up roadblocks in front of the 
farmers ability to provide you with Information important to your consideration of this matter. The fox has been 
guarding the hen house too long. I hope you read LUBA's order yourselves to see the fallacy of the advice you are 
being given. Until now, most had no clear way of knowing county counsel/ applicant's advice was bad. The recent 
remand by LUBA brings a clear counter to his actions and from a higher authority. So far as I can tell, his reaction 
has been to defy LUBA and go on as though their decision doesn't mean anything. I hope you on the board of 
commissioners fully appreciate how he's crossed into dangerous territory. This individual seems unwilling to 
acknowledge mistakes and appears to just follow one mistake with another mistake. With that approach, he will 
take you down with him if you let him. That happened to our two most recently departed board members . They 
approved a lot of spending on this trail before they had any way to know if it was approvable, as did some before 
them. With good legal advice now available, LUBA endorsed, commissioners can and must act on the real law 
without fears. Applicant/county counsel expects you to protect the now illegal spending that was initiated before 
your tenure by acquiescing to his defiance of the LUBA decision. He expects you to keep authorizing public money 
spending on the trail when it should be clear that it can't be legally approved. In fact, the applicant/county 
counsel is trying to get you to approve funding of the design and construction of the most expensive parts of the 
trail, hoping to commit you to the trail, when that is a lose-lose proposition for you and the county. All the while, 
at least so far as I know, county counsel has never advised you of your liability or the county's legal peril for 
spending public money on an illegal project. The applicant/county counsel is playing about a one-million-dollar 
game of chicken with you board members, certain you'll blink, A farm Impact study will likely find the trail creates 
significant adverse impacts on farms and causes significant new operating costs on farming and simply can't be 
built. When that happens, at best, grant monies would need to be returned. When it comes to damage control, 
your first loss is your least loss. However, once the commissioners start acknowledging the serious mistakes to 
date and refuse to let applicant/county counsel cover them with new layers of mistakes the county can then be on 
the road to recovery. Work ahead involves completely cleaning out the existing legal department so the county 
can start getting objective, fair and good sound legal advice on everything from land use law to proper spending of 
public money. As a farmer of hazelnuts in Yamhill County I clearly see the significant impacts this trail will impose 
on farmers along its path and how it violates the fundamental purpose of the EFU District Zone. 
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Tom Hammer 

,,.,-, 23701 Wallace Rd 
· · ''ieatland, OR 97304 

,p T axlot: R6304 00305 -100 acres 
~45 acres of Hazel Nuts 
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March 5, 2019 

Our name is Jerry & Sally Steele. We own property that runs adjacent to the old railroad grade i.e. the 
proposed bike path. We oppose the bike path for a number of reasons such as harming livestock, 
liability and protecting the value and the right to prevent trespassing. 

We have livestock we pasture along the old railroad grade. We are afraid that people will taunt, prod 
and scare these animals. This could cause the animals to get hurt or hurt stupid people. It concerns us 
that fences might be cut or left open. This would enable the animals to get out and they could run onto 
Highway 47 which Is only approximately 50 feet. This could cause a major accident. 

Who is going to carry the liability for accidents on 47, harm caused by the animals or repairing the 
fences? We don't think that it is our fault that people do dumb things and we are held liable. WE will be 
held liable even If we don't know about it. Who is going to monitor this? 

Who is going to monitor the trespassing, camping and littering that is going to be brought by this 
endeavor? This is going to decrease the value of our land. People will not appreciate what we are 
having to give up for their recreation and will not treat it with respect. 

J e,r-ry Stecl.et 

S~ Stecl.et 
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Jerry Steele 

25400 NE WAr)ATO SCHOOL. FlD 
Gaston, on 
MapTaxlot: Fl2413 0Hl00 22.65 Acres 
Zone EF80 / EF20? 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 

Majority of ROW farmed, 
fertilized and conditioned 
for decades. Investment 
has already been made 
converting this to Hazel 
Nuts. 5 years before first 
harvest 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 

18.18 Acres in 
spray buffer zone 

2 Acres 
Farmed in ROW 

Investment in trees and 
drainage has already been 
made converting this farm to 
Hazel Nuts. Five years 
before first haNest 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 
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Mark Van Dyke 
Kopplin Farm 
MapTaxlot: R3403 03300 
146.5 Acres 
Zone EF80 
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) . 

Gordon Dromgoole properties along the railroad grade between 
Carlton and Washington county line (total of 3 properties) 

2/25/2019 

If you have any questions please contact 
8. J. Matthews 
971-241-0029 
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R2434 300 
Owners: Gordon Dromgoole & Paul Dromgoole 
Situs1: 19035 NE COVE ORCHARD RD 
38.95 Acres 
Total Length along rail road grade 2477 ft 

This is part of a century farm 

The layout is as follows: 
Yamhill Creek runs north-south the entire length of the property on the west side of the 
propertyand lies from 30 to 130 ft east of hwy 47. It occupies approximately 6 acres. 
Approximately 22 acres is in fescue. Field access is across the rail road grade from 
Cove Orchard Rd. Length along rail road grade ~1865 ft 
Approximately 5 acres in hay between hwy 47 and Yamhill Creek and just east of 
Yamhill Creek. 
Approximately 5 acres is a sheep pasture/paddock. Sheep breeding, pregnant ewe 
location and sometimes lambing Length along rail road grade ~600 ft 

Structures 
Has 40x100 ft storage barn used for equipment and hay storage. This structure is 
located a few feet from the rail road grade. This is not a typical pole barn. The walls of 2 
of the five sections are stacked 2x4 formerly used for grain storage. Two other sections 
have concrete floors. In addition to farm equipment we typically store over 100 tons of 
hay in this building. 
There is a small shelter for sheep adjacent to the rail road grade 
Property also has a home site less than about 100 ft from the rail road grade. 
Septic in and city water 

Concerns 
• Disruption of sheep flock eg off leash dogs harrasing or upsetting the flock 

affecting fertility and health of pregnant ewes. (people do not always obey rules 
and signs.) Sheep especially lambs are cute but rams can be dangerous. Look 
but don't touch and don't startle the flock. 

• Tresspass resulting in damage/theft of farm equipment 
• · Tresspassers seeking shelter in storage barn resulting in theft of or damage to 

farm equipment or fire causing destruction of 4000 sq ft unique building and the 
loss of over 100 ton of hay, 

• Trespassers being injured and suing the property owner/farmer. Impact on 
insurance rates depends on claims/liability. Unknown at this time. 
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R2434 300 

Yamhill County Map 
...--,-,----r-r,---,,,---

2.4 7 OIIOO 

-
Rail road grade 

Location of 
storage buildings 
sheep paddock 
and home site 
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R2434 1000 
Owners: Gordon Dromgoole & Paul Dromgoole 
Situs1 :(no situs address given) · 
22.22Acres 
EF 20 
Length ~long rail road gr~de ~800 ft 

•., 

The layout is as follows: 
Yamhill Creek runs generally north-south the entire length of the property toward the 
west side of the property and lies from 30 to 270 ft east of hwy 47. It occupies 
approximately 3.5 acres. 
Approximately 6 acres in hay between hwy 47 and Yamhill Creek and about 8 acres of 
,hay east of Yamhill Creek,and ,betwe~n Yamhill Creek and the railroatj grade 

Structures 
Has 40x100 ft pole barn used for equipment and hay storage. This structure is located 
about feet from the rail "road grade. · 
Property also has a .home $ite less -than about 100 ft from the rail road grade. 
Septic in ' ·· · · · 

Concerns 
• Tresspassers seeking shelter in pole barn resulting in fire or theft or damage to 

farm ~quipment 
• Waste, trash or other items damaging the crop or equipment used to haNest it. 
• Trash in hay field affecting its quality (Would you want plastic or more distasteful 

interns in the hay you buy your horses? Would you buy more hay from this 
farmer?) 

• Trespasser being injured and suing the property owner/farmer. Impact on 
insurance rates depends on claims/liability. Unknown at this time . 
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R2434 1000 

Rail road grade 

- - .... - - Home site & pole barn location 
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R3409 00400 
Owner: Gordon Dromgoole 
Situs: 15000 HIGHWAY 47 

Yamhill, OR 97148 
80.61 Acres 

AF10I EFBO 

This is a sesquicentennial farm 

Length along rail road grade 
2072 ft on the west side of the rail road grade 
1985 ft on the east side of the rail road grade 

The layout Is as follows: 
Approximately 13.3 acres east of rail road grade zoned AF 10 
Approximately 65.3 acres west of rail road grade zoned EF 80 
Approximately 2.5 acres in the rail road grade½ of which is zoned AF10, ½ zoned EF 
80 

Crops 
Sometimes the same crop is planted on both sides of the rail road grade, sometimes 
different. Current crops are soft white winter wheat west of the rail road grade and 
alfalfa east of the rail road grade. A variety of crops have been grown on this farm over 
the years eg. Tillage radish, red clover, crimson clover, various grass seeds. In the past 
sheep have also occupied part of the acreage. 

Concerns 
Field fires 
grain crops especi~lly wheat are vulnerable to field fires which are extremely 
dangerous and destructive. ··· 
Tress pass 
resulting in 
damage/theft of farm equipment 
damage to crops eg. Trampling crops, trash and other debris affecting haNest 
equipment and quality of crop 
Injuries to tresspassers resulting in increased liability to farmer. Impact on insurance 
rates depends on claims/liability and are unknown at this time. 

Structures 
Farm house and detached garage located about 700 ft west of rail road grade. 
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TO: YAMHILL COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

RE: YAMHALIS TRAIL 

Kris Weinbender 

Melissa Braukman 

12000 HWY 47 

Carlton, Or. 97111 

We are writing this letter today in STRONG OPPOSITION of the Yamhalis Trail. 

We are opposed to the trail for several reasons. We are concerned about how this trail will 

adversely affect our farming abilities, changes to wildlife habits and habitat, increased pollution 

and crime on our property, affects to our livestock and our personal emotional wellbeing. 

PERSONAL COST: 

Our parcel is 4 acres, not large in comparison to some, but it is ours. We chose to move back to 

this area from Portland because of the peace and quiet. My wife and I both work 50 - 60 hours 

a week in the city, and when we are off we like to enjoy the tranquility and solitude of our 

property. Yes, we have the noise of HWY 47, but unless we are in my front yard, it is not very 

noticeable. What is already apparently noticeable is the people already using the trail. This will 

only become worse with the enhancement and official opening of the trail. 

Not only will this disturb us, but also our livestock. We have a dream, like many in this area, of 

retiring from our city jobs, farming and raising livestock, fruits and vegetables full time. In 

addition to our day jobs, we are currently raising alpaca, turkeys, chickens and geese. Each of 

our alpacas cost $1000.00s of dollars, our turkey and geese, $100.00s of dollars. What you may 

or may not be aware of is that alpacas are very skittish animals. They do not do well with 

strange people or dogs along their property line. This can shorten their lifespan and make their 

reproduction much more difficult Stray or loose dogs are a major concern to those of us that 

raise alpaca. If dogs get loose on the trail and attack one of our animals, it may make it 
necessary to put down the attacking dog as well as the alpaca. It should not need to be stated 

what a stray dog can do to poultry. This could cost of $1000.00s of dollars in costs to replace 

the put down alpaca, loss of money from loss of fiber production, the cost of possible litigation 

brought on by irresponsible trail users whose animals make it onto our property and must be 

put down. 
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Trash in our fields is already a concern. We are already having to pick up beer and liquor bottle 

in my field closest to the trail area. As we both do not drink, nor do we believe our 11 year old 

son to be a heavy drinker, I can only surmise that these bottles are coming from the people I 

hear along the trail in the evenings. Most of these people do not appear unsavory but do 

~ppear to be enjoying themselves a blt too much. This is much how we suspect the frequenters 

of the winery's will be as they tour around the area using the trail. 

One of our families most enjoyable aspects of living at our property has been the wildlife. 

Nothing is better than getting up on an early morning or sitting on the back porch on a warm 

evening and watching the deer frolic in our fields. With the installation of the trail scaring away 

livestock, added to the fencing we will need to feel safe and protect my privacy, we fear we will 

no longer have deer frolicking in our fields. 

MONETARY COSTS: 

The trail will run approximately 400 feet of our property. To properly fence that distance in 

attempt to block my property from view I estimate a cost of $SOOD.OD - $8000.00. this does not 

cover the cost of any further security devices we may need, i.e. razor wire, cameras, motion 

detectors, etc. It also does not include any increases to our insurance premiums. 

The water from the rail road grade currently runs onto my property and causes water to back 

up onto our property. This causes 1 to 1.5 acres to be unusable from November to April. To 

date we spend close to $2000.00 in materials and labor in attempt to help alleviate this 

problem. Paving the trail will only reduce the amount of ground surface area available to 

absorb moisture causing even further water to run off the trail into our property causing even 

more time portions of my property will be unable to be used for income purposes. 

BAIT AND SWITCH 
This trail is being sold to the citizens of this county as a bike/ pedestrian/ equestrian trail. 

What is not advertised is the long term plans of Yamhill County to place rail back into this area. 

Adding rail would add significant noise and greatly, adversely affect our property value. 

We are also concerned about the integrity of the statements of the County regarding costs of 

this plan. As a business manager and as farm owners, we understand what it takes and why it is 

necessary to stay within budget. It seems as this project does not have a budget or even exact 
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estimate of cost. With neither of these things, how can you, as a County Board, guarantee 

there will be no additional costs to the residents of Yamhill County? 

IN CONCLUSION: 

Again, we strongly oppose the trail for these, and many more reasons. If you do approve this 

trail we ask that a 10 foot security fence with a privacy barrier be installed along our property 

line and 50 ft beyond in each direction. 

We also ask that you amend your incorrect information on your land use study application 

dated 04-13-2018. In that application you state that we are not farming our land. You should 

know this to be untrue as you have visually toured the designated rout more than once, as well 

as our Farm Tax Deferral that was applied for and approved more than 1 year ago. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kris Welnbende:r 

.iff-f!r--t~ ;.:;~ . C 
Datec: 5-- f l t 7 . . 

Metifl<l" 
\ ~gfA/tt.,411£ 

co 

Date: 3-L/····· [ CJ 
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Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

RE: LUBA Remand Hearing March 7th, 2019 RE: Planning Docket G-01-18 

My name is Jeff Bernards, I both work on my families and have my own farming 
operation in Yamhill County. Please include this letter in the record of the above 
referenced material. Also, I would like the record to be open for at least two weeks 
in order to interpret the material presented by others in this meeting. 

I currently farm one piece of ground along the proposed trial. On that piece of 
ground I have an established hazelnut (filbert) orchard. However, this particular 
piece of ground is located at what I am understanding is the beginning of the 
proposed Yamhelas bike/hiking path, located in the area of Gun Club Rd. between 
Old McMinnville Hwy. and Highway 47.1 have noticed that other hiking areas 
around the state of Oregon have parking areas at trailheads. There is no parking on 
the road without blocking traffic. This means if there were any users of the trail, 
they would block traffic on the road ( very hard to pass vehicles stopped on the side 
of a road with a large tractor) or they would trespass and block driveways in the 
area which in my case and many others would halt our work and way of life. 

I also used pesticides in my orchard. Some have "Restricted Use" requirements 
which includes Gramoxone. "Restricted Use" requirements come with a list of 
demands that are legally regulated by the Oregon Department of Agriculture. The 
EPA states on the label that this pesticide cannot be used around schools, home 
gardens, recreational parks, golf course, or playgrounds. If the proposed trail was 
passed, the restrictions of the pesticide label plus the legislation with the spray 
buffers on highways would restrict me to only be able to spray around a quarter of 
my orchard. The result would be many of my trees suffering greatly and ultimately 
dying. This would make if not economical for me to farm this piece of ground and 
affect my livelihood, the filbert industry in Oregon, and the local economy, 

Another factor is trespassing by humans and there pets. Hazelnuts (filberts) are a 
delicious nut to consume. That is why the industry has grown ten fold in the 
Willamette Valley over the last ten years. This leads me to believe there will be 
problems with people using the trail consuming and stealing the product that I have 
put a lot of money and effort into growing and harvesting. In the process of them 
stealing my product, they will most likely trample and break many other nuts, which 
makes them useless. 

And not to forget, this is a consumable product by humans and we are held to high 
food safety concerns by state regulators as not to spread diseases like e-coli. Pets 
defecate when they need to. No Concern for the where. There are many orchards 
located next to the proposed trail. This means there is a very good likelihood that 
these pets will defecate in these orchards are put the general publics health at risk. 
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In conclusion, I do not support this proposed trail idea. It will lead to a restriction on 
my way of life by removing a section of my livelihood by blocking access to my 
orchard or negatively change the way I farm my orchard. And has the possibility to 
get my hazelnuts rejected at the processor due the state regulated health inspecting. 
For the reasons stated above, this proposed "Yamhelas Westsider Trail" should not 
be constructed. 

Thank you for reading this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Allen Bernards 
8645 NW Donnelly Lane 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
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February 10, 2019 

Richard and Christy Cloepfil 
8733 NE Gun Club Rd 
Carlton, OR 97111 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners, 

My name is Richard Cloepfil and I farm in the area of the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
Specifically, I farm 400 acres located near the trail. We farm grains, clovers and grass seed. 
During harvest, which occurs in the summer when the trail usage is projected to be at its highest, 
large trncks will be coming in and out of our farm. My largest concerns are that if the proposed 
trail starts at Gun Club Road near our farm, the road will be so busy with traffic, bikes, and 
pedestrians that it will be difficult and dangerous to travel trucks and equipment in and out of our 
farm. There is no plan or program to increase the capacity of Gun Club or any other road to be 
used by trail users and so if this is approved I will not be able to get my crops to market or get 
my equipment in and out as necessaiy. 

My specific concerns are below. 

I have lived near Carlton my entire life and have concerns relating to the trail users impacts to 
our farm and our area generally, including horseback riders as referenced by the trails online 
introduction. (See attached which is a publication currently online accessed via the county's 
website, which describes the proposed trail). 

As mentioned, our farm is located on Gun Club Road. Gun Club Road is a 2-lane, local road 
with inadequate sight distance at Mineral Springs Rd. (County TSP Existing Conditions p 46, 
and see Table A-land see TSP "Reported Needs" No 12). Its takes its access off of Highway 47 
in a stretch that the Yamhill County TSP characterizes as having "Poor Corridor Health". 
(County TSP, Figure 23). The intersection of Gun Club Rd and Highway 47 is characterized in 
the County's TSP as "intersection on curve, poor visibility". Table A-1, No. 54 and TSP 
"Repo1ted Needs" No 54. The trail will significantly adversely impact our farm, other farms in 
the area and our community. 

The trail is proposed to begin at Gun Club Rd. This means that there will be parking needed for 
vehicl~s for pedestrians and bicyclists, but, in particular horse trailers and large vehicles 
connected to those trailers. These vehicles are going to demand a large area to accommodate 
their size. I cannot imagine what kind of traffic problems this parking area will create. There is 
no room for such facilities on Gun Club Rd or any of the other roads where the trail is proposed 
to start. There is simply no room and the county owns nothing and proposes nothing near the 
intersection of HWY 47; a state highway; Old McMinnville Road, and Gun Club Road. Two of 
which are small country roads with little to no shoulder, that have no capacity for and are not 
meant for large amounts of traffic. As noted above, all intersections are poor, with inadequate 
sight distance as is. It only works with the limited traffic including farm traffic that now uses 
these roads because traffic is so sparse right now. Similarly, Gun Club at and near Old 
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McMinnville Rd are both undersized, two lane, local roads. There is no place where trail users 
can park their vehicles on these roads - they are simply not wide enough, and it is a certainty that 
the property owners in the area do not intend to host public parking on their' properties. This area 
is zoned for farming, not parking. 

So, where wilt the vehicles be parked? In the trail plans it is expressed that people will have 
access to the trail simply by coming of HWY 99W at Gun Club Road. This means people will 
also be using either Mineral Springs Road or the na1mw Hawn Creek Road onto Gun Club Road 
to reach the trail by car, truck, or bike. None of these countiy roads were meant for this kind of 
traffic. The County TSP is clear that Hawn Creek Rd is completely unsafe and inadequate for 
any bike traffic: 

West si<le roe<l 

Highway 99 ol Hown C1eek Rood 

Wesl Side Rosd 

No shou!der on o road where 
speeding is endemic 

Unsafe condition foc bkydes to aoss 
from OR 99W northbound lo Hawn 
Creek Road. 

No shoulder for rnrs lo pull off in case 
of emergency. High speed_ No 
shoulder for bikes or pe<lestri4ns. 

Hawn Creek Rd is also too small and barely improved to handle increased vehicular traffic for 
trail users. Increased traffic, including more bike and pedestrian use will have a direct adverse 
impact on our farm. We use large trucks and tractors on these narrow roads to farm. Farming in 
our EFU zone is a use that is permitted outright. The trail is a conditional use that can only be 
allowed if it does not significantly interfere with farm use, is compatible with our area and if 
public facilities are adequate. None of these standards can be met. Certainly, the county cannot 
meet the adequacy of public facility and services standards because the roads to access the trail 
no matter the modality to do so - are wholly inadequate as the county's own TSP says. It isn' t 
safe for us or bicyclists to have more traffic without significant improvements to these roads and 
nothing of the sort is proposed. It is not only my wife, family and I who are concerned about 
these issues for parking, increased traffic and safety, but also the whole neighborhood of Gun 
Club Road. Please consider the citizens of this stated area and what this added traffic will do to 
our quality of life, safety and the direct negative impacts it could have on many of the farmers' 
livelihood. 

Relatedly, there is no plan or proposal for emergency access to the trail and the trail in the Gun 
Club Road area is very remote. The only way that emergency services providers will be able to 
reach emergencies on the trail is to cut through farm fields causing significant damage to crops, 
water systems as well as risking liability to the farmers in their food certification programs and if 
they have recently sprayed to have human contact in the proscribed area during the "no entiy" 
period after spraying. 

My second concern arose when reading about the possibility of horseback riders on the proposed 
trail. I feel obligated to explain why. It is my opinion that horses are not at all compatible with 
farm equipment, farm practices which include sudden, loud noises, not to mention walkers, 
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hikers, nmners and especially not bicyclists. I have experience as a person familiar with livestock 
and especially equine through my lifelong interactions. I was raised and grew up around horses 
my entire life. I am a third-generation equine owner. My grandfather, Hany Kuehne was owner 
of Bar K Stock Ranch just outside Carlton. He farmed using horse drawn equipment and bought, 
trained and sold horses for decades to people from all over the country. My mother, Arlene 
Cloepfil, was raised in the ranch environment, where she developed her skills as a professional 
horse trainer. She too bought, sold and trained horses her entire life. Being raised in this type of 
environment your entire life as I was, gives you the unique view of the habits of horses. They can 
be very enjoyable and useful but are also very unpredictable often causing damage to 
themselves, personal prope1ty or the people around them. They are a large animal that needs 
space. In my opinion, the proposed trail is unsafe because it proposes to combine intensive farm 
uses including the loud sudden noises that go with them, with bicycles and walkers and horses. 

As I have mentioned, horses can spook at times whether from nearby farming/equipment noise 
next to the trail, from bicycles themselves or even just people on foot. Also, it has been my 
experience that people sometimes veer off the trail for whatever reason with their horses. 
Sometimes people with horses think it is okay to ride just off the trail to avoid the foot traffic but 
don't stop to consider the impacts they are having on nearby fields and crops and have at no time 
asked pe1mission to ride on these properties. Who is going to enforce no trespassing of these 
acres? This also can pertain to foot traffic. The neighboring properties are not there for the 
pleasure of the trai 1 guest. An innocent blackbeny picking expedition off the trail can result in 
trampled and lost crop, not to mention serous food safety issues for food producers and 
processors. Who is responsible for the liability of that person or equine to nearby fields, 
equipment, crops and prope11ies? How can land and property owners be responsible for 
monitoring the use of their land from trail enthusiasts who simply think it is their God given right 
to go wherever and on whatever land that simply is not the trail and does not belong to them. It is 
not okay for trail goers to be on any other property for even one minute. It is also not okay for 
emergency services to access injured persons or animals by going right through fields, crops and 
properties at the expense to the land owner. Furthermore, it is not okay for venders or equipment 
used on the trails to use these properties either. Trespassing can be expensive for the property 
owner. But this is what the applicant expects the farmers to endure. Fmtunately, the county's 
code and state law do not allow the trail to be approved and cause such damage. 

A third concern I have is for animal welfare along the trail. I'm not claiming to be an expe1t on 
all livestock, but my wife, family and I raised a cow herd of approximately 115 cow/calf pairs 
for nearly 30 years. The proposed trail winding through areas zoned for agricultural use has the 
potential to cause cows, sheep, goats, llamas, horses, buffalo, personal pets such as dogs or any 
other animals along the path to be at risk. Traffic from a trail such as this could scare or spook 
animals and possibly cause harm to the animals themselves or even trail users, not to mention the 
liability the land owners once again carry if people try to interact with the animals such as 
petting or feeding and are hurt in any way. Dogs in particular even though they are man's best 
friend bring many issues to mind. Not only are they not good around horses on the trail but are 
harmful to livestock along the trail. 

Dogs on the trail - on a leash or not - pose opportunities for trouble in more ways than one. 
Sadly, we have experience with dogs also trespassing causing a hon-ible experience for us and its 
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owner. A few years ago we applied slug and mouse bait to a property. A neighbor who walked 
around our field (trespassing) had an unleashed dog that may have dug up some of the bait and 
unfortunately passed away. We were ve1y saddened for the death of the dog. It was the owner's 
responsibility to keep the dog on a leash and not on our land. For the next year we were 
bombarded by threatening calls, a possible lawsuit and an investigation by the Oregon 
Department of Agriculture. This was not without considerable time and cost to our farm. If the 
county intends to build a trail, it needs to ensure that the trail is lined with a fence to ensure pets 
won't wander onto neighboring land. Without it, other farmers will be subject to the same costly 
and time consuming investigation. 

As you can see, I am not in favor of the approval of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for the many 
reasons. The county has failed to address the concerns of those of us that have nearby farms. 
These issues are real, and need addressed. I hope as elected officials you will see clearly the fact 
that not eve1yone in the county will benefit from this costly venture. In fact, a minority will 
unfairly bear the burden of this trail. I hope you can look at the big picture and see that there is a 
possibility for unpleasant results in a multitude of ways. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Regards, 

Richard Cloepfil 

~C_ 
'\ 
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est of ROW ~31.2 Acres 
ROW Border 1417' 

150' Spray buffer= 4.88 acres== 15.6% 

Kuehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R342 7 00900 
101.75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 
1/2 of ROW currently farmed = 1.58 acres 

otal impact = 9.4 7 acres = 9.3% 

Larry Pekkola 
MapTaxlot: R3427 01000 
68. 7 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border = 2027' 
150' Spray buffer=6.98 acres=10.2% 

Sitton Brothers Inc 

MapTaxlot: R3434 00200 
74.9 Acres Zone EF80 

Parcel C of R3434 00200 

East of ROW ~35.9 acres 
ROW Border== 1373' 

150' Spray buffer==4.73 acres== 13.2% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 
Map Tax lot: R342 7 00900 
101. 75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 

1/2 of ROW currently farmed=l.58 acres 
Total impact = 9.4 7 acres = 9.3% 
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Kuehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R342 7 00900 
101. 75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer = 7.89 acres = 7. 75% 

Kuehne Family Trust 
Clearly Visible 
1/2 of ROW currently farmed 
ROW Border 2291'=1.58 acres 

otal impact= 9.47 acres = 9.3% 
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l<uehne Family Trust 
MapTaxlot: R3427 00900 
101. 75 acres Zone EF80 
ROW Border 2291' 
150' buffer= 7.89 acres= 7.75% 
1/2 of ROW currently farmed = 1.58 acres 
Total impact = 9.4 7 acres = 9.3% 
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ii 
raff as Jeanette E Trustee 

MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00400 
1.0 acre Zone EFS0 

raffas Living Trust 
MapTaxlot: R4403AB 00500 
4.0 acres Zone EF80 

.. ··~ ... 
. ;:

. . .• ! ~·-:, . ._ .... . ' 
"t.: -:· ' _." .,_ ~--

:.., .. ···.: 1-..__< ' ~··· 
. :., , · .. • . . ,'. '1~ ·. . . , .. -~ 

:; ,.. . 

--~~\-.. ,... 
J,... I• 

ohn Wiser 
'1UIIIIHl1:1111vviser John M & Lynne M 

7680 NE GUN CLUB RD 
MapTaxlot: R4403 00200 
2 acres Zone EF80 
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ohn Wiser 
...... , .... n 1• 11n•iser John M & Lynne M 

7680 NE GUN CLUB RD 
MapTaxlot: R4403 00200 
2 acres Zone EF80 
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Tab 
No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Name Type 

1 .4-D Amine 4 Herbicide 

Asana XL Insecticide 

Axiom DF Herbicide 

Banvel480 Herbicide 

Chateau Herbicide 

Cornerstone 
Herbicide 

Plus 

Crossbow Specialty herbicide 

Garlon 4 Ultra Specialty herbicide 

Goal ..,XL Herbicide 

0-------------

List of Pesticides Used by Farmers Along the Proposed Trail 

Application Restrictions 1 

• Do not enter or allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area3 until sprays have 
dried. 

• Only prolected handlers may be in the area during aoolication . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 

• Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas, or vicinity where there may 
be drift. 

• Do not allow others to enter treated areas until sprays have dried . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

• Keep people and pets off treated areas until spray solution has dried . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• Do not allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• For applications to non-cropland areas, do not allow entry into areas until sprays 
have dried. 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

• Keep unprotected persons out of treated area until sprays have dried . 

• Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures 
people may occupy at any time and the associated property parks and recreation 
areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland areas, woodlands, pastures, 
rangelands, or animals. 

;; Application restrictions relevant to the presence ofa nearby recreational trail. 
';J Pesticides that require the use of a respirator are subject to Oregon OSHA s 150 ft . Application Exclusion Zone ("AEZ"). 

Respirator Required?2 

Yes4 

3 The "treated area· is the targeted area to which the pesticide is actually applied, not the AEZ. A "restricted entry interval" (REI) is a period oftime in which no worker is 
allowed to enter the treated area after an application (often 12-24 hours following application). 
·• For aerial or ground boom applications to certain crops. 



Tab 
Name Type Application Restrictions 1 Respirator Required?2 

No. 

• DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 

Gramoxone • KEEP all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may 
10 

SL 2.0 
Herbicide be danger of drift. Yes 

• This pesticide must only be applied when the potential for drift to adjacent 
sensitive areas (e.g. residential areas, bodies of water, known habitat for 
threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is minimal (i.e., when wind is 
blowing away from the sensitive areas.) 

• Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures 
people occupy at any time and the associated property, parks and recreation areas, 
non-target crops. aquatic and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands. or 
animals. 

• Requires a buffer zone (I 0-100 ft. depending on method of application) to 
separate "sensitive sites" from the targeted application site. Sensitive sites are 

Lorsban areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children). These 
11 

Advanced Insecticide include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as Yes 
school grounds, athletic fields, parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 

• Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during application of this 
product. Do not apply this product if anyone other than a mixer. loader, or 
applicator, is in the setback area. Exception: Vehicles and persons riding bicycles 
that are passing through the setback area on public or private roadways are 
pennined. 

12 MCPA Amine Herbicide • Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during 
application. Do not enter treatment areas until spray has dried. 

• DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, 
RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, OR PLAYGROUNDS. 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated areas until sprays have dried . 
13 Parazone Herbicide • Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be Yes 

danger of drift. 

• Use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds is 
~ PROHIBITED. 
(1) • Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, - either directly or through drift. 

~ 14 Prozao Rodenticide • Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. 

• Keep all other persons out of the treated area during this application . 

• Do not apply on roads. near residential areas, or over water. 



Tab 
Name Type Application Restrictions 1 Respirator Required?2 

No. 
• DO NOT enter or allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area until sprays have 

15 Stierlin2 Blue Herbicide dried. 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during applicarion . 

• Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 
Weedone LV6 

16 
EC 

Herbicide • Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment areas during 
application. Do not enter treatment areas until sprav has dried. 

Willowood • Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas, or vicinity where there may 
17 Clethodim Herbicide be drift. 

2EC • Do not enter treated areas without protective clothing until sprays have dried . 

• DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried . 
Willowood 

18 
Paraguat 3SL 

Herbicide • · Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be Yes 
danger of drift. 

Willowood 
Only protected handlers may be in the area during application . 

Herbicide • 19 Pronamide 
3..3SC • Do not enter or allow others to enter until sprays have dried . 

• Requires a buffer zone (10-100 ft. depending on method ofapplication) to 
separate "'sensitive sites'' from the targeted application site. Sensitive sites are 

20 Yuma4E insecticide 
areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children). These Yes 
include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as 
school grounds, athletic fields. parks and all property associated with buildings 
occupied by humans for residential or commercial purposes. 

-00 
00 -
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2,4-D I Amine 4 
[Herbicide] 

For selective control of many broadleaf weeds in certain crops, orchard floors, 
fallow cropland, forests, grass pastures, rangeland, Conservation Reserve 
Program acres, ornamental turfgrass (including turfgrass grown for sod or seed), 
non-cropland and aquatic areas. Also for control of trees by injection. 

Active Ingredient: 
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 

dimethylamine sail .......... ...... ... ..... ... .. 46 .3% 
Other Ingredients ......................................... .... 53. 7% 
Total ..... .... ... ......... ... ..... ...... .......... ...... .. .......... 100.0% 
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid - 38.4% - 3.8 lb/gal 

Keep Out of Reach of Children 

DANGER PELIGRO 
Si usled no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle. (If you do 
not understand the label, find someone lo expl_ain it to you in detail.) 

First Aid 
If In eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact 
lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment advice. 
If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a 
glass of water if able lo swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center 
or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 
If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 
15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
If Inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, calf 911 or an ambulance, then give 
artiOcial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for 
further treatment advice. 

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for 
treatment. For information on this product, contact the National Pesticide Information Center, 1-800-858-
7378, Monday-Friday, 7:30 AM-3:30 PM PST. You may also contact the National Poison Control Center, 
1-800-222-1222, day or night, for emergency medical treatment information. 

Note to Physician: Probable mucosa! damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. 

Refer to label booklet for Directions for Use. 
Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. Before using this product, read 
Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use, and Limitation of Remedies at end of label booklet. If 
terms are unacceptable, return at once unopened. 

In case of emergency endangering health or the environment involving this product, call 1-800-992-5994. 
Agricultural Chemical: Do not ship or store with food, feeds, drugs or clothing. 

EPA Reg. No. 33270-21 
Produced for 
United Suppliers, Inc. 
30473 260th St. 
Eldora, IA 50627 

EPA Est. ___ _ 

Net Contents ---

11-17-14 
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Precautionary Statements 
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 

DANGER 

Page 2 

Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage. Harmful if swallowed. Harmful if absorbed through skin. Do 
not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin. Wear protective eye wear (goggles, face shield, 
safety glasses), long-sleeved shirt, long pants, shoes, socks, and chemical resistant gloves (such as or 
made out of any waterproof material, selection category A) 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this product are made of any waterproof material. If you 
want more options, follow the instructions for category A on an EPA chemical resistance category 
selections chart. 

All pilots must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes plus socks 

All mixers, loaders, flaggers, other applicators and handlers must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves 
• Protective eyewear 
• Chemical resistant apron when mixing or loading, cleaning up spills or equipment, or otherwise 

exposed to the concentrate 

See engineering controls for additional requirements. 

Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables 
exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Engineering Controls 
When handlers use closed systems or enclosed cabs in a manner that meets the requirements listed in 
the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR 170.240 (d)(4-6}), the handler 
PPE requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 

Pilots must use an enclosed cockpit that meets the requirements listed in the Worker Protections 
Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240 (d)(4-6)]. 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. 
• Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean 

clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As 

soon as possible, wash thorouqhly and chanqe into clean clolhinQ. 

Environmental Hazards 
This product is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. For terrestrial uses: Do not apply directly to water, 
to areas where surface water is present, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Drift or 
runoff may adversely affect aquatic invertebrates and non-target plants. Drift and runoff may be 
hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated areas. Do not contaminate water when 
disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. 
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This chemical has properties and characteristics associated with chemicals detected in groundwater. The 
use of this chemical in areas where soils are permeable, particularly where the water table is shallow, 
may result in groundwater contamination. Application around a cistern or well may result in 
contamination of drinking water or groundwater. 

Aquatic Weed Control: Fish breathe dissolved oxygen in the water and decaying weeds also use 
oxygen. When treating continuous, dense weed masses, it may be appropriate to treat only part of the 
infestation at a time . For example, apply the product in lanes separated by untreated strips that can be 
treated after vegetation in treated lanes has disintegrated. During the growing season, weeds 
decompose in a 2 to 3 week period following treatment. Begin treatment along the shore and proceed 
outwards in bands to allow fish to move into untreated areas. Waters having limited and less dense weed 
infestations may not require partial treatments. 

Directions for Use 
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 
Read all Directions for Use carefully before applying. 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through 
drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. For any requirements specific to 
your state or tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR 
Part 170. This Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, 
nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, 
decontamination, notification, and emergency assistance. It also contains specific instructions and 
exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal protective equipment (PPE), and 
restricted-entry interval. The requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product that are covered 
by the Worker Protection Standard. 

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 48 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and 
that involves contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Protective eyewear 

Non-Agricultural Use Requirements 
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker 
Protection Standard for Agricultural Pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is 
used to produce agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses. 

Entry Restrictions for Non-WPS Uses: Do not enter or allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area 
until sprays have dried. 

Storage and Disposal 
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. 
Pesticide Storage: Keep container tightly closed when not in use. If exposed to subfreezing 
temperatures, the product should be warmed to at least 40°F and mixed thoroughly before using. 
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide wastes are toxic. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or 
rinsate is a violation of Federal law and may contaminate groundwater. If these wastes cannot be 
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disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control 
Agency, or the Hazardous Waste Representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the 
flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate 
into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds 
after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty 
the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 10 seconds after 
the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down over application equipment or mix tank or collect 
rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and rinse at 
about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Then offer for 
recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other 
procedures allowed by state and local authorities. 

Refillable containers larger than 5 gallons: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with pesticide only. Do not reuse this 
container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. 
Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller. To clean the container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container into application equipment or a mix tank. Fill the 
container about 10% full with water and, if possible, spray all sides while adding water . If practical, 
agitate vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for two minutes. Pour or pump rinsate into 
application equipment or rinsate collection system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times. Then 
offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by 
other procedures allowed by state and local authorities. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container 1/4 full with 
water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side and roll it back and forth, ensuring at least 
one complete revolution, for 3D seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back and forth several 
times. Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it back and forth several times. Empty the 
rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this 
procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application 
equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 1 o seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container 
upside down over application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert 
pressure rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. 
Drain for 1 O seconds after the flow begins to drip. Then offer for recycling if available, or puncture and 
dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by slate and local 
authorities . 

Product Information 

2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide is intended for selective control of many broadleaf weeds in certain crops (cereal 
grains, corn, grain sorghum, soybeans and sugarcane), orchard floors (pome fruit, including apples and 
pears, stone fruit, nut orchards and pistachios), fallow cropland, forests, grass pastures, rangeland, 
Conservation Reserve Program acres, ornamental lurfgrass (including turfgrass grown for sod or seed), 
non-cropland and aquatic areas. Also for control of trees by injection. 

Apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide as a water or oil-water spray during warm weather when target weeds or 
woody plants are actively growing. Application under drought conditions will often give poor results. Use 
low spray pressure to minimize drift. The lower dosages specified on this label will be satisfactory for 
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young, succulent growth of susceptible weed species. For less susceptible species and under conditions 
where control is more difficult, use higher specified rates. Deep-rooted perennial weeds, such as Canada 
thistle, field bindweed and many woody plants, usually require repeated applications for satisfactory 
control. Consult your State Agricultural Experiment stations or Extension Service Weed Specialists for 
directions from this label that best fit local conditions. 

Precautions: 
• Be sure that use of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide conforms to all application regulations. 
• Excessive amounts of 2,4-D in the soil may temporarily inhibit seed germination and plant growth. 

Restrictions: 
• Chemigation: Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 
• Use of this product in certain portions of California, Oregon, and Washington is subject to the 

January 22, 2004 Order for injunctive relief in Washington Toxics Coalition et al. v. EPA, C01-
0132C, 0/'J.D. WA). For further information, please refer to EPA website: 
http :l/www.epa.gov/espp/1 itstatus/wtc/i ndex. him. 

Spray Drift Management 

A variety of factors including weather conditions (e.g., wind direction, wind speed, temperature, relative 
humidity) and method of application (e.g., ground, aerial, airblast) can influence pesticide drift. The 
applicator must evaluate all factors and make appropriate adjustments when applying this product. 

Droplet Size 
When applying sprays that contain 2,4-D as the sole active Ingredient, or when applying sprays that 
contain 2,4-D mixed with active ingredients that require a coarse or coarser spray, apply only as a coarse 
or coarser spray (ASAE Standard 572), or a volume mean diameter of 385 microns or greater for spinning 
atomizer nozzles. 

When applying sprays that contain 2,4-D mixed with other active ingredients that require a medium or 
finer spray, apply only as a medium or coarser spray (ASAE Standard 572), or a volume mean diameter 
of 300 microns or greater for spinning atomizer nozzles. 

Wind Speed 
Do not apply at wind speeds greater than 15 mph. Apply this product only if the wind direction favors on
target deposition and there are not sensitive areas (including residential areas, bodies of water, known 
habitat for beneficial nontarget plants) within 250 feet downwind. If applying a medium spray, leave one 
swath unsprayed at the downwind edge of the treated field. 

Temperature Inversions 
If applying at wind speeds less than 3 mph, the applicator must determine if: a) conditions of temperature 
inversion exist, orb) stable atmospheric conditions exist al or below nozzle height. Do not make 
applications into areas of temperature inversions or stable atmospheric conditions. 

Susceptible Plants 
Do not apply under circumstances where spray drift may occur to food, forage, or other plantings that 
might be damaged or crops thereof rendered unfit for sale, use or consumption. Susceptible crops 
include cotton, okra, flowers, fruit trees, grapes (in growing stage), fruit trees (foliage), soybeans 
(vegetative stage), ornamentals, sunflowers, tomatoes, beans, and o1her vegetables, or tobacco. Small 
amounts of spray drift that may not be visible may injure susceptible broadfeaf plants. 

Other State and Local Requirements 
Applicators must follow all state and local pesticide drift requirements regarding application of 2,4-0 
herbicides. Where states have more stringent regulations, they must be observed. 
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Equipment 
All aerial and ground application equipment must be properly maintained and calibrated using appropriate 
carriers or surrogates. 

Aerial Application 
The boom length must not exceed 75% of lhe wingspan or 90% of the rotor blade diameter. 

Release spray at the lowest height consistent with efficacy and flight safety. Do not release spray at a 
height greater than 10 feet above the crop canopy unless a greater height is required for aircraft safety. 
This requirement does not apply to forestry or rights-of-way applications. 

When applications are made with a crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind. The applicator 
must compensate for this by adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind. 

Ground Application 
Ground boom: Do not apply with a nozzle height greater than 4 feet above the crop canopy. 
Handguns and Boomless Nozzles: Applications for rights-of-way vegetation management are best 
applied with specialized nozzles delivering a coarse or very coarse spray volume. 

Mixing Directions 

Mix 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide with water only unless otherwise directed on this label. Add about half of 
the water to the mixing tank, then add the 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide with agitation, and finally the rest of 
the water with continuing agitation. Note: Adding oil, wetting agent, or other surfactant to the spray 
mixture may increase effectiveness on weeds, but also may reduce selectivity to crops, resulting in crop 
damage. 

Tank Mixing 
When tank mixing, read and follow the label of each tank mix product used for precauttonary statements, 
directions for use, weeds controlled, and geographic and other restrictions. Use in accordance with the 
most restrictive of label limitations and precautions. Do not exceed any active ingredient's maximum use 
rates when tank mixing. Do not tank mix this product with any product containing a label prohibition 
against tank mixing with 2,4-D. 

Tank Mix Compatibility Testing: A jar test is recommended prior to tank mixing to ensure compatibility 
of this product and other pesticides. Use a clear glass quart jar with lid and mix the tank mix ingredients 
in their relative proportions. Invert the jar containing the mixture several times and observe the mixture 
for approximately 1/2 hour. If the mixture balls-up, forms Oakes, sludges, jels, oily films or layers, or other 
precipitates, it is not compatible and the tank mix combination should not be used. 

Mixing with Liquid Nitrogen Fertilizer 
This product may be combined with liquid nitrogen fertilizer suitable for foliar application for broadleaf 
weed control and fertilization of corn, small grains or pastures in a single operation. Use 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Herbicide in accordance with directions for these crops provided in this label. Use liquid fertilizer at rates 
specified by the supplier or Extension Service Specialist. Test for mixing compatibility as described 
above before mixing in spray tank. A compatibility aid, such as Unite or Compex, may be needed in 
some situations. Compatibility is best with liquid fertilizer solutions containing only nitrogen. Mixing with 
N-P-K solutions may not be satisfactory, even with the addition of a compatibility aid. Pre-mixing 1 part 
2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide with up to 4 parts water may help in situations when mixing difficulty occurs. 

Fill !he tank about half full with the liquid fertilizer, then add the required amount of 2,4-0/Amine 4 
Herbicide with agitation. Maintain agitation and complete filling the tank with liquid fertilizer. Apply 
immediately and continue agitation in spray tank during application. Do not store the spray mixture. 
Application during very cold weather {near freezing) is not advisable. 
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Sprayer Clean-Out 
To avoid Injury to desirable plants, thoroughly clean equipment used to apply this product before re-use 
or applying other chemicals. 

1. Rinse and flush application equipment thoroughly after use at least three limes with water. Dispose 
of all dnse water by application to treatment area or apply to non-cropland area away from water 
supplies. 

2. During the second rinse, add 1 quart of household ammonia for every 25 gallons of water. Circulate 
the solut!on through the entire system so that all internal surfaces are contacted (15 to 20 minutes). 
Let the solution stand for several hours, preferably overnight. 

3. Flush the solution out of the spray tank through the boom. 
4. Rinse the system twice with clean water, recirculating and draining each time. 
5. Remove nozzles and screens and clean separately. 
6. If equipment is to be used to apply another pesticide or agricultural chemical to a 2,4-D susceptible 

crop, additional steps may be required to remove all traces of 2,4-D, including cleaning of 
disassembled parts and replacement of hoses or other fittings that may contain absorbed 2,4-D. 

Application Directions 
Apply with calibrated air or ground equipment using sufficient spray volume lo provide adequate coverage 
of target weeds or as otherwise directed in specific use directions. For broadcast application, use a spray 
volume of 3 gallons or more per acre by air and 1 D gallons or more per acre for ground equipment. 
Where states have regulations which specify minimum spray volumes, they must be observed. Increase 
spray volume as crop canopy, height and weed density increase in order to obtain adequate spray 
coverage. Do not apply less than 3 gallons total sipray volume per acre. 

Rate Ranges and Application Timing 
The lower dosages given will be satisfactory for young, succulent growth of sensitive weed species. For 
less sensitive species and under conditions where control is more difficult, the higher dosages will be 
needed. Apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide during warm weather when weeds are young and actively 
growing. 

Spot Treatments 
To prevent misapplication, apply spot treatments with a calibrated boom or with hand sprayers using a 
fixed spray volume per 1000 sq fl as indicated below. 

Hand-Held Sprayers: Hand-held sprayers may be used for spot applications of 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Herbicide. Apply the spray uniformly and at a rate equivalent to a broadcast application. Application 
rates in the table are based upon the application rate for an area of 1000 sq ft. Mix the amount of 2,4-
O/Amine 4 Herbicide (fl oz or ml) corresponding to the desired broadcast rate in 1 to 3 gallons of spray. 
To calculate the amount of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide required for larger areas, multiply the table value (fl 
oz or ml) by the thousands of sq ft to be treated. An area of 1000 sq ft is approximately 10.5 X 10.5 
yards (strides) in size. 

Rate Conversion Table for S ot Treatment: 

1/2 

1/5 fl oz1 

5.5 ml 

Label Broadcast Rate int/acre 
2/3 3M 1 2 

Equivalent Amount of 2,4-D/Amlne 4 Herbicide 
1/4 fl oz 1/3 fl oz 3/8 fl oz 3/4 fl oz 1 fl oz 
7.3 ml) (8.3 ml 11 ml 22 ml 33 ml 

1Conversion factors: 1 fl oz=: 29.6 (30) ml 

Band Application 

4 
ft 

8 

3 fl oz 
88 ml) 

2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide may be applied as a band treatment. Use the formulas below to determine the 
appropriate rate and volume per treated acre. 
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Band width in inches 

Row width in inches 
X Broadcast rate = 

per acre 
Band rate per 
treated acre 

Band width in inches 
---------------------------- X 
Row width in inches 

Weeds Controlled 
Annual or Biennial Weeds 
beggarticks 1 

bittercress, smallflowered 
bitterweed 
broomweed, common 1 

burdock, common 
buttercup, smallflowered1 

carpetweed 
cinquefoil, common 
cinquefoit, rough 
cocklebur, common 
coffeeweed 
copperleaf, Virginia 
croton, Texas 
croton, woolly 
flixweed 
galinsoga 
geranium, Carolina 
hemp, wild 
horseweed (marestail) 
jewelweed 
jimsonweed 
knotweed 1 

lambsquarters, common 
lettuce, prickly1 

lettuce, wild 
lupines 
mallow, little1 

mallow, Venice 1 

marshelder 
morningglory, annual 
morningglory, ivy 
morningglory, woolly 
mousetail 

Perennial Weeds 
alfalfa1 

artichoke, Jerusalem 1 

aster, many-flower1 

Austrian fieldcress1 

bindweed (hedge, field and 
European)1 

blue lettuce 
blueweed, Texas 
broom weed 
bullnettle1 

carrot, wild 1 

Broadcast volume= Band volume per 
per acre treated acre 

mustards (except blue 
mustard) 

parsnip, wild 
pennycress, field 
pepperweed1 

pigweeds (Amaranthus spp .)1 

poorjoe 
primrose, common 
purslane, common 
pusley, Florida 
radish, wild 
ragweed, common 
ragweed, giant 
rape, wild 
rocket, yellow 
salsify, common 1 

salsify, western 1 

shepherd's-purse 
sicklepod 
smartweed (annual species) 1 

sneezeweed, bitter 
sowthistle, annual 
sowthistle, spiny 
spanishneedles 
sunflower 
sweetclover 
tansymustard 
thistle, bull 
thistle, musk1 

thistle, Russian (tumbleweed)1 

velvetleaf 
vetches 

eveningprimrose, cutleaf 
garlic, wild' 
goldenrod 
hawkweed, orange1 

healal 
ironweed, western 
Ivy, ground 1 

Jerusalem artichoke 
loco, bigbend 
nettles (including stinging) 1 

onion, wild 1 
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catnip pennywort 
chicory plantains 
clover, red 1 ragwort, tansy1 

coffeeweed sowthistle, perennial 
cress. hoary1 thistle, Canada 1 

dandelion1 vervains 1 

docks I waterplantain 
dogbanes1 wormwood 
1These weeds are only partially controlled and may require repeat applications and/or use of higher 
specified rates of this product even under ideal conditions of application. 

Uses 
Cereal Grains (Barley, Millet, OatsJ Rye, and Wheat) 

2,4-D/Amlne 4 
Crop/Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pinUacre) 
spring post-emergence Apply when weeds are small and actively growing. 
wheat, barley, millet, rye 2/3 - 1 1/3 Use the lower rate in the rate range for small, 

oats 1/2 • 1 rapidly growing annual or biennial weeds and a 

pre-harvest (dough stage) higher rate in the rate range for perennial weeds or 

all cereals 1 for annual or biennial weeds in advanced growth 
stages or when growing conditions are less than 
ideal. 

Postemergence: Apply after crop is fully tillered, 
(usually 4 to 8 inches tall) but not forming joints in 
the stems. 

Preharvest: Apply using air or ground equipment 
when crop is in dough stage of grain development 
to control or suppress weeds that might interfere 
with harvest. 

Precautions: 
• Up to 2.5 pints per acre may be applied postemergence to wheat, barley, rye, and millet. However, 

there is greater risk of crop injury at rates greater than 1 1/3 pints per acre. Use such rates only when 
the need for weed control justifies additional risk to the crop. 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days of grain harvest. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 3.68 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (1.75 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Limit use to no more than one post-emergence application and one pre-harvest application per crop 

season. 
• Do not apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide at the crop seedllng stage of growth prior to tillering or 

from early boot (forming Joints in the stem) through milk stage of grain development. Consult 
state agricultural experiment station or extension service weed specialists for recommendations or 
suggestions to fit local conditions. 

• Do not apply if crop is underseeded with legumes. 
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Corn (Field, Sweet, Popcorn) 
Appllcatlon Timing/ 2,4-D/Amlne 4 
Stage of Growth Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pintlacre} 
preplant (burndown) 1 - 2 Use a higher rate in the rate range for less 
preemergence susceptible weeds or cover crops, weeds in 

advanced stages of development, or under less 
favorable growth conditions. 

Preplant: Apply 7 to 14 days before planting corn to 
control emerged broadleaf weed seedlings or 
exiling cover crops. 

Preemergence: Apply any time after planting, but 
before com emerges to control broadleaf weed 
seedlings or existinQ cover crops. 

postemergence Apply when weeds are small and corn is less than 8 
annual broadteaf weeds inches tall (to top of crop canopy). If corn is more 
crop up to 8 inches tall 1/2 - 1 than 8 inches tall, use drop nozzles and directed 

crop 8 inches tall to tasseling 1 sprays to keep spray off foliage. 
(directed spray only) Treat perennial weeds when they are in bud to 

perennial broadleaf weeds 1 bloom stage. 
Do not aooly from tasseling to hard douoh stage. 

preharvest up to 3 Apply after corn is in hard dough (or denting) stage. 
(field corn and popcorn only) Do not aooly preharvest to sweet corn. 

Precautions: 
• Preplant or preemergence applications to light sandy soils is not recommended. 
• Com hybrids vary in tolerance to 2,4-D. Some are easily injured. Apply only to varieties known to be 

tolerant to 2,4-D. Consult the seed company or your Agricultural Experiment Station or Extension 
Service Weed Specialist for this information. 

• Note: Corn treated with 2,4-D may exhibit stem brittleness for 8 to 10 days following application. 
During this period, the crop is more susceptible to stem breakage from cultivation or wind. 

Restrictions (Field Corn and Popcorn): 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 7 days of grain or fodder harvest 
• Do not make more than one preplant or preemergence application, one postemergence application, 

and one preharvest application per use season. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 6.32 pints of 2,4-0/Amine 4 Herbicide (3 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not use treated crop as fodder for 7 days following application. 

Restrictions (Sweet Corn): 
Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 45 days of ear harvest. 
Do not use treated crop as fodder for 7 days following application. 
Do not make a postemergence application any less than 21 days after a prior application. 
Do not make no more than one preplant or preemergence application, and one postemergence 
application per use season. 
Do not apply more than a total of 3.16 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (1 .5 lb of acid equivalent) per 
acre per use season. 
Do not use treated crop as fodder for 7 days following application. 
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Fallow Land and Crop Stubble 
Fallowland is idle land, postharvest to crops or between crops. 

2,4-D/Amine 4 
Type of Weeds Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
annual broad leaf weeds 1 - 2 Use a lower rate in the rate range when weeds are 

small (2 to 3 inches tall) and actively growing. 
Use a higher in the rate range when weeds are 
larqer and under less favorable growth conditions. 

biennial broadleaf weeds 2-4 Apply when musk thistles or other biennial species 
are in the seedling to rosette stage and before 
development of flower stalks. 

The lower rate in the rate range can be used in the 
spring during the rosette stage. Use the highest 
rate in the rate range in the fall or after flower stalks 
have developed. 

perennial broadleaf weeds 2-4 Apply when perennial weeds are in bud to early 
bloom stage or while in aood vegetative growth. 

wild garlic and onion in crop 4 Apply to new regrowth of wild garlic or onion which 
stubble occurs in the fall after harvest of small grains, corn 

or grain sorghum. 

Precaution: 
• For best weed control results, do not cultivate for at least 2 weeks after application or until top growth is 

dead. 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 7 days of cutting forage for hay. 
• Do not apply within 30 days of a previous application. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 8.4 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide {4 lb of acid equivalent) per acre 

per use season. 
• Maximum of 2 lb add equivalent 2,4-D (4 pints of 2,4-O/Amine 4 Herbicide) per acre per application. 
• Do not apply more than two times per year. 

Planting in Treated Areas 
Labeled Crops: Within 29 days after an application of this product, plant only those crops listed on this or 
other registered 2,4-0 labels. Follow more stringent limitations, if any, provided in directions for specific 
crops. Labeled crops may be at risk of crop injury or loss if planted soon after application, especially 
during the first 14 days. Degradation factors described below should be considered in weighing this risk. 

Other Crops: All other crops may be planted 30 days or more after application without concern for illegal 
residues in the planted crop. However, under certain conditions, there may be a risk of injury to 
susceptible crops. Degradation factors described below should be considered in weighing this risk. 
Under normal conditions, any crop may be planted without risk of injury if at least 90 days of soil 
temperatures above freezing have elapsed since application. 

Degradation Factors: When planting into treated areas, the risk of crop injury is less if lower rates of 
product were applied and conditions following application have included warm, moist soil conditions that 
favor rapid breakdown of 2,4-0. Risk is greater if higher rates of product were applied and soil 
temperatures have been cold and/or soils have been excessively wet or dry in the days following 
application. Consult your local agricultural extension service or information about susceptible crops and 
typical conditions in your area. 
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Orchard Floors of Pome Fruits1, Stone Fruits2, Tree Nuts3 (Excluding Filberts), 
and Pistachios 
1Pome fruits including apple, crabapple, loquat, mayhaw, oriental pear, quince 

2Stone fruits including apricot, chickasaw plum, damson plum, fresh prune, Japanese plum, nectarine, 
peach, plum, plumcot, sweet cherry, tart cherry 

3Tree nuts including almond, beech nut, black walnut, Brazil nut, butternut, cashew, chestnut, chinquapin, 
English walnut, hickory nut, macadamia nut (bush nut), pecan 

2,4-D/Amine 4 
Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
postemergence For application to orchard floors, use coarse, low 
annual and biennial weeds 1 • 2 pressure sprays and sufficient water for thorough 

coverage of weeds. perennial weeds up to 4 
Apply to annual weeds when small and actively 
growing. 

Aooly to perennial weeds from bud to bloom stai1e. 

Precautions: 
• To avoid tree injury, do not allow spray drift to contact foliage, fruit, stems, trunks or trees or exposed 

roots. 
• Avoid application immediately before irrigation and withhold irrigation for two days before and three 

days after application. 
• Newly established trees or young orchards are more susceptible to 2,4-D injury. Apply only to orchards 

that have been established for at least one year and are in vigorous growth condition. ( 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: 

Pome Fruits: Do not apply within 14 days of harvest. 
Stone Fruits: Do notapply within 40 days of harvest. 
Tree Nuts and Pistachios: Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 

• Do not cut orchard floor forage for hay within 7 days after application. 
• Do not make more than two applications per year. 
• Stone Fruits and Pome Fruits: Allow at least 75 days between applications. 
• Tree Nuts and Pistachios: Allow at least 30 days between applications. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not apply when orchards are blooming. 
• Do not make orchard floor applications in areas with light sandy soils. 

Rice 
(Not for Use in California) 

2,4-D/Amine 
Application Timing 4 Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(plntlacre) 
preplant 1 · 2 Apply 2 to 4 weeks before planting rice to control 

emerQed broadleaf weeds. 
postemergence 1 -21 Apply when rice is in late tillering stage and at the time 

of first joint development {first to second green ring). 
1Up to 3 pints per acre may be applied postemergence for difficult weed control situations. However, 
there is greater risk of crop injury at rates greater than 2 pints per acre and such rates should be used 
only when the need for weed control justifies additional risk to the crop. 
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Precautions: 
• Some rice varieties under certain conditions or stages of growth may be injured by 2,4-D. Before 

applying, consult local university or agricultural extension service specialists regarding for local 
treatment recommendations for various rice varieties. 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest interval: Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
• Do not apply more than one preplant and one postemergence application per use season. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 3.16 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (1 .5 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not apply at early seedling stage or after rice internodes exceed one-half inch or panicle initiation. 

Sorghum [Grain Sorghum (Milo) and Forage Sorghum) 

Application Timing/ 2,4-D/Amlne 4 
Stage of Growth Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
postemergence Apply when sorghum is 6 to 15 inches tall . lf 
crop 6 - 8 inches tall 1/2 - 1 sorghum is more than 8 inches tall (to top of crop 
crop 8 • 15 inches tall 3/4 - 1 canopy) , use drop nozzles and apply as a directed 
(directed spray onlv) spray to keep spray off fol iage. 

Precautions: 
• Note: Temporary crop injury can be expected under conditions of high soil moisture and high air 

temperatures. 1f it is necessary to apply 2,4-0/Amine 4 Herbicide under these conditions, use no more 
than 2/3 pint per acre. 

• Sorghum hybrids vary in tolerance to 2,4-D. Some are easily injured. Apply only to varieties known to 
be tolerant to 2,4-0 . Consult the seed company or your agricultural experiment station or extension 
service weed specialist for this information. 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 30 days of grain harvest. 
• Do not permit meat or dairy animals to consume treated crop as fodder or forage within 30 days after 

application. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 2.1 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (1 lb of acid equivalent) per acre 

per use season. 
• Do not apply more than one postemergence application per use season. 
• Do not apply during boot, or later stages of growth. 

Soybeans 
(Preplant Burndown Only) 

2,4-D/Amine 4 
Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre} 
preplant (burndown) 3/4 - 1 Apply not less than 15 days before planting soybeans, 

when weeds are small and actively growing . 
Use the higher rate on larger weeds and when perennials 
are present. See Precautions and Restrictions 
below. 

1 · 2 Apply not less than 30 days before planting soybeans, 
when weeds are small and actively growing . 

Use the higher rate on larger weeds and when perennials 
are present. See Precautions and Restrictions 
below. 
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2,4-D/Amine 4 
Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
Crop oil concentrates, agricultural surfactants and fluid fertilizers approved for use on growing crops 
may be added to spray mixtures of 2.4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide to increase the herbicidal effectiveness on 
certain weeds. Read and follow all directions and precautions on this label and on the label of each 
product added to the spray mixture. Refer to the Mixing Directions section for instructions for tank 
mixim1 and compatibllitv testing. 

Precautions: 
• Important Notice: Unacceptable injury to soybeans planted in treated fields may occur. Whether or 

not soybean injury occurs and the extent of such injury will depend upon weather (temperature and 
rainfall) from herbicide application until soybean emergence and agronomic factors such as the amount 
of weed vegetation and previous crop residue present at the time of application. Injury is more likely 
under cool rainy conditions and where there is less weed vegetation and crop residue present. 

Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than a total of 2.1 pints of 2,4-0/Amine 4 Herbicide (1 lb of acid equivalent) per acre 

per use season. 
• Do not apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide as a preplant application in soybeans unless you are 

prepared to accept the results of soybean injury, including possible stand loss and/or yield 
reduction. 

s 

Do not make more than one application per season regardless of the application rate used. 
Do not disturb treated soil through tillage between application and planting of soybeans. 
Do not use on sandy soils with less than 1.0% organic matter. 
In treated fields , plant soybean seed as deep as practical, but not less than 1 inch deep. Adjust the 
planter, if necessary, to ensure that planted seed is adequately covered. 
During the growing season following application, do not replant treated fields with crops other than 
those labeled for use with 2.4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide, 

ugarcane 
2,4-D/Amine 4 

Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 
(pint/acre) 

preemergence 2-4 Consult your agricultural experiment station or 
postemergence extension service weed specialist local 

recommendations. 
Preemergence: Apply before cane emerges to 
actively growing weeds. 

Postemergence: Apply after cane emerges through 
canopy closure. Use a higher rate in the rate range 
for perennial weeds and difficult to control species. 

Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not harvest cane prior to maturity. 
• Do not make more than one preemergence and one postemergence application per season. 
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Forestry, Rangeland, Established Pasture, and Non-Cropland Areas 
Forestry 
Forest site preparation, forest roadsides, brush control, established conifer release (including 
Christmas trees and reforestation areas) 

Treatment Site/ 
Method of Application 2,4-D/Amine 4 Specific Use Directions 

Herbicide 
(pint/acre) 

annual weeds 2 - 4 pt/acre Apply when weeds are small and actively growing, 
biennial and perennial 4 - 8 pt/acre before the bud stage. Apply when biennial and 
broadleaf weeds and perennial species are in the seedling to rosette stage 
susceptible woody plants and before flower stalks appear. For difficult to control 

perennial broadleaf weeds and woody species, use up 
lo 1 gallon of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide and 1 to 4 
quarts of Garlon® 3A herbicide per acre. 

For conifer release, make application in early spring 
before budbreak of conifers when weeds are small and 
actively growinQ. 

spot treatment to control 1.28 fl oz/gal of Note: To control broadJeaf weeds in small areas with a 
broad!eaf weeds spray solution hand sprayer, use an application rate equivalent to the 

(see instructions specified broadcast rate and spray to thoroughly wet 
for Spot all foliage. Mix 1.28 fl oz per gallon of spray solution 

Treatment) and apply through pump up sprayer or backpack 
sprayer. Addition of a non ionic surfactant is 
recommended to improve coverage. See rate 
conversion table and instructions for Spot Treatment 
and use of hand-held sprayers under Application 
Directions. 

conifer release: species 1 1/2 - 3 qUacre To control competing hardwood species such as alder, 
such as: aspen, birch, hazel, and willow, apply from mid to late 
balsam fir summer when growth of conifer trees has hardened off 
black spruce and woody plants are still actively growing. Apply with 
jack pine ground or air equipment, using sufficient spray volume 
ponderosa pine to ensure complete coverage. Because this treatment 
red pine may cause occasional conifer injury, do not apply if 
red spruce such injury cannot be tolerated. 
white pine 
white spruce 

directed spray: conifer 4 qU100 gal App·ly when brush or weeds are actively growing by 
plantations including pine directing the spray so as to avoid contact with conifer 

foliage and injurious amounts of spray. Apply in oil , 
oil-water, or water carrier in a spray volume of 10 to 
100 gallons per acre. 

basal spray 8 ql/100 gal Thoroughly wet the base and root collar of all stems 
until the spray begins to accumulate around the root 

or collar at the ground line. Wetting stems with the 
mixture may also aid in control. 

surface of cut stumps 2.5 fl oz/gal Apply as soon as possible after cutting trees. 
of water Thoroughly soak the entire stump with the 2,4-0 

mixture including cut surface, bark and exposed roots. 
frill and girdle Cut frills (overlapping, V-shaped notches cut downward 

through the bark in a continuous ring around the base 
of the tree) using an axe or other suitable tool. Treat 
freshly cut frills with as much of lhe 2,4-D mixture as 
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Treatment Site/ 
Method of Application 2,4-D/Amine 4 Specific Use Directions 

Herbicide 
(pint/acre) 

they will hold. 
tree injection 1 - 2 ml per To control unwanted hardwood trees, such as elm, 

injection site hickory, oak, and sweetgum, in forests and other non-
crop areas, apply by injecting at a rate of 1 ml of 
undiluted 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide per inch of trunk 
diameter at breast height (DBH) as measured 
approximately 4 1/2 ft above the ground. However, 
Injection should occur as close to the root collar as 
possible and the injection bit must penetrate the inner 
bark. Applications may be made throughout the year, 
but for best results apply between May 15 and October 
15. Do not treat maples during the spring sap flow. 

For hard to control species, such as ash, maple, and 
dogwood, use 2 ml of undiluted 2,4-0/Amine 4 
Herbicide per injection site or double the number of 1 
ml injections. 

Note: No Worker Protection Standard worker entry 
restrictions or worker notification requirements apply 
when this product is directly injected into agricultural 
plants. 

Restrictions: 
Do not allow sprays to contact conifer shoot growth (current year's new growth) or injury may occur. 
Do not apply to nursery seed beds. 
For conifer release, do not use on plantations where pine or larch are among the desired species. 
For broadcast applications, do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-0/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb 
of acid equivalent} per acre per 12-month period. 
Limited to one broadcast application, one basal spray or cut surface application, or one injection 
application per year. 
For basal spray, cut surface stumps, and frill applications, do not apply more than 16.84 pints of 2,4-
D/Amine 4 Herbicide (8 lb of acid equivalent} per 100 gallons of spray solution. 

Rangeland and Established Grass Pastures 
Included Perennial Grasslands not in Agricultural Production, Such as Conservation Reserve 
Program Acres 

Target Weeds or 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Woody Plants Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
annual broadleaf weeds 2 For best results, apply when weeds are small and 
biennial and perennial 2-4 acttvely growing, before the bud stage. Apply when 
broadleaf weeds musk thistles or other biennial species are in the 

seedling to rosette stage and before flower stalks 
appear. Refer to the Weeds Controlled section for a 
listing of susceptible weed species and weeds that 
may be only parlially controlled and require repeat 
applications and/or use of higher specified rates, 
even under ideal conditions of aoolication 

spot treatment to control 1.28 fl oz/gal of Note: To control broadleaf weeds in small areas with 
broadleaf weeds spray solution a hand sprayer, use an application rate equivalent 

(see instructions to the broadcast rate specified for this treatment site 
for Spot and spray to thoroughly wet all foliage, Mix 1.28 fl 
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Target Weeds or 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Woody Plants Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

{pintlacre) 
Treatment) oz per gallon of spray solution and apply through 

pump up sprayer or backpack sprayer. Addition of a 
non ionic surfactant is recommended to improve 
coverage. See rate conversion table and 
instructions for Spot Treatment and use of hand-
held sprayers under Aoolication Directions. 

tree injection 1 - 2 ml per To control unwanted hardwood trees, such as elm, 
injection site hickory, oak, and sweetgum, in forests and other 

non-crop areas, apply by injecting at a rate of 1 ml 
of undiluted 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide per inch of 
trunk diameter at breast height (DBH) as measured 
approximately 4 1/2 ft above the ground. However, 
injection should occur as close to the root collar as 
possible and the injection bit must penetrate the 
inner bark. Applications may be made throughout 
the year, but for best results apply between May 15 
and October 15. Do not treat mapres during the 
spring sap flow. 

For hard to control species, such as ash, maple, and 
dogwood, use 2 ml of undiluted 2,4-0/Amine 4 
Herbicide per injection site or double the number of 
1 ml injections. 

Note: No Worker Protection Standard worker entry 
restrictions or worker notification requirements 
apply when this product is directly injected into 
agricultural plants. 

wild garlic and wild onion 4 Make three applications (fall-spring-fall or spring-fall-
spring) starting in late fall or early spring. 

broadleaf weed control in 2-4 Applications may be made either preemergence or 
newly sprigged coastal postemergence. Follow Specific Use Directions for 
bermudagrass annual, biennial and perennial broadleaf weed 

control, above. 
sand shinnery oak 2 Sand shinnery oak: Apply by aircraft between May 
sand sagebrush 15 and June 15. 

Sand sagebrush: Apply by ground or aircraft when 
foliage is fully expanded and plants are actively 
growing. 

Use a 1 :4 oil-water emulsion as carrier and a spray 
volume of 3 to 5 qallons per acre. 

big sagebrush 4 Apply by ground or aircraft when foliage is fully 
rabbitbrush expanded and plants are actively growing. Use a 

1 :4 oil-water emulsion as carrier and a spray volume 
of 3 to 5 gallons per acre. Re-treatment may be 
needed. 

chamise, manzanita, Apply by ground or aircraft when foliage is fully 
buckbrush, coastal sage, expanded and plants are actively growing. Use 
coyotebrush, and chaparral water or 1 :4 oil-water emulsion as carrier and a 
species. spray volume of 5 to 10 gallons per acre. Re-

treatment may be needed. 
southern wild rose Broadcast: Apply in a spray volume of 5 gallons or 
broadcast application upto4 more per acre by aircraft or 10 gallons or more per 
spot treatment 1.28 fl oz/gal of acre by ground equipment. 
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Target Weeds or 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Woody Plants Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
spray solution Spot treatment: Apply when fo liage is well 

developed. Thorough coverage is required. Mix 
1.28 fl oz per gallon of spray solution and apply 
through pump up sprayer or backpack sprayer. 
Addition of a non ionic surfactant is recommended 
to improve coverage. Two or more treatments may 
be required. 

Do not exceed 4 pints per acre per aoolication. 
basal spray 8 ql/100 gal Thoroughly wet the base and root collar of all stems 

until the spray begins to accumulate around the root 
or collar at the ground line. Wetting stems with the 

mixture may also aid in control. 
surface of cut stumps 2.5 fl oz/gal Apply as soon as possible after cutting trees. 

of water Thoroughly soak the entire stump with the 2,4-D 
mixture including cut surface, bark and exposed 
roots. 

frill and girdle Cut frills (overlapping, V-shaped notches cut 
downward through the bark in a continuous ring 
around the base of the tree) using an axe or other 
suitable tool. Treat freshly cut frills with as much of 
the 2,4-D mixture as they will hold. 

Precautions: 
• If grass is to be cut for hay, Agricultural Use Requirements for the Worker Protection Standard are 

applicable. 
• For program lands, such as Conservation Reserve Program, consult program rules to determine 

whether grass or hay may be used. The more restrictive requirements of the program rules or this label 
must be followed. 

Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 7 days of hay forage harvest. For program lands, such as 

CRP, consult program rules to determine whether grass or hay may be used. The more restrictive 
requirements of the program rules or this label must be followed. 

• Do not use on bentgrass, alfalfa, clover, or other legumes. 
• Do not use on newly seeded areas until grass is well established. 
• Do not use from early boot to milk stage where grass seed production is desired. 
• Do not apply within 30 days of a previous application. 
• For grazed areas, the maximum use rate is 4.21 pints of 2.4-O/Amine 4 Herbicide (2 lb of acid 

equivalent) per acre per application. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not make more than two applications per season. 
• For susceptible annual and biennial broadleafweeds: Do not apply more than 2 pints (1 lb of acid 

equivalent) per acre per application. 
• For moderately susceptible biennial, perennial broadleafweeds and difficult to control weeds and 

woody plants: Do not apply more than 4 pints (2 lb of acid equivalent) per acre per application. 
• Spot treatment: Do not apply more than 4 pints (2 lb of acid equivalent) per acre. 
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Non-Cropland Areas 
Fence rows, hedgerows, roadsides, drainage ditches, rights-of way, utility power lines, railroads, 
airports, and other non-cropland areas 

Treatment Site/ 2,4-0/Amine 4 
Method of Application Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pint/acre) 
annual broadleaf weeds 2-4 Apply when annual weeds are small and growing 
biennial and perennial 4 actively before the bud stage. Biennial and 
broadleaf weeds perennial weeds should be rosette to bud stage, but 

susceptible woody plants on 4-8 not flowering at the time of application. For difficult 
rights-of-way to control perennial broadleaf weeds and woody 

species, tank mix up to 1 gallon of 2,4-O/Amine 4 
Herbicide plus 1 to 4 quarts of Garton 3A per acre. 

For ground application: High volume - apply a total 
of 100 to 400 gallons per acre; low volume - apply a 
total of 10 to 100 gallons per acre. 

For helicopter: Apply a total of 5 to 30 gallons per 
acre sprav volume. 

spot treatment to control 1.28 fl oz/gal of Note: To control broadleaf weeds in small areas with 
broadleaf weeds spray solution a hand sprayer, use an application rate equivalent 

(see instructions to the broadcast rate specified for this treatment site 
for Spot and spray to thoroughly wet all foliage . Mix 1.28 fl 

Treatment) oz per gallon of spray solution and apply through 
pump up sprayer or backpack sprayer. For best 
results, add a non-ionic surfactant to improve 
coverage. See rate conversion table and 
instructions for Spot Treatment and use of hand-
held soravers under Aoolication Directions. 

tree injection application See instructtons for tree injection application in 
Forestry section. 

southern wild rose Broadcast: Apply in a spray volume of 5 gallons or 
broadcast application up to 4 more per acre by aircraft or 10 gallons or more per 
spot treatment 1.28 fl oz/gal of acre by ground equipment. 

spray solution Apply when foliage is well developed. Thorough 
coverage is required. Mix 1.28 fl oz per gallon of 
spray solution and apply through pump up sprayer 
or backpack sprayer. For best results, add a non-
ionic surfactant to improve coverage. Two or more 
treatments may be required. 

Precautions 
• Bentgrass, St. Augustine, clover, legumes and dichondra may be severely injured or killed by this 

treatment. 
• Applications to non-cropland areas are not applicable to treatment of commercial timber or other plants 

being grown for sale or other commercial uses, or for commercial seed production, or for research 
purposes. 

Restrictions: 
• Do not apply to newly seeded areas until grass is well established. 
• Annual and perennial weeds: Do not apply more than 4.21 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide(2 lb of 

acid equivalent) per acre per application, Do not make more than two applications per season. Do not 
reapply to a treated area within 30 days of a previous application. 

• Woody plants: Do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-O/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb of acid 
equivalent) per acre per use season. Do not make more than one application per season. 
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Turfgrass 
Turfgrass Grown for Seed or Sod Farms 

Treatment Site/ 2,4-D/Amlne 4 
Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pinUacre) 
grasses grown for seed Apply when weeds are small and actively growing. 
(postemergence use) For best results, apply when soil moisture is 
seedling grass (five-leaf 3/4 -1 adequate for active weed growth. 
stage or later) Do not apply to newly seeded grasses until well 
well-established grasses 1 - 4 established (five-leaf stage or tater) and then use a 

maximum of 1 pint per acre. Cool season grasses 
are tolerant of higher rates. 

Do not apply to grass in the early boot through 
milk stage if seed production Is desired. 

When grass is well established, higher rates of up to 
4 pints per acre may be applied for control of hard 
lo kill annual or perennial weeds. 

sod farms (postemergence) 2-4 Deep-rooted perennials such as bindweed and 
Canada thistle may require repeat applications. 

Avoid mowing sod farms for 1 to 2 days before or 
after application. 

Delay irrigation until the day following aoolication. 

Precautions: 
• Reseeding: Delay reseeding at least 30 days following application. Preferably, with spring application, 

reseed in the fall and with fall application, reseed in the spring. 

Restrictions: 
• Pre harvest Interval: Do not apply within 7 days of cutting forage for hay. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 8.42 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (4 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per use season. 
• Do not make more than two applications of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide per use season. 
• Maximum of 2 lb acid equivalent (4.2 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide) per acre per application. 
• Do not use on creeping grasses such as bent except as a spot treatment. 
• Do not use on injury-sensitive southern grasses, such as St. Augustinegrass. 
• Do not use on dichondra or other herbaceous groundcovers. Legumes may be damaged or killed. 
• Do not reapply to a treated area within 21 days of a previous application. 

Ornamental Turfgrass (Excluding Grasses Grown for Seed or Sod Farms) 
Includes lawns, golf courses, cemeteries and parks, airfields, roadsides, vacant lots, drainage 
ditch banks 

Treatment Site/ 2,4-D/Amlne 4 
Application Timing Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pinUacre) 
ornamental turfgrass Apply when weeds are small and actively growing. 
(postemergence) For best results, apply when soil moisture is 
seedling grass (five•leaf 3/4 - 1 adequate for active weed growth. 
stage or later) Deep-rooted perennial weeds such as bindweed and 
well-established grasses 2-3 Canada thistle may require repeat applications. 

biennial and perennial 3 Do not apply to newly seeded grasses until well 

broadleaf weeds established (five-leaf stage or later) and then use a 
maximum of 1 pint per acre. Cool season grasses 
are tolerant of higher rates. 
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Precautions: 
• Reseeding: Delay reseedlng at least 30 days following application. Preferably, with spring application, 

reseed in the fall and with fall application, reseed in the spring. 

Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than two broadcast applications per year per treatment site (does not include spot 

treatments). 
• Do not apply more than a total of 6.32 pints of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide (3 lb of acid equivalent) per 

acre per year. 
• Do not use on creeping grasses, such as bent, except as a spot treatment. 
• Do not use on injury-sensitive southern grasses, such as St. Augustinegrass. 
• Do not use on dlchondra or other herbaceous groundcovers. Legumes may be damaged or killed. 
• Do not reapply within 21 days of a previous application. 

Aquatic Uses 

Control of Weeds and Brush on Banks of Irrigation Canals and Ditches 

2,4-D/Amine 
Target Plants 4 Herbicide Specific Use Directions 

(pinUacre) 
annual weeds 2-4 Apply using low pressure spray (10 to 40 psi) in a spray 
biennial and perennial 4 volume of 20 to 100 gallons per acre using power 
broadleaf weeds and operated spray equipment. Apply when wind speed is 
susceptible wood plants low, 5 mph or less. Apply working upstream to avoid 

accidental concentration of spray into water. Cross-
stream spraying to opposite banks is not permitted and 
avoid boom spraying over water surface. When 
spraying shoreline weeds, allow no more than a 2-foot 
overspray onto water surface with an average of less 
than 1 foot of overspray to prevent significant water 
contamination. 

Apply when weeds are small and growing actively 
before the bud stage. Apply when biennial and 
perennial species are in the seedling to rosette stage 
and before flower stalks appear. For hard to control 
weeds, a repeat application after 30 days at the same 
rate may be needed. 

For woody species and patches of perennial weeds, 
mix 1 gallon of 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide per 64 to 150 
gallons of total spray. Wet foliage by applying about 3 
to 4 gallons of spray per 1000 sq ft (10.5 X 10.5 steps). 

Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than two treatments per season or reapply within 30 days. 
• Use 2 gallons or more of spray solution per acre. 
• Do not apply more than 4.21 pints (2 lb of acid equivalent) per acre per application or more than a total 

of 8.42 pints (4 lb of acid equivalent) per acre per use season. 

Do not use on small canals with a flow rate less than 10 cubic feet per second (CFS) where water will be 
used for drinking purposes. CFS may be estimated by using the formula below. The aproximate velocity 
needed for the calculation can be detemrined by observing the length of time that it takes a floating object 
to travel a defined distance. Divide the distance (ft) by the lime (sec) to estimate velocity (ft per sec). 
Repeat 3 times and use the average to calculate CFS. 
Average Width (ft) x Average Depth (ft) x Average Velocity (fl per sec) == CFS 
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For ditch bank weeds: Do not spray cross-stream to opposite bank. Do not allow boom spray to be 
directed onto waler. 

For shoreline weeds: Boom spraying onto waler surface must be held to a minimum and allow no more 
than a 2-foot overspray onto water with an average of less than 1 foot overspray to prevent introduction of 
greater than negligible amounts of chemical into the water. 

Aquatic Weed Control in Ponds, Lakes, Reservoirs, Marshes, Bayous, Drainage Ditches, Canals, 
Rivers and Streams That are Quiescent or Slow Moving, Including Programs of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority 

Notice to Applicators: Before application, coordination and approval of local and state authorities may 
be required, either by letter or agreement or issuance of special permits for aquatic applications. 

Emergent and Floating Aquatic Weeds, Including Water hyacinth (Eichornia crassipe) 

Application Rate: 2 to 4 quarts per acre. 

Application Timing: Spray weed mass only. Apply when water hyacinth plants are actively growing. 
Repeal application as necessary to kill regrowth and plants missed in previous operation. Use the 4 quart 
per acre rate when plants are mature or when weed mass is dense. 

Surface Application: Use power operated sprayers with boom or spray gun mounted on boat, tractor or 
truck. Thorough wetting of foliage is essential for maximum control. Use 100 to 400 gallons of spray 
mixture per acre. Special precautions such as use of low pressure, large nozzles and spray thickening 
agents should be taken to avoid spray drift to susceptible crops. Follow label directions for use of any 
drift control agent. 

Aerial Application: Use drift control spray equipment or thickening agent mixed in the spray mixture. 
Apply 1 gallon of 2,4-O/Amine 4 Herbicide per acre using standard boom systems using a minimum spray 
volume of 5 gallons per acre. For Microfoil drift control spray systems, apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide in a 
total spray volume of 12 to 15 gallons per acre. 

Restrictions for Surface Applications to Emergent Aquatic Weeds: 
• Do not exceed 8.42 pints (4 lb of acid equivalent) per surface acre per application. 
• Spot treatments are permitted. 
• Limited to two applications per season. 
• Minimum of 21 days between applications. 

Fish breathe dissolved oxygen in the water and decaying weeds also use oxygen. When treating 
continuous, dense weed masses, it may be appropriate to treat only part of the infestation at a time. For 
example, apply the product in lanes separated by untreated strips that can be treated after vegetation in 
treated lanes has disintegrated. During the growing season, weeds decompose in a 2 to 3 week period 
following treatment. Waters having limited and less dense weed infestations may not require partial 
treatments. Other local factors such as water exchange and sediment load can also influence the 
dissolved oxygen level. Coordination and approval of local and state authorities may be required, either 
by letter of agreement or issuance of special permits for aquatic applications. 

Water Use: 
1. Water for irrigation or sprays: 

A. If treated water is intended to be used only for crops or non-crop areas that are labeled for direct 
treatment with 2,4-D such as pastures, turfgrass or cereal grains, the treated water may be used 
to irrigate and/or mix sprays for these sites at anytime after the 2,4-D aquatic application. 

B. Due to potential phytotoxicily considerations, the following restrictions are applicable: lf treated 
water is intended to be used to irrigate or mix sprays for plants grown in commercial nurseries 
and greenhouses; and other plants or crops that are not labeled for direct treatment with 2,4-D, 
the water must not be used unless one of the following restrictions has been observed: 
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i. A setback distance from functional water intake(s) of .?c600 ft. was used for the application, or, 
ii. A waiting period of 7 days from the time of application has elapsed, or, 
iii. An approved assay Indicates that the 2,4-0 concentration is 100 ppb (0.1 ppm) or less at the 

water intake. Wait at least 3 days after application before initial sampling at water intake. 

2. Drinking water (potable water): 
A. Consult with appropdate state or local water authorities before applying this product to public 

waters. State or local agencies may require permits. The potable water use restrictions on this 
label are to ensure that consumption of water by the public is allowed only when the 
concentration of 2,4-D in the water is less than the MCL (Maximum Contaminant Level) of 70 
ppb. Applicators should consider the unique characteristics of the treated waters to assure that 
2,4-0 concentrations in potable water do not exceed 70 ppb at the time of consumption. 

B. For floating and emergent weed applications, the drinking water setback distance from 
functioning potable water intakes is =::.600 ft. 

C. lf no setback distance of .?c600 ft. is used for the application, applicators or the authorizing 
organization must provide a drinking water nolificalion prior to a 2,4-0 application to the party 
responsible for a public water supply or to individual private water users. Notification to the party 
responsible for a public water supply or to individual private water users must be done in a 
manner to assure that the party is aware of a water use restrictions when this product is applied 
to potable water. 

The following is an example of an example of notification via posting, but other methods of 
notification which convey the above restrictions may be used and may be required in some cases 
under state or local law or as a condition of a permit. 

Example: 
Posting notification should be located every 250 feet including the shoreline of the treated area 
and up to 250 feet of shoreline past the application site to include immediate public access points. 
Posting must include the day and time of application. Posting may be removed if analysis of a 
sample collected at the intake 3 days or more following application shows that the concentration 
in the water is less than 70 ppb (100 ppb for irrigation or sprays), or after 7 days following 
application, whichever occurs first. 

Text of notification: Wait 7 days before diverting functioning surface water intakes from the 
treated aquatic site to use as drinking water, irrigation, or sprays, unless water at functioning 
drinking water intakes is tested at least 3 days after application and is demonstrated by assay to 
contain not more than 70 ppb 2,4-0 (100 ppb for irrigation or sprays). 
Application Date: ___ Time: __ . 

D. Following each application of this product, treated water must not be used for drinking water 
unless one of th following restrictions has been observed: 
i. A setback distance from functional water intake(s) of 2:600 ft. was used for the application, or, 
ii. A waiting period of at least 7 days from the time of application has elapsed, or, 
iii. An approved assay indicates that the 2,4-0 concentration is 70 ppb (0.07 ppm} or fess at the 

water intake. Sampling for drinking water analysis should occur no sooner than 3 days after 
2,4-D application. Analysis of samples must be completed by a laboratory that is certified 
under the Safe Drinking Water Act to perform drinking water analysis using a currently 
approved version of analytical Method Number 515, 555, other methods for 2,4-D as may be 
listed in Title 40 CFR Part 141.24, or Method Number 4015 {immunoassay of 2,4-0) from 
U.S. EPA Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste SW-846. 

E. Note: Existing potable water intakes that are no longer in use, such as those replaced by a 
connection to a municipal water system or a potable water well, are not considered to be 
functioning potable water intakes. 

F. Drinking water setback distances do not apply to terrestrial applications of 2,4-D adjacent to water 
bodies with potable waler intakes. 
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Submerged Aquatic Weeds, Including Eurasian Water Mllfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) 

Maximum 
Application 

Treatment Site Rate1 Specific Use Directions 
aquatic weed control in 2.84 gallons Application Timing: For best results, apply in spring or 
ponds, lakes, reservoirs, (10.8 lb of acid early summer when aquatic weeds appear. Check for 
marshes, bayous, equivalent) per weed growth in areas heavily infested the previous year. 
drainage ditches, canals, acre foot A second application may be needed when weeds show 
rivers and streams that signs of recovery, but no later than mid-August in most 
are quiescent or slow areas . 
moving, including Subsurface Application: Apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 Herbicide 
programs of the undiluted directly to the water through a boat mounted 
Tennessee Valley distribution system. Shoreline areas should be treated 
Authority by subsurface injection application by boat to avoid 

aerial drift. 
Surface Application: Use power operated boat mounted 
boom sprayer. If rate is less than 5 gallons per acre, 
dilute to a minimum spray volume of 5 gallons per 
surface acre. 

Aerial Application: Use drift control spray equipment or 
thickening agents mixed with sprays to reduce drift. 
Apply through standard boom systems in a minimum 
spray volume of 5 gallons per surface acre. For Microfoil 
drift control spray systems, apply 2,4-D/Amine 4 
Herbicide in a total spray volume of 12 to 15 gallons per 
acre. 

Apply to attain a concentration of 2 to 4 ppm (see table 
below) . .. 12,4-D/Amine 4 HerbIcIde contains 3.8 lb of acid equlvalent per gallon of product. 

Table 1: Amount to Apply for a Target Subsurface Concentration 
For typical For typical For difficult For difficult 

conditions - conditions - conditions - conditions - 4 
Average 2 ppm (2,4-D 2 ppm (2,4- 4 ppm• (2,4-D ppm• (2,4-

Surface Area Depth (ft) a.e./acre) D/Amine 4 a.e./acre) D/Amine 4 
Herbicide Herbicide 
gal/acre) gal/acre) 

1 acre 1 5.4 1.42 10.8 2.84 
2 10.8 2.84 21.6 5.68 
3 16.2 4.26 32.4 8.53 
4 21 .6 5.6B 43.2 11 .37 
5 27.0 7.10 54.0 14.21 

*Examples include spot treatments of pioneer colonies of eurasian water milfoil and certain difficult to 
control aquatic species. 

Restrictions for Aquatic Sites With Submersed Weeds: 
• Do not exceed 10.8 lb acid equivalent per acre foot. 
• Do not apply within 21 days of previous application. Limited to two applications per season . 
• When treating moving bodies of water, applications must be made while traveling upstream to prevent 

concentration of 2,4-D downstream from the application. 
• Coordination and approval of local and state authorities may be required, either by letter of agreement 

ot issuance of special permits for such use. 
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Fish breathe oxygen in the water and a water-oxygen ratio must be maintained. Decaying weeds use up 
oxygen, but during the period when applications should be made, the weed mass is fairly sparse and the 
weed decomposition rate is slow enough that the water-oxygen ratio is not disturbed by treating the entire 
area at one time. If treatments must be applied later in the season when the weed mass is dense and 
repeat treatments are needed, apply product in lanes, leaving buffer strips which can then be treated 
when vegetation in treated lanes has disintegrated. During the growing season, weeds decompose in a 
2- to 3-week period following treatment. 

Water Use: 
1. Water for irrigation or sprays: 

A. If treated water is intended to be used only for crops or non-crop areas that are labeled for direct 
treatment wit11 2,4-D such as pastures, turfgrass or cereal grains, the treated water may be used 
to irrigate and/or mix sprays for these sites at anytime after the 2,4-D aquatic application. 

B. Due lo potential phytotoxicity and/or residue considerations, the following restrictions are 
applicable: 

If treated water is intended to be used to irrigate or mix sprays for unlabeled crops, non-crop 
areas or other plants not labeled for direct treatment with 2,4-D, the water must not be used 
unless one of the following restrictions has been obseNed: 
i. A setback distance described in the Drinking Water Setback Table was used for the 

application, or, 
ii. A waiting period of 2'1 days from the time of application has elapsed, or, 
iii. An approved assay indicates that the 2,4-D concentration is 100 ppb (0.1 ppm) or less at the 

waler intake. See Table 3 for the waiting period after application but before taking the initial 
sampling at water intake. 

2. Drinking water (potable water): 
A. Consult with appropriate state or local water authorities before applying this product to public 

waters. State or local agencies may require permits. The potable water use restrictions on this 
label are to ensure that consumption of water by the public ls allowed only when the 
concentration of 2,4-D in the water is less than the MCL (Maximum Contaminant Level) of 70 
ppb. Applicators should consider the unique characteristics of the treated waters to assure that 
2,4-D concentrations in potable water do not exceed 70 ppb at the time of consumption. 

B. For submersed weed applications, the drinking water setback distances from functioning potable 
water intakes are provided in Table 2 Drinking Water Setback Distance (below). 
i. lf no setback distance from the Drinking Water Setback Table (Table 2) is to be used for the 

application, applicators or the authorizing organization must provide a drinking water 
notification and an advisory to shut off all potable water intakes prior to a 2,4-0 application. 
Notification to the party responsible for a public water supply or to individual private water 
users must be done in a manner to assure that the party is aware of the water use restrictions 
when this product is applied to potable water. 

The following Is an example of an example of notification via posting, but other methods of 
notification which convey the above restrictions may be used and may be required in some cases 
under state or local law or as a condition of a permit. 

Example: 
Posting notification should be located every 250 feet including the shoreline of the treated area 
and up to 250 feet of shoreline past the application site to include immediate public access points. 
Posting should include the day and time of application. Posting may be removed if analysis of a 
sample collected at the intake no sooner than stated in Table 3 (below) shows that the 
concentration in the water is less than 70 ppb (100 ppb for irrigation or sprays}, or after 21 days 
followlng application, whichever occurs first. 

Text of notification: Wait 21 days before diverting functioning surface water intakes from the 
treated aquatic site to use as drinking water, irrigation, or sprays, unless water at functioning 
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drinking water intakes is tested no sooner than (Insert days from Table 3) and is demonstrated by 
assay to contain not more than 70 ppb 2,4-D ( 100 ppb for irrigation or sprays). 
Application Date: ___ Time: __ . 

C. Following each application of this product, treated water must not be used for drinking water 
unless one of the following restrictions has been observed: 
i. A setback distance described in the Drinking Water Setback Distance Table was used for the 

application, or, 
ii. A waiting period of at least 21 days from the time of application has elapsed, or, 
iii. An approved assay indicates that the 2,4-D concentration is 70 ppb (0.07 ppm) or less at the 

water intake. Sampling for drinking water analysis should occur no sooner than stated in 
Table 3. Analysis of samples must be completed by a laboratory that is certified under The 
Safe Drinking Water Act to perform drinking water analysis using a currently approved 
version of analytical Method Number 515, 555, other methods for 2,4-0 as may be listed in 
Title 40 CFR, Part 141.24, or Method Number 4015 {immunoassay of 2,4-0) from U.S. EPA 
Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste SW-846. 

E. Note: Existing potable water intakes that are no longer in use, such as those replaced by a 
connection to a municipal water system or a potable water well, are not considered to be 
functioning potable water intakes. 

F. Drinking water setback distances do not apply to terrestrial applications of 2,4-0 adjacent to water 
bodies with potable water intakes. 

Table 2: Drlnkln Water Setback Distance for Submersed Weed Applicatlons 
Applicatlon Rate and Minimum Setback Distance 
(feet From Function In Potable Water Intake 

*ppm acid equivalent target water concentration 

Table 3: Sampling for Drinking Water Analysis After 2,4-D Application for Submersed Weed 
A llcatlons 
Minimum Days After Application Before Initial Water 
Samplin at the Functionln Potable Water Intake 

*ppm acid equivalent target water concentration 

Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies are not 
acceptable, return unopened package at once to the seller for a full refund of purchase price paid. To the 
extent permitted by law, otherwise, use by the buyer or any other user constitutes acceptance of the 
terms under Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies. 

Warranty Disclaimer 
United Suppliers, Inc. warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is 
reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in strict accordance with the directions, 
subject to the inherent risks set forth below. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, United Suppliers, 
Inc. MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
It is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. Crop injury, lack of performance, 
or other unintended consequences may result because of such factors as use of the product contrary to 
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label instructions (including conditions noted on the label, such as unfavorable temperatures, soil 
conditions, etc.), abnormal conditions (such as excessive rainfall, drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), 
presence of other materials, the manner of applic,~tion, or other factors, all of which are beyond the 
control of United Suppliers, Inc. or the seller. To the extent permitted by law, all such risks shall be 
assumed by buyer. 

Limitation of Remedies 
To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy for losses or damages resulting from this product 
(including claims based on contract, negligence, strict liability, or other legal theories), shall be limited to, 
at United Suppliers, Inc.' election, one of the following: 

1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought, or 
2. Replacement of amount of product used. 

To the extent permitted by law, United Suppliers, Inc. shall not be liable for losses or damages resulting 
from handling or use of this product unless United Suppliers, Inc. is promptly notified of such loss or 
damage in writing. To the extent permitted by law, in no case shall United Suppliers, Inc. be liable for 
consequential or incidental damages or losses. 

The terms of the Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies cannot be varied 
by any written or verbal statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent of United Suppliers, Inc. 
or the seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of the Warranty Disclaimer or Limitation of 
Remedies in any manner. 

Notif 11-17-14 
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I GROUP •• INSECTICIDE 
VALENT® 

V 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 

DUE TO TOXICITY TO FISH AND 
AQUATIC ORGANISMS. 

For retail sale to and use only by 
Certified Applicators, or persons 
under their direct supervision, and 
only for those uses covered by the 
Certified Applicator's certification. 

ASAN~ 
XL INSECTICIDE 

Active Ingredient By Weight 
Esfenvalerate 
(S)-cyano (3-phenoxyphenyl) methyl 
(S)-4-c hloro-a lph a-(1 -methyl ethyl) 
benzeneacetate . .......................... 8.4% 
Inert Ingredients* .......... . ... . ..... . . . . .. 91.6% 
Total 100% 
*CONTAINS XYLENE RANGE AROMATIC SOLVENT 
This product contains 0.66 lbs Active Ingredient per 
gallon. 
0.66 Emulsible Concentrate 
EPA Reg. No. 59639-209 EPA Est. No. 5905-GA-01 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
WARNING AVISO 
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien 
para que se la explique a usted en detalle. (If you do 
not understand this label, find someone to explain it 
to you in detail.) 

FIRST AID 
If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doc

tor immediately for treatment advice. 
Do not give any liquid to the person. 
Do not induce vomiting unless told 
to do so by a poison control center 
or a doctor. 
Do not give anything by mouth to an 
unconscious person. 

If inhaled: Move person to fresh air. 
If person is not breathing, call 911 
or an ambulance, then give artifi
cial respiration, preferably mouth-to
mouth if possible. 
Call a poison control center or doc
tor for further treatment advice. 

(continued) 

FIRST AID (continued) 
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and 

gently with water for 15-20 minutes. 
Remove contact lenses, if present, 
after the first 5 minutes, then contin
ue rinsing eyes. 
Call a poison control center for 
treatment advice. 

If on skin Take off contaminated clothing. 
or clothing: Rinse skin immediately with plenty of 

water for 15-20 minutes. 
Call a poison control center or doc
tor for treatment advice. 
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN 

If on skin, after drying apply vitamin E cream or oil 
if available. If not available, apply vegetable oil lib
erally over painful areas. The oil or cream may be 
used repeatedly until relief is achieved. 

Contains xylene range aromatic solvent-vomiting 
may cause aspiration pneumonia. 

Have the product container or label with you when 
calling a poison control center or doctor, or going 
for treatment. You may also contact 800-892-0099 
for emergency medical treatment information. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
WARNING! May be fatal if swallowed. Harmful if 
inhaled. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. 
Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist. Wash thorough
ly with soap and water after handling and before eat
ing, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using 
the toilet. Remove contaminated clothing and wash 
clothing before reuse. 

For medical emergencies involving this product, call 
toll free 800-892-0099. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this 
product are listed below. If you want more options, 
follow the instructions fo r category E on an EPA 
chemical -resistance category selection cha rt. 

Applicators and other handlers must wear: 
Long-sleeved shirt and long pants. 
Chemical-resistant gloves, such as Barrier Lam

inate or Neoprene Rubber or Nitrile Rubber or 
Viton. 

Shoes plus socks. Protective eyewear. 

Discard clothing or other absorbent materials that 
have been drenched or heavily contaminated with 
this product's concentrate. Do not reuse them. Fol
low manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/main
taining PPE. If no such instructions for washables, 
use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE 
separately from other laundry. 

Asana XL Insecticide Page 1 2015-ASAXL-0001 
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USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
USERS SHOULD: Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water_ after handli~g and before eating, drinking, 
chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toi
let. Remove clothing immediately if pesticide gets 
inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean 
clothing. 

ENGINEERING CONTROL STATEMENTS 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs 
or aircraft in a manner that meets the requirement~ 
listed in the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for 
agricultural pesticides [40 CFR part 170.240 (d)(4-6)]. 
the handler PPE requirements may be reduced or 
modified as specified in the WPS. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
!h!s pesticide is extremely toxic to fish and aquat
ic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water, or to 
~reas where surface water is present, or to inter
tidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not 
apply when weather conditions favor drift from treat
ed areas. Drift and runoff from treated areas may be 
hazardous to aquatic organisms in neighboring areas. 
Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment 
or when disposing of equipment washwaters. 

This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct 
treatment or residues on blooming crops or weeds. 
Do not apply this product or allow it to drift to bloom
ing crops if bees are visiting the treatment area. · 

WILDLIFE PROTECTION IS EVERYONE'S 
RESPONSIBILITY 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a 
manner inconsistent with the labeling. 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact 
w~rkers or other persons, either directly or through 
drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area dur
ing application. 

For any requirements specific to your State or Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in accordance with its label
ing and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 
CFR part 170. This Standard contains requirements 
for the protection of agricultural workers on farms 
forests, nurseries, and greenhouses, and han~ 
dlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains require
ments for training, decontamination, notification, 
and emergency assistance. It also contains spe
cific instructions and exceptions pertaining to the 
statements on this label about personal protective 
equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The 
requirements in th is box only apply to uses of this 
product that are covered by the Worker Protec
tion Standard. 

(continued) 

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated 
areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 
12hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that 
is pormitted under the Worker Protection Stan
dard and that involves contact with anything that 
has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: 
Coveralls. 
Chemical-resistant gloves, such as Barrier Lami
nate or Neoprene Rubber or Nitrile Rubber or Viton. 
Shoes plus socks. 
Protective eyewear. 

Asana@ XL Insecticide should be used only in accor
dance with recommendations in this label or in sepa
rate recommendations available through local deal
ers. Valent U.S.A. Corporation will not be responsible 
for losses or damages resulting from (i) the reformu
lation of Asana XL into any other product, and (ii) the 
use of Asana XL in any manner that is not specifical
ly re.commended by Valent U.S.A. Corporation on the 
label. User assumes all risk from such non-recom
mended use. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Asana XL Insecticide 0.66 emulsible concentrate 
conta ins 0.66 pounds of active ingredient per gallon. 
For the applications given below, mix the required 
amount of Asana XL in sufficient diluent to provide 
uniform coverage (Refer to Use Tables). Asana XL 
may be applied by ground or aerial application equip
l'!lent. For aerial application use the following direc
tions unless otherwise specified in this label: use a 
~inimum of 2 gallons per acre (gpa) of water, except 
in tree and orchard crops use a minimum of 10 gpa. 

Apply at the recommended rates when insect pop
ulations reach loca lly determined economic thresh
olds: Consult the cooperative extension service, pro
fessional consultants or other qualified authorities to 
determine appropriate threshold levels for treatment 
in your area. 

RESISTANCE 
For resistance management, Asana XL is a group 3 
insecticide. Repeated exclusive use of Asana XL, or 
other group 3 insecticides may lead to the buildup of 
resistant strains of insects in some crops. 

Some insects are known to develop resistance to prod
ucts used repeatedly for control. Because the develop
ment of resistance cannot be predicted, the use of this 
product should conform to resistance management 
strategies established for the use area. Consult your 
local or state agricultural authorities for details. 

If _resistance to this product develops in your area, 
this product, or other products with a similar mode 
of action, may not provide adequate control. If poor 
per!ormance cannot be attributed to improper appli
cation or extreme weather conditions, a resistant 
strain of insect may be present. If you experience 
difficulty with control and resistance is a reasonable 
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cause, immediately consult your local company rep
resentative or agricultural advisor for the best alter
native method of control for your area. 

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
Valent U.S.A. Corporation recommends the use of 
Integrated Pest Management (1PM) programs to 
control pests. This product may be used as part of an 
Integrated Pest Management (1PM) program which 
can include biological, cultural, and genetic prac· 
tices aimed at preventing economic pest damage. 
Application of this product should be based on 1PM 
principles and practices including field scouting or 
other detection methods, correct ta rget past identifi
cation, population monitoring, and treating when tar
get pest populations reach locally determined action 
thresholds. Consult your state cooperative extension 
service, professional consultants or other qualified 
authorities to determine appropriate action treat
ment threshold levels for treating specific pesVcrop 
or site systems in your area. 

SPRAY PREPARATION 
Spray equipment must be clean and free of previous 
pesticide deposits before applying Asana XL. 
TANK MIXING AND COMPATIBILITY 
Unless directed otherwise in a specific crop section 
of this label, do not tank mix Asana XL with fungicides 
containing fentin hydroxide (triphenyltin hydroxide) 
such as "Super lin©" as crop injury may result 

This product can be mixed with pesticide products 
labeled for use on crops on this label in accordance 
with the most restrictive of label limitations and pre
cautions. No label dosage rates should be exceeded. 
This product cannot be mixed with any product con· 
taining a label prohibition against such mixing. 

Since formulations may be changed and new ones 
introduced, it is recommended that users premix a 
small quantity of a desired tank mix and observe for 
possible adverse changes (settling out, flocculation, 
etc.). Avoid mixtures of several materials and very 
concentrated spray mixtures. For best results, use of 
spray equipment having continuous agitation is rec
ommended. 

Asana XL may be tank mixed with herbicide prod
ucts when insect populations require control con
current with the need for weed control. Follow all 
herbicide and Asana XL label directions regarding 
proper usage. 

Asana XL may be used in combination with 2,4-D 
herbicides providing that the following mixing direc
tions are foll owed: 1) Do not apply the combination 
in a volume of water less than 2 gallons per acre 
total spray. 2) Always mix the Asana XL thoroughly 
in the total volume of spray water first, followed by 
the addition of the 2,4-0 herbicide. Because of the 
availability of a great variety of 2,4-D herbicide prod· 
ucts, a test for physical compatibility should be con
ducted before field mixtures of a particular combina
tion are made. 

CHEMIGATION 
Apply this product only through sprinkler includ
ing center pivot, lateral move, end tow, side (wheel) 
row, traveler, big gun, solid set, or hand move irriga
tion systems. Do not apply this product through any 
other type of irrigation system. Asana XL may be pre
mixed in a supply tank with water, oil, fertilizer, or 
other appropriate tank mixed agricultural chemicals. 
A pretest of physical compatibility for untried tank 
mixes is advised. Agitation may be necessary. Appli
cation should be in sufficient water and of sufficient 
duration to apply the recommend ed rate evenly to 
the entire treated area. No runoff can be permitted 
during chemigation. Crop injury, lack of effective
ness, or illegal pesticide residues in the crop can 
result from nonuniform distribution of treated water. 
Do not apply when wind speed favors drift beyond 
the area intended for treatment. 

If you have questions about calibration, you should 
contact State Extension Service specialists, equip
ment manufacturers or other experts. A person 
knowledgeable of the chemigation system and 
responsible for its operation, or under the supervi
sion of the responsible person, shall shut the sys
tem down and make necessary adjustments should 
the need arise. 

Do not connect an irrigation system !including green· 
house systems) used for Asana XL application to a 
public water system. 

The system must contain a functional check valve, 
vacuum relief valve, and low pressure drain appro
priately located on the irrigation pipeline to prevent 
water source contamination from backflow. The pes
ticide injection pipeline must contain a function
al, automatic, quick-closing check valve to prevent 
the flow of fluid back toward the injection pump. 
The pesticide injection pipeline must also contain a 
functional, normally closed, solenoid-operated valve 
located on the intake side of the injection pump and 
connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
f'rom being withdrawn from the supply tank when 
the irrigation system is either automatically or man
ually shut down. The system must contain func
tional interlocking controls to automatically shut-off 
the pesticide injection pump when the water pump 
motor stops. The irrigation line or water pump must 
include a functional pressure switch which will stop 
the water pump motor when the water pressure 
decreases to the point where pesticide distribution 
is adversely affected. Systems must use a meter
ing pump, such as a positive displacement injection 
pump (e.g., diaphragm pump) effectively designed 
and constructed or materials that are com11atible 
with pesticides and capable of being fitted with a 
system interlock. 
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CROP ROTATION 
ALL ROTATION CROPS MAY BE PLANTED IMMEDI
ATELY FOLLOWING LAST APPLICATION. 

BUFFER ZONES 
Vegetative Buffer Strip 
Construct and maintain a minimum 10-foot-wide veg
~tative filter strip ~f grass or other permanent vegeta
~Ion b~tween the field edge_a~d down gradient aquat-
1~ habitat (such as, but not limited to, lakes, reservoirs, 
nvers, permanent streams, marshes or natural ponds 
estuaries, and commercial fish farm ponds). ' 

Only apply products containing esfenvalerate onto 
fields where a maintained vegetative buffer strip of 
at least 10 feet exists between the field and down 
gradient aquatic habitat. 

for guid~nce, refer to the following publication for 
information on constructing and maintaining effec
tive buffers: 

Conservation Buffers to Reduce Pesticide Losses, 
Natural Resources Conservation Services. USDA, 
NRCS. Fort Worth, Texas 21 pp. http://www.nrcs.usda. 
gov/lnternet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_023819.pdf 

Buffer Zone for Ground Application (groundboom, 
overhead chemigation, or airblast) 
Do not apply within 25 feet of aquatic habitats (such 
as, but not limited to, lakes, reservoirs, rivers, per
manent streams, marshes, natural ponds estuaries 
and commercial fish ponds). ' ' 

Buffer Zone for ULV Aerial Application 
Do not apply within 450 feet of aquatic habitats (such 
as, but not limited to, lakes, reservoirs, rivers, per
manent streams, marshes, natural ponds, estuaries 
and commercial fish ponds). ' 

Buffer Zone for Non-ULV Aerial Application 
Do not apply within 150 feet of aquatic habitats (such 
as, but not limited to, lakes, reservoirs, rivers, per
manent streams, marshes, natural ponds, estuaries 
and commercial fish ponds). ' 

SPRAY DRIFT REQUIREMENTS 

Wind Direction and Speed 
Only apply this product if the wind direction favors on 
target deposition. 

Do not apply when the wind velocity exceeds 15 mph, 

Temperature Inversion 
Do not make aerial or ground applications into tem
perature inversions. 

Inversions are characterized by stable air and increas
ing temperatures with height above the ground. Mist 

or fog may indicate the presence of an inversion in 
humid areas. The applicator may detect the presence 
of an inversion by producing smoke and observing a 
smoke layer near the ground surface. 

Droplet Size 
Use only Medium or coarser spray nozzles (for 
ground and non-ULV aerial application) according to 
ASAE ($572) definition for standard nozzles. In con
ditions of low humidity and high temperatures, appli
cators should use a coarser droplet size. 

A~ditional Requirements for Ground Applications 
Wmd speed must be measured adjacent to the appli
cati~n s!te on the upwind side, immediately prior to 
apphcat1on. 

For ground boom applications, apply using a nozzle 
height ot no more than 4 feet above the ground or 
crop canopy. 

For airblast applications, turn off outward pointing 
nozzles at row ends and when sp raying the outer 
two rows. To minimize spray loss over the top in 
orchard applications, spray must be directed into 
the canopy. 

Additional Requirements for Aerial Applications 
The spr_ay ~oom should be mou~ted on the aircraft 
as to mm1mIze drift caused by wmgtip or rotor vorti
ces. The minimum practica l boom length should be 
used and must not exceed 75% of the wing span or 
80% rotor diameter. 

Flight speed and nozzle orientation must be consid
ered in determining droplet size. 

Spray must be released at lowest height consistent 
with pest control and flight safety. Do not release 
spray at a height greater than 10 feet above the crop 
canopy unless a greater height is required for air
craft safety. 

When applications are made·with a cross-wind, the 
swath will be displaced downwind. The applicator 
must compensate for this displacement at the down
wind edge of the applications area by adjusting the 
path of the aircraft upwind. 

SPRAY TANK CLEAN OUT 
Immediately following application of Asana XL, 
thoroughly clean all mixing and spray equipment. 
Flush the tank, pump, hoses, and boom with sever
al changes of water after removing nozzle tips and 
screens (clean these parts separately). Take all nec
essary precautions when cleaning equipment. Do 
not clean near wells, water sources or desirable 
vegetation. Dispose of waste rinse water in accor
dance with local regulations. 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS 
Application Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl o'l./acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Corn Western Bean Cutworm 0,015- 0,03 2.9 - 5.8 44- 22 21 
(field)t Armyworm (True Armyworm) 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 

Black Cutworm (except CA) 
Chinch Bug 
Corn Earworm 
Corn Leaf Aphid 
Corn Rootworm (adult control) 
Cutworm 
Flea Beetle 
Grasshopper 
Japanese Beetle (adult) (except CA) 
Oat Bird-Cherry Aphid 
Southwestern Corn Borer 
Stalk Borer 
European Corn Borer 0.04 - 0.05 7.8 - 9.6 16 - 13 
Black Cutworm - Asana XL may be applied at 3.2 - 9.6 fl oz/acre (0.0165 - 0.05 lb aV 
acre) for the control of black cutworm when applied at planting of corn (except CA). 
Chinch Bug - Over the top sprays, as used for control of ear and stalk infesting 
corn pests, are not adef ate for chinch bug control. It is very important that the 
spray be directed at the ase of the plant through the use of drop nozzles or some 
other mechanism. 
Corn Earworm - First application should be at or before silking. Repeat applica-
tions may be applied if economically damaging populations exist. Subsequent 
applications should be made at 3 - 5 day intervals until silking is completed. 
Corn Leaf Aphid, Oat Bird-Cherry Aphid - For optimum results, direct the spray at 
the aphid population so as to achieve maximum coverage of the exposed insects. 
Aphids not contacted by the spray, such as in whorls and leaf axils, may not be 
adequately controlled. 
Corn Rootworm (Adull) - Apply at the first sign of silk feeding. 
Asana XL may be tank mixed with methyl parathion and applied on field corn 
where supplemental control of adult corn rootworm is desired in conjunction with 
insects controlled ~ Asana XL when used alone. 
Refer to the Asana Land methyl parathion labels for appropriate rates of the indi-
vidual products for controll ing the respective insects. 
Cutworm - Applications for cutworm control may be applied before, during, or 
after planting as required to protect emerging or emerged corn seedlings. 

(continued) 
(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 

Crop Insect 

Application Rate Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
lb ai/acre fl ol/acre Asana XL 

Corn European Corn Borer -
(field)t First brood: Spray while eggs are in the blackhead stage or before the larvae enter 
(continued) the whorl. Application by ground equipment is suggested. Good cover-age of both 

upper and lower leaf surfaces is essential. This can be accomplished with drop 
nozzles over the row and on each side of the corn plant. Multiple applications may 
be required when egg laying is prolonged or where moderate to heavy populations 
are present A higher rate is recommended for moderate to heavy populations. 
Proper coverage by ground equipment usually requires 20 - 30 gallons of carrier. 
Once larvae enter the whorl, foliar sprays will not provide adequate control. 
Second brood: Make applications when sufficient egg masses are found. Spray 
when eggs are in the blackhead stage or starting to hatch. When egg laying is pro
longed or a third generation is present, additional sprays may be required. A high
er rate is recommended for moderate to heavy populations. Good coverage above, 
below, and in the ear zone is essential. This usually requires 2 • 3 gallons of carri
er by air. If ground equipment is used, drop nozzles on each side of the plant will 
provide best coverage. 
Asana XL may be tank mixed with methyl parathion and applied on field corn 
where supplemental control of European corn borer is desired in conjunction with 
insects controlled by Asana XL when used alone. 
Refer to the Asana XL and methyl parathion labels for appropriate rates of the indi
vidual products for controlling the respective insects. 
Grasshopper - For control ot tirst and second instar grasshopper nymphal stages 
a rate range of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.02 - 0.03 lb ai/A) can 
be used. Correct timing of spray applications to the first and second instar nymph
al stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve optimum control. For grass
hopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use Asana XL at use rates of 5.8 
to 9.6 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.03 · 0.05 lb ai/A). 
Southwestern Corn Borer- For moderate to heavy infestations, higher rates (0.036 
- 0.05 lb ai per acre) are recommended. 
Stalk Borer, Flea Beetle - Application must be made early in migration from 
grassy areas to corn, before borers enter the plant. 
Western Bean Cutworm -Apply before larvae enter the ear. 
100 not aoolv more than 0.25 lb ai per acre per season. 

Corn (field) Cutworm 0.0023 lbs 0.45 fl oz 
At Plant ai per 1000 per 1000 

feet of row feet of row 
Apply as an in-furrow, T-band, or band treatment using a minimum 4" band. Use 
the table below to determine the pounds active ingredient and fluid ounces of 
Asana XL applied at 0.0023 lbs ai per 1000 feet or row for various row spacings. 
In furrow Applications: Apply into the seed furrow through spray nozzles, behind 
the planter furrow openers and in front ofthe press wheel. 
Banded Applications: Apply at planting as a 4-7 inch T-band sprayed across the 
open seed furrow between the furrow openers and the press wheels or as a band 
application behind the press whee l. 
Apply a minimum spray volume of 3 gallons per acre. 
Do not exceed 0.05 lbs ai per acre per season as an at-plant application. 
Do not apply more than 0.25 pounds active ingredient per acre per season includ
ing at-plant plus foliar applications of Asana XL. 
Row Spacing (inches) 40" 38" 
Linear ft/A 13,068 13,756 
Asana XL lbs ai/A 0.03 0.032 
Asana XL fl ol/A 5.8 6.2 

36" 
14,520 
0.033 

6.4 

30" 
17,424 
0.04 
7.8 

Last 
Application 

(days to 
harvest) 

21 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 

Crop Insect 

Application Rate 

lb ai/acre fl oz/acre 

Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
AsanaXL 

Corn (pop) For specific insect control recommendations refer to Field Corn (above). Follow 
directions ca refu!ly. 
Multiple applications and/or shortened intervals between sprays must be used to 
insure proper insect control. Do not apply more than 0.5 lb ai per acre per season. 

Corn (seed) For specific insect control recommendations refer to Field Corn (above). Follow 
directions carefully. 

Cotton 

Multiple applications and/or shortened intervals between sprays must be used to 
insure proper insect control. Do not appl11 more than 0.25 lb ai per acre per season. 
Cotton Leaf Perforator 0.D3 5.8 22 
Beet Armvworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5,8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Black Cutworm {except CA) 
Boll Weevil 
Cabbage Looper 
Cotton Aphid* 
Cotton Bollworm 
Cotton Leafworm 
Cutworms 
Fleahoppers 
Grasshoppers 
Green Stinkbug (except CA) 
Leafhoppers 

. Lygus Bugs 
Pink Bollworm 
Plant Bugs 
Saltmarsh Caterpillar 
Southern Green Stinkbug (except CA) 
Thrips (on seedling cotton) 
Tobacco Budworm 
Whitefly* 
NOTE: For light infestations of the above 
insects 
*Aids in control. 

0.02 

May be applied in water or nonvolatile vegetable oils. 

3.9 33 

When applying Asana XL in an oil carrier, apply a total spray volume ot at least 1 
qt per acre. When applying Asana XL in a water carrier, apply at least 1 gal per 
acre by air {at least 3 gal per acre in Arizona and 5 gal per acre in California) or 
4 gal per acre by ground. 
Do not apply more than 0.5 lb ai per acre per season. 
Do not graze livestock on treated fields or feed treated trash. 
Black Cutworm - Asana XL may be applied at 3.2 - 9.6 n oz/acre (0.0165 - 0.05 lb ai/ 
acre) for the control of black cutworm when applied at planting of cotton (except CA). 
Boll Weevil - To control boll weevil Infestations, a 3 to 5 day interval between 
applic-ations may be necessary. 
Heliothisspp. -Asana XL can provide contact ovicidal effecl on Heliothis spp. eggs 
when applied according to label directions tor control of tobacco budworm; appli
cation should be timed to correspond with peak egg deposition to achieve maximum 
ovicidal effect. Use on this pest stage (egg) is not registered in California. 
Do not make more than a total of 10 synthetic pyrethroid applications (of one prod
uct or combination of products) to a cotton crop in one growing season. 

last 
Application 

(days to 
harvestl 

21 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Peanuts Corn Earworm 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 21 

Potato Leafhopper 
Red-necked Peanut Worm 
Velvetbean Caterpillar 
Beet Armyworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Cutworms 
Granulate Cutworm 
Grasshoppers 
Fall Armyworm* 0,05 9.6 13 
Lesser Cornstalk Borer** 
*Aids in control. For heavy infestations use of Lannate® Insecticide is recommend-
ed. Please refer to the Lannate label for use instructions. 
**Aids in control. 
Do not feed or graze livestock on treated vines. 
Do not apply more than 0.15 lb ai per acre per season. 

Sorghum Sorghum Midge 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 21 
(Grain) Black Cutworm 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
(except Chinch Bugs 
CA) Corn Earworm (headworm) 

Cutworms 
Do not apply more than 0.15 lb ai per acre per season. 
When applying in nonvolatile vegetable oils use a total spray volume of 1 or more 
qts per acre. 
Black Cutworm - Asana XL may be applied at 3.2 - 9.6 fl oz/acre (0.0165 - 0.05 lb 
ai/acre) for the control of black cutworm when appl ied at planting of sorghum. 
Chinch Bug Control - For optimum results, spray should be directed at base of 
plants. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 

Crop 
Soybean 

Insect 
Green Cloverworm 
Mexican Bean Beetle 
Potato Leafhopper 
Saltmarsh Caterpillar 
Vet vetbean Caterpillar 
Woollybear Caterpillar 
Bean Leaf Beetle 
Beet Armyworm* 
Cabbage Looper 
Corn Earworm 
Cutworms 
Grasshoppers 
Green Stinkbug (except CAI 
Japanese Beetle (adult) 
Southern Green Stinkbug 
Soybean Aphid (except CA) 
Three-cornered Alfalfa Honner 

Application Rate 

lb ai/acre fl oz/acre 
0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5,8 

0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 

Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
AsanaXL 

44 - 22 

22 - 13 

Grasshopper- For control of first and second instar grasshopper nymphal stages 
a rate range of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.02 - 0.03 lb ai/A) can 
be used. Correct timing of spray applications to the first and second instar nymph
al stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve optimum control. For grass
hopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use Asana XL at use rates of 5.8 
to 9.6 flu id ounces of product per acre (0.03 - 0.05 lb ai/A). 
Soybean Aphid - Asana XL provides control of soybean aphid, however under 
certain conditions such as rapid aphid population growth, or extremely high pop
ulations, a tank rpixture may be considered. Asana XL can be tank mixed with 
other insecticides such as chlorpyrifos (e.g. "Lorsban®") or methomyl (e.g. Lan
nate} to achieve rapid knockdown of soybean aphid. Because Lannate is a fast 
acting contact insecticide, best results follow direct spraying of the target insect. 
When preparing a tank mixture, read and follow the label instructions for all prod
ucts in the mixture regarding restrictions, requirements and proper usage. Use 
sufficient water to obtain thorough, uniform coverage. For aerial application use 
a minimum of 2 gallons per acre, and for ground application use a minimum of 10 
gallons per acre. 
*Aids in control. 
When applying in nonvolatile vegetable oils, use a total spray volume of at least 1 qt. 
Do not feed or graze livestock on treated fields. Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai 
er acre per season. 

Last 
Application 

(days to 
harvest) 

21 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres last 

treated Application 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl ol/acre 
per gal of (days to 
AsanaXL harvest) 

Sugar Beet Armyworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 21 
Beets Beet Webworm 

Cabbage Looper 
Cutworms 
Flea Beetle (except CA) 
Grasshoppers 
Leaf hoppers 
Saltmarsh Caterpillar 
Sugar Beet Root Maggot (adult) 
(except CA) 
Grasshopper - For control of first and second instar grasshopper nymph al stages 
a rate range of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.02 - 0.03 lb ai/A) can 
be used. Correct timing of spray applications to the first and second instar nymph-
al stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve optimum control. For grass-
hopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use Asana XL at use rates of 5,8 
to 9.6 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.03 - 0.05 lb ai/A). 
*Aids in control. 
Do not apply more than 0.15 lb ai/acre per season. 
Apply with ground or air equipment using sufficient water to provide uniform cov· 
erage (minimum of 2 gal of water per acre). 

Sugar Cutworm 0.0023 lbs 0.45 fl oz 21 
Beets ai per 1000 perlOOO 
At Plant feet of row feet of row 

Apply as an in-furrow, T-band, or band treatment using a minimum 4" band. Use 
the table below to determine the pounds active ingredient and fluid ounces of 
Asana XL applied at 0,0023 lbs ai per 1000 feet of row for various row spac ings. 
In-Furrow Applications: Apply into the seed furrow through spray nozzles, behind 
the planter furrow openers and in front of the press wheel. 
Banded Applications: Apply at planting as a 4 - 7 inch T-band sprayed across the 
open seed furrow between the furrow openers and the press wheels or as a band 
application behind the press wheel. 
Apply a minimum spray volume of 3 gallons per acre. 
Do not exceed 0.05 lbs ai per acre per season as an at-plant application. 
Do not apply more than 0.25 pounds active ingredient per acre per season includ-
ing at-plant plus foliar applications of Asana XL. 
Row Spacing (inches) 40" 38 11 36" 30" 22" 
Linear ft/A 13,068 13,756 14,520 17,424 23,760 
Asana XL lbs ai/A 0.03 0.032 0,033 0.04 0.05 
Asana XL fl oz/A 5,8 6.2 6.4 7,8 9.6 

Sugarcane Sugarcane Borer 0.03- 0.05 5,8 - 9.6 22 - 13 21 
Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai/acre per season. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FIELD CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres last 

treated Application 
per gal of !days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest} 
Sunflower Sunflower Beetle (except CA} 0.0075 - 0.03 1.45 - 5.8 88 - 22 28 

Banded Sunflower Moth 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 • 9.6 22 - 13 
Beet Armyworm* 
Cutworms 
Grasshopfiers 
Heliolhis complex) 
leaf hoppers 
Sunflower Maggot 
Sunflower Moth 
Sunflower Seed Weevil 
Sunflower Stem Weevil 
Grasshopper - For control of first and second instar grasshopper nymphal stages 
a rate range of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.02 - 0.03 lb ai/Al can 
be used. Correct timing of spray applications to the first and second instar nymph-
al stages and thorough coverage 1s critical to achieve op timum control. For grass-
hopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use Asana XL at use rates of 5.8 
to 9.6 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.03 - 0.05 lb ai/A}. 
*Aids in control. 
Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai/acre per season. 
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SPECIFIC USES -FRUITS 
DILUTE SPRAY: Apply specified dosage per 100 gallons of water in a uniform spray applied to the point of 
drip with conventional ground equipment. Do not exceed maximum number ot gallons per acre indicated. 
NOTE: In order to apply the correct amount of Asana XL Insecticide to your orchard you must know the num
ber of gallons of water needed to spray one acre of your trees to the point of drip. If you do not already know 
this gallonage, you should conduct a test to determine it. If you do not know how to conduct such a test with 
your equipment, you should ask for assistance from your equipment dealer or State Extension specialist. 
CONCENTRATE SPRAY: APPLY SPECIFIED DOSAGE PER ACRE IN NO LESS THAN 30 GALLONS OF WATER 
PER ACRE BY GROUND. FOR AERIAL APPLICATION IN TREE AND ORCHARD CROPS, USE A MINIMUM OF 
10 GALLONS OF WATER PER ACRE. WHEN APPLYING ASANA XL BY AIR, CONSULT YOUR COOPERATIVE 
EXTENSION SERVICE FOR FURTHER APPLICATION GUIDELINES. 

Crop 
Apples 

Insect 
Apple Aphid 
Apple Maggot 
Codling Moth 
Green Fruitworm 
Lesser Appleworm 
Mullein Plant Bug (except CA) 
Obliquebanded leafroller 
Oriental Fruit Moth 
Periodical Cicada 
Plant Bugs (Tarnished Plant 
Bug, Stinkbugs) 

Plum Curculio 
Red-Banded Leafroller 
Rosy Apple Aphid 
San Jose Scale 
(fruit infestations onlv) 

Tentiform Leaf Miner 
Tufted Apple Bud Moth 
Variegated Leafroller 
White ADDie leafhoooer 
Apple Ermine Moth 
(10, OR & WA only} 

Tufted Apple Bud Moth 
(overwintering) 
(MD. NC, NJ, PA, VA, WV onlv) 

ADDlication Rate 
Concentrate Spray Dilute Spray 

lb ai/acre fl oz/acre fl ol/100 gal 
0.025 • 4.8 • 14.5 2.0 - 5.8 
0.075 

0.04 -
0.075 

3.0 

8.0 - 14.5 

Do not feed or graze livestock on treated orchard floors. 

Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
AsanaXL 

26 - 9 

16 - 9 

Do not apply more than 0.525 lbs ai per acre per season. For dilute spray apply 200 - 600 
gals per acre, but do not apply more than 14.5 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per treatment. 
Apple Ermine Moth - Apply with 2 to 4 gallons of superior spray oil in 100 gallons 
of water in a spray-to-wet application to insure thorough coverage of all stems and 
branches where apple ermine moth hibernacula are found. 
When using on apple nursery stock, do not treat bundled plants since it is diffi
cult to achieve a full coverage application which could result in less than com
plete control. 
Make first application in the fall after 90% of leaf fall has occurred-usually after 
October 15. Make a second application 7 to 14 days later. 
Note: Overwintering larvae do not die until approximately 30 days after application. 
Plant Bug, Rosy Apple Aphid Control - Time of application is critical in achieving 
control. Use prebloom and post bloom spray timings recommended by State Exten
sion Services. 
Tufted Apple Bud Moth (overwintering)- For use on apple for the control of over• 
wintering larvae of the tufted apple bud moth with directed ground application 

(continued) 

Last 
Appli
cation 

(days to 
harvest) 

21 
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SPECIFIC USES -FRUITS (continued) 

Crop 
Blueberry 
(except CA) 

to the apple orchard floor. Make one application of Asana XL at either pink stage 
of apple or at petal fall stage of apple. 
Use the lower rate on small larvae (pink stage of apple) and/or on lower popula 
tions. Use the higher rate on larger larvae (petal fall stage of apple) and/or on mod
erate to high populations. 
Apply specified dosage per acre to the orchard floor in no less than 30 ga ls of 
water per acre by ground to obtain uniform coverage. Apply treatment in a band 
from trunk to drip line to allow coverage of areas where overwintering tufted apple 
bud moth are found. 
Beneficial Insects: Application of Asana XL to the ground cover at the pink stage 
of apple development may be toxic to overwintering Stethorus punctum. S. punc
tum is a coccinell id insect and the major predator of spider mites in the MD, NC, 
NJ, PA, VA and 'WV fruit growing areas. This predator overwinters in the same 
areas of the orchard groundcover as the tufted apple bud moth and moves into 
apple trees from mid-April through mid -May when maximum daily temperatures 
exceed 68°F. Emergence from the grollndcova·r is 20-70% complete by the pink 
stage and 90-100% complete by petal fall on the apple cultivar Yorking. 

Insect 
Aphids (NJ only) 
Blueberry Spanworm 
Cherry Fruitworm* 
Cranberry Fruitworm 
Cranberry Weevil* 
Grasshoppers 
Japanese Beetle 
Leafhoppers 
Red Striped Fireworm* 
Blueberry Maggot 
Bleck Vine Weevil 
(adult control) 

Strawberry Root Weevil 
(adult control) 
(OR, WA only) 

*Aids in control. 

Aoolication Rate 
Concentrate Sprav Dilute Spray 

lb ai/ fl ol/ fl ol/ 
acre acre 100 gal 

0.025 • 4.8 · 9.6 
0.05 

0.05 9,6 

Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
AsanaXL 

26 - 13 

13 

Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai/acre per season (38.4 fluid ounces of product per 
acre per season). Use of ground application is recommended; for ground applica
tion use a minimum of 50 gals water per acre. 
Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 
Note: Asana XL can act as a bee repellent, do not apply within 7 days of pollina
tion. Apply as a pre-bloom or post-bloom spray only. 
Black vine weevil & strawberry root weevil (adult control) (OR, WA only): Look 
for leaf notching beginning in late May to early June as the first sign of weevil 
feeding. Also check for adults on or just below the soil surface around the base 
of plants. Apply Asana XL within two to three weeks of first sign of infestation. Do 
not apply by air; apply by ground using a minimum of 50 gallons of water per acre. 
Direct spray to provide full coverage of foliage and soil area around base of plants. 
Best results are from applications made after dark when temperatures are warm 
and weevils are actively feeding. Root weevils emerge over a several week peri
od, make additional applications when signs of new feeding aooear. 

last 
Appli
cation 

(days to 
harvest) 

14 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FRUITS (continued) 
Application Rate Last 

Concentrate Spray Dilute Spray Acres Appli-
treated cation 

lb ai/ fl oz/ fl oz/ per gal of (days to 
Croo Insect acre acre 100 gal AsanaXL harvest) 
Caneberries Aphids 0.025 - 4.8 - 9.6 26 - 13 7 
(black- Obliquebanded Leafroller 0.05 

berries, Orange Tortrix 
boysen- Adult Root Weevils* 0.05 9.6 13 

berries, (OR & WA only) 
dewberries, 

*Aids in control. loganberries, 
raspberries, Do not apply by air. 
young berries Do not apply more than 0.15 lb ai per acre per season. 
and Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 
varieties of NOTE: Asana XL can act as a bee repellent, do not apply within 7 days of pollina-
lhese) tion. Apply as a pre-bloom or post-bloom spray only. Remove bees prior to appli-
(except CA) cation. For maximum safety to bees, apply Asana XL in the evening after sunset. 

Adult Root Weevils (OR & WA only): Look for leaf notching beginning in late May 
to early June as the first sign of weevil feeding. Also check for adults on or just 
below the soil surface around the base of plants. Apply Asana XL within two to 
three weeks of infestation. Apply by ground using a minimum of 50 gallons of water 
per acre. Direct spray to provide thorough coverage of all plant foliage and the soil 
area around the base of the plant. Best results are from applications made after 
dark wheh temperatures are warm and weevils are actively feeding. Root weevils 
emerge over a period of several weeks; make subsequent applications when signs 
of new feeding appear. 
Obliquebanded Leafroller, Orange Tortrix and Aphids: Apply as a full coverage 
spray in a minimum of 50 gallons of water with ground equipment only. Apply no 
earlier than 12 days before harvest and no later than 7 days before harvest. 

Kiwifruit Boxelder Bug 0.05 9.6 13 14 
(suppression only) 
Spray in sufficient water for thorough coverage. A maximum of 7 applications 
is allowed per season (total of 0.35 lb ai/acre/season) with a minimum of 7 days 
between treatments. 

Pear Codling Moth 0.025 - 4.8 -14.5 2.0 - 5.8 26 - 9 28 
Green Fruitworm 0.075 
Leaf rollers 
Pear Psylla 
Pear Slug 
Periodical Cicada 
Plum Curculio 
Do not apply more than 0.375 lbs ai per acre per season. 
Do not apply more than 0.225 lb ai per acre between bloom and harvest. Do not feed 
or graze livestock on treated orchard floors. For dilute spray apply 200 - 600 gals per 
acre, but do not apply more than 14.5 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per treatment. 

Pear Pear Psvlla 0.05 -0.1 9.6 -19.2 7.3 -12.8 13.2 - 6.6 
(Dormant) Apply during dormant to prebloom (white bud) stage only. Do not apply more than 

0.2 lb ai per acre per season. Do not graze orchard floor. For dilute spray apply 150 
- 250 gals per acre, but do not apply more than 19.2 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per 
treatment. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - FRUITS {continued) 

Crop 
Stone Fruits 
(including 
apricots, 
cherries, 
nectarines, 
peaches. 
plums, 
prune plums) 

Insect 
American Plum Borer 
Black Cherry Aphid 
Cherry Fruit Fly 
Green Fruitworm 
Leafhoppers 
Leaf rollers 
Lesser Peach Tree Borer 
Oriental Fruit Moth 
Peach Tree Borer 
Peach Twig Borer 
Periodical Cicada 
Plant Bugs (Tarnished Plant 
Bug, Stinkbugs) 

Plum Curculio 
Western Cherry Fruit Fly 
Peach Twig Borer (Dormant) 
(CA only) 

Tufted Apple Bud Moth 
(overwintering) (Peach only) 
(MD, NC, NJ, PA, VA and WV 
only) 

Application Rate 
Concentrate Spray Dilute Spray 

lb ai/ 
acre 

0.025 -
0.075 

0,04 -
0.075 
0.04 -
0.075 

fl oz/ 
acre 

4.8 - 14.5 

8,0 - 14.5 

8,0 - 14.5 

fl oz/ 
100 gal 
2.0 - 5.8 

3.1 - 5.8 

Acres 
treated 

per gal of 
AsanaXL 

26 • 9 

16 - 9 

16 - 9 

Do not apply more than 0.375 lbs ai per acre per season with no more than 0.3 lbs 
ai per acre per season between bloom and harvest. For dilute spray apply 200 - 400 
gals per acre, but do not apply more than 14.5 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per treat
ment. Do not graze livestock on treated orchard floors. 
Peach Tree Borer, American Plum Borer, Lesser Peach Tree Borer Control -Apply 
as directed trunk and scaffold limb spray. Thorough coverage of trunk and scaf
fold limbs is required. 
Peach Twig Borer (Dormant) - Make application with an EPA registered dormant 
oil; for specific recommendations on use of oil consult manufacturer's label. For 
best performance, ground application equipment is recommended . 
Peach Twig Borer, Plum Curculio, Oriental Fruit Moth, Cherry Fruit Fly, West• 
em Cherry fruit Fly, Leafrollers, Black Cherry Aphid, Periodical Cicada Control 
- Apply by ground sprayer to achieve thorough coverage of all aerial portions of 
the tree. 
Plant Bug Control - Time of application is critical in achieving control. Use pre
bloom and postbloom spray timings recommended by State Extension Services. 
Tufted Apple Bud Moth (overwintering)- For use on peach for the control of over
wintering larvae of the tufted apple bud moth with directed ground application to 
the peach orchard floor. Make one application of Asana XL at either popcorn stage 
of peach or at shucksplit stage of peach. 
Use the lower rate on small larvae (popcorn stage of peach) and/or on lower pop
ulations. Use the higher rate on larger larvae (shucksplit stage of peach) and/or 
on moderate to high populations. Apply specified dosage per acre to the orchard 
floor in no less than 30 gals of water per acre by ground to obtain uniform cover
age. Apply treatment in a band from trunk to drip line 'to allow coverage of areas 
where overwintering tufted apple bud moth are found. 
Beneficial Insects: Application of Asana XL to the groundcover at the popcorn 
stage of peach development may be toxic to overwintering Stethorus punctum. S. 
punctum is a coccinellid insect and the major predator of spider mites in the MD, 
NC, NJ, PA, VA and WV fruit growing areas. This predator overwinters in the same 
areas of the orchard groundcover as the tufted apple bud moth and moves into 
peach trees from mid-April through mid-May when maximum daily temperatures 
exceed 68°F. Emergence from the groundcover is 90-100% complete by shucksplit. 
Shucksplit is the preferred timing to minimize predator toxicity. 

last 
Appli
cation 

(days to 
harvest) 

14 
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SPECIFIC USES - TREE NUT CROPS 
DILUTE SPRAY: Apply specified dosage per 100 gallons of water in a uniform spray applied to the point of 
drip with conventiona l ground equipment. Do not exceed maximum number of gallons per acre indicated. 
NOTE: In order to apply the correct amount of Asana XL Insecticide lo your orchard you must know the num-
ber of gallons of water needed to spray one acre of your trees to the point of drip. If you do not already khOw 
this gallonage, you should conduct a test to determine it. If you do not know how to conduct such a test with 
your equipment, you should ask for assistance from your equipment dealer or State Extension specialist. 
CONCENTRATE SPRAY: APPLY SPECIFIED DOSAGE PER ACRE IN NO LESS THAN 30 GALLONS OF WATER 
PER ACRE BY GROUND. FOR AERIAL APPLICATION IN TREE AND ORCHARD CROPS, USE A MINIMUM OF 
10 GALLONS OF WATER PER ACRE. WHEN APPLYING ASANA XL BY AIR, CONSULT YOUR COOPERATIVE 
EXTENSION SERVICE FOR FURTHER APPLICATION GUIDELINES. 

Application Rate 
Dilute Acres Last 

Concentrate Spray Spray treated Application 
fl oz/ per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre 100 gal AsanaXL harvest} 
Almonds Navel Orangeworm 0.05 • 0.1 9.6 -1 9.2 7.3 · 12.8 13.2 • 6.6 21 

Peach Twig Borer 
Peach Twig Borer (Dormant} 
(CA onlv} 

Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai per acre per season. 
Do not graze livestock on treated orchard floors. 
Peach Twig Borer {Dormant) - Make application with an EPA registered dormant 
oil; for specific recommendations on use of oil consult manufacturer's label. For 
best performance, ground application equipment is recommended. 

Filberts Filbertworm 0.05- 0.1 9.6 · 19.2 7.3 -12.8 13.2 - 6.6 21 
Obliquebanded Leafroller 
Make first application after emergence of filbert worm moths in early summer. Do 
not apply a second treatment earlier than three weeks after the first. Do not apply 
more than 0.2 lb ai per acre per season. For dilute spray, apply 200 - 400 gals per 
acre, but do not apply more than 19.2 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per treatment. Do 
not graze livestock on treated orchard floors. 

Pecans Hickory Shuckworm 0.025 • 4.8 - 14.5 2.0 - 5.8 26 - 9 21 
Pecan Aphids - 0.075 
Pecan Nut Casebearer 
Pecan Leaf Phylloxera 
Pecan Spittlebug 
Pecan Stem Phylloxera 
Pecan Weevil 
Do not feed or graze livestock on treated orchard floors. 
Do not apply more than 0.3 lbs ai per acre per season. For dilute spray apply 200 
• 600 gals per acre, bllt do not apply more than 14.5 fl oz of Asana XL per acre per 
treatment. 
Asana XL may be tank mixed with fungicides containing fentin hydroxide (triphe-
nyltin hydroxide) such as "Super Tin". Re fer to the Asana XL and fentin hydroxide 
(triphonyltin hydroxidoj labels for appropriate rates of the individual products for 
controlling the respective pests. 
Phylloxera - Correct timing of spray applications is critical in achieving optimum 
control of leaf and stem phylloxera. Consult local spray recommendations for cor-
rect times of aoolication. 

Walnuts Codling Moth 0.05 • 0.1 9.6 - 19.2 4.0 13 - 6 21 
Navel Orangeworm 
Walnut Aphid 
Walnut Husk Fly 
Do not apply more than 0,2 lb ai per acre per season. 
For dilute sprays, apply 200 - 400 gals per acre. Do not feed or graze livestock on 
treated crop floo rs. 
NOTE: Use of baits in walnut husk fly sprays is recommended where endorsed by 
local Agricultural Extension Service. 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS 
Application Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Artichoke Artichoke Plume Moth 0.03 - 0.05 5.8- 9.6 22 - 13 1 

Do not apply more often than each 14 days. Apply no more than 0.15 lb ai/ 
acre between bud formation and harvest of an individual fruit. Apply in a 
minimum of 10 gallons per acre by air and 50 - 200 gallons per acre by ground 
(use sufficient water to obtain coverage without excessive runoff). 

Beens, Dry leafhoppers (except CA) 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44- 22 21 
(Including Mexican Bean BeetJe 
adzuki bean, Saltmarsh Caterpillar 

blackeyed Beet Armyworm* 0.03 · 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 · 13 
pea, Cabbage Looper 

broad bean Corn Earworm 
(dry), Corn Rootworm (Adults) 

chickpea, Cowpea Curculio 
cowpea, Cucumber Beetle 
crowder pea, Cutworms 
field bean, Grasshoppers 
kidney bean, Green Cloverworm 
lima bean leaf hoppers 
(dry), Painted Lady Butterfly (larvae) 

mung bean, Pea Aphid 
navy bean, Potato Leafhopper 
pinto bean, Soybean Aphid (except CA) 
southern pea, Velvetbean Caterpillar 
tepary bean) Western Bean Cutworm 

Peas, Dry Pea Leaf Weevil 0.025 - 0.05 4.8 - 9.6 26 - 13 Lentils (ID, OR & WA only) 
Pea Weevil (ID, OR & WA only) 
*Aids in control. 
Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai per acre per season. Do not feed or graze 
livestock on treated vines. 
Pea Weevil & Pea leaf Weevil (ID, OR & WA)- lime of application is critica l 
in achieving control of pea weevil. For optimum results, apply at bloom prior 
to detecting adult pea weevils. Once adult pea weevil populations reach a 
level of 2 or more adults per 25 sweeps, control may be reduced. 
Grasshopper - For control of first and second instar grasshopper nymph al 
stages a rate range of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.02 - 0.03 
lb ai/A) can be used. Correct timing of spray applications to the first and sec-
ond in star nymphal stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve opti-
mum control. For grasshopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use 
Asana XL at use rates of 5.8 to 9.6 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.03 -
0.05 lb ai/A). 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Beans.Snap leafhoppers (except CA) 0,015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 · 22 3 
also known as: Mexican Bean Beetle 
(blue lake, Saltmarsh Caterpillar 
bush, Beet Armyworm* 0.03 · 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 · 13 
common, Cabbage Looper 
edible-podded, Corn Earworm 
filet, Corn Rootworm (adults) 
flageolet, Cucumber Beetle 
French, Cucumber Beetle (adults} 
French Cutworm (seedling spray) 
horticultural. European Corn Borer 

frijoles Flea Beetle 
comunes, Grasshoppers 
garden, Green Cloverworm 
green, leafhopper 
haricot, leafminer (Guam only) 
haricot Pea Aphid 
commun, Potato Leafhopper 

Italian, Soybean Aphid (except CA) 
judia comun, Velvet Bean Caterpillar 
Kentucky Western Bean Cutworm 
wonder, * Aids in control. magic, Do not apply more than 0.2 lb ai per acre per season. pole, Do not allow livestock to graze treat,~d bean fields. Do not harvest treated romano, 

string, bean vines for livestock forage, fodder, or hay. 

succulent, 
vainica, 
wax) 
Broccoli, Imported Cabbageworm 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 3 
(including Alfalfa Looper 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22-13 
Chinese Beet Armyworm* 
broccoli) Cabbage looper 

Cabbage, Cutworm 
Cauliflower, Flea Beetle 
Chinese Grasshoooers 
Cabbage *Aids in control. (tight headed Do not apply more than 0.4 lbs ai per acre per season. varieties only, 
e.g. Napa 
cabbage) 

Carrots Aster leafhopper 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 7 
Cutworms 
leafhoooers 
Carrot Weevil 0.05 9.6 13 
Do not apply more than 0.5 lb ai/acre per season. 
For aerial application apply in a minimum of 5 gals water per acre. 
Thorough spray coverage of crown area is essential. Use of ground applica-
tion is recommended. 
Carrot Weevil - Begin treatment when weevils become active. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES -VEGETABLE CROPS (continued) 
Aoolication Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl ol/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Collards Alfalfa Looper 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 7 

Beet Armyworm* 
Cabbage Looper 
Cutworm 
Flea Beetle 
Grasshopper 
Imported Cabbageworm 
*Aids in control. 
Do not feed livestock on treated plant parts. Do not apply more than 0.2 lbs 
ai per acre per season. For aerial application apply in a minimum of 5 gals 
water per acre. 

Cucumber, Cabbage Looper 0.03 • 0,05 5.8 - 9.6 22 · 13 3 
Melons, Corn Earworm 
(cantaloupe, Cucumber Beetle (adults) 
honeydew Cutworms (seedling spray) 

melons, Grasshoppers 
muskmelon, leafhoppers 
watermelon), Pickleworm 

Pumpkin, Plant Bugs 
Squash (Lygus Bugs, Stinkbugs) 
(summer, Rindworms 
winter) Squash Bug 

Squash Vine Borer 
Do not apply more than 0.25 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Eggplant Colorado Potato Beetle 
Corn Earworm 

0.03 - 0.05 5.8 · 9.6 22 - 13 7 

European Com Borer 
Flea Beetles 
Loopers 
Apply when insects are observed or when insect damage is observed. 
Repeat applications at 7 to 10 day intervals to achieve control. Do not apply 
more than 0.35 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Kohlrabi Cabbage Looper 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9,6 22 · 13 3 
Do not apply more than 0.4 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Lentils See "Beans, Dry" 
Lettuce, Head Alfalfa looper 0.025 · 0,05 4.8 · 9.6 26 - 13 7 
AZ., CA, CO, FL, Beet Armyworm* 
NM & TX ONLY Cabbage Looper 

Heliothis saa. 
*Aids in control. 
Do not apply more than 0.35 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Mustard Greens Cabbage Looper 0.05 9.6 13 7 
Imported Cabbageworm 
Do not apply more than 0.2 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Okra (FL only) Cabbage Looper 0.03 • 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 1 
Corn Earwarm 
Southern Armyworm 

Peas, Dry See "Beans, Dry" 
(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS (continued I 
Aoolication Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Peas, Green Green Cloverworm 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 • 5.8 44 - 22 3 

Pea Aphid 
Alfalfa Caterpillar 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Alfalfa Looper 
Armyworm 
Cabbage Looper 
Celery looper 
Corn Earworm 
Cutworms 
Imported Cabbageworm 
Pea Leaf Weevil 0.025 - 0.05 4.8 - 9.6 26 • 13 
(ID, OR & WA only) 

Pea Weevil (ID, OR & WA only) 
Do not apply more than 0.1 lb ai/acre per season. Do not feed treated pea 
vines to livestock. 
Pea Weevil & Pea Leaf Weevil (ID, OR & WA only) - Time of application 
is critical in achieving control of pea weevil. For optimum results, apply 
at bloom prior to detecting adult pea weevils. Once adult pea weevil pop-
ulations reach a level of 2 or more adults per 25 sweeps, control may be 
reduced. 

Pepper Beet Armyworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22- 13 7 
Colorado Potato Beetle 
Corn Earworm 
Cucumber Beetle (adults) 
European Com Borer 
Flea Beetles 
Loopers 
Pepper Weevil* 
Southern Armvworm 
*Aids in control. 
Apply when insects are observed or when insect damage is observed. 
Repeat applications at 7 to 10 day intervals to achieve control. Do not apply 
more than 0.35 lbs ai per acre per season. 

{continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS (continued) 
Aonlication Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl o'l/acre AssnsXL harvest) 

Potato Leafhoppers (except CA) 
Potato Psvllid 

0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 7 

Potato Tuberworm 0.015 • 0.05 2.9 - 9.6 44 - 13 
Beet Armyworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Buckthorn Aphid 
Cabbage looper 
Colorado Potato Beetle 
Cucumber Beetle (adult control) 
Cutworms 
European Corn Borer 
Flea beetles 
Grasshoppers 
Potato Aphid 
Potato Leafhopper 
Tarnished Plant Bug 
Western Yellow-Striped 
Armvworm 

Colorado Potato Beetle 0,05 9,6 13 
(Long Island, NV only) 

Grasshopper - For control of tirst and second instar grasshopper nymphal 
stages a rate ra nge of 3.9 to 5.8 fluid ounces of woduct per acre (0.02 - 0.03 
lb ai/A) can be used. Correct timing of spray app ications to th e first and sec-
and instar nymphal stages and thorough coverage is critical to achieve opti-
mum control. For grasshopper nymph stages larger than second instar, use 
Asana XL at use rates of 5.8 to 9.6 fluid ounces of product per acre (0.03 -
0.05 lb ai/A). 
Potato Tuberworm - For control of potato tuberworm apply Asana XL lnsec-
ticide when tuberworm larvae and/or moth counts reach locally established 
treatment threshold populations. Repeat applications of effective insecti-
cides may be needed to keep tuberworm larvae populations as low as pos-
sible prior to harvest in order to reduce the risk of tuber damage. Failure to 
adequately control tuberworm larvae prior to crop senescence or vine kill 
increases the risk of tuber damage. 
*Aids in control. 
Do not apply more than 0.35 lb ai per acre per season. 

Radishes Armyworms 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 -13 7 
Beetles 
Do not apply more than O. l lb ai/acre per season. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Sweet Cornt Western Bean Cutworm 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 1 

For additional information consult directions for use under field corn. 
Armyworm 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Banded Cucumber Beetle 
Beet Armvworm* 
Chinch Bugs 
Corn Earworm 
Corn Leaf Aphid 
Corn Rootworms (adults) 
Cutworms 
Eurogean Corn Borer 
Fall rmyworm (except CA) 
1st and 2nd instar 

Flea Beetles 
Grasshoppers 
Oat Bird-Cherry Aphid 
Sap Beetles (adults) 
Southwestern Corn Borer 
Stalk Borer 
Tarnished Plant Bug 
Corn Silkfly (except CA)** 0.05 9.6 13 
*Aids in control. 
**Suppression only. 
For Ear Protection - Begin appl ications either just before or at time of silk-
ing. For additional information consult directions for use under field corn. 
Com Leaf Aphid & Oat Bird-Cherry Aphid - For optimum results, direct the 
spray at the aphid population so as to achieve maximum coverage of the 
exposed insects. Aphids not contacted by the spray, such as in whorls and 
leaf axils, may not be adequately controlled. 
Corn Silkfly (except CA) - Direct application to the ear zone to obtain thor-
ough coverage of the corn silk. 
Fall Armyworrn (except CA) - 1st and 2nd instar fall armyworm only. Direct 
the application to the ear zone to obtain thorough coverage of the corn silk. 
roo not aooly more than 0.5 lb ai per acre per season. 

(continued) 
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SPECIFIC USES - VEGETABLE CROPS (continued) 
Application Rate Acres Last 

treated Application 
per gal of (days to 

Crop Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL harvest) 
Tomato Tobacco Hornworm 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 · 5.8 44 · 22 1 

Tomato Hornworm 
Beet Armvworm* 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Cabbage Looper 
Colorado Potato Beetle 
Cutworms 
Flea Beetle 
Grasshoppers 
Potato Aphid 
Southern Armyworm 
Tomato Fruitworm 
Tomato Pinworm 
Western Yellow-Striped 
Armvworm 

Whitefly 
Vegetable Leafminer** 0.05 9.6 13 
*Aids in control. 
** Asana XL is not recommended for use on the vegetable leaf miner in Flori-
da. Do not apply more than 0.5 lbs ai per acre per season. 

Turnips Armvworm 0.03 • 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 
Fleabeetle 
Imported Cabbageworm 
Do not apply more than 0.4 lbs ai per acre per season. 
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SPECIALTY USES 

Crop 
Christmas tree 
plantings, 

Conifer 
plantations, 

Conifer seed 
orchards, 

forest tree 
nurseries 

Crop 
Non-Cropland 
(excluding public 
land such as 
forests, parks, or 
recreational) 

Insect 
Balsam Twig Aphid 
Balsam Woolly Adelgid 
Cranberry Girdler (adult control) 
European Pine Sawfly 
Nantucket Pine Tip Moth and other 
Pine Tip Moths (except CA) 

Northern Pine Weevil 
Pales Weevil 
Pine Chafer 
Pine Conelet Bug 
Pine Needle Midge 
Pineleaf Chermid 
Red Pine Sawfly 
Redheaded Pine Sawfly 
Spittle bugs 
Spruce Budworm 

Aoolication Rate 
High Volume Sprays 

lb ai/100 gal fl oz/1O0 gal 
0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9,6 

Spray in sufficient gallonage to obtain good coverage of entire tree. 

Low 
Volume 
Sprays 

lb ai/acre 
0.03 - 0.05 

Coneworm 9.6 fl oz/100 gals water for high volume sprayers. 
Seed Chalcid 52 fl oz/100 gals water fo r low volume sprayers. 
Seedbug 0.19 lb ai/acre application in not less than 10 

gals of water for aerial applications. 
Apply first application within 1 week of female flower closure or peak pollen flight for 
webbing coneworm control. For other coneworms and seedbugs, apply first applica
tion within 30 days following female flower closure. Repeat application at intervals of 4 
weeks but do not apply more than 1.6 lbs ai per acre per year. 
For seed chalcid control, apply when all cones are pend ant, and repeat at 1 - 2 week 
intervals for 2 or more sprays. 
Apply approximately 5 - 10 gals of the 9.6 fl oz/100 gal dilution per tree with high volume 
sprayers. With low volume sprayers apply 100 gals of the 52 fl oz/100 gal dilution per 
acre. Do not graze or harvest cover crop. Refer to Spray Recommendations and Precau
tions when applying to areas adjacent to water. 

Application Rate Acres treated 
per gal of 

Insect lb ai/acre fl oz/acre AsanaXL 
Grasshoppers 0.015 - 0.03 2.9 - 5.8 44 - 22 
Saltmarsh Caterpillar 
Army Cutworms 0.03 - 0.05 5.8 - 9.6 22 - 13 
Armyworms 
Chinch Bugs 
Spray non-cropland adjacent to tUled areas to control migrating insects (grasshoppers, 
armyworms) which are a threat to crops. Do not ap ply more than 0.5 lbs active ingredi-
ent per acre per year. Do not feed treated crop to livestock. Refer to Spray Recommen-
dations and Precautions when applying to areas adjacent to water. 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by stor
age or disposal. 
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in a secure, dry and 
temperate area. Store in original conta iner. Keep 
container closed when 1101 in use. Do not store near 
food or feed. Do not use or store around the home. 
Avoid contact with water. In case of spill or leak, 
soak up with sand, earth or synthetic absorbent 
(do not use alkaline absorbents) and dispose of 
wastes in compliance with loca l, State and Feder
al regulations. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Pesticide wastes are toxic. 
Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mix
ture, or rinsate is a violation of Federal law. If these 
wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to 
label instructions contact your State Pesticide or 
Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous 
Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional 
Office for guidance. 
CONTAINER HANDLING: Nonrefillable container. 
Do not re use or refi ll the container. Triple rinse 
container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying. 
Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining con
tents into application equipment or a mix tank and 
drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. 
Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. 
Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into applica
tion equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for 
later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds after 
the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two 
more times. Then, for Plastic Containers, offer for 
recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in 
a sanitary landfill, or by incineration. Do not burn, 
unless allowed by state and local ordinances. For 
Metal Containers, offer for recycling if available 
or reconditioning if appropriate, or puncture and 
dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by other proce
dures approved by state and local authodties. 
Do not transport ii container is damaged or leak
ing. If the container is damaged, leaking or obso
lete, or in Lhe event of a major spill, fire or other 
emergency, contact 800 -892-0099, day or night. 

DISCLAIMER, RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT, 
LIMITED WARRANTY 

AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

IMPORTANT: Read the entire Label including this 
Disclaimer, Risks of Using this Product, Limited 
Warranty, and Limitation of Liability before using 
this product. If the terms are not acceptable THEN 
DO NOT USE THE PRODUCT; rather, return the 
unopened product within 15 days of purchase for 
a refund of the purchase price. 

(continued) 

(continued) 
RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT 
The Buyer and User (referred to collectively here
in as "Buyer") of this product should be aware that 
there are inherent unintended risks associated 
with the use of this product which are impossible 
to eliminate. These risks include, but are not limit
ed to, injury to plants and crops to which this prod
uct is applied, lack of control of the target pests 
or weeds, resistance of the target pest or weeds 
to this product, injury caused by drift, and inju
ry to rotational crops caused by carryover in the 
soil. Such risks of crop injury, non-performance, 
resistance or other unintended consequences are 
unavoidable and may result because of such fac
tors as weather, soil conditions, disease, mois
ture conditions, irrigation practices, condition of 
the crop at the time of application, presence of 
other materials either applied in the tank mix with 
this product or prior to application of this product, 
cultural practices or the manner of use or appli
cation, (or a combination of such factors) all of 
which are factors beyond the control of Valent. 
The Buyer should be aware that these inherent 
unintended risks may reduce the harvested yield of 
the crop in all or a portion of the treated acreage, 
or otherwise affect the crop such that additional 
care, treatment and expense are required to take 
the crop to harvest. If the Buyer chooses not to 
accept these risks, THEN THIS PRODUCT SHOULD 
NOT BE APPLIED. By applying this product Buyer 
acknowledges and accepts these inherent unin
tended risks AND AGREES THAT TO THE EXTENT 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW RISKS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPLICATION AND USE 
ARE ASSUMED BY THE BUYER. 
To the extent consistent with applicable law, 
Valent shall not be responsible for losses or dam
ages (including, but not limited to, loss of yield, 
increased expenses of farming the crop or such 
incidental, consequential or special damages that 
may be claimed) resulting from use of this prod
uct in any manner not set forth on the label. To 
the extent consistent with applicable law, Buyer 
assumes all risks associated with the use of this 
product in any manner or under conditions not 
specifically directed or approved on the label. 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
Valent warrants only that this product conforms to 
the chemical description on the label and is rea
sonably fit for the purposes stated in the label, 
under average use conditions, when used strict
ly in accordance with the label and subject to the 
Risks of Using This Product as described above. 
To the extent consistent with applicable law AND 
EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, VALENT MAKES 
NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED. No agent or representative of Valent or 
Seller is authorized to make or create any other 
express or implied warranty. 

(continued) 
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(continued) 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
To the ex-tent consistent with applicable law, 
Valent or Seller is not liable for any incidenta l, con
sequential. indirect or special damages resulting 
from the use or handling of this product. The limita
tion includes, but is not limited to, loss of yield on 
all or any portion of the treated acreage, increased 
care, treatment or other expenses required to take 
the crop to harvest, increased finance charges or 
altered finance ratings, emotional or mental dis
tress and/or exemplary damages. TO THE EXTENT 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, THE EXCLU
SIVE REMEDY OF THE BUYER, AND THE EXCLU
SIVE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF VALENT OR SELL
ER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES 
OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON 
BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLI
GENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) 
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS 
PRODUCT SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PUR
CHASE PRICE OF THIS PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELEC
TION OF VALENT OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT 
OF THE PRODUCT. 
PROMPT NOTICE OF CLAIM 
To the extent consistent with applicable law allow
ing such requirements Valent must be provided 
notice as soon as Buyer has reason to believe it 
may have a claim, but in no event later than twen
ty-one days from date of planting, or twenty-one 
days from the date of application, whichever Is lat
ter, so that an immediate inspection of' the affected 
property and growing crops can be made. 

To the extent conslstentwith applicable law if Buyer 
does not notify Valent of any claims, in such period, 
it shall be barred from obtaining any remedy. 

NO AMENDMENTS 
Valent and Seller offer this product, and Buyer 
accepts it, subject to the foregoing Disclaimer. 
Risks of Using This Product, Limited Warranty and 
Limitation of Liability, which may not be modified 
by any oral or written ag reement. 

TANK MIXES 

NOTICE: Combination or use of this product with 
any other product which is not specifically and 
expressly authorized by the label shall be the 
exclusive risk of user, applicator and/or application 
advisor, consistent with applicable law. 

Read and follow the entire label of each product 
to be used in combination with this product. 

Products That Work, From People Who Care is a reg
istered trademark of Valent U.S.A. Corporation 
Asana is a reglstered trademark of Sumitomo Chem
ical Company, Limited 
Lannate and Super Tin are registered trademarks of 
E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company 
Lorsban is a reg istered trademark of Dow AgroSci
ences LLC 

Valent U.S.A. Corporation 
P.O. Box 8025 
Walnut Creek CA 94596-8025 
Made in U.S.A. 
Form 2003-A 
EPA Reg. No. 59639-209 
EPA Est. 5905-GA-Ol 
Information contained in this booklet is accurate at 
the time of printing. Since product testing ls a contin
uous process, please read and follow the directions 
on the product label for the most current directions 
and precautionary statements. 

Always check with your state to verify state registra
tion status or ca ll 800-6-VALENT (682-5368). 

VALENT"' For state registration and/or supplemental labels, please call or visit us on line. V Products That Work, From People Who Care® I valent.com I 800-6-VALENT (682-5368) 

Always read and follow label instructions. 
©2015 Valent U.S.A. Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 
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1 GROUP am HERBICIDE1 

For weed control in winter wheat, fall seeded trilica/e, perennial grasses grown for 
seed, timothy grown for seed or hay, field com, and soybeans 
ACTIVE INGREDIBfi'S: 
Aufcnacct 
N-{4•Ru010phenyQ•l~f1·mt~)-2-[[5·flTlnuoromcthyl)-
1,3.4-tlbil~,azol-2-yl]-oxylacetamfd<:. ..... .. .. , •••. . 54.4% 

MctribUZln: 
4·Aml:1o-6-(1,1-dlmelflylethyl)-3-(methylthio)-
1,V-l~:U,••S(4h)-oclc . ..... 

OlllER INGREDIENTS: , . • . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 

EPA Reg. Nu. 264-766 

. , 13.6% 
··•• - 32.0% 

'ioo.6% 

STOP- Read the label before use 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN = 

CAUTION ~ 
FOR ADDlnONAJ. PRECAJ/TIONARY STATEMENTS: ~ 

---- --~Sec=l~nsit/lJ"'·=Boo=kk:al·'-------- ~ 
For MEDICAL and TRANSPORTATION Emcl'QCOCICS ONLY Call 

24 Hours A Day l·B00-334-7577 
For PROOUCTUSE Information Call 1-86&-998AYER 

(1-866-992-2937) 

Produced for. 
Bayer CropScience LP 

P.O. Box 12014, 2 T.W. Alexander Orlvc 
Rcscan:h Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709 

AXIOM ,s a regislered trademark of Bayer. 
©2015 Bayer CropScience 

FIRST AID 
IF SWALLOWED: •Calla poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. 

• Have person sip a glass of water If able to swallow. 
• Oo not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. 
• Oo not oive anything by mouth to an unconscious oerson. 

IF IN EYES: • Hold eye open and ri "•se slowly aM gentty v1i1h water for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, 
If present. aherthefirst 5 minutes. then continue rinsing. 

•Call , poison control center or doctor for treatment advl~e. 
IF ON SKIN OR •Takeoff contaminated clothing , 
CLOTlilNG: • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 to 20 minutes. 

•Calla poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF INHALED: • Move person to fresh air. 

• II person is not breathing, cal l 911 or an ambulance. then give artificial respiration, prelerably 
mouth-to-mouth if possible. 

•Calla poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. 
In case of emergency call toll free lhe Bayer CropStlence E~cy Response Telephone No. 1-SD0-334-7577. 

Have an Axiom~ OF Hmfcide ;vntJlner or l3bel willl y,i~ when callinQ a poison 1:11ntnll center or doclor, or going for lreatmenl 

Note To Physician : No specific antidote Is avail.Ible. Treat the patient 5Ymg;omatlcally. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
CAUTION 
Harmful if swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic skin 
reactions in some individuals. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Avoid breathing dust. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
Applicators and olber handlers must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Waterproof gloves 
• Shoes plus socks 
Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions lorwashables exist. use detergent and 
hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
User should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet 
• Remove clothing/PPE immediately II pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the oulSide ol gloves before removing. As soon as possible, 

wash thoroughly and change Into clean clothing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Do not apply directly to water. orto areas where surtacc waler is present orto intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. 
Do not apply when weather conditions favor drift lrom areas treated. Do not allow sprays to drift onto adjacent des irable plants. 
Oo not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. 
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Menibuzin has pro~Cllies that may resull in ground water conlamloaUon, Application in areas where soils are permeable or 
coarse and groundwater is near the surface could result fn groundwater contamination. 
Groo·nd Wator: Flutenacat is mown tc leach through soil 1010 ground water oder cenain conditions as a result of label use. 
Use of this chemical in areas whetli soils are permeable, puticularly w ere th~ water table is shallow, may result in ground
water contamination. 
su11ace Water: Flufenacet and metribuzin residues can contaminate surface water through spray drill. Under some conditions, 
they also have hlo~ pou111ial for r~noff into surla~ water (primaril)' via dissolution in runoff . -a-mr or erosion}. for several lo 
many months post-appffca o , Tnese Include poorly dcalnlng or wet soils with readll)' visible slopes toward ad!acenl sum.ct 
wa ers, frequent¥ flooded areas, areas ovenylng extremely shallow ground water, areas wjth In-field canals or ditches that drain 
to surface water, areas no, separaled lrom adjacent s rface wateis with vegetal!d filter strips. and areas over1'1ing Ille drainage 
systems that drain lo surface waters. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a vlolatlon ol Federal law to use this product in a manner lnconsl$1eDI with ltz labeling. 

Do not apply this prod ct in a way that will contact workers or orher persons, either directly or through dm •. Onfy protee1ed 
handlers may be In Ute area during application. For any requirements specific to your Slate or Tribe. consult the .igency 
responsible tor pesticide regulation. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REOUiREMENTS 
Use this product only In accordance with lls labefing and with the Worker Protection Standard , 40 CFR part 170_ 
This Standard contains requirements for the protection cf agricullural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and 
greenhouses, and handlers of ag ricuhural pesticides. 11 contains requfrernerr,s tor traf11ing, decontamlnatlon, notifiea•Jon, 
and emergency assistance. It also contains specine instrucUons and exceptions per.ainlng to the stalemenls on tt,is label 
about perso~.al,profi:l;tlve equipmenl (PPEJ. arnl ~•ricted-enlry inuuval The requiremenls ln this.box only apply 10 uses al 
this product that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard_ 
De not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 12 hours following 
application. 
Exception: II the product Is soll·injectect or soU-ln:;orporated. the Worker !'ro1ectl□ n Standard, uncer certain circumstances, 
allows workers to enurt e treated area if t/lere will be no contact with anything that has been truted. 
PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves 
contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 

INFORMATION 
Axiom"' DF Herbicide is a selective herbicide far control of many annual grasses and certain broad leaf weeds in winter wheat 
and fall seeded tritic:ale, perennial grasses grown for seed, timothy grown for seed or hay. field com, corn grown for silage, 
and soybeans. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
Axiom DF Herbicide controls weeds by lnter1erlng with seed germlnatjan and seedling development, Axiom OF Herbicide 
conll!lns two different acilve ingredie lS with different modes or action !or weed control. Aurtnacet is an oxyacetamlde. 
(Group 1 S) which inhibits cell dMsion and melrlbuzin s a trlazlncne. (Group 5) a PS ll Sile A ln~ibilOr. l\)cjom OF 1lerolclde11cts 
primarily as a shoot i11hlbitor on susceptible weeds. II is imponant for hest weed control res~ s to flave Axio , DF Herbicide 
In place and activated with moisture prior ta weed emergence. 
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USE RESTRICTIONS 
Axiom DF Herbicide is for use on soybeans, field corn , corn grown lor silage, perennial grasses grown for seed, timothy grown 
far seed or hay, winter wheat, fall seeded triticale and fiefd com grown for seed Do not apply to popcorn or sweet cam. 
Do not apply this product through aOY type of irrigation system. Do not apply aerially. 

Do not use flood irrigation to apply, activate, or incorporate Axiom OF Herbicide. 
Do not apply more tha.n 23 oz /ooom DF Herblcid.e (0.78 lb al/A flufenac:et. 0.19 lb aiJA metribuzin) per allre per use season In 
corn, 13 oz (0.44 lb a'JA r1u1anacet.O. t 1 lb ai/A metribuzin) per acre per use season In soybeans or perennial grasse,s grown 
for seed, and 10 oz(0.34 lb a'i/A flu1enacet.O.OB lb al/A metribuzln) per acre per use suson m winter wheai ortimcihy g(llwn 
for seed or hay. 
For all metribuzin products used, do not apply more than a total of 1 lb aVA per use season of metribuzin. 

Do not apply Axiom OF Herbicide or Axiom OF Herbicide tank mixtures when environmental conditions may Javor drift to 
non-taf!Jet sites. 
Field com seed should be planted a minimum of 1-1/2 inches deep and soybean seed should be planted a minimum of 1 inch 
deep. 

If any crop treated wilh Axiom DF Herbicide is lost. field corn or soybeans may be replanted immediately. QQ..fill! make a 
second application of Axiom DF Herbicide. 

This product may not be mixed or loaded wfthin so teei of any wells (ln:luoing abandoned wells and dtaillage wells) , sinkholes. 
perennial or lmermitlent stmms and rivers, and natural or Impounded lakes and reservoirs. This setback does r.01 apply 10 
property c~p~ed or plugged ab~ndoned wells and does not appfy to impervious pad or properly di~ed mixlno/loadino areas. 
Operations that lm,olve mixing, loading, rinsing, or wasl'lino ot ltlis produ.tt imo or from pesticide handling or appli::alion 
equfpment or containers within 60 fee of any well are prohlbittd unless conduc!ed on an impeNiaus pad constructed lo 
wiUlStand the weight or lhe heaviest le>ad thal may be posi1roned on or moved a.cross the pad. Such a pad st,a/1 be cleslgned and 
mainlained 10 coniain any product spills or equipment leaks. container or eguipmen rinse or washmter. and rainwater Illa! 
may fall on 1he pad. Surtaee viate.r shall not be allowed to ei'Jler trow over or from the pad, Which mt-ans the pad mus1 be self• 
ccntalned. The pad shall be sloped to facilita1e material removal, An unrooled pad shall be of sufficient capactty to contain at 
a minimum 110% of the capacity of the largest pesticide container or'appllcatian equipment on the pad_ A pad that is covered 
by a roof ol sufficient site to complete!)' exclu~e precfpltalion from contact With ihe pad sl)all have a minimum containment 
capacity of 100% ot the capacity or the largest pes:icide container or application equ!pmen on the pad. Containment capacities 
as desarilml above shall be mainta,ne!J at all limes. The above spceHic minimum comamment capac~ies do not apply to 
vehicles when delivering pesticide shipments ta the mixing/loading site. States may have in effect addirional requirements 
regarding wellhead setbacks and operational containment. 
This product must be used in a manner, Which will prevent back siphoning In wells. spil ls or improper disposal al excess 
pesticide, spray mixtures, or rinsates. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE IN WINTER WHEAT AND FALL SEEDED TRITICALE 
Axiom OF Herlliclde may be I/Sell to control cena)n annual grass and broadleat weeds whe.1 applied alter the crop has fu lly 
germinated to early posternergance in winter whea AXiom OF Herbicide may be applied alone, 1 tankmix combination and in 
a sequential herbicide program with other registered herbicides. 

CROP 
?lanrwl\eatat a dep1h of 1-2 inches. Axiom OF Herbicide ma.y b~applfed afterthe crop has fully germinated up ro a maximum 
o! 2 leaves eme1ged. Appllcailon 10 the crop belWeen spiking and 2 leaf iS prefened in mosl ar~as h.owever. In WA. OR, anti 
ID onJv, as long as tile wheal is planted a a depth of 1 .S- or deeper. application may be nude u11on wheal germination or ta:er 
up until 2 leaves have emerged. 
Excessive rainfall after application may cause crop injury to young seedlings. 
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Variety selectlon: Commonly crown varieties have shown excellent tolerance to Axiom OF Herbicide but tolerance of all 
varielles to Axiom OF Herbicide is not known and Axiom DF Herbicide may cause crop injury. You should consult with a local 
Cooperative Extension agent or Bayer CropSclence representative for specltic reg ional information. JI a variety or hybrid has 
not been t!?Sted (especially newly released varieties), treat only a small area until tolerance Is confirmed before treating large 
acreages. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE RATIS 
Axiom OF Herbicide use rates are based on soil type. Select the approprlale rate from the following table· 

AXIOM OF HER81CIDE IN WINTER WHEAT AND TRITICALE 

Axiom DF Herbicide Broadcast Rates/A APPLICATION TIMINGS ANO REMARF.:S 

Rate Apply specified rate for soil type as a uniform broadcast 
(02of AX1om DF spray using 10 or more gallons of water per acre. 

Soil Texture Herbicide/A) Do not add crop oil concentrates, vegetable oils and/ 
Coarse Texture 4-6 

or petroleum oils to the tankmixture as crop Injury may 
(Sand. Loamy sand and Sandy loam) occur. 

Modlum Texture Crop Timing: Wheat at spiking-2 leaf· 

(Loam. Silt loam, Silt, Sandy clay loam and 6-8 Weed Timing: ?reemergence up to 1 leaf 
Sandy clay) 

fine Texture 
(Silty clay loam, Silly clay, Clay loam and 8-10 

Clay) 

• In WA. OR. and ID only, as long as the wheat is planted at a depth of 1.5" or deeper, application may be made upon wheat 
germination or later up until 2 leaves have emerged. 

WEED CONTROL 
Axiom OF ~e1bi~1de ls acplied preemergence to the weeds lor the control of many important annual grass and· brcadleal species. 
For most thorough weed control results, Axiom OF Herbicide followed by a postemergence herbicide appr1tationis retammended. 
Axiom OF Herbicide is applied and sullsequently move!! lnlo the soil by rainfall, sprinkler irrigation prior to weed emergence. 
Less than 1/2 Inch of rainfall or irri~atlon within 2 week$ following application may result In reduced weed control. 
Weed control may be reduced if excessive straw from the previous crop is 11resenI at Ax!om OF Herbicide application. II 
excessive straw is present, uniformly spread the straw across the field, and/or remove/bum Ille straw prior to application. 

Best Management Prai:tii:es: 
1) Control any emerged weeds at or prior to planting by tillage or through the application of a nonselective herbicide 

2) Make Axiom OF Herbicide applications prior to the Heal stage of growth o1the weed 

3) use the highest specified rate by soil type 

4) Follow the Axiom DF Herbicide trea1menI with a postemergence application of a herbicide such as Osprey to control weeds 
that may emerge later 

WEEDS CONTROLLED PREEMERGENCE BY AXIOM OF HERBICIDE 
Weeds Controlled 

ANNUAL GRASSES ANNUAL BROAOLEAF WEEDS 

Bluegrass, annual (POJ annua) Chickweed, mouseear (Cerastium vulgatum) 
Canarygrass, hood (Pha/aris pa,adoxa) Falseflax, smallseed (Camelina microcarpa) 
Fescue, rattail (Vulpia myur□s) Henbit (Lamium amplexicau/e) 
Ryegrass. Italian (L□lium mu/tiflorum) • Mustard, blue (Chorispora tenella) 
Ventenata (Ventenata dubia) Muslard, tumble (Sisymbrium a/tissimum) 
Windgrass (Apera interrupta) Raoish, wild (Raphanus raphanistrum) 

• In many instances, commerc1a11yacceptable control of annual ryegrasswill require a sequentjal application of a postemergence 
herbicide such as Osprey in the spring. 

WEEDS PARTIALLY CONTROLLED BY AXIOM OF HERBICIDE 
Axiom OF Herbicide applied up to earfJ p□stemergence of weeds at specified rates will partially control many annual grass 
and broad leaf weeds. 

ANNUAL GRASSES ANNUAL BROADLEAF WEEDS 

Bartey, foxtail (Hordeum juoatum) Chickweed, common (Stel/aria media) 
Blackgrass (Alopecurus myosuroides) Fiddleneck, coast (Ams/nckia intermedia) 
Brome, downy (Bromus tectorum) Fiddleneck. tarweed (Amsinckia /ycopsoides) 
Brome, ripgu1 (Bromus rigidus) Lambsquarters. common (Chenopodium album) 
Brome, soft (Brom/IS mollis) Mayweed chamomile (Anthemis cotu/a) 
Bromegrass. California (Brom/IS carinatus) Pigweed spp. (Ama,anthus spp.) 
Crabgrass. large (Digitaria sanguinalis) Prickly lettuce (Lactuca serriola) 
Foxtai l, spp. (Setaria spp.) Shepherdspurse (Capsella bursa-pastoris) 
Oat, wild (Avena fatua) 

Partially controlled weeds wlll be slJJnled in growth and/or be reaueed In numoe as compa.red to non-treated areas out 
performance may 001 be commercially acceptable. Weed control may vary from poor to excellent dependillQ en soil 
ctiaracteristic.s, s;agc of growth at application and environmental condilions at and follov,ino appfication. 

HERBICIDE TANKMJXES WITH AXIOM OF HERBJCIOE 
To exp2nd the spectrum al weed control of both annual grasses and broadleaf weeds, Axiom OF Herlr.cide may be tank mixed 
with other preell\llrgence herbicides. Use cl ctop oil conwn1ates, vegeuble oils and/or petroleum oils are not recommended 
as crop injury is likely. 

With all tao~mix partners, read and follow use irecUons, rates, precautions, timing, recrcpping restrictions, grazing interval 
restrictions, and recommendations on the respective labels. 



Ponlble tank-mir partners Include: 
Amber Glyphosate· 

Rnesse OLYMPUS® 70% Water Dispersible Granular Herbicide·· 

Glean Sencor .. • 

• Glyphosate may be added as a tan km Ix partner prior to wheat emergence. 
• • For use In WA, ID and OR Only: Axiom OF Hertlit ide may be tank-mixed With 0.6 Olla ot OLYMPUS 70'.l. Water 
Dispersible Granu1ar lierolclde. 0.6 oz OLYMPUS"7o•;. Water Dispersible Granular liertJiclde per acre is equa l 10 0.0263 lbs 
propoxycarb.arone active ingredient per acre. Do no\ exceed 1.2 oz of OLYMPUS 70¾ water Dispersible Granul3r HertJlclde 
per acre or 0.0525 lbs propol('Jcarbazone active inqred ent per acri in a crop year. ls limi: Includes any products which 
also contain propoxycarbazone used on the same acre. 
•·· For use In WA, ID anll OR Only: Axiom OF Herbicide may be tank-mixed with Sencor (or an equivalent metribuzin 
product) at the appropriate rate for soil type but the total amount of active ingredient metribuzin may not exceed 0.5 lb 
metrilluzin per acre per 365 day period. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE FOLLOWED BY POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES 
For most thorough weed control esullS. Axiom DF HerbicJde followed by a postemergence herbicide applica!lan is 
recommended . Axiom OF Herbicide is applied as directed and then followed by applicaiion of other herbicides postemergeiice 
to the crop and weeds. 
Suggested postemergence products include: Osprey, OLYMPUS 70¾ Water Dispersible Granular Herbicide, and Sencor·. 
Rerer to the Individual product labels for instructions on specified use rates. precautions. and/or restrictions. 
For sequential applications of Axiom Of Herbicide and Sencor (or equivalent metribuzin product), do not exceed a total ot 0.5 
pounds of metrlbuzln active ingredient per 365 day period. Allow a minimum at 21 days between sequential applications of 
Axiom DF Herbicide and Sencor If wheat is actively gro,ving, or 45 days be!ween applications if viheat has entered dormancy 
or Is stressed by frost. disease, insects, drought, excessive moisture, or any other stress factor. Crop injury may occur with 
this treatment 

WEED RESISTANCE 
Repeated use of herbicides with the same mode of aclion allows resistant weeds to so read. To manage the spread of res istant 
weed populations. use herbicides with differerit modes or action in tank mixture, rotation , or in conjunction with alternate 
cultural practices. 
Axiom DF Herbicide contains two active ingredients with two dilferent modes of action for weed conlrol. Flufenacet is an 
oxyacetamlde, which inhibits cell division, and metribuzin is a trlazinone. a PSII Site A inhib itor. 
The use of Axiom DF Herbicide should conform to resistance management strategies es1abl\shed for the use area. You should 
consult your agricultural advisor for resistance management strategies and recommended pest management prai:tices tor 
your area. 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 
Always follow the label instructions of the tan km ix partner as well as Axiom OF Herbicide. Compatibilily of Axiom DF Herbicide 
or its labeled tank mix products should always be predetermined prior to spraying. Check the compatibility of Axiom OF 
Herbicide and the tankmix partner(s) by mixing all components in the order specified in the Mlx/11g Order section and viater, in 
a small separate container to evaluate compatibility prior to adding them to the tank. 
Axiom OF Herbicide is a dry !lowable herbicide that must be mixed in water. For optimal spray tank mixing convenience and 
efficiency, Axiom OF Herbicide is recommended to be added to the spray tank via an edui:tor system. 
Before mixJng Axiom OF Herbicide and its labeled tank mix panners, examine the spray equipment making sure it Is completely 
clean and free of rust or corrosion. Be sure the equipment is free cl any residues from previously used pesticides. Flush lines 
with clean water or recommended detergents after the last application. Use an approved method for disposing of rinsate. 
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Th!s product m.Jy not be m0<ed br lo1ded within 50 feet o! any wells (i11Ctudln11 aoandonco wells an:l drainage weUs). sinkholes, 
perennlal or Intermittent stre:arns and rivers. and natural or Impounded lakis and resarvolrs. This selooci<. does noi apply to 
p operly czl)Jled or plugged al!andoned wells and does not apply to Impervious pad or properiy diked mlxlnQftc.ul!ng areas. 

Operations that involve mixing. leading, l'IIISing, or washing of this prooucl into or from pestictde handling or applfcallo 
equipment or containers Within SO feet of any well are pro~iblted unless conducted on an Impervious pad :0ns1ructed to 
withstand the welght 01 the heavies! load that may be positioned OJI or moved across the pad. Such a pad shall be deslg~.ed 
and alntained to cont1ln ,my pronuct spills or equipment feaks. comaln,r or equipment rinse or 1·1ashwater, and rainwater 
that may lall on inc pad, Surface water shall not be allowed to eHher How over or lrom the pad. wnJch means 1 e pad mus! be 
self-conralned. The pao s all be sloped to facilitate material removal An u" roofed pad Shall be of sufficient capacity to cont3in 
at a minimum 110¾ o the capacity of 1ne largest pesticide container or application equipment on the pad. A pad1hat is covered 
by a rool cl sufficien size to completely exclude prec,pitation from contact vlit~ tlle pad shllll have a lnlmu ~ota.inment 
ca!)acity 01100¾ o tile capacity o1 the largest r estlcide container or application ~qulpment on tl1e pall. Containment capacr.les 
a.s !!escr!bed above shall be rr,alnta!ned at al times. The above specific minimum ~ntalnment capacities eo not apply to 
vehicles wllen delivering pesticide shipments to the mixing/ load ing site. States may have in eflei:t additional require ments 
regarding wellhead setbacks and operational containment. 
This product must be used in a manner, wtiich will prevent back siphoning In wells, spills or improper disposal of excess 
pesticide, spray mixtures. or rinsates. 

MIXING ORDER 
The proper mixing sequence for Axiom OF Herbicide and recommended tank mixtures with water carrier is as follows: 

1. fill sprayer tank to 1/4 to 1/2 full with water. Start the agitation. 
2. Slowly add reQu lred Axiom DF Herbicide through the eductor system orto lhe spray tank slowly while agitation is running. 
3. If tank mixing with wettable powders or other dry llowable products, they may Oe added now. 

4. If tank mixing With emulsifiable concentrates or soluble products, add the products to lhe spray tank now. 
5. Complete addition of water to fill the sprayer tank, 

6. Vigorously agitate spray tank contents for an additional 5 minutes priorto beginning application. 

7, Maintain agitation until application of sprayer contents is complete. 

Axiom OF Herbicide and all reglstered mixtures shculd be kept agitated once mixed and !hen sprayed lmmedialely. Upon 
&ompletion of applica~on of each spray tan~. check a;;d ciean 50 mesh i line 11her(sJ. flepeat this step following each loacl. It 

recommended to check individual nozzle fl e,:s every thl rd ta load. ilo not allow m!Xtures to sra,10 or .prolonged periods 
of time, no more than 12 hours. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Apply Axiom DF Herbicide alone or in combination with =mmende~ tank mixes as a broadcast spray in 1 o or more gallons 
o1 water per acre. Rainfall ancl/or overhead sprinkler irrigarion is r.ecessary to move Axiom OF Herbicide Into tlle upper soil 
surface where weed seeds germinate. 

GROUND APPLICATION: Axiom DF Herbicide may be applied by ground equipment only. Apply as a broadcas: spray by ground 
equipment In 10 or more gallons of water per acre. 
Confirm !hat spray tank Is equipped with a sparge lube agitator, mechanical aglta · on devices or ]ei aoltator delllces that are 
capable of provldlng vigorous agitation while mixing. Accurately calibrate the sprayer prior to mixing !he herbicilie treatment 
to deliver the product(s) in at least 10 GPA of water. · 

The use of screens to protect the pump and nozzles is recommended. Screens placed on the sui:tion side of the pump shoukl 
be 16-mesh or coarser. Equip sprayer vrith 50 mesh in line rilter(s) loca!!d between the pump discharge and the spray bcom. 
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This filter may be located prior to each spray boom section. If nl)ZZ!e fUters are used. use SO mesh or coarser nozzle filters a:s 
recommended by nOZZle mantl1acturer. Do not place a screen In the recirculation One. Application must be made at a suttlcieot 
spray pressur? ano volume to provide aci:ur,ne and unllorm app/lcat!on al spray particles to a given area withou causing spray 
drift to non-mrget areas. 

Refer to the nozzle manutactun:r for proper nozzle, pressure setting and sprayer speed for optimum product pertormance and 
minimal spray drift. Maintain consistent ground speed while applying produ,t to ensure proper distribution. 

Agilate thoroughly be1oreand during application with either bypass or mecnanlcal agitation. Maintain adequate in•tank agitation 
to keep the spray mixture in suspension and provide a minimum of 20% bypass a1 all times. 

TANK CLEANUP PROCEDURE 
1. Drain the tank completely. and then wash out tank, boom and hoses with clean waler. Drain again. 

2. Halt fil l the tank with clean IYilter and add ammonia (i.e., 3"/4 domestic ammonia solution) at a d//u lion rate of 1% (i.e., 1 
gallon of domestic ammonia for every 100 gallons of rinsate). Complete Hing of the tank with wam. Agllate/recirculate and 
nush through boom and )loses. Leave agir.rtlon on tor 10 minutes. Drain tank comp!elely. 

3. Repeat step 2. 
4. Remove nozzles and screens and soak them in a 1 % ammonia solution. Inspect non/es and screens and remove visible residues. 

5. Flush tank. boom, and hoses with clean water. 
6. Inspect tank for visible residues. It present, repeat step 2. 

PRECAUTIONS FOR AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE IN WINTER WHEAT ANO FALL SEEDED TRmCALE 
• Certain winter wheal vanettes may be sensitive 10 Axiom OF Herbltide. Not all available winter wheat varieties and hybrids 
may have been ~ed for tolerance. It a variety or hybr1d ha:s not been tested (especially newly released varieties), treat only 
a small area until tolerao.ce ts ~ablished before treaJlng la rye acrea,ges. 

• A eld bioassay musl be conducted 1or crops not listed on this label and 1or crops listed on the label for which a shorter 
plant-back interval than listed is desired. 

RESTRICTIONS FOR AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE IN WINTER WHEAT AND FALL SEEDED TRITICAlE 
• Do not apply Axiom OF Herbicide by air or through any type of irrigation equipment 
• Oo not apply to wheat seeded at a depth o1 less tllan 1 inch. 

• Do not apply more than 10 oz of Axiom OF Herbicide per acre per use season. 

• Do not apply in tank mixtures with crop oil concentrates (COG). vegetable, and/or petroleum oils as crop injury may result. 

• Reoardless al lhe bioassay results. do not plant any crop other than those listed closer than 4 months after an Axiom DF 
Herbicide application. 

• Do not graze winter wheat within 30 days of Axiom OF Herbicide application. 

CROP ROTATION RESTRICTIONS - ALL USES 
To ensure safety of rotational crops, the following rotational intervals must be followed: 

Immediately 
Com. Field Soybean 

7 0= 
Wheat' . Wimer Tritlcale1, Fall •Seeded 

1 month 
Poiato 

4 monllls 
carrot Wheat Sarine Wheat•. Wimer Triticale2, Fall •Sileded 

8 months 
Cotton 

12 months 
Attalla Clover Rice Wild Rice 
Barley Fescue Rye Other crops not liSled 
Bermudagrass Millet, pea rl Sorghum (except root crops) 
Bluegrass Millet. prose Teosinte 
Bromegrass Oats 
Buckwheat Popcorn 

18 months 
Onions Suoarbeet Other root CIOl)S not liSled 
1 Where rates of 10 oz/A or less have been applied. 
2 Where any other labeled rate of Axiom DF Herbicide greater than 10 oz/A has been applied. 
In the even1 of a crop failure af1er application of Axiom OF Herbicide, only the crops f1Sted above can be planted. after waiting 
the direJ:ted period of time. Do not make a second application of Axiom DF He rblclde. 
In areas where a rotation to a desired crop is not specified , conduct a field bioassay as described in !he FIELD BIOASSAY 
section of this label. 

FIELD BIOASSAY 
A fi eld bioassay must be conducted for crops not listed on this label and for crops listed on the label for which a shorter plant· 
back Interval than listed is des red. 
To corn:lucl a field bfoassay. plant strips of the crop you want lo grow the season foll owing Axiom OF Herbicide applicatlan. 
Monitor the crop for respanse to Axiom DF Herbicide treatment to derermlne if the crop can be ~rown safely In previously 
treated Axiom OF Herbicide areas. 
Regardless of the bioassay results, do not plant any crop other than those listed closer than 4 months after an Axiom DF 
Herbicide application. 



AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE IN ANNUAL AND PERENNIAL GRASSES GROWN FOR SE"ED 
Axiom DF Herbl~ide may be applied to c~nain annual anti eSlabllshed perennial grasses grown for seed lor tile management 
of certain gr.iss and broarlleaf weeds and volunteer grasses. 

ANNUAL GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED OREGON ONLY 
In the state of Oregon, Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied as a shielded banded treatment in annual ryegrass grown for seed, 
Row Spray Appllcatlon - Far Use In Aooual Ryegrass grown !or seed. 

I Axiom DF Herbicide Rate 
Crop (Oz peracre) 
Annual Ryegrass I 8 to 10 

REPMRKS 
Apply spec/tied rate per treated acre as a band spray application to remove unwanted eiccessive volunteer annual ryegrass, 
and wee.:ls such as annual bluegrass rrom the treated bands. Apply using shielded sprayers lo prevent drift to unspray,;~ 
rows where the desired seed grass crop is grown. 
Use the following formula to calculate the amount of AXiom OF Herbicide needed for band treatments: 

Band wid;th in inches x IW~i!.~ = ~ 
Row width in inches per A per A 

Use with a registered contact herbicide such as glyphosate to remove volunteers and weeds, wnich have germinated and 
emeraed orior to treatment 
WEEDS CONTROLLED CR SUPPRESSED 
Annual Bluegrass 
Bromus· 
Ualian (annual) ryegrass 
Rattail Fescue 
R/Jugh Bluegrass 
Volunteers of the established crop 
• Indicates suooression, 

RESTRICTIONS: 
• Do not allow animals to graze treated fields for a minimum of 30 days following application, 
• Do not apply by aerial application 
• Do not make more than one application per season. 
• Do not apply more than 10 oz of Axiom DF Herbicide per acre per use season. 
• For all metrlbuzin products used, do not apply more than a total cf 1 lb ai/A per use season of metribuzin. 
• Do not apply lhis product through any type of irrigation equipment. 

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Do not apply in tank-mixture with postemergence herbicides, such as Diurcn. Application o1 oxyfluorfen or photosynthetic 
inhibiting postemergence herbicides within 4 weeks of Axiom OF Herbicide applications may cause crop damage. 
Weed control may be reduced if excessive straw from the previous crop is present at Axiom OF Herbicide application or 1r 
insufficient rainfall/irrigation occurs after application. 

PERENNIAL GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED Washington, Oregon- (except tor Jefferson County) and Idaho. 
Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied to established stands of perennial tall fescue, fine fescue, perennial ryegrass and Orchard-grass. 
Use only on !ields which are at least one year old or have had at least one seed harvest. Use on perennial ryegrass alter the second 
harvest may result in crop injury. 
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WEED CONTROL 
Axiom OF Herbicide appl:ed early postemergence at spedfied rates will control many importaPt illlllual grass and broad leaf 
weeds. Ai:oly specified dos-age as i broadcast spray in labeled perennial grasses prior to weed emetgence from the soil up to 
the 2-lcal stage of growth ol volunteer grasses. Applications made after mid-1-'ovemtler may result in excessive crop injury 
and/o r 1ailu re to control weeds. 
Weed control may be reduced if excessive straw tram 1lie pre, ious crop is preseni at Axiom OF Herbicide application. It 
excessive straw is present. unitormly spread the straw across the field, and/or remove the straw prior to appJ)cation. 
Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied in a band between rows in annual ryegrass grown tor seed to control unwanted volunteer 
ryeg rass and annual bluegrass from the treated areas. 

WEED CONTROL WITH AXIOM DF HERBICIDE 
GRASS WEEDS CONTROLLED 

Bluegrass, annual (Poa annua) 
Bluegrass, roughstalk (Poa trivia/is) 
Canarygrass, hood (Pllalaris para.doxa) 

Fescue, rattail (Vu/pia myuros) 
Ryegrass, Italian {Lolium mu/tit/arum) 
Ventenata (Ventenata duhia) 

CONTROL OF ANNUAL VOLUNillRS OF THE ESTABLISHED CROP 

Fescue, tall (Festuca ¥undinacea) 
Fescue, fine (Festuca tenuifolia) 

Orcllardgrass (Oactylis glomerata) 
Ryegrass, perennial (Lalium perenne) 

GRASS WEEDS PARTIALLY CDNTRDLLED • 

Barley, foxtail (Hordeum jubatum/ 
Brome, downy (Bromus tectorum) 
Brome, ripgut (Bramus rigidus) 
Brome, soft (Bromus mollis) 

Bromegrass, California (Bromus carinatus) 
Crabgrass, large (Digitaria sanguinalis) 
Foxtail spp. (Setaria spp,) 
Oat, wild (Avena fatua) 

ANNUAL BROAOLEAF WEED CONTROL 

Controlled Partially Controlled • 
Chickweed. mouseear (Cerastium vulgatum) Chickweed, common (Stellaria media) 
Falsefiax, smallseed (Camelina microcarpa) Flddleneck, coast (Amsinckia intermedia) 
Henbit (Lamium amplexicaule) Fiddleneck, tarweed (Amsinckia Jycopsoides) 
Mustard, blue (Chor/spara tenella) Lambsquarters. co mmon (Chenopodium album) 
Mustard. tumble (Sisymbrium altissimum) Mayweed chamomile (Anthemis cotula) 
Raoish, wild (Raphanus raphanistrum) Pigweed spp. (Amaranthus spp.) 

Pricl\ly lettuce (Lactuca serriala) 
Shepherdspurse (Capsella oursa-oastoris) 

• Partially controlled weeds may be stumed in growth and/or be reduced populations as compared to non-treated areas but 
control will generally not be commercially acceptable, 
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AXIOM OF HERBICIDE RATE SELECTION 
AXiom OF Heroltide use ratts are based on soil type. Do not use on soils with less than 1.0% orgil!1lc matter, or on soils with 
a pH greater man 7.5. Do not use on clay knobs or poorly covered subsoils as severe lnjury may occur. 
Use on perennial ryegrass aflerthe second harvest may result in crop iniury. Use B to 10 oz/A to minimize the potential for injury. 

Select !lie appropriate rate from the following table: 

RATE DIRECTIONS FOR AXIOM DF HERBICIDE lo PERENNIAL GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED 
AXiom DF Herbicide Broadcast Rate Per Acre' 

Easl ot the Camide Mountains West D1 the Cascade 
Mountains 

CROP Loamy sand and sandy 
loam soils Menium and fine textureo 

All Soil Textures 
1.0¾ or greater O.M. soils 1.5% or greater O.M. 

Bermuoagrass (Cynodon dai;tylon) 
Fescue. fine (Festuc.i tenuitolia) 

6 to 9 oz 
Fescue, tall (Festuca arundinacea) 
Ryegrass, perennial (Lolium perenne) 9to 13oz 9 lo 13 oz 

Orchardgrass (Dactylis g/amerata) 
Do not use 

' Use the higher rate of Axiom OF Hertlcide within the applicable rate range under any ot lhe following conditions: Heavy 
surface vegetation residues. heavy weed pressure, heavier sol! textures. and/or greater O.M. content. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE JN TANK MIXTURES AND/DR SEQUENTIAL APPLICATIONS 
AXlom OF Herbic1de may be etttier tankmixed or used sequentially with most registered herbicides to broaden the spectrum 
o! weeds controlled. Reier to the individual product labels for specific use rates, application timings and/or precautions and 
restrictions. Always follow e most restrictive label. 

• Do not tank mix AXiom DF Herbicide with Diuron. Karmex or ottier p~otosynthetic inhibitor herbicides. Allow a minimum of 
four weeks between application of AXiom OF Herbicide and photosynlh!tic inhibitor herbicides. 

• Axiom DF Herbicide may be tank-mixed with oxyfluorten, however sequential applications of Axiom OF Herbicide and 
oxyfluorfen must be separated by a minimum of four weeks. 

Please See Information on Wnd Resistance, Mixing lnslruc11ons, Mixlag Order, Appllcallon Information, and Tanlc 
Cleanup Prv~dun: In Ille Wlntar Wbe~t and Fall Seeded Triticale Section ol the Label. 

RESTRICTIONS FOR AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE IN PERENNIAL GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED; 
1. Do not apply more than 13 oz AXiom OF Herbicide per acre per 365-day period. 
2. One application per 365•day period. 
3. Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation eqoipment or by air. 
4. Do not use on soils with less than 1.0% organic matter. or an soils with pH greater than 7.5 
5. Do not use on clay knobs or poorly covered subsoils. 
6. Do not rank mix AXiom DF Herbicide with Dluran, Karmex or other photosynthetic inhibitor herticides. 
7. Allow at least 120 nays between application and harvest of seed grass. 
B. Do not graze within 30 days of an Axiom DF Herbicide application. 
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g_ Use only on fields whith ~re at least one year old or have had at least one seed harvest Use on perennial ryegrass alter the 
second harves\ may result in crop iniury. 

1 □. Allow a minimum of four weeks between application cf Axiom OF Herbicide and photosynthetic inhibitor herbicides. 

AXIOM USE IN IlMOTttY GROWN FOB SEEP OR HAY (Washington. Oregon (except Jefferson 
County) and Idaho 

Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied 10 established mnds of rlmo,My grown for seed or hay tor the manageme 1 o certain 
grass and broadlea1 weeds and vnlunteer grass11S. Use only on fields which are ai 18ost one year old or have !lad at least one 
seed or hay harvest Please n01e that early crap response is typically apparent as !he crop emerges from dormancy III tne 
spring. Tills crop response is transient and recovury occurs as sp ng pro-gresses. 

WEED CONTROL 
Axiom OF He rtJiclde applied ea.rly pcmmergence al specified rates will C'lntrol many lmportam ans,ual grass and braadleat 
vieeds. Apply speci 1ed dosage as a broadcast spray pnor lo weed emetgence from the soil up 10 lhe 2-leal stage ol orowth o! 
voluntear Qtasses. Applications made att~r mid•November m11y result In excessive ctop lr,jury and/a failure ,O contrnt weeds. 

Weed control may be reduced it excessive slraw from the previous crop is present at AXiom OF Herbicide application. If 
excessive straw is present. uniformly spread the str.iw across the field. and/or remove the straw prior to application. 

SEE TABLE In qrasse;J1r11.tm.10r ieed section tor specific Information n w ~-~~1. 

AXIOM OF HERBICIDE RATE SELECTION 
AXiom DF Herbicide use rates are based on sail type. Do not use on soils wrJi less than 1.0% organic matter or an soils with a 
pH greater than 7.5. Do not use on clay knobs or poorly covered subsoils .u severe injury may occur. 

Select the appropriate rate lrom the ta llowing table: 

RATE DIRECTIONS FDR AXIOM DF HERBICIDE rn TIMOTHY GROWN FOR SEED OR HAY 

AXiom OF Herbicide Broadcast Rate Per Acre' 

East o1 lhe Cascade Mountains We~ ol lhe Cascade 
Mountains 

CROP Loamy sand and sandy Medium and fine textured loam soils 
soils 1.5¾ or greater D.M. All Soll Textures 

1.0% or greater O.M. 

Trmothy{Ph/eum pratense) Do not use 8to10oz Bio 10 oz 

' Use lhe higher rate o1 AXiom OF Herbicide wilhin !lie applicable rate range uMer any ot Ille following conditions: Heavy 
sur1ace vegetation residues. heavy weed pressure, heavier soil textures, and/or greater 0.M. con1enL 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE IN TANK MIXTUIIES 
Axiom DF Herbic;de may be tankmixed with most registered herbicides to broaden the spectrum of weeds controlled. Refer to 
the indivldual product labels !or specific use ra1es. application timings and/or precautions and restrict;ons. Nways follow the 
most restrictive lal)cl. 

• Do not tank mix Axiom DF Herbicide with Diuron, Karmex or other photosynthetic inhibitor herbicides. Allow a minimum ol 
four weeks between application cf Axiom OF Herbicide and photosynthe"c Inhibitor herbicides. 

SEE INFORMATION on Weed RBSlstance, Mixing lnstruCllons, Mixing Order, Application ln!Grmatlon and Tank Cleanup 
Procedure In the Winter Wheat and Fall Seeded Trilicale Section of the Label. 
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RESTRICTIONS FOR AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE IN TIMOTHY GROWN FOR SEED OR HAY: 
1. Do not apply more than 1 a oz Axiom OF Herbicide per acre per 365-day period. 
2. If planning to utilize Axiom OF herbicide in timothy grown for seed or hay, cutting height of the hay in the fall prior to 

application should be no less than 3.5 Inches. 
3. Apply treatments prior to November 15th to avoid excessive crop injury and/or failure to control weeds. 
4. Do not graze timothy following an application of Axiom OF Herbicide as unacceptable Injury may occur. 
5. One application only per 365-day period. 
6, Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation equipment or by air. 
7, Do not use on soils with less than 1.0% organic matter, or on soils with pK greater than 7.5. 
8. Do not use on clay knobs or poorly covered subsoils. 
9. Do not tank mix Axiom DF Herbicide with Oiuran. Karmex or other photosynthetic inhibitor herbicides. 
10. Allow a minimum of four weeks between application of Axiom OF Herbicide and photosynthe1ic inhibitor herbicides. 
11. Allow at least 120 days between application and harvest of seed or hay. 
12. Use only on fields which are at least one year old or have had at least one seed or hay harvest. 

INFORMATION FOR AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE in FIELD CORN. CORN GROWN FOR SILAGE 
AND SOYBEANS 

Axiom DF Herbicide is a selective herbicide for control of many annual grasses and certain broad leaf weeds in field corn. com 
grown for silage, and soyb~ns. Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied preplllnt surface. preplant lncorwra1ed (mix into~ top 
1 iO 2 Inch layer of so11) and preemergence, Axiom OF He bicide will provide its most effective weed control when applied and 
subsequently moved inlc the soil by raln!ah. sprinkler lni~alion, or mecilanical tlllage p lor 10 weed emerg~nce. Axiom OF 
Herbicide controls weeds by interfering with seed germination and seedling development. 
Axiom OF Herbicide may be applied using either water or sprayable fluid fertilizer as a liquid carrier or be impregnated and 
applied on dry bulk fertilizer. 
Axiom DF Herbicide may be applied either alone or in tank mix combination wrth additional herbicides. When tank mixing, 
always observe all precautionary statements and limitations on labeling of all products. 
Dry weather following preemergence application of Axiom DF Herbicide or recommended tank mixtures may reduce 
effectiveness. Cultivate if weeds develop. 

RATE SELECTION/SOIL TEXTURE 
The sp_eclfied rates of Axiom DF Herbicide are defined by texture and organic matter content of the soil being treated. Unless 
a sp!c11lc sool_texture 1s menuoned, rate tables throughout this label reler 10 the following three soil texture groups: coarse, 
medium and hne. If you are not sure how to cl2ssity your soil, conrac1 yo:Jr Bayer CropScience representative. the Coo~r.llive 
Extension Service or other knowledgeable person. The following chart includes a complete listing of soil textures included in 
each of the soil textures groupings: 

COARSE MEDIUM FINE 
Sand Loam Silty clay loam 

Leamy sand Slit loam Silty ciay 
Sandy loam Sitt Clay loam 

Sandy clay loam Clay 
Sandy clay 
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MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 
Liquid Carrlell: 
Axiom OF Herbicide is a dry Uowable erbicide tl'-llt must be mixed In waler or sprayable lluid fertilizer. CompaUllllity of Axiom 
OF !ierblcide or ilS labeled 1a mix prod cts with these liquid earners should always be prede1em,lned prior to spraying. Reier 
to the SPRAYABLE FLUID FERTILIZER COMPATIBILITY TEST (Appendix I) of tllis label 10 OCtennine product compi!!!bllity In 
fluid fertilizer carriers. 
Be1ore mixing Axiom OF He blcide and its labeled rank mixtures, examlr.e the spray equipment making sure it is completely 
clean and free of rust or coriosion. Be sure the el!Ulpment is free of any residues from previously used pesticides. Flush lines 
w,tn clean water or recommended dete(!Jents after the last application. Use an approved method for disposing of rinsate. 
F~r optimal spray tank mixing convenience and efficiency, Axiom OF Herbicide is recommended to be added to the spray tank 
v,a an eductor system_ 
The proper mixing sequence tor Axiom DF Herbicide and recommended tank mixtures with the appropriate liquid carrier is as 
follows: 
1. Fill the spray tank or nurse tank 1/4 full with the appropriate liquid carrier, 
2. Start recirculation and agitation system and continue throughout mixing and application. 
3. If the compatibility tesl indicates the need of a compatibility agent, add the recommended amount of compatibility agent 

to the spray tank. 
4, If ammonium sulfate is to be used, add it now. 
5. Next add the specified quantity o1 Axiom OF Herbicide through !lie educ!or system or 10 the spray tank {slowl~ add Axiom 

OF : er~loi~e ii water or spra~ble giade nitr~gen fertilizers (28·0-9. 32-D·O) are the carriers; for olher sprayable orade 
fertdu:ers first thellk compa b1tily and then either mix d11CC1ly or preslurry first in water depending on the results ol Ihe 
compatibility test]. 

6. If tank mixing wrth wettable powders or other dry flowable products in water as the carrier. they may be added now. II 
tank mixing these products in a sprayable grade fertilizer carrier, first preslurry these prod ucts whh water and then slowly 
add them to any sprayable grade fertilizer carrier. 

7. If tank mixing with emulsiliable concentrates or soluble products, add the products to lhe spray tank. 
B. U tank mixing with a glyphosate- containing product or Touchdown®, add the products to the spray tank. 
9 If mixing spray adjuvants in the mixture, add them after all other products have been mixed. 
10. Fill the spray tank to the desired level with the appropriate liquid carrier. 
ft. Continue agitation during transport and application until the spray tank is empty. 
Axlom OF Herbicide and all registered mixtures should be keJrt agitated once m\xfd and then sprayed immediately. Do not 
allow mixtures to stand for prolonged periods o!tlm• Water q 3lity, pH, temperature and/or other components o1the mixture 
may affect how long the mixture may stand before application, 

Dry Fertillicr Carriers: 
Axiom OF Hcrbitil!e may be impregnated or coated on dry bulk lertili2ers !or application. Refer to Appendi~ II of this label ror details. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
SPRAYER APPLICATION 
Ground Broadcast Treatment: Accurately calibrate the sprayer prior to mixing the herbicide treatments. Apply Axiom DF 
Herbicic!e and the labeled tank mixtures in a minimum of 10 gal lons of total spray volume per acre using broadcast boom 
equipment. Use a pu p with capacity 10 maintain 30 10 40 psi at the nozzles. malnialn adeql/llle In-tan~ agtution to keep he 
spray mixture In suspension and provide a minimum of 20% bypass at atl times. Appllcallon must be made at a sufficient 
spray pressure and volume o provide accurate and unilorrn applieation of spray partieles 10 a given area wllllout causing 
spray drill to non-target areas. I! milced vrllh al.Im labeled nerbic!des, the spray vol~me may be no less lhan the minimum 
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volume rellommended by tho tank mix product or 10 gallons, whichever Is orea!cr. Toe use ol scree as 10 p 01cct lhe pump 
and nol21es Is recommended. Screens placed on the suction side of tbe pump should b2 16-mesh or coarser. Do no 
placea screen In the reclrculation line. Use so-mesh or coarser screens be1vteen me pump and boom, and where required. 
at lhe nozzles. Refer 10 the nollle manufacturer for additlonal recommendations. Agitate thoroughly before and dur1ng 
application wlt/1 either byQass or mechanlca\ agitation. fl lose the sprayer thoroughly wil.h clean water !mmodiately alter 
each use. 
Saad Treatment Al<iom OF Herbic,de and lhe labeled tan~ mixtures may be applied as a band trea1ment. Use the following 
formula to calculate the amount of htrbici(le needed for band treatments: 

Ban~ width in Inch~ Broadcast rate . Band rate 
Row width lo Inches x - per acre ~ per acre 

DRY FERTILIZER APPLICATION 
Apply using a minimum of 200 lb of dry Fert ilizer per acre. See Appendix II for additional details. 

APPLICATION METHODS AND TIMING 
Al<iom Of flublcide may bi applied el1her alone or In tink mixtures with or sequential ly with cemin ot er re{listered and 
recommended herbicides provldell 1hat. for tank mixes, ttie labeling for !he other herbicide does not prohibit such mixlng. 
Appficalions may be made prcplant surface. oreplanl Incorporated. or preernergence. Axiom OF Herbicide may be U!;ed in 
eflher a single or split application program. Do no: apply whtn em,ironmenral conditions favor drill 
Preplam Sar1ace: Fo use In conservation, minimum or no· tillage crop production systems. Axiom OF Herb:ci~c alone or as 
a recommended tank mlXlll e may be appUed as a broadcaSI spray up 10 45 aays belo e plaotfng field com and 14 cays ~ctore 
planung soybeans. A se~uentlal application is 1ecommendell 1or aoplfcatlons made 30 to 4S days plior to plallt1ng, where 
2/3 of tne t\lgheSI speci1ied broadcast rate 1or the crop and soil texture ls appHed Initially and L~e remaining 1/3 ls applied at 
plantln~. Treatmenis made les.s than 30 days before plant1119 may use ei1her a sing le or 2 sequentlat appllcatlori. 11 \•1eeds are 
present at the ti e ot appUca1!on, apply the Axiom OF Herbicide treatment in WIit mixture With a recommended nanselective 
herbicide such as a glyphosate-containing product or Touchdown. If possible, do not move treated soil out of L~e row or move 
untreated soil to the soil surface during planting, as weed control may be reduced . 
Preplant locorporation: Apply Axiom OF Herbicide alone or in combination with recommended lank mixes as a broadcast 
spray and incorporate lnto·the upper 1 to 2 inches of the soil s~rface up to 14 days before planting. Avoid deep lncorpora1ion 
since reduced weell conl«>I and/Qr crop injury ay result. Incorporate with implemenlS, which provide unttorm. s~allow 
intarporatlon (example -til11shlno disk. harrow, rollin11 cultivator, etc.) 
l"re•eme11,11tnee: Aliiom Or Herbicide alone and its. recommcr.ded tank mixes may be applied 10 he soil surface.as a broadcast 
spray or band applicati.on alter planlin1101 ~e c op but prior to weed or crop emergence. II weeds are oresent at the time ol 
appllcatlon. apply Axiom DF Herbicide wilh a nonselec1lve herbicide such as a glyp osa1e-contalning product or rouchdown. 
Rainfall and/or overhead sprinkler irr1gatlon Is necessary !II move Axiom OF Hert>1cide Into 1ne upper sou surface where v:esd 
seeds germinate. Ory wea!ller conditions followfng appllcatlon may reduce weed e¢nrrol. ltadequate moisture is not rece1ved 
within 7 10 10 days after appl]catlons an, weeds llegin to emerge trom the son. a Ilg I rolaty Meing or shallow Incorporation 
(no deeper than 1/2 Inch d~ep) will imprnve performance and minimize crop damage. &:c~slve rainfall or irriga en alter 
application may reduce weed control. 
Spaci21 Appli~lons:·Fall Appllcatlon (for use only in IA, MN. ND, SD, WI, north of Route 20 in NE, north of Route 136 in IL. 
and north of lntel'.Stlie 70 in OH): 
Fonowlng riarve,st of cro~s in the fall. Axiom OF Herb cille may be applied :G crcp slubble alter October 15, when lhe sustained 
soil temperalUre at 111e tour'inoh soil depth Is less !han 50" F. bu1 b1!1ore1he ground is frozen. This applicallon Is limited to onl)' 
medium- and fine•lexturnd soils with an organic mauar of 2.5% or grealer aM which vim be plan1ed 10 ,eld corn the following 
spring. TIie soil may be tllled befor~ or aim appllea,ion wilh incorporat1on deplh no mars than two to three inches lollovling 
llerbicltle application. If a sprlno application o Axiom OF Herbicide follows ihe fall appUcation. the total Axiom OF He.rbio,ae 
rate for both applications musl not exceed 23 oz. 
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CORN (FIELD AND SEED ANO SILAGE) 
Axiom OF Herbicide fs a selelrtive he b cide for conlrol of mos\ annual grasses and selected annual broadleal weeds in fle10 
com. A sl/lgle or spill application crogram may be used ams tile product may be app lleo alone or in iank-mix combination wrlh 
i:enain reglsl~red herbicides. The 1ollowl~g IYJ)es al appllcallons .~ allowed: pre~ni sur1ace. prtplant lncorpora1ed a~d 
preemergence, Most e tec.ttve weed control will occur when tne applied product Is mcveij Into Ille soil by raln(all, sprln~!er 
Irrigation, or mechantr:aJ lillage prior to weed emergence 1rom tile soil. 
Special Precauflons (Field Seedcom Inbreds): Reid seedcom inbred lines may vary In their response to Axiom OF Herbicide. 
Do oot apply Axiom OF Herbicide 10 inbreds willlolll first verifying with your local seedcorn company (supplier) the AXiom DF 
Herbicide selectlviiy on your inb~d line. 
Appllcatlon timing tor Axiom DF Herbicide on field seedcom inbreds are only preplant surface and preemergence. Do not 
apply pre plant Incorporated. 
Do not apply Axiom OF Herbicide on field seedcom inbreds grown on coarse textured soils with less than 1.0% organic matter. 

WEED SPECIES CONTROLLED BY AXIOM DF HERBICIDE 
Axiom DF Hertlcide applied at specified dosages and application timings will control many important annual grasses and 
bread leaf weeds. 

WEEDS CONTROLLED' 
ANNUAL GRASS WEEDS 

Barnyardgrass (Ecninocloa crusga//1) Johnsongrass (seedling) (Sorghum halepense) 
Crabgrass, large (Digitaria sanguina/is) Lovegrass, India (Eragrostis sp) 
Crabgrass, smooth {Digitaria iscfraemum) Panicum, browntop ( Panic um fascicu/atum) 
Foxtail. giant (Selilria faben) Panicum. fall (Panicum dichotomiflorum) 
Foxtail, green (Setaria viridis) Signalgrass, broadleaf (Brachiaria platyphylla) 
Foxtail, yellow (Setarla glauca) Witchgrass (Pan/cum capil/are) 
Goosegrass (Eleusine lndir:a) 

ANNUAL BROADLEAF WEEDS 

Beggarweed, Florida (Desmod1'um torruosum) Purslane. common (Portulaca oleracea) 
Carpetweed (Mu/lugo verticlllalil) Pusley, Florida (Richardia scal!ra) 
Gallnsoga spp. (Ga/insoga spp.) Spurge, spotted [Euphorb/ir maculata) 
Lambsquarters. common' (Chenopodium album) Waterhemp, common'·' (Amarant/111s rudis) 
Pigweed sop. ' [Amaranthusspp.) Waterhemp, tall'· ' (Amaranrlws tuberculatus) 
1 These treatments may not provide acceptable control ottriazine,resistant biotypes. 
' Due to extended germination intervals, full season control may not always be achieved, especially following preplant 

surface applications. To complement control. AXiom DF Herbicide should be used in tank·mixtures or sequentially with 
other herbicides that provide additional r:ontrol of these weed species. 

WEED SPECIES PARTIALLY (;DNTRDLLEO BY AXIOM OF HERBICIDE 
Axiom DF Herbicide will provide partial control or reduced competition for many additional grass and broadleaf weeds. 
Reduced ~ompetition weeds will be stunted in growlh and/or be reduced populations as compared to non-treated areas but 
control will generally not be commercially acceptable. 
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WEED SPECIES PARTIALLY CONTROLLED 
ANNUAL GRASS/SEDGE WEEDS 

Cupgrass, woolly (Enoch/oa vil/osa) PaniC1Jm, Texas (Pan/cum texanum) 
Millet, wild-proso (Panicum milfiaceum) Sandbur, field (Cenchrus incertus) 
Nuts edge, yellow ( Cyperus esculentus) ShatterCllne (Sorghum bicolo!) 

ANNUAL BROADLEAF WEEDS 
Jimsonweed (Datura stramonium) Ragweed, common (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) 
Ladysthumb (Polygonum persicaria) Sida, prickly (Sida spinosa) 
Marestail (Conyza can;idensis) Smartweed, Pennsylvania (Po!ygorwm pensylvanicum) 
Mustard spp. (Brassica spp.) Sunflower, common (Helianthus annuus) 
Nightshade, eastern black (So!anum ptycanthum) Velvetleaf (Abuti!on theophrast1) 

AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE RATES IN PREPLANT SURFACE, PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
AND PREEMERGENCE APPLICATIONS 

For FALL Application ( For use only in IA, MN, ND, SD, WI, north ol Roule 20 ln NE, north ol Route 136 In IL, and north al 
Interstate 70 in OH): 
After October 15. when the sustained soil temperature at the four-inch soil depth is less than 50 oF, Axiom OF Herbicide may 
be applied to remaining crop stubble following harvest. In conservation, minimum and no-tillage systems on soils having 
2.5% organic matter or greater, apply Axiom Of Herbicide at 19 to 23 oz/A on medium textured soils and 23 oz/A on fine 
textured soils. Apply before the ground is frozen. 
The soil may be tilled before or after appliClltion with an incorporation depth no more than two to three inches following the 
fall application. Mlniml~e furrow and ridge formation In the tillage operations after application of Axiom DF Herbicide. If a 
spring appllcatlon Is made, the total rate of both fall and spring must not exceed the milXlmum total rate for field corn, or 
illegal residues may occur. 
for CONVENTIONAL Tl Uage Systems wilh Applications Made TWO WEEKS OR LESS Pre plant Surface, Pre plant Incorporated 
and Preemergente Applications 
Axiom DF Herbicide use rates are located in Table 1. Rates are based on soil texture and organic matter and are for applications 
made within two weeks of planting and until com emergence. Do not use on peat or muck soil (soils with 20% or more 
organic matter). 

TABLE 1 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE use RATES IN CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE APPLICATIONS MADE TWO WEEKS OR LESS 
PREPLANT SURFACE, PREPLANT INCORPORATED, OR PREEMERGENCE. 

AXIOM OF HERBICIDE RATE (oz/A).1,t 

SOIL TEXTURAL SOIL ORGAN IC MATTER CONTENT 
GROUP' <0.5% I 0.5 to 1% I 1 to 1.5% I 1.510 3% >3% 
COARS.E 8 oz I Bio 10 oz I 10to12oz I 13 oz 15 oz 
MEDIUM 10to15oz I 15to18oz 17to20 oz 

FINE 20 to 22 oz 20 to 23 oz 
'Use the higher rate at Axiom OF Herbicide within the applicable rate range underwy of the following conditions: heavy 

surface plant residues, heavy weed pressure and/or when soil organic matter is at the upper end of !he range, 
'If soil pH is> 7.4, use the lower rate of the rate range shown. 
'For more inlormation, reler to the "Rate Selection/Soil Texture" section of this label. 
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AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE RATES IN CONSERVATION, MINIMUM, AND NO-TILLAGE SYSTEMS 
OR CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE SYSTEMS WITH APPLICATIONS GREATER THAN TWO WEEKS 
PREPLANT SURFACE. 
Axiom DF Herbicide use rates are located in Table 2. Rates are higher for these 1ypes ot tillage systems and application 
timings than in Table t due to the extended period of weed control needed and the increased crop residue present. Refer to 
the "Application Methods and Timing" section of the label for details. Weed control will generally be greater the closer the 
applications are made to planting but prior to weed emergence. Do not use on peat or muck soil (soils with 20% or more 
organic matter). 

TABLE 2 

AXIOM OF HERBICIDE USE RATES IN CONSERVATION, MINIMUM, AND NO-TILLAGE SYSTEMS: OR 
CONVENTIOt-lAL TILLAGE SYSTEMS WITH APPLICATIONS GREATER THA.N TWO WEEKS PREPLANT SURFACE, 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE RATES (oz/A)Y 

SOIL TEXTURA.l SOIL ORGANIC MATTER CONTENT 
GAOUP3 <IL5% I 0.5to1% I 1 to 1.5% I 1.5 to 3% I >3% 

COARSE 9 oz I 9to11oz I 11 to13oz I 14 oz I 16 oz 

MEDIUM 11 to 18 oz I 18to20oz I 19to 22oz 
FINE 20 to 23 oz 

1 Use the higher rate of Axiom OF Herbicide within the applicable rate range under any o1 the following rnnditions: heavy 
surface plant residues, heavy weed pressure and/or when soil organic matter is at the upper end of the range. 

' 11 soil pH is> 7A, use the lower rate of the rah! range shown. 
'For more information, refer to the "Rate Selection/Soil Texture" section of this label 

AXIOM OF HERBICIDE TANK MIXTURES 
If a broader spectrum of weed control is required, Axiom DF Herbicide may be tank mixed with certain recommended 
herbicides. Mixtures may be used in conventional, conservation, minimum, and/ or no-tillage systems. They may be applied 
with similar timings and methods as Axiom DF Herbicide alone unless specifically prohibited in the mix partner's product 
label. Three-way or multiple tank mixtures are permitted unless restricted by the product label. In conservation, minimum or 
no-till systems where emerged weeds are present at the time of application. Axiom OF Herbicide alone and/or tank mixtures 
may also bo Ian~ mix~d with glyphosate-comalnlng products, and/or Touchdown to provide burndown of emerge!J weeds. For 
addhionaJ broadleaf control, an appropriate formulation of 2, 4-D may be added to lhe mixtures. 
Refer to Individual product labels for use rates, precautions, and/or restrictions. Apply in accordance with the most restrictive 
of label limitations and precautions. Label dosage rates must not be excieded. This product cannot be mixed with any product 
containing a label prohibition against such mixing, 
Axiom DF Herilicide may be tank-mixed with the listed products provided tl1a product to be tank-mixed is registered !or this 
use site, Herbicides recommended 1ortank mixtures with Axiom OF Herbicide include: 

2,4-D LVE Clarity@ Marksman® Round up Ultra"' 
Atrazlne Glyphosate Prowl"' Sencor® 
Balance°' Hornet"' Python"' Touchdown"' 
Banvel"' Roundup® 

Specific information for each tank mix product are provided in the following 1ext Re!er to the individual product labels tor 
additional information concerning use rates, precautions, and/or restrictions. 
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AXIOM OF HERBICIDE plus ATRAZINE: 
Use the specified use rate of Axiom OF Herbicide as shown below with the labeled use rate of atrazine 

USE RATES FOR AXIOM OF l!ERBICIDE lol/Al 
SOIL ORGANIC MATTER CONTENT • • 
TEXTURAL <1% I 1 to3% I >3% 
COARSE 4to6oz I 6 to 11 oz I 11 oz 
MEDIUM 8to 11 oz r 11 to 15 oz I 15 oz 
FINE <3% I 

>3% 
15oz 15to 19oz 

USE RATES FOR ATRAZINE lot/Al 
!0.5 to 2.0 lb -aVA are labeled use rates I 

For improved control of broadleai weeds such as grcundcherry, nightshade, common ragweed, giant ragweed', mustards, 
jimsonweed, kochia (non-triazine resisram). sicklepod· . vetvetleaf". common cocklebur·. and annual momingglory. 
Applications may be made preplant surface, preplant Incorporated, and/or preemergence. 
Do not aoolv mora than two weeks orior to olanUna in preolant surface aooflcatlons on coarse t~ured soils. 
• Weeds are partially controlled (suppressed). 
• • Use the lower rale ranoe cl Axiom OF fiertlclde en so~s wl!h -c 1% orcanlc maner and/or soil oH or >7.4. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE plus BALANCE: 
In addition to the weeds controlled by Axiom DF Herbicide alone, Axiom DF Herbicide at rates suggested in Tables 1 or 2 wtlen 
mixed witl, the suggested rates ot Balance as shown below will improve control at many weens. 

USE RATES FOR BALANCE 
(OZ 75 WDG/A) 

COARSE TEXTURED SOILS .. MEDIUM/FINE TEXTURED SOILS 
APPLICATION TIMING Coaventional tlllage/Conservalion Conventional tillage/Conservation 

tlllage/No-tlll tlllage/No-1111 
Preeme'!lente 0.75 lo 1 oz 1.5 to 2.0 oz 
Preplant Sur!ace or ln~rpor,ited 
{D ID 7 da~ belore planUng) 
Preplant Surface or llltllrpor,ited 1.0 to 1.5 oz 2.0 to 2.5 oz 
(8 to 14 days before plaating) 
ADDITIONAL WEEDS CDNTROU.ED AND COMMfNTS 
For improved control of palmer amaranth, buffalobur, common chitkl·1e!d .. seedling dandeflon, ITmsonweed, kochia. Venice 
mallow. maresiail. wnd mustard, nlghlShldes (eastern, blaclc). !leld pennycress. broadleaf plantain. triazine resistant weeds 
(pigweeds. common lambsquarter;), common rag•11eed. stiepherdspurse, Pennsylvania smarMeed, velvellear. waterhe.11p 
(common, till), wild radish, woolly cuporass · . viild proso millel ' 
• Weeds may require an appropriate postemergence herbicide application tor control ot late season escapes. 
•• On coarse textured soils with< 1-5¾ organic matter and/or soil pH> 7 .4, use Balance at 0,5 to □.67 oz/acre and Axiom 

OF Herbicide at 4 to B oz, Use lhe high rmes as Ol'llanlc matter content increases. 

Axrom OF HertJicide may be tank-mixed 1vith lhe listed products provided the proauc! 10 be rank-moced Is reglslered for lhls 
use si1e. In the foUow,ng tank mL-(es. us0 Axiom DF Herbl~.U.U!.$_!l.rnl,~_j_oeclfiw In Tables J 012 p]us lli.e SJl.dll~ 
)ls_e....r:.._~of tile tank mix partner, 
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AXIOM Of HE"RBICIDE Plus: 
TANK MIX PARTNER 
( Labeled Use Rates) ADDITIONAL WEEDS CONTROLLED 

Banvel/Clarlly kochia, ladys!llumb. Pennsylvania smartweed. macestail. Venice mallow, nightshade. 
(1 pt/A) common ragweed. jimsonweed· . velvel1eat · . common cocklebur·. momingglory sp. •• 

Marksman slel(!epGli , watechemp and trlazlne-resistant w?eds 
(3.5 ot/Al 

Preplant and preeme11.1ence appllcatlons only. 
Use only on fields which are flat planted (no furrows) 
Avoid direct contact with the com seed or injury may result. 
Apply only to medium and fine textured soils with > 2% organic matter. 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE Plus: 
TANK MIX PARTNER 
(Labeled Use Ratas) ADDITIONAL WEEDS COl'ITROLLED 

Prowt velvetleat, tnazine-resistant weeds 
(0.75 to 1.5 lb aVA) 

Preemergence appll~tlon only. 
Do not apply preplant lnc□ [J)orate as seiious corn damage may result. 

Hornet common cocklebur, marestall, jimsonweed, kochla, ladysrhumll, Pennsylvania smartweed. 
(3.2 to 4.8 oz/A) Venice mallow, morning~lory•, common ragweed, giant ragweed· , Russian thistle, 

sicklepod, prickly sida, common sunflower, velvetleaf, tall waterhemp, wilo mustard, black 
nightshade, triazine-resistant weeds and Canada thistle· -

Apply preplant surface, preplant incorporate and/or preemergence. 
Do not app ly 10 areas where the soil pH is >7.8. 
Do not apply to areas with a soil pH < 5.9 and organic matter> 5% (Both must apply). 
Use of Hornet on soils that average< 1.5% organic matter may result in corn damage. 

Python marestail, ladysll'wmb, Pconsylvania smartweed, Venice mallow. com1110n ~ocklebur ·. 
(0.89 to 1.33 o"l/A) jlmsonweea·. nightshade (blaci<, cutleat. ias1e1n black. halry). velvelleal, wll:! mustard, 

Russian thistle, prickly sfda. waterhemp sp .. sitklcpod ' . common ragweed · , gian 
raowced· . mornlngglory sp· , wild sunflower, 1ria.zlne-res,s1ant 1Ye!!ds 

Apply prep lant surface. preptant incorporate and/or preemergence. 
Use of Python on soils that average < 1.5% organic matter may result in corn damage. 

Sencor ladysthumb. Pennsylvania smartweed, prickly sida, ve\vetleaf. common ragweed. 
(0.05 to 0.114 lb ai/A) waterhemp sp. • 

Apply preplant incorporate and/or preemergence. 
Do not use on coarse textured soils with< 1.5% organic matter. 
This product contains metribuzin. The maximum application rate of 23 oz is equivalent to applying 0.136 lbs metribuzj~ ai/A. 
Do qot exceed a total Metribuzin (Sencor) rate of 0.187 lb ai/A on soils with< 2¾ organic matter and 0.25 lb ai/A on all other 
soils per use season. 
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AXIOM DF HERBICIDE Plus: 
TANK MIX PARTNER 
[Labeled Ust Rales} ADDmONAL WEEDS CONTROLLED 

2,4•0 common cocklebur. mustards, common ragweed. giant ragweed, Fmsonweed, 
(I ow volatile ester) morningglory sp .. sunflower, velvetleaf, dandelion•, 
(1/4 to 1 lb ai/A) 

Apply preplant surface and/or preemergence. 
Apply 7 to 14 days prior to plantinc or 3 to 5 days after planting but before com emergence. 
Do not us.eon light. sandy sol ls, or where soil moisture is inadequate 1ar normal weed growth. 

Glypllosate/To~chdown Annual and perennial weeds 
(0.375 to 4 lb ai/A) 

Apply before or after planting but prior to corn emergence 
For use in conservation, minimum and no-till systems. 

• Weeds are partially controlled (suppressed) 
•• Burndawn weed central In minimum and no-till field corn only 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE SEQUENTIAL APPLICATIONS 
Sequential herbicide applications either before or following Axiom OF Herbicide treatments may be used to control additional 
weeds. Herbicides recommended for seauential applications include: 

Atrazine Bromoxynil Liberty'" Resource" 
Accent"' Bromoxynil + AlraZine Lightning0 Roundup" 
Aim" Buctril® Marksman" Roundup Ultra® 
Balance'" Buctrtl + Atrazine" Permit"' scorpion Ill" 
Banvel® Buctril Gel" Poast® Sencor"' 
Basagran" Clarity" Prowl® 2,4-0 
Basis® Exceed"' Pursuit" 
Battalion" Glyphosate Python" 
Beacon" Hornet" Resolve" 

Refer to the above information and the individual product labels fer detailed explanations on use rates and directions and 
special precautions/restrictions. 

SOYBEAN 
Axiom OF Herbicide is a selective herbicide fer tne control/suppression of annual grasses and selected broadleaf weeds in 
soybeans. Axiom DF Herbicide may be applied once per use season either alone or in tank mix combination with or sequentially 
with certain registered herbicides. The fallowing types of application are allowed: preplant surface, preplant incorporated and 
preemergence. The preplant surface and preplant Incorporate treatments may be applied up to 14 days before planting. Toe 
most effective weed control will occur when the applied producl is moved into the soil by rainfall. sprinkler irrigation, ar 
mechanical tillage prior ta weed emergence from 1he soil. 
Do not graze or feed forage, hay, or straw to liveslock. 

WEED SPECIES CONTROLLED BY AXIOM OF HERBICIDE 
Axiom OF Herbicide applied alone at the specified dosages and application timings will provide control of certain annual 
grasses and broadleat weeds. 

WEEDS CONTROLLED' 
ANNUAL GRASS WEEDS 

Bamyardgrass (Ecl1inoc/oa crusga/11) Foxtail, yellow (Selaria glauca) 
Crabgrass, large (Dig/1aria sanguinalis) Goosegrass (Eleusine indica) 
Crabgrass, smooth {Digilaria iscnaemum) Lovegrass, India (Eragrostis sp) 
Foxtail, giant (Seli!ria faben) Panicum, fall (Panicum dichotomiflorum) 
Foxtail, green (Set2ria viridis) 

ANIIUAl BRDADlEAF WEEDS 
Carpetweed (Mu/Jugo verticillali!) Purslane, common (Portulaca o/eracea) 
Galinsoga spp, (Galinsoga spp.) Spurge, spotted (Eupnorbia maculata) 

' Full season weed control will be achieved only on coarse textured soils using tne maximum 13-ounce use rate. Use rates 
of 7 to 13 o, will provide only early season weed control on all other soil textures. To complement early season weed 
control. Axiom Of Herbicide is recommended for use in tank-mixture with or sequentially with other herbicides that provide 
addittonal control cf these weeds species. 

WEED SPECIES PARTIALLY CONTROLLED BY AX1OM OF HERBICIDE 
Axiom OF Herbicide will provide partial control or reduced competilion for addrtianal grass and broadleat weeds , Reduced 
competition weeds will be stunted in growth and/or be of reduced populations as compared to non-treated areas but control 
will generally not be commercially acceptable. 

WEED SPECIES PARTIALLY CONTROLLED 
ANNUAL GRASS WEEDS 

Johnsongrass, seedling (Sorghum mlepense) Signalgrass, broadleat (Bracl1iaria p/iltypllyl/a) 
Panicum, browntop (Panicum fasaiculatum) Shattercane (Sorghum bico/o,j 
Sandbur, field (Cenchrus incertus) Witchgrass (Panicum capillare) 

AtHIUAl BROAD LEAF WEEDS 

8eggarweed, Florida (Desmodium tortuosum) P.agweed, common (Ambrasia artemisiifolia) 
Jimsonweed (Datura stramonium) Sida. prickly (Sida spinosa) 
Lambsquarters, common (Chenopodiumalbum) Smartweed, Pennsylvania (Pa/ygonum pensy/vanicum) 
Mustard spp. {Brassica spp.) Waterhemp, common (Amaranttws rudis) 
Pigweed spp. (Amaranthus spp,) Waterhemp, tall (Amaranthus tubercu/atus) 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE USE RATES 
The use rate for Axiom CF Herbicld! applied alone. in tank• ml.It comblna1ion with and!or sequentially wllh otller herbicides 
for all appfic.atlon methods and timings is 7 10 13 oz pe acre . The 3-ounct rate of Axiom Of erbleide alaM will provide 
full season conlrol of annual grasses and wtain broadleil weeds in coarse textured soils but wm provide only early s~ason 
weed contra I an medium and fine textured soils . Rates lower than 13 oz will provide only early season weed control on all soil 
textures. To complement this early season weed control, Axiom DF Herbicide should be used in tank-mixture or sequentially 
with other herbicides that provide additional conlrol o1 these weed species. 
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AXIOM DF HERBICIDE TANK MIXTURES 
n a broader specm1m ot weed con1r01 or improlled residual actMty is required. Axiom DF Herbicide may be tank mixed ,'/ith 
celtain recommended herblcldes. MlxtUres may be used In conventional. eonseMtion, minimum. ano no.tJ11aae systems. 
TNey may be applied with similar timings and methods as Axiom OF Herbicide alone nless speclfically prohlbi"ed in the 
mix partner product label. Three-way or multiple tan~ m{)(t res are permitted unless resirii:ltll by the mix partner product 
labels. Refer to !tie lndlvlduat prcduct labels or use rares, precautions. and/or restrictions. Herblc!des recommended for 12nk 
mixtures with Axiom Df Herbicide lntliJde: 

Authority Broadleaf" Glyphosate Roundup" Touchdown" 
Canopy"' Llnuron (Lorox" and others) Roundup Ultra" Trifluralin 
Canopy XL"' Prowl" Scepter" 2, 4D LVE 
Command" Pursuit" Senco~ (Metribuzin) 
FirstRate" Python" Sonalan HFP" 

AXIOM DF HERBICIDE SEQUENTIAL APPLICATIONS 
Sequential herbicide applications may be used in an Axiom OF Herbicide weed control program to control additional weeds. 
Herbicides recommended far use either before or following Axiom Df Herbicide treatments Include: 

Assure ll" Fusllade" Prawl" Sceptei0 
Ba sag ran"' Fusion" Pursuit" Select" 
Canopy" Galaxy"' Python'" Sencor"' 
Classic" Glyphosate Raptor" Sonalan HFP"' 
Cobra® linuron Reflex® Storm" 
Command" Option II" Reliance STS" Synchrony STS" 
Concert® Pinnacle@ Resource'" Touchdown" 
FirstRate" Poast" Roundup"' Trifluralin 
Flexstar" Poast Plus" Roundup Ultra" 2,4-0 

Refer to the above information and the individual product labels for use directions, use rates, and special precautions/ 
restrictions. 

APPENDIX I 
SPRAYABLE FLUID FERTILIZER COMPATIBILITY TEST 
A compatibllity test is highly recommended tor all appflcations 11.ilh liquid 1ertilims. Prior to mixing products In the spray 
tan~. smaU !luantitlcs of each product can be mixed In proportionate quantitii:s to evaluate compatibilities. The lollowing test 
assumes a spray votume of 25 gallons per acre tt other spray volumes a1e to be ustd, adJust the appropriate amounts of 
ingredients. To cileck for compatlollitlj, use tli1 following proudura, 
1. Add two Inches of water to a one-quart jar fitted with a tight lid. 
2. Add the appropriate amount of herbicide. II mare than one product is used, the necommended mix sequence is ttie dry 

herbicide first. flowables next a.nd smulsified tom:enlrates last. For dry herbicides, add 1-1/2 level tsp/lb/A use rate and 
or ilqu ds add 1/2 tsp/pt/A use rate. 

3. Add one pint of the liquid fertUizer to the Jar. Place the lid on the jar and gently shake the jar for one minute. Place the jar 
on a level surface and let It stand for 30 minutes. 

4. Observe tile mlxtune for signs of separatjon, flakes. gels. precipitates, etc. If none of these conditions occur, the mix is 
compatible. 

(CDntinued) 
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5. lf incompaiible. use of a compatibil ity agent is recommended. Rerun the above test but first add a compatibility agent (1/4 
1sp is equal to a use rale o 2 pt/100 oal spray mix) and gently shake !he J2r prlor to adding herbicides. 

6. If the mixture is now compatible. a compatibility agent should be used in the spray mixture at its recommended rale. 
7. 11 lhe mixture is still incompatible, the liquid fertilizer and herbicides should not be mixed together for use in the same 

spray tank. 

APPENDIX II 
IMPREGNATION AND APPLICATION ON DRY FERTILIZER 
Dry bulk fertilizer may be imp egnated or coated with Axiom Of Herbicide for applications lo field corn and soybeans. Follow 
all Al!icm OF Herbicide label restt!Clions. special iostructior,s, and precautions. All state regulations relating to dry bu lk 
feniiizer blending, impregnatl g, and labeling mus1 also be followed . 

Rates:: Select the Axiom DF Herbicide use rate per acre from the crop m:Uon of this label and determine the quantity of 
~ry bulk rertiliier to be applied per acre (use a minimum Qf 200 lb and a maximum at 450 lb/A). Use the eq ualion below to 
determine the amount of Axiom OF Hecblc1de needed per ton of ferliljzer apptieo. 

oz Axiom OF Herbicide/Ax 2000 az Axiom OF Herbicide 
lb lertihzer/A Per ton fertilizer 

(1 lb = 16 02 Axiom OF Herbicide) 

lmpregnallon: A om DF Herbicide may be impregnated on many commonly used dry ferlilizers but should not be impregnated 
on ammonium nllrare. fettillzers confalnlng ammonium niUate. potassium nitrate, sodium nitrate, or powder limestone. 
To impregnate Axiom DF Hartilclde on bulk fertilizer. use a dosed rotary-drum mixer or other commonly used dry bulk 
fertillm blender equlpped wl!h su~able spray equipment. Mix Axiom DF Hertllcide with suffiGient water to lorm a sprayable 
slurry mixture. Spray nozt.es must be airecled to pro, fde unilorm lertifrur covarag~ while avoiding spray contact wit~ m1>1ing 
~uipmont. Non-unjto Impregnation can cause crop lnJury 01 URSallslac1ory oerlormance. 
Spray the herbicide mixture onto t~ lertillzer after blending has s!aned. If necessary. inciudl: a suitable drying agem to 
ensure a spreadable herbicide Impregnated 1ertmzer. If the fertHfie materials are excessively dusty, use diesel fuel or other 
suilable add~lve to 1educe dust prior to impregnauon. Apply tile treated fertilizer lmmedli!lety alter impregnalion 10 avoid lump 
1orma1ion-.ind spreading dlffic~lties. 

Applicn11on; Accurate calibration of fertilizer application equipment and unilorm fertili.er distribution is essential for 
sati'stactory weed camrol Alrflow or auger mete,ed application equipment Is preferred (one pass 2pplication). If other 
equipment Is used. tne ,ecommended appl!cation method Is to apply one-hall the specirle,:1 rate and tverlap 50 percent or to 
double apply by splitting he middles 10 obtain the best dlstriblltion pattern. 

STORAGE ANO DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. 
Pesticide Storage: Store in a cool. dry place and in such a manner as to preveoi cross contamination with other pesticides, 
fertilirers, toad, and feed. Store in orlgfnal container and out of the reach of children. preferably in a locked stora~e area. 
Handle and Jpcn contliner in a manner as to prevent splll11ge. If the container is leaking ot material spilled for any reason or 
cause. carefully sw~p ma1er,aJ Into a plle. R.efer to PrecautionaryS!arements on label for hamds associated with t.!te handling 
o this material. Do not walk -i.irough spilled material. Dispose of pesticide as directed below. In spnl or leak lncident.S, 
keep unauthoriled people away. You may contact the B.iyer CropSclence Emerc~ncy Flespo~se learn for decontamination 
proce~ures or any ot11er Jssistance lha may ~ necessary. The Bayer CropSeience Emergency R11Sp0nse Telephone Ne. ~ 
-800-334•7577 . 

(CDntinued) 
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Pestu;ide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal 
facillly. 
Contalner Dlsposal 

fillll:.l!ead Jmatmen1 Products lo Non-Refntabl!l...Cl!!!.tallll!ll 
RJgid, Non•rellllable contalne~ (aqual to or less !ban 5 gallons) 
Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly 
after empty no. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or;; mix tank and drain for 
10 seco ds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water a~d recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rlnsate 
into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsale for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds alter the flow beg ins 
to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times, 
Pressure rinse as fallows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down over application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate 
for la1er use or disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle in the side of the container. and rinse at about 40 PSI for at least 30 
seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. 
Once container is rinsed, offer for recyclino 11 available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill or by incineration. 
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IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE 
Read the entire Directions far Use, Conditions. Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Liabiltty before using this product 
If terms are not acceptable, return the unopened product conlainer at once. 
By using this produc~ user or buyer accepts the fo llowing Cond itions, Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Liability. 

CONDITIONS: The directions for use or this product are believed to be adequate and must be 1o!lowed carefully. However, it 
is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with the use of this product. Crop injury, ineffectiveness or other unintended 
conseQuences may result because of such factors as weather conditions, presence of other materials, or the manner of use 
or application. all of which are beyond the comrol at Bayer CropScience. All such riskS shall be assumed by the user or buyer. 

O!SCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES: TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW. BAYER CROPSCIENCE MAKES NO 
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
OTHERWISE, THAT EXTEND BEYOND THE STATEMENTS MADE ON TI-HS LABEL. No agent of Bayer CropScience is llUthorized 
to make any warranties beyond those contained herein or to modify the warranties coMalned herein. TO THE EXTENT 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, BAYER CROPSCIENCE DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING DF THIS PRODUCT. 

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE 
USER OR BUYER FOR ANY AND ALL LOSSES, INJURIES DR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS 
PRODUCT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL NOT 
EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE PAIO, OR AT BAYER CROPSCIENCE'S ELECTION, THE REPLACEMENT OF PRODUCT. 

Axiom, Balance, Buctril, Liberty. Olympus. Option, Osprey, Sencor, are registered trademarks of Sayer 
Battalion is a registered trademark of Arysta LifeSciences. 
6anvel, 6asagran, Clarity. Marksman. Lighlning, Passport. Prowl, Pursutt, Poast. Poast Plus, Raptor, and Scepter are registered trademarks 
ot BASF Cornorabon. 
Pinnacle is a registered trademark or Daniels Agrosciences. 
FirstRate. Hornet. Python, and Sonalan HFP are registered trademarks of Dow AgroSciences. 
Accent, Assure II, Basis, Canopy, Canopy XL. Classic, Lo,ox, Resotve and Synchrony STS are reg~ered trademarks of DuPont. 
Aim, Authority and Command are registered trademarks of FMC Corporation. 
Broadlear and Scorpoin Ill are trademai1<s of Gowan Co. 
Roundup and Roundup Ultra are registeretl traoemarks ol Monsanto. 
Perm~ is a registered traclemark of Nissan Chemical Industries. 
Exce~ is a trademark of Novartis. 
Beacon, Concert, Flexstar. Fusion and Touchdown are ,e;iistered trademarks of Syngenta. 
Storm is a registered Jrademark of Unitecl Phosphorus. 
Cobra. Rcsoun:e and Select are registered trademarks or Valent. 
Fusi~de is a registued trademark ol aineta ltd. 
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~l!YlaarDlspaul 

R~~~.:►:::;;::::~f..~,~·:~~m~:~.~) 
~-.lt(il.i)lco:,Jl,U,l(tf'. Oo re, tC"MOI' fdil,tats :oublnc:t 1'$?.t: _ILMe 
or mi;it ~ i11fl\lia" fer cir, :nt) -=:,;;r.-o •tlo c.ll'IG!°fin, 
fr!pl:t'iftt : .U!oJhJ1 fri::,ry:ll,:.tC'l~a,:,:,::t. tia:11~Un 
c ffit.AIC/tn'll.t.Mlll'IOOJ!lht.,• 10s;c.o~,1Q,r1bn,,,tq,hn 
tG-Cr.p A!I\N::.Dnl1!l!UVol Ultllf. w.itcr;l."\O~?~lor'lt 
lt'C:li!:D'".., ft~ IUIPlC !,11{,ci 1ppHt.1 01tCQJ\Sl~'\H;1r":i mlli:111]11'.ct 5 c, 
rmsillo 1or l:itar 11!'0 or dl,potiill. Drain te1r llJ. $'CC.DCld5 ,1flor Iha now 
bCDITli: to 11rlp, ~pa:rtlhlS ~tot~dl,IIC twl) mofl!! times 
Ptr:Sluro rlnu u lollows.-Em.;tytha mri.'llnlna C(lntant1lmoo1ppllr.atlon 
t4ulplllf!nl or ,1 mb. llrut .if'l!I oontiC\&Jt lo dr.ik\ fnr HI se:cni:IS atltf 
1ho 1111w btQlr.s: 10 drip. HaEO eooUklar up,lda dGwf1 ovt'f 1ppt:t.,Uo11 
C(IUIJJl\lt!111 IH mtfUll'lk orcollccJ 11nnlc tor Iller II~ Qt 111!,JIO'-IL lnsri.n 
pras.suni: rins11111 non;fu ir, 1hll' iidll cl tllll conlainr:r, a~ ri116"0 ;at aDOu1 
40 PSI tir at le.ls: lO sacortds Dr3ln ror 10 s:r;omfs ancr the ~aw 
bcQiostodrlp, 
Onco conLilJnu Is rln~d, oflcrfor r~tLlng IF ilYilll;ibl(! or;JLLn,ll.ffl! a.nd 
dispose al ¥1 il 5¥Jltary laodRU or bV lnclncri!.tlaR. 

Sayer CropSGi,mcc lP 
P.O. b 12il14.2 T.W AlelOIIO~Onlii 
Rmiailrl:fl.Tt1.,,c,qPark,._1HIIIG.1'1)1irb2Tft!ll 
~015 8-'Jurtrit~Sci!ulc~ 



Banvel 
480 Herbicide 

For ""1.'d '°""°'~en, >Otgllum,,mall pn,, .... hoy, r.,ngdona. goneral tinnsb:od (nal-aopond), rq,l>-ol-way, pur;k IAillly and-= 
'""""'· ougarcano, a,paragus, IU!f, and --ao,is. 

AC1lVE IIGIIEDlEIITS: 
Dlmelhy\omlno safl.of-[J,6-d""°"'""""""'°Dtldl" .. . .. •• . .. •• . • • 
one INC!IE.DIENTS: • 
Tal'Al: .. 
•n,• pn,d<Jc:l.alfltms 41.JS'll, 3, 6-ddllmo+alOJc:Jcicl (d .. mo.,J a,4 pounds per gallon (480 g/1.j. 

Manufactured for: 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

CAUTION / PRECAUCION 
St v~ to onllund11 la etlCNttD. buaQUO aavuien p.v.i que. sc la oxp11~ a u=ea en octr11e 

'" WU 00 not urcton.Qnd 1n1; l:UM!I, find SCffllOI C to CKOlan it to VOii II dot,!\,) 

See - "'"'31111o..,, Sia-ls and Dlrecllln lar Use Inside nol<lot 

Arysta LilaScience North Americ.a, UC 
15401 Waston Pnrkwlly, SUlb:1150 
C.ry, NC 27ill 

49,n'II, 
50.23% 

lll0.00% 

EPA RC9- Na 663~21 
EPAEn. No.002211-KS-ODI 

AD0S2414 
103542-080814" 

FIRST AID 

nawallaMld Call a pOl30n control cantor er do'1ar !mmcdlaloly 1ar truatrm:nt .:idvim. . Ha11tper.ior,S1pa9~ofW31Ctlf~IOta:sw.1llow . 
Do not ~ucc voml~ unless told m do~ tiva PGlZn coobol c:mncr or doctot. . Donal Qlvt: ;inytnt~ ta an unconacious Ot.'fWI , 

If lnhllled Fbn.v; DC'r'..onlG ~0# . If perm, is not btmthlng, Cilll 91 1 « :in ambu~. ttwn ~ .mttlcw n:spr.lbOn, prcfmitty by mcuth-to-mauth, 11 ,oazltlle . can a polSOn CXlll'OI Cmrtcf or ooar, f(J' lunl1II' treatment adflce 

tt"'stln"'"°"""II . Tako ofl' c:tnbmnGI.L'd doOUnq . Rl'SGSklnlmmedla~wth Plcn1Y «~~tor tS-20milut=. . calla DOml 1;1J1to,crntc, orttoaa fo, rmtmont ilOv!Cc. 

fflnoyn . Ho~ ,yo,,,.,, and nnso >Owl( and gl!nlly Wl1h w:>11:r ro, 15-20 .. ,,...._ 
Aemovi: cmma lof5a;, 1I prueM, .Jfler tlrit 5 mlnuc. then. conlJlua rlrsing eye. 
cat I a po150n m,ral center or dOCtor tm treatmant ~cc. 

111T LINE IWM8Ell 

~wr Ir\!!: P'tld1D:c:oot111crcr label With YCllVfflen calling a wcscn conlrOI cc:nltf a-doctDr, orgoi1;1 fortrCJfflUll 
FOR24-HOIIRENSUcNCY'MEDICALASSISTANCEC.U:1-866-303-6BS2cr+1--a51~-343Z. 
RlR CIIBtlllCAI. EMElfliENCY: Sollf. mk. llrl. """"""'. ar-ca,U CHIMIIEC 1..!0D-124-9300 <r +1-703-527-3887 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAl.UIDS TD ICIJMANS AliO DOIIESllC IIHJIUolS 

CAUTION: )bmij,"'""'- .,, ..... ,_....,,uo,j/1~ ... ~-w•'"!<""="tiqou,g 
--Eq-nt(PPE) 
SCJmc m,tco,ls lh:!lt are chem1Cill•ras1stlnt IO tru.sproductoll'C butyl n.itibcr .ind 11trt1e rubbcf. If vmi w:irt mom apUCn:;, lello,N UICI lnfilnltllcn$ for C,1tngo,yAan iltl EPA Chemle.ll
n:.ssr.ancc cmcgcry selactoi c11art. 
Ab rrum. ~:zna ~ ma~ R:1"11:!m nmtwt:¥: 
• l,r,g-wclsfwrtoncllongponl:; •-plus-• 0lomlc.ll mskbllti:,aves ICKCPt 1or WlcalDB~l'IJ gmu,-il>OOmCQUlpn'ltlri, pdbt$MO ~) .,.,......,,,,.,....., 

Soo cnglOC!CMg ~als tar addtllc11o1I reQUlmnent:; .and C!la.'Pbon:i. 
Dlx:inl ~ Ing anc1 Dlhcr ~cnl m.lll:'rl:Wt lhDt hJvt bum drt.'n(;hcl) « hDmlY CWltilmll\lled With ltlis .,-~ corcuu:11e, DO NOT rwsa tnem FollaW m.r,Liacturer's 
In::.truc:tlons lar elaan,,g/m,lntllfllng PPE. w no tuch l~ ~ 'IIQJ."Cl:llt: rust.Iba~~ r.::it 11Q?;:r. Keapano Wilr.l'1 PPE sup;ratg"1' from ou,c, l~no,y. 

ElH.INEEIINli COlflllOlS SlllTEIIEIOS 
Wf'lc11~..:.car-...co:,su:nc,DlC.'bx:C~ct~1a.st1 in:ir.wn:t'tn:1.1.r.ut::ftrCCU1cn:icnt:.~ln thcWorkcr~cnSwaan:1(WPSJloragrlQJl1JJr.llDC2JC1~(4D 
CFfil 70.140(,d'] C4-61]. ~ ~PP'E l'GQ.~Ttfl'Xlnt:~botcCluc;ooorn'Q:lrt'CC a:a'POQfiod In tho WPS 
PIiot:. must u,c Q>Ckp1t:i In a rmnna' ht mcn:t5 th11111Q1J1r11mants llstcd ri tn:Waritcf ProtocU:ln Stllndard (WPS) for .igrlQJltur.11 PC51ctclc'J (40 0-R 170.240(d)l4-6'll, 

Wash h.1nda before cming, drinking, chcwing gum, uslno tobua;o or using the lallrt 
• Rc,TIQ'lle ctothk!QIPPE Immediately II pcmidelc gets lnslda. Then wnsl'I lhcnuQ~ iJOO put on dean dolhlng 
• RCfl'IO'i'O PPE lmmedLatcly after" himl:lhng: ttll:I prcdLICL Wash lhe ~dll or gloves b&klc fl?movlng As sex,, 3S poss!He, W32I thoraU51hly ~ CNngc lnlrJ dean dolhln;, 

EJMROIIMEMTAL IWAIIDS 
DO rear ?pp/y dill'dly ta w.alllt, ar 1D iUSIS 1/fflerl! 5Ul'latt: \Ir.lier is prl!Sent or ta lnl.CrDcl,al nrm:; balow Iha m=i high w:iw mark. 00 NOT aJJTtlfflml.e: w.llB Whan d~ ol 
C'(!Ulpmr:nt Wi!StTwalcl'S 01 r!nSalD AQpty tt11s prOOJd: orly a:s Ulrcdca Of\ 13bel 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
ttls~1'abUGlatfederalt.awtousaftl5pn>dldtna ~ M t~ICntwl:hte ~ . 
For IJ'rl tl!Qlll~:i,ccifcfD ~Statt orltlbe, tmsult lh:Agency ~ le for DCSZo:St ~ul4t10n 
DO NOT 3.IIS)ly 1h15 IJl1HlJd In l w:,y 1n3t illfll anmd M:Wttn Dr oDla' per.;nn:i , either dr mty ar lhn)t.,Qh arrt l),ily p-atectnd handlers m.iy be 11'1 U'IC :nm da'll'lg .ippltc:Jlul 
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AGRICUlJUIUIL USE REQUIREMElfTS 
Use tNs produa onty In occordill\Cc wtch il$ "'bellng and wlth thfl Worker Protodlon Stlndilrtt, 40 CFR part 170. Thi,. Standard COr\tzilns rccutr.cmonta lor tti.c ,rot~ of 
agriclAilral ~ GI\ fanns, lormls, nu."8cl'la!!I, N(I grocr1ticx.rso!i, and handle:rc ol ogr.:utlut'ul pa;bCldoc. ll cont.llns n::1JIJ~mcntl I.or 1r~ning. dccontorrvnaimn. nollflcatiOn. i1hd 
arrulnJUncy •Pmnm It •o COOfU'IC ~ ioctNCIIOr'l:fl and ClCOptlora: pCttlfnlnQ to tl\C ct.atllrnanl$ -on ,tu liltlcl ~ pcrCQf\,1J ~ t'qUipmcof (PPE). in!i tc$1l1Clc<J
cm,y -..i. Tho --nu.. .... on~ O?!)iy to uscs c11!1b p!OduCI U\ot 11ro COY<ledby hl-Prvlo<1icln-. 
DO ltl1T tnl~or~tow~ ffl1l'Y blCO treatta alb.Sdl.lrlng Int! ram1C'Zd entrylntffial (RB) or 211 l".oa'S, 
/'l'Ero,..,.,b'<ocii=1>"""11,......,,11;pOrj11111<do.>11c,nWc,;1,o--.s..-,m1111., :..s--~to!h""'"""''"'·"'°""Planb,OJil,orw,to<,ls: 
• ~WIXT'latflJhcrt-sl«wltfnfflS~i:,;em 
• -ChcrnlCill-rcstsbnt roo:twc.ir pltis 8QQ'JI 

• ChcrnlCIJ-re&IStanl g-lmcs. made of ariy watcrDrool mater1al 
• Chcrnlcal·n.$Pt ri~dge;ir 1or OV!!rtmaa expo.surf:! 
• Pnllcdlvr: cycwoar 

Notllywrkc~(;lr tho apollQtlM t,,/Will'nlng Ulcm orally and tiy postktg warning s.lgns at cntril'ltc:J. to lrD11tod ilfCH. 

lloo~r1CUIUinl u.. Req,11-
,,,. '''"'""""" 1o ""' =·=oir"' im,c:1 cu"""",...,_ ,,,.-,m,,m.,. ""I" ct ...,,1erur """"""°" si,,,4>..., 1,r "-"""""'-., 1&0 Cffl,:,, ro, Thol\'!'S 
,oolc<"""' :i..~-~ -locr::®o:~plmibar.t=.m,=,.,~ 
• DO NCT enter or a.llc,.'1111' OU.US ao, eG.cr DO hdad .aru UllftJ aprBJ1. .kHo ~ . 

~ui=-m,pry.no 8ANVn ceo ~- ,m al ~ "1CI prcc;mtlons i)j)P'(larmg on lhc ccnt:11ncr label anti ii, Ttils bCDklct. FaUurc tc lollow an dlrccttlns * 'P'CCil'llUOOS 
fl'Q)'~tll'rr.JFJ!dxtor'f ~ contro~ C:f'O(I injury, or IUcgill rcslduc:i. 
INRlRMATION 
1ml lall,cwlllQ <:1Ircetlor,s apply le all utlR: er BANVEL -480 Hart;ll~Cli:.Ad'dc\ion11I prc~non, 4110 rt:!ffl'ic.111:ins w~l l)c fau,d II\ CIIClt lftlCClht. use fll'.ld!On. 
aa NOT treat 1rr1g,m0n dltctm: or YQUlr vst!d fOr crop Jrr19;.t()n or OQ'Tll!SDC us~:s. 
00 NOT .ippy thi$ c,,roduct thrO\IIJ'I ariy type of ltTlq.illon svstl!.m. 

MtXUtG ANO APPUCATICIN 
IJN..ESS01HEJll\'IS£ SPECIRED Ull!EUME lmMDUAL US!'tEA0"1:SOFlltlSBOOlQ.fT,1H£FOU.OV.lNG O"fCTIOOAPPI.YTOAll lllOP ltlO NOH-O'Ol' US6 Of BANVEI. 
-480 Hmtildlk. F£fER 10 INDIVllll.W. USE SEcroNS FOR.ADDITIONAL PRECAUllONS, RESTRICTIONS, APPLICATION RATf.S,AHO TIMINGS. 
U.KVa .ttlO Hor!tlcl.de is il w;i1er-:solublc f~lon th31! tilll bo ill11~licd ~n9: wMDrOf ~pr.ay.1blc- tll1id fcrtillmr 1u; 1ho c;uTier. II ;i; fluid JtrtibZC( :s ID be uied, a comp.)liDilllr lt'S1 
i=,i- CfJMP.Al'IBlUTY l'EST) should De m!Xll! ocfcX ~ tank /T'IOOl"lg. 
Ground Q( acrir,J llJlp!Jcatlon tiql.llpmcnt wl'lich 'MR gI11e {300d :ipr,1y C:C\ICr:ilQC er weed folliltlC should llo USO'd. HOWEVER, DO NDT USE AERIAL APPUCAllON :ECUIPM1:NT 
IF SPPAY PMTJCLfS r.AN BE CARRIED BY WINO INTO ARW Y-'HERI: SENSITIVE CROPS OA f\.ANTS ARE GROWING OR WHEN TEMPERAlUFE INVERSIONS. EXIST. 
~.Jta-.$0:~d~ s.pray partr~)CfOWtlon1JS1ng gro1,.m-d ap-pllCatll:ln IIOUlpmCl"lt~ 1 tc t0,plat'~ttia~fpo.f UG.l1Cd :Zera (2 IIO:lJ~ol c'ilUtod :;pray1]1:1rtrcalcd 
.a,C b'or~~:r. a ~ttJ-bil:oo~ wticn us,ng ili!fl:&I appJicat.lon ctiuipmcnt use lhcJ'li{t'IOI' lcwelO: lttO;t:tcd:s;ror, volumes whc:n ~.g dense or tall v~ctit•an. 

U.."""..C""''"' 
Sdec:DD11kt,Oc,;ndt>tt"Odr.u1111oIIIQ1amoun1Sol fiNJ ttN"~particlei:i.~ywtth novle£~CIO&emthe IMleds.as it.practical torgoodwt:111d CGYeraoo. 
To iM>ld UllCl'!lr\sprav cm(!n,,gc, BAflVEL.4111 H1rblddashookl nat be ns,J!lbtl duraig gcnocl!of gustyWltld or wt,cn¥1'1R:111 ln cmm cJ lSR>h 

Avakt d~IUJblng {Cl.g., culll'la\lng CJ mowtlg) Ua.1(Dlj ,1rt2S tor at IDJSI. T day: tallow,ng ii!,pp(lcaticll. 

BEST STlWARDSHIP PRA'CTTCES 
8A""8. 4IJO tt.-id, p-a,l,dc:I, -Gff~&r~ W,:ad: ,nd bMh QJ1trQI when Pl'Opol'LY OllO!lcd 8C.1.Sfaward$h1p l)r'iJCIICC!S 1ft -.,r. mrKlng, la;:i(I~. ~ ~\ca.lion Ol)llrillic~OCl! 
on1;r.Qld~c wcO'd CGt1tfd..brJl.:1Sop-v:m,o.-oa,d' ar4surfaccwa~ Md rnlnimIl0 otr-lr.l~tt mvwt"':Cf!t. 
Tn~~ Is ~nowr, ta lcacn thftlugh :SOIi •nt.i U,t1111d wa~r i.md.c! COl'tllnC.On(lttl0'1S -'S4 rcsua 01 ngrlcultur,j ~SC' Use al tt1I:.eh!!.Mlt:!I in.ort!.1$ wn1trc i.011S att pertnc:.ibl!!., 
.pal"'~tr Micro the w.iter bblc Ii shallaw, m~ nisult r, grcurid-wator aint.Jm.matlon. 

GRDUNij AKO SURfACEWATERS PRDTECTI-mt 
1)fo'n:-«-•1"-.i?O•l""""wc.-ll0rlor or~l'ri<;,wddo""""'w.tlllrlSO!cdol"'lo->11>,'IOOIIOd_.,..,..,._>"111),oi~ 

J,ob,oo,,m,ic,_,,,,,...,,,_.,>Od""",ond"'inc(-OOl>m.,.,--.DVIIIIT"1"1 ........ °""""""""50<co,olw:!ll, n,,ss;..,,..c:ocs""»c~~ 
"'ll"'t"'oPCCI'"~-•"""~.,.,.,...,,,,.., •-wdocs""•?9'Y"~"""~-~-~=-l>c!ow. 
M Jg11;;a~~.rit~"ir,Q:io,m,T11>'.!lpct°.te~wa:,~1ttt01 l1111!1Pl~G.1:~otl'y'Wbcnc~.o:1 u ~~~ ~-=-w~rr.e~atl.'lt: 
~b:dl:'IOl(r;)fC1encr1T4"fdillQCIUCh:!Oll41botrOOAG!b=,!~,~d:o~~~:;r!lcwCA"CS"r,~111~cpa,d'lNPAQc;o.it1lfmr.ttc.-r.-1rµ:1 
,1 \10,. bl.QI lhl-4)Ul(latddo C0NL1NrCM'~O~Dkf(m,cd 01'1 tha ?3d"Wnn-t:' Ji:fccn.: ~ '.Oow:Jl, i,)~,~a. ~mctllbrt~f lt!.lU., e,i,1>rq<n1....,...,,..,>D<1,...,..,,.owm>yt11,oc,o,oo.n.i<ffltl_,,.,_~,.., .. ,.,..,.i,,.,,...,......,,_o.., ..... ,.,,,.,.,,,,.,..,~-s-
ma/MO~o11«1~r.,.,.11111.,1s~w.=-:ir,cio;,,:,1>,r.,i,.~,,,,_ 
Cilra mwl bo tlkan wflcn wing this prClduct 10 ~tot *k ~lphr;mlng mtg MIis, b) bl)lll~ or c) inlprllf)(lr t.iispoA)I ot a1coss pcstlcldc, l:Ilray m.ldaro1 or nni:ab;Jp, 0,Qr;:k v;:ilvos 
or;;mtJslptu11t1od(Plll(Ct'a m1.1rtOOu;~dont1n m~~~ml!nl. 

~""""'1lO,,_,nrr,o:r.,:~-l"" - DOl/tlf_""""_..g:r.,_!rrlo<i,u,oll, boHVT >Oe\'IO_,a>_...,.,.,,,,.,.~-s,,....., 
t."11~ wr.!lrt,¢ ;o:tr1tW1cr;,o.=w.uccr~ltin..&:wrc~~Go,:i,rl'f"/~ .n lll!Uv.aort~ arc Qtn,c~-or ct:rteiai:o ~.aaw.ctrr;fC,l'tfxi ~ 
DOMJT o::oftt:ioo;t.ccbD&d1:u:mwC!lle:s:tl\1.la1.:t1:PO,"Cit.i!::'=tdw:a:r1«c',1.'ld~~1."ikU..\.'bwfoW4ffl!lttn:~a'gmi.,cc!r.Jtte:iatama.i:.::u.Ctdl!~ 
'41bw-~rm<>ot1'0<!odlt•ollt,:,,,iU,,IJ/FO(WJ'l)Nl."<llc<cl~llOal. 

~ t.b'i:mllfllby w&br lll'mUOn.or IJr:tted !.OI- DD NOT ,ilppty tr lflCOrpotil:'C tn1san:OJUIMffllJ(lh iJIIY t)W Ol lff'Gil!JOtl r:q.J,Omt.'1\1 rot by tDail DI' h.JrlOW tmg:1101 (-t"L:Surt: tr~tce! MCaS MW.l 
remrvcd .1t 't-~sl l)llt-ho\lf 11\Ch ra111fa1J far rr,o;ieon) bafMD U&Wlil niM:ii1crfor .s.uc..u:c:Jtnt ln'i!):ittan al atti.or rIaI11~ 
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SENSITIVE CROP PRECAIITIIJ!iS 
BANVEL481l Hmbh:JAa mer Cf&l.Sll •l'-JIJl'Ytc dos1rQblo tl'Oi:ld and pl®ls PMiu.llorfy bclN' tott::r,. flowcn . lruil tr~~.grapits , Drntlr'AOl'ltolll PCDl-Pt1'1c.lOa$,&Oybcnns. s1Jnf!OWff$, tcb:i.:co, 
11lmatol!~ anctotoortrru;ilaa.1 plar,trl Wflon ci:uttactJIV'DlGk rcotii,s:tcma.or loli:i.911. Thcso.ii-lrrbi)(tl mo5t~~llllltlw19BANlln.48a tict'.l:llclda duringthclll"CU'llelop!'MntDl"grtiW~ :!tlgd', 

FOLLOW 1~ PRECAIJTIOIJS lJS'lID BaOW'WtEN USlrJG BAHVn 4IKJ tkn>lcldCL 
.. DONOT~erGwhcM'l:o:ll'lcf'possi?>l~downwardmcmmertlrllol?lcSOOu5l/111KQvr.i$'11fl!lmayc:w:.e:~otBAN.m"80Ho~wi1hlhttootsf;foc:simble 

p.Wat,~c:.:timonci~ 
.;i0i,-mato119~.r.mWtal~p;dtlmrn:i,ticc:it1CC'f1/131'~1:i.ius~~crgp.;~d:;i:,r.un~"l!O«~~l!f'ai',ll';'~c:d'.! 
DON:0TS;.'(,;JJr.ell'wb.li\'cPQ,"'.Udvr.n:ll:.~crlllm:m-otSm~;)M~y-.tiQWlmod~DCtianot~~aoP1:,l.offl~l\~.Obu:fC!l':onr:-CICtw:cll 
:wJlltc•UC):ehtidtcnsith'C11~~,PGD;r;lic=~t10':i.-Z~olll".cU1g~orc.l~rll'l:~;r.ly: 
u,«e:1r>o,on1<to>'°"' .. ~no,i~-"111'-So1<0,IIOZ1!o,.-an,tloqi,aorooll"l""'~""""'•"""'~oll~IF,JYPOtOdco.fnmPio<::lno::zl:ol!e,,;rcr,., r:<-.-... .,,,i< ... Ql'«l,V~~,,.c..,,,,,R>ino"'('~s,,cy,,,sr,r,,r\lJ:rlll\>:f.w."'llllvo"'pool'--· .. """'OI0,1KIO,or9-'PO .... _ 
t»S.Kc~rl'lt'UC'il'Y;re-~::11to,11C1cw'2Qv..,1.;nr:Si.t,c,;w~vciun1ti..tor~o20~ur.:ktua:t'~lffl\.~O,thcrrcrat.octurcr~t.rtl't•rt<li.cmcno.l'2tcs..Ccr.!ch 
"11D""'""'1"""" .. -11><"1cia:d-tonl:s 
,tgj:IJ,;i:;:i~~@•roeltr..'i~"'mft• at 
001i0f~ BAIMl.400"o:t>lddo o,;....i1o=>2"'"""'"""'""'""9<'"""""°""'11::l•~iea!:C>oloo,;oc.:,:10°"""8S"fa,"1),,y1:""l'll.kd'fl0°""', 
,O..ng.r;,ln_'1r?OC~otal""..S.CC.~~~1 &IMVS..r.tOH~a ~!ictrcr(l)O~~~l1iDf,BJI.M,t:(()lfa.£A.111h'GSPPAYf0'.6PMEMJ 
bOl<t< •O\JS-'11 1:> >DJI.Y ""f "'"' ~ 

~co=«:84HV0. 480~dr:lo ::i.cl."'lti::n0i;i!ot•r:otffl~~Ofl'Oillrx:rv:lDcnl,'CCf\~QBO,~Rl:icr;iiirc.l:ll!crtf~ltOort,~ffft:lfttQl~dUN'!tdUOS: b,oa:un,.,O...,"""'-'lb_,,,.._,.,..,,..,"""<t<IP'""" c.,p!m',m!"""",00""'1,tto,,..,_.,.,..,,,onoc,,.-..ac;,. 
Oi°""io'CWVlll_,,,......,.,itr<ro111cr,a,"""""""' t..m.y,,,--~Oll•tJlull,lm>,,._QIICIGl1IIIJ"'-"""'lr!lrl';ym~11:;""',narbc=-t<f 
!~;,o,»jed, ~-lo;al<t=-... !c,='°<111",Jico,,,n<CCCl!«tl.arida,l;c-l!IC:alor.o«.\tf:aoecbl-=-1tm.JRnt.mluQ<Q~ 
~ ... ,ill~-

BANC TRBITTl'IEfrni 
BA NVR 480 Hol'blcld• mav ba app-ccl :is il band treatment U!:e ltra fcrrrt.d:ii. ~low fc Get ermine ltla .1pr,roprlate 1;:ib: omd. vlJ[ull"IC' per trc::rtod atrll. 

8a:!'tdwknh kJ fJchC'i ~AATE B:lnd RAT[ 
Rcwwtdll>Jo•th\?S X 1/t:>tc<l,ori: pertrt:>lbd..,. 

~11!..:i Broadcost VOLUME Ban a ~LIJME 
Row wtdt11 :n 1m;hc:; rer trcattid aac per t,gatgl! acre 

COMPATIBIUTY Tli:ST 
Bclorc mlXIJ11l In th'I! spray tank. II I:. adV1s.1blctlc t!?!JI comi,aUbllUy bv mixJrrg on C0.tt001'1C!T113 In a srmU COflt:llncf in proportial'liJIC QUMb'ta:s [SOC! (oilcwlng utile), 

Amoullt of H1tl1ilcldo ID Add to Otlo PW ot SP1'1V ~mar 
{AsnmlPD vokunu Is 25 qal por Acnt) 

HERBICIDE f<IR•tUWKIHS RATE PER ACRE LEVEL l>ASl'OQNS 

l ib 1112 

Llil!IV I DI 1/2 

If l\l::tbicldc[i) da nll~ ba~•UD Dr form ftakc:G,Sl!~'CI.O=:. tlC,,)G."TtCC:Q~Ol'~~t"'~1b:n 1:'W::· tcGIJ?d cpray mnc ~ taJTWillflblc. U!iooll)', 111almpati,btltty Ill 8fl)' Df UteaboYC 
dtscflMd 1orms. Wl!I oc::a.r W10\\n 5 mInutos .:irtcr rnlXlnQ 
If cam1mnents arc lnc::o!T1)31!blc. the use of a compallbBity .1QE!nt ~ rcc:ommond~. Rerun tt,I! al:lovc COMPATIBILITY TEST with ii suitable i;cmootlbillty agent (1/4 tcilSPOCn 1G 
llQtiivnle:nt 10 z pIn1s Pttf ,oa nn.l of lluld fDr1ilizcl}, 

PROCEDURE fOR l:lEAIIINO 51'RAY El!UIPMfNT 
lh1t r.'lltPd listed bg[~ iUO !il.lggat::tcd (Or lharcu9fl c;:lvanlng or SC1f4Y bQUipmC:r,t 1ollawlllg .JpPl~!IOM al RANVEL 40 H111t11cl4e (l(t.m{ fflllCl!S a1' BANVEL 480 HertlltldCI: OI' trl.nk 
mb:011 of BANVEL 480 karblcld11 pM, 2.4-D .imtlc. 

1) HDSC: oowo lllonlu!;lhlV tt,c ll'l'ldc ~ wen a:. culsklc wr1ace.!: cJ cauromcm wr,11:: lllk..1g :flc si,ra,, tank hall full ct. water. run Dv opc:r.l.UOQ spcayer ua1r1 nu: ,r,;tcm i:ii 1Wr(ltll 
olV\OllntoWil".Dr. 

2)Filltlrl'(wl1hwatcrwhl'eodPQ1Qll.1rtof~!xlltlamrncmlJ.1CJC¥Cf'/25galc.lwaw.Oocl'ilt!.ltlcpun:p:D~~ba:arM1,n;:ascL1101tU'caqiU!cspraYtJsy.:lcm.lort5 
to 20 minutes ilnd di~r;c .1 i;mi»ll ii.mo I.flt ct Utt :imn,,QM. so!ullcn tflrou;h D'lo twm iintl non!cs. Lat Cit: ~\fJ'i...,.c,: sr&ncl r« fl:IIOD.l holn. ?"Qferao:y Mmlght 

3) FltJs;h 'Illa st1M1t11H11.1l of trlD !.pray tlTfefl'lrQU{11 the boOm. 
4) Ri;:mQVI! the nozzle& and sc:n::cns. ilnd 11u:.h lhc sysrom witt, two full tmks of w.amr. 

The stop~ 11:rncl balow :iro suggaalctf for 1hoftlU11h tlc:m/11~ al sprar cqulp-mo'lll' u,00 to ilpply IIAWEL 4Bn Hirrbli:laa a, il tank mix wltl1 w-:ltlblt! cowrJor5 (wPl, irmutsiri.ltilc 
i:onCU"fl'1'il.'IDS (Eq, or oltiaf tyw.. DI waktr-dJ9pc:raJel11 form~alion:i. 8.ANWEl 480 Harblc;to l:ln.k m1~wlth v1.atut•i;f1,SP111?1\~1tr lcrmulatlans ,aqulrn 1h1! IP.la al a w.i\Cr/l'.1n1an;ioitt nnoo, 

5)Ccrnpl~:.tcg1, 
6) FIii tonk W1lh w.:itm- whl c .1dd111g 2 lb ot r.ctcr~ (or cvcry 40 g~ al w:i.lar. Oporata Ulc gumg ta clra.11D\0Ula dattll''ilm'lt 'SC!utlor\ '1'1r'Ougtt ll¥J !Jl)rJ)lur f.r,.lum tor 5 to 10 mlnutt5 

.J1cl c:!IBctlarge a :mall arnoom of lhc ootullon ltlrwllfl v,..a b~m and nolllc:i:. Let tht' ,iJtunon stand tar,cvv.u ~. pn:lcrablyovcmuaN: 

') f'U:m tt'lc: '1atcrQt'flt SOlllbn OVI ot Ult! :.O,Of tank U\tcugh tho boom. 
8J Rtocill !ilcp 1,.lndtollcw Wolittl ~Ol>S 2, ;i..uxi 4. 



WWlLJST 
This l~ a llstolwocds wt!Jdl rooy IJ.t'lrGatlld wJlh 8ANVEL480 Hc,;rttk:lda ill 11caml:,n'° Wi.tti t"ts. l,aba1 ;as is:pocifhrd ~11r th11 P.ATESANO Tl~INC Dociiona of tho iridMducif U8C' 
r,c:;1dir,g1, Pn,pcr us.1gc- of ttll!I product wn1 give oorrtrol or g-rowtti supprc!:8101'1 Of rnnny ANNUAL, BIENNL&L, and PERENNIAL br~lcilf weeds. and ma,y WOOOV bl'"IJ5h amt Ylnc 
species im:lldlng: 

-UAI.S 
,\.~,-,-- ~ 

..,. __ eo,-..,.. 

k1Ut. Sl(1)cc( ~- -·-""'"''cw'°'1 - lilml>"""""-"'"'M°""'"""_,o I _,._,C'C.l¥Q-'~J 

~ .F,:,ldO -l'lclw !ll.l>bc;woe1.oo:cr-

-Q:m""" Malm,.Oal;wxin s..:,,,,,i._11;.--0-

l!l.d<'.oc>~\\W lau;:.,.,_l\fflicr Sli«,l,et~ - ~ 

61,tde',:,.C>l:IO<Ot> 1.1,y,\,jcd S..a."1dey{fe, .. , d] - -....... ~, S,,,,,,,,OOd.GI"'" 

lllm'OAJ.~ -]D<y.~ S.:-od. ~ _,. llo,:WG.1- Sll<~, 11-i,,, 

~.•acn- .,..,..,.Wail S...1llbl<:.lfflJ:,I 

C>."1-.- Mtts:KtS·~ ---~"' Ol-... - Nl_,Slack Splo!"""'· c,,,..,,m 
°"""'~ ~--If"- Sp,100,Pro,trolc ~-- - ,!>!:- S,.,r,. Coffl 

0:D'.o,""" """'"""'"·"""""l?tooclo,;:,;; -.11<1C~ 

Ca:dOctu.0>""""' ~Prcsmue 

_,,, __ 
0.::.,,1,_ P'-.--odl --~r,,14) 
°"""·- ---· $a,!IQW'G,!_ VolutllOOt 

~-f<>.llon ~-- -·--p,,m,oc.ew,,,i Plq;n:a,1111,u,o-

_, 
--t Plowooo..'i'll- W=:C!C.7\0 _.,...__""" POG<jOo W.:JJtQtrom:et.W'll'IOC!G 

1101-.IJl ~ ... \\\lr!fl-./\Mll:f j- --~ ~ 1'11:ky.fl,rr;;, 
Koch• il>d,,,,.V.1~ 

81EIIN1ALS --- i<rDlwit«J.Dlll""' -C:ml.WU•-Mn<·,(;ool -...,,S.O:,od -C<,c:k:o_,.,.., M:i:>:w.°""" ~ . Bull 

Evtdnc ~common Pb=!n.,hc:eo --Gor,r\,"1\C.,.'lllr;r lb;-.~, n,,,tlo.Mu,k Ct- Stirlt!Sllc. '!'t!k,,,. lmilo.l'lrfflCIL'OS 

1'&9HIAIS 
•,IJl.llb -..... - $;--Wl'f 
~.Jenu.alem "'"''""'"' ---,._,SOl'IY 

Hc, __ c,._ 
a::,mn; Prltnf~} 

As:#,'/il(1d,c,,:, "°"""" ~C:,,~ 

Bc><=w.s.,_, ~-- Toao!llcl.Cm,;,""' 
6V1'1W~Cd. flr:ld ... ~irlr.<!l.- 'ticl)QS'(,G,tAool• --- ...,.-.r,n1t1:t,.....ii lil:ra>t1D'"""'illl>:t«~ 
B\r.~Texas 111-.a,;,i:ri VdE/1 

PfflEIINIAl.5 

·e,,..,,.""" - Mli.cw-i:'!1J..Camcnoa w-
........ """·"""- llflMoH.Hono,w,o W~i,,,.,..0..,0,,0 

Bursagc. Woo,ll)'{oat (l..akcw~d) " '""'<d.W:::lcmWllcrlai "Woodsomtl,Cteoo,:,:.; --- . 1.:lt 1"',:Jb.StiooN> '6G.'r.lW'OCICJ.Cioc:li1'!0."\ 

CQ.T.l~.Staooct Ni;m:IIPG!.Stl--ct!c:il --!.cl,"""'4 
OOcl-.o:.Rold ll\ll.':t!l=,-,c,:k1 ~"'I\O<O c,,:, ___ c:,,.,,l,) 

en.oo,l'Nd ~lf.Oom.'tlOC 

C>/cay ,-.e,...r.., 
"Ccva.H<o P,y.1>1n.-
-...,,ca,_ -ffll "lloo<.l!t-U,%111!o«IQ A:> ..... od.lrl«(im 
'DOOi.Ci,.., RL<,-

~"""' S<r<'Ol-
·0oo1.,,,_~ ie.or.......i $r.l;l.'tlri,:C'Ci, S'w.1irrtp 

fun.8r.>:>al ~---G:,llo.Wild ·-""'~ti>'-r;c,~-,oo.,(l::nm s,,.,.,1:..., -~"' SoWrMll<.lfflr~ 
• Noted porennlals m.,y be COl'ltr01fc,d U51ng BANVEL 480 HGrt>ScldB .it rate~ \c'M?!' tti;:m ttlosc- dll'octoo tor OU.Or listed pcm,nlal WC~-~ APPLlr.ATIDN (l,,C!S AND TJMING 

:.cc:tlOn:s lnthlSIObcl.) 

wow, 
AJdtt Hc:nloclc ..,., Jtclc:,y 

"""" !<>rl..,._, - ..,....,...,. 
8cocll !m,oc.\.'ll 
e;,,, _,,., 
·e- tt,<.Odl., 

. D,_.,,, IVY.-
'Cai,r -.,,.,,., 
Of"""'• l"'MtBbcl< - """"' ._..., '"°"'W 
Ct.c.tmoc«rto Cl>!, 

·-.-. (bk.-~ 

• Dogwood 0:..VC.RUSSlan 

Sr.I Ptr1Jr•••m. Ei,;i:1n 
C.,;ip: ~ 

•-(Ille-

flao,SEID', POPCII/IJl",AND SILAGE CORN 
ObsaVe olll PRECAUTIONS iU\d reld ;and lob cw M~ APPUCATIOO ~d CLEAN!~ ill""..D'U(:{!a'\$ ~ w~ a;:; tfl.c fo\\o',>JlnQ': 

•P,rm.S,:,0/111)0-

~I 
•fl<oco:1.u.r.,,,,,. 
·am..Mce,ti,,cy ·---~~ 
~""'·-
S.,,:.,!r,:, _,., 
s,,.._ 

~ 

S\im3C 
· ~.1m 
S'w(.1..'r,-0'~ ,_, 
WIUOW 
W\OOl!GW 

'""""" • '/UcQ 

·Do not .opilly BANIIEL 480 Hfltbk:ldo tu scC'd ~ Ot pD!)c;om withoLII lim vtfiMl'IQ. w11h 1/t)l.tl' lot:ill seed com compi11v (&uPJlllcf') lhe BANVEL 480 Halbtr:ldg :iolL'cil\laY Ofl )'OU:r 
lrtlrt!O hnc i:.r\lWl~tycf po.~. This pr~ution wUl h~pa.itv\a' pott.'t'lll.ll lrrjury of ,cn:.ltitr~ 'l'iJlctl~. 

BAJIIVB. '8tl HorblcldG Is not rcotS1cr~ kif use on swmit corn • 
Dll~CI conbtl f.11 BA!NEl 4ao Hmlcldn wltti ,;om StW must tio ilVllldod.11 aim !iDDd! m l!lli& lh,::m 1 ,12 incoos ba!Dw l2ur :UIUCD, doloy ilpplll:.itlon JIil!~ com tl3S Offl~Dd • 
Lip fD 23Pt1:lt:t1tltin~cl llAl,IYEl..4110.Hm'blclda maybomado during a rJ!llWlf!V Gllil~C1'1. DD NDTE!lt.!Hl~ i1lcWol1112 !l'lnti ll1 BANYEl4SOMcnliclda par b'o.:dDdllC:~llOrcrcp J'C.llt.~W 
1WOW11<1ks Df more botwocr.~pprl,;.ttl011s QI' BANVEL 48Q Hl!dilcld11. Soc, .ipprop.r1Jt1! ~ct.ion for ralo lntorr:mtrcm, For combiriiltla/1 Dptiori:s r1 :wauullll3! trcaDnents, rl11or ID apprn;ria1a ~ctkrn. 

6 



~~ or 8'J(VD. CCI ~ ~a:ni dll'~ c~ cl ra;iid gr0wth m~y n1$tl~ 1n umiporary lean log. COm will IJSUJ.11\1 become crca wh:hin 3 ta 7 days. Cull5Y3tloo should 
bcdol8Y(ldu.nlili11'f'Or<:0mJ:1,gft1Wlfri1 ~10:Mli:bc=ka,g: 
Agrlcutlul.1Uyzipp1cnodsurbcl31Dor-gpray.1bl"l"rtillzarsf1/2 tc 1 Onfpcr nCl'll Ol'28o/,.30%,0132% U!Oil .irnmonill.m nltr:110 0(2.S pa.iJJ!dsocr acre spray grade ammorliUm suna1c1 
may be aljcjcxi ta tt\C ~ mlltll'e to lntpfCYCp;iSlcm!!rgon:c ~ t:OJ'l((OI, QottlClbl't, 11'\dry~owlng conc!iUm 
0c r.cl uscatllw.J,n(scm1alnhg po",f(ra,lti,uth IU pctra!aut'l'l-b.\sl!d Olt ~er ow l'l'l'llfOIIOCC « erop l~may l!!GUll 
Com ma.ybv~ IX~ 10!' ~o4~ lhc aop h::t\~ec:1 tflC Cflslli>gc (njl'J() sbQc: or 1:atorln matooty. 
Sovml syn:tietu: pyrc-lhro!ii: in:.ec:tlcide"J arc l.a01.?lDO ror bnk 1111-. ~IQUons DT BAPl'VEL 480 ttln'bldds. Reiter to thcsri.1.D~I b' sl)Ocific ~mcn~oliols. 
•Not_ kl' USO If' cal~Cl'fl~ 
WEEDS COlttROUED 
BANVEL 480 H1;1rbldda WIil contrcl miltlY ANNUJIJ.. bro.:idlC?31'WIIQ(IS or QIVG' growth suppression or rrmr.iy PERENNIAL broacflear 'NCCdS. aimmonly rovnd In com 
(lW•rlo the WEED UST], 
For Dost parlorm:ince. milke application W!'lcn wceas h,1vo- omergcc: ilnd .ore .iet1,~1, grov,img_ 
PrcQ111!;?fgc~1i: ~tilt~ c:cckidJLlr, .,i.tmfcal. illl' ,1~ R'liJY be n:duccd ii conotun e.uch a~ klw tt!mp0tat1J r11 or l.lck ot,oil moisture MIU:St delayed or cecp germlnatiDn 

"""""'· ""8'l.Al!T/11!-"' ~ COIUI 
PV,...m,t8AJMI.C80ttor!llddo ~l>t"""'l><!""·""'111;,or-~,ro,; ,oom~""'"',,.,,, __ ..,t<!, . .A;~yl!AA'VEl.<WHor!ltddo o! I omtpc< 
trClJOC 0c:rtD'lircd°qn.C1"irc~=:t1s~~'aor01tj)1croru1n1c rttr.l.lse t/2olc,r;,ct~~on~=rturet:1r.:tub{:1d,D110Y~i/t';db'!."'n'fs.incf)Df 
"""""><'dlJ11:...,_<olo_""-<""1lli,or;-""n::r. 
Wt\tin pli!ntng Into a Jcguml! !IOd lc,g., altnlf.jiJ or-clavL"I'), a,pply .BAN\fEL -480 Hertd.tlde aner 4 to 6 Inches. ol regro'Nti hiS occulT'l!<I. 
P!IEB,IEIU'iEJICEtN COIIVElmONAI. OR REllUCm TILl.ACli COAN 
BAKVEl 480 H41t'Dlcldll m;ry be .:i,pplOO a:frll'r planting .ind ~lor to com tmer11Cncir;-s.Ag11Jlcat1:m ilt 1 p;int per trc.iltcd ;:,ere m:i.y bi:: made to J'T'ICdiLlm or !inc 1txtt1md scil& which 
Q;lltli\~ot9l'(!ll1C1~mncr. OO.ftOT .i:lplrS00W~ ll:lltW'Cd~~.~~ DtlOloT-l"j~ll'ltllal"L."fO::IPtmtllittr.fV,,11CU.'1/~~USC:Sbolow). 
~~aw,QIIWMl,.utl - .. i!=l'4IIOCWC~JQl--10-oci:,o,A,r,.,owa1- lla>1;><<»"1b--ll•p~iea~O'l 
~l'Q:-by-.. '"21 .. -~--...._,.,,"''!0,;,0"'11 .. ~•10Ch-.-.. ,-,,, .. !WO'H, 
EARLY POSTEMEIUDCf (AU TIUAGE SlSTtl<S) 
Spite D.rouat, I Inch tall cam 
!AJMlctO M~ i:111 ~p:,lr03!cd~l'1DT~ ' •d4111Vlg;thc~komconi cmcr11co:~ ~Ui.&rrvt: 1co1,n-ora ~1.1,11. ~rUlllt:'.i fir.11.~JJCC 
t,-,p10to1/2ogpe,~aQlfcetn1:S ;t:'""'lt!Do:lo(:0;3IR~cd$0t!sis,,,,cl,~YIOart1,l<Jarny~. SC11 L;;1teP\:lstc~ =i.;cncc~,on,s:m:nt1ctawirtncij<lltruclc.lf 
lJ """""' lloow,foXI Of C1IIII ~ ;re,,:, llia, a l•Ct>t,llal. 
!ATE POSl'EMEJIGENCE (AU nu.ACE S\'STEMS) 
B to 3& lridt tall c:om 
App!icallon of BANVEl4mJ HmtllcldcD-1. 1/2 pint portrn11clf a~ may be me.de 1rcm !l 1ol6ilch tD,II com er 15 do')IS bOloro U.aool omor.genc11, whlchtvar comtis1ir&l For bo.st 
pcrfGrmancc, maktt 2pplb\lon5 wnon wecd3 :ire lass tt\31'1 J t11chos ti:IJt 
Makedrcc:iccs~appllc.ltlortwtlen:n) ~m leavcs)l~tpropl'l",pr.iyCCMlfogc:t2)censrtiw crops ~;rawln; nea.TD1: Pl lankmillng W!tTt2,4-0. 
00N()fow~BANVEl4IIOll.-l,lcldo"'1"1-•""'-ngne.,-irJl"1JOll>,0$C<XJld.,...cllst 
• com•~ more tnan 24 lnctlts tlll 
• 50~ilfl?IT'laClhalli01nctlcst:,11 
• soybeans have bc;oo to bloom 
OV61U\Y (SEDVENTIAl) TllfAThleNlll 
BANVEL 480 tlGrblcido may be- .ippllcd lo ground pfC'Vlcu!lly l:n!aJl!d with one or mac ol ltt:c loJlowlog hcrtllcidos r<.'Q19tcrcd rcr Ulill In cnrn: 

occloarbr isu--.~ d:lm01ha11arnld~~ 

-ll=C'I EPTCj<.n,oco,xj 

mz1no Gl:~T..1i"" 
B« >IM>m,,," .-,.i,IJIO<,o,.ip'l 
8;£o<" -'1':<r.111"1 
1"'1,w!S<-! lorlat" 
Cllrt:," M.)4bm;iin• 

>111<0,-ortl)la"' I~~ 
c,;u....iirn.,,-

OOJldlm--omamo9'"""°" 
so.;= 

Appty BANVEL480 Herbicide i!.11/2 plt)t per trrilfcd acre 1o oround Plll'liCl~I~ U?:!lltd Wittl 1\111 rates o1 ClARrn' or 114ARKSr.1AN hctblcltfi::i. /il)Jw ii! lo~ 2 weo~ bi:twl!~l1 iJDPllc;.a~CI~. 
ROO AND FDllOW I.ABEL DIRECTIONS FOR EACH OF THE .oaav, P!IOOUCTS, 
tANK'-'UXTIIEATMENtS 
BANVEL 480- Morblclda m.JY be tank mixod wltfl Cine or more af, but nc-t Umlted 1o. 'J"l~ following herblc.i:lcs for t'Oi1trol al grasae!i or GGdltlcn.iJ broadlcatwccds In com. Road anll 
folow 1ha labtl or each taakml:I prcx1.uc1 usod for Pmcautlana.ry stalllmonts,. BlructlDm far Usu, Ratas 'Ind Tunings. :and. othc,r rais1r1c:tloh$. 

RATES ANO TI"11NGS 

IIAN\lfl 410 PIIEPLAJITI 
HD111tdde PUIS PREEMER&ENCE 

l)fflllUAGECllRII) 

ACCEl'II"' 
iNCo:.u!flll't)n) 

atraz1nc 1¾-2lbai/A 

BEACON" 
!Pr\lMIU~Ufonj 

Ol!AL 0.8-1.Slb'iJI/A 
J M,9""1',( 
IM,gr,,mSI '""-f!l'.JNTSI 1l-25RllllA ~-,~ 
GAAMDXONE Y•· 1 lbm/A 
(?:M'IJ4Jlll} 

ILll\l<fSS•r 1 Y,-Jbi'JA 
$IIRl'IISS 
ta<•'"""'1 

lASSO 1'h-4lb!IVA 

~"""'~ 

PMICEP 20-j Dll:illl/A 
(5.nmir\c) 

PROWL 
(PC:tidlnu;~lnplin~ 

ROUND..P l,0-3.0 lblli/A 
li~~I 

PREEMfflGEHCE £AAll' l'QST-omtQ!ICE LATE POST-ll\lEIIGENCE ADDITIONAL 
(CONYU<TIOJIAI. 0A l<B)O~ (All Tll.lAGE $'ml,MS) (All llllAGE SYSTEMS) DIRECTIONS 

TIWICEtnlt!I) 

¼-loHi/A 1',-loz~A(tDimJ)~;pmy Appib!Joomaybtn>.,,,14 
~ofwmbMld~ CITCITJCdWccds'D('ll)(OCClm1,1; 
11i:ilc a1 com fn,IUry, Ll'J" .[lrup 1J'(Ulcr tn.i11 Z4 irltht:5 l.'>N. lJstl 
1Jlpusltldirut:tJJ&ifilYbOJ1Cl:II~ 11cin-lcmlc: :;.1/rt:ictillt ill ll,25'1~ 
comlli'iMl:iW~11n,orn1:: N/V'/Wlthlhl::ibnlcn,l(turt.', 
0.1antl!r~ll8lncnastllll.) 

11/~·2ltJ!ll/A 1¼-21bai/A 1 ¼•2lb.ii/A Appll:oUon niil\r bi: tniltlll nclorc 
Cr.Ip tJl l i;cria:intttdi:irnay::io Oo nct a?plr ~ c0rn Is gfcr.llcr qrassm ilfl! l ¼ lt,c:))(I!. till 
.,.,,.11;,1il!>~• I= 1haht2tnc:f"IQ:st.i:I. Foiow~l,t,llr""°fodoral 
msmtmorre::.in~L rcstrictim:;; ptfrail'W~ to .wmtn111 

aPl))bllon,. 

031-0_620,al/A o.:n-o.82;i1rA/Atto 1rn~ ADp!ieallon mayb, .,,.i,,10 
li?11JY 1;17,1cr;1ge pfwccr:ts and omor;od-wolm wltrn corn IS 4 
reduce rislt 01 CDm inllJ!'Y. USO to 24 mcnca tDQ. usi, nctH nntc 
crop ~~i,&todirettspr;,,y surtat;:l.;lnl ilt o:zs~ (v/11J Wllh lh1; 
beneath com lc:;ivcs when ccm tankrn[J:lurc. 
~1iroatc:rtl'li:m1:llr,cho:.t1DI. 

o.e-1.e lboVA O.S -1 6 lb :>i/A ADplbt10rirn.irtl(:ma.dobC101c 
(useCl!llyor1fltl1:Qrmediumso115. gra!ise rc.ic~ tr~c21C::ll!il.:l~ 
w111'!2Y.-,.0tljll"e:i.terorg:an1c ::n::ibeJ;:ea:meo,:,:c,INI'!, 
mo11,r; lncha,,tal!, 
11 - ZS 11 ;ir/,.,{USr: only co fne or lJ-2SffllllA Ao,ID!Clfl'JIOl'btm>tleupto8 
11\C\'llffl ~~ :.Ills Wltt'I 2.5% lr1dl tll! com. 'TI'lls tre:i.nntl'll rnu:;f 

r,,:gnr.rtarorg:,n"lfl;)tlar.) o.i,~.,;o=i~ti.:11 
;mwidiis imram~;an:.e contnil 
cf,gras=.wiNKlslfliloyarccreatcr 
than1irichtnlla!11\0tlmoof 
.aoolli;~l'l.. 

¼· 1 lb.:sVA Appik:ll'IIDfl llli1Y be madc1ti 
cmorijodwcod:.btltprtur'tlcam 
omorgonc~. 

1 l',·l lbol/A AoPil:oll<>l-~OCm:ide,ri>r 
Use cnlyo~tricotrnOdklm. to come~~-
t~lltlsoil;witn25%or 
~CNTj:.ncr.,,r.oc. 

11/P.: lbDVA I Y,-41bol/A - Appllcti?lc11\rm,ybcmadob0,0rc-
11$e 0t1ly °" tozlurod wlls Wil~ pruFi:.Dsrwc:hlho21~!G?:igo 
2S%0rgut1ii;mDotlcr. artdltclcn:t1Jm1cproolcrl/lnn:l 

i.rlch.c:!ita.lLI! llll~nXh"lCil~S~illtd 
101~ or 3bch:or .arc u.scd 
(l~ t.11, P~:4 • .a.ppllc.ilicJrrG 
mll61bcmadcprior1Clgrass 
r:mcnw.,,cc: 

2.0-3Dbi>IA .....,,.,. .... ..,.,..,,...w .. 
comorwi:.odcm"'~· 

¾-1 ~lb:tVA ~·1 >'ilbillfA AppliQtltln rmw bo m:ido 
U~c:onlyQl'lfil\t orincchum lrnmcdjaUriy .at\cr planling IM 
!~twoj: 5Cld!I Wl'lh ~ SI\(, er pnorla~adt!ITl:rgana!C:Drn 
Dt00tororg;mic111.1t:tcr. sOOUld ~QI bcoo,or,c'the21cil1 

stlQCl llt~rnW1h. 

1,D-3,0lb.ill'A '°()pUc.a.~c,, troy IX' rn,.adc 11:l 

~rvo.d wt't'd) CIUI poor to am 

""""'""' 



IIAN1IEL<IIO PAEPLAIIT/ PREEMEIGENCE EAIIIY POSHMEAGENCE !ATE POSJ-cMERGEIICE AODmONAl 
HDJ'bkldaPUJS PREEIUEIGENCE (CONVENTlQNAL. DR ~EOUCEO (AU. TillAGE S'!SW,ISI (Al.l TlllAGE SYSTEMS) DI.RECTIONS 

(NIITIUAGECQRN) Till.AGE CORN) 
2,4-D l4-½lbDI/A ¼-1-'il~DIIA Oom:i1u;icrt,lt'11t-llPIMicatlQ1 1/BlbaJ/A Dro?JJIJlo:.orctabeu:md 

Um•g when com ticlgl:lt ~ a inc-/lc:s or 
grn1tcr.~?iriottioom,iaf1 
1nc:c0mlc::.'.IVlJ?iii1ndo1Jlolthi:: 
wborlwlll(eduCc1h~likc:IIOOotl'. 
ottt0prri)IJIY-'lldimpnivu1pray 
!;IJVOl.l@Drthowood1Dlli1DV, 

SORGHUM (MllO) 
Olmrvo ;,.IJ PRECAlJTIOr.5, l11cludi11g tho rel'crofl::e to a-ops growing w,dl!rstr0$. ilm;I f~d aria 10llaw MIXINC,APPllCPJlOf.l ;i.nd a.EANJNG iJ19tructlcns. 
App,lli:atioi'ls ct: aAN\11:L 480 ftartilclda lo !IDl"gtltm OOrlrlQ p~lods al mp ill' growth may ra:iiult In 1omp~ ltianlng ar planls or railing. of loavos. Ttiei;o ortccts m usui:i'ry o~gn;1wn 
wltl11l 1011>140,y;, 
DO NOT !J'";J:ZO or fo!XI tromod scrgmnrt rorago er !l]lll.g~ prior to m:nuro gr:i.lll stllgo-. 
11 $0rg:hum t$ Qt(lWrl 1or paftlurc. or hay, nfc-r tD tne P~RE use sei;ticm DI' tti.c ~:m.~. DO NCT .pppty RUVEL 480: H'o:rblQ!ja to :.orghum grown (or s~a ;m:iductlcn, 
Make no mcrnttlan Mt: a9pllcat100 per gnJwlng soa,oo. 

WEEDS COKfRDUED 
BANVeL 480 Htrblc:ld1t, when ;ipplicO ilt the spccfllcr;I ra'lc rcrs0111hum, will c.cntrot mnny 11i;ti'lt!ly growing ANNUJlL tircad1Cu1 wi:::ci,;- 11n(l wUl rcduc:t com,octi~on from c:rtabl~twd 
PERl:NNl.Al broad ~ar weed=. as ~II. 3G camro~ their srm:d Hogs (retcr tCI WEED UST). 

RAlts AIID TIMINGS 
BA.Ill/EL 480 Harblcldo /MY l:lc- appuoc ta emerged ilfld actl'iC!Jy growing Wllt!Cls. ;it le.:i:il, 5 d.i:r,s prier tD planting. Pn~m11caanco applim~an er BANVEl 480 Horbleldn mu!:.1 be 
madl! attor sorghum ts in the sp-I~ st19e (all ;or{#J:um ~merii[!d) bu! Detore :sorghum Jf115 inches tall. Fer bcJt portorm.:inec. maim aPl)flc.atlon:; wtien sol]11~m ts In tho 3 m 5 lcat 
st!.go anci: wcieds arc ~ntelll ~oss than 3 !ntfles ia.11 •• Usc drop Q!IJCS ~drcpnouJosJ Ir sorghum I:. tlller fflill> 8 illd'1i::is~Kccpmg ttlt! 5pmy.cff'thc 30fghum loave!land out ol !h!: \lrtmrJ 
WJU relluc~ tnc lla?llhood cf r;:rop •nJury ilnd lmprcvt'! spr.iy c:r"cr.age-~ weeel 10~aot:-

1RWttlis'r RAT[l'OI 11Wlltll AQle 
1f2~Int(1/4Ib.a-O 

TAlll MIXTREATM91TS 
l!AIIVU<!O"°"'lcldo olc,At-m,o 
Fer lmprmicd -c:aitral ct emerged, nalvciw gMWlrtQ Droacflcal wacds Including trl02:t1.o rcsJmrrt 15,pecios :ind .iddcid c.u.i:ipr~u:in or l)D:l'i:nnltJJ br.cadfoar wcicd:;, tank rnlJ 1/2 ?-nt 
l:SAff\ll;L 40D HB:rbfclda wlh 0.5 t.c 1.25 ll). al ,lUil.Zlnc po,r trea~d we, f« control-cl gra,ooa (l.ess th.lri t.5 1nctin:; tl.lij, tanX mix. 1/2 plntBANVEL 480 HurblcJde wtth 2 lb ill atr;:izlfl~ 
per treated ai;re. ~r best parfoo:mmci:- and mlfliT!ill ~p In)ury, =11~kii Qppllr;;;11i011 wlian oorghurn m. 31D 8 lncllcs tall an-II Whm brQildlcal wel;.'tl:l .:,r-e !a'fl<llt {less INln-6 mches talQ. 
Ap-pllcatlar, of atrilZ!no must bi, made bolero sorghum IS bcyon11$ 12 lnetias tall. n,e <1'b'ru!1na rate wnt C!ol}Imo upon SDll ~msr.c- ano longth or rt!:iildual wc11d -c:cnfflll det0l1ad. Follow 
a1 Gt:111? amt f~derol rostrictlons pl:ft31nhg le ,IJll'.32:int' i1Ppllr;:.:it10ns. 
BANVR 41!0 >torbfi:::lda :Plm BUCTRIL • 
For Improved cuntrol ot lm1adleill' Vitleds,.lnnk. m!K 1'2. pint BANVEL480 K1ntdc:lda Wll'1 1 tc 1 1/2 pint (D 2S - o.:m: ltl al/Al Buc.trll per treated attc.. Mtll!t aopnc:atian m 4 leilf to 
1 s Inch mil .sorghum. U:ilc drop notzlcs to dlfm~'.r bel'l(:Dth :sarg:hum leaves whl!fl sorrw:rium 15 gr.cirtllr tt-.an a mchcs t:J.11. 
AfAD ANO FOi.LOW M: LAila OF EACH 'WJI< MIX PRODUCT USED FOR PAECAU110NAAY STATEMENTS. OIAECTlONS FOR IJSE, 1'PPllCJITIO>i AATES !IND 1l~INGS, AND OTHER 
AESTAICTIONS, 
O'IElllAV (SEOUENTIJII.) TREAYMENTS 
~va 480 tiorlJicldu ~ be applied to gmunii provtouslY tre:,,C!!Gwltn ano ar rnor~ ot fflt! 1allcWlr1g hcrblcidc:5. r- l~ <>!O oct-•cn,nball 

' Maximum use ralc (Dr ab"azlno l5 di!h!ttnlncd ~V $OIi type, tillago practices used, surface residua, .ond stato or JoCLI rcS!rlcliO.nn, follow the 
rnaro rostrictlvD ~lremont:5 Wh-on ,dctiJrmnI11g tho maximum usa rat£ for :itr;:i.zlnt. 

PREHARVEST USES 
FofllM 0rit l•_,.s,,,.,.o11--o-
BMVEL 480 Horbli:llla may tic 11.pplJeil 1arWllOO suppre~icm any lime after tho oorghum has ra.ichc<I tMe sort dough slag a. An ogr1'1Jlttlrally approved surlaclimt may be used ta 
lrtlPl"O'l/0 !)l;!r1Prrral'lr;:a, for aerial ilppUwttlons use at least::! g;ii cl W3t~-b.l:.cd-catt1i:!r per trwlt!d llCre. 

Ot:IO.y h~ until 30" dar,; aTmr trcatrni:nt 

llROADC/ISf AATE PER Tl!E,I.TED ACRE: 112 piOt (114 lb •I) 

SMALL GAlllffS {Wl<EAT, 8A= AIW OATS) 
Nat UadOr.l:atido,:1 10 l(i.lJllfflGS 

IMl'llfllMT 
Obsorva all PRECAUTIONS and: mad antt 1ollcw Cl..EMSNC, MIXING :ir1CI APPLICATION n!.tl'VCI.IOIIS. 
Prohor'llo~t interval (PHI) r~lcUcn lor gml'I ~ T-day:;. 
If s.m.Jll grains ire used !or pasture h,w, m-c laU11wint1 restrictions apply: 
• Anlmo.13- cam'lct br;i mrn!M:'d 1mm ttaaU!d .oroa ll:lr slilU-gtrtc, prior tc JO ~ys.-iloftllt I~ i'.l.pplk;a1h:1r,.. 
.. Thcr-Cl' ts no Wil!tlr:ig porlod between trw~ont ilnd t:1ca2i11g for Mn~l~ctll.11t'1i1 lf.olfv m1ma1s. 
• 1.roattl<l' ore:as may net ba grazed by lad:Jting d;1Iry .animaJS, bl:forc 7 <la~ ;iJtar trtlatmorrt. 
• ~ tct ~ ~'I'"""'" ~ =rm bc!tll:e 37 day:i artr:r tro.itmcnt. 

NOTE: Obs:ervt- an orecnullons arn:i rc:ilrict1ms on tho l11bt:~ al' µraducts usml Ill tank ml:.: treatmi;m~ 

WEEDS CONTROUED 
ELA.INEL ~ lturbli;:lda, ar i:omblnilbons with IIS.ll;l(t tmk mix pilrtrro~ will prov!do 1;11rrtwl or :!IUpprosslon of annual brniJdlciat wc~d3 liStl;lll bclr.:iw.. For imprGo'cd central ct 11s1t=e1 
weeds. it ls rccommonci-cd that BANVEL 480 H•r!)lddG bo ai:i~l!ad In a IDnk mtx: wilh oll1or hoiniciOO:s. ~11fct 10 iiDccilic: crw lor 1Dn1t m.ix: onlioru:; 

l.'bncir ' =·•L:>ddcl' 
S~.Cil.1Crtwiiedl .,..,,,.,.r.,,.,,........i 
~~.Ai:io t ~m. Prci;v;ia 

iJoc),~.;i~1Qr.::h -b ...,._,,__ L>or-ea,_, 1.o1r,.,,.ar1,,,,_ 
0\amar.1'l-.Ocln ~ . Mlncrs 1 

Ct.1:.rN.Bi!: ~"'""" ~t'O. Ccmmon' r~.CO.rnrr.ai'! 

f<lc!de.lll:il ~t:l'-illOGl:MOil 

"""' .. ""' .......... Bu-•J 
~.Common M,_d,'IW'j 

ttrol._11'->C~J • Mv!lrard, t r~ • 

~,Qllt'JIT.«:i' N"1Ciio.T"'"'loib ..a• 
Ood<.¾ ' MU?;tsra.Wlli:1' 
DJ'W:::nmod._.l'l)O'lQ'li l N_,..,.,e...,. 
~J'ri!'IVO"'...C',C:U~ ' PIT~~.~ 

f.r'4!' ..... S$1tcooal' ...~-· 
f>:lt a,co;- · --~) -· """"'"""-rn•m.mc'""""o.-~ 
'"""""" ~.~ I 

~.tun' - ·~-"00<1 ·~=-- /'i;,l'tUI,_ 
tiC1PICffOfltt1 """"""·"'""11• 
HDnblt .--· 
1 These weeds WIii be ccntrollao WIit! BANVEL.480 Ho~ldo UJ;11~ ml)(lull,lS. Ra1or h) Ultl.k mr;,; ta.b<:I ror spac:Hir;: Wll'lldS Ccntrollocl. 
~ $AN\IEL 48U tlfflllddo brik mi>tes WUI p1ovJO:c !iUPptC$S!Qn er cstzibllshc-d br1J1Jdloal wwds i:11'1d -wntrol of their !.Codllr,gs., 

RAltS ANDTIMIKGS 

~ 8.u:1.:1d!Wf_ ' 

-R.0"'"11<! ' 
P,,.,lf'Wll,..'";T!IW 1 

l'"JO""l',C.!11,""" ' 
Rodo11.\'N,:l ' R,,,----· 
Ra;'~C'G, r-=t(BU!l.l'C,.,;c~ I 

kcld_1.a,wi + 

'31X:}:U, Vt:lit« ' 

Sil"'"~. 
s:nc-ritimcraL.f"";,C' 
S.~C."CD'l - ·-Si:no\Rodrsi,,n- • 
s,,,,w:,;,,-
Sb.'irt~, 'flllca:mi" 

S,,,f""'1, C,;,,...,r.-11"1 

-c=,jo• 
TI,::llo,llf=>I 

\'"'"'""' 
Vetch' 

~cw.Ci:mrnorl- ' 

Appllcatlort; ol BANVB. 480. H11rblcld11 moy -Do mad11 001oro. during llf 111'\or plariUng or ~mal gralna, For bitat purtorm.iri:::e, m:ik.o appt1caoon9 whon woacls am 1:, 1110 2 to J 10.-1 SUlge 
an-d ro:.crtes. .iro lass. tl'l3n 2 lt1c:hcs Qt:tCISt Apµac:p.tlon a1 ltANIIEL 480 Horblcldc 1CI snuill gr:iric d1s-rlnD per~ ot lil;-tld g~ may r(lsu•t lri. crap loamng, Thi:-; a.ind-l~on 1:-; hlmpor.ary 
;md will not rc.<!1,1to i;mp yu~ld~. 
Use BANVEi.480 Hl!Jblclda.i.l2t:I 41Ioippr1~1e~ il::::-t inwtiW. tilll set'dcd bnrl~,anrtcelS.ilcid a12 lll3flo:::i~rttll3lC'dil!:ro l:i ~fil'ig soedcd tlarle~. Use tho hlgliar lcvc.lo!listcd 
ratt: ttangc:;: w/\cfl lti:ilting dilhcl.llt to tonlmtwecd:s :s;.1cJt a& k.t-c:h~. RUSSQ!l tt'ilstla, o.N:I llr\Ckly lcttue:e: at ~ansc vcgttiltivc gr.:iwth 
BANVB. 480 lmrblcldll' used In ;;i tmk mix with omcr ~crblc1dcs art~ the b~st s,ecIrum al weed c;onirol ilod- hefblCldc coJcnint 11r r~al:;;1ar.1 Mca mam:i~emcnt Rc1er to spccir.c. crop 
fDf' BANYB. 48D Hlrlblcldll rat.a and applli:al.lon tltnlr,g. 
Fer opplica!lon:s: ::iriot l0ih11 all'l~!~C-flCII of w~ds or when &i~□nylurco rc-slstant WODrl.s nro 11rnsc:nt er S.L-spnct~d IJ:Sll n mtiimum of J 1t oziio.r lloo.10<1 ocrc al BAJNR.480 Hcrb1Cldc
wl1h a b'ik mix ~oralcldo. Nor,•:s1-11fonyl1.1r~ hcrtili;idei:.~ucr, a:s 2, 4--0 or MCPA '.lilnk rnixw with EIANVB. 480 Horblch11l w~I oflor more Wll!il:rt11rit cont,rol or sulfanyluroaruGl&t:m\ woud:., 
Whu11 lDClk moon~ with :llllh)"1}'!u.roa horb-lcldu:s, i;i,.u;h ll,$ AJ!yil, ,11,mbc~t &:prc,s• 1 ;mtl 8aTT110BY'9 Extra llse .::i11.ooriculrurauv a.pi;iro1r.od .surratt.W IJf a11m:ist 80% m::lil'O ingnidior.I1:1I 
the ratco11 to 4 p~100 gal or :sproyor nat mtJnl th.il"I 0.2S t0 o S% by<Jok.Jme-ll!W" too htuho~ra.lo ol o.i111:it;.mtwtio-n u:sln-.g thE.l lowar rail, rnr'lgo:.d the bnk mix ;,nd.forwt"tDn troating 
more m:iturr. 11~u:I dlfftt.u;l to crnitrclwcodg or d~11so. vcgatati110 growth 
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!'AU. AND SPRING SfEDED WHEAT 
BANVEL 4SJ Hfflllddit MUST 8E APPLIEO TO FALL SEE CED WHEAT PRIOR 10 lHE JOINTING STAGE..APPUCATIONS TO SPAING SEEDED WHEAT MUST BE MADE 8EFOAE WtiEAT 
EXCcEDS 1.ie s LEAF STl!,GE. Early d~r;g: wtwat ti'31lctit!:S soch 3!i fA,'1U 07, llr'.AOtSOM. or ~LD must rce11JvC ilt,pltCiiltlon between c..rty lillmng 3nd U,o ]ctnltng- s:!Jlgt!-... 
care s.~ould be~ 1::~n; thcSCI 'Qlrlctios to De CCTU,- ttq.t the apPlitJu:n o:anpklftu i:icjOinl:'ng ~-gc. 

TAM< MIX TIIEAllolOOS 
BANVEL'8DHGr1>1ddomaybl?tY'lknuedW11h~ctrlTIOl'C.bul t'lotlitnal?dtD.tt?1tlol~1'cJblcidc:s.Rem,;indlolbwthcl.Jbe(of~th1Mkmbc.produc;11.1$td.fOfl)ftcaJllooa;y 
s\Dt~ms. dltoc:tt)l1S. t« uso1 wcedsa,ntrotrcd,llflO gea;rn;hic ~ other rt!$Ulctlcns. 

BROADCAST RATE PER lREATED ACRE 
Arioly 210 4 ll oz BAtM:L -480 Harblr;:ldi:t With: - Adffllllrt;ttllllD.ffl 

2,4-0 2,4-0 
amino or ester 
MO'A l,\CPA 
imoor~er 
My -- Ulie\J Wuron 
fxon,ss 

~J!<r--100• --
!l>a...,.,Em -·-~-_,, Bl~ - ~ • MCl'A 
Cur:tlU'"' _..,,J,<-!) ~.,,. -..,_, --· -1 When us1nv klrmUl3llon:l oltl~ thari:4 lbfg;JI L1SC1 ?QUflds-:JC1iVc/acre U:.tc11, 
' Herbicides WA:tl ttle 5ilmo ~1¥c i'lilreltl?nti!J'ld/or Clffcr1J1ttorrnutit10ris may be used. 
• rank miXb.--rc:i tor lilll soodcd wheat only, 

,.,,,,._ 
4.0 l!Vgal 

4.0 lb/gal 

60'1,CF 
75%CF 

75%0F 

"IS'4DF 

Z.OII/QOI 
•.u,-.,, 
Z.35"""' 
3,0..-.ol 
ill'll,CF 

15%01' 

SPECIAL USE TANK Mll<ES FOR S!'RING AND FAU.Sll:DED WIIEAT 
(SEE Rlllll<IITESRIR APPLICABLE USES) 

Apply J lo 4' II Ol of BAJ(VR 480 llorblcld1 Wjth: - .......... _ - •-Fo<- UO. 2_«-D Cl NCl'A :mint '-4-0orMCPA 4.Cll>'<Df 
2_,&.0GMCfAl$0 2.~Dc,MCJ\\ •.o-
.l.'lr ~ -Mita om:'lllloo 7SY.lf 
e,,,.,. D.lkmutbtM • llibcrn.Rn~ 1-
H>t"""'Eno t'tl~•~mc?i:t.v1 1S%OI' 
MY• 2 • .c..o.mic et l$.cr' "'"°'-""""' •2-•·D -+4.0lt>la,I 
~--U-Dwr'Aore:if~ ...... c,..,, . , .. .a ~llF+4.0R.IQI 
& i:irKS .. 2,.(...0PNarcsta~ i~-. ~-""""" •2.~-0 75'\!lf""Oll>f;,,J 
~Eln • 2.4.0an11r.ea~ IUl'"110i!'=>-~D-lll-""""11•2.4•0 m-,c; .;,oto.1..i - o!-• 3.0-

Amourn: of Prodtitt Plr Acru 

8..0-12.011 oi 
[0.25 - 0.:175 lb ~!Al' 
80-12.011 .. 
I0.25-0,mlb.-lA)' 

1nO Ol 

0.2Bot 
1/60? 
1'3(1,! 

J.0, 1.5111 

1 O·Z.Ool 
20~2f.lO! 
t/4•1/3ot 
1n-1-s1> 

1.0-10.ocz 

Ptodoc1"1l'Ac:n:i 

1.0-20Wlll5-1 .0lb °",'I' 
I.O-f.5~(115• .7$11~ 
1/20-1/HI oz 

0.14-0.28 oz 
,m-lilio: 
l1S-h'30.l 

1120 .. VlOOl ,aOCl0.t 
O.l4 ii,c -.(UiOt 1-8,0fl 0l 

1m- 116 o, -a.o n ., 
l~- 1ilo--&,00o: 
120-160f1Qr 

' l!Al'NEL 480 Hlrblc;t,d:11 l"l'IZIY bl!: u~0d11.t6 II 01. on f;)II sat!dcd wtic:atk\\~q ~- a ~-apgU.0\-glr! OO,JG,. t.;L\ 01<.ino 'D: 11:1>to.BD o.t,of IMVB.1118) 

=l~l~::0:,~~=c~:;:~::::;~::c~1S:~i:~~~~,:~=, ~l=~~~~~=~:-'~~=:=~u: 
...,_,<Ud>nllwt',-~Jl-h>pos»t...,,raw ~'-"f./'-otbJ,poi-or, , ooo,1 ... q11,o,ol~f,roropl,i,.,v~n,I-

' On nat ICi~ 12'! rues ar~cnylu~ ncni,cltlcs, sucri m.AA'y,Amtief, Eqircs:1, .ana H.nnncr,y utriJ on more m.aurc W!;!C<IS am1/t11 011 ocn,c n~m.UYc growth. 
" Noto: Foru,cc,, Fo!ISc~odWhimt.01?.tr.~Ullles:i:P0re11tlal crop:in)r.iryw,10011ccep~. 
' Whm using IOl"mUlatlOnS OO'ICI' than 4 ~gal use tJ(lUrlO'$ ~a IIStoO. 
'U., IO<~ COO\ll)f o\ R=l,n lhi'11c, 3-d,grom,,ol,,...,...,td, illll!W~oock 
• "-"VEl. 4'0 twnlldda ~tc ~ Ai 2 II Ol wM Roa'ldul) IJS A ptt:plDnt!l~OCQUon ID~-~~ With l'ltl mllll'lil ~riod prio( !a pt:anlltlg, Add 0,5',I,, oy YOit.mc Ol Dn 

~.CUl'.lrillly~"°°-Tc,,,ic ltl10C::,,t. 

fl 

FAU. SfEDED BAJILEY 
BAN\IEL-t80 Korbl~da- MUST El APPLIED TO FALL SEEOEO BAAlEY PAIOATO THE JCINTINC ST~E, 
Nata; For spring twley ~rleb'cs tnm ilro"sec0e'd durl{,g lho Miter rn:1rnt~ar ti!.tl!I', fallow~ rates and tlm~glYCn for ~ring scodce ~i;y. 

"IAIIK Mil[ TIIEATMOOS 
IWNEL 480 Kerblade may be lank mixoo wtUl ono or more DI' Uic fO:lowlng h=mlddi.,. Read Md to::ow the ~:I Gf each W1k 11111 prodUCI usoo kn' prC13JU0:naty sbtcsnef\ls, 

6-tot=--""'~"""'tac,-
BRDADCIIST RATE PBI TIIEATED Al:RE 
Apply 2 tD 4 II Ql BA.N\IEL Aa) HortJlcld-o With: 

Pr""""1' Aclh'al~ f1> rttuabllffl Amoun1 01 P'rotJiiet Por Aao 

2 • ..:i ,Q amn,c ar ntcr l.4-D • .011>/gol ao::aa:. 
lll~o:IAI' 

tO~lmlnl:-orcsttr IDA t; ,C>ltJ/g.ll UH1.0fc, 
(D= I• al/"I 

""' lf~J,/1 ~Of ,no. ,no., 
A'llbc< ,., ... ,.,.., 75ll0f o.u .. a:uc: 
~ llii!a<,Wa110-11111Cl)U!O".....:M 175'1. Of 112-Wor 
~'l'Extra tlt1or~•~an-m~ n,,; Of 1/6• 1.0:ca.. -· mat11tluzIn 7$%!1F 1.G-1Me: 

Bucinr "'""""""' i.olb'..,, 1.0-11/2:.1 

"'°"'"' bi-~-tlitCPA <.0~1 l/"4•11f2g?: 

' 00 NOT use lawr.ilc-sotsu"onyrurca; (Atty.Ambcr,E"1.Plc!.~. tll'ld H:MR'l(l'rf Ema]l)l~ f'l'li:II~ weeds.ilPdloron deost"VtQCtltlvc grawlh, 
'WNm US1ng1Qrnilatlaoscttlcrlror? 11 lb/galusc: PQl.l'ld:s.~ •stco.. 
• ~ WIDI the ,a.me ilCtM: klgrce1cm i2IUllc( dltfcrtffl tormutoliOfri may be usa:1. 

SPlllN\;SEEDED BAl<LEY 
BANVEL 480 Htrb-leldo ~ BEAPPUED BEFORE SPRING SEEDED BARLEY EXW;OS 11-IE ◄-LLAF STAGc, 

lllNK MIX TREAmEllTS 
BANVEL 480 H111'blclda ~y be tank m«na: W'IVI ona 01 more or thi:: lollowing J\crbicldes Read ilf\d follow tho l.ilbc!. af oath tank ml• product used lor arcc.iutian.>ry 11:i:ltcmcnlS, 

dlf~lons lor use. woCIS'- coritrollco aru:I g,:ocr.:iphlc ar,o ot~or rcstrlellons.. 

BROADCAST RATE f'ERTIIEJ[fED ~cae 
Appty? to 31101.' BAM\11:L 480 tt-lddl' W1tl\.! -· AWt'flr,Qr'CIOioM 

MCPA xnr~ er tsttJ Mc.o> 
~ (rl!'CUll.l\'lf')oQ'~ ._,_ trlzuUuron 
er.,.,, _llllnui1Won • '1..-
-Em .,.,_, . .,...,_.,,,..,~ 
s,,n, ~:r.J:llt.ln.) 

Bt.lt'lr~ .....,..,,,. - bl..,...,.,.• MCPA 

fOm):;i1,aUon A..'"tlOll.ll ot Produc.l Pl)t ACtO 

4.0lb'~I u-120 ff oz ,ns-o:mli>"".\l' 
fmiOF, 1/20• 1/ll)C: 

75", 0f 0.1, ~02:a02 

ffl\Of 1/12 • l ,t;az 
75'!',QF 1/6-1/Joz 

'IM\Of 1,0.10.llor. 
..0111/i:,:sl 1.0·1l/2.cl, 

4.010/~ l/Ml/21,t 

' DO NOT IJ!lC 10W r.ttosd :iUllanyllMc:is IM{,Ambar,£,.p.fcs.s, ooO ~ Emil) Cll more m.1nrc~~ Jnd/or<r1 d~ qctltwc Qrowth. 
" '.'"1on l151fllil rmooblJon,.olhortron 4~lJS.C' poW'lds ;,ctM/,1~ ~ -
1 Horb'ci.llJ&. ~ tho gm11 :ictr,re lngrttlicl1t :J11fJ/or d!fforonttormt.C.it:oos Mt1f tlo used 

fAU IIXD SPIIJIIG SttDED 0"1S 
BANVEL 430 Haftllddo MUST BE AP'F\.I.Ell B EfORE SPAING S&C ED OATS E:XCEfO THE 5 LEAF SlACE. AP-PUO\TIDIJS TO fALL SEl:D ~ OATS WJS1' !IE MAOf PA l'.lR TII' TH£ JO INTMi STP.l:.E 

TANI< WX l!IEA'IMElll"S 
BANVEL 480 HpblcldCJ m;iy he t:mk mlxco wrtn ona ar more of tt.c lollawmg hcrbicld.oti. Rc;id and lcllow tho I.wet al ttaeh bnk mix proo\1tt IJ:sl!CI tot PtllCaUtlort:!ry !.blomcnl!i, 
dlrcciIonr; lot use. wcros '°nlrollcd anct ~grapftlc .rid 01htt mstrtctJons. 

BROADWT HATE PER l'REAJ'ED ACRE 
A poly 210 JI 11 Dl 8MVEl j8() HClrtkndo wnh: 

a 0-12.0 fl oz (25-.375 lb :ii/Al ' 
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'"C 
p, 

{J'Q 
(b 

....... 
I.O 
V, 
O'\ 

SUCAACANE 
Obsorvc ii.~~ R:::Jd ond lolJow MIXING, ~'"102rl.A't0 ClEANJNG lflSll1}Ctlons. Consul Y0Uf :Ocal or :.late ill!lhotltlos ror pcssblc opClbUon rDWIC'llOM, ~lly 
con'1lrnloQwt.il:ici~u.mdadYJt.etcM\Ccrnltl;~~lr..ol-lWt'1r.S. 
llleim,--lntcmltp!<l)farS,_b87da\"-
WEWSCONTllDl1.ED 
BANYa.SOHortllclda, wticn. apptI1l'd.i1! i;pccillod rall:'5. WIit contrnl fflatly i\NNUAl., BIENNIAL. an~ PEREN~IAl bl'G3tl~I w~cda c:ommonlv loimd in sug:arr;antl, (11:lcr tc WEED llSl), 

llATES AND TIMINGS 
,a.;.p11t1ta'ld 8AICW'El.'81J~ mayt,e mooe ~Umo3ftct woods ha~ GmCf'QOG:and ill"e octivulyQfOW!ng lil1 before i:ioc:aie•n ~gcat~anc.~cocon ratcsonel 
~OS WV£1.'80Htlt>lddamigffmboklw.Usnlhehfgt,c,lovcllft11stedratoroogir.1wta?J1tr~lk1'!St!vogl!btlvo~ 

Wft11St,vo...,flpo .lmouat PrDdD~ Broa~l Ra.tll p,r Tn:imd tao lb o( 11 

AAnua:r 
SmaU,il.dlvOlyqra"i¥ITTV 1!·1pl \,'4-¥., 

r$ilbl~i.-d 'tlfl!t!d g,owCI 1-1 Y,,t Y,-¾ 
8k!lnnMII 1-2.Dl l>•f 
f!::rcru,l;:i\ 2i,t 1' 

' Applle:Jtion madv Qver \till top or .or:tllll.!IY ilrDWlng svgarCMo rmy result In crop 1nJurv~ 
WhDfl PoSSibk?, dWCCi ttlC spray tlcclcath Ure suoarcane c.nipy ~ Ord~ la mkllmllc ttm lltcllh«II ol crop injury. Th!!~ 01 drcctod :trt~ wlU ;J~ illd ai mcsxirtdzlng ,pr.iy 
WICfaCIC ol ~ fol~e.. 

Rab"CD\l'm:nt may ba madt ::is ncctri:d, !wwl:ffl, do net c:~~ a talal rJ1 2 ,1ppilcatlo~ or BAN~L 11ml HIUtlC:ldc,: Pin" JC!.U. 

TANK MIX mEAn.mm 
BAWEL4110 Horblddul11il)'bc t:Jnk;ffill.WWllllon.o ar more C1.l"lltllrnJlad tc, tl'l<rltfle,wlngtic:,'b«:ldc:s fo,tc;ontrcl ot gra:is.c:l:ar~d<liUlmlll btcadltml weeds.Read ilnG ra lkrw tho labol 
aT each l.lnlt mbr: proc'ud: usl!d (OI' ~!~!lu:.t:omoif3, dltealoru !or use, rote, and ll!rl~ ~'Cedscon:b"Ollod,.md gi:,ograpnle:ood attrct rc:.trlctlOrtS.. 

Hnrt)&c:Jdo llalmpc,111- ..... (lb ■ij 

Amctr/nlEvk") 215- ~Jj 

Asulam !ASWD<1 2.0-31/J -· 215-4.0 

2,4-0 1/2-3.0' 

' .Appric:rt!on ol' BANVEL 480 HtittJkldo plus 2,4-0 tank mix at ttio- hl~ha-Ie11cI rani- ranges may resr.Jlt m crop Injury. 

...s!URE, tlAY, RANCB..AND, AND FARMSIEAP (NON~RDPIAND) 
'Iba- pni-h•nnsst lrl1Gml {PH{) 1« grn:510tlDO J10 4.1)1. 
Th,_.,...,.,ll'ff~to<grushlrl>7 .. ,._ 
UJMl.41- a$~1«""'on-,ll>)-.r.n;<l>Ni,OMll='<Jl1'1;rm-lJoo,<n>-~n;;r,oa,n,w:11M..,._fl\;O:fCII0.1'11ll>J:lcO).ftt 
«...-)COJ-""°br,r,llcocr.,01,!Wi\18.<8tlllnl<ldGmlt""°!I0'-"'""'•""0$/d01to:i,C,..,_oJGl,_.\e,,_lnl<O>uY,_..O:.C,d""91"'",Q<t.,ioo 
flA/m-l,olmdc:o:10<_ ..,,_.,._ .. ..,~-""'""·'"l)Q;j"-'-"'P"":)><p,;qe.ef...,Y.ffo.tiG<l•-.,._-.,bc,,co;.w•lEl\:Stlloia'<l!>UI 
J>Vlr>"" .-,oyt,,..,.l'l!:C,I"'-"' >tSO.:,Coon\y, IZ 1111:C! 1M 
ObSt:M. ~ PRECAU'TlONS. rtoo .ind tol ttH MOONG.APPUCATtOH AHO 0..ENING ll1Sln.ltt!ons. 
llANvet,ao l<ottiddo usu <lasc.t1bn<! lfl lhla ~ :i!:o ~ )\ 1(1 n:ilt r-...n:i (3U:h a, ~. lorage sor'IJflvm, oars, l)V, '1.ldangrass o, wtic.111 ;rown ror PiJ~rc uso only. 
NEWLVSE£0e)IJUS ft!.1)' be severely lnj\A'd • r.J\a til IMVE,. qQ HIJDIC:l4I «a ,gru~ter ~ I pr/A. 
ESTABLISHEO GR.ISS CROPS growing- P.JOMr s1rCS$ ron cXhlblt var\Qu:; I.MJUTY symti(om::. thilt m.iy be more prunount:ccr U tlerbleldC5..Jnl applie!l". 
Bctl~.QllX!t;ri:c., t'Ufl':ai~• SL~~CliiVbell'lj* ;ttlte:.~ I 9f UHVEl.'80 Morbldda t"112.,•0 pcrtcarod il<:l'c, ll.st21ty colonial bcrngr~ 
on:rmmlllcrantth:an<n~ngrypos,Vc!'f:iqi11:SSeS1(t~~*ed,.ltca~wjltlto:~~.ii~.dowc:~.J:spedm.Wlld•.'f\lllcrPQS.vetr;I\JNl:otl'lctlL'gt.tme!i. 
M1r,tAIS CANNOT BE REMOVED FROhHl!E/iTED AREAfllRSUUGHTER P!IIOR10 30 DAYSAmR L.ASr Al'PUCA1IO,~. 
~EIS NO WAITING PERIOD &TWEEN lR~TMENT ANO GRAZING FOR NON-LACTATING ANIM~. 
TIMING RESTIIICTIONS FDR UCTAllNG DAlllY '1NIMALS RJIJ.OWJNGTREATMENT 

1Jp-1o 1 pt(Tl2lba~ 
Up102pl(llbaJt 

7 da,, 
21 d;iv, 

KcJf11:0bSCMt.tlpregi.rtDns:lnCf restr'lct!Otl:i.on !ebol&C product:uscd lntankmixturcs. 

liUJMG Allll APl'UCATIDII 

37 (lay5 
51 (!ilV, 

~L 480 Hol'blcktil, i:;;:an boll~~ W31ar. oil '°' -«D!t'L' 0JlUUloni (iodudmg: invDr'I snttim~. GI' 11;,r:iy:iblO fluid 1ffllh20f ~:G, ii ~rtior. A COMPATIPJLITY TEST {SCIO 
COl<lllrlBILll"ITEST ,oct~n) st,oull t,om;rtio ii<'0<10 mnk ml,fllg. 
lo PfOPiLrO 011 tn w.itorumulslCNl, half.fdl S~l.lflk with Wll!Dr. t~an IJdd lhD.-::itlAW amouru o<tm.if:Dllo'I'. With J:Cl"\tlllUOllS il(1l1Dl10n. 'S.uw1yaeld 11\tl ~ortilddc and thon tJ\g ~ 
(such a:i diesel oll or1ucl <.iJl10I' a pf'Cmbl ol ~ ~addWanal cmutsmcr tll 1pr;y~ Compi:etc Ml~ :I ::JJ«r ~ with waler. Mo.int~ viQO'TU.I: i1gilD.Uon OtnQ~Dr:'f O')inftoo, 
ta prcvcnl oo and waler I ram f~ng scper.lt! QVttS, 
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BANVEl.48(1 Horblddu m::y be l;ll)llc!J llroruJC3:,t usll1g c:IO!lc:t ~ er .acr~ .ippI1ca'llon equipment When u51rli;I grcvnd cqt.1ipmcrn,. ;ipply 3 to '600 R<J(IOn:. of dllu1"g sprov DCJ' 
Ut!11ttlc1' acrt1. Vclll'Tlt of ,pr.2J ;1 od WIii: doJ)cind an too hcJghJ.. density, and type c1 wcc<i:1-cr bnJ:ih be.Ing lrcil~cl" ilnd 1;n tno type o( CUJlpmosl11lc1ng Lned. Wh~ u~ narl.ll 
cqUfpmcntilpply 1 la -tDgalao&~ d•utcd :pray pct treatca:.acm m awa1cr-t1.isc<1 Qfflt:. 
l!AJMl 480 MorblddG nuy De ,11ppl~d to mMdual ~;r.ro.-~~ ~!Wl ~ -rn:(r~en) or unddrnblc veg elation u~r,g h.indgun or Mlitar types 01 .:ippli::atIcn eqUiPlnl!"f'lt 
"!'l>'I-OP>)~:0-~~••""ll\lP:O~C:kfl:l;<>Od;ltmO. 
Hcrbii:idc odfllv.1tm1 orctl'()r spr.iv .:iefdilivcs (cmult:iflor;, 511rfact1nis, wcn~g .:igontt, driftcontrOI agents. ar pc:nctra~t:> ffl.il.Y b~ U!:'Cdforwnning, pc:rictm1lo11. crdriftct:Jmrel ,Sp,oy 
.addllr,,cs must be atirlculrurall~ ~~!)roved when u:;od In pastur11: i!.ppllC:ltlQm;. lf~.i.y .addlllvc=:; ~re .uscel , read and, 1ollow ..:I use rccommcna11111lfl!i ;;mt! prcc.iutlOOI'; mi pm¢ui;t !:1001 

WEEDS OONlllOUBl 
8AHVEL40 ~dda

1 
"I:~ :,~i:-JA: q,cct•~ l'I~ d Ii~ W"..t"Dldffl)1))',Y,,'M.l,,\l, p~,,Al.1--ld ~ ~ v,.'00¢, i1l'ld f1\aS1Y WOOD'< brwl .md' ._;nc sp~ 

~~ 11 ~ m.~1~.~0(IT"l\nl ~ {r.011-<r~:n:m.p.:.ta rowtt0 U$'rJ ~ i l PERENNlAL weeds rnt1ybc: contro!cdwi'-h klworrat11~ al 
,_.IWMl<IIIMrilclOoGtlANVB.<ISll~ p!lls?,••D.S..Clo lclowin;AAl!S<\>IO 11/,a.°IUS.«!1"1-
RAT!S ANO llMIMGS 
~cauan ra1cS ~ timing of BAHVEL 480 HmrblQ;ic: ate gl't'OO •n tt,o !Oltowir.; tlb!c.. Use ttre ~er 'cVrd 01 ll$ted rate r:lfl\j~ when lrmting: detise Q' tall vcgd;UYc irowth 

w, .. s~•T\'P< Amoc,l~P.rode.ltt 

A1mu:il 

Sfl1i1U,act1YeJrorowil~ 1/2-1.0IJ[ 

btlbl~hcd weed Qfowth 1.0-1112:Dt 

n1e:nn1ar 
Rt'.t!ioncdUlmotcr 

Ltss tna11 3 mchcs 1/2-1.0pt 

JifldU:0IITIOl'C 1.0-2.0 PI 

Bol1"9 2'.0Dt 

Pm'a:nnlol 

s,,p.....,..«:co~.,,...i,CCl<lol 1/2-1,DQl 

Nolc<l(1flC<IJ1'11ai:1 1,0([( 

Wi,;ioy Bfnll & Vma, 

Tap groWlh ~tiorosslon 1/2 • l,DQt 

Top growth con1rc11 1,0qt 

'~bcstJ)fflOnn:lr.cc. m~®Plbtl011wl'ICn8.leMlal-WCl!OS.attltlthtJQ:;CUCS\a9C, 
1 Spcciosnotcd rnWEED UST Willt!J'Q1J1f1?tank.mOO:tuci:.r~r~oqua.~eontrt1L 

Bmldc;nl rat.a- par and trulnd ,cm (Ill.al) 

1/4-112 

1/2-314 

1/'4-1/2 

112-1.0 

1.0 

1/'.l-1.0 

,.o· 
1/2 • 1 D 
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Al'!trc.itmcnt: may be m,1.tie: i1$noC<lod; ttov,,ivcr, DD NDf o~tl .'.l tobl cf 2 appllca1Ion::. o! BAH'v'f:l 48U Horblddo tier year. 

TAM< MIXTREATMEl<TS 
READ - FOLL.CW 1HE WEL 0~ EACH WIK ... ~ •~oOLCT useo FOIi PRECAUTIONAR'I STATEMENlli, DIRECroNS FOR USE, AP?UCATKJM AA1!S, >,ND OTllll RfSTlllCTl!lllS 
&AHVEL48Dtmrbl~itom.r,b~~kmllwd>Mtnonom-mon,bul~~mltodt:c,o11hotolbwll"ISlllMtk:lda$101ccn-:mI1lfgnmo~,am1111~t,fUl:l~YrOull$.Qnd. wca1t1brutna/ld,rnc:; 

Jler1)11,'fd11 R:llcm ~truiil1lld oi:m ~bal) 

Pa:;1ure, l\'.)y, ran7i!Clnnd,t1nd Qc:ncni rarm:nc:id fnan-cropl;mdl u:s1=-: 

RO'PMGOIO (Rwroup) l/-4-3 3/~ 

met:sulrwon mc!hyt (Ally) 0003Bto0,011 

p;mLQWlt [Gri!maa:cnej 1/2-1,0 

'"'°"'" ITordon"I 118-3.0 

triclopyr(Gtu"laf"l"l :Jr-4-9.o 

H-0 ,,~ •6.0 

ouc to 1hr. lllll'lol-llOllS lh.11 m.ty ot:~r 1(1 ~ Y..4!.C:. ,1/'iO .:;:t!::iflt; m:c ITT~tcd1c:nts [tl",!;I~ WiJ[Ct ~u~l]IU?:i), iJ COMPATIBILJTYTES1' (GOO 
COMPAlllllll1Y1ESl) o ,ocomrnondc< pOor to"""" Ill'.!: IN)Ong, 

M SURFACETREET!l~TM81TS 
BAHYEl'BD Hafblcido ffl:!)'bc .iwi~ :c.att1t s:.rtxe tnm\mcr(1or arivol crccrmra:t.1 lrce:lood prcvonuotl ot: ~ut. fj cut lt~ r,.. mix.of l ~ BAKVEl.480Hffllldd1tYt1th 
\ 10 3 p)rtg water stlOi!lcl b-e 1.1£C!i in..iK!bUorl. U~ tho lower dilutf11t1 whl:rl ~ dt.fc1.1lHo-tcntr0I s:pccies. 
FRlLL Ofl. GlJIIDl.i~EATh1EHTS; .YliLICca ronlltluuus C'-'t or u; Sl!ries cl oYCrbppirig cu.1~ u:1lnaon MO to Qlnllll ll~t lrlJnk.Spr;r,i or paint cul surfotcwitri ttic BANVEL 480 ~rbh:ldo/water m.i•. 
STUMP TREATMENTS: Sprny or _gallt 1rcshly cul surl'ac:C! with. tha water mlX, The arc.a Jl.CIJ]ccnt ta thO l);:lrl{ shcn.rld be tt,o,cug~ly wvt, 
Nat.: !or mo-o rapid ro1ar eN~. ~.-4-0 m:rf be .i:kkld to the- BAPM:L -'80 Hort,lcldo/wau!I'" JfliX. 
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DORMANT APPUCATlONS FOR CDNTROL Df MULDR..nRA ROSE. 
BANYEL 48D ltarblc:ildo can be .appllt!d-Whcn pl.onb illl? dor'm~nt i).$ nn un.dihJ'ti:~ SPOT CONCENTFATE dredJy IQ tna soltcr ilS a LO~OILBASAL. SA.RK treatment usin11 .iri oll-wato1 
cmu1~1on:1c1utlr;in 
SPOT-cONcartRAlE appllcatiOn:s: cf BANVEL .USO H,rt,io~a SOOuld bo Dppliad dltec:tW tc the soil jJ!;I doSt! as possiblo to 1hc root c1t1wn hut w(D'OO 6 to 'B Inches flt the crown. On 
sloplng ti::tmln,, il+IPl.t:ab shguld be made to 1h:I uphlU s:id.c 01 ttie crown. De not ma.lul appll~Ol'l WOOn sooworwmu pr~nts applying BANVEJ..481'.1 H1rb10lla t11rot'II)' le the 
oolL 11lu Ull(I tlltc o1 BANVEL,1$0: Harbl.C:lde Iii: cJcpor,dcnt 1;11) lho canopy DiDmoh:f d the: rnllllflcra ro&e, Exilmnle!i: IJst SANVEL480 Harbli::lda DI 1(4, 1a0.. er 2 114 rt oz of prudl)l;t 
rcspoelivuty, -ti:i- s. 1 D, or 15 rect c:mopv dlameteri:: Do not o~cd a ltltll 01 2 c;ts: BANV'Et ao Harbtclckl p~r ;;,crc ll~ year. 
LO-Oil aASAJ.. BAAK appllcatloos of BABvtL 480 ~Jtldfl should be 1:~llt!d ta th~ lJDSal atom rog~ll frl;Jm tt,o J;lfOuo:tf ~nc- UD 10 a notghl or 12 lo 1 B Inch~ Spray ufltll nmctl, 
With spacial 11rn.Phasls flPCOVlll'LnV 'lllll root crawn. For ba~r.esutm, m.ikeappllaltlClll 'Mlflll plan ls .uo- dormant Do net ffiil&Cc11Jpllr;a!i,cm 3fter bud ~ak ar wht!ri ptiints illll st,.awlng 
sl~n:i c.1 actlvll CroYrttl, 00 nat mill kc spollc:MIQn whon ,now Of Watl.lr ptlMtnts upp~nt; BANVEL 48U Harblcldu 1o thC!' ~11Kmd lino, Reier lo MIXING AND APPI.P.'TlOr-lS Jbow 11 
U'lls section !(Ir mcOlocl d prnpar111g 011-in-w11tcr 0mu[51an. E:41.rnplc tar making app~matoly 2 gallon!i ;J.11 LO--Oll spray OOMl'cn mlidlJn,: CQmblna 'l 112 ga:J .al w:rlilt PIIIS 1 or 
amurmHi:,rplu& 1 ptBAJfV'EL480Her1>J1:jd11 plus 21/Zots or Na. 2 d-lciol1uol .Adjustamoun1s cfrri11tc,:,ial1i used prcportl.orl11111lyto tho llmoun.rc1 ri~I spray s01utk:ln dnslrad 00 
NOT 011C:1~ a put or ~o[jt 9Prll.f ::iolut!Ol'I no~iod pa,r llCfc pur year. 
11AtlVEL-48U Hlftllcldlt ll. rec:ommcriaed tor uso on boUI nNIY so~a::I and C8tlb1Jshml gra:ssas grown In Con.wv.'.rtlon R~rvc or Federal Sa'I-A-51do Programs 
Obsa-¥1! all Pf!ECIIIIJTICNS and rm! snd follow MIX1NG,APPLJCATION and CI..EANING Instructions 
BANVEL-481J Hdr!Kclde treatment WIii cause 1n1u1Y or may klll allal1;i, cicverS. Wspedllza, wild wlnla' peas, vetch, ~d O(hcr 11:gumos. 
AgT1culturally apprcvcd Sl.lrfO~ts may tm odd'i,J io lhe =i:pra.y milch.Ire- 1o 1mpr,crw PQBblmcr-gcmi;o wn~ i:ontlo1, pm'\la.darl~ 111 Cry {l~ amdltlons. 
Do not USC! ~~~fOM~:=d'ln mattvm~ ells i1Mt1r grass ernmgcntt! OIT 1'11.!M'\I' sccdL'CI 1Ji!SSC5. 

NEWLY SEEDED AREAS 
BANYEL480 KlrbJc~o- mav bo .ippllcO C"lfflcr prC'IJ;.intor po:stl!mergcnceto rwwlY 5ccct:cd grassl$ar smaUgaffl~ucn n$ barlt:V. Gilt:i, ryt:, 5Udi111gmt;S, whcac Of' a11'\1tr,gral11 tPc=tM 
orcwn as a =vur cr.ap. PcSfllmcrgcm;o :app11Cil11ane rn.1y be m.i1:la rutcr 'S'ledllng gras:uos c,;c:oCCI the 3 lem'. sb~o. ~ a1 BANVEL 480 H11rblcJd11 grt!atr:t th:lti 1 pl per tru-ato-C 11cre 
may severely !n]L/10 ncw1Ysccdcd gnmos. Pro>plpfft.appll'-ll10ns- lrr]u')!1a new soodll11;5 may octUr ~ intDM.ls tletwcor\ .:,.pplfCatlon aru:I grass planting in IC$$ tt,311 45 days per 
pint ofBANVEL 480 Horblcld1 pc:r troatlld acre WO$[ or the Mls~l"S:Slppl Rn,er or 2D-days per pint o:J!I ot n~ Mtssissielpl River. 

Es"8USllED GIIOSS SWlll:5 
Eslab11Mcd gs;u111 ~nO's..itc pcrfflnlal gra.S!lL'5 pl,t111ted ooe. ormon: sc::isons: prior l(J 1rcarmcnt Cartilln spccl~: Dcntgrass, '31'Pt"tgrass. ~001h bromo. bullalogrns::1 or St AIJQ.lJ!itlnc 
~ maybo lnJurtel VllhCn trootcC with llANVEL. 480 lh1rt:lk::ld1t ::it tillos mcoeding 1 pt par treated ~ere, 

WEEDS CO!llll0Wll 
BAN¥El'48[]. Hutilclda, when an1:1lied at spll.l:Ulr:~ t.ate:.. W.11 ccri.trol m.tny ANNUAL.and Bl61NIAL wec~s ano. prl'Jvldc Cllf'lh'DI or 5UIJ'pms.ior, {]j 111:llly pcrC"nnlill WOOC!i. (R.t'!or to WEED LJSl) 

RATES AND Tih11HQS 
~plicatlcn n~ and ttnr,,o Cl 8ANVEL480 Hmtik:ldn trciJtmcrn: aro given bo-low. U$o ttic h1gh,er r.1le al 'the r:Jli: rarigt when vcgetlltion Is eJtht>r d(!:nsc or t:111. Dr whon ~c(I::; .in:: _ ...... ---=lffllll'tl0too,i""""""'"' 

Wood Typo• & Stago 
ln»--FwT..-Aao 

..,_.,. __ B.C>-do ... [qwlnlptlO.i 

Anf\U.JIS 1/4~ 1.0 1/6-1/2 
Sm.rtl actiw:ly,graw1,ig , 0 1/2 
E$tabB9tiCO weL'd ttcwth 

81,c:nnia!s" 
Pm=rtoaiamctcr 112-U 1/4-112 
ii) mg a,ar, 3 lnd'lcs , .0~2.0 1/2-1.0 
b):I lncreJOtGl'~telr 2.0 1.0 
~llo~Oobl= 

Pcrennialsl 2.a 1.0 Suoor.,.;oo/ConUol 
' For best ruauJts. tnrat blenn~! we.ods- wlttl B.l'KVEL-480 Hl!ltblcldo Whon 1hoy arc In 'ttlc rosette stagea Cf !ilrawth ~ctrcatmen1 may be made illioocCIC!d; flawtt'lcr, do 

not exceed a lalal d 2' applieatlcn9 ol BANVEL 480 ttol1Jlt:lde ~r treated aCfe during i! growing ~rrascn. 
1 BIOMJal arid Pan:r!nbO,f wocd!i wm require tollow-up. \sequential; mr.1trncrrts !er ser;.,::l~no carilrol ilnil i?scapcs. 

TANK MIX TREA?MOOS 
lo cunltOC ([r31>3CS and additional bmadh:1al wood5. BANVEL -480 Hllt'\,kld111 may bo lallk mlxad wllh oth;Jr hcrb1cidcs reglstcrocs 1or u&t! In Ccn~wrwllon Roservc Programs such as 
2,4-□. ;lyphcs;Jtc (Roull:fup), paraquat (Gra.mm:ono), n,ctsulluron \All1) iJlld 01/'ic.,JS. 
READ AND FOUtlWlHE lA&tt. OF EilCH TANK: MIX. PRtlDUCTUS~D FOR PRECAmlDHAlff STAlfM91TS, DIR:ECTI~NSFOR IJ5E,.APPUGATIOH RA.fES,ANC ODEH PIE'SllllCTIDNS. 

ASPARA~US 
O~t!nllr ::ill PRECAUllONS ~nd md aid !allow MIXING, APflUCATION and CLEANING lnstructltrls. 
II $?"=IY conttds oml!l'gcd :mcars. CJ'Ooklng ltw~llng) Gt romc !lpcafS rmlY tlJ'SUll If ::iucil crooklcig C~CUf!I, dl~rd .irl~cd is-pc.am.. 
DO NOl {:laf\lCSl prior -IC 24 hour.: llfl:Dr 1ro-i.tmont 
DO NOT use In lhl! Coactuilla V::iUey er Cillif<rnla. 
Murtiplr PPpll~IOrc. may be madt par growing: simsai. Do 11ci: c,,ci;cgO: a 11;11,:11 or 1 pc o! BANVEL 480 tfiarblddo per treated. ilcre peri:rap to.it 
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RATESAlinTIMJNGS 
A?PltBANVEL4lln Hmikld11 to nmara~nnd odiv1tti, gmw1ng wctds 1n 4 □ !ti SO g-tll o! :v.w-:.~~~ n:::::,,ocn: ~~ a2\se.4\r,vci-1: ri~fll.but ailci:15124 tro.Jf5 bafori: tti~ nc:d ~lJtlJn!;l 

-·· Ralili Per Tma.llld Aa.11 

Mustms. Black, 
PigweaG, Rodroot (Carl!lo=wccdJ v2~1.o pt 
Sowlht6.tlo, Annu::11 (1/4-1/2rb,11J) 
Thlstle.canada) 
Thl:iUe.Au:lsian 

B111clwticd,Flclci 1 

ChlQiWi:DC, Coltlmor. 1.0pl 
Gooscloot, NOttlC!l!al {!/21~oQ 
Ra(l1$h,Wila 
Thi$tle, Milk. 

1 8ANVEL 48tl Harblddlt ltlillJ bo a.~~od ii'\ :i l:ink mlr:turc, will• o4hllf 2,4·0 IJ( Root1Dui, hef1lld00 10f imprtNO(l ',Q(tlrDI or G.Vli\100 ttil~o ilnO: fittlll tllllll\Vt!CO:. 
READ AND FOi.LOW 2,+o OR ROUNOUI' HER!l~IDE PRODUCT LASaNG FOR PRECAlJTONAIIY STAT8'~'11S. DlflECTIDNS FDR USE, APPLWION AJ\TES 1.11D 1™NGS, Al/ll OTlit~ RESlll~~IIS. 

TIJIIFANDUWNS 
FOR USE Ill FAAMSTEAD [llDN-<:ROP!AND) AND SOD FARMS 

IMPORTANT 
Db'1UYC ell PRECAll!IONS and r<ad •ad 1clloW MIXING. APPLICATION and CLE/WING "'"""lens. 
10 .ivold 1"jury 10 newly 5codod-\lrasse3, i:1Ppl1caUori at QAMVEl.480 HarblcJdl11 st»u~ bi: dCb)1!(l until, aner ttu~:sccond mow~ FurthcrrnDl"t!, ,;ii,pHcntlcn mies ln axcc:ss ,er t pt l1f2 
lb aQ per troatod .nc:ro mny cuusc ootlccuble ~ntlng er Ci9~gra1ion gl sensitive- gras.9 spccjc:9 ~ueh as. boo1grnss. airp~grass,t,il!tfalcgrass, am! St Augustine 'Qral::i. 

In IWDS 'Wh!!re JtlOIS .er !iOn5.lttYE! plant.\ extDrHl da nat ;ipply 111 c~~~ Qf lf4 pt (1.la lb al) Cl BAN\IEL 48D tfarlJl~IClu i:,cr trnotcd acre on allUStl lcamJ(,g:d (Silrtdy-type) solls, or 111 
c,cccss. cf 1.12 pt (1/4 lb .Ii~ per 1rm1tad ac:m en line m11i,od {tliilly-'lypc) sells. Uo nol mak-ll rope:ir i1P~Hc;:Qlons. in theiic JreJll 1or 30. days anG uriNI .previous ;ip;:ilJC:;'.Ltil:lns of ~va 
400 H11rblckJa havo been adivateG 1tl tho :,cHI t,y ti!ln or irrigo.t1on. 

WEEllS COllTIIDL.l.ED . . 
BANVEL-480 Ha..,,.dda. wheri DD-pllt!d ;it ~ci!iOO r1:los, wlU 11loro ci:mrrnl cl 1N-~1 A.\'NUA.L o!i~ ~ nGb:I n-PEIWm!Al. ~ wo:G1 ~)' f~ Ii'!; l!Jl tu.H'Jtl 
GO "crb~~ ~ i;l\'O,gt'OWl~'f~~ ct ~otllt::' ~= PERel.t.W: ~ru,~~""(OOiJ'I' 'b:u".,1'1 Df)d Ylntl''Sl)'C!CIC:i. {Rt!iD"r10WEEC tJ.y,',I 

MIXING, AND APPJJCAOON 
AP'lltY 3010 200 iioi cl diluted spray p,cr troa1od .icro (3 QClO 41/-4 gal per 1,DOO sq. tt), dcpcncing on C.r,mc;ity.,.- height 01 w,mdG Urotc-CI a.nd 1;11 the tvp(l er c<u,~pm.cnt wicd 

RATES AND 1™1~llS 
Uso Ille h~her level er listed rote n.nps. when trciltlng dllnS111;Cgulatlvc. qrowlh 

W.o<I Stogo & 1ypa 
Pim:1pcrlJ'OlJOdi1'1'11 

iAK'ia.&llOl'lo~ 

lb af)Xl'IJUID:Jtcn ta.upaa,JS, p,mr 1,DOO ~ It 

Anm.lil:l !/2-1.0 1/4-!12 1.D-2 !/4 
sma.11, aaivciv Q;owing 1.0-1111! m-314 2114-31/4 -i---Bienn/aJRamitto-dr.lmCICr 1/2-1.0 1/4-1/2 1.0-2114 
Le;s.lhiln.3lnchos 1.0-20 112·1~ 21/4-4 lf2 
31rll;ht!:s.otmoro 

f'crtllfllaJ:i; and WOOOy 1.0-20 1n-1.o 2114 • 41(2 
Brush aid Vine, 

For bost J)ortcrmanc:~ apply Wi'lim Wl!CO's ani amcrgcd anc wtvcly grTJwing, 
AoltOil.lman!: may be m;i1'1J ~ ncodtl'd, howwer, do not -exa:cd ii tct:JJ o1 '2 oppUcatloru; of BANVEL 480 Horblcldo pi;ir y~i'.lt. Do nat C-)(CCDd a lotol o1 2 pint:. (1 lb .'.II) 
BAKY1l41llJkJrbb:Ldo pcrtrcateda.crc durll'IQ Ille wowDg Sll390ll 

TANKMlX TREATMHflS 
Rl!AO IIHO RlU.0\V l!IE \ABEi. OF fACH TANK Mill PRODUCT usi;D FOR PREl:AUTIOIIAIII' STAlEMEIIJS, DIRECTIOIIS RlR USE,APPUCATIDN RATES AIIII TIMINllS AHO 
DTKER flESTRICTIONS. 
T.1111( ml:ictreatmcnts ol' BANVEL 480 HDl'bleido may be made wltt, 2,4-0, MCPA, MCf'~ Qr ~l'Tlm.OKYnll 'lor cc11trol al" BddffJOO.li wcl.lds 11.stod: on tflc t.lnk tni1 prcduc:t lab.el. 
Apply1/51o1-(2pt(1/101D1l4 lb aQ ol BANm4811 H.lftllcldo 00! 1rca1cdac:rowlltl 1/2 til 11121b acldCQl.Jw,ill!rito12.4-0, MCPA, er MCPP, OfwillM! ta 112 lb illiJl'tirOrncxyn~. 
Ur;a- tho higher IOVOI Ol lhe ll!il:ed r-.1tD rnn~ 'Mien trcatLnG om.OI~ WC?Cd!i Ae!J(?at lr-l!iltm~n1s mJY be made as. 11Ct.'l:lecl; hg.w-c:vt:r. do not c11;i;:i;:cd- 2 pts (1 lb ill) r:J BANVEL 480 
Herbicide! pertrcalcd ac:ro-durlng !he grcwb\~ G,Q.'.lilQO, 
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I.O 
Vl 
00 

l.RASS SEED CROPS, 
l.RASSES GROWN FllR SEED SUCH .S BERMUDA CRASS, BUEllll.llSS, FESCUlc, AND RYEGRASS 

IMPORTANT 
OtZ!JcN~ all PRECAUTIONS. Rimd .!l'ld follow MOO"IC,APPUCATION Md Cl.EAN/NG lftstruc:t!°"' 
Rcf!Y !ti the PASTURE. H.Q, RANGELAND, AJtB GENERAL fARMSlEAP {Mon-C1t1plandl Section 1or p:,9,Siblc grazin,g a.00 tneding r~l'lctlonS. 
00 nat use on beJJli,1'3''8 uni<= pass.ID re crop Jnjury can De ti:Jkmco. 
WEEDS COHTROl1.ED 
BANVEL 4SD J11rblcl4o wlM provkl:e control er $UppW;kln or amJal t.Toadmiwcc:ds ~ bc:k,w, kt Improved amiol ol UsU!d •~1-'¢1 ~ ~ ~ nal wa~ tt is: recommended 
1h01 IWM!..u,o HerOlcldo 0C •PPllcd ~, - m~ with lllh« h-~· 
8'd,:m>.C,-... 

a.-to.Rdo 
~<il>.Cot• 
8"nl<ao.CI,_ -·--C,{<1111-j,!oo;~ 

Ch,-Jlo. Can 
~co .. ...., ~.--

I Top gtOWlfl cnly 

IIAl'ES ANO llMINl:S 

= 
_,__ 

~,.llw UlGllc<.Pr<k~ 
oi,:,. 8,o,cle,t ~=-1 
llodl.Qj!lj iw,,.,,.r.,,.., 
~~.'<rt.~ Som L ll<O IS1om>So!T•I 
~O.lm>.~• SL"Wftl~Ar.t.v>1 -· Sbwat1. Linli 

-..."""'1.-: ~ C'. Ca:i.:o:° 

"""'" udy.,t,,'"" 

Pl)ply 1/2 ta 1 pl o1 BANVEL 480 Hsrblclda pell traatl:¥:1 ilCl'e on SEEElUNG GRASS .itr:cr tnc, Cl'tlJJ rc:ittles Olt1 3 10 !i Lr;i;i:r $1ge.AJlptf up tc 2 pt ol BANV'EL 48IJ Horblclda Cl"! WtJt l 
cstebUshod pcr1!1 1Jt1! crass. 00 11ar APPLY AFTER 111£ UASSSEEit CROii BEGINS TO .JOINT, For bl51 pct1'crmarc:c. mtilw applciUons wt'la:!n wced:r at? .f'I tho 2 ro ,4 lcilt st.ice 
.ind ra.ettes .vr: I~ 1hil1 2 fnchc~ iUl'O!.S Use the hi Cher ICvcl or l~ad taU: tlnOCS. when ~ Jig rnora !Tlllturo Wl!l!~ tir dcrou vcg&:Ne growth. 

TAHX Mil T1WlTMVITS 
F«ain1r010•~=a-ac1~11onoJbroo<llcolw,..,,IIANl/£L"8GHor111Cldom,yt1elir1<m1>e<1wt11 <>l._lc:l,.,,,...,,-rcQlo:Rt"1 kl<1:GO IO GJ>,:$S•"'Prc<JJcl,oo,A<>0"" 
tollOWtha~ldeachtlM mlXP,OCfllClu,,c,dlor~SQ>amortts,dirodmsrot'l:Cio.~=(»n~'Jcd.ilrl~~~lcWOUlCt'r=r'~ 

BROADCASr RATE PBI l1lfATEJ AQlf: 
Ajll)ly 112 to 2 ot BA!Ml,CIO Hcnlddo wli,,; - AG:a'IIU~iffOlenl 

2,C..0AfllftCOreat" :u-o __ ,. 
r,,Q'.l - llfg~J• 

c.rt>il d<..-,r.,il<H..<-0 
1/Mfflcx ..,.., 
St,focf -• WnCl'I wing lormulil.11Ms. other than 4 lb/'1i!I um, pauncta ac.1lvctacru lstcd. 
) Horbl,ldcs with tti.i: samo c:cimmari name ond/or tttlfcrcnt lorrta1J;i.tlons may be used. 

ANNUAL l:RASS CONTROl. 
For SUD~•an ol ANNWU.GRASS WEEDS such .'.IS: 

Brcrnc, Dclwny (CntalQr.ast) 

Brom<,Ril)'lut 

'"'""'·-IVll\dOla$ 

"'"'1ulallon Amouotoll'IDdut!PorAcrl, 

4.0lb'oal 1 .0 - ◄. Dt:< CD.5 • 2.C ll))'i,.;/ 

<.011>'-..id 1.Q - l .D OI~- 1.01> ,!//,)1 
2.0ll>lo,l 1.0-2.001 
2.3,!l(),IQS 1'1· • .0 01 - 1.0 · 4.0lb 
3.~t>'lp! l f.C•l.Oi,t 

l"9fl 'l ;IC.d IAKW. 4!JO Harblcl6o per treated ;iac In theta• or late~mmL't' an« ~ilnd bl.mng cl csbttlsht!dgras;5ffl.rd c1ops..~LtJt!cri, :LOOU:ld be made lnvnt!(ll,:d:ely 
~""t;si.~wt,eo'""dl> ""-.imdboto<•-b"' ...... t'lln1"4vOL 

Tl 

Pfla'tAN'T DIRECTIONS 
(POST HARVEST/ FM.LOW/CA DP' S'l'UBBLEISET~A.•SIOE) R»I SROADtEAF WEED CONTROL BEFoRE WHEAT. COANT SORGHUM, SCTBEANS 

IMPORTANT: Ob2rvc an PfC't;autJcn:i, Ftcne! nnd lollow rn~ng ..ind i!Pl)IIQllOl'L insttue'tlons. 

WfEDS CONTROl1.ED 
l!ANVEL 480 Hortdclelo may be .lPPlicd .llOflc- ar l{1 rank mti combmot~wiftl alhcr herbk:lcic:i. rcg~tcrcd !or This 1.r.1c. 
BANVEL 430 Harblctde can be ai,plled eiltlor POST HMVES1 in the fall, spring, or summer dlrlrlg the F.DJ.LOW ~loo: or 1o CROP SlWBLEISE'l'-A-SlOE .ICl'e=-. 84rr'lEl. 480 
NortllcJdo. w~n applJL'd ;,t tile spccllad r.:ates, wi~ tontrtll rMCI; 

ANNUAL tlroOO~at wet,da, ,ce ttw: WEEDS COtlIBOLLED sci.'tkm under ~ l graM In .ulollon, 6AffVEL 4tiO. Horblclda wl~ tonb'cl 0l' !IUP?'CSS the loll,ow,ng: 61ENNIAL :md 
PE-><ood1c:ll-

Altalt:I' ~.- lt'-..tl<. r.L'.11 
"'11:toieo.- --- -·--- ~so,..., lbl,:ie, P1um~,cs 

llinM,.,Hoc,c --.51!,,:t l!wj:f<. S,..,. 

Iii: ...... ,_ 

_,,, ---B-(&,,R.>,wcoO,~-l-CII' s.,,.,,.,,..,sw,""' 
tl.lnado:I. CCrn IIM' ~rtf'tfllU' 
Cod<.1:"1( ~;c. l ~~ 

OO~ Hc~ T•ls!!o. eill 
o>t!:C.Wl!I' Thbtlo. C:,,,;,> 
• Tl'n:sc oct~;Jls may be oonttcllOO using BAKVEL481t Horblcldn at r.,tcs lower ttliln mosc roo:immotttJca ror Olttcr llSted pcrcmnlal woo:G. (Seo PATES .N>IO llMINGS 11-nacr 

mi,tic.dm11. 
J Sec tl\c SPECIAL TANK MIX:TRCA'fMl:NTS 6cr.tion U'1dcr mi:; r-.taUlnQ !or spcti{k:: control P"Jgr.ims far fh®C Yi!CClli:. 

Arns AND TIMINl:S 
Apply BANVEL 480 Horttcido as. a broodCiJ.St or spol troillmorrt lo emeisied ;:1n<l ilc:tM:ly orawing ~ afta:r crop harve5t (pc~~~ ilnd bcto<c.,, k!Uing 1rc:.t or i'1 the-fallow 
croi»:ind « aop ~Im~ tm lollcwit"C !iprl'lg or summer • .Po'lculturallY ilPPfMO SPflY :K!dillvvt, :ii.di m SLWUCCLr'ltS or ON$. m.iy bo usoci: 'tO a-N.nco spray coverage .::ind lni:: 
hfflllcldcl pcmctr.ltlcn ol wcc.::1 10liil.ge:, Sec CMP?ING AE51RltllONS ~r spcdtlcd lnlen~ ~n ,u.,plit.i.tkm arid otwmng ~ pmenl crop lnti,ty. 
FOi' best ptrlcrm.lncc. mal<e :ippllc:rttln whc:11: ~NUAL v.-ccds .iro tcsu It!..-, 6 IJl.hcs ~. when BJE.ffML wt?Cd:s ..iro ti no ro:;-cU~ :itago mo to PERENNIAL w~ r~rowlh !n I.lie 
summor or bfl 1ol~ng a mow-.g ar lilloge IT~cnl MO$!. cttcctM: «rTtrol o/. uprlQht PERENNW.. tJrtlad[ta! weed!., :.ud'i as ~dw Pll;tle and Jertl!.llr.lTI Mttiokc. occurs. n 
■pplb?ion1, made when tl'oo ~ cl WLW5, liUU'I as fiold bindoood llJld l"IOdQo til.1'11~. ll~ ln orl)eyan(S tho k.111 hlcorn s=.go 
Avoid 0~¥1g Ucated ~ IOIIOwil"Q 1i,piQUon, Tro.rt:r.c/lls. m.l\' l'(Jl kllt Wl?cm Wlllcb d.Mlo-p ITCm ~l!t¢ er \.lfldelUl"OtlMI pbr;t ~ suth i)$ rhllomcs 1r bulJltl!;. af'!C!r !he 
l!flcdm:' perkld rcx BANVEl 480 tb1,1ddD. For socdlng conlrol, ~ tOlow-4.IP ixwam er OVIC!f CI.Jlll.r.11 DTOCl!a!s could~ inStlM'OO FQr sm311 gr.,Jn ll'l-aop ~ of BAIVU 480-
Hartllcldl, Sf!!: the: RA'TISANDTIMIN.GS~ Lllr:!C'T lhl! SMAU. liRAl1tS h.C!adltlQ ,or dctlll:l 
BAHVEL '8D HDl'bldd.11. RATESP£1\ 'ffiEATm ACRE, 

Wood 'typn Amount al' Prceltrcl Pllr Trulod. Aclll 

AnnlEI 111-,.n., 
Blcnr,l.11 1.0•2.C Ill 

Puannl.i.l 1.0•2.0 pt ['t6.0 ~32.0 Ir oz) 
Suac,rC!!31an 
C'ootral - noted (I, parcmuat5 

2.0 pt(J201Joz) 

Rcuoatmcnts m;iy be mild!! 110 noedoll; hoWVttC?r. do not ~d a total 01 2 appllcatlon:s 111 BAl(llfl 480 Hotblcide pct ye,;ir. 
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TANK MIX TAUTMEN15 
IWlVEl.480 Horblcldo: m::iy l;l(!:t.irik. moccd with omi or mare of. bul not limltod 10, the fOUowing ncrbic:lc:cs lor control cl gr~&es OI' JJd<UdQi;,J bro.ulloilf weoOs R~ ana la I low tho 
t;Jbcl cl l!JCh tank mii Pft)dUc.'tU$t1d bf pn:ca.rticrrory stlle:rnonta, Glrecuorui !Of uso, rates and 11,nirias,, WC!nds,c;antrol~d.aid g~Cfilt.ll)hl: Of' olhC!f rn~rlctlcro, 
BAIIVEL.tllllHomldda BROADCASrl!ATE PE!lTAUTeD AC!le F01I ANNUAL WIED COIITRO~ 
~l/;lo)Ol &AIMI.CB0H"111tla - ActtvclD;r:acllaat fonoutanoa ~tOliPlOlfUcl~Acnt 

~4l' u:u,iz <.Ol!Jlool IU - &.Oo: 
N<ml<,"IHI" "1nlloo 90%0F 0.1-3,llb ,...,. --..... ,:;~ 0.lol ,.,.,,,.. ~l!.rto11 75-.af 0,2!,0,JSU 

fl(A:w,,.,... ~+dblmbi) 2.0,0,c,I 22 - '4 IJ w 

"'"""""""" ~..qi,1.11 Ub'QI th: ~ · p(Oflllm,1'1) 50-W 0,$-1 0 ~ 
~ 8\V ~,.. t,4,C 2.,....,, 27.G-5'.0 ttc, 
.Ra.l:'IGlC ""'""""' J.QIO/o,I 8.0-48.C 11 oz 
S:,,cc, OP motrlbuzln 75%DF 0.5 - UICI 
Scm~,~ ... 1n~ ;, '-0"'"' 0.75-1 112111 
2.<-D 1!.<-0 c.o=.rcd 1.G-2.0 Ill llU-1,0lll >V-'l' 
1 Tank mJxi:s ct EWiVB. 415D ttmtdcldo wrtti- thc:.a prodUQ:; miy be suti,:a 10 spocl.JI rcstrlcUart$., See tho product tabcl er me tank mil (l;lrtru!r tor Mndcd u:w lilte:J, 

res!Jktlons..sc~ tnc product ~tJcl ar the tan.le. ml1 PiJrtnOr l(r intended use r,ues. r~trldlorn,., anll: c"iiier precalllior.:>. 
1 Wtlen lank mixing With ~Jror'ly\Jl'oa hert,ieldos 101c:r lo tho produ"' lilbel for rules iJl'l<l fC$trletlans. U:rn .i surtactu,t or ilt lciJStl!Oo/, oar,c Lr1grodlcmt at the r.rto or 1 t.a 2' ql/100 

Gal 01 5,Pf3Y or net more than tl.25 to 0.:'..'I'+ by va1ume. Use Ille t,1gl'le51. ratii or surf:l.ctam wticn usr'lg the lowL'f rate rangosd' lhc tank mix ilnd/orwtl.'n trc:o1ing men rnabJre 
weed:: or <lcnseYQQcuitiv'o gu1wth.Sul0nylurtt.1 ~at:int woi;,US ITQY no1 DC ccntrollad by tank mlx!!s or BANVE:l 480 H~lcldc and ,1 S1.lllonylurca. refer to th<J BAH.VS. 480 
Hart.J~ldci 13'1~ rm: $e'Ctlon klr atlcmativtt bnll rrw:~:i. 

' ~1"""'~-.,,,.,-•~u;e-oc:/w:(,c,cl,:oc. 
BANYEL-480 Ke:rl:Jldda BROADCAST RATE Pf;R TREATED ACRE FOR BIENNIAL ANO PERENNIAl WEED COHTROl: 
-""'v llo2pt ol8ANl.'B. .... Hmb!- 'Ml!t 

Produd: A<:ll'lol-ent Fonnulotlon 

CUC'ail do!Ma~d •?.1.4·0 2.llllb/gol 

2,4-0 2,4·0 4 D blgal 

kilhdm;istl:f'BW ;litfles.ll0'.+2,4-D 2.4 11>'~ 

Aounduo 11-t• 3.0 lt>'ir,,1 

loftlCl\22K ""'°'"" Wlbl~ 
1 Wh111 US11g rmmulations ott1ei tlWl 4 lb/gal usu- P0'161~ti act/VCJaac ils:t.ccl. 

SPEC AL TANK Ml)( 'ffiOO'MENTS 

AIWO~lofPtudutPllrAtrD 

2.D-4 o pr 
W-6 0 Pl ll.0-3,0 lo .VAr 

~O UaL 

1.D·50Qt 

1/2-1.0pt 

Far SUl)p(llSSIOn cl PERENNlAl wecct,.,apl)ty 1/2 to l pt or BANVEL480 KsrDh:IOa: tMt~ 8 to 16 II Ol cf Roundu-p ncrbii:;:iclc 01 Roundup RT per lrco.100 WC, 

~vrlldglll'llc:aintJtll, 11,pllly1 prB:ANVELCBOHlll'blclda WI013 Ptc1' 2,4-0 LVctltOrt4 h){W~DCftll!:D1Dd DCl'D.Applywl'Tirn wild garlic 1$4 to 8 lnd!estall 
Far Can Mia U'tlstle com;rol. U!IC IAf(VEL 480 H=tildd11, BAHVD.480 NDlt>lcJM plus Curti.U, OJ' 11Allf'IIEL"'80 Harblclda plus Roundup hC'ltllCldo tank mlr:troo:lm1?1111i.. 
App(C.1t1on m.,y be fTlilllc du-U'l,g 1allow pcrltld:i fQr col\lrol at' wiuri1ccr bJrlcy, bul~ blllt!(lfa3$, downy bromc, Jotnlcd Q'Oatiro:$:i, "1mmon 1)11?, ~ \9tmlccr wheat whon t1'1C1/ .iro 
.idlvely Qf~ IJSll' l pt 8AN\IEL 480 H--lda with 1/2 !c t lb ~rb 50-W. Fall :.eadcd whiZt. m.ry be p!:ir,~ 9 mCflll'I:. Of IT'IJfC' i1Acr .i,pptlc:iJJlon. Hlr bc$t p!l'r1crrrnnncc, mali.o 
3ppllt.3.tl0fl b~IU\ rnld-Odobor ~ m1d-Dctcmbtlr, pt1cr 111 'SOIi lracio up, 
[MinQ talklw parods._ ap~ 8ANVEL 49l Hdrblcld• PILI& Ufldm:lstDt' SW or fil-llow M.l~lc:r HcrtticiClc:. to give ~pflh'Cd control of koc:1"4, wild bt.lGXWhi:.:at, P,iekly !att!JCc, lict:i 
bll'lOWCDd, and Ganacb. ~ . USO 1/'8 m 1(~ trto1 BANVE.48(] Narblclda Pluti 22 tD 54 fl ozof l.3ntlm3$lcr 8W IJ'fDllow Master t-'crtl iclde lar .1Mlti1 wccti control O( 1/4 to 1/2 pt 
BAH~L 480 Hartllclda i,k.l& 22 ID 54 Qoz o1 ~ t 8W et FIIR~ ~l!iklr Kortllcidtt for pot'Olk'lio.l WCNld ~iCll. 

alOPl'IJIGRESTl!lC'TIIIMS 
Thatollowtngrem,imM{r,ltaiailfObuoclOOBAllVEL480HortlldCIIJuser.Jl=suoUJ2Pt~tm.ltt!diero. ~,SOR:itt.lM.~dSOVB£AN$maybcpLYIIOOln thcsortn;folla~ 
DC)pllalbons INWl diJNIQ the, C~8 ~r. t1 lc:1s U\lfl l lnth cl !"ffllall ocaus t:otwi:in apclicol.orl olld !ht: llr..l kffling fro:;I. '1<,:;alml arros 5'u:ul3 be n.tliir.itc.:I In o1llow ltc:triciJc 
to 1.0mc rn a:intld; w1lh moist soil. tllltrvatkffl m;iy l3l<a pbce bafa'a Of \tMIDOlatc4y irtor ,groL11d tt,;iw, 

SG't'JCJ!n r,py raz'(ocnwll ~ mzr'Ql ~~~;llld ~ -k:s.&.~~i".cc. \ft ~ .u ...,.:,.i~:.:rffiJ:130 whesaS~6cl,wQliWl1lr,cto.r lO oov:; por Pint 
ol 8.UN£1.'el:l~lll• ,cr~a.:ro.\fl~W11:!la:$ll\,jltll01nCn~o,rt110li1.ll, delayploo~1or4!it-=r,i OC1' p:!1Clf BAXVR'60Nc:t111cJd1t i,LYVCJ1\'!Cac:rc,~ud1: 
cirs who1\ ;round Is froz:tn. 
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WH£AT may tic p!antL'd ln the lall 0r &Pring tolilwin,g ilDDhCll~ons.Jl:so. spot :ipphc.atlons may be rnado any time pncr to crop cmcrgcnct It crop Jn1ury c:an be lOlerared m treated 
area.°' w~eAt inJury may occuf111f'li: lnr.r:noz,1 bctwel!ri ati~ll~tlonlllll!PWlllna 1$ Ins ltlanspcdflcd. 
Ea:n of tho Mlssl'51121JI River, lhO lntl!'IViJI Is 20 d.J'r,i Pill lit ol 8ANVEL 480 NClrblddo pot trcilrod ai;rc or 1.25 -days per 1 o.t. Molst.tc Is ~cnt1.1l lC1r BMVEL 480 Hortllcldo per 
treated aero or 3 Clays per oz, Mclsture m assential 1or BANVEL 480 HGTtllcldo dcgrWilticn, Ei:dudc days when ground Is lrozt:n. 
West ol the Mls:.lssJp,pl River. Hie in!Cml is 451'ay:; per pt o1 SANVEL.48Q Korblcld1t pa1 trc.itod ac:I'!.! Ol 3 days per oz.. M013ture Is c:,.scr,:Jal ltr BANYEl. 480 Nartll.c:Jda OcgradatlDn. 
Eitd'Alt' ~ When '1'ound l!i frDZCI\. 
Ftn:M'ing .i 110fmal ~td D.tr\cy, c.i~, orwt'lcal i1nY robllonal crop m.iy bo _p J;i11toc. 11 Iha mwv.rr bcfom harvest Is shortened, ~ ~ ilSwhcn CXM!r crODSwlU be ¢ownd undor, 
~ oot lO!klW LO wlh lhll' pb!\tlr\j of ., sefl:.ltlVe C\'oP, 

COIITflOL Of PEREIOAAI. 8RllAOUAf WEfOS IN CAOPIAIID 
(SPOT APPLICA?UlK ONIY) 

FOR USE tlNLY IN nttSTAlESOF IDAHQ. MONTAHA.NEVAOA, ORfGON, IJTAH. AND WASKWGTQN 
lMPOllTANT: Obs<M ~I PREC/<IJTlONS road om! 1olow MIXING,AP1'UCATIOJI ,r,d Cl f»l!No 1-.clioo:;. 
OCI nai tre.it:sub--YTlgOtOd croplaf\CI or~ whtre tht' soi ,ermlo:. s.itut3;:id wttn wc,~r ltlroutii'o.Jt ~ Yl?:lf. 
MiJ!iu! i;ny l)flC .rpf:l;IC:ltioo a! BANVEJ...&60 Horblddo per yc;J1 
SOOl App\bt100 i~ do1irio~ ;,s. Dri .iro;a no g11J~tor lh.a.n 1,000 Tl 6Q per a.en:. 
WEEDS ClltlTRDI.LED 
BANVEL-480 Horblc;:lda, wllen ag£)llei:1 .'.It c;pcc:illc.d rati:~, will COl'I~ rno.ny bma~caf WC!Od~ induding: 

RATES ANO llr.1LNGS 
BA1fV'B. 48IJ Horblclde may tio app~cd..at aey time rcllowkli,i ;:i ~rop ~arvc~ I0$1ubblc1D:llow~r ether crcplilnd App l c:allon :sllo.ild bo m.iclc vmon weeds.arc .1c:1Jvcly growing .in,d 
prlor10;:ikllllngt1as1. 
Applyl qt(11bal)ol !IANVEl.480ttmtlcldopcrtrcatcd.ac1c,Applic::l!Joo maybtimade up tocno mcntrtprtcr\.0 ttlcplantlng olwhe.ll 
NOTE: D<I Nat use Ul'llC:!S 1'1}ury to wheal er roLJtoid bar1cy win be ilet:Cpt.ltllc. 
Bilrlcy, o~ts. aim. sorgl\um (ml.kl], arm~-ot pcninniID ;r~s c111~ may bc p!Mtcu l'IIO ttcalcC a.ri:ti:: one Yll.il' ilTlor appl lcatian. C~F1$ ~wn tor socd (atl'xlr than pom1Y1l:II gr~ 
,ccd) Wuld nat M obrled lrrlo tnurtcd ill"m:I. 00:tJ lttre yours attor appU~t!Gr\ Do not ~t broadlci11 ct(Xls sud\~ alralt.l.. be~ pci!S. potnc;ic,. or ~ccts I/to trCJtcd tlfC!~ 
unW ~v years ;a~t .i+iPllcrtlOt\. 
lnmoste7..c.:..trc:tlmel"lt$ wl~tl0~1dt ~ :~~whlc:h~.:.r.:uomx«nortwovc.n.itlcr~t.Ooco lha clflld.of tticctlcm!c.1l h.:is bccn la;t.nrcJ1Qw
up p,09r.:im 10" secdlrlg COl'llrlll oc dnt!(' Ol!U.lral l)QCtic:C, should bo lnstlt'JWI. 

W1l'tR Al'PUCAll0N IJ5ES 
IM~ANT: OOSln'r: nil PR'ECl\lJTIOl'ilS .mt! rc.,d :inti lo]IOw MIXlNG., APPUCATICW 11111 Cl.f»ING IO$Dl£tl0n5. 

BANVEL '80 >tmtllcid1 !TIDY be applliid ~~uglt W¥)CI' .appli~UOO ~IPm~ to a.11/ol er ~cs:. :,atttty growing, broailoal wt!.cds, bnl$h imd 'Ill'!~ IJ[c a sollltlon COOIDll1 1 
p.Jl"t BANVEL 480 Mo~dda 10 1 pm WiJlcr, DO llDT c:tmbt'l dcs:T;)ble Y~ct1110n Wltt'I herbld<lc 'SOlutlm 'w'llper s!p;!llcallQll shou!U only' be made IC crop!. ~f"ICl l.iil\Q p;15t1Ka:.) MC 
11on-cropl;rcl ilrc:35 do,cnbod in ttu 111:bct w.11': 1hc cxttp1100 of grain sor1,'flum (rnl!o). 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contilmJnole W3tor. 1ood, or fl;!t!d bys1cr.ige or dl6pcsal. Open dumping 18 protib4tl!d, 
PU-T1C1DESTOAAGE: Store product i'torig:lna1 mnm1nor o~ly Do not contamln.i.to water, other _rest1c1de$, 1.llnill1C!f, tooo or recd 1n sl0ragc, Sl.l:rc In.,, wcU•Y1;nlllaUJd .ll'B.1 

PESTtttDI: (JSPOSAl; Pcstlcidr. !ijlri!~ mlx'luro or nnsruc th4r Cilnnot be usetl ar cl'l1mut.lJJ1y reprocts8oel 11nDuld be 1'1Spam:d af ,n a landlllJ ,1pprovad tor pcst11;idcs:, lm11rctitir 
dl,po~I at ~ss pes11c1tl!! sprily mlrturn or rlns.i\c ls il vlolallon of Feacral tow. U 11\c:;a w.is?c:i ~rmct. be dts.pc:.ocl cl h',' Ute uso acccf'ii'ITTg lo lilbcl 1n:;tructla~. COl'llaci yo1u 
Slilli: Per.ilcidc °' E11Yironmcn'Lll Cclltrol Agcnc:y or the Ha.t:atdoU!i Waaio repr~scntitlvo at th.c: tillilfCtt EPA P:e~lonal Office tor ~uldarn;:c. 
t:ONTAJNER DISPOSAL:: 
(Nonrofll(Dbla c:a.ntllnor 5 gallorcs: ur luM)- Oo no1 rcu~ ltlls OJmJlntir 10 hokl rn;,.tcrlals oCl« man pDsclciDc!I or dl.futa JJcstAiidc~ ((in:.atc). AAcr om.pr,1ng and ~lc.11'11'1Q. ii 
mav be: anC'Nllbla tc ttmpor.orW hold ri~tn or clhcr pes\li:;:ld-c-ro!alcct mater!~ JI'! 1h~ cooumcr. Conbct your Sta'tll rt-gul:,,u,ry ;,qency 10 de termini! alkl~la Ofi}(:1/cr;s lfL yoor 
stltr.. Otter kt r::ctellno. II ava/L1blc. 
Radlfuo RMID\Clll: Tr.iikl rinse Ill' pro;sure rinse c:oot.linor {or r.ttUIV311;!1"1Q promplfy ilftor cm~lng, lrti>lr rinse .:ts mlklw:;.: Empty lhc rC11'131n!ng ai/Tlcnts l'lto app!Jc.itiM 
oo.uiiimenl 011 mb. lilnk i.Vld dri1in lor 10 6'?tond:s eltar \he 1tow bQ1Jlll:i todnp NM !no conl!ll1101 t /4 lull with WJ.b:Jf&l'l:d roe,ap.Stlolui lor 10soccnds PootrinS'.a.to '110:tPOlit:illell 
cquq.men1cw:imiXtank.,oraorc ~Wtorl,11\crusc crdl1p0&al 0ra1n 1ociOaecmosilttl!l't:ic llowbcgi,\::;to~. Rcpcatthis ;ll(lCl:'durctwomlll'tltmc5 Pte!l61.UD r1nse;u; 
folrows: &rotr the rctrMJMl'lgcontl'ntS il1t0 appl'Qtioo OQUil)fnet\l CrmLI: tll1k311d wmnuc Ul llral" b'10secornts.:irmr lhC' llov.·reglnsto df~ til~ t:)nti1m1 upsilfc down OYCt 
at)pllulionCQIJIDincntO: mix tank, er colle<;1 rlooJ1c tor l.:i\mU$e ot o~. t~crtP!'t"'Aln riming nonlc Ln !tic Side-ff. tho col1Uer.>nd r~sc ~t.1bOtJtt0 PSI ICl' ;it lca:;t 30 
lliOl:CflM. Onln for 10 soconos U'.ortho flOw bQum to dltJ 
(RdjJlat>kt conLJinors up m 250 13llon11i ar less): Th~ is:, relibble contil.111cr.11 lhc i;onbmcr i& to !:le rcfillm, ao no1 nrr.e l,',iUi ~Y n-.a1t11.M or ltlllOOIJCI! ;,ny pcsn~ 
oGlar Ulan tt,i~ product. Rc:.cal ill1d rctum tho contJ\OOf to ttir: PQlnt ol t'-Jd,;):;.e or l'3 a dc:;.ig,ated loc.lUon n;,mC<I at Ulc time or purch.ls~ol lhc pnxwct. DO NOTREUScntE 
CONTAINER FDA ANY OTHER PORPOSc.11 oot rctuml'd to the Point or purt:NSD Of lD .i dcs)gn.rt~ loeuflcin, tnµlc rl ns-c elJ1)UCO conlalm:r iJf1d oJ'!ar /Of rt:eycl~. DlsJmiJ,1 of thi:. 
ct1ntaini:r mVGI. be In com~i.:incc Wlth stilb: iJnd 10(:.J.[ rcgu1atsoo,. 
FDR CliEMICAL EME.P;CiENC'f:SplU, le-111:, lire., c;qiofiurc, or ;iccicliinl.tilll CHEMTREC; i -B00-42-4-e:lOCor,t,1•703·527·3857 
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Wernn.tr and ~IEQ,n-$btarnant 

n,c..-1c,1<:;:,c>11'11sirtaoct"""""M,!"oo-"""11t11"""' .. -°"'"'1y.- •"~"'"""""'..,,"""~"""'l0"'°=l11\io ""'""-So:li'~""Y"'""''""'"""""~o:lli,c,cr.,.o11,,:,v,1_.t._ttlml:!:""'9<_.,,.,._.,.pr...,,..ololmr:r~--""-" 
"'°"--"'~"--•IXl<n..ollol~l><11:zcOC)'l>Od1""""'11olol-Ut:Sdffl'.<ICl1hA.-W:rt.y;:i'). "'°°"'cu,,ar.o"'!:,ry,L11.<Y1<>nor, 
a¢""P"'•-~.ct1J10i,-."'aoxr"' "'er,cro,:.........,.-. "1""'1-"...ib0...,..,d..,,,o.,..,01°"""'A.-,,t,..,,,.n1>oa1111C""""''" IO O.,cllt:_dcw>Q,..O'IL'JI L>!,oJ,M ~r.:~•~ lqa,, '""'"""RI""""" 0 =•.,,,.,,IM,so!ll,cl .. 11,c~-rui.'l-'11 :.!)Qoro, ftllc1lud 
111 :i~wl:\VteDli"C:dl:IR:lktu:t~ ~CiOlld'Clonl,.lbb~coc;;•~=i::icwott:1'1.'1p.n,6,ct~10~1~«1Jtdofcor41UD1\11'4 
r=cr.ab/1'1<11o,,cm1:tc IO.._...,~'"~°"'°°""""""-"""'._'""'_,,, 
TO !Ire Dm<r COIIStSTOO It/ml Al'PI.ICAII.£ V.W, Alll'STl'. OlSCUll,IS All. OIH!ll WAllllAIITIU, WI!~ OB UOl'lllll, IIICUIDl"G AXY ll.wwffl Of 
MEIICIWITAltU'IYORR1NISSFOllAHJ111cuv.RPIJIIPOSE,7tJTIIEDTOOCOIISISltln'WllllAl'NCIJJUV.17,ARl'SrA.IIUJl1J>ACllll!Sl,MJ>Slll£11DISCI.All,I 
AliOS>tAU. 11111' IIEUA!U ™ ARY sm;IAl.,INClllEXW.. l!ID>ltECT, OR CCKSalUDmAI. IIAMACliSIIESUUJJjC FllOl!l 'lll.E\.ISE,HAHIILINll, APl'U~, STOMGE, 
Gl! DISPOSAL 0F TlUS rllODUCT OJI FOR IIAMAGES (II tME NA!lllUi Of l'liMLl1!5, AND Tl<£ IISal - l!Ul'BI W.\!Yt/JKt RIGK'I TIIITT1'Ff .._., K.lvt TO SUC:K 
OAMAl:ES. MDA'81T, I\EPIIISDl'IAl10R Ellll'lOYEE Of ""1'$1AIS-71JMAICE tJff WAAIIMIY, CIIAIIA!fl'!lcOR -BrnlNDl>IOSlc 
COIITIW<!D "£REIN OR Til lolO!IITT1'MFWAlllWfflES COHTAl"m Mal01I. 
TOTI!ErowTCCIISISlBITWlll<-'l'f'UtAIIUU.W,lll£1m.USlVERa!EDTOfTlll!USEIIO,!<mll,AllOTlj!TOl'JI.Ul8UTl'OfAIIY$Tl,MAHllfACIIJIIER,AliD 
SEU.al, SlfAU. BE UMITEII lDTIIE Pllll:HASE P!IICE l'JllD, OR /IT MMTA'S n.e<mO'!, 7IIE'IIEPl.l,C9'811' D• TIIE PIIOCllltL 

118l1STEREII tllADEMAIUIS 
1,Jp<r.M>=t _ _ ,,,_6""""!1«91M'9t'lim."""P>llidl~M<.C'>tr..-D1'"1l'tillc<pDrcrcg/s/J:IOdlrod<...,.,.r.S)!Jaa,:aem.,,o,,,,p,,,, 
AcUnf.JJ/r.~lbmo<,,yot<~-OIEl/;.i':rttdt-&Q,,,.,,:, 
~..t/slt,:l:"J/!til1,,,_,.dNMl>'OSNmi:s,,rtOl!l>':l>Amellcl. 
AsvforlSB ,egfs!a'cd lr.1dtf116rkaf UnJU1d Pho$ph(Jtu$. /nC. 
~c. 8uwt1andSuicof-aro~i:.h:redtrJdi:m1J1ksof86yar. 
1!:11'lFllm1<1:fO<-"""'-"""·-"'dRounwparor,gl.,IM'dtrodcmotk>olMo=no, Company. 
.._,_,rcg"""-'d.,_t;Jl»l¢,UC. 
""1nJtt,•r<',llskmllnfkm,rl,;o/Nls>JlttO>cm/r:.lJ,_,,,,.,Ud. 
C!Rvl~ Gtll100, KDtti, Sltngcr, SUt1'l,SS ~d Trrdan Dl'C regJsttrrJd !Jadcm4rlts of Oow/;f;laSd~ LLC. 
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GROUP l@I HERBICIDE 

~ -
!-- CHATEAU . -- ------ - -- . - _ _,_ 

HERBICJOE SW 

FDR CDNTIIDL AND/UR SUPPRESSION OF CERTAIN 
WEEDS IN AIJ'ALFA, ARTICHOKE, ASPARAGUS. 
BUSHBERRIES. ClllRV, COTTON, FIELD CORN, 
GARUC. GRAPE, HOPS, MINT. NUTlREES {INCLUD
ING PISTACHIO), DUVE, ONION (ORY BULB). PDME 
FRUIT. POMEGRANATE. STONE FIIUIT. STRAWBER
RY, SWEET POTATO, NON-BEARING RIUIT TREES, 
FAUDW LAND AND TO MAINTAIN BARE GROUND 
ON NON-CROP AREAS OF FARMS, ORCHARDS ANO 
VINEYARDS. 
Active Ingredient By Wt 
Flumioxazin• 51% 
Other logred~ntS . ... . .... ... ......... ..... . 49% 
Total 100% 
• 2•[7-Ruo10•3.4-111hydro-3-oxo412•Propynyll· 

2H· 1 A•benio••1ln,6-yl)·4,5,6,7 •teu am,11,0-1 H
;solndol e-1,3(211)-<Jlo ne 

Cha Ill au" Herbicide SW is a water dispersible gran
ule containing 51 % active ingredient 
EPA Reg. No. 59639-99 
EPA Est 11773-IA-OJG'l, 39578-TX-010 
Superscript is the first letter in lot number. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
CAUTION 
SEE BELOW FOR ADOffiONAL 
PRECAUTIONARY STAlEMENTS 
PRECAUTIDNARV_Sl_'li._.T_EM ____ ENT_ S _ _ 

HAZARDS TO HUMANS& DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
CAU'JlON . 
H.urnful ninlialod oi el>sDfbed wo~ghthv ~ Causes 
1110dtratt eye imlion.Avoid bre111!ling dusund spray 
mist A,,old COrlllld will\ skio, eyos 0 ( c~tllil,9-

- ARSTAID 
11 inhaled: Move person to fresh air, 

If person is oat breathing, call 911 
or an ambulance, then give artificial 
nespiratiOll. pll!lerably by mouth-to
mouth ii possible. 
Call • po1son comrol center or doctor 
for further treatm•nt advice. 

(continued) 

FIRST AID [continued) 
If on ,kin or Tako off cont~m,nated clolhJng. 
clollliog: Rinse skin immediall:!ly witll plcoty of 

water for 15-20 minutes. 
Call a poison control center or doctor 
for treatment advice. 

II in eves: tlold eye open and rinse s!owty and 
gontlywith waterfar 15·20 minU\es. 
Roma,e contact lenses, if pros.cot 
4111:!r the i lrst 5 minutes, then co tin• 
ue rinsing. 
Call a poison control center or doctor 
for treatment advice. 

If Call a poison cootrol center or doc· 
swallowed: 10r immediatelyfortreatment advice. 

Have person sip a glass of water if 
able to swallow. 
Do not ioducc vomiting unless told to 
by.he poison control center or doe1or. 
Do not give anything to an u ncon
scious person. 

HOT UNE NUMBER 
Hc:rv_e the product container or label with you when 
calli ng • poison conuo! eon:or or doctor or goil1g 
for 11ea1111enl You may 0lso contact BOIJ.8S2-®9S 
fur emorgoncy medical ireatment intormalllin. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE): 
Sorrie of the materials that are chemicaHesistant 
to tr.is product are j1sted below. If you want more 
optlons, follow tllo i<1SU11ctlons for eategory A on an 
EPA chemicol-re,istanoc category selectio chaJ1. 
1'ppliCOIOIS GIid other haodlor., mu,t wo~c: IOflll
sleevqd shirt nnd long ponts, ch•mica~resistan1 
gloves lllilde of any waterproof m11etil l such as 
polyethylene o polyvinyl chloride, shoes and socl<s, 
For aerial epplicetion to artichoke, mixor/looders 
mim also wear. filtering face piece respirator (N95, 
A95or P9SJ. 
For ground boom application to olive and pome
granotc, mbtot/1011ders must olsa wear. filtering 
tace piece respirator (N95, R95 or P95). 
Follow m•nufacl!Jrer's instructions for cleanlng/ 
maintaining PPE. If there are no such instrucUons for 
washat.les. use de~rgtni and hot wnll!r. Keep and 
wash PPE sopa ratel\l lrOIJl other IOLmdry. 

USER SAm'Y RECOMMENOATIOl',JS 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eatlng. drinking. chawiog 

gum, using tobacco or using the toilet 
• ~emo-,,e cloth'ng immcdlatoly if pesticide QCts 

rnslds.. Then wosh tllorough!y and put on clel!l1 
clothing. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Thisproductisto,icto no •tergetplants and aquatic 
inve<tobmes. Do not applv dirtclly to water, to areas 
where surface water is pl"esent or to ir,tenldal area:_s 
below the mean high water mark. Oriti: or runoff 
may ~c h~ardo,us 10 !'lln•tll gor ploots and nquatic 
orgam!ms •~ nc,ghbormg areas. Oo not opply whore 
runoff ,s lilcc,y to occur. Do not apply when weati\er 
oooditior.s favor drift.from treated areas. Do not con
taminate water when disposing of equipment wash
waters. 

This pesticide is tol<ic to !)!ants and should be u~d 
strictly in accordance witn the a,11; and run-off pre
ca utions on tllis label in order to minimi>c off•site 
exposures. 

Under some cond ions 1his product may have a 
potential to run-olf10 surface water or adjacent land. 
Whore ?QSsi'ble. us~mcthodswhteh m!uce ,on ero
sion. such as o till, limited dll ond contour plowcng: 
tr.ese metllods also reduce pesticide run-off. Use o: 
vegetation fil tet strips 11 lono rivecs. creeks. streams 
watlonds or on the dowrmill :;ldc ol ~elds where 111ii'. 
off could occur will minimize water run-off and is 
recommended. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It Is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a 
manner inconsisi:ent with its labeling. 

READ ENTIRE LABEL USE STRICTlV IN ACCOR
DANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY STAilMENTS AND 
DIRECTIONS, AND WITH APPUCABLE STATE AND 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS. 
Do not apply this product in a wav 1hat will contact 
~ ri<e~ or othor persons, either direclly er rough 
drift. Only protecu:d handlers JTillV be ill tile a,ea 
during application. for ~ny requiremonts •peclfic to 
you r Smc Of Tribe, consult tlic agency responsible 
tor peSlicidc regulattcn. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REGUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in accordance with its label
ing and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 
CFR pan 170. Th,s Standard conteins requirements 
for the protection of agricultural worke(s on forms. 
fo, osts, nurseries,. and greenhouses, and hen
dlers of ag ricultural pcsncides. It contains rcquJre
ments lor tralning, decontamination, r.otifi eation 
and emergency assistance. 1t a!sc contains speoif
,c stto\emonts on t ls lobel about personal protec
tive equipment (PPE), and rcstriated-em!V interval. 
The requirements in this box only apply to uses of 
this product that are covered by the Worker Pro
tection Standard. 
Do not enter or allow worw enll'y into l!l>ated 
areas curing the restricted entry lnterv11I (REil of 
12 hours. 

(continued I 

A.GRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS (can ·oued) 
~PE required for c•rlv on11y to treated ~rcas that 
IS pOl'tnl!IJ!d under !Ito Worker Protection Su.ntlard 
and that involves contact with anything that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water is: cov
eralls. chemical-rc,lstant gloves made of water· 
proof mateMal, shoes plus socks. 

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The re(lulrcments rn th!$ bo• apply :o us~ of this 
product that are NOTwithin the scope of the Work
or Protectilln Standards for aglicultural pesticidos 
l~O CfA Part 170). The WPS ap i,Jios when this ptod• 
llct Is usetl to produce agricu ltural plants on farms, 
fores~ nurseries or gre,nhouses. 
Keep all unprotected persons out of opera~ ng 
area,, or vicinity where there may be drift 
Do nol enter or allow others to enter treated areas 
until sprays have dried. 

DISCLAIMER, RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT, 
UMITED WARRArfll' 

AND UMITAllON OF UA81tm' 
IMPORTANT: Read tlio ontiro Lobel including t!us 
Oisoleimet Risk4 cl U,ing this Prcducl. Lim~ed 
Wonunty, ond limitatioo of Ua_biHty beloro ,n;ng 
Ibis p10ducl. If the tarms arc not accoplablo THEN 
DO NOT USE THE PRODUCT; rotber, return tho 
unopcmcd product within 15 days of purchase for 
a rel1111d of tho purcho"" price. 
RISKS OF USINli THIS PRODUCT 
TJ\c Bwcr ••d User (refarred 10 co llectNely here
In as "Bu,•er"I of this product should be awa;c tr.ct 
thoro are inhc,ent unintended risks associated 
with the use ol this product which are imPOssible 
to el iminate. These oslcs include, but are no: llm~
ed to, injury to plants and crops to which th is prod
uct is applied, lack of conuol ol the targei pests 
or Wileds; <Mist~ncc ril tl-,e rarQct pest or weeds 
to this product, inju,y caused by drift. and inju
ry to rollltio.ial crops caused by carryover in the 
solf. Such risks of crOIJ injury, on•per1ormance 
roslsi.nce or other unintended consequences ar~ 
unavoidable and may lesult because of such fac
tors as weather, soil conditions. disec:ise, moisture 
conditions, irrigation practices, cond(tion of the 
crop at the time of applicafon, presence of other 
materials elthet npphl!d in tile tank mix with this 
pr~uctcr pricrtc •PP cal!on ol this product. cu~ 
tural practices or the manner of use or application, 
(or a combiijation of such factors! all of which aro 
factors beyond the control of Valonl The Buyer 
should be aware that these inherent unintended 
risks may reduce the harvested \'ield of the crop in 
all or a portion of the lnlaled acreage, or otherwise 
affect the crop such that additional c:'1.re, treat
ment and o,pense are required to take the crop to 

I continued) 
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(continued) 
harvest. If the Buyer chooses not to e ccept these 
risks THEN THIS PRODUCT SHOULD NOT BE 
APPLIED. By~pplying thi$ pro,ducl Buyer ~cknowl
edge, and accepis 1hcse Inhe1em unintended 

I( ,$<:$ ANO TO THE FULLEST EXTENT AUOWED 
BY lAW AGREES THAT ALL SUCH RISKS ASSO
CIATE□ WITH THE APPLICATION ANO USE ARE 
ASSUMED BYTHE BUYER. 

Valent shall not be responsible for losses or dam
ages (including, but not limited to, lo,s al yield, 
increased expenses of farm mg the crop or such 
incidental, consequential or special dama~es th;;it 
may be claimed) resulting from use of this prod
uct in any mannernot set forth on the label. Buyer 
assumes all risks associated with the use of this 
product in any manner or under c~nditions not 
specifically directed or approved on toe label. 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
Valom warron~only tlultzhi• praduc:1 confonns 10 
tho chomical doscriptioo on tho labd tnd is <eo· 
SOIIObly fol to, IIID p•rpo,os Slllled ,. tho label, 
under overage u.se c.ooditfons, when used :rtrlc:1-
lf in oceo<donce wilh Ibo label ond svbj~ to 
lhe Risks of Using This Producl •• d03cr,bed 
ob<nm. To the ell\CIII t0Histen1 wilb appr.co1>I0 
law AND AS SET FORTH ABOVE. VALENT MAK£$ 
ND DTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED DR 
IMPUBJ. No •vent or n,pn,sonl,81M! of Vnlonl or 
Seller ls aull!orw,d 10 mokc ot cn,ote any other 
oxpress or implied wam,my_ 

UMITATIDN DF LIABILITY 
To tho full=t extent ollowod lly low, Valont D( 

s~Ui!.r is aol U.ubl~ fen 1my inii::iden1al, consequen~ 
,,..1, inditcCI or spoclol damoges r=lt!•a fr~ 
the use or bundling of this product. The hmitlll,on 
includo._ bDI is not limited ·10. loss of yield on all 
or ony portion of the 1rea1ed acreoge, increased 
cnre, tre-1 or Dlhor ""I''""""' <Clfluin,d 10 lllke 
tho crop a, h1,.est. inc-d finance chorgcs or 
ollued finance IDlings, elll01ion.ol or mental dis
lms and/or cxompln,y d-TlJTHE Fl/I.LEST 
EXTENT AllOWED BY LAW. THE EXCUJSIVE R'EM
EDY OF THE BUYER, ANO THE EXCLUSIVE MAXI
MUM UABIUTY Of VALENT OR SELLER FOR ANY 
AND ALL ClAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAM
AGES llNCtuDING ClAIMS BASED ON BREACH 
OF WARRANlY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE. TORT. 
SllllCT LIABIUTY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING 
FROM THE USE OR HANOUNG OF THIS PROD
UCT SHAU BE THE RETURN Of THE PURCHASE 
PRICE OF TIIIS PROUUCT OR. AT ntE ELECTION 
OF VALENT OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF 
THE PRODUCT. 

[continued) 

[continued) 
PROMPT NOTICE OF CLAIM 
To the i)}('(@nt co~ont w~/1 applicable law allow
ing such roquircmenlS Valent must be provided 
nattce a:s soon as Buyer ha:s reason 10 belreve 1t 
may have a claim, but in no e•ent later than twen
ty-one days from date or planting, or twenty-one 
days from the date of application, whichever is lat
te~ so that an immediate inspection of the affect
el property and growing crops can be made. 

To the l!Xlent consistent with applicable law if Buyer 
does not notify Vale nt o! anv claims, in such period, 
it shall De bBrrod from oblnbiing any remedy. 

NO AMENDMENTS 
Valent and Seller offer this product and Buyer 
accepts it, subject to the foregoing Disclaimer, 
Risks of Using This Prodlict. limitodWarranty_and 
Limitation of Liability, which may not be mod1f1ed 
by any oral or written agreemen~ 

TANK MIXES 

NOTICE: Tank mliong or use of !his product with any 
olh.er produetwhich is notspoclficallY and cxprcu• 
ly autoorized by tho label shall_ be ,lli• W:lusive ris~ 
of ,ser. applicator and(or appl1cat1on advisor, to the 
extent allowed by applicable law. 

Read and follow the entire label of each product 
to be osed in th Umk mix wilh this produc:1. 

RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Chateau Herbicide SW is a Group 14 herbicide. 
Arry wood pop~l•~on mav contain or. ~•••lop 
pillnts nawrolly , esislDnl 10 Cha1eauHerb,c1de SW 
·•nd other Group 1, horbicidos. Wood sooe os wi1h 
acquired re.simnce ID Group 14 herbicides may 
eventu•lly dom1nalll the wMd population if Group 
14 hertlcldes a.n, used '9fl1lOtedly, fn tho same 
field or in ~uecesslve years os lhJ primary mo!!,· 
od of conlflll for rargoted spocies, This may resuh. 
in partial or total loss o! co111rol of !hose ~peci~ . 
by Chateau Herbicide SW or other Group 14 her
bicides. 

To delay herbicide resistance consider. . 
• Avoiding the consecuti,e use of Choteau Herbi

cide SW or olher target site er action Group 14 
herbicides 1ha1 might hase a sim,larm,got site of 
actlDn., on the- same waed speci'fS-. 

• Using tank mixtures or premiJ<es w~h herbicides 
from d1fferentmrgetsite o1 action Groups as long 
as the involved products are all regi•i.erad for the 
same use, have different sites of action and are 
bo,n effective ~I the tank mix or prepack raze on 
the wood{s) of concem. 

• Basing herbictde use on a comprehansive lnte
;rated Pe11,Managomeol [1PM) program. 

• Moliitcring treated weed populallons for loss of 
field efficacy. 

(continued! 
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• Contacting your local c,ctan$1an specialist certi
fied crap advisers and/or monufactur~r for her
bicide resistance management and/or integrated 
weed management recommendations for specif
ic crops: and resistant weed biotypes. 

For further information orto report suspected resis
tance, you may contact Valent U.S.A. Corporation 
at the following toll-free number: 1300-682-5368. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
USE INfORMATIDN 
Restrictions an:d Limitations 
Environmental Condioons and 

Biological Perfonmance 
Precmergence Application 
B urndown Application 
Postomergcnce Applica~an 
Rc:iinfastne:ss 
Sail Characteristics 

Herbicide Rate 
Residual Weed Control 

Carrier Volume and Spray Pressure 
Precmeroence Applio .ti9n 
Bumdown Application 
Postemergence Application 

Additives 
Bumdcwn ApplieDtion 

Jar Test to Detsnmlnc Compatibility of AdjuvantS 
and Chatesu Herbicide SW 

Sprayer Preparotit>n 
Miicing lnstruodcns 
Sprayer Cleanup 
App lica~on Equlpment 
BtoDdQ/lst Application 
Band Application 
Aerial Application 
Chemigalion 
Appliea~cn willr Ory Bulk Fertilizers 
Rlll'2tianal Restrioticns · 
BroadleafWeeds Controlled by Residual 
Acti,ity of Chateou Herbicide SW ....•. •. Table 1 

Weeds Suppressed by Residual Activity 
of ChDteau Herblclde SW ............... Table 2 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FALL AND SPRING 
PREl'lANT BURNDOWN AND FAUOWSEEDBED 
PROGRAMS IN FIEUJ CORN 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Fall B, rndown and Fallow Seedbed Programs 
Waeds Controlled by Fall and Spring Preplant 
B~mdown Programs .....•.... _ ......... Table 3 

SprinA Burndown Programs 
DIIIECTlONS FOR USE IN FALL AND SPRING 
BURNOOWN PROGRAMS IN COTTON 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Fall Burndown Programs 
Spring Bumdown Programs 

TABLE OF CONTENTS {continued) 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FAll AND SPRING 
BURNDOWN PROGRAMS IN RICE, SORGHUM, 
SUNFLOWER A.ND WHEAT (Pn,plant to Crop) 
Rcstric1ions nnd Umi1o!!ons 
Fall Burndown Programs 
Spring Burndown Pr□grams 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FAU. BURNDDWN 
PROGRAMS IN flEUJS TO BE PI.ANT'ED TO BARLEY, 
HELD PEA. RAX, LENTIL. SAFFLOWER. SUNFLOWER 
AND SPIUNG WHEAT (PrepluUo Crop) 
Rostfic tions and Limitat;ans 
Fall Bumdown Programs 

DIRECTIONS FDR USE IN FALi.OW LAND 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN ESTABLISHED ALFALFA 
Restriccians and Limitations 
liming to A~a~a 
liming to Weeds 

DIRECllONS FOR USE IN ARTICHOKE 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Timing to Artichoke 
Timing to Weeds 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN ESTABLISHED 
ASPARAGUS 
Re.trictions and Limitations 
Timing to Asparagus 
Timing to Weeds 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN CELERY 
Restrictions and Limitations 
liming to Celery 
liming to Weeds 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN canON 
Restrictions and limitations 
Environmental Conditions and Biological 

Perfonmance 
He1bicidc Rate 
Emerged BroadleafWec~• Controlled by 

Hooded, Shielded and Layby Apphcat,on 
of Chureau Herbicide SW Tank Mixes 
with Glyphosate or MSMA in Conan .... •. Table 4 

Carrier Volume and Spray Pressure 
Additives 
Application Equipment 
liming to Cotton 
liming to Weeds 
Tank Mixes 
Tank Mixes with Chateuu Herbicide SW 
for Hooded, Shielded and/or layby 
Use in Catton •... . .. . ....... . _ .. •.•..... Table 5 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN HELO CORN 
Restrictions and Limitations 
liming to Field Corn 
Burndown Use Directions -

For Prop!antApplication in Field Corn 
l~oreasir,g Spcpd ol Glyphosate 
Sumdawn Activity 

Tank Mixes 
Tank Mix Partners for Burndown and/or 
Residual Control of Weeds in Field Corn •. Table 6 

Tank Mix Restric1Jons 
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omEcnDNS FDR USE IN GARLIC 
Restrictions anti Limitations 
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Restrictions and Limilations 
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Dll!ECTIONS FOR USE IN MINT 
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Restrictions and Limitations 
liming to Mint 
liming to Weei:Js 
Weeds Controlled by Residual 
Activity of Chateau Herbicide SW •.••.... Table 7 

DIRECTIONS FDR USE IN ONIONS (DRY BOU!) 
Restrictions and Limitations 
liming to Onions (dry bulb) 
liming to Weeds 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN STRAWBERRY 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Weeds Controlled by Preemergence 
Application of Cha1eau Herbicide SW •.. • Table B 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN SWEET POTATO 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Timing to Sw(l<!t Potatoes 
liming to Weeds 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN BUSHBERRIES. 
GRAPE, NUT TREES (INCLUDING PISTACl!ID), 
DUVE, POME FRUIT, POMEGRANATE, 
STONE FRUIT AND NON-BEARING FRUIT TREES 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Preemergence Application 
Postemergence Application 
ca,ri<rVolume and Spray Pressure 
Banded Application 
Use Precautions for Bushberries 
Use Precautions for Grapes 
Use Precaution:s for Nut Trees 
!Including Pistachio), Olive, Pome Fruit. 
Pomegranate and Stone Fruit 

Use Precautions for Non-Bearing FruitTrees 
Weeds Controlled by Postemergence Actlviiv of 

Choteau Herbicide SW Tank Mixes ..... .. Table 9 
Add~ional Residual Weed Control 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE TD MAINTAIN BARE 
GROUND ON NON,CROP AREAS DF FARMS, 
ORCKARDS DR VINEYARDS 
Restrictions and limttatians 
Preemergance At>pticallun 
Postemergence Applicntion 
Tank Mix Combinations to Maintain Bare Ground 

Non-Crop Areas ........ .. .. , ._. , ...• • . Table 10 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 

USE INFORMATION 
Chsteau Herbicide SW uses: 
• Chateaullerbicide SW provides residual control of 

susceptible weeds. 
• Chareau Herbicide SW provides addiuonal burn

down activity when used as part of a burndown 
program. 

• Chawou Herbicide SW can be applied as part of a 
fall bumdown program for control of susceptible 
winter aronuals. 

• ChDteau Herbicide SW can be applied with a hood
ed or shielded sprayer, as well as pait of a layby 
application, in selected crops tor postemergence 
weed control as well as residuol control of suscep· 
tibleweeds. 

' Chstfiall Herbicide SW c~n be used on farms, 
orchord, and 111n<:y,rds for non-selective vege• 
tollcn ccinttoJ to m:iinUiin l>o(e grcund non-crop 
arcus lhot must be kept weed t(e ii. 

• Read lilRk mix procluCI label for rnlos •• d weed. 
c<1nuollod. Always read nnd follow label direc
tions for a ll tank mix p,vducu befo<o LJSing. The 
most restr icrn,a laba line ol o«y tank mix pllldua 
"'"" be followed, Chuloou Hli<bicide SW, whoo 
applied according to luhal use dirediEJ11s. will 
coatrol the weeds claimed in crop specific use 
dirD.ctions. This label mnkes no claims con-c-ern
ing control of other weed specie,:, 

AVOIDING SPRAY DRIFT AT THE APPLICATION 
SITE IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICATOR 
The interaction of many equipment and weather 
related factors determine the potential for spray 
drift. The applics1or is responsible for considering 
all of these faciors when making decisions. Whote 
states have more stringent regularions, they should 
be observed. 
RESTRICTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply this product when weather conditions 

favor spray drift from treated areas. 
• Do not apply during low·level inversion condi~ons. 

including fog. 
• When applv,ng by air, observe drift management 

restrictions and precautions listed under "AEIIIAL 
APPLICATION". 

• Do not apply to froien or snow covered soil. 
• Mechan.ical incorporation into the soil wtll reduce 

residual weed control. 
• Post ditected and layby applical!ons of ahat6au 

Herbi_cide SW should be appl!lld only to heallhy 
growmg crops, 

• Do net apply to lotm alleys o, oads where traf· 
fie may rasuI1 in treotod dust sonling onto crops or 
other desirable vegetation. 

• Do not apply within 300 yards of non-dormant 
pears. 

• Do not applv ca pO',:dcrv soils or S1Jlls lhat are sus· 
ccptible to wind displacement unle!~frrlgation can 
be appHcd rmmel!lat~ly aller applii:ation. 

Spmv oquipment u,ed to apply Choteau Rorbicide 
SW should oot be used to opply otboT matoriols to 
any ctop lolioge, unless Ille proper clcel>OUI prvce
du, .. llra followed. Soa "SPRAYER CLEANUP' for 
more information. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONDmONS ANO BIOLOGICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
Proemergence Application (Caoveolional lillage) 
lmp0111u11: Cmp inIu"' may occur from applica.tions 
made to poorly drained soils and/of applications 
made under cool, wet conditions. Risk ot crop inju
ry ca• be minimized by us)ng on well drained soils, 
planting at least 1.5 inches deep, using high quolity 
seed and completeiv covering seei:'.s wilh soil p(ior 
to preemergence applications. Trooted soil that is 
splashed onto newly emerged crops may result in 
temporary crop injury. 

M~ruire is necessary to activate Cl/au:au Herbi
cide SW in soil for residual weed conuol, O"' wcath• 
er fo"owing applco!loos of Choll!•~ Horb1clde SW 
ma y reduce c.h'0:ctiveness. However. when adeq,uate 
mo!S!Ure is retoived after dry condrtlons, Cho/J!eil 
Herbicide SW will control susceptible germinat
ing weeds. Chareau Herbicide SW may not control 
weeds tltat germinate after application but before an 
activating rainfall/irrigation or weeds that germinate 
through cracks resulting from dry soil. 

\iVhen adequote moisture is not received after a 
ChDll!au Herbicide SW application, weed control 
may be improved by irri9a1ion with at least 1/4 inch 
of wota~ If emerg~d weeds are controlled by cultiva
tion, re.si~u-ill weed cumtrol wilt be reduced. 

Burndown Appl lcalloa 
For bost resulls, Cliawou Herbicide SW should be 
applied as part of a burndown program to active· 
ly growing woe.ds. Applying C~areau Herbicide SW 
under conditior:s lhat do not promore active weed 
growth will reduce herbicide effectiveness. Do not 
apply Ch•teau Herbicide SW when weeds are under 
stress due to drought, excessive water, extremes in 
temperature, disease or low humidity. Weeds undw 
stress tend to become less susceptibfe ta herbicid~ 
al action. Chateau Herbicide SW is most effective 
when applied under warm sunny cond~ions. 

Reduced residual weed control may occur when 
butndown applications are made to fields where 
heavy crop and/or weed residue exist 

Postemergence Application 
Ch~teou Herbicide SW should only be app,ed to 
h011thy crops l~bolnd for postemet]jon oe use. Do not 
apply Choll!/W H_erblcfde SW to crops lh at have b~•n 
woakerted by disease, drought ftoodlng, l!ltce~~• 
fo!ll ilalion, soil salts, proviousw applied pos~eides, 
nematodes. insects or vvinter injury. 
Roinlostness 
Chatebu Herbicide SW is rainfast one hour after 
application. Applicarions should not be made if rain 
is ox-petted within one hour of application or paste· 
merge-ace efficacy may be rcduce.d. 

Soil Chamctorislics 
Application af Chateau Herbicide SW to soils with 
high org~ nic 11rantr and/or hl~h cl.ay concenl may 
requir~ higher dosages •~•n soils wilh low org••ic 
matter and/or low clay content. ApPrication to cloddy 

seedbeds can re-suit in reduced weed control. 

HERBICIDE RATE 
'Ro,lduol Woe<! Control llocludlog Proemorgaoco 
App lications or Applicatioos as Part of I full 1r 
Spring Burndown a.nd Follow S~bed P,ag,om) 
Based upon ~~ii char.1clarisIics(o,ganlc mattercon
tc.nt and lexlu re), tlie most cliffii:ult ta control weed 
species being tar9emd, and the crop being grown, 
select the Pr'OPl!r Chau,au Herbicide SW dosage 
from the rate range tables contained in this label. 

CARRIER VOLUME AND SPRAY PRESSURE !Ground 
Equipme·nt only. See ln!ormoaion for Aerial Equip
ment uMer .• AERIAL APPUCATION~I 

Premnmgeoce ApplicaJlon (Convonlional Till090) 
To ensure _uniform coverage, use 10 ID 30 gal• of 
spray solution per acre for conventional tillage appli· 
cations. Nozzle selection should meet manufactur• 
er's gallonage and pressure recommendations for 
preemergence herbicide application. 
Burnd own AppHc~uion (P,io, to C,op Einorgonco) 
To ensure thorough covemge in bumdown applica
tion~.~• t5 to 60 ga¼: spr;iv solution gcr acre. Oso 
2tl to 60 gnTs p_er acre if de sn veg•ta "'' or heavy 
crop residue IS present, Nozzle selecUon should 
meet manufacturer's gallonage and pressure rec
ommendations for p~temerijence herbicide appli· 
cation. Do not use flood jet no-ules, 

Po,nemcrgonce Applicotlan 1Emorncd Crop) 
Check 'JSe directons 101 specffie cropi in which 
Chawau Herbicide SW can ba applied postomcr• 
gence. To ensure thorough coverage in burndown 
applications, use a minimum of 15 gallons spray solu
tion per acre. Use a minimum of 20 -gallons per :acre 
rf dense ve~etation. or heavy erop residue is present. 
Noziie selection should meetmanufac.turer"s gallon
age and pressure recomrnendetlons for postemer
gence herbicide application. 

ADDITIVES 
Burndown Application IPriot to Crop &r,arganco) 
Postl!mergence control of weeds from Cha1e1u Her
bicide SW tank mixes "'!ill require the addiUon of an 
agronomically applOvl!d adjuvant to the spray mix
ture. When an odjwant is to be used with Chalesu 
HerDicidti SW, Valent recommends the use of a 
Chemicat Producers and Distr[butors Association 
certified adjuvant Either a crop oil concentraie or 
methylated seed oil which contains at least 15% 
emulsifiers and 80% oil or a non-ionic surfactMt at 
0.2S'li v/v, rnav be used ~en applying Chareau Her
bicide SW as part of a buindown program. Some 
tank mix partners, such as Roundup Power Max", 
are formula1Cd with sufficient ad)uvants and do not 
require !he addition o! a crop o,I conctntr,no, meth· 
ylated seed oil or non-ionic surfactant when tank 
mixed with Chareau Herbicide SW. The addi~on of 
a crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil may 
increase the burndown activity on certain weeds 
such as cutleaf eveningprimrose ~nd Carolina gera-
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nium. Mixing compatibility quaities should be veri
fied by a jar test 

A spray grade nttrogen source (either ammonium 
sulfate at 2 to 2.5 lbs/A or a 28 to 32% nitrogen SQlu
tIon at 1 to i Qts/A) may be added to tho spray mix
ture along with either a crop oil concentrate, meth
ylated seed oil or non-ionic surfactant to enhance 
weed control. The addition of a nitrogen source does 
not replace the nocd for a crop oH concentrate, a 
methylated seed oil or a non-ionic surfactant 
JAIi ttSTTO DETERMINE COMPATIBILITY OF 
AOJUVANTS AND Choteau Herbicide SW 
When usi~g Chsteau Herbicide S-N and an adjuvant 
such OS ,n '<lale Sl!Od b<!d, fayby, coded/shield
ed or reduced ~nngl! s~un~o~s. • jor teSI should bo 
perlormed belo_ra miJiln_g ccmmorc!al quan1itics c! 
f:!iorosu Herb,c1dc SW, wben using (;hQtcau Herbl• 
Cldo $\,/for dle first ~me. wllen using now adjuvants 
er when a new water source is boing used. 
1. Add 1 pt of the water to a quart jar. The water 

should be from the same source and tempera
ture as which will be used in the spraytankmi,
ing operation. 

2. Add 1 g of Chareau Herbicide SW to the quart 
'iar for every 3 oz cf Chaieau Herbicide '!NI per 
sere being oppliod 14 g il 12 07/A is the desired 
Chal8au Hertl:elde SW me!. gen~v mil until 
product goes-into suspe11sion. 

3. Add 60 ml ft Tbsps or 2 fl ol) of the crop oil or 
methylated seed ail to the quartjaror 1 ml of non
ionic sur:factant if it is being used in place of oil. 
gently muc. 

4, niuogem ls being used.add 16 mill Tbsil 010.Soi) 
of lll• 28 ID 32¼ ni1_t09•n SDIJICDIC 1hD quan. jat If 
ammornum sult.Jto 1$ bl!lng usod, add 19 g AMS to 
the Quart jar in place of 1/iu 18 lo 32% nill'ogcn. 

5. Place cap on jar, invert ID times, let m nd for 15 
minutes. evaluate. 

6. An ideal tank mix c:omlllnatlon will be- uni~ 
form and free of suspended particles. If nny of 
the following condi1ions are obseNedthe choice 
of adjuvantshould be questioned: 
a) layer of oil or globules on the mixture's sur

face. 
b) Flocculation: fine particles in sospension or 

a.s a loyor on the bonom al the jar. 
cl Clabberi~g: thickening tl!Xlure !coagulated) 

tfke ~elatin. 
SPRAYER PREPARATION 
Belore appl \'itl9 Cilaww Herbiclde SW, start with 
clean, well maintained application oquipment The 
spray tank, as well as all hoses and booms, must 
be cte:a:n.::d to al'!sure no residtl{!" 1rom the prcviouz 
sproving oporotlon romain, In the sprayer. Soll\e 
pesticide$, induding but 1,ot limh.ed to. Ille ""Ho
nylurea and phenoxy herbicides, (i.e .. Classic® and 
2,4-D respectively) are active at very small amounts 
~nd can cause crop injury when applied to suscep
tible crops. The spray eQuipment must be cleaned 
according to the manufacturer's dfrections for the 

last product used be!o~ the eQUiomen1 is used 10 
apply Charuuu Herbicide SW. lflwo or mom prod• 
uclswem ta~k mixed prior to Chaieou Herbicide SW 
application, the moSI restrictive cleanup procedure 
should be followed. 
MIXING INSlRUCTIONS 
1. Fill clean spray tank 112 to 2/3 of desired level 

with clean water. 
2. If a drift rotardant is to be used, add 10 lbs of 

spray grade ammonium sulfate per 100 gals of 
spray solution. 

3. To e~sure a uniform spray mi.:ure, pre-slurry the 
required amount of Cha!eeu Hertlcide SW with 
water prior to addition to the spray tank. Use a 
minimum of 1 gal of water per 1 O oz of C/rot.eou 
Hl!rtlicideSW. 

4. While agitating, slowly add lhe pre-slurried 
Choreau H~rbicfde SW to tha sprny tank. A9~a
tIon should <rcatc • rippling or ,omnu action on 
the w.ter sur!ace. 

5. If tank mixing Chateau Herbicide SW with other 
labeled herbicides. add water soluble bags first 
followed by dry formulations, flowables, emulsi
fiable concentrates and then solutions. Prepare 
~o mo~-e spray mixture than is requfred for the 
immediate spray operation. 

6. Ai;id any requ~ed ;,djwarns. 
7. Flllspray tank to de<irnd lcv~I with water. A9ito• 

lion sbould continua ontil oil spray ~olutioo ho., 
been applied. 

s. Mix only tl1e amount of spray solution that can be 
applied the day of mixing. Chateau Herbicide SW 
should be applied within 6 hours of mixing. 

SP!!AYER CLEANUP 
Spray equipment, including mixing vessels and nurse 
tanks, must be cleaned ea ch day following Cheteau 
Herbicide SW application. After Chateou Herbicide 
SW is applied, the lcllowing steps must be used to 
clean the spray equipment 
1. Completely drain the spray tank, rinse the spray

er thoroughly, including the inside and outside of 
the tank and all in-line screens. 

2. Fill the spray tank with clean water and flush all 
hoses, booms. screens and nozzles. 

3. Top ott tank, add 1 gal of 3% household ammonia 
(or equivalent! for every 10D gals of water, circu• 
lotc through sprayorfor S mimm,s, and tl,en Ou,. 
all hoses, ~ooms. screens and nozzles fora mini
mum of 15 minutes. If diaphragms are being used 
on the spray boom, loosen diap/\ragms bero,,e 
flushing the spray system, allowing claanillQ 
solution to spray t!Jtough tho open d!llphregm. 
lhpray One~ have any end caps, they muS1 be 
loosened bofare Hushing the sr.:t.cm. allowir.g 
cleaning solution 10 sprav through tile loosened 
caps. To enhance removal of Chateau Herbicide 
SW from the spray system, add a tank cleaner 
such as "Valent Tank Cleaner·· from Valent U.S.A. 
Corporation, in place of ammonia and allow the 
cleaning solution to remain in the pressuriied 
spray system !spray tank, hoses and boom] over-
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night before flushing the system for a minimum of 
15 minutes. 

4. Drain tank completely. 
5. Md enough clean water 10 the spray tank to 

allow all hoses, booms, screens and no22les to 
be flushed for 2 minutes. 

6. Remove all noules and screens and rinse them 
in deiln water. 

Spray eQuipmen~ including all tanks, hoses, booms, 
screens and no22les, should be thoroughly cleaned 
before it is used to apply postemergence pesti
cides. Equipment with Chawsu Herbicide S-N resi
d~;, riunoln1ng in tho svstom mi\' result in crop Inju
ry 10 tJ,o subsequently rrea[l)d crop. 

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 
Application equipment should be clean and in gacd 
repair. Nozzles should be uniformly spaced on bocm 
and frequently checked for accuracy, 
BROADCAST APPLICATION 
Apply Choteou Herbicide SW, and Choteau Herbi
cide SW tonk mbc!s, ~th g;ound equipment using 
standand eommerci.l sproyors equipped wi".h natfan 
or flood noalos (prC1!Tllc,ijcnco applications only) 
designed to deliver the desired spray pressure and 
spray volume. 

BAND APPLICATION 
Whon band"1<1g, use proportionately less water and 
Chaleau Herbicide~ per acre. The rau, of Charoou 
Herbicide SW required per a ere. , en applied as· a 
banded application, can be Qalcui o,ed will, the lol
lowing formula: 

Amount 
Needad 
per Acre 

for Banded 
Application 

Band Width in 
Inches 

Row Width in 
Inches 

AERIAL APPLICATION 

Rate per 
• Broadcast 

Acre 

Spray drift away from Ille si1Jl of appl ication may 
cause damage to non•ll!IJll!!vegeta~on. To minimize 
drift. apply the largest droplet size consistent with 
uniform coverage and satisfactory wcod contr0!. To 
obtain sa~sfaclory application and -avoid drift. the 
following directions must be observed: 
.., Do not 1:1pply du-rmg low-level inversion conditions 

(includir,g 09), when winds are gusty or under other 
conditions that favor drilt Do not spray when wind 
velocity is less thar, 2 mph or more than 10 mph. 

• Do not apply d,is product by air within 40 Ii of non
target plants Including non-target c,ops. 

• Oo not apply ti, is product by air witllin 1 oo ft of 
em~rgcd canon crops. 

• Do not apply this product by air within 40 fl of 
streams:, wetlands, marshes, ponds, lakes :and res
ervofrs. 

• Carrier Volume and Spray P,=,..re: When used as 
part of a bumdown wood conl'OI program, apply 
Choteau Herbicide SW in 7 to 10 gals of water per 
acre. Application at less than 7 gals per acre may 

provide inadequate control, When used for pre
emergence weed control, apply Chateou Herbioide 
SW in 5 to 10 gals of water per •= The higher 
gallonage appications generally afford more con
sistent weed control. Do not excaed tha nozzle 
m, r.ufacture/ s recommernjed prc,ssurcs. For many 
nozzle types, lower pressure produces target drop
lets. Whon hlijhedlcw rates are needed, us~ higher 
flow rate nozzles i~stcad o! /ncroasing pressure. 

• Nozzle Seloction oad Drienlllticn: Formation of very 
""'oJI drops may be mlnlm@d lry oppropriotc no?
ll• ;setcotion. by cntMtong nozzles awey from Ille •ir 
streom as much •• pDSSJ'b!e and by a,o;i!lng sia:1!S
sive spray pressure. Use nozzles that produce ftat 
or hollow cone spray patterns. Use non-drip type 
nonles, such as diaphragm type nozzles, to awld 
unwan,ed discharge of spray solution. The ni:zzles 
must be directed tomrd the rear of the aircraft at 
an angle bnt\ll/l)CII O and 15• downward. Do not place 
nozzles on me outer 25% of the win!IS er rotors. 

• A.diu•aots and Drift Control Additivos:- Reler to 
G!nk mix panner's label for adjwani ,ccommen
dation. Drift control additives may be used. When 
a drift control additive is used, read and careful
ly obso"'c the ccutionary sta temoms ar,d all other 
information appearing on the addltiee label. 

CHEMIGATION 
fcllaw a\l _ bcl recommcn~alions for_ crops rc~ord-
1ng we;. ~ming of appficaMn, special mstructio s 
and prccau~ons. 
Apply this pro du ct only through canter pivot sys
tems. End guns mun bo turned off due to uneven 
applica tion. Do not apply this product through any 
otherlY!le of irrigarlcinsystem. 

Crop injury, lock of efficacy or illegal pc,dclde resi
dues In the crop can resu~ from non-unilorm distri· 
bution of treated water. 
The system must be properly calibrated !with water 
only) to ensure thatthe amount of Chaiesu Herbicide 
SW npplied corresponds to the recommended rate. 

Apply Chaleau Herbicide ~ in 1/2 to 3/4 inches of 
water during the first sprinkler set. Allow time for all 
Rnes to flush dlo herbicide through all nozzles before 
u.1r~[ng off irrigition water. To ensure the lines are 
flushed and free of remaining herbicide. a dye indi
cator may be injected into 1~e lines to ma,11 the end 
of me application period. Once chemigation has 
begun, the run must be completed10 ensure no prod
uct is left in the system. 
If you have any questions about calibration, you 
should contact your State Ex1ension Service Spe
cialist, equipment manufacturers or other e~perts.. 

Special Procautions for Chemigution 
1. Do r'IQt connect an irriga1ion syste-rn (including 

greenhouse systems] used tor pesticide applica
'cn to a public w~tor system unless lhc pesticide 

label-presc ribed safety devices for public water 
systems are in place. 
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2. A person kllov edgeablo of the chemigation ...., .. 
tern and ,osponslble for iu opor.,~on or undortho 
supeNisioo of the r11sponsibJe person, shall shut 
the system down and malle necossary adjust
ment$ should the need arise. 

3. The system must be free of leaks and clogged 
nozzles. 

4, TM pesticide must bo wpplled continuou5!y 
for the duratio of the aqueous appllc~tlon. An 
uneven application m•v c~usc injury 10 lhe orop 
or poor waod control. 

5. Agitalion must be maintaine<l In the nurse rank. 
6. The sp 'nkler chemlgaiion system must contain a 

functional check valv1!, vacuum reUef· valve and 
low pressure dr111n appropriately loccted on the 
~ligation pipeline 10 prevent water source con
tamination from bacldlow. 

7. Tho Pfsticide in~ction pipeline must contain a 
functionaL automotic. quick closing check valve 
to preventtheflowoffluid back toward the injec
fon pump. 

8, Tho pl!sticid• in"ection pipcUnc must con1ain o 
functiornll. normallv cloted, solenoid operated 
valve local!d on 1he intake side of the injectiM 
l'ump and connected to the systom interlock to 
plevcnt fluid from being withdrawn !rem 1/le sup• 
ply1ank when tho irrigation system is either auto• 
mctically or manually shu1 d"own. 

9. The system must conmln f\,nctional lnwr!oclcing 
c1111t1ols lO aulOmat'c;illy shot off !ho pesticide 
iil!oclionpump when the water pump motor stops, 
or in 11\c ~se wtwre wre is no water pump, 
when the w01.e1 pressure decrea, .. to the po·nr 
where pesticide d!stn111r.ion is advumly affecl!!d. 

lC. The imgatioQ line or warer pump must .ncludo 
• lunctiana\ pressure switch which will stop 
tho wnlOr pump motor 1.tion !he wou,r pressuro 
decreases to the ~oint where Pll.stkide dlstribu
llon is adVersely affecmd. 

11. Sys1ems mlJ31 use • metering PUfTIP, such as a 
positi\le displaceme t Injection pump (o.g. dia
P rsgm p~mp), cttcc:tively cle<igncd and con
structod of matorlals I at are comporibt,:, with 
the pesticides and upable of being fined w,th a 
system intcrloclc. 

12. Do not apply when ·nd speod favors drift 
beyond the area intend~ tor trenimont. 

Chomigation Sy,tems Connected to Public Water 
Systems 
1. Pubfic water system means a system fortho pro, 

vision to the public of piped watet !or human 
oonsump~on. ~ such a sy31em hu ot lta31 1S 
service connecticns or regularly serves an aver
age of at leost 25 individuals daily at least 60 days 
out of the vou. 

2. Chemigation systems canooclcd to the public 
water sysrem must contain a functional, reduced 
pressure zone, backflow ~reventer IRPZJ 01 the 
funclional equivalent in the wllter supply Poe 
upstream from me point cf pes!icldo ,ntroduc• 
tion. As an option to the RPZ. the water from the 

public water $\'Stem should he discltonJed Imo 
El reservoir tank prior 1.0 pesticide introduction. 
There shall be a complete physical b euk l1ir 
g~p) between the Oll\let end of the nu pipe and 
t~• top cverllcw rim of the reservoir tank of at 
leestr,vice the insk!e dfaml?ler aflhe IUI pipe. 

3. All chemig;J~on svsooms connected to \he public 
water $)'$Ulm muS'I al,o follow restnCtlO/IS lb !ed 
in tho prceedlng sei;tion tide<l ·special Precau
tio11$ for Cben,igOlion7 

APPLICATION WITH DRY BUU( FERTILIZERS 
Ory buli< eJti!izor may ba irr,pregn.ated or coateil with 
Cha111au Herbicide SW. Aoplice en of- dry bulk fer• 
lifaor with Chowau Heih!cidc SW provides weed 
control equol to, or sligh(/y below, the snme n:te 91 
Chaicau Herbicide SW eppliod in liquid comers, due 
10 bo::er to•traJ!e with application vi~ sprny oquip• 
monL Follow label recommendations for 0,aiesu 
Hotblcide SW rogardlng nitos. soecial Instructions. 
cautons and special procautioos. Apply 400 10 700 
lbs of tho forti llwr/horblclde mixture per aero to 
obr.iin ad"<!uato soil co11mgo. Apply tho mixture to 
the sea with p operly calibrated equipment immedi
alOly 11flcr blending. Uniform application of the hor
bic:Cle/!ertijizer mbaure is enentia l top event possi
ble c op injury and 10 obtain uniform weed con11ol, 
Ammonium nitrate and/or limestone should not be 
used as the sole source of ferti liZ1'r, as the Choteau 
Hertlicide SW may not adhere lo lhese materia ls. 

Compli3nce wil'1 an Federal and St.ite regul3tians 
relo~ng to blonding ~oticlde milmrres wilh dry bulk 
ferttlizcr. regist;ations. labeling and application arc 
tho rcspansibilitv of the individual aml/or company 
olferi ~ tho lertitlwund ChDteauHcrbicide SW mix
ture for sale. 
Choteau Herbicide Sl-'I must be pref!lixed With walOr 
to form a slur,y pria, to irr-prognat!on on dry bulk 
enilizer. Far best. results, use a minimum of 1 pt ol 

water for ooch 2 ozol ChareouHarl>icide SW. A min
imum ol 6 PIS ol Ille Chataou H.rblcidc SW slurry 
should be used to impregnate 2000 lbs ol lhe foniliz· 
er for uniform coverage of the feniUwr. Closed drum. 
boJ~ ribbon or 01her commonly used drv bull< blend
ers may be use<l. 
The amount of Clioreov Herbicide SW required can 
be calculated with 1he following formula: 

ounces of 
Cllateou 

Herbicide 
SW perton of 

fertilizer 

ounces of 
Clrareau 

Herbicide 
SW per acre 

pounds of 
x 2000 -, fertilizer 

per acre 

Thoroughly clean dry lertilJ1er blending equipment 
al.er Chu16au Hetbic,do ~NY has boen placed in the 
$'/$1Cm tD avoid inju/V to sensitive crops that may be 
treated with terur12ers blen:led after tllo eQulpmcnt 
has been used for Chateau Herbicide SW. Rinse 
the sides oflhe blcnderand the herbicid• tank with 
water. Then impregnate the rinsate onlo a load of d,y 
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(ert1l izer \n1ended for an approved crop. Use• mx• 
,mum rato of 1 g•l o1 rinsate per ton of c11llizer. Fol• 
low with 1 to 2 loads o! unimpr~no1od fortili,er in 
t'1e blender before ~ Iii.Ching herbicides. 

applying Chllteau Herblclde SW at the listed me. 
Planting .artier than the recommended rotational 
ltrtoNol may result in crop injury. 

ROTATIONAL RESTIIJl:TIONS 
The following rotational crops may be plarTted after 

• Do not plant ony crap, except com lfield), cotton. 
peanut sayl,oan and :sw,,i,t potato earlier than 311 
days ofter opplyfog CJIDID/IU Herbicide SW. 

CHATEAU 
KERSICJD.ESW 
RATES 
lol/A 
1.5to2ol/A 
2 01/A or less 

Up to3oz/A 

Upto4ovA 

6tot2oz/A 

CROPS 
Cotton lntrtil or '11!P-lJU onM 
Cotton [ntrlil or <trip-lill oaly) 
Peanlll. S<lybeon orul Swoct Polll!O 
Field Com (minimum and n1Hlll) 
Coaon and Field Com !co~nal tiS.ool. Rice. Sorghum, 
Sunll!J,.vcr, Tobacco _Docl Whoa! 
earley, Ory and Snap Boan,. Flax, Peas.~- Safflower 
ondSv.,,lltCom 

Alfalfa. Cenola, Clover. OalS, Plltlll>, Su9c: Soc; and all 
other trcpr. not lis1ed2 
Lentils 
Pcarllf. Soybc:)11 and Sweet Potato 
Field Coro lrnlnlmum and no-tUO 
fillld to111 lcOT1Vcntional tillage) 
and So'IIIMJm 
Cottor>. Iller, Suntra,..,,, Tobacco and Wheat 
Barley, Dry and Snap Beans, flax, Peas. Ry, 
Safflower and S..11:01 Corn 
Alfalfa, Clover. Oau. Pol15tl) and SvQilf Beet 

Coru,la and all other crops not listed' 

Alfalfa, Canola. PotalD. Su;or Scot and nll other crops not 
listt,d> 

Coaon, field Com, Peanut Rico. Sorghum, Soybean. 
Sonflo\wr, Tobacco ond \\lltcut 
Tr,nsolan'.td on raised b!~s onl-j: 
Melon. Peppe, ~no Tomm• 
Collnl1, Fie1d Corn, Pea~U1. Pk,,, Sorghum. Soybean. 
Sun!low•~ Tobacco and Wheat 
Alfalfa, Cano la, Sugar Bein .ir.l~P Olltor :rops no; l!stod' Tr••• can be transplan,od 2 mo,,lhs altar on app:ica~on of 
Cha(~au Hcrbici~o SW• 

ROTATION INmtVALS 

21 days' 

7dovs 
31) days' 

3 months 

4 months ii soil is lilied prio: to piantJng 
8 months if no tll!ogc · aerfarmcd 

S months 

14 davs 

,months' 
4 months 

5 months if soil is tilled pncr to plo!llltig 
10 months if no Ill age~ f>(lrla=d 

6 montru ij soil ls ti1od P:OOr to ptanunQ 
12 <r'"nths if na'lila;e is oerlorm•d 

6 monih.s ii soil is tilled l'f'ior 10 planting 
12moQ!h,: if no tillage is performed 

4monlhs 

2 mondi: rd ihc top '-In cbcs of thD beds 
h.M? been removed) 

9mQnW 

12 months ~ ..,ij is ~'llod poor ID Rl.u,ting 
18 months~ no• )age is perfomlell 

' At lea:11. one Inch of rainfall/irrigation mu.st occur be:wc-en appllca.tion and planting or crop injury may occur. 
'Succe$S{IJI soil blco$say m1,-:;1 be performed prior to planting these crops. 
'Alironu, C1tlifornio and Howoii o~IV: For fallowbod applioation on transplanted melon, pepper and toma10 

bC<!s fo llow ~upplcmcntD\ labolin; prov,dod byVclcnt U.S.A. Corpon1tion-
'Tr.msplanted apple, apricoL avocado, bushborrios Oncwding blueb_erry), chcny, fig, grape, grapefruit lemon. 
neclllrine, nut trees !Including pis'tochlo). olive, orange, peach, pear. plum f, ncluc!i/lg dried plum), and tanger
ine can be p!onre~ 2 months. after a O,oio•u Herbicide SW application of 2 to 12 oz/A. 
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Tabla 1. Broad leaf Weeds COlll!alled by Residual Aetlviay of Chatsau Herbicide SW 
BROAOLEAF WEED SPECIES 

SECTION A ORGANIC SOIL 
COMMON NAME SCIENTIRC NAME MATTER lYPE 
Carpetweed 
Chickweeds 
Common 
Mouseear 

Dandelion 
Eclipta 
Eveningprimrose, Cu1leaf 
Florida Pusley 
Henbit 
LambS11uarters 
Common 

Little Mallow 
Marestail/Horseweed 
Mayweed/False Chamomile 
Nigritshades 
Black 
Eastern Black 
Hairy 

Pigweeds 

Mo/Jugo verticil/ats 

Stelloriu medio 
Cerastium vu/garum 
Ti!raxocum officinale 
fc/ipra prostrl/ta 
Oenochera lsciniata 
Richardia scobra 
Lamium omplexicaule 
Chenopodium a/bum 

Malva parvifloro 
Conyzu canadensis 
Matricaria maritima 

Solum;m nigrom 
Se,!anum ptyconthum 
So/anum sarrachoidas 

Redroot Amantnthus retroflexus 
Smooth Amaranrhus hybridus 
Spiny Amaranth Amarenrhus spinosus 
Tumble Amarimthus a/bus 

Pritkly Lettuce lacwca serriolo 
Prickly Sida (Teaweedl Sida spinosa 
Puncturevine- Ti'ibu/us terresu;s 
Purslane, Common PMulaca o/eracoa 
Radish, Wild Rophanus raphsnistrum 

Up to 5% 

Redmaids Colondrinia ciliotavar. menziessii 
Shepherd's-purse Capsella bursa-pastoris 
Smallflower Momingglory Jacquemonria tamnifo/io 
Spotted Spurge Euphorbi• macu/ata 
Venice Mallow Hibiscus uionum 
SECTION B All weeds llste<I in Sectlan A plus: 
Coffee Senna Cassia occidenmlis 
Common Ragweed Ambrosia art.emisiifolia 
Florida Beggarweed Desmarlium torwosum 
Golden Crown beard Verbesina ence/ioides 
Hairy Indigo lndigofers hirsur:s 

Hemp Sesbania Sesbonis exa/!m 
Jimsonweed Daturi, suamonium 
Kochia Kachia scaperie 
Morningglories' 
Entiraleaf 

lvylear 
Red/Scarlet 
Tall 

Mustard, Wild 
Palmer Amaranth 

lpomoea herleracea 
var, fntagriuscula 
/pomoea hederaceo 
lpomoea coccinea 
lpomoea purpuree 
Brossico kaber 
Amaranthus po/meri 

Upto 3% 

3105% 

All Soil 
Types 

All Soil 
Types 

Coarse and 
Medium Soils: 
I sandy loam, 
loamy sand, 

loamy, 
silt-loam, silt, 
••ndy·clay, 

sandy clay loam) 

CHA7FAU 
HERBICIDE 
S>/tRAW 

2ol/A 

201/A Cotton 
2.5 oz/A 

Field Corn 
3 ol/A All other 
labeled crops 
2o,/ACotum 

2.Soz/A 
Field Com 

3 ol/A All other 
labeled crops 

cononue 
1 Olat.eauHerbiddeSWwill prOllide residuol control of those Wllllds at2 oz/Aw!\en applied under a couon ca.nOIIV. 
2 Mornlngglory species aro not adequatoly co~uolled on fine soils or soils with grcat11r than 3% organic mattDr. 
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Tobie t. Broadlcol Weeds Ccnttollod by Residual Aetiviay of Cluiteou Herbicide SW !continued) 
SROAOLEAF WEED SPECIES 
SECTION 8 All wctds U:11ed in Seoli1>~ A plus: ORGANIC SOIL i~i~ife 
COMMON NAME SCIENTJRC NAME MATTER TYPE SW RA'll:1 
Spurred Ar,oda Anoda cristat;, J to 5% FJne_ Soils: 2 oz/A 
Tropic Croton Craion glolldulosus (silty olay, Couon 
Watorhemps siltv efay loom, 3 al/A 

Common Amoronlhus rurfJS clay, Field Corn and 
Ta ll Amqranthustuburrulatus clav loam I aU ol/ior 

Wild Poinsettia Euphorbio heterophyl/a labeled crops 
' Chatesu Herbicide SW will provide residual control of these weeds at 2 t»JAwhen applied under a coaon canopv. 
2 Momingglory species are not adequate~ controlled on fine soils or sees with greator than 3% 0111anic marre,. 

Table 2. Weeds Suppressed byResidunl Activity of Chateeu Herbicide SW 
BROADLEAF wno SPECIES 
COMMON NAME SCIEtmflC NAME ORGANIC MATTER OUNCES PER ACRE 
Brist~ Starbur 
Copperleaf, Hophornbeam 
Ragweed, Giant 
f!ussian Thistle 
Smartweeds 
ladysthumb 
Pennsylvania 

Vetvetleaf 
Wild Buckwheat 
Wormwood. Biennial 
GRASS WEE) SPECIES 
Barnvardgrass 
Bluegrass, Annual 
Crabgrass, Largo 
Fomil, Giam 
Goosegrass 
Lovegrass. California 
Panicums 

Fall 
Texas 

Signalgrass, Broadleaf 
Cheat 

Acanthospermum hispid/J/11 
Acalypha ostryifolia 
Ambrosia lrifida 
Sa/sofa iberics 

Polygonum persicaris 
Polygonum pensyi'1anicum 
Abutilon Cheophrasti 
Palygonum canvolvulus 
Artem;sitJ biennis 

Echinoch/oa crus-gol/i 
Paaannuo 
Digitorio sanguine/is 
Setsria faberi 
Eleusine indica 
El'llgrostis diffusa 

Ponicum dichotomif/orum 
Ponicum Iexanum 
Brachierio platyphyllo 

Upto 5% 2to3 

Up 10 5% 1.5toJ 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FAU AND SPRING 
PREPlANT BURNDOWN AND FALLOW 
SEEDBED PROGRAMS IN AELD CORN 

(Preeme,genee to C,op} 

fan Ill provide mid:ia weed control in fields that wiQ 
be planted !he (ollowiog spring with fteld c.om. Wo!ds 
cort11oilcd byn,.;duai ac!MIY aro Usted In T,bio 1 \scc
:ions A ano 9). Broadlca,Wec.ds Conuo1:c<1 by Residual 
~ of Chatcoullerblcido SW: Table 3, Weeds C011• 
trolled byfilna~dSpritig Preplunt9u-r.doWr. Progru.ms; 
and Table 7, Wends Co/llf!llled Ir/ Ae$idual A<tivitv of 
Chatesu Hertiicide SW. If weeds have emerged at the 
time al apµllcation, use Chatoau Herbicide SW in com
binatioo with a labeled burndown herb'cide, Chsteau 
Herbicide SW can be used in a fall bumdown or fallow 
seedbed pr0gram. howt!ver the length of residual con
trol may be variable. 

For Uso in the States of Aritona, California and 
Hawaii Only 

RES'TlllCTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply to1roien or snow covered soil 
• Do :ot pe(fOfm arr-, ti ge operation after applica

tion or residual weed control will be reduced. 
• Observe all rotational intervals prior to planting as 

listed in the "ROTATIONAL RESTRICTIONS" table. 

FALL BURNDOWN AND FALLOW SEEDBED 
PROGRAMS 
ChateauHerbicideSW,at21D3 o7/A can be used in the 

Abnormally warm or wet, nters wol reduce the 
length of weed control observed in tho spring. 
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Weeds controlled by postemergence or residual activity are listed in Table 3. Preplant bumdown trea1ment 
tank mbtos and' rato.s arc: 
Ho,bieido 111110 

1' 
Chat.sou Herbrc;de ~ 2 to 3 01/A 
Plus 
Glyphosate 
Plus 
NIS ~AMS 

or 

P nm2 ' 
Chacnu Herbicide~ 
Plus 
Glyphosate 
Plus 
COC' 
or 
NIS • AMS 
or 
Pr 111ml' 
ChO{aau llerbiclde SN 
Plus 
CCC 

0.Sto 1.0 lb ai/A 
{equivalent to 1 to 2 pt/A of RoundUp Original<') 
0.5% v/v • 17 lbs/100 gals of water 

2to3ol/A 

0.5 to 1.0 lb ai/A 
(equivalent to 1 to 2 pt/A of RoundUp Original) 
lpt/A 
or 
0.5% v/v + 17 lbs/100 gals of water 

2 to 3 oz/A 

l pr/A 
'Oteamba (Sanvel"l, ot0.l881b ai/A {6fl odA of Banvel 4) can be added to Programs 1. 2 &a to assistiJI the 

con11ol of frnerged broadleaves. Refer to dicamba label for rorational rc:.trictfons. 
1 C,op oa ccncenuate has been found to increase glyphosato burrulown or emerge~ cuUeaf evertingpJimros·e 

and Carol,na ger.,nium. 

Table 3. Weeds Controlled by Foll a■d Sering Preplanl Bur■dDWll P~rams 
WEEDS CONTROLLED• POSTEMERGENCE 
COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME Pragrnm 1 Prc!!!:am2 Pro9ram3 RESIDUAL 

Woods 3 incho, or I= 
Chamomile, False Malrican"a maritime Yes Yes No Yes 
Ches111ras, Bromus tectorum Yes Yes No Yes 
Chickweed, Common Ste//oria media Yes Yes No Yes 
Chickweed, Mouseear Cera$lium vulg;,tum Yes Yes No Yes 
Cockle, White Sil•ne /atifalie No Yes Yes Yes 
Dandelion TsruJUJcum oHicinale Yes No Yes2 Yes 
Deadnellle, Purple Lamium purpureum Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Grounascl, Cressleaf Senecio g/ubellui Yes Yes Yes 
Henbit LDmium amplexicaule Yes Vos Yes Yes 
Kochis Kochis scoparia Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Ma/estall/Horseweed cone,,• cor>adensis Yes Yes' Yes Yes 
Mallow, Common Mo nsglncta Yes Yes No Yes 
Prickly l.!m,ce Lacruco serriolo Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Wormwood. Biennial Artcmisio &cnnis Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Weeds 12 inches or hm 
Canela. Volunteer 8ra$Slco napus Yes Yes Yes Ye: 
Carolina Geranium Geranium carolinianum Yes Yes Yes 
Evening primrose, Cutleaf' Denothera laciniacs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Flixweed Dcscurainia sapllis Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Mustard, Tansy Descurainia pinnata Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Mustard, Wild Brassica kaber Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Shepherd's,pursc Copsellu bvtSll·P8S!Dtis Yes Yes Yes Yes 
'Refer to glyp~osate oncl/or 2,4-0 labels for a~d ional wl:llds controlled and rota~onal restrictions. 
'l lb a VA al 2,4-D LVE lequi,olenllc 2 pt/Ao 2,t.-D 4LVE) should be used for contro l of emerged daridelion. 
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'Program 2 will not control emerged glyphosate 
resistant marestaiVhorseweed. 

• P,ogram l should be used l'O control cu~col ovo
ningprimrose that al e neartng 12 Inches in height 
or ore past:.ha ro::eae stnge. 
Prcgrams 2 or 3 should be used to con11ol cll1/oaf 
eveningprimrcse that are 12 inches or less and in 
the rosene stage. 

SPRING BUHNDOWN PROGRAMS 
Chltteau Herbicide SW can be used in combination 
with labeled preplont bu rT1down harbicides to aS$jst 
in the PMteme1genco bumdown GI emerged weeds 
and provide resldual wee<! conlfOI prior t.o crop 
emergence. Weeds controPed bv rcsiduol aCIMty 
ore l isted lnTabto l. 

No-till planters that inco~te the soil du rir.g plant· 
ing may result in decreased weed control In the row. 
ChatcauHerbicide SW cannot be applied after plan!• 
Ing field eom. 
Chateau Herbicide SW can be used at 1 to 3 c"I/A with 
labeled preplant burn down herbicides to enhance the 
speed of burndown and increase weed spectrum. 

Chateou Heroicide SW can be used at 1 to 3 ozJA in 
field corn burndown programs. See "DIRECTIONS 
FOR USE IN FIELD CORN". 

DIRECTIONS FOR use IN FALL AND SPRING 
BURNODWN PROGRAMS IN COTTON 

Fer Use in the States of Arizona, California and 
Hawaii Only 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply to frozen or snow covered soil. 
• 0a not perform any tillage operation iher applica· 

tion or residual weed aintrol will be reduced. 
• Chateau Herbicide SW can be usod at 1 to 2 oz/A 

with labeled burndown horbicides to enhance the 
speed o! burndcwn and incroa,o weed spec/\Jm. 

• A minimum of 30 days mu~ pi1$S, and 1 Inch ol 
roint.MrtiQolion must ootur, betweeo C/uueau 
Herbicide SW application and planting or canven· 
donally tilled cotton. 

• A minimom of \4 days mu.st pass, end 1 inch of 
roinlalVlrri!!a~on must occur, between CJrr,z.uu 
Herbicldo SW application aod planting or no- ·11 or 
w ip·tBi con.on when a Chareau Herbicide SW rate 
ol 1 o.>JA I:; u.~cd and 21 davswhen a Chawau Her
bicide SW rate of 15 to 2 oi/A is used. The field 
mu,1 conll!in the stubble flam !he prevlou., crop. 

• Obsem, all rorational Intervals prior 10 planting as 
il:te.d in the "ROTAT!O'IAL RESTRICl'IOlllS" table. 

• RGf{lr to most restrictive label for minimum interva I 
between application and planting. 

FALL BURNDOWN PROGRAMS 
Chara,u Herbicide.SW, at 2 tll ~ ol/A, con be used 
I~ the faU 10 provide residual wticd oon:101 In fields 
tilat wilJ be planted the following spring w:th cot-
10.1. Weeds controlled by residual activity are t$1• 
cd In Tablo I and Table 7. If weeds h;ivc emerge!! at 
rho lime of applicaUon, use CJ,ataau Herb;o1de SW 

In eomblnotion witit a labeled bumdown herbicide. 
Chul4au Heltlicidc sW can be 1»od in a fall burn
down or follow socdbed program. 
Abnormally warm or wet winters will reduce the 
length cf weed control observed in the spring. 

SPRING BUIINDOWN PROGRAMS 
Choteau Herbicide SW, at 1 to 2 ol}A, can be used 
In combin•~on wilh labeled preplant burndown her
bicides 10 assist in the p1mcmorijence burrulawn of 
e ergcd weeds and pruvidc res,duol vJeed control 
p ior to orop emergence in fields lhat will be plant
ed with cotton. Weeds conlrolled by residual activity 
are 1ist.cd in Table 1. 

No-till planters that incorporate the soil during planI
ing may result in decreased weed control in the rO\"I. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FALL ANO SPRING 
BURNOOWN PROGRAMS IN RICE. SORGHUM, 

SUNFlOWER AND WHEAT 
IPreplant Ill Crop) 

For Use in 1he Sttt\es of Arizona, Cal~ornia and 
Hawaii Only 

RESTI!ICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply to lrozcn or snc,1 covered son. 
• Oo not·pe/1onn any tiho;e opera on after •pplica· 

tion or resldtml waed comral ,.,;11 be reduced. 
• Chareau Herbicide SW can be used at 1 to 2 a"t/A 

w~h labeled burndown herbicides to enhance the 
spoed ol burndown and incronsa weed spcetnlm. 
A minimum of 30 days must pass. end 1 Inch of 
ralnlalllirriGation must occur, between Clwti!ou 
Herbicide SW application and p!anting ofrico. sor
ghum, sunflower or wheat Refur 10 most res-.ric
tlve label for minimum lnt.etvnl beiweon appUrnion 
ond planting. 

• Obse(VQ all rot. ·o~al intervals pno, 10 pianting as 
Usted in the "ROTATIONAL RESTRICTIONS" mble. 

FAll BURNOOWN PROGRAMS 
Chateau Herbicide SW can be used in combination 
with laboled bumdown pro;~ms to conttol emerged 
weeds and provide residual weed control in fields 
that will be p_lanted the /oRow;ng sprin!j. 

Abnormally warm winters may reduce the length of 
weed control observed in the spring. 

SPRING BUHNOOWN PROGRAMS 
ChDleou Herbicide SW can be used in combina
tion with labeled burndown programs to control 
emerged weeds and provide residual weed control 
prior to crop emergonce. Weeds coottollcd by esid
ual activity are listeo in Table 1 Sectian A. Crops 
that will bo planted following appff ca6on must be in 
compliance wi:lt the romtional interv3I listed in the 
"Rotational Restrictions· table on pages 15-20. 

No·@ planters that incorporate the sail during plant
ing may result in decreased weed control in the row, 
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DIRECTIONS FDR USE IN FALL BURNDDWN 
PROGRAMS IN AaDs TD BE PIANTED 
TD BARLEY. FIELD PEA. A.AX. LENTIL. 

SAFR.OWER, SUNR.OWER AND SPRING 
WHEAT 

IPreplantto Cropl 
For Use In the States of Arizona. 

California and Hawaii Only 

RESTRICTIONS ANO UMIT!mONS 
• Do not applv to frozen or snow covered soil. 
• Don~ petform any tillago operatjon a!ulrapplica

'tlon ocrosiduat weed conlrol will be reduced. 
• Chateau Herbicide SW can be mixed with 2,4-D 

and/or glyphosate formulations labeled for burn
down programs (preplant to crop) in accordance 
with the most restrictive label limitations and pre
cautions. Labeled application rates can not be 
exceeded. Do not mix Chsteau Herbicide SW with 
any product containing a label prohibition against 
such mixing. 

• Observe all rotational intervals prior to planting as 
listed in the "ROTATIONAL RESTRICTIONS" table. 

FAl.l BURNDOWN PROGRAMS 
Clrateou Herbicide SW can be used at 2 to 4 o,/A 
with labeleo burn down herbicides to enha nee the 
speed of burndcwn. increase weed spectrum and 
provide residua! weed control of tile wo~ds listed in 
Table 3 until the following spring. Rotafion~I inte~ls 
must be followed for crop to ba planted in the spring 
following the fall Chateou Herbicide SW application. 
Refer 10 most restrictive labet for minimum Interval 
between application and planting. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN FALLOW LAND 
For Use in the States of Arizona, 

California and Hawaii Only 
Clrateau Herbicide SW may be used as a preemer
gence fallow treatment. Weeds controlled by resid
ual activity are listed in Table 1. 

Chetesu Herbicide SW, at 2 to 4 o,/A, can be used 
in the tall to provide residual weed control in fal
low fields !refer to Rotational Restrictions table for 
rates and rotational intervals prior to plaming). If 
woods have emerged at the time-of opplication, use 
Cho~su Herbicide SW m combination with a labeled 
fallow herbicide. Abnormally warm or wet winters 
will reduce the length of weed control observed in 
the spring. 

Chateau Herbicide SW, at 1 to Z oz/A, can be used in 
spring in combination w~h labeled burndown herbi
cides to control emerged weeds and provide resid
ual weed control 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN ESfABUSHED ALFALFA 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply more than 4 oz of Chateau Herbicide 

SW r,cr ~cro ,du~ng • single application. _ , 
• Do not opply more man 8 oz of Chot«ou Herb,c,de 

SW per acre during a single growing season. 
• □o not make a sequentral Chaleau Herbicide SW 

app,cation within 60 days of the first Chareau Her
bicide SW appllcotion. 

• Oo notopp!yto rufo!fnwir/19roolor than6 mclies ol 
growth. Appl;ca ·on ,,,n rcsultln burning o! tr~et
ed leaves and sterns. U,a,~ sht111ld undorStud 1111d 
ur;,;ept !hi• risk before using ChDtenu Horilicldo 
SW on allallo. 

• Co not apply v,ithin 2S davs of harvw or grazing. 
• Co no! use on alfalfa grown for seed unless 

appro\'l!d by a Srate aur/lority to suppon a Special 
Local Nood ISlNl under FIFRA sc0Mn 24(c!. 

• Only apply with an adjuvant or tan~ mix with prod
ucts formulated as an emu is· tllble concentrate 
·ec· when t1111ctino ·control of emerged W<!eds 
fecop buCQ and/or stumi ng should be expected and 
accepted if Ch1re~11 Herbicide S,N is used with 
an adiuv,m~ a t'ln~ mlir p~rtnor fcrmul~t•d as an 
emu lsifirJble concentrate {EC] or il tcJnk mlx partner 
formulated with en edjuvan~I 

• Application Wilh paraquat can be used io bur~down 
wlntor : nnuals prio(lowintor dotm,nt P<!riod. 

• Do ot use on inter.dad mixed aHalfa11rass S!ands. 

TIMING TO ALFALFA 
Charoau Herbicide SW may be applied to estab
lished alfalfa with a maximum amount of growth of 
6 inches or less for the proemergence control of the 
weeds listed in Table 7, Weeds Controlled by Resid• 
ual Activity of Chareeu Herbicide SW. Established 
alfalfa is defined as alfalfa planted in the fall or 
spring wbich has gor.o through • fim cuttjng/mD'"• 
ng, Appr,cation to aHarto with groator than 6 inc -
cs of g·rawth may result In unaccoptoble crop injury. 

For control or winter annual weeds: the best timing 
for preemcrgence control is in the fall immeaintely 
a her the lest cutting or sheeping-o11 has occurred. 
For control of summer annual weeds: the best tim
ing for preemergence control is in the spring prior to 
alialfa growth and before 6 inches of growth. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Precmergence- Preeme:rgenee To Wends 
Apply Chateau Herbicide SW before alfalfa growth 
exceeds 6 inches in height for I/le l)l'eemcrgcnce 
con1tol of weeds listed in Table 7. Weeds Controlled 
by Residua I Activity of Chate•u Herbicide SW. Appli
cations should be made as soon as possible after 
cutting and removing alfalfa to minimi;ze injury ta 
alfalfa growth. 

DIRECTIONS FOIi USE IN ARTICHOKE 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply more than4 oz/Aof Choteau Herbicide 

SIN per acre during a sinsiie app.Hc:ation on annuill 
01 ~eren Ii i urticnol<e van~lies alter new pl.anting, 

• Do not opp!y more than 6 ol/A of Chateau lierbr· 
cid c ·sw per ~ ere during , single app!icatlon on 
po,ennial artichok.e ver1oties afto, culba ck. 

• Do not applv more than 6 oz/A of Chateau Herbi
cide SW per acre during a single growing season. 

• Application to anichoi<e l cliage mav result in unac
ceptable crop iniurv. 
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TIMING TO ARTICHOKE 
Annual Varieties, Choteau Herbicide SW may be 
•PP"•d to orticho~e bods prior to transolan1ing. 
Application of Choteau Horbicide SW must b1! mad" 
lo tho bed• r.o lator !hon 2 days prior to t(ansplnnt
lng. lrrlgation·or rainlall ·al1er trllnsplenung -is nec
es~arv l!l aC!ivate the Chate~u Herbii,ide SW. Co 
notirrlgato tl]e Chatoau Horbielde SW before itans
plorning. Hoavv irrigation or ra lnfall mily ~ult in 
crop injury. The injury is u,uolly UMs~ory and the 
plam.sw,11 qulcklv11rowouiolllle crop damage, Care 
should be taken to rni,,lmizc soil disturbance during 
transplanting, as preemergence weed control will 
decrease as soil disturbance increases, 

Porenninl Vetleties: Chareau Herbicide SW may 
app1ied 10 anlchol<es afl!r plon~ng of cr_o-,~ picc• 
es· or "cut bac~- o1 mlllure plant>. ApphcaMns of 
Cham,u i!erbicidc SW must be made wimln 2 aovs 
after planting or cul back and prior to artichoke 
emergence. Application afior the artichokes have 
begun to crack. or are ometQed, will ,uuil in crop 
injury. A.l)plication shou.ld not be made when arti
chokes !\ave begun IQ emerge (cracking). 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
PM-plant (annuall/Pr01!morgo11CC lperonninl) lo 
Allicbokes-Proeme'l!ence lo WIN!lls. 
Apply Chateau Herbicide SW pre•plant to annual 
artichokes for preemergence control of the weeds. 
For perennial anichokes apply before cracking for 
preemergence control of the weeds. Appllcation 
should be made prior to weed emergence. A post
emeruenoc herbrcide -may lie necos~ :o con-
1101 emerged weeds. Clul~su Herticide ~maybe 
apprred 10 annual or pc ronnial orochokes as speci
fied abcwe for precmeni~nce conl!OI of weeds llst.ed 
in Table 7, Wends Controlled by Residual Ac \11ty of 
Chbl.eau Herbicide SW, 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN 
ESTABLISHED ASPARAGUS 

RESTI!ICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do 001 apply mo:o than 6 oz of Ch•w1w Herbicide 

SW per acre during a sing!! appbtation. 
• Do nolnpply more than 6 ox of Clwreou Herbicide 

SW per ocre during o single growing.season. 
• App~ only to dGllllant asparagus no !en than 14 

d~vs before .:r.p~~rs emarga. Applicatl:Jn to non
dormant asparagus may result in unacceptable 
crop in]urv. 

• Co not work soil wi in 60 dav, f)ricrto appficafon 
1n m~ ,:piing. Soil can be woru,! •.~r spoor '(· 
vest In pn,pan,tion !or C/,greou Herb,c:dc SW oppfr• 
ootion prior tn fem emorgonco. Treated sofl dial ls 
sploshed omotlle lcrnG may result ;n spoUing. 

TIMING TO ASPARAGUS - Donnan! 
CJ:awau Hcrbicid.c SW mar bl, applied ID ;lom,;int 
as:1>aragus !or orccmcr~cn~e control of the wccd;s 
liS1cd in Tobie e, Weed$ Con11ollec by Pr•~rnc,gence 
Applica ·on or Cheu,au Herbicide SW. Applicotion to 
non-dormant asparagus will re.suit in unacceptable 
crop injury. Applications should be made no less 

than two weeks prior to spear emergence and must 
be sprinkler or rnlnfoll incorporated with 0.5 tn OJS 
inches of water or some scoring mav result. 

TIMING TO ASPARAGUS - Past Harvosl 
Apply Chsteou Herbicide SW after the final harvest 
of the seasor1, but prior to 1ern emergence, for pre
emersence conlrol of lhe weods listed io Tobie &. 
Weeds Comrol!cd bv Pree-mcr9cnce Ap~icotion of 
Cha111au Harbicide SW. Applicat{on aftedern em~r
gence will result in unacceptable crop injury, Awl)' 
no lo.ss than two weeks prior tn fern cmorgence and 
m~S! be sprinkler or ralnfull Jncorpon,tcd wilh OS to 
0.75 inches 61 wa10r.Add a burndilwn tin~ mix part
ner for the conltol of emerged weeds labeled for 
asparagus in accordance with the most restrictive 
labeled limitations and precautions. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Burnd<lwn - Dannant Aspatogus, Postomorgeoce 
to Weeds 
Choreou Herbicide SW may be used for residual weed 
control, e.s well ss to asscst: in postemergence burn
dOW1'\ of many annual and perennial weeds where 
-.ispara.~Uf Is do!lllahl. For con~ol of emerged weeds. 
took muc Choteau Herbicide SW wilh pa,oquol Rcfor 
lll panQu3t label for recommended rate and app fita
tion i,.,rameiors. To onsure lhorough e<>verege, use 
a mi'1imu,n of 15 ~•ls of SP/By solution por QC~ 
Chateou Hcrbicitfo SW mnk mo.es appLied to assist ln 
tho control of emerged woads mo:.st be applied w;th • 
nori-ionic surfactant at 025¾ v/Y. A !pray grade nil10• 
gen source feither ammO/\ium sulfate at 2 to 2.51~/A 
or 2B to 32'1. nitrogen solution at 1 to 2 qts/A) may be 
added to increase herbicidal activity. 

Bumdown ~ After last Harvest of Season, Poste
mergeoce to Weeds 
Use Chateau Herbicide SW for residual weed con
trol and lo ass ,51 In poslemergence Durndown for 
many anfl(lal and perennial woeds where a.sparogus 
harvest has boon com~cll,d for the year. For control 
of emerg~ weeds, use a labolod tank mit partner 
with activity on the emerged weeds. 
Preemergence ... Donnont k:pa.n,,gU$ or After last 
Harvest of Sea•••· Pn,amerne~ct to Weeds 
App~ CJwreau Herbicide SW !a ~onnam aopora
uus·forthe prcemergence control oh..,.ed! fasted irl 
Toble 8, Woods Controlled by Prcemorgonco A,pll
cation of Chateou Herbicide SW. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE JN CELERY 
For Use in the States of California, 

Michigan and Wisconoin Only 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do not applv more than 3 oz of ChiJteDu Herbicide 

SW per acre during a pre-transplant application. 
• In the state of California, use as pre-transplant 

app6c.1tion only. 
• Oo not apply mare than 3 oz o Choreau Herbicide 

SW per acre duting a f)Q51•transplan, applicotio~-
• Oo I\Ol apoly more than 3 oz of Chaioau Herbicide 

SW per ocre during • s!ngle grov~ng season. 
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• Do not use with "" adJvvanl 
• Post transplant opplications must be made 

botwnon 3 10 7 days fonowing tr.1nspf(lnting. 
• Do not opply as pan of o ~n~ mix. 
TIMING TD CELERY 
Apply Chateau Herbicide SW at 3 oz/A prior to trans
planting, or hell'l'een 3 and 7 days followi(lg trans• 
pianting, for preemergcnee control of !hi,. weeds 
listod in Table I , 8roadloal Weeds Comrolled by 
Residual Ac1Mty of Ch&ieau Herb!clde SW. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Lise Chaleuu Herbicide SW prior to weed emer
gence for residuol control. 

Re.od rank mi~ product lobel for ral0$ ond weeds 
controlled. Always reod ctnd follow label diractiOlls 
far all rank mix produc:IS before using. The most 
reslrictiva l■befing ol •flY tonk mix prO<!uct mast 
be followed. CMJ~oa Herbicide SW, when eppr.od 
oa:,,rding to fobol u:se directions. will control lhe 
weeds listed in Table 1, Broadleal Weeds Con
trolled by Residual Activity of Clmtesu Herbicide 
SW. "fbis label makes no claims concerning control 
ol othcrweod species. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN COTTON 
For Use in the States of Arizona. 

California ond Hawaii On~ 

RESTIIICTIONS AND UMITATIONS 
• Oo 001 apply mere thon 2 Ot of Chotuu Hct!Jicide 

SW per aero during o single app~eat!on. 
• Oo 001 apJ;lv mere 11100 4 o, of Churseu Het!Jiclde 

s-N per aero during a SIOgle growing season. 
• Do not m•~• • seQuenrlel Cho1eau llorbiclde SW 

appllc~tiOII widiln 30 days of tho fim Choteau Her
bicide SW appllcalio,,. 

• Do r.ot apply wllltln 60 d,rys of harvost. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDffiONS AND BIOLOGICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
Hooded. Shfelded and L4yby Ap_plicarion 
For best reS'IJlts, Chareau H!Jfb,cide SW should be 
appllcd to activCJ'y growing wacd., within lhe groll'lth 
mpes indicatod In this label. Applying Chw,~uHer
bictde SW under conditions that do not promote 
active weed growth wi11 r1'duce horblcide effec
tiveness. Do oot apply (;/,awau Het!Jic!de SW when 
tho crop or weeds are undor stress duo ta drought, 
excessive m1er. elllremcs ir. temperature, d eue 
or low humidity. Weeds und·or stress tend to become I••• su,ccpn'ble 10 herblcidal oction. Chateau Herb1-
clde ~ is mQSI effectivc when applied undorsunny 
conditioas ot 1empen1tures above 65•F. 

Chateau Herbicide SW is rainfast one hour after 
app~ca~on. Appl1catior.s sllould nor be made tt ra;n 
ls CJ<poc1ed ,. ,lhin one hout of ipplicallon or posre
morgoncc cff1C1Jcy may be 1cduccd- Rainfll ll Wilh• 
in one hour of applica~on will not adversely affect 
residual activity. 
HERBICIDE RATE 
Hooded, Shielded and laJby Applic;ation 
For pos;ornorgoncc weed control. Chotoou Hot!Ji• 
clde ~ should be applied through a hooded of 
shielded sprayer or at layby, 012 o1JA, in comblnn
tion with MSMA or ar 110 2 oz/A in comllina an with 
~lyphosate, to as,;ist in the control of weeds listed in 
Table 4. Residual weed control can also be obtained 
through hooded. s1,;elded and layby uppbc•tion of 
Chareou Herbicide SW. Weeds that aro controlled 
through residual activrty of Chawau Herbicide s,t,/ 
are listed in Table I, Weeds that are suppressed by 
residual activity of Cho1eau Herbicide SW are list· 
ed in Table 2. 

Table 4. Emcniiod Btoadlepf Wteds Controlled by Hooded. Sbiel_dod a■d Layby Application of 
Cha!B/IO Kmicide SW Tanlc MiKl!S With Glyphosall! or MSMA 1t1 Co!IOG 
BROAOlEAF WEED SPECIES WEED IIEIGHT 
COMMON NAME SCIEN'TIFIC NAME (incbes) 2 oz/A 
Bindweed, Fiald1 
Carpotwoed 
Chickweed, Common 
Cocklebur, Common 
Florida Bogga1Weod 
Hemp Scsbania 
Jimsonweed 
Lambsquarters, Common 
Momingglories 

Entirele•f 

Convolvulur aNensis 
Malluga vertioi/lota 
Sre/lsria media 
Xanthium strumsrium 
Desmodium tortuosum 
Sesbaniil eJGJ/tllt..o 
Dstura stramonium 
Cflenopodivm album 

/pomoeu hederacea 
var. ;nregriuscula 

"Y!eaf /pomoea hederaces 
Pitted lpamoea lacunose 
Red Jpomoea coccines 
Tan lpamoea purpurca 

4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
6 
4 

4 

•Chataau Herbicide SW tan~ mil<es ~ I control the •hove ground portion of field bindweed. Repoated appli
cations will be noeded to control regrowth. 
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Tobie 4. £merged Broad leaf Weeds Controlled by HoO<!cd. Shiolded ond uirby Applicotion of Chateoa 
Herbicide SW Tonk Mixes With Glypbosato or MSMA in Cotu,n (continued 

BROADI.EAF WEED SPECIES WEED HEIGI\T 
COMMON NAME SCIENTIRC NAME (inches) 2 MIA 
Mustard, Wild Brassica kaber 6 
Nigh,:shades 

Block SoJanum nigrum 4 
Eastern Block 
Hairy 

So/anum ptycanthum 4 
Sa/anum sarrachoides 4 

Pigweeds 
Palm•r Amaranth 
Redroot 

Amaranthus palmeri 4 
Amaranrhus retroflexus 4 

SmllOlh Amoranrhus hybridlls 4 
Plant1J911 major 6 
Sida spinosa 4 

Plaintain. Broadleaf 
Prickly Sido ITeaweed) 
Purslane, Common 
Ragweeds 

Portulaca oleracea 2 

Common 
6iant 

Ambrosia artemisiifolis 2 
Ambrosia trifida 4 
Cyperus iria 2 Rice Flatsedge 

Sic<lepod 
Smartv.i,eds 

Senna oblllsifolia 4 

Ladysthumb 
Pale 
Pennsylvania 

Po!yganum persicaria 4 
Polygonllm lapa/hifo/ium 4 
Polyganum pensy/vanicum 4 

Spotted Spurge 
Vcfvi:tlcaf 
Venice Mallow 
Watorhcmps 

Euphorbia moculata 4 
AbuWon theaphrasri 4 
Hibiscus trianum 2 

Common 
Tall 

Amarsnthus rvdis 2 
Amaronthus wbcrcu/atus 2 

CARRIER VOW ME AND SPRAY PRESSURE 
Hood<,d, Shielded and lllyby Application 
To ensure lhorough coverage in hooded, shielded 
and layby appUcatioru, use 15 ta~ gals spru•1 solu• 
~on per o-eated acre. Use 20 to 30 gals pet treated 
acre under hca,.,, woed pressure. Nonie sohlc ·on 
should meet mtir.ufacture(s gallonage and pres• 
s11rc rccommendauons fer application method belng 
used-Do not use "Flood Joi" nowcs, as ev u,nd to 
incmase the ch ance of crop [njury. 

ADDITIVES 
Hooded. Shioldcd and l..!lyby Applicotion 
Wood control from hooded, shielded or luyby Jpp:i, 
cation of Cha:eau Herbicide SW i ,anon 1equires 
rile cddition of an agronom,eally •PP<OIIOd non-ionic 
surfac10n1 lo the sprav mixtu~ Non-Ionic surfactant 
mu~t conmin al lea:;t 80'f, acd•• fngredienl Mil<ing 
compatibifity quallti.es s)lould be verified by a jar UlSt. 
Tho uso al ccop oil concentr11to>. matbylotod seed 
oils, argone>-.ilicant S41rlaCUlnl$ or prodwls con
u,ining t!u:•c Ingredients. may ""'"It ,n ::aver~ crop 
iojury ond should not be uscd. 

APPUCATION EQUIPMENT 
Apply Clieiuu Herbicide SW t.1nkm'ixcs, wilh grolll11i 
equipmenl usi ,g Slii~dard e0n1morc~I ~pra\1)rs 
equipped ,.,;1h nozzles designed to deliver tho desired 

•Pi.ay pr~u1e and spray volume. Appfiaation ~uip
mem should be clean and hi good repair. Nozzfos 
s/lould meet manufacwre(s recommandations tor 
spray pauem and placement on spray boom and 
should be checked frequently 1or accuracy. 

TIMING TO COTTON 
Hooded on.d Shieldod AppliC4tion 
Cha111a11 Horbicide s,t,/ tan< mixes moy be appfied 
with o hooded or shielded sprayer ahcr coao~ ~as 
roached • minimum ot 6 inches in hoighl. All not• 
zles must be under the hood or behind the shield to 
ensure no spray solution comes in contact with the 
collon. Care mast be IBkeo to cnsoro tllo spray solu
tion or drift does not c0111c in caolllCI with the cot
ton or seuere crop inje1ry can occur. 

Layby Appl ication 
Layby appfication of ChoteDu Herbicide SW tank 
mixes may be made once cottoo has reached a min
imum of 16 inch~ In height Canon that is smaller 
than i6 Inches in •hei;ht may be li,jure4 by Cha1eau 
Het!Jfdde SW appUcation's: ChDrcau HorbJcide ~ 
appfjcati011 must be directed :o the lowor 1 inches of 
the cotton ~em to avoid crop iniury. 
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TIMING TO WEEDS 
Ch•msu Herbicidu SW tank mix appffcations must 
be mado to weed~ w~hin the height range given in 
Table 4. 

TANK MIXES 
Choteau Herbicide SW must be tank mixed with one 
of the herbicides isted in Table 5 for postemergence 
control of the weeds listed in Table 4. 

Tablo 5, Tank Mixes with Chatoau tlorbicide SW 
far Hooded, Shielded and/Or Layby Use in Cotton 

IIOODEO 
TANl(MIX AND 
PAIITIIIER TARGET WEEDS SHIELDED IAYBY 

glyphosatc 

MSMA 

Perennial Grasses 
and Broadleaves 
Annual Grasses 
Yenaw Nutsodge 

X 

X X 

1 For use only in cotton with the Roundup Ready® gene. 

DIRECTIONS FDR USE IN AELD CORN 
For Use in the States of Arizona, California and 

Hawaii Only 

RESTIIICTIONS AND UMITATIONS 
• Use only on no-till or minimum tillage fields where 

last year's crop residue has not been incorporated 
into the soiL 

• Com mu.st be planted between 14 and 30 days aflor 
application unlesslhe application is made as part 
of a Fall burndown program. 

• Corn can be pmnted 7 ,days Bfter an application 
of 2 o,/A if a minimum of 25% of the soil surfilce 
is covered with the residue of the preceding crop 
and a minimum of 1/4 inch of ra inf~II has occurred 
belWCcn applica~on and ptonting. 

• Do not apply more 1han 3 0,2 of Ch;usau Heibiclde 
'iW/ !>"' acre du1ing s single growing soason. 

• Oo not irrigate beiween emergence end 2-leal corn. 
• D,o 11ot use on popcorn, sweet corn or com grown 

for seed. 

TIMING TO FIEID CORN 
• Apply Chareau Herbicide SW, at 2 to 3 oz/A. 

ber,,ecn 7 3/ld 30 days prior 10 plantin9 field corn, 
for the preem~rgence canuol of the woods listed 
in Table 1, BroadleafWeeds Controlled by Residu
al Activity of Chareau Herbicide SW. 

• .l\j,ply Chil6DIJ Herbicide ~ ar 2 o'l/A between 7 
arnl JO dayspriorto plantinofiold cam i! a minimum 
of 25% of the soil surface is covered witll the res
idue of the preceding crop and a minimum of 1/4 
inch of rainfall has occurrnd between applica1ion 
and pla ndng. 

• APIIIY Cha/oau H~rbicide SWat3 ol/Abetween 14 
and 30 days prior 10 planting field corn. 

Burndown Use Directions-For Preplnnt 
Applii:ations ip Fiald Com 
Chau,au Horbic tdo SW, apR.lied ~• 1mt al a burn• 
down program, may be used for residual weed con· 
Im~ as well as to nsistin p0stcmergence burnc!own 

of many weeds where fteld com will be planted 
01reclly inr.o lhe residue ol tho prcvioi;.s year. Sot 
Oiroctiono for Use in Fall ond Spring Praplant Burn• 
down and FaUow Seedbed Programs In Field Corp 
for rorcs and timi g Q'f -applicanan,. For control ol 
emerge<! w2eds-, Cililleau Herbicide SW must be 
applitid'111,ilh an apprepriat.o bumdawn tank mix pan
" "' listed In T~ble 6. To onsuro lharaugh co,,er
ago, u:;e a m]nlmu,n o! 15 gallons of •i><•Y solution 
pi,r acre. liefer 10 !link mix .p•rtner• lobol lor •ec
ommondod opplication pressure an;! recommended 
adjuvant systems. 

INCREASING SPEED OF GLVPHOSATE 
BURNDOWN ACTMTY 

Cllacoau.Horbicidc SW, ar 1 r»/A. may bu taM mixed 
w'.lh ~i-,.p onto IRounduit-1 to inorcase the spot<! ol 
bumdown activity compared ro g!yp cs,U! applied 
aloae. Residual weed central will not be provided Dl 
rares lower th3n 2 01JA; howgyc r, wppression ar Ille 
wcc<ls 1,, lablc Z may occur a, Cha11w1 Herbicide 
SW rates as low as 1 o,JA. Applications of Choteau 
Herbicide SW at 1 oz/A must be made a minimum of 
14 days prior to planting field corn. 

TANK MlXES 
Chewau Herbicide SW may be mnk mixed will, Lho 
h~rtlicides 1,$\Cd in Table 6 !o, pre-plant burndOYm 
appllcotia~ llefe, ta tank mi>: par.ner's l~bal fer 
adiuv'i':l.nt tecommen-datio nG". 

Table 6. Tonk Mix Pormers for Bumdow,, ond/or 
llcsidmll Coqt,vl of Woods in Fiold Com 

TANK MIX PAll'TNERS1 

2,4-D LVE metribuzin 
atrazino paraquat 
Basis" Python® 
dicamba Resolve~ 
Express" sima1J11c 
glyphosoto Woodn,;osu,,. 
Hornet"' 
, Ref..- to tank mi>. product labels for specific rec om· 

meru.iations. 
TAN]( MIX RESTRICTIONS 
Tank mixes with flufenacet (Axiom or Domain I. meto-
lachlor or s-metolachlor [Dual Magnum or Dual 11 
Mag/Jum). dimethenamid or dime(hllllamid-p lf<11rltier 
or Oudookl. alochlor [L.assol, or acetochlor [Surpass 
er Harness) may reS11ft In lnfury ta lio]d com wh on 
app!ico~M ;s fol]awed by pmlonged periods ol cool 
wol weaU,e, and ,houtd no; be Usod ,.,{th CMtei1u 
Herbk lde SW, unless supplemental labeling, provided 
by Volent U.SA. Corporation, is followed. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN GARLIC 

RESTRICTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Oa no: apply more than 6 oz or Choteau Herbicide 
~ per acre during a single appllcauo·n. 

• Do not apply more thon 6 oi of Chareau Herbicide 
SW per acre during a single growing season. 
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TIMING TO GARUC 
Chawau Horblcldo 'iW/ mav be appJied, a 6 oz/A, to 
gorric prior to garl!c emerg011co. Applico on should 
be ma de v~thin l days after planting ga rri ,, 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Pmomnrgenca- Proemorgenc:o To Woads 
Apply Chawsu Horb(cide SW to weed Ir•• garlic for 
pree.morgence corllltll of the wceils tistod ln Table a, 
Woods Conitollod by Prcemctgcnoo Al)plicotion of 
Chacenu Herbicide SW. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN HOPS 
Not For Use in California or New York 

RESTIUCTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Oa nol app1y more th•n 6 oz of Chareau Herbicide 

SW per ocrc during a single oppllcation. 
•Do no: apply more than 6 oz or C/uuosu Herbicide 

SW par acre du<in; a slngfe gro,:,ing searon. 
• 0a not ollow spri!y to contact greon stom (unless 

us,,d for sucker con1rol). fcflagc. flowers. or cones 
or unacceptable injury mav cc.cur. 

• Do not apply within 30 days of harvest. 
• Do not use with an adfu-vant 
Chniesu Herbicide SW can be used in hops !or prn
cmergl:nr:e weed control as well as su cker c-cmtrol. 
TIMING TO HOPS FOR SUCKER CONTROL 
App~ Choteau Herbicide SW 016 oz/A as a dire cted 
opplic;,~on after hops have reached a minimum of 6 
feet in height for sucker control. Appr.cation should 
be directed to the lower 2 eel of tho ops. 
TIMING TU HOPS FOR PREEMERGENCE 
WEEO CONTIIOL 
Apply Clral"8U Harbicide SW at 6 o,JA as a l to 1.S 
foot band to each side of the hop row, to dormant 
hops November l/1rough February to eosuro 6m e 
for rain incor~ora6on and at1iv.ltion, If weeds are 

~~~f:c•~~~ !: ~ r::!i1~~tt~~~~~ixh~:~i~~ 
sue h as pa raq.a\ or gl\'J)h osa.e \O •ssist wit conlrOI 
of ot\'lcrged weeds. Do not mow or r~ke over treated 
areas, ;s_~ustcrcated bv mowing may d~ftontosfn• 
silive crops ars,:scllJtion r~ul~'ng in loiu!'f. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Chaleau Herbicide ,W applications must be made 
prior to weed emergence for control of woeds list
ed in Table 8, Weeds Controlled by Preen,l!l'gonce 
Application of Choteau Herbicide SW. 

Red tonk mix product lobol ror rm"• and woods 
conllolle<I..Alwliys road end follaw lnbol di,oclion:r 
for all tank mix products bero,c using. The mDSI 
r=ncriVII labeling of any lank. mix praducl masi 
bo fo ll owad. Cha~/UJ Hol'bicido SW. whon applied 
eccorcling to labol use directions, will comral Ille 
woom listed in Table B. We~ds Cantrolltd l>y Pre
omergence Applicotion ol Ch111011u Korbicido SW. 
This label makos no ela.ims conc~ning control of 
othC!t weed spoi:ies. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN MINT 
{Peppermint and Spearmint) 

RESlRICTIUNS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Do nor apply more than, a, or Cha1eau Herbicide 

SW pe acre during • single applicawn. 
• Oo nat apply moie thnn 8 Ol cf Cha111au Herbicide 

SW pe1 acre during a single 11rowlng season. 
• D0 not make a sequential Cha(eau Herbicide SW 

appllca~on within 60 days of the firs! ChateauHer
o,cide SW application. 

• Apply only to dormant minl Application to non-dor-
mant mint may result in unacceptable crop injury. 

• Oo not apply wilhin IIO days of harvest 

PRECAUTIONS 
To ovoid crop in]ury; 
• Oo not opply a Fall application if roots and rhi

zomes are weo . thin or damaged. 
• Do not appl'/ Ch~t&ao Herbicide SW on mint in 

Southern Union Cowity !south of Ladd Canyonl or 
Baker County in Orogan-

• Do not apply to row or baby mint, use only on 
cstablshed meadow mint. 

• Do nor apply 10 mint th at has bean w<>akened by 
di!oa-sns, Jnsocrs (example. min: toot bo.rerl, nem
arodos, drough~ soil _sans, high soil pH, p;evi
ous pesticides, winter injury or double cutting, as 
severe injury may occur. Apply only to healthy vig
orous mint with undamaged rhi,omes. 

• Do not apply belore November 25 or after March 1. 
Many weather rolntnd foctors, including high wind, 
spln.1hiag or baa.vy mins or coof conditions at ot 
nc:ar mint emcJTlencc. may ,o;sull fn mifff injury in 
fields 1,eaied with ChM«W l!orblc.iclt SW. U•et 
should assume these risks before using Chateou 
Herbicide sw_ 
Tank mixes with labeled rates of paraQuat are rec
ommended to control emerged weeds and increase 
crop safety. 

TIMING TO MINT 
As a spray, Chateau Herbicide SW may be applied 
only to established, dormant mint for preemergence 
control of the weeds listed in Table 7 as well as to 
a;s,s1 in the postemergonco convol of emerged 
,.,,,eds. AppUca1ion to norHlormant mint or 10 baby 
(row) inint ltime Iron, planting or mint roois lllrough 
the fir$! cuttir,gj, may res-jlt in ~nacceptoble C!0fJ 
injury. As-a•bulk fertili1cr apptication, Cho1t1su Herbi
cide SW maybe oop,cd allea.i;1.Stl days priorto har· 
vest Leaves must bo dry at the time of apPffci,tions 
or severe in]u')' may occur. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Burndown - Dormont Mint. Postemergonce To 
Weeds 
Charoau Herbicide oW may be used /or residual 
weed control, as well •• to assist in postemergence 
burndown of many annual and perennial weeds 
where established mint is dormant. for control of 
emerged woods, tank mix Cha1.t1a11 Herbicide SW 
with paraquat Refer to paraqu>I label for recom-
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mended n,u, and oppAcaliOII para mews. To ensure 
thorough covero;u, uso a minimum of 15 gels of 
spray solutlon per acre. Cl1aresu Herbicide SW tank 
mbces applied lo assist in the conttol of emerged 
weeds must be applied with a non-iomc surfactant 
at 0.25% v/v, A spray grade nluogen source [ellhar 
ommonium sulfete at 2 to 2.5 lbs/A or 28 la 32% 
nitrogen $Olution at 1 to 2 qts/A) may be added to 
lncreas~ rierbkidal activity. 

Pn,emo,gence - D01111ant Mint Preemergcnc,, To 
Weed, 
Apply Choteau Herbicide SW to dormant mint for the 
preemergence control of weeds listed in Table 7, fall 

al)j)llcations of Ch.JtDDU HClblcidc 'N'/, followed by 
o sequential apptlcntloo in the Si,r,ng, have resulted 
lo better Summer annual weed cow01 than a single 
Fall or sing!e Spring ap11Ucalio11. 

Foll ,pp_iicodon is mon effocdve for Fall gorm,nat· 
Ing wee~ such as groundsol Ffclds plOYled or har
rawoo a her a Chawau Horbicide S\'I appr.cation will 
ritSult in l•ss effective 1>roe111crgence ac!Mty. In fvt• 
raw Irrigated fields, C1Jrruganng lhal is done after 
a Cha:eau Herbicide SW appr.cation will expose 
umrc~•ed soa and break the herbicide harrier tCSll lt• 
ing in poor wned conltol 

Table 1. Woods Controlled b1 R~iduol Ac.tivily or Chf~au Herbicide SW 
BROAD l.EAf WEED SPECIES 
COMMON 
NAM£ 
Bristly Starbur 
Carpetweed 
Chickweeds 
Common 
Mouseear 

Caffee Sanna 
Coppericaf. Hophornbcam 
Dandelion 
Eclipt. 
Eveningprirnrose, Cu~eaf 
Florida Beggarweed 
Florida Pusley 
Golden Crownbeard 
Grouod$8I, Common 
Hairy Indigo 
Homp Sosbonia 
Henbil 
Jimsonweed 
Koctiia 
Lambsquarters, Common 
Little Mallow 
MarestaiVHorseweed 
Momingglorios 
Entireleaf 

lvyleaf 
Red/Scnrlot 
Smallflowor 
Tall 
Mustard, Wild 
Nightshades 
Black 
Eastern Black 
HOI/Y 

Chaceau Herbicide SW 

SCIENllFIC 
NAME 
Aconthospermum hispidum 
Mollugo verticilfota 

Stellaria media 
Cerasrium vulgatum 
Cassia occidenrat;s 
Acalypha ostryifolia 
Tarsxacum officina/e 
Eclipra prostrata 
Oenother., /aciniata 
Oesmodium tortuosum 
Richardis scsbro 
'-lerbesina encslioides 
SenecirJ vufgsris 
lndigafers hirsute 
Sesbunia exsltst:JJ 
Lamium omplexicuu/e 
Oocurs scramonium 
Kachia scoparis 
Chenopodium album 
Ms/vo parvifioro 
Co11yzo cs11odensis 

/pomoea hederaceavar. 
intsgriusculs 

/pomoes hederaceo 
/pomoea coccineo 
Jacquemonria camnifolio 
ff)lll1>0eo purpuroo 
Brassies ksbcr 

Solanum nigrum 
Sa/snum ptycarrlhum 
Salonum S8tftlth<JidC$ 
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ORGANIC 
MATiel 
Upto 5% 

SOIL 
TYPE 

CH/fTEAU 
HEIIB!CIDE 
SWRAlE 

All 4 oz/A 
Soil 

Types 

l~onilnucd) 
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Tobia 7. Weeds Cantrallod by Rc:iduol Activity of ChoCHu Herbicide SW (con1Jr.ucdl 
BROAD LEAF WEED SPECIES CHA'IBIU 
COMMON SCIENTIAC ORGANIC SOil HERBICIDE 
NAME NAME MATTER TYPE SWRAlE 
Pigweeds Upto 5o/, AH 4o'l/A 
Palmer Amaranth Amsranthus pllfmori Soil 

Redroot Amsranthus ~lfOfle)cus Types 
Smooth Amoraathus hybridus 
Spiny Amaramh Amaram:lws spinosus 
Tumble Amaranehus a/bus 

Prickly LolllJce 
!Chi~• Lettuce) 

Lactuca soma/a 

Priclcly Sida (Teaweed) Sida sp;nosa 
Puncturcvine Tribulus terrestris 
Purslano 

Cornman Portulaca o/eraceo 
Radish, Wild RaphDnus raphanistrum 
Ragw.ed, Common Ambrosia ;Jttamisii/o/ia 
Aedmaids CalanrJrinio ciliats var. menziessii 
Russian Thistje Sa/sofa ibcrica 
Shepherd"s-purse Clipseda bu,ta·p~storis 
Smartweeds 

Ladysthumb 
Polygl1flum pcrsicoria 

Pnnnsylvania Polygonum pensyfvonicum 
Spotted Spurge Euphorbia macu/aca 
Spurred Anodo Anoda cdststa 
Tropic Croton Croton glandu/osus 
VelveUeaf Abuti/on l.heophrasti 
Venice Mallow Hibiscus trionum 
Waterhemps 

Cammon AmsranChus rudis 
TaD Amoranthus Cuberculotus 

Wild Poin~clti• EJ/phorbio hcteftlphyJla 
Wormwood, Biennial Arromisia /,iennis 
GRASS WEED SPECIES 
Barnvardgrass Echinochloa crus-gaDi Up105% All 407/A 
Bluegrass, Annual PosanlJIJB Soil 
Crabgrass. Large Digitsria sanguinalis Types 
Foxtail, Giant Seroria faberi 
Goosegrass Eleusine indica 
Lovegrass, California Eragrostis diffusa 
Panicums 

fall Ponicum dir:lrolomiflarum 
Texas Penicum texonum 

Signalgrass, Broadleaf Brachioria plsrvphyl/o 

Dll!ECTJONS fOR USE IN ONION IDRY BULB) 
for Use in the States of Michigan. New York. 

Narth Dakata and Wisconsin Only 

• Do not apply more than 1 oz of Chateau Herbicide 
SW per se2s0n on soils that conrain gn,atcr than 
90% .and plus gravol. 

RES'J!UCTIONS AND UM!TATIDNS 
• Do nol ;pply more ll;an 2 oz of Chotcou H orbicide 

SW per acre during o single application. 
• Do not opply m-0/c thor. 3 oz af Choteau Herbicide 

SW per ncre during a single gm ng season. 
• Do not mole ssquential applic·otion within 14 days 

of the firstappF.ca on. 

• Do not app!y as pan. of a Ulnk mbc, other than with 
Prowl" H20, or ul\llcceptoble inill!V may result. 
Other formulations o pcnd1methalin should not be 
tank mixed with Chatetw Herbicide SW for use in 
omons. 

• Oa natapplywimanytypeafadjµ1r.mt 
• Do not apply wimin 45 03'($ ot haNcst. 
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Usa ol Chlllt!ou Hortlicido SW moy result in nocrol
ic spauing of oniun IDavos tbar ~mo in c1:intact whb· 
Utt, q,roy. Ustt should os,umo lhi• polll,.i•I ClOp 
response before 115ing Choltau Horbicido SW. 
Micror.110 Applica6on 
Soquon~al applications of ChBtoou Herbicide SW 
moy be DpPl1cd 10 onions (dry bulb). betweon the 
2-leaf and 6-leaf stage, at rates of 05 lo l r,,/A, on a 
7 day interval. 
TIMINli TO ONIONS (dry ltulb) 
Apply Charoau Herbicide S.V ro trsQSPl•q'2d onions 
[dry bulbl between lhe 2-leaf aqd &-leaf st.a;e and on 
directseed onions [dry bulb) between the 3-leaf and 
6-leDf stage. 

TIMING TO WEEDS 
Preemergence - Emerged Onions (dry bulb), Pre
emergence To WOl!ds 
Apply Chere~u Herbicide SW to weed free onions 
\dry bulb) far p uemergcnce control of the weeds 
hsll!d in Tobie 1, Section A. 

U,e Rote Per 
Minimum Time Acre Per 

Application From Appli .. 1ian Applicatinn 
Method to llluvcst (PHI] lazl 

Pre-transplant Not 
applicable 

3 

Preemergence to Not 
dom,ant straw- applicable 
berries 

Hooded or Do not apply 
shielded sprayer after fruit set 
application lo 
row middles 

DIRECTIONS FDR USE JN SlRAWBERRY 

RESTRICTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply more than 3 oz of Choteau Herbicide 

SW pnr acre per appijcation. 
• Do not apply mo1e lhao 3 oz o Clioreea Herbicide 

SW per acre during a sir.gle growlng season. 
• Chnceall Herbicide SW, at 3 oz por acre, can be 

applied 10 lhe soil a m1nimum of 30 doys prio1 ro 
transplanting str\1Wberrkls provided rho strav,ber
ries will be m1nspl~nted 1hrou~h a plastic mulck. 

• Chateau Herbicide s-N at 3 02 per acre can be 
applied lo dormant (established or newly plantedl 
sm,wberries 101 the preemergence cornrnl of lhe 
weeds listed in Table 1, BroadleafWeeds Controlled 
by Residual Activity of Chatesu Herbicide SW. 

• Charoau Hert,jcide 'fN{, at 3 oz l)l!r ac,e, can be 
appltcd in >lr.Jwborry row middles with a shiclde_d a 
~oodod wrayer fortiie pratimo1gonGe conttol afrhe 
weods listed inTob!c 1, B,oodleofWceds Controlled 
by Residual Ac~vity of Chsteuu Herbicide SW. 

Use Rule 
Per Acre 
Per Year 

{oz! 
3' 

3 

3 

Special Use Instructions 
Apply a minimum or 3ll days prlcno 
transplanting ond prior to plastic mulch 
boing laid. 
Appl\l as r•11. of a tank mix 
lO contro emerged weeds. 
Crop oil concentrate, at 1 % v/v, or non
ionic surfactant at0.25% v/v, may be 
added to help cornrol emerged broad
leaf weeds. 
Apply only IO row middles -do not 
IIJllllr oveutrawborries. 
Apply prior U> weed emergence. 
Crop spotting may occur if an a<fjuvant 
is added. 
Applica.tlon afll!< fro.ii set mor mull in 
,potliag of fruit ond sbould be uvoidod. 
t!a not allcw 1pr.,y orik to coma In con
tact with fruit or foliage. 
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Table 8. Woods Canlmllod by Precmo111ence Application of Chatssu Herbicide SW 

BROAOUAF WEED SPECIES 
SCIOOIFIC ORGANIC SOIL 

COMMON NAME NAME MAmR lYPE 
Bristly Starbur 
C1trpc1Weed 
Chlckw..eds 
Common 
Mauseie:or 

Cclfco Senna 
Oandeaon 
EcJ;o1~ 
Eveningprimrose, 
Cutleaf 

Filaree 

Ac.nrhosporm,,m hispidum 
Mol/ugo venic~/ara 

S1~llari;, media 
Ci>rus~um vv/garum 
Cb:o$ia occidanmlis 
Toraxacum olficinole 
&;r,pra proswm, 
Oe11othera laciniata 

Redstem Erorfium ciclllilnum 
Whitestem Erorfium moschatum 

Reabane. Hairy Conyza bonariensis 
Florida Seggarweed Desmodium CDrtuosum 
Florida Pusley Richardia scabre 
Golden Crownbesrd Varbesina ence/ioides 
Groundsel, Common Senecio vu/garis 
Hairy Indigo Indigo/on, hirsuro 
Hemp Sesbania Sasbaroa oJWlmra 
H enbit lamium amplexfcaule 
Jimsonweed Ostura sUBmonium 
Kochia Kochia scopsda 
L.ambsquarters, Common Chenoporfium album 
Mallow 
Common 
ICheeseweed) 
little 

Horseweed/ 
Merestail 

Morningglories 
Entireleaf 

lvyleaf 
Red/Scarlet 
Smallfiower 
Tall 

Mustards 
Tumble 
Wild 

Nightshades 

Malva neglecta 

Malva parviflora 
Conyza canadensis 

lpomoea horforscea 
var. fntegmm:ule 
/pomoea hedersces 
/pomaea cocaines 
Jacqllemonria tamnifolia 
/po=en purpures 

Sis'{mbrium t1ft.issimum 
Bross,-ca kaber 

Black Solanum nigr11m 
Eastern Black Solanum ptycanthum 
Ht1iry Salanum snrrachajdes 

Upto 
lO¾' 

All 
Soll 

Typas' 

CHATEAU 
HERBICIDE 
SWRATE 

Asparagus, 
Go,Rc. Hops 

60,JA 
Bushbetrfcs, Gropes. 
Nut Treas (lnclud;ng 

Pi,;!;) ch:ol Olive, 
Po<11e Frvil. Pome91anatn, 

Stone Fru't and on-Bearing 
Fruit Trees 

61012oz/A' 
To Maintain Bare Ground on 
Non-Crop Areas of Farms, 

0 rchar~s & V.neyards 
6 lO 12 ol/A 

1 Choteou Herbicide SW can b• used on soils with greater than 10% organic matter; however, length of resid
uai control may be shorter than on soils with lower organic r'T'lll:tter content. 

•A maximum Choteau Herbicide SW rate of 6 ol/A peragplication should be used on any soil that has a sand 
plus gravel content over80% if bushes, trees or vines1rc under3 years of age. 
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Tobie 8. Weeds Controll•d 1iy P~e<gen.ce Applicalion ol CbsU!Du llor~icido SW fcon nuedl 
BROADLEAf M EO SPECIES CHATEAU 

SCIENTlflC ORGANIC SOIL IIER.BICllll: 
CDMMDNNAME NAME MAffill TYPE SW RATE 
Pigwi,eds 
Polmer Amaranth 
Redroot 

Smooth 
Spiny Amar1mth 
Tumble 

Prie>Jy t.ciwcc 
(O\inil l.etll/CC) 

Prickly Sida (Teaweedl 
Punctur!vine 
Purslane, Common 
Radish. Wild 
Ragwee<l, Common 
Redmaids 

Redwee<l 
Shephetd's-purse 
Sowthistle, Annun l' 
Spotted Spurge 
Spurred Anoda 
Thistle. Russian 
Tropic Croton 
Venice Mallow 
Waterhemps 

Amaronthus pslmeri 
AmDronthus 
rerrollexus 
Amaranthus hybddus 
Amoranrlws spinosus 
AmDronthus a/bus 
Laciuca serrio/iJ 

Sida spinosa 
Tribufus terrestris 
Portulaca oleracea 
Raphanus raphanisttum 
Ambrosia attemisiilolia 
Cslsndnnia ciliate 
var. menlieSJ7 

M~/ochia carchorifolia 
Copse/la burSJ-paSloris 
Sonc//us olCl'llr;BI/S 
Euphorbis macu/ara 
Anada cristalil 
Sa/so/a iberica 
Croron glandu/osus 
H;b;scus tn·onum 

Common Amaranthus rudis 
Tall AmDranthus tuberculatus 

Wild Po,nsetlia Euphcrbia hc~rophyl/a 
Wom,wood, Biennial Memisio biennis 

Upto 
l()'j(,' 

Asparagus. 
Garlic, Holl$ 

601.IA 
Bushberries, Grapes, 
Nut Trees I including 

Pistachio), Olive, 
Pome Fruit. Pomegranate. 

Stone Frult and Non-Bearing 
Fruit Trees 

6 to 12 01/A' 
To Maintain Bare Ground on 
Non·Crop Areas of Farms. 

Orchards & Vineyards 
610 12 o,JA 

• Chsurau Horblcide SW can bo osod on sci)s will> grootor than 10,r, 0rganic•maner, hov,evo,. !ongth ol ro:d• 
ual eonltcll mav be shatter than on solts will\ l°".Jor organi_c m~ncr conte L 

'A maxrmum Cha~ou lfol'blcide SW rote of 6 o'l/A por •PPl•oaaon should bo usad on any so that has • sand 
plus gravel content over 80% if bushes, 11ees or ~nes arc under 3 years of age. 

' Except Califoml11. 
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Tobie 8. Weeds CDnlrollod by PrtCfffll'lJI\DCO 
Application al Cha1oau Kcrbicido SW lcontinued) 
CRASS WEED SPECI.ES 

COMMON NAME 
Barrt'/Brdgniss 
Bluegrass. Aonual 
Crabgrass 

Large 
Smooth 

Foxtails 
Bristly 
Giant 
Green 
Yellow 

Goosegrass 
Guinea grass 
JohMongr.,s::. 
Soedling 
Lnvogross, 
Cailto:nl~ 

Panlcum 
Fall 

Texas 
Signal gross 

SCIENTIFIC 
NAME 
Ecninochfoa crus-galli 
PaaDnnua 

Digitaria sanquinalis 
o;g;toria ischaemum 

S•taria vefticillatJJ 
Set,1ria faberi 
Setaria v;ridis 
SetDria g/auco 
Eleusine indica 
Panicum marimum 

Sorghum ha/epense 

Eragrosris diffusa 

Panicum 
dichotomiffarom 

Panicum texanum 

Broadleaf Bmch~rf• plol';phyti;, 

ORGANIC 
MAmR 

Uplo 
Ill%• 

SOIL 
TYPE 

I 
Soil 

Types' 

CHATEAU 
HERBICIDE 
SW RATE 

Asp~rn~us. 
Garlic. Hops 

6oz/A 
Bushberries. Grapes. 
Nut lrees (Including 

Pistachio). Olive, Pome fruit 
Pomegranate. Stone Fruit 

and Non-Bearing 
Fruit Trees 

6to 12 oz/A' 
To Maintain Bare Ground on 

No~•Crop Areas ol Farms. 
lirchallfs & Vineya rds 

6 to 12 Dz/A 

, Chateau Herbicide SW can bo used on soils wrJi grea1erttwn 10%; lwwevcr. length or residual control 1m1y 
bo S!lorter thao on soils with lower organic maruir com.om. 

tA maximum Choteau Horb!clde r;;.N rate of 6 ol/A oor oppf1cauon should be used on any soil that has a sand 
plus gravel contont over SO% U b1.1shes, uce-s or vines- arc ur.dar3 years of age. 

DIRECTIONS fOR USE IN SWEET POTATO 
For Use in the States ot Ari2ona, 

California and Hawaii Only 
RESrlllCTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS 
• Do not apply mora thnn 3 oz of Choleeu Herbicide 

SW por acte during a singlo growing season. 
• Do nonpply postcmergence 10 sweol potatoes. 
• Do not use gr1!1!nhouse g,own trans·planl3. 
• Do not use 11ansplon-.s harvested more thn2 days 

prior to ttanspfonting. 
• Do not use on any swe-0t potato variety ot~cr U,an 

-BEAUREGARD", unl!!$$ user has tested CJ,~uiau 
Herbicide SW on other varic:y ond has found crop 
tol~ance to be acceptable. 

• Do no1 app;y as a pan of arrv tank mi><. except wilh 
labeled mes of Comman lf". ii mnk mbc is appUod 
siOor to transQfi!n~ng. 

TIMING TO SWEET POTATOES 
Chou,,u Herbicide SW mu,t be applied prior to 
transplantjng sweet potatoes. 
TIMING TO WEEDS 
Preemergenee To Weeds 
Apply Ch.,u,ou Hc1blclde_ S-.'V to soil p or to trans• 
planting sweet J)C1nto shp:s for the prcemcrgence 
control of the weeds listed In Tobie 1. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN BUSH BERRIES, 
GRAPE. Nl1TTREES (INCLUDING PISTACHIO). 
OLIVE, PDME FRUIT, POMEGRANATE, STONE 

FRUIT AND NON-BEARING FRUIT TREES 
RESIHICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Oo not apply more than 12 oz of Choroa11t1ell>icide 

SW per ocre during a si~gle appleati"o 
• Do not opl)lv more than 24 Ol o Cha~/W Kerb:• 

tide SW per aero during a 12 momh period. except 
bushbernesc for bushb•rries do not apply more 
then 12 ai a'f CM1eao Hcrbfoide ~ per acre dur• 
ing a 12 month l)eliod. 

• Oo no: make • sequential application wtlhln 3!I 
days or th• first application, except nut trees, do 
not ma e.a sequential applica ·on wi1hin 60 days 
of the fir..: appllcation, 

• A maximum Choteau Herbiel de SW rate ol 6 o>JA 
per application should be used on any soil that has 
• sand plus gravel content over Bil% if bu•hes, 
ttees or vioes ;ire less than 3 years of ag.e, (Two 
appllcatio s of 5 07/A in a 12 month period can 
still be made as long as there have been 60 days 
between applications). 

• Do not apply to form allcvs or roods where traf· 
,c mav result in rrcarod dllSI settfing onto crops or 
other desir.iblo vl!jicrouon, 
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• Do noupp!ywiUiin 300yardsof non•dQfl11unt pears. 
• Raise OMWer height during all mowing to reduce 

duSt. □u~t crearnd by mowir111 can drift onto desir
able vegetation resulting in injury, 

• Do not apply to powdery soils or soils that ore su•• 
c eptibleto wind displacement unless irrigation can 
be applied immediately after applica~on. 

• Do not mow treated areas between bud break and 
f inal harvest Dust created by mowing may drift 
onto desirable vege1ation resulting in injury. 

• follow U,e most restrictive label limitations and 
precautions of the tank mi• product[s) being used. 

• Avoid direct or indirect spray contact to foliage 
and green bark lnon•barked trun~ and non-barked 
vines wrth the exception of undll$irablo suckers). 

R,r bushberries, grape, nut trees {including pi$ta
cltio), oijve, po111e;ranatl! and non-bearing frul1 lrl!es, 
ChatJlauHcrbicide SW should be applied u a uniform 
broadcast application to Iha orcharll or vineyard f.oor 
or as a uniform band directed at the base of tho bush, 
uunk or vim,. for pomo fruit and stono llui, CJ,;,ioau 
Hcrblcido SW ciin cnty bo applied ti$• unHorm bDnd 
diroctl!d attho-base of L~e trun~ priorto ·'Plnl< buo· in 
app11!s and ·bud brea<' In stone fruit. and pear. The 
p,clerred appGcation timing for Chauwu !!l!lblcido 
SW is in the fa!J u:, maximize tile Potential for rainfall 
to activate and set the hertlicide. Do not apply over 
the top of crop or allow spray to come in contact with 
crop os ~ resutrol application or drift 
Prcamergonce Appliea.tion 
Apply 6 to 12 oz {D.188 to D.38 lb ai/A) of Chsteou 
Herbicide SW per broadcast acre a.s a ~reemer
gence application. Preemergence (lo weed emer
gence) applications of Charoou Horl,lclde SW should 
be made to a weed-free soil surface. Preemergence 
applications of Charaau Herbicide SW must be com· 
p'eted prio, 10 11•,eed emerge.nee. Mo'.s1u,e is nec
e,sary to ac:1ivalo Choreou Hetbic>de SW on son 
ror resfdu~I weed cont/ol. D,y weather rottow)ng 
eppffc.otion o Ch•ro_au Herbicide SW may reduce 
ctfoetwoness. Howevc~ when adequote moiS11Jrc ls 
receivud aftrr dry conditions, Chsteou Hertlicldo SW 
will control susceptible germina~ng weeds. 
Pcmomergancn Application 
Apply 6 to 12 Ill; 10.188 to 0.38 lb Bl/A) of Chateau 
Herbicide SW per broade3SI acre plus an ndjuvant 
[0.25% v/v non-ionic :orfactnnt or 1 qr/A crop oil 
concentrntel, The addirlon of a.n cdfuvant enhances 
ChatMu Herbicide SW activity on omerged weeds. 
1'11t1rough spray coverage ts necessary to m, ,d. 
mite tllo postemergencc activilv of Choreau H01b' 
cide SW, 

Refer to Table 8 for weeds controlled by the residual 
activity of Chateau Herbicide SW. Chareau Herbicide 
SW should be tank mixed with a labeled bumdown 
herbicide for control of the emerged weeds listed 
rn Tobie 9. Rsfor to tarik mill p,rtne(s label for odd,
tional wirod s·peties and lncroased wncd hel9hts 
claimed. Refer to am• mix panners lahet.fcr Jddi· 
tiooal restrictions, including minimum ca,rfervolume 

and crops I which 1an1< mil\ pa nner may be u,ed. 
Bulndawn !.:Ink mix portners Include ~lyphGS3te, 
paraquat 2.4-D and RELi"'. Ta nk mixes ,.,,th gl\'llhO· 
sate or 2,4•□ conta ining products are not recom
mended during the period llfter bloom through final 
harvest to ensure crop safety from drift. 

Residual weed control will be reduced ~ vegetation 
prevents the Choteau Herbicide SW from reaching the 
soil surface. ttvegetation is heavy,~ is recommended to 
use a bumdown herbicide with Chatesu Herbicide SW 
and make a sequential Chlltsuu Hertlicide SW applica
tion prior to the emergence of new weeds. 
Carrier Volume ond Spray Pressure 
To ensure Uiorough coverage in bumdown applica
tions, use a minimum of 15 gallons of spray solution 
per acre. US<> higher gallonage if dense vegetation or 
heavy crop residue is present 
Nozzle selection should meet manufacMer's gallon
age and pressure recommendations. 
Banded Applicotlon 
Rates listed in Table 9, Weeds Controlled by Poste
morgence ActlvitY of Ch,reau Herblclde SW Tank 
Mixes. reler to a broadcas1 application cove Ing the 
entire acre. Refer 10 the Band Applicadon 1able in 
Use Information section lo calculate imouo1needcd 
per acre when making a banded application. 
USE PRECAUllONS RlR BUSHBERRIES 
Bu~hbonios: Blueberry (Hlghbush) 
• Do no1 uso In the smtes ot· lda~o, Oregon or Wa$h· 

lngton e«opt west al the Cascade Mounta ins in 
the following counties; 
Orogon: Benton. Clackamas. Clalsap, Columbia, 
C<los. Corry, Oouglas, Jackson. Josephine, Lane, 
Lincoln. Linn, Mario:,, Multnomah, Pork, Tillamook. 
Umatilla, Yamhill and Washington 
Washington: Benton, Clallam, Clark, Cowlitz, Frank
lin, Grant Grllys Horbcr. Klnjl, Jel!orsop. Kitsop, 
Lewis. Pacific, Pierce, Skagit, Snohw.ush, Thur
ston, Wohkialcum, Walla Wat le and Whotcom 

• Oo not apptv 1o busMor os ostabUs:hod le-ss than 
2 years unl'!SS they a,c p,oteeled from spray con
tact by non-porous wrap, grow rubes or waxed 
containers. 

• Do not apptv within 7 days of harvest 
USE PRECAUTIONS RlR GRAPES 
• Do not apply within 6!l davs of ha,ve·st. 
• Do not appty to gropos establ.shlld loss then 2 voars 

unless they aro trellised at teost 3 fl from the soil 
surface or are protected from spray contact by non
porous wrap, grow tubes crw"xed containers. 

• Do not apply lo grapos that ~re not trellised or 
staked. unlHs they :tte f ee standil1g. 

• Avoid diroct or indirect spray contact to foliage 
and green bark (non-barl<od vines, with the excep· 
lion of undesirable suckers). 

• New plantings of ·own-rooted variates·. such as 
Concord, should be planted so that all rools •re 
a minimum B inches below the soil surface to be 
treated. In some situations, ttiis may require hilling 
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soil around newly plantod vines so that the settled 
depth of the hill will be4to5 inches above the vine
yard floor. 

Juico, Raisin and WiR Gtapcs 
• Oo not awtv during the period after bud break 

throug final ha,ve.st. unless using sl!ielded apoH· 
cation equipment and applicator ciln ensure spray 
drift will r,ot come in conlllct with crop fruit oc foli
age. Shielded oppllcations during this lime p~riod 
should nof be made with glyphosate or products 
containing glyphosate. 

Tablo Grapos 
• ChDwau l!erbiclde ~ may be applied during the 

period lollowing final harvest up to b.ud break. 
• Do notapply after bud bnaalc. 
USE PRECAUTIONS FOR NUT TREES UNCWOING 
PISTACHIO). OLIVE. POME FRUIT. POMEGRANATE 
AND STONE FRUIT 
Nut Trees: Almond. Beechnut Betelnu1, Black Wal
nut, Brazil Nut, Butternut Cashew. Chestnut, Chio
quopin, Coconut English Walnut filbert (Ha,clnuO, 
Ginkgo. Henrlnut Hickory Nut Macadamia Nut Oak. 
Peoon. Pil Nut, Pine Nut Pis!llc o and Tropical 
Almond 

Pome Fruit Apple, Crabapple, l..oquat Mayhaw, Pear, 
Pear (0 en1all and Quince 
Stone Fruit Apricot, Cherries [Sweet and Tart), 
Nectarine, Peach, Plum [Chickesow, Damson, Japa
nese). Ptumcot and Prune 
• California only: R>, almonds and stone fruit in the 

counties of Merced, San Joaquin and Stanislaus. 
follow supplemental labeling prooided by Valent 
U.SA Co."PO atjon. 

• R>r pome fruit and stone lruit, Choleau ~erbicide 
SW can only be applied as• uniform band directed 
at the base of the lnll\k p ·or 10 silY1!r lip l apples 
and bud break in sion"e fruiL 

• Do not apply to pears in the states of Oregon or 
WashingtarL 

• For pome fruit and Slone fruit do not apply to row 
middles [area between berms). 

• For nut trees [Including pi'1Dchio), olive ond pome
granate apply afu,r bud brea~ through final harvest 
v:lng shielded oppGcation equipment ii the appli• 
cat0< can ensure tile spray drill ,viii n<t come into 
contllot with non-target vegetation, crop fru;1 and/ 
or loliage. Shielded applicadon egulp~nt is not 
required if the following appli cauao parameters 
a re followed: 

- Applica l!on pressure !ot boaml < 30 PSI, 
-Applica tion speed< 5 MPH. 
-Appllca1or cane sure tile spr.,y drift will not come 

into contact w r.on-tar~ct vcgettt:On. crop fruit 
and/or foliage. 

• Do not apply within 60 d11YS prior lO barvesL 
• Oo not apply to trees estabtlshod less than one 

year, unless proteo1cd from spray con:act by non• 
porous wraps, grow tubes. paint or mxed contain
ers. 

• Do •ot use in the states of Orc;on or Washington 
cx.cept in the following counties unless the addi· 
tional restrictions listed below are followed: 
Orogo11; Bem-on, Clackamas, Clatsop, Columbia, 
Coos, Curry, Douglas, Jaclcson, Josephine, Lar,c, 
llnco!n, Ur.n. Marion, Morrow. Muitnomah. Pol~. 
TIiiamook, Umetitla, Yamhill and Washingwn 
Washington: Clallam. Cowlitz, Gravs Harbor. King, 
Jefferson. Kitsap, Lewis, Pacific. Pierce, Skagit, 
Snohomish. Thurston, Wahkiakum and Whatcom 

- For apples ra"1 of the Ca~cade Mountains in 
Washington (counties not Listed above), fonow :he 
restric~ons above plus: 

• Apply between flnal harvest and January 1. 
• Apply only to apple blow with on esttbf,st,ed 12 

years or older! pcrmancn: cover crop lhat cGvcrs 
a minimum of 60% or the·surfn:e area in the block. 

• Application must be i~corporated with a minimum 
of ona ha~ inch of water wi(hln 48 hours after 
applicatjon. 

• Do not apply to powdery soils or soils susceptible 
to wind displacement. 

• Apply·only to orch•rd berms. 
• Do no1 mow the IJealed berm areas of the orchard. 

USE PRECAUTIONS FOR NON-BEARING FRUIT 
TREES 
Non-Soaring Avocado. Fig, Grcl)efruit Loman. O~vc. 
Orange, Pome<_iran1te and Tan;arine 
• Do not apply more than 12 oz of ChotoauHortJicldc 

SW por acre during a single application. 
• Do nctupply more than 24 01 of Chawou Ho1blc ido 

SW per aero during a 12 month period. 
• Do not harvest frurt from treated trees within one 

year of application. 
• Do not apply to trees established less than one 

year. unless protoctod from SPrllY contact by no11-
poros'$ wraps, grow rubes or waxod con"tat11ers. 

• Oo not apply during tho period after flowering 
tl',rough leaf dro;, unless· using shielded appl~ 
cation equil)Jl1om and the applicator can ensure 
spray dritt will not come in contact with the crop 
foliage. 
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Tabla!, Weeds Colltfolled by PoslemtJ11911c;i, Activity of Cb411'au Korbiddo SW T1111k Mlxos 
BROADLEAF WEED SPECIES WEED 

COMMON NAME 
Bindweed, Field' 
Carpetweed 
Chickweeds 
Common 
Mouseear 

Cocklobur, Common 
Eveningprimrose, Cu~eaf' 
Filaree 
Broadleaf 
Redstem 

Florida Beggarweod 
Hemp Sesbania 
Jimsonweed 
Lambsquarlllr;, Common 
Morningglories 
Entiraleaf 

lvyleaf 
Pitted 
Red/Scarlet 
Tall 

Mustllrd, Wild 
Pigweeds 

Palmer Amaranth 
Redroot 
Smooth 

Plainta in, Broad/ea! 
Prickly Sida (Teaweed) 
Purslanes 
Common 
Rock 

Ragweeds 
Common 
Giant 

Rice flatsedge 
Sicklepod 
Smartweeds 
ladysthumb 
Pale 
Pennsylvania 

Spotted Spurge 
Velvet/eat 
Venice Mallow 
Waterhemps 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Can"IIJhlulvs a_rvensis 
Mo/lugo verricillara 

Stellaria media 
Cerastium vulgstum 
Xonthium strumarium 
Oenothera /aciniata 

Erodiumbot,ys 
Erodium cicutarium 
Desmodium tortuosum 
Sesbania exallara 
Doturo svamonium 
Chenopodium album 

lpomoea hederacea 
var. integriuscula 
lpomoea hederacea 
lpomoea /scunosa 
/pomoea coccinea 
lpomoea purpurea 
Bressica kaber 

Amoranthus palmeri 
Amarsnthus retrof/exus 
Amaranthus lry/Jridus 
Plantago major 
Sida spinoSIJ 

Porrulaca oferacea 
Ca/andrinia spp, 

Ambrosia arremisiifolia 
Ambrosia rrifida 
Cyperus iris 
Senna abtusifo/ia 

Po/ygonum persicarie 
Polygonum /apathifofium 
Polygonum pensy/vonicum 
Euphorbia macu/atD 
Abutilon r/rcophrasti 
Hibiscus trionum 

HBGKT/1.ENGTII 
(inches) 

4 
4 
4 
12 

4 
4 
2 
e 
4 
4 

4 

4 
6 
4 
4 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

4 
2 

2 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

Common Amaranrhus rudis 2 
Tall Amaronthus tubercufallls 2 

CHATEAU 
HERBICIDE 
SWRATE 

6 to 12 
cl/A 

1 Chateau Herbicida SW will only provide comror of the above ground ponlon of bindweed. Repeated opplita• 
tlons will be needed IO conltol r09row-.h. 

• Fer accept1ble control, cudoaf evenlngprlmro~e should be 12 lnches or le,;s and in tho rosene stage. Crop 
oil concentrate, at 1 pl/A. or non•:onic surfactant •t 0.25% v/v, should be added to glyphosate tan~ mil!os for 
,11Uo;rf eveningpr!mros,: control, lnoluding glypltosate !otmuladoM tlt111 contain o built-in adi1rr.1nt :v,::cm. 
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ADOITIDNAL RESIDUA!. WEED CONTRDL 
Chowou He1bli;ide SW maybe tank mixed with or,· 
zalin (Surflo n111), simazine or diuron for additional 
residual weed control. Mvays rend and follow label 
use directions for • II protluots being used. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE TO MAINTAIN BARE 
GROUND ON NON-CROP AREAS OF FARMS, 

ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
• Do <101 apply to form nlloyo er rocds where traf• 

ffc niay resun In treated dust settlin; onto crops or 
other desirable vegetation. 

• Oo not apply lo ditch banks. 
Chawau Herb~ide 'iN'/, wl\cn usl!d as dlrcctl!d, can 
be uied or, famis. orchards and vineyard• for non• 
s,itectivc vegetation control to mainta in bare ground 
on nop,crop areas that muSI be xept weed lre•. Fell· 
low an appllcoble dlrectlo s !ISOudined above u der 
'USE INFORMATION". 
Choroou Horbk!de !NJ olfers mii:ual and 110s1e
morgenc~ control of susceptible broadlcaf and gross 
weeds ~ well as an additional rno~e of action u, 
assist in the control cf AlS (acetolactate synthase) 
fll•tslam weeds. Chare~u Herbicide SW can be 
tank mixed with the herbicides listed in Table 10 1or 
lncceascd res!llu3l or pes1cmotgonce conltcl. Tho 
longth of residual conttol is dopendo111 on the ,au, 
applie,l as well as on rafntall and 1empcroture condr· 
tions. length of resldual control wm dncreose as tern· 
~nturc and P,'1!ciplta tlon Increase. C{lawau Herbi
cide '!N-J ro1cs Qf 6 u, 12 cl/A are raquirl!d tc provide 
resldulll convol of the weeds fistl!d in ioble 8. 
PREEMERGENCEAPPUCATION 
Apply 6 to 12 o, 10.188 to D.38 lb ol/A) o1 Chocaau 
Horbrcido SW por broaocast acre a, ~ preemc · 
gence apphc~tion. Preeme:gen"" (to weed om<r· 
genceJ applicatior,s of Chaieou Hcrhleldo SW should 
be made lo a weed-free soil surface. ?reemergence 
applicationi of Chall!su Herbicide !!?N must be com
pleted prior to weed emergence. Moisture is nee• 
cssary to activate Chaieau Herbicide SW on soil 
for 1esidual W1!ed control Orv weather following 
applicatlon ol Chareoll Herbicide SW may reduce 
offectiveness. However, when adequate moisture is 
rcce:ved alterdr, condiUOlis, Chau,auHorbitldo 'S'N 
will control susccp:ible germinating weeds. 
POSTEMERGENCE APPLICATION 
Apply 6 to 12 oz (0.188 10 0.38 lb ai/AI cf Chateau 
Herb,cide SW per bro•dc;asl acre glus an udjuvani 
(0.25% v/v non-ionic surt.lct1nt or 1 q\lA CTIIP oll 
conco trute). The addition of an odjuvanl enrnsnces 
Chatesu licrbicidc SW ac-Jvit,f on cmo,ged weeds. 
ihorough sprav coverage is necessary to rno•imlze 
!he pe~oomorgonce aC1ivi1'f of Chawau Herbicide 
SW. Emerged weeds are controlled poS1emergence 
with ChDwav Hcrblcide SW, howc,ier. transloca· 
tion of ChalSau Herbicide SW within a weed is lim· 
ited, and control is affoctod by spray coverage and 
by the addillon or an adjuvant The most offec:tive 

postemorgence W1!l!d c0mrol w~n Chawau Herbi
cide SW occurs when app,ed In combln 111lon wlth 
a surfactant ro wcods leso lh·an 2 lnch~ in ht•~hL A 
tank mix par<11er should be used in combination wl1h 
CharOQU Herbicide SW for tho pwomo gence co • 
L'<II o1 wce<ls larger 1han 2 lnche,. Recort1rrtcnded 
tank mix partners are listed in Table 10. 
IMPORTANT: Completely read and follow the label of 
any potential tank mix pa<1ner with Chawau Herb, 
cide SW. Whon using tank mix111res, use condilians 
must bo In aecardllnce with the rru,st restrictive of 
the label limitations and precautions on either her· 
bici~e label. 

Tobie 1 D. Tonk Mi• Combinations ta Maintain Bare 
Ground on Non-Crap Arens 
I glyphosate ) 2.4-0 I Rely I paraouot I 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do no! contaminate water, foo1 or feed by storage, 
dis110sal or cleaning of equipment. 
PESTICIDE STORAGE 
Keep pesticide in onglnal container. 
Store in a coo), ~rv. Sl)Cure place. 
Do not put lormulaticn or dilute spray solution into 
lood or drink conunners. 
Oa not contaminate food or foodstuffs.. 
Do nc:il!Zlore or transport near feed or food. 
Not for use or storage in or around the home. 
For help with any ,pill, leak, fire or expo~•• lnvolv· 
ing lh(s materia l, co ll day or nigh I {8001 SSZ-0099. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL 
Wastos 1cS1JIUng from the use of this produ"t may 
be tl!sposcd of on site or at an approved vr.me dis
posal laciritv, 
CONTAINER DISPOSAL 
Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refr/1 this con· 
tainor. Offer lor recvcung, ii BVililoblc. Clean contai er 
pronspUy alwr emptying. iripie tin$ns follows: Empiy 
the (l)maining cont~~IS into ~ppijcation equipmeni 
or• mix l!l:,k and dr.lill for 10 seton~s after 11,o f.ow 
begins to drip. Fill the container 114 full with wat.r and 
recap. Shake tor 1D seconds, Pour rl11S at11 •~to appli· 
ci!'tion equipment or a mix tank or nore rin:sate for 
later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds after the 
flow begins 10 drip. Repeat this procedure two more 
times. T)lcn offer for recycUng. if available or puncture 
and dispose of in a sanill!ry la ndfill, 
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Select Ma,. Chateau and Products That Wark, From 
People Who C..ro arc rogistcr~d tredemarks of 
Valom U.SA. Corporation 
Valent Ta nlc Cleaner is• produc.t of Valent U.SA 
Corp<:,rndon 
B~vol and Weedmaster are registered trademarks 
of BASF 
Basis and Express aro registorcd trademurks and 
Resolve is a trademark otE.1. du Pont de Nemours 
and Company 
Command is a registered trademark of FMC Corpo
ration 
Dllal Mogoum and Dual 11 Magnum ara registered 
1111dumarks of S1111genta 
Hornet Py,hon end Sonalan are registered 111lde
marl(s of Dow AgroScjonco$ Ll C 
Outlook and Prowl arc reQlstc,.d tiademarks of 
BASf Ag 
Rely is a registered tradomarl< of Ba~, 
Roundup, Aounduo Reacy. Rour.dup Original and 
Roundup Power Max aro reglsterod tnldemarks of 
Monsanto Co. 
Surflan is a registered trademark of United Phos
phorus, Inc. 

Manufactured for: 
Valent U.S.A. CorJtoration 
P.O. Box 8025 
Walnut Creek CA 94596-8025 
Made in U.S.A. 
Form 1522-H 
EPA Reg. No. 59639·99 
EPA Est 11m-1A-0ll!I, 39578-TX-0llll 
Superscript is first letter in lot number. 
lmormation contained in this booklet is accurate at 
the time of printing. Since producttesdng is a contin
uous process, please read and follow the directions 
on the product label for the most current directions 
and precautjonary statements. 
Always check with your s1at.e to verify stltO registra• 
tion status or coll BDD-6-VAL.ENT 1682-5368). 

VIU.IJIT• For state registration and/or supplemental labels, please can or vis~ us online. 
~ -~ Products That Wark, From People Who Care"' I vulontcom I BOD-6-VALENT (682-53681 

Alway., read and fallow lafiel instroctians. 

©2015 Valent U.S.A. Corporation. All r ights reserved. Printed in the LI.SA 
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AgriSOLUTION~ 

C~~~~~stone® Plus 
Herl)jdde 

Complete Dlroctlons for Use 

GROUP MM HERBICIDE 

AVOID CONTACT OF HERBICIDE W\TH FOLIAGE. GREEN STEMS, EXPOSED NON-WOODY 
ROOTS OR FRUIT OF CROPS (EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED FOR INDIVIDUAL ROUNDUP READv" 
CROPS), DESIRABLE PLANTS AND TREES. BECAUSE SEVERE INJURY OR DESTRUCTION MAY 
RESULT. 

Nan-seloctive, broad-spectrum weed control for many agricultural systems and farmsteads 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 

•Glyphosate, N-{phosphonomelhyl)glyc:lne, in the form ol its isopropylamlne salt.. ......... .. ,.,,, .... ... 41 .0% 

OTHER INGREDIENTS: ..... .................. ... .......... ..... .... .. ................. .. ............ .. ..... .. .... .. ..... ........... 59 0% 

1000% 

• Corualns 480 groms par liter 0<,: pounds per U.S. gallon of the aclhic Ingredient glyphosata. In the lorm 
ol its lscpn,pylamino salt Equivalent to 356 grams per liter or 3 pounds per U.S .. 91111cn of lh{J add, 
glypl>oSOIC. 

No license granted under any nan-U.S. petent(s). 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

WARNING! AVISO! 
Si ust.ed no Ol'ltlOndo la etiqueta, bus,iue • aIguien para que so la expllque a usted en detalle. (If yoo do 
not unclerslatld iho label, ~nd somoo.no to explain it to y,:,u In delafl.) 

2.0 IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 

1. FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE IN USING THIS PRODUCT, CONTACT YOUR 
WINFIELD SOLUTIONS, LLC REPRESENTATIVE. 

2. IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY INVOLVING THIS HERBICIDE PRODUCT, OR FOR MEDICAL 
ASSISTANCE. CALL COLLECT. DAY OR NIGHT. (314) 694-4000 

EPA Rag. No. 52,!-454-1381 

Distributed By: 

Wlnneld Solutions, LLC 

P.O. Box64589 

St Paul, MN 55164--0589 

EPA Esc No 0709a9-M0-001" 

070989-,!A,.001 I◄ 

(First l ott.<! f VJ Loi No lndlcalci i E&l No) 

Nol Contents: 2.5 gallons (9.46 liters) 

1/090310 

2 

Not all ?roducts !isled on this le~ are registered for use In Calilomia. Ched< the registration status of 
oaCl1 prcdu<:t In Calilomla beforo using. 

Read the onUro label before using this product. 

Use only acoordlng to label Instructions. 

Rend the "LIMIT OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY'' statement at the end ol \he label before buying or 
u111ng_ If terms are not accept.able, retum at once unopened. 

THIS IS AN END-USE PRODUCT. WINFIELD SOLUTIONS. LLC DOES NOT INTEND AND HAS NOT 
REGISTERED IT FOR REFORMULAnON. 

CONTENTS 

2 

4 
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1.0 INGRE:DleNTS 

2.0 IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 

3.0 PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
3.1 Hazards to Humans and D0<nestlc Animals 
3.2 Environmental Hazards 
3.3 Physic.al or Chomical HazardS 

4.0 STORAGE ANO DISPOSAL 

5.0 PRODUCTINFORMATION 

6.0 WEED RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT 
6 1 Weed Management Practices 
6.2 Management of Glyphosate-Rosistant Biotypos 

7.0 MIXING 
7.1 Mixing with Water 
7.2 Tank Mixtures 
7.3 Tank-Mixing Procedures 
7.4 M\Xlng for Hand-Held Sprayers 
7.5 Surfactants 
7 6 Ammon;um Su~atc 
7,7 Colorants or Dyes 
7.8 Drill Reduclion Additives 

8.0 APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 
a 1 Aerial Equipmont 
8.2 Ground Broadcast Equipment 
8.3 Hand-Hold or Backpack Equipment 
8.4 Selective Equipment 
8 5 Injection Sy•tems 
8.6 Controlled Droplet Applicator (CDA) 

9.0 ANNUAL AND PERENNIAi- CROPS 
g_ 1 Cereal and Grain Crops 
9 2 Corn 



9.3 Cotton 
9.4 Fallow Systems 
9.5 Grain Sorg~um (MIio) 
9.6 Herbs and Spices 
9.7 Oil Seed Creps 
9.8 Soybean 
9.9 Sugarcano 
9 1 0 Vegetable Crops 
9,11 Miscellaneous Crops 

10 10.0 TREE, VINE, ANO S11RU8 CROPS 
10. 1 Ben-y Crops 
10.2 Citrus 
10,3 Miscellanoous Troo Food Crops 
10.4 Non-FOOd iree Crops 
10.5 Pome Fruit 
10,6 Stone Fru~ 
1 o.7 Tree Nuts 
10,8 Tropical and Subtropical Trees and Fruits 
10.9 Vina Crops 

11 11.0 PASTURE GRASSES, FORAGE LEGUMES, AND RANGELANDS 
11.1 Alfatta. Cl~. and 01/Jer Forage Legumes 
11 .2 Consorvatior1 Reserve program (CRPJ 
11 .3 Grass Seed and Sod Production 
11.4 Pastures 
11, 5 Rangelands 

12 12.0 ROUNDUP READY CROPS 
12. 1 Roundup Ready Alfa~a 
12.2 RO<Jndup Roady Canola (Spring Varioties) 
12.3 Roundup Ready Canola (Winter Vaiieties) 
12.4 Com Hybrids with Roundup Ready 2 Toctmology 
12.5 Roundup Ready Cation 
12.6 Roundup Ready Soybean 
12.7 Roundup Ready 2 Yield Soybean 
12.8 Roundup Ready Sugar Beet 

13 13.0 NON-CROP uses AROUND Tl1E FARMSTEAD 
13,1 Fan-nstead Weed Control and Trim-And-Edge 
13.2 Greenhouse/Shade hO<Jse 
13.3 Chemical Mowing 
13.4 Cut Stump 
13.5 Habitat Management 

14 14.0 INDUSTRIAL, TURF AND ORNAMENTAL USE SITES AND INSTRUCTIONS 
14, 1 Use Areas end Industrial Silos 
14.2 T!.1rfgrass 
14.3 lnJoc1ion and Frill (Woody Brusn and Trees) 
14.4 Non-FooclTree, Shrub and Vine Production Sites 
14.5 Railroads 

3 

14,6 Roadsides 

15 15,0 ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION 
15.1 Arl(lual \Needs-Tank Mixtures with 2,4-0, Oicamba, orTordon 22K 
15.2 Mnual Weeds-Hano-Held or Backpack Equipment 
15.3 Annual Woods--Tank Mixtures with Alrazino for Fallow and Reduced TIiiage Systems 

16 16.0 PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION 

17 17.0 WOODY BRUSH AND TREES RATE SECTION 

18 18.0 LIMIT OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY 

1.0 INGREDIENTS 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
·G~phosato, N-(phosphonomelhyl)glycine, in the form of its isopropylamine salt... ............... .. , 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: .......... ........ .......................... ........................... ..... .... ····- ········ ...... , ..... . 

47.0% 
59.0% 

100.0'lo 

•contains 480 grams per liter er 4 pounds per U.S. gallon of the active ingredient glyphosato, in t11e form 
of Its Jsopropylamino salt Equivalent to 356 grams per liler or 3 pounds par U.S. gallon o! tho acid, 
glyphosatc. 

No lle&nse granted under any non-U.S. patent(s). 

2.0 IMPORTANT Pl10NE NUMBERS 

1. FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE IN USING THIS PRODUCT, 

CALL TOLL-FREE, CONTACTYOUR WINFIELD SOLUTIONS, LLC REPRESENTATIVE. 

2. IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY INVOLVING THIS HERBICIDE PRODUCT, OR FOR MEDICAL 
ASSISTANCE, CALL COLLECT, DAY OR NIGHT, (314) 694-4000 

3.0 PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

3.1 Haz.ards to Humans and Doma:stlc Anlmars 

Keep out of reach of children 

WARNING! AVISO! 
SI usled no entienda la etiqueta, busque a alguien para qua se la expllque a usled en detalle {If you do 
not unde,stand the label. find somoone to explain rt to you in detail.) 

CAUSES SUBSTANTIAL BUT TEMPORARY EYE INJURY 

HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED OR INHALED 

Do not get in eyes or on clothing 

Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist 



FIRST AID: Call a poison control contor or doctor ror treaIment advice. 

IFIN EYES . Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently will, water for 15 to 20 minutes . Remove contact lenses If present after ltle first 5 minutes then continue 
nns,ng eye 

IF INHALED . Move person to Jresh air. . If person i:s not breathing, call 91 "1 or an .ambulance, then give artificial 
respiration, preterebly mouth-to-moutt, if possible. 

IF SWAI.LOWED Have person sip a glass or waler ~ ablo to swallow. 

Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poiSOf\ control c:onter or doctor. . Do nol g!ve anything to an unconscious person. . Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or 
going for treatment 

• You may also contact Hl77-424•7452, collect day or night, 1or emergency medic:al treatment 
information. 

• This product ls identified as Cornerstone Pius, EPA Registration No. 524-454-1381 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS: This product is considered to be relatively nontoxic to dogs and other domestic 
animals; how"ver1 ingestion or this product or large amounts af 1reshly sprayed vegetation may result in 
temporary gastrointest,nal irritation (vomiting, diarrhea, colic, etc.) If such symptoms are observed, 
provide the animal with plenty or fluids 10 prevent dehydraUon. Call a veterinanan if symptoms persist ror 
more than 24 hours. 

Personal Protective Eq~tpment (Pl"El 

Appllcators and other tumdlers must wear: Jong-sleeved shirt and long pants. shoes plus socks, and 
protective e)'8\vear Follow manuracture( s Instructions for cloanlng/mointaining PPE. tt no such 
instructions for washables CJ<isL use detnrgent and hot water. Koep and wash PPE separately from other 
laundry. 

Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenchod or heavily contaminated with this 
product's concentrata. Do not reuse tnem. 

\Mien handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft In a manner thal meets the requirements 
listed in tho Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesbcides !40 CFR 170.240 (d) (4-6)), the 
handler PPE requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in the wPS. 

User Safety Recommendations 

Uoer.; should: 

• Wash hands before aatin.g, drinking, chewing gum1 using tobacco, or using the-tOilet. 

• Remove dothing immed\atety if pesticide gets inside. 

• Then wash thoroughly and put on dean clothing. 

3.2 Envlronmontal Hazards 

Do not apply directly to water. to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the 
mean high water mclrk. Do riot conlarninate water when deaning equipment or disposing of equipment 
washwatars. 

3.3 Physical or Chemical 11azan:ts 

Spray SOiutions of this. product may be mixed, stored and applied using only stainless steel, fiberglass, 
pla.si!c.or plasUc-lined 5:co! corrtai:nC1"S . 

DO NOT MIX, STORE OR APPLY THIS PRODUCT OR SPRAY SOLUTIONS OF THIS PRODUCT IN 
GALVANIZED STEEL OR UNLINED STEEL (EXCEPT STAINLESS STEEL) CONTAINERS OR SPRAY 
TANKS , This product or spray solu~ons of th is product react with such containers and tanks to produce 
hydrogen gas which may form a highly combustible gas miXture. This gas mixture could flash or explode, 
c.iuSlng serious Jl"(sonal injury, [ ignited by opon flame. spark, walde(s torch , lighted dgarelte or other 
'91\lt!Ol"l source. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in any manner inconsistont with its labeling. This product 
can only be used ,n accordanco With tho Directions for Use on lhis label or in separately published 
supplemental labeling, Supplemental labeling can be found on the Internet at www agrian.com, 
www.cdms.net, or obtained from your Authortzod Winfield Solutions. LLC retailar or VVinriald Solutions, 
LLC representative. 

D~ not apply this product in a way that wlll contact workers or other persons. oither directly or through 
dnft. Only protected handlers may bo ln the area during apphcation. For any requirements specific to 
your Stato or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for posticide regulations. 

AgnCi.illural Use Requirements 

Use !his prodact only in accordance with lls labeling and with tho Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR 
Part 170. This Standard comains requirements for the protection of agricultural worl<ers on !arms, Jorests, 
nursories, and greenhouses, and handlers of aglicvltural PO,Slicidos. It contains roqulrements for training. 
decontaminalion, notifica1ion, and emergency assistance. It also contains specific Ins1ructJons and 
•~oopuons pertaining to tt,e statements an lhls labOI about personal protective equipment (PPE) and 
restricted entry Inta,va1. The requirements in \his box only apply to uses or this product that aro ccvll'fOd 
by tho Worker Prot&ction Standard. 

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 12 nour.;. 

PPE required for ea~y entry to treated areas tnat is permittad under tho Worker Protection Standard and 
that involves ccntac:1. with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: coveralls, 
chemical resistant glc""s greater than 14 mils In thlci<ness composed of materials such as butyl rubber, 
natural rubber, neoprono rubbor, or nltrilo rubber, st>oos plus socks and protective eyewoar. 

Non-Agneultul'lll Use Roquiroments 

The requirements in this box apply to uses or thfs product lhat are NOT within u,a scope of the Worker 
Protection Standard tor agricultural pesticl~es (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when U,ls product Is 
used to produce agricultural plants oo farms, forests, nurseries or greenhouses. 

Keep peopk? and pets off tn:iated areas until spray solution has dried 

4.0 STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 

Proper pasttcidc storage and d,sposal are assontial to protect against expoSllre to people and tno 
environment dua to teaks and spi1!s1 excess product or waste, and vandansm. Do not allow this product 
to c:ontam inate water, foodstuffs , r""d or seed by storage and disposal. 

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Storo postieides cwa.y from food, pet food, food, seed, fertilizers, and vetorinary 

supplies. Keep container closed to prevent spills and contamination 
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PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: To avoid wastes. use all material in this container, including rinsate, by 
application according to label directions. If wastes cannot be avoided, otfer remaining product to a waste 
disposal facility or pesticide disposal program. Such programs are often run by state or local 
governments or by industry. All disposal must be In accordance with applicable rederal, state and local 
regulations and procedures. 

CONTAINER HANDLING AND DISPOSAL: Re~Uable container. Refill this conlainer with pesticide only. 
Do not reuse this container for any other purposes Cleaning this container beforo ro1illing ls the 
responsibility or the ro1111er. Cleaning this container before ~nal disposal is tho responsibility of tho person 
disposing o1 the container. To dean this container beforo final disposal, empty the remaining contents 
from this container into application equipment or e mix tank Fill lhe container about 1 O percent full with 
water. Agitate vigorously or recirculate waler W'ilh tho pWTJp for 2 minutes, Pour or pump nnsate into 
application equipmont Of rinsate collection system. Repeat thls rinsing procedure two more Um-es. Then 
offer lhis container for recycling, if available. 

5.0 PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Product OcscrlpUon: This product is a postemergance, systemic: herbicide With no soil residual actiVlty. 
It is generaUy non-selective and gives tiroad•spectrum control or many annual weeds. perennial weeds, 
woody brush and lrees. It is fonnulated as a waler-soluble liquid and can be applied using most standard 
lnd-ustrtal orfleld sprayers an:er dj]utJor, and thorough mixing with water or other earners according to label 
directions 

Time to Symptoms: Thjs product moves through the plant fr-om the point of foliage contact to and into 
the rool system. Visible effects are a gradual wilting and yellowing of the plant that advances to complete 
browning of above ground groi.vth and detorloralion of underground plant parts. Effects aro visible on 
most annual weeds within 2 to 4 days, but on most perennial woods, effects may not be visible for 7 or 
more days, Extremely cool or cloudy weather following treatment may slow activity of this product and 
delay development of visual symptoms. 

Stage or Woeds: Annual weeds are easiest to control when they are small. Bost control or most 
perennial weeds is obtained when treatment is made at late growth stages approaching maturity. Refer ta 
the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION", "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and ''WOODY BRUSH 
AND TREES RATE SECTION" for more inronrnation on specific weeds. 

Always use the higher product application rate wittun the given range whon weed growth is heavy or 
dense or w.h&ri weeds are growing in an undisturbed (non-cultivatet:I) area. 

Reduced weed contra! may result when treating weeds wi1h disease or insect damage, weeds heavily 
covered with dust, or weeds under poor growing conditions. 

Cultural Considerations: Reduced control may result when appLicat1an 1s made to annual or perennial 
weeds that have been mowed, grazed, or cut. and have not been allowed to ro-grow to the specined 
slage ror troatment. 

Ralnfastness: Heavy rainfall soon Bft<lr application may wash this product off of the foliage and a repeat 
application may be required ror adequate weed conlrol. 

Spray Coverage: For best results, spray coverage must be uniform and complete. Do not spray foliage to 
the point or r1.1noff. 

Mode of Action: The active ingredient in this product inhibits an enzyme found only in plants and 
microorganisms that is essential to the formation or specific amino acids. 

No Soll Activity: Weeds must be emerged at the time of application to be controlled by this product. 
Weeds germinating from seed arter application will not be controlled. Ptant:s arising from unattached 
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underground m1zomes or root stocl<s of perennials that had nol yet emerged at the time of appllcatlon of 
this product will not be affected and witl continue to grow. 

Blologlcal Dagr•dation: Degraaauon of this product Is primarily a biological process earned out by soil 
microbes. 

Maxlrnurn Appllc~tlon Ratos: TM maximum application or use rates stated throughout this product's 
labeling are given Jn units of volume (fluid ounces. pints, or quarts} or this product par acre. However, the 
maximum allowed application rates apply to this product combined with the use of any and all other 
herbicides containing the active ingredient glyphosate. whether applied separately or as tank mistures, on 
a basis of total pounds or glyphosate (ac.d equivalents) per acre. If more than one glyphosate-c:ontaining 
product 1s applied 10 tho same site within the same year, you must ensure that tho total use or glyphosate 
does not exceed the maximum allowed See the ·1NGREDIENTS~ sac:IJon cf tl7is label for necessary 
product in1onnation. 

Except as otherwise specified in a crop section of this label, lha combined total of all treatments must not 
exceed 8 quarts of this product (6 pounds or glyphosate acid) per acre pet year. For applications in non• 
crop sites or in trae. vine. or shrub crops1 the combined total of all treatments must not exceed 10 6 
quarts of this product (B pounds ol glyphosate acid) per acre per yoar, 

NOTE: Use of this product In any manner not consistent with this label may result in injury to persons, 
animals or crops. or have other uointandad. conseeiuences, 

S.0 WEED RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT 

GROUP ~:Jtl'piJl llERBIClOE 

Glyphosate. the active ingredient In this product, is a Group 9 herbicide based on the mode of action 
classtficabon system of tho Woad Science Society of Amelica. Any weed population may contain plants 
naturally resistant to Group 9 herbicides. Weed species resistant to Group 9 herb1c1d0s may be 
effoct1voty managed utilizing another tierbicide from a different Group or by using other cultural or 
mechanical practices 

S,1 Wood Monagement Practices 

To rninirnizc tho occurrence cf glyphosate-rosistant biotypes observe the following wood management 
practices: 

Scout your fields before and after herbicide application. 

Start with a ciean 1ield. using either a burndown hertlicide application or tillage. 

Control weeds earty when they are relatively small 

Add other herbicides (e,g a soloctiv.e and/or a rosldua1 herbicide) and cultural practices (a.g tiHage or 
crop rotation) whera appropriate 

One method for adding other hart>ic1des into a continuous Roundup Ready system is to rotate lo 
other Roundup Ready crops. 

Use the application rate for the most difficult to control weed 1n your field. Avoid tank-mixtures with 
other tierbicidos that roduee the officacy or this product (through antagonism), or wltt, ones that 
encourage applicatiOO rates of this product below those specified on thiS label. 

Control weed escapes and prevent weeds from setUng seeds. 

Clean equipment before moving from field to field to minimize the spread of weed sesd or plant parts 
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Use now commercial seed that Is as free of weed seea as possible. 

Ropon ar.y incidence of ,opealed non-pollormaneo Of Ulis product on a particular weed lo your 
wrnt,o!a S<>1u~oos. LLC reprcumtatlve. local retaUor, or county c,uonslon agont. 

6.2 MlnagilmOnt Of Glyphouro-~wstant Blotypc,s. 

Noto: Appropriate testing is aitical in order to determine if e weed is resistant to glyphosate. Contact 
your wn1,eld Solutions, LLC representauvo to determlno if resislanco In any particular weed b1otypo has 
beon confirmed in your area, or you can vlsil on thB Internet www.weedreslstancemanagament.com or 
www.weedscience.org. For more lnformeUon see the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and 
'PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" of this label. 

Direct!on.s for the contl"Oi or blotypes confirmed lo be resislant to gJyphosate i3ro made avaUable on 
separately published supplemental labelng or Fact Slieets for this product and can be obtained from your 
local retailer or 'Mnfield Solutions. LLC representative. 

Since the occurrence of new g(yphosate"'fesistant weeds cannot be determined until after product use 
and scientific confirmation, \MOfleld Solutions, LLC Is not responsible for any losses that may result from 
the failure of this product lo control glyphosate-resistant weed b1otypes 

The followlr,g good agronomle practices can n,duco the spn,ad of conflnncd glyphosate-rcslstant 
t>totypes: 

~ a naturally occ,,rring rasistant biotype Is present 1n your field. this product con be tank-mixed or 
applied SGquentially with an appropriately labeled hemicide with a different mode of action to achieve 
control. 

Cultural and m~anlc:al control practices (o.g. crop rotation or t!llaga} c.an also be used as 
approprtate 

One method for adding othor horb1cidas into a continuous Roundup Raady system is to rotate to 
other Roundup Ready crops. 

Scout treated fields after herl>iclde application and conirol weed escapos, inciuding resistant blotypos, 
before they set saed 

TherougNy Clean equlpmont before leaving fiolds l<nown to contain roststant biotypos. 

7.0 MIXING 

Spray solutions of this product may be mixed, stored aml applied using only clean stainless s1001, 
fiberglass. plastic or plastic-lined stoel containers. 

DO NOT MIX, STORE OR APPLY THIS PRODUCT OR SPRAY SOLUTIONS OF THIS PRODUCT IN 
GALVANIZED STEEL OR UNLINED STEEL (EXCEPT STAINLESS STEEL) CONTAINERS OR SPRAY 
TANKS. 

Elim!nate any risk: of siphoning the contents or the tank Mck into the carrier soun::e while mixing, Use 
approved anti-bacl<-siphoning deviocs where required by State or local regulations. 

Clean sprayer parts promptly after using this product by thoroughly fiushing with water 

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MAY BE SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED IF WATER CONTAINING SOIL 
SEDIMENT IS USED AS CARRIER DO NOT MIX THIS PRODUCT WITH WATER FROM PONDS AND 
DITCHES THAT IS VlSIBL Y MUDDY OR MURKY 
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7.1 Mixing with Water 

This product mb<os readily wlth water. Mix spray solutions of this product as foUows. 

Be;iin filling !he mixing tnnk or spray t.lnit with dean watar. AdrJ the requ,rod amount or lhio P"'duc: noor 
tha end of the filling process and mi• g<:~lly. Use caution to avoid stµh0<1ing bade into the earner soun:o 
O~nng mixing, foaming O! au, spray solution may occur. To prevent or minimize oamlng, mix gOfltly, 
larmlnato by-pass and ratum llnos at tho bottom of the tank, and, If necassaiy, uso an anti-lcar<i or 
defoaming agent 

7.2 Tank Mixtures 

This prodyct doos net provide restdwl w~ C>nt/OI. This p,oaue1 m.ay be tank-mixed wil/1 other 
hert1<c!clc.= to pn,vlde rcs,duol ""'°" control, e Droader wood cont,:01 speclrum or an altomote mode of 
action. Rc,;,d ana follow all 1a001 diroc:tions ot all products in the iank mli<!uro 

Some lank-mix products have the potential to cause crop injury undar cert.air, cooditlons, at certain growth 
stages and/ot under otrn:lr circumstances Read the label fer <111 products used in lhe tank mixture prior 10 
use to determine Iha potential for crap inju<y. 

Tank mixtures with other herbicldes1 insecticides, fungicides. mlcronutrients or foliar fertilizers could rosull 
in reduced weed conlrol or crop inJuiy. Buyer and all usors are responsible for any and all loss or 
damage in connection w11h tt,e usa or t,andling of mcdures of this produc'l wrth herbicides 01' other 
materials that are not oxprossly specified on this label, or in separate supplemental labehng or Fact 
Sheets published for this product 

\Nhen a tank mixture with a genenc active ingrodtent, such as 2,4-0, atrazine. dicamba, diuron or 
pondimelhalin is aosa1be?d on this label, the us.er ts responsible for ensuring that tho spacf11c application 
being made is JodudeJ:I on Ille label or the spcollc product bolnJl used in the look.mix. 

Rotor to all Individual product labels, supplemental labeling and Fact Sheets for all products in tho tanK 
mixture, and observe all precauijons and limitations on the label, including appllcatlon timing restrictions, 
soil ros1r1dions, minimum re-cropping interval and rotational guidelines Use according to tho most 
restr1ctlve precautionary statements for ead"l product in tne tank mi;ictura. 

Always predolorm1no lhe compaUbility of all tank-mix products together in the carrier by mixing small 
proportJonaJ qi.,antittes In advance. 

For basl results, apply lank mixtures with lhis product at o minimum spray volume rate of 10 gallons per 
aero. 
7.3 TA"k-Mlx~ng ProccdL1rc 

Prepare lank mixtures of lhis product as (al lows: 

Place a 20- to 35-mesh screen or wetting basket ovor lho fi lling !)<)rt of tho lank. 

2. Through tile screen. nu tho tank one-hatt full with water and stan gentle agitation. 

3. If ammonium sulfate is to be used. add it slowly through the screen Into tho tank. and eonbnuo adding 
water into the tank through the screen. If dry ammonium sulfate is being used, ensure that n is 
comptotely dissolved in lhe tank before adding other products. 

4. lf a wettable powder Is used. prepare a slurry of it with water. and add It SLOW.. Y through the screen 
Into the tank while canlinuing gentle agitation_ 

5. lf a 11owable formulation Is used, premix coo part ncwabk:I with one part water, and add the diluted 
mixture SLOWI. Y through the screen into the tank while conUnuing gentle agitallon 
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6. If an emulsWable concenlrata formulation is used, premix one part emulsmablo concenirate with lwo 
parts water aM add the diluted mixture SLOWl Y through the screen Into the tank wn;te continuing 
gentle agitation. 

7, Continue filling lhc tank with water through tho screen and add the required amount of this product 
near the end of the fill Ing process. 

8. If a nonionic surfactant is used, add it to the tank before completing the filling process. 

9. Add individual formulations to the spray tank as follows: wettable powders, frowat:Jles, emulsinable 
concentrates, dr1ft control additives, water-soluble liquids {this product), surfac:tants. 

Maintain gentle agitation at all times until the contents of the tank are sprayed out. If the spray mixture is 
allowed to settle, tllofough agitation is required to re-suspend the mixture be!Ore spraying. 

Keep by-pass and return lines on or near the bottom of tho tank to minimize foamlng. $croon size in 
nozzle or llna strainers can be no finer than so mesh. 

7 ,4 Nllxing for Hand~cld Sprayers 

Prepare the desired spray volume by mixing the am01.mt of this product as fndh::ated in the 1ol!owlng table 
In water: 

se:m:1 Sohrtron 

Amount of Comerstorie Plus 

Desired 
VOiume 0.5% 1% 1.5% 2% 5% 10% 

1 gal 0.7 oz 1.3oz 2oz 2.7 oz 6.5oz 13 oz 

25gal 1 pt 1 qt 15 qt 2 qt 5 ql 10 qt 

100gal 2 qt 1 gal 1,Sgal 2gal 5gal 10gal 

2 tal>lespoons = 1 fluid ounce 

For use 10 tiacKpaci< sprayers, considar mixing the appropriate amount of this product with water in a 
larger container and then filling the sprayer from the larger container. 

7.5 surrac:tanb 

Nonionic surfactants {NISJ or wetting agents that have at least 70 porcant active ing=ent and are 
labeled for use with herbicides may be added to the spray solution, unless otherwise directed. Do not 
reduce rates of this /lerolctde when adding surfactants. Road and carefully observe all caution statements 
and othor Jn'l'ormation appearing on u,e surfactant rabel , 

1.6 Ammonium Sulfate 

The addition of 1 lo 2 perecnt dry ammonium sulfate by weight or 8.5 lo 17 pounds per 100 gallons of 
walot may lncmaso tl\11 performance of this product on annual and perennial weeds, particularly under 
har<:l water condiUons, drougtit condi~ons or when tank-mixed with certain residual herbicides, An 
equivalent rate cf a liquid formulation of ammonium sulfate may also be used. Ensure that dry ammonium 
sulfate IS completely dissolved in the spray tank before adding herbicides Thoroughly rinse the spray 
system with ciean water promp~y after use to reduce corrosion. 

NOTE: When using ammonium sulfate. apply this product al rates specified on this label . Lower rates 
will result In reduced performance. 
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7.7 Colorants or Dyes 

Colorants or marking dyes may be added lo spray solutions of this product; however, they can reduce 
performance. Use colorants or dyes according to the manllfacturers directions 

7.8 Cr1fl Reduction Additives 

Drift reduclion additives may be used with all equipment types, except wiper applicators, sponge bars and 
Controlled Droplet Applicators. When a dritt reduction additive is used, road and carefully observe all 
precautions. llm1tatJcns, and au other lnformatlo-n on t.he addrtive label. Use of drift reduction additives can 
affect spray coverage. which can reduce product performance 

8.0 APPLICATION EQUIPMENT ANO TECHNIQUES 

Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system 

This product may be applied with the following appUcation equipment: 

Aorlal - Fixed wing and heliCCptar 

Ground Broadcast Spray - Boom or boom1ess systems, pullwtype sprayers, floaters 1 pick-up sprayers, 
spray coupes and other ground broadcast equipment 

Hand-Hald or eaekpaol< Spray Equipment - Backpacl< Sprayers, pump-up pressure sprayers, 
handguns. handwands, mistblowers•, lances and other hand-hold and motorized spray equipment used 
to direct the spray onto woed foliage 

• This produc:t is not registered in California or Arizona for use in mlstb!owers. 

Seloctlvo Equipment - Shielded and nooded sprayers, wiper applicators and sponge bars 

Injection Systams - Aerial or ground inj~ction sprayers 

Contr<>tlod Oroplet Applicator (CDA) - Hand-held or boom-mounted applicators lha\ produce a spray 
consisting of a narrow range of droplet sizes 

APPLY THESE SPRAY SOLUTIONS IN PROPERLY MAINTAINED AND CALIBRATED EQUIPMENT 
CAPABLE OF DELIVERING THE DESIRED VOLUMES 

8_1 Aerial Equipment 

Alt treatments described en this labol may bo made using aerial application equ1pmont where appropr1ate
1 

provided that the applicator complies witn the precautions and restrictions specified on this label and in 
separate supplomental labeling published for lhis product. 

DO NOT APPLY THIS PRODUCT USING AERIAL SPRAY EQUIPMENT EXCEPT UNDER 
CONDITIONS SPECIFIED ON THIS LABEL. 

Apply this herbicide at the appropnate ra.to as desaibod on this label in 3 to '15 gallons of waler per acre 
unless otherwise directed on this label or in separate S1Jpplemental labeling or Fact Sheets publistied for 
this product Unless otherwise specified. do not oxcoed 2 quar1s of this prod.uet pt?r acre when using 
aenal application equipment Refer to the ina.ividual use area sections of this label for application rates, 
spray volumes and additional use Instructions. 

FOR AERIAL APPLICATION IN ARKANSAS OR CALIFORNIA, OR SPECIFIC COUNTIES THEREIN, 
REFER TO THE FEDERAL SUPPLEMENTAL LABELING FOR AERIAL APPLICATION OF Tl-llS 
PRODUCT IN THAT STATE OR COUNTY FOR SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Tnls product, when tanK-mbced with dlcamba. may not be applied by air In California. 
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Only 2,4-D amine formulations may be used with aerial application In California. Tank mixtures of this 
product with 2,4-0 ammo formulations may 00 apphod by air in California ror fallow and reduced lillage 
systems and ror attalfa and pasture renovation applications only. 

Ensure uniform app!1catlon. To avoid streak~d. uneven or ovcrtappod application, use appropriate 
marking devices 

Do not allow the heit>icide solution to mist, drip, drift, or splash onto desirable vegetation since minute 
quantiUos or this product can cause severe damagEJ or destrucilon to the crop, plants or other areas Or" 
whieh 1reatment was not intended. 

AERIAL SPRAY DFUFT MANAGEMENT . 

The following drift managomenl requirements must be followed to avoid off-target movement during aerial 
application to agnc.,lturel field crops. 

1. The distance or the outermost nozzles on the boom must not exceed 314 the length cf !he wingspan 
or rotor. 

2. Nozzles must always point baci<ward, parallel with the airstream and never be pointed downwards 
moro than 45 dogroes Comply with all State regulations whore applicable. 

Importance of Dropl<lt Slzo 

Tho most effective way to reduce dmt potential is lo apply large droplets ThG best dtift management 
SU'atogy Is to apply the t:Jrgest droplets that pt'OYida sufficient covor.,go and control. Appl),mg larger 
droplets redua,s dnft polMllal. but will not prevent dnft If applica!lcn$ am made lmpropotty, or under 
unfavorable environmental conditions {road u,e following sections on ~Wim:tn, ·crcmpera.turo and 
Humidity", and "Tomporaturo lnvorolons"). 

Controtllng Droplet Stu: 

• Volume: Use high flow rate nozzles to apply Ille highest practical spray volume Ncules with tho 
higher rated ~cws produce larger droplets 

• Pressure: Use thB lower spray pressures listed for the noale Higher press.ure reduces droplet slzs 
and dOCs no~ rmprovo canopy ponottalron, Whon higher flow rates are needed. use higher flow rate 
nozzfes ir,s_:eao o1 V'IQ'easir,g sproy P(Ossuro. 

• Number of nozzJos: Uso the minimum number or nozzles that wm pro\r\00 uniform coverage. 

• Nozzle orientation: Orienting noules so that the spray Is roloased backwards, parallel lo tne 
airstream. will produce larger droplets than other onentations. Significant deflection rrcm tha 
horizontal will reduce droplet siw and increase drlfl potonlial 

• Nozzto type: use a nozzle type that is designed for the 1nlended applicalion. With most nozzle 
types, narrower spray anijlas produce larger droplets, Consider using low-drilt nozzles. Solid stream 
nozzles oriented straight back produce larger droplets than other nozzle typos. 

• Boom length: For some use patterns, reducing the effective boOm length to less than 3/4 of lhe 
wingspan or l'otor length may further reduce drift without reducing swath width. 

• Appllcallon neigh!: App~canons must not be mado at a neigh! !)looter \han 10 foot abovo :ho \op of 
\he largest piOllls unless a ;rooter holgilt is required fo, lliri:relt safety. Making applicauon• at the 
lowest height that is safe raduces the exposure of tho droplets to evaporation and wind. 
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Swath Adjustment 

When appl_lca.Uons arc mace with a. crosswtnd. 1no swaL~ win co ct,splaa>d downwind. Tttoroforo, on tile 
~P and downw1nd cages 01 u,o r,oia. lhc applicator mutt <:<>mpensate for U,ls dlsplacorncn1 by od)s=g 
11><1 p,u, or lho tlflaa!I u;:w.nd , t= u,o ....,,,u, adusvnont dislanco wltn ,naoaslns dnft poton al 
(higher wind spoo~. smaller ctrOjl!ots·. c\c.). 

Wlncl 

Drift po1on~a1 is lowost bctw""" wind <pee<ls ot 2 10 10 miles por bour. However. many :~c:ws, lndudln; 
crop1"1 s,zo ;mCI cq.,Ipmont typo. e1cwrm1ne dnlt potonUal at ;iny glvon wlml speed. AppllcaUon m~ bo 
avofdod wtion wind SPCOds ,iro octow 2 miles par hour duo to ""'1ablo w,n~ Cfirce1Jon and high lnvorsion 
poton\lol, NOTE: loc;l ,lomll~ can fmlue,ico nd pattotns. E'lllty aPl)lieator musl b<, (amluur Wiln local 
wind patterns and how they affect dnft, 

Tompcratun, and Humidity 

When mal<ing applications in low relative humidity, se\ up equipmen\ to produce larger droplots to 
compensate for evaporaoon. Droplet ovaporation is most sovora wh0n conditlons are both hot and dry. 

Tumperatun, lnvc~loos 

Applications must not occur during a temperature inv~sion bocause drffl pctential is high. Temperature 
inversions restrict vertical air mixing, which causes small suspended dropk3ts to temain in a concontral~d 
cioud. This cto\Jd can move in unptcd!d.Oble dircaiOl'ls duo to h> hghl venabla "Ntnds eommon dunng 
inversions. Temp0raturo inveraions am character!ud by incroasing ternperatures wtth a!bt\JdC and aro 
cornmon on nights with limited cloud eover and light to no wind. They begin to form as the sun sets and 
arten continue into the: morning. Thelr presence can be indicated by ground fog; howevor, if fog is nol 
present, the movement cf smoKe produced by a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator can also 
identify temperature inversions. Smoke ll"lat layers and moves laterally in a concentrated cJoud (under low 
Wind conditions) indicates an invers,an 1 while smoke that moves upward and rapidly dissipcltos lndicatos 
good vertical air mixing 

Sonsltlvo Areas 

Apply this product only when tile potential for dnft to adjacent sonsi~ve areas (e,g. residential areas, 
bodies of watar. known habitat for threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is m1n1mal (e.g. 
when wind is b!OW\ng away from the sensitive areas)_ 

Avoid direct application to any body of water. 

Aircraft Maintenance 

Thoroughly wash aircra!t, especially landing gear, alter eacn day of spraying to remove residues of t~is 
prcduci accumulated during spraying or from spills. PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF THIS PRODUCT TO 
UNCOATED STEEL SURFACES MAY RESULT IN CORROSION AND POSSIBLE FAILURE OF THE 
PART. LANDING GEAR IS MOST SUSCEPTIBLE MaintaInIng an organic coating (paint) that moots 
aerospace spoeifica~on MIL-C-38413 may holp prevent corrosion. 

6.2 Ground Broadcast Equipment 

Apply this product at too appropriate rate in 3 to 40 gallons a! water per acre when making a broadcast 
application using ground application equipment unless otherwise dlrac:tod on ttis labei or on 
.supplemental labeling or Fact Shoots for thls product. As tho >Naed density increasas. increase the spray 
volume towards the u.p:per end of this ran.go to ensure complete coverage, Carefully soleet proper nozzles 
to avoJd genoraUr,g a flr'IG mist. For best results with ground application equipment, use fiat spray noll.Jes, 
Cheek spray patlorn for uniform distribution. 
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8.3 Hand-Held or Backpack Equipment 

Apply to foliage of vegeta1ion to be controlled. For best results, spray coverage must be uniform and 
complete. Use coaroe sprays only. for applications made on a spray-to-wet basis, do not spray to the 
point of run-off. For appropriate spray concentrations and timing, re/or to the "ANNUAL WEEDS-HAND
HELD OR BACKPACK EQUIPMENT" section of this product label. 

8.4 Selective Equlpmont 

This product may be diluted In water and applied using a shleldod sprayer, needed sprayer, wipor 
applicator or sponge bar to weeds listed on this labef growing in any non-crop site listed on this labeL 

In cropping systems, a shielded sprayer, hooded sprayer, or wipor applicator may be used in-between 
rows of crop plants (row middles). A wiper applicator may be used over the top or crops only when 
specifically directed on this label. Selective equipment must be capable of preven~ng all contact of the 
herbicide solution witlt the crop and operated without spray-mist o,;cape, leakage, or dnpping of the 
nerlllcide solution onto tne crop 

AVOID CONTACT OF THIS HERBICIDE WITH DESIRABLE VEGETATION, 

Contact of t'nis product Wlth desirable vegetation may msult in unwanted plant damage or destn.Jction. 

Crop Injury may occur when the foliage of treated weeds comes onto contact with leaves of the crop. Do 
not apply this product when crop leaves are growing in direct contact with weeds to be treated Droplets, 
mist, foam or splatter of the herbicide solution settling onto desirable vegotation may result in 
discoloration. stunUng or destruction 

Bettor results may be obtained when more of the weed is exposed to Iha herllicide solution. Weeds not 
contacted by the herbicide soluUon will not be affoctod. This may occur m dense clurnps, severe 
Jn1estations or when tho height of the waads varies so that not all weeds are contacted . In these 
jnstances, repeat treatment may be necessary. 

Shlelded and Hooded Sprayors 

This product, when applied at rates specified on this label using a 5hiolded or hooded sprayer according 
to the directions described in tn,s section, will control those weeds listed In lhe "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE 
SECTION' and "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION' ofth•s label. 

A hooded sprayer ,s a type of shielded sprayer where the spray pattom is fully enclosed, including the 
top. sides, front and back, thereby shielding the crop from the spray solution. Adjust the shields on these 
sprayers to protect desirable vegetation. Wilen applying around crops grown on raised beds, ensure that 
tM hood is capable of oompletaly enclosing tlto spray pattern. If necessary, extend the fronl and rear 
flaps or the hooded sprayer downward to reach the ground In deep furrows. USE EXTREME CARE TO 
AVOID CONTACT OF THIS HERBICIDE WITH DESIRABLE VEGETATION 

This equipment must be configured and operated in a manner that mlnlmiZes bouncing and avoids raising 
the hood up off the ground surface at any timeT lf 1he hood is raised, spray particles may escape and 
come into contact with the crop, causing damage or destrucuon of the crop. Avoid operating this 
equipment on rough or sloping terrain where tlte spray hood might be raised up off the ground surfaca. 

Use hoods designed to minimize excessive dripping or run-off down the inside of the hood, such as a 
single, low pressure. low-drift, fiat-ran nozzle with an 80 to 95 degree spray angle positioned at the top 
center of the hood, with a spray votume of 20-30 ga!ons per acn,, 

Tne following procedures can reduce the polenUal for crop Injury when using a hooded sprayer: 

• Spray hood must be operated on the ground or Skimming across the ground surface, 
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• Leave at least an 8-lnch untreated strip over the drill row. (For example. if the crop row width is 38 
,ncnes, mal<o the maximum width of the spray hood 30 inches.) 

• Operate at ground speeds of no greater than 5 miles per hour to avoid bouncing of the spray hood 

Apply when wind speed Is 10 miles per hour or less 

Use low-drift nozzles that provide uniform coverage within the treated area. 

Crop injury may occur when foliage or treated weeds comas into direct contact with leaves of the crop 
Do not apply this producl when leaves of the crop are growing in direct contact with weeds to be treated 
Droptets, mist, foam or splatter or the herbicide solution settling onto desirabla vegetation may resurt in 
discoloration, stunting or destruction. 

Wiper Applicator 

A wiper applicalor 1s a device that physically wipes this product directly onto the wee-d. Equipment must 
be designed. maintained and operated to prevent the herbicide solution from contacting desirab~e 
vegetation 

Adjust the height of the wiper applicator to ansurn adequate contact with weeds and so that the wipec 
contact point is at least 2 inches above lhe desirable vegetation. Bettor rosults can be obtained when 
more of tho weed is exposed to tha herbicide solution and weeds arc a m1n1murn of 6 inches above lhe 
desirable vegetation weedS not contacted by the herllicide solution will net be affected. Poor contact 
may occur when weeds are growing tn dense clumps, in sovero woed infestations or when weed height 
varies dramatically In these situations. repeal Lreatments may be necessary. 

Operate this equipment at a ground speod of no greater than 5 miles per hour. Portormanco may be 
improved by reducing speed in areas of heavy weed lnrestatior,:;i lo provide adequate wiper saturation 
with the hertlcide solution. Better results may be obtained when two applications are made in opposite 
d1rcctions. 

Droplets, mist, foam or splatter of the herbicide solution settling onto desirable vegetation may result in 

discoloration, stunting or destruction. Avoid leakage or dripping onto dtisirablo vegetation. Keep wiping 
suffaces dean. Be aware tna1 on Sloping ground the herblcde solution may migrate, causing dripping on 
the lower end and drying of the wicks on tho upper end or the wiper applicator. 

Do not use wiper applicator wnen weeds are wet. 

Mix only the amount of this produc1 to be used e11.u1ng a 1-day period, as reduced product performance 
may resull from use or solutions held in storage. Clean wiper perts promptly by thoroughly flushing with 
wator, 

Do not ad1j surfactant to ths herbicide solution when using a wiper applicator, 

For Rope or Sponge Wick Applicator - use solutions ranging from 33 to 75 percent of this product in 
water 

For Panel Applicator- use solutlons ranging lrom 33 to 100 percent of this product in water. 

8.5 lnJoctlon Systoms 

This product may be used in aerial or ground Injection spray systems. It may be used as a liquid 
concentrate or diluted prior to Injecting into tho spray stream. Do not mix this product w,th tho 
concentrate of otner products tor use in lnJoction systems. 

8.6 Controlled Droplet AppUcator (CDAJ 

The amount of this product applied per acre using a vehicle-mounted controlled droplet applicator (CDA) 
must .be no t.:-;ss than the amount specif1ad on this label for application using ccnventiona1 broadcast 
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application equipmenl Apply the appropnale amount or this product in 2 to 15 gallons or water per acre 
when using a vehiclewmounted CDA. 

For control of annual wereds using a hand-held CDA, .apply a 20-percent solution of this product al a flow 
rate of 2 fluid ounces per minute and a walki11g speed of 1 .5 miles per hour { 1 quart por acre}. Fo.- tho 
control or perennial weeds, apply e 20 to 40-percent solution of this product at a flow rate of 2 fluid 
ounces per minute end a walking speed of 0,75 miles per hour (2 to 4 quarts per acre). 

Controlled droplet applicators produoe a spray pattern that is not easily 111slble. Extreme care must bo 
taken to avoid spray o.- drift onto the foliage or any other green tissue of aesirable vegetation. as damage 
or destruction of the plant may result, 

9.0 ANNUAL AND PERENNIAL CROPS 

NOTE: THIS SECTION GIVES DIRECTIONS THAT APPLY TO All CROPS LISTED 
ALPHABETICALLY IN THE SECTIONS THAT FOLLOW. SEE THE INDIVIDUAL CROP SECTIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS, PREHARVEST INTERVALS, AND ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONS AND 
RESTRICTIONS. 

See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section Of this label, or separately published supplemental labeling 
for this product for tnstructlons on application (n Roundup Ready crops. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Chemical Fallow, Proplant Fallow Beds, Preplanl, Al-Planllng, 
Preemergence, Hooded Sprayer in Row-Middles. Shielded Sprayer in Row-Middles, \/Viper Applicator in 
Row-Middles, Post-Haivest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply this product during fallow inlerv,ils preceding planting, poor to planting or 
transplanting, al-planting, or preemergence to annual and perennial crops listed on !his label, except 
where speclficall)' limited. For any crop !1Q! listed on lhl5 label, application must be made at 1oast 30 days 
prior lo planting. Unless otherwise spoclfied, apply tl\is product according to tl\e rates listed In \he 
'ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION". "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION', and WOODY BRUSH 
AND TREES RATE SECTION" of this label. Application rates specified on &us labol for lho control or 
tough wGeds, or tnose specified on separate supplementat labellng for this product, supersede the rates 
in lhe "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION". "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION' and 'WOODY 
BRUSH AND TREES RATE SECTION" oftl\ls label. Additional information on lho con~ol or tough weeds 
can be found in Fact. Sheets for this product. 

Repeat applications may be made up to s maximum of 6 quarts of lhis product per acre por' year. 

Hooded sprayers and wiper applicators capable of preventing all crop contact wll/1 the herlllcide solution 
may be used in mulclled or unmulcllod row middles after crop ostablishmont. \/Viper applicators may be 
used Oll<lr the top of crops to control tall weeds only when specifically directed In the individual crop 
sections that follow. Refer to tM "SELECTIVE EQUIPMENT" soction of this labol for essential 
precautions regarding crop injury. Crop injury is possible with these types o1 application, and shall be the 
sole responsibiltty of Iha applicator. 

All treatments described in the socbons that fallow may be made using aerial applica tlon equipment 
where appropria1e, provided that the applicator complios with the precautions and restrictions specified on 
thiS label and on all supplemental labeling published separately for \his product Sec the 'APPLICATION 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES' section of thiS labOI 10( adclitional information on aerial applicaUon 
and procedures on awidlng spray d~lt that may cause InIury to any vegetation not Intended for treaunenL 
Use o1 appropriate buffer zones will help prevent injury to adjacent vegetation . 

TANK MIXTURES: Tnls product may be tank-mixed with other he<lllcides to provide residual weed 
control, .a broader weed control sped.rum or an alternate mode of action, Always read and follow label 
directions for all products in the tank mixture , Use au products aocordlng to rates and timing specified on 
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the laDel. Some tanl<-mix products have the potential to cause crop inIury. Reao all laOels for products 
used in ttie tank mixture prior to uso to determine tho potential for (;(Op injury. Always prcdctcrmlnc tho 
c:ampatibiltty of tanl<-mix products togel/1er In the carrier by mixing small proportional quantities in 
advance. A tank mixture or this product w!th other herbicides may cause incompatibility, antagonism, or a 
reduction In product efficacy. Winfield Solutions, LLC has not tested all tank-mix product formulations for 
compatjbility, antagonism or porformancc Buyer .and all users arc responsible for any and all loss or 
damage in connection with the use or handling of mixtures of this product with herbicides er other 
malenals that aro not specifically identified on this laboling, or in separate supp!cmental labeling or Fact. 
Sheets for !his product. Se'\ the "MIXING" section of 1/lis tat>cl for more inlormati011 on tank mixtures. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Avoid cootact of l/1Is hemioda with foliage, green st,oots or stems, 
bar1<, exposed roots (1ndud1ng those emerging from plastic mulch), or fruit of crops, as severe crop injury 
or destruction may result. VVnen making at•planling and pr.eomergence appUcations 1 application must be 
mado bBfore ernp emergence to avoid sovere crop injury. Broadcast application made at e-morgence will 
rosull in injury or death cf emerged seedlings. Apply before seed germination in coarsG sandy soils to 
further minimize tl\o risk of injury Unless othorwse speeified on this label, lroalmcnt "'1th soloct,ve 
equipmen1, induding wiper applicators and hooded sprayers, must be made at least 14 days prior to 
haniest Post-harvest or fallow application must be made at least 30 days prior to planting any crops not 
listed on lhis label. Soo "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of this label for 
additional information. 

In crops whore spol treatment is allowed, do not treat more lhan 1 O percent of the total field to be 
harvested. Crop sprayed In treated area will be killed, Take care not to spray or allow spray to drift 
outsido the target area in order to avoid unwanted crop destruction 

Oo not harvest or feed treated vegetation for 8 weeh following broadcast postemergence application, 
unless otherwise specified. 

Observe the maximum application rates stated throughout this label. Maximum application ratos apply to 
tho use or !his product combined wilh tho use of any and 311 ol/1er hetllieides containing glypMsato as lhO 
active ingredient, whether applied sopararoly or as moctures. CalOJla1e the application rates (glyphosate 
acid equivalents) and ensure ttlat the total use of this c1nd clher glyphosate-coritaining products does not 
oxcocd the statod maximum rate. See the •PRODUCT INFORMATION" section of tl\ls laOOI f or more 
infonnation on Maximum Application Rates. 

9.1 Carnal and Grain Crops 

LABELED CROPS: Barley, Buckwheat, Millol (pearl, proso), Oats, Rice, Rye, Qulnoa. Teff, Teosinto, 
Triticale, Whaat (all types). Wild Rice 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Section 9.0 plus Red R;ce Control Prior lo Planting Rico. Spot 
Treatment (Excepl Rice), Wiper Applicator (Feed Barley and Wheat Only}, Preharvest (Feed Baney and 
Wheat Only} 

Prcplant. At-•Plantlng, Proomorgcnco 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be apf>i8d before , docin9 or afler planting of cereal crops, but 
prior ta crop emergence 

TANK MIXTURES: In whoal a tank-mi>< wllh Alm may be usod, 

Red Ri.:o Control Prior to Planting Rice 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply 1.5 quarts or this producl in 5 lc 10 gallons olwator per aero. Flush r,olds 
pnor to appHcatiori to obtain uniform germinatian and stand of red rice Make application when lhe 
maIority of the red rice plants are at the 2-lear stage and no mote than 4 inches lall, Red rioe plants with 
less than 2 true leaves may be only partially controlled. 

) 
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PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: Avoid spraying during conditions of low humidity, as reduced control 
may result. Do not treat rice ~elds or levees when the flelds contain fioodwater. Do not fiood treated 
fields ror 8 days following application. 

spot Troatmont {Except Rico) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product rnay be applied as a spot treatment in cereal crops, except nee. 
Apply this product before heading In small grains. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not treat more lhan 10 percent of the total field area to be 
narvested. Crop sprayed in trea1ed area will be ~,lied. Tal<e care not 10 spray or to allow spray to drift 
outside target area ln order to avoid unwanted crop destruction. 

Wlpor Appllc•tor {F01>d Bllrtoy and Wheat Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied over tM top of feed bar1ey and wheat using a wiper 
applicator. To control common rye or- earaai rya, apply atter the we.eds have headed and achieved 
maximum growth, See additional instructions on the use of w(per app1icato~ in the "APPLICATION 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section oflhis label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow at least 35 days between application and harvest, Do not use 
roller applicators. 

Pn>harv<!51 {Feed Barley and Whe.al Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product provides weed control when applied prior to harvest of feed barley or 
wheat. For feed ba~ey, apply after tho hard-dough stage when the grain contains 20 percent moisture or 
less. For wheat. apply after Ille hard-dough stage when the grain contains 30 percent moisture or less. 
Stu~ble may be grazed lmmedialely after harvest. 

For ground application, apply this proouct in 10 to 20 gallons or water per acre. For aerial application, 
apply this product in 3 to 1 D gallons of water per acre. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do no\ apply more than 1 quart of this product per acre. Allow 7 days 
between application and harvest or grazing. Preharvest application on. bartoy or wheat grown for seed 
could result In a reduction In germination or vlgor. Buyor and all users are .respanstble 1or any and alt loss 
or damage in connection with the preharvest use of this product on barley or wheat grown for seed 

Post~Harves.t 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may Ile applied for weed control after harvest cf cereal crops. Higher 
ra1es may be required to control iarga weeds that were grcrwing in the crop al the t1ma of harvest. Tank 
mix.turas wtth 2,4-D or dlcamba. may bo used. Ensure that the specific product being used is labeled for 
weed corrtrof fonowing harvest or cereal craps. Read and follow label directions of all products ic, the tank 
mixture 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 7 days between treatment and harvest or reeding 
c! treated vegelaticn. A?plicaticn must be mado at laast 30 days prior ta planting any crop not listed on 
this label, 

9.2 Com 

TYPES OF CORN: Field corn, Popcorn, Saad com, Silage com, Sweet com 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Section 9.0 plus Spot Treatment, Praharvest 

for use directions with com hybrids with Roundup Ready 2 Technology (Including Roundup Ready Com 
2 and products displaying the Roundup Ready 2 Technology Iago), see ltlo "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" 
sec:Oon of this label. 
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Prcplant, At-Planting, Prccmorgoncc 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied alone er in a lank-mix before, dur1ng or after plan1ing 
corn, but prior to crop emergence. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tank-mixed with lhe fellowing products to provide residual weed 
control, a broader weed control spectrum or an alternate mode cf action. Ensura that the spoci~c product 
being used is labeled for application prier lo the planting or emergence er com. Reed and !allow label 
directions for .all pre duds ln tho tank mrxture. Apply these tan!< mixtures in 10 to 20 gallons of water or 1 O 
lo 60 gallons or nitrogen solution per aero. 

Bullet lariat, Micro-Tech. alaailor, Degree, Dogroo Xtra, Hamess, Harness Xtra, Harness Xtra 
5.SL, Frontier, OuUook, FulTime, Keystone, Keystono LA, TopNotch, acatoehlor, Bicep 
MAGNUM, Bicep II MAGNUM, Bicep lite II MAGNUM, Dual II MAGNUM, S1alwart C, Stalwart 
Xtra, metolachJor, s-matolachlor, 2,4-D, Aim, Aim EC, atrazine, Axiom, Balance PRO, Ban:vel. 
Clarity, D0fil'lc, Distinct Epic, Guardsman, Lea doff, Guardsman MAX, Hornet, Llnex, Lorox, 
Marksman, pendimethalin, Python, Python II. Radius, Resolve, Resource 

For tough-to-control annual wead:s such a.s ia!I panlcum, bamyardgrass, crabgrass, shatter-cane and 
broadleaf signalgrass up to 2 inches tall, and Pennsylvania smartwead up lo 6 inches lall, apply this 
product at 2 pints per acre in those 1anlc mixtures. Fer other annual weeds listed on this lallel, apply 1 5 to 
2 pints of this product per acre when weeds aro Jess than 6 inches tall, and 2 to 3 pints per acre when 
weeds are over 6 Jnches taH. When ustng nitrogen solutions as tr,e earner, application rate may need to 
be increased for acceptable weed control. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Applica1ien of 2,4-D or dicamba must be made at least 7 days prior lo 
planting corn. Refer 10 individual 1ank-moc product label for restiictlons and precautions; use according to 
the most restncbve precautionary statements for each product in the tank mixture. 

ln So1.lthefn states, do not appfy this product in nitrogen solutions to tovgt,-to-control grassas such .as 
bamyardgrass, fall panicum. broadlear sig:nalgrass. annual ryegrass and any perenn1at weeds This area 
indudos Illinois Md Indiana south cf Route 50, Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida. Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missls~ppi, New Jersey, North Carolina. Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and Wost Virginia. 

Hooded Sprayer 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied using a hooded sprayer for weed control in-between 
rows of com. Only hooded sprayers that completely enclose the spray pattern may be used, See 
additional instructions for the use of hooded sprayers In the "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND 
TECHNIQUES" section cf mis label, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Com must oe at least 12 Inches tall, measured without extending 
leaves Contact of this product in any manner to any vege1a11cn to which treatment Is not Intended may 
cause damage. Such damage shall be tho sole responsibility of the appllcator. Do not apply more tnan 1 
quart o! ti11s product per acre for eact, hooded sprayer application and no more than :J quarts per aero per 
year total. 

Spot Treatment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied as a spot treatment prior to silking cf com 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: De nol treat more than 1 D percenl cf Iha total field area le be 
harvested. Crop sprayed 1n the treated araa will Ile killed Talce care not to spray or lo allow spray to dml 
outside target araa to avoid unwanted crop destruction. 
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Preharvest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Make applicafon at 35 percent grain moisture or less. Ensure lhal maximum 
)(emol fill Is complete and tho cam is pll~otog.'ca\ly ma1ure (bll>dc layer forme<l). For Qround appllcabon, 
apply up to 3 quar1$ of this p,oduc:t per acre. For aerial appllcaUon, apply up to 2 Quarts of this product 
poracre. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 7 days between application Md harvest 
Pmhan,ost appGca1Ion en corn grown for seed could res.ult in a reductlon in germination or Vlgor. Buyor 
and all users ace rosponsltlle for any and 311 loss or domago in eonnOdion with the preharvesl use o! 11\13 
product on com grown for seod. 

Post-Harvest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This proauct may be appllod for wood control oftor harvest o! com. H,~or rates 
may bo requt:od to control latgo woods lhal we,o- grow,ng in the etop at the time or harvest. Tank 
mixtures with 2,4-0 or dicamba may be used. Ensure that the specific product being used Is labeled for 
post-harvest application in corn Road and follow label directions of all products in the tank mixlure. 

PRECAUT10NS, RESTRICTIONS: Aaow a minJmum of 7 days botwcen treatment and na/VOSI or 00dIng 
ol lrcatod ""IJolaUon. AppllC11Uon Cl. this p<"oduci must bo mado at least 30 days prior to ptanlln,g any crop 
r,o: pstod on this label. Ro!nr to ,ndivl<!unl tnnk-mi. prodL!CI laC>cl !or resu,c'.ions and procauUons. use 
=rding to tl'le most ros1rictlve prccaubonary statements for each product in the tank mixture. 

S.l Cotton 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed In Soction 9.0 plus Seloclivo Equipment. Spot Trealmenl. 
Preharvost · 

For use directions witl'I Roundup Ready cotton and Roundup Ready Flax cotton, soo the 'ROUNDUP 
READY CROPS" soetion of this label. 

Preplan~ At-Planting, Pmcmorgonco 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, during or after planting cotton, hut pnor to 
crop emergence. 

TAN)( MIXTURES. Tl)is procr.x:t may Do Um •m><od with 2,4-0 af)d Clonty ond opplied llflor 10 plalll!"IJ 
orJy. This produ-1 may also bo tnnk-m1xC<I with tt>a followlr.g produdS and app'iOd r,nor to crop 
cmorgcnco. En""ra 1h01 1M s;,eaf\0 product bolng used is t;,boloo for app!:catlcn p,lor to piantjng or ll'IO 
emergenca o! cotton. Read and follow label directions for all producis used In tho tank mo<ture. Apply 
these tank: mixtures in 10 to 20 gallons of water per acre 

Caparol, CommMd, Cotoran. Collon Pro, Dlrex, Dual MAGNUM, Dual II MAGNUM. Karmox, 
Me\uron, PARRL.AY, Rofiex. Stalwart, Slaplo, Valor, Zorial, diuron, mololachlor, pendimethalin 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Refer lo individual lank-mix product labels for mslrIctions and 
procautJons; wse according to tt,e most restrictive precautionary stat&monts for oach product in the 
mlx!uro. 

SclcctJvo Equipment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS; This p<Oduc:t may Do applied usir,g a hcoded , prayer. a sllteldod sprayw- or a 
w,per applicator Ovtlr tne 1op of eouon. Seo add1Uonal iNUuction• 011 tho use cf this selCClise equlFment 
in 'lite "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT A O TECHNIQUES' $Octi0<1 O! ms label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow at least 7 days betwoen applica\1on and harvest 
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Spot Trcutmcnt 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied in cotton as a spot treatment prior to boll oponing. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not treat more than 10 percent of lhc total field aroa to be 
harvcs1ed. Crop sprayed in tne 1/catad area wtU be killed. Tako core not to spray or to allow spray to drift 
outsfdo tame~ am~ to avoid tJnwunted crop domruaiori. 

Pr~harvcst 

USE I STRUCTIONS: This produc: provldoS weod c:ontml and cotton ro-grt!Wlh inhlblticn whon applied 
µriot 10 haNOst of C:01101\. For woO:S ,;ootrot, appty ~t ratos gN8n in t/10 "ANNUA WEEDS RATE 
SECTION" a,,d "PERENNIAL WE.EDS RATE SECTION" 01 tnls "'°"'· for cottO<l re-llrOW\!1 1nh1b,t,on, 
DPPly , ptnl 10 2 ~u•ru or uu produc, pcr-,,cre 

Do not apply morn 1han 2 quarts of th is product for preharvest application. Apply alter sufficient bolls 
have d!Mllopod to produce tho desired yield. Application made prior to this time could a!lect maximum 
yield potential 

TANK MIXTURES: Tliis product may be tanK mixnd wIU, DEF 6, FcJex, Gln,tat, or Prop lo pro'1de 
add1Uonal onh.i,co(flor.t of <;<>llon leaf-drop. Read a,~d foAaw label directions for all producls used in the 
lank mlxluro. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum DI 7 days botweo,, app"cabo ano /,a!Vcsl 
Proharvost oppllc:il~n on oatton grown for so0<1 co-.1ld ro5Ult In o tO<luc!ion In gorminntton or vigor. Buye: 
3J1d au usors .ire ro~blo for any and all 1= or oarnago n C0T111ed.lon with lllO protiarvos1 use of tnls 
produt:! on c:otJCn g,own 101 sued. f!orer to 1rtdtv1d1Jat lanl<-m',x prod ct label for rostn<:ilons "nd 
precautions; use according to the most restnctive precautionary statements for ead"I product lr'I the tank: 
mixture. DO NOT ADD ADDITIONAL SURFACTANT OR ADD ITIVES CONTAINING SURFACTANT TO 
THIS PRODUCT FOR PREHARVEST APPLICATION TO COTTON. 

9.4 Fallow Systams 

This prcduct may 'be appJ1 00 (11Jnng the falloW pericd pti.or to planting or cmcrgonce or any crap listed on 
lhis label. For any c:-cp not llslod on this label, appllcnUon must be made al tea.t 30 days prior to planUng. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Chemical Fallow, Preplant Fallow Bods, Aid,to-Titlage 

Chemtal Fallow 

USE INSTRUCnONS: This product may be used as a substitute !or llllage to control annual weeds in 
fallow foolds. Btoadcnst or spot tmalmellt application will also control or supp/MS many peror\llfal woOlls 
in fnUow fields. Tan.k--m.1x this product ~u, 2,.: .0 or dicarnba for a broader wucd control spn.ctn.Jm AatJSl 
applica~on Of up to 2 quarts per acre may be made onto fallow sties where there is sumcrent buffer to 
prevent lnJu,y due to dnft onto adjacent crops. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Refer to individual tank-mix product labels for restrictions and 
pmcau11ons; use acoon:r1ng to 1(1(! most rest11ctiVc pmceutionary statements for oacll product in the tank 
mlxWro. Some crop Injury moy OCQir ~ dIcamoa ts 1'1'Pl lo0 within 45 days of pJanUng, 

Preplant Fallow Bods 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This prcduQ will control weeds listed In the •ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION". 
"PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "WOODY BRUSH ANO TREES RATE SECTION" of this 
label prior to planting. 

TANK MIXTURES: use 12 nuid ounces o! tr,is produQ, plus 2 to 3 nuid ounces cl Goal 2XL., per aero to 
control the following weeds up 10 the maximum helgtlt or length 1ridieatad: 3 inches - common 
cheeseweed, d'llcieweed, groundsel; 6 inches - London rocket , shopherd's-purse. 
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Use 16 nuid ounces of this product, plus 2 to 3 fluid ounces of Goal 2XL, per acre to control the 1ollowing 
weeds up to the maximum 1ie1gt,l or length lndlcated: 5 inches - common cheeseweed, groundsel 1 

marostall (Conyza canodensis), 12 inclios-ehici<wocd, London rocket, shophord'si)urso, 

Aid-to-TIiiage 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used in conjunction witl1 tillage practices In fallow systems or 
preplanl to aops listed on this label to control downy brome, cheat, volunteer wheat, tansy mustard and 
ro~tail. Apply 12 nuia O<ltlces 01 this prodUcl In 3 to 10 gallons of waler per acre befora weeds are 6 
,ncnes In no1gnt Application muS1 be followed by convenUonal tillage practices no lator tnan 15 days after 
treatment and before re-growth occurs. Allow al loast 1 day after application bafore tlllago 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Tank mlxtun:,s with residual herbicides may result in reducod 
performance of this product. 

9.5 Grain Sorgh...,, (Milo) 

T'r'PES OF APPL ICATION: Those listed in Section 9.0 plus Spot Treatment, W1por Applicator, Preharvest 

Prcplrnt, At-Planting, pn,emorgcnee 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied alone or in a tank mixwre bolero, during or after 
planting grain sorghum, but prior to crop emergence. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may bo tank-mixed with the products listed below. Ensure thal tho 
spe~nc product being used is labeled 1or appUcation prior to planting or omergenCll of grain sorghum. 
Read and follow label directions for all products: usod In tho tank mixture. Apply these lanl< mi>cturos in 1 a 
to 20 gallons of watel" or 10 to 60 gallons of nitrogen solution per acre. 

Bicep II MAGNUM, Bullo!, Dual II MAGNUM, INTRRO, Lariat, Micro-Tech, atra>ino, mololaclllor, 
s-motolaehlor 

For tough,to--control annual weeds such as fall pan1cum, t>amyardgross, crabgrass, shattorcane and 
broadlear slgnalgrass up to 2 lncr>es tan. and Pennsylvania smartwood up to 6 inches tall . apply 2 pints of 
this product per acre In a tank mixture with one of the products listed above. 

For control of other annual weeds listed on this label. apply 1.5 lo 2 pints ar this product per acre when 
woeds arc less than 6 inches tall 1 and 2 to 3 plnts per acre when weeds are over 6 lnc.h<!s tall. Whon 
1.1sing nitrogen solutions as the carrier, the use rate may need to be increased to aChleve adequate weed 
control . 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Refer to lnd!Vldual tank-mix product label for restrictions and 
precauttons; use according to lhe mosl reslrictive precaulionary statements !or each product In the tank 
mixture. 

Spot Treatment, Wiper Applicator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Tnis product may bo applied as a spot treatment 1n grain sorghum before heading. 
This product may be applied over tho top or grain sorghum with a wiper applicator to contro( or suppress 
taU woods. See additional instructions on the use of wiper applicators in tho "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 
AND TECHNIQUES" section Of 1111s label, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For sp<>! treatment, do not treat more than 10 percent of the total field 
area lo be harvested, Crop sprayed In treated area will be ~Hied. Tako care not lo spray or to allow spray 
to drift outSide target area lo avoid unwanted crop de,;trvction 

When applied using a wiper applicator, allow at least 40 days llolwcon application and harvest. Do not 
use roller applicators Do net feed or graze treated grain sorghum 1odder Do not en$Ue treated 
vegetation. 

-. 
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Hooded Sprayer 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied using a hooded sprayer for weed control ,n-botween 
rows of grain sorghum Only hooded sprayers that completely enclose the spray pattern may be used. 
Soe additional instruction for the use of hooded sprayers In the "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND 
TECHNIQUES" section of this label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Grain sorghum muS1 be at least 12 inches tall, measured withoul 
extending lsaves. Treal beforo grain sorghum sends tillers between the drill rows If HIier,; are sprayed 
wllll this llorl>tode, the main plant may be damaged or destroyed, Contact or this product ,n any manner 
to any vegetation to which tre.atmenl is not intended may cause damage. Such damage shall be the sate 
respOnoibillly of the applica!Of". Do not graze or food grain oorghum forage or fodder following application 
of this pradud with a hooded sprayer. Do not apply more lhan 1 quart o1 tniS product per acre por 
hooded sprayer application and no more than 3 quarts per acre per year total. 

Pri:harvo$t 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied prior to harvest after sorghum grain /las roached 30 
percent grain mo,sture or less. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS; Do not apply more than 2 quarts of this product per acre As with 
othor herbicides that cause sudden plant death, avoid proharvest applicatioo of this product to milo 
Infected with charcoal rot as lodging can occur, Allow a minimum o1 7 days between application and 
harvest o1 grain sorghum. Preharvest applieaUon on sorghum grown for sood could result In a r~duclloo 1n 
germination or vigor. Buyer and all users are responsible for any and all !oss or damage In connection 
with the pranarvest uso of this product on sorghum grown for seed. Preharvast application or this product 
on grnin sorghum (mifo} is not registered for use in California 

Pc;,:Jt-Harvc:s,t 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for weed control alter harvest of grain sorghum. 
Higher rates may be req1.1ired to control large weeds that were growing in the crop at tho time of harves1. 
Tank mixtures with 2,4-D or dicamba may bo usod. Ensure that the specific product being used is 
reg,storo<:1 for post-harvest applicat ion 1n grain sorghum (mllo) Read and follow label directions of all 
products in the tanK mixture. 

This product may tie applied to grain sorghum {milo) stubble following harvest to suppress or control n,. 
growth, Apply 1 quart of this product por aero for control, or 1,5 pints of this product per acre 1or 
suppression. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 7 days between treatment and harvest or feeding 
or treated vegetation ApphcaLion must be made at least 30 days prior to planting any crop not listed on 
this labol. Refer to each \r,dividual tank-mix product label for rastrictJons and precautions; use according 
to the most restriclive precautionary statements for oac:h product in tho tank mixture. 

9.6 Horbs and Spices 

LABELED CROPS: Allspice , AogoUca, Star an'58, Annatto (seed), Salm, Basil , Borage, BurnoL 
Camomilo, Caper buds, Caraway, Blaci< caraway, Cardamom. Cassia bart<, CaSS1a buds, Catnip, Celery 
seed, Chervil (dried), Chive, Chinese chive, Cinnamon, Clary, Clove buds, Coriander loaf (cilantro or 
chinose parsley), Coriander seed (cilanlro}, Coslmary. Culantro (loaf). Culantro (seed), Cumin, Curry 
(lea!), 0111 (diltweed), Dill (seed), Epazote, Fennel seed (common and Floronce), Fenugrook, White ginger 
nowcr, Grains Of paradise, Horehound, Hyssop, Juniper berry, Lavender, Lemongrass, Lavage (leaf and 
seod). Mace, Marigold, Marjoram (inciudlng oregano}, Mexican oregano, Mioga flower, Mustard (seed), 
Nasturtium, Nulmog, Parsley (dried), Pennyroyal, Pepper (black and white), Popper leaves, Peppermint, 
Perilla, Poppy (seed), Rosemary, Rue, Saffron, Sago, Savory (summer and Winter), Spearmint. Stovia 
leaves, Sweet bay, Tansy, Tarragon. ThyrnEJ, Vanilfa, Vv1ntergreen, Woodruff, Wormwood 
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TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Section 9.0 plus Spat Treatment (Peppemunt and Spearmint 
Only), Wlpar Applicator (Peppermint and Spearmint Only) 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTIUCTIONS; Tols product CQ\Jld c:,uso c::'OP 1n1wy who/I a;,pllll<l p,lo: to 
transp!oll'Jng or dlreC1-,;eedlnlJ aops Intl> plastic mu!ch Romovo roS/4uat produe1 lrD111 lhc plastic pnor to 
planllng wilh a slng!e 0.5-lnai applic:ati0!1 of water. eilher by natu<al rainfall or 0y lrogailon. Ensure lhal 
ttio waSll wotor nu,hos c/t lho plMtlc mulch and does n<>I ontcr ltM.splonl h<>lcs. 

Spot Troatment, Wiper Applicator (Peppermint and Spo•rmlnt Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appliod as a spot traatment in peppermint or spearnnnt, or 
""or the top of pappcrm:nt ond spearmint wilt, a wiper applteator. Apply spot tm~!monl on a .spn,y-:o-wet 
basis usl1111 hand-MJd equipment, such as a bac:i<pack spmy<?t, pump-up press.ire sp<ayer, ~ t-.ar.dgun. 
nandwancl or ~ny other hond-Mld or motonzed spray equipmont used to dIrcs:i the spray :10Iuuon to a 
llmltea oroa. See addioor~ instruct.ions an the use of wjper appllCaiors in Illa "APPLICATION 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES' section of this label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Application may be repeated on lhB same area at 30-day onter,,als. 
AUov., at least 7 days botweon applicatlon and t,arvest For spot tr,oatment appllcatJe>n, do not treat more 
than \0 percent of the total field area to be harvested. Crop sprayed in the treated area will be killed 
Tako care not lo ~pray er allow spray to drift outside tho target area In order to avoid ur,wanted crop 
destruction. With ,wipor ~pplt'cotion. droplets, mist. foam or s~otlor of tt,e hotb4c;ido solution on~o desirable 
vegetation may result In discoloration, stunting, or destruction. 

9. 7 OIi Sood Crops 

LABEL:O CROPS; 8orago. Bi.I ala gourd (scod), Canola, Crambe. Flax, Jojoba, Lesquorolla, 
Mea<klw1oam. M~tllnl (sood), Rape, Saffl0WOr. So:;orno, Sunnowor 

For uso direct.ions w ith Roundup Ready canola, see the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS' section of this 
label. 

TYPES OF Af'PLICATION: Those listed in Sad.ion 9 0 plus Preharvest (Safflower and Sunflower only) 

USE INSTFllJOT.ONS: RcfQr to tho following table for maxfmum app!k;ation ro10s of this product for uso 
in cenalo. safflower and sunfiower. Soo tho "PRODUCT INFORMATION" se<:!lo or s ll)t)o/ for mere 
information on Maximum Application Rates. 

Maximum Appllcatlon Rates 

Canola 

Combined total for all preemorgonca and stiielded I 
sprayer applicabOns 

2 quarts por acre 

Safflower 

Combined total far all praemergence and shielded I 3 quarts per acre 
sprayer applications 

Prehsrvest applicaUon I 3 quarts per acre 

SUnf\ower 

Combined total for all preemergence and shielded 

I , quart per acre 
sprayer appUcations 

Preharvcst application I 1 quart per sere 1 
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Prcplant, At-Planting, Precmcrgcnce 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, dunng or a!lor planting ad se.."'li crops listed ln 
ll'IJs section. Observe tho maximum oppilCA!ion rates for canoia, ""11tcwer and sun!Jowor t.stod al tho 
beginning of this sed;ion. 

TANK MIXTURES: For ounflcwars, a tank mixwro wlll'I pondlmollUllon may be applied betoro, during or 
after plantlng Into conventionally llad so,1, a cover c:rnp. ostablishoo soo or previous crop rcstdue. 

Solectivo Equlpmont 

USE INSTRUCTIONS; This pl001l<:l rnny be appl..C using a w,por ilJlplfca;o,- er 511leJd.eO sprayer ln
be!\vecn tho rows = o crop ostabl!shoo. Seo ~dd,Uanal Jns-oNCbans on tno uso or wiper 
applicators an(l hocdoe ::pr,,yors In 0 "APPIJCATION EO.UIPM£N AND TECHNIQUES- sod.Ion or this 
!ob<ll. ObsOM! the maximum application rates for canola, safflower and sunfiowor listed at the beginning 
al tl]is soc:11an. 

Pnitiarvnt (Safflower and Sunflower Only} 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product provldos wee<! control OS O l>llrvost a,d wlton eppr.ea la ;, 
pltys(cloglcally man,re acp cl safflcwo,- and sunnc:wor pnar to harvest. For salflowor. nµpty a maxlrr,um 
01 l quons er this p,odUd when """" has Iost Its opaque ChatGctat, appr0JOmn1CJy 20 10 ~o cays anor tho 
cr.d al n0'.-o:tng oJ tho soco<>O':iry bran&..., For sumiawcr. apply • m<))Qmutn of , quan or :his ptoau<:1 
whon tho bad<s<= or sunflower noaos ore yotlow an<1 bn!cls are lllming brown, o,id sl!Od molslllro 
oonlent is less than 35 percent 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 7 days between treatment and harvest or 
lIvestccK foeding. Application must be made al least 30 days prior to planting any crop not listed on this 
label. 

Post4"1arvcst 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for weed oontrol after harvest of cil seed craps. 
Higr.or ra1os may be r,aquIred far r:o,,tro! or la1'Qe woods that were growing in tho crop at the time of 
horvost. Tonk miXtures with 2,4-D or <!.c.imlla may 1>e Yse<I. 

PRECAlITiONS, RESTRICTIONS: law o minimum of 7 days botwoen lm;Jlment and llarvest or re¢ing 
al lfe310<! wg,,taUon. Appi cations must llO mado at least 30 days-pnor ia planting any ctOP not lio:od on 
this label 

9.8 Soyboan 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Thoso listed ,n Section 9 .0, plus Spot Treatment, Selective Equipment 
ProMr,,ost 

For use direciiOllS wltll ROUndup Roady soybean. and Roundup Ready 2 Yield soybean. soo the 
"ROUNDUP READY CROPS' sedion oftt,is label. 

Propl,nt, At-Planting. Proemergence 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied alone or In a tank mixture before. dunng or a~or 
planting soyboan , but prior to crop emergence 

TANK MIXTURES: This producl may be t"'1k-mixed with tho following products. Ensuro tt>at tho specific 
product being used is labeled ror appllcation pnor to planting or Ille emergence of soybean. Read and 
follow label dirochons ror all products in 111e lank m,xture. Apply these tank mixtures in 1 Oto 20 gallons cf 
water per acre 



INTRRO, Micro.Tech. PARRLAY. Aim, Assure II, Authonly First, Authority MlZ, Axiom, Blanket, 
Boundary, Canopy, Classie, Cobra, Command, Command Xtra, Domain, Dual MAGNUM. Dual II 
MAGNUM. FlrstRate, flexstar, Frontier. Fusion, Gangster. Gauntlet, Lexone, L1nex. linuron1 

Lorox., Lorox Plus, matolaehlor, s.-metolachfor, Me-Too-Lachlor. Outlook, Pendlmax, 
pendimethalin, Pursuit, Pursuit Plus 1 Python, Reflex. Resource, Scepter, Serect, Select MAX, 
Sencor. Spartan, Squadron, Steel, Trefian, Valor, Valor Xl T, 2,4-0 
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For tough-to-control annual weeds suet, as fall panicum. b.amyardgrass. cr.abgrass, shattercane and 
broadleaf slgnalgrass up to 2 inches tall. and Pennsylvania smartwoed up la 6 inches !all. apply this 
product at 2 pints per acre in those tank mixtures. For olher labeled annual weeds, apply 1.5 to 2 pints of 
this product per acre when weeds are Jess th1:1n 6 inchos tall, and 2 to 3 pints per- acre wl'len weeds are 
ovor 6 inches tall. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Refer lo individual tank•mix product label for restrictions and 
precautions; use according lo the mast restrictive precautiooary statements for ead7 product in the tanl< 
mixture. 

Spot Treatment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied as a spot treatment prior to initial pod set in soybean, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not treat more than 10 percent of lhe total (leld area ta be 
harvested. Crop sprayed in treated area will be killed. Take cara not ta spray or allow spray to drift 
outside the target area to avoid unwantsd crop d0struction. 

Selective Equipment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied In soybean using a shielded applicator, hooded 
sprayer, wiper applicator or sponge b.ar. See additional instructions oo the use of selectlvo equipment in 
!ho "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of this label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow at least 7 days belwaan application and harvest 

Preh.arvest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product mey be applied to soybean prior to har-.ost alter pods have set and 
lost all gree,, color. Apply al rates given in the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "PERENNIAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION". Take care lo avoid e><Cessive seed shatter loss due to ground application 
equipment 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not apply more than 5 quarts or this product per acre ror 
prehaivest application. Do not apply more than 2 quarts of this product per acre by air. Allow a minimum 
of 7 days between application and harvest er soybeans. If the preharvest applicabon rate is greater \han , 
quart per acre, do not graze or har-.ost treated hay or roddar for livestock food within 25 days of 
application. If the application rate is 1 quart per a:cre or less, the grazing restriction 1s reduced to 14 days 
arter application. Proharvest application on soybean grown for seed could result in a reduction in 
germination or vigor. Buyer and all U-Sers are respo!lSible for ar,y and all loss or damage in connection 
with tho pre/larvest use of this product on soybean grown ror seed. 

9.9 Suga~ano 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those !isled in Section 9.0 plus Spot Treatment. Sugarcano Ripening 

Preptan~ At-Plnntlng, Proemergenco 

USE INSTRUCnONS: This product may be applied in or around sugarcane fields, or 1n fieKls prior to the 
omergonce or plant cane 

-. 
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PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do no\ apply to vegetation in or around ditches, canals or ponds 
containing water to be used for irrigation. 

Spot Trcatmont 

USE INSTRUCTIONS; This product may be applied as e spat treatment in sugarcane. For control of 
volunteer or diseased sugarcane, apply a 1-percont solution of this product in water uslng a spray-to-wet 
technique. Best results are obtained on volunteer or diseased sugarcane with at least 7 new leaves. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Avoid spray contact with healthy sugarcane plants as severe damage 
or destruction may resul t Do not foed or graze treated sugarcane foliage following application. 

FaUow Treatment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used as a replacement for tillage in fields that are lying fallow 
between sugarcane crops. This product may also be used lo remove the last stubble of rataon cane. Far 
romovol or last stubble or ratoon cane. apply 4 lo 5 quarts of this product ,n 10 ta 40 gallons or water per 
aero ta new growth having at least 7 now leaves, Allow 7 or more days afler applica\ion before Ullage. 
Aerial application of up to 3. quarts per acre may be made in fallow sites whem there is sufficient buffer to 
prevent drift onto adjacranl crops. Tank mixtures with 2,4-D and dlcamba may be used Ensure that the 
specific product being used is labeled !or these applications in sugarcane. Read and follow label 
directions of all products in the tank mixture 

Hooded Sprayor 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied using a hooded sprayerforweed control in•between 
rows o1 sugarcane. See additional instructions on the use of hooded sprayers in the '1APPUCATION 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section or this labol 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not allow treated weeds to come into contact with the crop. 
Oroplots, mist. roam or splatter of the hertlieide solution settling on the crop may result in discoloration, 
stunting or destruction Such damage shall be tflo sate responsibility of the applicator 

Sugarcaoo Riptming 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product is a faliar•applled plant growth regulator 10 hasten ripening and 
increase the level of sucrose in sugarcane. lt 1s affective in botl'l lcw and high~tonnage suga~na. 

When applied as directed under the conditions described, this product will hasten npening and extend the 
period of high sucrose Jave! in sugarcane. 

A'J a result of leaf desiccation, improved: trash burn can be expected. 

Most or the sucrose incraaso is concentrated in the top nodes of the treated cane stalk. To maximize 
sugar recovery where topping is practiced at har-.cst, top at tho base or the fourth leaf. 

Prior to application, consult your state sugarcane authority or local Winfield Solutions. LLC representative 
regarding the degree or sucrose response anticipated !rom the variety of sugarcane lo be treated 

Application Rates: Use the following application rates and timing inslructions according to tne State in 
which the sugarcane is grown. 

NOTE: Use tho higher rate within the given range when troat,ng sugarcane under adverso ripening 
conditions orwhan loss responsive varieties are to be treated. 

FLORIDA-Apply 7 ta , 6 fluid ounces of this product per acre 3 to 5 weei<s be!ore harvast of LAST 
RATOON CANE ONLY 

HAWAII-Apply 12 to 28 fluid ounces or this product per acre 4 ta 1 a wcoi<s before harvest. 
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LOUISIANA-Apply 5 to 16 fluid ounces of this prcdud per acre 3 to 7 weeks be!ora harvest of RA TOON 
CANE ONLY. 

PUERTO RlCo-Apply 7 fluid ounces of this produd per acre 3 to 5 week> before harvest of RA TOON 
CANE ONLY. 

TEXAS-Apply 7 lo 16 fluid ounC1Js or tnl• product per acca 3 to 5 wooks before harvest of RA TOON 
CANE ONLY. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Application of this produa may initiate development of shooting eyes, 
This product may not increase the sucrose content of sugarcane under conditions or goad natural 
ripening. Within 2 to 3 weeks after application. this proaucl may produca a slight yellowing to a 
pronounced browning and drying of loavos, and a shortening of uppor lnternodes. Spindle death may 
oa:ur. 

Rainfall wiihJn 6 hours Sl'tor applicalion may roduco etfod.ivanoss. 

Application to sugan:ano grown for seed could rosult in a reduction in gerrninaUon or vigor. Buyer and all 
users ara responsible for any and atl loss or damage (n connection with tho proharvest use of this product 
on sugarcane grown for seod 

Do not feed or graze treated sugarcane forage forlowing application, Do not plant subsequent crops In 
treated fiolds cthar than tho following for 30 days after application: alfalfa or other forage legumes. becms 
(an types). corn (all types). cotton. melons (all types), pasture grasses, peanuts, potaloes (Irish or swoot). 
sorghum (milo), soybeans, S(luasll (all types) or wheat 

Do not apply for enhancad ripening to any crops other then sugarcane. Use of this produel in any 
manno.r not consistont with this label may result in in1ury to persons, animals or crops, er other 
unln\ended consequences. 

9.10 Vcgotablc C:rops 

NOTE: THIS 'VEGETABLE CROPS" SECTION GIVES DIRECTIONS THAT APPLY TO ALL 
VEGETABLE CROPS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY IN THE SECTIONS THAT FOLLOW. SEE THE 
INDIVIDUAL CROP SECTIONS FOR SPECIFIC USE INSTRUCTIONS, PREHARVEST INTERVALS, 
PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: ChemJcal Fallow, Preplant Fallow Beds, Preplant, At-Plantlng, 
PraemergenC1J, Prior to Transplanting Vegetables, Hooded Sprayer in Row Middles, Shielde<J Sprayer in 
Row Middles, Wiper Applicalor in Row Middles, Po51-Haniest 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: This product could cause crop injury wnen applied prior to 
transplanting or direct-seeding crops irito plastic mulch. Remove product re,ldues from lhe plastic prior lo 
planting with a single 0.5-incn application of water , either by natural rainfall or by irrigation, Ensure tnat 
the wash weter flushes off the plastic mulch and does not enter transplant holes. Application or this 
producl at crop omergencc will result in injury or dGalh 1o emerged seedlings. 

Avoid contact or this hort>icide with foliage, graon shoots or stems, bark, exposed roots (including those 
emerging from plastic muleh). or fruit of crops, as severe crop injury or dostruction may result V'vl1on 
making a preemergence or at.planting applicatlon. the application must be made bafon1 crop emergence 
to avoid severe crop injury. Apply before soed germination ln coarse sandy soils to further minimize tho 
nsk of crop injury. ln crops with vines, make t,ooded sprayer, shielded sprayer and wiper applicator 
uoatments In row middles prior 10 vine development, othorwls.e savere crop fnjury or destruction may 
result Unless otnerwise specified on this label, treatment with seleclive equipment including wiper 
applicate~ or hooded sprayers must bo rna<:lc at least 14 days pnor to harvest Post.Harvest or fallow 
application must be made al least 30 days prior to planting any aop not 1,s1ed on tnis label, Seo additional 
use instructions in the "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES• soction of this label 
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9.10,1 Brasslca Vcgctoblcs 

LASELEO CROPS: Broccoli, Ctlif1"Se broc=l1 (gai lo~) , Bracccli raab (raplm), Brusseis sprouts, 
Cal>bll,c, Cninose cal>bage (bok chl:y), Cnlr,ose cabl)oge (napa), Chinese mustard cabllllgo (gai 
choy). Cauliflower, Cevalo broccolo. Collards, Kale. Kohlrabi. Mizuna, Mustard greens, MuS\ard 
spinach, Rape greens 

9.10,2 Bulb Vcgclablos 

LABELED CROPS: Garlic, Graat-headed garlic, Leek, Onion (dry bulb end green). Welsh onion, 
Shallot 

9.10.3 Cucurblt Vegctabtos and Fruits 

lABEl.ED CROPS; Chayo:o (fruit), Chinese wa,cgoufd (C/llneso preserving melon), Cllll>n melon, 
Cuc,mbor, Ghotl<fn. Edil>kl gC\Jrll (mc!u~es r,yotan. = · hcchlrn.i, Chinnso Oi<ra). ,....,,ens (all), 
~ spp (includos balsam apple, bo!Sam pcur. bi11ormelon, ChJl'Oso cucumber) , MuSkmcJon 
{includes canlaloupc, casaba, erenshaw molon, golden pershaw melon. honeydew melon1 honey ba ll 
molon, mango melon. Persian mo!on, pineapp1o molon, Sarita Claus melon, snake moton), Pumpl(:;n, 
Summer squash (inciudes crcol<ncd< squa.sl), scallop squash, sJrrughtnecl< squash, vegetable 
marrow, zucchjnl), Winter squash (lnch.1des buttemut squash, calabaza, hubbard squasti, acorn 
squash, spaghetti squash). Watermelon 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For cantaloupe, casaba melon, crenshaw melon, cucumber, 
gherl<ln, gourqs, honeydew melon, honoy ball melon, maogo melon. melons (all), muslonelon, 
Persian melon, pumpl<in, squash (summer, wlntor) , and wa\ermolon, allow at least 3 days botwcon 
application and planting. 

9.10.4 Loury Vogotables 

LABELED CROPS: Amaranth (CMinese spinach), Arugula (roquette), Boot groans. Cerdoon, Celery, 
Chinese celery, Celtuce. cnaya, Chervil, Edibla-leavad clJrysanthomum, Garland chrysanthemum, 
Corn salad, Crass (gar<len and upland), Dandelion, Dock (sorrel), Dokudaml, Endive (escarole), 
Florance fanncl 1 Gow kec, lottuce (head and leaf), Oradi, Parsley, Purstane (garden and winter), 
Radicchlo (red chicory), Rhubarb, Spinach, Now Zealand spinach, Vine spinach, Swiss chard, 
Watorcress (upland), Water spinach 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For watercress, avoid applicatiOn within 3 days prior to seeding 
and during the period between seeding and emergence to minimize the risk of crop iniury 

9.10.5 Fruiting Vegetables 

LABELED CROPS: Eggplant, Groundcherry (P~ysafi§ spp), Pepino, Pepper (includes bell pepper, 
chiti popper, c:ooking popper. pimento, sweet popper}. Tomatillo, Tomato 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For eggplant, ground cherry, popper (all), and tomabllo, allow at 
least 3 days betwoon tipplication and planting. Fe>r tomato and tomatillos grown en sandy soil. do not 
apply using hooded sprayer, shielded sprayer or wiper applicator in row middles becau$0 or the 
potentlal for crop Injury. 

9.10.5 Lcguma Vogetoblas (Succulent or Dried) 

LABELED CROPS: Boan ~ includes grain lup,n, sweet lupin, wnile lupin, and white sweet 
lupin), Bean (Phaseqlus: mcfudes 1leld bean, .kJd.ney bean, lima bean, navy bean, pinto bean, runner 
bean. snap bean, tepary boan, wax bean), Sean CVigns: lncludos adzuki bean, asparagus bea~. 
blackey0d pea, catjang, Chinese lcngbean, cow-pea, crowder pea, molh t>ean1 mung bean, nee bean, 
southern pea, urn bean, yardlong bean), Broad boan (lava), Chickpea (garbanzo). Guar, Jackbean, 
Lablab bean , Lonlil , Pea (Pisum: incluoos dwarf pea, edibla-poddad poa, English pea, field pea, 
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garden pea, green pea, snowpea. sugar snap pea). Pigeon pea, Soybean (immature seed), Sword 
bean 

Spot Tn,atmont (Dry Bean,s, Poa,s, Lontll,s and Chlckpoa,s Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied as a spot treatment lo control troublesome 
weeds such as Canada U,islle, quackgrass, mayweed (dog fennel). and mil~weed in C!ry t,eans, peas. 
lentils and chickpeas, Apply up to 1 quart of this product per acre in dry beans, or up to 3 quarts per 
acre In ary peas, lenUls and chiclcpeas, in 10 lo 20 gallons of water using ground application 
equipment, or use a 2-percent soluUon in a hand-held sprayer. For best results, apply al or beyond 
the bud stage of grawtti. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Apply al least 7 days before harvest Only one application may 
be made per year. Do not combine spot troatment wlth a praharvost broadcast spray on tho same 
crop area . Observe at least a 30-<lay plant-back interval between treatment and replanting of any 
crop not listed. on this label. De not feed treated vtr,es and hay to livestock. Do not troat COW'pcas or 
field (feed) peas, since these crops are considered to bo grown as JivesloCI< feed. Crop sprayed in the 
treated area will be killed. Take care not to spray or aHow spray to drift outside targtJt aroa in otdor to 
avoid unwanted crop destruction. 

Pn,harvnst (Dry Beans, PVils, Lentlls and Chickpeas Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied over tho top of dry beans, peas, lenms and 
chickpeas prior to harvest Apply up to 1 quart of tn.is product per acre in dry beans, or up ta 3 quarts 
per acre in dry peas, lentils, and chici<peas, in 3 to 20 gallons of water per aero at tho hard dough 
stage of the legume seed (30 percent grain moisture or loss), 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICnONS: Apply at laas1 7 days prior to t,an,est, Only one preharvesl 
applcatlon may be made per year. Do not combine a pronarvest spray with spot treatment on the 
same crop area. Observe at least a 30-<lay plant-baCI< interval between treatment and replanting or 
any crop not listed on this tabeL Do not reed treated vines and hay to 1ivestocl<a Preharvest application 
on legumes grown for seed could result in a reduction in germination or vigor. Buyer and all users are 
responsible for any and all loss or damage in oonnoction with the prettarvest use or this product on 
legumes grown for seed. Do not \rea\ cowpeas or field (feed) peas, since these crops are considered 
to be grown as livestock feed. 

9,10,7 Root and TuberVogotablos 

LABELED CROPS: Arracacha, Arrowroot, Chinese artichoke, Jerusalem artichoke, Beet (garoen), 
Buraock, Canna, Carrel, Cassava (0itter and sweet), Caleriac, Chayote (root), Chervil {turnip-rooted), 
Chicory, Chula, Dasheen (taro), Gelangal, Ginger, G<nseng, Horseradish, Leron, Kava (turnip
rooted), Paraley (tufnip-rooled), Parsnip, Potato, Radish, Oriental radish, Rutabaga, Salsify, Blacl< 
salsify, Spanish salsify, Skirret, Sweet potato, Tanior, Turmeric, Turnip, Wasabi, Yacon, Yam bean, 
True yam 

Directed Application [Non-Bearing Ginseng Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for weed control in established non-bearing 
ginseng, Application may be made with boom equipment, CDA, a shielded sprayer, a wiper 
applicator, a hand-held or backpack wand, lanoa, or orchard gun. Sea additior,al use instructions ior 
seloct1ve equipment in tho "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section Oflhis label, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: AppUcetion must be mado at loast one year prior lo harvest 
Control the appliea.Uon so l1S not to allow any contact or this product with the ginseng plant. Droplets, 
mist, foam or splatter of the herbicide solution sattling onto desirable vegetation may result ill 
discoloration, stunting or destruction. 

Wiper Applicator [Rutabagas Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: A w,per app~ca1or may be used over the lop or rutabagas for lhe control of tall 
woeds Soo uad,t,ansl YSC Instructions for wiper applicators in the "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND 
TECHNIQUES" section of this label 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow at least 14 days between appUcation and harvest of 
rutabagas Droplets. mist. roam or splattor of tho herbicide solution settling onto doskable vegetation 
rnay resutt in d1sc:oloration, stunting ordastrt.,ctian~ 

S.11 Mlsccllancous Crc,ps 

LABELED CROPS: Aloe vera, Asparagus. Bamboo shoots, Globe artichoke, OKra, Peanut (ground nut), 
Pineapple, Strawberry, Sugar boat 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Section S,O plus Weed Control. Sile Preparation, Spot 
Treatment (Asparagus) 

for use directions with Roundup Ready sugar boot. see the ''ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of this 
label. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: Avoid contact or this product with foliage, green shoots or stems, 
bark, exposed roots (includlng those emerging from plastic. mulct,), or frult cf crops. as severe crop injury 
or destrucbon may result. When making preemergence and at-planting applications, appl1cat1on must be 
mad0 before crop emergence to avoid severe crop injury Apply before seod germination fn coarse sandy 
soils to further minimize the -risk. of crop injury. J-n craps with vines, make t,ooded sptayar. shielded 
sprayer and wiper applicator treatments in. row middlCIS prior to vine de\lelopment. othel'W1se severe injury 
or dastructiori may result Unless otherw-lse specified ln this procJuci's labeling, treatment using soloctivo 
oquipme.n.t including wiper applicators and hooded sprayers must be made at least 14 days prior to 
harvest Post-harvest or fallow .apphcatioris rnust be made al least 30 day~ prior to planting any crop not 
listed on this label, See additional information in the "APPLICATION EOUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" 
section of this label. 

Weed Control, Site Preparation 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appl;ed tar woad control or for site preparation prior to 
planting or transplanting crops listed 1n this section. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: This product could cause crop injury wt,on applied pnor to 
transplanting or direct-seeding crops into plastic mulch, Remove residues or this product from the plastic 
prior to planting with a single 0.5-inch application of water, either by natural rainfall or by irrigation. Ensure 
that the wasn water flushes off tho plastic mulch and docs not ontor lr.i~plnn: holes Allow at least 21 
days between residue removal ana transplanting. Appllcallon of this pm dut:t 41 crop omo,ga/\Co will result 
in injury or death 1c emerged seedlings. 

Do not appty within a week be-1ore the first asparagus spears emerge Do not feed or graz-e troated 
pineapple forage following application. 

Spot Troatmoot (Asparagus) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This produd may be applied immediately after cutting, but prior to the emergence 
of new spears 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not !real more than 1D percent of the total field area to be 
harvested. Do not harvest within S days of treatment. 
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Post-tfarvo.rt (Asparagus) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS; This product may be applied for weed control after the last harvest and all spears 
tiavQ been romovoo. If spears are allowed to ro-grow, dcioy applicaUon until oms ~ave devo!Opod and 
mako Ille appllca!lon as a dlreded or shielded spray in order to avoid contllc( of Ille spray wit(> lams, 
stems or spears. See ad(litional use instructions in the 'APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND 
TECHNIQUES" SCCtiOn oftnis label, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Direct contact or the spray with asparagus may result In serious crop 
,n;ury. 

10.0 TREE, VINE,ANO SHRUB CROPS 

NOTE: THIS SECTION GIVES DIRECTIONS THAT APPLY TO ALL TREE, VINE, AND SHRUB CROPS 
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY IN THE SECTIONS THAT FOLLOW. SEE THE INDIVIDUAL CROP 
SECTIONS FOR SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS, PREHARVEST INTERVALS, PRECAUTIONS ANO 
RESTRICTIONS. 

TYPES OF APP ICATION: Propl3m (slto prop;,ra~on) Broa<Jca•t Sprays, Wood ComtOI. M"'dlos (111• 
betweon raws of trocs. v:nos or b<lshes). Strips (within rcw, of vces, vinos or buSilos) , Solocwo 
Equlpmonl (st1!eldod spray=, w,por · a1ppl1cntors), Dir=<! Spmy. Spo1 Trca1menl. PoronnlDI Gras, 
Suppression, Cul Stump 

This product may be appliod using boom spray equlpmoni CDA, e shielded sp:,iycr, a wiper app:IC<ltor, a 
hahd-!1eld or backpati< wand, lanco, or orchard gun, unless prohibited in the specific crop scctiO/\S lhat 
fotlow. 

USE INSTRUCTIO, S: Tliis produd may be appWod In m r.ldles (in•bolwoen rows al trees or vino,s), slnps 
(within rows al troos or v,nos), O/ld for wec,r,1 control or po:"'1nial Q!u SS suppression ,n establlshoc! UOl! 
ft\ll t an<I nut grovos. orcnar'1s. ben'los, :atld vlnoyaros. II mny also bc us0<1 for site prap~ra!lon poor to 
p1an~n9 or traMpfanll!'g those aops. Apply 1 pint to 5 qua~ por oao accort!ing to IM "ANNUAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION' and "PERENNIAL WEEDS RA SECTION" o! s label. Use !ho t::ghor rotes 
!n tho given rungo whon W®ds ore strosse<3, growing 111 den,,o papu!ctocns or sro orc.itor ;han 12 ,nc::i,~ 
tall. Rc,pent appllcatKlns may be made uP to a maximum of 10.6 quaru por acre par yoor. Soo tho 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section of this label for m0<e infom,a'aon on Maximum Appllcotion Rates. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Use extreme care to avoid contact or this hertllcido solution, spray, 
drift or misl wlth foliage or green bark o1' trunk, branches, suCk;ers, fruit or oth1:1r parts of treas, canes and 
v nos. AlrOla appr.catlon wtton <C!:Ont pruning wcund.S ct olho ll'W::hillUcal o,jwy hes -ca:urrcd. Conta<:: cf 
tlus proc!U<:I wrlll othor than maluted Drown bM< can ro!>Ult in sancus ctop damogc or dr:ISUUclion. O/\ly 
5/tlo!r.led Of dllCcted ,prayors 010)' bO used In C'QPS wrth potential f04' crop conuo=, and then onty whoro 
!horo Is wfffclen: dearanai, Fo, app! ca:oon in Slllps (witlll/1 ICW$ ot tree~). only uso :;o!cctlvc oqulpmont 
(dired!?<l spray, hoodeo sprayer, sh cled sprayer. or wlFllr appll<:3iOI) on on:ICI 10 ml mlze lho potential 
o, oYe(Spray or drill of this p,odu~ onto I.he agp. For t>erTy o.>os, hOOdea or shield"" spray01's must bo 

M iy == 1nC!i..'1ing top, sides, front ana Dael<. Only wiper applica1ors or shoo!ood sprayer., capabto o: 
provcr11lng oil contlcl with :he crop may ba usea. Seo add'<tlonal lnsl/\/ctlcns and proc111tfons I t~ 
'APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of lhis label. 

Allow a minimum of3 days between application and transplanting. 

Middles (In.between rows) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS; This product wrll ccntrol or SlJ!'pteSS annual and poreru,,at ••:e<!ds and ground 
ccvers growing ln-botweon ,aws of tree and vtrio aops lostad on lhls talxl~ if w""ds are under droUJlM 
,tress, Irrigate prior to nppficalion. Rc-duoad weed conttol may result rr weeds tiavo bO<!n reconey mOWC<l 
at lhn time of applicalion. 
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TANK MIXTURES: A tank mlxturo of this product ..;th Goal 2Xl may be appliod far annual weed control 
ln-botwoeri rows (middles) of citrus aops, treo rruits, troe nuts and Vlne crops when weeds arn s1rossoo 
0< growlflg ,r, da11SC pcpUlaUons. AppllcaU0<1 of 1610 32 ~uld oupeosol this produapar aero pfllS 3 t.o ,i 
fluid ovru:,,s or Goal 2XL per a:ra w,U cootrol annual wcods witll a maxfmum he,9h1 er 1eng111 ot 6 lndi<!s, 
lndudlng ctat>gross. common groundscl, Jonglotioa, common lamb.sq<lartors, rcdroot jl!gw~ LGltdOtl 
rocko:. common ryegiass. :s~opr-ten:fs-purso. aMual sowtrnsire. mamo (supprosslon}, 
hcm:owoOdlmarostail (Conyza CD,nadan:.is), SllngJng noiuo c,,d common i><'rslano (suppcc ... ,0.1). Tl'l,s 
lank rn .. Ma w'll also eo<1t/DI common chCOSCIVIM>d (ma:v,,J or hrury M;ibor,c (Con~ oononon:,ts) wiln a 
maximum nc;gnr er fcnglll or 3 lncnos Read and follow au lobctts and diroc:roos ro, .~ 01-. all pioo= 
bmng u>Od in Illa tonk mixturo. 

This product may also bo applied to row middles in tank mixtures with the following products. Ensuro lhat 
the specir,c product be,ng used i• labeled for application to the crop lo be treated Road and follow label 
dirociions of all products in !he tank mixturo_ 

Oevrinol SO·OF, Oirex 4L. Goal 2XL, Karrnox Df, Karrnex II DF. pendimethalln, Pnncep Caliber 
90, Slmazino 4l, Simazino BOW, Sim-Trol 4L, Solicam DF, Surflan AS, Sur11an 75W 

Str1ps (within rowsf 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be applied within rows of tree or vme c,ops ,n tank mixluros with tho 
following products. Ensure that the specific product being used is labeled for this use and with the crop 
being grown. Read and foHow label directions of all products in the tank mixture. 

oevnnol 50-OF, O1rox 4L, Goal 2XL. Karrnex OF, Kannex II OF, pendimeth~in. Princcp Caliber 
90, Slrnaz;ne 4L, s ,mazine 80W, Sim-Trol 4L, Soilc:am Df, Surtlan AS, Surtlan 75W 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not apply tnoso tank mixtures in Puerto Rico Rorer to tho 
individual tank-mjx product label fer restrictions and precautions; use according to the most restrictlvo 
precautionary statements for eaeh product in the tank m1xturo. 

Perennial Grass Suppression 

This product will suppress perennial grasses sucn as bah1agrass 1 tiermudagrass, tall rescuo, 
orchardgrass, Kentucky biuegrass, and quackgrass that are grown as ground covers in tree and vine 
crops. 

For suppression of tall fescua, fine fosrua, orchardgrass arid quack.grass, apply 8 fluid ounces cf this 
product in 1 a to 20 gallons of waler per acre. 

For suppression of Keritucky bluegrass covers, apply 6 fluid ounces of this product por acre Do net add 
ammonium sulfate, 

For bast rosults. maw cool-season grass covers in the spring to even their height and apply this product 3 
to 4 days after maw,r,g. 

For suppression of vegelaUve growth and SQer!Mad lnhiblUon of bahiagrass for approxlmaU!ly 45 d.JyS. 
apply 6 fiuid ounces of this proouct in , o to 25 gallons Ol water p,,r auo. Apply 1 to 2 woo>:s after luU 
green-up ot after mowing to a unlrorrn height of 3 to 4 Inches~ This application must be made prior 10 
seedhaad emergence. 

For suppression up to 120 days. apply 4 nuid ounces of this product per acre, followed by an application 
of 2 to 4 fiuid ounces per acre acost 45 days later. Make no more than 2 applications per year. 

Fo, burndown of llermudagrm,s, apply 1 to 2 quarto of this product in 3 to 20 gallons of water per acre. 
Uso this troatment only ii reduction of the bermudagrass stand can be tolerated. Whon bum<lown is 
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required prior tc harvest, apply at least 21 days prior to harvest to allow sufficient time for bumdown to 
occur. 

For suppression of bermudagrass. apply 6 to 15 fiuid ounces of this product per acre oust of the Roei<y 
Mountains and 16 fluid ounces of this product per aero wost of the Rocky Mountoins in a spray volumo or 
3 to 20 gallons per acre 1 110 sooner than 1 to 2 week:s anor full green-up If th& barrnl.Jdagrass Is mowed 
prior to appJlca~on. maintain a minimum of 3 Inches in height Sequential appllcaUons may be made 
when re1irowth o=irs and bermudagrass injury and stand reduction can be lateraled, East al th• Rocky 
Mountains, use 6 to 10 fluid ounces of this product per acre in shaded conditions or whom a lesser 
degree of suppression 1s desired. 

CUt Stump (Troe Crops) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: AppUcatian of this product to freshly cut tree stumps may b<l made during site 
preparation 0< site renovation prier to transplanting tree crops. This product will control re1it'O'Mh of cut 
stumps end re-sprouts of rnany typos of tree species, some cf which are listed below. 

~~: Calamondin. ChircnJa, Citron, Crtrus hybrids, Grapefruit, Kumquat, Lomen, Limo, 
Mandann (Tangerine). Orange (all), Pummelo, Tangelo (Ugli), Tango, 

F[Uil Trees: Apple, Apncot. Cherry (smet. sour), Crabappl", Loqual, MayMw, Nectarine, Olive, 
Peac/1, Pear, Plum/Prune (all), Quince 

Nut Trees: Almond. Beechnut Brazil nut, Butternut, Cashaw, Chestnut Chlnquapin, FIibert 
(ha%elnut), Hickory Nut, Macadamia, Pecan, Plstaehio, Walnut (black, English) 

Apply this product using suitable cquiprmmt to ensure coverage cf tho entire cambium. Cut trees or re
sprouts CIOSe to the soil sunace Apply a 50- to 100-percent solubOn of this product lo tno !rashly cut 
surface immediately after o..rtting. Delay~ in application can result in reduced performance. For best 
results, make application during periOds of active growttl and full leaf expansion. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: 00 NOT MAKE CUT STUMP APPUCATION WHEN THE ROOTS 
OF ADJACENT DESIRABLE TREES MAY BE GRAFTT.Cl TO THE ROOTS OF THE CUT STUMP 
INJURY RESULTING FROM ROOT GRAFTING MAY OCCUR IN ADJACENT TREES. Some sprouts, 
stems, or trees may shara the same root system. Adjacent traes having a similar age, height an<S spacing 
may signal shared roots. Whether grafted or shared, injury Is likely to occur to non-treated stems/trees 
when one or more trees st,anng common roots are treated. 

10.1 Berry Crops 

LABELED CROPS: Blackborry (including bingleberry, black satin berry, boysenberry, Cherokee 
Dlaci<llerry, clles!erberry, Cheyenne blackberry, coryoerry, darrowoerry. dewberry, Dirksen lliomlass 
berry, Hlmalayaberry, 11ullberry, juneberry, lavacaborry, lowberry, lucretiaberry, marionberry, nectartlerry, 
olallieberry, Oregon evergreer, berry, phenomemalberry, rangeberry, ravanberry, rossberry, Shawnee 
blackberry, and yO<Jn~bcrry), Blueberry, Cranberry, Currant. Elderberry, Gooseberry, Huckleberry, 
Loganberry, , Sale!. [Optional Crop: Raspberry (black, red)] 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: These !Isled in Section 10 0, plus Spat Treatment in Cranberry Production. 
Post-Harvest in Cranberry Production 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: To avoi4 damage. hortlieidc spray must not bo allowod to contact 
desirable vegetation, Including green shoots, canes, or foliage. Allow a minimum of 30 days betw--een last 
applicauon and harvest of cranberrtes. Allow a minimum of 14 days between last application and harvest 
of other boo)' crops. 
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Spot Troatmont in Cranberry Production 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Spot treatment may bo used to control weeds growing ,n dry ditcl1es (interior and 
perimater) of cranberry production areas A hand-held sprayer or other appropriate application equipment 
listad in the 'APPLICATION EQUIPMENT ANO TECHNIQUES" section of this label may be used. Drop 
watar levol lc rornovo standing water in dlteh&s prlor to app!lcatlcn. With a hand-held spray.or1 uso a 1 to 
2-percenl solution or this producl, and spray adequately lo wot the vagotalion only; do not spray lo the 
poinl of run-elf. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: To achieve maximum weed control in treatrnont of dry dilcllos alter 
water drawdown, allow 2 or mere days atte, treatment before reintrodLldlon of water. Apply this product 
within 1 day after drawdawn to ensute application to act,vely growing mods. Allow a minimum cf 30 days 
between last application and harvest or cranberries. Do not apply by air. Do not apply direCUy to water. 
Use nozzles \hat emit medium to Jarge-sizea droplets in order to minimize spray dnft and avoid crop 
injury. 

Post-Harvest Troatmants Ln Cranberry Production 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: AppllcaUon of tnis product may be made after the harvest or cranberries to control 
woods growing in t11e field Apply this product to vines that appear dormant (alter !hoy have lumod rod). 
Hand-heh:J sprayers, wiper applicator.;, er other appropriate application equipment listed in the 
'APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of lliis label may be used !or this use. With 
hand-held sprayers, use a O 5 lo 1-percent solullon cf this product and spray adequately to wel the 
vegetallon only; do not spray to tl1e point of run-off. With hand-held boom sprayers, apply 2 to 4 quarts of 
Ulis product per acre. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Apply this product only aflercranbemes have been harvested. Do not 
treat more than 10 percent of tho total bog. Allow a minimum or 6 monlhs between last applicallon and 
next harvost of cranberries. Oo not apply by air Do not apply directly 1o water. Evan though vines appear 
dormant, contact or the herbicide solution with desirable voga1at1on may resuft in damage or ~ovcro plant 
inju.y. Cranberry plants that are directly sprayed may b<o kilk>d. 

1D.2 Citrus 

LABELED CROPS: Calamondin. Chlronja, Citron. Citrus Hybtids. Grapefruit, Kumquat, Lernon. Lime, 
Mandarin (tangerine), Orange (all), Pummelo, Satsuma Mandarin, Tangelo (ugli), Tangor 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed ln Section 1 a.a 
PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum or 1 day between last application and narvest in 
citrus crops. For ctron groves. apply as a dirocted spray only, 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: The following use instructions pertain ta appllcaUon in Flonda and Texas only. 

for burndown or control of tt,e weeds hsted below. apply this product at the specified rate in 3 to 30 
gallons of water por acre. 1/Vhcre weed foliage is dense, use 10 to 30 gallons of wator per aero. 

For gcatweed , apply 2 to 3 quarts of this product in 20 to 30 gallons 01 water per acre when plants are 
actively growing. Use 2 quarts per acre whon plants aro less than 8 inches tall, and 3 quarts por acre 
when plants are greater U,an 8 lnd1es tall , If goatweed is greater than a inches tall. use or this prodlJct in 
a tank mixture with Krovar I or Karmox may improve wood control . Refer to the rndivldual product labels 
for a listing of specific crops, rates, geographic restrictions and precautionary statements~ 

Pcrennlal woads: 

S ;;; Suppression 

PC = Partial contra! 

B = Bumdown 

C = Control 



Cornerstone Plus RA TE PER ACRE 

WEED SPECIES 1 QT 20T 3QT 

Bermudagrass 6 PC 

Gulneagrass 

Texas and Florida Ridge B C C 
Florida Flatwoods B C 

Paragrass 8 C C 

Tol])edograss s PC 

10.3 MJ&coUaneous Tree Food Crops 

LABELED CROPS: Cactus {fn,iij and pads), Palm (heart, leaves), Palm (oil) 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Section 10.0 

10,4 Non.FDOd Troo Crops 

50T 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

LABELED CROPS: Pine, Poplar, Eucalyptus, Chrislmas trees, All other non-food tree crops 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those lisled in Soction10 0 
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NOTE: Unless 0111oiwiso directed, do not apply thlS product as an ovor-1111>-top broadcast spray In 
plantations or tretl aaps. 

Site propar.,tlon 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used for weed control prior to planting non-food tree crops. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Protect nor>-larget plants from being sprayed with this producl during 
silc prop~rnl!on applicoUoo. 

Olroc:tad Spray, Spot Treatment, Wiper Applicator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product m;;y bo 0'1iO<I as a post-<llroctod spray and s;,ol lremment o, opp!od 
with a wiper applicator around established poplar. oucalyptus. Chrl$tmas :rcos and clller non-food trco 
crops. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICT10NS: AvOid contact of spray, <!lift or mlsl d. U1Is product w1lll follago or 
s...on bark cl ootaOhshotl CMslmcs trCIOS ona c t1,or plno troos. Doslrablo pwnts may be protected from 
II><!. spray solution by uslllg sriJ01os or GO\/Onngs made or Impormcat110 m.otona 

1Q.~ Pomo Fruit 

LABELED CROPS: Apple, Crabapple, lOQU<ll, Mayhaw, Pear (indUding onental pear). Quince 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed in Sedlon 10 0 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum cf 1 day botwoon last application and harvest in 
po,no fruit crops. 

10.6 Stone Fruit 

LABELED CROPS; Ap~cot, Cherry (swoe~ tart), Nectarine, Oi,ve, Poactl, Plum/Prune (all types), Plumcot 

TYPES OF APPLICATION; Those listed in Section rn.o. For olive groves, apply only as a directed spray. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum cf 17 days between last applicabon and harvest In 
steno ftul crops 
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Remove suekers and low-hanging limbs at least 1 O days pnor to application. Avoid application near trees 
with rocont pruning wound:5- or other mociumic.al injury, Appl)I only near trees that have boen plantod m 
lhe orchard for 2 or more years USE EXTREME CARE TO ENSURE THAT NO PART OF THE PEACH 
TREE IS CONTACTED WITH OVERSPRAY OR DRIFT OF THIS PRODUCT. 

1D,7 Troo Nuts 

LABELED CROPS: Almond, Boochnut, 8otolnut, Bra>il nut, Buuomut, Cashew, C,.,str,~t. Chll>quapin, 
Coconut, Filbert (hazo1nut), Hlei<cry no', Macadamia, Pecan, Pino out. Pistnchlo, Walnut (b~k. Eo.gUsh) 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those listed io Section 10.0 

PRECAU IONS, RESTRICnONS; Allow a m'nlmum of 3 days beiween test application and harvest of 
Irco nuts. Cl<::cpl C:OCOOUl Allow 14 days botwccn application and haM>st ct CC<:Dnut 

10.8 Tropical and Subtroplc1I Trcos and Fruits 

LAB:LEO CROPS: AmlU!rOlla, Atemoya, Avoc;,OO, Banana, 6atba<l0$ cl\Orry (acarola). Binoa. Bllmbo, 
Broadln.ilt, Cacao (cocoa) 00an. Canlstol , Caraml>Ola (stnrfMl). C/IO!lrncya, Cof'"'e, Custl..S app!o, 
Datos, Ouri<111, FcljD<I, Figs. Govom0($ plum. Gu""8, IIO.'llO, lmllo, lmb<J. Jalxltlcn~•- Jac:ll!Mt. Cfl90M , 
Lydµto, Mamcy appl9, Mango, rwan~ostocn, Mam101lldcbox [gonlt>), Mountain pap:,ya. Noni (Indian 
M 10erry), Papoyo, Pawpaw, PlanIa1n, Pc~lmmon, PomogrnnalU, Put.sa,,, Ra.'1\DIJtan, Roso ap!)lo, 
S~podilla. Sapoto (black, mnmcy, wt,lto). Spanlsn ume, Sourscp, Si.,, app!o, Sugar apple, SU!inllm 
Cl>Crry. T.imarind.Teo 'Fi (CQO!S Gild Ica""1,),Wolxjam!>tJ 

TYPES OF APPLICAnON: Those listed in Section 10.0, and as aescribod below as a Bananacide 
(Bananas Only) 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTR ICTIONS. Allow o minimum 011 day !)(IIWOQ/l I'3S1 apPllcaIlon and 11:lrv<):at In 
~ooana. coif cc. guava. papaya. aria plantlln era;». Allow a inin,murn ol 1 A oays bc:woen lest application 
and harvOsl ror any oilier trcpu:al or sub110plca1 1/00 rutt I stoa. In CD!feo and banal)a, deloy appllcat,on 3 
months altar 1ranspla,,ur,9 10 31low lhe now coif cc or canana plant 10 l>C(IO/I\O c,stol>ILSJ-.ed. 

Bananacldc (Banana Only) 

USE INSTRUCTIO, S; This prod d, may oo 1J5qd to destroy banana plants 1nf<!Clod with the Banana 
Bunchy Top V[f\lS, as well es non-tnfoci!ld banana plants in ordor to establish disease freo buffers around 
plonu,oons, Romovo all ~ru,t fr<>m tno pi,,nts WIIhln tho tr""tmcnt orca pno, to trc:,tmcn~ Jnjo::,. 1/25 o o 
n.nd ounce l1 m,11,lltel) of this corn:entrnted produd (una,Mca) ror oval)' 2 to 3 lnche$ of pseudostam 
dl.imotor ol the bann,.., planL Mal<e tno mIe,;ton at least one loot above ti)• ~r<lllT\Cl, oxcapt l o< WJfY 
sina,1 pfonts. which can be "1)0cto~ vortfcatly Into I o top. Afr/ ,.,.i,,:equc,nl m-9,owtll musi al$<> be 
dcsiloyed. Moclll!nl<:0lly doslmy 011 planis a.n!l m ots (e< u,,1ts) ..;tn,n o ~-foot rudl~• 11roun<! o I1catco maL 

For c:>ntrol of tho Banana Bup::ny Top Vin.is. it is critica ttiat the growor follow a strict con1ral program 
involving monltonng for diseased pla/lts, spraying to contrDI the apllld voctor, and dcstru~ ~I all 
InIectod mats (or units). An lnfnaed plant may not shOw symptomz of the banana burtchy top virus for up 
to 125 day,, Cherefore it is crlUcal that the enUro mat (or unit) coi,rninlng tho dtSC3= plen\ be destroyed 
lmmodU:itCI)'~ 

PRECAUT!ONS, RESTRICTIONS. Co IIDt apply mote !Mn 0.5 nui<:I oun::o (15 mlllillt<:rs) of this p<oduct 
por ma\ (er unit), Romcvo a!I frul (rom plants a.~d mats (or units) prior to treotmof)t. Oo 1101 narvest ar,y 
fl\lll or PIOJ11 matc:,ats from treated mats (or ..,its) foCowlng :njociion. Do not allow livcs:OCI< to CC'UlJmo 
treated plant materials. Following transpi<Jnt of new banana plants into treated areas. allow plants to 
become established fer 3 months before applying this product for weed control. 

10.9 Vine Crops 

LABELED CROPS: Grapes (raisin, tabla , wino) Hops, Kiwi , Pass,on fruit 
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TYPES OF APPLICATION: Those lrsted in Section 10.0 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply this product for weed control only when green shoots, canes er foliage are 
riot in the spray zone. 

In the northeast and Great Lakes regions, apply this product in grape vInayards prior to the end of the 
bloom stage In order 10 avoid crap Injury, or apply using a shielded sprayer or wiper applicator. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 14 days b-n last application and harve,it or 
vine c.rops. Do not use selective equipment in kiwi. 

t1.0 PASTURE GRASSES, FORAGE LEGUMES AND RANGELANDS 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer to the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "PERENNIAL WEEDS 
RA TE SECTION" of this label for applicaficn rates of this product for specific weeds. When applied as 
d1rectod. this product wm control those annual and pcrenntal grasses and broadloaf weeds, Application 
rates specified en this label fer the ccntrcl cf tough weeds, or those speci~ed on separate supplemental 
labeling for this product. supersede rates listed in the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION'". "PERENNIAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "WOODY BRUSH AND TREES RATE SECTION'" of this label. Additional 
information on tile ccntrol of toug!l weods c.,n be found in Fact Sheets published for this product. 

11.1 Alfalfa, Clover, and Other Forage Legumes 

lABELED CROPS: AJfatfa, Clover1 Kenaf, Kudzu, Lespedeza, Leucaena, Lupin, Sainfoin, Trefoil, Veilveit 
bean. Vetch (all types) 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplant, Al-Planting, Preemergence, Spot Treatment, Wipor Applicator, 
Preharvest (except Kenar and Laucaena), Stand Removal 

For use directions with Roundup Ready alfalfa, soo the ' ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of lhis 
label. 

Preplant, .At.Planting, Preomorgenc:c, 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Tois product may be applloo before. during or after planting crops listed In this 
sedion, but prior to crop emergence 

PRECAUTIONS, Rl:STRICTIONS: Remove domestic llvestoci< before application. 

Spot Treatment, Wlpor Applicator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied as a spot treatment or over the top of crops listed in 
this section with a wiper applicator. See additional instructions on the use of wiper applicators in tho 
"APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of this label. Application may be r,,peated in 
tl'1e- same area at 30-day Intervals 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For spot treatment and use with a wiper applicator, apply In areas 
vvhere the movement of domestic livestock c.an be contralted. Rornove darneslic livestock berom 
application and wait 3 days after application before grazing livestock or harvesting. Do not treat more tt,an 
10 porcentofthe total field area at any one time. 

Proh.,..est [E:ri:c~pt Kenaf and Lnucanea), stand Removal 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appliod as a broadcast application prior lo tiarvesl {except in 
kenal and leucaena) in declining stands or any stand whore severe crop injury or destruction Is 
acceptable, or to remove established slands of any forage legumes listed in this secton. Application may 
be made at any ~me er the year 10 control annual and perennial woods. including quaci<grass, For contrc1 
of quackgrass, apply in the spnng, late summer or fall wtion quaci<grass is actively growing. Traatment 
for quacl<grass must be followed by deep tillage for complete ccntroL If the crop is ta be harvested or 
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grazed by livestocl<, usa up to a maximum or 2 quarts per acre in alfalfa and up to 3 pints per acre In all 
other leg1.,.1mes listed on this label For complete removal or established stands or dover, it may be 
necossary to use a higher application rate, as listed In tho "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" of this 
label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: This applicalion may destroy an alfalfa stand, and may severely 
injure or destroy other crops such as clover. Remove domestic liveslock before application. Make only 
ortc app!lcaUon to an existlng stand of crop par year. The treated crop and woods can be harvested and 
fed to livestock according to the application rates and ir,tervals defi!'led below. Fer application rates higher 
than those listed here, do not harvest for livestock feed or aUow li'lestock to graze on treated foltage 

Maximum Single Praharvest Minimum Interval Between 
Crop Application Rate Application and Harvest or 

(per acre) Uvestoc~ Grazing 

Alfalfa 2 quarts 36 hours 

All other legumes listed 3 pints 3 days 

Crops listed on this label may be planted into the treated area at any tjme: all other crops may be planted 
30 days attar apptical:ion. Preharvesl application on alfalfa grown for seed could result jn a reduction in 
germination or vigor. Buyer and all users are raspon:s:ible ror any and all loss or dam.age in connection 
wfth the protiarvest use of this produci on alfalfa grown. for seed. 

11.2 Cons~rv•llon Rcsorve Ptograrn (CRP) 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Renovation (Rotating Out o! CRP). Sito Proparabon, Poslomergencc Weed 
Control in Dormant CRP Grasses, Wiper Applicator 

Renovation [Rotating Out of CRPJ, Sito Proporatlon 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used to prepare CRP land tor crop production. Refer to 
Fodercil. state or local use guides for CRP rencvatkm information. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: Crops listed on th1s label may J:>e planted into the treated area at any 
time; all other crops may be planted 30 days after application. 

Postomcrgencc Weed Control ln Dormant CRP Grasses, Wiper Applicator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply this product to suppress competitivo growth and seed praductlon of 
undesirable vegetation on CRP land Application may be made using a wiper applicator to control tafl 
weeds or as a broadcast or SPQt treatment 10 dormant CRP grasses. For selective weed ccmrol using 
btoadcast spray eo,uipment. apply 12 to 16 fluid ow,oos or this product per acra in early spring before 
aesifabla CRP grasses, such as crested and tall wneatgrass, break dormancy and initiate groon growth 
Late fall application can be made after desirable perennial grasses havo reached dormancy 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Sorno stunting o( CRP perennial grasses wtll occur if broadcast 
application is made when plants are not dormant. Na waiting period is -required between application and 
grazing or har,esting 1or feed Do not apply more than 3 quarts of this product per acre per year onto 
CRP land, 

11,3 Gniss Snml Mid Sod Production 

LABELED CROPS: Any grass (Gramineaefamily), except Carn, Sorghum, Sugarcane and t~ose listed in 
the 'CEREAL ANO GRAIN CROPS' section of this label 
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TYPES OF APPLJCATION: Preplant, Al-Planting, Proamargance, Renovation, Removal or Established 
Stand, Sita Preparation, Shielded Sprayer. Wiper App licator, Spat Trailtment, Creating Rows ,n Annual 
Ryegrass 

Pn,plont. At-Planting, Preemergenca, Ronova\ion, Removal of Establlahod stand, Sita Prop.1rat!on 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: 1hls pro0uct controls most existing vegetation for purposes of renovating lurf or 
for.ago gross seed p10<1Udlon areas. or for ~l>lisnlng Mlgras.s grown for so<I. II moy bo usO<I to dcst,cy 
uooeslfllblo gm$$ vo~oUon w""'1 production fields arc convo<tD<I lo allomato s;,o::,os ct crops, Apply 
Def0<0. during. ot ar..or p!anUng. or or roncwaUan porposos. For maxlrru:m eonlflll of ox~hng vcgotaijon. 
dO!oy l)lanllng to dotonminc H ar,y ro.grow1h of "ndergrO<Jnd plant p3113 <>CelJt'S. Whore exis'Jng vcgotaboi, 
1s ~.,,ng unoo, ll'.O'NOd Ml managornoo apply U,is p<ac!uct otter omlUlng at ca~t ono ragutnr rncr,,nng 
to o.'Jow su!fidon: growlh for gooo tntcrc<>pliOn 0 1 u,o ~ori>~<10 spray, Wlloro "'F<l3l troatmonts a"' 
noaissa,y, sumcicn1 toiirOWIII must be a11a1r,ed prtor to app!lcauon. Forwnrin-senson grasses. •ueh ii$ 

bcm,udograss, 5'1mmor or faU appt,catlon 0f0Yl<ll>S Iha best control. Bro:i=st <><1uip,'!1on1 may tc uaod 10 
canb'ol sod remnants or other urnvanled vegetation alter sod Is harwsted. Application rates of up to 5 
quans per aero may be used to totally removo establist>od stands or tough to kill grass species. 

PRECAUTIONS, RE51RICTIONS: Do not disturb soil or underground plant parts before treatment 
Delay tlUage or renovation techniques, inciudlng vertical mowing, coring or Slicing, for 7 days after 
appllcatlon to aUQW ror r.e/lllci<!o transloc;alic,n Imo 1,n(lcrgrwna plant pans. ff appllc:aUon raJe Is 3 qu,ms 
per IICl'C er les,:, no waiting perled between treatme(II ~nd fcoci!ng Of llvestOd< grazing is roqufrea. JI lllC! 
rate IS g,ealcr CNtn 3 qua.15 per aao, romcvo domestic: lvos!DCk ba(orc appuc:anon and wall 8 woeks 
alter application before grazing or harvesting. Crops listed en ttiis label may be planted into the treated 
area at any d o: all other ctop$ may be pl3rttl?d 30 days alter appllcatlon Application muS1 be made prior 
10 the crop omergence an on::ier to avo1C1 ctop injury. 

Stiiolcled Sprayer 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply 1 to 3 quarts of this product in 10 lo 20 gallons of water per acre ta canlrOI 
weoos betwoen grass seed rows. Unifom, planting in straight rows will a id Sl1iel<led sprayer application. 
Best resulls ore obtained whon tho gross sood crop is small enough to easily pass oy or U,rough lho 
protective sh,olds. See additional lnstruct>ans on the use of shleldoa sprayers 1n the "APPLICATION 
EQUIPMEN1 AND TECHNIQUES" section or lhis label, 

PRECAUTIONS. RES1RICTIONS: Contact of this product in any manner to any vegetation ta which 
treatment is not intended may cause damage. Such damage stiall be tile sole responsibility or tile 
applicator 

Wiper Appll~ator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appliCd ovor the top or desirable grasses ustn9 a wiper 
opP11cator for tho canttol of tall weeds. See additional instructions on lhO use of wiper appficators in the 
'APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section a(th<s label. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Droplets, mist, roam or splatter of tne herbieide solution settling onto 
desirable vegetatlor, may result in discoloration. sLun.ting or des1ruction. Such damage shall be the sole 
responsibility ofthe applicator. 

Spot Traatment 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply a 1 to 1 .5-percenl solution of tl,-IS product using a hand-Mid sprayer to 
control weeds within estabfished vegetation prior to heading of grasses grown for seed or to control sod 
remnants or other unwanted vegetation aftor sod. is haNested 
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PReCAUTIONS, flESTRICTIONS: Do not treat J11Dre than \0 percent of tne Iota! field area Crop 
>pr.>ye<l ln trootOd area w:IJ 00 lcJl!o<1. Tako caro no, la sprny or allow spray to dflft <><A51de tho target area 
10 avota unwa.~ted cmp a·ostnJdlon 

Croating Rows In Annuar Ryegrass 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Apply 16 to 32 fluid ounces or this product per acre Bast results are obtained 
when application Is made bofare ryegrass reaches 6 inches 1n height. Use tho higher rate within this 
range when the ryegrass is greater lhan 6 inches in ha,gnt Set nozzle heights 10 allow tile establ ishment 
of the aesired ra,; spacing. Use low-pressure nozzles, or drop nozzles designed to target tne appllcatiOn 
ovar a narrow band. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Take care not to spray or allow droplets, spray fines. or drift to setUe 
outside the treatmenl aroa to ~void unwanled crap destruction 

Grower assumes <111 rcsponslbill ty for crop losses 1rom misapplication. 

11-4 Pastures 

u>.BeLED CROPS: Any grass (Gramr/lCOO fam ily) oxcapl COIi\, Sorgmm,. S!JGa<cano w tlloso llstod in 
u,e "CEREAL ANO GRAIN CROPS- section of this label, cut lnd<K!lng B.;hlsgrass, Borm uda.9rass, 
Bluograss. Bromo~,ass, Fcso.ic, Gulnoagrass, Ki~uya grass, Orchardg11ss. Pangola gr:iss, Ryograss. 
Tim~y. wttcoigr:,ss 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Proplanl Proomcrgence. Pasture Renovation , Spot Treatment. Wiper 
Applicator, Postomorgonce Weed Control (6.-CadCDSI Treatment) 

P'l°t3plant, Prnomorgcnc:o, Pasture Renovation 

USE INSTRUC11ONS: This product may be applied 1ar woed control prior to planting or emergence or 
forage grasses This product may also bo used lo control perennlal pasture species listed on this label 
prior to re-planting. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: If app,1cation ra<es lolal 3 quan,; of this product per aero or less, no 
waiting period between u-eatmont and reeding or t!vo.:aodc grazing ls required, If tne rate is Qraater lhan 3 
quarts par acre, remove domestic livestock before application and wait 8 weeks after application before 
graiing or harvesting Crops listed an this label may be planted inlo tho treated area at any timo; all othor 
crops may be planted 30 days alter appllcat1an. 

Spot Treatment, W.por Applicator 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied In pastures as a spot treatment or over the top or 
desired grasses U!iing a wipor applicator to cotTtrol tall weeds. Application may bo repeated in the S.Jmo 
area at 30,(jay intervals See additional ,nstructions on the use of wiper applicators 1n the ' APPLICA11ON 
EQUIPMEN1 ANO TECHN IQUES" section of lhis label, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: For spot treatment or use with a wiper applicator at ralos or 3 quarts 
or lt>ls praauct per aero or loss. the entire field or any portion of il may be treated. For spot lreatmem or 
wiper applicator use at ratos above 3 quarts of this product per acre, no morE> than 1 O percent of lha field 
may be treated at any one time. To achieve maximum performance, removo domestic livestock before 
~ppllcallon and wait 7 days after appllcat,on before grazing or Tlarvesbng !or feed. 

Postemorgoncc We<><! COrrtrol (Broadc;..,,t Tl'<>atrnonts) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied to pastures ta suppress competitive growth and seed 
production of ann1.1al weeds and undesirable vegotatiori. For sefectJvo wead control uslng broadcast 
spray equJpmont, apply 12 to 16 fluid ounces of 1his product per acre in oar1y spring be1ore dosirablo 
perenniaf grasses break. dormancy and initiate green growth. Higher application rates to control tough-to-
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control weeds may be used; however, injury will occur if perennial grasses arc no longer dormant Late 
fall application can be made after perennial grasses have reached dormancy. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Some stunting of perennial grasses WIii occur If broadcast application 
Is made when plants aro not dormant. Higher application rates will cause stand reductions. No waiting 
period is required between application and grazing or harvesting for feed. Do not apply more than 3 
quarts per acre per year onto pasture grasses except for renovation use described on this label. If 
replanting is neOOed due to sevete stand reduetion, wait at least 30 days after treatment prior to planting 
any crop no\ listed on thJs label. 

11.5 Rangelands 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Postemergence 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product will control or suppress many annual weeds growing In perennial 
cool- and warm-season grass rangelands. Prevcn1.lng viable seod productlon is critical to the successful 
control and invasion of annual grassy weeds in rangelands. Follow-up applications in sequential years 
can be used to etimina.te most of the viable seeds. Delay grazing of treated areas to allow desirable 
perennials to grow, flower and re-seed In tM treated area. 

Apply 12 to 16 fluid ounces or this product to control or suppress many weeds, including downy brome. 
cheatgrass, cereal rye and Join.ted- goatgrass in rangelands. Apply when most mature brome plants are In 
ea~y flower and before the plants, ineluding seedheads, \urn color. Allowing for secondary weed flushes 
to occur in the spring foUowing rain events further depletes tt,e saad reserva and encourages perennial 
grass converaion on weedy Siles. Apply In the fall to areas where sprtng moisturo is usually limited and 
fall germlnatton allows for good weed growth. 

For medusahead, apply 16 fluid ounces of this product at the 3-leaf stage Delaying application beyond 
this stage will result in reduced or unacceptable control. Controlled burning prior to application may bo 
useful In ellmlnatlng the lhalch layer produceo by slowly decaying culms. Allow new growth to occur aner 
burning before spraying. Repeat applications in subsequent years may be necessary lo eliminate the 
seed bank before reestablishing desirable perennial grasses on medusahead-dominated rangeland , 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Sligh\ discoloration o! the desirable grasses may occur, but they will 
re--greon and re--grow under mo~t s01t conditions as effects cf this product woar oft Do not use 
ammonium 5Ulfate wher\ spraying rangeland gra:sscs with thls product. No wafting period betwoen 
treatment and feeding or livestocl< grazing is required Do not apply more than 3 quarts of this product per 
acre per year. 

12.0 ROUNDUP READY CROPS 

ROUNDUP REAOY CROPS CONTAIN A PATENTED GENE THAT PROVIDES TOLERANCE TO 
GLYPHOSATE, THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN THIS PRODUCT THIS PRODUCT WILL CAUSE 
SEVERE CROP INJURY OR DESTRUCTION AND YIELD LOSS IF APPLIED TO CROPS THAT ARE 
NOT GLYPHOSATE TOLERANT. AVOID CONTACT WlTH FOLIAGE. GREEN STEMS. OR FRUIT OF 
CROPS, OR ANY DESIRABLE PLANTS THAT DO NOT CONTAIN A GLYPHOSATE TOLERANCE 
GENE. AS SEVERE PLANT INJURY OR DESTRUCTION WILL RESULT Information on Roundup 
Ready crops may be obtained from your seed supplier or Winfield SolUlions, LLC representative. 
Roundup Ready a-ops must be purchased from an authorize<! licensed seed supplier 

The instructions i11 the sections that follow. or those published separately on supplemental labeling for this 
product lndude all applications of this product tnat can be made onto the specified Roundup Ready crop 
dunng tne complete cropping season. DO NOT combine these treatment instructions with those for crops 
in the "ANNUAL AND PERENNIAL CROPS' and "PASTURE GRASSES, FORAGE LEGUMES AND 
RANGEUI.NDS" sections of this label that do not contain a glyphosate tolerance gene. 
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NOTE: Roundup Ready seed. and the methocl ol selectively con1rollIng weeds in a Roundup Ready crop, 
are protocted under several U.S. Patents, IncIuc1In9 5,352,605 and 5,633,435. A license to use Roundup 
Ready seed must be obtained- prior to use. Monsanto retains O'Nncrship of the gene ar,d process 
technologies, and the Purchaser of lhe seed receives the right to use the licensed genes and 
technologies subject to the limited use license conditions. Seed containing a Roundup Ready trait cannot 
be used for resE:Jarch arid dernoristration 1 reverse ongineering or Jn connection with herbicide reg1straUon. 
Progeny seed containing 1ne Roundup Roaay !rail cannot be saved for replanling or transferred to others 
for replanung. Contact your Authorized Wlnfialel Solutions, LLC Retailer for informatlon on obtaining a 
limited use license. 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer to "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE 
SECTION"' of this label for application rates for specific weeds When applied as directed, this product 
will control the annual and perennial grasses and broad!eaf waeds listed . Observe the maximum 
application rates and crop stage timings specified for individual Roundup Ready crops in the sections that 
follow, 

Ground broadcast appticatJon - Apply this product in 5 to 20 gallons of spray solution por acre. 
Carefully select proper nozzle and spray pressure to avoid spraying a flne misl for best results with 
ground applicaUon equipment, use ilat spray nozzles, Check for even distribution of spray droplets, 

Acrla1 .appHcatlon - Alt treatments descr~bed In this section may be made using aerial application 
equipment, where appropria1e, provlded that the applicator complies w\th the pracaut1ons and restrn::tions 
specIried on this label and on all supplemental labeling published separately for this product Apply this 
product in 3 to 15 gallons of wator per acre, See the "APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" 
section of this label for important Information on aerial application and procedures for avoiding spray drift 
that may couso Injury to any vegetation not intended for treatment. Use of appropriate buffer zones will 
help prevent injury to adJacant vegetation. 

ATTENTION: AVOID DRIFT, EXTREME CARE MUST BE USED WHEN APPLYING THIS PRODUCT 
TO PREVENT INJURY TO DESIRABLE PLANTS AND CROPS THAT DO NOT CONTAIN A 
GLYPHOSATE TOLERANCE GENE. 

TANK MIXTURE: Tank mixtures o( ltlis product with othor herbicides, insecticides. fungicides, 
micronutrients or iolmr fertilizers could result in roduced weed control or injury to Roundup Ready aops 
whon applied over the top of Roundup Ready crops Read all labels for products used in the tank mixture 
prior to use to determine the potential for crop injury. Always read and follow label directions for all 
products In the tank mlxlute. Uso all products according to rates and timing specified on \tie product 
labeling. AJway:s, predetermine the compatibU1ty of ta111<.-rnlx products tog-ether in the carrier Dy mixing 
small proportional quantities in advance Winf1a!d Solutions, LLC has riot tested all tank~mix product 
formulations for c.ompatibiUty. antagonism or product performance. Buyer an:d all users are respons1ble 
for any and all loss or damago in cortnection with the uso or handljng of ml.Xlures of this pl'oduct wilh 
hert>icides or other materials that are not specilically identified on this label or in separate supplemental 
labelirig or Fac:t Sheets for this product, See the ''MIXING~ section of thts labol for more information on 
tank mixtures. 

Unless otherwise dirr,cted, rioriionic surfactant mlly be added !CJ the spray solution for application to 
Roundup Ready crops. The addi~on of certain surfactants lo this product may rosult in some orop 
response including loaf speckling or loaf necrosis due to the surfactant added to the spray mbdure, Refer 
lo the indiVldual Roundup Ready crop sectloos that tallow, or separately published supplemental la~oling, 
for additional precautions or res1rictIons. Reier to \he "MIXING" section of this label for additional 
inrormation on the use of surfactants 

Ammonium sulfate may be added to spray solutions of this procluct for application lo Roundup Ready 
crops. Refer to the ''MIXING" section for instructions on the uso of ammonium sulfate. 
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Spn,yor Proparatlon: It Is importan! that sprayer and mixing equipment bo cloan and free of pasbdde 
reSJdue before being used to apply this product. Follow tho deaning proceduros speelfrod on tho lebol of 
tho producl(s) previously used. THOROUGHLY CLEAN THE SPRAY TANK AND ALL LINES AND 
FILTERS TO ELIMINATE POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION FROM OTHER HERBICIDES PRIOR TO 
MIXING ANO APPLYING THIS PRODUCT. 

NOTE: The followtng use directions are based on a doan start at planting by using • bumdown 
applicat10n or tillage to control existing weeds before crop emergence. In no4ill and stalo seedbed 
systems, apply this product as a preplant bum-<!own treatment to control existing weeds prior to crop 
cmorgo"ce. Somo -woads

1 
such as black. nighW'loao. broac1eaf signaJgrnss, sicktap-od, TQ.(M panlcum, 

sandbur, annual momingglory. woolly cupgrass, stml!ercarw, wild proso millet. burcucumDer. and giant 
ragweed with multiple germination times, or suppressed (stunted) weeds may require a second 
application or this product for complete control . Make second appllcaijon after some re-growth has 
o=red and at leas11 o days after a previous application of tnis proauct 

ApplicatiOn rates of this product specified on this lal>el for the contrOl of tough weeds, or those specified 
on separalo supplomental laboling for this product. supersede rates In tM "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE 
SECTION" and "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" or this label. Add;uonal lnformabon on tne 
control of tough weeds can bo found on Fact SMels publlsned for th;s producl 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Obsel\le the maXJmum application rates stated throughout this label. 
Maximum app~c.alicn rates apply to the use of this p(Oduct COfTlllincd with tho use or any and all othor 
holbicidos oonta/nir-,g Slyphosato as lne active ingrodlent, wlle:111,r applied scp8f0toly or as mixtures 
Calculate tho application rates (gtypt,osate acid equivolenls) and ensure that tno total use or this and 
other glyphosate-contaitling products does not excaed the slated maximum rate. See 111& "PRODUCT 
IN!='ORMA TION .. Sect\OO of this label for mom ITTformation 01'1 Maximum Application Ratos. 

12.1 Roundup Ready Alfalfa 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Prcplanl. At-planting, Preomergence, Postemorgonce (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer to 1he following table for the maximum application rates of this product. 

- Maximum Application Rates 

Combined \Ola! per year !or all applications, including proplant 
a quarts per acre 

during yOJJr of establishment 

Combined tota l per year for in-crop applications on newly 
6 Quarts per acre 

established and estabUshed stands 

PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS: See the 'ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section or this label for 
precautionary Instructions regarding the use of this product in Roundup Ready crops. Seo the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section of lhis label for more information on Maximum Application Rates 

Pn,plant, At-Ptantlng, Pn,omorgonca 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appliod before, during or after planting Roundup Roady 
alfalfa. 

Poslcmorgenco {fn,crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may bo applied over the lop of Roundup Ready alfalfa (in-crop) from 
emergence until 5 days prior to cutting. To maximize aop yield and quality potential of the forage and 
nay, apply this product after weeds have emerged but before attalfa growth or re-growtll intorforos with 
spn,y coverage of tile target woads. 
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Refer to lhe 'ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" of this 
label for apphc:aUon ratos for specific woods When appliod as directed, th is product will coritrol these 
anr.ual and parennlal grasses -:ind broadlcaf woods. ThJS product will also suppress lhe parasiuc weed 
Ooddor (Cusculs spp.) in Roundup Read)' alfal!.l, Repeal appRcaijons may be notossary ror complete 
tontrol 

Now Slllnd Estobll,..,mont (Soodlng Yoar}-Ouc to tho 01oi09Y anQ breeding constraints of alfa~a. up to 
10 poroonl of lhe swdlings may nol OO<'lm;,, a RO\lndup Roady gone and will not sul'Vllle after the first 
applicaVon of 1his pro-:lua. To eliminate the undesirable ettccis of stand gaps crcalod by this loss or 
plants, make a s1ng10 application of at least 1 quart of this proclucl por acre al or bOfoto tho 4-trlfol,;ito 
growtn stage. Refer lo the following tables for application rates during stand ostablisnmant (seeding 
year). 

: • NEW STANO ESTABUSHMENT (Scctdlng YG~r) 
Appllcation Rates ,. .. , 

Prior to First CutUng 

From emergence up to 4 trifoUate leaves I 1 to 2 quarts per acre 

From 5 11\fohate loaves up to 5 days before firsf I Up lo 2 quarts par acre 
cuwng 

After First Cutting 

ln-aop applicaUon, per cull/ng, up to 5 days boforo I 
cutting Up to 2 quarts per acre 

Establl:shcd Stands--Refer to the follo~ng tabla for directions and maximum applicat1on rates for in
crop applications to established stands of alfalfa (non-seeding year). 

ESTABUSHEO STANO$ (Non-seeding Vear) 

Applicaton Raws 

In-crop applications, per cutung, up to 5 days 
before cutting I Up to 2 quarts per aae 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: When, Roundup Roady alfalfa is grown with a companion or coYOr 
crop, or Is over-seeded with a second species. in-crop (over-Iha-lop) applicaUon of this product will 
olirninato the non-glyp.ho!wte tolerant spctelas. Do nol oJtCOOd 2 quarts per acre tor any sin~o In-crop 
application or this or¢<1uct Sequential ,ipphca ons of th ts product must be at least 7 days apart. The 
combined total per year for all in-crop applications in bolh newly established (seeding yaar) and 
established stands (non-seeding year) must not exceed 6 quarts per acre. Remove domastic livestocK 
oorore appUcation, Wait a minimum C1f 5 days afler application before grazing, cutting and f0ed ing of 
forage and hay 

12.2 Roundup Roady Canela (Spring Vanctlos) 

Roundup Roady spring cancra 1s def]ned as tt,ose Roundup Ready eano!a varieties that are seeded in the 
spring and harvested in the faU and do not enter a winter dormancy period. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: ?replant, Al-Planting, Proemergence, Postomorgonce (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer lo the following table for the maximum application retes for this product with 
spring varieties of Roundup Ready canola. 
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Maximum Appll~tlon Ratios 

Total or all Pmplanl. At-Planting, Proemergonc:o 
2 quans per acre 

applications 

Total or all In-crop Applications from emergence to 
1 quart per acre 

6-Leaf St.age 

PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of this label for 
precautionary instructions regarding the use or this proauct in Roundup Reedy crops. See the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section ottnls label ror more 1nrormation on Maximum Application Rates. 

Preplant, At-planting, Preemergen~e 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Tt,is product may be applied before, during or after planling Roundup Roady 
canola. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Maximum quantity of this product that may be applied for all preplant. 
at-pla11ting and pre'tlmergence applications combined is 2 quar1s per acre per season. 

Postcmergence (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied postemargence lo spnng varieties of Roundup 
Roady canola from emergence through the 6-leaf stage of development. Application made during bolting 
or flower1ng eould result In crop Injury and yield loss. To maximize ylold potenbal, eliminate competing 
weeds early_ 

Single Application -Apply 16 to 24 liuld ounces per aae no later tt,an the 6-leal stage fo< the conlrol or 
annual weeds. Avoid ovenapping appllcat1ons, which could result In temporary yellowing, delayed 
ftowerlng, and/or gtcwth reduction Similar crop fnjury coul<l result whsn more than 16 nuid ounces per 
acre is applied after the 4-leaf stage. 

Sequential Applica1jon • Apply 16 fluid ounces per acre to 1 to 3--leaf cano!a fotlowed by a sequenlial 
applicabon at a minimum interval of 10 days, but no later than the 6-leaf stage. Sequential application 
works best for control of early emerging annual weeds and perennial waeds suci'l as Canada thistle and 
quackgrass, or whan more than one application is needed for adequate weed control. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: No more than lwO In-crop (Over-the-top) broadcast applica~ons may 
be mado lrom crop emergence lllrough the 6-!eaf sJ.age of development aM the Jotal in-crop application 
must not exceed 32 fluid ounces of this product per aero. Allow a minimum of 60 days bet\veen last 
application and cancla harvest. 

12.3 Roundup Ready Canol• [Winter Varlotlos) 

Roundup Ready winter canola is defined as those Roundup Ready canola varieties !!lat are seoded In 
early fall and harvested the following spring or summer. Winter canola varieties are intended to enter a 
cold period dormancy in. the winter. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplant, At-Planting, Proemargence, Postemergenc,, (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: R6fer to the following table for the maximum application rates o( this product Wth 
winter varieties of Roundup Ready canola. 

- Ma:>dmum AppUeatlon Rates 

Total of all Prep1ant, Al-Planting. Preemergenco applications I 2 quarts per acra 

Total or all In-crop applicet1ons from emergence to canopy 

I 
2 quarts per acre closure or prior to bolting in the spring 
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PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section a! this latlel for 
precautionary instructions regardlng the use of this product in Roundup Ready crops. See the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section of this label for more info<rna!ion on Maximum Application Ratos, 

Proplant, .At~Plantingt Preomergonea 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, dunng or af\er planting Roundup Ready 
canola 

Postcmergonee (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be appued to winter varieties of Roundup Ready canola from 
emergence to canopy closure in \he fall and prior to bolting in tile spring. Applicalion made during or afler 
DolUng could result in crop Injury and yield loss. To maximize yl!)]d potenUal. eliminate competing weeds 
ear1y. 

Some weeds with multiple gennination times, or suppressed (stunted) weeds, or weeds that have 
overwintered may require a sequential appUcatlon o1 lhls product for control. MaKe second appUcatlon 
after some weod re-growttl has occurred and at least 60 days after a previous application of this product. 

Single Appllcatlo~Apply 24 to 32 m,ld ounces or tnis proouct per acre ,n tne fall when weeds ara small 
and actively growing. Use the highor rate within !his range when weed densities are high, when weeds 
have overwintered or when weeds become large and well estabUshed. Application or greater than 24 
fluid ounces per acre prior to the 6-lear stage may result in reduced crop growth in the !all. Avoid spray 
over1aps. Spray over1aps could result in temporary yellowing and/or growth reduction 

Sequential Appllcation-Apply 16 to 32 fluid ounces of this product per aero lo 2-leaf or larger canola 1n 
U,e fall, followed by a sequential application at ttie same rate and at a minimum inteivar of 60 days, but 
before bolting in the spring, Sequential application wor1<s best for control of 0My emerging annual woads 
and winter emerging weeds such as downy brome, jointed goatgrass and ryegrass, and for weeds that 
have overwintered~ This produd wHI control or suppress most perennial weeds. For soma perennial 
weeds, seq1,1cntal application may bo required to reduce competition with the crop. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: No more than two over-tho-top broadcast applications may be made 
from crop emergence up to the onset of bc1tlng, and the total in-crop appHcation must not exceed 641luid 
ounces of this product per acre. AppUcation of greater than 24 fluid ounces per acre prior 10 tt,e 6-feaf 
stage could result in rem,ced crop growth in the fall . Allow a minimum or 60 days between last application 
and harvest of canola grain No waiting period is roquirad between application and open grazing of 
livestock., 

12.4 com Hybrids with Roundup Ready 2 Technology 

Corn hybrids with Roundup Ready 2 Technology include Roundup Ready Corn 2 and seed products 
displaying the Roundup Roady 2 Technology logo. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplant, At-Planting, ?reemergence, Postemorgence (In-crop). Spot 
Treatment. Preharvest, Post•harvest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer lo the following table for maximum application rates of this product with corn 
hybrids willl Roundup Ready 2 Technology 
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Maximum Appt1e11t1on Rite. 

Combined total per year for ell applications 8 quarts per acre 

Total of all Prsplant. Al-Planting, ? reemergence applications 5 quarts per aero 

Total of all In-crop applications from emorgence through 484nch 
3 quarts per acre 

ccrn 

Maximum preharvest appHc:ation rate aner maximum kernel flU 1s 
ccmplele and the crop is physiologically mature (black layer 1 quart per acre 
formed) \Jlltil 7 days before harvest· 

"Sea PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS section for Preharvest application. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS' section or this label for 
precautiona,y inslructions regarding the use of this product in Roundup Ready crops See tne 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION' section of this label for more Information on Maximum Application Ralos. 
The uso of the in-<:rop (over-the-top) rates described In these instructions on other lhan oom hybrids with 
Roundup Ready 2 Technology may cause c:top inju,y and reduced yields. 

Proplant. At-Planting, Prnomorgonce 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This prO<luct may be applied alone or In a tenk mlXturo Defore, during or after 
planting, 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may b8 tanl<-mixed wl1h tile products listed below. Ensure Uiat the 
specific product being used Is labeled for application prior to the emergence or com. Read and follow 
label directions for all products In the tanl< mixlun,, Apply these tank mixlures In 10 to 20 gallons al water, 
or 1 o to 60 gallons of nitrogen solution per aero. 

Bullet Lanat M1cro-Toct1. alactilor, Degree, Dogreo Xtra. Harness. Harness Xtra. Harness X!ra 
5.SL, Frontier, Outlook, FulTime, Keystone, Keystone LA, TopNotc!\. acatoc!\lor, Bicep 
MAGNUM, Bicep I) MAGNUM, Bicep Lita II MAGNUM, Dual II MAGNUM, Stalwart C, Stalwan 
Xtra, metolachlor, s--melolachlor, 2.4-0. Aim, A lm EC, atrazine, A>oom. Balance PRO, Banvel, 
Clarity, Define, Distinct. Epic. Guardsman. Leadotf, Guardsman MAX, Hornet. Linex. Lorox, 
Marksman, pendimethalin, Py1hon, Pytllon II, Radius, Rosalva, Rosouroc, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Maximum quantity or this product that may be applied for all preplant, 
at~plantlng and preemergence applications combmed is 5 quarts per acre per season. Rarer ta individual 
tanl<-mix product label ror restrictions and precautions; use according to tho most rostnctivo precautionary 
statements for each produci In the tank mlxture4 

NOTE: For ma~lmum weed control, make a postemergence (in-ctop) application of this product following 
lhe use ot the proamergence residual products liS1ed above. 

Postomergonco ~n-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Tnis product may De applied alone or In a 1ank mixtufe over the top of com 
nybrids wi1t1 Roundup Ready 2 Technology from emergence tnrough the VS stage (8 leaves with collars), 
or un~I com height reac!\es 30 inches {frne standing), whichever comes first. Use drop nozzles for 
optimum spray coverage and weed control when com height is 24 to 30 lncties For com heights 30 to 48 
incnes (free standing), apply 1his product using only ground application equipped -.ath drop noules 
aligned to avoid spraying Into 1110 whons or the ccm planlS. Single in-c-op application or t!11s product up to 
48-inc:h com must not exci!Od 3 pints per acre Soquontlal ln-<;n:p appllcaUons or this product rrom 
emefgence through 48 inches in hoight must not exceed 3 quarts per acre per Qro\Ying season 
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When applied as directed, this produc1 will control annual grasses and broadloaf weeds l1ste<l on this 
label Many peronoii:11 grasses and broadleaf weeds will be controlled or suppre$SOd with ono or moro 
applieation of thrs product Make a pcstemergenco appllc:ttloo or 24 ro 32 fiuid ounces ot !his produe1 per 
aero bc(orn weod• o,ccced 4 inches In lto!ght (before tlll!y ooc,,mc oompelitive with the aop). Ropcut 1hls 
application before new flushes of woeds excoed 4 inches in height 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tank-miXed With the followtng products. Ensure that the specific 
product being used is \abated for application po.stemergonca {ln•crop) to com. Read and follow lab-al 
d1roctions or all products in the tank mixlure 

Bullet, Micro-Tech, afactilor, Degree, Degree Xtra, Harness, Harness Xtra. Harness Xtra 5.6L. 
acatoct1Ior. 2,4-D , Aim EC, atrazine, Banvol, Basis, Basis Gold, Clarity, Distinct, Equip. Hornet. 
Impact, Marksman, Option. Resolve, Resource. Status 

MaXlmum tiolght Df Com 
Tank-Mix Pariner 11t Appllcall<>n , 

Oegreo 
Oogreo Xtra 
Harness 11 inches 
Harness Xtra 
Harness Xtra 5 SL 

Bullet" I 
Mlcro-TeCl'I' I 5 inches 

I atra<lne 12 1nci1os 

·Bullet and Micro.Tech are not registered for use as a postcmergence application in Texas. 

Tho addition 011 to 2 porc:cnt d,y ammonium sulfate by weight or 8.5 to 17 pounds per 100 gallons or 
water may increase the performance of this producl under hard water conditlons, drought conditions or 
when tank mJxed with Bultet~ or Mic::ro-Tecti;it herbleides. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum of 10 days between in-crop applications of 1hIS 
product. Allow a minimum of 50 days between application o1 this ptoduet in.crop and harvest of com 
fo<ago or grain. Rofor to indMdual tani<-mIx product label ror rostric:tions and precautions; use according 10 
the most restr1dlva precautior,ary statemenl.S rot each product in the tank mtx1ure. 

Proharvcst 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for annual and perennial weed conlrol prior to crop 
narvest at use rates of up to 32 nuid ounces per acre. Make application at 35 percent grain moisture or 
Jess. Ensure tllat maximum kernel fil l Is complete and the com is physiologically mature (DlaCk layer 
formed) 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: A praharvost application of tihis product may only be made ij tho 
combined lolal of previously applied over-the-top or drop nozzle appllca1ions: does not oxccod 64 fluid 
ounc<>S or this product por acre. Allow a minimum of 7 days bohNoen a preharvest application and harvest 
or feeding of corn stover or grein 

Po~t-Horvcst 

USE INSTRUCTlONS: This product may be applied for wood ccntrol after ccm harvest Higher rates 
may bo required for control of large weeds that -..wire growing in the crop at the time of harvest. Tank 
mixtures wlt/l 2,4-0 or dicamba may be used, Ensure 1h3t tile specific produa being used is labalod for 
post•harvast apphcalion 1n com Road and foJlow label dtrect1ons of all products In the tank mixture. 
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PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a m•nimum or 7 days between treatment and harvest or feeding 
of traated vegetation. 

12.5 Roundup Ready Cotton 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplant, At-Planling, Preemorgence, Postomergem:e (ln-<:rop), Selective 
Equipment (In-Crop), Proharves\ 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer lo lhe tallowing table for mSJOmum applicaUon rates of this product wilh 
Roundup Ready cotton. 

Maximum Applicatlon Rirtos 

Combined total per yoar for all applications I 8 quarts per acre j 
Total of all Preplant, At-Planting, Preemergence 

5 quarts par acre 
appfications 

Total of all In-crop applications from ground cracking to 
4 quarts per acre layby 

Maximum Preharvest application rate 2 quarts per acre 

Combined Iola! of all In-crop apphca~ons from 
6 quarts per acre emergence through harvest 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS section of this label tor 
precautionary instructions regarding the use of this product in Roundup Ready crops. The combined total 
appucanon cf this product rrom cotton emergence lhrougn harvest must not oxcaed 6 quarts per acre. 
Allow a minimum oi 7 days betwoen appucation and harvesl See lhe "PRODUCT INFORMATION" 
sectlon of this label for more ir,fcrmatlon on Maximum Application Rates. 

Proplant, At-Planllng, Proam11rgc,r,eo 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied beiore, during or after planting Roundup Ready 
cotton.. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tan~-mixed with 2,4-D and Clarity and applied prior to planting 
only. This product may be tank-mixed with tne following products and applied prior to crop emergence. 
Ensure that Iha specific product bemg used is labeled for application prior to the emorganco or cottcn. 
Read and follow label directions or all products in Iha tank mixture. 

Caparol. Command. Cotoran. Collon Pro, Direx, Dual MAGNUM. Dual Ii MAGNUM, Karmex, 
Meturon, PARR LAY, Relf ex. Stalwart, Staple, Valor, Zorial, diuron, metolaehlor, pendimethalin 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Maximum quanlity of this product that may be applied tor all preplanl, 
at-planting and preemergonce appllcaijons combined is 5 quarts per acre per season Refer to individual 
tank-mix product label for restrictions and precautions. Use according to lhe most restrictive precautionary 
statements for each product in 'the tank mlxturiaL 

Postemergence (ln--erop] 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied over the top Roundup Ready eotton (in-crop) at rates 
up to 1 quart per acre per application from tho ground cracking stage unW the 4-aaaf (nade) stage of 
development (until the ~rth true leaf reacnes the size of a quarter). NO MORE THAN TWO OVER-THE
TOP BROADCAST APPLICATIONS MAY BE MADE FROM CROP EMERGENCE THROUGH THE 4-
LEAF (NODE) STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT. SEQUENTIAL OVER-THE-TOP OR POST-DIRECTED 
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APPLICATIONS OF THIS PRODUCT IN-CROP MUST BE AT LEAST 10 DAYS APART AND COTTON 
MUST HAVE AT LEAST TWO NODES OF INCREMENTAL GROWTH BETWEEN APPLICATIONS. 
Ovor-the-top appllcatio-n made after tho 4-lcaf {node] stage of development COLJld result Ln boll 
tou, delayed maturity wd/or yield loss. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may bo tanX-mlxed with the following products and applied over tho top 
of Roundup Ready cotton up to tho 4-leaf stage. Ensure that the specific product being used 1s labeled 
fer application postemergence {in-crop) to cotton. Read and fallow label dlred.ions of all products in the 
tank mixture. 

Assure ii, Dual MAGNUM, Fus1lade, PARRLAY, Poast Plus, Reflex. Solec! MAX. Staple, 
metolachlor 

Stapla may cause leaf yeUowing and/or leal crinKling wnen applied postomergencc (in-crop) lo 
Roundup Ready cotton_ Dual Magnum applied over the top of Roundup Ready cotton may cause 
leaf injury In lhe form of necrotic spottins. 

Salvage Trnatmont-this treatmerit may be usec, after tt,e: 4•1aaf stage of development and only where 
weeds threaten to cause the loss of the crop. Apply 1 quart per acre either as an over-the-top application 
or as a post-directed treatment sprayed higher on the coUon plants and over the weods. NOTE: 
SALVAGE TREATMENT WILL RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT BOLL LOSS, DELAYED MATURITY AND/OR 
YIELD LOSS. NO MORE THAN ONE SALVAGE TREATMENT MAY BE USED PER GROWING 
SEASON. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: The maximum quantity cf this product thal may be applied for all in
crop applications irom ground-cra.ci<lng to layby combined Is 4 quarts per acre per season. DO NOT ADD 
ADDITIONAL SURFACTANT OR ADDITIVES CONTAINING SURFACTANT TO THIS PRODUCT 
(OTHER THAN THOSE CONTAINED IN ANY TANK-MIX PRODUCT) FOR OVER-THE-TOP 
APPLICATIONS TO ROUNDUP READY COTTON. 

Selectlvo Equipment (In-crop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Thls product may be appUed using precision post--d.irected or hoodod sprayers at 
rates up to , quart per aero per application lo Roundup Ready cotton through layby. Al this stage, use 
post-directed equipment to direct lhe spray to the base cf the cotton plant.s. A<oid contact of the herbicide 
spray wllh the colton leaves to 1he ma,lmum extant possible, To minimizo spray contact maintain low 
spray pressure {loss than 30 pounds per square Inch) and place nozzles in a low position, directing a 
horizontal spray pattern under the cotton leaves and onto weeds in tho row Fer best results, apply this 
product while weeds are small (less lhan 3 inches). Seo additional uso instructions in the "APPLICATION 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES" section of this label 

TANK MIXTURES; This product can be tank-mixed wllh the following products for in-<:rop application 
using precision post-directed or hooded sprayers. Ensure that the specific product being used is labeled 
ior applicabon postemergence (In-crop) to cotton. Read and follow label directions of all products in tho 
tank mixture. 

Aim, Caparol, Direx, Envoke, layby-Pro, pendimethalin, Staple, Valor 

Staple may cause leaf yellowing and/or leaf crinkling when applied postemergonce (in-crop) to 
Roundup Ready cotton. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Maximum quantity of this product !hat may ha applied for all in-crop 
applications from ground-cracking to layby combinod is 4 quarts per aero per season. NO MORE IHAN 
TWO APPLICATIONS OF THIS PRODUCT MAY BE MADE FROM THE 5-LEAF STAGE THROUGH 
1.AYSY. SEQUENTIAL OVER-THE-TOP OR POST-DIRECTED APPLICATIONS OF THIS PRODUCT IN-
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INCREMENTAL GROwrH BETWEEN APPLICATIONS. Refer lo individual tank-mix product labol for 
restrictions and precautions: use according to the most restrictive precautionary statements for eacn 
product in the tank miXlure. 

Pruharvast 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: ThJs p1o<foct may be applied for annual and pefoM•aJ wocd control pnor to etop 
harvest artor 20 potcenl 0011 crac!<. Apply up 10 2 quarts of lhts product por acto. NOTE: This prcduct WIii 
not enhance the performance of harvest aids whon applied to Roundup Ready cot\On. 

PRECAUTIO s, RESTRICTIONS: Allow a minimum ol 7 days berv,oen appllca!Jon .no tiarvest of cotton. 
Do not app!y tltls p<O<luct for prn"3rvasl wOO<I control to Roundup Ready cotton grown for scad, as a 
rodudlon ln germfnlJ:1'or, or vigor -~)' 00::ur . .Buyer ana .all users are ,o.sponsable for any and all loss 0t 

<lama go in connocuon wilt, tho prollarvosl use of this proc1uc:1 on Roundup Ready cotton grcwn for sooc. 
DO NOT ADD ADDITIONAL SURFACTANT OR ADDITIVES CONTAINING SURFACTANT TO THIS 
PRODUCT FOR PREHARVEST APPLICATION TO ROUNDUP READY COTTON. 

ATTENTION: USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL DIRECTIONS IS EXPECTED 
TO RESULT IN NORMAL GROWfH OF ROUNDUP READY COTTON, HOWEVER, DUE TO THE 
SENSITIVITY OF COTTON FRUITING TO VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, AGRONOMIC 
PRACTICES AND OTHER FACTORS IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TD ELIMINATE ALL RISKS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THIS PRODUCT. EVEN WHEN APPLICATIONS ARE MADE IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE 
LABEL SPECIFICATIONS. IN SOME CASES, THESE FACTORS CAN RESULT IN BOLL LOSS, 
DELAYED MATURITY AND/OR YIELD LOSS, 

t2.6 Roundup Ready Soybean 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplant. At-Planting, Preeme[!lenoo, Postemorgence (In-crop), Preharvest, 
Post-Ha('lll)st 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer u, the following table for maximum application rales of this produc:I wit~ 
Roundup Reacy 50\'tean. 

Maximum Appllc.>lion Ratos 

Cc,mbined total per year for all applications 8 quarts par acrn 

Total or a11 Proplant, Al-Planting, Proomergonce 5 quarts per acre 
applications 

Total of all In-crop applicattons from c,aeklng through 
3 quarts per acre 

flowering (R2 stage soybean) 

Maximum prehaivest appUcation ra\o 1 quart par acre 

PRECAUTIONS/RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of this label ror 
precautionary instructions reg;Jrding the use of this produel in Roundup Ready crops. Tho maximum 
combined total qunnU1y er lhls product ror all applications ,n a =n is 8 quarts por aero, See the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION' 5edion of this label for more informaHon on Maximum Application Ra\as. 

Preplan~ At-Planting, Proemergenc:o 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, dur1ng or after planting Roundup Ready 
soybean. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tanlc-mixod with 2,4-D, Banvel or Clanty !lnd applina prior to 
planting only Tnis product may be tenk-mbwd With the foOcwmg products and npplied pno, to crop 
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emergence. Ensure that the specific product being used is labeled for application prior to planbng or the 
emergence of soybean, Reed and follow lobol direct.ions of all products in tho tank mlxlure. 

INTRRO, Micro-Tech. PARRLAY, Aim, Assure II, Authority First, Authonty MTZ, Axom, Slanl<al 
Boundary. CanQpy, Cla5s1c, Cobra, Command. Command Xtra, Domain, Dual MAGNUM, Dual ll 
MAGNUM, FlrstRate, Flexstar, Fronuer, Fusion, Gangster, Gauntlet, Lexone, Linex, linuron. 
Lorox, Lorox Plus, melolachtor, s-metolachlor, Me-Too-Lachlor. Outlook, Pendimax, 
pendimethalin, Pursuit, Pursuit Plus, Pytl'lon, Renex, Resource, Scepter, Select, Selecl MAX. 
Sencor, Sparta11, Squadron, Stoel, Treflan, Valor. Valer XL T 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS, Mmmum quamlty of this product thal may be •~plied for all prcplanl, 
<lt-pl3~tlng o!ld proomc'9onco <lPPlical•on~ ccmbinod is 5 quans por ocrc per so.:,son. Refer to indlvidual 
t~nk~i>c product label fOI" rostrlctions and procautions; use accorchng to the most restr1cil\/e precautionary 
slatcmants ror each prOduct 1n the 1.ar!'ic (JlOO.u e. 

Postcmcrgcnca (ln-<:rop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may ba used to control annual grasses and broadloaf weeds in 
Roundup Ready soybean. This product can be applied from emergence (cracking) through flowering (R2 
stage s.,yl>Oan), R2 Stllg<! soyooon end~ wnon o pOd 5 m!llmolors (3116 In.cl>) IQhg nppaars ot ono o! ,no 
our uwormost nod<>s on !he main. stem Wllh a fuUy developed leaf (R3 s:~go} Rct;u to Iha •ANNUAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION" or !his laocl for app~c:,~011 rates ror si>ec.1lca annual weed~. An ,n,tial 
applicaUon rate of 1 quart per octe can bo used to control or suppress most 2 to 8 inch tall woods. Weeds 
wdi oe 2 to 8 lr>cnes lall approldmatoly 2 to 5 wooks an.or plan~ng. If the initial appl!cation is delayed and 
w<!Cds are largor, apply 8 hlghcr ra10 of this prodLIC!. This proct!d may be u,iO<l up 1o 2 quarts per acre In 
any sjngle, ,n~crop application for control of annual weeds and where dense weed popuJaiiof'ls exist. 

A 1 to 2-quarts per a= rate (sin~I• or mulUple applic:auonsJ of this p,ocluct wm conttcl or suppress 
perennial woeos, inelucng bem,udagrass. Canada th~o. common mlll<weed. fleld bindweed, hemp 
dogbane, horsenetue, maresta11 (horseweed). nutsedge, quacJ<grass, rtlizome johnsongrass, redvine, 
trumpeteioopor, swamp smllltweod and wtrostom muhly. For t>ost results. allow perennial weed species 
lo act,lovo ~t least 6 Inches o gr<lW!h bofcro spraying with this ptoduct. 

Under adverse growing cond,tlons, Including droughL hall, wind damage or a poor soybean stand that 
slows or 001-ays canopy dosLlfe, a sequtmtial application or this product may be necossary to control late 
flushes of weeds, IN THE SOUTHERN STATES, A SEQUENTIAL APPLICATION OF THIS PRODUCT 
WILL BE REQUIRED TO CONTROL NEW FLUSHES OF WEEDS IN THE ROUNDUP READY 
SOYBEAN CROP. To control giant ragweed, apply 1 quart of this product per acre when the woed 1s a lo 
12 inches tall to 1ncma:se contror and possibly avold thC3 need fora sequential application , 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tank-mixed with the following products and applied 
postnmorgonco (in-crop) ovor v,c top of Rouna<.'P Roady soycoan. En,:we tnat tho spooric P/Odud bamg 
used is lalX!iod for appllca~on postomergon<:o (Jn.eop) tc S<>ybcan Read and tallow la~ dJrodoos of all 
products in the tank mixture, 

Arrow, Assure II, Basagran. Class1c1 Cobra, Extreme, FlrstRate 1 F1exstar. Fusilade DX, Fusion, 
Hannony GT XP, Poasl Poast Plus, Pursuil, Pursuit Plus, Raptor. RefiGx, Select, Soled MAX. 
Synchrony STS. Targa. Ultra Blazer 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Tho c:omb,ned total application of this product from crop omerJlenco 
through harvest must not exceed 3 quarts per acre. The maximum rate for any single ln--crop application 
is 2 quarts per acre. The maximum combined total of this product that can be applied during fiewenng {R2 
stage soybean) is 2 quarts per acre. REJfer to individual tank-mix product label for restrictions and 
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precautions; use according to 1!le mos\ restrictive precautionary statements for eaell proauct ,n tho tan~ 
mixture. In some cases. these tank.-mlx products wifl cause visual soybean injury. 

Proharve:st 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied to Roundup Ready soybean for weed control prior ta 
harvest. Apply up to 1 quart of tnis product per ecce aner pods have set and lost all green color. 

PRECAUTIONS, RES"TRICTIONS: Take care to avoid excessive seed shatter loss due lo ground 
applIcaUon equipment. Allow a minimum of 14 Clays between final application and harvest o( soybean 
grain orfoecUng of soybean grain, forago or hay. 

Post-Harvost 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for weed control after harvest or Roundup Ready 
soybean . Higher rates may be requored for control or large weeds that were growing in \he crop al the 
time of harvest. Tank mixtures with 2.4-D or dicamba may be used Ensure that lhe specific product 
being used is labeled for weed control application after harvest of soybean. Read and follow label 
diroctJons of all products In the lanK mixture. 

12.7 Roundup Ready 2 Yfold Soybean 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Proplant, At-Planting, Preemergence, Postomergence (In-crop), Preharvest. 
Post-Harvest 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer to the following table for maximum application rates of this product with 
Roundup Rea<ly 2 Yield soybean. 

Mlxlm~m AppUC4tlon Rotos 

Combined total per year for all applications 8 quarts per aero 

Total ofall Prcplant, At~Planting, Prcernergence applications 5 quarts per acre 

Total of all in-crop applications from cracl<ing through ~owering 
3 quarts per acre 

(R2 stage soybean) 

Maximum preharvest application rate , quart per aero 

PRECAUTIONS/RESTRICTlONS: Sae the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of this label for 
precautionary instructions regarding the use of ttits product in Roundup Ready crops. Ttie maximum 
combined total quantity of this product for all applications in a season is S quarts per acre, See the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section of this label for more information on Maximum Application Rates. 

Prnplant1 At~PlanUng. Pnmmergcn.cc 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, during or after planting Roundup Roady 2 
Yield soybean. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tank-mixed with 2,4-0, Banval or Clarity and applied pnor to 
planting only This product may be tanK-mlxed with the following products and applied prior lo crop 
emergence. Ens1'1"e that t/le specific product being used Is labeled for application prior to planting or the 
-emergence of soybean Read and follow label directions or an products in tho tank mixture. 

INTRRO, Micro-Teel'!, PARRLAY, Aim, Assure II, Autnonty First, Authonty MTZ, Axiom, Blanket, 
Boundary, Canopy, Classic, Cobra. Command, Command Xtra, Domain, Dual MAGNUM, Dual II 
MAGNUM 1 FirstRate, Flexstar, Frontier, F1,1sion. Gangster, Gauntlet, Lexone, llnex, linuron, 
Lorox, Lorox Plus, metolactilor, s-melolachlor, Mo-Too-Lachlor, Outlook, Pendlmax, 

pendimetnalin, Pursuit, Pursuit Pius, Python, Renex, Resource, Scepter, Select, Select MAX, 
Sencor, Spartan, Squadron, Steel, Trellan, Valor, Valor XL T 
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PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Maximum quantity of this product that may be applied for all preplanl, 
at~planting and preemcrgenco applications combined is 5 quarts per acre per season. Refer to iridivldt.Jal 
tank-mix product label for restrictions and pr=u~ons; use according to the most restrictive precautionary 
statements for each product in the tank mixture 

Postomergance (ln•crop} 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be usoa to control annual grasses and broadlaaf weeds in 
Roundup Roady 2 Yield soybean. This product can be applied from emargence (cracking) through 
~owering (R2 stage soybean). R2 stage soybean ends when a pad 5 millimeters (3/16 inch) long appears 
al one of tne tour uppermost nodes on the main stem with a fully developed leaf (R3 stage), Refer ta \he 
"ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" a( this label for application ratos for specific annual weeds, An initial 
application rate of 1 quart per acre can be used 10 control or suppress most 2 to 6 inch tall weeds, Weeds 
will be 2 lo 8 inches tall approximately 2 to 5 weeks alter planUng. If the initial applicat,on is delayed and 
weeds are larger, apply a higher rate of this product. This product may be used up lo 2 quarts per acre in 
any single. in-crop application for control of annual weeds and where dense weed popi.dations exlst 

A ~ to 2-quarts per acre rate (single or multiple applications) of this product will control or suppress 
perannlal weeds1 induding bermudagrass, Canada lhlstie, common milkweed, field bindweed. hemp 
dogbane, horseneltla, marostail (horsewoed), nutsedge, quackgrass, mizome johnsongrass, redvine, 
trumpetcreeper. swamp smartweed and wirastem muhly For best results1 allow perennial weed species 
la achieve al least 6 inches of growth before spraying with lhis product, 

Under advarse growing conditions, including dmughl. hail, wind damage or a poor soybean sland. !hat 
slows or delays canopy ciosure, a sequential application of this product may be necessary to control lato 
flushes of weeds. IN THE SOUTHERN STATES, A SEQUENTIAL APPLICATION OF THIS PRODUCT 
WILL SE REQUIRED TO CONTROL NEW FLUSHES OF WEEDS IN THE ROUNDUP READY 2 YIELD 
SOYBEAN CROP T□ control giant ragweed. apply 1 quart □I \his product per acre when the weed is 8 to 
12 inches tall to increase control and possibly avoid the need fer a sequential application. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may bo tank-mixed with \he following products and applied 
postemergence (in-crop) over the top of Roundup Ready 2 Yield soybean. Ensure that the specific 
prQduct being used is labeled for application postemargenco (in-<,rop) to soybean, Read and follow label 
directions or all prod'ucts tn the tank mixture. 

Arrow, Assure II, Basagran, Classic, Cobra, Extreme, F,rstRate, Flexstar, FuslLade DX, Fusion, 
Harmony GT XP, Poast, Poast Plus, Pursuit, Pursuit Plus, Rapier, Ranex, Select, Select MAX, 
Synchrony STS, Targa, Ultra Blazer 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: The combined total application of tt,is product fr□m crop emergence 
thr-cugh harvest must riot excood 3 quarts per acre. Tho maximum rate for any single. in-crop application 
is 2 quarts per acre, The ma)(tmum combined tota! or this product that can be applied dunng flowering (R2 
stage soybean) is 2 quarts par acre. Refer lo individual tank-mix product label for restrictions and 
precautions; use according to the most restrictive precautk)nary statements for each product in the tank 
mixture. ln some cases, these tank~mi.x products will cause visual soybean irijury. 

Pn::iharve:st 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied to Roundup Ready 2 Yield soybean for weed control 
prior to harvest. Apply up to 1 quart of this product per acre: afler pods have set and lost all green. color 
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PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Ta~e care to avoid excessive seed shatter loss duo 10 ground 
application equipment Allow a minimum of 14 days between final application and harvest of soybean 
grain or feeding of soybean grain, forage or hay. 

P03t-Horvesl 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied for weed conlrol altor harvest of Roundup Ready 2 
Yield soybean. Higt>er rates may be required for control or large weeds tnat worn growing in tho crop at 
tho time of harvest Tani< mixtures with 2,4-D or dicamba may bo used. Ensure that lhe specific product 
being used is labeled for wood control applleatiOn alter harvest or soybean. Read and follow label 
directions of all prooucts in the tank mixture. 

12.8 Roundup Ro•dy Sugar Boot 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Preplsnt, At.Planting, Preemergence, Postemergence (ln-aop) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Refer to Iha following table for maximum application rates of this product with 
Roundup Ready sugar beet, 

Maximum Application Rates 

Combined total per year for all applications 8 quarts per acre 

Total of all Preplant. Al-Planting, Preemergence 
5 quarts par aero 

applications 

Total of all appllca~ons made from omergcnco through 
2 5 quarts P"1' acre tho B4oaf stage 

Total of au applications mado after the 8-loaf stage and 
2 quarts per acre 

up to canopy closure 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: See the "ROUNDUP READY CROPS" section of this label for 
precautionary instructions regarding the use or th,s product in Roundup Ready crops Tho maximum 
combined l!ltal quanUty or this produel for all applications in a seeson is 8 quarts per ~ere. See the 
"PRODUCT INFORMATION" section Ofthls label for more informe~on on "Maximum Application Rates. 

Proplant, At-Ptanllng, Proomorgonce 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied before, during or aft<ll' planting Roundup Ready 
sugar beet. 

Pc•tomcrgonco (ln-Cl'Qp) 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be applied over Lhe top of Roundup Ready sugar boot for 
control of annual grasses and broadleaf weods from emergence to 30 days prior to harvest. To maximize 
yield potential eliminate competing weeds ea~y. Up to 4 sequential applica0ons of this product may be 
made With at least 10 days between applications. This product will control or suppress most perennial 
wcoes. For somo paroonlal woads, repeat appllol~ons may bo n,qull'Od to e)lmjr:tate crop C0<npottt>On 
O>tcugnout the growing season. Refer to the 'ANNUAL WEEOS RATE SECTION• and "PERENNIAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION' of this label for application rates for specific weeds, 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: The combined tote! application or this P"'duct from crop emergenca 
through harvest must not exceed 4.5 quarts per acre Tho maximum rate for any slng1-e applica1ion from 
crop emergence until the 8-leaf stago is 1.5 quarts per acre. The maximum rate for any single application 
borwoan tho 8-toar :;.mge and canopy c::osure is 1 quart per ecrn. AJlow a minimum or 30 days batwoon. 
1as; application 0/ld sugar ooet harvest, Tani< mixturos of lhls prcduCi w,th herbicides, 1nsectic1aos or 
fungicides may result in crop injury or reduced weod oontrol. Refor to Uldivlduar tank mixturo product 
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label for restnctJon::s and precautions: use according to lhe most restrictive precauUonary statements for 
oach product In tho tank mixture. 

13,0 NON.CROP USES AROUND T!1E FARIIISTEAD 

n'PES OF USES: Fam:,10.id Wocd Control, Tnm-and-Edge, Greenhouse/Shadehouse, Chemical 
Mowing, Cut Stump, 11t1~1:at Monagomont 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: Rorer to the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "PERENNIAL WEEDS 
RATE SECTION" of tl'IIS tallei for appl lcaUon rates for spoci~c weeds. 'Mien ~ppl ed as diroacd, this 
product will control !hoso aoo and paronnial grasses aM broadleaf wooas. i>,ppltcalion ratM of this 
product spoc:;~ed in tt>e following sections, or on separate supplemental labeling or Fact Shoots published 
for this product, on how to control tough weeds, supersede rates in the "ANNUAL WEEPS RATE 
SECTION" and 'PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" or this label. 

1J.1 Farmstead woed Control, Yrtm-And-Edgo 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may bo used to control annual weeds. perennial weeds and woody 
brush round in any part of the farmstead 1 including .around building foundations and cqwlpment storage 
araas

1 
along and in fences. In dry ditches and canals. along ditchbanks, dn\f8Ways, farm roads, 

farmyards, rancerows, parking areas. wngeland, rights-of-way, sheltert>elts, storage ar0as and prior to 
planting landscape omamentals 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tanl<-mixod with the following products, provided lhat the specific 
prod1.1ct used is labeled for use on these (\()(\-O"Op sites Refer to the individual product labels for 
approved fannstead sites and application rates. Road and fallow label dirnCiions or all products in the 
tanK m.Jxturo_ 

Aresnal, Banvel, Bamcade65WG, Clarity, Endurance. Escort XP, Karrnex DF, K"'var I DF, Ous~ 
Pendulum 3.3 EC. Pendulum WDG, Plateau, Princep DF. Princep 4L, Ronstar, Sanara DG, 
Surflan AS Specialty. Telar OF, Vanquish. 2.4-D 1 diuron, s1ma2ine 

For annual weeds, use 1 quart of this product per acre when weeds are less \h8!1 6 Inches tall. 1.5 quarts 
per aero when woods are 6 to 12 Inches tall and 2 quarts por acre when weeds are greater than 12 
inches tall. For perennial weeds, apply 2 to 5 quarts per aero in those tank mi><os. For applica0on of these 
lan~ mixtures using backpack sprayers. handguns or olhor hana-neld applicators, see the 'ANNUAL 
WEEDS-HANO-HELD OR BACKPACK EQUIPMENT section Of this labol fortho roquirea concentration 
of this product 1n the mix 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Refer to individual Lank-mix product label for restrictions and 
procautlons; use according to the most restrictive precautionary s1atements for each product in the tanlt 
mixture 

13.2 Grecnhcusc,Shadchousc 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used to conlrol weeds in and around greenhouses and 
shadehOuses 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Desirable vegela0on must not be present during application and air 
circulation fans must be tvrned off until after the app1ica.tion has dried Do not use in res.idential 
greenhouses. 

13.3 Chemical Mowing 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product will suppress perennial grasses llsted in this section 10 serve as a 
substrtute for mowing. Apply 6 Outd ounces of this product per acre when treating Kentucky bluegrass. 
Apply 8 fluid ounces of this product por aero wtie~ trea0ng tall !oscue. fino fescve, orchardgrass, 
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bahlagrass or quaci<grass covers Apply 16 fluid ounces al this product per acre when treating 
bermudagrass. Apply 64 fluid ouncas of this product per acre wtl<ln treating torpedograss or paragrass. 
Mal<e all appttcat\ons In 1 D to 20 gallons of spray solution por acre. Chemical mowing applicaUon may be 
mado along farm ditches and other paiis offasmsteads. 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Use only in aroas where some temporary injury or discoloration or 
perennial grasses can be tolarated 

13.4 Cut Stump 

TYPES OF USES: TreaUng cut stumps In any non-crop site listed on this label 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product will control re-growth of cut stumps and re-sprouts of many typos or 
W000'j brush and tree spades, some of which are listed below. Apply this product using suitable 
equipment to ensuro coverage or the enliro cambium. Cut treas or re-sprouts dose to the soil surface. 
Apply a 50 to 100 percent $01Utlon or this product to the freshly cut surtace Immediately after cvtllng. 
Delays in appjication could result in reduced per1ormance. For best results, apply during periods of actlse 
growtn and IUII lear expansion. 

Alder Oak Reed, giant Tan oak 
Eucalyptus Poppor, Brazilian Saltcedar Willow 
Madrano Pine, Austrian Sweetgum 

PRECAUTIONS, RESTRICTIONS: Do not make a cut stump applications when the roots or deslrable 
woody brush or- trees may be grarted to the roots of lhe rut stump. Soma sprouts, stems, or trees may 
sl'lal'o the same root systom. Adjacent !roes haVing a 51mllar age, height and spaelng may signal sharec 
roots. Whether grafted or shared, injury is likety to occur to non-treated stcmS/\roes when one or more 
trees sharing oomrnon roots are treated. 

13.5 ltabltat Management 

'TYPES OF USES: Habitat Restoration and Maintenance, Wildlife Food Plots 

Habitat RostoraUon and Malntananco 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used to control exotic and other undesirable vogetauon In 
habitat management areas Application can be made to alfow recovery of native plant 5pedes, prior to 
planting dosirabio nativ!l species, and for s imilar broad-spectrum vegetation comrol requirements in 
habrtat management areas. Spot treatment can be used to selectisoly remose unwanted plants for habitat 
maintenance and enhancement. 

Wlldllfo Food Pl<>t5 

USE INSTRUCTIONS: This product may be used as a site preparation treatment to control annual and 
perennial weeds prtor to planting wildlife food plots. Any wildhfo food spec,os may be planted afler 
applying this product. or na~se species may be allowed lo repopulatG the area If tillage iS needed to 
prep8fo a seed bod, wait 7 oays aner application before tillage. 

PRECAUTIONS. RESTRICTIONS: There are no rotaUonal restrictions for planting any wildlife food 
spectf>S or1or allov.1ng natiw species to repopulate the area 1oil0wing appllcatlons of this product. 

14.0 INDUSTRIAL. TURF ANO ORNAMENTAL use SITES AND INSTRUCTIONS 

This produd may be used in non-crop areas in.duding airports, apartment ccmplexes
1 

commerclal sites, 
diteh banks, driveways, dry d.itdles, dry canals. fencerows, golf courses, greenhouses, industrial sJtes, 
landscape areas, lumbor yards, manufacturing sites. municipal sites. natural areas, office complexos. 
ornamentals, parf<.s, parking areas, pastures, petroleum tank farms and pYmp,ng installations, public 
aroas, railroads, rangeland, recreation areas, residential aroas, rtghts-af-way, roadsides, sd"lools, 
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shadehousas1 sports complexes, storage areas, substations, turlgrass areas, utility sties, wara'rlouse 
areas arid wildlife management areas, 

This product rnay also be usa:t in non-food crops sites such as Christmas tree farms. plant nun;eries, and 
$Od or turf seed farms 

Unless otiierwise spoclfled. applicat ions may be made lo control any weeds listed in tho "ANNUAL 
WEEDS RATE SECTION." "PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE SECTION" and "WOODY BRUSH AND TREES 
RATE SECTION of 111is label. 

14. 1 U5o Ar1>os ond lndu·otrlo l Slti>o 

Weed Control, Trim.and-Edge, 8i1tc Ground 

This produd may be used in non-aop and non-food aroas. It may be applied with any appHcat,on 
equipment doooibed in this lebel. This product may be used to trim-and-edge around objects in tnese 
sites, for spot treatment of unwanted vegetation and to eliminate unwanted weeds growing in ostablishad 
snrub beds or ornamental ptantlngs. This product may be used prior to planting an area to ornamentals, 
nowers, lur1grass (sod or seed), or prior to laying asphalt or beginning construction projects. 

Repeatod applications of ttiis product may be used, as weeos amerga, to maintain Darei ground. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be 1ank-mixed with tho following products. proY1dod that the spacJnc 
prOduct Is labeled for application at tne use site, Reier to the 1ndiv1dual product labels ror approved sites 
and appllcabon rates 

2 ,4-D' EscortXP OustXP Ronstar 50WP 
Atslltlal Gncory 75 OF Outrfdor Sahara 
ntt-ilidno1 Gruton 4 Ponllulum WDG simazjno 1 

Barricade 65WG Garlon 3A Pendulum 3,3 EC Sur11anAS 
Certainty Goal 2XL pendimethalin' Sur11anWDG 
Crossbow L Karmex OF Plateau Telar 
d/eamba1 Krovar I DF Poasl Trans1ina 
diuron1 Landmars MP Landmar1<XP VanqUish 
Endurance Landmark II MP Princep 4L ValparDF 
Escort Milestone P~ncep OF VelparL 

1 Tank mixtures with products containing this single actlvo ingredient may bo made provided tnc specific 
product i• labOIOd !Or applic:atlon at tho USC Sito 

This product pfus d1camba tank mixtures may net be applied by air In Cal1fornle. 

When applied as a tank mixturo tor l:>aro ground, this product provides control or the emerged annual 
w00ds and control or partial control or emerged perennial weeds, woody brush ar,d trees 

For control or partial control of tho following poronnlal weeds. apply 1 to 2 quaru of this product plus 2 to 
4 ounces of Ousl XP per acre 

Bahiagrass 
Bermudagrass 
Broomsedge 

Oallisgrass 
Doct<. curly 
Dog fennel 

Chemlcal Mowing - Pe:ronnlaJs 

Fsso.;e, tall 
Jonnsongress 
Poorjoe 

Quacl<grass 
Vaseygross 
Vorva1n. t:ll1,.1e 

Thls prod\JC't will suppress perenoiaJ grasses listed in this section to serve as a sub5tituto for mowing. Use 
S fluid ounees Of this product por aero whe11 trea ting tall fescue1 fine foscua, orchardgrass, quackgrass or 
reed canarygrass covers Uso 6 fluid ounces of this product per acre when treating Kentucky ~uegras.s. 
Apply treatments ,n , Oto 40 gallons of spray solution per acre. 



uso only in areas where some temporary injury or discoloration or perennial grasses can be tolerated. 

Chemical Mowing - Annuals 
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For growth suppression of some annual grasses, such as annual ryegrass, wild barley and Wild oats 
growing in coarse tur1 on roadsides 0< other lndus\rial areas, apply 4 to 5 fluid ounces of 1hi• producl In 10 
lo 40 gallons of spray solution por acre. For best results, apply when annual grasses are acUvely growing 
and bafore the seedheads are in the boot slage of dovelopment Treatments may cause Injury 10 the 
desired grasses. 

14.2 Turfgra&& 

This product may be used to control or suppress many winter annual weeds and tau rescue far affective 
re lease of dormant Bermudagrass and bah1agrass turf. Treat only when tur1 i& dormanl and prior to spring 
green-up. 

Apply 8 lo 64 fluid ounces of this product per acre. Apply n,e labeted rates ,n 10 to 40 gallons of water per 
aao Use only in areas where bermudagrass or bahiagrass are desirable ground covers and where some 
temporary injury or d\scoloratlon can be tolerated .. 

Treatments in excess or 16 fluid ounces per acre may result in injury or delayed green-up in t,igt,ly 
maintained areas. such as ga1f courses and lawns. DO NOT apply tank mixtures of Lhis product plus Oust 
XP In highly maintained turfgrass areas. 

Actllroly Growing Bennudagrass 

This product may bo usod to control or partlelly control many annual and porennlal weeds for effective 
release or actively growing Dermu<lagrass, DO NOT apply moro than 16 fluid ouna,s of lhis product per 
ac:re In highly maintained Mfgrass areas DO NOT apply tank mixtures of t11Is prOduct plus Oust XP io 
highly malntainod turt"grass areas. Use only In aroas whero Somo tomporary lnJury or discoloration can 
be tolerated. 

Turfgraas Renovation, Seed or Sod Production 

This product controls mo:st oxistlng vegetation prior to renovating turf grass areas or establishing turfgrass 
grown for seed or sod. For maximum control of existing vegetation. delay planting or sodding to 
determine ~ any re-jjrowth lrom escaped underground planl parts oecurs. Whoro ropeal treatments are 
necessary, sufficionl re-growth must be attained prtor to application. For warm-season grasses. such as 
bermudagrn~. summer or fall appl<ealions provido 11\o bMI o:introl. Wl1ern oxlsIing vegatat!an is growing 
undor mawod turfgr.>S3 managomonL apply this prodUCI anor omitting at least one te9U)or mowing to 
allow sufficient growth for good inter,:option cf the spray. 

Desirable lurfgrasSGS may be planted following lhe above procedures. 

Hand-held equipment may oe used for spot treatment er unwanted \legatation growing in e,ci5ting 
t1.ufgrass. Broadcas1 or hand-held equipment may be used to control sod remnants or other unwanted 
vegetation after sod is harvested. 

PRECAUnONS, RESTRICnONS: Do not disturb soil or undargrt>und plant parts berore treatmonL Doiay 
tillage or renovation technlQues such as vertical mowtng- 1 coring or slicing for 7 days after application to 
allow trans.loeatJon Into underground plant parts, 11 application rates total 3 quarts per acre or Ioss1 '10 
waiting period between treatment and feeding or livestock grazing is required If the rate was greater 
than 3 quarts per acre, remove domestic livestock before applicalion and watt 8 weeks arter appl1eatlon 
before grazing or harvesting. 

14.3 fnJectlon and FrPI (Woody Brush and Trc,os) 

This product may bo used lo control woody brush and trees by injection or frtll apphcatlons. Apply tnls 
producl using suitable equipment Iha! must penetrale Into tho liviog Ussuo. Apply lhe oquivalont ol O 04 
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nuid o= (1 mllliltc:<) of till s product to, every 2 to 3 lnd'los or \tunk dli:lllol er at bl'east tielght (DBH). 
Tr11 s lo bu:;1 ochlovcd oy applying a SO- to 100·j)OICOJ1l concen173ti:,n Of u,,. product crt/ler to 3 con~nuo,,s 
trill a,oaf!d tne troo or as cuts eve 'y spaooa IIIQ\lnd the tree bolow an branches. M l!Cc d•ame:cr 
increases in size, betler results are achieved by applying dlluled matenal to a continuous frill or moro 
dosety spaced cuttings. Avoid application techniques that allow runoff to occur from fri lled or cul areas in 
species that o.xude sap freely. In species such as this. make the frm or cuts at an obfi que anglo to 
produco a cupping OffOCI nr,d use a 1DIK)orcent conC(?f1traticn of this product For best results, apply 
durrng periods 0/ atllvo 9ruwth and atlor full leaf expan on. 

14.4 Non-rood Tree, Shrub, and Vine Production Sites 

Tnls p<oducl may be usca for weod oonlrol prior 10 plantin_g or atOllnd es1abl1S11ed omamontals, or any 
woody troo. Sllnub, or vino spcdcs. including ll!bol'lliloo, aznlO.l, boxwoOd, c:robapplo, eucalyptus. 
ouonymus, r.r, Douglas fir. jojoba, hO!f.os, lilac. magnolia, maple, oak, poplar, pnvol, pir.o, spruce or yew, 
growing in plant nu:nieries, on Christmas Iree farms, or oii other non-food tree pn:,~ud!on sites. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED , DO NOT USE TH IS PRODUCT AS AN OVER-THE·TOP 
BROADCAST SPRAY IN ORNAMENTALS AND CHRISTMAS TREES . Care must be taken to avoid 
contact or spray, drift or mist with foliage or bark of dosirabte ornamental species. 

Ttlis product may be used to control weeds growing in and around greenhouses and shaciehouses , 
Desirable vegetation must .nol be prosont during application and air cirCl.llatiori fans must be turned off 
until after the application has drlod. 

TYPES OF APPLICATION: Sile Preparation. Post-direded. Trim-and-edge. Wiper Application 

Sito Preparation 

This product may be used prior to planting any tree, shrub. or vine, inc:1ud,ng CMstmas tree spe<;1es. in a 
nursery or production setting, 

Post-<llro~tod, Trlm.and-Edgo 

This product may be used as a post-directed spray around established woody ornamental species, or to 
trim and edgE around trees, bulldmgs1 sidewalks, roads, potted plants ar,d ou,cr objects 1n a prodvction 
setUng. 

DoslraDIB plants may be protectod from the spray solution by using Sllields or coverings made or 
carciboard or other impermeable material, 

Wiper Applica~on 

This product may be used through wick or other suitable wiper applicat= to control or partially control 
undesirable vegetalion around established troos, shrubs, or vinos. See the "SELECTIVE EQUIPMENT" 
section or this label for further irrformation abou1 the proper use of wJper applicators. 

14.5 RallrDads 

All or the instructions in the "Uso Aroas and lndustfiiil Sites'" soction may bo madD to railroads. 

Baro Ground, BaUast and Shoutdcns, Crossings. Spot Troatmont 

This product may be used to malnlain Dara ground on railrMd ballast and shouldets. Repeat applicaUon• 
cf this product may be used, as weeds emerge. ta maintain bare ground. This product may be used to 
control tar1-growin9 weeds to improve line-of-sight at railroad. crossings and: reduce tho need for mowing 
along righfs-of-way. For crossing applications. up to 80 gallons or spray solution par acre may be used. 

TANK MIXTURES: This proouct may be tank mixed wltM the fellowing products for ballast, shoulder. spot, 
care 9rcun0 anci crossing treatments, provldod that the specific product is laOOlod !or use on lhese sites. 
Refer to the individual product labels for approved sites and apptication rates. 
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1 Tank mOOuros with products containing this single generic active ingredient may be made provided the 
specific product is registered 1or thiS use. 

Brush Control 

This product may be used to control woody brush and trees on railroad rights-of-way. Apply 4 lo 10 quarts 
of this product per acre as a broadcest spray. using boom-type or boomless nozzles. Up to 80 gallons of 
spray solulion per acre may be used. Apply a 0. 75- to 2-porcent soluuon of this product whon using high
volume spray-to-wet applications. Apply a 5- to 10-percent solution or this product when using low volume 
directed sprays for spot treatment. 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be mixed with \he following products for ballast, shoulder, spot, 
bare ground and -crossing lre.atments, as well as fer enhanced control o1 weedy brush and troos, provided 
that the specific product is labeled for use on these sites Re.fer to the individuat product labels for 
approved sites and application rates. 

Arsenal Garlon 3A Outrider Vanquish 
atrazine 'I' Garlon4 Sahara DG VelparL 
dicamba • HyvarX simizine, VelparDF 
diuron 1 HyvarXL Spike 80 DF 2,4-D' 
Escort Krovar I DF TelarDF 
EscortXP OustXP Transtine 

' Tank mixtures with products cori\aining this single generic active lngradlent may be made provided the 
specif IC product is registered for this use. 

Bcrmudagrass Rela21so 

This proouct may be used to con1rol er partially control many annual end perennial weeds fer effective 
release of .actJvcly growing bermudagrass. Apply 1 to 3 pints of this product In up to BO gallons or spray 
solution pet acre. Use the lower rate. when treating annual weeds below 6 inches il'l height (or runner 
length). Use the higher rate as weeds increase in size or as they approach flowor or seedhead formation 
These rates wil also provide partial control of the fellowing perennial species. 

Bahiagrass Fescue, tall Trumpelcreeper 
Bluestem. silver Johnsongrass Vaseygrass 

This product may be lank-mixed with Oust XP. 1r tank-mixed, use no more than 1 to 3 pints of this product 
with 1 to 2 ounces of Oust XP per acre Uso ttio lower rates of each product to control annual weeds toss 
than i; inches In height (or runner length) that are listed in this label and the Oust XP label. Use the higher 
rates as ar,nual weeds increase in size and approach the ftower or seedheiad stages These rates wm 
also provide partial control of the following perennial weeds. 

Bahiagrass 
Blackberry 
Btuestem, silver 
Brcomsadge 

Dallisgrass 
Dewberry 
Deck, curly 
Dcgfennel 

Fescue, tall 
Johnsongrass 
Pccrjco 
Raspberry 

Trumpetcreeper 
Vaseygrass 
Yervain, blue 
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Use only en woll-eslabllshed bermudagrass Barmudagrass inJury may result from lhe treatment. but re
growth will occur under moist condilians. Make only one application per growing season. as severe 
bermudagrass lnJUry may occurwi1h repeated appllcabon. 

t4.6 Roodsldes 

All of the applicatlons in the "Use Areas and lnduslria1 Sites" section may t>o made along roadsides, 

SIIOutder Treatment$ 

Thl.s product may be used on read shoulders. It may bo appUed with boom sprayers, shielded boom 
sprayers, 11igh-votume off-center nozzles, hand--hald equipment, and slmilar equipment 

GuardraUs, Other Obstoelos to Mowing 

This product may be used to control weeds growing under guardrails and around signposts and other 
objects along tne roadside. 

Spot Treatment 

Dlis product may be used as a spot treatment to control unwanted vegetation growing along roadSJdes 

TANK MIXTURES: This product may be tan~-mixed wijh \tie fellowing products for shoulder, guardrail, 
spot and bare· ground treatments, providod that the specific product used is labeted for use on these sites 
Refer to lhe individual product labels for approved sites and application rales. 

atrazino1 EscortXP Outrider Sanaro 
Clarity Gallery 75DF Pendulum 3.3 EC simazine1 

Crossbow L Krovarl DF Pendulum V\IDG Surflan 
dlcamba1 

Landmark II MP Plateau Telar 
diuron 1 Landmark MP Princop DF Vanquish 
Endurance LandmarkXP Princep4L 2,4-D1 

Escort Ous\XP Ron,tar SOWP 

1 Tank: mi:irtures with products containing this single generic active ingrediant may be rnado provided the 
spocific product is registered fer this IJSll. 

Rslnse: of Bormudagrasa or Bahiagrass 

Dormant Applicatloos 

This product may be used to control or partially control many winier annual weeds and tall fescuc lor 
effoetiva rnlease of dormant bermudagrass or bahiagr.ass. Treat only when turf is dormant and prior to 
spring green-up. This product may also be tank-mixed with Outrider or Oust XP fer residual control. Tank 
m1Xtures af this product with Oust er Oust XP may delay greon-up. 

For bes\ resulls on winier annuals, treat when plants are in an eal1y growth stage (below 6 inches in 
height} after most have germinated For best re-suits on tall fescue, treat whon fescue is at er beyond the 
4- to 6-leaf stage. 

Apply 8 le 64 fluid ounces of this product In a tank mix with 0.7~ to 1.3 ounces af Outrider herbicide per 
acre. Read and follow all label directions fer Outrider herbicide. 

Appfy 8 10 64 fluid ounces of this product per acre alone or in a tank: mixturo with 0.25 to 1 ounce per acre 
ar Ousl XP In 10 10 40 gallons of water per acre. Use only In areas where bem,udagrass or bahiagrass 
are desirable ground covers and where some temporary injury er discoloration can be toleraled. To avoid 
delays m green-up and minimize injury, add no more than 1 ounce of Oust XP per acre on barrnudagrass 
and no more than 0.5 ouna, ol Oust XP per acre on bahiagrass and avoid treatments when these 
grasses are in a semi-dormant condition~ 
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Acttvoly Growing Bormuoagrass 

This product may be used to control or partially control many annual anci perennial weeds for effedlve 
release o1 ad.ively growing bormudagra.ss. Appl:,, 1 to 3 plnts cf this product in 10 lo 40 gallons of water 
par aero. Use the IDW1lr ralo wt,en treating annual weeds below 6 inches in height (or n.,nner length). Use 
the higher rate as weeds ITT,craasa in size or as they approach flower or seedhead formation Thaso rates 
will also provide partial control of tho following perannIaI spBCios. 

Bahlagrass 
Bluestem, silver 

Fesc:uo, tall 
Johnsongrass 

Tn.,mpetereoper 
Vaseygrass 

This product may be tan~-mi•ed wilh Outrider herlllc/de for control or p,,~al conlrol of Johnsongrass and 
other weeds listed on the Outnder label. Use 910 32 flu id ounces of this prodUCI with o.75 to 1 .3 ounces 
of OtJ1ridar per ac:re. Use tho higher rates or bott, products for a;,ntl'OI of perennial weeds or annual 
woods greater than 6 ir>elles in height 

n,ls product may be tank-mixed with Oust XP. If tank-mixeel, use no more than 1 lo 2 pints or this prodUCI 
witt, 1 to 2 ounces of Oust XP per acre. Use the lowor rates of each product to control annual weeds tess 
lhan 6 Inches in tleight (or n.,nnor longlh) that aro listed in this label and the Oust XP label. Uso the higher 
rates as annual weeds increase In size and approach the flower or saedhead stages. These rates will 
alSo provide partial conlrol of tne following perennial weeds. 

Bahiagrass Dallisgrass Fescue, tall Tn.impotereeper 
Bluestom, sill/Or Dael<, c,.,~y Johnsongrass Vaseygrass 
8roomsedge Oogfennef Poorjo.o Vervain. btuo 

Use only on well-es1ablist,8d beimudagrass, Bermudagrass Injury may resull from me lreelrnenl, b\Jt re
growth will ocx::ur under moist conditions. Make only one application of this tank-mix per grov4r,g season, 
as sevore bormudag.rass Injury may occur with repeated application. 

Actlv•ly Growing Bahlagrass 

For suppression of vegetatjve growth and saadhead inhiblbon of bahlagrass for approximaloly 45 days, 
apply 6 nuld ounces of this product in 10 to 40 gallons of water per acre . Apply 1 to 2 weeks after full 
green-up or after mowing to a uniform height of 3 to 4 inches. This application must be m~de prior to 
seedhead emergena,. 

For suppression up to ,20 days, apply 4 fluid ounces of this product per acre, followed by an application 
of 2 to 4 fluid ounces per acre about 45 days later. Make no more lhan 2 applications per year 

This product may be used for control or partial control or Johnsongrass and olner weeds listed on the 
Outrider herll1eide label. Use 6 fluid ounces of lhis product wrth □. 75 to 2 ounces of Outrider herllic1de por 
acre. Use the higher rates for control of perennial weeds or annual waeds greater than 6 inches in 
Might. Use only on well-established bahiagrass 

A lank mlX!JJn, of this product plus Oust XP may be used. Aaply 6 llukl ouncos of lhls !'rodlJct plus 0.25 
ourco of Oust XP por aero , to 2 wcol<S l@wlng at> lntual sptlng mow,ng. Make on,y om, application per 
year 

1$.0 ANNUAL WEEDS RATE SECTION 

When water carrier volume$ are between 16 and 40 gallons per acre for ground appllcltion and between 
6 and 15 gallons per acre for aerial app\lceUon, the following use rates wlll control the nnnual weeds listed 
in tho "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE TABLE" tnal follows. 

1 quart per acre - grass and broadlem annual weeds le•s than 6 inches in height or 
circumfcronce and \ltnos less than 3 inchos in iength. 
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• 3 pints per acre - grass ano braadleiar annual weeds 6 ta 12 inehes In height or circumference 
and vir,c~s 3 to 6 inches In length. 

2 quart:.i pnr aero - gra~s and D!Oadlcar annual weeds greater than 12 Inches in height or 
circumrorcnco and vinos grttater that\ 6-inchE:ls in longth. 

WHEN WATER CARRIER VOLUMES ARE BETWEEN 3 AND 15 GAL.LONS !'ER ACRE FOR 
GROUND APPLICATION AND BE1WEEN J ANDS GALLONS PER ACRE FOR AERIAL 
APPLICATION, usra THE RATES SPlaCIFlED FDR INDIVIOUAL WEEDS AS FOLLOWS IN THE 
"ANNUALWEEOS RATE TABLE". 

Apply ta actively gro~ng annual weeds. Annual weeds are generally easiest to c.cntrol when they are 
small 

Older, mature (llardened) annual weed species may require tligher rates than specified in this table even 
n they moot Iha size roqutemonts. Thls product may oo usod up to 64 fluid ounces per aero for tough-to• 
control annual weeds and where heavy weed densilles exist FoUow a\1 procautions and restrictions, 
including the maximum application rates and crop stage timings specified in tho instructions for the crops, 
including Roundup Roady crops, and use sites listed on this I3bel 

Maximum slza refers to the maximum plant height, length or runners for vines. or clrcumrerence of rosette 
plants In inches. 

Oa not tank•mix with soil residual herbicides when using these rates unless olh(!rwise specified 

For weeds that have been mowed, grazed or cut, allow re-growth to occur prior to treatment with this 
product 

ANNUAL WEEDS RATE TABLE 

RATE 
(fluld ounce$ per acre) 

16 24 32 40 48 
WEEO SPECIES Maximum nolght/longtn (In lncnos) 

Ammannia, pvrplo 3 6 12 16 
Anoda, spurred 2 3 s 8 

Baney 18 ,a ... 
Barnyaragrass 3 6 9 

Bassia, t1vehock 6 

Beggarweod, Florida 5 6 

Blttercress 12 20 
Bluegrass, amual 10 
Bluegrass, bulbous 6 
Brome, downy ,.2 6 ,2 

Brome, Japanese 6 12 24 

Browntcp ponicum 6 8 12 24 

Buckwneat wild 3 2 
Burcucumbor 6 12 18 

Butterc,.,p 12 20 

Ca,ollna geranium 4 9 

Carpetweed 6 12 
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Cheat' 6 20 Kocl'lla' 3 to6 12 
Chervil 20 Lambsc,uarters 6 12 20 
Chickweed 12 18 Little barley 6 12 
Coc~lebur 12 18 24 36 London rocket 6 24 

Copperteaf, hophombeam 2 4 6 Mayweed 2 6 12 18 
Coppertoa!, Virginia 2 4 6 Momlngglory, annual (lpomoea spp) 3 6 
Coreopsls, plains 6 12 16 Mustard, blue 6 12 18 
Corn, volunteer 6 12 20 Mustard, lansy 6 12 18 
Corn speedwell 12 Mustard1 tumble 6 12 18 
Crabgrass 3 6 12 Mustard, wild 6 12 18 
Crowfootgrass 6 12 Nightshade, black 4 6 12 
Cutleaf evening primrose 3 6 Nigh1snado, hairy 4 5 12 
Oellilsclaw (unicorn plant) 3 6 OalS 3 6 18 
Owarfdandelicn 12 Pigweed, Palmer· 12 18 24 
Easlem mannagrass B 12 Pigweed species • 12 18 24 
Ec!lpta 4 8 12 Prickly lettuce 6 12 
Fall panicum 4 6 12 Purslane 3 6 
Falsedandellon 20 Ragweed. common· 6 12 18 
Falseflax, smallsoed 12 Ragwoad, giant· 6 12 18 
Fiddleneck 6 12 Rod rtce 4 

Field pennycress 6 12 Rye, votunteer/-cereal ~ G 18 18+ 
Fllaree 6 12 Ryegress species· 6 12 
fleabane, annual 6 20 Sandbur, field 6 12 
Fleabane, hairy (Conyza bonatiens,s} 6 10 Sandbur, longspine 6 12 
Fklabane, rough 3 8 12 Shattercane 6 12 20 
Florida pusley 4 6 Shoptierd's-purso 6 12 
Foxtail, giant, brisUy, yellow 6 12 20 Sicklepod 2 ~ 8 
Foxtail, Carolina 10 Signalgrass, broadleaf 3 6 7 9 
Foxtail, green 12 Smartweed, ladysttiumb 6 9 
Goatgrass, jointed 6 12 Smartweed, Pennsylvania s· g 

Goose grass 3 6 12 Sowthistle, annual 6 12 
Grain sorghum (milo) 6 12 20 Spanlshneedkls 5 12 
Groundcnorry 3 6 g SpeedW1!II, purslane 12 
Groundsel, common 6 10 Spranglotop 6 12 20 
Hemp sesbanra 2 4 6 8 Spurge, prostrate 6 12 
Henbil 6 12 Spurge, spotted 6 12 
Horseweed/ Marestall • 

6 12 18 Spurry, umbrella 6 
(Conyza canactensis) Stinkgrass 12 

Itch grass 6 8 12 18 Sunflower 12 18 
Jim$or,weed 12 18 

Swinecress 5 12 
Johnsongrass, seedling 6 12 18 24 

Toaweed/ Prickly sida 2 4 6 
Jtmglerice 3 6 7 s Texas p.antCt.Jm 6 8 12 24 
Knolweod 6 12 

Thistle, Russian' 6 12 

'"d 
~ 
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Velvetlear 6 12 
Vl,ginia pepperweed 18 
Watortlemp• 6 12 
VVheat 2 6 12 18 

VVlieat, (overwintered) 6 12 18 
VVild oats 3 6 16 

Wild proso millet 6 12 18 
Wltchgrass 12 

woolly cupgrass 6 12 
Yellow rocket 12 20 

1 For control of downy broma in no-till systems.1 use 24 fluid ounces par acre. 

: Performance is better~ application is mado before this weed reaches tne boot stage of growth. 

' Apply 24 ffuid ounces of this product per acre lo control wild buckwheat in tho cotyledon to 2-lear stago. 
Apply 32 ffuid ounces per acn, to control 2- to 4-leat wild buckwheat. For bolter control of wild 
buckwheat over 2 incnes In size, uso sequential treatments of 32 fluid ounces followed by 32 fluid 
ounces of this product per acre. 

' Do not treat koehia in the button stage. 
5 Control of Russian thistle may vary based on environmental conditions and spray coverage. If possible, 

use a tank rnlxture with 2,4-D as describl3d below to improve control. 

A glyphosato-rcsistant blotype he,; been confirmed. For additional infomration, refer lo tha 'WEED 
RESISTANCE MANAGEMENr section of this labeL You may also Visit on the lntornet 
www.weedSClence.org or www.woedreslstancemanagcment.com 1 or contact your Winfield SOluUons, 
LLC representative. 

15,1 Annual Wcods-Tank Mlxtul'l!$ with 2,4--0 or Olcamba orTordon 22K 

Better contrOI of certain tough weeds can be achieved by tank-mixing this product with 0.25 pound of 
dlcamba, 0.5 pound of 2 ,4-D or 1 to 2 n1.1id ounces of Tordon 22K per acre. These other herbicides, 
combined with lhe rates of this product specined in the 'ANNUAL WEEDS RATE TABLE" above, win 
control the following weods up to the maximum hoight or longth indicated: 6 inchi,s - prickly lettuce, 
marastaillhorseweed, morning glory, l<ochia (dicamba only) wud buckwheat (Tordon 22K only): 12inchos 
- cocklebur, lambsquarters, pigweed. Russian thistle (2,4-D only). 

At rates given In the' ANNUAL WEEDS RA TE SECTION', this product will control the following weeds up 
to a maximum height or length of 6 inc:nas: common ragweed, giant ragweed, Pennsylvania smartweed. 
and velvetlear, For better control, tank-mlX this product witih 0.5 pound of 2 ,4--0 per acre. 

Ensure that the specl~c product being used Is labeled for appllcallon at \he desired sits. Follow al l 
precautions and limitations on the tank-mix product label, including c1pplicatlon timing ra!trictions, soil 
restridions, minimum ra-cropping interval and rotational guldollnes. Use according to ihe more restrictive 
label requirements. Some crop injury may occur ~ dicamba or Tordori 22K is applied with in 45 days of 
planting. 

15.2 Annual Wccd,,--Hand-Hold or Batkpa~ Equipment 

For control of weeds listed in the "ANNUAL WEEDS RATE TABLE' above, apply a 0 5-porctml solution of 
this product to weeds less than 6 inchus in height or runner IGngth. Apply pnor to seedhead formation in 
grass or bud formation in broadloar weeds, For annl,Jaf weeds over 6 Inches tall. or unless otherwiso 
speci~ed, use a 1-percent solution. 
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For Dest results, use a 2-percent solution on hardor•lc-<:cnlrol perennials, such as bermudagrass, dock, 
flold biJidweod, hemp dogbane, milkweed and Canada thJstlE. 

Wtien using application methods that result in lilSS than complete coverage, use a 5~percent solutlon for 
annual end perennlal weeds, and a 5 ta 1 a .. percent solution for woody brush and b"ees 

16,3 Annual Wocds.-Tank Mixtures with Atrazlno for Fallow atl<l Reduced TIiiage Systems 

For use or,ly ,n ColoradO, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma. O<egoo, South Dakota, ano Washington In 
Dragoo and Washington, do not mcceod 1 pound of atraztno per aero. 

Application of 24 to 28 Ouid ounces of this prodUCI plus 1 lo 2 pounds of atrazine per aero wtll control the 
following weeds: barnyardgrass (requires 28 fluid ounces for control) , downy bromc, green foxtail, 
lambsquaiters. prickly lettuce, tansy mustard, pigwoed, fi eld sandbur, slinkgrass, Russian thlsllo. 
volunteer who at. witchgrass and kochia (add 0.12 pound of dicamba for control). 

Ensure that the specific atrazine er dicamba product boing used is lalloled for appllcalloo at the desired 
site Follow all precautions anci limitatjons on the tank rnix.: product's label, including application timing 
restrictions, soll restrictions, minimum re.crapping interval and rotational guidelines 

16.0 PERENNIAL WSEDS RATE SECTION 

Apply to actively growing perennial weods. 

NOTE: If weeds have been mowed or Ulled, do not treat until p lants nave resumed active growth and 
have reached the spocified stage 

Repeat treatmonts may be necessary to control waeds regenerating from underground parts or seed. 
Repeat treatments must be made prior 10 crop emergence. 

Unless otherwise staled. allow 7 or more days anor application before tillage. 

Best results are obtained whan soil moisture is adequate for active weed growth 

Wnnd Species 

Alfalfa 

PERENNIAL WEEDS RATE TABLE 

Rato 
(QT/A) 
1-2 

Water Volume 
(GPA) 

3-10 

Hand-Held 
%SOluUon 

2% 
Apply after the last hay cut\ing in the fall . Allow alfalla to re-grow to a height of 6 to 8 inclleS or more 
prior to troatment. Follow application with doop tillago al least 7 day, after treatment, but before soil 
lroaze-up. 

Alllgatorwoed 4 3 - 20 1 .5% 

Fer partial control, apply when most of tho plants are in bloom. Repeat applications will be required to 
achicvo control~ 

Anise (fennel) 1 1 - 2% 
Apply as a spray-to-wol treatmonl 

Bahiagrass2 3- 5 3-20 2% 

Bcntgrass 3-5 10-20 2% 
For suppression in grass seed producUon areas. For gl'DWld application only. Ensure entire aO'WI'\ araa 
has resumed growth pnor to a fall application. Ensure that bontgrass has at least 3 inches of grOWth 
before application. Avoid tinage pr\or to treatment. Tillage 7 lo 1 0 days after application provides best 
results. 
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Scnnudagrass 3-5 3-20 2% 
For control. apply 5 quarts of this pmduct per ac:re. For partial control, apply 3 quarts per ac:re Apply 
when bermudagrass is acttvely growing and seedheadS are present Rel.reatmant may bo necessary to 
achieve control. 

Bormut1agnu1s, w.ator 
(~notgrass) 

1-1.5 5-10 2% 

Apply 3 pints of this product In 5 lo 10 gallons or water per aero when wator bormudagrass Is 12 to 18 
inches in longth. Allow 7 or more days before tilling, nushing or flooding tho field. 
For fall appllca~on. apply 1 quart of 1nis product in 5 to 10 gallons of water per acre. Till fallow fields 
prior to application. Apply prior lo frost on waler bermudagrass that is 12 to 19 incl1es In length. 
This product is not registered in California 1or use on water bermudagrass. 

Bindweed, field 0 ,5 - 5 3 -20 2% 
Do not treat when weeds are undor drought stress as good soil moisture ts necessary ror acwo 
growth. 
For control, apply 4 to 5 quarts ol this product per acre west of the Mississippi River and 3 lo 4 quarts 
per ac:re east of ltle Mississippi River when bindweed is al or beyond full bloom. For besl results, apply 
in late summer or fall. Fall treatment must be applied berare a kiUir,g rrost 
Also for control, apply 2 quarts of this product plus o.5 pound of dicamba in 1 o to 20 gallons of water 
per acre. Do not apply by a~. 

For suppression on irrigated agricultural land, apply 1 to 2 quarts of this product plus 1 pound of 2,4-D 
in 10 to 20 gallons o! water per acre with ground app!cabon equipment only. Apphcation can Ile made 
rollawing harvesl or in falt fallow ground when bindweed is act.ivory growing and tt,e maJarlty of runners 
are 12 inches or more In length. Irrigate at least onco to promote active bindweed growth, 

For suppression. apply 1 pint or lhis product plus 0.5 pound o! 2,4-D, In 3 to 10 gallons of wa1er per 
aero with ground application equipment, or in 3 to 5 gallons of wal<!r per aero for aerial application. 
Apply by air in fallow and reduced tillage systems only, Delay application until maximum emergence 
has occurred and when vines are between 6 to 18 inches in length. 

In California only, apply 1 to 5 quarts of lhls product per acre. Actual rate needed ror suppression or 
con1roI Will vary within this range depending on local conditions. For suppression on irrigatecl lan<:I 
where annual tillage Is performed, apply 1 quart of U'ris product in 3 lo \O gallons or water per acre 
when bindweed has reached a length of 12 inches or greater. Allow maximum waed emergence and 
rur,ner growth before app!icatlon. Allow 3 or more days after appLicatian berore Ullage. 

Bluogra\ts, Kentucky 1 - 2 3 - 40 2% 
Apply 2 quarts of this product in 10 to 40 gallons of water per acre when most plants hava reached the 
boot to early seedhead stage of development FO( partial control in pasture or hay crop renovatior,.1 

apply \ to 1.5 quarts of this product In 3 to 1 o gallons of wator per acre to actively growing plants when 
most have reached 4 to i2 inches in .height. 

Bluewe11d, Texas 3 - 5 3 - 40 2% 
Apply -4 to 5 quarts of this proouct per acre wesi 01 the- Mississippi River and 3 to 4 q1,1arts por aero cast 
of the Mississippi River wnen plants are at or beyond lull bloom. New loaf development IndIcatos active 
growth For bes\ results, apply In late summer or fall. Fall treatment must be applied before a killing 
frost. 

Br.,ckonforn 3 - 4 3 - 40 1-15% 
Apply to lulty expanded fronds lhal are at least 18 inches long. 
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Sromcgrass, smoottl 1 - 2 3 - 40 2% 

Apply 2 quarts of this product In 1 O to 40 gallons of water per acre when most plants nave reached the 
boot to early seedhead stage of development. For partial control in pasture or hay crop reno\latlon, 
apply 1 to 1.5 quarts of 1h15 product in 3 to 10 gallons of water per acre to actively growing plants whon 
most have readied 4 to 12 inches in heigh~ 

Bursago1 woolly-loaf 3 - 20 2% 
For control. apply 2 quarts of this product plus 0.5 pound ol dicamba per acre, For partial control, apply 
1 quart of this product plus o 5 pound of dicamba per acre. Apply when plants are producing now 
active growth that has boen Initiated by moisture for at least 2 weeks, and when plants are al or 
beyond flowering. 

Canarygrass. reed2 2-3 3-40 2% 

Cattail' 3-5 3-40 2% 

Clover; red or wMo' 3 - 5 3 - 20 2% 
Also !or control. apply 16 to 32 fluid ounces of this product plus 0.5 to 1 pound of 2.4-D. in 3 to 1 O 
gaHons or water per a ere. 

Cogongrass 3 - 5 10 - 40 2% 
Apply when cogongrass 1s at least 18 inches tall in late summer orfal1. Due to uneven stages of growth 
and the dense nature of vegetation preventing good spray coverage, repeat treatments may be 
necessary to achieve control 

Onlllsgrass' 3-5 3-2□ 2% 

3-5 3-40 2% 
Also for control. apply \ pint of this product plus 0.5 pound or 2,4-D, in 3 to 10 gallons of water per 
acra. 

Doe~, cul1y' 3 - 5 3 - 40 2% 

Also ror control, apply 1 to 2 pints of this product plus □.5 to 1 pound of 2.4-D. in 3 to 10 gallons of 
water per acre. 

Oogbanc, hemp 4 3 - 40 2% 
Apply when most planls nave reached the late bud to flower S1age or growth. Following crop harvest or 
mowing, allow weeds to ra-grow to <1 mature stage prior to treatment. For best rosulls, apply ln late 
summer or fall 
For suppression, apply 1 plnt or this product plus O 5 pound of 2,4-D. in 3 to 10 gallons of wator per 
acre for ground application. and 3 to 5 gallons of water per acre !or aerial application. Delay application 
unt\/ maximum Omersa~ or ttog~anc has occurred. 

Foscuo [oxcoptlall) 3 - 5 3 - 2□ 2% 

Fcscue, tall 1 -3 3 - 40 2% 
Apply 3 quarts of this product per acre when most plants have reached boot to ea~y seedhead stage of 
development. 

For fall application, apply 1 quart of this proouct in 3 to 1 o gallons of water per acre when plants have 6 
to 12 inches of new growth. A sequential appllcalion of 1 pint of tllis product per acre will improve long
term control and control seedlings germinating arter fall traatrnents or the following spring 

Gulncograss 2-3 3-40 1% 

Apply wnon most plants havo reac:hed at least the 7-lear stage or growth. Ensure thorough coverage 
wn<ll't using !ll!nd-hold oqulpmonL In Tc,rns aod nd90 01 Flonaa, us<1 2 gl.ltlrt!I of Uus p""1uc:t por aao 
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for control. In the natwoods region of Florida, 3 quans o! tnls ptoaUCl per acre are roqulreo for corrtrol. 
Horsonottlo' 3-5 3-20 2% 

Hor.,;or•dl$h 4 3 - 40 2% 
Apply when most plants have reactied tne late bud to fiower stage or growth. For best results, apply In 
late summer or fall. 

tcoplant1 1.5-2',1, 
Thorough coverage is necessary for best control. 

Jerusalem artichoke 1 3 - 5 3-20 2% 

Johnscngrass 0,5 - 3 3-40 1% 
Ir, annual cropping systems, apply 1 to 2 quarts of 1.hfs product in 3 to 10 gallons ot water per aae~ Use 
2 quarts of 11,js product when applying 10 to ~O gallons of water per acre. In non-crop areas, or in 
areas whore annual bllago is not practiced (no-till), •PJ>Y 2 to 3 quarts of this product In 10 to 40 
gallons of water per acre_ 
For best results, apply when most plants have reached the boot to head stage al development or in the 
fall prior to frost Allow 7 or mare days after application before tillage. Do not lank-mix with residual 
hert>lcidos when applying 1 quart of this product per aero. 

For bumdown of Johnsongrass. apply 1 pint of this product In 3 lo 10 gallons or water per acre before 
tile plants reach a height of 12 inches. Allow at least 3 days after treatment before \lllage. 

For partial control or suppn,sslon. apply a 1-perconl solution er this product as a spot treatment whon 
Johnsongrass is 12 to 18 inches In height. Ensure tnat coverage is uniform and comploto. 

Klkuyugrus 2 - 3 3 - 40 2% 
Apply when most kikuyugrass is at least 8 Inches In height ($- or 4-leaf stage of growth). Allow 3 or 
more days a!\Ot application before tillage. 

Koapwood 4 3 -40 2% 
Apply when most plants have reaclled the late bud to newer stago of growth. For best results. apply in 
lale summer or 1a11. 

Lanttna 1 -1.25% 
Apply al or beyond the bloom stage or growth. 

Lespcdoza' 3 - 5 3-20 2% 

Mitkwood, common 3 3-40 2% 
Apply when most plants hava reac:hod the lata bud to flower stage cf growth. 

Muhly, wlrestom 1 - 2 3 - 40 2% 
Apply 1 quart of this product in 3 to 10 gallons of waler per aero. Use 2 quarts of this product when 
applying 10 to -40 gallons of waler per acre or In pasture, sod, or non-crop areas Apply whon Wirestam 
muhly is 8 inchos or more in height. Do net till between harwst and !all ap1>ication, or in tho fall or 
spring pnor to sprw.i application Allow 3 or more days alter appiicatlcn before unogo, 

l\lulleln, common' 3 - 5 3 - 20 2% 

N•plargr._..,.• · 3 - 5 3 - 20 2% 

Nlgt,tshade, sllvor1oof 2 3-10 2% 
For best results, apply when al least 80 percon\ of toe plants have befTies Fall treatment must be 
made before a kilting frost. 

Nutsodge. purple or yollow 0.5 -3 3 -40 1 - 2% 
Appty 3 quarts of this product per a~re. or as a 1 to 2-percent solu1ion, for control of nutsedge plants 
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and Immature nuuets attached to treated plants. Treat when plants are In fiower or when new nullets 
c:ari bo founcj al m:izomo lips. Nutlots ttiat have net go.rmlniltad will not be conlroHed and moy 
oonmnate after troatrnont. Repeat treatments w,1 bo reqUJrad for long-term control of ungcrminatod 
tuber,. 

Sequanlial application of 1 to 2 quarts of this product in 3 to 10 gallons cl water per acre aftJar a 
majonty of the plants are In the 3- to 5-leef stago (loss than 6 Inches \all) will also provide control. 
Repeat this application as necessary when nowiy om<lfQing plants reach lhe 3 to 5-loaf stage. 
Subsequent applications will be necessary for long-lerm control. 

For partial control cl existing plants, apply 1 pint to 2 quarts of tnis product in 3 to 40 gallons or wator 
per acre when plants haw 3 to 5 leaves and most are lass than 6 inches tall. Repeat treatments will be 
required to control subsoquant emerging plants or re-growth of exisung plants. 

Orch,an:lgrass 1 -2 3 --40 2% 
Apply 2 quarts of 1/lis product In 10 lo 40 gallons cl water per acre when most plants have reacr,ea tne 
boot to early soodlicad stage of dc,,clopmen!. For panlal amtrel in pastuJ'l! or hay crop ren0Vadcn, 
apply 1 10 1.5 quarts or tn,s product In 3 to 10 gaHons of waI0r per acie whon plants are ac:/voly 
growing and most have reached 4 to 12 inches in height 

For orchardgrass sods going to no-till corn, apply 1 lo 1.5 quarts of this product in 3 to 10 gallons or 
water per acre to orchardgrass that I• a minimum ol 12 inches tall for spring application, and 6 Inches 
tall for fall application. Allow at least 3 days following application bofon, plantin~. A seQuontlal 
application of atraz1ne will be necessary for optimum results. 

Pampasgrass 1.5 - 2% 
Apply when pampasgrass is at or beyond the boot stage of growth~ Thorough covorago Is necessary 
for best control. 

Po111g,-•ss' 3-5 3-20 2% 

Pt,ragmltn 3-5 10-40 1-2% 
For partial conl.J'Ol and best resuHs. treat during late summer or ran when plants are actively growing 
and in full bloom Treatment bofora or after this stage could result in roducod amtrol Due to the donse 
nature or this vegetation. whict, ma.y prevent good spray coverage. or uneven stages of groVJth, repeat 
treatments could bo necessary to ai:hieve control Visual control symptoms will be slow to develop. 

Polaon nQmlock 'l - 29..V 

With hand-hold sprayers, apply as a sprEl)l-to-wet treatment. Optimum re,ults are obtained when plants 
ara treated at the bud to full-bloom S;tago or growth. Thorough o::iverage Is necessary ror best control. 

Pokeweed\ eomrnon 3 - 40 2% 
Apply 10 actively growing plants up to 24 Inches tall . 

Quackgrass 1 - 3 3 -40 2% 

In annual cropping systarns, or in pastures and sods followod by di>op @age, apply 1 quart of this 
product in 3 to 10 gallons or water por aero. or 2 quarts in 10 to -40 gallons of water per aero. Oo not 
tank-mD< with resi<lual herbicides when using the 1-quart rate. Spray when quacl<grass Is 6 to 8 inches 
In height Do not OIi betwoon harvost and fall applIca!lon, or In the fall or spnng prtor to spring 
application. Allow 3 or more days arter application before tillage_ In pastures or sods, Lise a moldboard 
J>OW for best results 

In pasturos. sOds or non-crop aroas where daop tillago doos oot follow application. apply 2 to 3 quarts 
of this product in 10 to 40 gallons of water per acre when quaekgrass 1s greeter than 8 1nct1es tall. 

Rodvlna 0,75-2 5-10 2% 
For suppression, make two applications of 1 .5 p{nts of trus product per acre 7 to 14 days apart or a 

-~!!'.!.9I.!L~Pplication of 2 quart:. por aero. Apply tneoo ratos /'I 5 ta 10 gallons al ·.vutet per <>Cta ApplyJ!!..._ 
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late September or ea~y October to plants that are at least 18 Inches tall and have been growing 45 to 
80 days since the last tillage operabon and at teast 1 week before a killing 1rost. 

Recd., giant 2% 
Best results are obtained when application is mado in late summer or fall . 

Ryegrass 1 porenn&al 1-3 3-40 1% 
In annual cropping systems, apply 1 10 2 quarts of this product per acre In 3 to 1 o gallons or water per 
acre, or 2 quarts of this product when applying 10 to 40 gallons of water per acre. In non-crap areas or 
areas where onnual lHlage is not practiced (no-bll). apply 2 to 3 quarts of this product in 10 to 40 
gallons or water per acre. 
Fer best resultS, apply when most plants havo reached the boot to head stage or development or in the 
fall pnor to frost. Do not tank-mix with ~dual herbicides when applying 1 quart of this product per 
acre. 

Smartweed,swamp' 3-5 3-40 2% 
Also for control, apply 1 pint of this product plus 0.5 pound of 2,4-D in 3 to 10 gallons of water per acre 
in the late summer or ra11 

SC>Wthlstle, poronnlal 2 - 3 3 -40 2% 
Apply when most plants are at or boyond the bud stage of growth. After harvest, mowing or tillage in 
late summer or fall, allow at least 4 weeks for inlUation of acUve growth and rosette davolopmon.t prior 
to application of this product. Fall trealment must be made before a killing frost. Allow 3 or more days 
after application before tillage. 

Spurge, 1oafy 3 - 1 Q 2% 
For suppression, apply 1 pint of this product plus O 5 pound of 2,4-D in 3 to 1 o gallons of water per 
acre in late summer or fall. If mowing has occurred prior to treatment. apply whon most plants are 12 
tnchas tall. 

Slilrtl!lstlo, yellow 2 10-40 2% 
60st results are obtained when application is made during the rosette, bolting or oany fiower stages. 

Swaot potato. wild 2% 
For partilll control, apply to plant, that are at or beyond the bloom stage or growth, Repeat applications 
may ca required. 

Thistle, attfchoko. 2 11/0 

For partial control. apply to plants that are at or beyond the bloom stage of growth, Repeat applications 
may be required. 

Thistle, Canada 2 - 3 3 - 40 2% 
Apply whon most pl.ants aro at or Oeyond the bud stage of growtt\. After harvest, mowing or tillago In 
late summor or fall, allow at least 4 weeks for iniUation of actlva growth and rosette development prior 
to application of this product. Fall treatment must be applied before a killing rrast Allow 3 or more days 
attor application bofore tillage 

For suppression in the spring, apply 1 quart of this product alone, or 1 pint of this product plus 0.5 
pound of 2,4-D, In 3 to 10 gallons of water per acre. Allow rosette re-growth to a minimum al 6 inches 
in diemeter before treating. AppUcation can be made as long as leaves arn sUII groan and plants are 
actively growing at the lime of application. Allow 3 er more days attar application before tillage. 

Timothy' 2-3 3-40 2% 

Torpedogrus 4 - S 3 - 40 2% 
For partial control, apply whon most plants are at or beyond the seedhead stage of development. 
Ropeat applications will be required to achieve control. Fall lraatment must be applied oefore frost. 
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Trumpotcroopcr 2 5 - 10 2% 
For partial control. apply in late September or October, ta plants that are at least 18 inches tall and 
have been growing 45 to 60 days since t~e last tillage operation. App~ at least t week before a killing 
fros~ 

Vasoygrasrs.2 3-5 3-20 

Volvotgrus' 3-5 3-20 

Whcatgrass, wostom~ 2-3 3-40 

1 Appfy when most plants have reached the aarly bud stage cf grov,rth. 

'Apply Wilen most pl.ants ~ave reacihed the ear~ heading stage or growth. 

17.0 WOODY BRUSH AND TREES RATE SECTION 

2% 

2% 

2% 

Apply this product after Ml leaf o,panslon, unless othorwiso diracied Use the higher rate for larger plants 
and/or dense areas of growth. On vlnes, use the higher rate for plants that have reached the woody stage 
or growth. Best resulls are obtained when application is made in late summer or !all after fruit formation 

ln arid areas. best results are obtained when application is made in the spring to early summer when 
bn..1sh ~pecics arc at hJgh motsturo content and are flowering. 

Unless otherwise directed, apply broadcast treatments in 3 to 40 gallons o! water par acre. Ensure 
thorough coverage when using hand-hold equipment Symptoms may not appear pnor to frost or 
senosa,nce with 1011 ueaun•n~ 

Allow 7 or moro days altar application be1ore tillage, mowing or removal. Repeat lreatments may be 
necessary to control plants regenerating from underground parts or seed. Somo autumn colors on 
undesirabre deciduous species are acceptable provided no major leaf drop tias occurred Reducecr 
pertcrmance may resutt if faU treatment is made following a trost 

Weed Speclos 

Alder 
Ash' 

Aspen, iluekfr,g 

Boarmal (6e~rdover)' 

Beecih 

WOODY BRUSH AND TREES RATE TABLE 

Rate WIiler Volumo 
{QTIAJ (GPA) 

3-4 3-40 
2-5 3-40 

2-3 a-~o 
2-5 3-40 

2-5 3-40 

Hand-Held 
0/a Solutlon 

1-1.5% 

Bircih 2-3 3-40 1-1.5% 
Blackberry 3-4 10-40 1-1.5% 

Apply after plants have reached full leaf maturtty. Best results an., obtained when application is 
made in late summer or fall. Applicaton may also be made after leaf drop and until a killing frost or 
as long as stems are green After bemes have set er dropped in late fall, blackberry can be 
controlled by applying a 0.75 percent solution of this product for control of blackberries after leaf 
drop and until killing frost or as long as stems aro green, apply 3 to 4 quarts a/this product in 10 to 
40 <p110ns o! water por o.o-o 

Blad<gum 2 - 5 3 - 40 1 - 2% 

Bracken 2 - 5 3 - 40 1 - 2% 

Br<>0m: French.Scotch 1.5-2% 



Buckwheat. California'· 1-2% 
Cascara1 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Cetsdaw' 1-1.5% 
Ceanolhus1 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Ctiamise0 1% 

Cherry: bitter, black. pin 2-3 3-40 1-1.5% 

Coyote brush 1.5-2% 

Apptvwhen at least 50pcrconlofl/le new loova:, are fully dovoloped. 
Dogwood' 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Elderberry 2 - 3 3 -40 1 -1 .5% 
Elm1 2 - 5 3-40 1-2% 

Eucalyptus 2% 
For oontrOI or eucalyptus re-sprouts. apptv when ra-sl)fouts ere 6 to 12 feet tall. Ensure complete 
CCVCl'ilq<l . Avoid opplu::i~on to drolJSht-SlrOSS8d p!a')ts, 

Flonda hoUy (9~ia,, Poppoflrcel ' 2 - S 3- •D 1 -2,. 
Gorse, 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Hesardia1.2 1-2% 

Hawthorn 2-3 3-40 1-1.5% 
Hazel 2-3 3 -40 1-1.5% 

H!clco:y' 2-5 3-40 1 -2% 

Hono~lo 3-4 3-40 1-1.5% 
Hornbeam, American 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Kudzu 4-5 3-40 2% 
Repeat appllcations may be required to achieve control. 

Locust, black' 2-4 3 -40 1 -2% 

Ma drone resprouts' :zo,. 
Apply to ro-sprouts that are 3 toe feet tall. Best results are obtained with spring/early sumrnor 
tron1monl 

Manzanita1 2-5 3-40 1-2% 
Maple. red 2-4 3-40 1-1.5% 

Apply a 1 to i ,5-percent solution when. at reast 50 percen1 of the now leaves are fully developeCI 
For partial control, apply 2 to od quarts of thls product por acre. 

Maple, sugar 1-1.5% 

Apply when at least 50 percent ortne new leaves are !ully developed. 
Monkoy newer,_, 1-2% 
Oak; black, white 1 2-4 3-40 1-2% 

Oal<. post 3-40 1-1.5% 

Oas: northern. 1-1.5% 
Apply when at least 50 percent or the new pin leaves .are fu"y developed 

Oak southern red 2 - 3 3 - 40 1-1.5% 

PerSlmmon' 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Pine 2-5 3-40 1-2°.4 
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Poison ivy/Poison oak 4 - 5 3-40 2% 
Repeat applications may be required to achieve control. Fall treatmont must bo appl,od before 

lnavl)s losogrocncolor. -·-----------
F'oPlar. yellow 2 - 5 3-40 1-2% 
Redbud, eastern 2-5 3-40 1-2% 
Rose, multiflora 2 3-40 1% 

T<eat prior to lea1 detenoratlcn by leaf-eating insects. 
Russlan olive' 2 - 5 3-40 1-2% 

Sago, black1
· ~ 1% 

Sago. w!lito' 2 - 5 3--40 1-2% 
Sage brush. Califomia2 

SSl;;:;;;;betty ----------- 2 -3 
1% 

3-40 1-1.5°A> 

Salt-cedar 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Sassafras' 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

Saurwood1 2-5 3-40 1-2% 
~~Sumac: poison, smooth, winged1 2-4 3-40 1-2% 

Sweetgum 2-3 3-40 1 -1 .5% 

Swordfern1 2-5 3-40 1-2% 

To.11""'1t0C, Chinoso2 1% 
Tan oak rosprcuts1 2% 

Apply to re-sprouts that are less than 3 to 6 feet lall. Best results are obtained with fall applica~on 

Thimbleberry 2 - 3 3 - 40 1 - 1.5% 

Tobacco. troe 1 1-2% 

TrumpalC"l!Opor 2-3 3-40 1-1.5>,i 
2-5 3-~0 1-2% 

Virginia creeper 2-5 3-40 1-2% 
Waxmyrtle, Southern' 2-5 3-40 1-2 11~ 

Willow 3-4 3-40 1-1.5% 

' Partial Control 
' Thorough coverage or roliage Is necessary for best reStllls, 

18.0 LIMIT OF WARRANTY ANO LIABILITY 

Winfield Solutions. LLC warrants that this product comorms lo lhe chemical descripUcn on the label and is 
roasonably !rt for the purposas set forth in the Cornplete Directions for Uso label booklet ('"Directions'1 
when used In accornanco with those Dirootlons undor the eol'ld.ltions c1escrtbod theroin. TO THE 
EXTENT CONSISTENT W~ APPLICABlE LAW, NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTY OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY IS MADE This 
warranty is also subject to the conditions and limitations stated herein. 

Buyer and all users shall promptly .notify this Company of any claims whether based in contract. 
negligence, strict liability, other tort or otherwise. 

To the extent consistent wm, apphcabte law. blJyor and a ll users are rcsponslble for all lass or damage 
from use or handling which rosulls from conditions beyond tho control of this Company , lneluding. but not 
limited to, incompatibility with products othor than u,oso set forth in tho Directions, application lo or 
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contact with desirable vegetation. failure of this product to control weed blotypes wllic:h develop 
resis1ance to glyphosate, unusual weather, waather condHions which are ou1side tho range considered 
normal at tile application site and for the time period whon lhe product is applied, as wall as weather 
conditions which are outside the application ranges set forth in the Directions. application in any manner 
not explicitly set forth in the Directions. moisture conditions outside the moisture range specilied in the 
Directions, or It\$ presenco or products other than those set forth in the Directions in or on lhe sOil, crop or 
treated vegetation. 

This Company dcas not warrant any product reformulated or repaexaged from this produd except in 
accordance with ttlls Company·s stewardship requirements and with express wnuen permission from this 
Company 

For 11'1-ctop (over-the-top) usos on Roundup Ready crops, crop safety and weed control performance are 
not warranted by Winfeld SoMions, LLC when this product is used in conjunction wilh "brown l>ag" or 
"bin run" seed saved from previous year's production and reptantad, 

TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER 
OR BUYER, AND THE LIMJT OF THE LIABILllY OF THIS COMPANY OR ANY OTHER SELLER FOR 
ANY AND ALL LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF 
THIS PRODUCT (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, 
OTHER TORT OR OTHERWISE) SHALL BE THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY THE USER OR BUYER 
FOR THE QUANTITY OF THIS PRODUCT INVOLVED, OR. AT THE ELECTION OF THIS COMPANY 
OR ANY OTHER SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF SUCH QUANTITY, OR, IF NOT ACQUIRED BY 
PURCHASE. REPLACEMENT OF SUCH QUANTITY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL THIS COMPANY OR ANY OTHER SELLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES. 

Upon opening and using this product, buyer a.nd all users aro deemed to have accepted the terms of this 
LIMIT OF WARRANTY AND LIABILl'TY which may not be varied by any verbal or written agreement. If 
terms are not acceptable, return at once unopened. 

Bullet, Degree, Degree Xtra. Harness. INTRRO, Lariat, Micro-Tech, Outrider, Parriay, Roundup Ready, 
and Monsanto are trademar1<s of Monsanto Technology LLC. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 



Specimen Label 

. fUDow AgroSciences C 
® 

Crossbow 
Specialty Herbicide 
Low Volatile Weed and Brush Herbicide 
For the control of most kinds of unwanted trees and 
brush, as well as annual and perennial broadleaf weeds 
on rangeland, permanent grass pastures, conservation 
reserve program (CAP) acres, fence rows, non-irrigation 
ditchbanks, roadsides, other non-crop areas and 
industrial sites 
Active lngredlent(s): 

2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 
butoxyethyl ester ................................................................... 34.4% 

triclopyr BEE: 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyloxyacetic 
acid, butoxyethyl ester .......................................................... 16.5% 

Other Ingredients ....................... ...................... .. .................... ...... 49.1 % 
Total ......................................................................... ................ 100.0% 

Contains Petroleum Distillates 
Acid Equivalents: 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid - 23.7% - 2 lb/gal 

lriclopyr - 11.9% - 1 lb/gal 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-260 

Keep Out of Reach of Children 

CAUTION 
Refer to label booklet for additional precautionary information and 
Directions for Use. 

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. 
Before using this product, read Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent 
Risks of Use, and Limitation of Remedies at end of label booklet. 
If terms are unacceptable, return at once unopened. 

In case of emergency endangering health or the environment involving 
this product, call 1-800-992-5994. 

Agricultural Chemical: Do not ship or store with food. feeds. drugs or 
clothing. 

Precautionary Statements 

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 

CAUTION 
Harmful If Swallowed • Causes Moderate Eye Irritation • 
Prolonged Or Frequently Repeated Skin Contact May Cause 
Allergic Reactions In Some Individuals 

Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap 
and water after handling and before eating, drinking chewing gum, 
or using tobacco. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this product are made 
of barrier laminate, nttrlle rubber, neoprene rubber, and viton. If you 
want more options, follow the instructions for category E on an EPA 
chemical resistance category selection chart. 

All mixers, loaders, applicators, flaggers, and other handlers 
must wear: 
• long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material such as 

barrier laminate, nitrlle rubber, neoprene rubber, and viton 
• Protective eyewear 
• Chemical resistant apron when mixing or loading, cleaning up spills 

or equipment, or otherwise exposed to the concentrate 

See engineering controls for additional requirements 

Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. ti no 
such instructions for washables, exist, use detergent and hot water. 
Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Engineering Controls 
When handlers use closed systems or enclosed cabs in a manner 
that meets the requirements listed in the Worker Protections Standard 
(WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240 (d) (4-6)], the handler 
PPE requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in 
the WPS. 

Pilots must use an enclosed cockpit that meets the requirements listed 
in the Worker Protectfon Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides 
[40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)]. 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or 

using the toilet. 
• Remove clothing/PPE immediately If pesticide gets Inside. Then wash 

thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the 

outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash 
thoroughly and change into clean clothing. 

First Aid 
If swallowed: Immediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do 
not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or 
doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by 
mouth to an unconscious person. 
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-
20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, 
then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for 
treatment advice. 

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison 
control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 
1-800-992-5994 for emergency medical treatment information. 

Note to Physician: This product may pose an aspiration pneumonia 
hazard. Contains petroleum distillates. 

Environmental Hazards 
This pesticide is toxic to fish and may be toxic to aquatic invertebrates. 
Do not apply directly lo water, lo areas where surface water is presen1, 
or to intertidal areas below the mean high waler mark. Drift or runoff 
may adversely affect fish and nontarget plants. Drift and runoff may be 
hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated areas. Do 
not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters. 

This chemical has properties and characteristics associated with 
chemicals detected in groundwater. The use of this chemical In 
areas where soils are permeable, particularly where the water table is 
shallow, may result in groundwater contamination. 

Physical or Chemical Hazards 
Combusllble. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. 

Directions for Use 
It is a violalion of Federal law to use this product in a manner 
Inconsistent with Its labellng. 
Read all Directions for Use carefully before applying. 

Storage and Disposal 
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. 
Pesticide Storage: Store above 10°F or agitate before use. 
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide wastes are toxic. Improper disposal of 
excess pesticide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a violation of federal law. 
If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to the label 
instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control 
Agency, or the hazardous waste representative at the nearest EPA 
Regional Office for guidance. 
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Storage and Disposal (Cont.} 
Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
Into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 1 O seconds 
after the flow begins to drip, Fill the container 1/4 full with water 
and recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application 
equipment or a mix lank or store rlnsate for rater use or disposal. 
Drain for 1 O seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this 
procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the 
remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and 
continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold 
container upside down over application equipment or mix tank or 
collect rinsate for later use or dlsposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle 
in the side of the container, and rinse al about 40 psi for al least 
30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Then 
offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary 
landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state 
and local authorities. 

Refillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with 
pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of 
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refilling is 
the responsibility of the reflllar. To clean the container before final 
disposal, empty the remaining contents from this container into 
application equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container about 10% 
full wilh water and, if possible, spray all sides while adding water. If 
practical, agitate vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for 
two minutes. Pour or pump rlnsate Into application equipment or 
rlnsate collection system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more 
times. Then offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose 
of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures 
allowed by state and local authorities. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container, Do not reuse or refill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
Into application equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container 1/4 full 
with water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side 
and roll it back and forth, ensuring al least one complete revolution, 
for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back and 
forth several times. Turn the container over onto its other end and 
tip it back and forth several times, Empty the rinsate into application 
equipment or a mix tank or store rlnsate for later use or disposal. 
Repeat this procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows; 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix 
tank and continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to 
drip. Hold container upside down over application equipment or 
mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressure 
rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and rinse at about 40 psi 
for al least 30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins 
to drip. Then offer lor recycling if available, or puncture and dispose 
of In a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures 
allowed by state and local authorities. 

General Information 
Crossbow® specialty herbicide is recommended for control of most 
species of unwanted woody plants, as well as annual and perennial 
broadleaf weeds, growing on rangeland, permanent grass pastures, 
CAP, fence rows, non-irrigation ditchbanks, roadsides, other non-crop 
areas, and industrial sites. 

General Use Precautions and Restrictions 
For use on plants in non-crop and non-timber areas only. Not for 
use on crops, limber, or other plants being grown for sale or other 
commercial use, or for commercial seed production, or for research 
purposes. 

Apply this product only as specified on this label. 

Be sure that use of this product conforms to all applicable regulations. 
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Application Restrictions 
Do not apply lhis product in a way that will contact workers or other 
persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may 
be in lhe area during application. 

Entry Restrictions 
Do not allow people (or pets) to enter the treated area until sprays 
have dried. 
This product may not be applied to forage that Is to be cut and 
sold for commercial purposes. 

Chemigation 
Do not apply this product through any type of Irrigation system. 
Foliar sprays should be applied during warm weather when brush and 
weeds are actively growing. Application under drought conditions 
may provide less than desirable results . Use low spray pressures 
to minimize spray drift. Apply Crossbow in a manner to avoid 
contacting nearby susceptible crops or other desirable plants and 
to avoid contaminating water intended for irrigation or domestic 
use. Read and follow all use precautions given on this label. 

Do not use on bentgrass. Do not use on newly seeded grasses until 
grass has established a good root system and is !illering. 

Do not reseed pastures within a minimum of three weeks after 
treatment. 

Do not spray pastures containing desirable broadleaf forbs, especially 
legumes such as clover, unless injury or loss of such plants can be 
tolerated. However, the stand and growth of established grasses 
usually is improved, particularly when rainfall is adequate and grazing 
is deferred. 

Do not apply Crossbow directly to, or otherwise permit it to come into 
direct contact with cotton, grapes, tobacco, vegetable crops, citrus, 
flowers, fruit or ornamental trees, or other desirable broadleaf plants 
and do not permit spray mists containing it to drift onto them. 

Under conditions which are conducive to evaporation (high temperatures 
and low humidity), vapors from this product may injure susceptible crops 
growing nearby. Excessive amounts of this herbicide in the soil may 
temporarily inhibit seed germination and plant growth. 
Crossbow is formulated as a low volatile ester. However, the 
combination of spray conlact with Impervious surfaces, such as roads 
and rocks, and increasing ambient air temperatures, may result in an 
increase in the volatility potential for this herbicide, increasing a risk for 
off-target injury to sensitive crops such as grapes and tomatoes. 

Grazing and Haying Restrictions 
Ei<eept for lactating dairy animals, there are no grazing restrictions 
following application of this product. 
Grazing Lactating Dairy Animals: Do not allow lactating dairy 
animals to graze treated areas until the next growing season following 
application of this product. 
Do not harvest hay for 14 days after application. 

Grazed areas of non-cropland and forestry sites may be spot treated If 
they comprise no more than 10% of the total grazable area. 
Slaughter Restrictions: During the season of application, withdraw 
livestock from grazing treated grass at least 3 days before slaughter. 
Avoid Injurious Spray Drift 
Applications should be made only when hazards from spray drift 
are at a minimum. Very small quantities of spray, which may not be 
visible may seriously injure susceptible plants. Do not spray when 
wind is blowing toward susceptlble crops or ornamental plants near 
enough to be injured. Spray drift cen be reduced by adding a spray 
thickening agent such as Nalco-Trol, Liberate, Chem-Trol or equivalent 
to the spray mixture. If a spray thickening agent is used, follow all use 
recommendations and precautions on the product label. 

With ground broadcast equipment, drift can be reduced by keeping the 
spray boom as low as possible; by applying no less than 20 gallons of 
spray per acre: by keeping the operating spray pressures at the lower 
end of the manufacturer's recommended pressures for the specific 
nozzle type used (low pressure nozzles are available from spray 
equipment manufacturers); and by spraying when the wind velocity 
Is low (follow state regulations). Avoid calm conditions which may 
be conducive to air inversions. In hand-gun applications, select the 
minimum spray pressure that will provide adequate plant coverage 
(without forming a mist). The use of a mistblower is not recommended. 

Specimen Label Revised 06-22-1 O 
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With aerial applications, use a drift control system such as Micro/oil or 
Thru-Valve booms, or use Nalco-Trol or Arborchem 38-F drift control 
additive or equivalent. Keep spray pressures low enough to provide 
coarse spray droplets. Do not use a thickening agent with the Microfoil 
or the Thru-Valve booms, or other systems that cannot accommodate 
thick sprays. 

Spray Drift Management 
Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the 
applicator and the grower. The Interactions of many equipment and 
weather related factors determine the potential for spray drift. The 
applicator and the grower are responsible for considering all these 
factors when making decisions. 

2,4-D esters may volatilize during conditions of low humidity and high 
temperatures. Do not apply during conditions of low humidity and high 
temperatures. 

Droplet Size 
When applying sprays that contain 2,4-D as the sole active ingredient, 
or when applying sprays that contain 2,4-D mixed with active 
ingredients that require a coarse or coarser spray, apply only as 
a coarse or coarser spray (ASAE standard 572) or a volume mean 
diameter of 385 microns or greater for spinning atomizer nozzles. 

When applying sprays that contain 2,4-D mixed with other active 
ingredients that require a medium or more fine spray, apply only as 
a medium or coarser spray (ASAE standard 572) or a volume mean 
diameter of 300 microns or greater for spinning atomizer nozzles. 

Wind Speed 
Do not apply at wind speeds greater lhan l O mph. Only apply this 
product if the wind direction favors on-target deposition and there 
are not sensitive areas (including, but not limited lo, residential areas, 
bodies of water, known habitat for non target species, non!arget crops) 
within 250 feet downwind. If applying a medium spray, leave one 
swatch unsprayed at the downwind edge of the treated field. 

Temperature Inversions 
If applying at wind speeds less than 3 mph, the applicator must 
determine if: a) conditions of temperature inversion exist, orb) stable 
atmospheric conditions exist at or below nozzle height. Do not make 
applications into areas of temperature inversions or stable atmospheric 
conditions. 

Susceptible Plants 
Do not apply under circumstances where spray drift may occur to 
food, forage, or other plantings that might be damaged or crops 
thereof rendered unfit for sale, use or consumption. Susceptible crops 
include, but are not limited to, cotton, okra, flowers, fruit trees, grapes 
(in growing stage), fruit 1rees {foliage), soybeans (vegetative stage), 
ornamentals, sunflowers, tomatoes, beans, and other vegetables, or 
tobacco. Small amounts of spray drift that may not be visible may 
injure susceptible broadleaf plants. 

Other State and Local Requirements 
Applicators must follow all state and local pesticide drift requirements 
regarding application of 2,4-D herbicides. Where states have more 
stringent regulations, they must be observed. 

Equipment 
All aerial and ground application equipment must be properly 
maintained and calibrated using appropriate carriers or surrogates. 

Aerial Application 
The boom length must not exceed 75% of the wingspan or 90% of the 
rotor blade diameter. 

Release spray at the lowest height consistent with efficacy and flight 
safety. Do not release spray at a height greater than 10 feet above the 
crop canopy unless a greater height is required for aircraft safety. This 
requirement does nol apply to forestry or rights-of-way applications. 

When applications are made wlth a crosswind, the swath will be 
displaced downwind. The applicator must compensate for this by 
adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind. 
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Ground Boom Application 
Do not apply with a nozzle height greater than 4 feet above the crop 
canopy. 

2,4-D esters may volatilize during conditions of low humidity and high 
temperatures. Do not apply during conditions of low humidity and high 
temperatures. 

Mixing Directions 
Crossbow In water forms an emulsion (not a solution), and separation 
may occur unless the spray mixture is agitated continuously. 

Water Spray: FIii the spray tank about half full with clean water. Then 
add the Crossbow and complete filling the tank with agitation running. 
Mix thoroughly and continue moderate agitation while spraying. 

Size of Sprayer Amount of Crossbow Required for Spray Mixture 

(Gallons} 1% 

1 1 1/3 fl oz 
3 411 oz 
5 62/3floz 

50 2qt 
100 1 gal 

Application Instructions 
Restrictions: 
Rangeland and Permanent Pastures 

1.5% 4% 

2 fl oz 51/31/oz 
6 fl oz 1 pt 
10fl oz l 2/3 pt 

3 qt 2 gal 
1.5 gal 4 gal 

• Preharvest Interval: Do not cut forage for hay within 14 days of 
application. For program lands, such as CRP, consult program rules 
to determine whether grass or hay may be used. The more restrictive 
requirements of the program rules or this label must be followed. 

• Maximum Application Rate: Apply no more than 1 gallon (1 lb ae 
trtclopyr + 2 lb ae 2,4-D) per acre per growing season on range and 
pasture sites, Including rights of way, fence rows or any area where 
grazing or harvesting is allowed. 

• Use 2 gallons or more of spray solution per acre. 
• Do not make more than one application per year. 
• Do not apply within 30 days of previous applicatlon. 
• If grass is to be cut for hay, Agricultural Use Requirements for the 

Worker Protection Standard are applicable. 

Non-Cropland 
Postemergence (Annual and Perennial Weeds): 
• Do not make more than two applications per year 
• Maximum of 1 gallon (1 lb ae triclopyr + 2 lb ae per acre 2,4-D) per 

application. 
• Minimum of 30 days between application. 
• Use 2 gallons or more of spray solution per acre. 
Postemergenc:e (Woody Plants): , 
• Limited to 1 application per year. 
• Maximum of 2 gallons (2 lb ae triclopyr + 4 lb ae per acre 2,4-D) 

per year. 
• Use 2 gallons or more of spray solution per acre. 

Applications to non-cropland areas are not applicable to treatment 
of commercial timber or other plants being grown for sale or other 
commercial use, or for commercial seed production, or for research 
purposes. · 

General Weed Control 
Broadcast Treatment (Ground Equipment and Helicopter) 
Use up to 1 1/2 gallons of Crossbow per acre in enough water to deliver 
10 to 30 gallons of total spray per acre. Apply when weeds are actively 
growing. Best time for treatment of biennial and winter annual weeds is 
when the plants are in the rosette stage. Treat when plants are actively 
growing. Re-treatment of hard-to-control weeds such as field bindweed, 
chicory, dogfennel, goldenrod, horsenet!le, kudzu, milkweed, perennial 
sowthistle, leafy spurge, and Canada thistle may be necessary. See 
recommendations regarding the use of drift control additives as listed in 
the General Use Precautions section under Avoid Injurious Spray Drift. 

Spot Treatment 
To control broadleaf weeds in small areas with a hand sprayer, use 4 to 
6 fl oz of Crossbow in 3 gallons of water and spray to thoroughly wet all 
foliage. 
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High Volume Foliar Treatment or Spot Treatment 

1% Mixture 1% Mixture 1 to 1.5% Mixture 1.5% Mixture 

Foliar Broadcast Applications 

1 qt/acre 2 qt/acre 2 - 4 qt/acre 4 qt/acre 

blueweed (B) bedstraw, annual (A) amaranth, spiny (A) bindweed, field (P) (TG) 
buttercup, annual (A) bluebur (A) buttercup, tall {P) carrot, wild (B) 
horseweed, (marestail) (A) burdock(B) chickweed, mouseear (P) chicory (P) suppression 
lambsquarters, common (A) clover, white sweet (BJ clover, white (P) clnquefoil (A,B,P} 
mustard, wild (A) clover, bur (A) dandelion (P) dogfennel (P) suppression 
ragweed, common (A) cocklebur (A) dock, curly (P) fleabane, annual (A,B) 
spurge, thyme-leaf (A) croton, wooly (A} galinsoga, hairy (A) goldenrod (P) (TG) 

dogbane, hemp (P) (TG) goatsbeard {A,B) horsenettle (P) 
ironweed, tall (P) henbit (B,WA) kudzu (P) (TG) 
lettuce, wild (A,WA) ironweed, western (Pl marshelder (A) 
mustard, tansy (:NA) ivy, ground (P) milkweed (P) suppression 
radish, wild (A) kochia (A) pepperweed, perennial (Pl 
ragwort, tansy (B) fespedeza (A) pokeweed (P) 
shepherd's purse (:NA) oxalis (P) sesbania, hemp (A) 

pennycress, field CNA) sowthlstle, perennial (P) (TG) 
pepperweed, field (A,B) spurge, leafy (Pl (TG} 
pigweed, redroot (A) thistle, bull (BJ 
plantain, broadleaf (P} thistle, Canada (P) (TG) 
plantain, narrow-leaf (P) thistle, musk (nodding) (8) 
purslane, annual (A) yarrow(P) 
sneezeweed, bitter (A) 
sowthislle, annual (A) 
sunflower (A) 
thistle, Russian (A} 
vetch (P) 
violet, wild (P) 
wormwood, biennial (BJ 
yellow rocket (P,8) 

(A) Annual; (B) Biennial; c,NA) Winter Annual; (P) Perennial; (TG) Top growth control only. Repeal treatment may be necessary. 
Note: Best lime for treatment of biennial and winter annuals is when plants are in the rosette stage. 

Use in Liquid Nitrogen Fertilizer 
Crossbow may be combined with liquid nitrogen fertilizer suitable for 
foliar application to accomplish weeding and feeding of grass pastures 
in one operation. Use Crossbow In accordance with recommendations 
for grass pastures as given on this label. Use liquid fertilizer at rates 
recommended by supplier or Extension Service Specialist. Test for 
mi~ing compatibilily using desired procedure and spray mix proportions 
in clear glass far before mixing In spray lank. A compalibllily aid such 
as Unite or Compex may be needed in some situations. Compatibility 
is best with straight liquid nitrogen fertilizer solutions, MIKfng with 
N-P-K solutions or suspensions may not be satisfactory even with 
the addition of compatibility aid, Premixing Crossbow with 1 to 4 parts 
water may help in difficult situations. 
Fill the spray tank about half full with the liquid fertilizer, then add the 
herbicide wilh agitation and complete filling the lank with fertilizer. Apply 
immediately and contlnue agitation in the spray tank during application. 
Do not store spray mixture. Application during very cold weather (near 
freezing} Is not advisable. 
Note: Do not use spray equipment for other applications to land planted, 
or to be planted to susceptible crops or desirable plants, unless II has 
been determined that all phytotoxic herbicide residue has been removed 
by thorough cleaning of the equipment. 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) for Established Permanent 
Grass Stands 
Use Crossbow on CAP acres only when the perennial grasses are 
established. Conditions that stress grasses, such as drought, will 
increase potential far injury to the grasses. 
Restrictions: When applying to CAP lands, follow all applicable state 
and federal regulations. Follow the most severe grazing restriction 
imposed by the pesticide label or by the USDA Acreage Conservation 
Reserve Program. After that time period, follow local (CAP) guidelines 
regarding cropping and haying restrictions. Do not use Crossbow if 
legumes are a desired cover crop during CAP. Do not use on bentgrass 
or newly seeded grass. 
Broadcast Application (Ground or Aerial) 
Apply 1 to 2 quarts of Crossbow for small weed control or up to 1.5 
gallons of Crossbow for deep-rooted perennial and susceptible woody 
species control using enough water to deliver 1 O or more gallons of total 
spray volume per acre. 
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Follow precautions and recommendations outlined under Foliar Low
Volume Broadcast Applications. 
For basal and dormant brush treatments, follow application directions 
listed ln Woody Plant Control. 

Woody Plant Control 
Easy to Control Species 
1.5 gallons per acre broadcast application or 1 to 1.5% mixtures for high 
volume foliar applications. 

alder cottonwood 
ash dogwood 
beech elderberry 
birch hawthorn 
blackberry honeysuckle 
black locust maples (eKcept blgleal 
boneset and vlne 1) 
cascara multiflora rose 
Ceanothus spp. poison ivy 
cherry (except black) poison oak 
1 Basal or dormant stem application only 
Harder to Control Species 

sassafras (top growth 
scotch broom 
sumac 
sycamore 
tamarack 
wax myrtle (top growth) 
white oak 
wild grape 
willow 

High volume applications, 1.5% mixture, conventional basal or dormant 
stem applications are recommended. A broadcast rate of 2 gallons per 
acre will Increase the degree of control of these species .. 

buckbrush (Symphoricarpos spp.) pine (suppression) 
(suppression) Russian olive 

common persimmon (suppression) salmonberry (suppression) 
elm (except winged elm) sweetgum 
hazel trumpetcreeper (suppression) 
honeylocust (suppression) Virginia creeper (suppression) 

High Volume Foliar Applications Through Handguns 
Using a power or hand pressured spray gun, apply a foliar wetting spray 
containing 1 to 1 1 /2 gallons of this product in sufficient water to make 
100 gallons of tolal spray mix. See mixing chart under Mixing Directions 
for preparing small amounts of this 1 to 1.5% spray mix. 

Spray to give thorough coverage of the foliage, welling afl leaves and 
green stems to the drip point. Depending on the plant size and foliage 
density, the total amount of required spray is usually 100 to 200 gallons 
per sprayed acre. 
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For best results, applications should be made when woody plants are 
actively growing. This is most likely to occur for a period afler full leaf in 
the spring to early summer when moisture and temperature are favorable. 
For multiflora rose control, the best time for treatment may be expected 
during the early to mid-flowering stage. 

The required spray volume will increase substantially if the brush exceeds 
5 feet in height. Brush over 8 feel tall is dlffo;ult to treat afficlently. Large 
brush or trees may be controlled better by basal or mechanical methods. 

F'oliar Broadcast Sprays (Ground Equipment and Helicopter) 
Apply 1.5 to 4 gallons of this product in enough water to deliver 1 O to 
30 gallons total spray per acre. Use a boom type or other broadcast spray 
equipment that provides uniform spray coverage over the top of the foliage 
and make ap~lications when plants are growing well. The favorable period 
for treatment 1s most likely to occur after full leaf in the spring and continue 
into early summer, depending on soil moisture and other conditions. 
Follow-up treatment with foliar high-volume or basal type treatments may 
be needed, especially if treating under less favorable conditions. 

Aerial Application (HelJcopter Only) 
Use Nalco-Trol or equivalent drift control additive as recommended by the 
manufacturer of the Mfcroloil boom, Thru-Valve boom, or equivalent drift 
control system. Thick8fled sprays prepared by using high viscosity invert 
systems or other drift reducing systems may be utilized if they control 
spray drift as well as Nalco-Trol or the above mentioned booms. If a spray 
thickening agent is used, follow all recommendations and precautions on 
lhe product label. Do not use a thickening agent with the Microfoil or 
Thru-Vatve booms or other systems that cannot accommodate thick sprays. 

Dormant Stem Applications 
To control susceptible woody species such as multiflora rose and 
blackberry, mix 1 to 4 gallons of this product In dlesel oil, No. 1 or 
No. 2 fuel oil or kerosene to make 100 gallons of spray and apply to 
thoroughly wet upper and lower stems Including the root collar and any 
ground sprouts. Treat at any lime when the brush is dormant and the 
ba~ is dry .. Best results have been obtained with late winter to early 
spnng applications. Do not treat when snow or water prevent spraying 
to the ground line. For the most susceptible woody species such as 
blackberries, substitute other diluents or oils only in accordance to 
manufacturer's recomme~dations. Apply mixture to thoroughly wet upper 
and lower stems as described above. The more tolerant species may 
require total oil carrier for better control. Brush over 8 feet in height is 
difficult to treat efficiently. Basal or mechanical methods may be belier 
suited for control of large trees. 

Conventional Basal Bark and Stump Applications 
For control of susceptible woody plants and to prevent or control regrowth 
from cut stumps, mix 4 gallons of this product in diesel oil, No. 1 or 
No. 2 fuel oil or kerosene to make 100 gallons of spray mixture. Spray 
the basal parts of brush or trees to a height of 15 to 20 inches from the 
ground. Thoroughly wet all the basal bark area including crown buds and 
ground sprouts. Spray runoff should visibly wet the ground at the base 
of the stems or trunks. Basal and cut stump applications can be made at 
any time of the year except when snow or water prevent spraying to the 
ground line. Best results have been obtained with winter to early spring 
applications. Basal treatments are less effective on trees with diameters 
larger than 6 lo 8 Inches. For better regrowth control, cut the larger trees 
and treat the stumps. Treat stumps the same as the trunks and also treat 
the freshly cut surface. The cambium layer iust inside the bark is the most 
important area of the cut surface to treat. 

Thinline Basal Applications 
For the control of small multiflora rose, apply a horizontal thin line of 
undiluted herbicide across all the stems at a height where the stems are 
less than 1/2 inch in diameter and have thinner bark to penetrate. For 
bushes with large numbers of stems (over 3 or 4), coverage may be 
difficult. Basal bark or dormant stem applications may be more effective, 
Treat when the bark is dry and rain is not forecasted. Best time for 
multiflora rose control using this application method is during early spring 
to early summer, when the plants are just about breaking dormancy to 
actlvely growing. Apply approximately 20 ml undiluted product per 
bush. Wherever a stem over 1/2 inch in diameter is treated, ii should 
be completely ringed with herbicide to obtain best results. Additional 
herbicide is likely to be needed for adequate coverage of these larger 
stems in a bush or clump. 

Old stems with thickened bark require more herbicide than young stems 
with thin bark. Where regrowth is treated, better root kill may result if 
resprouts are treated after they are one year old and the bark has lost its 
green color, but before sprouts reach one inch in diameter. 
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Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and 
Limitation of Remedies are not acceptable, return unopened package 
at once to the seller for a full refund of purchase price paid. To the 
extent permitted by law, otherwise, use by the buyer or any other user 
constitutes acceptance of the terms under Warranty Discfaimer, lnherenl 
Risks ol Use and Limitation of Remedies. 

Warranty Disclaimer 
Dow AgroSciences warrants that this product conforms to the chemical 
description on the label and is reasonably lit for the purposes stated on 
the label when used in strict accordance with the directions, subject to 
the inherent risks set forth below. To the extent permitted by law, 
Dow AgroSciences MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
II is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. 
Crop injury, lack of performance, or other unintended consequences 
may result because of such factors as use of the product contrary to 
label instructions (including conditions noted on the label, such as 
unravorable temperatures, soil conditions, etc.), abnormal conditions 
(such as excessive rainlall, drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), presence of 
other materials, the manner of application, or other factors, all of which 
are beyond the control or Dow AgroSciences or the seller. To the extent 
permitted by law, all such risks shall be assumed by buyer. 

Limitation of Remedies 
To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy for losses or 
damages resulting from this product 0ncluding claims based on contract 
negligence, strict llablllty, or other legal theories), shall be limited lo, al ' 
Dow AgroSciences' election, one of the following: 

1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought, or 
2. Replacement of amount of product used. 

To the extent permitted by law, Dow AgroSciences shall not be liable for 
losses or damages resulting from handling or use of this product unless 
Dow AgroSciences is promptly notified of such loss or damage in writing. 
To the extent permitted by law, In no case shall Dow AgroSciences be 
liable for consequential or Incidental damages or losses. 

The terms of the Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitallon 
of Remedies cannot be varied by any written or verbal statements or 
agreements. No employee or sales agent of Dow AgroSciences or the 
seller is authorized to vary or exceed lhe terms of the Warranty Disclaimer 
or Limitation of Remedies in any manner. 

@Trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC 

Produced for 
Dow AgroSciences LLC 
9330 Zionsville Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Label Code: 002-032-013 
Replaces Label: 002·032-012 
LOES Number: 010·00029 
EPA accepted 05/27 /08 

Revisions 

1. Clarified conditions conducive to evaporation (high temperature and 
low humidity). 
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Specimen Label 

.VDow AgroSciences S 

Garlon® 4 Ultra 

Specialty Herbicide 
®Trademark of Dow AgroScJences LLC 

For the control of woody plants and herbaceous broadleaf 
weeds in non-crop areas, including industrial manufacturing 
and storage sites, rights-of-way such as electrical power 
lines, communication lines, pipelines, roadsides, railroads, 
fence rows, non-irrigation ditch banks, forests and in the 
establishment and maintenance of wildlife openings. Use on 
these sites may include application to grazed areas. 

Active ingredient: 
trlclopyr: 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyloxyacetic acid, 

butoxyethyl ester ............................................................ 60.45 % 
Other Ingredients ............ .................................................... ........... . 39.55% 
Total ............................................................................................... 100.00% 

Acid Equivalent: triclopyr - 43.46% • 4 lb/gal 

Keep Out of Reach of Children 

CAUTION 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the 
Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. Refer to label booklet 
under "Agricultural Use Requirements" in the Directions for Use section 
for information about this standard. 

Refer to Inside of label booklet for additional precautionary 
information including Directions for Use. 

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. 
Before using this product, read Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of 
Use, and Limitation ol Remedies at end of label booklet. If terms are 
unacceptable, return at once unopened. 

In case of emergency endangering health or the environment Involving this 
product, call 1-B00-992-5994. 

Agricultural Chemical: Do not ship or store with food, feeds, drugs or 
clothing. 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-527 

Precautionary Statements 

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 

CAUTION 
Causes Moderate Eye Irritation• Harmful If Swallowed • Prolonged 
Or frequently Repeated Skin Contact May Cause Allergic Reactions 
fn Some Individuals 

Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Wear gloves and 
protective clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after 
handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Some materials thal are chemical-resistant to this product are listed 
below. If you want more options. follow the instructions for category Eon 
an EPA chemical resistance category selections chart. 

Applicators and other handlers who handle this pesticide must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves (~14 mils) such as barrier laminate, nitrile 

rubber, neoprene rubber, or viton 
• Shoes plus socks 

Follow the manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no 
such lnslructions for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep and 
wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Engineering Controls 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft in a manner 
that meets the requirements listed in the Worker Protection Standard 
(WPS) for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)), the handler 
PPE requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in 1he WPS. 

User Safety Recommendattons 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum. using tobacco, 

or using the toilet. 
• Remove clothing Immediately if pesticide gets Inside. Then wash 

thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash 1he 

outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash 
thoroughly and change Into clean clothlng. 

First Aid 
If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin 
immediately with plenty of water for 15,20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with waler for 
15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 
minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Calf a poison control center or 
doctor tor treatment advice. 
If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately tor 
treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. 
Do not Induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center 
or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison 
control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 
1-800-992-5994 for emergency medical treatment information. 
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Environmental Hazards 
This pesticide is toxic to fish. Do not apply directly to water, to areas 
where surface water is present, or to intertidal areas below the mean 
high waler mark. Do not contaminate water when deaning equipment or 
disposing of equipment washwaters. 

This chemical has properties and characteristics associated with 
chemicals detected in groundwater. The use of this chemical in areas 
where solls are permeable, particularly where the water table is shallow, 
may result in groundwater contamination. 

Directions for Use 
It is a violation of Federal law lo use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling. Read all Directions for Use carefully before applying. 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other 
persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be 
in the area during application. For any requirements specific to your state 
or tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
The requirements in this box apply to forestry uses. 

Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the 
Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This standard contains 
requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, 
nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. 
It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, 
and emergency assistance. It also contains specific instructions 
and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The 
requirements in thls box only apply to uses of this product that are 
covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during !he 
restricted entry interval (REI) of 12 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the 
Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything 
that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resis1ant gloves (>14 mils) such as barrier laminate, nitrile 

rubber, neoprene rubber, or viton 
• Shoes plus socks 

Non-Agricultural Use Requirements 
The requirements in this box apply to all use sites on this label 
except for forestry uses. 

The requiremen1s in this box apply to uses of this product 1hat are NOT 
within the scope of the Worker Protection Standard for Agricultural 
Pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product 
is used to produce agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or 
greenhouses. 

Entry Restrictions for Non-WPS Uses: For applications to non
cropland areas, do not allow entry into areas until sprays have dried. 
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Storage and Disposal 
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal. 
Open dumping is prohibited. 
Pesticide Storage: Store above 28'F or agitate before use. 
Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product must 
be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 1 O seconds 
after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and 
recap. Shake for 1 O seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 1 O 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two mare 
times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty lhe remaining contents 
into application equipment or a mix lank and continue to drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down 
over application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or 
disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and 
rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after 
the flow begins to drip. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture 
and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other 
procedures allowed by state and local aulhoritles. 

Refillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with 
pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal ls the responsibility of 
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refilling is the 
responsibility of the refiller. To clean the container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container into application 
equipment or a mix lank. Fill the container about 10% full with water 
and, if possible, spray all sides while adding water. ff practical, agitate 
vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for two minutes. Pour 
or pump rinsate into application equipment or rinsate collection 
system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times. Then offer for 
recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, 
or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state and local 
authorities. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or larger; 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equlvatent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into 
application equipment or a mix tank. Fi1t the container 1/4 full with 
water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side and 
roll it back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 
30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back and forth 
several times. Tum the container over onto its other end and tip It back 
and forth several times. Empty the rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this 
procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the 
remaining contents Into application equipment or a mix tank and 
continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold 
container upside down over application equipment or mix tank or 
collect rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle 
in the side of the container, and rinse al about 40 psi for at least 30 
seconds. Drain for 1 D seconds after the flow begins to drip. Then 
offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary 
landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state and 
local authorities. 
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General Information 

Garlon"' 4 Ultra specialty herbicide is recommended for the control 
of woody plants and herbaceous broadleaf weeds In non-crop areas, 
Including industrial manufacturing and storage sites, rights-of-way such 
as electrical power Jines, communication llnes, pipelines, roadsides 
and railroads, fence rows, non-irrigation ditch banks, forests and in the 
establishment and maintenance of wildlife openings. Use on these sites 
may include application to grazed areas. 

General Use Precautions and Restrictions 

Chemigation: Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation 
system. 

When applying this product in tank mix combination, follow all applicable 
use directions and precautions on each manufacturer's label. 

Do not apply Garlon 4 Ultra directly to, or otherwise permit it to come into 
direct contact with cotton, grapes, peanuts, soybeans, tobacco, vegetable 
crops, flowers, citrus, or other desirable broadleaf plants. Do not permit 
spray mists containing it to drift onto such plants. 

It is permissible to treat non-irrigation ditch banks, seasonally dry 
wetlands (such as flood plains, deltas, marshes, swamps, or bogs) and 
transitional areas between upland and lowland sites where surface 
water is not present except in isolated pockets due to uneven or unlevel 
conditions. Do not apply to open water (such as lakes, reser11oirs, rivers, 
streams, creeks, salt water bays, or estuaries). 

Do not apply on ditches that are used to transport irrigation water. Do not 
apply where runoff or irrigation water may flow onto agricultural land as 
injury lo crops may result. 

Do not apply this product using mist blowers unless a drift control 
additive, high viscosity inverting system, or equivalent is used to control 
spray drift. 

Sprays applied directly to Christmas trees may result in conifer injury. 
When treating unwanted vegetation in Christmas tree plantations, care 
should be taken lo direct sprays away from conifers. 

Garton 4 Ultra is formulated as a low volatile ester. However, the 
combination of spray contact with lmper11ious surfaces, such as roads 
and rocks, and increasing ambient air temperatures, may result in an 
increase In the volatility potential for this herbicide, increasing a risk for 
off-target injury to sensitive crops such as grapes and tomatoes. 

Grazing and Haying Restrictions 
Except for lactating dairy animals, there are no grazing restrictions 
following application of this product. 

• Grazing Lactating Dairy Animals: Do not allow laclaling dairy 
animals to graze treated areas until the next growing season following 
application of this product. 

• Do not harvest hay for 14 days after application. 
• Portions of grazed areas that intersect treated non-cropland, rights

of-way and forestry sites may be treated at up lo 8 lb ae per acre if the 
area to be treated on the day of application comprises no more than 
10% of the total grazable area. 

Slaughter Restrictions: During the season of application, withdraw 
livestock from grazing treated grass at least 3 days before slaughter. 
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Avoid Injurious Spray Drift 
Make applications only when there is little or no hazard from spray 
drift. Small quantities of spray, which may not be visible, may seriously 
Injure susceptible plants. Do not spray when wind is blowing toward 
susceptible crops or ornamental plants that are near enough to be Injured. 
It is suggested that a continuous smoke column at or near the spray 
site or a smoke generator on the spray equipment be used to detect air 
movement, lapse conditions, or temperature inversions (stable air). If 
the smoke layers or indicates a potential of hazardous spray drift, do not 
spray. 

Aerlal Application (Helicopter Only): For aerial applica1ion on rights-of
way or other areas near susceptible crops, apply through a Microfoil' or 
Thru-Vatve' boom, or use an agriculturally labeled drift control additive. 
Other drift reducing systems or thickened sprays prepared by using high 
viscosity inverting systems may be used if they are made as drift-free as 
mixtures containing agriculturally labeled thickening agents or applications 
made with the Microfoil or Thru Valve boom. Do not use a thickening 
agent with the Microfoll or Thru-Valve boom, or other systems that cannot 
accommodate thick sprays. Spray only when the wind velocity is low 
(follow state regulations). Avoid application during air inversions. II a 
spray thickening agent is used, follow all use recommendations and 
precautions on the product label. 

' Reference within this label to a particular piece of equipment produced 
by or available from other parties Is provided without consideration 
for use by the reader at its discration and subject to the reader's 
independent circumstances, evaluation, and expertise. Such reference 
by Dow AgroSciences is not intanded as an endorsement of such 
equipment, shall not constitute a warranty (e)(press or implied) of 
such equipment, and is not intended to imply that other equipment 
is not available and equally suitable. Any discussion of methods of 
use of such equipment does not imply that the reader should use 
the equipment other than is advised in directions available from the 
equipment's manufacturer. The reader is responsible for exercising Its 
own judgment and eKpertise, or consulting with sources other than Dow 
AgroSciences. In selecllng and determining how to use its equipment. 

Spray Drift Management 
Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responslbility of the 
applicator. The interaction of many equipment and weather related 
factors determine the potential for spray drift. The applicator and the 
grower are responsible for considering all these factors when making 
decisions. 

The following drift management requirements must be followed to avoid 
ott-target drift movement from aerial applications: 

1. The distance of the outer most operating nozzles on the boom must 
not exceed 3/4 the length of the rotor. 

2. Nozzles must always point backward parallel with the air stream and 
never be pointed downwards more than 45 degrees. 

Where slates have more stringent regulations, they must be obser11ed. 

The applicator should be familiar with and take Into account the 
information covered in the following Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory. [This 
information is advisory in nature and does not supersede mandatory label 
requirements.] 
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Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory 
Information on Droplet Size: The most effective way lo reduce drift 
potential is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy Is 
to apply the largest droplets that provide sufficient coverage and control. 
Applying larger droplets reduces drift potential, but will not prevent drift 
if applications are made Improperly, or under unfavorable environmental 
conditions (see Wind, Temperature and Humldlly, and Temperature 
Inversions). 

Controlling Droplet Size: 
• Volume• Use high flow rate nozzles to app ly the highest practical 

spray volume. Nozzles with higher rated flows produce larger 
droplets, 

• Pressure· Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's recommended 
pressures. For many nozzle types lower pressure produces larger 
droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher flow rate 
nozzles instead of increasing pressure. 

• Number of Nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozzles that 
provide uniform coverage. 

• Nozzle Orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is 
released parallel lo the airstream prod uces larger droplets than 
other orientations and is the recommended practice. Significant 
deflection from horizontal will reduce droplet size and Increase drift 
potential. 

• Nozzle Type - Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended 
application. With most nozzle types, narrower spray angles 
produce larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid 
stream nozzles oriented straight back produce the largest droplets 
and the lowest drift. 

Boom Length: For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom 
length to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor length may further reduce 
drift without reducing swath width. 

Application Height: Applications should not be made at a height greater 
than 1 O feet above the top of the largest plants unless a greater height is 
required for aircraft safety, Making applications at the lowest height that 
is safe reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind. 

Swath Adjustment: When applications are made with a crosswind, the 
swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on the up and downwind 
edges of the field, the appllca1or must compensate for \his displacement 
by adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind. Swath adjustment distance 
should Increase, with increasing drift potential (higher wind, smaller drops, 
etc.). 

Wind: Drill potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2 to 10 mph. 
However, many factors, including droplet size and equipment type, 
determine drill potential at any given speed. Application should be 
avoided below 2 mph due to variable wind direction and high inversion 
potential. Note: Local terrain can innuence wind patterns. Every 
applicator should be familiar with local wind patterns and how they affect 
spray drill, 

Temperature and Humidity: When making applications in low relative 
humidity, set up equipment to produce larger droplets to compensate 
for evaporation. Droplet evaporation is most severe when conditions are 
both hot and dry. 

Temperature Inversions: Applications should not occur during a 
local, low level temperature inversion because drift potential is high. 
Temperature inversions restrict vertical air mixing, which causes small 
suspended droplets to remain in a concentrated cloud. This cloud can 
move in unpredictable directions due to the light variable winds common 
during inversions. Temperature inversions are characterized by increasing 
temperatures with altitude and are common on nights with limited cloud 
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cover and tight to no wind. They begin to form as the sun sets and often 
continue into lhe morning. Their presence can be Indicated by ground 
fog: however, if fog is not present, Inversions can also be identified by 
the movement of the smoke from a ground source or an aircraft smoke 
generator. Smoke that layers and moves laterally in a concentrated cloud 
(under low wind conditions) indicates an inversion, while smoke that 
moves upward and rapidly dissipates indicates good vertical air mixing. 

Sensitive Areas: The pesticide should only be applied when the potential 
for drift to adjacent sensitive areas (e.g., residential areas, bodies of water, 
known habitat for threatened or endangered species. non-target crops) is 
minimal (e.g., when wind Is blowing away from the sensitive areas). 

Ground Equipment: To aid In reducing spray drift potential when making 
ground applications near susceptible crops or other desirable broadleaf 
plants, Garlon 4 Ultra should be used In thickened (high viscosity) spray 
mixlures using an agriculturally labeled drift control additive, high viscosity 
invert system, or equivalent as directed by the manufacturer. When using 
a spray thickening or inverting additive, follow all use directions and 
precautions on the product label. With ground equipment, spray drift can 
be reduced by keeping the spray boom as low as possible; by applying 
20 gallons or more of spray per acre; by keeping the opera\lng spray 
pressures at the lower end of the manufacturer's recommended pressures 
for the specific nozzle type used (low pressure nozzles are available from 
spray equipment manufacturers); and by spraying when wind velocity is 
low. Do not apply with nozzles that produce a fine droplel spray. Select 
noules and pressures which provide adequate plant coverage, but 
minimize the production of fine spray particles. 

High Volume Leaf-Stem Treatment: To minimize spray drift, keep 
sprays no higher than brush tops and keep spray pressures low enough 
to provide coarse spray droplets. A agriculturally labeled thickening agent 
may be used to reduce spray drift. 

Mixing Directions 

Garton 4 Ultra may be foliarly applied by diluting wilh water or by 
preparing an oil-waler emulsion. For woody plant control, an oil-water 
amulslon performs more dependably under a broader range of conditions 
than a straight water dilution and is recommended for aerial applications. 

OIi-Water Mixture Sprays 
Prepare a premix of oil, surfactant and Garlon 4 Ultra in a separate 
container using diesel fuel, fuel oil, or kerosene plus an emulsifier 
such as Sponto 712 or Triton X-100. Use a jar test to check spray mix 
compatibility before preparing oil-water emulsion sprays in the mixing 
tank. Do not allow any water or mixtures containing water to get into the 
premix or Garlon 4 Ultra since a thick "Invert" (water In oil) emulsion may 
form that will be difficult to break. Such an emulsion may also be formed 
If the premix of Garlon 4 Ultra is put Into the mixing tank before the 
addilion of water. Fill the spray lank about one-half full with water, then 
slowly add the premix with continuous agitation and complete fil ling the 
tank with water. Continue moderate agitation. 

011 Mixture Sprays for Basal Treatment 
Prepare oil-based spray mixtures using either a commercially available 
basal oil, kerosene diesel fuel, or No. 1 or No. 2 fuel oil. Substitute other 
oils or diluents only as recommended by the oil or diluent's manufacturer. 
When mixing an oil mixture, read and follow the use directions and 
precautions on the manufacturer's product label. Add Garlon 4 Ultra 
to the required amount of oil In the spray tank or mixing lank and mix 
thoroughly. If the mixture stands over four hours, reagitallon is required. 

011 Mixtures of Garton 4 Ultra and Tordon K: Tordon K and Garton 4 
Ultra may be used in tank mix combination for basal bark treatment of 
woody plants. These herbicides are Incompatible and will not form a 
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stable mixture when mixed together directly in oil. Make a stable tank 
mixture for basal bark application by first combining each product with a 
compatibility agent prior to final mixing in the desired ratio, (See product 
bullelln for mixing instructions.) Tordon K is not registered for use In the 
states of California and Florida, 

Plants Controlled by Garlon 4 Ultra 

Woody Plants Controlled 

alder 
madrone 
arrowwood 
maples 
ash 
mulberry 
aspen 
oaks 
bear clover (bearmat) 
persimmon 
beech 
pine 
birch 
poison ivy 
blackberry 
poison oak 
blackgum 
poplar 
boxelder' 
salmon berry 
Brazilian pepper 
saltbush 
buckthorn 

(Braccharis spp.} 
cascara 
salt cedar' 
Ceanothus 
sassafras 
cherry 

chinquapln 
scotch broom 
choke cherry 
sumac 
cottonwood 
sweetbay magnolia 
Crataegus (hawthorn) 
sweetgum 
dogwood 
sycamore 
Douglas fir 
tanoak 
elderberry 
lhlmbleberry 
elm 
tree-of-heaven 
gallberry 

(Ailanthus)' 
gorse 
tulip poplar 
hazel 
wax myrtle 
hickory 
wild rose 
hornbeam 
willow 
kudzu' 
winged elm 
locust 

'For best control, use either a basal bark or cut stump treatment. 
2For complete control, re-treatment may be necessary. 

Annual and Perennial Broadleaf Weeds 

black medic 
matchweed 
bull thistle 
mustard 
burdock 
Oxalls 
Canada thistle 
plantain 
chicory 
purple loosestrife 
clover 
ragweed 
creeping beggarweed 
smartweed 

curly dock 
sweet clover 
dandelion 
vetch 
field bindweed 
wild carrot 
goldenrod 

(Queen Anne's lace) 
ground ivy 
wild lettuce 
lambsquarters 
wild violet 
lespedeza 
yarrow 
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Application Methods 

• Apply no more than 2 lb ae of triclopyr (2 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra) per 
acre per growing season on range and pasture sites, including rights
of-way, fence rows or any area where grazing or harvesting is allowed, 

• On forestry sites, trlclopyr may be used at rates up to 6 lb ae (6 quarts 
of Garton 4 Ultra) per acre per year. 

• Trlclopyr may be used at rates up to 8 lb ae (8 quarts of Garlon 
4 Ultra) per acre per year on non-crop areas including industrial 
manufacturing and storage sites, non-grazed portions of rights•of
way Including electrical power lines, communication lines, pipelines, 
roadsides and railroads, fence rows, non-irrigation ditch banks. 
Portions of grazed areas that intersect treated non-cropland, rights
of-way and forestry sites may be treated at up to 8 lb ae per acre if the 
area to be treated on the day of application comprises no more than 
10% of the total grazable area. 

Use Garton 4 Ultra at rates of 1 to 8 quarts per acre to control broad leaf 
weeds and woody plants. It is suggested that rates higher In this rate 
range be used to control woody plants. fn afl cases, use the amount 
specified in enough water to give uniform and complete coverage of the 
plants to be controlled. The order of addition to the spray tank ls water, 
spray thickening agent (if used), surfactant (if used), additional herbicide (if 
used), and Gar!on 4 Ultra. If a standard agricultural surfactant is used, use 
at a rate of 1 to 2 quarts per acre. Use continuous adequate agitation. 

Before using any recommended tank mixtures, read the directions and all 
precautions on both labels. 

For best results apply when woody plants and weeds are actively 
growing, When hard to control species such as ash, blackgum, choke 
cherry, elm, maples (other than vine or big leaQ, oaks, pines, or winged 
elm are prevalent, during applications made during late summer when 
the plants are mature, or during drought conditions, use the higher rates 
of Garlon 4 Ultra alone or in combination with Tordon(r) 101 Mixture 
specially herbicide or Tordon K herbicide. Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon 
Kare restricted use pesticides. Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon Kare not 
registered for use in the states of California and Florida. 

When using Garlon 4 Ultra fn combination with 2,4-D low volatile ester 
herbicide, generally the higher rates of Garlon 4 Ultra should be used for 
satisfactory brush control. 

Use the higher dosage rates when brush approaches an average of 15 
feet in height or when the brush covers more than 60% of lhe area to be 
treated. If lower rales are used on hard to control species, resprouting 
may occur the year following treatment. 

On sites where easy to control brush species dominate, rates less than 
those listed may be effective, Consult state or local extension personnel 
for such Information, · 

Foliage Treatment With Ground Equipment 

High Volume Foliage Treatment 

For control of woody plants, use Garron 4 Ultra at the rate of 2 to 6 quarts 
per 100 gallons of spray mixture, or Garlon 4 Ultra at 2 to 4 quarts may 
be tank mixed with labeled rates of 2,4-D low volatile ester herbicide, 
Tordon 101 Mixture, or Tordon Kand diluted lo make 100 gallons of spray. 
Do not apply more than 2 gallons of Garton 4 Ultra per acre, Apply at 
a volume of 100 to 400 gallons of total spray per acre depending upon 
size and density of woody plants. Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon K 
are not registered for use In the states of California and Ftorlda, When 
tank mixing, follow applicable use directions and precautions on each 
manufacturer's label. 
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Depending upon the size and density of the woody plants, apply sufficient 
spray volume to thoroughly wet all leaves, sterns, and root collars. To 
minimize spray drift, select the minimum spray pressure that provides 
adequate plant coverage without forming a mist and direct sprays no 
higher than the top of the target plants. Use a drift control addillve 
cleared for application to growing crops to reduce spray drift. Before 
using any tank mixture, read the directions and use precautions on both 
labels. For best results, apply when woody plants and weeds are actively 
growing. 

Table 1: The following table Is provided as a guide to the user to achieve 
the proper rate of Garlon 4 Ultra. 

Rate of Garlon 4 Ultra 

Total Spray Forestry Sites Non-Cropland Sites 
Volume (qt/100 gallons of (qt/100 gallons of 

(gallons/acre) spray)' spray)' 

400 1.5 2 

300 2 2.7 

200 3 4 

100 6 8 

50 12 16 

40 15 20 

30 20 26.7 

20 30 40 

10 60 80 

'Do not exceed the maximum use rate of 6 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra (6 lb 
ae of trlclopyr) per acre per year. 

'Do not exceed the maximum use rate of 8 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra (8 lb 
ae of triclopyr) per acre per year for non-grazable areas, or 2 quarts (2 
lb ae of triclopyr) per acre per year for grazed areas, except on portions 
of grazed areas that meet the following requirement. Portions of grazed 
areas that intersect treated non-cropland, rights-of-way and forestry sites 
may be treated at up to B lb ae per acre if the area to be treated on the 
day of application comprises no more than 10% of the total grazable 
area. 

low Volume Foliar Treatment 
To control susceptible woody plants, mix up to 5% v/v of Garlon 4 
Ultra in water and apply 10 to 100 gallons of finished spray. The spray 
concentration of Garlon 4 Ultra and total spray volume per acre should 
be adjusted according to the size and density of target woody plants and 
kind of spray equipment used. With low volume sprays, use sufficient 
spray volume to obtain uniform coverage of target plants including 
the surfaces of all foliage, stems, and root collars (see General Use 
Precauttons and Restrictions). For best results, a surfactant should be 
added to all spray mixtures. Match equipment and delivery rate of spray 
nozzles to height and density of woody plants. When treating tall, dense 
brush, a truck mounted spray gun with spray Hps that deliver up to 2 
gallons per minute at 40 to 60 psi may be required. Backpack or other 
types of specialized spray equipment with spray tips that deliver less 
than 1 gallon of spray per minute may be appropriate for short, low to 
moderate density brush. 

See Table 1 for relationship between mixing rate, spray volume and 
maximum application rate. 

Tank Mil<ing: As a low volume foliar spray, up to 12 quarts of Garlon 
4 Ultra may be applied in tank mix combination with labeled rates of 
Tordon Kor Tordon 101 Mixture in 10 to 100 gallons of finished spray. 
Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon Kare not registered for use in the slates 
of California and Florida. 
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Broadcast Applications With Ground Equipment 

Apply Garlon 4 Ultra using equipment that will assure thorough and 
uniform coverage at spray volumes applied. See Table 1 for relationship 
between mixing rate, spray volume and maximum application rate. 

Woody Plant Control 

Foliage Treatment: Use 4 to 8 quarls of Garlon 4 Ultra in enough water 
to make 5 gallons or more per acre of total spray, or 1 1/2 to 3 quarts of 
Garlon 4 Ultra may be combined with labeled rates of 2,4-D low volatile 
ester, Tordon 101 Mixture, or Tordon Kin sufficient water to make 5 
gallons or more per acre of total spray. Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon 
Kare not registered for use in the states of California and Florida. 

Broadleaf Weed Control 
Use Garlon 4 Ultra at rates of 1 to 4 quarts in a total volume of 5 gallons 
or more per acre as a waler spray mixture. Apply anytime weeds are 
actively growing. Garlon 4 Ultra at 0.25 to 3 quarts may be tank mixed 
with labeled rates of 2,4-D amine or low volatile ester, Tordon K, or Tordon 
101 Mixture to Improve the spectrum of activity. For thickened (high 
viscosity) spray mixtures, Garlon 4 Ultra can be mixed with diesel oil or 
other inverting agent. When using an inverting agent, read and follow the 
use directions and precautions on the product label. Tordon 101 Mixture 
and Tordon Kare not registered for use in the states of California and 
Florida. 

Aerial Application (Helicopter Only) 

Aerial sprays should be applied using suitable drift control (see General 
Use Precautions and Restrictions). 

Foliage Treatment (Utility and Pipeline Rights-of-Way) 
Use 4 to B quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra alone, or 3 to 4 quarts of Garlon 4 
Ultra in a tank mix combination with labeled rates of 2,4-0 low volatile 
ester, Tordon 101 Mixture or Tordon Kand apply in a total spray volume 
of 10 lo 30 gallons per acre. Use the higher rates and volumes when 
plants are dense or under drought conditions. Tordon 101 .Mixture and 
Tordon Kare not registered for use (n the states of California and Florida. 

Portions of grazed areas that intersect treated non-cropland, rights-al
way and forestry sites may be treated at up to 8 lb aa per acre If the area 
to be treated on the day of application comprises no more than 10% of 
the total grazable area. 

Basal Bark, Dormant Stem and Cut Surface Treatments 

Individual plant treatments such as basal bark and cul surface 
applications may be used on any use site listed on this label at a 
maximum use rate of 8 quarts of Garton 4 Ultra (B lb ae of triclopyr) per 
acre. These types of applications are made direclly to ungrazed parts of 
plants and, therefore, are not restricted by the grazing maximum rate of 2 
quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra (2 lb ae of triclopyr) per acre. 

Basal Bark Treatment 
To control susceptible woody plants with stems less than 6 inches in basal 
diameter, mix 1 to 5 gallons of Garlon 4 Ultra in enough oil to make 100 
gallons of spray mixture. Apply with knapsack sprayer or power spraying 
equipment using low pressure (20 to 40 psi). Spray the basal parts of 
brush and tree trunks to a height of 12 to 15 inches from the ground, 
thoroughly wetting the indicated area. Spray until runoff at the ground line 
is noticeable. Did or rough bark requires more spray than smooth young 
bark. Apply anytime, including the winter months, except when snow 
or water prevent spraying to the ground line. Mh<ing with oil requires 
vigorous agitation to form an oil solution. Once a solution is formed it 
will stay stable. 
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Low Volume Basal Bark Treatment 
To control susceptible woody plants with stems less than 6 inches in 
basal diameter, mix 20 to 30 gallons of Garlon 4 Ultra in enough oil to 
make 100 gallons of spray mixture. Apply with a backpack or knapsack 
sprayer using low pressure and a solid cone or flat fan nozzle. Spray the 
basal parts of brush and tree trunks to a height of 12 to 15 inches from 
the ground In a manner that thoroughly wets the lower stems, including 
the root collar area, but not to the point of runoff. Herbicide concentration 
should vary with size and susceptibility of species treated. Apply anytime, 
including the winter months, except when snow or water prevent spraying 
to the ground line or when stem surfaces are saturated with water. See 
Table 1 for relationship between mixing rate, spray volume and maximum 
application rate. Mixing with oil requires vigorous agitation to form an 
oil solution. Once a solution is formed it will stay stable. 

Garton 4 Ultra Plus Tordon K in Oil Tank Mix: Garlon 4 Ultra and 
Tordon K may be used in tank mix combination as a low volume basal 
bark treatment to Improve control of certain woody species such as ash, 
elm, maple, poplar, aspen, hackberry, oak, oceanspray, birch, hickory, 
pine, tanoak, cherry, locust, sassafras, and multillora rose. (See product 
bulletin for mixing Instructions.) Tordon K Is nol registered for use In the 
states of California and Florida. 

Streamlfne Basal Bark Treatment (Southern States} 
To control or suppress susceptible woody plants for conifer release, 
mix 20 to 30 gallons of Garlon 4 Ultra in enough oil to make 100 gallons 
of spray mlxlure. Streamline basal bark treatments are most effective 
on stems less than 4 inches in basal diameter. Apply with a backpack 
or knapsack sprayer using equipment that provides a directed straight 
stream spray. Apply the spray in a 2- to 3-inch wide band to one side of 
stems fess than 3 Inches in basal diameter. When the optimum amount 
of spray mixture is applied, the treated zone should widen to encircle 
the stem within approximately 30 minutes. Treat both sides of stems 
which are 3 to 4 inches in basal diameter. Direct the spray at bark that 
is approximately 12 to 24 Inches above ground. Pines (loblolfy, slash, 
shortfeaf, and Virginia) up to 2 inches in diameter breast height (dbh] can 
be controlled by directing !he spray at a point approximately 4 feet above 
ground. Vary spray mixture concentration with size and susceptibility 
of the species being treated. Better control is achieved when spray Is 
applied to thin juvenile bark and above rough thickened mature bark. This 
technique Is not recommended for scrub and live oak species, including 
blacktack, turkey, post, llve, bluejack and laurel oaks, or big leaf maple. 
Apply anytime, including winter months, except when snow or water 
prevents spraying al the desired height above ground level. Note: Best 
results with some hardwood species occur when applications are made 
from approximately 6 weeks prior to leaf expansion in the spring until 
approximately 2 months after leaf expansion is completed. Mixing with 
o!I requires vigorous agitation to form an oil solution. Once a solution 
is formed it will stay stable. 

Low Volume Stem Bark Band Treatment (North Central and Lake 
States) 
To control susceptibfe woody plants with sterns fess than 6 inches in 
basal diameter, mix 20 to 30 gallons of Garlon 4 Ultra in enough oil to 
make 100 gallons of spray mixture. Apply with a backpack or knapsack 
sprayer using low pressure and a solid cone or flat fan nozzle. Apply the 
spray in a 6- to 10-inch wide band that completely encircles the stem. 
Spray in a manner that completely wets the bark, but not to the point of 
runoff. The treatment band may be positioned at any height up to the first 
major branch. For best results apply the band as low as possible. Spray 
mixture concentration should vary with size and susceptibility of species 
to be treated. Applications may be made anytime, Including winter 
months. Mixing with oil requires vigorous agitation to form an oil 
solution. Once a solution Is formed it will stay stable. 
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Thinline Basal Bark Treatment 
To control susceptible woody plants with stems fess than 6 inches in 
diameter, apply Garlon 4 Ultra, either undiluted or mixed al 50 to 75% 
v/v with oil, In a thin stream to all sides of the lower stems. The stream 
should be directed horizontally lo apply a narrow band of Garron 4 Ultra 
around each stem or clump. Use a minimum of 2 to 15 miflffilers of Garlon 
4 Ultra or oil mixture with Garlon 4 Ultra to treat single stems and from 25 
to 100 milliliters to treat clumps of stems. Use an applicator metered or 
calibrated to deliver the small amounts required. Mixing with oil requires 
vigorous agitation to form an olf solution. Once a solution is formed it 
will stay stable. 

Dormant Stem Treatment 
Dormant stem treatments will control susceptible woody plants and vines 
with stems less than 2 inches in diameter. Plants with stems greater than 
2 inches in diameter may not be controlled and resprouting may occur. 
This treatment method is best suited for sites with dense, small diameter 
brush. Dormant stem treatments of Garron 4 Ultra can also be used as 
a chemical side-trim for controlling lateral branches of larger trees that 
encroach onto roadside, utility, or other rights-of-way. 

Mix 4 to 8 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra in 2 to 3 gallons of crop oil concentrate 
or other recommended oil and add this mixture to enough water to make 
100 gallons of spray solution. Use continuous adequate agitation. Apply 
with knapsack or power spraying equipment, using low pressure (20 to 40 
psi). In western states, apply anytime after woody plants are dormant and 
most of the foliage has dropped. In other areas apply anytime within 10 
weeks of budbreak, generally February through April. Garton 4 Ultra may 
be mixed with 4 quarts of Weedone 170 herbicide to improve the control 
of black cherry and broaden the spectrum of herbicidal activity. Do not 
apply to wet or saturated bark as poor control may result. 

Cut Stump Treatment 
To control resprouting, mix 20 to 30 gallons of Garton 4 Ultra in enough 
oil lo make 100 gallons of spray mixture. Apply with a backpack or 
knapsack sprayer using low pressures and a solid cone or flat fan nozzle. 
Spray the root collar area, sides of the stump, and the outer portion of 
the cul surface, including the cambium, until thoroughly wet, but not to 
the point of runoff. Spray mhcture concentration should vary with size 
and susceptibility of species treated. Apply anytime, including in winter 
months, except when snow or water prevent spraying to the ground line. 
Mixing with oil requires vigorous agitation to form an oil solution. 
Once a solution is formed it will stay stable. 

Cut Stump Treatment in Western States 
To control resprouting of salt cedar and other Tamarix species, bigleaf 
maple, tanoak, Oregon myrtle, and other susceptible species, apply 
undiluted Garton 4 Ultra to wet the cambium and adjacent wood around 
the entire circumference of the cut stump. Treatments may be applied 
throughout the year; however, control may be reduced with treatment dur
ing periods of moisture stress as in fate summer. Cut stumps so that they 
are approximately level to facilitate uniform coverage of Garron 4 Ultra. 
Use an applicator that can be calibrated to deliver the small amounts of 
material required. 

Forest Management Applications 

For broadcast appllcatlons, apply 1 to 6 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra per 
acre in a total spray volume of 5 to 25 gallons per acre by air or 10 to 
100 gallons per acre by ground. Use spray volumes sufficient to provide 
thorough coverage of treated foliage. Nozzles or additives that produce 
larger droplets or spray may require higher spray volumes to provide 
adequate coverage. 
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Plant Back Interval for Conifers: Conifers planted sooner than one 
month after treatment with Garlon 4 Ultra at less than 4 quarts per acre 
or sooner than two months after treatment at 4 to 6 quarts per acre may 
be Injured. When tank mixtures of herbicides are used for forest site 
preparation, labels for all products in the mixture should be consulted and 
the longest recommended wailing period observed. 

Forest Site Preparation (Not For Conifer Release) 

Southern States Including Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia: To control susceptible 
woody plants and broadleaf weeds, apply Gar1on 4 Ultra at a rate of 4 to 6 
quarts per acre. To broaden the spectrum of woody plants and broadleaf 
weeds controlled, apply 2 to 4 quarts of Garton 4 Ultra per acre in tank 
miK combination with labeled rates of Tordon 101 Mixture or Tordon K. 
Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon Kare not registered for use in the state 
of Florida. Where grass control is also desired, Garion 4 Ultra, alone or 
in combination with Tordon Kor Tordon 101 Mixture, may be applied with 
labeled rates of other herbicides registered for grass control in forests. 
Use of tank mix products must be in accordance with the most restrictive 
of label limitations and precautions. Do not exceed labeled application 
rates. Garlon 4 Ullra cannot be tank mixed with any product containing a 
label prohibition against such mixing. 

In Western, Northeastern, North Central, and Lake States (States Not 
Listed Above as Southern States): To control susceptible woody plants 
and broadleaf weeds, apply Garlon 4 Ultra at a rate of 3 to 6 quarts per 
acre. To broaden the spectrum of woody plants and broadleaf weeds 
controlled, apply 1.5 to 3 quarts per acre of Garlon 4 Ultra in tank mix 
combination with labeled rates of Tordon 101 Mixture, Tordon K, or 2,4-D 
low volallle ester. Tordon 101 Mixture and Tordon Kare not registered for 
use in the state of California. Where grass control is also desired, Garlon 
4 Ultra, alone or in tank mix combination with Tordon 101 Mixture or 
Tordon K, may be applied with labeled rates of other herbicides registered 
for grass control in forests. When applying tank mixes, follow applicable 
use directions and precautions on each product label. 

Southern Coastal Flatwoods: To control susceptible broadleaf weeds 
and woody species such as gallberry and wax-myrtle, and for partial 
control of saw-palmetto, apply 2 to 4 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra per acre. 
To broaden the spectrum of species controlled to include fetterbush, 
staggerbush, titi, and grasses, apply 2 to 3 quarts per acre or Garlon 4 
Ultra in tank mix combination with labeled rates of Arsenal Applicator's 
Concentrate herbicide. Where control of gall berry, wax-myrtle, broad leaf 
weeds, and grasses is desired, apply 2 to 3 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra per 
acre in tank mix combination with labeled rates of Accord Concentrate or 
Accord SP herbicide. 

These treatments may be broadcast during site preparation of flat planted 
or bedded sites or, on bedded sites, applied In bands over the top of 
beds. For best results, apply in late summer or fall. Efficacy may not be 
satisfactory when applications are made in early season prior to August. 
Note; Do not apply after planting pines. 

Directed Sprays Applications for Conifer Release 
To release conifers from competing hardwoods and brush such as red 
maple, sugar maple, striped maple, sweetgum, red and white oaks, 
ash, hickory, alder, birch, aspen, pin cherry, Ceanothus spp., blackberry, 
chlnquapln, and poison oak, mix 4 to 20 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra in 
enough water to make 100 gallons of spray mixture. This spray mixture 
should be directed onto foliage of competitive hardwoods using knapsack 
or backpack sprayers with flat fan nozzles or equivalent anytime after 
the hardwoods and brush have reached full leaf size, but before autumn 
coloration. The majority of treated hardwoods and brush should be less 
than 6 feet in height to ensure adequate spray coverage. Care should 
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be taken lo direct spray solutions away from contact with conifer foliage, 
particularly foliage of desirable pines. See Table 1 for relationship 
between mixing rate, spray volume and maximum application rate. 

Note: Spray may cause temporary damage and growth suppression 
where contact with conifers occurs; however, injured conifers should 
recover and grow normally. Over-the-top spray applications can kill pines. 

Broadcast Applications for Mid-Rotation Understory Brush Control 
in Southern Coastal Flatwoods Pine Stands (Ground Equipment 
Only) 
For control of susceptible species, such as gallberry and wax-myrtle, 
and broad leaf weeds, apply 2 to 4 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra per acre. To 
broaden the spectrum of woody plants conlrolled to include fetterbush, 
staggerbush, and titi, apply 2 to 3 quarts of Garlon 4 Ultra per acre in tank 
mix combination with labeled rates of Arsenal Applicator's Concentrate. 
Saw-palmetto will be partially controlled by use of Garlon 4 Ultra at 4 
quarts per acre or by mixtures of Garlon 4 Ultra at 2 to 3 quarts per acre 
in tank mix combination with either Arsenal Applicator's Concentrate 
or Escort herbicide. These mixtures should be broadcast applied over 
target understory brush species, but to prevent injury to pines, make 
applications underneath the foliage of pines. Apply sprays in 30 
gallons or more per acre of total volume. For bast results, apply in late 
summer or fall. Efficacy may not be satisfactory when applications are 
made in early season prior to August. 

Broadcast Applications for Conifer Release in the Pacific 
Northwest and California 

Dormant Conifers Before Bud Swell (Excluding Pines): To control or 
suppress deciduous hardwoods such as vine maple, bigleaf maple, alder, 
scotch broom, or willow before leaf-out, or evergreen hardwoods such 
as madrone, chinquapin, and Ceanothus spp., use Garlon 4 Ultra at l lo 2 
quarts per acre. Use diesel or fuel oil as a diluent, or use water plus 1 to 
2 gallons per acre of diesel oil or a suitable surfactant or oil substitute at 
manufacturer's recommended rates. Mixing with oil as the only diluent 
requires vigorous agitation to form an oil solution. Once a solution is 
formed it will slay stable. 

Conifer Plantations {Excluding Pines) After Hardwoods Begin Growth 
and Before Conifer Bud Break ("Early Foliar" Hardwood Stage): 
Use Garlon 4 Ultra at 1 to 1.5 quarts alone or with 2,4-D low volatile 
ester herbicide in water carrier lo provide no more than 3 lb ae per acre 
from both products. After conifer bud break, these sprays may cause 
more serious lniury to the crop trees. Use of a surfactant may cause 
unacceptable injury to conifers especially after bud break. 

Conifer Plantations (Excluding Pines) After Conifers Harden Off In 
Late Summer and While Hardwoods Are Still Growing Actively: Use 
Garlon 4 Ultra at rates of 1 to l .5 quarts per acre alone or wi1h 2,4-D low 
volatile ester to provide no more than 3 lb ae per acre from both products. 
Treat as soon after conifer bud hardening as possible so that hardwoods 
and brush are actively growing. Use of oil, oil substitute, or surfactant 
may cause unacceptable injury to the conifers. 

Broadcast Applfcations for Conifer Release In the Eastern United 
States 
To release spruce, fir, red pine, and white pine from competing 
hardwoods such as red maple, sugar maple, striped maple, alder. birch 
(white, yellow, and grey), aspen, ash, pin cherry, and Rubus spp. and 
perennial and annual broadleaf weeds, use Gari on 4 Ultra at rates of 1.5 
to 3 quarts per acre alone or with 2,4-D amine or low volatile ester to 
provide no more than 4 lb ae per acre from both products. Apply in late 
summer or early fall after conifers have formed their overwintering buds 
and hardwoods are in full leaf and prior to autumn coloration. 
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Broadcast Applications for Conifer Release In the Lake States 
Region 
To release spruce, fir, and red pine from competing hardwoods such 
as aspen, birch, maple, cherry, wltlow, oak, hazel, and Rubus spp. and 
perennial and annual broadleaf weeds, use Garlon 4 Ultra al rates of 1.5 
to 3 quarts per acre. Apply in late summer or early fall alter conifers have 
formed their overwintering buds and hardwoods are in full leaf and prior to 
autumn coloration. 

Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use, and 
Limitation of Remedies are not acceptable, return unopened package 
at once to the seller for a full refund of purchase price paid. Otherwise, 
use by the buyer or any other user constitutes acceptance of the terms 
under Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of 
Remedies. 

Warranty Disclaimer 
Dow AgroSciences warrants that this product conforms to the chemical 
description on the label and Is reasonably fit for the purposes stated 
on the label when used in strict accordance with the directions, subject 
to the inherent risks set forth below. Dow AgroSclences MAKES NO 
OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
It is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. 
Plant injury, lack of performance, or other unintended consequences 
may result because of such factors as use of the product contrary to 
label instructions (Including conditions noted on the label, such as 
unfavorable temperature, soil conditions, etc.), abnormal conditions 
(such as excessive rainfall, drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), presence of 
other materials, the manner of application, or other factors, all of which 
are beyond the control of Dow AgroSciences or the seller. To the extent 
permitted by law, all such risks shall be assumed by buyer. 
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Limitation of Remedies 
To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy for losses or 
damages resulting from this product (Including claims based on 
contract, negligence, strict liability, or other legal theories), shall be 
limited to, at Dow AgroSciences' election, one of the following: 

1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought, or 
2. Replacement of amount of product used. 

To the extent permitted by law, Dow AgroSciences shall not be liable for 
losses or damages resulting from handling or use of this product unless 
Dow AgroSciences is promptly no1ified of such loss or damage in writing. 
To the extent permitted by law, in no case shall Dow AgroSciences be 
liable for consequential or incidental damages or losses. 

The terms of the Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and this 
Limitation of Remedies cannot be varied by any written or verbal 
statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent al Dow 
AgroSciences or the seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of the 
Warranty Disclaimer or this Limitation of Remedies In any manner. 

E>"frademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC 

Label Code: 002-329-004 
Replaces Label: D02-329-003 
LOES Number: 010-02127 

EPA accepted 11/13/08 

Revisions: 

1. Added Mixing Directions section. 
2. Added add It Iona I directions for high volume foliage treatment. 
3. Added stem and cut surface treatments. 
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Specimen Label 

~ Dow AgroSciences 

HERBICIDE 
®Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") or an afflllated 
company of Dow 

Active Ingredient 
oxyfluorfen: 2-chloro-1-(3-elhoxy-4-nitrophenoxy) 

4-(trifluoromethyl)benzene .......................................................... 22.3% 
Other Ingredients ................................................................................ 77.7% 
Total ............................................................................................... ... 100.0% 

Contains 2 pounds active ingredient per gallon. 
Contains petroleum distillates 

Precautionary Statements 
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-424 

WARNING 
Causes Skin Irritation • Causes Moderate Eye Irritation • Harmful If 
Swallowed Or Absorbed Through The Skin 
Do not get on skin or on clothing. Avoid contact with eyes. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this product are listed 
below. If you want more options, follow the instructions for category G on 
an EPA chemical resistance category selection chart. 

Mixers, loaders and applicators using engineering controls 
(see Engineering Controls requirements below) must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves (such as Barrier Laminate, Viton) when 

mixing and loading 
• Chemical-resistant apron when mixing and loading 

All other mixers, loaders, applicators and other handlers must wear: 
• Coveralls over long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves (such as Barrier Laminate, Viton) 
• Chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure 
• Chemical-resistant apron when exposed to the product concentrate 

Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched 
or heavily contaminated with this product's concentrate. Do not reuse 
them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/ maintaining PPE. 
If no such instructions for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep 
and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Engineering Controls: Mixers and loaders supporting ground 
applications to cotton must use a closed system that meets the 
requirements listed in the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for 
agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4)], and must: 

• Wear the personal protective equipment required above for mixers/loaders 
using engineering controls 

• Wear protective eyewear if the system operates under pressure, and 
• Be provided and have immediately available for use In case of 

emergency, such as a broken package, spill, or equipment breakdown, 
coveralls and chemical-resistant footwear. 

PIiots must use an enclosed cockpit in a manner lhal meets the 
requirements listed in the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for 
agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(6); 

When handlers use closed systems or enclosed cabs in a manner that 
meets the requirements listed in the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) 
for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)J, the handler PPE 
requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users should; 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or 

using the toilet. 
• Remove contaminated clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets 

inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the 

outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash 
thoroughly and change Into clean clothing. 

First Aid 
If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin 
immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
If swallowed: Call a Poison Control Center or doctor immediately for 
treatment advice. Have a person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. 
Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a Poison Control Center 
or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 
15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, alter the first 
5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment advice. 
Note to Physician: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the 
use of gastric lavage. This product may pose an aspiration pneumonia 
hazard. Contains petroleum distillates 
Hot Line Number: Have the product container or label with you 
when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. 
You may also contact 1-800-992-5994 day or night, for emergency 
treatment information. 

Environmental Hazards 
This product is toxic to aquatic invertebrates and wildlife. Do not apply 
directly to water, to areas where surface water Is present or to intertidal 
areas below the mean high water mark. Runoff from treated areas may be 
hazardous to aquatic organisms in neighboring areas. See Directions for 
Use for additional restrictions. Do not contaminate water when disposing 
of equipment wash water. 

Directions for Use 
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling. 
Read all Directions for Use carefully before applying. 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other 
persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be 
in the area during application. For any requirements specific to your state 
or tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. 

Agricultural Use Requirements: 
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the 
Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 170. This Standard contains 
requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, 
nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. 
It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, 
and emergency assistance. It also contains specific Instructions 
and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about 
personal protective equipment (PPE)and restricted-entry interval. The 
requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product Iha! are 
covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the 
restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours, except for the following: 
• Onions, garlic and horseradish: The REI is 48 hours 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the 
Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything that 
has been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 
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Non-Agricultural Use Requirements: 
The requirements in this box apply 10 uses of this product that are not 
within the scope ol the Worker Protection Standard for agricultural 
pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product 
is used to produce agricultural plants on farms. forests, nurseries or 
greenhouses. 
Do not enter or allow others to enter until sprays have dried. 

Storage and Disposal: 
Do not contaminated water, food or feed by storage or disposal 
Pesticide Storage: Keep from Freezing. Store above 32°F 
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide wastes are toxic. Improper disposal 
of excess pesticide spray mixture or rinsate is a violation of Federal 
Law. If 1hese wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to 
label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental 
Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest 
EPA Regional Office for guidance. 
Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this con1ainer. After rinsing, offer for recycling If available available or 
puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by Incineration, or by 
other procedures allowed by state and local authorities. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
Into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds 
after 1he flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and 
recap. Shake for 1 O seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 
10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two 
more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
Into application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 
10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down 
over application equipment or mix tank to collect rinsate for later use or 
disposal. Insert pressure rlnslng nozzle in the side of the container, and 
rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after 
the flow begins to drip, 
Refillable containers larger than 5 gallons: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with 
pesticide only. Do not reuse lhls container for any other pur1?,?S8, 
Cleaning the container before llnal disposal is Iha responslb1llty or 
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before reOlllng !s lhe 
responslblllly of tt1e ref/lier. To clean the container before final disposal, 
amply I.he remaining contents from this container Into application 
equipment or a mix lank. Fiil lhe conlalner abolll 10% full wilh water 
and, if possible, spray all sides while adding waler. It practical, agitate 
vigorously or redrculate waler with t.he pump for two minutes. Pour or 
pump rinsale into applical\on equipment or rinsate collection system. 
Repeal this rinsing procedure two more times. Then offer for recycling 
If available or puncture and dispose of In a sanitary landllll, or by 
incineration, or, if allowed by state and local authorities, by burning. If 
burned, stay out of smoke. 
Nonrefillable containers larger than 5 gallons: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this container. After rinsing, offer for recycling if available available or 
puncture and dispose at In a sariltary landfi ll, or by incineration, or by 
other procedu1es allowed by state and local authorities. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (01 equlvalenl) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents Into 
application equipment or a mix tank. Fiil lhe container 1/4 lull with 
.water. Replace and lighten closures. Tip container on ils side and 
roll it back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 
30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back and forth 
several times. Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it back 
and forth several times. Empty the rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this 
procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the 
remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and 
continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold 
container upside down over application equipment or mix tank to collect 
rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressL1re rinsing nozzle In the 
side or the container, and rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. 
Drain for 1 o seconds after the flow begins to drip. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Goal® 2XL herbicide is a herbicide for postemergence and preemergence 
residual weed control in labeled crops. Directions provided in the General 
Use Information section of this label apply to all uses of this product. Use 
directions for listed crops are provided in the Crop-Specific Use Directions 
section of this label. 
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Use Restrictions 
The fo llowing use restrictions apply to all labeled uses of Goal 2XL 
{Reier to directions for use for individual crops for additlonel 
crop•speolflo use restrictions.): 
• Do not graze or harvest plants lrom areas treated with Goal 2XL lor 

feed or forage. 
Apply Goal 2XL only \vllh ground equlpmenl unless otherwise specined 
In crop-specific use directions. 

• Goal 2Xl Is phytotoxlc to plant foliage. Avoid acclder;ilal spray contact 
or drill wl!h established crops. Do not apply when weather conditions 
favor drift lo non-target areas. 

• Some labeled crops -are tolerant lo over-l tie-top applications of 
Goal 2XL if applied during dormancy. Do nol make over-t11e-top 
applications unless specifically allowed In crop-specific use directions. 

• Do not \real dllch banks or waterways with Goal 2XL or contaminate 
water used for Irrigation or domestic purposes, 

• Do not apply Goal 2XL in enclosed greenhouses as foliage injury 
will result. 

Spray Drift Buffer Restrictions 
• A 25 foot vegetative bull er strip must be maintained between all areas 

treated wilh tills product and lakes, reservoirs, rivers. permanent streams, 
ma1shes or natural ponds, estuaries and commercial fish farm ponds. 

• Do not allow spray to dri1l from the application site and conract people, 
structures people may occupy at any Uoie and the associated properly, 
parks and recrealion areas, non•target crops, aquatic and we!land 
areas, woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals. 

• For ground boom appllcatlons, apply with nozzle height no more than 
4 feet above the ground or crop canopy when wind speed is 10 mph or 
less al the appficalion site as measured by an anemometer. 

• Use coarse spray according to ASAE 5 72 definition for standard nozzles 
or VMD of 4 75 microns for spinning atomizer nozzles. 

• The applicator also must use all other measures necessary to 
control drift. 

Rotation Crop Restrictions 
• Do not rotate to small -grain crops (includes barley, buckwheat, corn , 

pearl millet, prose millet, oats, popcorn, rice, rye, sorghum, triticale, 
wheat, wlld rlce) within 10 months following an application of Goel 2XL. 
Do not direct seed any crop, other than a crop labeled !or use wllh 
Goal 2XL, within 60 days following application. 
Do not transplanl seedlings of crops, other than crops labeled for use 
with Goal 2XL, within 30 days following appllcallan. 

• IMPORTANT: Unless otherwise specified elsewhere In this label 
or Dow AgroSciences supplemental label or product bulletin, 
treated soil must be thoroughly mixed to a depth of 4 inches after 
harvest (or abandoning) of the treated crop but prior to planting 
of the rotational crop. Failure to achieve thorough and complete 
mixing or to follow the required minimum plant-back interval may 
result in crop injury, stand reduction and/or vigor reduction of 
the plant-back crop. See specific fallow bed labeling instructions 
for required trealment-to-planling intervals following application of 
Goal 2XL to fallow beds or fallow fields. 

Weeds Controlled 
Common Name 
aaeratum 
amara,ith, spiny 
balsamappte 
barnyardgrass (watergrass) t 
bedstraw, catcliweed 
biltercress. lesser 
bluegrass, annual t 
buckwheat, wild 
burclover 
buttercup, small/lower 
buttonweed 
camphorweed 
canarygras_s (annual) 
carpet weed 
cheeseweed (malva) 
clover, red t 
clover, white t 
cocklebur, common 
crabgrass, large (hairy) t 
crotalaria 
croton, tropic 
cudweed, narrowleaf 
evenlngprimrose, cutleaf 
fiddleneck, coast t 
filaree, broadleaf 
filaree, redstem 
filaree, whitestem 
flreweed (from seed) 

Scientific Name 
Ageratum conyzoldes 
Amaranthus spinosus 
Momordica charanlia 
Echinoch/oa c11Js-gal/i 
Gal/um ap£Jrine 
Cardamlna o/lgosperma 
Poaannua 
Polygonum convolvulus 
Medicago hlsplda 
Ranunculus a.borvltus 
Borreria laevis 
Heterotheca subaxillaris 
Phalaris canariensis 
Mollugo verticillala 
Malva ptJNiffora 
Trifolium pra tense 
Trifo/lum repens 
Xanthium pensr,lvanicum 
Dfgltaria sangu nails 
Crotalaria species 
Croton glandulosus 
GnaphsJ/um fa/ca/Um 
Oenothera /acinia ta 
Amsfnckla inlermedla 
Erodium bottyS 
Erodium clcularium 
Erodium moschatum 
Epilobium angustifo/ium 
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Weeds Controlled (Cont.) 

Common Name Scientific Name 
flixweed Descuminia sophia 
foxtail, giant t Setana faberi 
foxtail, green Setaria virid/s 
foxtail, yellow Setaria Jutescens 
geranium, Carolina Geranium carolin/anum 
goosegrass t Eleusine lndica 
groundcherry, cu1!eaf Physa//s an9ulata 
ground.cherry, Wright Physalis Wnght/1 
groundsel, common Senec/o vulgan's 
henbjt Lamium emptexicaule 
horseweed (marestail) Conyza canadens/s 
pms011weed Datura stramonlum 
1ohnsongrass, seedling Sorghum halepense 
knolweed, prostrate Polygonum aviculare 
ladysthumb (smarlweed) Polygonum persfcaria 
lambsquarters, common Chenopodlum album 
lelluce, prickly (china lelluce) Lactuca semola 
mallow, llltle (malva) Malva parv/1/ora 
mayweed (dog JenneQ Anthemis co/rJla 
minersletluce • Mantia perfotlata 
mornlngglory spaciest annual /pomoea species 
momlngglory, ivyleal /pomoea haderacea 
momirigglory, tal l t /pomoea puipurea 
mustard, black Bmsslca nigra 
mustard, blue (purple mustard} Chorispora lenelle 
muslard, common yellow Bmss/ca campestris 
mustard, hedge Sisymbnum officlnale 
mustard, lum61e (Jim hill mustard) Sisymbrium a/1/ss/mum 
mustard, wild Brassica kaber 
nellle, burning Urtica urens 
nightshade, American black Solanum americanum 
nightshade, black So/anum nlgfllm 
nightshade, hairy Solanum sarrachoides 
oats1 wild Avena fatua 
oracn, red A'lriplex rosea 
oxalis (bermuda buttercup) Oxalis pes-caprae 
panicum, fall Panicum dlchotomif/orum 
pepperweed, Virginia Lepidium virglnicum 
pepperweed, yelfowflower Lep!dlum perfoliatum 
plgweed, prostrate Amaranthus blitoides 
pigweed, redroot Amaranthus retrof/exus 
pimpernel, scarlet Anagal/is arvensis 
poinsetUa, wild Euphorbia hetarophylla 
puncturevlne Tribulus terrestris 
purslane, common Portulaca o/eracea 
pustey, florida Richard/a scabra 
ragweed, common Ambrosia artemisiilolia 
redmalds Calandrinia caulescens 
rocket, London Sisymbrium irio 
ryegrass, lt.:1llan Loi/um mu/1/f/onim 
sage

6
1anceleaf Salvia reflexa 

sand ur, field CenchNs Incertus 
sandspurry, red Spergularia rubra 
sesbanla, hemp Sesbanla exaltata 
shepherdspurse. t Capsel/a bursa-pastoris 
sickJepod Cassia obtusifo/Ja 
sida, prickly (teaweed) Sfda splnosa 
slgnatgrass, broadleaf Brach1aria p!atyphy//a 
smnrtweed, pennsylvanla Po/ygomim pensy/vanlcum 
sorrel, red (from seed) Rumex acetoselfa 
sowthislle, annual Sonchus o/eracous 
speedwell, birdseye Veronica persica 
spurge, garden Euphorbia h/rla 
spurge, prostrate t t Euphorbia supina 
spurge, spo1ted t t Euphorbia maculata 
spurry, corn Spergula ervensls 
lansymustard Descuralnla pinna ta 
thistle, bull t t Cirslum vulgare 
thistle/ Russian Sa/so/a kalf 
velvet ear Abuli/on theopl/rasti 
witchgrass Panicum caplllare 
witchweed Stn'ga a$1at1ca 
woodsorrel, common yellow t t Oxalls stricta 

t Highest rate and/or multiple applications may be required for 
acceptable control. 

t t P/eemergence control only. 

Application Methods and Cultural Practices 

Preemergence Weed Control 
Apply the specified rate in a broadcast spray volume of 15 or more 
gallons of water per acre using calibrated spray equipment capable of 
unirorm applfcallon to the soil surface. Seedling weeds are controlled as 
they come In contact with the soil-applied herbicide during emergence. 
Preemergence weed control is most effective when Goal 2XL is applied 
to soil surfaces that are clean (free of crop or weed residues or clippings) 

3 

and weed-free. Prior to application, weed or crop residues should be 
removed by thorough incorporation into the soil using liiiage equipment or 
by blowing the area to be treated. At least 0.25 Inch of irrigation or rainfall 
is required to activate Goal 2XL and should occur within 3 to 4 weeks 
after application. For optimum results, Goal 2XL should be applied to 
prepared beds or soil surfaces that will be left undisturbed during the time 
period for which weed control ls desired. Cultural practices that disturb or 
redistribute surface soil following treatment with Goal 2XL such as cutting 
water furrows will reduce weed control effectiveness. 

Application Rates and Rate Ranges: Where rate ranges are given, 
use the lower rate in the rate range on coarse texture soils with less than 
1 % organic matter and lighter weed infestations. Use higher rates in the 
rate range on medium to fine texture soils, sous containing greater than 
1% organic matter, heavy weed infestations, or for extended residual 
preemergence weed control. 

Postemergence Weed Control 
Apply the specified rate in a broadcast spray volume of 20 or more 
gallons of water per acre (a minimum 1 O gallons if applying Goal 2XL in 
tank mix with glyphosate). Because Goal 2XL is a contact herbicide, 
complete and uniform coverage of weed foliage is essential for optimum 
postemergence control. Increase the spray volume to ensure complete 
and uniform coverage as weed height and density increases or in 
the presence of heavy trash (weed or crop residue). Postemergence 
applications of Goal 2XL are most effective when made to weeds at the 
seedling stage. Applications made later than the 4-inch or 4 leaf stage 
may result In partial control or suppression. Postemergence applications 
should be made to seedling grasses not exceeding the 2-leaf stage. The 
addition of 0.25% v/v (2 pints per 1 oo gallons of spray) of an 80% active 
nonionic surfactant, labeled for application to growing crops, will enhance 
herbicidal effectiveness in controlling emerged weeds. 

Postemergence Application Rates: Where a rate range is given, use 
a higher rate in the rate range for heavy weed infestations, weeds in 
advanced stages of growth or for extended residual preemergence weed 
control following control of existing emerged weeds. 

Ground Application 
Ground Broadcast: Apply Goal 2XL using conventional low-pressure 
ground spray equipment with flat fan spray nozzles. Follow manufacturer's 
recommendation for spraying pressure and boom height. An off-center 
(OC) noz:zle positioned at the end of the boom may be desired. Check 
calibration of spray equipment before each use. 

Directed Sprays: Apply Goal 2XL as a coarse low-pressure spray in a 
spray volume of 20 or more gallons of spray per acre (broadcast basis). 
Follow manufacturer's recommendations for nozzle spacing and operating 
pressure. Spray should be directed toward the soil at the base of the 
crop. In row crops, use a minimum of 2 flat fan noz:zles per row (one on 
each side) and for optimum spray coverage use 4 flat fan nozzles per 
row (two on each side). The 2 forward nozzles should point forward and 
downward while the rear nozzles should point to the rear and downward. 
With either sprayer system, nozzles should be adjusted to cover the weed 
foliage but minimize contact with the crop. Do not apply with hollow 
cone nozzles. 

IMPORTANT: Goal 2Xl is a contact herbicide. Contact of sprays or 
drift with foliage or green stems can cause severe crop injury. Use 
directed sprays and spray shields and/or leaf lifters as necessary to 
minimize contact of spray or drift with crop foliage or stems. Young 
green stems of woody plants are also susceptible to injury from spray 
contact. Potential for injury to woody stems diminishes with loss of 
green color and the development of refattvely Impervious non-living 
corky tissue (bark) on the surface of the stem. 

Band Application: Application rates listed in this label are for broadcast 
application. For band application, the rate per broadcast acre should be 
reduced according to the following formula: 

Band Wid th (In Inches) X Rate per 
Row Width (in inches) Broadcast Acre 

Spot Application 

Amount Needed per Acre 
for Banded Application 

For spot application, apply sprays uniformly to soil for preemergence 
weed control or on a spray-to·wet basis for postemergence weed control. 
Mix the required amount of Goal 2XL with the specified amount of water. 
For preemergence weed control, use one-half to one gallon of spray per 
1000 sq ft. For postemergence weed control use a minimum of 1 gallon 
of spray per 1000 sq It and add an BO% nonionic surfactant at the rate 
of 0.5 fl oz (1 Tbs) per gallon of spray. If making spot applications within 
an established crop, use coarse low-pressure sprays and direct the spray 
to the soil beneath the plants. To avoid crop injury, do not allow spray to 
contact leaves and stems or herbaceous plants or leaves or green stems 
of woody plants. 
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Amount of Goal 2XL Required to Treat 1000 sq ft at 
Specified Application Rate 

0.5 pt/ 1.0 pt/ 2.0 pt/ 
acre acre acre 

0.211 oz 0.4 II oz 0.75 fl oz 
(5.5 ml) (11 ml) (22 ml) 

1 pint= 16 fl oz; 1 f1 oz= 29.6 (30) ml 

Aerial Application 

3.0 pt/ 
acre 

1.1 ll oz 
(33ml) 

4.0 pt/ 8,0 pt/ 
acre acre 

1.5fl oz 3.0fl oz 
(44 ml) (88 ml) 

Use aerial boom equipment designed ror use with herbicides and a 
minimum spray volume ol 10 gallons per acre (5 gallons per acre if 
tank mixed with glyphosate). Do not aerially apply Goal 2XL unless 
crop-specific use directions specifically altow and provide directions 
for aerial application. 
AVOID DRIFT: Exercise extreme care to avoid herbicida contact with 
any desirable dormant or non-dormant crop, plant, tree or vegetation 
as severe injury may result. Extreme care must be exercised to 
prevent spray drift that could result in damage to other crops or 
desirable vegetation. Adhere to the following guidelines when aerial 
applications are to be made. 

Spray Drift Management (Aerlal AppllcaUon): Avoiding sptay drill at 
lhe appllcatlon sile ls the responsibflity of Iha applicator. The potential 
for spray drift Is controlled by the inleracllon or many equipment-and
weather-related factors. °The applicator and the grower are responsible 
for considering all these factors when making decisions. The following 
drift management requirements must be followed lo avoid off-target drift 
movement from aerial applications to agricultural field crops. These 
requirements do not apply to forestry applications, public health uses or 
to applications using dry formulations. 
1. The distance of the outer most nozzles on the boom must not exceed 

3/4 the length of the wingspan or rotor. 
2. Nozzles must always point backward parallel with the air stream and 

never be pointed downwards more than 45 degrees. 
Where slates have more stringent regulations, they should be observed. 
The applicator must adhere to the following requirements when Goal 2XL 
is aerially applied: 
1. Do not apply when the wind direction is not stable, when inversion 

conditions exist, or when wind velocity exceeds 10 mph. 
2. When wind speeds are 5 mph or less, maintain a minimum downwind 

buffer zone of at least 1/2 mile from all crops and desirable vegetation, 
except the followlng: 
Maintain a minimum downwind buffer zone of: 
• 150 feet from dormant treefruit/nut/vine crops and overwintering 

sugar beets. 
• 650 feet from garlic, jojoba, legumes, onions, pastures, small grains, 

seedling sugar beets, and non-targeted vegetable fallow beds. 
3. When wind speeds are between 5 and 10 mph, downwind buffer zones 

in excess of those listed above are suggested. 
4. For upwind and side borders, maintain a minimum buffer zone of 

150 feet from any non-targeted vegetable fallow bed, crop, or desirable 
vegetation. 

The use of a drift control agent may be required by local regulations. 
However, the drift control agent may decrease the weed control 
effectiveness. 
Important; Aerial applicators must be familiar with the label for Goal 2XL 
and follow alt appUcabte use precautions. Applying Goal 2XL In a manner 
other than specified in this label Is done at the user's risk. Users are 
responsible for all loss or damage resulting from aerial spraying. In 
addition, aerial applicators should follow alt applicable state and local 
regulatlons and ordinances. In interpreting the label and focal regulations, 
the most restrictive limitations apply. 

Chemigation Instructions 
Do not apply this product through any irrigation system unless the 
instructions for chemigation are followed. Do not apply Goal 2XL 
through chemigation equipment unless chemigation is allowed by 
Crop-Specific Use Directions. 

Apply this product only through sprinkler (center pivot, solid set, 
portable latefal. or low-volume (micro sprinkler)), drip (trickle), or flood 
{basin) Irrigation systems. Refer to use directions ror specific crops for 
Instructions as to which type ol lrriga11on system may be used. Do not 
apply this product through any other type of irrigation system. 
• Crop lnfury, lack of effectiveness, or Illegal pesticide residues In the 

crop can result from nonun!lorm distribution of treated water. 
• If you have questions about callbraHon, you shouro contact State 

Extension Serv1ce speclalists. equipment manufacturers, 01 
other experts. · 
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• Do not connect an Irrigation system {including greenhouse systems) 
used for pesticide application to a public I\/ater system unless the 
pesticide label-prescribed safety devices for public water systems are 
in place. 

• A person knowledgeable of the chemigation system and responsible for 
its operation 01 under the supervision of !he responsible person, shall 
shul the system down and make necessary adjustments should the 
need arise. 

Sprinkler Chemigation (Foliar Spray Uses) 
For sprinkler lrrigatio11, sufficient water should be applied al the 
beginning of the Irrigation period to insure uniform welting of the plant 
and/or .soil surfaces. Meter Goal 2XL Into the sprinkler lri lgaUon systei:n 
at a con!inuous uniform rate during the middle 1/3 of the !rrigallon period 
to allow for uniform distribution to target weeds and/or soil surface. 
Conlfnue irrlgatlon during the llnal 1/3 of the Irrigation period lo insure 
proper (lushing of the Irrigation syi;tem. During sprinkler ir(iualion, 
sufflclont water should be applled to Insure water penetration to a depth 
of two inches. 
AVOID DRIFT: Extreme care must be exercised to prevent spray drift 
that could result in damage to other crops or desirable vegetation. 
Use the following guidelines when appllcal!ons of Goal 2XL are made 
through sprinkler irrigation equipment: 
1, Do not apply l'lhen the wind direction Is not stable, when Inversion 

condi.tions exist, or when wind ve1oqlty exceeds 10 mph. 
2. When wind spee<ls are 5 mph or less, maintain a minimum downwind 

buffer zone of at least 1/2 mile from all crops and desirable vegetation, 
except for !he following: 
Maintain a minimum downwind buffer zone of: 
• 150 feel from dormant treefruits, dormant vines and overwintering 

sugar beets. 
• 650 feet from garlic, )ojoba, legumes, onions, pastures, small grains, 

seedling sugar beets and vegetable fallow beds. 
3. When wind speeds are between 5 and 10 mph, downwind buffer zones 

in excess of those listed above are suggested. 
4. For upwind and side borders, maintain a minimum buffer zone of 

150 feet from any vegetable fallow bed, crop, or desirable vegetation. 
To apply a pesticide using sprinkler chemigation, the chemlgation system 
must meet Iha following specifications: 
• The system must contain a luncllonal check. valv.e, vacuum relief valve, 

and low-pressure drain appropriately located on the irrigation pipeline 
to prevent water source contaminalion from backflow. 

• The pestlclda Injection pipeline must contain a functional, automatic, 
quick-closing check valve to prevent the flow of fluid back toward the 
injection pump. 

• l'he pesticide injection pipeline must also contain a functional, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the intake side of the 
Injection pump and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
from being withdrawn from the supply lank when the irrigation system 
is either automatically or manually shut down. 

• The system must contain functional inter.locking controls to 
automatically shut off the pesticide injecllon pump when the water 
pump motor stops. 

• The lrrlgaUon line or water pump must include a functional pressure 
switch, which will stop the water pump motor when the water 
pressure decreases to the point where pesticide distribution is 
adversely affected. 

• Systems must use a metering pump, such as a positive displacement 
injection pump (11.g., dfaphragm pump) ollectively designed and 
constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and 
capable of befng filled with a system lnlerlock. 

• Do not apply when wind speeo favors drift beyond the area intended 
for treatment. 

Flood (Basin} Chemigation (Soil Drench Uses) 
Goal 2XL should be continuously metered into the water during the entire 
Irrigation period. Agitation in the pesticide supply lank is suggested. 
Best weed control results from Goal 2XL applied through flood (basin) 
irrigation systems are obtained when a uniform distribution and flow of 
irrigation water is maintained over level land. 
Systems using a gravity flow pesticide dispensing system must meter 
the pesticide into the water al the head of the field and downstream of 
a hydraulic discontinuity such as drop structure or weir box to decrease 
potential for water source contamination from backnow if water flow 
stops. Systems utilizing a pressurized water and pesticide lnje!ltion 
system must meet the following requirements: 
• The system must contain a functional check calve, vacuum relief valve, 

and low-pressure drain appropriately located on the Irrigation pipeline 
to prevent water source contamination from backflow. 
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• The pesticide injection pipeline must contain functional automatic, 
quick-closing check valve to prevent the flow of fluid back toward the 
injection pump. 

• The pesticide Injection pipeline must also contain a functional, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the intake side of the 
injection pump and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
Iron, being wilhdrawn from the supply lank when the irrigation system 
Is either automaUcally or manually shut down. 

• The system must contain functional interlocking controls to 
automatically shut off the pesticide injection pump when 1he water 
pump motor stops. 

• The irrigation tine or water pump must include a functional pressure 
switch, which wilt stop the water pump motor when the water 
pressure decreases to the point where pesticide distribution ls 
adversely affected. 

• Systems must use a metering pump, such as a positive displacement 
injection pump (e.g., diaphragm pump) e!lectively designed and 
constructed of materials lhal are compatible with pesticides and 
capable of being fitted with a system interlock. 

Drip (Trickle) Chemigation (Soil Drench Uses) 
To achieve optimum distribution of Goal 2XL in the soil surface, meter 
Goal 2XL at a continuous uniForm rate during the middle 1/3 of the 
Irrigation period. For best results, Goal 2XL should be uniformly 
distributed across the wetted area to help reduce the "ring ellect" of 
weed escapes. Continue irrigation during the final 1/3 of the Irrigation 
pedod to insure proper flushing of the irrigation system. 

To apply a pesticide using drip (trickle) chemigation, the chemigation 
system must meet the following specifications: 

• The system must contain a functional check valve, vacuum relief valve 
and tow pressure drain appropriately localed on the irrigation pipeline to 
prevent water source contamination from back/low. 

• The pesticide injection pipeline must contain a functional, automatic, 
quick-closing check valve to prevent the /low of fluid back toward the 
injection pump. 

• The pesticide injection pipeline must also contain a functional, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the intake side of the 
injection pipe and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
from being withdrawn from the supply tank when the irrigation system 
is either automatically or manually shut down. 

• The system must contain functional interlocking controls to 
automatically shut off the pesticide injection pump when the waler 
pump motor stops. The irrigation line or water pump must include a 
functional pressure swltch, which will stop the water pump motor when 
the water pressure decreases to the point where pesticide distribution 
is adversely affected. 

• Systems must use a metering pump such as a positive displacement 
injection pump (e.g., diaphragm pump) effectively designed and 
constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and 
capable of being filled with a system interlock. 

Chemigation Calibration: For Low-Volume Sprinklers 
(Microsprinklers) and Drip (Trickle) Irrigation Systems 
Calculation of use rate is based on wetted area around emitters - NOT 
on grove acres. To determine correct amount of Goal 2XL, use the 
following formula: 

1. Treated area per each emitter = A 
A= 3.14 x (radius x radius) 

Example: tr the average distance from emitter to perimeter of welled 
area measured at the soil surface is 13 inches, then 
A=3.14X(13"x13") 
A= 3.14 X (169') 
A= 530.7 square inches 

2. The area in square feet wet in each acre= B 
B = A x emlllers/acre 

144 

Example: If there are 300 emitters per acre, then 
B = 530.7 X 300 = B = 1105.6 square feet welted per acre 

144 

3. The total area (in square feet) wet by your system= C 
C = B X acres covered by system 

Example: If the system covers 20 acres, then 
C = 1105.6 square feet per acre x 20 acres 
C = 22,112 square leet wetted by system 

4. Amount of Goal 2XL to Inject = S 

Rate per treated acre al Goal 2XL = R 

S = C X R = quarts of Goal 2XL 
43,560 
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Example: If the desired application rate per treated acre Is 1 quart of 
Goal 2XL, then 

S = 22,112 X 1.0 = S = 0.507 quarts of Goal 2XL should be injected 
43,560 into system. 

Note: Select the proper rate based on weed spectrum and desired length 
of control {See Rate Ranges section below). 

Chemigation Systems Connected to 
Public Water Systems 
If the chemigation system is connected to a public water supply, the 
following conditions must also be met: 

• Public water systems means a system for the provision to the public 
of piped water for human consumption if such system has at least 
15 service connections or regularly serves an average of at least 
25 individuals daily at least 60 days out of the year. 

• Chemlgatlon systems connected to public water systems must 
contain a functional reduced-pressure zone, backflow preventer 
(RPZ) or the functional equivalent In the water supply line upstream 
from a point of pesticide introduction. As an option to the RPZ, the 
water from the public water system should be discharged into a 
reservoir tank prior to pesticide introduction. There shall be a complete 
physical break (air gap) between the outlet end of the IHI pipe and the 
top or overflow rim of the reservoir tank of at least twice the inside 
diameter of the fill pipe. 

• The pesticide Injection pipeline must contain a functional, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the intake side of the 
injection pump and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
from being withdrawn from the supply tank when the irrigation system 
is either automatically or manually shutdown. 

• The system must contain functional interlocking controls to 
automatically shut off the pesticide injection pump when the water 
pump motor stops, or in cases where there is no water pump, when the 
water pressure decreases to the point where pesticide distribution is 
adversely affected. 

• Systems must use a metering pump, such as a positive displacement 
injection pump (e.g .. diaphragm pump) effectively designed and 
constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and 
capable of being fitted with a system interlock. 

Mixing Directions 
Shake well before use. Fill the spray tank at least one-third full of clean 
water. With the pump and agitator running, add the specified amount 
of herbicides to the spray tank. The order of addition to the spray tank 
should be (1) wettable powders. (2) llowables and (3) soluble liquids, 
Complete filling of the spray tank with water. 

Use of Surfactants: For alt applications of Goal 2XL where 
postemergence weed control is desired (except garlic and onions}, 
add a minimum of 2 pints of 80% active nonionic surfactant (cleared 
for application to growing crops) per each 100 gallons of spray. The 
addition of 4 pints of nonionic surfactant is recommended to enhance 
postemergence activity when hard water (greater than 600 ppm) is used. 
Maintain agitation unlif spraying is completed. 

Tank Mixing Precautions: 
• Follow applicable use directions, precautions, and limitations on the 

respective product labels. In interpreting the labels of tank mixed 
products, the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

• Do not exceed recommended application rates. Do not tank mix this 
product w ith another pesticide that contains the same aclive ingredient 
as this product unless the label of either tank mix partner specifies the 
maximum dosages that may be used. 

Tank Mix Compatibillty Testing: Perform a jar test prior to tank 
mixing to ensure compatibility of this product and other pesticides. 
Use a clear glass quart jar with lid and mix the tank mix ingredients in 
their relative proportions. Invert the jar containing the mixture several 
times and obseNe the mixture for approximately 1/2 hour. If the 
mixture balls-up, forms flakes, sludges, jels, oily films or layers, or other 
precipitates, It Is not compatible and the tank mix combination should 
not be used. 

Sprayer Clean-up: Thoroughly flush spray equipment (tank, pump, 
hoses and boom) with clean water before and after each use. Residues 
of Goal 2XL remaining in spray equipment may damage other crops. To 
aid in removal of residues of Goat 2XL, Add a non-ionic surfactant to 
equipment flushing waters at the rate of 1 quart per 100 gallons. 
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Crop-Specific Use Directions 

Artichoke {Globe) 

Post-Directed Spray Application 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acre) 

Preemergence 4-6 
Postemergence 

Precautions: 

Specific Use Directions 

App Ii cation Method: Apply as a directed spray to the soil surface between the rows and at the base 
of artichoke plants in a minimum spray volume ol 40 gallons per acre. 
Timing to Crop: Apply after complellon or ditching operations. Separate appllcatlons of up lo 

4 pVacre may be made 8 lo 10 weeks aleart or a single appllcallon of up to 6 pVacre may be made. 
Timing to Weeds: Preemergence up to 8 ea! stage. 

• Do not apply over-the-top. Contact with direct spray or drift will cause injury to artichoke fronds or severe injury to buds or flowers. 
• Application of Goal 2XL to artichoke plantings should be delayed a minimum of 60 days after cutllng back or transplanting. 

Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints of Goal 2XL per acre per season as a result of a single application or multiple applications. 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 5 days of harvest. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence Postemergence 

cheeseweed (malva) cheeseweed (malva) 
groundsel, common groundsel, common 
lambsquarters, common mustard, common yellow 
mustard, common yellow nettle, burning 
oxalis (bermuda buttercup) t oxalis (bermuda buttercup) 
shepherdspurse shepherdspurse 
sowthistle, annual sowthistle, annual 

t Suppression 

Primocane Suppression in Blackberry and Raspberry 

For Use Only in Oregon and Washington 

Crop Rate (pt/acre)+ Specific Use Directions 

Blackberry 1.6-3,2 Apply Goal 2XL In a minimum spray volume of 50 gallons per broadcast acre to primocanes which 

Raspberry 0.75 - 3,0 have emerged 4 to 6 inches. Proper timing ol the spray application is essential. Application lo 
primocanes greater lhan 6 inches may result in unacceptable cane growth (bent canes). 

The highest use rate and/or additional applications may be required to achleva acceptable 
suppression of vigorous early season primocane growth. On shorter season plantings Qn higher 
elevations) or planlings grown on light (sandy) textured soils, reduced rates may provide acceptable 
prlmocane suppression. Primo cane suppression from Goal 2XL may last from 3 to 6 weeks, 
therefore, liming, rate, and number or applications should be adjusted according lo plant health and 
vigor and the desired length of pr!mocane suppression. 

The addition or 2 pints of an 80% active nonionic surfactant cleared for application to growing crops) 
per 100 gallons of spray solution Is recommended. 

Precautions: 
• Occasionally, aftel the use of Goal 2XL, a spotting, crinkling or necking may appear on the leaves of the fruiting canes. Some blackberry varieties 

may be more sensl!ivo lhan olhers. This Is to be expected and does not affect performance or yield. Leaves of the fruiting canes, which receive 
d irect or Indirect (drill) spray contact will be injured. 

Do not use Goal 2XL on blackberry plantings which are weak or under stress, due to temperature, disease, fertilizer, nematodes, Insects, 
pesticides, drought or excessive moisture, as primocane growth may be insufficient for the following year's crop. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Chemigation; Do not apply this product through any type of Irrigation system. 
• Goal 2XL should be applied only by ground application equipment. 
• Goal 2XL is phytoloxic to plant foliage. Avoid accidental spray contact or drift with established crops. Do not apply when weather conditions 

favor drift to non-target areas. 
• Do not treat ditch banks or waterways with Goal 2XL or contaminate water used for irrigation or domestic purposes. 
Blackberry 
• Do not apply more than 3.2 pints (0.8 lb. active) per broadcast acre of Goal 2XL In a single application, or more than a total of 6 pints 

(1 .5 lbs. active) per broadcast acre per season as a result ot four (4) applications. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 15 days of harvest. f 

Raspberry 
• Do not apply more than 3 pints (0.75 lb. active) per broadcast acre or Goal 2Xl In a single application, or more than a total of 5 pints 

(1.25 lbs. active) per broadcast acre per season as a result of two applications. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 50 days of harvest. 

t Dosages listed are for broadcast application. See Ground Application section of this label for conversion to band application rates. 
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Primocane Suppression During Nonbearing Year of 
Alternate Year Blackberry Productlon 

For Use Only in Oregon 

Crop Rate (pVacre)t Specific Use Directions 

Blackberry 2-4 Apply Goal 2XL to the unwanted vegetative growth at the base of 1he blackberry plants. The 
addition of 2 pints or an 80% active nonionic surfactant cleared for applicatlon to growing crops) 
per 100 gallons of spray solution Is recommended. 

Goal 2XL should be applied after a suflicient number o1 canes have been bundled and trained to 
the trellis wire. The first application is made when the primocanes to be saved have reached either 
the bottom wire or approximately 4 feet in length (typically early to mid-June). Goal 2XL should 
be directed to the lower portion of the canes to reduce unwanted lateral growth and excessive 
foliage that normally develops at 1he base of each plant. The primocanes to be saved must be 
trained at an adequate height above the directed spray. A second application (typically mid-July to 
mid-September after the primocanes are trellised and wrapped on wire) may be applied to suppress 
new growth, leaves and lateral spurs that develop at the base of the plant. Application timing will 
vary according to location and vigor of planting. 

Spray coverage is essential for optimum aclivity on unwanted vegetation. Goal 2XL should be 
applled al a minimum of 30 gallons of water per broadcast acre In a 3-foot band directed towards 
the lower portion of the blackberry canes in the primocane row. Use a low-pressure spray system 
(suggested 30 to 60 psi). Mounted nozzles are to be used to deliver the spray solution. Spray 
equipment should be calibrated carefully before each use. 

Precautions: 
• Occasionally. after the use of Goal 2XL, a spotting, crinkling or flecking may appear on the leaves of the vegetative canes. This is to be expected and 

does nol affect plant health, performance or yield. Leaves of the vegetative canes that receive direct or indirect (drift) spray contact will be injured. 

• Do not use Goal 2XL on blackberry plantings that are weak, or under stress due to temperature, disease, fertilizer, nematodes, insects, pesticides, 
drought or excessive moisture. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Chemigation: □o not apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 
• Goal 2XL should be applied only by ground application equipment. 
• Goal 2XL is phytoto><lc to plant foliage. Avoid accidental spray contact or drift with established crops. 

favor drift to non-target areas. 
Do not apply when weather conditions 

• Do not apply more than 4 pints (1.0 lb. active) of Goal 2XL broadcast acre in a single application or more than B pints (2.0 lbs. active) 
per broadcast acre per season as a result of two applications. 

• For application only during the nonbearing year of blackberries grown using Alternate Year (AY) management system. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL to blackberries during the bearing season. 

tDosages listed are for broadcast application. See Ground Application section of this label for conversion to band application rates. 

Broccoli / Cabbage / Cauliflower 

Pre• Transplant {Preplant) Application for Preemergence Broadleaf Weed Control 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 1 - 2 Pre-Transplant Application Only: Apply broadcast to final seedbed prior lo transplanting. Use lower 
rate in the rate range on coarse textured soils with less than 1 % organic matter. Use the highest 
rate in the rate range on medium to fine textured soils or soils containing greater than 1% organic 
matter. 

Transplanting should be accomplished with minimal soil disturbance and soil left undisturbed during 
the time weed control is desired. 

Precautions: 
• Pre-transplant applications may result in initial, but temporary. crop injury (leaf cupping or crinkling) and is enhanced if crop leaves come in direct 

contact with treated soil. Crop will rapidly outgrow this condition and develop normally. Severe crop injury may result if transplants are under 
stress due to temperature, disease, fertilizer, nematodes, insects, pesticides or storage conditions. The use of transplants less than 5 weeks old 
or use of extremely succulent transplants grown in containers less than 1 inch square, may increase the severity of crop injury. Hardening off, 
increasing the age of transplants or increasing the size of the rooting containers will lessen the possibility and/or severity of potential crop Injury. 

• Goal 2XL will assist In early season annual grass control, however, a herbicide program for preemergence or postemergence control of annual 
grasses is recommended. 
Note: Do not apply Goal 2XL if an acetanillde herbicide such as Dual Magnum herbicide, Lasso herbicide, or Ramrod herbicide has been applied 
to the field during the current growing season as severe crop injury may occur. 

• Do not apply Goal 2XL as a preemergence treatment to direct-seeded broccoli, cabbage or cauliflower. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL post-transplant or over-the•top of broccoli, cabbage or cauliflower. 
• Applications to muck soils may result in partial weed control or suppression. 
• Furrow and drip irrigation immediately after transplanting and under high temperatures can result in increased crop injury. Sprinkler irrigation is 

recommended during early establishment of transplants. If these conditions cannot be met, Goal 2XL herbicide should not be used. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 2 pints of Goal 2XL per treated acre per season. 
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Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence 

carpetweed 
pigweed, redrool 
purslane, common 
smartweed, Pennsylvania 

Cacao (Bearing And Nonbearing) 
(For Use Only in Hawaii) 

Goal 2XL may be applied as a pre-transplant treatment or to established or recently transplanted cacao. 

Weed Control Rate {pVacre) Speci!ic Use Directions 

Preemergence 2-8 Pre-transplant Application: Up to 4 pints per broadcast acre may be applied as a pre-transplant 
Postemergence application. 

Application to Established Plantings: In established plantings, Including recently lransptanted cacao 
plants, apply as a directed spray to the orchard floor. Use higher rates in rate range ·and increase 
spray volume to Gonlrol dense 91owth of existing weeds or for extended residual preemergence 
weed control. 

Precautions: 
• Do not apply preplant or preemergence to direct-seeded cacao. 
• Goal 2XL should be applied to only healthy growing trees/transplants of suitable size to allow directed sprays. Avoid spray contact wilh foliage. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than B pints of Goal 2XL per acre as a single application or more than 24 pints per acre per year. 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply Goal 2XL within 1 day of haNest. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence Postemergence 

ageratum purslane, common 
buttonweed spurge, garden 
crotalaria 
purslane, common 
spurge, garden 

Citrus (Nonbearing) 

Citrus, such as Calamondln, Chlronja, Citrus Citron, Grapefruit, Kumquat, Lemon, Lime, Mandarin, Pummelo, Satsuma Mandarin, Sour 
Orange, Sweet Orange, Tangelo, Tangerine, Tangor / 

Goal 2XL may be applied only in non-bearing citrus orchards, Apply only as a directed spray to 1he orchard floor avoiding contact with citrus foliage. 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 6 Preemergence Weed Control: Up to 6 pt/acre may be applied for residual preemergence weed control. 

Postemergence 2-6 Po$temergence Weed Control: The 6 pint/acre rate wlll control weeds up to 4 inches tall. Weeds 
greater than 4- leaf or i1 Inches tall may be partially controlled. Use surticlent spray volume for 
complete and uniform coverage of weeds. Increase the spray volume with Increased weed height 
and density to ensure complete coverage. 

Tank Mixing: Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Precautions. 
• Preemergence Use: For residual control of grass weeds, Goal 2XL may be tank mixed with grass herbicides labeled for use in citrus. 
• Postemergence Use: For broader spectrum postemergence control of emerged grass and broadleaf weeds, Goal 2XL may be tank mixed with 

paraquat (Gramoxone herbicide) or glyphosate. 

Precautions: 
• Do not apply during periods of new citrus foliage growth. 

direct spray contact with citrus foliage. 
Applications should be made after foliage has fully expanded and hardened off. Avoid 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Apply Goal 2XL only to non bearing citrus (trees that will not bear fruit for one year). 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints ol Goal 2XL per acre per year as a result of a slngle or multiple applications. 
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Key Weeds Controllec!: 

(Arizona and Callfornla} (Florida, Louisiana and i"exas) 
Preemergence Postemergence Preemergence Postemergence 
burclover cheeseweed (malva} cudweed, narrowleaf balsamapple 
cheeseweed (malva) fiddleneck, coast eveningprimrose, cutleaf tt cudweed, narrowleaf ttt 
liddleneck, coast fi!aree, broadlear t groundcherry, cutleaf eveningprimrose, cutleaf tt 
filaree, broadleaf filaree, redstem t lambsquarters, common groundcher,y, cutleaf 
filaree, redstern filaree, whitestem t nightshade, American black groundcharry, Wrlgtit 
filaree, whltestem groundsel, common nightshade, black lambsquarters, cornrnon 
groundsel, common henblt pepperweed, Virginia rnorningglory, annual 
henblt mlnersletluce pigweed, radroot nightshade, American black 
knotweed, prostrate nettle, burning poinsettia, wild nightshade, black 
lambsquarters, common pigweed, redroot pusley, florida pepperweed, Virginia 
lettuce, prickly redmalds slda, prlckly (teaweed) pigweed, redroot 
pigweed, redroot shepherdspurse smartweed, pennsylvanla poinsettia, wild 
purslane, common sowthlstte, annual sowthistle, annual purslane, common 
redmaids spurge, prostrate pus!ey, florida 
rocket, London spurge, spotted sida, prickly (teaweed) 
shepherdspurse smartweed, permsylvanla 
sowthistle, annual sowthistle, annual 
spurge, prostrate 
spurge, spotted 

t Goal :?XL at the 6 pl/acre will provide control of filaree and other weeds up to 4,inch stage. Applications to weeds beyond the 4-inch stage may 
result In partlal conrro1. 

tt Hlghesl tale and/or multiple applications may be required for acceptable control. 
ttt Maximum 0.5-lnch diameter. 

Clary Sage 
Clary Sage (Salvia sclarea) Grown and Utilized in the Essence Industry 
(For Use onty in North Carolina) 

Weed Control Rate {pVacre) Specific Use Directions 
Postemergence 0.5 -1 Goal 2Xl may be applied to establ!shed clary sage tor control of henblt (I.am/um amplexicaufe) and 

olher winter annual broadleaf weeds during the winter and spring season. 
Apply shortly after the first llush of henblt Is in the 2- to 4-feaf siege of growth. Addltlonal 

appllcallons may be required to control subsequent weed flushes through the spring season. 
Mer treatment, henbl! will stop growing and slowly die. Increase the spray volume If weed growth 
is dense. 

Precautions: 
• Clary sage may respond to the topical application of this product with some marginal leaf bum, but recovery Is rapid. 
Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Oo not apply more lhan 6 pints per acre per year. 

Coffee (Bearing And Nanbearing) 
(For Use Only in Hawaii) 
Goal 2Xl may be applied to established coffee, recently transplanted coffee, or as a pre-transplant treatment. In establlshed non-dormant coffee, 
apply as a directed spray avoiding contact with crop foliage. Newly eslabUshed transplants should be healthy and well establlshed and of sufficient 
size to allow use of directed-sprays without conlactlng crop follage. , 
Goal 2XLmay be applled over-the.-top of dormant coffee transplants. Transplants are considered to be dormant when active terminal growth has 
ceased and terminal buds have formed. Appl!catlon over-the-top of coffee plants arter buds start to swell (a sign that new growth has resumed) may 
result In crop injury. 

Weed Control Rate {pVacre) Specific Use Oirections 
Preemergence 2-8 Preemergence Weed Control: 
Postemergence • Apply as a directed spray to the orchard floor beneath established coffee plants. 

• Up to 4 pints per acre may be applied as a pre-transplant app!lcallon prior to transplanting 
coffee plants. 

Postemergence Weed Control: Increase the spray volume when weed growth is dense or 
£rash is present; or use a higher rate within the rate range for extended residual preemergence 
weed control. 

Tank Mixing: Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Precautions. Apply tank mixes only as a directed sprays. 

Precaution: 
• To prevent foliar lnjul)I, do not apply during periods of rapid new growth or altow spray or drift to contact aclfvely growing foliage. 
Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply preplant or preemergence lo direct-seeded coHee. 
• Do not app.ly more than 8 pints per broadcast acre of Goal 2Xl In a single application or 24 pints per broadcast acre per year. 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply Goal 2Xl within one (1) day of harvest. 
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Key Weeds Controlled; 

Preemergence Postemergence 

ageratum purslane, common 
buttonweed spurge, garden 
crotalaria 
purslane, common 
spurge, garden 

Conifer Seedbeds, Transplants, Container Stock And 
Selected Field Grown Deciduous Trees 

Goal 2XL Is effective as a preemergence and/or postemergence herbicide for the control of certain annual grassy and broadleaf weeds in conifer 
seedbeds. The most effective postemergence weed control is achieved when Goal 2XL herbicide is applied to seedling weeds less than four inches 
in height. Preemergence control is most effective when spray is applied to clean, weed-free soil surfaces, Treated soil surfaces should not be 
disturbed as the herbicidal effectiveness of Goal 2XL may be dec;reased. Seedling weeds are controlled during emergence as they come in contact 
with the soil-applied herbicide. 

Use Precautions and Restrictions: 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL in an enclosed greenhouse structure as injury to plant foliage may result. 
• Do not store or transport treated container stock in an enclosed structure until completion of 4 Irrigations (minimum 21 days) as injury to non-labeled 

plants may occur. 
• Apply Goal 2XL only to heal1hy conifer stock. Do not apply Goal 2XL to conifers that are under stress from excessive fertilizer or soil salts, disease, 

nematodes, frost, drought, Hooding, previously applied pesticides, soil insects, or winter Injury, as severe injury may result. 
• Do not graze or harvest livestock forage from treated areas. 

Key Weeds Controlled: When Goal 2XL is applied preemergence or postemergence at specified dosages and weed stages. 
barnyardgrass t mustard, blue 
bedstraw, catchweed mustard, tumble 
bittercress, lesser mustard, wild 
bluegrass, annual t nettle, burning 
buckwheat, wild nightshade, black 
burclover nightshade, hairy 
carpetweed oats, wild 
clover, red t orach, red 
clover, white t pepperweed, yellowflower 
cocklebur, common pigweed, prostrate 
crabgrass, large t pigweed, redroot 
fiddleneck, coast t pimpernel, scarlet • 
filaree, broadleaf purslane, common 
fitaree, redstem redmaids 
fireweed (from seed) rocket, London 
mxweed sandspurry, red 
foxtail, giant t shepherdspurse t 
goosegrass t sida, prickly 
groundcherry, CLJtleaf smartweed, Pennsylvania 
groLJndcherry, wright sorrel, red (from seed) 
groundsel, common sowthistle, annual 
henbit speedwell, blrdseye 
jimsonweed spurge, proslrate t t 
knotweed, pros1rate spurge, spoiled t t 
ladysthumb spurry, corn 
lambsquarters, common tansymustard 
lettuce, prickly thistle, bull t t 
mallow, little thistle, Russian 
mayweed velvetleaf 
minerslettuce witch grass 
morningglory, ivyleaf t woodsorrel, yellow tt 
morningglory, tall t 

t Highest rate and/or multiple applications may be required for acceptable control. 
t t Preemergence control only. 

Conifer Seedbeds 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry into 
treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the 
Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything that 
has been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus soc ks 

Goal 2XL provides both postemergence and residual preemergence control of many broad leaf weeds and annual grass species. 

Seeded conifers are tolerant to preemergence and post emergence applications of Goal 2XL. For weed control during the establishment of conifer 
seedlings, Goat 2XL can be applied after seeding of conifers, but prior to emergence. For weed control in emerged conifers, Goal 2XL may be applied 
over-the-top, but application should be delayed a minimum of 5 weeks after seedling emergence. If application Is made during cool, cloudy weather, 
make certain that seedlings have hardened-off prior to spraying. 
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Weed Control Rate (pt/acre) Specllic Use Directions 

Preemergence 1 - 4 Application after planting, but prior to emergence of conifer seedlings: Where grass weeds 
are present, apply 2 to 4 pints of Goal 2XL per acre. In known areas of high weed competition, 
apply 4 pints or Goal 2XL per acrs. Broadcast to beds and irrigate wilh 1./2 to 3/4 Inch o! 
sprinkler irrigation before weed emergence. Goal 2XL Is most effective on annual grasses when 
applied preemergence, 

Postemergence 1 - 2 Appllcatlon after emergence of conifer seedlings: Application should be made to seedling 
weeds less than 4 inches In height (seedling grasses not exceeding the 2-leaf stage). Depending 
of subsequent weed flushes, multiple appllcatlons may be necessary to achieve season-long 
weed control. 

Chemigation: Goal 2Xl may be applied at labeled rates through sprinkler irrigation systems. For center pivot irrigation systems, apply the specified 
dosage of Goal 2XL per acre metered at a continuous uniform rate during the entire irrigation period, otherwise meter Goal 2XL at a continuous 
uniform rate during the middle 1/3 of the Irrigation period. When applying by sprinkler irrigation, follow directions given in the Chemigation 
Instructions section of this label. 

Precautions: 
• Occasionally spotting, crinkling, or flecking may appear on leaves of conifers, 

outgrow this condlllon rapidly and develop normally. 
Leaves that receive direct spray or drift may be injured, but typically 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than B pints of Goal 2XL per acre per year. 

Goal 2XL may be applied to conifer seedbeds of the following species: 
Important: When applied as directed, the conifer species listed on this label have shown tolerance to Goal 2XL. It is impossible, however, to evaluate 
this product on all varieUes, biotypes and cultivars of listed species under all possible growing conditions. Until familiar with results under local 
growing conditions, the user should exercise reasonable judgment and caution with this product. Limit application of this product to a tew plants !n a 
small area to determine plant tolerance and extent of Injury if such occurs, prior to initiating large-scale applications. 

Douglas fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 

Fir Fraser (Abies fraseri) 
Grand (Abies grand/s) 
Noble (Abies procera) 

Hemlock Eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) 
Western hemlock (rsuga heterophyl/a) 

Pine Austrian (Pinus nigra) 
Eastern White (Pinus strobus) 
Himalayan (Pinus wa/lich/ana) 
Jack (Pinus banksiana) 
Loblolly (Pinus taeda) 
Lodgepole (P/nus contorta) 
Longleaf (Pinus palustris) 
Monterey (Pinus radlata) 
Mugho (P/111,1s mugo) 
Ponderosa (Pinus ponderosa) 
Scotch (Pinus sy/vestris) 
Shortleaf (Pinus echinata) 
Slash (Pinus elliottii) 
Virginia (Pinus virginiana) 

Spruce Blue (Picea pungens) 
Dwarf (Picea gfauca Conica) 
Norwayl'(Picea abies) 
Sitka• (Plcea sltchensis) 

•For Use only in South Carolina 

Conifer Transplants And Container Stock (Includes 2-0 Seedling And Christmas Tree Plantings) 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry Into 1reated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anylhlng that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water, Is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• shoes p lus socks 

Many container-grown conifers and conifer transplants are tolerant to pre emergence and postemergence applications of Goal 2Xl. Applied 
postemergence, Goal 2Xl provides postemergence control of emerged weeds and preemergence residual control of many broad leaf weeds and 
grasses (see Key Weeds Controlled) at the beginning of this section. 

Weed Control 
Preemergence 
Postemergence 

Transplanted and Container Grown Conifers: For best results, preemergence applications should 
be made immediately after transplanting seedlings or to weed-free container stock. Postemergence 
appllcalions should be made to weeds less than 4 Inches in height. Two applications may be 
necessary, in fall-transplanted conifer fields, for seaoon-long weed control. The addition of a 
non-ionlo surfactant {0.25% v/v) !abaled for application to growing crops, enhances the activity of 
Goal 2XL on emer ed weeds. 

eriods of active conner rowth. on before bud break or after new terminal rowth has hardened off. 

er acre In a sin le a llcatlon or mo(e than 16 ints er acre er ear. 
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In addition to those conifer species listed under the Conifer Seedbed section, the following conifer species have been shown to be tolerant 
to Goal 2XL: 

Arborvitae Thuja occidentalis 
Thuia orientalis 

Juniper Junipervs chinensis 
Junlperus horizontalis 
Junfpems procumbens 
Junroems sabina 
Jun etus scopu/orum 

Red cedar Juniperus virQiniana 
Western Hemlock Tsuga heterophyl/a 
Yew Taxus species 

Selected Field-Grown Deciduous Trees 
Listed field -grown deolduous trees arc tole,anl only to directed spray applications of Goal 2XL. Goat 2XL provides both preemergence and 
postemergence conlrol of listed broadleaf weoos and grasses·. 
Timing to Crop: Apply Goal 2XL to established deciduous trees or after transplanting. For optimum weed control, applications should be made prior 
to weed germination. Apply only as a directed spray to soil beneath the trees. 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acrel Specific Use Directions 
Preemergence 2-6 Goal 2XL may be applied to es1ablished deciduous trees or alter transplant Ing as a single or 
Early postemergence split app)icallon. Apply as a dlrected spray to the soil surface. Use spray shields lo reduce 

exposure of foliage and bark. The addition of a non-ionic surfactant (0.25% v/v) fabeloo for 
application lo growing crops, will enhance herbicidal activity on emerged weeds. 

Spot Application: Spot treatments at specified rates may be used to con1rol localized weoo 
infestations. See use directions for Spot Application In the Application Methods and 
Recommended Cultural Practices section. 

Tank Mixing: For broader speclrum control, Goal 2XL may be lank mixed with other preemergence or postemergence herbicides regis.lered for this 
use in deciduous trees. Refer lo Mlxinq Dirnctions section for Tank MixinA Precautions. 
Precautions: 
• For maximum crop safety, directed applications should be prior to bud break in the spring or after trees have initiated dormancy in the fall. Avoid 

contac1 of spray or drift with foliage or stems with green bark. Application after bud swell may result in crop injury. If a non-dormant application 
is required due to weed competition, apply only after foliage has fully expanded and hardenoo off. Use only directed sprays and spray shields to 
prevent spray contact with stems with green bark or foliage. 

• Do not apply Goal 2XL to trees that have been weakened or are under stress from e><cessive fer1ilizer or soil salts, disease, nematodes, frost, wind 
Injury, drouoht, lloodlng, previously app!led pesticides, Insects or winter iniurv as severe inlurv may result. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints of Goal 2XL per acre per year. 
• Do not apply to bearing treefruit, nut and vine crops. For selected bearing lreefruil, nut and vine crops, refer 1o Treefrui1/NutNine section of this 

label for use directions. 
• Do not maze or feed livestock foraqe cut from areas treated with Goal 2XL. 

Goal 2XL may be applied to the following deciduous tree species: 

Almond tt PrunUSSDD. 
Applett Ma/us X domestica 
Anricot tt Pronusson. 
Ash, Green Fraxinus pennsy/vanica 
Ash While Fraxinus americana 
Birch , River Betula niora 
Cherry tt Prunusspp. 
Ches1nut tt Castanea spp. 
Crabapple t t Malusspp. 
Cottonwood Popu/us soo. 
Doqwood Comus florida 
Eucalyptus Eucalyptus viminalis 

Eucalyptus pulverulenta 
EucafvDtus_ camaldulensis 

Filbert tt Cory/us spp, 
Lilac Svrfnaa vu/Qaris 
Locust, Black Robinia oseudoacacia 
Maple, Black t Acernigrum 
Maple, Root Acer rubrum 
Maole Suoar t Acer saccharum 
Myrtle Crepe Lagerstroemia indica 
Nectarine t t Pnmus soo. 
Nut Hickory tt Caryaspp. 
Nut, Macadamia Macadamia temifo/a 
Oak, Chestnut Quercus prinus. 
Oak, Cherrybark Quercus pagoda 
Oak, Nutt All Quercus nuttal/li 
Oak, Pin Quercus palustris 
Oak, Red Quercus. rvbra 
Oak, Water Quercus nigra 
Oak, Willow Quercus phe/los 
Olive, Russian Baeaanus anauslifolfa 

12 

Poplar Populus spp. 
Poolai TuJJP Llrlodendron tul/plfera 
Peach tt Prunus pen;lcs 
Pear tt Pvrussoo. 
Pecan tt Carva SOP, 

Pistachio t t Pistacia vera 
Plum tt Prvnus soo. 
Prune tt Pmnusspp. 
Redbud Cercis canadensis 
Sweelqum Uquidambar styracif/ua 
Sycamore Platanus occidentalis 
Walnu1, Black tt Jug/ans nfgra 

t Do not apply to maple trees usoo for production of maple sap or 
maple syrup. 

t t Apply only to non bearing trees. For bearing treefruil, nut and vine 
crops, refer to specific use directions in the TreefrulVNuWlne section 
of this label. 

Cotton 

Application Methods and Equipment: Goal 2XL may be applied as a 
post-direct spray to cotton a minimum of 6 to B inches tall. Care must 
be exercised to avoid spray contact with the cotton leaves. Use rigid 
precision ground spray equipment and spray shields to prevent spray 
contact with colton foliage. Use branch lifters or shields, as necessary, to 
avoid contact of directed sprays with cotton plant. 
Accurate, placement of spray nozzles is essential for uniform coverage 
of weeds and to minimize injury to cotton plants. Use a minimum 
broadcast spray volume of 20 gallons per acre and operate the sprayer 
at the minimum spray pressure listed by the spray nozzle manufacturer. 
Goal 2Xl may be applied as a post-direct spray with only 2 Ual fan 
nozzles per rnw (1 nozzle on each side of the row) . For optimum 
coverage, use 4 flat Ian nozzles per row (2 nozzles on each side of the 
row). The 2 forward nozzles should point forward and downward while 
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the rear nozzles should point to the rear and downward. With either 
sprayer setup, nozzles should be carefully adjusted to cover the weed 
foliage with minimum contact to cotton plants. Goal 2XL may also be 
applied as a band application. Do not use hollow cone nozzles, 

Tank Mixing: For control of additional broad/ea! and grass weeds, 
Goal 2XL may be applled as a postemergence directed spray In tank mix 
combination with other herbicides registered for postemergence use In 
cotton (see Tank Mixing Precautions under Mixing Directions). 

Weed Control Rate {pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

Postemergence 1-2 Apply as a post-directed spray, For optimum control, use the 2 p int per acre rate on actively growing 
weed seedlings with no more than 4 true leaves (not counting cotyledon leaves). Effective control 
of succulent weeds at the 2- to 3-leaf stage can usually be obtained at the 1 pint per acre rate. See 
Mixing Directions for surfactant recommendations. 

Where available, irrigation may be applied prior to application of Goal 2XL to encourage maximum 
weed emergence. Irrigation following application will improve preemergence activity of Goal 2XL 
against nightshade and groundcherry species. 

Precautions; 
• Do not apply to cotton less than 6 inches tall or severe crop Injury will result. 
• Exercise care to avoid spray contact with cotton leaves. Leaves m::cidentally sprayed will exhibit necrotic (dead) spots and may be dropped 

from the plant. Crop injury may be enhanced if application Is made when excessive soil moisture Is present or rainfall occurs immediately after 
application, however, cotton will outgrow this condition and develop normally. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Western Cotton (AZ and CA): Do not apply more than 2 pints (0.5 lb active) of Goal 2XL per acre In a single application, or more than a total of 

4 pints (1.0 lb active) of Goal 2XL per broadcast acre per season as a result of mulliple applications. Do not apply within 75 days of harvest. 
• Southern Cotton (All other states): Do not apply more than 2 pints (0.5 lb active) of Goal 2XL per acre of per season as a result of a single 

application or multiple applications. Do not apply within 90 days of harvest. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Postemergence 

cocklebur, common nightshade, hairy 
croton, tropic plgweed, redroot 
groundcherry, cutleaf poinsettia, wild t 
groundcherry, Wright purslane, common 
jimsonweed sesbania, hemp 
lambsquarters, common sicklepod tt 
morningglory, annual (up to 6 leaf) sida, prickly (teaweed} t 
nightshade, American black smartweed, pennsylvania 
nightshade, black velve11eaf 

t Multiple applications may be required for acceplable control. 
tt Post-d irect appllcations of Goal 2XL will con1rol or suppress seedlings not exceeding 1he one true leaf stage. 

Cottonwood 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Dlreclions 

Preemergence 4-6 Goal 2XL may be applied as a single or split application. Apply as a directed spray to soil at the base 
Poslernergence of cottonwood trees. 

Use the higher rate in the rate range for extended preemergence weed control or for postemergence 
control of weeds up to the 6 leaf stage. 

The addition of a non-ionic surfactant at 2 pints per 100 gallons of spray will enhance the 
postemergence activity of Goal 2XL on emerged weeds. 

Precautions: 
• Apply Goal 2XL immediately after transplant only to dormant healthy cottonwood stock. 
• In established stands, do no1 allow sprays of Goal 2XL to contact cottonwood foliage. In newly established co1tonwood plantings, use spray 

shields, if necessary, to prevent exposure of green bark and foliage. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints per acre of Goal 2XL in a single application or more than 18 pints per acre per year. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

groundsel, common 
knotweed, prostrate 
lambsquarters, common 

mustard, hedge 
shepherdspurse 
smartweed, Pennsylvania 
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Deciduous Tree Plantings 

(Distribution and Use Only In the States of Louisiana 
and Mississippi) 
Goal 2XL herbicide is an effective herbicide for pfeemergence and 
postemergence control of certain broadleal weeds in deciduous tree 
plantings. ln new plantings, over-the-top applications of Goal 2XL 
herbicide should be made soon after transplanting of dormant deciduous 
tree seedlings. Subsequent applications can be made to nondormant, 
fully foliated trees. Over-the -top applications to nondormant trees may 
result in minor dlscolora!lon and spotting of the foliage; however, trees 
will outgrow this condition. Leaves that are fully expanded and hardened 
off will exhibit less injury than newly emerged leaves or new bud growth. 
Applications to newly emerged leaves and/or new bud growth will result in 
leaf Injury and is done at the user's risk. 

Dosage: Goal 2XL herbicide may be applied at 2 to 8 pints (0.5 to 2Ib 
aclive) per broadcast acre for preemergence and postemergence weed 
contrnl. A maximum of 8 pints of Goal 2XL herbicide (2.0 lb active) 
per acre per season may be applied as a result of single or multiple 
applications. The addition of 1 quart of LA TRG- A G-98 or a comparable 
80% active nonionic surfactant per 100 gallons of spray mix will assist in 
spray coverage and wetting of weeds for postemergence coverage. 

Deciduous Species 
Collonwood, Eastern Populus delloides 
Oak, Gherrybark Quercus pagoda 
Oak, Nutt All Quercus nuttallii 
Sweetgum Liquidambar styracifula 
Sycamore Plalanus occidentalis 

Selected deciduous trees listed on this label have shown tolerance to 
Goal 2XL herbicide. It is impossible, however, to evaluate this product 
on all varieties, biotypes and cultivars of listed species on this label_under 
all possible growing conditions. The user should exercise reasonable 
judgment and caution with this product. Until familiar with results under 

Eucalyptus 

use growing conditions, limit application of this product to a small treated 
area to determine plant tolerance and extent of injury if such occurs, prior 
to initiating large,scafe applications. 

Weeds Controlled: When Goal 2XL herbicide is appffed preemergence 
or postemergence to weed seedlings (not exceeding 4- to 6- leaf stage) at ' 
specirled dosages, tt1e following broad leaf weeds are controlled: 
Croton, Tropic Nightshade, Black 
Groundcherry, Cutleaf Nightshade, Hairy 
Groundcherry, Wright Pigweed, Redroot 
Groundsel, Common Purslane, Common 
Jimsonweed Sasbania, Hemp 
Knowtweed, Prostrate **Sida, Prickly (Tea Weed) 
Morningglory, Annual Smartweed, Pennsylvania 
Mustard, Hedge Velvetleaf 
Nightshade, American Black 

•Postemergence up to 4- to 6,leaf stage. 
**Highest rate or multiple applications may be required for 

acceptable control. 

Timing and Method of Application: For optimum weed control, a 
dormant over-the-top application of Goal 2XL herbicide should be 
made prior 1o weed seedling emergence followed by a postemergence 
application after lree lolfage have fully expanded. For weed management 
programs using only a single application per season, apply Goal 2XL 
herbicide preemergence. 

Goat 2XL herbicide should be applied al 20 to 40 psi in a minimum of 
20 gallons of waler per acre depending upon density of emerged weeds. 

·Spray volume should be Increased as weed heigh.I and density Increase. 
Use a low-pressure sprayer equipped with flat fan nozzles. Spray 
equipment should be calibrated carefully before each use. 

Mixing Directions: Fill the spray tank al feast one,thlrd full of clean 
water. With the pump and agitator running, add lhe spe<:lfied amount of 
herbicide to the spray tank. Complete filling of the spray lank with water. 
Maintain agitation until spraying ls complete. 

Apply Goal 2XL for preemergence and postemergence control of listed broad leaf weeds In established eucalyptus plantings. 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Directions 
Preemergence 4~6 Directed Spray: Goal 2XL may be applied as a single or split application. Apply as a directed spray 
Postemergence to soil al the base of eueatyptus trees. 

Use \he higher rate in the rate range for extended preemergence weed control or for postemergence 
conlrol of weeds up to the 6 leaf stage. 

The addition of a non-ionic surfactant at the rate of 2 pints per 100 gallons of spray will enhance the 
postemergence activity of Goal 2XL on emerged weeds. 

Ove.r-Uie-Top Application: In new plantings, app~ Goal 2XL just before or immediately after transp!anling 
eucalyptus seedlings ttiat are in a dormant con 1tion (i.e., leaves may be presenl', but \em,lna\ grow1h 
has hardened off and terminal buds have formed}. In established plantings, Goal 2XL may be applied as 
an over-the-too sorav when olants are in a dormant condition. 

Precautions: 
• At transplant, apply Goat 2XL only to healthy "dormant" healthy eucalyptus stock. In established plantings, use spray shields, if needed, lo prevent 

exposure of foliage and bark of small and/or actively growing plants. 
• To avoid phytotoxicily, make over-the-top applications only to eucalyptus trees in a dormant condition. Do not make over-the-top applications after 

bud break and resumolion of aclivB growth. 
Crop-Specific Restrlcllons: 
• Do not aooly more than 6 pints of Goal 2XL per acre in a single application or more than 18 pints per acre per year. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence 
burclover 
cheeseweed (malva) 
fiddteneck, coast 
filaree, broadleaf 
filaree, redstem 
fitaree, whitestem 
groundsel, common 
henbil 
knotweed, prostrate 
lambsquarters, common 
letluce, prickly 
plgweed, redroot 
redmaids 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse 
sowthlsUe, annual 
spurge, prostrate 
.souroe, sootled 

Postemergence 
cheeseweed (malva) 
fiddleneck, coast 
filaree, broadleaf t 
f!laree, redstem t 
fitaree, whitestem t 
groundsel, common 
henbit 
rninersletluce 
nellle, burning 
pigweed, redrool 
redmaids 
shepherdspurse 
sowthistle, annual 

t At the 6-pint rate, Goal 2XL will provide control of filaree up to the 
6-leaf stage. 
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Use on Fallow Beds 

Not for use prior to planting soybeans in California 

Used atone or in tank mix combination with glyphosate, Goal 2XL 
provides preemergence and/or postemergence control of winter annual 
broadleal weeds on land to be planted lo crops. 

Prior to planting, treated fallow beds should be thoroughly tilled 
{incorporated) to a depth of at least 2.5 inches. Goal 2XL is no longer 
herbicidally effective once the active layer in the soil surface is disrupted 
by soil Incorporation. 
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Aerial Application: Goal 2XL may be aerially applied for weed control in fallow beds. Follow requirements for Aerial Application in the Product 
Information section of this label. 

Minimum Treatment to Planting Intervals for listed crops: 

Minimum Treatment-to-Planting Interval 

Goal2XL Goal2XL 
Direct Seeded Crops (up to 1 pinVacre) (> 1 to 2 pints/acre) 

carrot 90days 90 days 

cotton 7 days 7 days 

potato 60 days 60 days 

sugar beet 60 days 90 days 

other root/tuber crops 90 days 90 days 

anions 180 days 180 days 

other bulb vegetables 180 days 180 days 

cabbage 90 days 90 days 

cauliflower 90 days 90 days 

other brassica crops 120 day 120 days 

lettuce 90 days 120 days 

other leafy vegetables 
(except brassica crops) 120 days 120 days 

pepper 9D days 120 days 

tomato 60 days 120 days 

other fruiting vegetables 120 days 120 days 

cantaloupe 60 days 90 days 

squash 90 days 120 days 

watermelon 60 days 60 days 

other cucurbits 90 days 120 days 

dry beans 60 days 60days 

peanut 60 days 60 days 

other legume vegetables 60 days 60 days 

safflower 60 days 60 days 

Soybeans {Except California) 7 days 7 days 

cereal grains: Including barley, buckwheat, corn, proso 10 months 10 months 
millet, pearl millet, oats, popcorn, rice, rye, sorghum, 
triticale, wheat, and wild rice 

Minimum Treatment-to-Planting Interval 

Goal 2XL Goal2XL 
Transplanted Crops (up to 1 pint/acre) (> 1 to 2 pints/acre) 

celery 30 days 30days 

conifer Odays Odays 

garlic O days 30 days 

grape/kiwi Odays O days 

onion Odays 30 days 

pepper 30 days 30 days 

strawberries 30 days 30 days 

tomato 30 days 30 days 

treefruit/nut/citrus □ days O days 

Weed Control Rate {pt/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 1 -2 Use 20 or more gallons of spray volume per acre and increase spray volume for dense weed growth. 
Pastemergence Use the 1 pint per acre rate for up lo 4 weeks of preemergence control and postemergence 

control of susceptible weeds up to 4-leaf stage. Use the 2 pint per acre rate for up to 8 weeks 
of preernergence control and postemergence control of susceptible weeds up to 6-leaf stage. 
Best preemergence control is achieved when irrigation or rainfall occurs within 3 or 4 weeks after 
application. 

A tank mix with glyphosate is recommended if the treatment area contains dense weed populations, 
oversized weed seedlings, volunteer grains, annual grasses or under unfavorable environmental 
conditions. 

Outside of California: For enhanced contact activity (burndown/suppression) tank mix 6.5 ft oz 
of Goal 2XL w!th lhe labeled rate of either glyphosale or paraquat (Gramoxone). Apply at the 
application rate and weed growlh stages specified In the respective tank mix product label. 
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Precautions: 
• Failure to <1chieve thorough and complete incorporntion, or to follow the specified treatment-planting Interval, may result in stand 

reduction and/or vigor reduction of the planted crop, 
• Crop injury may be enhanced If newly seeded crops or transplants are under stress due to drought, flooding, excessive fertilizer or soil salts, low 

sol! temperatures, wind Injury, hall, frost damage, Injury from previously applled pesticides, or injury due to insects or diseases. 
• Exercise extreme care to avoid herbicide contact with any desirable dormant or non-dormant crop, plant, tree or vegelation as severe 

injury may result. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 2 pints of Goal 2XL per acre per fallow season. 

Key Weeds Controlled: Goal 2XL provides precmergcnce and 
postemergenoe control of Ille following weeds on lnllow beds: t 

buttercup, smallflower 
cheeseweed (malva) 
eveningprimrose, culleaf t t 
fiddleneck, coast 
rilaree, broadleaf 
filaree, redstem 
geranium, Carolina 
groundcherry, culleaf 
groundsel, common 
henbit 
ladysthumb 
minerslettuce 

mustard species 
nettle, burning 
oxalis 
pigweed, redrool 
purslane, common 
redmaids 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse 
sida, prickly 
sowthistle, annual 
velvetleaf (wild cotton) 

t Thorough spray coverage is essential to maximize the postemergence 
activity of Goal 2XL, For postemergence control when applied by 
air, a tank mixture of Goal 2XL with either glyphosate or paraquat 
(Gramo.xone) Is recommended. 

tt Requires maximum rate and/or multiple applications for effective 
control. 

Fallow-Bed Use Prior to Transplanting Strawberries or 
Peppers Grown in Plastic Culture 

California Only 
Goal 2XL may be applied broadcast or banded as a fallow bed application 
to pre-formed beds prior to planting of strawberries or peppers grown In 
plastic culture. 

It Is recommended that soil moisture be used to activate Goal 2XL using 
one of the following practices soon alter application. 

• Irrigate the beds with 1/2 inch of sprinkler irrigation and then put plast ic 
down anytime during the 30-day treatment-to-planting interval. 

(or) 
• If 1here is adequate existing soil moisture, apply plastic to the beds 

as soon as possible after application and allow the moisture which 
condenses and accumulates beneath the pl<1stic to thoroughly wet the 
treated soil. 

Mechanical incorporation of the fallow-bed treatment prior to laying 
plastic is not required_ Not disturbing the soil surface may allaw lor 
extended weed control. Not incorporating Increases lhe potential for crop 
injury, especially under wet conditions. Therelore, the treatment should 
be Incorporated if the risk of crop injury Is not acceptable. Follow the 
minimum treatment-to-planting Intervals outlined below (also round an the 
main product label}. 

Minimum Treatment-to-Planting Interval: 

Goal 2XL Use Rate 

Transplanted Crops Up to t pt/acre Up to 2 pt/acre 

Pepper 30 days 30days 

Strawberries 30 days 30 days 

Fallow Beds in Plastic Culture Prior to Transplant 
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia Only 

Goal 2XL Is effecttve as a pre emergence broadcast or banded treatment 
lo pre-formed beds as a fallow bed application prior to planting of 
peppers, strawberries or tomatoes grown In plastic cutlure. 

Plastic may be put down anytime during the 30-day treatment-planting 
Interval. Incorporation of the fallow-bed treatment prior lo laying plastic 
Is not required and may allow extended weed control. However, not 
Incorporating increases the potentlal for crop Injury, especially under wet 
conditions. Therefore lhe treatment should be incorporated if the risk 
of crop injury is not acceptable. Follow the minimum treatment-planting 
Intervals outlined below (also found on the main product label). 
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Minimum Treahnent-PlanUng Interval: 

Goal 2XL Use Rate 

Transplanted Crops Up to 1 pVacre Up to 2 pVacre 

Pepper 30 days 30 days 

Strawberries 30 days 30days 

Tomato 30 days 30days 

Partial List of Weeds Controllad: Pigweed, Ragweed, Nigtitshade, 
Florida pusley, Cammon purslarie, Carolina geranium, CuUeaf evening 
primrose t. 
t Requires maximum rate and/or multiple applications for 

effective control, 

Fallow Beds to be Planted to Corn 
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi Only 
Goal 2XL alone or in tank mix combination glyphosate or paraquat 
(Gramoxone herbicide} Is elfective for the control of winter annual 
broadleaf weeds in falfow beds to be planted to corn. Once a fallow 
bed application Is made, the soil surface should be left undisturbed 
ro, Iha period of llme In which weed control is desired. If a fallow bed 
treatment Is applied lhlrty or more days before planllng corn and at 
least three significant rainfalls (0.25 Inch or greater) have occurred 
rollowlng application, corn c.in be planted directly i nto the stale seedbed. 
Olherwise, the fallow bed treatment should be thoroughly Incorporated 
Into the soil to a depth of two Inches or more prior to planting. 

Exercise extreme care to avoid herbicide contact with any desirable 
dormant or non-dormant crop, plant, tree or vegetation as severe 
injury may result. 

Weeds Controlled: Goal 2XL should provides preemergence and 
postemergence control of the following weeds when used at 
recommended dosages <1nd weed stage. t 

buttercup, smallflower groundcherry, cutleaf pigweed, redroot 
cheeseweed (malva) groundsel, common purslane. common 
evenlngprlmrose, henbit red maids 

cutlear t t ladysthumb rocket, London 
flddleneck, coast minerslettuce shepherdspurse 
filaree, broadleaf mustard species slda, prickly 
filaree, redstem nettle, burning sowthistle, annual 
geranium, Carolina oxalis velvetleaf (wild cotton) 

t Thorough spray coverage is essential for op·Umum postemergence 
activity of Goal 2XL. Fo optimum postemergence control when 
applied by air, a tank mixture of Goal 2XL with either glyphosate or 
paraquat (Gramoxone®) Is recommended. 

t t Requires maximum rate for effec tive oonlrol. 

Application Rnte'5 (Goal 2XL Used Alone) 
Goal 2XL may be applied al 1 to 2 pints (0.25 to 0.5 lb active) per 
broadcast acre. The lower rate (1 pint per acre) should provide up to 
4 weeks of preemergence conl<ol of susceptible weeds and provide 
postemergence control of susceptible weeds (up t.o 4-leaf stage). The 
higher rate (2 pints per acre) should provide preernergence conUol ol 
suscepllble weeds for up lo 8 weeks and postemergence control or 
susceptible weeds (up to 6-leaf stage). Best preemergence control 
Is achieved when irrigation or rainfall occurs within 3 or 4 weeks 
following application. 

lank Mixes wilh Goal 2XL Herbicide 
Important Read and observe applicable use directions, precautions and 
limitation on the respective tank mtx labels. In interpreting the labels of 
tank mix products, the most restrictive llrnitallons must apply. 

Application Rates: Goal 2XL can be tank mixed with either glyphosate 
or paraquat (Gramoxone herbicide) to obtain postemergence control 
of annual grass weeds, volunteer grains and broadleaf weeds. One to 
2 pints of Goal 2XL (0.25 to 0.5 lb active) may be tank mixed with labeled 
rates of either glyphosate or paraquat. Apply at the recommended 
rates and growth stages for susceptible weed species and in a manner 
consistent with the tank mix product label. 
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For enhanced contact activity {burndown/suppression) of either 
glyphosate or paraquat, Goal 2XL at the rate ol 3 to'7 fl oz per acre 
(0.05 to 0.1 lb. active) may be added to labeled rates of either glyphosate 
or paraquat. Apply at the recommended rates and growth stages for 
susceptible weed species ai1d in a manner consistent with the tank mix 
product label. 

Method of Application (Ground or Aerial Application) 
Apply Goal 2XL in a spray volume of 20 or more gallons per acre with 
ground equipment. Increase the spray volume, if necessary, to ensure 
thorough coverage of existing weeds. Use a spray volume of 1 O or 
more gallons per acre (5 or more for glyphosate tank mix) when aerially 
applying. Carefully follow ae!ial appllcallon requirements and advisory 
information in the Fallow Bed section ol lhe product label /or Goal 2XL. 

Fallow Bed• Specific Use Restrictions (Mississippi, Arkansas and 
Louisiana) 
In addition to the following, also observe Use Restrictions listed at the 
beginning of this label. 

• Do not apply more than 2 pints (0.5 lb active) of Goal 2XL per acre per 
fallow season. 

• Chemigation: Under this SLN label, do not apply this product through 
any type of irrigation system. 

• Do not apply Goal 2Xl within 7 days before planting of corn. 
• Do not use corn plants from a treated field for green chop, ensilage, 

forage or fodder. 
• Goal 2XL herbicide is phytotoxic to plant foliage. Do not apply when 

weather conditions favor drift . Avoid drift to all non-target areas. 
• The use of any plants from a treated field for green chop, ensilage, 

foreage or fodder or the feeding or graz:ing of animals on any treated 
area Is prohibited; PHI is 60 days. 

Fallow Beds to be Planted to Corn 
Calilornia Only 

Goal 2XL is effective as a preemergence and/or postemergence herbicide 
when used alone or in a tank mix combination with glyphosate, paraquat 
or other registered postemergence herbicides for the control of annual 
broad lea I weeds in fallow beds to be planted to field corn. 

Before planting field corn, treated soil must be thoroughly mixed to 
a depth of at feast 2.5 inches. Failure to achieve thorough soil mixing 
may lead to cmp Injury and/or stand loss. Weed control should not be 
expec!ed after soil incorporation . 

At least 0.25 inch of irrigation or ralnfall is required to activate Goal 2XL 
and should occur within 3 to 4 weeks after application. 

Use a tank mix with glyphosate, paraquat or another registered 
postemergence herbicide if the treatment area contains dense weed 
populations, oversized weed seedlings, volunteer grains or annual grasses. 

Exercise extreme care to avoid herbicide contact with any desirable 
dormant or non•dormant crop, plant, tree or vegetation as severe 
Injury may result. 

Goal 2Xl Used Alone: Goal 2XL may be applied at 1 to 2 pints (0.25 to 
0.5 lb, active) per acre. The lower rate (1.0 pinl per acre) should provide 
up to four weel<.s of p reemergence control of susceptible weeds and 
provide postemergence control of susceptible weeds up to four-leaf 
stage. The higher rate (2.0 pints per acre) should provide preemergence 
control of susceptible weeds for up to eight weeks and postemergence 
control or susceptible weeds up to six leaf-stage. 

Tank Mixes with Goal 2XL: When tank mixing, always read and follow 
all Individual manufacturer's labels. In interpreting all labels for the tank 
mix, the most restrictive situations must apply. Goal 2XL can be tank 
mixed with glyphosate , paraquat or other registered postemergence 

Garbanzo Beans 

For Use Only in Arizona and California 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

herbicides for pos!en1ergence control of annual weed grasses, volunteer 
grains and broadleaf weeds. Tank mix l to 2 pints (0.25 to 0,5 lb. active) 
or Goal 2XL with labeled rates of glyphosate, paraquat or other registered 
postemergence products. Apply at the specified rates and growth 
stages to susceptlble weed species in a manner consistent with the 
respective labels. 

Ground Application: Goal 2XL should be applied In a minimum of 
20 gallons of waler per acre. The volume of water used should be 
increased as the weeds become taller and more dense. Use a low
pressure sprayer equipped with flat fan nozz:les. Spray equipment should 
be calibrated carefully before each use. 

Aerial application: Goal 2XL may be aerially applied for weed control 
on fallow beds. Follow requirements for aerial application In the general 
Information section of the main product label. 

Avoid Drift; When applying to fallow beds, extreme care must be 
exercised to prevent spray drift, which could result In damage to other 
crops or desirable vegetation. 

Crop Injury may be enhanced If newly seeded crops are under stress 
due to drought, Hooding, excessive fertilizer or soil salts, low soil 
temperatures, wind Injury, hail, frost damage, injury from previously 
applied pesticides, or injury due to insects or diseases. 

Restrictions (Californ ia Only) 
• Follow all applicable use directions, precauilons, restrictions, and 

Worker Protection Standard requirements on the. EPA registered label. 
• Mwclmum appllcatlon rate: Do not apply more than 2 pints (0.5 lb active 

Ingredient) per acre, per fallow season. Do not apply more than 0.5 lb 
of oxyfluorlen active Ingredient per acre per fallow season as a result of 
single or multiple applicatl.ons or this or other oxyfluorlen forrnulaUons. 

• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 60 days prior to planllng of field corn. 
Before planting field corn, treated soil must be thoroughly mixed 10 a 
deplh or at least 2.5 Inches. 

• Chemlgallon: For uses described in the supplemental labeling, do not 
apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 

• Do not use on sweet corn. 
• TI1e use of any plants from a treated field for green chop, ensilage, 

foreage or fodder or the feeding or grazing of animals on any treated 
area Is prohibited. 

• Appl!catlon may be made in a minimum of 20 gal of water/A using 
ground equipment or 5 gal/A by air. Appllcations may be made alone or 
as a tank mix with other herbicides. 

• Do not apply more than 0.5 lb al per year 

Ground or Aerial Application of Goal 2XL 
on Fallow Beds To Cotton or Soybeans 

Not For Use On Fallow Beds To Be Planted To 
Soybeans In California 
For Use In Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Texas and Virginia 
Goal 2XL is effective as a preemergence and/or postemergence 
herbicide when used alone or in a tank mix combination with glyphosate 
(Glyphomax) or paraquat (Gramoxone) for the control or winter annual 
broadleaf weeds In fallow beds to be p lanted lo either cotton or soybeans. 

Weeds Suppressed By Preemergence Application: Goal 2XL may be 
applied at 1 to 2 pints (0,25 to 0.5 lb active) per broadc"l!st acre . Goal 2XL 
should provide preemergence suppression of the following weeds when 
used at specified dosages and weed stage. 

HDRSEWEED (MARESTAJL} Conyza canadensis 
RYEGRASS, ITALIAN Lolium mu/til/orum 

Preemergence 1 Apply after planting but prior to weed or crop emergence as a slngle broadcast application using a 
spray volume of 20 or more gallons of water per acre. 

Precautions: . 
• Garbanzo beans are tolerant to reemergence application of Goal 2XL, however, under certain conditions, severe but temporary crop Injury may 

occur. A heavy splashing rain s ortly alter crop emergence or wet soil condillons during early growth stages can cause leaf cupping, crinkling, 
stunting or defoliation of the garbanzo seedlings. Injury, when ii occurs, ii is usually limited to the l lrst few leaves that develop attar plants emerge 
from the sofl. Delays in crop development and/or maturlly may result, bu! Garbanzo beans do recover with litHe lo no Impact on yi eld. 

Crop•Specifio Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 1 pint per acre of Goal 2XL in a single application. 
• Do not use bean vines for livestock feed or hay. 
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Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence 

groundsel, common 
mallow, little 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse 

Garlic 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry fnto treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 48 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that Is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and !hat involves contact with anything that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 

Far optimum preemergence weed control, the sell surface should be smooth and free of excessive trash (clippings, plant residues, etc.). Following 
application, cultural practices which result in redistribution or disturbance of the sell surface or move untreated soil into treated areas will reduce 
weed control. 

Direct Seeded Garlic (Postemercience Application): 
Weed Control Rate (per acre} 
Pos!emergence 2 -4 fl oz 

Postemergence 0.5 -1 pt 

Postemergence 0.5pt 

Direct Seeded Garlic Califomla Onlvl 
Weed Control Rate {per/acre) 
Preemergence 1 pt 
Postemergence 

Specific Use Directions 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island 

and Vermont: Apply Goal 2XL at 2 to 4 fl oz per acre 10 direct seeded garlic that has at least 3 fully 
developed lrue leaves usfng gmund equipment. Adjust nozzles for minimum spray contact with 
garlic plants, directing 1he spray to the sell al lhe base of garlic plants and adjacent bed top and 
furrow area. Multiple treatments at 2 to 4 fl oz per acre may be applied up to a max,imum of 2 pints 
(32 fl orj per acre pre use season. For optimum postemerger,ce control, apply wheri susceptible 
weeds are In the 2 lo 4 leaf stage and actively growing. Application to weeds at later !ha11 4 leaf 
growth staQe mav result in reduced weed control. 

Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Utah and Washington: Apply 
Goal 2XL at 0.5 to 1 p1 per acre to direct seeded garlic 1hat has at least 2 fully developed true leaves 
using ground equipment. Adjust noules for minimum spray contact with garlic plants, directing 
the spray to lhe soil al the ba,se of garlic plants and adjacent bed top and furrow area. Multiple 
treatments at 0.5 lo 1 pt per acre may be apj)lfed up lo a maximum of 2.0 pin ls per acre pre use 
season, For optimum postemergence weed control, apply when suscep1ible weeds are In lhe 2 to 
4-leaf s1age and actively growing, Application to weeds at later than the 4 leaf growth stage may 
result in reduced weed control. 

Post-directed Application (Nevada Only): Apply Goal 2XL as a post-directed to garlic that is at 
least 12 inches tall. Accurate, uniform placement of directed postemergence sprays is essential 
for effective weed control and to minimize injury lo garlic. Use low-pressure sprays and a minimum 
spray volume of 20 gallons per acre. Adjust nozzles for minimum spray contact with garlic plants, 
directing th·e spray to lhe soil al the base of garlic plants and adjacent bed top and furrow area. For 
opt imum posternergence control , apply when susceptible weeds aJ'e ln lhe 2 lo 4-leaf stage and 
acllvelv orowlno. Aoolicatlon a! /aler than 4-feaf orowth staoe mav result In reduced weed control . 

All Olher States: Apply Goal 2XL al 0.5 pl per acre lo seeded garlic that has al least 2 fully developed 
true leaves using ground equipment. Adjust nozzles ler minimum spra& conlaot with garllc plants, 
directing the spray to the soil al the base of garllc plants and adjacent ed lop and fu rrow area. 
Multiple treatments at 0.5 pt per acre may be applied up to a maximum of 2 pints per acre pre use 
season. For optimum postemergence control, apply when susceptible weeds are in the 2 to 4 leaf 
stage and actively growing. Application to weeds at later than the 4 leaf growth stage may result in 
reduced weed control. 

Specific Use Directions 
Application after planting but prior to garl!c emergence: Apply Goal 2XL alter planting, bul p rior lo 

crop emergence. for preemergence control of listed broadfeaf and grass weeds using ground, air or 
sprinkler Irrigation {chemigallon). 
Aerial application: Apply In a minimum spray volume of 10 gallons per acre. Follow Aerial 
Application lnslructions and precautions In the Product Information section of this label. 

Postemergence and directed application: Apply Goal 2XL as a directed spray to garlic that is at 
least 12 inches tall. Accurate, uniform placement of directed postemergence sprays is essential 
tor effective weed control and to minimize injury to garlic. Use low-pressure sprays and a minimum 
spray volume of 20 gallons per acre. Adjust nozzles for minimum spray contac1 with garlic piar,ts, 
directing the spray to 1he soil at the base ol garlic plants and adjacent bed lap and furrow area. For 
optimum postemergence control, apply when susceptible weeds are In the 2 to 4 -leaf stage and 
actively growing. Application at later than 4-leaf growth stage may result in reduced weed control. 

Sprinkler Irrigation (portable lateral or solid set) preemergence or postemergence: Apply 
Goal 2XL at the specified broadcast application rate using sufficient irrigation to wat soil to a depth 
of 2 inches. Apply after planting but prior to garlic emergence or postemergence when garlic Is at 
least 12 inches tall. Follow the apptlcalion directions and precautions for 'Sprinkler Chemiga!lon" 
aiven in the ChemlqaUon section of this label. 
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Direct Seeded Garlic fCallrornia Onlvl._(,""'C-"o;.;.n""t,).__ _ ________________________________ --1 

Precautions: 
• Garlic Response to Preemergence Appllcatlons of Goal 2XL: following a preemergence application of Goal 2XL, a chlorotic band around some 

of the leaves may be observed after tho first lr1lgatlon (or rainfall) following garlic eme1gence. 
• Garlic Response lo Post-direct Applications of Goal 2XL: Post-direct appllcallons may cause chlorotlc leaf banding, necrotic lesions, or stunting 

of the gar/le plants. Symptoms will be more seve1e If app\lcalions are made during cool , wet, overcast, or foggy weather. Garlic will typically 
outarow these conditions. A delay in crop develooment maturity, reduced vlelds, or auali tv mav result. 

Transplanted Garlic: Postemergence Application Immediately after Planting 

Weed Control 

Postemergence 

Postemergence 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

canarygrass (annual) 
eveningprimrose, cutleaf 
groundsel, common 
mallow, little (malva) 
nightshade, black 
plgweed, prostrate t 
pigweed, redroot t 

Rate (per/acre) 

2 - 411 oz 

up to 2 pt 

Specific Use Directions 

Northeastern States, Including Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont: Multiple treatments at 2 to 4 fl oz per acre may be 
applied up to a maximum of 2 pints (32 II oz) per acre pre use season. 

All States Except Northeastern States: Transplanted garlic is most tolerant of a postemergence 
appllcallon immediately alter transplanting. All application of up to 2 pints per acre may be made 
within two days alter transplanting. If h,ss than 2 pints per acre Is applied, a second application 
can be made two weeks or more alter transplanting. Adjus t no22les for minimum spray contact with 
garlic plants, directing the spray to the soil at the base of garlic plants and adjacent bed top and 
furrow area. Do not exceed the maximum use rate of 2 pints per acre of Goal 2XL per season as a 
result of multiple applications. 

puncturevine 
purslane, common t 
rocket, London 
sage, lanceleal 
shepherdspurse t 
sowthistle, annual 

t Key weeds controlled at specified rates in Northeastern States. 

Garlic - Crop-Specific Precaution (Postemergence Application): 

• Postemergence applications of Goal 2XL may cause chlorotlc leaf banding, necrotic lesions, or stunting of the garlic plants. Symptoms may be 
more severe if garlic emerged under cool, wet, overcast. or foggy weather. These conditions are temporary and should not affect the vigor or 
development of garlic plants. 

Garlic • crop-Specific Restrictions (Applicable to All Methods of Application): 

• In all states except Northeastern states, do not apply until direct seeded garlic plants have two (2) fully developed true leaves. In the 
Northeastern states, do not apply until direct seeded garlic plants have three (3) fully developed true leaves. Application made prior to the 
specified growth stage may result In serious crop injury. 

• Do not apply more than a total of 2 pints per acre of Goal 2XL per use season as a result of multiple applications. 
• Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
• In direct seeded garlic (except in California), do not apply Goal 2XL as a preemergence treatment. 
• Use only on dry bulb garlic. 
• Do not apply to garlic grown for seed. 
• For weed control in Garlic, do not mix Goal 2XL with oils, surfactants, liquid fertilizers or pesticides except as specified on approved 

Dow AgroSciences Supplemental Labellng. 
• Do not apply to garlic plants that ara under stress due to drought, flooding, excessive fertilizer or soil salts, storage conditions, wind injury, hail, 

frost damage, injury from prevlousty applled pesticides, or injury due to Insects, nematodes or diseases. 

Grasses Grown for Seed (Established Perennial) 

For Use Only in Oregon and Washington and Idaho 

Weed Control Raia {per/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Late preemergence to 8 fl oz Make a single application or Goal 2XL at B fluid ounces (0.12 ib ai) per acre per season. The 
Early postemergence application should be applied before the weed seedlings to be controlled exceed the two-leaf growth 
Fine rescues stage {Use Period: September 1 to December 15). 
(Chewings, creeping 
red, and hard types) 

Late preemergence to 8 - 24floz Apply as a broadcast application in a minimum spray volume of 20 gallons of water per acre. Use 
Early postemergence conventional ground spray equipment with flat fan spray nozzles at a minimum spray p ressure of 
Kentucky bluegrass, 30 psi. Do not exceed maximum spray pressure of 60 psi. Spray equipment should be calibrated 
tall fescue, prior to application. Select an application rate based on soil conditions, weed spectrum, weed 
orchardgrass, stage of growlh and/or desired period of residuaJ weed control. The maximum rate of 24 ounces of 
bentgrass, perennial Goal 2XL may be split, however, the initial application should be applied before the weed {or volunteer 
ryegrass grass) seedlings to be controlled exceed the 2-leaf growth stage and no tater than December 15. 

The final application must be completed prior to January 15. A maximum of 24 ounces of Goal 2XL 
(0.375 lb. active) per acre may be applied per season. 
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Weed Control (Cont.) Rate (per/acre) Specilic Use Directions 
Late preemergence to 8 - 24 fl oz Early treatment is important for control o! seedling grasses. Apply Goal 2XL at the onset of grass 
Early postemergence seed germination during the initial fall rains or !all sprinkler irrigation (late preemergence). Application 
Kentucky bluegrass, at the 1-leaf growth stage (early posternergence) may provide somewhat better control of volunteer 
tall fescue, crop seedlings than appl!cation at the 2-leaf stage. Ample soil moisture soon after application is 
orchardgrass, required for optimum performance against seedling grasses. 
bentgrass, perennial Goal 2XL will not cont rol established perennlal grasses or seedllngs of most annual and perennial 
ryegrass grasses beyond tho six-leaf stage of growth. Appl ications to seedl ing grass weeds between the 

2· and 6-leal slage may resu!t in partial control, but vary wilh weed species. Single applications 
made to seed lings between the 2· and 6-leaf growth slages will cause Injury and stunting, but 
re-growth will usually occur. If seedlings have not died within 3 to 4 weeks after treatment and 
healthy green regrowth Is visible, a second application may be needed. 

Surfactant 
For improved control of emerged weed seedlings, an 80% active nonionic surfactant cleared for 
application to growing crops may be added at a rate of 0.12 to 0.5% spray volume (1 to 
4 pints/100 gal). 

Precautions: 
Crop Tolerance 
The application of Goal 2XL to established perennial grass will result in a chlorosis (yellowing) within two weeks after treatment. These symptoms 
may be present for up to three monlhs following application. The applicat ion of Goal 2XL may also result In a substantial reduction In vegeta\lve 
grow\11 of perennial grasses during the winter. Leaf chlorosls and reduction of vegetative growth is a typical and normal response, howev.e,, lhe seed 
yield from healthy, vigorous perennial grasses has not been alfected by fa ll application of Goal 2XL. It is accepted by the grower that conditions 
under which seed yield may be reduced arn not fully understood. Grailng may also magnify crop Injury and reduce the seed yield. 

Crop tolerance to Goal 2XL can be improved by liri1iting the amounl of leaf tissue present on established perennial grasses at time of application by 
such methods as propane flaming, intensive mechanical clipping (crew cutting), or livestock grazing prior to application. 

Tank mixtures and/or sequential appllcatlons o! Goal 2XL with other herbicide products registered for use on grasses grown for seed may result In 
increased injury or stand loss. If a tank mixture is applied, applications should be made only to healthy, vigorous stands of perennial grasses. The 
decision to apply a tank mixture containing Goal 2XL is at the sole discrelion of the grower and at the grower's risk. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Chemigation: Do not apply this product through any type or irrigation system. 
• Goal 2XL must be applied using ground equipment only. 
• Do not apply more than 24 fluid ounces of Goal 2XL (0.375 lb active) per acre per season, 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 150 days of harvesting grass hay in Oregon or within 365 days of harvesting grass hay in Idaho and Washington. 
• Do not gra,:e fields that have been treated with Goat 2XL within 150 days of treatment in Oregon or within 365 days of treatment in Idaho 

and Washington as illegal residues may be present In the vegetative tolfage. 

Weeds Suppressed and/or Controlled 
Goal 2XL will control or suppress the following weeds and volunteer crops when applied between the onset of germination and the two-leaf seedling 
growth stage: 

Common Name 

Bentgrass 

Bluegrass, Annual 

Bluegrass, Kentucky 

Bluegrass, Roughstalk 

Brome, California (mountain) t 
Fescue, Fine (creeping red and Chewings) 

Fescue, Hard 

Fescue, Rattail 

Fescue, Tall 

Orchard grass 

Ryegrass, Italian 

Ryegrass, Perennial t 
t These species are suppressed but not fully controlled by Goal 2XL. 

Scientific Name 

Agrostis species 

Poa annua 
Paa pratensis 
Poa trivia/is 
Bromus carinatus 
Festuca rubra 
Festuca langifolia 
Vulpia myuros 
Festuca arundinacea 

Dactylis glomerata 
Lolium multiflorum 
Lolium perenne 
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Grasses Grown for Seed 
(Fall Seeded New Plantings of Perennial Ryegrass and Tall Fescue) 

For Use Only in Oregon 

Weed Control Rate (per/acre) Specific Use Directions 
Early postemergence 2 - 3 fl oz Use Goal~ 2Xl for early postemergence suppression/control of various annual broadleal weed 

seedllngs in fall seeded perennial ryegrass or tall fescue that has at least 1 to 2 tillers. Applications to 
seedling plants that have not yet tillered, may result in severe crop injury or stand loss (plant death), 

Apply a single application of Goal 2XL either alone or tank mixed with up to 3 pints per acre of 
Nortron 4SC. Some temporary crop injury may occur, but is typically only a transient effect and 
should not adversely impact yield. Do not apply to newly planted stands that are under stress 
from any cause as there is an enhanced opportunity for crop injury to occur. Control from 
the Goat 2XL ls primarily directed at emerged seedling broadleaf weeds such as speedwell and 
groundsel, but conl rol or suppression of other species is posslble If tank mixed with Nor1ron. 
Overlaps (2X applications) will cause significant crop injury but should not result in excessive stand 
losses if the crop plants are at least 1 to 2 tillers when the applications are made. 

Tank mixtures of Goal 2XL with Nortron may result in enhanced crop injury. If a tank mixture is lo 
be applied, applications should be made only to healthy, vigorous stands of perennial grasses. The 
decision to apply a tank mixture containing Goal herbicide is at the sole discretion of the grower and 
at the grower's risk. 

Apply as a broadcast application in a minimum spray volume of 20 gallons of water per acre. Use 
conventional ground spray equipment with flat fan spray nozzles at the manufacturer's specified 
spray pressure. Calibrate spray equipment beFore each use. 

Use of Surfactant: An 80 percent active nonionic surfactant cleared for application to growing 
crops may be added at a rate of 0.12 lo 0.5 percent spray volume for improved control of emerged 
seedlings. 

Precautfons: 
Crop Tolerance The application of Goal 2XL to fall seeded perennial ryegrass and tall fescue (that have at least 1 to 2 tillers) will result In a chlorosis 
(yellowing) of the folfage wllhln IWO weeks after treatment Some symptoms may be present for up to three months following application. The use 
of Goal 2XL may also result in a substantial reduction in vegetative growth by perennial grasses during the winter. Leaf chlorosis and reduction of 
vegetative growth is a typical and normal response and seed yield of healthy, vigorous perennial grasses is typically not affected by fall application 
of Goal 2XL. It is accepted by the grower that conditions under which seed yield may be reduced are not fully understood and that a reduction in 
seed yleld may occur. Do not graze fields that have been treated with Goal 2XL as illegal residues may be presenl in the vegetative forage. 
Grazing may also magnify crop injury and reduce the seed yield, 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Chemigation: Under this SLN label, do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system. 
• Do not graze livestock in treated fields within 150 days of application. 
• Do not apply Goal herbicide within 150 days of harvest. 
• Goal 2XL should be applied only by ground application equipment. 

Weeds Suppressed and/or Controlled: Goal 2XL will provide control or suppression of the followlng weeds and volunteer crops when applied 
between the onset of germination and the two-leaf seedling growth stage; 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Groundsel, Common Senecio vvfgaris 

Speedwell Veronica Spp 

Guava (Bearing and Non-Bearing 

For Use Only in Hawaii 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 5-8 Preemergenoe or Postemergence: In established guava plantings, apply preemergence or 

Postemergence 2-8 postemergence to weeds. Increase the spray volume to ensure adequate coverage in high 
densities of emerged weeds or heavy trash. Minimize contact with guava plants by directing 
the spray to the soil surface. Spray shields are suggested lo minimize spray contact In young 
plantings. 

For broader spectrum poslemergence control of grass and broadleaf weeds, Goal 2Xl may be 
applied in tank mix combination with paraquat (Gramoxone) or glyphosate. Follow applicable use 
directions, precautions and limitations on the labels of the respective tank mix products. 

Precautions: 
• Prevent direct spray or drift from contacting green stems, fruit or foliage, as injury may result. 
• Alone or in tank mix combination, Goal 2XL should be applied to only healthy growing trees. 
• Application of Goal 2XL should be made only after new foliage growth has hardened off. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 8 pints per acre of Goal 2XL in a single application or more than 16 pints per season. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 1 day of harvest. 
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Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence Postemergence 
ageratum purslane, common 
buttonweed spurge, garden 
crotalaria 
purslane, common 
sourae, aarden 

Horseradish 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry Into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (AEI) of 48 hours. 

PPE required lor early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 

Weed Control Rate loVacrel Soecific Use Directions 
Preemergence 2 Apply Goal 2XL alter the horseradish roots have been planted but prior to emergence of new 

horseradish leaves. Emerged leaves that receive direct or indirect spray (drift) contact will be 
iniured. 1f necessarv, cultivate before aoolication to destroy qermlnated weeds. 

Precautions: 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL to horseradish plantings that have been weakened or stressed due to unfavorable temperature conditions, disease, fertilizer, 

nematodes, insects, oestlcides, drouoht or excessive moisture. 
Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not aoolv more than 2 ofnts of Goal 2XL per acre oer crop, 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

lambsquarters, common 
pigweed, redroot 
purslane, common 

Jojoba 

Weed Control 
Preemergence 
Postemergence 

Precautions: 

Rate foVacrel 
4-6 

Specific Use Directions 

shepherdspurse 
srnartweed, pennsylvania 

Initial appllcatlon may be made when jojoba plants have reached a height ol 6 inches 01 more. Use 
sulflcient spray volume to ensure lhorough coverage of dense weed growth. Sprays should be 
directed lo the base of jojoba plants to avoid possible phytoloxlcity to foliage. Spray shields 
are suggested for use In young plantings. Use higher rale In rate range for ox tended residua! 
preemergence weed control. Make follow-up appllcatlons as necessary to maintain weed control. 

For early postemergence control of susceptible seedling weeds (less than 8 Inches tall) apply 
Goal 2XL al the rate of 4 pints per acre. Goal 2XL may be applied at the rate ol 6 pints per acre for 
postemergence control of weeds up to 12 Inches tall. For optimum residual control, apply during 
Iha fall or winter months. Control mav be unsalisfactorv for weeds oreater than 12 Inches tall. 

• Avoid direct spray or drift contact with jojoba flowers or buds as severe Injury may result. 
• Over-the-top applications may cause burning, crinkling or bronzing of jojoba foliage, particularly to the youngest leaves, flowers, or buds present at 

the lime of application. 
Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do nol aoolv more than 6 olrits oer acre oer vear. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence Postemergence 

burclover fiddleneck, coast 
fiddleneck, coast fllaree, broadteal t t 
fclaree, broadleaf fllaree, redstem t t 
filaree, redstem filaree, whltestem tt 
filaree, whitestem groundsei, common t 
groundsel, common henbit 
henblt mallow, little (malva, cheeseweed) 
knotweed, prostrate minerslettuce 
lambsquarters, common nettle, burning 
lettuce, pdckly pigweed, redroot t 
mallow, flttfe (malva, cheeseweed) redmalds 
plgweed, redroot shepherdspurse 
purslane, common sowthistle, annual 
redmaids 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse 
sowthislle, annual 

' '· 

t Highest rate may be required for acceptable postemergence control. 
t t Goal 2XL at the 6-plnl rate will provide control of filaree not exceeding the 4-inch stage. Applications to fllaree beyond the 4-inch stage may result 

1 In partial control. 
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Mint {Spearmint and Peppermint) 

Mint (Spearmint and Peppermint) Grown on Mineral Soils 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 4-6 Oregon and Washington (East of Cascades), California, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, South Dakota 
Postemergence and utah: Apply from December through March when mint is dormant. 

When used postemergence (to weeds), add an 80% active ingredient nonionic surfactant at the rate 
of one quart per 100 gallons of spray volume and apply before weeds exceed a height of 4 inches. 

Late winter appllca11ons will provide maximum actlvily on summer weeds, but summer grass control 
may be Inconsistent. For best results, fall-plowed fields should be harrowed lo provide a smooth 
surface for application. ln furrow-irrigated fields, corrugating must be done prior lo applicatlon. 
Corrugating or harrowing will result in disturbance of treated soil or movement of untreated soil into 
treated areas, resulting in poor weed control. 

Preemergence 2-3 Peppermint (Western Oregon Willamette Valley): Apply Goal 2XL from November through February 
to dormant peppermint only. Treatments In January or February generally provide be tter re_sidual 
preemergence control of annual broadleaf weeds. Full season weed control should not be 
expected from this treatment. 

Precautions: 
• Application must be made prior to emergence of new spring growth or severe crop injury may result. 
• In the Willamette valley, do not apply Goal 2XL to mint that has been plowed. 
• Apply Goal 2XL only to healthy stands of spearmint and peppermint. Do not apply to spearmint or peppermint weakened by disease, drought, 

flooding, excessive fertilizer, soil salts, previously applied pesticides, nematodes, insects, or winter injury, as severe injury may result. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than one application of Goal 2XL per season. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

bedstiaw, catchweed t oats, wild 
t bluegrass, annual orach, red 
flixweed pepperweed, yellowflower 
groundsel, common pigweed, redroot 
lambsquarters, common t ryegrass, llalian 
lettuce, prickly (china lettuce) shepherdspurse 
mustard, blue (purple mustard) sowthislle, annual 
mustard, tumble (Jim hill mustard) tansymustard 
nightshade, hairy thistle, Russian 

t Control of annual grasses is best obtained when Goal 2XL is applied prior to emergence. Postemergence control of winter annual grasses Is 
generally unsatisfactory if applications are made after the 1 to 2-leaf stage. 

Mini (Spearmint and Peppermint) Grown on Muck Soils): For Use Only on Mint Grown in Indiana, Michigan, Monlana, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, and Wisconsin 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acre} Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 4-6 Note: Use directions in this section apply only to spearmint and peppermint grown on muck soils 
Postemergence (organic mailer content of 20% or greater). 

When used postemergence (to weeds), add an 80% active ingredient nonionic surfactant at the rate 
of one quart per 100 gallons of spray volume and apply before weeds exceed a height of 4 inches. 

Precautions: 
• Application must be made prior to emergence of new spring growth or severe crop injury may result. 
• To avoid excessive crop Injury, do not apply within 4 days of planting (sprigging) spearmint or peppermint. 
• Apply Goal 2XL only to healthy spearmint or peppermint. Do not apply to spearmint or peppermint that has been weakened by disease, 

nematodes, soil insects, or winter Injury, as severe injury may result. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than one application of Goal 2XL per season. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Knotweed, prostrate 
pigweed, redroot 
purslane, common 

Non-Crop Use 

(Non-Food-Producing, Non-Cultivated Agricultural or Non-Agricultural Areas, such as Highway and Utility Rights-of-Way, 
Roadways, Industrial Sites, Tank Farms, Storage Areas, Airports, Fencerows, Levee Banks (use only on the side of levee 
away from water channels) and Farmsteads) 

Weed Control Rate (pt/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 5-8 Preemergence: Use higher rate in rate range for longer residual control. 

Postemergence 2-8 Postemergence: Use the lower rate In the rate range for control of susceptible weeds in the early 
postemergence stage, less than 4 Inches tall. Use the higher rate for weeds up to 12 inches tall. 
Application to weeds beyond the 4-lnch stage may result in partial control. 
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Tank Mixing: Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Precautions. Follow applicable use directions, precautions, and limitations on the 
respective product labels. In interpreting the labels of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

• Preemergence: For broader-spectrum residual preemergence weed control, Goal 2XL may be applied in tank mix combination diuron (Karmex) 
or simazine. 

• Postemergence: For additional postemergence control of susceptible grass and broadleaf weeds, Goal 2XL may be applied In tank mix 
combination with paraquat (Gramoxone) or glyphosate. 

Site-Specific Restrictions; 
• Do not feed or allow animals to graze on any areas treated with Goal 2XL. 
• Do not apply more than B pints per acre in a single application. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Preemergence Postemerg ence 

burclover cheeseweed (malva) 
cheeseweed (malva) fiddleneck, coast 
fiddleneck, coast lllaree, broadleaf 
filaree, broadleaf filaree, redstem 
filaree, redstem groundset, common 
groundsel, common hen bit 
henbit mlnerslettuce 
knotweed, prostrate nettle, burning 
lambs.quarters, common leltuce, prickly pigweed, redroot 
pigweed, redroot purslane, common 
purslane, common redmaids 
redmaids shepherdspurse 
rocket, London sowthistle, annual 
shepherdspurse 
sowthlstle, annual 

In addition to the above weeds, Goal 2XL also controls the fallawlng weeds: 
Mile-A-Minute (Connecticut and Pennsylvania) 
Goal 2XL herbicide is recommended for postemergence and preemergence control of Mile-a-Minute. Goal 2XL herbicide is recommended for 
postemergence control at 2 pints (0.5 lb. active) per broadcast acre. This rate is recommended for the control in the early postemergence stage (up to 
4 leaf stage) in height. If applied to seedlings greater than the 4 leaf stage, the degree of suppression/burn down of existing growth is dependent on 
thorough and complete spray coverage of the weed. For preemergence control, Goal 2XL herbicide is recommended at 2 pints (0.5 lb. active) per 
broadcast acre. 

For the greatest benefit of Goal 2XL herbicide for preeme1gence conlrol, adequate coverage of the soil and vegetative trash is requited. Control of 
escape Mile-a-Minute seedlings should be obtained through posternergence applications of Goal 2XL herbicide. Do not apply more than 2 pints 
(0.5 lb. active) of Goal 2XL herbicide per broadcast acre as a single application or more than 4 pints (1,0 lb. active) per broadcast acre per year as a 
result of multiple applications. It is recommended that Latron AG-98 or a comparable 80% active nonionic surfactant be added to the spray mixture at 
a rate of 9.8 mis (2 teaspoons or 0.4 fluid ounces) per 1 gallon of spray. 

Goal 2XL herbicide should be applied in a minimum of 40 gallons of water pet acre. Best preemergence results are achieved when spray is applied to 
a relatively weed-free soil surface. The volume of water used should be increased as the weeds become taller and more dense. Use a low-pressure 
sprayer equipped with flat fan nozzles. Spray equipment should be calibrated carefully before each use. 

Weed Stage 

Early Postemergence 
(weeds up to 4 leaf stage) 

Postemergence 
(weeds up to 8 leaf stage) 

Preemergence 

Witchweed (North Carolina and South Carolina) 

Gallons of Water Per Acre 

40or more 

100or more 

40 or more 

Goal 2XL herbicide ls recommended for postemergence and preernergence control of witchweed (Striga asiatica). Goal 2XL herbicide is recommended 
for postemargerice control at 2 to 4 pints (0.5 to 1.0 lb. ac tive) per broadcast acre. Higher rates should be used for the control of dense populations 
of witchweed or where large witchweed plants are present. It is recommended that Latron AG-98 or a comparable 80% active nonionic surfactant be 
added to the spray mixture at a rate of 0.125% v/v (1 pint per 100 gallons of spray mix). 

Goal 2XL herbicide must be applied to witchweed plants before blooms form, to prevent the production of viable seed. Apply in a minimum of 
1 O gallons of water per acre. The volume of water used should be increased as the weeds become taller and more dense. Use a low-pressure sprayer 
equipped with flat fan or whirl chamber nozzles. Spray equipment should be calibrated carefully before each use. 

Onions 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 48 hours. 

PPE required for earty entry to treated areas that Is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 

For optimum preemergence weed control, the soil surface should be smooth and free of excessive trash (clippings, plant residues, etc.). Foltowlng 
application, cultural practices that result in redistribution or disturbance of the soil surface or move untreated soil into treated areas will reduce 
weed control. 
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Direct Seeded Onions: Postemergence Application 

Weed Control Rate (per acre) Specific Use Directions 

Postemergence 2-4 fl oz Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island 
and Vermont: Apply Goal 2XL at 2 to 4 fl oz per acre to seeded onions that have at least 3 fully 
developed true leaves using ground equipment. Multiple treatments at 2 to 4 fl oz per acre may be 
applied up to a maximum of 2 pints (32 fl oz) per acre pre use season. For optimum postemergence 
conlrot, apply when susceptible weeds are in the 2 to 4-leaf stage and actively growing. 

Postemergence 0.5-1 pl Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Utah and 
Washington: Apply Goal 2XL at 0.5 to 1 pt per acre to direct seeded onions that have at least 2 fully 
developed true leaves, using ground equipment. Multiple treatments al 0.5 to 1 pt per acre may 
be applied up to a maximum of 2.5 pints per acre pre use season. For optimum postemergence 
control, apply when susceptible weeds are in the 2 to 4-leaf stage and actively growing. 

Postemergence 0.5 pt All other states: Apply Goal 2XL at 0.5 pt per acre to direct seeded onions that have at least 2 fully 
developed true leaves using ground equipment. Multiple treatments al 0.5 pt per acre may be 
applied up to a maximum of 2 pints per acre pre use season. For optfnium µostemergence control , 
apply when susceptible weeds are in the 2 to 4 leaf stage and actively growing. 

Postemergence (see above) Sprinkler Irrigation • all except northeastern states (center pivot, portable lateral or solid set): 
Apply Goal 2XL at the specified broadcast appllcatlon rate using sufficient irrlgat_lon to wet soil to 
a depth of 2 inches. Follow the application directions and precautions for 'Sprinkler Chemigation" 
given ln the Chemigation section of this label. 

Transplanted Onions: Application Immediately before Planting 

Weed Control Rate {per/acre} Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 1 - 2 pl Pre-transplant application (not for use in northeastern states or western states: Goal 2XL may 
Postemergence be applied as a broadcast or band applicatlon after completion of tillage operations, but before 

transplanting of onion plants. Transplanting should be accomplished with a minimum of soil 
disturbance. For optimum weed control, soil surfaces should be left undisturbed after transplanting 
for Iha period for which weed control ls desired. However, timely cultivation after weed emergence 
will assist in weed control. 1f less than 2 pt per acre was applied as a pre-transplant application, 
postemergence applications may be made as instructed for seeded onions. Do not exceed the 
maximum use rate of 2 pt per acre per use season as a result of multiple applications. 

Transplanted Onions: Application Immediately after Planting 

Application Timing Rate 
for Target Weeds (per/acre} Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence up to 2 pt All states except northeastern slates: Transplanted onions are most tolerant of a postemergence 
application immediately after transplanting. An application of up to 2 pints per acre may be made 
within two days after transplanting. If less than 2 pints per acre is applied, a second application 
can be made two weeks or more alter transplanting. Do not exceed the maximum use rate of 
2 pints per acre of Goal 2XL per season as a result of multiple applications. 

Preemergence 2 - 411 oz Northeastern states including Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont: Multiple treatments at 2 to 411 oz per acre may be 
applied up to a maximum of 2 pints (32 fl oz) per acre pre use season. 

Qrr!Qrui..: Use Precauti ons a llcable to all areas and methods ot a llcation : 
• Goal 2XL can cause necrotic lesions, twisting, plgtaillng or stunting of the onion plants. Injury wlll be more severe if applications are mads 

immediately following or during coo!, wet weather and/or if applicalions are made prior to the specified onion growth stage of the onion plants as 
specified in Specific Use Directions. 

• Do not apply to onion plants that are under stress due to drought, flooding, excessive fertilizer or soil salts, storage conditions, wind injury, hail, 
frost dama e, in·u from revious1 a lied esticides or in u due to insects, nematodes or diseases. 

• In all states except Northeastern states, do not apply until direct seeded onion plants have at least two (2) fully developed true leaves. In the 
Northeastern states, do not apply until direct seeded onion plants have at least three (3) fully developed true leaves. Application made prior to the 
specified growth stage may result In serious crop injury. 

• Do not apply more than a total of 2 pints per acre of Goal 2Xl per use season as a result of multiple applications. 
• Do not apply within 45 days of harvest. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL as a preemergence treatment to direct seeded onions. 
• Use only on dry bulb onions. 
• Do not apply to onions grown for seed, except as instructed in separate use directions. 
• Tank mixtures of Goal 2XL herbicide with oils, surfactants, liquid fertilizers or other pesticides may be made but could result in enhanced crop 

res onse/in u and are the res onsibilit of the user. 
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Key Weeds Controlled: 

Postemergence 

canarygrass (annual) 
evenlngprlmrose, cutleaf (al 
groundsel, common 
mallow, little (malva) 
nightshade, black 
pigweed, prostrate (bl 

pfgweed, redrool <a. hl 
puncturevine 
purslane, common (a. bl 

rocket, London 
sage, lanceleaf 
shepherdspurse {bl 

sowthislfe, annual 

a Weeds controlled when applied as a pre-transplant application. In addition, Goal 2XL at the rate of 1 to 2 pints per acre will provide control/ 
suppression of carpetweed, Pennsylvania smartweed, galinsoga, common lambsquarters, and wild mustard. Applications of Goal 2XL to muck 
soils may resull in partial control or suppression of the weeds listed. 

b Specific weeds controlled at specified rates for use in northeastern states (see DOSAGE section), 

Onions Grown for Seed 

Agricultural Use Requirements: Do not enter or allow worker entry Into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 48 hours. 

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact with anything that has 
been treated, such as plants, soil or water, is: 
• Coveralls 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material 
• Shoes plus socks 

Weed Control Rate (per/acre} Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 2 fl oz Northeastern States Including Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont: Mulllple treatments at 2 n oz per acre may be 
applied up lo a maximum of 2 pints (32 n oz) per acre pre use season. Prior to Initial treatment, 
seeded onions must have at least four (4) true leaves. Multiple treatments at the aforementioned 
rate may be applied . 

Preemergence up to0.5 pt All other Slates: Appl(i Goal 2XL al up to 0.5 pt per acre to seeded onions that have at least lhree 
(3) true leaves. Mull pie tleatments at 0.5 pl per acre may be applied up to a maximum of 2 pints 
per acre pre use season. For optimum postemetgence control, apply when susceptible 1°,eeds are 
In the 2 to 4-leaf stage and actively growing. 

Sprinkler Irrigation - Portable Lateral or Solid Set: Apply Goal 2XL at the specified broadcast 
application rat.a using sul1iclent Irrigation to wet soil to a depth of 2 Inches. Follow the appfication 
directions and precautions for "Sprinkler Chemlgallon• given in the Chemigalion section of 
this label. 

Use Precautions: 
• Notice: Some varieties or inbred lines of onions may be rnore susceptible to Goal 2XL. Care should be taken to Insure that the particular onion 

variety or line being grown Is tolerant to Goal 2XL. It Is suggested that all onion varieties or lines be tested In limited areas to ensure an adequate 
level of crop tolerance prior to an application for postemergence weed control. 

• Goal 2XL can cause necrotic lesions, twisting, pigtaUlng or stunting of the onion plants. Injury will be more severe If applications are made 
immediately following or during cool, wet weather and/or if applications are made prior to the specified onion growth stage of the onion plants as 
specified in Specific Use Directions . 

• Do not apply to onion plants that are under stress due to drought, flooding, excessive fertilizer or soil salts, wind Injury, hall, frost damage, injury 
from previously applied pesticides, or injury due to Insects or diseases. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• In all states, do not apply Goal2XL until the onions have reached the minimum leaf stage specified. Application prior to the specified stage of 

development may result In serious Injury 
• Do not apply more than a total of 2 pints per acre of Goal 2XL during one use season. 
• Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
• For seeded onions, do not apply Goal 2XL with oils, surfactants, liquid fertilizers or other pesticides except as specified in approved 

Dow AgroSclences Supplemental Labeling. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

Postemernence 
canarygrass (annuaQ 
evenlngprlmrose, cutleaf 
groundsel, common 
mallow, little (malva) 
nightshade, black 
plgweed, prostrate t 
plgweed, redrool t 
puncturevlne 
purslane, common t 
rocket, London 
sage, lanceleaf 
shepherdspurse 
sowthlstle, ~nnual 
t Specific weeds controlled al specified rates for use in northeastern states (see DOSAGE section). 
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Papaya 

For Use Only in Hawaii 

Weed Control Rate (pl/acre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 4 The lnlllal application should occur no sooner than 4 months after transplanting or 6 monlhs alter 
Postemergence direct seeding, and alter the papaya has reached a minimum height of 4 feet. Applications may be 

repeated at approximate 4-month Intervals, 
Apply preemergence or postemergence to weeds. Increase the spray volume to assure adequate 

coverage of dense growth of emerged weeds. Goal :?XL must be applied as a directed spray to the. 
orchard floor beneath the papaya plants. Accurate, uniform placement of Goal 2XL is essentlal for 
effective weed control and to mlnlmiz.e crop Injury. Goal 2XL must be applled using rigid precision 
ground sprayer equipment. 

Postemergence applications may be made up to the 4 leaf stage of weed growth. 

Precautions: 
• Do not allow the herbicide solution, spray, drift or mist to contact green bark, stems, fruit or foliage as injury may result. 
• Do not use Goal 2XL on papaya plantings that are weak, or under stress due to temperature, disease, fertilizer, nematodes, insects, pesticides, 

drought or excessive moisture. 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 4 pints of Goal 2XL per broadcast acre in a single directed spray or more than 12 pints per broadcast acre per year as a 

result of multiple applications. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 1 day of harvest. 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

amaranth, spiny 
purslane, common 

spurge, garden 

Pea, Ornamental Sweet, Grown for Seed {California Only) 

Ornamental sweet peas grown for seed are tolerant to preemergence applications ol Goal 2XL. However, under certain conditions, Goal 2XL can cause 
severe c1op injury. Splashing raln or Irrigation shortly after crop emergence or wet soil conditions during early growth stages can produce leaf cupping, 
crinkling, stunting, or defoliation of the ornamental sweel pea seedlings. When Injury occurs, it Is often limited to the first few leaves that develop 
shortly after plant emergence from 1he soil. Delays In crop development and/or maturily. and yield reduction may result. 

Do not use Goal 2XL if the risk or crop injury is unacceptable. Do not use Goal 2Xl on ornamental sweet pea plantings where seed lots are weakened 
or germinating seed are under stress due to temperature, disease, fertilizer, soil, sails, nematodes, insects, pesticides, drought, excessive moisture, 
flooding, or soil crusting. 

Goal 2Xl should be applied at a rate ol 0.5 10 1 pint per acre as a preemergence appllcatfon shortly after plantlng. Apply in a minimum ol 20 gallons of 
water per acre, using a low pressure sprayer equipped with flat fan or hollow cone nozzles. Do not exceed 40 psi. 

Goal 2XL provides preemergence suppression of the following weeds when used at specified rates: 

Cheeseweed (Malva) Malva parvillora 
Groundsel, Common Senecio vulgaris 
Rocket, London Slsymbrlum Irie 
Shepherdspurse Capsella bursa-pastoris 

For optimum preemergence weed control, the soil surface should be smooth and free of excessive trash (clippings, plant residues, etc.). Following 
application, cultural practices which result in redistribution or disturbance of the soil surface or move untreated soil into treated a,eas will reduce 
weed control. 

Use Reslrlclions: 
• Do not use plants treated wi1h Goal 2XL for feed or forage. 
• Do not feed or allow animals to graze on any areas lfealed with Goal 2Xl. 
• Apply only with ground application equipment. 

Roses: field-grown, established plantings 

(For Distribution and Use Only in the State of California) 

Goal 2Xl may be used as a post-directed application for control of certain broadleaf weeds in well established rose plantings after bud grafted canes 
are at least 18-inches in length. 

For preemergence weed control, apply 2 to 4 pints of Goal 2XL per broadcast acre. For optimum preemergence weed control, the soil surface should 
be smooth and rree of excessive trash (clippings, plant residues, etc.). Following application, cultural pracllces which result in redistribution or 
disturbance of the soil surface or move untreated soil into treated areas will reduce weed control. 

Weeds Controlled Pre-emergence: 

little mallow (cheeseweed; Malva paNiflara) 
Reid bindweed (annual mornlngglory; Convolvulus arvensis) 
Mornlngglory, lvyleaf (/pomoea hederacea) 
Nightshade, black (Solanum nlgrum) 
Nightshade, hairy (Solanum physalifolium) 
Nodding beggarticks(Bidens spp.) 
Redroot pigweed (Amaranthus retrollexus) 

For post emergence weed control, apply 2 to 4 pints of Goal 2XL per broadcast acre. The lower rate Is specified for the control of susceptible seedling 
weeds in the early postemergence stage, before the 4 leaf growth stage. The higher rate is recommended for weeds at the 4 leaf growth stage. The 
addition or a labeled rate of a herbicide ad)uvant may assist In spray coverage and postemergence activity. Applications to weeds beyond the 4 leaf 
growth stage may result in partial control. 
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Weeds Controlled Postemergence: 

Lillie mallow (cheese111eed; Malva parvil/ora) 
Ffeld bindweed {annual momlngglory; Convo/vu/us arvensis) 
Mornlngglory, ivyleaf (/pomoea hederacea) 
Nightshade, black (So/anum nlgrum) 
Nightshade, hairy (Solsnum physalifo/ium) 
Redroot pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus) 
Apply in 25 to 40 gallons of water per broadcast acre. Use a low-pressure 
sprayer with nozzles directed at the base of rose plants. Use spray shields 
to avoid spray contact with rose foliage. To minimize spray drift, use the 
lowest spray pressure suitable for the appllcallon equipment. 

Goal 2Xl should be applied only to roses with canes that are 18 inches 
or longer. Applications to rose plants with canes less than 18 inches 
in length may result in severe crop Injury. Spray contact with foliage 
may cause severe crop Injury and should be avoided. leaves that are 
contacted by the spray will exhibit necrotlc spotting and may drop from 
plant. Splashing rain or irrigation water or excessive solt moisture after 
application may result In leaf cupping, crinkling, stunting 0r defoliation. 

Goal 2XL is phytotoxic to plant foliage. Avoid drift to nontarget areas. Do 
not apply when weather conditions favor drift. 

When applied as directed, field-grown roses generally are tolerant to 
Goal 2XL, but !his has not been ovaluated 011 all varieties, b iotypes and 

Taro 
For Use Only in Hawall 

cultivars or roses under all possible growing conditions. Tho user should 
exercise caution with this product. Until familiar wilh results under currant 
growing conditions, limit applica11on of this product lo a few plants !n a 
sm,ill area to determine plant tolerance and potential for Injury before 
Initiating large-scale applications. 

Use Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 4 pints of Goal 2Xl per broadcast acre 

per application and no more then 8 pints per broadcast acre per 
growing season. 

• Do not apply Goat 2Xl in enclosed greenhouse or lalhouse 
structures. 

• Tank mixtures of Goal 2XL with ells, liquid fertlllzers or other 
pesticides may Increase the potential for crop injury and are the 
responsibility or the user. 

• Do not feed or graze animals on areas treated with Goal 2XL 
[need to specify applicat ion to grazing Interval] . 

• Goal 2XL ls phytotoxic 10 plan t foliage. Do not apply when weather 
conditions favor d1ifl lo non-target areas. 

• Do not apply Goal 2XL lo rose·planllngs that are weak, or under 
stress due lo temperature, disease, fertilizer, nematodes, insects, 
pesticides, drought or excessive moisture. 
Do not apply this product to roses through any type of 
irrigation system. 

For use only to dryland taro grown in Hawaii. Dryland taro is defined as taro grown without Irrigation, or by using lr1igalion pracUces that do not result 
in run-off, irrigation return flow, or other loss of irrigation water from the production area. If irrigation is used, the water applied shall not exceed the 
field capacity of the soil. 

Weed Control Rate fol/acre} Soecific Use Directions 
Preernergence 2 Preemergence to Taro and Weeds: A single·appllcallon of Goal 2XL at the rate of 2 pints per acre 

mav be aool[ed within 1 week after transplanlln!l but prior to emerAence of taro plants. 
Posternergence 1 Postemergence to Taro and Weeds: Goal 2XL may be applied as a post-directed er band 

application at the rate of 1 pint per acre. Effective control of succulent weed seedlings In the 2-to 
3-leaf stage can usually be obtained. Applications to weeds beyond the 3-leaf slage may result in 
,oartial control. 

Precautlons: 
• Accurate, uniform placement of Goal 2Xl Is essential for effective weed control and to minimize crop Injury. Taro foliage receiving accidental spray 

or dtift wlll be Injured. Goal 2Xl must be applied using rigid precision grcund sprayer equipment. 
• Occasionally, after the vse of Goal 2XL, spoiling, crinkling or f!ecklng may appear on the leaves of tho taro. Leaves that receive direct or Indirect 

(drlll) spray con1act will be Injured. 
• Do not use Goal 2Xl on taro plantings 1hat are weak, or under stress due to temperature, disease, lerttllzer, nematodes, insects, pesticides, drought 

or excessive moisture. 
Crop-Speciflc Restrictions: 
• Do not apply more than 2 pints of Goal 2XL per broadcast acre as a single preemergence application. 
• Do not apply more than 1 pint of Gear 2XL per acre in a single post-direct spray or more than 2 pints per acre per season as a result of multiple 

post-directed applications. 
• Do not apply more than 4 pints of Goal 2XL per acre per season as a result of preemergence and post-direct applications. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 6 months of harvest of taro (corms, leaves) . 

Key Weeds Controlled: 

amaranth, spiny 
purslane, common 
spurge, garden 

Treefruit / Nut / Vine Crops (Dormant Application) 

Almond, Apple, Apricot, Avocado, Beechnut, Brazil Nut, Butternut, Cashew, Cherry, Chestnut, Chlnquapin, Crab Apple, Date, Feljoa, Fig, 
Filbert, Grapes, Hickory Nut, Kiwi, Loquat, Macadamia Nut, Mayhaws, Nectarine, Olives, Peach, Pear, Pecan, Persimmon, Pistachio, Plum, 
Pomegranates, Prune, Quince, and Walnut 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) 
Preemergence 

(broadcast 
appllcallon) 5-6 
(banded application) 5-8 

Poslemergence 
(broadcast 
application) 2-6 

(banded application} 2-8 

Specific Use Directions 
Apply Goal 2XL a minimum of 20 gallons of water per acre. Use higher spray volumes to ensure 

thorough coverage fn high densities of emerged weeds or heavy ttash. Sprays should be directed 
to the soil and the base of dmmant trees or vines. 

In California, Goal 2Xl may be applied as an over-the-top or directed spray lo dormant nonbearing 
grape plantings. The use of a low-pressure sprayer is suggested. Do not ap~ly over-the-top to 
grape plantings that are under stress due to drought, Rocdlng, excessive lert llzer or soil sails, 
storage conditions, wind Injury, hail, Injury from previously applied pesticides, or injury due to 
insec1s, nematodes er diseases as severe croc lnlurv rnav result. 

Apply In a spray volume of 40 or more gallons per acre. For optimum control, apply when weeds are 
at seedling stage of growth. 

The lower rate in the rate range (2 pints per acre) Is specined for the control of susceptible seedling 
weeds In the early postemergence stage up to the 4-teal stage. Higher rates (up to 6 pints per acre) 
may be used for weeds up to the 6-leaf stage. Appl1catfons to weeds beyond the 6-leal stage may 
result in par11al conlrol. 
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Tank Mixing: Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Pre<:aullons. Follow applloable use d irections, precautions, and llmltatlons on the 
respective product labels. In Interpreting the labels of tank mi1<ed products, the most reslrlcUve .fabel limllallons must apply. See labels or tank 
mix partners to determine suilabll!ly and us·e rates for vatlous crops. 

• Postemergence: For broader spectrum postemergence control of listed grass and broadleaf weeds, Goal 2XL may tlo applied In tank mix with 
paraquat (Grarnoxone) or glyphosate. These herbicides may also be added to preemergence tank mixes for enhanced control of existing weeds. 

• Preemergence: For broad-speclrum preemergence control of Sl1sceptible grass and broadleaf weeds in listed treerrult, nut or vine plantings, 
Goal 2XL may be applied In tank mix wi\h napropamlde (Oevrinol herbicide), dluron {Ka,mex herbicide), pronamide (Ketb0 herbicide), slmazine, 
norflurazon (Solicarn herbicide} or orvzalln (Surflan herbicide). 

Chemigation (All States): For dormant season application using sprinkler (low-volume (micro sprinkler), drip (lr1ckle), and llood (basin) Irrigation 
systems, apply Goal 2XL at the specified rate per acre. Follow applicab le dilections in the Chemlga1ion section of this label when making applications 
using irri!'.)allon systems. 
Precautions: 
• Goal 2XL or any of 1he combinations listed on this label should be applied to only healthy growing trees or vines. 
• Avoid d!rect ohint contact. D!rect sorav toward the base of tree or vines unless specific use recommendations allow over-the-lop aoolication. 
Crop-Specltlc Resh-iclions: 
• In all stales, unless otherwise specified, do not apply Goal 2XL during the period between bud swell and completion of final harvest or when 

fruil/nuts are present. Goal 2XL may be applied upon completion of final harvest. 
• In Arizona and California, Goal 2XL may be applied during the period following completion of final harvest up to February 15 (February 1st 

in the Coachella Valley, California). Applications made after these calendar dates, but prior to bud swell, may result in significant crop 
Injury and are the responsibility of the user. 

• For banded applications, up to 8 pints per acre ol Goal 2XL per use season may be applied within the treated band. Do not apply more than a 
maximum or 6 pin ts per acre per use season on a broadcast basis. 

• Do not apply lo grapes or kiwi established less than 3 years l •n less vines are on a trellis wire a minimum of 3 feet above the soil surface. 
• Do not apply lo Qrapes or kiwi that are not slaked or trellised unless vines ere free slandin!:l , 

Key Weeds Controlled {Arizona and California): 

Preemernence Pastern erg ence 
burclover cheeseweed (malva) 
cheeseweed (malva) fiddleneck, coast 
fiddleneck, coast filaree, broadleaf t 
filaree, broadleaf filaree, reds(em t 
fllaree, redstem fllaree, whltestem t 
filaree, whitestem groundsel, common 
groundsel, common henblt 
henbit mlnerslettuce 
knotweed, prostrate nettle, burning 
lambsquarters, common pigweed, redroot 
lettuce, prickly redmaids 
pigweed, redroot shepherdspurse 
purslane, common sowthistle, annual 
redmalds 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse 
sowthistle, annual 

t Goal 2XL at the 6-pint rate will provide control of filaree not exceeding the 4-lnch stage. Applications lo filaree beyond the 4-lnch stage may result 
in partial control. 

Key Weeds Controlled {All Other States Except Arizona and California.): 
Preemeraence Postemergence 
camphorweed balsamapple 
cudweed, narrowleaf cocklebur, common 
eveningprimrose, culleaf t cudweed, narrowleaf t t 
groundcherry, cutleaf eveningprimrose, cutleaf ttt 
jimsonweed groundcherry, cutleaf 
fambsquarters, common groundcherry, Wright 
nightshade, American black jimsonweed 
nightshade, black lambsquarters, common 
pepperweed, Virginia morningglory, annual 
pigweed, redroot nightshade, American black 
poinsettia, wild nightshade, black 
sida, prickly pepperweed, Virginia 
smartweed, Pennsylvania pigweed, redroot 
sowthistfe, annual poinsettia, wild 
spurge, prostrate purslane, common 
spurge, spotted sesbania, hemp 
velvetleaf shepherdspurse 

sida, prickly (teaweed) 
smartweed, pennsylvania 
sowthistle, annual 
velvetleaf 

t Highest rate and/or multlple applications may be required for acceptable control. 
t t Maximum 0.5-inch diameter. 

t tt Highest rate and/or multiple applications may be required for acceptable control. 
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Grapes (Non-Dormant Application) 

(California Only) 

Goal 2XL may be applied as a directed spray or, for supplemental preemergence weed control, through low-volume sprinkler (micro sprinkler) or drip 
Irrigation syslems for control or suppression of listed broadleaf weeds In non-dormant grapes (raisin and wine grapes only). Goal 2XL may also be 
applied to all grapes (raisin, table, and wine) as a dormant season application. Reier to Treefruit/NuWine Crops (Dormant Application) section above 
for use directions for dormant season applicatlon to grapes. 

Weed Control Rate {pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 2 Goal 2XL may be applied preemergence or postemergence to weeds either as a directed spray in 

Postemergence 1-2 a minimum spray volume of 20 gallons per acre or through !ow-volume sprinkler (micro sprinkler) 
or drip Irrigation systems. Repeal a~pllcalions may be requlred. Applications may be made from 
completlon of bloom up to 14 days afore to harvest. 

When applied as a postemergence directed spray, add 1 quart 80% active nonionic surfactant 
cleared for application to growing crops per 100 gallons of spray. Sprays should be directed to the 
soil and the base of vines. 

Tank Mixing: 
• When applied as a directed postemergence spray using ground equipment, Goal 2XL may be applied In tank mix with paraquat (Gramoxone) or 

glyphosale in a minimum spray volume of 1 O gallons per acre. Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Precautions. follow applicable 
use directions, precautions, and limitations on the respective product labels. In Interpreting the labels of tank mixed products, the most restrictive 
label limitations must apply. 

Chemigation: Follow chemigalion Instructions in Product Information section. 
• Low Volume Sprinkler (Microsprinkler) and Drip (Trickle) Irrigation: Apply only through low-volume sprinkler or drip systems designed to 

uniformly distribute irrigation water beneath the canopy. Meter Goal 2 XLat a continuous rate during the middle 1/3 ol the Irrigation period and 
discontinue application during the final 1/3 of the irrigation period to insure proper flushing of the Irrigation system. Use of Goal 2XL through low-
volume sprinklers or drip emitters helps to reduce the 'ring effect• of weed escapes In areas around sprinklers or emitters where previously applied 
broadcast or directed treatments begin to break down. 

Precautions: 
• Crop Tolerance: The use al Goal 2XL may resull In varying degrees of Injury to non-dormant grapes. Grape fol iage will typically exhibit injury 

symptoms from direct or Indirect (spray drift, soil contact) exposure. This Injury may result in necrosis, reddening, cupping or crinkling of grape 
leaves. The grape plant will continue to grow normally. Grape leaves that are Immature or expanding .at the time of contact with Goal 2.XL are the 
most suscep\!ble to foliage injury. Gropes may exhibit some small blemishes (spots or tllcks) on the fruit. 

• Goal 2xl Is phytotoxic to plant foliage. Avoid drill to all 0th.er crops and nontargel areas. Do not apply when weather conditions tavor drift. 

Crop-Specific Use Restrictions: 
• The total amount al Goal 2XL applied during one season {from completion or final harvest through dormancy to non-dormant use covered by this 

section) cannot exceed 6 pints per acre as a result of multiple appllcauons in any given area (broadcast, banded, or within the wetted area of the 
low-volume sprinkler or drip irrigation system). 

• Do not apply within 14 days of harvest. 
• Do not Initiate applicalion or Goal 2XL In non-dormant grapes until 1he completion of the bloom period. 

Do not apply to grapes established less than 3 years unless vines are ell her on a trellis wlr.e a minimum of 3 feet above the sol! surface, or . 
protected by grow tubes. 

• Goal 2XL should be applied only by ground application equipment of through low-volume sprinkler (micro sprinkler) or drip (trickle) 
Irrigation systems. 

• Apply Goal 2XL as a non-dormant application to wine grapes or raisin grapes only. 

Key Weeds Controlled or Suppressed: 

Preemergence Postemergence 

burclover cheeseweed (malva) 
cheeseweed, malva fiddleneck. coast 
fiddleneck, coast groundsel, common 
groundsel, common henbil 
henbil minerslettuce 
knotweed, prostrate mornlngglory species, annual 
lambsquarters, common mustard, black 
miners lettuce neltle, burning 
mustard, black nightshade, black 
nettle, burning pigweed, redroot 
nightshade, black purslane, common 
pigweed, redroot redmaids 
purslane, common rocket, London 
redmaids sowlhistle, annual 
rocket, London 
sowlhistle, annual 

Sucker Control in Non-Dormant Grapes 

(Washington and Oregon Only) 
(Grapes for Wine and Processing Only) 

Application Timing Rate 
for Sucker Control {pt/acre) 

Grape suckers less 1 - 2 
than 12 inches in 
length. 

Specific Use Dlreotlons 

Aph!y Goal 2XL In a three-foot band directed towards to newly emerging suckers at the .base of 
t e grapevine. TI1e highest rate and/or a second application may be required to achieve an 
acceptable level of controVsuppression of grape suckers. Avoid spray contact on flowers, grape 
clusters, or fruit. Use mounted no.zzles to deriver the spray solution. Thorough spray coverage of 
sucker growth is essential for optimal activity. Use a spray volume of 50 or more gallons per acre 
(broadcast basis). 
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Tank Mixlng: For enhanced postemergence sucker activity, a tank mixture of Goal 2XL with either glufosinate (Rely Herbicide) or paraquat 
(Gramoxone) can be used. Apply at the specified_rates and growlh stages in a manner describe on the respective labels, Reier to Mixing 
Directions section !or Tank Mixing Precautions. Follow applicable use directions, precautions, and !Imitations on the respective product labels. In 
interpreting the labels of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

Precautions: 
• The use of Goal 2XL may result In varying degrees of Injury to non-dormant grapes. Grape foliage will typically exhibit injury symptoms from direct 

or indirect (spray drift or soil contact) exposure. This injury may result in necrosis, reddening, cupping or crinkling of grape leaves. The grape plant 
will continue to grow normally. Leaves that are immature or expanding at the time of contact with Goal 2XL are the most susceptible to Injury, 
Grape fruit may exhibit some small blemishes (spots or flecks) on the fruit 

Crop-Specific Restrictions: 
• The total amount of Goal 2XL applied during one crop year (dormant and non-dormant) cannot exceed 6 pints per acre as a resull of multiple 

applications In any give area (broadcast or banded). 
• Goal 2XL should be applied only by ground application equipment. 
• Apply Goal 2XL as a non-dormant application for sucker control only to wine or processed grapes. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 60 days of harvest. 

Pistachios, Walnuts, Almonds (California and Arizona Only) 
(Non-Dormant Appllcatlon) 

Weed Control Rate (pVacre) Specific Use Directions 

Preemergence 5-6 Preemergence; For residual weed control of ltsted weeds. 

Postemergence 1-2 Postemergence {Suppression): Apply to seedling weeds less than 4 inches in height. Repeat 
appUcations may be required. 

2-6 Postemergence (Cleanup): Contact (postemergence) control for cleanup sprays and preharvest 
applications. Apply to seedling weeds less than 4 inches in height. Applications to weed seedlings 
beyond the 4-inch stage may resu lt in partial conlrol. 

Tank Mixing: For broader spectrum grass and broadleaf weed control in tree row middles, Goal 2XL may be tank mixed with either paraquat 
(Gramoxone) or glyphosate. Refer to Mixing Directions section for Tank Mixing Precautions. Follow applicable use directions, precautions, and 
limitations on the respective product labels. In Interpreting the labels of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

Chemigatiom Follow chemigation Instructions in Product Information section. 
Flood (Basini Irrigation: For flood (basin) Irrigation systems, meter continuously into the water dur ing the entirn irrigation period. Best weed 
control results are obtained when a uniform distribution and flow of Irrigation water is maintained over level larid. Irrigation waler treated with 
Goal 2XL must be contained on the trealod area until the water is absorbed by the soil. 
Low Volume Sprinkler (Microsprinklerl and Drip (Trickle) lrriga1iori; Apply only through low-volume sprinkler or drip systems designed to 
uniformly distribute Irrigation water beneath the tree canopy. Applications should be made prlor to weed emergence; otherwise postemergence 
activity may be Inconsistent due to uneven coverage, Meter Goal 2 XL at a continuous rate during the middle 1/3 of the irrigation period and 
discontinue applicat!on during the final 1 /3 of the irrigation period to insure proper flushing of the irrigation system. Use of Goal 2XL through 
low-volume sprinklers or drip emitters helps to reduce the "ring effect" of weed escapes In areas around sprinklers or emitters where previously 
applied broadcast or directed treatments begin to break down, 

Precautions: 
• Direct spray toward the base of trees. Avoid direct contact with foliage or nuts. 
• Goal 2XL should be applied only to healthy growing trees 

Crop-Specific Use Restrictions: 
• When applied as a non-dormant treatment, Goal 2XL can only be applied to pistachio plantings between May and 7 days prior to harvest. 
• When applied as a non-dormant treatment, Goal 2XL can only be applied to almond plantings between Aprll 1 and September 30 and to walnut 

plantings between May 1 and September 30. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 7 days of harvest of pistachios, 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 15 to 30 days of harvest o1 almonds. 
• Do not apply Goal 2XL within 7 days of harvest of walnuts. 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints of Goal 2XL per acre during the non-dormant season. 

Key Weeds Suppressed and/or Controlled 

cheeseweed (malva) 
fiddleneck, coast 
fifaree, broadleaf 
filaree, redstem 
fllaree, whitestem 
groundsel, common 
henbit 
minersletluce 

Additional Weeds Controlled in Tank Mix with Glyphosate or Paraquat 

barnyardgrass 
bluegrass, annual 
chickweed, common 

morningglory species, annual 
mustard, black 
nellle, burning 
plgweed, redrool 
purslane, common 
redrnalds 
rocket, London 
sowthistle, annual 
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horseweed (marestall) 
rocket, London 
ryegrass, Italian 
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Windbreaks and Shelterbelts 

(For Use Only in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wyoming) 

Weed Control Rate lot/acre} Specific Use Directions 
Preemergence 4-6 Apply Goal 2XL may be applied as a broadcast, banded or post-directed spray. Pteemergence 
Posternergence control is most eflecli\le when spray Is applied to c lean, weed-free soil surfaces. Pre- transplant 

applications mus I be made after completion of son p1eparallon bul prior to transplanting. 
Transplanting should be completed with minimal soil disturbance. For opUmum weed control 
results, treated soil surfaces should be left' undisturbed during the lime period for which weed 
control is desired. 

Postemergence Weed Control: For best results, apply before 4-leaf stage for broadleaf weeds or 
2-lear stage for grass weeds. 

Conifers: Goal 2XL can be applied pre-transplant, posl-dlrecled or postemergence (ovet-the-top) lo 
conifers. Poslemergence or pos t-direc!ed applica!ions should be applied prior to budbreak or after 
new growth foliage has hardened o/f and new terminal buds have formed. 

Deciduous Hardwoods: Goal 2XL has exhibited se\ecllvily \o many deciduous species when applied 
ore-transplant or as a post-directed spray prior lo budbreak. 

Precautions: 
• Important: Some varieties or cultivars of conifers or deciduous species listed may be suscept ible 'lo Goal 2XL Care should be taken to ensure that 

the part icular variety to be sprayed with Goal 2XL is tolernnt. For unfamiliar species, It Is suggested that Goal 2XL be tested on a limited number of 
plants prior to large-scale application. 

• Occasionally after the use of Goal 2XL, a spotting, crinkling or flecking may appear on the leaves of the deciduous species. Leaves that receive 
direct or indirect (drift) spray contact will be injured. Deciduous species typically rapidly outgrow these symploms·and develop normally. 

• Application after budbreak may result in Injury to deciduous species. If non-dormant application is required, apply only alter foliage has fully 
expanded and hardened off. Avoid direct or Indirect spray contact with the foliage by applying to the sqll surface as a directed spray. 

• Apply Goal 2XL only to healthy deciduous and/or conifer t.rees. Do not apply Goal 2XL lo conifers or deciduous trees lhal have been weakened or 
under stress from excessive fertil izer or soil salts, disease, nematodes, frost, drougI1t, lloodlng, previously applied pestlcicles, soil insects, or winter 
injury, as severe injury may result. 

Specific Use Restrictions for Shelterbelts: 
• Do not app\y more than 6 pints of Goal 2XL oer acre in a sinole aoo11cation or more than 1 B oints per acre per year. 

Key BroadJeaf Weeds Controlled: 

buckwheat, wild 
burc\over 
carpetweed 
dock, curly 
groundcherry, cutleaf 
groundcherry, Wright 
groundser, common 
henblt 
llmsonweed 
knotweed, prostrate 
kochra 
ladysthumb 
lambstjuarters, common 
lettuce, prickly 
mallow, little 
mayweed 
mustard, blue 
mustard, tumble 

mustard. wild 
nettle, burning 
nightshade, black 
nightshade, hairy 
oats, wild 
orach, red 
pepperweed, yellow flower 
pigweed, prostrate 
pigweed, redroot 
purslane, common 
rocket, London 
shepherdspurse t 
smartweed, Pennsylvania 
sowthlstle, annual 
lansymustard 
thistle, Russian (seedling) 
velveUeaf 

t The highest rate or multiple appllcatlons may be required for 
acceptable control. 

Key Grasses Controlled: 

barnyardgrass 
bluegrass, annual 
crabgrass, large 

foxtail, giant 
goosegrass 
witchgrass 

Goal 2XL may be applied to numerous conifer and deciduous 
species, including the following: 

Conifer Species 

Common Name Scientific Name 

dougla s-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 
fir 

grand Abies grandis 
fraser Abies fraseri 
noble Abies procera 

hemlock 
eastern hemlock Tsuga canadensls 
western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla 
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pine 
Austrian Pinus nigra 
eastern white Pinus strobus 
jack Pinus banksiana 
Himalayan Pinus graffifhii 
loblolly Pinus taeda 
lodgepole Pinus contorta 
longleaf Pinus palustris 
monterey Pinus radiata 
mugo Pinusmugo 
ponderosa Pinus ponderosa 
scotch Pinus syfvestris 
shortleaf Pinus echinata 
slash Pinus ef/iottii 
Virginia Pinus virginiana 

spruce 
blue Picea pungens 
dwarf Alberta Picea g/auca conica 
Norway Picea ables 
Sitka Picea sitchensis 

Arborvitae 1huja occidentalis 
1huja orientalis 

juniper Juniperus chinensis 
Juniperus horizontalis 
Juniperus procumbens 
Juniperus sabina 
Juniperus scopu/orum 

red cedar Juniperus virginiana 
yew Twws spp. 

Deciduous Hardwood Species 

Common Name 
ash 
crabapple 
eucalyptus 
lilac 
maple, black 
oak, northern red 
olive. Russian 

I oop\ar (cottonwoodl 
sweetoum 
sycamore 
walnut black 

Scientific Name 
Fraxinus spp. 
Ma/USSDD, 
Eucalvotus SDO. 

$yringa vulgaris 
Acerniarum 
Quercus rubra 
Elaeagnus anguslifolia 
Popu/us spp. 
Uauidambar stvracif/ua 
Platanus occidentalis 
Jug/ans niwa 
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Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and 
Limitation of Remedies are not acceptable, return unopened package 
at once to the seller for a full refund of purchase price paid. To the 
extent permitted by law, otherwlse, use by the buyer or any other user 
constitutes acceptance of the terms under Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent 
Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies, 

Warranty Disclaimer 
Dow AgroSciences warrants that this product conforms to the chemical 
description on the label and is reasonably tit for the purposes slated 
on the label when used In strict accordance with the directions, subject 
to the Inherent risks set forth below. To the extent permitted by law, 
Dow AgroSciences MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
It I~ impossible to eliminate all risks associated wilh use of this product. 
Crop injury, lack of performance, or other unintended consequences 
may result because of such factors as use of Iha product conlrary to 
label instructions 0ncludlng conditions noted on H1e label, such as 
vnfavorable temperatures, soil conditions, etc.), abnormal conditions 
(such as excessive rainfall, drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), presence of 
other materials, the manner of application, or other factors, all of which 
are beyond the control of Dow AgroSciences or the seller. To the extent 
permitted by law, all such risks shall be assumed by buyer. 

Limitation of Remedies 
To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy for losses or 
damages resulting from !his product 0ncludlng claims based on contract, 
negligence, strict llabillty, or other legal theories), shall be limited to, at 
Dow AgroSctences' election, one of the following: 
1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought, or 
2. Replacement of amount of product used. 
To the extent pe,mltted by law, Dow AgroSciences shall nol be !labia for 
losses or damages resultlng from handllng or use of this product unless 
Dow AgroSclences Is promptly nollfied of suct, loss or damage in w,illng. 
To the exlent permitted by law, in no case shall Dow AgroSclences be 
liable for consequential or Incidental damages or losses. 
The terms of the Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and 
this Limitation of Remedies cannot be varied by any wrrtten or 
verbal statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent of 
Dow AgroSciences or 1he seller is authorized to vary or 1;ixceed the terms 
of the Warranty Disclaimer or this Limitation of Remedies In any manner. 
~rademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") or an affiliated 
company of Dow 

Produced for 
Dow AgroSciences LLC 
9330 Zionsville Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Label Code: 002-843-008 
Replaces Label: D02-843-007 
LOES Number: 010-01549 
EPA accepted 04/25/13 
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Revisions: 
1. Revised REI for Conifer Seedbeds from 3 days to 24 hours. 
2. Revised REI for Conifer Transplant and Conifer Stock (Includes 

2-0 Seedling And Christmas Tree Plantings) from 6 days to 24 hours. 
Add use direction for: 
1. Prlmocane Suppression in Blackberry and Raspberry - OR and WA 
2. Primocane Suppression During Nonbearing Year or Alternate Year 

Blackberry Production - OR 
3. Deciduous Tree Plantings - LA and MS 
4. Fallow bed use prior to transplanting peppers or strawberries grown in 

plasllc culture 2ee label: CA 
5. Fallow-Bed Use Prior lo Transplanting Peppers, Strawberries or 

Tomatoes Grown In Plastic Culture: FL GA NC SC VA Under Plastic 
6. Fallow Beds to be Planted to Corn -AK, LA, MS 
7. Ground or Aerial AppllcaJlon ol Goal 2XL on Fallow Beds To Colton or 

Soybeans -AL, AK, GA, LA. MS, MO, NC, OK, SC, TN. TX and VA. 
8. Grasses Grown for Seed (Established Perennial}- OR and WA and ID 
9. Direct Seeded Garlic table: added direction tor Post-directed 

Application - NV 
10. Grasses Grown for Seed (Fall Seeded New Planllngs of Perennial 

Ryegrass and Tall Fescue) - OR 
11. Non-Crop Use: added roadways, levee Banks (use only on the side 

of levee away from water channels) to use sites and added Mlle-A
Minute and Witchweedc to weeds controlled; and deleted 11s1 of key 
weeds controlled For Use Only In CO, PA, NC, and SC. 

12. Onions revised Cultural Consideratlons to remove this subheading; 
change "maximum" to "optimum"; replace "activity" with "weed 
control" and revise directions to remove the statement to leove 
undisturbed 

13. Pea, Ornamental Sweet, Grown for Seed - CA 
14. Field-grown, established plantings 
15. Pistachios, Walnuts, Almonds (Non-Dormant Application) -

CA and AZ. 

Additional changes: 
16. Conifer Seedbeds: revised species for Hemlock lo Western hemlock 

(Tsuga heterophylla), and for Spruce to Norway (Picea abies) and 
Sitka (Picea sltchensls). SC 

17. Direct Seeded Onion table: removed "Northeastern, Western slates 
including"; deleted "direct" before "seeded onions"; added "fully 
developed" before "true leaves" 

18. Onions crop specific restrictions - added the following: Tank mixtures 
of Goal 2XL herbicide with oils, surfactants, liquid fert ilizers or other 
pesticides may be made but could result In enhanced crop response/ 
injury and are the responsibility of the user. 

19. Update trademark line 
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?Vt.:. i+CRC TO orcN -

RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY 

FOr'I RCT.l'IIL SALE TO AND I.IS( ONLY BY CCR'!jf ![O APPLICA10n.s QI'\ PER.SO:'\rlS. UNDCR 1HCIR Olll[CT ::;.urC.RVl~ !Q h,i 
J\~O ONLV r oo 1 110:S[ US.[5 COV[R[ O DV Tl IC C CRTtnto APPl.lCA.70R'S CCA T!r! CATION 

Gramoxone
0 

A Weed, Grass , and Harvcsl AId 
Des1GCanVDclol1an1 Herbicide 
Actrvc lngrL-d.'all! ' 
Plr.Xju:it d ic: tilonoc (1 . 1 '·Cl tmttny'-1,'1 . 

b,ovr1d;ri1um ci1r;:r.Loridcl •. 30.1 'K. 
Orner lngrcd!!!nt.:;;, 699% 
Tor.JI 100 0% 
Cr.1IT'IQJCCn..!SL,'Di:::cnl,1mti.'-Ci:0u 11d!,p,1:;iquJI 
w111or, pol' Q.Jllon a:.? 76? oouno~ ) ,JI \ ;:er 9,ll1or1 

C,r.irrc ,:c rcSL:-ODc::unll,r,,..1 ,1Jc,rl,nguQur.1111Ccl') 
crnc:c,.ll"IO Oyo 

KEEP OUT OF REACH 
OF CHILDREN. 

~ 
DANGER/ POISON 
PELIGRO / VENENO 

Slan~t"'O«l»'"CalJc~• ::i.,o:.;i,c,:11 
:iiQuN..'f'I p.lrn ow sc la i;J.plquc a ut.:cd on 
Oao.'.l lC' /I! you do noL undor.; tano 1hc ~. "1'1(1 
~'OM'~~Wnf'.:U-,o-.i f" dlt.nl 
• H£VCA PUT INTO rooo. DRINK CA OTHER 

CONTAIHC:RS,. 
• IF ~AL.LOWED. TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION A:; 

PACSCAUICD IN FIRST AID STATCMl:::NT. 
SYMPTOMS ARE PAOLONOEO AND PAIHFUL 

• DO NOT U!.CORSTOAC IN OR AROUND THC 
HOME, 

• 00 NOT AC140VC CONTCNTS O::CD'TFOA 
tYMCDIATC use, 

• THE ODOFI OF THIS P~DUCT IS FROM THC 
AlCRTINC ACCN"TWH1CH HA.S DC0,1,-0DCO, 
NOT FROM PARAQUAT 

EPA Reg. No.100-1'31 
EPA ul. 1 Cl).LA-001 
Pr;)OUC1 C1 t.'\C U11i;te W:ftJOOffl 
Formulatrd 1n tha USA 

SCP 1431A· L1F 1115 4074780 

2.5 gallons 
Net Contents 

. .. 

2.0 

FIRST AID 
Contains Paraquat,.• Bipyrldyllum Herbldda 

lf~allow9d • SPEED l5 ESSENTIAL.. ll'NM'Cli.ne m•dlu,1 •twrrtion is ,equirt"d If .av'1llo1ble, 51ive •n 4dwrbc,nt 
JUCh ~ acth,•ttd CNrcoal, bC!'ntonlte or Fulltr's E•rth. 

• C-111 • pol\On e:oMJ'OI crnur or doctor lrnmrdiawly for troatmrnt advice. 
• Do not a lve ~hing by mouth to an uncom,001,15 p,c1'SOn • 

If lnh.l'-d • ~ po~ w frct\h air. 
• T1WI odor of um product 11 from the al,mfng i11grrn. whic:t, h.n bdn add~ ncn from tM 

p,Jf4(1Uat. 

• II pen.on~ notbruthlng,, a ll 911 or •nal'T'lb1JlanCG 
• Call a poison a,nt,ol center or doctarfor furthertre.Dtl'nC!'nl i1dvlcC!. 

lfinll)'9' • liOld eye- Caffl .lind .,~ ~ and gC!ntly whh W-11~ tot 1540 ll'l'IM'IV\N., ltet'I\Ollia toni..« 
l~ it pn:,w;,n;,, • tl.r.nht t~ S mlnut"' ~" continue riralng ~. 

• ~·· P'Of\Oftcomrol tctr'.tt«6oeot' 10t ~a-\l'l')ffl\ ,ndvl~. 
lfonst.lnor • T~ off cont4m,natrd clothing, 
dothlnt • IMMEOIA'TELY WMh wi\h 10ap .and Woter ond r1nsr fot 1>20 mlnut~ Prolong rd COM.Kt WIii 

UIM' IC'/«C! irritation, Cont.tCt with iNlt.:lltd stin or• wt or rcpHt ed <oMKtwith inUK"t 
skin may n:sutt In poiioning. 

• GET MECICAl. ATTENTION, c,u a pot1on control (C!Mcr or doctor for trt'.ltmon1 advice. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN 
Rofn to the book!~ .,.,,~\ Por'..onk,¢. ~'-'~ Gc.,ld.c to~ f ~n l AAI 11nd tto~Ml Ttc:a~r 
ctm"'~AA~~Jl$l~ ~ Q }, Adml~l\1C'f'~ tht,-..c-..N~ oddw-
c:o.d cThog; 1Nkth.\.or2plle.g ~1,i 1n _ k:t1nl or ~ lirn t.t.nh f15"' "°'1.1~lotl: l I.~ ,o, ,td'1,,1t'.1 ~ s~ 

~~~=~~~~c~~~'t~:=~-::::.=1':o~ 
t~ in~tKI !'I)' ,ilft ~ ,DC'(l;dnt • flft \Miae ui:-.almt-1'1 ~btfl d,c, PO'llil,l,blJrty or 1o,~ O,,\t!'\ comul Lllc:ff,)lJol\ It IS 
,ldllkcd U\.:lt l).l'Ucll'\f\ '"1th '1ar~1~ lnj\.rte1 1vc ~ b/ •n t,pcd,a,lntlh,vd,.,y.\f1¢1' tr,,-: ~ 1-,t,<ir, 
LJ-.c, lff".)~t ~ f\ .i.pp,oo,"ro ror (~I b v,m.. lnlA<\ \t,., i) ~ C'tfectl'ft t~ll:"f ,c, ~~ how...-.,l'r 
cxtt'l!..C. .,.,.,n lfritJlit~ OC OIi \.'iln CM' ~llll'Ci a,nLMt lllll"rth ffl'-"l t lun f'flo"f t~\ l,tt p,IU'.onll'IQ, 

J.iaiw thti product tort~iner or I•~~ you whrti c.alllng .1 pokcln <ontrol ctnter or doctor, or going tar 
trt',nmcnt. 

HOT LINE NUMBER 
For 24--Hour Medical EmerQC!f'l'Y A»!~nCl' (Mum.in or Anlm.al) 
Or Che mic:.:,! EmiPrgvncy AsJl,une& (Splll, lo•k. Fire or Acddt'nt) 
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

~ TO HUMANS AMO DOMESTIC A.MtMALS 

~ 
DANGER I POISON 
PEUGRO / VENENO 

M,)y bi!- f.a:.a-1 lftw.dlcwrted. ~ul tf '""'-led. Do l'IOttft•the~~"/fflm.. WNr• &n1 ,n,rt ~-~ ~, .. 

:~~.,l.!~~~~i=:,r-~=-:It~~=~~~~~oio~~~!;: 
A'l'Okl <~ W'fVlo •Jd"' 'l'ft:.I « dothlf'\9. w~ d'locCl.lqf'!ril)' wilh iO.lp end ..._.\.Cf ,,lfttr hlrnd!Jno. •nd bctt'or1: ci~"9,. 
dri~~ ~ gun,. vJ119 toNUo 0t W"' ft toilc,,. R:eff!ICl'lte.Mdw.trt.hC:OttU.trWl,l~.t:ddotltlnp be-10t1' tt"We", 

O..WORTNm lnh.llatio,, ~ ar, unlilt~y rout., of uposun:- due- to low v.mpar prenure ,;in.cl l.uge ~.y draplt!t ~zf!, 
but ni\oltos.al irrtUtt<ln or n~ bl~ m.illy OCC1Jr. Prolo~d u:inuct with this concc-ntrat(!od produ<t CJn irrlt.:ltC' 
yo,i,.i.JA. 
Pe150MI Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Apptkaton .and othot 11.\ndM~ (odwr than Mlxon .111nd Lo.Jden.) must wwar: 

• Long-sleeve )hln ond long p.1nn 
•~plu,,~, 
• Prot«tlvt'C'!'fr~.lt 
• O'Ccnic.akC'\is.wrt pl~ • (J~C'QOIY A ~c-.g. b.articr 14'Nn.ii., binfl rubble'r, nltrllt' rub~r. N"OP,N!!na rubber, 

NWt;_ai n1bb«. Pol~.~ Chlori-dc(11YQ o,Vl!Of'i/1') 
• Adv\T~ Hj0$N,r.,pn::•,•-eo rtMIU•tor ~lt('!ytf. ft. r, Of Ht fttt« 

MW!n •nd ~ must wNr.: 

• long-Y«'Vr \ohlrt aod long pants 
• Shoespl!ASOW 
• Athn~fflf\-:HK$+,,1pptCM'IOtt.'JOir•iot ~#fVN, llt. 9, 0tHE:lliter • =::c~~~,!o~,:~:m~~;.i} butYI n.ibbt-r, nltrilt> rub~. ne-o~rene rubbrr. 

· ~"'~•p,,:!n 
• Fou-\hleld 

~~~~=~~ ~~bl~J.=u~m= ::r~~~~~~t~n:= 
urrt~ fo,, w..rLh.lbl~ •~ Vkl Ckte'Vffl': .and hot w.,te,. Kffi> "nd w.r,h ,Pt 1<P.a,,1o~ frOffl odi.tt l.il.lM,y. 

Engineering Controls 
\ Vh,m twndl(flo 11\ot dolc:o iy\l.Cffl\ ~..e,d <Ji'», er 41ttt#h in .1 manner th•t rneen the re-qulrt'm<!ne lined in 
tf\o Wo~PtotffliO,n St.1nd,1u·d (WPS) fo, ,-qriwtn.ir.-:il ~~ [40 CFR 170.24C(d)(4.(;)L tlv h~ndh:r PPE rc-qulr~ 
mtnb ""If br mf\lC~ o, ~(i.,c, a,. lP«)hcd m lhc W,S. 

User Safllty Recommandatlons 
U~should: 

• W.::.~h h•r>ci~ bclarc c.iting, Qru1.k•n.g. CN."Wing gum, 1,,1s1n9 tob.>cco or-1.1)1ng \hi: to1kt. 
"' Rrmovro clothlngtPPE 1mmr.d1.-.~ly ;f pct~ 9ct,. llft1ldt" num WM,h tMorouQMly ,1nd pU"I on drM\ dotl',inq 

• :::sb:!,Ew~i,;i::t~~;,!;;~t~~~::.c'a~~~i:ctl' cuh1d c: cl 1Jla1m bdor'° r1:"111ov /n9 A\ \con 

Environmenul Huiirds 
WlJdfflr.lfflpocS~l\toM to wildlife, Foruf'tt'Wl.ll us.n: OD not,1pi.,ly d1t«tl)'tow.1teror1a ,UC!ZKwhl!'fe wrf•u 
w.ncf h ~tor \0 ,N.MJd.,1 ""' bt-lDw tt\C mci)n high water mork., Donat tonu:min,ne w~r w~ cJHnln9 
N1ulDmtM °' ~ng of tq,,lpmc;ffl wnhw•tenor,wt1e.£': 

Drift:. Cir•mc».one SL 2.0 •~ .o ~\loct herbicide th•t d~ccatc, ,11II ~ pt.in-. tiswc. P,1fi11quM: dichlorlde h • nort
scilect!ve hcrbit.1de ""d Will c;.:n,1\iO ~ to l'IOl'IWI~ vaP' .ffltl i:i,1.:1® if oH-uirge-t mo'lt'ment oc.curs. b:v~ 
~n: ffllJ\",. be, ~ to cmunt uvt cf4-~ drift i\ m.itwnlud to U'lt o,-e.a--~ m.etil poulblc.. Do Mt a1ppfy ur"ld.-1 

~=i::;~~~:C:~°':~.;==~~~~~°E~== 
To llVClld drift, do ,,en~ .l("fl.al a:P.~d,o,a, """"' ~ af therm.a,I inve~n. -.1'et" to vw, joc.J1' )UIU \if.W,,. 
r~uli11tl0f1~ guldttlflts an Cl \Pl'-..Y dn-~ inform.cUon COl!:.:llrwd 1r'I lt!C!' CirKtio~ fo, ~ W!ctlon (a, pr~r Appl/co. 
Hon tc .svold off-t,ng~ ~ T.-

Physlcal and Chomkal Hazord, 
nib proefua b ml.Id~ to(n;)V' .. to llt~rn ,ind ~00(.CC". n,ar-~ o.n whkh m,y lorm .. ~Ni,<'Otl:Lt:lut1Jbl,c, ~ 

~::;:t:rt~mn::::!~~~~~~~=1:c,c:=,:~~~=~ 
t'IO\ff'MOf~~<0fflll'9tf'\{O<onwa°Wlh9.boodut1"19~Ha.anSOU'lch!rmlc.,l,cactiofftn4fota.U. 

CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LIMITATION OF WARRANlY AND LIABIUlY 

NOTICC: ~d' ~ 4'1"1tit'O 0/r«.<",jor\1 for U\e o1nd Condltiom. ol !..ile and Lim1uit.1an of Warranty .11nd L.,ablllty be
letfJ ~er~~ ;hh CHOCl\.lff. If the tcl'Tffl "" not acc~ble-, ,~urn the!' product -,t ootc, utiopenrd, .,nd 
,i., ..,«ha>eori« ... lbe,.lulldod. 

The, Otfttt,~ tor U-.• ot t)\j'I, pt'od'.l.<I nwu ~ ,~ (.>tc-h .. lt( 11 r\. ,mcxr.,,.'blc! U> d•tNM:(' .;JI ' " '" W,M_IC'f' ll'f 

=':,:: ~::.~f~~~°!,~~~;:~~~=';,"'!~::~~~:~=m~tln::r! 
Ofhe'r 1t'IIJW1'0floG f ilC\Otl,.,, \ht U'\.e' Ol lht :sro61.n., 'l'ffll(fol .Ut' b0:y0"'1 the- conu~ af SV,.,:<i{N'TA ~OP PRQTtC"nOi~. 
U( ot .Stllnt ro Uu: r.-,\ef'1\ 01;:tMlll«I by~i:ipt'tyblr t.l.w. ElUllC'f .1rw U,.C., .a,rtt 10 hOld i~NGtNTA ar"IG $(:Uct h:,,i,ii. 
k"1.) to, ;J'f'¥1 (b.,m ,c;:at1ng_ t.0 wet, ,.,con 
~---•;GUHA wo1°, .. 1\, .. t1,,., ,,,,.., Pllid.KI '°"1 .. ,.,.. to }t\(" Cn.r'mt-il ~ IDI.Of'il" :o-· bt-1 .. .\(11\ llf,;,\~bJt Il l '"' ~ 
l) o1,~ \~Led N'I U\l' Oj•1,.~tu, \n('. ~b,'-'Ct 10 lf'C:' ""~ f'l,'t,l ~ l1. •~f<tftc:I :o ~ooltle. ~,. --~ •" ,,.t~OIOJ~ 
w,tti: dl•~<tl(l:IO'\Ufod!!• NJ'r,\,t i " \e '-O"IM,.or" fo \hC' •·•t.,•n.: :crm,n"o~..1~b · l4W ( I) U\111 W.1rt.,"'ltyC:"'°' ~1 
ntcind to, ,.. \;1.(' ~, lhc: ptcd.,c1 ,on:,K,I' I C> ~ ffl'\.llu(.1 .10,n Ot ~ llOf'G•I~ N1 'N'\tt!\.lbl' IIO'"~Co1t.lo l'1 O' 
ll,-¥0(\Q ,~~iro1 ol ""'~' 01'\YN,;aun .Md, (11 lh~r .1no Ui,c , -'\\WIii' U10'I r\o\< :i i "'"'"~~~"TO l t;[ lCWT 
rtltNtltt ( C) UV A.iN., iCA.l)U, tAW. "'jV.:(Gf: N~~~A ('\fllOWAMRAf.111!\ OI LIi i MCll'lAJ,.IAllJU I""' O~ C ll ~tH\"110111A 
f'AK11CULAR PJRPOS[ NOR ll'IIY OTHLR [Xll,t,n::, OH. IMPLILD WARAI\NrY [XC:tf'l ,M WMHANTLO uv THI~ LA!Jl:L 

lei tt,c, r f \tl'\l pMlnflh:,d by wpgJlu.a~ I.Jw. •Ill no""""'' V\.s'1 \ V\.'G(Nf.A bro l Ji=t, rD" a"'t'tt\l)Ol"ftl.il,. COl'\\t.'q.J.t' t'~NrJ ur 
l,Pf'C.tr.1i U.tn,xp-1, -~ lltlQ 1,0 ... , ,... c.,~ '-'' h.ll'\d l1r;o or \I'\)\ 010(1111(,, TO nt £X'f(.N'r 'llMlYT(O AY A.7 .. L.cJl.11\.[ LAW. 
I Hf t XClUSfllt .A.EMtDY Ci ~ iJ~l" Olt UUVU. ,t,NC, Tkf D,Cl,,U:l;{V( UAl:IUl'Y Ci $VN"(i.OfTA A.NO :l;.( U.U '011 
ANY AND AU CLA6MS, LOSSES, INJURl[S OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH Of WAflAANTV. 
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIADILITY 011 OTH[FlWtSE) RESULTING FROM THE U!.E OR H1"NDLING OF THIS 
l'ROOUCT. SHALL IJ.E TH[ RtTUAN OF Tl1C PURCHASE PRIC[ OF TH[ PRODUCT OR. AT TM[ [L[CTION Of SYNGCNTA 
OR SEl.l£1t THE RE:PlAC[M[NT OFTHE PRODUCT. 

SV-NG{lf'Tt, :,,"o ~<" o tlGrthl\ preliCIXI,,, iJnd Bvyror ,1nd User- .icccpt 11. ,;ubJcet to \he ro,cgo.ng CondIt1am or 511lc 
o1nd~•n'llt.all0f'Of W .lll.).1'11y.>nd L~bil1 ty, which n'l-'Y na1 bl' mod1l,C'CI c11upl by wntt~ri J9 recrT\t'nt\1gnl'd by,, d1.1ly 
,HJthONC'd ff'o,t~:in~ ol S"rNG!:ri'!'A.. 



DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 

lt isl) v1Qlation of Fedt?ri:11 loilwto 1,1~ ~l'ti'5-pl'tlduetin a n'lilM~T'if'lcCl"lsistE'll"ltwrth its lcibcling. 
Do not ,1pply this product In .'.I w.ay th.:it will c.ont;act.wor.ker,. er 011,c,r ?Clf"50l"IS. eithCf dir~ly or 1.hraugh drift. Only 
protnc.t1!d hilndl.cn may be!' in 'the ,1ma during t1ppl1Cil1.ion. For any requinmi<mt~ ~pl.'<:ific ta your St.an:t> er Trlbt>, 
consulttht> agency r't'spon~lb~ for P<rtticitl:C" regulcltioo. 
1)0 NOT USE A~OIJJ\lt) ~OME. GAFCl)EN"S... SCHOOLS. rc.E.Clt;EA.TIONAL PAJdC'S. GOLF COURSES OR. PI.AYGROUNDS, 

USE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION 

Oo r,ot ,tippl)fthls. ptoductthiough any tvFHt of lrtiga~on s.y,i;bJ'm, 

Wl'iitn Gr.urr:11;u1.Qf"Kl SL 2.D i'i ,1ppliC!d irt lcti; th.in rn g.:ilkm~ p~ ilcre fil"-ishcd spray valume, ,1 drift contr'OI ar 1p:ray 
d~position !ldclit111e SHOULD bC! t.Sc'd. Rofor lo tha- ildditi'vl." hi.bo! for U'5-~ dirQct.il)n$-

Spray Driit tnform:ition 
Avo1dmg ~pr,1y dritl. at the.ippiic,1tior. \it~ 11th(• rc-~l}ormb1l1ty o-f thP apphcator Tt,.c- lntN.arncri of many r.-Qu1pmcn-t• 
,1r,d•w11.11fu:•r-r111,1,tcd foctor:s. detC?rmmll the: pctcntlul ic, ~pr.iy dr~t The applic,>tCf and the 9row1Jr arc- r~pornfblc 
for con~ldEirlng .rll th~c filC"t01'. wkcrn malclngi dcci~1on• .. 

The following: drift maNgl?m<!'l"lt r<!ciuir(!ml:!nU must be: followed to avoid off,t.arg4lt dnfc mti~mi:-nt from .:.:i~rii;rt 
bpplica-t10ri~ to agria.ihur.rl field c.r-cp~. Th~c- requirements do not vpp/y 10 foro:i.try.applu;"1ic:u,~. P"tl~IC he.iltt, u~ 
or to a?plic.atlom ~i119 dr)" formulr1t1oos. 

• T],I! Gi~l~'1CI:!' ofthti 01a~rmo\tpo2;i:~,; ar, t~ bOOfTI rm.istno,: c>t£:ecd !>/4the tcn-gth ofthitwir'lgspan or rotor. 

• Noz.:i:lc5, mu<.it ~lways p-oirit bi!Q(ward parallel Wf\h the .air strl!l.lm ;,nd never be pcintl!d down....,ards more than 
45•_ 

Whcr'I! rt.rt.I!'( hi'llvt' mote sr:1ln9ent tl'.!9u1.111ion1. they mall btr ob~ct~. 

Thl!'.applicatar shoo Id bl!' familiar with and tilkc into 41:Ccount the Information ~..:!red lri 1hc ~rl~l D1'1ft ae!duct(ol"I 
1ldvlsic:irylf11'0-nnat11.1r1. 

Aeti:d Dtiit R:aduction Advisory lnforma-tion 
{ihis wction Is ,advisory In n.ah,11·<1 imd doc,, not supim:edc the mbr,d11tciry l.1:1bol .requl.rzi,mirmU..) 

lnformotion ,0n Droplet Sizi: 
Tho mart t?ffectiY~ way 10 re-duce drif1 pott?ntial i~ to appl)l li';lfgo drop!-i,ts, Tt1.o best drifl miln.:Jgc-mciril su?tC''!llf' i~ 
to apply t~ largest drciplrn th.it pro11ide _1;1,1tf]01;>ffl. t:DVl!'ragc ilnd i;;an1:rol Applying lil-rQl:!'f dropl~ f(ldtJCCl, Critt 
potoritl.11. bl.I\ v,,;JE not prt?VC!nt drlft If ~p.plii:.:,t~1'1-~ .ltC' fTl:ad~ irnp:roporly. 0-r ur,d~r i.,.-r,f;:i'llor;,b\c C'1"1Vir<1r,mor,t;;il c:Ondi• 
ticms {soc Wind, Tcmper.-ituro..ind Hi.,.midh.y. 11.nd "lcmpirmtt-.Jrc:- Jnvori;ions). 

Controlllr19 Dropl11t $t.1:1t 
• Volumv • U'>C high !low rate noz.clt:Sto ,1pplythC! highest practical spr.iy volume, No:i::.:!C'5 vvith hi9hl!'f (iJ.tct! fl~ 

produc~ lor9cr droplets... 
• Prm.wnz - Do not t'.ltCCClcl tt-.e I\Onte m;,.r,yfm::u.m::-r•~ r<!comm"'nd«i prt!$~Ur~'r.a- -Foe m.:.riy no~;;:lt! lYPC:5 lcw<1r Pf('~,-urn 

prodiJCn I.Hqcr dropt~t,_ Wl~ri h•~Mr 1low •,Hr:s ;)n:" n-,:,r:rJ<:-d, 1.1:~r.- highfl'r flow r,:iw nculc:-. injtr,-ad cf iricrl'.nir-.g 
prc~surc. 

• Nwnbor ol NozzlM • U~l'! the minin11.m111umbcr of r,oz-zlcs th&Jt providr:.! urMo.rm c-0vcr.:i9:c. 

• Nozzht Orletrtatlon - OMn:ting nOtllcS J.oth<l1 thll' 5pray is, rclca\Cd: paratll!~ to the almrcilm produces larger drop-
1-IJU thhl"'t oth<H orill1"11.a1ions .ind j5 the: r-0comm<!ndcd pr.:.c11cc. 5.ignrhcont dcflc-ction fre>m horiiorit.-il will r<?diac:r.:
droplC;t 512'0 .:ind incrca1<! drill potcntiiJl, 

• Noul!l' TYP-' • U~ a rio;al(! ty~ that i:. i;ilry4graiC fcrt,,£" 1nt£0rldcd applic.ati0J'l. With mos;; nozzlr: types, n,1rrc1111er 
5pr.uy an;le5. prcduti:' larger dropl(!t:s;, Car,sid'l?r u,:;,irtg low,drift l"IDZiCIL":;;, Solid ro'C!'am no:z:tli:s oricl'lt~ nr.Jigt,.; 
bil-ck prc::idu-c<! the lilrg-cst droplt:u ,1nd th!!- ICW1?st drJtt 

000.,,,._ 
for \Offtt:: v\-C p.:,ttNn~, reducing_ tM' cff@ctivc boom li;?r,gth tc l,;m th.:in 'J,~ cf °thC' Vllingspar,. ,:ir rcto.r lcrigth m;,1,1 
l1,1Mi:, ,i:-ctucc t:1ritt. wltt101:..1t rcdw.ctr,g swath widtti. 

Applk,otlll)n Hol9ht 
Ap-plit.1.1tion~mu!.T.not be m-tidcat.,11 hc-ightgrciltcr t11;m 1D1ec1 aba'tll!"thc tap of the- largest pl.ints 1.1n.l1?Ssa g_rc,.itll'r 
tlcigrrt rs requir!!-d fot a,rcrtift -.tiftty. Mo1~1r,9 .applic:.,ti,:ir, at U'ic lowc,,t hcigt,t ttl«t is safo rcduc.c-s ~,cpcis.,r~ of drcip· 
Im tci t"vaporatian ilnd wind 

Sw.ath Ad'Jiut~nt 
Wh1."r1 .apa;rlication~ .:Jrc made witl-> a cro-.~w1nd. the -:.wath will be di~;i.laccd downll\lind, rnc,cfocc.. 0r,: 'C/1.1: u.p arid 

~1~:Zki:~~~j~a;~ca~j!~~~:~~~~~~~r~~:~c1cf~~:~~~~~ri~~~:~~~:~~~~:~~lw~j~~:~~~~:~~o~~ 
d-C(>:n.,nc.).. 



Wind 

~~L~:~~;~=-;,:-;:1:~:t:\1:;!'i::/!:f~!!=~ ~:r~:1.:~:1~:~ ,=L ~~~:e:ulr; 
wl-N! dltttElo.rt 11~ P-il9h, l~-tJ\kart, ew>ltlW•l- NOT(; loc.al t.e.m111'11 (.t,r\ l'!fl~WC~ P-41\(CtM- ("Wt'ty ,a,1u:ihr.1tor ,l,o,i.dd 
~ l.iffllfl~r ~,,, toc..l .,,.;ncf ~UC1'n~ .. qd ttlilW1/lcY offm- jl)r.>)' dtrf--.. 
Toll'l,.ratw'o a.r,d H~ldlty 
When makiog applk:atlon1 il'l low rc:-latlvc h1.unidJq,. ~ up cquiprtlt'nt to prOdvcc l(i.r9<T droplt!t!l to mmpcm~m! 104" 
evaporation. Dro1)1,c1 n4')0r41ion ii rnon ~~ when <onditioM Mt! bath hot ~r\d dry. 

T,m9Wa11o1"fnnnkms 
A,,pflc..tlom. l'l'M.n': n0-1 ocoJr dwi,,,g a te-mp«,t'N.J'CI ~ bouuteclr1tt potr.n:J,11 ii high, TC"mp~r.)ture invcf"S)Of\S 
te1ttict vcn.lul 411f mhJt'IQ. whkh <O"l.l~ ~• \11\prf'Ccd drapk-1, to rt:!m.Ql/"l in D concentriltrd doW. Th,~ dc:111d an 
move 1n \olnptcd'k.u. c d'ltc:«lorn d1.1c to V'l<l li5-tlt ¥41.rio'bh.,,;,,;t"ld', ci:;i.rnman dunng 1,w,c,n.ion,. TCJTlpc.ro--.uro l~ 
;l;l(:I ch.ttO(tC'fi.r:ci<Jb'( tJKJ~"91llm.pc-r,11f_wr(jWjthlJltit~ ar,d iltC common on n,lght'\ wit>! li~tcd do'VCI tavet Dnd 
hq1'it ta no wN. Ti"q' b«:-9lfll tO for'tn M U"oC" 1i..1n ~cti •'\d cf-..tf'I COJ'li:.ar'I.L,c lr!to U," fflOC'rtiM,. ~ i, pmi::ncc win be 
lrtd':~tcid by grci~ ,og:~t if rog .-«Ott'~nt. rNtN-i.Gn'I (,VI :ah.obci lodcnufltal by~movcin,(!m of ~t.c 

i:~t_:~.;:,~:~)~~::~~i~::~o~:r:~~',~;= ::;:::d~t~~11:a,,:J:'~!~~~= 
qood~I .Mr muung. 

S.Mltf\leAntH 
The ~1kldc l't'W,l):t ol'\ly !tct ~pl)fJf'd Wf!t'fl ttl.e po1cnU.il fOI' dtitt to ,;idja(cnt ~tm)i tM .:tl'~.ts {e.g. rl!">id<!ntlal llrc01. 
bocf~ oJ w•ui t. W"-1\ h,,bi\4\ t« Wc~tcncd or C'f'ld.mc);etcd ~ non,t;>rgli't crops} i~ mi11im.>I (i.e... when wind 
111:11~,,-,~-41Yfl0ffl11'ic-llffllti"":l1'C~ 

USE INFORMATION 

G~l'll:II S i ~a b • C:01\'l,lli.l l'ic(blcide 1J\NII IDc.an-uot or ,i.ppo,,..,.,. bro.tf ,pNUtltn Q: t"mc-r9(!d l.Vl:!00\. Grumo11:onc SL 
> 01 ic.,n~,v.h ftloO"ft U'NII ;),ft~ 'WH'dt, - 1:011\. b,o,ldk~ ;tf\d Ql4I\\C), ond' :,.upcrnM."\ l)l!r1.."t'lnI,;1t Wl!l:!dl by d1Mroyll"M) 
l)J'('ell i'o~ G:~ SL 2.0un.ltl!.Dbci- ltlC"O ..tt. .;a.(lt"\l<Ql"ll.'t1cla1~1"1t.Jt t:i.a""'""'l 

Cir~mo11.one!'SL ~I) 15 f :i:mru.,t.Gtcd 11.-s ,> liauKJ"..._.f'1id'I a:11,t.,lm. 1 pov~ or auwc- 1~1c-Cfient ~• g:.111\on. The fo.-mul.a
:lof\ co11-t.:tM .i l"Offlo)O( adQ.r .:.nd ~ C:~.iC' (m agent wMd, ....U M..xc, ~~ if \lit:' o,gdi,o b -rwi>l lowcd). The 
cdOl II uidlJld~ lfl. :.hr torm,,,,.,tion to help p,e,,em .xcldc:/\t~ ~ 111 G,,intcnQf't- SI. l',0. 
Gr,,,no;.ont,::S.\. Q tl ,,,;i<Uy.,,b<o.rbftfbvcrtttnp~"ll ll\~~Ml.l\lll'i".art\wt: 1hc-pN.1(o~ii-..ot p<CM!~l!)~llC'f' 

i-:::,~~~~:~,~ ~~~0rJ:!;-~~==-~1~!~~~-:!::W!i::~ ?r:~~,:C:~1~::,!!~::~ 
dc!o4f,U1Gfl Gr.>mo-rO'lO SL l'.O ~ n.o~ .. ~ c-t1«1~~ d•ow,f\:'\lf"C(-u•:j W("i;di:, ¥1\."'C'Ch wiu, llllk!- !J'TM !ah\lrJO (· f:' -4 
t'Ml'Ntdot aa "M'C'd1J, o, JN11o•cwood.,-l:.:11t ot ~ tt'\ .. r\c Y.fl~ 

Cloy o1M orgamc mot1ar rapidly ti~ up G..-omoxo11c: St 2,0. A~ ,1 r~ult, Cirilmoxonc ~I 2 0 h.1'5 no rM!duat solt a-cti11hy 
1.0 affuct lo>k'4"-Pt£Jrrtcd cra1n qr l.:1~r 51C!rm1n1:1ting wcrl!d\. 

ROTATIONAL CROPS 
Al l r-crtatJoru1I Q""op.1, may b<i p!torm:id immcdiutely afu:!r the 1trSt :JPJ:iliart.ion 01 Gri111t1oxon(' SI.. 2.0. 

RAIN FASTNESS 
~ Gr.:imaxOf'CI SL i.o i~ r.ip idly ..:itt,,or~ by the 'NC'Od fol~. r.i'fl occ:urring 1!>-lD rrunut':'s or mote 4f\c:,
.applie.1tion wlll h.)v~no l!'tfecton th~ ~ityof Cr~mOAOttC st 2.0. 

APPLICATION 
S1ri<r. GtiJ'YICXOnl! SL 2,0 ,~ ~ cont,lct•ty~•~ ll~rbIm:le, ,1 I~ l!"~~l:!nti;,! to cb\,W'I c.ompl~tc covrr.:,ga of lM9't!t wr.l!'d\ to 9M 
900d cor1tro!. lmpropcr .:ippllc~\iOri 1cctir.iqw .and/or apptl<.;,UOl'I to l.ir91?.. "itc~-s~a. or mown w~, wm 11',\kllly ri:~~lt 
In v~/IC<.opt.tb.lo w1t0c:I co.ritrol .tl'ld 1.11\i1-CC.op1.:d:ilcrcr.:ip clt1\k t.1tiontdololii1-tion. Compl1:nc co11C1"09c i~ 1)!1.0 a~sor,:io1I for 
q,ood '-l'OP dit?SICC.oill10Ndoroli.l:\ion. Soi: dt>t,,il, b('IOW f-Of ~i:i«ir;c. Jl)tlliCMOUon iru;lruction\. 

USE OF A NOl<IONIC SURFACTANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE/METHYLATED SEEO OIL 
At-,ey,; a.dd GM of tho following tlilltu,e to ltU' onir or~ foOowing .)l t'O<Offltnc't'l,dod r.i\H wlU nKUlllt1 Nduc•d 
pltff~ o1 Gr.vnoxo,,e Sl 2.0l. 

Nonionic Sw1.ictant: For gralHld and .-xrial a,oplic.rtion. iJdd .ru,nionlc surla-ct.1nt contiJinlng 80% ar marl! u.1rf.J.re
actiw agent at• 111inim1.ITT1 cf D.25'¾ v/v (2 ~VfOO gill) otthC!"1inlsht>d ~rayvalumc. 

CJ'Dfl Oil Ci:incontro1tci~ Add ,.,,c,rii,t,y10WJC..i:;1op DJl-eor,,c.(•1'W4t(' orffl-4."l"'Yf,,),t~ ui<.ed o~t <Ofll,>111111:Q: IS.~ t:iprt111:d 

:~t;:i,;; ~:~~~ll;:! ~ :!:~!1
~:~

1
:: ~l:=:;1~,~t':~~p!;~t~~~~~~1~;~~~ 

hll/'IIM'l;iid. 
Ust> .an. -ldj1,111.:1rrt th;;i; ~,n the rc-quirc:ni.cr,u cf the Chc-mlc.>I Ptod1.1~r-s and Olstributcrs ~so<latio,, (CPD~ .a.ciju
..,.:,nt u-rt.iHcaticin pr09r.1m. 

N0221.E SELECTION 
The '-11.1! OI f~;~t~ l"Md~ wCJI te\,Y~ 11'\ U'II> fflOl1 ctH(!(tiv1:1 app1btioo ot Gr.am~JOl'lc Sl 2.0. Flood eoulcs .1rc:! 
grmctalty na\..n sood-H f1.:n faM'tlnllitithcy p,odget" largl' uru~vM, dro))lcts, The uic-of llood nonk-s. m.Y ft'Wlt in 

tC'<SIJ«ld Wff'd C,ewi\fol CU(' to lti1dc-0u.:no C"OWl(~CI. 

WHEN S.P-FtAYING us.s T"1AN ;,:o GALLONS OJ: SPRAY CA.RRIER PER ACR(I USE QJ~JI)'. FLAT FAN Noiz1.:~s AS ~(COM
MENDEDJN THC CHART aELOW. 

~blo 1. Noulesr Prcnura, ~nd Setup. 

'I SO';i "' ~ •. 
-~ ·~ ·. 

-. 



Flat-Fan Nozzles 
30% (60% Total) Overlap 

Flood Noiiles 
50% (100% Total) Overlap 

Using nozzles, pre5surcs,. or M1t.-ps dfff~ntntfrc,rn thll' a.bo1o10 <h.att will l't!SUh In lt!'ducod cori.trot. 

SPRAY CARRIER: 
AIWi1)'5 'IJSC? dct1n water (fr<:c of mt.Id or day), -clnar liquid nitrogen, or complotc clear Uquicl htrtil~c~-» Ulc e:ar
ricr when ~pril~ng GramoNon.e SL 2.0. Muddy wat(!'r. or suspcmi.on-typc fC"rt•l•iC"rs '°"t"ining day, C:olfl inilctiv.Jtc 
GrollmCAAQM SL 2,0, Nc1,1C!ri/St'SU~pl!n'5-1Dn•typt, fertillzt!tSCtM'lt.aiflir'lg <loly.,,. ciic ~,:ir.ay ,;.arriC1', ir i.,sing .;:i, (t>ITIAll'te Qqat 
liquid forbli'..:.ar containi~g high phosph.aw l-1111.r:!ls .:is lt'lc ~pr11y ,;.:irri~. alw.:i~ us1?thC! higher rirtu or Gramc~onc S.l 
2 O ,1M sutfacuint, 
Note-: Whqn 1.aing- liquld fcrtilla--rs such as 28% N ilS. a .~pr,ay Co1rrier, it is. importi:ln1 th.:it nonionic s.urfoclant stl~ bC!' 
u~cd wnh Gru1110:11:onc SL 2:.0, llq~id fen:ilizi, Ci]rricr,: ,;.:mrn;it ~\.lb,.T.i't\.lte ror ,wrfilcunt. 

RATES Of GRAMOXONE SL 2 .D 
Follow r;i,tr:s listed with l'.ach UK' or Gramc:11,cne Sl 2.0. U1e the :t'ii~hcr ltibi.!-1 r11te when weeds oll"ll den~e or l.argc. 
Ahc, u1e t,ig~ lDOO'I -rtate~ for harvc-st aid when uop 11egctotion isck-Mc. For broad.c:in .11pplicll,tiQn1o q.f Gramo~nc, 
Sl i.o with l)n.cl,tp:ack. spr&)'ef1. the aPPlicotion ratci mun not e11,ce«id D,50 lb .a.'iJA <onl! -ti;uart~ i.i tJ min-imum of 30 
g;1l]cms cit 1ipr.iy solution per aa-t!, 

SPRAY VOLUME 
:FollQW minimum s.prily ~Jumcs lin&?d with e~di LJ!iC of Gr.amo.lonc ~l 2.0. Thcs-c .ire l'l'lh'llmYm valumc5- or,(>'< .arid 
!!.pr.1y voh,mt11 'ihoLlld b1! iricro;i,5ed as ric-ccnar;o to ob1.iiin compl-titc co~rt19e or thil' to.r"gt!'t ~d or plar,.t without 
1'unoff from the folia~o. 
WHEN SPRAYING lE'SS THAN 20 GALLONS or- SPRAY CA-FI.AtER PER ACR.t:, TAA.aITW!EDS. SHOULD NO"l" EXCEEC 6 
INCHES IN HEIGHT. 

APPUCATIOPHIMING 
!iramo,ione 51. :z_O-sl-K,uld her ~FIJIIHCld to C!Sfll'rgl!!d weedi. whan th11y illl"rl "mall. Wffds 1·6' inchos In hc-lght AJ"e the 
ea,icsi to control. Uirgll!:r wef!ds may be mo~ difficult W ~wl. Wl>~ weak h;tvc br.:icf' "Jf.,ll);'C cir l'T'lO~ tliu\ 
rcmoll'l:,g mi.,ch of tt'lt> 9rcc-n fo,li~gc_ bl low the w<:cd~ to r c!}r(l'll,I IO,o~l9r,\oi ::t ,. ~,~ c-~ bi:- fO~)i::(;))'Ll"I!) 1r P,O\\iblc. 
Simi!11rl};. wh~ foragt- ot g-r,a,in cro?~ t,a\ra b'l!tti hurveltetd p rla: !i:, ,,.,..:rrV'lg. ~ prC'k'.tn. I.fl W f~d wi:I a.lie 
h.avt- bl'.!t:n wL To iJllaw fo:r odcquiltc !3r~ri fol~gc to rl!m~ r, on wecd'S- in th,~situ~tiM, rial~e cutter b<HS a~ t,jgt, ,u. 
possible- from thl! grc,.uncl tti c-.il st-.ibb!i: ar,d weeds .;i.t /J gte.Jter height 

BURNDOWN Of GRASS COVER CROPS OR VOlUNTEER CEREALS 

ENV$RONMENTAL CONOITIONS 
Gfamoxonc.? SL 2.0 is i,ctiw ove-r a wide- r.onge -a( cnv•romncnUll condr:.iorw. Cool we.atl,er {below SS•) will ilow the 
.octivi~y of GramQXO!'lc SL 2.0, ,u will cloudy, or.-el'Cil,st V'IC"Athrrr. b1.rt will no"t ;i,{iea perlcrmt1rtCll'. 

SPOT SPRAYING 
Whr-n only '!imw-11 an:.11~ i>fc 10 be SPfilyC'll with l.ibdcd .:ippliccl'tions. It!!. adv.lnt119co1.11 tc. mf,: im,111 qu.<1-ntftie,. of 
(irilml0.ll0r,c SL :;i.e. TQ ilid in muling o;m.Jll q1.iuntiti~~. the- r0Uow1ng t.ibl<! ~hOl.lld b~ coruultcd. 

:.-:f · • ~-;:;:t 1;~r .. ~;_ ...... 
1>: ~·f;.~, ~;~t , .. ~-~ ;,, ~:• 

,., .... ,:- ·-,-' :'l~-~-~'T; 
~~- .::,. ·.· ,_. 

AMolys add 1,J.1.r.z fl oi: of .ii n011iar,1c: wr1;;;ict.xrt fo,r ~.aic.h gallo-n of,-pray. Wht!1"'1 s.pot:!.pr.1yin9 mthi1 manriC"r, spray 
10 thoro1.1qt,ly we~ ,tic f0lii1g~. b1,1:t rtot ;-Q 1hi: palm. cl runoff. 

TANK MIXING FOR IMPROVED BURNDOWN OF OIFFICUlTWEEOS J\NO RESIOUAl WEED CONTTCOL 
S11"'°1o")TIIU'M'~c hih1blt.orH1:1~ 
DilfkQf; ~ c.:1 ('1 Ofi'll'O -tic Cont/Ollod' b'.,' ton O'lbu~ G1omoxon,c Si. 2.0 with othcr hcrbidd~ Th(.! ~1ddiUO.r, 
o.t ,hc,1 ~.do-1 wi'l.ld'l Q~ •lf.o, pho~thettt 1tih,b-ltaf't {1'$1) W!l:I Jl-o,.wi tM aolvily of Grnm0:ict:1~ SL '..O, .:illowing 
Gri>moi,;o:ne S\. 2.0 to 1tO'cl~hly dku'Cbuu:- lt.'<ll f wr.h.l,, the V~-LNI r~r. Tlil? rq.i;uiu~g level o( ca.rrtn:il 1~ uwally 
~ro.111.E?t th.tin ,t elflllfflO~ !tt. 2.0 wllSHl7kd ;>lot!C'. 

Gramm:onc- SL 2JJ m.::ay be o1p.pliC'd 1n t.lnk mlX-..llfc wi~h the fellowing PSI hcrbic.ldcs: 

AAttC!:11:dD lierblCJde 
Atrazine 
Bl~Mognum• 
IJieep 11 Magn11mf.l :Hctbiclde 
Oi~p tit~ ll Magnum® Hodric1dl'.'I 
eouru:la~~ 6,StC Herbicidi;.
c:.inopy<I~ Hcfbicide 
C;:iparl).!614L H~rbictclr 

C.:itora.nVII ~leirblodc 
loro~ Herbkidc~ 
loro,i; Plu:!,U' Hcrbl-Cldc 
Pdnccpe Mcrb1cid1?1 
SCnco~ HC!rbicidc 
S.tnb.t.ird~ Hcrbicl-Oe 
Spikti® ~rblcid~ 

Ref.er to re~pca.i..,e prod~ 1.mcm,> 1ar ril13- ar .:ippliGiltion., di~tiori'i for 1.1sc, llmiutfOl"l'S,, aii;t1011s .1nd for;:, li.i;1 cf 
~i:!dS COl"ltf011cd, 

lmprovod Woed Control with PSls 

Controf o! d.i1'f1c.ult wcl!'ds li~tt!1:I bc-low,mcl ar,nual gr.as5 umtn::il will be enhilncC!d bytht> il'ddition of a PSI htrrbicidc, 
For be~t rn!,Ult:s, a '5-cc.ond ;i,pplic.:itia11 i!I neicdl'd, 

llarnyardgra'S-.i; 
Elro.ild~111 s1gn..:ilg!il5~ 
Che<l1gr;m. 
Cock.lel:n.ir 
Fc'l11 Panic:um 
Giant Ragweed 
l("otwc1!d 
Koc:hiil 
L.lmb~quMter~ 
MD\'l'a (Chce5cweed} 

Horsc°""ood {MiHC!!itaaJ 
Momingglory 
P1mfl\)llva,riia Sm.tirtwc-cd 
Pcrr:nr,,i,11 Weo-ds (supp,c!i~ion cr,I~} 
?riddy 1cttucc 
5eidgc'5 
To1n"Symus.tard 
V~N'1!1lcc'.tf 
volunteer wheat 
Spiderwort 



Improved Control of P'ofcnnial ,ind Annual Broadll;'laf Wcads 
Vlbm lk"'tt'llriill' I bf~df,si{ ~ fLld, ,,s ca~ V'ldtiC. b!t'~oel. d:wtdc:IIO't. (1,C,. OI G ffkl.11.t to <on-~ annu.:tf 
~~.,, ~ w..(h .,,, ~r:t r~ o,r fflM1'1f"1,9lDf'i .:ir~ prC1-Ct1t tl>l"l.t "'6JLOt. wtttt i .a.o 1!1.1.('' {Lo,;,, Vol:r.de).. 
2_6.0 9, 0•1'~. 9.IJW~i-. c r Ar..«.,,<" ~(c IOOC,1~ will help lfl'IOtO'rll' (Onilul. t11nk t:'\Wrg -:hG .im/na f 01mr,1bUon 
of l.4-0 W\O"I Gt.amC,Jml'IC Jl 1,011",.iy tn t.1 1T iii. r('OV<t:'d g r,tn control. 

Order of Tank MiJting 
lri geri.cral, Grumoxone SL 2 0 tank mixes with ci1.hC!r produro sl-iould b~ mixt!d a~ follows; 

t . FiU si:ir.ay unit 11'l full wrt.h dl!'an wJtcr or other ,1ps.m:ived c..Jrrleon '5.uch ,n deoo1r liQuid ft!n llitcr. 
2. Md nonionk n1rf.)Ctam to u,nk 
3. 14:!gin unlt agi\.:IUO/\ ,and contin1.1rthrot.>ghl)l.lt fflWng and spr,1yin9. 
q. Alid dry formul.itioM ~ OF, rlt.} to toJnk. 
5, Adi! »quid formulations {SC:, ec, L, ~c.) to tonk, 
6, Add GramoxQr,e Sl. 2.0 to tank, 
7, Add ccop oil coocen1r.ate er mt!tli)'lau:ic:I 5~d oil to t.rnk w~uireo rK'C'd-l!d. 
8 ,:jlt t'l!'ITkli~dl:!r of sprnv ank.. 

Alwwys refcr10 l.ibcls of othL"f' pc:iSticidc- produce. forml:r.l n 51 direction-. and pn,c..:iutiom which may d!tfcr from thciie 
O\ttlincdhi,.rc. 

Smee rn.1riy o1' "tlit' tw-f'bici~ listl!d en tt,ii. lob~l .art' .wailobte in u:!\lcr.11 t)'Pcs o1 formulo>tiar,,;, rt I) a.dvi\.lb\e 1.0 
perform ii 1a:r tefl tc check pt'iy,.ic.al compatibility, 

PRECAUTIONS ANO RESTRICTIONS 

EQUIPMENT/CONTAINER 
•~ tiff \J>("l' equi~ w!U\ w;nc, ~tt« IJ~ ~h. day. <.ramo~~ Sl 2 .0 K cott~ to o'JluMil'luM. Alummun\ 
)PfllY llq11t~nt .arid ak,.l"\lnvm alm.>ft ,ttve\vfc-i tt'IA1 arct 1tAOCffCI ta 5.Pf4')' soha lor'I or ~p(ay drift. should be 
OW'redt'lOtoughly wtth M,e-r IIM'lc.-dta:oty.=rttct ~ . 
1n dry o1 reo,-u.du,t ~t,rrcd up by h,~i, winds or cqu1prnen1 ii res c;in coat wr-r.d or pl;i,nl l«avcs. c1ricl rl?ducr. Cir-'lmoxQnr: 51. 
2.0 <Ktlv1ty. A11oid app1y1ng Grnmoxonic SL 2.0 In cxtreomely du,l)' a,r,,dlt!on.\. 

LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS 
• For CGttOr, )i.;irY(!i"t A id: Co t1ot pasture II\IC'1tock in tn:crt~ fields orf~ trc:.ncd foliage. 

• 00 NOT US-I! ilround t.ame go1'dton-s_ u.tioolt.. r~Dtionol p.>rlu. M pl;iygrovnd,. 

• 11"1 pr~ntimd pra-OfTU.•rg.encc (tothcuop) IAC'l. do flDt ;apply to ~ i'5 lacking d il)l n'l.ll"l~.11,, cg., Pe.rt, mL>Ck, pure 
s.1nd., art11iQ,:i.l "l~ntlng media. 

• Seedbeds ilnd p!.antbcdt.'iliould ht' form-l!Q as far 11ht!.:id ot pfonting arid trcatlf\Cnt.it. po~s.iblc to p~rm11 m,11:t1m1,1m 
weed and gr,m, cimcrgcna> pnor 10 trc.atment. 

• To rcduc<? germin.n.ion ot m:w w~eods, s~«lirig or tr<1rnpl.::1 ntlng should b<1 done! with ,1 minlm\lm .:imoun1 of ~cil 
d isturb.inc.<'. 

• Cit~mexGn<l St 2.0 -.rted fot t:ir-o,,Z:sm W.,C-C-C control o-rt-r the to~ o1 ttt.Htic: mulch m.,y dilm.,gc ttilmpliln:s whkh 
Co.'T'ol: f " cen..xt wttfot ~ pbUic. ~Hldcm r.ninfall or Sl)rioklor rr rig.afam ta tll!JSC w<>s~oH prior ,o p1.antirig may 
be- ~dt-d to ~c-.---em d•fftl;11 to il'i(-c,-oo 

• Weeds wt1d gr.isst!s em<lrging .;rf;('r o1ppli<oticn of Cira~onc Sl 2. I) will nat be <ontrol!c-d or wwrc11cd. 
• Ur,lns r;1d,-onvi~ lr,dic.1t(!d, crop pl.:i.n1s (!mcrg.r.d ,,t -:imc of •s:ipllciltiol"l rr,.ay be ti:111:'!rt'.ly 1njiJrcd or ltillcd ir con-

t4<ted b)I !.Pr¥ oi Gr.l'n'ICXOl'te SL 2.a . 

PARAQUAT-RESISTANT WEED MANAGEMEJ"T 

~: ~~~~i:=:.i,~~~~~t~l~~~= ~~~ ~~!~::~~1:7,~aw1! 
CCI-NMiGM. lC a jtJc,nJo.t, of IO\li1,lll'I\ 'M"llth, Cl;Mlh ,Qiffll'\CUT'lie.P,iK\IC<:'I ttC\iea IN: hlu,u~ '111\ ccih.Utt ( ~ 
l>O?tii.t!C)l'T1; 'hiO dc~.04'/WI Ul1"9rG!d~ ,•Mgffl a.1ci lri~ to ffl,l,n.ag-c,1.11:t1 problem Wt!m\.. 
The actl~ ln9r,C!dl~nt in Gt<1rnoxO:nt' 51. 2 o ls i:i.ar,,qu;i.t,. ii mc-ch.anl\m oi actJon Group iz tie!fbi(:ic::kl, whic!i int,lbiu 
Pt,oto~,ttc-m J. 

vi.thin the USA.,pc<llli: blotf'PC)of II numlx! r i;;il spccie!S. 1ndud1ng t,o_rs.t!wrc:dJmarV51,,1il (CcnyLo1 ca~dL'MJ.Si. h.'.lh'Y 
nr:.,!J.tc,c (CG:,y.1;> Mr-"tA"m-r.:l. 90=,:cgr1n.s {£/r:u,rnc: indic~} .a11d Amt-f~ ,;in bli!d nio~• dc ('Sal.mum .)mt'f'7Uf)Um) 
M'llo b,c,comci t~'l4f\t to oa,~t. 

.Generµ) ort□ciPl~c.rb:id~.~JSJ.P.n.c.~ 
Apply lflti?gr.11r:-d vire~ mtu,ogemen.t p1oJrt1cc-~. u~ rnul11Pl1! hl'rbicidc med,anrims of tic.t lon wfth ~ r!11pping 
wood '(pr ctrum~ in ro~tia:in, Jt!~~n<C!'!i or mixtures.. 

lheo ttiv fr.Jlwc-cihcd tmrb1cide rate arid propt?r oppliC.iltlon tim1n.g fot"the t,,udcn to conlfOI wcl'!d :-.padcs pr('ser,1 
iritt,cflctd. 
S<:out fi<!I~ :ihl'.lr hc:rbici!X' up plication to cruurt! <ontrol hm. bcc:-n .1diic:vc:d. Alolci id ,l!lo,o,,)ng W<!cdi, to Ctj>roducc by 
,c:-cd or to protitcr.rtr ~i'-'<'ly. 
Monitor ~te and ~art cquipm<lnt ~~en i,rtn. 

fQu!JJ.!llJ..\ll.~~~'-'.~t2mi.d.iu..~~-(~ 
5tart: with ,o <l,e.nr, fiC"ld <1nd control~~ c-Drly by using. .a bumd0.,.,.., treatment ar bll:igc- in com)lir-.-11tia1"1 vvtth il 
prccn,rr9er,ce lt-~idw:il herbicide iH opprop.h.:Jtc, 

Ow culturwt prncti1:C!s, sud, a,; cuhivilt1on .inci o-ap ra,ation. wherO -'PJ:lf09n.lte 
~ grxid <1gr011omk principle\ th.at eonh,i:ntt:c er~ competitiW?nC!'S-1. 

COf'ltnct Vour '°'61 ot~siotl (pcci.alis,. 1;crt1ficd c,op .:u:tvuor. o'Jf'diof m.:inuf ac:urcr for h<.!rbidck rc!iist'1n«- m•l'lc)9~ 
mcnt and/or i n1cgr.it.cd Wt?Cr:I man.,gemcnt rl"COmff'lcrn:latiom. far ~pWfic cro.:,1 itl'ld resis.t.or'lt werd b.otypc!,. 
Sl.nCI!' ttic otcum:ince of rn,;ist.1in1 weeds i~ diHicult 10 dcteet pnor to 1.1se, Syngenta. accept~ nl) li.ibifrty !ar arry lo,;1c1 
1hat mo.v nnult from the f:111ura of Gro1mcx.ono SL 2.0 to- c0nt101 re1.l,t:int wi:-c~:h. 

APPUCATION l~STRUCTIONS ANO CROP USE DIRECTIONS 

The followlng t.iblC'!. indico1te ti~~ ratc:os. mlr,imurn spr.ly YOlumc,., prchu~ in1<'1'Y'1li .tnd other a'irCC iom 
,;pccif;< to e.ir=h <rop.. Rcud •nd loUow dir11l.'!i°"~ C.ucfullv 

-.. 
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Table 2. New Seodlings - SllJ)prQS-S.ion and control of broad'k?of weeds and grass.os in nC?w ~tfalfa 
SOQdlings grown for hay (Cali1orni.:i o-nly) 

Do 1'10t r.<S,C the 8,0 fl oz rate urilas:r, the 11lf.Jlfil hllS Gt lt"llst lttifQli.!lt-1:' ]C!{.IV\'.!); t,iC! 16.D fl oz r.alt> unli:r,;;~ th<: rJlfolt.i fiil'-
6 trifoli,1tc lcave5; or r,rt,es Q)'.i;:t.16.0 ii Q.l ur,lc~s. there lire 9 trifo/i;itc> lcrJ\1'1?1. 

RESIN SOAKING 
P,ries (Lob lolly, St,or,;leo,d, lcr,glc..1-f, Slash, Virg1r11,1, Pal"'d, Pitch, 1:1nd S~rucc Pinc;:o,) 

Troe'Stolenlon- Scl.r:,ct trel?5-l(I be tre,1t('d from11.l!,nd1. on '\it~ naot wbjiOCt 10 ,OC!'riods of fllmc>mc drought ~VC%.J~ 
the dc:,sh:Cilting l!ffoct of Gr..:11TI01ton'I! St 2".D to pinl:!S. i~ .:iccttntu.:itro during ,1.11:.h p(!riod~. ~1,~ing .J reduct.Jon In the 
.Jmour,.t of olc>orcsir, depo5i1cd ir'I tht? xylem. Scl1K"1 tfC!<!S. to bC!' trnatt'd !tom vi90rous., non~1/lgl"l:i.tcd -:.t.ar-1d,, citli~r 
n.:rtur.::il or p~nt(!d In •ttf!lnilt11d tt..:irH:11. r;ir commcrci.11 t1mbl"r ~to1nd~, pl.iln trc-;)tif"lg with Gro1mo~n1? ~ :z..o net 
moncrthan thr'"c<!yo:!,a!'i.illter <11<:rJrn~rr:1.ll thirlrii;-;9. 

Appl(t;.!Ptlon Dln!'ctlons-ApplyGrolmoxcncSL.?..O dilutcd'. lf1 watl'.!tto .l'iUitilblc wound ir. tt,c trccttunlttc bririg ~h-1? 
trl!a~ml!n.t into cont,r)C't witli 1ht! xylom (~pwood). 

l!t.\ric 'Svc-AD 0< Cl1m Thi\ l'j'~ ci f WOl.i-i,d k maatl 1,1\j·ng. .:i ,-\Qnd';ird or 101,o.ry t1.:11'& h.u) Of"il (1'1,J! l,n~wd'i,pplnp ':00! 
c-m:p!OylJd jn n..:,.~ ~Cl/"Ci wor '1.0- rc,.,,c,.,~ a i.lnQlt- l •inc:tiw'do )\Tcai: ,ol tur\-.i'boi.H 1•2 it hQl'III ~our,d fev11l1 Tlt~ 101 litrNth ~(I Ml ~ 'h ~ ~ ltN- c,ro.lsru'eta>,UL Mu~i,pl• <ttte.:.li;\ c.t CU1'1'. (.l.r, _,.~11 •P'I M11f1:1U1 ;ffdl_1,11;~ 

:.:;,. t~S!tr::~t=:~t!~::w°!i~: ~!!.~.~~::!~! 1~~;! ::;,~~ ~,n~~'.;'::' ~~ 
o! ,-11.W rt";Ctuttrd &IC'!'.CI.I~ dr~S Dl"I Utm- wtliffill:rCOCI! .ond tN' l~1:1ih cf M o,r ,t.rn:a~ ( lt1 o t d,~ilQ1'61'!«'}r Fof 
u ~-incll du>me(ct nee, 3 ml oi 5pril)' will caver tM 1-inth wld~ '5'iJC!ilk. U~ng 3 ml or a) or 6¾ Gr.:im0.11or\~ SL ?..0 
~olution wjlJ re5.~lt in apcUcatian of 60 er 1;!D mg. Gr<1max0nc, SL 2.0 pct :s.tr,:,;:i)r;, 

Time- ol Treotm~nt: Resin so;:iking CoJn occur frca1'1 trc-nmmrt,- m.:id11 ,1ny time of th~ ye.Jr; how~vN, cool sc,,11-on 
uc-atmcnts undi:-r no!'lcfroug~t rondrtiom k.lsui111y r~u!t 1n less. <;evi?r<! prl"le bC!.MEc, il'lfestilt1ons ,1nO lengc-r tree li!e. 

'"'~ Oel'Wft'Pll n-e~~t and T,- ~lhci k, \e;rvb! ~ ;,g-ci!,twtion of Ci1,u11cn'ffll;" Sl ,.a .ind u~ 
~IW')-\~\d 1:1,a • ,i,/r,imu.,m ol & tn0ffl.tn Q,,d :>tafvt~ (tom 1~~ mwtth,,. l~ t-1V.11i ot Dli'Vf Iii m,gndn rmr n~ 

~i==~l.~~:m~~~:=~~=-~;i:~~';~~r=.=:.~!~11~r"J~-~~~3. 
tlon of~ .Kflt:-"' lfuuc,, : .:rd'!JC'r 'UUIJ!o l~ df'tl.rctl ~ m~\lng. ~ on1,1r, •1'49 k fl"..ote' tDcely .;t Ngl'w't-00\.llt:e r;1u•, .. 
Eff(KtCn'I S\J;ln, Ci,,Owtt,: Gt ,uncMqflc: SL 2 O t11?i1.trricri~ (jj,.'l rcs~lt ,n rt!dut~d ,tern C_Jrowth dlJrir,9 r~~ •nlcrvo1l ~twt:"-i:r• 
~i:.31tffl<!l'lt IOnd trN! h:JtYe 

•• •• : • \ 1°, ~ ·1,--:Dil.rtlion:t11;tir-tJor:Grd~•:Sl.'.l.lfQ..."OJb"uUon1)tY,~ldn):. •· ':f..::: · ~ -; 

~=t~~T ~-_, 't~ . "~}~~-~~~~,~~~~l1 ~3 .. , 

_;";_·.... .. · ... ,i ... /1. 
,.·.;: ,, :· =· •• ;-';,,_'.:, ... -' •. . .. _.:,.-;· .. ,,;· -: .... ; 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Co not c:anumiNtl!' w.rtcr, rood. or foC!d by nor.age or dispo~I. 

Postfdde Storage 

Posticidc O~os:al 
Pnt,Odo, w.11:0t Me .iiwti!Jy MllrdOL1. lffif~ d~ ol ~ pc:'J.uddc. .\pt.:11 m:l.d1.1rc, « . ~to o. • 
'ollolotion cf ~.\I L•w~ 1r ,~~ w:i~n C4N'Ot ix. d'"d4Xncd ct by, v<e: occo•d•~ u, &.a~J Wu,,,ttlo,,,,. COfltMt 
~ S1a1e ~dddt: ot (tNl(Ol'\11'1('1\'1~ (.ant,°' Aljc:rq,, Cf \ht' tt11Md'Oln W,m~ fOS)tC\Cflt.J"J l'I' .a,t U,c- I\C'afffl (P.\ 
kc9i 0t'loil ~kc fot 9'-ld.a«(!, 

Container Hat"ldling (h,s,- than ot oqutal to S g;iHon~] 
Hon,-rdll•bk wm.ttntl. Oo no..rc,."\C' or (irhU ,t,l-., c.ont.1t.mr* 'l'rip,h: ri~ tont.lll tntr Coc'C'ct\llv,k-111) p, ompUy- ahc:t 
om~~gJ Tcfd~ tlnwi ;,s foUOW\: fmpty 1he C'C'fl'l.1,n'(ISII (11'1'\tCt\U !11to .tppll(i:,lJOn ~,P1"1C1'1 0111 mlt un. an.d 
drailn tor JD\ftllrtek #ftcr1M ffow btglm toddF- , · thc,contolnef' 1/• f J~,,.,at('f it:r.td 1C<,OP, Sh.tlca fOf 10 
i('O)C)dJ.. Pow' MJGW ln10 opoltCil:mn c,qui~ or a mf.1 UI/\\ or itDrO nmou for fa~ vsc 0t dhpowl. :>rWI 

!~1:b:~=~~ ~~J~ !~~~c~~~~!;°~11:_r:~ oZC:p~~d~~'::J 
by sc.ne arid loc.at audlorrti~ 

Cot,tair'lot' HandlLl'lg [groater than S goltons - mini-bulk.l 
N"oiwcfi:ff;:b!-, Cc,,n"_.fncrr~ Do mt ,.C\rk Of :dlll tt,r,: ~Ulin(1; iripk! rln.c (gm.ii c-r (or- ~1o1•vil1Cfli) PfD1'1'tptl)' 
•ftcr it!"'1£>tr!'""-0 , irk>k: tink: °' fol~ Cm~ ~ ~m.1Jl"i.~ tor.tt'l'tG irtto •polk,.)~oa C"Qui:pmol"t 011> rn2.c 1.an1',. 
F1ll U!C; co-n:o1fn.w ''-- h,JI wfth ""-'ttf' tile~ and tit,tr.cm dowf"l:i. ii;; tOf'luiiMr on t'., Yd~ J.r:d roll It bad -1J'ld 
f ofU't,. qr,(\llft~ l1t ~ one Ulrr\Ofctr ,~ofw!.iot\ tor JO 1-C'<Of\ck.. S1.al'O th(' <OPlllintr OC'I It, c1'd :.nd tfo It~ 
1t'ld fort~ 1.CYOr.af ttl'DC'L 1\.im iii-a contalt'tC't' O\ler o.n.ofo other end .r,c ~ip h. ~ :md •~ t-c,C"t:tl ; itJ"C'). £maw 
th<! rin5o"1te inta appllC81lon C't:lUipment or ll mill" t;ank or store rinHte for IJCcr w.,e Of disi:;iosat R-cipc.rt thit procc-
durC! twc rnori! times. Thl!f'o oricr for recycling if .av~H.ible ar S:,unctur.o .and Diipmc of in t1i ~anit,1ry landfill. or by 
inc1ne-ri0:tioti, or by othcr pr-aceduri25 .:rpPtoved by runt! ..ind 1ot4! a,.nhorrtl1?s. 

C.ontaiM-f 1-iandling [grootcr tt,,o.n 5 gallons• b1.,trk] 
krfill.lblc contlinl!r. R.ftfi ll ~Ns cont.Im~ with pt>Stic.icil! ~ 0e f\01 ~ ~ (Of1tti•u::, fDt .tray-ot.heot i:;i.,rpo,c. g:=~= ~~~iriJ; ~:~:=~Io~ :::: ~a,:;:;:~~'r~~=~·f~~oc:! ~~f:,= 
Nl'lp:1 lhi: ,i:m.,:f!lng <.Ot1;,(fttl, frc,n ~1, "'"'°'~ lmo •PP'bb«t ("Q.ulp:nffl\ or mbi u~ ~11 tho con:11:nct, 
o:!towt 10 l)c:ltttn. t~l-wilh w.attt, A9ru-.cvl.gorOW1 or ,i:dtculO.ti:~·w- wTlh lhc ~mp forl INtw~ Jlou, or 
pump nnsatc W'lto applie->tiori. ~uipment or rlr,siltt:1 coUertio,.. 'S)'Sll!l'rl. Repa.:at thii rlnSing pr0cedur<i two more 
ti Mm. Then offer for r~cydlng i{ a1,1;11if;a.bh! or p1,1r,cturt? .11'1d dis.pos" c1 in ..:i ',ilflitary Landi Ill, or by lncinC1'at1Df'I, or 
by other pr'0ct!durt-s. approirod t:ly ,-ute.:ir-.d loc.>I .1111:horit~. 
For hclp with uiy ~H, lciJk or fire involvingi thf~ m•n~r.ai. cnll 1-BOO-.aa:-8372. 
CONTAINfJt rt NOT SAK FOR FOOD. F££D OR ORINJCtNG WATI:R:, 

Mtn:r'!', Atnbi.J\.°\•,.lh(C";t ~..:tgN.rn8. efu.p II ~,t,Qf'lum•. OfC'CP t.lte 11 Mo;:n.-m~. Bouni::i.1ry41D 6.5EC. 
C..llJ\tcff. C.p;uo]O, Oovdt1oi-. t>w:f ~1,1n,O, Gt.Dn'I-OtOn~ SL2.0. ~tO. Karn~. le,~, ~m.a~(n~~~:~;rJ=•='°· ~MAU.iANCE fl':A>J'.C 7 
.u" r.11ocm,a,rb o, .ii S,,ngcrt1,o Cirowp cc~ J 
Af(d~f.:atoGD trili:lem.:irk of C~r'0'~.1gri. Inc. 

Authcrity®, C,lnopy0, H.crmonyP.I Erua, Geminis. ICarmcxl!D, Krov.1r&, l.itle~. Lorm1,fll, LorDA Ph,,s1"'", Si.nbilre, 
Velp.ird. ilnd Vltor,.~ 1f.xl~m.-,rks oi E. I. i:111- ?0/"tl de:: Nemou~ & Com~ny. lf\C, 

Sala~. 0£/!9, Oroppfl. HQ(llonG, ~,cp'"' and ~ u,1dcm,1rlts of 8.>y~r CropScicm:e: 

Bil-nvcf«', Bn■ ;r.1~1 doritv&. 011tinct®-. Fromict«', Gua,dsm.,~. M11rl('Sffltlf'I~. P,ra,,,,P, PtJN.uite~ ,1nd 5tep:cr41 
tr,1dc,n.,"')fks of aA.SJ= Ag Product., 

Buto11on~ .ind Cator,,1nt, tr.:rdcrn.:rA.s of M.ikhb:!thim-Agar; of North America, Inc:. 

Butyr,;:ic_Q 1rodcm;)r',. of Agr! St.irlAlbaugh, Inc., 

Comm.1r\dff v,1~m.1rit of FMC: Corporut1on 

Cotton-Prc9 •rid Mc!!ur(ln{jD t,-,df!1'1'\,;lflu oi Griti'in UC 

Ocg ree" .. , C~rcc Xrr"'""'· .:,~ MamcssQ!I tradem.1r!o af Motrsilr'rtO Ag,io.llturo1i ComtJ,,lny 

Ett,cphor'III ttild~o1rl c1 M•O'O Flo Cotnpany LlC 

Fole:xl!I- tr.)demart cf AMVAC Ct,omic.il Corpcr.,,i°"' 

Fimr.rtc-••. Fultil'J\c''", Go:s1 1
• . SpiJi:utll, o1nd Surl'ID"n* tt;idcmil-rb of CcwAgroS:cicncC!!. 

H.,n,ild!!8 tr.id~m.arlc of Un,rcy.al Qw,nlC<ll C.omp.,ny 

C2016 Syngcm..a 

1V1,1nui~ctur11d far: 
Syng~t.1 Crop Protl?ctiOf\ UC 
P. O Box 18)00 
GtCC!'(l~Oru. fllot"lh <:arolin.:, 27419-8300 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
DUETOACl/TETO~CITY 

FOR AfTAlt ~E TO ANO U~t ONL "f' B'I" CE'RTlFHCD APP\.1CATOR".; OR PFASOhlS UNDER n-tf.lR CIAF.CT SLJPFRV!SJON 
AND ONLY FCJ.t Tl<)SE USES c:cvr.AEO BV THC CCRTll:IEO APPLICATOR'S CERTIFICATION. 

CROUP WE'RDK: 1.0£ 

~Gramoxone·s 2.0 

Herbicide 
A Weed, Gr,)"- .and HliNr.t Aid 
~ictant/Drfok.lnl Hi=rt:111:.iac 

~· 'Nt'l'I/ ·~·~· l!.l'~C~to.Nd .tt1, 

g.,..•~•"h 
~ "2.~ 
~r,1m1;1agl'ICI :.L i,c ~oni.w,1 ,10 pc!Wf!O\ P'"'JCl~l ~UUI'! 

"''~ki~ .. 2.1~p,,i""""""~~c1(J.Ollw. 
c.,-.-SllC(Ol\1.o,-~llNI ........ I~ 
l~(c,.i,ditya 

KEEP OUT Of REACH 
OF CHILDREN. 
DANGER / _Q_ 
POISON ~ 
PELIGRO / 
VENENO 
\~u,-.,J,t..•::&111&-"'-'•....,..,, ...,w 
•ff---•'6Jt",-1A..,,.., ,~~ ..... 
..-.~~--,--~ 1.i, ... ai,.11 nat..:c-"'1.4.,f'4,11.1, •~.,;..,.~ 
.. _.__ ?:i~ll.~1";t./,."""""""'"'~ 
::~~Tl~:.;:,,t~t~.::~ 
¥Pu._..,, ,..""',........_" ,-...,_...,. 
~ l ':1!1"Qlot\11 ... ~ .. ...., f dN -... ,._,-.~.~~-,~~;r.w•"""'N...,..,, ~.,,, .... ..., .. ~ ........... ,..,,.r.,..,,~.,., ...... 
,,.,,, .... .,..,., ,1111...-.u..,~.~~ 
VII" .. .,t,r-..r.....,...,.""""'"'.,.11;~ 

~-----------, _...,1,1..,-,..,...,,.1f"'l\-¥"...,...\iPb;:~ 
AGRKULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 

.,. tt.. ~ ~ ,,~'-I\,..~ 
J<O~,tii.wc~,,,.~,~~a-.~, 
111 .... r u ac..aw..1 .,. """"'·~· 
~ .. W~"" """ ' lir~_,r;. .. •ltl'IM 
\rtfcm-.:.t,,_j_t loro .Joo.ttr,.,.1r..--,d 

• lftvtlll'Uflffl)rODO,DlNIC0.0TMO _., 
• lf.~Ul.lAU"'1MCOIATtACl"IOMAS 

PIIUOILICD IN~AID UATtMCh'T SY~ 
MCl'IICLOHGtONIOMl'itl.\. 

• OONafltSCClllftt)Ulli10lMOlJNl)ntf.HOML 
• DONOTllMO\t£CDNTt\lT1UQnr011 

1111110:DIAUUSI. 
• THI: 00011 DP TNS f'IIODUCT 6 MCllll fH( 

AWITIM<i MiCNT WHIOt HAS UHi 400CD, NOf 
fll0MMIACW. 

1,(-~\lJ.OINI\IIC~IIWloqo•lt 
:r.,~nol • Syl\l)l'l'IU, G,o.i~ Com;u,l'lf 
gJg111~~ 

~~111Nfur 
~~\,l(rooho"'<l~.Ll t 
,.o cc,, lllOD 
l;rttfflOO'O.I«: n41'H)QO 

SCP 14l1A•L iF 111S 4074780 

2.5 gallons 
Net Contents 

"""...i....,.,_ '--•V'Nflll\~.,_ 
• ... ~""" ...... IM. ~• a..odff'WWff•-·" 
~ · ~51~ 1,• 11!'1,11"""~ 
1<r#t _.. .. ti.~ .,. ...... q ...... ., --~n..,.,,.,.-..,.'\f'llil_...., .. ,~.--..o.-"".,,,,,.~" ~ ... ........ .... 't..,.,,.,...,.,.,_ 
t \,C:w •~~ •~019'l,.;,AI ,•c,, 
(. • ...,.-,cW"'r"•NHi>'".th~,.j, i, 

'0-.oa.,;. ~ .. ~,l'IJ.,tl~---. . 
.. t.t:.""' u-~ ~ .....,_ 

~:c:;i,"..c:&L:IR ' ...... . ...... .::i.,..- .rqi. -11:...,; i-.. 
~·~~,·,-'\1,S 'i\~,1 -~· 
"'....t.~-r••"'h'l...:"I"" ... ~...,. ~ _.~,,..,~ .• ...,.,.,.., .... 
)l'ttt. :,.,,; ....... ,~.,,..._,,. .. •:a-er 
~w11.;-.lllilkJl1iholltl!i , tf'""I ~,,......,,. 
.. 'N~tr"-11'......,..r..-.J,.-., , • 

''°"""'".1..,c.,_...-~'1"'1"'!1 •"".,_," 
.,.,~i;;m,:'4',.Ujt\lot~oc,4•~ ... ~ • ,_.;;i,-4...,. ....... w..,....,.,,.!.,. .... .. -f~~ ... 
.._,w-..c.-..-...-.-•r.tw•.,, ... •.,,,,,.lf 
~:;~";1:;-:~:::4.__.., ~•r-.. .,..,,_-4-~· .. .;,;v-1,11~, 

~:~'!!;"~'~:er.~~ 
... , ..... ~(,. -Dn:1111! 

PII.ECAl/TIONA«Y iTA.TEMENTS 
~1C'1;NM\1110:::.1111l'K:II~ 
....... ,o1.ii•\ar.-ct ... , .,,.,..,_'te:...,_ 
. ... -.i\ . .. -i: ... :-~ ... -i,,11-•'., 
..,,~ .,,-t ... C....,..!<,-~;.,....,,,,. 
"'""'"'"'puc,. ~1itC11 ~
'"'~r( ~ t~'l,o,J••M11..,• )./"-

fl""'...,_•llllr •""'"'""'1-•VA""•'• ,.,,,,,,.,... .. ,t..,,,..,~ _ ... ..,, . .,,, 

,...., .. .,._,li'°l"l'..,At-~,..._ ... ....,_,. 
~ ....... ,..~ --,t-,--~ -.-~ 
..a,:;&'!.Uo1j,t,o,1,, ..... ,.,.. .. ~,_,,.,1rn-cv.t• .. 
u,,_..,1,,'t11;;111r.1-J"-1'!411'_.,.r,~M,-rJ 
_...A$1#':" .. ,...oli!W lni~ • t
--~~AJ t'....CV- ""~ ,,... ... ... ·~- ~:..h;.!.... _. '"""',_ 
~...::,.::"b'':~!:=;:::: ,,,,.."''<II" ,.,,..,,,. kW".'O""~Ao--, .,-,~~1 .-~1t~~
•4"),d,itioft~J:llt• lol'Us~,."'ll:rw 
~ .,.._.,_ ,,,...,,....., ... ,._ 
Y!ffl,Qftlfl'IJ,.-, f~ Yl"l,.,..,._,M ...... 
... V~'-"'""""'MIIIV)tll'~I ,.,,. _211 . ,.,...:.-.......~~ .... __ ,.,.,,,,_...., 
..,..,,_~:i,,,p •'-' 't• flll l-l.'°"J"""'""N 
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Specimen Label 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
For retail sale lo and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under 
their direct supervision and only for those uses covered by the Certified 
Applicator's certification. 

~ Dow AgroSciences 

Lorsban® Advanced 

INSECTICIDE 
©frademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") or an affiliated 
company of Dow 

For control of listed Insects infesting certain field, fruit, nut, 
and vegetable crops. 

Group j · · ',..;.s; C fa J INSECTICIDE 

Active Ingredient: 
chlorpyrlfos: 0,O-dlelhyl-O

(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pytidinyl) 
phosphorolhioate ........ ........... .. ... .. .......... ..................... ............... 40.2% 

Other Ingredients ......... .. .. ................................................................... 59.8% 
Total ...................................................... ........................................... . 100.0% 

Contains 3. 755 lb of chlorpyrifos per gallon. 
Contains petroleum distillates. 

Precautionary Statements 
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-591 

WARNING 
May Be Fatal If Swallowed • Causes Skin Irritation • Causes Moderate 
Eye Irritation • Harmful ff Inhaled • Prolonged Or Frequently Repeated 
Skin Contact May Cause Allergic Reactions In Some Individuals 

Do not get on skin or on clothing. Avoid contact with eyes end 
breathing vapor or spray mist, Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum using 
tobacco or using the toilet. ' 

First Aid 
Organophosphate 
If swallowed: Immediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do 
not Induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or 
doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anylhing by 
mouth to an unconscious person. 
If on skin or clo1hlng: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin 
immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
If in eyes; Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 
15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 
5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment advice. 
lf Inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person Is not breathing, call 
911 or an ambulance, then give artlficial respiration, preferably rnouth
to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control •center or doctor for further 
treatment advice. 
Note to physician: Chlorpyrifos is a cholinesterase inhibitor. Treat 
symptomatically. tr exposed, plasma and reo blood cell cholJnesterase 
tests may Indicate slgnlticance of exposure (baseline data are useluQ. 
AtIopln0, only by injection, is the preferable antidote. Oximes, such as 
2-PAM/protopam, may be therapeutic Jr used early; however, use only 
In conjunction wllh atropine. In case of severe acute poisoning, use 
antidote Immediately after establishing an open airway and resplraUon. 

First Aid (Cont.) 
Note to physician: Contains petroleum distillate - vomiting may cause 
aspiration pneumonia. 

Have the product container or label with you when calllng a poison 
control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 
1-B00-992-5994 for emergency medical treatment information. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Materials that are chemical resistant lo this product are barrier laminate 
and viton :'! 14 mils. 

Mixers and loaders using a mechanical transfer loading system and 
applicators using aerial application equipment must wear: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes and socks 

In addition to the above, mixers and loaders using a mechanical transfer 
loading system must wear; 
• Chemical-resistant gloves 
• Chemical-resistant apron 
• A NIOSH•approved dust mist filtering respirator wilh MSHA/NIOSH 

approval number prefix TC-21C or a NIOSH-app1oved respirator with 
any R, P, or HE filter 

See Engineering Controls for additional requirements. 

All other mixers, loaders, applicators and handlers must wear: 
• Coveralls over long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves 
• Chemical-resistant apron when mixing or loading or exposed to 

the concentrate 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chemlcal-resistant headgear for overhead exposure 
• A NIOSH·approved dust mist filtering respirator with MSHA/NIOSH 

approval number prefix TC~21C or a NIOSH-approved respirator with 
any A, P, or HE filter. 

Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched 
or heavily contaminated with this product's concentrate. Do not reuse 
them. Follow manufacturer's Instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. 
If no such instructions for washables exist, use detergent and hot water. 
Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Engineering Controls 
Mixers and loaders supporting aerial applications must use a mechan!cal 
transfer system that meets the requirements listed In the Worker Protection 
Standa:d (WPS) loragricullural pesticides ('10 CFR 170.240(d)(4)] for dermal 
protection, and must: 

• Wear the personal protective equipment required above for 
mixers/loaders 

• WB<lr P'?lect!.ve eyewear If the system operates under pressure, and 
• Be provided and have Immediately available for use In an emergency, 

such as broken package, splll , or equipment breakdown: coveralls, 
chemical resistant footwear and chemical-resistant headgear If 
overhead exposure 

Pilots must use an enclosed cockpit In a manner that meets 
the requirements listed in the WPS for agricultural pesticides 
[40 CFR 170.240(d)(6). 

Use of human ffaggers is prohibited. Mechanical nagging equipment 
must be used. 

When handlers use closed cab motorized ground application equipment 
In a m~nner that meets the requirements listed In the WPS for agricultural 
pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)), the handler PPE requirements may be 
reduced or modified as specllled in the WPS, 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users should: 
• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or 

using the toilet. ' 
• Remove clolhing/PPE Immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then 

wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE Immediately after handling this product. Wash the 

outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash 
thoroughly and change into clean clolhlng. 

Environmental Hazards 
This pesticide Is tox.!c lo fish, aquatic Invertebrates, small mammals and 
birds. Do not apply direclly to waler, or to areas where surface water Is 
present, or to Intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Drift and 
runoff from treated areas may be hazardous to aquatic organisms in waler 
adj~cent to treated areas. Do not. contaminate water when disposing of 
equipment washwalers or rinsate. This product Is high!:{ toxic to bees 
exposed to direct treatment or residues on blooming crops or wetids. Do 
not apply this product or allow it to drill to blooming crops or weeds If 
bees are visiting the treatment area. 
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Directions for Use 
Restricted Use Pesticide 

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling, 
Read all Directions for Use carefully before applying. 

This product cannot be reformulated or repackaged into other 
end-use products, 

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other 
persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be 
in the area during application. For any requirements specific to your state 
or tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the 
Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This Standard contains 
requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, 
nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides, 
It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, 
and emergency assistance. It also contains specific Instructions 
and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry Interval. The 
requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product that are 
covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 

Do not enter or allow entry into treated areas during the restricted entry 
interval (REI). The REI for each crop is listed in the directions for use 
associated with each crop .. 

Exception: If the product is soil-injected or soil-incorporated, the 
Worker Protection Standard, under certain circumstances, allows 
workers to enter the treated area if there will be no contact with anything 
that has been treated. 

Certified crop advisors or persons entering under their direct supervision 
under certain circumstances may be exempt from the early reentry 
requirements pursuant to 40 CFR Part 170. 

PPE required for early entry into treated areas that is permitted under 
the Worker Protection Standard and involves contact with anything that 
has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: 
• Coveralls over short-sleeved shirt and short pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made out of any waterproof material 
• Chemical-resistant footware plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure 

Notify workers of the application by warning them orally and by post ing 
warning signs at entrances to treated areas. 

Storage and Disposal 
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal. 
Pesticide Storage: Store in original container in secured dry storage 
area. Prevent cross-contamination with other pesticides and fertilizers. 
Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product must 
be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds 
after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and 
recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment 
or a mix lank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 
1 O seconds after the flow begins lo drip. Repeat this procedure two 
more limes. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
into applica11on equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for 
10 seconds alter the flow begins lo drip. Hold container upside down 
over application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or 
disposal. Insert pressure rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and 
rinse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds alter 
the flow begins to drip. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture 
and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other 
procedures allowed by state and local authorities. 

Refillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with 
pesliclde only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of 
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refilling is the 
responsibility of the refiller. To clean the container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container into application 
equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container about 10% lull with water 
and, If possible, spray all sides while adding water. If practical, agitate 
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Storage and Disposal (Cont.) 
vlgo/ously or rccirctIlate wal.er with the pump for lwo minutes_ Pour 
or pump rinsate into appllcalion equipment or rinsate collec tion 
system. Repeat this 1inslng procedu1e two more times. TI1en offer 
lor recycling If available, or puncture and dispose of In a sanitary 
landllll, or by Incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state and 
local authorities. 

Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or larger: 
Container Handling: Nonrelillable container. Do not reuse or relill 
this container. 
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents 
into applica lion equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container 1/4 full 
with water. Replace and tighten closures. Ip container on its side 
and roll ii back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, 
for 30 seconds. Stand the conlainer on its end and tip it back and 
forth several limes. Turn the container over onto its other end and 
tip It back and forth several times. Empty the rinsa te lnto appllcalion 
equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later usa or disposal. 
Repeat this procedure two more limes. Pressure rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix 
tank and continue to drain for to seconds after the flow begins to 
drip , Hold container upside down over application equipment or mix 
tank or collect rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressufe rinsing 
noule in the side of the container, and rinse at about 40 psi for at least 
30 seconds. Drain for 1 O seconds after lhe flow begins to drip. Then 
offer for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary 
landfill, or by Incinerat ion, or by other procedures allowed by state and 
local authorities. 

Product Information 
Lorsban° Advanced insecticide is an emulsion In waler for use in listed 
crops. This product resists washoff once it Is dry. Target pests and 
application rates are provided In the accompanying tables. 

Use Precautions and Restrictions 
Insect control may be reduced at low spray volumes under high 
temperature and wind conditions. 

Some reduction in insect control may occur under unusually 
cool conditions. 

Flood Irrigation: To avoid contamination of irrigation tail waters, do not 
flood irrigate within 24 hours following a soil surface or foliar application of 
Lorsban Advanced. 

Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Insecticide Resistance Management (IRM) 
Lorsban Advanced contains a Group 1 B insecticide. lnsecUmite biotypes 
with acquired resistance to Group 1 B may eventually dominate the insect/ 
mite population If Group 1 B insecticides are used repeatedly in the same 
field or in successive years as the primary meU1od of control for targeted 
species. This may result in part ial or total loss of control of those species 
by Lorsban Advanced or other G1oup 1 B insecticides. 

To delay development of insecticide resistance: 
• Avoid consecutive use of insecticides with the same mode of action 

(same Insecticide group) on the same insect species. 
• Use lank mixtures or premix products containing Insecticides with 

dfflerent modes of action (different insecticide groups) provided the 
products are registered for the intended use. 

• Base insecticide use upon comprehensive Integrated Pest Management 
(1PM) programs. 

• Monitor treated insect populations in the field for loss of effectiveness. 
• Contact your local extension specialist, certified crop advisor, and 

or manufacturer for insecticide resistance management and/or 1PM 
recommendations for the specific site and resistant pest problems. 

• For further Information or to report suspected resistance, you may 
contact Dow AgroSciences by calling 800-258-3033. 

Spray Drift Management 
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, 
structures people occupy at any time and the associated property, 
parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites, 
woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals. 

Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the 
applicator. The interaction of many equipment and weather-related 
factors determine the potential for spray drill. The applicator Is 
responsible for considering all of these factors when making the decision 
to apply this product. 

Observe the following precautions when spraying Lorsban Advanced 
adjacent to permanent bodies of water such as rivers, natural ponds, 
lakes, streams, reservoirs, marshes, estuaries, and commercial fish ponds. 
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The following treatment setbacks or buffer zones must be utilized for 
applications around the above-listed aquatic areas with the following 
application equipment: 

Required Setback 
Application Method (Buffer Zone) (feet) 

ground boom 25 
chemlgation 25 
orchard airblast 50 
aerial (fixed wing or helicopter) 150 

Making applications when wind Is blowing away from sensitive areas is 
the most effective way to reduce the potential for adverse effects. 
The buffer disl,1nces specified in the below table are the distances in feet 
that must exist to separate sensitive sites from the targeted application 
site. Buffers are measured from the edge ol lhe sensllive site lo the edge 
of the application site. 
Sensitive sites are areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders 
(especially children). These Include residential lawns, pedestrian 
sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as school grounds, athlellc 
fields, parks and all property associated with buildings occupied by 
humans for residential or commercial purposes. Sensitive sites include 
homes, farmworker housing, or other residential buildings, schools, 
daycare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals. Non-residential 
agricultural buildings, including barns, livestock facilities, sheds, and 
outhouses are not Included in this prohibllion. 

Required Setback 

Application Rate Nozzle (Buffer Zones) (feet) 

(lb al/A) Droplet Type Aerial Airblast 

>0.5-1 coarse or very 10 10 
coarse 

>0.5-1 medium 25 10 

>1 - 2 coarse or very 50 10 
coarse 

>1 - 2 medium 80 10 

>2-3 coarse or very 801 10 
coarse 

>2-3 medium 1001 10 

>3-4 medium or coarse NA2 25 

>4 medium or coarse NA 50 
1Aerial application of greater lhan 2 lb ai/A is only permitted for 
Asian Citrus Psylla control, up lo 2.3 lb al/A. 

2NA is nol allowed. 

Ground 

10 

10 
10 

10 
10 

10 
10 
10 

Only pesticide handlers are permilted In the setback area during 
application of this product. Do not apply this product II anyone other than 
a mixer, loader, or appllcator, is In the setback area. Exception: Vehicles 
and persons riding bicycles that are passing through the setback area on 
public or private roadways are permitted. 
Follow these spray drift best management practices to avoid off-target 
drift movement from applicatlons. 
Aerial Appllcallon 
• The boom width must not exceed 75% of the wingspan or 90% of the 

rotor blade. 
• Nozzles must always point backward, parallel with the air stream, and 

never be pointed downward more than 45 degrees. 
• Nozzles must produce a medium or coarser droplet size (255 to 

340 microns volume median diameter) per ASABE Standard 572.1 
under application conditions. Airspeed, pressure, and nozzle 
angle can all elfect droplet size. See manufacturer's catalog or 
USDAINAAA Applicator's Gulde for spray size quality ratings. 

• Do not mak!I applications al a height greater tharl 10 feet above the top 
of the target plants unless a greaier height Is required for aircraft safety. 
Making applications at the lowest height that is safe reduces exposure 
of droplets to evaporation and wind. 

• Use upwind swath displacement and apply only when wind speed Is 
3 to 10 mph as measured by an anemometer. Do not apply product 
when wind speed exceeds 10 mph. 

• If application includes a no-spray zone, do not release spray at a height 
greater than 1 D feet above the ground or crop canopy. 

Where states have more stringent regulations, they must be observed. 
The applicator should be familiar wilh and take into account the 
information covered in the Aerial Drill Reduction Advisory. 
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Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory 
This section is advisory in nature and does not supercede the 
mandatory label requirements. 
Information on Droplet Size: The most effective way to reduce drift 
potenllal Is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy 
Is 10 apply the largest dtoplets that provide sulllcient coverage and 
control. Applying larger droplets reduces drill potential, but will not 
prevent adverse effects from drill If applications are made Improperly, or 
under unfavorable environ mental conditions (see Wind, Temperature and 
Humidity, and Temperature Inversions). 
Controlling Droplet Size: 
• Volume - Use high flow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical spray 

volume. Nozzles with higher rated flows produce larger droplets. 
• Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's specified 

pressures. For many nozzle types, lower pressure produces larger 
droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher !low rate 
nozzles instead of increasing pressure. 

• Number of nozzles - Use the minimum number or nozzles lhat provide 
uniform coverage. 

• Nozzle orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released 
parallel to the airstream produces larger droplets than other orientations 
and is the best practice. Significant deflection from horizontal will 
reduce droplet size and Increase drift potential. 

• Nozzle type - Use a nozzle type that Is designed for lhe Intended 
appllcatior:i. With most nozzle types, narrower spray angles produce 
larger droplets. Consider uslr:ig low-dri ll nozzles. Solid stream nozzles 
oriented straight back produce the larges! droplets and the lowest drift. 

Boom Length: For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom length 
to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor length may further reduce drill 
without reducing swath width. 
Application Height: Do not make applications at a height greater than 
10 feet above the top of the target plants unless a greater height is 
required for aircraft safety. Making applications at the lowest height that 
is sale reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind. 
Swath Adjustment: When applications are made with a crosswind, the 
swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on lhe up and downwind 
edges of the 1/eld, the applicator should compensate for this displacement 
by adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind. Increase swath adjustment 
distance with increasing drill potential (higher wind, smaller drops, etc.). 
Wind: Drill potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2 lo 10 mph. 
However, many factors, including droplet size and equipment type, 
determine drill potential at any given speed. Do not apply below t .5 mph 
due to variable wind direction and high inversion potential. Note: Local 
terrain can Influence wind patterns. Every applicator should be familiar 
with local wind patterns and how they affect spray drill. 
Temperature and Humidity: When making appllcatlons in low relatlve 
humidity, set up equipment to produce larger droplets lo compensate 
for evaporation. Droplet evaporotion Is most severe when conditions are 
both hot and dry. 
Temperature Inversions: Do not make applications during a temperature 
inversion because drift potential Is high. Temperature inversions restrict 
vertical air mixing, which causes small suspended droplets to remain in 
a concentrated cloud. This cloud can move in unpredictable directions 
due to the light variable winds common during inversions. Temperature 
inversions are characterized by Increasing temperatures with attitude 
and are common on nights with limited cloud cover and light to no wind. 
They begin to form as the sun sets and often continue into the morning. 
Their presence can be indicated by ground fog; however, if fog is not 
present, inversions can also be identified by the movement of smoke 
from a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke that layers 
and moves laterally In a concentrated cloud (under row wind conditions) 
indicates an inversion, while smoke that moves upward and rapidly 
dissipates indicates good vertical air mixing. 
Sensitive Areas: Apply the pesticide only when the potential for drift to 
adjacent sensitive areas (e.g., residential areas, bodies of water, known 
habitat for threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) Is minimal 
(e.g., when wind is blowing away from the sensitive areas). 
Ground Boom Applicallon 
The following mandatory spray drill best management practices 
are required to reduce the likelihood of off-target drift movement from 
ground applications. 
• Choose only nozzles and pressures that produce a medium or 

coarse droplet size (255 to 400 microns volume median diameter) per 
ASABE Standard 572.1. See manufacturer's catalog or USDNNMA 
Applicator's Guide for spray size quality ratings. 

• Apply with nozzle height no more than 4 feet above the ground or 
crop canopy. 

• Do not apply product when wind speed exceeds 1 O mph as measured 
by an anemometer. 
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Orchard Airblast Application 
The following mandatory spray drift best management practices 
are required to reduce the likelihood of off-target drift movement rrom 
airblast applications. 

• Direct nozzles so spray Is not projected above the canopies_ 
Apply only when wind speed is 3 to 10 mph at the application site as 
measured by an anemometer outside of the orchard/vineyard on the 
upwind sJde. 

• Outward pointing nozzles must be shut off when turning corners at 
row ends. 

The applicator should take Into account the followlng best management 
practices to reduce off-site spray drift. This section is advisory and does 
not supercede mandatory label requrrements. 

• Number of nozzles, nozzle orientation and spray vorume, air speed 
and wind direction are key factors in adjusting alrblasl spray delivery 
to match the height and densrty of the crop canopy. Ad1ust alrblast 
equipment_to prov{de uniform coverage while minimizing the amount of 
spray movement over the top or completely through the crop canopy. 

• High air volumes deliver spray more elliclenlly than air at high 
speed. Reducing for.vard travel speed decreases lhe air speed 
necessary to deliver the spray to the top of the crop canopy. 
Use a.Ir guides along with the number and orientation of spray nozzles 
to achieve the desired spray coverage and directional control. 

• Take the following steps to minimize drift and the amount of 
non-target spray: 

• Orient nozzles and adjust air speed/volume/direction to force the 
spray through the crop canopy but not allow drltt past the canopy. 

• Shut off spray delivery when passing gaps in crop canopy 
within rows. 

• Spray the outside rows of orchards from outside in, directing the 
spray into the orchard and shulllng off noizles on the side of the 
sprayer away from the orchard, 

• When treating smaller trees, vines or bushes, shut off top nozzles to 
minimize over the top spray movement. 

Application Directions 
Broadcast Foliar Application 
Apply with conventlonal power-operated spray equipment using nozzles 
and spray pressures specified for Insecticides. Apply l.orsban Advanced 
In a spray volume of not less than 2 gallons per acre (gpa) tor aerial 
application equipment (fixed wing or helicopter) or not less than 1 o gpa 
for ground equipment, unless other.11lse specified. Increase spray volume 
lo ensure adequate coverage with increased density and height of 
crop canopy. 

Ground Application: Orient the boom and nozzles so that uniform 
coverage is obtained. The swath width should not be wider than the 
boom. Follow nozzle manufacturer's specifications for insecticide nozzles 
with respecl to nozzle type, pressure, and spacing. 

Broadcast Soil Application 
Apply with conventional power-operated spray equipment that will apply 
!he product uniformly to the soil surface. Use nozzles that produce 
medium or coarse droplets {255 to 400 microns). Unless otherwise 
indicated, a spray volume of 10 gpa or more is needed. For band 
appfication, use proportionally less spray volume. 

Aerlal Application 
Use a l'lllnimum spray volume of 2 gpa. Mark swaths by mechanical 
flagging, permanent markers or GPS equipment. 

Chemfgatlon Application 
Apply Lorsban Advanced through properly equipped chemigation 
systems for insect control In allalla, almond (orchard floors only}, citrus 
{orchard floors only), corn (field and sweet), cotton, cranberry, peppermint, 
sorghum, soybeans, spearmint, sugarbeet, orchard Uoors (pecan and 
walnut), and wheat, or other crops as specified in Dow AgroSciences 
supplemental labeling. Do not apply this product by chemigatlon unless 
specified in crop-spe<:ific direc\lons in this label or Dow AgroSciences 
supplemental labeling. Do not apply to labeled crops through any other 
type of irrigation system. 

Note: Unless otherwise indicated In specific use directions, the 
application rates for chemlgation are the same as those specified for 
broadcast application. 

Directions for Sprinkler Chemigatlon: Apply this product only through 
the following sprinkler irrigation systems: center pivot, lateral move, end 
tow, side (wheeO roll, traveler, big gun, solid set, micro sprinkler, or hand 
move. Do not apply this product through any other type of Irrigation 
system. Do not apply through sprinkler systems that deliver a low 
coefficient of uniformity such as certain water drive units. 

Chemlgation Equipment Preparation: The following use direclions 
must be followed when Lorsban Advanced is applied through sprinkler 
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irrigation systems. Thoroughly clean the chemigation system and tank of 
any fertilizer or chemical residues, and dispose of the residues according 
to state and federal laws, Flush the Injection system with soap or a 
cleaning agent and water. Determine the amount of Lorsban Advanced 
needed to cover the desired acreage. Mix according to Instructions In the , 
Mixing Directions section and bring mixture to desired volume. Maintain 
continuous agitation during mfxing and throughout the application period. 

Chemigation Equipment Calibration: In order to calibrate the irrigation 
system and injector lo apply the mixture containing Lorsban Advanced, 
determine the following: 1) Calculate the number of acres irrigated by 
the system; 2) Calculate the amount of product required and premix; 
3) Determine the irrigation rate and determine the number of minutes 
for the system to cover the intended treatment area; 4) Calculate the 
total gallons of insecticide mixture needed to cover the desired acreage. 
Divide the total gallons of insecticide mixture needed by the number of 
minutes (minus time to flush out) to cover !he treatment area. This value 
equals the gallons per minute output that the injector or eductor must 
deliver. Convert the gallons per minute to milliliters or ounces per minute 
If needed. 5) Calibrate the injector pump with !he system in operation 
at the desired Irrigation rate. It Is suggested that the limed output of the 
Injector pump be checked at least twice before operation, and the system 
monitored during operation. 

Chemigation Equipment Requirements: 
• The system must contain an air gap, an approved backflow 

prevention device, a func1ional check valve, vacuum relief valve Qncluding 
inspection port), and low-pressure drain appropriately located on the 
irrigation pipeline to prevent water source contamination from back flow. 
Refer to the American Society of Agricultural Engineer's Engineering 
Practice 409 for more information or state specific regulations. 

• The pesticide injection pipeline must contain a functional. automatic, 
quick-closing check valve to prevent the flow of fluid back toward the 
injection pump. 

• The pesticide injection pipeline must also contain a functionar, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the intake side of the 
injection pump and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid 
from belng withdrawn from the supply tank when the irrigation system 
is either automatically or manually shut down. 

• The system must contain functional Interlocking controls to 
automatically shut off the pesticide injection pump when the water 
pump motor stops. 

• The irrigation line or water pump must include a functional pressure 
switch that will stop the water pump motor when the water 
pressure decreases lo the point where pesticide distribution is 
adversely affected. 

• Systems must use a metering pump, such as a positive displacement 
injection pump (e.g., diaphragm pump) effectively designed and 
constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and 
capable of being fitted with a system Interlock. 

• To ensure uniform mixing of the insecticide into the water line, inject 
the mixture through a nozzle placed in the fertilizer injection port or Just 
ahead of an elbow or tee in the irrigation line so that the turbulence will 
assist in mixing. The injection point must be located after all back-flow 
prevention devices on the water line. 

• The tank holding the insecticide mixture must be free of rust, fertilizer, 
sediment, and foreign material, and equipped with an in-line strainer 
situated between the tank and the injector point. 

Chemlgation Operation: Start the water pump and irrigation system, and 
let the system achieve the desired pressure and speed before starting 
the injector. Check for leaks and uniformity and make repal~ before 
any chemlgatlon takes place. Start the Injector system and calibrate 
according to manufacturer's specifications. This procedure is necessary 
to deliver the desired rate per acre In a uniform manner. When the 
applicaUon Is finished, nush and clean the entire Irrigation and injector 
system prior to shutting down the system. 

Chemlgation Precautions: 
• Crop injury, lack of effectiveness, or illegal pesticide residues in the crop 

can result from non-uniform distribution of treated water. 
• If you have questions about calibration, contact stale extension service 

specialists, equipment manufacturers, or other experts. 
• A person knowledgeable of the chemigalion system and responsible for 

its operation, or under the supervision of the responsible person, shall 
operate the system and make necessary adjustments should the need 
arise and continuously monitor the injection. 

Chemigation Restrictions: 
• Do not add crop oil when lorsban Advanced ls applied by chemigation. 
• Do not connect an Irrigation system (Including greenhouse systems} 

used ·for pesticide application to a public water system. 
• The pesticide injection pipeline must contain a functional, automatic, 

quick-closing check valve to prevent the flow of fluid back toward 
the Injection. 
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• The pesticide Injection pipeline must contain a functional, normally 
closed, solenoid-operated valve located on the Intake side of the 
lnjeotlon pump and connected to the system Interlock to prevent fluid 
from being wllhdrawn from the supply tank when the irrigation system 
is either automatically or manually shut down. 

• The system must contain functional Interlocking controls to 
automalicel!y shut off the pesticide lnjecllon pump when 11,e water 
pump motor stops, or in cases where there is no water pump, when the 
water pressure decreases lo the point where pesllclde distribution Is 
adversely affe'cted. 

• Systems must use a metering pump1 such as a positlve displacement 
Injection pump (e.g., diaphragm pump) effectively designed and 
constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and 
capable or being fltted with a system Interlock. 

• Do not apply when wind speed favors drift beyond the·area intended for 
trealment. End guns must be turned off during the appllcation if they 
Irrigate non-target areas. 

• Do not allow lrtigation waler to collect or runoff and pose a hazard to 
livestock, wells, or adjoining crops. 

• Do not enter lreated area during the reentry interval specified In the 
Agricultural Use Requirements section of this label unless required PPE 
is worn. 

• Do not apply through sprinkler systems that deliver a low coefficient of 
uniformity such as certain water drive units. 

Mixing Directions 
Lorsban Advanced-Alone 
To prepare the spray, add a por1Jon of the required amount of water 
to the spray tank and, with the spray tank agitator operating, add 
Lorsban Advanced. Complete filling the tank with the balance of water 
needed. Malntain sulficient agitation during both mixing and application 
to ensure uniformity of the spray mixture. 
Lorsban Advanced-Tank Mix 
Lorsban Advanced is compatible wilh insecticides, miticldes, and 
fungicides and non-pressure fertilizer solutions except for alkallne 
materials, such as bordeaux mixture and lime. Conduct a small jar 
compatibility test prior to lank mixing. Prepare tank mixtures In the same 
manner as directed above for use of Lorsban Advanced alone. When tank 
mixing Lorsban Advanced with herbicides, add wettable powders first, 
flowables second, and emulsiflable concentrates last. For best results 
when a fertilizer solution Is Involved, use a fertilizer pesticide compalibility 
agent, such es Unite or Complex. Malntaln constant agitation during both 
mixing and application lo ensure uniformity of the spray mixture. Do not 
allow spray mixtures to stand overnight. 
Tank Mix Compatibility Test: Test compatibility of the intended tank 
mixture before adding lorsban Advanced to the spray or mix tank. Add 
proportional amounts or each tank mix Ingredient to a clear glass pint or 
quart jar with a lid, cap It, invert the jar several times. Observe the mixture 
for approximately 1/2 hour. If lhe mixture balls-up, forms Oakes, sludges, 
iels, oily films or layers, or other p(ecipltstes that do not readily redisperse, 
II Is an Incompatible mixture lhat must not be used. 

Uses 
Alfalfa 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast loller spray using aircrart or ground spray 
equipment. Use a higher rate In the rato range !or increased pest 
eressure. Use a minimum spray volume of 2 gpa for aerial appllcatlon 
(fixed wing or helicopter) or 1 0 gpa for ground equipment. Use a spray 
volume. of 5 gpa or ll)()re by air or up to 20 gpa by ground when fotlage 
Is dense and/or pest population Is high and/or under high temperature 
and wind conditions. Some reduction in Insect control may occur under 
unusually cool conditions. 
Chemigation: Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
Irrigation systems to control listed folla, pests. Use specified broadcast 
application rates. See Chemlgallon Application section. 
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Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 

corn rootworm adults (spotted cucumber 0.5 • 1 
beetle) 

grasshoppers 
leafhoppers 
alfalfa blotch leaf miner 1 - 2 
alfalfa caterpillar 
alfalfa weevil larvae and adults 
armyworms 
blue alfalfa aphid 
chinch bug 
cowpea aphid 
crickets 
cutworms 
Egyptian alfalfa weevil larvae and adults (1) 
greenbugs 
green June beetle grubs 
mites 

(Bermuda grass stunt) 
(clover) 
(two-spotted) 
(winter grain) 

pea aphid 
plant bugs 
sod webworm 
sowbugs 
spitllebugs 
spotted alfalfa aphid (suppression) 

(not for use in California) 
alfalfa webworm 1.5 

.. 
Numbers in parentheses(·) refer to Pest-Spec1f1c Use D1rect1ons . 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. In California: For Egyptian alfalfa weevil conlrol, apply the specified 

dosage hi a minimum ol 5 gpa of water when larvae are actively feeding. 
Specific Use Precautions: 
• Do not tank mix lorsban Advanced with other pesticides, surfactants, 

or ·fert ilizer lormulalions unless prior use has shown the combination 
to be non-injurious to alfalfa under current conditions of use. Some 
phytotoxic symptoms may be observed on young, tender, rapidly 
growing alfalfa treated wilh Lorsban Advanced. Alfalfa will outgrow 
these symptoms and no yield loss should be expected. 

• This product ls highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment on 
allalla. Do not apply if nearby bees are clustered outside of hives and 
bees are foraging in the treated area Protective information may be 
obtalned from your Agricultural Extension Service. 

• To avoid cont.amlnation of irrigation !all waters, do not flood irrigate 
within 24 houts following an application of Lorsban Advanced. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not cul or graze treated alfalfa within 7 days 

after appllcatlon of 1/2 pint of lorsban Advanced per acre, within 
14 days after application o! 1 pint per acre, or within 21 days after 
application of rates above 1 pint per acre. 

• Do not make more than lour appllcatlons of Lorsban Advanced or 
other product containing ohlorpyrlfos per season or apply any product 
containing chlorpyrifos more than once per alfalfa cutting. 

• Maximum single application rate Is 0.94 lb al chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

• Do not make a second application of lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of the first application. 

Apple Tree Trunk 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Restrfcted Entry fntervat: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REQ of 4 days 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Apply as a post-bloom appllcatlon to the lower 4 feet of the apple 
tree trunk for borer control in slates east of the Rockies only (except 
Mississippi). Mix with water and apply directly to trunk from a distance 
of no more than 4 feet using low volume handgun or shielded spray 
equipment. Do not allow spray to contact foliage or fruit. 
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Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (quart/100 gal) 

American plum borer 1.5 
apple bark borer 
broad necked root borer 
dogwood borer 
flalheaded appletree borer 
roundheaded apple tree borer 
tilehorned prionus 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Pre harvest Interval: Do not apply within 28 days be(ore harvest. 
• Do not make more than one application of Lorsban Advanced 

to the apple tree trunk per year as either a prebloom or post• 
bloom applicaUon. 

• This product may not be used If a prebloom application or any olher 
product containing chlorpyriros has been made during the year. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in treated orchards. 
• Treat only the lower 4 feet of the apple tree trunk. 
• Do not apply when wind speed ls greater than 10 mph. 

Asparagus 
(For use only In Ari:i:ona, California, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kansas, Michigan, M innesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsln) 

Worker Restricted Entry lnteival: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into lreated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Apply as a ground broadcast foliar spray. Use sutticient volume or 
finished spray to ensure thorough coverage of crop foliage. Note: 
Lorsban Advanced may be applied aerially or with ground equipment for 
control of armyworms and grasshoppers. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Pests (pint/acre) 

armyworms (1) 2 
asparagus aphids (1) 
asparagus beetles (1) 
cutworms (2) 
grasshoppers (1) 
symphylans (3) 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Armyworms, asparagus beetles, asparagus aphids, and 

grasshoppers: Apply during the fern stage when field counts or crop 
injury indicates that damaging pest populations are developing or 
present. 

2. Cutworms: For best results, apply when the soil is moist and worms 
are active on or near the soil surface. 

3. Symphylans: Apply it at least two weeks before harvest for optimum 
control. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 1 day before harvest. 
• Do not make more than one preharvest appllcaUon per season. 
• Do not make more than two postharvest applications during the 

fern stage. 
• Maximum single application rate preharvest or pos\harvest is 0.94 lb ai 

chlorpyrifos (2 pints of Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not make a second appllcalion of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos within 1 D days of the first application. 

Brassica (Cole) Leafy Vegetables1, Radish, Rutabaga, 
and Turnip 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
(3 days for caullflowe~ unless PPE requ ired for ea, ly entry Is worn. 

1Brassica (cole) leafy vegetables including broccoli, broccoli raab, 
Brussels sprout, cabbage, cauliflower, cavalo broccolo, Chinese broccoll, 
Chinese cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi, mizuna, mustard greens, 
mustard spinach, rape greens 

Specific Use Restriction: Jf a preplant lncorporatlon applicaflon for direct 
seeded or transplanted crops Is made, do not apply this product as an 
al-plant or post plant soil application. If an at-plant or post plant soil 
application Is made, do not apply this product as a prep!ant incorporation 
application for direct seeded or transplanted crops. 
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Preplant Incorporation Application for Direct Seeded or 
Transplanted Crops 
Apply Lorsban Advanced as a broadcast spray to the soil surface using 
power-operated ground spray equipment. Use a total spray volume of 
1 O gpa or more. On the day of treatment, incorporate Lorsban Advanced 
Into the top 2 to 4 inches or sell using a disc, field cultivator, or 
equivalent equipment 

Lorsban Advanced 
Crop Target Pests (pints/acre) 

cauliflower billbugs 4 
broccoli cutworms 4.5 
broccoli raab grubs 

Brussels sprout root maggot 

cabbage symphylans 

cavalo broccolo wireworms 

Chinese broccoli 
Chinese cabbage 
collards 
kale 
kohlrabi 
mizuna 
mustard greens 
mustard spinach 
rape greens 
turnip 

radish 5.5 
rutabaga 4.5 

Specific Use Precautions: 
Insecticides, Including Lorsban Advanced, may contribute to the stress 
of plants under certain environmental conditions. This stress may reduce 
plant stand or Interfere with normal plant development. Herbicides 
used preplant incorporated may interact with Insecticides and enhance 
this stress. 

At-Plant or Post Plant Soll Application 
Apply as indicated in Pest-Specific Use Directions. Use a higher rate ln 
the rate range when there is increased pest pressure. 

. Lorsban Advanced 
Crop Target Pests (fl oz/1000 ft of row) 

cauliflower root maggot (1) 1.6- 2.4 

broccoli 1.6-2.75 
broccoli raab 
Brussels sproul 
cabbage 
cavalo broccolo 
Chinese broccoli 
Chinese cabbage 
collards 
kale 
kohlrabi 
mizuna 
mustard greens 
mustard spinach 
rape greens 
turnip 

broccoli root aphid (2) 1.2 
cabbage (2.4 for double row 

plantings) 

Radish root maggot (3) 1 

Rulabaga root maggot (1) 1.6-3.3 
. . 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Spec1f1c Use Dlrectrons . 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Root maggot: 

• Direct seeded crops [broccoli, broccoli raab, Brussels sprout, 
cabbage, cauliflower, cavalo broccolo, Chinese broccoli, 
Chinese cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi, mizuna, mustard 
greens, mustard spinach, rape greens, rutabaga, turnip]: Apply 
the specified dosage in a water-based spray as a 4-inch wide band 
over the row at planting time. Place band behind the planter shoe 
and in front of the press wheel to achieve shallow incorporation. 
Use a minimum of 40 gpa total spray volume. 

• Transplanted crops [broccoli, broccoli raab, Brussels sprout, 
cabbage, cauliflower, cavalo broccolo, Chinese broccoli, 
Chinese cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi, mizuna, mustard 
greens, mustard spinach, rape greens, turnip): Apply 
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Lorsban Advanced as a water-based spray directed lo the base of 
the plants immediately after setting. Use a minimum of 40 gpa total 
spray. Do not add any additional adjuvants, surfactants or spreader 
stickers. Do not apply as a foliage application. 

2. Root aphid (broccoli, cabbage): Apply Lorsban Advanced in water 
or with liquid fertlllzer Injected as a sidedress on each side of the row 
after plants are established. See Mixing Directions section for Mixing 
Instructions for Liquid Fertllizer. Avoid mechanical damage to crop 
roots. Use a minimum of 15 gpa of total spray volume. 

3. Root maggot (radish): Apply the specified dosage as a water-based 
drench In the seed furrows with lhe seed at planting time. Use a 
minimum of 40 gpa of total drench. 

Specific Use Restrictions for Preplant Incorporation and At-Plant or 
Post Plant Soil Applications: 
• Soil applicatlons (all labeled crops): 

0 Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 30 days before harvest. 
0 Do not foliarly apply any chlorpyrifos product labeled for foliar 

application (e.g., Lorsban SOW) within 10 days of a soil application of 
Lorsban Advanced. 

0 Do no\ aerlally apply lhis product in Mississippi. 
• Cauliflower: Do not apply more than 2 pints ol Lorsban Advanced to 

cauliflower planted In 40·/nch rows. Use proport ional amounts for other 
row spacings, bul do not exceed 4 pints of Lorsban Advanced per 
ac;re. The maximum single application rate for cauliflower is 1.2 oz al 
chlorpyrifos (2.4 fl oz of Lorsban Advanced} per 1000 II of row. 

• Broccoli, broccoli raab, Brussels sprout, cabbage, oavalo broccolo, 
Chinese broccoli, Chinese cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi, 
miwna, mustard greens, mustard spinach, rape greens, turnip: 
Do not apply more than 2.6 pints of Lorsban Advanced per acre 
when planted in 40-lnch rows. Do not apply more than 4.5 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced per acre 10 these crops when In 20-inch rows 
(or two rows per bed}. Use proportional amounts for olher row 
spacings, bul do not exceed 4.5 pints or lorsban Advanced per acre. 

• Radlsh: Do not apply more than 6.5 pints of Lorsban Advanced per 
acre. The maximum single appilcalion rate for radish Is 0.5 oz al 
chlorpyrlfos (1 II oz of Lorsban Advanced} per 1000 rt of row. 

• Rutabaga: Do not apply more than 4.5 pints of Lorsban Advanced per 
acre. The maximum single appilcatlon rate for rutabaga Is 1.6 oz ai 
chlorpyrilos (3.2 fl oz of Lorsl>an Advanced) per 1000 ft of row. Do not 
use rutabaga tops for food or feed purposes. 

Foliar Application (Brass/ca (Cole) Leafy Vegetables Only] 
Apply with conventional power-operated spray equipment rn 20 lo 
150 gpa of water. For aerial appl!callons; apply In a minimum of 5 gpa of 
water. Use a higher rale in lhe ra.te range when there Is Increased pest 
pressure. Consult your state agricultural experiment station, extension 
service specialist, or integrated pest control· advisor for proper lime to 
1reat in your area. 

To avoid phytotoxicity, do not treat plants under stress from exlteme 
heat and/or lack of moisture. For bast results, tank mix only 11 previous 
experience lnd!ates that the combination will not result in phytotoxicity 
under the current conditions of use and the other pesticides and spray 
adjuvanls are registered lor this use. Read and carefully follow all 
applicable directions, reslrlcllons, and precautions on other product labels 
used in combination with Lorsban Advanced. Tank mixing Thlodan 3EC, 
Thiodan SOWP, or cottonseed oil is no1 recommended. 

Lorsban Adavnced 
Target Pests (pint/ acre) 
armyworms 1-2 
cabbage aphid 
cutworms 
imported cabbage worm 
striped Ilea beetle (adult) 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applications of e11y product containing 

chlorpyrifos per crop. 
• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

proouct containing chlorpyrifos within 1 o days of the first application. 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Christmas Trees (Plantations Only) 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Unless otherwise indicated, apply as a foilar spray using power-operated 
ground equipment. Thorough coverage of foliage Is essentlal. Use a 
minimum 1 O gpa of finished spray with ground equipment. Use higher 
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volume of finished spray, 20 gpa or more, when foliage is dense and/or 
pest density is high and/or under high temperature and wind conditions. 

Target Pests Lorsban Advanced 
ants (4) pates weevil (adult) 1 quart/acre 
aphids pine needle midge 
adelgids pine spll\lebug 

cooley plant bugs 
eastern spruce gall scale (2) 

Douglas fir needle midge black pine 
European pine sawfly pine needle 
European pine shoot pine tortoise 

moth spruce bud 
grasshoppers striped pine 
gypsy mo!h spilllebugs 
mites (1) spruce budworm 

European red spider spruce needlemlner 
two spotted spider 

pales weevil (3} 3 quarts/100 gal 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1 Spider mites: When large numbers ot eggs are present at lhe first 

appllcatlon, a second appllcaUon alter 7 lo 10 days may be required to 
control newly hatched nymphs and maintain effective control. Nol for 
control of mites in Washington and Oregon. 

2. Scale: For con1rol, apply when scale crawlers are active. 
3. Apply as a cut stump drench. 
4. Excludes fire, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants. 

Specific Use Precautions: 
Phytotoxlcity: Do not apply under conditions of extreme heat or drought 
stress. Environm·ental factors and varietal differences significantly 
influence potenllal phytotoxic exp(esslon. Testing h3s shown that 
Lorsban Advanced may be used at specified rates on the following 
conifer species without serious phytotoxlclty: balsam fir, concolor 
fir, Douglas fir, eastern while pine, Fraser fir, grand fir, noble fir, 
Scotch pine, while spruce. Before treallng large numbers of other 
conifer species, treat a small block of plants and observe them 7 to 
10 days for symptoms of phytotoxicity. Note: The user assumes 
responsibility for determining if it is safe to treat other conifer species with 
lorsban Advanced under commercial growing conditions. 

Specific Use Restrictions.: 
• Do not make more lhan three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chlorpyrlfos per season. 
• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos within 7 days of the first application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze In treated areas. 

Citrus Fruits' 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 5 days · 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

'Citrus fruits including calamondin, chironja, citrus citron, citrus hybrids, 
grapefruit, kumquat, lemon, lime, mandarin (tangerine), pummelo, 
Satsuma mandarin, sour orange, sweet orange, tangelo, tangor 

Apply as a concentrate or dilute spray using conven1ional, power-
operated spray equipment. Use a higher rate In the rate range when 
there is Increased pest pre.ssure. Use sufficient water to ensure thorough 
and complete coverage of I.he foliage and fruit. For dilute sprays 
(greater than 200 gpa), use a spray concentration of at least 0.5 pints or 
Lorsba11 Advanced per 100 gallons of Onished spray. Complete coverage 
Is not necessary for outside canopy sprays targeting certain pests such 
as lepldoptera Insects and katydids. Treat when pests become a problem 
or In accordance with the local spray schedule as specified by your 
State Agrlcultural Experiment Station, certified Pest Control .Advisor, or 
Extension Service Speclailst. To avoid excessive ridging, do not apply 
Lorsban Advanced to citrus from December 1 up to the initiation of bloom 
(5% visible bloom). 

Low Volume Application (for use in Florida only): Apply 
Lorsbe.n Advanced al the rate of 3 to 5 pints per acre as a low volume 
appl ication (e.g., 2 to 5 gallons of water) to control Asian citrus psyllid. Do 
not make low volume applicaHons when wind speed is more than 5 mph. 
Regardless of tho application method used (air, low volume, alrblast), treat 
only a few acres when using the lower rate or a new application method lo 
determine the effectiveness in the citrus grove. 
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Use of Spray Olis: To Improve control of aphids, mealybugs, scale Citrus 1 Orchard Floors 
Insects, an<;! thrips, a petroleum spray oil specified for use on citrus trees (Not for use Jn Mississippi) 
may be adoed to spray mixtures at up to 1 gallon per 100 gallons of spray. ,----------------- -----------. 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 5 days 
unless PPE required fo( early entry is worn. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinVacre) 

aphids (Including brown scale insects 2-7 
citrus aphid) black scale 

brown marmorated brown soft scale 
slink bug (California red scale 

glassywlnged (see below for 
sharpshooter California and 

grasshoppers (1) Arizona} 
katydids chaff scale 
lepidopterous larvae Florida red scale 

avocado leafroller long scale 
cutworms purple scale 
fruit 1ree leafroller snow scale 
orange dogs thrips (see below 
orange tortrix for California and 
western tussock molh Arizona) 

mealybugs (see below 
for California and 
Arizona} 

citrus rust mites (2) (3) 4-7 
citrus psytfa (4) 5 
lhrlps suppression and mealybugs (California and 6 - 12 

Arizona, see restriolions) 
California red scale (Californla and Arizona, see 8 -12 

reslrlctlons} 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Lubber grasshoppers: Effeclive control requires direct contact with 

spray when grasshoppers are small 0ess than 1 Inch In length). 
2. Citrus rust mites: For conl1ol, use a spray concenlration of at feast 

1 pint or Lorsban Advanced per 100 gallons. 
3. In Los Angeles, Monlerey, Orange, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, 

Santa Barbara, and Ventura Counties in California, Lorsban Advanced 
may be lank mixed with petroleum spray oils registered for control 
of miles In citrus. Follow all label directions and precautions for 
Lorsban Advanced and tank mix partners. Do not exceed 1.8% oil 
v/v or 1.8 gallons of oil per 100 gallons of spray. Use only on citrus 
species and varieties for which Lorsban Advanced ls registered. 

4. Citrus psylla: For cont1of, add citrus oil at 2% v/v In a lank mix with 
Lorsban Advanced. 

Specific Use Precautions: 
• Observe focal recommendations for lank mix combinations espeolally 

with regard lo use of Lorsban Advanced with spray off. Do not 
use penelraling surfactants In tank mixes with Lorsban Advanced. 
Consult with a county farm advisor, county agencr, extension service 
personnel, agricultural commissioner, pest contra advisor, or local 
Dow AgroSciences representative for local recommendations. 

• Do not apply when trees are stressed by drought or high 1emperatures. 
• Lorsban Advanced Is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment 

and must not be applfed when bees are aclivefy visiting the area. 
During the citrus bloom period In California, apply from 1 hour alter 
sunset until 2 hours before sunrise. 

• Do not use Lorsban Advanced In combination with spray oil when 
temperatures are expected lo exceed 95°F on the day of application or 
for several consecutive days lhereaf!er. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest for 

applications of up to 7 plnls of Lorsban Advanced per acre or within 
35 days for application of rates above 7 pints per acre. 

• Do not make more than two applications or Lorsban Advanced or 
other product containing chlorpyrifos per year (does not include citrus 
orchard floors). 

• Do not apply more than a total of 7.0ti lb ai chforpyrifos (16 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per year. 

• Do not make a second foliar application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within 30 days of the first application. 

• The use of application rates greater than 4 lb ai chlorpyrilos (8.5 pints or 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre are allowed only in the lollowfng counties 
In California: Fresno, Tulare, Kern, -Kings, and Madera. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze In treated areas. 
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1Citrus fruits including calamondin, chironja, citrus citron, citrus hybrids, 
grapefruit, kumquat, lemon, lime, mandarin (tangerine), pummefo, 
satsuma mandarin, sour orange, sweet orange, tangelo, tangor 

Apply as a ground broadcast spray directed lo the orchard floor to control 
foraging ants (excluding fire, harvester, carpenter and pharaoh ants). Do 
not apply spray to contact foliage or fruit. Apply In a total spray volume 
of 25 gpa or more using equipment that will apply the spray unitormly lo 
the soil surface. Use a higher rate in the rate range for increased pest 
pressure. For best results, remove weed growth or other obstructions that 
might prevent the spray from reaching the soil surface. Foliar applications 
of Lorsban Advanced or olher products containing chlorpyrifos may be 
made in addition to the orchard floor treatmen1s but must comply with tho 
10 day re-treatment lnlerval (see Specific Use Restrictions). 
Chemlgatlon: Lorsban Ad1,1anced may be applied to citrus orcha[d 
floors through sprinkler Irrigation systems only ti tho system uniformly 
covers the soil Sl•rface at the base of the tree. Apply at specified 
broadcast appffcatlon rates lo control listed pests. See Chemigation 
Application section. 
Note: Do not apply in tank mixture with Evik herbicide. 

LorsbanAdvanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
ants (1) 1.5-2 
Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Excludes lire, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants. 
Application with Dry Bulk Fertilizer: Most dry fertilizers can be used 
for impregnation with Lorsban Advanced. Apply Lorsban Advanced at 
tho equivalent broadcast rate using a minimum of 200 lb per acre of dry 
bulk fert1fl2er. 
Impregnation of Dry Bulk Fertilizer: Use a closed rotary drum mixer 
suitable for blending of dry bulk fertilizer equipped with an Internal spray 
nozzle. Add the dry fertilizer to the mlxor followed by the appropriate 
amount of Lorsban Advanced. After mixing the dry Ingredients to ensure 
unllo1mlty, add waler through the spray nozzle in an amount sufficient 
to Just dampen the mixture (4 lo 8 pints of waler per ton of rer1lllzer). 
Position the spray nonfe within lhe mlxer to provide uniform coverage of 
the lumbflng mixture of fertiflzer-and Lorsban Advanced. Addition of water 
will cause Lorsban Advanced lo uniformly adhere to the dry bulk fertilizer. 
Apply bulk fertilizers impregnated with Lorsba.n .Advanced Immediately, 
do not store it. Foliar applications of Lorsban Advanced may be made in 
addition to the orchard floor treatments. 
Compliance wilh any and all federal and slate laws and regulations 
relating to tho Lorsban Advanced and fertilizer mixture ts the responsibility 
or the p8fson offering such mixture for sale or distribution. 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 28 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chlorpyrlfos per year (does not include foliar 
applications to citrus trees). 

• Maximum single application rate Is 1 lb al chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

• Do not appty more than a total ol 2.82 lb al chlorpyrifos (3 quarts of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per year. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of the first applicatlon. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze In treated areas. 

Corn (Field, Sweet, Seed) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
fnto treated areas during the restrfcled entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Conservation Tillage: Prep!ant, At-Plant, or Preemergence 
Appllcatlons 
Apply as a broadcast spray lo surface trash and e~posed soil usJng 
power-operated ground spray equipment. Use a total spray volume 
of 20 gpa or more. Use a higher rate in 1he rate range to eictend 
residual control. 
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Tank Mixing: Lorsban Advanced may also be applied in tank mixtures 
with paraquat or glyphosate and/or llquld fertilizer solutions. See Mixing 
Directions section ror tank mixing Instructions. Read and carefully follow 
all applicable direcllons, restrictions, and precautions on labeling for each 
product used in combination with Lcrsban Advanced. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
armyworms 1 - 2 
cutworms 

Postemergence Appllcat!on 
i\pply as a postemergence broadcast spray using sufficient spray volume 
to ensure thorough coverage of treated plants, but no less than 15 gpa 
for ground spray equlprnent or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft equipment. Control 
may be reduced at low spray volumes under high temperature and wind 
conditions. lorsban Advanced may be tank mixed wilh gJl'phosate 
products, suoh as Duram!l}(' herbicide or Durango0 DMP.· herbicide, 
when application Is to be made to glyphosate-tolerant corn. 
Chemlgatlon: Lorsban Advanced may be broadcast applied postemergence 
through sprinkler Irrigation systems al specified application rates to control 
listed fol!ar pests. For best results, tank mix Lorsban Advanced with 2 pints 
of non-emulslfiable oil. See Chemlgation Application section. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
grasshoppers 0.5-1 

aphids 1 · 2 
arrnyworms 
chinch bugs (1) 
corn rootworm adults (2) 
cutworms (3) 
European corn borer (5) 
flea beetle adults (1) 
southern corn leaf beetle 
webworms (4) 
western bean cutworm 
brown marmorated slink bug 1.5 -2 
corn earworm 
southwestern corn borer (6) 
blllbugs (1} 
common stalk borer (9) 
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corn rootworrn larvae (7), (8) 
lesser cornstalk borer 
Numbers in parentheses (·) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Blllbug, chlnch bug, or flea beetle: For best control, ground apply 

In a rninlmum spray volume of 20 to 40 gpa at 40 psi. If corn is less 
than 6 Inches tall, apply in a 9- to 12-lnch wide band over the row. For 
corn more than 6 Inches tall, apply using drop nozzles directed lo the 
base of Iha plant. Do not reduce lhe application rate for banded or 
directed app\ioatlons. Concentrate the full labeled dosage rate in Iha 
treated zone. When chinch bugs continue to Immigrate lo corn over a 
prolonged period or under extreme pest pressure, a second application 
may be needed. 

2. Corn rootworm adults: Toe specified dosage will control silk clipping. 
3. Cutworms: It is preferable to apply Lorsban Advanced when 

sol! is moist and worms are active on or near the soil surface. If 
ground is dry, cloddy, or crusted al time ol treatment, worms may 
be protected from !he spray and effectiveness will be teduced. 
Shallow incorporation using a rotary hoe or other suitable equipment 
immediately before or soon alter treatment may Improve control. A 
second application may be required if damage or density levels exceed 
economic thresholds established for your area. 

4. Webworm: For control, shallow incorporation using a rotary hoe or 
other suitable equipment Immediately before or soon after treatment 
Is necessary. 

5. European corn borer: For control, use 1.5 to 2 pints per acre when 
application Is made with power-operated ground or aerial equipment, 
or 1 to 2 pints per acre when appllcatfon is made through a sprinkler 
Irrigation system. University research indicates that achieving greater 
than 50% control of first-generation European borer with a single liquid 
inseollcide treatment Is highly dependent upon timing, lnsecllclde 
placement. and weather conditions. 

6. Southwestern corn borer: A second application may be applled 
21 days later ii needed due to relnfestatlon. 

7. Corn rootworm larvae: For postemergence control, apply at 
oultlvatlon. Direct the spray to both sides of the row at !he base 
of lhe plants just ahead of lhe cultivator shovels. Cover the 
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insecticide with soil around the brace roots. A cultivation application 
of Lorsban Advanced may be made in addition to an at-planting 
appllcallon of Lorsban 15G. 

8. Lorsban Advanced may also be applied through sprinkler irrigation 
systems at the rate of 2 pints per a.ere to conllol corn rootworm 
larvae. llme appltcation to coincide with the appearance of the 
second instar larva&. Apply with enough water to wet the root zone to 
the depth control needed. If soils are wet, allow enough soil drying lo 
occur such that an application using a minimum amount of water will 
not produce surface runoff. See Chemlgatlon Application section for 
application Instructions. 

9. Do not use lorsban Advanced in combination with a burndown 
herbicide for control of common stalk borer. For common stalk borer 
control, treat approximately 11 days afler application of glyphosale or 
after burndown with paraquat herbicide is complete (3 to 5 days}. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest of 

grain, ears, forage or fodder. 
• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or any 

product containing chlorpyrlfos per season, Including the maximum 
allowed of two granular appllcations. al the 1 lb ai chlorpyrifos rate. 

• Maximum slngle application rate Is 1 lb al chlorpyrl!os (2. 13 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

• Do not apply more than 3 lb ai chlorpyrifos (6.38 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within JO days of the first application. 

• If more than 1 lb al granular ohlorpyrifos per acre Is applied at-plant 
(for a maximum of 1.3 lb ai per acre per season), only one additional 
application of a llquld product contalnlng chlorpyrltos at 1 lb al per 
acre Is allowed per season, for a tolal of 2.3 lb al chlorpyrlfos per acre 
per season. 

• Do not apply in tank mixes wllh Steadfast or Lightning herbicides. 
• Do no! aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Cotton 
(Not for use in Mississippij 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during lhe restricted entry interval {RE~ of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early enlry Is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast foliar spray using aircraft or ground spray equipment 
(see.separata rata table for Arizona and California). Use a higher rate 
In the rate range when there Is Increased pest pressure. Use sufficient 
spray volume to ensure thorough coverage of l(eated plants, but no less 
than 10 gpa for ground spray equipment or 2 gpa lor aircraft equipment. 
Increase spray volume when foliage Is dense and/or pest population is 
high and/or under high temperature and wind conditions. Treat when field 
counts indicate damaging Insect populations are developing or present. 
Chemigatlon: Lorsban Advanced may be applled through sprinkler 
Irrigation systems at specified broadcast application rates to control listed 
foliar pests. See Chemlgation Applloallon section. 
Proper application methods are necessary lo ensure thorough spray 
covera~e and correct rate, and minimize off-target drift. Follow 
Appllcallon Directions for ground and aerial application and Spray 
Drift Management recommendations In Product Information secllon of 
this label. 

All States Except Arizona and California 
Lorsban Advanced 

Target Pests (pint/acre) 
cotton fleahopper (1) 0.37 -1 
plant bugs (1) 

(Lygus, Mirids} 

grasshoppers 0.5-1 
thrips 

cotton aphid 0.5- 2 
fall armyworm 
yellowstriped armyworm 
spider mites (2) 1 

beet armyworm 1.5-2 
cotton bollworm (3) 
cutworms 
pink bollworm 
salt marsh caterpillar 
tobacco budworm (3) 
Numbers in parentheses (·) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 
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Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. The 0.37 pint per acre rate will not provide a high degree of control 

but, compared to the 1 pint per acre rate, will minimize the damage 
from plant bugs and cotton fleahoppers and allow increased survival 
and build-up of beneficial insects to aid in the control of bollworms 
infesting cotton, 

2. Spider mites: When large numbers of eggs are present, scout the 
treated area in 3 to 5 days. If newly hatched nymphs a,e present, 
make a follow-up appllcalron of a non-chlorpyrifos product that is 
effective against mites. 

3. Bollworms and budworms: For best results, scout flelds twice per 
week and apply when worms are 1 /4 inch or less in length. 

Arizona and California 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinVacre) 
armyworms I. 1 - 2 
cotton aphid 
cotton lleahopper 
Lygus 
salt marsh caterpillar 
silverteaf whitefly (1) 
thrips 
boll weevil 2 
cotton bollworm (2) 
cotton leaf perforator (suppression) 
cutworms 
pink bollworm 
spider mites (suppression) 
tobacco budworm (2) 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Spec1llc Use DIrectIons. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Sllverlear whitefly: Apply In lank mix combination with the specified 

rale of a pyrethroid lnsecllclde labeled for control or suppression. 
2. Bollworms and budworms: For best results, scout fields twice per 

week and apply when worms are 1/4 inch or less In length. 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chlorpyrifos per crop season. 
Maximum single application rate is 0.94 lb ai chtorpyrifos (2 pints of 
Lorsbari Advanced} per acre. 

• Do not apply more than 2.82 lb ai chlorpyrifos (6 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chtorpyrifos within 10 days of the first application. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in treated areas. 
• Do not feed gin trash or treated forage lo meat or dairy animals. 

Cranberry 
(Not for use in MississippO 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast foliar spray. Use sufficient spray volume to 
ensure thorough coverage, but no less than 15 gpa, Except for control 
of cranberry weevil, treat when field counts indicate damaging insect 
populations are developing or present. 
Chemigation: Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
irrigation systems to control I isled pests. Apply at specified broadcast 
appli_caliori rates. See Chemigatlon Application section. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinVacre} 

brown spanworm 3 
cranberry fruitworm 
cranberry weevil (1) 
cutworms 
fireworms 
sparganothis lruitworms . . Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Spec1f1c Use Directions . 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Cranberry weevil: For control, apply once at flower bud development 

Qate May, early June) and, If cranberry weevils are present, once after 
100% bloom (early to mid-July). 
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Specific Use Precautions: 
Apply only alter the winter flood water has been removed. To avoid 
pesticide contamination of flood waters, do not apply when bogs are 
flooded. 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 60 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than two applications of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrilos per season.. . . 
• Maximum single application rate Is 1.41 lb a, chlorpyrifos {3 pmts of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other. 

product containing chlorpyrifos wilhin 10 days of the first apptlcahon. 

Fig 
(For use only in California) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 4 days 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Apply Lorsban Advanced as a dormant application in late winter prior 
to beetle emergence and prior to leaf formation. Use a spray volume of 
10 gpa or more and apply as a broadcast spray to the soil surface using 
power-operated ground spray equipment. On the day of treatment, 
Incorporate Lorsban Advanced into the top 3 Inches of soil using 
suitable equipmsnt. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pest (quart/acre) 

brown marmorated stink bug 2 
dried fruit beetle 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 217 days (7 months) 

before harvest. 
• Make only one applicallon per year of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos. 
• Maximum single application rate is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 quarts of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

Grape 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn, 

Soil Surface Application 
(For use in areas east of the Continental Divide only) 
Apply Lorsban Advanced just before the pest emerges from the soil. 
Apply 2 quarts ol Ille diluted spray mixture lo the soil surface on a 
15-square foot area (4.4 foot circle) around the base of each vine. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pest (pint/100 gal) 

grape borer 4.5 

Specific Use Restrictions for Soil Surface Application: 
• Do not allow spray to contact fruit or foliage. 
• Maximum single application rate for soil surface application is 2.12 lb ai 

chlorpyrifos (4.5 pints of Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
Prebloom Application 
(For use in areas east of the Continental Divide only} 
Apply as a spray drench ground application using a minimum spray 
volume of 25 gpa. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pest (quart/acre) 

brown marmorated stink bug 1 
climbing cutworm1 

grape mealybugs2 

grape scale - .. Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Spec1f1c Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Cutworm: For control, apply 1 quart of Lorsban Advanced per acre as 

a broadcast spray in a minimum spray volume of at least 50 gallons 
of water using power-operated ground spray equipm~nt. Treat whe~ 
cutworms first becoms active and when field counts indicate damaging 
insect populations are developing or present. Do not apply after bloom 
s1age of growth. Consult your state agricultural experiment slatlon or 
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extension service specialist concerning cutworm control practices in 
your area. 

2. Grope mealybug: For control, apply 1 quart of Lorsban Advanced 
per acre In a minimum spray volume of at least 50 gallons of water 
per acre using power-operated ground spray equipment only prior to 
la te bud break. Applications after budbreak may result In transient leaf 
yellowing (Concords). 

Specific Use Restrictions for Prebloom Application: 
• Do not use in conjunction with soil su,iace application for grape 

borer control. 
• Maximum single application rate for prebloom application to minimize 

phytotoxiclty Is 0.94 lb al chlorpyrifos (1 quart of Lorsban Advanced) 
per acre. 

Specillc Use Restrictions for Soil Surface Application and Prebloom 
Appllcatton: 
• Pre harvest Interval: Do not apply within 35 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than one application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos per season. 
• Based upon available residue data, the use of Lorsban Advanced in 

grapes Is restricted to areas east of the Continental Divide only. Do not 
use In the state of Mississippi. 

Legume Vegetables {Succulent or Dried) 
(Except Soybean)' 
{Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

1Legume vegelabtes including adzuki bean, asparagus bean, bean, 
btackeyed pea, broad bean (dry and succulen1), catjang, chickpea, 
Chinese longbean, cowpea, crowder pea, dwarf pea, edible pod pea. 
English pea, lava bean, field bean, field pea, garbanw bean, garden pea, 
grain lupin, green pea, guar, hyacinth bean, jackbean, kidney bean, lablab 
bean, lentil, llma bean, moth bean, mung bean, navy bean, pea, pigeon 
pea, pinto bean, rice bean, runner bean, snap bean, snow pea, southern 
pea, sugar snap pea, sweet lupln, sword bean, tepary bean, urd bean, 
wax bean, white lupin, while sweet lupin, yardlong bean 

Preplant Broadcast Application 
Apply Lorsban Advanced al a rate ol 2 pints per acre lo control seed 
maggots. Make a preplanl broadcast application In a minimum of 10 gpa 
of spray to the soil surface using sultable ground equipment. To Improve 
the activity against seed maggots, incorporate Lorsban Advanced into the 
lop 1 to 3 Inches of soil using suitable tillage equipment. 
At-Plant T-Band Appllcallon 
Apply 1.8 fl oz of Lorsban Advanced per 1000 feel of row at 30-!nch 
row spacing. Apply the spray in a 3- to 5-lnch wide band over the row 
behind the planter shoe and In front of the press wheel to achieve shallow 
Incorporation. Mix the speclfled dosage In a minimum of lo gpa or spray 
and apply to lhe soil surface using suitable ground spray equipment. 
Equivalent rates or Insecticide spray required per l 00 feel or row for 
listed row spacings are given In the accompanying table. To Improve 
the activity of Lorsban Advanced against seed maggots, incorporate 
Lorsban Advanced into 1he top 1/2 to 1-lnch ol sell using tines or chains 
or other suitable equipment. 

Spray Volume Per fl oz of Spray Volume per 100 Feet of Row 

Acre (Gallons) 30-lnch 28-inch 24-inch 22-inch 

10 7.3 6.9 5.9 5.4 
15 11 10.3 8.8 8.1 

20 14.7 13.7 11 .8 10.8 

Specific Use Precautions: Insecticides, Including Lorsban Advanced, 
may contribute to the stress of plants under certain environ mental 
conditions. This stress may reduce plant stand or Interfere wllh normal 
plant development. Herbicides used preplanl Incorporated may Interact 
with insecticides and enhance this stress. 
Specific Use Restricllons: 
• Do not make more than one application of Lorsban Advanced per year. 
• Do not apply more than 0.94 lb al chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not apply Lorsban Advanced at-plant ii the r1eld was treated with a 

preplant incorporated trea tment of Lorsban Advanced. 
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Onion (Dry Bulb) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for ear ly entry Is worn, 

At-Plant Soll Drench Application 
For direct seeded onions to control onion maggot, apply 32 fl oz of 
Lorsban Advanced per acre ln a water-based spray as a 2- to 4-lnch 
wide band over the row at plaJ1tlng time In a minimum of 40 gpa. 
Equivalent rates of insecticide spray required per 1000 leel ol row for 
listed row spacings are given in the table below. Shallow incorporation is 
necessary. Place behind the planter shoe and In front of the presswheel. 
Phytotoxiclty may occur ii Lorsban Advanced Is sprayed directly onto 
011!011 seeds. Do not mix lorsban Advanced with other pesticide 
products. Note: The user should exercise reasonable-judgment and 
caulion with th is product. Until familiar wlth results under user planting 
and growing conditions, if mil application of this product to a small area 
to detem1ine plant tolerance and extent of injury if such occurs prior to 
initiating large scale applications. 

lorsban Advanced Row Spacing 

(32 fl oz/acre) 6-inch I 10-lnch I 12-inch I 18-inch 

fl oz/1000 ft of row 0.37 I 0.61 I 0.74 I 1.1 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than one application per year. 
• Maximum single application rate is 0.032 lb ai chlorpyrifos per 

1000 feet of row. 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Misslsslpppi. 
PostplantSo/1 Drench Appllcellon 
Apply as an early season directed spray to the base of onion seedlings 
or transplants during peak egg laying. Use a minimum of 100 gpa for 
thorough wetting. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pest {quart/acre} 

onion maggot 1 • 
seedcorn maggot 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 60 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than two applications (at-plant plus postplant) 

per year. 
• Maximum single appllcation rate is 0.94 lb al chlorpyrifos (1 quart of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Peanut 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval; Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
uniess PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Apply to the soil surface as a preptant broadcast spray followed by 
immediate soil incorporation to a depth of 3 to 4 inches using a disc:, field 
cultivator, or equivalent equipment. Use a minimum of 10 gpa total spray. 

lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinUacre) 

wireworms (suppression) 4 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest . 
• Do not make more than one preplant application or Lorsban Advanced 

per season. 
• Maximum single application rate is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• The combined total of preplant and postplant applications of 

Lorsban Advanced, Lorsban 15G, or other product containing 
chlorpyrifos, must not exceed 4 lb ai chlorpyrifos per acre per season. 

• Do not feed treated peanut forage or hay to meat or dairy animals. 
• Do not aerially apply this product In Mississippi. 
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Pear 
{For use only in California, Oregon and Washington) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during 1he restricted entry lnte1Val (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Postharvest Application 
Mix the specified dosage in 100 to 400 gpa of spray and apply using an 
airblast speed sprayer or other suitable ground equipment. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pest (pint/acre) 
brown marmorated stink bug 4 
codling moth 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Do not make more than one postharvest application (prior to dormancy) 

per year. 
• Maximum single appl!cat!on rate is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints or 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not harvest or use treated fruit for food or feed. 
• Do not allow meat or dai,y animals to graze in treated orchards. 
• If unmJthoriied entry Into a treated orchard carinot be prevented, then 

the orohard must be posted wllh appropriate signs according to the 
Worker Protec lion Standard while treated, unharvested frnll remains on 
the tree. 

Peppermint and Spearmint 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast spray using a total spray volume of 10 gpa or more 
using ground equipment. 
Chemigation: Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
Irrigation systems at specified broadcast application rates to control listed 
foliar pests. See Chemigation Application section. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
cutworm (1) 2-4 
garden symphylans(2) 4 
mint root borer (3) 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Cutworms: Apply during May and June when field counts indicate 

damaging insect populations are developing or present. When larvae 
are less than 3/4 inch in length, use the 2 pint rate; otherwise, use a 
higher rate In the rate range. 

2. Garden symphylans: Apply preplant to the soil surface. On the same 
day of treatment, Incorporate the insecticide in1o the top 2 to 4 Inches 
of soil using a disc, field cultivator, or equivalent equipment. 

3. Mint borer: Apply postharvest when lleld counts indicate damaging 
insect populations are developing or present. If ground applied, follow 
with approximately 1 acre Inch of sprinkler irrigation immediately 
after applicatlon lo incorporate the insecticide into the soil or apply 
by chemlgallon. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval! Do not apply within 90 days before harvest. 
• Make only one application or Lorsban Advanced or other product 

containing chlorpyrifos during 1he growing season. 
• Do not make more than one prepfant incorporated application in 

the spring. 
• Make only one postharvest application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrilos per season. 
• Maximum single application rate is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced} per acre. 
• Do not use in conjunction with a broadcast foliar application of 

Lorsban Advanced for cutworm control. 

Sorghum - Grain Sorghum (Milo) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Apply as a postemergence broadcast spray using sufficient spray volume 
to ensure thorough coverage of treated plants, but no less than 15 gpa ror 

ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft equipment. Con1rol may be 
reduced at row spray volumes under high temperature and wind conditions. 
Chemfgation: Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
irrigation systems at specified broadcast application rates to control listed 
foliar pesls. See Chemigation Application section. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
sorghum midge (1} 0.5 
grasshoppers 0.5-1 
yellow sugar cane aphid and other aphids 
greenbug (2) 0.5-2 

armyworms 1-2 
chinch bugs (3) 
cutworms 
lesser cornstalk borer (3) 

webworms 1 

European and southwestern corn borer 1.5- 2 

corn earworm 2 
Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Sorghum midge: Apply when 30% to 50% of the seed heads are 

in bloom. 
2. Greenbug: Use a higher rate in the rate range when pest populations 

are high. 
3. Chin ch bugs and lesser cornstalk borer: Apply as a directed spray 

toward the base of the plant using power-operated ground spray 
equipment with sufficient water to ensure coverage of an 8- to 12-inch 
band centered In the row. For planls less than 6 inches high, apply an 
8- to 12-inch band centered over the row. Do not reduce the dosage 
for banded or directed apptlcatlons. Concentrate the full labeled 
dosage rate in the treated zone. 

Specific Use Precautions: 
• To minimize the potential for chemical injury, do not apply 

Lorsban Advanced to drought stressed grain sorghum within three 
days followlng irrigation or rain except where the product is applied in 
irrigation water. 

• Be aware that sorghum lines used in seed production flelds may be 
more susceptible to chemical injury. Susceptible Inbred lines or hybrids 
are likely to be at greater risk of yield-reducing chemical injury when 
treated at the higher application rates. Users should not apply more 
than 1 pint of Lorsban Advanced per acre to seed sorghum if the 
additional risk of crop injury is unacceptable. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not harvest for grain, forage, fodder, hay, or 

silage within 30 days after application of 1 pint of Lorsban Advanced per 
acre or within 60 days after application of rates above 1 pint per acre. 

• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 
other product containing chlorpyrlfos per use season. 

• Maximum single application rate is 0.94 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

• Do not apply more than 1.41 lb ai chlorpyrifos (3 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chforpyrifos within 10 days of the frrst application. 

• Do not treat sweet varieties of sorghum. 
' • Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Soybean 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry illlerval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE requlred for early entry Is worn. 

Soil Application 
Apply as a broadcast treatment to soil surface In a mfnfmum spray 
volume of 1 O gpa using suitable ground spray equipment or as a band 
appllcatlon. Use a higher rate In lhe rate rc1nge when there is increased 
pest pressure. For band application, equivalent rates of insecticide 
spray required per 100 feet of row for listed row spacing are given in 
the table below. For at-plant treatments, apply in a 4· to 6-inch band 
centered over the row. Position the spray nozzle in front of the planter 
shoe or press wheel or after the press wheel followed by a drag chain 
for light Incorporation. Do not apply as an in-furrow treatment. For 
a postemergence rescue treatment, apply as a directed spray in a 9- to 
12-lnch band at the base of the plant. For plants less than 6 Inches tan, 
apply over-the-top in a 6- to 12-inch band. 
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At-Plant Treatment Postemergence 
(Broadcast, T-band Rescue Treatment 

Target Pests or Band) (pinVacre) (Band Only) (pint/acre) 

cutworms 1 -2 1 -2 
lesser cornstalk borer 

fluid Ounces of Spray Required Per 100 Feet of Row for 
Listed Row Spacings and Spray Volumes 

Volume of Spray Per 
Acre (gal) 36" 32" 28" 24" 

10 8.8 7.9 6.9 5.9 
15 13.2 11.B 10.3 8 .8 
20 17.6 15.7 13.7 11.8 

Foliar Application 
Apply as a post emergence broadcast spray using sufficient spr&y volume 
to ensure thorough coverage ol treated plarits, but no less than 15 gpa 
for ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft equipment. Apply 
when field counts indicate damaging pest populations are developing 
or present. Lorsban Advanced may be tank mixed with glyphosate 
products . such as Duramax or Durango OMA, when applica\lon Is to 
be made to glyphosate-tolerant soybeans. Use a higher rate In the rate 
range when 1here is increased pest pressure. 

Chemigatlon; Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
irrigation systems at specified broadcast appllcatlon rates to control listed 
foliar pests. See Chemigation Application section. 

Target Pests Lorsban Advanced 
(pint/acre) 

grasshoppers 0.5-1 
green cloverworm 
spider mites (1) 
velvetbean caterpillar 

armyworms 1 - 2 
bean leaf beetle 
corn earworm 
cutworms 
Mexican bean beetle 
potato tealhopper 
saltmarsh caterpillar and other woolly bears 
soybean aphid 
thistle caterpillar (painted lady butterfly) 

brown marmorated stink bug 2 
European corn borer 
southern green stink bug 

Numbers In parentheses(-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Spider mites: When large numbers ol eggs are present, scout the 

treated area in 3 to 5 days. II newly hatched nymphs are present, 
make a follow-up application of a non-chlorpytllos product that ls 
effective against mites. 

Specific Use Precaution: 
• On determinate soybeans, do not make more than one application after 

pod set. 

Specific Uso Restrictions: 
• Preharvost Interval: Do not apply within 28 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applications of lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chlorpyrilos per year. 
• Maximum single appllcaUon rate Is 0.94 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per aore. 
• Do not apply more than a total of 2.82 lb ai chlorpyrilos (6 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season. 
• Do not make a second applicallon of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpy~ifos within 14 days of the first application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy 8/limals to graze in treated areas or 

otherwise reed treated soybean forage, hay, and straw to meat or 
dairy animals. 
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Strawberry 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas du ring the restricted entry lnlerval {REI) or 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is wom. 

Preplant Incorporation Appllcation 
Apply Lorsban Advanced In sufficient water to ensure uniform soil 
coverage and Incorporate into lhe soil in the spring for protection of 
strawberries during the following year. 

Target Pest lorsban Advanced 
(quart/acre) 

garden symphylans 2 
grub 

Foliar Application 
Apply as a broadcast foliar spray when buds first appear and repeat 
application 1 O lo 14 days later. Use a minimum spray volume of 40 gpa. 

Target Pest 

strawberry bud weevil 

Postharvest Applicalion 

Lorsban Advanced 
(quart/acre) 

Apply as a directed spray to crown of strawberry plarits immediately alter 
harvest and alter plants are lopped. Repeal appllcallon, if required, 14 to 
18 days later. Use a minimum spray volume of 100 gpa. 

Target Pest 

strawberry crown moth 

Specific Use Precautions: 

Lorsban Advanced 
(quart/acre) 

• Do not tank mix Lorsban Advanced with peslfcldes, surfactants, or 
fertilizer formula lions unless prior use has shown the combination 
non-Injurious under your currenl conditions. ol use. 

• Phytotoxicity may occur when Lorsban Advanced is applied to 
slrawbeules under conditions of high temperature and drought stress. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest. 
• Preplant Application: Do not make more than one application of 

Lorsban Advanced or other product containing chlorpyrlfos per year. 
• Follar and Postharvest Applications: Do not make more than 

two appllcaUons of Lorsban Advanced or other product containing 
chlorpyrifos per year. 

• Postharvest Application: Do not sprinkle irrigate for one week 
following application. 

• Maximum single appllcallon rate Is 1.88 lb al chlorpyrilos (2 quarts of 
lorsban Advanced) per acre for preplanl incorporation and 0.94 lb ai 
chlorpyrifos (1 quart of Lorsban Advanced} per acre for foliar and 
postharvest application. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrilos within 10 days of the first foliar 
appllcatlon and within 14 days or postharvest appllcatlon. 

• For pre bloom use only. Do not apply after berries start to form or 
when berries are present. 

Sugarbeet 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI} of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Soll Application (At-Planting or Preplant Incorporated) 
To reduce feeding damage from early season Insects such as cutworms, 
apply at-planting or as a preplant treatment and Incorporate to a depth 
of 1 to 2 Inches. Do not apply as an In-furrow treatment. Apply 1 pine 
of Lorsban Advanced per planted acre to a 10-lnch wide band centered 
over the row for furrows 30 inches apart. (For rows 30 lncties apart, this 
is equivalent to 9.2 fl oz of Lorsban Advanced per 10,000 feet of row). For 
other row widths, adjust the spray volume per planted acre in proportion 
lo the length of row actually treated. 

Postemergence Appllca11on 
Apply specilfe<l rate as a broadcast or banded follar spray. Treat when 
field counts Indicate that d~rnaglng insect populations are developing 
or present. 
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Broadcast Applloation: Apply the speclhed dosage in wator using 2 to 
5 gpa of finished spray when using aerial spray equipment or 1 O to 30 gpa 
when using ground spray equipment. Chemlgallon: Lorsban Advanced 
may be applled through sprinkler irrigation systems at speciRed broadcast 
application rates to control listed foliar pesls. See Chemlgatlo,1 
Application section for application lnstrucllons. 
Banded Foliar Spray: Apply the specified rate with in the band using 
a minimum of 7 gallons of spray volume In a 5· to 7-lnch wide band 
centered over the row. Do not reduce the rate for band applications. 
Concentrate the foll labeled dosage rate (see band rates in table below) 
in the treated zone. For best resulls, lightly incorporate band-applied 
I real men ts, either mechanically or with irrigation. 

Lorsban Advanced 

Broadcast Band 
Target Pests (pint/acre) (pint/acre) 
grasshoppers (1) 0.5 - 1 -
leaf miners 1 0.67 
spider mites 
tarnished plant bug (Lygus) 1 -
aphids 1 - 2 0.67 -1.33 
fall armyworm 
yellowstriped armyworm 
webworms 
beet armyworm 1.5 - 2 1 - 1.33 
cutworms 2 1.33 
flea beetle adults 
sugarbeet root maggot 0.5 -1 -

adults (2), (5) 

sugarbeet root maggot - 1.33 - 2 
larvae (3), (5) 

sugarbeet root maggot 2 1.33 - 2 
larvae (4), (5) 

Numbers In parentheses(·) refer to "Pest-Specific Use Directions". 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Grasshoppers: The low rate will control small nymphs (1st through 

3rd instar). 
2. Sugarbeet root maggot adults: Apply anytime from 7 days before 

unUI 3 days after peak, adult emergence in order to large! adults 
present al time of appllcation based upon local field trap monitoring. 

3. Sugarbeet root maggot larvae: Use as primary treaiment to control 
root maggot larvae. Base application liming on local field trap 
monitoring. Apply anytime from 7 days before until 3 days alter peak 
adult emergence. 

4. Sugarbeet root maggot larvae: Use as a supplemental 
postemergence treatment following an at-plant insccUcfde application 
for control of root maggot laNae. Base· application timing upon local 
field trap monitoring. Apply anytime from 7 days before untn 3 days 
after peak adult emergence. 

5. Sugarbeet root maggot: To prevent the potential development 
of insecticide resistance, producers are encouraged to te.ke the 
following steps: (1) avoid making more than two applications of 
Lorsban Advanced per sea.son when adults are active; (2) ii an 
organophosphale Insecticide was applied at pianllng, make no more 
than one postemergence application of Lorsban Advanced when 
adulls are active. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 30 days before harvest of beet 

roots and tops. 
• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chiorpyrifos per season. 
• Maximum single application rate is 0.94 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not apply. more than a total of 2.82 lb al chlorpy,ifos (6 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced} par acre per season. 
• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of the first application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy a.nlmals to graze in treated areas or harvest 

treated beet tops as feed for meat or dairy animals within 30 days of 
last lreatmenl. 

• To avoid unacceptable crop Injury, do not tank mix Lorsban Advanced 
with Quadrls or Headline or with any EC formulation or any tank mix 
containing an oil adjuvant. 
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Sunflower 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Preplant Incorporation Application 
Broadcast apply to soil surface in a minimum spray volume of 1 O gpa 
using suitable ground spray equipment. On lhe same day of treatment, 
Incorporate the Insecticide into the top 2 to 4 Inches of soil using a disc, 
field culllvator, or equivalent equipment. Use a higher rate in the rate 
range when there is increased pest pressure. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinVacre} 

cutworms 2-4 

Postemergence Broadcast Application 
Apply as a postemergence broadcast spray using sufficient spray volume 
to ensure thorough coverage of treated plants, but no less than 15 gpa 
for ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft equipment. Use a 
higher rate in the rate range when there is increased pest pressure. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 

grasshoppers 1 

banded sunflower moth 1-1.5 
seed weevil (4) 
slem weevil (2) 
sunflower beetle larvae and adults (1) 
sunflower moth (3) 
woolly bears 
cutworms 2 

tarnished plant bug (Lygus) (5) 1-2 

Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Sunflower beetle: For control of larvae or adults, treat when field 

counts indicate 10 larvae or 1 to 2 adults per seedling. 
2. Stem weevil: Optimal treatment time is within 5 1o 7 days after adult 

weeY!ls begin to appear. 
3. Sunflower math: To control, make first application during early 1 % to 

5% bloom stage. 
4. Seed weevil: To control, apply when field counts indicate 10 lo 

12 adults per plant for oil crop varieties and 1 to 3 adults per plant on 
confectionery crop varieties. 

5. Tarnished plant bug (Lygus): Use a higher rate In the rate range 
where populations are heavy. Apply at the onset of poUen spread or 
approximately 10% bloom (R-5 growth stage). For best protection, 
make a second application 10 days later. Use sufficient waler to 
ensure thorough coverage of treated plants. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 42 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applications of Lorsban Advanced or 

other product containing chlorpyrifos per season. 
• Maximum single application rate Is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced} per acre for preplant Incorporation and 0.94 lb ai 
chlorpyrifos (2 pints of Lorsban Advanced} per acre tor postemergence 
broadcast treatment. 

• Do not apply more than a total ol 2.82 lb ai chlorpyrifos (6 pints or 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product contalnfng chlorpyrifos within 10 days of the first application. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in treated areas. 

Sweet Potato 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval [REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required tor early entry is worn. 

Apply to the soil surface as a preplant broadcast spray to reduce 
the feeding damage caused by listed pests. Use a spray volume of 
1 0 gpa or more. Incorporate Immediately after appllcation to a depth 
of 4 lo 6 inches using a rotary hoe, disc cultivator, or other suitable 
Incorporation equipment. Plant sweet potatoes fn the usual manner 
no more than 14 days after treatment. Delaying planting more than 
14 days alter application wlll redvco the time interval of protection against ' 
feeding damage. 
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Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests {pinVacre) 
Conoderus (wireworm) 4 
sweet potato flea beetle 
Syslena (flea beetle) 

Specific Use Precaution: 
• Lorsban Advanced will not control false wlreworms, white fringe beetle 

or other grubs that attack sweet potatoes. 
Speclllc Use Reslrlctlons: 
• Preharvcst Interval: Do not apply within 125 days before harvest. 
• Do no1 make more than one application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrlfos per season. 
• Maximum single application rate is 1.88 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of 

Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Tobacco 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

Apply as a preplant broadoasl spray to reduce the feeding damage 
ca.used by listed pests. Apply 24 to '16 hours belo(e bedding and 
lrnnsplanting using a spray volume of 10 gpa or more. Incorporate 
Immediately after application to a depth ol 2 lo 4 Inches using suitable 
incorporation equipment. 
Before broadcast application of Lorsban Advanced onto existing beds, 
knock down beds to final shape for transplanting. Use PTO-driven 
implements that will incorporate Lorsban Advanced to a depth of 
4 Inches. 

lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pinVacre) 
cutworms 2 
flea beetles 
mole crickets 
root maggots 
wireworms 

lo control Iha above listed pests and suppress papulallons of rootknot 
nematodes in all tobacco growing regions, use Lorsban Advanced In a 
tank mi~ with Nemacur 3 al the rate of 2 pin ls of Lorsban Advanced plus 
4 quarts of Nemacur 3 per acre. Read and carefully follow all applicable 
directions, restrictions, and precautions on labeling for Nemacur 3 used 
in combination with lorsban Advanced. Apply the specified rate(s) to 
\he soil surface In a spray volume of 10 gpa or more 24 to 46 hours 
before bedding and transplanting. fmrnedlately following application, 
incorpor:ate Into the s01110 a depth of· at least 4 Inches using suitable 
equipment. Where the nemalode species Meloidogyne arenaria or 
M. /avanica are present, or there are high populations of M. incognfla, 
apply Telone'll ti soil fumigant at the specified label rate, 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
■ Do not make more ltian one application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos per season. 
Maximum single applioallon rate is 1 lb al chlorpyrllos (2 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced} per acre. 

• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Tree Fruits, 1 Almond, and Walnut (Dormant/Delayed 
Dormant Sprays) 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry Interval (REQ of 4 days for 
tree fruils and 24 tiours for almond and walnut unless PPE required for 
early entry is worn. 

1Apple, ctierry, nectarine, peach, pear, plum, prune 
Apply as a dormant or delayed dormant spray. While Lorsban Advanced 
may be used without oil , for best cesults, use oll to control addition al 
pests, such as European red mite. See precautions for use of oil below. 
Apply as a concentrate or dilute spray using conventional, power
operated spray equipment. For dilute sprays (greater than 200 gpa), use 
sufficient spray volume to completely wel tree foliage, but not to paint of 
runoff. For concentrate sprays Qess than 200 gpa), uniformly apply an 
equivalent amount of Lorsban Advanced per acre. 
Use a higher rate in the rate range when there is increased pest pressure. 
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Use Precautions for Tree Fruits, Almond afld Walnut: 
• Cold or dry conditions may cause Lorsban Advanced plus oll sprays to 

Infuse Into trees, resul!!ng in bud damage or bud drop. Do not apply 
until winter rains or Irrigation has replenished soil moisture sucti !hat 
bark and twigs are not desiccated. 

• To avoid contamination of irrlga!!on tail waters, do not flood irrigate 
within 24 hours of application of Lorsban Advanced. 

Use Restrictions tor Tree Fruits, Almond and Walnut: 
• Make only-one appllcatlon or chlorpyrifos during the dormant season. 
• For apple, do not make more than orio appllcatlon of Lorsban Advanced 

to the apple tree trunk per year as either a prebloom or post-bloom 
application. 

• Do not use more than a total ol 1.88 lb al chlorpyrifos (4 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season as a dormanVdelayed 
dorman application. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in treated orchards. 

Almond, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, Plum, Prune 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (plnVacre) 

American plum borer 1.5 - 4 
brown almond mite 
climbing cutworms 
European red mite 
greater peach tree borer 
lesser peach tree borer 
mealy plum aphid 
peacti twig borer 
pear psylla adults 
San Jose scale 

Specific Use Precautions for Almond, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, 
Plum, Prune: 
• Avoid contact with foliage In sweet cherries as premature leaf drop 

may result. 
Specific Use Restrictions for Almond, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, 
Plum; Prune: 
• Do not make a soil or foliar application of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of a dormanVdelayed 
dormant application of chlorpyrifos to the orchard. 

Additional Restrictions Specific to California for Almond, Cherry, 
Nectarine, Peach, Pear, Plum, Prune: 
• Do not use. more than 1 % dormant oil and/or penetrating surfactants in 

almond orchards less than 4 years old. 
• Use a minimum ol 100 gpa of total spray volume. 
• Use up to 2% supreme oil with no more than 4 gpa on almonds. 
• Use up to 2% supreme oil with no more than 6 gpa on peaches 

and nectarines. 
• Refer to the University of California pest management guide for pears, 

plums, Md prunes. 
• In orchards wilh high overwintering populations of European red mite or 

brown almond mile, use higher spray volumes that allow for the use of 
higher per acre rates of oil. 

• Do not use any adjuvants or surfactants In addition to, or as a subst!tute 
for, a petroleum spray oil in a tank mix wilti Lorsban Advanced. 
Do not apply on almonds in the following counties in California: Butte, 
Colusa, Glenn, Solano, Sutter, Tehama. Yolo, and Yuba. 

Apple 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
climbing cutworms 1.5- 4 
Lygus 
obllquebanded leafroller 
pandemis leafroller 
rosy apple aphid 
San Jose scale 

Specific Use Restrictions for Apple: 
• Only ona application of any chlorpyrifos containing product can be 

made per year. The application can be either a prebloom dormanV 
delayed dormant spray to the canopy or Iha trunk, or a post-bloom 
application to lhe lower 4 feet of the trunk (for post-bloom application 
instructions and restrictions on apple, refer to Apple Tcee Trunk section 
of 1he labeQ. 

Additional Restrictions Specific to California tor Apple: 
• Use a minimum of 100 gpa of total spray volume. 
• Refer to the University of California pas! management guide for apples. 
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• In orchards wiU1 high overwintering populations of European red mite or 
brown almond mite, use higher spray volumes that allow for the use of 
higher per acre rates or oil . 

• Do not use any adjuvants or surfactants in addition to, or as a substitute 
for, a petroleum spray oil in a tank mix with Lorsban Advanced. 

Tree Fruits1 and Almond (Trunk Spray or Preplant Dip) 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Resbicted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into 
treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 4 days for tree 
fruits and 24 hours for almond unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

'Cherry, nectarine, peach, plum 
Apply Lorsban Advanced to tree trunks and lower branches using a 
coarse, _low.-pressure spra.y to control pests listed In the lollow1ng toblo. 
Use a higher rl;lle In 1h~ ~ate range when l~ere is Increased pest pressure. 
Unless otherwise specified, a second application may be made after lwo 
weeks and a lhird application may be made after harvest. Avold spray 
contact with follai:ie in sweet cherries as premature leaf drop may result. 
Consult your stato ai:irlcullural experiment st a lion or extension seNlce 
specialist for proper application timing for your area. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Crops Target Pests (qua rt/100 gal) 
cherry American plum borer 1.5-3 

greater peach tree borer 
lesser peach tree borer 

almond 
nectarine 

peach tree borers (1) (2) 3 

peach 
plum 

Numbers 1n parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Preplant Dip Application (Peaches and Nectarines Only). For 

preplant control of peachtree borer, use Lorsban Advanced at the 
equivalent application rate of 3 quarts per 100 gallons of water. Dip 
trees several inches above the graflln9 bud scar and plant Immediately 
or allow them to dry before returning to storage. Do not allow peach 
trees to remain in contact with the dip solullon. 

2. Peach tree borer: For control in established trees, apply before 
newly hatched borers enter the tree. Use as a coarse, low-pressure 
trunk spray and thoroughly wet all bark areas from ground level to 
scaffold limbs. Do not allow spray to contact fruit. Consult written 
recommendations provided by your State agricultural experiment 
station or extension service spedalist for proper time to treat in 
your area. 

Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do no\ apply within 14 days before ha/Vest of 

almonds, nectarines, peaches and plums or within 21 days before 
harvest of cherries. 

• Do no! make more than one chforpyrifos application per year in 
nectarines peaches, and no more than three chlorpyrifos applications 
per year in cherries. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals ta graze in treated orchards. 

Tree Nuts1 (Foliar Sprays) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
Into treated areas during the res1rlcted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry Is worn. 

1A1mond, filbert, pecan, walnut 
Apply Lorsban Advanced as a foliar spray at the dosages indicated to 
contr?I pests listed in the fallowing table. Mix the required dosage in 
suffIcIent water to ensure thorough and complete coverage of the foliage 
and crop and apply as a concentrate or dilute spray using conventional 
power-o~erated sp'.ay equipme~t. For dilute sprays applied to tree nut' 
crops, mix lhe required dosage 1n sufficient water to allow for spray 
to runoff. For concentrate sprays, apply an equivalent amount of 
Lorsban Advanced per acre. Treat when pests appear or In accordance 
with local conditions. Aerial application may result In less effective insect 
control because of reduced coverage. Consult your State agricultural 
experiment station, certified pest control advisor, or extension service 
specialist for specific use information in your area. 
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Lorsban 
Advanced 

Crops Target Pests (pinUacre) 

almond leaf footed plant bug peach twig borer 4 
navel orangeworm San Jose scale 

!ilbert brown marmorated filbert worm 3-4 
stinkbug obliquebanded leafrolier 

eye-spotted bud moth omnivorous leaftier 
filbert aphid winter moth 
filbert leafroller 

pecan blackmargined yellow pecan 1-4 
aphid (1) aphid (1) 

spltllebugs (2) 
fallwebworm pecan nut casebearer 1.5-4 

black pecan aphid Phylloxera spp.(4) 2-4 
brown marmorated pecan leaf scorch mite 

stink bug (suppression) (5) 
hickory shuckworm (3) 

walnut codling moth walnut scale 4 
walnut husk ny 

Numbers in parentheses(-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Yellow pecan aphid and blackmargined aphid: For control, apply in 

lank mix combination wilh the specified rate of a pyrethroid insecticide 
lab_eled for control or suppression of these aphids. 

2. Sprttlebug: For control, use a dosage of 2 to 4 pint per acre for 
concentrate sprays. 

3. Hickory shuckworm, For best results, make two applications, 
10 to 14 days apart. 

4. Phyl/oxera spp.: For best control, make two applications at a 
10-day Interval using a minimum of l pint of Lorsban Advanced per 
acre starting at bud swell. 

5. Pecan leaf scorch mite: For suppression, use a preventative program. 
Specific Use Precautions! 
• Lorsban Advanced is highly toxic ta bees exposed to direct treatment 

and should not be applied when bees are foraging in the treated area. 
• To avoid contamination of Irrigation tail waters, do not flood irrigate 

within 24 hours of appllcation of Lorsban Advanced. 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest of 

almonds, lllberts and walnuts, or 28 days before harvest of pecans. 
• Do not make more than three total applications of Lorsban Advanced 

or ot~er product containing chlorpyrifos per season to almonds, pecans 
and filberts and no more than two applications per season on walnuts. 

• Do not apply more than a total of 3.76 lb ai chlorpyrifos (8 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season as a foliar spray. 

• Do not make a second application of Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within 1 O days of the frrst application. 
Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze In treated orchards. 

• Do not use on almond, filbert or walnut in Mississippi. 
Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Tree Nut1 Orchard Floors 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

'Almond, pecan, walnut 
Apply as a ground broadcast spray directed to the orchard floor using 
ground application equipment that will apply the spray uniformly. Do not 
allow spray to contact foliage or fruit. Treat when ant activity (excluding 
fire, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants) becomes evident in the 
orchard. Since worker ants (excluding fire, harvester, carpenter, and 
pharaoh ants) cease most of their foraging activity at temperatures 
above 90"F, best results will be achieved if applied at a time of day when 
temperatures are below 90°F. 
Chemigatlon: Lorsban Advanced may be applied to almond, pecan 
and walnut orchard floors through sprinkler irrigation systems only if 
the system uniformly covers the soil surface at the base of the tree. 
Use specined broadcast application rates to control listed pests. See 
Chemigallon Application section. 
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Lorsban Advanced 
Orchard Floor Target Pests (pint/acre) 
pecan ants (1} 4 

almond 4-8 
walnut 
Numbers in parentheses(·} refer to Pest Specific Use Directions. 

Pest Specific Use Directions: 
1. Excludes fire, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants. 
Eliminate weed growth that would prevent uniform coverage of the 
orchard floor by mowing or herbicide treatment. Foliar applications 
of Lorsban Advanced may be made in addition to the orchard 
floor treatment. 
Specific Use Precaution: 
• To avoid contamination of irrigation tail waters, do not flood irrigate 

within 24 hours of application of Lorsban Advanced. 
Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest. 
• Do nol make more than two applications of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrifos per season to the orchard floor. If the 
B plnl per acre rate Is used, a second appllcaUon Is not allowed. 

• Do not apply more than 3.76 lb ai chlorpyrlfos (6 pints of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre per season to the orchard floor. 

• Do not make a second application or Lorsban Advanced or other 
product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days or the first application. 

• Do not allow meal or dairy a.nlmals to graze in treated orchards, 

Turlgrass 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Dilute Lorsban Advanced In water and apply to turf grass grown far sod 
using suitable application equipment. For best results, lurfgrass should 
be moist at time al treatment. 

Lorsban Advanced 
fl oz/ quart/ 

Pests 1000 SQ ft acre 
ants (l} greenbug aphids 0.75 1 
armyworms green June beetle 

beet grubs 
fall leaf hoppers 
yellowstriped Lucerne math 

centipedes milllpedes 
chiggers mites 
chinch bugs Bermudagrass stunt 
crickets clover 
cutworms winter grain 
deer ticks mosquitoes 
earwigs pillbugs 
European crane spring tails 

fly larvae sod webworms 
fiery skipper (lawn moths) (2) 
fleas sowbugs 
gnats ticks 
grasshoppers 
billbug adults (3) 0.75 · 11/2 1 · 2 

bluegrass 
Denver 
hunting 

annual bluegrass weevil lflyperodes) (4) 1.5 2 
black turf grass ataenius adults (5) 
mole crickets (6) 
while grubs (7) 1.5 · 3 2-4 

black turfgrass ataenius 
European chafer 
Japanese beetle larvae 
northern and southern masked chafers) 

Numbers 1n parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions below. 
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Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Excludes fire, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants. 
2. Sod webworms: Delay watering or mowing of the treated area for 

12 to 24 hours after treatment. 
3. Billbugs: Spray early In the season just prior ta or coinciding with 

first appearance of adults as recommended by your local Agrlcultural 
Extension Service Specla!lst. 

4. Annual bluegrass weevil: To cont rel, spray suspected problern areas 
in mid-April and again In mid-May, or as recommended by your focal 
Agricultural Extension Service Specialist. 

5. Black turlgrass ataenius adults: Spray early In the season as 
recommended by your local Agricultural Extension Service Specialist. 
A repeat application may be-needed 1 to 2 weeks later. 

6. Mole crickets: To control In turfgrass, apply Lorsban Advanced 
through high-pressure in]ecUon or other suitable subsurface 
placement application equipment. Depending upon the application 
equipment used, follow lhe manufacturer's directions for calibratlon 

0and the volume of spray per acre needed to provide control or as 
recommended by your local Agricultural Extension Servica Speclallst. 
For best results, apply when young nymphs are active. 

7. White grubs: Spray when grubs are young and actively reeding near the 
soil surface, usually during late July and August, or as recommended by 
your local Agricultural .Extension Service Speclallst. For best results, soil 
should be moist prior to treatment. For best results, immediately afler 
spraying. irrigate the treated area with 1/2 to 1 inch of water to wash the 
Insecticide Into I.he thatch and underlying soil. 

Wheat 
(For use only in Arizona, Callforola, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, Nevada, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Sou1h Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington 
and Wyoming) 

Worker Restricted Entry Interval; Do not enter or allow worker entry 
into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours 
unless PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Foliar Appllcallon 
Apply using aerial (fixed wing or helicopter) or power-operated ground 
spray equipment. Mix the required dosage with water and apply In a 
minimum of 2 to~ gpa finished spray volume for a!!r'ial equipment or 
15 gpa for ground spray equipment. Apply when field counts indicate 
damaging pest populallons are developing or present. 
Chemlgatlon; Lorsban Advanced may be applied through sprinkler 
irrigation syslems at specified broadcast application rates to control listed 
foliar pests. See Chemigation Application section. 

Lorsban Advanced 
Target Pests (pint/acre) 
aphids (1) 0.5 - 1 

English grain aphid 
greenbug 
Russian wheat aphid 

brown wheat mite 
grasshoppers 
army cutworms (2) 1 
armyworms (3) 
cereal leaf beetle (4) 
cutworms (suppression) (2) 
wheat midge (5) 
Numbers In parentheses (·) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions. 

Pest-Specific Use Directions: 
1. Consult university ex:tensian bulletins for local treatment 

recommendations. 
2. Control may be reduced under high temperature conditions 

{greater than 80°F), under dry soil conditions, or if larvae are more than 
1/2 Inch Jong. 

3. Expect suppression under conditions of heavy pest populations or 
large warms. 

4. Target application when eggs are near hatching and larvae is emerging 
as monitored by plant inspection. 

5. Wheat midge: For control, !teal when 75% of the wheat heads have 
emerged from the boot and when midge adults are found in the crop 
(1 midge per 4 to 5 heads). If possible, apply In the late afternoon or 
early evening when temperatures exceed 50°F and wind speed is less 
than 7 mph. 
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Specific Use Restrictions: 
• Prehervest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest for 

forage and hay and within 28 days before harvest for grain and straw. 
• Do not make more lhan two appllcaUons of Lorsban Advanced or other 

product containing chlorpyrl fos per season. 
Maximum single appllcatlon rate ls 0.47 lb ai chlorpyrlfos (1 pint of 
Lorsban Advanced) per acre. 

• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze or otherwise feed on 
treated forage within 14 days of application. 

• Do not reed straw from ueated whe-11 within 28 days of application. 

Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use, and 
Limitation of Remedies are not acceptable, return unopened package at 
once to the seller for a full refund of purchase price paid. Otherwise, use 
by the buyer or any other user constitutes acceptance of the terms under 
Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use and Limitation of Remedies. 

Warranty Disclaimer 
Dow AgroSciences warrants that this product conforms to the chemical 
description on the label and ls reasonably flt for the purposes staled 
on lhe label when used in strict accordance with the cllrec llons, subject 
to the Inherent risks set forth below. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
LAW, Dow AgroSciences MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
It Is Impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. 
Crop Injury, lack of performance, or other unintended consequences may 
result because or such factors as use of the product contrary to label 
Instructions (including conditions noted on the label, such as unfavorable 
temperatures, soil conditions, etc.}, abnormal conditions (such as 
excessive rainfall, drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), presence of other 
matel'ials, the manner of application, or other factors, all of which are 
beyond the control of Dow AgroSciences or the seller. All such risks shall 
be assumed by buyer. 
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Limitation of Remedies 
To the extent permitted by law, the exclusive remedy for losses or 
damages resulting from this product Oncludlng claims based on contract, 
negligence, strict liability, or other legal theories), shall be limited to, at 
Dow AgroSclences' election, one of the following: 
(1) Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for procuct bought, or 
(2) Replacement of amount of product used 
Dow AgroSciences shall not be liable for losses or damages resulting from 
handling or use of this product unless Dow Agro8ci8flces Is promptly notified 
of such loss or damage in writing. In no case shall Dow AgroSciences be 
liable for consequential or incidental damages or losses. 
The terms of the Warranty Disclaimer, Inherent Risks of Use, 
and Limitation of Remedies cannot be varied by any written or 
verbal statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent of 
Dow AgroSclences or the seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms 
of the Warranty Disclaimer or Limitation of Remedies in any manner. 
®Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow"} or an affiliated 
company or Dow 

Produced for 
Dow AgroSciences LLC 
9330 Zionsviffe Road 
lndlanc1polis, IN 46268 
Label Code: D02-368-005 
Replaces Label: D02-368-004 
LOES Number: 010-02191 
EPA accepted 12/21/12 

Revisions: 
1. Added buffer zone language based upon application rate and nozzle 

droplet size. 
2. Under Brassica (Cole) Leafy Vegetables1 and Radish, Rutabaga, and 

Turnip within the Specific Use Restrictions for Preplant Incorporation 
and At-Plant or Post Plant Soll Applications section removed 
'cauliflower' from the third bullet . 

3. Updated trademarking 
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jJgpsOLUTIONS 
MCPA Amine 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Dimethylamine salt of 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid· .... .. .... ..... ........ .. .. ..... ............... ... .48.72% 

INERT INGREDIENTS : .... ... .................... ................... ... ................... ............ .......... ... ... ........ .. ......... .. 51 .28% 
Total.. ................... ........... ................ .... ..... ................ .. .............. ..... 100.00°/o 

• Equivalent to 39.72% 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid. Contains 3.70 lbs. of MCPA acid per gallon. 
Isomer specific by AOAC Method .No. 6.A18-22 (13th Edition) 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER PELIGRO 

Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle 
(If you do not understand the label, find some one to explain it to you in detail.) 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

DANGER 

Corrosive, causes irreversible eye damage. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or clothing. Avoid breathing spray mists. Harmful if 
swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. 

FIRST AID 
IF IN EYES: Hold eyelids open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, 
after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water 
if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. 
IF ON SKIN: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. lf person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, 
preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. 
For additional information in case of emergency ca!I toll free 1-877-424-7452. 

Personal Protective Equipment: 
Applicators and other handlers must wear: 

- Long-sleeved shirt and long pants - Shoes plus socks 
- Chemical Resistant Gloves Category A - Protective eye wear 

Discard clothing or other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this product's 
concentrate. Do not reuse them . Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning or maintaining PPE. If no such instructions 
for washables, use detergent and hot waler. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. After 
each day of use, clothing or PPE must not be reused until it has been cleaned. 

EPA REG. No. 1381-104 

Distributed by 
Agriliance, LLC 
P.O. Box 64089, St. Paul, MN 55164-0089 

EPA Est. 70989-IA-1 

NET CONTENTS 

O/C07/3 
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Engineering controls statement: 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft, in a manner that meets the requirements listed in the Worker 
Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides { 40 CFR 170.240 (d) (4·6)), the handler PPE requirements may be 
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Users should: 

- Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. 
- Remove clothing immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
- Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, 
wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Drift or runoff may adversely affect non-target plants. For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly to water, or to areas where 
surface water is present, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of 
equipment washwaters. When cleaning equipment, do not pour washwater on the ground; spray or drain over a large area 
away from wells and other water sources. 

Most cases of groundwater contamination involving phenoxy herbicides such as MCPA AMINE have been associated with 
mixing/loading and disposal sites. Caution should be exercised when handling MCPA AMINE pesticides at such sites to 
prevent contamination of groundwater supplies. Use of closed systems for mixing and transferring this pesticide will reduce 
the probability of spills. Placement of mixing/loading equipment on an impervious pad to contain spills will help prevent 
groundwater contamination. 

Use care to avoid spray contact or drift to susceptible plants such as beans and other legumes, cotton, flowers, grapes, 
ornamental, vegetables, and other plants. Do not permit spray mist containing this product to drift onto them, since even very 
small quantities of the spray, which may not be vis ible, can cause severe injury during both growing and dormant periods. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply this product in a 
way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area 
during application. For any requirements specific to your State or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide 
regulation. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in accordance wth its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This 
Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses and 
handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, and emergency 
assistance. It also contains specific instructions and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry inteNal. The requirements of this box apply only to uses of this product that 
are covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 
Do not enter or allow worker entry Into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 48 hours. 
PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves 
contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water is: 
- Coveralls. 
- Chemical Resistant Gloves Category A. 
- Shoes plus socks. 
- Protective e-Jewear. 

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protection 
Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produce 
agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses. 

Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during application. Do not enter treatment areas 
untll spray has dried. 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
STORAGE: Store in a secure area, in original container only. Do not store near feed or foodstuffs. Do not contaminate water, 
food, or feed by storage or disposal. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL; Pesticide wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or 
rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of according to label instructions, contact your State 
Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for 
guidance. 
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Metal containers: Triple rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture 
and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. Plastic containers: Triple 
rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or incineration, 
or, if allowed by state and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke. 

ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL WEEDS 
Beggerticks, bull thistle, burdock (common), burhead, cocklebur, * goatsbeard, * hempnettle, * jimsonweed, 
* kochia, * ladysthumb, lambsquarter, * marshelder, mustards (except blue), pennycress (fanweed), pepperweed (field), 
pigweed (tumble, prostrate, smooth) , poison hemlock, prickly lettuce,* puncturevine, ragweed (common, giant), redstem, * 
shepardspurse, sicklepod, stinkweed, *sunflower,• velvetleaf, Venice mallow,• wild carrot, wild radish, witchweed. 

PERENNIAL WEEDS 
Arrowhead,* bulrush, • bindweed (hedge, field), buttercup (corn, creeping, hairy),* Canada thistle, curly indigo, dandelion, 
dragonhead mint, ** hempnettle, * hoary cress (white top), • honeysuckle, plantain, •rush (soft), 
* smartweed, ** Texas blueweed, water plantain, •• whitebrush, ** wild garlic, • wild sage (Sonoma),*" wild onion, * yellow 
rocket. 
• Use the higher rate for control. Repeat treatments may be necessary. 
•• Regrowth may occur after repeat application. 

USE PRECAUTIONS 

Unless noted otherwise under individual DIRECTIONS section, for aerial application, apply the recommended amount in a 
minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre. For ground application, apply the recommended amount in a minimum of 10 gallons 
of water per acre. Use more water for both methods when adverse growing conditions are present. DO NOT apply with high 
spray pressures, hollow cone or other nozzle types that produce small spray droplets which may drift. Avoid spray drift by 
making applications when conditions such as wind, air stability and temperature inversions are not a factor. The use of a 
suitable drift control agent at the proper rate will aid in the reduction of spray drift. Do not apply this product through any type 
of irrigation system. 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

WATER BASED SPRAY -- Fill the equipment half full of water, agitate while adding this product, then add the rest of the 
water. 
NITROGEN FERTILIZER: Weed and feed applications for small grains, grasses grown for seed or grass pastures according 
to label use rates . Add half the fertilizer to the tank, then add½ to 3/4 pint of MCPA AMINE per acre. Agitate constantly and 
vigorously and finish filling the spray tank with fertilizer. Apply as soon as possible, agitating constantly. Do not hold spray 
mixture overnight. If incompatibility is a problem, the use of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® agent at the recommended label 
rate may correct the problem. Fertilize according to the recommendations of Agri-Source TM labs, your supplier, or your 
Extension specialist. 
Herbicide foliage contact burning may occur as a result of fertilizer use. Lower use rates and concentrations will reduce this 
problem. 
Wash spray equipment thoroughly with PROTANK™ cleaner after using this product. When cleaning equipment, do not pour 
washwater on the ground: spray or drain over a large area away from wells or other water sources. 
Note: When stored at temperatures below freezing , it may be necessary to warm contents to 70° F and mix thoroughly 
before using. 
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SPRING PLAN TED SMA I s. LL GRAN 0 ats, Barley, Rye, and Wheat Not Un d ersee ed 1th d WI L eQumes 
Amount of MCPA 

WEEDS AMINE Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Annual weeds ½ pint Apply when weeds are small. 
Annual and biennial weeds 1 to 2 pints • Apply to grain at 3 to 5 leaf stage or up to early boot stage 
Perennial weeds 1-1/2 to 2 pints • (Zadoks 13 lo 4o ). Do not apply during boot to dough stage 

(Zadoks 4o to Bo ). 

FALL PLANTED SMA L GRAINS 0 L . ats, arev, :ve, an 8 I R eat ot n ersee e 1t dWh N Ud d dWihL eQumes 
Annual and biennial broadleat ½ pint Apply in early spring when weeds are small and grain is fully 
weeds ½ to 1 pint• tillered, but before boot stage (Zadoks 2s to 40). 

Perennial weeds 

RESCUE TREATMENT· Wheat 
Perennial broadleaf weeds 3 pints** Treat in spring after grain is tillered and at least 8 to 1 O" tall 

and when W:ieds are approaching bud stage, but do not 
spray when grain is in boot to dough stage (Zadoks 4o to 83 
). 

• The higher rate may cause grain injury. 
•• The 3 pint rate can produce injury to wheat. Use good judgement to determine the severity of weed problem against the 
possibility of crop damage. When weeds are scattered, spot treatment will lessen damage. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SMALL GRAINS 
Do not forage or graze meat animals on treated areas within 7 days of slaughter. 

ESTABLISHED ALFALFA 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Yellow rocket, pennycress 1 pint Apply in late fall following frost or in early spring when crop 
(fanweed) and other weeds is dormant. The temperature at the time of spraying should 

be above 40 ° F. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR ALFALFA 
Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment. 

SEEDLING CLOVER ALONE, OR UNDERSEEDED WITH GRAIN AND ESTABLISHED STANDS OF ARROWLEAF, 
CRIMSON, RED, LADINO, AND WHITE CLOVER ( EXCEPT DUTCH ) 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Seedling clovers (except ½ pint Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
Dutch) (trifoliate stage}. 

3/4 to 1 pint Apply in late fall after frost or early spring when weeds are 
Established stands small. Temperature at spraying should be above 40°F. 

FOR USE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST ONLY. Do not apply to sweet clover. Observe drift precautions. Stem twisting will 
show up for a short time after application. Some growth reduction may occur. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR CLOVERS 
Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment. 
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PASTURES RANGELAND, CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES 
' 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Newly seeded clover and ½ pint Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
grass pastures (trifoliate stage). 

Established pastures 1 to 4 pints* Apply when weeds are small and growing. Spray in spring 
Annual, biennial and and fall. Spray perennial in early bud to full bloom and 
perennial weeds regrowth in fall. Use higher rate for hoary cress (white top}, 

Canada thistle, buttercup, and other hard to control weeds. 

3 pints• Apply in 1 gallon of diesel oil and 6 to 1 O gallons of water 
Whitebrush per acre by aircraft. Apply in spring or fall when foliage is 

fully developed and growing. Spray during bloom, but not 
after blossom shed. Retreatment may be necessary. 
NOTE: Add MCPA AMINE to the water, then add the oil 
while agitating. Continue to agitate while spraying. 

* Do not spray legumes, if present, unless injury can be tolerated. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR PASTURES, RANGELAND - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES - Do not foraoe or graze at any time. 

FALLOW LAND AND CROP STUBBLE 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Canada thistle, hoary 6 pints Apply when weeds are young and continue treatment for 2 
cress(white top}, field bindweed to 3 years for the best results. DO NOT plant any crops for 
and Texas blueweed 3 months after treatment. 

NON-CROP AREAS -Airfields, Drainage Ditches, Fence rows, Roadsides, Railroad, Highway and Utility Rights-of-
W dhN-C A av an ot er on rop reas 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Canada thistle, meadow 6 pints Apply in a minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre for aerial 
buttercup, hoary cress (white application and 20 to 100 gallons of water for gound 
top), and other hard-to-control application. Spray the weeds thoroughly when they are in 
weeds. bud to early bloom and again during fall. 

1/4 pint 
Spot treatment Apply in 3 to 4 gallons of water. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR NON-CROP AREAS - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 
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GRASSES OWN FO GR R SEED- D d o not use on alfalfa, clover, other legumes or newly see ed areas. 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Annual, biennial and perennial 1 to 2 pints• Apply to established grasses before the head comes into 
weeds boot. Apply to seedling grasses after tillering. Use the higher 

rate for heavier weed stands. 

• Legumes present may be injured or killed. Bent, Buffalo, Carpet and St. Augustine grasses may be injured by this 
treatment. NOTE: Repeat treatment may be needed. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SEED GRASSES· Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 

FLAX 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and 1/3 to ½ pint Apply when flax is 2 to 8 inches tall. Do not spray once flax has reached the bud stage. 
biennial weeds Use at least 8 to 1 O gallons of water per acre for ground application and at least 3 to 5 

gallons of water per acre for aerial aaoolication. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON FLAX - Do not allow livestock animals to forage or graze treated areas 
within 7 days of slaughter. 

PEAS 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and ½to¾ pint Use only in the Pacific Northwest. Treat when peas are 4 to 6 inches tall. Do not spray 
biennial weeds while peas are in blossom. Peas may show slight injury, but they usually recover a few 

days after treatment. 
Use the higher rate before buds form on Canada thistle to prevent from going to seed. Do 
not spray peas that are stressed from lack of moisture or when temperatures are over 90' 
F. 
Apply in 15 to 30 gallons of water per acre for ground applications and 5 gallons of water 
per acre for aerial aoolication. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON PEAS - Do not allow livestock to forage or graze treated pea fields. Do 
not feed treated vines to livestock. Do not treat bean-type peas such as crowder, blackeye, etc. 

Notice of Warranty 
Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in 
accordance with directions under normal conditions of use. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NOR IS ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY 
SUCH WARRANTY OR MODIFY THESE TERMS. This warranty does not extend lo the storage, handling or use of this product contrary to l!lbel 
instructions, or under abnormal conditions, or under conditions nol reasonably foreseeable to Seller, end Buyer assumes the risk of any such storage, 
handling or use. Seller shall not be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, if any, resulting from a breach of warranty. 

In case of emergency involving this product or for user safety information on this product, contact Agrifiance, LLC vi a 
CHEMTREC at 1·800-424-9300. 

COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® AND PROTANKrt.1 are trademarks of Agriliance, LLC. 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY 

FOR RETAIL SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR 
DIRECT SUPERVISION AND ONLY FOR THOSE USERS COVERED BY THE CERTIFIED APPLICATOR'S 
CERTIFICATION. 

3SL Herbicide 
A Weed, Grass, and Harvest Aid DesiccanUDefoliant Herbicide 

HERBICID~ ! 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: % BY WT. 
Paraquat dichloride (1, 1 '-dimethyl-4,4 '-bipyridinium dichloride) ... .......... ... .......... ................. ................................................ 43.8% 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ..... ..... .................................... ..... .. ................... ..... ..... ....................................... .... .............. .... ........ 56.2% 
Total 100.0% 
Contains 3.0 pounds paraquat cation per gallon (4.14 pounds salt per gallon). 
Contains stenching (odor) and emetic. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER/POISON 
PELIGRO 

Si usted no entiende la esliqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle. 

(If you do not understand the label, find someone to explain it to you in detail.) 

NEVER PUT INTO FOOD, DRINK, OR OTHER CONTAINERS 

IF SWALLOWED, TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION AS PRESCRIBED IN FIRST AID. SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED AND 
PAINFUL. 

DO NOT USE OR STORE IN OR AROUND THE HOME. 

DO NOT REMOVE CONTENTS EXCEPT FOR IMMEDIATE USE. 

THE ODOR OF THIS PRODUCT IS FROM THE STENCHING AGENT WHICH HAS BEEN ADDED, NOT FROM 
PARAQUAT. 

FIRST AID 
Contains Paraquat, a Bipyridylium Herbicide 

• SPEED IS ESSENTIAL. Immediate medical attention is required . If available, give an 
adsorbent such as activated charcoal, bentonite, or Fuller's Earth . 

IF SWALLOWED: 
. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice 

• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person 

• Have person sip glass of water if able to swallow . 

' 
. Do not induce vomitinA unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. . Move person to fresh air . 

• The odor of this product is from the stenching agent, which has been added, not from the 
IF INHALED: paraquat. 

• If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance . 

• Call a ooison control center or doctor for further treatment advice . 

• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes . 
IF IN EYES: • Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. 

• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice 

• Take off contaminated clothing . 
IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes 

• Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice 
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Administer either activated charcoal ( 100 g for adults or 2 g/kg body weight in children) or Fuller's Earth 
( 15% solution; 1 liter for adults or 15mllkg body weight in children). NOTE: The use of gastric lavage without administration of an 
adsorbent has not shown any clinical benefit. Do not use supplemental oxygen. Eye splashes from concentrated material must 
be treated by an eye special ist after initial treatment. With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration , ii is advised that patients 
with paraquat eye injuries are reviewed by an eye specialist the day after first presentation. Use treatment that is appropriate for 
chemical burns. Intact skin is an effective barrier to paraquat, however contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated contact with 
intact skin mav result in ooisonina . 
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Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. 
FOR THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCIES, PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY: 

For Medical Emergencies phone: .......................................................................................................... ........................ 1-888-681-4261 
For Transportation Emergencies, including spill, leak or fire, phone: CHEMTREC' ......................................................... 1-800-424-9300 
For Product Use Information phone: AMVAC" ............................................................................................................... 1-888-462-6822 

For Precautionary Statements and Directions for Use, see inside of this booklet. 

EPA Reg. No. 5481-615 NET CONTENTS: 

EPA Est. No.------

merlcan Vanguard ~:,o_rnllon1
" 

'·--s";., __ :;,~ 

AMVAC Chemical Corporation 

4100 E. Washington Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90023 U.S.A. 

1-888-462-6822 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC.ANIMALS 

DANGER/ PEI..IGRO ~-~-... oj n 
May be fatal if swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe spray mist. Wear a dusUmist respirator as specified in the PPE 
section of this label. Causes irreversible eye damage. Wear protective eyewear. Harmful if absorbed through skin. Do not 
get in eyes or on clothing , Avoid contact with skin. · 
IMPORTANT: Inhalation is an unlikely route of exposure due to low vapor pressure and large spray droplet size, but mucosa I 
irritation or nose bleeds may occur. Prolonged co~tact with this concentrated product can irritate your skin. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 

Applicators and other handlers (oth,er than mixers and loaders) must wear: 
• Long-sleeve shirt and long pants 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Protective eyewear 
• Chemical Resistant Gloves made out of materials such as barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 

natural rubber, polyethylene, 'polyv[h~fci:iloride (PVC), or Viton® 
• A NIOSH-apJ)roved particulat~ filtering respirator equipped with N, R, or P, filter media. The respirator should have a 

NIOSH approvalnumber prefix TC-84A. 

Mixers and loaders must wear: 
• Long,sleeve shirt and ldng pants 
• Shoes plus socks 
• Dus,t mist NIOSH-app

1
roved respirator with any N, R, P, or HE filter 

• Ch13tnical Resistant.G)oves made out of materials such as barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 
natural rubber, polyet~ylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or Viton 

• Chemical resistant apron 
• Face Shield 

Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this product's 
concentrate. Do not reuse them. 
Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables exist, use detergent 
and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft in a manner that meets tile requirements listed in the Worker 
Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)], the handler PPE requirements may be 
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 
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USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Users should: 
• Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using 

the toilet. 
• Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. Wash thoroughly 

with soap and water and change into clean clothing . 
• Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
This product is toxic to wildlife. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface water is present, o 
below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment or disposing of equip 
or rinsate. 

Parazone 3SL is a contact herbicide that desiccates all green plant tissue. Paraquat dichlorid 
product, is toxic to non.target crops and plants if off-target movement occurs because J esic 
Extreme care must be taken to ensure that off-target drift is minimized to the greatest e t possible. 
state laws, regulations, guidelines, and spray drift information contained in th ctlons or Us 
application to avoid off-target movement. Do not apply under conditions lnvolv· sible to f 
plantings that might be damaged or the crops thereof rendered unfit for sale, use, o n. Do no 
conditions favor drift from treated areas. To avoid drift, do not make aerial ap eriods 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZ 

This product is mildly corrosive to aluminum and produces hydrogen gas which ly ustible gas mixture. Do not 
mix or store in containers, spray tanks, nurse tanks, or such sy~ ade 
product is compatible with high density polyethylene and rubber I 

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product 
using this product. 

Do not apply this product in a way that wilt co 
handlers may be in the area during appllcatio 
responsible for pesticide regulation. 

or having aluminum fittings. This 

· ' its labeling. Read all label directions before 

DO NOT USE AROUND HO , RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, OR 
PLAYGROUNDS. 

Use this product only in and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This 
Standard contains re I agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses, and 
handlers of agricul requirements for training, decontamination, notification, and emergency 
assistance. It al 'fie inst s and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal 
protective equipm . PE) restricted-entry interval. The requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product that 
are covered b)'. the Wo ection Standard. 

For Che -at ttow, - Postemergence Broadcast in Peanuts and Dormant Season Applications, and "Between 
Cuttin Applications in :i\i · a: Do not enter or allow worker entry into the treated areas during the restricted-entry 
lnterv 

For H 
Dlrecte 
hours. 

ccation Applications, Preplant or Preemergence (Broadcast or Banded), and Postemergence 
nter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry interval (REI) of 24 

PPE required entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves contact 
with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or waler is: 

• Coveralls 

• Shoes plus seeks 

• Protective eyewear 

• Chemical Resistant Gloves made out of materials such as barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 
natural rubber, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or Viton 
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NON-AGR1CUL TURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protection Standard for 
agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used lo produce agricultural plants on farms, 
forests, nurseries, or greenhouses. 

DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated areas until sprays have dried. AVOID working In spray mist. 
Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be danger of drift. Certain states may require 
more restrictive reentry intervals; consult your State Department of Agriculture for further information. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

The Parazone 3SL formulation contains 3 pounds of active ingredient per gallon. Parazone 3SL has a strong nontoxic odor 
and contains an emetic which will cause vomiting if the product is accidentally swallowed. The strong odo intentionally part 
of the formulation to help prevent accidental ingestion of Parazone 3Sl. 

Parazone 3Sl is a contact herbicide that is rapidly absorbed by green plant tissue. Once absorbed the ingredient 
applied 

, ective 
ied to 

zone 3SL is tied 

interacts with the photosynthetic process to produce superoxides that destroy the plant cells. P e 3Sl m 
to green plant tissue lo be effective; therefore, excellent and complete coverage of all green fo 
weed control and effective leaf drop, desiccation and defoliation. Activity of Parazone 3 . ls re 
drought-stressed weeds, weeds with little green foliage or to the mature woody bark of t " -· and vin 
up rapidly by clay soils and organic matter so it has no residual soil activity. -

As a contact herbicide, Parazone 3SL will control most small broadleaf and grass 
through the destruction of green foliage. Parazone 3SL can also be used at harv 

Best weed control is achieved when Parazone 3SL is applied to emerged w ' tha 
weeds are more difficult to control. Allow weeds that have been grazed or m 
Parazone 3SL. Also, during harvesting of forage or grain crops before sp 
Therefore, raise cutter bars as high as possible from the ground to cut stu 
sufficient green foliage to remain for applications. 

When Parazone 3SL is used for control of grass cover crops or v 
after the boot stage especially with a wheat cover crop or v IM,Pteer 
the boot stage may not provide acceptable control. Parazone • w111 

ches tall). Larger 
s tall before applying 

"" n the field are also cul. 
a greater height allowing 

must be made prior to tillering or 
of Parazone 3Sl between tillering and 
late control of perennial cover crops. 

ed weed control strategies to minimize selection for weed populations 

use o ne 3Sl or other target site of action Group 22 herbicides that might have a 
on, on the same weed species. 
premixes with herbicides from different target site of action Groups as long as the involved 
red for the same use, have different sites of action and are both effective at the tank mix or 

~d(s) of concern. 
o comprehensive Integrated Pest Management (1PM) and Integrated Resistance Management 

nd directions for use to delay selection for resistance. 
eed populations to facilitate the early identification of weeds shifts and/or weed resistance 

deveJ.@P.LD~JU,u11so provides direction on future weed management practices). 
Conffi) , - ed weeds by implementing measures to avoid allowing weeds to reproduce by seed or to proliferate 
vegetatively is one of the best ways to contain resistant populations. 
Contact your local extension specialist, certified crop advisor, and/or manufacturer for herbicide resistance 
management and/or integrated weed management recommendations for specific crops and resistant weed biotypes. 
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PRODUCT RESTRICTIONS 
Always read and follow label directions of all products. Always follow the most restrictive label language for all 
products whether used alone or in a tank mix. The most restrictive label language of any product used applies in tank 
mixtures, including all crop rotational and other crop restrictions 
Replanting: Rotational crops can be planted after the last application of Parazone 3SL. Since Parazone 3SL has no 
soil activity, crops, planted after the last application, are not affected. 
Do not graze livestock in treated fields or feed treated foliage in cotton when using Parazone 3 SL for a cotton 
harvest aid. 
Use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds is PROHIBITED. 
Do not apply to soils lacking clay, i.e., peat, muck, pure sand and artificial planting media if usi 
preplant or preemergence (to the crop) uses. 

Prepare seedbeds and plantbeds well ahead of planting and treatment to 
emergence prior to treatment. 
Do not disturb the soil any more than necessary during seeding or transplanting. 
Use caution when applying Parazone 3SL for preplant weed control over the top 
be damaged if they come in contact with treated plastic mulch. Sprinkler lrrlga · 
off the herbicide from the plastic to prevent damage to the crop. 
Parazone 3SL will not control or suppress broadleaf or grassy weeds that 
Unless otherwise indicated crop plants that are emerged at the time 
Parazone 3SL will be injured or killed. 
Equipment: Since Parazone 3SL is corrosive lo aluminum, all alu 
structures exposed to spray solution or spray drift must be flushed wit 

Dusty Leaf Surfaces: If weed or plant leaves are extrem dusty, ( 
of Parazone 3SL can be reduced. Avoid applying ParazG · ext 
CHEMIGATION STATEMENT: Do not apply this pro uct 

ADJUVANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE 

ent a 
aining 0% 

~ 3 SL when is applied as a cotton harvest aid. 

er use. 
quipment tires, etc.) activity 

ndiUons. 

fs at 0.25% v/v (2 pts/100 gals) of the finished spray volume. Or, use a COG at 1 pint per acre. 
e 3 SL when ii is applied as a cotton harvest aid. 

with this product, ADAMAAMVAC suggests the use of a Chemical Producers and Distributors 

Although Parazone 3SL is effective under most environmental conditions, some conditions such 
0

) , cloudy or overcast weather will slow its activity. Parazone 3SL is rapidly absorbed by plant 
fast soon after application. If rain comes 30 minutes or more after application, activity of Parazone 

Dosage: Specific application rates for Parazone 3SL are provided below under APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS. Always 
follow the specified rates listed for each use. Higher label rates must be used to control or suppress large or dense weeds. 
Also, when using Parazone 3SL as a harvest aid, use the higher label rates when crop vegetation is dense. For broadcast 
application with backpack sprayers, do not exceed more than 0.50 lb ai/A in a minimum of 30 gallons of spray solution per 
acre. 

Application: Thorough coverage of target weeds is critical for good weed control since Parazone 3SL is a contact herbicide. 
Thorough coverage is also critical for good crop desiccation and defoliation. Unacceptable weed control, desiccation or 
defoliation will result from poor coverage and application to large, stressed or mown weeds. Specific application instructions 
are provided below. 
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Spray volume varies with different uses. Always follow the spray volume instructions provided in the APPLICATION 
INSTRUCTIONS. Only minimum spray volumes are provided. Increase spray volumes to insure thorough coverage of target 
weeds or plants without runoff from the foliage. If a spray volume of 20 gallons of spray carrier per acre is used, target weeds 
must not exceed 6 inches tall. 

Spray carrier selection is very important to maximize effectiveness of Parazone 3SL. Always use clean water (no mud or 
clay), clear liquid nitrogen, or complete clear liquid fertilizers with Parazone 3Sl. Fertilizers or water containing clay can 
inactivate Parazone 3SL. 1t is important, therefore, to never use muddy water or suspension type fertilizers containing clay as 
the spray carrier. Use the higher rate of Parazone 3SL and surfactant when the spray carrier is a clear liquid fertilizer 
containing high levels of phosphate. Always use a nonionic surfactant when using liquid fertilizers such as 28% N as a spray 
carrier. Liquid fertilizer carriers cannot substftute for surfactant. 

Nozzle selectlon is very important when making applications of Parazone 3SL. Flat-fan nozzles provi e'- e most effective 
application, whereas flood nozzles are usually not as good because they produce large uneven dro Inadequate 
coverage and reduced weed control can occur if flood nozzles are used. Only use flat fan nozzles if the s rrier is less 
than 20 gallons per acre. Information on nozzles, pressures and setup are shown in the Appllcatlon Setup I 
When Parazone 3SL is applied at less than 10 gallons of finished spray volume per acre, ad 
additive must be used. Refer to the additive label for use directions. 

Application Setup• 

Nozzle 
Type 

Maximum 
Size 

Spray 
Pressure 
at nozzle 

Flat Fan 8 30-50 
Flood 15 30-50 
*Reduced weed control will result if nozzles 

Maximum 
Nozzle 
S acin 

30' "30% 
50% 

Spot Spraying: Sometimes it is necessary to spray small are To accomplish this, it may be 
necessa to mix small uanlilies of Parazone 3 SL. 
If the Broadcast rate per acre for Parazone 3SL 
Herbicide is: 

Avoiding spray drift at the a 
many equipment- and weather
responsible for consideri 

1/3 fluid ounce 
3/8 fluid ounce 
1/2 fluid ounce 
2/3 fluid ounce 

The following drift m 
agricultural field er • · 
dry formulations. 

be followed to avoid off-target drift movement from aerial applications to 
nol apply to forestry applications, public health uses or to applications using 

• The distan er most nozzles on the boom must not exceed 3/4 the length ofthe wingspan or rotor. 

e'Wfuu oint backward parallel with the air stream and never be pointed downwards more than 45° . 

I regulations, they shall be observed. 

·th and take into account the information covered in the Spray Drift Management section . 

To avoI i apply under windy conditions. Avoid spray overlaps as crop injury may result. 

Information on Oro lze 
The most eHe lo reduce drift potential is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy is to apply the 
largest droplets at provide sufficient coverage and control. Applying larger droplets reduces drift potential, but will not 
prevent drift if applications are made improperly, or under unfavorable environmental conditions (see Wind, Temperature and 
Humidity, and Temperature Inversions). 
Controlling Droplet Size 

• Volume-Use high flow rate nozzles lo apply the highest practical spray volume. Nozzles with higher rated flows 
produce larger droplets. 

• Pressure-Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's specified pressures. For many nozzle types lower pressure 
produces larger droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher flow rate nozzles instead of increasing 
pressure. 
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• Number of nozzles-Use the minimum number of nozzles that provide uniform coverage. 

• Nozzle Orientation-Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released parallel to the airstream produces larger droplets 
than other orientations and is the recommended practice. Significant deflection from horizontal will reduce droplet 
size and increase drift potential. 

• Nozzle Type-Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended application. With most nozzle types, narrower spray 
angles produce larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream nozzles oriented straight back 
produce the largest droplets and the lowest drift. 

Boom Length 

For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom length to less than ¾ of the wingspan or rotor length may further reduce 
drift without reducing swath width. 

ApplicaUon Height 

Applications should be made at the lowest height consistent with efficacy and flight safety. Do not make at 
than 1 O feet above the top of the largest plants unless a greater height is required for aircraft sat 
lowest height that is safe reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind. 

Swath Adjustment 

When applications are made with a crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind 
edges of the field, the appltcator must compensate for this displacement by adjusti 
adjustment distance must increase with increasing drift potential (higher wind, sma 

Wind 

Drift potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2-10 mph. However, many 
determine drift potential at any given speed. Application must be avoided bel 
inversion potential. NOTE: Local terrain can influence wind patterns. Eve 1 
patterns and how they affect spray drift. 

Temperature and Humidity 

When making applications in low relative humidity, set up eqyJ _ me 
Droplet evaporation is most severe when conditions are botlfft - • d 

Temperature Inversions 

Sensitive Areas 

The pesticide must only be applie 
water, known habitat fo .t 

i for drift to adjacent sensitive areas (e.g., residential areas, bodies of 
pecies, non-target crops} is minimal (e.g., when wind is blowing away 

from the sensitive are 

2. 

3. 
4 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

MIXING PROCEDURES 

ith clean water or other approved carriers; 
d continue agitation throughout the mixing and spraying operations; 
i . WP, DF, WDG, etc.) lo the tank; 

tio (Le. SC, EC, L, F, etc.) to the tank other than fomesafen (i.e. Rumble, Vise, Reflex, etc.}; 
to lhe tank; 

rmulation (i.e. Rumble, Vise, Reflex, etc.) to the tank; 
ctant to the tank; and 

nder of the spray tank. 

Carefully read the labels of other pesticide products for mixing directions and restrictions that may be different. 

To detennine the compatibility of Parazone 3SL with other products, the following procedure should be followed: Pour the 
recommended proportions of the products into a suitable container of water, mix thoroughly and allow lo stand at least five (5) 
minutes. If the combination remains mixed or can be re-mixed readily, the mixture is considered physically compatible. For 
further information contact your local ADAMA AMVAC representative. 

Tank Mixing for Improved Burndown of Difficult Weeds and Residual Weed Control: Parazone 3SL can be tank-mixed 
with certain other herbicides in order to obtain greater control of hard to control weeds. Best control is obtained when olher 
photosynthetic inhibitor (PSI) herbicides are added with Parazone 3SL. These herbicides will cause the activity of Parazone 
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3SL to be slower, thus allowing ii more time to distribute throughout the treated leaf. Weed control will be greater than when 
Parazone 3SL is applied alone. 

The following PSI herbicides can be lank-mixed wi th Parazone 3SL: AAtrell) Herbicide or other alrazine-containing products~ 
Bl'cep Magnum® Herbicide; Bicep Lite II MagnumC!> Herbicide: Canopy® Herbicide; Laria.t0 Herbicide; Lexone® Herbicide; Linex 
Herbicide; Lorox@ Herbicides; lorox Plus® Herbicide; MANA Parallel Herbicide; MANA Parallel Plus Herbicidei.,MANA Parallel 
PCS Herbicide; Princep0 Herbicide: Sencore Herbicide or other metribuzin-containing products; and Triangle Herbicide. Be 
sure to read the respective product label(s) for rates of application, directions for use, limitations, restrictions, and for a list of 
weeds controlled. 

Control of the following difficult to control broadleaf and grassy weeds will be enhanced by the addition of a PSI herbicide with 
Parazone 3SL: barnyardgrass, broad1eaf signalgrass, cheatgrass, cocklebur, fall panicum, giant ragweed knotweed, kochia, 
lambsquarters, malva (cheeseweed), marestail, morningglory, Pennsylvania smartweed, perennial weed _ pression only), 
prickly lettuce, sedges, tansymustard, velvetleaf and volunteer wheat. For best results, make a second apph · 

Improved control of perennial broadfeaf weeds such as Canada thistle, bindweed, dandelion, et difficut 
broad leaf weeds such as giant ragweed or morningglory will result when Parazone 3Sl is tan 
volatile), 2,4-D8, or Banvel" Herbicide. Reduced grass control may result if the amine fo ula , as a 
tank-mix with Parazone 3SL. 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
The following crop tables contain infom,ation on use patterns, rates, minimum spra 
restrictions and comments specific to each crop. Read and follow directions ca reful 

ALFALFA 
CROPS 
ALFALFA 
New 
seedlings 
(CA only) 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

0.7-1.3 pts 
(see below for specific 

rates for weeds 
controlled 

For Control of: 

season on 
established 
plantings 

Region A1 

13654-20140812 

10.7-21 .3 fi oz 
10.7-21 .3 fi 0? 
10.7-21 .3 0 oz 

Parazone 3SL controls weeds, including bluegrass, chickweed, henbit, downy brome, 
ryegrass, cheatgrass, dogfennel, tansymustard, London rocket, sowthislle, rescue brome, 
wild oats, and other winter annuals and suppresses perennial weeds. 
Tank mixes with metribuzin products such as Lexone® or Sencor® may improve bumdown of 
existing vegetation and improve residual control. When lank mixing, read and carefully follow 
all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the respective product /abel(s). In 
interpreting the label{s) or tank mixed products, Iha most restrictive label llmitaUons must 
apply. 
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ALFALFA 
Dormant 
season Tank 
Mix with 
Velpar® L
Herbicide 

Region A' 

ALFALFA 
Dormant 
On 
established 
plantings: 
Region 82 

ALFALFA 
Dormant 
Onfalt
seeded, 
newty 
established 
stands less 
than 1-year
old: 
Region A1 

ALFALFA 
Dormant 
On fall
seeded, 
newty 
establl$ 
stands11 
than 1· 
old: 
Region 82 

Region A includes: AK, CA: (Counties of Del Norte, Siskiyou, Modoc, Shasta, Lassen, Plumas, Sierra, Nevada), CO, 
CT, DE, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME, MD, MA, Ml, MN, MO, MT, NE, NV, NH, NJ, NY, ND, OH, OR, PA, RI, SD, UT, VT, 
VA, WA, WV, Wl, WY. 

Use Restrictions -Alfalfa Dormant Season on Established Plantings 
Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of application. 
Do not make more than 1 application per year. 
Do not a I ifs rin re rowth is more than 2" or if fall re rowth followin last fall cuttin is reater than 6". 

0.7-1.3 pis Make one broadcast application to established alfalfa stands during the dormant season 
mixed Vlith using the specified rate in a minimum of 1 O gallons of spray per acre by ground or 1 O gallons 

1-2 qts of Velpar® L- of spray per acre by air. Use the lower rate of Parazone 3SL when weeds are less than 4" 
Herbicide tall. 

Parazone 3SL controls weeds such as chickweed, downy brome, and tans -
lower rate of Velpar Lon loamy sands or sandy loams. 

When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, reslrl 
limitations on the respeclive product label(s). In interpreting th !an 
products, the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

Temporary chlorosis may occur on alfalfa regrowth. Plan 
winterkill, frosl or drought, low fertility, and overcultlng 
Injury. 

Region A includes: AK, CA: (Counties of Del Norte, Siskiyou, Modoc, Sha 
CT, DE, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME, MD, MA, Ml, MN, MO, MT, NE, NV, NH, 
VA, WA, 'NV, WI, WY_ 

Use Restrictions - Alfalfa Dormant Season Tank Mix with Velpa 
Do not apply If spring regrowth is more than 2" or if fall regrowth ( 
Do not apply to alfalfa during the first season after seeding. 

• Do not use on gravelly or rocky soils, exposed subs · rdpan. sa 
including mortality may result. 
Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of application. 
Do not make more than 2 a llcaUons er ea 

0 .7-1.3 pls Make a broadcast applic 
before the first spring culti 
acre by gr · · lions 

0 .7-1.3 pis 

Use the 

~~..,:,t;,il'A~-ncl AK, CA: (Counties of Del Norte, Siskiyou, Modoc, Shasta, Lassen, Plumas, Sierra, Nevada), CO, 
, IN, 'A, KS, KY, ME, MD, MA, Ml, MN, MO, MT, NE. NV, NH, NJ, NY. ND, OH, OR, PA, Rt, SD, UT, VT, 
Wl,W. 

ncludes: AL, AZ., AR, CA; (All other counties not listed in Region1
}, FL, GA, HI, LA, MS, NM, NC, OK, SC, 

Use Restrictions -Alfalfa Dormant 
Do not apply more than one application per year. 
Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
Do not apply if spring regrowth after grazing or if cutting is more than 2" in the California counties of Orange, 
Riverside, and all California counties north of these counties. 
Do not a if re rowth after razi or if cuttin is more than 2" in all other areas within Re ion 8. 
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ALFALFA 
Between
cullings 
treatment in 
established 
plantings 
(Includes first 
year alfalfa) 
(All states 
east of lhe 
Rocky 
Mountains 

ALMONDS 
CROPS 

ALMONDS 

0. 7 pt Apply the specmed rate as a broadcast appncalion using a minimum of 1 O gallons of spray 
per acre by ground immediately after aHalla has bee11 removed for hay or silage. In arid 
areas where moisture Is limited, when weeds beyond the seedling stage, and stubble of 
weeds cut off during harvest will be less affected by this treatment and control may be 
affected. First year alfalfa sta11ds and yields may be reduced if alfalfa is allowed to regrow 
more than 2". Cro folia e rese11t al the lime of a llcatlon will be burned. 

Uso Roslrlcllo11s - Alfalfa Betwoen-Cutllngs Treatment 
Do not treat more than 5 days afler cutting. 
Do not make more than three applications per year during the growing season. These sprays are in addition lo a 
dormant application, but do not apply more than twice during the first growing season of first year alfalfa. 
Do not cut or harvest within 30 days of appllcalion. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

0.8-2.7 pis Apply lhe specified rate as a directed spray fn a minim.um of 10 
ground. Use a shield or wrap the plant when spraying arou d yo 
weeds, perennial weeds, late germinating weeds, and gr ucker 
or s ot treatments. 

Use Restrictions - Almonds 
• Do not graze treated areas. 

Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas to livestock. 
• Do not apply when nuts to be harvested are on the ground. 
• Do not allow spray to contact green stems (except suckers) or r 

Do not make more than 6 a llcations er ear. 

ARTICHOKE (GLOBE) 

CROPS 

ARTICHOKE 
(GLOBE) 

ASPARAGUS 
CROPS 

ASPARAGUS 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7-2.7 pis Apply !he specified rat 
by ground. 

Usa Restrictions - Artichoke (Globo) 
Do not make more than 3 appllcaUo 
Do not apply at intervals of less I 
Do not apply more than 6 pis/A 
Do not harvest within one da o 

REMARKS 

pe s a preplanl or preemergence appllcallon either broadcast or 
ba ver the row In a minimum of 1 o gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of 

per acre ~1,/;llr. Plants that have emerged al the time of application will be killed. 
· _.,, lica!lons.&'Ybe-made before era emer ence. 

" to established plantings at least 2 years old: Apply lhe specified rate prior to 
f crop or after last harvest either broadcast or banded over the row in a 

f 1 O gallons of spray per acre by ground. Plants that have emerged at the lime of 
earsAl{I a Ile . 1on will be killed. 

!,IJj Asparagus 
.• life more than 3 applications per year for pre plant or preemergence application. 
·-· within 6 da s of harvest. 
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BEANS, DRY 
PEAS DRY 

CROPS 

BEANS,DRY 
Sweet lupin 
While sweet 
lupin 
White lupin 
Grain lupin 
Adzukibeans 
Asparagus 
beans 
Black beans 
Broad beans 
Field beans 
Garbanzo 
beans 
Kidney beans 
Lablab beans 
Lima beans 
Moth beans 
Mung beans 
Navy beans 
Pinto beans 
Rice beans 
Tepary beans 
Urd beans 
Guar 

PEAS, DRY' 
Blackeyed peas 
Chickpeas 
Cowpeas 
Crowder peas 
Southern peas 
Caren 

BERRIES 

CROPS 

BERRIES 
Blackberries 
Blueberries 
Boysenberries 
Currant 
Elderberries 
Gooseberries 
Huckle-berries 
Loganberries 
Ras berries 

CACAO 

PARAZONEJSL 
RATE PER ACRE 

0.8-1.3 pls 

REMARKS 

Apply the specified rate as a harvest aid in a minimum of 20 gallons or spray per acre by 
ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air when the crop is mature and at least 80% of lhe 
pods are yellowing and mostly lipe wilh no more lhan 40% (bush type peas or beans) or 30% 
(vine type peas or beans) or the leaves sllll green. Add a nonionic spreader al 1 qt per 100 
gallon. For vining-type beans or bush-type with lush growth, make a single appllcallon at the 
higher rate. If making a split application, do not make more tt,an 2 applfcalions or exceed a 
total of 1.3 pts per acre. The split application may improve vine coverage. 

Uso Rostrlollons - Dry Beans and Dry Peas 
Do not apply when weather conditions favor drift. Adding a drift c 
Do not make more than 2 applications. 
Do not apply within 7 days of grazing or harvest. 

'This use Is not registered on dry beans or dry peas I 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3-2.7 pls u of 50 gallons of spray per acre by ground. Apply as a 
- dfrecled spr . :i\pply before emergence of new canes or shoots or crop 

i;l e spray to avoid injury from a fine spray mist. 

REMARKS 

Apply as a directed spray in a minimum of 50-200 gallons or spray per acre by ground when 
the meds are succulent and growth Is from 1"-6". For mature woody weeds, perennial 
weeds, late germinating weeds, and grasses, retrealment or spot treatments may be needed 
but do not exceed five applications per year. Protect young plants with a shield to prevent 
s ra from conlaclln !ants as In u ma result. 

ions• Cacao 
spray under windy conditions. 

ot graze treated areas. 
• Oo not feed treated cover crops to livestock. 

Do not apply within 1 day of harvest. 
• Do not exceed more than 5 applications per year. 
• This use is not re istored on cacao In California. 

CASSAVAS TANIERS YAMS , 

CROPS PARAZONE 3SL REMARKS 
RATE PER ACRE 

CASSAVAS, 1.3 pts Apply as a shielded post directed spray in a minimum of 50 gallons or spray per acre by 
TANIERS, ground when lhe weeds are succulent and growth Is from 1-6". 
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YAMS 

(Puerto Rico 
only) 

Use Restrictions - Cassavas, Tanlers, Yams 
Do not make more than 3 applications per year on cassavas and taniers. 
Do not make more than 2 applications per year on yams. 
Do not allow spray to contact crop or injury may occur. 
Do not spray under windy conditions. 
Do not graze treated areas. 
Do not feed treated forage to livestock. 
Do not aooly within 90 days of harvest. 

CHEMICAL FALLOW 

CROPS 
CHEMICAL 
FALLOW 

Product 
Information 

CHEMICAL 
FALLOW 

Conllnuous 
Wheat 2-3 
Month 
Recropping 
Interval 

CHEMICAL 
FALLOW 

Wheat
Fallow 
Wheat 
Rotations 
(Fall a 
after h 
seede 
14 mon 
later) 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

Weeds 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pis 

Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis 

Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pis 

REMARKS 
For all chemiaal fallow appllcatlons, apply fn a minimum of 5 -1 O gallons o ~. 
air or 5-60 gallons of spray per acre by ground. If applying at less than 10 g 
by ground, also follow these additional restrictions: 

1. Do not apply with floaters or exceed speed of 10 m · 
2. Apply with flat fan nozzles only at 30-40 psi. 

3. Apply only in a lank mix with alrazine at a · 

Addilionally, when tank mix.I 
restrictions, and Ii mitations on 
tank mixed products, t st r 

ear, 

, ppticable use directions, 
t le . In interpreting the labet(s) of 

ns must apply. 
nk mixes with registered residual 

d on th is label are permissible. 

, eeds and grasses emerging after applicalion 
I the time of application will b.e killed. 

st application in a minimum of 5 gallons of spray per acre by ground or air 
produce seed. Volunteer wheat and downy brome are best controlled with late 

early September applications. 

Tank mix with atrazine, Marksman® Herbicide or Command® Herbicide (or similar product) for 
enhanced burndown and residual weed control. Tank mixes with melribuzin products such 
as Lel<one or Sencor may improve burndown of existing grass and broad leaf weeds and 
improve residual control. When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use 
directions, restrictions, and limitations on the respective product label(s). In interpreting the 
label(s) of tank mixed products, !he most restrictive label limitations must apply. 

Refer to the section above en!illed "Chemical Fallow; Product Information" for additional 
instrucUons and restllctions. 

rlctions - Chemical Fallow Wheat-Fallow Wheat Rotations 
o not make more than 3 a Hcations 
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CHEMICAL Weeds 1·3": 1.3·1.7 pis Make a broadcast application In a minimum of 5 gallons of spray per acre by ground or air. 
Apply March 1 to April 15 prior lo spring rains to conserve moisture. Volunteer wheat is 
easier to control after the boot stage, bul soil moisture loss will be greater. 

FALLOW 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7·2 pis 

Wheat• 
Fallow Weeds 6°: 2-2.7 pts For volunteer wheat or downy brome control in the spring, use al least 1.3 pis per acre with a 

PSI herbicide (see section of the label enlilled "Tank Mixing For Improved Burndown of 
Difficult Weeds and Residual Weed Control" for additional details). 

Wheat 
Rotations 
(Spring 
applied; 
seeded 3-5 
months later) 

CHEMICAL 
FALLOW 

Wheat• 
Annual 
Crop' 

Wheal 
Rotations 
(Fall applied 
in wheat 
stubble) 

CHEMICAL 
FALLOW 

Wheal· 
Annual 
Crop' 

Wheat 
Rotations 
(Spring 
applied prior 
to planting an 
approved 
annual crop') 

Including; 
Bean, velve1 
Lespedeza 
Lupin 
Salnfoin 
Trefoil 
Vetch, crov,n 
Vetch 
Vetch, milk 

Tank mixes with melribuzrn products such as Lexone or Sencor may Improve bumdown of 
existing grass and broadleaf weeds and improve residua! control. When tank mlxlng. read 
and carefully follow all applicable use directions, reslrictlons, and llmilallons on the respective 
product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed products, lhe most restrictive label 
limitaUons must apply. 

Refer to the section above entitled "Chemical Fallow; Product Information· for 
instructions and restrfclions. 

Use Restrictions - Chemical Fallow Wheal-Fallow Whoat Rotations 
Do not make more than 3 a llcations er ear. 

Weeds 1·3": 1.3 -1.7 pts Make a broadcast appllcallon in a minimum ol 5 gallons of sp 
wheat harvest but before weeds produce seed. If foxtail or 

Weeds 3-6": 1.7·2 pts they seed. Late August through November applications 

Weeds s·: 2-2.7 pts 

Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis 

Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pis 

wheat and downy brome. 

Tank mix with atrazine or Marllsman® Herbicide for 
VVhen tank mixing, read and carefully follow a I 
on the respective product label(s). In interpr 
restrictive label limitations must apply. 

Refer to the section above entitled 'Chemical F 
instructions and restrictions. 

of 5 ga ns of spray per ac1e by ground or air. 
and residual weed control noting the atrazfne 

fully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and 
duel label(s). In Interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed 

label !Imitations must apply. 

I cro s are rain sor hum. corn, wheat and roso millet 
eat-Annual Crop 

Uons per year. 

REMARKS 

1.3 For dormant season application only, Parazone 3SL \'All desiccate weeds Including London 
(One lished rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, wild oats, chickweed, ryegrass, bluegrass, cheatgrass, 

P. gs In dogfennel, tansymustard, henbit, downy brome, and other winter annuals and suppression of 
~~~~ -~o:'.;n~A~1J)'...__--I perennial weeds. In California, this product may be used for desiccation of weeds including 

o.7-1,3 pts bluegrass, ryegrass, shepherdspurse, chickweed, tansymustard, foxtail, soWlhislle and 
(On established grounds el. ln California use high rate if ryegrass, shepherds purse, so\Ojjh/slle, or groundsel is 

plantings in presenl. 
Re Ion B2 Applical!ons must be made in the late fall or winter months after the last fall cutting but before 

1-----'o-'-_::..7.z.;.1;:.;.3-'-p.::..t..,_s __ --1 the first spring culling. Applications to clover or other legumes that are not dormant or have 
(On fall seeded newly broken dormancy may result In stand and/or yield reductions. Replanting may be necessary. 

established stands less Green clover or other legumes foliage present at the time of application will be burned, 
than 1 year old in discolored and/or temporarily stunted. Total hay yield of first cutting may be reduced in 

Region A1) clover or other legumes fields with severe weed infestation. This reduction will usually be 
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CORN 

CROPS 

CORN 
(Used alone) 
(See 
footnote in 
"Remarks" 
section for 
list of 
approved 
.crops) 
CORN 
Tank Mixes 
for No
till/Reduced 
Till 

FIELD 
CORN, 
POPCORN, 
SWEET 
CORN, 
SEED CORN 
(Post
emergen 
directed 
spray) 

FIELD 
CORN, 
POPCORN, 
SEED CORN 

0.5-0.B pis 
(On fall seeded newty 

established stands less 
than 1 year old in 

Region 82
) 

directly proponlonate lo the loss of weed weight. 
Make a broadcast application In a minimum of 1 O gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 
gallons of spray per acre by air, 

1Region A Includes: AK, CA: (Counties of Del Norte, Siskiyou, Modoc, Shasta, Lassen, Plumas, Sierra, Nevada), CO, 
CT, DE, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME, MD, MA, Ml, MN, MO, MT, NE, NV, NH, NJ, NY, ND, OH, OR, PA, RI, SD, UT, VT, 
VA, WA, WV, WI, WY 

~Region B Includes: AL, AZ, AR, CA: (All other counties not listed in Region A), FL, GA, HI, LA, MS, NM, NC, OK, SC, 
TN,1X 
Use Restrictions - Clover and Other Legumes 
• Do not make more than one application per year. 

Do not apply if regrowth after grazing or cutting Is more than 2". 
Do not harvest ,~thin 60 da s or a licalion. 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

Weeds 1-3' : 1.3-1.7 pts 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis 
Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pis 

Apply prep!ant or preemergence either broadcast or 
rate in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre 
air. Apply prior to the emergence of the crop as 
be killed. Seeding must be done with a minimum 
formed as rar ahead of planting and treat - as 
~rass emergence. Applicatlons made all hav 
Includes field, fresh sweet, fora e, fodder. 

Use Restrictions - Corn (Used Alona) 
Do not make more than three a llcations er ear. 

Weeds 1-3': 1.3-1 . 7 pis Apply preplant or preemerge b ~ overthe row using lhe specified 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7•2 pis rate in a minimum of 10 gallo grolfift'or 5 gallons of spray per acre by 
Weeds 6": 2-2. 7 pis air. Ensure that any tar ix Ion by air. Apply be lore, during, or afler 

planting, but prior to l11 rgen er nls Iha! come In contact with the spray 
will be killed. For lmpr nd "dual rol, Parazone 3SL may be tank mixed 
with the followin ·cide volatile), Harness~. AA!rex/Atrazine, Harnesss 
Xlra, Banvef rbicI e, M. Linex'll, Bicep Lite II MAGNUM, Lorox$, 
Dual MA ' Parallel A Parallel Plus TM ' MANA Parallel PCS"", Prlncep", 
Frontier" Yr' Herbicide, G.uard - , simazlne, Harmony® Extra Herbicide (Preplan! 
Only), S ss" EC, Surpas~ 00, To notch". When tank mixing, read and carefully follow 
all applic use directions, .es,trictlons, and limitations on the respective product label(s}. In 
· ~rprell abel(s) of la · ixed products, the most restrictive label llmllalions must 
.- ..-ly. .· 

arazone 3S nk mixed with Ambush® insecticide or other pennethrin 
rodug , 

T n ' es) 
a licallO(.lS er ear. 

specifi osage In a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground as a 
direcled spray with or without a hooded or shielded sprayer. Use the higher 

· o control weeds; weeds 6" or more !all may not be controlled. Corn plants that 
n1acl with the spray may be severely damaged or may be killed, Apply when 

Vl8e actively growing. 
With hooded or shielded sprayers: Use hooded or shielded sprayers with skids or wheels on 
the spray boom lo maintain spray height, so that excessive crop phytotoxlclty may be 
avoided. Direct the spray between the rows ensuring that the hooded or shielded spray 
prevents contact with corn plants. 

Without hooded or shield sprayers: When making a directed appllcatlon without hooded or 
shielded sprayer, apply when corn is at least 1 O" tall wilh nozzles arranged to spray no higher 
than the lower 3" of the com stalks. If corn is 20• tall or more, arrange nozzles so they spray 
no higher than the lower 1/3 of the corn stalks. Corn plants shorter than 10 inches may be 
injured and not recover. Injury to corn foliage will occur if sprayed; however, corn will recover 
and develo normall . Corn he! ht is measured from soil surface to lo of whorl . 

se Restrlcflons - Field Corn, Popcorn, Sweet Corn, Seed Corn 
Do not make more than three a lications r ear. 

0.B-1.3 pis Apply specified dosage as a harvest aid broadcast application in a minimum of 20 gallons of 
spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air after the com is mature. A 
black layer al the base of the kernels indicates maturity. Consult your local agricultural 
authority with help in identifying the black layer. Add nonionic surfactant containing al least 
75% surface active ingredient at 0.25% v/v. Use the higher rate lo desiccate mature 
broadleaf weeds and grasses or on broadleaf weeds and grasses taller than 1 a·. Drought 
stressed plants (especially broadleaf weeds) can be difficult to kill and desiccation may not be 
com lete. 
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FIELD 
CORN ONLY 
(grain, 
fodder, 
forage) 

FIELD 
CORN ONLY 
(grain, 
fodder, 
forage) 
2, 4-DArnine 
Tank Mix 

COTTON 

CROPS 

COTTON 
(Used alone) 

COTTON 
(Used alone) 
(Callfornla 
only) 

COTTON 
Goa11>1 
Gallgan~Her
biclde Tank 
Mix 

COTTON 
other Tank 
Mixes 

COTT 
Post-

Use Restrictions - Field Corn, Popcorn, Seed Corn 
Do not apply within 7 days of harvest. 
Make onl one a llcation er ear, 

1.3 pts For use ln the USDA Witchweed Eradication Program. apply specified dosage by post 
emergence directed spray In a minimum of 10 gallons or spray per acre by ground. 
If regrowth occurs, initiate sprays in late June to early July and repeat in early August. 
Follow a llca11on lnslructlons In sl inner ence directed s ra section above. 

Use Restrictions - Field Corn Only 
Do not make more than 3 a ncalfons er ear. 

5.4 fl oz For use in the USDA Wilchweed Eradication Program. make applications at lhe speclOed 
+ 0.5 lb 2,4-D dosage In a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre as a post emergence directed spray to 

Amine AE grassy weeds and witchweed before witchweed blooms. Reapply if regrow! occurs . 
When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, r · tlons, and 
limitations on the respective product label(s). In lnterpretlng 1t1e label(s) of I ixed 
producls. the most restrictive label limitations must apply. 
Follow a licatlons Instructions In osl emer ence section above 

Use Reslrlctlons - Field Corn Only 
• Do not make more than 3 a licaUons er ear. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7-2.7 pls Apply preplanl or preemergence at lhe speclfle 
acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per aj.)y air 
before crop emergence. For fallow bed I , 
maximum weed and grass emergence be 
seed in . a mlnlmum amount of soil dislurba 

Use Restrict.Ions - Cotton (Used Alone} 
Do not make more than 3 a llcaUons er ear. 
5.4-10.7 n oz Apply specified dosage in a of sp per acre by ground or 5 gallons 

of spray per acre by air.A a pre 
volunteer barle in reffii: see 

application is used lo control 

Uso Restrictions - Colton (Used Alone) (Callfornl ) 
Do not make more than 3 a llcaUons eI. ar. 

1.7-2.7 pts Apply speci g}! in a of 1 :'g)i Ions of spray per acre by ground or air as a 
preplant o , w bed broadcast lion. Add Goal or Gallgan according to the rate on 
the prod abel. When tank · ·ng d and carefully follow all applicable use directions, 
reslricllo and limitations resp cllve product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of 

1--.c.--::---:---:--:.,.....----=---,:>r.::t:'ia,i.n;.:.k.:.:m.,ixr,;;~ rod::,::.;u:.;c~ls'=, ;;.th;,:ec-'m-';;'; trfctive label limitations must a I . 
Use Restrictions - Goal / gan H · ."cide Tank M 
• Do not make more · a llcall 

1.7-2.7 pis Apply s cifie " replant or preemergence broadcast spray in a minimum or 10 
gal spray pe y ground or 5 gallons or spray per acre by air before, during, or 

nling. bul before crop emergence. For improved burndown and residual control, 
one 3SL be tank mixed with the following herbicides: Cotoran® Herbicide, 

ron® H~ e. Cotton-Pro® Herbicide, Caparol® Herbicide, diuron herbicides, 
on a (Preplant Only), MSMA herbicides, Zorial® Herbicide, Dual MAGNUM®, 

llel PCS, MANA Parallel, Prowl®. When tank mixing with Cotoran OF or Meturon 
the mixing Instructions on the respective labels and maintain constant agitation . 

When k mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and 
limitations on the respective product label(s). In Interpreting the label(s) of lank mixed 

roducls. the mosl restrictive label limitations must a I • 
s - Colton (Other Tank Mixes) 

1ore than 3 a lfcatlons er ear. 
pis · ·• Apply when weeds are actively growing and betvreen 1 - 6" In height If multiple applications 

· are made, allow 14 days between applications. Use higher rate on dense populations and/or 
larger or hard lo control weeds. Weeds 6" or laller may not be controlled. Avoid contact with 
crop. Intentional or accidental contact (including drift) of Paralone 3SL with the crop may 
result in severe damage or loss of the crop. Apply by directing spray between the rows and 
using hooded or shielded sprayers lo prevent contact with crop p!anls. Equipment should be 
in good opera ling condllion. Avoid leakage or dripping onto crop. Varialion In equipment 
design may affect level of weed control. Keep hoods or shields adjusted to insure adequate 
contact with weeds while shielding the crop from the herbicide. To minimize drift, do not use 
nozzles or nozzle configurations or adjuvants which produce fine spray droplets (mist). May 
be tank mh(ed with other postemergence directed herbicides When tank mixing, read and 
carefully follow all applicable use dlrec1ions, restrictions, and limitations on the respective 
product label(s). In Interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed products, the most restricllve label 
limitations must a I . 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Post-Emergence) 
Do not make more than 3 applications per year. 

• Not for use In California. 
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CROPS 

COTTON 
Harvest aid 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

See rate below for 
speclfic rate based on 
geographical region 

5.4 fl oz+ 1 pt 
phosphate or 1 gal 

chlorate 
(southern eolian) 

REMARKS 

Parazone 3SL may be used as a harvest aid in cotton growing areas of the US. Repeat 
application if necessary, but do not exceed four applications per year or 1.3 pints per acre per 
year. This product may be tank mixed with other cotton harvest aid materials known to be 
effective by local experience. Unless otherwise instructed in this label, refer to tank mix 
product label for rates, directions, limitations, and restrictions. 
Parazone 3SL can also be applied in a lank mix with methyl parathion and/or Karate® or 
Silencer® insecticides. Nodes above cracked bolls (NACB) timing Is for guidance and is not 
Intended to restrict local ex erience. 
Use in southern eolian to aid In the defoliation and opening of mature bolls. Tank mix with 
phosphate and chlorate defoliants. Apply specified dosages by broadcast a plication when 
80% or more of the bolls are open and the remaining bolls to be harvested ature in a 
minimum of 1 O gallons of spray per acre by ground and 5 gallons or spray p by air, 
Use of this tank mix will Inhibit the development of Immature bolls. Do not ap In 7 days 
of harvest and razin . 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid} 
• When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use dlrectlons, restricllons, an 

respective product label(s). In interpreting the fabel(s) of tank mixed products, tMfil ost re 
must apply. 

• Do not pasture livestock In treated fields or feed treated foliage. 
Do not exceed a total of 1.3 pis/A as a harvest aid. 
Do not make more than 4 a licaUons er ear. 

2.1-3.3 fl oz Use in southern cotton to aid in the defollali 
(southern cotton) as a broadcast applicaHon in 10 gallons o 

acre by air. Parazone 3SL can be mixed 
Defoliant, Elhephon Plant Growth Regulato 
Regufant, Prep® PGR. Apply v.-tien 60% or 
bolts to be harvested are matu e,,,Pevelo meni , 

at specified rate 
ns of spray per 

Defoliant, Dropp® 
e" Harvest Growth 

en and the remaining 
s will be inhibited. 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid} 

• 

When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all appHc 
respective product labet(s). In interpreting th s) o 
must apply. 
Do not pasture livestock In treated fields or feed I 
Do not exceed a total of 1.3 pts/A as , ii.I aid. 
Do not make more than 4 a Hca er ar, 

0.7-1 .3 pis Use in so rn collon as a post def · . on treatment to aid in opening of mature bolls and in 
(southern cotton) the desl n of green we App · t !he specified rate by broadcast application in a 

minimum 1 o gallons of s er acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air when 
I the bolls ar and the remaining bolls to be harvested are mature. 

Immature II be Inhibited. To avoid leaf sticking, apply Parazone 3SL 
-7 days after defoliation or a conditioning application. 

or dense use the hi her rate . 

Ids or feed treated foliage. 
a harvest aid. 

re than 4 a aliens per year. 
hin three da s of harvest or razin . 

Use lri western cotton to aid in boll opening and for early defoliallon. Use the higher rate on 
rank cotton. Early defoliation occurs when 60% or more of the bolls are open and the 
remaining bolls to be harvested are mature (approximately 4 NACB). Do not use more than 
5.4 fl oz of Parazone 3Sl for early defoliation as excessive desiccation may occur. 
Development of Immature bolls will be Inhibited. When using sodium chlorate, do not use 
more than 4 lbs. of actual defoliant per acre at this early defoliation liming. Make a broadcast 
application in a minimum of 1 0 gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per 
acre b air. Do not raze or harvest within 7 da s of a licalion when followin this schedule. 

, !ctlons - Cotton (Harvest Aid) 
· ien tank mlxlng, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the 

respective product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations 
must apply. 
Do not pasture livestock in treated fields or feed treated foliage. 
Do not exceed a total of 1.3 pis/A as a harvest aid, 

• Do not make more than 4 a llcaUons 
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COTTON 
Harvest aid 

5.4•10.7 fl oz alone or 
tank mix with sodium 
chlorate or phosphate 
defoliant and/or olher 
compaUbte harvest aid 
products (Western and 

Texas cotton) 

For use In cotton for boll opening and as a m id- to late-defoliation treatment, Mid- lo lale
defolialion timing is when 75% or more of lhe bolls are opening and the remaining bolls to be 
harvested are ma lure (approximately 3 or fewer NACB). Development of lmmalure bolls will 
be inhibited. In desert cotton or on rank vigorous eolian, use the higher rate of Parazone 
3SL. Make a broadcast appllcation in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground 
or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. Do not harvest within 7 days of appllcallon when used 
with phosphate or chlorate defoliants. 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid) 
• When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restriclions, and limitations on the 

respective product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of lank mixed products, the most restrict ive label limitations 
must apply. 
Do not pasture livestock in treated fields or feed treated foliage. 

• Do not exceed a total of 1.3 pis/A as a harvest aid. 
Do not make more than 4 applications per year. 
Do not a I within three da s of harvest or razln 

2.1-7.5 n oz Stripper or Spindle Harvested: Apply when 75% of the bolls are 
(stripper or spindle lo be harvested are mature. Make a broadcast application at t 

harvested - all areas) minimum of 1 o gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 ga ns o 
defoliation and boll opening. rt Is advisable to apply lh ~ of rate 
cotton to detelffiine the rate that best fits your environ . I and plant 
Development of immature bolls will be Inhibited. SIi Is and I eel s ma!urily. 
Parazone 3SL may be applied alone or tank mix h the ( ~g cotton ,. st ald,s: 
Accelerate Defoliant, Folex Defoliant, Def Defolia est Growth R gurant. 
Dropp® Defoliant, Prep™ PGR, Ethephon or or ot efu,roducts 
containing ethephon. Split applications exce flotal of 1.3 pints 
per acre. To avoid leaf sticking, apply Pe roximately 3-7 days 
after defoliation or a conditioning applicat est. Cooler 
temperatures may cause a longer wailing n of Parazone 3SL as a 
desiccant and defollationlcon er. Lower r y be necessary south of 1-
10 In Texas where tempera! elolialion. 

Uo fictions, and limitations on the 
products, the most restrictive label limitations 

en 85% o( the bolls a re open and the remaining bolls lo. be 
cified dosage by broadcast appllca!ion in a minimum of 10 

aliens o( s ound or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. It is advisable lo 
apply ~ - ang a small block of cation lo determine the rate that best fits your 
envi · ental and plant conditions. Development of immalure bolls wilt be inhibited. Slice 

nd lnspec seed far maturity. Split applications may be made but do not exceed a total 
.3 pints p e. To avoid tear slicking, apply Parazone 3SL as a desiccant 
roKima days after defoliation or conditioning. Lower rates In the range may be 
_s th of 1-10 In Texas where tern eratures are !call hf her durin defol!atlon. 

d) 
efiJUy follow all applicable use direcUons, restrictions, and limitations on the 

In interpreting lhe label(s) of tank mixed producls, the most restrictive label limitations 

livestock in treated fields or feed trealed foliage. 
a total of 1.3 pis/A as a harvest aid. 

re than 4 applications per year. 
thin three da s of harvest or razin . 

Apply as a broadcast application In 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of 
spray per acre by air. 
Use to desiccate regrowth occurring after defoliation or desiccation. Control is dependent on 
growing conditions and desiccation of small new regrowth may not always be complete. Use 
the higher rate If regrowth is excessive. 
Because re rowth Is difficult to conlrol, thorou h covera e with Iha fun rate is necessa 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid) 
When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the 
respective product label(s). In inlerpreting lhe label(s) of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations 
must apply. 
Do not pasture liveslock in treated fields or feed treated foliage. 
Do not exceed a total of 1.3 pls/A as a harvest aid. 
Do not make more than 4 applications per year. 

• Do not apply within three days of harvest or grazing . 
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CROPS 

COTTON 
Harvest aid 
(Texas , 
except in the 
counties or 
Starr, 
Hidalgo, 
Willacy, and 
Cameron) 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

2.7 to 3.3 n oz 
(0.06 lo 0.08 lb ai) 

(for boll opening and 
defoliation 

To aid In defollal!on anc! 0jenlng of mature bolls, Parazone 3SL may be tank mixed with the 
following groducls: DEF defoliant, Dropp<i> defoliant, Prep™ PGR, Folex" defoliant, 
Accele1ate defoliant. Apply when 60% or more of the bolls are open and remaining bolls to 
be harvested are mature. Development of immature bolts will be inhibited. Refer to lank mix 
product label for rate, directions, limitations, and restrictions. 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid) 
• When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the 

respective product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed prOducts, the most restrictive label limitations 
must apply. 
Use a minimum total spray volume per acre of 10 gallons by ground, and 5 gallons by air. 
Because of extremes in environmental and plant conditions, II is advisable lo apply the range of rat 
block of cotton to determine the specified rate that best fits your needs. 
Do not pasture livestock in treated fields or feed treated foliage. 
Do not exceed a total of 32 n oz (0.75 lb ai) per acre per crop season. 
Up to 3 multlple broadcast harvest aid applications may be made. 
Allow 7 days between appticallons. 
Do not apply within three days of harvest or grazing. 

• Do not harvest within 7 days of appllcallon If used with phosphate or chi 
• When combined with phosphate defoliants, observe livestock restriction 

Do not pasture lactating dairy animals. 
• When combined with hos hale defoliants, observe livestock r 

11.2 to 21 n oz Use to desiccate regrowth occurring alter 
(0.26 lo 0.49 lb ai) bolls are open and the remaining bolls to b 

Lale season harvest aid bolls will be inhibited. Slice bolls and tnsp 
desiccation of stripper apply Parazone 3SL as a nt ap 

cotton or spindle- conditioning application and 
harvested collon necessa south of 1-10 In Te 

Use Restrictions - Cotton (Harvest Aid) 

'pply when 86% of the 
velopment or immature 

. To avoid leaf slicking, 
lo 7 days after defoliation or a 

ewer rates in the range may be 
icall hi her durln defollaUon. 

• When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all 
respective prOduct label(s). In interpreting the la 

cUon , riclions, and limitations on the 

must apply. 
Use a minimum total spray volum 
Because of extremes in environ 
block of cotton to determine the 

• Do not pasture livestock in treat 
Do not exceed a total o ~i n oz 
Up to 3 multiple bro ~ harves 
Allow 7 days be pplicalions. 

• Do not apply 11 ·1 e da o ,harves g. 

products, the most restrictive label limitations 

• Do not harv da applfcallon if used with phosphate or chlorate defollants. 
• Do not paslu animals. 
• When ate def.lllli s, observe livestock restrictions listed on the hos hate label. 

11 . o des · e regrowth occurring after defoliation or desiccation. Regrowth Is difficult to 
(0. efore, thorough coverage with the run specified rate is necessary. Control Is 

De i de upon growing condition and desiccation of small new growth may not always be 
com re e. Use hi hers eclfied rate if re rowth is excessive. 

otton (Harvest Aid) 
g, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the 
ct label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label limitations 

1total spray volume per acre of 10 gallons by ground, and 5 gallons by air. 
of e remes In environmental and plant conditions, ii is advisable lo apply the range of rates on a small 
oUon to detemiine the specified rate that best fits your needs. 
sture livestock in treated fields or feed treated foliage. 

exceed a total of 32 11 oz (0. 75 lb ai) per acre per crop season 
o 3 multiple broadcast harvest aid applications may be made. 

Allow 7 days between applications. 
Do not apply within three days of harvest or grazing. 

• Do not harvest within 7 days of application if used with phosphate or chlorate defoliants. 
• Do not pasture lactating dairy animals. 
• When combined wi th hos hate defoliants observe livestock restrictions listed on the hos hate label. 

EASTER LILIES 

CROPS I 
13654-20140812 
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EASTER 1.7-2.7 pis I Apply preemergence in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground. 
LILIES 
(Field grown) Use Restrictions - Easter LIIJes (Field Grown) . Do not make more than 2 applications per year . 

FALLOW LAND 

CROPS 

FALLOW 
LAND 
Prior to 
planting of 
any crops 

GRASSES 

CROPS 

GRASSES 
(For Seed) 
(For Use,in 
Seedbed 
Preparation) 

GRASSES 
(Kentucky 
Bluegrass 
grown for 
seed only) 

(Minnesota 
only) 

GUAR 

CROPS 

GUAR 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

1.0-2.7 pis Apply speclned dosage as a broadcast application in a minimum of 10 gaflons or spray per 
acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air for lhe control of weeds such as 
bluegrass, chickweed, henbil, downy brome, ryegrass, cheatgrass, dog fennel, tansy 
mustard, London rocket , sowthislle, rescue brorne, wild oats, volunteer cer~Js and other 
winier annuals and for suppression of perennial v.-eeds or sedges. Use the ·- rate for 
weeds approaching the maximum size of s·. Fallow (and may be between o s such as 
disking, ripping, plowing, leveling, Irrigating or !isling for ground preparation pu For 
best results, allow maximum weed emergence prior to applicali to the p · est 
Intervals and other cro s ecilic restrictions for !anted cro >s el · lj ij~L 

Use Restrictions - Fallow Land 
• Do not make more lhan 2 a llcaUons durin the fallow eriod . 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3"2.7pls 

• 

• 
• 

REMARKS 

dosage for prehaNest des.lccallon In a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per 
d after the ods are full mature. 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage as a directed spray In a minimum of 1 0 gallons of spray per acre by 
ground. Relreatrnent and/or spot spraying may be necessary for mature woody weeds, late
erminati weeds and rasses, and ecennlals. 

Use Restrictions - Guava 
Do not make more than 4 app!icalions per year. 
Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit, or foliage , 
Do not graze lreated areas. 
Do not feed cover cro s rown In treated areas to livestock. 
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HOPS 

CROPS 

HOPS 
(ID, OR, & 
WA only) 

LENTILS 

CROPS 

LENTILS 

(Not for use 
in California) 

MINT 

CROPS 

MINT 
(Peppermint 
Spearmint) 

ONIO 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3 pis 

Use Restrictions - Hops 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage as a directed spray in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by 
ground. For suckering and stripping, spray only the basal 2 ft. of lhe vines. Repeat as 
necessary, but do not exceed three applications per year. Experience with varieties other 
than Cascade, Yakima Clusler, and Bullion is limited. If using Parazone 3SL on varieties 
other than these, test on a small number of vines of each variety to detemi!ne sensilivily to 
Injury and do not use on unlisted varieties if unacceptable crop injury occurs. For chemical 
pruning to burn back existing vines and oblain even emergence of subsequent vines, spray 
when vines are less than 3 ft. tall. Unacceptable injury may occur when appllcalions are 
made lo vines less than 6 ft. tall. 

Do not apply within 14 days of harvest or grazing. 
Do not apply more than 3 times per year. 
Do nol allow spray to contact green stems, foliage, flowers, or cones as injury may res 
Do nol allow animals lo raze in treated ho ards, bu1 ho vine refuse and sila be 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

0.8-1.3 pis Apply specified dosage as a harvest aid In 
ground and 7 gallo,is of spray per acre b 
per 100 gallons) of the finished spray volu 
80% of the pods are yellowing and mostly 
be reen in color. To im rove covera e, a s 

UH Restrictions - Lentils 
• Do nol apply when weather conditions favor spray 

Not registered for use on lentils in California. 
Do not apply more than 2 applications per ye i · 

Do not a I wilh!n 7 da s of harvest. 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

per acre by 
.25% vlv (2 pis 

ure and at least 
I !he leaves should still 

made. 

1.3-2.0 pis l/1 before spring growth ....t,en weeds are less than 6' tall using 
ium of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of 
he suppression ofweeds such as Italian ryegrass, prickly 

, downy brome and bluegrass. Thls product may be tank mixed 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage preplant or preemergence in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per 
acre by ground. The higher rate must be used for heavy Infestations or for wild oat control. 
Allow maximum weed and grass emergence prior lo treatment but apply prior to crop 
emer ence. 

rictlons - Onions (Seeded), Garlic 
o not apply within 60 days of harvest in all stales except California. In California, do not apply within 200 days of 

harvest. 
Do not a I more than 2.7 ts er acre er ear nor a I more than once er ear. 
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PASSION FRUIT 

CROPS 

PASSION 
FRUIT 

PEANUTS 

CROPS 

PEANUTS 

PEANUTS 
Basagran® 
Herbicide 
Tank Mix 

PEANUTS 
Butyrac® 
Herbicide or 
Butoxone® 
200 

Suppression 
of 
glyphosa\e
resislant 
Palmer 
Amaranth 
(Not for use 
in CA 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

REMARKS 

2.5 pis Make a directed spray at the specified rate ln a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by 
ground. If bark Is still green at the time of application, use a shield or wrap the vine. If 
making applications close to or during harvest. pick all fruit off the ground prior to applicalion. 
Retreat as necessa • u to five times er ear. 

Use Restrictions - Passion Fruit 
Do not make more than 5 applications per year. 
Do not allow animals to raz.e in treated areas. 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

s.4-10.s n oz 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage as a broadcast application in a mlnlmu 
acre at ground cracking, A second application may be mad up I 
crack. This application will control or suppress small (1 · erge 
broadleaf weeds. 
For at ground crack use, Parazone 3SL can be ta 
Paraltel:r, PCS, or Dual MAGNUMt> for residual 
carefully follow all applicable use directions, res 
product label(s). In Interpreting the label(s) 
limilallons must apply. Crop follage spray 
clinkll but the cro will recover and dev 

Use Restrictions - Peanuts 
Do not apply by air. 
Do not make more than 2 applications per season n 
season. 
s.4-10.a n oz+ 
1 pt Basagran 

a ml 1mum of 10 gallons of spray per 
llcation may be made up to 28 days 

asagran will improve control of cocklebur, 
en tank. mixing, read and carefully follow all 

lalions on the respecUve product labet{s). In 
ducts, the most restrictive label limilalions must 
d in the fonn of bronzing and crinkling bul the crop 

r apply a total of more than 10.8 fl oz of product per acre per 

cast postemergence applicallon at the specified dosage In a minimum of 10 
pray per acre by ground. A tank: mix application of Parazone 3SL with Butyrac or 

B 200 will improve control of weeds such as cocklebur, sicklepod, and morningglol)' . 
When tank mlxlng, read and carefully follow all appllcable use direcllons, restrictJons, and 
limitations on the respeclive product tabel(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed 
products, the most restrictive label llmitallons must apply. Crop foliage sprayed v.ill be injured 
in the form of bronzl and crinkll but the cro will recover and develo normal.I . 

eanuts Butyrac Herbicide or Butoxone 200 Herbicide Tank Mix 

er to prepare 
olutlon. Add 

non-Ionic surfactant at 
0.25% v/v (2 pinls/100 
gal) of finished volume. 
Apply up lo 2 pints/acre 
of the herbicide-water 
mixture. 

Apply through a recirculating rope wick or carpet roller equipment for suppression or control 
of glyphosate-resistant Palmer Amaranth, or to prevent seed production. In order to prevent 
seed production, an application must be made prior to formation of viable seed. 
Make application at least 6 inches above the peanut canopy. Set application equipment to 
avoid dripping. Low ground speed enhances coverage which leads to improved weed control. 
Use ground speeds of 5 mph or less. Delaying application to late afternoon or early evening 
will enhance control of large weeds. Follow application equipment manufacturer's directions. 
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PERSIMMON 

CROPS 

PERSIM
MON 
(Nol for use 
in CA) 

Use Restrictions - Peanuts (Suppression of Glyphosate-reslstant Palmer Amaranth) 
Do not apply more than 0.67 pints/acre (0.25 lbs ai/acre) of Parazone using the recirculating wick or carpet roller 
application method. 
Do not exceed 0.5 lb ai/acre total for all Parazone applications to peanut. 
Do not allow livestock to graze in treated areas. 
Do not feed hay or thrashings from treated fields lo livestock. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

2.5 pis Apply specified dosage as a dlrecled spray In a minimum or 10 gallons or spray per acre by 
ground. Mature woody weeds, late-germinating weeds and grasses, and nlals may 
need s lOI s ra in or relrealment, but do not exceed five a llcallons er e 

Use Restrictions - Persimmon 
• Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit, or foliage. 
• Do not graze treated areas. 

Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas lo livestock. 
• Do no! make more·lhan 5 a !ications er ear. 

PIGEON PEAS 

CROPS PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3 pis Apply specmed dosage as a directed spra 
ground. Avoid contact with crop foliage. 

PIGEON 
PEAS 
(Puerto Rico 
only) 

Use Restrictions - Pigeon Peas 

PINEAPPLE 

CROPS 

PINEAPPLE 

POTATO 

CROPS 

POTATO 

POTA 
(Fresh 
market 
potatoes 
only)1 

(see 
"Remarks" 
section for 
list of states) 

13654-20140812 

Do not make more than 1 application per season or per year. 
Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage lo 1r ock. Can 
Do not a I wilhin 60 da s of harvest. 

PARAZONE JSL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3-2.7 pis 

REMARKS 

specifi .· ' sage as a preplanl or preernergence broadcast spray In a minimum of 10 
s of ·"/./ per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. Applications may be 

round crackin but before oletoes have emer ed. 
cllons if 1a10 
t make,m re than 3 a 1C<1Uons er ear. 

Apply specined dosage as a prepfan! broadcast spray in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray 
per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. This application ls used for 
volunteer bane control in reformed seedbeds. 

Potato (Used Alone) 
re ,than 3 a licalions er ear. 

Apply specified dosage for pre harvest vine killlng and weed desrccaUon as a broadcast spray 
in a minimum of 20 gallons of spray per acre by ground. When quick vine kill is desired, use 
1.3 pis per acre. When vine growth is dense, use two applications at 0.6 pt per acre. Allow a 
minimum of five days between splil applications. Fresh Market Potatoes include potatoes 
that are sent directly from the field to a consumer, grocery store, or processor for use. 
Potatoes must be harvested promptly after desiccation and consumed or processed 
immediately. Begin application when leaves begin lo tum yellow. Immature potato foliage is 
tolerant lo Parazone 3SL; however, desiccation will not be complete under this condition. 
' For Use Only In the slates of: CO, DE, ID, IL, IN, KS. ME, MD, MA, Ml, MN, NE, NV, NJ, NY, 
ND, OH, OR, PA, SD, UT, WA, WI. WY 
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RICE 

CROPS 

RICE 

SAFFLOWER 

CROPS 

SAFFLOWER 

SAFFLOWER 
(CA only) 

Uso Restrlctlons - Potato (Fresh Market Potatoes Only) 
Do not use on potatoes Iha! will be stored as tuber decomposition may result. 
Do not apply to drought stressed potato vines. 
Do not use to desiccate the vines of seed potatoes as seed pieces may fail to germinate and grow normally. 
Do not paslure livestock in treated potato fields. 
Do not exceed 2.6 pis/A per season, 
Do not make more than 2 applications per year. 
Do no\ aoolv within 3 davs of harvest. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

Weeds 1-3":1.3-1.7 pis 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2.0 pis 
Weeds 6": 2.0-2.7 pis 

Apply as a broadcast spray before, during, or aner planting but before crop 
minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per a 
higher specified rates and spray volumes when vegetation is dense. Seedi 
with a minimum amount of soil disturbance. Weeds and grass 
will not be controlled, but crop plants exposed to appllcalion will 
For improved or extended weed control, Parazone 3SL n ta 
herbicides registered for lhis use. When tank mixing, d care e low all applicable 
use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the res e product labi!I 

Uso Restrictions - Rice 
lhe labels of tank mixed roducts, the most resin abet um· ;;=n.::s:..:m==.;:_i,a~"-'------l 

Do no\ flood/flush within 48 hours of application in order to ensure comp 
wet weather delays speed of kill, do not flood/flush until complel 

• Do not make more than 3 a licallons er ear. 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7•2,7 pis Apply broadcast or ban 
emergence In a minim 
acre b air. 

Use Restrictions - Safflower 
Do not make more than 3 a Heall 

0.7 pt Apply as a 
or 5 gall 
barle In 

Use RostrlcUons - Safflower 
Do not make more Iha 

or after planting but before crop 
ere by ground or 5 gallons of spray per 

a min mum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground 
application is effective for control of volunteer 

SMALL GRAINS 

CROPS 

SMALL 
GRAINS 
(Barley, 
Wheat) 

Mix 

SORGHUM 

CROPS 

SORGHUM 
(Grain) 

REMARKS 

sage preplanl or preemergence In a minimum of 5 gallons of spray per 
:or air. 

ey, Wheat) 
-ore than 3 a lions er ear. 

Apply specified dosage preplant or preemergence In a minimum of 10 gallons ol spray per 
acre by ground and 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. A tank mix with Hoelon 3EC applied 
when weeds are 1-6" In heigh! and are actively growing will improve grass control. Weeds 6 
Inches or taller may not be controlled. When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all 
appl!cable use directions, restrictions, and fimitations on the respective product label(s). In 
Interpreting the Jabel(s) of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label llmilations must 
a I • 

ons - Small Grains (Wheat Only) 
ake more than 3 applications per year. 

t a I this lank mix on barle as cro tn'u ma result. 

PARAZONE3SL 
REMARKS 

RATE PER ACRE 

Weeds 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pts Apply specified dosage preplant or preemergence in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis acre by ground and 5 gallons of spray per acre by air as a broadcast or banded application. 
Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pis Seedbeds must be fanned as far ahead of planting as possible to allow maximum weed and 

orass emercience. Seedino must be done with a minimum of soll disturbance. 
Use Restrictions - Sorghum (Grain) . Do not make more than 3 applications per year . 
• Do not apolv within 48 davs of harvest for main and 20 days or harvest for foraoe . 
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SORGHUM 
(Grain) 
Atrazine & 
2,4-D ester 
[low volatile] 
Tank Mix 

SORGHUM 
(Grain) 
Harmon~ 
Extra 
Herbicide 
Tank Mix 

SORGHUM 
(Grain·) 

SOYBEANS 

CROPS 

SOYBEANS 

Weeds 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pts 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis 
Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pis 

For preplant or preemergence application, Parazone 3SL may be tank mixed with atrazine for 
improved preemergence or residual weed control. The addition of 2,4-D ester (low volatile) 
may aid in the suppression of perennial and annual broad leaf weeds emerged at the time of 
application. When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, 
restrictions, and limitations on the respective product label(s). tn interpreting the label(s) of 
tank mixed roducts, the most restrictive label limitations must a I . 

Use Restrictions - Sorghum (Grain) (Atrazlne & 2,4-D ester [low volatile] Tank Mix) 
Do not make more than 3 applicallons per year. 
Do not a I within 48 da s of harvest for rain and 20 da s of harvest for fora e. 

1.3-2.5 pts Make a preplant application at the specified dosage in a minimum of 1 o gallons of spray per 
acre by ground. Parazone 3SL may be tank mixed with Harmony Extra for Improved weed 
control. When lank mixing, cead and caref,illy follow all applicable use di rec Ions, restrictions, 
and limitations on the respective product label(s). In interpreting the label( tank mixed 

roducls, the most (estrictive label limitations must a I . 
Uso Rostrlctlons - Sorghum (Grain {Harmony Extra Horblclde Tarik Mix) 

Do not make more than 3 applications per year. 
Do not a I within 48 da s of harvest for rain and 20 da s of harvest far fora e. 

0.7-1.3 pis Apply specified dosage as a postemergence directed spray (lnclu 
10 gallons of spray per acre by ground when weeds are vely gro 
specified rate on larger or hard to control weeds. We or taller m 
Because spray can severely damage and/or kill sor !ants, p!ical 
wilh either hooded or shielded sprayers or as a spray tllne 
excessive crop phytoloxlclly, use a hooded ors sp h skids or\ Is on the 
spray boorn lo maintain spray height. Apply dlr s tween I ws and using 
hooded or shielded sprayers la prevents _ • op plants. plying without a 
hooded or shielded sprayer, apply whens at 8 s 2· tall naturally standing. 
Do not exceed 30 psi nozzle pressure or ff may cause excessive 
drift Use precision directed spray app!lcallo /1 _ s that no more than the 
lower 3" of the sorghum stalk I tacfed b 1 sp y. Some crop injury will 
occur. The de ree of In·u i 1 o lhe If ca lion and s ra in conditions. 

Use Restrictions - Sorghum (Grain) 
• Do not exceed 2 postemergence-directed app · 

year. 
• Do not a l within 46 da s of harvest for rain a 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

Weeds 1·3": 1.3-1.7 pts 
Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis 
Weeds 6': 2-2.7 pis 

dosage as a o dcast spray before, during, or afler planting but before crop 
minimum of . allons of spray per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per 

one 3S be lank mixed wilh the following herbicides for Improved 
I: 2,4·08, Canopy, Dual MAGNUM, Goal or Galigan, Harmony 

plant , , Lexone. Llnex, Loro!<, Lorox Plus, Prowl, Pursuit Herbicide, 
erblclde, Sencar, Surllan® Herbicide. Turbms) Herbicide. 

of ParM2ne 3SL to be used in these tank mixtures is dependent on weed height 
ving IDJj!lrons. Use the highest specified rate of Parazone 3SL under dry conditions 

· ed canopy is dense. The lower rate may be used when weeds are less lhan 
lecllve postemergence spray or cultivation will be made within 3 weeks after 

eedlng must be done with a minimum amounl of soil disturbance. 
Whe k mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and 
!Imitations on the respective product label(s). In interpreting lhe label(s) of lank mixed 

roducts the mosl restricllve label limitations must a I . 
s-Soyboans 

a total of 4.0 pts of Parazone 3SL per season. 
re than 3 applications per year. 

r r harvest for fora e or ha before the R3 sta a of so bean deve·to men! earl od . 
. 3-1 .7 pis Apply preplant or preemergence al the specified dosage in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray 
.7-2 pis per acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. 

-2.7 pts When tank mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and 
75 lb a.I. 2,4- limitations on the respective product label(s). In interpreting the label(s) of tank mixed 

er {low volatile) at products. the most restrictive label limitations must appfy. 
least 7 days prior to 

planting 
or+ 0.475-0.95 lb a.i. 

2.4-D ester (low volatile) 
at least 30 days prior to 

lanlin 
Use Restrictions - Soybeans (2,4-D Ester [Low Volatile} Tank Mix) 

Do not make more than 3 applications per year. 
• Do not use the amine formulation of 2,4-D as the activity of Parazone 3Sl may be reduced. 

Do not apply 2,4-D ester {low volatile) prior to planting soybeans if soybean Injury, including possible loss of stand 
and ield, are not acce table. 
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SOYBEANS 3.0-5.3 0 oz 
(post emergence 

directed spray: Includes 
hooded or shielded) 

Apply specified dosage as a postemergence direcled spray {Includes hooded or shlelded) In 
a minimum or 10 gallons of spray per ae<e by ground when weeds are actively growing. Use 
the lo'Mlr rale to control seedling Johnsongrass, crabgrass, goosegrass, brachlarla. Te1<as 
mlllel. and plgweed less than 2" tall. Use the highest rate for control of2-4" red rice, 
Brachlaris, barnyard grass. ccabgrass, goosegrass. seedling Johnsongrass, giant foxlall , fall 
panicum, 2-3" slcklepod, purslane. pigweed, culleaf ground cherry, and common ragweed. 
Add 2,4-D al rates specified on the label of the product you are using for control of 2-4 inch 
grasses in mixture wilh common cocklebur, morningglory, and red rice. If necessary, a 
second applicallon may be made 7-14 days later. Hooded or shielded sprayers must be used 
by directing spray between the rows lo prevent spray contact with crop plants. Use higher 
rate on larger (<6") or hard to control weeds. Weeds 6" or taller may not be controlled. 
Severe damage andfor complete kill can occur if spray Intentionally or accidentally (Including 
drift of fine droplets) contacts the plants. If making applications without ho~ed or shielded 
sprayers, use precision directed spray application equipment adjusted so Ilia -po more than 
the lower 3" of \he soybean plant Is contacted by the application spray. Do no e ed 30 psi 
nozzle pressure or spray under conditions which may cause excessive drift. Do eat if 
soybeans are less than 8" tall. Some crop Injury will occur. T • · nu to 
lhe precision of application and spraying conditions. When tank 
carefully follow all applicable use directions. restrictions, a Ila 
product label(s). In interpreting lhe label(s) of tank mlxe ucls, 
timllallons must a I • 

Use Restrictions - Soybeans 
• Do not make more than 3 applications per year. 

Do not raze or harvest for fora e or I1a • 
5.4-10.7 n 02 Harvest Aid : Apply specified rate in a ml 

5 gallons of spray per acre by air. On Ind 
seed pads have reached a mature brown c 
determinant varieties, apply when plants a 
leaves have dropped, and rem Ing leaves 
injured. 
Use the higher rate for cockle 
lants are tolerant to P zone 

Use Restrictions - Soybeans 
Do not apply within 15 days of harvest. 
Do not make more than 3 applications 
Do not raze or harvest far fora e 

STRAWBERRIES 

CROPS 

STRAW
BERRIES 

SUGARCANE 

CROPS 

SUGAR· 
CANE 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.3 pts led spray in a minimum of 20 gallons of spray per acre by 
en the rows and using shields lo prevent contact with the 

lanls as injury or excessive residues may result. 
nor per year. 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage preplanl or preemergence In a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per 
acre by ground and 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. Use the higher rate for heavier weed 
Infestations. Seedbeds or planlbeds must be formed as far ahead of treatment as possible to 
permit maximum weed emergence with a minimum amount of soil disturbance when seeding 
or transplanting occurs. Crop plants emerged at time of application Y<ill be killed. This 
a llcalion ma be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed for weed conlrnl. 

ctions - Sugar Beets 
not make more than 3 a licalions er ear. 

PARAZONE3SL REMARKS RATE PER ACRE 

See rate below based For all sugarcane growing areas, lhe following comments are applicable. 
on geographical area to Apply as a hooded, shielded, or directed post emergence spray to avoid contact with cane 

be treated foliage to prevent leaf burn and yield reduction. Make a second and final application, if 
necessary, when new weed Qrowth Is 2-6" hiQh. 
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SUNFLOWER 

CROPS 

SUN
FLOWER 

1.3 pts 
(FL only) 

In Florida, apply specified rale In a minimum of 50 gallons· of spray per acre by ground in 
early spring (March-April) when weeds are small. Do not apply arter June 1 as cane growth 
ma be stunle_d and le!(ls reduced. 

Use Restrictions - Sugarcane (FL Only) 
Do not graze treated areas or feed lrealed forage to livestock. 
Do no! make more than 2 a licallons er ear. 

1.3 pis In Hawaii, apply specified rate In a minimum of 20 gellons of spray per acre by ground but do 
(HI only) not apply aner the cane rows have closed In. 

Uso Restrictions - Sugarcane (HI Only) 
Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage to livestock. 
Do not make more than 2 a llcations er ear 

0.7,2.0 pis In Louisiana, apply specified rate in a minimum of 20 gallons of spray per 99 
(LA only) Apply when Wiers are less than 18" high for !liter control. Use the higher ra~ 

and when heavier weed infestations are resenl. 
Use Restrictions - Sugarcane (LA Only) 

Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage lo livestock. 
• Do not harvest within 30 days of application. 

Do not make more than 2 a llcaUons er ear. 
0.4-0.7 pt tn Florida and Texas, apply the specified rate In 5 gallo 

(FL and TX only) higher rate when cool cloudy weather exists. Apply 

Use Restrictions - Sugarcane (FL and TX Only) 
Do not graze lreated areas or feed treated forage to livestock. 

• Do not make more than one a licallon er ear. 

• 
• 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7•2.7 pts 
(preplant or 

TARO, DRYLANO 

CROPS 

TARO, 
ORYLAND 
(HI Only) 

CROPS 

TREE 
PLANTA
TION 
ESTABLISH
MENT 
Deciduous 
and Conifers 

PA 
RA 

REMARKS 

ified dosage as a poslemergence directed spray in a minimum of 10 gallons of 
spray er acre by ground. Make the first application when weed growth is 1"-4" high. If 
v-reeds emerge after application, they will not be controlled. A single retrealrnent may be 
made; however do not harvesl d land taro within 6 months of las! a licaUon 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage prior to planting as a broadcast application in 20 gallons of spray per 
acre by ground equipment. Be careful to minimize soil disturbance when planting. Use the 
higher rate for heavier weed infestations. For improved bumdown or residual control, tank 
mix Para;;one 3SL with other herbicides labeled for this use. When tank mixing, read and 
carefully follow alt applicable use directions, restrictions, and limitations on the respective 
product label(s). In interpreting the tabel(s) of tank mixed products, the most restrictive label 
limilations must apply. Do not apply in less than 20 gallons per acre, as weed control will be 
reduced. Pre are round earl to allow maximum emer ence of weeds. 

Use Restrictions - Tree Plantation Establishment 
Do not make more than 3 a lications er ear. 
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TREES AND VINES 

CROPS 

TREES ANO 
VINES 
Orchards, 
Vineyards, 
Windbreaks, 
Shade & 
Ornamental 
Trees 
Acerola 
Apples 
Apricots 
Avocados 
Bananas 
Beechnut 
Brazil Nut 
Butternut 
Calamondin 
cashew 
Cherries 
Chestnut 
Chinquapin 
Citrus Citron 
Coffee 
Figs 
Filberts 
Grapefruit 
Grapes 
Hickory Nut 
Kiwi Fruit 
Kumquat 
Lemon 
Lime 
Macadamia 
Nuls 
Mandarin 
Nectarines 
Olives 
Orange {sour 
& sweet) 
Papayas 
Peaches 
Pears 
Pecans 
Pistachios 
Plums 
Prunes 
Pummelo 
Satsuma 
mandarin 
Walnuts 
other sha 
and 

Grapes
dormant 
application 

(California 
only) 

PARAZONE 3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7-2.7 pis 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dos-age as a directed spray in a minimum of 1 o gallons of spray per acre by 
ground. Treat v1hen sucker gcowth is no longer than 8" on grapes. Late season applications 
to weeds must be made to prevent contacl with desirable grape foliage. Spot treatmenls or 
retreatment may be needed for perennial weeds, mature woody weeds, late germinating 
weeds, and green suckers. Use a shield or wrap plan! when spraying around young lrees or 
vines. 

Parazone 3SL may be used as a directed spray in tank mix combination with the following 
herbicides: Devrinol®, Goal® or Gallgan® Herbicide, Karmex® or Diuron tierbicides, 
Krovar®, Princep®, Slnbal® or Metribuzln 750F, Sollcam® or Oryz:alln 4 . When lank 
mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrlclions, 
the respective product label(s). In Interpreting the labet(s) of lank mixed pro 
restrictive label limllations must apply. 

Use Restrictions - Trees and Vinos (Orchards, Vineyards, Windbreaks, Shade & Orna 
Do not apply more than 6 post emergence directed applications per year except I ,apric _ , 
directed applications per year), cherries (3 posl emergence directed applical!o year), -~ 
per year) , nectarines (3 post emergence direcled applicallons per year) , post emerge 
applications per year), peaches (3 post emergence directed applications , pis os (5 
year total but only 2 after shells split), plums (3 post emergence d.irect ns ear). . 
Do not apply wittiin 28 days of harvest for apricots, 28 days of harvest i ays of harvest for figs, 14 
days of harvest for kiwi fruit, 28 days of harvest for nectarines, 13 of olives, 14 a s of harvest for 
peaches, 7 days of harvest for pistachios, 28 days of harvest for 
Do not graze treated areas. 
Do not allow spray to contact frull, foliage, or green stems except f 
Do not feed cover crops grown in trealed areas to Jives tock. 

• Do not apply when figs, nuts, or olives to be harvest 

Apply specified dosage as a dormant appllcalion in a minimum of 1 O gallons of spray per 
acre by air for lhe control of annual weeds fn grapes. Make appllcations when weeds are 
succulent and growth is from 1 lo 6 Inches high. Add a nonionic surfaclant containing 50% 
surface-active a ent at 1-2 Is r 100 allons of !he finished s ra volume. 

Use Restrictions - Trees and Vines (Grapes - Dormant Application) 
Do not apply more than once per season. 
Do not enter lreated field within 24 hours after application. 
Do not apply if internal tissues of the buds are exposed as injury to the developing buds will result. 
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PERENNIAL TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL FRUIT TREES 

CROPS PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

1.8 - 2.5 pts Apply specified dosage as a directed spray In a minimum of 1 O gallons of spray per acre by 
ground. Apply only 1.,.,lh backpack sprayers or ground boom equipment For suckering, spray 
when suckers are 4" to 8" tall. Spot spraying or retreatment may be needed for perennial, 
mature wood weeds, and late ermlnall weeds and ,asses. 

PERENNIAL 
TROPICAL 
AND SUB
TROPICAL 
FRUIT 
TREES 
Atemoya 
Blriba 

Use Restrictions - Perennial Tropical and Subtropical Fruit Trees 
Do not apply within 14 days of harvest. 

Black sapote 
Canistel 
Cherimoya 
Cuslard 
appte 
Feijoa 
tlama 
Jabolicaba 
Longan 
Lychee 
Marney 
sapote 
Mango 
Pawpaw 
Pomegranate 
Pulasan 
Rambutan 
Sapodilla 
Soursop 
Spanish lime 
Star apple 
Starfrult 
Sugar apple 
Waxjambu 
v\/hite sa ale 

TYFON 

CROPS 

TYFON 
(NH only} 

VEGETABLES 

CROPS 

VEGETAB 
Seedo 
plante 
Beans( 
Broccoli 
Cantaloupe arrots 
Cauliflower Chay te 
Fruit Chinese 
Cabbage Chinese 
Waxgourd Citron 
Melon Collards 

13654-20140812 

Do not make more than 4 applications per year. 
If more than one application is lo be made, maintain a minimum of 28 days between subsequent appllca\lons. 
Do not graze treated areas. 
Do not allow spray to contact fruit, foliage, or green stems (except suckers). 
Do not reed cover crops grown in treated areas lo livestock. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1.7-2.7 pis 

REMARKS 

Apply specified dosage preplant or preemergence in a minimum or 10 gallons or·spray per 
acre by ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. Appllcalions can be made as a banded 
or broadcast lrealment before, during, or after planting but prior to the crop emergence. 
Seedbeds or planlbeds must be formed as far ahead or treatment as possible to permit 
maximum weed emergence. Use the higher rate for heavier weed Infestations. Seeding or 
transplanting must be done wilh a minimal amount of soil disturbance. 
Crop plants emerged at time of application will be killed. Parazone 3SL may be used in 
fallow bed/state seedbed for weed control alone or tank mixed with Goal/Galtgan. v\/hen tank 
mixing, read and carefully follow all applicable use directions, restrictions, and limHations on 
the respecllve product label(s). In interpreting the tabel(s} of lank mixed products, the most 
restricl!ve label limilallons must a I . 
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Cucumber Eggplant 
Endive (Escarole) 
Gherkin Edible Gourd 
Groundcherry Lettuce 
Mamordica spp. 
Musk Melons Peas 
Pepino Peppers 
Pumpkin Squash 
Sweet Corn Tomatillo 
Turnips Tomatoes 
Watermelons 
VEGETABLES: 
Eggplant 
Tomatoes 
Peppers 

VEGETABLE: 
Tomatoes 

VEGETABLES: 
Lettuce 
Melon 
Sugar Beets 
Tomatoes 
(CA, WA, OR, ID 
onl 
VEGETABLE: 
Rhubarb 

RESIN SOAKING 

CROPS 

Pines (loblo0y 
Shortleaf Longleaf 
Slash Virginia Pond 
Pitch Spruce Pines 

13654-20140812 

Use Restrictions - Vegetables (Seeded or Transplanted) 
Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days after application. 

• Do nol apply more than 3 applications per season. 

1.3 pts Apply specified dosage as a directed spray between the row after crop establishment in a 
minimum of 10 gallons of spray per acre by ground lo control or suppress e ,erged weeds. 
Use precision directed spray equipment (not exceeding 30 psi nozzle pres adjusted lo 
prevent spray contact wilh crop. Do not spray under conditions which may c xcessive 
drift. A I when weeds are succulent and when weed rowth is less than 6". 

Use Restrictions - Vegetables 
Do not apply more than 3 applications per season. 

• Do not allow animals to graze In treated areas. 
Do not harvest within 30 da s of a lication on tomatoes. 

1.6-2.5 pts After Final Haivesl: Apply specified dosage after fin 
acre (0.62·0.93 lb a.I.IA) by ground. Add NIS con 
0.125% v/v (1 pV100 gals. spray solution). Thor9,= 
required to ensure maximum herbicide burndo " 
deactivate Parazone 3SL. Burn tomato vin with p 
the vines nave dried down sufficlenll to lh t 

Uso Roslrlctlons - Vegetable 
Do not apply more than a total of 3 lbs. active Ingredient (p 

• Do not apply more than 2 appllcatlons per seasorl. 
• To minimize drill. do not use nozzles or no 

0.4-0. 7 pt Apply specified dosage as a 
acre by ground or 5 gall ns of 
reformed seedbecls. 

Uso Roslrlctlons - Vogotables 
• Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days a 
• Do not apply more than 2 ap 

1.7-2.7 pts licalion in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray per 
e crown begin to grow. 

REMARKS 

ed from stands on sites not subject lo periods of extreme drought stress as 
SL to pines is accentuated during such periods, causing a reduction in the 

the xylem. Select trees to be treated from vigorous, nonstagnated stands, either 
d stands or commercial Umber stands, plan treating with Parazone 3SL not sooner 

rs after a mercial thinning. 
Directions-Apply Parazone 3SL diluted in water to a suitable wound In the tree trunk lo bring the 

mto contact with the xylem (sapwood). 
aks or Cuts-This type of wound is made using a standard or rotary bark hack or a chainsaw chipping 

ed In naval stores work) lo remove a single 1-lnch wide streak of bark about 1-2 ft . from ground level. 
_ th must not exceed 1/3 of the tree circumference. Multiple streaks or cuts can result in serious 
gl oft e trunk and premature death of the tree. A coarse spray (about 1. 7-5.0 ml) Parazone 3SL solution (1 • 
5 . lion, wt/wt.. basis) must be applied to runoff to the exposed xylem, using a low-pressure sprayer. The 
a ·- nt of spray required per cut depends on tree circumference and the length of cut or streak. For a 9-lnch 
d - eter tree, 3 ml. of spray will cover the 1-Jnch wide streak. Using 3 ml. of a 2 or 4% Parazone 3SL solution will 

, ~ suit In appllcallon or 60 or 120 mg. Parazone 3SL per streak. 
T!m9 of Trealment•Resln soaking can occur from 1,ealmenls made any time of the year; however, cool season 
treatments under nondrought conditions usually result In less severe pine beetle infestations and longer tree life. 
lnteival between Treatment and Tree Hervest•The interval belvleen application of Parazone 3SL and tree 
harvest must be a minimum of 6 months and preferably from 12-24 months. Intervals of over 6 months may no\ 
be possible under conditions of drought or serious pine beetle attacks, which may make early harvest necessary. 
The Parazone 3SL treatment may encourage beetle attack or may cause premature death of the tree. 
Desiccation of the xylem tissue rather than the desired resin soaking may occur, and is more likely at higher 
dosage rates. 
Effect on Stem Growth-Parazone 3SL treatment can result In reduced stem growth during the interval between 
treatment and tree harvest. 

Dilution Table for Parazone 3SL (3.0 lbs. cation per gallon) 
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Concentration of Cation Desired (Wt./Wt. Basis) Add the Following No. Gals. Of Water to 2/3 Gallon of 
Parazone 3SL 

0.2% 118.8 
0.5% 46.8 
1.0% 22.9 
2.0% 10.9 
3.0% 6.9 
4.0% 4.9 
5.0% 3.7 

CONSERVATION RESERVE 

CROP 

CONSERVATION 
RESERVE, 
FEDERAL SET• 
ASIDE, CONSER· 
VATIONCOM• 
PUANCE PRO
GRAMS1 
(See footnote in 
"Remarks" section 
for nolalion) 

NONCROP USES 

CROP 

NONCROP USES 
(See footnote in 
"Remarks" section 
for notation} 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE REMARKS 

1.7-2.7 pis Apply specified dosage as a broadcast application In a 
per acre by ground and 5 gallons of spray per acre by ai . 
mixed Ylith other registered herbicides to Improve d co 
read and carefully follow all appllcable use direc reslriclio 
the respective product label(s). fn lnlerpretln abel(s) of tan , 
most restrictive label llmitations must apply 
1For use In compliance with \he Federal 
set-aside r rams. 

Uso Restrictions - ConservaUon Reserve 
Do not a I more than 3 a licatlons er season. 

PARAZONE3SL 
RATE PER ACRE 

1. 7-2.7 pis lion r spot lrealmanl In a minimum of 
at applications as necessary being 

r orne tals or desirable plants. 
rts, electric transformer stations, pipeline 
uildings, storage yards and other instaflalions, 

PASTURE RESEEDING 

CROP 

PASTURE 
RESEEDING 
For suppression or 
existing sod and 
undesirable emerged 
broadlearweeds and 
grasses prior to or a 
time of planllng 
grasses or forage 
legumes 

For Control of 
Endophyte Fungus
Infected Fescue 
Fora e Lo ume/ 

13654-20140812 

REMARKS 

pply specified dosage as a broadcast application In a minimum of 10 gallons of spray 
per acr~2_~ ground or 5 gallons of spray per acre by air. 
West ~scads and Sierra Nevada Mountains 
• m October through December after first fall rains and after weeds have 

rged and sod has started new growth. 
or best seeding resulls, apply on moderately to heavily grazed areas. 

Do no! use in areas with heavy sod and weed growth. 
East of Rocky Mountains 
• Use the 1.3 pt rate on vigorous or coarse sod species such as bromegrass. 
• Apply prior lo or at lime of seeding grasses or forage legumes. 
• Apply only lo grazed or mowed pas lures not more than 3" in height at lime of 

treatment. 
Bermudagrass or Bahiagrass Sods 
• Apply in lale summer or early fall to sod not exceeding 3' in height. 
• For control of emerged little barley, apply in February or March before the mid-boot 

stage of litUe barley. 
Bormudagrass and Coastal Bennudagrass Pastures 
• Apply when bermudagrass is dormant. 
• For control of tittle barley, apply before the mid-boot stage. 
• Do not mow for ha unlil 40 da s after treatment. 

Use Restrictions - Pasture Reseeding 
Do not a I more than 3 a llcalions er ear. 

0.7-1.3 pts Apply specified dosage as a broadcast application in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray 
followed by per acre by ground when fescua Is actively growing and is no more than 4' high. If 
0.7-1.3 pis necessary. use spill appllcallons of 10-21 days apart . For spring planllngs, the Initial 

a licalion of0.7-1.3 ts ma be made the revlous fall . 
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Grass Mixture and 
Other Grass 
Pastures 

For Prickly Pear 
Desiccation in 
Paslures 
(Not for use In CA) 

For Juniper 
Species loaf 
moisture reduction 
or desiccation prior 
to Prescribed 
burning of pastures 
(Nat for use in CA) 

Native Pastures 
(Nol for use in CA) 

Ounces 
2.50 
4.80 
5.28 
5.52 
10.00 
11.00 
11 .20 
12.00 
16.00 
20.00 
20.80 
24.00 
28.00 
32.00 
40.00 
43.20 

13654-20140812 

Use Restrictions 
• Do not allow rescue to go to seed starting \1/ith the preceding year's crop to reduce the infestation of 

endophyte-infested grass. 
• Do not make more than 2 applications per year. 
• Do not exceed 2.6 ts er acre total in re arallon for reseedin . 

0.8 n oz per gallon of Apply specified dosage in sufficient volume to spray to v-1et the weed foliage using 
water knapsack, backpack sprayers, pump-up pressure sprayers, hand-guns, hand wands, 

(spot sprays) and other hand-held equipment Which directs the spray onto weed foliage. Mix the 
specified rate of Parazone 3SL wilh 1/3 fl oz of a nonionic surfactant per gallon of 
water. 

Uso Roslrlctlons 
Do not a r 

1.3 pis 

Complelely and unifom,ly cover all green prickly pear follage with spray. Apply In May 
through September for best desiccation resu\ls. Do no! use more Iha 1.6 pints of 
Parazone 3SL Herbicide per acte per year. Apply only to pastures o more than 
3· of height at time of treatment. Tank mix with Grazon® P+D Specia rblclde at a 
rate of 1-2 fl oz per gallon of water for Improved desiccation and peren trol of 
Prickly pear. Always refer to the Grazon P+D Specially he bicide label 
controlled, rates of a llcatlons, direcllo.ns for use llmila _ fM> 

more than 10 a · llcatlons er ear. 
Apply speclned dosage as a broadcast appllcat 
(usually July and August) in a minimum of 5 
In conjunction with prescribed burning as i 
University and Extension Range Speciali 
minimum of 5 gpa spray salutlon. Ju i r 
however, maximum leaf moisture 
3SL application. Slgnlflcanl soil m 
after application \\/ill decrease the p 
weather conditions also adverse!. a 

lion in a minimum of 10 gallons of spray 
re by air. For the control of do'Nlly and 

er 9 % node formation of brome species but 
nlal grasses will be burned by lhis 

de form a lion will allow adequate time for 
ain maximum growth in the use season. Apply only 

f hel hi at the lime of treatment. 

Acres/Gallon 
51 .3 
26.7 
24.2 
23.2 
12.8 
11.6 
11.4 
10.7 
8.0 
6.4 
6.2 
5.3 
4.6 
4.0 
3.2 
3.0 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal. 
PESTICIDE STORAGE: 
Store in a cool, dry place and in such a manner as to prevent cross contamination with olher pesticides, fertilizers, food and 
feed. Store in original container and out of reach of children, preferably in a locked storage area. 

Do not store above 1 OO"F for extended periods of time. Storage below 20"F can result in formation of crystals. If product 
crystallizes, store at 50"F to 70"F and agitate to redissolve crystals. If container is damaged or spill occurs, use product 
immediately or dispose of product and damaged container as indicated below. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: 

Open dumping is prohibited. Pesticide wasles are toxic. Wastes resulting from the use of this product ma 
site or at an approved waste disposal facility. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or rlnsa 
Federal law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact your Stal 
Environmental Control Agency or the hazardous waste representative at the nearest EPA Regio e fo 
CONTAINER HANDLING: 
NONREFILLABLE CONTAINERS: 
Rigid, Nonrefillable containers small enough to shake (i.e. with capacities equal t 
Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse or pressur 
after emptying. 

Triple rinse as follows: Empty !he remaining contents into application equipm · 
water and recap. Shake for 1 O seconds. Pour rinsate into application equip 
disposal. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this proce 
reconditioning if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or b 
authorities. 

Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into ap 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside dqwn 
at about 40 PSI for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 1 O secondlt l;!r th 
recycling if avallable, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary a 

, lllner 1/4 full with 
ate for later use or 

n offer for recycling or 
proved by state and local 

a ank. and continue lo drain for 10 
ipment or a mix tank or collect rinsale 
·p. Once container is rinsed, offer for 

Rigid, Nonrefillable containers that are too large e (i. 
Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this 

~s greater than 5 gallons or 50 lbs). 

essure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly 
after emptying. 
Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining con·' 
waler. Replace and tighten closures. Tip ntai 
revolution, for 30 seconds. Stand the _ 
its other end and tip it back and fo 
fo r later use or disposal. Repeat 
and dispose of In a sanitary Ian • 

s into application equipment or a mix tank. and continue to drain for 10 
side down over application equipment or a mix lank or collect rinsate 

seconds after the flow begins to drip. Once container is rinsed, offer for 
in a sanitary landfill. 

only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. Cleaning the container before final 
e person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refillirtg is the responsibility of the 

iner is planned, end users are not authorized to remove tamper evident cabfes, one way values or 

End users are zed to remove tamper evident cable as required to remove the product from the container unless the 
container is equipped with one way valves and refilfing or returning is pfanned. Instructions for container rinsing and either 
recycling or disposal are as follows: 
Bottom Discharge IBC (e.g. Schuetz Caged IBC or Snyder Square Stackable). 

Pressure rinsing !he container before final disposal rs the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. Cleaning 
before refilHng is the responsibility of the refiller. To pressure rinse the container before final disposal, empty the remaining 
contents from the IBC into application equipment or mix tank. Raise the bottom of the IBC by 1.5 inches on the side which is 
opposite of the bottom discharge valve to promote more complete product removal. Completely pump or drain rinsate into 
application equipment or rinsate collection system while pressure rinsing. Continue pressure rinsing for 2 minutes or until 
rinsate becomes clear. Replace the lid and close bottom valve. 
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Top Discharge IBC, Drums, Kegs (e.g. Snyder 120 Next Gen, Bonar 8120, Drums and Kegs). 

Triple rinsing the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before 
refilling is the responsibility of the refiller. To triple rinse the container before final disposal, empty the remaining contents from 
this container into application equipment or mix tank. Fill the container about 10 percent full with water. Agitate vigorously or 
recirculate water with the pump for 2 minutes. Rinse all interior surfaces. Pour or pump rinsate into application equipment or 
rinsate collection system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times. 

CONTAINER IS NOT SAFE FOR FOOD, FEED, OR DRINKING WATER! 

LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER 

The manufacturer warrants (a) that this product conforms to the chemical description on the lab 
product is reasonably fit for the purposes set forth in the directions for use, subject to the 'nherent ris 

herein, when it is used in accordance with such directions; and {c) that the dlrec , j 

statements on this label are based upon responsible experts' evaluations of reaso · ble f e 
toxicity to laboratory animals and to plants and residues on food crops, and P,O · report eld 

Tests have not been made on all varieties of food crops and plants, or ln all stat !.!t ,.under a condl 
does not extend to the use of this product contrary to label instructio r und 

foreseeable. 

THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH 

ES I " APPLICABLE LAW THE MANUFACTURER NEITHER MAKES NOR 

REPRESENTATIVE, TO MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXP 

DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILI 

WARRANTY OF QUALITY OR PERFORMANCE. THIS ViJt.\ftRAN 

lP. IT EXPRESSLY EXCLUDES AND 

A --~RTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY 

END TO, AND THE BUYER SHALL BE 

SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR, ANY AND ALL LOSS OR DA~ . ROM THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT 

IN ANY MANNER W H t CH IS INCONSISTENT J THE , ONS, WARNINGS OR CAUTIONS. 

TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLI OR 

< SSES, DAMAGES, OR INJURIES RESULTING FROM THE 
ASED IN TO RT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT 

LIABILITY IN TORT OR OTHERWI ,- SHALL · JMITED, ' - THE MANUFACTURER'S OPTION, TO REPLACEMENT 
OF, OR THE REPAYMENT OF PURCHASE P I · E QUANTITY OF PRODUCT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH 
DAMAGES ARE CLAIMED, T WITH APPLICABLE LAW MANUFACTURER OR SELLER SHALL 
NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, 
OF THIS PRODUCT, 

s ft, subject to the foregoing Limited Warranty which may be varied 

horized representative of AMVAC. 

orporation. A wholly owned subsidiary of American Vanguard Corporation. All Rights 
d, AMVAC, the AMVAC logo, Folex, and Parazone are trademarks owned by AMVAC 

EC is a service mark owned by the American Chemistry Council, Inc. 

AAtrex, Ambush, Bicep MAGNUM, Bicep Lite II MAGNUM, Caparol, Devrinol, Dual MAGNUM, Karate, Prlncep, Reglone, 
Solicam, Surpass, Topnotch, Zorial are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. 
Accelerate is a trademark of Cerexagri, Inc. 
Banvel, Basagran, FrontierGuardsman, Marksman, Prowl, Pursuit, Scepter are trademarks of BASF Ag Products. 
Canopy, Harmony Extra, Krovar, Lexone, Sinbar and Velpar are trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 
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Butoxone is a trademark of Nufarm Americas, Inc. 
Butyrac is a trademark of Agri Star/Albaugh, Inc. 
Command is a trademark of FMC Corporation. 
Cotoran Cotton-Pro, Karrnex, Linex, Lorox, Lorox Plus, and Meturon are trademarks of Griffin LLC. 
Def, Dropp, Hoelon, Prep, and Sencor are trademarks of Bayer CropScience. 
Goal and Grazon are trademarks of Dow AgroSciences. 
Harvade is a trademark of Uniroyal Chemical Company. 
Harness, Lariat, and Lasso are trademarks of Monsanto Agricultural Company. 
Surflan is a trademark of United Phosphorus, Ltd. 
Turbo is a trademark of Novartis Crop Protection, Inc. 
Gallgan, MANA Parallel, and Silencer are trademarks of an ADAMA Group Company. 
Triangle is a trademark of Tenkoz, Inc. 
Viton Is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
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SPECIMEN LABRL . 

RESTRICTEB USE PESTICIDE J 
DUE TO il.AZARD TO NON-TARGET SPECIES 

For rciail sale 10 :md use only by l·e1 tilil'd ,ippli,:ators or pen;ons umkr lhr:- ir dirtx,1 SUJX'rvision and only for tho~c uses covered by the 
certified applicator's ccrtificatilln. 

Prozap@ Zinc Phosphide Pellets 
For use in rangelands, pastures, alfalfa, timothy, barley, potatoc~, whcat/triticalc, sugar beets, sugarcane, grape 
vineyards, fruil tree mchards, nut tree orchards, citrus tree orchards, macadamia nut orchards, in and around 
buildings, and other sites to control the species listed in the use directions 

ACTIVE l/liGREDrnNT: 
'/.inc Phospbi1lc ................ ... ................. .............................. 2.0'!-;, 
OTHER INGRF.DIENTS: ...................................... ,, ..... ,'2.X.0½ 
TOTAL ........................ ...................... - ......................... 100.CI''.{, 

Ff' .. \ Re~ Nn. (, 12~2·-f9 Ff',\ E.,1. :Sn. 61:i8,.WI-OI 

- - - ,,_ --------------------, 
KKEP OUT OF REACH OF CHJU)REN 

CAUTION 
FIRST All) 

HAVE LABEL WHEN OB'L\INING TREAT:\iENT 
ADVICE 

If you e:tpedrncc signs and symptoms such ,is nausea, 
abdorninul pain, lightness In chest, or weakness, sec a 
physicl:111 immediately. For information on hcnlth 
concerns, medical crnergimcie~. or pesticick incidents, call 
the National Pcs1idde foformation Cen!.cr :it t-8(►0-858-

7_ 71:1. - ------ -• 

If 
Swallowed: 8 

.. 
• 
.. 
.. 

tr on Skin 
or • 
Clothing: 

" 
" 

If Inhaled: 

~ 

• 

e 

lfin Eyes: 
.. 

Call a Pc,ison Control Center, doctor, or 1-
800-498-5743 inm1cdiately for lrcatrncnt 
~dvicc 1)r 1ranspor1 the palirnr to the 
near.:sl hospirnl. 
Do not gi\'c any liquid lo the palicnt. 
Do not administer anything by mouth . 
Do not induce vomiting unkss told to do 
so lw the ouison control ccnlcr nr doctor. 
Take off comarni11:t1c1I clnthing . 
Rinse skin imnicdialdy with plenty ol' 
w:1tcr fr1r 15-20 minuh.:~. 
Call a poiso11 control crntcr, doctor, or 1-
1100-498-5743 irnmcdi:llcly fix lrc:1tmc111 
advice. 

---- ----------I 
Move pcr,;on to fri:sh air. 
If person is not breathing call 911 or an 
ambul:rnn\ then give ,irlilkinl rcspirnlion 
prctcrably mouth•to-mouth, if possible. 
Call a poison control center, doctor, or l-
800-498-5743 irnnwdiatdy for hcatn1cnt 
3dvicc. 

Hold eye open a111l rinse ,lowly and gently 
wilh water for 15-20 minutes. 
Remove cnn1acl lcn,e<;, if present, nHcr the 
lir:;1 :i minutes, then continue: ri11sing eye. 
Call a poison control center, doctor, or 1-
1100-493-5743 inuncdi.11dy for treatment 
advice. 

TREATi\lENT FOR PET POISONING 
If animal c.ats bail, call vdcri,rnrian i1l once. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN OR VETERINARIAN 
Contains the Phosphine-produdng ac(iw. Zinc Phosphide. 
l'rohably mu.::osal damage may con1rni11dicnk the use of 
ga~hic lavngc. For a11irnal ingesting b~il and/or showing 
poisoning sig,ns. induce \'Otnilini;o. by using hydrngcn pc:wxirk. 
SodiLm1 bicarbonate cnn be given orally lo ncutralizcc lhc 
slomach acidily. The ,\omach and inlcsti11al Imel c:111 he 
cvacualcd, oxygcll ad111i11istcrcd :md Cimli,1c arid circulatory 
sfimulants given. Sec Inside Booklet fur additiom,t 
rircc.iulion,1ry statcmcnis. 

For 24-hour t'nwrgcnq· information on this product, call 1-
800-498-5743 (US & C:mada) or l-651-523-0.HS (all other 

areas). ---
PRECAl.iTIONARY STATEMENTS 
IUZARDS TO HUMANS AND DO:\!ESTIC A."ilMALS 
CAllTION: lfarniii,1 if ,\1:allowcd, absl>rbcd through lhc. ,kin, ,ir 

inl1alc,I. C;1u,c, modm1tc eye irrira1ion. Avoid hn:.tthing dust. Avoid 
contatt with cyc-s, skin~ or chJ1hiug. 

Personal Protective Equipment: 
AH handlers, including loaders and applicators. niusi wear 
long sleeve shirt, long pants, shoes, socks, and waterproof 
gloves. 
In :1<.ldition. pcrrnn~ loadin!,t pellets or bails inlo aircral1 or 
rncdi.mical ground cquipmcn1 and persons loading/applying 
with a haad-pushed or hnnd-held equipment, such as a push-
1ype spreader or cydonc spreader, mt1st wear a NIOSI I 
approved p,u1icula1e respirator, wi1h ,m:,r N, R, m I> filter with 
NIOS!l approval number TC-8-IA a11d pro1cctive cycwear. 
Any pcrsor1 who retrieve~ carcasses or unused hail' fcJllowing 
applkation oflhi;; pnidu~t must wc . .H" watcrprno1'glnves. 

!Jser Safely Rcc4uircrncnls: 
Follow ma1111fac1urcr's instructions for clca11ing/maintaining 
PPE. If no s11d1 in,lructions for washabks, use detergent ;111d 

hot wati.'r. Keep and wa~h !'PL sqrnrntt:'ly from olhcr laundry, 
Remove l'PE irnmt>diatdy allcr handling this prmluel. \V:.15h 
lhc (nllside or gkl\'t:;s before removing. As soon tis posi;ible, 
wash hands thoroughly alkr applying bait and bdtlrC eating, 
drinking, chewing gum, u~ing lobacco or using the toilet, a11d 
change inw ckan clothing. 

11, .._ '>(k!t:IU"-'•1 IJhict i .. mknJ..'J fo1 u...;c- only n,.; ,J: •~1mk 111 r111 ,ld1u:;~ !~i.!'ii~•1-;:if infi.m1u.l itrn h"!::.i1J1ny_ IIH.' tli,~-,;,:1i,.,n,-, \\,1111:-:-1;; .;mJ f.;mlwn:,: .'\l....._¼:'i:;1kd \,i~h 1 ►,t~ 1r-;..,: ,,f lhis pwJu.;~. ,\:,. w1i.li any 
p,;,"'!,f iC'i~f,·. ;-t\w;~)"'l folk•\\' llil· l.1h-:- l 11i'i 1fl'.((1i.1n:1; (lfl lh~ r,-,da ~ .. ~ !'r:fc .. fc 1i'Siint! /frk: l'h<)-~T1l11,:k l'dh'g il'8gc 1 nl 11 
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SP§CIM!-;,N I.ABEL 
ENVI.RONME:'I.T/\L HA:l'.,\RDS 

This prodttcl is C:\trcmcly toxic to birds, fish nnd other 
wil,llifc. Wi!dlifo feeding 011 lrcakd bait may be killed. Dogs. 
cats, anJ olher prc·datory and scavenging mammals and birds 
might be poisoned if they [ecd upon animals !hat have eaten 
this hnit. Do nDI. apply directly lo water, or to areas where 
s11rfacc water is pr·cscnt. or to intcrtidill areas below the mean 
high·wa(cr nwrk. Do nol :1pply where runoff is likely In occur. 
Do not conlamin,tlc water by cleaning or cqui[lmcnt or 
disposal or wast~~-

ENDANCERED SPECIES CONSH)ERATlON 
Nolin•: The use of this product may pose a haz.:ird to 
Federally dc:;.ignale'd cnd,rngcre,\/1hrcatencd species. lt is a 
Federal oflen~e lo u~c any p,:stitidc in a mannc·r thal results in 
1he death of a member of an endangered species. Consult !he 
nearest U.S Fish and Wildlil'c ScTvicc regional office or !he 
app1opriall: State Agency for current information (Hl habitats 
,lccupicd by endangered speeits. 

Whooping Crane (l,ms llttrl!J·icu11u) 
Dc1 not use this product in h.ihitats occupied or 
occasionally visited by whooping cranes during the period 
lior11 .10 days helon: ihc c;-.pet:tcd arrival {)f cr,u1cs to .10 
days a Ile r the time: of their usual dcpartwc. 

Black-footed. Ferret (i',fustela nigripes) 
Do not UM) this product within 7 kilometers (4.34 miks) 
of any prnirie dog !own to li1Hit risks lo the black .. footcd 
forrct from cxrosurt·. to Zinc Phosphide or dcstrnction o(' 
its prey base, unks~ tlw colony is an isnlatc<l black-lailcd 
prairie dog lt)Wll kss lhan 80 acres in size or :rn isolaicd 
white-tailed prairie dog town less than 200 acres in sin•, 
or unless the town had been appropriatdy surveyed, u;;ing 
n1clhods acceptable lo thc U.S. Fish and Wildlife: S.:rvicc, 
and founrl by the FWS 11ot lo be suitable site for !encl 
rcinlrmluctinns. 

Gray \Volf (C1111is lupus) and Griuly Bear (Urrns 11cot.1· 
fwrrihilus) 

! Jnlcss the local U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sc1vice office has 
dctcnnin,,d that there arc no gray wolves or grinly hcnrs 
in the gcneral vicinity of hail applk.tlions in hfontana and 
Wyoming, do not arply this prod11ct 011tdonrs within 
occupieu httbitat of these ~pccics. 

Alhrnh'.r's Greater Prairie Chil-kcu (Tympamrclun cupid11 
{l(/W{lferi) 

Do 11ot use I.his p1udLtl:l in the present occllpicd nmgc of 
the AHwatcr's G1·call:r Prairie Chicken 1n the following 
countic~; Arnnsos, Auslin, Brnznrin, Colorndo, DcWiu, 
Ft. Bend, Galveslon, Goliad, Hams, Refugio, Victoria, 
Walkr, and Wharlon (Tex;is). 

Vellow-Shouldered Blackbird (Ag,•/aius xcmtlwmus) and 
Puerto Rican Plain Pigeon (Columbi{l inomata wetnwrei) 

'I his produci must not be usi.,d in the following ar~as in 
Puerto Rico c:-.ccpl in tampcr•proofhait boxes: 
(I) within 6.3 rnilcs (10 kilometers) ofCcnlral J\quirr.::, 

Lago Ciilrn, Ceiba, San Gcnn:1n 
(2) within 9.4 miles (15 kilomdc.rs) of La Espaar11a, 

so111l1 of Highway 2 from city of Mayaquez lll the 
city of Ponce and all lvfon:1 Island 

Utah. Prniric Hog (Cy11amy.1· purvide11.1") 
DtJ 11nl use !hi;; prudm:l in critical lt.ihi!al o!' the l itah 
Prairie Dog (Utah). 

Salt Marsh Hancst l\fouse (Reitltrodontomys n111fre11tris) 
Do not USL' this product in crilica\ h,1bk1t within 0.5 miles 
of salt marsh vcgc1a1ion andfor brnckish wtllcr wet lnnds 
which ,,rl: loc;ikd: I) nc-ar or adjacc11! lo San P.iblo lh1y 
and San Francisco Bay, or 2) in the Sacramento Riwr 
below or adjaccnl In thi: confluence of 1hc Sarnuncuio 
River aml S,m Joaquin River (California). 

Morro Bay Kangaroo Rat (J)ipodomy.1· heermwmi 
morroe11i.,) 

Do not use this produd in critical hahitat wi1hin 2 . .5 miles 
of Haywood P,irk which is located on Morro Hay 
(California). 

Giant Kangitron (fat (Dip111Iomy.s iflg,•11.~·) 
Follow lhc fntcrim Measures fr1r protecting cndJngcred 
species in rhc California Endangered Spc.;ics Bulk:Lin for 
the ronowi11g California counties: Fresno, Kern, Kings, 
Me1'ted, Monterey, San Benito, San Lui,; Obispo, San!a 
B:11bara and Tulare (Califim1i;1). 

Tipton K:mg,.u-oo Rat (/Jipodomys rtifratoides 11itrut11idl•s) 
Follow the Interim Measures for prntc,ting cnd,mgered 
species in (he O1lifornia Endangered Species Bulletin for 
the l<lllowing California counties: Kern, King~ anti 
Tul:irc (Californfrt). 

Fresno K;rngaroo Rat (Dipodomys 11ilratoides ,!,iii.~) 
Follow the: Interim Measures for proiecling endangered 
species in the California Endangered Spedcs Bullciin tbr 
the following California countie;;: Kern, Kings, Madern 
and Merced (California). 

Sltphan 's Kangaroo Ra! (D1j.,11d,,mys steplre11.~) 
Follow the Jnkrirn r-.•ka;;ure~ for protecting endangered 
species in the California Endangen:d Specks Bu(k[ill for 
the following, California counties: San Bernardino, San 
Diego and Riverside (California). 

San Bernarclinn Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomy.<: merriami 
pan>II.\') 

Follow the Interim Measure., for protecting cml.1ngcrcd 
species in the Calili:1rnia End;ingcred Spl~cics Bul!c1in for 
!he following Cilli1ornia rnunties: San Bernardino and 
Riverside (Cali liimia). 

Northern Idaho Ground S,Juifrd (Si1erntophiltls hrur111eus 
hrumteus) 

Do not use this product within 0.5 miles in crilkal 
habitat or the Northern Idaho Ciround Squirrel in 
Adan1~ and Valley counlics, l<lahn. 

LT11~ ~l!'l:.'-1.~i1n .. ~n fahd i., mh:"n.:i:.:d l11r 11:v:- only ~1.i. ~, g_u1d~' in ptt:ividrn,-: ~ctikrt1I i11fm111::11i;:111 rq~;mling th.:.· dirc·.:.tio1L,, \\:~rnlllt.~ .11u.i c;iuriom ,:.;,;,.,;_(,1.~1-L'J- '>. ith 11:..~ ui;..:: of 1hi,; (\f1)d111~1 . Ail °l\llh any 
~K.,.IKitk-, a:h\:-1y,; fi1lh,v 1ho.'.' b,l..,,•t in;;:1ru., 1i\1U..,. tlil 1h, .. · p;fol'bg~- h;;,•lt.tr1.~ ,i-~in_~ l'n.)7;;,p·· /ir.;(' 11hn'!,;phi:,k Pdl.:-i"S : l':i:!-~.,_• ! of 11 
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-- SPECIMEN LABEL -
DIRH:TIONS FOR USE 

RESTIUCTED USE l'ESTIClDE 

H is a violation of Federal !av,· to use this product in a 
ninnncr Inconsistent with ih lul1ding. 

READ TfflS LABEL: lkad entire lahcl and follow all use 
directions and 11se prccnulions. Use only for the siics, pests, 
and .ipplic;ilion methods de.scribed on this label. 

USES ASSOCIATED WITH BUil.DINGS AND 
STRUCTURES TO CONTROL 

RATS AN!) MICE 

fl\f PORTA NT: Do not expose children, pets or other non
target animals to tTHknticidcs. 
To help lo prevent acci(knts: 

I. Store prnduct not in use in a location out ofrc.ich of 
childn:ll and pds. 

2. Apply b:til in toca1ions 0111 or 1cad1 of childn:11, pe1~. 
do!llc5tic unimals and 1101H;irge1 wildlife, or in 
lamper-resist.int b;1i1 stations. Thc.,c. stations rnu,t he 
rcsi~lnnt to dcslnrclion hy <lngs rind hy children under 
six ycMs ofogc, and must be used in a nrnnncr lhat 
prevents such children from reaching into bait 
compartments and ohtaining bait. !fl.Jail can be 
shaken from bait slations when they ;11e lit1ed, tmils 
must \)L, secured or oth.:rwisc imrm,bilizcd. Even 
stronger bait stations an,, nec<kd in areas opl'll lo 
hooted livestock, raccoons, hears, or other potentially 
dcstrnctivc anim;ils, or in ,ircas prone to varnla\isrn. 

3. Dispose orrrodm:l wn1.1i11cr, and unused, spoiled, 
;md rn1cm1~urncd hair. as sp.:.cificd 1111 this label. 

Bail stalions arc nrnndatDry for outdoor, abovc-gr01111d use. 
Tumpcr-resis1m11 bail statinns 11111st bt: used if children, rets, 
J'i(ln-1,1rgel mammals, or birds may access lhc bail. 

USE RESTRICTIONS: 
In and Aro1111d Building~· and Stri1''/1tres 
This product may only be used to control of Norway rats, roof 
rats and house niice in and within 
100 tee! ofmmHn:1dc stn1c1urcs co11s1rnctcd in a 111.innc:r so ,is 
lo be vulnerable to co1mnrnsal 
rodent invasions and/or to luuboring nr atlracting rodent 
infestations. Examples of such 
strncturcs include hom~.s and olhcr pcnnan,,nt m temporary 
residences, food processing 
facilities, induslrial and c,rnmh:-1-..:ial buildings, !rash 
n:ccpiaclcs, agricultural and public 
buildings, tnmsporl vehicles (ship~. Ir.tins, aircrall), ducks and 
port or tcrminnl buildings llnd 
rdilted structures around and associated wilh these sites. Fence 
;ind perimeter baiting, beyond 
100 feel from ;t slmc!urc as defined above. is prohibited. This 
prnduet must not be applk<l 
directly lo food or feed crops. Du not broac.lcnst bait. 

Inside Burrows 
This product rn;iy be ;1pplicd lo actih! rodent burrows to 
conlrn\ Norway rats , and ronfrat;; a•irhi,1 orheyo111J 100 feet of 
buildillgs and man-made structures, provided that inf~statiom 
or these rodcnts have been conlirmed. Bccausc. Norway/roof 
rat in fos(ati,ms may occur in ar<eas father than I 00 led from 
buildings and man-made structures when 1hc rodent;; have 
ample supplies of food and ww, , efforts should be made to 
remove fix1d ln1sh, garbagc, clutter and debris. Bai( must be 
placed nol lcs, Hum 6 indies into acliYc N<Jrway/rooC rnl 

bunows. Do not broadcast bait. 

SELECTION OF TRl~ATMENT AREAS: ;\tier rcm1Jving 
as mud1 alknmk: food ns po,,,iblc, dctenninc dry, acid-free 
areas where mts will mosl likely firnl am! eous11mc 1hc bait. 
(kncrnlly these areas :1rc ,11l,11g walls, by gn:iwcd openings. in 
or beside hun-ows, in comers :.ind concc:·tbl places, between 
tloors and wal.l~, or in locatio11s where rat~ and rnki:. or their 
signs have been ohscrvcd. 

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS 

RATS: Apply I to 2 teaspoon amounts ol'bail per placcrnent. 
For outdoor use, place bait in active rat burrows or tampcr
[esistant bait stations . t-.faintain an uni111crr11plcd suprly of' 
fresh bail until all signs of (ceding have slo[Jpcd. Do 1101 treat 
the same area at lc,s than 30 day intervals. 

HOUSE l\HCE: Apply I [CJISJJOOll ,Hnount of bail at each 
ph1Cl\111en1 location. Space placernc111s at 8- to 12-fool 
intervals. Larger placc111rnl~ (up lo 2 level teaspoons may be 
needed at J1Lli11ts of wry high hous~. niousc activi1y. l\,fai11tai11 
an ur1inlcrruptcd supply nf' fresh hail for at 
le.isl 15 days or until there ,ire no longer signs of m:w feeding 
by hriuse mice. 

fOLLOW-lJP: Using barrier laminate gloves rnlkct and 
properly dispose of all dead ;111i111als and cxcc,;s bait properly 
in a.;cordancc with "Pcslicidc Dispos.11" instrm:tion.~. Use 
dcl..:rgcnt and hot watn to wash spoons for applicalion intu 
burrows. Do no! use spoon for mi:,;ing, lw\ding or lr:insfrrring 
li..1od or Iced. To discourage rdn!cstalion, li111it sources oi' 
rn1lr111 food, water, a.nd harburngc as much as possible, 

l/SES ASSOCJA TED \VITll AGRICULTlH{AL SITES 

Use Restriction., foi· all Agricultural Si.te~ 
0 Do not apr1ly thb product in a wny that will 

contact workcrs or 01.hn pc,sons, either tli,cclly 
or through drift. 

• Only proi:cctcd ha11dkrs may be in the ;m:a 
dming application. 

,. Keep nil other persons out oftllc trca1cd area 
during !hi~ ;1pplit.::llion. 

• Do noi apply on road~, m·ar residential areas, or 
over w~-Hcr. 

o Do no! broadca,t ovt.:r crops unh:s, use 
directions specifically permit ncrial applkatin11. 

" Apply bail on w~1m1 clear days. 

l lrn !-~~: im,:·11 h!t..· I i,;. 1f\1 ~11 .. -k·d fi.~ r U'X" r111Jy :i, .J ~ 11 n.k Ill 11m qJ jug 1.1-t1: .. •1-;:d 1n fo 11ti.Hio11 r,;g.1rdiJ1~ 1J1-,.· iJir'-:,;1 i1m.,. w.1miJJ .~ .-u ul ca1 r11 1rns :.'.f i. ~,:>-·:1,"t<.'d \~1 1J1 ti t.:· m .... • oC lht-. pwd u,,:L A .... s<:. \\It h .:u1y 
1~·, t 'k.•kk:, :ti \\,\}~ fi 1H1.) ','-." lho.• bhd i11:,\n l(dMi~ sill lh~ p .. -.i.:b~~ k fo rl.' TJS"i11g, 1..-;.tr.:rr · Zin,;,_• Ph•Y>p hide l'.:.·ll.:.1:-. / l~.:'f~)-'· .I- i1f 11 
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• SPECIMEN LABEL 
lJisposaI of S1Jillcd B;.it, Leftover Bait 

Information Applicable for All Agricultural lises 

l. Spilled and Excess Baii; Wearing barrier 
l:1111i11atc gloves clean up m1y 5pilkt.l bail 
i111111cdiah.:ly and colkct cxcc~s bait fro1n 
application Ct\Uiprncnt. lf'bail c;mnol be ,tpplicd. 
according to labd direc1ions, pro[Jerly dispose or 
ii according to lhe .. Pesticide Dispo~al" text . 

2. Carcas~es: Wc,ning barril:r laminarc gloves, 
bu1 y carcasses or ground squirrc.1..;; ( 18 inch.:s 
di:epj in holes dug 1m si1e or in i11actiw h1111011•,;, 

Cova and pack wifh soiL Allematcly, use other 
disposal methods !lwt stale and local authorities 
allow. 

FRlHT, NUT, CITRl!S AND AVOCADO TREE 
ORCHARDS 

VOi.HS AN/) WHITE FOOTED .lfOlJSI: 

lJSE RESTRlCTfONS: For control of 1-.kadow (Mi<:rolus 
/l<'llll.\:)'/1·,mic11s), Prairie. (M. ochrogasre·r), Pine. (M. 
pi11eton1111}, California (Al. cr1/ifimTicu.1·), Oregon(,\{ orego11i), 
Mounlain (M. 11wutanus), and Townsend's (,II. 1owrnc11Ji) 

Voll's and Whitc-friokd Mouse (f'ero111y.1·t I1s /el!(.'OJ!II,) in 
pomc~ fruit (;ipplc, pear), stone fruit (pcad1, cherry, apricot, 
plum, prnnc, ncctni inc), citrus fmil, avoc:.id,i and nut tn:e 
orchards (ahnouds, walnuls, pis1,1chios, [),:cans, filberts). 
Apply only atkr fall h.uvcst (including drops), before new 
spring growth and whc•n no rain or snow i, expected for three 
c1111sccu1ivc days. Do not graze aninwls in freatcd areas. 

HAND BAITING; !'Jan, bail near base~ of each infcstc,J tree 
ai 2A locations, either on surfoce irnils or a1 mouth of holes 
kading lo underground hurrnw systems. Cover bait 
ar!i licial ly ( e.g., mals, ho.mis) or by pulling owr h:rnging gm% 
over hail. Do not allow bait lo he cxpuscd on bare ground. Do 
not disturb the runw;1y ~ystcm. Apply tca~ponn amoum (4 
grams) per pluccnwnl, 2 - 3 lh/A (().()4 - 0.06 lb ai/A). 

TRAILRUILBER: Sd equipment 10 drop one ieasptHlll 
quantity of bait (4 grnms) al ·l-5 t,101 interval,; in llw ;1r1ifkial 
trail, matle by the machine, _just i11sidc the drop line on both 
side of the trees. Apply al tl1c ,~itc of'.r" J lb/A (0.04 - 0.06 lb 
:ii/A). 

GROUND BROADCAST: Broadcas1 evenly by cydont 
seeder or hy hand. Conccnlrate in areas with heaviest 
vcgclalivc cover. Do nnt broadcast on hare ground. Apply al 
the rare or 6 " In lb/A {0.12 - 0.2 lh ai/AJ. 

AERfAL BROADCAST: Do not broadcast on hare L!mtnHI. 

Apply al lhc rate ol' 6 - 10 lb/A (0.12 - 0.2 lb ai/AJ. ~ 

(r.Rl)l/ND SOUlllllf::LS 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For cnmrol of C,liforniil gJOund 
~quirrcls (5j1cmrophil11s heedwyi), Columbian (,'>;1,.m11op/Ji/,1s 
ca/11111/Jimms). and Ricl1ard.so11's ground ~quirrds (S. 
rid11mlii) in purnc fruit (apple, pear), stone fruit. (peach, 
cherry, apricot, plum, pru11e, nectarine), cifrns fruit, avocado 
and nut tree orchard;; (almonds, walnuts, pistachins, pecans, 
filbcr!s). Apply only a Iler foll Jrnrwst (including drops). 
before new spring growth and whrn nu rain 01· snow is 
expected for 1hrcc consecutive days. Do not graze anin1als in 
treated areas. 

PREBAITING (Mandatory): Prchait wiib untn::.ilc<I wheat 
to enhance acccpt:rnt:c by California, Colurnbian and 
Richardson's ground S<.Jllirrels. Apply the Prcbait al 6 lbs pc1 
anc 1-2 days prior lo u$i11g Pnm1p Zi111: f'hnsphick Pdlcts. 

HAND HAlTING: Apply 4 grams (one teaspoon) of bail on 
1lic ground near 11c1ivc burrows. 

BAITING: Treat 011ce dming trc;llme11t pcric,d, Brnadca~l 
hail u,ing hand or grou11d-drivc11 dispensing: devices not i,> 
exceed C, lbs per acre (0. l 2 lb ai/A). Disposc. or c:xccss b;Lit 
frolll application cq11ip11tent by burial. 

i\.JACADAM IA NUT OltCHA l•m S. ,\DJACE, T 
RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND DfTCH RANKS 

ROOFRATS 

VSE RESTlUCTfONS: For control nfroui'rah (/?111111.1· 

mttus) in rnacadamia nut orchards, ad_jacenl righis--of-way and 
ditch b,1nb. Du not gralc anilllals i11 treated :m:as. 

SPOT TREATl\IENT: Bait must he placl'd in hail stations I) 
on the ground at trC(.' basl's or 2) or i11 !n::cs. Place 1-2 
teaspoons (4-8 grams) of bait per h~it stations. Uneaten bait 
must be removed from lrees prinr to shaker harvest or from 
ground prior to mechanized harvest. Orchards may· be 1realcd 
i!p to 30 lhlys prior In a harvc,;ting round. 

BURROW TREATMENT: Plal'.c !-2 tea.spoons (4-8 gr,1111,) 
of bait in e,1ch burrow. No pre-lwrvcst i11fen•al is required, 
provided u111,; ,1rc oot rclriewd from burrows. 

BROADCAST RAJTTNG: Brnadca,;t al tlw rntc of live (5) 
ponnds ofhaii per acre (0.1 lb ai/,\) in orchard using a ground 
device or by hand. Aircra(l may be 11.scd to treat adjacent 
noncrop areas if the Hawaii Dept of Health rccomn~cmb ;md 
supervises such applicntions. The numhcr of applications 
shall. not excr::cd four (4) pc,· y,:ar. The to!nl amount of bail 
applied shall not exceed 20 pou1uls per acre (0.4 lb ail,\} per 
year. 

NONBE,\HING NURS -r~v STOCK, 
CONJFER/CHHISTMAS TRF-:E, 
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SPEClMEN LABEi; 
1·•0PLAHJCOTTONWOOD, OllNAMr«:NTAL. NON

fl RA RlNG 1.-1HHTTR EE. NON- 111':ARI G . lJT T IH:I:~. 
A.SD 'ON-BF.ARING CITRUS TRE E: Pl.i\NTATJONS 

VOLHS 

USE RESTRICHONS: For control of meadow voles, 
prairie voles, pine voles, California voles. Oregon voles, 
111(Hmlilin voks, and Townsend's voks (;\licrows spp.) in 
nursery sto,:k, and conifer/Christmas tree, popl:ir/cot!onwood, 
ornamental, non-bearing fruit tree. plantations, non-bearing 11111 

lft'C, and 11011-bcaring citrns tree plantations. Do not apply by 
air. 

HROADCASTING BAJTING:. liuder inicsted 111usery 
stock, conifor/Christ1nas trees, poplarlt:ollonwood trees, 
urn:1nic111al tree,;, n1rn-bcari11g fruit trees, non-bcari11g nul 
trc('S, or non-bearing citrus trees, broadcast bait i:vcnly hy 
cyclone ,ceder or by hand. Conccntrnw in nrc,1~ with ihc~ 
heaviest vcg('.tativc c<:w,T. Do not hroadcasl on hare g,ro1a1d. 
Apply al. ,t ralc of6-l0 lbs. per Jere (0.12 - 0.2 lb ,ii/A). 

HAND BAITl~G; Near the base of infested nurs,:,ry stock, 
cunilcr/Christmas !recs, poplar/cottonwood trees, omamcmal 
lrccs. non .. bcaring fruit tr,~c,, non-bc;iring nut 1rc<:s. or non
hearing citrus 11 ces, pl:.1ci:: tcasponuful qu,mti(ic~ (4 grams) of 
bail al 2-4 loca(io11s, either <ln 5urfoce trniis or i.ll lht'. mouth of 
hoks k:iding to uudcrground h111row sysl(~In5. Cover b:1it 
arti1lcially (e.g., 1nats, boards) or by pulling overhangi11g grass 
over b:1i1. 
D,) 110( allow bait to he exposed ,m lxm: ground. l)o not 
disturh the runway system. llait at a rntc ot'2"3 lbs . per acre 
(0.04 -- 0.06 lh ail A) nfinthtcd ,tock. 

NO:'l-RESIDl!NT IAL. LAWN,. , ORNAMF.N'l'Al ,S, (:ou: 
CO(ms •.S. A , f) 1.-'AltK~ 

VOLES 

USE RESTRfCTIONS: For rnntrnl ot'meaJow voles, prnirk
volcs, pin1.: voles, California voles. long-laikd voles, Oregon 
vok.s, mountain voles and Townsend':; voles [Micror111· ,l'/J/J-) 
in lawns, ornamentals, golf course~, park;;, nnd nurseries. 
IJJit 111u;;1 no! he applied on rnnd.~, over waler or wlicrc planls 
arc grown for food or feed. 

HAND HAITING: For voles, place waspoonfol quantities (4 
grams) of bait, either on surface trnils or at the mouth or holes 
leading to underground buuow systems. C\l\'<:r b:;il 
anitkinlly {e.g., mats, boards) or by pulling overhanging grass 
over baiL 1\llovl bail lo 11111 through to lhe ground ~urface but 
do nnt apply bail lo bare gro11ml. I )o nnt plactc hail in heaps or 
piles. 

BAIT STATIONS: Place bail in t,m1p<.'r-1 (';;islancc hail 
slat ions iC children, pds, or nonlargel m,irrnnals or birds may 
access lhL' b,1it. 

POCKET GOPHERS 

U%: RESTlllCTJONS: For c0111rol of plains pocket gophers 
(Gemmw h11rw1ri11x), ,outhc-;1$krn p<)ckct gophcr;; ( G. pi11etis), 
ycl!ow-focc.J pockul gophers (Pappogeomy., , a.,1a11or,s} nnd 
pock el gophers ( Thomo111rs spp.) on lawns, golf cournl'S .. forest 
areas, parks. nurseries, Rangel.mds, vain field,. forngt' crops, 
hay crops, timothy crops, alfalfa crop,, vineyards, grape 
vineyards, in pomc fruii (apple. pear), stone fruit (peach, 
cherry, apricot, plmn, prune, nectarine), citrus l'rnil, iWlH:ado 
and nul tree orchards (almonds, walnuts, pista<.'.hios, pecans, 
filberts, and ruai:adamia), tree plant;.itions, and vcgctnble 
crop~. Bait must be applied directly into pocket gopher's 
undcrgwuml burrow syslL'.111~ or into umlcrgnrnnd l1111nds 
L'.H:akd by burrow-builder 111achi1ws. Do not apply bait above 
ground. 

HAND BAITING: Follow r.hc direction~ indicalcd below lo 

locale and !rent: rocket gophers' bmrnw sys1c1m. 
L<!!il!!ii.!!c\_ UmJ~tg[•)_11LJ\LRt_111:-_v;:iy_,;_:__ U sc a s pc c i al J y cks i g II cd 
gopher probe, a rnct;1J rod, a strong 5moolh slid, or other 
suitable irnplcm.::nt lo probe ihe ground IO to 15 inches away 
from fon-shuped gopher mounds. Begin probing, on lht:: llal 
side of the fan. When the nrnin run\Wty hn;; LK'Cll entered, the 
probe will drop about 2 inches due ln 1h:.:rcased resistanc,: 
from soiL 
D,.J.lJ1jyl11!t Ht1it It) Runways: Using ,1 long-handled spoon or 
medianical probe, drop one tca~pnou (4 grams} ol'bail into thl' 
l!lain n111way al ,•,ieh hailed poi111. Cover the ope11ing wilh 
sod. :.1 rock, or soil to cxclwk Jigh l. Tah~ care 110( lo cover 
hail with soiL Depending upon mo11ml density, m:.1ke two lo 
rive b;iit pla~cments JKI burrow ~ystern. Re,;·nver aud hury rill 
spilled lx1it. Applied in lhis 111,ll'lllCr, onG pound of hail \viii 
trl'at one to eight acr,'.s, 1kpendi11g upon the trnmhcr ofpodc'.t 
gopher burrow systems prcscint. 

BURRO\\' l:HlH.DER: Follow manufoctun::r's instruc1im1s 
for the 1:wc of i::quipment usc,L Calibrate c:quipmcut to {.Imp a 
tc~1spoon quantity (4 grams) of bait nt 4-5 foot intcrvnls in !he 
arlificial burrow made hy the machine. Apply at a rate or 2-J 
lbs. of bail [lef acr,: (0.fM -- 0.06 lb ,1i/A). Pick up and di,pose 
o l' all spilled bail according to "I'csticiclc. Disposal" 
insl1 nc tinns. 

ALFALFA 

VOLES 

USE RESTR[CTIONS: Forcomrnl of meadow voles, 1,mg
tailcd voles, California voles, Oregon voles. mountain voles 
and rownscnd's vole~ (Micro/us spp.) in altiilfa. All 
llppli~·ations rnttst occur slmrlly itl1.:r a culling oflh,~ hay, 
and/or prior to the 11cxt grnwth's anaininga length of2 inches. 
Allt1lfa forage from trcaled areas must not be harvested until il 
rc·:1cltes maturity_ This use is restricted lo l\font:ma, 
C:ilifornia, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. 

I hb ,;:,po::iHh~,i bbd !~ 1ntcf~.k.,J fllf tJ~L· ,~uly :i!i a :?~t.!dl" in rw~ idrng: g\.'1x·1:tl inl(111n~!i;:!111q.\,:1n.lmg 1h1.' du-,::dw11.".. w-:rntJ!l~ Jilli L-tH..rlliJn':". a.:..:,(:r~1jJcd ,~11h th,~ 1r.:.(· of lhi;.. 1m:i;JucL A~•,\ ith .:my 
j!(:'IIK°1,k, .llik~}'\ foH11w 1h1~ bbd in'l1[H1:ti,1rh f)fl 1h.c r1ick;•f~~ h.;:-fr~h! u,ir.lg J>tm•.1p~ Zm(: Pl~•.i:,.phi,k p\.~lkl..; ,]','J~.i: ~ oil I 
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HROAl)CAS'I' 8.-'\ITING: This prodtict may be hrcwk~sl 
by air or ground-drive11 dispensing dcvil'.l'.S. Apply al a rnle of 
up In lO lbs. per acre (0.2 lb. ai l A) . FM v<iks, mak.: two 
appliL:alion, per yi:ar separated by a minimum interval of25 
tiays. A m,ixinnHn of20 lbs pc.r acre (0.4 lb aifi\) may be 
applied per year. Dn not apply by air when wind velocity 
exceeds IO mph . Dt) nnt apply in pik.s or pcrn1il pib; to be 
flmncd by cq11ipn1cnl. 

ONOUND '(JlllllNJ:'U,' 

IISE RESTRICTIONS: For conlrol of California ground 
squirrels (Spermopl,i/us beeclieyi), Columbian (Spem1ophi/m· 
co/11111him111.,·), and I{ ichard, 011 ' s ground sq uirrels (S. 
ni·hardii) in nlfalfa. 

l'Rl<:BA1Tf.';G (M:indatory): l'rl.'b:dt with tmtn:-nti.!d wh,,ar 
10 enhance acccplancc hy Cnlifomia, Cnlumbi:m and 
Rieh:mlson 's ground squirrels. Ap11ly Ille~ Pr.:bair ai (; lbs per 
:.H: rc 1-2 days p,ior to u~ing l'rozap Zinc Phosphide l'cllcts. 

BAITING: Apply only um!crgn,und or in lxiit slatinns. 
Apply h:tit al a rate of up lo 6 lbs . per acre (0.12 lb ai/ A per 
acre). A second application may be made 1-l'ithin 25 days if 
required. The maximum application mtc per yc:ir is 12 lb,. per 
,1crc (0.24 lb ai/A). Apply post-harvest or during dormm1cy. 

Tl\tOTll\' ANI> TIMOTHY f ALFALFA ,\ND 
,\tlXfURES l'ROD llCE:D r.'OR HAY 

VOi.HS 

USE RESTIUCTIONS: For c11n1rol of meadow voks, long -
!ailed \'Oles, California voles, Orc:gr.111 vole~, mountain voles, 
and Townscml's voles (,Hir:rotus spp) in timothy and 
1imNhy/alfalfr1 mixtures. Do not apply by air, Do not apply 
to actively grnwing timothy or 1i111olhy/alfolfo mixtures. This 
use\ is restricted to Caliliunia, ld:1ho. Oregon .ind Wr1Shingto11. 
Do nol apply In tilllothy or 1imolhyla lfalfr1 mixtures within 60 
d:1ys or hat W!il. Dr, not i:,rra:tc auimals in trcakd area~. 

BROADCAST BAITfNG; Broadc.1,1 bail using by hand, 
cyclone 5ecdcr, or grn1111d -drivt:n di spt·nsing dt~viccs. A 
111axim11m of2 applications by ground may he made al the rate 
nf5 ln II) lbs . pcracrc(O.l -0.2 lh:.ii lA). one in the foll afkr 
tht: last culling ;ind one in the spring \\hen timNhy and 
iimothy-kgun1c mixtures arc still dormanl. Dn no( :1pply in 
piles or rwnni1 piks to he fonued liy equipment. A 111axi1n11111 
,if20 lbs (0.4 lb ai/A) per acre may bl! applied an11ually. 

GWOUND SOUlflREIS 

lJSE RESTIHCHONS: For control of California ground 
.squirrels (Sf1a111of1lril11v hecclr,:1•i), Columbian (Spermop/rilll,· 
coft1mbiam1s), and Richardson's ground sq uirrels (S. 
rich,,rdii) in timothy. 

PREUAITING (l\laudalory): Prchail wilh untrcalcd whL'al 
to enhance ac,:cptance by California, Columhian and 
Ri<:hiin.bon's ground squincls. J\pply the Prcbait a1 (, lbs per 
acre I · 2 ,bys prior to using Prozap Zinc Phosphide l'cllcls. 

BROA OCAST BA !TING: Treat only once during ln:a\n1enl 
p.:r iod. Brna,k:i.~t bail using hand or ground-driven dcvi<:cs 
not to ,:xcci:<l 6 lbs. per acre (0.12 It> ai/A per acre). Dispose 
of c.x,·css h.tit from ;ipplication C(Juipmcm aci:ording to 
" Pc.sticidc Disposal" instructions. 

ALFALFA PROD CED FOR SEE!! 

GROUND SQUIRRELS 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control of California grouml 
~quirrels {,)JNm1top!ii/r1s heedreyi), Columbian (S)>e1 mop/Ji/us 
colr1111bian11s), and Richardson 's ground squirrels (S. 
ridwrdii) in alf:1lfo. 

BAITING: Apply only underground or in hait s1a1ions. 
Apply bait at a rntt: ofup to 6 lbs . per ac.r<, (0.11 lh ;di;\ per 
acre). A second ~pplication may be ma1k within 15 days if 
required. The maximum Hpplic.ation rate per ye:tr is 12 lbs. per 
acre (0.24 lb :ii!A). Apply post-harvest or during domwney. 

TIMOTHY PRODUCED FOR SEED 

l.lSE RESTRI.CTIONS: For con1rnl of me;1dt>w vole.,, long
(ai lcd voles, California vnlcs, Oregon voles, nliHHil,iin vole,, 
and ·1 ownscnd's volt's (Microtus .i'/1/J.) in timothy during !he 
11011-growing season. Dti nol apply by air. Do nnt apply to 
activc.ly growing tin1othy or limothy/nlfolfo or limothy/dover 
mi xtures. A mini111un1 oi' 158 days must pa,s belwecn an 
applic.ttion of Pro;,.;ip Zinc Phosphide Pellets a11d any 
livestock foraging activity. This use is rc,;lrictc,I lo Idaho, 
Oregon and the sl;-ile of\Vashing1on. l)n not grnzc anirnals in 
treated :1Ti..'1lS. 

BROADCAST BAITING: Thi~ producl may be brnadcasl 
by hand, cydone seeder, or grnund-driven dispensing devices 
111 rates ofup to 10 lbs (0.2. lb active ingredient) rcr ncrc 
during nop donnancy. A rrn1ximurn ol'20 lb~ per acre (0.4 lb 
ai /A) may be applied annually. 

(;RAPE Vi,•a'.V,\IU)S 

_110/,ES", {)Jl liR M ICE AN!) W/1/Tli FOOTl:D J10U.'W 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control of deer mice 
(Pf'l'omyscus munic11/11111s) , while-footed mit:c (P. /e11rnp11.1·), 
Oldfield mice{/'. polio110/11s, cxccpl for lhrcalencd or 
endangered subspl"cies). nwadow voles, prniric voles and piric 
vnles (,\ficmJus .1pv ), and meadow jumping mite (Zapus 
hwl,,mius) in grape vineyards. Dn not use lhis product iu 
areas of Abbama and Florida thal arc occupied by tlucn(c11ctl 
or endangered st1bapccio of the Ol<llid<l mouse. Do noi g,r;izi:; 
animals in tre;ited are;is. 

BROADCAST BAITING: Broadt::ist bail evenly on the 
ground between the rows by cyclone seeder or by hand. \Yc,1r 
nthbi:r gloves during haml-hrnadcasl operations. Apply bail at 
11 rntc of 6-10 lbs. per ,1crc (0.1 2-0.2 lb ui/A). Do not npply by 
air. 

GIWU, D SQUlllREI.S 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control of California grou11d 
squirrel~ (Spermoplii/us hei•c/1('.Vi) , Columbian (.\)1<'mrop/ii/11.1· 
co/11111bim111s), and Richardson's ground squirrel~ (S, 
riclwrdii) in grnpc viney;mh. 

l1us >,.r..::~JU'll!ll bohd ;.,:; int,:~)ik.;J fvr u~ 11nl}· :-... ~ :1 guid1.· l1, ~1tl1\' l<fo1g ~tr11.•ra l 10f11rn1:~1wn r;:-i'.,;in1,nt 1J1.:- c1m.:ctl(lrt.i;., w~m1in~ .md .::::w?i1Hl\ h'>l~uh~,J 'i\ith 1Ji,_• u,,~ •Jf'this rrnd, 1, ,\_.,; v.i1h :.nv 
fH.·1,·1kuh-. cJI\\ ;:i!~ fol1 1:i,.,.· lh~ lil1d in:.lnk.;i>1rt) (1u th.,-; p-1i:i:ai;.\'- h.,;:fr,1 ..: tJ~in~ J•1,n~,p ~· Zi11c Ph1V\-phid,--; l' l"ll4.'.:ii w,,g~~ (, of i l · 
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PREBAlTING (l\famh!tory); l'rebait with untreated wlicat 
to enhance :1ci:cptancc by California, Columbian aud 
Ri.:htmlsun's grunnd squirrel:;, 1\pply the Pr.::bail al 6 lb;; per 
anc 1-2 days prior to using Prozap Zinc Phosphide Pdlcrs, 

3ROADCAST BAITING: Broadcast bait evenly on the 
[;round hctwc.::n ll1e rows by cyclone seeder or by hrmd , \\11:ar 
ruhbt!r glov •s during ln111cl-brn:11ka~t opcrutio11s, Appl I,, ii a( 
a rat.: of 6 -10 lbs. per acre (0.12-0.1 lb ai/A ). Do not ,,pply hy 
air. 

RANG Kl ,A , llS, l'ASTURES, ,\ U,J ACll:NT RICI ITS-Of-
\VA V NI) DITCH llANK..~ 

l(ANGAROO RATS 

USE RESTRICTIONS: Tliis produt:l may only be used to 
~'.01\lrnl Ord'~ kangaroo ral (Dipodomys ordii), Banner-tailed 
knngaron rat (D. spcctabilis) and Mtrrinm's kangaroo rat (D. 
111errio111i} in rangelands, pastures, ,1djttccnl righls-01:way ,llld 
ditch b:mks, 

HANI) IiAl'J'lNG: !'lace one tablespoon ( 12 grams) ofb;iit :11 
2 locatious mi oppo,ile l>idc, or mounds in reeding runs within 
3 fl of active burrow en1rnncc5. 

PRA!ll/E DOGS 

USE RESTRICTIONS: This prod1Jct may only be 11~cd to 
\:On!rol black-(ailcd prairie Jogs (Cynomys ludovicianus) and 
whifc-lailcd prairie dogs (C. kucurus) on rangelands and 
pasltlrclands in the Stales ()f Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, 
Montana. Nebraska, New Mexico, Norlh D,1korn. Oklrihoma, 
South Dak()ia, Texas, Utah and Wyorning during th<: pt:riod 
t1om July of one yc,1r lo Fcbrnacy of the next year. Only one 
application within this periou is pc~rmill,~d in Kansas, 
Mnnlana, Nd1raska, Nor1h Dakol:1, Wyoming and South 
Dakota. Do not exceed lhl' application rate. Apply only to 
r:mg1.dands with less than 50% grnund cover. Do rwl apply this 
rrod11ct in a way tl1at will contact wmkcrs or other persons, 
either directly or through drill. Only prn1cc1cd h:111dlcrs may 
be in the area during applkntion. Keep all other persons out 
ol'rhc trc.llt'.d arc11 during applicali1n1. 
PREB,\ (TfNG (Mandalnr-y): To condition the prairie dogs 
lo accept lhe grain used in this prod11c1 rc•;1tlily. prcbait c:rch 
ai;tivc mrnmd 10 b(: treated wilh .i teaspoon amount (4 grams 
or O. l4 07-) of unlrcalcd whc.it prior to application of toxic 
bait. Do not apply this product ut1less the prairie dogs havt: 
consumed the prchait. 

OBSERVATIONS FOR NONTARGET SPECIES 
lkfon.: applying toxic trnil, determine the potrnlial for 
exposing 11011tnrgct orgo11isms. Applicntors must nm<lud 
daily observations prior Lo applying toxic bait. Do not i1pply 
lhis produ<::l ifnonwrgd specie;; arc observed to be lecdin~ on 
baiL II is a violalio11 of Federal Law IO focd 1rcatcd bail io 
11011/arr~ct species. including pw!cc1ed specie,, intc111iorwtly. 

IIAND BAITING APPLICATlON ONLV: Usin!:\ 11 utility 
sp(H)l) or catibrntcd, h:rnd-operat.cd, mechanical bait dispenser, 
apply a !ca~p1)on (4 grams or 0.14oz} of bait per pfnccnicnl, 
over a six inch dian1c1cr circle on the edge ol'thc 111u1111tl near 
ihc opening ot·ouly adivc prairie dog bltTTows. 

l•OLLOW-UP: W..:nring barrier tamin3IC g.lOl•~s cnltccl and 
prorcrly dispo~c or all dead, 1.: .xposl!o animals nnd lcfto\'cr bait 
thal canuut he us~d acct1rrling In label directions acccm.ling I<> 
the ''l\.:slicide Disposal" section. 

(,'/WUN!) SOVIRRET.S 

USE HESTRICTIONS: For control of Cali for11ia ground 
squim.cls (,\1Jermophih1s heeclreyi), Columbian (S/H'n11ophil11s 
co/11mhiam1s), ;md Richardson's g_roun,1 sq11irrcb (S. 
ril'lrardii) in r.ingcl,mds, pusturcs and ndj,1.:enl noncrop areas. 
Product must not be applied on ro,nls, near rcsidcnlia\ areas, 
over waler or where plant~ ;ire grown for food or lc.cd. 

PREUAITING (i\famfator}'): Pr.:bait with t1111rc:llcd wheat 
to e11ha11t·c acccplancc by California. Coh1mbia11 am! 
Richardson's ground squirrds. Apply the l'rcbait ,.116 lbs per 
acre l-2 days prior to using Prozap Zinc Phosphide Pellets. 

HANH HAITI NG: 1\pply 4 grnms (one teaspoon) of b:1it ,m 
the ground rn:ar aclivc burTows. 

BAlTING: Ttcat once during treatment period. Broadcast 
ha il using hand or ground-driven dispensing devices not lo 
exceed (i lbs per itcr~'. (0.12 llJ ai/A). Dispost:: of xccss h,lil 
from application cquiprrn.:111 by burial. 

BllSHBERRIES AND CANEBEIHHES 

vou,:r 
USE RESTRfCTlONS: For conlrol of meadow vok;;, prairfo 
voles, and pine voks (,\-!icrof11s .,pp.) in hushhcrrics (highbush 
and lowbush blud1,.:11ics, c1nrants, cldcrhcrrics, gllo,ehcrriL~S 
and hurklebcrrics) :111tl i11 cm1cbcnics (blackberries, red 
mspbcrrics, bl;Jck raspbl'rrics, loganberries, and cultivars or 
hybrids or1hcsc cancbcrtics). Only ,1pply this prndtrct in tile 
domrnnl season: al'lcr final harw,t and nnt later than the 
beginning t>rlcaf emergence iu the spring. Do 1101 apply when 
ground is snuw covcr~'d. Do not ~pply by air. 1'1-iinimum 
prclurwst inlcrval is 70 dt1ys. 

BROADCAST BAITING: This product may be bro;1dca~l 
by ,:yelone sce<lcr, or hy hand . When applying by hand. 
lhniw laillc,;poon a1no11nt~ ( 12 grarns) i1110 heavy cover along 
bushes, rocky nulcrnps, am! fence lines. \fak,; up lo 2 
Hpplk:11ions at a minimum interval of 2 I days, at the: 1al~ ol' 6 
lo IO lbs plT acre (0.12-0.2 lb ai/A) per applicalion. 
Maximum applic:rlion per growing sc;1so11 is 20 lbs per acre 
(114 lb ai!A). 

I hjs ~plx:imcn bb,d i . .;. intcr".k,;1 for 11:;..:- <111ty .~s ,;i guid~ 111 ptlllt<lrng ~~~·1:-:r-:.l 1,1h1f11tatit'Jl1 rq.~;rnJinJ!, 1'1~ 11in~..::lh)ns-. w:uui1ig .111d C:1L11h.11:t\ :).5~;1xt:M\I \\ l!h 1h~ u~~ "-'' cJi i:- pr(1d11d, ,\s. \l·ith :Jny 
p,;.~~ck.'t,J~ •. 1h\it}'-i r'illlow thi:- f.thd in•;fnKCiu1~ nn fh;." r-l.d:,1~•·"" hdot{· using_ PH)i'~1J'1 Zlr:.:- l'h,:,~phi,k: Pdkt.'- il'ag,; 7 1)1" 11 
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SPECIMRN J«\BEL 
CUC IJRJJITS. Rlo:D IJCEn T IU .ACE ,\ N[} 0 -T I LL 

CORN 

VOl,ES, Vl:.'J:.R .W!C:E, WFllTli VOO TWJ MJCIJ, 
RANG.-11?00 ltAI S, ANIJ COTTON RA1:S' 

USE RESTRlCTlONS: For con1rol of prairie voles 
(Mi,.>rows oi:hrogasler), meadow voles (JI. pen11.1ylnmicus), 
house rnii:c (Alu.,· 11w.;·c1ilus), ckcr mice (Pi:romyscus 
1111111i,:11{atus) while· fi:Jolc<l mice. (I'. leucopus). Ord's kangaroo 
rats (Dipoc/umys ur,/ii), b:mncr-tailed l;angin·oo rnls (U, 
spcctahilis), Merriam's kangaroo rats (D. mcrriumi), and 
cotlon rats (Sig111odo11 hispid11.-) in rcduci:cl tilbg,, and no-till 
corn and in cucurbits, including and limited to chayn\c, 
Chines,: waxgour<l, citnrn melon, cucumber, gherkin, ctlibfl' 
gonrd, ,\fomordica .1pp., muskmelon, pumrkin. squash 
[sHmrnt•r and winier], and wa(('nnclrnt Only in-t11rrow 
tre,11111,~nts ;ire pcnnill'cd frll' these crops. Do not broadc.i~L 
bait. Do no1 apply !his rrnduct within the occupied hahitah or 
lhc c-nd:mgcre(t species or subspecies orkangarno rats, 

!,',;-FURROW APPUCATlON ONLY: Equipment 
designed for ln-li1rrow treatments must b,1 used to apply !his 
prnclucl in cucmbit.~, ,educed Hllag,e and 110-till corn. Make 
1111c application pre-pl.1111i11g, nr al•pla111ing, at. a ralc or 4 to 6 
lbs. nf b:1il pa acre (0.08-0. l 2 lb/A). Collc·d ,ind remove 
c-xl·cssivc quantities ofh;iit llcpositcd on surface soil m· crop 
n:sidue~ during spill, or cquipm~nt mall'une1io11s. 

CALIB!U TlO N / ROW 
Row 4 lhsiA .5 lbs! A 

sraccs }{ate rate 
Inches or. Per o,:. Per 

1 llCIU I\ IOUO tl 

20 2.5 3.1 

:rn ., .., 
.),! 4,(, 

36 4.4 5.5 

38 4.7 5,8 

BARLEY 

VOU:'S 

6 lbs/ A 
rate 

oz. Per 
1 oun n 

J.7 

5.5 

6.6 

(1.l) 

USE RESTRl(TIONS: For ('Ontrol of meadt)\\! voles, long-
1:iilcd voles, Califbmia Vtllcs. Oregon volc~s, 111ou111ain vole,, 
and Townsend's vole,; (Microtus spp.) in growing.season and 
prcplant applications in barley. Do not apply this product In 
b:irlcy within 50 days ofha1vcst. This u~c is rcslricted to 
Mon1ana, ld:iho, Oregon and Wa~hington. Do not graze 
:minwls in 1rt•;i1cd nrc;is. 

BROADCAST BAITING: Thi, product may be broadcast 
by air nf' ground~driven dispcnsing devices. Apply bait at 11 

mtc LI[} to 6 lhs, (0.12 lb ;\ctive ingredient) per acre. If voles 
arc being 1:irgetcd, a scroml hait application may be made 
a Iler a minimum interval of 25 days. A maxin1111n of 12 lbs 
(0.24 lb active ingredient) per acre may be applied per year. 
All applica1i,)ns Jl1\1Sl bL\ made prior 10 the boot stage. 

(iJWCJNIJ SOUIRRHlS 

USl<: RESTRICTIONS: For control ofCa\if<.)mia grounJ 
~quirrcls (5jJermophilus b1.'(!clieyi), Columbian (Sper111ophi/11s 
co/1nnhir11111s}, and Richards(Jn 's grnund squirrels (5: 
ricl11mlii) in barley. 

PREBAITING (l\fandalory): Prdwit wilh unt reated wlu.:al 
to enhance acc~'.plance by Cnlifornia, Col11mbian and 
Richardson's ground squirrels. Apply ihc Prcbait al 6 lbs per 
acre 1-2 days prior Lt, using Pro,;cip Zinc Phnsphidc Pclk-ts. 

R.t\lTTNG: Apply ,lnly umlcr~~round or in bait sl,Hi,ms. 
Apply bail at a rate of up !o 6 lbs. per acre (0.12 lb aiiA per 
acre). A second application may b..: made wilhin 25 days if 
required. The maximum application rnlc per ycJr is 12 lbs. rcr 
ncre (0.24 lb ni/A). Apply posi-harvc~I or during dormancy. 

GROUND SQUIRRELS 

USR RESTRICTIONS; For control of California ground 
squirrels (Sr1e1mophi/11s lw<!r:heyi). Columbian (5i)('niwphilus 
t:ol11111himm.,·), an.J. Richardson's ground squirrels (S. 
richardii) in oah. 

PREBAITI.NG (l\fandatory): Prdiait wilh untrcnlcd wheal 
lo cnfmncc acceptance by Californi,1. Co!Lunbian ~nd 
Rid1ardson's ground :ilfllirn:I:;. Apply ihe Prcbail al 6 lbs per 
acrl: 1-2 days rrior to using l'rnz,"!p Zinc Phosphide !'diets. 

BAITING: Treat once during rrealmcnl period. Broadcast 
bait using hand or ground-driven disren,ing devices not lo 
cxccc<l 6 lbs per acre (0.12 lb ai/A). Dispose of excess bait 
from application equipmcn1 by burial. 

BEANS {DRY ) 

J::.Q1Ji§. 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For control ofprnirie voles 
(Micm/11s ochro~:as/q), 111e,l(low wles (JI. pc1111sJfr11nic11s), 
house mice (.Hus 11111sc11/11.,·): deer mice (l'eromysc11s 
111r111ic11/11tm), while-footed mice(/'. le11cop11s), and Onl's 
k1rng11roo ra1s (Dipodomy.1· ord(i), in dry be.ms during the 
growing season. Do not apply by air. Do 1101 apply this 
produd lo dry b;;:;1ns within 30 days or harvcsl. This use i~ 
rcsiriclcd to llhilto, Oregon and Washington. 

BROADCAST BAITING: ·1 his prnduct rirny b;;: broadca~t by 
ham! or ground-drivc.n dispensing <lcvicc.s ol a rate ,,re, lb~. 
(0.12 lb. actiw) per acre. No more than one application per 
growing sc.ts,m is pcrmillcd. 
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SPI<:CJMRN LABEL 
'UGAR BEETS 

lJSE RESTRICTIONS; For control ofmcac.low voles, long
tuikd voles, Californi:1 voles, Oregon voles, mo1m1,1in voles 
and Townsend's voks (Miao/11.1· .1pp.) in growing-season and 
rrcplant ,1pplications in sugar bcL'ts. Do not apply lliis prnduct 
lo sugur beef~ wi11ti11 30 days orharVl'.Sl. 

BR.OAllCAST BAITING: Thi, product may be hroadcasl 
by air or ground-driven. dispcming devices. Apply bait at 
rates up to IO lbs. per acre (0.2 lbs. ai/A) nt phmting. A 
second applicafion may be made at tltc smnc rate. The 
maxinrnm annual applic·ation ratc is 20 lbs per y1:ar (0.4 lb. 
ai/A). 

POTATOES 

]'OU£S 

USE RESTRICTIONS: For n)ntrnl o1'1ncadow vole;;, lo11g-
1.iikd voks, Califrm1ia voles, On:gon voles, mountain volc.s, 
n11d Town~t:nd'~ vole, (Micm/us .1pp.) i11 grnwing.-sea~on and 
prt:-pbnl 11pplicaLions in polc11ucs. Do 1101 apply this product 
to potatoes within JO Jays ofharvc,t. 

~ROA0CAST BAITING: This product may lw broadcast 
by air or ground-driven dispcn.~ing: devices. Apply bait once 
al a rntc up to IO lbs per acre (0.2 lb ai/A), or make two 
scp;irate applicalions at rates ofup lo 5 lbs per acre (0.1 lb 
ai/t\). The maximum n11nu,1l applicntion rate is IO lbs per acre 
(0.2 lb aih\ ). 

Wllf:AT /TRITICALE 

VOlJ:'S 

USE RESTRl'CTIONS: For control of meadow voles, 
lnng-laikil l'ole,;, Cali fi:H nia voles , Orcg,m voks, mmnllain 
voks and Townsend':; voles (Microtu.~ spp.) i11 growing
sc.a$on and prepl.mt application in wlu;at/trilic,ilc. Do not 
:1pply thi~ product IO Triiicale within 50 (fays ot'lrnrvesr. Do 
not graze animals in treated areas . 

BROADCAST BAITING: This 1.11odud may he- broadcast by 
air or ground-driven dispensing devices. Apply bail at a rate or 
up In(, lbs. per ,icrc (0.1?. lb ai/A per acrt:. A second 
application may be made within 25 day~ if 1cquircd. The 
maxinrnrn application r,1lc per >'car is 12 lbs. per acre (0.24 lb 
ailA) 

GIW[IND SOUIRRl.il .S 

USE lU:STIUCTIONS: Forcon1rol ofC;1lifC>rnia ground 
squirrels (.\iJermopililtts bet:cheyi), Columbian (Spen1wpliil11s 
cohw1hia1111s), ;mtl Richardson's ground squirrels (S 
riclumlii) in whc-aUtriricak. 

PRE BA 1.Tl:'\'G (Manda!ory): l'rcb:1it with urllrcakd wheat 
Ill c11luu1cc ncccpWncc by Californiu, Colt1mhi:1n um] 
Richnrdson's ground squirrels. t\prly tlic Prebait al 6 lbs per 
nae 1-2 ,li!ys prior lo using Pro2,1p Zinc Phosphide Pcllels. 

BROADCAST BAITING: This product may be broadeast by 
air or grouml-drive11 dispensing devices. Apply bnit ill a rate of 

up to 6 11>:. per acre (0.12 lb ail/\ fl •r ac.rc). A second 
applica1i11n may be made within 25 Jays ifrcc1uired. The 
nwximum ;1pplic:ation r.Hc per year is J 2 lhs. pt::r anc (0.2;1 th 
ai/A). 

suc;AR ' ANE 

RATS 

llSE RESTRfCTIONS: Fm conlrol of Polync,iaJL rat.s 
(Rafi11s c.w/r111s), Norway rats (R. 11orvegic11s), roof {R. r,J1111s), 
rice rnts (01yzomy.1· pa/11s1ri.1'), Florida wn1cr rats (Neo.ftlwr 
al/eni), aml cotton rnts (Sigmodon hispirlm_) in sugarcane 
fields. Dn not graze animals in treated areas. 

PREBA1TING (Strongly Recommended): Prchailing with 
three pounds of untrt'.atcd wh1:at per ,Wl'C one or two wccb 
prior to using toxic bail may cnflancc bail a(:ccplirncc hy rats. 

HAITING: Broadcast bait by aircraf'I, ground-driven ckviCL'S, 
or by hn11d al the ralc of 5 lbs. ilf bail per acre {0.1 lb ai/A). 
F()r a 36 rnonlh cycle crop, the ma:xinrnm numbc:r 01· 
,lpplications is:! per crop or 20 lbs per acre (0.4 lb ai/A) pi.:r 
crop, and the prcharvest interval (Pl·ll) is 30 days. For a 24 
momh cycle crop, the maximum 11umbcr or applications is± 
per crop or 20 lbs per acre tOA lb ai/A) per crnp, and the Pl II 
is 9fl ct,1ys. Fm all month cycle crop, the maximum number 
of appl kation isl per crop or IO lbs per ant:: (0.2 lb ai/A) per 
crop. aml the Pill is 2J! days. !-'or all crop cyc>ks, !he 
rt'.tn:,11mc.nt interval is 30 <lays. 

AJRf'ORT GRASSES 

VOl,ES 

USE RESTRICTIONS: Use 1hi, product lo reduce poknlinl 
:iir-st.rikc's with birds feeding on voles (Micmi11.1· .l'fip) on 
grassy areas at airfields. All applications must ocn1r within 
one io lhr"" ilays after cutting the grass. Do nnt ;1pply 10 grass 
longer than 7.5 inches !all. Do not apply 10 hare ground or to 
any paved ari:as. Do not 11,c grass as lc"'Cd or forngc, for 
livestock. 

BROADCAST BAITING: This prod1ict may be broadcast 
by grouud driven devices only . Apply Prnzap Zinc Pho,plii1k 
Pcllcb at a rnlc ofup lo IO pounds (0.2 lb ai/A) per acre, A 
~ccund application may be m~dc at :1 minimum interval or 30 
days. 2'"1 appliciltion mu5t follow 1\w mowing ;iml grass 
length use restrii:tion nbove. A maxim1rn1 ol"20 pounds (U.4 lh 
~i/A) may he applied per year. 

I ht,. ~~·,·im~:11 t:~~I i,. ink1w:k.J (~u us~~ t~lll} .'.iS .'.t ~Ullk 111 pro, l;Jrng ~t~n.~:31 1nfonn.1liC111 l"t'~r,n1l in# llli! Jit\.~(i1ort,, ,,,.·~rnin~ .:ind c.1u1i,,1;,:,. ,h;.1xi:-"""°'I ,,. 11h llx' 1J~..C- ol lh:s pr•xlucf. /\_,;. -.\ illi ;1n;' 
p.; ..... 1,,.·1,k. :~lwa1ys ltil!,.,w lh-! fah-·::1 n1~1,1,(:t11:i1\'i 111t 1'1c p.;tc:;Li f~~i l,.;-fnr1.• us.m~ [1 1o:.i.:,p¥" Z.u-..;: l·'ho;.phid<: Pdkts rP~•~c •)off t 
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Sl'ECIMEN LA.BEi, 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
no not con(alllinatc n ater, food or ford l1y storage or di.~pnsal. 

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Ston~ 1>11.1,, i11 ,1rigi11al co11l,liner, in;, 
c,iol. dry pl.iCL' inac<·c•,~ibk to children uml rd.~. Keep conlilincrs. 
clo,~.tl and away from other chc111ical,. 
l:'f'.S rtCIOE IHSPOSAL: Pesticide waste,; arc 1oxic. lmprnpcr 
di,po.,al ol',•.,cc:;s pc,lici,k. spray mixture, or rin,aic is a viol3ti,H1 of 
Federal Law. If the,,(: wusles cmrnol be. disposed ofhy u,c accordi11g 
(,> "1bd i11strnc1io11s, nn1fac! yu11r Stale. l'cs[id,lc ,>1 Fnvi, um11rn1,1l 
Con!rol Agency, or the Hazardous Waste ,cp,cscn1,11ivc ill the: nc,Hcsl 
FP :\ lkgin11al Onin, for guidance. 
CO~TAJNER HANDLING: Nonn::lillablc contain~r. Du 1101 reuse 
OJ rl'.lill this con1;1i11cr. 0111:,r for rccyding. if:wai!ablc. Compktdy 
cn,pty bag by sk1king and hipping side,; ;1ud b1111on1 l<l luusw 
clinging particles. Empty re,iduc into ,1pplicatin11 cquipmc11F .. If 
container i5 110110 be recycled, llwn dispo,;c of' bags in an apjH<J\'Cd 
W;brc di~rn,sal Il1cili1y or by incilwrJtion. 

DISCLAIJ1 ER 

l>ISCLAIMER: To 1hr cxtrnl consis1c111 with applk,lhle law, ,L'lkr 
rnakcs rrn rqirtscntation 01 ll'arrnnty, ci1l1cr exprc,;ccl 1H implied. fi.1r 
results due to 1.11is11s~. irnpwpc1 handling or impmpcr sior;,gc of this 
marcrial. Nnr,foc;; Seller assume. any n,sponsihilily iiJr injury 10 
persons, crops, animals, soil or rrop~rty :uising out of misuse, 
improper h,111dli11g or iu1pr,,pcr storage of this rnatcri;1I. 

OR 

UMH El> WAH_R_A_i\_'T_\_' ______ _ 

To rite extent consistent with applic ,1 blc law, Neog,en Corpor.ilion 
m;:ikc~ no wunw·lly ro11c..:rniT1g ust.~~ \Vhkh cx-te11d hc-yond the. u:;c of 
the pro1h1ct under mmnal comlilions in acc,Jrd wi1h the ,lakmenh 
mat.I,· on lhis labe l. To ihc. exlc111 consistcrll with applicable law, 
Ncogc.n Co1purnrio11 ,hall not b~ liable for (I) any co11sctJUC1lli,1I, 
i11cidc111;d ur SpLxi,1! darn:igc, rd,H,'d in any w.iy 10 1his pruduct or ils 
use,, or (2) ,11,y tlame11'es rel,llcil in any wily tn 11:sist:mcc 10 
P<'Slicidcs. 

OR 

CONDITIO~S OF SAU: AND !.IMITATION OF WARRANTY 
ANO U ,\HIUTY 

) NOTICE: Rc;:,d lhc c11tir<, Di1-.,c1i1ms li.11· Use and Condiri,m.s ofS::ile 
mu! Limitation nf\Varranty a11d I .i:-1bility bcl,1rc hnying orn.,ing this 
product. li'tlte t,~rm, ;ire not a,·cep1,1bk. rc1111n th,: pw,1uct al one,\ 

un~1~)cd_0u~~!.~c-~1i:ch,~~~:.Pr(_cc~ 1:,:,i!l . bc_~': ftl!Hk~.. . . . , . . 

l>..fanufrlc1ura and Sdkr 11·,mam that this p1oduc1 conform~ 111 th~ 
chcmkal dc,~criplio11 on thc label and is reasonably Iii for the 
pllrpnsc;; ;;1:ncd in lhc Dirc~lions for I .:sc. suhjccl to the inh.,r,~11l risk,; 
r.:forr~d In atNvc, whcu used in acconlc1nc~ with di, ~,1i1111s ui1dcr 
norrnat use ,·on,litirrns. l his w,lmlllly dnc·; not ~xtcnd to the use or 
this pm1hKI (:onlrary lu label instnrdion~. or mukr ;ib1HH111al 
('(rnditions or under con,1i1ion~ 1wt rtH.!lonahlr forcs ... ·~;.,bk to or 

beyond the ,:ontrol or Seller or Manufacturer. and Buyn and I Iser 
as.sum.: the ri,k of any such use. fo the ,,x1c111 consislenf with 
applic,1hk law, MANUF;\CTL!RER AND Si:l.LER MAKE NO 
\1/;\RRANTIES OF MERCl!ANTABII.ITY OK OF FITNESS FOR 
A l'MHICULAR PlJRf>OSI'. NOR ANY O'i'llER l'XPRESS OR 
i!'vll'l.lED WAllHANTY EXCEPT AS STATl.:D ABOVE. 
To the c,xtc111 consistent with applic~bk law, in no ,went shall 
M.:1nufarn11 er ;,r Seller l.,e li;1bk lilf ;rny incidental. consequential or 
spe,; ial damages re.suiting from the tl,e or handling or this pr,)<111,:1. 
TllE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OH BUYER, AND 
THE EXCLUSIVE l.lABII.ITY OF MANUFACTURER ,\ND 
SELi.ER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS. LOSSES. JNJLJIUES OR 
DA:'vlAGES (INCUJDlNG CLAIMS BASED ON BREACII OF 
WARR,\NTY . CONTR,\CT, NEGI.IGF.J-.:CE. TOR'r, STRICT 
1.1,\tlll .. lTY OR OTIIERWISEl RFStJLTlN<i FR01>.f THE USE OR 
II ANDI.ING 01-' TIIIS PIWD\lC'I, Sl!AI.I , BF. 'I 111': RET\JHi'l OF 
Tl Ji, PlJRCI l,\SE PRICE OF TllE PRODUC I' OR, AT TllE 
ELECJ ION OFTIIE 1\lJ\NUFACIUREROR SELLER. ·1 llE 
REPLACEMENT OF Tl IE PRODlJC[ . 

i\fanufrlriurcr and Sdkr olfrr thi s p1otl11c1, and lluycr and User 
ac,·cpt it. subject 10 the for~goini; Condition,; or Sale nnd Limi1,11io11, 
nf \V;irr,mly and l.iahili1y, which may rwl he modified except hy 
wrillL'n agrcrn1cnl sign,·d by a duly :1u1huri;nf n:pr~scntativL' of 
11-lanufoctmcr. 

-·· ......... , 
For non -('m"~rgcn1.~y (e.g.~ curr1.~nt p1oduct in fonnation). 

I L .. __ e:111: 1-800-621-~829 '., 
,\fannfacturcd By: 

HACCO,lm:. 
I IO Hopkins Drive 

RamJolph, WI 53956 

Code {RE.RL.) RE.RI.. 

I lu~ ~r---···(ilJk.'11 l.~l1•~I 1..-. 1111.t:-1}di."'l.( rm lJ\t~ onr~ .'l .. J. t1.o1J,, irl Pf\l\ 1<l111g gl"1k'1:1i 1nl0r11\,!l\1! II r~gM\'hll~ 1h.:- dif~'., hon s., ,v.arni11~ ~rH( (':rn!il)rn, ;1,!::-,x.i ... ,w u..i1l1 th,: IJ~A' (1( lhis pn•,(i;),..L As \\ 1111 :my 
l~ilid.i, .. , .,!w.a)"' f1,lh-.~,· 1h.:- l.1.t,d in'\-hl'- tiM;.~ l1fl 11..;: p::1d1.Jf".t' 1-x~for~ ,1.-..in.1?, Pi1-.,:,.~r ·· l1r..: Ph,srhid~ Pdl~t" ;l·':i1_:-..· In ,;f 11 
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Sterling Blue® 
Herbicide 

For weed control in asparagus, conservation reserve programs, com, 
cotton, fallow croplands, general farmstead (noncropland), sorghum, grass 
grown for seed, hay, proso millet, pashlre, rangeland, small grains, sod 
farms and farmstead turf, soybean, and sugarcane. 

Active Ingredient: 
Dlglycolamine salt of 3,6-dichloro-Q-anisic acid" ........... .................... .. .......... se.1 % 
Othor Jngrcdlont&: ......................... ........................... -•··- ................ ... ~ . ~1 9"/o 
Totat .................... ... .... ..... .. ...... .... .......... .... ................. .......... ...... .. ..... .. .... .... . 100,0% 
•contalru:i 39.,t¾ l,6-cfld'IIDl'o-2--an1~ ocid (4 pounds acid oq,utvalootpol' glllon o, ◄80 graMO p«" lltcr). 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
CAUTION/PRECAUCION 

SI u&ted nc, entlenda la ctiquo1a, busqut1 a algu100 para qu.a so la c,xpUquo D ustcd ~n dctalle. 
(lf you do not undorstand the labol, find someono ta exp-ta.in it to you in dotmil.) 

Precautionary Statements 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

CAUTION 
Causes moderate oya lrntalion. Harmr111 If swallowed or absorbed through skin. Avoid contact 
with si<l1! ovos C( dothlna 

FIRST AID 
lf1'wallowod 
• Call a poison conlrol center or <loctor immediately for treatment advlco 
• Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. 
• DO NOT lnd\Jca vomiting unless lold to do so by a poison control center or doctor. 
• DO NOT give anytt,lng to an unconscious person. 
If on skin or cloth Ing 
• Take 011 conlamlnated dothlng. 
• Rinse skin immodiately with plenty of water for 15 M 20 minutes. 
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice, 
lfln oycs 
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gentiy with waler for 15 • 20 mlnules. 
• Remove contact tenses, If present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. 
• Call a poison control cenler or dtJCtor ror treatmenl advice. 
HOT LINE NUMBER 
Have tho product oonlalner or label with you wllen calling a poison control-conter or doctor or 
~oing for treatment 
For omorgency mcnUcal treatment mlorm•~OQ, cn!l 1-87744-745.2, . 

SEE BOOKLET FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS, COMLETE 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE AND CONDITIONS OF SA'-E AND WARRANTY. 

EPA Rog. Number: 7969-137-1381 

Winfield SOiutions, LLC 
P.O. Box 64589 
St. Paul, MN 55164-0589 

WINFIELD. 

EPA Esl Number: 68323-TX-001 
Net contents: 2.5 Gallons (9 46 Liters) 

1/0826/5 
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Pcn,onal Prolectlvo Equlpmant (PPE;) 
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to lhis product are nilrilc rubber and butyl rubber If 
you want more options, follow tho instructions for Category C on an EPA chemical-resistance 
category selection chart. 

Alt mlxcrs, loador.s, and appUC<11tors and othor handlcr3 mu:Jt waar: 
• Long-sleeved sWt and long pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves (except for pilots) 
• Shoes plus socks 

Sao Englnoorfng Controls Statement for .additional requirements. Follow the manufacturer's 
instructions for deaning and maintaining PPE If no such instructions for waS-haDles exist. use 
detergent and hot water. Koop and wash PPE separately from other laundry. 

Englnecring Controls Statomorrt 
\Nhf!n handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft in a manner that meets the 
requirements listed in the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) ror agncultural pesticides 
[40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-9)], the handler PPE requirements may be reduced or modified as 
specified in the WPS. 

PIiots must use cockpits in a manner lhal maets the requirements Usted in the Worl<ar Protection 
Standard (WPS) for agr1cultural posticides (40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-9). 

Usor Safoty Rc,commOn<!Dtions 
User., should: 
• Wash Mnoo before eating, drinKing, chewing gum, using tobacco. or using the toile~ 
• Remove clothlng/PPE immedialely if pesticido gets inside. Then wash thoroug~ly and put on 
claan clothing. 
• Remove PPE immediately aflor handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before 
rcmo~. As .soon impossible, wash thomUohly Df\d chango in.lo de-an ::lott11ng. 

Envlronmerrtal Hazards 
00 NOT apply directly to water, or to aroas Where surface water is presont or to Intertidal araas 
below the mean ~igH water mark. 00 NOT contaminate water wt>on disposing of equipment 
wastiwaler., or rinsate. Apply this product only as dirocted ori tho label. 

Tt11s chemical JS known to leach through soil into ground water under certaln conditions as a 
result of agricultural use Use Of this chemical in areas whore soils are pormeabte, particularly 
where the water table is Shallow, may result in ground water contamination. 

Ground and Surface Watct, Protection 
Polrrt source ec,ntamlnatlon: To pravent point sourco contaminaijon, 00 NOT mix, load this 
?C)$1le•do proouct with'n 50 feet ot Wt!l)S (ln<;;ud;ng no:u,dom:<t wons""" drainage wo,ts), sink 
l>oles. f>Orennlal or <11tnrn1l1t<!nlsucamsand rivors. and nallJT'al c,lmpoundcd !.lkcs and 
resacvo,--s. 00 NOT apply pestlcldo prodll<:I.within5010111 ofwo~ Tt.l!i &Otbllek ciaos not apply to 
properly capped or plugged abandoned we!ls and does not apply to impervious pad or properly 
diked m lngllc;,c(<ng .aroas as described bolow, 
Mhclng, loading, rinsing, o, w3!111ing operations parformocl wuhln 50 !cot cf 0 woll 0ro allOwed only 
wnon oonduet«l on on ,mpoMoos pad const.rtJctod to withstsn<I lho we!gh: of u-.., hllllviO>l load 
Ir.al may bo on or move acro,is tho pad, Tno pad must bO solf-<:enla<n<>-d 10 provonl surn,co w.11or 
flew over or from tho pad. Tho pad capacity must be maintained at 1100.4 111at or tile largest 
f>O:;l'.Ode c=malnor or appµc;,!ian oqu!p,,,Mt sad on tho p:id and t,avo sutflcionl capaoty 10 
contain all pnxfucl spills, equ!pmont er container leaks, C<luipmont wash waters. aJ>d r.,',!lwalcr 
tr.al may fo!l on Ille p;rd Tho contain on: c=paclt\l doi,s r~t apply lo vohic!<>S clollvoring ~ Jddo 
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shipmonts ta mo muang~Oild1ng site. Slates may have in effect additional r111:1uirements regarding 
we!lleod setbad<s and opcr.i!lonal contelnmont. 

Cere mUS\ be talion When using this ptQdua :o Jm>VO~t • l bac:1<,slphoning into wells, b) spills or 
c) Improper dlspo$111 of excess~ 'dao, spray mixruros or nnse\os. Check valves or 
antisiphoning devices must be used on all mixing equipment 

Movamont by •urface runoff or through soil: DO NOT apply under conditions which favor 
,unoN, DO NOT apply to lmpeM<>us suhstratos such as P""od or hlgnty c:ornpodod surfae<Js in 
a....as wllh high potnnUlll tor ground w:>10r corn:urdnauon. Ground watcrCCl\truninatio.'l may occur 
,n areas wrioro soils r,n, permoa010 or ooar$0 ona gn,und water is near lho surface. 00 NOT 
apply 10 "°'"' dossifiod o s snnd wM> iess 1/\an 3% o,sonlc man&r ano wnoro grnuiia wator ooplh 
Is sheJlcW. Tom imlre tho po ... it,tlity D19rour,d "''il!Ct o:,nwnlnation, carcruµy follow application 
rol<I racomrn,,ndllllOns as al!oll?O:l by soil typo ,n lhO gcnoral information sedio<1 of this lab<?I. 

Movomant by water aroslon oftrnlod soil: DO NOT apply or lnc.crpo,alO this product through 
ar,y typo of 1rrlgntlon eqU1prnen! nor by flaad or furrow lrrigalion. Ensute treated areas have 
roa:lvod at loast one-tialf inch rainfall (or Irrigation) before using tailwaterfor subsoquont 
imgoUon of olhar fields. 

Endangered Spedos Conctirns. 
Tho uso of any posllddc in a manner lhal rnay kitt or olhOrwise harm an endangereo species or 
actvn,soly moolfy tholr habitat is a "1ololloo or federal Lo.w 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
11 is o viotaben 01 foooral 111w to uso 1111.s pn,dUC! In a m;,nnc; fr.CC<".sisleot "'11h its llll:lchng. cio 
NOT apply lllis pn,duct In o way ttw1 wti conlnd workors or 01nor p0rsans, ell/lo: <f:recily or 
through drifl Only protected handlers may be in lho oroo cunng appficoucn. For any roqulre• 
111onts spccliic to your .,.,,,o or tribe, o:,n$1Jh lho Bgoney roSQOnsib!e for po5Uctl0 regulatl0n. 
Un[oss oU,erw,so dlrocs.od rn supptomonl<II labol/ng, ail appbcab:o dira-:tloris, rcstrjctions, 
prceautlol'IS.111C Concflllons of S.10 ond Warranty are 10 CIC rollawod. Tr,,s '®ollog must bo In 
Iha u8<!r's PDSSCSS:Oll clurlng ~pplicalio!l 

Agricultural u..., Roqulrom<nla 
uoo l)1!s p<oduc: only In oeciordoncc with !ls lal)alln; "'"' wllll the Worxr:r Protoc'Jon S!anoaro, ~O 
CFR part \ 7C. rr,;, Standard eont111ns rociulromonls for tile pro:cc:.'<ln or a!,f1Cultutlll wor!<ars en 
latms, !cm.ts. nursenos and g,eerwx,.-cs, and hnn<lta"' or agocu ural posnci<!os It co,-.a,ns 
10q romo,,ts for ttainlng. dc,ccntDmll\iltJon, notlfK:l!tlon, ano omorgcr,cy as,s,Sla(lee. II also 
con"1lns spocllle inslrucicns a,,d eJ<copl,Ons ponwnin9 to 01o s1oloments"on \llls label ahcul 
Pominol Ptcieclrvo Equlpmom (PPE), and rosltjdcd -c:1try ,niorvals. Tho fe<iulm,nor,ts in lllis oOJ< 
O<IIY oppty to lr.lOS of tnls prod~d l~llt 0:0 cave,t,d l>y \he WPS. 
00 NOT c.,ior or anow wor1<or entry 1nlo iroatod llrODS du~"ll lho rcsl!i@d-ot>try lntervlli {REI) DI 
24 hours. 
PPE mqt,!r8d for early entry lo treated aroas that is permitted under lhe Worker Pro:ectlon 
SIOn<ll!td and ttiat lnvorvc.s contoct with anyll!fng that has boon tronlod, suen as, p1a,11s, soir, or .... '31., 1$'. 

• Covom!IS worn ovar st.o~-sloeved Slllrt and short pants 
• cnemrca1-resistant footwear pillS SOCk5 
• ciion,lcal-re=m glovcs made of any wa:01p,oo! materfal 
• Crnimlcak C$1Sl8fll hoodgear for overt,nad exposure 
• Pro10c'Jvo ovewoar 

Non..igrlcuttural Use R.equl~mon~ 
Toe requirements in !he b<>~ apply 10 u:ses of tlris piocua th3\ are NOT vnthin 1118 5COpo <>! lhe 
Wor1<or Protection SlllrldDtti forogru:u1tum1 pe!O'Jerdcs (~O €FR Pali 170). ThO WPS appilos 
when th is product is usoa to pro<luco .1grfcultural plants on farms. fornslS. nursonos. or 
groonhouses, 

DO NOT enter or allow or allow paoplc (or pots) to enter tho ucated oroa UJllil sprays have dried. 
DO l,IOT apply this product in a wny :hat will contact workof$ er othar porscns, either directly 0( 

lh<ou h dnfl Onl iecu,~ handlors mo 00 In lh!t :lfoa durl a icaUon. 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
00 NOT ccntamir.atc w.ter, food, or fMd by S'.orago o, drSIX)sal. Open dumping Is ptOl:l:bited 
This produc: may not be ml~od, lcace<I, or usod wit/Un 50 teal or all wells including abandenad 
wells, di'lltnago wells, and stnkholas. 

Pesticide Stor•go: Groundwater o:,mamlnouon may bo reducod by dJ<lng and fioonng ol 
pormanon1 ffquld bull\ st~go s,tos with an lmpermoablo mater.al. Slcre In or111loul container 1n a 
wcU-vanliJaled ~an saparalel)' 1rom tert,li:zor, rood, alld fcioasluU~ A o cross-contami<>allon 
with other pesticides 

Poatlcldc Disposal: W.istcs resulUng from this product may be disposed of en site or at an 
approved waslo dioposol !aollity. 
Posaciao, spray m,xturo, o, nnslllo thal camot bo used occord'ing t<> labol lr>S1Nelicns rnust be 
dlspl,ooo ol aca:rding to rrocr.iJ, slate er local procoouros undor SubtltJo c of tno Resource 
Conscr,oUon ond Rocovory Act, lmp:opard,,pasal 010,ce,s paslleido, spray mor, or rinsate Is 
8 ololauon of fOderaJ law. 

Container Dlspo:ul: 
NonrcO!l•bla Contatner, DO NOT rouse or roffll lhls container. Triple rinse or P<QSsuro rl/lSo 
container (or oqul11aJcnt) pn,mpUy afiar ompty,ng: thon cllcr for mcycl,r,g, ~ avallablo, or 
rotoncf,tJonlng, If app,opMtO, or puncture""" dispose or 1n a sanitary lanoflll. or by lnclneratlon, 
or by o or p,oa,aurcs approved Dy stato aricr locat atJ1t.:>.0Ucs_ 

Trtplo rinse containers smoJI anough to 5llako (capacity:;_ 5 gallons] as follows: Empty 
tho 10111atrung comcms Jn:o •P!'&calion c~u,pmonl or a mix tan~ at\d drain ror 10 seconds after 
lllO Dow begins to drip Fill u,o conlillnor Y.1u11 wltn w:i.ierand w-..ap. Sr)a~e for 10 socc:,ds, 
Pour Mrtsatc lnto nppficatlon oqulpmcrn or ii mix lot'k, or store rinsata for1ntor u.so or Cisposa1. 
Drain 10( 10 seconds '11:cr 1110 flow beg,,,. io dnp. Repi>ol 1111s pioccduto two m= timt>s. 

Trfplo rtnso contulnors too largo to •hako (c•paclty > 5 goltons) as ro11owa: Empty the 
remaining COl)IDJIIS into apl)fiea cm o(!Ulpmont or o mix tank. f1] tho container¼ Full with waler. 
Roplace ano ;!llJton closun>s, Tip a:malnor on !IS sido a11<1 ro\1 It l>:lck o.-,c1 ronh, onsu~og at 
least o:,c co plete revotu1icn. for 30 sooon45. Stand 1r,c container on Its ond 81l<l Up i: l:aci< 
21\11 fcr\h sovor.,I ~mos. Empty lho nnS!lto in:,, oopllcallon oqu,pmont era mile ta.'\l<, or s1ora 
nnsate for later use or disposal Repeat this procedure two mere limos . 

Pressuro rlnsc u foUow.s.: Empty the rerr.a101119 COC"ltenls ,nto application oqul?mant or m1:t 
tank. Hold container upside down OV<lf appllcat,on oqu1;><1lonl or mil< tank, or collect nnsato for 
lator use or dlsposal lnsert pros.sure nnsing nm.zfe In U10 ..s.Jdo ol the container and nr,se at about 
40 PSi for ot loos: 30 seconds. Crain ro: 10 soconds :mer Ille flow """ins 1e ddo.. 

.-.. 



STORAGE AND DISPOSAL (CONT'D) 
ReflHablu Cont■tner. Refill this c:ontalnorwrth pesticide only~ DO NOT r'ouse thi~ containErrfor 
any other purpose. Triple Mn sing lt,e conu,iner ba/orc, fin11I disposal is the ro&pC(ISlbili!y ol tho 
porsor. disposing or the contalno • Cleaning beforo remllrlg IS ll)C responslbll,ty o! tile ref!Por. 

Trlple rinse as fo llow:,: To CfOM ino con1,,;ner borore final disposal, empty tllo roma ning 
contenlS from this cootalner \nlO apprlcalfon oqulpment or mix 18ni\. Fill the c·onlalr.ar aOCMJt 10% 
full with water, Agitate vigorously or racirculat~ water with the pump for 2 minutes. Pour or pump 
rinsate into application equipment or rtnsato collocilon system. Repeat this nnsing procedure two 
moret.mas, 

When this container Is empty, feplace tt,e cap and seal all openings that heve been opened 
di.Iring use; retum ttie container to tne point of purehaso or to a e1&stgnated location. This 
container must only be ren!led wi1h a pesticide J)foduct co NOT rouso the containor for any 
other purpose. Prior to refilling, inspect carefully for damage such as cracks. punctures, 
abrasions, worn-out threads anti closure devices. Check ror leaks attor ronlling and before 
transport DO NOT transport~ this container Is damaged or lesi<ing. If the conta iner is damaged, 
or leaking, or obsolete and not returned to the point of purchase or to a designated locabon, triple 
rinse emptied container ano o!fer for rec:ycllng, If available. or dispose of container In compliance 
with state and local reculallons. 

In Case of Spill 
In case or large-scalo spillage rogatding this product, ca:(; CHE1v1TREC 1--800-424-9300 

Steps to bo taken In asc matnr1al Is releasad or splllod: 
Dike and contain the spill wi1ll inert matenal {sand. earth, etc.) and transfer liquid and solid diking 
material to soparate containers fer disposal. Remove contaminated clothing, and wash affected 
s~ln areas with soap and water Wash clothing before reuse. Keep the spill out of all sewers and 
open bodies of water. 

I.~ PRODUCT INFORMATION 
STERLING IILUE e herbicide is a water-soluble fom,ulation Intended for control and 
suppression of many annual, biennial, and perennial broadleaf weeds, as~~ as woody crush 
and vines listed in Table ,. General Weed Ust, Including ALS- and Trtazlno-Rualstant 
Blotypos STERLING BL.UE~ may be used /or control or these weeds in asparagus. com. cotton, 
conservation resel'Ve programs, fallow o-cpland, gra:ss grnwn for seed

1 
hay. proso millet, pasture, 

rangeland, general farmstead (noncropland), small grains, sod farms and farmstead turf, 
sorghum, soybean, and sugarcane 

Mode of Action 
STERLING BLUE" Is raadily absorbed by plants throug shoot and rcot up!al<c, lransloc:atcs 
throughout the plant's system. and accumulates in Dfl?33 or a::11ve gr0W1h. STERUNG BLUE" 
interferes with the plant's growtti hormones (auxins) resulting in doalh or many broadleaf woods. 
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Table 1. General Weed List, Including ALS· and TriazJne~eststant Blotypca 

ANNUALS tolighlShado, Blac!<, Culloof, BIENNIALS 
AlkDnet Ponn~,s, Field (F.anwti~d, Burdock. Common 
Am4:raritti, Palmor, Powoll, Spiny Fronchweod, Stlnl<wcod) ca= Wild (Quooo Ar.nc's l..occJ 
Astor, Slondflr Pappar-o.w:od, Virgtrua Codde. 1MHlo 
8od:.trnw. C;,tcii'M>ed' (Peppe-l"j;rnSS) Eventngpnmrtise, Col11'TIOn 
BeggarM:od, Florida P1gwo-od, Prostnitc, Rodrcct Coran1um, CarQliria 
8rnomweed, common (C.m,lc......,od). Rough, Gromwall 
8ucl<,whca.L, Tartary, Wild Smcoth, TlJmblo Kn.apwood, Olffusci, Spotlod 
Buf1alobur Pine.ipplt:r,WQd M•llow, Dwarf 
Burclovcr, Co~fomia Poorjoc Piantnin, Brac:tod 
Burcui:umbcr Poppy, Ro<S-homad R1:1gwort, Tar,sy 
Butte1oreup, Com, Cfeop!ng, PUOC.Wr'Ovin.o Starthis1lo, Yellow 

Roogh:secd, Wo:stcm Fiold Purtlal'l&, Common Swootdowr 
~rpetwocd P~loy, Aorida Toasol 
Ct1.lchf1y, Nighlflowcring Radish, Wtki ThJ:ttlc, Bull, Milk, Musk, 
Ctuamom\lci, c~m Ragweed, Common, G!anl Plumoloss 
Charvll,BJJr tBuffD.loweed), lance-Loar 
Cht~wecd. Comn,on Rocket, London. YclJow 
Clove.rs Rubbc.rwccd, Bitler (9lttorwccd) 
Coeklo, Com. Ccw, Whl!o Salsify 
Coc.klt,bur, Common Senna, CQffoo, 
CcJ)';)Ortcof, Hophomboarn SOsbania 1 Hemp 
Comtlowor (Bach@lor8utt.gn) Shopherdspursc 
Croton, Tropic, Woolly Sicidopod 
Daisy, Eng~sh Si<!u, Prickly (Tonwoo<!) 
Dntgonhoad, Arnericon Sm.u.l'l'IW@d, GtCOfl, 
EVQnil"l9primros0, Cutloof PennsylvDnia 
Fatso11ax. Smaltstiod Sn1;e.:o'IIYCled, Bittor 
F1a.111bano, Ann1>al SOW1histle, Anmial, SpitJy 
flixweed Spanish Needles 
Fumltory Spikowood, Common 
Goo.seroot. Net~c,;loaf Spurgg, ?rastrate, leafy 
HompncUle SpUflY, Com 
Hot1bit Stort,ur, Bnstly 
Jacabs-Loddor S\arv.<>rt, Little 
Jimsonweed Sumpweeid. Rough 
Kna'W'OI (Gcm,an Moss) Sunflowor, Common (Wild). 
Kttot\wod, Prostrate Voluntocr 
Kochio Thi::sUc, Russian 
L.adysthumb VatvotJea1 
U.mb.s.quarters, Common WB1orhomp 
Lottucc. MlntJrs., Priddy Watorprimrose, WJnged 
M111\ow, Common, Voniai Wormv.ood 
Maros1an (Hor>....,od) 
Mayv,wd 
Mominggtory, lvylear, Tall 
Mus!ard, Blac:k, Blue, Tar,sy. 

Traacil?, Tumblo, Wild, 
Vo!IOw\OIJll 



woooY SPEctgs
Alde.
Ash
Arpon
Sasswod
Eooch
8irch
Biackbnrryr
Bl.chgum?
csd!F
c;}lerry
Chinqurpin
Cotton@ad
Crosotoburht
C!cumb6dra6
DMernf
Dogwod
g1m

Grupc
Harthom Ghqmrpplc),
H6mloc*
Hic*ory
Honeylocurt
Honqysuckle
Hombeam
Hsckloborry
Hui66chr
lry. Poison
Kuda
Locwt. Block
MnPlo
MoEgvits
Osk
Oak, Poiaon
Oliw, Rlr3ian
PaBimmor. E$lom
Pin?
Ptum. Ssnd (Wld Plum)2
Popler
RsbbilbBsh
Rcd6dsr. E$!Bm?
RGC, Mco{df, oy, Mullifi ort
Salobrush, Fringod2
SEsa{ras
Sfricobqny
SPcab!rh
Spqo
Sunrr

Wilchhaml
Youpoo:
luca2

Swcttum2
Syqmoro
Tdft03h
Willow

PERENNIALS
Alf!lfsl
Adchoke, Joru3alom
Ailor. Spfi y, Yvhitohoslh
SodrlBw, Smooth
Biddwed. F0ld, Hqdge
SluMod, Torls
Bu6.!!, w@llyloef (Bur

Rrgwed. Pqwnywod)
Bu(t@up. T.ll
Cdmpion. Blddo.
Chickwod, Frold, l$ous€oar
Chicoryr
Ooyo.1, Hop
Drodolionr,
Dod(1, Bsadlo&f (Bittordock).

Curly
Dogbtrno, Homp
Dogfeonqrr (Cyprosruqd)
Fon, B@kon
Gsdic,wld
Goldd@d, CsnEd.. Mi$ouri
Goldonwcd, Comon
l.t[$Awsd
llonbE[o. glackt
HoF.nattlc, Carolina
lroMod
Kn{pwgd, Black. Oiffuic,

R!$ianl, Spoflrd
Milkwod, Com@n,

Hoocyvlno, Wo3lsm Whodrd
Ncil6, Stlngins
Nightrh{dc, SilErtsat (Whito

ttoNdattlo)
Onion, Wld

Pokffiod
R8omod, Wouiem
Rodvi6
Soriea Lorpodoa
Smadwod, Swlnp
gneklsod, Broom
Sorclr, Rod (Shssp Somt)
Sontristlol, potEqnial
Spurgs, Lsst
Surdop.
Thjsuc, C{nsdq, S@ldl
Toadior\ Odmillsn
T6pisl Sqda Appl!
Tdfi po!@opor (Buckvihq)
Vctch
w€lofiohlock, Spottod
Wslorprime, CErping
WoodBorsl,, CEoping, Yollow
Wol1reod, Louisidns
Yankoorcod
Yarcw, Commnj
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ro@nfr oodod for olher liglod ocrenniallGrcsh wpFrs5lon only.

ReslrtanCo Mutgsment
STERUNG ALUE$ has a tow probability of so,ocdlng for rcsistant wo€d biotypes-

Clo!61fio Spny Equlpmont
Cloan appli€tion squipmont thoroughly by 6ing a slrong dolorgsnt or @mm€eal sphysr
rlqnar, acmrding to the manulacturors dircc{of,s. and tnen t, tio rinsing rhe oquipmsni tsfors
and aftor applFng lhis prcducl

II, APPLICATION INSTRUCNON S
STERLING 8LUE4 hsrbicido can be apptlod to acilvoty growing w€sds as aoriat, broadca$,

T:da:::tol_.lgl appliEtrcns using waler or sprayabio tertiliz€r as a caftior. Forgsnoral
STERLING BLUEE application BrBs for-@ntrot or suppldssion by weod typc and gioMh strage
saa tablo 2. eotr€l-STERLING BLUgs Applldtion Ratca tor Contrut tr Supprosclon by
Weod Typc and caowth St.ge_ For crop-spscific appli€tioB timing ond othor doraiis. €ier to
3oction Vl. Crcp-Sp€cric lntomtilon_

To avoid unil6 spray covorage, STFRLING SLUE$shwld not be qppliod during periods of
gusty wisd or sfisn wlnd is in qcess of 15 mph.

Avoid otl-larget movement. Use extEme caro whoo applying STERLING BLUE& to provent injury
to d€irable plants and shrubs.

C!ltlv.tion
DO NOT rultivate wthin 7 days attor applying STERLING BLUEe.

Smltlvc Crop Pfrctrutisna
STERLING gLUEs may euse inlury io dssiBbla tr€es and ptanls, padi@tady boans. cotton,
fiowe$, fruit tE*. grEpes, omamsfltals, poas. polatoos, goyb€affi, sunnNgrs, lobaffi,
tomatoes, and olher broadleaf ptanls vfier conhding th€ir ioots, stoms. or loliag€. Thsse plants
aro most sonsitive to STERLTNG BLUE$ during their dsvotopment or grwtng stag6.

PrccEutlonr to &vold horblclde drln
. 

. 
Uss coarso, spfays (votume frgdian diametBr of 400 microns or rnore) io avold potonijol

holbicida drift. Seloct nozzgs that arg doslgnod io prodw mlnimsl smo;nB of fin; spray
pa.'ticlss (lesJ tian 200 microns). Examplea ol nozlds dssignsd t6 produce coa.se sprays via
ground appll€tlons are DarsnneRalndrcpi, Spraytng Sy3toms XR (oxcluding 1tti. tifoy ttat
1ans, Turbg Tcojstso, Turbo Roodjstso, or iarge epaity nood nozzles such aj Oro, iKi0, or
greElorcspacity ti9s.
. Keep tho spmy prdssuro al or below ZO psi and tho spEy volume at or abovo 20 galtons p€r
as€ (for grcund bfoadcast appti€tions). untoss olhomlso requirEd by lh€ rnaf,(tactuis otdr]ft_
rsducing f,ozzles. Consutt your spray nozle supplisr @ncorning the'chotcs of dfl{t-redschg
nozl€s.
. Agticultwally approved dfift-foducing additives may be used.

A.ori8l Appllcltlon Ltqthods aild €quipmont
Wator Votufio; Uso 1 - 10 gsllof,s ol watgt eot ailo (2 -2e gallons ol djtulod spEy per iEated
acre for preharvest uses). Uso the highar spray volumo when feating denso or laliyegotat,oa.

Applhrtion Equlpfien* Selecl noz:los dsignsd to produ@ minimal amounts of flns spray
particlas. Make a€da! appli€tions at thg iowost safs hoight to reduc€ expogng tho spEy 10
evaporation and wind.
Tho appli€tor musttollow tho nost restictiv€ ss6 cautjons to 4wid d.ift herds, including thoss
lound rn thls iaboling, as watl 6s $tal€ and lo€l regulalions and ofdingn@s.

oqo
N)
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DO t{OT use aarial equrpBffit if Spray Psrticlos €n be Garriod by tho wind lnto areas where

snsitivo clops or plants aro growing ol e/hon tompsEturs inv€lsigns sxlst

Gmund Appllqtion (Blndlngl
Whtr applying STERLING 8LU* by bandiflg, dotormino ttE mount qf hcrbicido and water

volumo n€odod using lhe following fomula:

Gtound Appliutlon tBrEsdcrltl
Wate. Volldo: Us€ g - 50 gallons of sprsy solution pol broadest aco tor oplimal podotman@

use lhe highBr sPmy l&lums when lreating dmso ortall veg€t:ltion.

Appllcatlon Eqrlpment: Selscl nozlos dEignod to prodoc'o minimal amounts of {if,e spray
pBrticlos. Spmy witr nozles a5 dose to the $,9ads as is pBdacal for good waed @veEg€

Grounal Ap'pllcatlon (I4llpoE)
STERUNG BLUd' horbiclde ray be appljod thrcugh wiperapplielion oquipment b @ntrol qr

nppress adlvaly growing brcadlsaf wo€ds, brvsh, and vices. Use a Soldiof, conteining 1 part

ST€RLlttG BLU€il to 1 part ffiter- DO Lol apply gr€al€r than 1 lb dicamba acid equivalent (1

quad SIERLING BLUF) por acm t€r applicaloL OO NOT contacl dosirabl€ vagetation wlth
iiorbicide sotution- Wiper spplication may bo mad€ to sops (lnduding pastlres) and aon-
sopland areas desqibed in this labol vith the qcaplion of co$on, sorghum, and soyboan.

Tabh 2. STERLING BluEsAppllcatlon Rrt6s tor Control or Suppto$lon by Wood Typ6
and Giowth Stlgo
Us l8B lirnilrtionr aF given in socions v- ftd Vt, CroPsPocfi! lnfotnltim

ilt. AoDlTlv€s
To idrprove postemsrgene waod control, agncultufally aFprov€d sutfactants, splat€blg tertlllz€rs

{uroa emmonium nltrats, or ammonim erlale), orctop oil @ncdntrato lnay ba added.
panicularly id dry growlng conditions. (Rsier to Trbto 3. Addltlve Ratc Psr Acrc.)

Nittogen Sourcc
. Urga smmslur nltEts (UANI; Uso Z - 4 quaris of IJAN (@rnmonly rolsrrsd to as 2g%,

30t6, or 3?% nitrogen solutiat) gor acro- 0O NOT !s brass ot altrniilum nczztes when sprayifig

UAN,
. Ammonlum sufrls (AMSli AMS at 2"5 pounds P€racrs may be substitutsd for uAN. Uss

high-quality AMS (spray grsde) to avoid Plugqing of nozjs. Other sour*s of nilrogon arc not as
ettecti* ai hore'nieniq;ed. winfield Solutions doos not rwmfioftd applying AMS' if applied
in less thsn 10 gallons por ac{o b€caus€ of pot€ntial probloms with p.gcipitation in rsduc@d

volumos- Use AMS only jf it has besn domonstal€d to be sffiful in local oxperi€n€

Nonlonlc Surfactarrt
The strandard label re@fiftondstion is 1 Pint of af, 800/6 active nonionic sptay surfactmt per 100

galbns of watsr. For conain wseds, a higher spray surfadant lalo is re@mmendsd.

Oll Concontratc
A crop oil @ncantrate must rcntain eith€t a pelrslaum or vogelable ojl base and mst meel all ol
tho tollosing sittria:

. be nonphytotoxic,

. @nta n oflly EPA-oxgmpt ingEdisnts,

' proyide good mxing guality in the iiltesl* and
. bo slffisslul in locgl experiencc.

Tho sx9c1 mmpodtlon of suihblo producls wjll vary: howevor, vegdable and pqtroleum oil

con€ntrates should @ntain omulsitis.s to provids good mixing quality. Highly rBfirud vegotablo

oils havB proven mofo sausfaclory than unrefined ve966ble olls. For€dditlof,al iflformalion, se€

Cofi pigbltity Tcst for !rlx Componqntt.

Adjuvants @nlaining cmp oil concsntratos may be usod in proplant, prs6m0rgence, aod
prdharvosi apptietioo, as wll as in paslures and nonsopland. DO NOT uss cmP oil @ncef,tGte

iol postomoqence ln{roP applicatDns unless speciislly allowod in s€c'tion vl. CDp-sp$ltit
titomatlon ot this label.

nrb PdrAcd

2.5 pound5
2 - 4 qlads
1 uuan'

Addili€
Nonionrc Sudacltnl
AMS
UAN Sotulion
cbo Oll Corcsffito

COMPATIBTLITY TEST FOR MIX COMPONENTS
Boforo mrxing comPonents, always p€tfom a @mpatbility iarlost

For20 galloos peracte spray volumo, se 3.3 Gups {600 ml) of watsr. For othor Spfay voium€s,

adjust a-6ordinSly, Only lss waterfrom tho int€nded sour@ at the sour€ ternpofalure.

Add compoftents in S'ro sequenco indi€ted in lhe Mixlng Ordet using 2 loaspoons {or each
pound or 1 toaspoon lof osch pint of r€@mmstrdod lab€l mla per ase

Always cap tho.jar and inven 10 cycls between @mpononl addillons
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tub Pcracm lll ozl

E-1S
16-32

16
32
32

-32

-,nro 
Uotow g nura oun4n P.r acrc mEy pEvldc controt oa spP6gsim bul should typkaly bq .ppliod sh

othol hffbicidoc lhrt sc olfqdive on lhq s.fre spocias aftd biotype.
?S!ocio! nolgd in T!bl* 2 nill raquib tunk miios for adoqlate @nlbl'
:Db NoT brcsd@il apply moF than 32 lluid oun@s porscF lorlinglo dpp$€lion' uto th. hightrlovol or
listcd mtt nngor sion lrcalinq den6o wgotatw growth or poEnnialwds wilh well esbbla3hod rool
dm#h-'otho;ooBnniab'qrodofnqdasihoscliliodinTtbto't. GononltfrocdLlrt,itcludinFALs-tnd
irlerlm{*irrrnrBiorypoiwithoulf@tnolo'1. Thou$conolho.psEnnisFdndofiWoodySrulhand
vinc lloffi snd fortlad guppossion i5 nal Egiltcrod h Californie.
Rrto3 lrigher Uan 32 luid duncs3 p6r sfi€ rE tor spot tra8LToni only. OO NOT croqd 64 fluid ounses psr

Wdad Tso rnd SEm
Pcrcnni!I
Top gDwth sppossroi
Top lFslh sntDl and rcot
ilpprc$ion
No$d Pmf,nirls (lootnoto I
in T|blo tI
Othcr mrotnieb3

@gv-c!gs!.gJ!sr
Top gEwlh ropprsssioo
Top gosh contmtu
Sismracd ston
gqppmssipnl

E-16
16 -21

8. 15
r6 -32

32

Annu!l
strEll, acliwly grcqing
Eltsblislrod mod growlh

BlcnnIl
Rqsotlodianotsr1 -3"
Rorsttg dimFtor3" or
moE
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l/tf]sn fio compononts have all b6en addsd to thelar, lol the elution stand lor 15 mjnulos,
Evaluat€ thc stution for vnifomity and stebility. Ths spray solutton sherd not have froo oil on
lho surfqce, nor fin€ partides thsl precipttat€ to the boib;, nor thick {clabber€d) toxture. tf the
spray sotu$on i5 nor coItipsliblo, r@p€al ha cotrpatibilily lost wtth the addition ol a suitabre
compatibility ag6nt, lt rhs solution rsthen mmpatible, uso the mmpatibrrity agonl as dlrocred of,
ib labot- Ittne solution is slill incompalibte, DO NOy mix the ingredieots i; tllo $amo tank,

illxhg Ordor
llT*l: Bugli by agitatlng a thoroughty ctg6n sprayertank thm€_qusrteF tul of cjoan sator.
2) Agltrllon. [rai,rta:n constant agitatnn firougholt mixjng and applicarion-
3) lndqclon Itsn lnductor ls ugod, nn$ it thoroughly aner eaclt smponent hss been addad,
4) PioducE h PVA btgE plam any prsduct contained tn utor-solubte pVA baqs into the
mllng €nk. Wajt until all water-sotubte pvA bags hav€ {uly dissolvod and tho pr;dud is wenty
mi)€d in ths sprsy tank betre rcntinuing
q Wltcr-dl3FoEibta product! (dryflowabtos, wattabt€ powdo6, suspeffiton mrcenlra@s, ol,
susFsemulsloB).
5) mtcr-solublo trodccte, (scl ss STERLTNG 8LUE@)
7) .Emulrlflablo-concentrirto3 {sucfi as oil coflentrats ${leil appli€ble}.
8) htor-roluble 8ddltlvee (such as AMS or UAN wh6n apptlcsile).
9) itfitlnlng qu.ntlty otssten
Maintah mrotaf,t agiBtLon dunng app}cauon.

IV. TANK MIXII,'G INFORMATION
Tlnt ftrlx P.rtnsE Cofiponqnl'
TtE h.rbrdde pfoduds risted may be appred wlh STERLTNG BLuEshodrcrde a@rding ro tho
specific trnk mixing inslruchons ift this l6bal snd r€spoctivs product taDols.

Se sgction Vt, C.op.Spcctflc tf,torfirUon {ot nore datEils. R€d and folbw the appticabls
Floatrldlotrs lnd Umltifloro and Dtrscilons For Uro on all prcducts tNotyed in iank mixing.
fhe most Etridiy€ labeting applles to tEnk mlres.

STERuNG SLUE@may arso be used in tank mhtJroswith toilar appriod insscricides induding
synth€tic pyrglhruids Euch as Anbvsho, Asanao, poun@Dand wgnloroinsctjcjdos orwith thi
caruafiate insedicids Furadano. DO NOT appty STERUNG BLUe@in tank mixtures with
Lorsbancl6ecticids.

PhFi€l incompalibility, roduced w€€d control, or clop inlury may rculHrofi mixing STEtLIN6
gt-y#*q orlei ogsricjdes (funglcldes, horbicldG, lflsocticid$:or miticid€s). additiys, or
{ertilizors. wirfie{d solutaons doos not rocommend using tank rnixss othor than thos€ listod of,
wirfigld Solutiqns lsbellng. Losl agricutturai autiorltj€; may bo g w@ ot jnlorm€tion whon
using oihef U1an Wifrfiold golutjons reommonded tank mix;s.

. A€6nP{ni@svlfupn}

. Allf (mat$Jlfuron-mothyt)

. Aftbor@(lriaslturon)
a Asrloxo(asulam)
. AtEzine
. ADdom'tr (flufsna@t +

metribuzin)
. BanvoloscF (dl€mba)
. Basogran@(bonrazon)
. B@corp

(pdmisulfurcn.morhyl)
. Bcap l! Magnurn!!

(sfi otolachlor i atrsZno)
. Bladex3(cyen6zlne)
. Bronat€f,(bromoxynit + MCpA)
. BBnco@(slaciior +

glyphoste)
. Buckilo (bromoxyniD
. gullop{Elachtor + atrseine)

' Canvasp (ihif6nsulturon +
tibenwon + mslsulluron)

. capamP(pmmeryo)

. CrossboslD(2,4-D + trictopyr)

. CunalF(dqFymlid + 2,4-D)

. Cydoneo [paraquat]. Dakotao(fenoxaprcp i MCPA)

. oagrooil (a@tochlor)

. Dggroo Xlrail {acetochlo. +
atrazins)

. OoublsPlaf (acetwlior +

r Dual lllagnlnru (s-
m ot/clachlo i. Dual ll Magnuma(}
metolachlot + gtfazino)

. E€di€noP(EpTC)

. Eviko(amolryo)

. Exseds(primisulfumn+
pr6utfurgn)

. Exprasslo(thtfensulfuron +
tri benuron-meth yl)

. Extrazineolf (cyansano + atrazire)

. FallowMastefl (gtyphosato+
dicsmba)

' Field Mastern (emto(,llor +
atrazino + glyphosate)

. Finessoo(chls6ulfumn +
metsullumn-methyl)

. Fmrti€r4(dimotheilamid)

. FulTimet (aGtocilor + atrazing)

. Gaiono(triclopyr)

. GIss$(rfilorslfupn)
e Gramordfl eoExra (paraqust)
. Guardsmaao (dim€tmnamid +

dt@im)
. Har&oof Extra {thilen6ltlvmn +

lribenurormsllryl)
. Hamtrso(acsbchtor)

' H&moss@Xl.ra (acolochlor +
atrszino)

. l-lemot'8 (flumeEalam + clopyralid). Kam€,3 (diuron)

. Kerb6(pronaotds)
r krddoksSJ2 (bentazon +

arazlno)
. Lsndma$oPEw

{glyphosate + ?,4-D)
. LariaF(alsafilor +afazinB)

' La$oo(alacnlfr)
Loxffoh{rnetribuzin}
Libtdf (gMosinato)
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Li ghtning@(imaethapyr *
imazapy)
lvatksmans {dicamba +
atrazi4o)
MCPA
Oullook@{dim6thonamtd-p}
ParamounF(quinciorrc)
Pannere (ala$lor)
Peako (prosulturon )

PermiF(halosllfurun)
Prin€po{slmazjng)
Prcwls{pendimethaln)
Pythontu (llumolsdari)
Ramrodo(pro pa cfd or)
Rouftdup Ultra@
(glyphosato)
Roudup UftaoRT
(glyphgsats)
Son@rd(m€lribuzin)
Spititfl ipflmis!lfuron r
prosulfumn)
Sting€P(dopyrslid)
Surpass@ ( a€tochl or)
Sutan€+ (burylate]
Tillee (IsnoxapEpcrhyt +
MCPA + 2,4-D)
TopNolchil {ffitochhr)
Toldon622K (pidoram)
Touchdowno [su lf osato)
To.qhs (pyrid ate)

V. RESTRICTIONS AND UMTTATIONS
Mulmun rqaloul urc Bter R€feT to Tnble 4. cropsplclflc RoEtricilons rnd Llnrltation!
fo. @p-specilic malmum soasrytat usq ratos. DO NOT €x€od g4 tulat oqnqor of STERLING
ELUEFhorblcldc (2 pends add squlyatont) per acre, per ycar.

. Prehntuolt lr*eNll {PHl}l Rof€r 10 sgcrion VL Crcp-speclttc lnfomauon fo, p@haryest
inleryalt,

. *orlrlctad.Eotry lntwat (REl): 24 tDurg
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Crp Rotltbnal *,ostdctlon5:
Ths inlerEl b€hvwn spPlistion and phnting roialionalsop is giv6n bsiow Alwys excludo
countjng days*hei ths gruund is fmzsn. Plsnting al interuals l6ss than specitied balow may
rosult in cE9 iniury. Moisturo is 9s86ntial forlhs dsgradation ot this herbiclde n soil. if dry
weath€r preeails, s€ dltivation to allow hsrblcide conlact with moist soil.

Plrntlng/replantlng rcttrlctlons lbr STERLING BLUE@apPllc{tlont ot 24 fl uld ouncq6 por
aErc or los: No Krtational cropping r6iriclions apply at 120 dats or moro following application,
Additiofially, for EnnuEI c{op us€s in this labol lncluding corn, mtton, sor!hum, and soybcan,
{ollow tho prsp}ant u90 difocllons in sscilon Vl. Cpp.Spocmc lntonratlon. For barloy, oat.
wheat, and olhergr6s sEedings, the interual b€tws€n aPPli€tion and Planting is 15 days pel I
fluid ouncos pgf a*€ appliod east oflhe Mississlppi Rivor and ?2 days Por 

g tluid oun€s por

ecro was! ol lhe Mississippl Rlyor.

Planungrroplantlng mstrlctlotri fot spPllcttlooa ef dom than ?4lluid ouncos and up to E4

fl uld orncos of STERUNG BLUEdpcracrc: Com, sorghwn, cotton (osst of the Rocky

Mountains) and all othor c'ops grM in acas wiih 30'or tnero of annual tainfall r$ay b€ planted

120daysor&oroatferaPpll€bon.8?rley,oat,whoalsndothsrgrassseedings,mayboplsted
if the interval {rcm appljstlon to planting is 30 days Par l6lluid ouf,@s por affo osst ot lho
Mlsslssippi Rirerand 45 days pcr 1 6 fllid ounes per ase west ot ttE Missrssippl Rlvct. For all

othsr srops ln aroas with less than 30'' ot annual lilinfall, the iftorvsl botwasn applicaiion and
planting is 180 days or more.

Rttnfrst perlod: Rainlall of irYigafion occurrtng vithln 4 houB after poslemergBm appllGtiong

may roduce tho €ffoc0voness ol STERUNG SLU# .

. Skos!: DO NOT apply to crops undel stoss dL€ lo lact olmoistue, hail damage, tlooding,
horbicido inlury, mechtrist hjury, inseds, ol widely fluduating (empeEtures s ln,ury may
rosult.

. ooNoT
water sod

Ploc lf otS

apply lhrauth any t),ps of ln.lgrtlon oquipmenl DO ilOT fcat lnigation ditch€s or
lor crop irrigation or domostis puposes.

4,

Vt. CROP-SPECIRC Il'IFORMATION
ASPARAGUS

Apply Stsrllng Bluas hcrblcldo to omorgod and actilaly growing weeds in 40 - 60 gallom ot

dllrited spEy porl@atod acm immedialely sfter iltting ths fiold. but at least 24 hours befors tbe

nsxt etling. illuitipls applications may bo made ptr growing sea$n.
lf sprsy contact5 emerg€d spears. crooking (ntlstinE) of sorno spears may resull I such sooking
o€urs, diwrd affadod spoaG.
R.t!s; Apply I - 16 fluid ouncos ot St{ding Bluos ps acre to cottrol ilnuaL sdv4histle, blact
mustard, Canada an6 Russim thislls, and redroot pigwogd, {6r€lsssweod).
Appty 16 fluid ouncos of Slertlng BluDs psr aso to contml common chickweed, field bindwoed,

notlhlet gooseloot, and wild rsdish. Multiplo applications may be made per Itowing ssason OO

NOT exc@d a tohl of l6lluid oun€s of Stcrllng tllc't psr ttoalod afio. per cfop yoar.

DO NOT harvest Prlor to 24 hours aftorkoattnonl.

DO NOt us ln lhs CoachelLa Valloy of Calilorrris.
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ASPARAGUS TANK MIXES 
Apply 8 - 16 fluld ounces of Stoning Blue" horblclae per acre wllh glypMsate (Roundup. Ullta 
herbicide) or 2,4-0 lo Improve control of Canada tnlsllo and field bindweed 

SElWEEN CROP APPLICATIONS 
PREPLANT DIRECTIONS (POSTIIARVEST, FALLOW, CROP STUBBLE, SET-ASIDE) FOR 
BROAD LEAF WEED CONTROL: 
Sll!rllng Blue" can be applied eith.,- postharvest in the foll, spring, or summer during the fallow 
F")IIOO or 10 crop s1ubblcl,i:,-asfdo acres. Apply Slor11111J Btuo" 11S " b/Oa'lCast or spot troatmrot 
to emorged and ocll\loly growlnll weeds o tor aop haMSI (?o511>arvc.sl) and bofore a l<ill,ng f...sl 
or in the raUow croplor>d or ere? s111bb!e 1110 following !IKil\g or summer. 

See Crop-Rotatlonal Rostrletlons in section V. Gene..,! Restrictions and Limitation$ ror lho 
recommondad interval between application and planting to prevent crop injury. 

Ratos end Timings: 
Apply 4 - a2fluid ounces or sterling Biuo .. por aero. Refer lo Tablo, to determine use rates for 
spocr,c 1argot<><1 ,.,eO<l spccios. For boSI pctto/lTlonco. •PF.IY S1Drtlng Bluo" wtwn 1111ru;al woods 
arc loss lhan 6" tall . whon t>i<lnnial weeds a,e In Ille rQ$Olt<> $lage and 10 percnntol wuod regro\11111 
,,. 1010 summcr oi fall following o mOWii:g or Ulogo trealmonl ne mcsl effec!M> eonlrGI of tJprfght 
;,e,ennlal broadloar wooas s,,c1> as CarJ3!13 tntsu" ond orus.alom artichcl<o 0GCUl'S ,f Storting 
Bluo"ls app!l<><l when the maJ0111yel wvo~ hQvo a! least 4 - 6" of regrowth er rorwoodssucll as 
r.i,id bJodwood and lte<lgo bindweed !11a1 an, lri or t>Oyorn: Iha full bloc s1ago. 

Avoid dlSlu~ng ltC3lod ;iroas fol!owmg applIcu~on. Troalmc~c, may t101 toll weeds Ibnt <1ovolop 
ram seed or un<lBlgrouno plnnl pom sl>Ch os rhlwmes or b<:l'blots, al ter tho olfcdlve ponocl for 
Storllng Bluc".For soocll"'S control, A fOIIOW-UP program or olhor cull.Ur.II J)t01"li""5 COlild bo 
rnsUMod. For small grain ln-<:rop uses of Stcr11ng Slue", refer to the small grain se~on for 
dol3as. 

BElWEEN CROP TANK MIXES 
In lank ml~os with or,c, or moro of tho fo! owing horbicidos, apply 4 -16 fluid ounces of Starting 
Blue~ por aero for COl\troC of 8/lnual weods, or 16 - 32 fluid ounces or Sterling Bluo"' per aero for 
ainuvl or b"mnial und' poronnlllf woodS' 

• Ally® 
• Ambor® 
• Atrazino 
• Cortalr® 
• Cycl<m"® 
• Fallow Mas101® 
• Fino»e® 
• glyp/'losa1c 

(ROUlldUp Ullra) 

• Gramoxona® Extra 
Korb® 

• Landrnastof®BW 
• Pa.rornounl® 

Soncor® 
Ton:Jon®22K 

TO\IChdo-
2,4-P 

CORN (FIELD, POP, SEED, ANO SILAGE) 
Direc:t contact of Sterling Bluo"'wlth com seed must bo avold<>d, tr corn se<>d• are less than 1.5" 
below the soil surfaoo, delay application until com has emerged. 

AppUco~ons Cl StOl1Ing Bluo"' to com dU/if1ll periods of rapid growth m3y result Ir> !llmporary 
leanltig. Com w1il usually beeOme croct "'lhi" 3 - 7 o~ys. Culllvnlion should bo dol;)yed until after 
com is gn,wing oormolly to a-oic br~kage. 
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Corn m~y bo holveS!cd or gr.nod ro, !cad once lllO crap l'lilS rooc.'>ed tho cnsilogo (m,lk) stago or 
1or rn ll)Qlu<,ly, Up :o 2 appUcations or Slarllng Blue" may bO mada during • growing season. 

Soquenli<ll appl,catklns must bo soparutod by 2 weeks or mo,o 

00 NOT apply SterPng Blue" to soed com or popcorn without first verifying with your local seed 
corn company (suapll<lr) ttle sorc::uv y or Sterling 8luo"' on your inbrecl line or variety of 
popcorn. ThiS proc;Mlcn will r.e1p av010 pctentlal injury of sensitive v:lf!oties 

Avo!d sin9 C'OP oil com:ontrates artor cn,p emergence as crop in)wy may result Use crop oil 
conce.0Iralos only In dry con<1l11<>r.s wnon com is loss than s• llli l and wnen epplying Stoning 
SJuo«ia¼ono or tank macod wtt atralttlo. 

Uso o ~prayab!o nuld fo rullzer as the carrrer is not recommended for applic:atlons of Ster1Ing 
Blua"" macfo nftC?r mm em a,9ence. 

Sterting Bluooc. is not registered for use oo sweat com 

PREPLANT AND PREEMERGENCE APPLICATION IN NO TILLAGE CORN: 
Ratos: Apply 16 fiuid ounces or Stor1ing Bluo'" per acre on medium-or fine-textured soils 
containing 2.5% or groatar organic matter. Use 81luid ounces of Stot1lng Bluow per acre on 
coarsa soils (sand, loamy sand. and sandy loam) or modium-and fine-textured soils with loss than 
2.5% organic matter. 
Timing; storllng Bluofl(, can be appliod to emerged weeds before, during , or after planting a corn 
crop. Wnon pt:)nti:"!g into a loglJme sod (6.g. alfalfa or dover)1 appty Ster11ng Btuo,x, hcf'blcidc 
a/\Q( 4 - 6" of rog owih has occurred. 

PREEMERGENCE APPLICATION IN CONVENTIONAL OR REDUCED TILLAGE =RN: 
Rates: Apply 16 fluid ounces of Stct1ing Bluo.x

1 
per traated acre to medium· or fine-textured SOIis 

thal a,n\ll,n 2.5% org~n,c motler or mora. DO NOT apply 10 cc.lJSB-io)(IUfOd soils (sand. loamy 
snno, or •~ridy to.am) or-any sOtl w.111 loss than 2.5% orga!llc matter untll anor com emorgcnco 
(see Ear1y Pos.tcmorgonco uses be!Ow) 

timing: Star1iog Blua., may bo applied after planting and prior 10 com omergance 
Pl't)omergence application of Stertlng Blue(ll;.doo.s r.o: roqull'C mtr...hanical tneerpcrati.on to 
bocomo active. A shallow mechani<:al 1ncorpo.-ailon ls w.:ommondcd W Ilic appl<OBUon is r,ot 
followed by adr,qua:o rainfall or sp~ro:Jor ,mga~on. A-o!d 1Jl!119c cQU!prncnt (0.9. drugs, honcws) 
that concentrate troa1cd soil over seed furrow, as saed damaga could result 

Preeme19enco ccn1n>! of COCl<!cbur, jimsonweed, and volvottc.if may bo roducod if condlllons 
such as low mmperaiurn or lad< of soil moisture c:ause delayed or deep sormlMlion Of weeds. 

EARLY POSTEMERGENCS APPLICATION IN ALL TILLAGE SYSTEMS: 
Rates: Apply 16 nuld O<Jnces of storllng Bluo"' per treated acre. Reduce Iha rate to B fluid 
ounces of Sterling BILto:x- per treated acre for corn grown on coarse-textured soils (sand, loamy 
sand, and sandy loom). 

Tlmtng: Apply between com emergence and lhe &.l<Y<>f stage or 8" tall, whichever occurs first 
Ref or to La.to Postomcrgoncc Appli<:atlon if the sixth true leaf is emerging from whorl °' tho 
com is groaterthar 8" tall. 
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LATE POSTEMERGENCE APPUCATION: 
RRlc: Apply 8 nuid ounces or Storllng Blue"' per treated acre. 

Timing: Apply Stcrllng Bluc"·from 8 - 36" tall com or 15 days before tassel emergence, 
whichever comes first For best performance, apply whe!'l woodS are less man 3" tall. 

Apply directed spray when corn leaves prevent proper spray coverage, sensiUve crops are 
growing neart>y, or tank mixing with 2,4-D, DO NOT apply Sterling Blue" wl'ien soybeans are 
growing nearby if any of these conditions exist 
• com is mere than 24H tall 
• soyeean are more than 1011 tat, 
• soybean have begun to bloom 

CORN TANK MIXES OR SEQUENTIAL USES 
WMn using tank mix or soquenUal applications with Storllng Blua", always follow the 
companion product label to determine specific use rales by soil types, weed species, and weed or 
crop growth stage, In addition, follow precautions and restricUons induding state and local use 
restrictions that may apply to specific products 

Apply Starling Bluo®pMor to, in tank mtx with, or attar one or more of the following herbicides: 

• Accent®1 Dutd II Mognum® Lasso® • Stingei®1 

• Atrazino Eradic~mo® Liborty@' • Surpass® 
• Axiomr"" . Exccod®'1 . Ligh1r>i,g®' • Sutnr,®+2 

• Banvel®1 . Ex.1.ruan.e®ll Marksman®~ • TcpNoteh™ 
• Bea-con®1 Flald M~sti,r . Outlook.® • Touct,down® 
• Bicep® Frontier® - Pormit®1 • Tough® 

• Bla<!e,® FulTime® . Princep® • 2,4-D1 

• B"1Iel® GrnmcJ<ono~ Extra . Prt>wf® 
• Dlt,g~e'™ Guardsman® . Pythonv1111 

• 00:gme- Xlrs ™ Harness® . Roundup Ul1ra®4 
• OoubloPlay®2 . Hames::s® Xtra . Roundup Ut1re.®RT 
• CL1al Ma-gnumN Horr.int-t1111 Splnt1Al1 

Laddok®S-12 Stor1ing. Bluo:H.'o 

1S00 Tablo 5. Spacitii:; Guldll'lll'let. for Tank Ml~ orSoquon1l"'1 Usv Pf')gnam1. for addition.al Umlb:itioo-s. er roMrJ.cikln~ 
u,m: apply 1or tank mix Dr 11.aquenl:1111 use sir-ognuns. with that1<:1 productn. 
:sequcntJnl use only. 
l\.lac only on Ubcrfy Unlc®{glufosjnatc l:Dlarunt) com hybrids.. 
..,lncl<.idC!S postt?m0rgl:!nce ti9e on Roundup Rcady®(_glyptiosutc tole.rant) c•::n'll hybrid$, 
~U&o orW Cl..EAA~IE.LD· (iml&lOIJnool) tolorant) cQm tl)lb1di. 

[ Tabla S. Siioclflc Guldo.llnoo for TMk Mlxo• or Soauontfal-Uso Proorams 
I Tank Mix Portnor Raio Per Acre 

Accent® or VVl'lon tanlt mixing. :appUQtlon:., 1mmedu:1tely 

Beacon® follcwtng oxtmmo- day or nigt,t temporature 
fluctuations or a:J'.)p(ication~ when dsytirne 
tornpor:aturos 00 NOT oxcood SOO F may result in 
doctDascd ,M'.Hld eo-ntrol or erop in}ury. Coury 
appUcatioti unti1 the lemparatures warm and both 
we-ad$ .and crop tasume normal Ct'CWlh. 

2,4-D To rmmdo maXlm11m c.rop safety anor (;Cm 
l)rnorg-errico. use \hlG tank mix only .artor eorn l$ 
grealarthan 6" tan am:f Ylltlen application can be 
rrut.da ~ on:ip prpos tr1::H d1rac:t $prey bene.:im tom 
lcavt,J .ind .tway from tho 'M'lorl of tho com, The 
tn.3.Xlmum r.11c,a: crZ.4 ~0 r01:ommt1.ndc:rcs o, f/11~ l:lnk 
mtx is O 25 pints par aero {0.125 pounds or acid 
8.Du.ivaient cer .ocrel. 

B11nvul®1 Stcrtlr'lg BlllC::'at' or M-ilrk$mans Tank moi.:os W'ilh ttwso product;. that e;ontaln 

Herbicide dicnm.b1l mus1 no{ 11xc.oed a totol combrn-od r~to or 
0 50 pound:s of d.ican,ba acid oquiv.11lant per .sicre 
(0,25 pound on coa/38-lcxtured soils or an any soil 
when com l:s greator than 8" tall). St1qu1mtial 
applications of t'1e.$8 products mu.st be separated by 
a mir'Jimum of 2 weeks (unless tho i:;Qmblnod totg is 
le$$ th.an 0.5 pou!"ld.,: or dicamba aOd oqurvalol'IL o.ni:.'I 
r;orn i:,: 8" 1011 or ICS:9-} ,0;nd mu.st !lOL a;xcaod a 
combined total oC 0.7S pounds dicomba DC.id 
c.cuiva1ent oer acre for ilJ-croc u:.5e. 

Exceed®, SpmtlM, Stinger®, Hornet1"' 1 
For lmpravc-d. control cf ve!vctloaf, tank. mix 0.25 -

or Permit® 0.5 ounco or Exc1'-od, 0.5 ounce of Spirit. or O 17 • 
0.33 aunca Pormt per acrowt1n smrung B1uo=Jt

1
,For 

improvod control of Canada thistlo 1 Stinger at l.5 - 3 l nuid ouncos po, ocre or_Hom•_I •t 0.6: 1 2 oun;.:,• 
per aero may be t.anJt; rmxad with starling Bluo _ 
U:se the high or rate in tho range for l'lC!llV\Or 
infa.¢l110.ns cf those ~ 

COTTON 
?REPLANT APPLICATION: 
Apply up to 8 lluld ounces of Sterling Bluo" per acre to control emerged broad leaf weeds pnor to 
planting cotton in amventiona1 or conservation ti[lage systems. 

For best performance, apply Stor11ng Btuo00 when weeds are in the 2 • 4 leaf stage and rosettes 
are less than 2" across. 

Following appllcaUon of Sterling Blue"' and a minimum accumulation of 1" or rainfall or overhead 
irrigation, a wailing interval or 21 days is required per 8 fiuid ounces per acre or less. These 
intervals must be observed prior to planting cotton. 

00 NOT apply preplant to canon west of tho Rockies. 

DO NOT make Sterling Blue" preplant appicatjons to cotton in geographic areas Wiltl average 
annual rainfall less than 2511 

.. 

11 applying a spring preplant treatment fol10Wing application or a fall preplant (poslllarvest) 
treatment, then the comblnatlOn 01 both treatments may not exceed 2 pounos acid equivalent (64 
fluid ounces) per acre. 
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COTTON TANK MIXES 

For eonttol of grosses or addltiOrn>I broadloaf weeds, starting Bluo,.may be tan~ mixed with 
Blade"®, Gaparol®, Gramoxone®Extra, and Roundup®Ultra RT herbicides. 

GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED 
Apply 8 • 16 nuid ounces of Stoning Blue™ per treated acra on seedling grass af\er tM crop 
reaches the 3 - 5 leaf stage Apply up to 32 fivld ouneos of S!cr1ing Bluo" per acre on well
established poronnlal grass. For best por!ormance. apply Sterling Bluo" when weeds ate In the 
2 • 4 leaf Sl8QO and rosettes aro less tl\al'I 2" •=-usa th<! h igher level of listed rate ranges 
when troaung more mature weeds or dense vegot3live grO\Nlh 

To suppress annual gros::cs s<JCM as bromc (downy and rtpgut), raltal! foseue, ooa Windgross, 
opply up to 32 lltnd oupco,, ol Stor11ng Bluo por troaled aero in lhc 1011 or 1010 summer oner 
1'aMls1 ono burning of estoblashed g111Ss; sa<l<I crops. Applb qns flt\oulG bG made immedJatoly 
lollo'liing it,o first Irrigation when the ~I IS moist and bOIOro woods have more lhan 2 loaves. 

DO NOT apply Stcr1Ing Blue"' after the grass seed crop begins to joint 

Ruler lo the Pasture, Hay, Rangeland, and General Farmstead secllon for grazing and feeding 
rosi,nct10ns. 

GRASS SEED TANK MIXES 
Siert Ing Blue'° may be applied in tank mixes with one or more of tho following narbicidos: 
• Buclrll® 
• Curtail® 
• Express® 
• Karm""® 
• MCPA amino 
• Soncor® 
• S~ngor® 
.. 2,4-D amine or ester 

PROSO MILLET 
For us<> only within Colorado, Nobnlsl<a, North Dakot,,, Sol.Ith Dakota, and Wyoming. 

Sterling Btuo"' herbicide combined with 2,4--D will provide control or suppression of the annual 
broadlcar wooa'o llstoa In TaDlo 1. 

Apply 4 OU/ICOS of Slorllng Bluo" por1toatod acre with 0.37~ pounds a.l . of 2,4-D. Apply the tank 

mix or Slotting Blue°'+ 2,4·D ;is a btoadc:sst or spot 1nmlment to emerged and actively growing 
woods and wllon p<oso millot Is 1n 1no 2 • S IG81 :1ago. Uso dlroctJons !or 2,<·D ptO<lu~ wry wilh 
manufa~. Rofar 10 a 2,4--0 pn:,<jud Wilh la.bellng consiS\ont will> Ille crQP stago Umfng for 
Steritng Bluo" . Somo typos or prose mlllOI may l>Cl sffectoo a1Mnely 0y a tank. m·1x or Stort lng 

Bluo"+ 2.4·0, 

DO NOT apply unlos,; possible prose mlllel crop injury Will be accoptable. 

Restridioos 1or proso millet thatisgrazad oraJtfor t,ay are Indicated in Tablo 6. Timing 
Rostrlctlons for Lllctallng Dairy Animal& Fellowing Treatment in Pasture, Hay, Rangeland, 
~nd Goncrat Farmstead section oftnl:s label 
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PASTURE, HAY, RANGELAND, ANO GENERAL FARMSTEAO (NONCROPLAND) 
Stcrtlng Sluo"' is rccomm0'1dcd (or use on pasture, hay, rangclond, and gcncral farmstead (non
crnpland) (Including fenoerows and non-irrigatiOn d llchban~J fa< control or suppression of 
oroadlear weed and brush species listed in Tabla 1. 

ster11ng Bluooc•may also be appllad to non-crcpland areas to control brcadlaafweeds in noxious 
weed control programs. districts, or areas tnduding broadcast or spot treatment of roadsides and 
highways. utilities, raUroad, and pipel ine rights-of-way Noxious weeds must bo recognized al the 
stale love!. but programs may be administered at stato, county, or other levol, 

Storllng Blue'"· uses doscrtbed in lhis sedion also pertain to grasses and small grains (rorage 
oorghum, rye. SUdafl9ras3, or whoa I) grcwn for grass. loroge, fodder. hay and/or p.a,;IL!te only. 
Grnss&S and srnaP 911>"1S not grown ror grass. lorago, foddot, My on<l/or l>'ISluro must comply 
will, crop-spe<:lf,c US<>s In thls labol Some perennial weeds may t,c conlrcliod Wll/l r.owor raws of 

otiher Storllng Blua"' or Sto[l lng 8 1uo"' plus 2 .4-0 (ref or ll> Ta0l• 2), 

Rates and Timings 
Refer to Tabfo 2 For ralo solection bas<>d on targeled weed or brush species. Some wood species 
will requlro tank mixes for adequate conlrot 

Ratoo above 32 fiwd ounces of Sterling Blue"' per acre are lcr spot treatmonts only. DO NOT 
broadcast apply more than 32 fluid ounces per acre. 

RetrC3atments may be made as needed; however, DO NOT exceed a tot.ar c,f 32 fluld ouncos of 
Sterling Bluor,c par treated acre during a growing season. 

Grass grown la< hay requires a 7-<lay wait period between application and harves1. 

Crop-Spoclflc Restrictions and Limitations 
DO NOT apply more than 16 fluid ounces of Sterilng Blue" per acre to small grains grown for 
pasture 

Newly seeded areas may bo severely mjurod if more lhen 16 fluid ounces of Sterling Blue°" ls 
applied pe, aero. 

Established gross crops g,o-.,ing anaer stress can exhibit va!lOUS injury $ymptoms lhat may be 
moro pronounced if herbicides ate GPFtiCd Sontgrass. carpe1grass. b'Uffalogra.s.s.. and St. 
Augu•tinegrass may be injured ~ more than 16 nuid ounces of ster11ng Blue~' 1s appl ied per acre. 
Usually oolooial bentgrasses are more tolerant than erecpu,g typos. VetvetgraS3es are most 
easily injured Treatments will l<ill or injure alfalfa, clovers, les-padeza, wlld v-intor p0as1 vetch, and 
other logumes. 

Table 6 lists the timing restrictions far grazing or harvesting hay from treated fields~ There are no 
grazing reslnclions for animals olhor lhan lactating dairy animals. 

Tabto 6. Timing Rostrlctlons for Loct•tln9J2~.!!Y. Animals Followina Treatment 
Starting BJuont Rato p,or t);ly,...8dont Grulng to.1:,s) Oay, Seto re:- H41y K;arvc■t (day,.} 
Tntaisld.Acra- r ... 151 

L.Jp!O t 7 37 
Upto2 21 51 
Uoto4 40 70 

Stortlng StueJO can be applied u,sjng water, oil in water emulslons lnciudlng Invert systems, or 
sprayable fluid fertiliZer as a earner (reror to lhe Compatibility Test for Mix Components). 



To prepare 0-111n water emulsions. half.fill $pray tank With water, then add tho appropnate amount 
of emulsl~er. Wlth contlnuous agitation, slowly add the herbicide and thon the oil (such as diesel 
oil or fuel oil) or a premix of oil plus addiUonal emulsif,orto spray tank. Complete rnllng of spray 
tonk with water. Malntain vigorous aglta1.Jon during spray oporation to prevent oil and walor from 
f<>rming separate layers. Sl•r1lng BJuo"' may bo appliod broadcast using eithor ground or aerial 
application equipment. 

Aerial Application; 
• Spray Volume: Use 2 - 40 gallons of diluted spray per treated acre in a wator-based earner. 

Ground Appltcatlon: 
• Spniy Volume: Use 3 - 600 gallons or diluted spray per treated acre. The volume or spray 
applied will dopcnd on lho halght, don•~y. ond typo of weeds or brush being treated and on the 
tl'l)O of equ1p111crn being-used · 
• Spot Troatmonts.: StertJng Blue00 may be applioc:1 to lnd1vidual clumps or small areas Of 
undesirable vegetation using handgun or ,lmilar types of applicaijon equipment. Apply 0llutea 
sprays to allow complete wettlr'lg (up to runoff) of foliage and stems. 

Cut Surface T'1l•lments: 
Stor1Ing Bluo" toorblolde may be applied as a cut surface treatment for control of unwantod 
trE:1os and prevanUon of sprouts or cut trees, 

Rate: MIX 1 part Starting Bluo"' with 1 - 3 parts water to create the appllcabon solution. Use the 
lower diluUon rate when troating difficult-te>-conlrol specios 
• For FrtD or Girdln Traatments: Make a continuous cut or a series of over1applng cuts u$jng an 
axe to girdle 11'8e trunlt. Spray or paint tile cut surface with the solution. 
• For Stump Trnatmcnta: Spray or paint freshty cut surface with the water m!)C' ThO area 
adjacent to the bark should be lhoroughly wet. 
Noto: For more rapid foUar effects, 2,4-D may be added to tho solution. 

Applications For Control of Dormant Multlllora Rose: 
Starting Blue.oc• can be applied when plants are dormant as an undiluted spot treatment directly to 
the soil or as a Lo~Oil basat bark treatment using an oil•water emulsion solution 
• Spot tn>atmonb: SpOt treatment applications of Starting Blue" should be applied dlrectiy lo 
the soil as close as possible lo the root crown but within 6 - 8'' of \he crown. On sloping terrain, 
apply Storllng 81ue"to the uphill side of the crown. DO NOT apply w/len snow orwoter prevonls 

applying Stcrtlng Blue" directly to tho soil The use rate of Storllng Bluo" depends on the 
canopy diameter or the muUifiora rose. 
Examples: Use 0.25, 1 0, or 2.35 fluid ounces of Starting Blue" respectively, for 5, 10, or 15 feat 
<:tJnopy diameters. 
• Lo-Oli bU<II bal1< troallnents: For lo-Oil llasal ba11< treatments. apply Sterllr,g Bluo" to the 
basal stem reg{cn from !ho gnnmd line to a height of 12 - 18". Sproy unbl runoff. with speaal 
emphasis or. COIICling Iha roo1 crown, For beot rasulls, apply stertlng Bluc'°when plnnlS lllO 
dormant. DO NOT apply artor bUd break or whoo plants ora showing signs or active growth. DO 
NOT apply when snow or water prevents applying Slllrllng Bluc"to the ground line. 
To prepa1e approxim.1na1y 2 gal10ns of a Lo-Ofl spray solution: 
1) Combir>e 1.5 gaJIOr>S or water; 1 ounco or nm s'110 , 16 fluid ounces of Starling Btuo", and 
2.5 pints of No. 2 diesel fuel. 
2) Adjust the amounts of matElfiafs used proport.lonately to the amount of final spray sotuticn 
desired. 
00 NOT exceed 8 gallons or spray Solution mix applied per acre, per year. 

Pasture Tonk Ml><c~ 
Stertlng 8h.t:o00 may bo appUed m tank mixes w1th ono or more of the following horbicldes: 

•Ally® 
•Amber® 
• Crossbow® 
• Curtail® 
.. Gar1on® 

• Gramoxone® Extra 
• Roundup Ullra® RT 
• Stinger® 
• Tordon®22K 
•2,4-D 

CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM (CRP} 
Stcrtlng 81uo:k> is recommended for use on both newly seeded and established grasses grown tn 
Conservation Reserve or federal Sot-Aside Programs Treatments or StcrUng Blue~wlll inJuro or 
may kill alfalfa, clovers. lespedoza, wild winier peas, vetch, and other legumes. 

NEWl. Y SEEDED AREAS 
Slor1lng Blue" may bo applied orther preplant or postemorgence to newly seeded grasses or 
small grains such as barley, oats, rye, sudangrass, wheat, or olhar grain species grown as a 
covor crop. Postemergence applications may be made after seealing grasses exceed the 3-leaf 
stage. Rates of Sterling Blue"' greater than 16 fluid ounces per treated acre may severely injure 
newly seeded grasses 

Preplanl applications may Injure new seedings If the Interval between appUcation and grass 
planting is I0ss than 45 days por 16 fiuid ounces of Scertlng Bluo" applied per treated acre wost 
of tho Mississippi River or 20 days per 16 fluid ounces applied east of Ille Mississipp, R,ver. 

E:STABLISHED GRASS STANDS 
Established grass stands are perennial grasses planted one or more oeasons prior to treatment. 
Certain spocies (bentgrass, oarpetgrass, smooth bromc, buffalograss, or St Augustinegrass) 

may be injured when treated with more tttan 16 fiuid ounces of Sterling Blue" per traaled aero 

wt,en applied at recommended rates. Sterling Blue" will control many annual and biennial 
weeds and provido control or suppression of many perennial weeds. 

Rates and Timings 
Apply 4 - 32 fluid ounces of Starting Blue" per acre. Refer to Tablo 2 for rates based on largct 

weed species. Starling Blue°" may be tank mixed or applied soquentlally with omer prOducts 
labeled for use in Conocrvation Reserve Programs sudl as atrazine, Cyclone®, glyphosate 
(Roundup Ultra®), Gramoxone®Exlra, Touchdown®. or 2,4-D, 

Retreatmenls may be made as needed; ~owever, DO NOT e:<eeed a lot.al of 64 fluid ounces (4 
pints) of Sterling Bluo'° per acre per year. 

SMALL GRAJNS NOT UNDERSEEDEO TO LEGUMES 
(FALL-AND SPRING.SEEDED BARI.EV, OAT, TRITICALE AND WHEATI 

Stoning 8111000 combination, with lisled tank mix partners will provide control or ,upprosolon of 
the annual b<oadlea1 weeds listed in Tablo 1. For improvod control of hsted weeds, tank mix 
Storllng Blue"' with one or more or the ttort>leiQes listed. Starting Blue'° used In a tank mix with 
other hOfb!caes ortors tt,e bast spoctr\Jm Cl we<?d eonttOj and ert>ldde to)eram or reSISlanl weed 
managem~ Refer to the spec:i~c crop sc,::tJon for Sterling Blue"°applicatlon r.itc and tlm1ng, 

For ~ppllcations prior to wood amorgenco or when su~onyluma•resistant weeas are prosenl or 
susp<>ced, tank mix a minlm1lrn of 3 fluid otmcos or Sterling Blue" horblcldo per ltcallxl aero 
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with a non-sulfonyluraa herbicide such as 2,4-D or MCPA. Tank mixing Stor11ng Bluo"'with these 
products will offer more consistent conlrol or S<Jlfonylurea-resistant weeds. 

Addltlvu: When Jan mt,dng Sterli ng Bluo.,.wi:h sulfcnylurea I\Ctblcidos (Alli<i!), Ambo'®, 
Ca.nvos0, i:xpnlsS'31, Flnossc®, GI~""®. Hllll!IQ<ly0Extr.1, an<: Poak0), u._., 1 - ~ p,f\15 of an 
llllrocullul'llny spprgv&d S1Jrfodlln1 (conlalning at loast 80% adlvc lngro<1lont) por 100 goRons of 
sproy or not man, than 0.25 - 0,5¾ by votumc. Use tho l!ighes! rate ol surfactant whCJ1 usfno the 
lowC>t rato rongcs or !Ila tank m\Jc or w!lon troollng m0W mowre ano ddlic:ult to control woods or 
donse vegetative growth. 

Refer to tne SPOCl!\c crop section, l>olOW for uso r.ru>s. When tro..ung difflcu<I. to control weeds 
StJ<:11 as kOC)lla, WIid t>uc:kw!lea~ cow coel<.lo. prostratn la'lotwood, R=•an thistle, and pnd<ly 
lottU(lO c;wt,en oo;,se vogeu,uvo graw.n O<XUJ'S, use u,e 3 - 4 fluid ou,,ces cl s 1cr11n9 Bluo .. por 
acre. 

Timings: Apply Starting Blue°' before, duiing, or aft<>< planting • mall grains. See specific small 
;rain crap uses boJow for maximum ~ st"90, Far test porfonnar,a,. apply Sterl ing Blue"' 
wtion wocds 1,ro in tho 2 • 3 leaf stage ond ro,,o!tes aro less l!'lnn 2" ocross. Applying Sterling 
Blue""to small grains c!Ur1ng por!ods •cf r.,p,d growth moy ,csull In crcp leimlng TIils cond,1lon Is 
tempomry fllld wiR ncr rO<luco crcp yiolao.. 

Applications to small grains may be made with aorta! applJCatlons with 1 gal.on of wa;c,r or more 
per aero, Whori, dense foliage is present, 2 • 3 gol ons of ,.;,tor per acre should be used, 

Restnctlons for small grain areas that are gtazed or cut fer hay are Indicated In Table 6 In 
Pasturo, Hay, Rangeland, and Gonoral Farmstoall section of this label. 

SMALL GRAINS: BARLEY 
(FALL-AND SPRING.SEEDED) 

!;ARLY SEASON APPLICATIONS: 
Apply 2 - 4 lluld ounces or Slor11ng Bluo" per treatod acre to fall-seeded t>a~ey prier to the 
JolnUng stago, Apply 2 • 3 fiuid ounces of Sterling Blue~• per acre bllf ore spring-seeded barley 
oxctJeds tho 4-fo~f stage. 

Noto: For spring barley vanoUos that are seeded during the winter months °' later. follow the 
rates and timings given ror spring-seeded barley. 

DO NOT tank mix Stcr11ng Blue" witn 2,4•0 In early season applications on spring-seeded 
oa~ey. 

PREHARVEST APPLICATIONS: 
Sterling Blue"° can be used to control weeds that may Interfere wllh harvest of fall· and spring• 
seodod barley. Apply 8 fiuid ounces of Stvr11ng Blue·" per acre as a broa<lc11st or spot treatment 
10 anni.al brcar:llcaf wcc<ls when bnrloy 1s ln :he naro aough slagO 311d the ;rcnn co!or Is gono 
Iran tll9 nodes (iolnts) of ll1C stom. Bast rosull$ w,11 l>o obtained ii application c;an De modo when 
...ieeds aro octivcly [I/Owing, but be/011! woeC!S C3110PY. 

A 1va1Ung lntONal cf 7 days Is roqul ea bO or• nar,iesl DO NOT uso prnnarvcst-treet!!d barley for 
:ll>cd Unl11$S a g~lnoUon test Is performoo on the saod with an acceptable result cf 95% 
sorminalion or t>ottar. 

For control of adaldanal brcadloaf weeds or grasses, starting Blue'° may be tank mixed wilh 
other herbicides, suet\ as 2.4•□, that are labeled for ~enaNest usos In bartoy. 
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DO NOT make preharvest applications in Cahfomla. 
Barrev Tank Mixes 

T&blc 7. 
Tank Mix Partno, Rate Pet Aero 

AUy® 0,05 - 0.1 ounce' 
Amber® O.l4 - 0 26 ouncc:1 

Bronate® 0.75 • 1.5 oints --Buctrl'® 1 1,5 l'\lffl5 

Canv.u® 0,2 - O 4 ourn::e1 

E>cp<O"- I 0.063 - 0.167 ounco1 

Rnene® 0.167- 0.33 ounco1 

GlDan® 0.167 ounce1 

Hormori)®Ex1r11 0.167 - 0.33 ounce 1 

MCPA .ttmtne or oster 6 - 12 fluid o,.mces.2 

(D 25 • C.375 =und a.e.l 
Melribuztn (Scncore, Lexonc®) 0 .125 • 0.41i] ""'Und a_i. 

2,4-0 nmi,ie or Ct$to?.J: 8 fluid ouni:os 
10.25 oound a.a i 

00 NOT uso IOW'ratas of aulfonyluran (Al~. Ambor1 C.,.n'l.iu, Expn:~.s, Fim:sse, Gfo.tiin, and Harmony 
E.xlr:a) 011 tflOte fml!turo -...oed.1 oro."'I OO/\i a -.iagotallvo growt,: 
~\then ~,,,g to~tions oU'Jgrlhcin -4 pounds perQOllon uio pounds ot u.e. par ii:cto liltod. 
'Thfa tsn.k m1,c i:i ror- c:a:.t-:.ooood b,. "t"" o~hl 

SMALL GRAINS: OAT 
(FALL-AND SPRING-SEEDED) 

EARLY SEASON APPLICATIONS: 
Apply 2 • 4 fluid auncos or Stor1ing Bluo"' per acre to rall•seoded oal prior to the jointing stage. 
Apply 2 - 4 fluid ounces of Sterling Blue" per acre before spring-seeded oat exceeds the 5-leaf 
stage , 

A waiting lnlerval or 7 days is 1"9C1Uired before harvest. 

Sterling Blue"'may be tanl< mixed with MCPA amine or ester for applications in oa1. 

DO NOT tank mix sterling Blue"witn 2,4-0 in oat. 

SMALL GRAINS: TRITICALE 
(FALL-AND SPRING-SEEDED) 

EARLY SEASON APPUCAl10NS: 
A?l>ly 2. 4 nuid ounces of Sterling Blue"'hort,loldo por treated acre to trtticale. Ea~y so~son 
applocat1ons to fall-seodod 1.rit1c:ole mus, l>e malle pnor to tho Jointing Singe. 

Early season appUcaticns to spnng-seode-d triticale musi be made before trilicafa reaches the 6-
lear stage. 

Tr~loolo Tank Mixes: For best per!ormanco, Starling Blue"' should be used in tank mix 
combination with bromoxynil (Buctrll. Moxy"2E) norbiclde 

•-



SMAll GRAINS: WrlEAT 
(FALL· AND SPRtNG-SEEDEO) 

EARLY SEASON APPLICATIONS: 
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Apply 2 -4 (luld cuncas or $1or11ng Bluo" porl/tl31.c,d aero 1owt,oatunla .. usinv ono cf lllo foll· 
seode1:1 wheal specific programs below. Eorty s.cason appllca 1"'1510 !an-seccea wheal m11St be 
mado prior 10 1/!o )Olntmg s,ago. 

Early season applications to spring-seeded wheat must be made before wheat exceeds the 6-leaf 
stage. 

Early devoloplng wheat vane~es such as TAM 107, Madison. or Wakefield must receive 
applicaUon t>c>tween early b~cring-'ln<f tno )oint;ng stage. C..ro should ba tal<en in staging these 
~a,feUes to bo cenaln that lhe nppllca~on ocxus pnor to \!lo 1olnbng siago. 

To \fflProV8 00n1rot of Russian ll!iouc, nixwood, gromwoll, or mayweed, add 2,4-0 amine or C$ter 
to a lnlli< mix wlU, ooo ol Ulo fOllow)ng ~orou::;d~ All~, AmDor0, Cnnvos®. Expross®. 
Fin~ . Glean®, Hormcn)®Extra, er ?aal<®. 

SPECIFIC USE PROGRAMS FOR FALL-SEEDED WrlEAT ONLY; 
Stor1lng Blue" may bo usod DI 6 fluid ouncos on fall•soodod wnoat in Wostom Or090n os • 
~p<ing apPlicallon O<lly, In Coloraeo, Kans.as, Now MOldeo, Ok18llom". and T= . up to s nu,d 
ounces of Sli,r1tng Bluo°"may bo appliOCI 011 lall-sSeded wlieut allcr II o~ecod$ lho 3-!oal stage 
ror supprossion of poteMl31 wuods, sucn as field hi,,c,,,t,eo. AppUcatl0/1$ m:iy bo mode In lho loll 
following a frost but before a killing freeze. Sterling Bluo"' may oe tank mixed with 2.4-D amine 
at 8 fluid ounces after whtlal begins lo tiller. Periods of ""tended stress such as COid and wet 
wu;ather may 0111'1,mm tho posslbUlty 01 crop injury. For fall applications only, DO NOT use W tho 
pol.e<ltlnl ror crop I ,Uf'f Is no1 occcplal>le. 

PREHARVEST APPLICATIONS: 
Starling Bluo"" can bo llSlld to control woods lhal moy intcr.'erc wilh harvest or whoat Apply 8 
flu1d 01J11CCS Star11ng Bluo" per acre as a brol!<lcast.or spouroatmcnt to annual DtOOcll<l;'lf weeds 
wnon whoa, ,, (n 11>0 hlll!I dOUQn stage ond the greon a,ior Is _gono lrom u,o nodes ~Ofnts) of tne 
.st0m. Bost rcs;,lts wm ba 001a1nod if nppllcallon cu, bo made when weoos are activoly grOWJng 
1h11 balore "'""°" canopy. 

A wa,Ung lnlaMJI of7 d<>ys Is n,qulred l>c1'orc harvest. 00 NOT use prenarvest•trealnd ¥.1leat for 
.soa<I ur,Joss a !l<!lffllnaUon toSI IS po,:lormed o~ tile seed w!lh on ~ccoptoblo result of 95'h 
germination er 00:tcr. 

For control or addillonaJ broad/ea! weeds or grasses, Stor1l"g Bluo"' may be tanK mixec w,u, 
olhor horbicides.such o~ Ahy, Rcundup0Ultn:i, ~nd 2,~-0. 

00 NOT mai<e proharvest applications in Calffomia. 
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Wheat Tank Mixes 
Tabla 8. 

Tank. Mix Pa rtnor I Rate PDt'Acro 
Ally,) ::)Jl-5 • 0. ~ OfJff CO 1 

Aml,o(.i> o.1.c - o.2aoun001 

8l'>OOto41> 0 ,75 .,.s '"""' 
BucVll& I• 1,Solnuo 

ConVJsqjl 0_2 - o., ounca: 
Cul'UIIG: 2 . 2.67 ""'" o,~"'®' '15 nu!O ® nco.= 
E>p(o•~ O.oaJ.- 0.. 161 (MJn(.O') 

Flr,o,.,o.> 0.1S7-0.33ounco1 

-Gla11n£i fJ.157 Dl.:1ltc l 
1!""""11)4!)Elr:r• 0.1&7 • 0.33 ounoo' 

t(..om,o)(W 0.5 · 15ooundo 
~:ate 12 - 16 rwd 01.meo, 

tRo-,n~.-o IJllrll\!>RT'' 
MCPA omlllC Of C$tot° 13, .. 12 fluid 01.mccs 

ffi.25 - 0.375 ooand o.o, I 
Motnb\Zlin.l 0.2$- O.375 po-.md a.J. 

(Seftec<0 lo.orw:GI 
Po4J<il 0.25 • 0.33 ouoco 
Stinner® ; , - S.33 t1ula ounco" 
Tille'®' I 1 • : .7•1o t= 

2,(.0.a.n,inooro~to~ a .. 12 ~ud ounces 
10.25 - 0.375 ocund o,o,l 

00 NOT ~o low rates of sunoriyluron lliorlnddn. :11.id\ u lvf!i. Amber, Canvas., Exprcsn, F~!3.t-. Chwn-, rtarn,on,. 
Elrtm, .and Po:a); on mo,c mature weed$. oron dense vic::g,ctqtivc growth 
200 NOT use Storlwtif Bluo~ it o ti;,,Mcrnixlroalmc:ntwi1h Oakots. orTllk::r ori. Dururp'M\cQt. 00 ftOT ton" mlkY-'lth Tlicr 
II 'lfitild oat la the tar got 'Not!d 
3Tr::ink rn1:1ca wit!, 1(111m,n; ,a:nd mc-tribuzin ,arc: !or use in fal1-soodQd wheat onry. 
' A ~ l'n'.x of Ui' fl), St.ifd OIM0ts c.t S.rt.,; D.b.fo 00 lllildi ~ l.ni:a ~ o, ,any ~ot;Ma: tortnula'IN;lr! lll,b(led tor 
we: G III prcpll11•-ii appUc.ii;t on io amall 04'i»M may bo appl!oJI' '¥"'-' rio-.,mng period ~t0t-rc ~a,ui,,.g • 
"-.1p 10 » auJdGur«t of ( .0 o~d D.,c.,) mooy bo ue.odonCO!'I-Sv~d"Mtt:atll~ ~G ~ -v.'t.eti•r-g 
for.:nt.:lobcna. ~N.n"' ~mcs_p_~~or.ind:lc:f Ill o. PS! IICl'11> listed 

SORGHUM 
Stcr11ng Bluo"'hort>lcklomay 11c app11cc p,e;,!Dnt, p,>stomc111ona,, or prohanros: In sorgt,um to 
control many annual brosq!eaf woods and to rodu:e compotruon from est3l>Josnod peronn,n1 
1;rOU<11oaf woeds, DS wcU as Clllttroi tho se<>dungs. 

00 NOT gro20 or foD<I uegle<I sorghum fora go or s1lo!l(I pnorto maturo srs'n stage. If SOf!:l-,um Is 
91own !or pasluro or hay, rc!or to Pa:sturo, Hoy. Rangeland, and Gonon11I Farmstead sec:lo er 
this label for specific grazing and looding res1rictlons. 

DO NOT apply Stoning Blue" to sorghum grown for seed production. 

PREPLANT APPLICATION: 
Up to 8 fluid ounces of Stor11ng Blue" may be applied per acre rf applied at least 15 days before 
scrgnum planung. 

POSTEMERGENCE APPLICATION: 
Up to 6 fluid ounces of Sterling Blue ,x. per acre may bo applied after sorghum 1s 1n th<> spike 
stage (all sorghum omorgod) but before sorghum Is 15' tall. For bosl performance, apply Stcr1lng 
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Bluo"'when the sorghum crop is in Iha 3. 5 laaf stage and weeds are small (less than 3" talQ. 
Uso drop pipes (drop no:izle.s) if sorghum is tailor l/liln 8". Keep the spray ctr tno so,;,num leovos 
and out cf lhc wh0!'1 to rc<!IICO the IIJ<olihocd er crop Injury and to improve spray a,,ior.,ge of ood 
foliage. Applying Stor11ng Bluo"' to sorghum dunng periods cf rapid growl/1 may result In 
temporary leaning er plants or rolling or leaves. T1lr1se effects are usually oulgrown within 10 - 14 
days 

Dolay harvest until 30 days alter treatment 

Pre.harvest ll5eis fr, Tcx•s and Oklahoma only: Up to B fluid ounces ot Ster11ng Blue°" per acre 
may~ appl;OO fc, ""'"d .supprosslon any Umo after ths sorghum llils ro:icnca the soft dough 
stago. An agncut11Jrany app,oVOd surtac:1anl may be u,oo 10 impfOYO petfOtTnance. For aenat 
applications, uso at least 2 gallons of water-based carrier per treated acre. Oalay harvest until 30 
days after a pre-harvest treatment 

SPLIT APPUCATION: 
Sterling Bluo" may be applied in split applications: preplant followed by postomergence or 
preharwst, or postemergence followed by preharvest DO NOT exceed 8 ffuld ounce• per aero. 
per application or a total of 16 ounces per acre, per season. 

Sorghum Tank Mixes and Sequential Treatments 
Stol11ng Blueoc may t>e applied prior to, in a tank mix with, or after one or more of the following 
herbiodes: 

• Aq-azlno 
, _ 

Guardsman® 
• 8'1$aQrai,G) . LQ(ldol<@S-12 
• BlcoP II Maanum® . La.ndmas:er® 
• 8ut!ril0 . Lasso® 
• Cvc:onc® . OuU-
• Dual MDonum r:w . ParamounlCID 
• Dua; II Maonum0 . -• FUIIO!f MasterG . P01mlt0 
• Frcntia'® . Ramr~ 
• Gramoxone®~:t . Roun••- Ultru® 

SOYBEAN 
PREPLANT APPLICATIONS: 
Apply 4 -16 fluid ounces of Sterling Blue" por acre to control ameryed hroadlearweeds prior to 
planting soybeans. 

DO NOT exceed 16 fluid ouncos er Stcrflng Blue°" per acre in a spring application prior to 
planting soybeans. 

FOilowing applicatiOn or Storllng Bluo" and a minimum accumulation of 1" rainfall or overhead 
irrigation. a waiUng interval of 14 days IS required for 8 flufd ounces per acre or less, and 28 days 
for 16 fluid ounces per acre. These intervals must be obScrved prior to planting soybeans or crop 
injury may occur. 

DO NOT make Sterling Blue"' preplant applications 10 soy~aans In geographic areas with 
average annual rainfall l<lss than 25". 

I 
I 
I 
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PREHARVEST APPLICATIONS: 
Stcr11ng Bluooc can be used to control many annval and perenmat broadleaf weeds and control or 
suppross many biennial and perennial broadleaf weeds in soybean prier Jo harvest (refer to Tablo 
1). Apply 8 - 32 fiuid ounces of Sterling Ellue" per acre as a broadcast or spat treatment to 
emerged and actively 9'""'"9 weeds after soybean pods nave reached mature brown color and 
at least 75% leaf drop has occurred. 

Do not harvest soybo'lns un~I 7 days alter application. 

Treatments may not kill weeds that develop from seed or underground plant parts, suet, as 
rhiZomes or butblets, anor the effective pertcd for Sterling Blue"'. For seedling control, a follow
up program er other cultural practica could be instituted. 

DO NOT use preharvast-treatea soybean for :sood vnless a germination test is performod on tho 
seed v.st/1 an acceptable rnsult of 95% germina110n or better. 

DO NOT feed soybean fodder or hay fOIIOwing a proharvest application of Smrting Blue~'. 

DO NOT make preharvest applications In California. 

Soybean Tank Mixes 
PREPLANT TANK MIXES: 
Sterling Blue" hcrbieido may be tank mixed wH11 other herbicides registered for early preplant 
use in soybeans including butndown herbicides such as glyphosa to (Roundup Ultra®) and 2,4-D 
or ro~dual herbicides such as Outlook®, Frontiar®or Dual Magnurn nc _ 

PREHARVESTTANI( Ml~: 
Starting Blue" may be tank mixed with otner herblcidos registered for preharvcst use in 
soybeans sue11 as glyphcsate (Roundup Ultra) and Gramoxone® Extra. 

SUGARCANE 
Apply Stertlng Bh,U'!.ic1or control of annual, biennial , or perennial broadleafweeds llstod in Tabfo 
1. Apply 8 - 24 fluid ounces of sterling Blue°' por acre ror contro l of annual weeds, 16 • 32 fluid 
ounces for control of biennial weeds and for control or suppression of perennial weods, 

Use the higher lave! of listed rate ranges whon treating denso vegetative growth. 

Retreatmonts rnay be made as needed, however. 00 NOT exceed a total of 64 fluid ounces of 

°" Starting Blue per treatod acre dunng a growin~ season. 

Thnlng: Stortlng Blue" rnay be applied to sugarc.,no ony time after weeds have emerged , but 
before the close-in stage of sugarcane. Applications or 32 Ouid ounces of Stcr11ng Blue® per acre 
made over the top cf actively growing sugarcane may result In crop injury 

When possi~•. direct the spray beneath the sugarcane canopy lo minimrza tile likelihood of crop 
injury, Using dirodod sprays will also help maximize the spray coverage of weed foliage, 

Delay llarvest unlit 87 days after treatment. 

Sugarcane Tank Mixes 
SterUng Bluc:Qtl may be tank mixed with other products registered for use 1n sugarcane such as 
Asulox®, atrazine, Evikllll. and 2.4-D. 



Farmstead Turf (noncropland) 
and Sod Farms 

DO NOT use on residential sites. 
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For u•• ln_gonor.,J farm,tcad (nO<!C"oolan(I) and sod fOOIT>S, apply 3 • 32 l lu dour.= or Stoning 
Blue"'· p,ir aaa to C()Oln:Jl °' GUJ)prOSS grcwlli of many aMual, bionnilll, and some Po1Cnnlaf 
btoadleef woods CQmmonly rour,a In turf, Stoning Btuo00 w111 a\SO wp;,rC$s many otllor bsted 
pcronnilll t>roDClloalweodsand woc<ly brush Ma v,11<> s,cociD•. Rmorto T~blo ?for rato 
rc,commQtldaUO<lS bv!l<KI on tnrgelcel woed or brush spacles and gtOW11, ·s1ago. Somo wood 
$pc,dos w111 tC<tuifc tank mlx'e.o for QdcqlJIJlo control 

Repeat t=lm.,.,ts rn~y be mado .,.. noodao: Mwover. DO NOT excood 32 ~uid ounces of 
Storllng Bluo"' par aao, per grow,ng season. 

Apply 30. 200 gallons of dilutnd sptay per troa!od ecto (3. 17 quarts of W81eq:cr 1,000 S<JU31'e 
foot), depending on density orhoig'hl of weeds lroatod ar.d on tho type or e<;ulpment used. 

To avoid injury to newly seeded grasses, delay appli<:ation of Storllng Blue" until afte,r tne 
•..:end m0Y11ng. Funhennore, applying moro Ulan 16 nu.tcl ounces or Stontng Bluo" po, treated 
aero may cause ncticeable sI,ml/ng or dJscol01:t~0n of sensltivo grass spe= such as bentgrass, 
carpotg<ass, bklfraioamss. ~d St All911s11negt3ss. 

In nrca• whore tcoi.. or so~>iUve !)lams ex\ond, DO NOT apply more than 4 fiuid OIJIICOs or 
Stortlng Bluo" per t1oa1ed aero on coarso-text"1ed (sar,dy-typo} so~•. or m excess ar B nu,d 
ouna,s pcr ln>aled ecro on ine-toxtured soils. DO NOT mako repeat app~c.,uon•.., those areas 
for 30 days an(! unbl p!IW!ous appl!=ion~ ol Stc~lng 81uo'°nav& boon actlvoled !n 1/lC >oil by 
ra!n or ,mgubon. 

Farmstead Turf (noncroptand) and 
Sod Farms Tank Mixes 

Pa9e JO ofJ6 

Apply 3.2 -8 nuld OLl!10GS of Stoning Bluo"' per acre in a lank mix with one of the products In 
T&ble sat the rotes IJS!cc. use lhll /1lgllor rates when treating establ,s.'>ed w~ods. 

Tal>IC 9. 
Tank Mix Pan:ncr Raio PorA<:rc 
brom~J!.l8uCOII®) CJ-.3.7!1 .. D.S l"W"ll'ln.."I aJ . 

MCPA Q,5, .. 1:, oo.unds A~O. 
MCP? O~S - 1.5 ocunds LD-
24-0 0.5-1 .S o,aunas a.e... 

Crops 
This prO(luct can bo usod on the fC!l<ll'MQ cn:,:>5: 

Asparagus 
Conservation Reserve Prognim (CRP) 
Com 
Cotton 
Fallow Sys1oms (Between Crop AppUcatJons) 
Prose MIiiot 
Pasturos, Rangeland, Gonotat Farmstoad 
Small Gntlns (Banoy, Oat, Trltlcale and Wheal] 
Sod F•nns 11nd F1nnsto11d Turl 
Sorghum 
Soybean 
Suaa.rcano 
L:>ok l.nsK:lo ror comoJoto Raalrlc:Uons and Umlli11'Uon·s ancl a.""'llc.a.tlon lnstnr~ons. 

Common Name 
ANNUAl.S 
Alkanat 

Po.,.,11 
S 'n 

A:s1er SIOl"ldor 
Bodstr:rw Ca!d'rwood 

Posts listed In thls IAbOI 
Sclct1llffc Nam• 

OS' 



'"O 
i:,, 

(Jq 
(1) 

N --..J 
Vl 

Wlilto 
Coc:kJowr Conwnon 
CoD0011011f Hc-mt>o::am 
Com!JoMtr l&IC/\akv Buncnl 
Ct'Qt.Qll, Tt0ol:. 

WocllY 
ODl:S'Y, Enh\l:,.!'1 
o.-.oo,~e Amolic4n 
E'\IOr;il;onnmn:::~o CuUcu{ 
F.;b,01ia1. S!'M~ecd 
A r:ob,r;o Al\11\lill 
Fl1lC'WIX-d 
fc.1milol'\I' 
Goflsofoo• fl:oltlelo.af 
HO cttlo 
HO/l!>II 
J"'c;et,·.1, Lo.acar 
JlfflS.an:wcod 

JS.~~J.~!~n M9t;l 
Kno~4 Pro:sltato 
l<ocl, .. 
Llldto!himlb 
l.4mb-...u,nors.. Common 
Ul:WCC Minar, 

P ' 

MGl!ow. ccmmon 
VanJc:o 

Moro:no~ >-4or$a~cf) 

Ml.l-od 
Mominmt1orv, ,._-~mt 

Toi 
MuJ.tDJC 81'1d{ 

81uo 
Tan.~ 

rcaele 
T•-mble 
Wold 

NrQhtsh3..r;1o Blil.CX 
Cu-ll'c-ar 

PC'nl'\~.u. FlcikS {F:anwo-Nt. Frcru:ttwoed, 
~~ 

Popp,NYfflod. Vlt;tn~ 
!Pco..,,a,us• 

P--od Pro.1-tta.10 
Rodnx>I 
Cana!ou'illil0"edl 

Smoo!ll 
TumSo 

Psi,.ea ..... --d 
?oorio-a 
?ut,C!utOVlt\O 

Pualano Co-mtnot1 
PUJlml Flol'IC1al 
R.,d\&b =-
Ra-. Corrwnan 

Gillllt [8uU•'-<,cl 
Un.co--Lo.of 

ru, T 
Roehl I.on<!<>" 
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~..oton~um albilm 
Xanthium #111mar,um 
Ac:itvdrR o:.Jtvl/o/~ 
COntaun,o ,...,.,,..,.s 
C<v/0'1 Qianaul05Us 
Cmlon autUu: 
SoitaQOft:/1111:, 

0tomceD1Jalutn D/1.Mf~rr; 

Ckr.o:nera :.,~u, 
CenlC!fNJm,~rn,-

t ,..-...-IOII QlltftUUS 

Oo.Seuf.11.1/11.o fDIJ/Jfo 
FtimMJJ C/lit:mb/1$ 
CJronot"tlhl4bJm mutJl':0 
G-..'eoari:; totntut 
Urr:l:Jtn OfnJJ{O'KJC.OUle 

Poltunonlum ,oor.1Jcum 
Dor""' !tflmO/JHJm 
Sdoanrhca onnuu;r 
-11um ovfr:.~ltn, 
Kochill .:s:coo.1u·i.o 
~um~m 
Cl>O"'"-NV'ri. ,m 4""'1D 
CJ,oW~pbOrlr,tiltla 
Lact110,, $0mc}(J 

Ma l'vg, r.-uncro 
HlOlsr.us- triOm1m 
HiO< flJ.: Wigan~ 
An!hoffllS a>lU(§ 

I c-11h0dcmcaa 
/DCnTOQ mrrnu,oo 

8/o,..,. n-
C,,ori, ttm~, 
DosamJlttUI P.fE!J_llfo 
EN::imUm m~rdlm 
s~m•m~ 
Sir:oonaf\let'Ws 
SOlonum """"um 
Soianuin td/Fotum 

- Th#lspl.arvon,,:~ 

Lcpiallim w,;,,icum 

.Amuan:i:u, blrto;da:!. 
Amotfltdbul ICl.l'O/Jox.ui 

Am§,onuu,s hYMdta. 
Am11nm.'hu~ 41:lu:. 
~r~,M mal11C4'1'0fdc$ 
Oiodttt/OIO~ 
Tribllll,= IOtroSilis 
PMLil.:,ca OIO/DCOO 
RJc/Jatdlo .scDW• 
Raohor.~ 111Dhanf:tltlm 
M>b,,,.,.a/tflm/ .. 
AJ'!JIJIOSJDlnf,t:Ja 
Amb/0$1":Z t>klonlot.1 
Scnocio}DCDOGlt 

s;,,morium /tio 

P«igc J2o06 

YolJaw B~,r,IJltla w:oarw I 
R·ubberwo-oo 8i!:Ot , r,orv~ Ode(ato 
Sabi<\, Tro~mfollus 
SeJbanra t<olTl.0: Se:bR/110 oroJl.:a 
SM Mord"'"".-.. CG'o,ol:o Dur=~~s.tom 

..§~l>J•P<>d • Cti.:.sb ob/lr.,ilt,l.,a 
Sid.a Pnd<=o•wo..,, I Sid~sdr,,o2 
Srnort,.,,O<l C<OM ,-Pnn.non.un, .sca.bl'Um 

• P.onni·-~n!a I ~um -,.~ttnk;;,un 

Snoo:a'NOo-d"'-Bit)Of H<lkJniflm om:ll'Um 
Sowll,.IJia AnMllli Soncbu.: osomc,,u: 

=~ i ·sonc,w.:: utJor 
S~O'M:o.cl common Hom/ran!~ oun~ 
s..,. , __ P10:n:c E.:.1D1V11TJ10fllJ(r.13llfH:t 

S-··-·. Con, 5_.......,.,.,••rva~ 
S4rDur ar.sUv ~onthQ'Soormum n~ m 
S\:trv.oc"llJttlo S!allltna orarrr~• 
Sum-·--o-o Ro~h Na ci~.ala 
Sunrkl'Wllf Conwnon Hc!/atJ~,1r.r,u,n 
Tr,11110 -Ru=-'slun s«=o111 d!lar.<'a 
Volv'l>lloaf Abuf:kJR lhr:a/JIJ.f.O;ti 
W(ltotl,on:o_ Ca:"M'ICri Amo.n,nthui·r~ 

• Tall Ami/rant~ luben:ulo1U$ 
Wato~mro,o Ylir.~ Lufho..~ docurrwt:J 

WomrNOOd Momf~lb Jlf'lt:ol 

BIENNIALS 
-.,....sod< common At<Ji:Jmmir>tr.; 
Com,t W11d !Ouoon AM01

~ Loco Ot1~Cllt0!0 
CodlJc ~1\c IM!ltndllum Dlbu,n 
E-.mn.1,in1:1rimn,,;0 Cotm\Of'l Oonolhor.) bMtw: 
Ci<lro nlum CafV!lno GaronoldTI corolinJ.arn,m 
Grorrf#CIII t..lli:o:i.aa.rmu.:'n 60-D, 

~-od O.tru~o I CClllOCltoll t:IJlte1SiJ 
c-ouod 1 CorJOu/1:'a ,ri:,c-Jkl.S.O 

Mor,,-..;o-,t MIJNO bo'ORA::: 
?tanuun Bntc:od PlontMJO ansto.la 
R;.-..,w:>rt T,ai, ,_v s- •• 
Starthistlo Yonow ecruo,.-,-c.a .:oJsllri,r::s 
Sw-aotd.ovor Mofilof~::;i,o. 
TO~$of Ol~"1:.nrivu$ 
TlusUa 8"11 Cit:J:Jmw:mtm 

Mus!< C4rtJ1,1u= liufott: 

.?11.,.....:aa" I COffJsJt./1 ocanthOido= 
I 

PERENNIALS 
~Jf•JI• M~t10~IMI 
AAichoto JorJ!OJorn HtrN:UJtfl~ ttlbOI0$11S 

Asters~ I A8/ef _J"IWVln,~ 

WhltohcaU1 A:JtJr o-'J&u: 
BedS'tr'Dw Smootn c;.n,umm~ 
Sonl-d Flold =-• .,..,.,,v.. 

w-o CD~- N/.$0 

Bta.lowctad Toxa:s Hfi/JtJtlt.hu= akar:~ 
8,msa- WooB<A .. .aJ. Svr Ro .o4 ?cvo~-odl -~ .Q,U\IOl'OJl'I. T1P R~ru11'Q/J:.J$ .i~ 

Ccr--'-- Bbddcr SdMO.,,uleOIM 
CftideM>ad Fiold Cor.D3tr:,m arvon~ 

Mouscc.ar C,,n,&tii,m=l<lm 



C!\Jc:otY C,coonumll:-= 
Clcwer Hoo r1U,W11m oUtoum 

OGncor.on ToraZilCJJm o,'f,ar,olo 
...;;ru:.: 81tu1,dlcaf (Bltt01dl7C.Jl1 Rt,n,o,t Ob/uSdotu: 

C.,~y Ru,nc.z,.,. ..... ..,:,-

~biln~_,Hcimo 

• 
~~gfennol (Cy~a,s¥111ed1 

FC!m Bnck:on 
G•rhc 1Mlcl 
Go:donrod Cm\ftdD 

Ml.noun 
Go,d<>nv,eod ColMI0<1 
Ho-
~OdOOOO 91llcl< .-.n..'l[!'"l,t:am:&.s-'!fger 
Hononoftro C4ro!i"n1 Solonum c:,.tohr.fcnso 
tror,wood t Vomom;,.,Cl'Sl. 
Kn«l',ua'lod BL:tck Conlouroa -

R\4si.1n Cof1IIIUl'r10 rc,:,cn= 
- •d Common A4f:k~~$ -'Wh?C.O 

HcnO"'Mno Amr:,af1mu~1Jlok!r,,s 
Wostem'WtiaMd A.::d0Jlla3 =11l1Wrtdlo,'a 

NotlJo SUnilWl'Vt I.JtticoctirHu 
~R!L,Wtodo SitYorioat r\Mh"o lioi,onotUo Soi•num d:ttaan.if!Jbum 

O.,bn W/,d An/um cantrocnso 
Pbntoon Btcadloaf Pf.or.l~or 

Budll,om P'.r.intooo J:,~Jtl 

P"owocd • PhvrohlccD 1manc11no 
~-ed We-slon,. Amllm=lit ~ilO.s/af"""-"'"' 

Rodvlno &unmchll CVO(l7 

~ t..c.sciudou 1.os~n 01na.i11 
Sma~od SWilmo Pa-num coa:Jr..cum 
S""k""""" Broom Gu/J()Mlzil Q1fQIIPf1JO 

S<,rret Ro<I Sno"" Somin , R'lmotogeto~I• 
SoYrm11.s.tla Pon,11n;,1 Sonc;nu:r. •"'1tnS4 
s~•-". Lcafv &J ·ac6llfo 
sv.,drtlu OeltO/hom 11Cffl1Jtta 
ihi:sUe Canada Cirsium alY!lns:e 

Seo\dl onc;,ordum 11c11mmum 
Toadnox O.almoUGr, Unano r,or.,w!obo 
Tmt111Cllt Sada A::lOk: Sotbnum l'ql,um 
Tr\Jmce~,00,, ru.rr.iv~ne} CllmD=is ndc11m:. 
Vctc:t, V/cJD•M 
Wn1othcl'!"lkJet_SQOttod Clr:uto m4euf11t.a 
Wat01•,v1rN'.,,,,o Crcocfl'la IN<iw/oi~~· 
woomo.rror Croo'Otna Okoli: -141• 

Yallow o .... :!Ji<tA 
~ Ab!lntJ1 Mt:mJ:sut atnln.thium 

lcYi:SianO Artom/Zt'o ludaohd4flD. 
"r.lllnkOa'M:IOd E!Jpato(inn COfflDCllKrkiktJm 
Yamrw Commop- AChieo• mt.Jam!lum 

WOODY SPECIES 
Aldor A/nu:s=-o~ 
A>n Frw-xirw,~ s a,g_ ~~.,,, Poouiu.$"..,..,.. 
Boss.-. T1tf11 Amonar:,4 
lleoch F•at1:: .\no.. 
.Birct'I ~n,lt '"00. 
B!e~ Rllbu~ •11

'"'. 
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B1ackoum NY~SD500.. 

COd<lr CcdfU.S:Sl)Q. 

C~o,ry Pi4Ji:tu::~os,,. 
ClflnQUa:>lt'l :..ruv:ofod:. t;hnr..rwvtvut, 

cohor1woocs "Cau/U$d<lt"""1: 
Creosotii?>u1f1 L:uroo thdOlfllll:i 
C1J0.1m1xn•tn,o /,UQtt<>/IQ'1CJJtrilnDr:a 
c-1,om, Rucu=couw~ 

°"""""" 00rml= :fiO:!)J 

elm "'""""""" Gr:u:iG V#IJ:! ;oo. 
ttav.«>om h~o-alc Crata«JU::-:100, 

HamlG1:l T.SllQO 5~0. 
H,cka.v ~ ~-
HOAavlooJ.'1 GkU1.t:Jil/t4~n/tros 
M=incvJ.U~fc LonJccro .sDO. 
Homi>G"'11 Comnu$)C)Q. 
H~cklobcrry Voccin.un~ 
Hud3::il0 AcaQ,:ii tameSHJM 
lw PoJsO<\ Rlw:.~ns 
Kud:,, PucrD'III IOUla 
Loc;yst.8!1c.\ Ro,._"" mo:udoo,;.,c;.) 
Ma.., ~t'!Hltl 

l'.c.sauite P,o:oDi: n1:.cilolio 
Oak Qd;tcv.s ,:1100. 

On'-' Poi:on ~· OJwo Ru,sia.n 
Pors,tmmot1 E.ac.tom 
PIJ\O ~~,no.. 
Plum ~r.a (\,Vild Pluml P/'JJ:"IU! :tmvrxinlti: 

P'oOl:u ~=$DD. 
Rub:,i!oru~ I .... ,.....,s-:Jlta,n.,t:J: .oulch(:llu~ 
Rodcodor E'Mlcm JUflfOtlftJf. Vittr.ttiOn:, 
Roso L-kC:lrtnCY Roubftl,::Joat.>. 

~u.l~ffora R4.JllmtJJIIJJoltJm 
S:u:zobn.~ frirxKU'.l Artom,~o lf'1Ct.dll 
So:.u,.afra So.,,_tr,, .. •lbldum 
Sor,!eobc"" AlncJ.4ncitlgt :onaufnco 
.S~boJ•~ Lffl:klr,Oan:o&? 
S<>niCO Pk:tJ!i ,act. 
Swnoo Rhu~::11;:iig, 
..._....__,.. taum !Jguidom~or !!)moqu• s-~= P/IJIMV$ O«:ldon/oJ<io 

,_Im11ot, fJou~Mia COlmJI 
Wilow $(11/X so-o. 
WlW\."-atol k omomef;::$moGtt>l'VTiltt6 
Y.;u,.1oon r /fox s.00,. ··-· 

Yut:Cll YUC'CO :l)a. 

Condl tlot15 of Sole o.nd Warn.nty 
Tho Olroellons For Us-c ol L'lls produel relk:Cl the opm,cn of e;xp,uts basoa on field use and 
tests, Tho directions arc bollnvod to DC ro11ac10 ana musl t>e fcltowcd cnrnfully. However, ,ti,; 
I possible IO ollmrnale all nsks !Mwenuy assooaiod with uso ol this product Crop ury, 
lnottoc:!vor.i,ss o, other unl1110nceo cor.so<Nt"lces moy result bccauso or s:;cn factor~ as v.1'athor 
concll~orts, pi esonco of cam.- matenals, Of uso or tha prococt In a man"'"' &r\CXl<lSISl"'1t with ils 
label\r>g, all of wl\rctl arc b")'Ond !lie control or v,-,r.cld Solutions LLC or :no Seller. o 11\o oxl<>J1l 
consl~tcot wi;n opp!lcablo law, an sueh rtsl< s sl1all be assumed by ll'1tl Boyo, . 

' 
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Wlmlo1d SOiutions U.C warrants tllDI this produa oonfo<m,; 10 tho dlemk:"1 aosertpliorl or, tho 
I~ 3l)d is rOOS<lnal>lyfitforthe purposesrulerrO<I to in ll1e DlruQlon_• ForUao. SI/ m:1 to the 
Inherent risks, referred to above_ 

TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE I.AW, WtNAELO SOLUTIONS LLC 
r.,AKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FJTI,IESS OR 
MERCHANTABILITY OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIEO WARRANTY. 

TO THE EXTENT CONStSTEi'IT WITH APPUCABLE I.AW, BUYER'S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY 
AND WlNFlEI.D SOLUTIONS' EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, 
NEGLIGENCE, STRICT UABIUlY. OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAYMENT 
OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT. 

TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, WINFIELD SOLUTIONS \.LC AND 
THE SE\.LER DISCLAIM ANY LIABlLITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL 
OR INDIRECT DAMAGES RE-SUL TING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT. 

Winf,eld Solutlorns LLC ond the Solldr otror tl'Gs prodUCI, ana tho e..,,o, and user aocopt It. subject 
to tllo ro,egolng Ccndlllons of Slllo ~nd W•rranty which may bo wni:<1 of\ly by agl'Oal ont in 
wri~ng Slgnoa Dy a duly au1hc><lzc<frepre$0nta,livc of Wfnfll!!C! Solut/Qns l lC 

a..,,,,.,,,, Barrwr$QF, S.......-c.Cl..EARFl~l.U.Fronrltr.~un:Nt.~ddolt.~. ~ . P~nt. Pr"""-°"''°"""'° IO'Jl'llotod/r,domOfkSo/flASF. 
AccM(.. Ally. Autl•. 111_,a. CanYa,,, &pntl:i. &ttuln•. RitflH. Glutt, H.vm~r. ltwmi:xo 1M t..omM 0/0 -.;.~-.. .,E.1,..,,,.,,,d<>""'""'""ea,,,..,y 
~. A.M1Hn.4 ~, Bk.•JJ ~on,&n. C:.p.ittOI, C)do,M. DolllHphy, OUWII ~nun. Enillc-.r,,,,, EV.Jf.. 
£n:ttd. c,,.,,0;11'01Jit. ,,..._ ~P, spMr..~ .. Scarr, ro~. 7aumdown, Toupl. w,d W.-rlor w 
rog1starnd tnu:lotMrtfs of Synponta Gt011p Cornpony. 
bu/a%, Axiom, Bron.ate-, &,c'7#, Ubo,ty, UbcrfY ~ Sentor, srdT11/tr i£a ~ortKltrodomlittff. of Bayer 
Cn,pS<i"""4. 
Cn:1•diow, Cu,,_,, FlnllR•l.a, Garf-on, Korb, Lonlb■n, stln11er, ond Tordon arr, ~arv-d rr~qmarl<.: .md Hornat 1:5 ;, 
1r,,,;,,,,,.,,,,olo-A,.-LI.C. 
8n:w,«,. 84111itt. ,:..now-Mn.fer, H.tmw.u, L.Mdma,:t.ar, L.11t.n, .....-..a, hrJrrGr. R■mrod, Rr1utJdup LA'tnr, and 
ltaundfJpRe;}dy0nt c~!'1t~dflodorr#1U and~. OoprN )anr md~dMll3iororo trvdom1Nb ofMolrSlX'lo 
Comp.,,,y 
Ool<oo, u o("fl".lo,vd-C,~USACo,rpo,y, 
~,1t GIV~Cl'Od }.r,,QQrt'IOft al Hi~ ~~nc;,:s_ LJd 
um .i:s o,~~OfOd'~ dAryrt;, tJ/12SotJtllCO ~>en. ,-.,,.,,_,,.,,.,,.._ • .,.,_,. __ olFMC co.i> 
Tu.rbo T•~t arwJ TurOG R~•t O(o~s.•on::id t~ of Sp,.r,P?g System;, tnc 
o.i.,.,.n ~11l'fJ{lt:)lorcd~m.>l'kcl~ 111.~ DC. Jnc, 
Mc;ry.and$ttrltng Otao WO~ot'Od~ ol Y.(., l'tt,,ld ~ LLC. 
M/A2'01C~~ 



Broadleaf Herbicide 
FOR SELECTIVE CONTROL OF MANY BROADLEAF WEEDS IN CEREAL GRAINS (WHEAT, 
BARLEY, MILi.ET, OATS. TRmCALE AND RYE), CORN, RED POTATOES, SORGHUM, SOYBEAN 
(PREPLANT), FALLOW CROPLAND, FORESTS, GRASS PASTURES, RANGELAND, 
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM ACRES, ORNAMENT~ TURF GRASS (INCLUDING 
TURFGRASS GROWN FOR SOD OR SEED), NON-CROPLAND. 

ALSO FOR CONTROL OF TREES BY INJECTION. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
lsooctyl (2-ethylhexyO Ester of 2,4-DichloroptlellOxyaoelic •Add' ._ ..... .......... ... ........ .......... ...... 87.3% 

OTHER INGREDIEN1'Ss •.•............... .. ...... ,, . .. ...... : ........ -, ... ......... _ ........................................... 12.7% 
TOTAL• ..... ..... .................................. .......... - .. - ···· .. ···- -······"······ ···· ··--········· ... ............. .. .... ....... 100.0% 

Contains Petroleum Distillates 
Isomer Specific AOAC MelhOd. Equivalent to: 
"2.4-Diehloropher,oxyaceHc Acid •.• _ ............................. ........... ·-······· ···················· 57.9%. 5.5 lbSJgal. 

KEEP OUT Of REACH OF CHILDREN 

CAUTION / PRECAUCION 
Si u!.lod no onticndc In O'l!~ ~ o .,l~pGQ que so ID cxpliquo c u:ited on dolnllo. 

(If you do nut um:k'i'C~ ttto, (Abof1 l'tnd GDl'nOOn(t to oxpbin ii ro you Jn detail.) 

SEE INSIOE BOOICUZTFOR RAST AJDA>«>ACDmowu. PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENlS 

For Chemu::il Spill, lonk. Firo. 
er Exposure, CQII CHEMTREC 
(8001 424-9300 

For Modle.:d Emcrgonclos Only, 
Coll (877) 325-1640 

Monul.;ic;'lurcd !or 
Nufarm Inc. 

11901 S,AwtJnAvcnuo 
Alsip, IL 60803 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

CAUTION / PRECAUCION 
Horrrt1ul ii tiw.ll lowOd or !lb':.orbad througl'I skin. Avoid contoct with skin, ayes or c;lothmg . C.l.i~ m.oc~to C')'O, "1'1bdlon. W~ 
thoroughly w11h t.O::l.Q .:ind wator mtor h.lndllng .:ind bcloro coting, drlroong, chowing gum. u:Mng tooxco 01 IJ"'Jng the toilet 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE): 
Somo materials lh:11. .:,,c choml:::il-rc:-.1::.1nnt lo thi, product .:i.ro rn.:ioe 01 any Wiltcrproof malonill 

Ao-.... -- OQl)llc.mn, ~go,s. and - hand!<= must WODr. - long·- :nil ond IOng _ ... 
• Snoa:.and ooc!O, 
• er.c:im,c.,l'f~ lont ~ ;al'ICS 

• Cnomicol•~~lant '3?'on w hOn mixing or loodlng, clonning up :spill::i or 0QU1pmont, or otncrwme e,cpo!JOd to tho eoocertlnlt& 

Sao C!fta1nocnn.g COtllrvb IQor :>dotl01'UI ,cqu,rcmont~ 

f Oilow ~f.t1c:1un:,' t ,rc:.tru:ClllQf'(I 1()1' ~ DJ'll10lrn.llntQ.1llfll) P01""...on.~ ~Ott"C11'1oV E.qu~ (PPE). tf no sucti ln:.truc;tioN..lor wMhnt:Jlcs 
ox1~ . uoo acc~om and ftOl w::,,tor, KoCQ ofld w.x:n PPE. :.,op3Q:cly ,,en, otr,cit l:at#\0.ly. An.or~ do:/ot u:ao, clothlnQ or PPE mwt not 
bo r0L.Ood tai1ll' II ~ been. r::CQ.Ylc:!d, 

&9noonng Con.1ti,L, Sbto~: P~ ~~YI~ cod<D%I Ulo1I moct:i 11\0 ""'""°"'°"'~ fi:aoCI WI thC WPS 10" ugncultur.ll 
pmtidd=- (11-0 CfR 1?0.~Dld)t~J. Wllon ~ U"'..O Clo:'.c:<I ~.om:lo o~..od QI~ or mrcmri ,1,n ~ IT\3MQ'I' 1n.a1 moot:. tno 
,oo .. ,cmon1,: llotco rn lho V✓orko< Pro,ooron s.:r.a:,,., ~'JPS) ""agnc,;lll.r.ll pe::,ldooo (40 0'R 170.2.lj)(dJ t• -6JI, u,c """"'°" Pf'E 
~ ... ~ m:,y 00 rocl\JCCO or CJO.Uco a::i, :.occtlC'O l'\ tt1q WPS. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENOATIONS 
U::,,qr, Should: 

• Wnonno"""""•°'•"""'!l· dn"""'S. """"""O 11"'\ .r.ono IOl>O<:<:o,.c, u:i,,g1!>o--. 
• Rc!'no',o ctOlninQIPPE 1rnmoa~1oty ff ~cido ~ m:uao. Tnoo \illl'Ubh ~ :anG. !:Ni ex, Ci:ll.1n dOl"'~1 
• Ac-"'Ci:YO PPE ~1.3lDCy 3n0" ~ U.v:. p,CrCkC. W»rt tno oubfCM QI g~ t,cion., rt'fflOYV'!l• kl ':oOOI'\ ,= C>O!.:;lb~, wa:.h 
-n!y:,no~ "1I0"'""1C""""1g. 

FIRST AID 
IF SWALLOWED • Qill poison contl'Ol C.l!C\tof OC' dodo, 1rrmocll.3tory for l!t'a:mm\l adv,cc. 

• H.wo pcrso11 sip :, gl.:isa o1 water ., .oblo, to tsY1o1i1DW, 
• Do not ll'IOUCO'WOmlh"IIJ unleas told to CIOcio by the PQi:;on control ccncor or doc\or. 
• Do nol QtYl~"f mOUlntoanuntonxlous. person 

IFON SKIN OR • Tak.8 on oontornll't,:ltoe:f dot/'Ung. 
CLOTHING • Rin• ~ LfTWTIOd.11cty wnh plenty or w:1101" lor 1!:. to 2D m1nuto:. 

• Call a pabon Q0fWOI c:otlwt or doc:1"or 1or troatmcnl .:idV1cc.. 

IF IN EYES • litoiioayooPf;,\~MIC5iowly~~1tywilh watar f0t 1:i, lo 20 m1nU1e5, 
•• R«novo or:,c:\tDcl ~~~I. OSCCI' tPk> 11r,1 5 mrnutoo, lhon continue rirl31ng cyo. 
• 0111 :a go;~ .can ital. Gef\tcf at dDCto- to, •ro.:,;lf'l"IC'l'tJ ao-.,c,o, 

HOT LINE NUMBER 
H~ Iha product c:cc,J..,_. ot labr,I w. th you whM calllng., poison conrrOI center or doctor, o, going tor troiltmont, 
You nu, abc ~ T-;817•325· 1&:0 lor (lfl')Of(IOflCY mad1c;:il 1roatmon1 1nlorrro.t1on, 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN 
eon~ pr~ distlllate .. vom...,o may c::nr..o n::.O'hti.cm onoufOOf'l:a. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZAS'IOS 
Thb.~ciac: 4 '°-'de to lt:il Ol10 ~ UC 1ttwcnob~1c::.. Oo 1101 OOPly ~ ;o W:ilGI. to tin:tc whcto ~ w tllOt' ~ o:-~. or to 
ll'llOttld::II ~ bafow- lhc fflC.)l'I higt, WrD,lef mM'.i<.. Onl'I t)l'iC nJn()tt mu, 0Q "3..":Jl'lj~ IG ;:,.o-.m.nc Otp1"W:-m::;. 1n w:atCI' :Jdj)C.Cnl lO UCD\CC 
aro:t:1. D:>not c:ont!:IJ'TWa-to wo.to,wr,cn a~ OI w~l w=n w~tor.: OI" r.no.::,i:C!, 

Tho ~ h.1::1 ~M,o c::h..lrx1~ cr;:.odmrl:!C w1ir,c~CI G(rtOC.tco 14'1 ~10r. 1'.'flc U""...o ci r ~ ChCmlC411 .n ~ 
w.f"C'to ~ .Ql"-0 DCffl'CXlb10.. ~ly ~ Inc 1,11,·.ltcr' l.lbo tJ ::r..:illow, ,rn;i,y ,eu,s 1n qtaundwMtrCOt\l.Dffll'\3!IOI\. A:>a-~on ,1tc,un,d 
;:, e.r::ium or trOy rcr.,.u11 u, com.:m,~:~ oi: ~ w:.iwroc gtottr,crw.:)'lcr. 



DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is 11viotot~ot FodotDI lnw to usothls pr'OdLlet !n amnnneir1ncoruJt1c,ntW.:lhH:I RlbOqng.. REAOENTIAE'LABELBE.FORE U$1...;G THIS 
PRODUCT. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WJT}j LABa ~UTI<lOWIV STATE/~El,'TS A."'1> ClRECllONS. 
Oo not apply thi:!. t,ll'odlJc.t 11'1 a way thtrt wlll cori\Ilet W~onJ or othor porsonG. Dllhor diroctty or througt, drift. Only 
mr:,; bo In the oroo Clurlng np,pllcDliari. 

for any rcqUlromanls spocihc to you.r SLr:rto or Tribe, r;onsult 1ho ogoncy re,.ponslblo ror r:io,ticido rogu¥Jtion. Pr 
usod in or noc, grooMOUSCs... 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
u .. W, pn><i,n only In~..., w,:/1 • tD!,o!;ng ond ,.;tt, IIIO YI""'°' P,c1- St>naw. •~·CfR 
c«itllino ~M:it tor \ho protOQKl'l Ul og:rl:cuiuna ~ Oil ttmmS, toro.au.. t\U.--,«I03,. D~,.C• ... : .. '·'""""""' 
Qgr1Culw:JJ P01Jld~ I! 001"1taln, roq:Uf'omont!J loc :rtunin;_, doco,~1icM\, no fieol.ion. """ . 
opo:llle ,_ one! ...,.,Ull!l> """""""ll IO lt,o ot~o."""'IO 00 1 .. 0 Jc:,al .-t ="ONry ~ Tha n,q.:aron,~1!11 in OU box or,.ly 00;21't to· U$0A Cd tni:s Pf'Odua: ~'t 
Do riot Qntor or allow won<or oritry Into tt~tOd aroa.t1- dunng tha ro:wlc::tod colt')' 1n1 
tOtl'(l.;i.tod iltCM. that •s pGlfflittod'\mdarmo \V~P!OIC<lk:rl SUl>dW IU'Ci NI. 
such :is pla1its. soil. or wa.ler. b.: Covt1ralls. chemlcal-ros.Jstan1 li}]OYD! m;,.i;:ta ot ~ : 

NON-AGRICULTURAL lJSE; 
Tho r<lQuirorrnm1s in thW. box -t?Pty to u30:,. of this proCluel thtn ot0-:-00 
ogncu\tur.1l pc:itl CJCos l40 CFR pnrt 170). ih.o WPS oppllc5 whor'I thi, p ~. , 
nursorl02. or groonhOw,os.. ,,tf. • 
Do not allow poop\O (01hc-r than aopllC.lto~ or pots ori lta~I \lai 
l'\asdrlod. ~ iT,1._ "'~;,,'--_ _ _________ ___.J 

PROD.UOT IN~~nori , 
ihts product conmi~ l300Ct)"I o~.or ot 2.,4-0, In ~Andkif,G horb do1. "l ~roe~ Mrd-to-k.111 wtood.s such a:. bindweea, thr.itlc, 
omartwccds, WIid g;i,,lc. wilod doc:l<, tiv,oy r:,~Md wtlo °'"c,,o.· 
INJURY TO CROPS FROM n-tlS HERBICIDE t,>.)(~~ IFiVOU~ NOT PREPARED TO ACCEPT SOME DEGREE OF CROP 
INJURY, DO NOT USE mis PRDOUCT. ·lo· I 

reslatan1 to 2,4-D, ttio oc:t:Jvo mg:rcdiont In ll'lin pr«i1.1ct, arid to othC!I' 
a roslstant wood blotyPES w,u net bo COl"lfrollad by t~ns. product. Coro.ult 

o tor agror,omw;: m~ornont practlcos 10 m!nimlzo 1hD oc::oxrcr,ci, ot 2,4~0 
l'flOCMSUres. 

; • Nl l~I bporyoc,, Obsorvo tho lol1owlng gancro.l WDC(J l'T'I.JMgomont pl'.JClJC.OS: 
.and Dllot~do a.pp1it.l!>ON. 
=- o, 1A,1J19 ci$hot' o bomd~ tior.xldo ~pplicnt10n or tlJlagl!. 

n.<vnd.1.IM:l()':i.m.1U. 
:Q}•:~. i:i:oloci.ive o:nd/01' .). ros1cfuill horblcide) and cultwal prt.taic:Q~ (o.g. t'1!ogo- 01 crop rot.n!on) whcro 

" (11or tho mos.I d!fficult to control weod in your liold. Avoid tan I< mixturos with othor NlrblcldC!s th.rt roduco 
ancago~am). or 1.tnk m::xturn dlrocuons that cncoi.roge oppllc.:ulcn mt~ ol thlo: product below tno 

n(I "'""°"'-!""":;all"'°"""""-
• • ..,.,

1 
mow,.; bom r~ TO f.llio to nu.nlmi:O tho Gproil.d ol wood ::scod or pl1mt p.iru,.. • ~~t ~ ot ropontod non-por(OfA'lanco cl this product 01'1 a particular wocd to your Nutarm reprosontDlivo, loca.J tot.I ller, 

er ~ Ola.Qlra.!OI\ agont. 

--~ 

ftUn;,gofflOf'IJ of 2.4-0-Rost:stonl Bloiypo, 
Sln;c;o lh(I ~'Ct or n:IYII 2."-·D ~'10d:,. Q:1™101 DO d«'Dff"'ll',c,d un1II ~et product u:,.o anc $0on~fl.c: cont~on.. n--..anvtw:U.1101' \ 'llo not 
rm~o lor At'~~ tha.1 ~'f raolAt trom thl) ~ cl Ehl, promn:t ·lO COlltfal 2." ·0 ,~,ant WO(lld-~ 
The 1Cllowln; good ogronomic: prac.:iicoo iw rocO(M,o,'lQac, 1.O ,oaua, th.o DPfO'ad of ccttnrmod 2.4J.> rm!!-1:ira bactypCe,." ~ 
• ti a ""'1l!Di!)' ~ """""11 boc:ypo ~ 1"0-..Mt )'OU' o;,,,ijto!lon o,to. '"'° ll!odue °"'"'Id bo .,,. ... miJ<o,;' o, ..,,,.Jo<!l....,.1'1'81\' 

whh M il.OPFDC'1:at~ kJbolod har!klco W1,tr,, a -c:/nQNM rnac!o ol lllcilQn lo i:tct\lolto co:i.,rol, \~j "~: 
• Cum,ra.J ;net mo~ i:o.'7tr'Dt P4"ac:ucc:i. \0,.9:. c,op totU:clt) or Ullogo) ffl#'J ar:so ba an00 13:) a~o. " ~ (r~ 

• Soa-J1 "°"'°" -00>11~cn.r no,\,(aooopp!icr.-.ondcon:r.,1 ~ ....,..,1rcuc1,,g """""""''"OlY?O>.a'l~ IIIO)'~.~ 
• 'thor~~y cJQ:,n o:: · cimom bg{oro loaw,g tac!do ~ 10 t::W'llD&n mbuam blotypoa. _ 1~11' ~~"' ·1'3/'",1 ~ • 

PRODUCT RESTRICTIONS J, , ,. ••J.k,:' ~' ,,, ". __ ,.,_ 
Oo nol apply tti:i. produ:::t through ally typo of (n'tg:3tlon system. ;[ ., ~ ~ 

Do not uoo in c, noar a groonhou9o. . !'(; · 'i ';fr ~ 
Do not u,c tho -• ot,r.>y OQ,,ipmo:it !0< o!IM ~ o;,l<m 11\o,oughly doonod. C,C,,, °"" by• A o, ~#;jtt IIUJ1ba 
k111Qtf ot suffor ~nltl=,nl ;iand tcr.i.:si wJtn mari:uvo Q,ll.tlllfy Drtdylotd ,oduct!O"I. ,1,{!JJ:i· .-».· . · ·;.i 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS . ,:. " (:,Jf f 
Add f /2 1he roqu1tod nmount of wator to t~ s.pray tank. 100n ndd this prcd'uct With .::t0ii~ DfldJ'l'no::~~i..~ of tho wa'lor with 
continued .ig1t.tllon. This matvn::aJ 1orm.s .in omu!~1or, in wator, not a sohJtJQn. lnd),~~•· I• •,~. P,o,r,c:so .oglt:rt lcn to 
ptovont t1uctt separation. and lnsuri, w,lform spray m1X1ures.. _ ,-.~~ 1~ . . ', , '"~ .. ., · 

COMPATlBILii-Y. ·•v,~ 
ti thlD hortm:11;:IG IS to bo tank mlXod with tortUtZOf':l Dr w.1h ot.~ ~ J)ft~t,,to~ lo tos.t tor c0mpatibll1ty. 
use a smell co~talncr and f'l'll:t Cl amm1 o.mcu~t (O,S.10 1 quortJ of rjpi;~lf1"~ =mo r.i c M 1ho ~ ;cl.DO\OCI 
u.so. /1 D.fl'J l~CDtlons: or. P'l~lcol lnc0mpa.tlbIHty dovelop, dG not ..,_ '!9?i),nda~ot lneompatlblhty usually wlll 
appo.v wfth1n 5 10 f S rnnutas aft or mlJCin~ . . ✓ 

Road .:,ndfol!ow ll'lc lolbol 01 o.sch tank mbc.proc'.L1Ctu'30d 1ot ~'°l'UDO, ~,:e'ICOIJ\c:'ro-.sl.riCllens. 

Uso 1/J to U2 pint o11h1i prcdlJct per aero lor w 
l.crttlizor n, ra.to::s tOCOfT1mcnd<ld by ,opplior or ?!i~!:<~t"f.c:o S!> 
F1tt ll't0,p1~1Q!lk~~,, ~, tno t~ ,thM.1dd ,si\dt[Ol'l.01",CICOtf'li]tl:!CC-!lrlrtgt~:.ank wM 
loftlli:or. /¥Y.>-'1 -~:Oly o.nd co.,..._., 0g lllD • ~pp,>cotJcn. "-PJ>O<•>IIOn dotlf1$ ,oiy c,ola vroo,t,o, IIIO"' 
~ iii not ~ll:o. 00 nd dtow mQ;1iJ!'l{ib~ alltll.Jttf l'TQ)' be at.iC.OUtlll)(ocl ~amo 1an~ or Dt~ or 

111dor ,oma onlt'm)Omonta! condi'dons. ~.fr d~ l~ ,t ~ ~ ra:10 ~r.nod tor appllc.,tion. 
NOTE: Fortill2:or:l c.vl inc::rca3,o lOS:lgo~ bUm ct tho 1ortil12or raliJ .ind coneontrotion will roduco tflo haz::i.rd 
at lca.1 bum. ~ ;• ' )J:¥~~·:i?l.) ,r • 

, t<PPUCATlON INSTRUCTIONS 
Apply With callbroLt?d air Of'! 

othorwl~ d1rect0d In ,padf".c 

For m:rio! .1patc, ~ .. ,Oobt:ll 
Forl)'QUod ,,,,p11cati1 
Thclll;Jhat~.-, 

• F0r 0 1 
• For 
• Under 
• W 

U:~ ~ ~Iden: o.pray votur,,o to prOVldo 3doqU01o covora.gc:, gf t.:i~ wocd.s or = 
-,<;\1:,.1" 

fi.2.l Df'I le:~ spray volumo ?or ncto. 

.- ..,~ 1,0 g:Blkm to~ spray vclumo por 3CTB. 

od~ tho lol lowing crcumtancc,: 

Role1 O, ond AQ'pfc~~on Tlmlng 
~ · ~ cij.~l'oo .:iml'J~ I~ )'OUng, suee~ growi:h 01 5Qn!lltlva WtlOO 3P1)Cl'ClS. For l0$:i ~NO ~poc:1os Md 
undor e~ a, ma«, difr~n. tho Nghor do:i.:s;co. win bo l"l(!odod A?ply 1h1~ product dunn; WYm wonlher wrion 
woo~;i_ ~ act1vofy growing. 

1.;~~ro~ t 
To,PIVllom · .~,on., OMi!rt ~pottrcaJment3 wt1h a cnllbr.nod boom or with hnnd sprily01"3 usir19 a fixed sf:lrilY volume per i.000 

~ ~~- bolow-
~HikS1~ 0~ H.>t\Cl•not.e ;iproyoQ ~ oo. ~ ror ~poe ~oro o uu orod.l.d. A:>pt,/ d» :i?fflY un.tonny :w-1.0 :n II r:uo 
oq.,w.1on1 :1:t ab~ opprtc.QtWi\. Aj:p~ori r:r..oo lr"I t'-io ~ DrO b:UOd u;xin d1o oppk:I, on r.,:o 1or .r'\ 3'0il oz 1~-0 ~i.w:o 
fom. WJx 1h0 al'n0Qo'l1 of thta. 0r00ua:1 (It oz. or qil.J i::onu:r,pond.:ng 10 v,o dwwoo Oro.~ ~o tn to 3 ;.aua,m ~ :;i::ir3y. 'To cl~o 
~ :>PIDffl1 OI r:,odud ro-qut,od lor lntgo, ~am, mu".n:ll)' tno toblo YUM> (fl o: or mtJ b)I tho~ 01 ~ tc« 10 bO \l'uc1cd. 



R,;rl:1J Ci;invoraJon Ta.blo far Spot Tn:mtment: 

112 I 

l/5 fl o-z1 

I [5.9 mL) 
1 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5-00 
6.00 

7.00 

B.00 

9.00 

10.00 

12.50 

1$.00 

20.00 

25.00 
30.00 
511.00 

100.DO 

t, 
A•Arioty 4 
11pp1,...r ... ro 
Q~OQ~ 
Dro .... :i-~ 

Ulbol Bro111dcant Rate (pint/aero) 

2/a I 3/4 I 1 I 2 I 3 I • I "'- 5 
Equlvukmt AP10unt or Wauchmo LW par 1000 sq tt ,;;ii,f~',. 

1/4 fl o, I 1/311 O;t I 3/B1l c.:: I :J/4ftoz I 1 fl DZ I 1-1f.1~oz J '3::~,-. 
{7.4 mL) [ll.9mW (11 mL) (22 ml) (30 ml] (44 rnLL J- ... (69, . ,,-~'.= 

. .. l\'J''li,.' ·,- ,,. 

3.13% 4.17% 4.89% 6.25% ;1,2£0%',,'; :., 18';'75_%\,. 2S. DD% 31.25% 
2.08% 2.78% 3.13% 4.1.7%:'.@T.'tte:s:s.~ ~ ~ '.):&'12.50%'·' 16,.67% 20.B3% 

1.56% 2.08% 2.34% 3.1_3% .._ ~r~25%~ .0'J:r9...lB% 12.50% 15,63% 

T.25% 1.67% 1.58% ,,;"2;50!!. - ,,,5;00% ., 7,50% 10.00% 12.50% 
1.04% 1.39% 1.56% '2:'089'~if.:) 4'.t.7"!(c1;;.; 6.25% 8.33% 10.42% 

0.89¾ 1,19% 'l ,34%..,.rr 1.79~ .. lill ' :-.._ 3.57%.,: ,. 5.36% 7.14% 8.93% 

D.69% 0.93% ,:'l:.'04%~ '1.39~ ·.~;J:~;78% 4.17% 5.56% 6.94% 

0.63% 0.63% f '.0..~% 1,2,5%. 250% 3.75% 5.0□¾ 6 25% 

□.50% 0.67%, 1 .0:7.s,r,~ ,~~%' 2.00% 3.00% 4.00% 5.00% 

0.25% ·:f\\();33% f,~,' \'.) •:•·o.38% 0.S0% 1.00% 1.50% 2.00% 2.50% 

0.21 % ·•: -'-;~0:23,-,:~;-' o.ar¾ o.➔2% C.83% 1.25% 1.67% 2.os% 

0-13% "'-0.' J'~)! j ,'.0:J9% 0.25% 0.50% 0,75% 1.00% 1.25% 

0.06!lt.S,;,; o:OS!")(..: .} ._Q;09% 0.13% o,25% 0,36% 0,50% 0,63% 

fi,1}~ -~)SPRAY DRIFT MANAGEMENT 
~ ~Mr i:ondl1lor,:::a (~.g., wind diro~ion, ~ind spocc:f1 1emporat:1.m~·. rqlativo hi.rrucilty) qnr;I rnothod ct 
· ,..111.1. oirblaDt. Chem~) car; mfruonc:.a pa:1t1c1d0 dnlt. Tho appf:~iltQr rnus1 ov~!UElt.c ~n: r~c:icrs .:ind rnako 

.applying this product. 

2,.d-0 as 1ha sole act11Jo lngrodlon1, or whon :applying sp~.:iys th3t comalr'I 2,4--D m1){.Qd w!th actJva 

at" g.ruco,~::::;~~( n::: i'.I Coof"B.C! or c:aan.or :spray (ASAE standard 5 72} or n volume moan 

.Jt cootain 2,4-D mixod ~th clhor Ddiva mur~ .,....31 rtMili:.IIP1;1 i;a m odlurn o, rr.oro t lna l:\AW)', ~~~us 
_ ®ray- (ASAE st:indilrd 572} or D volume moon d lo:rnotor ol :mo rrucro11s or groo.tor tor sploning a1om1zor ~ 

Wind ~ 1. ~ 
Do flCl~ t w'o1'10 ~ 910C1tcr \Mn 1 Si rr."Pl'\.-Of\l)' ,n:,Ply 1tus product (f U11~ wmd tJJract1011 favora on-tc.ri;irt dcpa:$ll1on and thorn 
aro not ~tjvo ~ ~IUdlr'IIIJ. but not lm ltod 10. .tO::JUCPntJ::d' moos, oodlOs of wotor, Known habitat tor nontargDt spodm, rmnl:;irg~t 
crap~ withrn 2S0 foot downwind. 11 :;,.pplying a Medium sptay, loi.lvo ona swath un5prayad .it the dcwnwini:J m:fgo ot Iha 1rni:ned Tiold. 

iornporu1uro lnvonlons 
If ilPPl)'tog: at wmd ~ laao 1hnn 3 mph. tho : rp?lteolo,r~ dotormlno if: a) COt'ldit1ort::1 ol tompat1Jturo lnv(!J!l.ion exist, er b) slnblr, 
LLb'l'l•O$pMrii::: COl'IOlt~ ex~ Dli ot bOloW no:t:1i: hOl;hl. Do not rnako app.Cications into aro:1s 01 ten,p(!fillu:rn rnvortm:ms er s1ablo 

.itmODphorlc cond1tlon.o. ,I\.. 
S1.1scoptfble Plants ,,/ ~~• 
Do not oppfy under c.1rcumstanccs whotc :1pr.oy dri;lt ~Y occur to 1ood, 1i;in,.ge, or otl"ior pbnbng:s. that. might 00 d.lm. 
thoroof rondorod unfJt for s.alo. u:m or romiumplior'I. Susceptiblo crops mcludo, but ore not limited to, cotton, okm, f 
growing OIIIQO), !n.dl 1toao ~Ol'>;O), ,oy;,,,.,,, ·(~""',. .,...,~ '"""''""'"""' ow,lolN"'3, :om.t1cm. boon3. OP,!l.0o0ior 
tobncc:o. $.mwl amoc:mt?1:c:il .oprey dM1t :l\rJlrrtein1 nolbov1~'tR!- m:iy lnJL,rn:I :i.t,eo.DtlbJo bJ'Oadioal cloll."tt~ '{", .. w,~~~• ~r,;Q 
Othor Stllto and Local Roqulr.omonts ~ i~, ur l 

Applicaior:i. n,u:,1 rollow flit :ru.1c ond loc:al- pc:dieirlo drift rociulramcnr:!li ragnrding oppllcntlor, of z:+ ~ ~ ::i1lli't.5o M ' 
moto stringont l'CQUl.atiom;;, they rrius.l be obsorvcd. . ;. ;r .• 
Equlpmor,t 111 ><•' r,i,,,_ 
All ::J.Qrial ond ground 3ppl1catlon ociu:pmant rnuo1 be ptopcr!y ~intaiood w'K:I calibrotod @n; ( ::t.o ot'D or ~ o.,. 

Tha boom loogth mu:i,i not: axc:ocd 75% ol the win~pan or90% of the rot01 blooe GQIT'.Ol'°':l f:,1• 

Rcloos.o spray at the lowrnn hcigh1 i:on:lkr'I~ wtu'I l!ft:cnr;;y .:u'1d r~g tu ~o'!'/. Co not l O~ , 0 teat abovo 
Vlo crcp canopy unle::i~ :;a groator hafg I ~ ~rad 101' itn'tcr~ :S-310';')'. ~ 1oo;u! · or rights-OT-way 
a!Jpllcat1DnS1. , . .i • , J,. 
Whan applications .Qfb mado \11/ilh a Cr'CJSSW'f'IO, tho swath WIil bo dlspl3CCd ~ ::.. ~ b: J~ '~ o for tl"IIS by 

ac:fJu51in9 tno patn of tl'le D.itcraft upwinct -•{li 
1 

, f. ~ . •~1 

Do not apply with a noule holgllt greator 1.lian -4 feet .abov1:11ho er '~'if l .~. ·, , 

2,4-0 osrore may \IOl-llHizu durtng condiUon~ of low humidJty Dn.d Oo~ i · 't ) Uhi::l;i condition!li or low humii::My 
and l'tgh 1emporaturcs. ~ ,(~~· V 

WEEDS· us ,·. ~ I, ,:, 

.AN.NUA.1. ANDn1i6m .. LW~ ~ \ 
Annual yoHow 5\!Veot clover Knotwood· ~~,:~~ •, "{"'~ Satslty (w~stom or c:ommon] 
Begg~rtlc~s· M.:i.llow {V~1 -GW.l,:i ,•~ .~ Smnrtwoot1:a .. (annuiJI: spocios.~ 
Burl thlstto "'~❖-- . ' ·•~/ • I SowO,i.!!!.t!o (annual er sp:riy] 
Coltoo.wclld M~l'I-,=. t.!• t ~.r Sun!lowor 
Common broornwaed· ~~~!DfY(c.onirn '•M',:~~ Veh1et:ca1 
Common bUl'dock r-iuo:!drd t ""'-'J Verva1ns· 
Comrnon. cockloour ?,(I~ { • nl) Votcht1s 
Common. lomb~qunr10rs ti, ~ • _ :,' :.pp.J Wild carror 
Crott)n (fox.is or woctly) J! 'V. .P,d ijq~~ ., ;o.;.~J :,,- Wild lcttuco 
E:voning primrose ~common gr a.i~ 1,, .~~•'9=r1S) W1!d parsnip 
Hairy gillinsoga .<. ;~}• f Bcu;h ~ Wild radis!l nnd cthor broadloat wood~ 
Jtmsonwood _.) r~. . 

1
_:Ri.a.,..~~• [1stod orsowl'l.oro on lhls l:.ibol 

'-I,, 'V 1 'Jl'l'EREN"1AL WEEDS 
All II" , • ~ I,('1i, ' " IOCI' 

~·~ ~.r~:5.~~n} t~ y =:c:~~-• ~ . {f ,o-ron;cJ 

C:rtnip "l ~it ~ ,· •i 
1 

• Hoory crooo• 

- ~ ~·;" 
11
\~ ~~L':~r~~I:~!~ 

Ooi=Ri"~2 ' ~ .. ;, Netlloo (U'lc:luding stinging) 

Sowlhistlo (paraMiaJ~ 
T::msy ragwort" 
Vorvmns· 
Wcatan i::,nw,000• 

W1(d gorlic'" 
Wlld onion· and othor broaolo31 wnod!l 
listed els~horo on lhls. lo.btlt. 

' 
1 

~ •
1 

., -t, , Plnntaim 

' ·; i 
1 

Y. ra,a•~iro ropoat .Qppl1c:JUons ond/ot u~o ol 1.hn highOr r.:11os on 1h1s proefuci lnbol ovon undor Ldeal conditions 1or .. ,~ 
Of ,.., I er m thg H;IOTI Ptarn:.i ;J/'IJO 01 T 0XOO and Oklahoma 1n3.V net bo !Ull~!:x:t.ory with thl:1. pr-odu~ 

l 'ff.-~ 



SPECIFIC USE DIRECTIONS 
CEREAL GRAINS (WHEAT, BARLEY, MILLET, OATS, TRITICALE and RYE) 

(Nol 1.mdana.codod with logumos) 

APPLICATION 
TIMING 

Poat-omergenco 
A.fn!GI Ol'\d ~ won, 
Po,onn,t.ot bitm¢CDI woad, 

&no,vos,cy WU'Dd Control In -P(m,nnlat broildloa1 woods 

AMOUNT OF 
WEEDONE LW 

PERACRe 

1/3 to 1-113 Pil"ts" 
2nto1-1/3oints• 

, to ,.113 pints. 

1.75 plnto• 

2/3 pint" 

Dl~ECTIONS 

·oonatoppiy1ogrntnn ~no~oJ~. 1, f' ..;_n_ "'• 
Mludorum r•t• 1 oitlt oot "'"" ~om jou\lir,g 10 bol01<> boot ot~,.ff~ at ·'~1h :r- ~C>nl""' ~ bore<c '-) OI\Odd bO 
to11a Wl'\Ot'O ~ lneto.uoa: tt:i.lC ell Injury to crop Is nc.coptabro. ~1~ tl:,iotf~ ~ b'bol: :aro fT\OtO .tlMoly CO au,o C-,'lnl tn,u,y. 

PRECAVTIONS FOR USE ON CEREAL GRAINS • ';f;A .. ·• "!?f/ 'f:. 
Tho hlghor """' (QIOO!O< !hon 1.0 pints po< oe<o)Jnt(~, rtto n111< Of g',oln _ 
prob!a-n Juat1f103 tho rbk ot grain dOl'fl09:C. ., ~>,:--
RESTRICTIONS~ USE ON CEREAL CAAINS' t :{ "I ' 
• The protmrvo:,t Interval [PHn i& 14 daya. 'fr:: 1,•11 
•Oanotapply1ograin intl'lO=oorJl1ng•~- . ;,r.t1 !; 
a Postomorganco • ~ \): • ~;, ~'-,l1 'l 

1 
~~, 

• Umitod 10 ono ~tGl'TiCfg,o~ ~pP.l)cu:,onpos CIO?i,f~ ~ ~;1r,_ 
· Maxlmu,n ol t,7S ""'"'/12.S,ltiof.•·O 1<>!1j,,;, c,;to lJ""•i/pp!'i:o:Jon. 

• Proh.uvos: • • /' 
- Limited to onep- ' p~r,. 
· Maximum of 2/3 pint {O..S ~ ~ffe.,ij_ap~~c:Jl10n. 

• Llmlt-0d 10 2.5 ;C>O(;CJOP qc:to, 
.',Oj',%.orct 9~ of warar por DCl't', 

0 -g.ca.,'toM of wator per aero. 

Of moat~= btiilng fin!lhlxt ror.Go.w,JN« to f~D ~cod g~n tlolds within 2 wooi<s .zttor troatmont 
\lvostoek u :r ~t tr=.UNJ.(111U cmcnttod ~vt b 12.p:~ 

TANK MIXTURES FOR CEREAL GRAINS 
Weedono LVEI ond MAESTRO- 21:C Tank Mlxtura on \Nhuat, B.11l1ay, MIiiot. Om, Tritic:al1t and ftya 

AMOUNT OF 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION WEEDONE LV6 DIRECTIONS 

CetoolArou 
el(Copt Washington. Orogon, 
Idaho, Colorado, Wyoming 
ilnCI Montant1 

Vl~t()"I. O,ogcn,. lcoi:'IO. 
Cclot:tdo. Wyoming :rid 

M°""""' 

APPLICATION TIMING/ 
STAGE OF QROWTH 

Preplant (Bumdown) 

PER ACRE 

1/3 lo 3/4 pint 

"'"' 1 to 1-1/2 oints 
(0.25 - 0.375 100- Bromoxyn1I 

Oc:tanoato 41o) 
MAESTA02EC 

l/310314 pCrrt. 

"'"" 1 to-1-1/2 pInI:. 
(0.25 - 0.375 lbs Bromoxyn!I 

Oetanoato ao) 
MAESTR02EC 

AMOUNTOF 
WEEOONELVII 

PERACl1~ 

3/4 to 1-1/J Plnt5 

~t~ 1~!~~~cl:~~f1!,!~~~~ ~ul~~;,; ~~i:~l ;~~ 
~ cl c:rtllJ c:mcpy). 11 corn mo~ th~n 8 incho:i. 1ull mu:it bo spr.iyotf, i.ee 

drQP r,.oz:;dns and di~c:tod S.Pr,I)' to ketDO :OP!3Y Off IOIIDQO, TtDU.[ 

r::icrenn~I weeds aro 1n the bLJd 10 bloorri 310,go. Co ncrt spray 'Wtlon 
ca,n b. In tusaol to hard do-ugh irtage. 

Attar ttio hord dovgh (dontmg) 8toQD, TO 3UPprer.;1$ WO~ lhtll ITT1Qr1ct0 
with hilrvcst -s.uch ;is bfndwaod, c:ocloilobl.lr. dogb;ine. JJm!lonwood, 
mgwood, sunHowor and valvatloaf. and to dacrcasc production ct 
wOOd aood:s, :i.prayw1th i'.liror ground m~uipmcnt. Tho hlgn n:rto will be 
naadad fer 1ough woads L.mdor stress. Do nat apply prafiarvmt to 
,-wai:tcom, 

P!Yi.ClllmONS -c-, ON FIEUl CORN, POPCORN ANO SWEET CORN 
... ~~ &r pn,cmQf • 1c::i.t1cm. lo hght 3:lndy soils 13- 1"10l rcc:ommendod. 
• ~ · ' - to 2.4-0 nnd !IOITIO :1ro c~ly in)un:id. Contad tho :wed c:ompony or your AQ rJCUltur.il ExpM mnnt Stotiori 

for \Ml inlormat1on. 
.4~0 rTqf o><h(bif stom brlttlancss 10r S to -i D days following npp!lc:::itlon. Dunng this pcrtoo, tho crop 1s moro 

1 ~n- ..,_ _. , 'on:d13;a lrom wind or cuttiv;i.tK>n. 
AE!/fAICTIOHS'.l'OR US!: ON AllD CORN ANO POPCORN 
• Tho ~lntMlrl ~ IS 1 cb)~ 
: ~~ tooa:« :0t 7 daya to(IPW1ng :JifJp!lcloon. 

• Urnltod to ono Pi!VO!an\ or oruo~ iJppl\catlon per crop cyclo, 
• Maxi mum of 1• ll:J piJ'\t~ C, lb 2.4•D~~acm DotapplJc:n Of\. 



• Postemorgtinc::o 
- Umitod to ono pootomergonco npplicatlon par crop eye.to.. 
- Ma>1lmum ol 2/3 pint {0.5 lb 2,4-0 ao► por aero por opc:i llcatlon. 

• Proharvost 
- Urr:.!l!d to ono posth.irvost application par crop c::yclo. 
- MaXSmum CJ! 2.1 B pint, (1,5 lb 2,4•0 ao) por 11c:1"0 por application. 

• Llmltoct 1o 4..36 pi!"lts. (3 tb 2,4~0 ao) por mc:ro por crOJ:I cyclo. 
RESTRICTIONS FOR USe Olli SWEET COlaN 
.. The prorui.~ Int~ {Pt-f} i& AS CXty$. 
• Do oo\ uso \romcd crop 06 1oddcr (c,r 7 d.lya 1oUOWlng :ip~llon. 
• Minln-..,m of 21 d~ botweon opplrca!lons. 
• Proolont or Prnomergerw;e 

- LLmtcd to ono proplnnt 01 proomcrgoocc applica1ion por crop cyda. 
- MaJ6rnum of 1·1/3 prnts (t r;c 2 ,4-D ao) jJOI"" acre por o.ppllcmlon. 

• Postamergern::o 
- limited to QnO postomergenco eipplii::ation por r;:rc,p cy,;10, 
- Maximum Of 31'4 pl,,_ (0.5 lb 2,4-D ae] por aero per i,.pplblion. 

• Limited to2.l8 Olf'U~1.S lb oo) per aero porcrop cycle. 

FALLOWLAND AND CROP STUBBtE 
F.illowlDnd Is. lcflo land. posthorvost to crop5 or bo1W00n crops. ~-~1 ,. 

TYPE OF WEEDS 

f'Al.LOWLAND AND CROP 
STUB8lE 
AMU;(]I broadlaal waod::I 

Porconml broodl03f woodo 

t~orwilaJ ,goei~.CW-OW'IV)O~ 
rlowor :,:ato ..iro lnlll.atoa. --n,e.,C"NC:'f rMo 

:g d.11'-"!l rcc<11100,090. In loll C< OftOt JloworOID!lco 
'"'°~r.,~o. 

~-J<lbUd lobloom""'go,or 'SQOOd-- Do 
l)Ollal',u,,t, l<l»l<.'O .,., IC( Ill..,.,, 2 - .no, bOOll!'OIII, o, .... 
~ ltos,,, o,o doad. 

Wild gillie and onion in Ct'01) '.!?:314 tr;, 2";~.~ -~.: ~Y to now regrowth of 'W!kJ onion or gt1t1h: whlc:h oct:urs it',tl'letall 
,rubbl0 .,~ . I' '- · " • - . ·,; ~fo.w.Jn,g ~t 01 ~ ;narc. ~ ~ OC' ~ttWl WJi11'um. 

PRECAUTION FOR USE ON I~i.!-N_DJ,- ~ ·• --
• For host wood CU"Utd ~ij~~t.9.'f!WMO f0( f" -:_~ 2 woo~ lifter :.;:ii:,litatton or unti1 top growth a dead. 
RESTRICTIONS /\NO LW!Tl\'11<)NSiJOA tisE OH FI\LI.OW\.AND 
• T~ proha.tvoat ll"t~,~1 .''~ ,; _i; 

• Minimum ol ~0 • ., ,._ ~:~\-
• Umitod to ~·~po:, uo:o !leason. 
• Ma,clml.rn 4,O ~~iiiro por oppllc:lticfl. 
• De not PQC" Y('01J 
PSantlng 
Lo.bolod '1ttotQJ'I.Jl)?~t:Uq\of 1n1~p,octua. pl-3-nt ort,~~•1;-.oaon'thaorcv·«..o;btcn,,d ~.4-O1..Jbd~ 
Follow~ ,in,,g"' >, II Off'f. - ,n Ol""110m lot~c c,op>. l:il>o,.,, ~moybo :,t ,.,Jtot ~ lo)wy o, -
P.'ffe-«i,'ico,, •"« . ••pod"l'Y our.og lho liffll 14 CY/"- Oog,"""U"" i:ictOt> cov.rlbod bojow :lholld bo """"do(cd Ip 
\liolgning !lio;r!ol<.~ s· 

· ~,&'9i,'si' ~ cro\1o ,o,y bo ;lomoo 30doyo c, moto otterocs,';~ w:1/>olll concom lorl~ .-..Id,_ In lho p<llr!U>d <10?
~·~,){naoY~ condib0115, llw,n, mcy bo o no!< ol "'ll"Y to ou,copbblo c,--~ locW$do-..cr1bc:<11>0!owohoukJ bo 
~ WI ~~'91"' """-Under"°"""' ccnd~loro. oey c,op <=/ 00 "'3r.loG -..,, N>< 01 "'!\ilY ~ 01 loost 90 "'1)-0 OI""" 
to:nporalUf'.DI, ~ fro0Zlf19 hove o\llp"...ed 01nco 3.ppllG:lllon. 
~~ ~~ Whon p::an;lng, into trO.Jtod ~. the risk ot croµ injury is l'C3s II lower rates 01 prod~ woro oppllod 3M 
COMlriM l&k)IMng :,,p~ l'lflVO Jr,cllkfod Wilfrll, moist &>ii conditions that 1;ivor rnprd broa.kdQYtlll cf 2.4-0. RiSK ~ gr-oater If highor 
rato9 cf pr<X;!ud. won, e.pphed ood soil l01'TWf'm1UrDS lllvo boon cold and/or soi~ havo beer, oxcos:.ivofy wot or dry In 1ho days following 
llPP\icatlon. Ccrmu!I your local agrlcultural nxtor1s1on sorvlc::e or inrorrnat10nabout su!:.c:optlblo crops o.nd typlco'.11 cof'ldll \oris. 1n your ill'o::i. 

.' 

RED POTATOES 
(Only tor Use on Red Potatoes Intended for Fresh Market) 

APPLICATION TIMING 
AMOUNT OF 

WEEDO!,ElW 
PER ACRE 

1.6511. oz. 

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE ON RED POTATOES 

DIRECTIONS 

Rod f'obfo= f'Tooor1y (I.- O!',olleo:<OO:S O! UJl3 
onri.)....ca tad c~. ilkt ~ ::.;O{Qg_o rotc,\t,00 oj ;~ ~
:i~. ~n»S.O wcor sot. Md !m~i . 
O""°r !TlbOO~Cro,,10:,-""'YYO')'.d 
!>r!<WO. :iod '0d condlllono. V""1!licli;'.w:lh n:ii 
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SOYBEAN (PREPLANT ONLY) 
AMOUNT OF 

APPUCATION TIMlNG \ttelONE LV5 DIRECTIONS 
PER ACRE 

p C)'CID~ 

- lo. 
Dao) Por :.cro i:io, -propta .t ci"".c::n»n~ 

P!\O,'tooront~ ..... -
fOR USE IN SOl'BEANS (PREPlANT} 

~.ha, G011(1i'dr;>n:s :wet. °": t~. nir invol!;llcn~, or wind" 1avor dntt 1rom troatl?d .ire~ to 

lo plnnling soybo.!lns 1I you aro not prnpatod to.ac.cepl 1ho msuJts of soybonn inj1Jry including possiblo 

~od with this horbiclde in 1ho s11ml! grcwln~ scil5o!l wi1h c:rop!i other than 1h0,o labafod 1cr 2,4-0 proplant 

11 

FORESTRY, RANGELAND, ESTABLISHED PASTURE, AND NON•CROPlAND AREAS 

FORESTRY 

TREATMENT SITE/ METHOD 
OF APPUCATION 

Annual.weod:a 

81onn,oi aod :porormlnf 
ba'oadloillf woods and 
st.t,coptlble woody pranm 

Spol 1,rou'bnorrt to i;:cntrol 
bf'oadloof woods 

conlfot role.uu: 
spoci~ ~uc::h ;:es;~ 
Bctaam !Ir. Stock spruc:o., Jilek 
pine. Pondof0$.lJ p.ir'lo, Aod :Pina, 
Rad spruc:o, White p;no. Whilo 
spruc:o 

Dlroctod spray: Conl1or 
plointot1on3 Jru;Judlne plno 

81111.01 spray 

Sur1.uco o1 c:ut stump,. 

1.0 fl oz/ gal 
ot $pr':ly so1011on 

(soo lf'i.:rtructici,s tor Spo1 
TroatmonlJ 

:?.1o 4 pints 

3/4to 1-1/2mL 
per 1njoct:on !1ulo-

ru.aCl'I iD 21ld1Y, ~ Ol't'.:11, 
rrcr~~cf1:c11ifcr 

sti" oCl>'<fy g,-.ng. """"' 
LOing suttic:ient spray ...cilumo to a:tl.llrD 
this troo.tmcnl mny couse OCCDsion..11 

it sucli mjury cannot ba tolor.i'\ed. 

Ta contral: wt.wan1ao horGWQOd troc=i, ~u.:h ~ o:m,..n.ldtor;. oak. ilno 
!lil'."IN:n:gum_ Ir, ~ .imd o;.h,it n::n-cRIJ) ~ "R* by 11'\!i:a::M; .:n 
n a\CI al \ rm, al .undll(.iu,n WIXl'do!m l VS pci,r- fr,c'I, DI 1,/Ur:',k dL"ll'Tu,lDr 
lll: l)l"(lrujt ~ht tc8ti) :a, ~o:tlkl!'OCI :apprcxfm:110!y ~ 1/2 !OOl r:tbO\.'C 
thQ ~rcuni:!.. ~- q'1joc:1kin ~ DCCr.a' iD ~ IQ tllll:I ro«; 
c:oltt.ar a:, ~'"bla ~ lhc, ,r,~ Ci1 "1lb! p0qat~to.lim lnnOt 1:m.rk. 
Apple,,.,.,. IMI' l>O rr.odo tn""'gnou! I O >"'"• CEIi iot "co« ... 
'l!>Piy boiwoot, Mt.,, tS ol>d 0.:,~ 1S. Do t<>!~OOlm:,plo,d<J""!) 
lho"P"nG"""llow. 
fi>o ""--d :o~-ood, """"'- mOl)iO . .>t'<l clog,ooo<,""" 
1-1/2 ml of .un.dJlutcd Woodonc lVS pot. ln1oction sito ordoubro tho 
n1.1rribcr ot 3(4 m! lnjor;::ticr,-,, No We~ Proloi:Uon Standard wun<or 
Ul"llry l'lilOf ~~O{ WOf.C:Of notUlc:allora Teq,UirOrhOnl$ .:ipply Whll'111'11s 
pn:icuc.: ti ta;n:c=tfyM"lt«:tOO 1n:.o :Ji'i'~trJr:,l ~,.. 
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RESTRICTIONS FOR US£ ON FOllESTln' 
• Do not allow sprays to contact coritar shoot groW'lt, (cur~nt yoar's naw growth) or injury rnay occur. 
• Oo not awfy :o ~ory =oa -boa5.. 
• Fat car.'ro, rcl,ow;.O. i:!o rac,-: ~ on ~u«t, whQtO pana ot lnrcl'I .:i,o wnong ow:i oo:woa ~K'O. 

• For !x"4dC:>OI oi:<>lieol"""'- oo not op;,/y nwo Ihm, o 1Ctol ol 5.8 l))nt> (•.o lb 1..-.0 o<ll pot•=.,., 12-.,...,,~ ~~ 
• lJmltoO 10 Ot10 ~l :i~ 000 DOs:ll 'J.?r.l'f OfOA !Cl,lttlla) n.Qp{it.3lf0C\, Of Clfla If\~ - a:,p!ic.a1i0n poryrdf; ~t 
• For aorrnl appli::atJon, uso a mirtimum of 2 gollons o1 wotar POI' aero. · r -0 
• ForbosoJ spray, cur ,ur13co Ot\irrt0$, and 1,m oJ)5:lkca.11ona, do not ;ii;iply more lhon 11.6 :>l(IIS (aO lb:; a11.,-0.110)~100 ~~ ~ 

spray soh.Jtton. 1- . ,~,l'~J_.1,1 ;-~! , 1 n 
• Fol troo inJOdlOM: 0o ncl apply more thlJl'l 2 ml of thia. product pof injoetJOn slto lJn'!ltCCf to 1 injcctJOO ~ •• pci(;~r; ... ,. ~'y 

R)REST MANAOEMENT • · il it,. ' .. 
CONIFEII Ra.EASE ,..., 
To control Aldor, 3J>Ply 2 10 2.-3/4 plnm ol' l!il:l ptoch.ct )I'\ 8 to 25 gallori,. watQf'" por ::icro ;:1S, a f~~o I 
tor actoquato covor.igei. TfMl whon 3/4 of 1ho bru:;lh 1c!logo hDS.attoinod [ull SJzc loovos ond ?imOt'O'.t( + 

In tongth. Th~ is UBL.Elly bDtwccn ollrly MiJY und ml<.1-Juoo. Ad'.;att tl'Oiltmant ®to dCIPIZlldl~.._~; .•. : 
apec,os. Th.ts. may cau:io lmiaor dorcrmatlon 01"1 o,;~d 1(rs, bUt thoy MOU!d ovettccmo tri; '~ 

To control 91.1sceptibjo troos .onc:1 brush opec:lct. suctl o1s Coilnothus ~P Cflnquo~ ,tl..aari~ .. , 
roloaso Oougla!I- tlr, Grt1ncl 11r. HetmlOi::k", or Slilm apruce, =ipply 2 quarts~ ,t:irt,duet ~ o ~ 
Long. To con1rol Manzanit3 and Coanothu~ In PondorO"'.a. pine, app[y 2 qu.art.!l, of I~ (DtO 

To inc:rom.o porforrnanco. ~ 2 to4 q~ ot d10,ol, 1uol oil, korosone, or.=i. Sl.llt 

Aftor Brack w:,ruco, Jack pine, N011hcrn con.ih;irs, Rad plno and Whlto !lJ)i'\.ICO 

""°'yor , 102q...,..olpn,di,a i(, SIC:15 !!'I= or wtllotl'Or""'°·°' · 
bo oppliod '3y ""\o """""i """"1,, co,,ipo~ ho,d,;ooo .pcc;c; 
cau:aa ~ a:>fY1or lr,ji.lry. do 110~ ~ If ouch 1~,y eannot 
l>orolcldo "l)OalXisl tor l'OCOIM>OAd>flot\5 10 M lo<d c:c,,dJL'cn>. · 
To cont1ol Hazel bnmh tn 1ho l:lko stat,e,-, apply 2-31.t ' ... 
solutiOri for .adoqu::ito coverage. Apply wMn new ahoo! 

Troe ln~c:tiQns (Pino ftelea3o): To control Nre~ 
in !Qt~ Ot>d Oll>O< nM•ct<>O "'°""- oos,lyV... p«X!'-""' 
$pX4 1n,locll= 2 In<-.,.. •F""- odgo to . 
lnnO<D>rl<.Onh>m•to-lOl,,,_.,,.,.,ct,.,,,Mj 
ocigoto odgo. Trommont may bom=tdo at 
15 to Octobor tS. For dUutc- \n!~ mix 

on.try rostr1C1lono or workor rmtltlc:ii1.Uo(l 1 ' 

DOffl\11111 -"f)pll- (o,_. lhon ptnei'? \!"o, u,o 
31'10 ~~. Dpp:)' up to 2 q~i:f PrDd 
Appllc:ation 11VJ,y bo made by 8~.'i: :alt,~. botote con11or bud broak. 
PJno OnJy:: Mcakc aJJP'IC.IJ1lar;l.~'LP,i~~- o,o 3tKJ dormcanf. Appty 2'-3/4 pints oJ prod~ci. por ~cro 1n :lUftlclor\t sprny ~olution fo, 
adoqu.:itc. .covOf'ilgo by air ar•~J&f!9'~ _,.!]fl u5o thb a:ppJlr::.:iticn ur,les:s. ~o. p1no 111ury Is .i.ccopt:?blo. Uso ol dlC!lcl, 
1<aroson1:1, or other DII c~ ~~ 'MC may Cill.lSo unac::i:oJJtablc p1no injury. 
Qlrtstrrma Dt'~ct i broadlca.f wood:i in Douglas Fir Chmrtmas troo9, uso 3/4 to 1-1/3 pints of 1hls. 

pr<>duc:t po, by~~-op,>lcm,on 0<1ulprnont only wl>on tho troos oro Oormani. p•or 10 l>Ud broo•. Do 

EPARATI -N 

WC Qr., (Abkn opp.I. 
wooo,. ChnS1m.o!l tree pt.intallons 01 nil cQnl1or ~les. but tho spray mus1 not contact tme folil'.tgl) 
to wankoncd. Ol&OQ:O.Od, or atro!l&ed &oGd1ings since unncc;ep111oblo injury C.ln occur, T>lla. produd may 

tree application. (.Seo T.m,k Mix section.) 

lroJ over-wJntanng !iUBcoptlbla woods such a., Fa13c dnndolion, Klama1h wocd, Pl.ann:1.in, TaMy 
tuduet (n ~rllc.«".t spray ,otu1k>n fOt .r.dl)Qll01~ CIJ¥Dr.JQ£!. Make appiicmion ::i.1 rat~ .ind 1iming 

~ For control ol Ha:tol b~h and slmllar 5,pados in the Loko St.ut89 area, ~pply 2-3/4 prrrui of p,oduc1 
of wa.tcit '«hon new 3hoot growth ot H~ol 1s eomplo10 {~!ly mid-Ji.t,). 

~~~to=:ro!Aloa °"" ocnor...-01oopodoo""10<11"""'"'"9 !Of""~ apnZ•ll• 10 S-112 P""" •n~,o """'"ct 
lzi 8 :o~ .... ~ t r.Id di por ~ - ot-wf'Tlclont t\PC":,Y~U>I\ fl)!' cdDGualD ~I).,. APµ!), :lrta.r .:ildor bUCS, b('ool(; but bo:on:t tcb;o 
ls1/4fo.ilolm.A;,p11c:,:.,..m;,yt,omado1>yolf01910Ur)d.Hdo:hcd.wo..,. d °'"""""""'"'"l'bo-Wod forll,d o/1 03• on1. 
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Fcllngo Sproy.: To c::ontrot Alctor boforo plorztlng 1orost 1roo sceor1og~. 3pp?y 2-3/4 cimts 01 thJ::; protluct ptus 2 QL.13r!S ruQ! ell Ir. B to 25 
gallons ol wntor por aero, Of sufficient spray solut1on tor ndcqu.:ilo c:ovo,;:igo. Apply ottor moe,t Aldo, loo.vos."'01ull sl:r:o. To incron9'3 
QarletraUoo, 2 to 4 Quarts PDr acre of dlo;ol, 1.itJI oi l, i<orosonQ, or a suUabJc approvod agricultural :surtaclant at label r.:itos may bo JJddod 
lo tho spray mlxturo. ~ 

Tho muimlrm ra10 per brDilO'o;i.st aPJ;llication 1.3 5.8 pln1s {4 ltr.i 2,.d.-0 ao) par acre, kmitod le one app lication pot year. -~-
Co1'131.1!t 'fOIJf rog1on.ll o r cxtooslon rorootor or ~a1o Morbicido spociillis.l fo, rocommcndati~ 1o lit loci'. GOnctitio~. " ;c 

RANGELANDS ANO ESTABLISHED GRASS PASTURES 1 ,,. 
Included PoronnlDI CnJs.s&ondD 001 In Agrtcutturai PrOCIUC1km, SUCl'I mti carmorvation RO!loMJ PIODfilT~t~.r i~JJ.. · 

TARGET WEEDS OR 
WOODY Pl.ANT 

F'Dronnlnl nnd blonnla! 
,broudloaf woad=-

Sf,c,t trontmont 10 conb'ol 
bro:r,dloafWOOdl5 

Troe hi}ee1lon 

:::~~~~~ 
~f" ~ r~-.;_., ~ :,J ~ 

~:., 

AMOUNT OF WEWONE 
LV6 

Pl!RACRE 

1-1/3 ptnt3 

1-1 f.l 1o 2-31~ pin!• 

1.011 OVgal 
of ~pray soh.rtlon 

(sect [nstn.Jdion:s !or Spot 
ircatrncn\) 

1·1rJcIn:~ 

z.:31, pints Apply by ground or 3Jrctaft when fal'-1;o a fully o:r;pMdod tind plilNI!. 
OtC: o~ growing.. Ro4rc.ntmont may bo noocfod. 

(coonnuod) 
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RANGELANDS AND ESTABLISHED GRASS PASTURES (conrinlJOdJ 

TARGET WEB>$ OR. 
WOODY PLANT 

$01,lthom wltd ro!IO 81'0(1.deast 
app!ietttlon Spot trnmtmont 

Surfaco o'f CU'.t atumps 

Fnn and glrdlo 

AMOUNT OF 
WEEDONELV6 

PERA~E 

Up to 2-3/4 pints 
, ,onoVg.at 

of :i;pray solution 

1-3/4 fl oz/gal 
ol W:d:Dr 

DIRECTIONS 
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NON-CROPLAND AREAS 
Fonc"l"l)w:zl, Hodgorows, Roaidsldos. Oltcl'los. Rights-of-Way, UtHlty Pawctr Unos, flollroPd, Airports, Alrflttld:!11 1 VaC11nt t.atzi., 
Hlet,way ond lndustrlnl SHelS 

TREATMENT SITE/ METliOtl 
OF APPLICATION: 

AMOUNT OF 
WEEDONELV6 

PER ACRE 
ClREcnONS 

1-1 /3 to 2-3/4 pinto. l'.,;,J)l'Jwt,on CIM,Hlll W®cb DrD :IIT'~ a.nd 
o,,:J oQ;o. B!oonlol ond OO(OMl,I _, · 
®ll;O, tic:= nal now~ ~ Ibo 11me 

l-p-
0
-
10
-nnl.ol--ond- -8lonni..i--- --+---------l conlta.po,oM.:lil tal'ODcl!03J~ , 

broPc.UeDlf WGedB 2-3/4 Dints. ~;~:a~~~==~ DILl:5 
1 

>-----------+--------, Billions por:tc,o: IOW' 
S-usc:eptlblo woody plentzl on a:cre,. or sufflciont spray 
rights-of-way 2-3/4 to- 5.S- pints Fct hol~ A,pol.y_~~· 

«:MJfficiom~~~lor 

Spot b"oDtr'l\vnt 10 eonb"ol 
broadloal' wood:i; 

Troo lnJoC110n 

l.011 o'ZI gal 
oi spray solution 

($00 lnstructlOl'lB for 
Spot T/'Ocilmor.t) 

NON-CROPUINO 

$praynr, uso an 
rate and Boray to 

oar ;=61on of ~pray 
or ar ba:J¢;:l:k sproyar. 

.mCOtl'l'flCIQOtH:I 10 lmprovo 
Dt!:d il't:-?l'UC1iOl'l:il ID';' S,oc: 
under Appbcat1on Dirnctlcms. 

'I«. k,g:Ull'm al"d' cltcha.,_,r.J ~ tie ~ dy LJ"lj tw'Ud or klllod by !his trootmooi. 
r~.lfQ n£J1.-:~bl'c:i to 1n::11:,fman:,0( ~ timbor or other pmnis. being grown fof ~a or othor 

I~ COl'l'lrTIAl'ci!l! sood production. or for resm1.rch purpose~ 

NON•CROPUINO 
,acdco :i.n:JZ u·•1Hil ;~ 1c; WO:I 1i:.llllbU:lhod. 

• MnuDI~ penn,101 "'~ Co nae np;ily lftaro th.YI ~ pit,.:! cn VOOCfOM LV6 (2.D It>~ or 2,4-0 ao) per ocre por appll~t10n. 

O,.IJC!l in/>l!Cl"'i'noro tl»n '"""~ c,tJooo ?Cl' -
od'riot.-10:i?~ to a tra1110CI woa; wiil'lln ~,D d0)"5. ci D ~~ c1;11:1ncu,on. 

• Wooa.y p~nts: 
Do not 1:1pply more than .i tolal ol 5.6 pints or pints of Woodono lVS (4.0 lbs. of 2,4-0 ao) por ocro poruso season. 
Do not mil.kc moro than ono applic.iUon por ~c~on. 

16 
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TANK MIXTURES IN NON-CROP AREAS 
Woodono l.V6 onef Rologoto I Tahoo111 4E or Tahoo 3A Tank Mbdura.!I fCN" Ncon-Cn,p Arai,:, 

AMOUNT OF 
WEEDS IN CRQP WEEDONE L~ DIRECTIONS 

Broodloo!--

Woody ptant control 
Broadcast lollar spray 

Woody plant control 
High vOOl!Tlc k!-af-:stD"t'I 
troatmcrit with ground 
oqulpmont 

Woody ~:dlH'lt C01'1tl'~ 
.Aorlol .:,ppllca.Non (~licoptor 
Only) 

PERACAE 

1-1.13 to 2-3/4 Jl'Rts 
WoodonolV6 

plus 
2to5p!nts 

(1 to 3 lbs Tricl<>pyr oo) 
Ao!ogato / 1aooe 4E o, 

3 to B ,:lint:$ 
(1-'4i/81o!3 lbs Trtclopyr ae) 

TDhoo3A 
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TANK MIXTURES IN NON-CROP AREAS 
Weodonn LVS and DC11blo• Tank Mlxturvs 1ar N0~rop Noas 

WEEOS IN CROP 

Peron.nlal and bjennlal 
broec:no1-1r woods 

Woody plant c.ontro1 
Btoadca:.t, hl,ah volumo, 
stom 1oHogo or ilor.iat 
11p~llc:otlon 

AMOIJNTOF 
WEEDONELVG 

PER ACRE 
1-1.13 to 2-3/4 pints, 

Woodona LV6 
pllm 

1/2 ta 1·1/2 pinto 
{T/4 to 314 lb 2,4-0 ac) 

Diabla 

2 ta 2-3/4 pin.I~ 
Wocdorro LVG 

piuo 
1/2 to 6 pint:; 

{1/4 tci, 3 lbs 2,4-D oo) 
Di.1blo 

5,5 pint$ 
WaodonolVS 

plus 
4to16pmt:l 

{2 to B lbn 2,4-0 ao~ 
Dtablo 

DIRECTIONS 

"""""""' =04.·=:n~~~;:~ 
IOlol ~ay vofl.m10 o! 10 IG 

,d iffi: C0(\!1'01 OQ"o:'11. « ~ lelOni 
"~ This ff!O)' ,oquko i co tc 400 
e~. U:i01he1 hlgnorr.l!O'S 

-~ or W1dotdrOYGhl Cot'IO tfl~ 

SMALL. AREA APPLICATIONS FOR NON-CROP USE \ ♦,._ ''I~~ 
Fo, «>OU1)1 Ol ,,._,.,t - In >mo.I"°"'"'°"""'"' with -~il><><k-s,l,ek.,_.. mD< 2-3/4 flL•d aUJ'lc;cs of thlS ptoduct 
POI' QQ11on of wotor. lhoroo;hly wot au wcod loiki,;0.~

1
~ ,¥~.~ to-~ sopara.non. 

This o""""1 wiU oithor "™· control o, "'-""'}"~~WI \ho lobolfl.iio]dol for lhia product. Soma at 1haso •pacias m;iy 1oqulro 

,epeol -'""'""'°"""'"""' -:R;~~i1o~ F~S;:i -~R S00 FARMS 

DIRECTIONS 

Apply whco woods aro smo.U DOd aC'livoly growrng. For bcs1 rosuits, 
lt'ppty wb.'n ~o:4' ~a:ro l, QCoqUi)tO 1or ;;aC11,,.o wood g~ 
00 no1 oppi:y io ~ty ~ ~~ unUl "NO~ ~ttablrtnoo (1ivo-loa1 
::i'la;go Of' la'tcf) ol"ld then ~ icr ~m o~ 3/4 pint por aero. Cool 
SODS01'1 gras:i.os nn:, toHJl'ifflt a1 htgher rtltes. 
Do not apply lo grau Jn tho darJy boot through milk :st:1911 if aood 
productlor, I~ d"1ro-d. 
Wl'lon grass 1s wolJ ostabHshod, h1ghor rates o! up to 2-3/4 pints pc-r 
.icm ma.y bo ;;ippliod lor con.trot of hard to ltlll .mnual ct porcnlllol 
woo<!>. 
O~rootod percnniols ouch as b1ndw0Qd and Com1da thieUc m.iy 
roqi.m-o rooc .. t applicat,on,_ 
Avoid l'l'OWll'lg sod t:J~ 101 1 to 2 d::.ys botoro or m1or ;:appllcatlon. 
Doby it1lg:1Uon until tho d.iy lot/owing ~ppllcatiol\. 

Pfflt~ONSjFOli USE IN TURFGRA.SS GJ<QWN FOR SEED OR SOD 
•~r,g: ~!~ m loa,:t 30 dny.;, tolloWlng 30p/iClt,ot'l. Profcrobly, with $priClg applfc:&trort, l'O'-OOd Ir, tho13I\ 311d wittl 1811 

••pi~tllln/r..i.ic, In lho sp,I,,;. 
~ FOR USE IN 'YlJRFGRASS GIIOWN FOR SEED OR SOD 
• Tho prehnrv031 lnteM11 (PH!) a' 7 day.. 
• 0o not .ip~ymoro1hml o to11::II or !LS pmt9 of Wccdonc LV6 (4.0 lbs cl 214-0 ;::re) pot .Jcr(I porl.1!30 !lOB!l:On, llmltod 10 !WO .:ippUc;::;Hlon!J 

;:ior :.0;):)00. 
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• nx, n-,a)(lmum t'il1a OU'~ appll~lon is2.9 0 lnt1 WOQCone LVS (2.0 lb!Jol 2.,4-D .io) P'Y. aeto. 
• Do nor u:;a on crooQl.nG. g~ 11uch oo. bom tl)(Q)pt :a.a o l'iOOI tro.J\mO(I\. 
• Do nor uso on injury-~ .$OVth8!Tl grns,m. GUCh ll!l St. AugUS'lincJOl'ilM-
• Do no1 ueo on dic:t,ondrn er DfhO!" Mrbac:oous groundcOv81'3. Logumos may bo damo1gud or klllod. 
• Minimum ol 21 d.:,y. batwoon api:,,,Uc:itiono. 

Ornamental Turf grass [Excludlng Grasses Grown for Seed or Sod Farms) 
Includes Lawns, Golf Courses (Aprons, Fairways, Roughs and Tees}, Cemetari 
Sports F"oetds 

TA<ATMENT SITE/ METHOO 
01' APPLICATION 

omamontiil turfgrua 
(postomorgeru:o use) 
Soodling grao9 
(1~!ca1 stogo or lnlo-) 

Wcll•cslabliShixj graGSS:, 

81oon!;:,,l and poronnlQJ 
broadloa1 weeds 

AMOUNT OF 
WEEDONELYB 

PER ACRE 

1/2 to 314 p in1 

1-1/3 to 2 plnlS 

2 p1rrts 

PRECAUTIONS FOR use IN ORNAMENTAL TURFGFIASS 
• Rasoodlng; ~:,y l'OG(Jcdlng .ii ~a.st 30 deY51ol!owlng :J.pp!lcafion. 

t10pUcal101"1, ,o,ood In the spnng. 
RESTRICTIONS FOR USE IN ORNAMENTAL TURFGRASS 
• Do net milkD motttthan 1wo broOOcnst tipplieiltions por 
• Do not 3.ppty moro than a. total of 4.3 cintz. at Woodono I.~ 
• Do not uso 0n c:reoplng grasso, s:JCl'I M ticnt axcopt.on a. 
• Do not uso on i l'lf"Jtf•BO~ GOUlflom ~30:J. :, 
• Oo not 0$0 on~ or o:hor ~ 
• Minimum o? 21 d~ bc:!twocn app!iCJ111cns. 

FIOOO: arr:d fo'Sow iho ,moo, oe ooch 1 
gce>grsphie and othe!r rostric:Uors. 

U:fng thl• p,rodlJd ono MM <in r;erual gralfllS (borloy, r')'V. wh,at, tritlcnlo and oats) : ::: :.c ::,,~~~ 1o,~~~11=:1::.:.a1~~i~ro::;;:~ 
Oo,gonMdW""'111glO'\. 
ac:10. tn Idaho, Orogon .md 
o.cro. Flratmix 
due to Ory or 
equiprnont or 2 
volLrnoon 
Uolng thla 

'J 

01 t!\bproduc:t OIL:$ 1 :o 1.s cklt::i ft ID 1.$ ~BO oo)orMaar:ovoiEC par 
~,u al 10.<> p,o:!IICl ,ollr.l 1.5 n, < P"'" l•.S 0> 1 It,; BO 00) Moa>t<O '!8l pc, 

mtro 2'EC. U,o tho high« rat.as (a, lot; or WCK<ls. or Yr.Xt10 woo Cl growth t'.4 :.!°"" 
6 11\CAOO ~g,h. \k..o 10 lo ~ g:iGQra tOl.:ll i,,ptD:y voturno tt'Y llctO wtll\ grounc:I 

wllo ~, oi:ohe:,!lc>II. o, 0Ulllc1<1t\l ,pr:,y ~°" l0t odoqUOto =.--;o !ho hiQhar 

Oloblo ancs Aby or EiQ,ro» or OIDbfo lo ~ men compl«o Kochlo c~ OHors qo.iclt 
w.\h ~ tO ContrOl tatorM!Od rfu~ ~<d"ng ~ ~ 01'1:J IOdl,Ql'g po:1~ WOOd 

.....,_ .,.lo o~a,ing bouor comrOl ol -• •-• Ru"1><1 m~ • .,., W.od 
~ tor oa,ty uoa1"""", />iXJ;y 5.$ ....,_ (0,-U i,, ,.<-D •·•·> ol ll>io proouo wotn v,o ""°' 
tG J a.r.:ao {0.062$ lo 0.09315 l-O Oh:att'I~ Ml) OI Dloblo or ~ PQ-' OCIO, Tno l:lJ'lk. mbr: '121\ bo 

o,ago ltfllo,"19) U> ~ 10 ,-:. It co• 11D OPj>< 00 IC S""°'l w!Joat (,cm IM !our•lo>l Ologo 
wzi rri \0 4'04010 tet ~ OOt".!.lavo c.top tOliOwnc whOG.1 aincf ~ COtlCO(nOO :.bout. et:vf'(O"lt;f !('Om 

in u,o ,_""' ..wch o/,..... a,,p rotaicn Gll oap ullllr •~lO/\. Tllo tccommandod mlO OI e,q,,..,." 
u.lno ~~)'<'! and Soncur n knor:ledown hm>ictdo• lor no ll1l: Thoo ""'®C< "'" Sof>:o,Df olooo "'1/1 a,mbfr,,;il/oil Wlin Ouol, Lo"'l(,·,~ror-... may"" ""1'1iod """" =I\< p/opl:ml w~= - : ..,..,., Of IN> - •ol ol CfflOJn brooolc.ll weod>- -
in "'Jl>oono'm m,o,mum or no-tli DIOdueto. Applicatloo I> m:c,r11mondt>d ·30 cloys ?'ior ID planlk>9. Aol>I)' 01 ll>\O of 1.3 ~nu Ol 1N:, 
prod..lcr (1 lb ~ • .C.• D a.c.J por acruwith [:qboiod rDlo;; 0 1 Soneor. ~ gr~ hcrb~odcl d. ~ 1n W\"111 miit. o.c,o.'yot thO ~ ,:poc,tlod 
on that pt0duct'3 label, 
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Using thl4 pn:11:h,ct. andAtnmnc,forwood eontrol In Chrl:stmm:s troa oncl foro~ plantlng~A tanl( mix o1 tl;o!\o two produc:l:3 can be 
used 10 control woed& and tht.1!1 ad 1n ltlO ostablishmcnt o1 young transplonb ol Austrian pino. SIWp pl/lo. Blllo GP(UCD. Oouglils iir. 
Grand t\r, Joffray pine, Knobcono plno, LOb1otly pma. lcdgt)Pole pJnQ, Mot1ttH1:lY pine, Nobel r,r, Pooc:So.roo., pino, Scali;h ~mo, Sttk.1-
iprua, Slnsh p1n0, and Whita jir, 

,.,., O)ix ·-· bo C))!)llod t>OIWOCln !nl1 Ood o,,ty -· P"Ol>rotl!y In Fobnwy ., Mo,cir, w!lf,o u ... ..... ,~ do,mOII"' ~ 
1r:v1,pbndn;. Wood> 3.~0 not !lo rr,c(O thon 1,5 ina>oo hi;,,. h °"" bo o~od "''~ a.mo, ground o, .i, °"~pmon1, Aij . 
bOOn hie~ otloctlYO lor tO'l0f'O:S18.kln ~Cil 01'\:1 or '1.l!IGD torr.l!I'\. ll~0!1'1" .sp:c,l]eottol"'I lho.kay tG g:~ WOecl .... 

p;,llons 01 ~ict' pc:r,:x:ro1orcround 20~ :r~m Cl 2 ~ ·!Orl:i cl "'-.uorwhon.npa,'ylng by3lr. or 
otfOqlJOto OC\-mtl.£10. Bo ~ ~ 1s:,rnc,nt b :xooorfy ~tM0-1~ WIIU!l$ tn tna 0Jl(3)' :rr-a:Dl'l'i - no~ 
OU:.~ - ~la bo ,s rr-c,h OI' CO=r.,.o!, lbo :a O;.ITf\P wtsh e.i:c.ocl:y to fnlWlUl]n :I ~D P(~C °' 
o;fiotiOn to oop lno 1T1lil1un;J In ~on Ln Ibo ~r:y ~ ll a~ W\1c- ID U"'..00, kOOp 
totna~tank.Mlx-QCl~~tClltoAI ~OI art:ip,:irci'llt'D~ pol.JnCl$?DfQ:t1'0t'IA 
al an~ BO% /1,J IU(D%1"IO Qol'Odl.JCI 'Nllh 1· \JZ 10 4 ow,t, (1 10 3 t= 2.4-0 ao) ,g the 
■houlo' dopcnd on ::oil IY?Q, Soilt: tt,.gt, 11"1 Ot~ m.:anor focr.Mo hlg.hor r.:11~ lh:1:i Mgtu to 
TtOlUl. c.,Jc,J.:uo trio a,T'ICl,\,lt\l lO bo .1.:,p.'w;K:i WI' v:nl, 'nw:, b,;J,1\:1 W\dih '" ~~l'IO'). OM(l'od 

POf" ooo for'br~ 1(0:)tmtrnl W,-1 ~ '1M Otl'1.0W't1 ncock-d OCf QC/0 lo, band ::O~ 
ovor 1roc!I planlod lo ~ 8 foot bpi'.111. ~Ply 1.2:!t 1o 2.5 pot11lb oo of an aopr<>'led 
AtmzlnO laba!(s) tor additional'. instrudJons, 

U:tlng thli!i product and Pom;hor In roducod-ttllo.go or no..r:DI ~On'l!l.: ~ 
tho control ot annual grn~os. and broaclle.JI wood!) and rhc suppression or orr: 
sooi;Sod 1rrto a ~t~lo soodbod, i::ovar crop or In provious crop residues. 
ro:9uit ii diroc:tiOMi 3.f"C nor 1olrowod. Oo r,Qt U3c a rib-typo Pf0.SS wh~I O 
ol 1-~/3 p ints of thi:J proctuct (1 .lb 2,4-0 .MJ) por aero wuta ! 
pl;w,ting. 
u,i,,,i 11\(S prOGUd .,,., p"""' OU bu,,,.,own p,1.,. to """'"" 
rnlx appliCiltion of D'1ml c:'Ott'..cl 11'11tn .Po;,t ITIQ)' bo rr-.D-do lor 
APP'/ ot a r.>to al J/4 !>nl ol !~ ~- il).511: 2.4, D oo) o«· 
lr.llng lND product ¥nth Clook; pnd Cloak; EX In prop1ant 
wood c:ont~ I. ~ t.ink rnlK op,olicilt10n cl this FQdl.lCl 
bl'oadlaa.r and g~ Wooc:b Qofo,o ~mang oc 
pnol' to planting, OI' 1·1/J pints (1 2.4•0 :ao) 

• For bro.xi apoctrum po:,t-ornergcnco 
ffl.lY bo ma-d& 1or 1h0 co~troJ ol omorgod 

i:t (0.5 !b 2,4-0 :;i.o} oor :;i.crc up to"/ oar-i 
O.;rnJpg. with lobolod r:J1:C3 ot ~ .vtd Clook EX 

hoft>iclC,0$.. .A ) 
~ng tN~ product or,d Rc1t4JG.Qto /"Tohoo.&~ ·ahoo-3A m wa::s tor Non..-Crop Ar®:i: Soe>TANKMI.XTURES IN NON..-
~OP ARF.AS Waodono LW Dncl Ro1~ot.a /f,J_,.tl:00• 4E or T~flA Tonk Ml.nunm for Non-Crop Arem: 30CfJon ol labol 

!J:IJ!,g thi:: ,p1'oduct and 0~ ~ -~ o ~~~,..f.d"~·.crop AraQ:; Sl!O TANI( MIXTURES IN NON-CROP AREAS 
WOOdono LY-6 Q'ld Dlablo 111 TOM~, lor l'letn;_:~~ion or labo l. 
VsJng thlo. ~~ ;,,'loCI Povt~~,. ~T.Olirip,rol,o conuoc os ='",O"\'\tl urcct ,POO-e:a, l}II:. prooue2 m.:ty ~ oo cink-
~ with P3U\01, Spycot s tor po,tomar9eot wa:io cct\lttll T,lnlc. mt.:= r,:,vo c.nown ~ c:onud wnoro 
reSls1nnt blo-1ypo:. DtO P' 
NOTE; All inta-ndOd to 
labol!J, 

1p:1,d only Jn IYQ<I:1 spm:itlod on the samo broadlonl wood S?DCIO:!lo 1ound o.n both 

v"' usa tno m03t ri:istrtdcd hrnltatJcns lrom t3.bOllng: o? both .p(Od~b. 

weodi> ~1od In 1ho l;ibol bool</c1 for ?hi:; product. Somo ol these spoclas may roqu1rc 

orQ of Calilornia, Oregon, and Was~ngton 1, ~ubj_oct to tho J;:i.nuar;i 22, 2004 Onfor lor mJuncllvo 
p10ISU1A;l!U2...:••;.::a.C01•0132C, (W".D. WA). For 1Urthcr 1n10rm:1t10n, plcnE.o rofar lo EPA Wob Mo: 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
0o ~ COtllamiNL10 w.m,I', 100a: t;,/ tOOO by .0~0J'l90 0t ~ 

PESTICtOE STORAO...e! SlOttl C1 cM'1gugl co-t.:alt,ot ,n C dly. 50a.lrod 9lom,go :Wo:tti Koop co,ita.lno( ligtlUy ctv~ ~ 
PESTICtDE D~ Pcsfidd-o"W»lO:, C11tt lOXC. S!'npto?Or ~ o ~ ~!COO. ~ rnucl\Kq, or rmll.to ' 
~J3W~ m-:,y ~ ;round w:to,. t1 u,aoo wastoo. Cllnf'\Cl bo~or ey U:(13.cc.orcfl.ttg to ta~ 
yov, S;o1c: Pc?tic:!do oc &iwomnat11'11 Connol ~ °' u,o 1-bDrc"OJD W~ o r,,p,taanUilnvt> ot tho 
guodonco. 
CON'TAll/ffl HAKPUKC:, 
NOTf: Tl'fi PfOOUC'I, b iw.da~o c:n "'1.RP.!o con-~ RofOI" to UIO N.cl Can.I~ :MW;:t.M c,t tho 
·No<uor obi•·"' "Rol3"1blo· ""''O"°"°"- Follow cno "°""""°' ~ ~J ltt:luu<oooo 
tyDO/:llm ,, 
HorlreftHGbta Contnlnara S Cillllor'I, Or' Lon: Nontot~ contnffl. Do n01 t"Ol,JSO or 
ava1l::iblo. Trlplo rlnso container (or cqui>1alonO promptly atlor emptying. Trlplo r:irma m f: 
appt!aiUon oqu1pmcnt or a mix tarik and d'l';)ij'I !or 1 O ,oconds atto, the 11ow b 
rococ, Shake tor 10 soconds. Pour ntrlll:D lfr.o ~~011 ecrJIPfTIOn\ or III mta 
10 ,ocondo. ntterthotlow bogin~to Clril1, Flc:Poot \h~ ~ro \WO,nonJ 11mm. 
and 6lsposc o? ln a sanitary landM,. or by other procoduro:i approvod rr, S 
Oti,l)OR a by lnCU'IO.r='O,, j l)t, il ll.llowed by St:no Cl'lci loc.ll' W,t-ot,W-,.. Of tlurlll 

Nonroffllable Conbllnon Latg:ot than 5 Gallons: Nan,o o eon1,gJnQt., 

#'IA!bbto. Tl1plo n,,:.o or~ riMo c:omo.!not Cor oqu,,'v:im.Q ~ 
C0('1HJil'U an:o :llgptie~ ~Iota moi: bnJc. FW thO Q>nQfflOI' I". 
onn.a ::;;;doll/WS roll/tDXl<.~ IOtth,, Ol!l1,,l"ll\g o.t~ OftOC 
iip11 b:>ckondtl:>l'th :s~timo:,. Tl.tmtha eontainorowr 

1.0 oppUcnrlDn OQU)pm01"1\ or c. mJx 1:ank or store nnsato I 
''"" o:, followc Erri::ny PIO l'ClfNll'ing cont~tJ In· 
.,,. now b<'g/no to dllp. !<old ···- UPOl<IO dow 
lilrtet too CIDW begln:i to drip. Hold Cllfl.lA!no, UQ3idO 
di,poool. lnsott pros.!U,11"1) MS!ng '10Z2lb l(t ttlD 

•"""""• Ol1at 11,o !loo(, l>c;;"'° lo d/ip. 

, Ottor tor racycHng: i1 
11: Empty tl"lo romoinlng 
ciOSUT'P~ GOnkld'tait 

containor on tl!J ond ilnd 
SCVOfDl 1Imo3. Empty 1ho rin~;JID 

proclldurn two moro t imes. Proatt.ito 
continua to drain lor ,o ~ oJ\OI° 

tofU< ilnd COf'lltOOD to dr:ilrl 1Dr 10 'SOCOnds 
mtx t~ or c.onoct nn:mlo tor lntor \J$C or 

nbout 40 psi fOf at loast 30 ooc:onds. Drain tor 10 

Ranbblo Conuilnoa: LmVoY than S Golt 
conb:nor for arr, ochot ~ CIDilllitig 
confa.~r. C~ t:io,0('0 1'(1(111i r,g LG 
~tft1'1'1i:ti.ac011ta!1i«ln:o 

f(QM•\hi: eontamor w;th ,?0)1:0CCO ffi'/. Do no1 rOUSQ tha 
di~ is tho ~ ~lty of 'tho parson dispo:.\lng ot the 
cloon lhC! conta.lner bclora f:na \ dl3-pmal, ompty tho remaining 
Fm tho cont3K\IM about 10% 1uU With wiltor and , I'! pos~blo, 

spray all sides whilo OQ'dlr'ig 
O,,p1lc;:lll0f1 oqu'pmonl or 
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WD"..ot with U1c pump 1or two min1,rte,:i,. Pour ar i:iurnp r,nsilta into 
pl'0CC!'CUl.c two mon~ tlmos. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER 
The dJrodlon, ror ~IID of this product m~ tlo fcllowod corofully. TO THE EXTENT CONStsTEHT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, (1} 
TIIE GOODS DEU\/EREP TO YOU ARE FURNISHED •J>S IS" BY MANUFACTURER OR SELLER AND 121 MANUFACTURER AND 
SELi.ER MAKE KO WARAANTll,S, C~. OR REPRESENTATIPNS OF ANY KIND TO 8U'l'ER OR U!IPI, EITHER 
OCPRCSS OR IMPUl!P, OR BY USACE OF TRADE. STATUTORY OR OT><S<WISE, WITH REGARD TO Tl<E P lP. 
IKCUICIKC. BUT NOT LIMrrl!O TO MERC>IANTA81UlY, RTNESS FOR A PAAT11'U\.AA PURPOSE. USE_ OR Of 
THE P<IOCUCT FOR ANY PAATICULAII TRADE USAGE. U1•1;"1TENOED CONSEOIJENCeS. INCI.UPING BUT N 
INUl'ECTI\l~l'."ESS. MAVRESULl BECAUSE-Of SUCH FI\CTORSAS11iE PRESENCE ORASSENC£0F 

~cg~~~N~~;,~~~~~~ .. ':'~~~~~:~IS 
Of THE Rc,'11£S£111TAT{OOI.SANO AGAJ:EMENTSBEIWEEN BUVER, MANUFACTURER AND 
Of MANUFACTURER 0A SELLER HAS AN'( AUTHORITY TO MA.'<E ANV REPRESENTATION 
R8.AT1NG IN ANY WAY TO THESE GOODS, 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
TO THE EXl'ENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MANUF 
SPEOAL, lNCIOE'NTAL. DA CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR FOR DAMAGES IN nl:rF.I NA 
GOODS SOLD. INCLUDING USE, APl't.JCATION, HANDLING, AND DISPOSAL. .•• 
I.AW. M/IN\/FACTUREfl.OR SEU.ER SHAl.l IIOT 131; LIAlltE TO SIJYEA OR 
lO CUSTOMERS Of l!.UYER. IF AAY, OR FOR ANY OA,IMG£S OR SUMS 
RESULTING FROM OR BY RE,<.SON OF, OR fllSING OUT 01' THE MlS 
INSTF!\/c:rlONS FOR USe, OF Tl-IE COCOS SOUl BY MANUFACTURER 
WITl-1 APPLICABLE LAW, All SUCH RISKS SHAl.L BE ASSUMED , 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE I.AW, 8UYEA'S OR USE.R'S e>:Cl. 
LIABIU"T',' SHALL BE FOR DAMAGES NOT EXCE~ THE C0SJ 
11 YoU do f'lo1 .ugroo ¥nth w do ""'t ~ ::sny oC U'IO dl 
no1 u:,.o 1ho product. Md roiwn 11 unoponod to tho Sailor, 
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WllLO 00D USffi°' 
Wlll0W00D ClOH0DIM 2EC 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: By Wt. 
"Clethcdim.............................................................................................................................................................. .... 26.4% 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........... _., ............................................................................................................................ ...I;t.11%. 
TOTAL:·····································•- ··········· .. ··-·······•················································•······•···•··•··············--······················· 100.0% 
Contains Petroleum Distill:J.los 
"(E)-2-[1 [((3-chlorc-2-propenyQ-oxy)imino]propyl]-5--[2-(ethyllhio)prcpyij-3-hydroxy-2-cyclohoxen-1 -one 
Contains 2.0 lbs. clethodim por gallon. 

EPA Reg. No. 87290-11 EPA Est. No. 5905-IA--01 (HD) 

If in oyos: 

If on skin or 
clothing: 

70989-MO--001 (OS) 
Letter(s) in the lol number correspond ta letter(s) lcllowing the EPA Est. No. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

WARNING/AVISO 
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguion para que se la explique a usted en detallo. 

(Ir you do not understiJnd the label, find someone to explain it to you in detail.) 

FIRST AID 
• Held eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water fer 15-20 minu1es. 
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after tho first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. 
• Ca.II ::,, poison control contor or doctor for treatment advice. 

• Tako off ccntamin:ited clothing. 
• Rinse skin immediately with plonty of water for 15-20 minutes. 
• Call il poison control center or doctor for trciJ.lmcnt advice. 

If swallowed: • Immediately caJI a poison control center or doctor. 
• Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by o. paison control center or doctor. 
• De not give any liquid tc the person. 
• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

If inhaled: • Move person to fresh ,3ir. 
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or o.n ambulance, then give artlncial respiration, profarably by 

mouth-to-mouth, if possible. 
• Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment iJdvico. 

HOT LINE NUMBER 

Have the product cant:Jiner or label with you when calling o. poison control center or doctor. Or' going lor treatment. For 
emergency inform::ition concerning this pr'oduct, call the N::ition::il Pesticides Information Center (NPIC) at 1-800-858-
7378 seven days a week. 6:30 am to 4:30 pm Pacific Time Or' your poison control center .:it 1-800-222-1222. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN 
Ingestion or this product or subsequent vomiting e=1n result in aspiration or light hydrocarbon liquid. which can cause 
pneumonitis. Ir ingested. probabfe mucos::il da.mago may contr"aindicale the use or gastric lavo.ge. 

WILLO DODDS~ 
Marn.r1.>cturcd For:, 
Willowcod, LLC 
1600 NW Gardol1 Valley Blvd. Suite #120 
Ro,:oburg, OR 97471 

Net Contents: 
1 Gallon, 2.5 Gallons 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
WARNING 

Co.use:. subslantkU but tcmport1ry oyo irritation. Avoid conbct with skin. Do not get in eyos. on skin er an clothing, Harm
ful if swallowed or inhaJed , Avoid breathing vapors or spray mist. Prolonged or frnQuentJy repeated skin contact may 
cause ;illerglc reactions in some indlvldu:::ils. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE): 

Same materials Lhat are chcmical-roslstant to this producl are listed below, H you want more options, follow tho instruc
tions fat category G on an EPA chemical resist::i.nce co.tegory selection chart 
Applicators and other handlers must WCiJr: long-sleeved shirt and long pants, chemical-resistant gloves such as Bar'
rior Laminate or Vi ton ~ 14 mils, shoE:1s plus socks, and pr'otoctivo oymve.:ir. 

Discard clothing and other .:ibsorbent materials that havo boon dmnched or heavlly contamin::ited with this product's 
concentrate. Do not retJse them. Follow m:::mufacturer's instructions ror cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions 
for washilbles exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE soparotcly from other laundry. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Users should: 

WilSh hands before eating, drinking. chowing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. 

• Remove clcthing/PPE immediately if pesticide gels inside. Then wash thoroughly :ind put en clean clothing. 

Remove PPE Immediately after handling this product. Wash tho cutsido of gloves before removing. As soon as 
possible. w:ish thoroughly :ind change into cie:in clothing, 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Do not apply directly lo w.rtcr, to areas whore surface water is pr'esen1 or to intortidnl aroas below the mean high water 
mark.. Do not apply where runoff is likely to occur. Do not apply where weather conditions favor' drir1 from areas lroatod. 
Do not contamlnato w::itor whon disposing of eQUipment w.:ishwater or rinsate. 

The use cf this product may peso :, h:izard 10 tho federally designated endangered species of Solano Grass :ind Wild 
Rico. Use of this product is prohibited in the following aroas where the species are known to exist: 

Solano Grnss: Sol:inc County, Calilomi:i: the vernal l:,kes are boUnded by the Union Pacific R:iilrc:id :ind Hastings 
Read lo the north, Highwoy 113tc the o:ist. Highway 12 to the south, :ind Travis Air Force B:iso to the wost. 

Wild Rice: H,3ys County, Texas. 

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
Combustible. Do not use or stern near heat or open namo. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is o violation or Federal Law to use this product in .:i m.:inner inconsistenl with its labeling. 

READ THE ENTIRE LABEL USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIREC
TIONS, AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL RECULATIONS. 

Do not ~ply this product ITl a way that will contJct workers or other persons, either directly or through drilt. Only pro
tected handlers may be in tho arc.:i. during .:i.pplication. For any requir"ements specific to your State Or' Tr"ibe, consult tho 
,>gon..-y •~nslblo (er pcst,cklc ,og\i~tlOII, 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in :iccord:inca with its labeling :ind with tho Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 170. 
This Standard conlrlins requirements for the protection or aglicultur::il workers on farms. forests. nursor"ios. and 
gr"eenhouses, .:i.nd handlers of ::igricultur.11 pesticides. It contains requitomonts ror' training, decontamination. 
notification, :ind emergency ilSSist;::mce. It also contains speciric instructions and exceptions pertaining to lhe 
statements an this l.:ibel ilbout personal protective equipment (PPE). ;ind restricted-entry interval. Tho roquircmonts in 
this box only apply to uses of this pr'Oduct that arc covered by the Worker" Protection Standard. 

Do not enter' or allow worker entry into treated ar"ea.s during the restricted entry interv.il (REI) or 24 hours. 

PPE requirod for early entry to tr'O::itod areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Stand::ird ::md that involves 
contact with anything that has boon trooted, such as plants, sail, or water, Is: cover"~ls. chomic~-rnsist~mt gloves, such 
as Barrior Lamin~te Or' Viton ~14 mii:s. shoos ,;,JU!'i, .:;oe.Jc;. and pt"Otectiva oy·cwocr. 
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NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements In this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Wori<er Protection 
Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produco 
og:icullurnt p~nts on fonm;, loresl. nurse,;.,,., or-grne,, CMJSCS. 
Koop all unpr.>tec!ed pe,sons OU1 or oporotlng a=, or vicitlll)I where there may i:>G drift. Do not enter treated areas 
wfthout p,otoe1ive clothing urit~ spray,; have driod. 

TANK MIXES 
NOTICE: Tank mixing or use of this product with any other product which Is not specifically and oxprossly 
authorized by the label shall be the exclusive risk of user, applicator and/or application advisor. 
Read and follow the entire label of each product ta be used in the tan~ with this product. 

CHEMIGATION 
May be appWed to onior,s and garlic by sprinklet irtigo.tion systems. Do not apply by chernigatlon to any other crop, or 
10 tnis ci<>P using ony Olll.,. lyp<l or m gatlon sys,.em. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
FOR USE ON; Alflllla, Artichoko (Gfobo). Asparogus. B"'1n and Poa (dry snailed)'. Bo-an and Pea (succulon1f. Broccoli. 
Bushberry'. C3bbngo, Canoborry'. Cnnola", C0t101, C..u~(lower (aod other Hoad a.nd Stem 8rasslea yege'.ablosf'. Co~ 
ory. Clover (g10Wfl 1n ldono. Omgon :ind WOS!>lng:on onl-j). Conllois. Cotton. Cn,nt,cny. Cucumber, E'ggplont (and 011".c r 
Fruiting vcgouibios)•. Follow Lnnd (and olror non•ptocluc:ing ag1iculiuro1 weas), Fla)-.·, Field Com',,Garo'on S9ct. Got1'c, 
Hotbs'. Hgp,:_ HoreerndioJi (or:d othor Root Vegc;,,bleS)'. L.c,gumo VogoLOb!os (edib le poc!cl9d)"; Lilituco. Hood and L0atl 
(0,1d 01aor loiily _groons)". Molon3 (lncl11cllng Cantaloupes <ll1d Wntonrnolo<1s)", Mini. MUZ!nfd Graon1l (afld otl!er leafy 
Dr:1Sslc3 greons)". MLrStatd swcr. Non-B<>amg Food Crops, No-,-Crcp or Non-PJlll'ltod Arens. OniQn• (dry bulb and 
9roen), Ornamentals. Pcachos, Poanut (111CliJdlng IX) onn!Dl). Peppe,:; (bell 11110 nori-belQ, Potato. Andis/I. Rhubarb (and 
othOr lJ>3f Petioles)". s»mowor. Sosamo, Shallots (dry bulbs·a.'>d groon). Soybenns, Sq(utsl;(ineJudlng Pumpkins), S:r.,w
borry, &,got Soot. Sunfloww, Swcot Potato, Tomato, Turnip Gt""'1S.-Yam (llfl<! olh!!f Tubero s 011d Ccrm Vegot.ibloSj'• 

·Not tor use in (;.,ilifoml,3 ,~:. ·:.,_~ :::"·, .•. 
Othor O,y Shellod Scan nn<:i POD crops app(Olled ror uee wilh.,Willowood Cl<llllOdlm 2EC inctudo; 8oan (J..~J>ir= opp.), 
gr.,ln. swoe:, wh~.e Gnd w!llto swoc:: BOlll\ fPhasoo/us·spp,), f>eld, kidr>oy, 'tima (dry), navy, pifltO Ql'>d tepary; Sean (Vi
gna spp.). <ldllJki bean. Dl.:lcl(-oyod poa, caljang, cowpea.,:cro-..,dol pea. mo1h boon, mu119 oc:in, nco boor!, Southom 
p,?a. um boan. brolld (dry). dilcl<pen (gmb'"120J.,guar. l.lb!nD_boa,,·and le,,111: Pea rpisum 5pp.), nold Md plgoon. 

, Othe, Su<:eulon! 6oa!'I and Po,i c:,ops apptOWld for u::e.wl1li",\Villowood Clotno<f,m 2.EC lnclvdos: 8041' (Lup,iw: "-'PJ. 
grain, sweet, w~ W'ld .whtto :iw_~,O!l~ rp~~pJ, flold, kidney, ilmQ (dry), nnvy. pk'rto end <OF"")': Bo.in (V!
gno SJ)P,). ~IJki boan. b'8ck-&y9(1 'po.i;,cnija.~g.,c:owpea. C/D'Ndor poa, moth boon, mur,g bean. rice bean. Soutl'lom 
pea, urd ocnn. tioad {dry!, chlckpo:I {94/banlo). iiuar. l.lb~b t>oan ams 10rt1ll; POD lf/,;,m spp.~ r,cld and pigeon, 

OU,er busl\botry =~~opprcr.ieifror'use, with WiUowoo,;j Clelhodjm 2EC lnclude, Aronia Berry, 3luC>borry (n;ghbush), 
Bllll:k Clltrant. Buffalo' Ci:nnil,t, ~enr( G~ovn. C=b<my (highbu~h), Ek1orber1y, European ~-Goosoborry. 
Honcysllcklo (edible); Hudcl~ny· {a<ilblo), Jostnborry, Jur,cborry (S:,sklltoon bctry). Nl>tlvo Curn,nl, S111111. Soa B!Jck-
111om; 'Rod Cuml/rt;.cu1tiv:lrs:Mlllolk!s arid/or tr;t>r,ds OJ lhoso, 

Other _amobony c,ops~~ed tor """ wilh WllJowood Clothodlm 2EC ir>eludo: Bladd:iarry. l..o9onborty. R<lspl)cn-y 
(black and red), WIid Raspborty: cultiYll/$. votictios :ind/er yt,rids of 1heso. 

Othar head Mtfsiom bteM!ca VQ1l0tobkls approved for USO with Wmowood Clelhodim 2EC inclvde: Chlr.ese broccoli, 
BN:asels'.s;orolrts. CNI\V..a [rlnpo) c;(lbbago. Chinese muotard. cavalo bloa:oli and kohlrabL 

Othor Fru,1i~g VogOIOl>los (except tamoto) approved ror use with wmawoad Clothodim 2EC include: eggplant, ground
chony. pcpino. peppe,,i (alO 3"ld lomadllo, 

For burnoown of •~isling stond or Roundup Ready field com or voluntoor Roundup Ready f ield corn prior to replant
ing field com. 
Otho< HOit> crops apµrovoo for use with Willoweod Clolhodlm 2EC h>e/ude: ongcllai. balm. ~ - borogo. burnoi. 
d\amomno. cotnip. eh<>M1 (driod), chlv,J. Chlr."50 chivo, clnry, corionoor(kt•l), cos!mary. cllantro ~o:il), curry (loaQ, din 
(d! lwood), homhound. hyssop. !Qvonder, lovage ~can. moslgold. mn,jomm (Oft9onlsm ,;,µ.}. nosturtfum. po.rsloy (drlOd). 
peMyroy;il, ro:;omwy. rue, SU9.• and SllVO,Y, su,nmor and win:er. 

• Oll10r r00t Vl>!lt'lllbles approved for use wilh WUlowood Clothodim 2EC 1nc1udo: buidcck, edlbfo: colerlac: cnorv,1, 
turnll)-<Ootcd; ct,ico,y; ginseng: parsley, turnip-roo1oc1: parsnip; radish. ocim1Jl,I: rutobnga; selsily, b/uck; salsify. Span
ish; "1<!.rre: and turnip. ;;p ·· Other Edible Podded Legume Vegotable crops approved for use wtth Willowood Clethadim 2EC Include: Bean 

(TQ rf'hasllO<Jlu: Oil?,), nu,nor, SllaP nnd wi,x: Bean (Vogna spp,), asparagus. Chino-so longbean, moth , yardlong, jackbcan: 
(1) Pea rp;s.,,n spp.), dwurl, edlblo-poc:t. s,,.,,.,,, sug:ir ::nnp, pigeon Oi'>d ~wo:d be.in. 

N 
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Other l.Daly Greens crops approved far use with Willowood Cleloodim 2EC include: amaranth {Chinese spinach. leafy 
amoronth and tampala). arugula {roquette), chorvll, chrysantnemum (edible·leav0d and garland). corn sall1d, cross 
{gnrden, yellow rock and winter), dandelion, dock {sar,el), endive (escarole), lettuce (head and leaQ, orach, parsley, 
purslane (garden and winlo~. radicchio (rod chicory), spinach (New Zealand and Vino (Indian and Malabar)). 

.. Other cucurbtl craps approved for use w ith Willawoad Cle!hodim 2EC inclu<fe: Chayate ([tult), Chinese W:»< Gourd. 
Citron Melon, Edible Gourd. Gherkin and Muskm<1lons (311) including Honeydew Molon. 

·• Olhor leafy brassica greens approved for use with wmawood Clethodim 2EC include: broccoli raab, Chinese (bok 
choy) cabbage, collards, kale, mizuna, mustard greens, mustard spinach and rape greens. 

• Other leaf petiole crops approved for use with Willowocd Clethodim 2EC includo: cardoon, celt1..1c~. C!-iioose cclery, 
Florence fennel, and Swiss chard. 

., Otho< tuber aod corM vcg<,tablos approved for use with Wiltowood Clethodi.m 2EC inck.Jdc: arra.cacha, arrowroot, Chi
nese artichoke, Jerusalem artlctioka, edible burdock. edi~e canna, bitter and sweet c:ass3.va, chayote (root), chvfo, 
dasheon (taro), ginger, leren, taniffl', turmeric and bean yam. 

Willowood Cletnodlm 2EC is not recommended for use on vegeuible crops t:><,ing grown for seed production unless spe
cific use directions are provided. 
Willowood Clelhodim 2EC is a soloctivo postemergence herbicide for control of annual and peromial grasses. Wilowoad 
Clethodim 2EC does not control sedges or broadloof woods. 
Ropeoto,j use of Willowood Clcthod1m 2EC (orsimRar pc:norr.cl'!JO'lce grass hn<tlicldes with the s:,me:mcdc of nction) 
mlly load to tha solectlon o! na1urally occutring biotypes 11).;lt are resistant to I ose produets iri·some grils$'l,pocies. 

H poor porformnnce occurs and cannot be attribu1ed to adverSa weather or application conditiOrlS; a resistant biotypo 
may be pre:sont. This is most likely to occur in fields where other control' strategies such as crop rotation. mechanical 
remova!T and other- classes of her'blcidos are not used from yoar to year. 
Do not allaw Wiliov,'Ood Clelhodim 2EC to Com<> in contnet WM doslrablO .omss aops·:;uch as com. r\co. sorg'1um, smnll 
grains, or rur( as those and othor grass Cf'OP!. \'liU be injun::d or ki"llcd. Minbr ktnf-s:;otting moy~oc::cur on tremed plants 
under cel't3,in envirot"lrriental conditions. New foliage is not affected. •,. :. 
Control Symptoms · 

Treated grc1ss weeds show ci reduction in vigor and grt'.>INth~: EariY:Ji1oroi 1s!ii8crosls of younger plant tissue is followed 
by n progressive collapse of the remaining foliage. Symptol'iis wiU-.generally be obse<ved in 7 to 14 days after appncatlon. 
depending on grass SPOCies treated and environmental cond!'tions.. :.~:-

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Timing or ApplicoUons 
Apply Wlllowoo<i Clcthodim 2EC postemergeoco'to acti~oly growing grasses according ta rate table instruclions. Appli· 
catione made to grm;s plants stressed by JnsufficieiiflTlOisture, or hot or cold temperatures. or to grass plants cxcoodirig 
I/sled growth stages may result in unsatisfactory control. Do not apply undor lhoso conditions. 

In arid n>gio~ whero _irTjgntiOn Is t.iscd to ,:uj:;Pl0"10nt limited rninr:ill. WMlowood Clethodim 2EC should be DpPliad as 
soon as posslblo. alter lrrigaUon·(wltJ'llri 7 day:,~ In llrld region~. :, sOCCftd cpplictltion of Willowaod ClelhadirT'I 2EC will 
gon""111y pfdw!e mom effccllve wntrol of pcri,nnlal grass wco:ls tlian a single application. Make second appication to 
activel)I _gro-wlng gr~ss 210·3·woelts after emorgonce of new g,owth. 

....... 
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Cultivation of treated grasses 7 days prior to or within 7 days after application of Willowood Clethodim 2EC may reduce 
weed control. DO NOT APPLY Willcwood Clethodim 2EC if rainfall is expected within one hour, since control may be 
reduced. 

ADDITION OF AOJUVANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE 

CROP AOJUVANT USE INSmUCTIONS 
Always uso a crop oi concentrate• at 1.C qtJA by ground 
or 1 % v/v (but not less lhan 1 ptJA) in the finished spray 
volume by air. 

Alfalfa, Cotton, Ory Shelled Bean & Pea. Edible Podded 
1 to 2 qtsJA or liquid lertilizor (10-34-0. 28%N or 32%N), 
or an equivalent amount (2.5 lo 4.0 lbsJA) of spray grade 

Legume Vogetllbte, Poonuts ~ncluding perennial), Polnlo, ammonium sulfate (AMS) rnny bo addod to Wilowood 
Soyt,e!l!l, Su=.ilont Boan & Pea, Sugar B<>Ot and Sunflower Clethodim 2ECapplications, in addrtion lathe rocommandod 

rate or crop oil conc"'1trate. The add~ion or AMS has shown 
improved grass control for difna.ilt to control species 
including: quack.grass, mizomo Johnsongrass, red rice. 
wild oats. voluntoor ceroa.ls, and volunteer corn. 

Artichoke {Globe), Asparagus, 6ushber-ry, Caneberry, Alway$ use a crop oil concentrate at 1 % v/v in the finished 
Canola, carrot, Clover, Cranberry, Cucurb~s. Flax, Fruiting spray volume unless tank mix Instructions Indicate 
Vegetables (except Tomalo), Garden Beel, Garlic, Head otherwlse, 
8. Stom Bmssica Vegetables. Herbs, Hops. Loaf Polfoles. Addition of liquid fertilizer ·_Is :iot rDCo'mrnended for these 
Loafy Brassica Greens, Leafy Greens, Mint, Mustard Seod, crops. ; .. 
Onion (Dry Bulb & Green), Peaches, Root Vegetables. 

·: ... • Saf~owor, Sesame, Shallots (Dry Bulb & Green), Strawberry, 
Sweet Potato {Yam & other Tuberous and Corm Vegetables · -

except Pata.to) and Tomato 
·-· 

Non-Bearing Food Crops, Ornamental Plurrts Add a non-Ionic surfactant containing at least 80% active 
ingl'&dionl at th<, ro.to ol 1 pt. per 50 gills. (025% v/v). Use 
·cf crop:oll concommu, Is not recommended since it may 

·: :•. ·, i!lfurfl fl~ and fcf,age. 

Conifer Trees, .. - ·Always use a crop oil concenlrllte containing at loast 15% 

Follow Land (and O'.h« non-?roesucing agr;c1iituml aroas), eiiiulsiner at 1 % v/v {but not loss than 1 ptJA) in the ~nished 

and Non.Crop or Non-Planted Areas :":: '.,, ':.''/.:·.. . · ··' spray volume. 

• Aecopbl.lll<t crop on conetlnuauis would .bo 1hoso tllol c:onUlln a mlrtlm~m or IIO.% ools :ind 15% cmulslflo,. A crop on 
COnalf\trlllD must co~lOln ejlhor a'.i:ietro!o11m.or vegc1ablo oi\ base and n:,ust meet all Iha lolowing critorin: bn non-phy
:olmdc, con1a,n only E?A:..;.ompt' ti,gr'lldl<lnts': l)<ovldo good mixin',I quality, and bo suocoss/uI In local oxperlori<;o. Highly 
rof,nod vog~e olls'hiive p,o'i,on moni'saiJs!IICIO,Y I"~ Ul'll'C!flncd ,oggto.bJo Olis. 
Gtcur,d':A'pC)lfe.'ltio'nf.< '.:. -,

1 
, 

Uso.o(svmclonts;m,y '10lurnifa'Md p,ossuro Is OSSonlial 10 ensuro compl<no covc,rago. USO 0 ml l,num of S gals. and 
o m.:ixliriiiri:df 4o·ga1s. iif ~y ocluOon pot a=. Under 1h11 followL~g condltlof\s a mlnlmurn or 10 gals. po, ru,,o ;s 
requirod:'ullio nonow row COl!bn. narrow IO'N soyboans. broaalaaf h£rblc:lde tank mixes. perennial grossos, ll'Oluntcct 
com, drought.or,sttes,i coFld'rtions, heavy gross prc,sure or when gr~ Oro at or near maximum ltoighL Fniuro tc u:.o 
a mlnlmu'/t> of ;tlfgals. ,:,or aero undor thcso condilions can n,sult in poor COVOr;\QO and oducod grn<S COmtOI requiting 
ropoal app!catlons. Spray pressures should rvrlect a minimum of 30 psi and a maximum of 60 psi at tho no;zzlo. Do not 
use flood nollles. 
Appications to onions (dry bultls and green), garlic. and shallots (dry bulbs and green) snovtd be mada in a minimum of 
20 gals. of spray solution per acre. 

Air Apprieation 
Use a mlnimum or 3 gals. of spray solution per acre unless otherwise directed in this label. Increase spray volumas up 
to 1 o gals. as grass or crop foliage becomes dense. For onions (dry bulbs and green), garUc. or shallots (dry bulbs and 
greon): When apply;ng by air do not exceed 8 ft. ozJA in a single application. In Caiif0mia, air applications to onions, 
garUc or shallots should ba made in a minimum of 20 gals. of spray solution per acre. In states other than Caliromla, air 
application to onions, garlic, or shallots should be made In a minimum of 10 gals. ol spray sohJtion per acre. 

~ NOTE: Crop inju,y may occur when WiUowood Clcthodim 2EC is appliod to onionsi garlic or shallots with aorial 
~ oquipmont. 
(I) $p0tTr,,atment 
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When using hand sprayors or high volume sprayers utilizing hand guns, mix 1/4% to 1/2% (0.33 oz. to 0.65 oz. per gal.) 
Willowood Clathodim 2EC and treat to wet vegetation, while not allowing runoff of spray solution. For uses requiring crop 
oil concentrate, indude crop oil concentrate at 1 % (1.3 oz. per gal.) by volume. For uses requiring non•ionic surtac:tant. 
include non-Ionic surfactant at 1 .4% (0.33 oz. per gal.) by volume). 

NOTE: If WIUowood Clothodim 2EC is applied ti.$ a spot tri,atmc,nt, i;aro =i;hould be takon to not axcood tho maxi
mum rata atlowod on a 11por nCl'Q11 basis or erop injury may occur. 

CHEMIGATION -ONION IDry Bulb and GtocnJ AND GARLIC 
SPRINKLER IRRIGATION APPLICATION 

• Do not'1pplyWitlowr;iod Clothodim 2EC by chomigatlon in the stat0$ of ldnho, Montana, Crogan .nnd Washington 

Apply Willowood Clethodim 2EC al tho high rate recommended fot annual grasses (16 n. oz. per aero) whon the grass 
tieight is at lho low end of tho range (application to lwger grasses may not provido adequate controQ. Add 11 crop con
contrate contajniog o.1Ioost 15% emulsifier at 1 quart por acre. 

Apply Willowood Clethodim 2EC in 0. 1 10 0.2 ocre·inch ol waler either at tho ond of n rcgulw irrigolion sot or as n sepa
rate appUcation not associated with a regular irtigaticn using the least amount of water lhat provides proper distribLJtion 
and coverage. Application or moro than I::tbel recommended quantities of krlgatlon wator per aero may result in de
croased product performance by removing the chemical from the zone of etfective11ess. Use a metering device to inject 
the WUlowood Clethodim 2EC ~to the irrigation water at a constant flow. Constant agitation must be·malntwned ln the 
chomleo.l supply tank. doring the entire period of herbicide o.pplica,tion. lnjoet tho pro<:h;ct with o posJt'ive displ.acomant 
pump into the main line ahead of a right angle tvm to ensure adequate mixing. Allow time for all llnes to nush the herbi
cide through all nozzles before turning on- irrigation water. To onsum the lines are ftushed and free Of romalrilng herbicido, 
a dye lndic3tor may be injected into the lines to m.ork the end or the appljcation period. 

It is not racommondod that Willowood Clethodim 2EC be appliad through an irrigation system conncictcd to a publlc wa
ter system. Public water system means a system for the provision 10 tho publ¼c of piped watedor human consumption, if 
such system has al least 1 s servica conn actions or regularly serves an average of at least 25 individunls da~y .at least 60 
days out of tho yoar. 

Uso Precautions .. :- .·. .. ·. ,· . ·" 

1. Ar,pl.y lllis prOducl only througn sprinkler irrigatlon'.sysii;'iii;i including center pivot. lateral moee, and tow. side 
fwhac!) roll, trovolers, big gun, soUd sat. or hand :rnavo. 'Do :nol apply this product through any other type ol 
lrr1gatlon sy~tom. · 

2. Crop injury, la.ck of effectiveness. or illeg·.01 pesticide r8$idi.Jes in the crop moy result from non-unirorm distribution 
or troated water. ,·, . 

3. 11 you have any questions about calibratlo·n; you should contact Sttrta Extension Seovica specialists, oquipmont 
manufacturers or other exPerts. •_.:· 

4. Do not connect an irrigation system· Qnr:luding greenhouso systems) used for pestiddo application to u. publlc 
wo.tor system uni$ the labe-1-presc'ribE:ld safety devices ror pLJ~ic water supplies are in place. 

5. A person krlowledgoable or t:na chomigation system and n,sponsible rcr its oparo:tion or under supElrvision of the 
.: responsible person, shall shut the system down and make necessary adjustments &lould the need ariso. 

EL:':-J.he ;s~tem rriUst·.--6ontain a functional chock vo.1110, vacuum relief valve. and low pressure drain appropriately 
·· :.toca.ted Ori the irriQatlon pipeline to prevent w~ter source ccnt.tmination from backflow. 

7 . The pastleido injoctlorr pipeline must contain a {uncttOnal, ~utomatic, qulck--dos.ing check valve to p,event the flow 
of fluid back toward ttte injection pump. 

8. Tho'Postickie injection pipeline must .olso contain a functional. normally closed solenoid--operated v.:itva located on 
the mtake side or tho injoction pump and connectod to the system interlock to prevont Ouid from being withdrawn 
rrom the supply tank when the irrigation sys1em is eithet automatically or manually shut down. 

9. Tho system must contain 1unction31 interlocking controls to automalically snut off the pesticido ln)ecUon pump 
whon the wator pump motor stops. 

1 O. Tho irrigatiori ~ne or 'N.;llor pump must if1Clude a functional pressure switch which will stop tha water pump motor 
wMn tho water pressure decteases to ttte point where pesticide distribution is adversely affected. 

11. Systems must IJS<l a metering pump, such as a positivo displacement injection pump {e.g., diaphragm pump) 
efleclively designed and construclod of materials trial are compatible with pesticides and capable of being fined 
with a system interlock. 

12. Do not apply when wind speed favors drift beyond tho aroa intenood ior treatment. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Do not apply if rain is expected within 1 hour of applicaUon as control may be unsatisfactory. 
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Do not apply a postemergenca broadleaf herbic:[de within one day following appficatlon of Willowood Clethadlm 2EC or 
roouced grass control may re$1Jl1. 

Willowood C1ethodim 2EC ls not recommended ror use on vegotabte crops being grown for seed produc:tlon unless spe
cific use directions are provided. 

For canola, do not apply more than 6 fl. oz. or W~lowood Clethodim 2EC per acre per season. For clover. flax, mustard 
seed and radish crops, do not apply more than , 6 fl. oz. or Willowood Clethodim 2EC (0.25 lb. a~ per aero per season. 
For all other crops, do not apply moretl1M32 fl. oz. or wmowoodClethodim2EC(0.50 lb. aij perazre per season. Appli· 
cation on Long Island, New York, is restricted to no more than 16 rt. o,. or Willowood Clethodim 2EC (0.25 lb. ai) per acre 
persoason. 
Do not apply more than 8 rt. oz.IA or Willowood Clethodim 2EC per application to the following crops: asparagus, bras
sic::a vegetable$ (ha-ad and stem}, bean (succulent), carrot, cranborry, cucurbitsr flax. 'fruiting vegotaDles (oxcepL tomato), 
gorden beet, green onion, herbs, hops, leaf petioles, leafy brassica greens, leafy greens, legume vegetables (edible 
podded), non-bearing food crops, pea (dry shelled), pea (succulent), root vegetables, safflower, sesame and strawberry. 
Do not apply more than 6 n. ozJA oi Willowood Clcthodim 2EC per application to car,ola or mustard seed. For all other 
crops, do not apply more than 16 fl. oz. of wrnowood Clelhodim 2EC (0.25 lb. ai) per acre por application. Eiteeeding 
the50 rat"" may result in unacceptable crgp injury. 

Do no\ apply under condiUor,s of stress. App1ying wmowocd Clethodlm 2EC under condltions !hal do not ~remote acilve 
gras,1 growtl'! will reduoe he,blcide effocli-,,ss, Thoso conditlo~, l!>c!ude drought, oxcosslve .... ,,,w,,oxtremo,; In tem
perature, low humidity and grasses either partially controlled or stunted from prlor pesticide appllcations: Grasses under 
these kinds or stressful conditions will not absorb and translocate Willowood Clethodim 2EC efiectlvely, and will be less 
5'I'.,COptiblO :o hcrblc:ldo 3Ctlvily. _ 

Optirnal pere,,nl31 gf3S5 control c::m be oblnll1ec' if ml<omos or stolons aro eu1 up t,yjini~i,na,ga p)ile1icc:;, (discing, 
plowuig, r.lc.) to stlmulatc nwclmum emc,gonc:<? of g111:,,: "'1001.._ Cultural pt:•:•Jces,<Sucll·',iii'con\il\UO<IS no-ti!age In 
which th<! poromial grass rhizomC!I or stolon$ are not cut up, "'""It in o voey"SIDgglirell,\ 10,,-ul\lfc,m wood cmo,gOl't::o.. 
Duo to thls non-uni!o,m wood em0<9onco. no fewor l ho.n lwo Wi lowood Plotl>odim 2EC'opj,lla>tlons pe, sru,son por-yoar 
""'nx:ommonded m tho oppropri3IO wood-growlh ""'1go 11110 vndor.comlnuous r,o-1ID condlijons. 

Grass c ro;,s ouct\ n.s com. rice. :ro,gni,m, small grairis, or'turf. ~ iin,'fi'J'iiiit;, Sll'lsil.lvo to Wlllowocc! Clothodlm 2EC. 

Wnilo o11 the vegoUlble crc,ps on this JnbaJ ~.av• l>o&n 1oste<;l M<l ii'nl"t0ic,.n\ fr, Wllcwood Clc!hodlm 2EC. no1 all opa
d,,Jr,, variotl os Gf lhos<I crops ~avo-.bean 1e01ea. ll i$" advised )hat be!<>ro applying Wlllowocd Clolhodim 2EC ;o spe,:lalty 
vcrie1ios or vcgol.lble crc,ps c.n 1i,1s label , crop tolernr>eo k>o·ltMlstJgo\e,ffnn u,,ing a sm:,n =ion of 11\o Reid. It is pos
sible that injury symptoms can occur. Symptoms may appaar··as :leaf speckling o, stunting. 

Always road and rollowthe restrictions and liri'lifations f0f411 pi6ducts whether used alone or in a tank mix. Toe most 
rastriativo labeling of any product used Oppl(os ln1:a/lK mlxturos, including oli c,op rotoliOf'IOI and othor crop re,n,ielion:,. 

Tank mixesolW!lowood Clothodim'2cCnn<l b;;iildloo h!l!b1cldosmoy result;,, reducodgr11ss-c,mtrol. 11 grass rcgrOWlh 
occurs, an addi~onal opp,catlotl1,df,W,1Lif;,'00d Clethodim 2EC may bo necessary. AVOID SPRAY DRIFT. 

Do not allow spray fronr~l~UR'd ot'oorld,eci~Pfl1C!fH to dfiit onto adjacent land or crops. When drift may be a problem. do 
eva,y01lng po!;Sible Id reduce w,;iy'drir.. 'litc!udrng: 

, - ~•;rJo,d~t sP\:.yif ,wtnJ1~~ are or become exces:siva. 
,, ·• ;Do:not-sprn§'ll fM'd'spood is 1 a mph or greater. II sensitive crops or plants are downwind, 

"·. oi<trerrie c.i(nlen mus1, be used under all conditions. 

. •"Do nofspiay If wini:/s are gusty_ 

• Use el<ireme caution when cond~ions are favorable tor drilt (high temperatures, drought, 
·• 1ow reli,tive humidity), especio.lly when sensitive plants are located nearby. 

• Do not apply when a tllrnperature inversion exists. If inversion conditions are suspected, 
cor,s:ult with loc:al weather services beicre making an appncaticn. 

• Further reductions in drift can be obtained by: 

1. Using large droplet size sprays. Do not use nozzJes that produce small droplets. Orient nozzles downward 
and stighlly backward as needed to reduce drift for ground applications. 

2. Orienting nozzles :straight back with windstream, using straight stream orific:e:s for ae.ria1 applications. Use the 
low-est numbar of nozzles practical with the largest posslble orifice size to obtain the min•mvm 3 GPA volume. 
Application helgnt and boom length should be sel according to manufacturer's instructions to minimize drift. 

3. Increasing the volumo of spray mixture (for exmnple, a minimum of 1 a GPA for ground applications) by using 
higher fiow rate nozzles. Using lower pressure w~th the approprl3'te nozzle to obtain higt,or volumes will also 
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redu.cc drift. 

4. Applying as close to target plants as practical while maintaining a good spray pattern for adequato coverage. 
Do not apply under conditions invohling possible drift to food, forage or other plantings that might be 
damaged or the crops thereof rendered w,frt for sale, use or consumption. 

CROP SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR WILLOWOOO CLETHOOIM 2EC 

Crops"' 

Attalla including: 

5ainfOin 

Holy Clover 

Birdsfoat trofoiTPl 

Artichoko (Globe) 

Asp;uagu5, 

t>/ .. 1.·-,i;: 

... ;?;~~:::I-

Minimum 
Time From 

Application to 
Harvest (PH IJ 
1 S days before 
grazing. reeding 
or hnrvesting 
(cutting) for 
rorago or hay 

5days 

1 day 

_,..,.. 

-~-:.. 

Use CmpOil 

Rates 
Concentrate 

Rates Per 
Per Acre 

Acre"l 

6-16fl.ot'f 1 qt. by ground 

6-8 fl. oz. 

6-Bfi. oz. 

•·/ 

or 1 % v/v (but 
not less than 1 
pt.IA) by air<'' 

1% v/v in the 
finished spray 
volume. 

1 % v/v in lhe' _ _.: I 
iinished spray :: 
Volume1: '• 

-

:.·· .. .. · ... 

s 

·· ..... .- .. 

Special Use Instructions 

Refer to tank mix. partners for 'feeding, grazing 
and harvesting restrictions.i~.w 

The addl~on of AMS has shown Improved 
grass control for difficult to control species 
including: quackgrass, rhizome Jchnsongrass, 
red rice, wild oats, volunteer coreals, .ond 
volunteer corri. 

Oo not apply more than 8 fl. oz/A in a single 
application. · ··::(::: 

For repeat applica'tionS fll·aka ori·a rT1inimurn 
of a i 4 day-lntarva!., . . ... 
Do nol apply moio 1han 3ii°fl. oz/A (0.5 lb. 
al/A) per season. 

.Do not apply more than 8 n. oz.IA in a single 
app,cation. 
:·For repeat applications mak0 on a minimum 
Of a 14 day interval. 

Revised 02-02-16 



Crops"' 

Minimum 
Time From 

Application to 
Harvest (PHI) 

Soun, Dry Shelled 30 days 
including~ 

Boan (Lupinus spp.) 

Grain 
Sweet 

White 

White Sweet 

Bean (PhasOOIU$ $pp.) 

Field 
Kidney 

Lima {dry) 
Navy 
Pima 
Tepary 

Bean (V;gna spp.) 

Adzuki Bean 
Black-eyed Paa 
Catjung 

Cawpea 
Crowder Pea. 
Math Bean 

Mung Boan 
RICeBean 
Southern Pea 
Urd Bean 

Broad {dry) 
Ct,ickpea {garbanzo) 

Guar 

.,,·, '.' 
.·;, 

.. ... -· .. - ' 
Lllblab :Benn 
Leni.i'''· ··· .·;:•· __ , .. 

So:m; Suceullmt:. 
including: • .. .. 

Boon (Phaseolvi spp.) 
Broad Biian · • 
(succulent) 
Lima Bean {green) 

Bean (Vigna spp.) 

Black•oyed Poa 
Cowpea 
Southern Pea 

Beet, Garden 

_21 :diiys 

30 days 

Use 
Rates 

Per Acre 

6--16 fl. oz. 

,' 

, ,·:J . , , .:·,,,· 
.··: :_ ~-. 

6-Bn. oz. 

6-Bfl. oz. 

Crop Oil 
Concentrate 

Rates Per 
Acre"' 

1 qt. by ground 
or 1% v/v (but 
not less than 1 
ptJAJ by air."' 

Special Use lnstmctions 

Do not apply moro than 16 fl. azJA per 
application. 
For repent r1ppUcations make on a minimum or 
14 day inlO!Val. 
Refer to appropriate Table ror rcducod rate 
directions far the control of small annual 
grasses. 
The addition of AMS has shown improved 
grass control ior dirficult to control species 
including: quackgrass, rhizome JoMsongrass, 
red rice, wild oats. volunteer cereals and 
volunteer corn. 

:, fl 
./ " 

I •~,. 

: · ,.n·'" .... ·: .:.,_ 

1 qt. by ground 
or 1 % v/v (but 
not Jess than 1 
ptJA) by alr.0I 

1% V/V in th& 
finished spray 
volume. 

Refer to appropriate Table for reduced rate 
directions for" the control of small annuoJ 
grasses. 
Do not apply mare 111Qn one (1) application 
per a.era per season. 
The addition or AMS ha• shown improved 
grass control for diffiOJII to control specias 
inclvding: quackgl'Bss, rhizome Johnscngrass1 
red rice, wlld oats, volunteer cereals and 
volunteat corn . 

Do not apply more than 8 n. ozJA in a single 
application. 

For repeat applications make on a minimum of 
a 14 day interval. 

Cropsl') 

Minimum 
Time From 

Application to 
Harvest (PHI] 

Brassica Vc,get,,blcs, 30 days 
He•d &Stom 
including: 
Broccoli 
Brussels sprouts 
Cabbage 
Cauliflower 

Bushberry, including: 14 days 

Aronia berry 
Blueberry, highbush 

Chilean Guava 
Cranberry, Highbush 

Currant, Black 
Currant, Buffalo 
Currant. ru,tlva 

Currant, Red 

Bderberry 

Europ"'1Il Barberry 

Gooseberry 

Honeysuckle edible 

Huckleberry 
Jostaberry 

Juneberry 
Saskatoon berry 
NaUve currant 

Use 
Rates 

Per Acre 

Crop Oil 
Concentrate 

Rates Per 
Aero"' 

6--8 n. oz. 1 % v/v in the 
1inishod spray 
volume. 

6·8 fl. oz. 1% v/v in the 
finished spray 
volume. 

.. •_ 
Salal 

Sea Buckthom 
••' -.- .. '· .. .. -

,•· .. _., 

Cultivars, varieties 
and/or t,ybrids of 
these. .,. ---~ 

Caneberry, including:: 
Blackberry 
loganberry 
Raspberry, black ·" 

Raspberry, red 
Raspberry, wild 
Cullivars, varieties 
and/or hybrids of 
these. 

Caoola 
(Not for use in 
California) 

'.;.;.::::· 
. (;.,. .. -. : .. •.:•.- .,·.: .. 

_ .. _ .. 
7 days 

: , 

70days 

6-8 fl. oz. 1 % v/v in the 
finished spray 
volume. 

4-6 n. oz. 1 % v/v in 1he 
finished spray 
volume. 
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Special Use Instructions 

Do riot apply more than 8 fl. oz.IA in a single 
application. 
For ropoat applications make on a minimum 
ofa 14 day interval. 

Do not apply more than 8 fl. ozJA in a single 
application. 
Do not apply mare than 32 fl. oz. (0.5 lb. ro/A) 
per season. 
For repeat applications make on a minimum 
of a 14 day interval. . _. .. 
Apply al the base of the)ifani Whore grassy 
weeds are growing fl8ar1he gr6Und. 
Do not apply to ·low growing be:rles. 
Do not appiy to 

0

Bii,ii,t,oi,y 91own for root 
Stock.. , . 

- • ··•'.:,:•j·'·· • • ~.rt':. ,-,,• a 

-::·, 

Do not apply more than B fl. oz.JA in a single 
application. 
Do not apply more than 32 fi. 02JA (0.5 lb. 
ail.Al per season. 
For repeat apprications make on a: minimum 
of a 14 day interval. 
Apply at the base of the plant where grassy 
weeds are growing near tho ground. 
Do not apply to )ow growing berries. 
Do not apply to Caneberry grown for root 
stock. 

Do not apply alter crop has begun bolting. 
Crop injury may occur when Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC is npp!ed during the bloom 
period. 
Do not apply mare than 6 fl. oz../A in a single 
application. 
Do not exceed 6 fl. o-z/A in n season. 

Aovisad 02-02-16 



Minimum 
Use 

Crop Oil 

Cropsl~ nme From 
Rates 

Concentrate 
Application to 

Per Acre 
Rates Per 

Harvest !PH~ Aere"' 
Cam>t 30 days 6-8 fl. oz. 1 % v/v In the 

finished spray 
volume. 

Cklvar 15 days before 6-16 fl. oz. 1% v/v In the 
grm:ing, finished spray 
feeding. or volume. 
harvesting 
(cuning) fer 
forage or hay 

Corn, Rold 90 days 311.oz. Do net use 
For burndown of COCorMSO 
existing stand of with Wihowood 
Round.vp Ready field ClethOdlm 

com or volunteer 2EC in this use 
Roundup Roady pattern. 
field com prior to 
repla.ming fiold corn. 
See Oirocti<:Jns for 
IJsG in Roundup 
Roady Fio,ld Com . .. .. : 
(Bumdown) Ulblo. ·. 
Cotton 60 days 6-16 fl. oz. •1 ,qt;._by ·ground 

ci~ 'lh/V'(oill 
--~~ ... \, nof less th:.n 1 

ptJA] bf air." 
!" ~ .. :.\. I : ' ·, -·· 

Cronb,my 30 )'.bys '. wn. oz. 1 % v/V in the 
:;:·:,'. ~ .' 

.. finished spray 
-; ,· ~· ' .. 

volume. 
:.:,;' .. .. ·' 

; ' ··:1:,. •, .. :· 
~·:1 •.·.: .· 

'• 

Cuc...-bits including: 14days 6-8 fl. oz. 1% v/v in the 
Chayote ttiiiiiF ' finished spray 

Chlnesa wa, Gourd vt>lume. 

Citron Melon 
Cucumber 
Gnerkin 

Gourd, Edible 

Muskmelons (a)O 
including: 

Cnntaloupes 

Honeydew Melon 

Pumpkin 

Squash (alQ 
Watermelon 

11 

Special Use Instructions 

De not opply more than 8 fl. ozJA in a single 
application. 

For ropoat applications mnke on a minimum 
of a 14 day intorvlll. 

For use on clovor grown in the states of Idaho, 
Oregon and Washington only. 

Do not exceed 16 fl. oz/A in a season. 

Do net make more than 1 applicalion par 
season. 
Do not apply more ttian 3 -~ ; oz:JA per sooson. 
To con!IQI the exlstlng:stanc{replant no 
sooner than 6 days after oppllcntlon. 

. . 
•:, ' ., ... .. _._.-:' ;~-: 

I ; 

Do not grazo troated fields or feed treated 
forage or hay to livestock, 

Tne addmon of AMS has shown improved 
grass control ror drfficult to control species 
including: quackgrass, rhizome Johnsongrass, 
red rice, wild oats, volunteer cereals, and 
volunteor com. 

Do not apply more than a fi. ozJA in a single 
application . 

Do not apply between the ""hook" sta.90 .and 
full fruit sot. 

For repeat app~cations make on a minJnlum of 
a 14 day inter.;.al. 

Do not apply more 1han a o. oz/A In a single 
application, 

For repeat applications make on a mif'limum of 
a 14 day interval. 

Rellis.ed 02-02-16 

Crops"' 

Fanow L.uld 
Conifer Trocs 

(and other non-
producing agricultural 
areas) 

Non-Crop or Non• 
PJantoo Areas 

flax 

Fn,itlng V<>glltablc 
(oxcopt Tomato) 
lnclvding: 

Eggplant 

Ground cherry 

Peplno 

Peppors (all) 

Tcrnatillo 

Minimum 
Use Time From 

Rates 
Application to 
Harvest (PHI} 

PerAcn, 

N/A s-1s n. oz. 

60 days 6-8 fl. oz. 

20 days s-e n. oz. 

Crop Oil 
Concentrate 

Rates Per 
Acrei21 

1~ v/v (llUt 
not less than 
1 pt/A) in tne 
~niS/led spray 
voluma using 
a crop oil 
concentrate 
containing 
at least 15% 
emulsifier. 

1% v/v in the 
finished spray 
votumo. 

1 % v/v in the 
finished spray 
VOiume . 

: ·'.·*·· 
,:_',• .. 

.,. 
;"'"'.:•.-.... "": i• 

,, . 
·~). ,., 

~ .. ==· .. ~:;_;·.· ... ;.: 

:~·~•,: . .-.. 

. , ., .. .... 
... -·· ...... , ,• 

.·•·,·· 
. .,.,.· ... ~· 

.... 
. '::~-· ,~ =·~ 

=-:~:. 

~-
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Special Use Instructions 

De not plant any crop fer 30 dl!ys al10r 
application unless ciethodirn is registered ror 
use in trnrt crop. 

Apply prior to bloom. Crop injury may occur 
when Willowood Clethodim 2EC is applied 
dufing lho bloom period. .. 

Do not apply more than s·-n. oz)A In a single 
opprlCllUon. , .. . · ·· .. 

Do no! exceed 16 fl. ~z:IA' in a season. 

Do not apply more ttian 8 ·11. ozJA in a single 
applica1k>n.•., 

~r repeat:a?Plications make on a minimum 
·or a 14 day interval . 

Aovisod 02-!l2-16 



Herbs including: 
Angeica 
Balm 

Basil 

Borage 
Burnet 
Camomile 

Catnip 

Chervi (dried) 

Chive 
Ch.i\le, Chinese 
Clary 

Coriander (leaQ 

Costmary 
Cilnrtro (lea1} 
Curry {lea1} 

Dill (dillwood) 
Horohound 
Hyssop 

Lavendor 

Lovilge~ea1) 
Marigold 

Marjoram (On·ganum 
spp.) 

Nasturtium 

Paroley (dried) 

Pennyroyal 

Rosemary 
Rue , .: • 

Sage ··. , ) 
';/4' .-:.1), ,:•:::<·. 

savo,y;:Summer:and 
wiii\"er'" · .. >. 

-~; ,. 

Loaf Pvtiotos 
including: 
Cerdoon 
Celery 
Coltuce 
Chinese Celery 
Fennel. Floronce 

(flnochio) 
Rhubarb 
Swiss Chard 

Minimum 
Time From 

Application to 
Harvest (PHI) 

14days 

... 

'- \. ., 

30days 

Use 
Rates 

Per Acre 

s-a n. oz. 

Crop Oil 
Concentrate 

Rates Per 
Acre~ 

1% v/v in lho 
finished spray 
volume. 

Special Use lnstr11ctions 

Willowood Clothadim 2EC has not beon 
tested on all herbs, and herb varieties. It is the 
responsibility of tho user ta test WiAowoad 
Clethodim 2EC on a small portion of tho crop 
to bo treated before treating tho ontiro field. 

Crop toloranco should be verified to 
WiUowood Clethodim 2EC on a small aren 
of the herb crop, at the desired Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC rate and with tho same crop 
oil concentrate that wlU be used on the herb 
field. If no crop response is evident seven (7) 
days after treatment, Willowood Clethodim 
2EC may be used on the entire field at the 
rate tostOCi and w~h the snme crop oil used In 
the tolerance test. .~·::!'.' ..... 
Do not apply fflOfO thM.8 fl. oili>iin a single 
appflcation::r ..... i' ... \t . . . 
For rnpa0.1·n'ppDeaflons n\GkO on a minimum 
of ,~ 1_4 day !~~Ml; ? 

1/' ✓ -~ ::.· ... -

·, : :"4 ,,;-·-· .. '.;-1 :_.·-~_:_;_-,'.· .• ~;"'/", 
., -.t;:•·.:_, \ 

'\/~• . ;-::. 
·· .. 

: ..... ,. 

6-8~. oz. 

6-B 0. oz. 

1% v/v in lhe 
finished spray 
volume. 

1% v/v in the 
finished spray 
volumo. 
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' 

I 

Do not apply more than B fl. oz.IA in a single 
application. 

For repeat applications make on a minimum 
of a 14 day inteMll. 

Do not apply more than 8 n. oz.IA ;,, a single 
applica~on. 
For repeat applications make on a minimum 
of a 14 day intorvel. 

Revised 02-02·16 

Cropsl1) 

Lonty BQ~ica 
Groons including: 
Brocco! Raab 
Cabbage, 

Chinese (bok choy) 
Collards 
Kai& 
Mi2.una 
Musto.rd Greor,s 
Mustard Spinach 
Rape Greens 

Loafy Groons 
In eluding: 
Amaranlh 

Chinese Spinaeh 
leafy Amaranth 
Tampala 

Atugula (roquetto) 
Chervil 
Chrysanthemum, 

Edible--leaved 
Chryso.r,1hcmum. 

Garl.md 
Com Salad 
C= 

Garden 
Upland (yollow rock 
and winter) 

DandeHon 
Oocl< (sorrol) 
Endive (oscarole) 
Lottuc:e, Head and 
Loaf 
Orach • , ;_: ; 
Parsley • · .. 
PurslaM .. 

Gardon :._: 
Winier" 

Rad!cchlo :(rod : i : 
chicory) .- · · · · ·' · 

Spinach 
New Zealand 
Vino ~ndian and 
malabar) 

Minimum 
Time From 

Application to 
Harvest (PHI} 

14 days 

14 days 

Use 
Rates 

Per Acre 

6-8 fl. oz. 

6-8 n. a,. 

Crop Oil 
Concentrate 

Ratos Per 
Acrei:Q 

1% v/vintha 
finished spray 
volume. 

1 % v/v In tt,e 
finished spray 
volume. 

14 

Special Use Jnstn.,ctions 

Do not apply more than 8 fl. oz.IA In tho single 
application. 

For repeat applications mzike on a minimum 
of a 14 day inteNal. 

Do not apply more than S fl . oz.IA in a single 

appUe:ation. • ~.'iJA( .. 
For repoat applications mnlie on a minimum 
cf a 14 day ll'Ulrval. · .. ).,•, ·: 

.:!•" ~~. 

/.: 
, •:t, I ·· 

•tr'\ 

,_;,? 

... ;;. 
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Minim.um 
Use 

Crop Oll 

Crops1'' 
lime From 

Rates 
Concentrate 

Special Use Instructions 
Application to Rates Per 
Harvest (PHI) 

Per Acre 
Acre"' 

Minimum 
Use 

Crop Oil 

Cropsi1> 
Time From 

Rates 
Concentrate 

Special Use Instructions 
Application to Rates Per 
Harvest (PHI) Per Acre 

Acre'" 

l..ogume Vogolablc,s, 21 days 6-8 fl. o,. 1 ql. by ground Do not apply more than 8 fl. oz/A in a s ingle Ornamentals NIA 6-16 fi. oz. Uso of crop al Add a non-ionic surfactant ccnt~ng a.t least 
Edlbla Poddod or 1% v/v (bul application. concentrate 80% active ingrodiont at the rate of 1 pt. per 
including; not loss thilf1 1 Do not apply more lllnn ono (1) apptica1ion 
Bean (Pt,;isoo/us spp.) pl/A) by ar.•' per acra pi:r soason. 
Runner For peas apply before bloom, but no lator 
Snap thilf1 21 days before harvest. 
Wax Rofor to appropriate Table !or reduced rate 

Bean (V.gna spp.) directions for the control of sm;ill annual 
Asparagus Ql'aSSllS . 
Chinese L.cngboan The addition of AMS hos shown improved 
Mo1h grass control for dnllcult to control spocies 
Yardlong including: quackgr.,ss, rtilzome JohnSongrass, 
Jackbean red rice. wild' oats, volunteer-cereals, and 

Pea (Pisum spp.) volunteer com. 
Dwarf · ,., -Edi~lo-pod •.;.:: ... ,, 

Snow .... · ... , ·, - .:·.·· · Sugar Snap , .. .. ·. Pigeon •.~: . -~·-. Sword Bo8n ,• ..:".'. ... 
M"mt 21 days s-1s n.oz."' 1 qt. by ground Ponot8&)!>1y more than 16fl. oz/A in a single 

or 1 % )ltv (bur , lipplk:aUo'1' 
not loss·.tiian 1 ·For .repeat appltcations make on a minimum 
plJAbyalr.);. of a 14 day interval. 

Non--Bonrin9 FDOd NIA 6-8 n. oz.'" isno1 50 gals. (0.25% vN). 

Crops rocomrnended Sugar rmplos c:annot be tapped for syrup 
since it within one year ol Willowood Clethodirn 2EC 
may injure application. 
flowors and Do not apply rnore than 8 fl. oz.IA in a single 
foliage. Seo applic(l:tiOr'I to non-beilfing food crops. 
Special Use 
lnstructioris, 

Poa, Ory Shelkld 30 days 6·8 fl. oz. 1 qi. by ground Do no1 apply more than 8 f l. oz/A pet 
including: or 1 % vlv (bUt application. 

Pea (Pistm1 spp.) not less than 1 Do not apply more than one(1) applicat ion 
Field ptJA) by air."' .• · ': \ : por acre per season. : : , . 
Pigeon Apply before bloom but not fli:ei11w, 30 days 

prior 101>4rvost."~ :.-
Aero, 10 api>to~I~ Tali1o·ror reduced ra.te 
c lr=.ions-fortho conltOI of small annual 

gnlSSCS, ··-:: c•. : .... ·:; .. :Tho e.dtl',lion of -AMS has shown Improved 

i .,- . :·grclSS Control for diffia.Jlt to control specjes , 
•. inck..lding: quackgrass, rhii:ome Johnsongra.s:s, 

.. t..::· ·:red rice. wild oats, volunteer cereals and 
.. vOlun1oer 

Mustilrd Sood 75 days 4-6 n. oz; - 1%".iilv.inth& Do not apply aftor crop has begun bolting. 
finiShed ·spray Crop injury may occur when Wiflowood 

I.• . ' 

' corn. 

Pea, Succulent 21 d~s 6-Sfl.oz. 1 qt. by _ground Do not apply more than 8 n. oz/A per 
• ' ,,iolume. Clothodim 2EC Is appued during the bloom -. ... ~·-:_._. : .... :-.~ ' period. 

,. e Do not apply m01e than 6 rt. oz/A in a single 

-~; application. 

' . 
;• .. Do not exceod 16 n. ozJA in a season. 

Onion1r <: ·:·:· _,,4S ~ 6-16 fl. 1% vlv in the Minimurn of 20 g3ls./A spray volume by 
!D!Y.B<llb,Only) .-

oz.(7],rol 1inished spray ground ir, entire U.S. 
G:rili'c'- ...... .·, vo~vme. Minimum of 20 galsJA spray volume by air in 
Shaaot)i._·_:: '°' .. .... Calirornia.~ 

• , 
(Ory Bulb Only) -.. In strtes othef than California, air appMcatlon ,. 

to onions. garlic or shallots shovld bo made in 
a mmimum of 10 gi:t.lsJA. 

Onion,Grvcn 14 days 6-8 ~- oz. 1% vlv in rho Do not apply more than 8 n. oz/A in a single 
in.eluding: rinished spray app~cation. 
Green Eschalot volume. For ropoat applications mako on a minimum 
Japanese Bunching of a 14 day interval. 

Onion 

including: . . :oi 1 % v/v (but application. 

Pea l,Pisum spp.) •·:-• · :not less \hM 1 Do not apply more than one (1) application 
English Poa ~ 

~ ~ ,. pt/A) by air.•1 pot aero per sea.son. 
Garden Pea -·· 

...... 
Apply beloro bloom but not later than 21 doys ··• . .' : Green Poa :~· ·:: '. ·::·: ·; prk>r to harvest.1'1l) 

Pi;eo~ ~~ :.: Refer to appropriate Table for reduced rate 

:;: ·.•. directions for the control of small annual 
; -.. ..' JI. 

; 
."• grasses. 
t~:~.i ..• .. The addition or AMS has shown improved -·-

- ·:- grass contro( ror difficult to control species 
•' .'P including: qUDckgro.ss, rhizome Johnsongrass, 

... ;·.1 ·. red rice. wild oats, volunteer cereals., and 
volunteer corn. 

Peach 14day,; 6-8 n. oz. 1 % v/v in the Do not apply more than 8 II. oz.IA in a slngle 
finished spray application. 
volume. Do not a,oply more than 32 fl. ozJA (0.5 lb. 

OVA) per season. 

Laeks 
Scallion or Spring 
Onion 

For repeat .applications make on a mlnlmum 
o f a 14 day intorvnl. 

Do not apply to Peach grown for root stock. 

Poanut (inciuc!lng 40 days 6-1611. oz. 1 qt. by ground The addition of AMS has shown improva-d 
Por011nial) or1%v/v (but grass control !or difficu!t to control species 

not less thiln i including: quackgrnss, rhizome Johnsongras-s, 
pl/A) by air.'• red rice, wild oats, volunteer cereals, and 

volunteer corn. 
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Minimum 
Use 

CmpOit 

Cmps~' 
TimeFmm 

Rates 
Concentrate 

Application to Rates Per 
Harvest (PHI} Per Acre 

Acre"' 
Potnto 30 days 8-1611. oz. 1 qt. by ground 

er 1 % v/v {but 
not less than 1 
pt/ A) by rur.<• 

Radish 15 days 6-8 fl. oz. 1%vNinthe 
finished spray 
volume. 

Root Vegetable 3□ days 6·8fl.oz. 1% v/Vinthe 
(oxcopt Radisn). finishecl spray 
including: volume. 
Chicory 

Ginseng 
Horseradish 

Turnip 

Safflower 70 days 6-8 fl. OZ, 1% v/v in the ·,, 
finished spray· 
Volume;.: ·:·:~-

... 
: • · 

Sesame 14 days 6-s n. oz. 1%~lvinthe· '.· 
finish~d spray 
:Volume~ ...... 

J .. ; 

' ·- -, . 
Soybean 60 day,> :·. 6·16fl. oz. 1 qt. by ground 

.... :- or 1 % v/v (but 
not lass than 1 

:,., ,.,,, -- ptJA) by air!" .. -.. . . . -- .... . /i}i·•;-:,•· . .- t:;·. '• 

.•. ., 
,.~ ' ,. -., 

Strawberry 4days B·S n. oz. 1 % v/v in tho 
finishecl spray 
volumo. 

Sug3rBOQt 40 days 6·16!1,0L 1 qt. by ground 
or 1 % v/~ (but 
nor less than 1 
ptJA) by air.~1 

Special Use Instructions 

The addition of AMS has shown improved 
grass control for dilficult lo control species 
including: qua.ckgrass, rhizome Jahnsongra.ss, 
red rice, wlld oats. volunteer cereals, and 
volunteer corn. 
Do not apply more than 8 fi. oz/A in a single 
application. 
Do not apply more than 16 fl. ozJA (0.25 lb. ai) 
per acre in a season. 
For repeat applications rna.ke oo a minimum 
of a 14 day rfltarval. 

Do not apply more than 8 11. oz/A in a single 
application. .. , • . 

Fa, repeat appicalions make cin a minimum of 
a 14 day interval. · · • 

- .. -_. .- I, ... 
_...;.. ::· .. 

Do not ·apply··mor-0 than 8 fl. ozJA in a single 
application. 

FOr repeat a.ppUcations make on a minimum of 
a 14 day irrterval. 

Do not apply during Howering. 
Do not apply more than 8 fl. oz.JA in a slngle 
application. 
For repeat applications make on a minimum of 
a 14 dny interval. 

Do not graze treated fields or food treated 
rorage or hay to livestock. 
Aer0r to appropriate Table for reduced rate 
directions for tho control of smaTI annuaJ 
grasses . 
The addition of AMS has shown irnprcved 
grnss control for difficult to control species 
including: qoackgrass, rhizome John.songrass, 
red rice, wild oats, volunteer cereals, nnd 
volunteer corn. 

Do not apply more than 8 rl. ozJA in a. single 
application. 

For repeat applications make on a minimum 
of O 14 cio_y i~™".:,l. 
Rerer to appropriate Table ror reduced rate 
directions for the control o( small annual 
grasses. 
The addition of AMS has shown improved 
grass contml for difficult to controt specie"S 
including: quclckgrass. rhizome Johnsongrass, 
red rice, wild oats, volunteer cereals, and 
volunteer com. 
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Minimum 
Use 

Crop Oil 

Crops0I Time From 
Rates 

Concentrate 
Special Use Instructions Application to Rates Per 

Harvest (PHI) Per Acre 
Acre"' 

Sunflower 70 days 6-16il. CL 1 qt. by ground The add~ion of AMS has shown improved 
or 1 % viii {but grass control for difficutt to contr-ol $pecies 
not loss than 1 including; quackgmss, rtiizome Johnsongrass, 
plJA) by rur.•I rod lice, wild oats. volunteer coro.JIS, ond 

volunteer com, 

Sw<>et Potato, Yam 30 days 6-16 fl. oz, 1% v/v in the Tne addition of AMS has shown Improved 
and 01herTuborous linished spray grass control for difficult lo control species 
and Corm Vegetables volume. including: quackgrass, rhizome Johnsongrass, 
(except Potato) red rice. wiid oats, volunteer cereals and 
including: volunteor com .. 

Artichoke 
Chinese 
Jerusalem ·.·-·,-: 

Cassava 
Biner ,.- .. ·., .. -··.:; :•' 
Swoot 

•' : ; 
Ginger -· 

.. 
Tomato 20 days 6-16 H. oz. 1% v/v in the For,rnpoatnpplic:atlons make on a minimum of 

finished spray a14 i:lay Iii OMl~_l;-_ 
volume. .,•.-. . :~. 

, . ... 

T11.Jmip Gr-eons 14 days 6-8 fL oz. i ¾ v/v In tho--.· Oo noLapply moro than 8 fl. ozJA in a single 
i1~"1«ispray' application. 
volume . . FOr l'epoat appllCcitions make on a minimum of .. -· .a 14~d.ay inter.1aL . . 

N/A ~ Not Applicable - . 
' Willowood Clethodim 2EC ts not recommended for use o-n ·vegetnble crops botng grown for seocl production unl~ss 

Sll<>CiRc IJ'"A ducelfons on, P'l>Vldecl . • :: ., . . ·. ' ·. . -.. 
~ Accopto~Q: crap ali CO!\Ceflltatns~:w""o,ljtd :.be ·uu:ise'·whic;h c;ontaln a minimum of 80% oiis and 15% emulsifier. A crop 

o!f cimcoolrato mw,1 conlatn oi1hor ,opetroloum or vogc11>:>lo o~ base an<! m-JSI meot all the following c.ritona: be non
phyto\O><lc:. ""'1lo.in only EPA-oxoinpt l"'.,nli!ion=a. provido g0<>d mixing quuJlty nnd bo suc=Tul In IOcal c,cponorico. 
Highly <ef"'Od vcg,nable clb·ha,ve"pmvon 111Qf11 sati$foc10,y :h.'ltl unrefineo vege11Iblo oils. S oo \11.0 AdOEllcn of ACJuv;int 
and Crop pir Concentrate section for further- information. 

' Wllliiwood Clethodim 2EC may be applied to seedling or established rufalfa grown !or seed, hay, silage, grocn crop or 
direct grazing. . . 

' Forwe'ed i:dn\r6iin ostabYshed alfalfa and mint, the minimum use rate is 10 fl. ozJA. 
• 1 to 2 qts/A ol llciuid fertilizer (10-3~-0. 28%N or32%N). or an equivalent amount 12.s to 4.0 EbsJA) of spray grade 

ammonium sulfate (AMS) may be added to Willowood Clothodim 2EC applications, in addition to the rate of crop oi 
concentrate. 

• Do not apply Willowood Clothodim 2EC plus 2,4·0B as a tank mix to affalfa unloss tno 60 dny feeding, grazing, and 
harvesting restriction on the 2,4-DB label can be observed. 

7 For ground applications to garlic or shaUot, do not exceed S fl. oz.IA in M singlo appr.cation. For air o.pplicaiions 
to onion. garlic or shallot, do not exceed 8 fl. oz/A in o singlo application. For garlic and shallot, do not exceed 2 
applications per season. in CA for air applications to onion. do not ex:ceed 2 applicaftons per soason. 

11 If WiUowood Clethodim 2EC is appHed as a spot treatment to oriion, garfic, shallot, or non-bearing food crops, care 
should be taken to not exceed ttie ma;,c.imum rate allowed on a "per acren basis or crop injury may occur. 

' In Califomin, do not apply Willowood Clethodim 2EC to onion. ga~ic, or shallot untl the crop has at least two full 
leav~s. In Galirornia, 14 day spray intervals are recommended between the application or WiUawood Clethodim 2EC 
and liquid n~rogen or other herbicide applications, Injury to crop may occur when shorter intervrus are observed. 

10 Appticalions of Willowood Cle.thodim 2EC to peas during 1ho bloom period could result in severe crop lr,jury, Including 
loss of yield and delayed matu,~y. 
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IMPORTANT 

Plant tolerance ta Wlllawaad C!ethadim 2EC at labeled rates MilS been found to bo acceptable far the indicated genera 
and speCles listed below, Due to variability within species. crop growth stage, envlronmental conditions, and appn~a1.lon 
techniques, fl is recommended that the user determine Jf tho horbicide can be used safely on a few plants prior to 
widospread application. Neilherthe seller nor the manufacturer af Wi!lowoad Clethadim 2EC have inv"'5tigated tho safety 
factor ta plants not Ustcd on the label. 

NON-BEARING FOOD CROPS 
Wll.1.0WOOD Cl.ETHODIM 2EC SHOUI.D NOT BE APPLIED TO NON-BlaARJNG FRUIT OR NUT CROPS WHICH ARE 
GROWN FOR ROOT STOCK. 

Crop if!jury ti;;> non-bearing fruit and nut Ct'Ops cati occur if WiUowood Ck,thodim 2EC is improperly applktd. 
Willowood Clothodim 2EC shoyfd not bo applied din,ctly over the top of th<>se plant typos. lnstoad. sprny should 
be directed Dt the baso of the pJar,t where grassy weeds are growjng near tho ground. 
Non-bearing frui t and nut crops are p lants which wm net bear frurt or nuts for at least one yoar' following Willow ood 
Clethodim 2EC applicrrtion. 

COMMON NAME 
AppJes 

Berries 

Cherry. Sweet 

Citrus Froits 

Grapes 

Olives 

Peach 

Pears 

Prunes 

Stone Fruits ,·· 
Strawberries 

Troe Nvts 

Almond : 
Fttbert 

Pecan .. ., i'. 

-, .. ··.· .:: 
Walnut ·.": :'-. .. 

Malus spp. 

V.:u:::c;nium spp. 

Rubusspp. 

Prunus avivm 

Citrusspp. 

Vitisspp. 

Oles spp. · .. : 

PrunlJS p,,islca 

,. Pyros communis 

.• Pnmus:spp. 

Prunusspp. 

Fragada spp. 

Prunus trifoba 

Cory/us maxima 

Ca,ya i/Jir,oincnsis 

Pistackl vera. 

Jug/ans spp. 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 

... _ .. 

• ~r: -

- '" ·, - CONIFER TffEES 
WiPow;od Cle~;;;, 2C-C ;ca~1w used ta control labeled grasses in Christmas tree farms. conifer nurseries, and conifer 
ptonta1~;'(Dul i\ol in lorosts). 

COMMON NAME SCIENTIAC NAME 
Arborvitae, American Thvja occidentalis 

Cedars C&dros spp. 

Cypress T8Jtotiium spp. 

Fir, Douglas Psl1f.Jdotsuga menzies:Ji 

Firs AIJiosspp. 

Homlock. Ga('lt)dinn/Eastom Tsuga Car.adonsis 

Hemlock. Western Tsuga hetorophyl/a 

Pines Pinu• spp. 

Spruces Picoa spp. 

Yow Taxus spp. 
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NON-CROP OR NON-PLANTED AREAS 
The following areas are considered non-crop or non-planted areas: rights-of-way including railroads, highways, roads. 
dividers, medians, pipetlfnes, pub!ic uWtty lir,os, pumping stations, transformer stations and substa.tiol')S. Around airports, 
electric utirrties. commercial buildings, manufacturing plants, storage yards. rail yards. ronce lines. parkways, and post
haNest croplands. Also beneath gmenhol,.tS,e benct,i,s an-cl around gclr courses. 

ANNUAL. GRASSES 
(EXCEPT FOA IN ESTABLISHED .ALFAI.FAJINO MINl) 

Apply only 10 actively growing grasses at recommoncod wood heights. 

• Apply wher, tho li~t grass weed specios k\ a mixed grass weed population reaches the recommended growth stago 
for trootment. 

• Use the high nlt0 under heavy grass pressure and/or when grasses are at mU,cimum hoighL 

• Do not apply more than B n. 02JA of Willowood Clothodim 2EC per application to 1he renewing crops: asparagus. 
carror, cranberry, cucurbits. flax, fruiting vegetables (except tomato}, garden beets, green onion, head and stom 
brassica vegetab~s. herbs, hops. leafy brassica greens, leafy greens, not'l-beafing food crops, root vegetables, 
sofflOwor. sesame and strawberry. Do na1 apply more than 611. oz.IA of WUlawood Clethodim 2EC per application to 
canola or mustard seed. 

SCIENTIFIC NAME WEED HEIGHT" RATE FL. OZJ HIGH GRASS SPECIES 
(inat,es} ACRE RATE"' 

Sarnvarm,1 !lSS Echinochloa cros~oaJti 2to 8 . , 6 , 8 
81"1!'1!11'1M'I [ ~l'\Q)QtDSS Bnlchllltia ~lat-;nhl/a 2 to 5 - 6 B 
Brome • •' •· ...... 
CaHrornia Bt'Omus Clll'inatus 2 to 5 ,, .. 6 8 
Ch!!at Bro~ secalinus 2 to 6 ;.: 6 8 
Dowr)y BtomtJS tec1orum 2to6 6 8 
Ricool Brom<JS d,anarus 2ta6 6 8 

CMarvarass Pholnri$ Cill>IJl)ens/S 1 to • 6 8 
CrnDornss ·- ·-

Hairy 
.. ns 

2to s-- 6 8 
lmtle P• ., 210 s-· 6 8 
Smooth vm 2 ta s-· 6 8 
Southam 0 .l 2to s·· 6 8 

Crowfoot grass DactvJocfenium iJnrYU,.,tium 2to s·· 6 8 
Fall Panicum PiJrvcum dichotoml/lonJm 2108 6 8 
Field Sandbur Cenchrus incettus 2ta6 6 8 
Foat.ill 
Giru,t Sotllrill fobori 2tc , ~ 6 8 
Green S9raria viridls 2 to 8 6 8 
Yellow Setaria olauca 2ta a 6 8 

Goosegrass E.lausine indica 2 to s-· 6 8 
ltchumss RottbOellla cochinchfr•,cnsis 2to6 6 a 
Junoledco . Ecr>.inocn1o.:, cok>n/J 2 to 6 6 8 
LOveQrass tStink_arass) Eraarostis cilianonsis 2106 6 a 
R:lbblts!ootgrM:I , o,..,._,,..,.,..,.on monsnmicttS,S 1 to4 6 a 
Red Rice · n,..,,_, sativ:, 1 to 3 6 a 
Rvv.nross 
Ho"'1V Laiium IOtnOUJm 2fo6 6 8 
Italian Lolium multinorum 2 to 6 6 a 

Seedlinr::, Johnso_r19rass Sarohum hafeaense 4ta 10 6 a 
Shattorcano ,~-t:~m,..___,,.,.,.,, 6to ta 6 8 
Soutnwestom C=rass Erioeh/OD or.,ci!is 2 toS 6 8 
$ n""'"IO inn 
Amnzon Lootochlo.l ==icnido~ 2 to& 8 8 
Boaroed Leotochloo fascicutaris 2106 6 8 
Mexia-so Lertt!'V"n/oa unincJVl;:i 2 to6 s 8 

""" U,atochloa fili(O/Tl!IS 2106 6 a 
Toxas P.an.icu.rn Pal>icum tcx.tlnwn 2 to6 6 a 
Volu.nteer Cerealsr.? 

aarloy HQfdeum ,.., ,,...are 2106 6 a 
Oals A••n• S1JtivD 2to6 6 8 
~va Seca/e coroal 2to6 6 8 
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GRASS SPECIES SCIENTIFIC NAME 

Wi'1oot Tmtevm .oos r.ivum 
Volumao' Co,n.~ Zaamsv< 
Volunteer Corn" Za.EJmavs 
Volunteer Cotn {S_RJt41 Zc,amavs 
Volunteer Grain Sorohum Sorohum bicolcr 
Wild Oats Avaru,faw;J 
\Vold Prow Mlllot P.Jnieum mildJa,vrn 
Witchorass Panicum caoillara 
WnnlN Q.Jnnrass: crioch/oa lri/1/os:, 

• Goncnilty occurs between 3~[ .u,go And t,ncnng. 
- Length of lateral growth. 

WEED HEIGHT' RATEFLOZJ HIGH 
rmchesl ACRE RATE"1 

'to 6 6 a 
41012 4 6 
12to24 6 8 
4lo 12 8 f!',uoc ression onM 
Ste 12 6 8 
2106 6 8 
2to 10 6 B 
2101! 6 8 
2108 6 8 

• Rat..s highs< than 8 fl. ozJA may be app6ed in certain geographic areas, cropping situations, or orwironmen1al 
corn:iitions, where experience has showri tiio.t highor rates are neoded for satisfactory coritrol or annual grasses. In 
lh~o situations, rates from B to 16 n. ozJA may be appliod. Oo not apply more thon 8 n. ozJA of Willowood aethodim 
2EC per application to ttio followtng crops: asparagus. carrot, cranberry. c:ucurbits, flax, rruiting vegetables (except 
tomato). garden beet, g113en onion, head and stem brasslca vegetables. herbs, hops 1 loaf petioles, ieafy brassica 
greens, leafy greens, non-bearing food crops. root vegetables. safflower, sesame and strawbeny. . .. 

" When a cereal grain crop (such as wheat) Is interseodad for crop establishment or is planted as wl~ifbreaks to aid 
crop establishment. the minimum Willowood Clethodim 2EC use rato ror control is 8 fl. ozJA: ·.: 

"· lncludes Roundup Ready'111, Liberty Linkat, and IMI-CORNll'>volunteer corn. 

.. Sethoxydlm resistant volunteer corn. 

·:.· . . -~ 
•' · .. ~. 
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ANNUAL & PERENNIAL GRASS CONTIIOL 
IN ESTABLISHED ALFALFA AND MINT WITH WILLOWOOO CLETHODIM 2EC 

GRASS SPECIES I WEED STAGE I RATE l FL OZJ ACRE HIGH RATE 

An.nunl & Perennial Grosses Listod iri Grass Tabla I SoeTablo I ,o I 16 

Mowing: Toe best control o1 annual grasses can be achlovod by applying Willowood Cltlthodim 2EC before grass 
woed$ are mowed. Or,c:o grass is mowed it becomes tougher to control, as much of the ava~nble laaf surface hu.s boon 
removed. In aroas withovt a killing frost some annual.s can over-v-lintl?r after having been mowed multiple times, These> 
grasses form large crowns and may contaln matJY vable buds. Those grasses, even though they may be~ annual grass, 
may mquire repeated app~cslions of Willowood aothodim 2EC for partial or complete control. 

lrrigatod AllaKa and Mint: Irrigation practices can be vary crmcul to tho successful USE> of WiHowood Clelhodim 2EC in 
established alr11lf11 and mim and may be necessary to initiate active growth ol the weeds prior to application, Generally 
applications 2 to 4 days aftet irrigaticr\ aro most effective. Irrigation mado shortly af'tor' applico.lk:m (2 days) c;:i;lf'\ be 
affective, but more consistent grass corrtrol occurs when the irrigation is made before the application. 

Aerial Api,liention: Apply Willowood Cletllodim 2EC in a minimum of 1 O GPA in established alfalfa and mint when 
applying by nir. ,,' 
Annual Gra,,s Control: Apply Willowood Clothodim 2EC at the grass sizes indicated in the Annual ·Grass·Table ond rates 
lndlcatod. If a gro.ss has bean cut, apply Wlnowood Clotllodjm 2EC nJter active growth ~as rosumed o.nd rogrowth has 
roachod tho minimum heighl and beforo it ro:u:rios the maximum I\Clgllt indicated. Apply beloro"tho alfai!alm•nl canopy 
covers the grasses .i.nd interferes with the spray coverage. Same annual grasses are spring• and ·si.Jmmer~germinatltlg 
plants, while others aro fall-germinating plants, and the time they ore actively growing and rnost _susceptible to WUlowood 
Clothodim 2EC may vary rrom r0gion to region, Also some annuaJs garmlnate ovet'.a.11 oxtendod period of time, and 
because control of small gro.sses is dosired. applications after each weed 0ush 'may b8 required. As a general rule spray 
spring- and summor-garminating gr.asses as oarty in the season as poSS:lblo, afte'r initial green-up. Spray fall-germirmting 
weeds In the fall soon after they begin growing but before :i.ny damage is done due to frost, l..J.te fall applications may be 
less affective due to environmental conditions. such as frost, slower plaritgrowth, or the onset of flowering • 

Poronnial Grass Control: Willowood Clethodlm 2EC effectively ·controis perennial grosses such as Bermudagrass. 
Johnsongrass, qua,ckgrass, wireslem muhly. tall fescue, foxtail bm'ttfy and orchardgrass. Due in part to lack or tillage, 
perennial grasses are moro difficult to control 11"1 a perennial ctop such as established o.lfolf.t1 or mln1, A program or 
rei::ioatod as,p~c:ations is usually necessary for best results. The best way to control perennial grasses is to do so in the 
year or stand establishment before rhizomes Md stolons become large and dlfflcult to kill. 

Use the high rate under neavy grass pressure and/or when grasses are nt or near maximum height. 

Alway:; add a crop oil concentrate at 1 qt/A by ground or 1 :I-I v/v (but not less than 1 pt.IA) 1o tile finished spray volume 
by air. 

-
.. ANNUAL BLUEGRASS CONTROL 

.,,;.. - 5r • .:: WITH WILLOWOOD CLETHOOIM 2EC 

GRASS"SPECIES I WEED STAGE I RATE I .... FL. OZ./ACRE HIGH RATE 

Annual Bluegrass (Poa annua) I to4-loal I s· I 16 

Apply under fD.varnble soil motslure and humidity, which exists wJthin a few days after rainfllll or within 7 days after 
irriglrtion. Grass neods to be actively growing at time ol i1pplication(s). 

Appy ;-,t wood stage indicated on tho label, as reduced control can be expected with more: m'1ture anruDI bluegrass. 

Use tho high rate under heavy grass pressure and/or when annual bluegrass is more matum. 

Always add a crop oil coneomrate at 1 qVA by ground to the finished spray volume. 

' Use a minimum of 10 fl. oz.IA lo conlrol annual bluegrass in seedling and ostablished alfatta and mint. 
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FOR USE IN ROUNDUP READY FIELD CORN (BURNDOWNJ 

GRASS SPECIES I WEED SIZE j Rate when applied alone or 
pnches) with glyphosate 

Field Com I Upto 12 I 3fl. ozJA 

For control of exisiing stand of Roundup Roady field corn or volunteor Roundup Ready field cotn prior to roplanting corn. 

Care must be taken to avoid in-field boom (spray) overlaps or excessive crop injury my occur. 

Replant no sooner than 6 days alter applicatron. 

Adjuvant reoommendations: NIS at 0.25% v/11 plus /WIS at 2.5 to 4 lbs,/A. 

Do not use COC or MSO with wmowood Clethodim 2EC in this use pattern. 

DIRECTIONS FOR REDUCED RATE TO CONTROL SMALL ANNUAL GRASSES IN CANOLA, DRY StfB.LED BEAN 
& PEA ~NCLUDING SOYBEAN), EDIBLE PODDED LEGUME VEGETAB~ES. FLAX, MUSTARD SEED, SUCCULENT 

BEAN & PEA AND SUGAR BEET (REDUCED RATE DIRECTIONS NOT FOR USE IN CALIFORNIA) 

Apply only to actively growing grasses at recommended weed heights. 

Apply wher, tho first grass weed :species in a mb<.ad grass weed population reaches the f'9COfl"M'tlended growth 
stage for troatmeflt. 

Regrowth by tillering may occur if application is made when plnnts are stmssad by lack bf niC)ishJfe. excossivo 
moi:-iu.ro, low or hfgh tomponnuroe: and/or undor vQfY low humit1i1y. .. , ' 

GRASS SPECIES SCIENTIFIC NAME WEED.HEIGHT RATE 
(inches) FL OZ./ACRE''' 

Barnyardgrass I Echinochloa cros-ga/li ... '.1-to4 -· 4 

Broodleaf Signalgrass Brach/aria p/atyphlla " .. 1!0~ 5 
Crabgrass 

' 
,•• · 

t.a19e Digitaria sanguirralis •:: 1 to3· 4 

Large Digita.ria sanguinafis .. . ·;; _: ·. ,·. 1 to4· 5 

Smooth Digitaria ischaemum :·. :: ·.·. 1103• 4 

Smooth Digitaria isch;J&num 1 to4· 5 

Southern DigitMa Clliaris 1 to 4• 5 

Fall Panicurn , .. PB.nfcum dlchotommorom 1 to 4 4 

Foxtail :· . ., :- .. I 
Gi:.nt -~·~· .. ·., ·, . . Setsria filberi 1 to4 4 

Grc,en. :: . .;·:::• :;.-;:: Setaria viridis 1 to4 4 

Millet .. , •. ,,;°' Setaria ;talic 1 to 4 5 
Yellow·.:-'.'' .. :.:;,_ Solana g/auc,, 1 to4 4 

Seedling Johnsongrass Sorr1hum halepense 1106 5 
Shal\orcanes:./ Sorghum bico/or 4 to 10 4 

Texas Panicum Panicum iexanum 1 to4 5 

Volunteer Cereals 

Barley Horoeum vulgars 1 to4 5 

Oats Avenasativa 1 to4 5 

Wheat Trit.~m aestivum 1 to4 5 

Volu01eer Corn- Zea mays 4to 12 4 

Wild Proso Millet Panicum miffaceum 1106 4 

Wild Oats Avena fatua 1 to 4 5 
• t..ongtt, 01 IOtoral growu, 
•• Not S. R. Corn 

,, Alw:iys add a crop oil concentrate at 1 qt✓A by ground application ta tho firil::hod spray volume. 
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PERENNIAL GRASSES 

• Apply only to actively growing grasses at roeommended weed heights. 

Apply whO:fl the l'i~t grass weed species in a mixed grass weed popukl1iori reaches tha recommended growth stage 
for treatment. 

Use the high rate under heavy grass pressure Md/or wnen grasses aro at maximum height. 

Do""'- ~pply mc,ro "'"" an. o:r./A or \,VIUowood Ctol!lodlm 22c pa: ~µplication to tl\o roaowing crops: asp:iragus. 
carrot, =borry. cucurbltl;. na.. liuil!n9 vcgolllbtos (oxoop: tomato). g:,rcon bOot, grllQfl onion. hC)Qd 3 5\0rn brn.s!ca 
vogotablos. hbri:>•. /lop,:. leaf pctiola.:; , looly btnsslc.o 9/oorn1, loafy g,oens. non-bearing food=~. r001 vogeml>los, 
s~fflowcr. sosomo aJ1d stmwbcny. Oo not llP?IY rnc,o than 6 n. oz.IA of Wilowcod Clotltrofn 2EC per application to 
canolll o r rnus1<1ld SIied. 

GRASS SPECIES 
WEED HEIGHT RATE 

HIGtt RATE 
6nches) FLOZJACRE 

Bormudagrass (Cynodon dactyfon) 
First Appli~tion 3 (or up to 6" a 16 

runnors) 
RopoOl Appllcution(S) (if mgrowtl> occur.;) 3 (or up to 6" a 16 

runnor:i) 
.. ·., ~-

Foscue. Ton t/'"CSM:il IIIVndinXGO) I .. :.·, I 
First Applicalion 4to8 . ;8 16 
Rope;,.t Applbtlon(ol (If regrowth CCCU!S) (ito8 ., e 16 

.. .. ~=? 
Foxtail Barley (Honloum JubiJtllm) •;,. ~..:== --·:. ·.::-=~-.:· 
First Application ,_2to6 :•>: 8 16 
Repea! Aoplic>J;ol'l(s) rrr regrowth occurs) _, ·--~ •: 2106·· J~ 8 16 

-:,;, 

Orr:hardgrass (Ooczyils g lo,,,or.Jta) 
" 

_ .. ,. ., 
A"'1 AppllcaUon ... 4to8 8 16 
Aopeal A,oplic:iticn(S) Of regrowth OCCU!S) .. 4108 8 16 

,,.__,, !~ 

Ouo,<;l!:grass· f,f/ytl1gia ropa,>S) .,.,,,., ..... ...... , -
FitSt Application . ... I 4to 12 a 16 
RCl)OOt lli)ptle:ltlcn(s) Of n,growth occ.irs) ··- I ~lo 12 I 8 I 16 

' ,~. ··~ .· . .. ·.---
RhaDffi!l Johnscr>9ri1SS (Sorpl!<im 114/IJl;on.,,) I I 
F'arst AppPcation .. - I 12to24 a 16 

Repeat Applicalion{s) Of regrowth occurs) 6 lo 18 I 6 a 
-~--

Wirestem Muhly (Muhlanbergia frondosa) 
First Application 4to8 8 16 

Repeat Appr.ca11on(s) (it regrowtn occurs) 4to8 8 16 

Perennial Blvegra.ss· 
Rougl1$Ullk (Po<! /JivilJ/ls) 
Kentucky (Poa prantensisl 
First Application 2to4 8 16 
Repeat Appfi catlon(s) (~ regrowth occurs) 2104 8 16 

Benlgrass· (Agrostis spp.) I I 
Firs.t Applic:atior,. I 2to4 I - 16 

Repoot Appl;cation(s) r,r regrowth occurs) 2to4 I - 16 

Con:"'1 of quackgrass, porotWO! b luogross ono bonts=• with \Vriiowood Clethodtm 2EC mny be enhanced 0y aM,ng 
AMS at 2.5 10 4.0 lbsJA. 
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TANK MIXES 
INFORMATION 

Tho labels for each of the herbicides re.commended for tank mixr'Jg with Willowood Clethodim 2EC aro uniquo lo the 
characteristics of thoso products and contain restrictions and limitations that may be moro restric:Uve than tha Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC label in certain considerations. Those concerns may include, but are not limited to: 

1.Geographic restrictions - air products are not registered for use in all areas arid (ates may vary from one region of 
labeled use to another; 

2.Crop rotation restrictions; 

3.Appficator certification requirements; 

4. WorKer safety rules (e.g. protective clothing, reentry time, posting): 

5.Soi type or soil chamctelistics (e.g. pH. OM); 

6. Maximum dosage or number of applicaOons per season; 

7 .Rain free period required; or 

a.Application timing (e.g. pre-harvest interval) 
9.0o not exceed the total season. rates, 

THE MOST RESTRICTIVE LABELING OF ANY PRODUCT USED IN A TANK MIX MUST BE FOLLOWED. 
TANK MIX APPLICATION OF WILLOWOOO CLETHODIM 2EC ANO BROADi.:EAF 

HERBICIDES FOR CONTROL OF GRASSES AND BROADLEAFWEEDS ·-:,.''·, 
• Apply only to actively growing grass and broadleaf weeds at recommended hcl9h1 01,effiiwm stage listcii on each 

label. ' . . 

Apply when tho first grass or bro.adleaf weed species in a mixed popuJa1ion mntho, ··e recommended 
hoignt or growth stage for treatment. '!' ;)' • • 

Apply under favorablo soil moislllre and humidity that exist a few·-aays 0,'lot'iuinlallor within seven days after 
ln1'93ti0n. _ ... :;. - • .. :··· · •. 

• Alwll~ add the appropriate adjuvan1 to the spray mi,c at the'raii,' for ooch' spec~ic tanK mix combination. 

• Tank mix. applications may sometimes result in redi.lc8Cf_Qrass··control arid possiblo inc:roases in crop 
injury as compared to either product used alone, If regrowth occurs; or an additional flush or new grass emerges. 
make n second application or Willowood Clethodlm 2EC;:ns specified in the rospocllve size and rota tables. 

• Do not tank mix WillQwOOd Clethcdim 2EC When broad.learWeeds aro tall and/or dense enough to prevent proper 
gras:~r .:: ova-rn.gQ. ..• ~::.-, ...... 1 . 

. • MIXING'1lNSTRUCTIONS 
1. Fill dsa,, spr,1y tank 1/2 to 2/3 of de$1rod IGY1!1 wi cloan walG't. 
2. Wnlle agUating, add :the· COrreci am.cunt of Willowood Clethodim 2EC. Agitation should create a rippling or rolling 

action on the water Surface~ • 
3.lfta'rik mixing Wlllowood Cleihodim 2EC with other labolod herbicides, add waler soluble bags f<rst. followed by dry 

foi-mulatlcns~ nowables, :em-Ulsit'iable concentrates, and then solutions. Prepare no moro spray mixture than is required 
for'ine'lniinsdiate spray operation. 

4.Add 3.ny requlr'ed adjuVEirlts [crop oil conconuato, non-Ionic surfactant and/or nitrogen solution). 

5, Fill spray tank-to desired level with water. A.glt~lion sh<luld contlnuo until all spray soluti<m has boon applio<I. 

FailUl"a to a·g1t8.te the spray solution rn.ay result in improper mixing of the herbicides and unsatisfactory w-aed control. 
Mixing and compatibility qualities should be verified by a jar test. 

INFORMATION ON ANTAGONISM 

T.ank mixes of Wil!owood Clothodim 2EC wi1h postamergence broadleaf herbicides hava shown somo reduction or failure 
to conlrol certain grass specl~s whjch would have otherwise been controlled when Willowood Clethodim 2EC is applied 
alone. Activity of 1he post-emergence broacHeaf herbicide in the tank mlX ts not affected. 
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ALFALFA. 

Table ,. WILLOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXES WITH BROADLEAF HERBICIDES FOR ALFALFA 
(Rofor to tables above for spec:itic grasses and gl'l)wth stages) 

APPLICATION RATES/ACREOl CROP OIL 

PRODUCT"' 
CONCENTRATEi>l 

ANNUAL GRASSES 
PERENNIAL ~NJ 
GRASSES 

GROUND AIR 
Willowooc! Cletnodlm 2EC 1oto 16 n. oz. 101016 fl. oz, 

+ + + 1% 1% 

2,4-DB''' Refer to 2,4-DB label Refor to 2.4-OB label 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 10 to 16 fl. oz. 

+ + 
PURSUIT DG°' 1.08to2,16o;c. - 1% 1% 

Of or 

PURSUIT"' 3to6fl. oz. '·•· 
Willowood Clothodim 2EC 10 to 16 fl. oz. 

+ + 
-; 

. • , ••·/;o.i;f · 
;: 

BUCTRIL" 2L•1 1.0 10 1.5 pts. - •,· 0,5% 

or or :. :-· .. : 
BUCTRIL GEL••• 0.510 0.75 pt. ) 1 

. , .. Jt.•,: . 
,., If grass reg,,,wth OCC\/l'S or an 3.<l0IIJOnal flosh of new gr;;,ss omerges:,llllll<e .. a second appll<::nion ol Willowood 

Clethodim 2EC alono (YJ\thout a tani< mixhort,iclde), accon:llng lo:lhe appropriate"""' and rate t000l'M\Ondations. 

.., Brondleaf weed control rnoy bo reduced when :grass populntiori~:.ire toll :or-·dense or,ough to int0:rcopt tho spray 
pattern and prevent them from receiving complete ccvarage~ Jank mixirl:9 is not recommended in these situations. 

- Always uso a crop oil concontrato at the listed rate (but not loss than 1 'pt.IA) in tho finished spray volume. 

"'Wlllowood Clethodim 2EC plus 2.4-08 mayJncreose the seventy"of crop injury when lanK mixod. Alfalfa plants will 
generally 01.Jtgrow this tomporary crop injur~/wlthin a few "Neeks. 

'" Before using this lank mix, read and unde"rstand th8' PURSUIT or PURSUIT DG labels ror geographical rostnctions 
and restrictions regarding alfalfa :growth stage end type. Failure to do so can result in crop injury to alfalfa. Do not 
reed, graze, or har"VE>st illfalfa for 30 dclys. foUoWirf9 nn appllcatian of PURSUIT to alfalfa.. 
In the states of Washington·; Oregoii, .ldaho, Montana. Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada and the western halves 
of North Dakota, South Dakota;:Nebreska. and Kansas: The Wiliowood Clethodim 2EC plus BUCTAIL or BUCTRIL 
GEL tank miK rnust bo·applied in the loll or spring to seedling alfolra when the majOrity of the field has a minimum of 
2 trifoliates. Unacceptable crop injury may occur to alfalfa seedlings Jess than the 2 tri[olate leaf stage, Willowood 
Clelhodim 2EC plus BUCTRIL or BUCTRIL GEL applicntjons made when temperotures are expected to exceed 
so-uF nt (and 3 days fotlowlng} application can resull in unacceptable crop Injury. In the states nol listad above, apply 
In the fall or spring 10 seedling allalfa when the majority or the field has a minimum or~ tri!oliate leaves. When the 
alfalfa stand is uneven and conditions favor leaf bum, unacceptable crop injury m.oy occur to alfallil in the 2 trlfoliato 
or smaller stage or growth. wrnowood Ciethodim 2EC plus BUCTRIL or BUCTRlL GEL npp\icaVons ma£1e when 
temparaturos are expected to exceed 70°F at (and 3 days following) application can result In unacc:-eptable crop injury. 
Crop leaf burn can occur following Willowood Clethodim 2EC plus BUCTRIL or BUCTRIL GEL application. Warm, 
tiumid conditions mily enhance leaf burn. Now crop growth will not be affected. 

"' Do not apply whon alfalfa is und-er moisture, tempera1uro. insoct or disease stress or hns been stressed by other 
pesticide carryover or application. 
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CANOLA 
Table 2. REDUCED RATE WILLOWODD CLETHOOIM 2EC TANK MIXES WITH BROADLEAF HERBICIDES FOR 
CANOLA 
(Relor to the tables above for Spoc:ific grassos and growth stages.) 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE AMMONIUM SULFATE 
PRODUCT ANNUAL PERENNIAL 

GRASSES01 GRASSES GROUND AIR 

Wlllowood Clothodim 2EC"' 4to5fl.oz. 

+ + - 3.0 lbs. 3.0 lbs. 

LIBERTY"' 34 fl.oz. 
0 Annual grasses and S!ZeS e<>ntrollod wllh these tonk mixtures aro those that are identified ,n the DIRECTIONS FOFI 

REDUCED RATE TO CONTROL SMALL ANNUAL GRASSES table. 

" Do not IIJ)Ply Willowood Clethodlm 2EC tank mix during or after bolting or flowering or crop injury may occur. 

• For uso only on Libertylink" canolo. 

COTTON 
Tllble 3. WIUOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXEO WITT! COBRA• AND MSMA APPLIED POST DIRECTED TO 
COTTON ., . ~;; - . ·-

APPLICATION RATES/ 
CROP OIL .. 

ACRE'" 
CONCENTRATEr>l 

'• 
PRODUCT<'> VN ... COMMENTS 

ANNUAL I PERENNJAL 
GRASSES GRASSES 

·.:GROUND .. 
Willowood ctelt\odim 2EC"' Stoen.oz:. I sto •is11.o~c;·. - 1% Reduce broadcast rate in 

+ 
See COBRA label for rates to · .. control i broadleal 

proportion to the band area 

COBRA weods and height limitsilons foi ·cotton. Refer to Iha 
actually treated. 

+ Wilowood Clethodlm 2EC'Jabel lorwoed height and 
MSMA species controlled. •:: 

(4.0 lbsJgal.) See MSMA label far rates to control broadlea1 
or .weeds and neigh! fomilntions for cotton. Ref or to the 

MSMA ,V,'iltowood Ciethodim 2EC l&bel !or weed height and 

(6.6 lbsJg:,J.) :ipecics control~O. 
,· - . • 

• Sn>adloal weeo .conll'Ol-moy be niduced •men grllSS POP<JIQ1l0ns-11.111 ,a11 o, donso 11<1ou..9h 10 lnte<copt lt>0 SPf'ly 
pattem·nhd prevonl thom'Jn:,m recaivit,g compl<!to covorago. Tan~ ml•irig is not /'OOOOlmondod In those slMltiO!IS. 

• ,II gra,ss rtij)rowth .'occurs' 'cl,· '111 addi1Jomil llu'$h ol now gr.iss e•1><,rges, mal<o i sccond ap;ifbtlon of Wll1ow00d 
C~hodim'2EC llleine'_(vnthoiJI :i tllrlk mix h!.'rtlb:lda), 3cooiuln9 10 mo opp,opriate Slzo :ind 1:110 ecomrnond:ltlons. 

• Alwoys·u?,o-o'crop oirconcentr.110 at u,c llstod rnto (tM not loss tl>lln 1 p\.l~ In :ho rlllbhed spray volume. 

• II :JI lho.timef'ofappllcatifin, Qta$$ hol9h1 l:; .:,o t:111 th:lt pcst~roc100 applk:allom:c:4nnot get good a,vornge over tho 
top onno·giassy woods, thon poor control may resull Md a soi:ood (non-post dlrtr.tod) nppllcation of Willowood 
C1ol/iodlm 2EC may be "ccess<llY· 
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Table 4. WILLOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXED WlTM BUCTAIL 4 EC TO CONTROL EMERGED WEEDS IN 
BXN COTTON AS A BROADCAST APPLICATION 

APPLICATION RATES/ CROP OIL 
PRODUCT"' ACRE"' CONCENTRATE COMMENT5171 

ANNUAL GRASSES PERACREJ"I 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC Sto 16 n. oz. 1 qt. See charts for grasses 
+ controlled. 

BUCTRIL 4 EO'-'" See BUCTRIL 4 EC label for 
rate,, to c:ontrol braadlaaf 

weeds and height llrnitatlons 
rorcotton 

, Sroadleaf weed control moy be roducod wMn grass populations are tall or dense enough to intercept tM spray 
pattern and provont them from receiving complete coverage. 

• 11 grass rogrowlh occurs or an addiUon3l flus!\ of new gross omorges, make a socond apPication of WUlowood 
Clet11odim 2EC at the recommenced rate with tho appropriate amount of croµ o, coricer,trale In a non-8UClf1JL tank 
mix. 

• ~ add o crop oil concontrllte :ll 1 <t,/A ':z,/ ground in Iha finiohOd !>Prl!Y so.'1,Uon. . .. .. · -

., Ajlplic4!/011$ of BUCTAIL 4 EC :.,n be modo only to cotton that nos been gonslic4fly modi·nod (oiciop tolerance to 
posemergence over-the-top a.pplicution of bromoxynil. , .. - :: ... .:. '. •' 

• Do not apply Iha wmowood Clathooim 2EC plus BUCTRIL tank mix within 75 days ci(hii,vest:c:: .': 
• Do notoxcoed 2 applications of SUCTRIL before cotton is 12 inches tall and oiieapp6cation nft~r 12 inches tall. 

• Use a mitiimwn of 10 gals. of spray solution pe, ac,e. .. . 
Table 5. WILLOWOOD ClETHODlM 2EC TANK MIX.ED WITH GLYPHOSATE--TO CONTROL EMERGED GRASSES IN 
COTTON AS A BROADCAST APPLICATION " · ' ,., .. -. , 

APPLICATION RATES/ ./ -ADJUVANT ACRE<•! , 
-· 

PRODUCT .. r:. Glyphosate Glyphoscte COMMENTS 
ANNUAL•:: ·PERENNIAi: rormulation formvlation 
GRASSES ': GRASSES with built in without built in 

, 
" •'• adp,,ant :idjuvMI 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 
'6 to s n: ·oz. 

Non-ionic Crop oil Sea charts for 

+ 
Bto 16 fl. oz. surfactant concentral£> grasses controllocL 

GLYPHOSATE @ 0.125 lo @1 ptJA plus Use a minimum er 
Sae glyphOSDte label for rates 0.25% v/v plus ammonium 10 gals of spray ... - :; 1ocoritro1 broadleafweedsand ammcn.ium sulfate @ a.5 solution per acre. .. .,· -. height limitations rar cotton. sulfate @ 6.5 to 17 lbs. per 

:;:.:?, \:!••(/.: _., .... 
to 17 lbs. per 100 gals. of .. -► •• 

'r"• ••.,.: 100 gals. cl carrier 
,, -· carnor 

" If grass regrowth occurs or an mklilionnl ffush o f r.c-.v glllSS On'IC<TJDS, make a sccorY.I app~catlon of Willowood 
Clnlhodim 2EC at lho rncommonded rnte with tho ru,propnoto amount o f crop oil =~nir;rlo_ 
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ORV SHELLED AND SUCCULENT BEANS 

Tablo S. WILLOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXES WITH BROADI.EAF HERBICIDES FOR DRY SHELLED AND 
SUCCULENT BEANS 

(Raf.,, to tho tnblos obovo for sPCClfic gnissK ond grcwtll st:igcs.) 

APPLICATION RATES/ACREOI CROP OIL 

PRODUCTOI 
CONCENTRATE"i 

ANNUAL PERENNIAL (VN) 
GRASSES GRASSES GROUND AIR 

Willowoad Clothadim 2EC 8 \0 10 fl. oz. 10 to 16 fi. oz. 
+ + + 1% 1% 

BASAGRANe 1 .0 \o 2.0 pts. 1 to2 pts. 
,., If grass regrowth occurs or an ador1)o.."lal lil!Sll of new grass emerges. make a second applIcat1on of w,nawaod 

Clethodim 2EC alon-e (without a tank mix herbicide}, aco:irding to the appropriate sizo and rate rocornmendatkms. 

• Broaaleal weed control may bo reduced when grass P<Jpulntlons are tall enough or dense enough to illtercept the si,rny 
pattern and prevent tllom from receiving complete coverage. Tank mixing is nol recommended in ltleso situ3tions. 

• Always use a crap oil concentrate at the isted rate (bvt not loss than 1 pl.IA) in tt,o nnished spraivolume. 

FLAX 
Table 7. REDUCED RATEWILLDWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXED WITH BROAOLEAFHERBlciDES FDR FlAX 

(Refer to the tables above for specific grasses and growth stages.) 

PRODUCT 

WiRowaod Clethodim 2EC 

+ 
BRONATE ADVANCED"'•·• 

WiUowood Clethodlm 2EC 

+ 
BRONATE""'I 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE 

ANNUAL PERENNIAL{ 
GRASSES"! GRASSES 
4 105 fl . oz. 

+ 
11 .4 fl. a,. 

- 0.9pl •·· 
4-toS fi. oi. :• 

+· 

.. .. ;." ' 

BUCTRIL•·" ,.. .. .. , ... 1 :O'pt. 
Winowood Clethodim2EC.:. ·' 4to Sfl. oz. 

;• , !.°::_•• .• + I ·:, • 

;:,.RHON'I))("°.;;, •. ><· ; 025la 0.5 pt 

. ~·:· 

;/:':.::·• .,,.~ROP OIL 
·:c,-..-,., .. , CONCENTRATE 

.;, GROUND AIR 

1 pl. 1 pt. 

1 pt. , pl. 

1 pt. 1 pt. 

1 pl. 1 pt. 

•. Annua1·'9f~es:and,$1zes contl<lllod With theso f(lnk rnb<Wr0$ Qre lhose that Gre 1domi11ed ,n the DIRECTIONS FOR 
REDUCED RATE' TO CONTROL SMALl. ANNUAL GRASSES table. 

• Do nof~piy'Willowood Clolhodim 2EC tank mi, during or 3fter the bud stage or to amemental flax or crop inju,y 
may occur. 

• Do not apply tank mixes if temperatures are expected ta excood 85'F at (or 3 days lollowing) application or Cl<lp injury 
may occur. 
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SOYBEAN 
Table 8. WILLOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXES'" TO CONTROL ANNUAL GRASSES WHEN USED AS A 
BURNDOWN IN NO-TILL SOYBEAN 

28¾NOR 

PRODUCT GRASS HEIGHT 
CROP OIL 32%N 

PRODUCT 
RATE/ACRE"' (inches) 

CONCENTRATE QTSJAOR 
/ACREl'I 2.5 TO 4.0 LBS. 

AMS 
WiUowoad Clothodim 2EC 3 n. oz. Foxtail 1 to3 1 qt. 1 to 2 qts. 

+ Fall Panicum 1 \0 3 Of 

2.4-D ast0J'OI 2.5 to 4.0 lbs. 

AMS 

4 fl. oz. Foxtail 1 to 4 1 qt. 1 to 2 q1s. 
Fall Panicum 1 to 4 or 

2.5 ta 4.0 lbs. 

• .·.· AMS 

6to8f1.02. (See Grass Chart for 1 qt. :,.:• t to2qts. 

+ grasses claimed.) , .. _... ·.:,or 

O,Slb. ai 
.. ·,.-: ... 

': :·-:2.s to 4.0 lbs. 
;., .. ..-; AMS 

4 - I I .. 2. 0 c,:;tcr :ll>oUld 001 00 U"..00 wnet'O dn I soo.lt vv CroPs muy 00 grown. ·.-. - . .. .• . 
~ If regrowth occurs o, an addilionol llush ol now gr;\SS cmergos-.makc ii'-sec0<1d oc?flc;,llon of Willow<>Od Clothodim 

2EC ac~ordlng 10 \ho opl)l'()prillto sil:o '1nd rnto tOCQmmor.dotlo'ro: . · ·' . 

Alwnys use a c;,cp oa conco~1l,Jlo at I/lo llstOd rute in tho flnls!ied u,rayvolums. 

• TI-,o lol.ov,ing prcdui:ts"'1fl be 'link mbtod with Wlllcwcod 
0

ciethoo1m2EO pto,s 2A·D ostor: VALOR". AUTHORrTY'" 
aROAD!.EAF, CANOF>'!" xt.•, OU.'\L • 8 E, DUAi. ii". OUAl:·MAGNUM•. PROWL", SE.'NCOR", SENCOR plus the OUA 
products Md TURSO". :: 
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Table 9. WILLOWOOO CLETHODIM 21aC TANK MIXES WITH BROAOLEAF HERBICIDES FOR SOYBEAN 

(Refer to the tables abcwe for spocific gra.,.es and growth stages.) 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE1'1 CROP OIL 
CONCENTRATE'" 

PRODUCTl'I 
ANNUAL GRASSES 

PERENNIAL tyN) 
GRASSES 

GROUND AIR 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC s to an. oz. Sto 1611. oz. 
+ ;- + 0.510 1% 1% 

COBRA 12.5 n. oz. 12.s n. oz. 

Willowood Clethcdim 2EC 8 to 10 n. oz. 10 to 16 fl. oz. 

+ + + 1% 1% 

BASAGRAN 4 SL 1 tc2pts. 1 to 2 pis. 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 6toan.oz. 8101611.oz. 

+ ;- + 
Glyphosale (For use on 0.75 to 3,0 lb. ai 0.75 to 3.0 lb. ai 0.Sto 1~1• 1%14) 

Roundup Ready soybean -
only) ••',;· : 

WiUowood Clethodim 2EC 6to811.oz. 610811.oz. .. 
+ + + 

,.-;, . 0;5% I0 1% 1% 

ULTRA BLAZER• 1 to 1.5 pts. 1 to 1.5pts. 
-~----

.. . •; .. .. 
Willowood Clethodlrn 2EC sto s n. oz. 8to16f1;oz. ::' .. 

Rerer to the FLEXSTAR Refer :.to ithe FLEXSTAR --+ 1% 1% 
FLEXSTA~ HL"1 HL label for speeffic HL:':flabel':.· :Tor speernc 

application rates. aopllc:ation· rates. 
Willowood Clethodim 2EC 8to10fl.oz. . ' • :.1.0 to 16 fl. oz. 

+ + ' :, + 1% 1% 
ctASs1c~25 oo 0.510 0;75 ·o·z. .·.·· ·. ·. : ,. 1.44 oz. 

WIDowood Clethodim 2EC''' 610 811.!ot. /.•· 8 to 16 r,. oz. 
+ i:/\i + :J(;- .:' + 1% 1% 

PURSUIT"70 DG .. _:,11/1,44 02 . . 1.44oz. 

Willowood Clelhodim 2EC,,I :) 8 10'-ib 11. oz_ 
-·-';· i . .- . , · 

:--_;:' ~~&sRA· . ~ {~ 
+ 

.. 6 to a~. oz. - 0.5% 1% .. ' ~·. : .: •• ~ .... ~ ~.-.: . I'' -::.,i- + 

. ,.jC~C-25 DG ; ,_, o.5 to 0,75 oz • 

Willowood Clelliodim 2EC•1 8 to 10 fl. oz. 
·:.---.. -~·;;·: + 
COBRA 6 to 10 fl. oz. 0.5% 1% 

+ + 
8ASAGRAN 4 SL 1 to 1.Spls. 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC>l 8 to 10 n. oz. 

+ + 
COBRA 6to10fl.cz. - 0.5% 1% 

+ + 
PURSUIT 70 DG 1.44oz. 

WiUowood Clethodirn 2EC"' 8to10fl.oz. 

+ + - 0.5% 1% 

STORM" 1.Spts. 
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PRODUCT~I 

Willowood Clethodim 2Ec.::.1 

RESOUAC? 

PURSUIT 70 DG 

Willowood Clotllodim 2EC•' 

RESOURCE 

8ASAGRAN 

Wdlowood Cletliodirn 2EC1" 

RESOURCE 

+ 
CLASSIC 

Wlllowood Clothodim 2EC"1 

COBRA 

+ 
RESOURCE 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC1~1 

+ 
FIRSTRATE" 

Wlllcwood Clethodlm 2EC101 

+ 

COBRA 

·: ARSTRATE • • · -

Wlllowcod Clethcdim 2EC01 

··'.··- '.+··.. -·. 
· AAPTOR"'.(1 AS) ~ . · 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC"1 

+ 
COBRA 

+ 
AAPTOR {1 AS) 

Willowood Clothodim 2EC'·1 

SYNCHRONY0 STS'M 

Wlllowood Clathodim 2EC•I 

+ 

COBRA Herbicide 

+ 
SYNCHRONY STS1~ 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE"' 

ANNUAL GRASSES 
PERENNIAL 
GRASSES 

8to10fl.oz. 

+ 
411. oz. 

+ 
1.44 oz. 

s to to fl . oz. 

+ 
4 fl. oz. 

+ 
1 pt. 

Sta 10 fl. oz. 

4 fl . oz. 

+ 
0.5oz. 

6to8fl.o.c. 

+ 
6 fl. oz. 

+ 
4!1, oz. 

6to 8 fl. oz. 
•. +·-·. ··•: • 

0.3ciz. 
··6 10 8:flicz. ·- ··· • + 

6to8fl. oz. 
'!"•., + 

0.3 oz. 

6 lo 8 fl. oz. 

+ 
4 to 5 fl. oz. 

6to 811. oz. 
+ 

6to8fl.oz. 

+ 
4to5fl. oz. 

Sto B ll. oz. i:-11 

0.5 ozJA 

6to8fl.ozY1 

+ 
4to8fl. oz, 

0.5oz. 

- ;~:'.• 
,:: : .. 

_._., - .\._ \:}, 
, \: \8:to 16 fl. oz. 

., : 

32 

0.3oz. 

Sta 16 fl. oz. 

6tca fl. oz. 

+ 

0.3 o:e. 

.. 
.· 

CROP OIL 
CONCENTRATE~I 

['IN) 

GROUND AIR 

1% 1% 

1% 1% 

1% 

0.5% 1% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

1 qt. 

1 pt. 
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APPLICATION RATES/ACRE~' CROP OIL 

PRODUCT"' 
CONCENTRATE"' 

ANNUAL GRASSES 
PERENNIAL r,JN) 
GRASSES GROUND AIR 

Willowood aethadim 2ECth> 6 to8fl. oz. 

+ + . 1 qt. . 
RESOURCE 4to 12 0. oz. 

Wlllowood Cle1hodim 2EC" s to 10 n. oz. 

+ + 1% -
FRONTROW'M Refer lo FRONTFIOW -

label for use rates. 

Willowood Clethcdim 2EC 6toBfl.oz. 8to16fl.OL 

+ + + 

FIRSTRATE 0.3oz. 0.3oz. 

+ + + 1% -
FLEXSTAR HL'" Reier to the FLEXSTAR Refer to the FLEXSTAR 

, 

HL lobel far specific HL label fo, specinc ... (..:·:- •,I'•, •• 

application rates. application rates, .. " lf grass regrowth oc:euTS or an additional flush of new grass emer'g:es, mnke a: second application of Willowood 
Clelhodim 2EC atone (without a tank rnix herbieide)t a-ccording to the appropriate size and. fcJ.te recornrne!"ldations. 

P, Broadlenf woed control may bo reduced when grass populations aro ·.tall or d6"nse enough to intercept the spray 
pattern and prevent them from receiving complete covoroge. Tank mixing is not raoommcndod in thoso situations. 

'" Always. use a crop oil concentrate 31 lh811$ted ra~ (bl,tnot iosfihli'n',i p1)A(1n the finiolled spray VOiume. 

" The ildcfmon of 2.5 lb. of ammonium sulf;illl ls required wheri_'l'~howo'ocfoJollioalm 2EC Is Ulnk mb<Otl wtlh glyphosale. 
If the glyphosate fonnutatlon has o. stand alone buiitJn ndjuVerit: ·add 0.125% v/v non-ionic surfactant in place of crop 
oil concentrate. II the glyphosate formulation doas not have a 6uUt in adjuvant. add 0.5 to 1 % crop oil concentrate for 
ground oppffcalion and 1 % v/v lor oonaf oppllcoUoo. · · ··:•· 

, The addlllcn or 1 to 2 qts./A of lquid for.llile/{10-34-0, ?.8%N, or 32%N) is recommended when Willowood Clethodim 
2EC is tank mixed with PURSUIT, RESOURCE, STORM, RRSTRATE, SYNCHRONY, RAPTOR, FRONTROW, COBRA 
plusCLASSIC,COBRAplusBASAGRAN,COBRApfusPURSUIT,COBRAplusFIRSTRATE.COBRAplusSYNCHRONY. 
and COBRA plus RAPTOR. An equivalent arTii:Jont {2.5 to 4.0 lbs.IA) of spray grado ammonium sullnte {AMS) may be 
added in place or liquid fertilizer. Fertilizer adjuvants are to be added in addition 10 the crop oil concentrate. 

•· Refer to FLEXSTAR HL Ill.be! fer geographic and rotational restrictions. 

, .. Annual ·grasses ancfsiies ·:c□ ritrolled wilh these lank mixes ara those that are identified in lhe DIRECTIONS FOR 
REDUCED RATE TO CONTROL SMALL ANNUAL GRASSES !able. 
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SOYBEAN (continued) 
Table 10. REDUCED RATE WILLOWOOO CLETHODIM 2EC TANK MIXES WITH BROAOLEAF HERBICIOES FOR 
SOYBEAN (Relorto table for roduced rato uso in canola, dry shelled bean & poa, edible podded logume vegetnbles, 
flax, mustard $C!Od, soybean, succulent bean & pc-a and sugar beot for small anm.la1 grassos for spceifie grasses 
and growth sta90$J 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE"' CROP OIL 

PRODUCT 
CONCENTRATE"•'' 

ANNUAL GRASSES~ PERENNIAL GRASSES /YN) 

GROUND AIR 
Willowood Clethodim 2EC 4 lo 8 fi. oz. 

+ ,. -
FIFISTRATE 0,3oz_ 

1% 1% 

W.llowood Clothodim 2EC 4to6fl.oz. 

+ + 1% 1% 
PURSUIT 70 DG 1.44 oz. .. 

~ If g111SS n,g,owtt, occurs or an oddlllonnl flush of new grass emerges, malo> a seco,,<! oppllcallon or wmowood 
Clo!hcdim 2EC lllono (wf11>out" llln~ mi• hotblcicfo). o,;eording to Ille O;,p<cpN1\e oizo D11d lat• ,ocomm"'1datioll:: • 

• AM"31 g=s and sil:as com.rolloo will> :heso tank mb<w~ aro t.hcse !hat are ldsnllflod'i,i"lhc oiAEC110NS fOR 
REOUCS:0 RATE TO CONTROL SMALL ANNUAL GRASSES leblo. ,.,-: ·, , · ~ <:: 

- Alwar., USO Q a/0p oll concenlfll.l e SI ·~· llslod fll!O (bl.II no: loss """' , pl/Al ln:l!>o, llnfahed spray volume. 
• Tllo add'nion of 1 to 2 q,;s./A of'ltqukl for.illzor (10-3"-0, 28%N. or 32%N) b ,oquJ~'whonWIIJolYOO<ICla!hodlm 2EC 

is tank mixed at reducod ra100. Ari oqulral0!1t (lffl(IUnt 12-5 to 4_0 lbs/~ .. orspr:,.y:grnde·ommonium S'1Ji3!8 !AMSl may 
be added in place of 1;q,Jid fortllizar. Fct11Rzor ~di"""!lU are to be<1dded !niiddrdon to tho ""'P oil concontrat<-, 

PEANUT 11NfaUt>1NG'PEREim'1ALJ 
Table 11. WllLOWOOO CLETHOCIM 2EC TANK MIXES WITH BAOADLEAF HERBICIDES FDR PEANUT PNCLUDING 
PERENNIAL) .. 

(Refer to the tables above for specjfic grasses arid grcwih:!11agcs.) 

PRODUCT"' 

.-:_ ...... -+ ·:.·· 
,, .BASAGAAN·,.·:,,t: : . ·· 

UIJRA-ei.AzER 
Wlllowooa Ooll\Odlm 2EC 

+ 
STORM 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE"" CRO P OIL 
CONCENTRATEQI 

') ,NNUA\. GRASSESi» PERENNIAL GRASSES ,__ __ _.r,l'--N)....:.. __ __. 
. . GROUND AIR 

__ 810 10 fl. oz. 

+ 
1.0 to 2.0 Ot5. 
810 10 fl. oz. 

+ 
0-5 to 1.5 pts. 
8to 10 P. oz. 

+ 

1.5,0li!i, 

1% 1% 

1% 1% 

1% 1% 

,,, If grass n,gro·.vtl, occurs or an additional nush of new gross emerges, make .i second ::ipphcatron of Wfr10'W0dd 
ClethodITTl ·2EC alono (without a tank mix herbicida), according to tha appropriate s~e and rate recommendations. 

,, Broadloal weed control may be raducod when grass popula1ions are tall or dense eno"gh to intercept the spray 
pattern and prevent thern frorn roceiving complete coverage. Tank mixing is n-ot recommended Irr these situations. 

•· Always use a crop oil concentrate at the listed rate (but not less tl>an 1 pt.IA) in the nnishod spray volume. 
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GRASS SUPPRESSION FOR HARVEST EFFICIENCY IN PEANUT (INCLUDING PERENNIAL) WITH 
WILLOWOOO CLETHODIM 2EC 

GRASS SPECIES WEED STAGE 
RATE FL. OZ./ 

HIGH RATE 
ACRE 

Annual and pernnnlal grasses that exceed height Up 10 and including 16 32 
claimec !0< control on height Charts "ANNUAL grasses in the seed 
GRASSES" & "PERENNIAl. GRASSES" head stage. 

Do not apply es part of a tank mix wtion apply WiDowood Clethodim 2EC for gross suppression. 

Add a crop cl concentrate at 1 qtJA by ground to the finished spray volurn<l. I• 

SUGAR BEET 
Tabk> 12. WILLOWOOO CI.En!ODIM 2EC TANK MIXED WITH STINGER• APPLIED TO SUGAR BEET 

(Rotor to tho tables allovo for specific grosso:, unr:I growth stag<>s) 

CROP OIL 

PROOUCTlll 
APPLICATION RATES/ACRE'~ CONCENTRATE"' 

·•.- c: (VN) 

ANNUAL GRASSES I PERENNIAL GRASSES GROUND I, AIR 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 6to8fl.oz. I 8 to 16 fl. oz • . ,\·,.-. ,:c·. ,15,i; I 1% 

+ See STINGER label lor rates. 
STINGER -··- '' _1: .~ .. .. • If grass regrowth occurs or an lldd,ucrn,I Oush or new grass ~.--make n.<sOCOlld appiicuoon of WIDowood 

Clethcdim 2EC alone {wtthout a tank mix herbicide), accoroing to ,1he Bpprnpriate size and rate recommendations. 

• 8r<>o.0leaf weed contml mcy be <C!dUced when grn.ss popljlitticns'/iw .talr'ct;donSO c110ugh to imorcep1 \he spray 
pattern and prevom 0-.am from recoMng complE!lo covorago.·Tank rnlicing is nc1 rocommonded in IM$O situations. 

"' Always uso a crop oil concentrate at tho listed rate (but'not IOSS.·thnn 1 ptJA) in the rinlshed spray volume. 

Table 13. WJI.LOWOOD CLETHODIM .2EC TANK•MIXED WITH BETA.MOC• or BETANEX• APPLIED TO SUGAR BEET . , .. 
PRODUCT"' 

WEEDS CONTI'IOLLED WEED HEIGHT APPLICATION 
COMMON NAME ;,SCIENTIFIC NAME linches) RATE/ACRE"' 

wa1owood Cle111oom 2EC<'I Barnyardll!MS ·, : Echinod>loo ctUS·gal/i 1 ta3 8 fl. oz. 
+ Foxtail 

,. 
Setarla spp. 1 103 

BETAMIX _., : £ Foxtail Millei :.: Sorilria italic 1 to3 
_,-,, J 

',: 
Wild Oat I,· Avena /atua 1 to3 or 

BETANEX Wild Prose Millet Pan/cum mjtiaceum 1103 
' Seo BETAMIX label ror ratos ta control .. .. .. 

t>roadlea1 weeds. No addiUVO$ o.ru .. . .. 
recommended in tho tank mix. 

.~··~i.: -:.·· 
Soo BETANEX label lor ral0$ 
to control broadleaf waacfs. No 
additntes aro roeommondod in the 
tank mix. 

" 8~1e.of weed control may be reduced when grass populatlons are tall or densa enough to intercept tho spray 
pattern and prGvor,t them from recoivl'ng complote coverage. Tank mixing is nol recommended in these situations. 

•• Do riot use crop oil concentrate. No additives a.re recommended in th.e tank mix.. If 9t3$$ rogrowth occu,s Of an 
additional nu5h of new grass eme,ges. mako a St1eond applk:ation of Willowood Clothodim 2EC alQne {withovt a lank. 
mix herbicido). according to the appropriate size and rate. 

111 I! grass regrowth occurs or an additional -flush of 00W' grass emorges, make a second. applicafun of Willowood 
C1W1odim 2EC at fuH label rate with apPropnate rate or crop o! concentrate. 
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Table 14. WIU.OWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC PLUS BETANEX OR BETAMIX TANK MIX FOR THREE SEQUENTIAL 
APPLICATIONS FOR ANNUAL GRASS CONTROL (MICRO-RATE APPLICATIONf 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE''' METHYLATED 

PRODUCT GRASSES SEED OIL"' (VN) 

ANNUAL GRASSES CONTROL LEO 
Onches} 

GROUND AIR 

Willowood Clothcdim 2EC 2to3fl. oz. Groan Foxtail (1-2) 1.5% 1.5% 

+ + Yellow Foxtail (1-2) 

BETANEX Sta 1211.oz.°' Barnyardgrnss (1 ·2) 

or or WUd Oat (1 ·2) 
BETAMIX 8 to 12 fl. oz.Pl Volunteer Cereals (1-2) 

• Broadleaf weed control may be reducocl when grass populations are tall or dense enough to intercept the sproy 
pattern and prevent them from receiving complete coverage. T~nk mixing is not recommended in these situations. 

• Always use a methylated soed oil at the listed rato (but not loss t h:,n 1 ptJA) in the fonished spray volurno. 

• tJse8 Q. az.JAr:!10 when,wga, boottm1 ln 1/10cotylooon 104 loaf stago. R.i:o CM oo incronsedup to 12 Q. oz.JAwl\on 
l(le St\"PllQSt sugar b<i,,t pl.lnlS 111 thn field DIV °'8 t. true leaf Sl'1.90 o, larget. c. ~· 

Olrections for Uso far Mic..o -R~lo Al:>Pl~o ns t a Sug-or Beet •.. ,. 
Application Information 

Multlplo micro-ra;., oppllcati01>S a l WiUOWOOCl C1ot11odim 2EC In tank mbctures with rooviedjntos cf ~'"}?\NEX er BETAMIX 
and methyl4tod Sood 01Is mil'/ bo applla(I by air a, grou(l<I eq~;pmet1I ta ~er bee ,10 control oart5' ll!>rmitlating 0MU31 
gras:ios listed nbovo, Tho r:,1o of BETANEX or BETAMtX must nOI excood 0.12 lb;'il!JA"it,roiid'CIIS1 appl,c;1tlan} when in 
ccmtY<l'llltlon with u,o,;o spray adju=. Noto th.at maxlmum nuo clfow<lcl'vallos c!ii'peridltlg·~n crop growth stago. Tho 
uso or wetting agem~ or spray ao]uvanlS witll coovemiorwJ rotes (0.7.3'Jo 1.2211,- n!JA)'cr"m'Jh<plc low rate (0.24 ta o.n 
lb. aJ./A) appiicJ>t;ons of BETANEX or BETAMIX ls p(On{Ol1'ld ,on·,lhll" BETANi:X :tind BETAMIX =tor lo.tl<>I. Favoroblo 
climatic conditions (good conditions ror plant growth :,and deveto·pment) :a,(l esser'ltial fOf adequate- wood control. All use 
precautions and restrictions an the BETANEX and BETAMIX maste!"'labols must be followed. 

Olroallon:, for Using Mlcro-Rato Multlplo Atlpficntions of-Willowoa<I Clotho<llm :zEC Tonk Mlxos 
Apply Wlllowoocl Clethodim 2.EC In b10odc.'.IS1.ap~1Jor,sfi{il!y a1 '{ ra\O ol 2 to 3 p, rrzJA In 13.~k mixWlo with clthei 
6ETANEX or BETAMI)( followng !Ile dirccllons· for use "" inri tank mix paru,cr lobol. A mlnlinurt1 ol throe soq11entiol 
appl)al!lans of 2 11. a:t..JA orn minimum of 2 soquen!lal appf,cntior\S of 3 n. cz.JA should be ut!r12od for Wil1av<oao Clothcdlm 
2fC uu,~ miXtlJ/"C.$. A mlntm-.Jm of 3 sequeniinra'ppilcallins of BETAMfX or BEiANEX S/lould bo used. Acalrato riming is 
osson6aJ: mako lnitinl nppOcntion lmmGdlol&ly nfto,-woods e<TlCl'!IO, Q/\d mal<o n:;,,,at opPllcatlons on s 10 7 d:iy Intervals. If 
weed con:rol is.1101 adequ!lledue fol::Bm:itio ccndltions. sprnycovcro~ ot othtlr rncu:,r.:. <¢urn toconventiC>:"11 applbt1an 
rates of Willowaod C<ethodim 2EC {6.to 8 11. oz.IA) and add ra1os of BETANEX or BETAMIX as dlrectOd on !heir label. Wnon 
usfng ccrwentlonal rates of BETAN EX or BETAMIX in tank mixtures w~h wmawood Clethodim 2EC. a spray adjuvan\ is not 
recammond&CI. ;· · 
Use Proc:wtlons far 'Mfc,o-Riite Applications: ISeo Willawood Clethadim 2EC, BETANEX and BETAMIX master labol 
for rui:o,or.uao pnicautkins.) 
Not a1I Weeds will .be adequately controlled. even with favorabJe c.llmat.lc conditions. Conventional rates of Willowood 
Clo!hociim 2EC, BETANEX or BETAMIX and/or hand labor may be required if mulliple micro-rate applications do not 
adequately controt woods. Plugging of spray nozzJes may bo eni;ountered due to the potential for rormatjan of o precipit2!1lo 
lri tho spray sohltlan that is oftO!l w..:ocialod with micro·tlltBQJ)l)licnU0'1s. WiUowood. LLC will no1 ba responsoblo for any 
nozzle plugging tllat mQy =ur with the use of multiplo mler0-111to applications. Mo:hylated seed oUs must not l:>c addod 
if the BETANEX or BETAMIX rate exceeds 0.12 tb. ai./A broadcast. as tho addition of methyrnted seed oils could increase 
tho possibility of crop injury at dosaga ratos graater than 0.12 lb. aiJA. 
GROUND APPLICATION 
Use of sufficient spray volumes and prOSSllre Is essential to ensul'fJ complete coverage. US<:l a minimum o( ~ 0 gals. and a 
maximum of 20 gats.. o f spray solution por .aero. Spray pressutes should rofl0ct a mfnimum of 30 psi and a maximum of 60 
psi at the non'8. Do not use flood nou:tes. 
AERIAL APPLICATION 
Use of sumcient spray voiumes is es.senti.JI t o ensure complete covorago. Use a minimum or 5 go.ls. at'ld n maximum of 
15 gals. of spray solution per acre. 
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Tablo 15. TANK MIX APPLICATION OF WIUOWOOO CLETHODIM.2ECAND FUNGICIDES FOR CONTROl OF GRASS 
WEEDS ANO DISEASES IN SUGAR BEET 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE'~ CROP OIL 
PRODUCTl>l PERENNIAL CONCENTRATE0 > 

ANNUAL GRASSES 
GRASSES (VIV) 

Wilklwood Clelhodim 2EC 6 to8R. oz. ato 1s n. oz, 

-1- + + 1% 

EM1NENl" 13 fl.oz. 13 U. oz. 

,., If grass regrowth occurs, or an additional flush or new grass emerges, make a second a.pp~catlcn or W1llowood 
Clethodim 2EC alone (without a lank mix fungicide). according to the appropriato size and rate recommendations. 

• Refer to WiDowood Clethodim 2EC and fungicide label for rates and weeds and diseases controlled. 

• Always use a crop oil concentrate at the isted rate (but not toss than 1 pt./A) in the finished sp,ay volume. 

Tablo 1ij, TANK MIX APPUCATION OF WJLLOWOOO CLETHOOIM 2EC AND INSECTICIDES FOR CONTROL OF 
GRASS WEEDS ANO INSECTS IN ALFALFA, COTTON, MINT, PEANUT (INCLUDING PERENNIAL], SOYBEAN ANO 
SUNFLOWER 

PRODUCT"' 

Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC 

+ 
ORTHENE~ 75 S 

or 
ORTHENE 97 

Willowood 
Cleth<ldim 2EC 

+ 

ORTHENE 90 S" 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE1' 1 

ANNUAL GRASSES 

610 8 fl. oz. 

0.:33 to 1 .33 lbs. 
or 

0.25 to 1 .0 lb. 

6ta8fl. oi;. 

+ • :-
0.2510 i lb,:_ • .-, 

PERENNIAL 
GRASSES 

6lo8fl.oz. -· . .. 
o'.33 to 1.33. ibs. 

."_.'11Qr - I 

• ' • . 0.2,i' to {o lb . ,_/ 

sfo ,s fi. oz. 

+ 
0.2510 1 lb. 

Bto 16 fl . oz. 
+ 

102/3to 16n.oz. 

w111owoocf'.; · 
Clethadim 2EC ' is to s v. oz. 8 to 16 JLaz. 

+·' :.:;·:, + + 
ASA~,C(e'.. Refer to ASANA XL label Refer to ASANA XL label 

WilJowood 
Clethodim 2EC 

WARRIOR" 

WiUowooa 
Ciethodlm 2EC 

WARRIOR 

Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC 

+ 
BAYTHROID" 

sto 1s n. oz. 
+ + 

Refer to WARRIOR label Refer to WARRIOR label 

10 to 16 fl. oz.<• 10 to 1611. oz. 
+ -1-

Re fer to WARRIOR label Refer to WARRIOR label 

10to16Roz."' 

+ 

10 to 16 fl. oz. 

Refer to BAYTHROIO label Refer to BAYTHROID labei 
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CROP OIL 
CONCENTRATE 

(VIV)Pi" 

·~ "'~ .. , 
,· .. ' '% 
-!'' ' 

1% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

, ... .. ..-,. CROP 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X 

X 

X 
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X 

X 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE'" CROP 

CROP OIL 
C: 

PROOUCT"' PERENNIAL CONCENTRATE !i: C ~ ;; .. 
ANNUAL GRASSES .!!! .. 

GRASSES (VIV)"' 0 C: .,, 
~ :::: c .. >, 

< 0 
~ " 0 

0 Q. "' 
Willowood X 

Clothodim 2EC 10to 16 ft. oz."' 101016 fl. oz.'" 1% 
+ + + 

DIMETHOATE" Referto DIMETHOATE Refer1o DIM~OATE 
label label 

Willowood X 
Clethodim 2EC 10to16fl.oz."' 10to16fl oz. 1 to 2 p1.•1 

+ + + 
LORSBANe Ref or 10 LORSBAN label Ro(er lo LOASBAN label 

Willowood X 
Clethodim 2EC 10to16n.oz.'" 10to 16 JI.oz. 1% 

+ + + 
Reier to POUNCE label Refer to POUNCE label ' POUNCE~ I'•"' .. "" U grass regrowth occurs, or an add1t10na1 flush of now gr3Ss omergesf make:a. second o.ppilen_~o., of WITTo,VOGd 

Clethodim 2EC aJono (without a lank mix fungicide). according to 1he approprio.te st.le and rota roc;omr,cndalions. 

• Reier lo Winowocd Clethodim 2EC and fungicide label for rates ond weeds Md dlS&<lSOO:contronod. 

• Pways uso a crop oil concentrate at the ~sted ra1e (but no1 less 1hari'i 'pf/A) in "t!iio 'fin~h·od spray volume. 

"' Cortaln insoc1~ides may couse temporary phytotaxic symptoms im:olfaJra. arid mint foliagl!. Refer to tho insocticide 
label for lurthor infa-mation. ll ",wggc:.1od lhal prior 10 ~sing any of.these insl,ctlcidQS/hert>lcic/o tanl( mixtures, that 
a small area of tho nold bo lrJlalod fil'Sl an:l cbsctva~ons. for·cras: Injury be rn;ido p,-,or to trc.iting t/le whole field. 

• T o lvMlowcod Clelhodim 2EC r;,ta .511Culd bo s 10 a' i i.t:t./AT<ir,cr1nual i;r.,sscanlrol in b:lby tri~:. minimum of en. 
oz/A (0< c.om,ol grass control in IISU!.bU,;hed mint and B to 16 fl. 07.JA for ?l)r'CMl.li grass conlml. Cn,p oil concentrato 
should be added al tho rate of 1.010 2.0 pts)A. • .. 

• lnsoctlclde lank mil< uso with ORTHENE 90 S 1n soybean is permttted only in a state having an approved Section 24(c) 
rogistrt11ion fOf OITTHENE 90 s·use 1n·soyl>iw,. _ .· 

• The Willowood Ciethodlm 2EC rate 'slioutd b"e 6 to 811. oz/ A for annual grass control in soodling alfalfa. 

• For tho Willowood .Clethodim·:2EC plus LORSBAN 1ank mix. roduce tho adjuvant rate down to 1.0 pl/A when !he 
LORSBAN rate is .1.:0 ptJA or higher. 

'f: 
·-:· 
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Tablo 17. ROUNDUP READY VOLUNTEER CORN CONTROL IN ROUNDUP READY SOYBEAN WITH WILLOWOOD 
CI..El"HODIM :zec HERBICIDE TANK MIX 

Roundup Ready 
Wmowood 

Clethodim 2EC Glyphosate1'' rate for formulations 
Volunteer Corn Height Rate with built in adjuvant 

Adjuvant 
(Inches) 

fl. oz.IA 

<12 4 1.0 lo 2.0 lb. ai.lA Non~onic surfactant @ 

121018 5 (Approximately equivalent to 22 to 44 0.125 to 0.25% v/v plus 

fl. oz.IA of ROUNDUP Weather MAX) ammonium sulfate@ 
18to24 6 8,5 to 17 lbs. per 100 

galslof carrior 

Roundup Ready 
Willowcod 

Clethodim 2EC Glyphosatel'l rate for formulations 
Volunteer Corn Height 

Rate without built in adjuvant 
Adjuvant 

(Inches) 
fl. oz.IA 

<12 4 Up to 2.0 lb . ai./A Crop ~ll concentrate @ 

121018 5 (Equivalent to 32 to 64 fl. ozJA of ·.1 pl:lA pl(ls ammonium 

18to24 6 ROUNDUP Original) iiulfate @ 8.5 to 17 lbs. 
.. per .100 gals'. 'of carrier 

.. Gtyptiosa..ia formula!lon must be l;:i.boled lor use on Round"1..rp Ready SO)lbOillL { • .,f 

THE MOST RESTRICTIVE LABELING OF ANY PRODUCT USED IN· A TANK MIX MUST BE FOLLOWED. 

• Apply only to actively growing grass and broadleaf weeds at rocommen~8 height (ir'giowth stago listed on each 
l:lbel. . 

• Apply under favorable soH moisture and humidity Wti1cti exiSt'"o 1e~·dliys QJo~· ~iiinfo.ll or within sevon days nftor 
frrlgatk>it. · • ·· • -

• Tl!llk mix appllc:ollo~s may sometimes result in redir.e1:i'11•=•cofa1tJt°ir' O!grow1 • occurs, or an addlllon,1.l'Ou,h of 
now gro'.s$ omorgos, make:, sac011d a.,pfla,Uon· of.Wlllo'wood Clolfi<>dlm 2EC, as sPocifiod in tho rcs,,ccilve ::Jze 
and rate tables. . .. , · ·• .. · 

.. Do not tank mix Willowood Clethodim 2EC\vhen broadlecif~eeds are tall and/or dense enough to pre\lent pl'oper 
grass covo:'ago. .. . . . ~ . 
This tank mix may be applie<i'p6s1ein~igence:io'ROUNDUP READY soybean up through !he full flowering stage. 
Do not apply less than 60 days·,beroie harvest. 

• Av(!ld contor.1 wilh foll#g&, groof.sotcnis/ or fn.,lt or c:,ops, or any desi(,Jble Pinn:. Mi:! lreo•. otnor th.:in soyboan 
with.tho RO.UNOUP'RE)\DY gn·ci;·~O! injury or dl>!ltr'.ic1lcn will rasolL 
Oo'flo •ciilow thfl ,'lflll.,,.,cidtf ,Clethodlm 2EC plus ROUNDUP 10 mist. drip, drill or s;,111511 onto deslr:iblo vegot;;Jion 
ns 'minulG.QUantitioslof mo'.1llnk mix c:ai, c.ouoo. :wve<o d:lm.!!l<l g de.tructlOfi 10 u,,, t:l'ops. plantS or 01h01 :ue:is 
'on•wl'llch'trootm<ml was·not intended. The lil<elihood of Injury occumng from drift of this product ls greatest when 
wi'1'a6tal'O"gt::sfy:or in-:exbess of 5 miles per hour. Even under le~r wind velocjtles, avoid ccnditlcns that allow 
spray driftJo'.occ;,,,r such as combinations of spray prossuro and nozzle type that will result in fine particles (mist) 
I/lat cita'Uiiiily'to drtrt. 

FALLOW LANO 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
Willowood Clethodim 2EC msy be used to control annual and perennial grasses in land that has been left faDow t110 
previous year and other non-producing agricultural areas. Apply Willowood Clelhodim 2EC at 6 to 8 ft, oe./A for annual 
grasses and 8 to 16 II. ozlA for perennial grasses. When beth grass and broadleaf weeds are the target pest, WHlowood 
C!ethodim 2EC may be tank mixed with 2,4-D ester or SANVEL • SGF for broad spectrum control. When both annual and 
pemnnial grasses occur in tho aame field, use a minimum or B fl. oz.IA Willowcod Clothodim 2EC ,ato. 
PRODUCT INFORMATfON: 
• Use a minimum spray volumo of s galslA for aerial applications and 15 galsJA for ground applications. 
• Apply only to actively growing grasses when the first grass reaches the recommended weed height as specified by 

!he Annual and Per~nnial Grasses sect,on of thls label. 
• Annual grasses that emerge after the Willowood Clethodim 2EC application wUI not be controlled, and a second 

application may be necessary. 
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• The control of perennial grasses may re-Quire more than 1 application in non~Wled areas. 
• Do not plant any crop for 30 days after application unless clethodim is registered for use in that crop. 
• Do not apply to grasses that have tWered. formed seedheads or exceeded recommended growth stage. 
• Do not use flood jet nozzles. 
• Do not apply to drought stressed grasses. 
• Do no! mow area for 2 woeks prior to or after the Willowaod Clethodim 2EC a.ppHcation. 
Table 18. WIU.OWOOD CLETHOOIM 2EC IN TANK MIXES TO CONTROL ANNUAL ANO PERENNIAL GRASSES IN 
FALLOW LAND 

APPLICATION RATES/ACRE"' CROP OIL 
CONCENTRATEr>l 

PRODUCT r,JN) 

ANNUAL GRASSES 
PERENNIAL GROUNO AIR 

GRASSES 

Willowood Clothodim 2EC 6to8fl.oz. 8to16fl.oz. 1% 1% 

+ + 

2.4-0 ester 0.5 !bJA 
or or /fF_.,i,' ... 

BANVELSGF See BANVEL SGF label ·. , 

for rates ',..t,·.'.'·· ·-· .-:,,a •• 
·•i" 

. ~ ' r 
n Roror to Wdlcw.-ood OoU'lodlm 2EC label lo, wood nc!g~I and spOCl<lS control. Rov.ow BANV"J:SGF ;ind 2.•-D labals 

lor ctop restrlctions, use rates and weeds controlled. fi.: ··,, ,.. .,, 
P, Always use a crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil containing nt JO~ 15%-.er;nulsi"rfaf at the Usted ratD (but not 

less than 1 pt.rA) In the finished spray volume. • ,: •:;:,~\ ·' ·.: --:· ·• 

GRASS SUPPRESSION IN•NON"CRO? AREAS 
W!TH WILLOWOOD CLETHODIM 2EC 

GRASS SPECIES 

Annual and perennial grasses that 
e,cceed height claimed for control on 
height charts above. ,>-· 

.. , . . 
up:fo and including grasses in the sood 

he~~t tago~··_ .\ 

RATE 
FL.OZJACRE 

12 

Do not apply as part or o 1Dnk rnli( whon"applyingW.nowO<Jd Clothodim 2EC for grass suppression. 
Add a crop oil concerltl~O ul I Qti'A'!iy ground !O IM fl111:lhod $;>my volume. 

HIGH RATE 

16 

Tablo 19:WILLOWOOt> Cl.eTHODlfi2EC FOR THE CONTROL AND/OR SUPPRESSION OF TALL FESCUE IN NATIVE 
PRAIRIEINARM-SEASON GRASS RESTORATION PROJECTS 

. PRODUCT PRODUCT 
GRASS WEEDS 

WEED CONTROLLED/SUPPRESSED 
" RATES 

I 
STAGES 

, -, ·. -::,-. Common Name Sc:ientific Name 

Willowood Clelhodim 2EC 1010 12 JI. oz.IA Tall Fescuo l FostuccJ an.md;nacea 4 to 6 inches t'.111 
[40 to 60% green-up) 

Adjuvant: Willowood Clethodim 2EC must be applied with crop oil concentrate at 1 qtlA, plus a spr~y grade ammonium 
sulfate at 2.5 to 4 lbs./A. Mixing Order. Thoroughly mix spray grade ammonium sulfate in water, add Willowood Clethodim 
2EC, then add crop oil concentrate. 
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SPECIALAPPLICATlON INSTRUCTIONS/PRECAUTIONS 

Burn or mow fields n minimum or 3 weeks prior to appUcation to remove excess crop residue. Apply In the spring. at 40 to 
60% tall rescue greon-up, prior to emergence of warm-se:lson grasse-s. Do not mow area for 2 WClOks attor the Willowood 
Clethodim 2EC applicatiori . 

Apply in a minimum o! 15 to 20 gals. of water per acre at a spray pressure or 40 to 60 PSI at the nozzle. Apply using flat 
ran or l'lOl}Qw cone nozzles. Oo not vse flood jet nozzles. 
Apply only to fields lhnt have warm-season grosses ostnbllshed for 2 year.,. Applic:itions al \ViUowood Clolhodim 2EC to 
em8rged warm-season grasses may cause injlJry. Do not apply to wa.nn-saa$0n grnssos grown for seed. 
0o not graze treated fields or feed treated forage and or hay to livestock. Do not plant any crap for 30 days alter 
application, ur,less clethodim is registered for use in that O"'Op. 
NOTE: Willowood Clethodlm 2EC applications are most offectivo if applied when avorago nighttime t-amperatures are 
consistently greater then or equal to 47°F. 

Tabkl 20. WIU.OWOOD CLETHOOIM 2EC FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF TALL FESCUE SEED-HEADS IN NON
PRODUCING AGRICULTURAL AREAS 

PRODUCT I PRODUCT RATE I SUPPRESSION 

Willowood Clethodim 2EC 11 112 to 2 fl. ozJA lTall Fescue Seed-Heads 
(Festuc:a 8111ndinacea) 

I APPLICATION TIMING 

I ~i to ~0% Ta~J• F~.~cue green-

ADJUVANT: Willowood Clethodim 2EC must bo applied with crop oil concontrato at 1 qt✓A, plus a spray grndo ammonium 
sulfate at 2.5 ta 4 lb.IA. Mi><ing Order: Thoroughly mix spray grade ammonium sulfate In water. odd Willowood Clethodim 
2EC Herbicide, then add crop oll concentrate. : :·.:::. 

SPECIAL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS/PRECAUTlONS 
Appfy a1 so to 90% tan fcscuo green-up. . . ... :•.:.· -

Use the high or WIPOWOOCI ClothOclm 2EC rato If less ~ii ioscue' lfroon ·nmti« ls piosont. 

Do not mow nroa for two weeks al'.er tho Willowood Cl<lthodlm 2EC·oppllcQtion. 
Apply in a minimum of 15 to 20 gnls. ol wa\0f por acre ru'il"spray presm,re of 40 to 60 psi at tho nozzle. Apply using fiat 
fan or ttolow cone no>:::los. Do ~at uso flood no.:zlos. • · · 

2.4-D Dstor mtiybe added to th!s lanl< mix (Of bm3dloa1 conircl(see 2.4-D ester label for weeds controlled). 
Do not gr.aze treatod fields or food uoo1od ,fer.ago anctior ttay 10 livestock.. Do not plant any crop ror 30 days after 
:,ppic:alicn. unloss clothDdlm is rogls'.ored for usa In that C'OP. 

.· , . :•,·DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN ORNAMENTALS 
For orn:lmen\llJ plant .. ~ses;.W1ii;:,V:,ooo··.cteiiwdlm 2EC can bo used to control labelod grass weeds in greenhouses, 
bn.tl'\bous:es;·shadohooses1 arid a-round outdoor omamantais., including nursenes, parks. roadside plantings, and structure 
landscopos.'_,, ... ,. . :-; '. J • : 

•. • , : : : . .· IMPORTANT 
Wtllo"-ood Clothodfm 2EC .successfully controls weeds in o8"11y transplanted and e,tablishcd non-grassy ornamoot31s. 
Plant tolerance to"Willowood Clethodim 2EC at labeled rates has been found to bo ncceptablo !or the indicated genora 
and spee1i-;$:1ist8d below, Due to variabirtty within spec:ies, crop growth stage, envirtmmorrtal conditions, and appfication 
teciiniquos, it is. recommended that tho user determine if herbicide can be used safely on a few plants prior to widespread 
application. Nei1he1' the seller nor the manufacturer or Willowood Clethodim 2EC have investigated the safety factor fo 
ornamental p""1\S not listed on the lal>ol . 

Tho fou,cwt"g plants have shown a tolerance for wmowood Clethodlm 2EC appllcatfons: 
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COMMON NAME 
Aldo, Rod 
Asl\ 
Basswoo<> 
Birch ~-----n Whllo 
Birch Rivo" 
Bilal White 
Crn.b---1c . ,:•-.-M;, 
, __ ,_ Flowofir,n. 

Gclden C1"131n Trt?o 
Monies 
Mui .. --· Whito 
Oaks 
Or.Vil Wile" 
Redbud E:istom 
Swoe:GumAm9rie:>n 

COMMON NAME 
e,i-~ c---i 
1cv ~= lis.~ 
J~---.,.., s""""' 
Ul--;;,url 
Mono~ 
Monoo Gr.lSS VVhito 
Mondo G-H Dwarf 
P-~-" -~o l.~.,ser 

COMMON NAME 
lan•-•m 
AJ•• ...... m· sweet 

I A.-ro.--..·us Fem 
Blo<!di"" Hean . 
C<tS\fronPl:lnl 
Ch.,,..,,ri'.llomum , .. , .. . , 
Cl=foU 
Colous ... , 

Cot~lbaf<tl . . . 
Crane,b.U , 

Oa.'illn .... .. ~ ... 
Doisv •Trnllina Africlin 
C:ovlliv 
DuslvMiliet" 
Eu--us 
~"' .. Ml.:a 
~~niu.:n, HollSe 
H<!alher False 
Hc:..ta 
Jr~ 
Jasmin!l lobatco 
Lco=cstri(o 
M:iri~otd 
PaHrirtr,o--· 
Pott.intil• 
Phlcn 
Pini\$ 
Por.Ulacn 
SoM• 

i c:- ..... ,rra ... ~ 

ORNAMENTAL TREES 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 
.AJmts ftJOla 
Fraxinus c-""' , 

Ttua 
IRntufa "Ottauk> 
Beturan~ 
Botufll DDtnnfor., 
MoJushaJr,,,,,., 
ICott111S f/0(icfb 
Lobu,,.,m at111<Moi~ 
ACllJ"S""· 
Moros;:,10,, 
CJ:uore,,s S:,D , 

fl-UUL"'i~Nl't. l)rYWISU!oll;J 

Corr:is C,,n,io"o!ls/s 
Uttuklambar Sl=Clflua 

GROUND COVERS 

SCIENTIRC NAME 
IJ:1.la,•,ateDtat1S 

Hooom/l;Jlix ; .. .,•, 

JPllCl'IY$Dndr.l lormfr,dis: ~. --. ·~·· •.,, 
l)ntV"VJ muse.ad 
L -~1--•' • tHJfflfl'WI/J/llJ 
OnnHt.nl'VVVI iallt.JJDn 
OnhloDCXJDn QrLlJ"tj cas .. 

!Vine., minor 

GARDEN FLOWERS 'AND Pi::AN'rs 

t - ,, SCIENTIFlC NAME .. lAm1rotum~"'. 
ILob<IJa.ria meritlma =<au• :allltis 

or 
ChN<nt>fhomum sco. 
Potentllla sn~. 

- Co/ovuan . 
Hauchora "In.,vmfne.a 
Gomn/um•=n. 
D.,/,H,i ~-
0$t-... #,rmum lrvtico.sum 
Homa,ocallls SOD. 
Senaeio ,:;,-.,,,,,,;,, 
Eucnvmvs :oo. 
GDzar.iD $f'II'\.. 

Por,.._,..,1um hcrlon,.m 
Cuoho::, h~nnno;/a 
Ho: :a fontJnr:.t 
tis SOD. 

N/col):w, OfblO 
Lvthrlj·m ~ Jlc.,.ria 
u·,neteS SOD. 

MitehlJllh l'f"H'Vl/1S 
PotunlD twt,ricla 
Phfo••~~. 
Doorrius soo. 
pr.,m 1/l}CIJ nrnndjflor.J 

Sal<lm~. 
-""'{,...,.,.,or,_ 
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""C) 

~ 
{l) 

N 
N -0 

COMMON NAME SCIENTIF1C NAME 
Sedum Sedum--. 
Solloum Ptiiloaenaron so.1/o<.Jm 
SnaMr.scan· AntJrrhlnum m-a-f!Ja 
$W<l<,!Flru, A-M ·,.,,,_,s 
Tlcl<sood ~--•:.. nr.Jn<J;Ror., 

Toueh-Mo-Not ,,n;..-:;;liens 30 ... 

Veil)cn:, ltl~ SM . 

'"'°"'' Vi<>t.oso~. 
Ynrrr,w COt11mon Ach~l<>a m/Ncfo/11Jm 
71,,,,ia 7Jrmla ofr"'n• 

• sngnt (Olu,go or 1lower spod<l,ng nos DOOn ot>se,vcd on ·thoso species. 

SHRUBS 

COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Abell.> 

,. 
1a 

A.Ilise Pu-uo. 1//Wum llorioanum 
AlJCUl>ll Auc-ubtl ... ...... : 
A>;olm" Rl!Qdocfor.dmn = . .. 
Bomboo Bomb=•--
Sntbeftv. JOM" <JSb Bemer,;; thtmOtJmII 
8:lrba'"-' Maaollan IU.nn.n,; .. bu2ifolia 
BovbolTV M""""O'"""rn:1' /vuni<:a -~- : \1:::, .. -~ 
SolUobrosh i",..-~is1r1mnn :nus •\·~' ·:, . 

Boxwood Common &.u:u•:;amn.i: rvi,um: 
Camellia Common Cam<,lli., • niCIJ • 
Candvtuh ltulris s 1/iftlt)!: 
IC'~OVl!(D 
Co,01----• 

CJ . 
1 ,-;.;;.;is/a aenat! " 

,r-Mvn'" La-~uoomui /r>diaJ 
CovoteBtush • Bacch/lfls tis 
IPln r.roon:l"!n .. • F,cus ,.,mil;, 
Gordon!:> -· - ' GIJrrian/0.S'O". 
HoDv /las-. 
Ho-~ ~•o ~-" ·- LOl>icota snn. 
lnrl!an l-lnwtt,om .. ~-- ·- .. Rnnhiofr.-cls indica 
J.nstnil'IC --~ .ll.•t• -1:;, (""• J=11111rri - - • 
Jasinllle A,latle -•. TnJCJl,,,'o • ma:;i,:Jlkv,m 
Jasmir,e Siar .,.;..~ .. .,·· Tr.,cholo 1/lJSl11/noidl!S 
J unl....,._. -•.-.. ',,;ll .... Ju,.;.,,,tm.JS 
uintona -'., ,. '"' •.:,-:,:. Lantana---. 
Nar.dlna• Bomt>oo Hoav&nlv INMdinla dcm,,Slk:ll 
Oloandor Common Norium otoandor 
-u ...... on Gn,nfll . .. - Mahonia artuifo:J'c,m 
Pnctinlo ·. ... ,,... Pho~t>ill SM_ 
Pmost'\f\:n1m ' Pittosoon.tm 
Pod~-•- ,. ;i Pcc!oc.a,.,;,.s ........... 
PriVQ1 LJnusttum Sft"-
Pvn,cnntho u.-contha SI":"' 
~-andron °'"""ocandron so:,. 
Roso S~l,noa OVtnlJlr-, 
SwoetOlivo Ostm/nUM; ,,..,..,.,"" 
Vibumum Viburnum tinus 
'l/r~ortn Wr:tori~ ---. 
YoQow S:.oc/S/lt!Jb VOl'baful Lshf/J/'l:,camlJ/il 

• ;,iignt 1011oge or llo,vor spoei<IJIJg nos been ci>sef,.'l?d on 1,.,.., SPOCMi•. 
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ANNUAL GRASSES IN ORNAMENTALS 
• Apply only to actively growing grasses at recommended weed heights. 

Apply when the first grass weed specios jn a mixod grass and weed population reaches tho recommended growth 
stage. for treatment 

• Uso lhe high rate under heavy grass pressure and/or when grcssos are a1 maximum hoight 

GRASS SPECIES SCIENTIFIC NAME 

Barnvnrdnrass Echinoc/>loa crus-,ra/6 
8!0:ldlo1l! SinM!amss Brachi.Jr,a Dfarvr1nv//a 
Brome 

CaJ~ornia B.-omus camaws 
Cheot Sromus seCiJ/inus 
Qownu &omuS: tccrcrum 
Rioout &,,mus diandn,s 

Can""""''"'rass f>h:Jlari::~ 
Crabnross 

H4l~ Dim"rJJri(J octscondons 
Larao iCDriD t,nnulnallt 
Smooth DlrT!tarJ'o i.schmYnum 
SWlham Oloitaria cif{ari$ 

Crowlco\nrass locUJn:'vm -wvtVntium 
Fall Panicum Panicum dichotoroitJorum 
Flela Sandbur Cenchrus incet1us 
Foxtoll 

Giant Setan·a faberi 
G '8 C('t Setada viridis 
Yellow Ser.,n~a/auc.a 

r~-ross E'illusiM IMJ!CO 
tchnrass R.otJDoo!lia coch!n 

Junnlericc E<:hl1'0C•-•C<>Jono 
Lovooross •Stlnknr.is,;I cff//Jnor.sfs 
Rabbitsfoo1iirass Pal onmons:>e!Jar.s/s 
Red Ri<:n sativa .. 
=-russ 

Hartlv 

Em-~~~ .- ·~ 
ttaliar. .. 

SoodliN'I Joh.n .. ......... rnss 
Snatu,,aino twmOicol<>r 
So111hwe,,1- c"-= .. £,;,.,.n/oo n=eni!; 
Snrari'>1eto~ 

Amazan , . lsotochloa oanlcn;,.,as 
Boordod ·' .. : ,. l..eDlochlo:J (=icu/JJns 
Mexiean ;.:_,. ..... unrochtoa unlMJrvla 
Red leotochloa (;J;formis 

•~••PaniCJJm Panicum texanum 
Volunioor 041$ 

C • • - • Hordaum vulaaro 
Oms A"""a s.,/rr., 
Cun Sccale cemai(J 
Wheat Triclr:vm ooslivum 

Volunteer Com Zea ma~ 
Volunteer Corn Zaam3v,, 
Voluntoor Groin So"'l'\um umOkOIOr 
Wlid0.,1s Avon~fatua 
\'1/ild. Proso Millet Pilnlcum ml/i~ca11m 
Wilc""rass Panicum canlflare 
WooJlu Cunnrass Er/ochlou vmosa 

Gonernay OCCUIS batwoori 3:r.iil $""'!JO :inc Wlo:lt>g. 
- Length of lateral growth. 
,, 8 n. oz.IA= approximately 0.2 fl. az./1000 sq, ~
" 16 fi. oz.IA= approximately 0.4 fl. o:U1000 sq. ft. 

WEED• HEIGHT RATE 
INCHES FL. OZJACRE"1 

2 t o 8 8 
2106 8 

210 6 8 
2:06 6 
2to6 6 
2 106 8 
~ t 0-1 8 

2 to s·· I 8 
210&- 8 
2106 .. 8 
2 1o s-· 6 - .. 
2 ta6 .. 8 , 

2to8 · 8 
2 to6 8 .. 

2 lo 12 " .. 8 
2ic8 -.•· .. ., , 8 • 
·2 to.a .- . 8 
210'6'" • ,. 8 

.... 2106 8 
... 2106 .• · 8 

2 106 8 
:!--·· 1 u,4 8 

. .. - 1 to3 8 
r 

2:0 6 8 
2 106 8 

4 1010 8 
61018 8 
2106 8 

2 106 8 
2 106 8 
21n6 B 
2to6 8 
2 106 8 

2 106 B 
2 106 8 
2106 8 
2·10& 8 

410 12 6 
12 1024 8 
810 12 8 
2 106 8 

2 10 10 8 
2108 8 
2 to 8 8 

HIGH RATE"' 

1" 
16 

lll 
16 
16 
16 
1" 

1" 
16 
16 

-·· 16 

' 16 
-~ 1s 

16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
Hi 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 V'. 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
8 
16 
IS-
16 
16 
1• 
16 

Add a non-Ionic surfactant containing at least 80% active ingredient at tho rate of 1 pt. per 50 gals. (0.25% v/v). 
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ANNUAL BLUEGRASS CONTROL WITH 
WILLOWOOO CLETHOOIM 2EC IN ORNAMENTALS 

GRASS SPECIES I WEED STAGE I RATE 
\ HIGH RATE FL.OZ./ACRE 

Annual Bluegrass (Pail" annua) l to4-loaf I 6 I 16 

Apply undor favorable soil moisture and humidity that exists within a few days after rainfall or within 7 days after irrigation. 
Grass needs to be actively growing at time of application(s). 

Apply at weed stage Indicated on the label, as reduced control can be expected with mare mature annual bluegrass. 
Use the high rato under t,eavy grass pressurG and/or when einnua) biuegrass is more mature. 

Add a non-ionic surfactan1 containing at least 80% active ingredient at the rate al 1 pt. per 50 gals, (02'i% v/v). 

PERENNIAL GRASSES 
Apply only to actively growing grasses at recommended weed heights. 
Apply when the rirst grass weed species in a mixed grass weed population reaches lhe recommended growth stage 
for treatment. 
Use the high rate under heavy grass pressure and/or when grasses are at maximum height. 

•' 

GRASS SPECIES WEED HEIGHT (inches) 
RATE 

FL. OZJACRE~i' 
HIGH RATE~I 

Bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon) .. 
First Application 3 (or up to 6" runnero) _, ··· -·· 8 . 16 

Repeat Application(s) nf regrowth 3 (or up to 6" runners) .. e 16 
occurs) - ,, 

•_·::·, ·-=·: 
Quackgrass (Elytrigia roi,ons) ,, :-·- .:-• 

First Application ···4 .10 s' _c 8 16 

Ropeat Applieation(s} (if regrowth occurs) 4to8 8 16 

... ✓ ' 
Rhizome Johnsongrass (Sorghum halapense) ., 

First Application ... · ... 12 to 24 8 16 

Repeat Application(s) (d 'regr,,wth occurs) 6 to 18 6 8 

~· --=--
.. 
.·: .. • 

Wireiiterri Muhly (Muhlenborgia frondosa) 

First Application • · ... . 4to B 8 16 

Repeat Acpliea~on(s) (if 'regrowth occurs] 4to 8 8 16 
" 8 n. cz:IA ~·npprodmlile\y 0.2 n. oz/1000 sq. ft. 
• 16 11." oz/A = approximately 0.4 <I. oz,/1000 sq. ft , 

Add a non-ionic surfactant containing at least 80% active ingredient at the rata of 1 pt. per 50 gals. [025% v/v) 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not cantamlrm.te waterT load or feed by storage, disposal or cloaning of eq1,.1ipment. 
Open dvmping is prohibited. 
PESTICIDE STORAGE 
Keop p8$ticide in original container. Do not pui concentrate or dilute into food or drink contair,ers. Slora in cool, dry 
place. Do not store diluted sprny. 

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL 
Wastos resulting frorn the i..ise- of this product may be disposed or on silo or at an approved WQSte disposal facility. 

CONTAINER HANDUNG 
Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse er refill this corrto.lner. TripW rinse container {or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse iis follows: Empty tho rnmatning contenls into application o(lulpmerrt: or a mix tank and drain for 
10 S0COnds attar the llow begins to drip. FIii the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 soconos. Pour 
rinsate into application equipmom or a mix tank or store rinsatE"l for tater use or disposaL Drain for 1 O seconds af1er 
the 1tow begins to drip .. Repeat thlS procedure two more times. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture nnd 
dispose of in a santtary landfill, or by incineration, ot, if allowed by state and local authorities, by t,urning. If burned, 
stay out or smoke. 

CONDITION OF SALE ANO LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY 
NOTICE: Read the entire Directions for Usa and Candttions or Sale and Limitation of Warrant/and Uabilltfbefors buying 
or using this product. 1r the terms are not acceptable, retul"n the product at once, unopened, and the purehrise price will 
be refunded. 

The Directions for Use of this product must be followed carefully. It isimpossibla to·ellrninate all risks inherently associated 
with the use of this product Ineffectiveness er other unintended consequences rnay' res.uJt because of such fm::1.ors .as 
manner of use or application, weather, pre-senca or other materlals or other lnflu6ndng factors in the use of the product, 
which are beyond the control of Willowood, LLC or Seller. To the extent ·consistent w~th o.pplicnble law. aH such risks shaU 
be assumod by Buyer o.rid User, and Buyer and User agree to hold. WillOWood, LLC and Seller harmless ror ~my cla.ims 
relating 10 svch {.:,,:.or..~ . . .. ·· .. · 
Wtllawood, Li.c vr.i<rants that this product conforms ta:ihe:chemiciil ,d.,;;cription on the label and is reasonably fit for 
tho purposes stated in the Directklns for Use, subject,to the:lnherent risks referred to above, when used in accordance 
with directions under normal use conditions. This warranty does not e~tend to the use of this product contrary to label 
jnstn.ictions. or under abnormal conditions or :under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to or boyond the COI1trol of 
Seller or Willowood, LLC. and Buyer and User assume the risk of any such vse. TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH 
APPLICABLE LAW. WILLOWOOO, LLC MAKES ,NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABIUlY OR OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTI-IER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCEPT AS STATED ABOVE. 

To the extent consistent with applicribki law. neltherWillowood. LLC norSel(orsh~II be lloble for any incidental, consequential 
or spoeial d.images resulting from the use or handling or 1his product. TO THE EXTENT COl'lSISTENTWITH APPLICABLE 
LAW, THE :EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND TI1E EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF WILLOWOOO, 
LLC AND"SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS. LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED 
ON BREACH OF WARRANTY;'COMTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING 
FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PROOUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE; PRICE OF THE 
PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION OF WILLOWOOD, LLC OR SEUER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT. 

Wilowood, LLC and Seller offer this product. and Buyer and User accept it. subject to the foregoing Conditions or Sale and 
Limitation of Warranty and Liability, which may not be modified except by written ~greement signed by a duly authorized 
representative of Willowood. LLC. 
Asanain- is a rogistered tradomark of DuPont. 

Authority BroadieafV!l", Canopy;.-;, Classi~ arid SynchronyID are registered trademarks or E,L DuPo-nt de Nemours & Co_ lnc. 

STS™ is a trademnrk of E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. Inc. 
Banvel1111

, IM!~CORN~ and Storm,n, are registered trademarks of BASF Corporation. 

Basagmn~ is a registored trademark of BASF Ag. 
Baythroid,m and Sencor"I' are registered tradornar.ks of Bayer Corporation. 

Betamix® and Betane;,c~ am registered trademarks or The Aventis Group. 

Blazer" is a registered tradomor1< of Un~ed Phosphorus, Inc. 
Bronatel'II. Bronatee Adv:anced.zi are registered tradomarks of Bayer CropScionc-o. 

BuctrilQ(I and Turboilll uro registerod trademarks of Buyer Corporation. 

Cobra® and Resource~ are registered trademarks of Val.ant U.S.A. Corporation. 
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Danltol0 is a registered trademru1<. of Sumitomo Chemical Co •• Ltd. 
Dual•, Dual II", Dual Magnum•, Flexst,,ra and WafTior" are registered trademarks cf Syngenta Corporation. 
Eminent• is a registered trademark of Sipcam Agro USA, I~. 

Firstrate•, Frcrrtrow", Lorsban~ and Sti~ are registered trademarks of Dow AgrcScioncas LLC. 
Liberty Link" is a registered trademark or The Aventis Group. 
Ortnene" Is a registered traaemarl< or OMS Investments. Inc. 

Pouncil", Prowl", Pursuit", PIJrauit DG", Rapier" are registered trademarks cf FMC Corporation. 
Rnoncx" is a registered tredemari< cf Nularm Americas lnc. 

Rcundup ReadY" and Roundup Ultra" are registered trademarks of the Monsanto Company. 
Valor" is a registered trademark of Valent U.SA Ccrpora:tion, 
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Restricted Use Pesticide 
Due to acute toxicity. For retail sale to and use only by certified .;ipplicators or persons under their direct supervision 
and only for those usos covered by the certified applicator's certification, 

WILLOWO DUS 
WlllOWOOD PARAQUAT 3Sl 

Group El Herbicide I 
Defoliant .1nd desiccant herbicide for the control of wcods. and grass.cs and ;as a harvest aid. 
NEVER PUT INTO FOOD. DRINK OR OTHER CONTAINERS. 
IF SWALLOWED. TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION AS PRESCRIBED IN FIRST AID. SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED AND 
PAINFUL. 
DO NOT USE OR STORE IN OR AROUND THE HOME. 
DO NOT REMOVE CONTENTS EXCEPT FOR IMMEDIATE USE. 
THE ODOR OF THIS PRODUCT IS FROM THE STENCHING AGENT WHICH HAS BEEN ADDED. NOT FROM PARA· 
OUAT. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Paraquat dichloride (1.1 •--dimothyl-4.4··bipyridinium dlchlonw) ........ _____ .• ___ ... _. __ ,. ___ .......... 43.2% 

OTHER INGREDIENTS: .......... , ........................................................................................ .. .............................. ~.Jl}i 
TOTAL: ................................................................ .... .................................................... ....... , .. .......................... 100.0% 
Cont:iins 3.0 pounds paraquat c.:ition per gallon as 4.14 pounds of dichloride S:tlt per gallon. Conl:lins emetic and stench 
(odo~. 
EPA Reg. No. 87290-35 EPA EsL No, B7229-CHN-001 (SL) 

79637-CHN-003 (RS) 
39578-TX-001 (SEJ 

5905-AR-01 (HW) 
89332-GA-001 (MA) 

L"ttcr(s) in lot number correspond to l"ttcr(s) following the EPA Est. No. 

Keep Out of Reach of Children 

DANGER/PELIGRO 

* POISONNENEN 
Si ustcd no cntiondo la ctiqucta, busquc a alguion para quo sc lo c~uc;, ~Cd on dot:dle. 

(If you do not understand the l.1bcl, find someone to cxpkaln it to you in dct3il.) 

WILLOWOOD us~ 
M:lnul~cturC!d For: 
Willowood. LLC 
1600 NW Garden V:illey Blvd. Suite ~120 
Roseburg. OR 97471 

Net Contents: 
2.5 Gallons, 265 Gallons 

Rov1scd 11-16-i6 

FIRST AID 
Conla.ins Para.quilt, a Bipyridinium Herbicide. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison 
conlrol cantor or doctor. or going for treiltment. 

IF SWALLOWED: • C.:.11 a poison control contor or doc:tor IMMEDIATELY for trc:ritmcnt .1dvico. 
• SPEED IS ESSENTlAL lmmed~te medical .ittention is required. If available. give an :absorbent 

such as activated charcoal, benlonite or Fuller's Earth. 
• Have parson sip a. glass ol water if able to swallow. 
• Do not Induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. 
• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

IF INHALED: • Move parscn LO fresh air. 
• The odor of this product is from the stenching agent, which h:is been added, not from the 

paraquat. 
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or an illTlbubnca. 
• Call a poison control canter or doctor for treatment .J.dvice. 

IFIN EYES: • Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with w:itcr ror 1 ~20 minutes. Remove contact 
lcnsc-s, ,f present, after the first S minutes, than continue rinsing c:yc. 

• C::ill a poison control center or doctor fot tre~tment ;idvico. 

IF ON SKIN OR •Takeoff contJminatod clothing. 
CLOTI-UNG: • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of w.J.ter for 15-20 minutes. 

• Cnll a poison control centor or doclor for lre.:atment advice. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Administer either activated charcoal (100g for adulls or 2g/kg body weight in children) or 
Fullor's Earth (15% solution; 1 lilor for adulls or 1 Sml/kg body weight in children). NOTE: The uso or g;istric lavage 
without administration of an absorbenl has not shown any clinical bcnerit. Do not use supplemental oxygen Eye 
spl3Shos from concontrated material should be treated by an eye specialist after initial treatment. With the possibility or 
late onset corneal ulceration, it is advised that patients with paraquilt eye injuries are reviewed by an eye specialist the 
d:ry ."lftcr first oresenbtion. Use trciltmont that is ~ppropnnte for chemical bums. Intact skin is :Jn effective tlilrrier to 
paraQuat: howovor, conmct with irritated or cut skin or ropoatcd contnct with intact skin rn'1.y result in poisonmg. 

EMERGENCY NUMBERS, 
H;ivo tho product con\:linor or l:ibel with you when calling ;:i poison conlrol center or doctor. or going ror treatment. 
For 24-hour modical emergency ilss.ist.ince (human or :1nim:iJ) call (800) 222-1222. For chemic:;il emergoncy ilSsi$t::inco 
(spill, leak, fire. or accident) call ChemTrec ~t (800) 424-9300. 
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

DANGER. May be fatal ir swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Corrosive. Causes irreve~ible eye damage. Wear protective syewear. 
Do not breathe spray rrist. Wear a dust mist respirator. Do ncrt get in eyes or on clothing. Harmful if absorbed through s~in. 
Avoid contact with skin. Prolonged or frequently repeated contact moy cause allergic reactions irt somo individuals. 

IMPORTANT: tnhalation is an unljkely route of cxposuro duo to low vnpor pressure nnd letg.o spruy droplet sil.e, but mucosa! 
imttltion or r,osc bleeds may occur. Pl"Cllonged contact with this ccr,contra.tcd prodlJCt can irritate your sk~. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE} 
Applicators and other handlers (other than mixer., ;ind lcradc~I must wear. 

• Leng-sleeved shirt and long por,ts 
• Chemical resistant gloves - Gatogory A (e.g., barrier laminate. butyl rubber. nitrilc rubber, nooprone rubber, natu<3I rubber, 

pol)'ethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) o, viton) 
• Shoesplussocl<s 
• Protective eyewear 
• NIOSH-approved particulate filtering respirator oquipped with N, R or P c::lass f~tcr media. The respirator tihould have a 

NIOSH approval numbec pn,foc TC-B4A. 

Mix.ors and IQDdors must woar.: 
• Long-sleeved shirt and long pants • -~ ·.·. . 
• Chemical resistant gloves- Catogory A (e.g .. barrier laminate, butyl rubber. nitrile rubb'ar::heoprerierubber, natural 

RJbbor, pol1eth~1one. polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or vilon) · · 
• Shoos~ussocks-
• C'r,cmicnl (O".,lS!Ct\1 ap,o,, 

• Face shield .··.·: .·:.:. · •. :• t: .. / -· 
• NJOS'i•apprcvc<I patllculatc filtllring respirator equipped wilh N, R or P class filter mcdloc'· The rcspirato, should have 

a IOSH approval number ptefuc TC-1!4A. _. •. . . • 

Discord doll'ling ond otl'ler i:bsc<b«T! ffllltorials tt)al 11:ivo been dronchodcr ·heovily ccnfuminated with th!s P!Od\lC!~ 
ecncantnltc. Oo not rouso fhom, Fellow /T\'1Jl\/f:lc!\ll'Ol'$ iflslrucliol1s forcieani~nlng PPE. If no such iristnJctions fo, 
w:ishnblcs.~. - dMo,gor,I Md hot w:i!O<. Koep Md ,-mst,·PPc $Cpl!Ol1oly from Olhor laulldty. 

Eflginccring Controls: When handlers use closed systoll\S;°~n<:losod i:nbs, or aircraft in a manner that meets the 
requirements 6sted in the Wa<l<er Protection Standllrd (WPS) fo.(ogricullwal pesticides [40 CFR 170240(d)(4-6Il, the 
handler PPE requtteme~ts may be raooced or rrodilied as sDCcifledln the W?S. 

Usor Saloty Rocommo~tlor,:, 
Usets should: _.:.;_:·- ·-· ... 

• Wash hands beloro eating, drinl<Jn9; llnCI chowing gum. using tcbaccc o, using the tollel. 
• Remove clothing immediately if posticlde gets inside. Thon wash thoroughly and put on cloan clothing. 
• Romovo PP!: lmmodlaloly oflor /!"".',dllng t~b piod uct. 
• Wosh"tho out!ilae-c,19~ bofOIO' romovlr,g . 
• 1As'socxi'es cosslble. wast,·.than,ugliy ;ind Cl'QngO into clean doth)ng. 

·:. 1-?'•.·-••· ,,.-.: ····.··-•::.- ;,_":..::. ENVlRONMENTAL HAZA.ROS 
Thi$ p\od'i/ct is toxic 1D wi1d1Ho. Do not apply di,ot:lly lo wator, or le =s who<• wrfacowater is proser,:. or to lntorticfal 
woastielowtne_nleiln hlghviifli,, mark. Do not contnminnww.iierwttsn cle3rirlgoq,.,ipmcnt or disposing of equipmom wash 
'Mile,$., .• •i ·;~• · :'. .· 

Paraquat dichloride Is toxic to nonta,rgut ~rop$ and plants if ol(-targct movomont occurs bOeauso ii desiccatas all 
greon plant tissue. Extreme care must be takM to ensure that off-largo! drift is minimized to the greatest extern possiblo. 
Refer to tho local smte laws, regulo\ions. guideinos, and spray drill infarmatioo contained in the Directions for Use section 
r"" pmpor applicaljon to avoid off-tu~\ movement. Clo not apply under anli1ions involving possible drift to load, fora go, or 
other p!Mll11gs that might be damaged or the cn,ps thereof randerod unrrt ta, 5'1le. use. or coMurr,ptfoM.. Cc not~ when 
weathorccndlUcns favor drift from tr,:~led are:is. To avoid dtif\. do not make ooriulcpp!lc:ltlon during porlcds ofttio.-rn:,J 
Inversion. 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
This pn,duct is mildlyc:on-o$ivo to aluminum and produces hydrogen gas which may farm a highly combustible gas 
mixtum. Do not mfx or store in containers. spray tanks. nurse tanks1 or such systems made of oluminum or having aluminum 
fittings The product iS compatible with high density polyethylene and rubber-lined steel containern. Do not use this product in 
or nrovnd strong oxidizing/~uc;:ing agents. 
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RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT 
GROUP 22 HERBICIDE 

This product iS a Group 22 herbicide. Any weed population may conlain or develop plams naturally resistant ta this 
product and other Group 22 herbicides. Weed species with acquired resistarice to Group 22 may ovoritually dominate the 
weed population if Group 22 herbicides am used repoat~dly in thll same field or in successive year..; as primary method 
of control for targeted species. This may result in partial or total loss of control of those species by this product or olhor 
Group 22 horticidcs. To doto.y herbicide resbtonco, consider: 

• Avoiding tho ccns.ecutiva use of this product or cthot target site or action Group 22 herbicides that havo a similar 
1:irgot stto or actlcn on tho=• weed species. 

• Using tnnl<rnlx1urosor prornixoz with hOrbiddcs from d\lfcrenttalgcts~e of ac:-Jon G.=ps as long as tho irwolved 
prcx!uctsaro au r1l!;isiered lo, tt>csameusc,, t>avo different sites ofo,;tion, and c.ce both ~ffoctive at tho tonk mi, or 
propnc!< r.,to on tho wOOd(sJ or concetn. : =~z:~t~~': ~;=::r:~~o:~r~~~caey. 

• C~nw:ting ycur local ex:ons en spe:illlist, certifil>ll C1Cp aC!viSors Md/or rnanut.n:tu odor Weide rusf:minco 
rr.=gement:indtor ln:09,otc<I weed rMN19ernan: recommor.datiac.s for •~ic creps Md resistant w""'1 blo,v:,os. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
Rostrictod Use Po:sttcide. tt is a violation of Fodera[ tow to 1J'SO this product in a manner incons•smnt with Its labeling. 

Dono! npp!ylhls-,0!'°.duct in o way that wll contuetwari<=orathorpo,sons, cJth<lrc&oclJ-tcnhroughdrili:Onlyp,c10Ctod 
11:Jndlori: may b!!., lllo area d.mng oppU~n. Fer .iny n,qlliromcnts s;,ed!ic lo you:-S:ato or Tribo. ,;on,uil the a<J(ll\CV 
resj)OnSlble for posticido rogu10.tlcn. Do f\O: U$O ;)l'OUMd Momo gardens, schocis, ""'""1tloolll pll/1<.si g(llf cou= or 
playground:;. ·, 

AGRICULJ1JRA1. USE REQUIREMENTS .... · . ·,.>. . ·. :,:.-
Use this product only in accordance with its)cl)oU~g 1111d with thcWOtl<or ProtccfiO<'I Standard40 CFR Pait 170. This 
Standard contoins roquirements for the protecliOn of .;19ricultural workers on. farms. r6re"sts; m..1rs8ries, and greenhouses, 
and handlers of agricutu.Jral pcsticfdas. It conlains reqU1rements for training;-decoritartiination;:notiflcatlon, and 
omorgen<:y assistance. It also contains spocmc instructions and exceptlans pertaining to 1l11J statements on this label 
about parsonol protective cqulp:rMll (P?S) an<I restnc:ed=t1yin1mval (Rel). nte·requiiemon1s In this box only apply to 
use of tniS product that are coverod bythe WoricorProtectlonStoillldn:l. \ 'J.'''. ,·.-
For oa,ly post-omorgcncc broadcast in poanub and dotmant s·ea!IOn aPISlicaticns, cltcmical fallow, and "between 
cutting• appllc3tions in all.Jlla: Do not enter or 31Jow worker-entry Into 1roatod oroos during tho n>StTictod-ont,y intcrvol 
(REI) or 12 hours. :· • ' • • ·,.-· . • 

For horw,;t :,Id Ofld do$1cc3tion appric.11lon·~·i,d proplant ~ ptocmorg,,nco (broadcast or bandod), 11nd pest· 
om<>rg,,nco din,ctod spray opp~e.,uons: Do not entor o, Ill low wcrl<(.Y-o.stry Into treatod "'""" during tho re,;trietx,d entry 
lntC1Vt1!(REl)cfZ4hours. - ..... •. , ... - , 

PP!: roquitod for oa,ly entry 10 iro{ted ~ii,is ~ 1·1~--~~rmittod tmcor u,o Worlmr Protection Slar<:IM:l and that involves 
conlact with anything that has been·treated, such ,is plants, sail, er water is: 

• Covermls . 
• Chemical resistant 'g1oves~ ·caicgory A (e.g .. barrier laminate, butyl rubber. nitrilo rubber, neoprene rub bar. nolur,il rubber, 

polyethylene, polyvinyl chloMde (PVq or viton) 
• Shoes plus socks, and , .. 
• ·Protective ey&wear 

• NON-AGRICUU\/RAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The~ In this box apply to uses ortnis product that are NOT within tho scope of the Worker Protection Standard 
for agricultural pesticides (40 CFA Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produce agricultural plants on 
-farms, foro.sts, nurseries, or greenhouse$. 

DO NOT enter or allow alhors to enter the lrealed area unUI sprays have dried. AVOID working in spray mist 

K,iep llll unprotocted persons out of operating aroas or vicin~y 'Nhere there may be danger of drift. 

Certain states may require mon, restrictive reentry intervols; consult your State Departm~nt or Agriculture for further 
information. 

PRODUCT USE INSTRUCTIOJIIS A.ND INFORMATION 
Do not apply this product through any type of irrigatjon system. 

When Wlllowood Porcquot3SL Is applied •t Jess th"" 10 gallons per O.C'l'O flnl,;ftoa opn,y volumo," drift eonb'OI 
or spray depo;;ition a<tdltl-,o SHOULD bo uood, Refer to the additive ~ lor r.m,s cf ~pplla,~ons, directions for use. 
limitntioris. and restrictions. 
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SPRAY DRIFT INFORMATION 

AVOIDING SPRAY DRIFT AT TliE APPLICATION SITE IS TliE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICATOR, l"lie 
interaction ofmaoy equipment, ... ·a:nd weather-related factors do\ermines the potential for spray drift. The applicator .and 
tho grower are ,,...ponsiblo for conslcfotlng all tt,eso f~o,s whon making decisions. 

The following DFIIFT MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS must be rollowed to avoid off-tllfget drift movement from aerial 
ap~ications to agricuttural field crops. These r0Qu1romont:s do r,ot apply to forestry o.ppllcations. public health uses or to 
appllcaUons using dry formulations. 

1. l"lie distance of the outer most nozzles on the boom must not oxeood 3/4 tho length of the wingspan or rotor. 

2. Nozzles must always polnt backward parallel w~h the air stream and never be pointed downwards more than 45°. 
Whore states have more stringent regulations. lhey must be obseNed. 

The applicalor should bo familiar with and tako into account tho information covered in tho Aot'.al Drift Reduclion Advisory 
ln.form~tion. 

AERIAL DRIFT REDUCTION ADVISORY INFORMATION 

Information on Droplet Si>.o 
The most effective way to reduce drift potential Is to apply large droplets. l"lie best management strategy is to apply the 
largest droplets that provide sufficient coverage and control. Applying larger droplets reduces drift potential, but will not 
provO!ll d,1,1 H epplica,on, o,c,_modi> improperly, or unclutUJ1favor.:1bl001Wiror.mon1al condltiDIIS ($1lC Wind, Tompo<nlure 
and H\llTlldlty, and Tempa,a1ure lrwe~OllS), ·,. '"·-:,;,._ 

Controlling Droplet S"w, · · · · ' 

Volumo - Use high !low rate no,::le;; 10 ·apply tho highest spray volume. Nozzkls wilt> h1g~ ·5pecl~ 'rilled 'nows P/OGUce 
larger droplets. 

P'°"""ro - Do l'IOI excocd tho nozzl8 manufoctur"1's roeommOf)ded pressul'O":-Fo '""";inozz101ypes lowor pm-..sure 
l)!Oduces large; dropleis. Wh211 nl91>crflow r;i1es arc needed, !JSC higher IIOW ime'nozz!es:lnstead of increasing pressure. 

Numbor of Noz:zJcs - Use ll!o mlrllmum numbo1 o! nozzle$ !hot proiifclo'UJ1lfo"" COvOJ1190. 
Nozzlo Orion!Dt.lon- OriOllting ne:,:;dos so Wit 1110 sp,oyii, rel~ p;,r~k'!Y'io tne ~to,om p,oducos larger 4'0plots 
tha,, othot' ortcm1ati9ns and ls tllo reccmmondod practice. Slgnffic;int'dellc,clion flU'll horiu,n1,l) w ill mducc droplet s1::o 
ar.o lncr1!ase drin potemi..1. ·--' ":•·:' ~- ,·, _-_. 

Noza:fo Typo - Use a nOZldo !Mt is designed fof-iii'.i'intcnde,i'll?i>iicatlon. Wrth mos1 nozzle types. narrower spray angles 
produce l:1rgo; cj(eplots. Consider u,lng low•drilfno,zi0s.1$olid stream nozzles oriented strnight back produce the largest 
d{oplots :,mt the ro,.,est drin. " '•· '.!.· 
Boom Longth . ,, 
Fer some use patterns, rad.ucing th9.eff8ctive boom length to less rhan 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor !ength may rurther 
rodua, drift without ~~-~~"1,~ d~,: rJ' 

Apptic.J1ion'Ho!11ht' ·-:- ,, · '•·· 
Appllcctio/iii'mu>t notbo·moa°~'li{-,, l,o;ghl 9ro~lllrthot1 10 foe! :ibcve tlie IOll of Ille ln,,gosl plan~ unloss a gro:,tQr 
~ightls roql/lred forol!cm!\µ.loty. MIiking oppllerulon ot Ille ta,,,est hc,;gt,t 1t.tt 1, sole reduce~ oxpos,,ru of drupl0!$ lo 
ovoporaliotf'iwl wlnd'. ' . : ': 
Sw:rth AdJIIS1nMitlt ·:,, · · 
When oppficat-,aro made whh n crosswind. the swath will be displaced downwlr>d. Thoro'.oro, 0~ tho p and downwind 
~o, of the flold, In• appllcalOr musl compensate for thls dl5J11o:;om...,t by ad)usllr.g tho pain of ll>O airc,;,ft upw!od. 
Swath :,dfu>tman, c,ls1nnce "1>ould lncronso wilh increasing drift polontial (l>lghor wind, smwlor drops, etc.). 

Wind 
Drilt potential is lowest between wind speeds ol 2-10 mph. However, many factors. including droplet size and equlpmont 
type, determine drift potential at any givtln spood. Appfication must be avoided below 2 mph due to variable v~nd direction 
and high inversion potential. NOTE: Locaf terrain can influence wind patterns, Every applicator must be familiar with 
local wind patterns and how they afteet spray drift. 

Tomporature and Humidity 
'Mien m~kirig applications in tow relative humidity, set. up eq1Jipment to produce larger droplets lo compensate for 
evaporation. Drop lot eva~oration is most s.evero when conditions are both hot and dry. 

Tomporaturo lnvorsio":s 
Applications must not occur during a lemporature inversion because drift potential ls high. Temperature inversions 
restrict vertical arr" mixing. which causes small suspended droplets to remain in a conc.antrated cJoud, This cloud can 
move in unpredictable directions due lo the light varioble wjnds common during inversl.ons. Temperature invorslons are 
characterized by increasing ternpera:t\Jras with alUtude and a.re common on nights with Urnltcd cloud cover and light to no 
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wind. They begin to form as the sun sots and often continue into Iha morning. Their presence can be indicated by ground 
fog; however, If fog is not present, inversions can also be identified by tho movement of smoke from a ground source or an 
aircraft genorntor, Smoke that layers and moves laterally ir. a concentrated cioud (under low wind conditions) indlcales an 
inversion, while smoke that moves upward and rapielly dissipates indicales good vanical air mlxlng. 

Son3itivo Areas 
The pesticide must only be applied wt,er, t.t,o potential fot dri~ to ;idjacer,t sensitive areas {e.g., residential a.rans, bodies or 
w:iter, known habitat for threatened or endangered specias, non-target crops) Is minimal (e.g_, when wind is blowing away 
from !he sensitive areas). 

PRODUCT USE INFORMATION 
WTilowood Paraquat3SL is u liquid formation cOt'ltaioing 3 lbs . of active ingrodiorrt per goUon. It contains o. nontoxic odor 
to nolp provont accidental ingestiorn,.11 also conUlins :>n emetic (an agent whiclJ will induce vomiting i! tM product ;,; 
swattowed). 

APPLICATION 
Willowood Paraquat 3SL is a contact herbicide for control or suppressior\ of a broad spectrum of emerged woods 
inciuc:Hng most small annual bmadle8< and grass woeds. It can al!!O be used to suppress pertmrii.al woods by destroying 
green rolioge ond as o desiccant/defo!iilnt at harvest. 

Complete coverage of target weeds is necessary to got good control because Willowood Paraqu'1t-3SL is a contact~type 
hort>icl<!o. It is :,i,:o necessary to obtllln comploto<:ovora9Cl0r gOOd crop d=cation llt1d dclolilltions,Uridosirn.ble woed 
control and uooosirable crop dosiccn1icri/do[0i alicn wi ll n,s,.,lt if [mproper application technique <it,d/o, applicnlion to 
largo, stressed. or mown weads are made. Refer to the following d0tails for specific applicatiori. lnstructions. , 

Tncrouen coverage of all green foliage is required for cfficne:ious weed control and cro;(dOfoliatiori anO dcslccation 
because Willowood P;Jraquat 3SL requires: octivoty growing green plant tissuo to function;:orought-S"tressod weeds, 
weeds with little green foliage (i.e., mowed or cut woads), or mature woody bark.of trees and vinos arn unaffected by 
applk;Mlon with Willowood P-..raquat3SL. · · · 

There is no residual soil activity to affe-ct rater-planted crops or li;J.ter germinating W~eds because clay and org;;mic mo.ttor 
rapidlytio up Willowood Paraquat 3SL. · 

ROTATIONAL CROPS ' .. · . 
Alter1he last application of WiR<>wood Paraquct 3SL. all rotational crops may be planted immediately. 

,_.,,, ;RAJNFASTNESS. 

Rain occurring 30 minutes or moro after- application win have n<feffect on the activity of Willow0od P:cJtiiQLlat 3SL 
because it is rapidly absort>ecl oy t1Jo wood follngo._ ·:;_:_:.-

USE OF A'NONiONIC'SORFACTANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE 
Th• following should always bo added and be usod at lho specified rates or there will be a reouction in efficacy of 
Witlowood Paraquat 3SL .• , 

Nonl0<1fc Surt;ic!ant,Eiu,,e,- a.&c, a n~lonlc ""rlac:tant clc;irod for tho currenl U$! cxmtaining SCH4% surfcco-action 
1190111 at'0:25% v/v·(2·i,ts.11dirg'lils.), or add nonlonle surlactnnt conllllning 75% or mero sunoce-activeogonl at 0.125% 
v/v (1 plJ100 gals.). o! !he finished spro.y volu11'.l! 1or grouod applicatjons. Add a nonionic surfactant a! 0.25% v/v (2 
ots./100 g:iln:J of.tho f,r,lshetfspray voiurne lor aorf<II appUc., or,s. 

Crop: o'ii c·o~·~~tnito: F0diround appUcations, add a nonphytotoxic crop ell concentrate cleared ror the current use 
that COJ\t:lHl$ ,15·20% apl)IOVl!tl 1!1'11Ulsiflor. with , .0% v/v (1 gal./100 giJ1s,) c l tile finished spray vo lume. Add 1 pt, of crop 
all concenlra'fOPCr aero for :,oriill appllc.atJons. For co·tt0n ha.tvo5t aid. do not u.sc crop oil concorrtratc when u:s:ing 
Wiflowood Paraquat 3SL 
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NOZZLE SELECTION 
The use of flat•fan nozzles is the most effactr\le application of WUlowood Paraquat 3St... The use of 11ooci nozzles may 
result in o. rectvc:tion of weed c-ontrol duo to inadequate coverage because they pmdvce largo uneven droplets, 

Use only llat fan nozzlos w~c,n sprayir,g I~ than 20 gallo11s of spray carrier per aero u$ing t~ following table. 

Nozzlo 1ype and Spr3y Prassuro S'lt.up 
NozzloTypo 

Flothn Flood 
Mwtimum Size 8 15 

Spray Pressure (al nozzle) 30-SO psi 30-50 psi 

Maximum Nozzle Spacing 30" 40" 

Direelion of Spray Pattern Down Down 

M:J.ximumS,:,eed 10mph 10mph 

Spray Overlap (at each edge) 30% SO% 

Reduced con1rol will rasclt ii nozzles. pn,ssures. 0( s81ups differ from 1he above ~art. 

SPRAY CARRIER •. , •. 
WiRowood P=<1uot3Sl may be in:u:liv:lted by muddy vmtt>". er SUSpc!lOQl•tyPO 1"'11!1uwcon10lnlrlg'ei,i/:rliii,ilof0. lllwny,, 
uso-cloan wou,, (ff CC cf mud or do.)I), clear ~ulcl l'lluogon. or completo clew Cquld fortJfo:ors os 1he 'ce.mor ,& spraying tnls 
product. Nover use sv,;ponsion·l)'l)<I lortlU.O"' contoming ctoy cs lllO soray e.,,m,. Al.ways u:,oU",e highcrspeclft'nd rate of 
wmcwood Pamquat3SL and sll(factunl If using a ccmplo<o o!c.lr nquia lilrtii>:or cootalning high phoSPMIOlove!oos U-.o 
spray carrier. _. - . ., ... 

Note: II is important tl1lll whon using liquid f0t1lllzers sucn ,,. 28% Nos a >PlllY~ ii,;;1 ncrii~ic surfactant still be used 
with Wmowood Paraciuat3SL. The use of faquid lertifizer ccmo,s ore not substitutes f<>r surfnt:1anls. 

RAJES OF WUDV,QOO FliRAcu•;r a - •. ·, 
W ill> c,ici'o use. loflcw m.t,,s listed" In tho f Qllowing toblas! Wlll!n wife& = ·laigcr or are dMse, use the lilgl>er specified loll cl 
ratas. Fer use os o bat-,ost illd, s-se h>9horspac'1l<ld rate wtien crop egar.,llollls-<!OIISC. Do not cxccorl 0.50 lt)s. o.,JA tr, 
o minimum of 30 gallons of spray for brooL/ci,st oppficat!ons whh booi<P11:k "l)ltlY8'S. 

.• .. SPRAYVOLUME 
With eocn ..so. fallow rates lislecl in tho loliowlog°toblos.. Sl)roy votumos should be lnc:roased OS - •o ob<nin c:omplota 
co,,tr.190 ol lhe l"'IJI'! weed ,:,r pl:i.~t wtihoutMON frori, ~'>0'1oliago, boc:811sc tllo vob.lmco ti>lod ore minimum volumes only. 

TARGETWEEOSSl-!OULO NOT exciieosiXJNCHES 1N°HSGHT WnEN SPRAYING LESS 11-IAN 20 GAU.ONSOF SPAAV 
CARRIER PER ACRE. 

··\ ,, ;_ .- APPUCATJON TIMING 
Appllc;adon:: Gl1ould.be_ m.lde~;small emerged woods. La11w weeds more tha1' 6 Inches In holgm """Y be mo/0 diffa:tJll 
10 con_ttol.tliafavioooiij;,6 inc:t,es In heigh!. If po~bi<,, w/len green rclillgo is omovod ollho, !tom gr,,;dng or mowing, 311ow 
1he weeds to grow 2-4._lnches.i(l'holg~ Also, du.,jng harvosting for~go er gtilln aops bof010 spraying, - pteSCr!! In 
the~ a.i,

1a1st1,t0t. .ThCfQ(Oic. ihiso cuttor bars as high as possible from the ground to c;ut stubblCJ and weod$ at a 9rca.1er 
llo!9hral1o\(,ing sufficient gMen lolit>ge to remain for applications 

,; -",; \ IIURNllClNNOFGAASSo:MRCROPSOR\/Ol..lJNTEER C5IEAlS 
Ttle best 111S01!S cccur for control of grass cover crops or volunteer cereals when Willowocd Paraqu.,t 3SL is applied prior to 
tillering or after boat stage, especially with a whoa! cove, crop or volurtoerwheat. Comploto control may not be achieved with 
treatments made b<ltwoen tl\loring and boot st:ige. Comple1e control of perennial cover crops •hould not bo expected. 

ENlnRONMENTAL CONDmONS 
This product is active 0\/sr a wide rango of onvlronmerrtal conditions such as cool (below 55°F), clovdy ar overcast weather. 
However. these condition.swill slow the activity of wtllowood Pa,aqyat3SL. 
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SPOT SPRAYING 
Refer to tho following table if only small areos are to be sprayed with labeled applications. 

Mixing Instructions fer Small Quantities for Spct Spr,iylng 

If !ho Broadcast Rate per o= fer Add Tho Following Amount of 
WHlowcod Paraquat3SL is: WiCowood Paraquat 3SL to 1 Gallon of Wator; 

11/2 pis. 1/311. OZ, 

2 PIS. 3/afLoz. 
21/2pt:,. 1/2 fl. oz. 

3 pts, 2/3fl.oz. 

Add 1/3 -1/2 fl. oz. of a r,cnlonic suif:ict:int for 81>Ch gallon of spray at all times. Thorough~ we1 the foliage. but not to the 
poirrt of runoff when spo: ,praying I 1s mnrmor. 

TANK MIXING: ENHANCED 8URNOOWN OF OIFl'ICULT-TO-CONTROL WEEDS ANO FOR RESIDUAL WEEO COIIIIBOL 

Pltctosynthetlc Inhibitor Herbicides 
Tc con!!l)l difficult woods. tonk mJx Willowoocl P:muiuat 3SL will> oll\ol' hc!tlicidos. ,iio :,cfdltion of 01h01 photosynlhetic 
1nhlbilo.-s (?SO horbicidas v.iU slew 111<! nctivl!y of Wlllowood Par.iquot 3SL This a.'loWs WitloWOod Poraqwrt 3S\. to 
thoroughly 6stn1"11o lhrD<lghout a tmaled teal, thus ~ l>Cl\o, coo~ lhan ii Wille wood P;traquat3SL'was o;>;>Jled 
OlonO. --1:'."" 
wu1ow .... a Par.,q-3SL mllY be applied in tank mixwrc w~Ji lhO follov.ing PSI herbicid,,s,::· 

M1ro>t® Hotblcioo i.;:,riat® Hcn>icido -·· . 
Alr.,:lric Hc,t,lcldo Lc,onoll> Ho:blcldc 
Bleep o ll Una,® H~c:loo 
MAGNUM® Hetblc:ido i..Dlox® Hcrbll:ide , '· :-'c_.,; 
3ic.cp M,I\GNUl<'.01-!crt>icide ~ ~ .; 

-:·:"', ... 

C,U,.opy@ l-i4:b!;:jdo So~ Horbl::ido" < ; .. 
Always-rofcr to tho rcsi:=vc pro<!uci ~ol(s) [crralcs .,r";,pplc.ltki-;;;;, ~iroctlo/is foi c.cso, !fflllalicns. on~ ,1!lltrlel;ons. 

tmprvvod Wood Control with PSI'$ . • ;' . ··: · ·: 
Tho <>od,tio~ or a PS I herbicide·~ "°'P imc,r.,110 Ille' conlrlil cf;cflffk:ult weeds ltstod t>alow. Malec n •ccond nppllcn1icn for 
best results. 

8:,rr.y;,,dgn,ss 
Broadloal' sfgnalgross 
C/><:lltgmss 
C:0--..ldobur 
P.IJlpMlcum ·-:. ~. "::.:-/•., 
GLont rogW&Od ~· ··•:•:,•··,.. ·,-.:."•,: 

·Kno\wood .:c . 
. Kocl113 
t~ ·-1.utrio,q,mnorsf ,: · · 
• :.. . MC!IV:1 (choooowood} :_ 

Maroo-..a 
.•• M<iin1ngg1c1y 

·• Ponnsylvanill smortwCOd 
Penwliulwoods ~o.-.ly) 
Pric:l<lylclt.lCO 
Sadg-0s 
Tons)'musu.'tf 
VolvllUoal 
Volunteer whc:11 

lrnprcrn,d Ccrrtroi ~f Porvniilii! and Annual Brcadtoar\Vcocl$ 
Tanlt mixing with labelod 2,4-D estet (Low Vol.l!ilo), 2.4-0B or Banvel® harnicido will help improve control when p8fenniaJ 
broadlcaf weeds such .is Canada tht:51.le, bir,dweed, dandelion, etc., or difficult to contro: annlJal tJroadlcaf waeds such 
a$ giant ragweed or morning glory are present. Roduced grass control may be achieved whon tank mixing the amine 
formulation of 2,4--0 wrth Willcwood Paraquat 3SL. 

O..Sor of Tank Moans 
Mix WilfowoQd P.;iraquat 3SL and other listed products as follows: 

1.Fill s.pro.y1.ank 1/2 full with clean wator o, other approved carriers such os clear liquld fertili.2:ef'. 
2. Bogin tank agito~on and continue throughout mixing and spraying. 
3.Add d,y formuln~ons I/NP, DF, etc.) to tank. 
4.Add ITquld formubtiof1s (SC, EC. L etc:.) to lllnk. 
5.Add Willowood Par.,quat3SL 1c lank. 
6.Add nortionfc; surfactant to tank. 
7. Fill remainder of :spray tank. 

Always road olher pesticide products labels for woods controlled, rntos of applications, directions for use, limitations, and 
restrictions. 
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Perform a jar test ta check physical compatibility when using different formulation of \he herbicides listed on tt>is labeL 

PRODUCT USE PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS EQUIPMENT 
Willowood Pa.,"q"""3SL Is co,n,sivo IO aluminum, Thoroughly flush all oluminum spray equipment and aluminum aircraft 
structu~s tnat are exposed to spray soil.It.ion or spray drift with water immediately after use. 

The aciivily of Willowood·P!Jraquot 3SL may ba roduooci in dty a,ew; ....t,..., c!Usi sllmld up by high winds or aquipmem tires 
can coat v.iood or p~nt ~'I.OS.. Tl'!orefon,~ avoid il;pl)l.ico:lons in oxtmmolydLr!.ty ccinditlons. 

LIMITATIOl'IS AND PRECAUTIONS 
• Unla~ Ql:horwlso indicated, Willowood Pe.raquat3Sl will severely inj.uro or kill crop plants omorged at timo of 

application if they como in contact with sprays. 
• Do riot pasture livestock. in traated 11clds or feed treated 1oliage in cotton when this produc.t is used as n cotton harvest 

aid. 
• Do not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parl<s, or playgrounds. 
• Do not apply to soils lacl<ingclaymir,ernls such as peat, muck, pure sand, artifimal planting media for preplant and 

preomergonce [to the crop) uses. 
• To enable maximum weed and grass emergence prior to treatrnerrt, seedbeds and plantbeds should be formed as far 

ahead of planting and treatment as possible. 
• Avoid dist1,1rbing so~ when seeding or tra0$planting. , 
• T,onsp!ar,tod ~c,,ts m:zy bc,como ci:lmasodwllo~ l/lcy cc,mo in COI\IOCt ,.;11, ~ m1JJch <!Sod fer e!"P.'"'" '"""" 

ccnlrOI ana !NII '1aS bcon W:itod will\ lhi& p,odua. TO p,ovo,,1 dom:,90 10 lh0 CIOP, sufflcfcnt wash·tiff'stich a,; rall>fall or 
opmkJor lrrigatlO'I p~cr to pJamlng m3Y be r.oe<Uod. · . · -, , _ 

• Wlllowoaii p,, n,quirt 3SI.. wlU be lnoUoctJve In conlftllllng or supp rosstng """'ds e,,d gl'IISsos 1/l,rt twvo ·emecgod 
after application. 

APPUCl(J'ION ll'ISTRUCTIONS :,-.. _..,:, 

Crop Use Pattem Wlllowooii • , M inimum Total 
Paraq(la1 3Sl.l' . Si,n,y'Por Aero 
Rot,c;-Por Aero , ''.-' 

ALFALl'A Brow= 0.7-1.:)"pis. Grouna: 10 gals. 
(California only) New 
S<Jodll , 

See .Table 2. • Alt: 5 gals. 

Dltecllons , ~-
• Applications should be mace during late wlrito°r or early spring. 

Preeauti-ons :': · -' : 
• Alfalfa loliage prasont at time of application\vill be'burned. 
• Replanting may be needed dueto·1he reduction or·seedling stands. 

Restrictions ~'.i .. -i•' .. --. 
• Do not make moro ,11'.an-or,,.-oppf;anlon-po, year. 
• Do nol CUI OT norvea'i'wMln 70 days after application. 
• 00 .nc: _. O . lo 

0s6edlir10'lllfalfll rown fer S1>0d. 
All'ALFA- ,. Broaocast or 1.7-2.7 pis. 
?topfa'1t ,or ·.- ', • ~·/: •· ,..-; Banded Over-

Preemo,gofice 1{11J:;;;IIU or: -}- Row 
convontlor\~i r l': · -~~ : .-

Dinicti~:, 
• Apµfy pif(ir to emergence al the crop. 
• Avoic disturbing soil when seeding. 

Procnutions 
• Crop plants emerged at time of application will be killed. 

Rcztrictions 
• Do rrel mak,o mom than 2 ~ t1Dr. 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air. 5 gals. 

Ot.mng or 
Pro ~.D!'YOst 
lntorv~t a 
70 
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Crop 

ALFALFA 
Dormant sea.son 
Established plantings 

Region A - See 1able al 
end of Alfolra soction. 

Weeds USO Pllttern 

Weeds, including: Broadcast 
bluegrass, 
chickweed., 
henbit, downy 
brome, ryegrass, 
cheatgrass, 
dogfennel, 
tansy mustard, 
London rocket. 
sowthistle, rescue 
brome. wild oats, 
and other winter 
annuals; and 
suppression of 

IOOJl)Mial weeds. 

Willowood 
Paraquat 3SL 
Rato Per Aero 
1.3 - 2.0 pts, 

Minimum Total 
Spray Per Aero 

Ground; 10 gals. 
A~: 5 gals. 

,, ,:·, 

Grazing or 
Pre harvest 
Interval (Davs} 
42 

Diroetions . ·. ... ·. , • 
• After Ille crcp is dormant •. a?ply to well-~Ushed •tands 1~0Lare at le-ost. ,-vear-o!d. ' · •.. c·.•·. 
• For Improved and longoHaslli)g weed conI101. tank mi• with mottlbuzin (Lcxcne or Soi>coi);A.lways mtor to the 

metribuzln Jabol for woeds controlled, rates of appncations. directions for 1Jse, limitations. and ·restrictlor1s. 
Proccrution:!5 •. ..--· ::: 

• Vlekl of first cutting may be reduced because alfalfa foliage present at !tie time of a·pplication will be burned. 
Rastrldlons 

• E>o net mwc.o more than one cpplicaticn per year. .:· .. '" 
• Fnll R<,growth: Do net apply ii Inst cutting is g<Qator lhlln 6°. ~~:: ·.:, 
• Sprin9 Rosrowtll : Do not apply if las\ c:uttlr,g ls groator 11jnn'2", ·· . • , . 
• Do not cut or harvest withir, 42 davs after' aonlication. : : •· .. 

Crop WcO<ls Use Pattern· .. · Willowaod 

Al,.FAI.FA 
Dcrmant season Tank 
Mix wiU, Velpar® L 
Herbicide 

Weeds, including: 
chickweed. downy 
brome, ,. 
and tansymusta.rtl. ,. 

RegionA-.Seetableat· '~ ,.. :.·.:• 

end ofAl!aifa section: f 

Broadcast 

·,: , : · Par'a.quat 3SL 
• Rata Por Acre 

0.7-1 .3 pts. 

Minimum Total 
Spray Per Aero 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air.10 gals. 

Dlredlan~ , •.• ,. . 
• wt,on woe'ds· an, 1.isi:' thlin 4 inel\e,; tall, apply n: 0.7 pt. ra.lo Wlllcwood Paraquat 3SL. 
d-1il< wincwood Po.ra·qUO'I 3SL witll 1-2 qts. of volpar L par ""'"· 

Grazing or 
Pmhatvcst 
lntorval [Days) 
42 

• U;.o lower r,ito of Vo!P'lf Lon IOQmy 5erlds or Silndy loorns. l'Jv,tif.; <efer to the Velpar L labol far waeds controlled, 
ratez'ol_appllcations. c!iroctlons Jor uso. lirniUllions, and fl!stric:I1Gns. 

• Durini;'{the dormant season, mako one applicatiori to eStilbHshed alJalfa stands. 
Procauticns 

• Increased chances of crop injury may occur if stress which may be caused in part by low fertility. disease. insects, 
winterkill, over cutting, drought. or frost. 

• Temporary chlorosis may occur on alfalfa regrowtn. 
Ro:rtricticn$ 

• Do not make more than :2 o.pplications per year. 
• Fan Regn:,wth: Oo not apply if last cutting is greater than 6°. 
• Spring Regrowth: Do net apply ~ last cutting is greater than 2". 
• Do not apply to alfa11a during the first season after seeding. 
• DO NOT USE on gravelly or roc::ky soils, exposed subsoils. hardpan, sand or poorly drained atkatino soils as crop 

inju.,-y, including mortal~y. may result. 
■ Do not cut or haNest within 42 davs after aootication. 
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Crop 

ALFALFA 
Oo<marrtSo=n 

On est3bllshod 
plantings: Region B 
- See table at end of 
Alfalfa section. 

On fall-seeded newly 
established st;inds lass 
than 1-year-old; 
Region A - Sao table at 
ond or Maira Section. 

Weeds U:so Pattern Winowood 

WaodS, lncilJ<fmg: B:ondcasl 
London rocket. 
sc,-Mil;'Je, rescue 
btomo.wlld 
onts, chickweed, 
"(eg/llSS, 
bluogr:,:,s. 
ct,c:i .grn~. 
dogfOr,r,ol, Broadens I 
tm1syrnustw-d 1 

honbit, downy 
b'llffl c. and other 
winter annuals; 

Paraquat 3SL 
Rato Per Aero 

0.7•1 ,3 pts. 

0.7-1.3 p!S. 

Mirlimum Total 
Spn,y Por Acre 

Ground: 1 o gels. 
Al~5 gals. 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air:5 gals. 

Grazing or 
Pre harvest 
Interval {Days) 

60 

60 

On fall-SOO(!ed newly 
established stands Jess 
than 1-yoar-old: Region 
B - See table at end of 
Alfalfa soctiQn. 

~suppro~orf---- - +-------1-------=•.;..:•:.;·' -' ·- -----1 
poronnlol, w(l\lds. Broadc.>si Ground: 10 g81s, 

Air: 5 gals. .. 
Califomia: 
Desiccation Qf 
~including: 
bluegrass. 
ryr,g,;:,ss. 
Shopliord's purse. 
chlcj<wo<K!, 
""1:aymusuud. 
!oXbJI. sowthistlG, 
ancl"<0\indsol. 

-~--,:• 
,OH~ 

,-..: 

0.5-0.8 pt. 

.·:•r·• •• •. ,. 1:· 

, : 

Directions . . . .. -; · 

.:· 
.. .. 

,•·: ••.•: .' r 

• App!ications should be made before forsfspring cutting nrici during late fall or winier months after the last fall 
cutting. ..- .. :".:· .... ·.··._· _ _. •.. · .. :' 

• For improved and residual weed contiol in ·dormant established (at toast 1-yoar-old) allalla, tank mix wilh 
metribuzin (Lexone or Sencoij,. Do not apply tank mix with rnetribuzin on alfalfa thnt is less than 1-year-old. 

• Always refer to metribuzio label lor woods controned, rates of opplications, dlrectlons for uso. fomitations and 
restrlctions. ~ h ; .. ' 

Proca~ ~.. •.-,. . .. ':';; ... ,.. .. 
• Applications to alfolfa !halls not dormant. or has broken dormancy, may result i n stand and/or yield rOductions. 
·-.R~3/.''f.19;~ ·1ie;~!><=~fY-Green alfalfa foliage presenl at time of application wiU b~ burned. 

• ',If ilier&·is·aci;evero wood lnfost.t~on. lOt.>l h;ry yic!d of first cutting may be reduced in alfalfa fields and the reduction 
is'typfoaly d'iniclly s>}opoitloonto to tho Joss of wcod wolg~L 

R<>strictlons ;• 
• Do i,,ot-inakO more than one application per year. 
• California: Do not apply )f spring regrowth after gr'3Zing or cuttrng is more than 2 !nches In Orange and Riversidll 

counties, and llil counJies north of these counties. 
• AU cthor aroas withtn R99ion B: De not appty if regrowth ofter grazing 01 cvtung is more than 2 tnchcs_ 
• Do not harvest within 60 days ol applicalioo. 

CaJifomltl 
• If = nrass •tuw-<-s ~-n, sOWl.hlstle. Of nround,;el rue r,resont use hlo!,ersnM'lfi~d r.,ti,. 
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Crop Use Pattern wmowood Minimum lotal Grazing or 
Paraquat 3SL Spray Por Aero Prt!- harvest 
Raio Por Aero lntorval (Days) 

ALFALFA Broadcast 0.7 pl. Ground: 1 O gals. 30 
(East or lhe Rocky Mountains) Betweer>-
cuttings treatment in 05tablished 
plantings. nnctudas first year alfalfa) 

Oiroc:tions 
• Mako applications lmmedlalely after olfaHa has been removed for hay or silage. 
• Appty·.z needed up to three times during the growing season ln oddition to a dOl"'mant app~C3tlcn_ 

Prt!'couti:oru. 
• CO<t1rol of weeds boyond tho seedling stage and wel)d stubble cut o~ during rorvost aro loss alfected by this 

\J'eatmont. 
• A reduction in first yoar alfalfa stands and yields may occur if alfalfa is allowed to regrow more than 2 ir,ches. 
• Burning o! alfalfa foliage will occur at lime or application. 
• Weed control may be reduced whero moisture is limited such as in arid climates. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more than 3 applications per year. .. ·:: 
• Do not treat moro than 5 days after cutting_ .. 
• Do not cul or harvest within 30 dnysof ;:ppUcnllon. ·:":: ... 
• Do not m.J.ke more than 2 .;,,pprlc::itJons during the fit!it growing season of flrst~year)iJfalfa. .. '·.' 

Tablo 2. ALFALFA: Now SeedUngs - Supor0$$lon "1\d contr.11 of Dread klar waods 411d grasses in new alfalfa :.oodlklgs 
'-rown fer tt:w ICailfomia onlvl. - -
For Control of, •• i-- .. , :Rato/Acn,• 

For $ugan:,5Sion For Control 
AnnultlBlu-• '• .. ••t -~ ., 10.7-21,3 ft.= 
CMlckwood ...... , ..... _~ t0.7•2 1.3 fl. O~-

Fiddlenock 16 inchos tall ot loss .•.-sS.4•10.nt oz. 21.3 n. oz. 
Rod Maids 16 lncneo tall Of lossl . :- . .. 10.1-21.2 n. o, • 
" """"o1'd'$ OUr:iO --··•' - 10.1-21 .3 n .. o,. -
Solk~,weod 14 inchlls tnll o, loss\ 5.~ ,IL oz. 10.7•16.0ll oz. 
Vofunceor Small Gr:utl IA lncnos t.ofl or """..en ,,J 5.~-10.7 fl. 02 . 21.311. oz. 

.. Uso the 5.4 fl. oz. rate only wh"n:ortJiHa has'.af least 3 trifatiate leaves: uso the 10. 7 ft oz. rate onry whon alfalfa 
has 6 trifoli.atc leaves; or uso ralc$ over 10.7 fl oz. only when thore am 9 ttitolistc leaves. 

Alfalfa - Rogions 

·~':: REGIONA 

AlllsKa:-Ctl"°'""' (COl)ntlos of Del Nerta. Sisl<iy<,u, Modoc, Shl>Sla. L=.n, Plumas, Siorra, <l!ld N(lllltdQ), Colorodo, 
Coonec:lic:u1' Ocfaw=, ldoho':' IIRnois. lnciana, low:1. KartSOs. Kentucky. Maine, Ma:y'awl, Massnchusons, Mlcalglll!. 
Mit\fiosou,; M~ri. MontanD, Neb=~•- Novad'I, Now Hlvnl"'hirc, Now Jer.wy, N<ov, Yori<, Nor".11 Dakota, O"io, 
Orogor., ?OMS)'Mnia, Aliode ISlan~. S:llllh Dlll<ota. Ulllh. Votmont, Vi,gini:I, Wa.s.~lngton, WCS1 Vuglnro, W=cr.sin. end 
Wyomlr.11 

REGIONB 

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, COli!Ornia (all olher counties not listed in Region A), Florida. Georgia. Hawaii. Loulsiana. 
Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina. Oklahorro, South Caro,na, Tennosseo, andTexas 
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Crop Use Pnttern WiUowood Minimum TotBI Spray Gr-a.zing or 
Paraquat 3SL Pe.-Acre Preharvest 
Rate Por Aero lntorval (Days) 

Al.MONOS Oirectod Spray 0.8-2. 7 pts. Ground: 1 O gals. 

Dlroctions 
• Avoid allowing spray to contact groen stems {except suckers) er foliage. 
• When $praying around young trees, use a shield or wrap plant. 

Proc:autions 
,. Rotreatmant or spot treatmerns may b-e necessary for mature woody weeds, perennial weeds. late germinating 

weeds and green sucketS. 
Restrictions 

1111 Do not make more than 5 applications per yoar. 
• Do not graze treated areas and do not feOO cover crops grown in treated areas to livestock.. 
• Oo not apply whoi nuts to be harvested aro on the ground. 

ARTICHOKE (GLOBE) Directed Spray 1.7-2.7 PIS. Ground: 20-100 gals, t 

Directions 
• Applications muSI be made at least 7 days apart. . , 

Re$trictions 
• Do not rnake more than 3 applications per year. 

.. 
• Do not exceed a pts. per season. .'j _;- :,: .. 
• Do not harvest wtthin 24 hours of last application. : ,, 

ASPARAGUS Preplantor 1.7-2.7 pls. Ground:10 gals. Air. 
Preemergemca Brc.tdcast ·s gals. " ... , 
or Banded Ovcr~Row ,•·: .... 

Dlro-c:Uon,, 
• /\pplicatlo.~ ~Id bu madq prlo( o om0<3enco of'the crop. _: .. 

Proc.outtons 
• 6mo,glld osporegus nr limo ofoppicntlon wrn be ~moJ~--

RoslJictJon,, ·- •. 
• Do net rnaJre moro lhan 3 appUcationg p/i<~ai. ·• 

ASPARAGUS Broadcast or Banded j,7-2.7 pts. Ground: t O gals. 6 
Proomergence to Over-Row··. 
eslablished plantings at 

... . · --· -· (~·,_, 
least 2 years old :.-.·. ·: ·•·: 

., 

Directions _-: ,=::-:.,, :.. . ...... 
• Appllcation should be made prior:to"omergence of the crop or after last haivest. 

Proeairtriins·- · ·· · .. · 
•:Bnorgod""l):irnl:l~lnt.tririJ of application will bo kUled. 

Rosfi1ctrcino"f'.' · 
• oo· normlilco.morn :Hiiii"3 applications per year. 

:.'/ <· 
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Crop Use Pattern WUlow<iod Paraquat M ioimurn Total 
3SL Rato per Acre Spray Por Aero 

Grazing ot 
Proharvest 
lntorval {Oavs l 

BEANS,DRY 
Not for u-sc in 
California 
Sweet lupin, While sweet lupin, 
White lupin, Grain lupin. Adzuki 
beans, Asparagus beans, Black 
beans, Broad beans, Field beans, 
Garban;zo beans~ Kidney beans, 
Lablab beans, Moth boans, Mung 
beans, Navy beans, Pinto beans, 
Rico beans, Topary beans, Urd 
t,eans. arid Guar. 
PEAS,DRY 
Not for uzsc in California 

Harvest-Aid 0.8-i ,3 pts. Ground: 20 gals. 
Air. 5 gals. 

7 

Blackeyed peas, Chickpeas 
Cowpeas. Crowder peas, Southern 
peas, and 

. , ..• 
;,.:,· 

C.atjanq. ._..,, 

Diroctions - ,; "H"·. • ., 11: 

• A<:<J nonlonk; oPfll'lde< ct 1 qt./100 gal:;. of oi:,ra.y mix. , . " ·.-. ;_. 

_':·. 

• Use • srnglO 11P~fcaaon a! tile higP,or •poc,llcd r.llo for vll1lrig l\'PO boar.s ·"' w·.Ji~-with 111Si, growth. 
• Mny aJso be 11.ppllocl II.Sa Sl)fol appllcctk>n Md imj,<CVO vlnO <:ovcr:,go,-Howavc•.'<fo-nal miiko mc,o 111:ln 2 

nppllco.tk:lnspary~ ore,u:em::J a lq,1al 01 -,:3-pi-nts: per :)cm. . ... : : ~···-&·.:. · · ·~·· 
• Apply when t1l !ws< Bil% of tho i:,ods oro yollowing ond mostly rii>to.nd when lwvcs aru no mo,o lhon 40% of 

bush type peas or beans or 30% of vino typo poru!'or beans·nn, green: · 
P.rocaution:!. . ·· •.,.· '. · 

• Net leglstered for use in dry beans and dry peas In ·cailfornia:°:::::.: 
RostrlctJoos , · 

• DO r,o, moke more lh"'1 2 a,ppGoaUons p,,r_icur. :-,,. 
• Co not annev when weather conci1 ions fn-iior !loray·dri~ TO reduce drift a drift control a.cent ma be included, 

BERRIES , Postemergence , - 1.3-2.7 pts. Grouna: SO gals. 
Bl.ickberry Directed Spray . 
Blueberry 6cysanberry 
Oumint .· _. .: _. _. 
Eld<?rb<l<TY • · · ': ·'-· 
Gooseberry Huckleb'er!y 
t.Gganborry · ... .-s._ . 
Ftas~""rrv ",· · · -· , 
OiroctioM-:-:-··· _-.·-:--- ... ---..-

• l\llply before·emergence'<il new canes or shoots to avo·,d injury, 
• Appty'as'8"C0arsa spreyto prevent crop injury. 

Rostrictions: 
• Do not make more than 5 aooHcations oer vear. 

CACAO Directed Spray 1 .3-2. 7 pts. 

DirQc;:tjons 
• Apply whon woods are succulent and growth is !rem t-6". 

Ground: 
50-200 oals 

• Use D shieJd for young trees to prevent sprays from contacting cacao plants, as injury may result. 
~utians 

• Retraatrnont or spot treatments may be nocossary for' mature woody weeds. late-germinating weeds and grasses, 
and for perennials. 

Restrictions 
• Do net make more than 5 applications per year. 
• Do not spray under windy conditions. 
• Do not araze treated areas or feed treated cover cro□s. to livestock_ 
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Crop Uso Pattern Willowood Paraquat Minimum Total Gta%ing o r 
3SL Rato por Acre Spray Per Aero Proharvest 

lntonral (Days) 

CASSAVAS, Shielded Post 1.3 pls. Ground: 50 gals. 90 
TANIERS & YAMS Directnd Spra~ 
(Puerto Rico only) 

Directions 
• Make applications when wands are succulent and growth Is 1-6". 
• Prevoot spray trom contacting crop to prevent injury lo crop. 

Restrictions 
• Cassavas and Taniors; Do not make more thnn 3 applications per year. 
.. Yams: Do not mako more tho.n 2 applications per year. 
• Do not spray under windy conditions. 
• Do oot graze treated '1teas or feed treated forage to livestock. 

Ptoduct lnfQmla.tlon lor Chomlcal Fallow 
• As 1110 donsiljl o: stubblo, emp rc-sid"" o, v.-ood,.ir.cro:isos, uso highors~ vol\Jmos fo, bc,tto, eovcr.ige. 
• To C0<1t10I volunn,or wt>MI er downy brome, lall-app od troattnem:; gonDrOlly work bost wllll Wlllow6od Paraq~at 

3SL If r,osslble, lOnk ,,... wilh Ulrazi~ofo, m.i:dmvm bumdown Md rosld.rol CO.>lrol. -· :· . 
• Apply from immediately after Mrvest up to omargence of the .newly seeded crop as a broru:ICast or b.iind treatment. 
• 8ororo applyln9 Wlllcwood Pansquirt 3SL cv. wile.it cs l\lgt, n.s poss,'blo 10 3vold c.urtlng wO<!d.~ too-$hort. and 

Dllow tho wood• to grow at lo:tS.12·3• ottor ti:,rvcst. ,·. . 
• Tho addition of dicamb.> (8nnvo9 or 2,4- 0 QstOf{Ll>w Votallle) may akl In .ll'>o oo/iii(oo::ion·cl omo'!IC!d po(Cn,,i)I 

t,,o,,d)oufwoeds a.'l<f latgoonn,i.,Jb.'00.dtoaf woeos. Always ref or to !he'l)r0i:ILJC1~(s) lor2,4•0 esier(Low Vol:itileJ, 
Bcnvol. or res«IUDI IIO<bicido (or ..,...,~ of app:ieatlons, directions lo, uso: llmilalion5; ond rostrlctlons. 

• a is permissible to tank mix. wtt.h registered residual horbicide e:omblnations·otner thun those listod ror extended 
w.,.,-.j control during !ho !:illow period. ,. .. ., • .. 

• Wo«ts and grassesomo,ging 3fto oppncation and Weeds tafferthan B'lnches will not be controlled. 
• Croil p1'Jn~ omorgodnl ille timoof nppr,cna0t1wi11 b11kllled. · ; 
• Tllo mJnlmum Iola! op,.ry POI acre olloYtOCl ls•S·goJ!oos1for grcu.'\CI and 5 gallons for air applications. 
• Appfy S-60 ~ollor,s spray mix por occc by,_Q!O<'nd appt;cition.-
• Whan opplytng at ll:lss tho.r> 10 GPA by g,'bund: ·.c • 

• Do,,,,, oi,ply wtlll noa~ or oxeood a's,Seoe or'1'6 'mpt1. 
• Apply with flat fan noules"af30'<10';psi.'• ,_;.: · 
• Apply only in a tank mix wlih lltl'lizl.;o,n.t a minimum of 0.5 lb. a.iJacra. 
• By air: apply in 5-10 g:,)loos'iif sprny'mix per ucre. 

~ •••• ~ .~ + ••• 

Crop . , /' 

,'i··· 
CHEMICAL FA!JaOW Broadcast 
Co/1:lnuouli ) ··,{·:•· 
Wheal (;!'':l irionih 
Rocropping lntorval) 

D irections 
• Apply at least 45 days before seeding . 

WUlowood Paraquat 
3SL. Rato Por Aer,, 

MinimWTI Total 
Spray Pot Acn> 

Wee<ls 1-3": 1.3-1 .7 pts. Groun<j: 5 gals. 
Weods 3-6": 1.7-2,0 p!s. Air. 5 gals. 
Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pts. 

Gra:Vng or 
Proharvcst lntorvnl 
(D~ys) 

• for vOlunteer wheat or downy brome control fn spring, use at loast 1 .3 pts. of WUlowood Paraquat 3Sl. per acre 
with a Photosynthetic Inhibitor Herbicide. 

• Refer to the seclion "Product Information for Chemical Fallow". 
Rostrictions 

• Do not mako more than 3 applicatloM per year. 
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Crop Uso Patton, Witlowood P,m,quat M inJmum TotnJ Graziog or 
3SL Rato Per Acn> Spray Per Acre ProhiillNO~t lnlorv.al 

(Days) 

CHEMICAL FALLOW 8roadcasl Woods 1-3": 1.3-1 .7 pts. Ground: 5 gals. 
Whoat-Fallow-Wheet Woods 3-6": 1.7-2 pts. AJr: 5 gals. 
Rotations (Fall appied Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pts 
after harvest; seeded 
12-14 months later) 

Direction~ 
• Spray beforo weeds produce seeds. 
• Control or volunteer wheat and downy brorne incre.oses when apprications are made I.ate August or early 

September. 
• For improved burndown and residual c:ontroJ or weeds, 1ank mix with Atrazine, Marksman® Herbicide, or 

CommMd® Horbicido. 
• Fqr improved burndown and rasldu.if conl!ol of grass and bron:flollf weed. tank mix wilh mol!ibU?in (S<,ncor 7SDF). 

Alwtr'fS rarer to Iha nispectlvc product lllbol(s) for rato~ of app!icat!ons. dlrectioos for use. lirnhntions. and ,oro, to 
the section -Proctucl lnf{)(malion for Chemical Fallow" .. .-✓-

Rcstriction5 -::· 
• Do not mak;e more than 3 app~cations per year. •" .... -... 

J 

,.•.:..,., ,, .• '. 

Crop UsePattorn WiJlowood Paraquat 3SL Minimum Total Spray Grazing er 
Rate Per Acre Per Aero .. . . .. ' Proharvest lntorwl 

.=- ·::'.:: .: :· (D.Jys) 

CHEMICAL FALLOW Broadcast Woods 1-3": 1.3-1.7 ptsc -: Gro,,nd; S_gals. 
Wncat-Fallow-Whe:at Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2,pts; , .. Air. s gnls: 
Rotations (Spring applied: Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pts. 
soedB<i 3-5 montl1s i<llor) ·. :·.-

D lroctions 
, .. .• 

• To carisorvo mobturo, Ul'Pi1callonsllould bl> mndo Marc~ .1• to April 15". prior to opruig rolns. 
• Everi lnough moisture loss ls greoter wh'iin npPlical!ons :.-o mado .11101 tho boot stogo. vc lunleot whoa! is ensicr 10 

co,,trcl allcr th!,: S'w1gc. ; ,,.~. . :''.?,, _, 
• Foe volunloor whoot 0< downy D<Omi> C<lnl!OHn·iliii/ng. use at loa.51 1.3 pis. ol WIUowoocl Por.iquat 3SL pol llCrO 

wiu, n Photosy,tthotic In 1:,tto, .Hort>lcldo. Rtl!or 10 !ho ,w.;tlol, "?roduct tn!orrn,,1lon for Chomlcal Follow". 
• For b<Jrn down and ~osldu:tl•COllfrol of'-giass and b<O®rc.>l wood!>, t:ink mi• with mc:ribtain, (Scncor 7SDF/ 

Lt'Xone). Always ra!er'to' tho labio1'for'mo1tlbw.ln (S.,,,cor 750Fll.cxO/lO) lor rutos of opplicotior,s, darociiOIIS lot u$0, 
limitations, and restrlctio·ns. 

Restrietions 
• Do not make moi,; ttian 3· applications per year. 

CHEMICAL FAL:LOW Broadcast Weeds 1-3": 1.3-1.7 ptS. Ground: 5 gals. 
Whe31-Annual Crop'- Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pts. Air: 5 gals. 
Wheat Rolailoiis: (P.tll Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pts. 
applied >n"\vhoat stubble) 

Directions 
• For improved burndown and residual wood control, tank mix with Atr~ine or Marksman. Alw~ys refer to the 

respective product tabel{s} for ratos of a.pplications, directions for use, limitations, .c,.nd restrictions. 
• Make applietltions after wheat harvo:;t and before weeds produce saed. 
• If grasses such as foxtails or barnyardgrass rocover, respr;iy befoul seed production. 
• Appli~tlons made I.ate August to November help control vOluntoor wheat n.nd downy brome. 
• Refer to Ill<! section "Product Information for Chemic,u FaUow". 

Rostri~ 
• Do nol make more than 3 applications per year. 

'Approved Annual Crops are grain sorghum, corn. wheat, or proso millet. 
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Crop Use Pattern WiUowoOd Paraquat Minimum Total Spray Grn~ingor 
3SL Rate Per Acre PorAcre Proharvest lntorval 

(Days) 

CHEMICAL FALLOW Broadcast Woods 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pis. Ground: 5 gals. 
Whea1-Annual Weeds 3-B": 1,7-2 pts. Air: s gals. 
Crop-Wheat Rotations Weeds 6": 2-2. 7 pts, 
{Spring appiea prior to 
planting an annual crop') 

Directions 
• For enhanced burndown and residual weed control, ta/'lk mix witt, Atrw:ine. Always refer to the respective product 

labe~s} for Atrazine for rates of applications. directions for use. lir'Y'litations. and restrictions. 
• For volunteer wheat or downy brome cofltrol lo spring, use nt !east 1 .3 pts. of WiHowood Paraquat 3SL per acre 

with a Photosynthetic Inhibitor Herbicide. 
• Refer to the section "Product lnformation ror Chemical Fallow". 
• Reier to the Atrazine label for direclions pertaining to soil pH and racropping intervals. 

Rostrictions 
• Do not make more !har, 3 applications per year. 

1ApprovodAnnual Crops are grain sorghum, com, wheat, or prose m1Uet. 

Crop Weeds Use Pattern Willowood 

CLOVER AND 
OTHER 
LEGUMES 
Including 
ve1vetbean, 
lespodaza 1 lupine, 
salnloin, trefoil, 
vetch, crown 
vetch, and milk 
votch. 

Domu:mt Season; 
OIi estnbllshod 
pl:mtl/,g$: Regioll 
A· SCc1<>blo at 
and ol AJ!allo. 

( 1 '~ _;'· 

Dormant Seaison: 
On established 
plantings: Region 
8 - Seo table at 
end of Alfalfa 
section. 

On fall-seedod 
Newly established 
stands less than 
1•year-<>ld: 
Region A-See 
tnblO at end of 
Alla! fa section. 

For cesiccation or 
weeds, including: 
London rocket, 
sowthistle, rescue 
brome, wild 
oats. chickweed, 
ryegrass, bluegrass, 
cheatgra.ss, dogfennel. 
tam:yrnustard, henblt, 
downy brome, and 
other winter annuals, 
and supprassioo of,<·::,..
perennial weeds. 

California: U~i,'for 
deslccalion olWeeas, 
'ii,cluding:tiluegrass, 
l)iegrass,.S:hepherd's 
porso',icliri:ltwoed, 
Ul-">S9 rm,su,rd, foxtail, 
sowthistla, and 

lgro~ndset 

Broadcast 

·, 

,, . 

Broadcast 

Paraquat 351. 
Rate Per' Ac::to 
1.3-2.1 pts. 

·.·.· 

0.7-1.3 pts. 

Broadcast 0.7-1.3 pts. 

17 

., .u ·. 
Minimum Tota l .• Grazing or 
S~roy !'.<ir A,~· '· Prehaivest 

_. -~ • , ·, • lntorval {Dawl 
Ground: ,, o gals. 60 

•• Air:;Sgals. 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air:5gals. 

60 

Ground: 1 O gals. 60 
Air: 5 gals. 

Crop Weods Use Pattern Willowood Minimum Total Grazing or 
Paraquat 3SL Spray Per Ac:n, ProharvC!st 
Rate Par Acre I nt,,n,al (Cl:,vs\ 

On !all-seeded, Broadcast 0.5-0.8 pt. Ground: 1 a gals, 60 
newly established Air. S gals. 
stands loss thun 
1-year-old: Region 
B-Sootllble 
at end of Alfalfa 
section. 
Directions 

• Apprications should be made dut\ng late fall or winter' months aftor the last cutting and before first spring outting. 
In California: Jf ryegrass, shepherd's purse, sowthistle, or groundsol are present, 1.1se higher speclfied rate. 
Prvc:autions 

• CAUTION: Stand and/or yield red,uctions may occur when applk=ations am made to ciover or other legumes that 
are not dormant, or have broken dormancy. Therefore, it may be necessary to ~lant Burning will occur to green 
clover or other legumes' foliage present at the time of application. 

• Discoloration and temper"')' stunling will occur in clover or other legumes foliage present at tM time of 
application. . .,. .. . -. ·. 

• lf "there is severe weed infestation, the total hay yield ot first cutting may be reducDd in cltiVer' or other legumes 
fields and is usualty direc11y proportionate to the loss of weed weight. . • -. 

Rostrictlons ; -
• Do .not make more than t application per year'. -.; .. 
• Oo not apply if regrowth :after grazing or cutting is more u,an 2". 

.. - ... 
• Do not harvest within 60 d.avs of aoollca:tion. ,:· ...... .. .-........ . 

C 'VP UscP:>t10m Willowood Paraquat , Minimum Tot;,I Grazing or Prahmwst 
3SL'Rfttl? PO'r Aero .;.,:..·, Srirtr\l Par Aero lntcnral "'"""' 

CORN Preplant or Woods 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pt:,. Grouna: 1 □ gals, 
FIELD CORN f'!wmon;onco \1/t>odS 3·6": 1,7-2 pts. A!r: S gals. 
POPCORN \Veeds'6•;'2·2.7 pLS .. 
SWEETCORN Brood"'1St or Banded,; .-;, ,:. ,_ 
SEED CORN Ovar-i'low ·>( ;. • j ~ .' 

,llbod nl0tt•l . . 
Din::-c:tions ,: -,4!.~ ... · _: 

- lnclu.:1c:: flold, ~h ~-•, 1emgo, ,fodder, ,,,,l'popc,o/1'1. 
• To po,m~ mtl)<Imum woed iii,c;$TOSS orn&go"C<t. sll'Jdl;,ods should be formeo as far ahead of planting and 

trQn.1mer,t as ;.ossltilO;'°··. . .. · _ , · 
• Seeding should be don·e y,,_tth ii miniiii um amount or soil disturbance. 

Procautlons .. 
• ·-c ontrol wm not oecur.whcn oppllcD.1/ons aro made after weeds and grasses have emerged. However. crop plants 
~en:,argocfat )}mo o~ilpplc ot!on wjl b<I i<lllod. 

flostr!ct3ons ··.. , .- · · 
• De nci rn:,li~-;;,.,,., 1hcin's ODclfc:nions °"' v<>ar. 
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Crop U50 Pattern WJllowood Pur.iquat 3SL Minimum Total Grazing or 
Rlrto Per Aero Spray Per Acre Proharvcst 

Interval (Davsl 
CORN Preplanl or Woods 1-3·: 1.3-1 . 7 pis. Ground: 1 a gals. 
Tank mixes for no-tilV Proornorgenco Woods 3-6": 1.7-2 pts. A!.r. 5 gals.' 
reduced till Broadcast or Bonded Woods 6": 2-2.7 pts. 

Over-Row 
Diroction• 

• Applications should be made as broadcast sprays before, during or 3ftar planVng, but before crop omcrgonce. 
• Willowood Paraqual 3S~ may be tonk mixed with the following herbicides for improved burndown or residual 

control: 2.4-D Ester (Low Volatile), Harness®, Harness® Extra, AAtrox®/Atrazine, Lasso® Herbicide, BarTVel®, 
Unex®, Bicep MAGNUM®, Lorox®, Bicep Uto II MAGNUM®, Princep®, Dual MAGNUM Prowl® Herbicide, 
Fron~. Simazine®, Guardsman®, Surpass® EC, Harmony® Extra Herbicide, Surpass® 100, (Prep/ant only) 
T0pt10tch@, 

• Wlllowood Para,:iuat 3SL may also be tank mixed with Ambush® insecticide. 
• Always refer to respective product label(s) for ra1:es of apoflea:tions. directions for use, limitatlons, and restrictions. 
- Always refer to respective product label(s) to ccnfirm if these products can bo applied by air. 

Rostrictlons 
• Do not moka more than 3 annlicatlons <>er"""'· ·.• . • · .·. , · ... 

FIEI..D CORN, POPCORN, Postemarg8/'lce 0.7-1.3 pts. Gn>ut>d: 10 (l4ls.•.· 
SWEET CORN, SEB> Directod Spray .. ,. .. 
CORN Oncludlng Hooded or •.· ' Shielded! ; ·l: 
Dln:tctiorJS 

• Applications should be mado whO/lwoedsare actlvotyg10w;,9. _ .. ·: . ,. ·._.:,)· . .. . -< · 
• Use a higher specified ra1e on larger o: hnrd to control weeds. Weeds"6"' o;:talle"r'.mayhot be controlled 

Procautions : ·> 
• ' 

• Severe damage and/or complete kil can occur If spray contacis ·corn plonti .. 
Restricti011s :\.1 • Do not mllko mo<o 1111111 3 uppllcol lot'.s per ye;,,. .. i 
DlBECTIONS FOR HOODED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS -• u.., a hoedod or shielded sprayer woth sklds·or wnoo!s on°ihc IIPfflll boom 10 malntoln spmy Mlgh: In Ctdo, to 

p,ovcm oxcosslve crcp phytotoxioty. -:-·: . , ' 
• Apply by dirOC1ing_spmy belWl!en lhe raws and ll!lf/ig hoodod or sl>felcled sp::,yOl'S l0 p,ovont s,,r:iy conUlct with 

ctop plonl$. ~-. -.. .. -,:, 
OIRECT!ONS FOR DIRE.CT SPRAY WITMOUT

0

ilOOOEO OR SHIEi.OED SPRAYERS (Com t,e;,.--11I is mM:sUro from 
so~ sulfa:o to top or wllorf): ,; . '.' .~ . . 
Dirlx:tions ~-- ., ' 

• Apply when com Is~ I~ 1 O" Ullf with nozzles 3''111\~ to ,;pray oo hlghor than the lower 3" of corn st.lil<S. 
• , Fe>, ·cor/r moro 'than 20" tQU:'Arrnt,go tho = to spray no higho, than tho '""'"' 113 of the CQm stulk:l. 

P~u_~~-r;-":;_. ~ ,, ~-_;:'.: .. 
• co:m·planl$>$.hortor:tho.n 10" mn.ybc injured and not recovor. 
• ·1ri~~ .. '"; Co corii'fol1 ... ... ... wlll ocou, If soraved. However. com wUI recover and de~eloc normaQv. = gg;z,'.t,?PCORN, Harvest Aid Broadcast 10.8-1.3 pts. Ground: .20 gals. 7 

Air. Soals. 
Directions 

• Al):>1)1 after tho com is matu,o. This is indlcllted by a blook loyc, which fo<ms at tt>o base of the komols. You may 
co"""lt your local agr1cultuml authority for Mlp in idonllfying tho black lo.yet 

• Add nonionic surfactant containing at least 75% surface active Ingredient at 0.25% v/v. 
• To desiccate mature broadleaf weeds and grasses or broadloaf weeds and grasses that are 1alklrthan 18", use 1 .3 

pts. 
Precautions 

• Orougllt stressed plants, espoclaHy broodic,if woods, can be difficult to kill, and dcslCCillion may not be complete. 
Restnctlon$ 

• Do not make more than one am lication ,_ vaar. IV/aka ONE r1 I annlication al least 7 dnvs crier to harvest, 
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Crop Use Pattorn Willowood Paraquat 3SL Mittimum Totol 
Rate Per Aero Spray Per Aero 

AELO CORN ONLY 
(grain. fodder, rarago) 

Post~emergenca 1 .3 pts. Ground: 1 O gals. 

Directions 

Directed Spray USDA 
Witc;hweed Eradication 
Pro ram 

• If ragrowth occurs, initiate sprays in late Juno lo early July und repeat in ear1y AugusL 
• Follow appllcation instructions in post•&mergenco directed spray section above. 

Rastrietions 
• Do not ma.kc more than 3 a licatlons er ear. 

FIELO CORN ONLY Post-emergence 5.4 fl. oz. + □.5 lb. 2,4-D IGround· 10 gals 
(grain, /odder, forage) 2.4- Directed Spray USDA 2.4-D Amino AE 1· · . 

D Amine AE Tank Mix Witchweed Eradication 
Pro mm 

Olrocllotts 

Grazing or 
Proharvast 
Interval 

• Appty os directed Sfl-'ilY onto 9"""Y woods-ono wlichwocd bor oro wtte!'lwooo olOoms. II regroWln DCC\.'rS, ,c:ippl)'. 
• Fotlow opprl:a!lon in:Mtctlor,s In PQ::t..smof!lDfl"" dln,cted spray sec1lori •bc1Vo- . ..·:' . 
• Alwnys rof0< ro,;~o p,oauc, lobel(o) for rates ol IJl)pll::atioos. c!IIC>C1lon,; f0< u$O, ll11illlcion:;/ oocl t,>~trk:tlons, 

Rostrielions · !,,: · : · . 
• Oo not mo.ko mom than3 a · i :· • 

COTTON: 
For oJI e<>tton u do not cnrcocd 8 Int:, of Willowoocl Porn 

COTTON Preplant or 1.7-2.7 pts. 
U!;cd :::do.no Preomor cnco 

Directions .. _.. _ . .. . .. .. .. 
• Apply p(lorto, dYring or after planting but bolore·ctop emergence:·- '. : . 
• For fallow bed troa1ment. beds should be preformed to pei'i'n(t mnxtrritJn"I weed and grass emergence prior to 

tren1mool .. •. 
• Seo ,og should bo done with a minimum of soil di:;turbonco. 

Ra::.triction:s. ... -· ' ' .. ~ 

COTTON 
(California only: Used 
alone 
Direction$ . . . .· . 

• For control of voluritooi'barhi}"iii 'prefl)imed soedbods. 

Re~~•tn:iake ~:~r~'than ~:·~. lications oer veat. 
COTTON,.· ~ :--··· :· Preplani or F~now 1.7-2.7 pts. 
Goal®' HMlie!ila Tank Mix · Bed Btondcom 
Diroetions 1,tr, 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air: 5 go.ls. 

Gto1.1nd or Afr: 

10 ""'· 

• Afways refEif 10 the Goru labol for wood9 controlled, rates of applications, and directions for use. limttations. and 
res1rlctlons. 

Rostrictlons 
• Do not mnko more ,~an 3 ru:, llcation,; -~nr. 
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Crop Use Pattern Wlllawoad Poraquat 3SL Minimu.m Total GrazJngor 
Rate Per Acrv Spray Por Aero Proharvest 

.Interval IDavs) 
COTTON PrepIan1or 1.7-2.7 pts. Ground: 10 gals. 
Other Tank Mixes Pre.omera.ence />Jr.Seals. 
Diroctlor,s 

• Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or afte,r planting, but before crap emecgonce. 
• For improved residual control or burn down, Willawood Paraquat 3SL may be tank mixed wi1t11ha following 

herbicides: CaP<)rol® Herbicide, Cotaran® Herbicide, Cotton-Pro® Horblcfdo, Dlurone®, Dual MAGNUM®, 
Harmony Extra (Preplant Only), Meturon® Herbicide, MSMA Prowl®, Zorial® He,-bicide. 

■ When tank mbcing with Cotoran DF® or Meturon OF®, follow mixing instructions carefully, m;;i.intain constant 
89itation, and sea Order of Tnnk Mixing section in respective labe1s. 

• When tan!< mixing with any of tho herbicides listed above, always rafor to r&spectiva product label(s) for weo<ls 
controlled, rates or applications, c:lirections for use, limitations, and restrictions. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more than 3 applications per vear. 

COTTON Post~emergence 0,8 to 1 .3 pts. 10gals. 
Directed Spray 
Hooded or Srueldadl !., 

Diroetions ,·..:, ... 
" •::·:=· , 

• Apply when weeds are actively growing and between 1-6" In height. .. 
• If multiple applications are made, altow 14 days between applications. . . t?';:?,;, ; :.,} _, 
• Use higher spee:ified rate on dense papulat1ons and/or larger or hard to c:ontrol We&ds:! Waeds 6" or ~ or miJY not 

bo controlled. .' . •·• . • 
• AVOID CONTACT WITH CROP. Intentional or accidental contact, including, drift; •of tt,ls·product with the crop may 

result in severe damage or loss of the-crQp. . . - ·,_·=~- ·: · ... :~ :·. · · 
• Apply by dlrecting spray between tho ruws using hooded o r Shleldoo ~pia)'Gis to prevent contact with the crop 

plarrt. ~. ~.}:··~~ 1
a •~ ' •• 

• This product may be tank mixed with other posH,1mcrge:r.-OO:urrect.od h·erbicides. Unless otherwise directed on this 
l'.'1'~I, refer to tank mix product labels for ratos. d~e'ct~ s: 11/n'.t~ s and pn,cautlons. 

RCS'b"1ctions .. -,:::::;.-_:> -. :; ·•:# • 
• Maximum number of a.ppllcal lons per yeadi:<'3.'· ./c, 
• Equipment shoutd be in good opcm:jng-=h.dl"tion. :AV.ok1 iMJ«ig.o, or dripping onto crop. Vo.riation in equipmont 

design may affect the level cl W1!0dp ,n6,:i). ,. -~: 
11 Keep hoods or shields adjusted tO)int!om:at,eqUat8

1'ccm:ac& with woods while shielding the crop from the horblcide. 
11 To minimize drift, do riot use nOzzles. or nozzle configuration~ or adjuvants which .produce: fine spray droplets 

(mist]. .. .:- • : 
COTTON HaN...tAld us,rRostrietlon .. ,;, 

• 0c not'mnko moro·\h:I.~ ~ 'iipplications por yew. 
• Oo,nol pasture ltvel;1ock i;i'trc.,led ff.aids or Iced 1ractcd foliage. 
• ·be, no1,epplyw cctton·w1thln 3 days befom 1'atvc,s1. 
• ''Rope.IL nppllcii~on ll•)i~ . Oo nor cx<:1)8(S 0 101::11 or 1.3 pl.SJA :is 0 t,;irvost old. 
• IIMi bo ton!!'.mf,r.Od viltn'01llor co~on hlll'l<>ot rud molorlal$ l<Mwn 10 t>o ollocOvo by 3 IOC1ll a.poet. Unloss 01nc.'Wlso 

insWcledJn~h1s lllbol. oiii,,raysrofer 10 tl1o resP<)C1MI prodU<:1 tabel(s) for r.tlCll of oppllco.tions. <!iroclio"" la< uso. 
l miUiOon,:',and roslrlations. Wlllow·OOd P~"''l""t 3SL can bo appliud tn ~ l.onk mill wlllr mo l)yl PIIIOlhloo oncV 
or Kamu,181 insoctlci<lo. Alwavs r&[or tc the ros?11Ctivo prcw:juct labe1(s) rcr r.11os or appllei,.1ions. dir.,.,1I= ro U"..C, 
llmita:tions., and restrictions. 

• Nodes above cracked bolls (NACB) timing is for guidance and is not intended to ,ostrict the local expert in theif use 
of the product. 
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Crop Use PiJttero wtnowood Paraquat 3SL Miriim\.lm Total Grazing or 
Rzstn Per Acre Spray Por Acre Proha,vest 

lnlcrval ""'=sl 
SOUTHERN COTTON Broadcast 5.4 fl. oz. • 1 pt. phosphate Ground: 10 gals. 7 
Harvost aid for boll opening or 1 gal. chloruto Air: sgals. 
and defoliation (Tank mix 
with phosphate and chlorate 
defoliants) 
Directions 

• Apply when 80% or more of the bons are open and the remaining bolls to be harvested are mature. 
• Always refer to tank mix product label{s) for rates of applications, directions for use, Umitalions. and restrfctions_ 

Procautions 
• Development of immature bolls wiU be inhibited. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more than 4 aoolicatians oer veor. 

SOUTHERN COTTON Broadcast 2 .1 •3.3 fL oz. Ground: 1 0 gals. 
AddillOnal tank mixes ro, ball Air: 5gals. 
OPllninq and defoliation 
Directions 

• WIIJowood Paraquat 3SI. may bo tank mixed with the follow[ng p10c:uc\s to aid in d!lfolla1l~n ond !'P"ning of 
mature ll<llls: Accolerot00 Deloli;int, Def®, Defaliarrt, Dropp.S, Dofalian:, Ethepllcn Plant Growth Rl,gulator, Folex® 
Defofiant, HarvO<!o0, Hnrv051 Grow1h RegulQtOr, P,cp' M PGR. .. ·.·. .. . . , • . 

• Apply when 60% or mo,o or the bois a,n opon a'1d Iha remaining bolls to be harvesiacl are rrio.ture. 
• Always n,for to tank mix product label{s) far ralos of appications, directions fii(use, ,llmitations, and restrictions. 

Restrictions ,-·:·: 
· , 

• Do not make more than 4 applications per year. 
·, . . 

• Devoltmmant of immature bolls wiU be inhibited. ''. 
., ,·. 

SOUTHERN COTTON Broadcast [0.7-j,3 pis. 
1 

_, r round: 10 gals. 3 
Post Defolla~on - To aid in 

. I A'.· 

.,_ ..... 
Air: 5 gals. ,. ' 

opening of mature bolls and ·:::_T'.=. 
to desiccate qreen wGods. 
Ofmc'lion:. ~·-.: 

• 1f wood infcstatior,, is heavy or dense, u-5e higher-specifiao'. rata. 
• Apply whOn 75% or morr, o { bQlls uro OP&l'i'OOll ~ Dini,-ig balls to Ile h""'851od are mature. 
• Altc,,, a dofoll;)lion o, ccnditloning:ap'pllcatlontiasb '~o~ mode-. aelsy dosiccntkln application of wmowood 

P.an:,qu~I 3SL n~proximutol)i 3-7,dtiy,, to mlrilml:t.e loaf stickl;,g. 
PntcauHons . , · 

• Dovolcpmont ot rnm,itvm _bolfs'y,i/16o in~ib~o!!. 
Restrictions , . : .· ,.,. : · 

• .Donot m:11\0 ritcm' lh:in'i<'spplication3 P<Y yOnr. 
WESTERN COTTON --'. · : Broadcast :l.7•5 .4 1L c:,. .. Ground: 10 9als. 7 
Ha,vei;f o!d"for ,1»11 oprinlng phoopM1rl or sodlum Air.5 gals. 
and ea~y defoliation chlcrute: :,noter otnor .~.-- compa1ibio Mrvo~ aJcl 

: .... ,.,. I craduct:I . 
Cirections 

• On rank cotton, use higher specified rate. 
Pteeautions 

• Enrty defoliation timing is when 60% or mote of the bolls are open and the remaining bolls to be harvested aro 
mature (approx,ma\ely 4 NACB). 

• Development of immature bolls wlll be inhibited. 
• Always rerer to lank. mix product labe!(s) for rates of applications, ditections for use, limitation.s. and restrictions. 

Rc-stric:tion:s 
• Do oot make more than 4 applications per yoar. 
• Do not use more than 5.4 fl, oz. of WIUowood Paraquat 3SL for early defol!atlo:n as excessive desiccaUon may 

occur. 
• Oo not use maro than 4,0 lbs. of actual sodium chlorate defoliant oer acre at this earlv derollation timina. 
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Crop 

WESTERIII COTTON Broadcast 
Harvest aid for boll opening 
and Mid-lo-late defoliatjon 

Direc:lions 

Wlllowoocl Paraquat 3SL Minimum Total 
Rato Per Aero SpQy Per Ac;ro 

5.4-10.7 fl. oz. clono or t:t.n '.< 
m1i< with sodium cblorn«> or 
phosphe,18 Oofollntkm amllor 
o-.hor =mp;,ul>lo rn,,,1,01 old 
"'oduci>;. 

Grazing ...
Pn,hanPost 
lntcmJ\ ioavsl 
3 (Alone) 

• Use the 10.7 fi. o,. rate of wmowaod Paraquat3SL in Clesert c:otton an,as or on rank vigorous cotl0'1. 
• Always rafar to 1ank mix product label(s) for rates of npplicat~. directions 1or use, limitations, and reslriciions. 

PrecautioM 
• Mid-to-line defaHation timing is when 75% or rnc,o of the bols nre open nnd tho remaining bolls to be harvested 

ru-e mature (approximately 3 or rewer NACB). 
• Development of immalurn bolls will be inhibtted. 

Restrictions 
• Do net make more than 4 ~Iications □er veer. 

Crop Use Pattern WUJowaod 
Paraquat 3SL Rata 
Per Aero 

Minfmum Total Spray Gr;wng or 
Par Acru Proharvo:st lntorv.;,.I 

-•·:,:. : (Ooys) .. 

Cotton Stripper or Spindle Broadcast 
Harvested 
Harvest aid for dofoliation and 

2.1-7.5 fl. oz. Ground: 10 gals. 
Air: 5 gals;" 

boll ooenino , / _.: .:, 

·' 3 

Direction$ .-.. ~_;,· ~ . - ·t ·.-
• BECAUSE OF EXTREMES IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND Pt.ANT co~blnoNSiAPPLY THE RANGE OF RATES ON A 

SMALL BLOCK TO DETERMINE THE RATE THAT BEST FITS·YOURJ.:'IEEOS.' -
• Apply when 75% of the bons are open and tho t0t'liai11,:,g boJis \0 be hal\losted aro ma1ure. 
• Wlllowoocl Paraquat 3SL may be applied alone or'llinl< .mixed y,l!h 1ho·~o11Cw1ng cotton harvest aids: Accelerate 

Oelo!am®, Def Defoliant®, Dropp Dolo~anl0, Elhoplion,Ptant.G/6wtl: Regulator. Folex Defoliant®. Harvado® Har,est Growth Regulate,, Prep™ PGR. .,.,.... ·, • . ·, 

• May be applied as a spit application. _ • 
• To avoid loaf slicking, apply Willowood Priiuquaf3SL as a desiccant approximately 3-7 days after defoliant or a 

conditioning application or,d 7:1,l"c!a)'S btfoii>'h~ 
• South of lntorstate-10 in T...tit, wheie1omporiifums are typically higher during defolialion. lowor rates in the range 

may be necessary. . . . ,·' ._.·_. 
• Always refer to I.Ml< ~ pmdue\ label{s) for rates of applications, direc:Uons fer use, limitations and rostrictions. 

Pt'OC4Ut~ .,. ', ... ~ ,-·; - I •• .,. ' 

• OEVElOPMENT,OF IMMAJORE BOLLS WILL BE INHIBITED, SLICE BOLLS AND INSPECT THE SEED FOR 
.' MATV8rn'. , · ,,,: 
• :eoo11/f;tii'mperatuies;hia/ causo a longer waiting period between application or willowood Paraquat JSL as a 

desleciint and dofoliatlClrl/cotidhicnor. 
Rintr1ctlons , -· :.· 

• Do·normi/J«i rnore than • applications par year. 
• Do net" iiicooc • total or, .3 01$/A. 
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Use ·Pattern W.Uowood 
Pa=uot 3SL Rat0 
Per Aero 

Minimum Total Si:,ray Grazlng or 
Per Acre ProlraNcst lnb:,rv;,I 

(DOY$) 

COTTON Broadcast 
Late season dosiccation 
Oitoctions 

0.7-1.3 pts. Grouno: 10 gals. 
Air. 5 ,>ls. 

3 

• BECAUSE OF EXTREMES IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND PLANT CONDITIONS, APPLY THE RANGE OF RATES ON A 
SMALL BLOCK TO DETERMINE THE RATE THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS. 

• May be applied as a split application, 
• Apply when 85% of tho bolls are open and the remaining bolls to be harvested are mature (approximately 0 

NACB). 
• Delay desiccation application or wmowood Paraquat 3SL approximately 3-7 days 10 rninimi>e leaf sticking ii a 

defoHa:ticm or coriditioning appHcatioo has been m~da. 
• May be tank mixed with other harvost aid materials known to the local ol<))Ort to be elf active. 

Pl"Deautfons 
• Development or immature boUs win be inhibrted. Slice bolls .ond inspect the seed for maturity. 
• South of lnterstate-10 in Teaas, wt,a,o temperatures are typically higher d"ring defoliation, lower rates in tho range 

may bo necessary. 
Rostricllons 

• Oo not milko more than 4 appJicutlons per year. 
• Do not oxcced a total or 1 .3 t,./A. 

COTTON Broadcast 
Desiccation of recrowth 

]0.75-1.25 pts. 

Olroctlon~ 
• Use to desiccate regrowth occurring after defo!iatiori or doslecntion. · · · . ~· · · • .. , 
• Because regrowth is difficult to control. thoro"gh c:ovcrag<> with'thc_luli llslcd rale·ls rfoccss.:iry. 
• If regrowth is excessive. i,so hlgtler spcc,1",cd ru10. ,· , ": . · ,-· 

PftX:4Ution~ .,{,: . -:: : _ 

• Control is dependent or 9rc1vrn; concltlors ana des CC'1tion.'oi smaJi'new regrowth may not alw:,ys be complete. 
Rostrietion$ ·. -

• Do not mal<o more tha.~ 4 n · icatlor1$ oor lit. . -:-··• 

1.0-2.7 pts. 

OirGCtlOrt$ •. .. 

Ground: 1 a gals. 
Air: 5 gals. 

• :t:Jso rci tho coniiol ·01-,we'ii<!s such os bluegrass. chickweed, henbit, downy bromc. ryegrass. cheatgrass. dog 
•." fenno1:;tciris'y must(1rcf.'L:ohd0r1 rockat, sowthls1le, rescue brome, wfld oats, volunteer cari:,als and other winter 
· ;an-.,u:,Js! ond1o, tha'sUppression or perennial weeds or sedges. 
• For weeds }'PPro.:ching !he maximu-m size of o•. tho ghor specified rate m11y bo used. 
• Prior to appllcalion allow ma><ifl'".um weed cmc,rgcnc:c, to ~ miz• the benc/,1 of t.h\s use. 
• AdhCre·to tho proharvost intervals .and other crop spoclflc restrictions for planted crops elsewhere on this label. 

Prnc:a.utions 
• Fallow land may be between operations such as disking. ripping, plowing. leveling. lrrigatlng or listing for gro"nd 

preparation purposos. 
Rostrictians 

• Do no1 mru<c mo10 than 2 ar. durin tl)o !Bltow riod. 
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Crop Use-Pattern Willowood Minimum Total Spray Grazing or 
Paraquat 3SL llatc Per Aero Pn,harvast Interval 

Per Aero (Days) 

GRASSES Preplant, at 1.3-2.7 pis. Ground: 1 O gals. 
(For seed) (For use in seedbed Planting, or 
p recMalionl Pre60"\etQence 

Directions 
• Prepare the seodbads and allow woeds to germinate. 
• Apply wmowood Pataq1,1at 3SL when weeds are at tne 3 4 5 leaf stage. 
• Appications may be repeated as necessary (but only up tc 3 applications por year) prior to grass emergence. 

Rost.rictians 
• Do not moke more than 3 appftcmioris per year. 
• Do not orazo troat&d areas or use the seed or straw from treated areas for anmal feed or beddina~ 

GUAR Preharvost 1.3 pts. Ground: 1 O gals. 4 
lfPreha.Nost desiccntlonl 
Directions 

• Apply after the pods are fully mature. 
Rntriction.s 

• Do not make more than 3 a.pplrcations per year. 
• Do not a raze treated areas Or' use the treated fornoe for animal feed. 

GUAVA I Diroctod Sorav 2.5 o<s. I Ground: 10 Qais. 

PreccWtions :. r,.· ; 
• Retreatment or spo1 spraying may be necessary for matur'e woody weeds, tote-garmir,,atjng we&ds and grosses. 

m,d perennials. :-·-· .-·: ·· 
Rostrietions 

.. Do not make more than 4 applications per year. .· ; .:: ,':-; ·: _., • 
• Do not.a1:ow spray 10 contact green stems, fruit. orJoGage . .... -~·;J_·· ~ ::;: :. 
• De not g rozo treated eroas. '··•.·• ·:.: :/· · 
• Do not rood cover croos orawn in troated areos to Uvestock;·:·: · ·,· 

HOPS Oiract<ld Spray 1.3 pis.,.. .·.··,\, Ground: 10 gals. 
(ID, OR, a. WA only} and/or Suckonng'!' ·. . ·. :. 

14 

and Strlcoina ' .·· .. , 
Oiroctions . 

• Sibge and hop vine refuse mt;rt bli,led 10 PVllstocK.-· · 
• Sproy only tho b"""I 2 ft. or W, 'vlnes'lor ,dc~ri!fiind Stripping. Repoat 0$ necessary, bu\ only up tc 3 applications 

per$0il..1or). -j.• ·,· . 

• Chcmi"'11 Pninlng; S,P~Yµ~ .illn~•~ loss th.ln 3 ft ~I to bvm bU1: oxlS1Jng vinos ond 0b1'1l osen <lt1'01'S"'1CO 
ol subsequeni Yln!!!s:·, '<.· .; , .~. 

Pn,c,iirtl&s';;• 'i _ - .. 
•:-fle"iioai~1 o( ,iplfnroalr(iont moy bo necossa,y. 
• »,,PCJCATION TO HO!'VINES LESS THAN 6 FT. TALL MAY CAUSE UNACCEl'TABLE INJURY. 
•·'E',qieooneowfth varle!i111; olhOt l.h4r> Crulcilde, Yakima Closw. :ind 8u1Uo,, ls Jimiled. If u.slng Willowood Paroqulll 

351. on,o lhO< ,<roriotlo!'tlinn lhese. tost lho uso P3ttotn on o small numbar o! vine,; or oath v:,rioly to do em,ino 
son$1Mly to Injury. Oo net = on unlis!Cd vnrietles if UJ1a,;:cep1llt:lo c rop inju:y cccurs. 

RcmrietJOl\5_.,_-
• Do not make more than 3 applcations per yo::v. 
• Oo not allow spray to contact green stems, follage, flowers, or cones as injury may result. 
• Do not allow onim3ls to Qraze in treated hnnvards. 
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Crop Use Pattern Willowood Minimum Total Spray Grazing or 
Paraquat 3SL llate Per Acre Preharvcst lotcrval 

Pet Aero (Day,,) 

LENTILS Har.1est Aid 0.8·1.3 pts. Ground: 20 gals. 7 
NOT REGISTERED FOR USE Air: 7 gals. 
ON LENTILS IN CALIFORNIA. 
Dir<>ctions 

• Add nonionic surfactant at 0.25% v/v (2 pts1100 gals.) cf the finished spray volume. 
• Mtsy also be applied ns a spHt application. 
• Apply when ctop is mature and al loast 60% of Iha pods are yenowing and mostly ripe with no more than 30% of 

the leaves still green in cotor. 
RmtrictiOflS 

• Do not make more than 2 applications pet year. 
• DD NOT make more lhan 2 applications or o~ceod a total of 1.3 ptsJA. "Tllo split applic,ition rn3y improve 

cove!'aga. 
• DO NOT op ply whoo weather condlllons favor spray drift To reduce spray drift a drift control ogont may be 

included. 
MINT Dormant Se:ison 1.3-2.0 pts. Ground: 10 gals. 
{P!ll>oermint. Scear_minil .Alr: 5 Qals. 
Diroc;t;orr., ..• , . 

• Nip!-( when ctop Is c!o,m:un boforo spritlg J'lfOwth begins ond whon wOOds are los,; :hw, 8~ toll. .: 
• May Do !Mk mixed wilh Sinbi:ue Hc,1:>icide(torbaclO WO<ld kltler for lmprc""d conwcto.c1ivity;on'd rcsk!IIOI convol 

cf ll~liM ryog,oss, prlcl<ly lot,,uco. and 9rciundsol. Appl), 01Is tonk mi,rum, no more 1hnn o r><:o·pe, uason. A/w,iys ;~t.,;.:.,.:;~ (!Ot'bnc:iQ'label Jo, woeds ccntr0Jlod, r.nos of op~ti"'.';:,direcllons for":."' li(nllllU0<1s, ,nd 

PrecautlCI\S .. - -·: . 
• For suppros~cn o(wee,js su:h as grt)<ll\dsel. chickweed. downy bT01T1e,' blL191lr.iss, halian ryagniss, 1111d pric;<ly 

lottuco. 

Restriction,: : ... :· . 

: ~ :\ :::,"o'\e ~~;: :~ ~_gi'J;~i:~ :o':J"~· s~: •· • ... 
ONIONS (soedod) AND PreplanV •' · · •1,7-2.-7 pt:,. 
GAIIUC Preemergenco 

I Ground: 10 gals. 60 

200 (CA onlvl 

Diro<:tlons . ,, . . 
• For hnvy weoo infestation•"orv,llcl'.oat conlri>I USS the higher speclf!ed rate. 
• 'Allow mn>cimum wood and gins.ft. -omergence ·prior to treatmonl but npply prior to crop omergeric:e. 

Rc:strlcdor,s . •· .,,.., , ; 
• 00 r,o: mnl<o more·\iioii'.1 "P?llciitk/li' por yoar. 
• Apply only 0<JO nppllcm(ofrpor season ot Iha 2.7 plsJA dosage, 
• "'""'"'~'mrudmum Ol 2..7 ots./A cor S<lll!lon. 

PASSION FRUIT IO~ected Scray 12..5 ots. !Ground: 10 aals. I 
Diroctton,:· >· ::·-·.. . ... 

• lfbcJ1c .is stlil groon at application timo, use a shield or wrap vine. 
• Pick all fruit off tile grOund prior to application If application Is to be made during harvest season. 

PrccauttOnS · 
., It may be nocessary to retreat or spot treat. 

llostrictions 
• Do not make more than 5 applications por yoar. 
• Oo not allow animals to orcuo on treated areas. 
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Crop us,.Pattom Willowood Minimum Total Spray Grozin9 or 
Paraqu..t 3SL Rato Per Acn> Preharvest Interval 
Per- Acre (Days) 

PEANUTS 

Oiroction3 

Broadcast 
Al ground crack 
Post-emt>rnence 

5.4-10.8 ft. oz. Ground: 10 gals. 

• To control or supp.-ess small (1-6") amergecl annual grass and broadlaal weeds in peanuls at ground CtaCI<. A second 
application may be made up to 28 days aftor ground crack. 

• For at ground crack use, Wlllowood Paraquat 3SL can be tank mixod with Pursuit® Herbicide or Dual MAGNUM 
for rasidual weed control. 

• Always refer to the Pu,suit or Dual Magnum label for a llst or weeds contrclled, appllcatton rates. necessary 
precauti0t1s, and use !Imitations. 

Precautions 
• Crop, foliage sprayed wm be injured in tho form of bronzing and crinkling, but the crop will recover arid develop 

normally. 
Rastrietio..s 

• Do not make more than 2 appJications por year. . .. .-.-... · .. -.. 
• Mako no more thil!1 2 applications per season and do not apply total ol more than 10.8 fl. oz. iifprdifoct per acre 

per season. · · ·· -:..· ·· 
• Do not aoolv bv air. _ . -' 

PEANUTS Broadcast 5.4-10.8 ft . oz. G.,o.unde 10 gols. . 
Basagran® Herbicide Tank Mix At ground crack • ,. 

Post-emeroence .. 
D&tK:tions ..... ,.:·.:·· ,·.:. ,,.. ... . ·.-:.-

• Tank mix Willowood Paraquat 3SL with Basagran at 1 ptJA for lmpi'oveifci:introf"o!\ileoos such 1LS cockl<lbur, 
brisllystarbur, smartweedand prickly sida. . .. ..... ·.·., . :. ,._ .. , · 

• Thistllnk mix ca11 be applied at tt,o ground crackslogo or peonu1s:·Asecond ni:,piiCD.tion may bo made up \O 28 
days alter ground crack. , · ·•· , · · -

• Always refer 1o the Basagran lebal for weeds con~. ·mtei~O(.oppticatiol'S-t dlroct!ons for use, lim[tations, Mid 
restrictions. ~fi,:• :v -~ ·· · · 

Ptocautions : · · •, 
• Crop fol/age sprayad will be injured in :hoiormol ~lOn.:ingund crlnlding, D<Jt lho crop wUI recover and develop 

normally. .. l"./i' ... ·_;;_. . lr · 
• If peanuts ohow injury (Jeni phytotolcic:lty MCVorJ)lnm stunting) produced by any other t>erbicide troatmont, do not 

apply this tank mix as lriiY'Y lnQ)' be'enhancod and/or prolonged. 
• During prolonged~ c;(diough\ or.u=OSOllllbly<:old wonlher do not apply this tank mix as unsatisfactory 

woo~t e:ontrol ~~:'~tt: · "--; ·· _ .. · :;,·-
R~ils. ., . ·, . 

• Oo'riot'mi,ko ,,;,.;;;'tll.lrl 2:o·pp1ii;ali0<1S per yoar. 
• .".')lsk9,,Mji_'/%~man'2:~l>pi°ICllt:ons per season and do not apply a total al more than 1 0.8 fl. oz. of product per acre 

• ~ ~;:;·bvair. \ 
-
:-· 
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Crop UsoPattern wmowood 
Paraquat 3SL Rate 
Per Aero 

Minimum Total Spray Gr:nlng or 
Per Acre Pn,h.!Nest Interval 

(Dey&) 

PEANUTS 
Butyrac® Herbicide or 
Butoxone® 200 Herbicide 
Tank_Mix 
D\roctions 

Broadcast 
Post-emergenco 

5.4-10.8 fl. oz. Ground: ,o gals. 

• For improved control or weeds such as cock1abur, sicklepod, and momingglory, tank mix Willowood P:araquat 
3SL with 8-16 oz. (0.125-0.25 lb.) par aero of Butyrac or Butoxone 200. 

• Always refer to thG Butyrac or Butoxone 200 labels for weeds controlled, rates of applications, directions for uso, 
limltationsT and restrictions. 

Precautions 
• Crop foliage sprayed wiU be injured in the form of bronzing and crinkling but the crop will recover and develop 

normally. 
R8'ltl'lctloos 

• Do not mako more than 2 applications per year. 
• Do not apply a tot,/ of mom than 1 o.e fl. oz. cf product per season and make no more lhan 2 applications per 

season. ~·.: · · · 
• Do not anni.... bv air. . .. , 

PIGEON PEAS Diractod Sprny 1.3 pts. Ground: 10 gals. ·: :. 60 
I (Puerto Rico onlvl •.. 
Diro<;:tions 

• ~ w;,sio e<>n oo led 10 livOSlOCI<. ··: 
P~ution:s 

• Avoid contl>CI with Pi9""" poa fc,llnge, , ': ;• ••· 
R<lStrictlm,s • ,:.<, 

• Do no~ m.iko J'flOl"C-fnM, .o.ppllc.aUOn por yo:n.r. ,/· 1 
··.:; • .. ,::~~; 

• Do not rmi!<e more 111an 1 '11)plica1ion Pl" s,,.,son. · • , 
• Do not QrDZO trco\C!d Olllas or food treated 10'1lQO to trutoci< 

PINEAPPLE I Dltecled So,,w. · .,11,:!-2:7,Dts.. 
PrecautJons ·· · 

• More m~turn weeds may requiro retremm8nl 

R~:::texceed 3 aoolicaliom{~'e'/~~:£l.$0n:: :./: ·._\=\:·: -
0.7-t.J pts. 

Directions: -·· ··. 
• •,fi#>lf,Jp to grotm t:rocidijg olligo, belore pouuoes hQIIO omorgad. 

Rosb'icdon$ " • • •· · 
• Cio not mok'{mo,ci'tti.,, 3 noclicodons oer vcnr, 

POTATO , . Preplan\ 0.4--0. 7 pt 
(Cnfrfc,mla;Wa:st-Jngton, Oregon. Broad=rt 
ldll~ on~·llsed alone\ 
Ditec:tian:. 

• For control of voluntoor barley in preformed seedbeds. 
Rcstriettons 

• Do not make more than 3 acolications cor vear. 
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Ground: 10 gals. 
Air. 5 gals. 

Ground: 10 gals. 
Air. 5gals. 
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POTATO 
Fresh Market Only 

Preharvest vine killing and weed 
desiccation. 

For Use Only in the states of: 
Colorado, Delaware, Idaho, 
Illinois. Indiana, Kansas, Maine, 
Maryland. M:,ssact,usetts, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska. 
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, 
North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, 
Utah. Washington, Wisconsin, and 

Usa P<i!ittQm 

Brcaocnsr 

Willowood Paraquat M {nhn11m Total 
3SL Rato Por Acre Spray Per Acre 

0.7-1.3 pts. Ground: 20 grus. 

Gr:,:tlngor 
Pn,h~M>SI 
lntol'val ID3vsl 
3 

Wvornjn_a -~. 
Diroctlon,- ...... · . .-·. 

• Potatoes must be harvested promptly after dasicca\ion and processed or consumed immefll~teiy::/> 
• Begin applica"tion when leaves begin tc turn yellcw. ; . . : ' 
• Use i.3 pts/A rato where quick vine kill is desil'ed. •;: ·· :·•:i•., . ., .,, :· · 
• For dense vine growth. use 2 applications of 0.6 pl/A. Split applications must'Eie apprlei; a rnl~]m·um or f,vo days 
~~ - ... 

Pteellut:loris ..... ·.·.-·, . :;,• ••: .-: 
• Immature potato iolillge is tolerant to Willowood Paraquat 3SL/Howover, ifosiccation wU\ not be complete under 

this condition. .. .. .. • · .. · ·:: .. ·.:.: 
Ro:d:rictions . .. · .. / ···.· ., .. ::. 
For Fresh Market Potatoes Only. (Fresh Market Potatoes hiclude:potatoes lhnl are sent directly from tho field to a 
consUJT1Gr. g!oce,y store. 0< proces>or 101 ~so~ · · 

• DO NOT moko rnorc thcµl .2 opplk:at,ions por~Onr. :_"'·. . 
• DO NOT use on potatoes that will bo stolod as tuber decomposition may result. 
• DO NOT apply to drought stressed p<>lftlo,rl!IG'J. t·. 
• CO NOT use to desiccate !ho vlOes'Cf·sfiooepolatoe:,. as seed pieces may fa" to germinate and grow normany. 
• DO NOT pasture livestoc~ 1n'·i,o;,t&d pota o:flo1d5: 
• CO NOT oxcood 2.6 O'!S/A '08t saDSOll-
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Crop Use P.attorn WiDowood Par.;1:quat 3SL Minimum Toi.II Graziog or Proharwst 
Rate Por Aere Sor:ivPcrACl't' lrrtorval ID=' 

RICE Preplantor Weeds 1-3": 1.3-1.7 pts. Ground: 1 O gals. 
Preemergence Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2.0 pts. Air:5gals. 
6'oadcast Woccb &•: 2-2.7 DIS. 

Directions 
• Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or after planting. but before crop emergence. When vegetation is dense, 

use higher spoclfiOd rates and spray volumes. 
• Seeding should bo dor,e with a mlnimum amourit of soil disturbance. 
• Wlllowood Paraquat 3Sl. may be tank mixed with other herbicides registered for this use for Improved or extended 

weed control. Always refer to the tank miJ< product label(s) for weeds controlled, rates of npplications, directions for 
use, limitations, and restrictions. 

Precautions 
• This product will not control weeds and grasses emerging after applic:ation. Crop plants tJrnerged at time of 

applicatiori will be killed. 
Restriction$ 

• Do not mnke moro than 3 applications por year'. 
• Do not Hoodlflosh within 48 hours ol ~ppllc:atian in a<tlnrto ensure comple!Q klll ol vegetation. If cool, cloudy and/or 

wot weathordal""" sn""d of l<lll_ do'''" floocsl!lu,;h un1n comotete kill is evlddnt _:: ;:. :.·.; .. 
SAFFLOWER Praplantor 1.7-2.7 pts. Ground: 10 g:ih. -

Pm-emergence Air: 5 gals . . .,,. :'.. :!i';:; 
Broadcast or .. ~ .. :--.. .. 

Banded Over 
• ', · . .-;·; 

Oiroctions ::-~: 
• Aj::ply bororo, during and ntto< prondng but before crop amergena,. .• 

f{astrh:rtloM 
• Do nol mnko more lhc.n 3 t1nnDcaUOris 081' voal'. . .. . ~· i: . 

SAFFLOWER Proplant 0.7 pt. ti .. 
., 

. .-:: ,Grculid: 10 gals. 
ICaJifomie onlvl Broodcast . .. :·. _. : •Air; Soars. 
OftoetJon~ .Y,- ·. i . .-_. .::!; 

,., 
• For ~I of vcl~ntoo, ~"Y tn prc!omted se~dbcc's; · ' 

.:J::· 
Rostr!C\lon• ,• 

• Do n1>1 make more lllan 3 onnITcotlcns oei\lc,ir. 
SMALL GRAINS Prapl:unor,... ..,IWeeds•l-3"; 1.3-1.7pts. Grourid: 5 gals_ 
(Barley, wheat) Preemorgcnco '· ' Wl)eds3-6": t.7-2 pis. Air. 5 gals. 

•·· ... ~ , , Weeds 6": 2-2 .7 ots. 

R~D-;~;smake moiiltl11lit3'aociJic;jtiorisoer vear. 
SMAU,GRA!t-1S \Wl)Cllt preplant or Weeds 1"3": t,3-1.7 pts. l Ground: 10 gals. 
0n1i1 !:(oel~~ 3_~cton1c ?reemergence Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pis. Air.5 gels. 
Ml• -•~---····. ,. Weeds 6": 2-2.7 cts. 

OiroctiOtl$ •~•· \._. 
• A tnn~ mix wllti Hookln'3'EC wlA improvogmss control . 
• Appty1'ilien Wll<IOS aro actively growfng aoc 1-6" !n l!o'9nl , Weeds 6 l/lchos or tano, m:,y no! be contr0qe<1, 
• Alwa'jf; rofo 10,he Hoolotl 3EC label fo, weedsccnlrclled, roll!S o! app! Q llcns, dlmc:liono for"""· Um~ol l0i'I$. and 

=tri<;ti,;;ns, 
Rc-!rtrlet.ions. 

• Do not make moa, 1Mn 3 applications per year. 
• Do not~~~,. !his tan!< mix to ~ev :3S C!OP ,niu,v mov resull. 

SORGHUM ProplanV I Weeds 1-3'"; 1 .3• 1. 7 pts. ]Ground: 10 gals. \48 (grain) 
(Grain) Preemo:gonoe Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pts. Air. 5 gals. i20 (fo rogcJ 

Broo.dc"'1 or Band Weeds 6": 2-2.7 ots. 
Di.roctions 

• To allow maximum weed and grass emergence, seedbeds should be 1ormed as far' ahead of planting as possible. 
• Seeding should be done with a minimum amount of soil disturbance. 

Restrletlons 
• Do not make more than 3 ao:olications oe-r vciar. 
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Cn:,p use Pattorn Wlllowood P;,r:,quat 3SL Minimum Total Grating orPrchnrvost 
Rate Per Aero Snrav Per Aero ln!ONill ,.,_,., 

SORGHUM Preplanto, Woods1-3": 1.3-1.7pts, 48 (grain) 
(Grain) Alrazine Preemergence Weeds 3-6": 1 .7-2 pls. 20 (forage) 
& 2,4-0 ester [Low Volatile] Weeds 6": 2-2.7 pts. 
Tank Mix 
Diroc;tioo$ 

• Willowood Paroquat 3SL may be tank mixed with Atrazlri<J for Improved p,eemergonco o, rosidual weed control. 
Tho addition or 2.4-0 ester (Low Volatile) may assist in the supp(ession of peronnial nnd annun.t broadleaf woods 
emerged at the time of npplicotion. 

• Always refer to the specif le product label(s) for weeds controlled. rotes of applications, directions for use. 
limitations, and r"0strictJons. 

Restrictions 
• Do not ma.ke more than 3 annlicatlor,s oar vear. 

Cn:,p 

SORGHUM 
(Gr111n) Harmony® Extro 
Horlllcido Tank Mix 

u,o Pattern 

Preplant 

W U\owood Par.tQ\1:11 Minimum Tot'11 
3SL Rate Per Aero Spray Por Acn:, 

.,. 

Grttzlng or Pro 
hanrost 
lntorv:il ID;iv:ll 
4a (grnlnJ 
20 (lorago) 

Djrcctions ....,. 
• For Improved weed control, Willowood ParaQuat 3SL may bo tank mlxnd wfth HDrmony 'Extra. ;.-
• Always refer to the Harmony Extra label for weeds controllOc'., rates or oppSCllllons. dlroclions for use, limitatioas, 

and restrictions. ·. 
Rostric!ions 

• Do oot 11\llke moro than 3 aM11-1lo1JS oor vn:11. ._. ·~ 

SORGHUM Post-emergence :, 0.7-1.3pts. .. 
(Grain) Oirected (Including · .,-,.:-.·. '• • ' 

Hoodod or Shielded) 
D1tvQioii: -· "" ,. " 

Ground: 1 a gals. 48 (grain) 
20 (forage) 

• ,Apply·whon woods ore a.c.tivoly grovting. 1-,•
1• ··' ··, • 

• Use hlgherspocitied mta on larger o halclio ocntrOI we<icis. Weeds 6" or tall or m;,y not be controlled, 
Procautlons ... • . •. •;:: 

• Seven> dnmogo and/orcomplG!O' :ll\ c/in ci&:ur if sprny Con= SOl'g!!Um plllnts. 
Ro,mctlons ,·;,, .•. ,I" .. 

• Do not mako mo,o lhan 2 oj)pllciitio.'lt~ year. 
• Do nou,xc~ 2

1 
post~n\e!)'l°'!??."~et<><I opptications or oxceed a lotal of 5.3 pts. Wil\owood Paraquat 3SL por 

SonsoA., • '. 1(_ . •. • 
DIRECTIONS FOR'USE,HODl:lED OR SHIELDEO SPRAYERS 

• ,,:o ll"."1d excosslillfi:iop:phylo!o•lclty. u:se a hooded or shielded sprayer with skids or wheols on the spray boom to 
t.maJiii.itfri'iipmy ho-igl';t): -, 

• Apply by din!C'tlng sp17!9'bo1woM the rows and by using hooded or shielded Sprayers to prevent Spray contact with 
c,opl)IM~ • "· 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE DIRECTEO SPRAY WITHOVT HOODEO OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS 
• Apply when sorghum is at least 12• tall when naturally standing. 
• Use precision directod-spray application equipment adjusted so that no moro than !ho lower 3" of the sorghum 

stalk Is contacted by the applicalion spray. 
P~cauUoC\'S 

., Some crop injury wm occur. The degree or Injury is reluted lo the prccJslon of application and spraying conditions. 
Rostrictions 

• De not oxcood 30 ~1 nomo --ssvro or sr-JftV under coooitioos wh5en mnv causo e-xce-s.sivo drift. 
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Crop Uso Pattern WIJlowood Paraquat 3SL Mir,imum Total Gr3zlngor 
Rato Por Acre Spray Per Aero Proharvost 

Interval a~ 
SOYBEANS Prop1ant or Weed51-3": 1.3-1.7pts. Ground: 10 gals. 

Preemergenco Weeds 3-6": 1.7-2 pts_ Air: 5 gals. 
Woods6": 2-2.7 oi,;, 

Directions 
• Apply os o ~cost spray befote, d'utl"!l or olw plan Ung, but bcf0/1!1 <:tOp emorgcncct. 
• wmowood Pl>r.,quat 3SL can bo1llllk rnou,d wi'J, I/,o lollcwing hctbleidoil for i~vcd burndown or residual 

CO lrol: 
2,a-OB Lorox PILlS Prowl 
Canopy Dual MAGNUM Pursuit Herbicide 
Goal Scepter Herbicide 
Harmony Extra {Preplant only) Soncor Herbicide 
Lasso Surflan0 ,<e>rblc,t,fo 
lexone Turbo Herbicide Linox 

• The rate of !his product to bo used in theso tank mixtures is dependont on weed height and g,owtng conditions. 
When wood canopy i.s denso or ur.der dry conditions, use tha high~st specified rate of Willowood Pa.-aqua1 3SL. 
Always refer to the product label(s) for a list of weeds controlled, rates of applications. ditections·for:usa, limitations, 
and restMctlons. · ··· .· .. :-· 

• The lower applicatfon rate may be .used when woods am loss than 4" taH and a SBli!M:tlyo p0s't-8mer9ah'ce spray or 
cultivat:lon will be made within 3 weeks after planting_ ,•:..' :::,:"' .. ••.• 

• Saading should be done with a minimum amount of soil disturbance. : • • 
Restrictions · ·•:••:• · 

• Oo not make more than 3 appHeations per year. . --~~}-: 
• Do not exceed a total of 4.0 pis. ol Willowood Paraquat 3SL pet~ii. , · • .; .. 
• Do not raze or harvest for fo e or ha befora 1he R3 of • " c:li,,.ie1 nt el>T ood . 

SOYBEANS Preplantor Woods1-3':1.3-l ;7pts. ·-. G,ooM:10gals. 
2,4-0 ester (LowVolauteJ Preomergenee Weeds3-6''.: 1.7°2 pts. · Air. 5 gals. 
Tank Mix Weeds 6": 2-2.7 !:L'' 
OfrectSon,; .;:, : •,. ··· 

• Ap_ply 2,4-0 ostor(LO'i'i Vo!:Jti!<>) at 0.35-0.ll75 lb. a,1/A llt least 7 days prior to planting. 
• Apply 2,t•O o::tol (Low VotatiJo) at o.~7S:0.95 lo. 11.1/A ~, fa:,::t 30 days prior to planting. 
• M3)I be tank mbiod with ,osfelu<>I h~~llslod-abovo. 
• Af,,:,.ys rarer to tho 2,4-0 o:nor (Low Volntlle) kibet

0

for weeds controUed, rates of application, directions for use. 
\1ml:nUal1$, and restrictions.: / ·-. _., .. ;-

Restriction$ . • ,-: , ' . . 
• Oo llOI make rno<O'thall 3'0/iplk:a\lonfoer yoa.r. 
• Oo no! IJ?ply 2.4-0 c:rtot.(Lcw V:oloUlo) pri()( :a planling soybeans if you arc not able to accept the results o! 

soybaltn Injury lncludlng'poS$lblo los~ of stand orn1 yiold. 
• :·Do not use amln8 fom,(./•ation. 

SOYBEANS"· '.'a','. Post-emergence 3.0-S.3 fl. oz. Ground: 10 gals. 
- .:,: Directed SpriJY 

/: :· " (lr><:ludes Hooded 
or Shio1ded 
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Crt:1p Use Pattern 

Dlroctions 
• J'.\pply when weeds are actively growing. 

IWUlowood Pi,.,,quat3SL Minimum Total 
Rsto Por Aero S1>'-'Y Por A.c:ro 

Grazing or 
Proharvost 
Interval Da 

• Uso the lower rate of Willowood Parnquat 3SL for contrcJ or seedling johnsongrass. -crobgmss, goosegrass. 
Brachiaria, Texas miUet, and pigweed less thnn .2" tall. 

• For control of 2-4" red rice, Brachiaria, barnyard grass, crabgrass, goOSGgrass, seedling johnsongmss, giant !oxtail, 
and lall panicum, use 5.3 fl. oz. or Willowood Paraquat:3SL. 

• Use 5.3 fl. oz. of Willowood Paraquat3SL for control of 2-;J" slcklepod, purslane, plgwood, cutleaf ground cherry, 
and common ragweed. 

• Apply Willowood Paraquat 3SL at 5.3 fl. ozJA plus 0.2 lb. active ingredient par acre of a 2,4-0 formulation for 
control of 2-4" grassos in mixture with common cocklebur:, morningglory, and rod rice. Always rafor to the 2,4-0 
label for weeds controlled, rates of applications, directions for use, limitations, and restriations. 

• If necessary, make: a second and fir,al application 7-14 days later. 
Restrictions 

• Do not make mare than 3 applications per yeo.r. 
• Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay. 

DIRECTIONS FOR HOOOED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS , ... , .. 
• Apply by directing spray between the rows and using hooded or shielded sprayers to pravent'spray contact with 

crop plants. . . . :.- •· . :. · ... _._·. • .. 
• Use higher specified rate on larger (less than 6'1 or hard to control weeds. Wcods 6" ortallci mi,y not be controlled. 

Precautions . 
• Severe damage and/or complete kill can occur if spray intentionally or accidontalfy Qn'cluding driit of fine droplets) 

CO<ltQCtStheplanlS. .-:·: ... a •c• ' ·- C 

DIRECTIONS FOR use DIRECTED SPRAY WITHOUT HOODED OR SHIELDEO SPAAYERS Direction• 
• Use precision directed spray application equipmontadjusted so th·at no mort{than the lowor 3" of the soybean 

p!!int is contacted by the application spray. · ·,. ·.,_.... 

Proe:wtions ,. ,. . .· . . .. . 
• Some crop injury wm occur. The degree ol injury iS dependent i.ipon the precision cl application ono spraying 

conditions. · · •• 
ROSVl<:tions . . . . .. . 

• Do not treat on soybeans that "'" less thnn a· lnlL.i: ·' · 
• Do not ox.ccod 30 sJ nozzle ressure or.-_:: 

1
• undet'·condTlions which ma cause excessive drift. 

SOYBEANS Harvest Aid::,· · 5.4-10:7 fl. o, a ,ound: 20 gals. 
: ,1 Ak: 5 a.ls. 

OitoctiQrtS _.~-6 - -: ,.i,, ••• ~ 
• l'Jwoys use the h!ghe<'st,e<:lfl!KI toio·vihon treating cocKlebur. 
• lnd<!lonninatoviine~es:)•ippllc:al!OM should be made when at least 65% of the seed pods have reached a mature 
~'c:clor or'i~cn scOCfmctsttH1? is 30% or less. Dcterrnitlatava.rietlos.: Apply when plants are mature, i.e., beans 

':jif.~,l~ ~'.eiop'ecl.".1.>:f•of loavos have dropped, and temalning leaves are yellowing. 
Pmcn.,.uons . 

• Malu re c,,cl<let,,.r, os'ooclalty dra..ght-stro:.sod plants are tolerant to Wllliowood Paraqost 3SL and desiccation will 
1'101 be"com'p'foto. ' 

• lojui';,:w i!foccur on immature soybeans. 
Restrictions 

• Do not make more than 3 applica1lons per year. 
• Do not apply w~hin 15 days of harvest. 
• Do not raze or harvest for fora e or ha . 

STRAWBERRIES ]Post-emergence 1.3 plS. 
Directed ra 

Ground: 20 gals. 21 

Directions 
• Direct spray botwoen the rows, using shields to pravont spray contact with crop plants, 

Restrictions 
• Do net make more ttum 3 npplications per year. 
• Do not allow spray to contact strawberry plants as ~njury or excessive residues may resu!L 
• Do not apply more than 3 times per season. 
• Do not -a livestock In treated areas. 

AevJsod 11-16-16 

Cn;,p Use Pattorn Willowood Paraquat 3SL Minimum Total Grazing or 
Rate Per Acre Spray Per Aero Proharvosl 

Interval CDavsl 
SUGAR8EETS Praplantor 1.3-2.7 pts. Ground: 1 O gals. 

F1raemercence Air: 5 □o.ls. 

Directions 
• For heavier weed infestations, use the higher specified label rate, 
• Seedlng or transplanting should be done with a minimum amount or soil oisturt>ance. 
• Cari be used ir'l filllow bed/stale seedbed for waed control. 
• Seodbeds or plantbeds should bo formed as far ahead of treatment as possible to permit maximum weed 

emergence. 
Precautions 

• Crop plants emerged at time of application will be killed, 
Rostrictions 

• Do not maka more than 3 acolica.tions ner ear. 
SUGAR-CANE Post-emergence 

Oirected Spray 
(includes Hooded 
crShield9"' 

: -.· 
•~ ,:• ,•1 I 

Oirectiorn; •." . , ... 
• Ar;pty as a hooded. shielded or directed spr:ly to avoid contact wlth cane foliage to prevenfJ;,0.f burn'rind yield 

redu.ctton. : ::•:.,' :~:.·'.: •.. < .. • 
• tf neces~ary, a second and finar application can bo made when new weed growth is 2.:.su hlgh; ·:: • 

Restrdions . . ·: · ... 
• Oo not make more than 2 applications per year. except applications mad"e by cl.ii" in Florido and Texas in which the 

rrti'lXlmum numtn1rorappUcnliansaTO'Wod is 1 per year. :-:· ·• .:'.•.. • : 
• Do nol oraze tl'OD!ed aroos-o, (oed troatod foraoa to livestock.::.:. 

SUGAR·CANE 1.3 pt,. Ground: 50 gals. 
Florida ·• -~ 
Directions •. •. ::. •, ,:.~'·." .... 

• Optimum results can be obtained by applying 1n·ear1y·spring (March-April) when weeds are small. 
Restrictions . . .. ~.'. , . 

• Do not make more than 2 applica~ions per:year. ·. ·.::..:· 
• Do not acoly after June 1~ as cane orcwth:m.av bill ·stunted Dnd vields reduced. 

SUGAR-CANE ;· •· 1.3 p\s. Ground: 20 gals. 
Hawllii 
Rostriction,= .·: ·o1 -::.--:- .....• .:--: 

• Do not make mor<itfm:ii'.2 ·appllca\ioris per year. 
• Do riot:ilnr-,Jv'aftetcanO"rOviis have closed it\.. 

Ground: 20 gals. 30 

Directions·· •···· . .-
• For tmer control. apply\vhen tillers are less th~n 18" high. 
• for heavle(Weed infestations or tiller growth use the higher specified rate. 

Rostl'ictiOrts · 
• De not make more than 2 aooHcatlons oer vear. 

SUGAR-CANE Harvest Aid 0.4-0.7 pt. Air: 5 gals. 
Florida & Texas 
Diroctions 

• Under cool, cloudy weather condlllons use higher specified rate. 
• Apply 3-14 days bo1ore burning and harvest. 

Roslrir::tions 
• Do not make more than 1 apolication cer >vear. 
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Cr<>p UsoPattom Willowood Paraquat 3SL Minimum Total Grt1,2;ing or 
Rate Per Acre Spray Per Aero Proharvo:.t 

lntorwl [Oovsl 
SUNFLOWER Proplant 1.7-2.7 pts. Ground: 10 gals. 

?reemergence A~:5 gal,. 
Broadcast 
Banded Ovor-~w 

Directions 
• App",t berora, during. ot aftOI" ptanting but before crop emergence. 

Restrictions 
• Do not moke more than 3 acolicatlons oer vear. 

SUNFLOWER Pre harvest 0.B-1 .3 pts. Ground: 10 gals, 7 
Desiccation Air. S gals. 
Broadcast 

Ciructions 
• Apply wnen sunflower seeds roach physiological malurity (when seed moisture is 35% or lower). For many 

vnrioOes, this is equlvnlont to tho til)'K) wllon tho l:latk of lhe heads ru'8 yo~ow and the bracts a,e _turning b/Own. 
• Whon crop stands orweoo k>[estntior.s a:o !;eavy, usn 1ho higher lo.l>OI ratn, , ... : : -· 

llostrlc:tlcms .. ·. 
• Do not make mo,o than 2 oppllentions per yoat. : : .. ~>-
• Do not gr:u,, 11110,od areas or food troal.od forage to livestock. .. -:-.:,·:•.::--:: .. ·- -·· 

TARO, CRYlANO Post-em~rgal'\Ce 1.3-2.1 pis. Ground: 10 gals. 180 
[Hawaii Only} Directed Spray ,._ _, 
OirocUons ···-" ' • MDke tho nr,:t ;,ppl cntioo when w""d growth fs 1 ~ " gh. " .. 

• Wecdsorno,ging nl'.,,rtt:o appllcatlon wUI "°t Do c;ol'llr<>5od. , '··_-:, _ ,':. 
• As&-.gle ro-1,:eatmontmay bo mado: howov..-. dono: tulNestd,yland tam wHhin 6months of tho last application. 

Rostrictlons .. .. 
• Do not mak& more than 2 applications per year. · :::::.\. -:·:;; :. 
• Do not alk>w spray to contact the taro plants·as injury"·n'1oy' rosi,h:' 

Crop 

TREE Pl.ANT/ffiON 
ESTABUSHl\1ENT 
Deciduous and 
Ccni(er!l : i• ·!~i• 

Pre plant E!rOadcest 1.3-2. 7 pts, Ground: 20 go.13. 

' ,,.-; ·,, ., 

Diroetf0tt'S ,,. •:.. ·J----:= 
• 1:i-o ·aJl6w maxim oino,iJ·,j;,i::o of weods proparo gmund ear1y. 
•·•Apj:,1y"pnoi,(o:'~Mtln_g{ P;an1 with mlnimili soil dlslurDanco. 

Gr.izlngor 
Proharvost 
lntorval ,..,,,-, 

• For henvierweod infestation,, = tno '1ignof applicntK>!I nno. 
• For lmprovcid l>umdowo c, res dunl COnU'Ol, !link mlx Willowood Paraquat 3SL with other 1><3rbicioos loboled for 

this\J$". 
• Always refer lo the specific tank mix hert>ic;de label(s) for weeds controlled, rates of applications, directions for 

use, limilations, and restrictions. 
Restlictlons 

• Do not mnke more than 3 applie<ltions per ye.at. 
• Do not apply In less than 20 gals.IA ns wood control will be reduced. 
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Cr<>p 

TREES ANO VINES 
Otch4n:ts, VITTeyords, Windbreak 
Sh.!ao a.. Drnamen1aI Trees; Acerola, 
App;cs. Apricots, Avocados, Bananas, 
Boocllnui Brazil nu\, Butternut, 
calama<ldln, Ca,how. Chorrios. 
Che,,tnlJI, Chin<iuapin, Citrus, 
Citron, Collee, Fogs, Filberts, 
G111pofr,.it, Grapes, Hickory nut, 
Kiwi fruit, l<Limquut, Lamon. Limo 
Mncad:.ml:a ntrtn, Mandatin, 
Noctari,,'IOS, Olivos. Orange (sour & 
sweet), Papayas, Poaches. Pears, 
Pist:ichios, Plums Prunes, Pummelo, 
Satsuma mandarin. Walnuts, c1nd Othor 
shade and ornamental trees inetuding 
3l'boMtn.a .. osh. clm fer. ook. afoc.. etc. 

Ditoctod 
Sp,ay 

Wlllowood 
Paraquat 3SL 
Rato Pct Aero 
1.7-2.7 pts. 

Mffl lmumTot;,I 
Sprny Per Acra 

G<0und: 10 gals, 

Gr.lzlng or 
Proharvest 
ln1erva1,...,,..,., 
Apricots: 28 
Cherries: 28 
Figs: 13 
Kiwi Fruit 14 
NCC13M0s: 28 
Olives: 13 
P~d'W"...: 14 
Pistachios: 7 
Plums; 28 

. ... . 
Dltoctions .• _ •.: ~ .. :- ·· 

• Use lhe shlold or wr.,p p!MI w~on s-p1ayingarot1nd young voes or vim,-.. •• : · .,.. ·, .. ,, 
• Fo, m:ilure wood'/ woeds. pQtonnlill woo6S, IDU> 90J111il".Dtlng wt>IY.I~ 31'1<1 green cuci«lrli; ra!/eatmtitit or spot 

troalmcm mny bo nc,c=ry, ,, ... 
Ro.strlc:tian:s •· 1 

• Do 001 ~~o moro U1an 5 "l'Pllt'4tiollS per ycru-, oxecpt !or 1110.lollowtr\9, , ,-•~ 
• Oo n<>t moko rr.cro !han 3 apptlcatloos por )lcnr on ,A?nc:ots,.~ •• KJwt Fruit, Ncc!ari!>Cs. Pc~=~ :ind Plums. 
• Oonotm~omcro th;:an~ appi~tionsDCtyanr onorrvo:s: J.r·. • ::~: 
• Do 001 IJIU)<o mo,a than 511pplle.rti0<'\S on Pista.chlos_priorto shall spf~:~to, sholls _split, do l\01 mol<emore ow, 2 

op_plle11lfonsporycar. , ,.-; •;r .. ), · 
• Do no, :,,llow spr,,y to IT\OkO cont3CI with groon ,:toms (0l<eO;)t aucl((ri}, [ruil. or folui~o. 
• Do notg~t,cntod =-rans. . .-.~ 
• Do not reed eovemd crop, grow,, In treatod .,.,._. ;o llvDSlocJt. 
• Oo not 8D_ply wricn figs, nuts, o, .oRvos to' De:N"V~ arc on 1.,a ground. 
• For oprlcol$ - Oo no, Nlrvesfwi!hln'28 do)'$oftor applic:ilion nnd do not oxCC<!d 3 post•cmorge,,cn dirodod 

appliC.:J.tions per season. -=_:-··: . · .... 
• For cherries- Do not tiarve·st within 2s·days after apPlicaticll and do not exceed 3 post--omergence directed 

eppl ca-tjorl:s pet seas.on.• . 1::··Jt:~•·· ·, 

• For figs • Do no: ho.rvost"wllhll'I 13 dllys afior a.pplic:rtlon and do h ot exec11d s po:<t-<imergonce cfircctcd 
_: ei>li~t'4lions pO(soa.sco: :: :· 
• -For gn,pos · Trootwhon'sucl<or growth Is nc moro 11',:in 8" loqg. Lalo S<lllSOO appr,c.,tions to woods should be 

'made 10 ovoid cct!lact with cfesirublo foilago. 
• for kiwi fruit - Do not tie:rt more than 3 Umes per year. 
• For noci.uinos - De not harvest within 28 days alter application and do not excoocl 3 post-emergence directed 

applk;atio!ls por season. 
• For oJlves - Do not harvest within 13 days after appfication and do not exceed 4 post-cmergenca directed 

applications per season 
• For peuches-Do not harvest within 14 dnys after application and do not excee-d 3 post-amargencediroeted 

opplicatlons per season. 
• For pl$taehios - Do nol exceed 2 appl ications niter shens spl~. 
• For plums - Do not harvest 'Within 28 days after appllcation and do not exceed 3 post-emergence directed 

:ro:i)lfcmions ,.._. :;on::;:on. 
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Crop lwmcwood l'a,.,quot 
3SL Rato Par Act1> IMlnlm"m Total 

Scr.,vParAcm IGnnlng er Praharvo:it 
Interval IOavsl 

TREES ANO VINES 
Tank Mixes 
DiroctiOM$ 

I Directed Spray 11 .7-2.7 i,1$, 
1
1\M""/f; rotor to olllot 
TMK Mix lal>e!S 

• This product may be lank mixed with registol'Etd residual herbicides listed below fOI" combined emerged and 
resldual weed control. 

wmawood Paraquat 3SL mil)' be tank mixed with the fallowing herbicides: 
Dcvrinol® Herbicide, Goal®, !<armex®, Krovar® Herbicide, Princcp®, Sinbar®, Solicam® Herbicide, Surtlan® 

• Always rotor to other herbicide labels for we€1ds controlled, rates of applications, dfrections for usG, limitations, and 
restrictions. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more than 5 applications per year, except for 1he follawtng: 
• Do not make more than 3 appllcations per year on Apricots, Cherries, !<iwi Fruit, Nectarines, Peaches, ana Plums. 
• Do not make more than 4 applications per year an Ollves. 
• Do not make more than 5 applications on Pistachios prior to stioll split; after shells spli~ do not make more than 2 

ao:olicatjons oer veer. 
TYRJN I Pre plant 
INDW" H.Imn-r;:hi,ro onM Pl'.'ao.mercicnco 

11.7-2.7pts. !Ground: to gals. I 
Directions 

• Seeding should be done with a minimum of soil disturbance. 
Pmcautions 

.. Weeds and grasses emerging after treatment wm not be controlled. 
• Crop plants emerged at time of application will be injured. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more than 3 aoolicaUon_s oer vent. 

Crop 

VEGETABLES 

Use Pattorn 

' 
Pnlplant ,,_. . 
Pre emergence 

·,.' 

Wnlowood ··::.• 
Paraquat 3SL: . .. 

... ,. Rate':Per Acre 
. , M·2.7pts. 

(Seeded or Transplanted) Beons (Limn. 
Snap), Broccoli, Cabbage, Cantaloupe, 
Carrots. 
Cauliflower, Cllayoro. r,uti. .··.:· : c'. ... ' ~" ........ ·; 

Chinese ·Cllbb,:\ga, Chinese waxgourd, : •' 
Citron melon, CoRards, Cucumber,.: .,,.· 
E99p!Mt. Gfloridn. Gourd; Ealbk>- . .'_: 
Groundeh!Jny, l.llmlCe; Mamorolca .. : . · 
spp .. ,M\Jsl< molllfls:'.Pe'as, Pop,no. 
P,,ppei,:, Pumpltln, Sqllash,$woe1 
CorniTommil!ii;'!Tui,,;pif. Jomi,lC>QS, 
z,;nd Wiitoirri'Oloruf ':" •r: J .... 

. .:.:•: ( 

:·i:·/· ::~-=--
-~ ... -. -~ 

Minimum Total 
Spray Por Aero 

Ground: 1 a gals. 
Air. 5 gals. 

. .. 

Grazlng c-r
Proharvost 
Interval (Oav,,) 

Direc:tlo~s~~\i• .,?.:·:> .· ·· 
• Seod,ceds·or ptantbeds should be formed as far ahead of treatrnorit as possible ta permit maximum weed 

ernerg"ence. 
• Banded or broadcast treatment applications can be made before, during or after planting but prior to Vie crop 

ome,gonce. 
• For heavier weed infestations, use the higtier specified rate. 
• Se-eding or transplanting should be donllwith a minimum amount of soil disturbance. 
• Willowood Paraquat 3SL can be used in fallow bed/stole soedbcd for weed control alone or tank mixed wtth 

Goal®. Always refer to thei Goal. label far weeds controlled, rates or applications, directions for use, limitations. and 
resbictions. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make morn than 3 applications per year. 
• Crop plants emerged at time ol application will be killed. 
• Do not ba<vest tomaloes within 30 "=s after anolica!ion. 
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Crop 

VEGETABLES 
Eggplant, 
Peppers. and Tomatoes 
Diroc:tions 

Directed Spray 

Wil!owood Paraquat JSL Minimum Total 
Rate Por Acre Spra~ Per Aero 

1.3 pts. Grouno: 1 o gals. 

• For control or suppression of emergao weeds between rows alter crop ostabllshment. 

Grazing or 
Proharvost Interval 

ICOaysJ 

• Use precision directed spray application equipment adjusted to prevent spray contact with crop plants. 
• Apply when weeds are succulent and weed growth is less than 6". 

Restrici:tons 
• Do not make more than 3 applications per year. 
• Do not e:itceed 30 psi nozzle prussuro. 
• Do not spray under conditions which may cause excessive drift.. 
• Do not apply more than 3 applications per season. 
• Do not allow animals to graze in treated areas. 
• Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 do.vs otter appUcation. 

VEGETABL.ES After F,nal Harvest 1.6-2.5 pts. Grouno: 40-120 ,: 
Tomatoes a!s. -.--· ':,-
Diroctlon.s. ,:,r ·. ·.: :'. 

• Apply ,n •0-120 gallons of ~ID.tot pnrn::rn [0,62-0.93 lb. a.I.IA). .. , .... 
• Add NIS conuilning 75% •o,- moro surface octlv~ i,gont at 0.125 v/v (1 ptJ100 galsiiSpiey aolLilfon). 
• Tc onsuro rnaxirnurn herbicide burndown, tomato vines should be thoroughly eOVerad. · · • 
• To aid in the removal cf sweet potato whita11y, bum tomato vjnes with propane burners. a~{soon as possible aftar 

tho vlMs t,a,vo dried dowA sufficiently. • .. 
Prceautio.ns ... · ·: · . • · · · · · 

• WUlowood ~r-J:QU~t3SL may be deactiv~te:d an.d less afftcat:10·li£ Wh~n ·c.qrty er l'rnJddy wator is used. 
Restrictions · · • .. \ .. 

• 00 rn:it m;;iko 1TK1ro lhon 2 apPrtco.tkms per yow. ;: . . .. 
• DO NOT apply mcro tNn ~ toi;,I or 3 lbs. ocllve !ngredle,n (piiraqun~ par acre per season . 
• lo mlnlmw, d rl tt clo not use nczztes or nD2Zlll i:onflou'rail'ons which oroduce fine sorav drocle-ls lrnistl.. 

VEGETABLES 6rondcas1 •. G.4'-0.7 pt • _:'r Ground; 10 gnls. 
(Caliiomin, Washington, , Air: 5 gals. 

~~~~• Idaho only) ~'.,. .·::·'.'.: .. • .: • 

Melon , 
Sugar Beets ~: :. ,;/? 
Tom.atoes _ '}. t·: 

Diroctlans· 
• ;For c"ohirol of vo't~rlteer bart"ey in prerormod seedbeds. 

RMtrlctlol\$ ·. · : .. :_. ·· 
• ' Do'not m8.l(t( r'norcithtln 2 applications per year, 
• Do not harvest tom.ID0&S within 30 davs after Annlicalion. 

VEGETASI.ES Dormant 1.7·2,7 pts. Ground: t D gals. 
R.hub;irb ' •· 
Diroctions 

• Apply during dormant season befora buds in crown begin to grow. 
Restrictio"'5 

• Do 001 exceed 2 ~nnlications oer veaL. 

RESl"I SOAKING 
Pines Including Loblolly, Shortlear, L.onglear, Slash, Vorginia, Pond, Pitch, and Spruce Pines_ 

Tree Sotoctton -Trees should be selected from stands on sites not subject to stress from periods or ex.tremo drought 
stress because the desiccating effect of wmowood Paraquat 3SL is accentuo.ted during drought, caLislng a reduction in 
the o.mount of oleores~n deposited in the xylem. V~garous, non-stagnated natural or planled stands shou!d be selected. 
Plan WHlowood' Paraquat3SL treatments in stagnatod or commercial timber stands. no sooner lhan three years after 
commercial thinning. 

Application Directions: To bring !ho treatment into contact with sapwood (or xylem), apply water-diluted Willowood 
Paraquat 3SL to an approprinte wound i:n tt,e tree trunk. 
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Bark Sb-eaUor Cuts: Uso a standard or rotary bark hack or a chalnsnw sruppfng tool (used in naval stores work) to 
remove a single 1-inch wide streak of bark about 1-2 ft. from ground level. Do not exceed 1/3 of tho circumference of the 
tree. Serious girdling of tho trunk and premature deatti of the t"'o con result If multiple streaks or cuts are made. Apply a 
e<>arsa spray (about 1.7-5.0 ml) Willowood Paraquat3SL &elution (1-5% c;,tion, wt.lwt. basis) to runoff to the exposed 
xylem, using a Jew-pressure sprayer. Tho amount of spray required per cut depends on troo circurnforence and tho longth 
of cut or streak.. For example, fora 9-ITTch diameter tree, using 3 ml or2 or4% W,Uowood Paraquat3Slsolution will 
cover the 1-inch wide streak and wm rQSult in appUcation or 60 or 120 mg per stteak.. 

Ttme of Troatmont: Less sew,re pine bocllo infestation and longor tree life usuolly result during cool season \roatments 
vnt:'er nr:>n-drought seasons. Howe\ler, resin $0.::tk.ing can occur from troalmonts made any tlmo of tho year. 

lnterval botwoon Troatmnnt and Troo Harvest: There should be at least a 6•month interval betwnen a.ppJication or 
Willowocd Paraquat 3SL and tree harvest. Howavat, it ls prorera:bla the iritnrval is from 12-24 months, even though 
intorvals cf avo, 6 ,momhs may not be possible undar conditions of drought or serious pino beetle attacks possibly making 
eanv hBN6s'l noco:zari,. 
With this treatment. thoro is a potonUal for promoting beetle attack or causing premature death or the tree. At high dosage 
rates, desiccation or the xylem tissue, r.athet than the desired resin soaking, may occur. 

Note: This type of treatment may reduce stom growth during betwoon treatment and tree harvest. 

Dlllltion Tablo for Wlllowood P<1r•• ot 3SL CLO lbs. c,,tJon oor c allonl --·~ ... 
Concentrat ion of C~ on Oosirod (wtJwt. b.asb) Add tho Following No. Gal.·o! Wator lO 2/3 

Gallon of Wlllowood PM11nuat3SL: 
0.2% .·-.118.a -
0.5% G6.8 
1.0% ,, -22.9 
2.0% 10..9 : 
3.0% ,. 6.9 
4.0% ~- 4.9 
5.0~ . -. J. -. 3.7 
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Crop U!iOPllttom 

CONSERVATION RESERVE, Broadcast 
FEDERAL SET· ASIOE, 
CONSERVATION 
COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS (For 
use in compliancewilh the Fedaral 
ConsoNation Raservo Program or 
Fedora! sot-aside programs) 

Dil'octions 

WiHowDOd Par"aquat Minimvm Tobi 
3SL Rato Per Acre Spray Por Aero 

1.7-2.7 pts. Ground: 10 gills. 
Air: 5 gals. 

Grazing or 
Proharvcst 
lntorval (Days) 

• WiUowood Paraquat 3.SL n,ay be Lank mixed with other he!'bieides l"egistered for this use for improved omerged 
wood control or exlended weod control. 

• Always refer to tank mi:x hart:iicido lnbo)s for weeds controlled, rotas of npplicatlons. directions for use. fll"'l"lr1a1ions, 
ond restrlctons. 

Restrictions 
• Do not make more thnn 3 applications per year. 

NONCROPUSES BroadenstorSpot 11.7-2.7pts. 
Treatment 

Ground: 10 gals.:: '• 

Diroctfons _ . -:;-~· . :·. · !'. 
• Repeal ~ppR::otion,n,. necessary but do not millW moru than 10 appl cations-?ll'"Y(>lll"::' ,:. ·: . . 
• To t)O used It> r.cr,c,op areas including public airport:;. ole<:lric transformer stations, plpcllne pump ing s1ations, 

around commercial buildings, storage yards and other installatlons. an<I fence lines. 
Restrictions . . ,_ .•• ':-· ·,,~· 

• Avoid spray contact willl the foliage of ornamentals or <le$red:pl,inis. • . 

Crop 

PASTURE RESEEDING 
for suppressior, or existing 
sod and undesirable emerged 
broadklaf weeds and grasses 
prior to or ,rt timo of plarrting 

I orasses o, loraoe leoumes. 

Use Pattern 

Rest:rictlons ,. ,. ., 

wniowood Paraquat •.,Minimum Total 
3Sli1Rata Por'Acro ·.· Snrau Por Ac"' 
0.7-1,3pts. •. Ground: 10 gals. 

· · · : r-,,,) Air: S gals. 

' . 
: · .. 
, ... 

• Do 001 mal<o rnONJ lhwi 3 api:,llca.tions per y\lar. 
Dirt,ction., Wost of ~ <1o·OJ1d'Slomi'Novoda Mountains 

Grazing or Pronarvcst 
Jnlnrr.11 fD.avsl 
See specific 
900graphic directions. 

• Al)ply1'ti'Oct06or·lhrough·Ciecombc< ahor hr:;1 fall rafrii or)d okor woods hwo omergod and sod has started new 
-grrlwth '·'", . .-.. ,. 

•.AW1y.~ _modcratcly1o ho.Jltl!y grazec lll'e4S l o, bOSI SOCdlng moults. 
llc>tilc'tlonsWe'st"ol cascado on 0, Siomi Novada Mount,>!= 

• Do not use ln'heavy sod ·and weod growth areas. 
Olrcctioris'East' oi Rocky Mountains 

• Use the··1 ~3 pts. rate on vigorous or c::Q31SO sod species such as bromegrass.. 
" Apply prior to, or at tirno of seeding grasses or fol'age legumes. 
• Apply Ol"lly to grazed or mowed pastures not more than 3"' in height at time ortrealment. 

Directions Betmudagr'a$s. o:r' 8uihiagrass Sods 
• Apply In late summer er early fall to sod not axceeding 3,. in height. 
• For con-t!'OI or emerged liffie barley, apply in Rlbruary or March before ttio m•d~boot stage of little barley. 

Directions Bermuda.grass cll'ld Coastal Bermuda grass Pastures 
• Apply when ~crmudagrass is dormant. 
• For control of little barley, apply before Iha mid-boot stage. 

Rostrlctfons Bormudagrass and Coastal Bormudograss Pas.t\lros 
• Do not mow for hav until 40 davs after treatmont. 

For control of endophyto•fung IBr=dcast 0.7-1.3 pis. 
us-infected fescue forage (Split followed by 
logumo/grass mixturo and Application) 0.7-1.3 pts. 
other qrass pastures. 
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t.rso Pattern Willowood Paraquat fllmlmum Tobi Gr.,z;ng o, Pnlharvost 
3SL R1>to Por Aero r., Por AcRl ln!Q~ 

Directions 
• Use split applications of 10-21 days apart if necessary. 
• For spring plantings, the initial IJ!)plication of 0.7-1.3 pls. may bo mado tho previous fall. 
• Apply when fe$Cue is a.ctivelygrowlr,g and no more1httn 4 .. high. 

Restrk;tions 
• Do not mako more than 2 applications per year. 
• Do not exceed 2.6 ptsJA total in preparation for reseoding. 
• Tc reduce the infestation or endophyte-infested grass, do not allow fescue to go to seed starting with the preceding 

'scro . 
"For prickly pear desiccation in Spot Sprays 
pastures. 
~Nat for us.a in California. 
Di~ons 

0.8 R oz. per gallon of Spray to wet wood 
water foliage. 

• Hand-held equipment such as knapsacks backpack sprayers, pump-up pressure sprayers. hand guns. and hand 
wands can be U5"d to direct the spray onto weed foliage so 1hat tho spray thoroughly wets foliage. 

• Mix 0.811. oz. of Willowood Paraquat 3SL and 1/3 fl. oz. of a nonionic surfactant per gallon of wnler. 
• Comi,loioly :I/Id unl!ormly covor :ill groon prickly ponr fol[ogo wilh '-'Pr.>/, · · 
• Apply In Mny thiOugh SepleN>be!' !or bo51 desicauion =1:s. \f;~ 
• Apply Ol)ly 10 p;istures , ,ro, no mofll lh.!n 3" cl height at limo ol ttc.r.monL . , • . •·_:: •• 
• Ta11k mlx w lU, G=r>® ?+D Spoc :,I~ hcrh!cldo at a r.,!o·of 1-2·~-oz.p0r gallon iifwaier loflmpn,•••fdesiccation 

Or>d poteMioJ control of prickly poar. . .. , : ! ,·." . s· .. , .. 
• ·Alvr.>)-S rolor 10 tho Gra,:on P C Spoc/alty herbicide label for woods controlled, mies of applications, directions for 

use, limitations, and restrictions. 
Restric:tions 

"For Juniper Species leaf Broadcast 1.3-_pts, , 
moistuR:1 reduction or :;.'{:·~--
desiccation prior to prescribed ~ · · 
burning of pastures. : : , 
•Not for use in Clllifornia. 
Olr<><:tion~ .•' . . 1,,. 

• Use only In conj"Jnatlon wl',h"pt,isd-lfioi:I hun'ilrig'ns'~mrn•ndod and monitored by local SCS or Universily and 
EX'UYl.Sicn Range Spoci~ttsts~~~1 ·~·: ....... . 

• Apply during hot. dry ,11.'eatlioriooildilioiis" (go no rally July and August). 
• Use 2% v/v ncntoHlc'ivffacta/it 1r\;a!mu,,mum of 5 gllli. spr,:iy solution. 
• Morilior)oolP'ii':loiirmolsture content. Maximum leer moisture reduction generally occurs3-4 weekS after 
.(:Wlllowb<>d Paiiquat 3S tipplc::icon. 

proc(l(ltjons . _ 1~.. ._. . ' ;. 
•:SJ9,:uncari't'$01(moishui e.nd/orwot weather conditions prier" to Or' attar application wilt decrease 1he potential for 

jur,IP8fct0~bums..·:1 :;':' 
• Roductlonlri:liiar moi-.turo can bo adversely af!ected by cool or humid weather conditions. 

Restrieticiris>:-: 
• Do not make more than 10 applications per year_ 
• Do not ra2e livestock after a lication or rior to bumina. 

"Native Pastures. Broadcast 1.0-1.25 pts. Ground: 10 gals. 
•NcUor use in Csllfornia. Air. 5 als. 
Directions 

• Apply Willowood Paraquat 3SL for contf(II of downy and Japanese brome. 
• Apply in spring after 90% node formation of brorne species, but before full bloom. 
• Apply only to pastures with no more than 3 1

' of height at time of treatment 
Precautions 

• Emerged native perennial grasses will be burned by application, but applicaUon after 90% node formation will allow 
adequate time for native grasses to recover and attain maximum growth in the 1,1se season. 

Rcstrlctim,s 
• Do not make more than 2 appricatlons per year. 
• Do not ac.ol mora than 1.25 ts. Willowood Pan, uat3SL oer 
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Fluid Ounces 

2.5 
4,8 

5.2B 
5.52 
10.00 
11.DD 
11.20 
12.00 
16.00 
20.00 
20.80 
24.00 
28.00 
32.00 
40.00 
43,20 

ConvOr'$iOn Table 
Willowood Paraquat 3SL to Be Applied 

Pjnls Lb.a.i. 

0.16 0.06 
0.30 0.11 
0.33 0.12 
0.35 0.13 
0.63 0.23 
0.69 0.26 
0,70 0.26 
0.75 0.28 
1.00 0.38 
1.25 0.47 
1.30 Q.49 
1.50 0.56 
1.75 0.66 
2.00 0.75 
2.50 0.94 
2.70 1.00 

,,. 

••"· ,-.::;. -: ,_.-: 
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Acros/GiilUon 

51.3 
26.7 
24.Z 
23.2 
12.8 
11.6 
11.4 
10.7 
8.0 
6.4 
6.2 
5.3 
4.6 

. -· 4.0 
.,,3.2 

.. ":-' .::3;0 

- _ . .--· 
:· .... -" .... : 



STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Oo not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. 

P~tic:ido Stora go: Store in original container and place in D Jocked storage area. Do not mix or store in containers, 
spray tanks, nurse tanks, or such systems made of alumfnum or having aluminum fittin9s. Store at temperatures above 
32°F. For Emergencies Involving a Spill , Leak, Fire, Exposure. or AeciO'ent. contact CHEMTREC at (BOO) 424-9300. 

Postiddo Olsposal: Pasticid,, wastes are aCll!ely hazatdous. Improper d isposal of e,ccess, spray mixture, or rinsate is 
a violation of Fodera) Law. If theso wastes cannot be di,;posod ol by use according to label instructions, contact your 
State Pesticide or Environmental Control Ag<lncy. or the HazardOlJs Waste represontativo at the nearesl EPA Regional 
Office for guidaoce. 

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: 
Nonrefillable Container (rigid malDrieJ: Jess than 5 gallons): 
Nonroflllable cont;ilriar. Do not re UM or refill this comainc r. Oflet for rocycling, if avalbblO. Clean :on!ailner promptly after 
emptying. Triple! rinso as foUows: Empty tho remnfning contents into :,ppJicmJon oqulpmt!nt or o mix tank and dr:iin for 
10 seconds after tho flow begins to drip . Fill the container one-fourth ful l with waterand recap. Shal<e for 1 O soconds. 
Pour rinS<Jte Into application equipment or a mix tonk or store rinsate for l:iter use or disposal. Drain for 1 o secondS af\or 
tho flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure, two more times.. Di,;pose of empty container In a sanlta,y landfill or by 
incineration, or, If allowed by State and local authorities, by bYming. If burned, stay out of smoke, ,· 

NorvofiUDblo Contain!" (rigld mall:arial: 5 gallon£ up to c 250 gallons): , . .. •. ,•, 
No<'rnfiUoblc contuino, Do not reu:c or refill th!& CQnt;uMr, Off or for recycl1ng, i f aveiloble. Clc:ini:ontalnoi' pro'mpl ly 
ot:or ompty!ng. Trip le dnS<> cs follows; Empty u,o ll!<I\Olnlng ootLtcnts into flpplicuUOn eqiili5mom ol.irmb< Uink. FiU 11>0 
containo< 01'1<>-fOUM lull wtth waler. Roplacoand ti.llhton clowros. Top contuinorcn its !;!do ond rol il: bcclc nnd roro, , 
O<>Slirir,g 111 lo:lst one complt10 rovoltJtfon, for 30 =rids.. S!Md tho con-.aine, on It!: on4 Md Up h back and forth 
sovoml limos. Tum tho comaif>Ot over onto it,, otl:01 end and Ip l t b4d<, ~d foM.•OVOtnl timOS: Empty the rinS410 Into 
appr,cotlQn oqulpment er a.mil<"'-'* o, eto,o rill=,, for lntor ""° or dl:;posaf Ropoat thl!rprocoduro-!wo rnoro limos. 
ObJ:oSD of empty eont:llnc,t [11 a~ ll1ndfill or by ocin<,raUon. ~ifd1\lowod tiy Smto a11d loeoll QJ1thoniies, by 
burning. II burnc,j, stny oul or ""10ko. • -·-' · ;·.' - · • 

Rclilloblc ConlDlnc, I> 250 goUons & 8ull<): •· ; • · • 1: · ; · 
Refillable container. Refill tNs container with pesticlde only.~Db.no't reus,o th~ container for any other purpose. Clcl'.lning 
the container befote final disposal Is the rospone!blG!)>·or theJjiii'rsori'dlsJ>0$!ng c f me container. Cleaning before rolilllng 
is the responsibility of the re!ll ler. To clean lhD'lf~talne, bO'for(~tinJ disposal, empty the romaining contents from this 
container into application cquip,nen\0< mix-~ k. F41 u.e"contalnor about 10% full with water. Agitate vigorously or 
rocirculate water with the pump ror,2 mlntnes.?our or p'iiinp r!,,sate into application equipment or rinsate collection 
system. RO?a:ll \hi$ rln:;irig p,oceduro tvio'moni limes. 

,. ·,- .'"IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE 
Read the ontiro Oire~~for.;_~~o. C~, Oisclaimer of Wan-anties and UmitatlOJls of Uabmty before using this 
product. r·terms al$'11(1\-0cceplilble, return the unopenod product container at once. 

Sy ~ g'ti,'\'~·p·rQCl~i'. user or Juyor accepts the following Conditions. Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Unbiity. 

CON!iri'!~~ l;fir~ ,,;;, uso of lhis p,oduc:: QrO oolle,,od to bo ndoquoto :ind m lJSt bo lolJowe<l c:aro(ully. 
Hc~ ,;\'.~ 'im)¥sslblo lo~ lnato on ri51rs IISS0Clalod wltn U\O u,o or llu:; product. Crop llljul)l, lnoffe<:1ivenossor 
al or unrn\~ :1:o?,s,,q~ mny rnsull tx,cause or sud! faclo<s u wn:1ther cor,cnloris. prOSOIICO of OlhOf m;itorinls, 
or the -~ ~ ilso or nppllca:lon, oil of whieh wo beyond tho C01'11rOI of Willowood. L c. To thG cx\o,n eonsistont wiu, 
applieabkl lilw, all suet, risks shall bo assumed by the usor or buyer. 

CONOITIONOFSALEAND LIMITATION OFWAARANTY AND LIABILITY NOTICE: Rood tho entire Dlroellons for Use 
:ind Condilions of 5alo ,,,,., Llmitntlo11 of Warranty Olld linbil~y tliforo buying or uslng this l)!O<luet. If the terms nre not 
accoll_'.able, ret..m tho psocfuct at cmco, unopnnod, and Iha J)IJfd\cso p,ico wm bo rofundod. 

Tho Directions for Use.cl \hi:, prcd\11:1 mutt bo followo<I c:wluOy. It I• impossible! to 0I trr,1rn11c all risks Inherently 
as=lelod wflh tho = o f _thls p,oduct. Crop ln/ury, !m,n'e01!vonoss 0< other unlmondod con.soq1.1<1nces mo,y rosul1 
because of $\lch factors as mnnnorof uso or appiioctiotl . wcathtlr or crop COl"ldltions. prcscnco or other me~orialsor other 
lnffucnc1ng facu,rs ., th<! USI! of !ho product, whlch Ml bayond the, control of Wll!owocd, C or Seller: To \ho c>Ctc01 
pormltted by np;,ricablo law, Buyer and U5e<agro,no hold WILLOWOOD. LLC Md ScDorharmloss for linycl.>lms relating 
to s-,11:h laQors. WILLOWOOD, U.C WiU1'Mts \hat 1/lis prcduct conforms to 111a cnemlcal dosaiptlon on lho ra~ and is 
reason.Jbly fi t/or tho pUrpoll6S ~talod In tho Olroctlot1s for Use, :iubJOCI to th<> !Mornnl ml<& rnlo11cd to obovc,, whon unod 
In accordarn:a with diroctlons untlor normal use conditions. To tho ••.tent porm !led by appficaole law: l1 ) tills ... rurn:r,ty 
does. not cxtood to tho uso or this pmduot contrnry lo lnb<!I lr>structlons or lJl'1dGt conditions no1 ~::,ty fol'llSO<!:lble 
to or beyon<:I tho conl10! of Soller or WILLOWOOO, LLC, 1111d (2) BU)'llt and Use< =mo lho risk of any 5UCh·uso. TOT HE 
EXTENT PEtl"!ITTED BY APPLICABU:U\W, WILLOWOOD. U C MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
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OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPUEOWARRANTY EXCEPT AS 
WARRANTED BY THIS LABEL To the e,tent permitted by applicable law, lt1 no event shall WILLOWOOO. LLC be liable 
ror any Incidental, consequen!lal or special damages resulting from the use or nano:ling or this product, TO THE EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE EXClUSlVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE 
LIABILITY OF WlLLOWOOD, LLC ANO SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES 
(INCLUDING CLAIMS BASEO ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABIUTY 
OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HAN OU NG OF THIS PRODUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN 
OF THE PURCHASE PR!CE OF THE PRODUCT OR, AT THE Et.EC'TION OF WILLOWOOD, LLC OR SELLER, THE 
REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT. WlLLOWOOD, LLC and Selklr offer this product, und Buyer ond User accept it, 
subject to the foregoing Conditions of Sale and Limitatl □ n of Warranty and Liability, wtiloh may not be modlfied except by 
written agreement signod by a duly authorized reprasentativo of WILLOWODD, LLC. 

HARVADE® ls 3 undomnrl< of C11omIura CotporatiM. AA1rcx0. 13~ MAGNUM®, Bicep Lite II MAGNUM®, Caparol®, 
Cycloao®. Oul1! MAGNUM®, Kor.no®, Prl.-,cop®, Rogl<>M®, Scuc:nm® o.nd ZoriuJ® and tne S>"'{lontn 1090 an) 

trademari<s of a Syngenta Group Company. Guardsman®, Marksman®, Prowl® "1ld Pursuit® are trademarks of BASF 
AG. Colo ran® IS a trademark of Makhteshim-Agan of North Arnorica, Inc. Butymc® and Command® are:i trademarks of 
FMC CorporoUon. Sinbar®, unox® = Lorox® ore trademarks of Tessendor\o Kerley, Inc. VG!pa.r®, t<armex®. Canopy®, 
Harmony® Extra and Krovar® are tradem.>rks of DuPont Crop Protection. Dropp®, Hoelon®, Prep"' and Sencor® are 
trademarks or Bayer CropScionce. Diuron® and Simazino® are trademari<s or Drexel Chemicoll Company. Banvel®, 
Basagran® and Ethephon'M are trademarks of Arysta LifeScienco LLC. Folex® and Ambush® rue tredemerks or AMVAC 
C/lo,nleal Corporatlon. Accolcn:nei&, Surpass0, TopNotch®, Go:,JS>lllld Grazon® P-o Specialty are ttademtu~ of Dow 
AgroScloncos. SUrfbn® and Dovrinol® aro tmdom:irks of UnHod Phosphorus Inc. l-!,lmor;s(Bl, Larbi® and l.ru:!1<>® are 
trademarks of Monsanto Agricultural Compa,,y, 

.. ~ . 
·,::/ • .... 1 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
Because Pronamide h.is produced tumors in laboratory animals, this product is for retail s;J.Je to and use only by 
Certified Applic;itors or pe~ans under their dlroct supervi!:-ion. and only for those us.es covered by the CE:lrtlfied 
Accl1c.Jtcr's cortific~t,on. 

ILLD ooousa 
WlllOWOOD PRONAMIDE 3.3SC 

GROUP HERBICIDE 
For use on aHalf3, apple, apricolt artichoko (globe), birdsfoot trofoil, blackberry, boysenberry, blueberry, cherry, 
clover, crown vetch, endive, escarole, grapo1 head ::1nd loaf lettuce, noctarinc, peach, pc.ir, plum, prune, radicchio 
greens, raspberry, rhubarb, sainfoin, winter peas. woody orn.::amcnt.lls, nursery stock of orn::1menbls, Christmas 
trees and on turf grown for seed or sod or on nonresidential sites, golf course, industriiJ.1 and office building sites, 
stadium fields or professional athletic fields. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Pronamide: 3,5-dichloro-N-(1,1-dimethyl-2-propynyl) benzamido ..... ........ ... .. - ............................ ·--· .. ·--·---····--· 35.6¾ 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........ .................................................................................................... .. ......... .. ............... .. ... 9~~• 
TOTAL: ....................................................................................... ................................................... ...... ..... ..... .. .......... . 100.0% 
Contains 3.3 lbs. or ;:ictivo ingrcdiont per gallon. 

EPA Reg. No. 87290-22 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

WILLOWOOD us~~ 
Manufacturod For: 
Willowood, LLC 
385 lnterlocken Cresc:cnl Suite ij24Q 
Broomfield, CO 80021 

CAUTION 

Net Contents: 
2.5 Gallons 

Rev1:;od 08-06- 18 

FIRST AID 
Hswallowcd: • C::ill a poison control center or doctor Immediately for treatment ;:idvice. 

• H:ive person sip a glo.ss or waler ir able to swallow. 
• Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by tho poison control contor or doctor. 
• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious pe:irson. 

In inhaled: • M""" pe1SOll \o r,.,.k alt. 
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or ::in ambulance, then give: art,Hcial respiration, preferably by 

mouth-to-mouth, if possible. 
• Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. 

If on skin or • T::iko off cont:imin::ited clothing. 
clothing: • Rinse skin immediately with plenty or water for 15-20 minutes. 

• Call a poison control cantor or doctor for treatment ::id vice. 

If in eyes: • Hold eye open and rinse slowly and genlly wrth water for 15-20 minulcs, 
• Remove contact lenses, if prnsent, after the fi~t 5 minutes, then ccntinue rinsing eye. 
• C:ill a poison control center or doctor lor troatmcnl advice. 

HOT LINE NUMBER 

Have the product container or labol with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment For 
emergency information concerning this product. call the National Pesticides Information Center (NPIC) at 1-800-858-
7378 or tho poison control center at 1-800-222-1222. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

CAUTION 
Causes modorato oya irril.:ltion. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and w:iter after handling 
and before eating. drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
Applicators and other handlers must wear: 

• Coveralls over short-sleeved shirt and short pants 
• Waterproof gloves 
• Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks 
• Chomical-resistant hcadgc:ar for overhocJd exposure 
• Chomical-res1st.ant apron when cleaning equipmont. mixing or loading 

Discard clothing and other absorbent mo.to!'rals thtil have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this product's 
concentrate. Do not reuse thorn. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cloaning/miJ.intcJining PPE. rr no such instructions 
for washables exi5t, use detergent .and hot water. Koop and wash PPE separalely from other laundry. 

ENGINEERING CONTROLS STATEMENT 
When handlers uso closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraN: in a m:::mner that meets the requirements listed in tho Worker 
Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural poslicidcs [40 CFA 170.240 (d) (4-6)], the hondlor PPE roquirements may be 
reduced or modlf1od as spcc,f,cd 1n the WPS. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENOATIONS 
Users should: 

• Romovo clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
• Remove PPE lmr'Tu:.-di:au::ly aftor handling this product. Wash tho outside of gloves before removing, As soon as 

p~blo.. wash Lnot0ug?'Oy and d"aango into clean ciothtng. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface water is present. or to intertidal areas below the mean high water 
m.:>.rk. Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment or disposing of equipment washwatcrs or rinso.te. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is j_ violnlion or Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read .all Diroctions for Use 
carefully before applying. 

Do not apply this product in a way th3t will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only protociod 
handlers may be ln the ilrea during ilpplication. Far ::my requirements specific to your State or Tribe. consult the :Jgency 
responsible for pesticide regulation. 



AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use tlJis product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection S!Mdaru, 40 CFR Part 170. This 
Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on fmms, fon:,sts, nurseries, and greonhauses, 
Md ha~/ors of agricultural pesllddes. IL ccnl4ins roquirnmonts !or<ta!ning, decon13m111a~on, notific.it<en, and omt119cncy 
~islruico. tt also contains sp,eci c lnstructfons a d c.>cccptlon::: port;iining to the sta.to.ments on th .. I~'" abou: llQ~n.1£ 
protective equipment (PPE), and restric:led-<1ntry inlerval. The requirements In this box only apply lo uses of this product 
that are co~ered by tho Workar Protection Standard. 

Do nol enter or allow worker entry into lroated areas during the restricted entry irrte,vel (REI) of 24 hours. 

PPE required tor eMy entry 10 tre3tod areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Stanc!ard and th.t involves 
contact with anythfng that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is: . CO'\fafans over short-slooved shir1 o.nd short pants . Waterproof gloves . Chemical-resislant footwo.c plus socks . Chemical-resistant headgear ror overhoad oxposure 

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The raquiroments in this box apply to uses of th;s product that are not within the scope of IIJe Worker Protaction Slandard 
fer agrlcultural pest!~ (40 CFR Part 170). Tho WPS applies when this product is used 10 produce agricultural plants 
on rarmsT fomsts. nursorios or groonhousc:Ji , 

For all usos oxcept those. specified bolow, do not enter or i'.lltow others to- enter until sprays have· dried. 

When applied to stadium or professiof"lal athletic fields, water-in immediately after appltcaiiOn or, dO 'nat enter or allow 
others to enter treated area for 24-hours after application. If product rs mtared-ln nftor traa.tment, do not enter or allow 
other persons to enter until area has dried. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
Willowood Pron.1mido 3.3SC is effoctivo for the contcol of a wide rango of grasses nrid cort.ain broadleaf weeds. Tho 
ptcc!Ud Is a sea l>Cllvo lloro!ci<IG with vptoke by~ wooos ·occamng lhl?llg~ tho roo:s. Bofc,o USl!'9 !Iii• nerbicldo 
for" specific CtCP uw, s:udy llie loUowir>g pmdl.Jct use ln formllllon 111~ p,oi,Jdas impcr".ant inS1nJC1l0<1S tor tt,e salo and 
effoctivo ar,p&caUon of tJ,13 product. . .() ~--~) ; . :' ·-;~

1
• 

~ Rostrlctions: Hond-s~ opplicatJon, of WU!owociJfirooiiflido~ .3SC m.oy be mode only to ornnmonlills ~ntl oursory 
St(l(!k or omnmoratals~ ~- ~ · 

Chemisation, Do not apply tt,is product through any typ~ ~f irrigation systcm IDCcep! as specified on tt,i,; label or in 
Willowood. LLC supplemental lobelir)g. • 

SPRAY DRIFT·ll4ANAGEMENT (AERIAL APPLICATION) 
AV<>io1n9 sprny drift a, tho cpp6co1W<j site is the rospo,,.sollily of the applicato,. Tho potential For spray drift is determined 
by tho irrlor.iction or mliny~uipmonl•G/1~.h<>r-,c,J:nod factors. The applicator and the grower are responsible for 
considering QJI :J,ese"Ja'ctom·whon making' decisions. 

The ronawlng·tf,m ~c~i~u!romnn1S must be foHowed to avoid offMtargat dlift movement from aE:Jriol appPcations 
to a;iicullUrlll foeld,crcj)s:-'~ n,qulroments do not apply to forestry applications, public healtl1 uses or to applications 
umn~lCS,Y_ fo~dtlol'\S. --;~ . · • 

1. nt~ di!i!nnco~f.Lthe ouiei"most nozzles on the boom must not exceed 3/4 lhe longth of the wingspan or rotor. 
2.No<>lllS'must•always point backward parallel with the air stream and never be pointad downwards moro than 45 

degrees: 

Where certain s!Mes have morn stringent regulations, they must be observed. 

Tl>• applicator musl bo f&mlllar with and take into account the information covered in tha following Aorial Drift Roduction 
Advbory lnrormo.tlcn scctlcn. 

Aerial Spray Drift Advisory lnfonnation 
This secti<,n is advisory in nature and dOes not supersede mandtttory label requirements. 

Tho most effective way to roduco dl'ift potential is to apply Lorgo c!toplets. The best drift mo!1'lgemont strategy is to 
apply the la,gcst droplets that p.'"DV!do sufficient coverage and control. Applying largor droplo:S :oduces dritl potential. 
bu\ wiU not provont drift ii applientlons aro m:ido lmpropcrty, or undo, un1avo.-able envlrOflmental conditions (soc Wind, 
Tempcr.iture '1f,d Humidity and Tomperaturo lpvm-,ion section of this Jobe!). 

Controlling OropJot Size: 
• Vo1umc,- Use high flow rate noz:zles to apply the highes1 practico.J spray volume. NozzJes with higher rated flows 

produce larger droplets. 
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• Prossura- Do nol exceed the nozzle manuiacturer's specified pressures. Use tho lower spray pressures specified for 
the nozzle. Higher prnssure reducas droplet sizs and doos net improve Cilnopy penetration. When higher flow rwtcs 
are needed. use higher flow rate noules Instead of lncreaSlng pressure. 

.. Number of Nozzlas - Use the minimum t\umber of nozzles that provide uniform coverage. 
• Nozzlo Otiont;;1ticn - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released backwards. parollel to the airstream will produce 

larger droplets than other orientations. Significll.m dotloction from the horizontal wl!I reduce droplet size and incroaso 
drift potential. 

• Nozzle Typo-Use a nozzle typo that is designod for the intended application. With most no?Zlo types, narrower spray 
nn;ilas producc larger droploi,,. Co,,...lder using low-drilt nozzles. Solid S1roam nozzles oriented straight back produce 
large, dtcp!C'.s end lower drift than olhor no:czlo typc,s. 

Boom Longtlr For some use p;,norns, roduc!t,g tho ot!ectivo boom length to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor rengu, 
may further roduce dritt without 1ooucing SWll!h width . 

Applic:atoon Height: Do not make appllca~ons at a neigh! greater than 10 feet above the top of the largest plants unless 
a greater height is required for aircraft safety. Making applications at tho lowost height that Is sale reduces exposure of 
droplets ta evapa,aticn and wind. 

Swath Adjustment: Whon applications life mode with a cross-wind. the swath wUI bo displaced downwind. Therefore. 
o~ tne U1l and downwind edge~ of the field, thc, applicator most compensate for th,s displceement by adjusting the palh ol 
the altctnft upwind. lncre:,se swath 3djustment dlsta.ne<> with lnC11l11S(ng drill polontial (higrulf w;nd, smaller drops, etcJ. 

Wind: Drift potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2-10 mph. However, many factors;-:iiid~ding droplet si2e and 
equlpment typo dotormino drift patentinl at any given speed. Avoid application below 2 mph dUi:,to variable wind din~ction 
ruid high lnv=ion patontial, Noto:: Loe;,! torraln = lnnucnce wind pa11"'"5. Evo,y opplico.tor,rnu~.bc lamJlillr wdJi local 
wind p:ittcrn, <Ind how they olfect sproy drill . • ._-· :., s 

Tompocatvn, "nd Humidity. l','hon mo.long oppliCill.lcns in low rcletivo humidify, sot" Jp atiii(pmoni ll> produce larger 
aroplois to componsute for OV3PQlatlon. DroplolOVDporotion io mos: sav1,ro v'1\on c:on<fnlons ore bath hot ond dry, 

Tomporalum lrM>tsioM: Do not opply during c tempcra111ro ;n'IOl'S,()r,, ~ 'drlfl 'potontk,J is higl\. Temper:uura 
lnv01Sions rostrir:t YOrtiall air mlliing. which c:itJses small S\J>Ponded droplets to rurnmn In a coneontratoo cloud. The clO<Jd 
can move in 1.mprodictable directions due to the light varJ.fl:ble winds ·common durlng inver-sions. Temperature. inversions 
are characterized by increasing temperatures wlth allitude and are common on nights with limlted cloud cover and light to 
no wind, They begin to form as tho sun sets .and often continue:ln10 the morning. The presonco of inversio!"l conditions 
can be indicatod by ground fog. However; if fog is not p~sant, the· movoment or smoke from a groum:i source or an aircraft 
smoke generator can also idantify Ml\lersion conditions. S.Tloke that layers and movos LateraUy in a concentrated cloud 
{under low wind conditions) indicates an inverskm, whUe smoke that moves upwards and rapid~ dissipatos indicates good 
vertical air mixing. 

Sono!tivo Arva$: Apply this po,tlcida when the potential for drift to .>.d)ru:01\t sensitive aroas (e.g., msi<lcr.:ial aroas. bodies 
ol wntor. known habltet let thcoateneif0t er\o'ar.gen!d species. no~•llll\lOI crops) Is mlnimol (e.g., wnon wind is blowing 
awcy ,rom the S-Ml~itlve an,~). ~ ... ,,/.• 

,;," , ,,. ',/-~ ': '.,. • • •• ,.,. . RESISTANCE MANAGEMEtrr 
W!l10w'Oolfl>r'o1u1mfcie3:3SC-ts l!'Gruup3 hcrblcido. Atlyweod pop,.ilnlion ~yccntain er dov<,[:,p .a/ants naturally ~st:int 
10 ll'lispmduc:t";uid otlier Gro,jp 3 ~ort>lddos.. Tholeoistnn1 b;otyp0s may domltlate \he wcod population if\heso harb;e;cio:, 
illC uscd'nipeatodly' ln thc·samo field. WilioWl'.lod P'°"3n'llde 3.3SC will not control known Group 3 rosistant biatypos of 
labnled woods. Olher resistance mechanism5 that""' r,o1 Unked 10 site of action, but spoc;fic for i~orvidual chemicals. 
such as onhoneed metabolism, may also exist. Approptlate rosistanco management strategies should bo followed. 

To dOlay herbicide resistance consider: 
• Where possible, rotate the use or Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC or other Group 3 herbicides with diHerent herbicide 

groups that control tho samo weeds in a field. 
.. F0t b-est resistance management stewardship, avoid use more than onc:e per season and use Willowood Pron.:imide, 

3.3SC in programs with other herbicides with d~feronl modes of actiOfl. 
• Whoro possible. rotate the use or Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC or other Group 3 herbicides with diffGrent herbicide 

groups that control 1he same weeds in a fleld . 
• Use tank mixtures w~h hetbicides from a diffecont group when such use is permitted. 
• Herbicide use sl"lould be based upon an 1PM program that ITTdudos scouting. tiistonc~J information related 10 horbicfd& 

uso and crop rote,,tk)n, an.d considers tiU11ge (or other mecii~nienQ. cultural. biolcg~cal and other chemical control 
practic-OS. 

• Monitor treated weed populations for resistance development. 
• Prevent movement of resistance weed soods to other fields by cleaning harvesting and tiJlage equipment and plantlng 

clean s0ad. 
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• Contac:t your !Oeill extension specialist or certified crop advisers for any additional pesticide resistance managemen1 
and/or integr;:ited weed management requirements for specific crops and weed biotypes. 

WEED SPECTRUM 
WiUowood Pronamide 3.3SC may be used for both proomergonce and ear1y post-emergence control of winter annual and 
perennial grasses and chickwead and lor preemergence control only cf certain other broadleaf weeds and certain other 
grasses listed. 

Weeds Controlled Bath Preemergcnco and Early Postomerg-ence 
Darley, fo.xtail Han;Jcum jub.:i.tum 
barley. \/Olunteer Hordeum vufgare 
bent.grass Agrostis spcclos 
bluegrass. annual Poa annua 
bluegrass, bulbous Poo l:;u/t>osa 
bluegrass, Kentuck Paa pra.tensis 
brome, downy (cheatgrass) Brom.us lt1Ctorum 
chick.weed. common StefJaria media 
chickweed. mouse-ear Csraslfvm vulgatvm 
fescue, tall Festuca arundinaceae 
goatgrass, jointed Aegi/ops cyl/ndrlcal 
oat, volunteer Avena saliv8 
oat, wild Avena fatua 
orchardgrass Dactylis glomerata 
quackgrass Agropyron repens 
rye, volunteer Seca/e corea/ 
ryegrass, Italian Lofium muc;llorvm 
ryegrass, perennial Lolir;m parenne 
v"lvetgrass Holcus IOnatus 
wheat, volunteer Triticum aestivum 

Weeds Cor,1:n;J,DOd Only Pteemergancc 
barnyardgrass Ecirinochloa crus,galli 

·:·• ... 

canarygrs:ss Phalaris canariensis ,. 
carpetweed Mol/ugo ver1icillata .. 
crabgrass, large Digitaria saf)9ulnaiis' 
dodder, field Cuscut• c,,mpestris 
rox1aiJ. yutlow S!!r8Jia /urcscerni ,.· 
goosclOQI.. no111oleaf Clionopodium mifrolo · · 
~cgrms lii,,u.s,·r,o' indica 
oonbtt tiiirilum Oli,p/e,tk:Dure 
kno!"'OO!!, proslt:lle _, ,: · · ,;;,,PoJygon<,m all/aJa'arn · 
lambsq11o.rto,s,,commot1 ' · jCh<mapodium ®um 
lovc,gruss-•· ',\ , ;. Erag,osb's diflum 
~llow;littlo (cMesew'eod)' -:,·'4Dl',a par,/tlor.:i 
rnorningjjlbry;1inii!1al ·'.' ·'.;,,. l~aa plltprxo/J 
muotaro, wi'l'!. ,·; . Bn!s:s;ca kiw<lr 
nenl<!, buming i· :; · Urtlc> u,ons 
nig111$hndo; blocll Sola/Wm, n/9fUm 
nightshade, hairy So/anumsarrachoidos 
panlcum, fan Panicum dichotomif!orum 
purslane. common Port.ufar:a oleracea 
radish. wild Raphanus saUvus 
rocket. London Sisymbn'um ;no 
shepherdspu,se Copse/la bursa,pastoris 
smartweed, pale Polygonum lapathifolium 
sorrel, red (from sGed) Rumex acetosel/a 
tomato, volunteer Solanum escufenwm 

Noto: Tho weed spocies controlled by Willowood Pronamldc 3.3SC arc dependent on 1hc rate usod. specific crop culture 
involved, and the associated conditions of tornpcratUfe, soil type and moisture availability. Refer to spccilic crop use 
directions for weed spocias controlled. 
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DOSAGE 
The rate of WiUowood Pronamide 3.3SC required will vary depending en tho crop culture involved and weed species 10 be 
controlled. Seo specific crop uso directions for all dosage instructions. All dosage instructions listed In this label arc in 
terms of pints of product or pounds cl active ingredient per broadcast sere. For banded application, reduce the amount 
of wmowood Pron.amide 3.3SC used per squ~e acre according 10 the following fcrrrruln: 

Band Width {in inches) X Rcrte per Amount Needed per Ac:.re 
Row Width (in inches) Acre Broadcast for Band Application 

TIMING ANO APPLICATION 
Unless specific directions arc given under the crop to be treatcd, apply Willowood Pronam'idc 3.3SC in the fall or carty 
winter. when temper~tures do not exceed 55°F, bl.It prior to 11"QQze-up. Bost weed control results occur when Winowood 
Pron.amide 3.3SC is applied preemergencalo the weeds and when applicatlon ls followed by rainfall or irrigation to mova 
1ha product into the root zone of tho germina:tlng weeds. 

Mix Willcwood Pranamide :3.3SC thoroughly in clean water at the r'3quirod concentr.ertion and npply uniformly as a spray. 
For ground application, use a convcntionat lcw-prcss:urc hel'bicidc sprayer equipped with flat fan nozzles spaced ar,d 
calibratod to uniformly dafiver 20 to 50 gallons or spray per acre. For aerial applications, apply in a coar~ droplet spray 
nt 51a 1 o gallons per acre. Accurately calibrate spray equipment prior to -each use. 

COMPATIBllllYWITH OTHER PESTICIDES 
Wlllowood Prooamide 3.3SC is compatible with most commonly used agricultural pesticides, crop oil concentrate and 
adjuvants, When preparing tank mixes, consult spray compatibility ci'larts or State Cooperative EKtension Service 
Specialists prior to actual usa. It is tho pesticide user's rnsponsibility to ensure th;:it aU products tn·the listed mi:<tures are 
regis!Oled Jcr tho int.onood use(s). use,s must follow the most restrictive directions for use and procavticnnry statements 
ofe.achprcductin tnotank mtx.ture. ,,:-:·.-::. .. ·.;: .·,.: ..... 

EiFFEiCT OF SOIL lYPE, MOISTURE ANO TEMPERATURE .· ·: 
Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC ls most acthre in coarse to medium texture soBs of low organic matter 0.nd relatively inactive in 
pent or muck son, or mineral soils high in cirganlc rn.olter ccnicm nl rates lipC~Rod in thts ·labc.l. Horl::licical actMly 15 DC151t 

ooU• conmlnlng loss thnn • percorrt cry.it'lic m:,J1 o,. uoo fn sollo _wlth high or o,gai,I~·.mauer ""'Y rosoh Tn lncor.,.ision, or 
incom?lolO wood con~ . , , '.' •-:-: .. _ 
Tho hl.>rbicical se1Mty,ol Wollowood PrO'lamid!> 3,3SC

0

ls mainiy:l)lrough:i0cl ai::sorptio.i In sor>Si1lvc weod S!)OOlos. 11ain, 
melting :snow or irrigation is essential following treatment ta move wmowood Pronnmide 3.3SC into the root zone of 
gem'linating weeds. 

Under field oonditions, Willowood Pronamide 3.3St will r0~ain r0lativ&Jy stable with little loss of tierblc!dal activity when 
soil 1emperatures are less than 55°F. NJ soil temperatures Increase, degradation or tho active 'ingredient lakes place. 
Wlllowood Pronamide 3.3SC may dogr:,do hither q~kly H left exposed on tho so;1 surfaeo in wa,m weather. II Willowood 
Pron.:,mlde 3.3SC is applied whan alr '\ornpcr!l!urll exceeds 85"F. lhe troatmont must bo so~ ncorpr:,ru,ted to a shallow 
depth {top two lo three inches) or watered into the soil as soon as possible. 

.,./ .. ·.·.· ... '.:::,-: .. ,,- '.CULTURALCONSIDERATIONS 
For best results, appty" WflloWOOd Proriwnlde 3.SSC to a uash--froo soil surface. Clean cultivation before npp!icatior, is 
prererabl9~:but not n9C0Ssary~ To obtain optimum weed control in arens not c:ioan cultivated, the area to be treated must 
be free of surface littiti' '(dead or decaying crop and weed debris. mowing clippings, etc.). Trash,rree areas create ideal 
conditions for ropld movement of WiUowood Prono.mide 3.3SC into the weed root zo"e following raln or irrigation, 

. ~ .:•., 
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ROTATION CROP P~NTING INFORMATION 
Follow the direct.ions given below when rotation crops wiN be planted to areas previously treated with Willowood Pronamide 
3.3SC. 

Waiting Period In OGY$ Before Planting tho Crop,. lndlc:utod (1): 

Amour,tof Root -1111d Tuber Lcgumo Brassica Loafy Loufy Vegotables Corcal Grains 
Wlliowood Vegotables Vogotablos and 1/agotablos, (oxcopt Brassica 

Pronamido 3.3SC Cotton Cuc;urbits, Vagotablcs), Crop 
Applied Fruiting Group4{2) 

(pint/Aero) Vogotobl~ and 
B~lb Vcgemblos 

1-25 90 90 90 30 365 
2.5 90 90 120 30 365 
3.5 90 120 180 30 365 
5.0 90 150 210 30 365 

(1) There aro no plant back restrictions fo, Willowood Prooamido 3,3SC when rotating to artichokes, grapes, berry fruits, 
pome fruits or stone fruits. 

(2) CropGroup4asdelincd undcr<OCFA 180.41. 

Whether Winowood Pranamide 3.3SC is bed-topped, banded, or broa<;fcast, the bods m\Jst bo knocked dowri and the 
field cross-disced before rotation crops other than artichokes, head or leaf letti.ice, eindivo, radic'enfo:or escarole a.re 
planted. •:" :,; 

Whore the WUlowood Prcnamido 3.3SC tmatment is to be follow<>d by a rotation crop wtthln '·1 80 days ·of appr,cation, 
bed-topped or banded applications ara suggested, 

ARTICHOKE (GLOBE) 
California [Only) 

U5o I:nrorm;,ticn .- _-.... · :':'. . · · 
Wlllowood Prctlllmide 3,3SC Is a selec1ivo herbicide for the control of susceptible weeds in either established (ratoon) or 
transplnntad globo artidick1'$. ✓ " 

Weeds Controllod . . . 
Willowccd Pronomido 3.3SC is onoe1ivo QI 5.01o·s:s pini;;· ~i prod~ct [2 to 4 lbs, active ingredient) per traalod acre for 
the p,ocmo,gimcc eo<rtrol of tho !allowing ~: · .. 
barley, volunte8' 
bfuegrass, an;,uat 
chk:kwued, common 
chickweed, ,n0U$0-<lar 
toxtall, y<>llow 
goosofoot.inettloleaf .: .:· 
h<lnb"'.. . ~ : ' .. . 

~~t~w~·.·•·· 

lffllSUL'l!'Nitd .•·: : 
nonlo. burnlog ,f! •: :: 
nl;ihlshode. holly 
oat. voJunteer 
oat.wild 
ryegrass, Italian 
wheat, volunteer 
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WiUowood Pmnamido 3.3SC Rate 
Por Broadcast Acrol1 

Crop Woods Dependable Rainfall Loss Dependable Comments 
or Ovorhoo.d lrriglJtion RainfaU or Furrow 

fm/Ac,e] lr'rioution 

gJobe artiChokes Susceptible annual 5.0 Do not apply S3ndy soils. sandy loams 
(ostabUshed ,moon) gr8SS8s, VO!vrltoor grains and sill loams 

and broadlcaf woods 
9.5 Do not apply sill, s!ty clay loams, clay 

loams aod day soiJs 
globe artichokes Suscop1iblo annual 5.0 Do not apply all soil types e,cept peat 
{newly transplanted grasse$, volunteer grains nr,d muck soils 
..crowns\ and broadleaf weeds 
1 Dosage instructions listed on this label are In terms of pints Willowood Pronamide 3 .3SC per acrn broadcast application. 

For banded trrmtments down artichoke rows or between rows, reduce tho amount of Wlllowood Pronamide 3.3SC used 
per acre according to the following formula: 

~nod Width Qn inchos.) X 
Row Width ~n Inches) 

DOSAGE AND TIMING 

Aato per 
Aero Broadcast 

Amount Needed per AJ;re 
for Band Applic,,tion 

Estobli:hcd Ratoon Artlchokos . . ,-'"-;j/ ,' 

Apply Wllowood P"'numJdo3.3SC in a single pos\emorgence application to tho crop a!tertlllogo oparotlons are completed 
and shoot re-growth of lhe artichokes has occ-.,rrod. Apply Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC preemergence to tho woods 
and before new artichoke leaves are greater than 14 to 16 Inches long, Apply Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC in a bandod 
11041,nonl ovor the CtOP ,ow Ill \he ,,no of 5.0 IO 9.5 pints o f pn)du01 pet broadcasl ;llCte (seti'.dosage rate ror soil IYPO 
in clwt). A second 4pp,ca1lcn of W'tllowood Pron.imlde l.3SC at :ne samo ratli may be applied 60 d/Jys or moro pric, 
to "",vos: in a bMdod trrotmonl dir<!:tod to I/lo unttoo1od ,;oH surfaeG'botwoe,, ·u,o n."tl:tioke rows nltor t/1c d~chlng 
operation is completed lator in tho season. 

Transplanted Arlicbo.ko Crown$ . :·. · ..... · · .~, ;· :- ·: 
Apply \Vi"owood Pronnmi::le 3.3SC in a single applicatjon iifter·:in,n~1anting tile crowns but bero,e new shoots havo 
developed 3 to 4 new loaves. Apply WiUowood Pronamlde 3.3sc· preem(irgence to the weeds nnd banded over tM crop 
row at the rato of 5.0 pints or product por broadcast acre:: Do not use higher rates of Willowood Prcnamide 3.3SC than 
5.0 pints per acre in ono soason. A second applic,,tion of Wiflowood Pronamide 3.3SC at the same rato may be applied 
60 days or more pl'iOr to harvest in a banded trea1ment directed to 'the untrested so~ surface bet'NGfifl the artichoke rows 
ofter tho ditching oporation is completed loter In the season. 
Application · ·' . ·· ' · · · ' ' 
Wiilowood Pronamide 3.3SC may 00 applied by aircraft or ground sprnyer for preomergenco control of susceptible 
gro.s.sa:, nnd b<cadloar woods'·ln eslablishod r:itoon ClllJo ol<cs or troi,sploruod :v:ict>okc crowns. 

Ao.rial: •.Mix the sped~od ~~·unt ol Wil10W'00d Pmruirntdo 3.JSC tn n mll'llmum or , O gallons cf water per acre- for aerial 
applcolion. Avcid drfft-10 ;,II olhcr crops ooo noo-tnrgo: a.rcos. 

Grouriif( •,Mbdiio';~d :,mount ol Wil lowood Prcnamido 3.3SC ,n clean wate, ond apply lormly with a ground 
sprayer ln •20 to SO g:,Jlons o! W:I\C!l' per aero. Roduco doSQ.ge and volume accordingly for llnndcd \roatments. Use a 
standard low pn,ssure herblclde spmytJ< equipped with flat fan nozzles \hat givo uniform sp,:,y distribution. 

Moisturo·ami lrri9atlon Aequ!remonts 
Moisture is necossary to activate W<llowood Pmnamide 3_3SC in the soil and move it into the root zone of germinating 
weeds. In artichoke cuJture natural rainfall or supplementary overhead irrigation within 1 to 3 days after the appfication 
of Willowood Pronamlde 3.3SC is essential ro, effec:tive weed control . For best results use overhead sprinkler irrigation 
equipment to Irrigate th& (leld with 1 to 2 incMs of water after application of Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC. 

Effect of Soil Type 
Do not apply Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC to highly organic or mucl< soils because herbicidal activlt\l is lowered signrtlcan11y 
io these soils. Follow dosage rates suggested in the dosage instruction chart according to lhe soil typo for established and 
tr:msplontod artichokes. 

RotaUon crops 
Artichokes are generally long-term perennial crops. In the event that artichokes are discontinued and a rotational crop wiH 
be planted within one year where Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC was applled at the rate of 5.0 pints of product per acre, 
follow the rotatiorw,I crop requirements spcciiicd in the Product information section of thts tabcl under Rotational Crop 
Planting lnforma:tion . 

s 



Artichoke - Specific Use Restrictions 
• Oo not apply more than 4 lbs./acre active ingredient {9.5 pints/acre of WHlowood Pronamido 3.3SC) to estab!sned 

artichokes or more than 2 lbs./acre active ingredient (5.0 pints/acre or Wlllowood Pronamide 3.3SC) to newly 
transplanted artichokes or make more than one .. ln•row" application per season. 

• Do not harvest artichokes within 60 days of final application. 
• Do not make more than one application to tho artichoke row pet season. Do not mako more 1han one application to 

the untreated soil between the rows per seaSQn. 

BLACKBERRY/BOYSENBERRY/RASPBERRY 
(Idaho, Oregon and Wa,st,;ngton Only) 
U:sa ln1ormation 
WillowoodPronamide3.3SCisaselectiveherblcldeforfallandwlntarapplicationstoest.abtishedblackberries,boysenberrias 
and raspberries for both preemergenca arid postemergence control of certain winter annual and perennial grasses. 

Dosage 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC may be applied at the rate or 2.5 to 7.0 pints or ptoduct (1 to 3 lbs. active ingredient) per acre 
broadcast application. The rate will depend on the wood species present anc;t the soil texture or w, site being treated. 
FOl!ow the weed control instructions r,sted in the chart below. 

Pints of Wlllowood Prol'lamldo 3.3SC Por Bromdcast Acre1 

Oopondnblo Rainfall or Overhead , 
Weeds Controllod Irrigation:! c~rii;;.,onts 

bluegrass, annual 2.5-5.0 Use 1ow·ra10:,..on llgl\t',. 

quackgrass 5.0-7.0 td'mod m so,ls and:tilgh 

ryegrass, pefennial 
•• 'nfie.ii'Ciii•·he:ivfwis. 

5.0-7.0 ,, .. \,',.-· .~ -. 
' Dosage rates specified arc in pints or Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC:p1)r,nciii,oroodeiist application. Reduce rates 

accordingly ror banded applications. . ;. ·· .. ~-~- .1. ·t:i: ;\•-:..-

;-: For effective weed contrOI. rainfnH or overhead Irrigation is essdntutl 'ro110V.~ ·u,e application of Willowood Pronamide 
3.3SC. .";j,,:-1: 

Crol) Tolcr:inc:c , - : . ;.. . . 

Establls!ICd cano fruit aro tolerant to specified rates ofWilfowo'o<fPror.omidc 3.3SC. Newly transplanted blackberries, 
boysenbetries and raspborrias must be weU ro·ote·d and ·.transplaiiled for at least 3 months prior w tho appltcation of 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC. 

. Tlmln9andAppilc:otlon .. ... .. _ ..... \ .:, .... _ ... 
Apply Willowood Prenamide 3.3SC.Ollliiduring the fall or winter months. For optimum results, apply Wil!owood Pronamide 
3.3SC during Novembet or.December. Do not make applications when the ground is frozen, Mix the specified amount of 
WiUowood Pronamide 3.3SC in clean water and apply uniformly with a low pressure ground sprayer in 20 to SO gallons of 
water per acre, _ .• • 

Blncklieri'y.isoyse~b~ry/R~spbcrry- Specific Use Restrictions 
• Do not apply,morettian 3 lbs·.racre active ingredient (7.0 pints/acre of Willowood Pron amide 3.3SC) or mnke more than 

one applicatlon Of Wllltiwood Pronamido 3.3SC per season. 

Use lnfol"ril~tl~·::: = 

.. -.-·. BLUEBERRY 

Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC is a selective herbicide for fall and winter applications to established blueberries for both 
pteemergence and postamergence contl'ol of winter annual o.nd perennial grasses and chiekwoed and preemergenc.e 
control of oertnin broadleaf weeds. 

Aov!seo OS-OS-18 

Dosage Instructions 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC may be appUed at the rato of 2.5 to 5.0 pints of product (1 to 2 lbs. active ingredient) per aero 
broadcast application. The rate will depend on tho weed species present. Follow the weed control rates spec.ifled in the 
chart below· 

Piob of Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC Per Acro1 

Wocds ControUod Dopondabla R.ain1all or 0\/Crhoad Jrriaation' 
bluegrass, nnnual 2.5 
brome, downy (cheatgrass) 
chick.weed 
oat. wild 
sorrel. red lftom seadl 
bentgrass 5.0 
bluegrass, Kentucky 
rescue, toll 
orchard grass 
quackgmss 
ryegrass, petennial 
valvctarass 

1 Dosage rates specified are ir, prnts of Willowood PronamWe 3.3SC per acre- broadcast application. Reduce rates 
accotdingly fat banded o.pplicatlons. .. . . 

~ For effective wei,d control. rainfall or overhead irTigation is cssarrtiaf following appUcation ofWillOW6od Pronamide 3.3SC. 

Crop T0for.,ne<> . ' 
Esta~i~llcd bluot,erry plants .are ialcrnnt to sp&c1~od r.lios of Wdlc,wcod Prnnamii:ll·.3,3st;,' :Do noi ·apply Willowood 
Picnnmldo 3.3SC to n.,...,ly transplMtcd bluabernm until roots are well estabashiid. ·: { · · 

Timms and Application . . . . . . . . I .. 

Apply Willowood P ON111ide 3.3SC in a single applic~tion during the fall ·or:OOrly wliiiei''months, but prior to soil freeze·up 
and snow cover. Optimum herbicidal activity occurs when appliclltions aro made under cool temperature conditions (55'F 
or less) and aro followed by rainfall or overhead Irrigation. .. .... • 

Ml)( the spacli'ied amount of Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC in ·~tiiia.ii w~t~/and apply uniformly with a low pmssure ground 
sprayorln 20 to 50 gollO<>S of w.otm per acre. 

Blueberry -Spe.c:ltic Use Restriction=-
• De not apply more than 2 lbsJacre active Ingredient (5.0.pints/acre Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC) or make more than 

one application of Willowood Pronamide':l\3SC per year . 

ALFALFA, CLOVER, BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL, CROWN VETCH AND SAINFOIN GROWN FOR 
FORAGE AND SEED 

Uso Information .. . . . .. , : . 
Willowood Pi'onamlde'3.3SC·.Is:a sel~c!iv• horbicido for (all or winter applications to alfalfa, clover. birdsfoot trofoil, crown 
vetch 8nd St1lnroin for both pi6&n1orgence and postemcrgence control of susceptible winter annual and perenntal grasses 
and for praemorganca control of certain broa.dleaf weeds. 

Dos;1g~·.; · -'. >_ ·.. : . . 
wmowaod Pronamide 3..3SC may be applied at the rate of , .25 to 5 pints or product (0.5 to 2 lbs. active ingrodion~ per 
broadcast ·ecroi ap'prie;nio.~. The required mle will dep,,nd on thil wee<l spocics pro.sent as well as the typD of irrigatlo,, 
u~ or thc··dilpond:iblllty of rainfol rollowlng oppRcollon. The oKoctMJ rate win ce hlgner in low rairifa! :ircas or wharc 
furrow irrigation is used than in areas of dopendablo rainfall or where overhead irrigaUon ~ practiced. Follow the weed 
control Instructions given in the chart below for fall or winter applications of Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC: 
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Pmts of WiQowood Pronamidc 3.3SC Por Broadcast Acta 

Dependable Rainfall Low Rainran 
Or Or 

Woods Contn>llcd Overhead Irrigation Fum,w lrrigaflcn 

Apply pmomergcmee or p0$t0mor9once to thesa woods: 125-2.0 2,0-2.5 
bartoy. foxtail 
bluegrass, annual 
bromo, downy (cheatgrass) 
chickweed 
grain. volunteer 
oat.wild 
ryogross, Italian 

blueg,ass, Kentucky 2.0•2,5 2.5-3.5 
orchatdgrass 
ryegrass. perennial 

quackgrass 2.5-3.5 3.5-5.0 

Apply preemergenoe only to tt,osc weeds: 2.0-2.s 2.5-3.5 
som,I. red (from seod) .. 
mustard. wild 3.5 :,:· . • 5.0 
radish, wild ~=· -•.· . , • 

rocket, Lo11don ·· ·--
shepherdspurso ~)~· '• 

Note: For con:tol of_sprJng germinatlMg cheatgrass and doddor, refer to spec:ific iristructions under Spring Use Directions 
for Est:iblfsltitd Alf~lr<l, 

Timing and Application . ... .,. ...... _ ·. -.~.: .. 
llpPly Willowood Pronnrnlde 3.3SC during 1/10 fal o( wls\tor months. O'ptlmum horbicioal activity oca,rs w~n 4PPl.,,,-~ons 
410 fll3da ul!der coo110,r,;>er<lt\lro c:>r>lf<lfons (SS"Fto 80'F) .ind lll'!I foUol'itid by rnlnf'111 or ovochood lrrig~tion. N,pllcollons 
m.u-r.t bo mode boron: soil trooz.o-•up. •. • 

Applicmlops may bo 11111du postome19enco to es"~iii'>ed. ii.ciivo1y 9,;;_.;ng or dormant (OllJ!lO k!gumes or 10 now pluntlngs 
alt"' tM tcgumo has "'act,od the ttUoliato leaf s,:,go • • In established rornso IOgumo suirios, appllca.tions muS!. bo 11\<l<lo 
afte< trio lnSt C\Jnin9 wl\en :no w0llth8f nnd ilcl'.tcmpemwros a:o cool. In (<Ill seeded rora.g<J 109umos, appfic:itlons mu.-; 
bo modo ahor 1<1gumo,; tio•o rood'\00 '!IW.17ifolllliii' loiitslllgo. In oprir,9-wedod l0r.tgo logumos, 4Pr:>licntions o! WillowoOCI 
Pro~mlclo 3.3SC nwst 00 rnirclO thQ folfowlll9 tofl"or early winto, to control winier onn'-"li ar.d pocemial grassos. Do nol 
use Will<rwood Promunldo.3.3-SC'ns-"a' p,eplant c., p oomorgcncc troatrl\<>nl or t>oloro lho trlloliato loo! stago cl 1h11 legume 
""" dovolopw In new plai,tl ngs as Injury.to lho l09umo stand mny 1csu~. Romovo a, oiSporse 1r.>sh, crop r~ducs and 
oshos boldm' 1roatmO<ir. · , . , 

Mlx l/10 sp~'c'lf<ed orrid'uiit or l'.'ll!owo't>d l'to,wn[dc 3.lSC in clean Wl\ter and apply uoifcrmly wl1h a ground sprayer at 2Cl 
to so··ga11ons·pe'r:aoro. - Uso 'a conventional r,ortiiddc spr.,yor equipped wlll1 fl.It :an no~• at 40 to 00 psl 

Rorat~·~·C,i,~ t'·· :•:~r~-
Whcrn roto~qtiJSs 410 to'fol!ow within ono year cl tl".o wmawood Pronatltido 3.3SC tt00,um,nt to alfalf:i. 010,or, bln:J•foot 
lroron, crown,.Jotch or soinfoin, follOw tho direct!= glv~n In !he ?rooucl lnlormotlo,, section or this "1.bol undor Rotntlon 
Ctcp Pl.intlng lnlormnVon. 

Spociflc Use Restrietions - Allalfa. Claver, Birt!sloot Tmloil, Crown Vetch and Sainfoin 
• Do net ose more than 2 lbs/we active Ingredient (5 plnwacra or Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC) per ye,ir. 
• Do not harvest alfalfa seed wllhlti 50 days alter appli~ion. 
• Co not graze or haNest fer forage or dehydration wilhin the following intervals after application: 

Alfalfa - bolow 3.5 pk,ts/Qcro Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC (west of Mississippi River) 25 days 

Affalfa -3.5-5 pints/acre W!Jowood Pronamide 3.3SC (west of Mississippi River) 45 days 

Clover, birdsfoot trefoil, crown vetch, sainfoi~ (entire U.S .) and alfalfa - Up to S pints/acre 120days 
Willowood Pronamlda 3.3SC (Bl.SI of Mississippi River) 
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SPRING USE DIRECTIONS FOR ESTABLISHED ALFALFA DODDER CONTROL IN ALFALFA 
SEED CROPS 

Only Ln California, Color;,.do, Idaho, Novada~ Oregon. Utah and Wastringto" 

USC! lnfonnatlon 
For olfoctivc control Willowood P1onnm\do 3.3SC must be mavod inlo lhe soil eithei by rainl.ill oc irrigation boloro the 
gorminolion of dodder. Prnfombly, irrigtnion must bo mado within l to 3 days fo~owli,~ the W.llowood Pronami<io 3.3SC 
appik:.ilion, but can bo dolayo:I IJ? to 2 woeks if nocos:.n,y provided tMt irrlg,nlons pmceco doddec gcrminnllon. If 
Irrigation of the fiold tra.1tcd with Willowood Prcnamldo 3.isc must bo delayed , a hghl mechor11-:.,I inco~ro~OI\ (maxlmum 
1-inc.ll depth! must follow the WUlawood Pronamide 3 3SC application and the 1ield irrigated wlthin 2 weeks. 

When L<Slng flood type or overhcall sprinkler jrrigation systems the amoun: of irri9aU01> following the WlllowO<XI Pro,wnldo 
3.3SC op~icalion nwst not excoe(f 0<10 Inch of wn,c,. Ex= lmg;,uon folloWing lho Wdlowood Prcnomldc 3.3SC 
application Md prior to gormtnation of dodder may decrease th(;)' effectivoriess of Willowood Pronamfde 3.3SC. 

00:3agc and Ttming 
For cf!ectivo coolrol. Willowood P,omsmido 3..3SC must bo oppllGd bol°"' dodder gom,inates. Follow the directions given 
bolow dope,i<!ing en method ol &rlga<IM used. 

Furrow trrigotJco: Apply W'dlowocd Pronamido 3.3SC at the rote ol 3.5 to 5.0 pints of product (1.5 to 2 lbs. active 
lrigrodient) por =•- Jnco,pomte ~gMy at time of application and irrigate within seven days. 

Flood ln-lgotlon: Apply W'jlowooa Pron,imlde 3.3SC :n lhe rato o 3.5 pints oJ product (1.5 lbs.,nctlye ingrodient) per acre. 
Flood field with 0.5 to 1.0 ,nch of watcr w ,:~in 1 10 3 days after application. · 

Ov<>rhaod Sprin~lor lmg:,tion: IJso s.,mc diroctions as g lvon aDavo for nood irrigation . &'&.s·slvG ;;;,:,ounts oi irrigation 
wate following WiDawood Pronumlc!e 3,3SC application may il"'1ersaly affoct the ]'orblcidal a<itlvity, 

(SPRING APPLICAnONS) . . . 

Choa1gr.," Control in Establlstied Alfalfu (Spring Applications) 

Oa!iago and Timing .· : :·_'::·. . . ··:. :'. 
Spring ;ippGcotJon ol Willcwood Pronnrnidc 3,3SC will control diooi.1,rnss tt::ipplication is mac!e whM cho:itgrass has 
recomly germln~lad eris exPoCtO(! lO go,mln:>10. A,pply W.aowooo Prono,:nido 3:35C as a braQdc,st applica~on at tho rate 
of 2.0 to 2.s pints or product (0.8 to 1 lb. ll.Cllvi: ngrod!ehl) por'IIC'I)., ·,/ .. _. 

.-~ 
·:·f~- ... :,.:.·· 

.··.·. 

:;' . -~ 
/· .. 
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HEAD ANO LEAF LETTUCE/ENOIVE/ESCAROLE/RAOICCHIO GREENS INCLUDING SINGLE 
APPLICATION AND SPLIT APPLICATION AND CHEMIGATION 

Uso Information 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC is a selective herbicide for the control of certain annual grasses and broad leaf weeds in direct 
seeded or transplanled head or loaf lettuce, endive, escarole and radlcchlo greens. 

Weeds Controlled 
Wilowood Pronamido 3.3SC is for the preemergence control of tho following weeds: 

Grasses 
bar1ey, foxtail 
barley, volunteer 
barnyardgrass 
bluegrass, annual 
brome, downy {chealgmss) 
canarygrass 
crabgrass 
foxtail, yellow 
goosegrass 
lovogmss 
oats, volunteer 
panicum, fall 
ryegrass, Italian 
rye, volunteer 
wheat, volunteer 

Broadloaf Weeds 
carpetweed 
chickwcod, common 
gcosefoot, nettleloaf 
hcnbil 
knotwecd 
!ambsquarters. common 
rr,orningg1ory, annual 
mustardy wild 
nettle, burnlng 
nights/lade, black 
nightshade, hairy 
pursJane, common 
rocket, Landor, 'V. · 
shepherdspurse ··-· ·/ .., : 
smartweed,'pale 1• r-

,:t?""~;t~-
. ;- ·') 

.·r .• ·: 

1omtdo;.v~untoor · · . . ~'\: :;:~: f 

··-· .~ "· . . ' 
·r-::•.· 

•'"···· '"',•: 

DosiijO.t· ·· 1 • ,~ 1·i 
For h<>ad 'Wlfu.rce,.ondlve. ~IO. and mdlcchlo greens, Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC m~y be applied at Ilia rale of 2.510 
5.0 pints of producf(1 to 2 lbs. active ingredient) per acre broadcast application. For leaf lottLice, Willowood Pronamide 
3.3SC may'-be •.applied at tha rate of 125 to 5.0 pints of product (1/2 to 2 lbs. octivo ingredient) per acre broadcast 
application. The dosage rate required is dependent on soil texture, target woeds, duration of controJ expected and me-thod 
of irrigation. LQwer rates may result ln s11oner duration oi weed c::ontrol or less efficacy on hard to control weeds. At rates 
specified on this label, WUlowood Pronamide 3.SSC may not be as effective when applied for' weed control on highly 
organic (peat and muck) so~s-
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For head lottuco, endive. escarole and radlcchlo grooru (ollow the d0St19e instructions listed in chart below· 

Pint:s of wutowood Pronamido 3..3SC Per Brot1dca~ Acro1 

Dopendoblo Roinfull Loss Dopcndablc 
Dr Rainfall or 

Woods Ovcr~oad Irrigation Furrow Irrigation 

susceptible annual grasses 2.5-3.5 3.5-5.0 
(surlaco application} (soil incorporation) 

broadleafweeds 3.5-5.0 5.0 
(surlace appJ;c,ition) (soH incorporation) 

1 Reduce dosage rate ac:cording1y for banded applicalions. 
,. Soil Texture Group 

Coai-50: sand, loamy sand, sandy loam 
Modlum: loam, sflt loam, silt, sanely day loam 
Fino: silty clay loam, clay loam, sandy clay, silty clay, clay 

For leaf tottuec follow u,o dosllgc instructions listed in chart below: 

Pine a, WUlowood P.rcnomido 3.3SC Per Broadca;s'l Acn:" 
Dependable Rainfall Less Oepo-ndablo 

Or Rainfall or 
Weods OvwhGilld 1.rric:,ation Furrow ltric:;::1tion 
susceptible annua.t grasses 1.25-3.5 3.5-5.0 .. 

(surface aaolicatiOn) (so)I incorcorst16'ri}:_'.· .. 

broadleaf waeds 3_5-5.0 5 .0 
!surface annlicationl (sol incoroorationl 

' Reduco dosage rate accordingly for banded applications. 
' Soil Toxturo Group 

COal'!IC: S,,/ICS, loomy s,a,-,d, SMdy lo;im - • .. _--.: 
Mod;wn; loem,sitloom,slll,sandy coy loo.rn ... .. 
F1nc: si:y ol;,y leam, clo,y loom, $11!\dy clay. $31!5>:clay;cio/:: 

-·. 
• · .... 

Soil Tox\uro GrouP' 

Coarse and medium 
Te><tun,d soils 

Fine textured soils 

· Coarse·and medium 
·. _-_ • Textured soils 

, Fine textured solls 

CropToJoranco .·-··::> ·::,.:.•:· .::.-
Most varieties of head or lea1 lettuce ara highly tOlerant of the ·specified rates of Winowood Prona.mido 3.3SC. Do not use 
more than 3.5 pints (1.5 lbs. active ingredlent) per ac:re on Vai temp, grande verde and prlma verde varieties of crisp head 
lettuce, or on endive, escarole and radicchio g.-eans.. 

Timing and Application . . _.: .. 
Willciwood Pr'Qnamide 3.3SC can< .. be· 8ppttod either pre-pl.cu·,t, post-plant or postemorgence to hoad or leaf lettuce, 
endive, escarole or radicchlo groonirln banded, bed-topped or broadcast applications. Most applications wm be made 
pr..,mo<gMCc<> to 1/10 c,op just beJore--or after planting :ina proornorge<ice to tt,o weeds. AppU<:n! lans can be made t:ofa,e 
ar ~lt.or 1l1Jnning o! ·hmla or leaf Jouuce but must bo made prior 10 wee<! emorgance. For spfit OP?Jlc:,!lon, seo directions 

below; '._. , .... ,- ·:. <·i•:· 
Mix l~<fspei:ffietl ainoLirifot llowcod Pronamide 3.3SC in clean water and apply uniformly with a ground sprayer in 20 
to 50 gallons of water per treated acre. R-educ::e dosage and volume accordingly for banded treatments. Use a standard 
low pressure sprayer equipped with flat fan nozzles that provide uniform spray d;stnbution. 

Split AJ)plic:ation: 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC appncation c:a.n be split so that pa.rt of the maximum opplication rate of the product can be 
initially applied to hoad or laaf lettuce, endive, escaroio or radicchio greens, and the balance of the maximum application 
rate can be applied up to 1 a days 1010,, Total amount cf Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC applied must not exceed tho 
maximum rates indicated on this label, up to 5 pints al product (2 lb. active ingredient) per acre per crop. For loaf lonuco, 
total .Jmount or wrnowood Pronamlde 3.3SC applied rnust not exceed the ma.x.irnurn rates indicated on this label, up to 5 
pints per acre cf product (2 lbs)a~ro active ingredient) per crop, or moro than 10 pints of product (A lbs. active ingredient) 
per acre per year. Tho value of sp!it applications and optimal timing fer the second o.ppHcation will vary depending on 
season, weed species present and onvironmonta\ conditions. 

Application Moisture Roquiramont:s 
wrnowood PronamidEl 3.3SC acts mainly through root absorption, therefore it is necessary to move Willowood Pronamide 
3.3SC irrto tt,e root zone or germinating weeds to provide effectivo control. This can be accomplished by overhead 
sprinkler irrigation. by ralntall or by shallow mochanica,I incorporaHon. 
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S?flnklor lmgatJon 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC can be applied to tho so, surface without mechanical incorporation alter planting or 
tran-,plonUn9 II ovemoad inigalion is used. An initial irrigation of 1 to 2 inches must promplly follow the application of 
Wlllowood P'ionamicfo 3.3SC, especially in hot weather. 

Applk:atlons 0..p<tndent on Natural Rllinfall 
In aroas or depondable ruitural minfnll, Wlllowood PrOt111mide 3.3SC con bo applied as a $Ut11lCo lrea!IJ'l(lnt preomc,gencc 
to the woods. AppUcaUons to d jrQCt 5'1oded o, l(anJ>p/:lnl<!d hon<! or leaf lonuco, endive, =ole or rndjcchlo g:oOPs aro 
most successful when followed by 112 to1 inch of rainfall within two to three days after application. 

Furrow Irrigation -Mechanical lncotJ)Otation 
Wh<!ro rainfall I$ ""1 cfnponda~le or !JUPplementa,y ovemeod I rig:>1ion is not ..sed, shallow pre-pl.JIit incorporation is 
required. PTO-<lrivon lncc,tp0Tt1tors "' tOIBng cultivators th<IJ thorougt,1)1 mix wmowood PTonrunido 3.3SC ln:o the top 2 
incl>cs or so~ aro soggoslcd. 

lr.eorpomlion must be Sirnvltanl.'OIJ~ or immOclilllDl)I artor application of Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC, especially in hot 
'IYCilU')tK. Irrigation must be SlOJ"tod es SOOl't ns por.sible. 

Whllr• lurrcw ltrlgntion Is used, $?fl1i ~ppllc:ltlon :ind mochanic:nl incorpor.:llian mu!<: be mollO after bads hnvo boan 
ronnod. WiD0,vood Pronatn;cc 3.3SC will not be as ottoctivo Ir dlsl<od In prior to t>0d sllllplng. HOQing, thlnrtlng c,r sl\alklw 
cullivation or ,o11111!l1lod witn Willowood Pronilllloe 3.3SC wia not dosttoy its he,bieidru oclivfty. 

Tomporatum 
WIIIOWoOd Pronarnido 3.3SC Is not highly "°~:ilc, but It mllY degrado ratt,o, quickly Ir left exposed· on the soil surface in 
w-.lrrn w8i>thor. 1r .nppf~ wh011 ~ir tempon:nuros e:iccood SS°"f' it rn1,.1st bo shi!Bow incO(J)Qmtcd.or wntered into tho.soil o.:s 
soor, o.s ~ -prolorobly wilhl~ 1 o, 2 <by,. 

Rotation Crop,s 
Follow the diractions given in the Product Information section or this label underFiotntioii Crop Planting Information. 

Holld or Loaf Lettuc:e/Endivo/Escarolo/Raclicchio Groens -Specific Uso Rostrlctions 
• Do not apply Witlowood Pfonamide 3.3SC to head lettuc:o, ondive, escarole, radicchio varieties that will be harvested 

loss than 55 days after treatment. . ,.. • 
• For use on leaf lettuco, follow the table below for picha~ intarai]s based on the appropriate US<! rate. 

Use Rale PHI 
., .. 

Up to 1.25 pts/A (0.5 lb. ai/A) ., 25 days 

Up to 1.8 pis/A {0.75 lb. ai/A) 35 days 

Up to 3.75 pis/A {1..5 lbs. aVA) '· ... 45 doys 

Up to 5.0 pts/A (2.0 11'.lS. al/A) . 55 days 

• Do not ~pty m""' tlull'I 0t10"tlPp!ientJc,n of Wlllowood Pronamldo 3.3$C lo ooch c;,:,p or hca.d or '®I lc1t1ice. cnllivo, 
esauo!e 0< rndk:dllo~g,00/\$. er mo111·1f..,n Iwico if s,:,lit appf=,on i!> maae. 

• Donct-nppl)' m0l'O:t1t:1n s.o -prn1s' ol Wt!lowood P,ona.,.,100 3..3 sc;: 12 lbs. nclivc ingro<!I"'1t) por :.cro per c,op. 
• For·k!al lettuce. do-nol apply mo·•o th:,n 2 rt:s..1octiva lng,1Xl1ent (5 plm,r/ac,e of Wlllowoe>d fronamlclo 3.3SC) ?8' cr.,p, 

or,!"""' I.Mn 4 lb$.i·octlve irigzedient (10 pirrtslacro or Wiliowood Prcnam.lde 3.3SC) per =u per year, ,.,..... ..,., . 
• --.. ·• • • Aerial Application 
, • ·~ .;: (For Uso In Arizona and Cartfornl;,) 

Wlllcwooci Prennmidc 3.3SC may be appI1«1 by al/craft for p1eom01geoco control or susceptible gror...es. and broodlcar 
""odi ill ~ea'd o,; loo! lottuca. Willowood Pronomido 3.:lSC mus tie applied at the dosage rru.o ol 2.5 to 5.0 pu,1$ or 
p,oduct ( .0 to 2-0 peuoo:; aclivo ingredlen~ per ltODtcd act0 doponding en solJ tvPO (rero,- to ccmmonts unocr Oos:iga 
cno.rt above). Mil< ll1C $peclfied omoum oru,is p,cdu:n ill 10 to 20 gnllcns of water per acm for n.crinl app0calicn. f ornetial 
app;la>Uons or Willow"°" Proo,i,nldo 3.:lSC on n~d o, lo':lt lcnuco, co·nsult 1M lobo>I C1>tOfu!Jy for piMlbal:k nformotlcn. 
Avoid <;lt~t to ;,IJ other crops and non-tnrga: Ofeas. 

C~emlga!Jon AppUcaUon 
(For U:o In Arizona Md Califomlo) 

Apply WiU"owoo~ Pronol'1!clo 3.3SC by chcrn!gation for Wood comtol ir. diroel oeoo<!CI ot transp!(lnlod hood Of loof 
tctwco. Cfldlve, escarole or rt>dlec:/llo greons but muSI bo <1ppGcd prior 10 weed ome,yo()CG, Applica:ion moy bo maclo 
prflomq011de to head or r8"' 1o11uco, endlvo. o:;c:nrolo, cv r!!diccl1Jo groans er ~o,,.co to head orlo"1 lottucc. Do 
not apply Po~tomorgcnco to andiva, cscaro1o~ or rnd!cchlo groo~. 
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Applieo~on R,,tc: Apply Willowood Pron amide 3.3SC at the rate of 1 25 to 2_5 pints per acre (0.5 lo 1 lb. active ingredient 
por ac:re) depending upon soil typo, weod SpoCJes and loval or infestation. 

Weeds Pints Wiltowood Pronamido 3.3SC 
Pc,rAcro 

B=denst Annllcatlon1 

Susceptible annual grasses and 1.25-2.5 
broodleaf woads ISurfaco aoolicali□ nl 

1.25-2,5 
fSurfece ~o□licaliool 

' Soi Texture Group 
Coarse: sand, loamy s;md, sandy loam 
Medium: loam. silt loam, silt. sandy clay loam 
Fine: sllty clay loam, clay loam, sandy clay, silty clay, clay 

SpEit Chemigation Application; 

Soil ToXWro Group1 

Coarse and medium textured soils 

Fina textured ~Is 

Wlllowood Pronamide 3.3SC cnemigation opplic.:iUon con bo split. so that PM or tho maxlmum allowable appllel>(Jon rate 
of the product can be lnllloliy appll!K! to noad or lcol !ottuco, endivo. ~• or rooicchio greens. wid the bala!\Ce of the 
maximum llilowablo appLicolion rate can be applied up to 10 days 131or. Total amount of \/Jillowood Pronamldo 3.3SC 
applied must nol exceed 2.5 pints product (1 lb. active ingredient) per acre per crop season. For leaf lottuce, the total 
omounl or w1mowood Pronam!<!o 3.3SC I\OP~cd mUSI nol c>c:oed 2.5 pints produe1 (1 lb. active fngrediorn) per acre per 
crop, o< more lharl 5 pints product 12 lb;;. :,ctiv<, ingrodicnQ per iiC'81>Qf yo:,,, • .. . y;., .. ' ·-, 
Applicallon Moisturo Roqui romonts: WUlowood Pronamiclo 3_3SC acts moinly through:f~: llhi.oipt)on: therelom, it is 
nocossary to movo Willowood Pronamidc 3.3SC Into lhe root ,one of gorminating weo<ls to j:,rolildo offocHvo conttol. This 
can bo accomplished by applying a minimum ol 0.75 inch or ovomead sprlllldcr lnig:ition when npprtod by cMmigation to 
fields that ~vo been pro-lmg3tod. 

nm0 of T,oatmont: Applying Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC following inlllii.Hrrigaii~n-of thi, crop may help limit movement 
01' the herbicide- below the root zor,e cf getmino.tlng woeds and :mtl~i infpr:Ove w"eed Control. Dop<:1nding on climatic 
conditions. chem?QiltlOn generally should bo within threo 10 six :driys •after tha first post-plant irrigation. ThC! following 
recommondatlons arc provldot:I as a general gvideline for ftZ. and CA desert growing conditions. Optimal chemiga.tion 
Ilm,~9 for other 9:"0Wing oreas rnay differ from those Xsted below • .. 

Timtng Dute Applie.,tion Timir,g 
. . ' (OaysAftcr Startino Sorinldors) 

Earlv s..rn 1 to Oct. 15 1-3 
M'•d Oct, 15 10 ()()c. 15 3-6 
Lalo ) 0cc, 15 to Jan. 5-6 

Chomigotlon Equipment_. W/llowood Proriamlcfo 3.3SC may bo appllO<l ll'ln>ugh ccnlof plvol lcteml mo\lO, oollcf!lel °' 
hsnd movo systems capabfo o l"\Jtllform dellvory or tho he11)ioido. Solid ,rot or ti;,,nd mcvo ~s.oms·s.~ould bo c:,p:ll)tc 
of dolivorlng Cl cnlform 'p,ess,:il\l of fi01o'70 ps\ 01 al nozzic,s. F'ipes and nozzles musi bo positiotied to provido .nHorm 
covorago of tho trt1atment nroa'.: Pia.cement al roe mos In n dl:imorid :;hut:<ld ( ) i,aaem •~~ provide mom unlfo,m covc:ago. 
Do nal oppty wnen wif>d , voloclty Is surnclonl to d;stort unllormlty of cov""1go or =o drift tD = opt!blo r,on•!-3t!)ot 
plams. •:; .• : .. : .,. _ . 

The lnJo:ti0r~met.cil,i9 p'ump ,nust bo calibralod a,; spcclned by inc /Tlillluf11ctull!r and chi!c~od cetiodicnl!y durmg 
appl)ca~oMo oosuro proper oporal!on. Poslicido injoction hOSO'i, which cc,nnoct ciicmlgatl0fl•1Mtorin9 oqulpmi,,it 10 tM 
,:prinkklr Imgotlan system. must. bo of broldocl rninforced con, truc~on with an tnlorml tube made of nylon. c,os,-r.nkod 
polyothylene. or high-density polyethylene. 

Mixing: Mixing tank:s should be large enough to contain the er,~re amount of herbicido mixture for the aroa to bo trea1ed. 
Use a minimum of 3 goltons of water per 1.2 pints of Willowood Pronamlde 3.3SC. Agitation of the horbicido mixturo iS 
raqvired at all times during mixing and appUcation (injocUon). 

Appric.ition: For hand move or solid set systems sot up to deliver about 1/10 inch of water per hour, Willowood Pronamfda 
3.3SC should be injeC1ed over a patiod of t 10 2 hours. Once the t,erbicide has l>Clen irl!cctoo. continue irngation !or at 
least the rime- required to !lush the system and deriver' additional irr1g;tlon sutficfent to fnt.QtpOtilU=: the herb1cldc lnlo the 
upper inch of soil. 
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Chemigati-cn Us-o Rostrictlons for Head or loaf Lottuce, Endive, Escarolo or Radic:c:hio Grocns 
• Do not apply Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC to direct seeded varioties of head lettuce. endive, escarole and radicchio 

greens that will be harvested less than SS days after treatment or trnnsplanted head lottuce that will be harvested less 
than 35 days alter application. 

• For uSB on leaf lettuce foUow the tabte below for preharvost intervals based on tho approprii,.to use r.ate. 

Use Rate PHI 

Up to 1 .25 pts/A (0.5 lb, ail~ 25 days 

Up to 1.8 pts/A/!J.75 lb. ai/A) 35 days 

Up to 2.5 pts/A (1.0 lb. av~ 45 d~ys 

• Do t1ot apply more than one applicalion Of Wmowood Pronamido 3.3SC por crt>p to head or lEJaf lettuc:o, endive, 
escarole, or radicchio groons or more than two apprications if 5plit appUcation is made. 

• Do not apply Willowood Pronamlde 3.3SC poSlemergence to endive. escarole. or radicchio greens. 
• For nead lettuce. endive, escarole, or radicchlo greens, dO not apply more than 1 lbJacm active ingrodient {2.5 pts/ 

acre or Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC) pe< cmp. 
• For leaf lethJce, do not apply more than 1 lb/acre active ingrodioot {2...S pV'ltsJacre WiUowood Pronamide 3.3SC) per 

erop. or more than 2 lbs. active ingredient (5 plnls Willowood Pronamide 3.3SCJ per aero per year. 

Chorr,i9:niort ln::stru:ctiom: , .. 
Do not npply thin product through any irrigation system unless tho instructions for chemigatiori are followed. Apply this 
product only through continuO\JSly moving center pivot, lateral move end tow, solid set, or hand move hlga.tfon systems. 
Do not apply this product through any other type or irrigation system. 

Crop Injury. lac!< cl effectiveness, or illegal pesticide residues in the crop can resultfiom 'nonJ~ifcirm disti'ibution of treated 
water. ,,." · . . .1 . 

If you have questions about calibration, you should contact Stale Exlenslo11Ser11lte;poc1ansts, equipment manufacturers. 
er other experts. : . · .·. ,-:J 

Do not connect an irrigation eySlem (including greenhouse systerri):iised for'~iclde l!llpUcation to a public water system 
un\e$$ t~o postieida IQflol-proscrlbad ,nfoty dovlcos'lo, publlc)•utor systems on tho postlcido coo1:1inor lnbel nro In pbco. 

A porso/l km,w!odge:iblo of lhG cl1omlga1,on ~ys1orn ·O!ld rei/i;oiisn,1,/(01 lls -~on or ~nder ll>c SIJpc,vi:llon ol tho 
rcsi:ior.sible person. $h~ sl:t"1 tho. $)'$!om down and rnnl<e noce$$OIY od',11:1tmonb should tl:o i>I!<!<! n.rt::0. 

Sprinldor CtK!migat!on • .J~~ : .. 

I.Do not COMOct on Irrigation system Qncl!Jdlng greenhousa systems) used fo, posticido app~cation to a public wator 
system. :. . ..:_".:. . .. . 

2. The systam must contain a functional checl(valve; vacuum relief valve, and low-press um d<ain appropriately located 
on the irrigatio11 pipeline to preVel'\t Water souroe contamination from ba.ck-tlow. 

3. The pesticide injection pipeline ·must contain a functional automatic, quick closing Chock valve to prevant the flow of 
fluid bock toward tho'lrijection pump;. 

4.The_pesllcloc lnjeelion plpotlno must OISO cornnln o. (unclionru. n01rn;illy c lo:rod. solonoid-oper:itod valve tocat~d on 
lhe\nt:ll<e ~Id• of lho.lr.~lon pu/\'lp Jnd co.noocted to tho~tern lnlC!locJ< lo Prcvo/11 fluid lrctn bel g withdr;iwn from 
uie 'SU?P/9'lcnf(~'ll)Ei~rrfg,l'Jon ,ii,slom i:;oilher outorMtical1Y Of manunlly shut down. 

5. Th&system must contain functional interlocking controls lo automatically shut off Iha pesticida injection pump wt'l0n 
the water pump mo10, stops. 

6.The imQiltton·:une or water pump must include a functional pressure switch, which will stop the water pump motor 
when the water p,essure decroasos to the point that pesticide distribution is adversely affected. 

7_Systerns must use a metering pump, such as a po5itive displacement injection pump (c.g~, dii:lphfagm pump) effectively 
designed and constructed o! materials 1hat are compatible with pesticides and capable of being fitted with a system 
inter1ock. 

8.Do not apply when wind speed favors do~ beyond the area inlondod !ortreatmont. 
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RHUBARB 
(Oregon and Wn•hington Only) 
Use Information 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC is a selective herbicide for fall and winter applications to establisMd rhubarb for both 
proomergenr::B and postomergenco control of winter annual :ind paronnlal grasses and c:tuckweed and preomergence 
cornrol of cortllin broadlaa.f weeds-

Oosage: 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC may be appUod at the rate of 2.5 to 5.0 pints of product (1 to 2 lbs. active ingredient) per acre 
broadcast opplica.tkin. Too rate wm depond on the woad spocies present. Follow the wead control instructions listed in 
tho chart bolow: 

Woods Controlled 
Pini$ of Willowoi,d Pronamido 3.3SC Per Acre' 

Dependable Rainfall or o..,rhoa<l Irrigation' 

bluegrass, annual 
brome, downy (cheatgrass) 
chickweed 
oat, wild 
sorrel. rod ~rem sood) 

berrtgrass:,, 
bluegrass. Kentucky 
!escue. tall' 
orchordgra.sses~ 
quackgrass 
ryegrass. poronr,ial 
volvotgross' 

2.5 

5.0 

·:.,· .. --.-· 

' 0=30 ra.tos Sl)ecifled om In p,nts of Willowocd Pronomldo 3.3SC ·por ;u:n, ·br<>ndell$t application. Reduce rates 
occo:<Iir.gly ror bnndad oppU::lllions. ,· .... • I • ,.• · • 

' For effectlvo welld conllol, mlnf~II or overhnnd lrriga1ion fs ·oss'o'tiUal !0J1owl.ng1ne appllcallon o! Willowood Pronamide 
3.3SC. . ::..·:: · _- ·. · 

' Willowcod Pronamldo 3.3SC ut tho rate or 5.0 pints of product per aciil may only provide partial control to these woods. 

Crop Tolor41lc:o . ':' ··.·:· ··, .. ·. ..:_ .. ,. 
Estl!>!lsliod ,ru.1bart, plants, in a dormant gro,/4t,'ciinditicn; ;,re tolerant to s;,oclfied rutos of Willcwood Pmnamide 3.3SC. 
Do no1 apply Willowood Pronamidc 3.3SC to newly transplanted muba,t, or to rhubarb during the active growing slllge. 

T1mi.og an.d App fi~tion .. ·. .. . . . !, \· ·,:,;• . 
Appty Willowood Ptonamlde 3.3SC in a slrlQle-;,p"pllcation during the falt or winter months as 3 broadcast surface application 
to dormant rhubarb. Optirnurn herblckia1 actMty occurs when applications are made after soil tempor.rturos drop to SSg'F 
or less and are followed by ralnfaJI ·.~r overticad irrigation. Applications must be mado prior to soil freeze up and snow 
ccvor. .·· _. .. r ·_. ..... : 

Mi>c tliC·sPCcit!ad .,.mo~nt of Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC ln clean water and apply uniformly with a low-pressure ground 
sp,ayer In 20 to 50 gallons· of water per aero. 

Rhub~ib'.2speclfi~ Uso R~strictions 
• Do not apply Wmowood Pronamide 3.350 lo rh\J'b:llb wi'.l>.n 38 Clays of haNest. 
• Use ofWilJowood Pron;imide 3.3SC (n rl1\Jbarb is ,es~d-to Oregon and WaShington only. 
• Do not apply more than 2 lbs./acro active ingredient (5.0 pints/acre Willcwood Prcnamldo 3.3SC) or make more than 

ono application per year. 

APPLE, APRICOT, CHERRY, NECTARINE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, PRUNE AND GRAPE 
PLANTINGS 

Uso lnformation 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC is a seloctivo herbicide for use in direct8d spray applications for the controt or winter annual 
end perennial grasses and certain broadieof weeds in rion-btlaring and bea,ring apples, apricots, chaoies. nectarines, 
peac~es, peats. plums, prunes and grape plantings. 

Weed Control 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC is effective at 2.5 to 9.5 pints of product (1 to 4 lbs. aclive ingrediont) por treated aero lot 
the praemergence and postemorgence control cf susceptible wiritor canrlu:ll and perennial grasses and ct,ickvlloed and for 
praemergenco comrol only of other broadlea1 woods listed on this label. Reier to chart in dosago rate section below for 
spoclfie woodS controllod. 
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00ffgo ond Timing 
Willowood Pronamide 3,3SC may be applied in a single, directed application to labeled lr\lit trees an<l grape plantings 
at dosage rates of 2.5 to 9.5 pints of product (1 to 4 lbs. active ing1edien1) per treated :,ere. Application of Willowood 
Pronamide 3.3SC must be in the fall, after the fruit is harvested, but pdor to soil rreezo-up. 

The dosage rate required for effedivc weed comrol WIii depend on tile weed species prasont and the scU texture of the 
~being tte:.ited. Folbw the specific rate instructions given ira the chart below for the use of Willowocd Pronamide 3.3SC 
In IOIOclOd fr\JI\ troos and 9rnp,,,,. 

Pin1s of Wlllowood Pronomido 3.3SC p.,... Acre 
Dooonda.blo Rainfall or Ovcmaod lrr!Roiion 

Weeds Comrollod Coarse 
bluegrass, annual 2.5 
brome, downy [cheatgrass) 
chickweed 
grain, volunteer 
oat.wild 
ryegrass, Italian 
so,rol rod llr:,m ,;oodl 
bluegrass, Kantuel<y 3.5-5,0 
fescue, tJl1 
orchard grass 
quackgross 

1 ~.-,rass. oerennlaJ 

' Soil TCXI\Jre Group: 
CO:>J'So: SQl1d, lonmy .and •. Slll)dy ~m 
Modium: lo:im, silt loru'n, sill, S4ndy cl:,y 1onm 

Soll Texturo Grouo• 
Mo·dium 

3.5 

5.0-7.0 

;•.-: .... 

Flne, silty cl:ly lo:im, Clay loom, sandy Cllly. Silly clay, clay ,,.,::· .. 

·'• ... :·•· 

.. 

Ano 
5.0 

7.0-9.5 

Appllc<lllon ,. · ··':S:.: ./: ;. •·: 
Mix u,c s;,ocilied amount or WUlcwaod Prcnamldc 3.~ In clean wale< ond :uiply unifcm,ly In 40 to 50 gallons of waror 
per aoro. Lisa a low 01essurn ground ,prayer equ po,fvhtll a?bieakawiiy boom and Ila! tin or off-center [OC) noul"'5. 
Di!OC'! Willcrwoo<;I Pron:>mido 3.3SC to U,O ,so.1 nnd !ho b<lse·or t:ioos·w>d vlnoo. 

Noto; Dos,go li,structlons 11$tcd on this lobel,a,e fo: !lll~bro4dco.sl npp,co:lon. For bonded treatments, reduce the 
amount of Willawood Pronamlde 3.3SC ~ per oao occotding :o lh4 lalfowitlg formula: 

Wldihf"I loc;t,,,sl , . .>( , ·:· Riuo·IXl°r • Amount Noodod per Aero 
Row Wodlh (,n inehes) ,, : •:· jv:;t:c 8rc.K!cast for Ba.-id Appllc3tlon 

Willowood Pron:uiiidc 3.3S'C moy'/i~t •be ~~a incotporotoo. 

CropT014!i;u11;Cc { -~ ~ .{\, ~ 
\\Ilion \l'.Mf'oi,eoo;r,ng 10·1cbol'dlrocll:ms. estabilsncd non-bellrlng a, bO:Ui;,g lrurt lm8S 3f\d gftll)(lS listod on !his lo.bcl aro 
vo,y tol&rtlllt to,Wibav.'oixl Prcinao,ldo 3-3$C. w;aawood Prons,mldo 3,3SC mav not b8 nwnoo to so0<!Un9 tree,; or vln""' 
less lhafi'1.y'eat.old er to !iill ttansplanlcd stoclc :r.utsplonted less than Y""-' or to $1>rin9 ~r,splonlod stcx:1< mms.,.antod 
loss tha.ri 6 months,'.-: · · .-;;,. 

Cultllr:il Cii~iaUons · 
w;u.,wood 'P~do 3..3SC oc:1s fl\llirJy rr.roi,gh root cb,;O,p on In sol)Si\ivo WOO<l ~~ Oopendablo rain fall or 
DIIM'Oad lrri9ntion ls essontial fo»owfn!l ll1e appUc:nfon ro, otfoc1lvo wOOd control. Trnsh-froo =~ C'11lllO idc:il conditions 
fo, ropld rnovemonl cl W'dlowood Pronamido 3.3SC ln10 1110 woad loot zone lonowitlg min or rmgaUon. Clnan cuhivation 
t>oloro npplic:ation Is p,oloroblo but not nece,,ary. 

To obt:Jin opUmum woed con1101 In areas not eioon cultivated, tho :,re;, lo be lr<r.lted muSI bo r,ee cl S<.rfaee litter (dead 
ar decaying woads, k,m,e:;_ m0W1(19 clippings. oie.) If orc:i to be trooted i• under a mixed 9"'3S or wood sod, it must be 
mov,ed and !ho cf,pplngs romovod. 

Applo, Apricot, Charry. Noctal'ino, Pcnc:h, Poar, P1um, Ptuna and Grape Prat1tings
Spocl1ie Use Rostrn:llons 

• Do not feed o, anow lives1ock to grazo nroas trellled with V,liJlowood Pronnmide 3.3SC. 
• Do noI npp!y m0t8 :l'lan ~ lbS/llC:re oc:trvo insreoient (9.5 pints/acre of Willowood Pror,amido 3.3SC) to labeled fr\lil 

!roes 01 graJ)85 or mcl<o more u,an one op;:,lication per year. 
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WINTER PEAS 
Winter Annual Weed Control in Winter Peas (Idaho, Oregon and Washington Only) 

Use Information 
WiOo-HOod Prooomrdo 3.3SC b n sa!ective herbk::ido for the control or certain winter annual grasses and braadloa.{ weeds 
m wintor peas (Pisum SDtiAJm vo:r. arvonse). 

Grassoo 
barley, volunteer 
brome, downy 
oat, volunteer 
oat, wild 
ryegrass, Italian 
whea"tt volunteer 

Bn>adlcal Weeds 
chickweed, common 
chickweed, mouse-ear 
henbit:1 

'Prcamorgenco canlrol only 

Dosage . · 
Apply Wlllewoocf Prcnamide 3.3SC In a singlo. bro:>dc;i,:r 11pplic.l,lon at tM rate of 2.0 to 3,5 pli,\ij-<ll product (0.75 to 1.5 
lbs. actlvo ingr,idion1) per treated ocre. For grass vlee<!s groaI0I l an throe Inches in helghl_:iiso ltl<l~lgher rate. 

llmlng . ,. ·? , ;': . ·••'•. • ;. 
Apply Wi11owood Pronnmide 3.3SC from mi(!-fall ta 00/ly winte, ( ovombcr lo Jafiuiuy) emty poslomcrgenco to tho peas • 
Poai. snoul<l be I:, lhe second node sloge of srcvtth (tw,:, to three Jneh0$ In Size) at lime of appl cetion , 

AppUc:rt.ion ·\!·.: 1 
;·; •• ... -:_ • 

Mix lhc spoctfled :,mount of W,l!OW0'.ld Ptt:r>amidc 3.:lSC ,n dcon wai/;r 3n,f:,pp/y uiviofmly w;1h a ground sprayer in 20 
lo SO goJ?ons ol wator por treated ocro. U-sc a convonticnal hClfblcido·spmycir'Cl<(U!ppcCI wllh ftat fan nolZ!es that provide 
u11lrorrn spray cfi.$trlbu1ion. ..,. · -· ,. 

Wlntor Paa.s--SpocificUso R~trictlons .-~~ ..... , ····· ·.::· 
• Do 'lOI leOd ·troutod vino,, t,o fo VCS10el< o, ollow canimnJi to gnizo' on trca!Od aroru,. 
• Do not apply mo,o lh3n t .5 lbslacre active lngrodiont (3.5 pints/acre or Willowood Pronarnidc 3.3SC) or mllko more 

than ono :ipp!fcalion per year. 

.. . TURF GROWN FOR SOD 
This produ.ct may only be u$od 'on lliri°grown,fo~·$od or on nonrHidontial ,;nos i ncluding b..t not limited to got! 
cou~1 indu!S'tnlll ond office buildinu sitD~. !aitnd£um fiol~ ot pn;,fcssional athletic fields. 

Prod~c:t. lnfam,,,tlon ,· _ _,. .. · 
WllloWOOC",PrQnnmldo"3.3SC ti; asolllCtHro horbk:Jdo for the prcomc,gonoc and DOstcmc,gon<:<, e<>ntrcl or <>MUOI bloosl= 
(Poa _lilloohf rram w~r\n _season grosses and the rumcvnl o! pprooni;il rye gr= (Lolfwn .ooronno) trcm worm ..,.,..,,, 
during"spring -)lllnoillon. Warm ,;ei,-,<>n grosses lncluco ornJ1111:nt:tl ':,ermud:>gr.iss (C;modon C/i>CtylOn), ZoySiagrass, Sr. 
Augustiheww·Et\d'Conlip«fcsrDM, 
Annual 8luo9rHs··(Pr>0 Aniitto) Control 
Wtuowood Prorwri1do 3.3SC win co~lrol n.omtol bluogr.,ss f rom p<o-gormlnation :ind $<'0dllt)g S1CQO$' through :lilOM!l , 
h<!M'ing nnii seed lormation. Willov:cod ?rcnam\do 3.3SC ac:s slowly on ::codling 10 m,iruro onnual blcogra3". FoCowing 
appScation of Wltto-NOOd Pronomido 3.3SC O.'\nuol DILf<!grttSs mi'ly first occomo dark green ,,M tnen 9ro""8ily wm yellow 
• d dlo over a. 3· 10 5-woak poricd. 
For offectivo con1rol of ar,nual bluegrass in turf or seed crops, mojsturo is necessary to mov0 Willcwood Pronamide 3.3SC 
in the wood root zone. Refer to the Moisture Requiromenls section or this label ro, details, 
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Dosilge and Timing 
For annual bluogra,s control. Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC Is applied at the rate of 1.25 to 3.5 pints of product {0.5 to 1.5 
lb. active lngre<!iorn) per acre broadcast applicaUon. The dosage rate required is dependent on the growth stage of annual 
bl..ograss at time or appficatlon Follow the dcsago rate and ~ming Instructions givoo below· .. 

Annual Bluegrass Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC pints/Aero' 
Growth Stage Broadco.st Application 

Preernergenc:e or early postemergence 1.2s-2.s• 

Postemergence - early tillering to heading 2.0-2.5 

Postemergence -seed forming stages 2.5-3.5 

' One acre equals 43,560 sq, ft 
i Use the higher rate when longer preemergence resfdual contro1 is desired. 

Remowl of Poronniaf Rye Grass from Warm So~on Grasses 
Willowood Pronamido 3.3SC will remove postemergent peronnial rye grass from warm season grasses during the spring to 
control the transl'Hon from cool season over.seed to wam, season grasses. Wlllawood Pmnamide 3.3SC works slowly to 
conlrol mature perennial rye grass. After an applica~on ofWillowood Pronamide 3.3SC, perennial ryo grass will gradually 
die o\'er a 4- to 6-w0ok pef"i.od. The length of 1his transition .is dependent upon envircnmonlal factors $1.J.Ch as tamperature, 
rainfo.11 and mowing height of the turf. 

Do.sail" ond Tim ing .... · .'.-_. 
For romovol of perc,,,nl.oJ rye grass rrom w;um stJMOn g.-as,;e,o, wmcwooo F'mr,.;,ml<lc 3.350_'1\i.-/t:lfopplied at o ra:o ol 
, .2s tc 2;6.pfn,s or product {0.5 to 1 lb. nc!iva lr,gnxsiortl) por ~,«,=~ ccro. n Es· t>es1 :o'G!)ply Wiliowcod PiOna.midc 
3.3SC to w.lrm SOll$(:n gr.15ses at 50% greonup, Applicatlcn of \Vi'lowood Pronamlde 3.3SC .to d ormenl warm "°350l1 
grasses can slow greenup. •. :~--

Appfic:ation . . . . . . . . _.~: 
Mix the specified a.mount of wmowood Pronamid.o 3.3SC in dean water and apPIY 'uriifom y with a kiw pressure ground 
sprayer in 20 to 50 gallons oi water per acre or 0.5 to 1 gallon oi water per 1,000 sq. rt. The sprayer should be oquippod 
with flat fan nozzles, spnced to provide uniform distribOtion withoi;t skips or a-xcessivc ovcr1app1ng of spray pattams. 

Important Nole: Avoid $praying on fairways, hUlsldos, .~ approaches that may drain onto bcntgross greens or to 
areas avcrsooded with sensitive coo1 s:oilSon grasses. :"Do nof ii-iak.e an application of a wetting agent for the purpose 
of frost protection or soil ponetration ta greens or tees 14'.days prior to or after a Wi\lowoad Pronamido 3.3SC application 
as injury may result. 

Mol:rbJro Roquiram.onts .. .:. . . . 
Winowood Pro"'1/nldo 3.3SC acts :ma(nfy'jhrO\lghioot ob~orption in sensitive weed species. If no rainfall occurs within a 
day or so or lho QPP~Cllllcn, a light ovedlead irrl9a1i6n must i:,o ruado to move tM e/lemlcal Into lhe w<lOd root ,:one. Avoid 
heavy lmgaiions of mon, than 1 fnCh to ruduco !he pqssfr,Uity of = washing or ienching of tho chemical from the area 
of apptlcadon. .· ' ii. ·:·. . , .:.' 
wmowood7Pranariiido·3.3SC ·o,.tion for Ovof3eoding 
wtto=,,:.~ Is ~,:ab.I.a to 1'$SCOd SOonor than 90 days folfowlng !l'Kl opp!ic:.ol ion of W,llowood Pronamfdo3.3SC, 11n app!i<;aUon 
of an')i,c.ll!'!'\e!l ,C!"=nl-llllcln1s Gro--~fo, is needed. ApJ,ly Ille oc~•otod chnfc:o;iJ al U>a mte or 10 ltiS- po, 1,000 sq. ft. 
Allow Rl 1oasn 4 d!>ys be!woen the applico.11on of\'/;!lowood Pl'tJtlafflide 3.3SC 0110 Ille opi,llcnlia,."I a! tl'.mteo.11 ror control 
cl Offl"'!!OG annual bluograss:· Reseed nc sooner than 7 days following charcoal applicaUan. 

Turf Gtow'rii,;;'~d -Spoclfie Use RCS1rictions 
• Tnis product may be used en non-residential seeded, sodded, or sprigged turf or turf grown for sod that is well 

establishad. Uso of this product on turf thDt has been weakened by weather-, pest-, disease-, chemical-. or m0chanica1--
re-Lm:ed strnss may increase the chances of turf ir,.jury_ 

• This product must only be applied to tun areas 1hat are composed of tha fofowing turigrass species: 
o Bermudagrass (Cynodon dactyfon) 
a Centipedcgrass (&emochloa ophiuroides) 
o St. Augustinogross (S!enoraphrum secundatum) 
o Zoyslagrass (Zoys/a Japonlca) 

• Avoid spraying or, hUI sides, €airways, or approaches that may drain onto bentgrass greens or to area overS8odod with 
sensrtive coot season grasses. Do not make an application oi a wetting agent for the purpose orf1ost protection or soil 
penetration to greens or tees 14 days prior ta or alter a Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC application as injury may result 

• Do riot apply Willowood Pronamioe 3.3SC herbicide to areas that are to be overseedod with susceptible- cool season 
grasses within 90 days oftrna1ment unless deactivation is planned. 
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• Do not applyWUlowood Pronamide 3.3SC to diehondra, perennial bluegrass, annual and perennial ryegrasses, fas cues 
and bentgrasses. 

• Do not graze treated areas and do not feed clippings lo livestock. 
• Do not apply '."o':' ttian 1 _.5 lbs./acre active ingredient (3.5 pints/acre of Wil!owood Pronamide 3.3SC) or make morn 

than one o.ppl1cation a( W1llowoad Pronamido 3.3SC po-r crop soason. 

WOODY ORNAMENTALS, NURSERY STOCK OF ORNAMENTALS, CHRISTMAS TREES 
Use Information 
Willowood Prnnamide 3.3SC is a selective herbicide for fall applications to established weedy ornamentals, nursery stock 
of ornamentals and Christmas trees for the control of winter annual and perennial grasses and certain broadlear we-eds. 

Crop Tolerance 
At specified rates al Wllfcwaod Pronamidc 3.3SC the following trees and shrubs are tolerant ta topical applications made 
in the fall· 

.arborv11ae TIIOI/IQffl mcunta.m~ 
ash nowering cherry mOUJ'IUW li:t"10i 
azalea flowering crabapple C!.Ok 
barberry flowering quince Ohio b\;d,;QyO 
basswood forsythia pino 
beech ginkgo pOplar 
birch hawtnorn pnv01 _ 
boxwood hemlock mododonc!<i,ri,':, 
brad.ford pear holly ""'""' ., .. 
cedar honey locust ':P"'C8 ·,' ... J' 

cotoneastar juniper swee'1gum'-1 
dogwood mac sycmntire _.-;;. 

douglas fir lindo-n iullptrao · 
eastern redbud London plane ·~.·,1,-;\~. ,\titnlrnum 
olm magnolia .. ,,(.-: walnu1 
euooymus maple I, •,~ .. willow 

"· 
___ ..... _,_;;;,..; ..... ~---.. .. -. 

Willawood Pronamide 3.3SC may be used on established trees·,and woo·dy ornamentals. Willowoad Prnnamide 3.3SC 
may not Ce used on -saedlir,g 1rees or shrubs le$$ than or\e year old Or to fall transplanted stock transplanted less than one 
year or to spring transplanted stock transplanted less than six. months. 

Wcod Control 
Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC may :be·:a:pplirid In fall 'applications at tho rate of 2.5 to 5.0 pints of product [1 to 2 lbs. 
active ingredient) per brcadcast acre foflhe pi'eemargence and postemergence control or susceptible winier annual and 
parer111ial grasses and Chickweed and for preemergence control only of otner broadleaf weeds listed on this label. Refer 
to chart in Dosage and 11mlng section below far specific weeds comrnlled, 

Cosagc- on·d "timing ' · ·• .· . 
WiUowoad Prnnamide 3.3SC may be applied in e single. fall application, either directed or topicaUy applied, to woody 
ornamentals, nursery stock•or' ornmnentals or Christmas trees at the rate of 2.5 to 5.0 pints of product (1 to 2 lbs. active 
ingredlenl) perbrcadcasracn,. ApplyWillowaad Pronamido 3.3SC i~ the fall priorto leaf drop and soil freeze-up. For control 
of winter annual and perennial grasses or chickweed, applicEitions can be made eithar preemergance or postemergence 
ta the weeds. For control of other labeled broadleaf woeds, preemergence applications must be used to achieve con1rol. 
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The dosage rate roquired will depend on the weed specios prE>SOnt in the area to be troatod. Follow the Y.-eed control 
instructions glvon In the chart below: 

Pints of WDlowood Pronamido 3.3SC Per Acre 
Woeds Controlled (Broadcast Application) 

barley, !oxtail 2.5 
bluegrnss. annual 
brome, downy (cheatgrass) 
chickweed 
grain, volunteer 
ryagrass, ltarian 
sorraJ, red (from seed) 

mustart1. wild 3.5 
rocket, LondOl'l 
shepherdspurso 

bluegrass, Kentucky 5.0 
Ol'ctiardgrass 
ql.lllCkgrass 
ryegrass, p8f811nial · 

Application 
Mix tho-llocdfiog amount of Wil!owood Pmna,mldc 3.:.SC 1n cJuon wmcn111tf .i;,ply unlrormfy4n 20 io'!io gallons por ill:ic. 
I.hie a low l)fes:;,,ro ground spro,'(lt equip~ with flat fill! ooZZlos spaced lo ptovlcle Unllorm,cf•lri0ullor\. Dosagos listed 
en lhls iar,el oro for surfaco brcodc:c.s: appUcatlon. For baJ)dod t111<11Jnoots down-1ho n:wTOduco 1ho nmount al Willowood 
Ptnr>llt\"JidO S.3SC usod per =o oc.:o«fing to lhO toucwlng rormulll: :,· .• • 

B;md WjQJh fin inchg::J X Rate per Amount Needed pM At;to 
Rew Widtl1 ~n lnc:hos) Aero Bto;,da>,;( for Sand App!lcoUon 

Willowood Pr0<1wnldo 3.3SC must not bo soil incol!)Ornted •• · ,-: "; ·0 •.! 

Noto: Most orrµ,mor>tal turf i;rn:,,; <,p<,ci0$ :,nc1 groundcovors' ~ 90t1$itivo'to ~lowooc! f>rcn!llrlido :i.3SC. Avoid cor,li:-ct 
of Willowcxxl Proll!lffllde 3.3SC with t)loso ptanlS frcm',olthur d lroct ;ippllc<nlo,,, sprny drill c, from apple11!;cns to :ircru. 
that may druih in10 estJ>bf""1ed ornamon1:ll turf ond ·g,ound ecrvor: · ' 
Soil ond Mol5tUre Roqulromonls .. .. · . 1• 

WiUowood Prcnamid~ 3.3SC J,: mOSt ru:tivo 'lri'coors1i·to <F'.cdlum toxlurod sol!:; of low 0,9:inlc mtUter and is ri,btlvoly 
i1'llctivo In poot or muc.~ so~s or IT!i:><>rol soijs high in orgMlc m.,tt,,r conte.'tt ni rates spocifill<l In •his labol. Horbld:ill 
actlvlly is best In sells oonlOlning·ie:.s l/lllrl 4 poroon1 organic m~11cr, Uso in so,1s ot .ig~-<Jr O!'!Jllnic manor contertl may 
•=n in lnconslstonl o, ma,mpi.,(e'wo'od C011tr;,j, 

WDlcwoc,,j; Prcnamido __ 3:3sb'ac=s'·iiiai~ .through root :ibso<p:io~ in sonsilivo weed species. Oependablo rainrall or 
ovortiood li/lgo~on J•·~alfo11owlng oppUcation for ol!OCt.ivo weed control. 

Woody 0~"8mon1D!s;:_Nursorj Stock of Ornamonl:lls/CllristmbS Trees - Spocillc Use Restriction, 
• ApplyWiUawood ?/ori:imlda 3.3SC in mo toll prior to soil froozo-vp. 
• Do noi"soU ineoiporni,;'Nittowooo Prcn:,mk!o3.3SC. 
• Do not h.a.rvesfpfonts ror·rood or feed tor ,1t J~ on.e ye:nr nttor \reatmenL 
• Oo net 'npply "moro ttw, 2 lbs./acre acwc lr,g,odlont (S.O pLi!S/ncro Willowood Pronamide 3.3SC) or mal<e more than 

cm, "J>pli<:;;ltlon per year. 

ATTENTION: This product contains propyzamido (pronamldeJ o chemic,il known to the Slat<> of Cal~ornia to cause 
~nc:er. 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate wator. food, or feed by storago or disposal. 

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry place b~ no1 below 32°F (0°C). 

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL! WastGS resulting !rom the use of this product may be disposed of on silo 01' at an approved 
was1e disposal facility. 

CONTAINER HANDLING: Ncnrcfillablo container. Do not rcuso or refHI this container: Triple rinse container (or 
equivalent) promptly after emptying. 

(Nooreflllable containers 5 gallonsj: Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into appl~caticn oqufpment or 
a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake 
ror 10 soconos. Pour rinsato into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsato !or later use or disposal. Drain for 
10 seconds 3fter the flow begins to drip. Repeat this proc:edure two more times. Then off~r for recyclin9 if available Cf 

puncture and dispose of in a sanitary fandflll 1 er by incinem.ton. or; if allowed by state, and loca! authorities., by burning. 
II bumod. stay out of smoke. 

CONDITION OF SALE ANO LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY 
NOTICE: Read the ontiio Oirocticrt~ !or u,;o ond Condl~oos or Salo~ Limitation or W01T;ucy ond Linbi&ty l>efo,o t>uylrtg 
or 11$ing thls proeuct. I! !ho torms oro no1 :iccepia,b!o, ,owm tho i><oduci '11 °"""· unop.,,od, 0fld 1'>0 purchuo pie<> Will 

oero1u.ndcd. . .,,;•;:?!\ 
Tno D11octlc<>s ror U-So ol thi:; p10<1Uct m"5t bo lolowod c:liclully. It is impos:;iblo to e!mlnnte an ris!:s lnhoiontly ""-'Ad.tcd 
with tho u,;o of mis producl lnoffoctivDIIO'"..s o, othot untntonded consaquences may rcwtt' tiec1tus~i-or such f<lct= ns 
manniar of use or appHcaticn, weather, presence o1 other materials or other in!luEir.t'lnffae1ors: Irr.the use of the .product. 
wt,ictl .iro beyot,d tl>e cornrot of Winowood, LLC or Sellor. To 1/10 Ot<lOnt COOS/:)\Oril wtth-Upplicatile·law. all such risks shall 
bo =•,rncd by Buyer 3tld User. and Buyor and User agree to hold Willowood. 1.1.C and Seller harml= tor any claims 
101uting 10 such f::actotS.. 

Willowood. LLC Watrilnt:: that t/,J:; p,oduct conlom>$ to :ha cllein!cnl dee pt!on tm tho lobel Md is reoson;ibly f" for 
the purposes s<:>tod In tho OlreclloM for Use, subjol:t' to tho_ll\horont-t!Slts roforied to :ibovo, whon used in accortlonce 
with o1roctions undor nocm:il '-"O con<!itions. This wB(fltnty does.not 'extend to tho USO ol 1his p"'®Ct convary to label 
instruc:'.ions. or under abnom'l3l condjtjoos or under condltions•ri>t rcaso~ly fon,soOll.Olo tc 0( beyond ttie control of 
Seller or Willowood. LlC. and Buyer and User assume th& fisk of any such use. TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH 
APPLICABLE LAW, WILlOWOOD, LLC MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR I\ 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCEPT AS STATED ABOVE. 

To tho oxtenl ~t wrth appllcclllo law, ni\lihor Willowooil, L C nor Seller shall be lirulio for ;,ny lnciclon!al. c=equcn!ial 
or sPod"1 damages IOSUlling Item the uso·or h3J>dllng or this product. TO THE EXTENT CONSISTSIITWITH A.PPUCASLE 
LAW, THE EXCLUSIVE REMEOY 'OF TI1E USER OR BUYER, AND TliE EJC:CUJSIVE UABUJTY OF WILLOWOOD, 
LLC AND SB..LER FOR ~y AND ALL CLAIMS. LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES ONCLUOING CLAIMS 8ASEO 
ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGUG

0

ENCE, TORT, STRICT LlAB(LITY OR OTliEFtWISE) RESULTING 
FROM Tl1E USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT, SHALL BE TH.cRETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF TliE 
PRODUCT OR. AT THE ELECTION OF WJLLOWOOD, LLC OR SELLER, Tl-tE REPlACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT. 

Wilowccd. -llC ru>d Sollor offer tl1is product, and Buyer nnd U5'!f accepl it, subject to 1M fo,egolng Condilions af &le and 
Umitation of WiJff3nty and Uilbility, which may not be modified oxcept by M i.lten agroomoni slgMd Dy a duly auth:>rizod 
representative of Willowood. LLC. 

EPA20160415 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
For retail sale- to and use only by Certified AppUc::a?or'$ or pors,an5 under their direct supervision and only 
rcr u,o,o usos covQ{Cd lho Csnlfiod Ao icolol's cortrrica~otl. 

Yuma®4E 
Insecticide 

For control of listed insects infesting certain field. fruit, nut, and vegetable crops. 

Active Ingredient: 
chlorpyr~os: O,O-dlethyl-0-

(3,5,6-tricllloro-2-pyridinyl) 
phosphornthioate .... .. .. . .... ......... ............ ... 44. 9% 

Other lngrodients ........................ ............................ 55.1% 
Total ......................... .......... ... .. ....................... ... ,. 100 0% 

Contains 4 ID o/ chlorpyrifos per gallon. 
Contains petroleum distillates. 

Keep Out Of Reach Of Children 

WARNING AVISO 
SI usted no entieride la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que sc la explique a usted en detalle. {If you do 
n<>t understand the label. !Ind someone to explain it to you in data!.) 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
Use this product only In accordance with Its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR 
Part 170. Refer to 1abat book.let undor 'tAgricultural Use Requirements~ in tl'le Diroc:tlons for Use 
section for information about this standard. 

Refer to lnsldo cf labet booklet for addltlonal precautionary Information Including Directions for 
Use. 

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. Before using this product, read 
Warranty Disclaimer and Umltation of Romodles at encl of label booklet. If terms are 
unacceptabler return at onc:o unoponecl. 

EPA Reg. No. 62719-220-1381 

Distrtbo.rtcd by 
Wlnflold Solutions, I..L..C 
P.O. Box 64589 
SL Paul. MN 55164-0589 

WINFIELD" 

EPA Est ____ _ 

Not Contents 
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In case of emergency endangenng health or the environment involving this product, call 1-600-992-¢994. 

Agricultural Chomical: Do not ship or store with !ooa. reeds, drugs or dothing. 

Ta.ble or contents 
PrearutJonn.ry St.atomcnts 

Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals 
Personal Protec~ve Equipment (PPE) 
Engineering Controls 
User Safety Recommendations 
First Aid 
E;nvircmmental Hazards 
Physical or Chemical Hazards 

Diroctions for Use 
Agricultural use Requirements 
Storage and Disposal 
Product Information 
Usll Precautions and Restrictions 
Application Directions 
Mixing Directions 

Uses 
Alfalfa 
Apple Tree Trunk 
Asparagus 
Brassica (Cole) Leafy Vegetables and Ra<:lish, RutaDaga. and Turnip 
Christmas Trees (Plantalions Only) 
Citrus Fru~s 
Citrus Orchard Floors 
Com (Field. Sweet. Seed) 
Cotton 
CranDer,y 
Fig 
Grape 
Legume Vegetables (Succulent or Drted) (Except Soybean) 
Onion (Dry Bulb) 
Peanut 
Pear 
Peppermint and Spearmint 
Sorghum - Grain Sorgnum (MIio) 
Soybean 
Strawberry 
Sugal'bO0l 
Sunflower 
Sweet Potato 
Tobticco 
Tree Fruits 1 A1mond, and Walnut(Dormant/Delayed Dormant Sprays) 
Tree Fruits and Almond (Trunk Spray or Preplant D,p) 
Troe Nuts (Foliar Sprays) 
Tree Nut Orchard Floors 
Turfgrass 
Wheat 

Terms and Conditions or Use 
Warranty Disclaimer 
Inherent Risks of Use 
Limitation of Romedies 
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Precautionary Statements 
Hazard to Human,; and Dome,;tic: Animals 

WARNING 
May Bo Fatal If Swallowed • Harmful Jf Absor!>ad Through Skin • Causes Moderate Eyo ll'l'ltatlon 

Avoid contact with skin, oycs or clothing. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Materials that aro chemical-resistant to lhis product are barrier laminate ana viton ~ 14 mils. 

Mixers and loadors using a mechanical transfer loading system and apptlcalors using aerial apPlicabon 
oquIpmom must wear: 
• long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Shoes and soel<s 

In addlllon to the above, mlxors and loadar.s using a mechanical transfer loading system must wea~ 
• Chem_1cal•re.sisl.ant gloves 
• Chilmlca!-rasistant apron 
• A NlO$1-1-upproVQd duSI miSI Olt!>r.ng respifator with MSHAINIOSH approval numb<lr prefix TC-21 C or a 

NIOSH•npprov~Cl rosp,rato,w1iha.-.y R, P, or HE r:~er 

See Enginoering Controls for additional requirements. 

Alf othor mixers, loaders, applicators and handlof"5 rnuntwcar. 
• Coveralls ovar long-sleeved shirt and long pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves 
• Chemical-resistant 3Pt0n when mixing or loading or exposed to the concentrate 
- Chemical-resistant fooTWCar plus soc~s 
• Chemle:ll-roslsinnl lloodgoar for CV1>tt>ead exposure 
• A NIOSH-.1pp!l1'11C!<I <lust mist fiilcnng n,splrator wnn MSHA/NIOSH approval number prcnx TC-21 C or a 

NIOSH-npprovod rc:,pirutorwith any R, P, or HE!litar. 

Olscan! dotnlng and o!har absQ/Dcnt ma11lf1als 111at tiava l>OO~ drena:iod or heavily conlamln-8\od v,,th 1111s 
pn,ducl's ccn<:entmlo. De not rouse 111em , Fotlow morwfacturors lns!n.d/ons fer CloaningJma,ntalr•ng 
PPE II no such ins<Jlldjons for wn,Mbles exisl l/50 dotorvcnt Ui1d 1101 wate,. Keep and wash PPE 
~lolyfrom olherlaundry. 

Engineering Controls 
Mlxor.s end toador.s supporting oorleJ applicatlonn must uso e mochanlcaJ tral!sfi>r system tllat meets tile 
requiromon\$ irolod In tho Worl<or Protoc:tlon &.andard (WPS) for agrtcultural po,Jldoos (40 CFR 
170.2~0(d)(4)) tor dofmol P!l'tedicn, and mus 

• Wear the personal protective equipment required above for mixers/loaders 
• WDat prol!!dlve oyewr,ar 1f tile sys1em opera tes under pro$$Urc, ar,<1 
• Be p10vfdcd aoc! hnvo immedtntely a""ilal)lo o, use In ah cme,gen<:y. ·suet, as broken paclta90, spill, or 

oqufpmo~t oroai<Gawn: coveralls. c.'1cm1ca1 res stlPt foolWOOl and chomieal-res,stant headci,ar if 
overtllla~ Gl<J>OW'O 

PIiots must uso an ondosod eod<p(t In • m.,r,nor lha1 meats tile requirements listod in !ho WPS for 
agrirultural pestldUcs (40 CFR 170.240(d)(6). 

Use of human fiaggers is prohlblle<l Mechanical flagging equlpmenl must tie used. 
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Wt'len rumdl.crs uso Closed cab motorized ground .application equipment in a manner that meets the 
reQuiromon1s listed in the WPS (or agricultural pesticides (40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-5)1, tho handler PPE 
requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in lhe WPS. 

User Safety Recommendations 
Users snould: 
• Wash hands be1oro oaling, drlnklr.g, cr,ow.ng gum. using tobaeco, or usrng tne toilet. 
• Remove c10• lr,g/P?E lmmodial.cly if poSUcklc 911:s Inside, Tnen wash tllC>rOughly and put on dean 

clotlting. 
• Remove PPE immediately after Mndling this product. Wash !he outside or gloves before removing. As 

soon es '"""$1DIO, wasl'I U,Oro.,.,hJv and ct,.,r,ge lnlo doon cJ0111ina 

First Aid 
OfllAnophosphntc 
If swallowed: Immediately call a p0·Ison control center or doctor. Do not induce vomiting unless tOld to Clo 
so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by 
mouth to on unconscious parson 
If ln oyos: Hold eye open and nnse slowly and genijy with water for 15-20 mlnutBs Ramova contact 
lens.es, if i:,resont. aftor lhe first 5 mtnules, then continue rinstng eye. Can a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment adVTce 
If on skin or clothing: Take otf contaminated Clothing. Rinse skin immec!iately with plenty cf water for 
15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
l"oto to physician; Ch!OIJ)yn(cs is a cholinesterase inhfblt"1". Treat symptomallt:llly. If cxpcsoc. p<asma 
and red blood cell cn01inD$1C<aoo tcsts may 1nclcato stgnlf,e:meo cf (ll(l)Osure !t>,,oollne do10 arc wcful) 
Atropine. only by lnsoctlcn, rs·tno prefe,a~le antidolo. OxL'llCS. we,, as 2-PAM/piotopam, may bo 
111cmpoutic ~ used early;-..,,, uso only,,. conjunction with O\rOl>'l'O- In caso o! sovorc <>CUtc. 
poisoning, use antidote immodiately after establishIn9 an open airway and resp~atIon. 
Note to physltlan: Contains petroleum distillato - vomiting may cal.lse aspiration pneumonia, 

H.lve tile product C011\31nor or lal>el w~/l you w~en calling a poison control center or dodor, er going for 
tro,nmenl You may also conui.ct 1-800-592-5994 ror cmctQer,c:y medical treatment lnforma!lcn. 

Environm1?ntal Hazards 
Ths peslieido ls toxic to fish, aqueic invertebrates. srnall mammals and birds. Do not apply directly to 
water, or to area$ whare surfac:::e water is present, or to intertidal areas below tho mean high water mark 
Dli!t aai:I run<>fl from lninted areas may bO az.1tdous to oquotic otganlsm s on wo1er adJaeont to ttoalod 
arol!S. Do no1 oontnminot~ woter whon dlspos"'9 of equipment wasriwa1ers or MSalC. This p,o,hJct IS 

gnty taxlc to llOO.S cxposoo to dlrcd troaunent or rc~d<Jes oo bloomlr>g crops or weocs Do no! apply 
tnis product or allow It to dr~t to bloom Ing crops or weeds ~ bees are visicng ttio treatment area 

Phyo;icai or Chemical Hazards 
Combustlblo. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. 

Directions tor Use 
Restricted U$0 Pesticide 

It is a vlolabon cf Federal law lo use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labollng. 
Read all Directions for Use carefully Defore applying. 

This product cannot be reformulated or repackagoo into ollior end-uso products. 
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Oo not apply this product in a way that will contact warKers oro1l1er persons, either directly or through drirt. 
Only protected handlers may be in the araa dunng application. for any reqUlremonts specific to your state 
or tlibe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation 

Agricultural Use Requirements 
Use this product only 1n accordance w1m its labeling and with the Worner Protection Standard, 40 CFR 
Part 170. nis Standard contains requimments for tho protecuon of agricultural workers on farms, forests, 
nursarios,.aod greenhouses, and hand!ors oi agrlcultural pesticides. lt contains rnquirements for training, 
decontamination, notification, ancf emergency assistanco. It also contains specific instructions and 
exceptions pertaining to 1)1e statements on this label about personal protoc::tlve eo,uipmant {PPE) and 
restricte!H!nt!)' interval. The requirements In this box only apply to uses of this product that are covered 
by the WorKer Protection Standard. 

Do not enter or allow entry into treated areas dunng the restrtcted entry interval (REI). Tho REI for each 
crop is listed in the directions for use associated with each crop .. 

Exception: If the product is soil-injected or solHnoorporated, tho Worl<er Protection Standard, under 
certain circumstances, allows workers to enter the treated area If there will be no contact with anything 
that t,as been troo\ed, 

Certified crop advisors or persons entering under their direct supervision under certain circumstances mEly 
be -exempt from the early reentry roquiremants pursuant to 40 CFR Part 170 

PPE required for earl)' antry into treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Staridard' and. 
involves contact with anything that has bean treated_ such as plants, soil, or water, 1s: 
• Coveralls over short-sleevad shirt and short pants 
• Chemical-resistant gloves made out or any waterproof material 
• Chernlc:al-rasistant footware plus socks 
• Chemical-resistant headgear for ovsrtiead ex:posure 

Notify wor1<0,s of the application by warning them orally and by posting warning signs at entrances to 
treated areas. 

Storage and Disposal 
Do not corrtamln-o\o water, food, or feed by storage and disposal. 
PO$llclde Ston190: Stl)(o Ir, ori;inah:oowlner In secured diy storayc-area. Pnovc,,t C11>ss-a:n1amlnallon 
wtm other pasUcldao anc fertili:!orr.. Do r>cl 51.ore obove 100"F !or ox!onoe<I perlooo of t.uno. Sl<ltllgo 
-20' F may rcsu!t ,n formauon of aystals, K produ,;; cry-,:a1«es, store ·a: 50' to 70'F 311a eg',!nto to· 
rea1sso1,.., crysto!s. II ccmailier Is clamage<l •cr spin occurs, u,;o p,od1><:1 immodlatOly or ai,poso ol pn)cM:l 
and damaged container as indicated oelow. 

Nonrofllloblo containers 5 gallons or less: 
Conh1)ncr.r Handling; Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. 
Tr1p1e· nnsa or p/eSSt.lfc rinse ccntajner {orequlvatonl) promp~y allor omptying. Trlp!o r1n,,o,as fO!loWS: 
Em·pty the rcma\ni/19 CO/U"'lts Into appllcaUcn oc;u,?(llonl or a m0< ton_k and cnm ro 10 soronds.aOor ttie 
flew t>egl(IS to dnp F,g tho ""'1ta\r,e< 11• full with wator ar>:I mes?. Sl>ai<C ror 10 ••=•· P®r tlti,a,I0 
mto tt~lcatiol"I eQuipment or a mix tank or store riosate for rater use or disposai. Drain for 10 seconds 
aftor the now begins to dr1p. Repeat this procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty 
U'Ul remaining contents into application -e~ulpment or a mlx tank and continue to drain for 10 seconds after 
ihe now b<:9:ns (o dnp. Hold container U?Sldo """'11 over "l'P•tnVon eqvlpm""t or mill tanK or colloct 
rinsa10 :or laler LlSO or disposal, Jn~r; pressilre nnsing qozz:o 1n IIKI side ol lho contllll'!Qr, uno nnse a, 
abaut '40 psi for ot loast :ro scccnM, Crain ror 10 so:onas aflar lho flow begin• to d1P, Then offer for 
rocyd!1111 If a.vaila.ble or puncllJro and c!ispc,$(! of In o su.n)lary tandflJl or by ,clnoroUon, or 1>y,01hor 
proccd'1,.'f'8$ allowed by stato and local authoribes, 

RcfJllab.lc contllnorS 5 t11llc!'\S or laraer: 
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Container Handling: Refillable conlainer. Refill this container with pesticide only. Do not reuse this 
container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility or tho person disposing of the container, 
Cleaning before refilling is the responsib1\1ty or ,he rafiller To dean the contatner before final disposal, 
empty the romatnlng contents from this conlainer into applicalion equipment or a mix tank. Fill the 
container about 10% fu11 with water and, if possible1 spray all sldeis whlle acJding water. If practical, agitate 
vigorously or rcc~culate waler with tha pump 10, two minutes. Pour or pump rinsate into application 
equipment or rinsate called.Ion system~ Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times Then off or ror 
recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or Oy other 
procedures a\lcwod by state ancf local authorities~ 

Nonreflllablo contaJners 5 gaUons or larger: 
Container Handling: Nonrefillable conlainer, Do not reuse or refill this container. 
Triple nnse or prossuro ri!1SO container (or oquivalent) promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application •~uipmont or a mix tank Fill the container 1/4 full with 
water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on ils side and roll it bacK and forth, ensuring at least 
one compJei.8 revolution, for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end arid tip it back: and forth several 
times. Tum the container over onto its other end and lip it bacK and forth several times. Empty the 
rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or slore nnsato for later uso or dlsposal. Repeat this 
procedure two more Umes. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty tho remaining contents into apphcation 
equipment or a mlx tank and continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container 
upside dawn over application equipman1 er mix tank or conect rinsate for later uso or disposal. Insert 
pressure rinsing nozzle jn tho side Of the contamr1 and rinse at about 40 psi for at loast 30 seconds. 
Drain for 10 seconds after the now begins to drip. Then offer for recycling if available, or puncture and 
dispos0 of In a sanitary landfiU, or by indr,erntiOn, or by other proc:cduros allowed by s1ate and local 
authorities. 

Product Information 

Yuma@4E insecticide is an emutstt'iable concentrate for uso in listod crops. This product resists washoff 
once ii is dry Targot pests and appUcabon rates aro provided in the accompanying tablas. 

Use Precautions and Restrictions 
Insect control may be reduced at low spray volumes under high temperature and wind conditions. 

Some reduction in 1nsec.t control may occur under unusually cool conditions, 

flood frrigatlon: To avoid contamination of irngaUon tail waters, do net rlood irrigate within 24 hoUi"s 
following a sou surface or foliar applicaUon of Yuma 4E. 

Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Insecticide Roslstanco Management (lRM) 
Yuma 4E contains a Group 18 insecticide, lnsecurnite biotypes with acquired resistance to Group I B may 
event:uany dominate the insectJmtts population ir Group 1 B insecticides are used repeatedly in the samo 
field or in successive years as the primary method of control for targeted species. This may result in 
partial or total less oi control of those species by Yuma 4E or other Group 1 B insecticides. 

To oetay development of insectieide resistance: 
• Avoid consecutive uso of insecticides with the same mode of action {same insecticide group) an the 

same insect species 
.. Use tank. mixtures or premi>< products containing insecticides with different modes of act!on {different 

insecticide groups) provJded 1he products .aro registered for tho intended use 
• Base insecticide usa upon comprehensive lntegratod Pest Management (1PM) programsr 
• Monitor treated insect populalions in lhe field for loss or ettectlvenoss. 
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• Contact your local extens1on specia[ist, eertiflod crop advisor, and or manufacturer ror insoclicide 
resistance management and/or 1PM recommendations for the speclflc site and resistant pest problems. 

• For further information or to report suspected resistance, you may conlaci 800-258-3033. 

Spray Drift Management 
De nora.low spray to df4l from tnc eypUcatlon "'1• ~nd conlaci pooplo, structures people, oc.cupy at any 
limo and tho ossoc,atod property. J)!Jrks ond rcc,ootlon areas, noMGtget crops, aquaHc an~woUand sites, 
WOOOlands, oasll.lres, rang<liona•. o, animals. 

AIIO/d111~ opmy d/111 o: U10 application s!to ts 1llC n,spooSi01 ty of the aJ)l)Ucutor. Tho v,teracbon of many 
«11Jcpment and wea11tor-<0Jated ractors dOtOfl'l"l\0 tho polon!ial (ot spray dnll TI,c.appl,cutor is 
responsiblo for con&idenng oll of tttoso fnciors when m~l<Jng I/to dodslon to apply Om ptOduct. 

Observe the following precautions when spraying Yuma 'IE adjacent to permanent oodles Of waler such 
as rivers, natural ponds, laki::,s1 streams, resarvoirs, marshes. estuaries, and commercial fist, ponds. 

Toe 10110 .. , ng 11eatmon1 soll>acks crb<lllerzo~s mu:st be utilized for appllcations around the above-1,sted 
aqua~c nn,as w,,i, tho fallow,ng .~P9Uc:a~on 0110, pmont: 

Roqulrod Smba~k 
ADnllcatlo" Method fB_uffi,r Zo"o' rtoctl 
qround boom " chemic a lion 25 
orchard alr01aSt S:> 
aoNal /fixed wine or hoieootar\ 150 

Ma1<Jn9 application• when Wind Is blowing =Y from sensitiv& aroas Is the mos1 effective way to reduce 
the potc,nUal for adVll= effecis. 

Tl>C l>Ulfor dlstoocos Spodfied In the l>alcW loblo am tM dislar.cos fl' !oouhat mU£t exist to soparn1e 
scnsl!Ml ,~c.s from tho wrgotod applicalio/> sl!.e. Bu!lors are mc.osuced from tho e<1ge of the sensitive site 
10 !ho C<lgO of 11\0 appUCDtJon sil<l 

Sons<IM> silos aro urcaslroq1JC11ted by oon-occupatlonal bysiandrn,; (ospooalty ct111dron) Th<Jso lnc<ude 
rasdonlial IOW11S, pedosll\3n sldowalks, outdoor recrc,a~onal arcas•SUdl us SGl\ool groutl<!s, athloUc !lelds, 
pa(i<S und all property associated wilh b-J'ldl;,gs oa:up,ed by t,uman,; for !'Ml0"'1!i;ll or ccmmorca 
purpcoos. Scl\Sltr\la sllc.s Include homos, farmworker IJOOS,ng, er clher resldonhat buildings. scr.oc1s, 
da)'Caro 01,ntors, nlll"$ing homc.s, a1"1 ~ 1'ils, N0<1-<0s!den~o1 agm:uUurol l>Ulidlngs, lntlud1ng l>an,s. 
ilvestod< focill~os, Sll<>Cls, and outnou,;es aro not indUdcd In this J)1'011ibitlon. 

Rociwrcd Smbaci< (Buffer ZonosJ 
Appllcatlon Rato (foetJ 

Clbal/AI Nozzlo Droolot Tvoo Aerial Alrblast Gro<ltld 
>0.5-1 coarse or varv coarse 10 ,o 10 
>0.5 -1 medium 25 10 10 
>1-2 coarse or verv coarse so ,o 10 
,., .2 medium 80 10 10 
>2-3 coarse or vr'IP'V coarse 80 10 ,o 
.-2-3 me_dlum \00 1D 10 
:,.3.4 mcd,um or coarse NA• 25 10 

>4 medium or coarse NA I 5D 10 :t::.•' appl>catlon of greal11r 11>.an 2 lb • VA 1s only pormmea ror Astan Cill\lS 1'$)'113 ccnlrol, up to 2.3 lb 

2NA ts not anC7Nlld. 
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O,,ly pootlddo ~ondiors aro pcrm,ttoa In the ,et!locl< "'"" dunng Q?p,1cat!OII or tills proooe1. Do no! apply 
\his proc!ud tt anyDAo 01n0r 11\:ln a mtxor. IOador, or api,,ca:or, Is In tho lho SOtbacil .,n:,~ Ex::op ~ 
VCi'liCios and persons riding bi..-ydes l!lat aro passing ttorougll tile setcadc area oo Pllt>lic or pnva!o 
roadways are permitted 

Fellow these spray drift best managomcnt practices to avoid off-target drift movement from appllca1Jons 

Aoriol Application 
• Tile llOOm w1a111 must not exC<Jod 75% of the w,ngspan or 90% or the rotor blade 
• Nczzt.cs must atways point backward, param,1 with the air stream, and never ba pOtnted dowr,ward more 

l!>on 45 degroos. 
• NozzlclS must prcdu<:o a medium or c:carsor drcplo\ S12.e (255 to 340 microns vclumq medl:ln diamolor) 

por ASASE Standard 572 ul'lder appllc.!ion condition,, Airspeed, pressure, and ncwo 81\glo con 811 
effect droplcl , r2e. Silo monufaciuro~• C3tolog et USONNAAA AppUctnor', Guido f0t spray s:Ze quaMy 
rabngs, 

• Appllcatiens must not be made a1 a holShl greater than 10 fool ODCW the to? of the targel planl3 unless 
a gma,er heignl is required ror ain:ra:: stdety. Making appllSlllons at lljc, 1awos1 height Iha! Is sa!c 
reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind. 

• Use upwind SWll dis,llocomcnt and apply or,ly wftC!\ wind speed is 3 to 10 mph as measured by an 
oncmomo:or. Do no: 8P?IY ptoduct when wind spoca exceeds 10 mph. 

• I! applicaUon Includes a no-spray zone, do nol release spray at a height greater lhan 10 feet aoove 1tre 
ground or aop canopy 

Whore states have rnore stringent regulafons, tlley must be observed. 

Tho apphcator st,ould be famUlarwitn and take into account the informatio11 covered in the Aerial Orift 
Reduction Ad"1sory. 

Aerial Drift Rccluction Advisory 
This section i$, advisory In nature and docs not supcrcedo thO mandatory label req1.drornonts. 

lnJonmo.tlon on Droplet Siu: The most effective ''fil'f to roduco di'fl potential Is 10 apply 1<1rgo droc,101> 
ino oeS( dn!I management strotQgy ts lo opply the larges! dnoplels INII prcviao suffld&nt ccv,,,a;;o ano 
conlll>I, Appl .ng lorget drop ots rodueos dnll potonlial, but w,I not P/Ovttnl advc.=etreas fro,n dnll tt 
appijcatJons are made fmp(oper1y, or undor unfavorable orwtronrnental conditions (sco Wind, Temperature 
aM Hum.i y, andTompe:-arure Inversions). 

Corrtrulllng Droplet SI~•: 
• Volume. Use 111gh flow mlo nan!es lo apply the hlghost practical spray VOiume, Nozzles wllh higher 

nited nov.-s produce larger droplets. 
• Pressure - Do not ~•ceod me r.ozztc manu!aeturo(s re::o rr.cnded pros:nrrcs, For mony r,ozzJo types, 

lownr prcs~uce pto<iuceS"!orgor droplets. Wilen higher now ratoS am neodod, uso hrgho: flew rate 
nozzles instead of increasing pressure. 

• Number of nozzles - Use the mlnim1.Jm number of nozzJes that provide uniform coverage 
• Nozzle onentalion - OrienUng nozzles so ltlat tne spray is released parallel to the airstream produces 

larger droplets tnan other onentations arid is the best practJco. Significant deflection from horizontal will 
reduce droplet s!zo and increase drift potential 

• Nozzle type - Use a nozzle type that" designed fer tne intended applicauon. With most noz;cle types, 
narrower spray angles produco larger droplets Consider using low-drift nozzles Solld stream nozzles 
oriented straight back produce the targesl droplets and tho lowest drift. 

Boom Length: For some use patterns, reducing the affoctiW boom lc.ngth to loss than 3/4 of tho 
wingspan or rotor length may further reduce drift withoul reducing swath width. 
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Appllcitlon Height: Do not make applications at a height greater than 10 feet above the lop or tt,e target 
plants unless a greater helght.1s required 1or aircraft sa1ety. Making applications al tho /ow1:rst heighl that 
is safe reduces ~posure of droplets ta evaporation and wind. 

Swath AaJustment: When applications arr, made with a crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind. 
Therefore, on the up and dovmwind edges of th Et field. the applicator should campensatEl for this 
displacement by adjus1ing the path of the aircraft upwind. Increase swath adjustment distance wi\ti 
Increas1n9 drift potonUal (higher wind, smaller drops, etc.). 

Wind: Drirt potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2 to 1 O mph. However, many factor.,, including 
droplet size and equipment type, determine drtft potential at any given speed. Do not apply below 1.5 mph 
due to variable wind direc.tion and high inversion potenlial. Noto: Local terrain can influence wind 
patterns. Every applicator should be familiarwHh local wind patterns and how they affect spray drift. 

Tcmperatun, and Humidity: When mal<ing applications in low relative humidity, S<Jt up equipment to 
produce larger droplets to compensate for evaporation. Droplet evaporation ~ most sovere When 
conditions are both not and dry. 

Tempcraturo lnv«!rsions: Do not make applications during a temperature inversion because drirt 
potential is high. Tempora1ure inversions restrict vertical aw mixing, which causes small suspondod 
droplets to remain In a concentrated cloud. This cloud can move in unpredictable directions due to the 
light variable winds common during Inversions. Temperature inversions are characterized by increasing 
temperatures with altttude and are common on nights with 1im1te<:1 cloud cover and light to no wind. They 
Mgin to form as the sun sots and often continl.Hl into tho morning. Their presence can be indicated by 
ground fog; however. tf rog is not present. inversions can also be identified by 1ho movemont of smoke 
from a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke I.hat Jay-ers and moves laterally in a 
concentrated cloud (under low wind conditions) indicates an inversion, whito smoke ttiat moves upward 
and rapidly dissipates indicates good vertical air mixing 

Sensltlvo Areas: Apply the pesttcide only when the potential for drift to adjac.enl sensmve aroas (e,g , 
residential areas, bodies of water 1 known habitat for threatened or andangerl!ld speetes, non-target crops) 
is minimal (e.g., when wind Is blowing away from the sensitive areas). 

Ground Boom Application 
Tho following man<:!atory spray drift bosl management pn,ctic""' are required to reduce the likelihOOd of 
off-target drift movement from ground applicatlons. 

• Choose only nozzles and prossures that produce a medium or coarse droplet size (255 ta 400 microns 
volume median diameter) per ASABE Standard 572, Sae manufaciurors cau,109 or USDAINAAA 
Applicator"s Guido for spray size quality ralings 

• Apply with nozzle height no more than 4 feet above the grourtd or crop canopy, 
• Do not apply product when wind speed exceeds 10 mph as measured by an anemometer. 

Orchard Alrbla&t Applicatlon 
The following mandatory spray drift bost managoment practices are required to reduce the likelihood of 
off-targel drift movemcnl from a1rblast applications. 

• Direct nozztes so spray is not projected above the canopies 
• Apply only when wil'ld spoed is 3 to 10 mph al the applica~on site as measured by an anamomoter 

outside or the orchard/vineyard on the upwind side. 
• Outward pointing nozzles must be shut off when turning comers at row ends, 

Tha applicator should take into account the following best management practlcos to reduce off-site 
spray drift. This section is advisory and does not supercede mandatory labei requrrements. 
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• Number of nozzles, nozzle orientation anel spray volume, air speea and wind airectton are key factors In 
adjusting airblast spray delivery to malc/1 tho height and density al the crop cenopy. Adjust airblast 
equipment to provide uniform covera~e while minimizing the amount or spray movement over-the-top or 
complelely through the crop canopy, 

• High air volumes deliver spray more efficiently than air at high speed. Reducing forward travel speed 
decreases the air speed necossary to dell'l'er the spray to the top of the crop canopy_ 

• Use air guides along with the: number ~nd orientation of spray nozzles to achieve the desired. spray 
coverage and djrecuona! control. 

• The following steps should be taken to minimize drift and the amount of non-target spray: 

• Orient nozzles and adjust air speed/volume/direction to force the spray through the crop canopy but 
not a.now dnrt pas1 the canopy. 

• Shut off spray delivery when passing gaps in crop canopy within rows 
• Spray the outside row,; of orchards from outside 1n, directing the spray into the orchard and shutting 

off nozzles on the side of the sprayer rtWay from tha orchard, 
• When treating smallertnms, vines or bush□ s, shut off top nozzles to minimize over•the•top spray 

movement. 

Application Directions 

Broadcast Foliar Application 
Apply with conventional power--operaled spray equipment using nozzles and spray pressures spociftcd far 
insecticides , Apply Yuma 4E in a spray volume of not less lhan 2 gallons par acre (gpa) for aetial 
application equipment (fixed wing or helicopter) or no\ less !han 1 D gpa for ground equipment, unless 
otherwise specified. increase spray volume to ensure ad~quate coverage with Increased density and 
height cf crop canopy. 

Ground Applleation: Orient the boom and nozzles so that uniform coverage ls obtained. Tt,e swath 
width should 11ot be wider ttian the boom Fallow nozzJe manu1acturer's recommendations for iroectiddc 
nozzles with respect lo nozzle typo, pressure, and spacing. 

Broadcast Soll Appllcatlon 
Apply with convontional power-operated spray equipment that will apply the product uniformly to the soil 
surface Use nozzles !hat produce medium or coarse droplets (235 to 400 microns). Unless otherwise 
indlcated, .e spray volume or 1 a gpa or more is needed, For band application, use proport1onaHy less 
spray volume. 

Aorial Application 
Use a rninlrnum spray volumo of 2 gpa. Marx swaths by mechanical flagging, permanent markers or use 
of GPS equipment. 

Chcmlgatlon Application 
Apply Yuma 4E through properly equipped chemigation systems for insect control in alfalfa, almond 
(orchard floor,; only), atrus (ore/lard floors only), com (field and sweet), cotton, cranbe/Ty, peppermint, 
sorghum, soybeans. spearmint, sugarboot, orchard floors (pecan and walnut only) 1 and wheat. or other 
crops as specified in supplemental labeling. Do not apply this product by chemigati-on unless specified in 
crop-spodflc directions in this labo! or supplemental labeling Do not apply to labafed crops 1hrough any 
othor type or irrigation sys~em. 

Note: Unless otherwise indicated In specific use diroctions. the application rates for ctiemlgatlon are tha 
same as those specified for broadcast application. 

Dlrccllons for Sprinkler Chcmlgatlon: Apply ttiis pro~uct only through the following sprinkler irrigation 
systems: center pivot, lateral move, and 1ow, side (wheel) rolJ, traveler, big gun. solid set, micro splink:ler, 
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or nano move. Do not apply this ?(O<IUCl lhrough any olllC!r type or imgatlcn system. Do not apply through 
sprinlc.Jor systems that deliver a low coeJf1clent or um1o:mlty suc;h as cenain ....,,ater drive units. 

Chomlgatlon Equlpmont Prvparatlon: Tne following use d lrndions must be followed when Yuma 4E is 
applled lhrougi, sprinkler lrrigaUon systoms. Thoroughly clean the injection 5Y$10m and tan~ cf any 
for!lltzer ordu!mloal resldu~ and d',spcso of lhe rcslclues according to stato .11>d fcdcrnl llrws. Flush the 
injection system wtth soap or a cleaning agent and water, Determine the amount of Yuma 4E neade<j to 
cowr the des,red acreoge, Mi> according to instruc:tions In the Mixing Directions section and bong . 
mixture to desired volume. Maintain conunuous agitaUon during mixing and throughout the application 
period. 

Chomigatlon Equipmont Callbratlon: In order to calibrate the irrigalion system and injector to apply the 
mixwfo containing Yuma 4E, determine tne loll<>'Mng: 1) Coiallate the number or acres ltTigaled by the 
systam, 2) Calculate ti>!! amount of product ruqu,n,a and pn,mcc; 3) De;armino the Irrigation rato and 
determine the number or minutes for the system to covor tho Intended treatment areas; 4) CalOJlate the 
total gallons of insedide mixturo ne~ded to cover the desired acreage, Dl\/ido tho total gallons of 
rn·scctn:fdo m:fxt1Jro nc.udcd' by the number c1 mrotos (minus limo to flush out) to cover tr,e lr0nlment area 
This ,11100 e<1uals th,:, ganons per minute oU\plll lhol the injecto; or eductor must deliver. Con,ort the 
ga11;>ns par miruo 10 mlllllllers er ounces per minL1o ~ ncoooa. 5) Calibralo I/lo Ir,ioe1or pump v.,ih tne 
sys!cm rn opora!.ion 11\ lhe desited !nigott0<1 rato. lt Is su5111e.stet1 that tliil Umod outpu\ al tM l11)eaor pump 
oo cioc:Jlod 01 100<1 lwt<:G 1>er0<c oi,erallon, arn:t !ho ,iy.s:om monitor~ dunng operation. 

ChemlgaUon Equlpmont Roqulroments: 
■ The system most c;ontain an air gap, an approved bacicnow prevenlion device, a functional check 

vatvo, •ac:uum re of .OM> !Including lnspoct,on pol'!), 011d l<>w•p,ess,,r,, dr.JJn appropriately Jccataa an 
1/19 Irrigation pipe:i/10 10 pn:,•ent water SQ<ltCC contami,,a8on from DIHX ~aw. Refer to tM Amenean 
SC>dc!y of Agric:ullural Englnee(s Engineering Practice 409 !or more information or stale specific 
regJJa~ons. 
Tho pastldda lnjecllon pipo!lno must also ccnlair, a foncllooal, r.ormalty etosod. :,oJoncld.oporetod 
valYO locatod on tho int.i.~e srce of tne lnjecilon pump an<i ccnna<=eo to Iha systom ,ntMock to 
1>rcwrrt rt..,d from Doing w\t11drawn from lho supply tank W!1cn lllO inigelion system Is either 
aulomaticaly or manually Shut oown. 
The sySlem must contain functional lntorloc!<ing controls to automaUoally stM Off tho pesbcide 
injection pump when the water pump motor stops 

• Tho anon lino or water pwnp mU$1 lm~uC:i, a functional prossu:o switch that will Slop the water 
pump mo10rwh<>n the w:uor prns=o docrcasos to the point "1lCm pas:icide dlstnbUl>ol1 is odYorsely 
alfectad. 
Systems must use a moiering pump, such as a posru,o dispiacemo.~t Injection pump (e.g., diap/1ragm 
pump) offoe!ivoly doslr,nod and constructed of ma1nrlDJ• l~at are c::impo!lbla wilh pesticides and 
capaole 01 belng f>tted with a system lntenack. 

• To ensure uniform mixing of the insoci.lcido into the water line, inject tha mixturn through a no.zzle 
placed In the 1crtilizer injecUon port or just ahead of on elbow or lee in the irrigalioo Uno so that the 
tUrtJLllence will -asstst in mixing. The lnJcctlon point must be 1ocat0d after afl back-flow provonhon 
cav.ces on tho waler line. 

, The tMl< ~Olding Ille irisocUclde m\xllJre must t>c !roo ol rust, fortilrzer, sedrmen~ and foreign material. 
and <>quipped w1111 an ln•l{lle s1raInor, tuated botwcon !he lll!'lk and the ,njoctor pomt. 

Chomlgatlon Opcr.atlon: S-..art the wale< pump and tmgobon sys,om. ond lol the oysiom affil!vo tne 
deslroo prnssurc anc ~ b<!:oro staning Iha ln1e~or. CMC!< fo, looks and uniformity .and mllko roP<1lrs 
bOforo any chemlg:ukln ,a~~ plDco. s~,rt thO ln)~o, Sys\Cm nnd caflt>r:,to a:cord:r,g 10 manulaciutor• 
spcof.:ab,ons. n,is procedure i::-,11:::cssary to dcUYOr tho dcsl:cd rato por aao In a uMorm monnor, 
Wl1e<J Iha appnca~on ,s firllslled. flush ~nd dean I/lo entire fmg~tion .md •nIoe10r !1',tStom pnor to shl.lttir,g 
down the systom. 
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Chcmlgatlon Precautlon:s: 
• Crop i0Jurt1 lack of ettectiver,es:s, or illegal pesticide residues in the crop can result 1rom non-uniform 

distrlo~on or treated watar. 
If yau haw questions about calibration, contact state extension service specialists. equipment 
maoufaciurors, or other experts, 
A person knov.1edgc~e or the chemlgatlon systom and roopor,siblofor ~• operation , or_undor the 
supeNision of the responSiDJe person, shaU operate Iha system and make necessary adJustrnents 
shout~ the need arise and continuously monitor lha injection. 

Ct>omlcatlOfl Rostrletlorn,: 
Do not add crop oil wlleo Yuma 4E Is applieo by chomigatton. 
Do not connect an irrigation system {including greenhouse systems) used for posticit1e applieatJon to a 
public water system 
Toe pesticide injection p1pollne must contaif"\ a funcUonal, au1omatte, quick-dosing valve to prevent lhe 
flow of fluid bac~ toward the injection. 
The pesticide injection pipeline must contain a runcticrial, normally dosed, solenoict-operatod valve 
locatod on the intake sl<le of the Injection pump and connected to the system interlock Jo proven! lluld 
from being withdrawn Jrom the supply tank when the irngauon system is olthor automatically or 
manually shut down, 
Tho systom must contain functional lnle~acklng controls to aJ.Jtomatically shut off tho pestieide 
injection pump when the w~ter pump motor stops, or in cases whoro there is no water pump, when 
tho wator pressure decreases to the point whero pesticide distribution is adversely affected. 
Systems mu.st usa a metering pump, such as a positive displacement inJectiO!'i pump (e.g., aaphragm 
pump), effectively designed and constructeo of materials that are compalible with pesUcidos and 
capable of ooing filled With a systGm lntortock. 
Do not apply when wind speed favors drill beyond the area intended !or treatment, End guns must De 
turned of! dunng the applicaUon if they Irngatc non-target areas 
Do not allow imgation watGr to collect or runoff and pose a hazard to livestock. wons. or adjoining 
crops 
Do not onwr treated areas during the reentry int81Val spacified in the Agncultural Use Reql.llrements 
section or this label unless r~uired PPE is worn. 
Do nol apply t!lrough sprinkler systems that deli,er a low cooffie1en1 of unttormity such as certain 
water drivo units. 

Mixing Directions 
Yuma 4E - Atone 
To prepare the spray, add a portion ef !he required amount o! water to the spray tank and. with the spray 
lank agitator operating, add Yuma 4E. Complete fllllng tho tank wtth the balance of water nooded. 
Maintain sufficient agitation durlng bott, mixing and appllcatlon to ensure unifom,ity of tho spray mixture. 

Yuma 4E- "taok Mb: 
Yuma 4E Is compatible with insecticides, miticides1 and fungicides and non-pressur~ fertilizer ~ol~oris 
except for alkaline materials, such as bordeau~ mixture and limo. Conduct a small Iar compaUDll1ty last 
prior to tank mixing. Prepare tank mixtu.r0s in the same manner as directed aboW for use of Yuma 4E 
alone. When tank mixing Yuma 4E with herbiddes, add wel!aDlo powders first, 1Iowabltls second. and 
emuls~iable coricentrates last For best results when a fertili2or solUtion is involved. use a fertilizer 
paslicida compalibillly agent such ss Unite or Complex. Maintain constant agitation during both mixing 
and application to onsure uniformity of Iha spray mixture. Do not allow spray mzxlures to stand ovem1ghl. 

Tan~ Mix Comi>atlblllty Test Test compalibilily or tho intended. tank mixture before adding Yuma 4E to 
th& spray or mix lank. Add proportional amounts of each tank mP< ingredient ta a clear glass pint, or quart 
Jar with a lic"1 cap it, invert the jar several times. Observe the mI)1!tLJre for appro~imoto)y ¼ hour. If th~ 
mlxturQ oalls-up. forms flakes, sludges, jells, oily films or layers. or other praclpItatos !hat do not roadIly 
redtsperse. it i$ an incompatible mixture tt,at must not bG usod, 



Uses 

Alfalfa 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Rost:rlctod Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worl(er on11Y inlo treated areas during tho 
restrieled entry interval (REJ) of 24 hours unless PPE required for oany ontry is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast foliar spray using aircraft or ground spray equipment. Use a higher rale in the rate 
range for i~creased pest pressure. Use a minimum spray volume of 2 gpa for aerial application (fixed 
wing or helicopter) or 10 gpa ror ground equipment. Use a spray volumo or 5 gpa or more by air or up to 
20 gpa by ground when foliage is dense andfor pest popuratian is high and/or under high temperature and 
wind condi~ons. Some reduction in Insect con1rol may occur under unusually cool conditions. 

Chcmlgatlon: Yuma 4E may be applied through sprinkler irrigation systems to contrOl listed ronar pests. 
Use specified broadcast application rates. See Chemigation Application section. 

Yuma4E 
rar1:1et Pe_sts 10Iot1acre) 

com rootworrn adults 0.5-1 
(spotted cucumber beetle) 

grasst,oppers 
leafhoppers 
alfalfa blotc/1 leaf miner 1-2 
alfa~a caterpillar 
alfa~a weevil larvae and adults 
armyv.,,orms 
blue a~alra aphid 
cowpea aphid 
cutworms 
Egyptian alfalfa weevil larvae and 

adults (1) 
pea aphid 
plant bugs 
spil\lebugs 
spotted alfalra aphid (suppression) 

rnot for use in California! 
airarra wetiworm 1.6 
tiumb<>rs ,n pruentliosos (-) rn!urto Post~peciflc.Uoo Directions. 

Po,.t-Spocl!lc Uso Directions: 
1, In C•llfomla: For Egyptian alfalfa weevil control, apply ltle specified dosage in a minimum of 5 gpa of 

water when larvae are aellvely feeding. 

Specific Use Precautions: 
• Do 11ot tank mix Yuma -4E w1t11 other pesticides, surtaciants, or fertil12ar fom1u1a1lons unless prior use 

has shown the combination to be non--injurious to alfalfa undercurrent conditions of use Sorne 
phytoto.xic symptoms may b8 observed on young, tender, rapidly growing a~alfa treated with Yuma 4E. 
Malfa will outgrow these symptoms and no yield less should be expected 

• This product is hjghly tox.ic to bees exposed to direct treatment on alfalfa, Do not apply ir nearby bees 
are clustered outside of hives and bees are foraging 1n the treated aroa. Proteelive Information may be 
obtained from yot.1r AgnC1.Jltural Extension Service. 

• To avoid contamination of irrigation tail '1/Vaters, do not nood irrigate within 24 hours following an 
application o[Y\ll11a 4E, 
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Spocillc Us• Restrictions: 
~ Preh11rvost Interval: Do n.ot cut or9ra~e treated a!faUa within 7 days after applicatlon of 1 f2. pint of 

Yuma 4E per acre, within 14 days after applicat10n of 1 pint per aero, orw1thin 21 days after application 
of rales above 1 pint per acre. 

• Do not make mare than four applications of Yurna 4E or other product c0ntaioing c;:hlorpyrifos per 
sea~on or apply any product containing chlorpyrtfos moro than once per alfalfa cutting, 

• Maximum single application rate Is 1 lb ai ctilorpyrifos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not make a second application of Yuma tlE or other producl containing ctilorpyrifos within 10 day::; of 

the ~rst appllcallon. 

Apple Tree Trunk 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Rostr1cl1Nl Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worl(ar entry into treated areas dunng the 
rostr1Cled entry Interval (REI) or 4 days unless PPE required roreany entry Is worn. 

Apply as a post-bloom application lo the lower 4 feet or the apple tree trunl< for borer control in stales east 
of the Rockies only (except Mississippi). Mix with water and apply directly to trunk from a distance cf no 
more than 4 feet using \ow volume handgun or shielded spray equipment Do not allow spray to contact 
foliage or fruil. 

Yuma4E 
Tarcot Posts tauart1100 aan 
American plum borer 1.5 
apple bark boror 
broad necked root borer 
dogwood borer 
flatneaded appletree borer 
roundheaded apple tree borer 
tilehcrnod cnonus 

Speclflc Use Rostrlctlons: 
• Preharvost lntorvat: Do not apply within 2B days before narvest. 
• Do not make more than ono apphcatioo of Yuma 4E to the apple tree trunk: per year as e1thar a 

prebloom or post-bloom applcation. 
• Thi• product may not oe used 1r a preblaom application if any other product containing d'llorpynfas has 

been made durin.g the year. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to grazo tn treated orchards. 
• Treat only tho lower 4 feet or the apple tree tnJnk. 
• Do not apply when wlM speed Is greater than 10 mph. 

Asparagus 
(for """ only In Arl:rona, Callfarnla, Idaho, lllinols, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, ll'lielllgan, Mlnoosota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin) 

Worker Rastr1c:tlld Entry interval: Do not ontor or allow workerentry into treatod aroas during 1110 
rnstricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE reouired for earty entry is worn. 

Apply as a ground broadcast foliar spray. Use sufficient volume or nn,shed sp.-ay to ensure thorough 
coverage of crop foliage. Note: Yuma 4E may be applied aerially or wilti ground equipment for control of 
arrnyworms and grasshoppers. 



Yuma4E 
Pests (pint/acre] 
armyworms (1) 2 
asparagus aphids (1 J 
asparasus beeUes (1) 
cutworms (2) 
grasshoppers (1) 
svmDhvlans 131 
Numl>O:'$ In parcn\J'1.,..,,. (·) ref~• to PO$-Spoctr11; u,o Olrc<:'Jcn._ 

PO$t-Spoc:lflc Use Directions: 
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1. Armywom1.$, asparagus beetles, asparag1.1s aphids, and grasshoppers: App(y during the fern 
stage when field counts or crop injury indicates lhat damaging pest populations are developing or 
present 

2. Cutworms: For best results, apply when ihe soil is moist and worms an:~ adNe on or near the soil 
surface, 

3. Symphylans: Apply at least two weeks before Mrvest for optimum control. 

Spocmc U•e Restrictions: 
• Preharvast interval: Oo not appry within 1 day before harvesl 
• Do not make more than one preharvest application per season, 
• Do not maKa more than two postharvest applications during tho rem stage. 
• Maximum single application ralo prehaivest or postharvest Is 1 lb al chlorpynfos (-2 pints of Yuma 4E) 

per acre • 
... Do not make a second appllcation of Yuma 4E or other product conlaining ctilorpyrifos within 10 days of 

lhe first applioaUon. 

Brass/ca (Cole} Leafy Vegetables 1 and Radish, Rutabaga, and Turnip 

Worker Re.stnctnd Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the 
restricted entry Interval (REI) or 24 hours (3 days for caulifiower) unless PPE ro'lt.Jirod for early entry is 
worn. 

1
Brasslca (cole) leafy vegetables including broccoli, brocco~ rS.ab, Brussels sprout, cabbage, caulirlower, 
cavalobroccolo, Chinese brocccli 1 Chinese cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi. mlzun.a, mustard greens, 
muotard spInad1, rape greens 

Specific Use Rostrlctlon: If a preplant incorporation application for diract seeded or transplanted crops is 
made. do not apply this product as an at-plant or post plant scil application. If an at-plant or post plant 
s011 application is made, CIO not apply this product as a preplant incorporation applica~on for direct soed<ld 
ortransplanled crops 

Pn,plant lncorpon,tJon Appllcatlon for Direct Seedod or Tn,nsplanted Crops 
Apply Yuma 4E as a broadcast spray to the soil surface using power-0P<3rated ground spray equipment. 
Use a total spray volume or 1 a gpa or more On the day of troatmen~ lr,corporatc Yuma 4E into tho top 2 
to 4 ind1es of soil using a disc, field cultl\13tor, or equivalent equipment. 

......... 
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Yuma4E 
Crop Tamot Pests (olntslacrol 
caul~lower bIllbugs 4 

orocco~, cutworms 4.5 
Brussels sprout grubs 
cabbage roo!maggot 
eavolo btOCCOt0 symphylans 
Chinese broccoh wireworms 
Chinese cabbage 
carlards 
l<ale 
l<ohlrabi 
mizuna 
mustard greens 
mustard spinach 
rape greens 
tumjo 

radish 5.5 
rutabaga 4.5 

Spec.me Use Precautions.: 
lnsocijcides, inci~ing Yuma 4E. may contribute to the stress of pIants under certain environmental 
candiUons. This stross may roduce plant stand or interfere with nonnal plant development. Herbicides 
used preplar,t incorporated may interact with insecticides and enharice this stress, 

AI-Pl•nr or Post Plant Soll Appllc.otlon 
Apply as indicated in Post-Spccffic Use Directions. Use a higher rate in tne rate range when there is 
increased post pressure, 

I Target Pests 
Yuma 4E 

Crop 1ft oz/1 oaa ft of rowl 
ca.ulifiower root maggot (1) 1.6 - 2.~ 
brccco11 1.6-2.75 
brcccoH raab 
Brussels sprout 
cabbage 
c:ava/o broccoli 
Chinese broccoli 
CHinGSe cabbage 
collards 
kale 
kohlrabi 
milLma 
mustard greens 
mustard spinach 
rape greens 
tumic 
broccoli root aphid (2) 1.2 
cabbage (2,4 for double row 

clantinQs) 
radish root maaaot /31 1 
rutabaca ro01 mar:111O1 j"J ' 1.6 -3.2 
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Pest..Speclllc Use Din>ctlons: 
1. Root maggot: 

• Dln,ot soottn<l crops [broccoll, broceoll raab, Brussels sprout, cabbage, cnuUflowor, cavolo 
broccolo, Chinese broccoli, Chlnoso cabbage, collards, kale, kohlrabi, mi&na, mustard 
greens, mustart! spinach, rape greens, rulabaga, turnip]: Apply tl1e spocifled dosage In a water
basod spray as a 4-lnch wide band over tho row at planting time. Place band behind tho planler shoe 
and in front of the press wheel lo achieve shallow inc,irponruon. Usa a minimum of 40 gpa total 
spray volume, 

• T~nsplanted crops [broceoll, brcccoll raab, Brussels sprout, cabbago, c:a1.1llflowcr. cavafo 
broccolo, Chlnosa broccoU, Chlnose cabbage. coUal'ds, kale, kohlra.bl, mtzuna, mu.sta.ro 
groans, mustard spinach, rape greens, turnip]: Apply Yuma 4E as a waler-based spray d~cetod 
to the base of tho plants lmmadi3tety attar setting. Use a mlnfmum of 40 gpa total spray. Do not add 
any additional adjuvants, surladants or spraader sticker5 Do not apply as a foliage appUcatlon. 

2. Root aphlCI [broccoli, cabbage): Apply Yuma 4E in water or v.sth liquid fertilizer Injected es e 
s1deC1ress on each side er the rcw a1tGt plants are established. See Mixing Directions section 1or 
Mixing lnstrudions for LiqUJd Fertilizer. Avoid mechaoleal damage to crop roots. Use a minimum or 15 
gpa of total spray volume. 

3. Root maggot (radish): Apply lhe specified dosage as a water-based drench in tho sead lurrows with 
tho SO<ld at planUng Ume. Use e minimum of 40 gpa or tolal drench. 

Spc,clflc; Use Rostrtctlon,i for Proplant Incorporation and At-Plant or Post Plant Soll Appflcallons: 
• SoU appllcatlr,ns (all labolod crops): 

o Prehorvost lnt<>rva l: OD net apply within 30 days before harvast.. 
o Do not !ol!Olly apply any chlo<l)yrifos product labeled for !Oilar application (e.g., Lorsban'" SOW) within 

1 o days or a soil applicalion of Yuma 4E. 
o Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

• C3wlflowor. Do not apply more than 2 plnts of Yuma 4E to caulifiower planted in 40-inch rows. Use 
propor1ional amounts for olller raw spacings, but do not excaed 4 pints of Yuma 4E per acre. The 
maximum single application rate for cauliflower is 1.2 °' ai ct,iorpyrifos (2.4 fi oz of Yuma 4E) por 1000 
ft of row. 

• Broccoll, broccoli raab, Brussels s.prout, abbage., cauUflowcr, cavalc brcecoll, Chlno:-sc 
broccoU, Chinese cabbage, t;Olrards, kalv1 kohtns.blt rnlz:una1 mustard groens, mustard spim1ch, 
rape g"'ena, tum\p: Do not apply more than 2.6 pints of Yuma 4E per aae whon planted In 40-lncn 
rows. Do net apply mare than 4.5 pjnls of Yuma 4E per aao to tticse crops when In 20-inch rows (or 
two rows per bed). Use proportional amounts 1or other rcw spacings, but do not exceed 4.5 pints cf 
Yuma 4E per aae. 

• Radish: Do not apply mare tllan 5.5 plnls of Yuma 4E per acre. The maximum single application rate 
for radish is 0.5 oz ai ctilcrpyrifos (1 fl oz of Yuma 4E) per 1000 ft or row. 

• Rutabaga: Do nol apply more than 4.5 pints of Yuma 4E per aae. Tha maximum single application 
rate for rutabaga is 1.6 oz ai chlorpyrifos (3,211 oz al Yuma 4EJ per 1000 ft of row Do not uso Ma0aga 
tops for food or feed purposes, 

Foliar Application [Bn,ssica (Colo) Leafy Vegetables Only] 
Apply v.sth convontional power-operated spray oqulpmant in 20 to 150 gpa of water. For aerial 
epplicalions, apply in a minimum of 5 gpa of water. Use a higher rate in the rale range whon there is 
Increased pest pressure. Consult your state agncullural exporiment station, oxtens,on saMce specialisl, 
er integrated pest corrtJol advisor fer proper time to troat in your area 

Yuma4E 
Taracl Pests I olnt/~c;n,l 
armywonns 1-2 
cabbage aphid 
cutworms 
imported cabbage worm 
stnped fiea Doetlo (adUlll 
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Spoc:lfic Use RostrictJons: 
• Prcharvcst lntorval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest. 
• Do not maKe more than three applications or any product c;antaining chlorpynfas per crop. 
• Do not maKe a second appucation of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrlfos within 10 days of 

tho first application. 
• Do not aanally apply this product In Mississippi 

Christmas Trees (Plantations} 
(Not for use In Mbslaslppl) 

Worner Rostrictcd Entry lntcrv• I: Oo r.ot <>nlcr or a llow worker envy into treated areas during ti><> 
rcstrtetcd entry lntorv.11 CREt) of 24 . our:s un:~s PPE required for early entry is worn. 

Unless otherwise- indicated, apply as a ro1iar spray using power-operated ground equipment. Thorough 
coverage or ronage is essentisl Use a miriimum 1 0 gps of rinlshed spray with ground equipment Use 
riighar vatumo of f1rifshed s~ray, 20 gpa er more. when foliage is dense and/or pest density Is !iigh and/or 
under high temperature and wind conditions. 

T<lrootPests. Yuma 4E 
anisf'll paIes woeviT (adult) 1 quart/acre 
aphids pine nooole midge 
actelg,ds pine spitllebug 

(cooleyJ plant bugs 
(easlem spruce gall) scale (2) 

Douglas fir needle (blac:i< pine) 
midge (pine needle) 

European pine sawfly (pine tortoise) 
European pine shoot (spruce bud) 

moth (striped pino) 
grasshoppers spittlebugs 
gypsy moth spruce buclworm 
mites (1) spruce oeed1eminer 

(European red spider) 
(two sootled splderl 

Oates woovll f3l 3 ouarts/100 cal 
Numws In paren\h<IS&S (·l refer lo Post-Specific use DIrectJons. 

Post-Specific Use Oirections: 

1, 

1. Spider Mites: When large numbers al eggs are pn,sant at the first application, a second application 
after 7 lo 10 days may be requ~ed to control newly hatcnad nymphs and maintam effective control 
Not for control of mJtea lin Washington and Oregon. 

2. Scalo: For control apply when scale cra'Mers are active. 
3. Apply as a cul stump drench. 
4. Exdudes ants Of slgnil\cant public health importanca, such as fire ants, ha!vestor ants, carpenter ants, 

and pharaoh ants. 

Specific uso P~utions, 
Phytoloxtclty, Do not apply under conditions of extreme heat or drought stress. Environmental factors 
end varietal differences s)gniflcantly Influence potential phytotoxic expression Testing has ~hown U,o11t 
Yuma 4E may be used 11t spoclflod riiltes on the foUowl:ng conlfor $peel,:,- wltnout sotlous 
phytoto,:;IClty: balsam fir, concolor flr, Dougl•s fir, castom whlte pine, F~scrflr, grar1d fir, noble flr, 
Scotcn pine, wnite spruce. Before treating large numbers of other conifer species, treat a small block of 
plants and obse!V8 them 7 to 1 0 days for symptoms al phytotaxicity. Note; The user assumes 
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responsibility for deterrnlrung If it ls safe to treat other conifer species with Yuma 4E under commercial 
growir,g conditions, 

$p1H;illo Uso Rostrlctlons: 
• Do not mako more than ttree applications of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos par 

season. 
• Do not make a second application of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrlfos within 7 <lays or 

the first appllcabon. 
• Do not al low meat or dairy animals to graze In treated aroos, 

Citrus Fruits' 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

WQl'l<or Restricted Entry Interval; Do not entor or allow worl<er entry into treatod areas dunng the 
restricted on• interval {REI) of 5 aays unless PPE roqulnxl for aony ontry JS worn 

'Otrvs fn1lts lnduding calOmondin, cnircnja, citrus cllron, dtrus t,ybnds, grape:n1lt, kumQUa~ lemon, lime, 
mandarin (tlll190M0), pummolo. satsuma mandarin, sour orange, sweo1 orimgo. tangelo, tangor 

Apply as~ c:onccn:ra10 or dilute sprny us.,g =ntioMI, powor-<lpcr.,tod spray oqwpmenL USC a nigher 
"'" 1n tho raio range wlltm thore ., incrc...cd po$! PrG$Suro, Use su!Odc,r,l w=r to er.sun, t/1CIIC,;gh and 

<Xlfflplete COVQrngG or 1110 lollago and ltull For d<IO?O spmys_(gn>a:o, :h:ln 200 gpo), u:;o O spra-, 
c.onccnl/OUon cl at loast 0.6 pints or Yumo 4E par 100 g.illcris 01 fi,.$1\Cd sprav. Cornplote coverage is not 
n<;<;csS:Jty for outsldo canopy sprays tsrgoUng cart3111 pe:si:s si.ch as !eplc!op!ora == and kalyd<I 
Troal when pestS Docomo a problom or In accordance with 111• local ,;pray sdlcdul<> os spealicd DJ your 
Stata Al,ncullur!II E,rpcnmont Stah011, certmoo Post conuo1 Advi5or. or Ex1omllon Sorv!ee S;>eoiaHsl To 
avolo oxaissivo nd!lil"!J. do not apply Yuma 4E to otr11S from Oocombcr 1 up to u,e lnl allon of bloom (S'h 
ll!sU,ie bioom), 

Use of Spray Olis: To imprcve control e! 31)hlo's, mea,'ybt1gs, scale insects, and lh<iJ:JS. a pelrolou spray 
oil sp<>dfiodfor use onc:r.ius trees may0e BQlleO tospruymlxWres at p to 1.8 gallcr.s par ,oo galions c,f 
spray. 

Yuma 4E 
Ta=tPests (plnl/acrol 

aphids (including brown mealybUgs (so• below for 2 -7 
Citrus aphid) California and Artzona) 

glassywingod sharpshooter scale;1 insects, such as: 
grasshoppers (1) black scale 
Katydid$ brown soft scale, 
lepldopterous larvoo sueh as: Cal~ornis red scale (see 

avocado ktafrolJor. below for CalWomla and 
cutworms Arizona) 
fruit tree lealroller cllaff scale 
orange dogs Flonda red scala 
orange tortrlx long scalo 
wastem t1.1ss0Ck moth purple scalo 

snowscaio 
lhrips (sec below far Caliromia 

and Arizonal 
citrus rust mites ,2~ f31 •-T 
citrus osvlla (3) (4) 5 
thrips suppresSior, and mealybugs (Caltfornla arid. Arizona, see 6- 12 

restrictions\ 
camom1a red scale (Csllfoma and Arizona see Iesbicil.Onsl 8 -12 

Numbers in parentheses(·) refer to Pest-Specific Use DirecUons. 

Pc,st-Spcclffc Use Oircctiom;: 
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1. L11bbar grasshopper.,: Effoellvo control requires direct contact with spray when grasshoppers aro 
small ~•ss :.r,:,n 1 inch In 1or,gt11i 

2. Citrus ru~t mites: use a spray concenlration of at least 1 pint of Yuma 4E por 100 gallons. 
3, Jr, Los Angeles, Monterey. Orange, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura 

Counlios n C-:llllomla, Yuma •E may DO ton~ ml>tcd wiU1 pc:Vo!oum sp<;1y oils n,giste<ed or control or 
ml l<!s in c\WS Follow all ltibcl (llro<:!lons and prn2uuons fO< Y\Jma •E w tank m!x parit,~rs. Do not 
O)(CCO<l 1.8% on v/v or ,.s ga!lo.ns ~01! por 100gaNor>$ofspray. use only 0<1 atrus sl>Ode<;81!<1 
vaneties for which Yuma -4E is registered. 

4. Citrus psylla: For control, add cHrus 011 at 2% v/v in a lanl< mix With Yuma 4E. 

Spuciflc Use Precautions: 
• Observe local recommendaUons for lank mix comblnatioos ospocia lly With regard to use of Yuma 4E 

wilti .sp<ay o~ Oo not uso pono1r.tting surfadants in t3nl< mn<cs ~ Yuma 4E. Cc,nsuJt with a county 
farm edvlsor, COIJJl!y agency, cxtcnskm se .cc per.sonneJ, agnc;ulturaJ commissioner, pest control 
adv.Sor, or 1cca1 r~prcsontattvc for local rccommen~ntlcns. 

• Do not apply when trees are slressad by drought or high temperaluras. 
• Yuma 4E is t11ghly toxic to bees oxposed 10 direct lr0"1menl Dr'..d mus: not be appliod when bees a • 

actively visiting the a,oa. Ounng the otrus b!oom ponod in Ca!Homl:l. apply !rom 1 hour oftar swse: 
until 2 hours before sunrise. 

• Do nol uso Yuma ~E in combina~on W:th spmy oil w,ten temperatures are expected to exceed 95'F on 
the day of applicalion or ror SOVCfiJt consocvtJvc d:::Jys the?reartor. 

Specific U8o RoatrlcUons: 
• Proharvost Interval: 0¢ not apply within 21 days boforc harvest ror applications of up to 7 pints o1 

Yum.o •E por ac,o 0< within 35 days ror applIc,i~on Gt rates abcvo i pints f"l' aero. 
• Do not m11~0 more tllan two apptlcat/ons of Yum.i •E or other product conta1ni,;g chlorpyrifos per year 

(does net Include auu, arcl'.ord lloars). 
• Oo not apply mote Ulan 7,5 lb ai chlorpyrifos (15 pints of Yuma 4E) per aero per yoar. 
• Do not muko a S<>ecr.a IQ\lar application of Yuma 4E or oll1or product contaInIng chlorpyr~os within 30 

days or 111e nrst applicabon, 
• Tho use or app!lcnbon rates grealor than, 11, #J chlorpynros (8 pints or Yuma 4E) per sere are allowed 

onlY in the 0I1cwlng counties ,n Calrto, ·a: Fresno. Tulare. Kem, Kings, and Madera. 
• Do not allow mllllt or dairy an!malS to graze In uootoo o,nus. 

Citrus 1 Orchard Floors 
(Nol for use In Mlsslsslppl) 

Wort<or Rostt1ctod Entry Interval: Oo not enter or allow wor1<0r onlty Into treated aroas during the 
restricted ontry Interval (REI) of 5 days unless PPE required for ea~y onlry is worn. 

'Citrus fruits inciuding calamondin
1 
chironja, citrus citron, citrus hybrids, grapefruit, kumquat. lemon, lime. 

mandarin (tangerine), pummelo, satsuma mMdarin, sour orange, sweet orange, tangelo, tangor 

Apply as a ground broadcast spray directed to the orchard floor to control foraging ants (excluding f ire, 
harvestar, carpenter end pllaraoh ants). Do not apply spray to contact foliage er frull Apply in a tolal 
spray volume ol 25 gpa or more using equipment that will app~ tne spray un~ormJy lo the soil surface. 
Use a higher rate in the rato range for increased pc-st pressure. Fer b~st resurts, remove woed grov.-th or 
olner obstruc11ons lhqt might provont t~e spray from reaching U>G soil surlaca. Foliar applccat<O/\S ol Yuma 
4E or othor p1odocts camaInin9 chlorpyrifos may be rr..ido In add,~or, lo the crctiard floor 1roa1 onl$ but 
mu:st comply with tho 10 day re-treatment interval (soe Specific Use Restridions}. 
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Chemlgallon: Yuma 4E may be applied lo citrus orchard floors lhraugh sprinKler irrigation systems only If 
the system uniformly covers the sou surface at tne baso of ttte tree, Apply at specified broadcast 
application rates to control listed pests. See Chemigation Application sec:lion 

Note: Do not apply In tank mixture with EVik herbicide. 

I Yuma4E I 
T~t Pests (pint/acre] 
3nJL1) 1.5-2 
Numb<lrs In pa<enll\<lso-a t-J refer tc Post.Spnc,llc us~ Dlracuons. 

P•st•Spoelflc Uso Directions: 
1. Excludes ants of significant public heattt, importance, such as fire ants, harvester .ants, carpenter ants, 

and pnaraot, ants. 

Application with Ory Bulk Fertlllzor: Most dry fertilizers can be used for impregnaUon with Yuma 4E. 
Apply Yuma 4E at the equivalent broadcast rate using a minimum of 200 lb per acre of dry bulk fartilizer. 

lmprognatlon of Dry Bulk Fertilizer. Use a closed rotary drum mi)(er suitable for blending of dry bulk 
fertiUzer equipped witn an internal spray nozzle. Add tno dry rertmzer to the mixer followed by tt,e 
appropriate amount of Yuma 4E. After mixing the dry ingredients to ensure uniformity, add water through 
the spray nozzle in an amount sufficient lo just dampen the mixture (4 to 8 pints of water per ton of 
fertilizer). Position the spray nozzle within !he mixer to prcvide uniform coverage of the tumbling mixture 
of fertilizer and Yuma 4E. Addition of water will cause Yuma 4E to unirormly adhere lo the dry bulk 
fertilizer. Apply bulk fertilizer,; impregnated with Yuma 4E Immediately. do not store It. Foliar 
applications of Yuma 4E may be made in addition to the orchard ~oar treatments. 

Compliance with any and aU federal and !llate laws and regulations relahng to the Yuma 4E and fertilizer 
mixture is the responsibility of tt,e person offering suc:h mixture for sale or distritlutIon. 

Specific Use Rostrtctlons: 
• Pnrharvost Interval: Oo not apply within 28 days before harvosl 
.. Do not make more tt,an three applications of Yuma 4E or other product containing cn/orpyrifos per year 

(does nol include foliar applicaUons to citrus trees). 
• Maximum single application rate iS 1 ro al chlorpyrtfos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not apply more lhan 3 lb al chlorpyrifos (3 quarts of Yuma ~E) per acre per year. 
• Do r,ot make a second application of Yuma 4E or olhor product containing chlorpyrlfos withln 1 O days of 

the nrst applicafon. 
.. Do not allow maat or dairy animals to graze in treated areas. 

Corn (Field, Sweet, Seed) 

Wol'lcor Restricted E-,.,1ry lnlllrval: Do not enter or al ow vw.kor onuy into treated areas dunng the 
restrtcted entry 1n1e,tv11I {REll of 24 hours unless PPE required for clllly onir, 1s worn, 

Con$orvation TIilage: Proplant, Al-Plant, or Preemergonco Applications 
Apply as a broadcast spray to surface trash and exposed soil using powor-op,,rated ground spray 
equipment Use a total spray volume of 20 gpa or more. Use a higher rate in tho rato range to extend 
residual control. 

Ton~ MlXfng: Yuma 4E may also be applied in tank mixtures with paraquat or glyphosate and/or liquid 
fertilizer solutions See Mixing D1rections seet(on for tank mi>tlng instructions, Read and carefully fallow 
all applicable directions, restr1ctions. and procauUons on labeling for each product usod In comoinalion 
wilh Yuma 4E. 

Ta et Pests 
armyworms 
cutworms 

Postomorgonco Application 

Yuma4E 
lnt/acru 
1.2 
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Apply as a postemerg:enca broadcast spray using suffide-nt spray volume lo ensure thorough eaverage or 
treated plants, but no less than 15 gpa for ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for a1r<:raft equipment. 
Control may be reduced at low spray volumes under nigt, temperature and wind conditions. Yuma 4E 
may be lank mixed witt, glyphosate products when application iS to be made to glyphosale-tolerant corn 

Chom.Jgatlon: Yuma 4E may ti~ broadcast applied postomcrgenr::a througt, sprinkler lnigation systems at 
specified application rates to control listed foliar pests. For best re:sults, tank mix Yuma 4E with 2 pints of 
non-em.ulsifiable oi l. SeE) Chemigation AppliC3.Uon sed1on. 

Yuma4E 
Tarqat Pests tolnt/acrcl 
crassho_ooer, 0.5-1 
apnids 1 -2 
armyworms 
chlnch bugs {1) 
com rootwonn adults {2) 
cutworms (3) 
European corn borer (5) 
naa beeuo adults (1) 
southern com leaf beetle 
webworms (4) 
west.am. bean cutwarm 

:~~h":.i":: corn bornr 11i\ 1.5-2 

blllbugs (1) 2 
common stalk borer {9) 
com rootwcnn larvae (7), {BJ 
lesser cornstalK borer 
Numbers In paranlho.scs (-) rotor IO Post-Specif"' 1./S!? Directions 

Pcst.Spccmc U~o DlrcctiOO$: 
1. BIIU>ug, ehlneh t,ug, or flea beetle: For best control, ground apply in a minimum spray volume of 20 

to 40 gpa at 40 psi. If corn is loss than 6 inches tall, apply in a 9- lo 12-inch wide band over the row. 
For com greater than 6 lnches tall 1 apply using drop nozzles direetod to !he base of the plant Do riot 
reduco the applIcatIon rate for banded or directed applications. Concentrate lhe full labeled dosage 
rate in the treated zone. When chinch bugs continua to immigrate to corn over a prolonged period or 
under extrema pest prossure, a second application mEy be needed. 

2. Com rootworm adul1s: The specified dosage will control silk clapping. 
3. Cutworms: It is preferable to apply Yuma 4E when soil is moist and worms are acuvo on or near the 

soil surface lf ground is dry, cloddy, or crusted at time of treatment, wor:m.s may be protected frorn 
the spray and effectiveness will be reduced. Shallow incorporation usmg a rotary hoe or other suitable 
equipment Immedlately beforo or soon attar treatment may improve c:onuol. A second application 
may be required if damage or density levels exceed economic thresholds established for your area. 

4. Wobworm.; For control, shallow ini:orporation using a rotary hoc or other suitable oquipment 
irnmedialely before or soon after treatment Is necessary. 

5. European com boror: For control. use 1.5 to 2 pints per acre when application ls made with power
operated ground or aenal equipment or 1 lo 2 pints per acre when application ,s made through a 
sprinkler lrngatlon syslem University research indicates that Echieving greater than 50% control of 
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rirst-gcinoralion European bor<lf w~h a single liquid insecuclde treatment 1s highly dependent upon 
timing. 1Mfldlcide ptacomanl, and weathor conditions. 

6. Soutl1WC111tem com borer:A second application may be applied 21 days later rt needed due to 
reITTfesta:tlon. 

7. Com roctwomi 1.>rvae: For posternof!IC)nce co~ttOI, apply at eulilvation. Direct lhe spray to botn 
sides cf lhc ,vw al tho base of the Plants just ahead of the cultivator shovels. Covor tno 1nse,o11c1do 
with so/I at®nd Iha 111:Jce roots. A rultivatlon application of Yuma 4E may be made in addition lo an 
at-planting app.lcation cl Lorsban" 15G. 

8, Yuma 4E may alsc be applied through sPflnkler irrigation systems at the rate of 2 pints por acre to 
control com rootworm tarvae Time application to coincido with the apPOarance of the second ins1ar 
larvae. Apply with enough water to wot the root :.one to tho depth control neodod, If soils arc ...,t 
allow enough so.I dry-Ilg to occur s,,,ch that an application us,r.g a minimum amount of watcrw,11 not 
produce surface runoff. See Cnemigation Application section. 

9. Do not use Yuma 4E In cc,mbination with a b111"11down horbici<le for control of common stalk borer. For 
common ll\alk boror ccntrol, ireat approximately 11 days after appUcation of gfyphosate or after 
bumdown wfth paraquat horbid~o is complete (3 to 5 days). 

Spcclnc Uaa Rostr1ctlons: 
• Pn,hIrvos1 lntor,11: Oo not 0PJ>ly within 2, days bo(oro har,e,1 of ~raln, = . rorago or foddor. 
• Do not make more uwn llltco npp~calions of arry p<OCUCI containing chJcrpyrilos per season. 1ndud1r,g 

ltlo tl)a)<1mum otlowod of :WO g,1111utar appBCil on,s,.at ll1o 1 lb ·01 cl!lorpyrllosn,to. 
• MBl<imum Slngio appl/anlcm reto i lb o c:hlor;,ymos (2111nls or Yuma ~E) par aero. 
• oo not apply more thtl/1 3 tb 31 chl0'l')'nfos {6 pints er Yuma •E) per aao per soascn. 
• Do not mai<c • secor.d applica110n of YumaAE er olher proc!tJct CO<ltiJlnlng Chlc(pyrlfos within 10 cays Of 

l!>a first appltcaJJc,n. 
• If more 111.a., 1 lb oi gmnulur c,"1orpyr>fos per acre Is ap,0111)11 at-9\Cj'I (for a maximum of, .3 lb al '''" ocro 

pcr S08SOn), omy ono oddilloA81 apPhcallon or o llqu!d JrodUCI eontolrung cNo,eyrifos at 1 lb al per aero 
Is OIIOW<>O par soascm, fer a total Of2.3 lb Chlo,pynfos por OQ"O por S®son, 

• Do r.ol apply In tank mbros w,th Steadfast or Ughtnlr.g horblcides 
• Do not aertally apply this product in Mississippi. 

Cotton 
(Not for use, In Mls.slsslppl) 

Worl<.or Restricted Ent,y Interval: Do not en1or or 8Cow ww1<et entry into treatoo areas during the 
rcstric1cd en:<Y lmeM1! (REil of24 hours unless PPE n,qu'.rod (or eorty entry 1s worn. 

Apply as a croaaca.st loli3r spray usj'lll aln:raft or grwnd spray equipment (sea se?i)!3to ra10 tabla fer 
Arlzo119 end Cllhfomls). Uso o nlgh<l/ ra<J> In the rate t8f198 whon tnOfo ts inctllb'..CX, pest pressure, uso 
sufficent spray volumo to ons\lJ'e tnotaugn covorage or treatod plants, but no Taos than 10 gpa f0< ground 
spray oq .pmcru ct 2 gpa ror a:ramt equ;pmont. Increase spmy '1llumo wtion foliage Is donso anc/Or 
po,;t popuJobon Is hlgr. and/or undor high tamporature ond wino condn!or,s, Treat wncn r10·0 counlS 
1ncrcato damaging inse:: populations are dOVllioplr,g cir present 

Cl>omlgatlon: Yuma 4E may be applied through spr,ni<Jor Irrigation sy&IOJT\$ at sp<>Clfied broadcast 
application rates to contrcl fisted foliar pests. See ChOmlgation App6catlon sectio 

Propot applicalico molhods are> noco2a,y la onsuro :n01ough SPfOY ccvomge and correct ra10, end 
mlotmizo off-tntgot amL FoUow Appiiea~O<'l OlrcCIJoru. for ground ru,o aOfial application and Spray Drtlt 
Managomon: ""'' "T11Til!fldabons ., Produd 1nrormetlon scd!011 or t11,s iab<,f, 

All States Excoat Arizcma •nd canromlo 
Yuma4E 

Tame! Pests lalnt/acro} 
cotton ~eahopper [1) 0.37-1 
plBnt OU!jS ( 1 ) 

/Lvous. Mirids\ 
grasshoppor, 0 ,5-1 
thrios 
cotton aphid 0.5- 2 
ran armyworm 
vellowstrined armvworm 
s~,cer mites '2' 1 
beet armyworm 1.5-2 
collon boltworm (3} 
cutworms 
pink bollworm 
salt marsh caterpillar 
tobacco budworm /31 
Mimbors In poranlhosos (-) rclrr to Pc!:1-Spm:mc Usl! Directions. 

Post-Specific Use Direction$: 

Pogo 24 or« 

1. The 0.37 pint par acie rate will not provide a high c!ogree ol a>nl(cl but, a,mparod 10 the 1 p;m per 
acre rate, will min1mlzo tho c!amage lrcro plant l:lugs and eotton fleahoppors and allow incroaSO<l 
S<1N>11,1 and build-<Ip ~r oc~c(rqal lnsocts lo ale! In 1110 <:O<llro! of bollworms ,mos:in; cotl0n. 

2. Spldor mllu: WhM ia:sc numbers cl o;gs ""'prnsent, SC0UI tho tmated area In 3 10 5 clays. If 
newly h.uchad nympt,s a.-o proscn~ ma.~o a foltaw-up appl~n or a non-Chl0tpynlos p•oduct that is 
e!lo<:l/vo 0gal1>S1 m,11>$. 

3. Sollwonns and budwonns: For best msulls, scout fietds twice per week and apply ¥/hen worms aro 
1/4.Jnch or fess in l t!llQUl. 

Adn>,ia &nd Callfomlo 
Yuma4E 

TamntPests lolntlacrol 
amoyworms 1-2 
cotton aphid 
cotton fleahopper 
Lygus 
salt marsh caterpillar 
sllve~ear whitefly (1) 
lhrin.< 
boll weevil 2 
cotton bollworm (2) 
cotton leaf perlorator 

(supprossion) 
cutworms 
pink bollworm 
spider mites (suppression) 
tobacco budworm <2\ 
N~rribofs In pa,enli>oSGS (·) relor lo Pe.s!•Spc;cif,c Usa Directions. 

Post-Specific use Clroctlons: 
1. SUver1oaf white-fly~ Apply 1n tank miX combination with u,e speClf10d rate or a pyrnthtoid msecticldo 

labeled for control or suppression 
2. Bollworms and bUdwomt$: For beS1 results, scout fields twice per week and apply when worms are 

114 inch or less In ronglh 
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$pacific Uso Restrictions: 
• Proharvest Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest 
• Do not make more than three applications of Yuma 4E or other product containing Chlorpyrofos per crop 

season. 
• Maximum single application rate is , lb ai Chlorpyrifos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not apply more than 3 lb al chtorpyrifos (6 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre per season. 
• Do not make a second app\icatiori of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos wilhin 1 O days of 

the /~st application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze 1r, treated areas 
• Do not feed 9In trash or treated forage to meat or dairy animals. 

Cranberry 
(Not for LISO In MISSISSlppi] 

Wori<or Rastncted Entry lntetvll : Do not enter or allow worker entry inlo treated areas citJring lho 
restricted ontty lntorinl (REI) of 24 hcurs unlOss PPE to~V!red tor oa en,ry Is wcm, 

Apply as a broadcast fol\ar spray. Use sufficient spray volume to ensure ttiorough coverage, but no less 
than 15 gpa Except for oontrol of cranbenyweevil, treat when field counts Indicate damaging insect 
populations are developing or presenl 

Chnmlgallon: Yuma 4E may be applied through sprinl<Jer Irrigation systems to control listed pests. Apply 
at specified broadcast application rates. See ChemigaUon ApplicaUon section. 

Yuma4E 
Tao:.1ct P.osts Colnl/acrol 
brown spanworm 3 
cranberry rrultworm 
cranberry weevil ( 1 ) 
cutworms 
fireworms 
soaro.anathts fruitworm~ 
Numbe!s In parentheses(·) re!er to Pc51-Spe:;ific Use D/roctlor.s. 

Posl-Spoclllc Uso Dlroc;tlor'I$: 
1. Ctanborty weevil: Fer coritrol, apply once at flower bud dovelopment (late May, early June) and, if 

weevifs are present, once after 100% bloom (ear1y to miC•July). 

Specific Use Precautions: 
Apply only after the 'Nin1er flood water has been removed To avoid pesticide contamination or flood 
waters, do not apply when bogs aro flooded. 

Specific Use Rostrlctlons: 
• Preharvost Interval: Do not apply within 60 days before harvest 
• Do not make more than two applications of Yuma 4E or other produa containing clllorpyrifos per 

season. 
• Maximum single application rate Is 1.5 lb al chlorpyrifos (3 pints of Yuma 4E) pee acre 
• Do not make a second application of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrtfos within ,o days Of 

the first application. 
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Fig 
(for uso onty In C3llfomla] 

Worker Rostrlctod Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during tho 
restricted entry interval {REI) of 4 days unress PPE requlreO for eaMy entry ts worn. 

Apply Yuma 4E as a dormant apprication In late winter prior to beetle emergence and pn□r to leaf 
formation Use a spray volume of 10 gpa or more and apply as a broadcast spray to the s01t surface using 
power-operated ground spray oquIpment, On lM day of treatment, Incorporate Yuma 4E into the tap 3 
1riches or soil using surt.eble equipment. 

Tar ot Post 
dried fruit beetle 

Spec:iflc Use RDstrlctlons: 
.. Prnharvest Interval: Do not apply within 217 days (7 months) beforo harvest. 
• Mafc,e only one application per year of Yuma 4E er other product containing chlorpyrifos. 
" Maximum single appljcatlon rate Is 2 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 quarts of Yuma 4E) per acre 

Grape 
(Not for use in Mississippi) 

Worker Rostr1cted Entry Lntorval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during lhc 
restricted ontry interval (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE required for earty enlry 1s worn 

Soll Surface Application 
(for use only ln arnas east of the Contlnontal DMc!e) 
Apply Yuma 4E just before the pest emerges from me soil. Apply 2 quarts of tho diluted spray mixture to 
the soil surface on a 1~•square foot area (4.4 foot circle) around the base af each vine. 

Ta ctPest 
ora.ce borer 

Specific Uso Precautions: 
• Do not allow spray to contact fruit or foliage.. 
• Maximum .single application rate for soi! surface application 1s 2 25 lb ai ch!orpyrifos (4.5 pints Of Yuma 

4E) per aero. 

Prel.lloom Appllcallon 
(For use only In aroas oast of tho ConUriontal OlvldC) 
Apply as a spray drench ground appficatian using a minimum spray volume of 25 gpa 

Yuma4E 
uart/ar;rc 

Nu.mbot~ 1r:i parenU1cs1:?'!i (·) refer io Pe~-Spaclfk; SC: Dired,jons. 

Post..Spocmc Uso Directions: 
1. Cutworm: For control, apply 1 quart of Yuma 4E per acre as a broadcast spray ,n a minimum spray 

volume cf at least 50 gallons of water using power-operated ground spray ociufpment. Treat when 
cutworms first become acUve and when field counts indicate damaging insect poputattcns are 
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developing or present Do not apply after btoom slage of growth Consult your state agricultural 
expEHiment staUon or extension service speciaJist cor,cerrurig cutworm control practicos ITT your area_ 

1. Grap1' mealybug: For cootrof. apply 1 quart of Yuma 4E per acre in a minimum spray volume of at 
least 50 galtons or water per acre using pov.,er.,operatod ground spray equlpmer,t on1y pr1or to late 
bud break. Applications after budbreak may result in transient leaf yellow,ng (Concords). 

Spccmc Use Rostrlctl<ms for Prebloom Applleatlon: 
• Do not use in corjunction with soil surface application far grape barer control. 
• Maximum single apphcatlon rate for prebloam applcation to minimize phytotoxicity Is 1 lb ai c!ilorpyriros 

(1 quart of Yuma ~E) per acre. 

Specific Uso Rostrlctlons for Soll Surf- Application and Prcbloom AppllcaUon: 
• Pn,tmvest lntonral; Do not apply within 35 days l)oloro narvesl. 
• Do no: rnaJ<o m0/8 lhnn ono appl catlon ol Yuma 4E 01 other FfOduct eot1lalnlng cnlorpyrlfos per season. 
• BuoCQ' upon aw!Jablo ~due dota. Inc use ot Yumo ~E In grapas Is ros'.rlcte!i lo ru'ea.s oast of tho 

Continen\:11 DMd<! only. Do nor use "' lllo staro o! Missis.s,'pp, , 

Legume Vegetables (Succulent or Dried) Except Soybean 1 

(Not for un In Mississippi) 

Workor Rcattk:tnd Entry bttcrval: Do not en1er or arrow worker entry into treated areas during the 
rostricted ruwy flllO/VOI (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE requ~cd for cony ani,y ,s wom 

' Legume vogolllblos lnc:/uolng adnal<I boan, ~oon, black~O<I pea, l>.'OOd caan (dry and suea.ilcnt), 
c,iljang, dlfd<pca, Chineso l:,ngbcan, ccwpea_ ~or poa, rtwarf poa. cdlblo poa poo, EJ1gbsh pco, 
lava i:,c.,,,, fiold bear>. ~ol<I pco, 9orb011l:o boan, gordon pee, grn:n lupin, gr,u,n poo, guor, nyaanu, boon, 
Joe1<t,,,..an, kidney boon, leblOb bean, ten ·1, llma bean (dry ams greo,,), moth t>oan, mung boan, Nl\'Y bo11n. 
pea. pigeon pea. plr,to boon. rice bclln, f\lMcr bOun, Sf\ilP 0ean. snow"""• SOIJ!nom poo. ~ r snap 
pea, SWIIO\ lupin, ropary bean. uro bcM, wtmo lupin. wh \o sv,..,ct lup\n, y:irdlong :.oan 

Pn>pl,int Broadcast Application 
Apply Yuma 4E at a rate of 2 pints por acre 10 control seed mogg<>ts. Mal<e a p,cplas,! b<oadc:asl 
oppl!ca.lio!l In a minimum ol 10 gpa of spray to thO so!I SUJ'faco usif\g sv,toblo grouM e,i1npmooI, To 
Improve ll>c nctlvity against seed mo.;.ots, lr>eorpcrnt Yuma 4E Into tne top 1 to 3 inchi>s or soil using 
suJwble 11llago e<;ufpmonl 

At Plant T-Bond Application 
Apply 1.8 fl oz 01 Yuma 4E per 1000 !col of rrsw al 30-mch row spacin9, Apply Iha spray In a 3· to 5-inch 
wtdc band ovor tno rrtw behind the plantor sl!Oe and In front of the pross wnee1Ioathlovo shaffow 
i(leorPO<OIJon. Mix trc specffiOd ao""O') In a monlmum ol 10 gpa of spr.rynnd apply to 11\o soY su ace 
us,119 suJtabfn g,otl(>d spniy ~ulpmonl Equ"'1llOnt rnto,; of 1nseCIICJ<!o >pri,y fl><!u,i:cd por 100 foot or tow 
ror ll$tod row spacings am given In tho ecco111panyfog Iobl0. To fmp<0w tho ae1lvi1y of Yuma •E agolnst 
sood m099ol5. lntorpon110 YI.Imo •E Into the top 112.10 1-lnch of soa u•lng "no• or chains 01 OIIIO/ suUable 
equlpmonl 

Spray Volume Por n oz of Sptav Volume pot 100 Fec,t of Row 
Acte (Gallons) 30-lnch 28-lnch I 24-Jnch 22-lnch 

10 7.3 6 .9 I 5.9 5.4 
15 11 10.3 I 8.8 8.1 
20 14.7 13.7 I 11.8 106 

Spoclflc Uso Ptocautlon: Insecticides. including Yuma 4E, may contribute to the stress of the bean plant 
under certaln environmental conditions. This stress may reduce plant stand' or interfero with normal plant 
development Hertiicide• used preplant incorporated may Interact with insediades and ennance lhls 
stress. 

---
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Specific Use Rm:trlctlons: 
, Do not mako more than one applica~on of Yuma 4E per year. 
, Do net apply more than 1 lb al chlOIJJYrilos (2 pints of Yuma 4EJ per acre. 
• Do not apply Yuma 4E at-plant if the field was treated with a preplant incorporated treatment of Yuma 

4E. 

Onion (Dry Bulb) 

Wor1<ot Retrlttcd Entry lntoNal: Do not enter or allow worl<er onll)I into treated areas during the 
restrlCtJld <?11'.SV lntorv~I (REI) ol 2~ houts•unloss PPE requ,roa f0< oa~y entry 1s wom. 

At-Plant Soll Dronch Appllcatlon 
For dlroci seodod on10ns to oonvoI onion m.agg,,I. 3pp1y 32 n oz or Yuma 4E por acte In a watar,bascd 
spray es a 2- to 4.;nc11 ..,d& band over the row at plan~ng 11me in a minimum or 40 91'8- Equror.ill)ni mies 
ct Ins0dlcldo sp,ay 1equlll>d per 1C®foel of""' lor Dstccl raw ,poclr19s arc given lo uie tab!o bofow. 
Slla!l,;,w incorpoaidon ls nccossa,y. Piao, be.>tino 1h<! pIanIor sl'loo and In front of tho prc"swh.ooL 
Phy10toxn:iIy ay 0CCU/ ~ Yuma 4E rs sprayed 01[1lc:tfy Olllo on1011 soeds. Do not mix Yuma 4E with <llher 
P<>Sticide products. Noto.: The user Sl10Uld o,a,tdsc roa.,or.a0lc J..clgmenl Md caution l'Alh tnls product 
Un~1 familiarv.ilh rowlts under usor plantl/19 anct grcwir.g coMi.tion.s, limrt application or tills produa 10 n. 
small area to determine plant tolerance and extent of Injury i[ such occurs prior to lnitianng large scale 
applications. 

Yuma4E Rows acln 
(32 fl Oz/~c;r<,) 6-lnch 10.lnct, 12~ncn IS-Inch 
~ ozttooo n er row 0.37 0,61 0,73 1,1 

Spoclflc Use Restrictions: 
• Do net make more 1han one application per yeai. 
, Maximum single application rate is 0.03 lb a1 chlo,pyrifas per 1000 foet of row. 
• Do not aerially apply this p<oduct in MiSS1ssippi 

Postplant Soil Dronch Appllcatlon 
Apply as an early season di reeled spray lo the base of onion seedlings or transplants during peak egg 
laying. Use a minimum or 100 gpa for thorougn wetting. 

Spocmc Use Rostrlctions: 
• Pteharvost Interval: Do not apply within 60 days before harvest 
• De not mal<e more tnan two applications (at plant plus pastpl!lnl) per yoar. 
• 11,\QJ(jmum sing lo application rato is 1 lb al chlorp)'f4os (1 ,iua<1 or Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi. 

Peanut 

Worker Rcstrtcti,d Entry lnt.,rva1: Do not enter or allow worker onuy into treated areas dunng the 
rcSlnctO<I •~uy interval (REJ) of 24 hours unless PPE rcqwod for oa~y emry 1s \'o'Cm. 

Apply to tho scI1 surface as a proplant broadcast sp.-ay followed by immediate soil incorporation lo a oopth 
of 3 to 4 inches using a disc, flC!d cultivator. or equ a!cnI equipment Use • minimum of 1 O gpa lolal 
spray 



Specific Uso Rcstrlc:tlona: 

Yum■ 4E 
lntJacre 

4 

• Preh■rvost lntorval: Do no\ apply within 21 days before harvest. 
• Do not make moro than one preplan\ application of Yuma 4E per season. 
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• Max.mum single applicallon rate is 2 lb ai chlorpyrnos (4 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• ThG comblna<I total o! prcplant and postplant appl cations 01 Yuma •E. Lorsban3 15G or other product 

oonUJin,ng cnl«prnfos must nol oxcaed 4 lb ai ctilorpyrifos per ""re per season. 
• Do not loO!l troJIJad peanut fO(llgo or hay to meat or ~oil)' ornmals. 
• Do not aorlally apply this product In Mississippi. 

Pear 
(For uso only In Callfomla, Oregon am! Washington) 

Worker Restrfc:ted E,,17J1 lnlorva l: Do not enter or allow wor<er entry into treated ~reas during the 
restricted cnlr/ lntnNal (REI) Cl 24 nours U1'llO_.., PPE rcqu,rnd for oa~ nnJry 1s worn. 

Postharvcst AppUcatlon 
Mix the specified dosage In 100 to 400 gpa of spray and apply using an ai~ast speed sprayor or oll1Elf 
suitable ground equipment. 

codling moth 

Spoclf)c Uao RoSlrlcUons: 

Yuma4E 
(plnt/ac:ro) 

4 

• Co not mol<e rruxo lhan oro poSlho.rvost appllco:lon (pnor 10 dormancy) por year. 
• Mo,<jmum slnglo applleodoa rate Is 2 lb nl dllorpynfos (4 pinls of Yuma 4E) per acre 
• Co not !laMlS( or USO lfOl>tcd fruit for fOOd or food. 
• Oo nol allow meat or dairy animals to graze in troated orchards, 
• If unauthorized entry Into a treated orchard cannot be prevented, then the orct,aro musl be postad with 

appropnato signs acairoing to tl'le Wol'l<er Protoction Standard wt,;le treated, unharvested fruit remains 
on the lree. 

Peppermint and Spearmint 
(Nol for use In MlulssippQ 

Workor Rutr1etoCI Ent,y lntorval: Do not entor or allow wor,ar entry Into treated areas during tl>c 
restricted on!ry Interval (REI) of 24 hours unloS3 PPE rCQ reo for oal1Y emry Is worn. 

Apply as a broadcast spray using a total spray volume or t O gpa or more using ground equipment. 

Chomlgallon: Yuma 4E may be applied through sprinkler irrigation systems at specified broadcast 
application rates to control listed foliar pests see Chemigation Application section. 

Yuma 4E 
Taraet Pests (clnt/acrol 
cutworm 111 2-4 
garden sympnyiens (2) 4 
mint root borer 131 
Nwnbors ,n pwonthoso, (·) rc!cr to Post-Spa:;i/I~ Uso Dir~ctions. 

Pi,gc30ol4-4, 

Pust-Spoclflc Uso OlroctJons: 
1. Clltwom,s: Apply dunng Mil)' ono JLa'IO wncn Oeld counts indicate damaging •= populaUOtlS are 

oevc!op1119 or ptl!S(!nt. WhGn larvae aro less than 3/4 it>oti in IOJ'IQ!tl, use lho 2 pint rolo: oU1o/WISo. 
use o hig,'ior rate In !Ito rot.o range. 

2. G■rdon symphylans: Apply preplant lo lho 5'>4) surla,:n, On v,c sumo cay o! voatmo/ll lr.corpo@lO 
ino lnsoali:1cto Into the lop 2 lo 4 111chos c soil using a aisc, field cultmncr, or cqutvlllor.t equ,pmonL 

3. Mint i>oror: Apj)ly posihllrYo>I w!ion r,010 coLmls I1'\dlcato damagl"li IM«t pcpuiallon, are developing 
or pro=t Ir gl'Ollnd oppl]ed, folJow virth epptCldmalefy 1 octo Inch cl spril1l<ler [(r'.g,,11on lmm8diatoty 
otter app, cauon to ,ncorporaie ttic 111S<>cbcldc uuo tho .soi! or apply t,y cru,miga~on 

Spoclflc Uso Restrictions: 
• Prellarvost Interval: Do nol apply within 90 days before harvesl. 
• Make only ona application of Yuma 4E or other product cootalnlng chlorpyrifos during the growing 

season. 
• Do not make more \han one preplanl inc:orporaled applicaliort zn the spring. 
• Mako only one posthatvosi ;ippncation of Yuma 4E or olher produel contnJning chlorpyrifos per season. 
• Maximum single applfcaUon rato is 2 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of Yuma 4E) per OC(O, 
• Do not uso in conjunction wltri a broadcast foliar application of Yuma 4E for e4.1tworm control. 

Sorghum - Grain Sorghum (Milo) 

Workor Ro,rtrletod Entty Interval: Do not enter or allow wor1<or entry into treated areas dunng ine 
restricted on lti\Et/\'Dl (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE requirod ror earty entry is worn. 

Apply as a postomergence broadcast spray using su!ftcaent spray volume lo onsuro thorough coverage of 
treated plants. but no less than 15 gpa for ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft a9uii:iment. 
Control may be roouced at low spray volumes under high (emporalure and wind condi!lons. 

Chcmlgatlon: Yuma 4E may bl'.;) applied through sprinkler imgation systems at specified broadcast 
epplic.atlon rates to ccntrol listl?d foliar pests. Sl;le Chomigaticn ApplicaUon soctlon. 

Yuma 4E 
T.aract Pase~ (pint/aero) 
so.rchum ml<!Oe 11) o.s 
grosshcpµers 0,5-1 
ya\low sugar cane aphid and 

o!hc/' aohids 
oroor,t1un 121 0,5-2 
armyv.,orms 1-2 
chincll bugs (3) 
cutworms 
Iossor c:cmstnlk t:<>ror 131 
v,cbw'Ofm.5 1 

Et.lfOPOIII' and so<nnwoswrn 1.5-2 
ccmbDror 

como.11W0:l'ff\ 2 
Numbors 1n pt,rcntno.soe. (·) rcfor to PcSl--speanc use Dirodicns. 

Poii:t--Spcr:.lflc Usa Directions: 
1. Sorghum midge: Apply when 30% to 50% of tl'lo seed heads ara in bloom 
2. Groenbug: Uso a higher rate in the rale range whon pesl populallons are high. 
3. Ch!nch bugs and lesser comslll!k boror: Apply as a directed spray toward the base of the plant 

ustng power-operated ground spray equipment with sufficient water 10 ensure coverage of an B· to 12-
inch band centered in tho row. For plants less than 6 lnclles high, apply an B· to 12-incn band conlerod 



over the row. Do not reduce the dosage for banded or directed applications. Concentrate the full 
labeled dosage rate in tho treated zone. 

Specmc Use Precautions: 
To minimize the potential for cnemical injury, de not apply Yuma 4E to drought stressed grain sorghum 
wijhIn tnree days following irrigatiQn or rain except where lhe product Is applied in in1gation water 
Be aware that sorghum lines used in seed production fields may be more susceptible to ct,emical 
injury. Susceptible inbred lines or hybrids are likely to be at greater risk of yield-redu~ing cnemieal 
injury wtien troatod at the higher application rates. Users should net apply more lhan 1 pint of Yuma 
4E per eQ'e to seed sorghum if the adcUtional risk of crop injury is unacceptable. 

Spaclflc Use Rastrlctlons: 
" Prnharvcst lntorval: Do not harvest for grain, forage1 fodder, hay, or silage within 30 days after 

application of 1 pint cf Yuma 4E per acre or within 60 days after application of rates above 1 pint per 
acre, 

• Do not make more lhan three applications of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos per use 
season. 

• Maximum s;ngle application rate is 1 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per aero. 
• Do not apply more than 1.5 lb al chlorpyrifos (3 pll'lts Of Yuma 4E) per acre per season. 
• Maximum slnglo applica!on rats Is 1 lb ai cnlorpyritos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not make a second application of Yuma 4E or other product containing: C::hlorpyrifos within 1 O days of 

Iha first application. 
• Do not treat sweet varieties or sorghum. 
• Co not aerially apply tJifs product in Mississippi. 

Soybean 
(Not for USO In MIS$iSslppl) 

Workor Raa171Clod Entry lntorvat; De not enter or allow worker on try into treated areas during tho 
restricted enlly lnt•Mll (REl) c,f ?4 hours u C5S PPE raquire<l for oarty entry is wom. 

Soll AppUcallon 
Apply as a broadcast treatment to soil surface in a minimum spray volume of 10 gpa using surtablo ground 
spray equipment or as a band application. Use a higher rale in the rate rango when there is increased 
pest pressure. For band applica!ion. equivalent rates or insecticide spray required por 100 feet of row far 
listed row spacing arc given in tho table below. For et-plant treatments, apply In a 4- lo &-inch band 
cantered overthe row Position the spray nozzle in front of the planter shoe or press wheel or after the 
press wheel followed by a drag chain for light incorporation Do not apply as an In-furrow treatment. 
For a postomergence rescue treatment, apply as a directed spray In a 9- to 12-incn band at the base or 
the plant. For plants less than 6 inches lall. apply over-the-top in a 6- to 12-inch band 

Ta t Pest& 
cutworms 
lesser cornstalk borer 

Fluld Oun cos of Spray Required Per 100 Feot of Row for 
Listod Row S11oclnqs and Spray Volumes 

Volumo or Spray Por I Acre roan 36" 32"" 28'" 24"" 
10 5.8 7.9 6.9 I 5.9 
15 132 118 10 3 I aa 
20 17.6 15.7 t3.7 I '1.8 

Foliar Applkatlon 
Apply as a postemargenca broadcast spray using sufficient spray volume to ensure thorough coverage of 
treated plants, but no less lhan 15 gpa for ground spray equipment or 2 to S gpa foraircrafl equipment. 
Apply whon field counts indicate damaging pest populations are developing or presenL Yuma 4E may be 
tanK mixed with glyphosate products, sucn as Durama,c or Durango DMA when application is to bo mado 
lo glyphosate-lolerant soybeans. Use a higher rate in the rato rangl!l when thor-e is increased pest 
pressure. 

et,omigatlon: Yuma 4E may be applied through splinklor irrigation systems at specified broadcast 
application rates to control listed foliar posts See Chemigation Application section. 

Yuma 4E 
Targa! PoslS folntfacrnl 
grasshoppers 0.5-1 
green clovecworm 
spider mites (1 J 
velvetbaan caterpillar 
armyworms 1-2 
bean lear beeije 
comearworm 
cutworms 
Mwo= t>oan ooeuo 
potato loa1hopper 
saltmarsh caterpillar and other 

woolly bears 
soybeari aphid 
thistle caterpillar (painted lady 

bulterflvl 
European com borer 2 
soutne/Jl arean stink buo 
NYmtx,rs m porunU,osos (·) rarer to Post-Spo:ill<: Uso Diroctions. 

Pest-Spociflc Use Directions: 
1. Spldor mltos! Wl1en large oumbets of eggs are present, scout the treated area in 3 to 5 days, If newly 

hatched nymphs are present, make a fonow-up application or a non-chlorpyrifos product that is 
effective against mftes, 

Spccmc Use Precaution: 
• on determinate soyboans, do not make moro than one application after poo set. 

Spoellle Use Restriction,;: 
• Proharvcst Interval: Do not apply within 28 days before harvest 
• De not rnako more ti,an three app!lcauons of Yuma 4E or olher produci contalning d'lforpynfos par year 
• Maximum s]ngle appl!cation rate is 1 lb ai chlorpyrtt"os (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre 
• Do no1 apply more than 3 lb ai chtorpyrifos (6 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre per season, 
• Do not make a second appHcatlon of Yuma 4E or othor product containing chlorpyrlfos within 14 days of 

the first appOcation 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in treatod areas or ott,ol'\IY1s0 feed treated soyt:iaan forage, 

hay 1 and straw to meat or dairy .animals. 

Strawberry 
{Not for usa In Mlsslssippij 

Wor1<er Restricted Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry Into treated areas ouring thll 
restricted entry intervat (REJ) of 24 hours unloss PF'E required for early entry is worn. 
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Preplant Incorporation Appllcallon 
Apply Yuma 4E in Stlfficienl waler lo ensure un~orm sail coverage and incorporate inlo the soil in the 
spring for protection of strawbcrrios during tt,o 1ollowing year. 

Foliar Application 
Apply as a broac!caSI foliar sprayw)'lcn buds first appear and ropoat application 10 lo 14 days later. Use a 
minimum spray VOlumo ol 40 Q?B-

Ta I PC3t 
Strewbe bud' woovil 

Postharvest Aj>pllcatlon 
Apply as a directed spray to crown of strawberry plants lmmeaIately after harvest and after plants are 
lopped. Repeat application, of required. 14 lo 18 days later. Use a minimum spray solume of 100 gpa. 

Ta Poat 
strawbe crovm moth 

Spccmc Use Precautions: 
• Do not tan~ mlx Yuma 4E with posticodes, sut1acwrits. or fonll= formulations unless prior use has 

shown tho c:omDlnatloo non-injunous under your c.rmmt aindlfions of use. 
• Pnytoloxicity rr,rry occur wllen Yuma 4E is applied ta strawberries under conditions or high temperature 

and aroughl Oll'OOS. 

Speclflc Use Rostrtc:tlons: 
• Proharvost Interval: Do not apply within 21 days before harvest 
• Pn,plant Applfcat/on: Do not make more than one appllcallon of Yuma 4E or olhor product containing 

t1>1011>yt1fc,s par yoor. 
• Follar and Postharvcst Applications: Do not make more than two applications or Yuma 4E or other 

product contalning d\lOCJ)yn!os por yo.,r. 
• Postharvost Appllcation: Do not sprinkle irrigate for or,o week following application. 
• r.l.oxtmum oingle apptlcalicn rate IS 2 lb a, chlOlJlYnl'os (2 quarts or Yuma 4E) per aero (or proplant 

lm:01porauan and 1 lb ai ch!orpyrilos (1 quart of Yuma 4E) per aero far follar and postt,arvast 
app,cauon 

• Do not make a sooond applicatloo er Yuma 4E or air.er pre duct containing chlorpyrifas wilhin 10 days or 
Iha t\!'$11.0liar appllca:ian and w,tnbi 14 days of pasthaNOGl application. 

• For prcbloom uso only. Do not apply a1ter berries start to fonm or when berries aro prosenl. 

Sugarbeet 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Roa:tt1ct:od Entry lntorv.-1; Do not enter or allow worker entry mto treated areas during the 
restricted ootoy interval (REI) of 24 r,ours untoss PPE reqU!roo for oa~y o,wy Is warn. 

Soil Aflpllc,,llon (At Planting or Ptoplant Incorporated) 
To reduce feeding damage from early season ,nsoc:ts such as c:ulwonms. apply al planting or as a preplant 
treatment and Incorporate to a daplh of , to 2 inches. Do not apply as an In-furrow treatment. Apply 1 

pint of Yuma 4E par planted aae to a 10-1r,c::h wtde band centered over tho row for furrows 30 inches 
t1pa<1. c~o, N:Nl'IJ 30 inct>os ap3t\. lhis Is equivlllOot to 9.211 o~ of Yuma ◄E per 10,000 feet or row). For 
olt)or row Widths, adjust lho spr.zy vaiume per planted acre ln p<opotton to the Jengl/l of row actually 
tmatOCI 

Postemergcncc Appllc:ation 
P,pp!y spodllOd rate as a brcaocast or t;an~Od foliar spray, Treat when foeld counts indicate that damaging 
ln..cct. !)<)plltoUons are deve:optng or presonL 

8road=t Jlf)pllcatlor,! Apply tno •pedfoec doSllgo If, wotor ";trig 2 to 5 gpa al finished sproywnon 
usrng aertal spray cqulpment o O 10 30 gp.i when using ground spray oqulpmQJlt , cnomtg•Uon: Yuma 
4E may be app1'od lhro~gh ~pnn er omgallcn systl!!ms al specified br"3dc3st ~pp~c:a!!on ra:cs to e<:<ltral 
llslCd fal,erpaS\S, Soo Chon,i~~Uoo App:,callon =••· 
Banded Follair Spn,y: Apply t!U!-:spo<:lfied rato within the band using" m"1lmum 0!7 9all0nS of sp;.1y 
sclume In a S- to 7-i."lch .,;do b3nd centcmd ovor the row. Do no: rccuc:o lhc rate for band 1tpp11cations. 
Con<:cntrato d,e (u)l lat>elad dosago r.lle (soo cane ralos In :lll>lo t>olow) on tho tn>alc:d zm,o. For oost 
rc:uffs, ll9h5y Incorporate bDnd•o,opi C<l 1rca1mon1s. Cillle< mochonically or wl ~Rglltion. 

Vumo4E 
Broadcast Band 

Targot Pests (Plnt/.acrcl IPlnt/acn,J 
orasshonn,,,~ { 1) o,s., . 
leatminers 1 0.67 
spidor mitos 
tam,snod plant buo (LYQus) 1 
apn,ds 1 -2 0.67-1.33 
fall armyworm 
yellowstrlped armyworm 
webworms 
beet armvwnnn L5- 2 1 -1 .33 
cutworms 2 1.33 
fiea beetlo adults 
sugert>eet root maggot 0,5-1 . 

adults 12). 151 
sugarbeet root maggot . 1 33-2 

larvae (3). (Sl 
sugarbeet root maggot 2 1.33-2 

laovaa 14\.151 
Numtor.; 1n paronttiesos (·) refer 10 Pe.sl•Spodf!c Uso Dirndl~...-. 

Post-Spocl!ic Uso Dln,ctlons: 
1. Gr»ss~oppor.,: The low rate will con~-ol small nymphs (1 st wough 3rd instar). 
2 Sug;irtM,ot root maggot adults: Apply anytlme from 7 days t>oforo until 3 days after peak adult 

emergar.ce in order to largo! adults present at time of application bssad upon local 1ield trap 
monilanr,g. 

3 Sugart>oat root maggot 1ilN&o: Use as pnmary treatment to c:ontroJ root maggot larvae ease 
appftca• on timing upcn local field trap monitoring. Apply anytime from 7 days bofora until 3 days aner 
peak a<lult emergence 

-4. Su9al1:)o(:IC root m.aggol lorv.i:a.o: Uso os 3 supplcmnntol ?O:i,tornorgo11co lfcutrneot. roPowlng .:sn at
plant lnsocticlde •pll,lication for ccntrol cl ,oat maggot t~ae. Base oppllca on Om-,g upoo 1oca1 ~•lo 
trap monitanng, A~ply any.mo.from 7 days befc,;o u<itil 3 day& ullor p<>ak adult cmo,gc,,co . 

5. Sugarbeet root maggot: To prevent potential devolopmenl of Insecticide resistance producers aro 
encouraged lo take the folloWlng steps: (1) avoid maKlng more than twc applications of Yuma 4E per 
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season when adults are active; (2) if an organophOsphate Insecticide was applied at planting, make no 
more than one postemergonce application of Yuma 4E when adults arc actlve. 

Specific Uso Restrictions: 
• Proharvost Interval: Do not apply within 30 days before harvest of beet roots and lops 
• Do not make more than three applications or Yuma 4E or other product containing chlcrpyr~os per 

season. 
• MaXJmum single application rale is 1 lb ai chlorpyrifos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per auo. 
• Do not apply more than 6 pints of Yuma 4E (3 lb ai chlorpyrifos} per acre per season. 
,. Oo not make a second applic:.aUon Of Yume 4E or olher proa:uct containtng chlorpyrifos Within 1 0 days Df 

the first appllcalion. 
11 Do nor allow meat or dairy an1mal:s to graze In lroated ar£Jas or harvest treated beet tops as food for 

meat or dairy animals within JO days of last treatment 
• To avoid unacceptable crop injury, do nol tank mix Yuma 4E with Quadris or Headline with any EC 

formulation er any tank mix CQrrtairnng an oil adjuvant. 

Sunflower 
(Not for uso in Mississippi) 

Worl<=r Reslitl:!•<I Enlly Interval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during !ha 
11>.ulctcd onllY ln:srval (RE!) or 24 hours unless PPE required ror ea~y entiY is worn. 

Pr,,plant Incorporation Application 
Broadcast apply to soil surface In a minimum spray volume of 1 a gpa using suiiable ground spray 
equipment On the same day or treatment, incorporate the insecticide into the top 2 to 4 inches or soi 
using a disc, ffeld cultivator. or oqu1valeot equipment. Use a higher rate in 1he rate range whoo lhere is 
increased pest pressure, 

Ta et Pests 
cu!Y>orrns 

Yurna4E 
lntfacre 
2 - 4 

Postemergence Broadcast App!ca~on 
Apply as a postemergence broadcast spray using ,ufficient spray volume to ensure thorough coverage of 
treated plants, but no less than 15 gpa for ground spray equipment or 2 to 5 gpa for aircraft equipment. 
Use a higher rate in the rate range when there is increasocf pest pressure. 

rs 
banded sunflower moth 
seed weevil ( 4) 
stem weevil (2) 
sunflower beotkl larvae and 

adults (1) 
sunfiower moth (3) 
wool! boars 
cutworms 

Pest-Specific U$e Directions: 

Yuma4E 
Int/aero , 
1-1.5 

2 
1-2. 

1. Sunflowar beetle: For control of larvae or adults. treat when rield counts indicate 10 larvao or 1 lo 2 
adults per seedling. 

2. Stem weevll: Optimal treatment lime is witnln 5 lo 7 days after adult weevils begin to appear. 
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3. Sunflower moth: To control, make first application during ea~y 1% to 5% bloom ,tage. 
4. S<1ed woevll: Tc control, apply When fiold counts indicate 10 to 12 adults per plant for oil crop varieties 

and 1 lo 3 adults per plant on confectionery crop varieties. 
5. Tarnished ptarit ~ug (Lygus): Use a higher rate in the rate range where populations ere heavy. Apply 

al the onset of pollen spread or approximately 10% bloom (R-5 growth stage). Fer best protection, 
make a second application 1 o days later. Use sufficient water to ensure thorough coverage of treated 
plants. 

Spociflc U$e Restrictions: 
• P~hu.rvcst Snt~rval; De not apply within .42 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more than three applicaUons of Yuma 4E or other product ccntaining chlorpyrtfos par 

season~ 
• Maximum single appIIcation rate is 2 lb ai cnIorpyrifos (4 pints of Yuma 4E) p$r acre for preplant 

incorporation and 1 lb al chlorpyrffos (2 pints of Yurna 4E) per acre for postemergence broadcast 
treatment. 

• Oo not apply more ttian 3 lb ai chlorpyrifos (6 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre per season. 
,. Do not mak.e a secor,d application of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of 

the first application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze jn treated areas 

Sweet Potato 

Worl<er Restricted Entry tntorval: Do not enter or allow worker entry Into treated areas dunng the 
restricted ~11:,y interval (REI) of 24 hours unless PPI: roquln>d for eany cnlr'/ ,s WO<T1. 

Apply to the soil surface BS a preplant broadcast spl'ay to t~uce trio foeding damage caused by llsted 
pests. Use a spray volume or 10 gpa or more. Incorporate immediately artor application to a depth of -4 to 
6 inches using a rotary Me, disc cultivator. or other suitable incorporation equipment Plant sweet 
potatoes in tho usuat mariner no more t.nan 14 days anar treatment. Delaying plantlng more than 14 days 
aftor application will reduce the time intenrol of prntection against fooding damage, 

Yuma 4E 
Taraot Posts (pint/acre} 
ConCierus {wrreworm) 4 
sweet potato flea beetle 
Svslena (flea bootloJ 

Specific Use Precaution~ 
• Yuma 4E will not control falso wireworms, white fringe beette or other grubs that attack sweet potatoes, 

Specific Use Restrictions, 
• Preharvest Interval: Do not apply within 125 days before harvesl 
• Do not make more than one application of Yuma 4E or otner product containing chlorpyrifos per season. 
• Maximum single application rat• 1s 2 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre. 
• Do not aertally apply this prociur;t in Miss1ss1ppL 

Tobacco 

Worker Rostrictod Entry lntorval, Do not enter or allow worker entry into treata~ areas during tho 
resrncted entry Interval (REI) ol 24 hours unless PPE required for earty entry is worn, 

Apply as a proplant broadcast spray to reduce the feeding damage caused by listed pests Apply 24 to 48 
hours before bedding and transplan~ng using a spray volume of 10 gpa or more. Incorporate imm!ldiately 
after application to a depth of 2 to 4 inches using suitable incorporation equipment. 
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Bofcre broadcast application cf Yuma 4E onto exlsbng beds, knock down beds to final shape for 
transplanting Uso or PTO-driven implements that will incorporate Yuma 4E to a dopth of 4 Inches. 

Yuma4E 
Tl'l=ot Posts lcinl/acrol 
cutworms 2 
nea beatles 
mole crickets 
root maggots 
wireworms 

To conlrcl 1he above listed pests and suppress populations of rootknol nematodes in all tobacco growing 
regions, use Yuma 4E in a tank mlX with Nemacur 3 at the rato of 2 pints or Yuma 4E ph;s 4 quarts of 
Nemacur 3 nematicida per acre. Read and carefully follow all applicable d~ections, r0strictions, and 
precautions on labeling for Nemacur 3 used in comblna~on with Yuma 4E Apply the specfied ~•(s) to 
1he soil surface in a spray volume of \0 gpa or more 24 to 48 hours before bedding and transplanting. 
lmmedi,rtely1ollowing applica~on, incorporate into the soil to a depth cf at least 4 inches using suitable 
equipment. When, tho n, matOl!e spo-des 1-&!IOidogyne arenano or M, 13vatj/ca are present or there are 
high papula~ons of M. /ncogn#a, apply Tol0<1e~ 11 sol! rumlganl al 1110 spocifiod label rote. 

Spoclflc Use Rcstrtctions: 
• Do not ma Ke more lhan ono application or Yuma 4E or other product coma1n,ng ctitorpyriros per season 
• Mrudmwn &Ingle 11pp11Cati0<1 rate is 1 lb ai ctilorpyrifos (2 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre, 
• Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi 

Tree Fruits,' Almond, and Walnut (Dormant/Delayed Dormant Sprays) 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Restricted Entry lntor:v.311: Oo not ar,tcr er ,3.(Jo,N worker enlry into treated area~ during the 
restricted entry 1n:ar..al (REI) of 4 days !or tree fruits and 24 hours ror almond and walnut unless PPE 
required for early 01'\fy 1s worn. 
Appl<!, a,o~. nectaMne, peacn, pear, p;um, pnJno 

Apply as a dormant or delayed dormant spray, While Yuma 4E may be used without oil, for best rasutts, 
use oil to control additional pests such as European red mfte, See precautions for use of oil below. Apply 
as a concentrate or dilute spray using conventional, power-operated spray equipment. For dilute sprays 
(greater than 200 gpa), use sufficient spray volume to completely wet tree foliage, but not to p01nt of 
runoff. For concen1rato sprays (less than 200 gpa), uniformly apply an equivalent amount Of Yurna 4E per 
acre. 

Use a higher rate in the rate range when there is increased pest pr~ssure 

uso Prvc:autlons for Troe Fruitsl Almond and Walnut: 
• Cold or dry conditions may cause Yuma 4E plus oil sprays to infuse Into trees, resulting 1n bud damage 

or bud drop. Do not a~y until winter rains or irrigalion has replenished soil moisture suc::h that bark and 
twigs are not desiccated. 

• To avoid contaminlrtion of irMgation tail waters, do not ftood Irrigate within 24 hours of application of 
Yuma4E. 

Uso Rostnct!ons for Troe Ftulls, Almond and Walnut; 
.. Mako only one application or chlorpyrrfos during the dormant season. 
• For apple. do not make more than one application or Yuma 4E to the apple tree trunk per year as either 

a pre-bloom or post-bloom application 
• Do not use more than a total or 2 lb ai chlorpyrifos (4 pints of Yuma 4E) per acre per season as a 

dormant/delayed dormant application. 
• Do not allow meirt or dairy animals to graze in treated crctiards. 
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.Nmond Chorrv Nociarino. Pc.:11~. Pou. Plum, Ptuno, Walnut 
Yuma4E 

Tarqot Pests lolntlacre\ 
American plum borer 1,5-4 
brown almond mite 
climbing cutworms 
European red mite 
greater p.oaci'l tree borer 
lesser peacn tree borer 
mealy plum aphid 
peach twig borer 
pear psylla adults 
San Jose scale 

Spcelfle U$O Proc::autlons for Almond, Ch<:rry, No,etartno, Pcinch. Poar. Plum, Prune, Waifnut: 
• Avoid contact with foliage in sweet cherries as premature leaf drop may result 

Spcdfle Use Rostrlt:tions for Almo"d, Cherry. Nectatlne, Poach, Pear. PJum. Prune, Walnut: 
• Do not make a soil or foliar application of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifoswilhin 10 

days of a dcrm~nVdelayed dormant application of cnlorpyrifos to tho orchard 

Additional Restrlctloos Spocfflc to Catlfornta for Almond, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, Plum, 
Prune. Walrurt; 
• Do not use more ttian 1 % dormant oij and/or penetrating surf act.ants in armond orchards loss than 4 

years old, 
• Uso a minimum of 100 gpa of total spray v,olume. 
• Use up to 2% supreme oil with no more than 4 gpa on almonds. 
11 Use up to 2% supreme oil with no more than 6 gpo on peaches and nociarines. 
.. Refer to thft Unlvarsity of Callfomia pest management guide for pears, plums, and prunes. 
• In orchards with high overwintering populations of European red mite or brown almond mite. use higher 

spray volumes that allow for the use of higher par acre rates of oil. 
• Do not use any adJuvants or surfact£ints in addition to, or as a substitute for, a petroleum spray oil in a 

tan!< mix with Yuma 4 E. 
111 Do not apply on almonds in the 1ollo'Wlng counties ln Caltfom1a: Butte, Colusa, Gtenn, Solano, Sutter1 

Tehama, Yolo, and Yuba 

J>t,<>lo 

Yuma 4E 
Tllf<lcl Pests /cJnt/acro\ 
COmb1ng cutworms 1,5-4 
Lygus 
obliquebandod leafroller 
pandemls leaf roller 
rosy apple aphid 
San Jose scale 

Specific Use Roslric\lons for AppJo: 
• Only one appi1ca.tion of any chlorpyrifcs containing product can be mad~ per year. The application can 

be either a prebloom dormanudalayed cormam spray to the canopy or the trunK, or a post-bloom 
applicauon to the lower 4 feet of thll trunk [for post-bloom applicatlon instructions and rostrictions on 
applo, refer to Apple Tree Trunk section of\ne label]. 
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Additional Restrletlons Spec11'lc to Callfomla for Apple: 
• Use a minimum of 100 gpa of total spl'ay volume. 
• Refer to the University of Califomia pest mariagement guide for apples. 
• In orchards with n;gn overwintering populations of European red mile or brown almond mite, use higher 

spray volumes that alow for the use of higher per acre rates of oll. 
• Do n0l use any adjuvants or surfactants In addition to, or as a subs1ttuia for, a petroleum spray 011 in a 

tank mix with Yuma 4E. 

Tree Fruits 1 and Almond (Trunk Spray or Preplant Dip) 
(Not for use ln Mississippi) 

Wor1<or Rostl1ctod Entry lntonral: Do not entor or allow ""'11<er entry rnlo treated areas during tt>e 
restrlde<l entry Interval (REQ of 4 days for tree fruits and 24 hour,; for almond unless PPE required for 
a.,ri Ont/Y l,l WO/II. 

'Cherry, nodarine, peaeh, plum 

Apply Yuma 4E to tree trunks and lower branches using a coarse. low-pressure spray to control pests 
liSte<l In tl)D following taO!o. uso a higher rate In the rate mngo wnen there Is lnctousod pl>Sl pressure. 
Unless otherwise spoci!ie:l, a socond application may be mado after two weeks ano a lhl1'd •appllca1lon 
may be made after harvest. Avoid spray contact with foliage in sweet cherries as premature lear drop may 
r0!P.Jll. Consult your state agricuHural experiment station or extension service specialist for proper 
application timfng for )'Our area, 

Yuma 4E 
Croag Taraet Posts rouart/100 aan 
Cherry Amertcan plum borQr 1.5-3 

greater peach tree borer 
1 ... scr ooach troo bQrer 

almond peach troo borers (1) (2) 3 
peach 
nectarine 
plum 
Numt:ors"' pa.-cnth<>ses (-) re!or to ?ost-Spo<;lll(; IJ$o Oin,c:,:,ns, 

Post-Spociflc Use Olrectlona; 
, . Pn,plant Olp AppllcaUon (Poachoa and Noct..rlnos Only). For proplant control of poochtroc borer, 

use Yuma ~Eat the equivalent apptlcatton rate or 3 quans per 1 oo gallons or water. Olp trees several 
Inches above the gralting bud scar and plant Immediately, or aUow thorn to d,Y before returning to 
storagEJ. Do not aUow peach troes to remain in contact with the dip solution. 

2. Poach tre• borer: For conltel in ostabllshO<l troes, apply bof«e newly hatchoel bOrors enter tho tree. 
Use as a ooarso low-pro"5W'C ll'llllk spray and thoroughly wot all bark aroas from ground level to 
scaffold limbs. Do not allow spray to contact fruit. Consult written recommendations provided by your 
State agricultural expenment station or ex.tension service specialist for proper time to treat in your area. 

Spocffic Uso Rostr1ctlons: 
• Prctoarvost lntorval: Do not apply within 14 days before harwsl af almonds, nectannes, peaches and 

ptJms. or within 21 days before harvest or cherries. 
• Do not mak& more ttian one chlorpyri(os application per year 1n nectarine, and poaches and no more 

than lh/eo chlorpy~fos applications per year 1n criemes. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy anlmals to graze in treated ord"'lards. 
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Tree Nuts 1 (Foliar Sprays) 

Worker Rostrlcted Entry 1ntorva1: Oo not enter or aRow wo,1<01 anl,y lnlo \mated oreas durmg tne 
rcstr',e;ed ontry Interval (REI) or 2~ hours ur,1~S5 ?PE roql.lrfc<I fO( o:,~y entry IS wom, 

1Almond, filbert, pecan, walnu1 

Apply Yuma ~E as a foliar spray at tho dosages indicated to control pests lislod in the following table. Mix 
the required dosage in sufficient water to ensuro thorough and complete coverage Of the foliage and crop 
and apply as a concontrato or diluto spray usir,g conventional, power-operated spray equipment For 
dilute sprays applied lo tree nut crops, mix the required dosage in sufficient walor to allow for spray lo 
runoff. For concentrate sprays, apply an oquivolont amo,mt of Yuma 4E per acre Treat wnon pests 
appear or in accordance with local condiUons Aorial appJicatiOf'l may result /11 less effoctive insect control 
because cf reduced coverage. Consult your Sta1e agricultural experiment station, certified pest central 
advisor, or extension se-rvicc speciallst for specific use inronnaUon In your area , 

Yuma4E 
croos T~mot Posts (plnUacrel 
almond leaf footed plant bug peach t,Mg borer 4 

navel oran..,eworm San Jose scale 
filbert eye-spotted bud moth obliquebanded leaf roller 3-4 

filbert aphid omnivorous leartier 
filbert lealrotler winter moth 
filbert worm 

pecen b!ackmarglned ep~ld {1) yellow pecan aphid (1) 1-4 
sciUlebuos 12\ 
fallwebYv'Orm ~n nut casebeerer 1.5-4 
blaCI< pecan aphid pecan loaf scorch mite 2-4 
hlCl<ory Shuel<wOrm (3) (suppmsslon) (5) 
PbvUoxem • .,..,,141 

wa.inut codllng molll walnut sca!G 4 
walnut husk 11v 

Numbc~ ii' paronth~o.s {-) roJor to ?ost-Spotjfoc Uso DlrQCllons. 

Pest-Specific Use Diruetlons: 
; . Yellow poean aphid and bJaekmarglnod aphid: For control, apply in tank mix combinafon with 1he 

spodfied rate of a pyrothroid insecticide labefod for control 01 suppression of these aphids. 
2. Splttlob~g: For control, use e dosage or 2 lo 4 pint per acre for concentrate sprays, 
3. Hickory shucl<worm: For best results, rnak.o two applications, IO to 14 days apart. 
4. PhylJoxera spp.~ For best control. make two applications at a 10--day interval using a minimum of 1 

pint of Yuma 4E per acre starting al bud swell. 
5. Pecan leaf scorch mite: For suppression. use a preventative program. 

Spoclflc Use Prllcautlons: 
• Yuma 4E Is highly toxic to bees exposed lo direct trnatmont and should not be applied when bees are 

foraging in tl1e treated arc,a. 
• To avoid contamination of imgalion tail waters, do not ftood irrigatu "Mthin 24 hours or application of 

Yuma 4E. 

Spoclflc Uso Restr1ctlons: 
• Proh,aitvoat lntorvat: De not apply within 14 days baforo harvest of almonds, filberts and walnuts, or 28 

days before harvest of pecans. 
• Do not make more than three total applications per season of Yuma 4E or other product containing 

chlorpynros to almonds, pecans and nlberts and no more then two applications per season on walnuts. 
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• Do not apply more lhan a total of 4 lb al cn1orpyr]fos (8 pinls of Yuma 4E) per ac,-e por season as a foliar 
spray. 

• Do not make a second application of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of 
the fl!St application. 

• Do not anow meat or dairy animal5 to graze in treated orchards_ 
• Do not use on almond, filbert or walnut In Mississippi_ 
• Do not aenatly apply this product in Mississippi. 

Tree Nut1 Orchard Floors 
(Not for uso In Mississippi) 

Worker Rcsb1 ctod Enl,y lnte,yaJ: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during tho 
restricted omry Interval (REq of 24 hours i.mless PPE req"1{0d tor cor1y c:>'JY b-Yo1>rn. 

'Almond, pecan, wa.Jnul 

Apply as a ground broadcast spray directed to the orchard (loor using ground application equipment that 
Will apply tile spray un~orrnly. Do not allow spray to contact foliage or fruit. Treat when anl activity 
(excluding fira, harvester, carpenter, and pharaoh ants) becoma:s av\dent in the orcttard , Since wor1tar 
ants (excluding fire, narvostar. carpenter, and pharaoh ants) c:aase mast or their foraging activity at 
temperatures above 90·F, best results will be achieved If appliod at a time of day wtiert temperatures are 
balow 90"F. 

Cnemlgat!on: Yuma 4E may be applied to almond, pecan and walnut orchard floors through spnnKler 
irrigation systems only lf the system urufarmly covers the soil surface at the base of the tree~ Use 
specmed broadcast application rates ta control listed pests, See Chemigatian Application seciion. 

Yum• ~E 
On:h-ard Floor Tat<>a!P"5t3 lolnl/ocral - onts (1) .. 
olmo,id A- 8 
Wainu\ 

Numb<>n; 1n F'Jren'.heses H rafor 10 PeSI-S~!c Uso O~OcllQl\S', 

Pcst~Spccmc Use Directions: 
1. Excludes ants of significant public health importance sueh as fire ants, harvester ants, ean,enter ants, 

and pharaoh ants, 

Eliminate weed growth that would proven! uniform coverage of tne orchard "oar by mowing or herbicide 
treatment. FOiiar applications of Yuma 4E may be made in addition to the orchard floor treatment 

Spoeifle Use Preca<,llon: 
• To avoid contamination of irngation tail waters, do not flood irtigate within 24 hours of applcation or 

Yuma4E. 

Specific Use RcstrictJona.; 
• Preharvcst Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest. 
• Do not make more tl1an two applications of Yuma 4E or other product containing chlorpyrifos per 

season to the orchard floor, If the B pint :pet acre rate is used, a socond application is not allowed , 
• Do not apply more than 4 lb ai chlarpyrifos (B pints of Yuma 4E) per acre per soason lo the orchard 

noor. 
- Do not make a second appllcauon of Yuma 4E or othet produet containing chlorpyrifos within 10 days of 

the ~rst application. 
• Do not allow meat or dairy animaJs ta graze in treateid orchards 
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Turfgrass 
(Not for use In Mississippi) 

Worker Rcstrlctod Entry Interval: Do not enter or allow wor1<er entry into treated areas d~ the 
rnslric!&.l en:..,, lmftrval (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE rc-qul10C1 for unr.y e~try \s warn. 

Dilute Yuma 4E in water and apply to turf grass grown for sod using suitable application equipment For 
best results, turfgrass should be moist at time of treatment. 

Amounl of YumD 4E per 
Pcsi:5 fl oz/1O0O sa tt miart/acro 
ants (1) greonbug aphids 
armyworms green Juno beetle grubs 

beet leafhoppers 
fall Lucema moth 
yollawstriped millipeeles 

centipedes mltes 
chiggers Bermudagrass stunt 
chinch bugs clover 
cricl<ets winter grain 
cutworms mosquitoes 
door ticks pillbugs 
earwigs springtalls 
European crane fly larvae sod webworms {lawn moths) 
flory skipper (2) 
fleas sowt,ugs 
gnats ticks 
qrasshOppers 
blllbug adults (3) 
bluegrass 
Den'il'er 
t,ununa 

annual bluegrass weevil (Hyperodes) (4) 
black turfgrass ataenius adults (5) 
mole cricl<ets 16! 
While grubs (7) 
black turf grass ataenius 
European charer 
Japanese beetle larvae 
northern and southern masked chafers 
Nom""r,; in parenlheses (·) roler 10 Spoofic Us.> o.-oct,q~• txllaw, 

Spcclflc Use Directions: 

075 1 

0 .75" - 1.5 l-2 

,.s 2 

1,5-3 2 - 4 

1 Excludes ants of significant public health importance such as fire ants. harvester ants, carpenter ants, 
and pharaoh ants. 

2. Sod wobworms: Delay watering or mowing of the treated area for 12 lo 24 hours after troa1mont, 
3. Blllbugs: Spray early In !no season just prior to or coinciding witn first appearance of adults as 

recommended by your local Agricultural Extension SeNica Specialist, 
4. Annual blucgn.ss weevil: To control, spray suspected problem areas in mid-Apnl and again in mid

May, or as recommended by your local Agricultural Ext.ens,on Service Spec1al1st 
5. Black turfgrass atacnius adults: Spray early in the season as recommended by your Joe.al 

AgricuUural Extension Service Specialist. A repeat appllcation may bl!? neodad 1 to 2 weeks later. 
6. Mole cnckots: To control. in turfgrass, apply Yuma 4E through high-pressure injectlon or other 

suitablo subsurface placement application equipment Depending upon the application equlpmont 
used, follow the manufadurcr"s directions for calibration and the volume of s_pray per acre need~d to 
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provide control or as recommended by your focai Agricultural Extension Service Specialist Fer best 
results, apply when young nymphs are a<:tivo. 

7. White grubs: Spray when grubs ara young and actively reeding near the soil surfaca. usually during 
late July and August. or as recommended by your local Agricullural Extension Service Specialist. For 
best results, soil should be moist prior to treatment, For bost results, immodlotaly aftor spraying, 
in'lgatc the trcatoa area with 1/2 to 1 inch ar water to wuh tho lnscctlcldo Into the thatch and 
undertylng son. 

Wheat 
(For i.a&O only In ArlitOfl•. Callfomla, Co~orada, Idaho, Kansas. M,nnes0ta1 Montana, Nebraska. Now 
Mo;dc:o, Nevada, North Dakota., Oklahoma, Oragon. South Dakota, Tcxas 1 Utah 1 Washington and 
Wyoming) 

Worker Rostnetod enrry Interval: Do not enter or allow wor'<er onuy lnlo treated areas during the 
restricted ..-,uy interval (REI) of 24 hours unless PPE n,quin,d for ca~y cmtry ,sworn. 

Follar Applleatlon 
Apply using aerial (fixed wing or helicopter) or power-operated ground spray equipment. Mix the required 
dosage with water and apply in a minimum of 2 ta 5 gpa finished spray volume for aerial equipment or 15 
gpa for ground spray equipmenl Apply when field counts indicate damaging pest populations are 
c:Jeve.ioping or present 

Chomlgatlon: Yuma 4E may be applied through sprinkler irrigaUon systems at specified broadcast 
appllcaUon rates to control listed foliar posts. See Cnemigation Application section. 

Yum•4E 
TamelPcsts lulnt/acn,l 
aphids {1) 0.5 - i 
English grain aphid 
greenbug 
Russian wheat apnid 
brown wheat mite 
orasshoooers 
army cutworms (2) 1 
armyworms (3) 
cereal leaf beetle (4) 
C1Jtworms (suppression) (2) 
w~eetrnidcelSl 
Numbers In F>On!nthescs (·) rcfor to Pest.-Speoflc Uso Oiret:1lono, 

Post-Spoclflc Use Dlroctlons: 
1. Consult university extension bulletins for local treatment reccmmendations. 
2. Control may be reduced under high temperature conditions (greater than 60"FJ, under dry soi 

conditions, or if larvae are more than 1/2 inch long. 
3. Expect suppression under condlUons of neavy pest populations or large worms, 
4. Tariiet application when eggs are near hatching and larvae is emeriiing as monitored by plant 

inspecuon. 
5. wneat mlelge; For control, treat when 75% of the wheat heads have emeriied from the Mot and when 

midge adults are found in the crop n midge per 4 to 5 heads). If possible. apply in tM late afternoon 
or ear1y evening when temperatures exceed so•F and wind speed ts less than 7 mph. 

Spcctflc Uso R<,Slrlctlons: 
• Pmh.,rvost Interval: Do not apply within 14 days before harvest for forage and hay and within 26 days 

before harvest for grain and straw. 
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• Do not make mo.re than two applicat10ns of Yuma -dE or other product containing chlorpyrifos per 
season, 

• Maximum slngls application rate Is 0.5 lb ai c:nlorpyrlros (1 pint of Yuma 4E) per ac:re. 
• Do not atlow meat or dairy animals to graze or ott,elWise feed on treated 1orage within 14 days of 

application 
• Do no1 feed straw from treated wheat within 28 days of application. 

Terms and Conditions of Use 
If terms of the following Warranty OJsctaimer, Inherent Risks of Use, and Lrm1tat1on of RemBdtas ate not 
acceptable, return unoperied package at once to the seller for a full refund o~ purchase price paid 
Otherwise, use by tho buyer er any other user constitutes acceptance cf tho terms under Warranty 
D(sctaimer. Inherent Risks of Use and Limltation of Romedil3s~ 

Warranty Disclaimer 
Winfield Solutions, LLC warrants that this product conforms to Iha chemical descnpUon on the label and ,s 
reasonably flt for the purposes stated on the label when used In stncl accomance with the direcUons, 
subject to the inherant risks sot forth below TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, WINFIELD 
SOLUTIONS, LLC MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Inherent Risks of Use 
It is 1mposslble to eliminate all nsks associated with use of this product. Crop inJury, lack o1 performance, 
or other unintended consequences may result because of such factors as use of tho product contrary to 
label instructions (induding conditions noted on the Jabet s.uch as unfavorable temperatures. s011 
conditions, etc.), abnormal conditions (such as excass1ve ralnrall, drought, tornadoes, hurr1canos), 
presence of other matorials, the manner of application, or other factors, all of which are bGyond the control 
or Winfield Solutions or tne seller. All such nsks shalt be assumed by buyer. 

Limitation of Remedies 
To the axtent permiUed by law, the exdu5've remedy for losses or damages resulting from this product 
(including claims based on contract, neg!gence. strict liability. or other legal theories), shall be limited lo, 
at W)nfield Solutions' election, one of tt,e following: 

(1) Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or user for product bought. or 
(2) Replacement of amounl of product used 

Winfield SoluLions shall not be liable for losses or damages resulllng from nandling or use of this product 
unless Winfield Solutions is promplly notified of suell loss or damage in writing. tn no case shall Winfield 
Solutions be liable for consequential or incidental damages or losses. 

The torms of tho Warranty Disc(aimer, 1nnerent Risks of Use, and Limitation of Remedios cannot be 
varted by any written or verbal statements or agreements. No employee or sales agent of Winfield 
Solutions or tha seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of the Warranty Disclaimer or l.lmltation of 
Remedies ln any manner. 

® Lorsban and Telana are Trademarks of Dow AgroSciences LLC 

AgriSolutions™ is a trademark and Yuma® is a registered ll'l!ldemark of Winfield Solutions, LLC. 

·-·. 
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grown on the lands located in the area. Crops currently produced in the area 
include vegetables (organic and conventional), wheat, grass seed and nursery crops. 
Because this proposal would require acquisition ofland, not the reuse of an existing 
facility, it would represent a conversion and loss of productive agricultural lands. 

Perhaps even more diverse than the agricultural crops grown or capable of being 
grown in the subject area are the numerous activities and agricultural practices 
associated with the production of crops grown in the area. Many of these activities 
are intensive in nature. Not unlike industrial activities, there are many agricultural 
activities that are not compatible with public land uses and access. Examples 
include numerous cultivation and harvesting techniques, pest and weed control, 
fertilizer and irrigation practices. Many of these create noise, dust, odors and 
situations that are not safe to the general public. Public access to nearby and 
adjacent lands could result in farmers changing or altering agricultural practices 
impacting the efficiencies and cost of farming activities. Nonfarm activities 
associated with a pathway could also increase liability concerns leading to 
additional management costs for area farmers. The pathway itself could also create 
obstacles to the access of existing operations for area farmers. It could also 
"orphan" farm fields by splitting them from adjacent farm fields that had been 
farmed as a single operation. Isolated fields are more difficult to farm. Such 
divisions could also create field configurations (shapes) that are inefficient or 
impractical to farm. This in effect converts more agricultural land than just that 
found within the footprint of the right-of-way. ·· 

In conclusion, while compatible with existing rail operations, many intensive 
agricultural operations are not compatible with recreation and public oriented land 
uses. We would suggest that an analysis of alternative routes located south of the 
existing railroad could be a better solution that would provide for the 
transportation neects of Benton County while protecting existing and future farming. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments and for considering our 
concerns. Please enter this letter into the record of this case. 

Respectfully, 

James W. Johnson 
Land Use and Water Planning Coordinator 

CC: Katherine Daniels, DLCD 
Katy Coba 
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farmed as a single operation. Isolated fields are more difficult to farm. Such 
divisions could also create field configurations (shapes) that are inefficient or 
impractical to farm. This in effect converts more agricultural land than just that 
found within the footprint of the right-of-way. 

In conclusion, while compatible with existing rail operations, many intensive 
agricultural operations are not compatible with recreation and public oriented land 
uses. We would suggest that an analysis of alternative routes located south of the 
existing railroad could be a better solution that would provide for the 
transportation needs of Benton County while protecting existing and future farming. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments and for considering our 
concerns. Please enter this letter into the record of this case. 

Respectfully, 

James W. Johnson 
Land Use and Water Planning Coordinator 

CC: Katherine Dank!;,, DLCD 
Katy Coba .. 
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COUNTRY LANE DAIRY CAFO 

ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
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Section 4. Land Treatment 

4.1. Land Inventory 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 1 of 41 

There are approximately 816.4 acres of nonirrigated hay, pasture and crop land avaltable on the Country 
Lane Dairy for appllcatlon of wastewater and solids containing manure. The amount of spreadable acres 
for utilization of the nutrients and organics contained in the liquids and solids produced from the Country 
Lane Dairy are shown In Iha following table: 

Field Information 

1 16.8 16.8 Yamhill 
2 13.4 4.7 Yamhill 2,0 

3 36.8 36.8 Yamhill 7.0 
4 56.9 56.9 Yamhill 7.0 
5 80.1 80.1 Yamhill 7.0 
6 70.5 70.3 Yamhlll 7.0 
7 18.2 18.2 Yamhlll 7.0 
8 10.0 10.0 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
CAFO 22.4 22.4 Yamhlll WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Johnson 34.5 34.5 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 1 58.7 58.7 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 2 17.2 17.0 Yamhlll WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 3 23.0 23.0 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 

Payne4 46.9 46.9 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 5 44.4 44.4 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 6 40.2 40.2 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 7 41.3 41.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn Sil) 7.0 

Payne 8 70.3 70.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Payne 9 14.8 14.8 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
Pekola 1 83.3 83.3 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 

Pekola2 38.1 38.1 Yamhill WuB (Woodburn SIL) 7.0 
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4.2. Environmental Inventory (Sensitive Areas) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 2 of 41 

The Country Lane Dairy is located in the Yamhlll River watershed having an eight..cfiglt Hydrologic Unit 
Code (HUC) of 17090008. All rainfall runoff from the Country Lane Dairy will be captured by drainage 
ditches that flow to Hawn Creek. The Land Treatment Area Map located In Section 4.3 and the 
topographic map in Section 1.5 shows all surface water bodies that would receive rainreu runoff from the 
Country Lane Dairy. 

Hawn Creek and the Yamhill River are tributaries to the Willamette River and all of these water bodies 
provides valuable habitat for endangered fish and wildlife species and are a heavily used recreational 
water body that passes through the most populated areas In Oregon. Since these streams are such an 
Important water body, any contaminated runoff from Country Lane Dairy could have a significant negatlve 
Impact on fish and wildllfe species. Country Lane Dairy maintains 35 foot vegetated and 100 foot 
nonvegetated setback areas along drainage ditches and Hawn Creek to help prevent manure laden runoff 
from entering lhe drainage ditches and Hawn Creek that would reach the Yamhill and Wlllamelle Rivers. 

There are several residences near the Country Lane Dairy operatlons that can be negatively affected by 
odors and manure laden runoff during appl!catfon of wastewater and solids containing manure. Extra care 
should be paid to wind direction and method of applicallon to prevent odors from negatively affecting 
neighboring residences. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 3 of 41 

4.3. Land Treatment Area Map(s) 

Land Treatment iVlap 
for 

Country Lane Dairy 
Seclion34, 35, Township 3 South, Range 4 West from the WIiiamette Meridian 

Section 2, Township 4 South, Range 4 West from the WIiiamette Meridian 
.. ,,,,,.., } • t ,J: ..;.:.: ... !c. 

Fields Landuses Map Legend 

CAFO Headquarte,s, 22.4 Acres -- • Field Boundary end Fleld Label -1-8 Crop Lancf, 302.7 Acres - 100 root Setback Buller 

Payna 
1-9 Crop Lam.I, 356.8 Acres 

Pekota 
1,2 Crop Land, 121.4 Acres 

Johnson Crop Land, 34.5 ACies 

"*" ~ 

Sc-a le 0 ISOO 3000 4500 l'ccl 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 4 of 41 

4.4. Land Treatment Conservation Practices 

I Acce~s .RQEtd -(Ft) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekola 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Existing Units: 15,466 Feet 

Description: Existing roadways allow access to fields to perform needed management operations. 

Operation and Maintenance: Maintain road and pathway surfaces in good condition, which Includes 
periodic grading and addition of surface material when necessary. Prevent surface ponding by localized 
grading or addition of surface materials to remove depressions. Road basercourse rock may be required 
to slablllze the road. If so, remove unstable materials and rebuild travelway. Limit traffic and animal 
access with fencing or barriers, where needed. 

Remove debris, litter or blockages from roads and walkways. Also remove debris and maintain capacity 
of associated drainage ditches, drop Inlets, culverts, bridges, waterways and storm water outlets. 

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage caused 
by their activity. 

Immediately repair any vandalism, vehicular, or livestock damage to earthfills, side slopes, drainage 
facilities, water ways and storm water outlets or other appurtenances. 

Maintain good vegetative cover, mulches, and other covering Installed for erosion protection. 

Specification: NA 

I COl)$ervatib:n~Crop .Ro~tlon (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 lhru 9, Pekala 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Un Its: 815.4 Acres 

Description: Crops are rotated as needed to Improve soil 111th, and Improve water use efficiency. 

Operation and Maintenance: 

□ Annually review crops grown and detennlne next crop to be grown In the rotation based on 
objectives, economics, field conditions. 

□ Prepare seed bed (Including weed control, fertilization and tillage) in accordance wi1h 
planting guidance for planned crop. 

□ Seed planned crop and record specifics of planting operation on the Planting Record on the 
last page of the speclftcation. 

Specification: 

PLANTING PLAN· 

Fertilizer and other amendments: Take a soil test In the fields where a new crop will be planted and 
have them analyzed for pH, SMP Buffer, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium and other micro 
nutrients as recommended by the local Oregon State Agronomy Extension Agent or other quallfled 
professional. Develop recommendations for fertlllzer appllcations and other soll amendments based on 
the soil lest. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 5 of 41 

Seedbed Preparation: TIii the soil and prepare for seeding the planned crop. The seedbed should be 
very firm (your foot should not sink into Iha soil more than 1/2 inch), weed-free and free of ruts. Small 
clods are okay (they help prevent erosion). 

Weed Control: Tillage will probably be sufficient weed control, however applicatlon of a labeled 
herbicide Is optional if weeds remain. 
Seeding dates: Seed the planned crop at the appropriate time to ensure a good stand Is established In a 
timely manner. Follow guidance given by the Oregon State Agronomy Extension Agent or other qualified 
professional. 

Seed depth: Seeding depths are usually 0.75-1.5 inch but maybe different for the crop planned. Refer 
to the local Oregon Slate Agronomy Extension Agent or other qualffled professlonal for guidance. 

Seeding method: Use an appropriate seeding method, broadcast or a seed drill. 

SEED• 

Delennlne the amount of seed needed for the field being seeded by detenninlng the seeding rate for the 
type of crop to be planted. 

Note: Use seed that Is at least 72% Pure Live Seed (PLS}. PLS Is calculated by multlplylng % 
Germination X % Purity. For example, seed that ls 90% Pure and has 70% Gennlnatlon has PLS = 90% 
X 70% = 63%. This seed would be considered too low In quality. 

ESTABLISHMENT-

□ Control growth of volunteer plants and shading to reduce competition to a new seeding. 

□ Control weeds and volunteer plants in the crop by mowing or by using herbicides. Do not 
allow noxious weeds to go to seed. lnfonnatlon on noxious weeds can be obtained from the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture website: 
hllp://egov.oregon.gov/ODA/PLANT/WEEOS/counly events.shtml or by calling (503) 986-
4621. 

□ Prior to seeding the next crop In the planned rotation the existing crop may be killed using a 
herbicide before seedbed preparation. Return any residue to the soll to maintain good soil 
tilth and minimize erosion potential. 

I Cqver Crop '(Ao) ,· 

Field(s): 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekola 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Units: 815.4Acres 

Description: Crops A cover crop will be established In fields as shown on the Farm Flelds Map for 
seasonal cover to control erosion, sequester carbon In plant biomass, Improve soil tilth, capture excess 
nutrients, suppress weeds, provide supplemental forage, Improve soll moisture management and reduce 
particulate emissions. 

Operation and Maintenance: 

□ September 1-15: Prepare seed bed (Including weed control and tillage}. 

□ September 1 - October 15: Seed annual cover crop. 

□ April 15- May 15: Harvest or kill cover crop and return residue to soil. 

Speclftcatlon: 

PLANTING PLAN-

F ertlllzer: No fertilizer Is needed as the purpose of this cover crop is to utilize residual soll nitrate. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 6 of 41 

Seedbed Preparation: Till the soil lightly with a disk and harrow to prepare for seeding the cover crop. 
The seedbed should be very firm (your foot should not sink fnto the soil more than 1/2 Inch), weed-free 
and free of ruts, Small clods are okay (they help prevent erosion). 

Weed Control: The tlllage will probably be sufficient weed control, however application of a labeled 
herbicide is optional If weeds remain. 
Seeding dates: Seeding will lake place between September 1 to October 15 to ensure adequate cover 
crop establishment before the winter erosion period. 

Seed depth: 0.75 - 1.5 Inch. 

Seeding method: Broadcast or use a grain drill and harrow llghtly after seeding. 

SEED: 

Use one of the following: 

a. 50-100 lbs/acre spring oats, cereal rye or winier wheat x 244 acres :; 12,050-24,400 total 
pounds. 

b. 40-60 lbs/acre annual or biennial ryegrass x 563 acres "'22,520-33,780 total pounds. 

Note: Use seed that is at least 72% Pure Live Seed {PLS). PLS is calculated by multiplying % 
Germination X % Purity, For example, seed that Is 90% Pure and has 70% Germination has PLS = 90% 
X 70% = 63%. This seed would be considered too low in quality. 

ESTABLISHMENT: 

Q Allow the cover crop to grow throughout the rainy season. 

□ Control growth of volunteer planls and shading to reduce compelltion to the cover crop. 

Q Control weeds and volunteer plants In the cover crop by mowing or by using herbicides, Do 
not allow noxious weeds to go to seed. Information on noxious weeds can be obtained from 
the Oregon Department of Agriculture websHe: 
http://egov.oregon.gov/ODNPLANTIWEEDS/countv events.shtml or by calling (503) 986-
4621. 

□ KJU the cover crop and return the residue to the soil or harvest it by grazing or making 
haylaga or greenchop. 

I Fence (Ft)' 

Fleld(s): 1 lhru 5 

Status: Existing 

-, 

Units: 28,068 Feet 

Description: Fences are installed to control the movement and access of animals and humans. 

Operation and Maintenance: Do not allow livestock access to open water courses and dralnageways. 
Provide off stream watering facilllles where possible and llmlt access to designated watering areas. 

Inspect fences periodlcally and repair or replace broken or decayed posts and tighten sagging wire as 
needed. Broken wire can be spliced or replaced. Replace broken or missing insulators on electric fences 
as needed and repair or replace inoperative electric fence controllers. 

Insure gates and other appurtenances are In good working order. Replace or repair components as 
needed. 

Specification; NA 
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I Field·-Border:(Ft) . · . . 
' .. .. 

Fleld(s): 5, 6, 7, 8, Payne 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, Pekola 2, Johnson 

Status: Existing Units: 12,969 Feet 

. , . 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 7 of 41 

• • I ' • • •~ : ,• t ••,J, • 

Description: A strip of permanent vegetation consisting of grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees exists along 
the edge of crop land fields or waterways as shown on the Farm Flelds Map to protect water quality, 
control pests, sequester carbon ln biomass and soils, and provide food and shelter for wildllfe. 

Operation and Maintenance: Do not apply wastewater or solids to Field Border areas shown on the 
Fann Fields Map. Grazing of Field Border areas should be limited to ensure a good stand of vegetation (3 
to 4 Inches) is present in October before the fall and winter season begins. 

Inspect and repair field borders after storms to fill In gullfes, remove sediment accumulations, reseed 
disturbed areas, and perform other maintenance activities as needed to ensure the effectiveness of the 
border. 

Do not mow or burn for weed control during the nesting season (normally May through July) to protect 
ground-nesting wildlife. In place of mowing, consider other vegetative management techniques, such as 
using "wickbar" herbicide appllcators or prescribed burning In areas with adequate moisture. 

Lightly disk the fietd border on a 2 or 3 year cycle to promote the growth of native vegetation. 

Specification: NA 

I lrr.Pipellne-Hfg'1-pressure, Undei'grougg, Plastic: (Ft) 

Field(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 5,954 Feet 

Description: Existing High-pressure Underground Plastic Pipelines at the locations shown on the 
facilities Fann Fields Map convey wastewater to collectlon facilities and waste storage facllltles In an 
efficient manner to prevent contamination of ground and surface water sources. 

Operation and Maintenance: Flush pipelines used for lfquld waste applications with clean water 
following waste apptlcatlon, or as needed, to prevent particle buildup. 

Drain the pipeline and components in areas that are subject to freezing. If parts of the pipelfne cannot be 
drained, a non-toxic antifreeze solution may be added. 

Check to make sure all valves and air vents are set at the proper operating condition so they can provide 
protection to the pipeline. 

Inspect pipelines for signs of failure. Inspect risers and valves periodically for leaks or worn gasket$. 
Repair or replace pipeline, risers and valves as needed. 

Drain the pipeline and components In areas that are subject to freezing. If parts of the pipeline cannot be 
drained, a non-toxic antifreeze solution may be added. 

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage caused 
by their activity. 

Specification: NA 
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I l_rrlgatlon System-Sprinkler (No~Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 1 Traveling Big Gun Sprinkler 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 8 of 41 

Description: Traveling big gun sprinkler irrigation systems are used to apply wastewater to the crop land 
fields. The Irrigation system applies wastewater in an efficient manner to the fields as shown on the Farm 
Fields Map to manage soil moisture and apply nutrients and organics to promote plant growth without 
causing excessive runoff and leaching. 

The traveling big gun sprinkler irrigation systems have a nozzle diameter of 1.1 Inch which can be 
expected to produce 300-335 gallons per minute at an operating pressure between 80 and 90 pounds per 
square Inch and has an estimated application rate of 0.40 Inches per hour. 

Operation and Maintenance: Maintain traveling gun type sprinklers (and hose reel, If used) by oiling and 
greasing moving parts and the engine in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations to help 
ensure trouble free operation. Prevent livestock access to equipment during operation. 

Clean plugged nozzles and replace if wom or defective. 

Promptly repair all leaks by replacing valves, fittings, gaskets, worn or damaged parts. 

Specification: NA 

I Nutrient Management {Ac) 

Fleld(s}: 1 thru 8, Payne 1 thru 9, Pekola 1 and 2, Johnson 

Status: Planned Units: 815.4 Acres 

Description: The site vulnerability rating for phosphorus movement off the fisted fields Is based on the 
Western Oregon Phosphorus Index. All of the fields listed have a tow or medium sile vulnerability rating 
which allows manure, bedding and wastewater rrom the waste storage facilities to be applied based on 
the crop uptake of nitrogen which will exceed the crop uptake for phosphorus and potassium. Phosphorus 
will be monitored on all fields using soll tests and if soil phosphorus concentrations slgnlficantly Increase, 
manure appllcaUons will have to be reduced which may result In some of the manure and wastewater to 
be exported off farm. It Is estimated that 1,074,401 cubic feet or 8,036,519 gallons of wastewater wlll be 
applied annually to the hay, pasture, and crop land. The total nutrients applied to the hay, pasture, and 
crop land are 125,733 pounds of nitrogen, 73,445 pounds of phosphate, and 106,105 pounds of potash 
with 135,907 pounds of nitrogen, 44,635 pounds of phosphate and 74,489 pounds of potash removed in 
the plant biomass. 

The traveling big gun sprinkler systems will be calibrated to apply wastewater from the waste storage 
pond at the rate needed to meet the requirements of the nutrient management practice for the crops 
grown. The nutrient concentrations in the waste storage facility used In developing this plan are 4.9 
pounds per 1,000 gallons {lbs/th Gal) of Nitrogen, 0,8 lbs/th Gal of Phosphate and 13.3 lbs/th Gal of 
Potash. The nutrient concentrations for the composted solids are 13.4 lbsffon of Nitrogen, 3.7 lbs!Ton of 
Phosphate and 13.0 lbs/Ton of Potash. No manure applications are to be made to the 100 foot field buffer 
shown on the Fann Fields Map. The emergency appllcatlon area shown on the Farm Fields Map was 
selected based on topography, soll type, proximity to open water courses, and risk of flooding. This area 
will always have a growing crop on ti during the fall and winter months In case weather conditions force 
emergency applications of liquids and solids to draw down storage facilities. 

The protocol for soil and manure testing, fall soil nitrate testing, guidance for making emergency 
applications, protocol and schedule for callbratlng appllcation equipment, and the months manure will be 
applled are contained In the specification. 
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Operation and Maintenance: 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 9 of 41 

Phosphorus: Many streams and rivers are polluted with excessively high phosphorus tevets. This 
phosphorus causes algae blooms, which cause dissolved oxygen levels and pH to fluctuate greatly, thus 
harming fish and other aquatic organisms. Most crops do not respond to phosphorus fertilizer unless soil 
test P levels are low (below 50 ppm P). 

Phosphorus fertilizer comes from mines. There Is a lrmlted supply of high quality phosphorus ores to 
make phosphorus fertilizer (a consideration for future generations of farmers). 

Nitrogen: Nitrogen loss reduces profits. Nitrogen runoff to streams from cropland, however, is usually 
not a major environmental Issue, except where manure Is applied at a high rate or ammonium type 
fertilizers are applied between May 1 to October 31 and excessive irrigation water washes them into the 
stream. Well and moderately wen drained sofls have a moderate to high risk of nitrate leaching. Poorly 
and somewhat poorly drained soils have a very low to !ow risk of nitrate leaching. 

Excessive N fertlllzatlon can increase de-nitriflcatlon, which produces nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas), 
Due to the local climate, most solt nitrogen in the nitrate form going Into winter will be lost from the field 
and not be available for crop uptake. Nitrogen fertlllzer Is manufactured by the Haber process, which 
Involves buming natural gas (a non-renewable resource). 
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Specification: 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 10 of 41 

SCHEDULE. FOR SAM PUNG ANO ANAi. YSIS 
In order to effectively implement nutrient management and waste ullllzation samples of feed, soils, crops, 
irrigation water, manure, wastewater, and solids need to be obtained and analyzed in accordance with the 
following criteria: 

SAMPLE NUMBER NOTES 

Total Ration 2 See Section 7 In the NMP for guidance on sampling feed rations. 

Sample solids during applications In early spring and late summer if 

Solid Manure 2 possible and have each sample analyzed for Total Nitrogen (TKN), 
Ammonium Nitrogen (NH4-N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K) 
plus percent moisture. Ask lab to report results In pounds oar ton. 
Sample liquids during appllcatlons In early spring and late summer if 

Liquid manure posslble and have each sample analyzed for Total Nitrogen (TKN), 
2 Ammonium Nitrogen (NH4-N), Phosphorus {P) and Potassium (K) 

plus percent moisture. Ask lab to report results in pounds per 
thousand i:iallons. 
Collect soil samples from fields ln accordance with Oregon State 
University Extension publlcatfon PNW570•E, "Monitoring Soll 

Normalsoll All Fields Nutrients Using a Management Unit Approach" located in Section 

tests within a 4 year 10.4. Have the soil samples analyzed ror P, K, pH, SMP (optional: 
period test for B, Ca, Mg and% Organic Matter) and ask the lab to report 

results in parts per million (ppm). This test can be done during any 
month. 
Collect soil samples from fields growing com at the V5 stage (when 

Com pre• All Com corn is approx. 12· tall) in accordance with Oregon State University 

sldedress Fields Extension publication EM 8650, "The Pre Side Dress Soll Nitrate 

nitrate soll tests Annually Test" located in Section 10.4. Have the soil samples analyzed for 
Nftrates (N03-N) and ask the lab to report results In parts per million 
(ppm} 
Collect soil samples from the manure appllcation areas every fall 

All (September 1&.0ctober 15) In accordance with Oregon State 
Fall nitrate soil Manured University Extension publication EM8~32-E, "Post Harvest Soll 

tests Fields within a Nitrate Testing" located In Section 10.4. Have the soil samples 
4 year period analyzed for Nitrates (NOa·N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K) 

and ask the lab to recort results in oarts oer million room). 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page11of41 

SAMPLING LiQUID MANURE 

Liquid manure samples submitted for analysis should meet the following requirements: 

• Manure samples submitted to a laboratory should represent the average composition of the material 
that will be applied to the field. 

• Place sample in a sealed, clean plastic container with about a 1-pint volume. Glass rs not suitable 
because It Is breakable and may contain contaminants, 

• Leave at least 1 inch of alr space In the plastic container to allow for expansion caused by the 
release of gas from the manure material. 

• Refrigerate or freeze samples that cannot be shipped on the day they are collected, minimizing 
chemfcal reactions and pressure buildup from gases. 

Following are guidelines for obtaining liquid manure samples: 

Wastewater: Premixing the surface liquid in the storage structure is not needed, provided it is the only 
component that Is being pumped. Operators with multlstage systems should draw samples from the 
storage structure they Intend to pump for application to crops. 

Samples should be collected using a clean, plastic container similar to the one shown in figure for liquid 
manure sampling on the next page. One pint of material should be taken from at least eight sites around 
the storage structure and then mixed in the larger clean, plastic container. Effluent should be collected at 
least 6 feet from the storage structure's edge at a depth or about a foot. Shallower samples from storage 
structure may be less representative than deep samples because oxygen transfer near the surface 
sometimes alters the chemistry or the solution. Floating debris and scum should be avoided. 

One pint of mixed material should be sent to the lab. Galvanized containers should never be used for 
collection, mixing, or storage due to the risk of contamination from metals tlke zinc In the container. These 
recommendations are adequate for making applications that draw the llquld level In the storage structure 
down a few feet. If an entire storage structure is to be emptied, more frequent sampling with many more 
sampling points Is recommended. 

Slurry: Manure materials applied as a slurry from a storage structure should be mixed prior to sampling. 
A liquid sampling device can ba used to obtain a sample from agitated storage structure. If you wish to 
sample a storage structure without agitation, you must use a composite sampling device as the one 
shown in the figure on the next page. 

Samples should be collected from approximately eight areas around the storage structure and mixed 
thoroughly In a clean, plastic container. An B- to 10-foot section of 0.5- to 0.75-lnch plastic pipe can also 
be used: extend the pipe into the pit with ball plug open, pull up the ball plug (or press your thumb over 
the end to form an air lock), and remove the pipe from the manure, releasing the air lock to deposit the 
manure in the plastic container. 

One pint of mixed material should be sent to the lab. Galvanized containers should never be used for 
collection, mixing, or storage due to the risk of contamination from metals like zinc in the container. 

Sludge: Sludge is somewhat more difficult to obtain a representative sample. Two common methods are 
used. 

One method requires pumping the storage structure down to the sludge layers. Then, during sludge 
agitation, a composite sampling device as shown In the figure on the next page can be used to obtain a 
sample. 

The other method requires insertion of a probe to the bottom of the storage structure to obtain a column 
of material. The sludge component of this column Is then released into a clean plastlc bucket, and several 
(12-20) other sampling points around the storage structure are likewise collected to obtain a composite, 
representative sample. 

For analysis, most labs require at least 1 pint of materfal in a plastic container. The sample should not be 
rinsed Into the container because doing so dilutes the mixture and distorts nutrient evaluations. However, 
if water is typically added to the manure prior to land epplicatlon, a proportionate quantlly of water should 
be added lo the sample. 
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Wooden pole ( 10 ft) 

Plastic cup 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page12of41 

Plastic container 
(5 gallons) 

Typical Sampling Equipment for Liquids 

PVC pipe 
(2-inch diameter, 6 ft long) 

Rubber ball 
(2 112-inch diameter) 

Clean out dowel 
(1-inch diameter 

PVC pipe) 

Plastic container 
(5 gallons) 

Typical Sampling Equipment for Obtaining Composite Samples 
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SAMPLING SOLID MANURE 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 13 of 41 

Solid manure samples should represent the manure's average moisture content. A 1-quart sample is 
adequate for analysis. Samples should be taken from approximately eight different areas in the manure 
pile at a depth of 18 inches, placed In a clean plastic container, and thoroughly mixed. Approximately 1 
quart of the mixed sample should be placed in a plastic bag, sealed, and shipped directly to the lab. It is 
recommended to ship the samples early In the week so it doesn't sit in a post office or shipping area or 
the laboratory for several days. Samples stored for more than two days should be refrigerated. The figure 
below shows a device that can be constructed and used for sampling solid manure. 

Thin-walled metal tubing 
(1-inch diameter) 

Dowel 

Plastic container 
(5 gallons) 

Typical Solids Sampling Equipment 

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

The worksheets on the following pages can be used to calibrate manure application equipment so that 
manure is applied at the proper rate to achieve the planned appllcatlon rates. 
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SPREADER EQUIPMENT CALIBRATrON 

(Usl~_g Bucket, Pan or Tarp) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 14 of 41 

Name: _______________________ Date: _____ _ 

Perform the followlna onerellons to calibrate the solids soreader eauloment: 
✓ Place buckets, pans, or tarps In the appllcatlon area to collect the aoclled or spread waste material. 
✓ Spread waste material over the appllcal!on area using the spreading pattern normally used In the 

field. Make sure the spreader is travellng at the speed it typically travels over the collectlon area. 
Record em:ilne rom and aear settings used. 

✓ Collect end weigh the waste material and calculate the average application rate. Use this 
worksheet to record the weights and calculations. 

Note: Use Tarps lnstea9 of buckets or pans when using dry stack manure or separated solids as Iha 
varlebllltv tn the welohl will be less. 

Data and Caloulatlons: 
ID of Bucket, Pan or Tarp 

Steps A B C 0 E 

1. Dale of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading• 

3. Gear selected during spreading -

4. Weight of empty bucket (lb)= 

5. Weight of bucket with waste (lb)= 

6. Weight of Waste (lb) -
line 5 - line 4 = 

7. Collection Area (sq ft) -
Area of the top of the bucket, pan or 

tarp used to collect the waste = 
8. Waste Applled (lb/sq ft) -

line 6 ,J. fine 7 ::: 
9. Covert to tons per acre -

line 8 x 21.78 = 
10. Average Application Rate (tons per 

acre)• Sum of values In cells A9 
through F9 divided by the total 
number of callbratlons comDleted = 

Additional Notes: 
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SPREADER EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

(Using a Full Spreader Load) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 15 of 41 

Name: _ _ _ ______ ____________ _ _ Date:. _____ _ 

Pelfonn the followino onerations to calibrate the sollds so reader eauloment: 
✓ Detennlne the weight of the waste material loaded in the spreader by using truck scales to weigh 

the screader equipment when It Is empty and full. 
✓ Spread the loaded spreader on the field using consistent speed and spreader settings to cover the 

field uniformly. Spread in a rectangular pattern so the area calculation wlll be simple. Record 
enalne rpm and aear settings used. 

✓ Measure the length and width covered by the full load and compute the applicalion rate In tons per 
acre usin!l this worksheet. 

Data and Calculatlons: 
ID of Callbratlon Test 

SteDB A B C D E 

1. Date of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading -

3. Gear selected during spreading -

4. Weight of empty spreader (lb)= 

5. Weight of loaded spreader (lb)= 

6. Weight of Waste in spreader (lb)-
line 5-llne 4= 

7. Length of spreading area (ft) = 

8. Width of spreading area (ft) = 

9. Area spread (sq ft) -
line 7 x line 8= 

10. Waste applied (lb/sq ft)-
llne6+ tine 9= 

11. Convert to tons per acre -
Line 10 x 21.78= 

12. Average Appllcatlon Rate (tons per 
acre)- Sum of values in cells A 11 
through F11 divided by the total 
number of calibrations completed = 

Additional Notes: 
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TANK EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION 

(Using a Full Tank Load) 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 16 of 41 

Name: ________________________ Date: _____ _ 

Perform the followlna ooerations to calibrate the tank eauloment: 
✓ Determine the maximum capacity of the tank equipment from the manufacturer's maintenance 

manual or the owners manual for the eaulomenl. 
✓ FIii the tank and reduce the volume of the lank by the appropriate amount If the tank Is not filled to 

11.s maximum capacity. Normally a tank spreader Is only filled to about 80 percent of its maximum 
capacity and therefore Iha maximum rated capacity of the tank should be multlplled by 0.8 to reflect 
the volume of the loaded tank durina the callbratlon exercise. 

✓ Spread the loaded lank on the field using consistent speed and settings to cover the field uniformly. 
Try to spread In a rectangular pattern so the area calculallon will be simple. Record engine rpm 
and aaar settinas used. 

Data and Calculatlons: 
ID of Callbratlon Test 

Steps A B C D E 

1. Date of calibration test-

2. Engine RPM during spreading-

3. Gear selected during spreading-

4, Maximum rated capacity of tank 
(aallons)= 

5, Volume of filled tank (gallons). 
Line 4 x % or tank filled + 100% = 

6. length of spreading area (ft) = 

7. Width of spreading area (ft) "' 

8. Area spread (sq ft)• 
line 6 x line 7 = 

9, Waste applied (gaUsq ftr 
line5+ tine 8 = 

10. Convert to gallons per acre -
Line 9 x 43,560 :a 

11. Average Application Rate (gallons 
per acre)- Sum of values in cells 
A10 through F10 divided by the 
total number of calibrations 
completed= 

Additional Notes: 
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TRAVELING BIG GUN SPRINKLER CALIBRATION 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 17 of 41 

Name: ________________________ Date: _____ _ 

Perform the followlno ooerations to calibrate the travelina bla aun sorinkler: 
✓ Use 5 to 10 catch cans to collect the sprinkler~irrigated waste. Use straight-sided buckets for catch 

cans. Two pound coffee cans work well. Make sure all of the catch cans have the same diameter. 
✓ Place one of the catch cans on a level surface and fill It with water to a known depth (1-3 _Inches). 

Pour the water from the catch can into a large measuring cup. Determine how many measuring cups 
of water are equal to an inch of water In the catch can. 

✓ Place at least five catch cans across the towpath of the bfg gun sprinkler. Try to space the catch cans 
uniformly from the center of the towpath to the outer edge of the wetted area of the sprinkler. Stake 
the catch can in place or put a rock In the bottom of the catch can to keep it upright. Allow the 
traveling big gun sprinkler to completely pass over the catch cans. Use the measuring cup previously 
used to calibrate the catch cans to measure the amount of liquid collected In each can c1nd convert the 
volume to inches. Be sure to add together the amount meas1,1red from the catch cans that would 
receive overlap from the adjacent towpath. For example, if catch can #4 will receive liquids from the 
adjacent towpaths, add the amount from container #4 on the left to container #4 on the right side to 
compute the total amount applied at the locatfon of container #4 on the right and left sides of the 
towpath. 

Catch Can Callbratlon: 
~Rll!hl Example: 1 inch= 5 Cups Lett 

l 1 cup= 0.2 Inches 

,~) Your Catch 1 inch= Cups Towpalh 
Cans: 1 Cl.IP= Inches BIid travel 

Travel Rafe Setting During Test: dlrectlon 

Data and Calculallons: +-- 4, 3, 2, 1 Conlalne, catch row 1, 2, 3, 4 ----+-
Catch Can Volume of Liquid 

ID Cups Inches Cups Inches Cups Inches Cupe Inches 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Average= 
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APPLICATIONS 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 18 of 41 

Always perfonn the following tasks annually to make appllcatlons of wastewater and solids containing manure: 

• Review the Planned Crops and Fertlllzer Recommendations table on page 73 and make adjustments as 
needed to determine how much manure to apply, Nutrient applfcatlons must be based on soll and/or tissue 
tests and a nutrient budget prepared before application begins. Credit must be taken for nutrients supplied 
by previous legume crops, manure applications and sludge applications. Nitrogen (N) applications must be 
based on OSU recommendations or N nutrient uptake ln harvested portion of crop. Phosphorus (P) 
appllcations must be based on OSU recommendations or P uptake in harvested portion of cr1>p if the P 
Index Is high or very high. 

• Fields that are subsurface (TILE) drained require additional precautions when manure ls applied. Manure 
applied to these fields oan follow soil macropores directly to the tile drains creating a surface water pollution 
hazard from dlrecl tile discharge. TIiiage prior to m~nure appl!catlon that can dlsrupVclose (using horizontal 
fracturing) the preferential flow paths (worm holes, cracks, root channels) In the soil will reduce the risk of a 
manure discharge to surface waters. Any pre-application tillage should leave as much residue as possible 
on the soll surface. Water conlrol s,ruc.iures Installed in subsurface drainage systems should be managed to 
prevent discharge of manure an.d wastewater during periods of application. 

• Inspect and repair manure hauling and applfcation equipment to minimize potential of accidenlal spillage. 

• Avoid unnecessary exposure to wastewater and solids containing manure and wear protective clothing 
when necessary. 

• Be aware of the location of sensitive areas, concerns of neighbors or concerns of the public, which require 
special application procedures. To reduce odor problems, apply wastewater and solids containing manure in 
mid morning when temperatures are warming and air is rising rather than in the afternoon or evening when 
air Is cooling and settling. Avoid appllcalions during periods of fog. · 

• Calibrate application equipment to insure uniform distribution and accurate application rates in accordance ( 
with guidance given. In the nutrient budget for the field applying wastewater and solids containing manure to. 
Refer to the previous pages for calibration worksheets and make copies as necessary to document the 
calibration of application equipment. 

• Use the worksheets on the following pages to determine how much wastewater and solids containing 
manure to apply based on the current nutrient budget. Use wpies of the worksheets or other tools to 
document calculations made to determine application rates based on current nutrient budgets and 
calibrations of application equipment. 

• Apply wastewater and solids containing manure in a manner that will cover no more than 25 percent of the 
leaf surface with solids unless clean water applications are planned immediately after wastewater and solids 
containing manure is applied. For pasture/hay land it is best to apply manure 7 days after harvesting forage 
by haying or grazing. 

• When applying wastewater and sollds containing manure, maintain a 35 foot setback on vegetated areas or 
100 foot setback on nonvegetated areas from downijradlent surface waters, open tile Une intake structures, 
sinkholes, well heads or other sensitive areas to prevent a prohibited discharge of manure and wastewater. 

• Record applications, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 
at least 5 years. There are forms In Secllon 9 that may be used to record this Information. 

• Clean up residual materials from equipment and dispose of properly. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 19 of 41 

March 15th -August 30th
: Apply wastewater and solids containing manure at agronomic rates shown on the 

Planned Crops and Fertilizer. Recommendations table on page 73 using the following guide lines: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Apply lo land being prepared for crops. Till manure Into soil within 3 days of application if possible or apply 
to actively growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalfa after cutting. 
Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feet of nonvegetaled areas next to open waler 
courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
Do not apply wastewater and solids containing manure within the setback areas shown on the Land 
Treatment Area Map In Section 4.3 and described on page 83 and In Section 6.2 of the Nutrient 
Management SecUon. 
Record appllcallons, transfers or exports of wastewater end sollds containing manure and maintain them for 
at least 5 years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this information. 

September 111 
- October 3111

: Apply wastewater and solids containing manure at minimum rates, using the 
following gu[delines: 
• Apply to land being prepared for crops. Till manure into soil within 3 days of appllcatlon If possible or apply 

to actively growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalfa after cutting. 
• Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feet of nonvegetated areas next to open water 

courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
• Do not apply within the setback areas shown on the Land Treatment Area Map in Section 4.3 and described 

on page 83 and in Section 6.2 of the Nutrient Management Section. 
• Record applications, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 

at least 5 years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this Information. 

November 1st 
- March 15111: Avoid application of wastewater and solids containing manure. If an application of 

wastewater and solids containing manure is needed because of an emergency situation during this period, use 
the following guidelines- NOTE: THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES ARE GOOD IDEAS, BUT SPREADING 
MANURE DURING THIS PERIOD MAY STILL V10LA TE STATE AND FEDERAL LAW: 
• Calf the ODA CAFO Program at (503) 986-4700 and report why an emergency application is needed and 

where the application will be made. 
• Apply wastewater or solids containing manure only to acUvely growing crops such as grass, clover or alfalfa. 
• Minimize application rat~s by using the maxfmum travel rates for the applfcation equipment. 
• Do not apply within 35 feet of vegetated areas or 100 feat of nonvegetated areas next to open water 

courses, seeps, ditches, tile Inlets or wetlands. 
• Do not apply within the setback areas shown on the Land Treatment Area Map in Section 4.3 and described 

on page 83 and In Section 6.2 of the Nutrient Management Section. 
• Do not apply during rainfall events. 
• Do not apply to frozen, saturated or flooded solfs. 
• Do not apply to slopes greater than 5%. 
• Record appllcatlons, transfers or exports of wastewater and solids containing manure and maintain them for 

at least 5 years. There are forms in Section 9 that may be used to record this Information. 
• Do not apply wastewater and sollds containing manure to fields receiving emergency applications unless 

soil tests indicate to do so. 
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The timing and frequency of applications of wastewater and solids containing manure for utilization by crops shown in the Planned Crops and Fertilizer 
Recommendations table on page 73 are based on information provided in Oregon State University Extension publications located in Section 10.4. 

The foUowing table shows the potential crops that may be grown on this farm. The formulas for determining the total nutrient application rate per unit 
yield for each crop shown in fo!lowlng table are as foUows: 

Total N to apply in pounds= N In pounds per ton (lb/t) from the table for the crop grown X percent(%) dry matter (DM)/100 X planned 
or measured yield In tons 

Total P.zOs- to apply In pounds= Pin pounds per ton (lb/t) from the table for the crop grown X 2.291 P2Os/P X percent(%} dry matter 
(DM)/100 X planned or measured yield in tons 

Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium removal of common perennial and annual forage crops. 
Cuttings OM' CP' N 

Crop• (no.) (%) (%) (lb/t) 
Red clover 1 25 18 58 
Alfalfa hav 3 30 20 64 
Perennial grass (low intensitvl 1-2 30 10 32 
Perennial grass (medium to low 2-3 30 12 38 
intensitv 
Perennial grass (medium 4-5 30 15 48 
intensity) 
Perennial grass (medium to high 5-6 30 18 58 
intensity) 
Perennial arass Chiah intensiM 6-8 30 20 64 
Annual rveQrass 1 30 12 38 
Annual rvearass 2 25 15 48 
Comsilaae 1 25 8 25 
Small i:irains (boot staoe) 2 30 12 38 
Small i:irains (soft douQh) 1 30 8 25 
Sorghum 1 25 9 25 
Sudangrass 1 30 6 40 
Triticale 1 30 6 51 

"Crop removaJ Information taken from OSU Extension Publications EM 8585-E. PNW 331, and EM 8793. 
1DM = dry matter: CP = crude protein; AH "' as harvested 

Country Lan& Daliy AWMP 

p K AH 
Clb/t) (lb/tl (t/a) 

8 48 16 
8 42 16 
6 38 13 
6 38 15 

7 38 17 

8 40 20 

8 40 23 
6 38 13 
7 40 20 
4 20 30 
5 32 16 
5 20 13 
4 25 18 
5 12 16 
7 12 16 
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Since the fields on this farm have received applications of wastewater and solids containing manure in the past they will have a certain amount of 
nitrogen available in the current year based on the mineralization of the organic matter applied in previous years. The planned applications shown on the 
following pages assume that the amount of nitrogen unavailable to the plant from the organic fraction of the manure analysis will be supplied by the 
organic fraction of manure applied in previous years that will mineralize into a plant available fonn of nitrogen (PAN) for the current year. Some of the 
nitrogen appr.ed in the manure for the current year will be lost due to environmental conditions ( e.g. evaporation, denitrification) so some adjustments to 
the planned applications of wastewater and solids containing manure have been made to account for these losses. 

The following table shows the amount of wastewater and solids containing manure that would have to be applied to supply the given amount of nitrogen 
and phosphorus based on the manure nutrient analysis and application losses shown in the tabtes on the next page: 

Application amount is based on 25% of the Nitrogen being lost and no Phosphorus 
Pounds beino lost to environmental factors-

of Wastewater Application Solid Manure Application 
Nutrient Nitrogen Phosphorus Nitrogen Phosphorus 

to be (N) (P205) (N) (P2O5) 
aoolied- Inches/ Acre Gallons/Acre Inches/Acre Gallons/Acre Tons/Acre Tons/Acre 

50 0.50 13,605 2.27 61 ,576 5.00 13.51 
100 1.00 27211 4.54 123.153 10.00 27.03 
150 1.50 40,816 6.80 184 729 14.99 40.54 
200 2.00 54,422 9.07 246,305 19.99 54.05 

The wori<sheets and charts on pages 84 and 85 can be used to develop other appfication rates for other analysis values of wastewater and solids 
containing manure. 
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Manure Nutrient Analysis 

Waste Storage Pond 2.0 4.9 3.2 0.8 13.3 0.8 13.3 Lb/1000Gal 
2011 Manure Test from A&l 
Western A ricultural Lab 

Solids Storage Barn 22.0 13.4 2.7 3.7 13.0 3.7 13.0 LbfTon 
2008 Manure Test from A&l 
Western A riculturar Lab 

Pasture 15.0 37.4 7.4 19.1 27.3 19.1 27.3 Lbf1000Gal MMP Estimate 
(1) Entered analysis may be the average of several individual analyses. 

(2) Oregon assumes that 100% of manure phosphorus and 100% of manure potassium is crop available. First-year per-acre nitrogen ava~ability for individual manure 
applications is given in the Planned Nutrient Applications table. For more information about nitrogen availability in Oregon. see Waste Utilization Jobsheet 633 OR.JS. 
Oregon USOA-NRCS, May 2003 (http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/publid0R/633js.doc). 

Typical Nutrient Retention After Application Losses 

Percent of original nutrient content o1 
manure retained after aoolication losses 

1Al:>Plication Method N P20s K20 
Injection 95% 100% 100% 
Sprinklina 75% 100% 100% 
Broadcast (Incorporated 1 day after aoolication} 90% 100% 100% 
Broadcast (Incorporated 4 days after 80% 100% 100% 
aoolication) 
Broadcast (Incorporated 7 or more days after 70% 100% 100% 
aoolication) 
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Planned Crops and Fertilizer Recommendations 

f t~!iltt~{~: .;.-_./!!!_ .. ::-{- , : :,,;.~•! -~~ , -. lo;:1'."c,VJ·•' 1 ,,· 7,.-.,. ,~~·-~p··,:1•:~e,--,,;t-lt'~~-' 19'JP-1, 
-tii·i./ .::\t .·h:?r&. ,<:--, fi-" i~~~ ~t·, 

1 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 197" 160 

1 2012 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75° 197" 160 

1 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

1 2014 Peren ryegr f'orage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75D 197• 160 

2 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

2 2012 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75° 197° 160 

2 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75" 197" 160 

2 2014 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 19r8 160 

3 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75D 19l8 160 

3 2012 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

3 2013 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 758 197" 160 

3 2014 Peren JY891' forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75D 197" 160 

4 2011 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8 Ton 237 75" 197" 160 

4 2012 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 197" 160 

4 2013 Peren ryegr forage,malnt 4.8 Ton 237 75° 197" 160 

4 2014 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75° 19l8 160 

5 2011 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

5 2012 Peren ryegr forage,malnt 4.8 Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

5 2013 Peren ryegrforage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

5 2014 Peren ryegr forage,maint 4.8Ton 237 75• 197" 160 

6 2011 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0Bu 140 45 130 138 

6 2012 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 

6 2013 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 

6 2014 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 

7 2011 Wheat,wlnter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 

7 2012 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 

7 2013 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 
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60 164 
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64 88 

64 88 

64 88 
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OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

CSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

osu Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EMB585--E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

CSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

CSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

osu Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

CSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

OSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 

CSU Extension Pub EM8585-E 
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7 2014 Wheat,winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

8 2011 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0lb 130 40 60 29 8 9 
seedi!!!!I nt 

8 I 2012teren ryegrass 
seed,malnt 11,800.0 Lbl 1301 401 601 291 81 9 

8 I 20131
Peren ryegrass 
seed1malnt 11,800.0 Lbl 1301 401 601 291 81 9 

8 2014 Peran ryegrass 1,800.0lb 130 40 60 29 81 9 seed maint 

Johnson 2011 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2012 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2013 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Johnson 2014 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 4q 130 138 64 88 

Payne 1 2011 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 seedmaint 

Payne 1 2012 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lbl 1301 DI 01 291 Bl 9 seed.maint 

Payne 1 2013 
Peren ryegrass 

11,800.0 Lbl 1301 DI 01 291 81 9 seedmaint 

Payne 1 2014 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 81 9 

seedmaint 

Payne2 2011 Wheat,winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 
Payne2 2012 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 
Payne2 2013 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne 2 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 0 0 138 64 88 

Payne3 2011 Wheat.winter, graln+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne 3 2012 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0 Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne 3 2.013 Wheat.winter, grai~ 100.0Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 

Payne3 2014 Wheat.winter, grain+straw 100.0Bu 140 45 130 138 64 88 )> 

Peren ryegrass ~ 
Payne4 2011 1,800.0lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 7J ---i 

seedmatnt OJ )> 

Payne4 2012 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
(C 0 

seed.ma int Cl> :::r: 
"'O Peren ryegrass "-'s 
i:,, Payne4 2013 seed,maint 1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 ~ rn 

(Jq 0 z 
(l) ~ -i 
N 
N 

_,. (.,J 
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Payne 4 

Paynes 

Payne5 

Paynes 

Paynes 

Payne6 

Payne 6 

Payne 6 

Payne 6 

Payne? 

Payne7 

Payne7 

Payne7 

Paynes 

Payne8 

Paynes 

Paynes 

Payne9 

Payne9 

Payne9 

Payne9 

Pekola 1 

Pekola 1 

:t:~ l :::: !~~~-, i-~•;~. 
-·,.=.~~ .:v -:-:¥im•·· • ri~" ,, 

F~?/~~ L:ff~~}.;~~~J t~~~: 

2014 Pamn ryegrass 
seed,malnt 1,800.0 Lb 

2011 IWheat,winter, grain+strawl 100.0 Bu 

2012IWheat.wlnter, graln-+-strawl 100.0 Bu 

2013IWheet,winter, grain+-strawl 100.0 Bu 

2014IWheat,winter, grain+-strawl 100.0 Bu 

2011 I Peren ~grass 11,800.0 Lb 
seed,mamt 

20121Peren ~grass f 1,800.0 Lb 
seed.mamt 

20131Peren ~grass 11,aoo.o Lb 
· seect,ma,nt 

2014teren ~grass 11,800.0 Lb 
sead,ma,nt 

2011 I Peren ryegrass I 1,800.0 Lb 
seed.malnt 

2012teren ry~grass 11,800.0 Lb 
seed.maint 

20131Peren ryegrass 
seed,malnt 11,800.0 Lb 

2014teren IY?grass 11,800.0 Lb 
seed,mamt 

20111 Peren ryegrass 
seed,maint 

20121Peren ryegrass 
seed,malnt 

2013teren ryegrass 
seed,marnt 

20141Peren ryegrass 
seed.maint 

1,800.0 Lb 

1,800.0 Lb 

1,800.0 Lb 

1,800.0 Lb 

2011 IWheat,winter, grain+strawl 100.0 Bu 

20121Wheat,winter, grafn+strawl 100.0 Bu 

20131Wheat,winter, grain+strawl 100.0 Bu 

20141Wheat,winter, grain+strawl 100.0 Bu 

2011 I Peren ryegrass I 1,800.0 Lb 
seed,malnt 

2012teren ~rass 11,800.0 Lt> 
seed.mamt 

Country Lane Dairy AWMP 
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Pekola 1 2013 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 seed.ma int 

Pekala 1 2014 Peren ryegrass 
1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 

seed.marnt 

Pekala 2 2011 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed.maint 

Pekola2 2012 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed,maint 

Pekala 2 2013 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed,maint 

Pekala 2 2014 
Peren ryegrass 

1,800.0 Lb 130 0 0 29 8 9 
seed,maint 

• Unharvested cover crop or first crop in double-crop system. 
• Custom fertilizer recommendation. 

Planned Nutrient Applications (Manure-spreadable Area) 
.. ~ 

1 Apr2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 29,700 Gal 16.5 47 34 49 
fora e,maint 

Jun 2011 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 3Ton 10 Lds 45Ton 15.0 28 11 39 
foraQe.maint Bam 

Oct2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 
5015 

100,300 Gal 16.7 157 115 164 
fora e.maint Lds 

1 Jun 2012 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 31.1 Lds 140 Ton 17.5 75 30 104 
foraqe,maint Barn 

Oct2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 
5015 

100,300 Gal 16.7 157 115 164 
fora e,maint Lds 

May 2013 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 6Ton 21.3 Lds 96 Ton 16.0 56 22 78 
fora e,maint Barn )> 

Peren ryegr 5015 -l 
1 Oct2013 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 6,000 Gal 100.300 Gal 16.7 157 115 -l 

fora e.malnt Lds )> 

May2014 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 36.2 Lds 163 Ton 16.3 94 37 0 
fora e,maint Barn I 

'"O Aug 2014 
Peren ryegr Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun Custom 6,788 Gal 
357 

114,038 Gal 16.8 25 5 
s: 

p, fora e.maint Pond Ft/Hr m 
(IQ 

Perenryegr 
z 

('1) 
2 Mar2011 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom Z:416 Gal 570 lds 11,400 Gal 4.7 63 46 -l 

N fora e.maint <,J 
N Country Lane Dairy AWMP 4. Land Treatment Page 73 of214 \0 
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2 May2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing livestock. Not incorporated Custom 1,200Gal 282 Lds 5,640Gal 4.7 31 23 33 fora .malnt 

2 Jun2011 Peren ryegr Solids Stoiage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 10.4 Lds 47Ton 4.7 94 37 130 fo ,maint Barn 

2 Mar2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,426Gal 570Lds 11,400Gal 4.7 64 46 66 
~ e,malnt 

2 May2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing LiVestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 500 Lds 10,000Gal 4.2 63 46 66 fora e,maint 

2 Jun2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 500 lds 10,000Gal 4.2 63 46 66 
fora e,maint 

2 Mar2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture GraZing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,500 Gal 570 Lds 11,400 Gal 4.6 66 48 68 
fora e.malnt 

2 Jun2013 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 
564.4 

11,288 Gal 4.7 63 46 66 
fora e maint Lds 

2 Mar2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,500 Gal 570 lds 11,400 Gal 4.6 66 48 68 fora e,maint 

2 Jun2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,400 Gal 561.4 11,226Gal 4.7 63 46 66 
fora e maint Lds 

3 Oct2010 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 1796.3 35,926Gal 35.9 26 19 27 
fora ,maint Lds 

3 Apr2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal 3428.9 68,578Gal 34.3 52 38 55 
fora .maint Lds 

3 May2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 1640 36,800Gal 36.8 26 19 27 
·fora .maint Lds 

3 May2011 Peren ryegr Solids Storage Solids Spreader. Not incorporated Custom 7Ton 56lds 252Ton 36.0 66 26 91 
fora maint Sam 

3 Jun2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800Ga1 2632 52,640 Gal 29.2 47 34 49 
fora e.maint Lds 

3 Jul2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 

2015.5 40,310 Gal 22.4 47 34 49 
fora e,maint lds 

3 Aug 2011 Perenryegr Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun Custom 12,000Gal 202 56,400 Gal 4.7 44 10 160 
fora e.maint Pond FVHr 

3 Sep2011 Perenryegr Pasture Grazing Uvestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
1845 36,900 Gal 36.9 26 19 27 

fora e maint lds 

3 Apr 2012 Peren ryegr Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
3428.9 68,578 Gal 34.3 52 38 55 

)> 

fora e.maint Pasture Lds -I 
-u -I 

3 May2012 Peren ryegr Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 64 lds 288Ton 36.0 75 30 104 ~ f) ~ e aint Bam 
Peren ryegr 3092 CD I 

3 May2012 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 61,640 Gal 30.9 52 38 55 NS: "'ti fora e malnt Lds 
!lJ Perenryegr 3092 

-.J m 
(JO 3 Jun2012 Pasture Grazing livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 61,840 Gal 30.9 52 38 55 oz 

(1) fora e aint Lds - -I N .t:,. 
v-) 
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3 Aug2012 Peren ryegr Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun Custom 4,500Gal 538 150,743 Gal 33.5 17 4 60 fo emaint Pond Ft/Hr 

3 Apr2013 
Perenryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400Gal 4360.3 87,206 Gal 36.3 63 46 66 fora main! Lds 

3 May2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 1820 36,400 Gal 36.4 26 19 27 
fo e maint Lds 

3 May2013 Pemnryegr Solfds Storage 
Sollds Spreader, Not inco,porated Custom 7Ton 56Lds 252Ton 36.O 66 26 91 fora malnt Bam 

3 Jun2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture GraZing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 
3166 

63,320 Gal 35.2 47 34 49 
fora e.maint Lds 

3 Jul2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600 Gal 
694.3 

13,886Gal 8.7 42 31 44 fo malnt Lds 

3 Aug2013 Peren ryegr Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun Custom 6,000 Gal 
403 

183,600Gal 30.6 22 5 80 fora e maint Pond Ft/Hr 

3 Apr2014 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,400Gal 
4360.3 

87,206Gal 36.3 63 46 66 fora malnt Lds 

3 May2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated custom 1,600Gal 247 lds 4.940 Gal 3.1 42 31 44 fora emalnt 

3 Jun 2014 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 74.4 lds 335Ton 33.5 94 37 130 fora e malnt Barn 

3 Jun2014 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 3016 60,320Gal 33.5 47 34 49 fora emaint Lds 

3 Jul2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 

694.3 
13,886Gal 8.7 42 31 44 fora emaint Lds 

3 Aug2014 Perenryegr Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun Custom 6,788 Gal 357 191.422 Gal 28.2 25 5 90 fora emaint Pond Ft/Hr 

4 Ocl2010 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,161 Gal 3218.7 64,374Gal 55.4 30 22 32 

fora emaint Lds 

4 Mar2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 4445 88,900Ga! 49.4 47 34 49 
fora e maint Lds 

4 Apr2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 5121.1 102,422 Gal 56.9 47 34 49 

fora e.maint Lds 

4 May2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 
4073.1 81,462Gal 81.5 26 19 27 

fora e malnt Lds 

4 Jul 2011 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Tank Wagon, Not incorporated Custom 1,800 Gal 16.1 Lds 64,230 Gal 35.7 47 34 49 
)> 

fo e.maint -i 
-i 

4 Aug2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated CUstom 1,800 Gal 2583.1 51,662Gal 28.7 47 34 )> 
fora e,maint Lds 0 
Peren ryegr 4978 26 19 

I 
4 Sep2011 t e.malnt Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal Lds 

99,560Gal 99.6 s:: '"C 
p, Peren ryegr 4445 m 

(J'Q 4 Mar2012 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated CUstom 1.800 Gal 88,SOOGal 49.4 47 34 49 z 
(D fora emalnt Lds 

:j:::,. -i 
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4 Apr2012 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazjng Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 2,322Gal 6606.1 132,122 Gal 56.9 61 44 63 
fo e,maint Lds 

4 Jun 2012 
Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000 Gal 2845 56,900 Gal 56.9 26 19 27 
fo e alnt Lds 

4 Jul2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pastura GtaZing Livestock, Not inroiporated Custom 1,800 Gal 2827.9 56,558Gal 31.4 47 34 49 
fo maint Lds 

4 Aug2012 Peren,yegr Pasture Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 2845 
56,900 Gal 56.9 26 19 27 fora e maint Lds 

4 Sep 2012 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 2845 56,SOOGal 56.9 26 19 27 fora e,maint Lds 

4 Apr2013 Peren ryegr Pastura Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal 
5674.7 

113,494Gal 56.7 52 38 55 fora ,malnt Lds 

4 Jun 2013 Peren ryegr Pastwe Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 6304.6 
126,092Gal 63.0 52 38 55 fora e maint Lds 

4 Jul2013 Peren ryegr Pastlllt! GraZing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,557 Gal 4429.7 88,594 Gal 56.9 41 30 43 fora e.malnt Lds 

4 Aug2013 
Peron ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Uvestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 
3872.1 

77,442Gal 48.4 42 31 44 
fora e alnt Lds 

4 Sep2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600 Gal 

2927 58,540 Gal 36.6 42 31 44 
fora e rnalnt Lds 

4 Apr2014 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,300 Gal 
5674.7 

113,494 Gal 49.3 60 44 63 
fora maint Lds 

4 Jun2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,600Gal 

6457.6 129,152 Gal 49.7 68 50 71 
fora maint Lds 

4 Jul2014 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,600Gal 

3749.7 
74,994 Gal 46.9 42 31 44 

fora e macnt Lds ,le 

4 Aug2014 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,800Gal 4052.1 81,042Ga! 45.0 47 34 49 ro e maint Lds 

4 Sep2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,100Gal 
2927 

58,540 Gal 53.2 29 21 30 
fora e maint Lds 

5 May2011 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,000Gal 

3839.9 76,798Gal 76.8 26 19 27 
Jo ,malnt Lds 

5 Jun 2011 
Peren ryegr Solids Storage 

Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 4Ton 71 .1 Lds 320Ton 80.0 38 15 52 
fora maint Barn 

5 Jun 2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated 1,800 Gal 
7403 

148,060Gal 82.3 47 34 49 
)> 

fore e.maint Custom Lds -I 
"'O -I 

5 Jul2011 Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,200 Gal 4808 96,160Gal 80.1 31 23 33 Q) ► 
fora emalnt Lds co 0 
Perenryegr 7451.9 CD I 

5 Aug2011 Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 149,038 Gal 74.5 52 38 55 N S: 
'"'C fora ,malnt Lds '° m ~ Peronryegr Waste Storage 357 OQ 5 Aug 2011 Traveling Big Gun Custom 6,788 Gal 306,818 Gal 45.2 25 5 90 0 z 
(I) fora emaint Pood Ft/Hr ;: -I 
N 
U,.) 
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5 Sep 2011 Perenryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 64.240Gal 32.1 52 38 55 fo maint 

5 May2012 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 128,860Gal 80.5 42 31 44 fora e malnt 

5 Jun2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 71,960Gal 72.0 26 19 Zl fo emaint 

5 Jul2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 144,142Gal 80.1 47 34 49 fo e.malnt 

5 Aug 2012 
Peren ryegr Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 143,800 Gal 71.9 52 38 55 fo e.mainl 

5 Sep2012 
Peren ryegr Sollds Storage 

Solkjs Spreader, Not inco1porated Custom 240Ton 80.0 28 11 39 fora malnt 8am 

5 Sep2012 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 2,000 Gal 
7190 

143,800 Gal 71.9 52 38 55 fora e maint lds 

5 Mar2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incolJ)Orated Custom 1,200 Gal 
4445 

88,SOOGal 74.1 31 23 33 f emalnt Lds 

5 May2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Llvestocll, Not Incorporated Custom 2,100 Gal 
8215 

164,300 Gal 78.2 55 40 57 fora e,malnt lds 

5 Jul 2013 Peren ryegr 
Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,500Gal 

4911 
98,220 Gal 65.5 39 29 41 fora e,malnt lds 

5 Aug 2013 
Perenryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not Incorporated Custom 1,600 Gal 
6162.9 

123,258Gat 77.0 42 31 44 fora e maint lds 

5 Sep2013 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 2,000Gal 
7108 

142,160 Gal 71.1 52 38 55 fora emaint lds 

5 Mar2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Llvestoclc.. Not Incorporated Custom 1,200 Gal 
4445 

88,900 Gal 74.1 31 23 33 fora e,maint lds 

5 May2014 
PeMi ryegr 

.Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not lncolJ)Orated Custom 2,500 Gal 
9788 

195,760 Gal 78.3 66 48 68 fora e maint Lds 

5 Ju12014 
Peren ryegr 

Pas1ure Grazing Livestock. Not incorporated Custom 1,400 Gal 
5591 

111,820 Gal 79.9 37 27 38 fora emaint lds 

5 Aug 2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pasture Grazing Livestock, Not incorporated Custom 1,500 Gal 
5982.9 119,658 Gal 79.8 39 29 41 

fora e maint Lds 

5 Sep2014 
Peren ryegr 

Pas1ure Grazing Livestoclc., Not incolJ)Orated Custom 2,000Gal 
7108 

142,160 Gal 71.1 52 38 55 
fora e,maint Lds 

6 May2011 
Wheat.winter, Waste Storage 

Tanlc Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 
156.2 

624,826 Gal 70.3 30 7 118 
)> 

irH-Straw Pond Lds -I 
-I 

6 
Waste Storage 

TanlcWagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 
168.6 

674,400 Gal 70.3 33 8 12 J> 
Pond Lds 0 
Waste Storage 168.6 674,400 Gal 8 

I 
6 

Pond 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 

Lds 
70.3 33 s: 

'"d rn Pl 
6 Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 
168.6 

674,400 Gal 70.3 33 8 128 z (JQ 
Pond Lds (1) ~ -I 

N ..... c,:, 
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7 
Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr p 9,588 Gal 43.7 Lds 174,SOOGal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

7 
Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 43.7 Leis 174,800 Gal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

7 
Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not inc01p0rated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 43.7 Lds 174,800 Gal 18.2 33 8 128 Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 

8 May2011 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888Gal 22.3lds 89,200Gal 10.0 30 7 118 
seed maint 

Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 

8 May2012 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200 Gal 10.0 30 7 118 
seetl,maint Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 8 May2013 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,BBBGal 22.3 Lds 89,200Gal 10.0 30 7 118 
seedmaint Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 
8 May2014 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 22.3 Lds 89,200Gal 10.0 30 7 118 

seedmalnt Pond 

Johnson Apr2011 
Waste Storage Traveltng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Apr 2012 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Ar,r2013 
Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Johnson Apr2013 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 10Ton 75.6 Lds 340Ton 34.0 94 37 130 
Barn 

Johnson Apr2014 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 272 306,636Gal 34.5 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren Waste Storage 292 
Payne 1 Mar2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal 486,506Gal 58.7 31 7 110 

$Bed maint 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren Solids Storage 103.1 
Payne 1 Jul2011 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 )> 

seedmalnl 
Barn Leis -I 

Peren 
"'O -I 

Waste Storage 292 0) )> 
Payne 1 Mar2012 ryegrass Pond 

Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 
Ft/Hr 

486,506 Gal 58.7 31 7 110 (0 0 
seedmaint ro I 

>-a Peren Solids Storage 
w :!:;:; 

I>:) 
Payne 1 Jul2012 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 103.1 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 .... m 

00 Bam Lds 0 z 
(1) see maint ;.: -I N 
w ..>.(.,,.) 
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Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Payne 1 Mar2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288Gal 466,506 Gal 56.7 31 7 110 

seed malnt 
Pond FVHr 

Peren 
Solids storage 103.1 

Payne 1 Aug2013 ryegrass Solids Spre.ider, Not Incorporated Custom 6 Ton 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 
seed maint 8am lds 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 Payne 1 Mar2014 ryegrass Travel!ng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal 486,506Ga1 58.7 31 7 110 

seed,maint 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Solids Storage 103.1 

Payne 1 Aug2014 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 464 Ton 58.0 75 30 104 
malnt 

8am Lds 

Payne2 Apr2011 
Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,152Gal 89 Ft/Hr 461,564 Gal 17.0 100 22 361 
Pond 

Payne2 Apr2012 
Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 
272 

151.096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne2 Apr2013 Waste Storage 
Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 272 151,096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne2 Apr2014 Waste Storage 
Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,888Gal 

272 151,096 Gal 17.0 33 7 118 Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne3 Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588Gal 55.2Lds 220,800Gal 23.0 33 6 128 Pond 

Payne3 
Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588Gal 55.2 lds 220,SOOGal 23.0 33 8 128 Pond 

Payne3 Waste storage 
Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588Gal 55.2lds 220,SOOGal 23.0 33 8 128 

Pond 

Payne3 
Waste Storage 

Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 9,588Gal 55.2Lds 220,SOOGal 23.0 33 8 128 
Pond 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 

Payne4 Mar2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288Gal 388,707Gal 46.9 31 7 110 
seedmaint 

Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Solids Storage 104.2 Payne4 Aug 2011 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Nol incorporated Custom 10Ton 469Ton 46.9 94 37 130 

seed.maint 
Barn Lds 

Peren )> 

Payne4 Mar2012 ryegrass 
Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 

292 388,707 Gal 46.9 31 7 
-{ 

Pond Ft/Hr -{ 
seedmaint )> 
Peren 

Solids Storage 
() 

Payne4 Aug2012 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 81.8 lds 368 Ton 46.0 75 30 I 
seed,maint 

Bam ~ 
>-cl m p:, Peren 

Waste Storage 292 z (TQ 
Payne4 Mar 2013 Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 388,707 Gal 46.9 31 7 ('I) ryegrass 

Pond Ft/Hr -I 
N seedmaint w w Country I.Ane Dlllry AWMP 4. Land Treatment Page 79 of 214 0 
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Payne4 Sep 2013 ryegrass Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Tcm 75.6Lds 340Ton 42.5 75 30 104 
seed maint Bam 

Peren Waste Storage 292 
Payne4 Mar2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,288Gal 388,707Gal 46.9 31 7 1i0 

seed,maint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren Solids Storage Payne4 Sep2014 ryegrass Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 81.8 Lds 368Ton 46.0 75 30 104 
seedmaint Bam 

Paynes Mar2011 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr p 8,888Gal 272 394,627Gal 44.4 33 7 118 
raln~w Pond Ft/Hr 

Paynes Sep2011 
Wheat,winter, Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 5Ton 48.9 Lds 220Ton 44.0 47 19 65 

rain+straw Bam 

Paynes Mar2012 
Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr p 8,888 Gal 

272 394,627Gal 44.4 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Paynes Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not Incorporated Custom 8Ton 782 Lds 352Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
8am 

Payne 5 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 272 394,627Gal 44.4 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 5 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom 8Ton 78.2 Lds 352Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
Bam 

Payne5 Waste Storage Traveling Big Gun 1-yr P 8,B88Gal 272 394,627Gal 44.4 33 7 118 
Pond Ft/Hr 

Payne 5 Solids Storage Solids Spreader, Not incorporated Custom BTon 78.2 Lds 352 Ton 44.0 75 30 104 
Bam 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,085.400 Paynes Apr2011 ryegrass Travellng Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 

seed,malnt 
Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,085,400 
Paynes Apr2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 

seed maint 
Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,085,400 
Paynes Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 

seed.ma Int 
Pond Gal 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,085,400 

}> 

Payne 6 Apr2014 ryegrass Travellng Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 40.2 100 22 359 --l 

seed,maint Pond Gal ""'O --l 
m }> 

Peren 
Waste Storage 1,115,100 

(Q 0 
Payne7 Apr2011 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 ('D :r: 

"'O seed.malnt 
Pond Gal (;J s 

~ Peren 
Wm 

(Jq Waste Storage 1,115,100 0 z 
(1) Payne7 Apr2012 ryegrass Pond Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000Gal 90 Ft/Hr Gal 

41.3 100 22 359 :c: -, 
N seedmaint 
v-) 
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!~~~!•{~! : ,:1tlfne&: 
Peren Waste Storage 1,115,100 

Payne7 Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 
seed maint Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,115,100 
Payne 7 Apr2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 41.3 100 22 359 

seedmaint Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 292 
Payne 8 Apr2011 ryegrass Traveling Blg Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 582,646 Gal 70.3 31 7 110 

seedmaint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren Waste Storage 1,898,100 
Payne B Apr2012 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Fl/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 

seed.malnt Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,898,100 
Payne a Apr2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 

seed,maint Pond Gal 

Peren Waste Storage 1,898,100 Payne8 Apr2014 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun Custom 27,000 Gal 90 Ft/Hr 70.3 100 22 359 
seed maint Pond Gal 

Payne 9 May2011 Wheat,winter, Waste Storage 
Tank Wagon. Not incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5Lds 142,000 Gal 14.B 33 8 128 

rain+straw Pond 

Payne 9 May2012 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Tank Wagon. Not incorporated 1-yr p 9,588 Gal 35.Slds 142,000Gal 14.8 33 8 128 
rain<tStraw Pond 

Payne9 May2013 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Tank Wagon, Not Incorporated 1-yrP 9,588 Gal 35.5 Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 8 128 
rain+straw Pond 

Payne9 May2014 Wheat.winter, Waste Storage Tank Wagon. Not incorporated 1-yr p 9,588 Gal 35.5Lds 142,000 Gal 14.8 33 8 128 
rain+straw Pond 

Peren Waste Storage 292 Pekola 1 Mar2011 ryegrass Travellng Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Gal 83.3 31 7 110 
seed.maint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren 
Waste Storage 292 

Pekola 1 Mar2012 iyegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Gal 83.3 31 7 110 
seed.maint Pond Ft/Hr 

Peren Waste Storage 292 
Pekola 1 Mar2013 ryegrass Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 690,390 Gal 83.3 31 7 110 

seed maint Pond Ft/Hr )> 

Peren -f 

Pekola 1 Mar2014 
Waste Storage 

Traveling Big Gun 1-yr p 8,288 Gal 292 690,390Gal 83.3 31 7 110 
'lJ -f 

ryegrass Pond Ft/Hr 0) )> 
seedmalnt 0 
Peren 

<D :r: 
Pekola 2 May2011 ryegrass 

Waste Storage 
Traveling Big Gun 1-yrP 8,288 Gal 

292 315,773Gal 38.1 31 7 110 ~ ~ >-c Pond Ft/Hr p:, seed.maint 
(JQ g_ z 
(1) ~ -{ 
t0 ....,,, w 
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Peren Waste Storage Pekala 2 May 2012 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 84.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 7 118 
seed,maint Pond 

Peren Waste Storage Pekala 2 May2013 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yrP 8,888 Gal 84.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 7 118 
se.ed,maint Pond 

Peren Waste Storage Pekola2 May2014 ryegrass Tank Wagon, Not incorporated 1-yr P 8,888 Gal 84.7 Lds 338,800 Gal 38.1 30 7 118 
seed,maint Pond 
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Manure Application Setback Distances 

Setback Requirements: CAFO 

Rivers and canals 
Streams and creeks 
Estuaries 
Pacific Ocean 
All other bodies of surface water. natural or artificial 
Other conduits to surface waters 
0 en tile line intake 

Setback Requirements: NRCS Standard 

.) 

35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 

Source: Waste Utilization 633 Operation.and Maintenance Worksheet (http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/public/OR/633om.doc) 
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NUTRIENT APPLICATION CHART 
for 

WASTEWATER 

i 10 +-_ ___ ____,.._.--1---4----~----L-----L- - - -I---- -----I 

0 
Cl 
Cl ... 
:a 

2 

X 

Nutrients to Apply -----+- 3,000 

-+-50 lb 

-0-100lb 

-0-150 lb 
2,500 E 

-0-2001b 

1:2. 
'2. 

0 +--+--1----lf----l---+--4----+-----l----+-- -1-- -...---1---+--+--+---l--- +-___;l----1-----+, 0 

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Application in Inches 
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NUTRIENT APPLICATION CHART 
for 

SOLIDS 
-~------ ···-- - ----.- - .. , .... .. ·----

) 

... _.,, ., ___ ·1 ·- -------

Nutrients to Apply 

-+-501b 

~100lb 

~150lb 

-0-2001b 

0 +---+-- -+--+----+---+--1---+-- -1----l---+-------1---+----+-- --+---+----+---+--+----i 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

Application in Tons/Acre 
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RECORD KEEPING 

• Record keeping forms In Section 9 or other forms may be used document manure and fertilizer applications 
and exports. 

• The following Information is to be recorded and maintained for 5 years: 

□ Nutrient and manure application records including soil, water plant and organic nitrogen, phosphorus 
and potassium test results. 

□ Manure export r~cords including organic nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium test results. 
□ Documentation showing date, crop, amount, rate, form and applicalion method of nutrients applied. 
□ Calibration records for manure application equipment. 
□ Annual review of nutrient management including adjustments made. 

I Pasture & Hay Land Planting (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Planned Units: 195.3 Acres 

. ~ ~,:4 \'·:· • . . ., ,:•·: . 

Description: As hay land fields need renovating, adapted and compatible species, varieties, or cultivars will be 
establlshed in the fields as shown on the Fann Fields Map to provide forage and hay for Hvestock. 

Operation and Maintenance: Evaluate pasture and hay land fields annually to determine what fields need to be 
reseeded. Generally if the pasture or hay lands are below a fair condllion rating and the yields from the previous 
grazing or haying season were less than 50 percent of yield goals, the pasture or hay land field should be 
reseeded. 

Take a soil sample of the top 6 Inches of soil and have It analyzed for pH, Lime requirement(SMP), 
Phosphorus(P), Potassium(K), Ca1cium(Ca), and Magnesium(Mg) prior to seed bed preparation. See Oregon 
State University (OSU) Extension Publication PNW 570-E, Monitoring Soil Nutrients Using a Management Unit 
Approach, in Section 10,4 of the the Country Lane Dairy AWMP for more guidance on soil sampling. 

Prior to October 15th: Prepare seed bed (including weed control and tillage) and add fertilizer and other 
amendments according to soil test recommendations. 

Prior to October 15th: Seed paslures. It is best to seed a pasture or hay land between September 1st and 
October 151

h so no Irrigation will be needed. 

Specification: 
PLANTING PLAN• 

Fertilizer: Refer to OSU Fertilizer Guide, FG 63, for pastures and soil test recommendations for the amounts of 
fertilizer and other amendments to add while preparing the seed bed. 

Seedbed Preparation: TIii the soil lighUy with a disk and harrow to prepare for seeding the pasture or hay land. 
The seedbed should be very firm (your foot should not sink into the soil more than 112 Inch), weed-free and free of 
ruts. Small clods are okay (they he!p prevent erosion). 

Wead Control: The tillage will probably be sufficient weed control, however application of a labeled herbicide is 
optional if weeds remain. 

Seeding dates: It Is generally best to seed the pasture or hay land between September 1 and October 15 to 
ensure adequate grass establishment before the winter erosion period. Seedings can be made during other times 
when the soU ls suitable for tillage operations but the new seeding will have to be Irrigated to Insure good 
germination and establishment. 

Seed depth: Generally seeding depths should be 0.75 -1.5 inch however actual seeding depths should be 
determined for the variety and species of the seed being planted. 
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Seeding method: Broadcast or use a grain drill and harrow lightly after seeding. 

SEED· 

ATTACHMENT 3 
Page 40 of 41 

Contact the local OSU Extension Service for recommendations on what varieties of grass lo plant based on 
forage production goals and site conditions for the pasture or hay land. 

Note: Be sure lo use seed that Is at least 72% Pure Live Seed (PLS). PLS is calculated by multiplying % 
Gennlnatlon X % Purity. For example, seed that is 90% Pure and has 70% Germination has PLS = 90% X 70% = 
63%. This seed would be considered too !ow in quality to produce adequate forage for pasture or hay land . 

PASTURE AND HAY LAND ESTABLISHMENT: 

Allow the pasture or hay land planting to grow throughout the rainy season and defer grazing of the new seeding 
until it Is well established. 

Control growth of volunteer plants and shading to reduce compeUtlon to the pasture or hay land. 

Control weeds and volunteer plants in the pasture or hay land by mowing or by using herbicides. Do not allow 
noxious weeds to go to seed. Information on noxious weeds can be obtained from the Oregon Department of 
Agrlrullure website: http://eqov.oregon.gov/ODNPLANT/WEEDS/county events.shim! or by calllng (503) 986-
4621 . 

I Prescribed Grazing (Ac) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Planned Units: 195.3 Acres 

Description: Fields shown on the Farm Fields Map are managed to control the harvest of vegetation using 
grazing animals to Improve or maintain the health and vigor of the plant community, reduce non-point source 
pollution to ground and surface waters, and improve food and shelter for wildlife. 

Operation and Maintenance: Keep good grazing records to ensure the goals and objectives of the prescribed 
grazing strategy are met. 

Rarer to the operation and maintenance guidance for all facllltallng practices (i.e., fencing, watering facilities, etc.) 
to ensure they will be maintained In good working order. 

Specification: 
The perennial grass-legume pasture shall be grazed on a rotational basis. A minimum of 3 units are required and 
each unit shall be rested for a period of not less than 20 days or until plants are 6 to B Inches In height. Grazing 
shall begin when plants are 6 to 8 inches In height and discontinued when the plants are grazed to a height of 3-4 
inches. Overgrazing can cause the quantity and quality of forage to ba reduced. Provide dry roughage to reduce 
the bloat hazard when cattle are grazing on pasture with more than 40 percent legumes. Avoid grazing when soil 
rs saturated. 

Apply fertilizer and anlmal waste In accordance with the guidance given In the Nutrient Management specification. 

Apply irrigation water In accordance with the guidance given In the Irrigation Waler Management speclflcallon. 

The pasture shall be clipped and dragged a minimum of twtce annually to promote uniform grazing and avoid 
damage to the plants and/or a reduction In forage productlon. Cllpplng and dragging after each grazing period will 
promote optimum pasture conditions. 

If rodent, insect or weed control becomes a problem, a pest management program may need to be included. See 
your local OSU Extension Agent for recommended pest control methods. 

Follow stocking rates In the grazing plan. If no grazing plan has been developed, use a stocking rule of thumb of 
one adult animal per acre. To maintain forage production, tum animals on pasture when grass Is 6 to 10 Inches 
high and pull them off when grass Is 3 Inches high .. If it is not practical or desirable to harvest all of the grazeable 
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forage with livestock, consideration should be given to harvest the excess forage as hay. The perennial grass• 
legume pastures should be cut for hay between the heading and flowering stage. 

Keep records of grazing activities to document stocking rate and forage production. 

I Watering_F~cUlty (N9) 

Fleld(s): 1 thru 5 

Status: Existing Units: 4 Watering Troughs 

- : 4 t- . -

Description: Portable watering facilities provide livestock access to water on pastured fields. 

Operation and Maintenance: Check all above ground connections, valves, gates, rodent guards, Inlets and 
ouUets to make sure they are functioning properly. Check troughs and tanks for leaks or cracks and repair or 
replace immediately, if necessary, 

Make certain the area adjacent to the trough is well protected with gravel, paving, or good cover. Be sure that the 
ouUet pipe has a free outlet and is not causing any serious erosion problems. Check periodically to see if debris 
has fallen Into the trough or tank which may restrict inflow or planned functions of the outflow system. 

Clean the entire system periodically and remove moss, algae growth, and/or sludge. Chemicals such as copper 
sulfate and chlorine can be used to prevent moss and algae growth. Local rules and regulations are to be 
followed when using chemicals to make sure they are safe for animals. 

Where necessary maintain coverings and Insulation to prevent..<famage by freezing. 

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage caused by their 
activity. 

Immediately repair any vandalism, vehicular or Uvestock damage. 

Specification: NA 
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- Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE FOURTH STREET • McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128 
Phone:(503) 434-7516 • Fax:(503)434-7544 • TTY 800-735-2900 • Internet Address: http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/planning 

Febmary 28, 2019 • RO MS CK CB 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Board of Commissioners 

From: Stephanie Armstrong, Associate Planner 

Re: Docket G-01-18, Consideration on remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Yambelas 
Westside1· Trail. 

Attached is the record of the above application that is scheduled to be heard by the Board of 
Commissioners on March 7, 2019 at 10 a.m. at the city ofMcMinnville's Civic Hall. 

The contents of the record are as follows: 

1. Staff Repo11 

2. Application 

3. Public notice 

4. Comments received 
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STAFF REPORT 
YAMHILL COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

HEARING DATE: March 7, 2019 Board of Commissioners 

DOCKET NO.: 

REQUEST: 

APPLICANT: 

TAX LOT: 

LOCATION: 

ZONE: 

CRITERIA: 

COMMENTS: 

G-1-18 (On remand) 

Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill County 
Comprehensive Plan as specified in Ordinance 904 (as modified or replaced 
on this remand), and adoption of findings, in a quasHudicial process, to 
address the farm impact standards of YCZO 402.07(A)/ORS 215.296, and 
the conditional use standards of YCZO 1202 

Yamhill County 

4403-01300 

Entire con-idor extends approximately 12.48 miles, from just south of 
Gaston to just south of Gun Club Road, east of, roughly adjacent and 
parallel to, Oregon Highway 47. This application is for the 2,82 mile 
segment between Carlton and Yamhill. 

EF-80, Exclusive Farm Use, AF-10 (rural residential) 

Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) 
(ORS 215.296), 1301, 1202 and OAR 660-012 

DLCD - No comments received to date. 
Department of Agriculture -No comments received to date. 
SWCD- No comments received to date, 
ODOT - No comments received to date. 
USFW - No comments received to date. 
City of Carlton-See comments received February 25, 2019. 
City of Yamhill - No comments received to date. 
City of Gaston - No comments received to date. 
Yamhill-Carlton School District~ No comments received to date. 
Wendie Kellington, PO Box 159, Lake Oswego - See letters dated January 
17, 2019, February 5, 2018 and February 7, 2019. 
Maria Frugia, 310 W Lincoln, Carlton - See email received February 16, 
2019. 
Tim Frost- See letter received Febrnary 26, 2019. 
Kathleen Boeve' & Jim Stone bridge, 10800 NE Abbey Rd, Carlton - See 
email received February 26, 2019. 
Veronica Hinkes, 163 7 5 NW Meadow Lake Rd, Carlton- See letter received 
Febrnary27, 2019. 
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Staff Repo11 
Docket G-01-18 Yamhelas Westsider Trail ( on remand) 
Page 2 

FINDINGS: 

A. 

I. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Background Facts 

Parcel/tract size: The entire tract is approximately 91.81 acres, existing as a cotTidor 
approximately 12.48-miles long, and generally 60-feet wide. This application is for the 
2.82-mile segment of the conidor extending from Yamhill (East Main Street, Highway 
240) to the City Limits of Carlton. 

Access: There are multiple access points along the 12.48-mile corridor, where the corridor 
intersects with county roads (including East Main Street/Highway 240 and Fryer Road, 
with regard to the 2.82-mile segment) 

On-site Land Use and Zoning: The corridor is zoned predominantly EF-80 Exclusive Faim 
use. At one point, the eastern pait of the corridor is zoned AF-10, a rural residential zone. 
There are no plans, at this time, to develop trail uses in the pmtion of corridor within the 
AF-10 zone. Trail uses will be confined to the 30-foot wide western one-half of the 
corridor adjacent to the AF-10 zone. The prope1ty was established as a rail corridor in 
1872, and was used for over 100 year for the transpo11 of passengers and freight. Track 
was removed in the early 1980s. Many paits of the corridor contain a footpath/trail, and 
much of it is vegetated/overgrown. 

Surrounding Uses: The neighboring prope1ties are in farm use, with some dwellings. The 
predominant farm use adjacent to the 2.82-mile segment of trail between Yamhill and 
Carlton appears to be the production of grass seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large 
(approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was recently planted along the eastern edge 
of the coITidor. At the location of the orchard, the corridor is heavily wooded, buffering 
informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor. There is also a dwelling, and 
State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the orchard. The 
owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (diit road) adjacent to the corridor, 
further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 

Water: No on-site water is required for the proposed use. County property that is pa1t of 
the trail property just south of and adjacent to Highway 240 has water service from a well 
("Bus Barn Property"). 

Sewage Disposal: No on-site sewage disposal is required for the proposed use, and/or if 
necessary, would be provided as specified in a master plan under development. Sewage 
disposal facilities (subsurface septic) is available at the Bus Barn Prope11y. 

Fire Protection: Yamhill Fire Protection District, Carlton Fire District, for segment 
between Yamhill and Carlton. 
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Staff Report 
Docket GhO 1 h 18 Yamhelas Westsider Trail ( on remand) 
Page 3 

8. So;/s: The segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton passes through soils of the 
following classifications: 

Soil Type Soll Class Soil Value 

We-WAPATO SILTY CLAY LOAM Ill NHVFL 

De- DAYTON SILT LOAM, THICK SURFACE Ill HVFL 

Am -AMITY SILT LOAM ll PRIME 

WuB - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 0 TO 7 PERCENT SLOPES II PRIME 

WuC - WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 7 TO 12 PERCENT SLOPES II PRIME 

It should be noted that the listed soils, where they existed in the corridor, were significantly 
disrupted and compacted beginning in 1872, with the addition of large quantities of ballast. 
It is known that soils and other materials were placed in various parts of the corridor at 
different times, but it is not known precisely where those materials were placed. For these 
reasons, the above chait may not accurately reflect the soils actually present in the Yamhill 
to Carlton segment of corridor, or the quality of those soils. 

9. Flood Hazard: The Stag Hollow area near the northern end of the Yamhill to Carlton 
corridor segment is FIRM panel 41071C0183D. The Stag Hollow area is the only mapped 
floodplain along this segment of the corridor. It is split bet\veen an unnumbered "A zone" 
where the base flood elevations (BFEs) have not been determined and an area where the 
BFE has been determined "AE zone". The only other FIRM panel is 41071C0191D, 
which shows no floodplain within the area of the corridor under consideration. 

10. Previous Actions: The project is identified in the 2009 Carlton Transportation System Plan 
(TSP) as a pedestrian and bicycle priority improvement project. Yamhill County adopted 
an amendment to add the facility to the Yamhill County TSP in December 2012. The 
current TSP, originally adopted in 1996, includes a policy objective of pursuing the 
conversion of abandoned rail lines to trails that connect with the County's trail/bikeway 
system. Yam.hill County's TSP update, adopted in 2015, includes the Yam.helas Westsider 
Trail. Docket G-01-18 resulted in the adoption by . the Board of Commissioners of 
Ordinance 904, on May 31, 2018. By Order dated December 20, 2018, the Land Use 
Board of Appeals (LUBA) remanded Ordinance 904 to the county, with instructions. 

11. Narrative: The original request was to adopt amendments to the county's Transportation 
System Plan, a component of its Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to begin development of 
the segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, as a public hiking, biking and 
equestrian trail. As directed by the Depa1tment of Land Conservation and Development, 
the county approved Ordinance 904 under legislative proceedings, to amend the 
Transpo1iation System Plan, and to address ORS 215.296. LUBA has directed the county, 
on remand, to address the farm impact standard and the county's conditional use standards 
in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 
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B. 

1. 

Ordinance provisions and analysis 

The conditional use criteria of YCZO Section 1202.02 are as follows: 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 

B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan 
which apply to the proposed use; 

C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, 
topography, existence of improvements and natural features; 

D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 
which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use. of surrounding properties 
for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning dish'ict; 

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy o.f public facilities and 
services existing or planned for the area a.ffected by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses 
in the area. 

2. The request is consistent with criterion 1202.02(A) above in that YCZO 402.04(N) lists: 
"Roads, highways and other transp01tation facilities and improvements not allowed under 
Subsection 402.02(K) or 402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12." The 
proposed trail is a transportation facility and improvement. The same category of uses is 
not listed as a use allowed outright or conditionally in the AF-10 zone. For that reason, at 
this time, trail development will not take place within the AF-10 zone, but will be confined 
to the 30-foot wide western side (zoned EF-80) of the corridor where it is adjacent to the 
AF~ 10 zone. OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 
4, 11 and 14, and does not contain additional requirements for the establishment of a 
recreational trail. 

3. Regarding criterion (B), the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards 
or criteria for review of transportation facilities. Findings of consistency with the 
comprehensive plan and statewide land use planning goals were made as pa11 of Ordinance 
904, and will be carried through and into any instrument adopted on remand to allow the 
proposal to proceed, 

The Transpo1tation System Plan, a part of the Transpo1tation Element of the county's 
Comprehensive Plan, also specifically addressed the "Yamhelas Westsider Trail" that is 
the subject of this remand. On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, 
amending its comprehensive plan to specifically "acknowledge the potential future use of 
a 15.25~mile section of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and 
Gaston as a bicycle and hiking trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same 
right-of-way for commuter and/or freight rail." These findings support the adoption of an 
additional amendment to the county's comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership 
of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by the county, and designating the segment 
between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton as the first trail seg~~<lW:> 
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constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process ofreceiving. 

Policy 5.5 of the county's Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 
"Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan," was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following 
sentence: 

"4. Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With 
Trail Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important 
to both the County's rail and trail/bikeway systems." 

Under the heading "A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested Improvements" the 
county added: 

"HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 

Vicinity: 
Section: 

North Central Yamhill County 
Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to 
Hagg Lake 

Length: 15.25 miles in Yamhill County 
Alignment: Horizontal Predominantly flat 
Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing 

railroad right-of-way 
Estimated Cost: TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)" 

A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and rum1ing north to cross Scoggins Creek, 
in Washington County, labeled "Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail." 

Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled "H. Other Transportation Projects," as 
follows: 

"5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL 
PROJECT (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell l 7~miles of abandoned 
railway for $9 million. In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 
million. The abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake. 
The corridor com1ects the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and 
Gaston. The Majority of the railway is in Yamhill County, with 1 .75 miles 
entering into Washington County. (See Figure 31.1) 

The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted 
solution to multiple issues. It would allow alternative access to 
destinations, increase tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the 
Willamette Valley. Hagg Lake provides various facilities to the public and 
cycling communities greatly utilize the roads surrounding the lake. From 
this destination and traveling south, the only access for cyclists is along a 
busy state highway (Hwy 47). There is a lack of off-street recreational 
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trails in this area. 

The proposed trail would also enhance economic development. Presently 
tourism and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen 
via Highway 47. The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line 
along with the trail component. The Rail with Trail project will improve 
regional accessibility for business owners and allow the connection to other 
rail lines in the foture, Yamhill County is known for its agricultural 
production and wine industry. This project will also be a critical factor 
towards the long term viability for manufacturing and tourism in the 
valley." 

These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners 
following a duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the 
Board. The proposed use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan that apply to the proposed use. 

4. Regarding criterion (C), the parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, 
shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features. The 
property is a pre-existing transportation corridor that is generally 60 feet wide, and wider 
in places. Even along the AF-10 segment of the conidor, the corridor in the EF-80 zone 
currently available for trail uses is 30-feet wide. Trail uses are expected to occupy only 
12 feet of that width. For most of the corridor, that leaves a potential buffer area of up to 
24 feet on both sides of the proposed trail. Adjacent to the AF-10 segment, the buffer 
available between the proposed trail and uses in the EF-80 zone is 18 feet, with a 30-foot 
buffer between trail uses and uses in the AF-10 zone. The shape of the corridor is largely 
straight, which was appropriate for rail uses and is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, 
ru1111ers, bicyclists and equestrians. The topography is relatively flat, with a grade that 
was appropriate for rail uses and is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, 
bicyclists and equestrians. There are drainageways that cross the corridor, including Stag 
Hollow Creek and two unnamed drainages. Railroad facilities crossed those drainages 
without difficulty, and it is feasible for the trail to cross the same drainages. The county 
has obtained a grant to plan for and design three bridges, and to build a bridge across Stag 
Hollow Creek. With regard to the "existence of improvementst much of the conidor, 
including parts of the corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, already contain well-drained 
ballast and a foot path. The consolidation of the ownership into a single tax lot is an 
improvement, making the subject linear propel1y more suitable for trail usage than any 
other use. With regard to natural features, the corridor passes through a scenic part of 
Yamhill County, and already contains some vegetative features (trees) that may be 
available (following and as a part of master planning) as a partial buffer between trail uses 
and neighboring uses at various locations. The proposal meets criterion (C). 

5. Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use is a passive-use trail to connect the cities of 
Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District. The 
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to 
vehicular transpo1tation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill 
County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. The "character of 
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the surrounding area" is rural, and oriented towards farming. For the reasons stated here 
and in addressing the farm impact standards, the character of the proposed is such that it 
will not substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for the 
permitted uses listed in the EF-80 zone. 

6. Regarding criterion (E), the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of 
public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use. Police 
and fire protection services are available. A master plan will address bridge construction, 
and whether bridges should be built to allow use by emergency vehicles. Access by 
emergency vehicles from Highway 240, from Fryer Road and elsewhere will improve 
access to the area by emergency vehicles, even if newly installed bridges will not 
accommodate such vehicles. Nothing about the trail renders inadequate existing 
services-it is proposed as a passive use recreation and transportation facility. The county 
also owns the 'Bus Barn' prope11y, which is the northern tenninus of the Yamhill to Carlton 
segment. Although a master plan has not yet been developed, the property is large enough, 
has water, subsurface sewage disposal and electricity, and it is feasible that the Bus Barn 
property can accommodate its cunent use and also serve as a trailhead with restroom 
facilities and other amenities for trail users. The site is already served by public po,ver. 
The land already has existing roads and access to serve the proposed use. 

7. Regarding criterion (F), the use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other 
allowable uses in the area. Findings establishing compliance with the fa1m impact 
standards (below) also establish compliance with this standard. For reasons stated 
elsewhere in these findings, the proposed use is or can be made compatible with residential 
uses and other uses allowed in the area. Conditions were adopted as part of Ordinance 
904 that will be imposed as part of the approval of the proposed use on this remand. With 
conditions, the proposed trail will be made compatible with existing uses and other 
allowable uses in the area. Please see additional findings below regarding existing uses 
in the area. 

8. Conditional uses in the EF-80 district must also comply with the following criteria found 
in 402.07(A): 

1. The use will not force sign(ficanr change in accepted farming or forest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

2. The use will not sign~ficantly increase the cost of accepted fimning orforest 
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

These criteria are the same as required by ORS 215.296. ORS 215.296 states, in relevant 
part: 

".Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones: violation of standards: 
complaint: penalties: exceptions to standards. (1) A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) 
or (11) or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its 
designee finds that the use will not: 
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(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 
surtounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 

(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 
on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

(2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 
215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval 
set forth in subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the 
imposition of conditions. Any conditions so imposed shall be clear 
and objective. * * *" 

8.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 
subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 
forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 
will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices. ORS 
215.203 defines "farm use," and contains the following definition of "accepted fanning practice" 
that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance. ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 

"As u~ed in this subsection, 'accepted farming practice' means a mode of operation 
that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 
fa1ms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in coajunction with farm 
use." 

8.2 For purposes of this analysis, the "area" under consideration includes all fatm 
operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60~foot wide transportation 
corridor. The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 
State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of Car1ton. 

8.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 
feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 
Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings. A hearing was held 
before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018. At the hearing, farm managers and operators 
within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 
more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 
farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by faim 
operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 
trail. 

8.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 
about the col1'idor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area. 

8.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 
hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops. No specific livestock operations were 
identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 
in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 
corridor segment under review. Following the public hearings on this matter, a person testified 
to the Board that he has milking cows within 750 feet of the trail corridor. Other crops that might 
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be present because they are common in Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion 
benies, beans, cherries, arborvitae (nursery stock). Testimony was also received regarding cattle 
and sheep being raised or maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor. The area 
also includes riparian and forested areas where no farm uses are clmently taking place. 

8.6 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 
machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition. 
There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place. Farm labor is 
likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted. Farm machinery is 
routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 
corridor. Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to 
regularly cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year. (The county has indicated 
its intent to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that 
would benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.) 
Fields may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources. No commercial 
forestry has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to 
agricultural uses likely take place. 

8. 7 The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of 
grass seed and/or pasture. Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 
recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor. At the location of the orchard, the corridor 
is heavily wooded, buffering inf01mal trail use apparently being made of the corridor. There is 
also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 
orchard. The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (ditt road) adjacent to the 
corridor, further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 

8.8 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 
Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 
and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the c01Tidor as a public trail. It has been asse1ted 
that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 
the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, wiH prevent a farm operator raising 
filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 
Highway 47. The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 
that will cause the farm operator's costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 
an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 

8.8.1 In these proposed :findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 
rejected, for the following reasons. First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 
pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, "pesticides") or other substances potentially 
harmful to human health on people or on prope1ty other than property owned or otherwise under 
the control of the fa1m operator. Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 
sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 
them to "drift" off-site. (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)). Farmers or spray operators who allow 
pesticides to drift can currently be held "strictly liable'' because such activities can be considered 
"abnormally dangerous." Actions for trespass and negligence are cunently not foreclosed by 
right-to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide 
use that is "done in a reasonable and pmdent manner." (see ORS 30.939) It is not the county or 
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anyone else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying 
within the boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted 
by the federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the 
proposed trail. 

8.8.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 
additional persons in potential hann's way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 
incur additional, "significant" expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 
of the trail. "Reasonable and prudent'' pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, "considered 
to be a farming practice" for purposes of state farming protection laws. 

8.8.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 
hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 
from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed. The 
hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 
corridor. When discussing an EPA rule, that was being considered (in modified form) for 
adoption by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would 
not be able to spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway. He stated that the trees need 
weekly foliar sprays in the morning when tree sugar is at a certain level. He also discussed the 
need to manage filbertworm outbreaks, and eastern filbe11 blight that kills trees three years after it 
first appears. He stated that there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be 
killed by the blight, ten years after it appears. Testimony received from a second farmer, who 
grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, was to the effect that the county should indemnify fa1mers 
against potential claims by trail users that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 

8.8.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 
Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility. 
That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 
"workers (and occupants oflabor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm." Under 
the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to avoid spraying people and to prevent the 
drift of pesticides off of their prope1ty is unchanged. 

8.8.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 
precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 
spray operators and trail users. It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 
other times when trail use is light. Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 
near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place. Such signs are currently available, and 
have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston. Temporary barriers, with signage, might 
be employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift. State law already 
requires that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and 
that they follow the label instructions of the spray being applied. Off-site pesticide drift is not 
allowed. The county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm 
operations to ensure that reasonable and prndent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental 
poisoning of trail users. 

8.8.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 
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might drift off of the property to which it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 
they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time-consuming inspections of farm 
operations by governmental agencies. However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 
perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 
for farmers, are speculative. This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 
complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 
county. Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 
driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 
routinely produced by farm operators, 

8,8,7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 
in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 
and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail. Signage can also be used to warn 
trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 
property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
corridor or on adjacent lands. Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 
the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 
practices. 

8.8.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 
lawsuits arising from spray drift-as noted, Oregon has right-to-fam1 laws that currently limit 
lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices. Counties do not currently 
indemnify fa1mers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 
drift. Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 
specific examples have been identified. No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 
to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 
practices that may or may not be "reasonable and prudent." 

8.8.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 
existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 
significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 
surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area. Clear 
and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 
signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will fmther 
minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 
bikers, and equestrians. 

8.9 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 
that are located within the notice area for this proceeding. Some of those farmers have indicated 
that trail users will trespass on their prope1ty, significantly impacting faim practices and/or costs. 
Examples given included: trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding fa1m fields and 
orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding fa1m fields; dangerous or harassing 
interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 
opportunities. Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 
equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Po1tland, and have indicated that they fear 
homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 
drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 
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makeshift camps. A farmer also testified that "fire" was an issue. There is no reason to believe 
that trail users present any greater risk of fire than is posed by users of other public rights-of-way 
in the county. Additionally, a developed trail will provide greater access for fire response vehicles 
to areas adjacent to the trail. 

8.9.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 
incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater C011"idor, which 
is a relatively dense urban and suburban area. Problems related to homelessness in the 
Springwater Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped 
enforcing laws along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping. This type of problem can be 
minimized regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the 
establishment ofrules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and 
through the enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 

8.9.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings-damage to 
crops, vandalism and other criminal activities-----could significantly impact farm practices and 
significantly increase the cost of farming. However, there are effective management and design 
mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 
and policing. Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 
citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 
other, developed trails. Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 
be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 
trespassers. Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 
law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 
and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents. Conditions are proposed requiring the 
establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 
minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 
quickly. With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 
significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 
significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 

8.10 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally: 
the corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet ,vide. Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 
feet of that width. That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 
trail. Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 
views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing. 

8.11 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most pait, peacefully co
existed with nonfarm uses and existing transp01tation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 
the state and nation for many years. Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 
accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 
and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices. The same methods used 
to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 
significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses-, 
than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county's many roads, with a smaller buffer 
area than is potentially available with the proposed use. 
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8.12 It is the county's intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 
potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail. It appears feasible for the 
county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 

8.13 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 
Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses. The county intends to mitigate 
and minimize potential impacts to those uses and prope11y owners as well, but is not required to 
address those uses under ORS 215.296. 

8.14 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 
trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville. Benefits include 
increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater oppo1iunities for agri-tourism, and an 
alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 
Carlton School District. In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 
two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 
route between schools and students living in both communities. This community connection also 
raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 
fmihering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 
within the conidor. 

8.15 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 
constructed begim1ing circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 
operated for approximately 100 years. It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 
transpo1iation opp011unities. The potential fann impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 
from farming on trail users--e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 
someone's trespassing pet. The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers. There are 
mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 
the impacts alleged. The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trai) 
uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet. Fencing and signage alone will 
minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 
longer be considered "significant." Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 
uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to fmiher 
minimize potential trespass impacts. Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 
regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring fa1mers insist on spraying up to the corridor. 
Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted fanning practices. Other 
existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 
substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals. It 
therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 
appropriate fencing and signage. Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 
standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided tlu·ough final design and/or a master plan established 
prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public. 

It should also be noted that, for conditional uses within the farm zone, the Planning Depruiment 
has required prope11y owners to sign and record an affidavit stating the following: 

"The subject property is located in an area designated by Yamhill County for 
agricultural uses. It is the county policy to protect agriculturnl operations from 
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conjlicth1g land uses in such designated areas. Accepted agricultural practices in 
this area may create inconveniences for the m1111ers or occupants of this property. 
However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 
responsibility to modify accepted pract;ces to accommodate the owner or 
occupants of this property, with the exception of such operator's violation ofSJate 
law." 

The idea of this affidavit is to ale1t the prope1ty owner and potential users of the land that 
neighboring agricultural operations will not be required to modify their farming practices 
on behalf of the neighboring use. With conditions and the above affidavit, it appears that 
the use will not cause significant conflicts with neighboring farming operations. 

8.16 The following findings address the consistency of the proposal with the Statewide 
Land Use Planning Goals. 

8.16.1 Goal I-Citizen Involvement. Goal l directs local governments to adopt 
and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process. In 
this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 
Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 
oppo1tunity for citizen involvement. All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 
and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 

8.16.2 Goal 2-Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base). Goal 2 
requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 
govermnental units. Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 
agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 
area affected. The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long
established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals. It is 
the county's standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 
proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 

Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions. A factual basis for 
this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 
was supplemented through the hearing process. The county's decision can be supported by 
substantial evidence. 

8.16.3 Goal 3-Agricultural Lands. Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 
and maintain agricultural land. The trail corridor is situated in a fam1 zone, but has been covered 
with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad conidor for approximately 100 years. Much of 
the corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 
transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882. The county has 
considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 
weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transpm1ation, and 
other social benefits of use of the property for a trail. In this case, conflicts between use of the 
site for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 
surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 
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8.16.4 Goal 4-Forest Lands. Goal 4 directs local governments to "conserve 
forest lands." The segment of cmTidor in question is zoned EFU. Parts of the corridor are 
forested, but for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest 
uses, and more suited for trail/recreational uses. 

8.16.5 Goal 5-Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natura] Resources. 
Goal 5 is "To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources." The proposed trail 
will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses. None of the identified 
watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources. All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 
constructing bridges across the identified watercourses. 

8.16.6 Goal 6-Air, Water and Land Resources Quality. Under Goal 6, local 
governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 
environmental standards. All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 
constructing bridges across identified watercourses. Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail
biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 

8.16.7 Goal 7-Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards. Goal 7 directs 
local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards. Construction 
of the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 
watercourses and their associated floodplains. The county regulates development in :floodways 
and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 
7. 

8.16.8 Goal 8-Recreational Needs. Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 
the recreational needs of its citizens. A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi
modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 
cities of Yamhill and Carlton. The proposal promotes Goal 8. 

8.16.9 Goal 9-Economic Development. Goal 9 directs local government to 
provide adequate oppmiunities for continued economic growth in Oregon. The focus of Goal 9 
is on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas. However, extensive 
testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 
promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 
cotmty's extensive agricultural economy. The trail is expected to benefit the county 
economically, especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 

8.16.10 Goal 10-Housing. Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 
of the state. No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 
could be used for housing from any inventory. Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 

8.16.11 Goal 11-Public Facilities and Services. Goal 11 is "To plan and develop 
a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 
for urban and rural development." This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 
public facilities or services. 

8 .16 .12 Goal 12-Transportation. Goal 12 directs local governments "to provide 
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and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transp011ation system." In this case, the county 
has purchased a transportation conidor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 
approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 
to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses. The proposal to develop an alternative 
transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 
horse directly promotes Goal 12. The only· other transportation facility available, Oregon 
Highway 47, is not suitable for these uses. 

8.16.13 Goal 13-Energy Conservation. Goal 13 declares that: "land and uses 
developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 
forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles." By promoting a safe and appealing 
facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 
amendment promotes Goal I 3. 

8.16.14 Remaining Goals. None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 
Goals are relevant to this application. 

*END 
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OFFICE OF COUNTY COUNSEL 

535 NE Fifth Street, McMinnville, OR 97128 • 503/434-7502 • Fax 503/434-7553 • TTY 800/735-2900 

February 11, 2019 

Ken Friday, Director 
Yamhill County Department of 
Planning and Development 
525 NE Fourth Street 
McMiimville, Oregon 97128-4523 

Re: Docket G-01-18 

Dear Mr. Friday, 

CHRISTIAN Hm'.NISCII 
COUN I t' COUNSEL 

TODD S.-\01.0 

,\'f.NIOR . ISSIST.-JNTCOL'NTI' COUNSEi. 

JOSEl'HINE KO 
,ss,sr,1.vr COUNT)' COUN.w:,. 

:'IIIKALIE J. FR EI 
PAR.IJ. EG,1/. 

The purpose of this letter is to request, on behalf of the applicant, Yamhill County, that 
your Depa11ment schedule a hearing to consider Ordinance 904, which was remanded to the county 
in Van Dyke v. Yamhill County. LUBA No. 2018-061, on December 20, 2018. 

Thank you, and please contact me if you have questions or concerns. 

f 
. 

Ti 1olhy S. Sadlo 
Se ior Assistant Yam.hill County Counsel 
Of attorneys for Yam.hill County 

RECEIVED 
FEB_ 112019 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 

OF THE STAIB OF OREGON RECEIVED 
DEC ? 7 2018 

Jllvf VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, 
MARK VAN DYKE, VELMA VAN DYKE, YAMHILL COUNTY COUNSEL 

RIVERVIBW FARMS INC., BEN VAN DYKE, 
BEN VAN DYKE FARMS INC., BRIAN SCHMIDT, 

SCOTI BERNARDS, LESTER SITTON, 
BROOK SITTON, ALLEN SITTON, 

TIM PFEIFFER, MARY ALLICE PFEIFFER, 
RICHARD CLOEPFIL, CHRISTY CLOEPFil.,, 

TOM HAMMER, KELSEY FREESE, 
HAROLD KUEHNE, JOLENE KUEHNE, 

ERIC HUEHNE, MARK GAIBLER, 
GREG MCCARTHY, DARREN SUTIIBRLAND, 

andB.J. MATTHEWS, 
PetitionersJ 

12/20/J.8 Ml 9:32 LUBA 
and 

KRIS WEINBENDER, 
Intervenor-Petitioner, 

vs. 

YAMHILL COUNTY, 
Respondent. 

LUBA No. 2018-061 

FINAL OPINION 
AND ORDER 

Appeal from Yamhill County. 

Wendie L. Kellington, Lake Oswego, filed the petition for review and 
argued on behalf of petitioners and intervenor-petitioner. With her on the brief 
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1 was Kellington Law Group PC. 
2 
·. 3 ·, / i :;; ::_;, :·-; Timothy S. Sadlo, Assistant Yamhill County Counsel, McMinnville, filed 
4. t~e response brief and argued on behalf of respondent. 

.. ,5; ·. 

1 ,; 1.it,;fr. · ,·wi r" ,, 1,BASSHAM, Board Member; ZAMUDIO, Board Member, participated in 
7 the decision. 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

RYAN, Board Chair, did not participate in the decision. 

REMANDED 12/20/2018 

You are entitled to judicial review of this Order. Judicial review is 
govemed by the provisions of ORS 197.850. 
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1 Opinion by Bassham. 

2 NATURE OF THE DECISION 

3 Petitioners appeal Ordinance 904, which amends the county 

4 transportation system plan (TSP) to (I) acknowledge county ownership of a 

5 12.48~mile segment of a railroad corridor, and (2) authorize development of a 

6 recreational trail within a 2.82-mile segment of the conidor that rnns between 

7 the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 

8 FACTS 

9 The rail corridor at issue is part of a longer rail corridor that was 

10 established by the Oregon Central Raih'oad Company in 1872, after the raih-oad 

11 acquired ·deeds to the 60-foot-wide conidor from adjoining property owners. 

12 Rail operations ceased in the early 1980s, and some of the track was removed. 

13 Since the 1990s> various groups have advocated convetting the corridor to a 

14 recreational trail. In 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, which amended 

15 the TSP to designate the entil'e corridor segment within the county as a future 

16 rails~to-trails project, and recommended acquiring portions of the corridor and 

17 constmcting a recreational path within the existing raifroad right of way. 

18 The county obtained grants to study a rails-to-trails conversion, including 

19 design of three bridges that must be constructed. Starting in 2015, the county 

20 held a number of planning sessions. In November 2017, the county paid the 

21 then-cunent owner of the mil corridor $1.4 million for a quitclaim deed to a 

22 12.48-mile segment of the rail corridor (the corridor). 
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1 On April 3, 201.8, the county initiated legislative proceedings leading to 

2 the adoption of the ordinance challenged in this appeal. The ordinance (1) 

3 acknowledges that the county owns the 12.48-mile segment of the rail corridor,1 

4 and (2) authorizes "immediate development" of a 2.82-mile segment that runs 

5 between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. This 2.82-mile segment of the 

6 corridor is largely within an area that is planned fol' agricultural use and zoned 

7 exclusive farm use (EFU), although on a p01tio11 of the segment half of the 

8 corridor is zoned Agriculture-Forestry Small Holding District (AF-10). 

9 Although the proceedings were conducted pursuant to county procedures 

10 that govern legislative decisions, which generally do not require individual 

11 notice, the county mailed notice of hearings to property owners within 750 feet 

12 of the co111dor. On May 3, 2018, the planning commission conducted a 

13 hearing, at which petitioners, who own agricultural land adjacent to the 

14 co1Tidor, appeared in opposition. Petitioners provided testimony l'egarding 

15 impacts of the proposed trail on adjoining farm practices. Among the issues 

16 raised by the Oregon Fann Bureau and others was whether proposed 

17 construction of the recreational trail required findings of compliance with ORS 

18 215,296, which generally require findings that non-farm uses allowed in the 

19 EFU zone do not force a significant change in accepted farm practices on 

1 Petitioners contend, and• the county does not dispute, that amending the 
TSP to acknowledge ownership of the rail con'idor was intended to facilitate 
obtaining future grants necessary to plan for and develop the recreational trail. 
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1 smTounding lands devoted to fmm use, or significantly increase the cost of 

2 accepted farm practices on such lands. See n 4.' In addition, opponents raised 

3 issues regarding whether the county is the legal owner of the con-idor, taking 

4 the position that, notwithstanding the quitclaim deeded granted to the county~ 

5 when the railroad use ceased in the 1980s the ownership of the corridor reverted 

6 to the adjoining landowners. 

7 A motion to recommend approval of the draft ordinance failed, 4w4, and 

8 the planning commission ultimately voted to forward the ordinance to the board 

9 of commissioners without recommendation. 

10 On May 11, 2015, the assistant county counsel (who was also acting as 

11 the applicant) submitted proposed findings taking the position that the proposed 

12 recreational trail is not subject to ORS 215.296. fu the alternative, the proposed 

13 findings addressed the requirements of ORS 215.296 and the testimony 

14 regarding in1pacts on fann practices and concluded that ORS 215.296 is 

15 satisfied, based on identified means of mitigation or minimization of impacts to 

16 fann practices. Record 322. 

17 On May 15, 2018, the board of commissioners conducted a hearing on 

18 the ordinance. At the conclusion of the May 15, 2018 hearing, the three 

19 commissioners deliberated and voted 2w 1 against the proposal, with 

20 Commissioner Sta1Tett and Olson voting against. Record 223. Following the 

21 May 15, 2018 hearing, county counsel, the county administrator and the deputy 

22 county administrator met with Commissioner Olson in a successful attempt to 
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1 pel'suade him to change his vote. On May 22, 2018, the county mailed notice 

2 that the board of commissioners would reconsider the May 15, 2018 vote at a 

3 May 31, 2018 fonnal session. 

4 On May 30, 2018, the commissionel's met in fonnal session. Although 

5 the notice stated that no additional testimony would be received, the 

6 commissioners allowed public testimony. At the conclusion of the session, 

7 Commissioner Olson made a motion to reconsider the original motion that was 

8 rejected on May 15, 2018. The motion to reconsider passed 2-1. On 

9 reconsideration, the motion to approve the proposed ordinance passed 2-1. 

10 Exhibit A of Ordinance 904 consists of revised findings proposed by the 

11 assistant county counsel, which include additional findings and conditions 

12 intended to ensure compliance with ORS 215.296. 

13 This appeal followed. 

14 INTRODUCTION 

15 Petitioners advance six assignments of etror. The fifth and sixth 

16 assignments of e1Tor involve procedural or process matters that we address first, 

17 because their resolution could affect how we resolve the remaining assignments 

18 of error. We next address the first, second and third assignments of e1Tor, 

19 which challenge the county's findings regarding compliance with ORS 215.296 

20 and county land use regulations implementi11g ORS 215.296. Finally, we 

21 address the fourth assignment of error, which challenges the county's failure to 
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1 adopt findings addressing the issue raised below regarding whether the county 

2 legally owns the conidor. 

3 FIFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 

4 As noted, the county processed the application as a legislative action, 

5 Petitioners argue that both the county code and state law required the county to 

6 process the application under quasi-judicial procedures, subject to ORS 197.763 

7 and local quasi-judicial equivalents. Among other things, petitioners argue that 

8 the countis failure to process the application under quasi-judicial procedures 

9 meant that petitioners were denied several procedural protections, including the 

10 right to a request continuance of the evidentiazy hearing and a decision free of 

11 undisclosed ex parte contacts pursuant to ORS 215.422(3) and Yamhill County 

12 Zoning Ordinance (YZCO) 1402, 

13 We agree with petitioners. As explained under the first and third 

14 assignments of error, discussed below, the proposed recreational path is a 

15 transportation facility or improvement allowed in the county EFU zone as a 

16 conditional use, pursuant to YCZO 402,04(N).2 A proposed land use that 

2 YCZO 402.04 provides, in relevant part: 

'The following uses are allowed in the Exclusive Farm Use 
District upon conditional use approval. Approval of these uses is 
subject to the Conditional Use ci-iteria and requirements of Section 
1202, and subsection 402.07(A) of this ordinance and any other 
provision set forth below. Applications shall be reviewed under the 
Type B procedure of Section 1301: 
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1 requires a conditional land use permit must be processed under quasHudicial 

2 procedures. YCZO 402.04 specifies that conditional uses in the EFU zone are 

3 subject to conditional use criteria in YCZO 1202 and 402.07(A), and "shall be 

4 reviewed under the Type B procedure of Section 1301t which is one of the 

5 county's quasi-judicial review procedures. For that reason alone, we agree with 

6 petitioners that the county erred in processing the application under county 

7 legislative, rather than quasHudicial, land use procedures. 

8 In addition, we agree with petitioners that under state law the decision 

9 must be viewed as a quasi-judicial decision. In Strawbeny Hill 4-Wheelers v. 

10 Board of Comm., 287 Or 591, 602-603, 601 P2d 769 (1979), the Oregon 

11 Supreme Court established a three-factor test to dete11nine whether a land use 

12 matter is quasi--judicial or legislative: 

13 1. Is the process bound to result in a decision? 

14 2, Is the making of the decision bound to apply preexisting criteria 
15 to concrete facts? 

16 3. Is the matter directed at a closely circumscribed factual 
17 situation 01· a small number of persons? 

18 No factor is determinative, but answering two or three of the questions in the 

19 affi1mative suggests that the matter is quasi-judicial in nature. Id. 

"* * * * * 

"N. Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and 
improvements not allowed under Subsections 402.02(K) or 
402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660~ 12." 
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1 Petitioners argue that all three factors point to the conclusion that the 

2 matter is quasHudicial, and we agree. The process was initiated by a land use 

3 application that, among other things, sought final county land use approval to 

4 constmct improvements for a proposed transportation facility. The county 

5 argues that the board of commissioners could have tabled proceedings on the 

6 application at any point, and was free at all times to refuse to make any decision 

7 on the application, However, the county cites to nothlng in the county code or 

8 elsewhere that purports to authorize the county to refuse to make a decision on 

9 a land use application pending before it that, among other things, seeks 

10 approval to construct a transportation facility. 

11 The second factor-application of preexisting criteria to concrete facts-

12 also points to a quasHudicial decision. As discussed below, the county was 

13 required to apply discretionary approval standards that implement ORS 

14 215.296, which address impacts on farm practices on land adjoining the 2.82-

15 mile segment of rail c011·idor. As noted, the countfs findings in fact address 

16 compliance with ORS 215.296, address a number of specific impacts to farm 

17 practices that were raised by participants below, and impose conditions 

18 intended to mitigate or avoid such impacts. 

19 For similar reasons, the third factor-whether the matter is directed at a 

20 closely circumscribed factual situation or relatively small number of persons-

21 also points to a quasi-judicial decision. The county argues that the proposed 

22 2.82-mile segment of trail, once constructed, will be enjoyed by many 
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1 thousands of bicyclists and pedestrians from across the county and the region, 

2 and further that the farm impacts addressed in the decision affect 40 different 

3 parcels and 34 different property owners, However, in the context of a 

4 transportation facility the focus under this factor is not on the number of people 

5 that will use the facility on a daily or annual basis, as otherwise this factor 

6 would suggest that approval of virtually any and all transpo1tation facilities 

7 would constitute legislative decisions. The focus instead is on whether the 

8 characteristics of the proposed transpmtation facility, including its size and 

9 location, are such that the land use consequences are dispropmtionately 

10 concentrated on a relatively small pool of persons, as opposed to a larger region 

11 or the general population. Here, the decision approves construction of a 2,82-

12 mile recreational path that, surrounding farmers allege, will cause specific and 

13 direct adverse impacts on a relatively small number of adjacent fann operations. 

14 We conclude that the third Strawbeny Hill factor is met and consideration of all 

15 tluee factors indicates that the county's action is quasi-judicial in nature. 

16 Accordingly, the county e1Ted in processing the application under its 

17 legislative rather than its quasi-judicial procedures. Consequently, the county 

18 was required to process the application pursuant to quasi-judicial procedures at 

19 YCZO 1301, and further was requfred to conduct any land use hearings 

20 pursuant to procedures implementing ORS 197.763. 

21 Under ORS 197.835(9)(a)(B), LUBA shall remand a decision where the 

22 local govermnent "[fJailed to follow the procedures applicable to the matter 
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1 before it in a manner that prejudiced the substantial rights of the petitioner.>> 

2 Petitioners argue that the county's failure to'follow quasi-judicial procedures 

3 prejudiced their substantial rights, noting the planning commission rejected 

4 their request to continue the initial evidentiary hearing to allow submission of 

5 additional evidence, a request that the county is obligated to grant under local 

6 quasi-judicial procedures implementing ORS 197.763(6). TI1e county generally 

7 disputes that any procedural enor prejudiced petitioners' substantial rights, but 

8 does not respond to petitioners' specific allegations of prejudice for failure to 

9 comply with ORS 197.763. Accordingly, we agree with petitioners that the 

10 county's failure to follow quasi-judicial procedures implementing ORS 197.763 

11 prejudiced their substantial rights, and that remand is necessary for the county 

12 to review the application under the appropriate quasHudicial procedures.3 

13 The fifth assignment of error is sustained. 

14 SIXTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 

1 S As noted, the application initially failed to gain approval at the May 15, 

16 2018 board of commissioners' meeting. However, on May 30, 2018, the 

17 commissioners met and voted 2-1 to reconsider their May 15, 2018 decision and 

18 ultimately voted 2-1 to approve the application. Petitioners argue that the May 

3 Petitioners also advance arguments under the Due Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Because we sustain the fifth 
assignment of error on sub-constitutional grounds, there is no need to address 
petitioners' constitutional arguments. 
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1 15, 2018 denial was the county's final decision, because the motion for 

2 reconsideration was improper under YCZO 900, section 5.02, which provides: 

3 "A motion to reconsider any item may be made only by a 
4 commissioner who voted with the majority on the question or a 
5 commissioner who was absent for the vote. Such a motion can be 
6 made only at the same meeting that the original motion was 
7 adopted, or at the next formal session." 

8 Petitioners contend that the motion to reconsider was improper because the 

9 "item!) voted on at the May 31, 2018 meeting-approval or denial of the 

10 application based on modified findings and additional conditions of approval-

11 was not the same "item>' that was the subject of the May 15, 2018 vote resulting 

12 in denial of the application. Because the findings and conditions were 

13 modified, petitioners argue, the matter before the commissioners was not the 

14 same "item" and therefore YCZO 900, section 5.02 does not provide a basis to 

15 reconsider the county's othe1wise final May 15, 2018 denial. 

16 The county does not respond to petitioners' arguments regarding the 

17 meaning of "item" and whether YCZO 900, section 5.02 is properly understood 

18 to allow reconsideration of an item that, following the initial vote, has been 

19 modified. Nonetheless, petitioners' arguments do not provide a basis for 

20 reversal or remand. As explained, remand is necessary for the county to 

21 conduct new proceedings that comply with quasi~judicial procedures, the result 

22 of which will be a new vote on whether or not to approve the application. 

23 Accordingly, there is no point in resolving petitioners' challenges to the alleged 

24 error in reconsidering the May 15, 2018 denial. 
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1 We do not reach the sixth assignment of error. 

2 FIRST AND THIRD ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

3 Under the first assignment of error, petitioners challenge the county's 

4 finding that the application is not subject to the standards in ORS 215.296(1).4 

5 Petitioners also challenge the county's alternative findings of compliance with 

6 ORS 215.296. Alternatively, petitioners argue that even if ORS 215.296 does 

7 not apply to the proposed transportation facility, the facility is a conditional use 

8 under the county's EFU zone, and therefore subject to YCZO 402.0?(A), which 

9 implements ORS 215.296 in identical terms. For the same reason, petitioners 

10 argue under the third assignment of e11·or that the application is subject to the 

11 conditional use standards at YCZO 1202, which the county failed to address. 

12 Finally, petitioners argue that a portion of the rail coll'idor is within the AF-10 

4 ORS 215.296(1) provides: 

"A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 (2) or 
( 4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its 
designee finds that the use will not: 

"(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest 
practices on surrnunding lands devoted to farm or forest use; 
or 

"(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest 
practices on sun.-ounding lands devoted to farm or forest 
use." 
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1 zone, a residential zone in which a transportation facility of this kind is not 

2 authorized at all. 

3 As discussed under the fifth assignment of enor, remand is necessary in 

4 any event for the county to conduct new evidentiary proceedings consistent 

5 with ORS 197.763, which will result in a new decision based on a different 

6 evidentia1y record and, most likely, different findings. Accordingly, we address 

7 here only the legal issues raised by the patties regarding the applicable criteria. 

8 For the reasons below, we agree with petitioners that the proposed facility is a 

9 conditional use in the county EFU zone and hence subject to the standards at 

10 YCZO 402.07(A) and 1202. Because the standards at YCZO 402.07(A) 

11 replicate the standards at ORS 215.296, we need not resolve whether ORS 

12 215.296 applies directly. Finally, because the decision must be remanded for a 

13 new decision based on new evidentiary proceedings, we do not reach 

14 petitioners' adequacy and evidentimy challenges to the county's present 

15 fmdings of compliance with ORS 215 .296. 

16 A. YCZO 402.04(N) 

17 As noted above, Ordinance 904 approves the "immediate development'' 

18 of a 2.82-mile segment of the rail corridor as a recreational bicycle and 

19 pedestrian path, including constmction of a bridge. Under the third assignment 

20 of error, petitioners argue that the approved development is a "transportation 

21 facility[y] or improvement[]'' listed as a conditional use in the county EFU zone 
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1 under YCZO 402.04(N). Seen 2. YCZO 402.04(N) authorizes as a conditional 

2 use in the EFU zone: 

3 "Roads) highways and other transportation facilities and 
4 jmprovements not allowed under Subsections 402.02(K) or 
5 402.04(1), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12/, 

6 The county's fmdings do not address YCZO 402.04(N) or take the position that 

7 the proposed facility•is not a facility described in YCZO 402.04(N). On appeal, 

8 we do not understand the county to dispute that a recreational path of the kind 

9 approved here is a "transportation facilit[y] and improvement[f for purposes of 

10 YCZO 402.04(N), and hence categorized as a conditional use in the county 

11 EFU zone. Nonetheless, the county argues that no conditional use permit under 

12 YCO 402.04(N) is needed in this case for the approved development, because 

13 the transportation facility is authorized in the county TSP pursuant to Ordinance 

14 880. As noted> in 2012i the county adopted Ordinance 880, which amended the 

15 TSP to designate .the entil'e corridor segment within the county as a future rails-

16 to-trails project> and recommended acquiring portions of the corridor and 

I 7 constructing a recreational path within the existing railroad right of way. We 

18 do not understand the county to dispute that> in the absence of Ordinance 880, a 

19 conditional use pe1mit would be required to authorize constmction of the 

20 recreational path. However, the county contends that no conditional use permit 

21 is required in this case because the county's TSP ah·eady authorizes the 

22 proposed development. 
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1 We disagree with the county. That the county,s TSP includes language 

2 recommending that the county acquire property to develop a transportation 

3 facility does not mean that whatever land use perm.its are requfred to actually 

4 construct the facility under the local code or state law are thereby waived. The 

5 county could of course choose to approve whatever land use permits are 

6 required under law at the same time it approves an amendment to its TSP, but 

7 the latter is not a substitute for the former, or vice versa. 

8 The county co11·ectly notes that a decision that detennines "final 

9 engineering design, construction, operation, maintenance, repair or preservation 

10 of a transpottation facility which is otherwise authorized by and consistent with 

11 the comprehensive plan and land use regulations" is excluded from the 

12 definition of "permif) at ORS 215.402(4).5 That class of decisions is also 

13 excluded from the definition of "land use decisionn subject to LUBA's review, 

5 ORS 215.402(4) provides: 

"'Permif means discretionary approval of a proposed development 
of land under ORS 215.010 to 215.311, 215.317, 215.327 and 
215.402 to 215.438 and 215.700 to 215.780 or county legislation 
or regulation adopted pursuant thereto. 'Permit' does not include: 

"* * * * * 

"(c) A decision which determines final engineering design> 
constrnctioni operation, maintenance, repair or preservation 
of a transportation facility which is otherwise authorized by 
and consistent with the comprehensive plan and land use 
regulations[.f' 
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1 at ORS 197.015(10)(b)(D).6 However, that class of decisions does not include 

2 land use decisions that are subject to discretionaiy conditional use permit 

3 approval standards. Stated differently, a decision that approvesi for example, 

4 the "final engineering design" or "construction" of a transp01tation facility that 

5 is otherwise authorized by and consistent with a local TSP would fall within the 

6 definitional exclusions to ORS 215.402(4)(c) and ORS 197.015(10)(b)(D) only 

7 if there were no discretionary land use approval standards that must be applied 

8 to that decision, for example, if a transportation facility or improvement is an 

9 outright pennitted use in the applicable zone. However, where the proposed 

10 facility is categodzed as a conditional use in the applicable zone the local 

11 government can approve construction of the facility only after first addressing 

12 the applicable conditional use standards. 

13 The county also cites to OAR 660-012-0050(3), part of the 

14 Transportation Planning Rule addressing project development.7 We understand 

6 ORS 197.015(10)(b)(D) excludes from the definition of "land use 
decision,, at ORS 197.015(10)(a) a decision of a local government that 
"determmes final engineering design, constrnction, operation, maintenance, 
repair 01· preservation of a transportation facility that is otherwise authorized by 
and consistent with the comprehensive plan and land use regulations." 

7 OAR 660-012-0050(3) provides, in relevant pa1t: 

"Project development addresses how a transp01tation facility or 
improvement authorized in a TSP is designed and constructed. 
This may or may not require land use decision-making. The focus 
of project development is project implementation, e.g. alignment, 
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1 the county to argue that approval of the proposed recreational path constitutes 

2 "project development/' which need not require any land use decision-making1 

3 and that all land use authorizations necessary to approve the recreational path 

preliminary design and mitigation of impacts. During project 
development} projects author1zed in an acknowledged TSP shall 
not be subject to further justification with regard to their need, 
mode, function, or general location. For purposes of this section, a 
project is authorized in a TSP where the TSP makes decisions 
about transportation need1 mode, function and general location for 
the facility or improvement as required by this division. 

"(a) Project development does not involve land use decision
making to the extent that it involves transportation facilities, 
services or improvements identified in OAR 660-012-
0045( l )( a); the application of uniform road improvement 
design standards and other unifonnly accepted engineering 
design standards and practices that are applied during 
project implementation; procedures and standards for right
of-way acquisition as set forth in the Oregon Revised 
Statutes; or the application oflocal, state or federal rules and 
regulations that are not a pait of the local gover.11JUent's land 
use regulations. 

"(b) Project development involves land use decision~making to 
the extent that issues of compliance with applicable 
requirements requiring interpretation or the exercise of 
policy or legal discretion 01· judgment remain outstanding at 
the project development phase. These requirements may 
include * _* * transportation improvements. required to 
comply with ORS 215.296 or 660-012-0065(5). When 
project development involves land use decision-making, all 
unresolved issues of compliance with applicable 
acknowledged comprehensive plan policies and land use 
regulations shall be addressed and findings of compliance 
adopted prior to project approval. H 
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1 were fully accomplished by the adoption of Ordinance 880. However, OAR 

2 660-012-0050(3) provides no support for that argument. As OAR 660-012-

3 0050( 4) and (5) make clear, project development can avoid application of land 

4 use standards and decision-making only if all applicable standards have beeri 

5 applied and required decision-making have been made by the time of project 

6 development. The county did not, in adopting Ordinance 880 or at any other 

7 prior time, apply to the proposed facility the conditional use standards that 

8 govern development of transportation facilities in the county EFU zone under 

9 YCZO 402 and 1202. Nothing cited to us in OAR 660-012-0050 or elsewhere 

10 purpo1ts to authorize the county to waive otherwise applicable, mandatory, 

11 discretionary land use approval standards when approving a transp01tation 

12 facility or improvement. 

13 In sum, we agree with petitioners that the proposed facility is a 

14 conditional use in the county EFU zone, and the county ened in failing to apply 

15 the applicable conditional use standards at YCZO 402 and 1202. Relatedly, we 

16 agree with petitioners that a decision approving a transportation facility under 

17 discretionary conditional use petmit standards in YCZO 402 and 1202 is a 

18 "permit" decision as defined at ORS 215.402. Seen 5. As a consequence, the 

19 application for the proposed transportation facility must be approved subject to 

20 procedures consistent with ORS 215 .416. 

21 The third assigmnent of eITor is sustained. 
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1 B. AF-10 Zone 

2 As noted) a portion of the rail corridor adjoins a residential area zoned 

3 AF-10, and the AF-10 zone apparently extends to the midpoint of the rail 

4 corridor, so in that po1tion half of the corridor is zoned EFU and half AF-10. 

5 Petitioners argue that the AF-10 zone does not allow as a conditional or 

6 pennitted use a transportation facility of this kind, and is in fact prohibited. 8 

7 The county does not dispute that the AF-10 zone does not allow the 

8 proposed recreational trail. However, we understand the county to argue that 

9 the prohibition on non-listed uses in the AF-10 zone cam1ot prevent the county 

10 from approving a non-listed recreational trail use in the AF-10 zoned portion of 

- 11 the corridor, because the TSP as amended by Ordinance 880 recommends that 

12 the county acquire the rail co11'idor and constrnct a trail on a portion of the 

13 conidor.9 Although not enthely clea1\ the county appears to be arguing that any 

14 conflict between the AF-10 zone and the TSP must be resolved in favor of the 

8 YZCO 501.02 and 501.03 list the pennitted and conditional uses allowed 
in the AF-10 zone. Petitioners are correct that neither YZCO 501.02 nor 501.03 
list a recreational trail or similar transportation facility as an allowed use. 
YZCO 501.04 states that 'Tu]ses of land and water nor specifically mentioned 
in this section are prohibited in the AF~IO District." Thus, petitioners appear to 
be correct that the proposed recreational trail is prohibited in the AF-IO zone. 

9 The county also suggests that AJLIO's prohibition on unlisted uses cannot 
preclude approval of the trail because the rail co1'ridor has been a ll:ansp01tation 
facility since 1872. Response Brief 32-33. If the cou11ty is arguing that the 
recreational trail represents a lawful nonconforming use in the AF-10 zone, the 
argument is not developed sufficiently for review. 
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l TSP, because the TSP is part of the comprehensive plan, and hence 

2 hieratchlcally superior to the zoning ordinance. See Baker v. City of lvlilwaukie, 

3 271 Or 500, 514, 533 P2d 772 (1975) (a zone cannot allow a residential density 

4 that is prohlbited by the underlying comprehensive plan designation). 

5 The county's decision does not address the AF-10 zone prohibition on 

6 unlisted uses, including transp01tation facilities such as the proposed trail, and 

7 nothing in the record cited to us suggests that the county even considered the 

8 issue. We agree with petitioners that remand is necessary for the county to 

9 consider that issue and adopt any fmdings or measures necessary to avoid or 

10 resolve conflict between the TSP and the AF-10 zone.10 

11 C, ORS 215.296 

12 Under the first assignment of e11'or, petitioners challenge the county's 

13 conclusion that ORS 215 .296 does not apply to the proposed recreational trail. 

14 Petitioners also challenge the adequacy and evidentiary support for the county's 

15 alternative findings that the requirements of ORS 215.296 are met, with the 

16 conditions imposed, 

17 As explained above> the proposed trail is a conditional use in the county 

18 EFU zone under YCZO 402.04(N), which is subject not only to the conditional 

19 ·use permit standards at YCZO 1202, but also the faim impact standards at 

10 Such measures could be as simple as a condition limiting constmction of 
the recreational trail to the EFU-zoned half of the conidor. 
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1 YCZO 402.07(A), which is the local implementation of ORS 215.296. 11 Thus, 

2 even if ORS 21 S .296 does not apply directly, its substantive requirements apply 

3 via YCZO 402.07(A): Accordingly, there is no need in this opinion to resolve 

4 the rather complex legal arguments rngarding whether ORS 215.296 applies 

5 directly. 12 

11 YCZO 402.07(A) provides: 

"In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a 
conditional use, the applicant shall demonstrate compliance with 
the following criteria in addition to other requirements of this 
ordinance: 

"1. The use will not force significant change in accepted 
fanning or forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to 
farm or forest use. 

"2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted 
farming or forest practices on surrounding lands devoted to 
fann or forest use." 

12 Briefly, the statutory authority to allow transportation facilities such as the 
proposed recreational path in the county>s EFU zone is ORS 215.283(3), which 
delegates to the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) the 
authority to identify which transportation facilities not authorized in ORS 
215.283(1) or (2) may be allowed in the EFU zone without a goal excepti011, 
but subject to ORS 215.296. LCDC duly promulgated OAR 660-012-0065, a 
rule that is pait of the adminish·ative rule implementing Statewide Planning 
Goal 12 (Transportation Facilities). OAR 660-012-0065 applies to all rural 
areas, not limited to EFU lands or resource lands. OAR 660-012-0065(3) sets 
out a list of transportation facilities and improvements that may be approved on 
rural lands that do not require a goal exception. Among the listed uses are 
"Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails[.]" OAR 660~012-0065(3)(h). 
However, OAR 660-012-0065(3) does not mention ORS 215.296. The only 
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1 Because the substantive requirements of ORS 215 .296(1) and YCZO 

2 402.07(A) are identical, the county's findings addressing the statute can also 

3 serve to address the code equivalent. However, there is no point in resolving 

4 the parties' disputes over the adequacy and evidentiary support for the present 

5 findings of compliance with ORS 215.296, because the decision must be 

6 remanded in any event for new evidentiary proceedings, and on remand the 

7 evidence and likely the findings addressing the farm impact standards will 

mention of ORS 215.296 that occurs in OAR 660-012-0065 is in subsection (5), 
which is specific to facilities in EFU zones and forest zones. OAR 660-012-
0065(5) subjects five of the facilities listed m OAR 660-012-0065(3), not 
including "Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails," to an alternatives 
analysis, "in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of 
ORS 215.296[.]>' That parenthetical reference to ORS 215.296 is ambiguous, 
and can be read in context to indicate that LCDC intended that ORS 215 .296 
apply only to the five facilities subject to the alternatives analysis under OAR 
660-012-0065(5), and no other facilities listed in OAR 660-012-0065(3). 

The record includes a 2015 memorandum from staff at the Depa1tment of 
Land Conservation and Development (DLCD), taking the position that LCDC 
intended ORS 215.296 to apply to recreation trails on BFU land. Record 621-
22. Also in 2015, DLCD staff testified to the legislature that recreational trails 
allowed in the EFU zone under ORS 215.283(3) and OAR 660-012-0065 are 
subject to ORS 215.296. Response Brief App 3. In the findings, the county 
disagreed with DLCD staff, and interpreted OAR 660-012-0065 to apply ORS 
215.296 only to the five facilities identified in OAR 660-012-0065(5). 
Although we need not and do not resolve the dispute on this point> there is no 
question that OAR 660-012-0065 and related administrative rules are 
ambiguous and unclear on this issue. LCDC may wish to consider amending 
OAR 660-012-0065 or OAR 660-033-0120, Table 1> to make its intent more 
clear. 
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1 change. Accordingly, we decline to resolve petitioners, challenges to the 

2 adequacy and evidentiary suppo1t for the present findings. 

3 The third assignment of enor is sustained; the first assignment of error is 

4 sustained in part. 

5 SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 

6 The countyt s findings address whether the proposed plan amendment is 

7 consistent with the statewide planning goals. With respect to Goal 3, the 

8 findings state that due to compacted rail ballast within the corridor "[m]uch of 

9 the corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops[.]" Recol'd 23. Petitioners 

10 challenge that finding, arguh1g that is not supported by substantial evidence. 

11 Petitioners cite to testimony that sunounding farmers grow crops within the rail 

12 conidor (presumably in areas not covered by rail ballast). Fmther, petitioners 

13 argue that whether the land remains "agricultural land" subject to Statewide 

14 Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) depends not only on whether the soils can 

15 grow crops, but also whether the land is "necessary to permit farm practices to 

16 be undertaken on adjacent or nearby agricultural lands.>} OAR 660-033-

17 0020(l)(a)(C). Petitioners cite to testimony that some of the farmers who own 

18 or fam1 land on both sides of the corridor drive equipment across the corridor at 

19 frequent intervals during harvest operations. 

20 The county responds that the county's findings of consistency with Goal 

21 3 are supported by substantial evidence. The county argues that the fact that 

22 some farmers may (illegally) grow crops within the conidor does not 
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1 undemline the county's finding that much of the rail corridor is covered with 

2 compacted ballast. The county also argues that the county did not find> and did 

3 not need to find, that the rail corridor is no longer Hagricultural land" for 

4 purposes of Goal 3, only that the proposed recreational path is consistent with 

5 Goal 3. We agree with the county. A recreational trail approved under the 

6 applicable standards can be consistent with Goal 3, even if the rail corridor still 

7 qualifies as Hagricultmal land" as defined in Goal 3. Petitioners' arguments 

8 wider the third assignment of error thus do not provide a basis for reversal or 

9 remand. 

10 The second assignment of enor is denied. 

11 FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 

12 As explained above, opponents argued to the county that the county did 

13 not in fact own the rail conidor, which according to opponents' legal theory had 

14 reverted to the adjoining land owners when the raikoad use ceased in the 1980s. 

15 The county,s findings did not address that issue. On appeal, petitioners argue 

16 that the county has the burden to demonstrate that it is the legal owner of the 

17 rail con·idor, which as a matter of law can be established only if the county files 

18 and prevails in a quiet title action in circuit court, the only review body with 

19 jurisdiction to definitely determine ownership. Alternatively, petitioners argue 

20 that even if the county does not have that burden, the county is nonetheless 

21 obligated to adopt findings addressing. the issue and establishing that it is 

22 feasible for the county to prevail in a quiet title action. 
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1 The county responds that the county, as deed owner of the rail con-idor) 

2 has sufficient authority, witbput more, to file a land use application to develop 

3 the cmTidor, and that the county has no obligation to establish by means of a 

4 quiet title action or any other process that no other person is the legal owner as 

5 a condition precedent to proceeding on its land use application. 

6 We agree with the county. While the county requires the landowner or 

7 authorized agent to sign the land use application fonn, the undisputed fact that 

8 the applicant owns the deed to the subject property is sufficient, without more, 

9 to authorize the county to proceed on the application. The applicant is not 

10 required to file and win a quiet title action in circuit court as a condition 

11 precedent to filing the application, sjmply because another party disputes the 

12 applicant's title under a legal theory that can be resolved only in circuit court. 

13 In such cil'cumstances, neither the county nor LUBA is in a position to resolve 

14 the legal dispute over whether the applicant/deed owner,s title is good. For that 

15 reason> the county is also not obligated to adopt fmdings resolving the title 

16 dispute. 

17 In circumstances where consent or lack of ownership has a beating on an 

18 approval criteria, for example where proposed development relies upon a third-

19 party easement to establish access required by code, we have held that the 

20 decision-maker may be required to impose conditions to ensure that the 

21 required easement or consent is obtained prior to construction. See, e.g., 

22 Culligan v. Washington County, 57 Or LUBA 395 (2008) (where subdivision 
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1 relies on private easement for access but the scope of easement is disputed} the 

2 decision maker can approve the application with conditions that ensure that the 

3 dispute is resolved prior to constrnction). However, ownership of the subject 

4 property is not an approval criterion in the present case and has no bearing, as 

5 far as petitioners have established, on any approval criteria. We have never 

6 held that the applicant has the obligation to quiet title in the subject prope1ty 

7 where some doubt is raised during the proceedings below as to the legality of 

8 that title, or that the decision-maker is obliged to adopt findings addressing the 

9 likelihood that the applicant will prevail in a quiet title action, and we decline to 

10 so hold now. Petitioners' arguments under this assignment of enor do not 

11 provide a basis for reversal or remand. 

12 111e fomth assignment of error is denied. 

13 The county>s decision is remanded. 
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Certificate ofMailing 

I hereby certify that I served the foregoing Final Opinion and Order for LUBA No. 2018-061 
on December 20, 2018, by mailing to said parties or their attorney a true copy thereof 
contained in a sealed envelope with postage prepaid addressed to said parties or their attorney 
as follows: 

Christian F. Boenisch 
Yamhill County Counse] Office 
535 NE 5th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Wendie L. Kellington 
Kellington Law Group 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Dated this 20th day of December, 2018. 

Kelly Burgess 
Paralegal 
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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE FOURTH STREET, McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128-4523 
Phone:(503) 434-7516 Fax:(503)434-7544 TTY: (800) 735-2900 Web: http://www.co.y11111hill.or.11s/pl1111/ 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ON REMAND OF ORDINANCE 904 

March 7, 2019, 10:00 a.m. 
Kent L. Taylor Civic Hall 

200 NE 2nd Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 

The YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS will hold a public hearing on March 7, 2019 
at 10:00 a.m. at the above specified location, to address a remand by the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), of 
Ordinance 904 (Planning Docket G-01-18). Ordinance 904 is an amendment to the text of the County 
Transportation System Plan, which is part of the Yamhill County Comprehensive Land Use Plan. Ordinance 904 
acknowledges county ownership ofa 12.48-mile segment ofa former Union Pacific Railroad corridor and establishes 
conditions for development of a recreational trail within a 2.82-mile segment of the corridor that nms between the 
cities of Yamhill and Carlton. The matter may be heard later than the time indicated, depending on the agenda 
schedule. Interested pnrtics :we Invited to scud written comments with in the scope of the renrnncl clcs l'ibed 
below to the Plnnuiug Department prior to the hearing, or m:rv deliver written comments or testify orally to 
the Ilo:ud, nt the hen ring. The address of the Planning Department is 525 NE Fou1th Street, McMinnville, Oregon 
97128, or comments may be submitted to plrurning@co.vnmhill.or.us. 

All issues and concerns within the scope of the remand must be raised in writing before the hearing or prior 
to the close of the hearing on March 7. Comments submitted the day of the hearing will not be accepted via e-mail 
or fax but must be submitted in writing (9 copies) at the hearing. Please note: depe11di11g on the 1111111ber of 
i11divid11als Iha/ would like lo /esl{fj 1, /he Commissioners may place a lime limil 011 testimony. Failure to raise an 
issue regarding the remand, by submittal of written testimony prior to or at the hearing or by submittal of oral 
testimony and/or evidence at the hearing sufficient to allow an opportunity to respond to the issue, precludes an 
affected party's appeal of the decision to the Land Use Board of Appeals on that issue. 

The application, atl documents and evidence submitted by or on behalf of the applicant and other paities, as 
well as the applicable criteria, are available for inspection, and copies may be purchased at a reasonable cost. A 
staff repo1t will be available for inspection at no cost seven days prior to the hearing, and copies will be available for 
purchase at a reasonable cost. The location of the hearing is accessible to persons with disabilities. Please call 
the Board of Commissioner's office (503) 434-7501, if you will need any special accommodations to attend or 
participate in the meeting. For further information, contact the Yamhill County Department of Planning and 
Development, 525 N.E. Fourth Street, McMirnwille, 97128, or at (503) 434-7516. 

DOCKET NO.: 

REQUEST: 

G-01-18 (remand) 

Consideration on remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail. The original application was for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. 
LVBA 's remand requires that the county concluct a quasi-judicial hearing, pursuant 
to Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) and 
Section 130 I. The remand also requires that the county address the conditional use 
standards of YCZO 1202. The county has already addressed YCZO 402.07(A) 
(see also ORS 215.296 on which YCZO 402.07(A) is based) but will accept 
additional testimony and evidence regarding those standards. The record of the 
proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904 is part of the record on remand. l f you 
submilled evidence in the proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904 you may submit new 
evidence and testimony. bu l you do 110 1 need to resubmit testimony previously 
submitted. 
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Docket G-01-18 
Ordinance 904-Yamhelas Westsider Trail Remand Hearing 
Page 2 

APPLICANT: 

TAX LOT: 

LOCATION: 

CRITERIA: 

Yamhill County 

4403-01300 

Entire corridor extends from just south of Gaston, to just south of Gun Club Road. 
This application is for the 2.82 mile segment between Carlton and Yamhill. 

Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) (ORS 
215.296), 1301, 1202 

SCOPE OF HEARING: 

The hearing will be limited to accepting oral and written testimony and evidence on any issue that was not 
resolved by the Land Use Board of Appeals in its Final Opinion and Order in Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 
LUBA No. 2018-061. Specifically allowed and encouraged is testimony and evidence addressing YCZO 
402.0?(A)(l) and (2) (ORS 215.296) and YCZO 1202.02. YCZO 402.07(A) is the local version of ORS 
215.296. It states that: 

"A. In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional use, the applicant shall 
demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in addition to other requirements of this ordinance: 

1. The use will not force a significant change in accepted fanning or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use." 

YCZO 1202.02 states: 

"A conditional use may be authorized, subject to the Type B application procedure set forth in Section 1301, 
upon adequate demonstration by the applicant that the proposed use will be compatible with vicinity uses, 
and satisfies all relevant requirements of this ordinance and the following general cl'iteria; 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 
8. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan which apply 

to the proposed use; 
C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, topography, 

existence of improvements and naturnl features; 
D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which 

substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted 
uses listed in the underlying zoning district; 

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public facilities and services 
existing or planned for the area affected by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the 
area." 

NOTICE TO MORTGAGEE, LIENHOLDER, VENDOR, OR SELLERS: ORS Chapter 215 requires that if you 
receive this notice, it must be promptly forwarded to the purchaser. 
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Yamhill C-ounty 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE 4TH STREET• McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128 
Phone: (503) 434-7516 • Fax: (503)434-7544 • TTY: (800) 735-2900 • Internet Address: 

hllp://www.co,yamhlll.or.us/olannlno 

Date: February 14, 2019 

To: D DLCD 
D Department of Agriculture 
DSWCD 
DODOT 
OUSFW 

Re: Docket G-01-18 (remand); Yamhill County 
Yamhelas Wests Ider Trail 

D City of Carlton 
D City of Yamhill 
D City of Gaston 
D Yamhill-Carlton School District 

The referenced docket is currently under consideration by Yamhill County. Consideration on 
remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Yamhetas Westsider Trail. The original application 
was for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. LUBA's remand requires that the county 
conduct a quasi-judicial hearing, pursuant to Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 
sections 402.04(N), 402,07(A) and Section 1301. The remand also requires that the county 
address the condltlonal use standards of YCZO 1202. The county has already addressed 
YCZO 402.07(A} (see also ORS 215.296 on which YCZO 402.07(A) Is based) but will accept 
additional testimony and evidence regarding those standards. The record of the proceedings 
to adopt Ordinance 904 is part of the record on remand. If you submitted evidence in the 
proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904 you may submit new evidence and testimony, but you do 
not need to resubmit testimony previously submitted. The enclosed material has been referred to 
you for your inspection and official comments. Your recommendations and suggestions will be used 
to guide the decision-maker when reviewing this request. If you wish to have your comments on the 
enclosed material considered, please return this form by this date: March 1, 2019. 

Your prompt reply will facilitate the processing of this application and will ensure consideration of your 
recommendations. Please check the appropriate space below, and provide any comments you wish 
in the space provided, or on additional sheets. 

PLEASE NOTE 
If a comment Is not received by the deadline indicated; the decision-making authority will assume that 
lher'e 'is no conflict between lhe request and the Interests of your agen'cy or' organization, and make Its 
decision accordhi"gly. · · 

~1. 

D2. 

Comments: 

We have reviewed the file and find no 
confllcts With our Interests. 

A formal recommendation is under 
consideration and will be submitted to 
you by: _ _______ _ 

□ 3. 

~4. 

We would like to suggest some 
changes to the proposal. 

Please refer to the enclosed letter. 

REce,,,1=0 
FEB 25 2019 

lAMHILL COUNTY PLANNINu 

Title(L'l'/'!Vll!Nl/1:! Date 2,/2S/zq'2j 
·ttono~ c _ - . CrorliAti(w 
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l 91 K Main Street' 
Carlton, OR 97111 
www .ci.ca rl1011.or.ns 

Yamhill County 
Department of Planning and Development 
525 NE 4th Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Phone (503) 852-7575 
FAX (503) 852-7761 
TTY {800) 735-2900 

RE: Docket G-01-18 (remand); Yamhill County Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

To Planning Commissioners, 

-With regards ta the City of Carlton public facilities, we see no conflicts with the City 
interests and this docket item. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment. 

Thank you, 

06\A\'\LUL ~:~-r)~~e, \___ 
Aimee Amerson 
Community and Economic Development Coordinator 
City of Carlton 

Tlte City of Carlton is an Eq1wl Opportu11ity Provhler 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: Ken Friday 
Sent: Thursday, Februa,y 21, 2019 3:12 PM 
To: Stephanie Armstrong; Todd Sadia; Christian Boenisch; Mikalie Frei 
Subject: FW: Materials for Yamhelas Trail March 7, 2019 Board of Commissioners Hearing 

Record Planning Docket G-01-18 
Attachments: Letter to County RE Feb 7 meeting.pdf; LETTER TO COUNTY RE PUBLIC MONIES.PDF; 

Second Letter County Counsel w Attachments 2-21-19.pdf; Boenish Correspondence 
that Farmers correspondence will be provided to B .... pdf 

Follow Up Flag: 
Due By: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 
Friday, February 22, 2019 4:00 PM 
Flagged 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2019 3:08 PM 
To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com>; Daniel Kearns <dan@reevekearns.com> 
Subject: Materials for Yamhelas Trail March 7, 2019 Board of Commissioners Hearing Record Planning Docket G-01-18 

Hi Ken, 

Please include all of the attachments to this email in the pre-hearing packet provided to the Board of 
Commissioners, and the record, in the above referenced matter. Thank you. Best, Wendie 

l(ELLINC;TC)N 
LAW c.;RC)UP 

Wendie L. Kelliugton I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office 
(503) 636-0102 fax 
•~1c on 

www.wk · · ,,1 01 . -rnn 

'l11is c-nmil cr:111s111i~siou is in te nded OJU)' for the use of 1hc incl h•i<l ual or entity to which it is add ressed, nnd may contain infocmation that is 
PRIVILE GED, CON FIDENTIAL, nnd exempt from disclosure by law. ,\ ny u naul hot-ized dissemi11ntion, distribution or reproduction 
is s1ric1ly prohibited. lfyo,1 have received this transmission in error, plc:ise immedi:llcly notify the srndl'r and permanently clcletc this 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 

From: Wendie Kellington 
Sent: Thursday, February 7, 2019 11:36 AM 

To: Christian Boenisch (boen ischc co. amhill .or.us) <boenischc co. amhlll.o r.us> 
Subject: Letter to County RE Feb 7 meeting.pdf 
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Hi Christian, 

~ Please see the attached. Best, Wendie 

KELLINC;TON 
LAWGROUP 

Wendie L. Kellington I Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office 
(503) 636-0102 fax 

·111is e-nmil tmnsmission is intended on lr for the use of 1hc u1dividu:1l or entity to whlch it i :'!ddrt:ssed, nml m~)' contain information that is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosur •bylaw. ,~11r unnuthorized cliS$Clllinnlio11, distribution or reproduction 
is ~trictly prohibited. lfyou have received this trm1s1uission in ctr{)r, plen~c i11unedia1clr notify the sender and perma11c111ly ddete this 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 
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i • !(ELLINGTON 
,E,A LAWGROUl~ Pc ~,:r 

\"Ventlic L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Via Electronic Mail 
Christian Boenish 
Yamhill County Counsel 
535 NE 5th St 
McMinnville OR 97128 

Jamrnry 17, 2019 

RE: Spending Public Money on an Illegal Project /Subsequent Events 

Dear Christian: 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: wk@klgps:.,.cw.n 

Please share this letter with your client, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners. 

Our firm represents the. many, many formers who are seriously adversely impacted by the 
proposed Yamhelas Trail and who successfully overturned its approval in December. This letter 
is written to ask the Board of Commissioners to please direct staff to immediately halt spending 
public money on the Yamhelas Trail, and to not authorize even more expenditures and, instead, 
to focus on whether the trail can be approved in the first place, after conducting a full and fair 
hearing applying correct legal standards, as LUBA required. 

To explain. As you know, on December 20, 2018, LUBA remanded the County's 
decision approving the Yamhelas Trial, citing pervasive errors. As you also know, when LUBA 
remands a decision adopting an ordinance, the ordinance is completely ineffective. Tumer v. 
Jackson County, 62 Or LUBA 199,210 (20 IO); NWDA v. City of Portland, 58 Or LUBA 533, 
541-42 (2009); Western Stales v. Multnomah Coun~v. 3 7 Or LUBA 835, 842-43 (2000). 
Moreover, ORS 197.625(5) is clear that if a plan or land use regulation amendment is reversed or 
remanded (here the TSP amendment LUBA remanded), that the reversed or remanded 
amendment cannot "justify the retention of the improvements that were authorized * * * ." Case 
law makes clear, this statute means what it says. 

Finally, the Yamhill County Code and parallel provisions in state law provide: 
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1406.01 

1406.02 

In the cvont II building or other stnicluro is, or is proposed to be, locntcd, constructed, 
maintained, reJ)ail'cd, nltered, or used, or 11ny land is, or Is proposed to be, used, in violation of 
nn ordinance m· 1'Cgulntion designed to lmplcnwnt the Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan, the 
governing body oflhe county 01· 11 person whose interest in rcol properly in the county is or 
may be nffcctcd by the violntion, nrny, 111 addll!on lo other remedies provided by law, instllute 
injunction, mundnmus, nbntemcnt, or other npproprinte proceedings to prevent, temporarily or 
permnnenlly e1tioin, obnte, or remove the unlmvful location, construclton, maintenance, repair, 
nlteratlon 01· use, 

No person shall locate, conslrnct, mnintnin, rcJ)nil', alter, or use n building or othor structure or 
11s~ 01· lrnnsfer land in violation of this ordhumce or nny ordinanco lawfully adopted by Yamhill 
County. 

The Yarnhelas Trail project is now being pursued by County staff in violation of the 
Yamhill County Code- the trail is only a potential conditional use of farm land, with no CUP 
approval at all, and it is a wholly prohibited use in the AF- IO zone. We sincerely believe that 
when proper legal standards are applied, that it will be impossible to legally approve the trail. 
This is separate and apart from the very real possibility that the County's assertion of ownership 
under its "quit claim deed" from UPRR is bogus, and the County will lose pending litigation in 
that regard, as real estate law authority Alan Brickley has explained, under the well-established 
legal principles that the federal district court atticulated in the Benton County case. 

Thus, the applicant for the trail is in no better position than any developer who elects to 
take a very big risk and to move forward, knowing full well that the project may be appealed and 
the approval may be lost, where it is appealed and it is lost, which is what happened here. The 
only difference is there, the risk-taking developer is probably spending a bank's private money 
and here, the County staff applicant is spendingfederal, state and local public money. 
Accordingly, our clients are disappointed that the County staff seeks the governing body's 
approval to spend significant amounts of public money on engineering and construction of 
bridges that serve no purpose other than the now illegal Yamhelas Trail. Moreover, they are 
surprised and disappointed to find surveyors, being paid by the County, poking around their 
farms claiming that they are surveying in the illegal trail. I am no expert in public ethics laws or 
the laws regarding penalties for the expenditure of public money on projects known to be 
unlawful, but it seems clear that it is the County Board of Commissioners who are the ones on 
the hook for whatever liabilities there are and they are entitled to be advised of their peril. The 
proposals to let even more contracts to spend money to engineer or construct parts of the trail is 
ve1-y much inseparably intertwined with the LUBA remand. With all due respect, claims to the 
contrary are unsupportable. 

Clearly, one of the problems with the County knowing that it was accepting and spending 
public money before learning whether the trail could legally be established at all (both as a 
matter of ownership and land use), is that if the County cannot legally establish the trail as, with 
all due respect seems evident to me and our clients, then at a minimum the County will be 
required to repay such public funds on contract terms like those found in Federal/State Contract 
No 29585, which granted the County money for, among other things, "preliminary engineering 
* * * of abandoned railroad corridor" which contract can be terminated: 

2 
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e. If federal or state laws, regulations or guidelines are modified or Interpreted In 
such a way that either the work under this Agreement is prohibited or if State is 
prohibited from paying for such work from the planned funding source. 

As it now sits, state law has been interpreted that the work under the agreement may not proceed 
because it is inconsistent with the County's own code and state law. That means under the 
LUBA caselaw above cited, as well as YCZO 1406.01 and .02 (and ORS 215.185 and 
197.625(5)), the trail is prohibited. While the applicant may try to salvage its project, until and 
unless it is successful in doing so after a proper public process applying proper legal standards, 
the Yamhelas Trail Project is prohibited under state and local law from being constructed. My 
guess is that federal law also prohibits spending federal money on such a project. 

Moreover, that same Federal/State grant quoted above also makes clear that the County is 
liable to repay monies it spends on an unlawful project and to indemnify and defend the grantors 
for misappropriations and other liabilities: 

12.Agency, as a recipient of federal funds, pursuant to this Agreement with the State, 
shall assume sole liability for Agency's breach of any federal statutes, rules, program 
requirements and grant provisions applicable to the federal funds, and shall, upon 
Agency's breach of any such conditions that requires State to return funds to the 
FHWA, hold harmless and indemnify the State for an amount equal to the funds 
received under this Agreement; or if legal limitations apply to the Indemnification 
ability of Agency, the indemnification amount will be the maximum amount of funds 
avallable for expenditure, Including any available contingency funds or other available 
non-appropriated funds, up to the amount received under this Agreement. 

4. On all construction projects where State Is the signatory party to the contract, and where 
Agency Is doing the construction engineering and project management, Agency, subject to 
any limitations Imposed by state law and the Oregon Constitution, agrees to accept all 
responslbllity, defend lawsuits, Indemnify and hold State harmless, for all tort claims, 
contract clalms, or any other lawsuit arising out of the contractor's work or Agency's 
supervision of the project. 

9. The parties hereto agree and understand that they will comply with all applicable federal, 
state, and local laws, regulations, executive orders and ordinances applicable to the work 
including, but not limited to, the provisions of ORS 279C.505, 279C.515, 279C.520, 
279C.530 and 279B.270, incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof: Jllle 23 
CFR Parts 1.11, 140. 710, and 771; Tille 49 CFR Paris 18, 24 and 26; 2 CFR 225, and 
0MB CIRCULAR NO. A-133, Title 23, USC, Federal-Aid Highway Act: Title 41, Chapter 1. 
USC 51 -58, Anti-Kickback Act; Title 42 USC; Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real 
Property Acquisition Policy Act of 1970, as amended and provisions of Federal-Aid Policy 
Guide {FAPG). 

Further, we understand that County staff is asking the Board of Commissioners to 
authorize letting even more contracts to oblige Lhe County to spend the 2016 ConnectOregon VI 
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grant to Yamhill County for the trail for a whopping $1 million plus, even though the County 
must k I 1·. I. I lb ' fi I di nowt iat at t 11s 1Jomt t 1ere 1s no ef a as1s or sue 1 expen lures : 

Yamhill Count)' Yamhelas Weslsider $1,012,185.71 The project ~l encompass Iha plaMing, design and l!flglnoo:lng I three new pEdeslrian 
Trail: Bridge bridges and the cons{n.-:fon of a.bridQ4! O\-er lhts Sv.lg HoUow Cre ek. All proposed bnclQ".s 
Coostrucoon will be localed aloog tho More Yamholas Weslsidor Tran near YamhiY, Oregon, Tho pro!ect 

area Is paral!cl lo OR 47 Bild this Is lho 6rst phase of del'elopment creaU~ Yamhill Collnty's 
fir.I multi-modal reaio11al lrail. 

If the Board of Commissioners did so, that would seem to expose them to the 
consequences of spending public money on a project known to be unlawful - whatever those 
consequences are - but seemingly to include having to repay the money, pay any indemnification 
or defense of a grantor, being liable to pay the contractors per their agreements with the County, 
and whatever other liabjJities there are. 

The Board should not authorize expending any public money on the Yamehelas Trail 
until and unless it is known that the trail can be lawfully constructed. Our clients, who are the 
owners and operators of large and small commerdal farms - the ones who are adversely affected 
by the trail - strongly believe that it is impossible for the County to comply with the applicable 
legal standards that LUBA atticulated. And they legitimately believe, with strong legal support, 
that they are the owners of the land the County claims to own. 

Our clients ask that the Board of Commissioners please tell staff to stop spending public 
money on the trail and to please not let even more contracts to engineer and construct multi
million dollar bridges or other trail facilities for the Yamhelas Trail before the proper public 
hearings have been conducted and before the Board knows whether the project can lawfully be 
approved at alJ. Otherwise, the applicant is merely hying to stack the deck with millions in 
expenditures of public money so to make the claim that, with so much money spent, the Board is 
obliged to approve the trail. Such a claim will not demonstrate compliance with legal standards 
but wiH put, and is probably designed to put, the Board in a tough spot in at least the land use 
process, risking the creation of unlawful bias in favor of the trail even where it is likely legally 
doomed. Respectfully, at this point, such expenditures simply have to stop and no new ones 
should be authorized. 

Finally, Christian, as you also know, on January 11, 2019, I asked about the County's 
intentions concerning remand proceedings. I have heard nothing from you in response. It would 
be appreciated ifwe could have a sense of how the county plans to proceed, so we can prepare. I 
hope to hear from you. Thank you for your anticipated courtesies. 

Very truly youi·s, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Mary Ann Cooper, Oregon Farm Bureau 
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~ @ }(ELLINGTON 
-~ I,AWGROUP,Pc 

\Vendie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: wk@klgpc.com 

February 5, 2018 

Via Electronic Mail 
Christian Boenish 
Yamhill County Counsel 

RE: Ex -Parte Communications - Yamhelas Trail/ Objection to the Applicant 
Directing/Derogatory Name Calling of Remand Petitioners Purpmtedly on the County's Behalf 

Dear Christian: 

Please provide this letter and its attachments to the Board of Commissioners for the 
record of the above referenced matter. 

Last week, one of our clients asked whether he should participate in private meetings 
being conducted by Commissioner Kulla on the subject of the Yamhelas Trail. Please see 
attached email string. It appears that Commissioner Kulla is unaware of the rules that apply to 
neutral decision makers. Given that he is a new commissioner, it is appropriate to advise him 
and we ask that you do so. He is conducting ex parte meetings with proponents and opponents 
of the trail under the impression that such ex parte contacts are permissible so long as they are 
disclosed at the hearing. He appears to misunderstand what that entails and means. The Court of 
Appeals explained in Horizon Construction v. City of Newberg, 114 Or App 249 (1992): 

"ORS 227.180(3) does not simply establish a procedure by which a member of a 
deciding tribunal spreads a fact on the record. It requires that the disclosure be 
made at the earliest possible time. Implicit in that requirement is that the parties to 
the proceeding must be given the greatest possible opportunity to prepare for and 
to present the rebuttal that ORS 227.180(3)(6) requires that they be allowed to 
make. The purpose of the statute is to protect the substantive rights of the parties 
to know the evidence that the deciding body may consider and to present and 
respond to evidence. 

This means that the ex parte communications Commissioner Kulla is soliciting and 
conducting must be fully disclosed with all details at the hearing, and that our clients and other 
members of the public must have a full and.fair opportunity to inquire about those contacts, with 
whom they occurred; how often, the subjects discussed, the documents reviewed and so forth. 
Then, our clients and other members of the public, must present evidence and argument to rebut 
the ex parte contacts at the hearing. This situation of a commissioner conducting pre-hearing ex 
parte mini hearings, will mmecessarily complicate and unnecessarily ex.tend the length of the 
remand hearing proceedings. It sets up and unfair and unnecessarily adversarial relationship 
between our clients and Commissioner Kulla at the hearing, given we will have no choice but to 
inquire of him about the ex parte communications of which there have already apparently been 
many and fully rebut what he learned over the course of his months or weeks long ex parte 
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process. lt will not be comfortable for him or for us. Please advise him to discontinue these ex 
parte meetings concerning the Yamhelas Trail. As a neutral decision maker, Commissioner 
Kulla should not be soliciting or patiicipating in ex paiie meetings about the Yamhelas Trail 
including to gather information from the proponents and opponents of the trail so that he can 
draw pre-hearing conclusions. An additional problem is that such ex parte communications can 
result in impermissible bias, requiring that Commissioner Kulla disqualify himself from 
participating in the Yamhelas Trail remand processes. My guess is that he simply does not 
understand this. 

One final matter. Apparently, at your direction, the applicant sent me the attached email. 
Apart from the wholly inappropriate, unprofessional tone of the applicant's email, I strongly 
object to the applicant, Mr, Sadlo, taking any DOSition on behalf of the county, or purporting to 

' act on the county's behalf to make any demands of the successful LUBA petitioners. An 
applicant in a land use process has no right to direct the manner of participation of successful 
LUBA petitioners; has no right to chastise the manner of the public's participation in the remand 
processes and no right to judge on the Board of Commissioner's behalf, positions taken that he 
does not like. The applicant certainly has no right to engage in name calling on behalf of the 
Board of Commissioners that the farmer's concerns are "bogus", So far as I know, and I have 
been doing this a very long time, the proper way to put information in front of the decision 
maker (Board of Commissioners) is to send it to the decision maker as a matter for the record, 
not the applicant or his staff. If the Board prefers a different methodology, we will adhere to it, 
please let me know. 

But if the farmers are to be cut off from providing information to the Board of 
Commissioners for the record in the remand matter, then we will need assurance that the 
applicant is held to the same process methodology and that our material will get to the Board in a 
timely manner in advance of the hearing. At present, that does not seem to be the case. Thus, if 
there are particular protocols for getting material to the decision maker - Board of 
Commissioners - then please feel free to Jet me know. But the county should not be inviting a 
gratuitously hostile applicant to make the rules and judge the merits of the farmer's concerns. 

On that, before joining Mr. Sadlo's name calling that the concern that the Board of 
Commissioners are on the hook for authorizing the county to spend public state and federal 
money on an illegal project as "bogus", you might consider giving or seeking a legal opinion on 
the extent of the Commissioners' and county's exposure. I think you will find that it is a long 
way from "bogus," hovering somewhere between serious and extreme. Thank you. 

Enclosures 
WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Very truly yours, 

~~-~ 
Wendie L. Kellington 
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Wendie Kellington 

Subject: RE: meetings 

------------------------- Original Message--------------------------
Subject: RE: meetings 
From: Casey Kulla 
Date: Thursday, January 24, 2019 at 7:44 PM 
To: Bryan W. Schmidt 

I talked ·with Christian, county counsel, and he said that if we don't talk about the land use pait, we are totally 
clear. If we talk about the land use part, I just need to declare ex pa1te contact so that others have a chance to 
rebut or provide a new perspective. Since I would be meeting with folks from both sides of the argument, it 
should be fairly straightforward as declarations go, 

That said, if you do not want to meet, I understand. I will reach out to others, however. 

Thank you! 

Casey 

From: Bryan W. Schmidt <milkman@startmai l.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 4:34 PM 
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: RE: meetings 

Hi Casey, due to ex-parte rules, it may be that you and I must save all trail discussion until the official trail 
hearings. I am not sure if that legally binds just commissioners, or myself also. Therefore and unfortunately I 
will not be permitted to meet regarding this topic. 

Sorry for any inconvenience on your part and Wayne's. Thank you for your efforts however. 

Regards, Bryan Schmidt 

On Thursday, January 24, 2019 at 6:46 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhiJl.or.us> wrote: 

Thank you, Bryan. 

Wayne Wiebke is willing to meet, too. 

I'll tell Wayne that after 2pm is best. I have been meeting folks at Flag and Wire, beside the 
Grain Station brew pub. 

How about Friday, Feb 1 at 2pm? 

Casey 

l 
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From: Bryan W. Schmidt <111ilkrnan@sta1t mail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 I :32 PM 
To: Casey Kulla <kuUac@co.yamhiU .or.us> 
Subject: meetings 

HI Casey, I don't doubt you being impartial. I think I can read that pretty we!J in all 
seriousness .. .! know that politics is not just a science but an a11. As you know there is a 
prescribed process for testing projects and even bringing sides together to hammer out 
details. We know that as 215.296. Any meetings would only be to prepare for that end. 

I am willing to meet with say you and two other people for coffee, but having a big forum seems 
to be reinventing the wheel. The only place I know to meet would be laughing bean coffee way 
out on the edge of town on W 2nd street. I am sure there are others. For me early mornings are 
always best or 2'sh in the afternoon ... oh yeah, only if Sadlo comes! Gust kidding on that last 
part). 

Best regards, 
Bryan 
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Wendie Kellington 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Wendie, 

Todd Sadlo <sad1ot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 1:37 PM 
Wendie Kellington 
Christian Boenisch 
RE: LETTER TO COUNTY RE PUBLIC MONIES.pdf 

Christian has asked me to respond to your letter dated January 17, 2019. As you must know by now, I am the attorney 
in this office handling land use issues related to the trail. Your letter purports to be about "spending money on an illegal 
project," as you have called it, but it also appears to comment directly on the application that is now before the county 
on remand. As such, it will be placed in a folder containing pre-remand hearing testimony, and will be delivered to the 
Board along with other testimony received, well in advance of the remand hearing. We are hoping to schedule the 
remand hearing for March 7, 2019. You are on the notice list and will receive the same notice everyone else receives 
regarding the hearing and its parameters. 

With regard to the substance of your letter, I think it is your legal analysis that is "bogus," (your word) not the county's 
title. As you must know, an owner of property is allowed to take action with regard to that property, as long as that 
action Is an "allowed use," without seeking permission from local government. The county owns the UPRR corridor, and 
has the right to take any action with regard to that property that does not require land use authority. Like all other 
property owners, the county has the responsibility to maintain its property, and to plan for its use. Applying for a grant, 
designing bridges, surveying-none of these activities require a building permit or land use authority in Yamhill County. 

I suppose that you will keep manufacturing bogus legal analysis and asking the county to follow it, as long as your clients 
keep paying you to do so, but some of your analysis is painfully hard to swallow, and looks like it is calculated to 
deceive. That's your prerogative, to circulate unsupported theories about what the county can and cannot do with its 
property. I am simply asking that you follow the rules regarding ex parte contacts, and stop encouraging your clients to 
make ex parte contacts. In the future, you and your clients should submit your/their testimony to the Planning 
Department for inclusion in the remand record and delivery to the Board through established channels. 

One final note: I think you are doing your clients a disservice by telling them "county counsel Is on the war path 
mad," and encouraging Bryan Schmidt and Tom Hammer to continue their personal attacks on me ("Kudos to Bryan for 
catching the county staff'). This case should be resolved based on the law and facts, without resort on either side to ad 
hominem attacks. 

Todd Sadia 

-··-···· Original message--------
From: Wendie Kelllngton <wk@klgpc.com> 
Date: 1/18/19 8:39 AM (GMT-08:00) 
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Subject: LETTER TO COUNTY RE PUBLIC MONIES.pdf 

Good Morning Christian, 

Please see the attached to be shared with your Board. Thank you. Best, Wendie 
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~•· !(ELLINGTON 
~&11i!EA LAWGROUP vrr 
Wendie L, Kellingtoa !Attorney at Law. 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office 
(503) 636-0102 fax 
wk@ldgpc.com 
www.wkellington.com 

This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law. Any unauthorized clissemination, distribution or reproduction 
is strictly p.rohibited. If you hiwe received this tmnsmission in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this 
transmission including any attachments in their entirety. 
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Wendie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

February 7, 2019 

Via Hand Delivery 
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
McMinnville, Or 

RE: Connect Oregon Bridge Grant 

Dear Chair Olson and Members of the County Commission: 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: ~ 

This letter is to clarify information presented at the Board's Informal Session on 
February 6, 2019 regarding the interface of the Connect Oregon Grant (Grant) and the land use 
process regarding the proposed Yamhelas Trail. The Grant was scheduled to be on today's 
agenda for consideration. TJ1e Board puIJed it off today's agenda as a result of discussions at 
the Informal Session, in favor of private discussions between county officials, ODOT and the 
private contractor who apparently wHI build and design the bridges - OBEC. It was evident 
that it was assumed by some, that building the bridges and thus the trail, was a foregone 
conclusion; tbat it was just a matter of time and so the Grant should be preserved. We write to 
clarify that it is an incorrect to presume that the trail will be built, 

It is a correct assumption that if the county governing body authorizes spending federal, 
state and county public money to design and build trail bridges now, at a time when the Board is 
well aware that it is at least equally possible (and I think more possible) that the trail and its 
bridges cannot be lawfully established and maintained, then it would appear that the county is 
entertaining the possibility of knowingly misspending public dollars. I don't believe there can 
be a reasonable dispute that the Grant money is for trail bridges to support the trail as it was 
represented in the application. But, the fact is, the Grant application was premature. Our clients 
pointed this out last year when the last grant was up for approval and in years prior and they 
were ignored. Given the legal posture of the trail now, however, they should not be ignored. 

Nevertheless, it seemed apparent at the Board's informal session that the Board was 
interested in doing things right. The following is offered to aid you to do so: 

1. As should be apparent from the above, the Grant and the land use case are 
inextricably linked. If the Board authorizes spending large amounts of public money 
to design and construct three bridges that can and do serve only the proposed trail, at 
a time when you well-know the trail may not be approvable and, if as a result, the 
trail is not approved as many think likely, then there can be no doubt that the grant 
money has been wholly wasted and whatever legal consequences flow from that will 
flow. 

2. LUBA's remand was not for some "mitigation." If you read LUBA's decision, it 
was a wholesale remand that required the county, in a fair and impartial quasi-
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judicial land use process, to start over to approve or deny a conditional use permit 
for the trail, to approve or deny the trail after properly applying farm impact 
standards and to approve or deny the trail after applying other important land use 
standards including whether the trail is prohibited outright in particular areas as the 
county code seems to say. 

3. Thus, long before there is talk of mitigation, which presumes trail approval, the 
applicant must prove that the trail does not violate all these applicable legal 
standards. If the applicant is telling you that responding to the LUBA remand is pro
forma and approval is assured with just a little mitigation, then he is mistaken 
because such a view finds no support in LUBA's decision. 

4. It is my opinion that the applicant cannot carry its burden of proof and that 
ultimately the trail must be denied. 

5. But regardless of what I think or what the applicant thinks, tbere can be no doubt 
that at a minimum it must be presumed as you consider spending the public's hard 
earned money that one of the possible outcomes of the coming land use processes j_§ 
that the trail must be denied. In fact, as the decision maker, you cannot prejudge the 
matter and may not appropriately presume that approval will occur at all. Your 
county attorney will so advise you, if asked. 

6. Given that one of the possibilities is that the trail must be denied, then a logical 
corollary is that designing and building expensive trail bridges using federal, state 
and county money is an undisputable waste of that public money until there is only 
the possibility of land use approval. Which may never happen and which now is 
only a possibility. 

7. Unless the applicant is able to prove that the trail meets all standards, the trail will be 
denied. This is a tautology. Thus, on behalf of my clients whose livelihoods (which 
represent a chunk of the county's agriculture economic engine) are significantly 
harmed by the proposed trail, I ask you to please table the Grant and, if the time 
expires, to let the Grant go because expending it under the circumstances poses 
unacceptable risks. 

8. There is another reason not to design and build part of the trail before it is 
approved. Once you spend a lot offederal, state and local public money, the 
applicant will turn around and argue in the land use process "you spent all this 
money, now you have to approve the trail or risk having to give the money back or 
worse." Putting the applicant's thumb on the decisional scales that way is 
completely inappropriate and undermines the validity and fairness of the entire land 
use process. You should not participate in such. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

~~.~ 
Wendie L. Kellington 

WLK:wlk 
CC: Clients 

Christian Boenish (Esq. -via email) 

2 
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. _fi !(ELLINGTON 
; : ~ -~ LAW GROUP, PC 

\Xlcndie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

February 2 I, 2019 

Via Electrnnic Mail 
Ken Friday 
Yamhill County Planning Director 
525 NE 4th Street, 
McMinnville, OR 97218 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: , , · "kl I c.con 

RE: Unsuccessful Attempts to Obtain Copies of "all documents or evidence relied upon by 
the applicant" regarding Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Mr. Friday: 

Please include this letter and its attachments in the record of the above referenced matter 
and please include this letter and its attachments in the Board's hearing packet for the March 7, 
2019 hearing. 

On February 14, 2019, our clients received via U.S. Mail the county's notice of the public 
hearing before the Board of Commissioners to be conducted on March 7, 2019. My clients 
emailed a copy of that notice to me on that same day - Febrnary 14, 2019 - as soon as they 
opened their mail. The county did not provide any comtesy email notification of the hearing 
details to the farmers despite the repeated requests from this office for the same. 

Also, on February 14, 2019, after I received the hearing notice from my Yamhill County 
farmer clients, I immediately emailed you and advised that my associate, Sarah, would visit 
county planning the next day, Friday Febrnary 15, 2019 to review and obtain copies of the 
application and all materials relied upon by the applicant, as well as the applicable criteria. As 
you may know, ORS 197.763(4) requires the county to make all such materials available to the 
public and the law requires those materials to be available without things like public records 
requests, unreasonable delay and requires that copies shall be promptly prnvided upon request at 
reasonable cost. Since then, the county has done everything possible to make it impossible for 
this office to obtain copies of such documents. Below, I outline the county's discourteous, 
unhelpful and unlawful response to the simple request to review and obtain copies of the 
application, matel'ials relied upon by the applicant (old and new) and the standards the county 
believes applies: 

• 2/14/19-The undersigned advises county planning that the next day, at a convenient 
time, Sarah from our office would drive to Yamhill County to "inspect and obtain copies 
of the application and all materials relied upon by the applicant fo1· the above referenced 
matter." Exhibit I, p 1. 

• 2/14/19 - County employee "Stephanie Armstrong," responds that the "new material" 
will be prnvided to Sarah in a scan emailed to us at a cost of about $40. Exhibit 1, p I. 
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documents regarding the above captioned matter: copies of the application; all of the documents 
relied upon by the applicant; all of the materials submitted by any person, and the standards that 
the county believes applies to this matter, by close of business tomorrow, our clients ability to 
prepare and present their case will be substantially prejudiced if the March 7, 2019 hearing date 
remains. They simply will have had inadequate time to prepare. 

Accordingly, without all the ORS 197. 763(4) documents that I requested more than a 
week ago being provided to me tomorrow, the March 7, 2019 hearing wi 11 have to be 
postponed. 

I note that it is astonishing how badly the county has treated my clients -- this saga 
included -- long time Yamhill County farmers, when all that they have done to offend you is to 
hold the county to the legal standards that are designed to protect farm uses. It is likely that the 
proposal cannot comply with the law; but that is not an indictment on the farmers. Thank you. 

WLK:wlk 
Enclosures 
CC: Board of Commissioners 

Clients 
Dan Kearns, Esq. 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

Oregon Fann Bureau, Mary Anne Cooper 
Christian Boenish, Esq. 
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. , . 0 l(ELLING'l.,ON 
! • . ~- l) LAWGROUJ~ PC 

Wendie L. Kellington 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 

Febl'llary 21, 2019 

Via Electronic Mail 
Ken Friday 
Yamhill County Planning Director 
525 NE 4th Street, 
McMinnville, OR 97218 

Phone (503) 636-0069 
Mobile (503) 804-0535 

Facsimile (503) 636-0102 
Email: l\'k@hlg(~ 

RE: Unsuccessful Attempts to Obtain Copies of"all documents or evidence relied upon by 
the applicant" regarding Planning Docket G-01-18 

Dear Mr. Friday: 

Please include this letter and its attachments in the record of the above referenced matter 
and please include this letter and its attachments in the Board's hearing packet for the March 7, 
2019 hearing. 

On February 14, 2019, our clients received via U.S. Mail the county's notice of the public 
hearing before the Board of Commissioners to be conducted on March 7, 2019. My clients 
emailed a copy of that notice to me on that same day - February 14, 2019 - as soon as they 
opened their mail. The county did not provide any courtesy email notification of the hearing 
details to the farmers despite the repeated requests from this office for the same. 

Also, on Febl'llary 14, 2019, after I received the hearing notice from my Yamhill County 
farmer clients, I immediately emailed you and advised that my associate, Sarah, would visit 
county planning the next day, Friday February 15, 2019 to review and obtain copies of the 
application and all materials relied upon by the applicant, as well as the applicable criteria. As 
you may know, ORS 197.763(4) requires the county to make all such materials available to the 
public and the law requires those materials to be available without things like public records 
requests, unreasonable delay and requires that copies shall be promptly provided upon request at 
reasonable cost. Since then, the county has done everything possible to make it impossible for 
this office to obtain copies of such documents. Below, I outline the county's discourteous, 
unhelpful and unlawful response to the simple request to review and obtain copies of the 
application, materials relied upon by the applicant (old and new) and the standards the county 
believes applies: 

• 2/14/19-The undersigned advises county planning that the next day, at a convenient 
time, Sarah from our office would drive to Yamhill County to "inspect and obtain copies 
of the application and all materials relied upon by the applicant for the above referenced 
matter." Exhibit I, p I. 

• 2/14/19 - County employee "Stephanie Armstrong," responds that the "new material" 
will be provided to Sarah in a scan emailed to us at a cost of about $40. Exhibit I, p 1. 
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• 2/15/19 - Sarah arrives at the county planning offices at the mutually convenient time 
arranged with Ms. Armstrong. Sarah speaks with county planner "Lance Woods." She 
reviews all documents related to the above matter including all material relied upon by 
the applicant and discovered that there was nothing new that the applicant or anyone else 
had submitted. She confirmed with Lance that she had been given everything that there 
was on the Yamhelas Trail proposal file and he confirmed that he had given her 
everything that the county had in its possession. Already, this is odd since I had been 
told (Exhibit 1, p I) that there was new material (by Ms. Armstrong), that it could be 
scanned and emailed to me at a cost of about $40. 

• 2/15/ 19 ~Sarah requested copies of everything that the county stated was the entirety of 
the application and all materials relied upon by the applicant, all materials submitted by 
any other person on the above captioned matter and the standards that the county believed 
applied. 

• In any other county, these are routine requests that al'e not met with hostility. 
• 2/15/19 - Lance Woods opined to Sarah that it would take a long time for him to stand 

there and copy all those matel'ials. He said, however, that all of the documents "were 
currently being scanned and would be electronically uploaded to the county's website 
'sometime next week'." Exhibit 1, p 2. Lance told Sarah she would be given "FTP" 
access to the documents. Exhibit I, p 3. The HFTP" site idea, was Lance's. 

• Sarah did the reasonable thing and agreed to accept the "FTP" electronic documents to be 
available this week. 

• Lance Woods' advice was similar to Ms. Armstrong's advice that she would scan in the 
"new" documents and email them to us at a cost of about $40. 

• 2/15/19 - When Sarah returned to our office, she confirmed via email to Lance Woods, 
her request for FTP access to the electronic documents. He never responded. 

• 2/20/19 -Five (5) days later, you weighed in. Exhibit 2. Now, you took the position that 
there would be no FTP access (which had been, after all, county planner Lance Woods' 
idea). Now, you demanded a public records request for the materials that ORS 
197.763(4) requires as a matter of law be made available to the public. Exhibit 2. Now, 
you claimed "Mr. Woods informed me that he told you on February I 5th that the 
documents would be uploaded to the County website in the next couple of weeks, and 
that is an accurate statement." Exhibit 2, p I. This is, of couL"se, a false statement. You 
also claimed that providing these materials "is not required under the law" which is 
another inaccurate statement. Exhibit 2, p 1. The law very much requires you provide 
these documents. ORS 197.763(4). 

• Mr. Woods positon was consistent with Ms. Armstrong' advice to me, that documents 
could either be obtained via hard copy while Sarah waited or they could be scanned in 
and provided electronically-Lance stating that if scanned in, we would receive the 
documents this week. 

• Please understand, providing these documents to our firm for use by our clients as they 
fight for their right to farm, is not a "courtesy" as you stated on Exhibit 2. It is the law. 

It is apparent that you are hostile and preventing access to the requested documents that 
the law requires the county to provide. Please be advised that if we do not have the requested 

Page 2 of 3 
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documents regarding the above captioned matter: copies of the application; all of the documents 
relied upon by the applicant; all of the materials submitted by any person, and the standards that 
the county believes applies to this matter, by close of business tomorrow, our clients ability to 
prepare and present their case will be substantiaHy prejudiced if the March 7, 2019 hearing date 
remains. They simply will have had inadequate time to prepare. 

Accordingly, without all the ORS 197.763(4) documents that I requested more than a 
week ago being provided to me tomorrow, the March 7, 2019 hearing will have to be 
postponed. 

I note that it is astonishing how badly the county has treated my clients -- this saga 
included -- long time Y amhi II County farmers, when all that they have done to offend you is to 
hold the county to the legal standards that are designed to protect farm uses. It is likely that t~e 
proposal cannot comply with the law; but that is not an indictment on the farmers. Thank you. 

WLK:wlk 
Enclosures 
CC: Board of Commissioners 

Clients 
Dan Kearns, Esq. 

Very truly yours, 

Wendie L. Kellington 

Oregon Farm Bureau, Mary Anne Cooper 
Christian Boenish, Esq. 
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Exhibit 1 
Page 1 of 4 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Stephanie, 

Wendie KeUingtQn 
SteDhijllle Aunsl1 Otl[J; Si!@h_MiWlci] 
Ken Frldav; Stephanie Q1rrnn 
RE: G-01 -18 Pick-up copies of the application and all documents relied upon by the applicant 
TI1ursday1 February 14, 2019 5:06:17 PM 

We require the application and all material that the applicant relies upon regardless of source -
from the LUBA record and anything that is new. We also wish a copy of the standards the 
county believes to be applicable. State law requires costs be reasonable to obtain this. Sarah 
will be there at l pm tomorrow to review and obtain such information. Thank you. Best, 
Wendie 

From: Stephanie Armstrong [mailto:armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us] 

Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 4:59 PM 

To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>; Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 

Cc: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Curran <currans@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Subject: RE : G-01-18 Pick-up copies of the application and all documents relied upon by the 

applicant 

Hi Wendie: We can provide the material from the LUBA record, however, I presume you have that 

already. Any new material can also be provided. We charge for copies and staff time. The cost is 

$60.00/hour. Similarly, if you want our office to scan and e-mail the documents in a PDF format the 

cost is $60.00/hour (1/4 hour minimum) and $0.25/page. I estimate it would be around $40 for the 

new material. 

Thank-you, 

Stephanie 

From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 

Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 3:09 PM 

To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhi ll .ar.up; Planning <plaoniog@co.yamhill.or.us> 

Cc: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klglK,.C.Qill> 

Subject: G-01-18 Pick-up copies of the application and all documents relied upon by the applicant 

Hi Ken and to whom it concerns, 

Tomorrow, our firm's associate Sarah will be at the county to inspect and obtain copies of the 
application and all materials relied upon by the applicant for the above referenced matter. She 
wi II be there at around 1 pm. Please let me know if another time Friday is more convenient. 
Alternatively, we would appreciate it if you would please provide an electronic copy of such 
application documents. Thank you. Best, Wendie 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Wendie, 

Sarah Mitchell 
Wendie Kel!lnaton 
RE: Requesting FTP access 
Thursday, February 21, 2019 5: 10:48 PM 

Exhibit 1 
Page 2 of 4 

Lance Woods told me on Friday, February 15th that he understood that the entirety of the documents 
I was requesting were currently being scanned and would be electronically uploaded to the county's 
website "sometime next week" - not "in the next couple of weeks." I made the decision to request 
FTP access, at the advice of Mr. Woods, to gain access to the electronic version of the documents, 
based on my understanding that it would be faster than requesting and waiting for physical copies of 
the documents to be made while T was at the county planning department. 

Best, Sarah 

KELLINGTC)N 
LAWGROUP 

Sarah C. Mitchell I Associate Attorney 
P.O. Box 159 
Lake Oswego Or 
97034 
(503) 636-0069 office 
(503) 636-0102 fax 

sm@klgpc com 
www.wkdli11!(t1 ,n.c,mi 

This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain 
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law. Any unauthorized 
dissemination, distribution or reproduction is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in ecror, 
please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this transmission including any attachments in their 
entirety. 
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Wendie Kellington 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Ken, 

Sarah Mitchell 
Wednesday, February 20, 2019 3:16 PM 
'Ken Friday' 
Wendie Kellington 
RE: Requesting FTP access 

Exhibit 1 
Page 3 of 4 

When I came to inspect the county's documents last Friday, I was told by Lance that the entirety of the 
documents related to trail were in the process of being scanned and uploaded to the county's website and would 
be available to the public in their digital form sometime this week. I requested FTP access, which Lance 
suggested, in lieu of having all of the documents scanned and copied while I was at the planning department in 
order to gain access to them as soon as possible. I left with the understanding that I would receive the entirety 
of the record digitally by this week at the very latest. This is not a public records request--! have already 
requested the entirety of the documents related to the proposed trail and require them in digital form. Please 
.advise if you are no longer planning on uploading the documents to the county's website as was stated to me by 
planning staff. 

Sarah 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ken Friday [mailto:fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 2:53 PM 
To: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Cc: Lance Woods <woodsl@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Subject: RE: Requesting FTP access 

Lance Woods forwarded your request on to me. We do not provide FTP access to private agencies. However, 
if you wish to make a public records request we scan the documents and provide them at cost. The cost for 
scanning is $0.25/page and $60.00/hour. If the document is not too large we can typically e-mail it. Larger 
documents we can provide on a disk at a cost of $10.00/disk and $7.50 to mail. In the public records request 
please be specific so we can let you know the estimated cost. (In other words let us know if you wish to have 
the entire record, only the LUBA record, or only the documents since the remand). The link to the public 
records request is: 

https://www.co.yamhill.or.us/sites/default/files/PUBLIC%20RECORD%20REQUEST%20FORM_O.pdf 

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
503-434-7516 

-----Original Message-----
From: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Friday, Febrnary 15, 2019 1:46 PM 
To: Lance Woods <woodsl@co.yamhill.or.us> 

1 
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Subject: Requesting FTP access 

Hi Lance, 

Exhibit 1 
Page 4 of 4 

I am requesting access to digital documents related to the Y amhelas Trail matter on remand. 
Persons requesting access: 
Sarah C. MitcheJl 
sm@klgpc.com 
Wendie L. Kellington 
wk@klgpc.com 
OfKellington Law Group PC 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503) 636-0069 

Thank you! 
Sarah 

2 
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From: 
To: 
Cct 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ken Frtday 
Sarah Mitchell 
WCnctlc Kei111mton 
RE: Requesting FTP access 
Thursday, February 21, 2019 4:56:44 PM 

Exhibit 2 
Page 1 of 2 

Mr. Woods informed me that he told you on February 15th that the documents would be uploaded to the County 
website in the next couple of weeks, and that is an accurate statement. The County typically uploads the Board of 
Commissioner's packets approxi11111tely a week prior to the hearing after we issue the staff report. Please remember 
we do this as a courtesy, but it is not required under the law. J anticipate that being done next week, not this week. 

I hope this clarification helps. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 

-----Original Message-----
From: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 3: 16 PM 
To: Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yarnhill.or.us> 
Cc: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Subject: RE: Requesting FTP access 

Hi Ken, 

When I came to inspect the county's documents last Friday, J was told by Lance that the entirety of the documents 
related to trail were in the process of being scanned and uploaded to the county's website and would be available to 
the public in their digital form sometime this week. 1 requested FTP access, which Lance suggested, in lieu of 
having all of the documents scanned and copied while I was at the planning department in order to gain access to 
them as soon as possible. J left with the understanding that I would receive the entirety of the record digitally by 
this week at the very latest. This is not a public records request--1 have already requested the entirety of the 
documents related lo the proposed trail and require them in digital form. Please advise if you arc no longer planning 
on uploading the documents to the county's website as was stated to me by planning staff. 

Sarah 

-----Original Messagc-----
From: Ken Friday [rnai1lo:1i·jdayk@co.y:rn1hi1Lor.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 2:53 PM 
To: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Cc: Lance Woods <woodsl@co.yamhiJl.or.us>; Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Subject: RE: Requesting FTP access 

Lance Woods fonvardecl your request on to me. We do not provide FTP access to private agencies. However, if 
you wish to make a public records request we scan the documents and provide them at cost. The cost for scanning 
is $0.25/page and $60.00/hour. If the document is not too large we can typically e-mail it. Larger documents we 
can provide on a disk at a cost of$10.00/disk and $7.50 to mail. In the public records request please be specific so 
we can let you know the estimated cost. (In other words let us know if you wish to have the entire record, only the 
LUBA record, or only the documents since the remand}. The link to the public records request is: 

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have questions. 

Ken Friday 
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Planning Director 
503-434-7516 

-----Original Mcssage---·-
From: Sarah Mitchell <sm@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 1:46 PM 
To: Lance Woods <woodsl@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Requesting FTP access 

Hi Lance, 
I am requesting access to digital documents related to the Yamhelas Trail matter on remand. 
Persons requesting access: 
Sarah C. Mitchell 
sm@klgpc.com 
Wendie L. Kellington 
wk@klgpc.com 
OfKellington Law Group PC 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503) 636-0069 

Thank you! 
Sarah 

Exhibit 2 
Page 2 of 2 
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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE FOURTH STREET O McMINNVJLLE, OREGON 97128 
Phonc:(503) 434-7516 0 Fax:(503)434-7544 0 TTY 1-800-735-2900 [I Internet Address: http://www,co.ynmhill.or,us/planning 

February 28, 2019 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

Board of Commissioners 

Ke~iday, P lanmng Dfrector 

MEMORANDUM 

Response to Wendie Kellington letter of February 21, 2019 

Thfs memo is in response to Wendie Kellingt'on's letter of February 21, 2019. In her letter she indicated she had 

submitted "repeated requests" for a courtesy email notification of the scheduled hearing. Both Stephanie and I have 

searched our e-mail and find no request for a courtesy e-mail about the hearing. We would have done our best to try 

to provide that information had it been requested. Nontheless, our office was not trying to hide the hearing date. On 

January 22, 2019, an e-mail from Lee Schrepel was forwarded to me from Mary Starrett asking about the hearing date. 

The following morning, I responded to Mr. Schrepel that March 7, 2019 was a likely hearing date and that we had checked, 

and the McMinnville Civic Center was available for that date. 

Ms. Kellington's memo cites ORS 197.763(4) which requires the county to make all materials available to the public and 

copies promptly provided. Our office did provide all materials as requested, when requested. To explain, Ms. Kellington 

sent an e-mail stating that she would have her assistant at the Planning Department on February 15th at 1PM. During the 

morning of February 15, 2019, I was at an appointment and I called Lance Woods to make sure he knew where the file . 

was and to make sure that he provided all of the material to Ms. Kellington's assistant, Sarah Mitchell. I also asked Lance 

to make notes of his conversation with Ms. Mitchell. Lance's notes are attached. In Ms. Kellington's letter of February 

21, 2019 she indicated that Ms. Mitchell concluded there was "nothing new" in the file. This was not our conclusion, 

but that of Ms. Mitchell. If there was an error made it wa_s not from our staff but from the staff of Ms. Kellington. 

In the letter Ms. Kellington stated that these requests are routine that" .. , are not met with hostility." I saw nothing in 

Mr. Wood's notes or anything in the e-mails that indicated hostility. I have worked with Mr. Woods for a number of 

years and have never had any customer or coworker describe him as hostile. I also asked the front office staff if there 

was any perceived tension in the interaction and they did not note any. We provided the complete record as requested,

when requested. 

When we received a subsequent demand for the records electronically, we provided an option of waiting for them to be 

uploaded to the website or to pay for the copies. All of the charges offered, and options provided are things we typically 

do with interested parties. In fact, Friends of Yamhill County has a fund set up in our Department to pay for copies they 

request. 

Lastly, Ms. Kellington misunderstood, and objected to, my statement that " ... this is not required under the law." My 

statement of it not being required under the law was in reference to our uploading the documents to our website. It 
was not in any way intended as a reference to providing a copy of the materials for Inspection during normal business 

hours. I agree that providing those documents is our responsibility. I again assert that our office did provide those 

complete documents as requested, when requested. 
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Notes from Lance.Woods 

I offered assistance to Sarah Mitchell, of the Kellington Law Group, beginning at approximately 
1 :10 p.m., on February 15th

, 2019. I offered access to the two folders pertaining to the Yamhill 
County Rails to Trails (Yamhelas/Westsider Trail) proposal, Docket G-01-18 and the folder 
pertaining to the remand. I informed Ms. Mitchell that I would be happy to produce digital scans 
and/or paper copies of any doc~ents she was interested in from either folder. Ms. Mitchell 
wanted to know when digital copies would be made available, and I informed Ms. Mitchell that 
my understandi?g from a conversation with Stephanie Armstrong was that the application 
materials would be uploaded to the county website in the next couple of weeks. I again informed 
Ms. Mitchell that I would be· happy to provide scanned, digital copies sooner jf she identified the 
documents she was interested in from the record, and I could also scan the entire record and 
provide it to her at $0.25 per page. Ms. Mitche!i demurred such a service and decided to begin a 
methodical review of the entire record, aside from the materials contained within the G-01-18 
Remand folder. Ms. Mitchell's review occurred over the course of approximately twenty-five 
(25) minutes. Following her methodical review of the record, Ms. Mitchell stated that she did 
not see any new or unfamiliar materials within the record. Ms. Mitchell briefly left the Planning 
Department for several minutes with her mobile phone. Potential access to an FTP service was 
also discussed as a means to access a digital copy of the G-01-18 record, and I suggested that 
Ms. Mitchell could email me a request which I could pass along to my supervisor. Ms. Mitchell 
briefly left the Planning office with her mobile phone once again. Upon returning she sent an 
email to my, Lance Woods', email address requesting access to digital documents, with the 
header "Requesting FTP access". This email was sent at 1:46 p.m., on February 15th, 2019. Ms. 
Mitchell left the Planning Department office shortly after sending the email request, around 1 :50 
p.m. ,_., 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: Planning 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tuesday, February 19, 2019 11:32 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong; Todd Sadlo 
FW: Yamhelas Trail 

FYI 

From: Marie Frugia <mccnana@comcast.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2019 10:10 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Trail 

Marie Frugia 
310 W Lincoln 
Carlton, Or. 97111 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2019, at 10:03 AM, Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote: 

Thank you for your comments, they will be made part of the record. If you wish to receive notice of the 
decision please provide your mailing address. 

Ken Friday 
Planning Director 
503-434-7 516 

From: Marie Frugia <mccnana@comcast.net> 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2019 11:55 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Yamhelas Trail 

Hello, 

I live in Carlton, one block from the old RR tracks. 

Although I understand the desire for a new trail, it does NOT work for me. I'm almost scared to speak 
up in town, so I want to write this letter instead. 

We walk our dog a couple times of day, using these paths a lot. My feeling is dog owners will lose all 
rights, because bicyclists will be 

going quite fast and usually in a group. Plus, just walking, bicyclists scare me, coming from behind. We 
have all heard these things. 

The part of the trail I live by is nice and green. Some kids have tire swings and play in the trees because 
the parents feel safe. 

The trails used to be cleaned up by jail crews. That hasn't happened for a while. After they were done, 
it was a beautiful space. 

1 
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I feel having hundreds of people going through people's backyards and hanging around on their breaks 
is not a comfortable feeling for residents nearby. 

Although I like the wine industry's impact on Carlton, I do not believe this will be a good next step for 
progression. 

I am not a hater of the trail. Just thinking it will be for the use of a select few. No matter what they say 
differently. 

While some bicyclists are very courteous, there are some that are very rude and seem to think these 
trails are for their exclusive use. 

Thank you for letting me share my Input. 

Marie Frugla 
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January 25, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
35 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnviUe, Or 97128 

SUBJECT: LUBA REMAND OF YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL 

Dear Chair Olson and Members of the Board: 

Please include this letter in the record of the above matter. I would like to voice some concerns 
regarding the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail from Gaston to Gun Club Road in Yamhill 
County. I have been a fire professional for most of my professional life (approximately 32 
years) including serving as the Baker City Fire Chief, Sublimity Fire District Fire Chief and 
Brownsville Fire District Fire Chief as well as the Assistant Fire Chief for Lebanon. Before that 
I grew up on a dairy farm in Yamhill County and drove truck for a grain hauling business. I 
know about fires generaHy and farm fires specifically. 

Trails can be a valuable asset if established in the right places, providing economic vitality to the 
communities they pass through. Those same trails can (and do in the case of the Yamhelas Trail 
proposal) pose a significant risk to those communities, trail users and the adjoining farmland. 
The main problem here is that much of the proposed trail is in remote areas, lacking any access 
roads or nearby fire, police or medical services and, significantly, these rural areas in which the 
trail is proposed to pass are grain farms (wheat, grass, corn, and so forth), which can ignite from 
lightening, farm equipment hitting a rock, a careless match or cigarette from a trail user, illegal 
campfire from a camping transient and so forth. 

Grain fires bum hot and fast and would quickly overwhelm users of the proposed trail well~ 
before any emergency service provider could reach them. There would be no means for trail 
users to escape and serious injury and loss of life are a certainty. A public trail should never be 
established in a remote grain farming area as it is impossible, even in the best of circumstances, 
to protect trail users in the event a fire ignites adjacent to the trail. Fires on fann fields are a fact 
of fanning life. A grain fire happened just two years ago on a farm abutting the proposed trail 
and these types of fires will happen again. Therefore, a project of this nature requires a thorough 
risk assessment from all public safety services, including law enforcement, fire and medical. In 
addition, a complete review of the issues resulting from similar trails in other Oregon rural 
communities should be considered. Only then can a trail route be safely, intelligently and 
adequately planned for emergency services including water for fire suppression. The proposal 
now - to put the trail in a remote commercial grain farming areas, is unsafe, and will 
significantly adversely affect accepted farming practices for such farms and will significantly 
increase the costs of fanning or put such farms out of business. Please understand that it will 
take only one of these fires to result in serious injury or death to a trail user or users and such 
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tragedy will be terrible on its own and put the fanner out of business due to liability and 
cancelled insmance. Moreover, because fire danger is so high and obvious, and the high profile 
nature of serious fires in recent news, it is entirely foreseeable that insurers would not be stupid 
and would either raise or cancel fanners' insurance as soon as the trail was put in. 

I have been associated with two separate communities that had trails constructed within their 
boundaries: Leo Adler Memorial Parkway, in Baker City; and Lebanon Trails, in Lebanon (both 
in Oregon). Both trails were within the urban growth boundaries (UGB) of each city, with water 
for fire suppression with adequate pressure and volume readily available, making response times 
and access much easier for emergency services. That said, even in an urban environment with 
good access and water availability, quick response was key to saving lives and property. There 
is no possibility of quick response, adequate water or adequate access in these remote grain field 
locations. Access for emergency responders including firefighters must be adequately sized and 
established to support heavy fire apparatus and fire stations must be located nearby and adequate 
water source locations must be interspersed to enable firefighters to fight fires. 

For example, while I was fire chief in Baker City, we had one major fire along the Leo Adler 
Memorial Parkway, in a meadow that the trail passed through. A quick response, adequate water 
volume and pressure and good access prevented this fire from damaging an apartment complex 
next to the meadow. Lacking any of these required elements (quick response, adequate water 
volume and pressure, adequate access), would mean such a fire could not have been quickly 
suppressed to save the structure a few feet away. I also responded to a major fire along the river 
and trail in Lebanon, while working for the fire district. Again, adequate access, adequate water 
and quick response time kept this fire from causing losses to life and property in nearby 
residential areas. Both of these fires I use as examples occurred in light, flashy fuels (grass, 
dried leaves and light brush). The behavior of these fires is very similar to the behavior of grain 
or other farm field fires. Fires such as these move very quickly especially when temperatures are 
high, humidity is low and there are summer afternoon winds --characteristics of the time of year 
when grain and other crops are at their driest. Summer afternoon winds along the trail area are 
common, sometimes with high wind speeds. Grain fires are especially problematic because 
grain is often oily making those fires bum especially hot. Grain is also highly flammable and so 
grain fires burn both hot and fast. Such fires would, of course, accelerate even faster in windy 
conditions. 

It is incorrect to say that the proposed trail itself provides enhanced emergency access to the 
grain and other fields that adjoin the old abandoned rail right of way. In the first place, the trail 
itself as proposed is inadequate to support fire apparatus. Please understand that fire apparatus is 
heavy and large and, for a farm fire, more than one responding truck would be required. Access 
has to be adequate for such equipment and firefighters. Further, there has to be a plausible way 
to get firefighters out in the event such a fire changed its course or became uncontrollable. 
Moreover, there is no plan to provide fire hydrants or other water sources to be used to fight any 
fires. So far as I know, there is no public water supply for most of the proposed trail area and 
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there is certainly no public water supply in the remote area occupied by farm field including 
grain fields. Accordingly, for most of the trail, there is no water available for fire suppression, 
To rely solely upon chemicals for fire suppression is costly and will taint the crop soil making it 
difficult to grow crops again in such areas. Moreover, even if it were possible to hook up fire 
suppression hoses to a farmer's domestic or irrigation water source, such sources are extremely 
unlikely to have the required water pressure to support adequate necessary firefighting measures 
to fight a fast burning, hot grain fire. It is shortsighted to say that there is no potential for fire 
issues, as there will be fires. Long response times, lack of water, serious access issues in the 
rural portions of the trail where the trail moves into fields and away from maintained roadways, 
are significant problems and will make it very unlikely for fire fighters to be able to stop a fire, 
that starts on a farm field adjacent to the trail, from overwhelming trail users. 

Reviewing the video of the proposed route of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, it is clear that a 
majority of the trail passes through grass and wheat fields (flashy fire fuels). Any fire occurring 
in these areas would rapidly expand and accelerate before fire districts could begin suppression 
practices, as fire can move a mile a minute. I personally have seen this, as have other 
firefighters who have participated in conflagrations. 

As you review the video, please consider these issues and focus on potential access roads, water 
supply and lack of response time especially in the span between Cove Orchard and Carlton. 
Since it is not possible to simply cut across a field without risk (due to the fire may already be 
there, crop damage, wet spots, ditches, etc.) how will emergency services be able to access the 
fire or injured person(s) without risk? 

My suggestions for the trail are as follows: 

• Construct the trail within the UGB areas only, where quick response, water and 
access are already available. 

• Seek and seriously consider public safety input from the agencies that will be 
impacted. 

• If you must have the trail outside the UGB, then enlarge the existing road rights of 
way rather than putting it in dangerous areas of grain fields as I have explained. 

• In all cases it is critical to determine the entity that is responsible for fire suppression; 
ensuring adequate water volume and pressure, trail maintenance (i.e., litter, cleanup 
of homeless camps, etc.); establishing adequate trail access for emergency responders 
and keeping the trail access open for emergency response (i.e., law enforcement, fire 
and medical); and consider the cost to alJ parties involved with that access and 
response, including the farmers. Once that has been determined, have signed written 
agreements identifying responsible parties.and review annually. 

• For trail safety and access (i.e., fire, law enforcement, medical), the trail should be 
built in compliance with Oregon Fire Code, Appendix D, Fire Apparatus Access 
Roads for all areas outside the UGB. 
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I W1derstand the desire for locals to draw attention to the area; however, putting trails through the 
farmland here poses an unacceptably significant risk of damage, harm and danger, much of 
which could be prevented by simply locating the trail in the UGB only. Proposals to put trails to 
be used by the public including children and families in remote fire prone areas as is being 
considered here, is extremely ill advised. This proposal unless significantly changed consistently 
with this letter is destined to cause untold loss of life and property and destroy the economic 
viability of Yamhill County's most productive commercial farms. One need only consider the 
very real consequences of poor planning and poor fire prevention practices on rural communities 
of Paradise California and the tragic fire which occurred at the urban/dry forest interface of 

Fountain Hi~~a ~hese iss 

Sincerely,~ 0'.-J 
Tim Frost (Retired Oregon Fire Service) 

Additional material to review: 

Oregon Fire Code, Appendix D, Fire Apparatus Access Roads 

Yamhelas Westsider Trail article and video. Yamhelaswestsidertrail.com 

Leo Adler Memorial Parkway, Baker City Oregon 

Lebanon Trails, Lebanon Oregon 

Springwater Corridor Trail, Portland Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019 9:46 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony for YWT Remand Hearing 

Please print off and make part of the packet. 

From: Shawna Schuh <Shawna@shawnaschuh.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 9:34 AM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony for YWT Remand Hearing 

To Whom it May Concern, 

This is a letter of extreme support for the proposed Yamhyelas Westsider Trail. 

I am a homeovmer in Yamhill County and know how beneficial this trail will be for our community and a 
·wider community also. 

The parcel proposed is across the road from my property and having u tilized the Linear Trail I am certain this 
trail will be as suitable for our existing area as that one t urned out to b e. And like the Li.near Trail , it will give 
those in this community the opportunity to have an additional area to ride their beloved horses in a wonderful 
environment. 

Thank you for allowing the community to weigh in. 
Sincerely, Shawna 

Shawna Schuh, CSP 
Igniting l eaders Who Ignite Others 
Ignite Executive Coaching, Speaking, Columnist & Author 
503-970-5774 
www.WornenlnThePetlndustry.com 

www.Shawn aSchuh.com 
www. ULAdventure.com 

l 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Please put in the trail record. 

Planning 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019 9:02 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
Todd Sadia 
FW: YAMHELAS TRAIL 

High 

From: Kathleen Boeve <kboeve@viclink.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 1:39 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: YAMHELAS TRAIL 
Importance: High 

My husband and I own a farm, vineyard and woodland site on Abbey Road which touches the toes of the Trappist 
Abbey. We bought the property in 1989 and have lived on the land for the past 22 years. Working within a county 
conservation project, we put in a wetland in the areas of the property along the county road to create a natural habitat 
for native plants and wintering geese and ducks. Though we are not members of a mutigenerational farm family, our 
farming and woodlot practices are conservative, ecologically sound while Intended to be financially supporting. We 
work with the land, touching the soil, growing a crop on the ground too tired, thin and depleted for anything but grapes. 
At the same time, we renew the property through protective forgestry and wetland practices. The vineyard is mostly 
organic, but yes, we use Roundup!!! We are moderate people devoid of 'all or nothing' thinking patterns who attempt 
to find and live with the "third way" of thought, reasoning, and action. 

The rail to trails projects is an example of 'third way' thinking and action. Land purchased long ago by railroad 
companies that built pathways of steel and timber to connect people, places, and industry across our country. It served 
to join farmers, loggers, iron workers, and the industrial revolution to unite and modernize America. Over time, 
connections remained, but the methods of the union changed with time, technology, population growth, and the 
evolution of transportation. As a professional psychologist, I do not see that people inclined to walk, stroll or bicycle 
prone to destruction, violence or voyeurism or trespassing beyond reasonable curiosity. Instead, individuals that are on 
a walkabout generally desire to experience the landscape, its natural beauty and native habitant as well as how others 
tend to the land as farmers and landowners. In other words, they are generally respectful of all species of our earth 
including ourselfves. Nor can one expect that the average stroller will take up 'squatter rights' to the land passively 
gifted to existing landowners neighboring along former railroad property. 

From personal experience over a year of walkabouts along the trail from Banks to Vernonia, while recovering from 
cancer, I lived with this tra il, its' neighboring farmers, loggers, and landowners. Each week my husband and I would take 
a small section of the trail to regain both my strength and sensibilities. I had the pleasure to chat with the farmer, the 
logger, the dog and the landscape along the way and to breathe in the gift of life. I did not meet with cautious, 
suspicious or angry landowners. Some protected their privacy with more vegetation or signage while others lived as 
they would with or without the trail. It seemed to be a perfect example of peaceful cohabitation of public and private 
land, of landownership and community commitment to privacy, conservation, recreation and volunteerism for trail 
maintenance. And yes, some of the landowners preserved t he right as many do to store or leave broken down tractors, 
cars or truck or the family dump alongside of the well maintained trail. Herbicides use limited along the waterways, but 
not prohibited outside of the land held in common nor were logging clear cut practices or personal land practices 
mandated by tree huggers, environmentalist or regulations beyond the state's land use laws. The management of 
complaints or issues raised by the misinformed city slickers or unrealistic environmentalist can be addressed through 
corrective signage at the trail heads, indicating the balance between public and private land and personal liberties with 
the free use of the trail. 
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All in all, the trail will not alter the character of the existing land use but will enhance the utilization of the crossways 
between parcels of property on each side through trail maintenance and volunteer observation of trail use. Additionally, 
using the Banks to Vernonia as model it is apparent that personal land use, the trail will not negetatively impact 
individual practices or ownership rights. 

Thank you for the continuation of efforts made by the planning department in addressing this proposal. 

Kathleen Boeve' & Jim Stonebridge (10800 NE Abbey Rd Carlton, OR 97111-503-852-7738) 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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February 27, 2019 

Yamhill County Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth St. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners and Planning Department; 

REf?EillED 
~272019 

YAMHILL COUNTY llLA 
ri NNING 

I am hereby submitting testimony for the public hearing on March 7, regarding the LUBA remand of 
Ordinance 904, pertaining to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

I worked for seven years for Travel Portland before moving to Yamhill County, and was quite involved in 
bicycle tourism and sustainable tourism, working with and around entities ln Oregon and across the 
country to promote economic development through these types of tourism. During that time, I heard 
many reports of the power of trails to positively transform rural communities and economies. I offer 
this as background for my comments on the specific items put forward in the LUBA remand. 

There are dozens, if not hundreds, of trails around the country that coexist peacefully with the 
agricultural activities around them. While I have heard many anecdotal success stories, a 2015 study of 
several such trails, the Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey (please see 
attached) provides substantiation. It states: "While farm bureaus and other agricultural representative 
bodies have, as a matter of policy, opposed recreational uses adjacent to farmland, individual farmers 
adjacent to the trails analyzed in this study have reported very little, if any, conflict with trail operations, 
trail users, (n)or have had their farming operations hampered by adjacent trails." 

This study shows that it is possible to build and operate trails in ways that do not farce a significant 
change in or significantly increase the cost of farming or forestry practices in surrounding lands, will not 
alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents 
the use of surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district, and that 
the use can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowed uses in the area, as per the 
Yamhill County zoning requirements. County commissioners, in their original vote on Ordinance 904, 
committed to working with adjacent landowners through the master planning process to ensure these 
requirements are met. 

Relating to the zoning requirement that the parcel be suitable for the proposed use based on size, 
shape, location, topography, natural features and irnprovements, as this property has been a 
transportation corridor for more than 140 years, provides a relatively flat and linear connection 
between two communities that share a school district, and travels through a scenic valley in the heart 
of wine country> it is perfectly appropriate for a trail that will enhance local transportation options for 
school children, residents and visitors. 
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Veronica Hinkes testimony pg 2 

And, finally, to the requirement that the use be appropriate considering the adequacy of existing or 
planned public facilities and services, I would say that current absence of any safe route for bicycles, 
pedestrians and equestrians between Yamhill and Carlton makes the proposed trail not only 
appropriate, but necessary and long overdue! Please continue to move this trail project forward. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best regards, 

/ / . r//~ 
/ LfA,[1,,·V.'cA- '!Va,(~ 
Veronica Hinkes 
16375 NW Meadow Lake Rd. 
PO Box 685 
Carlton, OR 97111 
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Santa Pou/a Branch Line Recreatfona/ Troll Compatibility Survey April, 2015 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This report is an Inventory and analysts of existing trails in agricultural settings, with a focus on trails that are 

most comparable to the context of the Santa Paula Branch Line (SPBL) In Ventura County, The objective was to 

find trails that have been successfully implemented and are currently operating in active agricultural areas 

similar to the proposed SPBL trail, and identify the challenges they faced and the factors that made them 

successful. Significant effort was made to contact the agricultural owner/operators adjacent to the trail in 

regard to their experience and perspective, as weUas that of the trail owner/operator. While this study was 

conducted specifically for the SPBL, the findings are applicable to other areas where trails may traverse 

agricultural properties. 

Criteria for comparable examples included: 

1. Trail corridors that pass through active agricultural areas; particularly high-value row crops and 

orchards; 

2. Paved trails that have a range and level of use comparable to what is envisioned for the SPBL; 

3. Trails in California or those with a comparable agricultural/environmental setting; 

4. Trails for which detailed Information could be obtained for the trail owner/operator, and if possible 

from the adjacent agricultural owner(s)/operators; 

5. Presence of or history of rail use near the trail corridor. 

Over thirty trails were identified matching the first criteria, as listed in Section 3.3. Of those, nine trails with the 

greatest similarity to the SPBL have been selected for detailed profiles in Section 4. Information gathered for the 

remaining trails is presented In Section 5. 

In addition to the trail research and case studies, a review of technical literature and guidelines related to trails 

in agricultural settings was performed. The most relevant literature, themes, and findings are summarized in 

Section 3.4. 

2 
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Santo Pou/a Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Su,vey April, 2015 

2 BACKGROUND & CONTEXT 
Stretching 32 miles from Highway 101 in the west to the Los Angeles County line in the east, the Santa Paula 

Branch line (SPBL) rail corridor passes through the cities of Santa Paula and Fillmore as well as active agricultural 

areas. While 29 miles of track remain In active use, the future use of the corridor is to be determined. The 

Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC) purchased the corridor In 1995 from the Southern Pacific 

Transportation Company and manages the corridor with the potential to develop freight, commuter rail, 

utilities, and/or recreational trails and parks, The right-of-way averages 100 feet wide, but varies in places from 

30 to 250 feet wide. 

In the year 2000, VCTC adopted the Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Master Plan and certified the 

Santa Paula Branch line Recreational Trail Master Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The SPBL 

Recreational Trail Master Plan provides design guidelines, preliminary engineering, and a preferred alignment 

for the trail, traversing the cities of Ventura, Santa Paula, Fillmore, the community of Piru, and agricultural areas 

in unincorporated Ventura County. To date, three trail segments have been constructed in Santa Paula, Fillmore, 

and Plru. In response to significant concerns and protest from agricultural interests, trail construction In the 

agricultural areas of the unincorporated County was prohibited by a 15-year agreement between VCTC, the 

County, and property owners adjacent to the SPBL This agreement expires in February 2015. 

The rail corridor is owned in fee by VCTC. Along much of the SPBL, agricultural operations line both the north 

and south sides of the VCTC right-of-way and in some areas encroach onto the 100-foot right-of-way, pursuant 

to existing lease agreements between VCTC and the agricultural operators. Many agricultural crossings are 

legally entitled; of these, some are location-specific while others are generally or vaguely located. Some farmers 

are traveling on the right-of-way laterally without the legal right to do so. Agricultural uses along the SPBL 

change in response to market demand and crop viability. Currently, the adjacent properties generally include 

row crops and orchards (e.g., avocados and lemons). 

In 2013, the County prepared engineering plans and an EIR addendum for its Piru Commuter Bicycle Path Phase 

Ill Project, which proposed construction and operation for an approximately 1-mile segment of the larger SPBL 

Recreation Trail in the Piru area. The project was met with significant opposition from agricultural interests, 

including the Farm Bureau; the Ventura County Coalition of labor, Agriculture and Business; and the County 

Agricultural Commissioner. Concerns expressed by agricultural landowners and interests included vandalism, 

litter, Increased liability, trespassing, the potential loss of the ability to cross the SPBL corridor, and the potential 

loss of existing farmland to buffers between recreational and agricultural uses. 

As the 15-year agreement between VCTC, the County, and property owners adjacent to the SPBL approaches its 

end, new strategies are sought to address the relationship between agricultural and recreational interests, in the 

hope that the constructed portions of trail along the SPBL can be joined into a continuous whole reaching the 

coast. This report investigates trails that have been implemented in active agricultural areas, and reviews how 

they affected agricultural operations and food production. Outreach methods, negotiations between interested 

parties, trail and buffer design, and trail management policies and strategies are evaluated for their success or 

failure In balancing the needs of all stakeholders. 
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3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Trails and active agriculture areas can and do exist in harmony, as demonstrated by examples from across the 

United States, including a wide range of 1,1se levels, trail surfaces, and management policies. The following 

strategies have been essential to the success of trails in agricultural areas: 

• Indemnification of farmers against liability from trail use (in California there are existing statutes that 

provide strong protections); 

• Fencing to clearly delineate trail and agricultural areas and provide barriers; 

• Policies and agreements that give farmers the ability to close portions of the trail when agricultural 

operations would otherwise be limited by or hazardous to trail users; 

• Controlled crossings that allow farm equipment to reach both sides of the trail, where necessary; 

• Signage to alert trail users to the presence of active agricultural operations and instructing users to stay 

on the trail; 

• Maintaining and observing the trail at a level to minimize vandalism and encourage a self-policing 

environment. 

3.1 Design and Management Strategies 

The most common thread in successful trail planning and management in agricultural settings has been one-on

one cooperation between trail operators and adjacent farmers and landowners. By developing these individual 

relationships, trail managers are able to accommodate concerns of farmers that are specific to the land features, 

crops, operations and machinery required for unimpeded farming, While farm bureaus and other agricultural 

representative bodies have, as a matter of policy, opposed recreational uses adjacent to farmland, individual 

farmers adjacent to the trails analyzed in this study have reported very little, if any, conflict with trail operations, 

trail users, or have had their farming operations hampered by adjacent trails. Illegal dumping, when It has been 

documented, has been the responsibility of the trail operator to clean up, and the presence of the trail removes 

the farm operator's responsibility. Concerns of trespassing, theft, and vandalism have not been supported by 

evidence. 

Of all documented management practices, one of the most common is the ability to close the trail, or portions 

thereof, to allow agricultural operations such as spraying to occur without the danger of affecting trail users. 

Design measures that have helped minimize conflict include fencing and/or planted buffers between trails and 

crops, and the design and maintenance of regular trail crossings and gates for farmers. 

The topic of trails through agricultural areas deserves additional ongoing study. As evidenced in this report, 

existing studies of trails, policies, and guidelines to address the interactions of recreation with farms are scarce. 

This study attempts to bring some of the strategies already in place in trails throughout the nation into an 

organized collection, while highlighting the most effective management techniques, design elements, and 

outreach methods. Of utmost importance is that trail planners and operators make direct contact with adjacent 

farmers and landowners and allow flexibility in trail design and management to meet the individual needs of 

affected stakeholders. 
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3.2 Indemnification 

The California Government Code includes protections for landowners and facility operators from legal claims by 

recreational users. Counties and trail operators have, In some cases, chosen to Implement specific policies to 

further Indemnify trail-adjacent farmers and landowners from liability for any harm that may come to trail users. 

Applicable California codes and a selection of county and operator-specific policies are reproduced below. 

California Government Code § 831.4 provides protection to public entitles and easement grantors from liabllity 

to users of recreational trails, regardless of trail surface: 

831.4. A public entity, public employee, or a grantor of a public easement to a public entity for any of 

the following purposes, ls not liable for an injury caused by a condition of: (a) Any unpaved road which 

provides access to fishing, hunting, camping, hiking, riding, including animal and all types of vehicular 

riding, water sports, recreational or scenic areas and which is not a (1) city street or highway or (2) 

county, state or federal highway or (3) public street or highway of a Joint highway district, boulevard 

district, bridge and highway district or similar district formed for the improvement or building of public 

streets or highways. (b) Any trail used for the above purposes. {c) Any paved trail, walkway, path, or 

sidewalk on an easement of way which has been granted to a public entity, which easement provides 

access to any unimproved property, so long as such public entity shall reasonably attempt to provide 

adequate warnings of the existence of any condition of the paved trail, walkway, path, or sidewalk 

which constitutes a hazard to health or safety. Warnings required by this subdivision shall only be 

required where pathways are paved, and such requirement shall not be construed to be a standard of 

care for any unpaved pathways or roads. 

(California Government Code Section 831.4. http://www.leglnfa.ca.gov/cgl-bin/disp/aycode ?section=gov&group=00001-

01000&f/le=830-831.8) 

Further, California Civil Code § 846 specifically indemnifies private land owners against liability for any 

recreational users entering their property: 

846. An owner of any estate or any other interest in real property, whether possessory or 

nonpossessory, owes no duty of care to keep the premises safe for entry or use by others for any 

recreational purpose or to give any warning of hazardous conditions, uses of, structures, or activities on 

such premises to persons entering for such purpose, except as provided in this section. 

A "recreational purpose," as used in this section, includes such activities as fishing, hunting, camping, 

water sports, hiking, spelunking, sport parachuting, riding, including animal riding, snowmobiling, and all 

other types of vehicular riding, rock collecting, sightseeing, picnicking, nature study, nature contacting, 

recreational gardening, gleaning, hang gliding, winter sports, and viewing or enjoying historical, 

archaeological, scenic, natural, or scientific sites. 

An owner of any estate or any other interest in real property, whether possessory or nonpossessory, 

who gives permission to another for entry or use for the above purpose upon the premises does not 

thereby (a) extend any assurance that the premises are safe for such purpose, or (b) constitute the 

person to whom permission has been granted the legal status of an invitee or licensee to whom a duty 

of care is owed, or (c) assume responsibility for or incur llablllty for any Injury to person or property 

caused by any act of such person to whom permission has been granted except as provided in this 

section. 
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This section does not limit the liability which otherwise exists (a) for willful or malicious fallure to guard 

or warn against a dangerous condition, use, structure or activity; or (b) for injury suffered in any case 

where permission to enter for the above purpose was granted for a consideration other than the 

consideration, if any, paid to said landowner by the state, or where consideration has been received 

from others for the same purpose; or (c) to any persons who are expressly invited rather than merely 

permitted to come upon the premises by the landowner. 

Nothing in this section creates a duty of care or ground of liability for injury to person or property. 

(California Civil Code Section 846. http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bln/disp/oycode?sectlon=clv&group=DOD01-01000&jile=840-
848) 

San Diego County Ordinance Number 9233 (the "Trail Defense and Indemnification Ordinance") provides a 

similar Indemnification agreement, but specifically for owners of parcels containing or adjacent to recreational 

trails. Specific indemnification language from the ordinance is below: 

Sec. 812.103. INDEMNITY. The County of San Diego will defend and indemnify an owner of a parcel of 

land as described in this chapter, from all claims, demands or liability for injury to person or property 

that occurs on the trail, or incfdental to use of the trail, when used for any recreational purpose, 

excluding injury occurring in any of the following circumstances: 

a) The owner's willful or malicious failure to guard or warn against a dangerous condition, use, 

structure or activity; 

b) Where permission for recreational use was granted for a consideration other than the benefit 

received at the time of dedication; 

c) Where the person suffering injury was expressly invited by the owner to use the trail for a 
recreational purpose rather than merely permitted to use it; 

d) Where the person suffering injury is a member of the owner's household. 

{San Diego County Ordinance Number 9233. http://www.sondiegocounty.gov/cob/ordlnances/ord9233.pdfl 

Also in San Diego County, the San Dieguito Joint Powers Authority (JPA), operator of the San Pasqual Valley 

Agricultural Trail (see page 11), passed a resolution to specifically indemnify farmers adjacent to the trail against 

claims from trail users. The JPA carries insurance to assist in the legal defense of suits brought against land 

owners, and also assists with legal counsel. This resolution, as applied to the Mule Creek Trail (with a similar 

agricultural adjacency) appears in Appendix A. 

In areas with active agricultural operations, adequate signage alerting trail users to farming activities and 

equipment should be installed to alert users to the possibility of hazardous conditions. 

3.3 National Trail Inventory 

In order to identify trails that are most applicable to the SPBL, a nationwide inventory was completed of trails 

that pass through or adjacent to active agricultural lands. Data was gathered for each of these trails and used to 

determine which trails were most comparable to the SPBL. Trails included in this natlonal inventory are shown in 

Table 1. From this list the most pertinent nine examples were selected for more detailed case studies. 

Information on the remaining trails is provided in Section 5. 
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Table 1- National Trail Inventory - Trails in Agricultural Settings 

Bob Jones Pathway 

Catskill Scenic Trail 

Cedar Valley Nature Trail 

Conewago Recreational Trall 

Cowell-Purisima Coastal Trail 

Fred Meijer Heartland Trail 

Goleta Bicycle Route 

Hanover Trolley Trail 

Harlem Valley Rail Trail 

Hart-Montague Trail 

Hennepin Canal Parkway 

Ice Age Trail 

Joe Rodota Trail 

John Wayne Pioneer Trail 

Lake Wobegon Trait 

Lakelands Trail 

Latah Trail 

Macomb Orchard Trail 

Mokelumne Coast to Crest Trail 

Delaware, Schoharie 

Linn 

Lebanon, Lancaster 

Santa Barbara 

York 

.s Dutchess, Columbia 

Muskegon and 
Oceana 

if( /i~ Bureau, Henry, 
• .4'.~',_ ~: Whiteside 

- -.:C-.;..,; 

-

Sonoma 

King, Kittitas 

Stearns 

Ingham, Livingston, 

and Washtenaw 

Latah 

Macomb 

. _ . ., Alameda, Calaveras, 

&..·· - Contra Costa, 
.· Tuolumne 

April, 2015 
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Monterey Bay Scenic Sanctuary Trail 

Mullet Hall Equestrian Trail System 

Musketawa Trail 

Norwottuck Rail-Trail 

Oak Creek Trail 

Obern Trail (Atascadero Bike trail) 

Ohlone Rail Trail 

Raccoon River Valley Trail 

Row River Trail 

Russell Boulevard Bike Path 

San Pasqual Valley Agricultural Trail/ Mule Hill 
Historic Trail 

Sauk Rail Trail 

Slippery Elm Trall 

South Prong Rocky River Greenway (SE 
Greenway, Davidson Greenway) 

Stavich Bike Trail 

Ventura River Trail (Ojai Valley Trail 
Extension) 

West County Trail 

Santa Cruz 

Charleston 

Ottawa, Muskegon 

Butler, Saunders 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Cruz 

Dallas 

lane 

San Diego 

Carroll, Sac 

Wood 

Mecklenburg 

... JI_" • 

~ -"'' .-1(t~ ; M h . (OH) 
:: ,;__,::Hffi'/hQ~ ? a onrng , 

- Lawrence (PA) 

i;, .;- -~-;.. :l.l; 

:~. J'' 
= ·-1= -
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3.4 Literature Review 

A search and review of related literature highlights the need for research of this kind . The vast majority of 

existing research on the combination of recreational and agricultural uses involves either low-intensity grazing 

land or the establishment of agritourism. While agritourism can provide benefits to both farmers and trail users, 

it presents a very different situation to the SPBL, where agricultural operations are large scale and intensive. The 

literature summarized in Table 2 addresses trails in agricultural settings in a general way, or agritourism in a way 

that provides guidelines applicable to trails in agricultural areas. 

Agriculture 

Areas 

A Guide to Using 

and Developing 

Trails in Farm 

and Ranch Areas 

Land Trusts and 

the Choice to 

Conserve land 

with Full 

Ownership or 

Conservation 

Easements 

Table 2 - Literature Review Summary 

.... ':....,. . -";.• ...,. ~ 

,·IWJJs~_:!:~Jurn~if ~ British Columbia 
~ ~/; -=.,.-- Ministry of 

Agriculture 

British Columbia 

Ministry of 

~ Agriculture and 
,.J 

lands 

Dominic P. 

Parker 

series of pictures to address 

- conflict between trail users 

;f. and agriculture. Directed at 

The guide contains 

suggestions and 

_ recommendations for people 

_. ~ . : .. /' - who are directly involved in 
. · -'!~,,,:. ~~ ~ the planning, design, 

~- ' - -. development and -. ·:,,,.._ --;, 

='=---~ ~- -· ~ ' maintenance of trails that go 
~~ ~ .. 

,... - = through agricultural lands. 
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Recreation, 

tourism and the 

farmer 

Governing 

recreationa I 

activities in 

Ireland: a 

partnerships 

approach to 

sustainable 

tourism 

Protecting and 

managing 

private farmland 

and public 

greenways in 

the urban fringe 

Rail-Trails and 

Community 

Sentiment 

Ag Respect 

10 

Details common concerns and 

conflicts. Encourages farmers 

to embrace tourism, provide 

services for visitors. 

:i Recommends the 
~ 

development of information 

similar to the materials in 

i British Columbia. 

conservation organizations 

--=~ together with local farmers in 

" greenway planning decisions. 

j: - - -: 

_.: · 1998° "· \, General strategies for reducing 
~ conflict 

4 ~r 
'~ -µ --

~ -~ 
; .• r.·· -

,':le- (:ln!lhg;,, ~ Media campaign created by 
-: • ~ . f1-... -.;~ 

··S'_-- ngoing_ :, the Napa Valley Vine Trail 

- : ,/ ,; Coalition in partnership with 
r;=s,, 

__ ,,, · the Napa County Farm Bureau 

,: • ,_ :-· -""'· ·"->;;j and Napa County Regional 
- ~- .. 

: ,,.. ~.. . Park and Open Space District, ·-
to promote awareness among 

"¼.:.-:,. - recreational users visiting 

"° >: .-":d agricultural areas. 
~ 
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4 D ETAILED T RAIL INFORMATION 
The following section provides nine trails that were found to be most applicable to the SPBL. A general summary 
of each trail's context and history is provided, along with details on the trail's physical characteristics; specific 
design features to accommodate agriculture; and management strategies essential to the trail's operation in an 
agricultural setting. Where possible, contact information for and feedback from trail and agricultural operators is 
supplied. 

4.1 San Pasqual Valley Agricultural Trail, San Diego County, CA 

Summary 

The San Pasqual Valley Agricultural Trail (SPVAT) was opened In June 1, 2002. The trail goes through an 
agricultural preserve owned by the City of San Diego, which leases the land to private farmers. During the 
planning phase of the trail, significant resistance was presented by local farmers and the San Diego Farm Bureau, 
primarily out of fear of theft and vandalism. The trail follows the edges of farm properties; farmers occasionally 
need to bring equipment across the trail. 

(continued on next page) 
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{San Pasqual Valley Agricultural Trail, continued) 

x~ ,~,,....· 
~T.taU~BeRtqr~.s .~, 

. ' ' . ....~ 
Trail operator: San Dieguito 
River Park Joint Powers 
Authority (SDRP JPA) 

length: 8.75 miles 

Trail width: 12' overall. 4' in oak 
grove areas, 6-8' in other 
constrained areas. 

ROW/Corridor width: Varies; 
generally 20' 

Trail surface: Unpaved native 
surface 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Specific fencing was designed for the trall, modified from the park 
department's standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire Inserts were 
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass 
through; 

Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed; 

Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and 
to stay on the trail; 

Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, I.e., preferably not on 
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was 
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm 
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers; 

The SDRP JPA chose to indemnify.the farmers against liability issues 
relating to those using the trail. 

.. , ,,, - - - - ';"" 

Trail use: Equestrian, hiking, and :Feif~b1 ck.from"ilriy, .. ol~ea Parti~s ·" ~, 
biking _ . _ _ _ . .,. _ ... _ ,.,., ~-· 

Type of crops and operations: 
Orange groves, avocados, 
asparagus, squash, ornamental 
flowers, and row crops 

Trail owner/operator contact 
information: Shawna Anderson, 
San Dieguito River Park, 858-
674-2275 x13, shawna@sdrp.org 

Agricultural operator contact 
information: Matt Witman, 
Witman Ranch 

12 

• Shawna Anderson: There have been no reported incidents of theft, 
vandalism, or liability issues to this date. 

• Many farmers who were initially opposed to the trail now support it. 

• An agreement was made early after the SDRP JPA listened to the 
concerns of the farmers and created specific design and management 
plans to create a mutually beneficial relationship between the trail and 
agricultural industry. 

• One segment required the removal of orange t rees to make space for 
the trail. The owner of the trees was compensated for the value of the 
trees and their future crop value. 

• Matt Witman: Citrus farmer, primarily orange groves, some organic 
farming; 

• Heavily involved in the early planning process. Primary concerns were 
trespassing and litter from the trail contaminating crops and affecting 
farm inspections; 

• Indemnification of farmers was "a dealbreaker" - the farmers and farm 
bureau would have never supported the trail without it; 

• Trespass ing has not been a major problem overall, there was one 
instance where a bicycle race took place on t he trail, and one of the 
racers got lost and strayed onto the farm and a pack of racers followed. 
No damage was done but it was not an ideal scenario; 

• Chainllnk fencing is important, as it provides a better psychological 
barrier for trail users than lodgepole, and also keeps dogs off the farm; 

• If he could do it all over again, he would have pushed for more stringent 
trash cleanup requirements from the trail operator. 
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Project Photos 

Source: http://www.fsdrv.org/photosRVVlews.html {friends of Son Diego River Volley 

Source: http:/l}omescoffeestudios.smugmug.com/Son-Dleguito-Rlver-Pork/Hikes/Valley/20090228-Ysabe/-Creek-to-1 
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4.2 Fred Meijer Heartland Trail, Montcalm County, Ml 

Summary 

In 1994 Fred Meijer and other donors funded the purchase of the abandoned rail line and its transformation Into 
a recreation trail. Paving was begun with grants from ISTEA, DALMAC, and many generous private donations. 
Concerns from farmers included trespassing fears and restricted access to land on both sides of the trail. Other 
than agriculture, hunters also opposed the trail as it was used for hunting prior to development. During the trails 
development there were multiple outreach events between the trail developers and the public. Two hearings 
were held and there were petitions both for and opposing the trail. While an agreement w ith all adjacent 
farmers could not be reached, the trail was constructed with overall public support. All trail funding is from 
private donations and trail memberships. 

Trail operator: Friends of the Fred Meijer 
Heartland Trail 

Length: 41 miles 

Trail width: 10' with 2' shoulders; 14' total 

ROW/Corridor width: 50' on each side of 
center line 

Trail surface: Paved asphalt 

Trail use: Bikers, walkers, roller blade 
enthusiasts and joggers 

Type of crops and operations: Potatoes, 
soy, hops, corn, beans, hay, wheat, alfalfa, 
oats 

Owner/operator contact information: Don 
Stearns, President, 989-235-6170 
dkstearns@centurylink.net 

Agricultural owner/operators: Ned Welder; 
Jan Pearl (property owner, leases to a 
farmer}; Robert Spencer 

• Bollards were put in place on the trail to limit vehicular use 
and dumping. All keyed the same with emergency 
responders having access to keys. 

• Gates installed to allow farmers to cross. 

• Ml state law indemnifies farmers for injury to trail users. 

• When trail was constructed, a wide apron was installed to 
allow combines and semis to cross. 

• Signs posted to warn users to watch for farm equipment 
crossing. 

_;.~• - . - "" ;,.. .-~ > 

• F,_eedb\ik framJnv().lvecf P~rties 
.. ,:,;. ":'"L~~- "'-~ ~ -T· • ...!:-'~""- -- ' 

• Don Stearns: No reports of trespassing onto farmland. 
Occasionally farmers have encroached into the trail buffer, 
spraying the trail (4 incidents in 20 years) and snowmobiles 
entering the trail and causing accidents have been reported. 
Ray Christiensen, a corn farmer, was ruled against in federal 
court and had to pay damages for cutting down trees in the 
buffer within the trail's right-of-way. 

• Ned Welder: no problems with the trail. He walks along the 
trail to check on his crops. 

• Jan Pearl: very concerned about trespassing before the trail 
was built, but have had no problems with the trail or trail 
users. She said she was uncomfortable with change but is 
now a trail user and sees it as a very positive thing for the 
community 

• Robert Spencer: has generally experienced no problems with 
the trail. One issue was a deer hunter using the trail. Another 
is that potato farms nearby spray from the air and there has 
been concern about drift. 
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Project Photos 

.hltp://trallsmlchlgon.com/trallpc1ge.php ?nr=69 _ Fred-Meijer-Heartland-Trail-E ntire-Trail 

http://vanscyoc.net/blog/a rchives/841-F red-M eijer-Hea rt la nd-T rai 1-M ichiga n. html 
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4.3 Cowell-Purisima Coastal Trail, San Mateo County, CA 

Summary 

The Peninsula Open Space Trust {POST), working with the California Coastal Conservancy, a state agency, bought 
the land to protect It from development, and later sold it to the farmer, Giusti, with conservation and trail 
easements in place. The design and implementation of the trail involved a lot of work with the owner/farmer to 
make the trail work In the agricultural setting; stout fencing; information and regulatory signs, trail gates the 
farmer has a right to close, within certain limits, to accommodate crop spraying and other operations; and 
special wide double gates to allow cattle and large equipment, such as disking tractors, to cross the trail while 
simultaneously closing the trail. The trail was open 7 days per week for the 1st year, except for month-long 
periods when it was closed on weekdays for field spraying. Then due to State parks closure of the north leg of 
the access due to budget constraints, the trail was closed weekdays and is currently only open weekends and 
holidays. POST uses volunteer docents for patrol and a local landscape restoration company for maintenance. 

Length: 3.6 miles 

Trail width: 6 to 12 feet, depending on 
topography 

ROW/Corridor width: Varies; 20' 
minimum 

Trail surface: Unpaved, base rock 
surface 

Trail use: Hikers, bicyclists, handicap 
accessible at most parts, no dogs or 
horses due to food safety concerns with 
adjacent farm fields 

Type of crops and operations: 
Artichokes, Brussels sprouts, field crops, 
grazing 

Owner/operator contact information: 
Paul Ringgold, Vice President, Land 

Stewardship, Phone: {650) 854-7696 
pringgold@openspacetrust.org 

Agricultural owner/operator: John 
Giusti, Giusti Farms, LTD. 650.726.9221. 
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• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while 
trail is closed 

• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations 
• Information and regulatory signs 
• Maintained by volunteer docents 
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance 

• Paul Ringgold: The ability to work as a team, such as on a section 
where bluff erosion was impacting the trail, is key to success. 

• POST recently asked whether there were any security issues that 
would benefit from additional gates and was told that there were 
none. 

• POST hasn't received any negative comments from owner John 
Giusti, or Glusti's agricultural tenant on the southern half of the 
property, Bob Marsh. 

• John Guisti reported 8/25/14 that the trail project "has not 
interfered with his operation at all, and he considers it a 
successful project." The fence is very important. There is never 
anybody crossing it, t hough sometimes there are people on the 
trail when it is supposed to be closed (such as for spraying - often 
runners. The project is a success because of the planning that 
took his concerns into consideration, and made it more of a 
partnership. The Information about spraying and the allowance 
for closure was important. 
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Trail Map 

HalfMoonBay t _/ 
Deholl Canyon Rd 

CowellRan(!ll 

---- New Cowcll-Purisima Trnil Cowell Hanch Hl'ach to 1>urisim:i Creel< 
This portion of the tn1il is opl'll weekends 

year round. Closed weekdays. 
Trail 

Protected Land 

>=::< Bridge 

Sourece: http://1v,vw.openspacetrust.org/images/CowelLP11risima_ Troil.pdf 

April, 2015 
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Project Photos 

http://www.wisdomportol.com/Cowel/RanchBeach/219-Tra/lheodToBeach.Jpg 

http://peninsuloapenspocetrust.files .wordpress.com/2014/08/cowel/-purisimotrail-open_ 4562_cpao/ovescia11.jpg 
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4.4 Bob Jones Bike Trail, San Luis Obispo County, CA 

Summary 

Previously Avila Beach Trail and the Bob Jones City to Sea Bike Trail. It follows the Pacific Coast Railroad right-of

way along the San Luis Obispo Creek to Avila Beach. The trail Is being built on easements that are either 

purchased from or donated by landowners. The existing trail is adjacent to a creek, SLO golf course, and an apple 

orchard. 

The new segment of the trail will be adjacent to more agriculture. Draft EIR is currently underway, and a second 

public workshop for the EIR is expected to be conducted in late October 2014. Extensive coordination with 

landowners for this phase. Concerns have been raised about access and interference with farm equipment. With 

federal funding, negotiations on acquisitions can't begin until EIR complete. 

Trail operator: San Luis Obispo County Parks 

Length: 3 miles 

Trail width: Up to 10', narrower as topography 
demands 

ROW/Corridor width: 

Trail surface: Paved 

Trail use: Bicycle and pedestrian 

Type of crops and operations: Apple orchards 

Owner/operator contact information: Shaun Cooper, 
Senior Park Planner (805) 781-4388 
secooper@co.slo.ca.us 

,!(-2'' " ~_ - ::.-.::~.~ ~ ': 

-<; :s·p~pj(ibi0.esjgb :and Ma'hage m~o} e1~-½ _ _ 

'. ~t~~o·~~~~~-~- ~=::~~~-~:;fies_;~ =~ ~:~ ~ 
• Fencing and other barriers are being considered 

for future portions of the trail. 

• Portions of the trail have been routed around 
specific parcels to reduce conflict. 

• In one circumstance, the route was adjusted to 
pass around a farm. The route originally followed 
farm frontage roads, but was moved to the back of 
properties Instead. 

.,_ 

• Shaun Cooper: Trail generally borders agriculture 
on one side only, with a creek or highway on the 
other. 

• The trail is generally on the edges of properties, 
where it's adjacent to either the creek or 101, so 
it's not interfering much with operations. The trail 
overall, being placed on easements, doesn't claim 
a great deal of property. It's taking a small overall 
percentage of property that it passes through. 
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Project Photos 

Source: http://connectslocounty.org/2013/04/02/ bob-jo11es-octogon -barn-con11ection-workshop·l / 

. 
Photo simulation of proposed new segment of trail. Source: Bob Jones Pathway Draft EIR 
http.//www.slocaunty.ca.gov/planning/enviranmental/Environmenta/Notices/bobjonespathway.htm 
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4.5 Obern Trail, Santa Barbara County, CA 

Summary 

This trail was first proposed 1967, when housing developments and drainage creeks were being constructed in 

the area. George and Vie Obern lobbied for the creation of trails along these creeks, and the trail was named 

after them in 2004 (it was previously called the Atascadero Trail). 

The surrounding agriculture includes some of the most productive In the county· it's in the flight path of the 

airport, not under threat from development, so there is heavy investment in irrigation, greenhouses, and 

equipment. The stretch from Patterson to Goleta Beach passes through high value crops. 

Trail operator: Santa Barbara County 

Length: 3.5 Miles 

Trail width: 10' 

ROW/Corridor width: Varies, 
most often 20' 

Trail surface: Paved 

Trail use: Recreational and commuter 
cycling 

Level of use: High: thousands of users 
daily 

Type of crops and operations: 
Strawberries, tomatoes, nurseries, 
greenhouses, row crops, and orchards. 

Owner/operator contact Information: 
Matthew Dobberteen, Alternative 
Transportation Manager, Santa Barbara 
County Department of Public Works 
805-568-3576 

Agricultural owner/operator: John 
Givens john.givens1@verizon.net - 805-
964-4477 
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• Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and 
chainllnk fence. 

• Each farmer decides on fencing- not installed by the County. 
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario. 

• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours. 

:_~ ~;;... ... -;~:::.-· ..:;·~~..... 1' .:~;~ ... -!' .... _:ff;:; .. ~ f::-~-;;; ~~:-"'-3:~ 

i~~e7pp~~~,~~~!!!~~vt~~~~s);1~-:,-«,::. ~ -~1 -.,\ -~--

• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for 
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complalnt about 
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the 
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years 
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will 
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention, 
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a 
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a 
trail with steady use." 

• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally 
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has 
not been serious enough to involve the County or other 
authorities. Trail users don't cut through the farm property. 
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Trail Map 
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Project Photos 

Source: http://www.edhat.com/site/tidbit.cfm7nid=52049 

Source: http://www.edhat.com/site/tidbit.cfm7nid=52049 
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4.6 Musketawa Trail, Ottawa and Muskegon Counties, Ml 

Summary 

This trail was converted from an unused railroad corridor that ran between Marne and Muskegon. It links with 

other trails in a statewide network. Public meetings were held from 1990-1992. A trail advisory board was 

formed, made up of representatives from Muskegon and Ottawa Counties from different user groups and local 

residents. 

The first mile of trail was paved in Ravenna in 1997. The following year the eastern half between Marne and 

Ravenna was completed. The west end will eventually connect to the Hart-Montague Trail and the east end will 

be extended into Grand Rapids to connect with the White Pine Trail, Kent Trails and Paul Henry-Thornapple 

Trail. 

Trail operator: Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources/Friends of the 
Musketawa Trail 

Length: 25 miles 

Trail width: 12', 4-8' gravel shoulder 

ROW/Corridor width: 

Trail surface: Asphalt 

Trail use: Multi-use: bicycling, equestrian, 
snowmoblllng, pedestrian, roller/lnllne 
skating, cross-country skiing 

Type of crops and operations: Hay, 
blueberries, cucumber, corn, possible fruit 
orchards 

Owner/operator contact information: 
Wes Lomax, Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources, (231) 821-0553 

• Chainlink or wire fencing. 

.. ~----- ~ .. 
• Wes Lomax: Conflicts with farmers during the planning 

phase were resolved early on; no conflicts or issues 
reported since. 
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---------- ----
Source: http://musketa,vo.mwswebsites.com/up/oods/newsletters/MusketawaTrall_ VLS·1.pdf 

Project Photos 

\ 
' ) 

Source: http://www.roilstotralls.org/news/recurringfeatures/troilmonth/archlves/Ol 07.html 

Source: http://trallsmlch/gan.com/trallpage.php?nr=79_Musketawa•Trail 
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4.7 Cedar Valley Nature Trail, Linn County, IA 

Summary 

Building this trail was a battle, with concerns ranging from trespassing and robbery to general safety for women 

and children. The trail bisects agricultural properties, so design measures to avoid conflicts were planned. Other 

issues such as trees along the trail sometimes prevented sunlight from reaching crops. Farmers have been 

helpful in allowing access to bridges from property, Many farmers and their families have been seen using this 

trail, while some are still upset due to feelings that the land should be their own. Rural towns and elected 

officials have become supportive of the trail, touting economic development benefits, connecting of the trail to 
local business. The trail abuts 3/4 miles of K&J Squires Farms, and bisects portions of their property. They have 

an easement allowing their equipment to cross the trail and access their fields . 

':r:t;'iei~~tUres_~ -
;;;~<..J"-~-·:"=.----

Trail operator: Linn County Conservation Board 

Length: 52 miles 

Trail width: 12' 

ROW/Corridor width: 100' ROW 

Trail surface: Paved asphalt, crushed stone 

Trail use: Pedestrian and bicycles 

Type of crops and operations: Corn, dry beans, 
hay, wheat 

Owner/operator contact information: Dennis 
Goemaat, Deputy Director, Linn County 
Conservation Board, Iowa 

Agricultural owner/operator: Joyce Squires, 
K&J Squires Farms Inc. 
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• Fencing with gates; 

• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment; 

• Easement allowing farm equipment access; 

• Slgnage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles. 

• Generally the trail has been very positive, she and her 
family use it; 

• Only problem they have is that occasionally a trail 
user will not pay attention to the signs and will cut in 
front of farm equipment on the trail. 
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Project Photos 

Source: Rails ta Trails Conservancy 
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4.8 Lake Wobegon Trail, Stearns County, MN 

Summary 

Built on a Burlington Northern Railroad corridor, this rail-trail passes the towns of Osakis, St. Joseph, and Albany 

in Stearns and Todd Counties. The trail opened in 1998 with significant concerns about safety. In 2000-2001 

landowners convinced commissioners to build fencing. Farmland is on both sides of the trail. There are generally 

no gates aside from grazing areas. During the initial phase of development, there was no opposition . During the 

second phase issues arose when the agricultural commissioner told farmers they would get the underlying 

property land back for free after the railroad left. There were significant concerns about trespassing, and some 

portions include a fence of 3-strand barbed wire for livestock and property demarcation . Opposition is now 

mostly gone, there have been a few people that have expressed concern about spraying for weeds on the trail 

that might impact crops. 

Trail operator: Stearns County Parks 

Length: 62 mi 

Trail width: 10' 

ROW/Corridor width: 100' 

Trail surface: Asphalt, crushed stone, gravel 

Trail use: Bicyclists, cross-country skiers, 
snowmobilers, pedestrians 

Level of use: High on weekends; 100,000-
150,000 users measured from April to 
October 2014 

Type of crops and operations: Corn and 
soybeans 

Owner/operator contact Information: 
Pete Theismann, Park Director Stearns 
County Parks, MN; 320-255-6172 parks 
dept. Lake Wobegon Trail 

• Yield signs at crossing 

• Gates where livestock are present 

• 3 strand wire fence 

• 40' buffer through most of the corridor 

• Weekly trail maintenance 

• Local police are Invited to patrol the trail 

• Trail crossings are minimized. Maintained where existing 
before the trail, but if new crossings are requested 
another must be closed 

• Pete Theismann: Few problems have occurred, more 
issues are due to encroachment 

• Erosion with sand covering trails due to trees being cut 
down by farmers. 

• No problems reported with agricultural spraying, 
trespassing or littering from the public. 

• The trail is far more popular relative to the concerns that 
have been raised. 
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Project Photos 

Source: Roils to Trails Conservancy 

Source: Barty Weber - /Jttp://l111trai/s.com/ 
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4.9 West County and Joe Rodota Trails, Sonoma County, CA 

Summary 

These trails are built along land that was once the Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railway, a line that linked Petaluma 

and Santa Rosa with Sebastopol and Forestville. An unpaved equestrian trail runs parallel to the paved trail. 

The most common concerns prior to construction included impacts to spraying activities, crop loss, dogs, and 

turning radius for agricultural equipment. Vineyards have less frequent maintenance needs than row crops. 

,, ;,;I"' ac 

~'J!r:ail Fe-.ii1~ re~. 
~ ~- - ~-

Trail operator: Sonoma County Regional 
Parks 

Length: 14 miles 

Trail width: 8' with shoulders 

ROW/Corridor width: 40' - 60' 

Trail surface: Asphalt 

• Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when 
spraying will occur. 

• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail 
users are present. 

• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail. 

• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their 
properties and the trail. 

• "No Trespassing" signs have been installed by some vineyard 
owners. 

Trail use: Mix of pedestrians and cyclists with • 
llmlted equestrian use. 

The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with 
neighbors. 

Type of crops and operations: Vineyards, 
hay, blueberries 

.Owner/operator contact information: Bert 

Whitaker (Maintenance and Operations 

Chief), Sonoma County Regional Parks. 707-

565-2041 

Kenneth Tam, Park Planner II, Sonoma 

County Regional Parks Department, 2300 

County Center Drive, Suite 120A, Santa Rosa, 

Ca 95403 Phone:707-565-3348 

ken.tam@sonoma-county.org 

Agricultural owner/operators: Kendall 

Jackson, vineyard manager, Russian River 

Vineyards. Kozlowski Farms, Jam sellers. 

Daryl Davis. 
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• Kenneth Tam: The County conducted a record of survey and 
title search, then reached out individually to agricultural land 
owners and operators who appeared to be using the railroad 
ROW without the legal right to do so and requested they 
provide documentation that they were using the ROW 
legally. None were able to provide documentation. 
There was a blueberry farmer using the railroad ROW to 
access his crops. The farmer has since opened a stand along 
the trail to sell blueberries and blueberry ice cream. 
The main concerns voiced during the planning stages 
included the potential for crime and trespass. These 
concerns have not been realized. 

• Bert Whitaker: Some farmers have asked for temporary 
encroachments (e.g., to run equipment across the trail 
during harvest); however, the County has taken the stance 
not to allow this. It would be more convenient for farmers to 
be able to do this, but they find they can get the access the 
need using just their properties. 
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Project Photos 

Source: Rolls to Trolls Conservancy 

Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy 
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5 O THER T RAILS 
The following trails were identified as potential candidates for further study, but did not meet as many criteria 

as the trails detailed in the previous section. The following trails all feature agricultural adjacencies, but are 

presented in summary form here due to inability to contact operators, inapplicable agriculture types, lower 

levels of use, lower levels of trail development and operations, and geographical distance from Ventura County. 

Lessons to be learned from these trails reinforce Information gathered for the focus trails, and the following 

trails can provide additional guidance for trail planning and conflict mitigation, particularly regarding 

interactions between individual farmers and trail operators. 

JOHN WAYNE PIONEER TRAIL 

King and Kittitas Counties, WA 

This is a gravel trail over an old rail bed that features bicycling and equestrian activities. It is owned and 

operated by Washington State Parks and Lake Easton State Park and was established in 2002. Between Beverly 

and the Columbia National Wildlife Refuge the trail passes through Crab Creek Wildlife area . About 110 acres of 

WDFW land on the east end Is leased for farming. The major crops in the eastern and northern Crab Creek Sub 

basin are cereal grains. Agriculture within the irrigation project ls more diverse and crops include alfalfa, wheat, 

corn, potatoes, various tree fruits and many different seed crops. Vineyards and pulp farms have begun to 

appear recently. The trail is part of Iron Horse State Park - 240 miles total. John Wayne Pioneer Trail is one of 4 

or 5 total. The majority of the trails run through agriculture. They operate a "good neighbor policy" with the 

farmers - crossings are establlshed, and many (70%) were grandfathered in from when the rail road operated . 

There is usually no fee for farmers to cross. Most farmers own land on both sides of the trail. When the trail was 

established there was heavy opposition, primarily to return the land to farmers, since rail was removed. Since 

establishment, most requests from farmers have been able to be addressed (85%) - crossings and access. The 

state is developing new policy now to handle this interaction. Complaints are usually regarding dumping - people 

break the gates and leave car bodies or other large junk on the ROW - farmers usually call just because they 

don't want to look at it. No issues of break-in to farmland. 

The trail is unpaved, and farming operations are mainly grains. The trail itself is within a state park. 

There were extensive meetings with farmers, and crossing agreements were put in place. Requests from farmers 

are handled on an individual basis, and are almost always related to crossings. 

Trail operator and contact information: Steve Hahn, Property Management Program Manager, Washington 

State Parks. 

MULLET HALL EQUESTRIAN TRAIL SYSTEM 

Charleston County, SC 

Soil trail used by pedestrians and equestrians. It is owned and operated by Charleston County Park & Rec and 

was established in 2005. The t rails meander throughout the historic fields of the former Mullet Hall Plantation 

and the system boasts a swamp, active farm fields, deep forest, and meadows. The trail does go through and is 

adjacent to active farming of one farmer who usually grows grain. There was no conflict during the development 

of the trail, as the trail director and farmer had a close relationship. 

No conflict between uses due to unique land ownership scenario. Soil Surface. 
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CONEWAGO RECREATIONAL TRAIL (Connects To Lebanon Valley Rail-Trail) 

Lebanon and Lancaster County, PA 

A crushed rock/compacted surface trail that accommodates cyclists, equestrians, and pedestrians, the trail is 

owned and operated by Lancaster County Department of Parks and Recreation-Lebanon Valley Rails-to Trails, 

Inc. It was established in 2004. Agriculture includes horse farms specifically mentioned along trail, and possibly 

corn, soybean, alfalfa grown in the watershed area in proximity to the trail, but no specifics of crops interacting 

with the trail. The majority of the Conewago Creek watershed is in agricultural production (approximately 53%) 

with many of the main stem and tributary floodplains actively pastured or cultlvated for crop production. There 

is private farmland along the trail, but contact had no information about it. Mainly pasture adjacent to the trail. 

OAK CREEK TRAIL 

Butler and Saunders County, NE 

A crushed limestone trail for bicycling, equestrian activities, walking, roller/inline skating, cross country skiing, 

and snowshoeing, the trail is owned and operated by Lower Platte South and was established in 2007. Resources 

state that "the route continues through natural prairie, open farmland and oak woodlands until the trail reaches 

its endpoint at the trailhead in the town of Valparaiso." Contact with the operator's office confirmed fields are 

corn, soybeans and other grains, but no orchards. No reports of conflicts with the farmers in the area. 

ICE AGE TRAIL 

Statewide, WI 

Ice Age Trail Alliance owns and operates this trail, which passes through farmland. Approximately 650 miles of 

trails, most of which is through agricultural lands. Multiple agreements are made with farmers, worked out one 

at a time. There are all kinds of agriculture, but more crops than grazing. Portions of the trail are rail-trail. Some 

issues Include very narrow corridors left by farmers and also many areas are on farmers' land. The trail 

operators have brought landowners together to fill gaps In the trail and have worked with each farmer to ensure 

farms remain viable. They have also purchased easements, going well with farmers. Farmers sometimes disliked 

the trail and were upset at the lack of ability to drive the length of the rail line, which was not legal prior to the 

trail's development, but crossings were provided to alleviate the conflicts. An example was given of a farmer 

whose land was acquired with an easement and had to modify his practices somewhat, but it worked out. There 

was also a band of landowners who wanted to buy out a portion of rail line so trail couldn't go in, which went to 

court and the landowners lost. Ice Age has an elaborate planning process that takes many years that includes a 

lot of community outreach in order to slowly build support. It is, for most of the trail's distance, a narrow 

footpath, rather than a heavy-use paved trail. 

Individual agreements were arranged with farmers and communities, formed over decades. Many stories about 

these agreements are available from the trail operator. 

Operator contact: Kevin Thusius, Director of Land Conservation (800) 227-0046 - kevin@iceagetrail.org 

HANOVER TROLLEY TRAIL 

York County, PA 

Owned and operated by York County Rail Trail Authority. Portions of the trail were constructed in 2008, while 

others were scheduled for 2013, but have not yet been constructed. There was opposition from farm operators 

during the feasibility study for the non-constructed portions. 
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STAVICH BIKE TRAIL 

Mahoning (OH) & Lawrence (PA) Counties, PA and OH 

An asphalt paved greenway and rail trail that is owned and operated by Lowellville HIiisviiie Charitable 

Foundation and Lawrence County Tourism. It was established in 2003. While there are agricultural fields in the 

area, they do not directly come in contact with trail itself. 

MACOMB ORCHARD TRAIL 

Macomb County, Ml 

This trail was built on former orchard land. Current agricultural adjacencies are minimal, and the trail is inside a 

park. 

LATAH TRAIL 

Moscow, ID 

This trail is owned and operated by Latah Trail Foundation. It passes near, but not directly adjacent to 

agricultural areas, and does not conflict with them. 

ROW RIVER TRAIL 

Lane County, OR 

Asphalt paved equestrian, fitness, and mountain bike trail. The trail is also considered a nature trail, rail trail, and 

urban trail. It is owned and operated by the Eugene Bureau of Land Management and was established in 2005. It 

passes through "pastoral farms" but these are historical farmhouses, not active agricultural production areas. 

MONTEREY BAY SCENIC SANCTUARY TRAIL 

Santa Cruz County, 3 miles east of Santa Cruz, CA 

This is an unpaved beach path that approaches row crops. A short stretch of the trail approaches farmland. 

Despite this limited agricultural Interaction, the trail's master plan EIR includes detailed mitigation measures for 

trails passing near farmland. These measures are included in Appendix B. 

HENNEPIN CANAL PARKWAY 

Bureau, Henry & Whiteside Counties, IL 

This trail is partlally paved and partially natural surface, and Is used by cyclists, equestrians, snowmobiles, 

pedestrians, and cross-country skiers. It is operated by the llllnols Department of Natural Resources and 

established in 2004. It passes through "rolling farmland," that consists predominantly of grazing land. 

HARLEM VALLEY RAIL TRAIL 

Dutchess and Columbia Counties, NY 

This trail is paved, and used by bicyclists, pedestrians, roller/inline skaters, cross-country skiers, and snowshoers. 

It is operated by the Harlem Valley Rall Trail Association. The trail passes dairy farms and grazing land. Adjacent 

agriculture is grazing and dairy production. 

ARUNDELL BARRANCA BIKE PATH 
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Ventura County, Unincorporated, CA 

Established prior to 1999, this trail is a paved bicycle and walking trail that passes row crops. It follows a 

drainage channel, and is only minimally adjacent to crops. 

VENTURA RIVER TRAIL (Ojai Valley Trail Extension) 

Ventura County, Ventura, CA 

Also called Ventura River Parkway Trail, this paved bicycle, equestrian and pedestrian trail has a short segment 

(1/4 mile long) that runs along row crops. 

RUSSELL BOULEVARD BIKE PATH 

Yolo and Solano Counties, unincorporated; between Davis and Winters, CA 

This paved bicycle and pedestrian trail passes row crops, horse pastures, and nut tree orchards. Directly 

adjacent agriculture Is predominantly pasture land. 

RACCOON RIVER VALLEY TRAIL 

Dallas County, IA 

This trail is operated by the Dallas County Conservation Board, Guthrie County, and Greene County, and covers 

88 miles, some of which is adjacent to farmland growing corn and soybeans. The trial surface is asphalt and 

concrete, with unpaved segments. Trail users include bicyclists, inline skaters, snowmobiles, pedestrians, and 

cross-country skiers. It receives approximately 125,000 visitors per year. Major concerns during development on 

this trail were trespassing and occasional snowmobile activities. This never became an Issue. There has been a 

close working relationship between the trail and adjacent landowners, which has resulted in 99% cooperation, 

with the occasional encroachment on the trail by farmers. Fencing, maintained by the Conservation Board, is in 

place for grazing livestock. Enhanced crossings were installed for farm equipment, with signs indicating trail 

users to yield to farm equipment. 

LAKELANDS TRAIL 

Ingham, Livingston, and Washtenaw Counties, Ml 

The only opposition to the trail was an onion farmer. Other adjacent farmers, with orchards and soybean crops, 

did not express concern. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources worked with Michigan State University 

to address concerns. The trail is 26 miles long, with a surface that varies between asphalt, ballast, and crushed 

stone. 

HART~MONTAGUE TRAIL 

Muskegon and Oceana Counties, Ml 

An asphalt rail-trail that passes orchards and soybean crops, this trail runs for 22.7 miles, and is managed by 

Michigan Trails and Greenways. 

CATSKILL SCENIC TRAIL 

Delaware County, NY 
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Santa Paula Branch Une Recreotlonol Troll Compotlb/1/ty Survey April, 2015 

This rail-trail opened in 1997, Is 26 miles long, with cinder, crushed stone, and natural surfaces. It sees heavy 

equestrian use. Barbed wire fencing separates the trail from adjacent cornfields. User groups lnclude cross

country skiers, horseback riders, bicyclists, snowmobilers, pedestrians. Primary crops include feed corn and 

livestock. The trail Is occasionally used to move livestock between fields. Dan Riordan, Executive Director of the 

Catskill Revitalization Corporation, the trail management agency, reports that farmers do cross trail with tractors 

and ride along the trail for short distances, and this has not been a problem. There have been no trespassing 

issues on farms. 

NORWOTTUCK RAIL TRAIL 

Hampshire County, MA 

This rail-trail is 14.9 miles long and has an asphalt surface. Corn fields are adjacent to portions of the trail. Bob 

Clark, of the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation, reports minimal trespassing Issues. 

Occasionally local youth cut through farms to reach the nearby mall. 
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6 A PPENDIX A- SAN D IEGUITO RIVER V ALLEY JPA 
INDEMNIFICATION RESOLUTION 

RESOLUTION NO. __ 
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE 

SAN DIEGUITO RIVER VALLEY REGIONAL OPEN SPACE PARK 

JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 

ADOPTING DESIGN INDEMNITY RE MULE HILL TRAIL 

WHEREAS, the San Dieguito River Valley Regional Open Space Park Joint Powers 
Authority ("JPA") is applying for a Site Development Permit ("Permit") from the City of San 
Diego for the construction of a 9.4 mile trail (the Trail) in the San Pasqual-Lake Hodges 
Community Planning Area which is a portion of the Trail; and 

WHEREAS, conditions 21 through 23 of the City of San Diego ("City) Permit, impose 
certain design criteria for the design and construction of the Trail; and 

WHEREAS, the JPA desires to design and construct portions of the Trail contrary to the 
normally applicable City requirements for setback and separation from the roadway, and such 
deviations from the normal design standards have been approved by the City conditioned on 
the JPA providing the City with design immunity; and 

WHEREAS, the City and the affected leaseholders have requested indemnity for any 
expenses associated with a lawsuit brought against them by any person as a result of the 
design and construction of the Trail; and 

WHEREAS, on June 16, 2000, the Board of Directors of the JPA adopted Resolution 
No. R00-7 agreeing to provide indemnification to the City and its agricultural leaseholders 
adjacent to the Trail as set forth in said Resolution, for any expenses associated with a lawsuit 
brought against them by a Trail user that may occur despite the broad array of statutory 
immunities; and 

WHEREAS, the JPA desires to further indemnify the City and its affected leaseholders 
for any expenses associated with a lawsuit brought against them by any person as a result of 
the design and construction of the Trail as set forth in the Resolution. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, in exchange for approval of the alternative 
design and construction of the Trail, the JPA shall provide the following additional indemnity 
and insurance coverage: 

1.1 The JPA shall defend, indemnify, protect, and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers and employees, from and against all claims, demands, causes of action, liability or loss 
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Santa Paula Branch Line Recreotlonol Trail Compatibility Su,vey April, 2015 

asserted or established for damages or injuries to any person or property arising out of the 
design, construction and maintenance of the Trail. Claims, demands, causes of action, liability 
or loss that arise from, are connected with, or are caused or claimed to be caused by the acts 
or omissions of the JPA, the JPA's agents, officers and employees with respect to the design, 
construction and maintenance of the Trail are covered. Also covered are the claims, demands, 
causes of action, liability or loss arising from, connected with, caused by, or claimed to be 
caused by the active or passive negligent acts or omissions of the City, its agents, officers, or 
employees which may be in combination with the negligence of the JPA, its employees, agents 
or officers, or any third party. The JPA's duty to defend, indemnify, protect and hold harmless 
shall not include any claims or liabilities arising from the established sole negligence or sole 
willful misconduct of the City, its agents, officers or employees. 

1.2 The JPA further agrees that the indemnification agreement referred to in Section 
1.1 and the duty to defend the City require the JPA to pay any costs the City incurs that are 
associated with enforcing the indemnification provision, and defending any claims arising from 
the design, construction and maintenance of the Trail. If the City chooses, as its own election, 
to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense or obtain independent legal counsel 
in defense of any claim related to work provided under this Agreement, the JPA agrees to pay 
the reasonable value of attorneys' fees and all of the City's reasonable costs to the extent 
covered by the JPA's insurance. 

2. The JPA shall maintain a policy of public liability and property damage insurance, 
in which the City is named as an additional insured and secured in an amount of not less than 
$5 million. 

3. All provisions of the indemnification agreement adopted by Resolution No. R00-7 
remain in effect, except for #4, provided that the claimant/employee, agent, invitee or relative 
of the indemnified party was injured or damaged as a result of the alternative design, 
construction, or maintenance. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this ___ day of _____ , 2001, by the following 
vote: ___ AYES; ___ NOES; ABSENT; ABSTAINED 

CHAIR, SAN DIEGUITO RIVER VALLEY 
REGIONAL OPEN SPACE PARK JPA BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS 

ATTEST: 

CLERK, SAN DIEGUITO RIVER VALLEY 
REGIONAL OPEN SPACE PARK JPA BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS 
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7 APPENDIX 8 - MONTEREY BAY SANCTUARY SCENIC TRAIL 

NETWORK MASTER PLAN EIR MITIGATION MONITORING 

AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

Whan Monitoring Responsible 
Mitigation Measure/Condition of Approval Action Required Monltor1ng to Agem:yor 

occur Frequency Party 

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 

A0·1 (a) Placement or Fencing: Placemen! or fencing shell be ReVlew conslrucllon During plans, Oncerorench lmp!emenllng 
!oce!ed In a manner which minimizes Impacts related to plans spaclncallons, segment EotHy and/or 
accesslblllty lo farmland and use orrarmlng equipment (e.g., end estimates RTC 
allowtng turning radius area for farm equlpmenl). for each 

segment 
A0-3(aJ Notice of Agr1cultural AcUvltles. The followtng I nslaH signs elong Prior lotrall Once for each Implementing 
lnformallon shall be added lo the proposed notices on on-going lrall opanlng segment Enlltyandlor 
agrlcullural aclMl!es: RTC 

. Trail users are edVlsed to stay on the trall and be alert lo 
operallng mechlnery and equlpmenl near the lrall. . Trell users are ,._quired lo use restroom racllltles In 
conslderallon offood hygiene Issues on adjecenl egrlcuHural 
lancls. . Where dogs era not prohlbHed, lrall users ere required lo clean 
up aner their dogs end prevent Ires pass by dogs on adjacent 
agrlcuttural properties In conslderellon orroocl hygiene Issues 
on adjacent agricuNural lands. . The legal remlfica11ons for 1respasslng on ecljacent properties • . The legal ramification for lrespasslng or being on the trait ener 
H Is closed. 

AO·S(b) Lanclscaplng CoordlnaUon. For segments edjacenl lo Review landscaping During plans. Once ror each lmplemenllng 
agrlcullurel operaUons In Iha northQm and Watsonv1lle reaches, any plens spacfflcaUons. segment EnlHy end/or 
ornamental plant materiel used along Iha lrall shall be comprlsecl of and esllmates RTC, 
nallve ancl Indigenous species. The selected plant pelala shall be ror each Agrlcunural 
reviewed by Iha AgrtcuHurel Commissioner's omce prior lo approval segment Comm lssloner 
or landscape pl11ns. Any p!anl materiel which may host pesls 
deslrucll\le to eorlculture shell be orohlblled. 
AO·S(c) Chemical Spraying Impact ReducUcm Options. On a Coorcllnate Wllh As nutted As needed lmplemenllng 
case-by-case basis, lhe RTC and/or lmplemenllng entlly for Agrlcul!ural EnlHy and/or 
segments a!IJacent lo agrlcuHural opera!lons shall work Wllh the Commissioner's RTC, 
Agrlcu!lurel Commissioner's office and adjacent farmers lo reduce office end adjacent Agl1cu1tural 
lmpacls to !call users from agrlcuHural spraying, Including farmers lo consider Commissioner 
pesllclcles. Non-buffer opllons shall b(J conslclered, lncludli'lg the non-bulfer spraying 
use or allemallvo melhods or pesl and weed control and/or an 
agreement Iha! ra,mers notify lho AgrlcuHural Commlsslonuts 

reduction options 

office or Trail Manager In ed\lance of proposed agrlcullural spraying 
wHhln 100 feet oflhe trail. Thia would allow Iha Agrlcultural 
Commissioner's office, In accordance wtth existing requirements, lo 
Inform Iha RTC and/or lmptem enllng or managing enltty of all 
spraying within 100 feel orthe Iran so that epproprlale action can 
be taken (e.g., posllng notices or closure oflhal segment orthe 
trail). 
Document source: http://www.sccrtc.org/wp-content/11ploods/2013/05/MBSST-MMRP•Flnal.pdf 
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200 lnclustrlal Way 
P.O. Box 258 
Mt Angel, OR 97362 

March 1, 2019 

Ag1:onornlcs LLCJ 

Yamhill County Board of Commissionel's 

Commissionel's, 

Phone: (503) 845-6122 
Fax: (503) 845-9310 

In reference to your pending consideration of the Westside Trail project I would like to 
offer some information related to agrlcultul'al production In the area. 

1. Valley Agronomics, LLC business amounts to nearly $10 million in Yamhill County. 
This business dh·ectly suppol'ts 15 families in Yamhill County and multiple more 
throughout the state. 

2. Yamhill County gl'owers produce a diversity of Cl'ops that most all require the use of 
cl'op protection products to control disease, pest, and weed Issues. Application 
methods can Include gl'Ound, ah· blast, or aerial. 

3, Oregon OSHA's Application Exclusion Zone can require gl'owers to stay up to 150 
feet away from any pel'son. A tl'ail with unrestl'icted public access could eliminate 
the gl'ower's ability to use crop prntectlon products in a 150 feet zone along the 
tl'ail. 

4. Without the use of crop protection products gl'ass seed crops would have a difficult 
time attaining contract purity levels. Bel'l'Y crops would have uncontrnlled disease 
pressure. Hazelnut grnwel's would not be able to control worm Infestations of their 
nuts. 

5. The Inability to use all the crop protection products available to the growers along 
the trail route could reduce their ablllty to produce crops in that zone and thus 
reduce the sales potential for Valley Agronomics. 

We ask that you consider these points as you make your decision. 

Respectfully, 

on Odenthal 
Senior Operations Manager 
Valley Agronomics, LLC 
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To the Yamhill county 
commissioners: 

RECEIVED 
FEB 2 B 2019 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNIN 
f ebruary 18, 

We are farmers and are strongly opposed to this 2019 
"Y amhelas trail." 

No home owner that lives along this proposed trail is going to want to lose their privacy and 
have people walk/bike literally in their backyards and we feel bad for them. However, when it 
comes to farming close to this proposed trnil, the farmers are in jeopardy of losing their 
livelihood and here's why. 

Urban and rural practices simply do not mix well- period! Thaits why we have tight zoning 
ordinances here in our lovely state of Oregon. You wouldn't build a school in an industrial 
zone and you shouldn't put a walkway inviting the general public in the middle of farm 
ground. It's a danger and a nuisance to both parties and contradicts the fundamental purpose of 
the Exclusive Farm Use District Zone included here for reference. 

402.01 Purpose. 

The purpose of the Exclusive Farm Use District is to identify and protect land 
designated as Exclusive Farm Use on the Comprehensive Plan that is suitable 
and desirable for commercial agricultural operations and other uses which are 
compatible with such operations ......... In Exclusive Farm Use Districts, 
nonfa1m residential and other development which might likely be affected by 
normal farm management practices, will be limited or prohibited so as to 
maximize the productivity potential of vicinity farmlands. 

We own 2 farming operations along this proposed trail on land that is zoned EFU. One is near 
Gaston, the other along Carlton city limits. We raise grass seed, clover and row crops such as 
corn, onions & green beans. We use this abandoned railroad right of way as part of our farm 
operation and our predecessors before us did as well. We have to cross it to get into our fields, 
and drive along it over 2100' to access the North end of our property where we farm both sides 
of the ROW. There is no other ingress/egress into this field except for crossing the ROW. 
When the railroad used the now abandoned ROW, its use was completely consistent with 
farming, In fact, our predecessor farmers never gave the railroad any exclusive rights; rather 
just a nonexclusive easement for railroad purposes. There will be no safe, reliable way for us to 
travel along and back and forth across the ROW if the trail is approved, which means we will 
be completely foreclosed from farming these areas. 

We use multiple equipment i.e. tractors, combines, swathers, hailers, trucks etc. to work the 
ground, 
fertilize, spray and itTigate and we must travel along and across this space. This occurs many 
times throughout the year and multiple times a day during harvest. Harvest is the explosion of 
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activity that determines a farm's profitability and whether all the year's previous efforts and 
investments were worthwhile and thus, the pressure is intense and we cannot see how it would 
be possible to have people on this trail without significant conflicts and dangerous conditions. 
It is difficult enough that people have to dodge our equipment on relatively wide public 
roadways but have to dodge equipment while on foot or bicycle on a narrow pathway? And 
visa versa! The proposed trail would put scores of people in harm's way & it is a HUGE 
liability for us farmers. 

Our grass and clover crops are Certified by Oregon State University Seed Cel'tification and the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture. We have many field inspections from both agencies 
throughout the growing season. Inspections involve intense monitoring of our fields for plant 
diseases and any type of foreign contaminations. If any plant diseases or plan contaminations 
are found, our certification is jeopardized and can be pulled. Without certification, our crop can 
become un~merchantable, We are members of several Quality Restricted organizations which at 
any time the qualities are compromised we are at risk of losing our marketing ability, this will 
be a financial disaster for our farming operation! If we are to allow this trail to access our fields 
we will surely have contamination of foreign seeds and possible diseases from dogs, horses, 
people, baby strollers, bikes, trail workers, homeless people and the list goes on! And we will 
have no way to prevent it. 

Depending on the crop, harvest occurs during the summer months and into early fall when 
peak trail use is predicted. We use convoys of 7 combines, hoppers, semi- trucks, tractors and 
pick-ups which would consistently cross the ROW minutes apart for days on end to harvest 
our grass seed. There is a huge risk of fire during this time because it is July hot & dry and 
the stubble in the fields and straw stacked in huge bails is highly flammable. There are no 
nearby adequate emergency services or access for emergency services on the trail. If a fire 
were to start, which is a fact of life in grass seed and grain farming, trail users would be 
overwhelmed with a tragic loss of life to follow and untold and extreme liability for the 
farmer, putting us out of business. 

Our equipment makes dust and chaff. Dust when we are working grnund; chaff/dust 
combining during grass seed harvest. Our neighbors have filberts (hazelnuts), which creates 
significant amounts of dust as well. The locals who live in close proximity to our field in 
Carlton don't like this but tolerate it, as they understand it as a necessary farming practice. It is 
doubtful that trail users would understand and would definitely protest it if they got "dusted0 

which is likely to occur. We could not prevent it ifwe were to try to continue to fa1m if the 
trail is approved. 

We also irrigate both fields with large "guns" shooting 400 gallons/minute of non-potable water. 
Wind often causes this water to fly over the ex-railroad way and could easily soak 
walkers/cyclists with so much water as to cause possible injuries. They would protest for sure 
and we wouldn't want a potential lawsuit over dust and water. Such a situation creates liability 
for us just to farm using basic accepted farming practices. Accordingly, if the trail is approved, 
we will have to stop watering large areas of our farm. Without water, there is no farm. Because 
the old abandoned ROW is in the middle of our farm ground, this probably means if the trail is 
approved, we will not be able to economically farm because our inability to water large areas 
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will make our farming economically unviable. Om insurance will likely be canceled if we don't 
stop using our watering guns anywhere near the trail if it is approved. We'd have to buy an 
expensive and whole new irrigation system that we can't afford. 

Then there's the application of sprays: herbicides for weed control, insecticides for insect 
control, sprays for plant diseases, sprays/pellets for rodent control, the spreading of fettilizer, 
the spreading of lime dust and other farming practices, depending on the crop. You don't want 
direct contact with people when this is happening. Among others in our farming operation, we 
use the herbicide MCPA Amine. It is an accepted and effective farming practice to use this 
herbicide in grass seed crops like ours. According to the label (attached) it is corrosive, causes 
irreversible eye damage and has a re-entry interval of 48 hours. Edges of our plowed fields, 
(like the ROW) are the greatest source of invasive weeds and pests requiring the most 
treatment. Pets trespassing during this interval will contact and spread these chemicals through 
out their household and the general public wouldn't understand this and they shouldn't be there! 
-period! Again, large farming practices and people just don't mix well. 

With an open trail and easy access from the road, the farmer will be more prone to theft, 
vandalism and trespassing. Our irrigation equipment often runs 24/7 and is left out in the field 
along with tractors. We already have problems with theft in which thieves steal motors, fuel, 
tires, batteries and any type of metal that they can sell for salvage scrap including the irrigation 
pipes themselves! And a quick easy access will make things worse. 

The trespassing issue is a problem as well. Most people especially urban folks often see open 
country space without fences a huge park that they are free to use for picnics, photography and 
fun etc. A few years ago some trespassing kids were playing in a tall grass seed field when one 
child had a horrific asthma attack which was almost fatal. Why? The grass was pollinating and 
the kids were literally covered with it. It's a tough time for allergy suffers and worse when 
your biking/walking right through it. 

We keep bee hives along our fields &-people could be stung walking by and or a perfect target 
for kids with rocks that just got stung. They are essential for pollinating our clover crops. And 
what about our row crops? How tantalizing wiJI it be for people to just pick a few ears of corn, 
beans or some onions for dinner? There are nuts and blueberries as well. You can fence out 
most animals but that doesn't work well with people .. Where are they going to go to the 
bathroom? Out in our corn field? What about their dogs? We certainly don't want our produce 
being contaminated by human or dog feces. These are elements that we can't control and 
potentially can ruin our crop. 

Now let us discuss our animals alongside this proposed trail. Cyclists & people walking their 
dogs can easily spook livestock. Some will find it inesistible to tease them. And I would 
rather not want a stranger to come pet my horse, goat, cow etc. or perhaps feed it something it 
shouldn't eat i.e. a noxious weed, a nightshade plant would make them sick. We're sure most 
folks wouldn't feed them poison plants out of malice but would do so out of ignorance. 

Also, do people know not to approach a bull? An innocent encounter with a hand inside a 
fence could be a potential bite or other injury. Also, if livestock are teased or spooked they 
will charge fences and escape causing personal injury and property damage. Thus livestock 
operators would be forced to install enormous and expensive fences on their fanns to prevent 
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such occurrences. And such fences would have to be tall, strong and opaque enough to prevent 
contact with trail users. Often times the only time urban folks are in contact with farm animals 
is at the fair and thafs if they even go. So contact with farm animals could pose a problem and 
the proximity of the trail to farm animals will make it extremely expensive to attempt to 
continue to farm because of all the new protections for our animals and the people using the 
trail or impossible to continue to farm because it will just be too expensive and produce too 
much liability. 

The financial impact is a huge concern with so many known significant adverse impacts on 
farming and such significant increased costs offarming as well serious unknowns. Is this trail 
worth the cost when we are so often under funded with our schools, roads, police and fire? 
Other concerns are when the trail ventures away from highway 4 7 and out of sight of others 
basically between Yamhill and Carlton when it goes cross country. Will this public space be an 
invite for vagrants, homeless camps? Drug use? Will our kids really be safe riding their bikes? 
What about the trash that people so easily dispose of but will have no organized system for 
garbage disposal or management along the trail? 

What monies will maintain this proposed trail? Just so many unknowns and too much tax payer 
money to be ultimately spent on a trail that hasn't even been approved yet and may never be. 

To sum up ... our farming practices are in great risk. We may be forced NOT to even farm close 
to this proposed trail thus losing om revenue and livelihood. Oregon is an agriculture state big 
time. We own this land, maintain it, pay taxes on it, and raise our crops on it to the best of our 
ability. We do not want the general public to stop what we do and how we've been doing it for 
generations simply so they can have a trail, a space for their own leisure and at our expense. It 
would be fine to have a trail around an existing park, or along a highway but NOT right through 
the middle of open farm ground. We cannot harvest our crops, crossing this proposed trail, 
dodging people & cyclists. Again, public trails and fanning practices simply do not mix well 
and create conflicts which is what our zoning laws were designed to prevent, but only if you 
enforce them. 

Ground Zero 
Farms 

Celine & Greg 
McCarthy 
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~!JflSOLUTIONS 
MCPAAmine 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Dimethylamine salt of 2-methyl-4•chlorophenoxyacetic acid· ..... .. ....... ........ .. ................. .. .. ..... . 48.72% 

INERT INGREDIENTS: ....... .. ...... ............. ............... ... ................ ................ .. , .... ... ................. .. .... .. .... ~ 
Total .. ... ... ...... ......... ... .......... ... .... ... ........ ............ ... ............ .... ......... 100.00% 

'Equivalent to 39.72% 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid. Contains 3.70 lbs. of MCPA acid per gallon. 
Isomer specific by AOAC Method No. 6.A18·22 (13th Edition) 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER PELIGRO 

SI usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle 
(If you do not understand the label, find some one to explain it to you in detail.) 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND COMESTIC ANIMALS 

DANGER 

Corrosive, causes irreversible eye damage. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or clothing. Avoid breathing spray mists. Harmful if 
swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. 

FIRST AID 
IF IN EYES: Hold eyelids open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, 
after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water 
if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. 
IF ON SKIN: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison 
control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 91 1 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, 
preferably mouth-to-mouth If possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. 
For additional information in case of emergency call toll free 1-877-424-7452. 

Personal Protective Equipment: 
Applicators and other handlers must wear: 

- Long-sleeved shirt and long pants - Shoes plus socks 
- Chemical Resistant Gloves Category A - Protective eye wear 

Discard clothing or other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this product's 
concentrate. Do not reuse them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning or maintaining PPE. If no such instructions 
for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry. Arter 
each day of use, clothing or PPE must not be reused until It has been cleaned. 

EPA REG. No. 138H04 

Distributed by 
Agrillance, LLC 
P.O. Box 64089, St. Paul, MN 55164-0089 

EPA Est. 70989-IA-1 

NET CONTENTS 

0/C0?/3 
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Engineering controls statement: 
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft, In a manner that meets the requirements fisted in the Worker 
Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [ 40 CFR 170.240 (d) (4-6)), the handler PPE requirements may be 
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Users should: 

• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. 
- Remove clothing immediately if pestlclde gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. 
- Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, 
wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
Drift or runoff may adversely affect non-target plants. For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly to water, or to areas where 
surface water is present, or lo intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of 
equipment washwaters. When cleaning equipment, do not pour washwater on the ground; spray or drain over a large area 
away from wells and other water sources. 

Most cases of groundwater contamination Jnvolvfng phenoxy herbicides such as MCPAAMINE have been associated wllh 
mixing/loading and disposal sites. Caution should be exercised when handling MCPA AMINE pesticides at such sites to 
prevent contamination of groundwater supplies. Use of closed systems for mixing and transferring this pesticide will reduce 
the probability of spllls. Placement of mixing/loading equipment on an irnpeivious pad to contain spills will help prevent 
groundwater contamination. 

Use care to avoid spray contact or drift to susceptible plants such as beans and other legumes. cotton, flowers, grapes, 
ornamental, vegetables, and other plants. Do not permit spray mist containing this product to drift onto them, since even very 
small quantities of the spray, which may not be visible, can cause severe injury during both growing and dormant periods. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner Inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply this product in a 
way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or tlYough drift. Only protected handlers may be in the area 
during application. For any requirements specific to your State or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide 
regulation. 

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
Use this product only in accordance wth its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This 
Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses and 
handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification, and emergency 
assistance. lt also contains specific Instructions and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The requirements of this box apply only to uses of this product that 
are covered by the Worker Protection Standard. 
Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted enl.Jy interval (REI) of 48 hours. 
PPE required for early entry to treated areas that Is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves 
contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water is: 
• Coveralls. 
- Chemical Resistant Gloves Category A. 
• Shoes plus socks. 
- Protective eyewear. 

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protection 
Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produce 
agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses. 

Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during application. Do not enter treatment areas 
until spray has dried. 
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STORAGE AND OISPOSAL 
STORAGE: Store in a secure area, in original container only. Do not store near feed or foodstuffs. Do not contaminate water, 
food, or feed by storage or disposal. 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Pesticide wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or 
rinsate ts a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of according to label instructions, contact your State 
Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for 
guidance. 
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Metal containers: Triple rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture 
and dispose of In a sanitary landfill, or by other procedures approved by stale and local authorities. Plastic containers: Triple 
rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or incineration, 
or, if allowed by state and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke. 

ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL WEEDS 
Beggerticks, bull thlstle, burdock (common), burhead, cocklebur, • goatsbeard, • hempnettle, * jimsonweed, 
• kochia, • ladysthumb, lambsquarter, * marshelder, mustards (except blue), pennycress (fanweed), pepperweed (field), 
pigweed (tumble, prostrate, smooth), poison hemlock, prickly lettuce,• puncturevine, ragweed (common, giant), redstem, • 
shepardspurse, sicklepod, stlnkweed, •sunflower, • velvetleaf, Venice mallow, • wild carrot, wild radish, witchweed. 

PERENNIAL WEEDS 
Arrowhead, • bulrush, • bindweed (hedge, field), buttercup (corn, creeping, hairy),• Canada thistle, curly indigo, dandelion, 
dragonhead mint, 0 hempnettle, • hoary cress (white top), • honeysuckle, plantain, •rush (soft), 
• smartweed, 0 Texas blueweed, waler plantaln, 0 whilebrush, •• wild garlic, • wild sage (Sonoma),•• wild onion, * yellow 
rocket. 
* Use the higher rate for control. Repeat treatments may be necessary. 
*" Regrowth may occur after repeat application. 

USE PRECAUTIONS 

Unless noted otherwise under individual DIRECTIONS section, for aerial application, apply the recommended amount in a 
minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre. For ground application, apply the recommended amount in a minimum of 10 gallons 
of water per acre. Use more water for both methods when adverse growing conditions are present. DO NOT apply with high 
spray pressures, hollow cone or other nozzle types that produce small spray droplets which may drlft. Avoid spray drift by 
making applications when conditions such as wind, air stability and temperature inversions are not a factor. The use of a 
suitable drift control agent at the proper rate will aid tn the reduction of spray drift. Do not apply this product through any type 
of irrigation system. 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

WATER BASED SPRAY - Fill the equipment half full of water, agitate while adding this product, then add the rest of the 
water. 
NITROGEN FERTILIZER: Weed and feed applications for small grains, grasses grown for seed or grass pastures according 
lo label use rates . Add half the fertfiizertothetank, then add½ lo 3/4 plntofMCPA AMINE per acre. Agitate constantly and 
vigorously and finish filling the spray tank with fertilizer. Apply as soon as possible, agilating constantly. Do not hold spray 
mixture overnight. If incompatibility is a problem, the use of COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® agent at the recommended label 
rate may correct the problem. Fertilize according to the recommendations of Agrl-Source TM labs, your supplier, or your 
Extension specialist. 
Herbicide foliage contact burning may occur as a result of fertilizer use. Lower use rates and concentrations will reduce this 
problem. 
Wash spray equipment thoroughly with PROTANK™ cleaner after using thls product. When cleaning equipment, do not pour 
washwater on the ground: spray or drain over a large area away from wells or other water sources. 
Note: When stored at temperatures below freezing, ii may be necessary to warm contents to 70° F and mix thoroughly 
before using. 
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SPRING PLANTED SMALL GRAINS O I . a s, Barlev, Rve. an eat ot n ersee e I d Wh N U d d d With L eQumes 
Amount of MCPA 

WEEDS AMINE Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Annual weeds ½ pint Apply when weeds are small. 
Annual and biennial weeds 1 to 2 pints• Apply to grain at 3 to 5 leaf stage or up to early boot stage 
Perennial weeds 1-1/2 to 2 pints• (Zadoks 13 to 4o ). Do not apply during boot to dough stage 

(Zadoks 4o to Ba). 

FALL PLANTE SMALL GRAINS D - Oa s, Bar ev, Rve, an eat 0 n ersee e I d Wh N t U d d d With Legumes 
Annual and biennial broadleal ½ pint Apply In early spring when weeds are small and grain is fully 
weeds ½ to 1 pint• tlllered, but before boot stage (Zadoks Z, to 4o). 
Perennial weeds 

RESCUE TREATMENT -Wheat 
Perennial broadleaf weeds 3 pints 0 Treat in spring after grain Is tillered and at least 8 to 1 O" tall 

and when wieds are approaching bud stage, but do not 
spray when grain is in boot to dough stage (Zadoks 40 to Ba 
). 

• The higher rate may cause grain Injury. 
0 The 3 pint rate can produce injury to wheat. Use good judgement to determlne the severity of weed problem against the 
possibility of crop damage. When weeds are scattered, spot treatment will lessen damage. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SMALL GRAINS 
Do not forage or graze meat animals on treated areas within 7 days of slaughter. 

ESTABLISHED ALFALFA 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Yellow rocket, pennycress 1 pint Apply in late fall following frost or in early spring when crop 
{fanweed) and other weeds is dormant. The temperature at the time of spraying should 

be above 40 ° F. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR ALFALFA 
Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment. 

SEEDLING CLOVER ALONE, OR UNDERSEEDED WITH GRAIN AND ESTABLISHED STANDS OF ARROWLEAF, 
CRIMSON, RED, LADINO, AND WHITE CLOVER ( EXCEPT DUTCH) 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Seedling clovers (except ½ pint Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
Dutch) (trifoliate stage). 

3/4 to 1 pint Apply in late fall after frost or early spring when weeds are 
Established stands small. Temperature at spraying should be above 40°F. 
FOR USE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST ONLY. Do not apply to sweet clover. Observe drift precautions. Stem twisting will 
show up for a short time after ~pplioation. Some growth reduction may occur. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR CLOVERS 
Do no~ forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after treatment. 
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PASTURES RANGELAND CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES I 

. Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Newly seeded clover and ½ plnt Treat seedling stands after they have 2 or more true leaves 
grass pastures (trifoliate stage). 

Established pastures 1 to 4 pints• Apply when weeds are small and growing. Spray in spring 
Annual, biennial and and fall. Spray perennial In early bud to full bloom and 
perennial weeds regrowth In fall. Use higher rate for hoary cress (white top) , 

Canada thistle, buttercup, and other hard to control weeds. 

3 pints• Apply in 1 gallon of diesel oil and 6 to 1 o gallons of water 
Whitebrush per acre by aircraft. Apply in spring or fall when foliage is 

fully developed and growing. Spray during bloom, but not 
after blossom shed. Retreatment may be necessary. 
NOTE: Add MCPA AMINE to the water, then add the oil 
while agitating, Continue to agitate while spraying. 

~ Do not spray legumes, if present, unless injury can be tolerated. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR PASTURES, RANGELAND - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days alter 
treatment. 
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAMS AND SET-ASIDE ACRES - Do not forage or graze at any time. 

FALLOW LAND AND CROP STUBBLE 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 
Canada thistle, hoary 6 pints Apply when weeds are young and continue treatment for 2 
cress(white top), field bindweed to 3 years for the best results. DO NOT plant any crops for 
and Texas blueweed 3 months after treatment. 

NON-CROP AREAS -Airfields, Drainage Ditches, Fence rows, Roadsides, Railroad, Highway and Utility Rights-of
W~van d th N o . er on-Crop Areas 

Amount of MCPA AMINE 
WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS ... 

Canada thistle, meadow 6 pints Apply in a minimum of 2 gallons of water per acre for aerial 
buttercup, hoary cress (white application and 20 to 100 gallons of water for gound 
top), and other hard-to-control application. Spray the weeds thoroughly when they are in 
weeds. bud to early bloom and again during fall. 

1/4 pint 
Spot treatment Apply in 3 to 4 gallons of water. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR NON-CROP AREAS - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 
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GRASSES GROWN FOR SEED D - lfl~ o no use on a a a, cover, o th d d er e!'!umes or new1y see e areas. 
Amount of MCPA AMINE 

WEEDS Per Acre DIRECTIONS 

Annual, biennial and perennial 1 to 2 pints • Apply to established grasses before the head comes ink 
weeds boot. Apply to seedling grasses after tillering. Use the higher 

rate for heavier weed stands. 
* Legumes present may be injured or kllled. Bent, Buffalo, Carpel and St. Augustine grasses may be injured by this 
treatment. NOTE: Repeat treatment may be needed. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR SEED GRASSES - Do not forage or graze treated areas for 7 days after 
treatment. 

FLAX 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and 1/3 to½ pint Apply when flax is 2 to 8 inches tall. Do not spray once flax has reached the bud stage. 
biennial weeds Use at least 8 to 10 gallons of water per acre for ground application and at least 3 to 5 

gallons of water per acre for aerial aaoolicalion. 
RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON FLAX - Do not allow livestock animals lo forage or graze treated areas 
within 7 days of slauahter. 

PEAS 
WEEDS Amount Per DIRECTIONS 

Acre 
Annual and ½to¾ pint Use only in the Pacific Northwest. Treat when peas are 4 to 6 inches tall. Do not spray 
biennial weeds while peas are in blossom. Peas may show slight injury, but they usually recover a few 

days after treatment. 
Use the higher rate before buds form on Canada thistle to prevent from going to seed. Do 
not spray peas that are stressed from lack of moisture or when temperatures are over 90' 
F. 
Apply in 15 to 30 gallons of water per acre for ground applications and 5 gallons of water 
per acre for aerial aoolicaUon. 

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR USE ON PEAS - Do not allow livestock to forage or graze treated pea fields. Do 
not feed treated vines to livestock. Do not treat bean-type peas such as crowder, blackeye, etc. 

Notice of Warranty 
Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical description and is reasonably fit ror the purposes stated on the label when used In 
accordance wilh directions under normal conditions of use. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PAATlCULAR PURPOSE, NOR IS ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF SELLER AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY 
SUCH WARRANTY OR MODIFY THESE TERMS. This warranty does not extend to the storage, handling or use or this product contrary lo label 
instructions, or under abnormal conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foteseeabte lo Seller, and Buyer assumes the risk of any such storage, 
handling or use. Seller shell not be responsible for incidental or consequenllel damages, if any, resulting from a breech or warranty, 

In case of emergency involving this product or for user safety information on this product, contact Agriliance, LLC via 
CHEMTREC at 1-800-424-9300. 

COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY® AND PROTANK1M are trademarks of Agriliance, LLC. 
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Greg McCarthy 
groundzerofarm@aol.com 
P.O. Box 417 
Gaston, OR 97119-0417 

Map Tax lot: R3415 00800 
50.0 Acres 
Map Taxlot 1SR42600 00303 
Map Taxlot 1SR42600 00304 
Map Taxlot 1SR42600 00305 
92.53 Acres total 
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February 23, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

Dear Yamhill Commissioners: 

RE~EIVED 
FEB 2 B 2019 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 

My name is Allen Sitton. We have a family farming corp. know as Sitton Bros. 

Inc. We own property that borders the south portion of the old abandoned 

railroad right-of-way (ROW). Tax lot numbers are R3434 00200 and R3434 

00600. We have crops on both sides of ROW for over 1400' and another 1000'+ 

on one side. Some of the crops we grow are Tall Fescue,Annual 

Ryegrass,Alfalfa,Red Clover,Crimson Clover, Wheat,Grass Hay. As you may be 

aware, the new Application Exclusion Zone rules make it more difficult to spray 

along buildings, roadways or anywhere people are present. Effective Jan. 1, 2019 

Oregon OSHA's rules require an Application Exclusion Zone for some of the 

pesticides and herbicides we use up to 150' depending on type. Current use of 

the abandoned ROW allows us to treat our plowed field in their entirety as 

standard practices in farming these crops. Changing the use of this abandoned 

rail ROW and honoring the AEZ will create conflicts and prevent us from treating 

and effectively farming over 13 acres, that's over 12.5% of these three fields 

alone, which is greater than the average profit margin of most businesses. This 

is an unacceptable impact to not just our farming operation but to all the farms 

along the ROW and contradict the basic purpose of our land use zoning laws. 

Such economic impacts to our farms and communities are a completely 

unacceptable use of tax payer funding. 

In addition, the Oregon OSHA rules states people must stay out of the AEZ for 

an additional 15 minutes after spraying, which could not practically be managed. 

To be clear, it is not the recent change in OSHA's rules that are the problem, it 

would be the proposed change in use of the abandoned rail ROW to a general 

public transportation corridor that would prevent the effective and accepted 
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farming practices that have have been used along this ROW for decades. Some 

of the products we use have Re-Entry-Intervals (REI) from 4 to 48 hrs. Again, 

this is not a problem under current use, but if changed, it's known that some 

percentage of folks and their pets will trespass. No matter how minor, such 

trespassers then become the carriers of these chemicals back to their homes and 

families unless REI are effectively managed all up and down the trail throughout 

the year which would be impossible. Thanks for your time. 

Allen Sitton 
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6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 
www.Fruithilllnc.com 

February 28, 2019 

Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
434 NE Evans Street 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - LUBA Remand 

Dear Commissioners Kulla, Olson and Starrett: 

E_ EIVEo 
FEB 2 B 2019 

L COUNTY PLAN 
NING 

503-662-3926 
Fax 503-662-4270 
Lee@Fruithilllnc.com 

Please Include this letter and all attachments in the record of the above-captioned 

matter. I call your attention to the enclosed letters from Mr. Hollcroft (Senior Risk 
I 

Control Specialist, PayneWest Insurance) and Mr. Staebler (food safety and defense 

consultant and practitioner). Both experts have provided their own credentials within 

their writings. I offer them into the public record of these proceedings and will refer to 

them throughout this letter. 
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I am a product of Yamhill-Carlton High School and a 1972 graduate of Oregon State 

University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration, specializing 

Agricultural Business Management. I served more than three years as a staff officer In 

the United States Army. For nearly 43 years, my brother and I have owned and 

managed Fruithill, Inc., a farming and fruit processing business in Yamhill County. The 

Schrepel family started as a Yamhill County grower of fruits, grains and timber in 1919 

and Fruithlll was Incorporated at Yamhill In 1968. We've been processing fruit since 

1950, and operating in our current location since about 1955. As third generation 

operators, my brother and I grow light and dark sweet cherries, red tart cherries, 

Italian purple plums, hazelnuts, pinot gris and pinot nolr wine grapes, We are pleased 

to qualify this year as an Oregon Century Farm. We were also proud to have been 

selected in 1990 during the WIiiamette Valley AgFest as the Star Producer, and In 2012 

by the Austin Family Business Program at Oregon State University as the Small Family 

Business of the Year. In addition to ourselves and dozens of others, we employ 

members of our f~f!!ily's fourth and fifth gene.r~~ions. 

My brother and I are licensed by the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) as 

Priv~te Pesticide Applicators. We are licensed by the Oregon Bureau of Labor and 

Industries (BOLi) as Farm Labor Contractors. Our company has been authorized by the 

OPA _as i3 Commercial Pesticide Operator. and is licens~d by ODA as a Food Processing 

Establishment. -We are members of. many organizations, among thern the Oregon Farm 

.... 
· 2 
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Bureau Federation (OFBF), Food Northwest (formerly the Northwest Food Processors 

Association), Oregon Agricultural Chemicals and Fertilizer Association and the Nut 

Growers Society of Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. As a grower, we have 

been GlobalGAP (Good Agricultural Practices) certified (certificate attached). Our 

processing plant is Kosher (certificate attached) and certified by Oregon Tilth for 

organic operations (certificate attached), Our plant is Safe Quallty Food (SQF) Food 

Safety Code for Manufacturing, Edition 8.0, audited and certified ( certificate attached) 

for compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA; 111 th Congress Public 

Law 353). We are a food facility registered and audited by the United States Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA). We are also audited by the United State Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) (certificate attached) and ODA. For almost seven years, we have 

employed a full-time, extremely experienced, well-qualified and highly trained 

professional Food Safety Manager. Through the past four-plus decades, my brother 

and I have served .on. num~rous local, state-wide and nptional boards of directors. 
. . . . . . . . . 

The production of our farm enters the stream of commerce through local processors 

and wineries, as well as In the form of frozen institutional ingredients that we process in 

our production facility at Yamhill. We receive our fruit from nearby orchards, and that 
. ' 

of growers from whom we buy or for whom we process. In the preparation of our end

products, we wash, de-stem, sort, pit (and perform other activities such as dicing or 

pulping) and freeze the finished fruit product. Our fnJzen fruit markets are domestic 
. . . . . . . '. . 

and internatJonal. . Ours is a very labor-Intensive, hJghly quality- and safety~sem,ltive 

3 
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operation that depends upon our reputation and daily performance meeting and 

exceeding our standards and specifications and those of our customers, the food 

processing industry and regulatory agencies, If our customers or their consumers are 

given a reason for doubt or concern about our food safety, our business will not 

survive. A copy of our Food Safety Policy is attached. This food production site is one 

of the more intense In the state, rural and remote, where the public is not now allowed 

to engage. Thus, the proposed trail creates substantial potential for squatting and 

unsanitary practices, trash, trespass and thefts that could be ruinous to our food 

production business. These concerns are not speculative. Trail systems attract 

homeless people. 

Fruithill is located on the east edge of, but not in, the City of Yamhill. All our processing 

facilities are within the planning jurisdiction of Yamhill County. Our western boundary Is 

the city limits of Yamhill. We are bounded on the south by Oregon Highway 240. Our 

"standing" in these proceedings relates to three pieces of property, all of which are 

adjacent to, or located within 220 feet of, the proposed trail. (See attached map for 

reference.) I speak as a humble and respectful member of the community where I've 

always live~ and contributed, and with first-hand experience and generations of hands

on effort ancJ sweat equity w~en it co.mes to ttlese properties aff~~ted. by_ the proposed 

trail. · · 

1 . . Yamhill Station N This property abuts the proposeq trail • 

. . 
. . .... 

4 
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) 
a. owned by Keith Schrepel Trust and Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust (my brot,~~r a11d I 

are the trustees of the trusts of our clecec1~~d parents) 

b. 5.6 acres 

c. tax account #556801 

d. R3403-03400 

e. zone HI (heavy Industrial) 

f. 6481 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 

g. utilized for employee and equipment parking; frozen truck loading; off-season 

storage of fruit processing equipment; employee break and training room; forklift 

garage; refrigerated staging of product; stacking of supplies, materials, pt1llets . . . . . . 

and bins; etc. 

2. My Home N And one of our orchards. 

a. owned by Lee W. Schrep~I (myself) 

b. 19,66 acres . . . . . . '• .. 

c. tax account #421163 

d. R34P3-01201 

e. zoned.EFM80 (agricultural) 
. . ' . 

f. 6~07 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 

. • ... 

g. where. our horn~ is; our. 5-acre hazelnut orchard (approximately 450-500 feet . . . 

· ·from the proposed trail); (ab.ove-grourid) fuel ~tor~ge; \iYa?~e.-water . disposal 
· . . . . .. . - . . . . .. . . · .. ·. · . . . . . .. ·•, ; . · .. '• . . - . . . . . 

· :Yard; rnach_ir:ie storage she~s; etc. -·. ·. ·._ -: ·. ·: ·: .. -:. : . ·. : .: .. · : : . · · .- · 
. . . 

3. Frulthill Office, Plant. Dry anp Cold Storage Warehouses . ·> · · · · · · · : ·. · ·· . . : :_ · ·: . : . · : 
. : ~_ ··.·.· .. · ·.·.: ··.: . . · • . . ·: . . . _··. ··.·:. : :,·_·_· ... . :.,', · __ · .. : .. ~; ·.- ._ :-. ·~· ·._. .. . _ .. · : : · . "' ; . · :. ·;,, : .. ·. :: 

' . . . . . . .. . ··. ' .. 
.. .. . - . - . 

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ·. . -. . . . . . . ' . 
. . · . . : . : :_ : ·. 5 : : .. ·.: . . . . . . 

• o •••I . . 
.. .. . . 
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a. owned by Fruithil_l, In_c. (owned by ~y qroth~r1 ~ar~, c1nd myself) . .. 
. . 

b. 3.23 acres 

c. tax account #88640 
... 

d. R3403-01200 

e. zoned RI. (resource industrial) 

f. 6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148-8507 

g. where our fruit (apricot, berry, cheriy and plum) processing, dry and cold 

storage and office facilities are; employee parking; this area is partially f~~ce~ 

where our visibility is most limit~~ at our exposure to Hwy 240; etc. . ·. · · · ·. 

During or prior to 1863, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robertson began to pour their sweat 

equity into what is now our property that is proposed to be a part of the Yamhelas 

Westslder Trail. A few years later, in 1861, after Robertson's hac:1 transferred title to 

Robert Perry, another family began to etch their own identity into this land. In a court

ordered \'taking11 during 1872, eminent domain was utilized expressly for, and limited _t~, 

railroad purpo~es .anci <;:On$truction of C:l local statlqn to s~,rv~ t~e railroc3d_ only_. 
. . . . . . : ·, .· · .. ' . . . . . . . . ·. • , ·. 

In the County's . rush to take advantage of '\easy money", we wonder w~o ben~fits, and 

at what . expe_nse, from this conversion of productive land now on th~ t~x r9lls. to 

som.ethln_g that's qctually a burden uppn. the. community~ -What_ foll9w_ :~re_ questions 

... . 

that weigh upon how ~h~ propo$e(i trail _impacts Jt~ farm~ng, ~gr_icµltural industry. and . ·:; .. : ·. 
. . . . . .. · .· .·.·. :_.· . · ... ·.. . . · . . :, •,. ' : " .... · .· · . . _: . · .. . . ·.· : : '• . . . . : ·. . . . .· 

other neighb9rs. . . · · : ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · 
. . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' • ' 

• . . .. - : . . . .... . . . ~ : . : 
' • . . . . . ·- .. . .. 

. 
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1. Has the applicant conducted and publicly published a bona fide cost-ben~fit 

analysis? 

2. Is there a legitimate, likewise publicly published, demographic study that documents 

projected use of such a trail? 

a. Is anything objectively quantifiable, or is everything supportive only In the form 

of subjective opinion? 

b. From how far away will users be drawn? 

c. Will locals use It and how? 

d. How many walkers? 

e. Bicycle riders? 

f. Equestrians? 

g. All-terrain vehicle operators? 

h. Loose domestic animals? 

3. WIii the trail be used in a way that .contributes t9 the well-being of neighboring 

communities and economies? , 

4. What are the projected Impacts upon the environment, in particular the wildlife and 

wetlands ~etween Yamhill and Gaston? 

5. Does anyone truly, honestly care about the economic and lifesty1$ impacts upon 

farmers and nearby residents? 

6. Who wlll provide public safety enforcement functions, If anyone? 

7. Is there care and concern about fires and meqlcal emergencies? .... 

7 .. 
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8. How much litter and human and domestic animal "waste" will pe left b_ehind for the 

neighbors to suffer? 

All these uncertainties should be objectively projectable, scientifically and quantifiably 

evaluated. The impact can be monetized and it Is severe. The Board of Commissioners 

(Commissioners) can make, we hope, a reasonable, objective decision at "arm's 

length": If they are willing. They have been i~vlted, encouraged and challenged to do 

so. 

The property identified above as \'Yamhill Station" is utilized In conjunction with our 

food processing business located immediately to the east. For the County to approve 

use of this site for a trail, it would do irreparable harm to our present and long-term use 

of the site. If the potential trail follows the abandoned former rail bed, It will divide the 

Yamhill Station site Into separate halves (see attachment). Our use of the property, 

and its value to us, necessitates that it be one contiguous site accessible east to west 

and north to south by trucks, automobiles, forklifts, farm equipment and other 

equipment relevant to our operation. The prospective trail amounts to more than ten 

percent of the site. Our purchase of this ~lte from the railroad was subject to a five~ 

year term during which the trail could be built, or sold to the County, on the extreme 

western eqge of the property and llmit<:?d to no more than 30 fei;t. No trail was built 

and the railroad did not convey the resetved property to the County (see our deed 

attacheq t<;> . this letter).. Rather, as Is _cl~ar from the deed from .the railroad to the . 

County_ (also attached), our _"Tract 5'.' was wholly excluded from_ the railroad conveyance 

.. ' 
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to the County. Therefore, we own Tract 5 and no trail, or parking or _ other pu~lic 

facilities are to be constructed thereon. 

The only property we own that is proximate to the proposed trail, where the proposed 

trail could be permitted under current zoning laws,. is the 19.66-acre parcel upon which 

our home and hazelnut orchard are located. To approve the trail on our 19.66 acres, 

the applicant has the burden to prove that the trail does not significantly adversely 

impact our accepted farming practices and does not significantly increase the cost of 

our accepted farming practice. Also under the County's own code, it must also 

demonstrate that the proposed trail meets all the criteria in YCZO 1202.02 for 

conditional use permits. With all due respect, the County cannot meet any of these 

EFU or conditional use permit standijrds. 

From our own perspective, I refer you to matters addressed by Misters Hollcroft and 

Staebler. Though their specialties are different, their concerns are parallel and their 

recommendations are very simil~r. Mr. Hollcroft advises individuals and companies 

seeking Insurance coverage how they might reduce their risk and liability relative to 

personal injury and property damage, which Implies they might increase their 

insurablllty at premium rates that might be more favorable. Mr. Staebler advises thos~ 

who ha~dle food as manufacturers, growers, processors; packers and warehousers how 

they might rnalntaln and enhance the defense of their operations and the safety of their 

production for the benefit of their companies an~ their consumers. 

. . ..... 
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In the case of both experts, concerns addressed involve increased traffic, wanderers, 

attractive nuisance and those thi~~s that users of the. traH might leave behind. In the 

words of Hollcroft: 

"One of the first concerns is -the increased pedestrian and recreational traffic 

from the trall a~d the Interaction with motorized traffic and equipment on your 

property, as well as coming to and from your property. Vehicles and equipment 

are one of the leading causes of accidental death in this country. Separation of 

vehicles and trail users, and traffic control would be necessary to minimize this 

risk and would be expected by your insurance companies. Appropriate traffic 

controls would be expensive and still not completely reliable to ensure the sc3fety 
' . 

of trail .users.11 

Heeding the guidance of Hollcroft, we must assume, will_ reduce insurance claims, 

maximizing insurabiUty and mlnlm!zing cost. In the words of Staebler: 

"The concern is that when a food facility has an increase in surrounding grounds 

population and foot traffic, the risk of possible wanderers on the facility premises 

to potentlallx affect food products slgnlflcantly Increases. Frulthlll's production 

Jaci,llties would be requir~d to be updated with new state of the art locks .... The 

~torage warehouse would have to be rebuilt to _become a secure facility: ~·· 

Further, Fruithill's surrounding grounds would be required to be completed 

fenced .... Failing to take these measures would increase Fruithill's vulnerabHitles 
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to a significant risk of contamination. c1n<;l expose Frulthill to ... potential penalty 

and llablllty consequences .... " 

Paying attention to Staebler, we likewise assume, will best defend our food supply 

chain, provide the greatest likelihood of safe food and assure those who audit and 

those who regulate that this food manufact_urer, gro'IJer, .processor, packer and holder 

will not harm those downstream. 

Fruithill's investment in food safety and defense literally runs into the hundreds of 

thousands, Including improvements to our facilities, staffing to Identify and manage 

related risks and the redevelopment of our company culture. we must walk what we 

talk! Any threat to this investment is a threat to our survival as an agricultural industry, 

a farm and an employer. We cannot condone practices on our premises that could put 

anyone at risk from eating what we grow, handle, process, freeze or warehouse, and 

believe me, regulators and third-party auditors are very liberal in determination of what 

is "our premises". They do not like to stop at th~ property line. 

Hollcroft and Staebler suggest that foot traffic alongside Fruithill now (pre-trail) Is either 

negligible or adequately managed by current mitigating measures. Considering how the 

applicant might measure "!;U(:cess" ·of the proposed trail, one assumes It . will be 
. . . 

measured in "head-count": morE:! traffic = more success. One might think there is 

need for this t~~il because of the pent-up demc1nd _subjectively expressed by prospective 

users during hearings. If that's so, Hollcroft and Staebler would agree it is doomsday 

for Frulthill and ~t~e~s ~l~ng the route that are In the_ fqod business. _ The trait's traffic 

. . .. 
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will contribute adversely to the risks both have described and in which I concur. The 

proposed trail will forever alter the character of the surrounding area - our three 

properties, the Van Dyke hazelnut orchard adjacent to us and all of the agricultural 

operations that surround us. It will do so in a way that substantially limits, impairs and 

prevents the use of our property and that of our farming neighbors for the permitted 

uses listed in the underlying zoning district. We will not be able to farm, we will not be 

able to process food safely and we will not be able to convince insurers and regulators 

that we can keep the food we grow and process safe without significant new costs to 

make our properties a veritable Fort Knox. Further, the well-known attractant that 

public trails are to homeless people. means that homeless people will set up camp along 

the trail, dispose of trash and deposit human waste. There are wholly inadequate 

public facilities for these and other trall users that exist or are planned. So far as we 

know, there Is no plan for toilets, waste collection or additional monitoring on the trail. 

Moreover, the sheriff has minimal funds to patrol the County as it is. The fire 

protection district serving our area is a rural fire department primarily staffed by 

volunteers. Neither agency Is now planned or now capable of handling the intense use 

of the trail and associated needs for police, fire and emergency services protection. It 

is an unfortunate reality that these agencies are not set up to provide urban-level 

response times for a trial attracting thousands of people. We are unaware of a plan, 

pro~~am or funding mechanism to enhance polic:e, fire or any other emergency first 

responders to appropriately respond to the significant new threats posed by the idea of 

establishing a recn~atlonal trail in this rural area. 

12 
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Relating specifically to the guidance of Mr. Staebler, the Food Safety and Modernization 

Act (FSMA) sets standards that are intended to assure that those In the food chain are 

protecting others downstream from intentional and unlntentlonal contamination and 

adulteration. In Hollcroft's words: 

11The Increase in people near your property from the trail could also increase the 

risk to food safety or to contamination of your product. Food safety regulations 

have increased significantly In recent years with the Food Safety Modernization 

Act (FSMA). It would be necessaty to perform and document additional formal 

risk assessments and implement additional controls to assure the prevention of 

contamination and food safety as required by the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA). This would be required by the FDS and expected by your insurance 

companies." 

How we analyze and react to food safety hazards goes beyond common sense to 

compllance with all applicable regulations of many agencies. We have sanitary facilltles 

as well as employee break and training room facilltles near the proposed trail. These 

facilities are utilized by food-handling staff and are kept to a high standard of 

cleanliness. These facilities would be susceptible to trespassers and their security and 

sanitation could be compromised unless we build sop~isticate_d fencing and install 

exp~nsl~e security devices. 

Also, Fruithlll has an extensive pest management program and undertakes costly 

measures to .control pests. Utter along the trall wotJld be likely to attract more pests, 
. . 

·13 .. 
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such as rodents and insects, to our grounds and facilities. The applicant has no plan or 

program to manage this. There is only so much we can do before the trail would force 

us to close. Relevant to pest control, a concern of many along the proposed trail route, 

again, Hollcroft's words: 

''Trails users could also be exposed to agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers, 

herbicides, pesticides, etc. when using the trail near your property. Individuals 

using the trail could be exercising causing them to breathe deeply and perspire 

resulting in more significant exposure. Some individuals could be sensitive or 

even allergic to components In the chemicals. Due to the potential liability, you 

might be required to use substitute chemicals that are less effective affecting 

your production. You might also have to apply chemicals during times when 

there Is less use of the trail potentially Increasing cost." 

We are, likewise, very concerned about the attractive nuisance of our farm and fruit 

processing equipment, forklifts and licensed vehicles parked a literal stone~ throw from 

the proposed trial. If the trail does attract a significant number of users, as ls projected 

by the applicant, then the increased risk of theft, Intentional vandalism, sabotage and 

contamination related to incre~sed traffic and visibility greatly concern us! The law is 

c_lear that it is not our burden to take preventive and corr~ctive measures resulting from 

what people have left behind, what Is blowing around or decomposing, and needing to 

be adequately disposed of by our staff In our facilities for our self defense. It Is up to 

the County, as applicant, at this stage _ In the process, to prove that this proposal does 

.. . . . . . . .. 
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not cause these adverse effects upon farming and our agricultural business. This, the 

applicant has not done arid cannot do. 

A summary of FSMA's requirements: 

1. Develop a food defense plan. 

2. Assess potential risks to the product from Intentional and unintentional adultera.tion 

(trespassers, visitors and employees may commit adulteration) 

3. Determine mitigation strategies (controls to reduce risk) 

4. Implement the plan 

a. Train employees 

b. Implement mitigation strategies 

c. Monitor control measures (mitigation strategies) 

d. Apply corrective actions when and wh~re needed 

e. Verify the plan and its controls 

5. Periodically reanalyze the program and n,o~ify mitigation strategies ~s 

circumstances dictate 
..... 

6. Maintain records of considerations and actions . . . .. .. . . . . 

Quoting Staebler: 

''If the trail is added that would significantly change Fruithitl'::; current Food 

Defense Plan for their SQF .audit. Fruithill would be ,required to signifl~ntly 

ch_~nge its practices and add food safety and security measures. These would be . 
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very expensive in terms of structural changes and needed new manpower 

additions. Failure to comply with ... in the SQF code could lead to suspension or 

loss of SQF certification. A loss of certification for Frulthlll would be a significant 

hit to the company as Fruithill would lose customers, brand respect, and the 

need for expensive site security Installments .... It is not a risk Fruithill can 

afford to take. But similarly, the needed new farming practice the trail would 

require would cause such significant expense that Fruithill may not be able to 

afford them. The trail presents a terrible and significant adverse Impact on 

Fruithlll's accepted farming practices and visits extreme significant aclditional 

costs on Fruithill." 

In suggested measures of mitigation offered to date by the applicant, "signage", \\a 

fence" and '\gates" are said to be anticipated. Please do not think signage will have a 

meaningful Impact. In the mld~1980s, prior to 1989, the railroad stopped service to this 

area and . removed the rails. After our purchase in mldw2013, and since the 

announcement of a potential public trail using the railroad right-of-way, we have seen 

unauthorized foot-traffic across our private property even though it is '\signed" and 

\'posted". There is no specific plan for any particular type of fence, Its maintenance or 

for any_ particular types of gates and gate maintenance. Given . we need to provide 

access to and from the abandoned railroad right of way for our business and farming, it . . . . . 

is impossible to imagine .trail fencing and gates that would not significantly .Interfere 

with our farmin_~, our awicultural Industry_ and ~hat ~oulci not be extremely costly for us 

to install and m1:1intaln. 
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We reported by email to this Board in October 2015 that a self-professed geologist was 

walking the proposed trail route investigating how it might \\adversely affect nature". 

This person was not on the proposed trail route. He was on our property and had not 

checked in with us to request access permission. He was photographing eJ~ments of 

our facilities and their surroundings. In the words of Hollcroft: 

"The Increase in people near your property from the trail would also increase the 

likelihood of trespassers. Trespassers could get Injured on your property 

resulting In potential general liability for Fruithill. Trespassers can also commit 

vandallsm or other crimes such as theft. Barriers and other controls such as 

fences, gates, signs and possibly cameras would be necessary to minimize this 

risk and would be expected by your insurance companies. These controls would 

also be costly to insta.11 and maintain, and still not fully reliable at preventing 

trespassers." 

We find that signs only "warn". They do not "stop". Signs are a passive measure 

Intended t9 discourage and deter those with manners and a sense of personal property 

rights. They do not even slow down the curious and those with a sense of. entitlement. 

or adventure. . . 

Parking is one of our uses of this private property from which the proposed trail would 

be carved. Our workers, vendors and visitors park on the site at any time. of day and 

night. Loading ramps are on the site from which we unload and load common carriers 
. . . 

who might park through the night We mc1ke . a reasonable effort that th~ _area Is safe 
• .... 
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for access to their vehicles day and night as it relates to these authorized uses. The 

plan to convert our business parking to trail uses cannot meet constitutional "taking" 

standards - since this Is our property - or State or County farm Impact standards or the 

County's conditional use permit standards. Make no mistake, the proposed trail and its 

parking are not 11accessory" to anything our business does, needs or wants. 

Our role as a food processor, and .how we monitor and regulate our business, might 

make us unique among the prospective trait's neighbors. Those of us in the food 

industry think of the world as our marketplace and dread the consequences of a 

situation such as we have all probably seen in the news in the past about romaine 

lettuce, spinach, peanut butter and hazelnuts. Food safety is not /l.if1 of what w~ are. 

It is truly who we are and whatwe are. 

As-is, without a trail, neither. Hollcroft nor Staebler urge the implementation of 

measures llke fencing because the pressure from traffic is not present. In the securing 

of someplace like Frulthlll to the extent expected by auditors and regulators, in the face 

of the level of 11traffic" the applicants would likely view as "success", It will need to be a 

six-foot chain-link fence topped with barbed wire. It will need to surround the 

processing operation In a way that it ls secure from ·intentional and inadvertent 

intruders, wlth adequate gates and operating systems such that it does not Interfere 

with day-to-day operations as they are currently conducted and projected to function in 

the foreseeable future. Based upon our own experience with a fencing contractor in 

2011, just . the fence will cost more than $20 per running foot. . That_ does not include 
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multiple gates and operating systems, and th~ need exceeds just the 900-1,000 feet 

along our west boundary because the attracted foot traffic \JYill look for how and where 

to defeat the fence. It cannot just dead-end at Highway 240 on the south or our 

neighbor's equipment shed, grass seed field and vineyard to the north. In Staebler's 

words: 

"If there is to be a public recreational trail along Fruithill's production facility it 

would most definitely become a site security Issue that would affect their 

operations, product safety, and regulatory compliance. To many this may seem 

unintuitive, but in food safety it only takes one unlikely Instance to create a 

contamination risk to food production and to pose risks to the continuing viability 

of a company from penalties or expensive changes to operating methods brought 

about by any failtire of food safety practices to prevent the .occurrence." 

A fence with adequate gates and operators is only the start, as suggested by Hollcroft 

and Staebler. Installation of state-of.,the-art locks, motion sensors, lighting, cameras, 

recording equipment and likely Increased insurance premiums will cost additional 

thousands of dollars to assure the security of the food we process, the people we 

ernploy and the vendors who frequent our facilities. None of this is negligible, much 

less ayqidable. It certainly will be costly. We estimate the total cost to insµiH the 

required _mitigation _efforts wlll . easily exceecl $50,000 including the fence, gates, locks, 

motion sen~ors, lighting, cameras .& recording equipment. The annual_ CClsts to operate 

and maintain these systems, plus higher Insurance premium rates, are estimated to be 
' ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . · . -_ . . .. . 
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many thousands more. Additional security measures and staff for litter and security 

patrols are calculated to add tens of thousands of dollars in cost annually. The 

proposed trail will Impact our current agricultural operation adding cost and 

complication to our dally functions, literally threatening our profitability and dampening 

the enthusiasm of <:JUr next generatiqns for involvement and management, much less 

ownership. 

Has the applicant built into the plan a safe way to control traffic and manage 

pedestrians at the crossing of Highway 240? At this crossing, already also used by the 

local school bus company, two residences and a storage facility across the highway 

from us, where a successful trail would attract many, many people of all ages and 

modes of travel, highway traffic is cresting a rise with limited visibility and either 

decelerating as It enters town or accelerating as It departs. To our knowledge, the 

County has not offered a transportation planning analysis, as is required, to determine if 

it is even safe to have a trailhead with parking on our property or at other crossings of 

state highways on the proposed trail route. This seems to us to be not only a 

substantial legal oversight, but also to expose the County to a massive liability. Per our 

letter to this Board in August 2016, twice that summer we witnessed careless, reckless, 

near-miss driving create what could easily have been fata.litles at this same rise in the 

road. As a .neig.hbor, we want no part of it. Where the semHrucks of our vendors and 

the automobiles of our empl9yees come and go, day and n_ight, we do nqt want the trail 

compromising personal Jmd food safety, compou_ndlng risk, for au Involved . 

. . . . . 
. . ~ . 
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It Is not and should not be the responsibility of a preexisting property owner to provide 

special lighting, fencing, surveillance cameras, signage, security and trash patrols, 

Insurance and other means to mitigate the risks Imposed by a development applicant's 

Impacts including trespassers and all the rest noted in this letter. All responsibilities and 

liabilities for mitigatio.n and prevention a_re rightfully the>se of the applicant! 

Nothing about this trail proposal is benign. No wonder It Is controversial! In one way 

or another it impacts every business, farm and residence along the proposed route. 

You must honestly recognize that the impacts from the proposed trail to our farming 

operation are significant and cannot be mitigated and will significantly increase the 

costs of our farming practices. The applicable standards simply cannot be met. The 

applicant has not and cannot demonstrate that the proposed trail meets the State's EFU 

zone standards, the County's farm impact standards and conditional use permit 

standards. It is impossible for the County to find that the adverse impacts upon our 

farm are not significant and will not significantly increase the costs of our farming 

practices. The applicant has not demonstrated that the trail ls consistent with the 

County comprehensive plan, which protects agriculture and agricultural processing 

businesses like ours. The applicant has not demonstrated that the proposed use will 

not _alter the character of the surrounding area because the (:lvioent:e _Is overwhelming 

that :It will subst~ntlally limit, impair and prevent the use . of our property _and other 

~urroun.ding prop~rties for t~e us~s that are permitted in their zoning districts. The 

proposed use Is not appropriate _because .public facilities and services are not adequate 
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as they now exist or as they are planned in the future to support the proposed trail. 

The applicant has not demonstrated that the proposed and Intended use can be made 

compatible with exl~tlng uses and other alloy,.,able uses In the_ area, The proposal m,ust 

be denied. 

We respectfully request that the record of these proceedings remain open for at least 

two full weeks to afford an opportunity to address matters that are raised during the 

process. 

Sincerely, 

FRUITHILL, INC. 

Lee W. Schrepel 
Co-owner and E?(ecutlve Vice President 

Enclosures 
• Letter and enclosures from Bruce Hollcroft, Senior Risk Control Specialist, 

PayneWest insurance 
• Cody Staebler, food safety and defense consultant 
• Cei:tificates 

o GlobalG.A.P. 
o Kosher 
o Organic 
o SQF 
o USDA 

• Food Safety Polley 
• Map of Frulthlll vicinity 
• Map show-ing how the trail ls proposed to impact Fruithill property 
• Railroad's deed to Yamhill County · · 
• Railroad's deed to Schrepel family 

'• 

.. 
. . . . 
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February 5, 2019 

Lee Schrepel 
Executive V.P. 
Frulthill, Inc. 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

Re; Vamhelas Trail 

Dear Lee, 

~ 

PayneWest~ 
INS URANCE 

This letter confirms the site visit to your property on January 31, 2019 and observations relative 
to the proposed Yamhelas Trail. The site visit considered potential risks and liabilities from the 
trail and included a tour of your property, interviews and a review of the proposed Yamhelas 
Trail on the Internet. The proposed trail would either go along the western side of your 
property or through a portion of your property as I understand it. 

One of the first concerns is the increased pedestrian and recreational traffic from the trail and 
the interaction with motorized traffic and equipment on your property, as well as coming to 
and from your property. Vehicles and equipment are one of the leading causes of accidental 
death In this country. Separation of vehicles and trail users, and traffic control would be 
necessary to minimize this risk and would be expected by your Insurance companies. 
Appropriate traffic controls would be expensive and still not completely reliable to ensure the 
safety of trail users. 

The Increase In people near your property from the trail would also Increase the likelihood of 
trespassers. Trespassers could get Injured on your property resulting In potential general 
liability for Frulthill. Trespassers can also commit vandalism or other crimes such as theft. 
Barriers and other controls such as fences, gates, signs and possibly cameras would be 
necessary to minimize this risk and would be expected by your Insurance companies. These 
controls would also be costly to install and maintain, and still not fully reliable at preventing 
trespassers. 

The Increase in people near your property from the trail could also Increase the risk to food 
safety or to contamination of your product. Food safety regulations have Increased significantly 
in recent years with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). It would be necessary to 
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perform and document additional formal risk assessments and Implement additional controls 
to assure the prevention of contamination and food safety as required by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA}. This would be required by the FDA and expected by your Insurance 
companies. 

Trail users could also be exposed to agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides, etc. when using the trail near your property. Individuals using the trail could be 
exercising causing them to breathe deeply and perspire resulting in more significant exposure. 
Some lndlvlduals could be sensitive or even allergic to components in the chemicals. Due to the 
potential liability, you might be required to use substitute chemicals that are less effective 
affecting your production: You might also have to apply chemicals during times when there Is 
less use of the trail potentially increasing cost. 

These are some of the more likely potential liabilities and costs associated with having this trail 
and users on or near your property. There are undoubtedly many others that are not as 
obvious. Regulatory authorities and Insurance companies would expect you to identify and 
control the risks to the extent reasonably possible which would be time consuming and costly. 

I have attached my resume for your Information and I encourage you to let me know if you 
have any questions. 

Bruce Hollcroft, CSP. Arm, CHMM 
Senior Risk Control Specialist 
PayneWestlnsurance 

The findings and recommendations In thls correspondence are based on our limlted review and PayneWest 
Insurance does not warrant that all potential h,Hards or vlolatlons were addressed during this review. 
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Bruce Hollcroft, CSP, ARM, CHMM 

Bruce Hollcroft is a Senior Risk Control Specialist with PayneWest Insurance in Spokane, Washington. He 

provides regulatory compliance, hazard identification and control, risk assessment and control, safety 

management systems and accident/incident investigation services to clients. Mr. Hollcroft has 

approximately 35 years of experience. 

Prior to joining PayneWest Insurance, Mr. Hollcroft held positions with several different Insurance, risk 

management and safety, health and environmental consulting firms. This included more than 16 years 

with the world's largest insurance broker where he worked in New Zealand for three years and 

ultimately served as their head of risk consulting for the western region of the United States including 35 

people and $5.SM In revenue. 

Mr. Hollcroft's experience has included evaluating, developing and implementing safety and risk control 

programs for many companies. He has managed the casualty insurance safety services for the largest 

aerospace company in the United States, He projects has focused on employee safety and health, public 

safety, property safety and fire protection, transportation safety, product safety, environmental 

protection, emergency response, and business continuity. 

His industry experience is broad, including but not limited to agribusiness, biotech, chemical, 

construction, health care, hospitality, manufacturing, public entities, manufacturing, retail and 

distribution, technology, transportation, and utilities as examples. He has significant experience with 

Federal and State OSHA, DOT and EPA regulations, national consensus standards Including ANSI, ISO and 

NFPA as they relate to the protection of people, assets and the environment. 

Mr. Hollcroft holds a B.S in Industrial Safety from the University of Central Missouri and has completed 

the majority of courses required for an M.S. in Safety Management. He ls a Board Certified Safety 

Professional {CSP), Associate in Risk Management (ARM) and Certified Hazardous Materials Manager 

(CHMM). 

He is a Professional Member of the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), He is Past President of 

the Heart of American Chapter (1993) and Columbia-Willamette Chapter (2011). He was ASSE Safety 

Professional of the Year for the Columbia-Willamette Chapter (2013) and ASSE Region 1 (2015). He was 

the Chair of the Oregon Governor's Occupational Safety and Health Conference (2011). He has also been 

a member of the American Industrial Hygiene Association {AIHA) and Risk and Insurance Management 

Society (RIMS). 

Mr. Hollcroft has presented at numerous national, state and local conferences and authored articles in a 

variety of publications. An article published in Professional Safety Magazine was awarded Professional 

Paper of the Year (2013) by the ASSE. Most recently he co-authored a text book entitled Risk Assessment 

-A Practical Guide to Assessing Operational Risks (2016). He also frequently conducts custom safety and 

risk control training for clients. 
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Cody Staebler 

2022 NW Kale Way 

McMif!!'l~ille, Oregon 97128 

Febru~~y 5, 20,19 

Yamhill County Board of Commissicmers 
Rick Olson, Chairperson 

Mary Starrett, Vice Chairperson 

Casey Kulla, Co!11rnissloner 

Re: Fruithill, Inc. food safety concerns due to Yamhelas Westsider Trail .. 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name Is Cody Staebler and I am a Food Safety professional In food manufacturing and growing 

operations. I have guided food manufacturing companies to become compliant and maintain 

compliance with their customers' specific requirements, the requirements of government 

agencies, and requirements of regulatory auditors. I have attended and completed certifications 

In Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP), Implementing Safe Quality Food Systems, 

Internal Auditing, and Preventive Controls Qualified Individual for Food and Drug Administration. 

Based upon this experience, Fruithill1 Inc. has asked me to address whether a recreational trail 

adjacent to their food manufacturing, growing, processing, pac~ing and food holding operations 

will cause any issues of compliance with federal and state food safety requirements, and if so, 

what they are and how they m;ght be.addressed. . . . . 

Fruithill, Inc. is a grower, processor, packer and holder of food . Therefore, It is required to 

observe strict compliance with food safety system requirements of the Food and Drug 

Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, Safe Quality Food Institute (3rd party 
reg1,1latory agency), and the specific additional requirements of Its customers. In addition, 

Fruithill is regularly audited by these agencies and their customers to ensure its compliance. 

Failure to comply with requirements of these agencies can result in loss of customers, loss of 

revenue and litigation based on failure to maintain compliance with customer contractual 

requirements for food purity. In addition, severe violations or repeat violations wlll lea_d to loss 

of ~~vern~ental or third party certification to grow, process, pack and hold food. 

.. ·-· Pa~e 1 of 4 
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A non-exclusive summary of some of the requirements that will be triggered by a proximate 
public recre~tlonal trail to sites in the fooq supply chain ~re beloVJ. ' · 

FDA Requirements 

The FDA Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) added to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (FD&C Act) several new sections that reference intentional adulteration. For example, 
section 418 of the FD&C Act {21 U.S.C. 350g) addresses intentional adulteration in the context of 
facilities that manufacture, process, pack, or hold food, and that are required to register under 
section 415 (21 U.S.C. 350d). Section 420 of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 350i) addresses intentional 
adulteration (tA) in the context of high-risk foods including farms that produce milk. 

The FDA requires participants in the food supply chain to have a Food Defense Plan. Food Defense 
is a program that helps protect food products and facilities from contamination or adulteration 
intended to cause harm or economic disruption. A food defense plan is a "set of written 
documents that is based upon food defense principles and incorporates a vulnerability 
assessment, Includes mitigation strategies1 and delineates food defense monitoring, corrective 
action, and verification procedures to be followed/ (21 CFR 121.126). The fundamental 
elements of a Food Safety Plan must be evaluated for each point, step, or procedure In a facility's 
food process as a part of the vulnerability assessment. (21 CFR 121.130{a)). These elements are 
(1} The potential public health impact {e.g., severity and scale) if a contaminant were addedi (2) 
The degree of physical access to the product; and (3) the ability of an attacker to successfully 
contaminate the product. (21 CFR 121.130(a)). Fruithill's food defense plan would have to be 
updated to address the new vulnerability of the addition of large numbers of members of the 
public wandering the trail proximate to Fruithlll's operations. A properly trained "Food Defense 
Qualified Individual" working on Fruithill's updated Food Safety Plan would view the trail as a 
vulnerability and require expensive mitigation measures be deployed by Fruithlll. The concern is 
that when a food facility has an increase in surrounding grounds population and foot traffic, the 
risk of possible wanderers onto the facility premises to potentially affect food products 
significantly increases. Frulthilt's production facilities would be required to be updated with new 
state of the art kicks. These updates are not currently required where the site ls rural and 
members of the public are not invited to wander about in close proximity. Its storage warehouse 
stores food and, during the harvest season, stores fruit overnight. The storage warehous_e would 
have to be rebuilt to become a secure facility. This is unnecessary now but would be required if 
the proposed trail were established. Further, Fruithills' surrounding grounds would be required 
to be completely fenced. They are not currently fenced and there is no need for fencing in the 
absence of the proposed trail. Failing to take these measures would increase Fruithlll's 
vulnerabilitie.s to a significant risk of contamination and e~pose Fruithill to the potential penalty 

Pagel of4 . 
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and liability consequences stated above. These additional security measures are not currently 
required because Fruithlll's processing facility is located in a rural area with few, if any, members 
of the public wandering in close proximity. 

SQF Requirements · 

Safe Quality Food (SQF) is a food safety management certification scheme, created and managed 
by SQF Institute, used to control and mitigate food safety risks. All commercial food producers 
like Fruithllll are required to have this certification and to maintain a compliance SQF system. 
Once the SQF system is implemented by Fruithlll, then it is audited and certified by a third-party 
to ensure compliance. The SQF certification requirements provide a rigorous system to manage 
food safety risks and provide safe products recognized worldwide. This ls recognized all over the 
world because SQF certifications are Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) certlficcitlons which Is an 
accepte.d stan.dar.d to sell product all over the world. 

Just like the FDA, SQF states that it is mandatory for participants seeking or retaining certification 
to have an implemented Food Defense Plan. Clause 2. 7.1.1 in the SQF code states "The methods, 
responsibility and criteria for preventing food adulteration caused by a deliberate act of sabotage 
or terrorist-like incident shall be documented, implemented and maintained." This means the 
firm seeking SQF certification (Fruithlll) must prepare, implement and maintain a food defense 
protocol that outlines the methods, responsibilities and criteria for preventing food adulteration 
caused by deliberate acts of sabotage. This plan must be reviewed, at minimum, on an annual 
basis. Fruithill must designate a member of senior management who has responsibility for food 
defense. This responsible Individual must assure that there are procedures In place for recording 
and controlling access to areas of the site by employees, contractors and visitors. The protocol 
must identify how the supplier limits access to designated areas of the operation to only 
appropriately authorized employees. The supplier must implement steps to protect sensitive 
processing points from intentional contamination. The protocol should explain how the company 
ensures the secure storage and transportation of raw materials, packaging, equipment, 
hazardous chemicals and finished product. If the trail Is added that would significantly change 
Fruithills' current Food Defense Plan for their SQF audit. Fruithill would be required to 
significantly change its practices and add food safety and security measures. These wo1,.1ld ~e 
Vf~ry expensive .in terms of structural changes and needed _new manpower ad,djtions. 

Failure to comply with Clause 2.7.1.1 in the SQF code could lead to suspension or loss of SQF 
certificatjon. A loss of certification for Fruithill would be a significant hit to the company as 
Fruithill would lose customers, brand respect, and the need for expensive site securlty 
installments as stated before. It is not a risk Fruithill can afford to take. But similarly, the needed 
new farmin~ practice the trail would requlr~ WOllld. cau$e such significant expense that Fruithlll 

· · P~gc3 of,4 
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may not be able to afford them. The trail presents a terrible and significant adverse impact on 
Fruithill1s accepted farming practices and visits extreme significant additional costs on Frulthill. 

If there is to be a public recreational trail along Fruithill's production facility it would most 
definitely become a site security issue that would affect their operations, product safety, and 
regulatory compliance. To many this may seem unintuitive, but in food safety it only takes one 
unlikely instance to create a contamination risk to food production and to pose risks to the 
continuing viability of a company from penalties or expensive changes to operating me.thocls 

brought about by any failure. of food safety practices to prevent the occurrence. 

Sincerely, 
Cody Staebler 

~ 

· · P~ge4 of 4 
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WQ 
Worlcl Ounhly t11vices 

GGN: 4056186341938 
Reg. number of producer/ producer group: WQS-US LLC 15270 

0 • • 

CERTIFICATE 

According to GLOBALG.A.P.® 
General Regulations Version 5.0 

Option 1 Individual 

Issued to 
Fruithill, Inc. 

6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR 97148 
United States 

® 

A.HSI Ac~rcdflt><i P1"11"'"' 
PROOUCT CClfnflCATION 

11172B 

The annex contains details of the producers and production sites / product handling units 
included in the scope of this certificate. 

WQS, LLC. declares that the production of the products mentioned on this certificate has been 
found to be compliant in accordance with the standard: 

GLOBALG.A.P. CPCC Version 5.0 

Product GlobalG.A.P. Product Harvest Product Number of Parallel Parallel 
Certlncate Number Included Handling producers Production Ownership 

Included 

Cherries 00057-FTXVF-0003 Yes Yes 1 No Yes 

Plums 00057-FTXVK-0003 Yes Yes 1 No Yes 

Sour Cherries 00057-FTXVN-0003 Yes Yes \ 1 No Yes 

D ate of Issue (printing date of certificate): 2017-10-05 Authrl~ , .. d ~l 

alld from: 2017-09-13 I 
ENRIQUE URRUTIA 

V 

Valid to: 2018-08-02 Date of Certification Decision: 2017~09-13 
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WQ 
World Quuhly Servic ~ 

ANNEX FOR GGN: 4056186341938 
Date of Issue: 2017-10-05 

Production Sites (Option 1 or 3) 

Sito name and address 

Fruilhill, Inc. 
6501 NE Hwy 240 
Yamhill, OR 97148 

Product Handling Units (PHUs) 

Prodtict(s) 

Cherries 
Sour Cherries 

Plums 

GGN orGLN PHU name end address 

Fruilhlll, Inc. 
4056186341938 6501 NE Hwy 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

The current etatua of this certmcate Is always displayed et: 

~ Acc.ro<llto<l "'°'""" 
l'ltOOUCT ' Al IF !CATKIN 

N122R 

Parallel Production 

No 

Product(s) Parallel 
Ownership 

Cherries Yes 
Plums 

Sour Cherries 
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RECEIVED 07/25/2018 01:00PM 5036624270 
Jul 26 18 01:01p M. loiJdif"lskl . . . .. 

I . . 

FRUITHILL, Inc. 
7323700467 p,2_ 

B''H 

Kosher Services 
Pest OJ/ice Box_ /89)5 • $eptt1e. W4 981}8 · (206) 878-1065 

CERTIF(CA1'E OF KASHRUTH 

This is to ~rti fY that the foUowing fruit products produced by 

F,RUITHlLL, INC., Y AMHILJ,, OREGON, 

he prod~ce~ under my supervision and certificatio~ and are certified 

KOSHER . 

APRICOTS DARK SWEET CHERRIES RED TART CHERRIES 

ITALIAN P{JRPLE PLUMS BLUEBERRlF.S CRANBERRIES 

STRA \VBEI~S CA.~E BERRJES 

MARJONB~S BOYSENBBRRIDS 

MUSHROOMS · RHlJBARB 

AU ingredietjts, processes, and equipment used in the manufacture of 

'These products meet the highest standards of kashruth. 

These produ9ts are produced on equipment that is used exclusively 

For Kosher P,rodu<:(s. 

SEPTEMBER~. 2019 

Rabbi M. _Londiu.s 

., . ~ .. . . •. 
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Certification Acknowledgement 

This is to certify that 

Fruithlll, Inc. 

6501 NE HWY 240 

Yamhill, QR 97148 

United States 

is Certified Organic by Oregon Tilth under the 
US National Organic Program 7 CFR Part 205 

Scope: NOP-Handling 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

Certified Organic Products: Per attached System Plan Summary 

Certified by OTCO since: 07/22/2016 

NOP effective date: 07/22/2016 

NOP ID: 8150002055 

Anniversary Date: 04/01/2019 

Once certified, a production or handling operation's organic certification 
continues in effect until surrendered, suspended or revoked. 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 

Certificate Number: Z-35003-2008 

Oregon TIith, Inc. 

Authorized by: 
) 

//,, 
._.\ r,, .. :"' / .,n 
', 

Connie Karr, Certification Director 

Doc - Certificate I Rev. 4/24/2017 
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Certification Acknowledgement 

This is to certify that 

Fruithlll, Inc. 

6501 NE HWY 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

United States 

is declared by Oregon Tilth to be in compliance with the following standards / programs: 

Standard / Program 

US/Canada Equivalence-Handling 

Certification Period 

Compliant Since: 07/22/2016 
Products on the allached Organic System Plan Summary Identified With compliance marks for US-Canada Equl11alency 
are cenlfied to the tenns of the US-Canda Equlvalency Arrangement 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

NOP ID: 8160002055 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 

Certified by OTCO since: 7/22/2016 
Certificate Number: Z-35003-2008 

Oregon Tilth, Inc. 

Authori.~ed bv: 

' • 

/ ,;, 
-t/,.' / J \~·/ f . 

Connie Karr, Certification Director , 

Doc - Certificate I Rev. 4124/2017 

2625 SE 3rd Street, Corvallis, OR 97333, USA• PH: 1-503-378-0690 • FX: 1-541-763-4924 • www.Ulth.org • organlc@tillh.org 
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) 

System Plan Summary 

Fruithlll, Inc. 
6501 NE HWY 240 

Yamhill, OR 97148 

United States 

Certified Product (100% Organic) 

Product 

Fruit: 

Client Identification Number: OT-021918 

NOP ID: 8150002055 

Certificate Issue Date: 05/17/2018 

Certified by OTCO since: 7/22/2016 

Compliance 

Frozen > Frozen Cranberry NOP-Handling 
IQF ______ _ ___________________________________ _ 

Frozen > Frozen Cranberry NOP-Handling 
Juice Grade - - - - - ·- - - - - -- ·-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - --
Frozen > Frozen Strawberry NOP-Handling 
Diced _____ ______ _ _______ _ _ _ __________________ _ _ 

Vegetables: 
Frozen > Frozen Beets NOP-Handling 
Pieces ________________ _ 

Certified Product (Organic} 

Product Compliance 

Fruit: 
Frozen > Frozen Cherry NOP-Handling 

_Red Tart Cherries _ _______ _ ______ _ ___ _ . _____ __ ____ _ __ _ ___ _ _ 
Frozen > Frozen Cranberry 
IQF 

Certificate Number: 2-35003-2008 I Page 1 of 1 

Oregon TIith, Inc. 

US/Canada Equivalence-Handling 

Doc - Certificate I Rev. 4/24/2017 

2525 SE 3rd Street. Corvallis, OR 97333, USA• PH: 1-503-378-0690 • FX: 1•541-753-4924 • www.lilth.org • organlc@lillh.org 
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WQ 
Wrnlcl Ouali ly orv1c •:, 

Grtip°eale Of :fle1tlsl!ra!frt°on 
Fruithill, Inc. 

6!501 NE Hwy 240 
Yamhift OR97148 

United Statas 

is registered as meeting the requirements of the 

SQF Food Safety Code for Manufacturing, Edition 8 

Certification Details: 
DateofDecision: August 7, 2018 
DateofAudit:July11,2018 
Certificate Number: 19585 

Registration Schedule: 

Date of Expiry: August 15, 2019 
Date of Next Audit: June 1, 2019 
Certification Type: Recertification 

Scope of Registration (FcxxJ Seda~ BlldPnxb:Js) 

. FSC 14. Fnit, V~and Nlrt Prcx:essrg, and FnilJubas- Frozen Olefres, .Apml.s, llaB'l Purpa Pums. Rhvlm>, Benies, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ 

• I I 

Ana Pou/a Brola, QuDWy Mom,ger 1\11//~;jtit,~I /J)' 
Orin world. o,m s1nmla1d. 

SOF lllStitulc is a dil'Mo!l ol ~ Fooo Marl:etirg lnsfi1trtc ff Mil. 
Dan/el Rodriguos, Process Supervisor /~~llill!J 0/1:Ct'I 

Doc. Code LC-FR-037 - Rev.# 001 Page 2508 
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Quallty Control and Technical Service5 
6501 NE lffghway 240 
Yamhill, OR 91148 
503-662-3926 

Food Safety Policy ___ .. ___________________ _ 
Section: Food Safety __ ...c..., ______ _ 

Responslble Person: food Safely Manager 

DCN: ------ -- FS-POL-004 
Revision No. .05 
-· - - -i-----
_Re_v_ls __ to_n_D_a_l_e: _ __._5..,_· /10/ 2018 _ 

Change Order No. N/A 
A_e roved B : KC - - - -
Pages: 1 

Food safety is related Lo the presence of food borne hul.llrds in products at the point of co11s11mptio11 ( intake by the 
consumer). As the introduction of food i.afety hawr<ls can occur at nny stage of the food chain, Fruithill, lnc. is 
dedicated to ensure that food SClfoty is the objective at every point in its opcrntions 11s well as through combined 
efforts (i.e., communication) of all pa11ies pa11icipC1ting in the food chain. 

Fruithill, Inc. is committed to continuously meeting customer specifications, statutory and regulato1y 
requirements, ns well as nlwnys providing safe n11d high qm1li1y products . Fruithill, 1nc. will achieve these goals 
through establishing, monitoring nnd regularly reviewing its operations through the Internal Audit Program's food 
snfety objectives and goals; implementing continuous improvement; 1-fozarcl Analysis Critical Control Point Pinn 
(l-lACCP); Fniithill, lnc.'s good manufaclnring practices (GMPs); along with relevant food safety management 
programs. Fruithill, lnc.'s management is committed to providing the human mid financial resources necessary to 
achieve and maintain certification in Safe Quality Food Audit Level 1. ln the event oforgnnizationnl or 
personnel chnnges within the company, fornithill , Inc's management will ensure the integrity and continued 
operation of the food safety system remain in place. 

}{r's cm Cimj_g_ has been designuted as Frnithill, lnc.'s SQF Practitioner and to implement Frnithill, hw.'s Food 
Safety Program. !}.i.._<;g I i filVJi.f.f has been designated as Fruithill, lnc.'s back-up SQF Practilioncr in the event of 
Kristen's absence. The SQF Practitioner shall: 

o Oversee the development, implementation, und review of the SQF System. 
• Ensure the integrity of the SQF Sy:itcm. 
ca Communicute to rc\ev1111l staff all the essential infomrntion on the SQF System. 

This policy will bc communicated to all stafTthat have relevant activities for food safety, quality and legality 

rnquirements. 

11s eel: related 10 _fory>;mMlc nmlnutrition. 

_-5); lt..~2_,_tJ -l.l------ - --o;rc-

2--,8~ ~ _ 8-Qt-.-::=.. __ _ 
Dnte 

hawnls and docs not incl\ldc othc h 11nanJ1eru.1!J 

\\SE.RVER\Frulthill\Shared Documents\FOOD SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM\2018\Frulthill, lnc\FS·POL-004.05 

Food Safety Polley 2018.docx 
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2:469-52 

DONATIVE OIDTCLAIM DEED 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, a Delaware corporation (formerly 
known as Southern Pacific Transportation Company. a Delaware corporation), Gran tor, releases, 
donates, and quitclaims to YAMIIlLL COUNTY, OREGON, a political subdivision of the 
State of Oregon. Qrantee, and unto its successors ahd assigns, all right, title and interest in and to 
the real property (hereinafter the ''Property") situated in Yamhlll County, State o-f Oregon, 8:8 
mor~ parH?ularly _described in Exhibit A. hereto attach_ed and hereby made a part h~reof. . 

rhe tru_e an_d actual 90nsideration for this quitclaim is $1,400,000. 

BEFORE SIGNING OR ACCEPTING THIS INSTRUMENT, THE PERSON 
TRANSFERRING FEE TITLE SHbULD INQUIRE ABOUT THE PERSONS RIGHTS, IF 
ANY, UNDER ORS 195.300 (Definitions for ORS 195.300 to 195.336), 195.301 (Legislative 
findings) AND 195.305 (Compensation for restriction of use of real property due to land use 
regulation) TO 195.336 (Compensation and Conservation Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, 
CHAP:rER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 AND 17, CHAPTER 855, 
OREGON LAWS 2009, AND'SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, OREGON LAWS 2010, 
l3EFORE' SIGNING. OR ACCEPTING IBIS INSTRUMENT, TIIB PERSON ACQUIRING 

.. FEE TITLE TO TIIB PROPERTY SHOULD CHECK WITH TIIB APPROPRIATE CITY OR 
COUNTY PLANNmG DEPARTMENT.TO VERIFY THAT TH;E UNIT OF LAND BEING 
'TRANSFERRED IS A LAWFULLY ESTABLISHED LOT OR PARCEL, AS DEFINED IN 
ORS 92.010 (Definitions for ORS 92,PlO to 92.192) OR 215.010 (Definitions), TO VERIFY 

··Tl-ffi APPROVED USES OF THE LOT OR PARCEL, T.O VERIFY THE EXISTENCE OF 
FIRE PROTECTION FOR STRUCTURES AND TO INQUIRE ABOUT TIIB ·RIGHTS OF 
NEIGHBORING PROPERTY OWNERS, IF ANY, UNDER ORS 195.300 (Pefinitions for ORS 
195.300 to 195.336), 195.301.(Legislative•finctings) A.l\1D 195.305 .(Compensation forrestrlction 
of use of real prpperty due to land use regulation) TO 1-95.336 (Compensation and Conservation 
Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007. SECTION$. 2 TO 9 . . - ' . . . , 

1 
. - .. 

. . 
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AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, 
OREGON LAWS 2010. 

DATED this 1 'f day of. S°e-PTEl'\f.€R. , 2017. 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD <::OMPANY, 
Attest: a .Delaware c_orporation · 

By: ;:Jr,..~- -
Nam_e_: -~--~'---'lH-T-0_.,N.,...Y-K.-L.,...OV_E ___ _ 

----~~~~---
., Ti tie: Assistant Vice President - Real Estate 

-(Se_ijll 

.... 

. . , . 

.. . '. . . . .. . . . ,, 

"• .... 

. . .. . . .. . . . . . 2 
h:\jvg up folders\jvg re sales\oregon\2469-52 - yamhlll county trail. or\2469-:52 ._- yamhill 
county, or donative quitclaim deed 8,20.2017.doqx · - · · ·: • · - _ . 

'• ' . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
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2469-52 

of use of real property due to land use regulation) TO 195.336 (Compensa'tion and Conservation 
Fund) AND SECTIONS 5 TO 11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 
AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 7, CHAPTER 8, 
OREGON LAWS 2010. 

DATED this_,_ __ day of _______ 2017. 

Attest: 

Assistant Secretary 

(Seal) 

., ... 

. . . . . 

C.<J1tn"\!1,-!27 ll.lM>di!llloctl\:tmj)\OOl<$64lm\-829662~.<kic< 
4841-7008-9837.2 . . . . . . . . . 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
a D.elaware corporathm 

By: ____________ _ 
Name: ___________ _ 
~itle: _______ __ ..,.-__ 

.. .. 
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STATEOFNEBRASKA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS ) 

On~be,-lj 2017, before me, /J},1t.K. Je/J Je,J , Notary 
Public in and for said County and State, personally appeared To,.fj tc. (..ov{ and 

:& .J:. KvlYt,: who are the 4'>SX5TANT "1c.e eu~I.b&IL and the 
Assistant Secretary, respectively, of Union Pacific Railroad Company, a Delaware corporation, 
and who are personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be 
the persons whose names are subscribed to in the within instrument, and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same in their authorized capacities, and that by their signatures on the 
instrument the persons, or the entity upon behalf of which the persol}s acted, executed the 
instrument · 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

(Seal) 

3 
it~Vg up folders\jvg re sales\oregon\2469-52 - yamhill co~nty trail, or\2469-52 ~ yamhlll 
county, or donative quitclaim deep 9.2.0 .. 2017.docx : . · · · · . · . . . . . . . . 
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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMl>.4NY 

EXHIBIT "A" 

All RIGHT TITLE AND INTEREST IN ANDTOTHATPRQPERlY FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE 
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY (PREDECESSOR TO UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
COMPANY), LOCATED WITHIN YAMHILL COUNTY, STA'fE OF OREGON, WITHIN THE FOLLOWING 
DESCRIPTIONS: . . . . . . . . 

SECTION 

3 

34 

22 

21 

27 

16 

15 

10 

3 

34 

27 

26 

23 

14 

13 

12 

. . P~ge 1 of3 

·. TOWNSHIP 

4SOUTH 

3 SOUTH 

3 SPUTH 

3SOUTH 

3SOUTH 

3 SOUTH 

3,SOUTH 

· ~SOUTH 

3 SOUTH 

· , 2 SOIJTH 

2SOUTH 

2SOUTH 

·:2SOUTH 

2SOUTH 

2SOUTH 

. 2SOUTH 

' . 

RANGE MERIDIAN 

4WEST WILLAMETTE 

4WEST W.ILLAMITTE 

4WEST Wl~LAMITTE 

4WEST Wl~LAMETTE 

.4WEST WILLAMETTE 

4WEST WILLAMETTE 

41{1EST WILLAMETTE 

4WEST WILLAMETTE 

4W~~T WILLAMETTE 

4WEST WILLAMETTE 

4WEST · WlLLAMETTE .. 

4WEST WILLAMITTE 

4WEST .. WILLAMITTE 

4WEST WILLAMETTE 

4WEST WIP.AMETTE 

.4WEST . WIUAMffiE 

... 
. : 

' . 
. . . .. . . . 
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EXCLUDING THEREFROM THE FOLLOWING TRACTS OF LAND; 

TRACT 1 

A TRACT OF !AND LOCATED IN SECTION 27, TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 WEST or: THE 
WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN IN YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON, BEING MOllE PARTICULARLY 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE JAMES RAMAGE DONATION LAND CLAIM 
NO.65, SAID TOWNSHIP AND RANGE; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEGREES 52 MINUTES 10 SECONDS 
WEST 407.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EAST MARGIN OFT HE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RIGHT OF 
WAY IN SAID SECTION 2.7 AS MARKED BY AN IRON ROD SET IN COUNTY SURVEY 10010; THENCE 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 52 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST 62.97 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST 
MARGIN OF SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY, BEING THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE 
TO THE EAST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 5760.00 FEET, FROM WHICH BEGINNING A RADIAi. LINE 
BEARS NORTH 72 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST; THENCE 26.20 FEET 
SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID MARGIN AND SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE 
OFO DEGREES 15 MINUTES 38 SECONDS, THE CHORD OF WHICH CURVE BEARS SOUTH 17 
DEGREES 50 MINUTES 39 SECONDS EAST 26.20 FEET, TO AN IRON ROD AT THE POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THENCE 40.10 FEET CONTINUING SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID MARGIN AND SAID 
CURVE, THE CHORD OF WHICH BEARS SOUTH 18 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 26 SECONDS EAST 40.10 
FEET, TO AN IRON ROD; THENCE LEAVING SAID CURVE AND SAID MARGIN ON A MDIAL LINE 
BEARING NORTH 71 DEGREES 37 MINUTES 36 SECONDS EAST 15.00 FEET TO AN IRON ROD AT 
THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE EAST AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 
5745.00 FEET, FROM WHICH BEGINNING A RADIAL LINE BEARS NORTH 71 DEGREES 37 MINUTES 
36 SECONDS EAST; THENCE 40.00 FEET NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, THE CHORD OF 
WHICH BEARS NORTH 18 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 26 SECONDS WEST 40.00 FEET TO AN IRON 
ROD; THENCE ON A RADIAL LINE SOUTH 72 DEGREES 01 MINUTES 32 SECONDS WEST 15.00 

FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING 600.8 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS. 

TRACT2 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO CARLTON 2007 L.L.C., OFFICIAL 
YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED APRIL 4, 2008, DOCUMENT 200806366. 
TRACT3 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED 
JANUARY 18, 2008, DOCUMENT 200B00975 

THACT4 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO CARLTON 2007 L.L.C., OFFICIAL 
YAMMILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED SEPTEMBER 13, 2013, DOCUMENT 201314620. 

11\ACT 5 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO KATHRYN E. SCHREPEL TRUST, 
OFFICIAi. VAMMII.L COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED SEPTEMBER 16, 2013, DOCUMENT 
201314687. 

Page 2 of3 
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IBACT6 
QUITCLAIM DEED, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO JACK R. COBLE AND BEVERLY J, 
COBLE, OFFICIAL YAMHILL COUNTY RECORDS, RECORDED JULY(;, 1998, DOCUMENT 199812758. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO, 
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT 
OMAHA,NE. 

LD0246952 
JUNE 19, 2017 

. . 
'• . 

P~ge3Qf3 . . . ... . . . . .. ' 

':· . 

. . . ·.•, ... . . . 

.. '•• 
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Regarding the real property:· 

Certification of Charges Paid 
(2015 Oregon Laws Chapter 96} 

submitter must rovlde one of the followln ldentifoation numbers 
Tex lot II TIU( Acoou~t Property ldoolifk:aUOII Number . 

Ten tax accounts 542785, 643093, 643090, 
643087,643084,448466,640945, 
640942 640939 640933 

have been that Is the sub'ect of the deed between: 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 

r~·~ 
Yamhill County 

Signed on (dlllo) 

September 29, 2017 

AIJlho~ Assessor', ropresootallve slgnaluro 

(~~Sl~< 

N~me 

and for c:om,!doraUon 01 

1 A00,000,00 
$ 

Eileen Slater, Deputy Tax Collector 

Da1e 

\ t l 0t \ 2-,u t 1 

NOTICE: The accuracy of information on this form that was not provided by the Assessor Is no·t warranted by the 
Assessor's Office. Please be sure the lnfonnatio_n provided, regarding property for which the certificate Is sought 
and the parties to the transaction, Is correct. · · . · . · · · · . · . · · · . · . · . . · 

••,. 
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Grantor1s N11me IUld Address: 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 
Attn: Assistant Vice President-Real Estate 
1400 Douglas Street, MS 1690 
Omaha, Nebraska 68179 

Grantee's Name and Address: 

Kathryn E. Schrepel Trus1 
650 I NE Highway 240 
Y amhll1, Oregon 97148 

Keith W. Scbrepcf Trust 
6501 NE Hl8bway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97H8 

After recording, return to: 

Kathryn E. Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

Keith W. Schrope) Tntst 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 

Until a change is requested, au taJ: statements 
s~all besentto: · · 

Kathryn R Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhi11, Oregon 97148 

Keith W, Schrepel Trust 
6501 NE Highway 240 
Yamhill, Oregon 9714& 

Sales Price $251,514.29 

Yamhijl County ornctal Records 201314687 
DMR-OOMR 
S!n=6 SUTTONS 
$30.00 S11 .00 $5.00 S15.00 

09/16/2013 02:45:58 PM 
$61.00 

I, Bt1a11 Van El«~. CQunty ~""" ror n,mjll County, Or<gc>n, ctrt!f/ 
lbal ll>O lnsuum, rit l&nllficd ~~ttln WH ---- '" lhe Olo rk 
r.c«ds. 

Brian Van Bergen - County Cleik 

. · 1697-50 

QUITCLAIM DEED 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMP ANY• a Delaware corporation (fonnerly known as 
SoutheQl Pacific Transportation Company, a Delaware cprporatiou) ("Orautor"), releases and quitclaims to 

· KATHRYN E. SCHREPEL, Trustee of The 'KATHRYN E. SCHREJ,lEL TRUST, created by that 
• certaip Trust Agreement dated the 25°' day of March, 1999, Kathryn E. Scbrepel ns Trostor, and 
··KATHRYNE. SCHREPEL, Trustee of the KEITH W, SCHR:El.>EL TRUST, treated by 1hat certain 
·.Tru,st Agreement da(ed .the 25"' day of March, U>99, KeUh W._Sch~pel, as Tnr3tor, and successor . . . . . . .. ... . 

: I 

... ' • 

. ' 
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Trustees, each. as to au undivided one-half interest as tenants in coU1lllon ("Grantee"), and unto its heirs and 
assigns, all right, title and interest in and t~ the real property (bereloafter, the "Property") situated in Yamhill. 
Yamhill CounJy~ State of Oregon, as more particularly described in txhibit A. attached.hereto and made a part 
hereof. · 

EXCEPTING from this quitclaim and RESERVING unto Grantor, its successors and assigns, 
a PERPETUAL EASEMENT upon, over, under and across the 34,087.7 square foot area described in the 
attached Exhibit B and made a part hereof (the 11Easement Area") for Grantor's, its successors and assigns, 
future use and development, including without limitation., the installation, repair, replacement and operation of 
pipelin~, wirelines, fiber optic, trails, railroad or communication facilities (individually and collectively, 
"Grantor's bnprovements"). Grantor may assign or otherwise transfer some or all of Grantors right5 under this 
reserved Easement interest in the Easement Area. If Grantor has not. within five (5) years after the date of 
delivery of this Quitclaim Deed, either (a) commenced construction of any of Grantor'.s Improvements in any 
portion of the E&sement Area, or (b) assigned or otherwise transferred any of Grantor's rights under this 
reserved Easement interest to Yamhill County, then tbe undeveloped portion of the Easement Area shall be 
deemed abandoned, and title to such pprtion of the Easement Area. shall be freed frol\l the burden of this 
Easement. Provided, however, if within five (5) years after the date of delivery of this Quitclaim Deed, 
Grantor bas either (a) commenced construction of any of Grantor's Improvements in any portion of the 
Easement Area or (b) assigned or otherwise transferred any of Grantor's rights under this reserved Easement 
interest to Yamhill County, then in no event shall the Easement Area be deemed to be abandoned, and title to 
the Easement ~ shall continue to be subject to this Easement. 

The tme and actual consideration for this quitclaim is $251,514.29. 

GRANTOR HAS DISCLOSED TO-GRANTEE THAT 11-IERE MAY BE ISSUES WITH 
TIID QUALITY OF GRANTOR'S TID..E AND THAT GRANfOR IS QUITCLAIMJNG WHATEVER 
PROPERTY lNTBREST IT HAS TO GRAN'IEE. GRANTEE SHALL INDEMNIFY, DEFEND, AND 
HOLD HARMLESS GRANTOR FROM AND AGAINST ANY CLAIMS, ACTIONS, CAUSES OF 
ACTION, LIABll,ITIES, LOSSES, COSTS OR EXPENSES (lNCLUDING, Wm-IOUT LIMITATION, 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COURT COSTS), ARISING OUT OF ORIN ANY MANNER. CONNECTED 
WITII THE TRANSFER TO GRANTEE OF GRANTOR'S INTEREST IN PROPERTY OR THE 
DE1:,IV~RY BY ORANTOR TO GRANTEE OF THIS QillTCLAlM DEED. 

BEFORE SIGNING OR ACCEPTING TIIlS INS1RUMENT, THE PERSON 
TRANSFERRING FEE TITLE SHOULD INQUIRE ABOUTTiffi PERSON'S RIGJITS, lF ANY, UNDER 
ORS l95.300, 195.301 AND 195.305 TO 195.336 AND SECTIONS 5TO11, CHAPTER 424, OREGON 
LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 AND 17, CHAPTER 855, OREGON LAWS 2009, AND SECTIONS 2 TO 
7, CHAPTER 8, OREGON LAWS 2010. nns INSTRUMENT DOESNO"t ALLOW USE OF THE 
PROPBRlY DESCRIBED IN THIS INSTRUMENT IN VIOLATION OF APPLlCABLE LAND USE 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS. BEFORE SIGNJNGORACCEPTING TIUSINSTRUMENT; TIIBPERSON 
ACQUJRING F~E TITLE TO THErRoPER1Y SHOULD CHECK WITH nm APPROPRIATE CITY OR 
COUNTY PLANNJNG DEPARTMENT TO VERIFY TiiA'f. TIIB UNIT OF LAND BEING 
TRANSFERREDISALAWFULLYESTABUSHBDLOTORPARCBL,ASDEFINEDINORS92.010OR 
215.010, TO VERJPY THE APPROVED USES OF THE LOT OR PARCEL, TO DETERMINE ANY 

:LIMITS ONLA WSUITSAGAINSTFARMING OR FOREST PRACTICES, AS DEFJNED IN ORS 30.930, 
· · • AND TO INQUIRE ABOUT TI-IE RIGHTS OF NEIGHBORING PROPERTY OWNERS, IF ANY, UNDER 
. ORS 195.300, 195.301 AND 195.305TO 195.336 AND SECTIONS STO ll,CHAJ?TER424, OREGON 

. ·LAWS 2007, SECTIONS 2 TO 9 AND 17, CHAPTER 855, O~N~ WS 2009,ANP ~~CTIONS2 TO 
7, CHAPTEll 8, OREGON LAWS 2010. , . · : · . . . 

. 
' 

··.• 
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DAIBDthis ,zth dayof Seo·Kt11he< ,2013. 

Attest: .. , 

·:,.~--~--,~--,.. - . . . : ~ 
...... ~. . • . . .... .., •\ . 

. :· ~ .. •,,..: ~ 
f 6 :· , j • · ; ·. : 

: ~ :(S"~)l \ ! ; ..: : : :::, : ~ ' ~ ,, . ~ : 
~ ! 

', \ .•. "' ·. . . .· *· ./ 
'",~, Or 1 ~ .,. , , \. ~.. .. . 

• # • • - .... . ' 

. -~" 

I 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
a Delaware corporation 

By: -~ :;C."° ~ 
Name: - --,-~---- ~_T_ON_Y__,..K..,.._Li_O __ V-E_-....,-=--c--_ -_ -_ 
Title: _ _ P-ss _ _ lst_a_nt_vt_ce_ PJl_e_sld_e_nt_-_R_e_a_l Est_a_te_ 
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STATE OF NEBRASKA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF OOUGLAS ) 

On S1.~ her Jl., 2013, before me, (b r e'\G [.\ Lo.tso-'\ . Notary Public 
in and for said County and State, personally appeared I\) ~\1 E:. Lb v e,.. and 

f3 , .T. l<,1..1 be:--..\- , who are the AV P - Ru,.,\ £'5. .\--0\-t-e.. and the Assistant 
Secretary, respectively, of UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMP ANY, a Delaware corpo!'lhiori, and who are 
personally known to me ( or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the persons whose names 
are subscribed to in the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same in their 
authoriz.ed capacities, and that by their signatures on the instrument the persons, or the. entity upon behalf of 
which the perso!ls acted, executed the instrument. · · · · · · · · · 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

(Seal) 

. ·• . . . . . 
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~ 
Suiveying 

July 18, 2013 

Newberg Surveying, Inc 
1205 NE Evans 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503)--474-4742• (503)-474:-3752_ FAX 

. . 

Exhibit A 
Legal description of Yamhill Depot property 

A tract of land situated within Section 3, Township 3 South, Range 4 West, 
Willamette Meridian, Yamhill County, Oregon and also within the J. Robertson 
DLC #85 the exterior boundary of said property being a portion of that land 
described in a deed recorded October 6, 1880 in Book T, Page 445 and being a 
portion of the original Depot property which is situated north of Highway 240, the 
exterior boundary of said property being more particularly described as follows: 

Beginning at a point on the north margin of Highway 240 said point also 
being the Southwest corner of that portion of the Old Railroad Depot Property 
currently owned by Union Pacific Railroad lying north of Highway 240, said point 
also bears North 87°08' 31" East 1033.16 feet from the Northeast corner Lot 8 
Ellie's Garden Subdivision; thence North 2° 15' 00" East along the westerly 
boundary of the Depot Property a distance of 986.72 feet more or less to the 
Northwest comer of the Depot Property; thence South 87" 45' 00" East 250.00 
feet along the north boundary of said Depot ,Property; thence South 2° 15' 00" 
West a distance of 977.86 feet more or less to the intersection with the to the 
· north margin of Highway 240; thence South 88° 39' 50" West 35.50 feet to a 
point; thence North 89" 31' 20" West 214.66 feet more or I~ to the point of 
beginning, containing 5.6 Acres more or less. · - · · · 

1 ••• . 
. . . 

· ... 
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Surveying 

July 18, 2013 

Newberg Surveying, Inc 
1205 NE Evans 

McMinnville, OR 97128 
(503}474-4742• (50~)-474-3752 FAX_ 

Exhibit B 
Legal description of perpetual easement for Union Pacific Railroad 

A perpetual easement being located within the Old Railroad Depot Property in 
Yamhill, Oregon situated wtthin Section ·3, Township 3 South, Range 4 West, 
Willamette Meridian and also within the J. Robertson DLC #85 the exterior 
boundary of said easement being more particularly described as follows: 

B_eginning at a point on the north margin of Highway 240 said point also 
being the Southwest corner of the Old Railroad Depot Property currently owned 
by Union Pacific Railroad and which bears North 87°08' 31" East 1033.16 feet 
from the Northeast comer Lot 8 Ellie's Garden Subdivision; thence North 2° 15' 
East along the westerly boundary of the depot property a distance of 986.72 feet 
more or less to the Northwest comC?r of the depot grounds; thence South 87° 45' 
00" East 180.00 feet along the north boundary of said depot grounds to the 
intersection with the easterly margin of the 60 foot wide railroad right of way; 
thence SotJth 2° 15' OOn West a distance of 30.00 feet; thence North 87° 45' 00" 
West 115.00 feet to the point of curvature of a 35.00 foot radius curve; thence 
54.98 feet along said curve, concave to the southeast, (chord bearing South 47° 
15' oon West 49.50 feet); thence South 2° .15' 00" West, parallel to and 30 feet 
east of the west boundary of the depot property a distance of 920.79 feet more or 
less to the north margin of Highway 240; thence North 89° 31' 20" West 30.01 
feet more or less to. the point of beglnnln~ and the terminus of this !3~s~me_nt. . 

~ . 
. . 

. . 

. . . . . . · - . 
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February 28, 2019 

To: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 

FlE~EIVEo 
~28'2019 

YAMHILL-cou 
. N1Y PLANfli'hVG 

From: Ed Fredenburg, 9875 Meadow loop, Newberg, OR 97132 

Subject: Notice of Public Hearing on Remand of Ordinance 904, to be held March 7, 2019 

Dear Commissioners Olson, Starrett, and Kulla, 

I will be out of state and therefore unable to attend the subject hearing, so am 

submitting my comments in writing, I provided oral comments in support of the Yamhelas 

Westsider Trail at a public hearing by the Commissioners last year. I understand the sole 

purpose of the hearing on March 7, 2019 is for the Commissioners to assess compliance with 

YCZO 402.07(A}, and YCZO 1202.02. I have no special insights into whether the proposed 

conditional use satisfies the general criteria of YCZO 1202.02, so will limit my comments to 

YCZO 402.07(A), which reads as follows: 

"402.07(A}: In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional 

use, the applicant shall demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in addition 

to other requirements of this ordinance: 

1. The use will not force a significant change in accepted farming or forest 

practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 

2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest 

practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use." 

I have not read the entire Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance and have had no prior 

involvement with it. I therefore cannot claim to fully understand its intent. However, I note 

that the language of YCZO 402.07(A) is more restrictive in terms of limiting the ability of 

opponents of the Trail to obstruct the project than is the corresponding language in ORS 

215.296. The latter inserts "or" between ORS 215.296(1}(a} and ORS 215.296{1}(b) indicating 

that either a significant change in accepted farming or forest practices, or a significant increase 

in cost of said practices would be problematic. The Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance does not 

insert "or" between YCZO 402.07(A)(l} and YCZO 402.07{A}{2), which otherwise correspond 

closely to the wording in ORS 215.296. YCZO 402.07{A) is therefore more restrictive in limiting 

the ability to obstruct the proposed project since it requires that both a significant change in 

accepted farming or forest practices, and a significant increase in the cost of said practices must 

be deemed to be consequences of the proposed conditional use before said use could be 

considered problematic. I do not know the history of how the Yamhill County Ordinance was 

promulgated, butt assume that the more restrictive set of criteria in YCZO 402.07(A) was 

intentional, not an oversight, and that it is within the authority of Yamhill County to have made 

it more restrictive. Based on that assumption I encourage the Commissioners to carefully 
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consider whether the claims of those who may oppose the Trail at this hearing have met the 

higher standards of the YCZO. 

I also have no special insights into farming or forest practices in Yamhill County, or how 

the cost of those practices could or would be impacted by construction and use of the Trail. l 

therefore cannot offer any meaningful comments on those aspects. However, I encourage the 

Commissioners to carefully consider whether the claims of those who may oppose the Trail at 

this hearing meet the standard of the term "significant" as used in YCZO 402.07(A)(l} and 

402.07(A)(2). My copy of the American Heritage Dictionary, Second College Edition, contains 

these definitions: 

significant adj. (1) Having or expressing a meaning; meaningful. (2) Having or expressing 

a covert meaning; suggestive: a significant glance. (3) Notable; valuable 

In the context of the YCZO only the word "notable," in the third definition, applies. The 

same dictionary contains these definitions for "notable": 

notable adj. (1) Worthy of notice; striking: a notable beauty; a notable accomplishment. 
(2) Prominent or distinguished: many notable politicians were in attendance 

In the context of the YCZO the first definition of notable is the most applicable. The 

word worthy is defined in the same dictionary as ''having worth, merit, or value; useful or 

valuable" and therefore circles back to the third definition of significant. The word striking is 

defined, in the same dictionary, as "Immediately or vividly impressive" which implies a higher 

bar than just notable. This is reinforced on thesaurus.com which provides two meanings for 

significant: (1) "telling or meaningful," and (2) "important or critical." Under the first of these 

two meanings are listed the following synonyms as most applicable: "compelling, important, 

momentous, powerful, serious, and symbolic" of which the first four are probably the most 

applicable in the context of the YCZO. Under the second of these two meanings are listed the 

following synonyms as most applicable: "big, consequential, considerable, meaningful, 

momentous, notable, noteworthy, serious, substantial, and vital," of which all that apply in the 

context of the YCZO lean towards a high bar. 

Each Commissioner may have his or her preferred definition or understanding of the 

word significant and those are likely to differ among Commissioners. However, I hope this 

focus on the possible meanings of the word significant will be useful in your consideration of 

comments by both Trail proponents and Trail opponents at the subject hearing. 
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Wayne Wiebke 
13775 NW Meadow Lake Rd. 
Carlton, Oregon 97111 
Febmary 26, 2019 

Dear Commissioners, 

Ec1=,v1e:0 
0 1 2019 

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING 

I have spoken before you on a number of occasions in suppot1 of the development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail including the May 15, 2018 legislative hearing to adopt the Ordinance 904. I am now 
writing in support of adopting Ordinance 904 as part of a quasi-judicial hearing. 

The LUBA remand is based upon six assignments of error, Two are procedural concerns: one of which 
this March 7, 2019 qusi-judicial hearing addresses, the other resulted in no decision. Assignments 2 and 
4 were denied with number one being sustained in-part. The heart of the matter, ifI am reading this 
correctly, becomes LUBA's disagreement with: 1) land use permitting and 2) in-part the trails impact 
on farm practices and the cost of fru.ming. 

I am not familiar with what would be entailed in meeting LUBA's disagreement with the County's 
application of conditional use standards, but that needs to be, if it hasn't already, addressed. 

The impact upon farm practices and potential additional cost is more of a subjective decision. The 
impact has been reviewed but apparently subject to additional review. There is a ponderance of 
information to support the efficacy and ability of the trail and farm land to co-exist. The April 2015 
study: "Trails and Agriculture: Bridging production and Recreational Landscapes" is a good place to 
start. If reasonable people can come to reasonable solutions, much of what is now in disagreement can 
be mitagated as the Master Plan is constructed. 

Respectful11/~ 

~ff;ebke 
President 
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: Planning 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2019 9:01 AM 
To: Stephanie Armstrong; Lance Woods; Matt Vogt 
Subject: FW: Written comments submitted for the March 7, 2019 meeting on the remand of 

Ordinance 904 

From: D Brock <dcbrock@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 1, 2019 12:40 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Cc: Rick Olson <o1sonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; cullac@co.yamhill.or.us 
Subject: Written comments submitted for the March 7, 2019 meeting on the remand of Ordinance 904 

As I will be out of town the date of the meeting, I submit this written testimony in support of the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail. Understanding that testimony is to be limited to the specifics of the remand, 1 submit these comments (with 
relevant items in the remand noted): 

Being that this parcel of land was earlier a functioning railroad, and even after abandonment remained a separate real 
parcel owned by the railroad (and then by Yamhill County), neighboring farmers do not own that land and should not 
have been using it. The use of this parcel as a multi-use trail, particularly with the various plans for allowing farm access 
across the trail and fencing for farms or others who request it, will therefore not materially impact farming and forest 
practices. ("Impact on farming and forest practices ... ") 

This parcel, being the right-of-way of a former railway corridor is clearly suitable for the proposed use. As a long, narrow 
parcel (miles long, but generally tens of feet wide), it is really suitable for nothing other than as a transit corridor of 
some sort. ("Parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering size, shape, location ... ") 

A multi-use trail is used by locals for recreation, by locals for commuting and transit, and by visitors for recreation, all 
common uses in the existing area. Further, being that much of the trail parcel is currently in an untended, overgrown 
state (for example within residential areas of Carlton), the proposed development is necessary to bring it in line with the 
character of the surrounding area. ("Proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area") 

The trail satisfies existing public plans or needs, notably including establishing safer off-Hwy 47 routes for pedestrians 
and bicyclists (as noted in Yamhill County Transportation Plan), and has proximity to local schools for use as a safer 
travel route for schoolchildren. ("Proposed use is appropriate considering proposed and existing public facilities and 

. ") services ... 

In addition to enhancing safety, the trail will be an important addition to public recreational facilities in the county, as 
well as encouraging tourism for county businesses. ("Proposed use is compatible with existing uses or allowable uses in 

the area") 

Respectfully submitted, 

David C Brock 
Yamhill, Oregon 
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Stephanie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Planning 
Monday, March 04, 2019 9:01 AM 
Lance Woods; Matt Vogt; Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Testimony for YWT Remand Hearing 

From: Ron Baker <xrbaker@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 1, 2019 3:33 PM 
To: Planning <planning@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Subject: Testimony for YWT Remand Hearing 

I was born and raised here in McMinnville. I now have a young family that needs good safe outdoor recreat ion in the 
county. I whole heartedly support the building of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As a growing community we need more 
opportunities to recreate as a community. 

Ron Baker 
971-237-5104 

1 
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March 4, 2019 

Yamhill County Commissioners 
Yamhill County Planning Department 
525 NE Fourth St. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 

Dear Yamhill County Commissioners and Planning Department: 

RECF.1111:0 
AIAR O 4 2019 

This is my testimony for the public hearing on March 7, regarding the LUBA remand of Ordinance 904, 
involving the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 

With the Yam he las Westsider Trail, residents of Yamhill County have a wonderful opportunity, through 
involved community planning, to create a functional, clean recreation corridor that will connect two towns 
better than ever before. 

There are three aspects of the remand I wish to address. 

First, as online research shows (Santa Paula Branch line Survey 2015), the concerns from agricultural 
communities in the creation of recreation trails have been well-stated, and those concerns have been 
alleviated through techniques that include: 

Use of fencing, landscaping, and design to reduce privacy issues 
- Policies that allow closure of trails when agricultural needs demand it 
- Signage that informs trail users of ongoing agricultural operations 

Maintaining and observing the trail to limit vandalism. 

Last year I had an opportunity to walk on the Wabash Cannonball Trail in northern Ohio, a 63-mile 
bike/pedestrian trail that takes users to the Indiana border. The trail passes through suburban areas, but 
also has many rural sections. I walked with one rural dweller in a section next to fields of grain and 
soybeans, adjacent to sandy soils and tall hardwood forests. He told me local residents along the Wabash 
Cannonball love this chance to discover their part of Ohio on foot or on bike. 

Research again suggests there does not have to be conflict between trail proponents and agriculture 
interests. All stakeholders should be satisfied with mitigation outcomes, including issues of spraying and 
privacy. There is no reason for the Trail to impair or change local farming procedures and habits. 

Secondly, the land itself is perfect for this recreational activity: stable valley soils and established lines of 
level passage for trail development. This is probably why it was originally chosen as a railway line. 
Throughout the country, recreational trails help to highlight the local values of agriculture, to accentuate 
why the land surrounding these trails is important to protect and preserve. The gentle contour of the land 
along the Trail is ideal for family use on foot or on bikes. 
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Finally, both of my kids attended YC schools and we would have loved having this trail for walking, riding, 
and exercise, and it would have served as a conduit between one town to the next. Walking or riding on 

Hwy 47 or on Westside Road is treacherous at best; the need for a functional pathway is obvious. 

My hope is that Yamhill County would involve farmers, students, artists and craftspeople, historians, and 

interested citizens to celebrate local personalities and the pioneer history of Yamhlll and Carlton, with 
much of that history driven by local heritage specialists. 

Thank you for allowing me to state my ideas, 

Steve Harloff 
16175 Puddy Gulch Road 
Yamhill, Oregon 97148 
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) 

Stephartie Armstrong 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ymnhill Couuiy 

DLCD Plan Amendments <plan.amendments@state.or.us> 
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 9;53 AM 
Stephanie Annstrong 
Confirmation of PAPA Online submittal to DLCD 

Youi· notice of adoption of a change to a comprehensive pla11 or land use l'egulation has been received by the 
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, 
Local File#: G-01-18 
DLCD File#: 003-18 
Original Proposal Received: 3/30/2018 
Adoption Notice Received: 5/31/2018 
Submitted by: sannstrong 

If you have any questions about 1his notice, please 1·eply or send an email to ulrtn ,IJ mendme11ts@slnte.or, us, 
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Yamhill County I 003-18 Page 1 of2 
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DLCD FORM 1 NOTICE OF A PROPOSED CHANGE 
TO A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN OR 

LAND USE REGULATION 

FOR DLCD USE 

File No,: 003-18 {2566f 

Received: 03/30/2018 

Local governments ere required to send notice of n proposed change to a comprehensive plan or hmd use regulation 
nt least 35 clRys befo1•e the fi1•st evhlenfifll'Y be111fog. (See OJ\ R (1(10-0 f f:.()07.0 for a post-acknowledgment plan 
amendment and PA It 6<iU-O~:i -OORJl for a periodic review tnsk), 111e rules l'equire 1hat the notice include 11 

completed copy ofthis form, 

Jurisdiction: Yamhill County 

Local file no.: G·0l•1B 

Please check the type of change that best describes the proposal: 

0 Urbnu gl'owtl.t boundtn')' (UGB) amemlment including more lhan 50 ncres, by n city with a population greater 
than 2,S00 within the UGH 

0 UGB nmcnclment over 100 acres by a met;·opolilan service district 
0 Ul·b110 reserve cles1guntiou, or mnendmenl including over 50 ncres, by n city with n populatlou grnater than 

2,500 within the UGB 
D JJel'Jodlc re,,Jew fllsk-TAsk 110.: 

[81 Any othel' chnuge to Ii comp plan or lnnd 11se regulation (e.g., a post-acknowledgement plan amendment) 

Local contact person (name and title): Lance E. Woods, Associate Planner 
Phone: (503) 434-7516 E-mnil: woodsl@co.yamhllt.or.us 

Street address: 525 NE 4th Street City: McM!nnvllle Zip: 97128· 

Bl'lefly summarize the prouosnl in plain language. Please identify nll chapters of the plan or code proposed for 
Amendment (nrnximum 500 characters): 

Amendment to the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the Transportation Element of the 
County Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County purchase of an approxlmately 12-Mlie segment of a 
former Union Pacific Rall Corridor and Immediate plans to develop a multl-modal trail In the segment of the 
corridor extending from the City ofYamhlll, south to the City of Carlton, 

D11le offirst evidentinry hearing: 05/03/2018 
Date of final hearing: 05/24/2018 

0 This is a revision to a previously submitted notice. Date of previous submit111l: 

Check nll th11! t1p1!1..\'.: 
0 Comprehe11sive Plan text amendment(s) 
0 Comprehensive Pinn map amendmenl{s)-

[8l New or amended land use regnlation 

Change from 

Change from 

D Zoning map Amendment(s)- Change from to 

Change from to 

to 

to 

D An exception to a statewide planning goal Is proposed - goal(s) subject to exception: 

D Acres affected by map amendment: 

Location of property, if applicable (site address and T, R, Sec., TL): 3421-190 

hllfl://wwW&®l.Q!hllOV/LCD/ragos/lor1)1s.11~p:,s -1- Form updated November 1, 2013 
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List affected stare or federnl ngencies, local governments and special disldcts: Yamhill County, City of Yamhill, City of 
Ca~ltQn, 

l.!1!illlLwww.orn1,ton,r.oJ/.tf;JllJ1;u:cs/for1m.os1>x ·2- Form updated November l, 2013 
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NOTICE OF A PROPOSED CHANGE - SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS 

I, Except under ce1iain circumstances, 1 proposed 
amendments must be submitted to DLCD's Salem 
office at least 35 dAys befo!'e thee first evideutiary 
11earing 011 tile pl'Oposal. The 35 days begins the day of 
the postmark iflllailed> or, if submitted by means other 
than US Postal Se1vice, on the day DLCD receives the 
proposal in its Salem office, DLCD will not confirm 
1·ccelpf of a Notice of n P1·oposed Change unless 
1·equestcd. 

2. A Notice of .i Proposed Change must be submitted 
by n local govemment (city, county, or metroJlolitan 
service district), DLCD wm not accept a Notice ofa 
Proposed ChRnge sul>mitted by a11 i11dividu;1I or priv11te 
firm or organization. 

3, Hard-copy submittRI: When submitting n Notice 
ofn Proposed CJ1auge on JH1per, via the US Postal 
Service 01· hand-delive1y, print a completed copy of 
this Form I on light green paper if available. Submit 
one copy of the proposed chnnge, including this form 
and other required materials to: 

Attentioti: Plan Amendment Specialist 
Dept. of Land Couse1valion and Development 
635 Capitol Street NE, Suite 150 
Salem, OR 97301~2540 

This form is available here: 
I 111 rdl.\\"\\' \\'.I ll'C!iOll. I\0\'/1,.CI )/forn I :1.sl l!J!ll 

4. Electl'011ic sul,mittnls ofuµ to 20MB may be sent 
via e-mail. Address e-mails to J)ltm .11mc11cllt1SJ!.!i'?.® 
-~ta1~·.rn·.11s with 1he subject line "Notice of Proposed 
Amendment.'' 

Submittals may also be uploaded to DLCD's FTP site 
at 
hllp:/fo 1,,w.orcM!.!,!~):/.1 ,Ci >ll'111?eslll.ri11;1 t.11h1nl1111l.11~.12 

b.· 

E-mails with ,1ttaclunents that exceed 20MB will not be 
received, and therefore FTP must be used for these 
electronic submittals, The FTP site must be used for 
nll ,zip files regardless of size, Tl1e maximum file size 
for uploading via FfP is 150MB. 

16G0-018-0Q22 provides: 

Jnclude tli is Form I as the first pages of a combined 
file or as a separate file. 

5, File fomrnt: When submitting n Notice ofn 
Proposed Change via e-mail or FTP, oron a digital 
disc, attach all mnleriAls In one of the following 
formats: Adobe .pdf(pl'eferred); Microsoft Office (for 
example, Word .doc 01· docx or Excel .xis or xlsx); m' 
ESRI .mxd, .gd(), or .mpk. Fol' other file formats, 
please contact the phm amendment specinlist at 503-
934-0017 or 11la11.1rn1e11d1Hc~ tate.or.us. 

6. Text: Submittal off! Notice of a Proposed Change 
for a comprehensive plan or !And use regulE1tion text 
amendment must include the text of the amendment 
imd any other information necessary to advise DLCD 
of the effect of the proposal. "Text" means the specmc 
1Anguage proposed to bi; amended, added to, 01· deleted 
from the cmrently acknowledged plan or ]and use 
regulation. A genernl d'1scription of the proposal is not 
adequate. The 11otice may be deemed incomplete 
wilhout this documentation, 

7. Staff l'epol't: Attach 1my staffreporl on the 
pl'Oposed change m infonnafion that describes when 
the staff report will be availflble ru1d how a copy may 
be obtained. 

8. Local hea1fog notice: Attach the notice or a drnft 
of the notice required under ORS 197,763 regarding a 
quasi.judicial land use hearing, if applicable, 

9. Maps: Submittal ofa proposed map amendment 
must inclllde a map of the affected nrea showing 
existing and proposed phrn aild zone designations. A 
paper map must be legible ifprinled on 8½" x 11" 
paper. Include text regarding background, justification 
for the change, and the npplication if there was one 
accepted by the locnl government. A m:1p by itself is 
not q complete notice. 

10. Goal exceptions: Submittal of proposed 
amendments ti.mt involve a goal exception must include 
the proposed language oftlte exception. 

(I) Whe1111 loc~I govcmmcut delennines lhal 110 go~ts, col)lmission rules, or l~nd use s1111,111cs npply to II particular proposed change, 
the notice of n P!OPQS_~.4 ~hnnse Is not required [n notico ohdop!ion ls stilJ req1il(cd, howe\•cr]; nnd 
(2) lfa local goveimne1·11 determines that cn1crgcncy circumst&nces beyond the control of the local government require 
expedited review such that the local government cnnnot submit the proposed change consistent with the 35-day deadline, the 
IQ(11! govenunenl may submit fhe proposed change to the depirlment 11s s001t as praclicable. The submit1al must Include 11 

description of the em~rgcncy circ11m~.1ances. 
hltu://1•1ww.orceo11.gqy/lCL>l£.~lll'.S/fo~1m.ilsJ)X -3- Form updated November 1, 2013 
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If you have nny questions or would like assistimce, please contact yom DLCD regional l'epresentative or the 
DLCD Salem office at 503-934-001'7 01· e-mnil pl11 11 .11 mc1Hl1111m'1sc,~s1111~~.ur.\1s, 

Notice checldlst. Include all that apply: 
[8J Com_pleted Form 1 
0 The tex.t of the mne1tdment (e.g., phm 01· code text changes, exception findings, justification for change) 
0 Any staff rep01t on the proposed change m· infol'mation that describes when the staff report will be available 

and how a copy may be obtained 
[8J A map of the affected area sho,ving existing and proposed plan and zone designations 
0 A ·copy of the notice or a draft of the notice regarding a qu11si-judicial Ja11d use hea1·i11g, if applicable 
0 Any other info11nation necessary to advise DLCD of the effect of the proposal 

b.lli>: //www.oreno11.J lOY/lC-l>/Pilll!t~//o1nu,.1W~ Form updated November 1, 2013 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STA TB OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 

SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION O:F COUNTY BUSINESS 

In the M!ltte1· of Approval of au A1nendmeut to the ) 
Yamhlll Co1111ty Tran~portation Systenl Pla11, a pflit ) 

DRAFT 

of the Tl'anspo1iation Eleinent of the County ) 
Comprebensive Pl11,11 1 Acknowleclging the- County ) 
Purchase of nn App11oximafely 17-Mile Scgi_nent ) 
of a Forl)le(lfoioh Pacific RAil Corrldol' 011d ) 
Immedlaie Plans to Develoj) a Multi-modal Trnil in ) 

Ordinance 

the Segn1ent of the Col'fidor Exlending from the ) 
City of Yamhill, $otJlh to the City of Ctu-lton nnd ) 
Declal'ing an Emel'gency ) 

THE; BOARD OF COMtvlISSlONERS OF YAMHiLL COUNTY, OREGON (the 
Boa1·tl) sat for the tl'ansaction of county business 011 Mny 15, 2017, Comi11issio11ers i-.fary 
Sii\rrott, Richard L. 1'Rick" Olson aml Stan Primozich being present. , 

WHEREAS. the coqnty, w~ing grn11t money obtained from the 0l'egqn Depa1J1ne1i.t of 
Trilnspo1tation imd the Oregon DepRi'tment of Parks and Recl'eation, has pl)l'Chl)sed an 
Approximately 1~-mjle sesiuent of (ge11erally) 60-foot ,vide tail i:6nidor from ti1e Union Pacific 
Railroad and has obtained from private dol)ol'S additional connec(i!1g e_a_sements; And 

W.HBR,~A~,, in 2.012, by Ordi1Hit!ce 880, tlt~ cou11ty amendetl its Transpoltatiou System 
Plail "to Accommoclate the Ya,nbelas 'Rnlls to Trail~ Pl'oject_.," 11nd ~stabUshed CO\Jl]l,Y sllpporl 
for ''lhc m~gg ~ke to. McMinnvillt, ~ail With Trni! 'P1:6Jecl (Yn.mhel!is W~slicler Trai~ Project)/' 
iildic111i11g thnl the county "coilsiders [th.e project] imJ>Ql1flllt to both the County's i·11i.l nnd 
h'all)bil<c\vny sysleil1Sj0 nitd 

WHEREAS, the county hns received additional gr~n.t flur~ling t_q begin planning and 
com1tr~1ction of cme trail bridge, llnd to deveiop plim_s for hvo ad.clit'iqn11l trilil willer crossi1igs 
,vitbin a segment of the plauueq trail fl:om Highway ?.40 j\fsl e!lsl of the City ofY{l1)1bill1 !11to ru'i~I 
through tlio City of Ct\l'lto11; and 

WHEREAS, \he 'J'ranspodation System Pl1111 amendment prqposed by this Orcfina1ice 
and d1:11ft find ing~ in ~uppprt pf this Ordirnmcc \.Vere co1isJdere.d by the Phmning Commis~lon nt a 
duly noticed _public hearing on May 3, 2018; and · 

01·cti.11ance 
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WHEREAS, following reec.ipt of teslhnpny ~nd evidence by the Commission. the 
Commissipn voted _ to _ to 1-ccommend approval of 1his 01'Cllnance by the Bonrd of 
Commissioners; at'lrl 

WHEREA~. fol.lowing 1111 additional public hearing held on May JS before the Board 
of Commi~~iQiwrs, the BQ111xl voted_ to_ to appmve this Ol'diuance, NOW, THEREFORE, 

THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

Section I. The oJ>J>llcntion is iip1>rovcd for the reasohs slated in the findings attached 
as Exhibit "A ii ilt\d lncorporiltcd into this .ordln1mc.e by this r~fercnce. 

Section 2. The Ymnhlll CotJn_ty 1)·l\llSJlQHatloi1 Sy~!C.!ll J>lqn, fl pa1:l 9f the 
Trnnspo1:talio11 Element of the C~>t1il.1y Go11Jpl'c.he11siv0. J.;fl!ld Use Pbm, is nniemlc'cl to o<lcl the 
folio whig p!li'ngi·nj>h to pn~e 139 of tl1c plnn,. as nmenciccl by Ordinn1ice 880 (new lnnguoge is 
underlined): 

H5_ HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNViLLE RIAL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 
(Y AMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 

"Jn 2002., U1.1i911 Pacifi,c Railroad J>r~Jlosed to s"II J?-1,1\les o.hbrintloncd rnllWJIY 
fol' $.~ ml.Ilion. In 2012 the 11ski11g. pi-ice wns re~I\J~~d t.o $2;4 •11111.ipn, The 
abnudo~ied rnihv{ly rnhs ti'Oill McMlni1vll!~ to Hagg Lake. The corridor ooimects 
the cities of JvicMinnville, Carlton~ Yamhill and Gaston. The Majority of the 
railway is ii~ Yamhill Cmhtty, With 1.75 iniles e1itel'i11g in'to Washingto11 County. 
(See Figure 31 .1) 

"The Hagg Lake tQ McMinnvil.le Roil with Trail project is n mulll-focetcd 
solution fo multiple 1s$ttes. It would all9w alterJH1tiv~ access to des.tinaticins, 
increase tQ\1ri~i11, nnd asiiist ·,vith the move111e11t of goods in the Willamette V~H~y. 
Hngg Lake provides vnrious faciljtie$ t.o fl}C l>\lplic flll.cJ oyQlh1g communities 
gr6ntly utllize the roads S\ll'rol)nding the l~ke. f'rom thls.d.~sJi1111tlon mj~ trnvelhig 
south, the 01)ly nccess fot' Qyclist:; is aloni 11 bl1sy state hlghWriy (Hwy 47}. Ther~ 
is a lnck of off•slree rect'cational trails in Ibis ~reil, 

11The propos~~ trail wou,ld ~Jsq 01,ht]n,ce ¢1,0Jic'.!111i:c deyeloptlle1it. Presenlly tlirism 
nnd the mobility of goods ftom Po1fland to Yamhill Gornity happen vfo highway 
47, 1;116 long tenn goo! of th)s project is tQ haye n rail lhio along with the trail 
com1io1icnt. The R~.il with Trail p1·9Je;ct will hnp1:o:ve regioni\l a~essibility for 
buslnes.s owners and allow the co11i1ection to tohe1• rail lines in the ftiture. 
Yamhill County is kn<;>Wn fQr its agl'icttllurn.1 pro·ctuctiou ·ancl wim~ h1dustry. This 
project will also be a critical factor towards the 1011g t~nn viability fo1· 
mnn.uf'acttn·u_ig imd touds111 hl the vaU~y. 11 

Ordinance 
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.111 2017. Uie colml~~111·chnsed nnd oblnined ihrough donaH011s npJ)roxin\rttely 
twelve mfles of ihe Ynmhelns Weslsider corl'iclor, 11shig 1.4 111illio1i do'llal'S 'in 
grnnt ftniding obtninecf froiil the 01:cgon Dep'iu111'1e·i1i of 'Triliisj>o1·fotlo11 nnd 
Orego11'I>ej>nrline'i1! of Pm1<s n11cl Recreniion. At 1he s11me time, O\VllCl'S of frail 
~_c_gments ,vithiit the Cj_ty_o_f Cnrllon c_le>_nnted e11sei_n~_11fat•o ~~~01iu1lci_clnte it'flil use·s. 
Tire ·coimty .110,v h11s the t'ighl lo develop ·the entire con1ld61· fot·· trnil uses. nncl 
i11fe11ds lo l>egin 'tleyeiopme1ii of ihe })l~opo~ed . i~~li_ ~egn\~nt _between Ore~on 
Highway 240 east of the City of Ynmhill into the City of Cnl'!ton, 

'J'l1c county continues to s111wor1 1he orlghrnl plans fot· use of the co1·rido1· ns 
m1lline'cl 1ibove. ·bevelopmcnt nt this time of ft ·troll coni1ectillg the cities of_ 
Yn11'1hiii miti Cnrlton pl'of11otcs the COlfl1ly1,s :frims1ioflatio11 gonls; will provide 0 
sn'fe .nlt~frilative ··to oi=~·gon Higil\vtty 47 for bicyclists: wiJLprovide .n snfo 
ti'lliisp0Hnllo11 nliernatlve for students ·In the Vim11iili-Cnrlton -sch6ol "dlsti·lct: ,viii 
ncco!nmo<ia~e .~<Jll~strim1~_: ~hil f;,ill hoy'c'rullY. cle'n\i:nvilinte _thilt_ h;nil . \ISCS_ cnn be 
111n'Cle "to· lio i:om1~nHble. with fnfol ·uses bnct form prnotlces, 1hcl'Cb}' ·1,fo1i1otmg the 
lo11g~te1"fil goals of.the 1ihm fo1· <le\iclopinent ·of the e1itire c)·1visiohed frili l ns 1111 
-inted1il tiso. nnci even longer-term ~oi1l ofdeveiop1\ie1tt oh mil nncl froll pi;olec't in 
the co1·1'idor. 

Section 3. This .ordinance, being 11ece·ssa1·y for t11e health, safety, and welfare 
of the citizens of Yamhill County) ~nd an emergency hayil1g b·een dechtr¢cl to 
e))ist~ is effective immediately. 

DONE this 161h day of FebnHU')', 2017, in McMitrnville, Oregon. 

ATTEST 

BRIAN VAN .BERGEN 
Counfy Cler~ 

By: ________ _ 

DeJ)tity Cni·olina·Rook 

FORM APPROVED BY: 

Timothy S. Sndlo 
Seniot· Assistant County Counsel 

YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

Chair STAN PRIMOZICH 

Commissioner 'MARY STARRETT 

Commissione1· RICHARD L. "RICK" OLSON 
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re-gon 
K~I~ Bro11n, Gov~mor 

MEMO 

TO: Oregon Cotmties and Trail Prnvidel's 

Depiutmcllt of Laud Conservation nn4 Development 
635 CBpitol Street, Suite 150 

Salem, OR97301-2540 
(503) 373-0050 

Fa~ (503) ;l78-~5 I 8 
Web Address: httµ://www:ore~on,g·ov/LCD 

FROM: Katherine Daniels, Fal'm and For~t Lands Specialist 

SUBJECT: Review Process for Trails as Trnnsportntiou Facliities in EFU zones 

DATE: May 19, 2015 

' 
Co1111tles n11d other$ hay~ ma.<lc-inq\1lri~ n·~ t.o the required lai1d use review process for trails iu 
B~olu~lve.P~rm \lse (BF{.!) z.ones. The question Is wh.~111.er frail$ nl'e nllo.wed outrlgh~ pr su~j~cJ 
to <l.ls9l'eli.0J1~ry review. Whelher proposed as, f>nit of n })ltY'k 01· as a lnm,sporlatlon f~cillJy, tr~lls 
i:n !3F.U ioll,C$ !'~quire n ·,·cvlew ngninst the COlllt>ntil>illty c_riterla of ORS 2'15 .296. While frnils 11S 
11·011s1>ortntlon fncllities a1·en't ~pecJficolly i~entified 11s an allo\ved use in st11tute, ORS 
2 I .S.213(1_0) 1111d 215.283(3) sti\le ilmt .. othe_r trnnspo1tatio1.1 focil!ties11 not allowed under 
snbsections (1) and (2) "mny be estab/ls!~ed, s11/Jjecl to flte hpproml of the goven1l11g /Jody or its 
,les_lg~te.e" SL.1bjec1 to either (a) the 11dop(iQn of an ~xception Ql' (b) 1'0lr.$ iiS.296 for those 11ses 
f1le1il/j1etl by J'(tle1' o,f LCDC. 

Th!}. wor<lh.1g "m~;i bo -esta}Uslted, Jttbjec/ to ·tl,a ppp,:~\'(I~ of tl,e .gp11<wt/(i1g bp_dy .Qr Its des.lg11ee" 
hitlicates a dlscret_iph<:l!.Y !-evle\y !1119 I~ ld,entlq~l t<_rthe, end-in word in~ fo1• tlie lists of us~_ in 
OR~ 215.213(2) ~l.ld :215.~8~(2)- s.omethnes r~fcrred to 11s. the_Ji~ts o~ cpndit!Q!llll ~1sts,._ 'The 
refer~nce to ''.OR$ 215.296 for //,o_se use.~ ldqnt(fle,I by ml~" of L.CDC sJ>ecificallY. indic11t~s I hat 
the uses listed In rule rcquh-e rovl~w ~Mhist Q.R~ 215.296. 

O~R 66Q-012-bQo,5, wrrQ.11s1,,or~atlon ~11_l)ro,>ements on Rur~I L*t•ds/' ;id~ress~s trnJispo1:tati01i 
lmprove1)1~nls IH)d facl_lllie,$1.hnt are allo,vc(f tn rui•nl ~reil.s, f nclliding not just EFU zo11es ~ut ~lso 
fo~-est, l'Ul'(ll reside11114i nJli! oth~r 1'111'0I nn_cl.JlQJlJC,SOUl'(;C Z(!llC:'l, Section (3) of the i'11le j>rovldes 
that a s1>ec1Ji9 li$I of i1m~1:9v~m~u1~ fllld .fqc11ltle$, h1cl11dlug use (h), "1Jilcew1zys,Joo/pnllts nu([ 
re'¢Jimlio11 friJ.lll 1io,I otltel'wlse t1llo_1~ed ,,s" 11~01(ijlc(!f 1011 P.l'JJ(l..d of.flu ,f!.,·/stl11g l'O{I~/,, .~1:e 
coml,rteut with Goq/~ 3 n_ml 4. ,, Se-ctmn (5) ~.tll,98 ih11l m BPU m1~ forest zones, ~9r!lll!l of the 
llsfod hs_CS;t19t hlcluclhig !1'flils, '!sftnll,_ l11 n.'[clN/0.11 to ,re_m~11s/m(l11g comp{iauce 111/th tire 

· J-eijffll'imrim(s of ORS ~N!M.6," com1>ly w{lb .ncl.dillonill ~rlterlo, This s111t~m~nt h1dic~tes ·d10t, in 
BFO 0,1.cl (oiesf zon~s. nU__li$ted usts.1.191 s.u~Ject to tl1e f!tld llloif11l_o1·!terJf, lu*.htdJns 11i>fk~wftys, 
fpp_tpnths nnd rc.cre.111JoJ1 h~lls,1

' ar,rsubjecl t9 lhe. oi:~in~l'y ORS ·2u.2% erlteria . .There.is f10 

specific 1:efe1·e11eo to ORS 215.296 ln OM ~~Q-Pl2-0Q6$(3) ~ecimse the list of mies applies to 
all rliral zones, not just EFU. 

The OJlS 215.296 nwi~w pro.cess c11_11 91;cur as part ofei1J1er a qilf1sL-J11dicial or a l~gisla_tive 
review. Including t>lnnhe_d trail f&cllilles ln the countis Travsportat_i61) Systein Pla1i is the 
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Oi:egcm Countie_s & TmU Providel's 
May 19,2015 

Page 2 of2 

pr~fcri·~d apptoach becm1se It facilitates broad commimity inpi1t and better coordinated pla1u1l1Lg 
of multiple prope11ies. We recomm~nd tbat counties fakii1g this apprnaclt en&hretliat h}div1cl11al 
lanclQWtJCl'S 11l911g a p1'0Jlosei;l h'all !·oute be notified to ensure 'that any potential conflicts with 
ogrioulturnl practices can be identified 1md evaluated. 

~,dcllliQ!lRI q1_1e~li911s bnye arlse11 1·egardl11g rights-of-way an.ti ro!ld 111.ocHfi.c~tion and how they 
:(!.ttect 11:oll reviews. While established ROWs inny minimize ·some awects of revicw1 they can 
still raise issues regal'd jng pot~11tfal form co1Jflicts. Trnlls thnt involve m9cjification ofpub!lc 
road$ Aflp highways ill nil existing ROW nrn 1111 outright use in EPU zones, while trnils 1hf\t 
involve other existing ROW~, such as for rililrnads, involve ORS 215.296 revi~w. Fpliowing is 
the depn111ne11t)s interpretation of the correct locfll i·eview process: 

I. A 1iew trail ot· trnii link in a new ROW: ORS 215.296 review 
2. A new trail or h·ail link i11 an existing ~lO!l-r<;>ad,yay ROW: ORS 215.'296. ~·cvlcw 
3. A new trnil Ql' n·ail lin~ that i~ pmt of n rQad m_odifi.caH011 ht n 1ieW ROW: ORS 215.296 

review 
4. A1\ew traiJ or trnll tink that is part ofa road modification in an existing rnadW!lY ROW; 

ORS 215.213(1)(k) 01· 215.283(1)(i) 
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 

CERTIFICATE OF FILING 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo, hereby certify that on September 20, 2018 I filed the original and one 
true copy of the Responseio Order Regarding Record and Supplemental Record; Revised Index; 
and Second Supplemental Record in Van Dyke et. al v. Yamhill County, LUBA No. 2018-061 
with the Land Use Board of Appeals, 775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-
1283 by first class mail. 

DATED: September 20, 2018 

tlmotl y S. Sadlo 
Y mnh 11 County Counsel's Office 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo, hereby certify that on September 20, 2018, I served a true copy of the 
Response to Order Regarding Record and Supplemental Record; Revised Index; and Second 
Supplemental Record in Van Dyke et. al. v. Yan1hill County, LUBA No. 2018-061 along with a 
disk containing a digital recording dated 05/31/18 on the following person by first class mail: 

Wendie L. Kellington 
Kellington Law Group P.C. 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503) 636-0069 
wk@klgpc.com 

DATED: September 20, 2018 

Tiin . thy S. Sadlo 
Y nn ill County Counsel's Office 
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1
~t~p~anle Armstronq 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
S11bject: 

Ymnbill County 

++-+ 

DLCD Plan Amendments <ptan.amendments@state.or.us> 
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 9:53 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
Confirmatlon of PAPA Online submfttal to DLCD 

±5 

Yom notice of adoption of a change to a comptehensive plan or hmd use regulation has been received by the 
Oregon Depal'tment of Lend Consel'v~tion and Development. 
Local File#: G-01-18 
DLCD File#: 003- l8 
Original Proposal Received: 3/30/2018 
Adoptio11 Notice Received: 5/31/2018 
Submitted by: sarmstrong 

If you have any questions about this notice, please reply or sei1d an email to v.lnn.nmendmcnts@stnte.or.us. 
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1 
Stee,hanfe Arms~ron~ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lance Woods 
Associate Plam1er 

Lance Woods 
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 9:36 AM 
Stephanie Armstrong 
FW: Amendm~nt to DLCD File 003-18 

Yamhill County Planning&: Development 

525 NE 41~ Street, McMlnnvllle, OR 97128, USA 
Telephone: +1503 434 7516 I Fell<: -tl 503 434 7544 

From: Long, Amanda L [mallto:amanda,l,long@state,or.us] 
sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 2:30 PM 
To: Lance Woods 
Subject: RE: Amendment to DLCD File 003-18 

Thank you Lance, I received them In the database. 

Thank you, 

:Manay 

Amanda L,- Long I Department Support 
Plan Amendment Specialist 
Director's Office/Community Services Division 
Oregon Dept. of Land Conservation and Development 
635 Capltol Street NE, Suite 150 I Sµ(em, OR 97301-2540 
Office: (503) 373·0050 l Direct: (503) 934-000_0 Ext 40000 
amanda.1.kmg@state.or.us I www.oregon.gov/l.CD 

From: Lance Woods {mallto:woodsl@co.yamhlll,or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 4, 2018 1:32 PM 
To: Long, Amanda l <along@dlcd.state.or.us> 
Subject: RE: Amendme.nt to DLCD FIie 003-18 

Thank you, Mandy, I will give it another H·y. 

Lance Woods 
Associate Planner 
Yamhill County Planning&; Development 

525 NE" 4•h Street, McMinnville, OR 97128, USA 
Telephone: +1503 434 7516 I Fax: +1503 434 7544 

From: Long, Amanda L [mallto:a01anda.l,long@state.or.us] 
sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 1:17 PM 

-.• 
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To: Lance Woods 
Subject: RE: Amendment to DLCD l=ile 003·18 

Lance• 

I haven't received anything in the FTP site from you, 

Thank you, 

JVJ.andy 
Aman~a L. l.ong I Depa1tment Support 
Plan Amendment Spectollst 
Directors Office/Community Services DMsron 
-C>.regqn D,ept. of Land Conservation and Development 

• ~~~ .,Olp!t9I .Street NE, Suite 150 I Saleiil, PR .~7~01-25,40 
Office: (503) 373,0050 I Direct; (503) 9~4-QOOO (:~t 40000 
a1l1a11clr1.l,lonQ@state.or.us I www.oregon,qoy/LCD 

From: lance Woods (maUlo:wooclsl@co.vamhill.or.tfs) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 4, 20.l.8 10:34 AM 
To: Long, Amanda L <along@dlcd.slate.or,\ls> 
Subject: RE: Amendment to DLCD FIie 003-18 

Good morning Mandy, 

I hope all is well. I believe I successfolly uploaded the entire pncket using the DLCD website you linked in the 
preceding emaiJ, although there was no confimmtion fol lowing the upload process. 'l11e uploaded file ~hou!d be 
an 170-page PDF file, please see the attached List of Exhibits page excerpted from the fl)Jplication file that I 
belie,;e was successfully uploaded. 

Thank you for your continued patience and assistance! 

Best regards, 

Lance Woods 
Associate Planner 
Yamhill County Planning&; Development 

525 NE '1'h Street, McMinnvllle, OR 97128, US.A 
Telephone: +.1503 434 7516 I Fax: +1503 434 7544 

From: Long, Anianda L [n1allto:a1nanda.l.long@state.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesdc:iy, April 04, .2018 9:06 AM 
To~ Lance Woods 
Subject: RE: Amendment to DLCD FIie 003·18 

Lance-

You will have to separate the PDF Into Part 1, Part 2 etc ...... lt looks as though If your file is 75MB It should upload to the 
FTP site, Here Is a link and additional Information regarding our FTP Site: 

http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/Pages(l>apa submittal.asp~ 
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There Is a size limit of 150MB, and there are file type restrictions. Most c.ommon file types are allowed {Office docs, 
PDF's1 GIS flies, zip files}. Executables are not allowed (110 .exe's, they need to be zipped). 

It's always helpful to email a basic Index/number of Items uploaded so we can confirm everything was received. 

Thank you, 

:Mandy 
Amanda L. Long I Dep·aitment Support 
Plan Aniendment Specialist 
Director's Office/Community Services Division 
Oregon Dept. of land Conse1vcltf911 _and Developnient 
635 Capito! Street NE, suit~ ~so I Sc)l!'!m, QR"97301·25'10 
Office: (503) 373-ooso I otre~i: 1so~) 934-oo.oo Ext 40000 
all,]a'nda.l.long@state.or.usIwww.oregon.gov/LtD 

From: Lance Woods fmlillto:woodsl@co.yamhlll.or.us] 
Sont: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 5:03 PM 
Toi DLCD Plan Amendments <planamentltnents@cllcd.state.or.us> 
Subject: Amendment to DLCO FIie 003-18 

Good afternoon DLCD staff, 

I hope all js well. I haven PDF file Urnt I would like to add as an amendment to DLCD File 003-18, however 
the file is approximately 75MB so it is much too large to upload through the FTP site or via email. Any 
assjstance t1iat can be offe1·ed will be gre~tly appreciated! 

Thank yo\1 and best regards, 

Lance Woods 
Associate Planner 
Yamhill County Planning fst Development 

Telephone: +1503 434 7516 I Fax: + 1503 434 7544 
)Nootlst@co.yamhlll.or.us I -hlt1>://wy,w.co.ypmh11J.or.us/plonhlng 
525 'NE -11• Street, McMlrrnvllle, on 971~8, USA. 
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 

CERTIFICATE OF FILING 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo, hereby certify that on July 26, 2018 I filed the original and one true 
copy of the Revised Index and Record; Record Objection Response; Motion to Dismiss Listed 
Party and Motion to Strike Po1tio11 of Record Objection i11 Van Dyke el. al v. Yamhill County, 
LUBA No. 2018-061 with the Land Use Board of Appeals, 775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330, 
Salem, Oregon 97301-1283 by first class mail. 

DATED: July 26, 2018 

TimAt. y S. Sadlo 
Y run11· I County Counsel, s Office 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo,hereby certify that on July 26, 2018, I served a true copy of the Revised 
Index and Record; Record Objection Response; Motion to Dismiss Listed Parly and Motion to 
Strike Po11ion of Record Objection in Van Dyke et. al. v. YamhiJI .County, LUBA No. 2018-061 
on the following persons by first class mail: 

Wendie L. Kellington 
Kellington Law Group P .C. 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503) 636-0069 
wk@klgpc.com 

DATED: July 26, 2018 

Tim<;>t y t;,. Sadlo 
Yamh 11 County Counsel, s Office 
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Ntws-lttgisttr 
KEEPING YOU CONNECTED 
611 NE Third Street • (503) 472-5114 • www.NewsRegister.com 
PO Box 727 

AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
STATE OF OREGON} ss. 
County of Yamhill 

I, Dena Holcomb 
, being first duly sworn, depose and say that I am the 
Legal Clerk, of the NEWS-REGISTER, a newspaper of 
general circulation as defined by 0.R.S. 193.010 and 
O.R.S. 193.020 published two times each week at 
McMinnville, County of Yamhill, State of Oregon, and 
that Yamhill County Department of Planning & 
Development - Public Notice G-01-18- - February 
15,2019 
Subscribed and sworn before me this 2/19/2019 . 

~_;;.-

Gn~2t~'-
Notary Public for Oregon 
My Commission Expires 08/30/2019 

OFFICIAL STAMP 
CONNIE J CRAFTON 
NOTARY PUl3L/C-OREGON 

. COMMISCION NO, 942229 
MY COMM~!gtfE/:PIILE~ Allr:rrsr1n ? 

~-"~"-">. -"'1..k.010 
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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE 4TH STREET• McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128 
Phone: (503) 434-7516 • Fax: (503)434-7544 • TTY: (800} 735-2900 • Internet Address: 

http://www.co. yamhill.or. us/planning 

Date: February 14, 2019 

To: DDLCD 
D Department of Agriculture 
DSWCD 
DODOT 
OUSFW 

Re: Docket G-01-18 (remand); Yamhill County 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 

D City of Carlton 
D City of Yamhill 
□ City of Gaston 
□ Yamhill-Carlton School District 

The referenced docket is currently under consideration by Yamhill County. Consideration on 
remand of Ordinance 9041 relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The original application 
was for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. LUBA's remand requires that the county 
conduct a quasi-judicial hearing, pursuant to Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 
sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) and Section 1301. The remand also requires that the county 
address the conditional use standards of YCZO 1202. The county has already addressed 
YCZO 402.07(A) (see also ORS 215.296 on which YCZO 402.07(A) Is based) but will accept 
additional testimony and evidence regarding those standards. The record of the proceedings 
to adopt Ordinance 904 is part of the record on remand. If you submitted evidence in the 
proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904 you may submit new evidence and testimony, but you do 
not need to resubmit testimony previously submitted. The enclosed material has been referred to 
you for your inspection and official comments. Your recommendations and suggestions will be used 
to guide the decision-maker when reviewing this request. If you wish to have your comments on the 
enclosed material considered, please return this form by this date: March 1, 2019. 

Your prompt reply will facilitate the processing of this application and will ensure consideration of your 
recommendations. Please check the appropriate space below, and provide any comments you wish 
in the space provided, or on additional sheets. 

PLEASE NOTE 
If a comment is not received by the deadline indicated, the decision-making authority will assume that 
there Is no conflict between the request and the interests of your agency or organization, and make its 
decision accordingly. 

D 1. We have reviewed the file and find no 
conflicts with our interests. 

□ 2. A formal recommendation is under 
consideration and will be submitted to 
you by: ____ _____ _ 

Comments: 

□ 3. We would like to suggest some 
changes to the proposal. 

D 4. Please refer to the enclosed letter. 

Signed Title Date - --------------- ------ - -- -=--=-=-=--=--Page 2565 



KAREN BROCH 
6701 NW LILAC HILL ROAD 

YAMHlLL, OR 97148 

JOHN R. PETERSON 
P. 0. BOX 40~ : 

MCMlNNVILLE, OR 97128 

JIM AFFOLTER · -
519NURSERY STREET. 

AMITY, OR 9710 I 

SUZANNE RIDLEY 
51920NW SOUTH ROAD 

,GASTON, OR 97119 

WENDIE KELLINGTON 
PO BOX 159 

LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 

---- -
I 

-

' ....: 

-
.. . 

DAVID BROCK 
6701 NW LILAC HILL ROAD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

PETER IllGBEE 
1110 W. 2ND STREET 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

GARY SCHULT 
8470 SE YOUNGMAN 

MCMINNVILLE, OR97128 

JAMES HERZBERG 
51920 NW SOUTH ROAD 

GASTON, OR 97119 

• 

GLENN AND PATRICIA MANSON 
9980 NE HIGHWAY 240 

YAMHILL, OR97148 

-. 

- ,_ 
- ,.-

i 

r -

--, 

RON HUTCHISON 
· . POBOX489 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

JEFF KNAPP 
1036 NE COWLS STREET 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

JOELKIFF 
1'3546 WILLIS ROAD 

MCMJNNVILLE, OR 97128 

CELINE MCCARTHY 
915 N 4rn ST. 

CARLTON, OR,9711 l 

Last Updated 2/7/19 

., 
• 

- --
Ji -- ... 

-
,r,. -- -

. ·1 l . r 6 • .v- .,-.- . -
. r, . ..../1 (,f 1iWI.! ,e_ . ~ , on the / d; day of ~-c.. lc,,~ ~ · , 2 <:, I 4 

sent the attached public notice of Docket No. ea· r_ D I ~ 1.f(re ·,,rvi ~l property ow; Identified by the PIN .. 
numbers listed abov~, and Interested persons listed on this ~heet. · 

STATE OF. OREGON '·. 
County of Yamhill 

Th'e foreg_oing instrument was acknowledged before me this 

by . ~ te(ha 11, r, ~ CAr'"011 

-

OFFlCIALSTAMP 
MATTHEW G. VQGT. 

· NOTARY PUBLIC-OREGON 
,. . COMMISSION NO. 973810 

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES APRIL ·10, 2022 

,r he: . . ,.,-,,,.. L 
12- :._:..- day of __ a;:.-""-_O..,..l_"l,1-'-"'-""'"'Y-1--. _ ___., i o I q 

. . 

--~--~ ~ 
. .. Notary P~bHc For Oregon . ·. , .. 

My Commissl~rLExplres . . /Jr, / . ·i ly~2>~ 

• I 



, 
PETERS BLANCHE B LIVING TRUST 1/4 & 

PETERS WJLFRED A TRUSTEE & 
3409 SINGLETREE ST 

FOREST GROVE, OR 97116 
R341002000 R34 I003000 R341002600 

R341500501 

WOODWARD REEVE 
14325 SW HIGHWAY 18 NO 30 

MC INNVJLLE, OR 97128 
RJ421AA00354 

ANDERSON JULIE B 
PO-BOX 1162 

SHERWOOD, OR 97140 
R340301900 

BELT GENE H & MARLENE 
19125 NW ROCKYFORD RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97 48 
R340301800 

FRANCO ALEXANDER A & 
665 N 1ST ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00363 

V ~YKE WILLIAM R CO-TRUSTEE 
12825 NE YAMHILL RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R340301300 

ERAMO REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 
ERAMO SALVA TORE P SR TRUSTEE 

POBOX547 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R34!003IO0 

DUYN JOSEI;'HF 
13475 HIGHWAY 47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R341600200 

DROMGOOLE GORDON C 
19643 NW GOODRICH RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340900400 

VAN DYKE JULIE D 1/2 VAN DYKE JAMES 
F 1/2 

POBOX400 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R340301701 

-

POTTER JASON 
652 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R342 I AA00365 

SCHREPEL LEE W 
650 I NE HIGHWAY 240 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340301201 

HERYFORD LOREN G 
14469 HIGHWAY 47 

Y AMHJLL, OR 97148 
R340900800 

LARSON JOHN III & 
13995 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R341001801 

GAIBLER MARCEL K TRUSTEE FOR 
GAIBLER MARK S TRUSTEE FOR 

PO BOX 808 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R341600900 

WAIT LAURENCE A 
PO BOX 100 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R3421AA00200 

HILL DAVIDS 
8745 HIGHWAY 47 

CARLTON, OR 971 l 1 
R3421AA00364 

BURNS FRANKL 
241 SHOSHONE ST N 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 

R341600500 

CLAUSSEN THEODORE R 
14375 HIGHWAY 47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R340900700 

VAN DYKE RIVERVIEW FARMS LLC 
8456 NW MCSWEEN LN 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340303300 

■ 

WARREN JOSEPH M 
820 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00308 

KELLY NICKIE HARTE LIVING TRUST 
657 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97_1 I l 

R3421AA00341 

BAKER.THOMAS E 
POBOX315 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R342100100 

BIGGSGARYM 
PO BOX 171 

CAR.nTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00323 

JANZEN PHILLIP & SHERRI 62% 
11460 SE EOLA HILLS RD 

AMITY, OR 97101 
R342IAA00318 

STARR MICHAELE 
697 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00337 

POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES 
14215 HIGHWAY 47 
CARLTON, OR97111 

R340900600 

1 

I 
·t 

' 

~r 
. r-

WISHART LAURANCE G 
1904 LIBRA ST 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
R341600300 

SCHREPEL KATHRYNE TRUSTEE 
SCHREPEL KATHRYN E TRUSTEE 

6501 NE HIGHWAY 240 
YAMI-IlLL, OR 97148 

R340303400 

G-01-18 
Yamhelas Trail 
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FRUGIA MARIE C & GUY M TRUSTEES 
310 W UNCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA0032I 

STASER ROBERT'25% ZIMMERMAN 
GINGERK50% 

POBOX371 
CARLTON, OR 971 11 

R342200600 

EWING WARREN 0 
l2320HIGHWAY47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R341601000 

DENMAN MARK A 
220 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR97l11 
R3421AA00309 

SISTO JAVIER G 
861 N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00326 

WILLAMETTE VALLEY LAND LLC 
13140 B NE KUEHNE RD 

CARL::rDN, OR 97111 
R341001400 

ERICKSON GRANT A & 
POBOX991 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
R3421AA00368 

CHAMBERS DONALD J 
632 N COOCIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR_971 l l 

R3421AA00369 

COSGROVE JANET A 
14613 HIGHWAY 47 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R340900900 

PRITCHETT RICHARD M JR & 
662 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00362 

.. 

LEIST THOMAS L 
921 N"KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00328 

ffiJSERIK SCOTT P 
645 N FIRST ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00367 

PETERSON SCOTT 
1380 SW CENTURY CT 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 
R3421AA00358 

BAILEY NURSERIES INC 
1325 BAILEY RD 

STPAUL, MN 55119 
R341600 100 

BISHOF THOMAS 
675 N FIRST STREET 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00360 

YAMHILL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
CORP 

PO BOX 1193 
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

R3421AA.00300 

\VEIGANT CHARLES Ill 
POBOX972 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R342IAA00340 

WILEY MAY 
331 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 971 I I 
R342IAA00315 

VANDEHEY LOGAN 
650 N 1ST ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00355 

ANDERSON ANDREW K WROS 
637 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R342 IAA00343 

V Al':11)EW ALLE DAVID J 
230 MCKlNLEY ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00302 ~ 

• 
AMMANN EMILEE AMMANN ZACKARY 

911 N KUTCH ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00327 

RUSSELL TROY D 
210 LINCOLN ST 

CARLJ ON, OR 97111 
R3421AA003 I0 

BROCKMAN STEVEN L 
642 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00366 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD INC FKA 
1416 DODGE ST RM 738 

OMAHA, NE 68179 
R441106000 

PATRIDGE ALICE T 
POJ3OX 6745 

ALOHA, OR 97007 
R3421AA00338 

■ 

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC 
121 SW SALMON ST 

PORTLAND, OR 97204 
R341001900 

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD 
\VESTSIDE BR 

1416 DODGE STRM738 
OMAHA, NE 68179 

R342100190 

ASADA NOBUHIRO 
211 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R342il AA003 I l 

HELMS ANDREW E 
670 N FIRST ST 

CAitLTON, OR 97111 
R342IAA00357 
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TOLLE JERRY L 
PO BOX 991 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00305 

LOI>EZHUGOE 
221 LINCOLN ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00312 

SWAN SICK LIVING TRUST SW ANSICK 
ERIC K TRUSTEE 

13800 NE MERCHANT RD 
CARLTON, OR 97ll I 

R341500500 

COUSSENS FAMILY JOINT TRUST 
COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 

44559 NW HARTWICK RD 
BANKS, OR 97106 

R341500601, R341500700 

CANA'S FEAST WINERY PROPERTIES 
LLC 

4170 SUNNYBANK CT 
CHELAN, WA 98816 

R3421AB00101 

FRUITHILL INC 
6501 NE HIGHWAY 240 

Y AMIIlLL, OR 97148 
R340301200 

SMITi ANNE M 
241 SHOS ONE ST N 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 

R341600800 &342100300 

SCHULTZ SAMUEL I 
220 MCKINLEY ST 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R3421AA00303 

BIRKLE FAMILY TRUSTBlRKLE ZORINA 
K CO-TRUSTEE 

1055 E ISTST 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R3404AD09400 

BROWN BESSIE L 
677 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 971 I I 

R3421AA00339 

ZIJ\1MERMAN GORDON N TRUSTEE 
223 N BALM ST 

I 

Y AMHlLL, OR 97148 
R3404AD00907 

CROCKER R1CHARD 
82 I N KUTCH ST 

CARL TON, OR 971 I 1 
R3421AA00322 

HERRINGTON ROBERT (WROS) 
320 LINCOLN ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00320 

GREENLEAF EAMIL Y TRUST GREENLEAF 
RAYMOND L CO-TRUSTEE 

11900 HIGHWAY 47 

■ CARLTON, OR971 l 1 
R342100200 

!. 
STEPHEN WICK 

29250 NW OLSON RD 

I GASTON, OR 97119 

BESSE KITTY L 
830 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R3 421AA00307 

-.. 

POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES 
14215 HIGHWAY 47 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R.340900500 I 

HUAPEO-GARCIA JUAN 
727 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00334 

CLAWSON KERRY C NKA 
321 LINCOLN ST 

CARL TON, OR 97 I 11 
R3421AA00314 

BROUILLET BENJAMIN H & 
340 LINCOLN ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00319 

., .. 

L 

HANSON TIM 
311 W LINCOLN ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00313 

PRATT LARISSA 
POBOX235 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 
R3421AA00359 

DEGRAUW DAVID R & DELORES J TRUST 
DEGRAUW DA VJD R TRUSTEE 

647.N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00342 

WINCHESTER JAY 
POBOX840 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R342IAA00317 

LEWIS MILLER 
PO BOX 191 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 
14130 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARL TON, OR 97J 11 
R341001600 R341001800 R341001500 

R341001700 

WOODLAND WALTER 
15010 NE DOPP RD 

1'.,TE\VBERG, OR 97132 
R340301600 

VAN DYKE JOHN A 
1255 EMA.IN ST 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 
R340301700 

MCCARTHY CELINE M TRUSTEE 
MCCARTIIY LIVING TRUST 

PO BOX 417 
GASTON, OR 97119 

R341500800 

KAY ROBERTC & 
749S2ND ST 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00356 
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LUMPKINS EARL & MARGARET REVOC 
TRUST LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 

33410 NE OLD PARRETTMOUNTAINRD 
NEWBERG, OR 97132 

R341500602 

JONES MATTHEW L 
717 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

R3421AA00335 

PEREZ DAWN MARIE 
PO BOX 185 

CORNELIUS, OR 97113 
R3421AA00330 

LANDAUER TIMOTHY D 
223NBALMST 

YAMHILL, OR971_48 
R3404AD00907 

KAHL ROBERTS 
15500 HIGHWAY 47 
YAMHILL, OR97148 

R340900300 

BURNS FRANK L 
241 SHOSHONE ST N 

TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
R341600400 

\V AECHTLER FRITZ A JR 
930 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00301 

MALAY JOSHUA A & 
PO BOX 913 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00325 

ERIC WITHERSPOON 
P.O. BOX 338 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

OREGON FARM BUREAU 
1320 CAPITOL SJ;NE STE 200 

SALEM, OR 97301 

■ 

■ • •• 

■ 

■ 

CRAMER JEAN TRUSTEE 
13815 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R'.341500600 

LINDRYANW 
221 MCKINLEY ST 

CARLTON, OR 9711 I 
R342 l AA00304 

BRAUKMAN MELISSA I & 
12000 HWY 47 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R341601100 

GUNN FAMILY TRUST GUNN MICHAEL G 
CO-TRUSTEE 
PO BOX 162 

DUNDEE, OR97115 
R3421AA00361 

ERAMO SAL V ATORE-P & JO A TRUSTEES 
PO BOX 547 

' 

YAMHILL, OR97148 
R341003200 

LOCKHART ANDREW A 11 

840 N KUTCH ST 
CARLTON, OR97111 

R3421AA00306 

AMBURN DENISE 
POBOX711 

CARLTON, OR97111 
R3421AA00332 

RODRIGUEZ JUAN M 
PO BOX 714 

YAMHILL, OR97148 
R3421AA00331 

STEVE HARLOFF 
16175 PUDDY GULCH 
YAMHILL OR 97116 

CONNOR AARON 
712 N FIRST ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00359 

GOMETZ RONALD CG 
707 N COOLIDGE ST 
CARLTON, OR97111 

R3421AA00336 

SCOTT SHAWN SCOTT MICHAEL L 
931 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00329 

WV-RV DEVELOPMENT LLC 
15221 NW WESTSIDE RD 

YA.MHIJ,L, OR 97148 
R340301400 

... 

FRIENDS OF THEY AMHELAS WESTSIDER 
TRAIL 

P.O. BOX 861 
CARLTON OREGON 97111 

NEW CARL TON RURAL FIRE DISTRICT 
209 N KUTCH ST 

CARLTON, 0 97111 
R3421AA00JO0 

l -. 
JOHNSON MARKT 

6875 NE HIGHWAY 240 
YAMHILL, OR 97148 

R340301100 

MA THOT SABRA H 
PO BOX 991 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R3421AA00333 

ARMSTRONG RANDALL D 
1145 SW CYPRESS #24 

MCMINNVTLLE, OR 97128 
R3421AA00324 

C.K. TREUHELLA 
I 9691 NW MEADOW LAKE 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

LUMPKINS EARL DTRUSTEE 
13747 NE MERCHANT RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 
R341500602 
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AMY WILDER 
1040 SPARK ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

CARLA CHAMBERS 
23620 SE FRANQUETTE DR 

AMITY, OR 97101 

LYNETTE SHAW 
1040 SPARK ST 

CARLTON,. OR 97111 

JACK SCHWAB 
323 SE COWLS 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

VERONICA HINKES 
POBOX685 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

WAYNEWEBKE 
13775 MEADPWLAKE RD 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

RONALD OLISAR 
3300 NW HILL RD 

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 

NEYSSAHAYS 
106 S 6™ ST 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

NICK MARRANT 
7535 SAWTELL ROAD 
SHERIDAN, OR 97~78 

RICHARD CLOEPFIL 
CHRISTY CLOEPFIL 

8733 NE GUN CLUB RD 
CARL TON, OR 97111 

I 

I 

CITY OF CARLTON 
ATIN: CHAD OLSON 

191 EMAIN ST 
CARLTON, OR 97111 

ANN-MARIE ANDERSON 
PO BOX 57 

DAYTON, OR 97114 

JAMES MCMASTER 
18445 RAINBOWLN 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 

BENVANDYKE 
15221 NW WESTSIDE RD 

YAMJilLL, OR 97148 

KRIS WEINBENDER 
12000 HIGHWAY 47 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

CHRIS MA TISON 
20751 NE COVE ORCHARD RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

BRYAN SCHMIDT 
7580 NE HENDRICKS RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

JAMES CRAWFORD 
24955 NW OAK HILLS RD 

YAMHILL, OR97148 

SCOTT BERNARDS 
9275 NW LAKESIDE DRIVE 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

ALLEN SITTON 
13425 NW WESTSIDE RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

-

■ 

-

DENNIS ROGERS 
24700 SW ROGERS RD 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 

GRANT & KAREN HOYT 
16301 NW RED SHOTLN 

CARL TON, OR 97111 

BILLIE JEAN MATTHEWS 
19643 NW GOODRICH RD 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ED FREDENBURG 
9875 MEADOW LOOP 
NEWBERG, OR 97132 

TOMHAMMER 
23701 WALLACE RD 

WHEATLAND, OR 97304 

CONNIE HUTCHISON 
POBOX489 

YAMHILL, OR 97148 

ERICKUEHNE 
13140 A NE KUEHNE RD 

CARLTON, OR 97111 

DANA RAY 
315 S. MAPLE STREET 
YAMHILL, OR97148 

LORI SCHANCHE 
1355 SW RUSS LANE 

MCMlNNVILLE, OR 97128 

LAURA COCHRAN 
POBOX992 

NEWBERG, OR 97132 
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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE FOURTH STREET, McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128-4523 
Phone:(503) 434-7516 Fllx:(503)434-7544 TTY: (800) 735-2900 Web: htt1l://www.co.yllmhill.or.us/plm1/ 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ON REMAND OF ORDINANCE 904 

March 7, 2019, 10:00 a.m. 
Kent L. Taylor Civic Hall 

200 NE 2nd Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 

The YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS will hold a public hearing on March 7, 2019 
at I 0:00 a.m. at the above specified location, to address a remand by the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), of 
Ordinance 904 (Planning Docket G-01-18). Ordinance 904 is an amendment to the text of the County 
Transportation System Plan, which is pait of the Yamhill County Comprehensive Land Use Plan. Ordinance 904 
acknowledges county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former Union Pacific Railroad corridor and establishes 
conditions for development of a recreational trail within a 2.82-mile segment of the corridor that runs between the 
cities of Yamhill and Carlton. The matter may be heard later than the time indicated, depending on the agenda 
schedule. Interested parf'ies arc invited to send written comments within the scope of l'he remnnd described 
below to the Planning Deparlment prior to the hearing, or may deliver written comments or testify orally to 
the Board, at the bearing. The address of the Planning Depa1tment is 525 NE Fourth Street, McMinnville, Oregon 
97128, or comments may be submitted to ,tannin • t co. ;amhill.or.us. 

All issues and concerns within the scope of the remand must be raised in writing before the hearing or prior 
to the close of the hearing on March 7. Comments submitted the day of the hearing will not be accepted via e-mail 
or fax but must be submitted in writing (9 copies) at the hearing. Please 11ote: depe11di11g 011 the number of 
individuals that would like to test{fy, the Commissioners may place a time limit 011 testi111011y. Failure to raise an 
issue regarding the remand, by submittal of written testimony pri9r to or at the hearing or by submittal of oral 
testimony and/or evidence at the hearing sufficient to allow an opportunity to respond to the issue, precludes an 
affected party's appeal of the decision to the Land Use Board of Appeals on that issue. 

The application, all documents and evidence submitted by or on behalf of the applicant and other parties, as 
well as the applicable criteria, are available for inspection, and copies may be purchased at a reasonable cost. A 
staff report will be available for inspection at no cost seven days prior to the hearing, and copies will be available for 
purchase at a reasonable cost. The location of the hearing is accessible to persons with disabilities. Please call the 
Board of Commissioner's office (503) 434-7501, if you will need any special accommodations to attend or 
participate in the meeting. For futther information, contact the Yamhill County Depaitment of Planning and 
Development, 525 N.E. Fourth Street, McMinnville, 97128, or at (503) 434-7516. 

DOCKET NO.: 

REQUEST: 

G-01-18 ( remand) 

Consideration on remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider 
Trail. The original application was for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. 
LUBA's remand requires that the county conduct a quasi-judicial hearing, pnrsuant 
to Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) and 
Section 1301. The remand also requires that the county address the conditional use 
standards ofYCZO 1202. The county has already addressed YCZO 402.07(A) (see 
also ORS 215.296 on which YCZO 402.07(A) is based) but will accept additional 
testimony and evidence regarding those standards. The record of the proceedings 
to adopt Ordinance 904 is part of the record on remand. lfyou submitted evidence 
in the proceedings to adopt Ordinance 904 you may submit new evidence and 
testimony, but you do not need to resubmit testimony previously submitted. 
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Docket G~O l -18 
Ordinance 904-Yamhelas Westsider Trail Remand Hearing 
Page2 

APPLICANT: 

TAX LOT: 

LOCATION: 

CRITERIA: 

Yamhill County 

4403-01300 

Entire corridor extends from just south of Gaston, to just south of Gun Club Road. 
This application is for the 2.82 mile segment between Carlton and Yamhill. 

Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) (ORS 
215.296), 1301, 1202 

SCOPE OF HEARING: 

The hearing will be limited to accepting oral and written testimony and evidence on any issue that was not 
resolved by the Land Use Board of Appeals in its Final Opinion and Order in Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 
LUBA No. 2018-061. Specifically allowed and encouraged is testimony and evidence addressing YCZO 
402.07(A)(l) and (2) (ORS 215.296) and YCZO 1202.02. YCZO 402.07(A) is the local version of ORS 
215 .296. It states that: 

"A. In the Exclusive Farm Use District, prior to establishment of a conditional use, the applicant shall 
demonstrate compliance with the following criteria in addition to other requirements of this ordinance: 

1. The use will not force a significant change in accepted farming or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to fann or forest use. 

2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest practices on 
surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use." 

YCZO 1202.02 states: 

"A conditional use may be authorized, subject to the Type B application procedure set fotth in Section 1301, 
upon adequate demonstration by the applicant that the proposed use will be compatible with vicinity uses, 
and satisfies all relevant requirements of this ordinance and the following general criteria; 

A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 
B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan which apply 

to the proposed use; 
C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, topography, 

existence of improvements and natural features; 
D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which 

substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted 
uses listed in the underlying zoning district; 

E. The proposed use is appropriate, considefo1g the adequacy of public facilities and services 
existing or planned for the area affected by the use; and 

F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the 
area." 

NOTICE TO MORTGAGEE, LIENHOLDER, VENDOR, OR SELLERS: ORS Chapter 215 requires that if you 
receive this notice, it must be promptly forwarded to the purchaser. 
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Procedures Regarding Hearings by the Board of Commissioners Acting on 
Quasi-judicial and Legislative Actions in Yamhill County 

The Nature and Conduct 
of Public Hearings 

1. Parties to quasi-judicial proceedings are 
entitled to an opportunity to appear, either in 
person or through a representative, to present 
and rebut testimony and evidence before an 
impartial authority, to record the proceedings, 
and to receive a written notice of the decision, 
based on the record made at the hearing. 

2. The following persons qualify as parties: 

(a) the applicant; 

(b) all persons that are entitled by ordinance 
to receive a notice of the hearing; and 

(c) other persons who demonstrate that the 
action affects a substantial right of those 
persons. 

3. No person shall testify without: 

(a) receiving recognition from the 
chairperson; 

(b) stating his or her full name and address; 
and 

(c) if requested, stating the basis on which 
he or she is entitled to status as a party. 
A challenge to this status may be made 
by the Board or another party. A ruling 
shall be made by the Board regarding the 
person's right to testify. 

4. No person · shall be disorderly, abusive, or 
disruptive of the orderly conduct of the 
meeting. Audience demonstrations, 
applause, and display. signs shall not be 
permitted. The chairperson of the Board of 
Commissioners shall have the authority to 
inform, reprimand, or remove any person or 
persons for violation of the rules of conduct. 

Rules of Evidence 

1. No person shall present irrelevant, immaterial, 
or unduly repetitious testimony or evidence. 

2. Testimony and evidence must be directed 
toward the criteria applicable to the subject 
hearing. 

3. Failure to raise an issue accompanied by 
statements or evidence sufficient to afford the 
Commissioners and parties an opportunity to 
respond to the issue precludes appeal based 
on that issue beyond the local level. 

Hearing Procedure 

In the conduct of a hearing, the chairperson shall 
have the authority to: 

1. Determine who qualifies as a party; 

2. Regulate the course, sequence, and decorum 
of the hearing; 

3. Dispose of procedural requirements or similar 
matters; 

4. Rule on offers of proof and relevancy of 
evidence and testimony; 

5. Impose reasonable limitations on the number 
of witnesses heard and set reasonable time 
limits for oral presentations, and rebuttal 
testimony; 

6. Grant, deny, or approve with conditions the 
matter being heard, or remand the matter to 
the initial decision maker for additional review 
or information. 

PAGE 1 OF 2 
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Burden of Proof 

The burden of proof is placed upon the applicant. 
Such proof shall show that the request complies with 
all applicable standards and criteria of the 
Comprehensive Plan and.Zoning Ordinance. 

Order of Procedure 

1. Announce the nature and purpose of the 
hearing and summarize the rules for 
conducting the hearing; 

2. Ask for disclosure of any potential conflicts of 
interest or ex parte contact by those on the 
Board; 

3. Ask parties of the hearing if there is a 
challenge to the ability of any member of the 
Board to make an unbiased decision on the 
case; 

4. State that testimony and evidence must be 
directed toward the relevant criteria or other 
criteria in the plan or ordinance which a person 
believes to apply to the decision; 

5. State that failure to raise an issue 
accompanied by statements or evidence 
sufficient to afford the Board and parties an 
opportunity to respond to the issue precludes 
appeal beyond the local level; 

6. Request the Planning Director or the Directors 
designee to present a summary of staff 
findings; and the criteria applicable to the 
request. 

7. Allow the applicant to be heard first, testifying 
on their own behalf or by a representative. 

8. Allow parties or witnesses in favor of the 
proposal to be heard; 

9. Allow parties or witnesses opposed to the 
proposal to be heard; 

1 O. Ask for comments submitted by governmental 
agencies; 

11. Allow rebuttal testimony; 

12. Ask for the staff recommendation. 

13. Prior to the conclusion of the initial hearing, 
any party may request an opportunity to 
present additional testimony or evidence 
regarding the application. The Board shall 
grant such a request by continuing the public 
hearing or leaving the record open for 
additional written evidence or testimony. 

14. Upon conclusion of the initial hearing, if there 
is no request to present additional testimony or 
evidence, the Board shall decide whether to 
close the hearing and render a decision or 
continue the hearing to a later date. The 
Board may request proposed findings and 
conclusions from any party to the hearing. 

Appeal of Board Decisions 

1. A decision of the Board of County 
Commissioners may be appealed to the Land 
Use Board of Appeals for review. A petition 
for review must be submitted to the Land Use 
Board of Appeals within twenty-one (21) days 
of the date of decision. 

2. Only parties to the subject action may appeal 
the Board's decision. 

Accommodation 
Impairments 

of Physical 

Please notify the Board of Commissioners of any 
special physical or language needs as far in 
advance of the hearing as possible. The hearing 
rooms are handicapped accessible. 

TDD 503-434-7519. 

f:\Share\FORMSIPLANNING\Hearlng Procedure-boc.wpd 

FORM #07 / REV: 10/16/18 
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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE 4TH STREET o McMINNVILLE, OREGON 97128 
Phone: (503) 434-7516 • Fax: (503)434-7544 • TTY: (800) 735-2900 

Internet Address: http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/planning 

February 12, 2019 

VIA EMAIL 

News Register 
P.O. 727 
611 E Third St. 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
legals@newsregister.com 

Please publish the following notice of public hearing in the February 15, 2019, issue of the 
News Register. Please bill this office and supply us with an affidavit of publication. 

~ cerely, -~-la t .J. J./.:J,J 1/ 
Kenneth P. Friday 
Planning Director 

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will hold a 
public hearing on March 7, 2019, at 10:00 AM. in the hearing room of the Kent L. Taylor Civic Hall 
located at 200 NE Second Street, McMinnville to consider the request below. Interested parties 
are invited to send in written comment or may appear and testify at the hearing. Comments 
submitted the day of the hearing will not be accepted via e-mail or fax but must be submitted in 
writing (9 copies) at the hearing. Please note, depending on the number of individuals that would 
like to testify, the Commissioners may place a time limit on testimony: DOCKET G-01-18, 
consideration on remand of Ordinance 904, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The original 
application was for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. LUBA's remand requires that the 
county conduct a quasi-judicial hearing, pursuant to Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 
sections 402.04(N), 402.07(A) and Section 1301. The remand also requires that the county 
address the conditional use standards of YCZO 1202. The county has already addressed YCZO 
402.07(A) (see also ORS 215.296 on which YCZO 402.07(A) is based) but will accept additional 
testimony and evidence regarding those standards. The record of the proceedings to adopt 
Ordinance 904 is part of the record on remand. If you submitted evidence in the proceedings to 
adopt Ordinance 904 you may submit new evidence and testimony, but you do not need to 
resubmit testimony previously submitted. The parcel is identified as Tax Lot 4403-1300 which is 
the entire corridor which extends from just south of Gaston, to just south of Gun Club Road. This 
application is for the 2.82 mile segment between Carlton and Yamhill. Failure to raise an issue, 
either in person or in writing, or failure to provide statements or evidence sufficient to allow the 
Board of Commissioners an opportunity to respond to the issue precludes an affected party's 
appeal of the decision to the Land Use Board of Appeals on that issue. Additional information is 
available from the County Planning Department at 503-434-7516. Dated February 15, 2019, Ken 
Friday, Planning Director. Page 2577 



CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 

CERTIFICATE OF FILING 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo, hereby certify that on April 23, 2019 I filed a true copy of the Index 
and Record in Van Dyke et. al v. Yamhill County, LUBA No. 2019-047 with the Land Use 
Board of Appeals, 775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283 by personal 
delivery. 

DATED: April 23, 2019 

Timot y S. Sadlo 
Yamh 11 County Counsel's Office 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Timothy S. Sadlo, hereby certify that on April 23, 2019, I served a true copy of the 
Index and Record in Van Dyke et. al. v. Yamhill County, LUBA No. 2019-047 by first class 
mail, on the following persons: 

Wendie L. Kellington 
Kellington Law Group P. C. 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503)636-0069 
wk@klgpc.com 

DATED: April 23, 2019 

Timoth S. Sadlo 
Y amhi County Counsel's Office 
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